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KRLD-TV, Channel 4, telecasting with maximum power from atop
Texas' tallest tower, sends its strong clear signal into 47 Texas counties . . .
plus 5 in Oklahoma. This is the greatest area coverage of any Texas television station. BUT . . . what is more significant is KRLD-TV's coverage in
terms of PEOPLE, INCOME, RETAIL SALES and TV HOMES. In
those terms, a map such as. just above gives a more accurate picture. The
KRLD-TV Texas area contains 2,570,500 people who spend $3,332,054,000 annually of a Consumer Spendable Income of $4,270,706,000. There
are more than 644,000 TV homes in this area. Truly, KRLD-TV CBS
television for Dallas-Fort Worth, is the biggest buy in the biggest market
in the biggest state.
Sources: Consumer Markets, Dec. 15,
1957. TV homes based on
Texas TV Reports.

KRLD-TV is the television service
of The Dallas Times Herald, owners
and operators of KRLD Radio, the
only full-time 50,000 watt station in
Dallas-Fort Worth. The Branham
Company, national representotives.
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closed

NEXT MOVE • Investigation by Antitrust
Div. of Dept. of Justice of network programming notably in relation to its ownership participation in independently developed shows has reached point where
department attorneys want to meet with
FCC to explore future steps. Proposal to
this end is being considered by FCC, presumably in connection with current hearings on Barrow Network Study Report.
Barrow Study Staff had been unable to
complete programming-talent phase of its
investigation and Assistant Attorney General Victor Hanson had announced last
year that it was continuing its inquiry.
•
Also interwoven in network participation
in program ownership is related aspect of
clearances in option time. Another aspect
under inquiry has been network stock
ownership in BMI. Both matters were
targets of House Celler Subcommittee inquiry two years ago.
•
NEW

FIELD

• Several broadcasters are
exploring possibility of going into closedcircuit theatre tv, or version of it. Success of such closed circuit presentations as
Robinson-Basilio fight in movie theatres
has encouraged these broadcasters to look
into possibility of obtaining equipment
and franchises for special showings which
broadcasters would manage in local auditoriums. Several broadcasters have
asked TelePrompTer whether franchises
would be available.
•
One item of business in current West
Coast visit of Hubbell Robinson Jr., CBSTV executive vice president for network
programs, was negotiations with Bing
Crosby in hope of getting his signature on
tv dotted line. Except for occasional special
shots, Old Groaner has resisted tv's advances up to now.
•
NO ROTATION • Major point of contention on final draft of House Oversight
Subcommittee report (see page 27) concerned tenure of FCC chairman and how
he would be named. Several members
successfully objected to original draft calling for chairmanship to be rotated. They
objected on grounds subcommittee did not
have enough information to reach this
conclusion. One member said both Democrats and Republicans objected to rotation idea; another member claimed it was
strictly GOP protest. Chairman now is
named by President.
•
Another House interim report will be
forthcoming soon after congressional Easter recess — this one by special five-man
subcommittee on inner operations of
ASCAP. Following two weeks of hearings
[Government, March 24], full subcommittee met in executive session Wednesday

Broadcasting

with three members of Justice Dept., including Robert A. Bicks, assistant to antitrust chief Victor Hanson, W. D. Kilgore,
chief of judgment and enforcement division, and trial attorney John Wilson. Report is expected to be critical of ASCAP
operational policies and recommend
further action by Justice.
•
SHOO-IN • Reappointment of Robert T.
Bartley to new seven-year term on FCC,
dating from next July 1, is confidently expected within next few weeks. Mr. Bartley,
48, sailed through his appearance before
House Legislative Oversight Committee on
March 28 and was given virtually clean bill
by Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark. and
other committee members. Nephew of
House Speaker Sam Rayburn, Mr. Bartley
began his service on FCC as Commissioner
on March 6, 1952, although he previously
had served at staff level.
e
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer, it's
reliably reported, already has urged White
House to act expeditiously on Bartley reappointment. It's rare for White House,
however, to announce nominations more
than 60 days in advance of expiration.
Sixty-day period will begin May 1.
e
DUTY CALLS • All members of FCC
(except Comr. Lee who was in New York)
lunched at NAB headquarters in Washington last Thursday for briefing on their
panel participation at NAB Convention in
Los Angeles, April 27-May 1. Panel, to
be held on Wednesday morning, has been
most popular NAB event. It was threatened by House Oversight Committee investigation because of "fraternizing" complaint but all FCC members have concluded that NAB convention, above all
other events, is "must" for them. In addition to panel, Chairman John C. Doerfer
will deliver annual address.
•
It's unlikely that FCC members will take
their wives to West Coast this year. As
things stand now they will get only their
traveling expenses and $12 per diem from
government and must pick up their own
hotel bills, whereas NAB has paid them in
past. Estimate is that each will be at least
$150 "out-of-pocket" at this year's convention ifhe travels solo.
•
INNER

COUNCIL • Giving added recognition to NBC's expanding radio network
operations, President Robert W. Sarnoff
has named Matthew J. Culligan, vice president in charge of radio network to his
executive council, which meets at least
once a week on policy matters. Also new
to council is P. A. (Buddy) Sugg, who on
April 1 assumed vice presidency in charge
of owned and operated stations and Spot
Sales.
Others on council are executive

circuit

vice
Bilby.presidents Robert E. Kintner, David
C. Adams, J. M. Clifford and Kenneth W.
•
With tv commercial production business
going strong, MPO Productions Inc., New
York, this week is expected to become first
commercial production house to move into
vacant Republic studios, Hollywood. Republic has suspended production of
theatrical films and has been throwing open
soundstages to such independent tv film
producers as MCA's Revue Productions
and Jack Webb's Mark VII Productions
Ltd. MPO already has five full soundstages in New York. It will not begin film
series work but will continue to turn out
commercials and films for industry.
•
LOCAL OPTION • Practice of big-name
national advertisers seeking local rates is
becoming more widespread in broadcast
media, extending beyond brewery and auto
fields into food, drug and other product
lines. Stations contend practice is "vicious
circle" and one for self-defense on all
industry levels; with result that some national clients are buying more time (spots)
with same budget. Operators say station
representatives are losing money and agencies complain they're caught in middle
between competing clients. Only solution,
they hold, is for all stations in single market to insist on national rates where justified.
•
In furtherance of U. S.-Soviet cultural
exchange agreement, delegation of Russian
radio-tv experts is expected in United
States later this month. Group will confer
with individual networks on program exchanges, handling negotiations on regular
business basis. Presidents of three networks
having tv as well as radio met with Ambassador William S. B. Lacey on March 27
for indoctrination. [Closed Circuit,
March 31]. Ziv Television, International,
was first of U.S. entities to negotiate
program sales with U. S. S. R.
•
EXPORT FILMS • Rank Organization,
London, which owns piece of Southern
Television, Ltd., Southampton-Isle of
comGreat Britain's
links inTelevision
Wight (one
mercialofIndependent
Authority),
understood to be considering opening its
Pinewood studios to independent tv film
producers. Rank recently effected tie-up
with Tom O'Neil's RKO Teleradio for
motion pictures but will not itself release
theatrical films to tv at present [Film,
March 31]. But it's thinking of sending
crsws to Australia to produce low-budget
tv "westerns" with hopes of cashing in on
current U. S. shoot-em-up fad. Reason:
Australian production facilities are large —
and inexpensive.
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THE

WEEK

IN

BRIEF

interim report criticizes
FCC Rapped — House investigators'
many FCC actions and customs; tells commissioners to cease
many practices and promises remedial legislation on other
points. Current phase of hearings concluded with testimony
from present and former commissioners. Page 27.
Ethics for the FCC — Code of procedure considered by the
Commission. Securities & Exchange Commission has drafted
its own "list of integrities." Legislation introduced in Congress to govern contacts of litigants and commissioners.
Page 28.
Creativity— A hard word to define, but many attempt it
during two-day third visual communications conference of Art
Directors Club of New York. ADC also announces tops in tv
art by citing seven outstanding entries in categories running
from network on-air promotion to lengthy film commercials.
Pages 36, 84.
Pabst-Pepsi Talks — Soft drink firm and brewery may reopen
discussions of merger or consolidation following proxy victory
by group headed by Harris Perlstein, Pabst chairman. Page 38.

Fund Eyes Madison Ave.— Fund for the Republic, knee deep
in tv study, may look into tv's "standards for acceptable advertising," the BMI-ASCAP feud to add to toll tv, audience
ratings and tv-government relationship among other subjects.
Tentatively earmarked for inquiry: allocation of $240,000 in
1958. Page 42.

Princess Takes a Flyer — Interim report on Sid Caesar Invites You, Helena Rubinstein Inc. and Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather detail the ingredients of Princess Gourielli's not-sosecret formula that brought tv life back to Sid Caesar and
Imogene Coca. Page 44.

U. S. Steel — It takes on a shiny "new look" as the giant of
Pittsburgh revamps its advertising approach, makes bid for
consumer by creating new corporate image and plans to make
first full use of spot tv. Page 48.

The Long Hot Summer — Networks and advertisers will sweat
it out with program schedules heavy on re-runs, light on experimental new material. They have benefit of new technique
in distributing programs, though, getting magnetic tape recording equipment ready for annual tussle with daylight saving
time confusion. Page 52.

DeGray Heads ABC Radio — Eastman leaves presidency after
contract is settled. Harrison, Moudy, Lichtenstein and Hamilton leave as new streamlined programming format goes into
effect. "ABN" to be abandoned in favor of "ABC Radio" as
network's identification. Page 56.
Stanton Warns of "Tampering"— Wreck the networks and
the in-depth news programming of Peabody quality will go by
the board, CBS president tells 800 at awards luncheon in New
York. CBS takes three honors, NBC is awarded four, and ABC
a single kudo in annual George Foster Peabody event. Pages
57, 82.

Other Inter-network Switches-Aubrey leaves ABC-TV
CBS. ABC promotes Moore, Mullin. Page 57.

for

Three More Weeks — NAB conventions — Management and
Engineering — start April 27 in Los Angeles. Programming
nearly complete as first unit of association's Washington headprepares
quarterssite.staffPage
58. to leave for Biltmore and Statler convention

ers'
Libel Victory — Major court recognition of broadcast
liability for candidates' comments comes from North Dakota
lower tribunal's ruling
Supreme Court decision. Courtbeupholds
liable for remarks by candithat broadcasters should not
dates when they have no right to control their statements.
Page 64.

FCC Gets Off Community Antenna Hook — Commission dismisses complaint by 13 western radio and tv stations asking
agency to assume jurisdiction over community antenna tv systems as common carriers. FCC's reasoning: Customer decides
transmitted on common carrier; he doesn't
are 66.
signalsPage
whatCATV.
on

Radio vs. Death — Congress told by broadcasters how radio
can cut death toll on highways. MBS, NAB and WIP Philadelphia show how 36 million car radios can promote safety.
Page 68.

More on Hollywood Musicians— New MGA asks NLRB
certification at eight movie studios; charges AFM Local 47
executives with unfair pressures on musicians. Page 85.

ing — Union and network continue disIBEW, CBS Negotiat
cussions in effort to reach agreement on new contract. Job
security, pay increases appear to be main barriers to early
accord as danger of strike persists. Page 86.
Don't Bite the Hand That Feeds You —
That's the word from Victor Seydel, radio-tv
vice president of Anderson & Cairns, in this
week's Monday Memo. Reporting that some
stations are concerned more with filling their
schedules than with serving the advertiser, he

reminds them that the lean years weren't
that long ago — and could return. Page 113.
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Pulse spotlights the trend:

WTIX is first every daytime quarter-hour
and first in 462 of all 504 quarters.*

. . .

Storz Station audience-centered programming
goes from strength to strength in 11-station
New Orleans. Day after day more people
switch to WTIX and are held there by warm,

nearly one-third of the New Orleans audience.
The dominance of WTIX can mean your dominance, too. Spend a quarter-hour or so with
Adam Young, or talk to WTIX General Manager, Fred Berthelson.
*Jan.-Feb., 6 A.M. -midnight
WTIX
. and getting firster in 11-station
NEW
ORLEANS

friendly, enthusiastic professional air personalities. Hooper proves it, too. WTIX is first, with

first
: . . ' : ;......
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HARRIS

SAYS

IT'S

UP

TO

JUSTICE

deadline

NOW;

TAB
CONVENTION
UP FCC'S
PICK
WONT
NAB
$12 per day government allowance. In its
At Friday news conference on House
budgeting, NAB estimates $20 per day as
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee interim
minimum cost of supporting staff official
report [Lead Story, page 27], Chairman
outside Washington, with figure usually
Oren Harris (D-Ark.) said it is not "rerunning $25 upward depending on city and
sponsibility ofsubcommittee to level charges
type
of activity.
against commissioners," and entire matter
now is in hands of Justice Dept.
Rep. Harris, with concurrence of Rep.
Rep. Harris said he could not see how
Joseph P. O'Hara (R-Minn.), ranking miJustice could keep from taking action on
nority member of committee, said four
points
outlined
in report for further study
committee's
in
some matters uncovered
seven-week hearing on FCC and individual
were "highly
and subcommittee neededcontroversial"
more information
before
commissioners. "I don't think anyone by
any stretch of the imagination thinks that
making recommendations. He stressed rethe question of perjury is not an interesting
port "does not conclude our investigation of
the FCC." Also, chairman said, committee
one and that it will not receive attention,"
he stated. Subcommittee heard several inis not necessarily finished with commisstances of apparently conflicting testimony
sioners on misconduct charges "because we
during hearings on FCC grant of ch. 10
do
not
know what may develop later on."
Miami to National Airlines [Government,
Report does not follow conclusions
March 17, et seq.].
reached by former subcommittee chief counFirst backlash of report was felt Friday
sel Bernard Schwartz in January memowhen NAB President Harold E. Fellows
randum [Lead Story, Jan. 27], Rep. Harris
said association could not pay hotel bills of
maintained, in that no charges are made
that commissioners violated law.
commissioners and FCC personnel attendconvention.
Angeles
Los
1
27-May
ing April
Subcommittee concluded that it would
Commissioners themselves were not availbe "very difficult" to legislate code of ethics,
able for comment Friday on subcommittee
Rep. Harris said. Congressmen felt this
report.
could be handled better by FCC itself.
Mr. Fellows said FCC officials, like other
However, Rep. Harris took note that uniprogram participants not within association
form code has been proposed (see page 28)
ranks, will receive complimentary registraand felt this may be feasible after testimony
tions. Delegates' fee is $27.50 ($25 if paid
has been taken from all agencies.
before April 14). This includes three lunches
"We will not have further hearings until
and banquet. "Obviously commissioners
cannot be expected to pay for luncheons
we do develop the facts," Rep. Harris replied when asked subject and date of future
when they sit at the head table," he added.
hearings.
He said staff also has been put to
of
bills
hotel
paid
has
In past years, NAB
work on Securities & Exchange Commission
most convention guests from government
and Federal Power Commission as well as
but FCC members testify they have had to
FCC.
use their own funds despite this courtesy and

Ad Shift for Chesebrough-Pond's
Appointment of William Esty Co. as
fourth Chesebrough-Pond's Inc. agency
being announced today (Mon.). Effective
July 1, Esty takes on Vaseline petroleum
jelly from McCann-Erickson, which retains
rest of Vaseline products and Pertussin.
(McCann also will be named for new products.) Compton Adv., which presently has
Valcream, will inherit Pond's Angel Skin
from J. Walter Thompson Co., which retains
all other Pond's products and is in line for
new product assignments.
Burnett

Gears

for Chrysler

Personnel alignment being firmed up
Friday at Leo Burnett Co. to service Chrysler
Corp.'s institutional account in agency's Chicago and Detroit offices. Burnett opened
Detroit servicing office in Buhl Bldg. last
week with skeleton crew, including Robert
Broadcasting

P. Leonhard as account executive. Named
in Chicago office on account are Hal Tillson,
media supervisor; George Wilcox, assistant
media supervisor; Ted Giovan, timebuyer.
William Diener and F. Strother Carey
previously appointed management representative and account supervisor, respectively.
Lazarow Buys WDDY for $65,000
Sale of WDDY Gloucester, Va., by
WDDY Inc. (principal Charles E. Springer)
to Cape Radio Inc. (principal Arthur Lazarow) for $65,000 being filed today (Mon.)
at FCC. Mr. Lazarow has been announcer
past several years at WWJ Detroit and will
be chief stockholder, president and general
manager of WDDY. Mr. Springer understood to be negotiating to buy another Virginia radio property.
Blackburn & Co., station broker, handled
sale.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 36.

YEAST FOR RADIO • Two national
bakeries go into two seven-week radio spot
drives this week and next. Continental
Baking Co., Rye, N. Y., kicks off Wednesday and Ward Baking Co., N. Y., next
week. Markets undetermined. Ted Bates
& Co. places Continental, J. Walter Thompson places Ward.
MOVIE

TIME • Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co. (Emerson Drug Div.), Baltimore, placing first Bromo-Seltzer campaign
in early and late night movies. Starts April
14 in number of major markets, as yet undetermined.
WAX SHINES TO TV • S. C. Johnson &
Son (Pledge furniture wax), Racine, Wis.,
reported starting nine-week spot tv campaign in major and medium-sized markets
in late April, using daytime minutes and
ID's. Agency: Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
ONE-SHOT • Clinton Engine Co. (outboard
engines and engine toy kits), Clinton, Mich.,
The
bought
to have
understood
Price
Is Right
for one
time NBC-TV's
only April 14
(7:30-8 p.m.). Agency: W. B. Donor & Co.,
Detroit.
WARING

TO F&S&R

• Waring Products

Corp., (Waring drink-mixer, shaver, Karshave, ice jet, coffee mill, irons and food
mixer), N. Y., appoints Fuller & Smith &
Ross, N. Y. effective immediately. Account
formerly handled by Anderson & Cairns,
N. Y. Media plans were uncertain as of Friday, but radio and television are definitely
being considered. Advertiser was former
spot and network television user.
FOAMING

OVER

• Olympia Brewing Co.,
Olympia, Wash., which earlier had bought
Ziv Television Programs' Target series in
35 western markets, is adding six markets
starting this week — Klamath Falls, Ore.;
Juneau, Alaska; Kalispell, Mont.; Yakima
and Bellingham, Wash., and Honolulu.
RENEWAL, REPLACEMENT • Toni Div.,
Gillette Co., Chicago, has renewed alternateNBC-TV's You Bet
sponsorship
week
Your Life,
effective of
Oct. 2, and Lever Bros.,
N. Y., has replaced DeSoto as alternate
week sponsor of program starting Sept. 25.
Program moves from present Thursday 88:30 p.m. spot to Thursday 10-10:30 p.m.
next fall. Agency for Toni is Tatham-Laird,
Chicago; for Lever Bros., J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.
April 7, 1958
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Federal Mediator Out to Avert
IBEW Strike Against CBS
Effort to prevent possible strike of IBEW
against CBS made Friday by Joseph F.
Finnegan, federal mediator (story page, 86).
He proposed IBEW and network both agree
to hold off any strike or lockout and agree
to workers' vote on network's latest offer of
$5 weekly raise plus another $5 raise in
February 1959 and 2Vi-year contract.
Mediator's telegrams to union and network said government was concerned over
"serious impact" which stoppage of important communications system would have.
He asked acceptances of secret ballot proposal, with replies expected today (Monday).
Request was described as unusual in federal
mediation practice.
Two Up for Dist. 1 5 Post
Two nominees for Dist. 15 (N. Calif.; N.
Nev.; TH) vacancy on NAB Board of Directors announced Friday. They are Joe
D. Carroll, KMYC Marysville, Calif., and
W. K. (Bud) Foster, KLX Oakland, Calif.
Special election being held to fill vacancy

Payroll for CBS
Paley, Stanton

Executives:
Top Salary List

Chairman William S. Paley and President
Frank Stanton were CBS Inc.'s highest-paid
executives in 1957 with aggregate pay of
$299,807.94 each, proxy statement to stockholders showed Friday. These payments are
substantially same as in 1956 ($300,000.16
each), but amounts paid or set aside for
them under pension plan went up, from
$16,526 in 1956 to $35,584.77 in 1957 for
Mr. Paley and from $12,335 to $24,625.70
for Dr. Stanton.

Proxy statement also revealed that negotiations for $20 million purchase of WCAUAM-FM-TV Philadelphia were handled for
CBS by J. A. W. Iglehart, board member,
and that he and his firm, W. E. Hutton &
Co., will receive $100,000 each if station
purchase is consummated. If not, they get
nothing for negotiations.
Next to Messrs. Paley and Stanton, highest paid officers in 1957 were Merle S. Jones,
president of CBS-TV (now president of CBS
Television Stations), with $94,932.89; Goddard Lieberson, president of Columbia Records, $89,999.92; Arthur Hull Hayes, president of CBS Radio, $76,923.24; Arthur L.
Chapman, president of CBS-Hytron, $62,615.56, and Henry C. Bonfig, CBS Inc. vice
president, $54,230.78.
.Louis G. Cowan, named CBS-TV president last month, was granted option to buy
7,500 shares of Class A stock at $25 per
share, exercisable in blocks up to 1,500
Page 10
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CHARLES R. DENNY, who took over new
post of RCA vice president for product
planning on April 1, elected Friday to board
of RCA Communications Inc. Former FCC
chairman, he had been NBC executive since
1947 and was executive vice president for
operations when he moved into new RCA

April 7, 1958

created by resignation of J. G. Paltridge, formerly of KROW Oakland and now at KABC
Los Angeles. Ballots will be mailed April
8, returnable May 5.
New

Off-Air Monitoring

Firm

Storyboard Reports, New York, announced Friday it has begun new air-check
service for tv and radio advertisers. Company said that both pictures and sound of
commercials are taken off air and presented
to clients in form of storyboard within 24
hours of broadcast. Storyboard Reports is at
200 W. 57th St., New York 19. Robert
Richardson is president.
Kimball,

Grant

Merge

in S. F.

Merger of Abbott Kimball Co.'s San
Francisco office with Grant Adv. Inc. announced Friday by Alfred Ducato and Will
C. Grant, respective agency presidents.
Other Abbott Kimball offices joined Grant
March 1. Mr. Ducato will become vice

MERRILL A. TRAINER, formerly manager, merchandising administration, RCA
Industrial
Electronic Products, to newlypost.
created post of administrator, plans and coordination services, Broadcast and Television
Equipment Dept., RCA
Division.

Telecommunications

RALPH F. MORIARTY, product manager
for Walter Baker Chocolate products for
General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y.,
marketing manager for GF's
appointed
S.
O. S. Div., Chicago. He will be responsible for advertising, sales and market research activities. S. O. S. scouring pad and
Tuffy (plastic dishwashing aid) are division's
principal products.
HAROLD A. SMITH, NBC Central Div.
tv sales promotion manager for past 12
years, to radio-tv department of Needham,
Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago, as head of
programfective
and
merchandising promotion eftoday (Mon.).

president-manager of West Coast office.
Grant assumes 19 new accounts (including
KRON-TV San Francisco and Pacific Air
Lines).

PRESTON SALZ, formerly with Maxon
Inc. and other agencies as group head or
copy chief, appointed senior writer at Keyes,
Madden & Jones, Chicago.

shares per year over five-year period. Stock
was selling at $26.25 when option was
granted March 12, 1958.
During 1957, report also showed, CBS
paid Rosenman Goldmark Colin & Kaye
$207,460 as general counsel.
Proxy statement was issued in preparation for annual stockholders meeting April
16. Seven Class A and seven Class B directors to be elected, with following nominated

centive paid and $44,020 to be earned out;
Charles M. Odorizzi, RCA sales and services
executive vice president, $100,000 plus $7,840 incentive paid and $31,360 to be earned
out; Charles B. Jolliffe, RCA vice president
and technical director, $72,500 plus $5,660
incentive paid and $22,740 to be earned out.
(Incentive awards, partly in cash and
partly in RCA common stock, are designed
to recognize "employes' contributions to
success of the corporation's operations."
Amounts indicated as paid are first installments on awards for 1957; amounts "to be
earned out" are installments payable over
years, as provided in RCA Innext four
centive Plan.)

by management: Class A — Messrs. Bonfig,
Cowan, Hayes, Iglehart, Robert A. Lovett,
Millicent C. Mcintosh and Samuel Paley;
Class B — Messrs. Chapman, Jones, Lieberson, Stanton, William S. Paley, Ralph F.
Colin and Leon Levy.
Payroll for RCA Executives:
Sarnoff Alone at $200,000

Law firm of Cahill, Gordon, Reindel &
Ohl received $350,000 for legal services in
Mark

Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff's $200,000
salary as RCA board chairman again was
tops among RCA executives in 1957, according to proxy statement issued in preparation for annual stockholders meeting

"in
legal services
$400,000
1957, plus with
connection
certainforextended
litigations
now are terminated."
which
John Hays Hammond Jr., RCA director,
and his Hammond Research Corp. received
$60,000 for 1957 and $15,000 for first

May 6.
Next in line were Frank M. Folsom,
chairman of executive committee of board,
with $165,000 salary plus $15,000 incentive
award paid and $60,000 to be earned out;
RCA President John L. Burns with $125,000
plus $20,000 incentive paid and $80,000 to
be earned out; Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC

quarter 1958 "toward the maintenance of a
research laboratory, for consulting and engineering services and for rights under in-

president, with $125,000 plus $12,273 incentive paid and $49,227 to be earned out;
Elmer W. Engstrom, RCA senior executive
vice president, $110,000 plus $10,980 in-

meeting. Management nominees: Messrs.
Engstrom and Odorizzi and John T. Cahill,
Edward F. McGrady and Walter Bedell
Smith, all incumbents.

Lehman

Bros, and Lazard Freres & Co.

received
ventions."$50,000 each for consultant services "on various financial matters" in 1957.
Five directors to be elected at annual
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Network

Radio

poles.

special

headline-making

affairs.

international
VARIETY: ". . . One of the zaniest and
funniest radio shows heard in a long
time." LOS ANGELES TIMES: ". . . One
of the brightest half-hours in Sunday
listening." N. Y. MIRROR: "There's a
brand new smash hit in radio . . . The
name of the show is 'Sez Who!' and
the gimmick is the resurrection of
famous voices and sounds from the
past for the purpose of befuddling a
panel of wits . . . judged by the critics
as the best radio quiz show of 1957."
PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE: "Somehow or other the panel managed to
get more than they missed. Considering all the banter . . . this wasn't bad.
It was, in fact, quite remarkable. So
was the entertainment level achieved."
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N. Y. TIMES (JACK GOULD) : "Radio was
the platform last night for an immensely civilized and fruitful discussion of international affairs, a transAtlantic conversation among the
leaders of the loyal opposition in the
United States, Great Britain and
France . . . Adlai Stevenson . . . Hugh
Gaitskell . . . and Pierre Mendes-France
... on the Columbia Broadcasting
System's
'Radio Beat'
... In allprogram
respects called
the program
was
most remarkable and heartening . . .
It was as if an international conference were humanized and brought to
the perspective necessary for easy and
relaxed comprehension in the living
room . . . CBS News once again has
acquitted itself most handsomely."

IN REVIEW

PRETESTED
the adventures

of

THE

CASE

FOR

THE

COLLEGE

The noteworthiness of CBS Radio*s The
Case for the College is not that it was an
interesting, well-done profile on higher education. Such programs are a familiar part of
the broadcast repertoire — increasingly so
since Sputnik put the whole country on a
science and/or education kick.
It was noteworthy not for how it was
done, but why. This was not public service
in intent, whatever its results may be. It was
an hour-long commercial for higher education in general and Harvard U. in particular.
It was paid for at commercial rates.
In format the show — somewhat disap-

BRAND-NEW!

pointingly—with
was
just what
you'd
interviews
students,
before
and expect:
after their

FIRST- RUN!
SUCCESS

Cambridge exposure; statements by professors; excerpts from classes; reflections of
distinguished alumni. At regular intervals
there were commercials, called just that,

I

Saturday Evening Post
Over 650,000,000 readers of
Norman Reilly Raine's 65 Tugboat Annie stories! 27-year run
continues by popular demand.
SUCCESS!
Mot/on

Picture Feature

Box-office record-breaker in the
top motion picture theatres.
N. Y. Times— "story superior"
—"a box-office natural."
SUCCESS!
Chicago Audience Test
92% of Lake Theatre audience
rated "The Adventures of Tugboat Annie" a TV favoritecertified by Haskins & Sells,
C. P. A.
SUCCESS!
CBC

TV

Network

R. B. Collett, Adv. Dir., Lever
Brothers Limited, writes:
' 'excellent viewing audience' ' —
"general public, through mail
and telephone calls, indicates
strong appeal for every member of the family." Tugboat
Annie outrates such shows as
Perry Como, Gunsmoke, Wyatt
Earp, Dragnet, Climax,
Disneyland and many, many
others in Canada network
markets.

telling listeners that higher education is suffering from financial anemia and encouraging them to contribute ( 1 ) to the schools of
their choice or (2) to Harvard.
Harvard, whose financial resources are
the largest in the U. S., is not given to
putting up hard cash where it expects no
return. That it put such hopes on network
radio testifies to its regard for the medium.
One hopes it will be justified.
Production costs: $16,000.
Sponsored by Harvard U. through BBDO
on CBS Radio, March 28, 9-10 p.m.
Executive producer: Laurence O. Pratt; producer: William F. Suchmann; coordinating supervisor: George D. Crothers.
Participants: Secretary of Defense Neil H.
McElroy, Sen. John F. Kennedy, Barbara
Ward, Leonard Bernstein.
NO

WARNING

"More

heart than head" is the way his
wife describes the taxi driver hero of "Emergency," first program in the No Warning
half-hour series of filmed dramas which
started last night on NBC-TV. That phrase is
a pretty good description of the first program itself.
Hearing over the radio that an unidentified boy is in the hospital, with his parents
being sought for permission for a needed
operation, the cab driver calls home, is assured that his son is safely at a neighbor's
but goes to the hospital anyway. Moved by
the helplessness of the injured boy and by
the insistance of hospital attendants that
there's no time to waste, the cab driver
poses as the father and signs the authorization for surgery. As he gradually realizes
the implications of his impulsive deed, tension mounts to the climactic meeting with

the boy's real parents.
Elisha Cook's excellent performance as
the emotional hero, aided by a fine supporting cast, Charles Smith's incident-packed
story and Fletcher Markle's fast-paced direction, swept the viewer along on an emotional ride ignoring, if not forgetting, some
pretty big holes in the plot structure.
TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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If "Emergency" is typical of the rest of
the series (each program will have a different
writer, director and star), No Warning may
fully realize the formula of "pure suspense

shows without violence" set by Al Simon, its
creator-producer. The new series, as well
as its new title, started out as an appreciable improvement over its forerunner of last
year, Panic, which never quite lived up to
the promise of taut suspense implicit in its
title.
Production costs: Approximately $35,000.
Sponsored alternately by Royal McBee Corp.
through Young & Rubicam and P. Lorillard Co. through Lennen & Newell on
NBC-TV, Sun., 7:30-8 p.m.
Producer: Al Simon; assoc. producer: Herbert Browar; writer: Harold Swanton; director of photography: Arch R. Dalzell;
filmed at McCadden Productions, Hollywood.
Cast (for first episode): Elisha Cook, Peggy
Webber, Paul Harber, Louise Lewis, Jimmy Wallington, Virginia Gregg, Kay
Stewart, John Phillips, Hugh Sanders,
James Gavin, Olive Sturges, Gary Hunley,
Walter Reed, Dean Howell, Kay English,
Ralph Reed.
BOOKS
THE TECHNIQUE OF FILM AND
TELEVISION MAKE-UP, by Vincent
J-R Kehoe; Communication Arts Books,
Hastings House, 41 E. 50th St., New
York. 260 pp. $9.
This comprehensive treatment of makeup techniques for both color and black-andwhite processes would seem to be a must
addition to the practitioner's library. Mr.
Kehoe provides detailed information for a
multitude of make-up problems, from
"progressive old age" to "prosthetic noses."
The book is lavishly illustrated, clearly written and excellently annotated as to specific
materials suggested for various jobs, even to
where these materials can be obtained in
both the U. S. and Great Britain. Though
probably of little interest to the average
reader, Mr. Kehoe's book is a professional
handbook that could be of value to anyone interested in theatrics.
BRAINSTORMING,
by Charles Clark;
Doubleday & Co., 575 Madison Ave.,
New York. 262pp. $4.50.

Engineers using talcum
for smoother operation of
housewives using their
Jemima Cornbread package
and even that rare adman

powder to allow
their slide rules,
aluminum Aunt
as a baking pan,
who forsakes his

martini on the rocks for Campbell's on the
rocks — owe it all to "brainstorming."
These and other examples cited in Mr.
Clark's book exemplify the effect brainstorming has had on the development of
new products and services and new uses for
established products. The extent of that
effect should surprise the reader of this
book.
Brainstorming was conceived by Alex
Osborn of BBDO. The author of this book,
a friend and collaborator of Mr. Osborn on
the latter's books, has made this volume a
concise, how-to-do-it manual on "brainstorming." Itis not a piece of entertainment,
to be read lightly; nor is it a "hidden persuaders" type "expose." It is simply a guidebook to a "science" for which there can
never be a written text.
Broadcasting
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TROUBL

WITH

FATHER

shows-even in fourth
Still out-rating top network, local and syndicated
proves strip proand fifth runs-Stu Erwin's "Trouble With Father"
of margramming issuccessful programming. 109 stations in every type
regional sponsors.
ket have run these 130 films for leading national and

Ratings

prove

"Trouble

In Indianapolis, "Trouble

With

With

Father"

is still Number

1.

Father", in its fifth run, seen at 4:30 PM,

Your Wife?" with 4.9 and
pulled a rating of 17.8 against "Do You Trust
West Virginia, seen at 9:30 AM,
ton,
harles
gton-C
Huntin
In
4.8.
with
"Movie Time"
of 12.3
"Trouble With Father", in its third run, chalked up a rating
against "The Morning Show" with 5.1.

prove "Trouble With Father"
High ratings and tremendous appeal for every member
"Trouble With Father" a resounding success. These
Beech-Nut Life Savers, Inc. • The Bon Ami Company
Sponsors

is a Number 1 Buy!
of the family have made
are some typical sponsors:

• Brown and Williamson
and Gamble Co.
Tobacco Corp. • Continental Baking Co., Inc. • The Procter
ny
Standard Brands Incorporated • Whitehall Pharmacal Compa
Produced by Hal Roach, Jr. • A Roland Reed Production
Call the leader

in Strip programming

/ representatives:

/ Atlanta

•

Jackson 2-4878

/ Beverly Hills • Crestview 6-3528
^^6SS^
• Dearborn 2-5246
/ Chicago
i@U "^Br"
^^HIfQMM
_/LO
B— "^
J 1 / Cincinnati
• Cherry 1-4088

/ °aiias ' Emers°n 8-7467
^j&SSW
/ Fayetteville • HMcrest 2-54815
JBL.
^3385^
6-198
• Logan
Laudesrdale• Walnu
Ft. apoli
I
3
t 2-274
/ Minne
FILMS, INC.
OFFICIAL
• Juniper 5-3313
/ $an Francisco
25 West 45 St., New York
/ St Louis . Yorktown 5-9231
PLaza 7-0100

OPEN MIKE
on

radio

Ratings
editor:

"Please answer
on your
the folks
Frank

Field,

William K. O'Brien
Regional Sales Mgr.
WCAX-TV Burlington, Vt.
[EDITOR'S NOTE— Copies sent.]

embracing parts
of four states
by Radio

Frank Field —
no sacred cows

No one who knows Frank Field
will ever underestimate the power
of radio.
For almost 18 years now Frank has
been dishing it out for a quarter-hour
every morning at 7 :15. Weather and
gardening are the chief subjects on
which he is expert, but roads, recipes,
egg prices, the almanac and many
other subjects come within his purview.
"Frank says" is a common-place
quote that starts many a conversation
in the soil-wealthy provinces of Iowa,
Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas.
There

are

no

Helps

Broadcasting's article on the J. Walter
Thompson rating study [Adv. & Agencies,
March 10] has been most helpful to us. Is it
possible to supply us with 12 copies?

7:15,"
write

Frank's name is
legend in the
Corn Belt area

served
KMA.

Report

sacred

cows

in

Frank's letter basket. He frequently
disagrees with the U.S. Weather Bureau and his batting average is good
enough that his detailed weather reports for a 10-state area are treated
pretty much as gospel.
Everyone in KMA
Frank Field. Imagine
tion Frank caused Dr.
when the good Doctor

-land knows
the consternaSidney Roslow
made his first

area Pulse for KMA. Frank's 7:15
a.m. show came up with a 16.6 rating
and a 48% share of audience.
Dr. Sidney thought his tabulating
machines were playing tricks on him.
So he ordered the data re-tabulated.
Now, Dr. Sidney knows about Frank,
too.
Dr. Sidney can tell you lots more
about other KMA personalities who
inspired Homer Croy to tab KMA
"The Heart Beat of the Corn Country" in his famous book, "Corn
Country."
They might be a little biased, but
you can rely on the Petry men to
give you just the facts.

THE HEART BEAT Of THE CORN COUNTRY

SHENANDOAH, IOWA
5000 WATTS.AFFIL
960 KC ABN
IATED WITH (K){M}(T){V}
■ - ■ - ird by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

Helpful &
editor:

Timely

This is to request permission to reproduce
portions of "Ratings; How They're Used
and Why" [Lead Story, March 24]. This
will be most helpful as the item is timely
and applies locally.
Lowell T. Christison
Promotion Mgr.
KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque, N. M.

[EDITOR'S

NOTE— Permission granted.]

'Man of the Hour'
editor:
Fpr his skillful enunciation of the needs
of radio, for his handy debunking of the
misguided "Top 40" theory, for steering
radio back on a course that will restore
sanity to the programming of music [Stations, March 17], I hereby nominate Mitch
Mjller as "Man of the Hour," par excellence.
Ben Calderone
Program Director
KWYR Winner, S. D.
Incompatible
editor:

on a recent trip to Los Angeles he heard
WSAI sounds of five years' standing on
KFWB. For example, how long has KFWB
used the Fabulous Forty promotion? Answer: since Jan. 1, 1958. WSAI has been
doing it in Cincinnati for five years.
As to that billboard, it's a copy of a
design we've had in use here for some time.
I guess it all goes to prove that there is
nothing new under the (California) sun.
Marian E. Knight
Promotion & Publicity Director
WSAI Cincinnati, Ohio
Sulphur
editor:

& Molasses

for Programs

Surveys, speeches by leading figures in
broadcasting and actual figures from most
radio stations show conclusively that radio
is far from dead, and has made a strong
comeback from the depths to which some
people figure it had dropped several years

. . . We read where one network may drop
radio
ago. and where radio is dropping day and
night. Let me say that if the networks would
put on good programs and if local owners
and managers would program good local
shows radio can still be a powerful force
both day and night. Radio is a powerful
force for the advertiser, but it can be improved by newer, more entertaining, more
educational programs from the networks
themselves as well as from local stations.
N. L. Royster
Mgr.,Merchandising
Station RelationsWSVA-AM-TV

Harrisonburg, Va.

Practically a Classroom
editor:

Color

Re imitation and flattery in "color radio"
billboards as expressed in this column [Open
Mike, March 24]: It might be interesting
for KFWB Los Angeles to know that the
color bit was done on KBUZ Phoenix's parent station, WSAI Cincinnati, many moons
before the Johnny-come-lately color promotion of January 1958 in Los Angeles.
Taking it a step further, our president was
amused, rather than merely flattered, when

Classic

I am using Broadcasting in our speech
course this semester. We find your magazine an excellent way to keep up with current happenings in the field of television.
We have used Broadcasting practically
every year in one of our radio or television
courses.
Harold E. Nelson
Assoc. Professor of Speech
Pennsylvania State U.
University Park, Pa.

BROADCASTING
■ THE BUSINESSWEEKLV OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
7735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
PLEASE

START

MY

SUBSCRIPTION

WITH

THE

□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number
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NEXT
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3
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"THE

Wagon

BEST

WESTERN

Train is now reaching more than sixteen million homes

every Wednesday,

7:30-8:30

It reaches more homes

pm, on the NBC Television Network.

than any other new show this season.

Since its premiere last September

this hard-riding new series

has more than doubled NBC's audience in its time period against
two programs which were consistently in the Top Ten less than
a year ago. And not only is Wagon Train NBC's top-rated program
on Wednesday evening, it also outrates any 7:30 or 8:00 pm
program on any other network seven nights of the week.
The key to Wagon

Train's spectacular audience

success is

ON

TV

its appeal to the entire family. Its powerful combination of acti
drama and top star names wins a balanced buying audience of
million adults: more men than any other weeknight program
cept one; more women

than 9 out of 10 evening programs; p

a bonus audience of children that exceeds 13 million per sh<
Wagon

Train is currently sponsored

Company,

Drackett and Lewis-Howe.

NBC

TELEVISION

by Edsel* Ford Mo

NETWORr

*JACK O'BRIAN, NEW YORK JOURNAL-AMERICAN
SOURCE: NIELSEN TELEVISION INDEX, FEB. II, '58 AND ARB, FEB. '58

IN PUBLIC INTEREST
most
HAPPY

select these fine Radio Stations

"You Get Results From Radio!" has been one
of the industry's proudest watchwords. Here,
with four more prize-winning examples to prove
that aggressive salesmanship plus top station
& Airlifts"
Hucksters
production
service
makesplus
for "Radio
MOST Happy
Sponsors. If you
are a non-subscriber and would like a demonstration disc with the whole story in these stations own words, drop us a card.
KPHO,

Phoenix, Ariz.

KPHO's success with jingle commercials is
founded on one of radio's most imaginative
production staffs. Jingles run the sponsor gamut
from department store, furniture, auto dealer
to dry cleaner and laundry, using Radio Hucksters jingles, attention getters or theme music
as a base, and mixing with verse lyrics and
music by station's own announcer and vocalist.
The result sounds completely custom-built . . .
and the sound is great.
WHBY,

Appleton, Wis.

WHBY likewise, 'mixes up' various Radio
Huckster units for custom-built effect; case in
point, the Matthews U.S. Tire Co., a steady
advertiser who wanted a new approach to
Radio. This Happy Sponsor's report "selling
tires galore" is the result of what WHBY calls
"its new type of selling service ... a salesman takes out a produced spot including a
Lang-Worth jingle which effectively features
the Sponsor's business or his product . . . plays
the spot for the Sponsor in his own place of
business."
WWOK,

Charlotte, N. C.

General Manager Jack Wheeler summarized
"we never had it so good . . . just one account,
McCoy's Service Centers paid more than double
the cost of the Lang- Worth service, a firm year
and a half contract and still on the air . . .
one of many Lang-Worth sales we have made
here at WWOK." Mr. Wheeler's conclusion:
"But Radio Hucksters won't sell themselves sitting in the file. You've got to take them out,
prepare something for the advertiser before you
sell him."
WEJL,

Scranton, Pa.

Hugh Conner reports the solution to the problem of selling an additional program to an already Happy Sponsor, Scaluba Dodge-Plymouth
Motors. The show, early morning "Sports in a
Coffee Cup," is bringing the Sponsor "fantastic
results", featuring Radio Hucksters used car
jingle as the tag. We salute WEJL as a "Most
station for the second sucSponsor"
Happy cessive
month.
These and many other progressive stations combine their top production and
sales know-how with Radio Hucksters
& Airlifts to win most happy sponsors.
Let Radio hucksters & Airlifts make
the difference to your station. ContactI
NG-WORTH
ITU RE PROGRAMS, INC.
5 5 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.
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$100

Million Given

In Drive

Against

by Ad

Council

Broadcasting Publication* Inc.
Maury Long Edwin H. James
Sol Taishoff
Vice President
President
Vice President
H.Secretary
H. Tash
B. T. Taishoff Irving C. Miller
Treasurer Comptroller

Forest Fires

American advertising — advertisers, agencies and media, working through the Advertising Council — has contributed more
than $100 million to the forest fire prevention campaign symbolized by Smokey the
Bear, saving the American public $10 billion that otherwise would have been lost
through timber destruction alone, says De
Witt Nelson, director of the California Dept.
of Natural Resources.

Speaking at a joint session of the Los
Angeles and Hollywood ad clubs in honor
of the Advertising Council, Mr. Nelson paid
tribute to Russell Z. Elder, advertising manager of Sunkist Growers Inc., volunteer coordinator ofthe campaign, and Foote, Cone
& Belding, its volunteer agency. For
17 years they have worked to educate the
public to be careful not to start a fire that
might destroy a forest. This campaign, symbolized by Smokey the Bear, is not only the
longest continuous campaign of the Advertising Council but actually predates by a
few months the formation of the Council
itself.
WEATHER ALERT • WJR Detroit will
utilize the Conelrad "one thousand cycle
tone" to warn Michigan residents of tornados or other major weather disturbances,
on a year-round basis. The "tone" signifies
that emergency conditions exist and triggers
radio receivers that are designed to be activated at the "pulse" of the tone signal. The
alert system is used at the direction of
officials of the U. S. Weather Bureau.
TRAFFIC

TALLY • WWDC Washington
broadcasts daily reports of traffic deaths
occurring in Washington, Maryland and
Virginia. The number of fatalities is aired
three times a day on weekdays, and more
frequently on weekends. Specially prepared,
original traffic safety tunes precede the announcements.
ON THE ROAD • KYA San Francisco
broadcast an appeal to alert an Air Force
officer and his family who were traveling
from Texas to California that their sevenweek-old daughter had been exposed to a
rare and dangerous form of measles in
Houston. The family was driving near Fresno
when it learned from the broadcast that the
child needed immediate medical attention.
The officer rushed the girl to a San Francisco hospital where she was pronounced
"out of danger," the station reports.
SUNCOAST SAFETY • WSUN St. Petersburg, Fla., has inaugurated a new program
in an effort to reduce area traffic fatalities.
Traffic reports are broadcast from the St.
Petersburg Police Dept., Tampa Police
Dept., Pinellas County Highway Patrol and
the Hillsborough Highway Patrol during the
4-6 p.m. show. Also aired from 5-6 p.m.
on Saturdays, the program features recorded
music with host d. j. Earl Wood.
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YOUR OMAHA COPY TALKS BIGGEST . . .
. . . WHERE THE BIGGEST PULSE IS!
The latest Pulse says what Pulse has been
saying for years. KOWH is first a.m. ; first p.m. ; first
all day ! 32 out of 40 first place quarter hours !
These are the measures of KOWH's continuing
dominance of Omaha's radio day, a dominance
extending over 7 years.
The reasons : Programs and personalities that get

Audiences aren't the only ones
through to people.
who turn to KOWH. Advertisers do too.
Good coverage, too, on 660 kc. Turn to Adam Young
KOWH General Manager Virgil Sharpe.

or

Omaha
KOWH
Represented by Adam Young Inc.
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wcbs-tv New York, whct Hartford, wcau-tv Philadelphia, wtop-tv Washington,
wbtv Charlotte, wbtw Florence, wmbr-tv Jacksonville, kmox-tv St. Louis,
wxix Milwaukee, wbbm-tv Chicago, kgul-tv Houston, ksl-tv Salt Lake City,
koin-tv Portland, knxt Los Angeles, and the cbs television pacific network

OUR

RESPECTS

to Carleton

Dabney

Smith

The daily Washington routine of Carleton Smith back in early 1933 was like
that of all announcers around the nation's capital — some commercials, some
studio and remote programs and occasionally a high government official. That was
before the inauguration of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt on March 4. This
key day in national history was also the turning point in the life of Carleton Smith,
who had helped announce the inauguration and a few days later introduced the
President on the historic bank-closing speech. These led to his designation as "Presidential announcer" of WRC, key NBC Red station in Washington, and then to
national prominence as he frequently intoned the familiar Fireside Chat introduction,

If You've

Been

on KBIG

You're In this Picture
EVERY GOOD STATION gets awards.
KBIG's trophy room is distinctive
because its awards are significant to
advertisers. Kudos collected in The
Catalina Station's 5 years of life
include these sponsor-centered
tributes :
RAB, RADIO GETS RESULTS Competition: KBIG, 11 awards ... more
than any other station.
ADVERTISING ASSOCIATION OF
THE WEST, Best Commercial Program :KBIG, 4 awards . . . more than
any other station.
RADIO-TELEVISION NEWS CLUB of
Southern California: KBIG, 4 awards
...more than any other independent
station.
INDIVIDUAL TROPHIES proudly displayed at KBIG are those from Los
Angeles and St. Louis Advertising
Women . . .The Governor's Cup from
the California State Fair... Hotel
Sales Managers Association . . . The
Billboard Magazine ... and scores of
public service organizations.
Any KBIG or Weed man will gladly
help relate the significance of this
recognition of quality to your own
advertising.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company
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"Ladies and gentlemen, the President of the United States."
Another major event in his career happened just a fortnight ago when Mr. Smith
completed the move of WRC-AM-FM-TV, NBC owned-and-operated stations, to a
$4 million plant in the Northwest Washington residential area. As NBC Washington
vice president and general manager of the stations he now directs a staff of 202 and
the operation of "the first tv station designed from the ground up for color."
The Presidential assignment eventually took Mr. Smith into all 48 states and to
foreign countries. In 1935 he started his executive career as assistant manager of
WMAL, NBC's Blue key. WRC was added to his responsibilities in 1936 and by 1941
he had become manager of WRC. The White House asked that he continue his
assignment as Presidential announcer, a post he held during the entire Roosevelt
administration.
After NBC's WNBW (now WRC-TV) went on the air in 1947, Mr. Smith spent
some of his time arranging live and filmed network programs from the seat of government. Within a year he was called to New York to become NBC's manager of
network television operations. Soon he was named director of the tv unit. In 1951
he was raised to a vice presidency, taking charge of network station relations, and
then becoming director of operations of the NBC o&o stations division.
After returning to Washington in 1953 as NBC vice president and general manager
of WRC-AM-FM-TV, he reorganized radio and tv operations — and set alltime sales
records.
When WRC-TVs power was boosted to 100 kw (ch. 4 maximum), Mr. Smith
was already preparing for a new Washington headquarters building to replace the
quarters in the Sheraton-Park Hotel, conceiving a broadcast plant around the future
of color tv. In 1957 Vice President Nixon laid the cornerstone for a two-story plant
on Nebraska Ave. The tower reaches 849 ft., highest structural point in the District
of Columbia. (The Washington Monument is 555 ft)

A native of Winterset, Iowa, where he was born Feb. 16, 1905, young Carleton
Dabney Smith moved east to Washington in 1922. Daytime he worked as a
stenographer in the office of Rep. Gilbert Haugen (D-Iowa) (he can still decipher
Gregg shorthand). At night he attended George Washington U. In 1927 he married
a schoolmate, Anne Jones, and took a job in Roanoke, Va., as executive secretary
of the American Automobile Assn. office in that city. After a series of auto safety
talks on WDBJ Roanoke he was hired as parttime. announcer on the night shift by
of WDBJ-AM-TV.
Manager Ray Jordan, now vice president and managing director
In November 1931 he decided he liked radio, applied for and got a job at WRC.
After assuming the management post at WRC in 1941 he took an active part in
community affairs. Soon he was a board member of the Washington Board of Trade
and served on the Greater National Capital Committee, Advertising Club and Better
Business Bureau. He was a charter member of the Radio-Television Correspondents
Assn. and belonged to the Kiwanis Club and National Press Club.
Following the New York interlude he resumed civic activities. In April 1957 the
Kiwanis Club of ^Washington honored him with a special luncheon. President Eisenhower sent a message praising him for his contribution to the community in encouraging the growth of a strong and generous citizenry. He was first general campaign
chairman and now is president of the United Givers Fund of Washington.
Carleton Smith hides a churning mind behind a calm, dignified front. He is seldom
ruffled even when his auto telephone keeps ringing in heavy traffic during a day
loaded with appointments, office routine and the assorted activities of a Washington
network executive. His decisions are made deliberately but without hesitation.
He lives in Chevy Chase, Md., a Washington suburb, with his 1 7-year-old wson,
Craig. Mrs. Smith died in 1956. On weekends and at odd moments he indulges
three hobbies — golf, boating and photography. He is a member of Burning Tree
Club and Columbia Country Club.
Broadcasting
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DETROIT

to

ACHIEVEMENT
Week

is a big event in Detroit. On this

page you see some of the displays from the J. A. spectacular
erected in front of the City Hall, and the crowds gathered to
view them. WKMH believes that Junior Achievement performs
a vital function: It introduces America's youth to our Free
Enterprise system . . . gives them invaluable experience and
an insight into our economic way of life. * * * WKMH had its
Mobile News Cruiser broadcasting direct from the J. A.
spectacular . . . ran interviews with J. A. members on its
programs . . . publicized Junior Achievement Week with
promotional plugs. In this activity, as in other worthy civic
causes, WKMH stands in the forefront.
*Tenth in a series of ads showing how WKMH serves fhe
Michigan Public in Greater Detroit.
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accept in the future industry equipment in

Culminating eight weeks of hearings, the
House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee
Friday morning issued an 18-page report
severely criticizing the FCC on several points
and recommending corrective legislation on
others. While failing to go so far as to propose a "ripper" bill such as is under study
in the Senate [Government, March 18],
the report nevertheless failed to find a single
area in which to commend the Commission
(for text, see page 30).
The report covered just 'about every
phase discussed during hearings on misconduct charges lodged against the commissioners and on the FCC February 1957
grant of Miami ch. 10 to National Airlines.
Specific legislation is recommended — and
amendments to the Communications Act
have been drafted for introduction soon
after the Easter recess — in these four fields:
(1) A code of ethics for commissioners.
(2) Removal of the provision in the
1952 amendment authorizing the acceptance of honorariums.

cations were sent to all interested parties
and made a matter of public record.
(4) Give to the President the power to
remove commissioners for "neglect of duty
or malfeasance in office, but for no other

their homes which "may have been" placed
there "not in the public interest but in the
interest of promoting the business of the
industrial concerns which furnished the

Following pretty much the lines of a
general
cause." indictment, the report did not mention specific names or instances. "Our hearings to date have revealed certain highly
improper activities in connection with the
FCC. . . . Accordingly, we are . . . referring
the record to the Dept. of Justice for appropriate action with respect to the violations of law," the report stated.
The commissioners were put on notice
to spend more time finding solutions to
industry problems rather than continuing
"fruitless debate" at broadcasting conventions and meetings. On commissioner acceptance of industry payment of hotel bills
and travel expenses, the report said the

Pressures of the kind brought to bear
against commissioners in the Miami ch. 10
equipment."
case' "cannot be tolerated," the report stated,
and it was further felt these pressures were
brought on by long FCC delays in comparative tv proceedings.
"Further exploration" is needed in four
fields, the subcommittee reported. These include:
• "Method of selecting or designating
chairmen of independent regulatory commis ions. .. . Present provisions authorizing
the President to designate the chairmen of
most of these commissions appear to be
in conflict with the objective of bi-partisan,
political neutrality.

"questionable propriety of some of this conduct . . . has seriously undermined public

(3) Abolishment of all ex-parte contacts
with commissioners. This would include

confidence in the FCC." In this field, the
report called on the Comptroller General

letters and telephone calls made by members of Congress unless the same communi-

to It
clarify
statements.not to
also his
told"conflicting"
the commissioners

• "The powers of the chairmen of independent regulatory commissions.
• "The powers of the Bureau of the
Budget with respect to independent regulatory commissions.
• "The terms "of office and salaries of the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON LEGISLATIVE
OVERSIGHT
INTERIM REPORT
COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN
COMMERCE
Pursuant to Section 136 of the Legislative Reorganization
' Act of 1946, Public Law 601, 70th Congress, and
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HARRIS COMMITTEE continued
members of independent regulatory commissions."
"Unanimous" approval of the interim report came following a lengthy Tuesday
executive meeting and two Thursday meetings interspersed before and after public
hearings. Rep. Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.),
who resigned as chairman of the subcommittee after Bernard Schwartz was fired as
chief counsel [Lead Story, Feb. 17], did not
participate in any of the discussions on the
report. Rep. Moulder has been absent from
practically all the hearings for the past six
weeks.
Other members of the subcommittee of
the House Interstate & Foreign Commerce
Committee are Democrats Oren Harris
(Ark.), who succeeded Rep. Moulder as
chairman and who also is chairman of the
parent committee; John Bell Williams
(Miss.); Peter F. Mack Jr. (111.); John J.
Flynt Jr. (Ga.), and John Moss (Calif.)

and Republicans Joseph P. O'Hara (Minn.);
Robert Hale (Me.); John W. Heselton
(Mass.); John B. Bennett (Mich.), and
Charles A. Wolverton (N. J.).
Meanwhile, public hearings continued for
three days last week with a parade of present
and former commissioners testifying on official misconduct charges lodged by Dr.
Schwartz. Thursday's testimony by former
Comr. Frieda B. Hennock ended the current phase of hearings. Rep. Harris announced. Also testifying last week were
Comrs. Robert E. Lee, T. A. M. Craven,
John C. Doerfer, Frederick W. Ford and
former Comrs. George C. McConnaughey
and E. M. Webster.
As each of the present commissioners
were excused, Rep. Harris served them with
notice they probably would be called to

testify again on other phases of the investiga-

Code

of

tions. The subcommittee was established last

tee does not plan hearings in all the cases

spring with a $250,000 appropriation to determine ifthe regulatory agencies are "adas Congress intended."
ministering the laws
The hearings
thus far have caused the
resignation under fire of former FCC Comr.
Richard A. Mack for the role he played in
the Miami ch. 10 grant. They also have
resulted in sensational, nationwide headlines
on charges of wrongdoing at the FCC. The
subcommittee's first chief counsel was fired
and replaced by Robert W. Lishman, who
has participated in the last 10 days of hearings.
From the start, the cry was raised in some
circles that the subcommittee was out to do

under scrutiny. "It's a question of what will
be necessary to complete the committee's
task," he said. At least three members of
the subcommittee have stated privately, however, that they will take a long look at the
Boston and Indianapolis decisions.

a "hatchet job" on the FCC. Later charges
of "whitewash," especially by Dr. Schwartz,
were raised against the subcommittee. Rep.
Harris and other members of the subcommittee have repeatedly denied both counts
and just as often promised an "all-out, impartial" investigation.
While a definite future course still is
undecided. Rep. Harris said Thursday the
staff is "seeking light" on other comparative
tv cases. A memorandum has been prepared
giving the subcommittee members what information on these cases the staff now has
future hearings will be deterand possible
mined later.
Some of these other cases are known to
be the grants of ch. 5 Boston (WHDH-TVHerald Traveler), ch. 13 Indianapolis
(Crosley Broadcasting Co.), ch. 4 Pittsburgh
(merged applicants WCAE [Hearst] and
Television City Inc.), ch. 10 Rochester, New
York (see Hennock testimony), ch, 12
Jacksonville, Fla. (WFGA-TV), ch 12 Fresno, Calif. (KFRE-TV), ch. 7 Seattle
(KIRO-TV). ch. 7 Miami (WCKT [TV])
and ch. 4 New Orleans (WWL-TV).
Rep. Harris stressed that the subcommit-

ethics

The FCC has been considering a code
of ethics — and something may be forthcoming in another week or two.
The Securities and Exchange Commission has drafted a list of integrities for
its members — and has circulated it
among other federal regulatory agencies
with the avowed hope that all organizations might adopt a common standard
of conduct.
A bill to amend the Administrative
Procedures Act, to bar discussion of a
case with officials of an agency handling
the case once it has been set for hearing,
has been introduced in Congress by Sen.
John Marshall Butler (R-Md.) and Rep.
DeWitt S. Hyde (R-Md.). The proposed
legislation (S 3521 and HR 11624) prohibits litigants from discussing or communicating with agency officials about
their cases.
Still pending in the Congress are three
bills to legislate integrity on government
officials. They are S 3306, by Sen. WilPage 28
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docketed

During last week's testimony, Mr. Lishman entered into the record a lengthy letter
from NBC Vice President Thomas E. Ervin
relating to that network's contacts with commissioners and FCC personnel. In addition
to color tv sets, Mr. Ervin said commissioners had been provided with transistor
radios and in two instances — Comrs. Lee
and Mack — hi-fi sets.
Also, the network presented 51 Christmas
presents to FCC personnel in 1956. The
subcommittee had asked for records dating
back to 1949 and Mr. Ervin pointed out
2,000 persons at NBC are eligible to file expense accounts and there were "several hundred thousand items" related to the period
involved.
The subcommittee has compiled some
known instances of ex-parte contacts with
the FCC and its staff by the three tv networks over a period dating back to 1948.
The list shows ABC with 54 contacts, CBS
network "contacts"
115. The
and NBC
81
include
such items
as a picture of Mamie
Eisenhower for Mrs. McConnaughey; introduction totv personality Garry Moore for
Mrs. McConnaughey; a sapphire-tipped
needle for long playing records for former
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy; the loan of a
truck and driver; service as a travel agency;
delivery of packages, and several other more
"services" such as
or lesstoconventional
tickets
tv shows and Broadway plays,
phonograph albums, flowers, lunches
candy,
and cocktails.

for

liam Proxmire (D-Wis.), S 3346, by Sen.
Wayne Morse (D-Ore.), and HR 11022
by Rep. Charles A. Wolverton (R-NJ.).
The FCC's proposal has actually been
roughed in and has been discussed at
several Commission meetings in the last
few weeks. One of its main items is the
provision that all communications to
Commissioners on adjudicatory cases be
placed in the public files.
There is some disagreement among
the commissioners as to whether ethics
can be imposed. There is also some question among the commissioners as to
whether this is the proper time for the
Commission, or any other agency, to
establish a code of ethics. This is in light
of the recent unpleasantness on Capitol
Hill and the feeling that the adoption of
a code of ethics might be construed as
acknowledging wrongdoing. All the FCC
members have stoutly maintained before
the House Oversight Committee that
they did nothing improper.

Last Thursday, Sen. Spessard L. Holland

FCC

action

There is also a feeling that it might be
better to wait because of pending legislation in Congress. And, some commissioners are strongly of the opinion that
no matter how many ethical guideposts
might be adopted and published, they
would not deter a miscreant.
"I've got to sleep with myself," one
said last week, "and
commissioner
FCC
no rules
of conduct, our own or any
imposed on us, is going to change my
to my own conscience."
responsibility
The proposed SEC canons of ethics
were circulated among other federal
regulatory agencies not only for possible
use as. a single standard for all agencies,
SEC Chairman Edward N. Gadsby said
last week, but also for any comments or

suggestions by commissioners in other
agencies.
Thus far no comments have been received, Mr. Gadsby acknowledged, but
he added that none were expected so
soon. The proposed SEC rules, which

Broadcasting

(D-Fla.) took the floor of the Senate to explain why he and Sen. George A. Smathers
(D-Fla.) recommended Mr. Mack for the
FCC because President Eisenhower, the
people of Florida and the Senate deserved
an explanation.
In 1951, Sen. Holland said, Mr. Mack
approached both the Florida senators about
an appointment to the Interstate Commerce Commission. Mr. Mack came highly
recommended for the post, the senator said,
and his name was passed on to President
Truman for either the ICC or FCC.
When he did not get either, he was later
recommended for the Federal Power Commission and the FCC again in 1955, when
he was appointed. Sen. Holland said the
resigned commissioner "was recognized as
one of the ablest young men in his field . . .
and there was every reason why the Florida

He said it would be impossible for any
FCC member to do his job without personal contacts with industry figures. And,
if a broadcaster wants to take him to lunch,

senators should support" him for the FCC
nomination.

It is "highly appropriate" for a commissioner to express an opinion in a rule making
proceeding, Comr. Lee said in defending an
article favoring pay tv he wrote for Look
magazine. He said he received $1,500 for
writing the story.
He did not remember ever discussing ch.
10 Miami with Sen. Estes Kefauver (DTenn.), as the senator had stated in a letter
to losing applicant A. Frank Katzentine.
Sen. Kefauver stated in the letter he also
discussed the case with Comrs. Hennock
and Bartley, both of whom denied such a
conversation actually took place. If the
senator mentioned ch. 10 to him, Comr. Lee

WITNESS:

Comr. Lee

Comr. Lee told the subcommittee that he
was a "surprise" appointment to the FCC,
that he knew nothing about the industry and
it was necessary for him to do considerable
traveling soon after joining the Commission. He was asked about seven trips for
which he accepted government per diem and
industry payment of his hotel bills.
In each instance, he gave the purpose of
the trips in question and said he often
claimed less per diem than he was entitled
to. In fact, he said, official trips cost him
personally $170 in 1956 and $200 in 1957.
He estimated the out-of-pocket expenses for
himself and other Commissioners to attend
this month's NAB convention in Los Angeles
would be $150 to $200. And, he said, "it is
absolutely essential that I be there" because
of his extra job of defense commissioner.

have been under consideration for the
last few weeks, were distributed to other
agencies two weekends ago.
The suggested SEC standards of conduct were praised by Sen. Proxmire as
"an excellent beginning" in establishing
a "firm moral code" for the independent
agencies. The Wisconsin Democrat said
he particularly liked the first section
which bans gifts of any kind from persons with whom the agency does business.
The proposed canons of ethics for
the five members of the SEC is an expansion of the current standards of personal conduct for SEC members and
employes.
In addition to the usual bans on
engaging in business related to the scope
of the Commission, accepting gifts, favors
or services, divulging confidential information, and becoming unduly involved
with persons outside the government
through frequent and expensive social
engagements, the canons more specifically
spell out other touchy areas.
Sections of the proposed code pointedly are based on recent revelations brought
out by the Harris Legislative Oversight
v/.v.\v.\\v.\v.\v/.v/.v.\—
;.\^V.^"\%"
^>:^S:<:>:^
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the former FBI agent said, "I have no compunction about his paying the check. . . .
I resent
the feeling that
could about
be bought."
The commissioner
was Iasked
several
telephone conversations he had with Charles
Steadman, Cleveland attorney [Closed Circuit, March 31]. (In previous testimony,
Mr. Steadman had been described as "the
man closest to McConnaughey" on the Miami ch. 10 case.) Comr. Lee said Mr. Steadman is a close personal friend, that all the
calls were personal and were not paid for
by the government. "No sir, I have emphatically not," he replied when asked if
the Miami case, or any other comparative
tv case, was discussed with Mr. Steadman.

said, "It would have to have been subliminal
... I didn't get it." He denied ever being
under any pressure in the Miami case or
any other Commission proceeding.
WITNESS:

Comr. Craven

The subcommittee had no instances of
trips taken by Comr. Craven for which he

Committee's investigation of the FCC.
For one thing it behooves members to
"exhibit a spirit of firm independence and
reject any effort by representatives of the
executive or legislative branches of the
government to affect their independent
determination of any matter being considered bythe agency."
For another,
it calls on members not to
become indebted in any way to persons
who are or may become subject to their
jurisdiction. No member should accept
the loan of anything of value or accept
presents or favors from persons who
are regulated or who represent those who
code continues that members
regulated."
areThe
should avoid discussing judicial matters
with persons outside the agency. It affirmatively states, however, that it is the
"duty" of a commissioner to solicit the
views of interested persons in their rulemaking and administrative functions.
"Insofar as it is consistent with the
dignity
canons
contact
affected

of his official position," the
read, "he should maintain such
with the persons who may be
by his rule-making functions as

had received government per diem and industry payment of hotel bills. He was asked,
however, about three instances of being "entertained" byNBC and explained that all
three occurred before he was appointed to
the FCC in the summer of 1956.
Comr. Craven denied that he is one of
the recipients of free RCA service for his
own black-and-white tv set, as had been
stated in a letter from NBC Vice President
Thomas E. Ervin. He explained he subscribed— and paid for — an RCA service
policy. A turkey has been the most expensive gift he has received from the industry,
the engineer commissioner stated.
On the matter of "fraternization" with
members of the regulated industry, Comr.
Craven said he has been associated with
broadcasting since 1930 and did not give up
his personal friends when appointed to the
FCC.
Rep. John B. Bennett (R-Mich.) questioned the witness at length about his participation in the Miami case. Subcommittee
files show that Comr. Craven participated
in three actions taken by the FCC during a
January 1957 executive meeting.
At the meeting, Comr. Lee moved for
adoption of the opinion already written
favoring National. This carried by a 4-3
vote with Comr. Craven voting against, along
with Comrs. Hyde and Bartley. Next, a
motion was made and carried unanimously
to reconsider the decision. Comr. Bartley
followed this with a motion to instruct the
staff to write an opinion favoring applicant
L. B. Wilson Inc. Comr. Craven seconded
this motion, which was defeated by a 4-3
vote (Comr. Hyde also for; Comrs. McConnaughey, Lee, Doerfer, Mack against).
Comr. Craven insisted this participation
STORY CONTINUES page 32
INTERIM REPORT pages 30-31

is necessary for him fully to understand
their problems, but he should not accept
unreasonable or lavish hospitality in so
The proposed rules go one step further;
they state that a member should not "permit the impression to prevail that any
doing." may unduly influence him, that
person
any person unduly enjoys his favor or
that he is unduly affected in any way by
the rank, position, prestige or affluence
of any person."
SEC commissioners are Mr. Gadsby,

|;

chairman; Andrew Downey Orrich, Harold C. Patterson, Earl Freeman Hastings
and James C. Sargent.
The agency was formed in the early
days of the New Deal to police the stock
market.
All of the five, independent regulatory
agencies have codes for their employes,
and, in some cases, these apply to the
members also.
Some of the agencies also have rules
of conduct for practitioners.
All of these standards of conduct call
for probity, honesty, and responsibility
[Government, March 3].
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House

Oversight Subcommittee

last Friday sharply criticized the behavior of some FCC Commissioners
and recommended
under

CONDUCT

(a) Relationship

REPORT

which

stiffening the law

they operate.

Here,

some of these commissioners. Such practices undermine public
confidence in the commissioners and must be avoided.
The question of the propriety and legality of such conduct is
of concern not only to members of the FCC but to members and
the staffs of other independent regulatory commissions and executive agencies. The rulings and testimony of the Comptroller
General given this subcommittee are ambiguous and in conflict.
The subcommittee feels very strongly that there is an urgent
need for clarification by the Comptroller General.

slightly condensed, are the principal
comments and conclusions.

(c) Delays and pressures
The hearings held by the subcommittee on ch. 10 in Miami,
Fla., have revealed the pressures brought on some members of
the Commission. Pressures of this kind cannot be tolerated. It

COMMISSIONERS

is the purpose of the subcommittee, through the views and recommendations contained in this interim report, to relieve the
FCC from pressures of an improper character.
The subcommittee is concerned about the long delays which

OF FCC

with industry

The extensive hearings held by the subcommittee on the conduct of the members of the FCC have revealed that over the
years a pattern has developed of questionable conduct on the
part of some members of the Commission and on the part of
some industry organizations and members of industry who are
subject to Commission regulation. The questionable propriety of
some of this conduct, in the opinion of the subcommittee, has
seriously undermined public confidence in the FCC, thus affecting adversely the administration of law by the Commission.
Some members of the industry, as the record shows, have
followed a practice of providing excessive entertainment for the
members of the FCC and the Commission staff. The subcommittee feels that such entertainment does not lend itself to the
establishment of a proper relationship between the independent
regulatory commissions and those who are subject to regulation
by such commissions.
To the extent that members of the FCC find it necessary, in
the course of the performance of their official duties, to attend
meetings sponsored by industry organizations, the subcommittee
feels very strongly that such attendance should be at government
expense.
The subcommittee is not at all certain that the benefits to be
derived from the wholesale attendance by members of the Commission at industry meetings and the participation of individual
members in promotional events are commensurate with the time
and effort devoted to these affairs. The Commission has followed
the practice of attending these meetings for many years, but the
important industry problems which have been pending before
the Commission for many years, such as clear channels, daytime
broadcasting, the possible modification of frequency allocations
for television stations, and network regulations, to name only a
leads the
few, still remain on the Commission's agenda. This
subcommittee to suggest an increase in the amount of time spent
on the solution of these industry problems would bring greater
benefits to the public and the industry than the continuing
fruitless debate of these problems at industry meetings.
In this connection, the hearings have revealed the unsavory

practice engaged in by representatives of some industrial concerns of charging business expenses and using the names of
members of the FCC as justification for such expenses, while
actually such entertainment did not occur. These practices, the
subcommittee feels, are utterly indefensible. They blacken the
names of members of independent regulatory agencies who have
no way of defending themselves against such practices.
(b) Per diem
The record in the hearings shows that several members of the
FCC have engaged in the practice of accepting per diem in
spite of the fact that industry organizations or members of the
industry actually paid hotel expenses and other expenses of

have occurred in rendering final decisions in adjudicatory proceedings and in important rulemaking proceedings. Such delays
have contributed to an increase in pressure of the kind referred
to above. It will be the purpose of this subcommittee to submit
additional legislative recommendations aiming at eliminating
some of these serious delays. The subcommittee has in mind, for
further study and consideration, provisions of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, which enable competitors to
delay the grant of licenses and other provisions of the act which
prevent the Commission from utilizing effectively the services
of members of the Commission staff.
( d ) Furnishing

of equipment

Over the years there has grown up in the industry the practice
of making available to members of the FCC radios, color and
black-and-white television sets, and other equipment which have
been installed and serviced in the homes of individual Commissioners at the expense of industrial concerns which are subject
to regulation by the Commission. While members of the Commission, particularly during development stages of new uses
of radio and tv. may well need to have easy access to such
equipment, the subcommittee believes that the present practices
Furtherwith respect to furnishing such facilities are undesirable.
more, the subcommittee has serious doubt whether some of the
equipment which has been so made available would meet the test
of being needed by the members of the Commission, in the public interest, in order to enable them to follow new technical
developments. Finally, the subcommittee feels that the furnishing
of some of these facilities to the Commissioners was not in the
public interest but in the interest of promoting the business of
the industrial concerns which furnished the equipment.
The subcommittee believes that the Commission itself should
examine into this subject, applying the most stringent standards
of propriety, and take such action as will remedy a situation
which has brought on much public criticism and provide an
orderly and well-publicized method of obtaining such equipment.

LEGISLATIVE

RECOMMENDATIONS

While the hearings with respect to the FCC have not been
informacompleted as yet, the hearing record contains enough
tion with respect to some phases of its operations to warrant
certain legislative recommendations. Specifically, the subcommittee recommends that changes in the Communications Act of
1934. as amended, are desirable with respect to the matters listed
below, and amendments have been prepared for this purpose.

( 1 ) Code of ethics
The hearings have dealt at great length with the conduct of
individual Commissioners, including ex parte contacts with in-

terested parties, acceptance of loans and gifts, excessive fraternization and payment by industry of the travel expenses of some
of the Commissioners and their wives.
Certain conduct of some of the Commissioners in this regard
indicates that they were insensitive to the requirements of their
high office. In some instances, a strict interpretation of the
provisions of the Federal Communications Act and the United
States Criminal Code may lead to the conclusion that federal
law has been violated. The decision whether such violations, if
any, should be prosecuted must be left to the Dept. of Justice.
In another section of the report, the subcommittee has recommended that the Communications Act be amended so as to make
the provisions prohibiting ex parte contacts more stringent.
This still leaves for consideration the question of how to deal
with other aspects of personal conduct which have come under
scrutiny in these hearings. The subcommittee feels that even the
most detailed statutory provisions enacted by the Congress, or
the most detailed code of ethics adopted by a commission, cannot
avoid leaving areas of doubt — which must be resolved by those
who are supposed to be governed by the code of ethics.
Nevertheless, the subcommittee feels that there are two important advantages to be gained from a statutory requirement
that the FCC adopt a code of ethics which shall be published in
the Federal Register and which shall be revised periodically to
keep apace with changing developments. These advantages are
that (1) it will require the members of the Commission to
consider carefully, and discuss with each other, what the particular provisions should be of the code of ethics, and (2) the
publication of such a code in itself should have salutary effects.
The subcommittee, therefore, recommends adoption of an amendment to the act requiring the Commission to adopt and to
revise from time to time a code of ethics for members of the
Commission and the Commission staff, as well as former members of the Commission and the Commission staff, designed to
promote the observance of high ethical standards in matters
related to activities of the Commission. The amendment would
require publication of the code in the Federal Register.
(2) Honorariums
The hearing record before the subcommittee indicates that the
provision in Sec. 4 (a) of the Communications Act of 1934 with
regard to honorariums produced unfortunate and regrettable
results which are not in the public interest.

It appears that in some instances honorariums and compensation were accepted while at the same time per diem payments
were collected from the Federal Government. Such a result does
not appear to have been the intent of Congress when in 1952 it
added by Public Law 554, 82d Congress, an exception to the
prohibition of outside employment of Commissioners or staff
members, so as to permit acceptance of a reasonable honorarium
or compensation for the presentation or delivery of publications
or papers.
The original intent was to permit honorariums or compensation for the publication of technical books or the oral delivery
of bona fide technical papers. However, there has grown up a
practice of accepting honorariums or compensation for the
delivery of goodwill speeches on the occasion of semisocial or
promotional industry gatherings or the inauguration of radio
and television stations or other affairs publicizing new industrial
developments. This practice would appear to stretch the original
intent considerably.

recommends that the •"honorarium" proThe subcommittee
vision be stricken from the Communications Act of 1934.
(3) Ex parte contacts
The Communications Act of 1934, as amended, contains
prohibitions against ex parte contacts in cases of adjudication.
Section 409 (c) (2) prohibits ex parte contacts on the part of

Broadcasting

any person who has participated in the presentation or preparation for presentation of such cases during hearings before an
examiner or examiners or the Commission. The statute thus
fails to reach ex parte contacts with Commissioners or the Commission staff by persons other than those who participated in
the presentation or preparation for presentation of such case
before the examiner or the Commission.
The hearing record before the subcommittee on the ch. 10
case in Miami indicates that several ex parte contacts on behalf
of two of the principal contenders for the license were made or
attempted to be made both by persons who did and by persons
who did not participate in the presentation or preparation for
presentation of the case before the examiner.
It is imperative that the Commission as well as the competing
parties be protected by law from any attempt at influencing off
the record the decision of the Commission.
It is, therefore, the opinion of the subcommittee that section
409 (c) (2) should be amended for the following purposes: (1) To
make the prohibition apply to ex parte contacts by any person,
except certain Commission personnel; (2) to require that any
Commissioner or staff member receiving an ex parte communication shall place such communication (or a memorandum
stating the circumstances and substance of such communication
if such communication was made orally) in the public record
in the case; and (3) to provide that the secretary of the Commission shall transmit to each party a copy of such communication or memorandum.
Any failure on the part of any Commissioner or staff member
to comply with the provisions of this subsection would constitute
misconduct of a character which would justify, if the seriousness of the offense warrants it, appropriate disciplinary action,
dismissal, or removal.
It is doubtful whether the law should be left in a state where
ex parte contacts are ruled out in adjudicatory proceedings,
while the implication is left that they are permissible in rulemaking proceedings even though formal hearings on the record
are conducted by the Commission in such proceedings. It seems
illogical, for example, to prohibit ex parte contacts in a case
where an applicant seeks a television channel in a competitive
proceeding but to let the law remain silent in a case of rulemaking where a television channel in a particular community may
be added or deleted.
However, the subcommittee is aware of the distinction which
has been made traditionally between adjudicatory proceedings
and rulemaking proceedings and it desires to study further
through open hearings on this subject the question of whether
the ban on ex parte contacts now limited to adjudicatory proceedings should be extended to rulemaking proceedings as well.

(4) Removal

of Commissioners

The hearings held by the subcommittee thus far indicate the
need for an appropriate amendment to the Communications Act
of 1934 providing for the removal for cause of any member of
the FCC
Provisions authorizing the removal of members of independent regulatory agencies are contained in the organic acts of
other such agencies. For example, the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Interstate Commerce Act, and the Civil Aeronautics
Act provide that members of these agencies are removable by
the President "for inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance
order to guarantee the independence of independent regoffice."
in In
ulatory agencies, the removal authority of the President with regard to any member of such agency should be expressed in
language as clear and unambiguous as possible. Therefore, the
subcommittee recommends that the Communications Act of
1934 be amended by providing that the President may remove
any member of the Commission "for neglect of duty or malfeasance in office, and for no other cause."
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HARRIS COMMITTEE continued

was not a vote on the merits of the case hut
merely a parliamentary procedure. He voted
for an opinion favoring L. B. Wilson so
the FCC would have two decisions befor:
it ". . . in order that 1 might have an opportunity to discuss the entire case with the
commissioners, a matter which was denied
me because I was not present when the
he exoriginal instructions were given." he
then
plained. In such an event, he felt,
would have been ahle to vote on a final
decision after having participated in a discussion of merits of the two proposed decisions.
When a final vote was taken on the National grant in February, Comr. Craven said
he did not participate because he was not
present for oral argument or initial instructions and "1 would have possibly committed
a reversible legal error.*' All in all. he said,
the question of influence in the Miami ch.
It) case had been "highly overplayed."
WITNESS:

Comr. Ford

Comr. Frederick W. Ford, whose FCC appointment was confirmed last August, told
the subcommittee that the only expenses he
has drawn since joining the Commission
were $1.50 for taxi fare. In fact, the newest
commissioner said, many of his closest
broadcasting friends "have kept strictly
from me" since his appointment to
away
the Commission.

asked if he had a color tv set on
loan in his home, Comr. Ford replied: "As
a matter of fact, I have seen color tv only
When

once and
only long
joining the
of a legal
WITNESS:

that was four years ago." The
distance call he has made since
Commission concerned the hiring
assistant, he stated.
Ex-Comr. Webster

Mr. Webster, a member of the Commission from 1947-56 (he was replaced by
Comr. Craven) was asked about two trips
for which the government paid per diem
and subcommittee records show NAB paid
the hotel bill. The witness said he was

ing talking to him when the two met in a
ing.
Miami restaurant while the case was pendWITNESS:

Comr. Doerfer

After spending three days answering personal misconduct charges early last February [Government, Feb. 10], Chairman
Doerfer returned to the stand Monday to further explain industry contacts and trips he
has taken since becoming a member of the
FCC. The chairman estimated that over a
five-year period he has taken approximately
40 trips on official FCC business.

Rep. Harris thought this was a conservative estimate and criticized all commissioners for spending too much time on the road
and not enough tending to the FCC workload. He stated: "... I am just wondering
if the members of the Commission had not
felt compelled to attend too many invitations by the industry in these conventions
and things that have too much the appearance of a vacation instead of actual official
business. . . .
"Is it necessary for several members of
the Commission to go on these things at
the same time, together with several members of the staff? ... It seems to me these
various things . . . should be very, very
carefully considered and this business of
going off and the industry running up a big
expense and charging it to public officials
when they don't even participate in it at
all, seems to me is intolerable."
Comr. Doerfer agreed that in many instances his name was used, when actually
he was not even present, to justify an expense account. The commissioner also hit
out at "influence peddlers" and "name-droppers" who do not have any influence.
On the five airline tickets furnished FCC
by NBC for the Sarnoff dinner, Comr. Doerfer said it is possible he and Mrs. Doerfer
used two of them since the government was
not charged. However, he could not account for the remaining three and all other
commissioners denied using NBC transportation to attend the dinner.

"mystified" that NAB paid the bills because
he was under the impression he had paid
them personally.
The propriety of allowing industry representatives to pay hotel bills was discussed
at one time while he was on the FCC, Mr.
Webster said, and the general opinion was
this is an acceptable practice. However, he
said, he made very few trips while a commissioner and was not often invited to

In filing his income tax returns since becoming a commissioner in 1953, Comr.
Doerfer said he has listed seven honorariums
totaling $2,100. Even with the honorariums,
he has consistently lost money on industry
trips, he testified.

speak.
He still has an RCA

told the subcommittee about ex-parte meetings he had with principals in two applications for the hotly-contested ch. 5 Boston
and one of the applicants for ch. 4 Pittsburgh, a case under Justice Dept. scrutiny.
Mr. McConnaughey said he lunched with
Robert Choate, publisher of the Boston
Herald-Traveler (WHDH-TV), which won
the ch. 5 grant, and had a second meeting
with Forrester T. Clark, principal in one of
the losing applicants.
Mr. McConnaughey claimed he kept the
conversations away from the pending case

color receiver loaned

to him, he said, but NBC is "privileged to
get the set at anytime." He denied Frank
(Scoop) Russell, NBC Washington vice
president, or anybody else told him to keep
the set. "They were of immense value to us
[commissioners]," he told the subcommittee.
"No one at any time, in industry or otherwise," talked or attempted to talk to him
about the Miami ch. 10 case, Mr. Webster
testified. He said "terrific goings-on" among
Miami principals in the case were evident
but that he had no personal knowledge of
just what this amounted to. In fact, he said,
one of the principals was "rude" in avoidPage 32 • April 7, 1958

WITNESS:

Ex-Comr. McConnaughey

Former FCC

Chairman

McConnaughey

and that Mr. Choate "just wanted to meet
me." He said later two men from the Boston
Globe, which strongly protested a grant to

the Herald-Traveler, came to his office and
• read the riot act" over the Herald-Traveler
application. Mr. McConnaughey also told
about a luncheon with Earl F. Reed, applicant for ch. 4 Pittsburgh, and that he
changed the subject from the pending case
"as soon as I could."
Commerce Secretary Sinclair Weeks did
not contact him about Boston ch. 5. Mr.
McConnaughey said. "I honestly do not
know . . ." he said, when asked if Mr.
Weeks had any interest in the case. He
denied the White House had ever interferred in any case and said most executive
contacts had to do with security matters.
Like other witnesses, Mr. McConnaughey
was confronted with a long list of trips and
10 pages of telephone calls. He said he
kept no record of incoming telephone calls
or visitors because both came "in a steady
stream." He was questioned at length about
a five-week trip to Europe in the summer
of 1956. This cost him, he said, over $800
out-of-pocket for his expenses, plus those
of Mrs. McConnaughey who accompanied
him.
The former FCC chairman replied "none
whatsoever" when asked if he had received
any gifts or loans from the industry. "For
many years, I never made less than twice as
much as I made . . ." while serving on the
FCC, he said. He hit former subcommittee
counsel Bernard Schwartz for "smear and
character assassination" tactics. He said
members of the regulatory agencies are
"very high-type, honorable folks."
Jerry Carter, Florida Democratic National
committeeman, was the only person who
ever approached him regarding the Miami
ch. 10 case, Mr. McConnaughey testified.
He said he never discussed the case with
Comr. Mack and had made up his mind
how to vote even before the oral argument
was held.
"I thought the examiner was completely
wrong . . ." he said, because the examiner
failed to take into consideration Mr. Katzentine's past broadcast record in the operation
of WKAT Miami Beach, Fla. Mr. McConnaughey said the reasons he voted for
National Airlines are set forth in the printed
decision "which, as far as I'm concerned,
speaks for itself." L. B. Wilson Inc. would
have been his second choice for the ch.
10 grant, Mr. McConnaughey said.
It would not be a good idea to rotate
the FCC chairman every year, Mr. McConnaughey maintained, because it takes a
chairman that long to get thoroughly acquainted with his job.
Mr. McConnaughey said he paid RCA
receiver "loaned"
the hecolor
$200
to
him for
while
was atv commissioner.
This
amount was paid in December 1957 after
he had determined the set would work in
his Columbus, Ohio, home, he stated. Mr.
Lishman pointed out a new model was
delivered to Comr. McConnaughey's home
in March 1957 and asked the witness if
he did not know, at that time, that he was
leaving the Commission

in June. Mr. Mc-

Connaughey replied that he had been "toying withLishman
the idea"also
for read
some antime.
Mr.
RCA invoice
carrying the color sets in Commission homes
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Michigan's most result-producing independent
radio station carries the complete 1958 schedule
of Detroit Tiger baseball games— night and day,
at home and away. This is the 11th consecutive
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211,051

Bill

Wagners...

In 1794, Gen. Anthony Wayne built a fort to right the Miami Indians. No trace
of it remains today, but its history lives on in the people that make up
Fort Wayne, Indiana and the Fort Wayne television market . . . because
people . . . not sites, make cities and markets . . . people like Bill Wagner, a
skilled machinist in a factory manufacturing agricultural machinery.
Prosperous hard-working Bill and his family are typical of the 211,051 television
families that are the Fort Wayne television market . -. . families that look to
WANE-TV CD for their news and entertainment . . .
families with buying incomes of over $1,250,000,000.
WANETV
FORT
WAYNE

Smart advertisers want to reach these 211,051 Wagner families. They do it over
WANE-TV @
as more of these families watch WANE-TV than any other
station in the billion-dollar all-UHF Fort Wayne market. Represented by Petry.
Sources: Area ARB 11/57; TV Mag 3/57 & 2/58, Copyrighted . . . Sales Management 1957.
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HARRIS COMMITTEE continued
at a value of $10. "In other words, they
gypped me," Mr. McConnaaghey retorted.

WITNESS:

Ex-Comr. Hennock

"I'll answer anything; just ask me," former Comr. Frieda Hennock told the subcommittee on taking the stand Thursday
and she kept this promise during subsequent

mors" of the way "certain large interests"
felt about her work on the Commission.
She said if these interests did not approve
of her actions' she thought she was doing a
good job. Mr. Lishman asked if "monopolies
control appointment of members of the
Commission," and Miss Hennock replied:
"You can draw your own conclusions. The
fact is, I fought these interests and was not

testimony. Counsel Lishman said there were reappointed."
no instances where Miss Hennock — in marAs with other witnesses, Mr. Lishman
ried life Mrs. William Simons — received asked Miss Hennock about numerous trips
government per diem and at the same time and telephone calls made while she was a
had her hotel bill paid by the industry. "I commissioner. In practically every instance,
know,
I never
took
any trips — wasn't she explained, they concerned her efforts to
invited," she replied.
boost educational television, for which she
Rep. Emanuel Celler's (D-N. Y.) charges was highly commended by several of the
of monopoly against the networks found a Congressmen.
champion in Miss Hennock. She charged A majority of the trips were made over
"monopolistic interests," identified as the
three tv networks and AT&T, completely
dominate the industry. She cited the failure
of uhf as ample proof of this contention.

weekends to New York, her home state
"because I didn't want to miss a Commission session," Miss Hennock said. She
explained efforts to interest the New York

"They [networks] don't want 3,000 stations; they want 300," the witness charged,
Regardless of how many channels were assigned to Washington (for instance), she said,

Board of Regents in backing an educational
uhf operation. If the board had done this,
she maintained, each of the 48 states would
now have an operating educational station

only the number of stations wanted by the
networks would be on the air.
She said nobody with official standing in
Washington ever discussed the possibility
of her reappointment to the FCC with her.

and "ultra high wouldn't be dead."
She said a call to former President Harry
S. Truman also involved educational television. Mr. Truman, who appointed Miss
Hennock to the Commission, at one time

"I knew of the impossibility" of reappointment but knew nothing of the "possibility,"
she said. "I assumed I was marked for extinction," she said, and was "kicked off the
Commission unceremoniously." She was
succeeded by Comr. Mack.
Miss Hennock told about hearing "ru-

called all the commissioners to the White
House and asked them to reserve channels
for educational use, she said,
Miss Hennock did not remember exactly
why she called Mrs. India Edwards, former
Democratic National Committee official, but
assured the subcommittee it was on official

—
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WJTN DEFENDS RADIO-TV
WJTN Jamestown, N. Y., used its prerogative to editorialize in replying to
criticism, made in a speech at Jamestown by William Stringer of the Christian
Science Monitor's Washington bureau,
that radio-tv too often treat news as "a
show." The editorial, voiced by Si Goldman, WJTN president, said in part:

Let's look at Mr. Stringer's charge that
the broadcast media treat news as "a
show."
It's a serious charge, indeed.
We pick up a copy of a New York
!! newspaper with wide circulation. Its
!! headline story concerns a scandal involv|| ing movie stars. Also featured on the
first two pages are items about an ax mur|§ der, two sex crimes, and juvenile gangI! sters. News on the national and interi; national scene is relegated to the back
I; pages.
i;| Of course this paper is an exception.
Il Its policies are not the policies of the
|| average newspaper across the country.
|| But exceptions, too, are radio and tele|| vision stations which make "a show" of
the news. Every substantial poll taken
|f in the United States shows that listeners

||
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my Onjob"
the tv
FCC.
theoncolor
set placed in her home,
Miss Hennock said she and other comissioners "resented" them and did not want the
sets. She said efforts to have her state congressional delegation watch color in her
home on a Monday night, when color was
offered, were unsuccessful because "none of
the New York delegation is in Washington
witness was asked about the FCC
on The
Mondays."
sharetime grant of ch. 10 Rochester, N. Y.,
in March 1953 to WHEC-TV and WVETTV. Minutes of FCC meeting at the time
the grant was made, Mr. Lishman said, show
the vote actually was 3-3 but a final decision
was granted on a 3-2 vote with Miss Hennock abstaining. The witness said this was
the FCC interpretation, her's was that a legal
quorum was not present. Although not
voting, she issued a strong dissenting opinion. She told the subcommittee she felt the
case was not properly on the meeting agenda.
Miss Hennock termed the FCC's Sixth
Report and Order "the worst thing that ever
came out of the Commission." She said a
proposed code of ethics should include legislative matters as well as adjudicatory proceedings. "To me," she added, "the dirtiest
work was done in rulemaking proceedings,"
a legislative process.
In a lengthy exchange with Rep. Harris,
a pay tv foe, Miss Hennock said she favored
pay tv in a form limited to uhf outlets in
multi-station markets. She said toll operations should be limited to 15% of the station's time.

. PLAYBACK
QUOTES

|

business. She said Mrs. Edwards "got me

WORTH

REPEATING

consider radio news the fairest and most
honest. Radio established an unprecedented reputation for news reporting and
fairness during World War II — a reputation itnever relinquished. . . .
As the number of daily newspapers has
tended to decline in this country, the
number of radio stations has tended to
grow. . . . Today there are 18 states without locally competitive daily newspapers.
In these instances, radio is the only competitor to the local daily paper and in
many communities the hometown radio
station is the only source of fresh local
and community news. This situation has
placed heavy responsibility upon radio
stations . . . and they recognize their
responsibility and work hard to meet it.
RULES

FOR

EDITORIALIZING

WHAS-AM-TV Louisville do not
broadcast editorials because the stations
are owned by the Louisville Courierlournal and Times and because editorial
opinions are "the province" of these
newspapers' editorial columns, Victor A.
Sholis, WHAS-AM-TV vice president
and director, said in a statement in the
Times.
But Mr. Sholis said he would

recommend
rules:

editorializing by non-newspaper-owned stations under these specific

1. The opinions broadcast would reflect the thinking of the station licensee
and not individual employes.
2. The station licensee would assume
full responsibility for the opinions ex3. The editorials would not be casual
pressed.
or off-the-cuff judgments, but would be
the documented product of research and
study by an editorial staff disassociated
from the station's news department.
4. Most frequently these editorials
would probably deal with local and regional issues.
5. The
editorials would be clearly
identified as such, would be carried completely apart from regular newscasts, and
would not be delivered by newscasters.
6. Comparable and equal opportunity
would be given responsible persons and
groups who disagree with the station's
editorials to express their differing opinions on the air.
Broadcasting editorials under such
rules would give stations additional stature in the community.
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ADVERTISERS S AGENCIES

CONFERENCE

CALL

•

Visual communications

•

Brainstorming,

conformity

Wednesday morning's keynote address was
by conference chairman Paul R. Smith,
president and creative director of Calkins &
Holden, New York. Said Mr. Smith:
"It seems very interesting that the advertising business which is supposed to be so
highly dependent on creativity and which
employs so many high-priced creative personnel and whose competitive practices
place such a high premium upon creativity
should be so laggard in its investigation of
this phenomenon. We are entrusted with
the expenditure of $10 billion every year
with a gross commission of $1.5 billion and
yet the best the advertising business has
been able to come up with are some generalities about the handling of creative people and the technique of brainstorming.
While better than no technique at all (because it does produce ideas where none
existed before), brainstorming is at best an
empirical method with little or no basic understanding ofthe creative process as it is
being revealed by contemporary scientific
investigation. . . . Not only has the subject
(of creativity) been woefully neglected with
the result that most people don't know about
it, but for some reason or another most
people don't want to know about it. There
is resistance to knowing about it . . ."
But, as the conference wore on, resistance
melted quickly. To make some of the cutand-dried material more palatable, ADC invited humorist-pianist Victor Borge to talk
about "creativity in humor," and jazzman
Eddie Condon to talk about "creativity in
music."
During Tuesday's awards luncheon. ADC
President Walter Grotz, art director of McCann-Erickson's Marschalk & Pratt Div.,
presented 14 ADC medals and 43 certificates
of distinctive merit. He also introduced this
year's winners of the club's annual "Management Awards." Among this year's recipients and their citations:
Marion Harper Jr., president of McCannErickson: ". . . for inspiration and encouragement given to the art directors of
McCann-Erickson throughout the world, resulting in a consistently high standard of
visual excellence in advertising produced for
its clients."
George V. Allen, director of the U. S.
Information Agency: ". . . for outstanding
efforts in presenting American culture and
traditions to the peoples of the world
April 7, 1958

CREATIVITY

sessions convene

Criticism of brainstorming and conformity and a call for more humor and individuality highlighted the third Visual Communications Conference of the Art Directors
Club of New York last Wednesday and
Thursday. The annual conference was held
in conjunction with the 37th Exhibit of
Advertising and Editorial Art & Design (see
page 84). The theme was "Creativity in
Visual Communications."
A separate luncheon session Tuesday featured the Art Directors Awards ceremony.
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FOR

come

in New

York

in for special attack

through USIA sponsorship of traveling exhibitions and its information libraries."
Morse G. Dial, president of Union Carbide Corp.: ". . . for the high standard of
excellence maintained in its advertising;
and for the integrated design program conceived at UCC resulting in an outstanding
example of the use of graphic art to establish corporate identity." Howard S. Bunn,
UCC executive vice president, accepted the
award in the absence of Mr. Dial.
In the sessions that took place Wednesday
and Thursday, a host of salient points were
made by numerous speakers. Among them:
• Victor Borge: The role of humor in
advertising — especially on tv — is not to
move goods but to create a climate of acceptability for and friendliness to the sponsor. There is too little humor on tv these
days, and the amount that exists is often interrupted by "those idiotic three minutes
of nonsense" on behalf of a product that is
little different from another product. Too
often, an advertiser will lose the friendship
he has built up through his star "midway
in the commercial."
• George Avakian, vice president of
World-Pacific Records, former Columbia
Records executive and jazz expert: The advertising-radio-tv industry ought well to consider, for commercial purposes, using more
of the creative talents and improvisations
of the avant-garde composer. He said the
"right step in the right direction" has alA

DISSENTING

VOICE

An unexpected rebuttal to "the false
statements and unfair attack" on
brainstorming was offered late Thursday afternoon from the floor at the
third Visual Communications Conference by Willard O. Pleuther, BBDO
vice president in charge of brainstorming and communications. Mr. Pleuther,
angered by the "unwarranted" and
"untrue" statements offered by art director Saul Bass (see this page) asked
conference chairman Paul R. Smith
for "equal time." Mr. Pleuther dismissed the Taylor (Y ale U.) report on
brainstorming cited by no less than
eight speakers as "a fine piece of research" that did not involve the "successful application of brainstorming."
He said that Dr. Sidney Parnes of the
U. of Buffalo had analyzed the "Yale
foursome" (so named because its panel
consisted of only four members as
against BBDO's 15) as inconclusive
since that group met for only 12
minutes at a time (as against BBDO's
60-90 minutes) and got the problem at
the time of the meeting (as against
BBDO's practice of issuing, in outline
form,
"problem" some 24-48 hours
ahead the
of meeting).

ready been taken by NBC-TV (which retained composer Carlos Surinach to score
the theme for that network's color peacock
identification, CBS-TV (which has used composers David Diamond for See It Now and
Norman Delia Joio for Air Power and
Seven Lively Arts) and Robert Saudek
Assoc. (which six years ago had "modernist"
Omnibus).
Henry Cowell score the "Sun Theme" for
• Saul Bass, motion picture and advertising designer and art consultant: As uniformity isachieved by the technical society
and business community, efficiency increases,
creativity decreases. Mr. Bass said, the
concept of the repetitive advertisement is
vital to our mass production-mass economy
He
what price?"many
asked, "at particularly
he industry,
system but,
declared
that
blue-chip advertisers such as AT&T and
General Foods Corp., is realizing that there
is more to corporate success than profits and
is sending its executives back to college
to study the classics and the humanities.
He dwelt on brainstorming, said that the
BBDO-conceived science of Groupthink
In Review, page 14) "inhibits creative
(see
thinking . . . restrains the freedom of open
criticism and non-conformity . . . makes
individuals pursue an identical train of
thought." Basing his opinions on a thorough investigation of brainstorming by Yale
U.'s Dr. Donald W. Taylor, Mr. Bass said
that this development can "only be useful
in giving birth to gadgets or their visual or
verbal equivalents. Gimmicks, gadgets and
twists are, of course, invaluable but we
must recognize that they also are quite superficial. At a time when the superficial has
manifest value, it is not surprising that a
systematic approach should arrive for its
perpetuation. By implication, brainstorming obscures and confuses the real problem,
which is that creativity — like freedom — is indivisible. Creativity is a total process. It
cannot be isolated in the experience of individuals and turned on and off like a faucet
every Thursday afternoon." Mr. Bass noted,
"We have had several years of togetherness
sponsored by McCall Corp. I would like to
aloneness'."
years of
propose
• Dr. aM. few
F. Agha,
consultant, art director
and designer: Advertising is not an art in
the purest of senses; it is a conception of art
— "creativity within a rigid framework of
established forms, canons and formulas with
a great body of precedent as a base." It is
hard to be "original" in advertising, Dr.
Agha pointed out, citing that the best of ads
are usually the product of two or three or
more contributors, "with dozens of bystandprecedents
various
ers, callingand
attention
otherwise
tryingtotothegetteam's
into
the act." He concluded: "Under these often
trying circumstances the creative originality
in advertising becomes a matter of knowing
everything that was done before, and cribbing only from the least known examples."
Of particular interest to the representatives of the advertising agency field was a

lengthy presentation on creativity in marketing today, delivered by Remus A. Harris,
new products manager of Colgate-Palmolive
Co.'s toilet articles division. Mr. Harris
Broadcasting

minced few words, charged that the country was suffering from "a hangover of production-minded thinking in a total marketing economy." Specifically, Mr. Harris felt
that management today tries to sell what it
can make, rather than make what it can
sell. "No one can sell what no one will buy,"
he declared, citing the current auto lag in
Detroit as a case in point. For three years
up to 1958, he maintained, "American consumers had paid the bill for the cars . . .
they were statistically and financially ready
to buy. But when the public saw the designs
offered by Detroit, it stopped, looked again
and decided to wait. Result: Automobile inventories backing up, production cut and a
rush to get the 1959 models out early."

ments such as exist at Procter & Gamble

He said that America "has changed from
a sales economy to a purchase economy;
people do not want to be sold, people want
to buy, [as] witness the success of the supermarket and its self-service principles and
the decline of the local grocery
"When women help themselves
chases are usually larger than
particularly when merchandise

store. . . ."
their puranticipated,
is scientif-

ically arranged. . . ."
The challenge: "We must be creative marketers ... we must be creatively marketingminded, and that means consumer-oriented
and consumer-minded. No longer caveat
emptor but caveat mercator."
The suggestion: '"More emphasis on brand
development for brand marketing depart-

and General Foods, who know that "the
consumer is boss. They know it is their
first job to find out what consumers need
and want in their products . . . and then
produce brands that will meet these needs
most unusual "speech" of the entire
andThedesires."
session was played, not read. Guitarist Eddie
Condon was joined by trumpeter Rex Stewart, drummer George Wettling, pianist Eddie
Schroeder and other musicians, in a demonstration of creative improvisation. Their
rendition of "Muskrat Ramble" and other
Dixieland pieces left little doubt that pure
creativity.
jazz isn't pure; it's the "living end" of

SIX
VOICES
AND

A

GUITAR

PAUL SMITH, president, Calkins &
H olden:

VICTOR BORGE, humorist-pianist:

"Creativity has been so neglect-

"Too often, an advertiser will "Advertising
should
use more
lose the friendship he has built of the creative talents and im-

ed that most people don't know
about it . . . and most people

GEORGE AVAKIAN, vice president,
World-Pacific Records:

up through his star midway in

provisations of the avant-garde

don't want to know about it."

the commercial."

composer."

M. F. AGHA, consultant, art director and designer:

SAUL BASS, movie-advertising designer and art consultant:

REMUS A. HARRIS, Colgate-Palmolive toilet aritcles division:

EDDIE CONDON, guitarist:

"Advertising becomes a matter
of knowing everything that was

"We

"America has changed from a

'McCall's' Togetherness. I would

sales

done before and cribbing only

like to propose a few years of

economy: People do not want

from the least known examples."
Broadcasting

'Aloneness'."

to be sold— they want to buy."

have had several years of

economy

to

a purchase
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ADVERTISERS 8 AGENCIES continued
BUSINESS

BRIEFL

FLIGHT PLAN • KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, N. Y., last week launched extensive
advertising campaign, to include use of spot
radio in eight major market cities — New
York, Philadelphia, Washington, Miami,
Houston, Chicago, Los Angeles and San
Francisco. Three drives are planned, each
running for five weeks, on stations with
"quality audience." Agency: Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan. N. Y.
• Gold Medal Candy Corp.
(Bonomo's Turkish taffy). Brooklyn, N. Y.,
placing four week tv campaign in major
eastern and midwestern markets effective
this Saturday (April 12). Campaign, geared
for children's programs, is essentially contest calling for identification of famous
persons. Emil Mogul Co., N. Y., is agency.

TAFFY

PULL

DESSERT TIME • Parti-Day Inc. (marketer
for dessert toppings). Oak Park, 111., through
D'Arcy Adv., Chicago, to use tv spots (60-,
20- and 10-second ID's) initially in Chicago
on test basis, expanding to other markets
starting in May.

l#

WHO'S

BUYING

WHAT,

WHERE

ments of each of network's 1 1 daytime programs as well as participations in Today and
The Jack Paar Show. Campaign will run
for one month beginning April 17. Hicks
& Greist, N. Y., is agency.
GROUCHO
SPONSORS • Toni Co.,
through Tatham-Laird Inc., Chicago, has
renewed Groucho Marx's You Bet Your Life
for fall on NBC-TV in new time period,
Thurs., 10-10:30 p.m. EST, effective late
September or early October. Program will
replace Rosemary Clooney Lux Show in
that segment, with Lever Bros, (sponsor of
latter) assuming other half of Life dropped
by DeSoto (through BBDO).
Pabst-Pepsi
Is Talked

by

Merger
Pabst

Speculation that talks may be reopened
looking toward a possible "merger or consolidation" ofPabst Brewing Co. with PepsiCola or perhaps with other companies was
revived last week.

NEW PRODUCT DRIVE • Purex Corp.,
South Gate, Calif., has started an introductory campaign for Bat Guano, plant food
whose distribution Purex is handling in
Southern California, using radio, tv and
newspapers. Potts-Ray, Los Angeles, is
agency. As larger shipments are available,
distribution and advertising will be extended
throughout the West and eastward until full
national coverage has been obtained.

Pabst's manageConjecture arose after Harris
Perlstein,
ment slate, headed by
chairman and president, won a bitter proxy
fight over a stockholder committee ThursdayAfter the battle John Toigo, who resigned
as vice president and marketing director of
Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co. to seek the

DATE • Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, through Mathisson & Assoc., Milwaukee, has signed to sponsor one-half of
ABC-TV's All-Star Golf Tournament when
it returns to air next October. Matches for
next season will be filmed starting tomorrow

Mr. Toigo plans to remain in the group's
employ at a maximum $50,000 annual
salary and to research Pabst merchandising
problems. He resigned his reported $100,000-per-year post at Schlitz after a two-year
tenure.

(Tues.) in Miami, network announced. Miller had same sponsorship agreement during
present season.

Throughout the stockholders' meetings,
Mr. Perlstein reiterated he favored merging

GOLF

NEW WAFER • King Kone Corp. (Old
London line of Melba products and other
snacks), N. Y., is introducing new wafer
product, Pizza-Rino, this week with spot
schedule in New York, Philadelphia, Columbus and Cleveland. Spots should be on air
in most or all markets by April 21 for
initial six-week run. Station lineup as of
last week: WPIX (TV) and WCBS-TV New
York, KYW-TV Cleveland, WBNS-TV Columbus and Philadelphia stations to be determined. As many as 30 spots weekly will
be used. National distribution is expected
by Sept. 1 for product that is distributed
through chains and independent grocery
stores. Richard K. Manoff Inc., N. Y., is
agency.
DDttE DELUGE • Dixie Cup division
(Dixie Cup home dispensers, refill packages,
etc.) of American Can Co., Easton, Pa., has
ordered saturation campaign on NBC-TV
calling for sponsorship of quarter-hour segPage 38
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Pabst presidency, reported he would continue working for the Pabst-Spaeth stockholder group.

with Pepsi-Cola "if it would help Pabst."
He added that if management won, exploratory talks may be renewed with Pepsi-Cola
or other firms, with a view to a possible
merger or "straight-out acquisition." He
noted previous discussions with Pepsi had
bogged down because of the proxy issue
[Advertisers & Agencies, March 24].
Between them, Pabst and Pepsi-Cola
probably spent $15-20 million in advertising
last year, with both clients heavy in television. (Pepsi allocated over $3 million to
spot and Pabst equal amounts of about $1.5
million each for spot and network in tv.)
Final tally of the proxy fight, announced
Thursday, showed the Perlstein management
group with 2,266,298 shares (55.1%) and
1,759,399 (or 42.78%) for the insurgent
slate headed by David Pabst and Carl J.
Spaeth. A total of 4,028,693 of 4,112,377
shares outstanding were voted. After the results, Mr. Perlstein said he would remain as
president "for the time being."
Mr. Spaeth warned that Pabst should

adopt "creative merchandising methods" lest
it continue to drop farther behind its competitors. One of the charges voiced by the
rebel group was that present Pabst management has "frittered away" advertising monies
on televised fights and that total 1956 expenditures represented $1.99 a barrel, "the
highest in the industry."
During the proxy hearing Mr. Toigo described Pabst's problems as essentially those
of "marketing, sales, merchandising, advertising and promotion."
Kudner
Newman,

Shifts

Continue;

Millard

Leave

The second realignment of the executive
staff at Kudner Adv., New York, in two
months was announced last week following
the resignation of two key agency executives
— Paul E. Newman, executive vice president, and J. W. Millard, a vice president
and secretary.
Both Messrs. Newman and Millard were
long-time executives on the General Motors
Corp. account, the large portion of which
has been withdrawn from Kudner. Last
December the Buick Div. of General Motors
(estimated billing: $23 million), announced
the termination of its 22-year association
with Kudner and two weeks ago
Frigidaire and GMC Truck & Coach
sions (estimated billing: $9 million)
drew their business from the agency
vertisers &Agencies, March 31].

GM's
diviwith[Ad-

No reasons were specified for the resignations of Messrs. Newman and Millard.
At the same time, C. M. Rohrabaugh,
president of Kudner, announced changes in
the board of directors and the executive
committee "in order to strengthen the
New directors are
agency's
Robert W. operation."
Bode, Andrew G. Diddel, Charles
W. Doughtie, Donald Gibbs, Robert Murray Haig, William A. MacDonough, Rodger
S. Harrison and Charles A. Holcomb. They
will serve with other board members including Mr. Rohrabaugh, Charles R. Hook Jr.,
William J. Griffin Jr., Amedee J. Cole and
John H. Sheldon.
New members of the executive committee are James F. Black, Mr. MacDonough
and Mr. Holcomb. Carl Phares Jr. was
elected secretary of the agency.
Vincent F. Aiello, copy chief, has asked
to be relieved of his responsibilities as a
director and a member of the executive committee, but will continue as copy chief.

Compton, CN&P in Pact
Compton Advertising Inc. has announced
an affiliation agreement with Carvel Nelson
& Powell Adv. Agency, Portland, Ore.
Compton accounts will get regional servicing in the Pacific Northwest from CN&P.
Compton, with offices in New York, Chicago, Milwaukee, Los Angeles and San
Francisco, will provide CN&P with service
in consumer and industrial marketing, merchandising, media research and creative advertising. While details are being completed
CN&P will maintain its name and operational procedures in Portland and will continue to function as a fully-staffed agency
for local clients.
Broadcasting
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Take Danny

Thomas.

He has been a funny fellow for a long time.

But it wasn't until he appeared on the CBS Television Network
that a nationwide audience laughed him into the Top Ten — where
he has been ever since.

Is he funnier than he used to be? Perhaps. For nothing stimulates
a performer like applause. And

programs

get the most applause on the CBS
Take "Gunsmoke,"

in almost every category

Television Network.

television's highest rated Western.

Take "G. E. Theater," television's highest rated weekly drama.

Take "Alfred Hitchcock Presents," television's highest rated mystery.
Take "I've Got a Secret" television's highest rated quiz show.

Take the four "Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz Shows"
rated "special" broadcasts this season.

And take the average program

television's highest

on the network's schedule.

This schedule has consistently won television's largest average
nighttime audience in the 65 consecutive Nielsen Reports issued
between

July 1955 and now.*

Since success, like laughter, is contagious, advertisers have
discovered that good products, like good programs, do better on . . .

THE

CBS

TELEVISION

NETWORK

ADVERTISERS 8 AGENCIES continued
TV

AD

ACCEPTANCE

•

Taste standards,

•

Already

BMI-ASCAP

IN

FUND

STUDY

feud also on 'tentative' list

under

scrutiny: FCC-government, toll tv, ratings
president, said as much when he noted last
How far has The Fund for the Republic
December
that "surveys have shown that
gone in its planned "study" of the television medium since it was announced last
people spend more time with television than
December [Government, Dec. 23, 1957]?
with magazines, newspapers and radio combined.
The answer: the fund has mapped out a
"The latest estimates indicate that more
broad and general area of inquiry. Accordthan 41 million American homes have teleing to current plans, the fund expects to
vision sets and these sets are in operation
cover several aspects of television, including
several hours a day. It has become ina consideration that it review "television's
creasingly clear that television is having a
standards for acceptable advertising, with a
special inquiry into the new subliminal type
tremendous impact on our society."
The first phase of the inquiry — that of
of advertising."
In addition to advertising acceptance on
government and the FCC — was described
tv, the fund would concern itself with broadformally as "a study of the application of
caster use of musical composition and most
the First Amendment's guarantees of free
speech to the medium of television and an
likely touch on the BMI-ASCAP situation.
analysis of the role of the FCC as a
The fund already has embarked in three
areas: the governmental study (particular
regulatory body in this field." This phase,
though underway, has a long way to go.
reference to FCC policies); "an objective
But already well on its way is an inquiry
study of the problems presented by proposals
into
the toll tv vs. free tv controversy. An
for toll television," and an examination of
audience rating systems.
independent survey of the field is being conducted for the fund by Robert W. Horton,
The advertising acceptance study is one
a writer associated with the fund (formerly
of five areas still being considered but not
director of the National Defense Advisory
yet entered. The other four include: (1)
an analysis of how the mass media are
Commission and a former Scripps-Howard
columnist in Washington and at one time
"interrelated," (2) a study of broadcasters
a news commentator with CBS) .
and a survey of the "structure of television,"
The fund has people at work sifting and
(3) an inquiry into the controversy over
studying
the voluminous material on the
the use by broadcasters of musical compositions and other creative works (presumably
governmental phase (and with the current
hearings in Congress and at the FCC, the
the BMI-ASCAP feud) and (4) a study of
material is coming in at a faster pace than
the "interpretations of 'good taste' and the
effects upon television programs of 'the reit can be digested) — a "tremendously comquirements of national security.' "
The mass media project (primarily television) already has a tentative budget —
about $240,000 for this year. (The fund's
COLOR
current plans and allocation can be compared to the FCC's Network Study Staff
that spent two years and $221,000 in investigating television network activities.)
The fund is an independent non-profit
institution set up originally with Ford
Foundation millions. It was established in
1952 with grants totaling $15 million. As
of June 30, 1957, the fund had spent a
total of $8.5 million in various projects
centering on civil liberties and freedoms.
Here is the history of the tv study: Nearly
a year ago, the fund's board of directors
decided to "concentrate on a searching
examination of the questions facing Americans in preserving a free society under 20th
Century conditions." Basic issues of freedom and justice now involve more than
traditional issues as formed in the 18th
Century, the board determined, and thus
last June announced it would go into a
number of questions. Among these are
some institutions which did not exist at the
time of the Bill of Rights: "the modern
corporation, the labor union, the media of
mass communications, the organized political party."
take long for the fund's ComIt didmitteenot
of Consultants on the Basic Issues
to find that in the mass communication field,
television wields tremendous power and

influence. Robert M. Hutchins, the fund's
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The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows
(all times EST)
CBS-TV
April 8, 15 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv.
NBC-TV
April 7-11, 14-16 (3-4 p.m.) NBC
Matinee Theatre, participating sponsors.
April 7, 14 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Speidel through Norman, Craig
& Kummel and RCA Victor through
Kenyon & Eckhardt.
April 8 (8-9 p.m.) George Gobel Show,
RCA-Whirlpool through Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson.
April 9 (9-10 p.m.) Swing Into Spring,
Texaco through Cunningham & Walsh.
April 10 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
Warner-Lambert through Lennen &
Newell and RCA Victor through Kenyon
& Eckhardt.

plex field," a fund executive explains.
In addition to having assigned a survey
on toll tv, the fund is looking over the
problem of audience ratings. And, the
fund, it is learned, has been making roundrobin calls on network executives and the
network's top news directors, gathering information and leads for the inquiry.
Eric F. Goldman, Princeton U. professor
and Bancroft prize winner, has special responsibility for the mass media study. Prof.
Goldman also is a member of the consulting
committee which recommended the project.
Three members of the fund's board of
directors act as liason directors and Frank
K. Kelly, a vice president with the fund,
is staff director for the project.

P&G Staying With 'Loretta'
Procter & Gamble has signed a new contract with Loretta Young for 1958-59 season
following expiration of a five-year NBC pact
for the Loretta Young Show. Production of
the new series starts in July. Miss Young
will be hostess on all shows, starring in some
herself, and presenting 18 with guest stars.
Negotiations with NBC are now in progress
for syndication of films broadcast over the
past five years.
Blauhut

Heads

Parkson

Tv-Radio

Don Blauhut will represent Parkson Adv.
in the supervision of all network shows of
its client. Pharmaceuticals Inc. and that
firm's J. B. Williams Co., both of New
York. Mr. Blauhut, associate television and
radio director at Parkson, becomes director
of tv and radio, Ted Bergmann, Parkson's
president, announced last week.

(VST

I

N

G

April 10 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show
starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
April 12 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
April 12 (10:30-11 p.m.)
Your Hit
Parade, Toni through North and American Tobacco Co. through BBDO.
April 13 (7-7:30
Flicka, sustaining.

p.m.)

My

Friend

April 13 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
S. C. Johnson & Son through Needham,
Louis & Brorby, U. S. Time Corp.
through Peck Adv. and Greyhound
through Grey Adv.
April 13 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through CampbellEwald.
April 15 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher Show,
RCA-Whirlpool through Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson.
April 15 (9-10 p.m.) Jerry Lewis Show,
Oldsmobile through D. P. Brother.
April 16 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through .1.
Walter Thompson Co.
Broadcasting

Chuck

Genial

Bergeson

Host

of

WJBK-TV's

One in a series of local personalities and features,
complementing the fine CBS program lineup, that make
WJBK-TV a vital force in Detroit.

"Ladies'
Day"
On the air continuously for over 8 years and the only show of its kind
in Detroit, Chuck Bergeson's "Ladies' Day"
(Monday thru Friday, 9:30-10 A.M.) is a consistent daytime favorite
in the 1,900,000 TV homes served by WJBK-TV.

V

JBK-T
W
CHANNEL

Celebrities ask to appear on "Ladies' Day," and women's clubs
book months in advance to join the fun in person. More than
200,000 women have participated in the studio audiences during
the program's 2,080 consecutive telecasts since 1950.

•
100,000 watts, 1,057- ft. tower
Full color facilities

Basic CBS

Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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RUBINSTEIN
tv's Caesar-Coca

history explains coolness

On Sept. 29, 1957 — 24 hours after her
advertising agency, Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, first presented the idea of sponsoring comic Sid Caesar and his troupe — the
Princess Artchil Gourielli-Tchkonia met
with several ABC-TV executives in her
plush, 26-room Park Avenue triplex to sign
a forceful "Helena Rubinstein" to the contract that would wed her multi-million-dollar, world-wide cosmetics empire to network television for a "try-out" of 18 weeks.
This "test" — and Rubinstein officials regard it as just that — is to end officially May
25 and by then will have cost the advertiser
an estimated $1.75 million. Present indications point to possible renewal of Sid
Caesar Invites You (ABC-TV, Sun., 9-9:30
p.m.) with speculation centering on whether
the show might be enlarged to 60 minutes
with Rubinstein picking up 50% of the tab.
Ratings over the past two months have
been fluctuating from very high to very
low — the latter the night of March 2 when
Bob Hope was pitted against Caesar, with

team

TEST
after trial

to spot tv, print

new opaque nail polish; Elizabeth Arden
likewise began to appeal to those who could
afford beauty treatments. But it wasn't until
the age of television that Rubinstein realized
it was being passed — in the retail end of
the business — by sleeker and harder-selling
competitors such as Avon (door-to-door distribution only), Chesebrough-Pond's, Helene
Curtis Industries, Max Factor, Toni, Shulton, Coty, and, of course, Revlon.
At the time Rubinstein first tried spot
tv, its No. 1 competitor was Revlon. It still
is. Where Rubinstein had spot, Revlon had
network and therein lies the crux to this
tale. Explains Sara Fox, Rubinstein advertising director: "We could introduce a new
product only to find that one of our network-using competitors likewise would come
out with a similar product. The upshot was
that they had the national audience in one
fell swoop and we didn't." Miss Fox says
"it isn't polite" to cite specifics, but beauty
fashion industry observers can cite numerous instances of the Rubinstein vs. Revlon

battle; Rubinstein in the early fifties marketed Deep Cleanser, a liquid skin cleanser,
using print through the years; subsequently,
on tv, Revlon introduced Clean 'n Clear. To
make matters worse, Toni Div. of Gillette
Co., another tv network user, introduced
its Deep Magic liquid skin cleanser. (Now,
armed with a network show of its own,
Rubinstein reassuredly has marketed DewKissed lipstick, a moisture-laden brand,
beating out Revlon with its Lustrous Lipstick. The battle right now is 50-50.)
What bothered Rubinstein more than the
fact that its rivals had money to spend in
network was that spot tv wasn't living up
to all it claimed it could do for cosmetics.
Explains Larry Wechsler, Rubinstein advertising manager: "We've built our business
on demonstration and we want to demonstrate on tv. But you can't do a thorough
job in 20 seconds." He referred to the paucity of one-minute spots in Class A time.
"The stations told us that if we wanted
prime evening time, we'd have to settle for
the short spots — or nothing at all." So
Rubinstein got out of tv.
And when it learned the hard way that
it doesn't pay to introduce new products in
print when the competition has tv, Rubinstein called a halt to such new product introduction, concentrating on building and de-

Hope scoring 33 and Caesar 9. But "we
don't go by ratings," says a Rubinstein advertising official. "We're only interested to
see whether the goods move." Apparently
they are moving.
The Rubinstein-Caesar-Coca announcement came as somewhat of a surprise to
the broadcast industry, although it was no
secret that Mr. Caesar and Miss Coca had
been talking reconciliation terms since early
last summer. The industry's surprise was
not unjustified: Rubinstein, ranking eighth
among those cosmetics firms which bare
their corporate earnings, had tried tv for
an 11-month period during 1955-56, spent
$750,000 in fiscal 1956 in 34 markets and
then dropped tv to return to print.
What made Rubinstein change its corporate mind and return to tv? The reasons
are numerous and complex, even though
an ABC-TV executive sums up the situation as follows: "It was simply a marriage
of simple economics and necessity conducted by a man who knows his show business." The man: Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV
president.
Mr. Treyz is only part of the story. The
rest can be found in a look at Rubinstein's
corporate standing in the cosmetics industry.
Founded in 1902 in Melbourne, Australia,
by the Polish-born, self-taught beautician,
then 31, the Rubinstein empire began to
grow in 1908 when Miss Rubinstein (leaving
the Australian salon in the care of her sisters, Ceska and Manka) opened a 20-room
"Maison de Beaute" in London and began
catering to the aristocracy. In 1912, she
took her business to Paris and in 1915 to
New York. Meanwhile she developed many
"firsts" in skin treatments, the upshot being
that for the next 20 years Rubinstein had
a virtual monopoly in the beauty-preparation field. At this time, the name Revlon
first cropped up as a potential rival with a
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RUB1NSTEIN

SALESWOMEN:

HERSELF (L) AND

LIZ ALLEN
Broadcasting
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WINSTON
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75 COUNTIES
IN 4 STATES
WSJS
blankets
richest

market

the

in the

Largest metropolitan
area in the Piedmont:
Winston-Salem
Greensboro, High Point
Total Market Population:

television
biggest,
Southeast

3,198,000
Set Count
— 606,109
Households — 831,500
Total Retail Sales

The Piedmont section of N. C. and Virginia offers the advertiser a regional
market with concentrated population in
the most industrialized and progressive
area in the Southeast.

$2,936,261,000
Consumer Spendable
$4,121,456,000
Maximum
Income Power
—
316,000 Watts
Mountain top Tower
2,000 feet above
average terrain

television

Our current Market Data Book with
complete information and
age maps is available.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
veloping its arsenal within the corporation.
Thus, when it got into network this past
January, Rubinstein not only had the DewKissed lipstick on hand, but also MascaraMatic, the first automatic waterproof
mascara applicator; Beauty-Dew, billed as
the first liquid cold cream in cosmetics
history; a moisture agent named Skin Dew,
and the full line of Color-Tone shampoos.
(Though Rubinstein has been known longest for its specialized products in the
premium price line — such as estrogenic
hormone preparations — the Sid CaesarImogene Coca program will be used primarily to push competitively priced items.)
To match its competitors dollar for dollar,
Rubinstein has even borrowed their technique of using a "spokeswoman" to build the
corporate and product image. Revlon has
its Barbara Britton and Factor its Polly
Bergen and Anne Jeffreys, but Rubinstein
is taking a flyer with a relatively unknown
personality, Broadway ingenue Elizabeth
Allen, who won the lead in Peter Ustinov's
"Romanoff and Juliet" last year.
Miss Allen's job has been made considerably easier because the name Helena Rubinstein is so well known. Motivational researcher James M. Vicary — a man better
known these days as the inventor of the
subliminally-projected tv commercial — was
retained seven years ago by OB&M to conduct a word association poll among 51
women representing, in Mr. Vicary's estimation, across-section of the average cosmetics
consumer. When asked what word they

stein, murdered in his Fifth Avenue apartment several years later).
The Sid Caesar Invites You series has
been described by some industry people as
"a good deal." No one at Rubinstein denies
this, least of all Madame Rubinstein herself who still maintains a shrewd woman's
eye on bargains while conducting the top
management role of her firm. In terms of
investment, the $80,000 a week (time and
talent) represents 75-80% of the total January-June national advertising appropriation.
The Rubinstein advertising department considers the network deal to be one of the
best it ever made. Some oldtimers in the
firm dispute this privately, but one thing
is certain: best or not, the RubinsteinCaesar contract may be one of the fastest
deals negotiated in recent broadcast history.
Last summer, ABC-TV's Mr. Treyz, then
vice president of that network, had been
seeking a way to bring Sid Caesar and
Imogene Coca back together after an interval of three years. The comedian had
left NBC-TV on his own. Miss Coca had
severed her own NBC-TV contract a year
claiming she wanted an "out"
earlier,
from
guest appearances. Around that time,
OB&M's David Ogilvy, a close friend
of Madame Rubinstein, hired Hendrick
Booraem Jr. as radio-tv vice president and
instructed him to find a suitable tv show for
the Rubinstein company. Messrs. Booraem
and Treyz met one morning for coffee and

associated with "Rubinstein," 27 — over
50% — replied either "Helena" or "cosmetics." Four more said "lipstick," 3 said
"makeup," and the rest mentioned such
non-cosmetics as the piano (after pianist

Mr. Treyz made his pitch: "I can give you
Caesar and Coca if you give me a sponsor."
That night, Mr. Treyz had Mr. Caesar's
signature. The next morning, Messrs. Ogilvy
and Booraem and friends marched into
the Rubinstein triplex and without benefit
of charts or even a pilot film told the Princess

Artur Rubinstein) and even "Serge" (after
international banker-playboy Serge Rubin-

that this was the show. She didn't say yes
or no. For the next 12 hours, she merely

called up all her friends and business acquaintances who were familiar with the
old antics of Caesar and Coca. The next
morning the spry, diminutive octogenarian
called for the contract for signing.
Although her sons by her first marriage,
Horace and Roy V. Titus, both are active
in running the show at Rubinstein, the
decision was strictly hers.
Nielsen
On

Is At

Instant

Work

Ratings

A. C. Nielsen Co. officially confirmed last
week the development of its own tv instantaneous measurement device — and visitors
to its Chicago headquarters have had an opportunity to see it in action.
The market research organization also
said it has discussed the Instantaneous Audimeter device with network officials but has
not actively
ment for use. tried to "promote" the instruNielsen has been conducting a "pilot stage
operation" with a new audimeter in about
two dozen Chicago homes since last fall and
reports "continuing evolution and improvement." Similar tests were conducted in a like
number of homes by Nielsen in Chicago and
New York in 1946. The instrument is comparable in objectives to American Research
Bureau's Arbitron, which will become operative this year.
Initial confirmation came out last week in
The Nielsen Newscast March issue, reporting "considerable interest" by visitors who
have seen the device. Nielsen reported "the
I. A. automatically compiles homes-using
television and station-audience data each
minute round the clock, printing out (on
tape) minute-by-minute and quarter-hour
Nielsen spokesmen describe the device as
summaries."
more
utilitarian than eye-appealing, with
"simplicity" as its keynote. It involves the
use of telephone wires between the Chicago
homes and Nielsen offices on a daily basis.
It's acknowledged that Nielsen has not
actively publicized the instrument, primarily
because of the cost factors involved at this
time, but "some progress" is continually
being made along this line. While Nielsen
is not expected to begin instantaneous operations in the immediate future, there are indications itmay do so before year's end.
Gamble Offers Agency Checklist
Robert M. Gamble Jr. Inc., Washington

INTERESTED PARTIES (I to r): David Ogilvy, president of Ogilvy, Benson & Mather;
Sid Caesar; Mine. Rubinstein; ABC-TV President Ollie Treyz.
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advertising agency, has prepared a booklet, Patterns for Appraisal of Your Advertising and Merchandising Agency. Checklists for agency performances cover points
studied in the American Assn. of National
Advertisers' Frey Report and are organized
under these headings:
Sales and mefl|handising skills, business
relationships with clients, departmental organization, agency's growth and financial stability, professional standards, backgrounds
of agency personnel, and services to clients
in advertising, merchandising, planning and
management. Mr. Gamble, president of the
agency, has offered Patterns free to anyone
who writes for it on a business letterhead to
1025 Connecticut Ave. N. W., Washington.
Broadcasting

shine on harvest moon- Portland, Ore.

hard to get- Sacramento

. cowboy from Brooklyn- San Antonio

^81

o
1*

-

green light- Columbus

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
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There's a new look to U. S. Steel advertising. So new that it may even take into
account television spot — marking the corporation's first use of non-network television— though probably not until late this
year or early 1959. The purpose: to slam
home the new corporate image of U. S.
Steel.

U. S. Steel unveiled this "new look" last
week. It is the end product of a two-year
study of how better to sell Americans on
U. S. Steel Corp. as a corporation, as well
as to how better to sell Americans on more
products made of steel.
U. S. Steel, which last year had a net
income of $419.4 million in spite of a
steady decrease of the total market — 32 to
28.7% over the past 10 years — has good
reason to make Americans more "steel
conscious." So do its competitors such as
Bethlehem, Republic, Inland, Crucible, Allegheny, National and Youngstown Sheet
& Tube. The tried-and-true Wall St. maxim
that "if you want to know the state of the
economy, watch steel," took on considerable meaning last week as steel ovens were
working at 48% of capacity, as Detroit
laid off more auto workers and as aluminum
salesmen told their customers of a two-cent
per pound price reduction.
The "new look" has been in the making
for two years [Closed Circuit, March 10].
Its cost to date has been estimated at roughly
$1 million (research and development); its
execution will probably add in excess $2
million to its already fat corporate budget
of $9 million (of which $3 million goes
toward its alternate-week sponsorship of
the Theatre Guild's U. S. Steel Hour on
CBS-TV Wednesdays, 10-11 p.m. Coincidentally, the company last week announced
renewal of the CBS-TV program for another year).
Before deciding on its new symbol and
theme ("Today's U. S. Steels lighten your
work . . . brighten your leisure . . . widen
your world"), U. S. Steel and its agency,
BBDO New York, called in Alfred Politz
Research Inc. to conduct an exhaustive survey of what Americans thought of steel
products generally, U. S. Steel in particular.
Meanwhile, the design firm of Lippincott
& Margulies fashioned a new "USS" logo
which premiered on the Steel Hour last
month.

According to Bennett Chappie, administrative vice president (commercial), Politz
found that most Americans tended to associate steel with heavy machinery, strength
and heaviness. They erroneously assumed
stainless steel to be "much lighter and more
reasonably priced . . . both, incidentally,
untrue." And while the public gave U. S.
Steel a high rating on product-oriented
factors such as research and bigness ("bigness is greatness"), it knew little, if anything, about its divisions and subsidiaries
such as American Bridge, American Steel
& Wire, National Tube, Universal Atlas
Cement, etc. In fact, less that 10% of the
population, according to Politz, could tie
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for

a
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new
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image

these companies up with U. S. Steel although in many instances they had heard
of the existence of these companies. Suggested Politz: publicize the fact that they
are "part of the family."
BBDO recommended that since Politz
had found that 66% of the population could
associate and identify the "USS" trademark
with U. S. Steel — a very high number — the
logical solution would be to develop a way
whereby all U.S.S. products could be tagged.
Enter Lippincott & Margulies and the tricolored symbol (see picture). Said Mr. Chappie: "We will execute an aggressive campaign to promote the use of the new mark
on steel products as they leave the factory
and as they go on display at the point of
sale." The label will not identify U. S. Steel
"products," as products made by U. S.
Steel; a label which bears the tri-coior
symbol

and

the "lighten-brighten-widen"

mented its NBC-TV Alcoa Theatre with a
"vertical" sales push on that network; all
its "new
Alcoain pushed
Dec. 6, and,
day network
on
some cases,
spot. look"
Just how and when U. S. Steel will place
its spot drives is still to be worked out.
While U. S. Steel executives admit privately
that at the outset such a push would be
limited in size and expenditure, it is expected
that much emphasis will be placed on co-op
campaigns, either regionally (by U. S. Steel
customers and/or by local dealers selling
appliances made of U. S. Steel and bearing
the new "trademark." (U. S. Steel managed
to make considerable headway using the
last-mentioned system on radio during "Operation Snowflake," both in 1956 and 1957).
The new tag will be applied to all products
made of U. S. Steel or by U. S. Steel subsidiaries and divisions working for the consumer. The Pittsburgh firm claims onethird of its business is geared for the home
and farm, but it includes automobiles, which
in turn account for 80% of steel produced
for the consumer.
Just how much U. S. Steel will allocate to
tv spot has yet to be decided. Mr. Chappie
could offer no specifics nor could other officials of Steel's advertising department. (The
company
is presently placing
tv spot"
in the intermountain
region "some
on behalf
of
its fertilizer and chemical products, may
use this schedule as a "test run" for the new
label). Should U. S. Steel decide to splurge
in spot (probably not until 1959) chances
are that any large allocations would also
include co-op funds. Spot is necessary in
the company's ad plans; it knows that not
everyone it wishes to reach watches Steel

NEW LOOK LABEL is examined by Jack
Brand and Sheila Jackson, team of commercial announcers on the U. S. Steel Hour.

Hour. It also is aware of Steel Hour's
excellent "sponsor identification" [Advertisers & Agencies, Jan. 20] and realizes
that to purchase another network show would
merely diffuse that identification. Any way
one looks at it, Steel's "new look" is quite
a radical departure from the way it looked

ofslogan will simply say steel." It will be
fered by U. S. Steel to its competitors at
cost in hopes of stimulating over-all steel
sales. "Since we sell to just about everybody
in the consumer product business, anything

to media in 1937 when U. S. Steel's total
ad allocation was $700,000.

steel helps U. S. Steel," a spokesthat helps
man declared.

Lever Bros., which ranked as fourth
largest national tv advertiser last year, has
appointed A. E. Hamilton, a former vice
president of Desilu Inc., as television consultant.
It is presumed that Mr. Hamilton in his

In effect, U. S. Steel is doing what Aluminum Co. of America did three years ago.
Only early in 1955, Alcoa — one of the four
giant aluminum firms (with Kaiser, Reynolds,
into much of Steel's
cutting
Ltd.)faced
Aluminium
with a minor crisis:
business — was
Defense Dept. orders had been cut considerably following the Korean truce; aluminum,
which has grown like Topsy, had to find new
markets to accommodate stepped-up production. Most logical market: the home. In
June of that year, its agency, Fuller & Smith
& Ross, New York, announced it would not
be picking up the Edward R. MurrowFred W. Friendly' See It Now on CBS-TV
(which Alcoa had been using as an institutional prestige program). Its reason: Alcoa
was "going consumer." It came out with a
new red-and-blue symbol and a slogan ("You
Can Live With Aluminum"), and a tag
("We chose Alcoa . . .") which Alcoa customers could attach to their household products. In December 1955, Alcoa supple-

Desilu's Hamilton Named
Lever Bros. Tv Consultant

capacity as consultant will offer the company advice on show properties including
their audience appeal. It could not be determined whether he will recommend program formats for Lever, but a spokesman
for the company said last week that this was
"possible." Lever indicated in New York
that Mr. Hamilton most likely will operate
on the West Coast and concentrate on
filmed properties. Edgar Kobak, station
owner and business consultant, is a consultant to Lever Bros, in New York.
Lever in 1957 invested nearly $24 million
at gross rates in national tv, more than
$16.2 million in network and over $7.6
million in spot, according to compilations
made by Publishers Information Bureau and
N. C. Rorabaugh Co.
Broadcasting

WMT
Radio
brings you

The latest Pulse (Jan. '58) for WMVs 34-county area maintains a well-established pattern: WMT— in every rating period (5 a.m. to
midnight, Mon. thru Fri.)— has more listeners (frequently twice as many, often three times as many) as the next most popular station.
WMT

O CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa

•

Mail Address: Cedar Rapids

©

National Reps: The Karz Agency

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
54th St. headquarters. Agency also occupies
entire 9th floor.

Frigidaire, GMC Truck & Coach
Still Looking for New Agency

COUNTER-PUNCH

General Motors' Frigidaire and GMC
truck & coach divisions accounts (with
estimated total billings of $9 million) were
still unassigned Thursday. The accounts
withdrew from Kudner Adv. a fortnight ago
[Adv. & Agencies, March 31 J.
Key principals for both divisions were
busy all week talking with agencies, it
was reported, but no decisions were forthcoming.
Among agency candidates, it was learned
that Campbell-Ewald Co. (which has GM's
Chevrolet) is "very much being considered,"
while McCann-Erickson (which recently
inherited Buick) was reported "not under
consideration," chiefly because it already
has competing Westinghouse Electric Co.
( refrigerators) .
Other agencies bidding for Frigidaire
reportedly included Benton & Bowles,
DArcy Adv. and Ted Bates. A Frigidaire
spokesman in Dayton, Ohio, merely reported "we are considering several agencies"
and that a decision will be made "in due
time," probably within the next two weeks.
Campbell-Ewald Co. emerges as a frontrunner because it handles Chevrolet and
Delco products and is in line for GM's
Motorama showcase campaign. MacManus,
John & Adams is considered a favorite for
GMC truck & coach to complement its
Pontiac-Cadillac accounts. Cutoff dates on
Frigidaire and truck & coach accounts at
Kudner are effective with the appointment
of a new agency or agencies.

The intelligent user of broadcast research
looks beyond the program's rating itself
and considers how the rating was obtained; what it means and the competitive
and historical record of the time slot, the
program and the station.
This evaluation of the role of ratings in
broadcast research was offered by Laurence
Roslow, associate director of The Pulse
Inc., New York, in a talk March 27 before
the Television and Radio Advertising Club
of Philadelphia. He emphasized that unless
all the elements associated with a rating are
ascertained, "the rating is just a figure that
means only what its users want it to mean."
He added:
"Since ratings are used by both program
and sales people, it is obvious that each of
them wants the ratings for a different purpose. Yet, too often each of them will use
ratings without additional information and
without knowing what they mean. If they
invested in the stock market in so unintel igent amanner, their portfolios would be
short on blue chips and overlong on blue
sky shares."
Ad

Monthly

to Debut

in May

RKM Pub. Corp., 575 Madison Ave.,
New York, has announced a new monthly,
Madison Avenue, "The Magazine of
York Advertising." Carl E. Rogers,
resigned last week as account executive
Donahue & Coe and formerly was
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AGENCY

Di Giorgio Wine Co. has appointed Cole,
Fischer & Rogow, Beverly Hills, Calif., for
its Padre division (Champagne, sparkling
wines, vermouths and brandy).

time that the story of today's television be presented." The note suggested that stations use parts of the
ad on the air or place it in local papers,

Peugeot Inc. (French Peugeot automobile),
N. Y., appoints Needham. Louis & Brorby
Inc., that city, to handle its account. Intensive advertising promotion campaign was

and also pointed
financial
interests. up TvB's work with

launched with Peugeot 403's U. S. debut
at International Automobile Show in New
York April 5.

Lever Bros., is editor of Madison Avenue.
Managing editor is Bill Greeley, formerly
with Tide and Television Age magazines.
The first issue will appear about May 5,
aimed at executives of advertising agencies
and client firms in New York. Madison Avenue will have controlled circulation.
A & A SHORTS

New
who
with
with

Burke Dowling Adams Inc., N. Y., moves
media, research, marketing departments into
expanded 11th floor space at its Three E.

HOW

APPOINTMENTS

Schutter Candy Co. (Bit-O-Honey and Old
Nick), Chicago, which recently concluded
long term sales management agreement with
Chunky bars has appointed Grey Adv.
Agency handles complete Chunky and Kit
Kat line.

J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, announces move of quarters from 400 to 410
N. Michigan Ave.

Taking Ratings at Face Value
Is Slanting of Facts: Roslow

New

M. M. Fisher Assoc., Chicago, announces
opening of new enlarged quarters in Bell
Savings Bldg., 79 W. Monroe. Move was
attributed to expansion of personnel and
business.

An 896-line ad stressing television as
"far and away America's top hard-sell
medium" was placed in the Wall Street
Journal last Wednesday by the Television Bureau of Advertising. The
newspaper recently had run articles
interpreted by TvB as de-emphasizing
television's ability for hard selling.
Copies of the ad were distributed
to TvB members with a note explaining that "with the talk of advertising
cutbacks, the increase in corporate
image concern, the public press neglect
of the facts about television as a business, with the increasing importance
of the banking-financial industry to
the television industry, we thought it

Venus Foods Inc. (dried fruits, dates,
cookies), L. A., has appointed Cole, Fischer
and Rogow, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Universal Foods Corp., Chicago, names
Elliot, Jaynes & Baruch, that city.
Pioneer Food Stores, King of Prussia, Pa.,
appoints Robinson, Adleman & Montgomery, Philadelphia.
IXL Food Co., San Leandro, Calif., and
its subsidiary, Brett Sales Co., S. F., appoint Compton Adv., S. F., to handle their
canned Spanish and Italian style foods.
Toy Distributors Inc., Framingham, Mass.,
has named Daniel F. Sullivan, Boston.

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 124,216,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
March 23-29. This is how they spent their time:
71.9%

(89,311,000) spent 1,875.5 million hours

57.0%
(70,803,000) spent 983.0 million
83.7% (103,969,000) spent 431.2 million
32.1%
(39,873,000) spent 186.1 million
23.1%
(28,694,000) spent 327.8 million
23.7%
(29,500,000) spent 115.5 million

watching television

hours ."
listening to radio
hours
reading newspapers
hours
reading magazines
hours . . watching movies on tv
hours
attending movies*

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's weekly and quarterly
"Activity" report, from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated
and unduplicated audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger
& Co.
* All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies"
category
which
is ainterviewing
cumulative week.
total for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are available within
2-7 days
of the
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of March 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 107,579,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.6% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,671,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 45,764,000 tv sets in use in U. S.
Broadcasting

the complete

Network

picture!

SPONSORED
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Homes using radio for each of the four
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NETWORKS

THEY'RE

Tv

SETTING

schedules

heavy

The television networks are pinning down
two major summertime projects — facilities
for fighting perennial daylight saving time
disruptions, and the hot-weather programming to be fed over these facilities.
In magnetic videotape recording they
have a new sedative that promises to ease
the DST strain (see page 54). But in programming they and their advertisers appear
to depend in large measure on something old
instead of something new — re-runs of wintertime series.
There are some who say these also will
be sedative — to audiences — and a group of
affiliates of at least one network, NBC-TV,
is planning a protest meeting in hopes of
getting more virile fare into the summer
lineup. The meeting is slated April 15 in
New York.
An NBC spokesman said Friday, however, that he was unaware that the April
15 meeting involved program complaints
and that, indeed, the agenda could hardly
include complaints at this time because the
affiliates didn"t know details of the summer
plans. Actually, he asserted, the plans are
by no means firm yet and accordingly subject to change. Presumably this will be true
for all networks virtually right up to airtime in each case.
A survey conducted by Broadcasting
show that, on the basis of plans thus far,
approximately 65 half-hours of network
evening time each week will be filled with
re-runs of what sponsors and networks
consider the best episodes of their winter
film series. This represents close to half of
all network evening time.
While some affiliates take affront at the
summertime lineups, feeling they add up to
as sterile a summer as television ever faced,
other stations appear willing to accept the
situation on the theory that it probably cannot be greatly helped. Their reasoning: Some
sterility is inevitable so long as advertisers,
to keep costs down, insist on buying 39
shows and re-running 13 instead of buying
52 all-new shows.
A few programs on each of the three networks are clearly on try-out. If they make
good track records during the hot-weather
months they'll be slipped into the 1958-59
fall and winter lineups. Among these:
On ABC-TV: Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver's
Make Me Laugh, which started a short
time ago (Thursdays, 10-10:30 p.m.), and
the Dick Clark Show, now in the Saturday
7:30-8 p.m. spot.
On CBS-TV: Too Young To Go Steady,
which General Foods is considering for
the Monday 9:30-10 p.m. spot for the
summer, would be testing for a fall spot,
as is Wingo, which already has moved into
the Tuesday 8:30-9 p.m. period.
On NBC-TV: Steve Lawrence and Eydie
Gorme will almost certainly find a regular
spot if they make
mer replacement,
film series, can
over if it gets a
Page 52
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Networks, their advertisers and agencies still are looking for summer replacements for a number of shows. These include
Sid Caesar, Pat Boone, Frank Sinatra, Patrice Munsel and possibly Love That Jill,
Voice of Firestone, West Point and Colt .45
on ABC-TV; Red Skelton, The Lineup, Person to Person and possibly Sgt. Preston and
Dick and the Duchess on CBS-TV, and on
NBC-TV, George Gobel-Eddie Fisher, Tic
Tac Dough among others.
Despite the uncertainty about these shows
a lot of veterans are set for re-viewing.
Among them:
ABC-TV: Maverick, Cheyenne, Sugar
Foot, Wyatt Earp, Broken Arrow, Disneyland, Tombstone Territory, Ozzie & Harriet,
Circus Boy, Zorro, Real McCoys, Navy Log.
Rin-Tin-Tin and Jim Bowie.
CBS-TV: Lassie, The Brothers, GE Theatre, Hitchcock Presents, Robin Hood,
Burns & Allen, I Love Lucy, Mr. Adams &
Eve, Gerald McBoing-Boing, Leave It to
Beaver, Playhouse of Mystery, Millionaire,

WHAT'S

IN

THE

SUMMER

its first

big

chance

Richard Diamond, Playhouse 90, Trackdown, Zane Grey Theatre, Phil Silvers,
Schlitz Playhouse, Perry Mason, Gale Storm
Show, Have Gun, Will Travel and Gunsmoke.
NBC-TV: Noah's Ark, Loretta Young (at
least until lune 29), Restless Gun, Wells
Fargo, Alcoa-Goody ear Theatre, Suspicion,
dramatic film anthology, Bob Cummings
Show, Californians, Wagon Train, Father
Knows Best, This Is Your Life, You Bet
Your Life, Dragnet, People's Choice, Jane
Wyman, Life of Riley, M-Squad, Thin Man,
People Are Funny, Turning Point, No Warning and On Trial (under the new name of the
Joseph Cotten Show).
Some of the summer programs have been
tried before, under their present or other
names, and dropped. Among these are The
Brothers and McBoing-Boing on CBS-TV
and Noah's Ark, No Warning (formerly
Panic!), Turning Point and Joseph Cotten
Show (On Trial) on NBC-TV.

WORKS

FOR

SUMMER

(R) indicates re-runs
NBC-TV Price Is Right, until early June when it
SUNDAY NIGHT
moves to Thursday. Replacement not
set.
7- 7:30
8- 8:30
ABC-TV You Asked for It, Skippy peanut butter,
(moves from 9:30-10 p.m.)
ABC-TV Love That Jill, Max Factor.
CBS-TV Lassie (R), Campbell soup.
CBS-TV Burns
Mills. and Allen (R), Carnation, General
NBC-TV Flicka.
Noah's Ark (R), replacing My Friend
NBC-TV Restless Gun (R), Warner Lambert.
7:30-8 Maverick (R), Kaiser Cos.
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
The Brothers (R), American Tobacco,
replacing Jack Benny
and Bachelor
Father.
NBC-TV Wo Warning (Repeat of old Panic! plus
new
Royal McBee, P. Lorillard,installments),
replacing Sally.
8- 8:30
ABC-TV Maverick, cont.
CBS-TV F.d Sullivan Show, Mercury Div. (Ford),
Eastman Kodak.
NBC-TV Steve Lawrence and Eydie Gorme, S. C.
Johnson,
Greyhound, U. S. Time, PolaShow. roid, Pharmacraft, replacing Steve Allen
8:30-9
ABC-TV Anybody Can Play, Reynolds Tobacco,
replacingfectiveAdventure
at Scott Island, efJuly 6.
CBS-TV Sullivan, cont.
NBC-TV Lawrence and Gorme, cont.
9- 9:30
ABC-TV Sid Caesar, (no replacement set).
CBS-TV GE Theatre (R), General Electric.
NBC-TV Chevy Summer Musical Show, Chevrolet,
replacing Chevy Dinah Shore Show.
9:30-10
ABC-TV Entervrise, replacing You Asked for It
(moved to 7-7:30).
CBS-TV Alfred Hitchcock (R), Bristol-Myers.
NBC-TV Chevy Summer Musical Show, cont.
10:10:30
ABC-TV Your Neighbor the World, replaced
Scotland Yard, effective April 6.
CBS-TV $64,000 Challenge. Revlon, P. Lorillard.
NBC-TV Loretta Young Show (R), Procter &
Gamble,
ment until
undecided.June 20 and then replaceMONDAY

NIGHT

7:30-8 American Odyssey, replaced OSS.
ABC-TV
CBS-TV Robin Hood (R), Wildroot, Johnson &
Johnson.

ABC-TV
Journey, Ralston-Purina.
8:30-9 Bold
CBS-TV
Talent Scouts, Toni, Thomas J. Lipton.
NBC-TV Buick.
Wells Fargo (R), American Tobacco,
9- 9:30
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

Voice of Firestone, Firestone Tire &
Rubber (may go off for summer).
I Love Lucy (R), General Foods, replacing Danny Thomas.
Twenty-One,
Pharmaceuticals Inc.

9:30-10
ABC-TV mouth.
Top Tunes and New Talent, Dodge, PlyCBS-TV December Bride (R), or Too Young to
Go Steady, General Foods.
NBC-TV Alcoa-Goody ear Theatre
(R), Alcoa,
Goodyear.
10- 10:30
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

Top Tunes and New Talent, cont.
cided).
Studio One, Westinghouse (future undeSuspicion (R), Sterling Drug, others.

10:30-11
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV Studio One, cont.
NBC-TV Suspicion, cont.
TUESDAY

NIGHT

ABC-TV
7:30-8 Cheyenne (R), General Electric, alt.,
Sugarfoot,
American Chicle, ColgatePalmolive, Ludens.
CBS-TV Name That Tune, Kellogg, Whitehall.
NBC-TV undecided.
Treasure Hunt, until June 24; after that
8-8:30
ABC-TV
CBS-TV

Cheyenne, alt., Sugarfoot, cont.
Mr.
bacco,Adams and Eve (R), Reynolds ToNBC-TV George Gobel-Eddie Fisher, RCA Whirlpool (replacement may be hour-long
mystery).
CONTINUED
Broadcasting

No

matter

how
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If it comes up "Family Income,"
D. C. urban area was $6,500 —

falls-Washington

rates

high

consider : the 1957 median for the Washington,
an increase of 49% since 1949 and about 20%

than the U. S. urban area median. If it comes up "Total Income," consider again: the 1957 Washington Metropolitan Area personal income total
approximated $4.6 billions. Per capita, this amounted to $2,310 for Metropolitan

higher

Washington — compared

to the U. S. average

of $2,016.*

There's one more factor to consider — how

best to reach this excep-

Radio comes
tionally affluent market. And that's where WWDC
second in
close
up — i0ud and clear. We have been first or a mighty
every PULSE of 1957 and thus far this year. We have a simple
formula — to be a listenable station to our audience, and a promotional station to our hundreds of national and local advertisers.
The mutually happy result — ever-increasing
increasing sales for you.

listeners for us, ever-

IE^^^ ^^^^^radio
^^^^^^F
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR CO.
''Economic Development Committee, Washington Board of Trade
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NETWORKS continued

VIDEOTAPE

PRESCRIPTION

The use of videotape by all three television networks this year looks like the
key to licking that old bugaboo — daylight
saving time — almost completely. DST becomes effective April 27.
Notable exception: Stations operating
on Pacific Standard Time, which will
carry their programs one hour earlier
than at present. This applies to the 14
network-affiliated stations in the states of
Washington and Oregon. Networks explain they cannot accommodate those
stations off their feeds to California,
where there are numerous stations, because California operates on Pacific Daylight Time. It would be uneconomical for
networks to arrange special lines to feed
the Washington-Oregon outlets. ABC-TV
is considering establishing a feeding point
at Portland but has come to no definite
decision.
Videotape headquarters have been set
8:30-9
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
9- 9:30
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

DST

up by ABC-TV in Chicago with four recorders and associated equipment; by
NBC-TV in Hollywood (12), and CBSTV in New York (12).

FRIDAY

Since ABC-TV is feeding from Chicago, the network is required to introduce some changes in its live evening
schedule. As examples, the Wednesday

ABC-TV
7:30-8
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
8- 8:30

Rin Tin Tin (R), National Biscuit Co.
Dick and the Duchess (future undecided).
Truth or Consequences, to be replaced

Night Fights, currently carried at 10-11
p.m. on EST stations, will be carried 910 p.m. EST, and Ozzie and Harriet
(Wed., 9-9:30 p.m.) will be slotted 1010:30 p.m. Similar changes will be made
for stations continuing on CST and MST.
CBS-TV reported that some of its stations in the Mountain zone will receive
their programs an hour earlier because
co-axial cable is not readily available at
a later time. CBS-TV estimates that at
least 98% of its programming will be
carried during DST in the same period
as present.

ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

Jim Bowie (R), American Chicle.
Trackdown (R), Socony Mobil Oil.
Jefferson
Drum, Chemstrand, P. Lorillard.

Wyatt Earp (R), General Mills, Procter
& Gamble.
Wingo, Toni, replaced Eve Arden April 1.
Gobel-Fisher or replacement, cont.
Broken Arrow (R), Miles Labs, Ralston Purina.
To Tell the Truth, Pharmaceuticals Inc.
Dramatic Film Anthology (R), Procter
&Graw.
Gamble, replacing Adventures of Mc-

WEDNESDAY

NIGHT

7:30-8
ABC-TV Disneyland (R), Derby Foods, General
Foods, General Mills, Reynolds Metals.
CBS-TV Lucy.
McBoing-Boing (R), replacing I Love
NBC-TV Wagon Train (R), Edsel, General Foods.
Disneyland, cont.
Leaue It to Beaver (R), Remington Rand.
Wagon Train, cont.
Tombstone Territory (R), Bristol-Myers.
Playhouse of Mystery (R).
Father Knows Best (R), Scott, Lever
Bros.
NO

MIDDLE

GROUND

Philosophers say few questions are
black or white with no shadings — but
sometimes in life a clear-cut choice
presents itself. General Foods is faced
with such a decision. It is engaged in
choosing for its Monday night, 9-9:30,
show on CBS-TV between re-runs of
December Bride and a new show, Too
Young to Go Steady.

ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

by quiz show.

Frank Sinatra, Liggett & Myers, Bulova
(replacement not set).
Phil Silvers (R), Procter & Gamble,
Bishop.
Reynolds
M Squad Tobacco.
(R), American Tobacco, Hazel

9:30-10 Patrice Munsel Show, Buick, Frigidaire
ABC-TV
(replacement not set).
CBS-TV Schlitz Playhouse (R), Schlitz.
NBC-TV Thin Man (R), Colgate.
10- 10:30

Ozzie and Harriet (R), Eastman Kodak.
Millionaire (R), Colgate.
Kraft Television Theatre, Kraft Foods.

ABC-TV Holiday Handbook, replaced Walter
Winchell File, effective March 28.
CBS-TV The Lineup, Brown & Williamson, Procter & Gamble (replacement not set).
NBC-TV Cavalcade of Sports, Gillette.

9:30-10
ABC-TV Betty White Show, Plymouth.
CBS-TV I've Got a Secret, Reynolds Tobacco.
NBC-TV Kraft Television Theatre, cont.
10- 10:30
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

NIGHT

8:30-9 Colt .45, Mennen, Campbell Soup (may
ABC-TV
be replaced).
CBS-TV Zane Grey Theatre (R), Ford Motors,
General Foods.
NBC-TV Life of Riley (R), Lever Bros.
9- 9:30

9- 9:30

9:30-10
ABC-TV Pantomime Quiz, Associated Products,
replacing Telephone Time, effective April
8.
CBS-TV Skelton replacement (usually film package, maybe including reruns), Pet Milk,
S. C. Johnson.
NBC-TV Bob Cummings Show (R), Reynolds Tobacco, Chesebrough-Pond's.
10- 10:30
ABC-TV West Point, Phillips-Van Heusen (may
go off in June).
CBS-TV $64,000 Question, Revlon.
NBC-TV Californians (R), Singer, Lever Bros.

8-8:30
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
8:30-9
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

FOR

10:30-11No Network Service.
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
Playhouse 90, cont.
NBC-TV Jane
Oats. Wyman (R), Hazel Bishop, Quaker

Labs.
Wednesday Night Fights, Mennen, Miles
U. S. Steel and Armstrong Circle Theatre, U. S. Steel, alt., Armstrong.
This Is Your Life (R), Procter & Gamble.

10:30-11No network service.
ABC-TV
CBS-TV Person to Person, American Oil. Florists'
Telegraph
Del. Assn., Time Inc. (replacement not set).
NBC-TV 10:30-10:45 Cavalcade
of Sports, cont.;
10:45-11 Post Fight Beat, Bristol-Myers.
SATURDAY

10:30-11
ABC-TV Wednesday Night Fights, cont.
CBS-TV cont.
U. S. Steel, Armstrong Circle Theatre,
NBC-TV No network service.
THURSDAY
7:30-8
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
8- 8:30

ABC-TV
7:30-8
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
8- 8:30

Dick Clark Show, Beechnut, Life Savers.
Perry Mason
(R), Pillsbury, Armour,
Libby-Owens-Ford.
People Are Funny (R), Reynolds, Toni.

ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

Country
Music
Jubilee, WilliamsonDickie, Carter Products.
Perry Mason, cont.
Perry Como replacement, American
Dairy, Knomark, Noxzema, RCA.

NIGHT

Circus Boy (R), Kellogg, Mars Inc.
Sgt.
Oats. Preston (probably repeats), Quaker
Tic Tac Dough (future undecided).

ABC-TV Zorro (R), A. C. spark plugs, 7-Up Co.
CBS-TV Richard Diamond (R), P. Lorillard.
NBC-TV You Bet Your Life, Toni, DeSoto.
8:30-9
ABC-TV Real McCoys (R), Sylvania.
CBS-TV Climax, Chrysler.
NBC-TV Dragnet (R), Schick, Liggett & Myers.
9- 9:30
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

NIGHT

Pat
not Boone
set). Show, Chevrolet (replacement
Climax, cont.
People's
Choice (R), Borden, American
Home Products.

ABC-TV
Music Jubilee, cont.
8:30-9 Country
CBS-TV
Top Dollar, Brown & Williamson.
NBC-TV
Perry
Como
replacement, cont.
9- 9:30
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV

Lawrence Welk Show, Dodge.
Gale Storm (R), Helene Curtis, Nestle.
Club Oasis, Liggett & Myers, alt., Polly
Bergen Show, Max Factor.

9:30-10 Lawrence Welk Show, cont.
ABC-TV
CBS-TV Haue Gun, Will Travel (R), Lever Bros.,
Whitehall.
NBC-TV Turning Point, (Reruns of Schlitz Playhouse and GE Theatre), Scott Paper and
Schick, replacing Gizele MacKenzie

9:30-10
ABC-TV Navy Log (R), U. S. Rubber.
CBS-TV Playhouse 90 (R), multi-sponsored.
NBC-TV Tennessee Ernie Ford, Ford.

Show.
10- 10:30
ABC-TV San Francisco Crusade, Billy Graham
Evangelistic
Assn.,
replacing
Wallace Interview,
effective
May Mike
3.
CBS-TV Gunsmoke (R), Liggett & Myers, RemRand.
NBC-TV Amateurington Hour,
Pharmaceuticals Inc.

10- 10:30
ABC-TV Make Me Laugh, American Tobacco.
CBS-TV Playhouse 90, cont.
NBC-TV Price
Is Right, replacing Lux Show,
Lever Bros.

10:30-11San Francisco Crusade, cont.
ABC-TV
CBS-TV No Network Service.
NBC-TV Joseph Cotton Show, (Rerun of On
Trial) American Tobacco, Toni, replacing
Hit Parade.

CURRENT

CROP

ON
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NETWORKS
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Programs

Newest

Weighty and whimsical are
the views Dave Campbell
airs on "Dave Campbell
Speaking," leading to varied
listeners' comments as "The
People Speak."
Jim

Lucas

. . .

This handsome, carefree
"master of ceremonies"
charms the ladies having
"Breakfast At The Tutwiler"
each weekday morning.
Folks of all ages enjoy this
"man of many voices" on
his weekday afternoon hour
of sparkling fun and recorded

Adept at reporting on all
"Spectator Sports," Tom
Hamlin is proud to be the
fellow who calls the football games for the nation's
top team, Auburn.

music known as "Funfare."

emcee of "Teentime,"
JimAsdelights listeners as well
as the "live" audience
attending the show at
Birmingham's largest theatre.
A most versatile performer,
Jim has an ingratiating

Pleasing to the eye, Barbara Bender is an equal delight to the ear as she fills
her role as co-emcee and
vocalist on "Breakfast at the

personality that makes him
one ofentertainers.
Birmingham's top air
Tutwiler."
Why not let this talented
impersonator - comedian sales messages?
YOUR clients'
singer deliver
Informality is the watchword
with Leland Childs as he
hosts. "The Early Risers'
Club" and greets the afternoon audience on "Hi
Neighbor."
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in Television

DO sets tuned to

Owen Spann "The Morning
Man"
"Spannland"
deliver and
the tolastest
music,
weather information, and
news in a humorous vein.
Represented nationally by
HENRY I. CHRISTAL
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NETWORKS CONTINUED
ABC
•
•

RADIO

HELM

TO

DEGRAY

Eastman leaves; 'ABN' concept to follow
Resignations continue as streamlined programming

Edward DeGray officially took over direction of the ABC radio network last week
as the parent American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres completed negotiations
settling Robert E. Eastman's four-years-torun contract as network president [Networks, March 31]. Mr. DeGray's appointment is being announced today (Monday)
by AB-PT President Leonard H. Goldenson.
Late last week Mr. Goldenson held a
group of radio affiliates that he and Mr.
Eastman had come to terms and that Mr.
DeGray would become operating head. Mr.
Eastman said the settlement was "amicable"
and that he was leaving toward the end of
the week "on good terms," probably to
return to the station representation business
although his plans were not yet firm.
The announcement of Mr. DeGray's new
post described it as head of the network.
Apparently some unresolved nomenclature
was involved — whether he would become
president or operate the network under some
other title.
Another bit of nomenclature was more
certain. There appeared no reason to think
that the network's "ABN" identification —
from American Broadcasting Network —
would be continued. "ABN" was introduced last summer as part of Mr. Eastman's
concept that the radio network should not
be identified with ABC-TV in any way. But
"ABN" never caught up with "ABC Radio"
in popular usage and now reversion to the
older name is deemed certain.
In announcing Mr. DeGray's selection,
Mr. Goldenson said he "brings an excellent
record in the field of radio to his new post.
He has program and sales experience, he is
exceptionally well acquainted with the managers of our radio affiliates and he has the
backing as well as the full support of ABC
management."
Personnel cutbacks meanwhile continued
as the network prepared to switch to its new
ultra-streamlined program format over the
past weekend.
Tom Harrison resigned as vice president
in charge of sales; Dale Moudy as assistant
to the president, and Irv Lichtenstein as
director of exploitation and promotion. The
network never replaced Stephen Labunski
as programming vice president after he resigned several weeks ago, and last week it
was learned that William Hamilton also had
resigned a fortnight ago as national program
director.
John White, national sales manager, is
expected to head up the sales organization
with Mr. Harrison's departure. Two weeks
ago four of the network's seven salesmen
were among "about eight" people reported
being let go [Closed Circuit, March 24].
Under the new program format, which
was to become effective yesterday (Sunday),
ABC Radio plans to program Breakfast Club
(Mon.-Fri. 9-10 a.m. EST), continue and
expand its newscasts and continue its religious and other public service programming.
Page 56
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The fate of the Saturday afternoon Metropolitan Opera broadcasts, sponsored for
years by Texaco, was reported still up in
the air. Network officials told Texaco representatives some weeks ago, when the network's future was even more in doubt, that
Texaco was free to consider moving the
opera to another network if it wished. No
decision had been made known late last
week.
Plans for ABC Radio's future were explored Monday in a meeting of representatives of some two dozen affiliates, and another meeting of this group and ABC Radio
authorities is expected to be held during the
NAB convention later this month, or sometime in May. Participants said last Monday's session was a general study of what
might be done to improve the network, that
it was conducted in a friendly atmosphere
and that none of the affiliates indicated he
might drop his affiliation.
This meeting was called by Otto Brandt
of the King broadcasting stations (KING
Seattle and others); Roger Clipp of the
Triangle stations (WFIL Philadelphia and
others); Donald Davis of KMBC Kansas
City, and Alex Keese of WFAA Dallas.
The stations met both among themselves
and with AB-PT and ABC officials including Mr. Goldenson; James Riddell, new executive vice president of the ABC division,
and Mr. DeGray.
Mr. DeGray, new operating head of the
radio network, has been vice president in
charge of station relations. He joined the
network in 1955 as national director of
station relations and became a vice president in February 1957.
He entered broadcasting in the CBS accounting department in 1937, transferred
to WBT Charlotte, N. C, then owned by
CBS, in 1940 as office manager and later
assistant general manager. In 1948 he
returned to CBS headquarters in New York
as executive assistant in charge of station
administration, spot sales, co-op program
sales and Housewives Protective League
programs. He became station relations
representative and co-op sales contact in
1951 and rose to national director of CBS
radio station relations and supervisor in
charge of radio co-op programs in 1953.
In 1955 he moved to Vitapix Guild films
as station relations director and switched to
ABC in October of that year.
Mr. Eastman, who was executive vice
president of John Blair & Co. before going
to ABC last spring, said he might return to
the station representation field, possibly starting his own firm, but that entry into station
ownership remained a possibility.
He said he wanted to take his time in
deciding his next step and that a two-week
call to jury duty, starting today (Monday),
should help him avoid over-hasty action.
Mr. Eastman also issued a formal statement on his resignation. It said:
"There is nothing more I can contribute
to the company. We have arrived at an

RENEWAL of the primary affiliation
of WFAA-TV Dallas with ABC-TV
effective October 1 was announced
Friday by Alfred R. Beckman, vice
president in charge of station relations,
ABC-TV, and Alex Keese, (c), managing director of WFAA-TV. James
Monroney Jr. (1), treasurer of
WFAA-TV also participated in the
signing. The station, owned by the
Dallas Morning News, operates on
channel 8.
amicable termination of my

employment.

"I regret leaving the association of some
very wonderful people. I am grateful for
the opportunity to have worked with men
like Leonard H. Goldenson, Simon B.
Siegal [AB-PT financial vice president and
treasurer] and others toward whom I hold
great respect and friendship.
"My plans are indefinte. However, I will
most certainly remain in the broadcasting
business. To my successor, Edward DeGray,
I wish the very best and I know that the
radio network will receive the kind of
cooperation and help from stations and
advertisers which will enable it to grow."
CBS-TV's
Tv

City

Dozier

Heads

in Hollywood

William Dozier, CBS-TV network program executive with considerable experience
in live tv production plus extensive background as a Hollywood motion picture executive, becomes the network's top administrator at its huge Television City in Hollywood, itwas announced last week by Hubbell Robinson Jr., executive vice president
in charge of network programs. Mr. Dozier
has been appointed CBS-TV network vice
president, programs, Hollywood, and "all
Television City operations" will report to
him.
Concurrently, Mr. Robinson announced
that a two-year contract has been negotiated
with Alfred J. Scalpone, since 1935 CBS-TV
vice president in charge of network programs, Hollywood, to serve as independent
producer and to supply CBS-TV with a minimum of two new program pilot films each
year. A fortnight ago, Howard Meighan,
CBS-TV vice president who has been in
overall charge of Television City operations,
Broadcasting

announced his resignation to head two new
firms which will produce tv commercials on
video tape, a new service undertaken in
association with Ampex Corp. which will
provide the financing [Deadline, March
31]. CBS-TV at the time said it did not
intend to name a replacement for Mr.
Meighan in his former position.
Mr. Robinson also announced the promotion of Guy Delia Cioppa from director of
network programs, Hollywood, to CBS-TV
network vice president and program director, Hollywood.
Mr. Dozier has been with CBS-TV since
1951 when he became head of the network's
story department in New York and director
of the search for new talent. The following spring he was named executive producer
of dramatic programs. In January 1955 he
was transferred to Hollywood as director of
network programs. In the fall of 1955 he
became vice president of production at RKO
under Tom O'Neil's ownership and returned
to CBS-TV Hollywood two years later in
charge of live network originations.
Mr. Scalpone before going to CBS-TV
Hollywood had been vice president in charge
of radio-tv for McCann-Erickson.
Governmental
Called

Proposals

Network

Threats

Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president,
urged Wednesday in an off-the-cuff talk that
radio-tv executives give "serious consideration" to "recommendations in Washington"
which in his opinion would "wreck the networks."
He related what he called proposals to
"tamper" with the "structure of the networks" with the depth and range of CBS'
news broadcasts which, he said, included
news, public affairs and religious programming. Dr. Stanton made his impromptu remarks after accepting on behalf of CBS a
George Foster Peabody award for the network's performance in radio and tv news
during the year. The awards were presented
at a luncheon in New York attended by
about 800 persons (see page 82).
Dr. Stanton led off his comment by noting
that if it is important to have news in range
and depth and if it is important to keep radio networks in business, executives must
devote time to the "reports on our desks"
dealing with proposals current in Washington to curtail network activity.
The CBS president has testified before
the FCC in Washington on the so-called Barrow Report [Lead Story, March 10]. That
report recommends changes in network option time and of multiple ownership. It was
submitted to FCC by Dean Roscoe L. Barrow and his staff. Dr. Stanton warned then
that prohibition of option time would abolish tv networks as they exist today and commented that parts of the Barrow Report
indicated "tinkering for the sake of tinkering."
The network structure has made possible
such shows as those CBS
ically mentioned by the
Board, Dr. Stanton said,
haps not all shows are as
Broadcasting

programs specifPeabody Award
adding that pergood as the net-

AUBREY
LATE

LATE

SHOW

NBC-TV and its affiliates carrying
The Jack Paar Show put on an aftermidnight "Paar appreciation party" a
weekend ago, filling New York's Plaza
Hotel grand ballroom with people,
comedy, music, dancing and buffet
dinner.
The party, which attracted close to
600 guests, started at 1 a.m. March
29 — when the Jack Paar Show was
over for that night — and ran to about
6 a.m. It was designed to pay tribute
to Mr. Paar for the success he has
achieved with the show since he took it
over late last summer. A recent NBC
compilation showed that during the
first week of March 1957, when it was
known as the Tonight show, it carried
only two advertising participations a
week, whereas during the first week of
March this year i* had 21.
Harry Bannister, station relations
vice president, presided over the proceedings. Entertainers on the program
included Jan Murray, Jonathan Winters, Jack Carter, Vaughn Monroe,
Jack E. Leonard, Louis Nye, the
Meadowlarks, singer Connie Towers
and, of course, Mr. Paar. Representatives of some 60 NBC-TV affiliates
were among the guests.

works desire "but it is important that we
try." (The CBS shows specifically mentioned
in the award were Face The Nation, See
it Now and Twentieth Century, all network programs, and a fourth program This
is New York, a local radio program broadYork.)cast by CBS Radio's flagship WCBS New
In 1957, Dr. Stanton continued,
category of news-public affairs-religious
gramming cost the network $21 million,
he said, sponsorship failed to clear the

the
proand,
cost

leaving a "net cost or loss" of $11 million.
He reminded that these are "the toughest
kinds of programs to sell," and that "it is not
easy to make a decision to spend $1 million
or $2 million" when the network does not
know the program will be successful.
Dr. Stanton, during his testimony before
the FCC, had pointed to unrecovered costs of
nearly $1.7 million for the Gerald McBoingBoing color series and of nearly $1.4 million
for The Seven Lively Arts, both of which
failed to remain on the air.

Three

Promoted

in NBC-TV

Sales

Walter D. Scott, vice president, NBC-TV
network sales, announced three promotions
last week. Stephen A. Flynn, formerly
manager, tv sales traffic operations, appointed director, sales services, reporting
Joseph J. Iaricci, since 1956
Scott;
Mr.
to
manager, sales order services, named manager, contract services, reporting to Mr.
Flynn, and Angus Robinson, network tv
salesman in NBC's central division since
1953, appointed manager, television network sales, central division, reporting to
Edward R. Hitz, vice president, tv network
sales, central division.

JOINS

LEAVING
•

Named

•

ABC

CBS,

ABC-TV
creative

promotes

POST

services

Moore,

vp

Mullen

James T. Aubrey Jr., ABC-TV programming and talent vice president, resigned last
week to join CBS Inc. as vice president for
creative services.
Thomas W. Moore, ABC-TV sales vice
president, was named to succeed him, and
William P. Mullen, manager of the ABC-

MR. AUBREY

MR. MOORE

MR. MULLEN

TV Detroit sales division, was advanced to
the ABC-TV sales vice presidency.
At CBS Mr. Aubrey takes over the post
held by Louis G. Cowan before his promotion to the presidency of the CBS-TV network division last month [Networks,
March 17].
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president, said
Mr. Aubrey "will be responsible for assisting executive, operating and service
management in obtaining maximum effectiveness in each of the company's operating
divisions having to do with creative product. Mr. Aubrey will have no direct operating responsibilities; his position is advisory
to both the chairman of the board [William
S. Paley] and the president and, upon request from the divisions, to CBS Radio,
CBS Television, CBS Television Stations,
CBS News and Columbia Records." He also
will serve on the CBS Editorial Board.
Mr. Aubrey's appointment is effective
April 28. For him the move will be a return
to the company he served as manager of
tv network programs, Hollywood, before
taking the ABC-TV post 15 months ago.
Mr. Moore, ABC-TV's new vice president for programming and talent, also is a
CBS alumnus. He was general sales manager of CBS Television Film Sales, and had
been with that organization since 1952,
when he moved into the ABC-TV sales vice
presidency last November.
Mr. Mullen, also with a CBS background,
joined the ABC-TV sales department in
May 1955 and was named head of the Detroit sales division in 1957.
WJIM-TV

Becomes

CBS

Primary

WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich., has changed
from a secondary to a primary affiliate of
CBS-TV, it was announced Thursday by
Edmund C. Bunger, CBS-TV vice president and director of station relations. The
change was effective April 1, when WJIMTV dropped NBC-TV programs which it
also had carried. WJIM-TV becomes CBSTV's 58th primary affiliates. Station is
owned by Gross Telecasting Inc., of which
Harold F. Gross is president.
April 7, 1958
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TRADE ASSNS.
NAB

L.

A.

AGENDA

•

Concurrent

•

Automation

radio, tv management
developments

Programming for the annual NAB Management and Engineering Conferences to
be held April 27-May 1 in Los Angeles was
practically complete at the weekend as the
vanguard of NAB's headquarters contingent
prepared to head westward.
Management meetings are divided into
concurrent radio and tv sessions, with two
half-day programs in which engineering and
management delegates will meet jointly.
Advance registration compares favorably
with 1957 when NAB met at Chicago but
the association expects attendance to run
considerably below last year because of the
West Coast locale. This would follow the
pattern of the 1948 and 1953 conventions
in Los Angeles. The advance registration
fee of $25 expires April 14. After that it
will be $27.50.
Engineering delegates, who traditionally
spend more time in meeting rooms than
management representatives, will have four
days of formal programming, winding up
with what is described as a spectacular feature— a demonstration, "New Adventures
in Electronics," by C. N. Hoyler, manager
of technical relations, David Sarnoff Research Center, Princeton, N. J.
Meetings will switch from the Biltmore
Hotel and Theatre to the Statler. The two
joint management-engineering meetings will
be held at the theatre. All engineering programs will be at the Statler, but the radio
and tv management meetings will use both
hotels.
Formal engineering programming starts
Monday, April 28 with papers covering
such topics as transistors and new automatic devices. James E. Barr, assistant chief
of the FCC Broadcast Bureau, will deliver
a paper on FCC rules covering remote control and automatic logging.
NAB President Harold E. Fellows will
address the engineering luncheon Monday
and the management luncheon Wednesday.
Speakers at other engineering luncheons
will be Sir Harold Bishop, engineering director of British Broadcasting Corp., appearing Wednesday, and Adm. Charles
Home, vice president and division manager
of Convair, who talks Thursday on "Guided
Missile Programs — the Less Glamorous
Ones." The Thursday luncheon will honor
Dr. Lee DeForest, inventor of the threeelement vacuum tube.
Marion Harper Jr., president of McCannErickson, will speak at the Tuesday management luncheon. The seven members of
the FCC will take part in a Wednesday
morning panel discussion, with both management and engineering delegates attending. A new Wednesday feature will be a
public relations presentation.
Convention exhibits will be at the Biltmore and Statler. The convention banquet
will be held Wednesday at the Palladium,
in Hollywood, with ASCAP providing the
show.
Both engineering and management
Page 58
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VIRTUALLY

ses-

due

SET

sessions planned

for special attention

sions will go into automation developments.
Papers at the engineering meetings will be
supplemented by discussions at the management programs. The exhibits will show the
latest automatic equipment developed by
manufacturers.
Radio programming is under supervision
of John F. Meagher, NAB radio vice president, with the tv activities under Thad H.
Brown Jr., tv vice president. Everett E.
Revercomb is secretary-treasurer and convention manager. William Walker, assistant
treasurer, is in charge of registration and
Howard H. Bell, assistant to the president
for joint affairs, is program coordinator.
A. Prose Walker, NAB engineering manager, said the technical programming will
lay groundwork for the future operation
of automatic equipment at broadcast stations, with both radio and tv covered by
the automation papers and exhibits. He
said engineering attendance was near the
600 mark a year ago at Chicago.
Co-chairmen of the NAB convention are
J. Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham, N. C,

Management
MONDAY,

APRIL

APRIL

Harold P. Danforth, WDBO-AM-TV Orlando, Fla., is chairman of the convention
resolutions committee. Other members are
William Goetze, KFSD San Diego, Calif.;
Myron Jones, WJET Erie, Pa.; Mr. Lane;
Lawrence H. Rogers II, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.; Thad M. Sandstrom,
WIBW-TV Topeka, Kan., and J. P. Sheftall.
WJZM Clarksville, Tenn.
The convention credentials committee
will be headed by Leonard H. Higgins.
KTNT Tacoma, Wash. Other members are
John W. Betts, WFTM Maysville, Ky.;
Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV Greensboro,
N. C; Thomas S. Land, WFIW Fairfield.
111.; Mrs. Hugh McClung, KHSL-TV Chico,
Calif.; Dwight W. Martin, WAFB-TV Baton
Rouge, La., and Odin S. Ramsland, KDAL
Duluth, Minn.

conference

28

REGISTRATION: 7 a.m. -7 p.m., Biltmore.
EXHIBITS: 9 a.m. -7 p.m., Biltmore, Statler.
"FORWARD MOVING FM": 10 a. m. -noon— Presiding :
Raymond S. Green, WFLN Philadelphia; Participants: Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington;
Charles King, MBS; Horace Fitzpatrick, WSLSFM Roanoke, Va.; Guy Harris, KDKA-FM Pittsburgh; Joseph T. Connolly, WCAU-FM Philadelphia; Theodore Jones, WCRB Waltham, Mass.;
Jack Kiefer, KMLA Los Angeles; Harold Tanner,
WLDM Oak Park, Mich.; John M. Ross, RossReisman Co.; John F. Meagher, NAB.
TELEVISION MANAGEMENT FILM SESSION: 9:30 a.m.11:45 a.m.— Presiding: Joseph L. Floyd, KELO-TV
Sioux Falls, S. D.
Syndicated film panel: Milton A. Gordon, president, Television Programs of America; George
T. Shupert, president, ABC Film Syndication;
Frederick S. Houwink, WMAL-TV Washington;
A. James Ebel, KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.
Feature film panel: Oliver A. Unger, president.
National Telefilm Assoc.; Richard A. Harper,
general sales manager, MGM-TV; Lee Ruwitch.
WTVJ
(TV) Miami: Dwight W. Martin, WAFB-TV
Baton Rouge.
LABOR CLINIC: 2 p.m. -4 p.m. — Presidinq : Leslie C.
Johnson, WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island, 111.; Discussion leader: Charles H. Tower, NAB.
WAGE-HOUR SEMINAR: 4 p.m.-5 p.m.— Question and
answer session on broadcasters' wage-hour problems conducted by the NAB Employer-Employee
Relations Department staff.
TUESDAY,

and W. D. Rogers Jr., KDUB-TV Lubbock,
Tex. Other committee members are Thomas
C. Bostic, KIMA Yakima, Wash.; John
E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.;
William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.
(Engineering Conference radio liaison);
James D. Russell, KKTV (TV) Colorado
Springs, Colo. (Engineering Conference tv
liaison); C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV
Portland, Ore.; Merrill Lindsay, WSOYFM Decatur, 111.; Robert O. Reynolds,
KMPC Los Angeles, and Harold P. See,
KRON-TV San Francisco.

29

REGISTRATION: 7 a.m. -7 p.m., Biltmore.
EXHIBITS: 9 a.m. -7 p.m., Biltmore, Statler.
JOINT SESSION (Management and Engineering
Conferences): 10 a.m. — Presiding: J. Frank Jarman, co-chairman, 1958 Convention Committee;
Welcome: Norris Poulson, mayor of Los Angeles;
Keynote Address: Dr. Frank Stanton, president,
CBS; Address: John C. Doerfer, chairman, FCC.
LUNCHEON (Management Conference): 12:30 p.m.
— Presiding: W. D. "Dub" Rogers Jr., co-chairman, 1958 Convention Committee; Address: Marion Harper Jr., president, McCann-Erickson.
RADIO MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: 2:30 p.m.-5 p.m.
— Presiding: John F. Meagher, vice president for
radio, NAB.
Opening remarks: F. Merrill Lindsay Jr.,
WSOY-AM-FM Decatur, 111.
Tflis Business of Radio — Inventory, 1958: F. C.

agenda

Sowell, WLAC Nashville; Frank M. Headley,
president, Station Representatives Assn.; Matthew J. Culligan, vice president in charge of
NBC Radio.
Radio's Role in National Defense: Robert E.
Lee, FCC; John J. McLaughlin, administrative
assistant to the Secretary of the Air Force; Norman A. Matson, chief. Emergency Warning Section, U. S. Weather Bureau; Kenneth W. Miller,
U. S. supervisor, Conelrad; Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB; A. Prose Walker, NAB.
TELEVISION MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: 2:30 p.m.—
Presiding: Thad H. Brown Jr., vice president for
television, NAB; Welcome: John E. Fetzer,
WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.
Television Code: Remarks: William B. Quarton,
WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Presentation: Edward H. Bronson, director, Television Code Affairs, NAB.
TELEVISION
BUSINESS
SESSION: 4 p.m. -5 p.m.—
Television Board
elections.
WEDNESDAY,

APRIL

30

REGISTRATION: 9 a.m. -5 p.m., Biltmore.
EXHIBITS; 9 a.m. -7 p.m., Biltmore, Statler.
JOINT SESSION (Management and Engineering
Conferences): 9:30 a.m. — Presiding: W. D. (Dub)
Rogers Jr., co-chairman, 1958 Convention Committee.
FCC Panel: John C. Doerfer, Rosel H. Hyde,
Robert T. Bartley. Robert E. Lee, T. A. M. Craven, Frederick W. Ford, John S. Cross (commis oner-dsi.gnate)
LUNCHEON (Management Conference): 12:30 p.m.
— Presiding: J. Frank Jarman, co-chairman, 1958
Convention Committee; Invocation: His Eminence James Francis A. Cardinal Mclntyre, Archbishop of Los Angeles; Address: Harold E. Fellows, president-chairman of the board, NAB;
Special Feature: Edwin W. Ebel, chairman, radioTv Committee, The Advertising Council.
RADIO MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: 2:30 p.m.-5 p.m.
— Presiding: Mr. Meagher.
Good Practices Are Good Business : Worth
Kramer, WJR Detroit.
Your Future Is Sound: Kevin B. Sweeney,
president, RAB; John F. Hardesty, vice president,
RAB.
Measuring the Radio Audience (Panel) : Moderator: E. K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City;
Panelists: Edward G. Haynes Jr., President,
Trendex, Inc.; George Blechta, vice president
and eastern sales manager, A. C. Nielsen; Dr.
CONTINUED
Broadcasting

IS KDKA-TV'S JOSIE CAREY
IS A WOMAN
OF THE YEAR WHO
THE ONLY MAN
contact
John
Sti
Mi,
KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, oryour Peters, Griffin,
Pittsburgh's Man-of-the-Year award winners include the presiWoodward representative. In the Pittsburgh marketing area,
dent of one of America's largest utilities, the president of the
no selling campaign is complete without the WBC station.
world's biggest steel company, a renowned scientist from a
CHANNEL 2 IS NO. 1
great university, and KDKA-TV's Josie Carey, who adds this to
her other top children's program awards. Josie's Storyland,
8:45 to 9:20 weekday mornings, is Pittsburgh's outstanding
PITTSBURGH
children's show. Youngsters love her. Parents love her. Adver©@® WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
tisers love her. For one-minute participation availabilities,
BOSTON, WBZ+WBZA, WBZ-TV . BALTIMORE. WJZ-TV . PITTSBURGH, KDKA, KDKA-TV . CLEVELAND, KYW, KYW-TV • FORT WAYNE, WOWO • CHICAGO. WIND . PORTLAND, KEX . SAN FRANCISCO. KPIX
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
MANAGEMENT

AGENDA could.

Sidney Roslow, director, The Pulse; Frank Stisser, vice president, C. E. Hooper.
TELEVISION MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: 2:30 p.m.5 p.m. — Presiding: Mr. Brown.
When Is The Sale Completed? The Functions
of Station Sales Promotion and Merchandising:
Panelists: John C. Cohan, KSBW-TV Salinas,
Calif.; Raymond W. Welpott, WKY-TV Oklahoma City; Arthur Schofield, Storer Broadcasting
Patterns of Profit— Eight Years of Operation In
Tower, NAB.
a Typical Market: CharlesDoH.For
My Station?:
What Can Automation
Presiding: Harold P. See, KRON-TV San Francisco; Panelists: W. D. "Dub" Rogers Jr., KDUBTV Lubbock, Tex.; Edgar B. Stern Jr.. WDSUTV New Orleans; A. Prose Walker, NAB.
ON BANQUET: 7:30 p.m., PallaANNUALdium CONVENTI
Hollywood.

ABC, New York; John H. DeWitt Jr., president,
WSM Nashville, Tenn.
Design Methods to Improve the Stability of
Am Directional Antenna Systems: Dr. George
Brown, RCA.
Design Methods to Improve the Stability of
Am Directional Antenna Systems: Dr. George
Brown, RCA.
Multiplex Operation in Fm Broadcasting: Wm.
Tomberlin, vice president in charge of engineering, KMLA Los Angeles.
Am, Fm and Tv Applications of Uni-Level
Amplifiers and Limiting Amplifiers : A. A. McGee,
engineer. General Electric.
Low Cost Remote Pickup Equipment Constructed by Station Personnel: William C. Grove,
generalenne, Wyo.
manager-chief engineer, KFBC CheyWEDNESDAY,

APRIL

30

ing.
JOINT
MANAGEMENT-ENGINEERING SESSION: MornTHURSDAY,

MAY

1

REGISTRATION: 9 a.m. -5 p.m., Biltmore.
EXHIBITS: 9 a.m.-2 p.m., Biltmore, Statler.
AllRADIO MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: 10 a.m.—
ChairConference: Marion,
Music License
Radio Robert
Industry
WMRN
Mason,
T.
man Pro Tern:
Ohio.
ENT CONFERENCE: 9:30 a.m.—
MANAGEM
ON Mr.
TELEVISI
Presiding:
Brown.
.
s: Clair R. MeComments on Color: Panelist
r, Pa.; Owen W.
Collough, WGAL-TV Lancaste
Saddler. V KMTV Omaha, Neb.; Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU-T
New Orleans.
11:30 a.m.— Norman (Pete)
TvB PRESENTATION:
Cash, president.
N: 12:30 p.m.— Presiding : Mr. Fellows.
LUNCHEO
Annual Business Meeting.
Adjournment.

Engineering
MONDAY,

APRIL

Conference
28

Presiding :
TECHNICAL SESSION: 9 a.m.-ll :45 a.m.—WMT
George Hixenbaugh, Chief Engineer, RaymonCedar
d X.
Session Coordinator:
Rapids, Iowa;
Guy, NBC, New York.
nce: Mr. Cyuy.
Opening of Engineering ConfereCommun
ications
Use of Transistors in the
a Electric Products.
Field: John J. Rienzo, SylvaniPower
Transmitters:
Remote Control of High
RCA
and AutoRemote Control manage
Current Status of
r of
Walker,
A. Prose
matic Operation:
B.
. .
NA
engineering
ion
Televis
From
The Effects of Re-radiation Vpon Directional
Towers and Other Structures
Antennas: O. L. Prestholdt, CBS-TVand Automatic
FCC Rules on Remote Control
E. Barr, FCC assistant chief,
Logging:
st James
Div.
Broadca
ENGINEERING RECEPTION: Noon.
ENGINEERING LUNCHEON: 12:30 p.m.— Presiding :
Relavice president, Station Harold
William B. Lodge,
tions & Engineering, CBS-TV; Speaker:
board,
the
president-chairman of
E.
NAB.Fellows,
TECHNICAL SESSION: 2:30 p.m.-5 p.m.— Presiding:
Edward Benham, chief engineer, KTTV Los
Angeles- Session Coordinator: James D. Russell,
ral manager, KKTV Colorado
preside
,. _„..,
Colo.
Springs, nt-gene
Current and Future Telecasting With the
Ampex VR-1000: Charles P. Ginsburg, Ampex
C°Coior
Videotape Recorder: A. H. Lind, RCA.
A New Three-Image-Orthicon Color Camera:
J.
t r icF. Wiggin, Consulting Engineer, General ElecDisNetwork Transmission Committee Panel servcussion: Chairman: John Thorpe, customer
ice engineer, Long Lines Dept., AT&T, New
York- Panelists: John Serafm, master control
supervisor ABC, New York; H. C. Gronberg,
master control supervisor, NBC, New York; W B.
Whalley, senior project engineer, CBS-TV New
York- F R. Freiberger, staff engineer, Pacific
Telephone & Telegraph, San Francisco.
TUESDAY,

29
MANAGEMENT-ENGINEERING SESSION: MornJOINT
ing.
TECHNICAL SESSION: 2:30 p.m. -5:30 p.m.— Presiding: E. C. Frase Jr., chief engineer, WMCWMCT Memphis, Tenn.; Session Coordinator:
, KTNT-TV Tacoma,
Max
Wash Bice, chief engineer
Sideband SysCompati
Analysis
Labs.Single
RCA ble
Olive,
tem: G. A. of
Factual Operation and Results on Compatible
Single Sideband: Frank Marx, vice president,
Page 60
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ENGINEERING LUNCHEON: 12:30 p.m.— Address: Sir
Harold Bishop, director of engineering, BBC.
TECHNICAL SESSION: 2:30 p.m.-5 p.m.— Presiding :
J. Barry Watkinson. director of engineering,
KIMA Yakima, Wash. Session Coordinator: J. G.
Leitch, vice president of engineering, WCAU
Philadelphia.
Small Market Television: F. D. Meadows,
Sarkes Tarzian Inc.
A Wrap-Around
Polygon-Shaped Helical Antenna: General Electric.
Systems Test Techniques: ABC.
Tv Broadcast Repeaters: Dr. Byron St. Clair,
director of research and development. Adler
Electronics.
Operational and Installation Aids for Vidicon
Equipment: Kin Tel.
THURSDAY,

MAY

1

TECHNICAL SESSION: 9 a.m. -noon— Presiding : Lester Learned, director in charge of engineering,
MBS, New York; Session Coordinator: Frank
Marx, vice president, ABC, New York.
Electronic Composites in Modern Television:
F. J. Gaskins and R. C. Kennedy, NBC, New
York.
What Management Expects of the Engineer: A.
James Ebel, vice president-general manager,
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.
Equipment and Cameras Used in BBC Television Studios: F. C. McLean, deputy chief engineer, BBC.
Monochrome Television Film Standards: K. B.
Benson, CBS-TV.
Influence of Color Telecasting on Tv Lighting:
Herbert R. More, manager, television dept.,
Kliegl Brothers.
A Report on the Engineering Activities Of
TASO: Dr. George Town, director, Television
Allocations Study Organization.
ENGINEERING LUNCHEON IN HONOR OF DR. LEE
DeFOREST: 12:30 p.m. — Presiding: Raymond F.
Guy, NBC, New York; Speaker: Adm. Charles
Home, vice president-division manager, Convair, Pomona, Calif.; Subject: Guided Missile
Programs
— The New
Less Adventures
Glamorous inOnes;
TatkDemonstration:
Electronics:
C. N. Hoyler, manager of technical relations,
David Sarnoff Research Center, Princeton, N. J.
ADJOURNMENT
Sidebar
FRIDAY,

Meetings

APRIL

25

FM DEVELOPMENT ASSN.
SATURDAY,

APRIL

26

RCA: Sales meeting.
ASSN. OF MAXIMUM SERVICE TELECASTERS: Board of
Directors.
ASSN. TION:
FOR
Board PROFESSIONAL
of Directors. BROADCASTING EDUCASUNDAY, APRIL 27
L BROADCASTING EDUCAPROFESSIONA
FOR Membership
ASSN. TION:
meeting.
SERVICE TELECASTERS: MemASSN. OFbershipMAXIMUM
meeting.
BROADCAST
MUSIC INC.: Board meeting and Luncheon.
ASSN. OF MAXIMUM SERVICE TELECASTERS: Board of
Directors.
COMMITTEE FOR COMPETITIVE TELEVISION: Membership meeting.
MBS: Affiliates meeting.

CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE.
DAYTIME BROADCASTERS ASSN.
MBS: Affiliates reception.
MONDAY,

APRIL

28

QUALITY RADIO GROUP: Breakfast.
DISNEYLAND TOUR.
TELEVISION PIONEERS: Barbecue luncheon.
TELEVISION CODE REVIEW BOARD.
NAB ASSOCIATE MEMBER FILM DISTRIBUTORS: Reception.
TUESDAY, APRIL 29
TV STATIONS INC.: Breakfast.
FASHION LUNCHEON.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA BROADCASTERS ASSN.: Reception.
BROADCAST PIONEERS: Banquet.
WEDNESDAY,

APRIL

30

SMALL TELEVISION MARKETS COMMITTEE: Breakfast.
"QUEEN FOR A DAY" LUNCHEON AND BROADCAST.
Washington

Broadcasters

Assn.

Elects KPQ's Wallace President
Jim Wallace, KPQ Wenatchee, was elected
president of the Washington State Assn. of
Broadcasters at a March 28-29 meeting,
held at Washington
State College, Pullman. Other officers
elected were W. W.
Warren, KOMO
Seattle, vice president, and Allen Miller, KWSC Pullman,
secretary-treasurer.
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president,
and Sen. Warren G.
MR. WALLACE
(DMagnuson
Wash.) headed a list
of speakers. The sessions included a sales
clinic coordinated by Pat O'Halloran, KPQ,
and Cal Watson, KWSC. Clinic speakers included Martin Boss, Pacific National Adv.
Agency, Spokane, Wash.; Dean Eugene
Clark, Washington State College School of
Economics & Business; John Agostino,
KXLY-AM-TV Spokane, and John Condon, KTAC Tacoma.
Charles H. Tower, NAB labor relations
manager, told the Washington group that
radio and tv stations generally are maintaining advertising revenues though competition isstiffer. He found a higher turnover among advertisers, shorter term commitments and more station effort and expense involved in maintenance of volume.
He said it is fair to assume broadcasting

will follow trends applicable to overall advertising expenditures unless its growth pattern and effectiveness in moving goods and
services more efficiently are strong enough
to make up the difference.
Other speakers included W. R. Twining,
of Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc.,
San Francisco, and Ron Murphy, managercounsel of the association. The association
board includes Len Higgins, KTNT Tacoma; Saul Haas, KIRO Seattle; Wallace Reid,
KORD Pasco; William Taft, KRKO Everett; Tom Bostic, KIAM Yakima; Rogan
Jones, KVOS Bellingham; Dick Jones,
KXLY Spokane, and Otto Brandt, KING
Seattle.
Broadcasting

NEW

COVERAGE

Wl MA-TV
Lima's only television station,
has multiplied its power
TWELVE-FOLD!

Now

45,000 more UHF

sets

are added to
WIMA-TV's

expanded

grade B coverage area, for a
new total of
113,700 UHF

homes in booming

Western Ohio. WIMA-TV's
extended coverage embraces an
area having an effective
buying income of $681,654,000 double the former figure.

Now, families
throughout
WIMA-TV's
increased
dominant
coverage
area will benefit from improved
tion and an even clearer picture.

IMA

-TV
CHANNEL

35

IT

Represented by
H-R
Television, Inc.
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
TvB

Fires Back

With

Statistics

Following Usual ANPA Claims
"The attraction and allure of television
are about over," Charles T. Lipscomb Jr.,
president of Bureau of Advertising, American Newspaper Publishers Assn. told the
Assn. of Advertising Men & Women in New
York last week. Therefore, he said, "within
the next few years, more and more big
advertisers are going to switch to newsThe Telemedium."
primary
papers as their
vision
Bureau of
Advertising
promptly dis-

OFFICERS elected at the Mississippi Broadcasters Assn. spring meeting in Biloxi are
(seated, 1 to r) Bob Evans, WELO Tupelo, executive committee; Joe Carson, WOKK
Meridian, vice president; John Bell, WCMA Corinth, president; Hal McCarley, WBLE
Batesville, secretary-treasurer, and William Guest, WPMP Pascagoula, immediate past
president, now on the executive committee. Other executive committeemen (standing,
1 to r): Tom Reardon, WROX Clarksdale; Howard Cole, WHOC Philadelphia; Ray
Butterfield, WLOX Biloxi; Fred Beard, WJDX Jackson, and Granville Walters, WNSL
Laurel. Executive committee member Monroe Looney, WNAG Grenada, is absent
from the picture.

RAB-RNRC

'58 Figures Show

Radios in Use Up 81% from '48
The total of U. S. radios in working condition stood at 139.5 million as of Jan. 1,
1958, according to the semi-annual estimate
of radio set population by the joint Radio
Advertising Bureau-Radio Network Research Committee released last week. The
figures show that there are 81% more radios
in the U. S. today than in 1948, which,

RAB pointed out, is the "year tv began
its real growth."
A breakdown of the sets in use today
shows 93.0 million in homes; 36.5 million
in autos, and 10.0 million in public places.
The committee estimates there are 46.6
million U. S. households with at least one
radio in working order, plus an additional
1.9 million homes with radios temporarily
inoperative. A total of 37.9 million secondary sets are in use in radio homes, RAB
said, adding this excludes portables and
auto sets.
An increase of 3 million auto sets in the
past year was shown in the report. The
auto set total of 36.5 million is more than
three times the number there were 10 years
ago. "As a matter of fact," it was reported,
"there are more auto radios today than
in 1947."
there were total radio homes
Portable radio count is now 8.5 million.

N. Y. Press Group Installs Slate
Julian Anthony, ABC, was installed last
week for a second term as president of the
Radio-Newsreel-Television Working Press
Assn., N. Y. Also elected were Herb
Schwartz, CBS, first vice president; Gabe
Pressman, NBC, second vice president;
Richard Milbauer, Newsfilm USA, treasurer;
Charles Campbell, free lance, secretary; Cy
Avnet, NBC, assistant secretary; George
Jordan, NBC, sergeant at arms. The board
of governors includes Nick Archer, News
of the Day-Telenews, chairman; Robert
Page 62
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Donahue Jr., News of the Day-Telenews;
Jack Fern, CBS; David Klein, NBC; Arnold
Lerner, IBM; Phil Scheffler, CBS, and Ed
Silverman, ABC.
SMPTE to Hold Tv Film Session
As Feature of L. A. Convention
A session on tv film distribution will highlight the 83rd semi-annual convention of the
Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers April 21-25 at the Ambassador Hotel
in Los Angeles. The tv film session will be
held at the ABC Television Center, Los
Angeles.
Other subjects on the convention agenda
include closed-circuit tv and plastics for the
motion picture and tv industries. An exhibit
of new equipment also will be featured
during convention week.

Speakers announced for the tv film session: Frank G. Ralston Jr., ABC, Los
Angeles, on results of a study of network
film programming; Charles E. Buzzard,
NBC, Hollywood, on conditions and procedures affecting a network film exchange;
Henry J. Miller, ABC, Hollywood, on the
difference in responsibilities of the tv film
editor and the motion picture film editor;
John P. Ballinger, Screen Gems Inc., Los
of standardizaAngeles, on the possibilities
tion in tv film; Eric C. Johnson, Eastman
Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y., on film handling, and William W. Edwards, ABC,
Hollywood, on planning film installations.
Flint Radio

Stations

Organize

Six radio stations in Flint, Mich., have
formed the Flint Radio Broadcasters Assn.
Managers of WAMM, WBBC, WFDF,
WKMF, WTAC and WMRP met March 26
to organize the top-level management group
and elected Richard S. Carter of WAMM
president. Joseph R. Fife, WBBC, is secretary and Marvin Levey, WFDF, treasurer.

"Tv costs are rising and ratings declinagreed.
ing," Mr. Lipscomb said. With more and
more tv stations coming into being, the
audiences become split, divided and diminished, to the point where advertisers are
According
to Mr. Lipscomb the average
very nervous."
getting
home "(even if watching for a total of five
hours a day) can get, at most, only 7
advertising on television."
of the
or A8%TvB
spokesman said Wednesday that
this was "wishful thinking" on the part
of Mr. Lipscomb. TvB cited its recently
released figures which show a rise in network tv audience for the first two months
of 1958. January and February 1958 set
"two new alltime highs," TvB said "with
the average daytime television advertiser
reaching 19% more homes in 1958 than
1957, while the average evening tv advertiser reached 9% more homes." The TvB
report showed that the average weekday
daytime program reached 692,000 more
homes per broadcast in 1958 than in 1957.
Figures were compiled by A. C. Nielsen Co.
WOR-TV New York's Problem:
No Ratings History on Phillies

Though WOR-TV New York has obtained three advertisers to sponsor its upcoming schedule of telecasts of Philadelphia
Phillies baseball games, some advertiser
resistance can be traceable to the "novelty
factor" of the programming, Gordon Gray,
executive vice president of WOR-TV New
York, told a meeting of the Sports Broadcasters Assn. of New York last week.
Mr. Gray explained that timebuyers and
other agency officials at agencies prefer to
have a rating on a program before they recommend its purchase. The station obviously
has no rating history on Phillies games and
there has been some advertiser reluctance.
Mr. Gray expressed the view that if the
station does not obtain complete sponsorship by the opening of the season, he believes
that advertisers will buy in "within a few
weeks" after the first telecast.
Mr. Gray later declined to name the three
advertisers signed but said the station hoped
to announce the complete roster of advertisers at a later date. WOR-TV will start telecasting 78 Phillies games on April 15.
AWRT to Meet April 24-27
The American Women in Radio and
Television has announced that it will hold
its Seventh Annual Convention at the Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco April 24-27.
The theme of the convention will be "Resources and Resourcefulness."
Broadcasting

ASCAP

Academy

winners

since

193 h

1934 — "The Continental" — Con Conrad, Herbert Magidson

ASCAP

congratulates the 1957 Winners

ff
"ALL
THE
WAY
JIMMY VAN HEUSEN — SAMMY CAHN
PUBLISHED BY MARAVILLE MUSIC CORP.

1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

—
—
—
—
—

"Lullaby of Broadway" -Harry Warren, Al Dubin
"The Way You Look Tonight" -Jerome Kern, Dorothy Fields
"Sweet Leilani" — Harry Owens
"Thanks for the Memory"-Ralph Ranger, Leo Robin
"Over the Rainbow"-E. Y. Harburg, Harold Arlen

1940 -"When You Wish Upon A Star" -Ned Washington, Leigh Harline
1941 _"The Last Time I Saw Paris"-Jerome Kern, Oscar Hammerstein 2nd
1942 — "White Christmas"- Irving Berlin
1943 — "You'll Never Know"-Harry Warren, Mack Gordon
1944_"Swinging On A Star"-James Van Heusen, Johnny Burke
1 945 — "It Might As Well Be Spring" -Rodgers and Hammerstein
1946-"0n the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe"-H. Warren, J. Mercer
1947 — "Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah" — Allie Wrubel, Ray Gilbert
1948 - "Buttons and Bows" -Jay Livingston, Ray Evans
1949- "Baby, It's Cold Outside" — Frank Loesser
1950 — "Mona Lisa" -Ray Evans, Jay Livingston

A.M.P.A.S.

1951
1952
1953
1954

-"In the Cool Cool Cool of the Evening"-H. Carmichael, J. Mercer
— "Do Not Forsake Me, Oh My Darlin' " — Dimitri Tiomkin, Ned Washington
-"Secret Love" -Sammy Fain, Paul Webster
— "Three Coins in the Fountain"-Sammy Cahn, Jule Styne

1955- "Love is a Many Splendored Thing" — Paul Francis Webster, Sammy Fain
1956 - "Whatever Will Be, Will Be" ('Que Sera, Sera')- Ray Evans, Jay Livingston
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT

W DAY-TV

GETS

SEC.

The legal dilemma of broadcasters — liability for political remarks they are forbidden to censor— received major judicial
recognition Thursday in North Dakota
Supreme Court.
In a 4-1 decision the court held that
WDAY-TV Fargo is not liable for statements made over its facilities by a candidate
in the 1956 general election campaign. The
decision upheld the ruling of Judge John C.
Pollock, of county district court, dismissing
a $100,000 libel suit brought against the
station by the North Dakota Farmers Union
and A. C. Townley, a candidate for the
Senate.
The Supreme Court hearing was held last
Oct. 3, with Douglas A. Anello, NAB chief
attorney, participating as a friend of the
court [Trade Assns., Oct. 7, 1957]. The
Union has not decided if it will appeal.
Judge P. O. Sathre, of the Supreme Court,
handed down the majority decision. It was
believed to be the first time an appellate
court had ruled on the liability problem
created by Sec. 315 of the Communications
Act of 1934, the "equal time" section. The
law requires broadcasters who broadcast
speeches by one or more candidates for the
same office to give equal time to other candidates. Itholds broadcasters may not censor speeches carried under this equal time
basis, under penalty of loss of broadcast
license.
In his opinion Judge Sathre said, "Since
power of censorship of political broadcasts
is prohibited, it must follow as a corollary
that the mandate prohibiting censorship includes the privilege of immunity from liability for defamatory statements made by the
speakers.
"In the instant case the defendant
(WDAY-TV) was required by Sec. 315 to
permit broadcast of the Townley speech.
Power to censor the speech was denied by
the clear and specific language of Sec. 315.
We cannot believe that it was the intent of
Congress to compel a station to broadcast
libelous statements and at the same time
subject it to the risk of defending actions for
damages."
North Dakota has a state law giving immunity to broadcasters for defamatory statements made over the station by persons
other than the station owner or station personnel. This law was not before the State
Supreme Court in the current case.
Quenton Burdick, Farmers Union counsel, said Thursday in Fargo the Union would
decide today (Monday) at a board meeting
if it would take the case to the U. S. Supreme Court.
Judge James Morris, in dissenting from
the majority ruling, contended that while
Congress may have intended to prevent
censorship of matter defamatory to candidates, this does not extend to innocent bystanders. He said, "The plaintiff is an innocent third party whose reputation has
been defamed under the claimed protection
of the prohibition against censorship in Sec.
315." He concluded Sec. 315 does not afPage 64
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315

ford WDAY-TV a defense and that the
public interest is not served by making the
reputation of innocent third parties subject
to destruction without recourse to the disseminator.
NTA

Newark

Purchase

Gets
FCC's
Approval
The first sale of a New York market station was granted by the FCC last week
to National Telefilm Assoc. Inc. with approval of the firm's $3.5 million purchase
of ch. 13 WATV (TV) and WAAT-AMFM Newark, N. J., from Irving R. Rosenhaus and associates.
The grant was made without prejudice
to whatever action the Commission "may
deem appropriate in the light of any determination" of certain anti-trust suits which
involve NTA. Comrs. Robert Bartley and
T.A.M. Craven dissented on this decision.
Comr. Robert Lee was not present.
NTA, which also owns ch. 9 KMSP (TV)
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn., plans to change
the call letters of its Newark stations to
WNTA-AM-FM-TV. WAAT, which along
with its fm affiliate was licensed to Bremer
Broadcasting Corp.. operates on 970 kc with
5 kw day, 1 kw night. WAAT-FM is on
94.7 mc with 13.5 kw. WATV, licensed to
Atlantic Television Inc., began in 1948 on
ch. 13, and is one of seven tv stations sharing an antenna atop the Empire State Bldg.
NTA is considered one of the larger
distributors of feature films and tv film
series to television. It has an agreement
with 20th Century-Fox Corp. to release its
pre-1948 films to tv as the company makes
them available for television showing. NTA
also operates the NTA Film Network, in
which Fox holds a 50% interest.

Commenting on last week's FCC action,
Ely A. Landau, board chairman and chief
executive officer of NTA, said: "The acquisition of television and radio operations
in metropolitan New York City is an important milestone in the growth of NTA.
We have plans for a complete overhaul of
the program structure of these stations,
including the presentation of many live programs. Shortly we shall announce new and
additional personnel to carry forward the
plans we have been working on."
FCC

Questions

Proposed

Move

KTVW

(TV)

to Seattle

The FCC last week asked J. Elroy McCaw, owner of KTVW (TV) Tacoma, Wash.,
to explain why a hearing should not be set
on the station's application to increase power
and antenna height and move the ch. 13 outlet's transmitter into Seattle.
Questioned in the FCC's McFarland
letter, among other things, was whether
KTVW is attempting to become a Seattle
station.
Mr. McCaw's
increase in power
mum 316 kw, an
from 780 to 795

application asked for an
from 100 kw to the maxiincrease in antenna height
feet, a change in type of

transmitter and a move of KTVW's

trans-

mitter 26 miles north from its present location five miles east of Tacoma to Queen
Anne Hill in Seattle.
The FCC said its findings indicate the
proposed changes would place part of
Tacoma in a shadow area because of major
terrain obstruction; that the proposed site
is in an area zoned as residential and KTVW
has been refused the proposed site; that the
outlet's proposal to use existing capital of
$55,500 and deferred payments of $166,500
for the changes does not verify that there is
an agreement for credit with an equipment
manufacturer for credit terms; that KTVW's
balance sheet on April 15, 1957, indicates
liabilities exceed cash receivable by $127,000, and that the FCC is unable to determine if any cash at all is available or how
it can be obtained from liquid assets.
WOV
Asks

Joins Rush
New

to Suburbs,

York-Carlstadt

ID

While some small-market broadcast stations aspire to be identified with nearby big
cities, WOV New York has joined the great
American rush to the suburbs.
That is the deduction to be made from
the station's application to the FCC asking
that it be allowed to identify itself as serving
both New York and nearby Carlstadt, N. J.
(population 5,591, 1950 Census). The management of the station, known for its programming toItalian-speaking audiences, explained Carlstadt has had a heavy influx
of Italian-speaking and Negro populations
in recent years.
But the FCC, its amazement and curiosity
still unabated, last week sent WOV a McFarland Letter asking why a hearing should
not be set on WOV's claim that an undue
burden would be placed on the station if
it remains a New York-only outlet.
Enden

Dandruff

Claims

Revised

In Wake of FTC's Crackdown
Helene Curtis Industries Inc., Chicago,
has entered a consent agreement with the
Federal Trade Commission that it will
cease claims that Enden shampoo will unqualifiedly cure dandruff. This is the second
television case based on FTC monitoring to
be closed.

The agreement signed by Helene Curtis
is not an admission of violating the law. It
follows an official complaint filed against
the cosmetic house by the FTC last summer
[Government, Aug. 5] charging that false
dandruff-curing properties were claimed for
Enden in network and spot commercials.
The FTC approved the consent order last
week.
Helene Curtis is forbidden to claim that
Enden will have any lasting effect on dandruff except during regular use, according
to the FTC. One other cosmetic case developed by the monitoring unit was closed
when Lanolin Plus last fall signed a consent order prohibiting scare tactics and statements that competitors' detergent shampoos
burn hair [Government, Nov. 4]. Cases
against broadcast commercials for drugs, a
household cleaner and other products still
are in litigation.
Broadcasting

YOU

MIGHT

DRAW
BUT

.

AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
MARCH 1957 REPORT
GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
TIME PERIODS

Number of Quarter Hours
With Higher Ratings
WKZO-TV

)

MONDAY THRU
8:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. to
SATURDAY
8:00 a.m. to
SUNDAY
9:00 a.m. to

FRIDAY
6:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.

143
94

1 1:00 p.m.

50

11:00 p.m.

40

A

Station B

6
57
10
16

NOTE: Survey based on sampling in the following
proportions — Grand Rapids (42.8%), Kalamazoo (18.9%), Muskegon (19.8%), Battle
Creek (18.5%).

WKZO-TV— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

.

ROYAL

YOU

NEED

FLUSH*

WKZO-TV

TO

GET

THE

JACKPOT

IN

KALAMAZOO-GRAND

RAPIDS

!

For the winning hand in Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids
you need the market dominance of WKZO-TV! Look
at the facts: ARB shows WKZO-TV is first in 267%
more quarter hours than the next-best
for WKZO-TV, 89 for Station B !
WKZO-TV

telecasts from

watts from
Television
serves over
ica's top-20

1000' tower. It is the Official Basic CBS
Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids —
600,000 television homes in one of AmerTV markets !

100,000

Studios

WATTS

in Both

Avery-Knodel,

• CHANNEL

Kalamazoo

For Greater

Channel

station — 327

Western

Inc., Exclusive

3 with

100,000

3 • 1000' TOWER

and T
Grand V
Rapids
Michigan

National

Representatives

* Odds against it — 649,739 to l!
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GOVERNMENT continued

FCC

DISCLAIMS

CATV

The FCC last week washed an old irritant,
community antenna television, out of its
hair.
Community antenna systems do not perform the functions of common carriers as
set forth in the Communications Act, the
FCC said — and dismissed a 1956 complaint
by 13 radio and tv broadcast stations asking the agency to assume jurisdiction over
28 such systems operating in 36 states.
Comr. Robert T. Bartley abstained from
the FCC vote which threw out the complaint
filed April 6, 1956 [Government, April 9.
1956] by KFBC-AM-TV Cheyenne, Wyo.;
KSTF (TV) Scottsbluff. Neb.; KFXJ-AMTV Grand Junction. Colo.; KOTA-AM-TV
Rapid City, S. D.; KID-AM-TV Idaho Falls.
Idaho; KSPR Casper, Wyo.; KG VO-AM-TV
Missoula, Mont.; KLIX-AM-TV Twin Falls,
Idaho; KLAS-AM-TV Las Vegas, Nev.;
KANA Anaconda, Mont.; KGLN Glenwood Springs, Colo.; KRAL Rawlins, Wyo.,
and KSID Sidney, Neb.
Comr. Robert E. Lee did not participate
in the FCC action.
In turning down the request by the 13
western outlets, the FCC acknowledged that
common carriers and CATV systems have
several qualities in common. But the significant difference, the FCC emphasized, is
that the signals transmitted by the former
are determined by the user or subscriber,
not the common carrier itself, while the
signals transmitted by the CATV system are
determined by the system itself, not the
customer.
Although the complaint had not raised
the question of possible FCC jurisdiction
over CATV through the agency's radio licensing provisions, the FCC said there is
doubt that these provisions may be interpreted to reach CATV systems as long as the
systems don't violate prohibitions against
excessive eletromagnetic radiation emission.
The FCC said that while the Communications Act does not define the specific test
of what is and is not a common carrier,
the history of the Act has made it clear that
its provisions should not apply to persons
who are not common carriers in the "ordinary" or "traditionally
accepted" concept
of common
carriers.
Fundamental to this is that the customer
transmits intelligence of his own choosing,
the FCC said. Acknowledging that a CATV
operator would be likely to transmit programs to general listener preferences, the
FCC said that nevertheless the ultimate
choice is with the CATV operator, and that
it's obvious the CATV operator can't program according to the desires of each individual among his customers.
Even if the FCC could assume common
carrier powers over CATV, the order said,
the agency doesn't feel it could restrict or
control the entry or operation of CATV
systems to protect broadcast stations.
The 13 outlets had claimed CATV tends
to defeat the objectives of the Sixth Order
& Report — to provide at least one tv service
to all parts of the country and one service
to each community; causes reluctance by
advertisers to buy a local station when they
Page 66
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already are getting free circulation via
CATV; affects quality of local station programming because of diminished revenues
from networks; inhibits construction of local
and satellite stations and thus makes it tough
for rural subscribers (not served by CATV)
to get tv service; may create overlap of the
service areas of stations under common control.
There are 500 to 600 community television systems throughout the U. S., with the
heaviest concentration in mountainous regions. CATV systems, which may be privately operated or owned co-operatively by
a community, receive the signals of regular
tv broadcast stations in their area via an
antenna, usually on a hilltop or other high
ground near the community. From this
point, signals are transmitted by wire, with
suitable amplifiers, to the homes or places of
business in a community.
Technically, a CATV system may receive
and transmit the signals of up to seven tv
stations if that many are within its antenna's
reach, but the average is three — usually representing programs of the three tv networks.
The systems can receive signals from a uhf
station and convert them for reception on
a conventional vhf receiving set.
CATV systems are not legally required to
get permission from the tv stations whose
signals they retransmit, though some do.
The systems charge the set owner an installation fee ranging from $25 to $75 and a
monthly fee of $3 to $7.50.
Walla Walla Shifted to All-U,
In FCC Deintermixture Action
The FCC last week finalized its rule-making on Walla Walla, Wash., and amended its
tv table of assignments, effective May 12, to
make Walla Walla all-uhf by deleting chs. 5
and 8, adding chs. 44 and 50 (educational)
and making ch. 22, now reserved for educational use, available for commercial use.
Comr. Robert Bartley dissented in this decision.
At the same time the Commission rejected
proposals by ch. 59 WFAM-TV Lafayette,
Ind., to shift ch. 10 from Terre Haute to
Lafayette, and by ch. 24 WDAN-TV Danville, 111., to shift ch. 10 from Terre Haute
to Danville.
The FCC also directed preparation of a
document which would deny all ch. 12
rule-making proposals affecting Erie, Pa.;
Akron-Cleveland, Ohio; Clarksburg and
Weston, both West Virginia, and Flint-Saginaw-Bay City, Mich. This proceeding has
involved conflicting proposals to shift ch.
12 from Erie to the Cleveland-Akron area,
or to Akron or Cleveland alone, or to Canton or Cleveland for educational use. The
proceeding has also involved the reassigning of ch. 12 from Flint to Saginaw-Bay
City-Flint, or to Ann Arbor. The proposal
to shift ch. 12 from Erie to Akron-Cleveland or to Akron alone would have necessitated transmitter site and possible channel
changes of facilities in Clarksburg and
Weston, W. Va.
The Commission last week invited comments by May 12 to a proposal by ch. 12

KTVH (TV) Hutchinson, Kan., to shift that
channel to Wichita, Kan., so that KTVH
could request modification of its license to
specify operation on ch. 12 at Wichita.
Comrs.
sented. Bartley and Frederick Ford disThe Commission

also invited comments

by May 12 to petitions for rule-making to
( 1 ) shift ch. 22 from Clarksburg, W. Va., to
Pittsburgh, Pa., and (2) substitute ch. 33 for
ch. 73 in Youngstown, Ohio, deleting ch. 47
from Pittsburgh and adding chs. 22 and 73
to that city and ch. 79 for ch. 22 in Clarksburg. At the same time, WTVQ (TV) Pittsburgh was asked to show cause why it should
not shift from ch. 47 to either ch. 22 or
ch. 73, and WXTV (TV) Youngstown to
change from ch. 73 to ch. 33. The first of
these
proposals
was made
Pittsburgh's
educational
tv station,
ch. 13byWQED
(TV),
to enable ch. 22 (commercial) also to be used
for educational programs in Pittsburgh area.
The second proposal was made by ch. 73
WXTV (TV) Youngstown, which claims to
be at a disadvantage because of lower uhf
channel service in its area. Chairman John
Doerfer and Comr. Ford dissented.
Comr. Robert Lee was absent for the day.
Chairman Doerfer was absent for the Walla
Walla, Wash., allocation.
Objections Filed at Commission
To Storer Experimental V Bid
Storer Broadcasting's petition to construct
an experimental station in the WilmingtonPhiladelphia area on ch. 12 to broadcast the
regular program schedule of Storer's ch. 12
WVUE (TV) Wilmington, [Government,
Feb. 24] ran into opposition from ch. 12
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y., sister station of WFIL-TV Philadelphia.
WNBF-TV states that the Storer proposal
is contrary to the public interest because
"construction and operation of the proposed
facilities at the site specified will reduce the
mileage separation" between WVUE and
WNBF-TV "substantially below the minimum" permitted by the FCC. The experimental station would also cause objectionable interference to WNBF-TV, and
the proposed station does not offer a "valid
program
research
and experimentation."
WNBF-TVof feels
the WVUE
experiment is
"subterfuge."
WPRO-TV Providence, R. I., has also objected to the experimental station, stating
that it will cause "objectionable interference". WPRO-TV wants either a denial,
hearing, or the limitation on Storer to confine its experiment to no-interference hours
or to modify its proposal so no interference
will be caused WPRO-TV.
WGKA-AM-FM

Programs

Proper

WGKA-AM-FM Atlanta was reported in
Broadcasting as one of nine radio stations
receiving a letter of inquiry from the FCC
regarding purported program imbalance
[Closed Circuit, March 31]. This was incorrect. WGKA, which runs a good music
program operation, was informed that its
application for license renewal was received
too late for processing. There was no question of programming imbalance. FCC staff
has WGKA application under review now.
Broadcasting

ded when C. E. Hooper called
Nothing subliminal about color radio. Los Angeles respon
rated time periods. PULSE is
to make his February-March report. KFWB is No. 1 in total
KFWB. Robert M. Purcell. president
coming up fast, too. In wonderful Los Angeles, buy
BLAIR & COMPANY
and general manager. Represented nationally: JOHN
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GOVERNMENT continued
RADIO

TRAFFIC

CITED

TO

• House
• MBS,

CONGRESS

group
WIP,

AID

holds

NAB

hearings

appear

Radio broadcasters told Congress last
week that radio can be used to beat death
on the highways.
"The only possible way of reaching the
man or the woman driving a car is through
radio," one of them told a subcommittee
of the House Commerce Committee.

MBS' Charles Godwin described Mutual's
network of East Coast affiliates which
furnish road and weather information to
Florida-bound motorists in winter months.
A unique aspect of this Operation Roadbeat
program, Mr. Godwin pointed out, is that
participating Mutual stations tell listeners
where to turn their dials for additional information enroute from one area to another.
He called for the establishment of a
centralized reporting system so all media
could receive traffic information quickly
and easily.
Mr. Godwin illustrated his statement with
a 2V2 -minute tape recording of a WIP Philadelphia broadcast on road and traffic conditions. He also read a statement for MBS
president Armand Hammer, saying 36 million automobiles are equipped with radio.
Ralf Brent, WIP executive, told committee members, that the Philadelphia station
broadcasts almost 100 traffic announcements
weekly, and has been promoting highway
safety for 22 years.
One special WIP program, Heading
Home, runs from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. for
homeward bound workers, Mr. Brent related. He also said that the General Motors
Acceptance Corp. sponsors 30 traffic announcements weekly. WIP is one of the
stations in the country carrying the GMAC
campaign on a 52-week-a-year basis, he
said. During the summer months, he explained, GMAC expands this campaign to
300 stations.
WIP also uses an airplane in the summer
months to spot traffic conditions, Mr. Brent
said. Reports from the plane are broadcast
direct to listeners in cars via WIP, he explained.
sHe also said WIP has received many
grateful calls from motorists during the
severe snowstorm three weeks ago expressing
appreciation for the advice on what to do
and what not to do if an automobile ran
into a fallen power line or one fell on a car.
Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB government
relations manager, told the committee that

reduction from the average nine traffic
fatalities per weekend to only two. Kentucky
broadcasters use daily beeper reports on
statewide traffic conditions, furnished by the
State Police, Mr. Wasilewski said.
Radio works in other ways to promote
traffic safety, Ed Kiester, travel editor of
Parade Magazine, reminded. He alluded to
the companionship radio brings the solo
driver as well as its news function.
The only dissent to the unanimous presentation calling for greater centralization in
the handling of traffic news came from Ross
D. Netherton, legislative counsel for the
American Automobile Assn. He praised the
ability and service radio performs in alerting the public and the motorist to traffic and
road conditions — describing also the cooperation which AAA furnishes in collecting and disseminating this information —
but he expressed his opposition to the "commercialization oftravel condition news." He
also said monopolies of such information
are not in the public interest.
The special House Subcommittee on
traffic safety is headed by Rep. Kenneth A.
Roberts (D-Ala.), and includes Democratic
Reps. Walter Rogers (Tex.), Samuel N.
Friedel (Md.) and J. Carlton Loser (Tenn.),
and Republican Reps. John V. Beamer
(Ind.), Alvin R. Bush (Pa.) and Paul F.
Schenck (Ohio).
The hearing was held at the behest of
broadcasters who asked for the opportunity
of explaining how they could help in bringing down traffic fatalities.
CBS' Salant Counterattacks
On McDonald Network Charges
"Nightmarish fantasy." That is what
Richard C. Salant, CBS vice president,
termed the letter sent to newspaper publishers by Comdr. E. G. McDonald Jr., president of Zenith Radio Corp. [Closed Circuit, March 31].
Mr. Salant told Mr. McDonald in a
March 26 letter answering the Zenith attack on CBS and NBC that it was inconceivable that anyone "remotely acquainted
with both the statutory and practical safeguards under which the broadcasting industry in this country operates could voice
such charges."
The Salant reply, also circulated to members of the Senate and House Commerce

radio-television placed 2,114,515,000 "home
impressions" on traffic safety during 1957.
This was attributed to A. C. Nielsen Co.
Mr. Wasilewski also related what some

Georgia broadcasters conducted a "Deathless Weekend" campaign in 1957 which contributed substantially if not entirely, to a
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"Indeed," Mr. Salant said, "the record
of the broadcasting industry in controversial
matters is conspicuous among all media for
the diversity of views that it presents."
Comdr. McDonald's March 21 letter to
newspaper editors and publishers accused
the networks and their affiliates of scuttling
proposed tests of pay tv through a campaign of distorted editorials. He also expressed great concern at the potential for
"thought control" inherent in the broadcast medium.
FCC
For

Upholds
Ch.

2

St.

KTVI

(TV)

Louis

The FCC last week granted ch. 2 in
St. Louis to KTVI (TV), licensed to Signal
Hill Telecasting Corp.
The station had held a license for ch.
36, but has operated on ch. 2 under temporary authorization for about a year.
The grant affirmed an initial decision in
February by Hearing Examiner Herbert
Sharfman favoring the grant. The approval
is subject to any future action the FCC
may take concerning minimum mileage separation requirements between the St. Louis
ch. 2 and proposed sites for co-channel 2
at Terre Haute, Ind.
Examiner Sharfman recommended the
grant after a merger agreement between
Signal Hill (KTVI) and Louisiana Purchase Co., both applicants for ch. 2, in
which Louisiana Purchase agreed to become
10% owner of KTVI [Government, Feb.
24]. The terms of the agreement called
for Louisiana Purchase principals to pay
10 cents a share individually for a total
135,190 shares of KTVI stock and for
Signal Hill to reimburse Louisiana Purchase for part of that firm's actual expenses by payment of $41,000.
The FCC in making the grant last week
waived its mileage separation requirements
in the Terre Haute-St. Louis cases contingent on location of the Terre Haute
ch. 2 transmitter at an antenna farm area
there at an exact site to be approved by the
FCC.
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat owns 25%
of KTVI. The newspaper exercised its
option to acquire this interest (also at 10
cents a share) after relinquishing its 23%
interest in the St. Louis ch. 4 station, bought
by CBS

Inc.

WQXR

Challenges

WQXR
Court of
the FCC's
unlimited
Paducah,

New York has asked the U. S.
Appeals in Washington to reverse
1957 grant of 1560 kc with 1 kw
to E. Weaks McKinney-Smith in
Ky. (now WDXR). WQXR is the

WDXR

Grant

Class 1-B station on 1560 kc. WQXR's
petition for rehearing was denied by the
FCC in February of this year.

stations were doing to bring traffic conditions to the attention of motorists. In Los
Angeles, he related, one station uses a helicopter to survey traffic conditions and broadcast them to the motoring public [Programs
& Promotion, March 31].

fair play go undetected and uncorrected
without reaction.

comdr. Mcdonald

mr. salant

Committees, noted that broadcasting is
regulated by the FCC and that it is impossible, even if a broadcaster wished, to operate contrary to the public interest. He also
stressed that the public would not let un-

The 1560 kc grant was made after a hearing, with WQXR as a party. An examiner
ruled against the grant to McKinney-Smith,
but the Commission overruled and granted
the application in February 1957. New York
Times-owned WQXR claimed that its license
was modified without a hearing and that the
Broadcasting

grant conflicted with the so-called 10% rule
(Sec. 3.28[c]), which prohibits grants in certain cases where the proposed station would
receive interference from existing or dominant stations affecting 10% or more of its
potential primary coverage area.
Next to Face Barrow Hearing:
Meredith, Storer, Westinghouse
The FCC announced last week that resumption of the Barrow Report network
practices hearing tomorrow will commence
with Meredith Publishing Co. as the first
witness, with Storer and Westinghouse following. The sessions will be held on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday of this week.
The scheduled April 15 date has been
changed to April 14, with network affiliate
committees on the stand. These sessions will
run through April 18, except for April 16
(Wednesday) which is the Commission's
usual meeting day.
The third group of meetings will take
place April 22, at which time Richard A.
Moore, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles — expected to be the first (and possibly the only)
witness to support the Barrow Report findings— will testify.
WJRT (TV) Gets Closer
On Flint, Mich., Ch. 12 Grant
The four-year-old case of ch.
Mich., moved toward conclusion
as the FCC directed preparation
ments affirming its previous grant

Buy
At

12 Flint,
last week
of docuof ch. 12

WAKR.

to WJRT (TV), as modified by changes in
transmitter and programming.
The Commission heard a second oral
argument in this case last January [Government, Jan. 27]. By this decision, the Commission would again deny competing applications ofTrebit Corp. and W. S. Butterfield Theatres Inc. for ch. 12 in Flint. It
would also deny protests by ch. 57 WKNXTV Saginaw, ch. 54 WTOM-TV Lansing
and ch. 13 WWTV
(TV) Cadillac, all
Michigan, and affirm a previous grant to
WJRT to move its transmitter site from a
point southeast of Flint (Clarkston) to a
point northwest of Flint (Chesaning), to
make antenna changes and to change studio
location in Flint.
Sen. Schoeppel Says Continuance
Of ABC Radio Network Vital
Sen. Andrew F. Schoeppel (R-Kan.) is
worried about the news that ABC may be
forced to shut down the American Broadcasting Network (see story, page 56). In statements on the Senate floor the Kansas Republican praised the four radio networks and
said he hoped ABC, "in a decision worthy of
public admiration, will find it possible to
continue its radio network's role as a vital
link in the chain of man's knowledge and
understanding."
Sen. Schoeppel, a member of the Senate
Commerce Committee, said the "essentiality
of radio networks is more pronounced than

ever."
...

.Sell

COST

LOWEST

the
Per

Hennings' Secrecy Bill Slated
For Second Subcommittee Airing
A bill which its author says will "make
it clear beyond any doubt" that present law
"does not authorize censorship or the withholding of information from the public"
will be aired again April 16 when the Senate
Constitutional Rights Subcommittee resumes
hearings on the measure.
Sen. Thomas C. Hennings Jr. (D-Mo.),
author of the bill (S 921) and chairman of
the subcommittee, said the bill would amend
the government "housekeeping statute which
permits executive department heads to prescribe regulations for the custody, use and
preservation of the records and papers in
Hennings said that among those
theSen.
departments."
testifying will be representatives of the
various news-gathering media. The senator
has invited Attorney General William P.
Rogers to return to state his views on the
bill. Sen.
said the
Mr. Senate
Rogers' group
testimony Hennings
March 6 before
[Government, March 10] and a later letter from Mr. Rogers to Sen. Hennings are
in "conflict."
Rep. George Meader (R-Mich.), an acknowledged critic against secrecy in government, last week in a talk on the House
floor criticized Mr. Rogers and asked him
to explain his position that the President
has unlimited power to keep information
secret. A companion bill (HR 2767) is in the
House.

Akron

Area

Thousand
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~~*
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in Coverage
islit

WAKR

SHARE— 6 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT
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NEW YORK seven-station market
Distr.
Rank
Program
Day & Time
10:30
(Ziv) Sat.
1. Sea Hunt
2. If You Had
a
Had
7:00
Million
(MCA-TV)
(Ziv) Sat.
Mon.
3. Highway Patrol
7:00
4. Honeymooners
(CBS Film) Tues.
7:00
5. Code 3
10:30
(ABC Film) Wed.
6. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film) Sun.
6:00
7. Silent Service
(NBC Film) Fri.
7:00
Tues.
8. Mike Hammer
(MCA-TV)
10:30
9. The Vise
10:30
Koch) Tues.
(Thompson7:00
10. Death Valley Days (PacificBorax) Wed.

four-station market
CHICAGO
Distr.
Rank Program
1. State Trooper
(MCA-TV)
2. Silent Service
(NBC Film)
3. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)
4. Whirlybirds
(CBS Film)
(Ziv)
5. Highway Patrol
6. Braue Eagle (CBS Film)
7. Men of Annapolis (Ziv)
8. Sea Hunt
(Ziv)
9. Cisco Kid
(Ziv)
10. Honeymooners
(CBS Film)

Rating
Sta. -TV
-TV
28.5
TV
-TV
-TV
WCBS- TV
18.1
17.5
WRCA
WCBS17.2
WRCA -TV
-TV 15.8
WRCA
WABC TV
12.1
11.9
10.6
WRCA
10.4
WRCA
WCBS10.2
WRCA

Rating
Day & Time
Wed.
9:30
Tues.
9:30
6:00
Fri.
Thurs.
Fri.
9:00
8:00
Tues.
6:00
Mon.
9:30
8:30
Wed.
6:00
Mon.
Thurs.
9:30

Sta.
WNBQ
WNBQ

26.0
22.0
16.0
16.2
15.9

WGN-TV
WGN-TV
WGN-TV
WGN-TV
WGN-TV
WGN-TV
WGN-TV
WGN-TV

14.4
14.9
13.9
13.7
13.5

FROM the monthly audience surveys of American
Research Bureau, Broadcasting each month lists the
10 top-rated syndicated film programs in 10 major
markets, selected to represent all parts of the country
with various degrees of competition. Despite all precautions, occasional errors will occur in these tables,
due to use of the same program name for both a syndicated and a network series and the practice of some
stations of substituting local titles (such as [advertiser]
Theatre) for real program names.

LOS ANGELES seven-station market
Rank Program
Day & Time
Distr. Thurs.
7:00
1. Death Valley Days
Borax)
(Ziv) Mon.
2 Highway Patrol
(Official)
9:30
3 Dick Powell
(Pacific- Sat.
7:00
4 Search for Adven (Bagnall) Thurs. 9:00
7:00
5. Honeymooners
(CBS Film) Thurs.
Sun.
(CBS
Film)
6.
Amos
'n'
Andy
Thurs.
7. Men of Annapolis (Ziv)
6:00
Sat.
8. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA) Sat.
7:30
7:30
9. Studio 57
(MCA-TV)
10. Harbor Command (Ziv)
7:00
8:00
Sat.

WASHINGTON
four-station market
Rank Program
Distr.
Day & Time
1. Highway Patrol
(Ziv) Sat.
2. Science Fict. Theatre (Ziv) Fri.
7:00
Sun.
Sat.
6:00
3. Gray Ghost
(CBS Film) Fri.
10:30
4. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film) Fri.
7:00
5. Frontier Doctor (H-TV)
6:30
6. Brave Eagle
(CBS Film)
10:30
Sea Hunt
(Ziv) Fri.
6:00
Tues.
7. Honeymooners
(CBS Film)
10:30
7:00
8. Last of Mohicans (TPA) Wed.
Tues.
9. Silent Service (NBC Film)
10:30
6:30
10. 26 Men
(ABC Film) Sun.

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL four-station market
Rank
Program
Day & Time Sta. Rating
Distr.
1. DeatFi Valley Days
Sat.
9:30 WCCO-TV 24.5
Borax) (Pacific
23.0
(AAP)
M-F
5:30 WCCO-TV
2. Popeye Clubhouse
Tues.
20.7
3. State Trooper
16.6
KSTP-TV
(MCA-TV) Wed.
9:30
4. Studio 57
(MCA-TV)
9:30 KSTP-TV
(Nabisco)
5. Sky King
Sat.
WCCO-TV
14.9
15.4
(Ziv) Mon.
6. Sea Hunt
9:30 WTCN-TV
14.6
10:30
(NTA)
7. Sheriff of Cochise
Sat.
KSTP-TV
Thurs.
(Ziv)
10:30
8. Highway Patrol
KSTP-TV
12.7
13.3
9. Bugs Bunny Time CBS (AAP)
12.7
4:30
9:00* WCCO-TV
Film) M-F
Whirlybirds (
Sun.
9:30
11.9
KSTP-TV
(Ziv) Thurs.
30. Harbor Command
9:30 KSTP-TV
11.9
(Ziv) Wed.
Mr. D. A.
10:30 KSTP-TV

SEATTLE-TACOMA four-station market
Rank
Distr.
Program
Day & Time
Sun.
6:00
1. Gray Ghost
(CBS Film) Mon.
7:00
2. Search for Adven. (Bagnall) Tues.
3. Kingdom of the Sea (Guild) Thurs.
4. Highway Patrol (Ziv) Sun.
7:00
9:30
5. Frontier (NBC Film)
7:00
7:00
6. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA) Mon.
7. Silent Service
(NBC Film) Sat.
7:30
6:00
8. Our Miss Brooks (CBS Film) M-T
7:00
Thurs.
9. Whirlybirds (CBS Film)
10. Honeymooners
(CBS Film) Sun.
6:30

three-station market
CLEVELAND
Rank Program
Day &
Distr.
(H-TV) Mon.
1. Frontier Doctor
2. Sky King
(Nabisco) Mon.
(AAP) Sat.
3. Popeye Clubhouse
4. Silent Service
(NBC Film) M-F
Thurs.
5. Death Valley Days (PacificBorax)
6. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film) Sat.
7. Science Fict. Theatre (Ziv) Fri.
8. Cisco Kid
(Ziv) Thurs.
9. Honeymooners (CBS Film) Tues.
Thurs.
10. Soldiers of Fort. (MCA-TV) Mon.
Brave Eagle
(CBS Film)

ATLANTA three-station market
Rank Program
Distr.
1. Code 3
(ABC Film)
2. Whirlybirds
(CBS Film)
3. Amos 'n' Andy
(CBS Film)
4.
Casey
Jones
(Screen
5. Sheriff of Cochise Gems)
(NTA) '
6. Highway Patrol (Ziv)
Honeymooners
(CBS Film)
7. If You Had a
Million
(MCA-TV)
8 Victory
(NBC Film)
At Sea
9. State Trooper
Borax)
10. Death Valley Days (MCA-TV)

Time
7:00
6:30
5:30
10:30
7:00
6:30
6:30
6:30
10:30
6:00
6:00

Sta.
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
WJW-TV
KYW-TV

Rating
28.6
27.1
26.7
24.9
25.2
23.5
22.7
21.9
21.4
21.1
21.1

WJW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV

Day & 10
Time
:30
Sat.
Wed.
7:00
6:00
M-F
7:00
Mon.
7:00
Tues.
Fri.
Fri.
7:30
7:00
Mon.
Sun.
7:00
7:00
3:00
Thurs. 6:30
Thurs.

Rating
Sta.
KRCA
KTTV

18.9
15.3
14.8
14.5
14.6
14.1
11.6
11.0
13.0

KNXT
KCOP
KNXT
KNXT
KNXT
KTTV
KTTV
KTTV

11.2

Sta.

Rating
26.3
19.8
WTOP-TV
19.1
WMAL-TV
16.7
WTOP-TV
15.9
WTOP-TV
15.3
WMAL-TV
15.3
WMAL-TV
WMAL-TV
WRC-TV
15.2
WRC-TV
14.0
14.1
WTOP-TV
14.4
WMAL-TV

Sta.

Rating
27.3
KING-TV
25.6
25.0
KING-TV
23.7
22.6
21.9
KOMO-TV
KOMO-TV
18.6
KTNT-TV
KING-TV
17.8
KING-TV
17.6
KOMO-TV
KING-TV
17.5
KING-TV

Sta.

29.3
Rating
28.7

WAGA-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WAGA-TV
WSB-TV
WAGA-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WSB-TV
WAGA-TV
WLWA

27.5
26.5
21.8
25.4
21.8
19.4
21.2
19.1
19.0

(Pacific-

three-station market
COLUMBUS
Distr.
Program
Rank
Day &
1. Honeymooners
(CBS Film) Sat.
2. Highway Patrol
(Ziv) Tues.
3. Death Valley Days (PacificBorax) Sun.
4. Whirlybirds
(CBS Film) Thurs.
5. Sky King
(Nabisco) Fri.
6 Harbor Command (Ziv) Fri.
7 Sheriff of Cochise (NTA) Fri.
8. Gray Ghost (CBS Film) Fri
9. Annie Oakley (CBS Film) Mon.
10. Our Miss Brooks (CBS Film) Sun.
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Rating
Time
7:00
10:30
9:30
7:00
6:30
9:30
10:30
7:30
6:00
6:30

Sta.
WBNS-TV
WBNS-TV
WBNS-TV
WTVN-TV
WBNS-TV
WTVN-TV
WTVN-TV
WBNS-TV
WBNS-TV
WBNS-TV

32.2
29.6
25.4
23.1
21.7
20.8
20.7
20.4
19.6
19.3

BOSTON three-station market
Distr.
Rank Program
1. Honeymooners
(CBS Film)
2. Whirlybirds
(CBS Film)
3. Decoy
Silent Service
4.
(NBC(Official)
Film)
(H-TV)
5. Frontier Doctor
(Ziv)
6.
Patrol
7. Highway
Topper
(Telestar)
(CBS Film)
8.
Gray Ghost
9. Annie
Oakley
(CBS Film)
(CBS Film)
10. Amos 'n' Andy

Day &
Tues.
Sat.
Fri.
Thurs.
Sun.
Sat.
Fri.
Wed.
Sun.
M-F

Time
10:30
7:00
7:00
10:30
7:00

Sta.

25.4
Rating
24.9

WNAC-TV
WBZ-TV
WBZ-TV
WBZ-TV
WBZ-TV
WBZ-TV
WNAC-TV
7:00
6:30 WBZ-TV
7:00 WNAC-TV
5:00 WNAC-TV
5:00
♦INDICATES A.M.

24.2
22.7
21.9
23.8
21.6
20.7
19.7
17.2

Broadcasting

Wonder

of

the

World

The Ida Cason Callaway Gardens in western Georgia is
a non-profit 2,500-acre paradise of tall trees, cool lakes,
wildflowers and sunshine. 25,000 people, motoring an
average distance of one hundred miles, find beauty here
on a sunny weekend. They boat and they swim. They
bask on clean white sand— 19,000 tons of it, hauled in to
carpet a crescent of lake shore. They play golf, they picnic and they stroll along miles of flower-studded paths.
One project now under construction is the open-air
dining pavilion, shown in the drawing. The pavilion
will be beautiful and amazing, because the giant, concrete-covered umbrellas seem to be engineering impossibilities. They are designed not only to be uniquely
beautiful, but to serve pleasure seekers for generations to
come. And to be sure that they do, they will be built of
USS steel and Universal Atlas cement for exceptional
strength and durability.

(USS)

United

States

Broadcasting

Steel
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FILM CONTINUED

Producers
To

Fight

Mobilize

Tax

Formula

Morris Stoller of the William Morris
Agency has been appointed chairman of a
steering committee on taxes of the Alliance
of Television Film Producers. The group,
whose 22 members account for about 85%
of all tv film production, has decided to
spearhead the fight against a change in the
federal tax formula that "threatens to put
the independent producer of films for television out of business," Maurice Morton,
ATFP president, said last week in announcing the committee.
"Because we consider this the most important single issue to confront us in our
existence, the entire executive committee
is acting as Mr. Stoller's committee," Mr. Morton stated. The group includes President Morton (McCadden Productions); Maurice Unger, vice president
Zamloch, treasurer (Hal
Archer
(Ziv Tv);
Roach); Jack Findlater, secretary (Revue);
two ATAS immediate past presidents, Hal
Roach Jr. and Armand Schoeffer (Flying
A), and John Zinn, ATFP executive secretary.

of ATFP

"Virtually all tv film companies keep their
books on a 'cost recovery' basis," Mr. Morton said, explaining the operation with this
example. A company produces a series of
40 half-hour films at an average cost of
$40,000 each or a total of $1.6 million. The
series is sold to a sponsor for the same

JACKSONVILLE'S

figure, $1.6 million. In addition, the sponsor
buys 12 reruns at $10,000 apiece, or a
total of $120,000. The producing company,
therefore, has taken in $1,720,000, has
spent $1,600,000 and has a taxable income
of $120,000. At 50% the tax would be $60,000. Having paid that to the government,
the company has $60,000 in the bank which
it can invest in another pilot.
What is proposed is a change from the
"cost recovery" system to an "amortization" method of calculating the tax on tv
films, he stated. Under this method, the
probable life of the film series is estimated
and the cost of production spread over the
entire period. Various tax officials have set
varying probable life spans, he commented.
Arbitrarily taking a two-year figure for his
hypothetical case, he pointed out that producer's income for the year remains at
$1,720,000, but he can now charge off
only $800,000 of his cost as applicable to
the year. The taxable income is now not
$120,000, but $920,000. The tax is not
$60,000, but $460,000.
"Instead of paying his tax and having
enough money left to start work on a new
series, our producer finds himself with $120,000 on hand and a tax bill of $460,000. So
he has to borrow $340,000 just to pay his
federal taxes, assuming he can get a loan
for that purpose, and he's left with no capital
future operations," Mr. Morton comfor
mented.

The question of an amortization vs. a cost

FAVORITE

COWBOYS

recovery tax formula hinges on whether a
film series is sold outright or rented, a
spokesman for the Internal Revenue Service
in Washington said. It would not be reasonable, he said, to figure rental income on a
cost recovery basis, if a series can be rented
for indefinite reruns, just as income from
building rental is not written off on an immediate cost recovery basis but amortized
over a period of years.
"We aren't trying to dodge our just taxes,"
the ATFD president declared. "There is no
reluctance about paying taxes on income
actually received. But we don't want to be
taxed on money we don't get.
"This is a risky business. Several hundred
pilots are made each year, but only about 20
new film series ever get on the air. The odds
have been put at about 18 to one. And when
a series is sold, the producer is usually working six to eight weeks ahead. This means
he's carrying a $250,000 investment, usually
financed through a bank loan which he can
get because he has a contract as collateral.
But who can finance a loan of $340,000
with nothing to show for it but a receipted
tax bill?:'
New
Rogers
For

Tv

Firm

Set

Distribution

Formation of Empire Productions Inc. to
handle syndication of the 100 Roy Rogers
tv film programs sponsored by General
Foods on NBC-TV
as well as the production of new tv
programs is being
announced today
(Monday) by Roy
Rogers.
Edward

L. (Ned)

Koenig Jr. has revice presidentsignedinas charge
of
sales for Hal Roach
Studios to become

"Jaxie" says there's a chuck wagon load of results waitin' for you,
when you corral this top western talent in Jacksonville's $ly2
pardner,market.
billion

m

"Six Gun Saturday" is a rootin', shootin,' laugh-filled 2i/2
tertainment for the youngsters from six to sixty. They'll
Sunrise Ranch starring Gene Autry— 7:30- 8:30
Cartoon Corral with Tommy Tucker— 8:30- 9:00
Prairie Playhouse starring Roy Rogers — 9:00-10:00

Represented by Peters,

If "Jaxie" suggests
you stake your claim
H early for one minute availabilities. Call
U Ralph Nimmons in Jacksonville at ELgin
i 6-3381 or your nearest P.G.W. "Colonel."
life'

III
Vfl
I
V
TV
WFGA-

FLORIDA'S
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COLORFUL

STATION

MR. ROGERS
president of the new
company. W. Arthur Rush, executive direcwill be chairtor of Roy Rogers Enterprises
man of the board. Mr. Rogers will also be
personally active in the management.
Empire Productions will headquarter in
the building owned by Roy Rogers Enterprises at 357 N. Canon Drive, Beverly Hills,
Calif.
The new company is the first independent
tv production firm to set up its own sales

organization for the direct mail of "off-thenetwork" programs, Mr. Koenig stated.
"The decision to market our own products,"
he said, "was made in the interest of reducing increasingly-high distribution costs
with which advertisers, agencies, stations
and producers have been unnecessarily
burdened in recent years. Top-rated off-thenetwork films with which the buyers are
completely familiar do not require 35% to
50% distribution costs."
Empire Productions has $5 million of
assets in film and story properties, Mr.
Koenig said. It will produce a number of
spectaculars during 1958 as well as a variety
Broadcasting

Needed:

"G

en

er

al

s"

tioner

Practi
in

Transportation

Today, you are deprived of the best and most economical transportation because public policies place artificial and severe restrictions upon the opportunity of
any one form of transportation, such as railroads, to
serve you by the use of other means of transportation,
such as that by highway, waterway

or airway.

Yet, in other industries, diversification of products
has become common, and has proved beneficial both
to those industries and to the public.
Why, then, shouldn't the public be allowed to benefit by diversification in transportation?
Clearly, diversification would be to the advantage
ASSOCIATION

Broadcasting

of the nation's shippers. They could then arrange for
their transportation through a single transport company
which could utilize any or all means of carriage needed
to do the particular job at hand most efficiently. That's
why the railroads ask for removal of present artificial
limitations.
They seek only the same opportunity as anyone else
to enter into other fields of transportation. Then they
could become "general practitioners" in transportation
— using a wide variety of facilities to serve you and
the nation more efficiently.
Isn't this common sense?

OF AMERICAN
WASHINGTON, D. C.

RAILROADS
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FILM CONTINUED

STATIONS

of film series, embracing all types of tv
programming.
In announcing the syndication of the Roy
Rogers programs formerly on NBC-TV, Mr.
Koenig pointed out that many of these films
have had only one run in all network cities
and there are a number of important markets where the programs have not as yet
been seen at all. Plans call for distribution
of the films abroad as well as inside the U. S.

More

MR. KOENIG

MR. RUSH

Mr. Rush revealed that just prior to the
formation of the new firm, Roy Rogers Enterprises turned down a firm offer of $2 million for the outright sale of these films "We
felt a strong obligation," Mr. Rush said,
"to control our product completely in order
to insure sponsors, agencies and tv stations
the full benefit of Roy Rogers' tremendous
merchandising and promotion impact."

Sy Weintraub Buys Control
Of Sol Lesser Productions
Acquisition by veteran tv film distributor
Sy Weintraub of a controlling interest in
Sol Lesser Productions, Hollywood, was
announced jointly
last week
by Mr.
Weintraub and Mr.
Lesser. The purchase
price was said to be
in excess
of $3.5
million
and the
transaction covers
television and theatrical rights to the
"Tarzan" character
and 45 motion pictures owned by the
MR. WEINTRAUB
Lesser organization.
It also covers real estate in Encino, Buena
Park, and Van Nuys, Calif. In addition to
14 "Tarzan" features, the acquisition includes tv rights to a "Tarzan" pilot film
and the tv rights to "Our Town" and to
series.
the "Captain Horatio Hornblower"
Mr. Weintraub plans to take an active
role in the feature film and tv film production field and will move to Hollywood
from New York. The corporation of Sol
Lesser Productions will be retained, with
Mr. Weintraub as president and chief executive officer and Mr. Lesser as chairman
of the board.
Mr. Weintraub served recently as president of Telestar Films, a distribution-production company, and earlier had been
executive vice president of Flamingo Films
and a vice president of Motion Pictures for
Television Inc. He is president of WKIT
Mineola, L. I., N. Y., and formerly was
president of KMGM-TV Minneapolis.
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Stations

Anti-Recession

Play

Up

Theme

More radio and tv stations jumped on the
bandwagon to familiarize the public with
business outthe positive factors in today's Programs
&
look [Stations, March 31,
Promotions, March 24]. This was pointed
up in reports to Broadcasting last week
from the Bartell radio stations, WWJ-TV
Detroit. KMPC Los Angeles, WEJL Scranton, Pa., and WELM Elmira, N. Y.

The Bartell group kicked off a "Buy
tomorrow" campaign with
today for atebetter
editorial recorded by Gerald
a one-minu
A. Bartell, president of the group (KCBQ
San Diego, KRUX Phoenix, WOKY Milwaukee, WYDE Birmingham, WAKE Atlanta, WILD Boston and KYA San Francisco). The editorial said in part, "A fine
automobile feels most comfortable when
traveling at a good rate of speed. Slow it
down too long and people feel poky and
nervous. The obvious remedy . . . speed it
up again. The American economy, too, is
most comfortable when it speeds along at a
lively clip. A slowdown, such as we are experiencing— however slight — is uncomfortable. The best advice — speed it up again by
resuming normal purchasing. Whatever you
buy today will be worth every cent you pay
— and those who are holding off for prices
to go down are waiting for a tomorrow that
never comes. Prices will not decline — and
there are wonderful bargains today!"
WWJ-TV aired Our Economy Today, a
panel consisting of business leaders and a
government official, who examined economic trends and offered proposals for effecting business
a
upswing in Detroit.

KMPC reports that the Chevrolet Deal-a
ers of Southern California have placed
heavy spot schedule on that station to dispel
the "gloomy outlook" in that state. The
dealers highlight job opportunities as listed
in the want ads of the Los Angeles Examiner
to "prove there is prosperity and an abundance of work to be had in Southern CaliWith a harsh winter affecting Pennsylfornia."
vania business, an "optimistic" policy has
been adopted by WEJL concerning weather,
road conditions and recession talk. Listeners
are urged to come to town and resume
normal daily procedures unless "severe
storm conditions prevail." The station reports that it does not place over-emphasis
on recession talk and points up the optimistic viewpoint in addition to the news.
WELM has been playing up the theme
"Now . . . you can get a better buy. So . . .
Better Buy Now!" The slogan is used on
practically all of its station breaks and is
tied in with the promotion of specific items
such as automobiles, appliances and home
improvements.
Following the same train of thought, Jack
Cable of Jack Cable & Assoc., Houston, sent
a letter to Sen. Lyndon Johnson (D-Tex.)
outlining a plan which he says "holds the
possibility of turning the present recession
into a boom

within 90 days." He suggests

GROUND BREAKING for the new 50
kw transmitter tower of KCBQ San
Group's
the Bartell
Diego brought
to
are (1top
They
to California.
echelon
Wagner,
J.
Morton
r) Mel Bartell,
Gerald A. Bartell and Lee Bartell.
Other Bartell stations are WOKY Milwaukee, WILD Boston, WYDE Birmingham, WAKE Atlanta, KRUX
Phoenix and KYA-AM-TV San Francisco.

selective tax benefits to businesses to induce
them to increase their advertising and selling efforts. He advocates a double deduction
($2 allowed for every $1 spent on advertising and selling in 1958), which he feels
"It's
would accomplish the upswing. He says
even possible that the government net tax
revenue from businesses would be increased
this year under the plan."
Half-Million
In WJR

1957

Earnings Shown
Annual

Report

WJR Detroit showed nearly a half-milliondollar profit after taxes for the year 1957,
according to the annual report of The
Goodwill Station Inc. This was based on
the largest revenue in the company's history.
The 1957 profit was $495,680.53 or 86
cents per share on 572,552 shares, compared
with 83 cents per share in 1956 and 47
cents per share in 1955 on the same number of shares. Total sales last year amounted
million, up from $3,515 million in
$3.57
to
$2,759 million in 1955. WJR
and
1956
cash dividends were maintained last year
on a 50-cents-per-share basis, the report said.
The station's 10-year history of earnings
shows that the 1957 net earning figure is
surpassed only by 1948 and 1949 earnings
of $531,945 and $577,483, respectively.
In a letter to stockholders, WJR President John F. Patt said the 1957 record reflects "particular credit to General Manager
Worth Kramer and our staff.
Last year marked the 35th year of broadcasting by the pioneer Detroit station.
Broadcasting
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equipment,
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Progress Purchase

Representative
Plan to you?

He

fully
can

you the basic equipment needed to get you on the
air at minimum investment. He can help you plan now

show

to meet

your

exact

requirements,

allowing

for future

progress and development.
Or, for additional information, write to
RCA, Department E-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.

if

RADIO
Tmk(s) ®

... your first source of help in station planning

CORPORATION

of

AMERICA

Broadcast and Television Equipment, Camden, N. J.
In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal
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STATIONS CONTINUED
TRACK RECORD ON STATION SALES, APPROVALS
CHANGING

IN TEXAS'
NOT
5th TV MARKET

Some markets may be slumping but not
the big Waco-Temple Central Texas Market
of 33 counties served by KCEN-TV. Here's
why things are humming in this market:
A

PRINCIPAL

DEFENSE

ARSENAL OF THE NATION!
MISSILES . . .
In McGregor, 9 miles west of the KCEN
tower. North American Aviation and Phillips
Petroleum have established ASTRODYNE,
INC., a $6 million rocket power firm designed to expedite research, development,
and manufacture of higher energy solid
fuels, propellents, and devices for use in
missile systems.
MISSILE TRAINING . . .
Units from Ft. Sill, Okla., and Ft. Bliss, Texas,
recently have been transferred to neighboring Ft. Hood for special missile training. This
is an increase to the present permanent
mission.
U. S. ARMY . . .
Nearby Ft. Hood is swelling daily with the
entire 2nd Armored Division returning from
Europe. And retail sales are booming with
Ft. Hood. This is a permanent Army Post
capable of housing 2 divisions plus an Army
Corps Headquarters.
U.S. AIR FORCE . . .
Connolly AFB, just outside of Waco, is operating under full steam, adding still more to
the retail sales growth of Central Texas.
Economic Factor Favorable
INDUSTRY . .
Alcoa's huge aluminum plant at Rockdale
in our B area is going full blast.
WATER DEVELOPMENT . . .
New dams in KCENIand are underway at
Lampasas, Proctor, and Lake Waco, all
pouring new money into Central Texas with
a permanent water supply.
HIGHWAYS . . .
U. S. Interstate Highway #35 (formerly U.S.
81), part of the huge interstate system, is
now under construction in this booming
market.
AGRICULTURE . . .
A record year of rains during 1957, and this
spring, has already assured Central Texas
farmers of another multi-million dollar crop
this year from their rich blackland soil.
Serving the Waco-Temple Market and
all Central Texas

KCEN-TV
INTERCONNECTED

AFFILIATE

Temple Office: 17 S. Third St. Ph. Prospect
3-6868. Waco Office: 506 Professional
Building. Ph. Plaza 6-0332. TWX: Eddy,
Texas, 8486.
National Representatives:
BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES, INC.
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HANDS

The following sales of
station interests were
announced last week. All are subject to
FCC approval.
ANNOUNCED

WTVP (TV) DECATUR, ILL. • Sold by
W. L. Shellabarger and others to businessmen headed by George A. Bolas, media
director, Tatham-Laird Inc. Chicago agency, for estimated $400,000. The new group,
which includes Gilbert and W. C. Swanson,
is to rent land and building with option to
buy. Ben K. West will continue as general
manager of the station, which is on ch. 17
and is affiliated with ABC-TV.
KENT SHREVEPORT, LA. • Sold to
Radio Shreveport by Frank H. Ford Sr. for
$110,000 plus $50,000 to Mr. Ford plus
other considerations, mainly management
contracts to keep on Frank H. Ford Sr.,
Frank H. Ford Jr. and William Ford (last
two, sons of Frank Sr.) in advisory and consultancy capacity.
Principals in Radio Shreveport Inc.: Troy
A. Kaichen, president-treasurer; Troy
Kaichen, vice president-secretary, a partner
in Westheimer & Co., Cincinnati stockbrokers. Broker was R. C. Crisler Co. KENT
operates on 1550 kc with 1 kw day, 500 w
night, is affiliated with MBS.
WAZF
David
Assoc.,
broker.
owner

YAZOO CITY, MISS. • Sold to
B. Highbaugh by E. O. Roden and
for $125,000. Chapman Co. was the
Mr. Highbaugh was formerly 50%
of WHIR Danville, Ky. WAZF operates on 1230 kc with 250 w, is affiliated
with MBS.

KTKN KETCHIKAN, ALASKA
Midnight Sun Broadcasting Co.
C. Mehan for $50,000. Midnight
to cease operation of its present
outlet, KABI, if this application

• Sold to
by Robert
Sun agrees
Ketchikan
is granted.

Other Midnight Sun stations: KFAR-AMTV Fairbanks and KENI-AM-TV Anchorage, both Alaska. KTKN operates on 930
kc with 1 kw, is affiliated with CBS.
KFPW FT. SMITH, ARK. • Sold to George
Hernreich, local businessman by the Griffin
Grocery Co.'s radio and tv interests for
$75,000. KFPW operates on 1230 kc with
250 w, is affiliated with CBS.
The following transfers of
station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions see For the Record,
APPROVED

page 89.
WATV (TV), WAAT-AM-FM-NEWARK,
N. J. • Sold to National Telefilm Assoc.
Inc. by Irving R. Rosenhaus and others for
$3.5 million (see story, p. 64).
KFBB-AM-TV GREAT FALLS, MONT. •
Sold to Cascade Service Inc. by J. P. Wilkens
and others for $600,000 on the condition
that ( 1 ) the transfer not be consummated
until the transfer of KXLK Great Falls,
from Z Net to Pat M. Goodover, as approved by the Commission is consummated
or until some other appropriate disposition

is made of the interest of Z Net in Great
Falls Broadcasting Co., licensee of KXLK
and (2) within 60 days after consummation
of instant transfer, Z Net shall dispose of
interest in note executed by Pat M. Goodover in connection with the purchase of
KXLK. Cascade Service is principally owned
by Z Net and Idaho Radio Corp. (each
49.98%). Z Net is composed of KXLF
Butte, KXLJ-AM-TV Helena, KXLQ Bozeman, and KXLL Missoula, all Mont. Idaho
Radio is licensee of KID-AM-TV Idaho
Falls. KFBB operates on 1310 kc with 5
kw. KFBB-TV is on ch. 5. The radio station is affiliated with CBS, the tv station
with CBS, NBC and ABC.
WTIX, WWEZ NEW ORLEANS, LA. •
WTIX given as a gift by Mid-Continent
Broadcasting Co. (Todd Storz, president)
to Orleans Parish School Board, to be utilized at reduced hours as an educational
station [Education, Feb. 10]; WWEZ sold
to Mid-Continent Broadcasting by WWEZ
Radio for $490,000, conditioned first to the
disposal of WTIX. Mid-Continent is also
licensee of WHB Kansas City, WDGY Minneapolis-St. Paul, and WQAM Miami. The
WTIX facilities will be operated by the
board on the existing 1450 kc with 250 w.
Mid-Continent will retain the call letters
WTIX on the 690 kc 5 kw facilities of
WWEZ.
WMTV (TV) MADISON, WIS. • Sold to
Forward Tele. Inc. (Lee P. Loomis, president) by WMTV Inc. for $339,333. The
stock of Forward is owned by Lee Radio
Inc. (51%), licensee of KGLO-AM-FM-TV
Mason City, Iowa, and Lee Broadcasting
Co. Inc. (49%) licensee of WTAD Quincy,
111., and KHQA-TV Hannibal, Mo. WMTV
(TV) operates on ch. 33, is affiliated with
NBC.
Carter, Lee & Assoc. Appointed
Baltimore Rep for WMAL-AM-TV
Ken Carter of Carter, Lee & Assoc.,
Baltimore has been appointed station relations, representative in the Baltimore area
for WMAL
and
WMAL-TV

Wash-

ington,nounced
it was
anlast week
by Fred S. Houwink,
general manager of
the
tions.Washington staIn that capacity,
Mr. Carter will be
active for the stations in all phases
of
broadcasting,
inMR. CARTER
cluding sales. Mr.
Carter, formerly vice president of WAAM
(TV) Baltimore (now WJZ-TV), has been
in broadcasting in that city for 15 years.
Earlier he was with WBAL and WMAR-TV,
both Baltimore, and served five years on
the NAB board of directors. Carter, Lee &
Assoc. is at 2503 St. Paul St., Baltimore.
Broadcasting

straight

Aims

at

A smart novelty manufacturer in California set his
sights on a share of the juicy $80,000,000 souvenir
business at New York and New Jersey beaches. It's a
hurry-up seasonal bonanza. But this executive was
able to shoot the works against local competition with
pinpoint overnight deliveries — all from his California
plant. And he did it by using Air Express, the only
complete door-to-door air shipping service to thousands
of cities and towns.
This is a selling strategy you can use too . . . whatever
you make, and whenever you sell it. Air Express allows
you to draw a bead on any market in America! It
expands your own delivery force to include 10,212 daily
flights on scheduled airlines, 13,500 trucks (many radio
controlled) , a nationwide private wire system, a person-

CALL

Broadcasting

AIR

EXPRESS

. . . division

^80,000,000

nel of 42,000. Yet Air Express is inexpensive— actually
costs less for many weights and distances than any
other complete air shipping method.
Explore all the facts. Call Air Express.

GETS THERE FIRST via U. S. SCHEDULED

of RAILWAY

EXPRESS

AIRLINES

AGENCY
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STATIONS CONTINUED
WITI-TV
From

Releases

Research

Station-Conducted

Data

Survey

Results of WITI-TV Milwaukee's first
study of viewing habits and set ownership
data have been released by the independent
ch. 6 station.
Figures are based on a total of 1,060
homes contacted by U. of Wisconsin students during the period December 1957February 1958. The figures cover viewing
regularity and time segments, length of tv
set ownership, data on color and uhf reception, mail order purchases via tv, tvadvertised products and viewer preferences
on motion picture and syndicated films.
The purpose of the study was to ascertain the nature of programming preferences,
with some emphasis on motivational testing
factors.
WITI-TV reported:
In homes with two viewers per set, 19.9%
regularly watch tv — the highest percent
among unit viewers per set.
Total of 94.5% of all viewing is done
in the 6 p.m. -12 midnight period.
Total of 28.2% of Milwaukee viewers
have had their receivers six years or more;
2.1% have color television.
Total of 55% of viewers prefer half-hour
films (presumably syndicated); 44% favor
full-length movies.
Total of 15% of all viewers have bought
mail order items via television; 97.1% regularly purchase products in stores advertised on tv.
WBAI (FM) Plans to Multiplex
For Stereophonic Broadcasting
Plans to enter stereophonic broadcasting
through multiplexing have been confirmed
by Stephen Temmer, general manager of
WBAI (FM) New York, owned by industrialist Louis Schweitzer. The target date
is March 1959, Mr. Temmer said, explaining that one stereo channel would be carried on the main program channel and the
second on the multiplex sub-channel. He
said the stereo programs would not be
commercial at first, because of FCC regulations governing multiplex experimentation.
The WBAI executive said the station has
not made any agreement on equipment but

DATELINES

the 'copter blade to drive the boat to shore.
Waiting policemen promptly arrested the
April 7, 1958

would merely produce two program channels via the listener's existing tuning equipment and would require in addition the
necessary second audio amplification-speaker "chain" to complete the dual reception
system used in stereo. Mr. Temmer said a
Pulse study shows 59% of the people in
New York have fm receivers. He predicted
the break-through in stereo broadcasting
will come with the general availability of
stereo discs. These will give greater program
selectivity, economy and flexibility than
tape, he explained.
WNHC-TV

Appoints

Roger Clipp, vice president and general
manager of Triangle Publications' radio and
television division, and Edward P. Shurick,
executive vice president, Blair-Tv. Mr. Clipp
noted that the appointment for WNHC-TV
"puts all the Triangle television stations
under the Blair banner. The move on our
part is a direct recognition of the Blair selling record on our other four television stations." Those stations are WFIL-TV Philadelphia; WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y.;
WFBG-TV Altoona, Pa., and WLBR-TV
Lebanon, Pa.
KNXT

(TV) Issues New

Rate Card

KNXT (TV) Los Angeles has issued rate
card No. 8 effective April 1, 1958, upping
by 7.1% the base rate established by rate
card No. 7 a year previously. The station
pointed out that the number of tv families
in its service area have increased 7.5% in
the interim. New base hour rate is $3,750,
up from $3,500. Other time period rates, in
general, are raised similarly. Spot announcement and participation rates are largely unchanged; advertisers on contract as of March
31 get the customary six-month protection.

News

Coverage

Dannenbaum, Swartley Elected
To Westinghouse Bcstg. Board
Two new members were elected to the
board of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
effective today (Monday). They are
Alexander W. Dannenbaum Jr., vice president-sales, and Wilmer C. Swartley, vice
president-Boston.
Mr. Dannenbaum, a 20-year broadcaster,
became WBC vice president-sales in 1956.
Donald H. McGannon, WBC president, said

Blair-Tv

Blair-Tv's appointment as exclusive national sales representative for WNHC-TV
New Haven was announced Thursday by

Newsworthy

LOS ANGELES — A helicopter operated by
KABC here [Programs & Promotions,
March 31] last week combined a rescue with
a news beat when its pilot, Max Schumacher,
spotted three teenage boys in a rubber raft
on the rain-swollen Los Angeles River and
followed them as they were swept along, unable to get the craft out of the current and
back to shore. Landing long enough to unload Donn Reed, announcer, and gain
greater maneuverability, pilot Schumacher
caught up with the raft, lowered the helicopter above it and directed the draft from
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will require the supplier of transmitter components to be able to supply initially 1,000
"adapters" which will permit owners of fm
tuners or hi-fi equipment to filter out the
multiplex signal. The adapter, to cost an
estimated $89 at first and about $59 later,

by Radio and Tv

lads for trespassing on the river.
BALTIMORE — WJZ-TV here reports it
scored a scoop last month when its remote
unit traveled to the Board of Estimates
Room in City Hall to inform citizens of an
estimated $127 million redevelopment plan.
The station preempted all regular programming at 1 1 a.m. and covered the meeting in
City Hall so listeners could get the information at the same time city officials were being
briefed. In addition to covering the meeting
live for an hour, WJZ-TV used its Ampex
Video Tape to make a recording for playback on an early evening newscast.

MR. SWARTLEY

MR. DANNENBAUM

the company has shown a steadily rising
sales curve in both radio and tv under his
direction. He has served at WDAS and the
former WPTV (TV) Philadelphia, joining
WBC in 1953. He is a director of Television
Bureau of Advertising.
Mr. Swartley has been with Westinghouse
since his graduation from Cornell U. in
1930, moving to the broadcasting company
in 1938 as general manager at WOWO Fort
Wayne, Ind. He moved to the New England
staff of WBC in 1940 as general manager
of WBZ-WBZA Boston-Springfield. He became WBZ-AM-TV Boston general manager in 1948 and vice president-Boston in
1955.
Fleischl Resigns from

WMCA

M. M. Fleischl, executive vice president
and general manager of WMCA New York,
resigned last week after a 17-year association with the station.
Reportedly Mr. Fleischl resigned because
he found himself "in disagreement with staas set by WMCA Inc. Presition
dentpolicy"
Nathan Straus. While Mr. Fleischl
would not explain what these differences
were except that they concerned "programming," it was learned that he had proposed a greater emphasis on popular music
but failed to obtain agreement. Mr. Fleischl,
whose future plans had not been set, expects to remain at the station for several
weeks. He served on the sales staff for nine
years, was sales manager for a year and has
been general manager for the past seven
mined.
years. His successor has not been deterBooth

Inc. Buys Ninth

Paper

Booth Inc., which publishes eight Michigan newspapers, announced last week the
purchase of a ninth, the Grand Rapids
(Mich.) Herald from Federated Publications
Inc. at an undisclosed price. John Lord
Booth, president and majority stockholder
in Booth Radio & Tv Stations Inc. (WJLB
Detroit and others), is a minority stockholder and director of Booth Inc.
Broadcasting
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Film

Super Anscochrome — daylight type — has set new standards for color
photography. Now Super Anscochrome is made available in a Tungsten
Type emulsion — with a Tungsten exposure index of 100 — for 16mm
motion picture work. Judging from the wide acclaim received by the
daylight type Super Anscochrome, it promises to open-up new worlds in
cinematography under existing and artificial light conditions.
Super Anscochrome's Tungsten speed does not mean a loss in color
quality. As in all Super Anscochrome emulsions, greater color curve
conformity means closer correspondence with subject color — from full
intensities to pastels in highlight or shadow areas.
Processing may be carried out in regular Anscochrome processing
chemicals. Forced development will give increases in speed to E.I. 160
with just slight loss in quality, and up to 200 if required.
Super Anscochrome Tungsten is at least three times faster than any
Tungsten type color film you have ever used, and ten times faster than
traditional color films. Try it on your next assignment. Ansco, Binghamton, New York. A Division of General Aniline and Film Corporation.
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MANUFACTURING

N. Y. Jury Takes Up Tube Racket
As Judge Proposes New Controls
The recurrent racket of branding used
tv and radio tubes as "new" came before
a Bronx County (N. Y.) grand jury last
month when County Judge Samuel Joseph
proposed a six-point program to spare the
public further injury by "tube counterfeiters." His plan:

key step: to destroy, permanently all used
tubes.

back on the Ampex VR-1000 videotape recorder. William H. Barnett, ORRadio vice

RCA already has instituted its own plan
to "dry up" such sources by affixing a
permanent mold mark on all RCA tubes
that would eliminate all doubts as to name
of manufacturer, and is taking other steps
[Manufacturing, March 24].

president for manufacturing, explained varied features of the factory to the guests.
Mr. Orr founded ORRadio Industries in
the late 1940s. In 1953 the firm made a public stock offering and today has about 1,550
stockholders with 460,000 shares outstanding for 1957-58. Net sales for the year ending Feb. 28 were $2,291,438, a 48% increase over the year before.
In April 1957 ORRadio joined forces with

ORRadio Begins Operating
From New $.5 Million Plant
ORRadio Industries Inc., Opelika, Ala.,

(1) To license all tube dealers and servicemen by state charter, (2) to change from
misdemeanor to felony the penalty for rebranding used tubes, (3) to amend the
New York state penal law to make "conspiracy tocommit a felony" a felony rather
than a misdemeanor, (4) to require tube
manufacturers to affix permanent trademarks on their product, (5) to require manufacturers to set up and maintain outlets
where dealer-distributors "could return
tubes in warranty" and (6) to stamp used
tubes with the word "used."

last week began operating from a new halfmillion dollar plant. The new quarters house
manufacturing equipment for ORRadio's
Irish brand sound tape, videotape, instrumentation, computer and geophysical tapes.
J. Herbert Orr, founder and president of
the firm, opened the Opelika installation
March 29 at ceremonies attended by Sen.
John Sparkman (D-Ala.), George I. Long,

firm's
acquiredin the
had auction
Chicago,
assets at a which
government
the spring
of 1957. Sonora Electronics has acquired

pledged to wage "an active fight on behalf
of the public" against the counterfeiting
of tv and radio receiving tubes. According to L. Berkley Davis, general manager
of GE's electronic components division in
Owensboro, Ky., "the electronic tube counterfeiter is a modern criminal who has
proved to be imaginative and resourceful

Sonora's old Chicago plant for manufacturing tv receivers.
Also involved in the purchase was Frank

TAPE-CUTTING honors at the new plant
opening of ORRadio Industries, Opelika,
Ala., were handled by Sen. John Sparkman
(D-Ala.) (second from I). Also on hand for
the ceremonies with J. Herbert Orr (r),
founder of the firm, were Douglas Edwards
(I) of CBS-TV, whose news show was the
first tv program to be recorded on videotape, and George I. Long (second from r),
president of Ampex Corp. and board member of ORRadio.

in carrying out a new form of fraud." It
was GE which had presented evidence to
the Bronx County district attorney which
set off the 17-month long investigation and
trial that was climaxed March 11 with
Judge Joseph's sentencing of defendants,
Mr. Davis said. He is chairman of a special
anti-counterfeiting committee set up by
the Electronic Industries Assn.

president of Ampex Corp., Redwood City,
Calif., which owns 25% of ORRadio, and
Douglas Edwards, CBS-TV news commentator. Sen. Sparkman in his speech
called the new plant a "significant milestone
story."
in the small business success the
plant after
Some 600 visitors toured
played
dedication
its opening and saw the

has published an anti-tube counterfeiting proposal which it is recommending
to all authorized tube distributors. In general it seeks to alert dealers to the problem
and concerns itself principally with the
GE

"drying up" of bogus tube sources. The

Most
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The formation of Sonora Electronics Inc.,

purchase of Sonora Radio & Television
Corp. from Thomas F. Kelly & Assoc.,

General Electric Co. earlier that week

50,000

Sonora Electronics Inc. Formed;
Earl Muntz Becomes Chief Owner
with Earl Muntz, former tv set manufacturer, asprincipal owner was announced
last week.
Mr. Muntz made final the terms of his

Judge Joseph's proposals stem directly
from the trial and sentencing of 10 persons
and six corporations found guilty in a
city-wide tube fraud racket [Manufacturing, March 17]. His proposals were made
March 26.

Cincinnati's

Ampex Corp. for development and production of video, instrumentation and computer tape. Ampex bought 25% of ORRadio
and President Long of Ampex was named
to the board of directors of the Alabama
firm.

KY

STATION

24 hours a day— seven days a week

OHIO

Atlass, program manager of WBBM-TV
Chicago, who with Mr. Muntz had sought
to purchase controlling interest in HIT-TV
Ciudad Trujillo, government operated station in the Dominican Republic [Closed
Circuit, Ian. 27]. Negotiations fell through
but Mr. Muntz reportedly still is seeking
to set up a tv production firm in the reBefore Sonora's assets were auctioned
by the Internal Revenue Service last
off
public.
company was engaged in the manuyear, the facture
of radio-tv sets, phonographs and
radio-tv-phono combinations, with loseph
Gerl as president.

Westinghouse Electric Announces
First Quarter Earnings Down
A forecast of lower first quarter earnings
than a year ago was made last week by
Gwilym A. Price, board chairman of the
Westinghouse Electric Corp., at the company's annual stockholders meeting in
Metuchen, N. J. But Mr. Price expressed
"cautious optimism" for Westinghouse business in 1958.
One reason for this optimism, Mr. Price
reported, is that negotiations on new business "currently are more active than they
have been in several months." He said prospects for defense business and for sales
overseas are particularly favorable. He described sales of consumer goods, such as
home appliance and radio and television
as "not togood."
In answer
a question, Mark W. Cresap
sets,
Ir., president and chief executive officer,
reported that the company was spending
$38 million a year in advertising, in the
belief that this activity should not be curtailed in a time of recession.
Broadcasting

INTERNATIONAL
Support
Grows

for

Private

in West

Tv

Germany

Sentiment in the West German Bundestag,
the lower house of the Bonn legislature, has
grown in favor of opening the television
spectrum to private broadcasting in Germany. Establishment of private stations
would be delayed, however, by jurisdictional
differences between the national government
and the German Laender districts, it is
reported by observers.
The Bonn government, after prolonged
debate, has decided it is unwilling to reserve
all channels for the existing government
monopoly system of tv and that it favors
making vhf grants to private operators,
adding uhf when that part of the spectrum
becomes practicable for German broadcasting. On the other hand, the Laender deny
that Bonn has the right to disrupt the broadcasting status quo by instituting a combined
commercial-noncommercial basis. The German newspaper press, it is reported, is critical of the government monopoly stations
for entering limited commercial tv, selling a
daily half-hour show.
The German Brand Name Advertisers'
Assn. has endorsed the British plan for commercial tv, saying at the same time that the
American system would not fit into the German advertising pattern. The Brand Name
Advertisers, constituting one of the most
powerful groups pressing for commercial tv
in Germany, believe that a five-station
private network could start operating next
year, covering 60% of West Germany.
In latest estimates, tv set circulation in
West Germany is reported nearing the 1.5
million mark. One industry spokesman expects the country to surpass original estimates and exceed 2 million sets this year.
Russian Trip Convinces Talbot
Tv Needs Overseas Spokesman
The urgent need for an impartial television industry spokesman to handle trade
negotiations with overseas nations and act
on behalf of all tv interests was voiced last
week by Paul Talbot, president of Fremantle
Overseas Radio & Tv Inc., New York,
upon his return from Moscow.
During his visit in Moscow, Mr. Talbot
concluded negotiations with Soviet television
officials for Western rights to a Russian tv
film series in exchange for U. S. telefilms
under the terms of the cultural exchange
agreement between the U. S. and Russia.
But he told a news conference that his visit
reinforced a long-held opinion that the tv
industry should have a spokesman abroad.
Above and beyond the situation in the
Soviet Union, Mr. Talbot continued, there
is need in the overseas market for "a person of stature" to help counteract "some of
the bias" that exists there toward U. S.produced tv films. As examples, he cited
"pressure" in Great Britain, other countries
in Europe and Latin America to reduce the
number of U. S. tv films to be permitted
there. He contended that a "tv foreign minister" could offer a "united front" on behalf of all U. S. tv film distributors and other
elements of the business and engender "a
Broadcasting

favorable climate" for future tv business.
Mr. Talbot said that his arrangement with
Moscow tv officials calls for Fremantle to
provide such American telefilms as productions of the Encyclopaedia Britannica films
and the Movie Museum series in return for
a series of five-minute shows, Spotlight on
Russia, which depict various phases of
Russian life, including the Bolshoi Ballet,
an atomic ice-breaker and the Moscow tv
center. The series will be narrated in English.
Mr. Talbot said he was told by Soviet tv
officials that there are about 1.4 million tv
sets in Moscow alone. These officials placed
the number of tv stations in the Soviet
Union at 45 and said that 35 more outlets
will be on the air by the end of 1958.

CBC

Grants

New

CKSB

Tv,

on Giveaways
Tightens
Recommendation for one new tv station
and deferment of hearings on applications
for a number of new radio stations marked
the March meeting of the CBC board of
governors at Ottawa on March 25. Board
also announced that it will crack down at
license-renewal time on stations which emphasize giveaways to build audience.
Last February the Canadian Assn. of
Radio & Television Broadcasters suggested to
the board that there be no general regulation limiting giveaway programs but that
each individual station be dealt with under
existing regulations. CBC board is acting on

KOBY

this suggestion. The board is not against
bona fide quiz contests. It is opposed to
programs designed o buy audience chiefly
by offering prizes largely on chance.
CJDC Dawson Creek, B.C., at the southern end of the Alaska Highway, has been
recommended for a tv station on ch. 5 with
173.5 w video and 86.75 w audio and with
antenna 60 feet high.
CHUB Nanaimo, B.C., was recommended
for an increase from 1 kw to 10 kw on 1570
kc. CKNW New Westminster, B.C., was
recommended for a change from 1320 kc to
980 kc, with 5 kw. In making this recommendation, the board turned down an application of CHWK Chilliwack, B.C., and
for a new station at Burnaby, B. C, on
980 kc.
St. Boniface, Man., was recommended for an increase from 1 kw on 1250

kc to 10 kw on 1050 kc and change of transmitter site. A new station with 1 kw on 910
kc was recommended for Drumheller, Alta.,
to Dinosaur Broadcasting (1957) Ltd.
Denied radio station grants were CKGNTV North Bay, Ont., and Wm. H. Zakus at
Transcona, Man., a suburb of Winnipeg,
Man. Deferred were applications for change
of ownership of CKLB-AM-FM Oshawa,
Ont., CJAV Port Alberni, B.C.; for increase
in power of CJRH Richmond Hill, Ont.,
from 500 w to 1 kw day and 250 w night
with frequency change from 1300 kc to 1310
kc; and application of new radio station with
5 kw on 1060 kc applied for Quebec City by
Les Enterprises Sillery-Quebec, Inc.

put the CARNDEgT

60CK
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AWARDS

PEABODY

FOUR

AWARDS

Among the networks, NBC scored with
the greatest number of George Foster Peabody Awards announced last week. NBC
won four awards, CBS took three and ABC
and Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. (nonnetwork but station group owner) each received one. There were six awards to individual stations, three of which are noncommercial.
NBC landed its awards in the categories of
musical tv entertainment (Dinah Shore
Show); non-musical tv entertainment (Hallmark Hall of Fame); tv contribution to international understanding (Bob Hope-NBC),
radio-tv award for outstanding
special
a
and
contribution to education (the NBC Educational Tv Project in cooperation with the
Educational Television & Radio Center at
Ann Arbor, Mich., and "Know Your
by the network's o&o
Schools"
outlets).
and atvproject
radio
The three areas for CBS were in radio and
tv news; tv youth and children's (Captain
Kangaroo) and tv public service (The Last
Word). ABC's award in the category of tv
news (Prologue '58 and all around coverage
provided by John C. Daly and his associates). WBC received a special radio-tv
award for its Boston conference on public
service programming and the quality of its
own broadcasts in that program area.
Local station awards: Louis M. Lyons of

TO

audience-

WGBH-FM-TV Boston (non-commercial
educational) for local radio-tv news; WQED
educa(TV) Pittsburgh (non-commercial Series);
tional) for tv education (Heritage
WKAR-TV East Lansing (non-commercial
educational) for local radio education (You
Are the Jury); KING-TV Seattle for local
tv youth and children's programs (Wunda
Wunda); KLZ-TV Denver for local tv public
service (Panorama), and KPFA (FM)
Berkeley, Calif., for local radio public service.
The Peabody awards for 1957 were presented at a luncheon Wednesday of the Radio & Television Executives Society in New
York. Bennett Cerf, president of Random
House Inc., New York, chairman of the
awards' national advisory board, announced
the awards. They were presented by Dean

John E. Drewry of the U. of Georgia's
Henry W. Grady School of Journalism,
which with the Peabody board, administers
the annual awards. Citations, in part:
RADIO AND TELEVISION NEWS: During
going
1957 CBS provided news in depth by related
behind current happenings to identify
problems, underlying causes, and influential
individuals— as exemplified by the exclusive

rated
Negro

group

J
WOK
JACKSON
■

KOKY
LITTLE
ROCK

KOKA

The

EBONY
Stations

Represented by John E. Pearson
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STUART NOVINS
'FACE THE NATION'

TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT (MUSICAL): The thumping
success of the Dinah
Shore program is
heartening proof that
no matter
formats and what
fads may
temporarily
dominate
the airwaves, you can

NBC

nation's

The
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GO

EDWARD
R. MURROW
'SEE IT
NOW

Moscow interview with Khrushchev on Face the
Nation; the documentary filmed behind rebel
as
and such series
lines "Algeria Aflame"; and
on its New York
See It Now, 20th Century,
York.
New
Is
This
station,
radio
TELEVISION NEWS :
ABC's handling of the
news, consistently authoritative and imaginative throughout
1957, hit a new high
with its yearend
roundup and forecast
for the months to come
— Prologue, '58. The
credit goes equally to
John Daly and his staff
and to the executives
who provided them
immediate and adeairtimeefficiency.
to functionquate
at top

never tionbeat
a combinaof unfailing
good
taste, irrepressible
spirits,
and tvsheer
ent. What
needstal-is
aShores.
hundred more Dinah
MISS SHORE

ENON NT
VISI
TELE
NME
TAI
TER
(NON-MUSICAL): The
Hallmark Hall oj Fame
during 1957 provided
viewers a varied fare
of outstanding conand classi
cal produ
c-cal theatritemporary
y
skillfull
adapt
tions,
ed and artistically anded. natively
presentimagi
MILDRED ALBERG
PRODUCER

TELEVISION EDUCATION: WQED (TV) of
Pittsburgh has, in the judgment of the Peabody
originated
Board, grams
in the fieldtheof most distinguished proeducation in television.
The Heritage Series,
which were planned
and staged in Pittsburgh and which have
since been distributed
over most of the 30
educational channels,
have literally opened
the eyes of American
adults and students to
the richness of our
intellectual life. Here,
for instance, are ten
half-hour programs
with Robert Frost,
America's greatest living poet; in one we
see and hear him talkJOHN
F. WHITE
ing with a group of
Pittsburgh students; in
another with Dr~ *Salk of the famousWQED
vaccine. .

LOCAL RADIO EDUCATION: You Are the
Jury is one of the most distinguished traffic safety
programs of recent times. The fact that a great
foundation is contributing to its adaptation to
television speaks for itself. Both the purpose of
merit high commendaand theforpattern
the series
tion. Therefore,
promoting traffic safety in an
which teaches defensive drivabsorbing format
ing techniques authoritatively, yet entertainingly,
the Peabody radio award for Education goes to
You Are the Jury and WKAR East Lansing,
Mich.

MR. DALY
As
LOCAL RADIO AND TELEVISION NEWS:
all Eastern New England knows, Louis M. Ly ons
is a Yankee of sunny,
salty character. His
sibroadcasts heard
multaneously on radio
and television are
clear-headed, courageous but unbelligerand fair.
ent, forthright
Aimed at the intellilistener,
they are
gent
an admirable example
of what can and should
be done in every
vigilant community.
Therefore,Awardthe Peagoes to
body
Louis M. Lyons of
Boston, Mass.
WGBH,
MR. LYONS

TELEVISION YOUTH
PROGRAM : Captain
Kangaroo is virtually
the onlydren'sgenuine
program leftchilon
network
television
certainly the only one—
which puts the welfare
of the children ahead
of that of the sponsor; in
whichsafety,
instructsin
children
ethics,outininterrupting
health, withthe
serious business of
entertaining them at
the same time. The
Peabody Award for
outstanding television
children's
youth andgoes,
thereprograms
Kanfore,garoo
to Captain
(Bob Keeshan).

AND

CHILDREN'S

BOB KEESHAN
Broadcasting

LOCAL

TELEVISION

OTTO BRANDT
KING-TV

YOUTH AND CHILDREN'Sfeatures
PROGRAM:
Wunda Wunda
well chosen world-wide
story material, songs
and action games, integrated with highly
imaginative musical
background. All segof this
delightfulmentsand
wholesome
series lend themselves
to the indirect teaching of manners, attitudes, speech and
better human relationtionships.
KING Television
(ABC) staof
Seattle, Wash., is to be
commended for both
the pleasure and the
potentialities for good
which are provided by
Wunda Wunda.

TELEVISION PUBLIC SERVICE: A program
and
concerned with words, their meaning
SSSB
their use is educational.
It is also literary. In
the case of The Last
Word, it is entertainment and public service— made so by the
wit, charm, and erudition of Bergen Evans,
John Mason Brown
and their distinguished
guest panelists. This
sparklingcussion weekly
of words, disthe
basis of all understanding and progress,
makes it clear that
learning can be fun,
and that educational
programs do not have
to be dull. The Last
Word has, therefore,
MR. EVANS
rendered the kind of
meritorious public service for which Peabody
Awards came into being — and richly deserves
this recognition.
LOCAL
Panorama,

TELEVISION
through
the

PUBLIC SERVICE:
inquisitive and revealing eye of the
tv camera, tells the
story,
land and"This
these is
are our
our
people"
—
with
particular emphasis on the
West and those things
which interest Denver
viewers. Here are intimate glimpses of
Americans at work, at
play,
at laboratories
prayer — in
research
and on skid row, in
industrial centers and
in rural isolation. This
is indeed a notable
achievement in creative television on the
local level. In recogniHUGH
B. TERRY
tion, the Peabody
KLZ-TV
Award for local meritorious public service goes to Panorama and
KLZ-TV (CBS) Denver.
LOCAL RADIO PUBLIC SERVICE: For a courageous venture into the lightly trafficked field of
thoughtful broadcasting and for its demonstration that mature entertainment plus ideas constitute public service broadcasting at its best,
the Peabody Award in this category goes to
KPFA-FM, Berkeley, Calif.
TELEVISION CONTRIBUTION TO INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING : To
millions of people from
Moscow to Morocco,
Bob Hope is Mr. United
States — the wisecracking,
symbol ofever-cheerful
an abundant
and good-natured land.
In his travels to dozens of countries in
the last decade, he has
contributed immeasurably to international
good will.
MR. HOPE
SPECIAL RADIO-TELEVISION AWARD: NBC
during 1957 was responsible for two undertakings of far-reaching significance to broadcasting and education. One of these was the NBC
Educational Tv Project in cooperation with the
Educational Television & Radio Center at Ann
Arbor, whereby 23 weeks of live high grade tv
programming were provided educational outlets
the country over. The other special service was
the
Schools"
project, Education,
in cooperation
with "Know
the U.Your
S. Dept.
of Health,
and
Broadcasting

Welfare, produced simultaneously over a six
weeks period by 13 NBC-owned radio and television stations in New York, Philadelphia, Washington, Chicago, Hartford-New Britain, Buffalo,
Los Angeles and San Francisco.
SPECIAL RADIO-TELEVISION AWARD:. The
Boston Conference of the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. brought into sharp focus the significance of public service broadcasting — both to
this company and to the industry. The Conference was in a sense a creative sounding board,
the message of which was more attention to better local public service programming. Westinghouse merits special recognition for this Conference, but also for the high quality of its own
public service broadcasting. Every Westinghouseoperated station reflected in 1957 projects and
programs too numerous to mention the admirable
concept which is hereby recognized with this special Peabody radio-television award for meritorious and distinguished public service.
Headliner

Award

Presentation

Winners

Named;

Set for April 12

e
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4-St
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58-County
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INCOME

Write

us or WEED

Television awards: WBZ-TV Boston for a
housing documentary series, City in a Shadow; WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla., consistently
outstanding coverage of local news events
under direction of Dick John, news director;
Maurice Levy, NBC-TV, outstanding network coverage of a news event in the film
story of a Texas tornado; KTVT (TV) Salt
Lake City, outstanding tv coverage of a
local news event for an on-the-spot story of
a prison riot and public service contribution
through tv's role in the settlement of the riot.
CBS News,

HefFner Among

Winners

In George

Polk Memorial

Awards

CBS News and Richard D. Heffner, producer, writer and moderator of The Open
Mind, which appears on WRCA-TV New
York, were among the winners of the 10th
annual George Polk Memorial Awards announced last Thursday by Long Island U.
The winners will receive bronze plaques at
an awards luncheon April 15 in New York
at the Hotel Roosevelt.
The Polk Memorial Awards are made in
seven news categories and two special ones.
CBS News won in tv reporting with Algeria
Aflame, its special report on the Algerian
uprising. Mr. Heffner won a special award.
The memorial awards were established by
Long Island U.'s department of journalism
in 1948 after CBS correspondent Polk was
slain while on assignment in Greece. The
journalism faculty at the university, all professional newsmen, judges the contest each
year; curator is Professor Jacob H. Jaffe,
head of the department.

for facts,

availabilities and assistance.

Awards for outstanding achievements by
radio and tv stations, networks and individuals during 1957 will be presented April 12
at the annual frolic of the National Headliners Club, Atlantic City, N. J. The awards
are sponsored by the Press Club of Atlantic
City.
For radio, the club announced these winners: Frank McGee, NBC, consistently outstanding radio network news reporting;
WBUR Boston, educational station of Boston U., school-created series, for Impact,
promoting highway safety and carried by
30 commercial stations in New England;
KLIF Dallas, consistently outstanding radio
news reporting as exemplified by Texas
tornado coverage.

. . .

"The Giant ot

Southern Skies'

Channel 4

WFBC-TY
Greenville, S. C.

NBC

NETWORK

one reason for
winning

2-2:30 pm
Our Miss Brooks
Monday-Friday

Quarters
From noon to 6 pm weekdays
WMAL-TV leads in February ARB
Quarter-Hour Wins:
WMAL-TV
70
Station 2
35
Station 3
6
Station 4
4
Share of Audience:
WMAL-TV
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4

(A ties)
(5 ties)
(1 tie)

35.6
31.3
19.7
12.8

Average Quarter-Hour Rating:
WMAL-TV
8.7
Station 2
7.1
Station 3
4.2
Station 4
3.9

v
el
wm
maximum power
on channel-t
7 in Washington, D.C.
an Evening Star station represented by H-R Television, Inc.
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Best

GOLD MEDAL: Edward J. Bennett (art
director),
Guy(advertiser),
Fraumeni Foote,
(artist).Cone
Hall-&
mark Cards
Belding (agency). Hallmark Hall of
Fame on NBC-TV.

'57

picked

by

tv

commercials

art

directors

Over a two-night period in January, 12 agency art directors, radio-tv executives and film producers met in the
conference and screening rooms on the 17th floor of McCann-Erickson's New York office to weed through 240
still pictures and 367 films (commercials, program openings, station promotions) submitted for the 37th annual
exhibit of Advertising and Editorial Art and Design. Seven
entries won; a number of also-rans were found worthy of
exhibition.
Last Wednesday noon, the seven winners (at right)
received their due; until this Thursday, New York ad executives and visiting firemen will wander through a maze
of exhibited stills at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria until they
reach a small screening room where the Art Directors Club
of New York will run off 30 films judged the best of last
year's crop of tv commercials.
Quality is not to be construed as just "artiness," according to Norman Tate, tv art director of N. W. Ayer & Son,
chairman of the tv awards committee. "While it's true that
we do not judge on the basis of sales effectiveness or purchasing persuasion power it is extremely hard to divorce
yourself from the consideration of selling in tv. After all,

COMMENT: ". . . an extremely good illustration of good 'color taste.' Subtle,
moody, impressionistic, this painting
effectively projected the somber and
sometimes desperate mood of the Robert E. Sherwood play."
CLASS: Design of complete unit: show
titling — continuity stills.

GOLD MEDAL: John Hubley (art director), Emery Hawkins (artist), Storyboard Inc. (producer), CBS-TV (client)
for The Seven Lively Arts.
COMMENT: ". . . not a cartoon in the
usual comic sense (however sophisticated) but a representation of jazz
music that captured the eccentric
movement and textural feeling of pure
jazz, most decidedly one of the seven
CLASS:
Design of complete unit: filmed
lively titling.
arts."
show
GOLD MEDAL: Chris Jenkyns, Robert
Cannon (art directors). Bill Higgins
(artist), Playhouse Pictures Inc. (producer),vertising
U.S. Navy
agency. (advertiser). No adCOMMENT: ". . . it seemed to represent
a very emotional approach to a serious
problem — recruiting. It was a hell of an
effective combination of animation and
photography ... so unusual none of
us had ever encountered it before . . ."
Fully-animated
film commer-

we're not creating
Regarding the
Mr. Tate said, "It
are executed at a

commercials for fun alone."
tv stills category of" the '57 judging,
should be noted that most of the entries
fraction of the cost of publication art
work — tv production budgets being what they are. Probably because of this ever present problem and because of
inadequacies in tv reproduction these exhibits display a
continuing high level of originality and humor. There also

Mr. Tate went on, "In the opinion of the judges, the
calibre of film work submitted to the show was of generally
higher professional standard than in previous years. It
looks as if in the future it is going to be harder to be outstanding simply on the basis of high production quality and
good taste. It also is true that there were fewer bad uses
of cartoons but though there was a relatively high level of
quality in cartoon work there was evidence of a sameness
that was disappointing." Several winners, however, represented a use of cartoon techniques.
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CERTIFICATE OF DISTINCTIVE MERIT: Georg
Olden (art director), Eleanor Bunin
(artist), CBS-TV
vertising agency. (advertiser). No adCOMMENT: ". . . devastatingly clever,
this bit of promotion for The Last
Word truly was the last word. Here
we have an original based on a theme
of Steinberg ... a living dictionary
pointing to the last page and, inevitably, the last word.
CLASS: Design of complete unit: single
frame promotional station break.
CERTIFICATE OF DISTINCTIVE MERIT: Lawrence Berger (art director), Paul Kim
i artist), Academy Pictures Inc. (producer), BBDO (agency), Timken Roller
Project XX's
Co. (advertiser).
Bearing
"The Innocent
Years" on NBC-TV.
COMMENT: ". . . action flows magnificently ... it is simple, fresh — and
traditional 'instituuses the it
while ittional
be
untraditionalapproach,'
in that manages
it is done towith

Summing up, Mr. Tate found that "in all categories there
seemed to be fewer new trends or developments. Possibly
this is simply a sign of developing maturity in the field, or
it may reveal a fertile field for competition in the future."
The jury which picked the 1957 award winners was comprised of Mr. Tate; Edward R. Mahoney, Cunningham &
Walsh; G. Warren Schloat Jr., Compton Adv., John A.
Sidebotham, Young & Rubicam; William Duffy, McCannErickson; Stephen Elliot, Elliot, Unger & Elliot, and S.
Rollings Guild, Photographers 2 Inc. As chairman, Mr.
Tate did not vote. This group was primarily responsible for
evaluating film entries.
Other judges included William H. Buckley, Benton &
Bowles; Suren Ermoyan, Lennen & Newell; John Jamison,
J. M. Mathes Inc.; Allen F. Hurlburt, Look magazine, and
Robert H. Blattner, Readers Digest. They were concerned
primarily with judging non-film or still art work involving tv.

1

CERTIFICATE OF DISTINCTIVE MERIT: John
v
< (art
Coleman, Henry Caroselli
directors), Tom Armstrong (writer), Hans
Koenekamp, Arthur Feindel (photographers), Warner Bros. Tv (producer).
Campbell-Ewald (agency), Chevrolet
Div. (advertiser).
COMMENT: Where other auto advertisers
throw in everything but the spare tire,
this one stayed wonderfully simple,
combining a fine-looking product with
concept of imagination."
yet a finer
CLASS:
Film commercials.

is a refreshing boldness and simplicity in design."
Concerning the film winners and runners-up, Mr. Tate
described the basic tenets or standards by which the

champions were picked: "Excellent taste in every detail,
flawless production, well-conceived continuity and, last but
most important, originality." All the winners are relatively
simple and uncluttered in design.

i

child-like
light, clean,
CLASS:
Live and
animatednaivete."
film commercials.

CERTIFICATE OF DISTINCTIVE MERIT: Jack
Sheridan (art director and artist), Albert McCleery (producer), NBC-TV
(client), NBC Matinee Theatre.
COMMENT: ". . . dramatic . . . yet clearly simple and uncluttered in both
thought and execution."
CLASS: show
Designtitling.
of complete unit: single
frame

r

Broadcasting

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

PERSONNEL RELATIONS

Pre-Premiere Publicity for Tv
Offered by New McDermott Firm

MGA

To provide pre-premiere and premiere
publicity, promotion and exploitation for
new tv series, Pat McDermott Inc., Hollywood-New York public relations and personal management firm, has set up a new
division, Premiere Publicity Inc. Premiere is
offering a nine-week promotional package
to sponsors, agencies, program packagers
and syndicators.
"Television business being what it is, program cancellations are discussed the day
the second overnight Trendex comes in,"
Miss McDermott president of Pat McDermott Inc., said. "In order to protect your
multi-million dollar investment you must
build your audience before going on the
air.
She said that Premiere Publicity will
build audiences by a "crash program" when
it is needed most — before the crash. She
pointed to the extensive promotion conducted by Hollywood movie companies prior to
release of theatre films.
Searle Heads

California

Firm

Don Searle, veteran station operator, is
chairman of the board of Special Events
Inc., Southern California organization specializing in staging and publicizing such
events as movie premieres, store openings,
anniversary sales and the like. Quentin
Brewer, partner in the Kansas City advertising agency, Bruce B. Brewer & Co., now
like Mr. Searle a resident of Southern
California, is president of Special Events
Inc.
The firm has acquired the equipment of
Gordon Gray Advertising and is servicing
accounts formerly handled by that organization. Roger (Jet) Hamilton has been named
general manager of Special Events Inc.,
which has headquarters at 3833 Sepulveda
Blvd., Culver City, Calif. Telephone is Texas
0-2551.

FIRES

DUAL

Musicians Guild of America, newly organized competitor to the American Federation of Musicians [Personnel Relations,
March 31] last week took the first step in
its program of invasion of the AFM domain. On Monday MGA filed a petition
with the National Labor Relations Board's
regional office in Los Angeles asking for
recognition as the exclusive bargaining agent
for musicians employed by the major motion picture producers.
MGA specifically asked for certification
as bargaining representative for all musicians
under contract to the eight studios comprising the Assn. of Motion Picture Producers
and for musicians employed by these companies for at least 30 days since Aug. 1,
1957 under the AFM agreements. The
studios: Allied Artists, Columbia Pictures,
Walt Disney Productions, MGM, Paramount, 20th Century-Fox, Universal and
Warner Bros.
MGA Chairman Cecil Read estimated
that a total of 500 musicians is involved
and he said that the MGA petition was
accompanied by authorization cards signed
by more than the required 30% of that
total.
On Wednesday Mr. Read filed another
document with NLRB. This was an accusation that Eliot Daniel, president of AFM's
Hollywood Local 47, and John Tranchitella,
vice president of the local, were guilty of

conquer

agencies. Clients include WTOP
ton, among others.
New

Firm to Provide

Washing-

Tv Models

Babs Ferguson, formerly with Hartford
Agency, and Jean Colleran Foster, former
model, have formed a new firm, Foster-Ferguson Agency, to provide advertising agencies and film firms with models for commercials. The new firm is at 141 East 44th St.,
New York. The agency will provide both
male and female models, providing screening
service before sending models to casting
directors.
Broadcasting

AT

AFM

unfair labor practices. Messrs. Daniel and
Tranchitella, Mr. Read charged attended a
rehearsal of the Los Angeles Philharmonic
Orchestra on Tuesday and warned the
musicians that anyone who attended an
MGA meeting, signed an MGA authorization card or in any way aided the new
union, would be guilty of dual unionism
and subject to loss of AFM membership.
The Local 47 officers, Mr. Read alleged,
told the musicians that if they lost their
AFM membership they would also lose their
jobs with the Philharmonic, as this type
of employment did not come under NLRB
jurisdiction.
Mr. Read disputed this statement noting
that the orchestra's radio broadcast, recording activities and out-of-state performances
put it into interstate commerce and therefore
under the NLRB.
He

further charged Mr. Daniel with

ordering the local's business agents to picket
an MGA meeting on March 30. Mr. Read
claimed that nine ot the Local 12 business
agents plus 15-20 other "Petrillo supporters"
gathered outside the meeting place and
passed out handbills warning members of
Local 47 that attendance at the meeting
would automatically make them guilty of
dual unionism and subject to expulsion
from the AFM. He said that 50-75 musicians attended the meeting despite these

microwave

relays

space

barriers

Whether it's a fixed station or a mobile unit, Ceco
microwave equipment surmounts the communication barrier. Because Ceco equipment is built to

I
I

Mr. Searle is president of KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa; KMMJ Grand Island, Neb.,
and KXXX Colby, Kan.
Miller Opens Own Design Studio
Irving Miller, art director for CBS-owned
radio stations and prominent in CBS radio
and television art departments for the past
12 years, has resigned to open his own
design studio. Known as Irving Miller
Studio, it is at 141 East 55th St., New York.
Telephone: Plaza 5-1270. Mr. Miller and
staff will concentrate on design and production of advertising, packaging and promotional material for both advertisers and

SALVO

a quality that is actually higher than the official
standards. For dependable pickup and relay under
adverse climatic conditions, you're wise to play
safe with Ceco.
ALL
METAL TRIPOD
Has cast top flange and

f if
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upper leg portion made
of one piece aluminum
alloy castings. Legs slide

Micro Wave Relay
Beam Reflector Head
Perfect for parabolas up
to 6-ft. diameter. Withstands torques of 225 ft.
pounds in elevation and
150 ft. pounds in azimuth. Environmental
treated for extreme weather conditions.
$ 285.00 Relay Tilt
Head Only

easily and have tie-rods
to center for automatic
leveling. Accepts
Balanced TV Head,
Micro Wave Relay Beam
Reflector Head(iiius.)
and other similar
professional tripod
heads. $260.00
Metal Tripod only.
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threats and estimated that perhaps another
50 stayed away because of the threats.
On Wednesday evening six board members of the Musicians Club, which owns the
building and property of Local 47, received
telegrams notifying them that they had been
suspended from the local pending the outcome of an investigation of the charges
that they had aided MGA and were guilty
of dual unionism.
Mr. Read said that the Musicians Club,
a California corporation, is technically independent of control by Local 47, but a
requirement that a member of the club must
also be a member of the local was used by
Mr. Daniel in an "illegal attempt to regain
control of the club property" from the Read
supporters elected by the club members last
month.

IBEW,

CBS

Negotiate

Under

Threat

of

Strike

Negotiators for CBS and the International
Brotherhood of Electric Workers met in
Washington last Thursday and Friday in an
effort to reach agreement on a new contract,
although IBEW New York Local 1212
earlier had voted to reject a CBS offer and
had authorized a strike.
Neither IBEW headquarters nor the local
reported if progress had been made, although aCBS executive believed that IBEW
itself would not call a walkout. Seven
other locals also voted on the CBS proposal
but the final tabulation was not available
Thursday.
The old contract expired Jan. 31 [Personnel Relations, Feb. 10, 3] and members have continued on the job with the
understanding that terms of a new contract
would be retroactive to that date. The pact
covers technicians and certain other classifications at CBS Radio, CBS-TV and the
company's owned stations.
A spokesman for Local 1212 reported
that the main reason CBS's proposal had
been turned down last Wednesday was that
it failed to provide "job security and adequate monetary increases."
Several weeks ago the National Assn.
of Broadcast Employes & Technicians rejected the contract proposals of ABC and
NBC. NABET covers technical employes
at these two networks. The old contract at
NBC and ABC also expired Jan. 31. A
network spokesman said that NABET is
expected to request a meeting shortly to
pinpoint areas of dissatisfaction and he felt
that no strike is imminent.
In another labor development. Federal
Judge Archie Dawson last Thursday denied
Local 1212's application to have the National Labor Relations Board vacate an
injunction issued last July 1 . The injunction
against Local 1212 was issued in connection
with WCBS-TV New York's telecast of the
Tony Awards [Personnel Relations, April
29, 1957, et seq.], when Local 1212 disputed
the right of Local 1, International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employes to provide
lighting for the remote program. The injunction restrains Local 1212 from striking
the network in the remote lighting situation.
Page 86
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Broadcasters

Education

Get

Fellowships

Fourteen commercial and educational
broadcasters are among 40 persons who
will share this year's Fund for Adult Education fellowships. Grants total $205,000
and will permit the recipients to study up to
a year at universities or public institutions.
This is the second year fellowships have
been made in the mass communication field.
C. Scott Fletcher, president of the fund,
announced at the same time the opening of applications for the Mass Media and
Leadership Training Awards Program for
1959-60. Filing deadline is October 15 with
awards to be announced April 1, 1959.
Selection among this year's candidates was
made by a national committee under the
chairmanship of Edward W. Barrett, former
assistant secretary of state, now dean of
Columbia U.'s graduate school of journalism.
Among 1958 fellows are:
Elmer W. Lower, director of special projects
(including election coverage), CBS News &
Public Affairs Div., who will make a study at
Columbia U. elections;
of mass Claud
communication's
Presidential
P. Mann Jr.,role
newsin
and special events director at KSBW-TV Salinas,
Calif., to study mass media at U. of California;
Alford, S.copywriter-women's
Elisabeth
Mrs.
director,
WCOS M.
Columbia,
C, who will study
at U. of South Carolina and intern in the news
department of WCSC-TV Charleston, and Sam
L. Becker, director of the radio-tv-film division
of State U. of Iowa and research chairman of
the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters,
who will do a post-doctoral study on attitudes
and motivation at Columbia U., including study
with the research staffs of CBS, NBC, Young &
Rubicam
and McCann-Erickson.
Ethelbert A. Hungerford, director of operations, Metropolitan Educational Television Assn.,
administration
New York, to study education
at New York U.; Colin D. Edwards, freelance
news commentator specializing in Far East, to
intern at radio-tv division of United Nations;
James W. Sanders, Alabama Polytechnic Institute radio-tv instructor, to do radio-tv doctoral
study at Northwestern U.; Sidney Roger, labor
editor, commentator on KROW Oakland, Calif.,
to study communications, especially labor news,
at the U. of California; John S. Clayton, director
ion nicture dent., U.
of production, radio-t"-mot
of North Carolina, to do doctoral study in drama,
Yale U.; Wayne M. Carle, journalism instructor,
in
to do doctoral study E.
Brigham Young U.,Ohio
State U.; Richard
radio-tv education,
ChiMansfield Jr., producer-director, WTTW-TV
cago, to study playwriting-direction, Yale U.;
Marine Lt. Dennis A. McGuire, ex-writer, WOWTV Omaha, to study tv direction, Yale U. and
TJ. of Southern California; Dorothy E. Miniace,
radio-tv coordinator, U. of Wisconsin, to study
adult education, Columbia U., and Mrs. Doris
Karasov, volunteer community leader, to study
U. of Minnesota and intern at
tv educationSt. atPaul.
KTCA-TV
The fund invites applications from
writers, editors, reporters, producers, program directors and others in similar capacities with commercial or educational radio
and tv stations, newspapers and magazines
and who deal with world affairs, politics,
economics and the humanities ("broadly defined"). The amount of money granted is
sufficient to meet needs of the candidate,
including support of family where necessary
while he is on leave from his regular work.
The fund is at 200 Bloomingdale Rd., White
Plains, N. Y.
N. Y. Legislature Okays ETV Funds
The New York board of regents has
moved closer toward realizing its hope
of having its "own" tv channel in New
York City. On March 26 the state legislature approved $212,912 to defray part of
the cost of backing an etv project. Gov.

Averell Harriman has 30 days to sign the
bill. An agreement has been reached between
RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc. and the regents
to utilize WOR-TV New York as an etv
station during daytime hours, effective Sept.
1 [Education, March 17].
100-Station

ETV

Network

Seen

By 1968 in New ETRC Report
A 100-station live network of educational
television stations is predicted for 1968 in
Educational Teleby theAnn
a reportvision &prepared
Radio Center,
Arbor, Mich.,
and its affiliated stations.
By 1968 the etv network will reach 80%
of the country's population, the report forecasts. At the same time the educators call
for "vastly increasing support of all types
of educational television broadcasting."
Some 30 educational tvs that have
followed KUHT (TV) Houston, Tex., which
pioneered educational television five years
ago, now are in a position to give new
stations the benefit of their experience, the
ETRC report says. With their help, by
1968 etv will be utilizing longer broadcast
schedules, more remote pickups, color and
improved programming produced by larger
staffs. The network will begin first on a
regional level, as in Alabama at present,
the educators foresee, spreading nationally
by the end of the decade.
"Such achievements can only be realized
through an imaginative approach ... on
the part of government bodies, foundations,
industry, educational and cultural institutions and the public itself. From these
sources the ETRC wants "vastly increased
financial support" to develop stronger proactivation of educagram
tionalservice,
channelsprompt
and research and evaluation
of

educational broadcasting.

Three

New

Series Scheduled

In NBC's Second ETV Year
NBC-TV has announced it is extending
its educational tv programming into the
second year, effective last month, describyear's activities as "an experiing the past
ment." Once again working closely with
the Educational Tv & Radio Center at Ann
Arbor, Mich., the NBC Educational Television Project this spring will take up three
new series, each lasting 13 weeks.

One of these series will be "sponsored" via
outside capital, according to NBC Public
Affairs Director Ed Stanley: effective today
(Monday) and for 12 Mondays thereafter,
NBC and the American Heart Assn. (which
will provide a portion of the necessary working capital) will air Decision for Research —
a series dedicated to attract new research careerists from ranks of school youngsters.
The other programs, dealing with foreign
policy and jazz, will feature such prominent
names as author-critic Gilbert Seldes, jazz
authorities Marshall Stearns and Leonard
Feather (hosting such stars as Duke Ellington) and Erwin D. Canham, editor of the
Christian Science Monitor. In addition to
the 29 ETV stations carrying these programs, 24 regular NBC-TV affiliates will
also slot the shows, many via kinescope.
Broadcasting

PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
Pay Tv Reaction Poll Made Part
Of WREX-TV Limerick Contest
WREX-TV Rockford, 111. is to begin today (Monday) a promotional contest called
"Silver Dollar Tele-vote," which is tied to
the issue of free versus pay television. The
contest will be conducted 13 weeks with
Carolyn Sholder Assoc., promotion-merchandising company, handling all details for
the station.
One phase of the contest asks respondents
to check whether they are in favor of pay
tv or free tv. Another part asks them to
complete a limerick on the programming the
station offers at present. Ballots are obtainable only at the local merchants who have
bought time on the station. The contest is
being advertised in newspapers and through
display cards in stores, plus on-air promotion. Over the 13-week period, three first
prize winners will be selected on the basis
of the completed limerick.
Prior to the opening of the contest, the
ch. 13 station carried a delayed kinescope
of CBS-TV's program on pay tv versus free
tv and also took advertisements in local
newspapers outlining the issues of the controversy.
ABN

Operatic

Winners

Announced

Nine prizes of $1,000 each were awarded
to young singers on the final American
Broadcasting Network Metropolitan Auditions of the Air program for the 1958 season. The four national winners who received
$1,000 each from ABC were Martina Arroyo, soprano, New York City; Grace
Bumbry, mezzo-soprano, St. Louis; Charles
K. L. Davis, tenor, Hawaii and Lillian Messina, soprano, Brooklyn, N. Y. Five regional
awards as well as special awards in other
categories also were presented. Almost 30
American singers have been presented on the
series which began in January.
Tunesmiths

Get Chance

on KPHO

A "Search for Songs" contest is being
conducted by KPHO Phoenix. Budding songwriters are urged to submit words and music
for an original popular song. The winner
will receive $25 and his work will be published and recorded. The recording will be

jockeys Big Wilson and Joe Finan each
championed one of the chefs and guested
him on the respective d.j. show. Messrs.
Wilson and Finan also conducted a listeners'
recipe contest which reportedly drew 373
recipes. The persons who submitted the
winning entries were treated by KYW to
dinner at a local restaurant. The army chefs
utilized the winning recipes in cooking dishes
for their personal contest. A draw was declared and both chefs paid the loser's penalty
of having his head shaved.
For Some 'Fowl' Reason?
An even dozen listeners to WNEW

on WNEW's Music Hall programs. The
judge is comedian Henny Youngman.
'Purse-Suasive'

Blair-Tv Gift

To remind advertisers about Blair-Tv's
"Purse-Suasion" campaign, the station representative is sending present and prospective clients a small plastic purse. A label
attached to the purse handle reads "This
little lady's purse holds a story for you!"
Inside is resented
a "shopping
list" of Blair-Tv repstations.
WABR Cleans Up For Listener
An Orlando, Fla., housewife had her house
cleaned courtesy of WABR there. The spring

WHBF
RADIO & TELEVISION
the
of
in

station

marketing
the

REPRESENTED

success

Quad-Cities

BY AVERY-KNODEL,

INC.

cleaning
was the
prizecalled
in the for
station's
threeweek contest
which
listeners
to
submit reasons why the clean-up should be
done for them. WABR hired professional
house cleaners to do the job for the winner.
Explorer Launches KCKN Contest
The successful launching of Explorer III
March 17 was worth $100, a hi-fi record
player and $40 worth of phonograph records
to a KCKN Kansas City, Kan., listener, who
submitted nearest guess to the satellite's
launching time in KCKN's "Operation
Space" contest.

"Brand Names Week" (April 13-20) have
been mailed to all U. S. tv stations
by Television Bureau of Advertising. The
kits, created and prepared by ABC, CBS,
NBC, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., and
TvB, contain filmed trailers, slides, balops

Promote

Brand

Names

Television promotion kits in support of

and sample scripts supporting the "Better
Buy By Brand Name" theme.
Trenton

Chamber

Salutes WTTM

The Greater Trenton (N. J.) Chamber
of Commerce pays tribute to WTTM there
in an issue of its monthly Trenton magazine. Headed "WTTM — To Community
Leadership by Working Together With

Broadcasting

MARKETS

"Why did the chicken cross the road?" The
question is being asked by d.j. Lonny Starr

Chefs Cook Up KYW Promotion
KYW Cleveland was instrumental in arbitrating a contest between two army chefs
as to which was the better cook.. Disc

AL

100

THE

York will win a year's supply of eggs for
the most original answer to that old wheeze,

Networks

INQUIRIES, CONFIDENT)

FIRST

OF

New

featured on KPHO on Ray Curtis' (Mon.Fri. 4-7:30 p.m. MST) show.

ALU

ONE

People," the article deals with the station's
16-year history and takes readers behind
the scenes to see how WTTM operates, introducing station staffers.

To: Broadcasters & Advertising
MEMO—
Agencies
From: Bob Perrott, The Silver Dollar Man
For quite a few years now, as some of
you may know, I've been operating my
Silver Dollar program on a regional basis
with outstanding success. Now I'm ready
to open up nationally. What I have to
offer is a down-to-earth way to increase a
bottler's home business by as much as
100% in the first 30 days! If I don't . . .
you pay me nothing. You have a money
back guarantee . . . Plus a guaranteed
audience builder. For example, in Harrisonburg, Virginia, Hamilton Shea of WSVATV, says: "Tremendous success . . . draws
an average of 3000 cards a week, with
aDavis"
peak week
of 6000 Virginia
cards." J. has
W. "Bill
of Roanoke,
just
moved into first place nation wide on a
per capita basis with the Dr. Pepper Co.
Yes! He has used the Silver Dollar Man
program for more than five consecutive
years. My Silver Dollar program is equally
well suited for any product that stays in
home refrigerators or freezers, the most
valuable storage space of all. For full details on The Silver Dollar program, which
is sold on an exclusive franchise in your
area and fully protected against imitators,
write or wire:
<R. a. ((Boh) fjwwit
THE

SILVER DOLLAR MAN
Brunswick, Georgia
April 7, 1958
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued
KCOP (TV) Boosts Medium
Via Institutional Promotions

D. C. Headlines Featured in 'WWW
NBC-TV's Wide Wide World (Sun. 4-5:30

On-air promotion of tv as an advertising
medium has been started by KCOP (TV)
Los Angeles. Station personalities deliver
one-minute and 20-second spots, telling
the audience that, with more than three million tv sets in the area, television adver-

p.m.) will present "Headline City" the story
of Washington, D. C, "as the news-making
and news-gathering capital of the world"
April 13. Scheduled for participation are
James C. Hagerty, presidential press secretary; Benjamin M. McKelway, president of
Associated Press and editor of the Washington (D. C.) Evening Star; Lyle Wilson, vice
president and bureau chief of United Press,
and James R. Wiggins, executive editor of
the Washington Post & Times Herald. NBCTV cameras will visit official and unofficial
centers of news.

tising will produce results at "the lowest
sale."
per
cost
The KCOP promotional spots are largely
institutional, designed to sell tv itself. Each
personality, in a message written and delivered in his own personal style, urges viewers
with anything to sell to call one or more
of the seven Los Angeles tv stations. Only
at the end does KCOP get in its own plug:
"And I hope one of the ones you call will
be my station, KCOP."
Alvin Flanagan, station manager, said
that the idea for using tv to sell tv stemmed
from a realization that every popular tv
show must have at least 100 local advertisers in its audience.

TARS

1ftM7

YOUR

STATION

A BLACK EYE was given to Jack Parr,
host of his own show (NBC-TV, Mon.Fri. 11:45 p.m.-l a.m. EST) by the
shadow of a lamp on a WBUF-TV
Buffalo billboard there. A WBUF-TV
staffer noticed the effect on the ninefoot high cutout of Mr. Paar and sent
him a photograph of it. Mr. Paar
showed the picture on his show with
the comment "what Buffalo sunshine
did to me looks like what Sugar Ray
did to Basilio. . . ."

Other personalities will make filmed spots
for the series, which will be aired three or
four times a day during the evening hours,

Chamber Buys Day on WOAP
A whole day of remotes was sold by
WOAP Owosso, Mich., to the local Chamber

"when the people we want to reach are
most apt to be watching," Mr. Flanagan
said. KCOP plans to continue this cam-

of Commerce for the chamber's annual
"Sidewalk Sale." Each year Owosso merchants move as much stock as possible in
front of their stores to promote a spending

paign for three or four months, "until we've
either proved or disproved the idea." As
the campaign continues, successful tv advertisers will be used in the film spots,
delivering capsule testimonials.
WBBM-TV Show Is 'In the Bag'
A panel comprised of local radio-tv personalities, including guest celebrities, is a
feature of a new series started by WBBMTV Chicago under the aegis of Frank Atlass,
program director. Titled In the Bag, the program is built around a guessing format,
with panelists seeking to determine what
each studio contestant is concealing in a
bag. The panel is composed of Paul Gibson,
WBBM-AM-TV personality; columnists Irv
Kupcinet of the Chicago Sun-Times, Janet
Kern of the Chicago American and a guest
celebrity, with John Coughlin as moderator.
A contestant who stumps the panel receives
$50 plus his choice of two bags from the
"Grab Bag Rack."

spree. For a week prior to the event, it
was promoted by participating retailers in
special spot packages sold by the station.
WOAP originated all its features from the
back of a wagon parked on a main street
with staffers dressed in t-shirts marked
"WOAP

. . . Hot Radio."

Egg, Matchbook Contests on WCPO
A citywide Easter egg hunt has just been
concluded on WCPO Cincinnati. An egg was
hidden within the city and clues to its location were aired each hour. The egg was
redeemable at WCPO for a 14-pound ham.
In another contest launched today (Monday), models are touring the city giving out
numbered WCPO matchbooks. Winning
numbers are announced by disc jockeys
throughout the day. A total of $1,230 (the
station's frequency is 1230) will be divided
among the people handing in the winning
matchbooks.

United

Press

Facsimile

Newspictures
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Press
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on

WBZ

So many phone calls were received at
WBZ Boston following the announcement
of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s "American Youth Talent Search," that WBZ
changed the message within five minutes to
a "write-in only" policy. Teenage singing
groups are being auditioned through April
12. Prize for the winning group includes a
trip to New York to compete against other
WBC station winners. An RCA Victor recording contract is the grand prize.
New

Job Promoted

by WKMF

D. J.

To publicize a move from WBBC Flint,
Mich., to WKMF there, d.j. Bill Lamb asked
listeners to his programs on the new station
to write "Bill Lamb— 1470" (WKMF's frequency) as many times as possible on a
regulation-size postcard. The winner submitted acard with the words written 4,538
times and was awarded a hi-fi radio-phonograph combination. Other prizes included
a transistor radio and LP phonograph record
albums.
Editors Join in WOR-TV Promotion
WOR-TV New York invited news editors
last week to "join our treasure hunt" as a
promotion for its Million Dollar Movie
presentation of "Sinbad the Sailor" which
will be shown twice daily for a week beginning tonight (Monday). Entrants must
trace a route on a map of the Near East by
following a list of clues. Winners will receive
a Zenith Overseas receiver.

K. C. Mayor's Two-Way Marathon
Kansas City's Mayor H. Roe Bartle,
scheduled to appear for a half-hour on
WHB there to answer constituents queries
on city government, ended up being on the
air three hours. The mayor was kept busy
answering questions via the station's "Multiphone
in which
and
answers System"
can be heard
overthethequestions
air.
WSAZ

I

Converges

WSAZ

Gives

Trip to Oscar

Huntington,

W.

Guesser

Va., made

station's
the guess
of to
judgesthem
Award
Academy when
listeners
it asked
the
Build

Ratings

winners in its "Oscar" contest. A prize of a
trip to New York over the Easter weekend
was awarded to the listener who guessed the
most movie stars to win Oscars.
Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD
W70AB North Warren, Pa. — Conewango Valley Tv Inc.
♦Translator
channels
bers in their call
letters.are designated by num-

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
March

27 through April 3

New

Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA— directional antenna, cp— construction per- night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
mlt ERP— effective radiated power, vhf — very trans.— transmitter, unl.— unlimited hours, kc—
high frequency, uhf— ultra high frequency, ant. kilocycles. SCA— subsidiary communications au— antenna, aur.— aural, vis.— visual, kw— kilo- thorization. SSA— special service authorization,
watts, w — watt, mc — megacycles.
D — day. N —
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
New

Tv

Stations
ACTION

BY FCC

Nampa, Idaho — Radio Boise Inc. — Granted vhf
ch. 6 (82-88 mc); ERP 12.59 kw vis., 6.3 kw aural;
ant. height above average terrain 341 ft., above
ground 315 ft. Estimated construction cost $53,354,
first year operating cost $101,000, revenue $116,000. Post Office address Boise Hotel, Boise, Idaho.
Studio location Ada County. Trans, location Ada
County. Trans. Dumont, ant. RCA. Legal counsel
Dowd, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington, D. C.
Consulting engineer Vincent L. Hoffart, Spokane,
Wash. Roger L. Hagadone, owner KYME Boise,
will be 99% owner. Announced Mar. 27.
Existing

Tv

Stations

actions by fcc
KMGM-TV Minneapolis, Minn. — Granted
change in call letters to KMSP; requested call
had been opposed by KSTP Inc. (KSTP and
KSTP-TV), St. Paul, but Commission sees insufficient likelihood of confusion to public. Announced Mar. 27.
WTVD (TV) Durham, N. C— Granted mod. of
cp to move trans, from site 9 miles north of
Durham and 20 miles north of Raleigh to about
32 miles southeast of Durham and 10 miles
southeast of Raleigh, and increase ant. height
from 1010 ft. to 1510 ft. Announced Apr. 2.
KGUL-TV Galveston, Tex.— Granted waiver of
Sec. 3.652 to permit identification of KGUL-TV

NATION-WIDE

as Houston-Galveston station, effective Mar. 27.
KTVW (TV) Tacoma, Wash.— Is being advised
that application to increase vis. ERP from 100
kw to 316 kw, increase ant. height from 780 ft.
to 795.5 ft., change type trans, and move trans,
from 5 miles east of Tacoma to about 26 miles
north to Queen Anne Hill in Seattle. Indicates
necessity of hearing. Announced Apr. 2.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KRTV
Co., ch.
ch.WTMV
54.
WAMT
Inc.,
ch.

(TV) Great Falls, Mont.— Cascade Bcstg.
3. Changed from KCTL (TV).
(TV) Utica, N. Y. — Malco Theatres Inc.,

48.(TV) Memphis, Tenn.— Malco Theatres
KVNU-TV Logan, Utah— Cache Valley Bcstg.
Co., ch. 12.

Translators
ACTION

BY FCC

APPLICATIONS
Coffeyville, Kan. — A. F. Misch, 1370 kc, 500 w
D. P. O. address 214 W. Ninth, Coffeyville.
Estimated construction cost $26,364, first year
operating cost $38,000, revenue $45,000. Sole
owner Misch is in printing. Announced Apr. 2.
Laurel, Miss. — East Central Bcstg. Co., 1490 kc,
250 w unl. P. O. address Box 1499, Hattiesburg,
Miss. Estimated construction cost $10,500, first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $48,000.
Owners
are B. L. Blackledge
(50%), F. M.

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED*
K76AJ
Twentynine
Palms, Calif. — Morongo
Basin
Tv Club
Inc.
W70AA Oleans, N. Y. — WHDL Inc.

RADIO

•

»

FINANCING

TELEVISION

WESTERN

Stations

ACTIONS BY FCC
Phoenix, Ariz. — Harold Lampel and Dawkins
Espy d/b as Phoenix Bcstg. Co.— Granted 1010
kc, 500 w D. P. O. address Box 933, Beverley
Hills, Calif. Estimated construction cost $13,864,
first year operating cost $50,000, revenue $60,000.
Mr. Lampel is former partner in Paramount,
Calif., wood products firm. Mr. Espy is consulting
radio engineer, owner of electronic equipment
firm, and manufacturer's
representative firm.
Announced
Mar. 27.
Riviera Beach, Fla. — Public Service Bcstg. —
Granted 1600 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address Box 1486,
Fort Myers, Fla. Estimated construction cost
$7,000, first year operating cost $29,000, revenue
$37,000. Robert Hecksher, owner WMYR Fort
Myers, will be sole owner. Announced Mar. 27.
Cayce, S. C. — Lexington County Bcstrs. —
Granted 620 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address % J. O.
Tice Sr., Box 656, Lake City, S. C. Estimated
construction cost $16,165, first year operating
cost $61,000, revenue $72,000. Principals include
J. O. Tice Jr. (60%), 51% WBLR Batesburg and
WMYB Myrtle Beach, and 31% WJOT Lake City,
all South Carolina, and Mr. Tice Sr. (30%), 20%
WJOT. Announced Apr. 2.
Auburn, Wash. — John W. Mowbray and Edward Garre d/b as Auburn Bcstrs. — Granted
1220 kc, 250 w D. P. O. address 1110 5th Ave.,
Auburn. Estimated construction cost $11,925, first
year operating cost $42,000, revenue $52,800. Mr.
Mowbray, with Hugh Feltis & Assoc. (radio-tv
representative), and Mr. Garre, account exKMO Tacoma,
Wash., are co-owners.
Announcedecutive,Mar.
27.

Morongo Bason Tv Club Inc., Twentynine
Palms, Calif. — Granted cp for new tv translator
station on ch. 76 to serve Twentynine Palms and
Marine Corps base by translating programs of
KNXT (ch. 2) Los Angeles. Announced Mar. 27.

NEGOTIATIONS

Am

•

AM

»

APPRAISALS

NEWSPAPER

AND

VHF

$750,000

These

important properties are affiliated with

a major network.

Well-

diversified retail sales. Sizable fixed assets including real estate. Financing
available to qualified buyer. A prospectus is available through any office.

WASHINGTON,

CLEVELAND

D. C.

Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSalesSt., N.W.
EX 3-3456

Jackson B. (Jack) Maurer
2414 Terminal Tower
TO 1-6727

CHICAGO,

Ray V. Hamilton
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754

Call

HAMILTON,
Broadcasting

ILL.

your

ATLANTA,

Jack L. Barton
1515 Healey Bldg.
JA 3-3431

nearest

STUBBLEFIELD,

office

DALLAS,

GA.

TEX.

SAN

Dewift (Judge) Landis
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175

FRANCISCO

W. R. (Ike) Twining
I I I Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

of

TWINING

&

ASSOCIATES
April 7, 1958
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FOR THE RECORD continued

COMMERCIAL

STATION

As Reported by FCC
i

JAMES

W. COAN,

Like
of

Hundreds
.

. .

President
JAMES

W.

COAN

WTOB
Winston-Salem,

N. C.

Chief
JAMES

Engineer
H.

HOKE

Selected
STAINLESS

H. HOKE,

TOWERS

Chief Engineer

LEARN WHY MANY BROADCASTERS CHOOSE
STAINLESS TOWERS
Call or Write
for Informative
Literature.

NORTH
ge 90

•

WALES

406
115
3,307
36
521
237
273
0
2

less, inc.
• PENNSYLVANIA

April 7, 1958

TV

20
520

400
1 08
1 07

604
42
64
11
53

1 AO"

0
26
0
1

75
38
129
54
16
0
54I

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
Compiled by BROADCASTING through April 2
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Cps
ON AIR
Lie.
Not on air
For new stations
95
57
AM
536
20
3,170
FM
520
132
TV (Commercial)
78
108
64
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through April 2
TOTAL
VHF
UHF
Commercial
424
86
Non-Commercial
24
7
1 There
licenses
2 There
longer in
3 There

are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
4001
are, in addition, 36 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and

Smith (26%) and others. Mr. Blackledge has
interest in WBKH Hattiesburg (50%) and WEGA
Newton (50%), both Mississippi. Mr. Smith owns
of WEGA.
and 26% .
of Mar.WBKH
one-half nounced
27.
: An,
Johnstown, N. Y. — Martin Karig, 1280 kc, 1 kw
D P. O. address 13 Warren St., Glens Falls,
N Y Estimated construction cost $16,318, first
$72,000. Sole
year operating cost $60,000, revenue Falls,
WIPS
owner Karig owns WWSC Glens
Springs,
Saratoga
WSPN
Ticonderoga, 12.5% of
York.
New
all
Syracuse,
WNDR
.05% ofMar.
and
Announced
28.
Lansdale, Pa— Equitable Publishing Co., 1440
kc, 500 w D. P. O. address George W. Knipe,
Box 390, Lansdale. Estimated construction cost
$60,022, first year operating cost $67,339, revenue
are George W. Knipe and How$68,926.
Berky (49% each), both executives m
ard C. Owners
Equitable. Announced Apr. 2.
Mt. Vernon, Wash.— Columbia River Bcstrs.,
1470 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address J. W. England,
1515 Fifth Ave, Seattle. Estimated construction
cost $19,563, first year operating cost $26,260,
revenue $33,600. Ward Beecher, who now owns
also
ownership to 80%. HeWash.
66%%, will increase KFDR
Grand Coulee,
owns one-third of
Announced Apr. 2.
Existing

JAMES

52
3,170
85

14» There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv nstation
granted
o2

and

FM

through Feb. 28
am

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

President

Broadcasters

BOXSCORE

Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WOV New York, N. Y. — Is being advised that
application to specify station location as New
York, N. Y.-Carlstadt, N. J., indicates necessity
of hearing. Announced Apr. 2.
KGRO Gresham, Ore. — Granted change on
1230 kc from 100 w unl., to 100 w N, 250 w D.
Announced Apr. 2.
KNPT Newport, Ore. — Granted change of operation on 1310 kc from 1 kw DA-N, unl., to 1
kw, 5 kw LS, DA-N. Announced Mar. 27.
WSPT Stevens Point, Wis. — Granted increased
power on 1010 kc from 250 w to 1 kw, continued
daytime operation; trans, to be operated by
remote control. Announced Mar. 27.
APPLICATIONS
WWCC Bremen, Ga. — Cp to increase power
from 500 nounced
w Apr.to2. 1 kw and install new trans. AnKTRY Bastrop, La. — Cp to increase power
from 250 w to 500 w and install new trans. Announced Mar. 27.
WSAR Fall River, Mass. — Mod. of cp which
authorized changes in nighttime directional ant.
pattern to change ant. -trans, and studio location,
make changes in directional, ant. system (increase height), changes in ground system and
change type trans. Announced Apr. 2.
KLPW Union, Mo. — Cp to increase power from

but now deleted.

250 w to 1 kw and install new trans. Announced
510 3
Mar.
28.
WELM Elmira, N. Y. — Cp to change frequency
from 1400 kc to 1410 kc; increase power from
250 w unl. to 500 w — 1 kw — LS; install directional
ant. for nighttime use and new trans. Announced
Mar. 27.
WRSA Saratoga Springs, N. Y. — Cp to change
ant. -trans, location to Route 146C, Curry Rd.,
extended, 3 miles SE of NYS Thruway interchange, Schenectady, N. Y., change studio location and remote control point to, To be determined, Schenectady, N. Y., and change station
location
Mar. 27. to Schenectady, N. Y. Announced
WORA Mayaguez, P. R. — Cp to change frequency to 760 kc; increase power to 5 kw; install
directional ant. night and day (DA-1); make
changes in ant. (increase height) ; make changes
in groundnouncedsystem
Mar. 27. and install new trans. AnCALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KCEE Tucson, Ariz. — Associated Bcstrs. of
Tucson, 790 kc. Changed from KRTU.
West Point, Ga.— Radio Valley Inc.,
910WBMK
kc.
WAQE Towson, Md.— WTOW Inc., 1570 kc.
Changed from WTOW, effective Apr. 1.
WMRC Milford, Mass.— Milford Bcstg. Corp.,
1490 kc. Changed from WMOO.
WCBQ St. Helen, Mich.— Paul A. Brandt, 1590
kc. Changed from WWJE.
WBKN Newton, Miss. — East Central Bcstg. Co.,
1410 kc. Changed from WEGA.
WJSO Jonesboro, Tenn. — Mountain View Bcstg.
Co., 1590 kc.
KHHH Pampa, Tex. — Garrison-Huntley Enterprises, 1230 kc. Changed from KPAT, effective
Apr.
1. Rocky Mountain, Va. — Radio Franklin
WKWS
Inc., 1290 kc.
New

Fm

Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Columbus,
Ind. — White
River Bcstg. Co. —
Granted 98.3 mc, .760 kw unl. P. O. address Carr
Hill Rd., Box 469, Columbus Ind. Estimated construction cost $8,850, first year operating cost
$2,500,ing Co.revenue
Owner
is Findlay
Publishwhich $2,500.
also owns
WCSI
Columbus,
Ind.,
and
WFIN-AM-FM
Findlay,
Ohio.
Announced
Mar. 20.
Lawrence, Mass. — Lawrence Bcstg. Co. (%
George H. Jaspert, 9 Valley St.)— Granted 93.7
mc; 17.5 kw. Announced Apr. 2.
Cleveland, Ohio — Friendly Bcstg. Co. — Granted
106.5 mc, 16.5 kw U. P. O. address 2900 Tilden St.,
N. W., Washington. Estimated construction cost
$28,000, first year operating cost $10,000 revenue
Broadcasting

$10,000. Applicant is licensee of WJMO Cleveland
and 100^ stockholder in WYOU and WACH-TV,
both Newport News, Va. Announced April 2.
Oklahoma City, Okla. — Carl E. (Evans) Williams— Granted 94.7 mc. 17 kw U. P. O. address
730 East Reno. Oklahoma City. Estimated construction cost $5,850, first year operating cost
$15,400, revenue $37,375. Mr. Williams, sole owner,
also owns Williams Tv of Oklahoma City. Announced April 2.
APPLICATIONS
San Diego, Calif. — Broadmoor Bcstg. Corp.,
103.7 mc, 11.7 kw U. P. O. address U. S. Grant
Hotel 326 Bdwv., San Diego. Estimated construction cost $12,500, first year operating cost $3,600,
revenue $3,600. Jack Gross, sole owner, has been
owner of KXOC Chico, Calif. Announced Apr. 1.
Lewiston, Me. — President and Trustees of Bates
College*, 90.3 mc, 10 w. P. O. address Norman E.
Ross, Bates College, Lewiston. Estimated construction cost $1,488, first year operating cost
$300. Batesnouncedpresident
is Dr. Charles Phillips. AnMar. 27.
Newark, N. J. — Newark Bcstg. Corp., 100.3 mc,
20 kw U. P. O. address 1225 Raymond Blvd., Newark. Estimated construction cost $16,650, first
year operating
$15,000,Applicant,
revenue towhich
be in-is
cluded with amcoststation.
licensee of WVNF Newark, is owned by Evening
News Publishing Co. Announced Apr. 1.
Cleveland, Ohio — Moody Bible Institute of Chicago, 103.3 mc, 21.3 kw U. P. O. address 820 N.
LaSalle St., Chicago 10, 111. Estimated construction cost $22,269, first year operating cost $45,000. Expenses to be met by funds on hand plus
donations.
Announced Applicant
Mar. 27. is non-profit organization.
Salem, Ohio— Russell C. Jones, 105.1 mc, 100
kw U. P. O. address 1090 Jones Drive, Salem.
Estimated construction cost $36,725, first year
operating cost $24,000, revenue $24,000. Sole
owner Jones is in radio and tv sales, communication service, etc. Announced Mar. 27.
Existing

Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KDFC (FM) San Francisco Calif. — Granted
SCA to engage in functional music operations on
multiplex
basis to Dec. 1, 1959. Announced Mar.
27.
WBNY-FM Buffalo, N. Y. — Is being advised
that application for renewal of fm license and
SCA indicates necessity of hearing. By separate
letter, denied petition for waiver of Sect. 3.293
and dismissed application to permit functional
music operation on simplex basis under temporary authorization. Announced Mar. 27.

allocation plan by adding Ch. 233 to Sacramento,
Calif.,tion ofasKROY
requested
Inc. in a petition and an applicaCommission invites comments by Apr. 25 to
proposed rule making to amend Class B fm allocation plan by deleting Ch. 290 from Washington D. C, and adding it to Woodbridge, Va.,
as requested
in application
prises Inc. Announced
Mar. 27.of S & W Enter-

CORRECTION
In reporting the application for assignment of license of KUJ Walla
Walla, Wash., from KUJ Inc. to Emmerson Broadcasters Inc., Broadcasting reported that Mr. and Mrs. Vernon W. Emmerson, the prospective
owners, hold a 51% interest in
KENL Areata, Calif. The Emmersons
sold their KENL interest in 1957 to
Humboldt Broadcasters Inc.

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KDOG95.9 (FM)
Clark,
mc. La Habra, Calif.— William E.
KITT ited.
(FM)
Diego,
Calif.—(FM),
Music effective
UnlimChangedSanfrom
KDFR
May 1.
KEYM Co.,(FM)
Bcstg.
99.1 Santa
mc. Maria, Calif.— Santa Maria
KFRG-FM
Newton, Kan. — George Basil Anderson, 96.7 mc.
WSID-FM Baltimore, Md.— United Bcstg. Co.
of Eastern Md., 92.3 mc.
Co.WFMD-FM
99.9 mc. Frederick, Md. — Monocacy Bcstg.
WSCB
(FM)
Springfield,College,
Mass.* —88.9
President
and
Trustees
of Springfield
mc.
WIBM-FM Jackson, Mich.— Booth Bcstg. Co.,
94.1 mc.
WCUE-FM Akron, Ohio— Akron Bcstg. Corp.,
96.5 mc.
89.3KRRC
mc. (FM) Portland, Ore.* — Reed Institute,
WKRZ
(FM)
Oil City, Pa.— WKRZ Inc.,
98.5 mc.
KHMS (FM) El Paso, Tex. — H-M Service Co.,
94.7 mc.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KTUC Tucson, Ariz. — Granted transfer of control from Lee Little to C. Van Haaften, Robert
Lebsock and Gertrude and E. W. Krampert;
consideration $160,000. Announced Apr. 2.
KPAX (FM) San Bernardino, Calif.— Granted
assignment of cp to Sherrill C. Corwin; consideration $1,730 for repayment of expenses. Mr.
Corwin, who is vice president and 11% owner
of KPAX has interests in KAKE-AM-TV Wichita, Kan.; KBAY-TV and KBAY (FM) San Francisco,nounced
and KFMX
Mar. 27. (FM) San Diego, Calif. AnWPEG Arlington, Fla., WD AT South Daytona,
Fla. — Granted assignment of licenses to Harold
E. and Helen W. King d/b as Regional Bcstg. Co.
(KGHI Little Rock, Ark., and WTHR Panama

City Beach, Fla.); consideration $160,000 ($80,000
for each station). Announced Apr. 2.
WGGG Gainesville, Fla. — Granted assignment
of license from Thompson K. Cassel to Radio
Gainesville Inc. for $116,000. Seller will retain
25% interest and remain as president of purcorporation.
Cassel's (35%),
other WTKO
broadcast chasing
interests:
WTVEMr. Elmira
Ithaca (52%) and WACK Newark (15%), all New
York, WCHA-AM-FM Chambersburg (25.85%),
WBRK Berwick (33.3%) and WATS Sayre
(100%), all Pennsylvania. Other owners of Radio
Gainesville are Harry R. Playford and Ed C.
Wright (each 37»/2%). Messrs. Playford and
Wright
each Mar.
own 27.
25% of WNVY Pensacola, Fla.
Announced
KIP A Hilo, Hawaii — Granted (1) transfer of
control from Aloha Bcstg. Co. Ltd., to Bryson
Ross Gardner (acquired 57.61% of stock with
$5,000 bid
insolvent), andat(2)sheriff's
renewalsaleof— transferor
license foris period
ending Feb. 1, 1960. Announced Apr. 2.
WABL Amite, La. — Granted assignment of license from Louis Afford, Phillip D. Brady and
Albert Mack Smith to Charles Webman Fitz and
Dr. R. R. Rose, d/b under the same name; consideration $22,500. Announced Apr. 2.
WEND Baton Rouge, La. — Granted transfer of
control from W. Reece Sullivan, et al., to Paul
A. D'Antoni, James Dowdy and Don Patridge;
consideration $100,000. Transferees own WGLC
Centerville, Miss. Announced Mar. 27.
WTIX New Orleans, La. — Granted (1) assignment of license to Orleans Parish School Board
and (2) waived Sec. 3.71 of rules to extent of

Allocations
CHANNEL CHANGES
By orders, Commission amended Class B fm
allocation plan as follows:
Added Ch. 243 to Montrose, Pa. This will facilitate action on pending application by Montrose
Bcstg. Corp.
Added Ch. 247 to Southern Pines, N. C, as requested by Sandhill Community Bcstrs. Inc.
WEEB Southern Pines, which proposes to file
application.
Substituted Ch. 271 for Ch. 223 in Decatur, Ala.,
effective Apr. 2. Change was requested by North
Alabama
Co. interference
(WHOS-FM) inDecatur,
in
order to Bcstg.
eliminate
that area
caused by its operation on Ch. 223 to WBRC-TV
(Ch. 6), Birmingham. Substitution of channels
involves no objectionable interference problem
and can be made without proposed rule making
procedure.
Added Ch. 299 to Redwood City, Calif., effective May 2, as requested in application by James
Frank; denied petition by Patrick Henry to assign channel to Oakland, and implied opposition
by Grant
R. and Fay
M. Wrathall
tion for channel
in San
Francisco. in an applicaBy order, Commission granted request by
Musical Isle Bcstg. Co. to withdraw proposal to
amend Class B fm allocation plan by adding
Ch. 264 to Santa Catalina Island, Calif., and terminated proceeding. Announced Mar. 27.
By order, Commission amended fm Class B
allocation table to substitute Ch. 251 for Ch. 223
in San Diego, Calif. Los Tres Diablos Bcstrs.
proposes to amend its application for new fm
station there accordingly. Announced Mar. 27.
PROPOSED CHANNEL CHANGES
Commission invited comments by May 2 to
the following proposals to amend Class B fm
allocation plan:
To add Ch. 226 to Hayward, Wis., as requested by WJMC, Inc.
To add Ch. 236 to Ventura, substitute Ch. 260
for Ch. 236 in Santa Barbara and Ch. 223 for Ch.
260 in San Luis Obispo, all California. Purpose
of amendment is to make Ch. 236 available in
Ventura
as requested
Counties Public
Service in
Inc. application by TriCommission invites comments by Apr. 25 to
proposed rule making to amend Class B fm
allocation plan by substituting Ch. 245 for Ch.
273 in Santa Rosa, Calif., and adding the latter
to Sacramento as requested in an application of
Dale W. Flewelling. Announced Mar. 27.
Commission invites comments by Apr. 25 to
proposed rule making to amend Class B fm
Broadcasting

BROADCASTING
GOLF

TOURNAMENT

MAGAZINE
APRIL

28 (Monday)

BROADCASTING'S annual NAB golf tournament will be held April 28
(Monday) at the new Los Coyotes Country Club, approximately 30 minutes from downtown Los Angeles. This 18-hole, 6,655-yard course is a
par 72 championship layout. The popular blind bogey handicap system
(maximum handicap 30) will be used.
BROADCASTING will provide silver trophies to the low gross and low
net winners. Several Los Angeles stations will donate other prizes (last
year there were 27 individual prizes). Tee-off time 9 A. M.
Free bus leaves Biltmore Hotel
at 8:30 A. M. Returns 3 P. M.

Buffet luncheon and 19th hole
party given by BROADCASTING.

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS TODAY WITH YOUR NEAREST BROADCASTING OFFICE.
April 7, 1958
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Planning

Radio

a

Station?

RCA
PROGRESS
PURCHASE
PLAN

Flexible Financing
for Broadcasters

Here's

a brand

financing
take

new

plan that will

a load off your

pocketbook
you

on

station

your

and
way

permitting station to operate minimum of 5
hours daily. 5 days a week, until Oct. 1. Reasons
given for assignment are that assignor is disposing of WTIX. as gift, in order to purchase
WWEZ New Orleans; Orleans Parish School
Boarding in will
utilize by
WTIX
supplement
classrooms
use "to
of radio
during teachschool
hours and further cultural development of community at large by offering educational programs during
evening
Temporarily
duced
operating
hours hours."
are needed
in order reto
get started. WTIX is licensed commercially
(there is no separate am educational broadcast
service I. Announced April 2.
WWEZ New Orleans, La. — Granted assignment
of license to Mid-Continent Bcstg. Co.; consideration $490,000; conditioned to Mid-Continent
first disposing of WTIX New Orleans. MidContinent is also licensee of WHB Kansas City;
WDGV Minneapolis, and WQAM Miami. Annouced April 2.
KFBB, KFBB-TV Great Falls, Mont.— Granted
transfer of control from J. P. Wilklns, et al.. to
Cascade Service Inc. (49.982% owned by Z Net,
owner of KXLF Butte, KXLL Missoula, KXLQ
Bozeman, KXLJ and KXLJ-TV Helena, and
KXLK Great Falls, all Montana, and 49.982% by
Idaho Radio Corp., licensee of KID and KID-TV
Idaho Falls, Idaho); consideration $600,000; conditioned that (1) transfer not be consummated
until transfer of KXLK Great Falls, from Z Net
to Pat M. Goodover, approved by Commission
on Mar. 5. is consummated or until some other
appropriate disposition is made of interest of
Z Net in Great Falls Bcstg. Co., licensee of
KXLK. and (2) within 60 days after consummation of instant transfer. Z Net shall dispose of
interest in note executed by Pat M. Goodover
in connection
nounced April 2.with purchase of KXLK. AnWHED Washington, N. C— Granted assignment of licenses to John P. Gallagher (interest
in KDUB and KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.); consideration $5,000. Announced April 2.
WATV (TV) (ch. 13), WAAT, WAAT-FM
Newark, N. J.— Granted transfer of control from
Irving R. Rosenhaus, et al., to National Telefilm
Assocs. Inc. (KMSP, formerly KMGM-TV [ch.
9] Minneapolis, Minn.); consideration $2,550,000
for
plus $988,000
for consultants'
and stock
agreements
not to compete;
grant is services
without
prejudice to whatever action Commission may
deem appropriate in light of any determinations
in United States v. National Telefilm Assocs.
Inc., and Standard Radio & Tv Co. v. Chronical
Publishing Co.. et al. Announced Mar. 31.
KLPR Oklahoma City, Okla. — Granted assignment of license from Byrne Ross to Big Chief
Bcstg. Co. Inc. (Lovelle Morris [Jack] Beasley,
president); consideration $150,000. Announced
April
KAJO2. Grants Pass, Ore. — Granted assignment
of cp from James O. Wilson Jr., and Jim T.
Jackson, to same plus Phil Jackson, d/b under
same name; consideration $6,000 by third partner
for 50% interest. Announced Mar. 27.
KLAD Klamath Falls, Ore.— Granted assignment of license from Philip D. Jackson to KLAD
Bcstrs., for $172,000. KLAD Bcstrs. is owned by
Burton Levine, Rose L. Lerner, Myer Feldman
(each 30%), Bessie Von Zamft and Melanie
Thurman (each 5%). Mr. Levine owns 40% of
WROV Roanoke, Va., and 32% of KOMA Oklahoma City. Mr. Feldman owns 17% of KOMA.
Rose Lerner, Bessie Von Zampft and Melanie
Thurman are housewives. Announced Mar. 27.
WESC-AM-FM Greenville, S. C. — Granted
transfer of control from Christie K. Mitchell to
Bcstg. Co. of Carolinas (Robert A. Schmid, president); consideration $267,000. Announced Mar.
27.
KIRT Mission, Tex. — Granted assignment of
license from Robert F. and R. F. Pool Jr., to
KIRT Inc. (Pools, R. V. Jensen and L. O. Austin);
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KTKN Ketchikan, Alaska — Seeks assignment
of license from Robert C. Mehan to Midnight
Sun Bcstg Co. for $50,000. Midnight Sun agrees
to cease operation of its present Ketchikan station (KABI) if application is granted. Other Midnight Sun stations:
KFAR-AM-TV
Fairbanks
and KENI-AM-TV
Anchorage,
both Alaska.
Announced April 2.
WHCN (FM) Hartford, Conn.— Seeks relinquishment of positive control of licensee corporation (Concert Network Inc.) by T. Mitchell
Hasting Jr. through sale of 2,500 shares (12.01%)
to Clement M. Burnhome for $18,750. Mr. Hastings' ownership
will for
be assisting
reduced towith
41.72%.
Mr.
Burnhome.
except
Concert
sales organization activities, is retired. Other
Concert Network stations: WBCN (FM) Boston,
Mass.; WNCN (FM) New York City, and WXCH
(FM) Providence, R. I. Announced Mar. 28.
WBIL Leesburg, Fla. — Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation (WBIL Inc.)
by Duane F. McConnell through purchase of onethird from Clyde T. Hodgson for $4,000. New
ownership arrangement: Mr. McConnell, twothirds, Mr. Hodgson, one-third. Mr. McConnell
formerly owned one-third of WONN Lakeland,
Fla. Announced Mar. 28.
WPFA Pensacola, Fla. — Seeks assignment of
license from Jermome O'Connor to Edwin H.
Estes for $85,000. Mr. Estes is licensee of WMOZ
Mobile and WEDR Birmingham, both Alabama.
Announced Mar. 28.
WJBC-AM-FM Bloomington. 111.— Seeks transfer of negative control of licensee corporation
(Bloomington Bcstg. Corp.) from Leslie C.
Johnson as individual through transfer of one
share to Leslie C. Johnson as voting trustee.
General Manager Vernon A. Nolte will be beneficial owner of that share and has option to buy
more. Announced April 1.
WEFM (FM) Chicago, III. — Seeks assignment
of license from Zenith Radio Corp. (111.) to
Zenith Radio Corp. (Del.). Corporate change.
Former will merge into latter. Announced Mar.
28.
WGES Chicago, 111. — Seeks assignment of license from John A. Dyer, Vivian I. Christoph,
Elizabeth M. Hinzman, Evelyn M. Dyer, William
F. Moss, Martha D. Curtis, Mary J. Weller, Patricia D. Fort, Helen M. Kennedy, William R.
Moss, G. William Christoph and Barbara L.
Green d/b as Radio Station WGES to all of
above except William F. Moss, who has died and
left his 2.5^ to William R. Moss, his son, whose
ownership is thus increased to 5%. Announced
WLAP-AM-FM
Lexington, Ky. — Seeks assignApril
1.ment of license from
Community Bcstg. Co. to
msmm
Florida
S70.000.00

Daytimer with outstanding
single-station market. Showing
potential. Present low-cost operprofit now and has growth poation produces some profit. Easy
tential for an owner-operator.
terms with an unusually low
Good assets. Terms can be ardown payment.
ranged.
Exclusive with
J^tackburn
acKOurn

i

consideration
$18,000 for 51% interest. Announced Mar. 27.
KPAT Pampa, Tex. — Granted assignment of
license from Eldon B. Mahon, et al., to Bobby
Dean Garrison and Hanchey Hugh Huntley, d/b
as Garrison-Huntley Enterprises; consideration
$42,000. Announced Mar. 27.
KWIC Salt Lake City, Utah— Granted assignment of license to Curtis and wife Muriel and
Marvin R. and Carrol R. Curtis, d/b as Sugarhouse Bcstg. Co.; consideration $9,961 for 50%
interest. Announced Mar. 27.
KMEL Wrenatchee, Wash. — Granted assignment
of license from Mark A. Sorley, Stuart S. Maus
and E. M. Stires to Frontier Bcstg. Co. (John E.
Goslin and Craig R. Laurence Jr.); consideration $70,000. Announced Mar. 27.
WMTV (TV) Madison, Wis. — Granted assignment of license to Forward Tv Inc. (Lee P.
Loomis, president); consideration $339,333. Stock
of Forward is owned by Lee Radio Inc. (51%),
licensee of KGLO-AM-FM-TV Mason City, Iowa,
and Lee Bcstg. Inc 149', I. licensee of WTAD
Quincy, 111., and KHQA-TV Hannibal, Mo. Announced April 2.
APPLICATIONS

Go mpanij

NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C
James W. Blackburn
Clifford B. Marshall
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
Washington Building
Healey Building
JAckson 5-1576
STerling 3-4341

APPRAISALS
CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Financial 6-6460
Broadcasting

PROFESSIONAL

CARD

J AN SKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

RUSSELL

P.

MAY

Sheraton Bldg.
711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE *

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE*

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE *
_

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

—Established
PAUL

1926—

GODLEY

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHM1TT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

& Culver

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

KEAR

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. MofFet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

Member AFCCE*
WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE *

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

JOHN

H. MULLANEY

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Broadcasting

Lohnes

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

PETE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

CO.

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commissions
STANDARD ACTUARIAL WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

LOWELL
R. WRIGHT
Aeronautical Consultant
serving the radio & tv industry
on aeronautical problems created
antennaWash.
towers
Munseyby Bldg.,
4, D. C.
District 7-1740
(nights-holidays
telephone
ELmwood 6-4212)

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242
NEptune 4-9558

Member
April 7, 1958
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for the record continued
WLAP Radio Inc. for $227,500. Initially, John B.
Poor will be sole owner but Frederic Gregg Jr.
has option to buy 20' ; . Mr. Poor is vice president and director of It KO Teh-radio Pictures Inc.
Mr. Gregg is one-third owner of WKXP-TV
Lexington. Announced Mar. 27.
KDOT Reno, Nev. — Seeks assignment of license from Radioreno Inc. to John L. Breece
for $80,000. Mr. Breece previously owned RATI
Casper and one-third of KOVK Lander, both
Wyoming. Announced Mar. 27.
WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C— Seeks transfer oi
positive control of licensee corporation (Skyway Bcstg. Co.) from Charles B., Henry Joe and
Joe II. Britt, Julia L. Stamberger and Harold K.
Bennett to WTVJ Inc. for $277,040. Transferee
will thus increase ownership from 36.9 to 72. r,
Announced Mar. 28.
KVVAT Watertown, S. D.— Seeks assignment of
license from C. W. Murchison Jr. and John I).
Murchison d/b as Midland Nat'l. Life Bcstg.
Co. to Lee V. Williams Jr. tr/as Midland Nat'l.
Life Bcstg Co. for $113,903. Mr. Williams is in
manufacturing, real estate, etc Announce d April
WTRO Dyersburg, Tenn. — Seeks assignment of
license from Hamilton Parks, Franklin Pierce
and Fred Childress d/b as Southern General
Bcstg. Co. to Hamilton Parks and Franklin
Pierce d/b as Southern General Bcstg. Co. Mr.
Childress will receive $4,000 for his 10%. New
ownership arrangement: Mr. Parks (15%), Mr.
Pierce (25', ). Announced Mar. 28.
WIVK Knoxville, Tenn. — Seeks assignment of
license from James A. and Marilyn M. Dick d/b
as Dick Bcstg. Co. to Dick Bcstg. Co. Inc. Corporate change. No control change. Announced
Mar. 27.
KLLL Lubbock, Tex. — Seeks assignment of license from Radio Station KLLL Inc. to H. E.,
Glenn E. and Ray Corbin d/b as Corbin Bcstg.
Co. for $150,000. H. E. Corbin has been in farming. His sons are announcer-salesmen — Glenn,
with KTFY Brownfield, Tex., Ray with KHOB
Hobbs, N. M. Announced April 2.
KANN Sinton, Tex. — Seeks assignment of license and cp from San Patricio Bcstg Co. to
Howard W. David for $64,108. Mr. David also
owns KMAC
nounced Mar.and
28. KISS, both San Antonio. AnKUTV (TV) Salt Lake City, Utah— Seeks assignment of license from Utah Bcstg. and Tv
Corp. to KUTV Inc. Corporate change. No control change. Announced April 1.
WTRW Two Rivers Wis.— Seeks transfer of
control of licensee corporation (Two Rivers
Bcstg. Co.) from Francis and Cleo Schmitt and
Don A. Olson to WTRW Inc. for $35,000. New
owner will be Kenneth A. Daum (89.93%) and
others. Mr. Daum is salesman with WBKV West
Bend, Wis. Announced April 2.
Hearing

Cases
FINAL DECISIONS

By Order of April 2, Commission made effective immediately initial decision of Feb. 24 and
granted application of Signal Hill Telecasting
Corp. for mod. of cp to operate station KTVI on
ch. 2 instead of ch. 36 in St. Louis, Mo., subject
to any future action by Commission concerning
minimum mileage separation requirements on
ch. 2 between site specified by Signal Hill in St.
Louis and proposed sites at Terre Haute, Did.;
dismissed as moot interlocutory pleadings by
Louisiana Purchase Co. and Signal Hill; and denied petition by Reverand Bill Beeny to reopen
record. Signal Hill was in comparative proceeding with application of Louisiana Purchase for
new station, but they entered into agreement
for latter to acquire interest in Signal Hill, and
Louisiana Purchase dismissed its application.
By declaratory ruling of same date, Commis-

sion, on joint motion by Wabash Valley Bcstg.
Corp. (WTHI-TV),
Cy Blumenthal
Telecasting
Corp., applicants
for ch. and
2 in Illiana
Terre
Haute, declared that mileage separation requirement of Sect. 3.610(b) will be waived insofar as it would apply to trans, locations at Terre
Haute and St. Louis, to permit (1) grant of an
application to locate trans, for ch. 2 operation
in the Terre Haute ant. farm area at a location
therein to be approved by Commission and (2)
grant of application of Signal Hill for operation
on ch. 2 at site specified in above order.
By memorandum opinion and order of April
2, Commission denied petition by Dixon Bcstg.
Co., Dixon, 111., for review of ruling of examiner
which granted petition by Russell G. Salter for
leave to amend his application for new am station in Dixon, 111. to operate on 1460 kc D. with
1 kw DA in lieu of 500 w non-DA, and which
removed application from hearing and returned
to processing line. Dixon Bcstg. Co. now has
pending competing application.
By memorandum opinion and order of Apr. 2,
Commission granted petition by WKBW-TV Inc.,
for review of adverse ruling of examiner and
permitted that company to change trans, site,
ant. height and power, and make other necessary
engineering and financial changes in its application for new tv station to operate on ch. 7 in
Buffalo, N. Y., which is in consolidated hearing
with Great Lakes TV Inc., and Greater Erie
Bcstg. Co.
By memorandum opinion and order of April
2, Commission granted petitions by Western
Empire Bcstrs (KRNO) San Bernardino, Calif.,
and Ben S. McGlashan (KGFJ) Los Angeles, lor
reversal of ruling by Chief Hearing Examiner,
and permitted KRNO and KGFJ to intervene in
proceeding on application of Pierce Brooks
Bcstg. Corp. to increase daytime power of station
KGIL San Fernando, from 1 kw to 5 kw.
By decision of March 26, Commission granted
application of Manchester Bcstg. Co. for new am
station to operate on 1230 kc, 250 w, U, in Manchester Conn., and denied competing applications of Regional Bcstg. Co., East Hartford,
Conn., and Brothers Bcstg. Corp., Hartford,
Conn. Initial decision of Aug. 3, 1956, proposed
this action.
By memorandum opinion and order. Commission dismissed petition by Red River Bcstg. Co.
(KDAL-TV Ch. 3), Duluth, Minn., for reconsideration and rehearing directed against Jan. 8
grants of (1) assignment of cp of WJMS-TV, Ch.
12, Ironwood, Mich., from Upper Michigan-Wisconsin Bcstg. Co. Inc., to Lake Superior Bcstg.
Co., for use as a satellite to latter's station
WDMJ-TV Ch. 6, Marquette, Mich., (2) extension
of time to construct WJMS-TV, and (3) cps for
private tv intercity relay system for off-the-air
pickup of programs of WDMJ-TV for broadcast
WJMS-TV. Announced April 2.
INITIAL DECISION
Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting issued initial decision looking toward grant of
application of John Bozeman for new am station
to operate on 900 kc, 250 w, DA, D, in Wichita,
Kan. Announced Mar. 28.
OTHER

ACTIONS

By letter, advised B. F. 3. Timm president and
100% stockholder of WDMG Inc., that application
for mod. of cp to increase daytime power of
WDMG Douglas, Ga., is being placed in Commission's pending file, and will be held without
action pending final determination of proceedings on his application for cp for new station to
operate on 1010 kc 50 kw, DA, D, in Lakeland,
Fla. Announced Mar. 27.
By order of Mar. 26, Commission granted motion by Port City Tv Co. Inc., to dismiss its application for new tv station to operate on Ch. 18

prejuit withproposed
La., but
Rouge,
in Baton
Nov. 1. 1957,
of dismissed
decision
dice. Initial
grant of cp. Port City had been in comparative
proceeding with Bayou Bcstg. Corp. but, by
mutual arrangement, Bayou previously dismissed its application.
By order of Mar. 26, Commission granted motion by Wi ather-Alvarez Bcstg. Inc., to dismiss
petition to enlarge issues in proceeding on application for extension of time to construct station KYAT (Ch. 13) Yuma, Ariz.
Commission on April 2 directed preparation of
documents
Affirming looking
May 14, toward:
1954 grant of application of
WJR, Goodwill Station Inc., for new tv station
(WJRT) to operate on Ch. 12 in Flint, Mich, as
modified by application filed Dec. 16, 1954 changing trans, site, programming, etc. May 14, 1954
decision denied competing applications of Trebit Corp. and W. S. Butterfield Theatres Inc.
Supplemental initial decision of Sept. 12, 1957
proposed
action.by Lake Huron Bcstg. Corp.
Denying this
protests
(WKNX-TV Ch. 57) Saginaw, Inland Bcstg Co.
(WTOM-TV, Ch. 54), Lansing, and Sparton
Bcstg. Co. (WWTV Ch. 13) Cadillac, all Michigan,
and affirming April 14, 1955 grant to WJR, Goodwill Station Inc., for mod. of cp of station
WJRT (Ch. 12), Flint, Mich, to move trans,
site from point southeast of Flint (Clarkston) to
point northwest of Flint (Chesaning), make ant.
changes and change studio location in Flint.
Supplemental initial decision of April 5, 1956
proposed
action. actions in Parma-Onondaga,
Taking this
following
Mich., Ch. 10 proceeding: granting petition by
Booth Radio & Tv Station Inc., to amend its
application to change name to Booth Bcstg. Co.;
granting petitions by Jackson Bcstg. & Tv Corp.
to amend its application and to reopen record
for limited purpose of showing that Donald M.
Teer, director and stockholder, died on Jan. 18
and National Bank of Jackson and Paula Teer
(widow) have been named co-executors and Don
T. McKone was elected on Mar. 6 to fill vacancy on board of directors; and granting joint
request by Triad Tv Corp., Booth and Jackson
for increase of time from 20 to 30 minutes allowed each applicant for oral argument scheduled for April 21. Other applicants in proceeding are Tv Corp. of Mich. Inc., and State Board
of Commission
Agriculture. on Mar. 26 directed preparation of
document looking toward conditional grant of
application of Radio Columbus Inc., to change
facilities of WDAK Columbus, Ga., from 134f>
kc, 250 w, U, to 540 kc. 500 w-N 5 kw-LS, DA-N
denial of application of Southeastern Bcstg..
System for new station on 540 kc, 5 kw, D. in
Macon, Ga.; retaining in hearing status applications of James A. Noe for change of facilities of
KNOE Monroe, La., from 1390 kc. 5 kw. DA-N,
U, to 540 kc, 1 kw-N, 5 kw-LS, DA-2 and B. J.
Parrish for new station on 540 kc, 1 kw, D in
Pine Bluff, Ark., and remanding this portion of
proceeding to examiner for purpose of obtaining additional information as to operation of
XEWA in San Luis Potosi, Mexico, and making
Radio Columbus
nounced Mar. 27. party respondent thereto. AnFM

SIMPLEX FUNCTIONAL MUSIC
EXTENSIONS
By order, Commission, on its own motion,,
further waived Sect. 3.293 of rules to permit following fm stations to continue functional music
operation on simplex basis to May 12: KDFC
San Francisco, Calif.; WBFM New York, N. Y.;
KFMU Los Angeles, Calif.; KUTE Glendale,
Calif.; WDDS-FM Syracuse, N. Y.; WEAW-FM
Evanston, HI.; WLDM Oak Park, Mich.; WNAVFM Annapolis, Ml; WMUZ Detroit. Mich.;
WKJF Pittsburgh, Pa.; KDFR San Diego. Calif.
By separate actions, extended similar operation
of WHOO-FM Orlando, Fla., to May 12, and
KING-FM
Seattle, Wash., to Oct. 1. Announced
Mar. 27.
Routine

Roundup

PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING FILED
American Telephone and Telegraph Company,.
New York,
N. soY. —asPetition
ment of rules
to makerequesting
available amendcertain
frequencies between 5000 kc and 25000 kc lorassignment to Class I coast stations in vicinity
of
Mar.Miami,
28. Fla., and to ship stations. Announced
Paul E. Johnson, Mount Airy,. Nr. C. — Petition,
requesting amendment of rules so as to assign
Ch. 2 to Mount Airy, N. C, and make following
changes: (1) Change Ch. 2 in Greensboro, N. Cto Ch. 8; (2) Change Ch. 8 in Florence, S. C, to,
Ch. 13; (3) Assign Ch. 8 to Charleston S. C, as
educational station; and (4) Delete Ch. 2 from
Sneedville, Mar.
Tenn.,28. and assign Ch. 55 to same.
Announced
Springfield Tv Bcstg. Corp., Springfield, Mass.
— Petition requesting institution of rule making
looking toward amendment of table of assignments by allocating Ch. 76 to Concord, N. H.>
and Ch. 69 to Bennington, Vt., with attendant
other channel changes, as follows: delete Ch.
75 from Concord and add Ch. 76 to same; and
delete Ch. 74 from Bennington, and add Ch. 69
to same. Announced Mar. 28.
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING DENIED
Plains Tv Corp., Springfield, 111.— Petition requesting that rule making proceedings be instiContinues on page 99
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<f per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25^ per word — $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30<f per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 17 35 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

RADIO

RADIO
Help

Wanted

Looking for young man who wants to learn
radio business. Some college preferred. Send
photo, tape and resume to T. C. Hooper, WQOK,
P O. Box 298, Greenville, S. C.
Management
Proven manager-salesman, to invest in and
manage successful music-news-indie, excellent
market, solid deal, mountain west, unlimited
potential, opportunity. Requires $25,000 down,
balance on time. Box 726D, BROADCASTING.
Midwest independent radio station looking for
alert, experienced, program director to supervise
radio operation. Excellent working conditions.
Send complete info to Box 771D, BROADCASTING.
Independent radio station, central US, desires
strong, aggressive man to serve as station manager.cilities.
Good Write
operation.
Excellent
working faBox 775D,
BROADCASTING.
Account
executive
for executive
Nation's top-rated
negro
station. Must
be sales
type, potential
manager. fidential.
SendJohn McLendon,
photo, resume,
references.
ConEbony Radio Group,
Box 2667, Jackson, Miss.
Sales
Local sales manager wanted at 5000 watt NBC
affiliate in competitive midwest city of 55,000.
Weekly salary $110.00, plus percentage on sales.
Detail your experience and include picture with
first letter. Box 643D, BROADCASTING.
Michigan 1 kw network affiliate. Salesman or
woman-experienced. Draw and commission. No
floaters or hotshots. Box 686D, BROADCASTING.
Excellent spot St. Paul-Minneapolis independent
for man with proven sales ability. $100 guarantee with top future. Box 742D, BROADCASTING.
St. Louis staff expansion provides opportunity
for two men. One position for commercial manager to handle local sales and St. Louis national
sales for negro radio group. Another position for
top -flight salesman for 5 kw negro station with
chance of promotion in established chain. Send
background, photo, salary and billing summary
to Bob Lyons, Manager, KATZ, Arcade Building,
St. Louis, Missouri.
Time salesman for growing market. Fifteen percent against liberal draw and travel allowance.
AirmaU full details to KFRD, Rosenberg, Texas.
We have a good job for a good salesman. Write
own copy. KWIL, Albany, Oregon.
Chicago excellent opportunity for man with outstanding radio sales record to earn well into 5
figure income. Good prospects for promotion to
even bigger job. In chain of 8 radio-tv stations.
Send photo and history of billings and earnings
to Tim Crow, Rollins Broadcasting, Inc., 414
French Street, Wilmington, Delaware.
Announcers
Negro. Religious disc jockey. Florida metropolitan
market. Established station. Need experienced
man who can take direction and fit into modern
station operation. Send tape and letter to Box
590D, BROADCASTING. None returned.
Florida. Need experienced personality pop dj.
Above average salary. Promotion minded station. Send tape, background. Box 721D, BROADCASTING.
Solid announcer for fast-rising west Texas independent programming to adults, need 1st
phone. Engineering secondary. Good starting
salary and excellent advancement possibilities.
Send tape and resume. Box 744D, BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan top-rated modern programming
station needs young, fast-paced, sharp production, live-wire announcer. Top station of one
of nation's leading chains. Rush tape, background, information. Box 746D, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

I need a good versatile announcer who has had
a minimum of five years experience who would
like to settle down and become a permanent
member of a congenial staff, who is interested in
earning a good salary along with fringe benefits,
who has the warmth and friendliness to attract
an adult audience, who would be happy in a
single station city of 15,000 and not yearn for
the bright lights of the big city, who would become an integral part of the civic and religious
life of the community, who is married and has
a high sense of moral values, who would take
pride in being part of an outstanding radio
station and who would cheerfully do his job in
a manner to reflect credit to himself and the
station. The salary is open but probably would
be in the neighborhood of $440 per month. A
personal interview is necessary. Contact Jim
Lipsey, KNCM, Moberly, Missouri.
KBKC, modern radio for Kansas City, needs a
good experienced announcer. KBKC offers many
benefits plus an ideal place to live. Send tape,
pictures and full details immediately to 436
West 47th, Kansas City, Missouri.
Solid opportunity for really capable announcer
with first phone at 5000 watt full time regional.
No engineering duties. Three years announcing
experience absolute minimum. We have lost a
man to the service, so call Jim Jae, at KHMO,
Hannibal, Missouri and let's discuss how you can
insure your future in radio.
Announcer with first class ticket. Heavy on the
announcing. Transportation required. Chief Engineer, KMUS, Muskogee, Oklahoma.
KVWM, Show Low, Arizona, in beautiful high
forest country, new station, adding to staff —
seeks
good, dependable announcer. Rush resume
and tape.
Morning man. First phone. No maintenance.
Busy ans.
shift.
be smooth
KWIL, Must
Albany,
Oregon.operator. No comediKWTX-radio needs experienced announcer-newsman strong on local news presentation from
mobile units who can do strong fast-moving
personality music program. Only experienced
radio men need apply who are sharp on general
staff work including music, news, interviews,
sports color and ability to sell on the air with a
warm personality. Send tape, picture to Program
Director, KWTX, Waco, Texas.
Newsman-announcer wanted by top-rated music
and news independent for expanding news department. Must be experienced in gathering,
writing, editing and broadcasting local news.
Some deejay work, but mostly news. Send tape,
salary requireand minimum
photo, mentsresume
to Wes Hobby,
Program Director,
WADS,
Ansonia, Connecticut.
Michigan-competent experienced announcer.
Play-by-play sports helpful. In person interview
necessary. WBCM. Bay City, Michigan.
18-year-old 5-kilowatt daytimer needs versatile
staff announcer with newscasting experience.
average pay and working condithan
Better tions.
Send audition tape to WLET, Toccoa, Ga.
Announcers-salesmen. Radio Station WMID, Atlantic City, New Jersey.

Substantial salary and substantial position for
experienced announcer. WPDX. Clarksburg, West
Virginia.
Fire 2. First salvo missed target. Need deejay for
top Hooperated operation in four station market.
if you can cut
good buddy,
you Asheville,
we'll pay
Salary
N. C.
WSKY,
mustard.
the

RADIO
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Love Florida., wish you were here! Got 1st class
ticket? Good voice? Know-how? Come to Florida. You'll be chief engineer, announcer. Box
690D, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, good with hands and head. Attractive
position. No announcing. WCOJ, Coatesville,
Pennsylvania. Call Chief Engineer 2100.
Wanted: Young, ambitious, first class engineer
with good announcing voice. 5 kw Georgia station. Good starting salary, plus fast advancement.
Send tape, photo to John R. Swann, WHAB,
Baxley, Georgia.
Production-Programming, Others
Radio tv executive one girl Friday, must think
creatively, willing to take plenty of responsibilities, shorthand and typing necessary. Position
offers stimulating challenge, interesting work
in Canada's
and most
delightful
Montreal,
withlargest
its French
atmosphere
and city,
only
two hours from New York and one hour from
the famous Laurentian resorts. Box 657D,
BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan top-rated station needs alert allaround girl Friday. A real opportunity. Write
General Manager, Box 747D, BROADCASTING.
Audience getting dj needed for radio-tv operation in central US. Must be good audience builder with plenty of know how and ideas. Send
tape and complete background to Box 773D,
BROADCASTING.
One of the most sports-minded areas in the
country looking for experienced sports director
to work both radio and tv. Send tape and full
details to Box 774D, BROADCASTING.
Anticipate going 5 kw in the near future. Desire
to learn if there are any girl secretaries with first
class ticket available for position in Virginia.
Salary will be tops. An excellent position with
one of a group of highest paying stations in the
east. Repeat: first class ticket is a must. Write
full details. Box 802D, BROADCASTING.
News director. To head department, gather,
write and air local and wire copy. Must have
commercial experience. College or equivalent.
Send complete information about yourself, snapshotterial
and tape.
confidential,
mareturned. Replies
Manager,kept
WNXT,
Portsmouth,
Ohio.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Stations selling mailorder specialties to senior
citizens send rates. Vern Baker, Elyria, Ohio.
Management
Manager. Experienced, productive, mature. Sales
and civic minded. 15 years background. Family
man. Can invest. Box 749D, BROADCASTING.
Manager-salesman experienced in all phases.
Network, top forty, hillbilly. Sincere, married
family man with top references. Prefer Georgia,
Florida, south. Outstanding record. Southerner.
Box 754D, BROADCASTING.
Loused-up station "A" was losing $60,000 a year — ■
now netting $75,000. Station "B" was losing $10,000 a year — now netting $50,000. Station "C" was
$36,000 in debt (no capital)— 14 months later —
clear! Let me "louse-up" yours. Write Box 789D,
BROADCASTING.
April 7, 1958
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RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Executive: 20 years broadcast management and
sales experience. Midwest and Madison Avenue
background reflecting both local and national
sales, network midwest radio spot sales management and midwest manager large multiple station
operation. Seeking opportunity radio or tv station where can utilize broad knowledge on getup and go bases. Family man, excellent references. Box 795D, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Go-getter, experienced, seeking good potential.
Prefer deal including air work. Can run own
board.
around
man — what you're looking
for.
Box All734D,
BROADCASTING.
Sales. Experienced background includes 13 years
sales and announcing. Mature family man active
community affairs. Please include details. Box
750D. BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer available now. Best references, record. Fully experienced family man.
Seeking opportunity in Georgia, Florila. Native
southerner. Box 755D, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sports announcer baseball, football, basketball.
Excellent voice, finest of references. Box 402D,
BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer, college, married, 32, available
for baseball. Will travel. Box 572D, BOADCASTING.
Announcer/dj, 4 years experience radio-tv, relocate San Francisco Bay area, married. Box
701D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced dj, three years, good commercial
knows
music, family. Box 707D, BROADCASTING.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Personality-announcer, excellent background, 7
years experience, records, sports, news. Want
advance
CASTING. to major market. Box 766D. BROADDJ-production program director, experienced-all
phases,tion. Box
presently
in #1 rated metropolitan sta767D, BROADCASTING.
Popular music deejay, newscaster, staff. Experienced, 25, college, married. References, Relocate
small to large market. Mature negro. No accent.
No jivetalk. Box 768D, BROADCASTING.
Mature family man, 8 years complete announcing experience. $115 week, prefer milwest. Box
769D. BROADCASTING.
Experienced sportscaster, baseball, basketball,
football, boxing, seeking good sports station.
Box 770D. BROADCASTING.
Announcer-copywriter, limited experience. Also
deejay; sales. Great potential; wants New England. Minimum salary. Box 777D, BROADCASTING.
Personable
announcer, Great
trainedpotential,
by pro'srunin
every phase young
of broadcasting.
ING.
board, free to travel. Box 783D, BROADCASTLooking for a relaxed, soft spoken dj? Try me,
experienced, married, draft exempt. Box 784D,
BROADCASTING.
DJ beginner, radio school graduate. Married,
eager
to please. East only. Box 785D, BROADCASTING.
Reliable-announcer-salesman — Ivy graduate ,
AFRTS-WKCR-NYC news, music, and production experience. Former NBC page-25 handle all
studio equipment. 50 mile radius N.Y.C. Resume.
Available for audition. Box 786D, BROADCASTING.

Very versatile New York gal. 8 years radio
experience in announcing, dj, special programs,
production, copy, traffic. Know boards. Have
ticket. Familiar with all music. Best references,
tapes, pix, samples, resume. Available immediately. Box 722D, BROADCASTING.

Does anyone need sports announcer with local
news gathering experience. Family man. Midwest. Box 792D, BROADCASTING.

Have
ability,Announcing
will produce!
ninefamily,
years
of radio-tv.
and I'll
sales,offer
thirty,
and solid character and personality. What can
you offer. Box 723D, BROADCASTING.

Negro deejay, good board man, fast patter,
smooth production. I'm the one you're looking
for.
ING. Tape and resume. Box 793D, BROADCAST-

Erudite, witty, but oh so commercial! First
phone.
Adult appeal. Box 728D, BROADCASTING.

Announcer with bounce and enthusiasm. Salary
second to opportunity. One year experience with
A.F.R.S. Single, will travel. Tape and resume
upon request. Box 796D, BROADCASTING.

Pop dj, 22 years old with 2 years experience,
married, stable, and sober. Want good pay with
growing organization. Good voice and personality. Very effective on commercials. Will work
hard
to please. References. Box 729D, BROADCASTING.
Girl-personality, dj, run own board. Eager to
please. Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales.
Box 732D, BROADCASTING.
DJ announcer. Go anywhere. Ready now. Run
own board. Can sell, too. Steady — no bad habits.
Love to build audiences and grab accounts.
Tape and resume. Box 733D, BROADCASTING.
Dynamic personality dj announcer desires position with top music and news station. Prefer
Texas city of 100,000 or more. Box 736D,
BROADCASTING.
Young, ambitious, experienced and presently
employed announcer wishes to relocate in Ohio
or
ING.surrounding states. Box 737D, BROADCASTExperienced, versatile staff announcer, presently employed, desires move to larger market.
Prefer midwest or east. College graduate, 30,
single 3'/2 years experience. Box 738D, BROADCASTING."
Manager, announcer, sports, 14 years; female
continuity director, announcer, 8 years. Both
experienced in all phases. Will send photos,
tapes, tapes, etc. Prefer west coast. Box 739D,
BROADCASTING.
Radio school graduate; seeks employment as djannouncer.
CASTING. Tape. Negro. Box 753D, BROADDJ and commercial and staff announcer. 4 years
solid radio and tv background. Exexperience,
perience in major market. Desire spot with radio
and tv combination. #1 according to Pulse in a 5
am market. Box 759D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-program director wants big town, 3
years experience. Clean voice, tight production,
spots produced or live, sports, singing. Tape.
sell
Box 760D, BROADCASTING.
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Staff announcer — light but good experience.
Smooth dj, strong news, much potential! Tape,
travel. Box 799D, BROADCASTING.
5 years dj staff, 28, married, wants to return east
New York, New Jersey, New England. No top
forty. Box 804D, BROADCASTING.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Experienced in radio and television supervising
and maintenance. Prefer south. No announcing.
Box 655D. BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone. Eight years directionals,
remotes, control. Wants solid station with chance
for some sales. No announcing. Box 752D,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer: First phone license. National Academy of Brodadcasting training. Congenial, capable, dependable, with a plethora of
experience. Impeccable English. Now working.
Desire combination work. South-east preferred.
Please write. Box 758D, BROADCASTING.
Have first class license, experience (8 years)
good references, good on maintenance and troublesho ting— lousy announcer. Would like job as
chief at small station on S.C. coast area, with no
announcing, etc, will accept fairly low rate — am
engineer with design work business at home but
will be available any time needed, also run
proofs needed etc., like to start about June 1st.
Box 761D, BROADCASTING.
TROPO. Foreign installation and operation.
Supervisory
desired.
Family living facilities a must.position
Box 762D,
BROADCASTING.
Mature chief engineer desires to make change.
Experienced in planning, construction, operation,
maintenance, am-fm-tv, directionals, measurements. Either shirtsleeve or executive position.
Box 763D, BROADCASTING.
3 years broadcast, 5 years other electronics experience. First phone license. Box 790D, BROADCASTING.
Available immediately, announcer, 1st phone, can
do preventative maintenance. $75, no car. Box
797D, BROADCASTING.
Have ticket (first phone). Will travel. No experience. Will learn. Salary: Necessary — but secondary. Robert Riley, 2806 Carlson Drive, Dallas
19, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
America's top-rated gospel singing act — utilizing
organ,tv. guitar
and quartet
for writer,
radio
and
Act headed
by top available
gospel song
singer, and pitchman who holds sales records.
Guaranteed results. Wants opportunity in good
market to prove acceptance of gospel music.
Write to Box 725D, BROADCASTING for pictures, tapes, etc.
Hey, Let's get together. Experienced radio and
tv copylengegal
wants position
with aremuneration
future, a chal-in
and comfortable
financial
exchange for hard work, creative talent and undying loyalty. Box 776D, BROADCASTING.
Versatability! Announcing, P-B-P, sales, writing,
production, multi-voice gimmick spots. 12 years
radio and tv. Family man, 35. College grad. Show
me opportunity
and I'll deliver
in any
from
assistant manager
on down.
Boxposition
782D,
BROADCASTING.

Three
'til dawn and good
station.years,
Box wants
805D, midnight
BROADCASTING.

Programming is my business. Out of radio eight
months, public relations for national manufacturer. Want radio again — 10 years experience,
married, 35. Box 803D, BROADCASTING.

Young, aggressive, versatile announcer. Desires
staff position-southern states. Tape, resume, pictures on request. Contact Bill Earl, WMNS,
Olean, N. Y.

Experienced pd, promotion background, 32, family, active churchman, present employer references. Boyd Porter, 1508 South First Street, Lufkin, Texas.

Like work, love good radio. If you have a good
job to offer, I have ambition and 3 years experience to offer you. Ted Eldredge, 64 Rambler Rd.,
Osterville, Mass. Phone GArden 8-2715.
Experienced staff announcer. Available immediately. Brad Harris, 559 Hendrix Street, Brooklyn
7, N. Y. HYacinth 8-5479.
Announcer-dj, versatile, run board desire opportunity for advancement, prefer midwest
metropolitan area. Originally from Chicago.
Tape and resume available. Contact Pete Jonker, 706 Scott Ave., Pikesville, Kentucky, phones
9133, 1280.
DJ announcer, versatile, experienced, hard and
soft sell. Excellent board operator. Go anywhere. No prima donna. Tape and resume. Dick
Karp,
City. Friars Club, 123 West 56th St., New York
Combo dj, first phone, experience pop music to
please listeners. Desire California coast or mountains. Ham operator 7 years. Age 21. Contact Bob
Leach. 26309 Regent, Lomita, Calif.
Graduate of Chicago radio school seeks opportunity to display talents as pop, jazz, or mood
disc jockey. 19 years old. Single. Contact Bill
Thomas, 1113 W. Oak St., South Bend, Indiana.

TELEVISION
Help

Wanted

Sales
TV film salesmen-Pacific coast-midwest-south.
Draw against commission. Experienced only.
Box 741D, BROADCASTING.
Excellent opportunity. Guaranteed income. ExperiencedCBS-ABC
salesman for long
established
sized market.
station.
Unusualmediumfuture
potential as station is one of three in a group.
Box 765D, BROADCASTING.
Salesman with know-how for vhf in rich southwest market. Box 806D, BROADCASTING.
Fine opportunity
for dependable,
energetic
man in important
Texas market.
Box sales808D,
BROADCASTING.
Maximum power Florida vhf with major net
affiliation has openings for experienced tv salesmen currently employed in Florida or Georgia.
Will consider men with strong radio background.
Excellent proposition for right men. Box 810D,
BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

TELEVISION
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Experienced announcer-director for California
network vhf. Send resume and photo. Box 791D,
BROADCASTING.
TV booth and live announcer wanted at once.
Send tape and picture to Doug Sherwin, KGLOTV. Mason City, Iowa.
Technical
WECT, Wilmington, N. C, has immediate opening for experienced transmitter engineer to act
as transmitter supervisor.
Production-Programming, Others
News director needed to supervise news operation for both radio and tv. Fast moving, top
rated news department. Send tape and full information to Box 772D, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter who can write selling commercials
with speed, imagination. Texas vhf. Box 807D,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Management
Can sell, will travel, with sound and successful
background in all phases of sales. Box 735D,
BROADCASTING.
Management or sales management of medium
market station. Broad radio-television experience. Box 745D, BROADCASTING.
Attention Texas and all points west! Responsible
family man with experience, proven ability, and
a willingness to work desires position as sales
manager or station manager. Now employed, but
looking for greater opportunity and responsibility. Box 748D, BROADCASTING.
Manager. 16 years experience as television manager and commercial manager, as radio manager
and program director. Increased billing on all
stations over 100%. Also agency and network
experiences.
Best references. Box 780D, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Can sell, will travel, with sound and successful
background in all phases of sales. Box 735D,
BROADCASTING.
Do you want to stop worrying about local, regional, national sales? You can relax with young
aggressive
CASTING. sales manager. Box 764D, BROADAnnouncers
Over two years experience in radio, desires radio-tv opportunity anywhere. $75 weekly. Employed. Tape, resume available. Box 674D,
BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer-personality, excellent background, desires position in or near major market. Box 702D, BROADCASTING.
Versatile on-camera announcer, dj, 26, some spot
production, former actor. Multi-voiced gimmicks.
Administrative network N.Y.C. Finishing tour of
duty AFRS — available May 1. Tapes, resume, pictures. Box 801D, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
No experience, well, just enough to know this
is my field. Confident of my potential. Desire
position with training program but anxious to
make money. Have family responsbilities. Presently employed in small market. College graduate; service obligation fulfilled as officer. Neat;
aggressive; eager to advance. Box 724D, BROADCASTING.
TV news director. Fully capable and experienced in all phases, editing, writing, gathering,
etc. Exceptionally strong on-camera delivery.
Top-rated man in three station market. Covered
many nationally prominent stories. Desires immediate connection with metropolitan station.
Write Box 757D, BROADCASTING.
Assistant plant manager-technicolor, France, 34,
12 years experience movie industry as unit manager, cameraman, editor all lab aspects. Fluent
English — knowledge Spanish. Interested working
tv station. Box 794D, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
News director, Hollywood tv, radio background.
Experienced in all phases. Presently employed.
Excellent references. University grad, vet, married. 28. Metropolitan market only. Box 798D,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted, tv production! Radio-tv graduate, B.S.
Single, vet, 24, AFRTS experience. Will consider
other
suitable openings. Will relocate. Box 800D,
BROADCASTING.
Profit from my 10 years in Hollywood network
tv. Floor manager, actor, sales, production.
O.S.H. Degree. Good references. Judd Leatherman, 1426 No. Formosa, Hollywood, California.
FOR

SALE

FOR

SALE — (Cont'd )

Equipment
UHF equipment, used, 1 kw GE transmitter, GE
TY-24-B helical 4-bay antenna and all studio
and transmitter equipment necessary for live,
film and network operation. Available immediately. Very reasonable. Box 691C, BROADCASTING.
RCA BTA-1L transmitter. WE 25-B console and
power supply. WE 129-A amplifiers. Used jackING.
strips, rack cabinets. Box 811D, BROADCASTGates frequency monitor model 2890. Excellent
condition. 1st $350 check gets equipment. Contact
Bill McDonnel, Chief Engineer, Radio Station
KCLV, Clovis, New Mexico.
RCA diplexer, TX-2A, Channel 2, excellent condition, $275; KSPR-TV, Casper, Wyoming.

1958 radio station plan book. Five complete floor
plans. Practical, economy minded, proven. $3.75
postpaid. Station Planning Service, Box 2001
Station A, Fort Wayne, Indiana.

High power modulation reacter 30 cycle 10 kc63 DB. 50 Henry -3 amps. 8.5 kv insulation—
$425.00. Plate transformer 16.7 K.V.A. 50-60 cycles,
single phase 220 primary. 3650 volts secondary —
$250.00. These are ideal for spares. Contact A. H.
Kovlan, WATH, Athens, Ohio.

Stations

Collins fm antenna 4-bay in brand new condition tuned to 96.5 mc-deicers write WFMR,
606 W. Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee 3.

Hillbilly-western operators — I'll help you buy a
going operation in major southwest market by
putting up majority cash down payment in
exchange for frequency and transmitter. You
operate on my present frequency and transmitter. Swap will not effect billing or ratings.
Excellent
CASTING. opportunity. Box 680D, BROAD250-watt hillbilly- western station. Major southwestern market. Billing 60-65. Potential 125.
Sell for 65-15 down to good operator offering
bankable paper. 3-4 year pay out. No brokers.
Box 681D, BROADCASTING.
Daytime operation with $20,000 to $30,000 a
month potential in southern industrial city.
This is one of the nation's richest, fastest growing markets. This fairly new station has never
had a chance. Asking price of $180,000.00 with
50% down is a steal. This city has one billion
in new industry on the way. Only financially
responsible applicant considered. Box 730D,
BROADCASTING.
Southern daytime, 250 watt, small market, priced
under gross at $30,000.00. $10,000.00 down and
balance
5 years at 4%. Box 731D, BROADCASTING.

Video monitors — 8 megacycle — plug in construction. 14"— $215.00,of 17"—
$219.00,
21"— and
$259.00.broadcast
Proven
in thousands
closed
circuit
installations. Miratel monitors are delivered
under several trade names. Factory direct sales.
Write: Miratel, Inc., 1080 Dionne St., St. Paul 13,
Minnesota.
Sixty foot, heavy duty self supporting tower,
suitable for micro wave or passive reflector
mounting. $1400. F.O.B. Lexington, Kentucky.
Can
3-2727.furnish erection services. Contact C. R.
Austin, WKXP-TV, Lexington, Kentucky. Phone
200 foot self-supporting CN Blaw Knox tower.
Six years old. WWTN, Baltimore 1, Maryland.
3 kw G.E. fm transmitter with monitors. Good
condition. Best offer. Bartell Broadcasters, Inc.,
522
W. Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin.
Self supporting Truscon 250 foot am tower
$5000.00. Truett Kimzey, 3515 West Vickery, Ft.
Worth, Texas.

Expanding metropolitan station Pacific coast
major market will sell 25% interest for $20,000.
No brokers. Box 779D, BROADCASTING.
Up to 40% stock ownership available to executive
caliber salesman qualified to manage independent
radio station. Attractive market in the Virginias.
Paramount requirements; Integrity, salesmanship, managerial ability. Community adaptability, energy. Minimum cash investment should
be $10,000.
including financial
references. P. O.Write
Box fully
711, Richmond,
Va.
VHF television station in growing medium
market of south. Profitable after substantial
depreciation write-off. Priced well under one
million dollars and terms can be arranged for
responsible purchasers. Chapman Company, 1182
West Peachtree, Atlanta.

RADIO

AND

OPPORTUNITIES
One

of the nation's top multiple station operations

radio and

North. Upper New England single station market
with retail sales over $25,000,000. $80,000 total.
Lower New England single station market,
$125,000, terms, and another at $100,000 cash.
Chapman Company, 17 East 48th, New York.

real opportunity

List with us, net to you. We have buyers for
radio and tv stations. HOLCO, 514 Hemp. Ave..
W. Hempstead. N. Y.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
tors.
Former
radio and television owners and opera-

is ex-

panding its sales staff, both

South. Gulf state, medium market, leading network, $65,000 total— $15,000 down. Florida profitable medium market, $155,000 — terms. Upper,
single station market, $10,000 down will handle.
Chapman Company, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta.

Now available. A single-station market in the
St. Louis-Little Rock-Tulsa magic triangle. Ralph
Erwin. Exclusive Broker. Tuloma Building. Tulsa.

TV SALES

tv, in several

mar-

kets. If you qualify, this is a
to get on the

first ten.

All markets

the east.

Compensation

salary and
broadcast

are

is by

commission,
time

some

sales. Expe-

rience is essential. These
career

positions

Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

opportunity

To Buy or sell a station in the west. Chapman
Company, 33 West Micheltorena St., Santa Barbara, California.

BROADCASTING.

Write

or

in

with

are

ample

for advancement.
wire

Box
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SALE — (Cont'd)
Equipment
Commercial crystals and new or replacement
crystals for RCA, Gates, W. E. and Bliley holders;
regrinding, repair, etc. Also A. M. Monitor service. Nationwide unsolicited testimonials praise
our products and service! Send for catalog.
Eidson Electronic Co., PR 3-3901, Temple, Texas.
FM transmitters, new. all powers, contact ITA.
Box 164. Upper Darby, Penna., or call FLanders
2-0355.

INSTRUCTIONS

FOR

Weather warning receivers — for Conelrad and
Disaster weather warnings. Air Alert II — $46.50,
Air Alert I — $89.50. Write: Miratel, Inc., 1080
Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minnesota.
WANTED

TO

BUY

RADIO

FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2. 821 - 19th Street, N. W.. Washington. D. C.

Help

*

FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting Mav 1, June 25,
September 3, October 29. For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden
Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.

GOOD
First class ticket announcer
immediately.
Send
tape,
resume

*
*
*
+
*

to
KIMN

*

OPPORTUNITY

Stations
AM or fm radio station in or near metropolitan
area. Confidential. Box 571D, BROADCASTING .
Experienced radio announcer has considerable
finances for radio station interest. Wants active
participation management and operation. Box
634D, BROADCASTING.

Allied Brokers Company. Baker Building, Sherman, Texas. Sales, purchases, appraisals, financing, all technical matters handled with care and
discretion. Experienced. Former radio station
owners and operator.

Help

Production-Programming, Others
PROGRAM

Wanted
Sales

SALES MANAGER WANTED
CBS medium-market station in East
has immediate opening for aggressive
sales manager. Please send full details,
including picture, references, to Box
787D, BROADCASTING.

Will purchase outright for cash, no brokers, a
radio station. Contact Box 727D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — midwest station, medium market, consider partial ownership, desire active partcipation substantial down payment. TV-radio background. Confidential. Box 740D, BROADCASTING.

MANAGER

RADIO
Situations Wanted
Announcers
NEED

Announcers

A

D.

J.?

B. C. A. Placement Service has them . . . with
and without experience. All eager to please
and make you moneyl Best trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas. Thoroughly
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1639 Broadway, Capitol Theatre Bldg.
N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1918. No charge for either party.

Invest limited amount in local independent, or
lease, or manage. Experienced all phases. Box
756D, BROADCASTING.
We believe that our experience in handling
station sales, our full time organization concentrating on this work, can help sell your station.
References of satisfied sellers gladly furnished.
No charge unles successful. Contact Ed Twamley, 33 West Micheltorena, Santa Barbara; Ralph
Hunter, 17 East 48th, New York; Bill Chapman,
1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta. Chapman Company.

WANTED ,

Eastern station, medium sized market,
national network affiliate, has opening
for Program Manager. Good salary, excellent working conditions and facilities.
References required. Send photo and
background in first letter to Box 788D,
BROADCASTING.

RADIO

Corporation presently engaged in regional amfm radio operation has six figure carry forward
tax loss resulting from, uhf experiment. We are
looking for way to utilize tax loss before it expires by either purchasing profitable radio operation or selling corporation. Any seriously interested parties invited to write in confidence to
Box 700D, BROADCASTING.

A
"DAVID"
WANTED

TELEVISION

Equipment

An off-beat pro to take
the morning away from

Used console, single channel. State make, age,
condition, price. Box 565D, BROADCASTING.

Top 1 0 market.
HELP!

Low band vhf transmitter or amplifiers, 10 kw
preferred. Channel 2 or 3, 3 bay antenna. Box
781D, BROADCASTING.

Send resume

.

TV DIRECTOR-PRODUCER
Experienced in all phases of TV production and operation. Coordinator director
of award winning shows. Desire position
demanding imaginative director well
versed in
cellentpractical
references. TV production. Ex-

and tape to

Box 809D, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: 3 Ampex tape recorders model 300.
Also 8 channel mixing panel, 2 microphones
and 12" speaker.
Must beBurbank,
top quality.
Box 1158,
Magnolia
Park Station,
California.

.

Help Wanted
Production-Programming, Others

rough competition.

Wanted, 3 kw fm transmitter prefer Westinghouse or General Electric. Also GE 1 kw fm
transmitter and monitors. Box 778D, BROADCASTING.

SALE

needed +
photo, *

Denver, Colorado
BUSINESS

FOR

Wanted— (Cont'd)
A nnouncers

Box 743D. BROADCASTING

. New,

Major,

5,000

Watt

Station

In Top Florida

Market.

All new Gates Equipment, RCA Mikes, Ampex Recorders. Small coordinated, combination studiotransmitter with 10 acres of land located on a major thoroughfare. 3 Tower, DA, with fulltime
5 kw

available

T

E
R
M
S
3
^T .
PLANS
Page 98

•

per consultant.

Excellent

signal on good

frequency.

Property offered on any one of three, non-negotiable plans:
A. $212,000.00 Cash with long-term lease on real estate— $6,400 per
year.
B. $280,000.00 Cash which includes 10 acres and building.
C. $200,000.00 Cash, $120,000.00 on 10 year basis, 4% real estate
included.
Clear title to all property guaranteed. No brokers. Shown by appointment.

April 7, 1958

WRITE
OR
WIRE
Radio, Box
Miami

634

Springs, Fla.
Broadcasting

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
r-^r. •-<£?-. t^~- <-&~s^s -<5^ -<5^ ^5>~. •-<£>-.
MAJOR LEAGUE CALIBRE
§
SPORTSCASTER
§ Topnotch on all play-by-play and TV.
5 terested only in keeping busy and making &
}! money in major market. Guaranteed results. £
Box 751 D, BROADCASTING
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

A Specialized Service For
Managers Commercial Managers
Chief Engineer
Program Managers
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
BROADCASTERS EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington 7, D. C.
FOR

SALE

Equipment
FOR SALE
300 foot Blaw Knox self supporting tower.
Heavy enough for TV or FM-unit. Beacon light
fixture, galvanized and in excellent condition.
Has been used only inland. Disassembled and
ready for shipment. Presently in Florida. Worth
$18,000. Price $8,000.
Pan American Broadcasting Company
370 Lexington Ave., N. Y. MU 5-1300
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
America's Tape Recorder Specialists

Dollar

far

Dollar

you can't
beat a

classified ad

in getting

top-flight

personnel

Broadcasting
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tuted looking toward deletion of Ch. 3, Cham111., and conversion of that market to an
all-uhf paign,
market.
Prairie Tv Co., Decatur, 111.— Petition requesting institution of rule making looking toward
removal of vhf Ch. 3 from Champaign, 111.,
and
reallocation of same to some other area where
its use will not cause intermixture of tv services.
Petitioner also requests that show cause proceedings be instituted to effect assignment of
Ch. 21, 27 or 33 to WCIA in lieu of Ch. 3.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Acting

Chief Hearing Examiner
Jay A.
Kyle on April 1
On own motion, ordered that oral argument on
petitions by B. F. J. Timm, Lakeland, Fla., and
Rand Bcstg. Co., Tampa, Fla., to dismiss without
prejudice their am applications, is scheduled for
9 a.m., Apr. 2.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
on April 1
Scheduled oral argument at 3:30 p.m., Apr.
4, on motion for production of documents filed
by New Mexico Bcstg. Co. Inc., in proceeding on
application of Video Independent Theatres Inc.
(KVIT Ch. 2) Santa Fe, N. M.
Scheduled further prehearing conference for
April 4 on am applications of Hirsch Bcstg. Co.
(KFVS) Cape
Vincennes,
Ind. Girardeau, Mo., and Firmin Co.,
By Hearing Examiner
F. French
on March Millard
31
Granted joint petition of Sarkes Tarbian Inc.,
and George A. Brown Jr., for extension of time
from Apr. 1 and Apr. 11 to May 15 and May 27
respectively, for filing proposed findings of fact
and conclusions and reply findings in proceeding
on applications for new tv stations to operate on
Ch. 13 in Bowling Green, Ky.
By Hearing Examiner
P. Cooper
on March Basil
31
Granted petition by WTVJ Inc., for continuance of further hearing conference from Apr. 2
to Apr. 18 in proceeding on application and that
of St. Anthony Tv Corp., for new tv stations to
operate on Ch. 11 in Houma, La.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on March 27
Granted request of Lewiston Tv Co., for leave
to withdraw its protest to Jan. 8 grant of applications of Orchards Community Tv Assn. Inc.,
for permits to construct new tv broadcast translator stations to serve Lewiston, Idaho; proceeding is terminated.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
on March 27
Ordered that hearing scheduled for April 15
is continued to June 3 in proceeding on am applications of Louis Adelman, Hazleton, Pa., and
Guinan Realty Co., Mount Carmel, Pa.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on the dates shown
Ordered that hearing scheduled for Mar. 31 is
rescheduled for 2 p.m., Apr. 8, in proceeding on
am applications of Williamsburg Bcstg. Co., Williamsburg, Va., and WDDY Inc. (WDDY) Gloucester, Va. Action Mar. 26.
Granted petition by Radio Tampa, Tampa, Fla.,
to amend its am application to reflect an agreement between it and Rand Bcstg. Co., whereby
these two applicants would merge their interests, and amend Radio Tampa partnership
agreement whereby Rand would be added as
50% partner. Action Mar. 28.
By Hearing Examiner
Annie
on March
28 Neal Huntting
Continued prehearing conference from Mar. 28
to May 6 and hearing scheduled for Apr. 29 is
continued without date in proceeding on fm applications of Telemusic Co., San Bernardino,
Calif., and Southwest Bcstg. Co. Inc., Redlands,
Calif.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
on March 27
Granted motion by Rome Community Bcstg.
Co., Rome, N. Y., for continuance of prehearing
conference from Mar. 28 to Apr. 14 in proceeding
on its am application, et al.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
on March 27
Scheduled prehearing conference for 10:30 a.m.,
Apr. 15 on am application of Hardin County
Bcstg. Co., Silsbee, Tex.
On own motion, scheduled further hearing at
1 :30 p.m., Mar. 28 on am applications of Walter
G. Allen, Huntsville Ala., and Marshall County
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Arab, Ala.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on March 27
Hearing on am applications of Radio Tampa,
Rand Bcstg. Co., Tampa, and B. F. J. Timm,
Lakeland, all Florida, heretofore continued without date, is rescheduled for 9:30 a.m., April 2.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
on the dates shown
Granted petition by Broadcasters Inc., South
Plainfield, N. J., for extension of time from Mar.
31 to Apr. 4 for furnishing additional information requested by the parties in proceedings on
its am application and those of Eastern Bcstg.
Co. Inc., (WDRF) Chester, Pa., and Tri-County

Bcstg Corp., Plainfield N. J. Action Mar. 26.
Prehearing session scheduled for Apr, 3 is advanced to Apr. 2 at 2 p.m., re am application
of Pierce Brooks Bcstg. Corp. (KGIL) San Fernando, Calif. Action Mar. 27.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
on March 26
Granted petition by North Dakota Bcstg. Co.
Inc., to reopen record in proceeding on its application for new tv station to operate on Ch.
11 in Fargo, N. D., for purpose of receiving in
evidence Joint Exhibit 2 which shows correction in engineering evidence of applicant, and
record again closed.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
on March 26
Granted petition by New Hanover Bcstg. Co.,
for leave to amend its application for new tv
station to operate on Ch. 3 in Wilmington, N. C,
to incorporate as part of its application merger
agreement between United Bcstg. Co. Inc., and
New Hanover, executed on Mar. 7.
By Hearing Examiner
on March H.
26
On own motion, continued
conference from April 2 to May
et al. tions of Charles R. Bramlett,

Gifford Irion
further hearing
1 on am applicaTorrance, Calif.,

BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of March 28
WTTG Washington, D. C— Granted cp to
change trans, location to Sheraton Park Hotel,
2660 Woodley Rd. N.W., Washington, D. C;
change ERP to vis. 100 kw, aur. 50 kw, ant.
height 500 ft.; change type trans., make other
equipment changes, install new ant. system.
KWTX Waco, Tex.— Granted cp to use old
main trans, as aux. trans, at present main trans,
site
operate trans, by remote control from
studioandlocation.
Granted cps to following to install new trans.;
WOMT Francis M. Kadow, Manitowoc, Wis.;
WHMP Pioneer Valley Bcstg. Co., Northampton,
Mass.; KCKY Gila Bcstg. Co., Coolidge, Ariz.;
KSIG, KSIG Bcstg. Co. Inc., Crowley, La.
WOPA-FM Oak Park, HI.— Granted mod. of
cp to decrease ERP to 3.6 kw, ant. height to 260
ft., change type trans, and type ant.; conditions.
WIBG-FM Philadelphia., Pa.— Granted extension of authority to remain silent for period
ending Aug. 3 pending completion of cp for
increase power and change in ant.-trans. and
studio location.
KJFJ Webster City, Iowa— Granted authority
to sign-on at 6:30 a.m. and sign-off at 6:30 p.m.,
during months of Apr. through Sept., except in
case of emergency or special events.
WBKV West Bend, Wis.— Granted authority to
sign-off Aug.
at 6:00 p.m. during months of Apr.
through
WTIM TaylorviUe, 111.— Waived Sec. 3.71 of
rules and granted authority to sign-off at 6:00
p.m.
during summer months only (period
endingCST,
Aug.).
WTYN Tryon, N. C— Granted authority to
sign-off at 6:00 p.m., Mar. through Aug., except
for special events when
station may operate up
to licensed sign-off time.
KEEN Carrizo Springs, Tex.— Granted authority to sign-off at 7:00 p.m. for period ending
July 22.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KBEV Portland, Ore., to
10-1;
KGY Olympia,
to 10-16; WEZN
Elizabethtown,
Pa., to Wash.,
6-1.
Action of March 27
WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga.— Granted extension of
completion
dates to 10-6 (main trans, and ant.
and aux. trans.).
Actions of March 26
KUEQ Phoenix, Ariz.— Granted license for am
station.
KIFI Idaho Falls, Idaho— Granted license covering changes in ant. system (increase height).
WFNS Burlington, N. C— Granted license covering installation of new trans.
KBUN Bemidji, Minn. — Granted license covering installation of new trans, as aux. trans, at
present main trans, site, with remote control
operation from studio location.
KFH Wichita,
Kans.trans.
— Granted license covering
installation
of new
WICE Providence, R. I.— Granted license covering installation of new trans, as aux. trans, at
present main trans, site and operate trans, by
remote control from studio location.
WBEC Pittsfield, Mass.— Granted license covering installation of old main trans, as aux.
trans, at present main trans, site.
WGIG Brunswick, Ga.— Granted license covering increase in daytime power, installation of
new trans, and specify type trans.
KFH Wichita, Kans.— Granted license to use
old main trans, as an aux. trans, at present main
trans, by
site, and mod. of license to "operate aux.
trans,
tional ant.remote control while using non-direcWGTC Greenville, N. C— Granted authority to
sign-off at 5:00 p.m. daily for period of six
months.
WPGC-FM Oakland, Md.— Granted extension
of authority to remain silent until June 20
WSAJ Grove City, Pa.— Granted authority
remain silent beginning Mar. 29 and ending Aprto
April 7, 1958
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9 in order to observe Easter college recess.
KLTF Little Falls, Minn.— Granted authoritj
to sign-ofi at 7:00 p.m. CST. beginning May 1
and ending Aug. 31.
KALV Alva, Okla.— Granted authority for 90
days to sign-ofT at 7:00 p.m., local time, due to
personnel shortage.
KAWL York, Nebr. — Granted authority to
sign-off at 6:00 p.m. during months of Mar.
through Sept., except for special events.
KMLW
Marlin, Tex
Granted authority to
sign-on at 6:30 a.m. and sign-off at 6:30 p.m.
during months of Apr. through Sept., except for
station would operate withwhen hours.
events
special
in normal
daytime
KBMO Benson, Minn. — Granted authority to
sign-off at 6:30 p.m. during summer months
(Apr. through Aug.).
WFTG London, Ky.— Granted authority to
sign-on at 6:00 a.m. and sign-off at 7:30 p.m.,
local time, Apr. through Aug., due to decline in
nighttime revenue.
WIZZ Streator, 111.— Waived Sec. 3.71 of rules
and granted authority to sign-off at 6:00 p.m.,
local time (except for programs of special public
interest) from Apr. through Sept. 28. or in event
daylight saving time is extended beyond Sept.
28, then through extended period, but not beyond Oct. 31.
WRAM Monmouth, 111. — Waived Sec. 3.71 of
rules and granted authority to sign-off at 6:00
for spethroughout
p.m. cial
events (Apr.summer
throughmonths
Sept.). except
.
KSXB Breckenridge, Tex. — Granted authority
to sign-off during summer months, Apr. through
Sept.. at 6.00 p.m.
WEJL Scranton, Pa. — Granted authority to
sign-off daily at 5:45 p.m. EST. during those
days in Apr. when daylight saving time is in
effect and at 6:00 p.m. EST, during months of
May through Sept.
Actions of March 25
WAYX Waycross, Ga. — Granted involuntary
assignment of license to Ethel Woodard Williams, et al., as executors of last will and testament of Jack Williams, deceased.
KNGS Hanford, Calif. — Granted involuntary
transfer of control from Earl J. Fenston to
James G. Fenston, executor of estate of Earl J.
Fenston, deceased.
KWEL Midland, Tex. — Granted acquisition of
positive control by Jerry Covington through
purchase of stock from Ben Harwit.
WJHB, WTLS Talladega and Tallassee, Ala.—
Granted acquisition of negative control by Ned
Butler, et al., through purchase of stock from
W. K. Johnston and Joe A. Armbrester Jr.
KVEL Vernal, Utah — Granted relinquishment
of positive control by James C. Wallentine
through sale of stock to Lucile M. Johnson and
Hugh W. Colton.
WWIN Baltimore, Md. — Granted license covering change in ant. -trans, location.
KILE Galveston, Tex. — Granted license covering installation of new trans.
WMAN Mansfield, Ohio — Granted license covering change ant. -trans, location, installation of
new trans., make changes in ant. system and
ground
system;
covering
tion of old
main and
trans,license
as alternate
maininstallatrans,
at present main trans, site.
WBLA Elizabethtown, N. C. — Granted license
covering change in facilities and installation of
new trans.
WGGH Marion, 111. — Granted license covering
installation of old main trans, at present location of main trans.
KTRI Sioux City, Iowa — Granted license covering changes in daytime directional ant. system
(using two tower array).
WFBL, WTAC Syracuse, N. Y., and Flint, Mich.
— Granted mod. of licenses to change name to
First Bcstg. Corp.
KAPA Raymond, Wash. — Granted cp to make
changes in ant. system (decrease height).
KIJV Huron, S. D. — Granted cp to make
changes in ant. system and increase height by
top mounting fm ant.

Following were granted authority to operate
trans, by remote control: WZOK-FM Radio Jax
Inc., Jacksonville, Fla.; KRCT Bay Bcstg. Co.,
Pasadena, Tex.; WTIP Chemical City Bcstg. Co.,
Charleston, W. Va.
KLFY-TV Lafayette, La. — Granted extension
of completion date to Sept. 24.
Actions of March 24
KRGV, KRGV-TV Weslaco, Tex.— Granted acquisition of positive control by LBJ Company
through purchase of stock from O. L. Taylor.
WSAU Wausau, Wis. — Granted cp to make
changes in ant. system (decrease height).
KDFW Cedar Hill, Tex. — Granted cp to change
type trans, and decrease ERP to 25 kw, ant.
height 770 ft.
KEDO Ontario, Calif. — Granted cp to change
ant. -trans, location, install new type ant. (composite), increase ERP to 1 kw and decrease ant.
height to minus 415 ft.
WEZL Richmond, Va. — Granted cp to install
new ant. and trans, for aux. purposes only.
KINY-TV Juneau, Alaska — Granted mod. of
cp to change studio location and specify correct
coordinates (no change in trans, location).
WHKP-FM Hendersonville, N. C— Granted
mod. of cp to change type trans., type ant., intions. crease ERP to 9.5 kw, ant. height 2 ft.; condiKOXR-FM Oxnard, Calif.— Granted mod. of cp
to decrease ERP to 10.5 kw, increase ant. height
to 14 ft., change trans. -studio location and make
changes in ant. system.
KACY Port Hueneme, Calif. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans, and studio location.
KZUM Farmington, N. M. — Granted mod. of
cp to tion,
change
ant. -trans,
location,
studioheight),
locamake changes
in ant.
(increase
and ground system and change type trans.
Following
granted
of completion dates aswere
shown:
KZUMextensions
Farmington,
N. M.,
to 8-1; KFJZ Fort Worth, Tex., to 5-1; WDVL
Vineland, N. J., to 6-20; WBAB Babylon, N. Y.,
to 10-1.
Action of March 21
KSWS-TV (aux. trans.) Roswell, N. M.— Granted extension of completion date to May 15.
Actions of March 19
Following were granted authority to operate
trans, by remote control: WLCR Electronic Maintenance Inc., Torrington, Conn.; WBTA Batavia
Bcstg. Corp., Batavia, N. Y.; WZOK Radio Jax
Inc., Jacksonville, Fla., while using non-directional ant.; WCAM City of Camden, Camden,
N. J., main and alternate main.
License

Renewals

Following stations were granted renewal of
license: WROD Daytona Beach, Fla.; WLAT
Conway, S. C; WDIX Orangeburg, S. C; WACL
Waycross, Ga.; WAGF Dothan, Ala.; WAMI Opp,
Ala.; WCRI Scottsboro, Ala.; WCRL Oneonta,
Ala.; WD AK Columbus, Ga.; WDEC Americus,
Ga.; WDOL Athens, Ga.; WFMH Cullman, Ala.;
WGBA Columbus, Ga.; WJAM Marion, Ala.;
WJAZ Albany, Ga.; WJDB Thomasville, Ala.;
WJHB Talladega, Ala.; WJHO Opelika, Ala.;
WJIV Savannah, Ga.; WJOI Florence, Ala.;
WKLY Hartwell, Ga.; WLAG LaGrange, Ga.;
WMJM Cordele, Ga.; WMLT Dublin, Ga.; WMOG
Brunswick, Ga.; WMVG Milledgeville, Ga.;
WNEX Macon, Ga.; WRDW Augusta, Ga.;
WRGA Rome, Ga.; WROM Rome, Ga.; WROS
Scottsboro, Ala.; WGAU-FM Athens, Ga.
WFMH-FM Cullman, Ala.; WUOA Tuscaloosa,
Ala.; WFDR Manchester, Ga.; WKAB Mobile,
Ala.; WXAL Demopolis, Ala.; WALA-TV KIO-87,
Mobile, Ala.; WCOV-TV Montgomery, Ala.;
WCTV (TV) KIP-95, 96, Thomasville, Ga.;
WMAZ-TV Macon, Ga.; WMSL-TV Decatur,
Ala.; WRDW-TV Augusta, Ga.; WSAV-TV Savannah, Ga.; W SB-TV Atlanta, Ga.; WSFA-TV
Montgomery, Ala.; WTOC-TV Savannah, Ga.;
WMBR and aux., WMBR-TV (main trans., ant.

WASHINGTON
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AND
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MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
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DENVER
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and aux. ant.), WMBR-FM and SCA, Jacksonville, Fla.; WSB (main and aux.), WSB-FM Atlanta, Ga.; WFMY-TV (main trans, and ant.,
aux. trans.) Greensboro, N. C; WYZE Atlanta,
Ga.; WMSN Raleigh, N. C; WTRL Bradenton,
Fla.;
WGMS D. Bethesda,
Md., and WGMS-FM
Washington,
C.

UPCOMING

April 10-12: 10th Southwestern Institute of Radio
April& electronic show, St.
Engineers, conference
Anthony Hotel and Municipal Auditorium, San
Antonio.
April 10-12: Alabama Broadcasters Assn., Mobile.
April 11: Conference
on Enlightened Public
Opinion, Boston U.
April 11: Pennsylvania AP Broadcasters Assn.,
John Bartram Hotel, Philadelphia.
April 11: Ohio Broadcasters Assn., Hotel Carter,
Cleveland.
April 14-17: 25th National Premium Buyers Exposition, Navy Pier, Chicago.
April 16: UP Broadcasters of New Hampshire,
Concord.
April 18-19: Advertising Federation of America,
ninth district convention, Kansas City, Mo.
April 18-19: New Mexico Broadcasters Assn., El
Rancho Hotel, Gallup.
April 18-19: Spring Technical Conference on
Tv and Transistors, Engineering Society of
Cincinnati Building, 1349 E. McMillan St., Cincinnati.
April 19-20: Oklahoma AP Broadcasters, Western
Hills Lodge, Wagoner.
April 20-22: Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters, Fort
Cumberland Hotel, Amherst, N. S.
April 21-25: Society of Motion Picture & Tv
Engineers, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 22: CBC Board of Governors, Railway
Committee-room, House of Commons, Ottawa.
April 22-24: Electronic Components Conference,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 23-25: Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn., Oasis Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
April 24-26: AAAA, annual meeting, Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 24-26: Advertising Federation of America,
fourth district convention,
Floridan Hotel,
Tampa, Fla.
April 24-27: American Women in Radio & Tv,
national convention,
Fairmont
Hotel, San
Francisco.
April 25: Assn. Maximum Service Telecasters.
board of directors meeting, Biltmore Hotel,
Los Angeles.
April 25-26:
MutualHotel,
Advertising
work, Bismarck
Chicago. Agency NetApril 26: UP Broadcasters Assn. of Connecticut,
Hotel Burritt, New Britain.
May Service Telecasters.
April 26: Assn. Maximum
annual membership meeting, Biltmore Hotel.
Los Angeles.
April 27-May 1: NAB 36th annual convention,
Statler and Biltmore Hotels, Los Angeles.
April 28-May 1: NAB Broadcast Engineering
Conference, Statler Hotel, Los Angeles.
May 1-3: Advertising Federation of America,
fifth district convention, Mansfield, Ohio.
May 2: Missouri Broadcasters Assn., U. of Missouri, Columbia.
May 4-10: Canadian Radio Week, sponsored by
Broadcast Advertising Bureau of Canadian
Assn. of Radio and Tv Broadcasters.
May 5-7: Annual meeting, Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
May 5-7: Assn. of Canadian Advertisers, Royal
York Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
"Francisco.
May 9: Radio Tv Guild, industry conferences and
banquet, San Francisco State College, San
May 10: California AP Tv-Radio Assn., annual
meeting, El Mirador Hotel, Sacramento.
May 10: UP Broadcasters of Illinois, Allerton
State Park, Monticello.
Lansing.
May
10: UP Broadcasters of Michigan, Hotel Olds,
May 11-14: Canadian Assn. of Radio & TV
Broadcasters, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal,
May 15-16: North Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
Southern Pines.
May 15-16: Nebraska Broadcasters Assn., Scottsbluff.
Que.
May 17: UP Broadcasters of Indiana, SheratonLincoln Hotel. Indianapolis.
May 19-21: National Retail Merchants Assn.,
sales promotion division, national convention,
Palmer House, Chicago.
May 21-23: Pennsylvania Broadcasters Assn.,
Galen Hall, Wernersville.
Broadcasting
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CALIFORNIA
April 1958
Total U. S. Stations on Air: 541
(Commercial: 510; Educational 31)
(Includes Alaska, Guam, Hawaii, Puerto Rico)
Total Cities with On-Air Stations: 336
Total Tv Households: 39,800,000
(ARF — Census data as of April 1957)
HOW

TO READ

THIS LISTING

Each station or grantee is listed in the
city where licensed.
Triangle (►): station on air with regular programming. Date of grant is
shown for permittees, followed by
planned starting date when known.
Channel number is in parentheses, followed by national network affiliations
and sales representatives, and station's
highest one-time hourly rate.
Asterisk (*): non-commercial outlet.
Dagger (t): not interconnected.
Data on station color equipment: N,
equipped for network color; LS, local
color slides; LF, local color film; LL,
local live color.
ALABAMA
AND ALUS IAf —
► WAIQ (*2)
BIRMINGHAM—
► WABT (13) NBC, ABC; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons; N, LF, LS; $800
► WBIQ (*10)
► WBRC-TV (6) CBS; Katz; N; $850
WBMG (42) 11/29/56-Unknown
DECATUR—
► WMSL-TV (23) NBC, CBS, ABC; Masla; $150
DOTHAN—
► WTVY (9) CBS, ABC; Young; N; $150
FLORENCE—
► WOWL-TV (15) CBS, NBC; Forjoe; $200
MOBILE — ► WALA-TV (10) NBC, ABC; H-R; N; $500
► WKEG-TV (5) CBS; Avery-Knodel; N; $450
MONTGOMERY—
► WCOV-TV (20) CBS, ABC; Young, N; $200
► WSFA-TV (12) NBC, ABC; Katz; N; $450
MUNFORDt—
► WTIQ (*7)
SELMAf—
Wi,LA (8) 2/52/54-Unknown
ARIZONA
MESA (PHOENIX)—
► KVAR (12) NBC; Avery-Knodel; N; $500
PHOENIX—
► KOOL-TV (10) CBS; Hollingbery; N; $550
► KPHO-TV (5) Katz; $450
► KTVK (3) ABC; Weed; N, LF, LS; $400
TUCSON—
► KGUN-TV (9) ABC; Headley-Reed; N, LF, LS;
$300
► KOLD-TV (13) CBS; Hollingbery; N; $300
► KVOA-TV (4) NBC; Branham; N; $300
YUMA—
► KEVA (11) NBC, CBS, ABC; Hollingbery; N;
$200 (13) 1/25/56-Unknown
K)ai
ARKANSAS
EL DORADO—
►KRBB (10) NBC, ABC; O'Connell; $200
FORT SMITH—
► KFSA-TV (22) NBC, ABC; Venard; N; $200
► KNAC-TV (5) CBS; H-R; $250
LITTLE ROCK—
► KARK-TV (4) NBC; Petry; N; $500
► KTHV (11) CBS; Branham; N; $450
► KATV (7) (See Pine Bluff)
PINE BLUFF—
► KATV (7) ABC; Avery-Knodel; N; $450
TEXARKANA
► KCMC-TV (6) (See Texarkana, Tex.)
Broadcasting

BAKERSFIELD—

BRITAIN—
►NEW
WNBC
(30) NBC; NBC Spot Sales; N; $600

►^Si^-XY
KERO-TV (10)
(29) NBC,
CBS- ABC;
ABC; Weed;
Perry; $350
N; $500
BERKELEY (SAN FRANCISCO)—
► KQED (*9)

HAVEN— (8) ABC; Katz; N, LF. LS; $1,200
►NEW
WNHC-TV
WELI-TV (59) 6/24/53-Unknown; H-R

CHICO—
*"K?„SL'rv <12> CBS- ABC; Avery-Knodel; N;
$250
EUREKA—
ABC'
NBC:$200Blair TV Assoc.;
►^K™M$*250
KVIQ-TV (3)
(6) CBS'
Holling
bery;

NEWWNLC-TV
LONDON)'(26)
— 12/31/52-Unknown
NORWICHf—
WCTN (*63) 1/29/53-Unknown
STAMFORDf —
WSTF (27) 5/27/53-Unknown
WATERBURY—
► WATR-TV
(53) ABC; McGavren-Quinn; $200
DELAWARE

— V (12) CBS; Blair
►FRESNO
KFRE-T
Tv; N, LF, LS; $650
► KJEO (47) ABC; Branham
; N, LL;
► KMJ-TV (24) NBC; Katz; N; LF, LS;$600$600
KBID-TV (53) See footnote
LOS ANGELES—
► KABC-TV (7) ABC; Katz; $2,300
► KCOP (13) Petry; $1,500
► KHJ-TV (9) H-R; $1,750
► KNXT (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N, LS, LF, LL;
► KRCA
(4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N, LL, LS,
$3,500 $3,600
LF;
► KTLA (5) Peters, Griffin, Woodward; LL, LS,
LF; $1,500
► KTTV (11) Blair Tv; $2,000
KBIC-TV (22) 2/10/52-Unknown
MODESTOf—
KTRB-TV (14) 2/17/54-Unknown
OAKLAND (See San Francisco)
►REDDING—
KVIP-TV

(7)

NBC,

ABC;

Hollingbery; N;

$250
SACRAMENTO—
>• KBET-TV (10) CBS; H-R; N, LF, LS; $850
► KCRA-TV (3) NBC; Petry; N, LF, LS; $900
KGMS-TV (46) 3/2/56-Unknown
SALINAS (MONTEREY) —
► KSBW-TV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC; H-R; N; $425
DIEGO— (8) CBS: Petry; N; $900
SAN
► KFMB-TV
► KFSD-TV (10) NBC; Katz; N, LF, LS; $850
SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND—
► KGO-TV (7) ABC; Blair Tv; $1,700
► KPLX (5) CBS; Katz; N, LF, LS; $1,700
► KRON-TV (4) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward:
N, LL, LF, LS; $1,700
► KSAN-TV (32) Stars National: $115
► KTVU (2) H-R; N; $1,000
KB AY-TV (20) 3/11/53-Unknown
KPRT (26) 12/20/56-Unknown
Golden
known State Telecasting Co. (38) 2/13/58-UnSAN JOSE—
► KNTV (11) ABC, CBS, NBC; Weed; $250
SAN LUIS OBISPO—
► KSBY-TV (6) CBS, ABC, NBC; H-R; $220
SANTA BARBARA—
► KEYT
(3) NBC, ABC, CBS; Headley-Reed;
$450 (13) ABC; Hollingbery; $800
►STOCKTON—
KOVR
KVVG (27) See footnote
TULARE—
COLORADO
COLORADO SPRINGS—
► KKTV (11) CBS, ABC; Boiling; N; $250
► KRDO-TV (13) NBC; Pearson; $175
►DENVER—
KBTV (9) ABC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N; $750 (7) CBS: Katz: N; $750
► KLZ-TV
► KOA-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N; $750
► KRMA-TV (*6)
► KTVR (2) Blair Tv Assoc.; $500
GRAND JUNCTIONf—
► KREX-TV (5) CBS, NBC, ABC; Holman; $150
MONTROSE—
► KFXJ-TV
Junction) (10) (Satellite of KREX-TV Grand
PUEBLO—
► KCSJ-TV (5) NBC; Pearson; $225
CONNECTICUT

►BRIDGEPORT—
WICC-TV (43) ABC; Young; $200
WCTB (*71) 1/29/53-Unknown
►HARTFORD—
WHCT (18) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N; $700
► WTIC-TV (3) Harrington, Righter & ParsonsWEDH
$1,000 (*24) 1/29/53-Unknown

►WILMINGTON—
WVUE (12) Katz; $1,600
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
►WASHINGTON—
WMAL-TV (7) ABC; H-R; $1,750
► WRC-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N; $1,250
► WTOP-TV (9) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N, LF, LS;
$1,800 (5) Weed; LS; $1,000
► WTTG
WOOK-TV (14) 2/24/54-Unknown
FLORIDA
DAYTONA BEACH—
► WESH-TV (2) NBC; Avery-Knodel; N; $400
FORT
LAUDERDALE—
► WITV
(17) ABC; Forjoe; $500
FORT MYERSf—
► WINK-TV (11) CBS, ABC; Walker-Rawalt; $180
FORT PIERCEf —
WTVI (19) 4/19/55-Unknown
JACKSONVILLE—
► WFGA-TV (12) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward; N, LL, LF, LS: $600
► WMBR-TV
(4) CBS, ABC; CBS Spot Sis.;
N: $850
WJCT (*7) (36)
2/28/57-May
WJHP1TV
See footnote
► WCKT (7) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N, LF, LS;
► WITV (17) See Fort Lauderdale
►MIAMI—
WPST-TV (10) ABC; Petry; N; $825
»- WTHS-TV («2)
► WTVJ
(4) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
$950
N, LL, LF, LS; $1,100
WGBS-TV (23) See footnote
WMFL (33) 12/9/53-Unknown
► WDBO-TV (6) CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; N;
ORLANDO—
► WLOF-TV
$450
(9) ABC; Young; $400
Wi!.AJ-i-XV Uti) »/ai/5i)-uni>jiowii
PANAMA
► WJDM CITY—
(7) ABC, CBS, NBC; Hollingbery; $175
►PENSACOLA—
WEAR-TV
(3)

ABC,

CBS;

Hollingbery; N;

WPFA-TV (15) See footnote
PETERSBURG—
►ST.WSUN-TV
(38) ABC; Venard; $400
$350 (6) See Thomasville, Ga.
►TALLAHASSEE—
WCTV
► WFLA-TV (8) NBC; Blair Tv; N, LF, LS; $850
► WTVT (13) CBS; Katz; N, LF, LS; $850
TAMPA—
WEDU (*3) 9/19/57-April
WEST
PALM BEACH—
► WEAT-TV
(12) ABC; Venard; $300
► WPTV (5) NBC, CBS; Blair Tv Assoc.; N; $275
GEORGIA
► WALB-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Venard; N; $250
ALBANY—
ATHENSf—
WGTV (*8) 9/5/56-Unknown
► WAGA-TV (5) CBS; Katz; N, LF, LS; $1,000
►ATLANTA—
WETV (*30)
► WLWA (11) ABC; Crosley Sis.; N; $900
► WSB-TV (2) NBC; Petry; N, LF, LS; $1,000
WATL-TV (36) See footnote
► WJBF (6) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; N; $350
►AUG
WRDW-TV
(12) CBS; Branham; $350
USTA—

(4) CBS, ABC; Hollingbery; N;
► WRBL-TV
COLUMBUS—
MA
CO
N—
„
eed; N; $300
ABC; Headley-R
► WTVM (28) NBC,
$400
Avery► WMAZ-TV
Knodel; N; (13)
$400 CBS, ABC, NBC;
SAVANNAH—
m

► WSAV-TV
N; $300

(3) NBC, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
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► WTO C -TV (11) CBS. ABC; Avery-Knodel;
N; $300
THOMAS VI LIE —
► WCTV (6) NBC, CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
N; $400

IDAHO
OISEf(2)
►BKBOI-TV
CBS; Peters. Griffin, Woodward: $250
► KIDO-TV (7) ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.; N;
$250
IDAHO FALLS—
(3) CBS, ABC, NBC; Gill-Perna;
► KID-TV
$225
LEWISTONt—
► KLEW-TV
(3) (Satellite of KIMA-TV Yakima.
Wash.)
NAMPA—
Radio Boise Inc. (6) 3/27/58-Unknown
TWIN FAUSf—
► KLDC-TV (11) CBS. ABC. NBC; Gill-Perna:
$175 (13) 11/9/55-Unknown
KHTV
HXINOIS
BLOOMINGTON—
► WBLN (15) Burn-Smith; $120
CHAMPAIGN—
► WCIA (3) CBS, NBC; Hollingbery; N; $900
WCHU (33) 9/19/57-Unknown
CHICAGO —
► WBBM-TV (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N; $4,500
► WBKB (7) ABC; Blair Tv; $2,400
► WGN-TV (9) Petry; LL. LF, LS; $1,800
(5) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N, LL. LS,
► WNBQ
LF; $4,000
► WTTW <*m
W HFC-TV (26) 1/8/53-Unknown
WIND-TV (20) 3/9/53-Unknown
WOPT (44) 2/10/54-Unknown
DANVILLE—
► WDAN-TV (24) ABC; Everett-McKinney; $150
DECATUR—
► WTVP (17) ABC; Gill-Perna; $350
EVANSTONf—
WTLE (32) 8/12/53-Unknown
■
HARRISBURGf —
Walker-Rawalt; $150
► WSEL-TV (3) NBC, ABC; on
ch. 3)
(operating temporarily
LA SALLE —
WEEQ-TV (35) (satellite of WEEK-TV Peoria)
►PEORIA
► WEEK-TV (43) NBC; Headley-Reed: N; $600
Griffin, Wood► WMBD-TVward; N;(31)
$500 CBS; Peters,
► WTVH (19) ABC; Petry; N; $550
WIRL-TV (8 ) 6/27/56 (Construction prohibite-d
until completion of deintermlxture rulemak
ing.)
(HANNIBAL, MO.)—
►QUINCY
KHOA-TV (71 See Hannibal. Mo
► WGEM-TV (10) NBC, ABC: Young; N; $400
ROCKFORD —
tt,
► WREX-TV (13) CBS, ABC; H-R; N, LF, LS;
$450
► WTVO (39) NBC; Headley-Reed: N; $350
ROCK ISLAND (DAVENPORT, MOLINE) —
(4) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel;
► WHBF-TV
N; $900
SPRINGFIELD—
► WICS (20) NBC, ABC; Young; N; $250
WMAY-TV (2) 6/27/56 (Ordered to show cause
why station should not operate on ch. 36).
URBANAf —
► WILL-TV (*12)
INDIANA
ANDERSON+—
► WCBC-TV (61) $150
BLOOMINGTON —
► WTTV (4) Meeker; $1,000
ELKHART (SOUTH BEND)—
► WSJV (28) ABC; H-R; $300
EVANSVILLE —
► WEHT '50) See Henderson, Ky.
► WFIE-TV (14) NBC; Raymer; N; $350
► WTVW (7) ABC; Hollingbery; N. LF, LS; $350
FORT WAYNE —
► WANE-TV (15) CBS: Petry; N; $500
► WKJG-TV (33) NBC; H-R; N; $500
HATFIELD—
WVSJ-TV (9) Initial Decision-2/18/57
INDIANAPOLIS —
► WFBM-TV (6) NBC; Katz; N, LL, LF, LS;
$1 300
► WISH-TV (8) CBS; Boiling; N, LF, LS; $1,400
WLWI (13) ABC; Crosley Sis.; N, LF, LS; $1,100
►► WTTV (4) See Bloomington
LAFAYETTE—
► WFAM-TV (59) CBS, NBC; Rambeau, Vance,
Hopple; N; $200
MUNCIE—
► WLBC-TV (49) NBC, ABC, CBS; Holman; N;
$225
PRINCETONf —
WR AY-TV (52) See footnote
—
►ROANOKE
WPTA (21) ABC: Meeker; $400
SOUTH BEND (ELKHART) —
► WNTJU-TV (lfi) NBC; Petry; N; $500
► WSBT-TV (22) CBS; Raymer; N; $500
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TERRE HAUTE—
► WTHI-TV (10) CBS, ABC, NBC; Boiling; N;
IOWA
$600
► WOI-TV (5) ABC; Weed; N; $050
ES— RAPIDS—
AMKCRG-TV
►CEDAR
(9) ABC; Weed; $425
► WMT-TV (2) CBS; Katz; N; $625
DAVENPORT (MOLINE, ROCK ISLAND)—
► WOC-TV (6) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N; $900
MOINES—(8) CBS; Katz; N; $700
►DESKRNT-TV
► WHO-TV (13) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N, LF, LS; $750
KDPS-TV (*11) 12/12/56-August
KGTV (17) See footnote
DODGE—
►FORT
KQTV
(21) NBC, ABC, CBS; Pearson; $150
MASON
CITY—
► KGLO-TV (3) CBS; Weed; N; $400
OTTUMWA—
► KTVO (3) See Kirksville, Mo.
►SIOUX
KTTV CITY—
(4) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; N; $350
► KVTV (9) CBS, ABC; Katz; N; $425
WATERLOO—
► KWWL-TV (7) NBC; Avery-Knodel; N; $625
KANSAS
►ENSIGN—
KTVC (6) ABC, CBS: Katz; $100 (satellite of
KAKE-TV Wichita)
GARDEN CITY—
KGLD
(11) 6/14/57-Unknown
(satellite of
KCKT Great
Bend)
GOODLANDt—
KWGB-TV (10) 5/11/55-Unknown
GREAT
► KCKTBEND—
(2) NBC, ABC; Boiling; N; $300
KAYS-TV (7) 5/29/57-June; ABC; Katz; $150
HAYS—
HUTCHINSON (WICHITA)—
► KAKE-TV (10) See Wichita
► KARD-TV (3) See Wichita
► KTVH (12) CBS; H-R; N; $575
MANHATTANf—
KSAC-TV (»8) 7/24/53-Unknown
PITTSBURG —
► KOAM-TV (7) NBC, ABC; Katz; N; $360
—
►TCFKA
WIBW-TV

(13) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; N;

WICHITA (HUTCHINSON)—
► KAKE-TV
(10) ABC; Katz; N; $675
$550
► KARD-TV (3) NBC; Petry; N, LL, LF, LS;
► KTVH (12) See Hutchinson
$600
KENTUCKY
ASHLANDt
— (59) 8/14/52-Unknown; Petry
WALN-TV
HENDERSON (EVANSVILLE, IND.)—
► WEHT (50) CBS; Young; N; $400
►LEXINGTON—
WKXP-TV (27) Pearson; $251.30
► WLEX-TV (18) NBC, ABC, CBS; Boiling; N;
$284.05
LOUISVILLE—
► WAVE-TV (3) NBC, ABC; NBC Spot Sis.; N;
► WHAS-TV
(11) CBS; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons;
N: $1,000
$1,025
WFPK-TV (»15) 1/3/58- September
WOXL-TV
(41) 1/15/53-Unknown; Forjoe
WEZI (21) See footnote
NEWPORTf —
WNOP-TV (74) 12/24/53-Unknown
OWENSBORO—
WKYT (14) 3/14/56-Unknown
►PADUCAH
WPSD-TV
— (6) NBC, ABC; Pearson; N; $400
LOUISIANA
ALEXANDRIA—
► KALB-TV (5) NBC, ABC, CBS; Weed; $250
BATON
ROUGE—
► WAFB-TV
(28) CBS: Blair Tv Assoc.; $250
► WBRZ (2) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; N; $475
WCNS (40) 7/19/56-Unknown
Port City Tv Co. (18) Initial Decision 10/31/57
LAFAYETTE—
► KLFY-TV (10) CBS; Young; N; $250
NEW

TV

STATIONS

THE following tv stations started regular
programming within the past three months:
KMOT (10) Minot, N. D.; WIPR-TV (*6)
San Juan, P. R.; KUED (*7) Salt Lake
City; WLOF-TV (9) Orlando, Fla; KTRX
(25) Kennewick, Wash.; WRIK-TV (7)
Ponce, P. R.; KIRO-TV (7) Seattle;
KDUH-TV (4) Hay Springs. Neb.; KRSDTV
(7) Rapid
City, S.
WETV P. (*30)
Atlanta;
WSUR-TV
(9)D.:Ponce.
R.;
KTVU (2) San Francisco; WBPZ-TV (32)
Lock Haven, Pa.; KGHL-TV (8) Billings,
Mont.; WCBC-TV (61) Anderson, Ind.;
KVIQ-TV (6) Eureka, Calif.

CHARLES—
►LAKE
KPLC-TV
yl) NBC, ABC; Weed; $250
► KTAG (25) CBS; Raymer; $150
► KNOE-TV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC; H-R; N; $400
MONROE—
► KLSE (*13)
►NEW
WDSU-TV
(6) NBC; Blair Tv; N. LL, LF, LS;
ORLEANS—
► W.TMR-TV (20) CBS, ABC; Weed; N; $600
► WWL-TV
(4) CBS; Katz; N, LF, LS; $1,000
$1,100
► WYES-TV (*8)
WCKG (26) 4/2/53-Unknown; Gill-Perna
WWEZ-TV (32) 9/26/56-Unknown
►SHREVEPORT—
KSLA-TV (12) CBS, ABC; Raymer; N, LF, LS;
► KTBS-TV (3) NBC, ABC; Petry; N; $550
MAINE
WPTT
$500 (10) 11/14/56-Unknown
AUGUSTA—
►BANGOR—
WABI-TV
(5) NBC, ABC;
Hollingbery; N;
► WTWO (2) CBS; Venard; N; $300
SPRING—
►POLAND
WMTW
CBS, ABC; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons;(8) $400
$375
► WCSH-TV (6) NBC. ABC; Weed; N; $500
PORTLAND—
► WGAN-TV (13) CBS; Avery-Knodel; N; $500
►PRESQUE
WAGM-TV
ISLE— (8) NBC, ABC, CBS; Hollingbery;
N; $225

MARYLAND

► WBAL-TV
(11) NBC; Petry; N, LL, LS, LF;
SI. 500
BALTIMORE—
► WJZ-TV (13) ABC; Blair Tv; $1,400
► WMAR-TV (2) CBS: Katz; N, LF, LS; $1,500
WITH-TV (72) 12/18/52-Unknown; Forjoe
WTLF (18) 12/9/53-Unknown
►SALISBURY—
WBOC-TV

(16) ABC, CBS; Headley-Reed; N;
MASSACHUSETTS

—
$200Y.)(PITTSFIELD)
►ADAMS
WCDC
(19) (Satellite
N.

of WTEN

Vail Mills,

► WBZ-TV (4) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N, LS. LF; $2,400
BOSTON—
► WGBH-TV (*2)
► WHDH-TV (5) ABC, CBS, NBC; Blair Tv; N,
LL, LF, LS: $2,500
► WMUR-TV (9) See Manchester, N. H.
► WNAC-TV (7) CBS, ABC; H-R; N; $3,000
WXEL (38) 10/12/55-Unknown
WJDW (44 ) 3/12/53-Unknown
BROCKTONf —
WHEF-TV (62) 7/30/53-Unknown
CAMBRIDGE
WTAO-TV (BOSTON)—
(56) See footnote
GREENFIELD— KEENE, N. H— BRATTLEBORO, VT.
► WRLP (32) (Satellite of WWLP Springfield)
►SPRINGFIELD—
WHYN-TV (40) CBS; Branham; N; $600
► WWLP (22) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; N, LS;
WWOR-TV (14) See footnote
WORCESTER—
$700
MICHIGAN
WPAG-TV
ANN
ARBOR— (20) See footnote
WTJOM-TV (*26) 11/4/53-Unknown
BAY CITY (MIDLAND, SAGINAW, FLINT)—
► WNEM-TV (5) NBC, ABC; Petry; N, LF, LS;
►CADILLAC—
WWTV (13) CBS, ABC; Hollingbery; $350
$800
CHEBOYGAN—
WTCM-TV
(4) Initial Decision-6/21/57
$2,600
►DETROIT—
WJBK-TV
(2) CBS; Katz; N, LL, LF, LS;
WTVS f*56)
► WWJ-TV (4) NBC: Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N. LF. LS: $2,400
► WXYZ-TV (7) ABC; Blair Tv; $2,200
► CKLW-TV (9) (See Windsor, Ont.)
WBID-TV (50) 11/19/53-Unknown
EAST LANSINGf—
► WKAR-TV (*60)
WJRT (12) 5/12/54-Unknown
FLINTf — RAPIDS—
►GRAND
WOOD-TV (8) NBC, ABC; Katz; N; $1,175
WMCM (23) 9/2/54-Unknown
IRONWOOD—
WJMS-TV (12) 11/30/55-Unknown
KALAMAZOO—
► WK70-TV
(31 CBS,
N, LF, LS; $1,300

ABC;

►LANSING—
WJIM-TV
Woodward; (6)N; CBS,
$1,000 ABC;
WTOM-TV (54) See footnote

Avery-Knodel;
Peters, Griffin,

►MARQUETTE—
WDMJ-TV (6) CBS, ABC; Weed; $200
Broadcasting

ONONDAGA—
Michigan State U. (10) Initial Decision— 3/6/57
PORT HURON—
WHLS-TV (34) 11/14/56-Unknown
SAGINAW (BAY CITY, MIDLAND)—
► WKNX-TV (57) CBS, ABC; Gill-Perna; N; $375
TRAVERSE CITY—
► WPBN-TV (7) NBC; Holman; N; $144
MINNESOTA
ALEXANDRIA—
KCMT (7) 12/5/57-May
AUSTIN—
► KMMT (6) ABC; Avery-Knodel; $200
DULUTH (SUPERIOR, WIS.)—
► KDAL-TV (3) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; N;
$500
► WPSM-TV (6) See Superior, Wis.
WFTV (38) See footnote
HIBBING—
WIRT (13) 2/20/58-TJnknown
INTERNATIONAL FALLS—
Minneonto Television Inc. 2/13/58-Unknown
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL—
► KMSP (9) Branham; $1,000
► KSTP-TV (5) NBC; Petry; N, LF, LS; $1,650
► KTCA-TV (*2) LF
► WCCO-TV (4) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N, LL; $1,608
► WTCN-TV (11) ABC; Katz; $1,200
ROCHESTER—
► KROC-TV (10) NBC, ABC, CBS; Meeker; N;
$325
SSISSIPPI
LOXlt-(13) MI
BI
WVMI-TV
8/1/57-Unknown
COLUMBUS—
► WCBI-TV (4) CBS, NBC, ABC; Everett-MeKinney; $180
GREENWOOD —
WABG-TV (6) 1/3/58-June; CBS
GULFPORT—
WSTG (56) 8/1/57-Unknown
HATTIESBURG—
► WDAM-TV (9) NBC, ABC; Pearson: N; $175
JACKSON—
► WJTV (12) CBS, ABC; Katz; N; $400
► WLBT (3) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; N; $400
LAUREL—
WTLM (7) 2/21/57-Unknown
MERIDIAN—
► WTOK-TV
(11) CBS, ABC. NBC; HeadleyReed; N; $275
WCOC-TV (30) See footnote
TUPELO—
► WTWV (9) NBC; Masla; N; $150

MISSOURI
CAPE GIRARDEAU—
► KFVS-TV (12) CBS; Headley-Reed; N; $600
COLUMBIA—
► KOMU-TV (8) NBC, ABC; H-R; $300
HANNIBAL (QUINCY, ILL.)—
► KHQA-TV (7) CBS; Weed; N; $400
► WGEM-TV (10) See Quincy. 111.
JEFFERSON CITY—
► KRCG (13) CBS, ABC; Blair TV Assoc.; $275
JOPL1N—
► KODE-TV (12) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; N;
$300
KANSAS CITY—
► KCMO-TV
(5) CBS; Katz; N, LL, LF, LS;
$1,350
► KMBC-TV (9) ABC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N; $660 (half-hour)
► WDAF-TV (4) NBC; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons; N, LF, LS; $1,060
KIRKSVILLE—
► KTVO (3) CBS, ABC, NBC; Hollingbery; N;
$300
ST. JOSEPH—
► KFEQ-TV (2) CBS, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; $400
ST. LOUIS—
► ICETTC (*9)
► KMOX-TV (4) CBS; CBS Spot Sales; N; $1,500
► KSD-TV (5) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N, LF, LS;
$1,200
► KTVI (2) ABC; Blair TV; $1,000
220 Television Inc. (11) 10/23/57-Unknown
SEDALIAf—
► KDRO-TV (6) Pearson; $200
SPRINGFIELD—
► KTTS-TV (10) CBS; Weed; N; $325
► KYTV (3) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; N; $325
MONTANA
BILLINGS—
► KOOK-TV (2) CBS, ABC; Headley-Reed; $200
► KGHL-TV (8) NBC; Young; $200
BUTTEf—
► KXLF-TV (4) ABC; $100
KOPR-TV (6) 8/1/57-Unknown
GLENDIVEf—
► KXGN-TV (5) CBS: Webb; $125
GREAT FAUSf—
► KFBB-TV (5) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
$200
KRTV (3) 2/29/57 -Unknown
Broadcasting

►HELENA—
KXLJ-TV (12) (Satellite of KXLF-TV Butte)
KALISPELlf—
► KGEZ-TV (9) CBS; Cooke; $125
MISSOULA—
► KMSO-TV (13) CBS, ABC, NBC; Gill-Perna;
$200ANCE
KA (13) Initial Decision
Nebraska
Inc.
- NEBTvRAS
LI
ALWestern
3/26/58
HASTINGS—
► KHAS-TV (5) NBC; Weed; N; $250
HAYES
CENTER—
dredge)
► KHPL-TV
(6) (Satellite of KHOL-TV HolHAY SPRINGS—
► KDUH-TV
City, S. D.)(4) (Satellite of KOTA-TV Rapid
KEARNEY (HOLDREDGE)—
► KHOL-TV (13) CBS, ABC; Meeker; N; $300
LINCOLN—
► KOLN-TV
(10) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel;
► KUON-TV (»12)
NORTH
$450 PLATTE —
KNOP (2) 8/1/57-Unknown
►OMAHA—
KETV (7) ABC; H-R; N; $900
► KMTV (3) NBC; Petry; N, LL, LS, LF; $900
► WOW-TV (6) CBS; Blair Tv; N; $900
SCOTTSBLUFFf—
► KSTF (10) (Satellite of KFBC-TV Cheyenne)
NEVADA
KNDA (10) 11/6/56-Unknown
ELKO—
HENDERSON (LAS VEGAS) —
► KLRJ-TV (2) NBC; Avery-Knodel; N; $275
LAS
VEGAS— (8) CBS; Weed; N; $250
► KLAS-TV
► KLRJ-TV (2) See Henderson
► KSHO-TV (13) ABC; Forjoe; $200
►RENO—
KOLO-TV (8) CBS, ABC, NBC; Pearson; $300
KAKJ (4) 4/19/55- Unknown
► WRLP
Mass.
HAMpSHIRE
NEW Greenfield,
ENEf(32) See
KE
WKNE-TV (45) 4/22/53-Unknown
MANCHESTER (BOSTON)—
► WMUR-TV (9) ABC, CBS; Forjoe; $500
MT. WASHINGTON!—
► WMTW (8) See Poland Spring, Me.
NEW JERSEY
ASBURY PARKf—
WRTV (58) See footnote
ATLANTIC CITY—
WOCN (52) 1/8/53-Unknown
WHTO-TV (46) See footnote
CAMDENf —
WKDN-TV (17) 1/28/54-Unknown
NEWARK (NEW YORK CITY)—
► WATV (13) Forjoe; $2,000
NEW BRUNSWICKf—
WTLV (•19) 12/4/52-Unknown
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE—
► KGGM-TV (13) CBS; Branham; N; $400
► KOAT-TV (7) ABC; Boiling; N; $300
► KOB-TV (4) NBC: Petry; N; $410
KNME-TV (*5) 10/23/57- April
CARLSBAD—
► KAVE-TV (6) CBS, ABC, NBC; Branham; $150
►CLOVIS—
KICA-TV (12) CBS; Pearson; $150
►ROSWELL—
KSWS-TV

(8) NBC, ABC, CBS; Meeker; N;

SANTA FE—
KVIT
$250 (2) 1/25/56-Unknown
NEW YORK
ALBANY (SCHENECTADY, TROY)—
► WTEN (10) (See Vail Mills)
► WTRI (35) ABC; Venard; $500 (has temporary
authority to operate on ch. 13)
WPTR-TV (23) S/lO/SS-Unknown
WTVZ (*17) 7/24/52-Unknewn
► WTNFt-W (40) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery;, N;
► WNBF-TV (12) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv; N;
$300
own
WQTV
$1,000 (*46) 8/14/52-Unkn
►BUFFAL
WBEN-TV
(4)
CBS:
Harrington,
Righter &
O—
Parsons;
N, LL, LF, LS; $1,050
► WBUF (17) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N; $650
► WGR-TV (2) ABC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N; $1,200 (59) 11/23/55-Unknown
WNYT-TV
(*23) Tv7/24/52-Unknown
WTVF
Inc. (7) Initial Decision 1/31/56
Great Lakes
(WATERTOWN)—
CARTHAGE
► WCNY-TV (7) CBS, ABC (NBC per program
basis); Weed; $250
WSYE-TV (18) NBC; Harrington, Righter &
►ELMIRA—
cuse)
N; $140 (Satellite WSYR-TV SyraParsons;
WTVE (24) See footnote
ITHACAf—
WHCU-TV (20) 1/8/53-Unknown; CBS
WTJCT (»14) 1 /8/53-Unk»own
LAKE PLACID (PLATTSBURGH)—
► WPTZ (5) NBC, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; N;
$400

YORK — (7) ABC: Blair Tv; $4,150
►NEW
WABC-TV
► WABD-TV (5) Weed; $3,000
► WCBS-TV (2) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N, LS, LF,
LL; $8,000(9) H-R; $3,000
► WOR-TV
fc-WPIX (11) Peters. Griffin. Woodward; $2,000
► WRCA-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N, LL,
LS, LF; $9,200
► WaTV (13; See Newark, N. J.
WREG (*25) 8/14/52-Unknown
WNYC-TV (31) 5/12/54-Unknown
POUGHKEEPSIE—
WKNY-TV (66) See footnote
► WHEC-TV
Boiling; N;(10)$800CBS, ABC; Everett-McKinney,
ROCHESTER—
► WROC-TV (5) NBC. ABC, CBS; Peters, Griffin,
Woodward; N; $800
► WVET-TV (10) CBS, ABC; Boiling; N, LF, LS;
WCBF-TV (15) 5/10/53-Unknown
WROH (»21) 7/24/52-Unknown
SCHENECTADY (ALBANY, TROY)—
► WRGB (6) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N, LF, LS;
$900
► WHEN-TV (8) CBS. ABC; Katz; N; $1,000
$1,100
►SYRACUSE—
WSYR-TV
(3) NBC; Harrington, Righter &
Parsons; N, LF, LS; $1,100
WHTV (*43) 9/18/52-Unknown
► WKTV (13) NBC, ABC, CBS; Cooke; N; $550
WTMV (54) Initial Decision 3/13/58
UTICA—
VAIL MILLS (ALBANY)—
► WTEN (10) CBS; Harrington, Righter & Parsons; N; $900 (has temporary authority to
operate on ch. 10)
NORTH CAROLINA
►ASHEVILIE—
WISE-TV (62) NBC, CBS; Broadcast Time Sis.;
► WLOS-TV (13) ABC; Venard; N; $450
CHAPEL HILLf —
► WUNC-TV (*4)
$150
►CHARLOTTE—
WBTV (3) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N, LL, LS,
LF; $1,000(9) NBC, ABC; H-R; N; $900
► WSOC-TV
WUTV (36) See footnote
► WTVD (11) ABC, CBS; Petry; N; $550
DURHAM—
FAYETTEVILLEf—
► WFLB-TV (18) ABC, CBS, NBC; Burn-Smith;
GASTON IAf—
WTVX (48) 4/7/54-Unknown
►GREENSBORO—
WFMY-TV
Harrington, Righter
& Parsons;(2)N,CBS,
LF, ABC;
LS; $800
$120
► WNCT (9) CBS, ABC; Hollingbery; N; $400
GREENVILLE—
NEWWNBE-TV
BERNf— (13) 2/9/55-Unknown
►RALEIGH—
WRAL-TV (5) NBC; H-R; N, LF, LS; $600
WNAO-TV (28) See footnote
►WASHINGTON—
WITN (7) NBC; Headley-Reed; N; $325
►WILMINGTON—
WECT
Assoc.; (6)$250NBC, ABC, CBS; Wagner-Smith
WINSTON-SALEM—
► WSJS-TV (12) NBC; Headley-Reed; N; $600
WTOB-TV (26) See footnote
NORTH DAKOTA
►BISMARCK—
KBMB-TV (12) CBS; Weed; N; $150
► KFYR-TV (5) NBC, ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; N;
$350
KMOT(Includes
Minot) satellites KUMV-TV Williston,
►DICKINSON—
KDIX-TV (2) CBS, ABC; Holman; $175
► WDWoodward;
AY-TV <6)N; NBC,
Peters, Griffin,
$450 ABC;
FARGO—
FORKS— (10) NBC;
►GRAND
KNOX-TV
Rambeau, Vance,
Hopple; N; $200
► KCJB-TV (13) CBS. NBC, ABC; Weed; $250
►MINOT—
KMOT (10) (Satellite of KFYR-TV Bismarck)
VALLEY
CITY— (4) CBS; Weed; N, LS; $550
► KXJB-TV
marck)
►WILLISTON—
KUMV-TV (8) (Satellite of KFYR-TV BisOHIO
► WAKR-TV (49) ABC; McGavren-Quinn; $300
ASHTABULA
AKRON—
WICA-TV f—(15) See footnote
CANTONf—
WTLC (29) 3/22/56-Unknown
►►CINCINNATI—
WCET
r*48) (9) ABC; Blair Tv; $1,300
WCPO-TV
► WKRC-TV (12) CBS; Katz; N; $1,200
► WLWT (5) NBC; Crosley Sis.; N, LL, LF, LS;
WQXN-TV (54) 5/14/53-Unknown; Forjoe
►CLEVELAND—
KYW-TV
(3) NBC; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
$1,500
N: $1,950
► WEWS
(5) ABC; Blair Tv; N; $1,560
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► WJW-TV (8) CBS; Katz; N; $2,000
WERE-TV (65) 6/18/53-Unknown
WHK-TV (19) 11/25/53-Unknown
COLUMBUS—
► WBNS-TV (10) CBS; Blair Tv; N; $1,200
► WLWC (4) NBC; Crosley Sis.; N, LL; $1,100
► WOSU-TV (*34)
► WTVN-TV (6) ABC; Katz; $825
DAYTON—
► WHIO-TV (7) CBS; Hollingbery; N; $850
► WLWD (2) NBC, ABC; Crosley Sis.; N; $1,100
WIFE (22) See footnote
ELYRIAf —
WEOL-TV (31) 2/11/54-Unknown
LIMA—
► WIMA-TV (35) NBC. CBS, ABC; H-R; N; $200
MANSFIELD i —
WTVG (36) 6/3/54-Unknown
MASSILLONf—
WMAC-TV (23) 9/4/52-Unknown; Petry
OXFORD—
WMUB-TV (*14) 7/19/56-September
STEUBENVILLE (WHEELING, W. VA.)—
► WSTV-TV (9) CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; N;
$500
► WTRF-TV
(7) See Wheeling
TOLEDO—
► WSPD-TV (13) CBS, ABC, NBC; Katz; N; $1,000
WTOH-TV (79) 10/20/54-Unknown
Great
3/21/57Lakes Bcstg. Co. (11) Initial DecisionWGTE-TV (*30) 6/27/57-Unknown
YOUNGSTOWN—
► WFMJ-TV (21) NBC; Headley-Reed; N; $400
► WKBN-TV (27) CBS; Raymer; N; $450
WXTV (73) 11/2/55-Unknown
ZANESVILLE—
► WHIZ-TV (18) NBC, ABC, CBS; Pearson; $150
OKLAHOMA
—
A
AD
► KTEN (10) ABC, CBS, NBC; Venard; N; $225
ARDMORE—
► KVSO-TV (12) NBC; Pearson; N; $150
ELK CITY—
KSWB (8) 11/20/57-Unknown
ENID—
► KOCO-TV (5) ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; $800
LA WTO N—
► KSWO-TV (7) ABC; Pearson; $150
OKLAHOMA CITY—
► KETA (*13)
► KOCO-TV (5) See Enid, Okla.
► KWTV (9) CBS; Avery-Knodel; N; $900
► WKY-TV (4) NBC; Katz; N, LL, LF, LS; $950
KTVQ (25) See footnote
TULSA—
► KOTV (6) CBS; Petry; N; $825
► KTUL-TV (8) ABC: Avery-Knodel; $600N, LF,
► KVOO-TV (2) NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
LS: $750
KOED-TV (*11) 7/21/54-August
KSPG (17) 2/4/54-Unknown
KCEB (23) See footnote
OREGON
COOS BAY—
KOOS-TV (16) 9/4/56-Unknown
CORVALLIS—
► KOAC-TV (*7)
EUGENE —
► KVAL-TV (13) NBC; Hollingbery; N; $360
KLAMATH FALLS—
► KOTI (2) CBS, ABC. NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
$150
MEDFORD —
. _
► KBES-TV (5) CBS, ABC, NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.;
$250
PORTLAND —
► KGW-TV (8) ABC; Blair Tv; $800 N; $900
► KOIN-TV (6) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.;
► KPTV (12) NBC; Katz; N; $800
ROSEBURG—
► KPIC (4) NBC. ABC, CBS; Hollingbery; $150
(satellite of KVAL-TV Eugene)
SALEMf —
KSLM-TV (3) 9/30/53-Unknown
PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWNf—
own; Weed
8/12/5
WQCY TV(39)(67)
footnote
See 3-Unkn
WFMZALTOONA —
► WFBG-TV (10) ABC, CBS; Blair Tv; N; $750
BETHLEHEM—
WLEV-TV (51) See footnote
EASTONt—
WGLV (57) See footnote
►ERIE
WICU-TV (12) NBC, ABC; Petry; N; $700
► WSEE (35) CBS; Young; $300
HARRISBURG—
► WHP-TV (55) CBS; Boiling; N; $325
ABC; Harrington, Righter & Par(27)N: $385
► WTFA sons;
WCMB-TV (71) See footnote
HAZLETONf —
WAZL-TV (63) 12/18/52-Unknown; Meeker
WN—
JOHNSTO
► WARD-TV (19) CBS; Weed; $200
► WJAC-TV (6) NBC; Katz; N, LL, LF, LS; $1,000
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LANCASTER (HARRISBURG, YORK)—
► WGAL-TV
(8) NBC, CBS; Meeker; N, LS,
LF; $1,200
WLAN-TV (21) 11/8/56-Unknown
LEBANON—
► WLBR-TV (15) ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; N; $350
HAVEN—(32) ABC; Devney; $100
►LOCK
WBPZ-TV
NEW CASTLE—
► WKST-TV (45) ABC; Fverett-McKinney ; $350
PHILADELPHIA—
► WCAU-TV (10) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N, LL,
LF LS* $3 250
► WFIL-TV (6) ABC; Blair Tv; N, LL, LF. LS;
$3 200
► WHYY-TV («35)
► WRCV-TV
(3) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N, LL.
LF. LS; $3,200
WPHD (23) 9/28/55-Unknown
WSES (29) 3/28/56-Unknown
PITTSBURGH—
► KDKA-TV (2) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N. LF. LS; $2,000
► WHC (11) NBC; Blair Tv; N; $1,800
► WQED C13)
WTVQ (47) 12/23/52-Unknown; Headley-Reed
WTAE-TV (4) 7/25/57-September; ABC; Katz
WENS (16) See footnote
WKJF-TV (53) See footnote
READING—
WHUM-TV (61) See footnote
SCRANTON—
► WDAU-TV (22) CBS; H-R; N; $600
► WNEP-TV (16) ABC; Boiling; $225
WTVU (44) See footnote
SUNBURYf—
WKOK-TV (38) 2/9/55 -Unknown
WILKES-BARRE—
► WBRE-TV (28) NBC; Headley-Reed; N, LL,
LS, LF; $575
ton)
► WILK-TV (34) (Satellite of WNEP-TV ScranWILLI AMSPORTf —
WRAK-TV (36) 11/12/52-Unknown; Meeker
► WNOW-TV (49) NBC; Young; $100
►YORK—
WSBA-TV (43) ABC; Masla; $200
► WJAR-TV E-(10)RHNBC,
ABC;
ISLANDPetry; N; $1,300
ODE Blair
VIDENC (12) CBS;
►PRO
WPRO-TV
Tv; N; $1,200
WNET (16) See footnote
► WAIM-TV
(40) ABC; Headley-Reed;
N; $150
ROLINA
ANDERSON- SOUTH CA
CAMDENf—
WACA-TV (14) 6/3/53-Unknown
CHARLESTON—
► WCSC-TVward; N;(5)$300CBS, ABC; Peters, Griffin, Wood► WUSN-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Weed; N; $300
WTMA-TV (4) 8/1/57-Unknown (stay pending
outcome of protest)
COLUMBIA—
NBC, ABC; Peters, Griffin, Wood(10)N; $450
► WIS -TV ward;
► WNOK-TV (67) CBS, ABC; Raymer; N; $200
►FLORENCE—
WBTW (8) CBS, ABC, NBC; CBS Spot Sis.;
N; $300
►GREENVILLE—
WFBC-TV (4) NBC; Weed; N; $525
WGVL (23) See footnote
SPARTANBURG—
► WSPA-TV (7) CBS; Hollingbery; N; $500
TH DAKOTA
8/30/56-May
(affiliate of KXJBSOU
- (9)
RDE
ABEKXAB-TV
TV ENf
Valley
City, N. D.)
DEADWOODt —
KDSJ-TV (5) 8/8/56-Unknown
Falls)
►FLORENCE—
KDLO-TV
(3) (Satellite of KELO-TV Sioux

MITCHELL—
KORN-TV (9) 11/13/57-Unknown
RAPID
CITYf— (3) ABC, CBS; Headley-Reed; $200
► KOTA-TV
Neb.)
(Includes satellite KDUH-TV Hay Springs,
► KRSD-TV (7) NBC; McGillvra; $147.75
reliance!—
Falls)
(6) (Satellite of KELO-TV Sioux
► KPLO-TV
FALLS— (11) CBS, ABC, NBC; H-R; $510
►SIOUX
KELO-TV
(Includes satellites KDLO-TV Florence and
KPLO-TV Reliance)
KSOO-TV (13) 7/18/57-Unknown
TENNESSEE
►BRISTOL—
WCYB-TV (5) (See Bristol, Va.)
CHATTANOOGA—
► WDEF-TV (12) CBS; Branham; N; $450
► WRGP-TV (3) NBC: H-R; N; $400
► WTVC (9) ABC; Meeker; $425
JACKSON—
► WDXI-TV (7) CBS, ABC; Venard; N; $250
JOHNSON
► WJHL-TVCITY—
(11) CBS, ABC; Pearson; $300
►KNOXVILLE—
WATE-TV (6) NBC; Avery-Knodel; N; $600
► WBIR-TV (10) CBS; Katz; N; $600
► WTVK (26) ABC; Pearson; N; $300
MEMPHIS
—
► WHBQ-TV
(13) ABC; H-R; $900

►► WKNO-TV
(*10) Blair Tv; N: $900
WMCT (5) NBC:
► WREC-TV (3) CBS; Katz; $900
WAMT (48 ) 2/13/58-Unknown
►NASHVILLE—
WLAC-TV (5) CBS; Katz; N: $825
► WSIX-TV (8) ABC; H-R; $750
► WSM-TV (4) NBC; Petry; N; $825
► KRBC-TV

(9) NBC; Raymer; $247.50
S Tv Assoc.; $340
TEXA
►ABI
KFDA-TV
CBS;
Blair
LENE — (10)
AMARILLO—
► KGNC-TV
(4) NBC; Katz: N; $350
► KVTC (7) ABC; Venard; $300
► KTBC-TV

(7)

CBS.

ABC,

NBC;

Raymer;

AUSTIN—
N; $525
►BEAUMONT—
KFDM-TV
(6) CBS, ABC;
Peters, Griffin,
Woodward; N; $350
► KPAC-TV (4) See Port Arthur
KBMT (31) See footnote
►BIGKEDY-TV
SPRING— (4) CBS; Branham; N; $150 (Satellite of KDUB-TV Lubbock)
BROWNWOOD—
KNBT-TV (19) 6/6/56-Unknown
► KBTX-TV (3) ABC, CBS; Raymer; $150
BRYAN—
CORPUS
CHRISTI
► KRIS-TV
(6) NBC. ABC: Peters, Griffin. Woodward; N. LF, LS; $300
► KZTV (10) CBS; H-R; $300
KVDO-TV (22) See footnote
► KRLD-TV
►DALLAS—
WFAA-TV

(4) CBS; Branham; N, LF, LS;
(8) ABC; Petry; N; $1,000

► KELP-TV
ABC; Avery-Knodel; $300
$1,100 • (13)
PASO—
►EL KROD-TV
(4) CBS: Branham; N; $450
► KTSM-TV (9) NBC; Hollingbery; N; $350
► KFJZ-TV
Blair Tv; $1,000
WORTH— (11)
►FT.WBAP-TV
(5)
NBC;LS; Peters,
ward; N, LL, LF,
$1,000 Griffin, WoodHARLINGEN (BROWNSVILLE, McALLEN,
WESLACO) — (4) CBS, ABC; H-R; $300
► KGBT-TV
►HOUSTON
KGTJL-TV
—
► KPRC-TV
► KTRK (13)
► KUHT (»8)
KNTJZ-TV
KXYZ-TV
►LAREDO+—
KHAD-TV

(11) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.: N; $1,200
(2) NBC; Petry; N, LF, LS; $1,200
ABC; Hollingbery; N, LF, LS; $1,000
(39) See footnote
(29) 6/18/53-Unknown
(8)

CBS,

NBC,

ABC; Pearson;

$187.50
►LUBBOCK—
KCBD-TV
(11) NBC, ABC; Raymer; N; $420
► KDUB-TV (13) CBS; Branham; N, LS, LF; $350
9/9/57
Texas sion
Technological
College (5) Initial deci► KTRE-TV
LUFKIN—
►MIDLAND—
KMTD-TV

(9) NBC; Venard; $225
(2) NBC, ABC; Venard; N; $300

MONAHANS—
KVKM-TV (9) 8/1/57-June
NACOGDOCHES—
KTES (19) 6/21/57-Unknown
► KOSA-TV (7) CBS; Boiling; $300
ODESSA—
PORT
ARTHUR (4)
(BEAUMONT)—
► KPAC-TV
CBS, ABC; Raymer;

N; $350

SAN
ANGELO—
► KCTV
(8) CBS; Venard; $200
SAN
ANTONIO—
► KCOR-TV
(41) O'Connell; $200
► KENS-TV (5) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward:
N; $700 (12) ABC; H-R; N; $700
► KONO-TV
► WOAI-TV (4) NBC; Petry; N, LL, LF, LS; $700
SWEETWATER (ABILENE)—
► KPAR-TV (12) CBS; Branham; N; $200 (Satellite of KDUB-TV Lubbock)
TEMPLE (WACO)—
► KCEN.-TV (6) NBC; Blair Tv Assoc.; N; $350
TEXARKANA (TEXARKANA, ARK.)—
► KCMC-TV (6) CBS, ABC; Venard; N; $260
► KLTV

(7) NBC, ABC, CBS; H-R; N; $300

TYLER—
KMVA-TV (19) 5/2/57-Unknown
VICTORIA—
WACO (TEMPLE)—
► KWTX-TV (10) ABC, CBS; Raymer; N; $375
WESLACO (BROWNSVILLE, HARLINGEN,
► McALLEN)—
KRGV-TV (5) NBC, ABC; Raymer; $300
WICHITA FALLS—
►KFDX-TV (3) NBC, ABC; Raymer; N, LF, LS;
► KSYD-TV (6) CBS; Blair Tv Assoc.; N; $350
KVNU-TV (12) 2/27/58 -Unknown
UTAH
$350
GANLO
KLOR-TV
(11) 12/11/57-August
PROVO—
LAKE CITY—
►SALT
KSL-TV
(5) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N; $600
► KTVT (4) NBC; Katz; N, LS; $700
► KUTV (2) ABC; Avery-Knodel; $600
► KUED (*7)
Broadcasting

VERMONT
BRATTLEBORO—
► WRLP (32) See Greenfield. Mass.
BURLINGTON —
► WCAX-TV (3) CBS; Weed; $450

VIRGINIA
INGTON —(20) 10/10/56-Unknown
ARL
WARL-TV
BRISTOL—
► WCYB-TV (5) NBC, ABC; Weed: N, LF, LS;
$300
DANVILLEf—
WBTM-TV (24) See footnote
HAMPTON—
►■WVEC-TV (15) See Norfolk
HARRISONBURG—
► WSVA-TV (3) ABC, CBS, NBC; Peters, Griffin,
Woodward; $250
LYNCHBURG —
► WLVA-TV (13) ABC; Hollingbery; $300
NEWPORT NEWS—
WACH-TV (33) See footnote
NORFOLK—
► WAVY-TV (10) (See Portsmouth)
► WTAR-TV (3) CBS; Petry; N, LF, LS; $875
► WTOV-TV (27) McGillvra; LL, LS; $380
► WVEC-TV (15) NBC; Avery-Knodel; N; $350
PETERSBURG—
► WXKX-TV (8) NBC; Select; N, LF, LS; $750
PORTSMOUTH—
► WAVY-TV (10) ABC; H-R; N, LF, LS; $700
RICHMOND—
► WRVA-TV (12) CBS; Harrington, Rlghter &
Parsons; N, LF, LS; $700
► WTVR (6) ABC; Blair Tv Assoc.; N, LF, LS;
$875
► WXEX-TV
(8) See Petersburg
ROANOKE—
► WDBJ-TV (7) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
N, LF, LS; $600
► WSLS-TV (10) NBC, ABC; Avery-Knodel; N,
LF, LS; $675
ON
LINGHAM — WASHINGT
►BEL
KVOS-TV (12) CBS; Forjoe; $650
EPHRATA—
► KBAS-TV (16) (Satellite of KIMA-TV Yakima)
KENNEWICKf—
► KTRX (31) Forjoe; $240
PASCO—
► KEPR-TV (19) (Satellite of KIMA-TV Yakima)
SEATTLE (TACOMA)—
► KCTS (*9)
► KING-TV (5) ABC; Blair Tv; N, LF, LS; $1,100
► KIRO-TV (7) CBS; Peters, Griffin Woodward
► KOMO-TV (4) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; N, LL, LF,
LS; $1,125
► KTNT-TV (11) Weed; N; $900
► KTVW (13) Hollingbery; $425
SPOKANE—
► KHQ-TV (6) NBC; Katz; N, LL, LF, LS; $625
► KREM-TV (2) ABC; Petry; N, LF, LS; $600
► KXLY-TV (4) CBS; Avery-Knodel; N; $600
VANCOUVER"}—
KVAN-TV (21) 9/25/53-Unknown; Boiling
YAKIMA—
► KIMA-TV (29) CBS, ABC, NBC; Weed; N;
$550 (Includes satellites KEPR-TV Pasco,
KBAS-TV
Ephrata and KLEW-TV Lewiston,
Idaho.)
WEST VIRGINIA
F.EID►BLUF
WHIS-TV (6) NBC, ABC; Katz; N; $240
CHARLESTON—
► WCHS-TV
(8) CBS; Branham; N, LF, LS;
$650
WKNA-TV
(49) See footnote
CLARKSBURG—
► WBOY-TV (12) NBC, CBS, ABC; Avery-Knodel; N; $250
FAIRMONT* —
WJPB-TV (35) See footnote
HUNTINGTON —
► WHTN-TV (13) ABC, CBS; Petry; N; $800
► WSAZ-TV (3) NBC; Katz; N, LL, LF, LS;
$1,000
OAK H1U (BECKLEV) —
► WOAY-TV (4) ABC; Pearson; $200
PARKERSBURG—
► WTAP (15) NBC, CBS, ABC; Pearson; $150
WHEELING (STEUBENVILLE, OHIO) — ► WSTV-TV (9) See Steubenville. Ohio
► WTRF-TV (7) NBC, ABC; Hollingbery; N; $600
WLTV (51) 2/11/53-Unknown

WISCONSIN
CLAIRE —(13) NBC,
►EAU
WEAU-TV
ABC, CBS; Hollingbery;
N; $300
GREEN BAY—
► WB AY-TV (2) CBS; Weed: N; $500
(5) ABC, CBS; Headley-Reed; $400
►► WFRV-TV
WMBV-TV (11) See Marinette
LA CROSSE—
► WKBT (8) CBS, NBC, ABC; H-R; $360
MADISON—
► WHA-TV (»21)
_m
,„
.
Woodward;
► WISC-TV (3) CBS; Peters, Griffin,
N, LF, LS; $550
„
(27) ABC; Headley-Reed; N; $280
►► WKOW-TV
WMTV (33) NBC; Young; N; $325
Broadcasting

MARINETTE (GREEN BAY)—
► WMBV-TV (11) NBC; Hollingbery; N; $300
MILWAUKEE—
► WISN-TV (12) ABC; Petry; N, LF, LS; $1,000
► WITI-TV (6) Branham; LL, LF, LS; $600
► WMVS-TV (*10)
► WTMJ-TV
(4) NBC; Harrington, Righter St
Parsons; N. LL, LF, LS; $1,450
► WXIX (19) CBS; CBS Spot Sis.; N; $800
WFOX-TV (31) 5/4/55-Unknown
WCAN-TV (25) See footnote
SUPERIOR (DULUTH, MINN.)—
► KDAL-TV (3) See Duluth, Minn.
► WDSM-TV
Peters, Griffin,
Woodward; (6)N; NBC,
$500 ABC;
►WAUSAU—
WSAU-TV
(7) CBS,N; NBC
basis); Meeker;
$350 (ABC per program
WHITEFISH BAY—
► WITI-TV (6) See Milwaukee
G
► KSPR-TV
CBS;
Walker-Rawalt;
$120
WYOMIN
SPER (6)
►CA
KTWO-TV
(2) NBC, ABC; Meeker; $150
CHEYENNE—
► KFBC-TV (5) CBS, ABC, NBC; Hollingbery;
N; $200
RIVERTON—
► KWRB-TV (10) CBS; Meeker; $150

SHERIDAN—
KTWX-TV

(9) 5/8/57-May; Meeker

► KENI-TV (2) —ABC,ALA
NBC;
Fletcher; $150
SKA Radio-Tv
CHORAG
►ANKTVA
(11)EfCBS; Alaska
Sis.; $150
FAIRBANKS)—
► KFAR-TV (2) NBC, ABC; Fletcher, Day; $150
► KTVF (11) CBS; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.; $135
►JUNEAUt—
KINY-TV (8) CBS; Alaska Radio-Tv Sis.; $60
► KUAM-TV nental; $120
(8) ABC.
CBS, NBC; IntercontiGUAM
AGANAf—
lulu)
► KHBC-TVf(9) (Satellite
HAWAII of KGMB-TV HonoHILO
HONOLULU!—
► KGMB-TV (9) CBS; Peters, Griffin, Woodward;
$400 (Includes
KHBC-TV
Hilo.)satellites KMAU-TV Wailuku,
► KHVH-TV (13) Smith Assoc.; LL, LF. LS
► KONA (2) NBC; NBC Spot Sis.; $350
► KULA-TV (4) ABC; Young; $300
WAILUKUf—
► KMAU-TV (3) (Satellite KGMB-TV Honolulu)
► KMVI-TV (12) (Satellite KONA Honolulu)
RTO RICO
(11)PUE
5/3/56-Unknown
UAStCAGWKBM-TV
MAYAGUEZt—
► WORA-TV (5) ABC, CBS; Inter-American; $150
Dept. of Education of Puerto Rico (3) Initial
Decision 10/16/57

►PONCEt—
WRIK-TV (7) CBS, ABC; Inter-American; N,
LF; $150
► WSUR-TV (9) Pan American Bcstg.; $150
SAN JUANf—
► WAPA-TV works: $325(4) NBC, ABC; Caribhean Net► WKAQ-TV (2) CBS; Inter-American; $375
► WIPR-TV (*6)
CANADA
ARGENTIA, NFLD.f —
► CJOX-TV
(10) (satellite of C JON-TV St.
John's)
BARRIE,
ONT.—(3) CBC; Mulvihill, Young; $300
► CKVR-TV
MAN. —
CKX-TV (5) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $170
►BRANDON,
, _
CALGARY, ALTA.f —
► CHCT-TV (2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $350
CHARLOTTETOWN, P.E.I.—
► CFCY-TV (13) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $190
EDMONTON, (3) CBC; Tv Reps. Ltd., Young; $400
► CFRN-TV ALTA.—

—
ELLIOT LAKE, ONT.
(3) (Satellite
CKSO-TV-1
bury, Ont.)
N. S.f—
►HALIFAX,
CBHT (3)
CBC, CBS; $300

CKSO-TV

Sud-

HAMILTON, ONT.t
—
► CHCH-TV (11) CBC; All-Canada, Young; $550
JONQUIERE,
CKRS-TV QUE.—
(12) CBC; Young, Hardy; $250
C.f—
KAMLOOPS,
CFCR-TV B.(4) CBC; All-Canada, Young; $75
ONT.—
KAPUSKASING,
Tim► CFCL-TVmons, 1Ont.)(3) (Satellite of CFCL-TV
KELOWNA, B. C.f—
J „„„„
► CHBC-TV (2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $170
—
STON. ONT.
(11) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $280
CKWS-TV
►KING
ONT.—
(13) CBC; Hardy, Hunt, Weed;
CKCO-TV
►KITCHENER,

LETHBRIDGE, ALTA.—
► CJLH-TV (7) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $160
$450
(10) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $525
CFPL-TVONT.—
►LONDON,

►MATANE,
CKBL-TV
QUE. (9)
— ■ CBC; Hardy; $160
MEDICINE
HAT,
► CHAT-TV (6)ALTA.—
CBC; Weed; $100
MONCTON, N. B.—
► CKCW-TV (2) CBC; Stovin-Byles, Young; $250
►MONTREAL,
CBFT (2)QUE.—
CBC (French), CBC; $1,000
► CBMT (6) CBC; $750
BAY, ONT.—
►NORTH
CKGN-TV
(10) CBC; Young, Mulvihill. Hunt;
►OTTAWA,
CBOFT ONT.—
(9) CBC (French), CBC; $300
► CBOT (4) CBC; $400
PENTICTON. B. C—
CHBC-TV-1
(13) Satellite of CHBC-TV Ke$180
lowna, B. C.
PETERBOROUGH,
► CHEX-TV (12)ONT.—
CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $265
PORT ARTHUR, ONT.—
► CFCJ-TV (2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $225
PRINCE ALBERT, SASK.—
► CKBI-TV (5) CBC; All-Canada. Weed; $175
CITY, (4)QUE.—
►QUEBEC
CFCM-TV
CBC; Hardy, Weed; $475
► CKMI-TV (5) CBC; Stovin-Byles, Weed; $250
DEER, ALTA(6)— CBC; Hunt, Potts; $100
►REDCHCA-TV
SASK.—
►REGINA,
CKCK-TV
(2) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $300
RIMOUSKI,
QUE.—
► CJBR-TV
(3) CBC
(French); Stovin-Byles,
Young; $260
QUE.f (4)
— CBC (French) ; Weed; $160
►ROUYN,
CKRN-TV
ST. JOHN, N. B.f—
► CHJS-TV
(4) CBC,
Canada, Weed;
$300 ABC, CBS, NBC; AllST. JOHN'S, NFDL.f —
► CJON-TV (6) ABC, CBS, NBC; Weed, StovinByles; $230
SASKATOON, SASK.—
► CFQC-TV (8) CBC, ABC, CBS, NBC; Young;
SAULT STE. MARIE, ONT.t—
► CJIC-TV
(2) $200
CBC, ABC, CBS, NBC; Weed,
All-Canada;
$260
SHERBROOKE,
QUE.f—
► CHLT-TV
(7) CBC (French); Canadian Reps.,
Hardy; $460
ONT.—
►SUDBURY,
CKSO-TV
(5) $270
CBC, ABC, CBS, NBC; All-Canada, Weed;
CURRENT,
SASK.— $120
►SWIFT
CFJB-TV
(5) Forjoe;
SYDNEY, N. S.f—
► CJCB-TV (4) CBC; All-Canada, Weed; $275
ONT. (6)
— CBC; Mulvihill, Hunt; $180
►TIMMINS,
CFCL-TV
►TORONTO,
CBLT (6)ONT.—
CBC; $1,000
RIVIERES—
►TROIS
CFTM-TV
(13) CBC (French); Weed, Hardy.
Hunt
B. C.f—
►VANCOUVER,
CBUT (2) CBC;
$580
VERNON,
B. C— (7) (Satellite CHBC-TV Kelowna)
CHBC-TV-2
VICTORIA,
C— CBC; Forjoe; $210
► CHEK-TVB. (6)
WINDSOR, ONT. (DETROIT. MICH.)—
► CKLW-TV (9) CBC; Young; $1,400
►WINGHAM,
CKNX-TV ONT.—
(8) CBC; All-Canada, Young; $235
WINNIPEG,
MAN.t
► CBWT (4) CBC;— $400
MEXICO
JUAREZf
TEX.)—
► XEJ-TV (EL(5)PASO,
National
Times Sales; $240
►MEXICALI—
XEM-TV (3) National Time Sales, Oakes; $200
TIJUANA
DIEGO)—
► XETV (SAN
(6) ABC;
Weed; $800
The following stations have suspended regular
operation
have not
turned Pensacola,
in CP's: KBIDTV
Fresno,but Calif.;
WP FA-TV
Fla.;
WRAY-TV Princeton, Ind.; KGTV (TV) Pes
Moines,
Iowa; Mass.;
WEZI WTVE
Louisville,
Ky.; WWORTV Worcester,
(TV) Elmira,
N. Y.;
WFTV (TV) Duluth; WCOC-TV Meridian, Miss.;
WHTO-TV Atlantic City, N. J.; WRTV (TV) Asbury Park, N. J.; WICA-TV Ashtabula, Ohio;
WGVL (TV) Greenville, S. C; WUTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C; WIFE (TV) Dayton, Ohio; KTVQ
(TV) Oklahoma City, Okla.; KCEB (TV) Tulsa,
Okla.; WFMZ-TV Allentown, Pa.; WTOB-TV
Winston- Salem, N. C; KVDO-TV Corpus Christi,
Tex.; WKJF-TV Pittsburgh, Pa.; WNAO-TV Raleigh, N. C; WNET (TV) Providence, R. I.;
KNUZ-TV Houston, Tex.; WBTM-TV Danville,
Va.; WACH-TV Newport News, Va.; WKNA-TV
Charleston, W. Va.; WHUM-TV Reading, Pa.;
WCAN-TV Milwaukee; WTAO-TV Cambridge,
Mass.; WENS (TV) Pittsburgh; WTVU (TV)
Scranton, Pa.; WTOM-TV Lansing, Mich.; KMBT
(TV) Beaumont, Tex.; WKNY (TV) Poughkeepsie, N. Y.; WATL-TV Atlanta, Ga.; WCMB-TV
Harrisburg,
WGBS-TV
lehem, Pa.;Pa.;
WGLV
Easton,Miami;
Pa.; WLEV
KWG Beth(TV)
Tulare, Calif.: WJHP-TV Jacksonville. Fla.;
WPAG-TV Ann Arbor, Mich.; WJPB-TV Fairmont, W. Va.
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TV
THE

NETWORK
PROGRAMS,

THE

SHOWSHEET

SCHEDULES,

The information in the tv showsheet is
listed by day in morning, afternoon and
evening blocks. Within each segment, the
networks are listed alphabetically with the
following information: time, program title
in italics, followed by sponsors or type of
sponsorship. Abbreviations: sust., sustaining;
part., participating; alt., alternate sponsor;
F, film; L, live; C, color. All times are NYT.
SUNDAY

MORNING

,-A^>^l&Jl&.^

)x

10-11 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Lamp Unto My Feet, sust., L;
10:30-11 Look Up and Live, sust., L.
NBC-TV No network service.
11 a.m.-Noon
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 Eye on New York, sust., L; 11:3012 Camera Three, sust., L.
NBC-TV No network service.
SUNDAY

AFTERNOON

Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 12-12:30 Our Miss Brooks, sust., L; 12:30-1
Wild Bill Hickok, Kellogg, F.
NBC-TV No network service.
1- 2 |.. Ml.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV No network service.
2- 3 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV 2-2:30 See Specials; 2:30-3 Wisdom, sust.,
F.
3- 4 p.m.
ABC-TV 3-3:30 Johns Hopkins File, sust., L; 3:30-4
Dean Pike, sust., L.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV 3-3:30 Youth Wants To Know, sust, L;
3:30-4 Look Here, sust., L.
4- 5 p.m.
ABC-TV 4-4:30 TBA; 4:30-5 Paul Winchell Presents,
Hartz Mountain Products, L.
CBS-TV 4-4:30 No network service; 4:30-5 Face the
Nation, sust., L.
NBC-TV 4-5 Wide Wide World, General Motors, L,
alt. Omnibus, Aluminium Ltd., Union Carbide, L.
5- 6 p.m.
ABC-TV 5-5:30 Texas Rangers, Sweets Co., F; 5:30-6
Lone Ranger, General Mills, F.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV 5-5:30 Wide Wide World, Omnibus cont.;
5:30-6 Saber of London, Sterling Drug, F.
SUNDAY

EVENING

6- 7 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 6-6:25 The Last Word, sust., L; 6:25-6:30,
News, sust., L; 6:30-7 Twentieth Century,
Prudential, F.
NBC-TV 6-6:30 Meet the Press, Pan American, L;
6:30-7 Outlook, sust., F.
7- 8 p.m.
ABC-TV
No network
service; 7:30-8 Maverick,
Kaiser 7-7:30
Companies,
F.
CBS-TV 7-7:30 Lassie, Campbell Soup, F; 7:30-8
Bachelor Father, alt., Jack Benny, American
Tobacco. L, F.
NBC-TV My Friend Flicka, sust., F, C; 7:30-8 No
Warning, Lorillard, Royal McBee, F.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Maverick, cont.; 8:30-9 Adventure
at Scott Island, Reynolds, F.
CBS-TVL. 8-9 Ed Sullivan, Mercury, Eastman-Kodak,
alt.,
NBC-TV 8-9 Steve Allen Show, Greyhound, U. S.
Time, Pharmacraft, Polaroid, L.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Caesar-Coca Show, Helena RubinButter,stein, L;F.9:30-10 You Asked for It, Skippy Peanut
CBS-TV 9-9:30 GE Theatre, General Electric, F;
9:30-10 Alfred Hitchcock, Bristol-Myers, F.
NBC-TV
L,
C. 9-10 Dinah Shore Chevy Show, Chevrolet,
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10-11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 Your Neighbor— The World, sust.,
F: 10:30-11 No network service.
CBS-TV
10-10:30 $64,000
Challenge, Lorillard,
Revlon,
alt., L; 10:30-11
Curtis, Remington
Rand,What's
alt., L.My Line?, Helene
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Loretta Young, Procter & Gamble,
F; 10:30-11 No network service.

MONDAY-FRIDAY MORNING
7- 8 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV Today, part., L.
8- 9 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 8-8:45
8:45-9 CBS
Morning
News. Captain Kangaroo;
NBC-TV Today, cont.
9- 10 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV Today, cont.
10- 11 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV Garry Moore Show; 10-10:30 (Mon.Thurs.), Gerber, General Foods, Dow Chemical,
Nestle, General Mills, (Fri. 10-11:30) Sunshine
Biscuit, Campbell Soup, Lever Bros., Vick, Fla.
Citrus Comm., Hoover, L.; 10:30-11 (Mon.-Thurs.)
Arthur Godfrey Time, Standard Brands, General
Foods, Armour, Bristol-Myers, Pharma-Craft, L.
NBC-TV 10-10:30
Dough L. Re Mi, sust., L; 10:30-11
Treasure
Hunt, part.,
11 a.m.-Noon
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 Arthur Godfrey Time, cont.; 11:3012 Dotto, Colgate-Palmolive, L.
NBC-TV
11-11:30 The
Price Is Right, part., L; 11:3012
No network
service.
MONDAY-FRIDAY AFTERNOON
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 12-12:15 Hotel Cosmopolitan, sust.; 12:1512:30 Love of Life, American Home Products,
Procter
Gamble; 12:30-1 Search for Tomorrow,
Procter && Gamble.
NBC-TV 12-12:30 Tic Tac Dough, part., L; 12:30-1
It Could Be You, part., L.
1- 2 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 1-1:15 Guiding Light, Procter & Gamble.
L; 1:25-1:30 Network News; 1:30-2 As the World
Turns, Procter & Gamble, Vick, Pillsbury, Swift,
Chicken of the Sea, Atlantis Sales.
NBC-TV No network service.
2- 3 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 2-2:30 Beat the Clock, Nestle, Atlantis
Sales, Sunshine, Purex, General Mills, Johnson &
Johnson, Vick, Bristol-Myers, Kodak, Lever Bros.,
sust.; 2:30-3 Art Linkletter's House Party, Kellogg, Lever Bros., Pillsbury, Swift, Campbell
Soup, Standard Brands, Toni, Staley, Carnation.
NBC-TV 2-2:30 No network service; 2:30-3 Kitty
Foyle, sust. L.
3- 4 p.m.
ABC-TV 3-3:30 American Bandstand, Co-op L3:30-4 Do You Trust Your Wife, part., L.
CBS-TV 3-3:30 The Big Payoff, Colgate-Palmolive,
sust., L; 3:30-4 The Verdict is Yours, General
Mills, Toni, Swift, Atlantis Sales, Standard
Brands,
Bristol-Myers,
son & Johnson,
Libby. Chicken of the Sea, JohnNBC-TV 3-4 Matinee Theatre, part., L, C.
4- 5 p.m.
ABC-TV 4-5 American. Bandstand, part., L.
CBS-TV 4-4:15 The Brighter Day, Procter &
Gamble. L; 4:15-4:30 Secret Storm, American
Home Products, sust., L; 4:30-5 Edge of Night,
Procter & Gamble, Standard Brands, Fla. Citrus
Comm., Vick, Atlantis Sales, Pet Milk, Pillsbury
Swift, L.
NBC-TV 4-4:45 Queen for a Day, part., L; 4:45-5
Modern Romances, Sterling Drug, Brillo, part., L.
5- 6 p.m.
ABC-TV 5-5:30 (Mon.) Superman, Kellogg, F;
(Tues.) Sir Lancelot, Kellogg, Corn Products, Joe
Lowe Corp., F; (Wed.) Wild Bill Hickok, Kellogg,
Procter & Gamble, F; (Thurs.) Woody Woodpecker, Kellogg, F; (Fri.) The Buccaneers, Kellogg, Corn Products, F; 5:30-6 Mickey Mouse
Club, AmPar, Armour, B. F. Goodrich, Bristol-

Myers, General Mills, General Foods, Intl. Shoe,
Mattel, Miles Labs., Mars, Pillsbury, F.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV 5-5:30 Comedy Time, part, F; 5:30-6 No
network service.
6- 7 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS- TV 6-6:45 No network service; 6:45-7 News,
Brown & Williamson, Whitehall, L.
NBC-TV 6-6:45 No network service; 6:45-7 NBC
News, American
Home
Products, (alt. Tues.,
Thurs.), Nestle (alt. Thurs.).
7- 7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV 7-7:15 Sports Focus, sust., L; 7:15-7:30
John Daly-News, sust., L.
CBS-TV 7-7:15 No network service; 7:15-7:30 News,
Brown & Williamson, Whitehall, L.
NBC-TV 7-7:30 No network service.

MONDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV Face of America, sust., F.
CBS-TV Robin Hood, Johnson & Johnson, Wildroot,
alt.,
NBC-TVF. The Price is Right, Speidel & RCA Victor,
alt.,
L, C.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Lowe That Jill, Max Factor, L; 8:309 Bold Journey, Ralston-Purina, F.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Burns & Allen, General Mills, CarF.
alt., L. nation, alt., F; 8:30-9 Talent Scouts, Lipton, Toni,
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Restless Gun, Warner-Lambert,
F; 8:30-9 Wells Fargo, Buick, American Tobacco,
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Voice of Firestone, Firestone, L;
9:30-10 Lawrence Welk, Top Tunes and New
Talent, Dodge, Plymouth, L.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Danny Thomas, General Foods, F;
9:30-10 December Bride, General Foods, F.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Twenty-one, Pharmaceuticals Inc.,
L; 9:30-10 Alcoa Theatre, Goodyear Theatre, alt.,
Alcoa, Goodyear, F.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 Lawrence Welk, Top Tunes and
New Talent, cont.; 10:30-11 No network service.
CBS-TV
10-11 Studio One in Hollywood, Westinghouse, L.
NBC-TV 10-11 Suspicion, Philip Morris, L, F.
TUESDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
Li
ABC-TV Cheyenne, General Electric, alt., SugarF.
foot, ive,American
Chicle, Luden's, Colgate-PalmolCBS-TV Name That Tune, Kellogg, Whitehall, alt.,
NBC-TVL. Treasure Hunt, Glamorene, Hazel Bishop,
alt.,
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Cheyenne, cont.; 8:30-9 Wyatt Earp,
General Mills, Procter & Gamble, alt., F.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Mr. Adams and Eve, R. J. Reynolds,
F; 8:30-9 Wingo, Toni, F.
NBC-TV 8-9 George Gobel— Eddie Fisher, alt., RCA
Whirlpool,
9- 10 p.m. Liggett & Myers, L, C.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Broken Arrow, General Mills,
Procter & Gamble, alt., F; 9:30-10 Pantomime
Quiz, Associated Products, L.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 To Tell The Truth, Pharmaceuticals
Inc.,
L; Pet
9:30-10
Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson
&. Son,
Milk,Redalt.,
F.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Adventures of McGraw, Procter &
Gamble. F, 9:30-10 Bob Cummings Show, R. J.
Reynolds,
10- 11 p.m.Chesebrough-Pond's, F.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 West Point, Phillips- Van Heusen,
F; 10:30-11 No network service.
CBS-TV
The $64,000
10:30-11 10-10:30
No network
service. Question, Revlon, L;
NBC-TV
Californians,
Singer, Lipton, alt., F; 10:3011
No network
service.
WEDNESDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV Disneyland, General Mills, General Foods,
Reynolds Metals, Derby Foods, F.
CBS-TV I Love Lucy, Gold Seal, F.
NBC-TV alt.,
Wagon
Train, Edsel, Drackett, LewisHowe,
F.
Broadcasting

8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Disneyland, cont.; 8:30-9 Tombstone
Territory, Bristol-Myers, P.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Leave It To Beaver, Remington
Rand and sust., F; 8:30-9 The Big Record, Oldsmobile, Armour, Pillsbury, Kellogg, alt., L.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Wagon Train, cont.: 8:30-9 Father
Knows Best, Scott, Lever Bros., alt., F.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Adventures of Ozzie & Harriet,
Eastman Kodak,
F; 9:30-10 Betty White Show,
Plymouth,
L.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 The Millionaire, Colgate, F; 9:30-10
I've Got a Secret, R. J. Reynolds, L.
NBC-TV L,9-10
Foods,
C. Kraft Television Theatre, Kraft
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV
Mennen, 10-11
L. Wednesday Night Fights, Miles Co.,
CBS-TV 10-11 U. S. Steel Hour, U. S. Steel, Armstrong Circle Theatre, Armstrong Cork, alt., L.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 This is Your Life, Procter &
Gamble, L; 10:30-11 No network service.
THURSDAY

EVENING

7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV Circus Boy, Mars, Kellogg, F.
CBS-TV Sgt. Preston of the Yukon, Quaker Oats, F.
NBC-TV Tic Tac Dough, Warner-Lambert, RCA
Victor, L, C.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Zorro, A. C. Spark Plugs, Seven-Up
Co., F; 8:30-9 The Real McCoys, Sylvania, F.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Richard Diamond, P. Lorillard, F;
8:30-9 Climax, Chrysler Motors, L; (8:30-9:30
Shower of Stars, once a month).
NBC-TV 8-8:30 You Bet Your Life, Toni, De Soto,
alt., F; 8:30-9 Dragnet, General Foods, Liggett &
Myers, F.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Pat Boone Chevy Showroom, Chevrolet. L; 9:30-10 Navy Log, U. S. Rubber, F.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Climax, cont.; 9:30-10 Playhouse 90,
Bristol-Myers, American Gas Assn., Philip Morris,
Kimberly-Clark, All State Inc., alt., L and F.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 The People's Choice, American
Home Products, Borden, alt., F; 9:30-10 Tennessee Ernie Ford, Ford, L.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 Make
Me Laugh, American
Tobacco, L; 10:30-11 No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Playhouse 90, cont.; 10:30-11 Playhouse 90, cont.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Lux Show starring Rosemary
Clooney, Lever Bros., L, C; 10:30-11 Jane Wyman
Show, Hazel Bishop, Quaker Oats, alt., F.
FRIDAY

EVENING

7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV Rin Tin Tin, National Biscuit Co., F.
CBS-TV Dick and the Duchess, sust., F.
NBC-TV Truth or Consequences, Sterling Drug, L.
8-9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Jim Bowie, American Chicle, F;
8 :30-9 Colt .45, sust., F.
CBS-TV 8-8 :30 Track Down, American Tobacco Co.,
Socony, F; 8:30-9 Zane Grey Theatre, General
Foods, Ford, alt., F.

RADIO
THE

PROGRAMS,

ABC-TV 9-9:30 Frank Sinatra Show. Chesterfield,
Bulova, L; 9:30-10 Patrice Munsel Show. Buick,
Frigidaire. L.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Phil Silvers Show. R. J. Reynolds,
Procter house,
& Schlitz.
Gamble,
alt., F; 9:30-10 Schlitz PlayF.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 M Squad. American Tobacco, Hazel
Bishop, alt.,F. F; 9:30-10 Tfie Thin Man, ColgatePalmolive,
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 Holiday Hand Book, sust., F;
10:30-11 No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 The Lineup, Brown & Williamson,
Procter & Gamble, alt.. F; 10:30-11
Person to
Person, Time Inc., American Oil, Florist Telegraph Del., alt., L.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Cavalcade of Sports, Gillette, L;
10:30-11 Comment, sust., L.
SATURDAY MORNING
9- 10 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV
9-9:30sust.,
No L.
network service; 9:30-10 Captain
Kangaroo,
NBC-TV No network service.
10- 11 a.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Captain Kangaroo, cont.; 10:30-11
Mighty Mouse
General Foods, ColgatePalmolive,
alt.,Playhouse,
F.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Howdy Doody, Continental Baking, L; 10:30-11
F. L. Ruff & Reddy, General Foods,
alt., sust.,
1 1 a.m.-Noon
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 Heckle & Jeckle, sust., F; 11:30-12
Saturday Playhouse, sust., F.
NBC-TV 11-11:30 Fury, Bordens, General Foods, F;
11:30-12
Gang, Minnesota Mining & Mfg.
alt.,
sust.,Andy's
L.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 12-1 Jimmy Dean Show, Armstrong, alt.,
sust., L.
NBC-TV 12-12:30 True Story, Sterling Drug, L;
12:30-1 Detective's Diary, Sterling Drug, F.
1- 2 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV 1-1:30 The Lone Ranger, General Mills,
Nestle, alt., F; 1:30-2 No network service.
NBC-TV 1-2 No network service.
2- 7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV No network service.
CBS-TV No network service.
NBC-TV No network service.
SATURDAY EVENING
7:30-8
p.m.
L.
ABC-TV Dick Clark Show, Beech-Nut Life Savers.
CBS-TV 7:30-8 Perry Mason, Libby-Owens-Ford
Glass, Armour, Pillsbury, Bristol-Myers, alt., F.
NBC-TV People Are Funny, Reynolds, Toni, alt., F.

NETWORK
THE

SCHEDULES,

The information in the radio showsheet is
listed by day in morning, afternoon and
evening blocks. Monday-Friday radio programming islisted as one unit; where programming varies from day to day this information appears^ within the individual
network time segments. Within each segment, the networks are listed alphabetically
with the following information: time, program title in italics, followed by sponsors
or type of sponsorship. Abbreviations: sust.,
sustaining; part., participating; alt., alternate
sponsor; seg., segmented. All times are
NYT. The CBS Radio schedule applies only
to the week April 6-12.
SUNDAY MORNING
7-8 a.m.
ABN No network service.
CBS 7-7:30 No network service; 7:30-8 Morning
Meditation, sust.
MBS No network service.
NBC No network service.
Broadcasting

NBC-TV 8-8:30 Court of Last Resort. P. Lorillard,
F; 8:30-9 Life of Riley, Lever, F.
9- 10 p.m.

THE

SPECIAL

PROGRAMS

CBS-TV
April The
7: 9-10
p.m. Ball-Desi Arnez Show
Lucille
Api-il 13: 5-6 p.m.
Conquest
April Concert
19: 12-1 from
p.m. Carnegie Hall
April 19: 7:30-9 p.m.
DuPont Show of the Month
April High
19: 9-10
p.m.
Adventure
with Lowell Thomas
April Shower
24: 8:30-9:30
p.m.
of Stars
May 9:
9:30-11Show
p.m. of the Month
DuPont
May 28: 10-11 p.m.
High Adventure with Lowell Thomas
June 7: 9:30-11 p.m.
DuPont Show of the Month
NBC-TV
April 9: 9-10 p.m.
April Swing
15: 9-10Lewis
p.m. Spring
Into
Jerry
Show ■'.
April The
15: 10-11:30
p.m.
Emmy Awards
April' 18: 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Shirley Temple's Storybook
"Son of Aladdin"
April 25: 9:30-11:00 p.m.
Dial M for Murder
April Hansel
27: 6:30-7:30
p.m.
& Gretel
May 8: 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Shirley Temple's Storybook
"Sleeping Beauty"
May 16:
10-11Lewis
p.m. Show
Jerry
June 8 (tentative) : 8-9 p.m.
Shirley Temple's Storybook
"The Emperor's New Clothes"
8- 9 p.m.

ABC-TV
Dickie, 8-9
L. Country Music Jubilee, WilliamsonCBS-TV 8-8:30 Perry Mason, cont.; 8:30-9 Top
Dollar, Brown & Williamson, F.
NBC-TV 8-9 Perry Como, American Dairy, Knomark, beam,
Noxema,
RCA-Whirlp
L, C. ool, Kleenex, SunPolaroid, alt.,
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-10 Lawrence Welk Show, Dodge, L
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Gale Storm Show, Nestle, Helene
Curtis, alt., F;
alt., F.Have Gun, Will Travel,
Whitehall, Lever,9:30-10
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Club Oasis, Liggett & Myers, alt.,
Polly Bergen, Max Factor, L; 9:30-10 Film Anthology, Scott, Schick, F.
10- 11 p.m.

ABC-TV 10-10:30 Mike Wallace Interview, Philip
Morris, L; 10:30-11 No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Gunsmoke, Liggett & Myers, Remington Rand, alt., F; 10:30-11 No network service
NBC-TV 10-10 :30 Ted Mack's Amateur Hour, Pharals, L; 10:30-11
L, C.Your Hit Parade, American Tobacco,maceuticToni,

SHOWSHEET

SPONSORS

Published first issue in each quarter

8- 9 a.m.
ABN 8-8:30 Radio Bible Class, Radio Bible Class;
8:30-9 Wings of Healing, Dr. Thomas Wyatt.
CBS 8-8:15 News, sust.; 8:15-8:30 Keyboard Concerts, sust.; 8:30-9 Sunday Morning Gathering,
sust.
MBS No network service.
NBC No network service.
9- 10 a.m.
ABN 9-9:05 Weekend News, sust.; 9:05-9:30 No
network service; 9:30-10 Voice of Prophecy,
Voice of Prophecy Inc.
CBS 9-9:15 CBS Radio World News Roundup,
Edsel, seg.; 9:15-9:30 The Music Room, sust.;
9:30-10 Church of the Air, sust.
MBS 9-9:30 Wings of Healing, Wings of Healing;
9:30-10 Back to God, Christian Reformed Church.
NBC 9-9:05 News, sust.; 9:05-9:15 World News
Roundup, co-op; 9:15-9:30 Art of Living, sust.;
9:30-10 Voice of Prophecy, Voice of Prophecy Inc.
10- 11 a.m.
ABN 10-10:05 Weekend News, sust.; 10:05-10:30
Message of Israel, sust.; 10:30-10:35 Weekend
News, sust.; 10:35-11 Negro College Choirs, sust.
CBS 10-10:05 Robert Trout-News, Chevrolet; 10:0510:30 E. Power Biggs, sust.; 10:30-11 Invitation to
Learning, sust.
MBS 10-10:30 Radio Bible Class, Radio Bible Class;
10:30-11 Voice of Prophecy, Voice of Prophecy
Inc.
NBC 10-10:05 News, sust.; 10:05-10:30 National Radio Pulpit, sust.; 10:30-11 Monitor*.

1 1 a.m.-Noon
ABN 11-11:30 No network service; 11:30-11-35
Weekend
Action, sust.News, sust.; 11:35-12 Christian in
CBS 11-11:05 CBS News, sust.; 11:05-11:15
Colhngwood, seg.; 11:15-11:30 Howard K. Charles
sust.; 11:30-12 Salt Lake City Tabernacle, Smith,
sust
MBS 11-11:15 Frank & Ernest, Dawn Bible Students Assn.; 11:15-11:30 How Christian Science
Heals, First Church of Christ, Scientist; 11:3011:35 News,
World,
sust. sust.; 11:35-12 UN News Around the

NBC 11-12 Monitor*.
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
JVoon-1 p.m.
ABNMelody,
12-12:30sust.
No network service; 12:30-1 Moods
in
CBS 12-12:05 Robert Trout-News, Chevrolet; 12:0512:30 Vincent Lopez Orchestra, sust.; 12:30-12-55
Guy Lombardo Orchestra, sust.; 12:55-1 Ford
Road Show, Ford.
MBS 12-12:05 News, co-op; 12:05-12:30 The Space
Age, co-op; 12:30-12:35 Frankie Frisch, Quaker
State Oil Refining Corp.; 12:35-12:45 America's
Top Tunes, co-op; 12:45-1 How Christian Science
Heals, First Church of Christ, Scientist.
sust.
NBC 12-12:30 Monitor*; 12:30-1 The Eternal Light,
CONTINUED
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(Cont.)

1- 2 p.m.
It, sust.; 1:15-1:30 It's
As, We
ABN 1-1:15
sust.;See1:30-1:35 Weekend News,
Business
Your
1:35-2 Pilgrimage,
Mills;
General
,
R. J. Reynolds
CBS News, sust.; 1:05-2„ The „Best... in
CBS'l-l:05
Music, sust.
MBS 1-1:15 News, co-op; 1:15-1:30 Keep Healthy.
sust.;£UG 1:30-2 Luthern Hour, Lutheran Layman s
L(E*3
NBC 1-1:30 Monitor*; 1:30-2 The Lutheran Hour,
Lutheran Layman's League.
2- 3 p.m.
EvangelisABN 2-2:30 Oral Roberts. Oralof Roberts
Truth, Highland
tic Assn.; 2:30-3 Herald
.
ist
■
Churches of Chr
; 2.05CBS 2-2 05 Robert Trout-News, Chevrolet2:30-2:55
ent, sust.;
2 30 Masters Golfn, Tournam
Road
Ford
2:55-3
sust.;
Gentleme
Frontier
MBSU2-2:05dNeu;s, sust.; 2:05-2:30
Game
Bristol-Myers
5 News,Warmup,
sust.; 2:30-2:3
of the Day, 2:35-3
Game of the Day, sust.
(Buffer in);
NBC 2-2:30 Monitor*; 2:30-3 The Catholic Hour,
sust.
3- 4 p.m.
R. J. Reynolds, GenABN 3-3:05 Weekend News,
eral Mills; 3:05-3:10 Speaking of Sports,, sust.;
Serenade sust.;
Sunday
3 10-3:30 Sammy Kaye
EvangelisGraham
Billy
Decision,
of
Hour
3:30-4
tic .Assn
News,y, sust; 3:05-4 New York
3-3:05
CBS
onicCBSSymphon
Philharm
sust
MBS 3-3:05 News, co-op; 3:05-3:30 Game of the
News, Bristol-Myers (BufDay sust.;
Game of the Day, sust.
3:35-43:30-3:35
ferin);
NBC 3-4 Monitor*.
4- 5 p.m.
ABN 4-4 30 Old Fashioned Revival Hour, Gospel
Broadcasting Co.; 4:30-5 Radio Bible Class, RaSymphony,
Philharmonic
York Road
CBS T-4130CWeu> Ford
Show, Ford; 4:35-5
sust • 4-30-4:35
Edsel, seg.
Suspense, Best Foods, Ex-Lax, Pfizer,
MBS 4-4:05 News, co-op; 4:05-4:30 (or conclusion)
Game of the Day, Scoreboard, sust :.; 4:30-4:35
4:35-5 America's
Bristol-Myer
News,
Top Tunes,
co-op. s (Bufferin);
NBC 4-5 Monitor*.
5- 6 p.m.
ABN 5-5:30 Dr. Bob Pierce, World Vision Inc.;
5:30-6 Freedom Sings Concert, sust.
t; 5 .05CBS 5-5:05 Robert Trout-News, Chevrole
, Edsel, Pfizer,
5-30 Yours Truly, Johnny Dollar,
Masters Golf Tournament,
Best Foods; 5:30-5:55
sust.; 5:55-6 Ford Road Show, Ford. .
s Top
America'Quaker
5 :05-5 :30 Frisch,
co-op; Frankze
News,5:30-5:35
5-5:05
MBS
co-op;
Tunes,
(BufMyers
State Oil Refining Corp., Bristolco-op,
Tunes, Vitamin
's TopHudson
America
5:35-5:45
ferin);
5-45-6 Nexus-Gabriel Heatter,
Land & Title Corp., part.
Corp., Lee County
NBC 5-6 Monitor*.

SUNDAY

EVENING

6- 7 p.m.
ABN 6-6:15 Monday Morning Headlines, R. J.
Paul Harvey
Reynolds, General Mills; 6:15-6:30 Co.;
6 30-6 45
y
Life & Casualt
News, Bankers sust.;
Sokolsky,
George
6:45-7
Quiniy Howe,
nt
sust.; 6:05-6:30 Indictme
05 CBS News,
CBS°6-6:6:30-6:55
Robert
Gunsmoke, Edsel; _6:55-7
Edsel;
Trout- News, Chevrolet.
.
.
MBS 6-6:05 News, co-op; 6:05-6:30 Science is My
Beat, sust.; 6:30-6:35 News, National L P. Gas
-Myers (Bufferin) ; 6.35-7 Bill
Bristol
Council,Sports
Beat, co-op. >
Stern's
0 On the Line ■ with
NBC 6-6:15 Monitor*; 6:15-6:3
of Omaha; 6.30-6.32.30
Bob Considine. 7Mutual
Monitor; 6:32:30- Meet the Press, sust.
7- 8 p.m.
d News, R. J. Reynolds, GenABN 7-7 05 Weeken
eral Mills; 7:05-7:10 Speaking of Sports, sust;0
7-10-7:15 White House Report, sust;Met7.15-7.3
Audi7:30-8
sust.;
Assignm
Overseationssof the
. p.m. „, ,.,„ a
st
su
Air, ent,
ce; 7 30-8
Benny, Home Insuran
CBS 7-7:30 Jack Cowles,
Chrysler, General Mills,
Sez Who, Edsel,
O l*OV6 N"GStlG
MBS 7-7:30 Wings of Healing, Wings of Healing;
7- 30-7-35 News, Bristol-Myers, Ex-Lax; 7:35-8
America's Top Tunes, co-op.
NBC 7-8 Monitor*.
8- 9 p.m.
J. Reynolds; 8:05ABN 8-8:05 Weekend News, R. 8:10-9
No network
8:10 Speaking of Sports, sust.;
Cronkite, Hertz; 8:05-9
CBSV18-8-05 News- Walter
Mitch Miller Show, Grove, Johnson & Johnson,
MRStle8 i?doelHour of Decision, Billy Graham
Assn.; 8:30-8:35 News, sust.; 8:35-9
Ev!ngenst?c
America's Top Tunes, co-op.
Monitor*.
8-9
NBC
9- 10 p.m.
ABN 9-9:05 Weekend News, R. J. Reynolds; 9:05Page 108 • April 7, 1958

No netsust.; 9:10-9:3
Sports,
g of9:30-9:3
9 10 Speakin
s;
R. J._„0Reynold
5 News,
ice.
9:35-10 work
Noservice;
network
serv
_
CBS 9-9 05 CBS News, sust; 9:05-9:30 Country
Music Show, Philip Morris; 9:30-10 Face the NaMusic Beyond
News, co-op; 9:05-9:30
MB?' 9-9:05 co-op;
9:30-9:35 Frankie Frtsch, Quaker
the Stars,
Bristol-Myers (BufState Oil Refining Corp.,
Pmkley-Neios, sust.; 9:45Vtrgtlco-op.
9:35-9:45Show,
10 Dan ferin);
Smoot
NBC 9-10 Monitor*
10-11 p.m.
sust.; 10:15-10:30
ABN 10-10:15 Erwin Canham,
As.
Revival
semblies of God
.„ „ Time,
,„
service; 10:30-11
No network
The
:15
10:05-10
sust.;
CBS 10-10:05 CBS News,
Sports
World Tonight, sust.; 10:15-10:30 Sunday
of
10:30-11 Church
seg.;.
st
the
Air, su
_„
Nestle, Edsel,
Resume,
35
10.30-10.
MBS 10-10:30 Marian Theatre, sust.;
s Future BristolNews-John T. Flynn, America'
:45 News- John T
Mvers (Bufferin); 10:35-10
Beyond the Stars,
Music
10:45-11
co-op;
Flynn,
NBC°P10-10:30 Hour of Decision, Billy Graham
Assn. (split network with MoniEvangelistic
tor) ;10:30-11 Youth Wants to Know, sust.
11 p.m.-Midnight
ABN 11-11 -05 Weekend News, R. J. Reynolds;
Late
11 05-11 25 No network service; 11:25-11:30
service
News, sust.; 11:30-12 No network
Chuck
CBS 11-11 -10 CBS Neuis, sust.; 11:10-11:30
Foster Orchestra, sust.; 11:30-12 Andy Powell
MBs'ieil-li :05 StNews, co-op; 11:05-11:30 Music
the Stars, sust.; 11:30-11:35 News, sust;
Beyond
11-35-12 Music Beyond the Stars, sust.
NBC 11-11:30 Monitor*; 11:30-12 No network service.
Midnight-1
a.m. service.
ABN
No network
_t
,
cprviCG
CBS 12-12:05 CBS News, sust.; 12:05-1 No network
MBS 12-12:05 News co-op; 12:05-12:30 The Barry
News, sust.; 12:35Gray
Show, :35sust.
Gray 12:30-12
Barry sust.;
1 The Show,
NBC No network service.
1-2 a.m.
ABN No network service.
CBS No network service.
MBS 1-1:05 News, co-op; 1:05-1:30 Barry Gray
1:30-1:35; News, sust.; 1:35-2 Barry
sust.; sust.
Show, Show,
Gray
NBC No network service.

No network servTBA; 11:30-11
CBS 11-11-30
Miller,:45Wrigley.
ice- 11-45-12 Howard
:30 Kate Smith,
:05-ll
11
co-op;
MBS 11-11:05 News,
co-op Reader's Digest Book (Wed,, Thurs..
Fri.) 11 so(Thurs..
Fri.)
Thurs.); 11:35-12
(Tues.,
Ex-LaxMilner
News, Dumas
il -35 part..
co-op.
Queen for a5 Day,
NBC 11-11:0
stand, part. News, part.; 11:05-12 NBC Band-

MONDAY-FRIDAY
Noon-1 p.m.

:20
ABN 12-12:15 Paul Harvey, co-op; 12:15-12
No
12.20-12:55 sust
g Drug;
Sterlin
Boys,
e
Sunshin
Late News,
network service; 12:55-1r-News
Labs,
, Miles
CBS 12-12:05 Larry Lesueu
Bristol12:05-12:30 Backstage Wife, Calgon,
Mentholatum ; 12.30Mvers Colgate-Palmolive,Trent,
BristolCalgon
12-45 Romance of Helen12:45-1 Our Gal Sunday,
Craft;Mentholatum. .
PharmaMyers
Calgon,
Best Foods,
's
America
co-op;:3012:05-12
News, 12:15-12
MBS
Man,
Answer
The :15
Tunes,05 sust.;
Top 12-12
co-op part. Hudson Vitamin (Tues., Wed.,
Thurs Fri); 12:30-12:35 News, Sleep-Eze (Tues.,
Thurs')- 12:35-1 No network service. No network
NBC 12-12:05 News, part.; 12:05-1
service.
1- 2 p.m.
,
. _ Late
_1:55-2
_
Nylo
News, 1-1:55
service;
network
No net.
ABN
Foods,
Best
CBS 1-1 15 This Is Nora Drake,
PerPharma-Craft, Dumas Milner; 1:15-1:30 Ma raft,
Pharma-C
kins, Best Foods, Bristol-Myers,
Dr.
Young
Staley, Dumas Milner; 1:30-1:45
PharmaMyers
BristolFoods,
Best
Malone.
tum.
Menthola
Life,
Craft- 1-45-2 The Road of
MBS 1-1-15 Neios-Cedric Foster, co-op; 1:15-1:30
riel
Neuis-Gab
Music, co-op;
Lots Of Niagara
Tues.)
Mfg. (Mon.,
Therapy1:30-1:35
Heatter,
(Mon
Ex-Lax
Fri.)
(Wed.,
Hudson Vitamins
Lots Of Music, co-op; 1:50-2
Fri.); 1:35-1:50 part.;
Wed.,
WBCrWlU-l':05USNeu;s,
1:05-2 No network
service.
2- 3 p.m.

ABN 2-2:55 No network service; 2-55-3 Late News,
CBS* 2-2 05 Bill Downs-News, Miles Labs; 2:05SecHappiness, sust.; 2:15-2:30
2 15 The Right to Best
Foods, Colgate-Palmolive
ond Mrs. Burton,
The
45
Milner; 2:30-2
Dumas
Mentholatum,
Just
2.45-3
um;
Mentholat
Door,
Next
Couple
Entertainment-Pat Buttram Wrigley.
MBS 2-2:30 Game of the Day, sust.; 2.30-2.35
News, sust.; 2:35-3 Game of the Day, cont
True ConfesNBC 2-2:05 News, part.; 2:05-2:30 Family,
part.;
Man's part.
OneGentry,
2:30-2:45
sions part.;
Dr.
of
Affairs
The
2:45-3
3- 4 p.m.

service; 3:55-4 Late
network
California
CB^t-^M Houseparty, American Bird,3:30-4
Ford
Prune, Carnation, Pharma-Craft;
the
of
Game
3:05-3:30
eSsfdco-op;
MBSd3-3horN
Game
3:35-4
sust.;
News,
3:30-3:35
cont.;
Day,
Five Star
NBCh3-3*5* News, part.; 3:05-3:30 My
House,
Matinee, part.: 3:30-3:45 Woman in
part.
Family,
Young's
3:45-4 Pepper
45 p.m.
part.;

ABN
MONDAY-FRIDAY MORNING
8- 9 a.m.
8-8:15 News Around the World, co-op; 8:159ABNNo network service.
CBS 8-8 :15 CBS Radio World News Roundup, Ford
co-op; 8:15-8:55 No network service; 8:55-9 Ford
Road 'Show, Ford.
MBS 8-9 No network service.
NBC 8-9 No network service.
9- 10 a.m.
ABN 9-10 Breakfast Club, part., Scholl, CampanaD.
Sales, General Foods, Magla Products, Thos
, Musselman, Philco, Pioneer IndusRichardson
tries Lewyt, American Cyanamid, Kretschmer,
Bristol-Myers, Appian Way Pizza, Buitom,
Kitchen Art Food, Sandura, American Bird Food,
Fear, Lever
Milner Products,
Dumas,
s.
KVP,
.
,Fred
„
Bro
CBS 9-9 15 CBS Radio News of America, co-op;
. . Ford; 9:20-10 No netRoad Show,
Fordservice
work
9:15-9:20
MBS 9-9 "15 Robert Hurleigh-News, co-op; 9.159- 30 America's Top Tunes, co-op; 9:30-9:35 News,
Sleep-Eze (Tues); 9:35-10 America's Top Tunes,
NBC 9-9:15 News, part.; 9:15-10 No network service.
10- 11 a.m.

10:55-11 Late
network service;
No gh.
ABN 10-10:55
.
Plou
News,
CBS 10-11 Arthur Godfrey Time, American Home
Foods Armour, Bristol-Myers, Chun King,
Ford, Frito, General Electric, General Foods,
we, Libby-McNeilHartz Sara Lee, Lewis-Ho
Therapy, Peter
Libby, Mogen David, NiagaraStandard
Singer, _„ „„ „ . Brands,
ft,
Paul,
Curtis Pharma-Cra
Publishing.
_ ...
MBS 10-10-05 News, co-op; 10:05-10:30 Kate Smith,
co-op General Electric (Mon., Tues., Thurs.,
Fri ) 'part. Reader's Digest Book (Wed., Fri.,)
Fri.,) 10:30-10:35
part Dumas Milner (Thurs.,
News Sleep-Eze (Tues.); 10:35-10:40 Bill Stem,
Karloff PreColgate-Palmolive; 10:40-10:45 BorisHauser,
co-op;
sents co-op; 10:45-10:50 Gayelord
10-50-10-55 Fred Robbins— Assignment HollyMaggi McNellis—
co-op; 10:55-11
wood,Broadway,
ment
co-op.
_ „„ _„Assign_
NBC 10-10:05 News, part; 10:05-10:30 My True
Stories,
part. 10:30-11 Don Ameche's Real Life
Story, part.;
11 a.m.-Noon
11-11:55 No network
ABN
Late News, sust.

service; 11:55-12,

AFTERNOON

3-3:55

No

ABN 4-4:55 No network service; 4:55-5 Late News,
CBSt'4-4:55 No network service; 4:55-5 CBS News,
MBS'4-4:05 News, co-op; 4:05-4:30 (or conclusion)
Game of the Day, cont., Wrapup, sust; 4:304:35 News, sust; 4:35-5 America's Top Tunes,
N°BC°P4-4:05 News, part.; 4:05-4:55 No network
5-6
p.m. 4:55-5 R. Harkness, Ralston-Purma.
service;
ABN

5-5:55 No

service; 5:55-6 Late
network
CbT'S5-5^05 No network service; 5:05-5:30 Ford
network service
Road Show, Ford; 5:30-6 No
(Friday only) 5:30-5:45 UN on the Record :sust
Top
America's(Mon.,
co-op; 5:05-5:30
News,5:30-5:35
5-5 -.05
MBS
News, Nylonet
co-opTunes
Ex-Lax
Tues Wed ) L & M (Thurs., Fri.)
(Mon., Wed!, Fri.); 5:35-6 America's Top Tunes,
ice.
NBC 5-5:05 Neu>s, part.; 5:05-6 No network servMONDAY-FRIDAY
6-7 p.m.

EVENING

; 6:15-6:30 Quincy
ABN 6-6:15 No network service
John Daly Chevrolet;
Howe sust.; 6:30-6:40
s;
Midas, R. J.5 Reynold
6:40-6:45 Paul Harvey, sust;
6:50-6:5 Weather,
6- 45-6-50 Late Sports,
sust. 6:55-7 No network service
; (Friday only) 6CBS 6-7 No network servicesust.;
6.05-6.30 Fora
6:05 Allan Jackson-News,
Thomas, Delco.
Road Show, Ford; 6:45-7 Loioell
6.05MBS 6-6:05 Neu;s-Gabriel Heatter . co-op;
35 News,
6:30 America's Top Tunes, co-op; 6.30-6
Fri.),
ze, Winston (Mon., Tues., Wed.,
Sleep-E
6 35-7 America's Top Tunes, co-op.
NBC 6-6:05 News, part; 6:05-6:45 No network
service; 6:45-7 Three Star Extra, Sun Oil, co-op.
7- 8 p.m.
ABN 7-7:15 Eduiard P. Morgan, AFL-CIO; 7:15Broadcasting

7:55 No network service; 7:55-8 Late News. sust.
CBS 7-7:05 Sports Time, Barbasol, R. J. Reynolds7:05-7:30General
Amos 're'
Andy General
Music Hall,
Foods,
Foods,
Mills, Nestle,
JohnsonBest&
Johnson, Kendall, National Selected; 7:30-7:35
Business News-Walter Cronkite, Hertz; 7:35-7:45
Answer Please, seg.; 7:45-8 Edward R. MurrowNews, Ford.
MBS 7-7:15 Fulton Lewis Jr., co-op; 7:15-7:30
(Mon.-Wed.-Fri.)
America's People,
Top Tunes,
(Tues.-Thurs.) Assignment
sust.; co-op,
7:307:35 News-Gabriel Heatter, Hudson Vitamins
(Mon.)
Imdrin (Tues.)
Inc.
(Wed.) Beltone
(Thurs.) Pharmaceuticals'
Spring Air (Fri.);
7:35-8 (Mon.) Reporters Roundup, co-op (Tues.)
The Army Hour, sust. (Wed.) Family Theatre,
sust. (Thur.) By the People, sust. (Fri.) Lombardoland, U. S. A., sust.
NBC 7-7:15 News, part.; 7:15-7:30 Alex Dreier, coop; 7:30-7:45 News of the World, part.; 7:45-8
Life and the World, part.
8- 9 p.m.
ABN 8-8:25 No network service; 8:25-8:30 Late
News, sust.; 8:30-8:55 no network service; 8:559 Late News, sust.
CBS 8-8:30 Robert Q. Lewis, Ex-Lax, Campana,
Comstock, General Mills, Grove Labs, LewisHowe, Kendall, Dumas Milner, National Selected,
Nestle, Nylonet, Plough; 8:30-8:35 George Herman-News, Aero-Mayflower; 8:35-9 Rusty Draper,
seg.
MBS 8-8:05 News, co-op.; 8:05-8:30 (Mon.) True
Detective (Tues.) Squad Room (Wed.) Exploring Tomorrow (Thurs.) The Secrets of
Scotland Yard (Fri.), Exploring Tomorrow, part.,
Ex-Lax, L & M; 8:30-8:35 News, Sleep-Eze; 8:359 (Mon.) Lives of Harry Lime (Tues.) Adventures of the Scarlet Pimpernel (Wed.) Horatio
Hornblower (Thurs.) Lives of Harry Lime (Fri.)
Horatio Hornblower, co-op.
NBC 8-8:05 News, part.; 8:05-8:30 (Mon.) You Bet
Your Life, part. (Tues.) Nightline, part. (Wed.)
People Are Funny, part. (Thurs.) Nightline, part.
(Fri.) Nightline, part. 9:30-9 (Mon.) 8:30-8:55
Nightline, part.; 8:55-9 News, part.; (Tues.Thurs.) Nightline, part.; (Fri.) Monitor.*
9- 10 p.m.
ABN
9-9:55 sust.
No network service; 9:55-10 People in
the News
CBS 9-9:05 Robert Trout-News, Chevrolet; 9:059:25 The World Tonight, Ex -Lax, Nestle, Grove;
9:25-9:30 News Analysis-Eric Sevareid, AeroMayflower; 9:30-10 (Mon.) Capital Cloakroom,
sust. (Tues.) The Last Word, sust. (Wed.) The
Leading Question, sust. (Thurs.) Stuart Foster
Show, sust. (Fri.) Dance Orchestra, sust.
MBS 9-9:05 News, co-op.; 9:05-9:15 UN Radio Review, sust.; 9:15-9:30 Music Beyond the Stars,
co-op; 9:30-9:35 Bill Stern-Sports News, SleepEze; 9:35-10 Music Beyond the Stars, co-op.
NBC 9-10 (Mon.) 9-9:30 Bell Telephone Hour, Bell
System, 9:30-10 Nightline, part. (Tues.-Thurs.)
Nightline, part. (Fri.) Monitor*.
10- 11 p.m.
ABN 10-10:05 John W. Vandercook, AFL-CIO;
10:05-10:55 No network service; 10:55-11 Late
JVgxus sust.
CBS 10-10:05 CBS News, sust.; 10:05-10:30 (Mon.)
Paul Neighbors Orchestra, sust. (Tues.) Dick
Stabile Orchestra, sust. (Wed.) Daue Lewinter,
sust. (Thurs.) Erroll Garner Trio, sust. (Fri.)
Maynard Ferguson Orchestra, sust.; 10:30-11
(Mon.) Henry Jerome Orchestra, sust. (Tues.)
Paul Neighbors Orchestra, sust. (Wed., Thurs.)
Teddy Wilson Trio, sust. (Fri.) Sammy Kaye
Orchestra sust.
MBS 10-10:05 News, co-op; 10:05-10:30 Music Beyond the Stars, co-op; 10:30-10:35 News, SleepEze; 10:35-11 Music Beyond The Stars, co-op.
NBC 10-10:05 News, part. 10:05-10:30 (Mon.) Classical Music for People Who Hate Classical Music.
sust. (Tues.) Treasury of Music, sust. (Wed.) At
the UN with Pauline Frederick, sust. (Thurs.)
Family Living '57, sust. (Fri.) Boxing, Gillette;
10:30-11 (Mon.-Thurs.) 10:30-10:45 Neuis of the
World (repeat) part. 10:45-11 Life and the World
(repeat) part. (Fri.) 10:30-11 Comment, part.
11 p.m.-Midnight
ABN 11-11:55 No network service; 11:55-12 Late
News, sust.
CBS 11-11:10 CBS News, sust.; 11:10-11:30 (Mon.,
Thurs.) Eddie Layton Orchestra, sust. (Tues.)
Chuck Foster Orchestra, sust. (Wed.) Erroll
Garner Trio, sust. (Fri.) Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra, sust.; 11:30-12 (Mon., Wed.) Jimmy Dorsey
Orchestra, sust. (Tues., Thurs., Fri.) Xavier
Cugat Orchestra, sust.
MBS 11-11:05 News, co-op, sust.; 11:05-11:30 Long
John Show, co-op; 11:30-11:35 News, co-op, sust.;
11:35-12 Long John Show, sust.
NBC 11-11:05 News, part.; 11:05-12 No network
service.
Midnight-1 a.m.
ABN 12-1 No network service.
CBS 12-12:05 CBS News, sust.; 12:05-1 No network
service.
MBS 12-12:05 News, co-op, sust.; 12:05-12:30 The
Barry Gray Show, sust.; 12:30-12:35 News, sust.;
12:35-1 The Barry Gray Show, sust.
NBC 12-1 No network service.
1-2 a.m.
ABN 1-2 No network service.
CBS No network service.
MBS 1-1:05 News, co-op, sust.; 1:05-1:30 The
Show, sust.; 1:30-1:35 Neuis, sust.;
GrayBarry
Barry
Gray Show, sust.
1:35-2 The
NBC 1-2 No network service.
Broadcasting

SATURDAY
8- 9 a.m.

MORNING

ABN
network service; 8:55-9 Weekend
News.8-8:55
R. J. No
Reynolds.
CBS 8-8:15 CBS World News Roundup, Ford,
Edsel. co-op; 8:15-9 No network service.
MBS 8-9 No network service.
NBC No network service.
9- 10 a.m.
ABN
9-9:55News,
Johnny
Show, sust.; 9:55-10
Weekend
R. J.Pearson
Reynolds.
CBS 9-9:05 Bill Downs-News, Miles Labs; 9:059:15 CBS Radio News of America. Larry Lesueur,
co-op; 9:15-9:30 Man Around the House, seg.;
9:30-9:45 CBS Radio Farm News, seg.; 9:45-10
Garden Gate. Hudson Vitamins, Edsel, seg.
MBS 9-9:05 News, co-op; 9:05-9:30 America's Top
Tunes, co-op; 9:30-9:35 News, Winston; 9:35-10
America's Top Tunes, co-op.
NBC 9-9:05 News, sust.; 9:05-10 Monitor*.
10- 11 a.m.
ABN 10-10:55 Johnny Pearson Show, sust.; 10:5511 Weekend News, R. J. Reynolds, General Mills.
CBS 10-10:05 Allan Jackson-News, Chevrolet;
10:05-10:55 Galen Drake Show, Best Foods,
Clairol, General Mills, Kendall, National Selected
Foods, Nestle, Edsel, seg.; 10:55-11 Business
News-Bill Downs, Miles Labs.
MBS 10-10:05 News, co-op; 10:05-10:30 America's
Top Tunes, co-op; 10:30-10:35 News, Winston;
10:35-11 America's Top Tunes, co-op.
NBC 10-11 Monitor*.
11 a.m.-Noon
ABN 11-11:55 No network service; 11:55-12 Weekend News, R. J. Reynolds, General Mills.
CBS 11-11:05 Allan Jackson-News, Chevrolet:
11:05-11:55 Robert Q. Lewis Show, part.; 11:55-12
Business News-Bill Downs, Miles Labs.
MBS 11-11:05 News, co-op; 11:05-11:30 America's
Top Tunes, co-op; 11:30-11:35 News, National
L. P. Gas Council, Ex-Lax; 11:35-12 The Lou
Payne Show, co-op.
NBC 11-12 Monitor*.
SATURDAY

AFTERNOON

Noon-1 p.m.
ABN 12-12:30 Navy Hour, sust.; 12:30-12:55 American Farmer, sust.; 12:55-1 Weekend News, R. J.
Reynolds, General Mills.
CBS 12-12:05 Allan Jackson-News, Chevrolet;
12:05-12:30 Amos 'n' Andy Music Hall, Edsel, seg.;
12:30-12:55 Gunsmoke, Johnson & Johnson, Best
Foods, Liggett & Myers, Miles Labs, seg.; 12:551 Business News-Bill Downs, Hertz.
MBS 12-12:05 News, co-op; 12:05-12:30 Wheel of
Chance, co-op; 12:30-12:35 Frankie Frisch, Quaker
State Oil Refining Corp., Winston; 12:35-1 Wheel
Of CfldTlCG SUSt.
NBC 12-12:25 Farm & Home Hour, Allis-Chalmers
(limited network), sust.; 12:25-12:30 Alex Dreier,
Morton Salt; 12:30-1 Red Foley, Dow Chemical.
1-2 p.m.
ABN 1-1:05 Speaking of Sports, sust.; 1:05-1:15
Andy Reynolds Ranch Boys, sust.; 1:15-1:30 All
League Clubhouse, sust.; 1:30-1:55 Shake the
Maracas, sust.; 1:55-2 Weekend News, R. J. Reynolds, General Mills.
CBS 1-1:05 Allan Jackson-News, Chevrolet; 1:051 :30 City Hospital, Ex-Lax, Grove Labs, Nestle,
Edsel. seg.; 1:30-1:45 Adventures in Science, sust.;
1:45-2 Entertainment U.S., sust.
MBS 1-1:05 News, co-op; 1:05-1:15 No network
service; 1:15-1:30 Mary Margaret McBride, sust.;
1:30-1:35 News, Bristol-Myers, Winston; 1:35-1:50
America's Top Tunes, sust.; 1:50-2 Warmup,
Quaker State Oil Refining.
NBC 1-2 Monitor* (also repeats of Farm & Home,
1- 1:25; Dreier, 1:25-1:30; Red Foley, 1:30-2).
2- 3 p.m.
ABN 2-3 Metropolitan Opera, Texas Co. (ends
April; TBA).
CBS 2-2:05 Allan Jackson-News, Chevrolet; 2:052:30 Vincent Lopez, sust.; 2:30-3 Paul Neighbors
OTCflGStTd sust.
MBS 2-2:05 News, co-op; 2-2:30 Game of the Day,
Quaker
State Oil Refining; 2:30-2:35 Neuis,
Bristol-Myers (Bufferin); 2:35-3 Game of the
Dav, cont.
NBC 2-3 Monitor*.
3- 4 p.m.
ABN 3-4 Metropolitan Opera, cont.
CBS 3-3:05 Allan Jackson-News, Chevrolet; 3:053:30 Freddy Martin Orchestra, sust.; 3:30-4 Jan
Gerber Orchestra, sust.
MBS 3-3:05 News, co-op; 3:05-3:30 Game of the
nai/, cont..: 3:30-3:35 News, Bristol-Myers (Bufferin); 3:35-4 Game of the Day, cont.
NBC 3-4 Monitor*.
4- 5 p.m.
ABN 4-4:55 Metropolitan
Opera, cont.; 4:55-5
Weekend News, R. J. Reynolds.
CBS 4-4:05 Allan Jackson-News, Chevrolet; 4:054:30 Xavier Cugat Orchestra, sust.; 4:30-5 U. S.
Army Show, sust.
MBS 4-4:05 News, co-op; 4:05-4:30 (or conclusion)
Game of the Day, cont.; 4:30-4:35 News, Bristolco-op.
Myers (Bufferin); 4:35-5 America's Top Tunes,
NBC 4-5 Monitor*.
5- 6 p.m.
ABN 5-5:30 No network service; 5:30-5:35 Speak-

ing of Sports, sust.; 5:35-5:55 No network
ice;
5:55-6 Weekend News, R. J. Reynolds,
eral Mills.
CBS 5-5:05 Ford Road Show, Ford; 5:05-5:10
News, sust.; 5:10-5:30 String Serenade, sust.;
5:55
Road Make
Show, Way
Ford. for Youth, sust.; 5:55-6

servGenCBS
5:30Ford

MBS
5-5:05
News,5:30-5:35
co-op; Frankie
5:05-5:30 Frisch,
America's
Top
Tunes,
co-op;
Quaker
State Oil Refining, Bristol-Myers (Bufferin);
5:35-6 Maggi's Magazine, co-op.
NBC 5-6 Monitor*.
SATURDAY
6- 7 p.m.

EVENING

ABN 6-6:30 No network service; 6:30-6:35 Speaking of Sports, sust.; 6:30-6:55 No network service;
6:55-7 Weekend News, R. J. Reynolds, General Mills.
CBS 6-6:05 CBS News, sust.; 6:05-6:30 New Orleans
Jazz Band Ball, sust.; 6:30-6:55 Saturday at the
Chase, sust.; 6:55-7 Bill Downs-News, Hertz.
MBS 6-6:05 News, co-op; 6:05-6:15 America's Top
Tunes, co-op; 6:15-6:30 Viewpoint, sust.; 6:306:35 News, National L. P. Gas Council, Winston;
6:35-7 Doorway To Travel, co-op.
NBC 6-7 Monitor*.
7- 8 p.m.
ABN 7-7:05 No network service; 7:05-7:30 At Ease,
sust.; 7:30-7:55 No network service; 7:55-8 Weekend News, R. J. Reynolds.
CBS 7:00-7:05 Sports-Phil Rizzuto, R. J. Reynolds;
7 :05-8 Cleveland Orchestra, sust.
MBS 7-7:05 News, co-op; 7:05-7:30 Hawaii Calls,
sust.; 7:30-8 Word of Life Hour, Word of Life.
NBC 7-8 Monitor*.
8- 9 p.m.
ABN 8-8:05 No network service; 8:05-8:30 Vincent
Lopez, sust.; 8:30-8:55 Lawrence Welk Army
Show, sust.; 8:55-9 Weekend News, R. J. Reynolds. 8:00-8:05 Bill Downs-News, Hertz; 8:05-8:30
CBS
Saturday Night Country Style, Edsel, seg.; 8:308:35 Charles Von Fremd-News, Aero Mayflower;
8:35-8:45 Stuart Foster Show, sust.; 8:45-9 Saturday Sports Resume, Edsel, Nestle, seg.
MBS 8-8:05 News, co-op; 8:05-8:30 Bandstand,
U.S.A., co-op; 8:30-8:35 Frankie Frisch, Quaker
op.
State Oil Refining; 8:35-9 Bandstand, U.S.A., coNBC 8-9 Monitor*.
9- 10 p.m.
ABN 9-9:30 No network service; 9:30-9:35 Speaking of Sports, sust.; 9:35-9:55 No network service;
9:55-10 Weekend News, R. J. Reynolds.
CBS 9:00-9:05 CBS News, sust.; 9:05-9:25 The
World Tonight, Nestle, Edsel, seg.; 9:25-9:30
News Analysis-George Herman, Aero Mayflower;
9:30-10 No network service.
MBS 9-9:05 News, co-op; 9:05-9:30 Bandstand,
U.S.A., co-op; 9:30-9:35 Don Dumphy. Sports
News, stand
Bristol-Myers
(Bufferin); 9:35-10 BandU.S.A., sust.
NBC 9-9:30 Monitor*; 9:30-10 Grand Ole Opry,
R. J. Reynolds (limited network), sust.
10- 11 p.m.
ABN 10-10:30 No network service; 10:30-10:35
Speaking of Sports, sust.; 10:35-10:55 No network
service; 10:55-11 Weekend News, R. J. Reynolds.
CBS 10-10:05 CBS News, sust.; 10:05-10:30 Henry
Jerome
sust.; 10:30-11 Sammy Kaye
OrchestraOrchestra,
sust.
MBS 10-10:05 Neuis, co-op; 10:05-10:30 Music Beyond the Stars, co-op; 10:30-10:35 News, BristolMyers (Bufferin); 10:35-11 Music Beyond the
Stars, co-op.
NBC 10-11 Monitor*.
11 p.m.-Midnight
ABN end
11-11:55
No network service; 11:55-12 WeekNews, sust.
CBS 11-11:10 CBS Neuis, sust.; 11:10-11:30 Xavier
Cugat Orchestra,
sust.; 11:30-12 Dave Lewinter
Orchestra
sust.
MBS 11-11:05 News, co-op; 11:05-11:30 Music Beyond the Stars, co-op; 11:30-11:35 News, National
L. P. Gas Council; 11:35-12 Music Beyond the
Stars, co-op.
NBC 11-11:30 Monitor*; 11:30-12 No network
service.
Midnight-1 a.m.
ABN No network service.
CBS 12-12:05 CBS Neuis, sust.; 12:05-1 No network
service.
MBS 12-12:05 Neuis, co-op; 12:05-12:30 Barry Gray
Show, sust.; 12:30-12:35 News, sust.; 12:35-1 Barry
Gray Show, sust.
NBC No network service.
1-2 a.m.
ABN No network service.
CBS No network service.
MBS 1-1:05 News, sust.; 1:05-1:30 Barry Gray
Show, sust.; 1:30-1:35 News, sust.; 1:35-2 Barry
Gray
sust. service.
NBC NoShow,
network
* Various participating sponsors are scheduled
on Monitor; Monitor on-the-hour news is sponsored II a.m.-9news
p.m.periods
Sunday;areallsustaining.
other on-thehour Sunday
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eastern program director. Mr. Ward will
develop new shows; work with clients and
advertising agencies in developing new formats, and coordinating production activities
with sales department.

PEOPLE
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
William T. Fancy, chairman of the board
and chief executive officer of Assn. of
American Railroads, retired March 31 after
more than 42 years of railroad service.

marketing executive,
R. Parker,
Wesby
elected president of Dr. Pepper Co.
Elliott W. Plowe, account group head on
Hit Parade cigarettes, BBDO, N. Y., elected
vice president.

Howard C. Shank, copy supervisor, and
Norton J. Wolf, copy group head, appointed
vice presidents, Benton & Bowles, N. Y.

Robert S. Marker, account executive, MacManus, John & Adams, Bloomfield Hills,
Mich., to vice president. Mr. Walker is
supervisor on General Motors Corp. account for NBC-TV's Wide Wide World.

Alfred Goldman, copy chief, Reach McClinton & Co., N. Y., elected vice president and copy director and member of
board. Mr. Goldman joined agency last
July after having served as copy chief at
Cohen & Aleshire, N. Y.

George W. Crabtree, formerly general manager, container division, appointed vice
president, container division, Campbell Soup
Co.; Edwin J. Foltz, formerly director, personnel administration, appointed vice president, personnel, and E. Marshall Nuckols
Jr., formerly secretary, now vice president
and secretary.

Ross Randolph Milbiser, assistant director
of marketing, Philip Morris Inc., N. Y.,
elected vice president in addition to present
duties.
Martin Solow, previously vice president and
account supervisor of Wilbur & Ciagio,
appointed executive vice president of Wexton Adv., N. Y.

George W. Craigie, account executive,
Christopher P. Lynch, media group supervisor, and Albert J. Petcavage, media group
supervisor, have been appointed assistant
vice presidents at Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.
Mr. Craigie has been with agency for past
three years, Mr. Lynch since 1950 and
Mr. Petcavage returned in 1956 after being
with McCann-Erickson.
Peter M. Scutter, Lever Bros, product manager, and William E. Torpey, General
Electric Co., have both joined BBDO, N. Y.,
as account supervisor and account executive,
respectively.
Robert P. Leonhard, formerly account executive at McCann-Erickson, Detroit, to
Leo Burnett Co., in similar capacity on
in agency's new
Corp. inaccoun
Chrysler offices
Buhl t Bldg.
Detroit
David Jenkins, copywriter on Edsel (Ford)
account at Foote, Cone & Belding, Detroit,
appointed account executive in charge of
sales promotion and collateral materials
for agency.

Robert David, formerly account director
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with McCann-Erickson, N. Y., to Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, that city, as
account executive on Consolidated Cigar
Sales Co.

Gerald S. Corwin, account executive in
Minneapolis office of National Telefilm
Assoc., promoted to manager of that office,
succeeding Don Swartz, recently appointed
general manager of KMGM-TV Minneapolis (owned by NTA).

Walter S. Driskill, vice president in charge
of marketing for Jacob Ruppert Co., N. Y.,
has been elected director.

Sylvin Z. Perry promoted from promotion
staff to advertising and planning director at
Filon Plastics Corp., El Segundo, Calif.
He will coordinate advertising, marketing
research, technical sales and sales promotion, and public relations.

Phil Cowan, formerly head of his own public relations firm in N. Y. and earlier with
Screen Gems as director of public relations,
director of exploitation for Naappointed
tional Telefilm Assoc., N. Y.

Ralph A. Borzi, account executive, Griswold-Eshleman Co., Cleveland, Ohio, named
director of film, tv and radio production,
succeeding Richard C. Woodruff, who was
named advertising account executive.

Jack Bauer, casting director for UniversalInternational, to Walt Disney Productions
in similar capacity for both theatrical and
tv films.

John E. McArdle, formerly in sales promotion at Curtiss Candy Co., appointed merchandising manager at Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.

manager, Ferrostaal Pacific Corp. (international manufacturers representative), has

William L. McGee,

resigned to join Interstate Tv Corp., tv subsidiary of Allied Artists Corp., as western
division manager in S. F.

P. G. Williams Jr., formerly account supervisor at N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia,
to Wesley Aves & Assoc. Inc., Grand
Rapids, Mich., as marketing manager.

Ted Swift, formerly midwest salesman
for Screen Gems, to account executive with
Associated Artists Productions' midwestern
division.

John Cobb, formerly with Norman, Craig
& Kummel, N. Y., to John W. Shaw Adv.,
Chicago, account staff.

George Cannata, formerly with Ray Patin
Productions, Hollywood, to Robert Lawrence Productions, N. Y., as story man and
creative designer.

Jack Hill, formerly in media research for
Benton & Bowles, N. Y., to N. W. Ayer
& Son, Philadelphia, in similar capacity.
Julian K. Billings, creative director, Bozell
& Jacobs, named Omaha's "Advertising
Man
club. of the Year" by local advertising

NETWORKS
David Broekman, 55, composer and conductor who has worked for past three years
on musical scores for NBC-TV's Wide Wide
World," died following heart attack in his
home in N. Y. March 25.

Harold Loomis Morgan Jr., 51, budget
director at McCann-Erickson, N. Y., died
March 24 of carbon monoxide poisoning.

William

L. Troyer

president and general

'

named resident vice president, national division,
Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs, and will
headquarter in Seattle. He
will represent company in
Pacific Northwest.

Irving Feld, national sales director, Guild
Films, has been appointed general sales
manager.

STATIONS

smmmmmm

Fred Gardella, program director, WBNC
Conway, N. H., promoted to general manager. Robertson, general manager, WIPS
Dale
Ticonderoga, N. Y., has retired. His duties
will be assumed by his wife, Ruth Robertson,
who has been active in radio with him since
1952. Mr. Robertson will remain with station in public relations capacity and as consultant.

Al D. Snead, sales representative, Alexander
Film Co., promoted to district sales manager for states of Texas and Oklahoma,
with headquarters in Houston.

Jerry Critchfield, sales manager, KUTY
Palmdale, Calif., promoted to general mantor. ager. Gordon Benson named program direc-

Howard M. Lawrence, previously business
manager, Loucks & Norling Studios, N. Y.,
elected vice president.

Clark Whitman, sales manager, WSMI
Litchfield, to WDZ Decatur, both Illinois,
as commercial manager.

John J. Hefferman, account executive, NBCTV Film Sales, to Terrytoons, division of
CBS-TV Film Sales, as sales manager.
Albert Ward, tv account executive with
BBDO, N. Y., has joined Television Programs of America in newly created post of

Clarence Jackson named commercial manager of WJOT Lake City, S. C. Other appointments include Hap Palmer to director
of sports; Joseph Grimsley, director of program development; Mary Godwin, director
of women's program development, and Van
Broadcasting

Williams named director of sales-merchandising.

to KOIN
staff.

Earl W. Welde, veteran broadcast executive,
named administrative assistant to general
manager of WSUN-AM-TV St. Petersburg
Fla.

Gary Rogers joins KBLV
announcer.

Donald N. Finger, junior accountant, WGRTV Buffalo, N. Y., promoted to chief accountant.
Don Hughes, formerly with KAKC and
KRMG, both Tulsa, named news director
of Public Radio Corp. (KAKC and KIOA
Des Moines, Iowa). John Orloff, operations
director, KABC-TV Los Angeles, promoted
to staff director.
Don Mathewson, news director, WTUX
Wilmington, Del., promoted to program
director. He also will continue as news director.
Thomas J. Foy Jr., production supervisor
at WGN Chicago, appointed director of
news division of WGN-AM-TV that city.
He replaces Holland Engle, who held duties
on temporary basis and is reassigned to
reportorial activities.
Ann

M. Corrick, network newscaster-producer in Washington, to assistant bureau

chief, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s
Washington news bureau.
Dean Moxley, formerly with KYA San
Francisco, to KGO that city as director of
client service.
Ray Morgan, sports director, WWDC Washington, to WTTG (TV) that city in similar
capacity.
Roy Ross, musical director of WNEW New
York, to WMGM that city in similar capacity.
Doris Boyd, named to handle promotion
activities for WIBG Philadelphia.
Charles W. MacKenzie, formerly sales supervisor for Curtis Pub. Co., joins WKMH
Dearborn, Mich., as sales representative.
Al Mackay, formerly sales service manager
of KGO San Francisco, to station's sales
staff as account executive.
Fred Beaton, formerly in guest relations
dept. of CBS, joins KWKW
Pasadena,
Calif., sales staff.
Jack A. Fritzlen, formerly office manager
of Lahr Adv., to WFBM Indianapolis sales
staff.
Bob Bartusch, account executive, WLOK
Memphis, promoted to assistant manager.
Robert Doherry, formerly with KYOK
Houston, moves to sister-station WLOK
sales staff.
Gene Dillehay, KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City,
Okla., named chief announcer.
Peter Potter, d. j., KLAC
signs, effective April 14.

Los Angeles, re-

Richard C. Martin, announcer, KTUK-TV
Phoenix, joins KFSD-TV San Diego in
similar capacity.
Rick Mertz, formerly with KVAS
Broadcasting

Astoria,

Portland, both Oregon, announcing
(TV) Denver as

Al Stevens, Baltimore d.j., to WAYE that
city in similar capacity and as member of
sales staff.

eral Electric Corp., Paramus, N. J., division
of IT&T.
David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, has
been elected trustee of Emanu-El Congregation, N. Y.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Richard Haskitt, staff announcer at KUTE
(FM) Glendale, Calif., since his graduation
from UCLA last June, has left station for
active duty at Fort Ord, Calif.

Milliard A. Sehendorf, radio-tv writer and
editor with Associated Press for 17 years,
has resigned to join APS Assoc., N. Y. (radio-tv public relations), as partner.

Robert J. Bodden, general manager of
WSWW Platteville, Wis., elected president
of local Community Chest for coming year.

Frank Corwin, formerly director of public
information for Boys' Clubs of America,
has joined Thomas P. Swift Assoc. (public
relations & publicity), N. Y., as account executive.

REPRESENTATIVES mmmm
George Bingham, manager of WalkerRawalt Co. Boston office, to vice president
in charge of that office.

Fred Adair Jr., S. F. manager, appointed
west coast manager at Headley-Reed Co.
Art Astor named L. A. manager, succeeding
Clark Barnes.
John Murphy, Branham Co.'s Chicago office,
promoted to manager in that city. Robert
Hanrahan, account executive with CBS-TV

PROGRAM SERVICES mm
\ m
Jerald T. Manter named manager of United
Press Hartford (Conn.) Bureau, and William
D. Clark named Connecticut news manager
of UP.
Norton Pearl, with United Press since 1953,
to west coast as sales representative of commercial photography division with headquarters in S. F.

New York, joins Branham's S. F. office.
Kenneth H. Goldblatt, formerly sales manager for Forjoe & Co., N. Y., apointed to
tv sales staff of Headley-Reed Co., N. Y.
Paul Wilson, with Adam

Young Inc. for 1 3

years, staff.
to Richard O'Connell Inc., N. Y.,
sales

. •
MANUFACTURING .
-*IMerle W. Kremer, genflHHi
eral manager of Sylvania
Electric Products, parts diif
vision, elected vice president and general manager
of parts division. He has
been with Sylvania in his
previous
capacity since
January 1957.
Gerald L. Moran, gen- ►
eral manager of chemical
and metallurgical division
of Sylvania since November 1957, named vice president and general manager
of that division.
Kay Bidwell, merchandising director, WIBG
Philadelphia, installed as member of Assn.
of Manufacturers Representatives. She is
reportedly first woman member of organization.
Robert W. Burtness appointed manager of
engineering and research at Stewart-Warner
Electronics, division of Stewart-Warner
Corp.
Leon Seldin, manufacturing manager of
Federal Instruments (IT&T), returns to
Allen B. DuMont Labs where he had been
engineering section head, now becoming
assistant sales manager, Instrument Div. at
DuMont.
Robert J. Stone, formerly with public relations department of Ford Motor Co., N. Y.,
appointed public relations manager of Fed-

' • ' —vyvj
TRADE ASSNS. • "
George Silber, president of Rek-O-Kut Co.,
Long Island City, was elected chairman of
board of directors, Institute of High Fidelity
Manufacturers, N. Y., succeeding Avery
Fisher, president of Fisher Radio Corp.,
N. Y. Mr. Fisher continues to serve as director of institute.
Joseph Katz of Joseph ►
Katz Co., Baltimore, elected chairman of Chesapeake Council of American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies. Other appointments: Helen Ver Standig
of M. Belmont Ver Standig, Washington, to vice chairman of
AAAA; Frank L. Blumberg of NewhoffBlumberg Adv., Baltimore, to secretarytreasurer.
Robert Levenstein, who has handled visual
aids in Television Bureau of Advertising's
production department since last October,
promoted to research assistant. Michael
Wiener, with TVB in various assignments
for two years, succeeds Mr. Levenstein.
INTERNATIONAL
Lew Roskin, retail sales manager of CHED
Edmonton, Alta., to general sales manager,
and Allan Slaight, news director, to national
sales manager.
Reg Carne, formerly of CJKL Kirkland
Lake, to sales manager of CHEX Peterborough, both Ontario. Jim Gibson named
sales manager of CHEX-TV.
Max Jackson named sports director of
CKWS-AM-TV Kingston, succeeding Pete
Handley, who joins CFCH North Bay, both
Ontario, in similar capacity. Chuck Davis,
announcer of CJKL Kirkland Lake, to
CKWS in similar capacity.
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SEYDEL, vice president, director of radio-tv, Anderson

queer

abusing

your

today's

No one in our business needs to be
told that radio is enjoying excellent
health and I cannot think of anyone
who is not overjoyed to see radio once
again take its rightful place as a dynamic and competitive advertising medium.
There are many things that have conto radio's
present
dition.tributed
A few
of them
are: healthy conRealization on the part of station and
network management that "all is not
lost" because of television.
New programming concepts that are
geared to the living and listening habits
of the people.
Realistic pricing.
Aggressive, and perhaps more important, creative selling.
For all of these things which lead to
success and give us, as media users,
more working tools, I say "Hoorah!"
However, I would like to inject a note
of caution, for which I may be called
"stuffy." I feel privileged to speak because I have never lost faith in the
medium of radio (and proved it with
our clients' radio buys) even in its most
trying and desperate times.
What I am about to say does not apply to the great majority of stations and
their representatives. It does, however,
apply to a few. It is simply that by attitude and inference some stations and
their representatives today are saying:
"We're real fat — we've never had it so
good. If you want to do business with
us, Buster, get in line!"
Granted, a lot of media people and
their clients have gone hog-wild wanting to buy only early morning or early
evening during the traffic hours, and
near or in news, weather and sports. On
many stations, for this type of a buy,
one does have to stand in line. And if
this be the situation of a particular station, this is the time for the station to
bend over backwards rather than play
Big Wheel.
My work often takes me on the road
in behalf of our clients. In contacts
around the country I have found that
the vast majority of stations have an
attitude of willingness to aid as much
as possible in seeing that a client's campaign produces results. However, there

Broadcasting

long-range

radio

chances

prosperity

are a few examples on the negative side,
like these:
Not too long ago, by appointment
and with a schedule firmed up, I visited
an important radio station in a large
midwestern city. My client was in the
soft goods field. The station manager's
opening remarks to me were as follows:
"I wish you had a drug or a food product; we could do a swell merchandising
job for you, but we do not have any
contacts in the department store and
specialty store field."
SWAMPED

& Cairns

BY THE FLOOD

Another station in the Northeast had
agreed to do a simple but important
kind of local merchandising. All it involved was a personal call to be made
on five local retailers. The object of the
call was to inform the retailer of the
schedule that our client had purchased
and further explain to the retailer what
this would mean in audience and impact for his benefit. Therefore, the station was to urge him to tie-in with point
of purchase material. Upon arriving for
my meeting with the station manager,
one week after the start of the campaign, he apologized for not having followed through on the five merchandising calls because there was so much
business on the station and orders were
coming in faster than he could take care

of them and he had to spend all of his
time figuring how he could get the commercials inso as not to lose business.
This same complacent attitude was
brought into sharp focus recently when
a radio representative called and said,
"Hey! I see in the trade press you're
planning a radio schedule in a couple
of my markets. How much dough are
Isolated instances such as the above
to spend?"
you going
would
not concern me relative to the
industry's general health except that
they, and a half-dozen others in the last
six months, occurred in connection
with major stations in major markets.
I sincerely believe that the signs are
unhealthy. Therefore, I would like to
remind a very small but important
group that they have forgotten how
tough it was in radio just a few short
years ago.
All of us who are concerned with the
strategy of planning and buying welcome creative selling and are appreciative of the problems involved when a
station is overloaded and orders are
waiting in line, but an attitude of
smugness and, in some cases, downright cockiness will not make for a
healthy radio economy in the overall
media battle.
If the pendulum swings back, fellows,
you'll have no one to blame but yourselves.

Victor Seydel, b. March 9, 1913, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Graduate, Hill School, Pottstown, Pa.; enrolled U. of
Michigan but decided on show business career instead.
1929-33: Chicago and points east as vaudevillian and
"act doctor" for old Radio-Keith-Orpheum circuit. From
1933-40 was with Jerome H. Car gill producing organization working on Junior League shows; in 1940 joined
Blue Network (now ABN) as producer. In 1943 joined
Walker & Downing as radio director and manager of
N.Y. office. In 1949 moved to Anderson, Davis & Platte
(now Anderson & Cairns), N. Y., as radio-tv head.
Became v. p. in 1954, board member in 1956.
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EDITORIALS

Forcing

the

Pay-Tv

Issue

won
IF the opponents of subscription television think they have
their case, they have foolishly underestimated the tenacity of
Eugene F. McDonald.
Mr. McDonald, president of Zenith Radio Corp. and foremost
advocate of subscription television, was only invigorated by the
blow he received when the House Commerce Committee stopped
the FCC from approving toll tv tests early in February. After pausing
to change tactics, Mr. McDonald has re-entered the subscription
television fight with a vengeance.
We are in possession of a letter he has written to newspaper
editors and publishers [Closed Circuit. March 31]. In essence,
the letter warns the newspapermen that television threatens the
position of newspapers as the dominant editorial force in the U. S.
Further, the letter charges, television's editorial power is in the
dictatorial control of two men, the heads of CBS-TV and NBC-TV,
because they have an economic stranglehold on their affiliates.
"This network monopoly," the letter reads, "is, in fact, a threat
to freedom of speech — of vital interest to every printed publication."
Mr. McDonald's letter is plainly intended to enlist newspapers on
his side in the subscription television fight by the device of scaring
them into believing that their own welfare is at stake.
It is a device which shows signs of working.
Congressmen are inserting in the Congressional Record newspaper editorials supporting subscription tv.

Congressmen are also speaking about alleged abuses of television's
editorial power.
On this subject, the Congressmen are simply borrowing the ideas
of Eugene McDonald. In other parts of his letter to newspapermen,
Mr. McDonald charges that it was an abuse of editorial power
for television stations to oppose subscription tv.
Television has been put into editorial competition with newspapers
by the clever prodding of Mr. McDonald. It must face the challenge
of that competition or yield the field, without struggle, to the medium
which has exclusively occupied it for so long.
The issue of subscription television has now been inextricably
associated with the issue of freedom of speech or, to be more
specific, freedom of the air.
Telecasters must fight for their position on both issues. To
surrender on one is to invite certain defeat on the other.
Is television to become an editorial force? It can be if individual
broadcasters make it so. It won't be if individual broadcasters refuse
to carry the serious responsibilities which editorializing imposes on
the editorialists.
It is scandalously untrue, of course, to say that two men control
television in America. But that charge, however false, will be given
currency if the hundreds of broadcasters in control of individual
stations fail to assert their individuality through vigorous editorial
programs on many subjects — including subscription tv.
Affiliate

Responsibility

Too

IT took talk of the possible demise of the American Broadcasting
Network to awaken both government and industry to the
realization that radio networks are indispensable in our way of life.
Since the coming of age of television, network radio has been
in trouble. There must have been times when all of the networks
wondered whether it could ever come back. Some old-line radio
affiliates went independent, where money could be made.
But NBC and CBS stuck to their guns and the majority of their
affiliates took painful cuts in compensation and stuck along with
them. Now these networks are doing better. They may not reach
the pre-tv Deaks any time soon, but there is new optimism and new
acceptance from national advertisers.
NBC President Robert W. Sarnoff. in one of his periodic letters
to radio-tv editors 10 days a<?o. »ave network r?d;o the strongest
shot of adrenalin it has had in some time. Thanks to the zeal of its
Page 1 14
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"Better change my sign. I hear pay tv isn't popular with the American

k of affiliates who wouldn't
new radio management and the team-wor
and affiliate compensation has
back,
road
the
on
is
Radio
NBC
quit,
public."
quadrupled over what it was two years ago.
ABN has cut back its programming to reduce its losses. It is
searching for the formula that will enable it to retain nationwide
interconnected service. MBS, sold last year as a network, minus
owned-and-operated stations, and recently reorganized a second
time, is seeking the formula that will enable it to remain afloat.
Whether there will be four networks or three or two, only time
will tell. But it is clear that NBC and CBS, with unflagging faith
in the future and in the necessity of maintaining radio service, will
continue to put all steam possible behind their operations.
Emerging, too, from the current discussion is the realization that
network radio is a two-way street. There can be no network without
affiliates in key markets providing the circulation that the advertiser
is willing to buy. This has been one of the serious roadblocks in the
path of ABN's successful operation.
Affiliate responsibility therefore is equal in importance to network
responsibility. Networks have had difficulty in retaining affiliates in
major markets and in several instances have been forced to buy
stations to get essential clearances. NBC, Mr. Sarnoff said, put the
question of clearances to its affiliates bluntly: if they wanted to maintain the NBC Radio network service, they would have to carry more
programs in network option time. Clearance of network programs
has since increased an average of 15%, he reported, and national
advertisers have found the network an increasingly valuable buy.
The discussion provoked by the ABN plight elicited not only the
strongly optimistic Sarnoff statement but also a speech by Sen.
Schoeppel (R-Kans.) in the Senate urging ABC to "continue its
radio network's role as a vital link in the chain of man's knowledge
and understanding."
And there was yet another development that may have been stimulated by the radio network discussion. The FCC, in considering
license renewals of radio stations in Atlanta, withheld regular licenses to eight stations for purported program imbalance. That
means they had little or practically no public service programming
(i. e., educational, agricultural, religious). Two major network
affiliates and one independent in Atlanta did receive renewals.
Network schedules include full-scale news reporting, public
service susiainers and other program resources unavailable to the
average independent, although there are notable exceptions.
There are serious, even sinister implications in the network radio
picture. The government could not condone a condition whereby
network radio service might be sharply curtailed. Nationwide radio
service is too fundamental to our national welfare in a world torn
with discord. There would be moves toward subsidy to retain adequate service, and that would lead inevitably to limitation of profits
or something tantamount to public utility control. That broadcasters
do not want at any price, for with it would go the freedom of broadcasting.
Broadcasting
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HUMT1/SCTOW-CHARLESTON. W. VA.
Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ. Huntington & WKAZ. Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
C. TOM QARTEN, Commercial Manager
Represented by The Kcrti Agency
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- ■ the new WINS insignia . . . identifying America's
great independent radio station at New York's Radio Circle.
N EW.

NEW...

latest Pulse* and Hooper** ratings put WINS

in first place in the country's biggest radio market

NEW-

.-the new WINS studios and offices

strategically located at Radio Circle.
DIO CIRCLE • NEW YORK • JUDSON
NEW YORK'S MOST IMPORTANT STATION"

2-7000

Elroy McCaw, President • H. S. (Jock) Fernhead, V. P. and General Manager • Jack Kelly, Sales Manager
Represented by The Katz Agency, Inc.

In Los Angeles it's KDAY soon going 50,000 waffs

'February Pulse Total Audience Mon. thru Saf.
**Jan., Feb. Hooper Share of Radio Audience
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And the other 24% are so far from Baltimore that they're
controlled by distribution centers outside of Maryland.
When

you buy W-I-T-H,

you buy all of Metropolitan

Baltimore's burgeoning population of 1,550,645** — up
20.2% in the past seven years alone. You get blanket
coverage of the total effective buying market — and no
waste coverage. You get by far the lowest cost per thousand.
That's why
"Sales Management, 1957

W-I-T-H

has twice as many

advertisers as

other Baltimore radio station. That's why . . . for drugs
and every other product ... it rates as your first choice.
Metropolitan Research

It "figures"/
Baltimore's
radio

buy

best
is

- - Tom

Tinsley,

President

R. C. Embry,

Vice-President

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons Associates in Chicago
and Boston; Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans; McGavren-Quinn in Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles.
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Big Aggie carries on quite a love affair with the mails.
And it's been going on for 36 years! Last year she received a whopping total of 213,820 letters and cards
from every corner of Big Aggie Land — and beyond . . .
459 counties in 11 states. Such an overwhelming testimonial of affection brings a blush to Big Aggie's cheeks.
But it proves an important point. WNAX-570 gives listeners what they want in radio entertainment and service:
gives advertisers what they want — active listener response.
Most of the mail in Big Aggie's life comes from an area
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is King

spread across five of the nation's richest farming states;
North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota, Iowa.
Big Aggie's NCS #2 Market Coverage Area takes in
175 counties with 2,217,600 population and 609,590
radio homes.
Annual

retail sales amount

to over $2,400,000,000. All

this makes Big Aggie Land America's 41st radio market.
WNAX-570 gives national advertisers a media with
programs people like and listen to — popular shows that
sell to people with money to spend. Your Katz man will
get you a date with Big Aggie.
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closed

BIG YEAR FOR FILM • Recession, depression or whatever it is, major tv film
syndicators are turning in neat sales gains.
They're talking now in terms of $100 million-plus gross in U. S. this year from
syndicated films alone (excluding hot-selling feature films), as against $80-some
million in 1957. Coincidentally, CBS-TV
Film Sales, for one, reportedly enjoyed
first-quarter gross 75% ahead of same
1957 period, is estimating 1958 gross may
exceed $15 million compared to less than
$10 million last year. Trouble is, despite
booming business, syndicators look for relatively little net gain owing to increased
union and other costs.
•
National Telefilm Assoc. is mulling even
greater diversification. On top of present
interests, which include station ownership,
film production, theatrical films, etc., in
addition to NTA Film Network and tv
film syndication, it's considering getting
into records field either through formation
of own company or buying into existing
firm.

•

RESPITE o it won't be FCC on firing
line when House Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee resumes its hearings within
next month. According to Chairman Oren
Harris (D-Ark.) Committee next will tackle
Securities & Exchange Commission and
Federal Power Commission. Meanwhile,
committee investigators are still checking
FCC files, preparing for possible resumption of inquiries into comparative tv cases.
Among

other cases and highest on committee's priority list for extensive investigation and hearings, are grants of ch. 5
Boston (to Herald-Traveler-WHDU) , ch.
13 Indianapolis (to Crosley Broadcasting
Co.), ch. 4 Pittsburgh (to Television City
Inc.) and possibly St. Louis ch. 1 1 to CBS.
•
FCC commissioners shy from commenting publicly on Harris Oversight Report
[Lead Story, April 7] but one and all
freely admit privately that they are relieved
and grateful that no names were mentioned. When asked for comments on report, all shake their heads and with slight
smirk murmur "no comment."
•
SMALL CHANCE • While FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer is determined to get
early action in 13-year-old clear channel
case at meeting today (Mon.) it's doubted
whether decision can be reached, even to
proceed with rule-making (story page 52).
Staff proposal was to duplicate half of
existing 24 1-A (fully clear stations) on
coasts and in Chicago, reducing them to
1-B status, with remaining dozen, largely
in interior and independently owned,
allowed to increase power from 50 kw
to minimum of 500 kw and maximum of
750 kw.

Broadcasting

There's no assurance now thai FCC
will follow staff recommendations on clear
channels. There's disposition to approve
reduction in number of 1-A's but to withhold action on power in excess of 50 kw.
In any event, no final action can be taken,
and at most, FCC might ask for proposed
rule-making, thus inviting comments. Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service will buck any
proposals to reduce number of 1-A's.
•
PLOWED BACK • Wall St. sentiment is
that profits from sale of Paramount Pictures Corp. pre-1948 backlog to tv ($50
million sale to Music Corp. of America)
will be used for financing expanded production of theatrical features. Cash resources will be conserved, according to
investment advisors, until additional proceeds are received from library sale (payments are on long-time basis).
•
Film is not only industry receiving hypo
from broadcast revenues, say these investment experts. Such companies as Time
Inc. and Meredith are cited as entities in
publishing which are offsetting declining
space advertising revenues with profits
gained from diversification into radio-tv
station ownership, and predict "handsome
profits" from this source over long-range
period.
NO YMCA FOR FCC • Commissioners
planning to attend NAB convention in
Los Angeles April 27-May 1 are breathing
easier — financially, that is. They have
opinion from Associate General Counsel
Edgar W. Holtz that special authority to
spend up to $25 a day on itemized basis
in "exceptional circumstances" applies to
NAB attendance. Reasoning is that commissioners have to stay at convention
hotels, that cheapest rates are $12 daily,
and that commissioners should not be
forced to dip into own pockets for other
expenses. Government normally pays
transportation plus $12 per diem on unitemized basis. It was feared trip would
cost each commissioner about $150 outof-pocket.
Problems of small market tv stations,
notably those involving microwave relays
and network interconnection, will be discussed at special meeting to be held April
30 in Los Angeles in conjunction with NAB
convention. Harry C. Butcher, owner of
KIVA

(TV) Yuma and KIST Santa Barbara, as chairman of Small Markets Committee of CBS-TV Affiliates Assn., has
called meeting. At CBS-TV Affiliates Assn.
meeting in Washington last January, resolution was adopted citing "wide latitude
of charges and quotations of charges" by
A T& T and its subsidiaries for services
of a nearly identical nature.

circuit

MADE

THEIR POINT • While "opposition" is yet to testify, consensus is that
witnesses heard so far by FCC on Barrow
Network Report have established beyond
reasonable doubt necessity for retention
of option time (contrary to staff recommendation). Best overall impression for
option time need, according to observers
both within and outside FCC, was made
by NBC in its depth presentation.
•
FCC has pretty well washed out implications ofcollusion between networks
and stations on option time clearances,
national spot rates and other purported
violations of existing rules covered in Barrow Report. FCC has renewed several
licenses, has held "no case" in questions
involving other stations not yet up for renewal.
•
DETROIT'S DILEMMA • From agency
viewpoint automobile manufacturers are
more perplexed than ever in deciding in
advance how to budget for 1959 models
for network television. To complicate
economic indecision is fact that tv planning now comes earlier in year. Facing
Detroit is uncertainty over (1) U. S. economy, (2) possible auto union trouble and
(3) first quarter sales slump for most '58
models. Add to this factor of foreign
auto sales in U. S. and fact that Detroit
works on theory of basing budget on expected unit car sales.
•
Among new gimmicks at NAB convention exhibits in Los Angeles will be "Blue
Box," said to crowd 150% of program
content into 100% of time. Developed by
Electronic Appliances Inc., box can compress 30-second tape program into 20 seconds with minimum change in tone quality,
according to makers.
•
RIVAL FOR BBC? • British radio, which
has been state controlled and non-commercial from start, operating under auspices of
BBC, is bound to have commercial competition along lines of that being provided
in television by Independent Television
Authority. Authority: Sir Robert Fraser,
director-general of ITA. He ascribes reason
for delay as being present preoccupation
with commercial tv.
•
Schedule dates for NCAA national football telecasts this fall may pose problem
for NBC -TV in sale of sponsor rights. At
least one prospective advertiser is balking
because block of four regional dates is
concentrated within five-week span in
NCAA schedule, which would disrupt
sponsorship continuity during traditionally
heavy selling season. Some agencies contend schedule is not up to last year's standard in client appeal. Regional tv dates are
Oct. 18 and 25 and Nov. 8 and 15.
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ACROSS

THE

the

word

WIDE

MISSOURI

Time was when river traffic was the only way of getting the word
across the Missouri and into the Kansas and Nebraska territories.
Now in the electronic era, KCMO-Radio in Kansas City performs the same

o
service with the speed of light. The same service, we say, because KCMO-Radi
services
and
goods
brings the exchange of ideas and the exchange of

Mo."
to homes in parts of four states— all of them touched by the "Mighty
And add to this KCMO-Radio's award-winning news and outstanding record of
public service in the million-population Greater Kansas City market.
In more ways than one, 50,000-watt KCMO-Radio is the most powerful
voice in Kansas City.

-radio/
KANSAS CITY
'* SYRACUSE
OMAHA
' PHOENIX
TULSA

The Katz Agency
KCMO KCMO-TV
The Katz Agency
WHEN WHEN-TV
The Katz Agency
KPHO KPHO-TV
V
WOW-TV John Blair & Co. — Blair-T
WOW
John Blair & Co.
KRMG

Kansas City, Missouri
Joe Hartenbower, General Manager
R. W. Evans, Commercial Manager

Represented nationally by Katz Agency
Meredith Stations Are Affiliated with
and GARDENS and SUCBETTER HOMES
CESSFUL FARMING Magazines.

THE

WEEK

IN

BRIEF

IBEW on Strike at CBS — The broadcasting industry's most
widespread strike in history begins as 1,300 technicians and
engineers walk off jobs at CBS Radio, CBS-TV and its owned
stations. Supervisory personnel keep programming on the air
with a minimum of disruption. Disputants arrange meeting,
hoping for settlement. Page 31.
CBS Brass* Doubles in Engineering — Executives man the
cameras, lower the booms to keep networks working during
IBEW walkout. Page 32.
Emmy — Her 10th birthday party will come oft without a
hitch after all after NBC-TV deftly avoids union jurisdictional
trouble by moving the ATAS "Emmy" awards presentation
(New York portion) out of the armory and into its own
studios. Page 35.

Barrage Against Slump Talk — Ad Council starts countermeasures, hopes to have $1.5 million in free advertising put
into fight. Page 35.
And Here's the Commercial — Sound is the big sales point
being made on Madison Avenue by radio salesmen. Two
major station representatives actively seek ears of agencies
and advertisers, directing them to listen to the spot radio
commercial and incidentally to the advertising virtues. PGW
unveils a new presentation to "decision makers." John Blair
& Co. announces spot radio commercial winners and talks
about business volume. Pages 36, 39.
Nearly 42 Million Tv Homes — That's January 1958 count
provided by Advertising Research Foundation in cooperation
with Bureau of Census. Page 40.
Texaco Continues Opera — With ABC Radio's move away
from live programming. Texaco negotiates with CBS Radio
for continuation of Saturday afternoon Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts next season. Advertiser has been associated with
opera for 18 of 27 years the Metropolitan has been on ABC
Radio. Page 42.

In Wake of Oversight Report — Schwartz, on ABC-TV program, claims Legislative Oversight interim report substantiates
charges he previously had made, but does not go far enough;
official Washington reaction to report lacking. Page 60.
Fresh Troops into Barrow Fray — State association presidents, performers head list of witnesses scheduled to testify
this week against Smathers bill in Senate hearings. Page 60.
Feds' Arm to Fight False Advertising — Radio-tv monitoring
unit of Federal Trade Commission headquarters staff now
is ready tomercials.
make
Page 61.kine and taped copies of questionable com-

Judge Lauds Trial Coverage — KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo.,
draws praise for broadcasts of murder trial. "I hope you
come
back again," he tells station at conclusion of trial.
Page 64.

Court Takes Swipe at FCC — U. S. Appeals Court in Washington questions FCC affirmation of grant to WSPA-TV
Spartanburg, S. C, following earlier remand of case by court.
Page 62.

Financial Upturn — DuMont Broadcasting Co. whittles away
at its tax loss carried forward from 1956. President Goodwin
sees still better results for this year. Gross revenues in 1956
were nearly doubled in 1957. Page 66.

A Case of Washingtonitis — Richard S. Salant, one of several speakers at Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters meeting, says
broadcasters must get off the defensive. Judge Moore, of
Colorado, calls on American Bar Assn. to end ban on radio-tv
in courtroom. Page 82.
Registrations Up — Advance bookings by delegates running 10% ahead of a year ago as annual industry convention
approaches. Programming for management and technical
meetings completed by NAB staff. Page 87.
NAB

No Canned Spaghetti — Ronzoni Macaroni Co. goes for
freshness in commercials, hence finds an unusual way of
sponsoring syndicated film programs by beaming them 'live'
from New York using network lines and microwave relay.
Page 44.
Tv is Only Minor Movie Villain — Script of study by UCLA
expert on "Hollywood at the Crossroads" for Hollywood AFL
Film Council casts tv in crowd scene of "economic villains"
causing 50% drop in movie-going. Page 46.
More Heat on Tv — Justice Dept. eyeing gamut of tv network
practices, including network ownership of programs and
interest in BMI, also talent agencies and tie-ins for talent.
Government files new antitrust suit against tv film distributor
and two feature film producers. Page 50.

Toll Chances Getting Slimmer— Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.),
chairman of House Commerce Committee, warns FCC not
to authorize pay tv after Congress goes home this summer.
Page 51.

The Pluses for Multiple Ownership — Three biggest multiple
tv station owners tell the FCC that Barrow Report indulges
in theorizing without facts in its recommendations on multiple ownership, option time, must buys and other tv practices.
Page 53.

Broadcasting

We don't want the 12-year-olds — San Francisco agency
man Ernest Hodges charges that station programming is being
taken over by the rock and roll set. Worse, says the Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli vice president, they're not the ones his
are out to sell. It's all in this week's Monday Memo.
clients 113.
Page
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When

BILL BENNETT

J

the

they

Twins

toi I . . . when
dial

WDGY

. . .

personalities

cian, and amateur clown. Above all, he's a salesman
. . . likeable, and a perpetual smiler, Bill is often

all-time high . . . It's Storz Station locally-centered
programming that does it, as personified by warm,
friendly men like Bill Bennett. Bill brings to bear on
his four daily entertainment and selling hours the
distillation of a diversified show-business and radio

sonality. as the Northwest's outstanding radio perdescribed

* Pulse all-day average

WDGY

Talk to the man from Blair, or WDGY G. M. Jack
Thayer about Bill; and Dan Daniel and Don Kelly and
Stanley Mack and Bill Armstrong and Bill Diehl and
Joe Delia Malva and Ralph Martin and George Rice.

50,000 Watts

STATIONS
TODAY'S
RADIO
PRESIDENT
TOOD STORZ,

•

tile

That's why WDGY is first* in the
Twin Cities . . . and why WDGY billings are at an

history. He's a comedian, an M. C, TV performer,
recording star, teen-dance innovator, columnist, magi-
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FOR
• HOME

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Minneapolis- St.

Paul

WDGY
Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

Broadcasting

at

WERE

CLEVELAND

CHARTS

$25

deadline

MILLION
BUSINESS

CLOSED-CIRCUIT

TV,

RADIO
SYSTEM
Ch.
4
—
Re-run films. Commercials would
Closed-circuit sound and visual program
be sold, possibly on basis similar to tv broadservice for home subscribers, eventually covcast stations and networks.
ering entire Cleveland area, proposed Friday
by Richard M. Klaus, vice president-general
manager of WERE Cleveland. Project would
involve investment up to $25 million.
Six channels on Ohio Bell coaxial cable,
leased to WERE, would provide wide range
of programming service to home tv sets.
Subscriber fee might run around $10
monthly under present plans.
Advertising would be sold on some portions of programming.
Service is designed to start within year,
using test area of perhaps score of major
apartment developments.
At present Cleveland has three tv stations
— KYW-TV, WEWS (TV) and WJW-TV on
chs. 3, 5 and 8 respectively.
Financing would be handled by WERE,
with Ohio Bell running cable as funds are
provided. WERE plan calls for development
of separate community satellite centers for
programming. These would be located in
populous centers and have separate camera
chains and other facilities. As facilities and
list of subscribers expands, these centers
eventually would be tied together. Service
would then come out of proposed major entertainment center.
Citywide service within five-year period
is envisioned by WERE, with thought that
eventually Cleveland grid would be tied in
with similar wired service in other cities.
"We propose to create a brand new form
of mass communications and entertainment," Mr. Klaus said.
Here is WERE plan to use six-channel
capacity of coaxial cable:
Ch. 2 — First-run films 11 hours daily,
each film to be run three or four days.
Commercials confined to station breaks.

P&G, Miles, Ralston-Purina
Vie for ABC-TV Time Slots
It'll be like "High Noon" at ABC-TV
tomorrow (Tues.) when several interested
parties shoot it out for Tuesday, 9-9:30
p. m. slot next season. Procter & Gamble,
just renewed for high-rating Wyatt Earp
(Tues., 8:30-9 p.m.), wants to back it with
new western out of William Morris-Four
Star Films stable titled The Rifle Man. It
must let Morris-Four Star know by tomorrow when option expires.
At same time, 52-week contract of current 9-9:30 p. m. slot occupants, Miles
Labs and Ralston-Purina (Broken Arrow)
ends tomorrow and ABC-TV reportedly is
as eager for new P&G business — giving soap
company 60-minute exposure — as it is for
Broadcasting

Ch. 6 — Feature tv presentations including
sports, musicals and theatrical events; only
top evening hours; may be used to broadcast network programs not carried by local
tv stations.
Ch. 7 — Duplicates radio programming of
WERE.
Ch. 9 — Tv sports. WERE is key station
for Cleveland Indians 40-station, four-state
radio network. Away tv games could be
carried, along with other sports, and keyed
into wired services in other cities.
Ch. 10 — Background
music service.

music and home

Major portion of development work on
Cleveland project was done by Leonard G.
Trostler, WERE local sales manager, aided
by Mr. Klaus; Harry Dennis, chief engineer,
and Sam Elber, director of programming and

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 35.
BANANA BOOM • United Fruit Co.,
N. Y., will promote its biggest and best
banana crop with two-week increased radio
spot budget effective immediately on 200
stations in 85 markets in U. S. and Canada.
Current campaign, running on about 160
stations since March 9, will be included in
increased frequency, which will amount to
as much as 40 spots per ,week per market.
BBDO, N. Y., is agency.
IN BUYING

MOOD

• American Oil Co.,

N. Y., mulling over 17-week radio-tv spot
campaign (announcements and newscasts)
in 120-market area along U. S. East Coast
to begin end of May. No buying pattern or
market strategy finalized. Joseph Katz Co.,
N. Y.-Baltimore, is Amoco agency.

promotion.
Mr. Klaus said that while WERE's wired
network would not come within jurisdiction
of FCC, it would provide extensive public
service and cultural programming. He suggested, for example, that closed-circuit
facility could be provided to medical society, giving doctors latest information on
medical and surgical techniques.

BUYS • WOR-TV New York reported Friday sponsorship has been set for
three-quarters of its coverage of 78 Philadelphia Phillies baseball games, to be telecast in New York area. Signed: United
Vintners Inc. (wines), General Tire Dealers
of New York Metropolitan Area and Bayuk
Cigars Corp.

Possibility of color service is being explored. WERE and Ohio Bell studied closedcircuit projects in other areas. Telephone
company contacted top AT&T officials in
New York.
WERE would have exclusive use of wire
grid built with its money and leased from
Ohio Bell, but telephone company would
be free to build similar facilities for any
firm desiring to offer closed-circuit program
service.

IN FOR

Miles-Ralston renewal. Ralston, meanwhile,
is taking no chances on being left out in
cold; its agency, Gardner Adv., St. Louis,
has option to pick up MCA Ltd.-Gomalco
Productions' Leave It to Beaver series now
on CBS-TV under Remington-Rand sponsorship and take it to ABC-TV, preferably
in 8:30-9 p. m. (post-Disneyland) berth,
now occupied by Bristol-Myers.
NC&K

Gets

Vel Powder

Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York, named
Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York, to
handle Vel powder, effective immediately,
with $1.9 million billings. McCann-Erickson
was appointed to service new soap product,
with billings and name yet to be revealed.
Lennen & Newell had been handling Vel
powder until last February when it was

BALL

HALVES

• Phillips-Van Heusen

Corp. (Van Heusen's men's shirts and sportswear), N. Y., signed for one-half sponsorship of Suspicion (NBC-TV, Mon., 10-11
p. m.) on May 26, June 2 and 9. Grey Adv.,
N. Y., is agency.
TV

CLIENT

ON

WAY

• Television will
play important part in introduction of new
Borden's instant mashed potatoes when
product makes test bow in upper New York
State and New England next month. Initially
only WHYN-TV Springfield will be used,
but look for more buys as distribution area
is enlarged. Product — competing with
R. T. French's instant whipped potatoes,
General Foods Corp.'s Minit and McCormick Tea & Spice's brand — was to have
made its bow earlier in year but introduction was delayed due to "production problems." After national distribution is
achieved — by end of 1958, hopes Borden —
product will be promoted on NBC-TV's
Fury and People's Choice, both sponsored
by Borden. Lennen & Newell is servicing
product, its first Borden assignment.

notified that account would be withdrawn.
L&N retains Vel liquid detergent and Vel
beauty bar. NC&K has recommended that
bulk of advertising campaign for Vel go into
television.
April 14, 1958
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PEOPLE

at

JOHN M. KEAVEY, account executive at
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan on KLM
Royal Dutch Airlines, elected vice president
of EWR&R.

deadline

DON

McGannon

Attacks

Hits Major

Barrow

VTR

Policy,

Conclusions

Renewed opposition to proposals in Barrow Report on multiple ownership, option
time and must buys were voiced Friday
by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. President Donald H. McGannon, continuing his
previous
day's testimony FCC
53).

(story page

Mr. McGannon rapped three tv networks
for policy of refusing permission to stations
to use videotape to record network programs to run on delayed basis, said WBC
looked at move with "great seriousness"
and felt advertisers and public won't gain
if networks are "arbitrary" on this policy.
He noted network policy conflicts with
WBC's plans to carry baseball on WJZTV Baltimore, but said network VTR use
is helping KPIX (TV) San Francisco network programming position.
He said WBC had asked networks to
limit network programming to option time
and had been refused, but acknowledged
such narrowed programming might make
option time program costs go up. Mr.
McGannon said WBC dropped NBC Spot
Sales from representation of two WBC stations because quality was not good enough
and said he did not recall writing letter
(in possession of FCC) which "indicates
to contrary." He saw nothing wrong with
network spot representation if affiliation
relationships can be insulated.
Mr. McGannon didn't think Westinghouse Electric's $39 million ad budget (all
media) has had any effect in network-affiliate relations by WBC outlets; nor has
WBC's
added.

multiple ownership position, he

WBC president said he had no objection
to NTA proposal for added hour of option
time from source other than affiliated network, but saw problems if present three-hour
network option time were reduced.
Asked by Chairman John C. Doerfer
whether he felt FCC should require station
to place local public service programs in
option time, Mr. McGannon said this would
create problems, since obviously not all
communities have enough local issues to put
on audience-attracting material for this
prime time. Station should have leeway
here, he said, so it can develop exceptional
programs and promote them properly.

Mr. McGannon had "no thought" on
FCC shortening license period of marginal
operator, but felt FCC might issue licenses
varying from three to five years or longer
depending on demonstrations by licensee of
public interest programming. He felt industry could "live with" an "indefinite"
license if standards could be defined so as
to assure operator he wouldn't lose license
and investment if he stuck to standards.
Page 10
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Wagner

Heads

Ohio

Broadcasters

W. WELLS,

formerly sales manager

of Lanolin Plus Inc.'s beauty division, to
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, as merchandising executive.

Jay Wagner, WLEC Sandusky, was elected
president of Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters at
Friday meeting in Cleveland (early story
page 82). He succeeds Hubbard Hood,
WK.RC Cincinnati. Tom Rogers, WCLT
Newark, was elected radio vice president
and Allan Land, WHIZ Zanesville, tv vice
president. New members elected to board:
Gordon Davis, KYW Cleveland; S. H. Topmiller, WCKY Cincinnati, and Gene Trace,
WBBW Youngstown. Over 100 delegates
attended Friday meeting.

ALEXANDER

Tv Worth Money to Paramount
Paramount Pictures Corp. has advised
stockholders of "substantial" profits realized
this year from film sales for tv (Paramount
sold its feature backlog to Music Corp.
of America). Reminder contained in report
on 1957 operations, showing earnings from
operations to be over $5.4 million and net
income at more than $4.7 million. Profit
would have been up slightly over 1956,
but in that year additional $4.4 million-plus
represented principally profit on sale of film
to tv (Popeye Cartoons acquired that year by
AAP), for total net income in 1956 of
over $8.7 million.

ROBERT G. FURLONG, marketing manager, DuMont Labs receiver division since
early 1957, to sales manager, television receiver division, replacing BILL C. SCALES,
resigned.

FCC

Again

Asks

for Ch.

10 Case

FCC Friday again asked U. S. Court of
Appeals to send back Miami ch. 10 case.
Commission said it's better to let it review
case (in light of disclosures before Harris
Oversight Committee) than for court to
rule on legal issues which "might become
moot by further proceedings." FCC representation furnished in response to objec's origCommission
by threeto parties
tionsmotion
case
Miami
court toto remand
inal
without ruling on merits. [Government,
March 17]. Parties are National Airlines
(which won ch. 10 grant), WKAT Miami
(A. Frank Katzentine) and Eastern Airlines (seeking to intervene in proceedings).
Harris to Address

Law

Group

Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of
House Commerce Committee and Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, will address
April 30 dinner meeting of Administrative
Law Section of District of Columbia Bar
Assn. Black-tie affair will be held in Washington's Mayflower Hotel in observance of
National Law Day May 1.
ABC Asks Syracuse Shift
ABC asked FCC Friday to add third
vhf channel to Syracuse, N. Y., by deleting
ch. 8 there and adding chs. 9 and 11. Move
would require ch. 8 WHEN-TV Syracuse
to change to ch. 9, and ch. 11 CKWS-TV
Kingston, Ont., to ch. 8. ABC said out
of 44 ABC programs, only two are carried
in Syracuse live, 15 are carried on delayed

G. FIELD

JR. appointed

program manager of WGN-TV Chicago effective April 19, succeeding EDWARD J.
ROTH JR., resigned. Mr. Field continues
duties as supervisor of special broadcast
services of WGN-AM-TV.
GERALD E. CALDWELL, commercial export manager, General Foods Corp., (international), toGF's Maxwell House Div., as
market research manager.

RUSSELL FORD, Compton Adv., and
CHUCK KAMBOURIAN, H. K. Harrison
Assoc., both to Grey Adv., N. Y., as executive producer and associate producer, respectively.

basis, five on spot basis, 12 are on pending
orders and 10 have not been ordered at
all. This is costing ABC $285,000 annually,
network said. Only conflict, ABC said, is
with pending proposal by WVET-TV
Rochester, N. Y., to move chs. 9 and 13
to Elmira, N. Y. Syracuse has only one
other commercial operating station, ch. 3
WSYR-TV. Educational ch. 43 is assigned
to New York Board of Regents but is not
operating.
Stuart First on U.S.S.R. Trip
First U. S. station executive to visit USSR
in connection with cultural program interchange is Harold C. Stuart, president of
KVOO-AM-TV Tulsa and director of Assn.
of Maximum Service Telecasters. He left
Friday with Thomas Manhart, president of
Century Geophysical Co., expert amateur
photographer, and will offer Soviet typical
locally produced radio and tv programs.
After week in Moscow, itinerary includes
trips to other Russian cities. Party returns
to U. S. May 24.
NAB's

Radio

Month

Kits on

Way

Promotion kits to guide broadcasters in
observing National Radio Month during
May were mailed Friday by NAB. Theme
of month is "Radio is close to you . . .
at home ... on the move ... in your comall America."
is close
munity .. . Radio
more
elaborate
thanto others
in past
promotions. Part of material was
to non-member stations. Radio Advertising Bureau has mailed Radio Month
kit including 101 ideas as well as speeches
and other material.

Kit is
radio
mailed

Broadcasting

Opens

America's

purse

As the shopping-list indicates, 17 of America's biggest advertisers have been quick to see and use the
tremendous power of PURSE-SUASION. It combines the persistence of saturation with the impact of
television. 20 spots every week — rotated week after
week to cover a station's complete daytime audience.

BLAIR

Broadcasting

for

mass-

market

Prove PURSE-SUASION'S

advertisers
low-cost selling power

on any product for Home or Family. Blair-TV's Test
Market Plan provides documented research on saleseffectiveness at no extra cost to the advertiser. Phone
your nearest Blair office now for the complete, exciting story.

OFFICES: NEW YORK
• CHICAGO
• BOSTON
• DETROIT • ST. LOUIS
1-6030 CHestnut 1-5686
WOod'rd
TEmpleton 8-5800 Superior 7-5580 KEnmore 6-1472
JACKSONVILLE • DALLAS • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • SEATTLE
ELgin 6-5570
Riverside 1-4228
DUnkirk 1-3811
YUkon 2-7068 ELIiott 6270

Blair-TV represents these major-market stations:
KING-TV— Seattle-Tacoma
WABC-TV— New York
WPRO-TV— Providence
WBKB — Chicago
WCPO-TV— Cincinnati
KTTV — Los Angeles
KGW-TV— Portland
WFIL-TV— Philadelphia
WDSU-TV— New Orleans
WXYZ-TV— Detroit
WFLA-TV— Tampa
WHDH-TV— Boston
WBNS-TV— Columbus
KGO-TV — San Francisco
WMCT — Memphis
WIIC — Pittsburgh
KFRE-TV— Fresno
KTVI — St. Louis
WOW-TV— Omaha
WEWS— Cleveland
WNBF-TV — Binghamton
WJZ-TV— Baltimore
WFL^ TV— Altoona
KFJZ-TV — Dallas-Ft. Worth
WNHC-TV- Hartford - New Haven
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Chip

Off

the

Farm

Bloc

We'd like you to meet one of the bosses of a $400 million
business called farming in Central Ohio. He feeds his own
corn into his own hogs, has two tractors and a city-shopping
family that wants all of the better things of life.

Zipf, farm director and farm news reporter for WBNS-TV.
They have been friends for nine years — personal friends,
because Bill Zipf is a reporter who travels 30,000 miles
of rural roads a year and shows up at the studio with dirt
on his shoes.
You can see why the casual offer of a Farm Almanac,

Ohio counties and over 130 small towns. More important,
you see an example of the face-to-face approach by which
WBNS-TV, born and raised in Central Ohio, attracts its
larger audiences, day and night.
Time buyers, too canny ever to fall off a hay wagon,
have reduced volumes of these facts to one conclusion:

WBNS-TV
CBS Television in Columbus, Ohio
Market Center of 2,000,000 people
316 kw. Affiliated with The Columbus Dispatch, The Ohio State
Journal and WBNS Radio. Represented by Blair TV.

IN REVIEW

PRETESTED
the adventures

of

BRAND-NEW!
FIRST- RUN!
SUCCESS!

Saturday Evening Post
Over 650,000,000 readers of
Norman Reilly Raine's 65 Tugboat Annie stories! 27-year run
continues by popular demand.
SUCCESS!

Motion Picture Feature
Box-office record-breaker in the
top motion picture theatres.
N. Y. Times— "story superior"
—"a box-office natural."
SUCCESS!

Chicago Audience Test
92% of Lake Theatre audience
rated "The Adventures of Tugboat Annie" a TV favoritecertified by Haskins & Sells,
C. P. A.
SUCCESS!

THE

BOB

HOPE

SHOW

If a semblance of international unity is
ever achieved in the present day, Bob Hope
and his crew can feel they have contributed
a small but important part. On Saturday
April 5. NBC-TV presented The Bob Hope
Show filmed entirely in Moscow. For one
hour the viewer was taken through Moscow's streets, subways, into its theatres,
ballet centers, circuses and U. S. Embassy.
Top Russian acts such as Popoff the clown,
famed ballerina Galina Ulanova, comedian
Arkadi Raikin and the festival of dances of
all nations were shown in an interesting and
fast-moving bill.
Mr. Hope's dry wit was in top form as
he "entertained our civilians abroad" at the
American Embassy. He chided the Russians
("I was thrown out of the Kremlin yesterday. Ithought the star on the door meant
as well as praised
it was my dressing room")
them for their cooperation in the current
entertainment exchange program.
At the conclusion of the program, Mr.
Hope showed some film of Russian children
at play with American children (those of
Ambassador Thompson) and at play together and made his plea for international
understanding and secure futures for "kids,
who, all over the world, are just kids."
Mr. Hope's approach was warm and sincere and the show was an enlightening venture behind the iron curtain. All concerned
deserve congratulations for this outstanding
effort.
Production costs: $200,000.
Sponsored by Johnson Motors through J.
Walter Thomspon Co. and Dutch Masters
Cigars through Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff
& Ryan on NBC-TV, 9-10 p.m. April 5.
Director: Mort Lachman; executive producer: Bob Hope; producer: Jack Hope;
writers: Bill Lackin, Lester White, John
Rapp, Charles Lee, Gig Henry; associate
producer: Kent McCray; director of photography: Ken Talbot.
OMNIBUS

CBC

TV

Network

R. B. Collett, Adv. Dir., Lever
Brothers Limited, writes:
' 'excellent viewing audience' ' —
"general public, through mail
and telephone calls, indicates
strong appeal for every member of the family." Tugboat
Annie outrates such shows as
Perry Como, Gunsmoke, Wyatt
Earp, Dragnet, Climax,
Disneyland and many, many
others in Canada network
markets.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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"The Lady's Not for Burning" is quite
a goodie to find in an Easter basket. Omnibus produced the morsel at an ideal time
and served it up with style.
For those who had never met Thomas
Mendip and Jennett Jourdemayne, the
Omnibus version of their adventures around
the noose and stake was an introduction
under favorable circumstances, with at least
one advantage over the theatre. It was
easier to catch all of the lyric lines in the
living room than in the third balcony surrounded by a laughing audience.
of the April 6 audience — those
rest
The
who were already familiar with "The Lady's
Not for Burning" — could breathe easy as the
play opened in what looked like the original
stage setting and the characters appeared intact. Adapter Walter Kerr used a judicious
pair of shears to scale the play to tv size.
The lines on the cutting-room floor may
the most degrieve the Fry fan, but surely
voted will concede that 90 minutes of
Fry is incomparably better than no Fry at
all.
The cast made the most of their charac-

ters— plum roles all. Christopher Plummer,
Mary Ure and company showed a fine
and enthusiastic regard for their material.
The production was a faithful version of a
rare script.
Production costs: Approximately $80,000.

Sponsored by Aluminium Ltd. through J.
Walter Thompson and Union Carbide
Corp. through J. W. Mathes on NBC-TV,
April 6, 4-5 p.m. EST.
Produced by Robert Saudek Assoc.; director: Stuart Vaughan; adapted by Walter
Kerr from Christopher Fry's play.
Cast: Mary Ure, Christopher Plummer,
Bryarly Lee, Anne Shoemaker.
NBC

OPERA

Composer-conductor-critic Virgil Thomson commenting on the 1790 premiere of
Mozart's opera buffa, "Cosi fan tutte," has
noted that Viennese society fell deaf to
Mozart's pleas "for tenderness, for humane
compassion and for an enlightened and
philosophical toleration of human weakness." But thanks to the magnificent work
of the NBC Opera company and the Ruth
and Thomas Martin Anglicized version of
"Cosi" — somewhat less satisfactory to those
purists who might have missed the original
lyrics — the tv premiere was accorded a
reception far more universal than the
original. The times are different; so is the
audience composition.
thing about last Sunday's
The remarkable
telecast
— marking the end of the repertory
company's 9th season — was that it came off
so well. "Cosi" is a difficult opera; it would
tempt many a director to go another inch —
square into the abyss of farcical slapslick a
la Johann Strauss' "Fledermaus." However,
directors Peter Herman Adler and Kirk
Browning stuck to the script for the entire
two-hour session, trimming only where exPhyllis Curtin (Fiordiligi) and Frances
pedient.
Bible (Dorabella) lack a certain Viennese
crispness Mozart seems to ask, but nonetheless both were in fine and rare form — as
singers as well as actors. So were the others
— Helen George (Despina), John Alexander
and Mac Morgan as the enticed lovers, and
James Pease, playing Don Alfonso, the agent
provocateur.
Yet, putting aside the question of whether
this presentation and others in the series
is public service — which it certainly is—
one would do well to ask, is it opera? It

strives to be but doesn't quite make it. The
reason is simple: electronic opera is too
mechanical; it tends to make sound subservient to sight and above all, there isn't a tv set
on the market that will do justice to the fine
voices and the crisp, brilliant music that came
out of NBC-TV's Brooklyn studio. NBC-TV
has done more than its share of the work;
perhaps the parent RCA will complement its
division's efforts by pioneering compatible
sound at economy prices.
Production costs: $80,000.
Sustaining, on NBC-TV,

2-4 p.m. Sunday

April 6. Samuel Chotzinoff; musical direcProducer:
Broadcasting
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IN REVIEW CONTINUED
tor: Peter Herman Adler; director: Kirk
Browning; assoc. director: James E. Fox;
sets and costume designer: Ed Wittstein;
libretto: Ruth and Thomas Martin (from
original libretto by Lorenzo da Ponte);
score: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart; music
coordinator: George Shick; conductor:
Mr. Adler; asst. conductor: Felix Popper;
audio director: David Sarser; lighting:
A lan Possage.
Cast: Phyllis Curtin, Frances Bible, Helen
George, John Alexander, Mac Morgan,
James Pease and others.
BOOKS
TELEVISION

IN SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY, by V. K. Zworykin, E. G.
Ramberg and L. E. Flory; John Wiley &
Sons Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., New York.

OR

HEARING?

300 pp. $10.
To the layman, the entertainment television brings into his home may seem the
be-all and the end-all of the medium. The
authors of this volume fascinatingly document the fact that this aspect "exhausts only
a small fraction of the potentialities of television." The book explores the functions,
present and potential, of closed circuit or
industrial television.
Various chapters, amply supported by
illustrations, outline the application of
closed circuit tv in research, medicine, education, commerce and many other fields.
A forecast for the future envisions visual
and vocie communication, banking and
shopping adapted for videophone purposes,
further advances in medicine and industry
and a final prediction that the television
camera "will be the pioneer observer in

Maybe there's only a fine line of distinction,
but it's a point to consider when you plan a
sales campaign. Mass selling demands reaching
as many people as possible. But, do all who
listen . . . hear?
If you want your sales message heard,
understood and acted upon... your best buy is

interplanetary
While there travel."
is much that is technical in

KOA-RADIO! Millions of people throughout the
rich Western Market set their radio dial at 850
to hear their favorite NBC

and

the book, it offers a fascinating area of exploration for anyone interested in the
medium.

regional per-

The authors are eminently qualified; all
are well known in television research and
technology. Mr. Zworykin is honorary vice
president and technical consultant, RCA;
Mr. Ramberg is research physicist, and Mr.
Flory, research engineer, RCA Labs. They
have collaborated on a handsome and informative volume.

sonalities. KOA's brand of daily programming
skillfully integrates these highly-rated personalities with programs that inform, entertain, serve
. . . and sell !
Let KOA-RADIO
outsells listening!

prove to you that hearing

TELEVISION

Represented nationally by
HENRY

I. CHRISTAL

COMPANY,

AND

RADIO

WRITING,

by Stanley Field; Houghton Mifflin Co.,
2 Park St., Boston. 544 pp. $6.75.

INC.

Almost every facet of writing for radio
and television is covered in this fat and
interesting how-to book for aspiring writers.
The book is well-written in itself, and its
points are strongly supported with examples
ranging from auto commercials to full
scripts of tv and radio plays. The author has
chosen interesting examples and follows
them with short critical breakdowns on their

one of America's great radio stations
50,000 Watts -850
Clear Channel

Kc

JH
BT/4/58

format and development. While the emphasis is on writing for television, radio
techniques are not neglected. And various
topics, such as writing for government programs, not usually included in such texts,
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IN REVIEW CONTINUED

OPEN MIKE

arc included. Areas of fringe interest, such

Tv's Feeds

as ratings, are also covered. The only criticism is that perhaps too much is left to the
writer to learn from examples, rather than
spelled out in text. But the book as a whole
would seem a worthwhile investment for

EDITOR :

the writer interested in hitting the broadcast markets.

Mr. Field is
branch, troop
the Army, and
fessor at The
ington, D. C.

chief of production, radio-tv
information div.. Dept. of
also serves as an adjunct proAmerican University. Wash-

THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF RADIO
AND TELEVISION, Second Edition,
J. H. Reyner, technical consultant; Philosophical Library, 15 E. 40th St., New
York. 736 pp. $12.
entries dealing with fm, vhf broadcasting, color television and other technical
advances are featured in this new edition
by a team of 13 authorities under the guidance of Mr. Reyner. Designed to help the
novice as well as the expert, this volume
has reduced mathematical explanations to
a minimum and simple practical explanations of all phases of modern radio-tv engineering are set forth. More than 3,000
entries and nearly 800 illustrations, plus a
separate data reference section, are included.
New

ADVERTISING

Sign-On to Sign-OffSunday thru Saturday
KFSA-TV

53.9

Station B

37.1

All others

14.4

KFSA-TV
of the

leads
TOP

COPY,

LAYOUT

AND

TYPOGRAPHY, by Hugh G. Wales, professor of marketing, U. of Illinois; Dwight
L. Gentry, associate marketing professor,
U. of Maryland and Max Wales, associate
professor of journalism, U. of Oregon.
The Ronald Press Co., 15 E. 26th St.,
New York. 491 pp. $7.50.

in 9

1 0 shows

This book, stressing fundamentals and
simplified procedures, should be of value to
both the beginner and veteran in advertising.
It describes how closely copy, layout and
typography are combined to achieve a
single effect in the successful advertisement.
There are separate chapters on the radio
commercial and the tv commercial, which
should be of particular interest to personnel
in the broadcast media.

HOW
KFSA-TV
of the

leads
TOP

20

For Choice Availabilities,
Contact —

in 1 7
shows
NBC-ABC

Fort
Smith
Arka nsas
Represented Nationally by
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.
Regional Representative:
Clyde Melville Company, Dallas
Page 18
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TO WRITE TELEVISION COMEDY, edited by Irving Settel; The Writer
Inc., 8 Arlington St., Boston, 228 pp. $4.

The editor, recognizing the "urgent and
continual" need for writing talent for tv
comedy, has compiled a number of chapters
on various aspects of comedy: situation
comedy, how to write jokes, dramatic comedy, how to sell the finished product. The
chapters are written by various successful
practitioners in the field, ranging from
Goodman Ace and Sydney Reznick to chapters by the editor. The last section of the
book contains sample comedy scripts.

The information is simply and interestingly presented; it is doubtful, nonetheless,
whether perusal of this volume alone will
turn out many successful humorists, for
television or any other medium.

to Newspapers

I think there is a significant and excellent answer to critics of television who
claim that it does not broadcast anything
but westerns and crime stories. In the city
edition of the April 7 New York Times,
there were three front page stories — including the lead story — based on television interviews April 6. They were the Secretary
of Labor Mitchell story, the George V.
Allen story and the Schwartz-FCC story.
On page 2, the top story was again
taken from a tv interview — "Nasser Accuses West of Attacks."
To me, the real significance of the above
is the realization on the part of the press
that television is now a medium of sufficient stature that important announcements
and pronouncements are frequently released first on tv and must be covered. It
wasn't too many years ago that newspapers
took the attitude that if they said nothing
about tv maybe it would go away.
Don W. Lyon
Director of Tv & Radio
U. of Rochester
Rochester, N. Y.
They Read
editor:

It Here

Reggie Schuebel, Henry Fleisher and I
greatly appreciate your kind treatment of
our new business announcement [Advertisers & Agencies, March 31]. From the
I've gotten from
number of comments
friends around the country, I'm greatly impressed byyour circulation.
Robert S. Maurer
Maurer, Schuebel & Fleisher
Washington-New York
Beachhead
editor:

in Manhattan

I'm a bit late in commenting on "The
Myth of Madison Avenue" [Broadcasting,
Feb. 24]. It was an excellent capsule story
and I only want to call your attention to
the fact that in it you listed CampbellMithun as not operating a New York office.
As of Nov. 1, 1957, Campbell-Mithun
opened and staffed a New York office in
the Graybar Bldg., 420 Lexington Ave.
R. C. Bumstead
Media Dept.
Campbell-Mithun
Minneapolis, Minn.
More Video
editor:

Versions

I was amused by the very clever tv definitions submitted by Gerald R. Baker, KELPTV, El Paso, Tex. [Open Mike, March 17].
I would like to submit a supplementary list:
REHEARSAL: A specific period of time
set aside for practicing a commercial which
should have been set aside before air time.
SWITCHER: An engineer who has held
positions at 8 different stations in six
months.
DIRECTOR:

A receptionist who shows
Broadcasting

IN

INLAND

CALIFORNIA

(and

western

Nevada)

"BEELINErAO,°

Outstanding farm programming is
one reason the Beeline delivers the
largest audience in the nation's richest and most diversified farm area.
Each of the five Beeline stations has
its own farm editor working

closely

with McClatchy

editors

newspaper

N

KOH \O RENO

I
K ° SACRAM\ENTO
KFB

to give listeners the most complete
coverage in the inland valley. Result: top-rated farm programs in
each area.
Taken
more

as a group, these mountain-ringed radio stations deliver

radio homes than any combination of competitive stations . . .

° MODESTO

KBEE

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
Paul H. Raymer Co.,

© FRESNO

KMJ
KERN

° BAKERSFIELD

National Representative

at by far the lowest cost-per-thousand.
(Nielsen & SR&D)

Broadcasting
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OPEN MIKE continued

IT
WONDERFUL
IN

USIC

ROCHESTER

visitors how to find studio A.
PRODUCER: A bill-paying sponsor.
PROJECTIONIST: A director who always shouts into his headsets.
BREAKDOWN: Something which happens to a projector because the same thing
has happened to the projectionist.
DOLLY: President Madison's wife.
PROP: An object which tends to hold a
wrong.
director upright when everything is going

y

Maynard B. (Chuck) Albert
Production Dept.
WTIC-TV
Added
editor:

Hartford, Conn.

Praise for Silvernail

Thank you very much for the fine tribute
to a fine gentleman and an able craftsman,
Frank Silvernail of BBDO [Our Respects,
March 31]. His departure does leave a void.
However, the contribution he has made to
our business leaves many a guidepost for
those who will carry on.
J. C. Kellam
Gen. Mgr.
KTBC-AM-TV

Commends
editor:

Austin, Tex.

Abrams'

Efforts

Revlon's George Abrams certainly made
a significant contribution to the broadcast

YOUR

when

good

industry. I read every word of the "Syracuse
Story" [Lead Story, March 31]. It will be
interesting to see what effect his great experiment [in audience measurement] will have.
Ernie Tannen
Vice Pres.-Gen. Mgr.
WEEP Pittsburgh

PRODUCT

fellows

get

together!

Personally, we think that your product and our viewers
were just made for each other! And, believe us (or any

Same

Rochester Area Survey!), we've got a LOT of viewers in
this rich Rochester territory!

The "Barter Broker Bankrupt" item [At
Deadline, March 31] is very embarrassing
to this company.

If you're seeking real pay-off spots in this area, buy
CHANNEL 10, the channel that gets the majority of

Television Clearing House [firm of undersigned] was originally established in 1939
at the RKO Bldg. in New York and incorporated in 1940 (State of New York). During
World War II I closed up shop and went
with the Army Pictorial Service at the
Pentagon. Six years ago this company was
re-established in Hollywood.
The [bankrupt] company which has used
our name has no connection whatever with
us. We have been receiving many phone
calls in connection with this bankruptcy
which puts us in a rather uncomfortable

viewers, over all, from sign-on to sign-off, according to
the latest Rochester Metropolitan Area ARB Survey,
February, 1958!
The meeting of your product and our viewers will be
accompanied by the background music that is so popular with every sponsor— the jolly ringing of the cash
register with the one-word lyric— SALES!

Name

Causes

Confusion

editor:

S. S. Liggett
position.President
Television Clearing House
Hollywood, Calif.
[EDITOR'S NOTE— We're happy to clarify any
confusion that stemmed from the two separate
firms having the same corporate name.]
Clams

on the Hudson

editor:
Last fall, after 10 years of running a local
station in this medium-sized market, we
Page 20
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AVENUE,

.

LOS

INC.

NEW

ANGELES

YORK

.

SAN

CITY,

N. Y.

FRANCISCO

•

DALLAS

Servin

WGN

WGN-TV

and

are giving their audiences

. . . presented with the INTEGRITY

QUALITY

of top

programs

that is a part of serving

the public.

The payoff? Station preference from an ever-widening
WGN and WGN-TV fans.
And

this fine public service, such as the programs

of loyal

audience

shown

on these pages,

is only one of the reasons for this loyalty.

Six

special

telecast

1. PALM

religious
during

programs

Holy

Week

SUNDAY— 8:30 A. M. Half-hour service of the Grace Evangelical

United Brethren Church, presented live from the WGN-TV
2. PALM

SUNDAY—

the First Baptist Church

3. HOLY

11 A.M.

to 12 NOON.

telecast direct from

of Evanston, Illinois.

SATURDAY—

11:30 P. M. to 1:30 A. M. SUNDAY.

Midnight Mass direct from Christ the King Roman
SUNDAY

4. EASTER

Remote

studios.

— 8:30

from the Hinsdale, Illinois, Seventh

A.M.

Easter

Catholic Church.

Half-hour

Easter morning

Day Adventist Church

service

featuring adult and

children's choirs.
5. EASTER

SUNDAY—

11 A. M. to 12 NOON.

Live remote telecast from

the Episcopal Cathedral of St. James, Chicago, The Reverend Bishop Gerald Francis
Burrill, presiding.

6. EASTER

SUNDAY—

7:30 P.M.

Jewish high holiday religious program

presented by the Chicago Rabbinical Association, live in the WGN-TV
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studios.

Broadca

Fourteen

special

broadcast

1. PALM

SUNDAY—

Easter

over

11:55 A.M.

messages

WGN-Radio

"Time

to Reflect." Palm Sunday message

by the Reverend Peter J. Powell, rector of St. Timothy's Episcopal Church.
2. PALM SUNDAY— 1:00 P.M. Services in observance of the centennial

of the First Baptist Church

of Evanston, Illinois.
Reverend

3. MONDAY— 11:55 A.M. Speaker: The
minister of Edison Park Methodist Church.

Reverend

4. TUESDAY— 11:55 A.M. Speaker: The
pastor, Foster Park Baptist Church.

5. WEDNESDAY—

Speaker: The

A.M.

11:55

Emerson

S. Colaw,

Wilfred

E. Borne,

Reverend

John

Banahan,

diocesan priest, director of radio and television, Catholic Archdiocese of Chicago.

6. THURSDAY— 11:55 A.M. Speaker: The
pastor, Foster Park Baptist Church.

8. SATURDAY—

11:55

Reverend

Speaker: The

7. FRIDAY— 11:55 A.M.
Bethel Lutheran Church.

A.M.

Wilfred E. Borne,

Reverend

C. J. Curtis, pastor,

Reverend

Speaker: The

Peter J. Powell,

rector of St. Timothy's Episcopal Church.

SUNDAY—

9. EASTER

Williams, minister, Westminster

10. GOOD

Speaker: The Reverend Charles A.
Presbyterian Church of Skokie, Illinois.

11:55 A.M.

FRIDAY— 12 NOON

Subdued,

to 3 P.M.

meditative music

and a reading of the Seven Last Words of Christ.
11. HOLY

SATURDAY—

the King Roman

12. EASTER

11:30 P.M.

Easter Midnight Mass from Christ

Catholic Church. (Simulcast).

SUNDAY—

1 to 2 P.M.

Services from Rockefeller Memorial

Chapel, University of Chicago.

SUNDAY— 8:05 to 9:00 P.M. "The
13. EASTER
dramatizations bearing on the mysteries of the rosary.

14. EASTER SUNDAY— 10:30 to 11:00 P.M.
zation of the modern way to the cross.

WGN

Radio
441 N. Michigan

Broadcasting

720

on

Triumphant

Hour,"

"Family Theatre," dramati-

your

dial

Ave., Chicago 11, 111.
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OPEN MIKE CONTINUED

IN PUBLIC INTEREST

decided to make a drastic change in format.

RADAR REFORM • WSA1 Cincinnati's
editorial broadcasts have been credited as
a force in reforming the use of radar traps
by the Cincinnati police department. The
editorial pointed out that although a sign

We "clammed up" our disc jockeys and
disallowed the empty-headed chatter, limiting their talks to well presented commercials, news on the hour and public service
announcements interspersed with tuneful
middle-of-the-road music throughout the
hour.
After three months we ordered a Pulse
survey and held our breaths. The results
amazingly justified the change. Our conclusion isthat disc jockeys, except for the
few top-rankine and highly-paid showmen
working in the larger metropolitan markets,
are audience killers unless controlled.
Arthur Barry Jr.
President
WEOK Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
KYME's
editor:
You
KYME

Proper Ownership
note that Roger Hagadone owns
Boise, Idaho in reference to award-

ing ch. 6 in Nampa to Mr. Hagadone's firm.
Radio Boise Inc. [Changing Hands, March
3 11. Mr. Hagadone does not own KYME
and has no interest in this station. The
station is solely owned by Keith E. and
Ellen D. Patterson.
Keith E. Patterson
KYME Boise, Idaho
[EDITOR'Sfiles
NOTE
— Error
stemmed
fromthat
use the
of
outdated
which
failed
to show
Pattersons purchased KYME last fall.]
Smiling
editor:

Irishman

Beams

The Emmy awards coverage [Awards,
March 17] was terrific.
Ed Sullivan
Academy
of Television
Arts &
Sciences
New York City
Wants

Market

Radio

Costs

editor:

is in use, freand the police
behind a bush
editorial stated

that catching the law-abiding driver who inadvertently exceeded the posted limit by
only a mile or two an hour smacks of the
old game of "cops and robbers."
Advance notice was given the police
department of the station's concern. Police
otlicials agreed to provide WSAI with a
daily report of the location of radar operations after which the station editorialized
that this broadcast service would deter
speeders.
GOAL SURPASSED • The eighth annual
campaign of the Radio-Tv-Recording and
Advertising Charities of Hollywood (RTRA)
topped its 1957-58 goal of $250,000, George
Gobel, campaign chairman, announced.
Funds collected under the RTRA one-solicitation-a-year formula are being distributed
to Community Chest, American Red Cross,
City of Hope, American Cancer Society,
American Heart Assn., YMCA and United
Cerebral Palsy. RTRA President Ben Alexander has set the annual meeting for May
15, when new officers and a new board will
be elected to serve for the following year.
SEVEN-DAY APPEAL • WBSM New Bedford, Mass., conducted a seven-day appeal
for food and clothing to aid the residents
of Biddeford and Saco, both Maine, where
factory shut-downs and prolonged unemployment have left workers in need of more
assistance than welfare offices can offer. The
campaign netted more than five tons of food
and clothing.
IDENTITY FOUND • WBZ -TV Boston's
news department, at the request of Brookline police, asked listeners to help identify
an auto accident victim. Within 10 minutes
after the item was broadcast police reported
that someone identified the person after
hearing the newscast.
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We would like very much to have a dozen
reprints of the Katz Study of radio spot
costs [Broadcasting, Dec. 16, 1957].
A. L. Pierce
Sales Mgr.
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex.

is always posted when radar
quently the sign is not noticed
officer is deliberately hidden
or billboard. In addition the
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Louisville's
BEST

and

FOREMOST

KNOWN

FIGURE

WHAS-TV

Viewers recognize FISBIE as the symbol of WHAS-TV . . .
Foremost in Service, Best in Entertainment. Day and night
he is welcomed as part of the outstanding WHAS-TV programming that dominates Kentucky and Southern Indiana
viewing.
Just as FISBIE symbolizes excellence to the viewer, he
should remind you that for selling results, your advertising
deserves individual attention . . . and the ADDED IMPACT
OF PROGRAMMING
OF CHARACTER.
In Louisville,
WHAS-TV programming PAYS OFF!

Foremost
Best

In

WHAS-TV

316,000

In

Service-

Entertainment!

CHANNEL

WATTS

-BASIC

11

LOUISVILLE,

CBS -TV

KY.

NETWORK

VICTOR A. SHOLIS, Director
Represented Nationally by Harrington, Righter & Parsons
Associated with The Courier-Journal and Louisville Times
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OUR

to Perry

the key station

MIDDLE

MARKET

with

a 24

hour

schedule

and

5000
LIVELY

WATTS

has over twice the number

of

listeners than all other stations
combined

LeRoy

Shupert

CALLING on Perry Shupert at Miles Labs is strongly reminiscent of dropping in at
the corner apothecary in Hometown, U. S. A. An office visitor in Elkhart, Ind.,
is confronted with a six-shelf display of leading proprietary and toiletry packages
(Miles and others) which speaks eloquently of his deep-rooted interest in pharmacy.
As vice president in charge of sales and advertising at Miles, Mr. Shupert is
responsible for administering these and related (merchandising, planning, distribution,

in

MICHIGAN'S*
MIGHTY

RESPECTS

in

(March-April, 1957 — C. E. Hooper, Inc.)

marketing) activities of one of radio-tv's best customers. Claiming worldwide sales
of over $50 million. Miles today spends a cool $12 million in broadcast media. Last
year in tv, it allocated $5 million for spot (ranking ninth among national advertisers)
and $6 million-plus for network; the remainder went into national and regional radio
network. All told, radio-tv accounts for about "the biggest slice" of Miles' current
advertising melon (estimated to be somewhat under $20 million).
The corner drug store was more than a passing fancy in Mr. Shupert's youth. Born
Perry LeRoy Shupert in Goshen, Ind. (Aug. 3, 1908), he spent his boyhood in Chicago.
With several family moves, young Perry attended 13 different grade schools before
graduation and worked as a delivery boy for the Walgreen drug chain. After his
family moved to Michigan City, he bought himself a window-trimming business and
serviced stores in South Bend (where he was graduated from South Bend High), Elkhart, Niles and other communities. He gave it up in 1926 and two years later was
hired by Walgreen in Chicago to work in its merchandising and decorating department, helping open new stores throughout the midwest. (He also attended Lake View
High School in Chicago and South Bend Business College.)
Mr. Shupert started with Miles in 1931, installing Nervine window displays and
putting up road signs in Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin. When a Miles Chicago
salesman broke an ankle, Mr. Shupert capably sold Alka-Seltzer and later was assigned to open Miles' first branch office there as division manager in 1935. While
there he took night classes in retail advertising, psychology and other courses at
Northwestern U.'s downtown Commerce School from 1938-40. On Oct. 1, 1942, he
was transferred to Miles' Elkhart headquarters as assistant sales manager. He was
promoted to sales manager on Jan. 1, 1944; to vice president-U. S. sales on Jan. 1,
1950, and to vice president, sales and advertising, on Jan. 1, 1952.
UNDER Mr. Shupert's guiding hand, Miles' sales and advertising activities have
shown rapid growth. He opened branch offices in major cities and increased the

LANSING
r

contact

Venard,

Rintoul & McConnell,

Inc.

• 17 Central Michigan counties with
$1,696,356,000
spendable income.

news

•

Man's Family), Miles swung the air pendulum to tv a few years ago, placing over
90% of its broadcasting monies in that medium. Miles' lineup this season includes
co-sponsorship of Broken Arrow and Wednesday Night Fights, both on ABC-TV
(it also has co-sponsored championship fight broadcasts on CBS Radio, viz., the last
Robinson-Basilio match), plus participations on the Mickey Mouse Club (just renewed
along with the televised fights on ABC-TV) and an NBC-TV block of The Price Is
Right, Queen for a Day, Comedy Time, Truth or Consequences and It Could Be You.
Miles also sponsors newscasts on the Don Lee network.
Mr. Shupert summarizes Miles' broadcast advertising philosophy as one seeking
"frequent impact, with emphasis on cost-perrthousand, and programs with varied
audience appeal, among children, housewives and men." He adds, "Miles also has
long maintained a policy of staying with its properties, never less than 52 weeks."
With the bulk of money in television, Mr. Shupert raises a common client concern

WILS
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sales staff from 42 to 101 salesmen. Miles' well-known policy of sticking with
broadcast properties through complete cycles; its careful appraisal of broadcast buys
for diversified audience appeal; its heavier reliance on tv to tell the story of AlkaSeltzer, One-A-Day vitamins and Bactine — all these bear witness to the Shupert
administration. He also is credited with naming "Speedy Alka-Seltzer."
At one time heavy on top-rated radio shows (National Barn Dance, Quiz Kids,
Curt Massey and Martha Tilton, Uncle Ezra, Morgan Beatty and the News and One
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over "increased cost" of spot as a "problem."
In his position, Mr. Shupert works closely with Miles' agency (Geoffrey Wade Adv.).
The preliminary budget is based on sales and marketing research department recommendations and submitted to an executive committee comprising Charles S. Beardsley,
board chairman; Walter R. Beardsley, president; Edward H. Beardsley, executive
vice president; Franklin B. Miles, treasurer and director, and others.
Mr. Shupert is board chairman of the Sales & Executives Club of St. Joseph's Valley
and member of the Advertising Federation of America's legislative committee. Gifted
with a flair for showmanship, he's in demand as a speaker at functions of the National
Wholesale Druggists Assn., Federal Wholesale Druggists' Assn. and state pharmaceutical groups.
Mr. Shupert married his wife, Florence, in 1933; they have a son, Thomas, 22.
Broadcasting
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They're more

TV-minded.

above-average

penetration

There

are 1,701,700 television homes

of 84% ! And

in the Los Angeles

that doesn't count the country-leading

room, poolside, patio, and portable — owned

Metropolitan

percentage

Area*— a way<
f—
of second sets— play-

by Angelenos!
SO
IS

■ml m^/F^ ■ It's the one station with a view
KPPAl
way

Angelenos

sales impression

look. That's why

ROBERT

in Television-happy

HALL

Los Angeles.

*Los Angeles and Orange Counties. Altogether, KRCA

CLOTHES,
KRCA

INC. used KRCA

CHANNEL

4 • LOS

exclusively to make

ANGELES-SOLD

BY NBC

sells in 2,300,000 TV homes in five Southern California counties.

to the

their first big
SPOT

SALES

7^

9twm

mca

tv

When budget is the consideration, consider this:
"Your TV Dollars Count for More on Channel A."
This has been the buy-word in Buffalo since
1948 when WBEN-TV first pioneered television
in Western New York.
And if picking spots for a spot-campaign is your
current concern, "spot" judgment again dictates
WBEN-TV, particularly in our two top-movie
programs. Both enjoy the highest popularity in
their respective time slots. Women — and plenty
of them -enjoy our MATINEE PLAYHOUSE.
Adults — and plenty of them — make it a point
to see our 11:30 Theatre.
There's a good spot for you on these "good
buys" in Buffalo. HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and
PARSONS, our national representatives, will be
Johnny-on-the-spot when you call them
for details.

» 4
WBEN-TV
CBS
in
Buffalo

pioneer

station

of

Western

New

York
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STRIKE

•

Loss

of

•

Hope

for

1,300

HOBBLES

technicians

settlement

The broadcasting industry's most widespread national strike hit CBS and 1 1 of its
owned radio-tv outlets last Monday when
1,300 members of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers walked off their
jobs.
Hopes for a settlement rose late Thursday
when IBEW International headquarters reported ameeting was arranged for last Saturday morning in Washington between
CBS, IBEW International officials and representatives of eight locals at network's radio
and tv stations. A representative of the Federal Mediation & Conciliation Service also
will attend.
With 300 non-union employes on duty,
there was a minimum dislocation of tv programming, virtually none of radio. At outset of the walkout Monday several live programs were cancelled and during the week
some dramatic presentations from Hollywood were replaced by kinescopes. Officials
expressed confidence they would be prepared
to carry on an uninterrupted schedule this
week.
The break in the impasse, leading to setting up Saturday's session, was preceded by
three days of conciliatpry efforts by leaders
of three other broadcast unions and by New

hinders

comes

as

CBS

but

parties

doesn't
agree

possible] under the circumstances.
"The striking technicians have been offered the most generous contract in the
broadcasting industry [box, page 34]. Under
the terms of this offer, base pay after three
years of service would be $185 a week, and
the average annual pay and overtime for a
majority of these technicians would exceed
$10,000 a year. Such benefits as four weeks
of vacations after 1 5 years employment also
are included.
"The new contract would provide a 7%
increase over a 21,4-year period, resulting in
additional total cost to the company of $1
million or more than $1,200 per man."
Charles A. Calame, business manager of
Local 1212, said the union was battling for
"job security because of the threat of automation." Another demand he termed "a
must" was "a real clarification of work
jurisdiction over video tape." (The International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes has challenged the authority of the
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JIM!*
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York City's labor commissioner's office.
The walkoff was the culmination of
almost three months of negotiations by
IBEW to formulate a new contract to replace the one which expired Jan. 31. Talks
began in Washington in mid-January, were
recessed Jan. 31 and resumed from time to
time until April 4.
There was some confusion as to the main
cause of the strike. New York Local 1212,
which has a membership of about 800, insisted the principal issue was "job security."
CBS claimed the main issue was wages.
A statement by William C. Fitts Jr., labor
relations CBS vice president, issued a few
hours after the walk-out began Monday at
1 P.M., said:

Broadcasting

halt

to

broadcasts

resume

sessions

so-called "electrical unions" [including
IBEW and the National Assn. of Broadcast
Employes & Technicians, which has jurisdiction at ABC and NBC] on video tape.) A
secondary issue, according to Mr. Calame,
is whether 45 electricians working at CBS
Labs in New York will remain under the
union's jurisdiction when the laboratories
move shortly to Stamford, Conn.
The deep concern over a protracted strike
was reflected in the actions of three broadcast unions — the American Federation of
Television & Radio Artists, the Radio &
Television Directors Guild and the Writers
Guild of America (East) — which urged that
the network and Local 1212 "get together"
in an effort to break the deadlock. A similar
plea was voted by Harold A. Felix, city
labor commissioner in New York, who suggested that a meeting be held under the
auspices
of his office. Mr. Calame accepted
ing:
both offers but Mr. Fitts declined, explain"I believe that you understand that this
situation is complicated by the fact that we
have a national agreement which covers
television stations at New York, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Milwaukee and Hartford and
radio stations at New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles, Boston, St. Louis and San Francisco. The agreement always has been negotiated by a committee including a representative of the international office and representatives of each of the eight locals involved. Each of the prior agreements always
has been signed by the international office
and by each of the eight locals.
"Accordingly there is a serious question
as to whether any negotiation with Local
1212 alone is proper. I feel that it is probably
essential that an effort be made to make sure
that if any meetings or discussions are
opened up, all of the interested parties are
Mr. Fitts' position was, in effect, supportrepresented."
ed later by IBEW headquarters which notified newsmen that, contrary to press reports, no IBEW local is empowered to
make a settlement. This was an apparent
TEXT CONTINUES page 34

"The strike has been called despite the
union's commitment to the Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service that there would be
no work stoppage pending a ballot to be
conducted by an appointee of the service.
"An emergency plan has been put into
operation which will permit the CBS radio
and television networks to continue broadcasting. Every effort will be made to carry
as much of the regular program schedule [as
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CBS STRIKE continued

TECHNICAL CREW on Love of Life takes a breather after an episode of the daytime serial last week. Seated (1 to r) : Leonard Serowitz, artist in sales promotion (on duty as utility man); Clifford B.
Mandell, press representative (cameraman); Robert Arthur, assistant to producer of Ed Sullivan Show (audio engineer); Emil
Poklitar, mu;ical clearance department (video man); Tom Needham, music clearance (sound effects); Robert Davis, Spot Sales re-

AMATEUR

CBS "technical crews" last week looked
like a volunteer fire company with a whole
town full of fires.
As manfully as they could they merged
the skills of salesmen, publicity men, accountants and a dozen other non-engineering occupations, hopping from one place to
another to keep the shows coming off on
schedule from more than a dozen studios.
That was the situation in New York,
where for the duration of the IBEW strike
(see page 31) some 300 CBS television and
radio executives and supervisory personnel
were doing the work of approximately 800
striking engineers. On varying scales the
scene was duplicated in Hollywood, Chicago,
San Francisco, Boston, Milwaukee and
Hartford, where 500 other IBEW members
also were out.
The crews of non-engineering engineers
had been on emergency alert for two days
when the strike broke last Monday. When
negotiations with the union's headquarters in
Washington began crumbling the Friday before, assignments were made up and the
Page 32
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NIGHT

search director (cameraman); Al Schneider, assistant to CBS-TV
President Lou Cowan (cameraman). Standing (1 to r): Robert
Martin, casting director (cameraman); John W. Wiedmer, salesman, CBS-TV Film Sales (boommike) ; Larry Lowenstein, director
of press information in New York (boommike) and W. Hianemeyer, operations supervisor (control room). The variety of occupations on this show was typical of last week's CBS-TV operations.

(AND

DAY)

supervisory people were told to stay within
telephone reach from Saturday on.
The break came at 1 p.m. Monday. News
of it reached CBS-TV's new president, Lou
Cowan, at a luncheon the network was
putting on to enable him and newsmen to
become better acquainted. Though not by
design, it probably was the plushest setting
a network ever used to announce that it
had just been struck.
The announcement didn't break up the
luncheon, but it sped several members of the
CBS-TV press department to the waiting
buffet to pre-fabricate quick sandwiches before they scurried off to pre-arranged assignments as mike boom operators, utility
men and whatnot.
The substitute engineers were not entirely
unprepared. As all networks do from time
to time, CBS sent some 300 of its executive
fall
"school"
people to
supervisory
and learn
to
about camera
work,
audiolast
work,
switching, handling boom mikes, cables and
the like. The teachers were CBS supervisory
technicians. But the students had to fit their

AT

CBS

schooling into their regular duties, and many
got considerably less than the maximum 18
hours of instruction they were supposed to
get. Authorities estimated last week that the
average got 12 hours or less.
Fluffs were to be expected, and fluffs
there were — although not nearly so many as
officials apparently had expected. Cameras
didn't always pan exactly on cue; when an
announcer was supposed to be on camera,
ready to display the sponsor's product, the
camera brazenly exposed a helper on the
floor handing the product up to him. At
least one commercial, on a New York local
show, was run twice without interruption.
One director told of the difficulties of having astill photographer acting as a tv cameraman. Out of a professional lifetime of habit
he insisted on composing his shots the way
he thought they ought to look and only reluctantly would pan according to cue. Another cameraman, told to pan to one side,
reportedly waved at the actor instead, signalling him to move in front of the camera.
The makeup department, according to anBroadcasting

TECHNICAL DIRECTOR on Search for Tomorrow: Herman Glazer, senior unit mgr.

CAMERAMAN on Love of Life was Al
Schneider, assistant to CBS-TV president.

UTILITY MAN — possibly the best dressed to hold that job in television history — was
Warren Harr, whose regular position is manager of scenic design. Here he keeps cable
out of camera's way on set of Search for Tomorrow.

other report, added a shoeshine boy to its
staff for the Arthur Godfrey tv show — in
case the fill-in cameraman cut off their
heads and showed their feet. Another developement in the Godfrey camp had one
of the substitute cameramen, a CBS staff
photographer in real life, rolling a tv camera with one hand and shooting still publicity pictures with the other. On a Godfrey
radio show, meanwhile, substitute technicians picked up applause from another
studio.
But on the whole, at least as of late
last week, things were going smoothly
enough that the audiences of many shows
detected nothing amiss. Officials were especially pleased with the production of U. S.
Steel Hour Wednesday night. After that,
there was talk of sending an "executive camera crew" to the West Coast to handle
Studio One live if the strike lasts that long.
The men handling these unfamiliar
chores came from virtually every department of the network except labor relations,
which was busy with problems of its own.
Among the areas represented: purchasing,
accounting, real estate, sales, CBS-TV Spot
Sales, Film Sales, traffic, casting, press
information, station relations, program proBroadcasting

motion, advertising, research and business
affairs. Technical operations supervisors, of
course, were key figures.
Commanding generals for Operation
Strike,
operating
the tvNew
Y'ork front,
were Edward
L. on
Saxe,
operations
vice
president, and Davidson Vorhies, director
of technical operations for the radio network.
While the first duty of the substitute
technicians was to keep the shows on the
air, their regular duties could not be forgotten. (Bob Martin, Marc Merson and
Eddie Blum of the casting department were
reported to have cast this week's Verdict Is
Yours during commercials on Arthur Godfrey Time, where they were filling in on
cameras and sound.)
Heads of departments were at their desks
as usual (except longer, in most cases); secretaries were on hand, and no department
had all of its supervisory and executive
people out on technical work at one time.
Thus fundamental business kept moving.
Officials tried to arrange things so that
people on technical assignment would have
as little regular work to do as possible, and
to keep their hours down. On the average
it was estimated the work day was run-

BOOM MAN on daytime serials last week
was Larry Lowenstein, CBS-TV director of
press information in New York.

ning about 12 hours, but often it was
longer. Hotels near 485 Madison Ave. headquarters foun I new business; several executives said they had been away from home
as long as four days.
Perhaps a typical schedule was that' of
Harry J. Feeney, CBS-TV business news
manager. Assigned to As the World Turns
as a utility man, he worked on that halfhour show from 8 a.m. until it went off the
air at 2 p.m., checked into his office to
catch up on regular work and finally got
away in early evening. On Friday morning
he was scheduled to report at 5:15 a.m. to
get ready for the Sunrise Semester local
show at 7-7:30, then after a 30-minute
break, check in at another studio 25 blocks
away for the 8-2 stint on World Turns,
Distinguishing feature of the whole opera1
tion, aside from a sort of organized disarray,
was the high good humor of the temporary
technicians. They obviously were intent
upon turning in the best jobs they could,
but for the most part it was clear they were
loving every minute of it.
Even the performers got into the swing.
One actress, walking up to a group of new
faces, deadpanned: '"Which one of you is
Mr. Paley?"
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CBS STRIKE continued
reference to Local 1212's willingness to
meet with labor commissioner Felix.
Throughout the week there were reports
of maneuvers by both CBS and Local 1212
to bring pressures to bear for a settlement.
The network sent a letter to each striking
employe, outlining in detail the proposals of
its final contract offer. IBEW was understood to be miffed by CBS' avoidance of
"channels of communication."
Local 1212 sent telegrams to the leading
advertising agencies in New York, asking
their "cooperation" in the dispute by "the
withdrawal of all programs from CBS." It
added that "when we return to CBS, we
shall amply demonstrate to those who cooperate with us now our gratitude and
thanks in no uncertain way."
A CBS official said the network carries no
insurance against disruption of its programmine, except for its Baseball Game of the
Week. He said the network had not computed the cost in rebates to advertisers
stemming from the outright cancelation of
programs and the fluffs in some commercials,
largely during the first day.
An IBEW official challenged the view expressed by many network executives on the
"good" quality of tv production after the
first day. He claimed that directors on many
of the tv shows were "exasperated" by the
ineptness of supervisory personnel handling
the technicians' assignments. He acknowwas "fair" but said
that production
this wasledged because
the directors necessarily
are "shooting it tight, restricting mobility
and scope."
A network spokesman reported that only
on Monday were live programs cancelled
and not replaced with a kinescope of the
same show. The cancelled programs were
Art Linkletter's House Party (2:30-3 p.m.),
sponsored by Standard Brands and Campbell
Soup Co., and As the World Turns (1:30-2
p.m.), with 15 minutes of the program
sponsored by Procter & Gamble. In their
time slots, the network carried a half-hour
anthology of filmed programs. The spokesman said that CBS-TV would reimburse the
advertisers for the cancelation but could
not specify the returnable sums.
Programs that used kinescopes of earlier
presentations included Studio One (Mon.,
10-11 p.m.), which carried "The Deaf
Heart" in place of "The Enemy Within";
Beat the Clock (Tues., 2-2:30 p.m.), and
The Red Skelton Show (Tues., 9:30-10
p.m.); Climax! (Thurs., 8:30-9:30 p.m.),
which telecast "Home Call for Matthew
Quade" in place of the scheduled "Volcano
Seat"; Playhouse 90 (Thurs., 9:30-11 p.m.),
which substituted a 90-minute film drama,
"The Dungeon" (originally planned for this
coming week) , in place of the live "Rumors
of Evening."
It was pointed out by a CBS-TV official
that on Wednesday, the hour-long live presentation of the U. S. Steel Hour (10-11
p.m.) was telecast "without any difficulty at
all." He explained that the network deemed
it wise to forego live telecasting of Climax!
and Playhouse 90 on Thursday because
these programs originate in Hollywood. Network personnel there, he continued, have
not had "the extensive training" that emPage 34
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WHO'S OUT, WHO'S IN
On strike: Cameramen, video men.
audio men, master control engineers,
projectionists, boom operators, cable
men, transmitter engineers, shaders,
technical directors, film editors, construction engineers. At work: such
technical and semi-technical jobs as
stage hands, lighting directors, staging
directors, carpenters, set decorators
and scenery painters.
THE

MONEY

ISSUE

This is a breakdown of the finances
involved as outlined by CBS:
Cost to CBS of salaries and benefits to IBEW employes (approx.
1,400) for 2V2 years, Feb. 1, 1958 to
Aug. 1, 1960:
Current rate: $29,030,846 in salaries
and $146,000 in contributory life insurance payments (total) $29,176,846.
Last CBS proposal: $30,792,656 in
salaries and $280,000 in 100% completely paid life insurance (total)
$31,072,656.
Last IBEW proposal (4/4/58):
$32,681,038 in salaries and $280,000
in 100% completely paid life insurance (total) $32,961,038.
In percentages: final CBS proposal
would give IBEW a 6.5% increase.
Final IBEW proposal would give
IBEW a 12.97% increase.
WATCHING

& WAITING

Interested observers of IBEW's
dispute with CBS are members of the
National Assn. of Broadcast Employes
& Technicians, who last Thursday sent
reports to the international office in
New York detailing why they rejected
an offer by NBC and ABC.
A spokesman for NABET International said reports from its locals
would be studied and evaluated and
by next week NBC and ABC would
have a consolidated report of the
local's attitude. The network and
NABET International reached an
agreement Feb. 1 [Personnel Relations, Feb. 10] but this proposal
failed of ratification by the membership. A new meeting is expected to
be arranged after the networks have
studied NABET's report.
NABET members, numbering 1,600 at NBC and 800 at ABC, are understandably interested in the IBEW
strike. The outcome there conceivably
could have some bearing on the final
contract proffered by NBC and ABC.
Although the unions are rivals, feeling
ran high among some NABET members last week for support of the
IBEW strikers. A spokesman at
NABET headquarters acknowledged
there was considerable talk about joining IBEW strikers on picket duty and
setting up a strike fund. But he emphasized that, officially, NABET has
taken no position in the matter.

ployes in New York have had, and the supply of available workers there also is limited
because a larger percent belong to the
union. He indicated, however, that these
telecasts will be attempted this week and
the network plans to program its regular
schedule without substitutions, assuming the
walkout continues.
CBS-TV's plans were to proceed with live
out-of-the-studio pickups of the Edward R.
Murrow Person-to-Person program Friday
night (10:30-11 p.m.), although a network
official acknowledged the program could
prove to be "a challenge" to the substitute
personnel. Although CBS-TV was scheduled
to telecast a baseball game between the New
York Yankees and the Philadelphia Phillies
on Saturday afternoon, the network was uncity.
decided whether to proceed with the arrangement or present a game from another
CBS-TV officials said the eventual cost to
the network for programs that used kinescopes in place of the scheduled shows
would be "nominal." Unlike cancelled programs, the kinescopes contain commercials
for the advertiser.
A spokesman for the CBS-TV Owned
Stations Div. said only a few local programs
were cancelled and film shows substituted.
Present plans, he added, are to abandon
some of the live shows scheduled over the
weekend (when a larger proportion of shows
are live) and utilize film.
On the five CBS-owned tv stations affected by the strike, the official reported,
there have been instances of station breaks
and some program announcements either
eliminated or garbled. In these eventualities,
he said, the station will act as it normally
does in cases of missed commercials — give
the advertiser "time credit."
CBS Radio reported that programming
continued uninterrupted on the network and
on the owned stations, with "only a few,
The miscues."
network's owned outlets in St. Louis,
slight
KMOX-AM-TV, did not participate in the
strike. It was reported that IBEW members
there felt there should have been a ballot
before strike action was implemented.
In Chicago 1 1 0 members of IBEW Local
1220 walked off their jobs at 12:05 p.m.
(CST) Monday, cutting off a local news
program on WBBM-TV. CBS Chicago
promptly pressed an emergency plan into
operation, losing only about five minutes
air time.
WBBM-TV called on a pool of 585 employes to man technical posts.
H. Leslie Atlass, CBS vice president in
charge of the Central Div. and general
manager of WBBM-AM-TV reported members of other IBEW locals, including three
house electricians from Local 134, had refused to cross picket lines, stationed in the
front and side of CBS Chicago headquarters
at 630 N. McClurg Court. Ten painters
walked out Monday but returned the following day, he added, while 30 members of
IATSE also declined to enter the CBS plant.
Later, two IBEW technicians crossed the
line and returned to their jobs.
Frank Atlass, WBBM-TV program diBroadcasting

rector, commented: "We have found that
we can train office people in an hour to fill
in for those out on strike." He added that
the replacements "will do better" with passing time until the strike is settled.
Marvin W. Balousek, president of Local
1220, said, "We can't do anything about the
crossing of our picket lines, but we resent
members of other unions doing our work."
Mr. Balousek later charged in telegrams
to the Senate Rackets Committee and certain senators that Fifth Army personnel
were acting in a police capacity, "armed
and unarmed," around CBS Chicago's plant.
The charges were denied by John R. Davis,
president of Prevention Inc., which supplies
guards to CBS under contract. He said seven
military persons have been serving as parttime employes during off-duty hours for security reasons. CBS has maintained guards
since it moved into the building last year.
The wires were sent to Sens. Paul H. Douglas (D-Ill.), Everett M. Dirksen (R-Ill.)
and Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.).
Emmy

Move

Sidesteps

NBC-TV's
Labor
Issue
While CBS was doing battle with the
unions, NBC-TV last week deftly avoided
eruption of a jurisdictional dispute by switching locale of the Academy of Tv Arts &
Sciences (New York) "Emmy" award
ceremony from the Seventh Regiment
Armory on Manhattan's Upper East Side
to Studio 8 H in Radio City. By so doing, it
made sure that the New York origination

part of the Emmy program will come off
as scheduled.
But the network would not admit that
the knotty labor relations problem of who
handles what and where on tv remotes was
responsible for this sudden and unexpected
action, taken less than a week before airtime. NBC-TV's official position: The blocklong armory proved to be "unwieldy" for
telecast purposes and the move "back home"
would result in "a better show." Whatever
the critical reaction tomorrow (Tuesday)
night, it will be a less costly show for ATAS,
which will save the $1,500 it would have had
to pay New York State for use of the
armory. Costs of striking the elaborate
Armory sets (worked out over a six-week
period) and shuttling them back to 8 H will
have to be absorbed by NBC-TV.
While network spokesmen denied the
unions had more or less dictated its choice,
union officials were quick to point out that
it was, indeed, their joint positions that had
"forced NBC's hand." The National Assn.
of Broadcast Employes & Technicians, assigned to provide cameramen to the remote,
refused to "cover" unless it also was assigned lighting responsibilities. Opposing
NABET was Local 1, International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employes, which claims
it has jurisdiction over all lighting of
"theatrical remote telecasts." To avoid a
strike and acquiesce to NABET's demands,
NBC-TV shifted the entire extravaganza
(including sidebar cocktail party, banquet
and dancing events) to the entire 8th floor
of the RCA building. IATSE members also
will have a part in the program under new
arrangements, handling props and scenery

while NABET
and lights.

members

take on cameras

The alternative — -that of chancing it at the
armory — might have been costly. The program involved: (1) a coast-to-coast hookup,
(2) a Los Angeles origination, and (3) two
national advertisers — Procter & Gamble
(Lilt) and General Motors (Pontiac).
The new lcation is "somewhat smaller"
than the armory. In addition to presenting
1 1th hour production problems for the staff,
it may also "make things a bit crowded," according to one ATAS official. However,
both NBC and ATAS are hopeful of accommodating the entire 1,500 guests. Unchanged: the location in Los Angeles, still
the Cocoanut Grove of the Hotel Ambassador.
There were several other problems facing
the producers of tomorrow's program. Desi
and Lucille (Ball) Arnaz were originally
scheduled to participate in the entertainment
portions but were asked to drop out at request of their tv sponsor, Ford Motor Co.,
and its agency, I. Walter Thompson Co.
Reason: The Amazes are to appear tonight
(Monday) in a Ford-sponsored Desi and
Lucy Show, both advertiser and agency
found it unwise to allow them to appear on
a program 24 hours later sponsored, in
part, by a rival automaker even though NBC
officials had suggested that Desi and Lucy
appear during the P&G portion.
Ford had no objection — as it once did —
to the appearance of Ed Sullivan, whom it
sponsors for Mercury on CBS-TV. Mr.
Sullivan, who will appear on the Pontiac
half as well as Lilt's portion, happens to be
president of ATAS.

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES wammm—m
HEAVY

ANTI-RECESSION

SALVO

SET

To "restore confidence in a growing
America" and thus help stem the tide of
recession, the Advertising Council last week
detailed its plan to expose the nation-at-large
to some $1.5 million worth of public service
advertising. The four-month long advertising-public relations campaign envisioned by
the Ad Council and its volunteer members —
advertisers and agencies — will get under way
later this spring with a heavy barrage of tvradio spots as well as concentrated print
media efforts.

blanket the nation's radio-tv stations with
special anti-recession kits, radio transcriptions and tv films — animated and live action-— -produced by McCann-Erickson, New
York, the volunteer agency and Academy
Pictures Inc., N. Y. Some $15,000 in actual
cash outlay will go toward paying for production of broadcast and print ads, accord-

According to General Foods Corp. President Charles G. Mortimer, co-chairman of
the Council's Industries Advisory Committee (comprised of such industrialists as
American Gas & Electric Co. President

Ad Council will yank its "allocations" of
time in network programming, scrapping
the usual quota of anti-polio, highway
safety and forest fire messages usually
slotted during the spring and summer.

Philip Sporn, ESSO Standard Oil Co. President Stanley C. Hope, banker Sidney J.
Weinberg of Goldman, Sachs & Co.), there

Mr. Mortimer, in stating that it is "not
an exaggeration to say that recessions begin

ing to Mr. Mortimer, "but we figure that
for every dollar actually spent, we get
a return
$100determined
in free media."
Still toof be
is whether the

and end in the minds of men," said that
as far as GFC was concerned, 1957-58 has
so far proven to be a banner-year in sales
and profits. The quarter ending March 31,

is no such thing as "recession." He calls it
"the current negative attitude," and admits
that "by no stretch of the imagination do we
think we can turn the tide only through advertising." But, he thinks, saturation advertising may change the climate of public
opinion. The slogan to be used throughout

he declared, was "the best in the company's
history." GF, according to Mr. Mortimer,
views the future with "great confidence,"
will up its capital expenditures this year

the run of the campaign is "Your future is
great in a growing America."
On or after May 1, the Council will

from $26 million ("then we thought we
had reached our peak . . .") to $30 million,
will increase research expenditures for fiscal

Broadcasting

1959 by some 35%
1957.

above those for fiscal

Meanwhile, one of the Ad Council's cooperating organizations, Advertising Federation of America, announced last week
that advertising's important role during
the current economic slump will be emphasized during the 54th annual AFA convention, June 8-11, in Dallas. AFA President James C. Proud expects the convention to draw 1,000 advertising, media,
agency and graphic arts executives.
Said Mr. Proud: "Advertising practitioners know from their experiences during
the recession of 1954 that increased advertising and 'hard sell' can reverse a recesAFL-CIO Budgets for Radio-Tv
Radio and television are slated for some
$700,000 of a $1.2 million advertising
budget for the AFL-CIO, it was reported
sion."
after
a meeting of a union public relations
subcommittee last week. Preliminary broadcast allocations: Radio: $400,000, with a
possible substitution of multiple five-minute
news shows for the two daily AFL-CIO
newscasts currently sponsored on ABN.
Television: $260,000-300,000. Locals may
be asked to provide money for additional
tv shows of their own. Public relations promotion and supervision: $240,000-300,000.
April 14, 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
PGW

HAS

PRESCRIPTION

Words with a backdrop of music and
sound effects do a workhorse job of selling
the national advertiser's wares.
This essentially is what Peter, Griffin,
Woodward Inc., station representative, has
in its new spot radio presentation for advertiser and agency, "Decision Makers." It
was shown to newsmen in New York Thursday morning.
It is different, too. The presentation is
pruned of statistics, using the sound of
radio to dramatize spot radio's sales effectiveness, and utilizes a device developed for
table top or desktop use. Portable and
housed in a hand-carried, middle-sized
valise, the device is a combined opaque
screen viewer and audio tape playback
(using miniature tape recording repeater
cartridges). The electronic package will be
used for small groups (five or six persons
at a time).
Vice President Robert H. Teter, PGW's

FOR

SALES

as well as the voice of an announcer who
sums up various sales points. These sound
and visual effects support the speaker.
Commercials used included Ralston's
Rice Chex (demonstrated the use of sound
effects); Pepperidge Farm (emphasized the
creation of an effective mental picture);
Listerine antiseptic (repetition of product
and its use); Chock Full O' Nuts coffee
(how advertiser built brand familiarity with
radio as primary medium); Hit Parade
cigarettes (overcoming a habit of using another product); Rheingold beer (obtaining
ing).
prior interest and tie-in to print advertis-

continuing the Silver Lining
paign past its first half-year
participating
sea Silver
foods,products
ReaLemon
products,

Unusual in the presentation is the absence
of a single statistic. But PGW is prepared.
Should a decision maker ask about spot
radio's economy, a few slides are ready
showing cost comparisons in selected major
markets.
Pittsburgh

Broker

Uses

vertised the campaign in a food trade publication. Key retailers got another reminder
of' the campaign when WEEP disc jockeys
called at homes and offices with silver-lined
Easter baskets full of the participating products.
At the half-way mark in the campaign,
the Edgar Silver Co. is on its way to achieving the stated objective. The firm has added
many distribution outlets for its food accounts and stores are reporting a marked
reaction to the radio advertising. Many of
the food accounts have shown interest in

pizza mix, Spatini spaghetti sauce mix, Old
Virginia jellies and preserves. Burgess
sponges, Cadet dog food, Tabby cat food,
Genusso frozen pizza pies, Royalty FreshLike pineapple, Deep Blue Natural Style
tuna. Sugar and Spice baked ham glaze,
Windsor toffee and Crystal Pure candy.

WEEP

Compton

For Food Basket 'Silver Lining'
Edgar Silver, Pittsburgh food broker, is
using a 26-week saturation schedule on
WEEP Pittsburgh as the key component of
"Operation Silver Lining." The promotion,
originated by Jay Reich Advertising, Pittsburgh, was planned to give extra local impetus to national food advertising and since
its inception Feb. 15 has yielded positive
results.
Before enlisting 14 national food accounts

PLAYBACK PRESENTATION is discussed by
(7 to r) Robert H. Teter, PGW vice president and director of radio; Russel Woodward, firm's executive vice president, and
Lud Richards, PGW's manager of New
York radio sales development.
radio director, explained the presentation
was not for the timebuyer but for the media
planner, the agency or advertiser executive
who must decide on a primary advertising
medium.
The presentation was run off by Lud
Richards, manager of radio sales development in PGW's New York office. He supervised the writing and preparation of it by
PGW research and promotion people.
Running time is 20 minutes. It is designed
to create "objective" interest by "decision
makers" on radio's potentialities as a basic
advertising medium and dramatizes the ability of the medium to sell product ideas and
to implant mental pictures of what the
product can do in the "mind's eye."
At various points, the exposition takes
issue with visual-only advertising, though
competitive media references are used
chiefly to demonstrate the following points:
radio can "intrude" the product idea in
areas inaccessible to other media; it creates
the "most effective type of picture" in the
mind by taking "the most direct route to
the mind's eye" and achieves a "high degree
of prior interest or familiarity."
The opaque screen viewer is used for
the placement of print ads, while the tape
repeater plays the radio spot commercials
Page 36
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radio camon WEEP.
are
Gorton's
Appian
Way

as participants in "Operation Silver Lining,"
Mr. Silver signed with WEEP for saturation
spots and merchandising support. Disc
jockeys were briefed and given samples of
products they would be selling. Stores were
given brochures describing "Operation Silver
Lining" and told they would be mentioned
on the air in the product spots. WEEP ad-

Gets Schick Billing

Eversharp Inc., New York and Los Angeles, named Compton Adv., New York,
to handle advertising for Eversharp Schick
injector razors, with an approximate $1.5
million dollar advertising budget, effective
immediately. Thomas A. Santacroce, vice
president for Compton's west coast operation, will work directly with Patrick J.
Frawley, president of Eversharp Inc. Olin
A. Saunders, a Compton director, will
supervise the agency's east coast operations
with Thomas J. Welsh, executive vice presioffice. dent in charge of Eversharp's New York
Eversharp Inc. used a small radio spot
schedule the early part of last year through
Cunningham & Walsh but has not been
active in television recently. C&W has had
the account for the past three years.

i
HOW

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 124,782,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
Mar. 30-April 5. This is how they spent their time:
71.0%
(88,595,000) spent 1,662.0 million
57.5%
(71,750,000) spent 959.3 million
83.7% (104,443,000) spent 403.6 million
30.8%
(38,433,000) spent 183.5 million
22.9%
(28,616,000) spent 318.5 million
26.5%
(33,033,000) spent 129.4 million

hours
watching television
hours
listening to radio
hours
reading newspapers
hours
reading magazines
hours
watching movies on tv
hours
attending movies*

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's weekly and quarterly
"Activity" report, from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated
and unduplicated audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger
& Co.
* All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies" category which is a cumulative total for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are available within 2-7 days of the interviewing week.
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of April 1, Sidlinger data shows: (1) 107,687,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.3% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,714,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 45,888,000 tv sets in use in U. S.
Broadcasting

as
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as

trying

to

sell

Portland

without

channel
DIB

Best cost-per-thousand buy plus coverage and audience* —
that's why KPTV, Channel 12 is your MUST
Oregon and Southwest Washington market.

BUY

media to sell the vast

K
Oregon's FIRST Television Station • Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency, Inc. • ScAerfu/ePortland.Oregon
* Latest Telepulse
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It's

fun

to

approa

ch

the

There

are a lot of spendable

greenbacks

green!

in the full 27-county

Sacramento Television Market. This buying power is represented by381,300 television homes, and is best approached
by KCRA-TV.
Proof positive that KCRA-TV
by the first ARB

Total Area

mento Television Market
27-county

area served

up previous ARB

TV

really does the job, is provided
Report*

— KCRA-TV

ever made
comes

by the Sacramento

in the Sacra-

up first in the full

stations! This backs

reports covering Metropolitan

Sacramento

only.

The Senator from KCRA-TV will take your clients to this land
flowing with currency. Ask the boys at Petry.
*ARB Total Television Area Report for December,
1957, proves that KCRA-TV delivers more homes,
day-in and night-out, than any other station in
this three station market.

CLEAR

San Francisco
v
Howard J. Smiley, Asst. Generalt
Manager
A
KC
RobertR
E. Kelly, Station Manager

Represented by
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
DODGE
FIRST

RADIO
IN

were Butter-nut coffee (strength in Mountain States and west north central states);

SPOTS

EFFECT

Tetley tea (high in New England and Middle Atlantic States) and Crown-Zellerbach
on behalf of Zee tissues (high in the Mountain and Pacific areas) [Advertisers &
Agencies, May 20, 1957].
This was the second national spot radio

• Blair gives survey results
• 2,000 executives polled
Which spot radio commercials are considered the most popular and effective by
agency and station executives?
John Blair & Co., radio station representative, held a news conference in New
York last week to announce its findings.
Arthur H. McCoy, executive vice president,
with one finger on the button of a playback machine, interspersed his comment
with the playing of the winning commercials.
Each of the six leaders (advertiser and
agency) in the national competition won
transistor radios.
Mr. McCoy referred to the 2,032 executives (split about even between agencies
and stations) who took part in the polling
during February and March of this year,
noting that they were asked to vote for the
spot radio commercials they remembered
as the most effective during the winter
season.
Dodge Div. of Chrysler Corp. and Grant
Adv., Dodge's agency, won first place in the
voting. In fact, the audio commercials took
first place in five of nine regional Blair
tabulations and were among the leaders in
the other four regions.
The next five were Beech-nut gum and
Young & Rubicam; Chesterfield cigarettes

DODGE'S TOP HONOR is acknowledged by
W. D. (Pete) Moore (I), director of advertising and sales promotion for Dodge
Div. of Chrysler Corp. Offering congratulations office.
is Charles Fritz, head of Blair's Detroit
and McCann-Erickson; Camel cigarettes and
William Esty; Pepperidge Farms and Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather, and Budweiser and
DArcy Adv.
In the polling, 228 spot radio commercials received one or more mentions. These
represented the creative product of more
than 200 advertising agencies. Of course,
certain advertisers with regional distribution
received strong backing in the poll from the
local areas. Mentioned in this category

commercial survey by Blair. The first covered the summer season of last year, the
winners announced last November. Mr. McCoy said the firm now on plans a winter and
summer competition each year.
Mr. McCoy observed that Blair has made
about 500 presentations on spot radio in
the past two years and, in speaking of business, he declared that Blair's radio dollar
volume last year totaled more "in national
advertising dollars" than NBC Radio, ABN
and Mutual combined. Asked about CBS
Radio, he noted that the network reported
only gross figures and thus comparisons
with other networks were difficult but said,
Blair is "way ahead" of that network in
national ad dollars.
DFS

Gets

Last Swift Products

Pegged at Possible $2 Million
The remainder of the business not assigned by Swift & Co. to Leo Burnett Co.
last month [At Deadline, March 10] went
to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc. last week,
representing perhaps $2 million in billings.
The announcement, made Thursday by
Ray Weber, Swift advertising manager, said
the agency would handle all U. S. and Canadian advertising for Pard dog food,
Swift'ning, Jewel oil and shortening — effective June 1, 1958.
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The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows
(all times EST)
CBS-TV
April 15, 22 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv.
April 17 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) Shower of
Stars, Chrysler Corp. through McCannErickson.
April 19 (7:30-9 p.m.) DuPont Show of
the Month, DuPont through BBDO.
April 19 (9-10 p.m.) High Adventure
with Lowell Thomas, Delco through
Campbell-Ewald.
NBC-TV
April 14-18, 21-23 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors.
April 14, 21 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Speidel through Norman, Craig
& Kummel and RCA Victor through
Kenyon & Eckhardt.
April 15 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher Show,
RCA-Whirlpool through Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson.
April 15 (9-10 p.m.) Jerry Lewis Show,
Broadcasting

April 19 (10:30-11 p.m.) Your Hit Parade, Toni through North Adv. and
American Tobacco through BBDO.

These and other products (Allsweet margarine, Vigoro and End-O plant products,
subsequently picked up by Leo Burnett)
represent about $4 million dropped by J.
Walter Thompson last month [Advertisers
& Agencies, March 3] and perhaps 20-25%
of all Swift business. The bulk is handled by
McCann-Erickson Inc., Chicago.
At least one other major account was
still footloose last week — and will be until
June 1. Hotpoint Co., a subsidiary of General Electric Co., has been informally
screening agencies to handle its $4 million
tv receiver-appliance-trade advertising account. Business currently is split between
three agencies — tv receivers at Needham,
Louis & Brorby; appliances at Maxon, and
trade at J. R. Pershall Co. — will be channeled to a single agency shop.

April 20 (7-7:30 p.m.) My Friend Flicka,
sustaining.

K&E

I N 6®
A ST
Oldsmobile through D. P. Brother.
April 16, 23 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through J.
Walter Thompson Co.
April 17 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
Warner-Lambert through Lennen &
Newell and RCA Victor through Kenyon
& Eckhardt.
April 17 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show,
starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
April 19 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como
participating sponsors.

Show,

April 20 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
S. C. Johnson & Son through Needham,
Louis & Brorby; U. S. Time Corp.
through Peck Adv. and Greyhound
through Grey.
April 20 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through CampbellEwald.
April 22 (8-9 p.m.) George Gobel Show,
RCA-Whirlpool through Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson.

Board

Votes

Salary Slashes

Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, sounded
an ominous recession note last week when
its board of directors voted a salary reduction to all employes earning over $10,000,
effective May 1. Persons earning $10,000
a year will get a 10% reduction; those
earning over $30,000 will get a 20% reduction. Members of the board itself will take
a 25% wage cut. Although officially it could
not be confirmed, it was understood that
Kenyon & Eckhardt had followed the pattern
of salary cuts once or twice in the past
and when agency revenue was restored, all
employes were paid in full retroactivity.
April 14, 1958
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U.S.

TV

SETS:

HOW

MANY

AND

WHERE

Percent of Tv
No. of Tv Households (000)
Households
One-Set Multi-Set One-Set Multi-Set
Total
8.2
41,924
UNITED STATES
38,507
3,417 91.8
10.8
STANDARD METROPOLITAN AREAS
24,025
Inside
26,922
Outside
3.5
89.2
14,482
2,897
15,002
96.5
520
7.3
URBAN AND RURAL RESIDENCE
70
1.9
25,730
Urban
28,354
90.7
723
Rural Nonfarm
9.3
2,624
9,959
Rural Farm
9,236
98.1
92.7
3,541
3,611
4.8
TYPE OF HOUSEHOLD
8.9
Husband-Wife
3,033
91.1
33,945
30,912
All Other
7,979
200
7,595
384
CENSUS REGIONS & DIVISIONS
95.2
10.8
79
11,355
Northeast
92.3
10,128
89.2
7.7
2,409
New England
11.7
1,227
2,609
88.3
Middle Atlantic
7,719
7.6
North Central
12,097
8,746
13,098
1,027
90.3
East North Central
1,001
92.4
2.2
West North Central
9,471
8,549
97.8
9.7
623
3,627
South
922
3,548
10,827
5.9
10,204
296
South Atlantic
94.2
4,760
233
5.8
4.1
East South Central
5,056
2,199
2,293
94.1
6.7
West South Central
93.3
95.9
91,5
West
8.5
3,478
94
3,245
1,499
82
6,078
Mountain
566
6,644
94.5
484
Pacific
1,417
5,145
5.5
90.6
4,661
Source: Estimates by ARF based on data from U. S. Bureau of the Census.

No. of Tv Sets In
Households
Total Av. 1.09
(Mean)
45,592
30,030
15,162
31,174
10,732
3,686
37,208
8,384
12,672
2,821
14,191
9,851
10,483
11,492
3,708
5,372
2,394
3,726
7,237
1,585
5,652

1.12
1.04
1.10
1.08
1.02
1.10
1.05
1.12
1.13
1.08
1.08
1.11
1.06
1.02
1.06
1.04
1.07
1.09
1.10
1.06

9.4

EIGHTY-THREE PERCENT of U. S. households had television
sets in January, according to the Census Bureau.
The sixth tv set tabulation since 1950 showed a total of
41,924,000 homes with receivers. The figure compares with
39,800,000 (80.2%) in April 1957; 37,410,000 (76.1%) in
August 1956; 35,495,000 (72.8%) in February-March 1956
and 32,106,000 (67.2%) in June 1955. The 1950 decennial census
showed that 12% of U. S. homes had tv receivers.
An increase of nearly 10 million tv homes since June 1955
was shown by the survey, with one out of 12 homes having
more than one tv set.
The survey was conducted at the request of Advertising

MPAA-TOA's $1.7 Million
Acquired by Donahue & Coe
Donahue & Coe Inc., New York, last
week racked up another $1.7 million in
new business as the agency acquired the
joint Motion Picture Assn. of AmericaTheatre Owners of America account. The
MPAA-TOA business originally totaled $2.5
million of which $850,000 was placed in tv
during the recent NBC-TV Oscar telecasts —
spent without benefit of agency. (D&C did
service middle and end commercials to the
industry-sponsored extravaganza. )
Of the $1.7 million, $300,000 will be
spent in radio spot — promoting cinema-going— the rest in print and "supplemental activities." D&C, presently servicing M-G-M,
Allied Artists and Columbia Pictures Corp.
[Advertisers & Agencies, March 24] won
out over five other agencies, all with Hollywood accounts: Blaine-Thompson (Warner
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Research Foundation and financed by ABC-TV, CBS-TV, NBCTV, NAB and Television Bureau of Advertising.
The Census Bureau obtained information on tv sets from
35,000 households in 330 areas comprising 638 counties and
independent cities. The probability of error in the 83.2% tv
set saturation figure was estimated at 0.4 percentage points.
ARF estimated the number of tv households on the basis of the
bureau's saturation figures.
Concentration of tv households is higher inside metropolitan
areas, 89%. By regions, the Northeast leads with 89% tv
penetration. Highest multiple-set ownership was found in the
Middle Atlantic states.

Theatre, First National Pictures) , Buchanan
& Co. (Paramount, Warner Bros.), Monroe
Greenthal Co. (United Artists, J. Arthur
Rank), Charles Schlaiffer & Co. (20th Century-Fox) and Cunningham & Walsh (Universal-Int ioal).
Meanwhile, D&C took over the artwork
assignments on Columbia, formerly handled
by the studio direct. Columbia a fortnight
ago closed its art department, shifting five
people to D&C.
College Advertising Seniors
Surveyed on Views of Industry
A survey conducted by the Assn. of Advertising Men & Women last week among
59 advertising honor college seniors visiting New York for "Inside Advertising
Week" reveals that a sizable majority share
the same views as many advertising leaders
on the controversial subject of government

regulation of advertising.
The college seniors, participating in "Inside Advertising Week" as guests of the
AAMW, voted against the Baltimore advertising tax by a 90% to 10% margin. Similarly, 79% of the students voted against a
proposal to restrict national outdoor advertising on interstate highways, while 21%
favored it.
On other topics, 52% of the college
seniors felt subliminal advertising would be
an effective advertising technique and 48%
regarded it as ineffective; 42% rated their
advertising courses "excellent"; 37%,
"good"; 19%, "satisfactory", and 2%,
"poor." For their first advertising jobs, students said they expected the starting salary
to range from $4,500 to $5,000 per year.
During the week, the students attended a
series of luncheons and dinners held by
various companies and advertising organizations and heard talks by leaders in the field.
Broadcasting

talk

to

Tom

Johnson

If you can catch him and make him sit still
long enough, talk to Tom
Oklahoma
Tom

Johnson

City radio, KTOK

about

and Raymer.

will tell you — with facts, figures and

charts —

how Raymer

Representation

helped in the development
as the A-Number-One
market

and now

CBS affiliate. Tom
Representation,
wide-awake

of KTOK,

independent

as the brand-new

has
first

in the
basic

will tell you how Raymer
cemented

modern

to intelligent,

radio station manage-

ment, has tripled . . . repeat, tripled . . .
national spot business on KTOK

in just two

years . . . and has made

the buy in

Oklahoma's

KTOK

first market.

then

talk

to

Raymer

If you're looking for the kind of representation-in-radio that increased KTOK business
49%

in 1955, 47%

in 1956 and 69%

1957, then talk to Raymer

/

in

... to Paul H.

Raymer. For over twenty-five years, the very
special Raymer Way has been a hallmark of

quality and ingenuity in station representation. . . quality that demands the right salesman in the right place at the right time and
ingenuity that puts in his hands the right
sales tool to bring back the order.

THE

PAUL

H. RAYMER

COMPANY

Exclusive National Representatives
Since 1932
New York • Chicago • Hollywood
San Francisco • Dallas • Detroit • Atlanta

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

GOING SOUTH • United Fruit Co., Boston, traditionally heavy print media advertiser, turning to radio in Latin American
markets today (Monday) with purchase of
Pan American Day half-hour live drama on
U.S. international station WRUL New York
and simultaneous relay repeats on commercial standard wave stations in Guatemala,
Honduras. Nicaragua, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Panama and Ecuador. Business placed
direct.
INSURANCE BUY • John S. Kemper &
Co. (insurance), Chicago, has purchased
eight Wednesday programs of NBC News
with Chet Huntley and David Brinkley
starting this week plus 10 participations on
Jack Paar Show spread between today (Monday) and June 2. Agency: John W. Shaw
Adv., Chicago.
'TALES' TAKEN • American Tobacco Co.
(Pall Mall) has renewed sponsorship for
1958-59 season of NBC-TV's Tales of Wells
Fargo (Mon., 8:30-9 p.m.). Agency: Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.
TWO FOR IMPACT' • General Motors
Corp., Truck & Coach division, Detroit,
signs for three weekly "Impact" segments
for 18 weeks on CBS Radio beginning May
11. Agency: Kudner, N. Y. Simmons Co.
(mattresses), N. Y., signs for special one
week promotion starting June 5 on CBS
Radio using ten IVz -minute daytime drama
segments and 13 "Impact" segments.
Agency: Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
RADIO HIGH LIFE • Miller Brewing Co.,
thru Mathisson & Assoc., Milwaukee, last
week launched 26-week spot announcement
campaign on 225 ABC radio stations for
Miller High Life beer. Series of approximately fifty 10-second commercials per
week, per station — or nearly 300,000 for
entire drive — will be aired on networks thru
Oct. 3. Shedule follows conclusion of this
season's All Star Golf Tournament series on
ABC-TV, for which Miller has renewed half
sponsorship this fall. Brewery also is set
for one-third sponsorship of Milwaukee
Braves baseball broadcasts starting this
week.
CBS A LA CARTE • Chun King Sales, Duluth, Minn., through J. Walter Thompson
•Co., Chicago, has purchased one weekly
IV2 -minute unit of CBS Radio's House
Party (Mon.-Fri., 3-3:30 p.m.) for 52
weeks beginning June 4. American Home
Poods Div., American Home Products,
through Young & Rubicam, N. Y., bought
two 5-minute units of CBS Radio's daytime dramas for 31 weeks effective April
10.
MOVIE

BUY

• Warner-Lambert

Pharma-

ceutical Co. (Emerson Drug Div.), Baltimore, placing first Bromo-Seltzer campaign
out of Warwick & Legler since account left
Lennen & Newell last month. Sixteen-week
campaign in early and late night movies
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WHO'S

BUYING

WHAT,

WHERE

starts April 14 in number of major markets,
as yet undetermined.
LION'S SHARE • Milner Products (Perma
Starch) allocating 90% of $1 million advertising budget to broadcast media for new
six-month campaign starting this month.
About $600,000 will be spent in spot tv in
several select markets, remainder in network
radio, property not revealed. Agency:
Gordon Best Co., Chicago.
Texaco
About

Talks
New

to

Opera

CBS
Home

The Texas Co. (Texaco gasoline and other petroleum products), New York, will
continue to sponsor opera broadcasts on
network radio.
The gasoline advertiser, associated with
network radio since the medium's early
years and a sponsor of opera season broadcasts for the past 18 years, has been negotiating with CBS Radio for the next season.
Network orders to affiliates went out
Wednesday and acceptances already had
been received Thursday from about a dozen
affiliates.
Speculation on future opera broadcasts
rose in connection with ABC Radio's format
revision from live programming to a staple
of expanded newscasts, public service programming and Breakfast Club. Network officials told Texaco some weeks ago that the
advertiser was free to consider the move of
the Saturday afternoon Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts to another network if it wished.
A Texaco executive said Thursday the
advertiser intends to continue on network
radio and that it is "negotiating" with CBS
Radio. A network spokesman confirmed
Texaco's swing to CBS. Cunningham
& Walsh, New York, is Texaco's agency.
It was understood that under terms discussed with CBS Radio, the Texas Co.
would pay talent costs with time purchased
on a basis similar to that existing with a
sports program of indeterminate length, the
sponsor buying a set period with no rebate
or extra charge to the advertiser should the
program run under or over the basic time
period.
The opera broadcast started on ABC Radio at 2 p.m.
ABC Radio on Saturday [April 12]
broadcast the last opera of the 1957-58 season after having presented them for 27 years.
Texaco, since 1940, has sponsored broadcasts in the U. S. and McColl-Frontenac Oil
Co. Ltd. in Canada (also through C&W). Intermission features are Opera News on the
Air, The Opera Quiz and Texaco's Roving
Opera Reporter.
The Texas Co. also is in network tv (specials on NBC-TV), spot television and spot
radio. The opera broadcast is the advertiser's
non-sell or institutional broadcast advertising effort. Other than corporate identification no sales messages are carried on the
broadcasts.

PREVIEW
Jacob Ruppert Inc. (Knickerbocker
beer) starts its 1958 spot schedule
this week in 10 eastern markets with
a musical commercial and theme. The
schedule will run during three seasons
— spring, summer and fall — and during holidays. Trade mark of the new
campaign is "Knick Knickerbocker,"
played by Jordan Bently in song and
dance roles. The major theme, which
is sung by Mr. Bentley, is "sing out
for Knick. Knick has the knack!".
The older slogan, "New York's famous beer," has been retained and
will be incorporated into the new spot.
Compton
agency.

ANA

Adv., New

Workshop

Budget,

Cost

York, is the

to

Cover

Control

A workshop on advertising budget control
will be held April 24-25 by the Assn. of
National Advertisers at the Westchester
Country Club, New York. A case history
dealing with control of radio and spot announcements will be related by Evan W.
Mandel of Revlon Inc. as part of a session
on the execution and control of the advertising program.
The workshop on advertising budget and
cost control, the fifth national meeting on
the subject held by ANA, will have as participants advertising managers and fiscal
officers from a number of the nation's leading companies. Case histories will be followed by conference-type discussions.
On the agenda: a case history, "Procter &
Gamble's Concept of Financial Control for
Advertising Budgets" by P&G's Harold A.
Derr; management's view on the administration of advertising by April 25 luncheon
speaker Stuart Peabody, management consultant, George Fry Assoc. and formerly
Borden Co. assistant vice president.
Joining Revlon's Mandel and Mr. Derr
in the session presenting case histories will
be Edward P. LeMay of Minnesota Mining
& Mfg. Co. who will speak on how his comBroadcasting

THIS

Because of programs such as "Gunsmoke"
(and Jack Benny and daytime serials,

each program in its own way, requires listeners tolisten. They expect to give their
IS

Arthur Godfrey and CBS News) . ..Harvard
College became

a network

attention... or else they don't tune in.
That's why Harvard, with its dramatic

radio advertiser

the other night, sponsoring

an hour-long

special broadcast, "The Case for the College," over the full CBS Radio Network.

NOT

RADIO

Its purpose, as Harvard's President Pusey
put it : "... to call attention both to Harvard's
ambitious plan and to the great needs of
all our American colleges."
To call attention. Where
would Harvard

are not designed

to do home-

to "Gunsmoke,"

qualities

Radio Network

schedule gathers the largest audiences in
all radio. Audiences in the habit of paying

taxes by. The entire net-

work schedule, Godfrey

gives to sales effectiveness. And for the
authority and importance that only

Year after year, the CBS

audiences? The

programs

as the country's leading advertisers do. For
the head start that audience-attention

Significantly, these program
work best for the listeners, too.

be as sure of getting it as

Radio Network

Radio. Just

attention-getting radio can generate.

DO

else in radio

from CBS

work or income

TO

appeal for funds, came to CBS

K
OR

W

attention. Here is the first essential for

idea.
E- selling a product, a service, an

M
HO

Where you reach 50 per cent more listeners
in the average commercial minute

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
pany translates advertising plans into "concrete advertising effort."
Dartmouth's Prof. Albert W. Frey will
relate findings in his study to such topics
as advertising agency practices in purchasing materials and services and the extent to
which advertisers use collateral services and
methods of compensating agencies for specific services. Sessions are closed.
Mohr & EicofF Open in Chicago,
Get Grant, Tabutrex Accounts
The Grant. Co.. which describes itself as
the "largest tv mail order firm in the U. S.,"
has appointed Mohr & Eicofi. newly-formed
Chicago agency, to handle its $2.5 million
account. Grant manufactures automatic
vegetable shredders, exercise aids, glass
knives, vegetable and fruit choppers, automobile polish and various other products.
The account formerly was handled by Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co.
Of the estimated $2.5 million advertising
budget, about $1.8 million will be allocated
to tv (bulk in spot), $200,000 to radio
and the remainder to print media.
Mohr & Eicoff also has been appointed
to handle the $180,000 Tabutrex (insect
repellent) account of Glenn Chemical Co.,
for which radio-tv is planned.
DDB

Adds

B&H

Cigarettes

Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York, last
week came up with the premium-priced
Benson & Hedges cigarette business, a new
$400,000 account. Move will help DDB
to recoup the $3 million in billing it will
lose July 1 — the cut-off date of the Max
Factor & Co. account [Advertisers &
Agencies, March 31]. Acquisition of Benson & Hedges — part of the Philip Morris
Inc. "tobacco family" — is the first of "several
steps" DDB is taking to regain its momentarily-lost $20 million billing position. B&H
leaves Benton & Bowles, New York, effective immediately but that agency will keep a
PM brand, Parliament, far heavier in billing
than the lost account, in order to "concentrate its creative advertising abilities, techniques and energies" on that brand alone,
according to PM Advertising Vice President
Roger Greene.
Line Forming

for NCAA
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three-city

live

commercials

add
flexibility to syndicated
selling
A regional advertiser whose food product
afford both client and agency a means whereby hundreds of different recipes could be
is sold best through demonstration is proving it is practical to feed a syndicated film
shown. Furthermore, filmed commercials —
especially for food products — have a way
tv program on a "network basis" to three
different eastern markets and use live comof wearing themselves thin the tenth time
around,
the agency felt. Mr. Ronzoni agreed.
mercials. The result: flexibility, "Madison
The company found time availabilities on
Avenue" production, impact of immediacy
and increased store traffic.
both WRCA-TV and WRCV-TV. The most
Since Sept. 24, Ronzoni Macaroni Co.,
logical third connection would have been
Long Island City, N. Y., has been sponsorthe NBC o&o WNBC (TV) New Britain,
but Mr. Ronzoni was more interested in
ing CBS-TV Film Sales' The Honey mooners
on a 52-week basis (26 major and 26 minor
New Haven which has a larger segment
positions), sharing the tab with Clairol Inc.
of Italian background consumers than New
(hair preparations), New York. The station
Britain. Only there was no NBC-TV affiliate
in New Haven.
lineup for the Jackie Gleason re-run strip
involves WRCA-TV New York, WRCVAfter long deliberation among the agenTV Philadelphia and WNHC-TV New
cy, the client and NBC-TV, it was agreed
Haven — the last a Triangle station affiliated
to link Philadelphia and New York on the
with ABC-TV, the first two both NBC
network trunk line (there being no network
owned-and-operated. The series is fed out
programs scheduled at that time) and to conof New York at 7-7:30 p.m. Tuesdays and
nect New Haven and WNHC-TV via microseen in that timeslot in all three markets.
wave relay. The agency leases a special teleMilton Guttenplan, vice president of
phone line from New York to New Haven
Emil Mogul Co. and Ronzoni account superto carry the audio, bounces the video through
visor explains, "our objective was and is live
the air to a relay station just outside of New
commercials. It is impossible to air live
Haven where the picture is synchronized
commercials simultaneously in three marwith the sound, then beamed to the WNHC
kets without expensive production staffs
transmitter. (Clairol, which sponsors The
and close agency supervision. We are not
Honeymooners in about 20 markets, of
so much concerned with saving money as
which the New York-New Haven-Philadelwe are with the quality of the client's 'look'."
phia circuit represents just a fragment, goes
Last summer before Mogul purchased the
"all
film"
on the series and relies on the
series, Mr. Guttenplan, account executive
tried-and-true method of syndication, i.e.,
Andre Luotto and agency tv-radio vice presthree films in three markets with commerident Leslie L. Dunier met with client
cials inserted by the station itself. Ronzoni,
Emanuel Ronzoni Jr., vice president and
WNHC-TV
NEW HAVEN

NEWWRCA-TV
YORK

Slate

Several advertisers have placed orders
with NBC-TV for NCAA national and
regional football tv next fall, with four cosponsors expected to be announced in the
next fortnight.
Among advertisers known to be interested
in quarter sponsorship of national and or
regional coverage are Sunbeam Corp. and
Zenith (holdovers from last year), Motorola
Inc., Bristol-Myers and Libby-Owens, it
was understood. Sunbeam has placed an
order for the national schedule, plus three
regional areas (Eastern, Big Ten and Pacific
Coast) for which it picked up a quarter of
the tv tab in 1957. Agencies are Perrin-Paus
for Sunbeam and Foote, Cone & Belding
for Zenith's radio-tv division. NBC-TV has
both national and regional (split network)
rights.
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Ronzoni's

WRCV-TV
PHILADELPHIA

during the "Clairol-on" weeks, also uses
filmed announcements on a similar basis.)
While a three-station network is not revolutionary, the fact that Ronzoni uses such
a system for a syndicated property — being
willing to pay for line charges and microwave relays when it could easily do without
such excess charges — is a novel approach to
tv advertising. It does not save money on
the arrangement, notes a Mogul executive.
"However," he says, "were we to figure it
purely hypothetically on a principle of cutting 26 different filmed commercials then
I'd say, yes, we are cutting costs by 80%."
Mr. Guttenplan enlarges upon this point:
"What we wanted — and got — was a way
whereby we could air a live commercial
from a single point of origin in the most
efficient and economical manner. Obviously,
this meant airing the whole program from
one source. The viewer quickly appreciates
a live commercial over a filmed one. Furthermore, living tv gives our product freshness, a newsy flavor and a sense of urgency." To impart all three qualities, Ronzoni's
agency retained the services of Arlyne Grey,

The commercial relay . . .
general manager of Ronzoni, to propose a
"bold, new" concept in syndicated program
sponsorship. In essence, they proposed that
since Ronzoni's (or any spaghetti product,
for that matter) chief attraction was its fine
adaptability to any meal, the commercials
should be done live since only live tv could

the company's "spokeswoman"
eight years.

for the past

The commercial receives a full week's
hearsal. During that week, new recipes
tested, camera angles are determined
there is a full dress rehearsal before

reare
and
air

time. For Ronzoni and Mogul, there's more
to selling spaghetti than dumping a lot of
noodles into hot water.
Broadcasting

Where

you been?

Out to lunch.

Why
■

is your face so red?

Played a game

and got stuck with

the check. Why's
Will

No time to make
game?
Write

pill
k,

Ml

yours?
a new

doivn the names

cut.

What

of all the

states in five minutes.
Yes?
/ left out Iotva.

if

Note: We'll give a whole year's supply of
batteries for a transistor radio for the best
finish to the conversation reported above.
Winning entry better include the following:
WMT-TV is CBS Television for Eastern
Iowa; the mail address is Cedar Rapids;
the national rep is The Katz Agency; the
station dominates Cedar Rapids, Waterloo,
and Dubuque, three of Iowa's six largest
cities, plus a 35-county area constituting
Jtl % of the Iowa market. Mail your entries
to Everybody Talks About Eastern Iowa
But Nobody Ever Does Anything About It.
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LATEST

TOP

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for March 1-7
Rank
1. Gunsmoke
2. Perry Como Show
3. Danny Thomas
4. Tales of Welts Fargo
5. Wyatt Earp
6. Boh Hope
7. Lineup
8. Maverick
9. Have Gun, Will Travel
10. Restless Gun

% Tv
Homes
41.6
40.1
36.1
35.0
33.3
32.8
32.7
32.0
31.4
31.1

No. Tv
Homes (000)
Rank
1. Gunsmoke
14,820
2. Perry Como Show
13,960
3. Danny Thomas Show
12,809
12,072
4. Tales of Wells Fargo
5. Bob Hope
11,503
6. Lineup
11,494
7. Wyatt Earp
11,121
8. Tenn. Ernie Ford
10,854
9. Have Gun, Will Travel
10,800
10. Zone Grey Theatre
10,566
Copyright 1958 Videodex Inc.
NIELSEN
TOP

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv

Report for Feb. 23-March 8
TOTAL AUDIENCEf
No Homes
Rank
(000)
1. Gunsmoke
18,700
2 Perry Como Show
17,170
3. Bob Hope Show
16,873
4. Tales of Wells Fargo
16,618
5.
Danny Thomas Show
15,725
6. Cheyenne
15,428
7. Sugarfoot
15,300
8. Steve Allen Show
15,300
9. Wyatt Earp
14,960
10.
14,918
Shirley Temple's Storybook
Rank
%
45.0
1. Gunsmoke
Homes*
2. Perry Como Show
41.4
40.6
3! Bob Hope Show
40.2
4. Tales of Wells Fargo
38.6
5. Cheyenne
38.1
6. Sugarfoot
37.6
7. Danny Thomas Show
37.1
8.
9. Shirley
37.0
Temple's
Steve Allen
Show Storybook
36.3
10. Wyatt Earp
AVERAGE AUD1ENCEJ
Gunsmoke
Tales of Wells Fargo
Danny Thomas Show
Wyatt Earp
Have Gun, Will Travel
I've Got a Secret
Bob Hope Show
8. Restless Gun
9. You Bet Your Life
10. December Bride

No. Homes
(000)
17,935
15,598
14.790
14,068
14,068
13,728
13,685
13,600
13,133
12,920

Rank
1. Gunsmoke
2. Tales of Wells Fargo
3. Danny Thomas Show
4.
5. Wyatt Earp
Have Gun, Will Travel
6. Restless Gun
7. Bob Hope Show
8.
I've Got a Secret

43.1
% Homes*
37.7
35.4
34.2
34.2
33.6
32.9
32.7

Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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9. Cheyenne
32.2
10. Sugarfoot
31.9
(f) Homes reached by all or any part of the
program, except for homes viewing only
1 to 5 minutes.
(J) Homes reached during the average minute
of the program.
* Percented ratings are based on tv homes
within reach of station facilities used by
each program.
Copyright 1958 A. C. Nielsen Co.
ARB
TOP

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for March 1-7
1.
No.(000)
Homes
Rank
2.
Gunsmoke
52,100
3. Perry Como
47,360
4. Bob Hope
41,240
Have Gun, Will Travel
38,710
5. Restless Gun
37,920
6. Tales Of Wells Fargo
37,580
Maverick
7.
37,410
36,220
8. Danny Thomas
9. I've Got a Secret
10.
Steve Allen
Rating
35,840
35,840
Rank
49.8
2.
1. Gunsmoke
42.1
Como
41.2
Boh Hope
4. Perry
40.0
3.
5. Maverick
39.8
Got a Secret
39.5
7. I've
6. Restless Gun
Price Is Right
38.4
37.8
8. Have Gun, Will Travel
37.8
10. Tales Of Wells Fargo
Danny Thomas
37.2
Copyright 1958 ARB Inc.

BACKGROUND: The following programs,
in
alphabetical
in thisInformaweek's
Broadcastin
ratingsappear
roundup.
g tv order,
tion is in following order: program name,
network, number of stations, sponsor,
agency, day and time.
Steve Allen Show (NBC-150): S. C. Johnson (NL&B), Greyhound (Grey), U. S.
Time (Peck). Alternating, Sun. 8:00-9:00
Cheyenne
(ABC-99) : General Electric
(Y&R) Alternating Tues., 7:30-8:30 p.m.
p.m.
Perry Como Show (NBC-163) : participating sponsors, Sat. 8-9 p.m.
December Bride (CBS-178): General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9:30-10 p.m.
Ford Show (NBC-182) Ford (JWT), Thurs.
9:30-10 p.m.
Gunsmoke
(CBS-161): Liggett & Myers
(D-F-S), Remington
Rand alternating.
Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-125) : Lever
(JWT),
American
Home Products
(Bates), Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
Bob Hope Show (NBC-139): U. S. Time
Corp. (Peck), Sunday, Mar. 2, 1958, 9-10
I've Got A Secret (CBS-198): R. J. Reynp.m. olds (Esty). Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.
Lineup (CBS-162): Brown & Williamson
(Bates), Procter & Gamble (Y&R), Fri.
10-10:30 p.m.
Maverick
(ABC-72) : Kaiser Industries
(Y&R), Sun. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Price Is Right (NBC-118): participating
sponsors, Mon. -Fri. 11-11:30 a.m.
Restless Gun (NBC-107): Warner-Lambert
(SSC&B), Mon. 8-8:30 p.m.
Sugarfoot
(ABC-119):
American Chicle,
Colgate-Palmolive
(Bates), Ludens
(Mathes). Tues. 7:30-8:30
Tales of Wells Fargo (NBC-147): Buick
(M-E),
American
Tobacco (SSC&B),
Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Shirley
(NBC-1""
National Temple's
Dairy, Storybook
Hill Brothers,
Breck ■
(Ayer),
Wed.
7:30-8:30
Danny Thomas Show (CBS-158): General
Foods (B&B). Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Wyatt Earp
(ABC-103) : General Mills
(D-F-S), Procter & Gamble (Compton),
Tues. 8:30-9 p.m.
You Bet Your Life (NBC-177): DeSoto
(BBDO) Toni (North), Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m.
Loretta Young Show (NBC-163) : Procter &
Gamble (B&B), Sun. 10-10:30 p.m.
Zone Grey Theatre (CBS-145) : General
Foods (B&B), Ford (JWT) Fri. 8:30-9
p.m.

TV
IN

CITED
MOVIE

• AFL

AS

FACTOR

DOLDRUMS

Film Council

study out

• Points up 'economic villains'
Between 1946 and 1956, average weekly
attendance at movie theatres dropped by
almost 50%, from 90 million to 46.5 million.
Why? "There are two fundamental reasons:
television and the change in the living patterns of the American people," according to
"Hollywood at the Crossroads — An Economic Study of the Motion Picture Industry" made by Dr. Irving Bernstein of
UCLA for the Hollywood AFL Film
Council.
Pointing out that while the movie theatre
audience was declining the number of tv
sets was growing from virtually none to
over 42 million, the 78-page study states:
"Millions of people who formerly went
to the movies now remain at home watching
television. Which segments of the movie
audience have been lost is difficult to say
because of our ignorance of the composition of that audience. ... It is sensible to
assume that a person who simply wants
diversion and cares little about its nature or
quality will prefer to take it free rather
than
for it." in living patterns — home
Thepay change
ownership, suburbanization, traffic difficulties, large families and the do-it-yourself movement, like tv, encourages people
to stay home rather than go out, to the
detriment of all out-of-home entertainment,
the study reports.
Television, however, is not the villain
of the economic study. The Paramount
decree, which broke up the horizontal structure of the motion picture industry . . . ;
the rise of the independent producer; the
breakdown of term contracts . . . ; the
shortage of stars; diversification, with heavy
investments in tv film companies, record
firms, foreign theatres and other non-Hollywood operations; technical changes, and
super-spectacular "block-buster" pictures in
an attempt to lure the public back into the
theatres — all of these have been major
factors in the changed economics of motion
pictures since World War II. Import restrictions and other regulations of foreign governments have led to a three-fold increase
in the number of pictures made abroad.
Add them all together and the result
has been lost revenue from motion picture
producers (the 10 leading companies suffered
a 26% drop in gross revenues — from $968
million in 1946 to $717 million in 1956—
and a 74% drop in net profits — from $121
million in 1946 to $32 million in 1956)
and lost jobs for workers in the industry.
"For workers employed in the production
of films for theatres, only one job remains
for two that existed in 1946," the study
declares.
As to the future, Dr. Bernstein balances
the negative factors — that the huge theatre
audience of the past is gone forever, that
the industry has lost the resiliency that
pulled it through the depression, that the
growth of tv abroad will cut into revenue
Broadcasting

Meet

the

man

who

watches

Moscow

from

Michigan

Avenue

Jacob G. Tolpin, expert in the field of foreign scientific developments, often is
consulted by leaders in academic, government and industrial enterprises.

He

keeps

tab

on

Russian

What are Russian scientists up to
now?
Few people in America are better
able to answer this question than a
mild-mannered, unobtrusive man
dressed like other business executives
on Chicago's Michigan Avenue.
There is no cloak-and-dagger
atmosphere surrounding Jacob G.
Tolpin.
It has been the daily job of Mr.
Tolpin since 1937 to keep track of
Russian scientific advances. He is a
key man on the staff of specialists at
Standard Oil who analyze foreign
technical journals and patents.
The primary purpose of this work
is to keep Standard Oil research scientists informed of developments
throughout the world. But the work
has broader significance. Standard Oil
furnishes important foreign technical
data to nationally important bodies
and to libraries, such as the Library
of Congress. The knowledge gained
from the foreign periodicals thus is
made available to all.
Even the Russians admit, says Mr.
Tolpin, that American knowledge of

STANDARD

Broadcasting

scientific

What makes a company a good citizen?
One measure is the contribution a
company makes to the economic and
physicial strength of its country.
Through constant and intensive research, we at Standard have tried to
make oil yield its maximum usefulness— both for civilian and military
purposes. Steadily mounting efficiency
also has helped to keep the price of oil
and gasoline down.

COM

PAN

OLD METHOD

moves

petroleum technology is superior to
their own. Standard's research at
Whiting and other centers has resulted in many important discoveries
which have helped to make America
supreme in the field of petroleum and
to strengthen its defenses. In the last
few years alone, Standard scientists
have made outstanding contributions
that have advanced America's missile
program and its jet air defense.
Since our first laboratory opened 68
years ago, we have spent hundreds of
millions of dollars to learn more about
oil — how to find it, produce it, refine
it and make it more useful to more
people than ever before.

OIL

NEW SMOKELESS
STARTING METHOD

Y (Indiana)

America's jets now have a new, improved smokeless starter cartridge (being used in the engine
above, left) as the result of a Standard Oil research
development. The old method, on the right, was so
smoky it made concealment impossible and also
blocked fliers' views of the field.

Radiation-resistant lubricants for atomic power
plants are oratories.
underSeymour
study
in Standard's
Meyerson,
above, research
is engagedlab-in
pioneering work in this new field. He is an authority
on the controlled shattering of molecules by electron bombardment.

THE SIGN OF PROGRESS.
THROUGH RESEARCH
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FILM CONTINUED
from foreign exhibition of films there as
it has at home — with "guarded optimism"
that the baby boom which kept people away
from the movies in the 40's and 50's could
provide a great teenage boom that will swell
theatre audiences in the 60's and 70's; that
increased leisure time will give more time
for going to the movies and that more
'"blockbusters" will also attract more attendance at theatres.
"There is. finally, the great imponderable
of the future, the impact of television and
most particularly the impact of toll tv,"
Dr. Bernstein concludes. He notes that
"by the end of 1957. the major motion
picture companies were up to their hips in
television, so deeply involved, in fact, that
il was no longer quite correct to refer to
them as the 'motion picture industry.' And
he looks for more rather than less of this
involvement in the future.
"The great economic question, however,
is the future of pay television. Its roseate
paper prospects lead many in Hollywood
to regard toll tv as a panacea that will
cure all the industry's ills. [But] the Bartlesville, Okla., experiment is hardly a source
of encouragement. The only thing that is
certain about toll tv is that it will be a
while inv coming. Beyond that, it is the
great enigma of the motion picture industry."
The Film Council last week sent copies
of the economic report to 35 film industry
leaders, urging a united effort by all interests
of the motion picture industry in at least

Tv

to

Of

Get

RKO

Post- 1948

Group

the new $1 million tv production center.
Laramie is the first of seven new series

Movies

being planned by WB-TV, and will be ready
for showing for the 1958-59 season, according to tv executive producer William
T. Orr. The new western series stars John
Russell and Peter Brown and is being produced by Jules Schermer.

RKO's third group of feature films to be
released to tv, titled "Showcase Package,"
was announced last week by C. Robert
Manby, vice president in charge of RKO
Television Div. of RKO Teleradio Pictures
Inc. The package of 18 films, 15 of which
arc post- 1948 products heretofore has been
distributed theatrically by RKO and goes
on sale to tv at the NAB convention in Los
Angeles.
The package includes such features as
"The Americano" starring Glenn Ford,
Abbe Lane and Cesar Romero, released in
1955; "Clash by Night," 1952, with Barbara
Stanwyck, Paul Douglas, Robert Ryan and
Marilyn Monroe; and "Lusty Men," 1952,
Susan Hayward, Robert Mitchum and
Arthur Kennedy. Marketing plans for the
package will be under supervision of Peter
M. Robeck, general sales manager of RKO
Television, and William Finkeldey, syndicated sales manager.
RKO

first feature package, "Million Dollar Movie," but its rights to the Bank of Americaowned films expired Oct. 1 and will be assumed then by National Telefilm Assoc.
[Films, March 17]. Three years ago RKO
began distribution of its second group of
feature films, an untitled package of 17
features, all pre- 1948.
'Counterspy' to Be Filmed
In U. S., 26 Locales Abroad

can interest films," a demand for governmental assistance in the field of foreign
exchange, continued effort to win a modifi-

Bernard L. Schubert Inc., New York,
which last week began filming Counterspy
half hour tv film series in Hollywood and
26 different locales throughout the world,
is convinced that television film is entering
an era in which authenticity and believability
of programming can be achieved only
through the upgrading of production values,
including on-location shooting.
Bernard L. Schubert, president of the
company, reported in an interview in New
York last week that the main reason
Counterspy will be filmed in so many different locations is that the viewing public has
been "educated" to recognizing foreign locales because of the motion picture industry's accentuated activities abroad and the
travel-consciousness of Americans, who can

AAP's New Gold Mine Div.
To Handle Syndicated Shows
Associated Artists Productions has split
its sales force. The distributor of feature
film and some syndicated packages effective today (Monday) has created a new Gold
Mine Div. that will handle all AAP products
other than the Warner Bros, features and
cartoons and Popeye cartoons.
W. Robert Rich, AAP's general sales
manager, said the company's sales reorganization "follows the pattern which has become standard with the half-hour syndicators." The AAP sales force in the past year
handled the Gold Mine Library (various
features including horror films and halfhour syndicated packages). The regular AAP
sales force will concentrate exclusively on
Warner and Popeye product.
In the new Gold Mine alignment, Len
Hammer will service the East and Lester
Tobias the West. Three salesmen have been
added. Included are James C. Stern, formerly with Sterling Tv and other film companies, assigned to the Midwest, and Bill
Mattingly, formerly with MPA, to the
Southwest.
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MPO

Productions Inc. last week confirmed that it would be moving onto the
non-active Republic Pictures Corp. lot in
Hollywood, making available to clients a
choice of 24 sound stages (13 built since
1953) and 45 acres of back-of-lot property
[Closed Circuit, April 7]. At the same
time, MPO president Judd L. Pollock announced the appointment of Mel Dellar,
former Warner Bros. -TV production manager, as executive producer of MPO (West
Coast). Mr. Dellar joined WB-TV in 1946.
moving over from the parent company
where he had worked since 1939.

four years ago distributed to tv its

four projects: a demand for a plan "to
encourage production in America of Ameri-

cation of the "tax structures which operate
to discourage domestic film production"
and exploration of the possibility of undoing
the bad effects of the Paramount decree.

MPO to Move to Republic Lot;
Dellar Made Executive Producer

'Look,' Popeye, Tv Stations
Work Out Spots-for-Space Swap
A reciprocal agreement has been completed to put Popeye and Associated Artists
Enterprises Inc., New York, before the public in a full page advertisement in Look
magazine's April 15 issue, and Look tv spots
on 14 stations participating in the deal. Details were outlined by Paul Kwartin, executive vice president of AAE, merchandising
subsidiary of Associated Artists Productions.
Arrangement also involves nine Popeye
toy manufacturers. The toymakers paid for
the cost of the advertisement's production
(a few thousand dollars); cost of the ad
itself, approximately $26,000, will be paid
by stations giving Look the equivalent in
spots. The announcements (all one-minute)
were placed through Look's agency, McCann-Erickson, New York. Individual campaigns will run out at about the end of June.
AAE's agency handling the advertisement
is Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone, New York.

Denney

to TPA

joins Television Programs of America,
New York, as vice

the economically-produced series will fall
by the wayside and, in the motion picture
pattern, films embodying production values
will emerge on top.

'Laramie' Opens WB-TV Center
Initial filming on a new Warner Bros.TV film series, Laramie, got under way last
Monday at WB-TV's Burbank (Calif.) studio,
as Warner Bros, executives officially opened

1

Charles E. Denney, director of advertising and assistant to the executive vice president of Grace Line Inc., effective May 1,

say: "We were there."
Mr. Schubert believes that more and more

Bernard Schubert Inc. has budgeted the
39 episodes of Counterspy at more than
$35,000 each. The films will be offered for
syndication by Telestar Films Inc., New
York, of which Mr. Schubert is board chairman.

May

president and
administrative assistant
to the president, according to Milton
A. Gordon,
president. Mr. Denney,
before joining Grace
Lines
a year ago,
MR. DENNEY

completed
an extentwo-year
of ty sivesta
tion study
^

agement under the auspices of the doctoral
program at Harvard business school while
he was serving as a consultant to the broadcast division of General Electric, Co.
Broadcasting

Advertisement

T.V.

spot

editor

A column sponsored by one of the leading film producers in television
SARRA
NEW

YORK:

CHICAGO:

200 EAST 56TH STREET
16 EAST ONTARIO

STREET

This 60-second commercial sells Camay Soap by transforming an ordinary
bath into a fabulous experience. The setting takes the viewer from reality
into the world of luxury — where cares are forgotten. Unhurried voice-over
matches the mood; beautiful product shots never interrupt the pace. Seemingly relaxed sell ! Produced by SARRA for THE PROCTER & GAMBLE
CO.
OF CANADA, LTD. through THE F. H. HAYHURST
COMPANY
LIMITED.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

Prime examples of the product-in-use technique! Everyday situations —
everyday mishaps like spills on the floor — prove in these 60-second commercials that Johnson's Stride is "the wax you don't have to re-wax every
time." By actual demonstration they ease, rather than urge, the viewer into
buying Stride the very next time she shops. Produced by SARRA for S. C.
JOHNSON & SON, INC. through NEEDHAM, LOUIS and BRORBY, INC.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

Lively and believable, this series of commercials for Alps Brau Beer are
really fun to watch. Bavarian dancers ! Skiers zooming down Alpine slopes !
Attractive people everywhere enjoying Alps Brau Beer . . . enjoying the
jingle sung by a real Bavarian barmaid. An unusually good combination of
casting, continuity and music that sells as forcefully as it entertains. Produced by SARRA for CENTLIVRE BREWING CORP. through GRANT
ADVERTISING, INC.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

%, | ^^^^

There'll be no doubt in your mind that babies are still the #1 attention
getter when you see this series of 60-second spots for Pet Milk. Babies yawn
and fall asleep . . . but the audience doesn't ! Even a bachelor would find the
situations appealing. Official doctors' formulas are written out to give authenticity tocorrect infant feeding. Produced by SARRA for PET MILK
COMPANY through GARDNER ADVERTISING COMPANY.
SARRA, INC.
New York: 200 East 56th Street
Chicago: 16 East Ontario Street

■
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To confer with FCC on tv network

•

Procedures

•

Screen

practices April 21

of talent agents getting closer scrutiny

Gems-Columbia

antitrust suit filed in New

It is preparing to move against tv networks, if recent increased activity in its
study of network program ownership and
BMI ownership interests is an indication.
It has stepped up its investigation of
talent agencies and the acquisition of Paramount Pictures features by the Music Corp.
of America.
It has filed another antitrust suit against
a tv film distributor. Screen Gems and its
parent company, Columbia Pictures Inc. —
and Universal Pictures Inc.
This latest antitrust suit follows by almost
exactly one year the Dept. of Justice's antitrust suit against six tv film distributors — including Screen Gems — on charges of block
booking.
Next Monday, April 21, Justice Dept. and
FCC attorneys are meeting to discuss and
consider allegations of forced tie-ins by networks in programs and music. The meeting
is being held at the request of Justice Dept.
officials [Closed Circuit, April 7].
At issue is the question of network
ownership of programs and the potential or
actual practice of a network forcing an
advertiser to buy these programs as against
those of independent producers.
A similar potential in the use of music is
considered in network ownership interests
in BMI.
The Justice Dept. feels, it is understood,
that it may be forced to move into this area
of tv network practices, even though it
agreed to hold in abeyance action in other
network practices purported to be monopolistic or in restraint of trade until the FCC
completes its current network study hearings.
One of the reasons for this attitude,
according to informed sources, is that
the network study staff has not yet submitted its program report. The program section was missing in the exhaustive Barrow
Report, released last October. At that time
the staff had recently won a court ruling
giving it the right to obtain information
from tv film distributors. This information
is still being collected and evaluated, it is
understood.
The FCC staff has expressed interest in
learning what the Justice Dept. has in the
way of information on program practices
by the networks, it was disclosed. It hopes to
use some of this information in conjunction
with the data it has compiled in drawing up
the program report.
Allied with its investigation of the localled tie-in factor involving tv networks is
the Justice Dept.'s study of Music Corp. of
America and other talent agencies.
The Justice Dept. has received com•

Assistant Attorney General Victor R. Hansen said last month [Government, March
3]. It will also study, the antitrust chief said,
the effect these relationships have on individual actors, writers, composers. The chief
trust buster also said that the Justice Dept.
has been looking into the alleged control

BURNERS

TELEVISION

•

The Dept. of Justice has become television
conscious.
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York.

plaints, itis known, that MCA has purportedly used its preeminent position as the
leading talent agency to force networks to
use some of its lesser-known clients in order
to
secure the services of some top-talent
clients.
The Justice Dept. became particularly interested inMCA when a subsidiary acquired
the Paramount Pictures library of pre- 1948
feature films for tv distribution. MCA paid
$50 million for the rights to distribute 750
Paramount Pictures features earlier this year
[At Deadline, Feb. 10].
The implication is that MCA might "tiein" use of these films with use of its talent
clients, or vice versa.
The government's interest in MCA followed shortly after Sen. Joseph O'Mahoney
(D-Wyo.) evinced an interest in the MCAParamount Pictures deal. Sen. O'Mahoney
is a member of the Senate Judiciary Committee and is active in its antitrust subcommittee. He is also chairman of the Senate
Judiciary subcommittee on copyright, trademarks and patents.
Talent agencies represent up to 90% of
the featured performers in tv. This is in
addition to their representation of talent in
the fields of stage, screen and night clubs.
Their income from television work of
their clients is estimated to run about $50
million a year [Lead Story, Oct. 21, 1957].
The two leading talent agencies are MCA
and the William Morris Agency.
The Justice Dept. is looking into the relations of talent agencies "one to each other,"

THESE

CAUGHT

of talent by tv networks. The Justice Dept.'s
complaint against Columbia Pictures Corp.,
its subsidiary, Screen Gems Inc., and Universal Pictures Co., was filed last week in
New York district court.
In the civil antitrust suit, the government
alleged that the arrangement by Screen
Gems to distribute Universale pre- 1948
features to tv stations violated not only the
Sherman Act but also Sec. 7 of the Clayton
Act.
It charged that Columbia Pictures and
Universal Pictures were competitors in
the production of feature motion picture
films, and that in essence, Universal had
given its competitor Columbia rights to
distribute its films.
This violates the section of the Clayton
Act which forbids the merger of two competitors, or the acquisition by one competitor of the assets of another, which would
"tend to substantially lessen competition."
The government claimed that Screen
Gems arrangement with Universal falls in
the category of one company acquiring a
competitor's assets. Screen Gems' deal with
Universal took place last year. The Columbia Pictures' subsidiary deal was for Universal's pre- 1948 library of 600 features.
The Justice Dept. complaint said that
Screen Gems agreed to pay Universal
721/2 % of the proceeds from television distribution until Universal received $12.5 million; 70% between that figure and $20 million, and 60% thereafter. Screen Gems
guaranteed Universal $20 million during the
first seven years of the contract, the complaint said. Screen Gems has entered into
sub-licensing agreements with tv stations for

JUSTICE

These are the investigations and prosecutions now
Justice:

DEPT.

EYE

underway at the Dept. of

INVESTIGATION • Purported tie-in practices by networks, forcing advertisers to
use network-owned programs in place of independently-produced shows.
INVESTIGATION • Potential tie-in by networks to use BMI
music, because of network ownership interests in BMI.

instead of ASCAP

INVESTIGATION • M usic Corp. of America and other talent agencies. Forcing
buyer to take unwanted talent in order to get wanted talent.
INVESTIGATION • Music Corp. of America. Purchase of Paramount Pictures
features. Tie-in potential to force clients to take unwanted talent to get wanted
pictures. Or vice versa.
PROSECUTION • Against Columbia Pictures, subsidiary Screen Gems and Universal Pictures. On deal whereby Screen Gems has exclusive tv distribution rights to
Universal features.
PROSECUTION • Against Loew's, C&C, Screen Gems, AAP, NTA
Artists. For block booking of feature film libraries to tv stations.

and United
Broadcasting

52 of Universal's library, the complaint
said.
Screen Gems began distributing its parent
company's pre-1948 library of 547 features
early in 1956, the government said. Screen
Gems has worked out sub-licensing arrangements with tv stations for 249 of these
Columbia pictures, the Justice Dept. said.
The government also charged that Screen
Universal Pictures'
classifybasis
to same
Gems
featuresagreed
on the
as those of its
parent company and that it agreed not to
sub-license any Universal film at terms less
favorable than for comparable Columbia
pictures. This is price fixing, the government said.
The Justice Dept. asked the court to
abrogate the contract between Screen Gems
and Universal and to enjoin any further
dealings between the two companies.
Principals of both companies declared
there was no violation inherent in their
agreement.
Milton R. Rackmil, president of Universal Pictures Co., issued the following statement on the suit:
"I have not seen the papers filed by the
Dept. of Justice nor have our attorneys and
we therefore are unable to make a comment
upon the reported legal action. However, we
are fully convinced there is nothing in the
contract between Universal and Screen
Gems which we feel is improper. We will
vigorously defend our position and are
confident that we will be upheld."
Abe Schneider, president of Columbia
Pictures Corp., parent company of Screen
Gems Inc., made the following comment:
"Before Columbia and Screen Gems executed the contract with Universal Pictures,
we were assured by legal counsel that the arrangement would not be in contravention of
any laws. Therefore, we believe that our
present position is clear and without jeopardy."
Last year the Justice Dept. filed antitrust
suits against six tv film distributors: Loew's
Inc. (which distributes MGM pictures), C&C
Super Corp. (RKO), Screen Gems (Columbia), Associated Artists Productions Inc.
(Warner Bros.), National Telefilm Assoc.
(20th Century-Fox) and United Artists Corp.
(UA).
The govenment claimed that these distributors forced tv stations to buy films in
packages. This contravened the 1948 Paramount consent decree, the Justice Dept.
claimed. These suits are still pending.
Earlier this year, United Artists bought
AAP for a reported $15 million. Registration with the Securities & Exchange Commission several weeks ago showed that a
new company, United Artists Associated,
was seeking permission to issue $15 million
in debentures to be used to acquire the
stock and debentures of AAP.
Supreme

Court

Ruling

Sought

In Radio-Tv Sec. 315 Quandary
The U. S. Supreme Court will be asked
to rule on the responsibility of radio and
tv stations for libelous statements made
on the air by a political candidate.
The North Dakota Farmers Union announced last week it will appeal a North
Broadcasting

IN TV FILM Rep. Oren Harris, chairman of House Commerce Committee, has told
FCC if it acts, as it has said it may, to approve subscription tv 30 days after adjournment of Congress, he'll call new hearings at once.
LONG

WAIT

FOR

The chairman of the House Commerce
Committee has warned the FCC not to
authorize subscription television tests
after the 85th Congress adjourns this
summer.
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) issued the
warning in a three-minute statement
filmed for distribution to tv stations. The
film was made available last week.
Rep. Harris' committee, after two
weeks of hearing, told the FCC to delay
consideration of toll tv tests until Congress acted on the subject [Lead Story,
Mr. Harris' new filmed stateFeb. 10].
ment said in part:
"Many of us in the Congress have felt
that with the Commission taking the action it did recently and authorizing test
of pay tv that the Commission has gone
beyond its authority as the Congress intended with the Communications Act of
1934. We do not feel that we should oppose the authority of the Commission
to experiment with new types of broadcasting but we do feel that the Commission has gone beyond the scope of its
authority in authorizing the so-called paytv program even of a trial test as it did a
few months back.
"Undoubtedly you are wondering what
this is that I have surrounding me here
[see picture]. These are letters from all
over the U. S. from people who are greatly concerned about this subject, expressing their opinions to their Congressmen
from every district in the nation. Here
we have some 100,000 communications
in various forms from people who are
greatly concerned. Obviously we could
not get all of the communications in this
picture, but we did think that we could

TOLL

TV

present what we have here to you in
order that you could get some conception
of the interest which is being brought to
our attention of the people in this allimportant subject.
"I can assure you that there has as yet
been no test authorized or no pay-tv
program authorized and I do not think
there will be any time soon. The Commission itself has said in its Report No. 2
that following the adjournment of Congress and 30 days that it intends to authorize the so-called trial test of pay tv.
. . . Therefore, it will be my intention,
should the Commission decide to undertake the trial test 30 days following the
adjournment of this Congress, to call the
Committee back together in session and
conduct hearings into this entire problem.
"We feel, as these
dicated to us, that it
that the reasons for
Congress be known
America and that it

letters have all inis highly important
the action of this
by the people of
will be the House

Committee's intention in its opposition
to this approach to the problem to see
that the interest of the American people
The film clip is a shorter version of a
protected."
is
15-minute
program Rep. Harris filmed
for tv stations in his home district and
was made at the request of other broadcasters to explain the committee's pay tv
position. Ed Williamson, clerk of the
Commerce Committee, said over 150,000
telegrams, letters and post cards have
been received on pay tv, with "over 99%
against." In addition, individual members
of Congress have received thousands
(over 20,000 to one congressman) of
letters on the subject.
April 14, 1958
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Dakota Supreme Court decision that upheld
the dismissal of a $100,000 libel suit against
WDAY-TV Fargo, N. D. The state tribunal
ruled WDAY-TV was not liable for statements broadcast by A. C. Townley, an
independent candidate for the U. S. Senate
[Government, April 7].

5KW

for

all

of

Northeast

The ruling marked the first time a state's
highest appellate tribunal had ruled directly
on a station's liability for remarks by a
candidate who had obtained equal time
under Sec. 315 of the Communications Act,
according to Douglas A. Anello, NAB chief
attorney. Mr. Anello argued the issue before
the North Dakota court, participating as a
friend of the court.
NAB has long maintained that stations
are immune from libel damages under Sec.
315 because it not only requires equal
time for political broadcasts but forbids
censorship of speeches granted on this equal
time basis. NAB President Harold E.
Fellows described the North Dakota decision as a major broadcasting victory, voicing
the hope it will "provide a stepping stone
to final resolution, on a national scale, of
our dilemma."
FCC
Returns
To

ONE

Channel

Case

The FCC today (Monday) is considering
once again the 13-year-old clear channel
case. The Commission is scheduled to spend
all day on the proceeding.
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer announced the schedule at the Barrow hearings last week.
The clear channel case commenced in
1945 when the Commission began studying
whether any or all the Class 1-A clear
channels should be duplicated and also
whether maximum power of radio stations
should be lifted from its present 50 kw to
750 kw.

Mi

Just

Clear

Today

Big

Buy
does your selling job in all of
Northeast Michigan. WFDF's
perfectly tailored signal adds to
Flint the rich Thumb area, Saginaw, Bay City, and the heart of
Michigan's vacationland. NCS
#2 shows WFDF as the outstate
regional leader, and this BIG
new signal- adds even more. Let
Katz show you how this important new coverage makes WFDF
a*dakey
ytime buy for Eastern Michigan.

Over the years other facets have been incorporated inthe clear channel study. They
now include daytime skywave and daytime
stations' petition for longer operating hours.
The Commission began considering the
clear channel case in earnest last year.
Studies were suspended during the Christmas season, not to be resumed until the
Commission completed its travail on Capitol Hill.
In his announcement last week, Chairman
Doerfer expressed the hope that the Commission might reach a decision on the complex and touchy case soon.
Falcon

Application

Protested

KBBI (FM) Los Angeles petitioned the
FCC last week for either a dismissal or a
designation of hearing in the case of Falcon
Broadcasting Co.'s application for Class A
fm ch. 296 (107.1 mc) in Los Angeles.
KBBI said the Falcon outlet would cause

WFDF

NBC

Affiliate

Represented
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in Flint, Michigan

Nationally

by the KATZ

AGENCY

"objectionable interference" in an area
where KBBI "is expected to provide a high
order service without interference of any
type." Also', according to KBBI, the Falcon
application is contrary to FCC rules on adequate channel separation. KBBI operates on
ch. 298 (107.5 mc).
Broadcasting
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NON-NETWORK
HIT

BARROW

•

Meredith,

•

Wailes

MULTIPLE
REPORT

Storer, Westinghouse

suggests

OWNERS

PROPOSALS

testify before

FCC

possibility of fourth tv network

The three biggest non-network multiple
owners in television delivered body-blows
last week against the Barrow Report — and
recommendations to
especially the report's ship
in the 25 top
restrict multiple owner
markets.
Testifying last week were spokesmen for
Meredith Publishing Co. (Tuesday), Storer
Broadcasting Co. (Thursday) and Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. (Thursday-Friday). They spoke out against restriction of
multiple ownership, option time, must buys
and other of the Barrow Report's proposals.
They backed, though not unanimously, a
few of the recommendations.
Last week's witnesses completed testimony
by multiple owners before the FCC. Testifying earlier were three other non-network
multiple owners [Government, March 24]
and the tv networks [Government, March
17; Lead Story, March 10].
Witnesses this week: tomorrow (Tuesday), ABC affiliates; Thursday, CBS affiliates; Friday, NBC affiliates.
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s prepared
statements are covered in the following
story. For Friday question-and-answer testimony, see At Deadline.
Present for last week's hearings were FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer and Comrs.
Rosel H. Hyde, Frederick W. Ford, Robert T. Bartley, Robert E. Lee and T.A.M.
Craven. Interrogating Tuesday was Herbert
Schulkind, assistant chief of the rules and
standards division, Broadcast Bureau; on
Thursday, Robert Rawson, chief of the
hearing division, Broadcast Bureau.

in 1948, noting the station had losses of
$440,000 until October 1950.
Mr. Hall felt that while Meredith station management may not be superior to
that of independently-owned stations, the
company's overall operation assures that
the stations are consistently well-managed
where this may not be assured in the case
of a death, illness or financial problem at
another singly-owned station.
Benefits also accrue from pooling of
ideas and experience from among Meredith's
station managers and home broadcast executives, he said. He said Meredith's central
office "guides — it does not run — [the] five
broadcasting enterprises."
Mr. Hall said Meredith's record of integration through local management speaks
for itself and that a station's service to the
community is assured through professional
management which "can be replaced if it
fails — a result hardly possible where management is solely in the hands of a local
owner who by accident, or otherwise,

happens to be a poor broadcaster."
Before the present system of multiple
ownership is changed, he said, it should first
be determined if better programming would
be forthcoming; if a single-owner station
would bring better service to a community
where a multiple owner now operates; and
if the single-station owner could make
equivalent financing available for investment in programming and technical equipcomment, particularly in a "marginal"
munity such as Phoenix, where Meredith

operates KPHO-TV at a loss in competition
against three network-affiliated outlets, using
profits from its other operations.
Mr. Hall was questioned by Comr. Ford
on his views about multiple ownership. Did
he think multiple ownership to be ideal?
Should all tv outlets be licensed to multiple
owners? Would he place a limit on the
number of stations one licensee could own?
Would absentee and multiple ownership of
all stations be good?
The Meredith executive felt multiple owners are "on the whole good broadcasters";
that the FCC should "let the economy work
unhampered" and "not discourage" multiple
ownership. He felt the five-vhf limit is good
and that a six-vhf ownership rule would be
but he didn't want to see any regood, too,
duction of the limit; the amount of multiple
and absentee ownership, he felt, should be
a "matter of degree."
On option time, Mr. Hall felt this way:
Meredith's best programs come from the
networks; the networks say option time is
indispensable to them; therefore, option time
is indispensable to Meredith. He thought the
present three-hour limit on option time
should be retained because, he feels, the

system is working so well and is so profitable for stations that it shouldn't be changed.
He felt stations prefer to be identified with
one network and thus would oppose the
option of station time by another program
source. He later said Meredith stations certainly would "consider" programs if offered
by the NTA Film Network.
Asked for a comparison of network tv
and national magazines insofar as they compete with each other, Mr. Hall said that
while all media compete with each other
for advertising dollars each has its own selling points — and weaknesses.
Mr. Hall told the commissioners that

First Up: Meredith

Payson Hall, director of radio and tv for
Meredith Publishing Co., said the Barrow
Report is content with "assumptions, superficial reasoning and speculative evils," as
far as it covers multiple ownership. The
Barrow recommendations, he said, are "a
classic example of proposing legislation and
regulation for their own sake regardless of
consequence — good or bad." the stand were
Following Mr. Hall on
two Meredith station general managers:
Frank P. Fogarty, WOW-AM-TV Omaha,
and Richard B. Rawls, KPHO-AM-TV
Phoenix. Two other Meredith general managers, Paul Adanti, WHEN-AM-TV Syracuse, and E. K. (Joe) Hartenbower, KCMOAM-FM-TV Kansas City, were present;
Meredith's fifth station manager, Frank
Lane, KRMG Tulsa, was not present.
Mr. Hall showed sample copies of Meredith's Better Homes & Gardens and Successful Farming magazines, plus two dozen
books, periodicals and other publications
pointed at homemaking and farming to
demonstrate the company's interest in serving the public in these two fields.
He then described Meredith's pioneering
in television with its Syracuse station, built
Broadcasting

were on tap last
MEREDITH Publishing Co.'s broadcasting executives who testified or
the FCC on the
Tuesday for the publishing-broadcasting company's testimony before
B. Rawls
Barrow Report's multiple ownership recommendations were (I to r) Richard
presented
who
director,
tv
and
radio
KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix; Payson Hall, Meredith
Kansas
-FM-TV
AM
the bulk of Meredith testimony; E. K. (Joe) Hartenbower, KCMOWOW-AM-TV Omaha, and (standing) Paul Adanti, WHLNP. Fogarty,
City; Frank
.
AM-TV
Syracuse
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Meredith magazines have not lost circulation because of tv. He also said that the
Meredith stations do not editorialize.
All Meredith's radio outlets are in the
black, Mr. Hall said, except KRMG Tulsa.
This station, he noted, was breaking even on
operating expenses, but is not in the black
if depreciation is counted. Meredith bought
KRMG last year for $500,000.
Mr. Fogarty described WOW-TV's news
and agricultural and religious programming
and the station's expansion of these services
since it was purchased by Meredith. He said
he has authority to editorialize on the air
without consulting the home office and to
negotiate with the network for programs.
He~ told
Comr. Bartley
that WOW-TV for quite
often
substitutes
other programming
that
of its affiliate, CBS, in option time.
Mr. Rawls testified that KPHO-TV was
the first tv station in the Phoenix area and
before it had local competition was affiliated
with ABC, CBS, DuMont Tv Network and
NBC. But by July 1955, ABC, CBS and
NBC had affiliated with newer stations in
the market and DuMont had discontinued,
he said, leaving KPHO-TV
outlet.

self, even if permitted to own seven vhfs.
But. he added later, he knew a lot of

other instead of smaller, weaker competitors,
Mr. Wailes said.

people with a "network gleam in their eye"
who might be willing to help supply the
"growing need" for new programs, particularly in markets where an independent station is operating.
Storer stations are WJBK-AM-FM-TV
Detroit, WS P D- A M -F M -T V Toledo,
WAGA-AM-FM-TV Atlanta, WIBG-AMFM Philadelphia and WVUE (TV) Wilmington (Philadelphia), WJW-AM-FM-TV
Cleveland, WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W.
Va., and WGBS-AM-FM Miami.

Mr. Wailes objected to Barrow Report
proposals that network-affiliate contracts and
other transactions be publicized, calling such

Mr. Wailes denied the Barrow Report's
statement that there was a "trend" toward
multiple ownership in tv from 1952 to 1956,
saying that in these years multiple ownership in the top 100 markets increased only
2.8%.

He felt that the Barrow Report proposes

an independent

The KPHO-TV manager told how the
station set to work — as an independent
against network-affiliated competitors — to
make KPHO-TV the best independent
among markets with four or more stations
and the No. 1 Phoenix station in audience
popularity and to put KPHO-TV
black.

in the

The June 1957 ARB report indicates
KPHO-TV has achieved the first two goals,
but the station still is in the red, he said.
He found it "hard to understand" why
KPHO-TV cannot get a network affiliation
in light of the ARB top-rated status. He
noted a scarcity of "good" half-hour syndicated film programs, but did not know the
reason for the scarcity.
Mr. Rawls felt KPHO-TV will continue
to survive in competition with the three network stations as long as the station is
multiple-owned (namely, can be financed by
Meredith from its profitable operations).
Competing against KPHO-TV in the
Phoenix area are KOOL-TV (CBS), KTVK
(TV) (ABC) and KVAR (TV) (NBC).
Storer on

Stand

The possibility of a fourth tv network
was proposed by Lee B. Wailes, executive
vice president of Storer Broadcasting Co.,
after he ripped into the Barrow Report's
recommendations on multiple ownership and
other phases of tv.
Mr. Wailes said a fourth network would
be economically possible if it (1) were
limited to major cities in a rectangle with
Milwaukee and St. Louis at the western
corners and Boston and Washington, D. C,
at the eastern corners; (2) were interconnected atleast in part by low-cost, privatelyowned intercity relay facilities, and (3)
owned and operated seven vhf tv outlets in
the top 25 markets.
But he disclaimed that Storer had any
ambitions to start a fourth tv network it-
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STORER

Broadcasting Co.

testimony

Thursday in FCC's hearings on Barrow
Report's multiple ownership recommendations was presented by Lee B. Wailes,
executive vice president.

a "country-store" form of broadcasting,
which would "reduce all stations to a common denominator, thus reducing the competitive position of all stations."
Mr. Wailes thought that any price advantages a multiple owner may have in
network station rates, smaller commissions
to national spot representatives, and lower
costs for feature film and syndicated programs result from the "free play" of competition. Over a reasonable period, he said,
such price economies should benefit all stations. Mr. Wailes' reasoning: If an experienced multiple owner can negotiate better
prices it will be easier for the singly-owned
station to ask and get similar consideration.
The so-called "advantages" of multiple
owners, Mr. Wailes said, cancel themselves
out in the top 25 markets where multiple
owners compete with multiple owners or
with newspaper or network owners. The result is that strong competitors buck each

moves a "major step toward common

car-

rier regulation."
Robert
Rawson, chief of the hearing division. Broadcast Bureau, questioned Mr.
Wailes closely about Storer's moves into
three markets and subsequent affiliation with
CBS in each, asking whether Storer and
CBS had discussed affiliations before the
Storer purchases. Mr. Wailes said he remembered no such pre-purchase discussions.
It was brought out in testimony that
Storer's purchase of KEYL (TV) San Antonio (later KGBS-TV, now KENS-TV) was
approved in October 1951 while affiliation
with CBS had been signed in September
1951 to begin in December 1951. The sale
of WBRC-TV Birmingham, then an NBC
affiliate, to Storer was approved in May
1953 and a year later WBRC-TV and
WABT (TV) Birmingham, CBS affiliate,
switched networks.

Mr. Wailes said Storer sold WBRC-TV
"reluctantly" in May 1957 to move into the
larger Wilmington-Philadelphia market with
the purchase of WVUE (TV) there. WVUE
is an independent. Storer sold its San Antonio outlet and bought WXEL (TV) Cleveland and a uhf outlet in Portland, Ore., in
1954, with the Cleveland station (now
WJW-TV) becoming a CBS affiliate in a
little more than three months, switching
from ABC. The Portland uhf now is off the
air; so is Storer's former uhf station in
Miami, WGBS-TV.
Questioned on whether he thought
Storer's multiple ownership was solely responsible for getting CBS affiliation, Mr.
Wailes said he doubted this factor was responsible "as such." He said he knew
nothing of a CBS statement that the affiliation in Birmingham was given to Storer
because of its multiple station ownership.
Mr. Wailes said he favored letting one
owner own seven vhfs and even "10 or 12"
as long as he operates in the public interest.
Next

Witness:

WBC

More than half of the 142-page statement submitted by Donald H. McGannon,
president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
was devoted to the company's broadcast
operations, including its vast public service
program in the various markets where it
has stations.
' Mr. McGannon filed a supplemental
paper noting WBC on April 2 received a
George Foster Peabody Award for its public
service broadcasting. His point: All the Peabody awards in television went to tv networks, educational tv stations or to multiple
owners (KING-TV Seattle of the King Stations and KLZ-TV Denver of the Time
Inc. stations were the other two commercial
station recipients).
Westinghouse stations are WBZ-AM-FMTV Boston, WBZA Springfield, Mass.,
KDKA-AM-FM-TV Pittsburgh, KYW-AMFM-TV Cleveland, KPLX (TV) San Francisco, WJZ-TV Baltimore, WOWO
Fort
Broadcasting

58 counties which include five rich
metropolitan markets when you buy
WCIA, Channel 3 — the only single
medium covering Central Illinois and
Western Indiana.
WCIA, Channel 3 puts more than
1,912,300 (NCS#2) prospective
customers in the palm of your hand.
It places an effective buying income
of $3,202,074,000

at your fingertips!

You can reach more people in this
rich area through WCIA — covering
the entire area between three
"must buys", Chicago, St. Louis,
and Indianapolis.

Total families
Retail sales
Total TV homes

TV
45TH
WCI
A3

Channel
CHAMPAIGN,

George
Broadcasting

598,000 (NCS#2)
$2,201,01 1 ,000
390,382 (TV Mag. Mar. '5£)

MARKET

Official
ILL.

P. Hollingbery, Representative

Outlet for
Champaign-Urbana
Bloomington
Danville
Springfield
Decatur
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Halvick Proposes Toll Tv Twist
That Would First Solicit Viewers
A West Coast firm, Halvick Industries,
has approached the FCC with a new pay tv
idea that suggests that networks try to sell
better shows on a toll basis instead of resorting to free methods.
Calling its system Toll Vision, Halvick
would act as a "brokerage, underwriting and
clearing exchange" in a plan in which the
public would be given the opportunity to
pre-subscribe to pay tv shows of its choice,
which would be produced by the tv networks or independent promoters over network facilities.

WESTINGHOUSE Broadcasting officials present for Barrow hearing gather around Donald H. McGannon (seated, c), WBC president, who presented testimony. L to r: seated
— Rolland V. Tooke, vice president, Cleveland; Mr. McGannon; Joseph E. Baudino,
vice president, Washington; standing — Ralph N. Harmon, vice president, engineering;
Harold C. Lund, vice president, Pittsburgh; John W. Steen, counsel; Charles C. Woodard Jr., assistant to president, and Wilmer C. Swarthy, vice president, Boston.
Wayne, WIND Chicago, and KEX-AM-FM
Portland, Ore.
A statement also was filed by E. V.
Huggins, board chairman of WBC and vice
president of WEC in charge of the broadcasting arm. Mr. Huggins charged that the
Barrow

Report took an "emotional approach" to multiple ownership and criticized
the report's recommendations against option
time. WEC owns stations, he said, because
WBC stations are outgrowths of the nation's
first radio station, KDKA, founded in 1920.
WEC, naturally, wishes to recover a return
on its investment in broadcasting; WEC has
a desire to render public service. Mr. Huggins added that Westinghouse wishes to associate its name with broadcasting stations
which serve public needs because this "reflects credit on the company's reputation,
adds prestige to its name and generally contributes to its overall health and well-being."
Mr. Huggins added that the Network
Study Staff in its investigation never sought
information from WEC
from WBC.

Barrow Report recommendations "should
not be permitted to place the industry in a
defensive position or this practice in an
atmosphere of being inherently wrong without ample evidence of injury to the public interest." He also defended must buys.
WBC believes, Mr. McGannon said, that
the question of local ownership should be
expanded to include the concept of local
management — the latter term being the focal
point about which must pivot the station's
sensitivity to the needs of the community
and knowledge of it.
Mr. McGannon said he felt multiple owners are in a position to and in fact do
•

He felt the Barrow Report's recommendation to limit ownership of tv stations to
three in the first 25 markets to be "discriminatory and totally lacking in any
factual or evidentiary basis that WBC is
not rendering the fullest possible service to
each of its markets." This recommendation,
he said, affects no other present non-network
multiple ownership except Westinghouse.
WBC, he said, agrees with these Barrow
Report proposals: requiring licensee to continue ownership of a station "for a reasonable minimum period"; requiring networks
to file affiliation criteria with the FCC;
asking broader distribution of network commercial shows, with safeguards against undue infringement on a regular network
affiliate's exclusivity; authorizing FCC to
apply fines and other sanctions short of
license revocation for not complying with
requirements.

and "very little"

Mr. McGannon said it is WBC's "strong
opinion" that the Network Study Staff
"elicited only such facts and information
as best served their pre-conceived conclusions" and called on the FCC to re-examine
the report "in a most incisive manner."
On option time, Mr. McGannon said it
is a vital factor to tv broadcasting and the
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owners.
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Navy Starts Guam Translator
The Navy started its tv translator station
on Guam April 4 on ch. 10, with 500 w,
to re-transmit programs from Guam's commercial station, ch. 8 KUAM (TV) Agana.
The Navy translator is atop Mount
Alutom and serves all of the military installations on the island. The FCC noted
that the establishment of the Navy translator
is subject to the usual condition that its
operations not cause interference with any
non-governmental station.
Commission

Takes

WANB

to Task

The FCC cracked down on WANB
Waynesburg, Pa., last week, directing the
station to "attain strict compliance" with the
FCC rules which require at least "one radiotelephone first-class operator in full-time
employment and at the station." WANB was
asked to notify the Commission of its compliance with the order within 30 days.

Pay tv shows would be paid for prior to
their airing, through the use of previously
purchased subscription cards good for any
show. If enough people expressed interest
in a planned show, so that a profit could be
assured, it would be broadcast for all to see,
even those who had not pre-subscribed.
In the event that a projected production aroused only minimum interest, the
pay tv show would be replaced by an "old
fashioned" product-sponsored program. Halvick Industries contemplates the possibility
of both pay and free tv co-existing together
at the same time and over the same network
facilities. Certain portions of the country
would get the pay tv show for which they
had voted, while others would get the sponsored show.
Admiral Signs, FTC Approves
Picture Tube Consent Order
Admiral Corp., Chicago, may not sell its
television sets without making "adequate
disclosure" of the true size of picture tubes,
under terms of a consent order signed by
the manufacturer and approved by the Federal Trade Commission a fortnight ago. Admiral has denied allegations of the FTC complaint [Government, Nov. 25, 1957] that
its advertisements deceive the public by
the manner in which tube measurements are
listed. By signing the consent order, which
is for settlement purposes, the manufacturer
has not admitted any violation of the law.
The FTC order says that when a diagonal
measurement is used in advertisements either
this fact or the viewable area in square
inches must be conspicuously disclosed in
immediate connection with the measurement.
The original complaint charged Admiral
with listing diagonal measurements in ads
with asterisks referring to a footnote which
disclosed that the measure was diagonal
and stating total viewable area in square
inches.
FCC

Hearing

Branch

Upgraded

The Hearing Branch of the FCC was reestablished as a Hearing Division in the
Broadcast Bureau last week, a return to the
status the Hearing Branch held prior to
Feb. 6, 1956. The Hearing Branch has been
in the Broadcast Facilities Div. since that
time. The current change, effective immediately, does not involve any of the present
broadcast hearing staff, under Robert J.
Rawson.
Broadcasting

'DECOY"

One

look and ten of America's

starring

top stations bought

Beverly

"decoy"

Garland

within two weeks

after sales began. Six weeks

later, "decoy" had been sold in 17 of the 25 major markets, plus 36 key secondary
is sold in 80 markets — 24 of the 30 major ones and 56 secondary markets!

markets.

Now,

"decoy"

First ratings prove "Decoy" is winner by a landslide against every kind of opposition.
Buffalo . . . 25.8 A.R.B. . . .Tuesday 10:30 PM
Oklahoma City . . . 34.1 A.R.B. . . . Friday 9 PM
Against "Highway Patrol" 25.3 "O'Henry Playhouse" 7.7
Against "Cavalcade of Sports" 18.9,
New Orleans... 28.9 A.R.B. .. .Thursday 10 PM
"Walter Winchell File" 6.9
Boston... 2 4.3 A.R.B. ... Sunday 10:30 PM
Against "Gray Ghost" 14.3,
"News and Million Dollar Movie" 2.8 and 0.1
7.6
Line"
My
"What's
10.5
Trooper"
Against "State
Produced by Pyramid Productions
"Decoy"

i c joc

looks-and

IS-No.

11 For ratings like these, call
OFFICIAL FILMS, INC.
25 West 45th Street, New York

PLaza 7-0100
8-7467
Emerson
/
Dallas
•
1-4088
Cherry
/
Cincinnati
■
2-5246
Dearborn
/
Hills / Crestview 6-3528 • Chicago
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GOVERNMENT continued
COMMENT
ON

LIMITED

INTERIM

REPORT

• Schwartz says it repeats
• FCC commissioners silent
Dr. Bernard Schwartz, fired two months
ago as chief counsel of the House Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee, last week said the
subcommittee's recently released interim report [Lead Story, April 7] "basically repeats all of the charges made in my original
memorandum." He also charged the subcommittee is operating on "borrowed
steam."
Appearing on College News Conference
(ABC-TV. Sunday 2:30-3 p.m.) April 6, Dr.
Schwartz told his youthful interrogators the
"report is a good one [but] in certain respects itdoes not go far enough." This is
especially true, he said, in that it tells the
FCC to author its own code. He felt Congress should legislate such a code and that
it should contain "criminal sanctions."
With Congress home for the Easter recess (it reconvenes again today [Monday]),
official reaction last week to the report was
practically nil. All six FCC commissioners
declined to comment.
There still has been no indication of the
time or subject of the next phase of hearings to be held by the subcommittee. Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of the
oversight subcommittee and its parent Commerce Committee, and other subcommittee
members were not in Washington last week.
However, several hearings (on non-broadcast matters) by other subcommittees of
the House Commerce Committee were announced last Monday and these will involve
most members of the oversight subcommittee.
The "whitewash" charge against the subcommittee was repeated in the television appearance last week by Dr. Schwartz, who
said it held hearings on the Miami ch.
10 grant "solely because the committee was
on the spot." He said unauthorized public
• disclosure of his Jan. 4 memorandum [Lead
Story, Jan. 27] was "the only thing that
induced the committee to hold public hearings." The memorandum charged members
of the FCC with official misconduct and
malfeasance in office; Dr. Schwartz later
accused then Comr. Richard A. Mack of
"pledging" his vote in the ch. 10 case.
By a 7-3 vote, the committee had decided
not to go into the misconduct charges and
ch. 10 case, Dr. Schwartz stated. In "leaking" the report to the press, he said he was
just trying "to get the public spotlight on
this so it could not be hushed up." On the
Miami ch. 10 grant, Dr. Schwartz said: "The
decision on its face was so wrong that you
began to wonder."
The subcommittee, he observed, was "in
the position of a group of fanatic vegetarians who were suddenly made the trustees
of a butcher shop and told to promote the
sale of meat."
Dr. Schwartz further charged the subcommittee has not gone beyond what was
investigated while he headed the staff.
"Everything that has been developed . . .
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at the recent hearings was material developed while I was chief counsel," he charged.
"So far as I know they have developed nothing of any importance in the two months
since I have left. Indeed, the investigating
staff has been immobilized during that time.
How long can they continue on borrowed
Robert W. Lishman, who succeeded Dr.
Schwartz
steam?" as chief counsel of the subcommittee, said last week his predecessor "undoubtedly was a diligent" individual but that
there is "nothing in our files to show the
results of that diligence. . . . Our files are
extremely bare. ... I found them extremely
disorganized."
Although Dr. Schwartz said, during the
tv interview, he had 17 tv cases under study,
Mr. Lishman stated "there is an extreme
lack of factual materials"' in the subcommittee files except on the Miami grant to
National Airlines. (Rep. Harris has stated
the investigators have 20-25 other comparative decisions under study.)
In future hearings, Mr. Lishman promised
last week, "smear techniques" will not be
used and the subcommittee will have full
facts and proof before names or charges
are issued.
Hitting the appointment of John S. Cross
to succeed resigned Comr. Mack, Dr.
Schwartz said the President had an opportunity to appoint a "really outstanding" person but instead "chose a man . . . described
as a pedestrian bureaucrat."
Stations Remain in Lamb Suit
As Court Dismisses Owner Firms
Two owners of Nashville tv stations were
dismissed Wednesday as defendants in fouryear-old libel suits totaling $1 million, but
charges against the two tv stations — WLACTV and WSM-TV — remained in court.
Broadcaster-publisher Edward Lamb filed
the suits in 1954, charging that he had been
libeled by former Rep. Pat Sutton (D-Tenn.)
in a 26V2 -hour telethon. One suit sought
$500,000 damages from Rep. Sutton, WSMTV and its owner, National Life & Accident
Insurance Co. The other sought the same
amount from WLAC-TV, its owner, Life &
Casualty Insurance Co., and the congressman.
During the telethon on the two tv stations
and six radio stations, Rep. Sutton reportedly referred to Mr. Lamb as an "avowed
Communist." Mr. Lamb, at that time, was
facing an FCC hearing on renewal of the
license for his WICU-TV Erie, Pa. The
FCC did not renew the license until 1957.
Anti-Pay Tv Sentiment
In Survey of Michigan

Heavy
District

The residents of Michigan's Sixth Congressional District are 8-1 against pay tv,
according to a survey taken by Rep. Charles
E. Chamberlain (R-Mich.). One question
in a 16-point questionnaire mailed by the
congressman to constituents early in February asked: "Do you approve of the proposal to establish pay television on a trial
All but 2,000 of the approximately 11,800
basis?"

replies were tabulated by IBM, with 7,870
voting against a toll tv trial, 1,030 for a
trial and 831 with no opinion. The remaining 2,000 responses were tabulated by
Rep. Chamberlain's office and showed similar results. Of the overall total, 81% were
against pay tv, 11% for a test and 8%
expressed no opinion.
Of those who expressed an opinion on
the subject, "hundreds" commented
reasons, Rep. Chamberlain's office
week. Prior to the questionnaire,
gressman had received "as much
pay tv as on any domestic issue,"

on their
said last
the conmail on
his office

reported.
Opponents
Smathers

Set
Bill

to

Face

Hearing

Opponents of a bill (S 2834) which would
prohibit radio and tv licensees from publishing music or manufacturing or selling records will get their first chance to testify this
week when hearings by the Communications
Subcommittee of the Senate Interstate &
Foreign Commerce Committee resume.
The witness list for the Tuesday-throughThursday hearings includes several musicians and state broadcasting association
presidents. The bill in question was introduced last summer [Government, Aug. 26,
1957] by Sen. George Smathers (D-Fla.).
If it becomes law, the bill would force
networks and the many stations owning stock
in BMI to sell their interests and also would
require the same groups to dispose of recording companies. Two weeks of testimony
by proponents of the bill already has been
taken [Government, March 24, 17] by the
subcommittee, headed by Sen. John O.
Pastore (D-R. I.).
Sen. Pastore announced that after testimony this week, the hearings will reconvene
May 6 with further testimony by opponents
of the bill. Also, he said, the FCC will be
asked to testify in late May or early June.
The parent Commerce Committee has two
hearings on broadcasting matters scheduled
next week: April 22-23 on S 582 (by Sen.
William Langer [R-N. D.]) prohibiting the
advertising of alcoholic beverages in interstate commerce; beginning April 24 on S
2119 (by Commerce Committee Chairman
Warren Magnuson [D-Wash.]) appropriating up to $1 million to each state for educational television.
Witnesses scheduled to testify against the
measure this week include — Tuesday — Sydney M. Kaye, board chairman and general
counsel of BMI; James Howe, president,
WlRA Ft. Pierce, Fla., and president of
Florida Assn. of Broadcasters; Gene Autry,
cowboy personality, multiple-station owner
and member of ASCAP; Harrison Kerr,
dean of College of Fine Arts, Oklahoma U.;
Milton Mitler, president, WADK Newport,
R. I., and president of Rhode Island Broadcasters Assn., and Ben Strouse, president,
WWDC Washintgon and former president of
Maryland-D.C. Broadcasters Assn.
Wednesday — Gov. Frank G. Clement of
Tennessee; country music personalities Roy
Acuff, Eddie Arnold and Pee Wee King, all
members of BMI; Grover Cobb, vice president, KVGB Great Bend, Kan., and presiBroadcasting

dent of Kansas Broadcasters Assn.; Frank
Jarman, general manager, WDNC Durham,
N. C; Elden Shute, vice president, WKTQ
South Paris, Me., and president of Maine
Broadcasters Assn.; E. R. Vadeboncoeur,
president, WSYR Syracuse, N. Y., and
former president of state association; W.
Randall Davidson, general manager, WAKN
Aiken, S. C, and president of state association; Leo Morris, general manager, WBBZ
Ponca City, Okla., and president of Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn., and John Patt,
president, WJR Detroit.
Thursday — Bandleaders Sammy Kaye
(BMI) and Ray Block (ASCAP); singer Jane
Pickens; Jimmie Davis, former governor of
Louisiana; tv-recording personality Nat
(King) Cole (ASCAP) or his wife; Sam Philhps, president, WHER Memphis, Tenn.;
Malcolm Merrick, personal manager for radio-tv-movie star Jack Benny, and Eddie
Gallaher, WTOP Washington disc jockey.

Stations Prepare Defense
To Program-Imbalance Charge
Atlanta radio stations queried by the
FCC three weeks ago regarding purported
imbalance in their program structures
[Closed Circuit, March 31] were preparing responses this week following receipt of
the Commission's detailed letter of inquiry.
Stations involved are WAKE, WAOK,
WEAS, WERD, WGST, WQXI, WTJH
(East Point, Ga.) and WIIN (Decatur,
Ala.).
Five Atlanta stations had their licenses
renewed with no questions raised about
their programming. They were WSB-AMFM, WAGA-AM-FM and WYZE. WGKAAM-FM was told that its application for license renewal was received too late to

FEDERAL

EYES

The government has mechanized its
war against the unscrupulous broadcast
advertiser.
In Washington the radio-tv monitoring
unit of the Federal Trade Commission
headquarters staff now is fully equipped
with kinescope and recording equipment,
giving attorneys something to show for
their hours around the receiver. They
used to monitor at home, later requisitioning copies of questionable commercials
from their source, and this is the way
field officers still conduct monitoring.
The Washington operation now is
geared, however, for quicker action. A
continuously operating tape recorder
takes down television audio from station
sign-on to sign-off. Lawyers study the

AND

EARS

tape record for deceptive ad claims,
picking out dubious spots for kinescoping
the next time they come around. Radio
monitoring is considerably simpler, involving only the audio record.
Mobilizing against deceptive commercials has cost the FTC more than
$3,000. If the Washington unit is productive, presumably the federal agency
will equip offices in the field.
The monitor unit's box score since it
was created in October 1956 shows about
10 formal complaints against radio-tv
advertisers and 17 other cases settled
without running the course of litigation.
Officials claim a noticeable decrease in
commercial exaggerations since the
watchdog unit was created.

Atlanta

process. WAGA-AM-FM has not been renewed but no question has been raised regarding programming. Its renewal has been
deferred pending clarification of purported
collusion with its network.
All radio stations whose license renewals
were deferred claim they have a clean bill
of health.

Questioned by the FCC were the composite week logs furnished by stations when
applying for license renewals. Indications
were, it was learned, that the stations
queried had little or no so-called public interest programs.
The FCC's letter to the stations was as
follows [edited to protect the addressee]:
"Gentlemen:
"The Commission considered your application
on March 27, 1958 and withheld action thereon
station's past and
pending further study ofthethecourse
of the staff
proposed operation. In
review of Section IV of the renewal application,
it is noted that during the 1957 composite week
the station did not devote any time to [deleted]
programs and very small amounts of time to
[deleted]. It appears from the application that
the station's format consists primarily of recorded music and news. Additionally your response to the request for a statement on the
policy to be pursued with respect to [deleted]
does not provide sufficient information to permit
a determination of the station's policy.
"In view of [deleted], there is a question
whether the station is meeting its responsibilities
and obligations to the Atlanta community in
adopting a program format which omits, to a
large degree, any educational, discussion, agriBroadcasting

mmm

THE SOURCE of government evidence in the case of the people vs. the fraudulent
tv advertiser is pointed out by T. Harold Scott, FTC legal adviser and head of the
broadcast monitoring unit. Questionable commercials are recorded sound-on-film
by the kinescope system, with a title card (c) to establish "credits." Looking on is
Harry A. Babcock, now executive director of the trade commission but who was
chief of the bureau of investigation at the time the monitoring program was set up.
PRIOR to kinescoping, preliminary tv
reconnoitering is done by taping audio
from the unit's other receiver, operated
at left by Joseph J. Connolly, chief project attorney for the monitor unit. Simultaneously (below) radio commercials are
checked for violations on the FTC's powerful set.
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GOVERNMENT continued
cultural and talk programs. Accordingly it appears thatis further
inquiry
into to
thedetermine
station's
operation
warranted
in order
whether the particular needs and interests of the
community are being served. It is realized, of
course, that a station is not expected to conform
to a rigid standard with respect to the amount
of time it devotes to particular types or classes
of programs. The Commission is aware that in
the day-to-day operation of a broadcast station
numerous questions of policy will determine the
selection of programs so that the amount of time
devoted to particular types or classes of programs may vary with the facts and circumstances
in each case. Also it is recognized that under the
Communications Act of 1934, the Commission
cannot direct the licensee to broadcast or refrain from broadcasting a particular program or
censor the content of a particular program.
Nevertheless it has been the experience of the
Commission that minimal showings for agricultural, educational, discussion and talk programs
in the program structure are sometimes indicative of the failure on the part of the licensee
to maintain a program service designed to serve
the needs and interests of the community.
"In view of these considerations, your comments regarding programming matters are requested. The information requested herein
should be filed at your earliest convenience in
order that further consideration may be given
the application of renewal of license to Station
[deleted].
Comments

Asked

on WWLP

Plan

The FCC last week invited comments by
May 16 to the proposed channel change
of ch. 22 WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.,
to substitute ch. 76 for ch. 75 in Concord,
N. H., and ch. 69 for ch. 74 in Bennington, Vt. This would make ch. 74 available
for translator operation in Springfield, Vt.
At the same time, FCC dismissed WWLP's
previous proposal which sought to have ch.
15 assigned to Concord by making various
other changes in the tv table of assignments.
The station had been advised that the Canadian Government contemplates channel
usages which would preclude allocation of
ch. 15 to Concord. WWLP, after further
allocation studies, believes the revisions
which it contemplates can be accomplished
by its new proposed rule making, according
to the FCC.
'BRAINWASHED'
FCC has been confronted by a
Constitution-waving Florida lawyer
who petitioned the Commission for a
"redress of grievances" based on the
First Amendment. Declaring that he
had been deprived of "the whole truth
about health matters . . . fundamental
rights to life, liberty and property,"
Walter Armstrong demanded that the
FCC "restrict broadcasting licenses"
in their production of programs dramatizing "the killing diseases" and in
the solicitation of funds for medical
charities.
Mr. Armstrong feels that last
month's Armstrong Circle Theatre
drama "The Meanest Crime in the
World," on CBS-TV, "brainwashed"
him into questioning the effectiveness
of certain unrecognized "cures" for
cancer. The program "unmercifully"
dramatized the treating of patients
"by licensed doctors other than American Medical Assn. doctors . . .," lawyer Armstrong declared.
The Armstrong show, which was not
in any way associated with AMA, was
based on material from the files of the
Food & Drug Administration and depicted measures taken by that agency
to expose the phoney "doctor."
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COURT
ON

HEARS

WSPA-TV

• FCC

actions

• Arguments

APPEAL
SHIFT

criticized
under

advisement

The U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington took a verbal slap at the FCC last week
during arguments on appeal of the FCC's
decision of last July 22 reaffirming its 1954
grant which authorized WSPA-TV Spartanburg, S. C, to modify its construction
permit. The court took the arguments under
advisement.
Chief Judge Henry W. Edgerton and
Judges David L. Bazelon and Charles Fahy
posed the question of whether the FCC defied the court's order (September 1956) reversing an earlier affirmation (March 1956)
by the FCC and the court's remand of the
case to the Commission.
Last week's moves were the latest in the
four-year-old litigation involving WSPATV's location of its transmitter on Paris
Mountain instead of Hogback Mountain as
originally authorized in 1953. The appeals
of WAIM-TV Anderson and WGVL (TV)
Greenville, both South Carolina, were
argued by Ben Cottone of Cottone &
Scheiner and WSPA-TV and the FCC's
rebuttals by William Dempsey of Dempsey
& Koplovitz and FCC Assistant General
Counsel Richard Solomon.
Judge Edgerton said last week that the
court's September 1956 reversal order
•"ound that WSPA-TV had made a "calculated and deliberate" misrepresentation in
not disclosing to the FCC that it intended
Paris Mountain as its transmitter site instead of Hogback Mountain, designated in
its original application. In its decision last
July 22 the FCC said that while WSPA-TV
misrepresented its intentions, the misrepresentation was not "willful" nor intended to
deceive.
Judge Edgerton added that for the moment it appears to him that the FCC, "instead of deciding the misrepresentation this
court found was sufficient to prove unreliability" and rejecting the WSPA-TV application, held the misrepresentation was
not what the court said it was. The other
judges expressed similar skepticism of the
FCC decision.
Mr. Cottone for WAIM-TV and WGVL,
both uhf stations, charged "open defiance"
of the court's ruling by the FCC and said
the FCC action "hits a new low for roughshod abuse of due process rights."
Mr. Solomon said the FCC did not feel
WSPA-TV was willful in its misrepresentation, only that the station failed to give all
the facts in neglecting to say in its application that it was undecided on whether to
build on Hogback or Paris Mountain.
Mr. Dempsey said that while WSPA-TV
was wrong in failing to reveal that it was
doubtful about building on Hogback, the
firm did not believe it was required to reveal such doubts.
WSPA-TV received its initial grant of
ch. 7 in 1953 calling for its transmitter to
be located on Hogback Mountain, but before
beginning construction asked for special

temporary authority to build on Paris
Mountain. Paris Mountain is nearer Greenville and Anderson than Hogback. The FCC
granted the STA and WSPA-TV went on the
air in January 1954 at the new location.
WSPA-TV then asked for change in
permit to specify Paris Mountain, which
was granted by the FCC without a
hearing in April 1954. The two uhf
outlets protested the STA and also the
modification. Their protests were denied
by the FCC and they appealed to the U. S.
Appeals Court in Washington. The court
remanded the case to the FCC for hearing
in March 1955. An initial decision was issued and in March 1956 the FCC affirmed
the grant. The uhfs appealed again, the
court remanded the case in September 1956
and July.
the FCC reaffirmed its 1954 decision
last
One of WSPA-TV's main reasons for
moving to Paris Mountain was that CBS
had told the station it could not affiliate with
WSPA-TV if it built on the Hogback Mountain site because of overlap with WBTV
(TV) Charlotte, N. C, an existing CBS affiliate. WSPA-TV received the CBS affiliation after building on Paris Mountain.
AMST Opposes Storer Bid
The Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters Inc. last week added its voice to those of
WNBF-TV Binghamton, N. Y., and WPROTV Providence, R. I. [Government, April
7] in opposing Storer Broadcasting's petition
to the FCC to construct an experimental
station in the Wilmington-Philadelphia area.
The proposed station would operate on ch.
12 with the regular program schedule of
Storer's ch. 12 WVUE (TV) Wilmington.
Storer is an AMST member. AMST declared that granting the Storer request
would violate the FCC rules on minimum
mileage separations in that the site of the
proposed station is "26 miles short of the
required 170-mile minimum co-channel
mileage separation." Grant of the Storer experimental station, AMST noted, "would
bring a long procession of similar requests,
threatening the nationwide allocations sysNew

Antenna

Farm

Recommended

The Airspace Panel of the Air Coordinating Committee last week announced that it
has recommended establishment of a tv
antenna
tem." farm for the Davenport, IowaMoline and Rock Island, 111., area which
would be located 12 miles south-southeast
of Moline. The panel also recommended an
antenna farm within the city limits of
Duluth, Minn.
At the same time Airspace recommended
FCC approval for an 836-ft. tower for ch.
11 KGLD (TV) Garden City, Kan., satellite
of ch. 2 KCKT (TV) Great Bend, Kan., to
be located approximately 12 miles south of
Garden City; a 1,065-ft. tower for Moline
Television Corp., one of six applicants for
ch. 8 in Moline, to be located in the projected farm area, and 1,116-ft. tower for Two
States Television Co., applicant for ch. 12
Mankato, Minn., to be located two miles
northeast of Lewisville, Minn.
Broadcasting

FTC

Hears

Argument

On In-Store Plans
The Federal Trade commissioners have
heard arguments on six grocery manufacturers' appeal from an FTC examiner's
recommendation to prohibit them from using broadcast in-store promotion plans unless all store customers can participate
[Government, July 30, 1956, et seq.]. The
proposed order threatens the time-for-display swap widely used by broadcasters in
grocery merchandising.
Respondents in the consolidated case are
General Foods Corp., Groveton Paper Co.,
Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp., P. Lorillard
Co., Piel Bros. Inc. and Sunshine Biscuits
Inc. Their attorney, Cyrus Austin of New

From
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SHOWMANAGEMENT
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(For the Re-Birth of Radio!)

To

the

George

Foster

Peabody

York, called the FTC examiner's conclusion that they "were the true sponsors"
of chain-store merchandising plans by network-owned stations "speculative and remote." The argument took place March 26.
He emphasized the government and respondents have stipulated that contracts
were made independently between broadcasters and advertisers and between
broadcasters and stores. Advertisers were
solicited by means of station brochures
which referred to agreements already in
effect with chain groceries, the lawyer said.
An analogy of a whistle premium contained in a box of breakfast food was drawn

In the category
of Public Service
and Human Relations

to support the grocery suppliers' appeal. To
say that advertisers supported broadcasters' store promotions is equivalent to saying that a housewife who bought the
breakfast food made payment for the benefit of the whistle maker, he said.

/

I

congratulations

J. Wallace Adair of the FTC, arguing
for adoption of Hearing Examiner Abner
E. Lipscomb's initial decision, said the
Robinson-Patman Act prohibits disproportionate benefits to customers whether
achieved directly or indirectly. The respondents did in effect support the store
promotion plans because broadcasters had
short-term cancellation options in their
contracts with chain stores, he said. He
answered arguments on contractual aspects
of the question by saying the case was concerned with public law, not contract law.
Commenting on the "devious scheme"
to grant promotional favors to chain stores,
Mr. Adair said that CBS, which filed an
amicus curiae brief, and the respondents
seemed to be saying that the government
cannot reach broadcasters in this instance
and cannot reach the respondents because
they were operating through broadcasters.
Asked by a commissioner if the in-store
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for being the first and only Colorado TV or Radio station to
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plans were "hard-hitting and successful,"
the prosecutor replied that they started in
1951 and still were going on.
A. W. DeBirny, attorney for Sunshine
Biscuit Inc. and formerly on the FTC staff,
appeared before commissioners to protest
that the form of the proposed FTC order to
cease is too severe and doesn't furnish specific advice and guidance. It was "outrageous" for the commission to issue the
complaints without notice, he said, continuing that Sunshine ceased using the displays
immediately on receiving the complaint.
Broadcasting
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STATIONS

TV'S

GOOD

COURTROOM

MANNERS

PRAISE
JUDGE'S
MISSOURI
EARN
Tv coverage of a murder trial by KOMUCinevoice silent camera was given by DeTV Columbia, Mo., brought this comment
fense Counsel Will F. Berry. Jr., of Verfrom Circuit Judge Sam C. Blair:
sailles; Miller County Prosecutor Leroy
Snodgrass;
Cole County Presccutor James
"Hardly anyone knew you were there. I
hope you come back again. The public has
T. Riley, and Judge Blair. The judge stipua right to know, a right to hear and a right
lated "that you don't divert the jury's attention nor arouse defense objections which
sec."
to
Legal proceedings began last August after
could lead to a new trial. I'm not worried
a party of horseback riders discovered two
about your distracting anyone, nor of your
bodies in an Ozark field. Public interest ran
influencing the jury, since they'll be locked
high ai the preliminary hearings. The trials
up
and won't see your telecasts."
were moved to other counties.
Judge Blair ruled that no sound be made
during direct testimony under the Cloture
The first trial was held in Cole County
rule, lest other witnesses be influenced
(Jetferson C ity. state capital), starting March
31. Phil Berk. KOMU news director, and
unduly. Silent film was broadcast, with narDan Crossland, cameraman, decided to work
ration by Mr. Berk. Sound-on-film was shot
from a balcony. Four rows of fluorescent
only during such pre-set events as the judge's
lights in the courtroom cast an even light
instructions to the jury, attorneys' summations and delivery of the verdict.
that was suitable for Tri-X film (ASA 500,
Trial film was sent 30 miles to Columbia
normal DK-76 development). Most shots
were made at 25 feet using a 25mm lens set
and aired on the KOMU-TV Regional
at f2.
Roundup at 6 p.m. and the News Roundup
at 10 p.m.
Approval
to work
with an Auricon
Bill Cannady, KLIK Jefferson City, held
a phone line open to the KOMU-TV newsroom while the verdict was being read.
When the clerk read the verdict of acquittal
for Victor I. Varner, Mr. Berk shot silent
film of his embrace with his wife.
Defense counsel said, "I feel your coverage of this trial has been fair and honest.
I've had no objections to this coverage and
feel the public should benefit by such reportJudge Blair added this comment, "Your
television coverage should have a salutary
effect on the public. Too many, through
being
ing." uninformed, believe that court procedures are farcical and too often feel there
are miscarriages of justice. They don't visit
the courtroom. If we can bring the courtroom to them, they can see how trials are
conducted. You KOMU-TV newsmen have
done a wonderful job of reporting this

Radio-Tv Plan Varied Programs
trial."
To Observe 'Law Day, U.S.A/
Broadcasters will cooperate with the
American Bar Assn. in national observance
of "Law Day, U. S. A." May 1, ABA reported last week.
Several state and local bar groups currently are working on plans for radio-tv
panels and other programs, according to the
April issue of the American Bar Assn. Coordinator. "Almost every American citizen
who reads a newspaper or listens to radio
or television will be made aware" of the
observance, ABA commented.

FILM CLIP shows courtroom scene at Jefferson City, Mo., as KOMU-TV Columbia
covers court trial. Judge Sam C. Blair instructs jury in murder trial. Microphone was
concealed by right hand of L. E. Bredeman
(r), court reporter.
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The state bar of Wisconsin has developed
and distributed to local bar groups an outline for radio-tv panel programs titled
"Freedom From Fear." Arrangements are
underway in Maryland "for a special program in a U. S. district court, which would
be televised by closed-circuit to high school
assemblies," with participation by Maryland and Baltimore bar associations.
In St. Louis, during the week April 27 to

May 2, tv dramatic shows, plus motion pictures and window displays, are planned by
the local bar association. The Illinois Bar
Assn. hopes to televise a special program,
to be kinescoped and distributed to tv stations throughout the state. A special Law
Day address will be televised to high schools
in Columbia, S. C, and tape recorded for
radio use. South Carolina Radio & Television Broadcasters Assn. is asking stations
to present a five-minute synopsis of the program at certain intervals May 1.
The Florida Dade County Bar Assn.
reports it is arranging for local radio and
tv programs in Miami, where two tv cameramen were given contempt of court sentences by Dade County circuit court Judge
Vincent Giblin. The Radio Television News
Directors Assn. is fighting fines against
cameramen from WTVJ (TV) and WCKT
(TV) both Miami [Trade Assns., March 24].
Cubans

Detain American

Newsmen

For Entering 'Restricted' Area
Several American newsmen were held in
custody last week by the Cuban government
but were later given their freedom. The
group included Alan Jarlson of KRAM Las
Vegas, Nev.; Bob Silver of WCKT (TV)
Miami; Robert Taber, CBS, and Harold
Lidin, UP.
The newsmen were detained for entering
restricted territory without proper authorization from government officials.
The rebel uprising was covered by many
stations through use of beep telephone service. WBZ-TV Boston contacted the American Consulate in Havana Wednesday.
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex., received daily
reports from newsmen in Havana. WMPS
Memphis telephoned a free lance newsman
in Havana. When a censor interrupted, the
station carried the exchange between operators. WWDC Washington carried a beep
on-the-scene description from the Havana
Post reporter and contacted Washington
representatives of President Batista and the
rebel leader, Dr. Fidel Castro.
Rebels were reported by wire services to
have set fire to CMQ Havana and to have
broadcast appeals for public support.
KRAM explained it sent Mr. Jarlson,
news editor, to Havana April 4 because
Nevadans have invested heavily in Havana
hotels and casinos.
WQAM Miami, Storz station, maintained
a 24-hour monitoring of all Cuban radio
stations. Paul Rust, news director, said this
monitoring gave the station a beat when
rebels seized Cuban radio and tv stations.
Minutes after revolutionary action began at 11:30 a.m. Wednesday, ABC correspondent Ruth McCarthy was able to
phone running commentary to New York
without delays or censorship. The network
said "it was pure luck" calls got through,
enabling ABC-TV to carry bulletins by Miss
McCarthy at 11:44 a.m. and on ABC radio
at 11:55 a.m. She phoned reports repeatedly
later that day for ABC radio, the network
said, and none were interrupted. Calls were
recorded for play-back on the air.
Broadcasting

Henrietta

and

sees

puts

a

Red

$1,000,000 film

library

to work!

has
because WJAR-TV
Timebuyer Henrietta Hickenlooper picks WJAR-TV
a corner on quality feature films in the Providence market — the cream of the
crop from 20th Century Fox, Warner Brothers, Selznick, MGM, RKO, Columbia, United Artists !

In

the

PROVIDENCE

MARKET

WJAR-TV
is cock-of-the-walk

CHANNEL

10 • PROVIDENCE,

R.I • NBC-ABC

• REPRESENTED

in feature

films !

PETRY

& CO., INC.

BY EDWARD
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TOTAL

525,000

1,725,000

1,534,786,000
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564,961,000

2,099,747,000

403,423,000

152,997,000
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5,500,000

TREMENDOUS,

MONEY-MARKET

AMAZINGLY

DAYTIME

LOW,

AUDIENCE

MARKET!

(Pulse)

IN

YORK!

NEW

PEOPLE
IMPORTANT,

COVERAGE

LOW,

COST-PER-THOUSAND

Stations

The DuMont

WITHIN WHLI'S
COVERAGE AREA
POPULATION . .
5,477,000
NET INCOME . . .$11,758,859,000
RETAIL SALES . 6,125,535,000
Represented by Gill-Perna
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WHLI!
HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND, N. Y.

WATTS

A M 1100
F M 98.3
ik ma of

Paul Godofsky, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
Joseph A. Lenn, Exec. V.P. Sales

Loss

Tax

$243,460

Broadcasting Co. last year

chopped off $243,460 from its tax loss carried forward from 1956. There is a $1,322,016 loss remaining which the company will
apply against profitable operations in 1958
and future years.
The financial upturn at DuMont Broadcasting (WTTG [TV] Washington, WABD
[TV] New York, WNEW New York and
purchase of WHK Cleveland pending FCC
approval) was revealed last week in its annual report.
Gross revenues from the two tv stations
and seven months of WNEW's operation
(starting with June 1 of last year) totaled
$10,293,587 ($8,914,115 after agency commissions), or nearly double the 1956 revenues. Net income in 1957 before depreciation and amortization totaled a little over
$1.35 million compared to $55,598 in 1956.
Net loss in 1956 was placed at nearly
$900,000.
Bernard Goodwin, president of DuMont
Broadcasting, said that this year the companyaccruing
expects improved
"product operations,
and benefits
in programming,
and sales coverage" and believes "revenues
will be appreciably higher, our cash throwoff substantially greater and our net profits
better than the results in 1957."
In a proxy statement to stockholders accompanying the annual report the company
proposed its name be changed to Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. "as being more
descriptive of the corporation's activities in
owning and operating broadcasting stations
in metropolitan centers." At the stockholders7 meeting May 12 in New York, election
of a slate of board nominees also will be
considered.
DuMont Broadcasting was created Sept.
12, 1955, to take over the broadcasting facilities of Allen B. DuMont Labs after the
liquidation of the former DuMont Network,
and was separated completely from its former parent company in December of that
year. WNEW was acquired last May 31 in
a $7.5 million cash-and-stock transaction.
The original bank loan involved $3.5 million
for five years. As of last December, DuMont Broadcasting owed $3.15 million with
$700,000 payable this year. WHFI-FM New
York was purchased late in 1957 and its
call letters changed to WNEW-FM. WHK
was acquired for $700,000 to be paid out of
cash resources. Stockholders last year authorized the board to negotiate for the pur(TV)

►10,000

Cuts

chase of Paramount Pictures Corp.'s KTLA
Los Angeles and publishing companies, but the parties failed to agree and

"negotiations have been discontinued."
Terms of the bank loan agreement prohibit DuMont Broadcasting to declare or
pay dividends until the loan is fully discharged. DuMont Broadcasting now has,
1,541,137 shares of capital stock issued and
outstanding. During the year, transmission
facilities were improved for both television
stations.
Broadcasting

a

is

Age

Ad

useful

most

tool
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my

in

work.

Vice-President

.

.

says J. CHARLES DERRICK
and Advertising Director
Pepsi-Cola Company

"Advertising Age is a sensitive barometer
of the advertising-marketing field. Its
interpretation of current trends in the field
in relation to the economy as a whole is
invaluable

in helping

advertising-marketing

to formulate
policy for the

Pepsi-Cola Company. Ad Age is a most
useful tool in my work and is high on
my

list of 'take-home'

reading."

You'll find that most of the executives of importance to
you consider Advertising Age a "most useful tool" in
making decisions involving markets and media. For week
in, week out, Ad Age reports, analyzes and clarifies the
news and trends of particular interest to those who
influence as well as those who activate marketing plans.

At the Pepsi-Cola Company, for example, where sales
have increased more than 141 per cent since 1950, broadcast accounts for a major part of the firm's advertising
program. During 1957, over $3,000,000* was alloted to spot
tv alone by the soft drink company and its bottlers, whose
domestic and overseas operations include more than 700
plants.
Every Monday, 18 paid-subscription copies of Ad Age get
a going-over in the offices and homes of Pepsi-Cola executives with an interest in marketing. Further, 134 paidsubscription copies blanket Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., the
agency handling the Pepsi-Cola account.
Add to this AA's more than 40,000 paid circulation, its
tremendous penetration of advertising with a weekly paid
circulation currently reaching almost 12,000 agency people alone, its intense readership by top executives in
national advertising companies— and you'll recognize in
Advertising Age a most influential medium for swinging
broadcast decisions your way.

J. CHARLES

DERRICK

Mr. Derrick was named

advertising

director of the Pepsi-Cola Company
in 1954. Prior to that (1950-1954),
he held the position of display manager, coordinating point of purchase
material with national advertising.
A native of Montreal, Mr. Derrick
attended Sir George William College in that city, as well as the City
College of New York. During World
War II, he served with the Royal
Canadian Air Force in the Air-Sea
Rescue Division. Before joining the
soft drink companyin

1 949 as assistant display manager, he was associated with Ayerst, McKenna &
Harrison, Limited, Montreal, in the
advertising and sales department.

#

<D

dp

*N. C. Rorabaugh Co. for Television Bureau of Advertising.
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ZOOMAR

LENSES

ANNOUNCING

The

NEW

Super

Improved

Studio

SUPER STUDIO ZOOMAR *A
F/2 7~RANG£ 55 MM TO 1SOMM
ZOOMAR twc
S£»*Ai. NO-

For Color and Monochrome
Color Balanced
Color Corrected
Improved ResolutionNew Range 55 mm to
180 mm (Ratio 3]/2 to 1)

New Speed of F/2.7
Twelve Inches Long
Weight 6 Pounds
Can be interchanged from
Camera to Camera in less
than a minute

No Camera need be tied up with the New Super
Studio Zoomar Lens
Over JO years of service
to the Television Industry.
RCA and GE sell Zoomars

E.

CAMERAS

AT

NAB

April 28-May

OVER
Super

300

Studio

and

NOW

Universal

sible one-camera studio
Super

Studio

and

fast, light and
are

reduced.

improved.
removed

and

Picture

from

Zoomars
remote

Universal

flexible.

These

IN

any

make

pos-

operations

Zoomars

Operating

quality —

lenses

USE

are

costs

sharpness

mounted

American

are

or

orthicon

camera

in less than

a minute.

The Zoomar

lenses challenge your Production Department to

create fresh ideas — g'Ve Sales something new to talk about.
On an average weekend, one network uses 18 Zoomar lenses.

Universal

The all-purpose Universal Zoomar. Ratio of 6 to 1, zooms
from IVi to 16 in. — 57 to 400 mm. Speed of F:3/9 —
Weight: 10 lbs.— Length: 14 in. Does not tie up a camera.
This lens has everything for studio and remote operation
indispensable for Basketball, Baseball, Hockey, Football,
Tennis, Church Services and other remotes.

For a demonstration on your own equipment write or call
JACK

TELEVISION

A. PEGLER
President

ZOOMAR

CORPORATION

500 Fifth Avenue, Room 2223 • New York 36, New York • BRyant 9-5835
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STATIONS CONTINUED
Lee

WVUE

McCoy

to

Gen.
SBC

Mgr.;
Board

Terry H. Lee, for three years president

WSBT-TV
PRIMARY
748,800

COVERAGE
TV

and general manager of KOVR-TV Stockton, Calif., has been appointed managing director of WVUE (TV) Wilmington, Del., it
was announced last week by George B.
Storer Jr., vice president for television oper-

SOUTH BEND,
INDIANA'S
DOMINANT
STATION

VIEWERS

PROSPEROUS

—
IN

ations of Storer Broadcasting Co. Mr. Lee's
appointment is effective immediately. He
succeeds J. Robert Kerns, who is transferred
to the Storer home office tv staff at Miami.
At the annual meeting of the Storer board
of directors in M iami last week John E.
McCoy, vice president and secretary, was

MICHIANA*

• HOUSING
CONSTRUCTION
Gains in 1957
• SAVINGS DEPOSITS
Hit record high in 1957
• SPENDING
Leads 7th Federal Reserve District for 1957
III

• HIGH SPOT CITY
For 4th consecutive month
(Sales Management Magazine)
• DEPARTMENT
STORE SALES
Showed up better than any other
major Indiana city in 1957.

MR. McCOY

MR. LEE
11

00

South
m

K

Bend

what's

happening

. . . Indiana's

2nd

in

Market

Business is good in South Bend, Indiana. The facts
above attest to that. In addition, there are other signs
such as: The South Bend-Mishawaka City Corporate
Area is 1st in Indiana in Effective Buying Income

Sales — 2nd in Drug Sales.

per share," he said. "Today, both our radio
and television properties are ahead of the
same period last year. We feel aggressive
selling is the answer to recession. As far
as our business is concerned, there is no
recession," Mr. Storer added.

WSBT-TV dominates this great market. No other
area station comes close to WSBT-TV in the number
of top rated shows carried. Chicago and Michigan
stations aren't even in the running. See your Raymer
man or write us.
* 14 counties in Northern Indiana and
Southern Michigan. Set count, 208,000
{||
3.6 persons per family.
J$$$

SOUTH
BEND,

CBS...

A

CBS

BASIC

ASK PAUL H. RAYMER
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OPTIONAL

COMPANY

TV
STATION

• NATIONAL

"Although the economy of the country
has experienced a recession during the latter part of 1957 and the first few months
of 1958, Storer earnings in the past year
reached their highest point in the company's
history," Mr. Storer Sr. reported to the
board. "Earnings available for common
stock and Class B common stock at the close
of 1957 was $6,396,164 amounting to $2.58

per capita — 2nd in Indiana in total Effective Buying
Income — 2nd in total Retail Sales — 2nd in Food

WSBT

elected to the board and all other board
members were re-elected. They are George
B. Storer, chairman; J. Harold Ryan, Lee B.
Wailes, Mervin B. France, Charles V. McAdam, Stanton P. Kettler, Mr. Storer Jr.,
and William E. Rine.

IND.
CHANNEL
22

REPRESENTATIVE

WTVD

(TV) Starts New

Tower

WTVD (TV) Durham, N. C, is starting
immediate construction of a new 1,500-ft.
tower, the station announced on receiving
FCC permission to go ahead. The new
antenna will go up in not more than 100
days, Harmon L. Duncan, vice president of
WTVD, estimates. It will be located near
Auburn, N. C, about 10 miles southeast
of Raleigh and will add more than a quarter
of a million viewers to the WTVD coverage
area.
Ludy

Recovering

from

Coronary

Ben Ludy, president and general manager, KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex. (formerly
head of W1BW-AM-TV Topeka), suffered
a slight coronary attack March 28. He
was in Topeka visiting his family and will
remain there for another five or six weeks.
Broadcasting

Would

you

call

Umpire

gives "Visitors" a special advantage by
tagging out a "Home" team runner at the plate.
"Home" team has to play by the regular rules.
Would you call this fair play?

Hardly— yet you and most Americans face
that same kind of unfairness all the time with
some of your taxes.
About 23 cents out of every dollar you pay for
electricity goes for taxes. But because of present

America's

Broadcasting

Independent

this

fair

play?

tax laws, several million families and businesses
escape paying most of the taxes in their electric
bills that you pay in yours. They are people
whose electricity comes from federal government
electric systems.
And you have to help make
escape.
Most

Americans

up the taxes they

think everyone should pay

his fair share of taxes. Don't you agree?

Electric

Companies*
Light and Power
^Company names on request through this magazine
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STATIONS CONTINUED

Big Five' Eliminated
From
KLAC
Schedule
KLAC Los Angeles, whose program
formal for ihe past several years has been
based on its "Big Five" disc jockey team,
today (Monday) begins a new format from
which disc jockeys have been completely
eliminated. M. W. Hall. KLAC president,
said the new format would provide 13%
more music and 24% more "live" airtime,
including such "featurettes" as beauty hints,
cooking aids, sports flashes and other public
interest material. Music will be chosen from
KLAC's continuing surveys of record sales,
juke box plays and other indicators of public
preference.
A survey conducted for over eight months
in Los Angeles and six other cities shows
that "people want music, music, music,
interlaced with news and features and the
fact that 'someone* brings it to them doesn't
interest them one bit. any more." Mr. Hall
said in announcing the new format.
George Norman, former general manager of Thoms Radio-Tv Enterprises and
special consultant to Adam Young Inc.,
representative of KLAC, has been appointed
vice president of operations for KLAC and
will have charge of the new programming.
Ed Dyer and Ben Williams, associated with
Mr. Norman at Thoms, have also joined
KLAC as production manager and continuity director, respectively. Bob Hunter,
formerly with KILT Houston, has been
named night announcer and six other people
are being recruited from Los Angeles radio.
In contrast to the former procedure of
taping all the disc jockey chatter, all KLAC
announcers will henceforth work "live."
Along with the program changes, KLAC
is installing $100,000 worth of new electroacoustical equipment.
WNBQ

(TV) to Hold Color Seminar

WNBQ (TV) Chicago will conduct a
color tv seminar and demonstration for
40 representatives of Foote, Cone & Belding April 15 as part of the agency's continuing training and orientation program.
Agency representatives will take a three-

GENE

PENNSYLVANIA

Gov. George M. Leader (second from r) joined Triangle Stations and

D&H Distributing Co. in launching promotion of the Altoona-] ohnstown "Golden
Horseshoe Market." With him (I to r): David J. Bennett, assistant to the vice president,
Triangle Stations; Morris Schwab, vice president-general manager of D&H Distributing
Co., which is building the market's "capitoi" building, Commerce Park, and Frank B.
Palmer, general manager of WFBG-AM-TV J ohnstown- Altoona, initial tenants of
Commerce Park.
hour tour of WNBQ facilities and hear
operational discussions by staff members
of the NBC o&o outlet, with Henry T.
Sjogren, assistant manager of WNBQWMAQ, taking part in the seminar.

ally.
the stations' full support in an "all-out
campaign" to promote the market nation-

Triangle Stations Take Space,
Promote Altoona Market Center

Morris Schwab, vice president-general
manager of D&H Distributing, which
handles RCA Victor and RCA Whirlpool

Triangle Station's WFBG-AM-FM-TV Altoona-Johnstown, Pa., will be pioneer tenants in the new million-dollar Commerce
Park, Blair County, Pa., planned as a new

appliances, said the center was designed "to
serve as a symbol of the economic future
for this area." David J. Bennett, executive
assistant to Roger W. Clipp, vice president
of the Triangle Stations, said the development in time "will take its place in the ranks
of such other notable Keystone State

"commercial capitoi" for the Central Pennsylvania area. The announcement was made
Wednesday at a dinner co-hosted by
the radio-tv division of Triangle Publications and D&H Distributing Co., wholesaler
which is building Commerce Park.
Gov. George M. Leader of Pennsylvania
outlined the concept of the "Great Golden
Horseshoe Market," of which Commerce
Park is an integral part, to Pennsylvania
business and civic leaders Wednesday. The
dinner was held at the Penn Alto Hotel,
with Frank Palmer, general manager of
WFBG-AM-TV as toastmaster. He pledged

!

BARRY

STARS

IN

NEW

IMPACT

Can the police doctor over
power the gunman and save
the officer?

SERIES!
NOW
Page 72
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achievements as Pittsburgh's 'Golden Triangle,' and Philadelphia's famed Penn
Center Development."
Threat to WHKK Service Curbed
A court order restraining Ohio Bell Telephone Co. from interfering with service to
WHKK Akron was granted April 4 in Akron court by Judge Frank H. Harvey. Ohio
Bell maintained response to WHKK programs Answer Man, Sound-Off and Tel-ATune Quiz is resulting in major engineering
problems, threatening to discontinue service
to WHKK for these programs. The temporary injunction forbids discontinuance.
Philip R. Herbert, WHKK president-general
manager, said the programs are in the public interest, are informative and should be
continued in the present manner.
KADY

ZIV'S
ALL

Ground will be broken next month for
Commerce Park, 2Vi miles southwest of
the center of Altoona on Route 764.

AT

ZIV

WEl
STUDIO
JION-ADVEN I
W

St. Charles, Mo.

On

Air

KADY St. Charles, adjacent to St. Louis,
is on the air, broadcasting on 1460 kc daytime with a 5 kw directional signal, it
has been announced. Harman I. Moseley
II is president and general manager of the
new station.
On his staff are Howard DeMere, St.
Louis radio-tv personality; Marshall Pope,
formerly with KMOX that city, and Dick
Kimball, formerly production manager and
producer-director at KWK-TV St. Louis.
KADY claims its coverage at 2 million in
the metropolitan St. Louis area.
Broadcasting

Newsworthy

News

Coverage

by Radio and Tv
UNSTINTJNGLY

DATELINES

CLEVELAND — When KYW-AM-TV newsman John Mahoney checked by long distance phone with the Beverly Hills police
station following the Johnny Stompanato
slaying April 4, he got an unexpected assist
from Walter Winchell. Mr. Winchell, who
went to the station when Lana Turner's
daughter, Cheryl, was taken into custody,
provided an on-the-spot report that newsman
Mahoney took by beeper phone. The recording was repeated several times on the
Cleveland stations and fed to other Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. outlets.
CALIFORNIA — KOBY San Francisco
staffers were on hand to alert the public
when recent floods hit California. D.j. Ted
Rogers was sent to Alviso to give on-thespot coverage, taping interviews with the
mayor, Civil Defense director, Red Cross
director and evacuees. The station also
carried beeper phone reports from the Oakland Police Dept., which described flood
conditions, road hazards, and safe roads for
commuters to take home. KOBY made direct reports to WDOK Cleveland; KFBI
Wichita, Kan., and WMPS Memphis, Tenn.
Another to report to Broadcasting on
its coverage of the flood was KONG
Visalia. The station had a direct line from
its studios to the office of Civil Defense in
the Tulare County Courthouse so that it
could verify information and give listeners

"LIVE"

NBC's owned-and-operated Pittsburgh outlets, WAMP and WFMF
(FM), have gone stark stereo — for
five nights weekly. H. W. (Hank)

an accurate description of what was going
on. KONG also dispatched an airplane to
fly over the flood area, sending back reports.
WICHITA FALLS — When twin twisters hit
this north Texas city, KWFT here gave
on-the-spot coverage to listeners, the UP,
30 other radio stations and to CBS Radio
for its World Tonight. The station was off
the air 30 minutes when the twisters first
touched ground near its transmitter site. In
spite of this, Dave Dary, news director,
managed to give complete coverage with
beeper phone and eye witness reports, which
were aired as soon as the station went back
on the air. KWFT reports that it fed the
UP in Dallas with the eye-witness accounts.
PEORIA — Television cameras were nearly
locked out of the Illinois state high school
basketball finals, but last minute protests by
WMBD-TV Peoria and cooperation by the
National Press Photographer's Assn. resulted in limited access. The athletic association based its original position on a
WMBD-TV contract for sponsorship of the
two-day playoffs. WMBD-TV was offered
film rights if it would pay the association a
fee. It refused, demanding the same unrestricted picture coverage allowed newspaper photographers. With the help of the
NPPA, WMBD-TV got the association to
concede film rights to tv on a pool basis.

FROM

STEREO

Shepard, general manager of the outlets, explained, "We are first in our
area and among only a few stations in
the nation to program stereophonic
music on an across-the-board basis."
Using tapes, the stations last Monday
began Rex Dale's Stereo Studio in the
Monday-through-Thursday 10:30-1 1
p.m. period and the Friday 11:05midnight spot. It is expected that
stereo discs will be used beginning in
the fall.

Stereo Fm-Mx

on WASH

(FM)

Stereophonic broadcasts using the main
fm channel and the multiplex sub-channel
for legs of the signal have been started by
WASH (FM) Washington. The station is
using multiplex transmitting equipment
manufactured by General Electric Labs.
Robert T. Pritchard, GEL sales manager,
said the multiplex gear is used in conjunction with existing station equipment. Everett
Dillard, WASH general manager, said the
tests proved conclusively that fm-mx offers
the most practical method of producing
stereo for general public listening.

COLUMBUS

Central Ohio's most popular newscaster and public servant. Chet has
been broadcasting each morning and evening for the same sponsor
since 1945. Always in the top 10 programs, his morning show currently
rates a 16.9 from Pulse. Like WBNS

Radio itself, Chet Long's name is
AM-FM-CBS
service.
synonymous with community

w
wbns

radio

AM*FM-CBS

COLUMBUS,

Broadcasting
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STATIONS CONTINUED

CHANGING

HANDS

The following sales of
station interests were
announced last week. All are subject to
FCC approval.

ANNOUNCED

K\\ k ST. LOUIS, MO. • Sold bj Robert
T. Convey, St. Louis Globe-Democrat. Elzey Roberts, K.STP Inc. and others to KWK
Radio Inc. tor over SI million.
KWK Radio Inc. is owned 147c by
VVEMP Milwaukee, and 26% by Mr.
Convey.
Sale is subject not only to usual FCC
approval but also right of first refusal by
Harold Kopler, St. Louis hotclman and
principal owner of 220 Television Inc. 220
Television is grantee of ch. II St. Louis,
following CBS' $4 million purchase of ch.
4 KWK-TV St. Louis, and relinquishment
of its ch. I I cp to the unsuccessful applicantshe
. I other St. Louis ch. 1 1 applicants. St. Louis Amusement Co. and St.
Louis Telecast Co., each hold $200,000 in
debentures of 220 Television Inc.
The sale of KWK is a step in the plan
of complete liquidation of KWK Inc. The
Globe-Democrat recently purchased 25.2%
of ch. 2 KTVI (TV) St. Louis by taking
over stockholders' mortgages totaling $500,000 [Stations. March 17].
WEMP is 25% owned by Andrew M.
Spheeris. 20% by Hugh K. Boice Jr., 20%
by John C. Gagliano, 6% by Mrs. Robert
A. LaFollette, and the balance by WEMP
employes. Mr. Convey stated that he has
offered other KWK Inc. stockholders the
opportunity to purchase from him a prorata share of his stock in the buying company.
KWK was established in 1927 and operates on 1380 kc with 5 kw. Blackburn &
Co. handled the sales.
WSSV PETERSBURG, VA. • Sold to
Roger A. Beane, formerly manager of
WFMD Frederick, Md., by Louis H. Peterson for $175,000. Broker: Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc. WSSV operates
on 1240 kc with 250 w and is affiliated with
MBS.

TRACK

RECORD ON STATION SALES, APPROVALS

KSLR OCEANSIDE, CALIF. • Sold to
Walter Nelskog for $168,000 by Morritz
Zenoff and others. The transaction was
handled by Allen Kander and Co. Mr. Nelskog is one of the principal owners of
KQTY Everett, Wash., and KUDI Great
Falls, Mont. KSLR operates on 1320 kc
with 500 w.
WTRW TWO RIVERS, WIS. • Sold to
Ken Daum of West Bend, Wis., by Francis
Schmitt for $35,000. Broker: Hamilton,
Stubblefield. Twining & Assoc. WTRW operates on 1590 kc with 1 kw, day.

page 101.
KFBI WICHITA, KAN. • Sold to Jayhawk
Broadcasting Corp. (Mary Pickford, board
chairman; Charles [Buddy] Rogers, president; Fred Dodge [business manager of Miss
Pickford and Mr. Rogers], secretary-treasurer) by Hale Bondurant and Henry and
Elmer Balaban for $450,000. KFBI operates
on 1070 kc with 10 kw, day, and 1 kw,
night.
WDBQ-AM-FM DUBUQUE, IOWA • Sold
to Richard K. Power, Milton D. Price Jr.,
O. A. Friend and Robert B. Tennant by
Dubuque Broadcasting Co. (John Roshek,
president) for $135,000. Mr. Power has interests in WAVN Stillwater, Minn., WCMP
Pine City, Minn., and KOWB Laramie,
Wyo. WDBQ operates on 1490 kc with
250 w.
WPOR PORTLAND, ME. • Sold to Hildreth Broadcasting Co. for $105,000 by
Oliver Broadcasting Co. The new owner is
a subsidiary of Community Broadcasting
Service, which is the licensee of WABI
Bangor and owns 100% of WABI-TV
Bangor and the corporation which is the
majority stockholder of WAGM-AM-TV
Presque
Isle and WABM
Houlton, all

Nelson

Head

NTA

Outlets

In Newark, Now WNTA-AM-FM-TV
The appointments of Gerald O. Kaye as
general manager of WATV (TV) Newark
and of Raymond E. Nelson as general manager of WAAT-AM-FM Newark were announced last week by Ted Cott, vice presi-

MR. NELSON

MR. KAYE

dent in charge of station operations for National Telefilms Assoc., New York. NTA's
purchase of these stations was approved
two weeks ago by the FCC [Government,
April 7]. Messrs. Kaye and Nelson will assume their new duties upon final closing
of the sale.
The FCC has approved change of the
station's
to WNTA-AM-FM-TV
effective call
May letters
7.
Mr. Kaye, who has had a varied career
in management, merchandising and advertising, has been named president of Atlantic
Television Inc., the corporate owner of
WATV (TV). During the past two years,
he has been board chairman of Laundercenter Corp. and Servicenters Inc., which
operate a laundromat chain.
Mr. Nelson has been vice president and
general manager of the NTA Film Network,
a subsidiary of NTA, for the past two years.
Earlier, he had been director of national spot
sales for the Television Bureau of Advertising; vice president in charge of radio-tv for
Charles M. Storm Adv., New York, and a
production executive for NBC and MBS.
WHTN-TV

STARS

NEW!

IMPACT

SERIES!
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Kaye,

The following transfers of
station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions see For the Record,

BRIAN

NOW

KTES
(TV)
NACOGDOCHES,
TEX. •
Sold control from Joe D. Prince, T. Gillett Tilford and James G. Taylor to Lee
Scarborough (KELS-FM Nacogdoches) for
$500 each for initial capital contributions
plus liability agreement. KTES is on ch. 19.

APPROVED

DAVID

ALL

Maine. WPOR operates on 1490 kc, with
250 w , and is affiliated with ABC and MBS.
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Opens

New

Studios

Robert R. Tincher, vice president of
Cowles Broadcasting Co. and general manager of WHTN-AM-TV Huntington, W.
Va., has announced that the new WHTNTV Charleston studios are scheduled to be
opened today (Monday). They are located
in two buildings at 14-16 Laidley St. Programs originating from the new facilities will
be broadcast by a private microwave system
to the ch. 13 station's tower and transmitter
at Barker's Ridge, W. Va.
News programs originating in the Huntington studios will incorporate live Charleston cut-ins on each show to permit greater
Huntington-Charleston news coverage, Mr.
Tincher explained.
Broadcasting

TRANSISTORIZED

TURNTABLE

EQUALIZING

The BA-26A is designed
to mount in same position and space previously occupied by RCA
Type MI-11877 passive

PREAMPLIFIER

equalizer.

Designed

to provide

This compact

equipment

both

amplification

makes

a modern

and

equalization

and RIAA.

of turntable

output

A three position switch compen-

replacement for bulkier combinations of separate amplifier and equalizing niters. Designed

sates for variations in transcriptions and records. Etched wiring circuits provide stable,

to provide both amplification and equalization

trouble-free operation. Transistors are employed

of output of studio transcription turntables

throughout

employing either the RCA Type MI-11874-4 or
RCA Type MI-11874-5 Pickup Heads. The

phonics. Absence of inductances make the BA-26
insensitive to stray hum field pickup, greatly

entire unit is completely self-contained including a-c power supply. Built-in equalization conforms to new industry standards of both NAB

simplifying installation. Mounts

to assure freedom

from

micro-

easily in turn-

table, provides essentially noise-free operation
and long equipment

life.

For full particulars about the new BA-26 A Transistorized Turntable Equalizing Preamplifier, see your RCA Broadcast Representative. In Canada: RCA Victor Company, Limited, Montreal.
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STATIONS CONTINUED

INGRID

BERGMAN

"Arch of Triumph"

PICTURED with Station Representatives Assn. National President Frank M. Headley
(r), president of H-R Representatives, are the newly-elected officers of SRA Chicago
(I to r): Thomas A. Taylor, SRA secretary; William Condon, treasurer; Roger O' Sullivan,
vice president, and John W. Davis, president.

NTA's

Here is programming that is
head and shoulders above the
crowd. Through NTA's FAMOUS
FILMS, pioneering programming
service plan for TV stations, almost 1,000 hours of "Hall of
Fame" TV programming are
available, by subscription, at
huge savings!
At a fixed low price . . . you can
subscribe to this tailor-made,
flexible, new TV station programming service, giving you
the most of the best programming . . . for the least cost . . .
and gain a terrific competitive
edge in your market!
You'll telecast these other
top-quality TV Shows:
Fabulous Feature Films
from such outstanding producers as:
20th Century-Fox
David O. Selznick
J. Arthur Rank Sir Alexander Korda
Great Half-Hour Shows
starring such top stars as:
Pat O'Brien
Joan Blondell
Boris Karloff
Famous

Ida Lupino
Teresa Wright
Paul Lukas

Cartoons

and

Short Subjects
Including the following, many
of them Academy Award Winners:
"Little Lulu" George Pal "Puppetoons"
Grantland Rice "Speaking of Animals"
"Sportlights"
"Unusual Occupations"

FAMOUS TA'sFILMS
10 Columbus Circle 8721 Sunset Blvd.
New York, N. Y. Hollywood, Calif.
JUdson 2-7300
Olympia 2-7222
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Blair-Tv's Davis Elected
President of SRA Chicago

John W. Davis, vice president of BlairTv, has been elected president of Station
Representatives Assn., Chicago. He succeeds Arthur W. Bagge of Peters, Griffin,
Woodward.
Other

officers elected include Roger

O'Sullivan, Avery-Knodel sales manager
for radio, to Chicago SRA vice president;
William Condon, account executive with
the Katz Agency, treasurer, and Thomas
A. Taylor, account executive for PGW,
secretary.
The Chicago officers are elected for one
year terms and serve under the direction
of the president and the board of directors
of SRA in New York. They also conduct
luncheon meetings twice a month for member firms and salesmen.
Baseball

Franchise

Switches

Spell Radio-Tv Difficulties
Start of the major league baseball season
today (Monday), will herald a new period
of novel listening and broadcasting patterns.
With the franchise shifts of the National
League Dodgers and Giants to Los Angeles
and San Francisco, respectively, some
listeners will get their baseball at unconventional hours because of geographic time
differences (as much as four hours between
coasts) [Closed Circuit, Jan. 20].
Some examples: (1) when Philadelphia
and Pittsburgh play in Los Angeles and San
Francisco, fans back home will be tuning
in around dinner time or midnight (depending on a day or night contest); (2) when
the Dodgers and Giants go east. California
listeners will follow their exploits in midmorning or 4-5 p.m.
Aside from listening patterns, the new
season also will produce changing broadcast
schedules (and perhaps station rate cards,
specifically prime time segments), not to
mention types of audience geared to advertiser needs and rather hefty line charges.
One such client, International Harvester
International Truck Div., which has purchased "scoreboard" adjacencies after

Dodgers' games, hopes to capitalize on the
noontime lunchroom-and-cafeteria trade
when Los Angeles plays on the road in the
Midwest or East.
Results Through
Shown in WGN

Kiddie Shows
Chicago Survey

Notwithstanding network sponsor reluctance, children's tv programs constitute an
effective advertising buy. Small fry viewers
respond favorably to tv commercials and
are successful in getting their parents to
purchase the products advertised.
These are among the findings of a survey conducted by the research division of
WGN-AM-TV Chicago, under the direction
of Dr. Mark Munn, assistant sales promotion supervisor, in connection with Dr.
Frances Horwich's Ding Dong School.
The study was designed to measure the
effect of such advertising on Chicago children and, in turn, their influence on family
buying habits. Questionnaires were mailed to
500 homes known to watch the daily morning series
(on the basis
Dr. on
Horwich's
mail).
Tabulations
were of
based
replies
from 221 households (374 children between
ages two and eight).
According to the survey, 85% of children "almost always or frequently" recogTRIPLE-SPOT
KFJZ-TV

SHOT

Fort Worth, Tex., has

banned triple-spotting on breaks as
"not compatible with the best interests
of telecasting." "Effective immediately," Gene L. Cagle, president, said,
"KFJZ-TV will no longer quote availabilities so that breaks become overcommercialized." In the past the station has triple-spotted on less than
10% of breaks, but "as soon as we
are able to satisfy all our advertisers,
this will be zero," Mr. Cagle stated.
Triple-spotting has been under fire by
advertising agencies and at least one
network [Advertisers & Agencies,
March 17, et seq.]

Broadcasting

f your

will

2. Become

home

you

is

have

destroyed,

to . . .

a cave dweller?

3- Set up hous
in the park?ekeeping

4. Move

in with HER

folks (or his) ?

f your home

is destroyed by fire or some other

peril, you need do none of these — if your insurance
policy covers additional living expense for such an
emergency.
This is but one of the many types of protection
your independent local agent or broker can make
available to you. He can help you determine what
kinds of insurance you should carry, as well as the
amounts.
When

you need insurance — to protect your

home, its contents, your business or other property —
insist on Stock Company Insurance. It provides
quality protection, with full-time service. And remember: if you're not fully insured — it's not enough!
NATIONAL

Broadcasting

BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS An organization serving the Public and the Capital Stock Insurance Companies since 1866
85 John Street, New York 38, N. Y., 222 West Adams Street, Chicago 6, 111., 465 California Street, San Francisco 4, Cal.
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STATIONS CONTINUED
nized products in the stores while over
90% of the households consider their children's recommendations.
The study listed 13 products being advertised on children's tv programs in Chicago during January-February 1958 — including but not limited to WGN-TV. One
product. Cocoa Marsh (manufactured by
Taylor Reed Corp.) achieved a 96.4%
penetration of homes during those two
months.
I he study suggests "that the appeals used
for every product advertised on children's
television programs should be examined
from both the child's and the parent's
point of view. The use of suitable appeals
for both parent and child could produce
farNogreater
penetration
and usage."
stationmarket
references
were made
in the
questionnaires, but Ding Dong School was
used for "maximum response." according
to WGN Inc. It stressed that the study was
based only on a sample of children who
watch that program and is "possibly indicative of children's behavior in the studied
age groups."

STATION

SHORTS

Storer Broadcasting Co. has appointed
Hume. Smith. Mickelberry Inc., Miami advertising agency, for its home office and
twelve radio and tv stations. This reportedly is first time that all its national advertising has been handled through one agency.
WKY Oklahoma City, Okla., announces
it has begun 24-hour operation.
WNIX Springfield, Conn., has changed call
letters to WCFR.
WCHB Inkster, Mich., appoints Seymour,
Leatherwood & Cleveland, Detroit advertising agency, as managerial executives.
KPEN (FM) Atherton, Calif., reports it has
gone on 24-hour operation.
KGRH Fayetteville, Ark., has changed call
letters to KHOG.
WRIS Roanoke, Va., reports construction
has begun on new two-story studio and
office building. Station says cost will be ap-

MANAGERS of the Johns radio stations
met for a day of school topped by a class
party last month in Minneapolis. At the
first Radio Study Clinic were (seated, 1 to
r) Peter A. Barnard, general manager of
WSPT Stevens Point, Wis.; Merle Edwards, general manager, WMIN St. PaulMinneapolis; William F. Johns Jr., president of the Johns Stations; William L.
McDonald, general manager of WOSH
Oshkosh, Wis.;
(Standing, 1 to r) Charles Loufek, general manager, KRIB Mason City, Iowa;
Robert J. Flynn, vice president, WMIN;
James R. Duryea, general manager,
KMNS Sioux City, Iowa, and Vincent
Casey, KIHO Sioux Falls, S. D.
President Johns opened the seminar by

reminding conferees of the group's successful adaptation of formula radio to
small markets, using rating figures to
illustrate his case. The rest of the day
was devoted to analyzing components
of formula radio — programming, sales
and promotion — by experts within the
group and from the outside. The latter
included guests from record distributors,
advertising agencies and the John E.
Pearson Co., national representative of
the Johns Stations. After a final session
analyzing and interpreting the day's discussion, class was dismissed and the
group wound up the day with cocktails
and a buffet dinner. The Johns Stations
are planning to make the seminar an annual event, it has been announced.

proximately $110,000 and that it will occupy second floor, with National Cash
Register Co. occupying first floor.

affiliate of CBS for Lexington and Central
Kentucky on April 1 . WKXP-TV had been
independent since it went on air last September.

Tele-Broadcasters Inc. reports that gross
sales for first quarter of 1958 increased
17.4% over first quarter of 1957.

WWHG Hornell, N. Y., has increased power
from 1 kw to 5 kw.

WKXP-TV

Lexington, Ky., became primary

REPRESENTATIVE
KYA

APPOINTMENTS

San Francisco names Adam

Young.

CESAR

KFML

ROMERO

WADK Newport, R. I., names Everett-McKinney as its national representative and
Foster-Creed, Boston, as its regional representative.

STARS

KUNO

IN

Denver appoints Meeker Co.

Corpus Chrisri, Tex., appoints

Richard O'Connell for East Coast, William
J. Reilly for Midwest and Tracy Moore &
Assoc. for West Coast.
S

ZIV'

ALL

WVKO Columbus, Ohio, has named
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell.

NEW

WHOO Orlando, Fla., appoints Venard,
Rintoul & McConnell.

IMPACT

SERIES!

NOW
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WTRO
Keller.

Trimble, Tenn., names Robert S.

KRKD

Los Angeles has appointed Jack

Masla & Co., N. Y., as its eastern representative.
Broadcasting

You

get better picttires with

Du

Pont

film

Scene from a WNEM

WN

EM-TV

one

film

newsreel, shot on Du Pont 931 film.

uses

for

all

light

conditions

. . . Du

Pont

931

Charles Ray, Director of Photography for station
WNEM-TV, Bay City, Mich., says that he and
his six cameramen keep their cameras loaded
with Du Pont Type 931 Rapid Reversal film for
all newsreel photography.

the air with a complete, edited news show.
Du Pont 931 helps here, too — its wide processing
latitude and extra short drying time mean it can
be force processed at high temperatures, dried,
spliced and on the air in a matter of minutes.

"931 has the high speed and latitude we need

"We don't see how you can beat 931," concludes Mr. Ray, "for this combination of speed,

for news shots anywhere, any time," says Mr.
Ray. "We can shoot indoors or out, rain or shine,
and be sure we'll get good, usable pictures."

WNEM has built up a large "morgue" of
filmed background material on local activities,
so that when a story breaks, they'll have films
immediately available to help round out the news
coverage. When a cameraman comes in with
footage on a hot local story, WNEM can go on

"EG. U. 5. PAT. Off'

Better Things for Better Living . . . through

Chemistry

latitude and processing ease."
For more information on 931 and other hardto-beat Du Pont Motion Picture Films for TV
use, contact the nearest Du Pont Sales Office.
Or write Du Pont, Photo Products Department,
2420-2 Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware. In Canada: Du Pont Company of Canada (1956) Limited, Toronto.

NETWORKS

1

BUY

TV

3

MARKETS

Wes*

Texas

I— Vfl
Television

NETWORK

SALES

NETWORK

1958
FEBRUARY

ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
TOTAL

$ 6,175,488 $ 8,427,596
18,309,088 19,410,741
14,900,631 16,797,681
$39,385,207 $44,636,018

The network billing breakdown as released by TvB:
GROSS

% CHANGE
+ 36.5
+ 6.0
+ 12.7
+13.3

BILLINGS MONTH

KPAR-TV, CBS, ABILENE-SWEETWATER
New studios in downtown Abilene plus increased power (91,200 watts) plus Sweetwater studios provide grade A coverage and

from ABC-TV's level to that achieved by
the other networks. A rule of thumb
shows NBC-TV with a gross about double
that of ABC-TV in February, and CBSTV with more than 2Va times American's
time billings.

TIME BILLINGS

Source: LNA-BAR

1957
KDUB-TV, CBS, LUBBOCK, TEXAS
316,000 watts and highest tower in West
Texas provides
maximum
coverage (20%
greater than competing channel) of rich
Plains cotton country.
TV FAMILIES: 150,484

TELEVISION

JANUARY*
FEBRUARY

ABC-TV
$9,154,217
8,427,596

RISES

Each of the networks was up both for
February and the two-month period.
ABC-TV at the $8.4 million billing level
in February was 36.5% over 1957;
NBC-TV scored a 12.7% rise and CBSTV a 6% increase. The percentage
changes were similar for the two-month
period for each of the networks.
There is still a substantial billings jump

Irrespective of what next season's business may bring in time sales, network
television billing in the current season
is holding up to expectations, and. in
fact, has increased over the billing for
last year.
Figures released last week by Television Bureau of Advertising and compiled
by Leading National Advertisers and
Broadcast Advertisers Reports bear this
out.
The tv networks grossed $44,636,018
in February, a gain of 13.3% over last
year. In the first two months of the year,
the networks grossed over $94.2 million
at the one time rates, or 13.7% above
1957.

Network

CURVE

1957

1958

JANUARY-FEBRUARY"
$12,891,069
$17,581,813
38,540,562 41,504,756
31,455,572 35,141,792

% CHANGE
+36.4
+ 7.7
+ 1 1.7
+ 13.7

$82,887,203 $94,228,361

BY MONTH — 1958

CBS-TV
$22,094,015
19,410,741

* January 1958 Figures Revised 4/7/58

NBC-TV
$18,344,111
16,797,681

TOTAL
44,636.018
$49,592,343*

grade A results in both oil-rich, twin-cities.
TV FAMILIES: 87,640.
KEDY-TV, CBS, BIG SPRING, TEXAS

KENT

Channel 4 is the only Television Station providing grade A service in this oil, cattle,
cotton area. Huge oil refineries and Air
Force Base add to income.
TV FAMILIES: 65,970.
TOTAL

TV FAMILIES:

304,091

Delivers greater %
in all time

of audience

segments

other BIG Texas

than

any

market!

K PAR-TV
ABILENE - SWEETWATER
KEDY-TV
BIG SPRING, TEXAS
PRESIDENT & GEN. MGR.i W. O. "DUB" ROGERS
NAT* I. SALES MGR.: E. A. "BUZZ" HASSETT
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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Affiliates with

NBC

KENT Shreveport, La., has affiliated with
NBC, effective last week, it was announced
by Frank H. Ford Sr., owner. The station
also retains its MBS affiliation, continuing
that network's news commentaries and
sports features, and its participation with
the special St. Louis Cardinals baseball network.
Sale of KENT to Radio Shreveport Inc.
(Troy A. Kaichen and son) has been filed
for FCC approval [Stations, April 7], but
Mr. Ford and his sons, Frank Jr. and William, remain under management contracts
with the station.
Hansen

Named

to New

CBS

Promotes

coast."

Post

Carroll V. Hansen, coordinator of news
and sports for CBS Radio since July 1955,
has been appointed to the new position of
program coordinator for CBS-owned radio
stations, according to Jules Dundes, vice
president in charge of station administration for CBS Radio. Mr. Hansen will function as liaison between the network and the
six owned stations on the local programming
level, reporting directly to Mr. Dundes.
CBS-TV

vice president and director of programs
CBS-TV Hollywood, said Mr. Stromberg
will be "responsible for the origination and
initial processing of formats and properties
for any programs developed on the west

Stromberg

Hunt Stromberg Jr., who joined CBSTV Hollywood in June 1956 as a program
development executive, has been appointed
director of program development. Announcing the promotion, Guy della Cioppa,

THE SWITCH from secondary to primary CBS-TV affiliation for WJIMTV Lansing, Mich. [Networks, April
7], is executed by (1 to r) Edmund C.
Bunker, CBS Television network vice
president and director of station relations; Harold F. Gross, president of
WJIM-TV, and Edward Scovill, midwest manager, CBS-TV network station relations. CBS programs get priority under the new contract with
WJIM-TV continuing as an optional
affiliate of NBC and ABC.
Broadcasting

Over

half

of the

stamp's

trading

Consumers

and

stamps,

have

stores.

non-stamp

survey

a national

prices

among

they found

that

the
more

with

At the same

time, supermarkets

a leading
managers
than

trading

research
of 541

stamps

organization

supermarkets

half of them

that give

stamps have remained competitive within normal price ranges. With increased volume paying
for the cost of stamps in most instances, stamp
been

pressure

competitive

from

the

(51.5%)

in both

made

recently

that

had

stamp

do

not

reduced

give

prices

stamps.

to compete

stores have

of

because

benefited

When

lowered

have

supermarkets

food

non-stamp

able to maintain

even lower them. According
keting experts connected

prices, or

to studies by mar-

food prices. At a time like the present, when
there is upward

pressure on the prices of every-

thing, itseems we need more and more competitive forces, like trading stamps, in the
marketplace.
★

★

★

with universities,

there is no evidence that stamp stores, as a class,

REFERENCES : "Status of Trading Stamps in Food and

charge higher prices than non-stamp stores.
Thus, the trading stamp can be counted

Drug Stores." Selling Research, Inc., New York, 1957.
"Competition and Trading Stamps in Retailing." Dr.
Eugene R. Beem, School of Business Administration, University ofCalifornia.

among

the anti-inflationary forces operating on

This message is one of a series presented for your information by
York.
THE SPERRY AND HUTCHINSON COMPANY, 114 Fifth Avenue. New York 11, New
a discount for paying
S&H pioneered 62 years ago in the movement to give trading stamps to consumers as
S&H GREEN STAMPS are currently being saved by millions of consumers.
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TRADE ASSNS.
o

o

o

SALANT
Distinguished Winners

Broadcasters

Open

o
In the past 10 years these broadcaster-golfers have won the annual
Broadcasting tournament, held in connection with the NAB convention :
1948— Pete Watts. KYOR San Diego,
Calif., low gross. 79; Don Fedderson, KLAC
Los Angeles, and Max Everett, EverettMeKinney, tied for low net.
1949— Joe Higgins, WTHI Terre Haute,
Ind.. low gross. 78; Bruce Bryant, Edward
Petry Co., low net.
1950— Merrill Lindsay, WSOY Decatur,
111., low gross, 79; Rolston Fishburn,
Edward Petry Co., low net.
1951 — Lew Green, Green Assoc., low
gross, 78; Robert Stoddard and William
Ware (deceased). KSTL St. Louis, tied
for low net.
1952 — Joe Higgins, low gross, 79; Steve
Roche. NBC Chicago, low net.
1953— Sil Aston. KMBY Monterey, Calif.,
low gross, 76; Andy Jarema. WKOP
Binghamton, N. Y., low net.
1954 — Joe Higgins, low gross, 73; Henry
B. Clay. KWKH Shreveport, La., low net.
1955 — Joe Higgins, low gross, 73; Marshall Pengra, KLTV (TV) Tyler, Texas,
low net.
1956 — Joe Higgins and Merrill Lindsay
tied for low gross, 79; FCC Chairman
John C. Doerfer, low net.
1957 — Mark Schreiber, Mark Schreiber
Adv. Agency, Denver, low gross, 72;
Merrill Lindsay, low net.
1958— IT COULD BE YOU.
This year's tournament will be held
Monday, April 28, at Los Coyotes
Country Club, a half-hour from downtown Los Angeles. Buses will leave
the Biltmore Hotel at 8:30 a.m. and
return in mid-afternoon. There'll be
prizes provided by Los Angeies stations and silver trophies provided by
Broadcasting. Golfers will be guests
of Broadcasting at a buffet luncheon
and at the 19th hole.

Reserve your starting time now
with your nearest BROADCASTING
representative. Or check in at the
suite Sunday,

April 27, in the Biltmore Hotel.
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BROADCASTERS

BUSINESS
IN
THEY'RE
ADMIT
• CBS v.p. advocates frank stand against detractors

free access for radio, tv
that would mark the day well spent. Instead
• Broadcasters should get off the defensive
they were pouring all their energies — day
and come right out and say they're in
after day from 7:30 a.m. to 3 a.m. — just in
business — that they can't serve the public
interest unless they get audiences and adMr. toSalant
his views thus:
still."
stand summarized
trying
vertisers in the first place," Richard S.
Salant. CBS Inc. vice president, said in a
"( 1) It's a mess in Washington; (2) There are
no easy answers; (3) Nobody loves us but
speech prepared for delivery Friday before
the Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, meeting at
the people; (4) We're in business; let's admit
the Hotel Carter, Cleveland.
it (5) Let's do the best job of programming
•

of the

BROADCASTING

TO

TELLS

Colorado

jurist defends

(Other speakers: Colorado Supreme Court
Justice Otto Moore and attorney Wayland
Cedarquist, debating Canon 35; Ben Sanders,
KICD Spencer, Iowa, on small stations; FTC
Comr. Robert Secrest, on advertising; Gerald
A. Bartell of the Bartell Stations, on management and programming — see below).
"We get so carried along with defensive
attitudes that when we do get around to
the real backbone of broadcasting — entertainment— we say it in a whisper, if we say
it at all," Mr. Salant asserted. "We act as
though we were ashamed of it. And we
rarely seem prepared to admit out loud that
outs is a business which depends on revenues— dollars — from advertisers for sur"I'm not suggesting that we turn our
backs on our functions in the non-entervival."
tainment fields," Mr. Salant continued. "We
have greater responsibilities than ever before in the areas of information and nonentainment. But I do suggest that there may
be some merit in re-defining our functions
in our own minds so that all of us can make
it clear that our system of free competitive
enterprise in broadcasting means just that
— free competition for audience and for
advertisers."
He warned, however, that "if we should
ever go this route of re-emphasizing the
nature of our business, we must always
remember that the key is programming."
Mr. Salant said broadcasting is "suffering from a galloping case of Washingtonitis." Counting off the various investigations
conducted in Washington since 1954, he
noted that between then and now eight CBS
officers have appeared in formal hearings
15 different times as witnesses before nine
different federal investigating groups. "And
there's no end in sight," he added.
During the Barrow hearings, he said, CBSTV officials in Washington to testify were
called continually from headquarters about
"crises with talent, crises with programs,
crises with sponsors, even crises with crises"
— and "all we could do was stay in Washington waiting for the next day's testimony,
while we were trying to continue the business of running a network by remote control." He continued:
"There was the guts — or some of the guts
— of the organization in Washington, not
trying to do anything constructive like getting new and better programs on the air,
or finding new sponsors, or doing something

we know
and (6) If we're
ever toyou,
be
led
out of how,
this Washington
wilderness,
the individual men and women in the broadcasting business, are the ones who will do it."
The American Bar Assn. ban (Canon 35)
on radio and tv coverage of court proceedings "cannot be supported in fact or in
law," Judge Moore, Chief Justice of the
Colorado Supreme Court, said in debating
the ABA ban with Wayland B. Cedarquist,
Chicago attorney.
The ABA's committee that recommended
retention of the radio-tv ban with minor
changes in language failed to conduct a
thorough study of the problem, Judge Moore
charged. The committee's report was laid
aside at the February meeting of the ABA's
House of Delegates.
There is no competent evidence available
to prove facts assumed by the committee to
be true without proof, he argued, recalling
the extensive hearing held by the Colorado
court before it decided to allow broadcast
coverage of trials.
"I can give you the names and addresses
of at least 1,000 competent witnesses to
testify that the assumptions and conjectures
upon which proponents rest their case are
absolutely false," Judge Moore argued. He
continued, "These witnesses to facts within
their personal knowledge would stand up
under all the rules of evidence which we enforce in determining the truths in the trial
of cases under law. In administering justice
in the courts of America we don't deny
constitutional freedoms on assumptions, on
fears, on conjecture or the guesswork of any
individual or group of individuals. We base
our judgments on the evidence — competent
Mr. Cedarquist defended Canon 35 on
the
ground that the right of each person to a
evidence."
fair trial is more important than a few moments of entertainment. The rights of the
individual should prevail when they come
into conflict with a privilege of the multitude, he argued.
Ben B. Sanders, president of KICD Spencer, Iowa, told how that 250 w station has
built sales to $224,000 a year in a town
of 7,400 population. "We built an audience
and then went after sponsors," he said. The
station has two salesmen. Five cars are
equipped with shortwave transmitters and
radar weather equipment has just been installed.
Robert Secrest, member of the Federal
Broadcasting

Fast set-up and check-out for remote TV pickups now possible!
Here is outstanding performance reliability for fast, remote TV relaying . . . easy to
carry . . . quick to set-up . . . simple to check-out. With a new Philco TLR-5 system,
you can be on-the-air in a matter of minutes — for coverage of virtually any location
in your area.
Philco TLR-5 Microwave provides completely portable relaying for NTSC compatible
color or monochrome TV signals . . . plus 15KC audio channel. Here is a completely
modern microwave system, especially designed to meet the needs of TV broadcasters

Philco

Portable

for thoroughly dependable, remote TV operation. The TLR-5 delivers one full watt
output to insure operational reliability. Built-in metering facilities assist in rapid system
:check-out for fast, on-the-spot operation.
Philco TLR-5 systems are available for Common Carrier and S-T-L bands. High
video signal-to-noise ratio assures you of clear pictures even from difficult propagation
areas. Plug-in circuit construction simplifies maintenance by permitting substitution of
the most critical units.
Philco Engineers will be happy to help you with your special Microwave requirements.
Please contact us for further information. Write today for TLR-5 specification sheet.

TV

Microwave

At Philco, opportunities are unlimited in electronic and mechanical
research and engineering, hook ahead . . . and you'll choose Philco.
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& Power Supply Unit

PHILCO
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Receiver Control
Unit
* Meets all NTSC requirements for compatible
color relaying. * Provides full multiplexing audio
channel. * Lightweight units "suitcase" packaged
for easy portability. ★ Designed for split-second
set-up and check-out . . . gets your remote pickups
on-the-air quickly. * Completely weatherproof RF
heads. * Built-in metering of all important circuits. * Extremely high sensitivity . . . low noise
receiver.
Backed
by Philcoservice.
's complete survey,
installation* and
maintenance
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Ave., Philadelphia

44, Pa.
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TRADE ASSNS. continued

Trade Commission, described FTC's monitoring of advertising media. He termed advertising "the lifeblood of competition" and
described it "largely responsible for and essential to the tremendous prosperity of our
nation and the high standard of living enjoyed by our people. It creates the demand
for new and better products. It creates the
demand for more products. This demand in
turn creates more employment and more employment creates the purchasing power
needed to consume our ever-increasing production/'
Mr. Secrest said this is "a healthy cycle
without which the wheels of industry would
halt, progress would stop, and the abundant
life which is typically American would rapidly disappear."
Gerald A. Bartell, president of the Bartell
Group, predicted a decline in radio's
"formula operators" and emergence of "a
dynamic programming based on the ebb and
flow of audience response factors." He said
this technique will build manpower by making radio personnel react quickly and intelligent!) to a changed set of circumstances.
He added. "Instead of
ence from the Olympus
dow, management will
and rub shoulders and

looking
of his
mingle
knock

at his audioffice winand jostle
knees and

analyze." He said this type of management
will make more money "because a sales
organization alert to change understands
dollars and cents and how to make more of
them."
Tomorrow's radio, Mr. Bartell said, "in
developing a creative editorial leadership
will take advantage of an unparalleled opportunity to fill a position which, with a
few notable exceptions, has been vacated
by the American newspaper industry."
Mr. Bartell criticized programming "predicated exclusively upon a tabulation of the
records purchased by youngsters in their
early teens." "The unweighted extension of
the teenage taste to include all age groups,
and then to program those records exclusively, is an erroneous conclusion based
upon a specious premise," he said.

BROADCAST PIONEERS' newest unit is the Southern California chapter which currently |
is being organized by west coast veterans who meet the 20-year requirement. A forthcoming election of permanent chapter officers is being set by (1 to r) Art Holbrook.
manager of the Southern California Broadcasters Assn.; Loyd Sigmon, vice president,
KMPC Los Angeles; Cal Smith, president, KFAC Los Angeles; George L. Moscovics,
formerly of KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, and Robert O. Reynolds, president of KMPC.
Temporary officers are president, Howard Meighan, vice president, CBS-TV;
presidents, Mr. Reynolds and Mr. Smith, and secretary, Mr. Holbrook.

Mayer Sparks Battle of Sexes
In Speaking to Receptive AWRT
An enthusiastic audience of women
broadcast-advertising executives last week
cheered on Martin P. Mayer as the 31year-old author of Madison Avenue, U.S.A.
accused the radio-tv-advertising industries
of "exploiting" unorganized (female) masses
by holding up "glamorous titles" instead of
"adequate compensation." He noted that in
his research he came across "an exceptionally few" number of women account executives and broadcasters holding down topechelon jobs earning more than $12,000 per
year and that it "seemed strange" that a
business that depends on women customers
would "discriminate" against women marketers.
Mr. Mayer, speaking before a luncheon
meeting of American Women in Radio &

Television last Wednesday

in New

vice

York,

declared that "in advertising and, I suspect
to a good extent in broadcasting as well,
too many second-rate men are living off the
brains
of first-rate
women." for a business
His bone
of contention:
that loudly proclaims itself to be "liberal
and unstodgy," a business "dedicated to
finding a bright new world" in products as
well as ideas, this industry-wide discrimination against organized womanhood is archaic, shameful and unwise. He questioned
the validity of allowing women to write copy
while "locking them out" of strategy sessions when "too often a woman's intuition
could and probably would have a far-greater
effect on advertising than so-called reHe opined that the reason women

have

generally been excluded from "important
search." positions" is that there has been
account
"considerable client resistance" toward dealing with women and that "an agency
wouldn't want to entrust a woman with the

STEVE

responsibility of 'fixing up' a night's enterMr. "Mayer also felt that the advertising
tainment."
business was "taking itself far too seriously,"
that advertising is "attaching far too great

McNALLY

STARS

an importance to public relations," continually worrying about "the public attitude
toward advertising."
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"5 HOURS TO LIVE"
The father of a 10year old boy holds
the stolen $100,000
An international criminal
holds the serum that can save
the boy's life. Will the exchange be made in time to
save the boy's life?

AT

ZIV

I
STUDIO
!
SUSPEND

Heads

Equipment

Group

Assn. of Electronic Parts & Equipment
Mfrs. announces that Helen Staniland Quam,
board chairman and distributor sales manager of Quam-Nichols (loudspeaker manufacturer), Chicago, has been elected president of AEPEM. Col. Gail S. Carter, Merit
Coil & Transformer Corp., was elected first
vice president; Robert E. Svoboda, Amphenol Electronics Corp., second vice president.
Broadcasting

Eight Nominated for Four Slots
On APRTA Board of Directors
Eight candidates for the Associated Press
Radio and Television Assn. board of directors were selected last week, according to
Cecil Woodland, general manager of WEJL
Scranton, Pa., and chairman of APRTA's
nominating committee. Four of the candidates will be elected by AP radio and television members to represent radio stations
from 1 kw to 10 kw on the 16-member
board.
Candidates selected were:
First district, for a one-year term — Daniel
W. Kops, president of WAVZ New Haven
and president of APRTA, and Samuel M.
Altdoeffer, manager of WLAN Lancaster,
Pa.; second district, for a two-year term —
Don Murray, news director of WDBJ Roanoke, Va., and Davenport Smith, news directon of WBRC Birmingham, Ala.; third district, for a three-year term — Dick Cheverton,
news director, WOOD Grand Rapids, and
Don O'Connor, news director, WISH Milwaukee; fourth district, for a four-year
term — Richard O. Lewis, general manager
of KTAR Phoenix, incumbent, and Calvin
J. Smith, president and general menager of
KFAC Los Angeles.
According to APRTA law, any three
member stations in each of the four districts
may sign a petition nominating an additional
candidate provided these entries are in before midnight May 31. Tenures of the new
members are in line with the recentlyamended bylaws calling for staggered terms
of office. Such staggering, Mr. Woodland
said, will give all segments of broadcasting
continuous representation on the APRTA
board.

about subliminal tv or how effective the

be the biggest year yet for premium and
incentive merchandise. He posed the need,

technique might become. He added, "Yet
the Code Board seems to have decided on
behalf of the industry that it is somehow
wrong to investigate a technique, even
though that technique when refined might

however, for a program to educate executives with firms not now utilizing premium
aids. The majority of those attending the
trade show are traditionally buyers from
major firms using premiums.

improve the broadcaster's ability to carry
out his responsibility to operate in the pub-

Ark. Broadcasters

lic interest."
Displays, Awards,
Highlight

Premium

Elect Slate

B. J. Parrish, KOTN Pine Bluff, was
elected president of the Arkansas Broadcasters Assn. at the recent meeting held in
Little Rock. He succeeds Ted Rand, KDRS
Paragould. Other officers elected were C.
R. Home, KXRJ Russellville, vice president;
Don Thompson, KAMO Rogers, secretary,
and June S. Spann, KWAK Stuttgart, reelected executive secretary. Lee Reaves,
KWRF Warren, was elected to the board.

Conference,
Exposition

The four-day silver anniversary show of
the National Premium Buyers Exposition at
Navy Pier opens today (Monday) in Chicago
where the country's leading manufacturers
will display their wares. Mayor Richard J.
Daley of Chicago has designated April 1319 as "Premium and Incentive Merchandising Week" in that city.
Highlight of the exposition is the Premium Adv. Assn. of America conference
tomorrow (Tuesday) morning. Featured
speakers include William J. Hecker, advertising-merchandising manager of National
Biscuit Co., and Martin Mayer, author of
Madison Ave., U.S.A. Premium Industry

WSAAA to Hear Lever's Thurme
Samuel A. Thurme, general manager of
advertising services for Lever Bros., will
discuss the marketing approach used by his
company in an address to the Western
States Advertising Agencies Assn. He will
speak during the WSAAA's annual conference, to be held April 24-26 at the Oasis
Hotel in Palm Springs, Calif. The convention agenda also includes speeches by Dr.
Ernest Dichter, president, Institute for Motivational Research, and Walter McNiff,
director of the western office of TvB.

Club's awards banquet will be held Wednesday at the Congress Hotel.
In advance of the trade show, Hub Erickson, A. B. Coffman Assoc., reported no evidence of a slump in the premium field and
said many manufacturers predict 1958 will

In the Syracuse

Market

Members of the nominating committee, in
addition to Messrs. Woodland, O'Connor
and Murray, are Richard Sommerville, general manager of WTTH Port Huron, Mich.;
Pat Murphy, manager of KCRC Enid,
Okla.; John H. Matlock, co-owner of KOZE
Lewiston, Idaho, and Harry Van Slycke,
news director of KITE San Antonio.

WSYR
80%

Than

A proposed ban on the use of subliminal
perception on television, submitted to the
NAB Tv Board for ratification, should be
rejected, in the opinion of Murray Carpenter, president of WTWO (TV) Bangor, Me.
The ban was drafted at the March meeting
of the NAB Tv Code Review Board [Trade
Assns., March 31].

letter to NAB he asked, "Did the [Code]
Board in reaching this decision give any
opportunity to people, like myself, to present apoint of view or did the board members decide by themselves that their wisdom
is so profound that they are safe in deciding
the future of a technique, which may (or
may not) be important to the development

the

RADIO
No.

2

HOMES

Station

This amazing margin of superiority makes
WSYR unquestionably the most effective and
economical buy for radio advertisers in a market
ally.
where buying power exceeds $2^ billion annu-

WTWO
(TV)'s Carpenter Protests
Proposed Ban on Subliminal

Mr. Carpenter has been experimenting
| with subliminal techniques for several
months [Stations, Nov. 25, 1957]. In a

MORE

COVERS

WSYR attracts the adult, able-to-buy audience
by maintaining a high standard of quality performance, byprofessional performers. In every
category of programming — news, music, sports,
drama, variety, farm programs and public service events — WSYR is the leader in the Syracuse area.
NSC in Central New York

'Nielsen

Nationally by
Represented

Coverage
Service No. 2

5

HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO.

KW

•

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

•

570

KC

of the world's most important medium of
information, namely television?"
He reminded that few persons know much
Broadcasting
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
SELF-CENSORSHIP

Ma!!!

Look,

BY ALMOND
BACKED
• Governor addresses VAPB
• Hoarty

No

Ratings!!!

— Sets in use is all you need to
know for the California-Oregon
Trio — exclusive vhf coverage
for nearly 100,000 tv families
who can't be reached either by
San Francisco or Portland.

SETS IN USE . . . SUMMERTIME

SIGN-ON
to 6:00 PM
Mon-Fri
Saturday
Sunday
6:00 PM to
SIGN-OFF
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

KIEM-TV3 KBES-TV5 KOTI-TV2
Eureka
Medford Klamath
Falls
California Oregon Oregon
25.2%
17.7
16.7

23.8%
18.0
23.3

55.6
50.9
56.5
55.7
57.6
47.0
53.3

58.9
59.5
49.0
52.3
48.9
43.9
43.8

24.9%
20.8
23.1
52.1
47.1
50.0
54.7
47.9
41.7
39.4

Interviewing was done in each area under
personal direction of Kenneth H. Baker,
July 6 through August 6, 1957.

Three

Markets — One

tKIEM §»NIB@*
TV 5— Oregon
TV 3-Calif.
Medford
. Eureka MARKET

Billing

K0JI#5
TV 2— Oregon B
Klamath Falls

FACTS

Population
Families

356,330
. 115,760

Tv Families

C

Retail Sales

94,898

president

Virginia Gov. J. Lindsay Almond

Jr. told

the Virginia AP Broadcasters at the group's
spring meeting that American news media
will impose on themselves "in the interest
of the public good all the censorship that is
needed." He commended newsmen for urging the Virginia General Assembly to adopt
a resolution calling for open meetings and
open records.
The meeting, held April 4 at the Washington National Press Club, also saw election
of Leo Hoarty of WBOF Virginia Beach as
VAPB president succeeding Mrs. Mildred
Alexander of WTAR Norfolk.
Other new officers: Jack Clements,
WRVA Richmond, vice president; Wally
Hankins, WAGE Leesburg, treasurer, and
Frank H. Fuller, AP bureau chief at Richmond, secretary. Named to the board of directors: Don Murray, WDBJ Roanoke; Bob
Wolfenden, WMEV Marion, and C. A. Sinclair II, WPRW Manassas.
In the awards oresentation, WRVA Richmond led the field among metropolitan stations, taking three first places. WBOF Virginia Beach captured five first place awards
in the non-metropolitan category.
WRVA took top metropolitan (two or
more stations in market) honors in comprehensive, commentary and state-local broadcasts. WTAR Norfolk won first awards in

WRNL Richsports and women's news.
mond took first place in farm news and
WTON Staunton in special events.
WBOF's first places were in the nonmetropolitan classifications of comprehensive, commentary, sports, farm news and
special events. WRAD Radford was first in
state and local and WBBI Abingdon in
women's news.
Don Greene of WCYB Bristol won the
WDBJ (Roanoke) Cup for a station and
individual giving the best news protection
to AP during the year. Mr. Greene also won
the award in 1955-56 when he was with
WSVS Crewe; he is the only two-time recipient of the WDBJ Cup since it was first
offered eight years ago, VAPB says.
A total 42 awards were given in the seven
news categories. Nine newsmen from North
Carolina stations judged the VAPB contest,
which drew 85 entries from 20 of 59 member stations.

$485,803,000

Consumer Spendable
Income . . .
$610,357,000
for CALIF.-ORE. TV TRIO
THE SMULLIN TV STATIONS
call Don Telford, Mgr.
Phone Eureka. Hillside 3-1123 TWX EKIf

r»s/*i«w national ves
aiate
bloci
acV ass
ftras*
or
inc. representati
Seattle. Los Angeles.
Francisco,
San
York. Chicago.
New
Dallas, Detroit, Jacksonville. St. Louis. Boston.
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Pioneers Ask

DeMille

To Be Principal Speaker in L. A.
Veteran motion picture producer Cecil
B. DeMille ("The Ten Commandments"),
of CBS Radio's Lux Raonetime producer
dio Theatre, will be cited at the 17th annual
dinner-meeting of the Broadcast Pioneers,
April 29 at the Statler Hotel, Los Angeles,
site of the NAB convention. Mr. DeMille
will be the principal speaker.
Meanwhile, Broadcast Pioneers President
John F. Patt, president of WJR Detroit,
said that NBC Vice President William S.

Hedges, chairman of the Pioneers awards
committee, will "shortly make known the
complete list of citations for distinguished
achievement in various fields of broadcasting." as well as other awards. Mr. Patt
ed the formation of new chapannounc
also
ters.
Chapter officers are:
• Northern Ohio chapter: Carl George
(WGAR Cleveland) president; James C.
Hanrahan (WEWS [TV] Cleveland), Warren
P. Williamson Jr. (WKBN-AM-TV Youngstown), Allen Simmons (WADC Akron) and
Eugene Carr (WHBC Canton), vice presidents; Gordon Davis (KYW-AM-TV Cleveland), secretary-treasurer.
• Michigan chapter: Don DeGroot (WWJAM-TV Detroit), chairman; Les Biederman
(WTCM Traverse City, WATT Cadillac,
WATZ Alpena, WMBN Petosky, WATC
Gaylord), senior-vice chairmen; William G.
Siebert (WJR Detroit), secretary-treasurer;
Milton Greenebaum, first vice president;
Carl E. Lee (WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, KOLNAM-TV Lincoln, Neb.; WJEF Grand
Rapids, and WMBD Peoria, 111.), second
vice president; Harry Travis (WNEM-TV
Bay City, WABJ Adrian and WPON
Pontiac), third vice president, and Willard
Schroeder (WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids),
fourth vice president.
• Southern California chapter: Robert
O. Reynolds (KMPC Los Angeles), president; Cal Smith (KFAC Los Angeles), vice
president; Art Holbrook (Southern California Broadcasters Assn.), secretary-treasurer.
• "Heart of America" chapter: No officers
yet but W. K. Hartenbower (KCMO Kansas
City) shortly will announce nomination and
election of an officer slate.
RTES Nominates

Officers;

McGannon Slated For President
Nominations for new officers of Radio &
Television Executives Society of New YOrk
are being announced today (Monday), with
Donald H. McGannon, president. Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., slated to succeed
ABC Vice President John Daly as president
of RTES. Elections will be held at the annual RTES luncheon meeting May 14.
Officer nominees are Geraldine Zorbaugh
Radio vice president-general attorney), first vice president; Don Durgin
(NBC-TV network sales vice president),
vice president; Frank E. Pellegrin (H. R.
Representatives Inc. vice president), vice
president; Omar F. Elder Jr. (ABC assistant
general counsel), secretary, and Jay Smolin
(advertising-sales promotion-publicity director, Associated Artists Productions Inc.),
treasurer.
(CBS

Nominated for two-year terms to the
Board of Governors: Ted Bergmann (president, Parkson Adv.), Ernest Lee Jahncke
Jr. (vice president and assistant to the president, Edward Petry & Co.), Winfield R.
Levi (sales manager. Broadcasting), Alfred L. Mendelsohn (assistant tv sales manager, Universal Pictures Corp.) and David
Channing Moore (president, Transcontinent
Tv Corp.). One-year nominee was Josef C.
Dine, partner in public relations firm of
Dine & Kalmus.
Broadcasting

0O UA&

NAB

PLEASED

Advance registration for the NAB convention, to be held April 27-May 1 in Los
Angeles, is running about 10% ahead of
the same period in 1957 despite the west
coast locale.
NAB President Harold E. Fellows and
other staff officials were delighted at the
surprising registration figures for both management and engineering meetings but they
warned that total attendance may fall well
below the 1957 figures in Chicago.

They observed that many persons planning the long trek to the west coast were
probably making their arrangements well
ahead of convention time because the trip
west coast conis longer. Normally NAB's
ventions have not been as well attended as
those in the Midwest or East.

Programming for the convention was
completed at the weekend. Howard H. Bell,
NAB assistant to the president in charge of
joint affairs and convention program manager, announced the May management
luncheon will feature a tribute to Dinah
Shore, NBC-TV artist sponsored by Chevrolet.
A series of
around Miss
luncheon. She
World War II

L.

WITH

special features will be built
Shore's appearance at the
made her radio debut before
at WSM Nashville, Tenn.

Plans for a public relations session preceding the FCC roundtable the morning of
April 30 were drawn up by Donald N. Martin, assistant to the president in charge of
public relations. John M. Outler Jr., who retired recently from WSB-AM-TV Atlanta,
will direct a presentation of NAB's upcoming "Learn and Live" project.
"Learn and Live" was approved by the
board last January. It is designed to promote the place of broadcasting in the nation's life, showing how radio and tv serve
the public. A major project, it will get underway by early summer. Stations and networks
will cooperate with government and civic
agencies. Mr. Outler was chairman of the
NAB Public Relations Committee at the
time the idea was conceived.
Mr. Bell said a panel titled "Radio's Role
in National Defense" will be moderated by
Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB government
relations manager. Brig. Gen. W. H. Duplantis, USMC retired, has been added to
the program, scheduled the afternoon of
April 29. Gen. Duplantis is assistant administrator of communications, Federal Civil
Defense Adm.
A. Prose Walker, NAB engineering manager, announced Murray G. Crosby, of
Crosby Labs., Hicksville, N. Y., has been
added to the Engineering Conference program. Mr. Crosby will explain a compatible
system of stereo transmission by fm multiplex at the technical session the afternoon of
April 29. He will appear with William Tomberlin, of KMLA (FM) Los Angeles, who
will read a paper on fm multiplexing.
Two more events not on the official convention agenda were announced last week.
ABC-TV affiliates will meet April 25.
KABC-TV Los Angeles will take out-ofBroadcasting

A.

BOOKING

town timebuyers on a tour of Disneyland
which will include souvenir gifts and a
Hawaiian luau.
Uhf Group

£

Slates LA.

CHANNEL

4-SIGHT

Meet

The

Committee for Competitive Television, an organization of uhf stations, has
announced that it would meet April 27
at the Hotel Statler, Los Angeles, prioi
to the NAB convention. Dr. George R.
Town, executive director of the Television
Allocations Study Organization, is to talk
about the work of TASO.
CCT also announced that Louis J. Appell
Jr., WSBA-TV York, Pa., has been named
third vice chairman of the organization.
Others are: Hal Phillips WTVH (TV)
Peoria, 111., and Edward Breen, KQTV
(TV) Fort Dodge, Iowa. John W. English,
WNAO-TV Raleigh, N. C, and WSEE
(TV) Erie, Pa., is chairman of CCT.
Five Join NAB

Exhibitors

Five exhibitors have been added to the
list of those booking display space at the
NAB convention in Los Angeles April 27May 1 [Trade Assns., March 24; At Deadline, March 31]. New exhibitors: Industrial
Transmitters & Antennas, Upper Darby,
Pa.; Kahn Research Labs, Freeport, Long
Island; Hollywood Television Service, N.
Hollywood, Calif.; Modern Talking Picture
Service, New York, and Kleigl Bros., New
York.
Sales Promotion

Convention

Set

Prof. Albert W. Frey, author of the "Frey
Report" on advertising agency compensation methods, will be among guest speakers
at the first national convention of the Sales
Promotion Executives Assn. in New York
April 30-May 2, according to Ernest W.
Hull, association president. Four panel discussions— "Marketing Research for Sales
Promotion Executives," "Application of
Motivational Research for Sales Promotion

You won't suffer that
sinking feeling if you
use Channel 4-Sight on
the Great Golden Spread
More than 100,000 TV
sets in a vastly healthy
and

wealthy

market.

Power: Visual 100 kw
Aural
50 kw
Antenna Height 833 feet
above the ground

Men," "Cooperative Advertising in Sales
Promotion" and "Making Mailings Make
Money" — have been scheduled. Convention
headquarters will be the Hotel Roosevelt.
Radio

Boosted

for Insurance

Rowland J. Varley, national account
executive, Radio Advertising Bureau, told
the Annual Insurance Day meeting of the
Milwaukee Assn. of Insurance Agents last
week, "In life insurance alone, you're missing sales among 71% of all your prospects."
Mr. Varley backed up his speech with a
specially prepared slide presentation on
radio's effectiveness as an advertising
medium for selling insurance. He explained
his 71 %-below-par figure by stating "about
30% of the U. S. population today has no
form of life insurance — and 41% of current policy holders admit they don't have

KGNC
CHANNEL
4 -TV
AMARILLO,
TEXAS
CONTACT
ANY
MAN

KATZ

enough coverage."
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MANUFACTURING
Radio-Tv Production, Sales
Down for February, EIA Reports
Production and retail sales of radio and
tv receivers declined in February, according to Electronic Industries Assn.
Radio production — February. 876.891
sets (includes 268,445 auto sets); January,
1,026,527; February 1957. 1.264,765.
Radio retail sales (auto sets not included)
— February. 420.065: January, 534,640;
February 1957. 525.029.

Tv production — February, 370.413 (includes 34.048 with uhf tuners); January,
433,983; February 1957. 464,697.
Tv retail sales — February. 448,727; January, 581,486; February 1957, 525,437.
Admiral

Counters

Charges

Patent

Zenith

Suit,

Infringement

Admiral retaliated against Zenith last
Monday with a counter-suit in U. S. District
Court, charging patent infringement and
"malicious acts of unfair competition" and
suggesting Zenith sought '"widespread publicity" through false accusations.
Admiral requested treble damages and
an injunction against Zenith's "further violation" of two Admiral patents that cover
phonograph record spindles. At the same
time Admiral denied Zenith's patent infringement claims involving the latter's
Fringelock tv circuit and Space Command
remote control unit. Zenith brought suit

against Admiral in district court Feb. 1 1
[Manufacturing, Feb. 17].
In its counter-claim, Admiral noted
Zenith's charge it had employed a former
Zenith engineer to reproduce the remote
control unit and asserted the accusation
lacked any basis in fact.

Claiming that phonograph sales incorporating its spindle feature have exceeded
$200 million. Admiral asserted Zenith remote control patents obtained in 1957 and
1958 are "invalid" on grounds the principle
was previously known and patented by
others. Such devices using the same principle
were utilized during World War II, Admiral pointed out.

purposes. It wants to pave the legal way for
FCC authorization to get into pay tv. A
Zenith spokesman described the forthcoming move as technical in nature. Following
is the new section on which shareholders
will be asked to vote:
"To own and operate radio and television
broadcasting and transmission stations and
apparatus for the transmission of writing,
signs, signals, pictures and sounds of all
kinds, by wire, cable, radio, light and sound
waves or radiation of any type including all
instrumentalities, facilities, and services
which are necessary or desirable for experimental, amateur or commercial purposes."
Six Million Tv Sets for '58

Zenith Delaware Incorporation
To Include Toll Tv Proviso
Provision for toll tv and conventional
broadcast transmissions is expected to be
effected in Zenith Radio Corp.'s charter for
Delaware incorporation when stockholders
convene April 22.
Shareholders approved a plan last February to change Zenith's legal site from Illinois
to Delaware by statutory merger. At the
same time the company increased authorized
shares to two million (with $1 par value)
and shares outstanding to 984,928, having
the effect of a two-for-one stock split, effective March 31.
Zenith now operates WEFM (FM) Chicago and has uhf ch. 38 for experimental tv

Predicted by Motorola's Galvin
Industry will turn out about six million
tv receivers this year despite a relatively
"slow start" in the first quarter of 1958,
Robert W. Galvin, president of Motorola
Inc., predicted.
Scoring the "parade of gloom" in some
business quarters, Mr. Galvin reported
Motorola will accelerate its tv set production
this month and add some 700 production
people for the next three months. They will
work on the new models to be introduced
publicly in July.
Among "bright spots" in consumer products Mr. Galvin cited car radio sales (running 5% ahead of January-February 1957)
and high fidelity-phonograph sales (up 28%
for the same period). He added that Motorola anticipates a 10% increase in portable
radio sales during April-September over that
span last year.
GE Develops New Tv Camera
Announcement of the first monochrome
or color tv studio camera incorporating
transistors to replace vacuum tubes was
made last week by the technical products
dept. of General Electric Co., Syracuse,
N. Y. According to Paul L. Chamberlain,
department manager for broadcast and
tary equipment, use of transistors will
in elimination of many high-pitched
or sound waves sometimes seen as
lines on home receivers.

TAXES

Your energies to a useless degree to search for any better TV buy
than KJEO-TV, the consistent lead TV station in Fresno and the
great San Joaquin Valley. Call your Branham man for the complete KJEO-TV story. We guarantee you'll save your energies and
get more for your money on KJEO-TV, Fresno. ACT TODAY!

GE

Opens

miliresult
voice
wavy

Detroit Headquarters

General Electric Co. has announced establishment of regional headquarters for sale
of its radio and television broadcast equipment in Detroit, Mich. The new headquarters address is 16247 Wyoming Ave.
Wells R. Chapin, formerly manager of
marketing administration and product planning for the company's technical products
department at Syracuse, will head the new
office.
Westinghouse

Unit Moves

to D. C.

Defense products headquarters of Westinghouse Electric Corp. have been established in Washington. D. C, at 1000 Conn.
Ave., N.W., according to E. V. Huggins,
Westinghouse vice president, and Maj. Gen.
Albert Boyd (USAF Ret.), vice president — ■
defense products. At the same time seven
appointments
to Gen. Boyd's staff were
announced.
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS
SAG
By

Rejects
AFTRA

on

Proposal
Tv

Tape

Attempts of AFTRA and Screen Actors
Guild to work out in advance an agreement
over jurisdiction of actors, singers and announcers employed on tv commercials recorded on tape have so far tended to create
confusion and dissension rather than peace
and harmony.
SAG last Wednesday made public the
text of its letter rejecting an AFTRA board
resolution that proposed a "joint administration of any 'gray' area in the field of taped
tv commercials." Careful consideration of
the proposal, SAG stated, "leads to the inevitable conclusion that we would be creating a third 'authority' between the two
unions with attendant problems greater than
the one we are trying to solve."
Claude McCue, western regional director
of AFTRA, when asked about the matter,
said that SAG had apparently misunderstood the resolution adopted by the AFTRA
board. "AFTRA did not propose that the
joint AFTRA-SAG committee negotiate and
administer a new contract with respect to
these studios [which will produce tv commercials on tape], but instead proposed that
the joint committee determine which of the
two unions' commercial contracts would
cover those studios as they develop."
Mr. McCue expressed annoyance on first
learning about the SAG letter from news
men before it had been received by AFTRA.
He was vehement in his denial that AFTRA
had either issued or leaked word of its board
resolution and refused to make available the
text of that resolution or to discuss its contents beyond reading his prepared comments.

NO

RECESSION

HERE

Residual collections for tv writers
hit the $1 million mark March 28 at
Writers Guild of America, West. An
announcement from WGAW
noted
the new basic minimum contract and
improved policing methods have resulted in increased payments for tv
re-runs. Collections have accelerated
from $14,000 a week at the beginning
of the year to $16,000 a week at the
end of the first quarter, WGAW
stated.

SAG

Residual

In Los Angeles

Rights Upheld
Superior Court

Validity of the collective bargaining
agreement of the Screen Actors Guild providing for residual payments on re-runs of tv
films was upheld Thursday by Superior
Judge Kurtz Kauffman of Los Angeles.
He handed down a judgment of $4,510.61
plus costs against Telemount Pictures, Mutual Television Products and Telemount-Mutual. SAG had sued for the money as re-run
fees for 1 1 actors appearing in the Cowboy
G-Men tv series.
Judge Kauffman ruled that re-run fees are
wages, that the contract does not violate
antitrust laws and that when a union col-

Reports Interim Truce

With Goldwyn for 'Porgy' Movie
The American Federation of Musicians
reported last week that Samuel Goldwyn
Productions had signed an interim agreement to employ AFM members to work on
"Porgy and Bess."
The company agreed to abide by terms of
the AFM studio agreement which expired
Feb. 19 and to accept terms of a successor
agreement retroactive to Feb. 20.
The Goldwyn studio is not one of the socalled majors, against which AFM has gone
on strike [Personnel Relations, Feb. 24]
but is an important independent. About 30
independents have signed interim agreements.
NLRB

Upholds

Triangle, WNBF

Triangle Publications and WNBF-AMTV Binghamton, N. Y., did not violate labor
laws by practices in connection with a strike
in late 1956 or by refusal to honor
NABET's offer to return to work, according
to a recommendation by Albert P. Wheatley, trial examiner of the National Labor
Relations Board. Complaint against Triangle
should be dismissed, he held.

Yup — everybody on the team. But
what in blazes happened to timebuying? They were all counting or»

with the advertising agencies." This contract
for talent employed on film commercials
[Personnel Relations, March 24] also

you to grab this KIMA-TV combination. They were banking on this

covers taped commercials "with the sole
exception" of those "made for advertising
agencies by tv stations and networks at their

TV buy — this billionbig, exclusive
dollar
bonanza. But you just flat
booted one of the nation's top 75
markets. Why, I'll never know. But
they won't let you forget it, Smid.

own broadcasting studios and facilities."
Under this clause, the organizations for producing commercials on video-tape now being formed by Howard S. Meighan [At
Deadline, March 31] and other similar
firms would have to deal with talent on SAG
terms and conditions, rather than those of
AFTRA which apply to commercials taped
by stations or networks.
SAG, did not however, negate the idea
of interunion cooperation in establishing
policies for dealing with the new medium of
video-tape. Its letter reports that the SAG
board was "unaminously of the opinion that
the welfare of the members of both of our
unions would be best served by obtaining
substantial equality of rates and conditions
in the field of taped commercials. To that
end we are prepared to cooperate with
AFTRA to the fullest extent." SAG said that
it had appointed a committee to deal with

Broadcasting

AFM

.
Score*
Ever/one
but
yM,$m&fy!

In rejecting an AFTRA-SAG "joint administration" plan, the SAG letter pointed
out that "so far as the jurisdictional line is
concerned, we believe it properly, fairly and
practically delineated in our recent contract

problems arising "in this field of mutual
interest" and invited AFTRA to name a
similar committee for that purpose.

lects money due its members under a collective bargaining agreement it does not make
the union a collection agency subject to
license.

Believe me, they won't.
Quite a market . . .
Population
563,875
Automotive sales $1 1 6,239,000

Source: 1957 "Survey of Buying Power"

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA, WASHINGTON
with its satellites
' KCPR-TV, Paste, Wash.
KUW-TV, lewistoa, Idaho
tphrata,endMoses
lake. Wash.
KBAS-TV
CASCADE
BROADCASTING COMPANY
NATIONAL REP: WEED TELEVISION
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EDUCATION
Ford
For

Grants
World

$200,000

Radio

Swap

A grant of $200,000 from the Ford
Foundation to the Broadcasting Foundation
of America, for a "world-wide exchange of
radio programs between American stations
and broadcasting systems of Europe, the
Far East and other areas" is being announced today (Monday) by BFA Board
Chairman Robert Redfield.

It didn't take the Hidden Persuaders and
Motivation Research boys to discover: THE
MEMPHIS MARKET IS DIFFERENT!
And unless you know a few facts, you may
be missing- high volume sales in 40V, of this
growing market. This 40% congreat and
sists of the Negroes in the Memphis market
area.
FACT NO. 1:
THIS 40% IS SOLD ON WDIA!
Low Negro newspaper readership and
television ownership mean you can't reach
the Negro with these media.
WDIA, only 50,000 watt station in the
area, programs exclusively to the Negro and
commands his loyal, listenership. He first
listens to WDIA — then buys the products
advertised on his station !
FACT NO. 2:
THIS 40% SPENDS 80%
ON CONSUMER GOODS!
And, there are 1,237,686 Negroes in
WDIA's listening pattern. The largest
market of Negro consumers in the entire
country !
What's more, these Negroes spend, on
the average, 80% of their income on consumer goods! Last year, that income added
up to an overwhelming $616,294,100 !
In a recent 129-city survey, Memphis
ranked first in ratio of total Negro to total
white income. The Memphis Negro earned
$28.79 for every $100 of white income. Compare this with $6.59 for every $100 in New
York . . . $8.22 for every $100 in Philadelphia!
FACT NO. 3:
THIS 40% BUYS QUANTITY
AND BUYS QUALITY!

. . .

Last year, Negroes in the Memphis market bought $63.7% of the cooked cereals
sold in Memphis . . . 41.6% of the bread . . .
54.5% of the deodorants . . . 48.7% of the
salad dressing!
WDIA consistently carries more national
advertisers than any other station in
Memphis, including such year-round advertisers as :
CARNATION MILK . . . KRAFT MAYONNAISE . . . BAYER ASPIRIN . . .
ESSO STANDARD OIL COMPANY . . .
LIGGETT AND MYERS TOBACCO COMPANY . . NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY . . . WILDROOT CREAM OIL . . .
WRIGLEY'S SPEARMINT CHEWING
GUM.
WDIA— and WDIA alone— sells the Memphis Negro market. WDIA can wrap up
this high volume market for you — in one
neat package!
Write us today for facts and figures. Let
us show you how WDIA can be a highpowered selling force for you — in this big
buying market.
WDIA is represented nationally
by John E. Pearson Company
EGMONT SONDERLING, President
HAROLD

WALKER,

Vice-President, Sales

The grant will be used for establishment
of a center in New York City to tape programs from abroad for distribution in the
U. S., and to help BFA produce and send
abroad American radio programs, Mr. Redfield reported. "This exchange of the creative productions of many cultures," Mr.
Redfield said, "will be a kind of international conversation, free of politics and
Radio is being emphasized because alpropaganda."
though television has developed rapidly in
some overseas nations, in general the rest
of the world depends on radio, not tv, for
broadcasting, Mr. Redfield said. BFA
estimates 1 30,498,400 radio receivers are
in use overseas, representing a 20% increase since 1954. A breakdown shows
Western Europe has 64,737,100 sets, Eastern
Europe 17,200,000, Arabic countries 2,141,500, non-Arab Africa 1,158,100, Far
East 23,783,600 and Latin America 21,478,100.
Arrangements with broadcasting systems
of 30 countries to prepare programs in
English on the music, literature and art of
their countries for American audiences,
have been completed by BFA. A lineup of
77 stations in the U. S. will cooperate with
BFA in airing the foreign programs, Mr.
Redfield reported. Judith Waller, former
midwest public affairs director for NBC,
will act as program consultant.
In addition to the Ford Foundation grant,
BFA has received support from the Rockefeller Foundation, the Creole Foundation,
the J. Peter Schweitzer Foundation and
private contributors.
Florida Plans ETV System
For Colleges on West Coast
Florida hopes to put educational station
WEDU (TV) Tampa on the air in September, following up with links to colleges on
the state's west coast by Jan. 1, 1959, according to a report given by the Florida
Educational Television Commission.
The ch. 3 Tampa facility is expected to
serve St. Petersburg Junior College, Gibbs
Junior College at St. Petersburg, Manatee
County Junior College and the U. of South
Florida at Tampa. Also under discussion are
links with proposed educational tv stations
on ch. 7 Jacksonville and ch. 5 Gainesville
at the U. of Florida.
WTTW

(TV) Pins Down

$202,000

WTTW (TV) Chicago has raised $202,000 in its drive to sustain its non-commercial, educational operation this year.
Dr. John W. Taylor, executive director
of the Chicago Educational Television Assn.,
reported receipt of $144,000 in "special
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gifts" and $58,000 in public contributions.
The station needs $340,000, including $105,000 to cover studio expansion and new high
power transmitting equipment. It expects to
receive $500,000 for distributing national
educational tv programs and from use of
its kinescope recording facilities.
Oregon

Conference

Schedules

Speakers, ETV Demonstrations
Dr. Charles A. Siepmann, chairman of
the department of communications at New
York U. and author of Tv and Our School
Crisis, will head the list of speakers at the
education conference to be held April 26
at the Oregon College of Education, Monmouth. His address, "The Promise of the
Present," will report the results of a nationwide study he recently completed.
The theme of the conference, which is
sponsored by Oregon College and the Oregon Education Assn., will be "Exploring the
Future of Educational Television in Oregon." Other speakers will include Dr. Lester
F. Beck, professor of psychology at Portland State College; Dr. James Morris, manager of KOAC-TV Corvallis, Ore., and
Dr. Gerald Wallace, superintendent of
schools, Pocatello, Idaho.
In addition to the addresses, the conference will feature demonstrations of etv
in action. They will be shown on a giantscreen projection tv, set up by General
Precision Labs. Several distributors have
been invited to exhibit their newest educational tv equipment and their representatives will be on hand to answer questions
concerning costs, installation problems, staff
training and other technical matters.
WBC's

McGannon

Praises

ETV,

Presents Equipment to WGBH-TV
Educational television is "an infant in
years ... a giant in accomplishment,"
Donald H. McGannon, president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., told the Algonquin Club, Boston, last week at a luncheon
meeting. Mr. McGannon cited the fact
that half the television stations honored in
this year's George Foster Peabody awards
[Awards, April 7] were educational stations.
At the luncheon WBC presented to Boston educational station WGBH-TV equipment which, according to Mr. McGannon,
will enable that station to become one of
only three tv stations in the U. S. operating
on the maximum power authorized by the
FCC. The gift consists of a 25 kw RCA
amplifier which will raise the station's
power to 100 kw, maximum power allowable on ch. 2.
Stanton,

Pulliam

Speeches

Set

Dr. Frank Stanton, president of CBS Inc.,
and Eugene C. Pulliam, president of the
Indianapolis Star (WIRE) will be featured
speakers at the annual Journalism Banquet
during the U. of Missouri School of Journalism's 49th Annual Journalism Week April
28-May 3. Announcement of the week-long
program was made by Dean Earl F. English
of the journalism school. Meetings will take
place at the university in Columbia.
Broadcasting

AWARDS
MEDIA
BY

AWARDS

SAFETY

GIVEN

COUNCIL

• 'Exceptional service' cited
• Broadcast entries score
CBS

Radio and CBC's radio and television networks, plus 147 radio and 36 tv
outlets, are among recipients of the National
Safety Council's 1957 public interest awards
being announced today (Monday). Winners
become eligible for the Sloan highway safety
awards next month.
Topping NSC public information media
honors, in addition to CBS Radio, are CBC
and CBC-TV Toronto, Ont., and four radiotv syndication firms, including Ziv Television Programs. Among broadcast advertising winners were Aluminum Co. of America, Chevrolet Div. of General Motors
Corp., DeSoto Div. of Chrysler Corp. and
others.
In announcing the non-competitive awards
for "exceptional service" to general safety,
Ned H. Dearborn, NSC president, cited the
"tremendous contribution of mass communication media to the sharp reduction in
the number of traffic deaths last year."
"Radio-tv-advertiser winners considered for
the Alfred P. Sloan Radio-Tv Awards for
Highway Safety being judged later also include 40 daily and 18 weekly newspapers,
10 general circulation and 29 specialized
magazines, 29 advertisers (radio-tv and nonbroadcast entries) and 57 outdoor advertising companies.
CBS

Radio was chosen for its concentrated safety mentions over holiday weekends (Memorial Day, July 4th and Labor
Day) on both commercial and sustaining
programs. Among advertisers Alcoa was
honored for its live presentation of "No
License to Kill" on the NBC-TV Alcoa
Hour twice — Feb. 3 and Sept. 1 — and
Chevrolet for its heavy promotion of student
driving training programs. In a new "syndicates" category, Ziv was honored for its
contributions to safety in connection with
its Highway Patrol film series.
The council reported receiving 259 entries
from radio-tv stations and networks, radiotv and non-broadcast advertisers and syndicates, with radio-tv entries showing an increase from 135 to 172 for 1957 honors.
Radio stations were judged in two categories
■— over 1 kw (regional) and 1 kw and under
(local). In the stations classification, eight
non-commercial, educational radio and four
educational tv outlets are recipients.
RADIO

STATIONS

CFPL London, Ont.; CHLO London, Ont.;
CHML Hamilton, Ont.; CKOM Saskatoon, Sask.;
CKSL London, Ont.; CKSO Sudbury, Ont.;
KBAM Longview, Wash.; KDPS-FM Des Moines,
Iowa*; KECK Odessa, Tex.; KELO Sioux Falls,
S. D.; KEX Portland, Ore.; KFAB Omaha, Neb.;
KFBI Wichita, Kan.; KFH Wichita, Kan.; KFOJ
Portland, Ore.; KGGF Coffey ville, Kan.; KGW
Portland, Ore.; KHAM Albuquerque, N. M.;
KIMO Independence, Mo.; KISD Sioux Falls,
S. D.; KJAY Topeka, Kan.; KLAC Hollywood,
Calif.; KLIK Jefferson City, Mo.; KLMO Longmont, Colo.; KLMS Lincoln, Neb.; KLON Long
Beach, Calif.*; KLRS Mountain Grove, Mo.;
KMMJ Grand Island, Neb.; KMO Tacoma, Wash.
KMON
Great Falls, Mont.; KMOX
St. Louis.
Broadcasting

KHQA-TV

lets

TV

BENDIX
viewers

"WEATHERMAN"
see

weather

record

The Bendix "Weatherman*" will give your
audience greater accuracy in weather reporting
and a clearer picture of weather happenings,
to make an important public service even
better. Weather conditions can be read
instantly from large and easy-to-read dials,
showing outdoor temperatures, relative humidity, rainfall, atmospheric pressure, wind speed,
and wind direction.
Such stations as WFIL-TV, Philadelphia;
KHQA-TV, Hannibal, Mo. and Quincy, 111.
and KWTV-TV in Oklahoma City, have
found that this new presentation of the
weather by the "Weatherman"
esting than relayed information.
Bendix "Weatherman" every
unique because the dials can be
many different positions.

is more interAnd with the
installation is
arranged in so

With the exception of the barometric pressure unit, each indicator is actuated by a
remote (roof top) transmitter and is connected
to the transmitter by electrical cable. "Weatherman" indicators and transmitters can be
obtained as individual units.
The "Weatherman" is made by Bendix
Friez, makers of weather-data instruments for
eighty-two years. For further information,
write direct to this division, 1324 Taylor
Avenue, Baltimore 4, Maryland, or telephone
VAlley 3-4040.

*reg. trade mark

KWTV-TV

itself!

AWARDS CONTINUED
KMPC Los Angeles, Calif.; KNEB Scottsbluff, Neb.; KOA Denver. Colo.; KOIN Portland, Ore.: K0TA Rapid City, S. D.; KRHD
Duncan, Okla.;
Diego, Calif.*;
KSEI
Pocatello.
Idaho:KSDS
KSTN SanStockton,
Calif.; KTHS
Little Rock. Ark.; KTOK Oklahoma City, Okla.;
KUBA Marysville, Calif.; KVOD Denver, Colo.;
KWIZ Santa Ana. Calif.; KXLR North Little
Rock. Ark.; KYA San Francisco. Calif.; KYW
Cleveland, Ohio; WALD Walterboro, S. C;
WALT Tampa. Fla.; WAVZ New Haven, Conn.;
WAZL Hazleton. Pa.; WBAW Barnwell, S. C;
WBFC Fremont. Mich.; WBHB Fitzgerald. Ga.:
WBIZ Eau
Wis.:La.:
WBOE
Ohio*;
WBOK
NewClaire.
Orleans,
WBSMCleveland.
New Bedford,
Mass.: WCBS New York, N. Y.; WCCC Hartford.
Conn.: WCKR Miami. Fla.; WCLI Corning. N. Y.
WCUE Akron: WCYB Bristol, Va.; WDGY
Minneapolis. Minn.; WDUN Gainesville, Ga.;
WEAN Providence, R. I.; WEBC Duluth, Minn.;
WEDO McKeesport. Pa.: WEJL Scranton, Pa.;
WENE Endicott. N. Y.: WESB Bradford. Pa.;
WFBC Greenville. S. C; WFBE Flint. Mich.*;
WFGM Fitchburg. Mass.; WFLO Farmville, Va.;
WGAR Cleveland, Ohio: WGBS Miami, Fla.:
WGGG Gainesville, Fla.: WGRC Louisville, Ky.;
WGTN Georgetown, S. C.J WHAM Rochester,
N. V.; WHBC Canton, Ohio: WHEC Rochester,
N. Y.: WHIM Providence. R. I.; WHK Cleveland.
Ohio; WIBC Indianapolis. Ind.; WILS Lansing,
Mich.; WING Davton. Ohio: WJBW New Orleans,
La.; WJIM Lansing. Mich.: WJMX Florence,
S. C: WJR Detroit. Mich.; WKAR East Lansing,
Mich.*; WKBZ Muskegon, Mich.; WKHM Jackson, Mich.; WKIX Raleigh, N. C; WKJG Fort
Wavne, Ind.; WKMI Kalamazoo, Mich.; WKY
Oklahoma City, Okla.; WLAC Nashville, Tenn.
WLSV Wellsville, N. Y.: WLW Cincinnati;
WMAK Nashville. Tenn.; WMIK Middlesboro.
Kv.; WMIX Mount Vernon. 111.; WMRN Marion,
Ohio; WMSC Columbia, S. C; WNHC New
Haven.
Y.*; WOWL
Florence.Conn.;
Ala.; WNYC
WOWO New
Fort York,
Wavne,N. Ind.:
WPEO
Peoria, 111.: WPEP Taunton, Mass.; WPFB
Middletovvn. Ohio; WPIT Pittsburgh, Pa.; WPRO
Providence, R. I.: WQAM Miami, Fla.; WRCV
Philadelphia. Pa.; WRFC Athens, Ga.; WRFD
Worthington. Ohio: WRHI Rock Hill, S. C;
WRRR Rockford. 111.; WRVA Richmond, Va.;
WSAR Fall River, Mass.; WSAY Rochester, N. Y.
WSB Atlanta; WSGW Saginaw, Mich.; WSMB
New Orleans, La.; WSNW Seneca. S. C;
WSOY Decatur, 111.; WSPR Springfield, Mass.;
WSSC Sumter, S. C; WSUI Iowa City, Iowa*;
WTIC Hartford. Conn.; WTIX New Orleans, La.;
WTKM Hartford, Wis.; WTPS New Orleans,
La.; WTTM Trenton, N. J.; WVCG Coral Gables.
Fla.: WWDC Washington, D. C; WWJ Detroit.

SEE
IN

Mich.; WWL New Orleans. La.; WWVA Wheeling, W. Va.: WXLW Indianapolis, Ind.; WZKY
Albemarle, N. C.
( * Non-commercial, educational ) .
TELEVISION STATIONS
CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ont.; CKSO-TV Sudbury,
Ont.: KABC-TV Los Angeles, Calif.: KCMO-TV
Kansas City, Mo.; KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D.;
KFSD-TV San Diego. Calif.; KQED (TV) San
Francisco, Calif.*; KRNT-TV Des Moines, Iowa;
KSLA-TV Shreveport, La.; WBNS-TV Columbus,
Ohio; WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C; WBTW
(TV) Florence, S. C; WBZ-TV Boston, Mass.;
WCET (TV) Cincinnati, Ohio*; WDXI-TV Jackson, Tenn.; WFBC-TV Greenville. S. C; WFILTV Philadelphia, Pa.; WFLA-TV Tampa, Fla.;
WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich.; WJW-TV Cleveland,
Ohio; WJZ-TV Baltimore, Md.; WKAR -TV East
Lansing. Mich.*; WKJG-TV Fort Wayne. Ind.;
WKNO-TV Memphis, Term.*; WKY-TV Oklahoma
City, Okla.; WLWA (TV) Atlanta, Ga.; WLWI
(TV) Indianapolis, Ind.; WLWT (TV) Cincinnati,
Ohio: WNBC (TV) West Hartford, Conn.; WNDUTV South Bend. Ind.; WNHC-TV New Haven,
Conn.; WPRO-TV Providence, R. I.; WRCV-TV
Philadelphia, Pa.; WSAU-TV Wausau, Wis.;
WSFA-TV
Montgomery, Ala.; WWJ-TV Detroit,
Mich.
( * Non-commercial, educational) .
RADIO-TV SYNDICATES
Creative Assoc., Needham, Mass.; Dixie Productions, Lake City. S. C; Michigan Inter-Industry Traffic Safety Committee, East Lansing,
Mich.; Ziv Television Programs, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
ADVERTISERS
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.; Aluminum Co. of America, Pittsburgh,
Pa.; American Bakeries Co., Atlanta, Ga.; AutoOwners Insurance Co., Lansing, Mich.; Chevrolet
Motor Div., General Motors Corp., Detroit,
Mich.; Columbia Coca-Cola Bottling Co.,
Columbia, S. C.*; De Soto Div., Chrysler Corp.,
Detroit, Mich.; Eppens, Smith Co., Newark.
N. J.; Esso Standard Oil Co., New York, N. Y.;
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio;
First National Stores, Somerville, Mass.; General Motors Acceptance Corp., New York, N. Y.;
Hardware Mutuals, Stevens Point, Wis.; Hedges
Oil Co., Albuquerque, N. M.; Juvenile Shoe
Corp. of America, Aurora, Mo.*; MFA Mutual
Insurance Co., Columbia, Mo.; Metropolitan Life
Insurance
Co., New
York, N. Y.; Michigan

"JopA
JoWQAA
" AT
LOS ANGELES
THE
LOS in
ANGELES
ROOM,
STATLER
HOTEL
FOR

THE

NAB

CONVENTION

Bell Telephone
Mich.*;Tobacco
Raeoil Co.,
Malone,
N. Y.; Co..
R. Detroit,
J. Reynolds
Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C; Schneider Oil Co., Salem,
Va.; Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa.; Security
Bank, Mountain Grove, Mo.; Shuler & Benninghofen, Cincinnati, Ohio*; Sinclair Refining Co., !j
New York, N. Y.; Standard Oil Co. of California,
San Francisco, Calif.; Standard Oil Co. (Ind.),
Chicago. 111.; Warwick Shoppers World, Warwick, j
R. I.*; White Swan Coffee Co. of Texas, Fort
Worth, Tex.
(•Advertiser non-radio-tv entry).
Seattle Agency

Gets

Two

Awards

For Sick's Rainier Advertising
Miller, MacKay, Hoeck & Hartung, !
Seattle advertising agency, and its client,

Sick's Rainier Brewing Co., won the sweepstakes award at the 11th annual advertising awards banquet of the Seattle Advertising and Sales Club, the club announced.
The Roy S. Marshall Memorial Award for
campaigns using three or more media was
given the agency for the Sick's advertising,
which also won in the regional and local
division.
Categories and winners:
National, over $ 1 00,000— Simpson Timber Co., Merchandising Factors; $50,000 to
$100,000, Pacific Coast Canned Pear Service, Pacific National Advertising Agency;
under $50,000, Day's Tailor-D Clothing,
Martin, Gardner & Tuttle.
Regional and local, over $100,000 —
Sick's Rainier Brewing Co., with honorable
mention to Seattle Packing Co., Bar-S, both
represented by Miller, MacKay, Hoeck &
Hartung; $50,000 to $100,000, Washington
Mutual Savings Bank, Charlotte Smith Advertising, with honorable mention to Binyon
Optometrists, F. G. Mullins Co.; under $50,000, Pacific National Bank, Honig-Cooper
& Miner.
Industrial, over $50,000 — Douglas Fir
Plywood Assn., The Condon Co.; $15,000
to $50,000, St. Paul & Tacoma Lumber Co.,
The Condon Co.; under $15,000, Tally
Register Corp., Bozell & Jacobs.
Retail, over $25,000 — Frederick & Nelson, institutional campaign; $5,000 to $25,000, Ivar Haglund, Pacific National Advertising Agency; under $5,000, Milk Barns
Inc., Martin, Gardner & Tuttle.
CBS-TV

Films Honors

Sackheim

First award for "best over-all merchandising of a CBS-TV film series in 1957" has
been given to Ben Sackheim Inc., New
York, for its campaign on Mama sponsored
by Nationwide Insurance. Trophies for
"outstanding achievement in creative merchandising" also went to the following six
sponsors or agencies for merchandising: Lee
Mack Marshall, Continental Baking Co. for
Annie Oakley; Melvin Hattwick, Continental
Oil Co., for Whirlybirds; J. J. Burton,
Colonial Stores, for The Gray Ghost; Milton Guttenplan, Emil Mogul Co., for The
Honeymooners; Helen H. Lydon, Clinton
E. Frank Adv., for Brave Eagle, and Ralph
Pansek, Mottl-Siteman Adv., for Whirlybirds.
Fellowship Award for Newsmen
Newsmen Eric Sevareid of CBS and Chet
UTILITY
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Huntley of NBC have been named to receive the National Fellowship Award presented to "great human rights champions"
by the Philadelphia Fellowship Commission.
Broadcasting

PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
Blair-Tv Booklet
On

Teenager

NAEB

Focuses

Buying

Power

Blair-Tv, national station representative,
is spotlighting the teenage market in its
newest direct mail piece to more than 5,000
advertisers and agencies.
/ The booklet describes the teenage market as having purchasing power of more
than $9 million, numbering 17.2 million
and representing "a powerful but unexploited advertising target." The youngsters,
according to the Blair-Tv material, play a
vital part in family decisions on everything
including products; pour 2.5 billion gallons
of gasoline into automobiles; are responsible
for 70% of phonograph record sales; take
one out of every four snapshots, and "in just
two years [will] control the bulk of all mass
buying."
Of all first brides, 49% are in their teens,
Blair-Tv continues, reminding that the spot

tv disc jockey "is your tie-line to the teens
for they are television's most loyal audience
— sprawled in front of the tv set for a good
two hours a day (only 19 minutes with nose
in newspapers)."

WBC Buys 'Sunrise Semester'
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., New
York, has bought the filmed recordings for
the entire first semester of WCBS-TV's
Sunrise Semester (Mon.-Fri. 6:30-7 a.m.
EST) from CBS Television Film Sales Inc.,
for its five television stations. The show
is a course for academic credit and is
taught by Dr. Floyd Zulli Jr., assistant professor, New York U. It will be presented
on Westinghouse stations at a similar early
hour, exact time still to be determined. It
will not be offered for credit, but as a public service to viewers.
NBC-TV

Sets 'Chevy

Show'

Stations Air New

Success Story on KBTV

Series

The actual voices of Soviet Russia's Nikolay Lenin and other world leaders are contained in a 13-week taped series of dramadocumentary programs broadcast by 45 National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters
network stations, starting this month. The
series, titled One Nation Indivisible, was
produced by the U. of Michigan's broadcasting service, WUOM Ann Arbor, and
financed through a grant-in-aid from the
Educational Television & Radio Center and
NAEB. Programs deal with "nationalism
in the modern world" and include on-thespot recordings supplied by the BBC, Radio
Moscow, Radio Eireann, Radio Cairo, the
Arab Information Center and other foreign
sources.

WJR

'On

Top of News'

Booklet

A booklet devoted to WJR Detroit's news
programming is being issued. Titled "On
Top of the News With WJR," it describes
the different news gathering-disseminating
departments and introduces WJR's news
staff. The news-conscious station features
interviews with personalities who give background to current news stories in Sunday
Supplement, Topic for Today and Points
and Trends. Experts who have appeared on
these shows include Henry Ford II, president, Ford Motor Co., and Walter P.
Reuther, president, United Auto Workers.

(TV)

The story of "financial wizard" Allen
Lefferdink's rise to fame is to be told on
KBTV (TV) Denver. A 12-month contract
— one of Denver's longest-term tv contracts
— was signed April 4 by Mr. Lefferdink
and KBTV President John C. Mullins. Cost
of production, film and remotes to tell the
story of the man who "parlayed a $500 loan
into a gigantic financial empire," reportedly
will be more than $100,000.
Designing Fan Wins From KTBS-TV
More than 22,000 sketches reportedly
were received by KTBS-TV Shreveport, La.,
after announcing that it would award an air
conditioner or an automobile to the person
who submitted the best idea for the station's
trademark. The design judged most original
and applicable — a caricature of an oilman
signifying oil-rich Shreveport — was submitted by a local housewife.
Correspondent

in Spain for WKMI

Nancy Mason, public service director of
WKMI Kalamazoo, Mich., has been chosen
by the area's Junior Chambers of Commerce
in cooperation with the Community Ambassador program to spend three months in
Spain. The station is arranging for Miss
Mason to take a portable tape recorder and
a supply of tapes with her so that she can
send taped reports of her travels back to
WKMI.

to

penetrate!

POWER

Plans

Summer plans for NBC-TV's Chevy Show
were announced last week by the network.
Starting June 22 comedians Stan Freberg
and the team of Rowan & Martin will rotate for five programs each with Edie
Adams, Janet Blair, Dorothy Kirsten and
John Raitt starring. The program will continue to be produced by Henry Jaffe Enterprises in association with NBC-TV. Chevrolet sponsorship through Campbell-Ewald
will continue.
A
WGN-TV

Gives

Films Double

Run

A new policy of running the same motion
picture two consecutive evenings has been
launched by WGN-TV Chicago. The plan
went into effect March 30-31 with the showing of "Stranger in the Night" on the new
20 Century-Fox Hour. The two-night
policy is scheduled to run for 13 weeks and
includes one-hour films produced expressly
for tv — not full-length feature films. (It's
noted that other stations, including WITITV Milwaukee, have run full-length motion
pictures on consecutive evenings in recent
seasons.) WGN-TV is carrying the 20th
Century-Fox Hour on Sunday and Monday
nights.
Broadcasting
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Playhouse 90' Goes All Live,
Assigns Rotating Producers
A system of rotating producers will be

r ** Jfl * ^

put into effect next season for CBS-TV's
Playhouse 90, which last week announced it
would go "all live," dropping its occasional
film installments. For the past two seasons,
Playhouse 90 featured a number of filmed
90-minute programs produced for CBS-TV
by Screen Gems Inc., tv subsidiary of
Columbia Pictures Corp.
Assigned to the staff by William Dozier,
programming vice president. CBS-TV
Hollywood: Fred Coe, long-time (194757) NBC-TV contract producer-director,
signed earlier this year to an exclusive
( BS-TV staff position; John Houseman,
Shakespearian specialist (MGM's "Julius
Caesar." the Stratford [Conn.] Shakespeare
Theatre), motion-picture and tv producer
(CBS-TV's Seven Liveiv Arts); Herbert
Brodkin, last associated with CBS-TV's
Studio One in New York, and Arthur Penn,
Mr. Coe's director for William Gibson's
Broadway hit. Two for the Seesaw and
sometime Playhouse 90 contributor. Mr.
Dozier also plans to announce at a later
date the names of four "guest" producers
who will alternate with Messrs. Coe, Houseman, Brodkin and Penn. For the past two
seasons
90's principal producer
has
beenPlayhouse
Martin Manulis.
Motorola

Joins Kellogg

Contest

Motorola Inc. retailers are participating
in the Kellogg Co.'s multi-million dollar
"Woody Woodpecker Picture Puzzle" contest involving a tie-in deal with Corn Flakes
and offering high fidelity portables as merchandise prizes. The contest, starting in
mid-April, is being promoted on seven
Kellogg tv programs (Woody Woodpecker,
Superman, Buccaneers, Sir Lancelot, Wild
Bill Hickok, Name That Tune, House
Party) and the hi-fi units will receive audio
and visual mention during the commercials.
Hi-fi dealers will use Woody Woodpecker
point-of-sale and window displays to tie in
with the national promotion and appliance
store traffic will be directed to Corn Flakes

; ft

A MODEL sports car placed "first in class" in KAKC Tulsa's Snowman contest.
The two-day promotion reportedly was responsible for the building of more than
1.500 pieces of snow statuary. The contest's three categories — biggest, most novel
(above), and the most artistic — were judged by Tulsa's mayor and $500 was divided
among the winners.
boxes for entry blanks and details. First
prize is $2,000 cash and a portable hi-fi in
fibre glass; 700 other hi-fi units also will be
awarded. Reportedly 17 million direct-mail
pieces will be sent to consumers.
Major Golf Tourneys For NBC-TV
NBC-TV announced plans last week to
carry portions of two major golf tournaments, according to Tom S. Gallery, NBC
sports director. Highlights and final holes
of the Tournament of Champions (April 26,
approximately 5-6 p.m., and April 27, 3-4
p.m.) from Las Vegas, and the National
Open Golf Championship (June 14, 6-7:30
p.m.) from Tulsa, Okla., will be televised.
WBZ-WBZA at Barn's Birthday
WBZ-WBZA Boston-Springfield will present on-the-spot coverage of the 30th birthday celebration at the Jug End Barn, South
Egremont, Mass., April 25-27. Early atmosphere of the resort will be re-created during
the weekend. Five disc jockeys and the stations' sports director plus recording artists
invited as guests for the weekend will participate in the special programming.

KDUB-TV

Saves Day for Post
A Post, Tex., civic event was saved from
a washout by KDUB-TV Lubbock this
month. A statue of the late C. W. Post,
founder of Post cereals, division of General
Foods Corp., and the town bearing his
name, was to be unveiled by his daughter
there but rain threatened the outdoor ceremonies. The mayors of Post, Battle Creek,
Mich., and Lubbock were in attendance
as were 1 1 representatives of General Foods
and its agency, Benton & Bowles. KDUBTV's cameras hurriedly were set up in
classrooms of a local school and the station's mobile cruiser relayed a 21/2-hour
closed-circuit program to the town's citizens.
The show featured Danny Thomas and
Spring Byington, stars of GF-sponsored
CBS-TV shows.

Storer's Public Service Story
The Storer Broadcasting Co. (WSPD-AMTV Toledo, WJW-AM-TV Cleveland,
WJBK-AM-TV Detroit, WAGA-AM-TV
Atlanta, WIBG Philadelphia, WVUE [TV]
Wilmington, WGBS Miami and WWVA
Wheeling, W. Va.) devoted its monthly
organ, Storer Story, to its station's public
service projects. Storer stations are active in
community projects and many have received
national awards. (WSPD-TV last year was

PAT

given Sylvania's award for "outstanding contribution to creative tv technique.") Storer
Story introduces readers to the personalities
behind many successful public service
events.
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Election Background
"NO WAY OUT"
A nurse is kidnapped to help
a wounded outlaw.
Can the law close in
before the gang decides she has outlived her usefulness?

AT

ZIV

MYSTERY!
STUDIO
I

A

From

WTTM

pre-primary election series, Election

Background '58 (Mon.-Fri. 7:45-8 p.m.
EST), has been running on WTTM Trenton,
N. J., since Monday. WTTM News Editor
Jack Gartland has had direct telephone interviews with New Jersey's six U. S. Senate
candidates. The station plans to air complete
election returns starting at 8 p.m. tomorrow
(Tuesday).
Broadcasting

WATE

Starts New

Program

Format

A new programming policy has been instituted by WATE Knoxville to combine
the benefits of NBC affiliation with the

M2/33J56

"flexibility" of an independent. "Radio
Central," as the station calls its programming concept, was kicked-off with a week
of on-air teaser announcements and onea-day letters. The letters went to present and
potential buyers of WATE time in plain
envelopes with no return address and included a map of the area with "Coming to
Knoxville!" superimposed on it.

[16 134 !M

ft

'Shock!', Set for WTVN-TV

Viewer

WTVN-TV Columbus, O., promoted its
"Shock!" package of horror feature films by
conducting a "crazy" contest for viewers of
the station's Late Home Theatre program.
They were shown a man completely wrapped
in strips of gauze and were asked to guess
how many inches of gauze it took to cover
him. The winner was awarded a color tv set
the night the station telecast the episode
titled "The Mummy."
WNCT

(TV) Airs 'Farm-A-Thon'

An eight-hour "Farm-a-Thon" was broadcast March 15 on WNCT (TV) Greenville,
N. C, in which some 60 agricultural experts appeared. The farm information show
(6 a.m.-2 p.m.) featured panel discussions,
talks and interviews. WNCT had the cooperation ofthe North Carolina State College's extension service in producing the
program.
Maid

Service

for WLLY

Listeners

One day of free maid service is being
awarded to a listener each day by WLLY
Richmond, Va. The offer is made daily on
the station's Housewives Hit Parade program 12 noon-2 p.m. Winners are picked
on the basis of letters they submit.
Day of Stereo From

WGKA-AM-FM

To promote interest in a series of stereophonic broadcasts, WGKA-AM-FM Atlanta
last week programmed a full day's music
using both outlets. The stations have been
scheduling two days of stereo music each
week but this is the first time they have
combined from sign-on to sign-off.
Broadcasting

8444
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isle of Bali Ha'i was taken by three KDKA
Pittsburgh disc jockeys April Fools' Day.
They asked listeners to send them humorous
supplies for the voyage and promised that
those submitting the most interesting dona-

disc jockeys' show throughout the day) and
two teenagers who volunteered as "deck
hands."

/

Ia*1

KDKA Disc Jockeys Take 'Trip'
An imaginary trip to the South Pacific

tions would be given "South Pacific" phonograph record albums and Fruit-of-theMonth Club subscriptions. Items contributed
included grass skirts, survival kits, a live
lamb (whose bleatings were heard on the

69/96
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MARKO!

There is only one right way to program Bingo on TV! . . . distribute
cards that look like Bingo cards, play like Bingo cards, and with one
important variation are Bingo cards.
The "important variation" is MARKO'S

exclusive ten thousand card

deck*. Here's the key that eliminates the problems suffered by producers who have substituted untried ideas.
Marko cards, distributed by sponsor outlets, build store traffic and
dollar volume anywhere from 15% up.
Marko cards and the Play Marko format eliminate telephone tieups, produce a lively hour of eight to ten games in which the cards are
checked out in seconds right before the television audience.
The fact that Bingo on TV is an exciting, fascinating, audiencepleasing game is well established. More than thirty important markets
have proved that if done the Play Marko way, it has, to quote one
station manager, "fantastic audience acceptance . . . and a store traffic
builder par excellence for the advertiser."
*The average "Bingo deck" has about
three thousand different cards; cards
with unduplicated combinations of numbers. MARKO'S deck has ten thousand
different cards . . . sufficient for thousands upon thousands of families to play
at one time.
"PLAY MARKO" IS LEGAL
by Federal Court ruling
GET THE WHOLE STORY
Write, wire or phone

You 9et a lot
wkM
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The Caples Company
301 South Kingsley Drive
Los Angeles 5, Calif.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

get with

Farrell Gilmore, account executive, Ted
Bates & Co., N.Y., elected vice president.
Mr. Gilmore has been with agency for past
and before that was with Bueight years
chanan & Co.

TN-TV
W
theH
SELLibrated station
of the
GOLDEN
VALLEY...
(Central Ohio)
UP 117.5% on Sunday, 6:00 to 10:00
p.m. in Charleston!
UP 64.9%,

Monday

through Friday,

6.-00 to 10:00 p.m. in Charleston!
UP 32.4%, Monday through Friday,
6:00 to 1 0:00 p.m. in Huntington ! And
so on, according to ARB figures for
November 1957!
With so many viewers leading
the way, it's easy to see why
more and more smart time
buyers are switching to

Doyle W. Lott, assistant account executive
on Dodge Div. account and director of Detroit regional account activities for Grant
Adv., appointed vice president and promoted to account executive on Dodge at
Grant.
Sherman Slade, senior vice president, Cunningham & Walsh, L. A., joins HonigCooper & Miner, L. A. office, as executive
vice president and manager.
Herbert Ward promoted to vice presidentsales for Dr. Pepper Co., Dallas; Ernest F.
Marmon, vice president-franchising; H. M.
Browder, vice president-assistant to president, and W. E. Tully to controller. Other
appointments include H. S. Billingsley to
senior vice president-secretary-treasurer,
and E. M. Dosser, vice president-traffic, to
vice president-customer service.
Ray Young, formerly copy supervisor (on
Pall Mall cigarettes) at Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, N.Y., to Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago, in similar capacity. Kathryn
Mahan, formerly production supervisor at
Ruthrauff & Ryan (now Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan), to Burnett in similar capacity.

WHTN-TV
CHANNEL 13
A C0WLES STATION • ABC BASIC
Huntington-Charleston, W. Va.
Nationally represented by
Edward Petry Co., Inc.

'A

t/

ARB - PULSE
DECEMBER 1957

\t4 M

James T. Kennedy, formerly copy supervisor, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles
and at one time copy executive, Ted Bates
& Co., to Cohen & Aleshire, N.Y., as copy
chief.

LAS

VEGAS

KLAS-TV
CHANNEL
8
LAS
VEGAS
NEVADA
represented by WEED Television
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Joe S. Watkins, formerly copywriter at W.
B. Doner Co., Chicago, to Grant Adv., that
city, in similar capacity.
David L. Hackler, formerly with National
Aluminate Corp., and Richard N. Vaughan,
public relations supervisor for U. S. Rubber Co., join Sidney Clayton & Assoc., Chicago, copy staff.
Dick Higgs, sales service director, WOWTV Omaha, to Allen & Reynolds, that city,
radio-tv production staff.
Alice J. Wolf, who organized timebuying
unit at Burke Dowling Adams, N.Y., named
to media selection staff of N. W. Ayer &
Son, Philadelphia.
Walt Bagot, member of promotion-publicity
department of WLWI (TV) Indianapolis,
Ind., will join Steve Smith Assoc. Adv.,
that city, on April 25.
Matthew

Rosenhaus, president of Pharmaceuticals Inc., N.Y., elected to national development committee, Denver (Colo.) American Medical Center.

Charles Lowe, for past eight years writer,
supervisor and producer of Carnation commercials on George Burns and Gracie Allen
tv series, granted leave of absence by Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan to handle night
club tour of his wife, Carol Channing. He
will rejoin agency in N. Y. next fall.
FILM

Robert D. Williams, formerly account executive at Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago,
on Quaker Oats and Wilson & Co. accounts,
to Leo Burnett Co., that city, in similar
capacity. Ross Hoy, who served in same
position at NL&B on All, Derby Foods and
Marathon Paper accounts, to Burnett in
similar capacity.

Robert Morin named national sales executive of National Telefilm Assoc., N.Y., and
Marilyn Weiner press representative. Mr.
Morin formerly was manager of program
film sales for Associated Artists Productions,
N.Y., and Miss Weiner was assistant in

Arnold

NTA's

Polk, advertising manager

for

Healthways (national sporting goods manufacturer), joins Anderson-McConnell, L. A.,
as account executive in packaged goods department, chain drug division.
Richard N. Shoppelry, for three years Marine combat correspondent, has joined WestMarquis, L. A., as junior account executive.

tfeBta
IN Q

Kenneth C. Strandberg, formerly director
of sales promotion and advertising for F. C.
Hayer Co. (upper midwest distributor of
RCA Victor and RCA Whirlpool products),
Minneapolis, joins Nemer Adv., that city,
account staff.

N. T. (Tom) Garrabrant, North Adv., Chicago, named media director.

public relations department.

Bob Carroll, formerly on sales staffs of Ziv
Tv, ABC and Television Programs of America, has been appointed director of sales
for Hayward-Brown Enterprises, producer
of tv series Tales of Marco Polo currently
on location in Orient.
Alfonso Cardenas, formerly project officer

Leonard Stevens joins Weightman Inc.,
Philadelphia, as director of radio and tv.

for U. S. Air Force's Air Material Command, Motion Picture Section and buyer
for Contract Administration, joins Wilding
Pictures Productions, Chicago, as manager
of L. A. office.

Louis Berger, director of media and market
research at Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, resigns.

Edward Lawson, formerly educational film
consultant with Rank Film Distributors of

Thelma Lison, director of home economics

America, appointed supervisor of publicity
for Associated Artists Productions.

department, Gardner Adv., St. Louis, retires. She has been with agency since 1927.
Sara Wilkey, assistant to Mrs. Lison, succeeds her.

Robert T. (Bud) Donnelly, formerly with
Screen Gems and Ziv-Tv, joins CBS-TV
Film Sales, Chicago, as account executive.
Broadcasting

Howard

M. Girouard, formerly with Television Programs of America, to Victory
Program Sales as northeast sales representative. Victory is division of California National Productions, NBC subsidiary.

manager. James MeDonough
mercial manager of KMLB.

R. Gould Morrison has been named to international staff of Guild Films and has
left for England to take up new assignment.

Virgil V. (Buddy) ►
Evans Jr., general sales
manager and assistant
managing director, WBT
Charlotte, N. C, promoted
to managing director. Mr.
Evans joined WBT in
1953 as Carolina sales
manager.

Ben Feiner Jr. signed by Screen Gems to
produce new series for Columbia Tv subsidiary in conjunction with National
Counter-intelligence Corps Assn. Stories
will be based on material from files of association and experiences of its members.

•
•
. •
NETWORKS
Edmund Stevens, formerly special correspondent inRussia for Christian Science
Monitor, joins MBS as Soviet Union correspondent, with headquarters in Moscow.
Donald A. (De) DeWolf, NBC veteran, retires after more than 30 years with network in Hollywood and San Francisco.
Eric Sevareid, chief Washington correspondent, CBS News, will be awarded honorary
doctor of letters degree by Wittenberg College June 9.
Charles Speer, 54, tv and radio writer and
producer, died April 3. He was associated
with NBC since 1951, and at time of his
death, he was writer-producer of NBC Radio's Life and the World and Biographies
in Sound.

Otto Menkes, assistant secretary of WWDC
Inc. (WWDC-AM-FM) Washington, named
secretary of corporation, succeeding late
Charles M. Harrison.
Thomas J. Murray, for- ►
merly assistant sales manager of WFBR Baltimore,
joins WKAZ Charleston,
W. Va., as general manager. Mr. Murray has
been in sales field for
past 22 years.

named com-

■<* Paul B. Marion, WBT
national sales manager,
has been promoted to general sales manager, succeeding Mr. Evans. Mr.
Marion joined WBTWBTV (TV) in 1952 as
promotion manager.
Ken Hildebrant, general manager, KMYR
Denver, resigns. Station plans ownership
change from Dolph-Pettey Broadcasting
Co. to Empire Broadcasting Co. approximately May 1.
Richard Block, director ►
of sales promotion and
merchandising for KRONTV San Francisco, joins
Kaiser Stations in Honolulu as general manager
of KHVH-AM-TV there
and will direct expanded
plans for program and sales development
departments.
Don C. ©ailey, sales manager, KGBX
Springfield, Mo., named general manager.
Bert Cowlan, program
manager, WBAI (FM)
New York, promoted to
general manager.

Lee Vincent named sales manager of WILK
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Raymond W. Baker, formerly manager of
KSO Des Moines, Iowa; WSAL Logansport, Ind., and WARL Arlington, Va., joins
KMLB-AM-FM Monroe, La., as general

Mary Catherine Kilday named sales service
manager of WRC-TV Washington, succeeding Mary Ostmaun, now attending law
school.
Dick Provensen, KGFJ

THEY

YOU'VE

SAY

COMMITTED

2-2:30 pm
Our Miss Brooks
Monday-Friday

Quarters
From noon to 6 pm weekdays
WMAL-TV leads in February ARB
Quarter-Hour Wins:
WMAL-TV
70
Station 2
35
Station 3
6
Station 4
4
Share of Audience:
WMAL-TV
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4

(4 ties)
(5 ties)
(1 tie)

3S.6
31.3
19.7
12.8

Average Quarter-Hour Rating:
WMAL-TV
9.7
Station 2
7.1
Station 3
4.2
Station 4
3.9

v
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wm
maximum power
on channel-t
7 in Washington,
O.C.
an Evening Star station represented by H-R Television, Inc.
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Los Angeles, named

program director.
WHEN

one reason for
winning

Fred M. Eames Jr., facilities engineer with
WGR-AM-TV Buffalo, N. Y., named assistant director of engineering for stations.

Write

us or WEED

for facts,

availabilities and assistance.
"The Giant or

LIBEL - SLANDER
PIRACY

- PLAGIARISM

INVASION

OF

COPYRIGHT

PRIVACY

Adequate protection against embarrassing loss
at amazingly moderate cost. Write!

REINSURANCE

CORPORATION
21 W. Tenth, Kansas City, Mo.
New York, Chicago, San Francisco,
107 William
175 W.
100 Bush
St. Jackson St. >.■
Broadcasting

Southern Skies'

VIOLATION

Be ready with our unique
INSURANCE

EMPLOYERS

Dean Turner, announcer-director-writerproducer for radio and tv, joins KFSD-TV
San Diego as continuity director.
Charles T. Wallick, promotion director assistant, KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb., named
promotion director, succeeding Marie Stewart, who has been named KOLN-TV public
service director.

Channel 4

V
BC-T
WF
Greenville,
S. C.

Daniel T. Pecaro, producer at WGN Chicago, appointed radio production supervisor.
Helen Tullis, winner of top McCall's maga-

NBC

NETWORK
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PEOPLE CONTINUED
zinc award for her program As You Can
See (weekly tv program dealing with people who had overcome handicaps and "made
valuable contributions" to community)
which ran lor three years, joins WJZ-TV
Baltimore as public service consultant.
C lay Braun, Adam Young. L. A., to KDAY
Santa Monica, Calif., as account executive.
Robert E. Clark, formerl) with Chevrolet
Zone Office and Gilchrist Co. in Omaha,
to WOW-TV
resentative.

that city as sales service rep-

Robert Clauson. sales representative with
WK.XP-TV Lexington. K\.. and Martin
Hawthorne, graphic arts and lithography
salesman with Colorcraft Corp., Solon,
Ohio, join KYW Cleveland as sales representatives.
Jack Allen Potts, sales manager, WCTC
New Brunswick, joins WNJR Newark, both
New Jersey, as salesman in its N. Y. office.
Fred Rebman, cameraman, named station
floor director at WKAR-TV East Lansing,
Mich., and Tom Banks, graduate student
at Michigan State U., joins WKAR-TV as
cameraman.
Dotty Mack, tv personality, joins WZIP
Cincinnati, Ohio, where she will do series
of
fashion reports from world's fashion
centers.
Gerald L. Peterson joins announcing staff
of WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City and will
host his own d.j. show.
Jack McGuire, Chicago publicist, signs for
new Monday-Friday Backstage interview
program on WAAF that city, effective April
7.
Eric Bose, account executive, WSAI Cincinnati, Ohio, takes on additional duties as
sportscaster, succeeding Dick Baker, resigned.
Richard G. Cruise, formerly with RAB in
N. Y. and McFadden Publications in both
N. Y. and L. A., has joined sales staff
of KHJ-TV Los Angeles.
William E. Bowers, engineering staff,
WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va., resigns for
tour of duty in Army and is succeeded by
Robert Furr. Julian Bell, staff announcer
and Esso weatherman, resigns to move to
Richmond, Va., and is succeeded by Wayne

Gruehn. Hod Love joins WSVA-AM-FMTV sales staff.
Bruce Morton, formerly newscaster with
WRCA and WRCA-TV New York, joins
WAMP Pittsburgh news department.
Robert J. Wetherall, formerly news director
at KTOE Mankato, Minn., to radio news
bureau staff of WCCO Minneapolis.

FRAIBERG

Beth Talsnia, traffic department. WOW-TV
Omaha, and John Cofoid, film editor, join

THE Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
has announced the appointment of

station's promotion department.
Edith Hansen, formerly director of Tidy
House Products Co.'s Kitchen Club series,
to women's staff of Farm & Home Radio
Stations (KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa; K.MMJ
Grand Island, Neb., and KXXX Colby,
Neb.).

Lawrence P. Fraiberg from KPIX-TV
San Francisco sales representative to
sales manager. He succeeds Lou S.

Robert R. Tincher, vice president of Cowles
Broadcasting Co. and general manager of
WHTN-AM-TV Huntington-Charleston, W.
Va., appointed to West Virginia Crime &
Delinquency Council of National Probation
& Parole Assn.
Sam J. Slate, general manager of WCBS
New York, named honorary chairman representing radio-tv industry in 14th Annual
National Sunday School Week.
John Harlan Clay, 38, sales service manager,
WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., died
April 1 from asphyxiation, following fire in
his apartment.
Henry H. Lyon, 61, radio consulting engineer and consultant for WWIN Baltimore,
which he designed, died April 6.
REPRESENTATIVES
Robert H. Biernacki, formerly sports director of KSLU, campus station at St. Lawrence U., Canton, N. Y., named junior sales
executive with Radio-Tv Representatives,
N. Y.

STEINBACH

CORRICK

Simon, recently named general manager of KPIX-TV. In addition, WBC
has announced that William Steinbach,
news editor of KDKA Pittsburgh, has
been transferred to Washington as an
editor and reporter for WBC. Ann M.
Corrick has been named assistant
bureau chief of WBC Washington
News Bureau [People, April 7].

burg, Fla. James Smith, former radio wire
editor, Boston bureau, will be regional membership executive for Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Maine and Rhode
Island. These states were formerly under
charge of Tom Cunningham who continues
as regional membership executive for Connecticut and New York.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES mmmmmmmmm
■< Edgar Parsons, radio-tv
and film director for past
seven years at American
Automobile Assn., joins
Sight & Sound Inc., Washington audio-visual consultants, aspresident. S&S
is division of House &
Gerstin, Washington public relations and
advertising agency.

PROGRAM SERVICES mmmmmmmmmmmmm®
Tom

Pendergast, Associated Press correspondent at Centralia, 111., moves to New
Orleans for Louisiana, Mississippi, and
Arkansas, replacing Bob Lee, no longer with
AP. Robert Sundy, previously with Philadelphia bureau, has been assigned to Atlanta
for Alabama, Florida and Georgia, succeeding Jack Weldon. Mr. Weldon resigned to
become sales manager of WSUN St. Peters-

INTERNATIONAL mmmmmmmm
Gil Seabrook, CJIB Vernon, B. C, reelected president of British Columbia Assoc.
of Broadcasters. Jack Sayers, CFUN Vancouver, was elected vice president, and Ken
Hutcheson, CJAV Port Alberni, B. C, director.
Nat V, Donato, formerly Canadian sales
manager for ABC Film Syndication, N. Y-,
to Telepix Movies Ltd., Toronto, as director
of sales.
George Leech, producer, CBC Toronto,
director of McKim Adv. Ltd.,
to
city.
thatradio-tv
George McDonald, formerly of ZFY Nassau,
Bahamas, and Jim Best, CKRM Regina,

United

Press

news

produces!

Sask., to announcing staff of CHEX
borough, Ont.

Peter-

Bob Carl and Bill Quenville, of CHEX-TV
Ont., to CFRN-TV EdmonPeterborough,
ton, Alta.
John M. Scadding, 24, announcer of CFJB
Brampton, Ont. died last month as result of
automobile accident.
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FOR THE RECORD
ONE
33

MEMBERS

HAVE

OF

85TH

CONGRESS

RADIO-TELEVISION

A total of 33 members of the 85th Congress— 11 senators and 22 representatives —
have interests in commercial broadcasting
or noncommercial educational radio and tv
stations, either in their own right, through
their families or through relatives, FCC
records reveal.
Although
ative is sole
several sole
held within

not one senator or representowner of a radio or tv facility,
or controlling ownerships are
the immediate families of congressmen. Interests held by congressmen
range from controlling to token stockholdings.
The interests of some congressmen are not
financial. One senator is board member of
an educational institution which operates
noncommercial outlets; the brother of one
congressman and the mother of another
hold similar posts in other educational noncommercial undertakings; one representative
is a board member of an institution which
operates a commercial outlet; the brother
of a senator is a director (but not a stockholder) of a commercial licensee.
Stations which have some congressional
tie-in, by type: 38 commercial and 2 noncommercial ams, 10 commercial and 1 noncommercial fms and 22 commercial and 3
noncommercial tvs.

Sen. Robert S. Kerr (D-Okla.), Oklahoma
City — is president, director and owns 50,611 of
100,000 sh. common voting stock of WEEK-AMTV Peoria, 111., and satellite WEEQ-TV LaSalle, 111., and is vice president, director
and owns 327 of 2,500 sh. Class A common voting stock of KVOO-TV Tulsa, Okla.; his
wife, Grayce B. Kerr, owns 11,488 sh. common
voting stock of WEEK-AM-TV and WEEQ-TV,
371 sh. Class A common voting stock of KVOOTV; his brother, T. M. Kerr, owns 11,141 sh.
common voting stock of WEEK-AM-TV and
WEEQ-TV and 175 sh. Class A common voting
stock of
wife, voting
Geraldine
H. KVOO-TV;
Kerr, owns his
3,235brother's
sh. common
stock of WEEK-AM-TV and WEEQ-TV.
WEEK: NBC; WEEK-TV and WEEQ-TV: NBC;
KVOO-TV: NBC.
Sen. William F. Knowland (R-Calif.), Piedmont— is assistant secretary of KLX Oakland and
with his father, J. R. Knowland, and brother,
J. R. Knowland Jr., is voting trustee in KLX
(he votes 200 of 1,800 sh. common voting stock)
and in Franklin Investment Co., family owned
company which holds 1,000 sh. common voting
stock of KLX. Sen. Knowland is assistant secretary and director and holds 1,835 of 10,886 sh.
common voting stock of Franklin; J. R. Knowland is vice president and director of KLX and
is president and director and holds 5,081 sh.
common voting stock of Franklin; J. R. Knowland Jr. holds 400 sh. in voting trusteeship of
KLX and is vice president, director and holds
1,835 sh. common voting stock of Franklin.

Sen. A. Willis Robertson (D-Va.), Lexington —
his brother, Harold G. Robertson, is a director
(but not a stockholder) of Shenandoah Life Insurance Co., sole owner of Shenandoah Life
Stations Inc., licensee of WSLS-AM-FM-TV
Roanoke, Va.
WSLS: MBS, NBC; WSLS-TV: NBC, ABC.

Sen. John W. Bricker (R-Ohio), Columbus — is
a member of the board of trustees of Ohio State
U., licensee of WOSU-AM-FM-TV Columbus,
non-commercial educational outlets.

Sen. W. Kerr Scott (D-N. C), Haw River— his
brother, Ralph H. Scott, is vice president, director and owns 43 of 473 sh. common voting stock
of WBBB-AM-FM Burlington, N. C.
WBBB: MBS, KBS.

Sen. Olin D. Johnston (D-S. C), Spartanburg —
his wife, Gladys A. Johnston, is vice president,

WHBF
RADIO & TELEVISION
:e station
of
in

marketing
the

success

Quad-Cities

Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), Seattle— owns 10,186 of 255,063 sh. common voting
stock of KIRO-AM-FM-TV Seattle.
KIRO: CBS; KIRO-TV: CBS.

Sen. Clinton P. Anderson (D-N. M.), Albuquerque— owns 250 of 4,750 sh. common voting stock
of KGGM-AM-TV Albuquerque and KVSF Santa
Fe, N. M.; his son, Sherbourne P. Anderson, is
director and owns 4 sh. of same stations.
KGGM: CBS; KGGM-TV: CBS; KVSF: CBS.

Sen. Lyndon B. Johnson (D-Tex.), Johnson
City — his wife, Claudia T. (Lady Bird) Johnson,
is board chairman, director and owns 352 of 579
sh. common voting stock of KTBC-AM-TV Austin; is director and represents LB J Co. (licensee
of KTBC-AM-TV), with D. S. Thomas and J. C.
Kellam in LBJ's ownership of 450 of 1,550 sh.
common voting stock of KWTX-AM-TV Waco,
Tex., and 600 of 600 sh. common voting stock of
KRGV-AM-TV Weslaco, Tex. KWTX-AM-TV
owns 50% of KBTX-TV Bryan, Tex.
KTBC: CBS; KTBC-TV: CBS, ABC, NBC;
KWTX: MBS; KWTX-TV: ABC, CBS; KRGV:
NBC; KRGV-TV: NBC, ABC; KBTX-TV: ABC,
CBS.

MARKETS

director and owns 125 of 500 sh. common voting
stock in WFGN Gaffney, S. C.
WFGN: KBS.

affiliations

Senators

100

THE

TIE-INS

Sen. Joseph C. O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.), Cheyenne— hissh.wife,
Agnes voting
V. O'Mahoney,
owns 15
of 3,051
common
stock of Cheyenne
Newspapers Inc., which in turn owns 1,850 of
7,491 y2 sh. common voting stock of KFBC-AM-TV
Cheyenne and satellite KSTF (TV) Scottsbluff,
Neb.
KFBC: ABC KFBC-TV and KSTF (TV): CBS,
ABC, NBC.

The list, showing network
where they exist, follows:

FIRST

OF

REPRESENTED

BY AVERY-KNODEL.

a subliminal

INC.

ad

we spend

Sen. John J. Sparkman (D-Ala.), Huntsville —
his wife, Ivo H. Sparkman, is a partner and owns
49% interest in WAVU-AM-FM Albertsville, Ala.
Representatives
Rep. Alvin M. Bentley (R-Mich.) Owosso — is
vice president, director and owns 300 of 900 sh.
common voting stock in WKNX-AM-TV Saginaw, Mich.
WKNX-TV: CBS, ABC.
Rep. Frances P. Bolton (R-Ohio), Clevelandowns 5,020 of 100,000 sh. common voting stock
in WHK-AM-FM-TV Cleveland, which owns 40%
of WKBN-AM-FM-TV Youngstown, Ohio.
WHK: NBC; WKBN: CBS; WKBN-TV: CBS.
Rep. J. Floyd Breeding (D-Kan.), Rolla— is
director and owns 1 of 2,000 sh. common voting
stock in KTVC (TV) Ensign, Kan.
KTVC (TV): Satellite of KAKE-TV Wichita
(ABC, CBS).
Rep. Alvin R. Bush (R-Pa.), Muncy — owns 400
of 7,500 sh. common voting stock in WWPA
Williamsport
and WARC Milton, both Pennsylvania.
WWPA: CBS.

most

of our

money

for

local audience

promotion

Rep. Elford A. Cederberg (R-Mich.), Bay City —
director and owns 10 of 255 sh. common voting
stock in WWBC Bay City.
Rep. Thomas B. Curtis (R-Mo.), Webster Groves
— is trustee-director, no stock in WDCR Hanover,
N. H., a commercial station licensed to Dartmouth College.
ALL

INQUIRIES

Broadcasting
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Rep. Lawrence H. Fountain (D-N. C), Tarboro — is secretary-treasurer, director and owns
86 of 300 sh. common voting stock in WCPS-AMApril 14, 1958
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FM Tarboro: his brothers, R. M. Fountain and
V. E. Fountain, each own 107 sh. and are directors
and vice president and president of WCPS-AMFM. respectively.
Rep. Porter Hardy Jr. (D-Va.). Churchland— is
director and voting trustee and owns 300 of
19,254 sh. common voting stock In voting trust
in WAVY-AM-TV Portsmouth. Va.
WAVY-TV: ABC.
Rep. Chet llolilii-ld (D-Calif). Montebello—
with his wife. Vernice. jointly owns 10 of 750
sh. Class A preferred voting stock in KXLA
Pasadena.

Rep. Jesse
Stewart
L. Udall
(D-Ariz),
uncle,
L. Udall.
is director
and Tucson—
owns 10 his
of
Safl'ord.
voting stock
sh. common Globe,
200
KWJB-AM-FM
KCKYin KGLU
Coolidge
and
KVNC Winslow, ail Arizona.
KWJB: NBC: KCKY: CBS; KVNC: MBS.
Rep. Phil Weaver (R-Neb.), Falls City— his
nephew's wife. Jane Ann Calhoun Weaver, owns
7 of 5,000 sh. common voting stock in WTAOAM-FM
Quincy, 111., and KHQA-TV Hannibal.
Mo.
WTAD:

Rep. Paul C. Jones (D-MoJ. Kennett — is president, director and owns 100 of 480 sh. common
voting stock in KBOA-AM-FM Kennett. Other
ownerships in stations: Paul C. Jones Jr. (son)
28 sh.: Mrs. Paul C. Jones Sr. 22 sh.. Mrs. Joe D.
(Bettv Ann) Cash (daughter) 25 sh. and Mrs.
Tom B. (Nell) Mobley (daughter) 25 sh.
Melvin
LairdR. (R-Wis.),
hisRep.
mother.
Mrs. R.Melvin
Laird, is aMarshfield—
member of
the board of regents of U. of Wisconsin, licensee
of WHA-AM-TV Madison. Wis.
Rep. Richard E. Lankford (D-Md.), Annapolisowns 30 of 3,936 sh. preferred non-voting stock
of WNAV-AM-FM Annapolis.
Rep. George II. Mahon (D-Tex.). Lubbock — his
brother, John B. Mahon, is partner and owns
50r> of KVMC Colorado City. Tex.; his nephew,
Eldon B. Mahon, is partner and owns 50% of
KVMC.
KVMC: KBS.
Rep. William S. Mailliard (R-Calif.), San Francisco— his brother, John Ward Mailliard III is a
director mercial
of KQED
San Francisco, non-comeducational(TV)
tv station.
Rep. Lee Metcalf (D-Mont.), Helena — owns 50
of 684 sh. common voting stock of KCAP Helena.
KCAP: KBS.
Rep. of
Leo 1,100.942
W. O'Brien
Albany — voting
owns
24,561
sh. (D-N.Y.).
capital common
stock of WROW-WTEN (TV) Albany, and satellites WCDB (TV) Hagaman, N. Y., and WCDC
(TV) Adams, Mass. (see also Rep. Dean P.
Taylor).
WROW: CBS; WTEN (TV), WCDB (TV) and
WCDC (TV): CBS.
Rep. Winston L. Prouty (R-Vt.), Newport — his
cousins Richard P. Prouty (deceased) and John
A. Prouty, each own 1 of 1,643 sh. common voting stock of WIKE Newport.
Rep. Albert Rains (D-Ala.), Gadsden — is vice
president, director and owns 36 of 120 sh. common voting stock of WGSV Guntersville, Ala.; is
first vice president and owns 45 of 150 sh. common voting stock of WGAD Gadsden.
WGSV: KBS; WGAD: ABC.
Dean P. sh.
Taylor
(R-N.Y.),"Troy
— owns stock
32,990Rep.
of 1.100.942
capital
common voting
of WROW-WTEN (TV) Albany, N. Y., and satellites WCDB (TV) Hagaman. N. Y., and WCDC
Adams. Mass. (see also Rep. Leo W. O'Brien).
WROW: CBS; WTEN (TV), WVDB (TV) and
WCDC (TV): CBS.
Rep. William M. Tuck (D-Va.), South Bostonis director and owns 562 of 2,500,000 sh. common
voting stock in Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Co., parent firm of Jefferson Standard
Broadcasting Co. and other subsidiaries which in
turn own 10,000 of 10,000 sh. common voting
stock of WBT-WBTV (TV) Charlotte. N. C, and
WBTW (TV) Florence, S.C.; 500 of 500 sh. common voting stock of WBIG Greensboro, N.C., and
1.505 Greensboro.
of 9,070 sh. common voting stock of WFMYTV
WBT: CBS; WBTV (TV): CBS; WBTW (TV):
CBS. ABC; WBIG: CBS: WFMY-TV: CBS, ABC.

ADDENDA-RADIO

CBS; KHQA-TV:

CBS.

May 11-14: Canadian Assn. of Radio & Tv
Broadcasters, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal,

UPCOMING

April
April 14-17: 25th National Premium
position, Navy Pier, Chicago.
April 16: UP Broadcasters of New
Concord.
April
Advertising
Federation
ninth18-19:
district
convention,
Kansas

Buyers ExHampshire,

of
America,
City,
Mo.
April 18-19: New Mexico Broadcasters Assn., El
Rancho Hotel, Gallup.
April 18-19: Spring Technical Conference on
Tv and Transistors, Engineering Society of
Cincinnati Building, 1349 E. McMillan St., Cincinnati.
April 19-20: Oklahoma AP Broadcasters, Western
Hills Lodge, Wagoner.
April 20-22: Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters, Fort
Cumberland Hotel, Amherst, N. S.
April 21-25: Society of Motion Picture & Tv
Engineers, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 22: CBC Board of Governors, Railway
Committee-room, House of Commons, Ottawa.
April 22-24: Electronic Components Conference,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 23-25: Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn., Oasis Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
April 24-26: AAAA, annual meeting, Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 24-26: Advertising Federation of America,
fourth district convention, Floridan Hotel,
Tampa, Fla.
April 24-27: American Women in Radio & Tv,
national convention, Fairmont Hotel, San
Francisco.
April 25: Assn. Maximum Service Telecasters,
board of directors meeting, Biltmore Hotel,
Los Angeles.
April 25-26:
MutualHotel,
Advertising
work, Bismarck
Chicago. Agency NetApril 26: UP Broadcasters Assn. of Connecticut,
Hotel Burritt, New Britain.
April 26: Assn. Maximum Service Telecasters,
annual membership meeting, Biltmore Hotel,
Los Angeles.
April 26: Annual Broadcasting Golf Tournament,
Los Coyotes Country Club, Los Angeles.
April 27-May 1: NAB 36th annual convention,
Statler and Biltmore Hotels, Los Angeles.
April
28-May Statler
1: NABHotel,
Engineering
MayBroadcast
Conference,
Los Angeles.
April 30-May 1 : Missouri Broadcasters Assn.,
University of Missouri, Columbia.

May 1-3: Advertising Federation of America,
fifth district convention, Mansfield, Ohio.
May 2: Missouri Broadcasters Assn., U. of Missouri, Columbia.
May 4-10: Canadian Radio Week, sponsored by

NETWORK

MONDAY-FRIDAY
7-9 a.m.

System supplants the "no network service" listing in the Radio Network Showsheet published April 7. This box should
be clipped and attached to that showsheet for complete reference.

MBS 7-7:05 News, co-op; 7:05-7:30 America's
Top Tunes co-op; 7:30-7:35 Colgate Sportsreel-Bill Stern, Colgate-Palmolive, Winston;
7:35-8 America's Top Tunes, co-op; 8-8:15
News, co-op; 8:15-8:30 America's Top Tunes,
co-op; 8:30-8:35 Colgate Sportsr eel-Bill Stern,
Colgate-Palmolive, Winston; 8:35-9 America's
Top Tunes, co-op.
SATURDAY MORNING
7-9 a.m.
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May 15-16: North Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
Southern Pines.
May
Que.15-16: Nebraska Broadcasters Assn., Scottsbluff.
May 17: UP Broadcasters of Indiana, SheratonLincoln Hotel, Indianapolis.
May
field.19-20: Illinois Broadcasters Assn., of SpringMay 19-21: National Retail Merchants Assn.,
sales promotion division, national convention.
Palmer House, Chicago.
May 21-23: Pennsylvania Broadcasters Assn.,
Galen Hall, Wernersville.
May 22: Magnetic Recording Industry Assn., distribution congress, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.26-28: American Management Assn., annual
May
packaging conference, Hotel Statler, New
York.
May 26-30: National Packaging Exposition, New
York Coliseum, New York.
May 28-29: Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., Sheraton-Seelbach Hotel, Louisville.
June
June 3-6: 36th annual conference, National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Chase and Park
Plaza Hotels, St. Louis.
June 4-6: Armed Forces, Communications and
Electronics Assn. Exhibit, Sheraton Park Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
June 5-7: Western Assn. of Broadcasters, Banff
Springs, Hotel Banff, Alta.
June 6-7: Colorado Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Antlers, Colorado Springs.
June 8-11: Advertising Federation of America,
national convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel,
Dallas.
June 14: UP Broadcasters of Pennsylvania, Holiday Motor Hotel, Mechanicsburg.
June 19-21: Maryland-D. C. Radio & Tv Broadcasters Assn., Stephen Decatur Hotel, Ocean
City, Md.
June 19-21: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters, Colonial Inn, St. Petersburg Beach.
June 22-28: Advertising Assn. of the West, annual
convention, Vancouver, B. C.
August
Aug. 4-23: Summer Tv Workshop, College of
Communication Arts and WKAR-TV Michigan
State University, East Lansing.
Agencies NetAffiliated Advertising
Aug. 13-16:
l meeting, Lord Balwork,
Hotel, internationa
Baltimore.
timoreannual
ConShowLos and
Western
Aug. 19-22:vention,
Pan PacificElectronic
Auditorium,
Angeles,
Calif.

SHOWSHEET

The following information on 7-9 a.m.
programming for Mutual Broadcasting

SUNDAY MORNING
7-9 a.m.
MBS 7-7:05 News, co-op; 7:05-7:30 America's
Top Tunes, co-op; 7:30-7:35 News, sust; 7:358 America's Top Tunes, co-op; 8-8:05 News,
co-op; 8:05-8:30 America's Top Tunes, co-op;
8:30-8:35
News, sust.; 8:35-9 America's Top
Tunes, co-op.

Broadcast Advertising Bureau of Canadian
Assn. of Radio and Tv Broadcasters.
May 5-7: Annual meeting, Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
May 9: Radio Tv Guild, industry conferences and
banquet, San Francisco State College, San
Francisco.
May 10: California AP Tv-Radio Assn., annual
meeting, El Mirador Hotel, Sacramento.
May 10: UP Broadcasters of Illinois, Allerton
State Park, Monticello.
May
10: UP Broadcasters of Michigan, Hotel Olds,
Lansing.

MORNING

MBS 7-7:05 News, co-op; 7:05-7:30 America's
Top Tunes, co-op; 7:30-7:35 News, Winston;
7:35-8 America's Top Tunes, co-op; 8-8:05
News, co-op; 8:05-8:30 America's Top Tunes,
co-op; 8:30-8:35 News, Winston; 8:35-9
America's Top Tunes, co-op.

September
Sept.
21-24:
L'Assn.
de la Radio et
de
Television
deCanadienne
Langue
Inn, la Ste.
Marguerite,
Que. Francaise, Alpine
Assn. of Broadcasters,
22-23: Louisiana
Sept.
Townhouse
Motel, Lafayette.
October

Broadcasters Assn.
Oct. 5-7: Central Canada
Alpine Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que.
Oct. 8-10: IRE Canadian convention, Exhibition
Park, Toronto.
Electronics Conference,
National
Oct.
Chicago.
Sherman,
Hotel13-15:
Canada Broadcasters Assn.
28-29: Central
Oct.
Westbury
Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
Broadcasting

Announced April 9.
Commission invites comments by May 12 to
proposal bv Wichita-Hutchinson Co., licensee of
KTVH (TV) (ch. 12) Hutchinson, Kan., to shift
that channel to Wichita, Kan,, so ; that KTVH
could request mod. of its license to specify
operation on ch. 12 at Wichita. Announced April
3.

Station

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
April 3 through April 9

Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant.
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications au— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilothorization. SSA — special service authorization
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —

Tv

RULE MAKING PROPOSALS
Commission invites comments by May 12 to
petitions for rule making to (1) shift ch 22 from
Clarksburg, W. Va., to Pittsburgh, Pa., and (2)
substitute ch 33 for ch 73 in Youngstown, Ohio,
deleting ch 47 from Pittsburgh and adding chs 22
and 73 to that city, and exchanging ch 79 for ch
22 in Clarksburg; directed WTVQ Pittsburgh, to
show cause why it should not shift from ch 47 to
either ch 22 or ch 73, and WXTV Youngstown, to
change from ch 73 to ch 33. First proposal is made
by
WQED ch also
*13 Pittsburgh,
ch 22
(commercial)
to be used toforenable
educational
programs in Pittsburgh area. Second proposal is
made by Community Telecasting Co., WXTV (ch.
73) Youngstown, which claims to be at disadvantage because of lower uhf channel service in its
area. Announced April 3.
Commission invited comments by May 16 to
proposed rule making by Springfield Tv Bcstg.
Corp. (WWLP ch. 22) Springfield, Mass., to substitute ch 76 for ch 75 in Concord, N.H., and ch.
69 for ch. 74 in Bennington, Vt., so as to make
ch. 74 available for translator operation in
Springfield, Vt. By order, Commission, on petition by Springfield Television Bsctg. Corp., terminated rule making which was initiated by
previous proposal of that company to assign
ch 15 to Concord by making various other
changes in tv table of assignments. Company has
been advised that Canadian government contemplates channel usage which would preclude
allocation of ch 15 to Concord and, after further
allocation studies, Springfield believes the revisions which it contemplates can be accomplished through above proposed rule making.

Allocations

WALLA WALLA, WASH., MADE ALL-UHF
By report and order, Commission finalized
rule making, effective May 12, and amended its tv
table of assignments to make Walla Walla, Wash.,
all-uhf by deleting chs 5 and 8, adding chs 44 and
*50 educational
(educational)use,
and available
making ch
now reserved
for
for 22,commercial
use
there. Announced April 3.
RULE MAKING

DENIALS

By report and order, Commission rejected proposals by Lafayette Bcstg., Inc. (WFAM-TV ch
59), Lafayette, Ind., to shift ch 10 from Terre
Haute, Ind., to Lafayette, and by Northwestern
Publishing Co. (WDAN-TV ch 24), Danville, 111.,
to shift ch 10 from Terre Haute to Danville;
terminated proceeding. Announced April 3.
Commission on April 2 directed preparation of
document looking toward denying all rulemaking proposals affecting ch 12 relative to Erie,
Pa.; Akron-Cleveland, Ohio; Clarksburg and
Weston, W. Va., and Flint- Saginaw-Bay City,
Mich. Proceeding involves conflicting proposals
to shift ch 12 from Erie to Cleveland-Akron area,
or to Akron or Cleveland alone, or to Canton, or
to Cleveland for educational use; or to reassign
ch 12 from Flint to Saginaw-Bay City-Flint, or
to Ann Arbor. Proposal to shift ch 12 from Erie
to Akron-Cleveland or to Akron alone would
necessitate trans, site and possible channel
changes of facilities in Clarksburg and Weston,
W. Va.

NATION-WIDE

NEGOTIATIONS
RADIO

•

•
TELEVISION

Existing

Tv

Stations

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
Nampa, Idaho— Radio Boise Inc.,
ch.KCIX-TV
6.
KIFS Tv(TV)
Falls, Minn. — Minneonto
Inc., International
ch. 11.
WNTA-TV Newark, N. J. — Atlantic Tv., ch. 13.
Changed from WATV (TV), effective May 6.
New

Am

Stations
ACTION

BY FCC

Groton, Conn. — Lawrence A. Reilly and James
L. Spates— Granted 980 kc, 1 kw D. Post office address 1 Park Dr., W. Springfield, Mass. Estimated
construction cost $19,230, first year operating cost
$50,000, revenue $60,000. Mr. Reilly (50%) is president, station manager and 38% owner WTXL
West Springfield. Mr. Spates (50%) is treasurer,
operationsnouncedmanager
and 22% owner WTXL. AnApril 9.
APPLICATIONS
Tolleson, Ariz. — William P. Ledbetter, 790 kc,
500 w D. P.O. address Box 593, Tolleson. Estimated construction cost $11,908, first year operating cost $42,000, revenue $48,000. Sole owner
Ledbetter was, until recently, president of KGOL
Golden, Colo., and KHEP Phoenix. He owns less
than 1% of KHEP. Announced April 7.
Upland, Calif. — Upland Bcstg. Co. 900 kc, 250 w
D. P.O. address Donald McBain, 533 Marguerita
Ave., Santa Monica. Estimated construction cost
$32,300, first year ooerating cost $50,000, revenue
$50,000. Owners are Donald McBain, Howard
Hoegsted, George Irwin and Arthur Balinger
(each 25%). Mr. McBain is in air transportation.
Mr. Hoegsted is CP. A. Mr. Irwin is in advertising. Mr.nouncer.
Balinger
free7. lance tv-radio anAnnounced isApril
Clewiston, Fla. — Peoples Bcstg. Service 1350 kc,

FINANCING
•
NEWSPAPER

•

APPRAISALS

EASTERN

CENTRAL

MIDWEST

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

WEST

MIDDLE
ATLANTIC

1000 WATT
FULLTIMER

FULLTIME
REGIONAL

1 KW
DAYTIMER

WEST TEXAS
INDEPENDENT

NETWORK

$200,000

$225,000

$650,000

Very desirable
regional frequency. Over 100,000

#1
station in
metropolitan
market. $100,000
in cash and account receivables
to go along with
deal.

Fulltime

station

in industrial market. Profitable
now

plus potential. Terms.

population in primary area. Single station market. 29% down.

$100,000
This station

in

Upper Mid-South
area is netting
over $20,000 per
year. Good
quency.

fre-

$50,000
250 w daytimer
in a fine market.
Has a good low
position on the
dial. Only station
in town. 29%
down.

AM

& VHF

$750,000
Well-diversified
retail sales. Sizable fixed assets
including real estate. Financing
available
fied buyer.to quali-

LU

Washington,
Broadcasting

D. C.

Cleveland

Chicago

LLU
Atlanta

Dallas

San Francisco
April 14, 1958
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FOR THE RECORD continued

annmg

p

a

Radio

Station?

RCA
PROGRESS
PURCHASE
PLAN

Existing

Flexible Financing
for Broadcasters

Here's

a brand

financing
take

you

new

a load off your

on

your

and
way

WGWC Selma, Ala. — Mod. of license to change
hours of operation from unl. to specified hours;
Mon. thru Sat., 6:00 a.m. to 8 p.m.; Sun., 7:00 a.m.
to 8:00 p.m. Anounced April 3
KACY Port Hueneme, Calif. — Mod. of cp to
change neme,station
location April
to Oxnard-Port
HueCalif. Anounced
9.
KPAP Redding, Calif. — Mod. of cp (which
authorized new standard broadcast station) to
change crease
frequency
1330 changes
kc; inpower from from
1 kw 1270
to 5 kc
kw; tomake
in ground system; change type trans.; specify
studio location and operate trans, by remote
control. Announced April 7.
WGHM Skowhegan, Me. — Cp to increase power
from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new trans. Announced April 9.
WJMB Brookhaven, Miss. — Mod. of license
to change
operation
fromMon.
unl.thru
to specified hours.hours
June of1 thru
Dec. 31.,
Sat.,
6:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.; Sun., 8:00 a.m. to 11:00

Radio

to

Station

New

Fm

Stations
ACTIONS

BY FCC

Newport 103.1Beach,
— Arnold
J. Stone6535
—
Granted
mc, .855 Calif.
kw unl.
P. O. address
West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles. Estimated
construction cost $8,591, first year operating cost
$18,000, torney
revenue
$24,000.
Sole owner
and realtor.
Announced
AprilStone
9. is atSan Diego,
Calif.3.81
— Los
Bcstrs.218
—
Granted
98.1 mc,
kw Tres
unl. P.Diablos
O. address
Citizens Bank Bldg., 16 N. Marengo Ave., Pasadena, Calif. Estimated construction cost $14,300,
first year operating cost $21,000, revenue $24,000.
Owners are John K. Blanche, Kenneth A. Hamill,
and Joseph D. Worth (each >/3). Mr. Blanche,
attorney,
partner
West (FM)
Covina,
Calif.isMr.
Worth inis KDWC
partner (FM)
in KDWC
and ice
general
manager.
Mr.
Hamill
operates
servstation. Announced April 9.
San
Bcstg. Co.—
GrantedFernando,
94.3 mc, Calif.
860 w— Valley
unl. P. Fm
O. address
5818
Van Nuys struction
Blvd.,
Van Nuys,
cost $13,430,
first Calif.
year Estimated
operating concost
$50,000, revenue $35,000. Owners are Walter Gelb,
W. E. Morgan (each 35%) and Ted Bolnick
(30%). Messrs. Gelb and Morgan are in advertising-public relations; Mr. Bolnick has real estate
and theatre interests. Announced April 9.
Santa Ana, Calif. — Phillip E. Brestoff — Granted
106.3 mc, 1 kw unl. P. O. address 1400 Braeridge
Dr., Beverly Hills. Estimated construction cost
$12,330, first year operating cost $24,000, revenue
$30,000. Sole owner Brestoff was until recently
station manager,
nounced April 9. KFMU-FM Los Angeles. AnRoxboro, N. C. — Roxboro Bcstg. Co. — Granted
96.7 mc,boro.
.573Estimated
kw unl.
P. O. address
130, Roxconstruction
costBox$6,839,
first
year operating cost $3,600, revenue $3,600. Applicant also owns WRXO Roxboro. Announced
April 9.
Medford, Ore. — Clarence E. Wilson — Granted
95.3 mc, .648 kw unl. P. O. address Box 1109,
Medford, Ore. Estimated construction cost $11,441, first year operating cost additional $6,000,
revenue additional $7,000. Sole owner Wilson also
owns KBOY Medford, Ore., and 50% of KPAP
Redding, Calif. Announced April 9.
APPLICATIONS
Bakersfield, Calif.— KGEE Inc., 96.5 mc, 57.1
kw unl. P. O. address 1415 17th St., Bakersfield.
Estimated construction cost $28,000, first year
operating cost $10,000, revenue $15,000. Owners
are C. Dexter Haymond (55%) and others. Mr.
Haymond owns 2.4% of KIT Yakima, Wash., and
55% of KGEE Bakersfield. Announced April 3.
Carlisle, Pa. — Richard Field Lewis Jr. Inc. of
Carlisle, 101.7 mc, .83 kw unl. P. O. address Radio
Station WHYL, Carlisle. Estimated construction

and

Newspaper

create the need for

an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable Blackburn & Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals in minimum time.

CORPORATION
^Btackb

urn

NEGOTIATIONS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Washington

Building

STerling 3-4341
•

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KINS Eureka, Calif.— Eureka Bcstg. Co., 980
kc. Changed from KHUM.
WNTA Newark, N. J. — Bremer Bcstg. Corp.,
970 kc. Changed from WAAT, effective May 6.
KPVA Camas, Wash.— Wm. B. & Cathrya C.
Murphy, 1480 kc. Changed from KRIV.

Appraisals
Tax, estate and many other personal problems

of AMERICA
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p.m. Jan. 1 thru May 31., Mon thru Sat., 6:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m.; Sun., 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Announced April 3.
KWIN Ashland, Ore. — Cp to change frequency
from 1400 kc to 580 kc; increase power from 250
w to 500
of operation
daytime, w,
make change
changes hours
in ant.
(increase to
height)
and ground
system
and install new trans. Announced April
4.

speed

station ownership!FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION WRITE
TO RCA, DEPARTMENT EB-22, BUILDING
15-1, CAMDEN, N. J.
RADIO

Am Stations
ACTION BY FCC

WHGR Houghton Lake, Mich. — Granted increase in hours of operation from D to unl.,
with DA-N, continuing operation on 1290 kc, 5
kw; engineering conditions. Announced April 9.
APPLICATIONS

plan that will

pocketbook

500 w D. P.O. address Box 1486, Fort Myers, Fla.
l-'.,tim;itr(l construction cost $7,000, first yen
operating cost $24,000, revenue $28,000. Robert
Hecksher, sole owner, also owns WMYR Fort
Myers. Announced April 7.
Tallahassee, Fla. — Southern Bcstrs. 1410 kc, 5
kw D. P.O. address 116 S. Calhoun St., Tallahassee. Estimated construction cost $24,091, first year
operating
$47,320,is revenue
$.-i4.000.appliances.
Spurgeon
Camp, solecostowner,
in electrical
Announced April 3.
Albuquerque, N. M. — T. I. Moseley 730 kc, 1 kw
D. P.O. address 1515 Industrial Way, Belmont,
Calif. Estimated construction cost $45,516, first
year operating cost $48,000, revenue $90,000. Sole
owner Moseley is president. Dalmo Victor Co.,
electronics manufacturer. Announced April 3.
Morganton, N. C. — Beatrice Cobb 1490 kc, 250 w
U. P.O. address Box 419, Morganton. Estimated
construction cost $28,050, first year operating cost
$60,000, revenue $70,000. Miss Cobb, sole owner,
owns and publishes Valdese [N. C] News and
owns and directs News-Herald Pub. Co. Inc. in
Morganton.
Announced April 9.
Fargo, N. D. — Music Bcstrs. 1470 kc, 1 kw D.
P.O. address Realty Bldg., Spokane, Wash. Estimated construction cost $20,600, first year operating cost $65,000, revenue $78,000. Owners are D.
Gene Williams and Delbert Bertholf (37',2% each)
and Robert Eubanks (25%). Mr. Williams owns
51% of KLYK Spokane, Mr. Bertholf, 49%.
Messrs. Williams and Bertholf each owns 50% of
KOYN Billings, Mont., and 25';; of KUDI Great
Falls, Mont., and KQDY Minot, N. D. Mr. Eubanks is general manager, KOYN. Announced
April 8.
Providence, R. I.— Golden State Corp. 990 kc, 50
w D. P.O. address 35 Jackson St., Providence.
Estimated construction cost $231,107, first year
operating cost $136,000, revenue $175,000. Owners
are Harold C. Arcaro (68%, pfd., 66% common)
and others. Mr. Arcaro also owns one-sixth of
WRIB and
WNET
dence. 30.66%
Announced of
April
7. (TV), both ProviPort Neches, Tex. — Mid-County Radio 1150 kc,
500 w D. P.O. address Box 802, Beaumont, Tex.
Estimated construction cost $24,729, first year
operating cost $36,000, revenue $48,000. Joseph S.
Trum, sole owner, is in advertising. Announced
April 7.

April 14, 1958

FINANCING

ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Stanley Whitaker
Healey Building
JAckson 5-1576

mpanij
' APPRAISALS
CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Financial 6-6460
Broadcasting

PROFRSSTONAT
JSC 1\
V7
JL JL^ vJ \J> JL VJ7 JL 1 JTK JL^

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W.
ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillord, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE*

A. D. RING

RUSSELL

P.

711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

MAY

Sheraton Bldg.
REpublic 7-3984

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

PAUL

GODLEY

CO.

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE *

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

DIRECTORY

& Culver

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

KEAR

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

H. MULLANEY

Lohnes

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

JOHN

vCUKUC
v.. UftVIJ
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

PETE

SERVICE

1926 —

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

GUY

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230
Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE*

8401 Cherry St.

— Established

1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE*

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE *

B. HEFFELFINGER

& ASSOCIATES

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

Member AFCCE *

JOHN

Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

CAIRUSI
xl
JX. JL^ \J)

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

LTININt
1 YKIkjC

L. bMCDT
f
CUCBV

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

Kit CD 1 C A V/"\M
Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

NEptune 4-9558

•
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 79,497* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

Member AFCCE*
April 14, 1958
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FOR THE RECORD continued

COMMERCIAL

STATION

As Reported by FCC

TV

BOXSCORE

through March 31
AM

FM
520

Licensed (all on air)
3.174
55
CPs on air (new stations)
88
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
418
109
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
3,317
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
527
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing) 239
36
• Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
275
Licenses deleted
0
CPs DELETED
0

612
72
20
49
10
59
22
0
22
1
2

106
661
73
55
15
128
41
56
0
0

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, CP
FM, TV
Compiled by BROADCASTING through 87April 9
total applications
ON air
For new539stations
Lie.
Cps
Not on air
AM
3,174
58
81
63
FM
520
20
106
128
TV (Commercial)
4041
1072
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
86
Compiled by BROADCASTING through April
9
total
VHF
UHF
Commercial
425
7 one
Non-Commercial
24
time but
their
1 There are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air but retain
licenses.
are no
2 There are, in addition, 36 tv cp-holders which were on the air at
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
deleted
1443 There
uhf). have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now
(33 vhf and
4 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.

cost $6,000,
year with
operating
cost $4,000,
revenue to be first
included
am station.
Applicant
is licensee of WHYL Carlisle. Announced April 3.
Existing

9.

WBNY-FM Buffalo, N. Y. — Granted request
for temporary authorization to operate on simplex basis for period of 120 days to permit conversion of functional music operation to multiplex basis in accordance with outstanding authorization; this action is without prejudice to
whatever action Commission is required to take
as result of its inquiry into qualifications to be
broadcast licensee. Announced April 3.
CALL

LETTERS ASSIGNED

KFMM (FM) Tucson, Ariz.— Copper State
Bcstg. Corp., 99.5 mc. Changed from KTKT-FM.
WEBH (FM) Chicago, 111.— Buddy Black Bcstg.
Co. Inc., 93.9 mc. Changed from WEBH-FM.
Ind.— White River Bcstg.
Co.WCSI-FM
Inc., 93.5 Columbus,
mc.
WNTA-FM Newark, N. J.— Bremer Bcstg.
Corp.,tive94.7
May 6.mc. Changed from WAAF-FM, effecWONO (FM) Syracuse, N. Y.— Sentinel Heights
THE
IS

COLLINS

HERE

RADIO
Everything

WITH

STATION,

WASHINGTON

equipment.

1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 8-1990
ALLEN
AND

KANDER
COMPANY

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL
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•

IN COMMUNICATION

April 14, 1958

BY FCC

WGTO Cypress Gardens, Fla. — Granted assignment of license and cp to KSTP Inc. (KSTPAM-TV St. Paul, Minn.; KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque, N. M.); consideration $175,000. Announced
April
9. Centerville, Iowa — Granted assignment
KCOG
of license to Centerville Bcstg. Co. (owner of
physical assets of station). Centerville was liContinues on page 109

SIR.

Collins is a single, complete source of

LEADER

ACTIONS

51 13

KRFA Fordyce, Ark. — Granted assignment of
cp from Albert Mack Smith, et al., to Kermit F.
Tracy; consideration $50 for option for trans,
site and withdrawal of Tracy application for
new station in Fordyce. Announced April 9.
KLRA Little Rock, Ark. — Granted assignment
of licenses to KLRA Inc. (Leonard Coe, president); consideration $182,500. Announced April
KIDD Monterey, Calif. — Granted assignment
of licenses to Monterey Peninsula Bcstrs. (Robert K. Sherry,
president);
consideration $185,000.
Announced
April
9.

YOUR

fast with the strongest, cleanest signal .. . from microphone to antenna.

CREATIVE

Changes

MAN

you need to get on the air

broadcasting

Fm Bcstrs. Inc., 100.9 mc.
WHOH (FM) Hamilton, Ohio— Fort Hamilton
Bcstg. Co., 103.5 mc. Changed from WMOH (FM).
Ownership

Fm Stations
ACTION BY FCC

ADVISERS

1
1400742

NEW
YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
RAndolph 6-6760
DENVER
1 700 Broadway
AComa

2-3623

Broadcasting

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20«f per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word— $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

Help

Wanted

Looking for young man who wants to learn
radio business. Some college preferred. Send
photo, tape and resume to T. C. Hooper, WQOK,
P. O. Box 298, Greenville, S. C.
Management
Proven manager-salesman, to invest in and
manage successful music-news-indie, excellent
market, solid deal, mountain west, unlimited
potential, opportunity. Requires $25,000 down,
balance on time. Box 726D, BROADCASTING.
Midwest independent radio
alert, experienced, program
radio operation. Excellent
Send complete info to Box
ING.

station looking for
director to supervise
working conditions.
771D, BROADCAST-

Independent radio station, central US, desires
strong, aggressive man to serve as station manworking faager.
GoodWriteoperation.
cilities.
Box 775D, Excellent
BROADCASTING.
Unusual opportunity for advancement as general
manager and eventually as vice president of
metropolitan market station. Should have
previous experience as general manager in
smaller market. Under 40 with strong sales experience. Box 848D, BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan daytime station needs manager with
good sales record experience and in smaller
market desirable. Box 849D, BROADCASTING.
Good men are very difficult to find — not because
there is a shortage of them, but because the good
men are afraid to change from an adequate position now — to an opportunity with another organization. Iown several major market stations
— well-rated — well promoted — and I offer an outstanding permanent opportunity for management
after a short period of intensive training in
sales management and administrative, based
ability — no-one is in
on intelligence
purely
line ahead
of you. You and
can make a great deal of
money— be wonderfully happy — and really exert
your own ideas and desires. Naturally, such a
person is now employed, but deeply wants such
an
honest
opportunity
very soon.
Why don't
you
write
me your
own resume
and ideas
regarding
management, programming philosophy and sales
management
thisand
evening?
Send you
photoare also.
I'm
looking for you
I feel sure
looking
for me. Box 897D, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Local sales manager wanted at 5000 watt NBC
affiliate in competitive midwest city of 55,000.
Weekly salary $110.00, plus percentage on sales.
Detail your experience and include picture with
first letter. Box 643D, BROADCASTING.
We are seeking a man who is experienced in
hiring, training and maintaining a sales force.
He must be experienced in selling on the local
level, both direct and through agency, and he
must be able to travel. Commission, override
and substantial draw to start. Send complete
resume and snapshot. Box 834D, BROADCASTING.
Near New York. Successful fulltimer, nevertheless vast undeveloped sales potential. Booming
market. Send sales record, picture. Box 855D,
BROADCASTING.
California station wants salesman ready to move
ladder. No write-your-ownup
ticketmanagement
job; you must first prove both ability and
stability. Box 901D, BROADCASTING.
St. Louis staff expansion provides opportunity
for two men. One position for commercial manager to handle local sales and St. Louis national
sales for negro radio group. Another position for
top-flight salesman for 5 kw negro station with
chance of promotion in established chain. Send
background, photo, salary and billing summary
to Bob Lyons, Manager, KATZ, Arcade Building,
St. Louis, Missouri.
We have a good job for a good salesman. Write
own copy. KWIL, Albany, Oregon.
Broadcasting

RADIO

RADIO

RADIO
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Salesman.
New Jersey.Radio Station WMID, Atlantic City,
Exceptional opportunity for young married, experienced salesman-announcer for new music
and new station northern California. Box 230,
Klamath Falls, Oregon.
Chicago excellent opportunity for man with outstanding radio sales record to earn well into 5
figure income. Good prospects for promotion to
even bigger job. In chain of 8 radio-tv stations.
Send photo and history of billings and earnings
to Tim Crow, Rollins Broadcasting Inc., 414
French Street, Wilmington, Delaware.
Announcers
Florida. Need experienced personality top dj.
Above average salary. Promotion minded station. Send tape, background. Box 721D, BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan top-rated modern programming
station needs young, fast-paced, sharp production, live-wire announcer. Top station of one
of nation's leading chains. Rush tape, background, information. Box 746D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer first ticket for night time shift in
full time Florida independent. Want reliable family man. $90.00 weekly for dependable man.
Send tape and photo to Box 837D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 1st phone wanted immediately for
mid-south 1 kw daytimer. Send tape and recent
photo. Above average salary. Box 838D, BROADCASTING.
500 watter, 50 miles from Philadelphia, needs experienced mature, resonant announcer-disc
jockey. Salary, bonus plan, record hop. Box 852D,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Radio newsman for large metropolitan
news operation. Must have professional newscast style, writing and reporting ability. Schedule demands some tv writing and film-cutting.
Salary in vicinity of $100 weekly. Send experience resume, photo, tape and references to Box
900D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Will take first-job man if intelligent,
tasteful and potentially versatile performer.
Tape, resume to KBAL, San Saba, Texas.
Solid opportunity for really capable announcer
with first phone at 5000 watt full time regional.
No engineering duties. Three years announcing
experience absolute minimum. We have lost a
man to the service, so call Jim Jae, at KHMO,
Hannibal,
let's discuss how you can
insure yourMissouri
future and
in radio.
Classical music announcer with authoritative
pronunciation, can program own shift and conversant with all phases of good music operation.
Some selling. Stuffed shirts and neophytes not
wanted. Send tape, photo, and resume to KSFR,
217 Kearny, San Francisco. Phone YUkon 6-2826.
Morning man. First phone. No maintenance.
Busy shift. Must be smooth operator. No comedians. KWIL, Albany, Oregon.
Newsman-announcer wanted by top-rated music
and news independent for expanding news department. Must be experienced in gathering,
writing, editing and broadcasting local news.
Some deejay work, but mostly news. Send tape,
photo, resume and minimum salary requirements to Wes Hobby, Program Director, WADS,
Ansonia, Connecticut.

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

WJOY, Burlington, Vermont has opening for
bright personable dj. Outstanding opportunity
Air mail air check to Dean Slack, WJOY, Burlington, Vt.

18-year-old 5-kiIowatt daytimer needs versatile
staff announcer with newscasting
experience
Better than average pay and working conditions. Send audition tape to WLET, Toccoa, Ga.
Announce
r. Radio Station WMID, Atlantic City
New Jersey.
Announcer, first ticket. Tape. Salary? Also continuity girl. WSHE, Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Technical
Love Florida, wish you were here? Got 1st class
ticket? Good voice? Know-how?' Come to Florida. You'll be chief engineer, announcer. Box
690D, BROADCAST
ING.
Chief engineer for eastern Pennsylvani am-tv
operation. Must have supervisory as awell
technical ability. Box 831D, BROADCASTING.as

Chief engineer-announcer combination. 1000
midwest daytimer. Emphasis on good voice watt
and
personality. Up to $500.00 for right man. Resume,
tape, photo to Box 866D, BROADCASTING.
Good opportunity for radio engineer with first
class ticket. New midwest station under construction. Must be able to construct, and maintain two-tower directional array. Possibility to
become resident manager. Also
must be willing
to work short announcing shift until station
progresses. Attractive starting salary. Box 893D
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer or sales combo. Immediate
opening. Salary $70 up. Chain of New Hampshire
stations. Box 904D, BROADCASTING.
Established Baltimore station wants chief engineer. Prefer younger man eager to advance. Announcing ability helpful but not essential. Send
background, references and salary requirements.
Box 907D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Vacation technicians for am and tv.
May 1 to October 31. Must have 1st class license.
Box 908D, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, good with hands and head. Attractive
position. No announcing. WCOJ, Coatesville,
Pennsylvania. Call Chief Engineer 2100.
Chief engineer who is good announcer. Beautiful
new station near University of Michigan. WOIA.
Phone Ann Arbor, Normandy 3-0569.
Production-Programming, Others
Metropolitan top-rated station needs alert allaround girl Friday. A real opportunity. Write
General Manager. Box 747D, BROADCASTING.
Audience getting dj needed for radio-tv operation in central US. Must be good audience builder with plenty of know how and ideas. Send
tape and complete background to Box 773D,
BROADCASTING.
One of the most sports-minded areas in the
country looking for experienced sports director
to work both radio and tv. Send tape and full
details to Box 774D, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Morning man. Send tape, resume, requirements, first letter. WATG, Ashland, Ohio.

Anticipate going 5 kw in the near future. Desire
to learn if there are any girl secretaries with first
class ticket available for position in Virginia.
Salary will be tops. An excellent position with
one of a group of highest paying stations in the
east. Repeat: first class ticket is a must. Write
full details. Box 802D, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-salesman — Mature, experienced, car.
Up to $100 weekly plus sales commissions. West
Virginia kilowatt daytimer. Good market. No
phone replies. Send tape and resume to C. Leslie
Golliday, WEPM, Martinsburg, West Virginia.

Florida station wants sharp gal to handle continuity. Must be experienced, good writer, exceptional organizer, strong on details. Write fully
enclosing snap shot and references. Box 873D,
BROADCASTING.
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RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Wanted. Radio farm service director for 5,000
watt station. Must be able to handle farm shows,
farm interviews, farm sales and do general staff
announcing. Ag school graduate preferred but
not necessary. Contact Manager. WKTY, La
Crosse, Wisconsin.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Stations selling mailorder, specialties to senior
citizens send rates. Vern Baker, Elyria, Ohio.
Management
Station manager with family wishes to meet
owner-object: Long profitable association. Dowry:
experience,
honesty, relia-bility, ideas. Box 871D,
BROADCASTING.
General manager/sales manager fulltime indemarket. SeeksAgere-affiliaeastern
pendent major
tion radio-tv
group
or independent.
32. Ten
years radio-tv. College grad. Current earnings
$20,000. Box 875D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager with extensive background
sales, public relations and program know how
to increase billing and prestige. Box 888D,
BROADCASTING.
Executive — over fifteen years of successful selling and managing for radio and television stations. Currently employed long affiliation. Family man desiring change. Box 889D, BROADCASTING.
Management; sales, general. Proven record. Prefer relocation south Florida or gulf coast. Application upon request. Box 707, Atlantic Beach,
Florida.
Sales
Go-getter, experienced, seeking good potential.
Prefer deal including air work. Can run own
board.
man — what you're looking
for. Box All
734D,around
BROADCASTING.
Account executive with over six years experience
desires national sales position. Have contacts
with New York, Washington, Philadelphia and
Baltimore agencies. Box 859D, BROADCASTING.

RADIO

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Combo-dj, first phone, currently general-manager, chief. Top mail pull. Desires late nite show.
12 years experience. Box 836D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, versatile young radio man, thoroughly trained in all phases of radio, desires
permanent position in Virginia, Maryland, or
Delaware. Have car, good references. Tape,
resume, photo. Box 842D, BROADCASTING.
Experience staff announcer. Single. Vet, go anyCASTING.where. Radio-three years. Box 843D, BROADDisc-jockey announcer, five years experience.
Superb credit, excellent voice, clever gimmicks
rhyming intros, restricted ticket. Available now.
ING. etc., on request. Box 844D, BROADCASTTape,
Negro announcer-deejay, experienced and ready.
Tape. Box 851D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced newsman, journalism degree, seeks
position with progressive station. Can run own
board, handle staff work. Married, steady,
presently employed in major market area. Box
857D, BROADCASTING.
Versatile deejay couple sing, do original jingles,
make advertisers happy. Available soon, salary
moderate for right spot. Tape, references. Can
travel to confer. Box 861D, BROADCASTING.
California, here I come! Wanna relocate in the
golden state! Have two tax exemptions, will
travel. Tape on request, and all that jazz! Box
864D, BROADCASTING.
Air salesman-7 years radio. Strong experience
all phases, indie and net. Family, college ed.,
versatile, reliable. Best references, presently
employed, but seek overall improvement. Box
869D, BROADCASTING.
DJ, girl personality. Tall, tan, very attractive.
Collegelent! Box
graduate.
Experienced. Diction — excel878D, BROADCASTING.
What ever happened to dj's that played good
music and didn't scream? Here's one with experience yet. Box 879D, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Recent school graduate — eager — want to learn as
this
ING. will be my career. Box 880D, BROADCAST-

Announcer, first phone. Married, no children,
good selling voice, 2 year experience, authoritative newscasts. Smooth dj shows. New England
area preferred. Box 639C, BROADCASTING.

Announcer — presently employed. Knows board.
Strong on news, discs, sports, classics. Desires
relocate — northeastern seaboard. Box 881D,
BROADCASTING.

Sports announcer baseball, football, basketball.
Excellent voice, finest of references. Box 402D,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced dj, three years, good commercial
knows music, family. Box 707D, BROADCASTING.
Girl-personality,
run Gimmicks
own board. and
Eager
to
please.
Free to dj,
travel.
sales.
Box 732D, BROADCASTING.
DJ announcer. Go anywhere. Ready now. Run
own board. Can sell, too. Steady — no bad habits.
Love to build audiences and grab accounts.
Tape and resume. Box 733D, BROADCASTING.
Personality-announcer, excellent background, 7
years experience, records, sports, news. Want
advance to major market. Box 766D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced sportscaster, baseball, basketball,
football, boxing, seeking good sports station.
Box 770D. BROADCASTING. kNegro deejay, good board man, fast patter,
smooth
production. I'm the one vou're looking
for.
ING. Tape and resume. Box 793D, BROADCASTPresently employed talented combo-man. (third
ticket). Desires summer position. Box 820D
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, young, good on news and music
Available immediately. Box 823D, BROADCASTING.

Announcer with adjectives: College graduate in
June, 22 and married, healthy, 4 years experience
with 5 kw college station. Low, resonant, mature
voice with relaxed style for dj work and news
Tape
and resume available. Box 826D, BROADCASTING.
Recent grad radio school. 1st phone. Prior board
and announcing experience. Married, seek steady
employment. Reasonable salary, tape, photo
available. Box 829D, BROADCASTING
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Humor specialist — announcer, imaginative, versatile. Like parody, satire — good taste. Well
trained: DJ, newscasting, classical music, copywriting, college graduate and school of radio
technique.
Have wife, she'll travel. Box 882D,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Realize importance of hardsell and
commercial newscasting. Versatile with ad libs.
B.A. in Speech, vet, single, 26. Work hard. SouthING. west, west preferred. Box 884D, BROADCASTMarried, mature, trained announcer. Light on
experience, but extremely adaptable. Good voice.
Will become excellent loyal asset. Intangible
selling background. Box 886D, BROADCASTING.
Negro, unusual, religious, top r&b production.
Desires to grow in good operation. 4 years experience. Box 887D, BROADCASTING.
Two years network affiliate, one year independent, top record program desired, very strong
news, commentary, pleasant resonant voice,
ambitious, reliable. Box 891D, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: 1 station anywhere; good equipment,
friendly atmosphere, active record library, $100
week. Available: 1 dependable hardworking dj
that can sell pop show. Also news. One year experience. No tape. Best references. Wynn Danzik,
2606 Woodville Road, Toledo, Ohio. Phone
OX 1-2511.
Young, aggressive announcer 5 years experience,
major markets, radio and television, smooth deejay productions, will go anywhere. Box 876D,
BROADCASTING or call Marvin Edwards, Baltimore, Maryland, IDlewood 3-4832.
Two years news, staff, dj, tv; Chicago and Cleveland. Summer, June-October. Restricted permit,
college. Eric Fenster, 1005 E. 60, Chicago.
Experienced staff announcer. Available immediately. Brad Harris, 559 Hendrix Street, Brooklyn
7, N. Y. HYacinth 8-5479.
Representing top-name licensed radio and tv
announcers which include the "Mister Versatility Show," "Little Miss Melody Show" and
"Swinging
Show."
too large
too
small to Dean
be filled.
HollinsNo & job
Associates,
826 orS.
Wabash, Room 12118, Chicago.
Attention Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia,
Pennsylvania. Steady family man wants permanent position. Ready to come back home.
Two years experience, all phases, play-by-play.
Bob Hott, 1605 Cedar Street, Lumberton, N. C.
Redfield 9-6710.
DJ announcer, versatile, experienced, hard and
soft sell. Excellent board operator. Go anywhere. No prima donna. Tape and resume. Dick
City.
Karp, Friars Club, 123 West 56th St., New York
Announcer — Recent graduate, 1st phone. Billy
Lambert, 335 N. Normandie PI., Los Angeles 4,
Calif.
Radio school grad. Single, experienced, announcer, play-by-play, news gathering and reporting, college. Tim Mitchell, 10833/C St. James
Ave., South Gate, Calif. NE 6-6414.
Announcer, experienced, available immediately,
desires a change for the better, with opportunity
for advancement. Contact, Jack J. Quirk, 624^
S. Benton, Freeport, 111., or call ADams 2-0148.
Technical
Experienced in radio and television supervising
and maintenance. Prefer south. No announcing.
Box 655D. BROADCASTING.
TROPO. Foreign installation and operation.
Suoervisory position desired. Family living facilities a must. Box 762D, BROADCASTING.
Mature chief engineer desires to make change.
Experienced in planning, construction, operation,
maintenance, am-fm-tv, directionals, measurements. Either shirtsleeve or executive position.
Box 763D, BROADCASTING.
First phone engineer. Eight years experience
five to fifty. Desire opportunity for some sales.
Box 832D, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer prefers south or southwest for
climate reasons. Well liked by present employer.
Box 835D, BROADCASTING.
First phone-announcer, seven years experience,
graduate engineer, married, steady. Box 850D,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced chief engineer. Western disc jockey
Box 868D, BROADCASTING.
Inexperienced 1st class license family man needs
job. Non-drinker. Play western rhythm guitar
and type. 5202 Bradford Drive, Dallas, Texas.
Phone LA-88305.
Production-Programming, Others

Announcer-dj, strong on news, commercials.
Operate board. Tape available. Box 896D,
BROADCASTING.

Experienced music librarian and news researcher
with
topcourse.
dj's. Slight
Recently
completed
effective
speaking
cerebral
palsy handicap.
Resume, references upon request. Box 125D,
BROADCASTING.

Hip — congenial — fast. Highly experienced dj with
first phone. Negro. Box 899D, BROADCASTING.
Troubled with vacationists? Extra hours? Let
experienced, enthusiastic young announcer who
lives radio help you and himself this summer.
Travel anywhere. 129 Pangborn, Notre Dame,
Indiana.

$600 monthly. Sports director and versatile executive with experience and proven ability. Box
821D, BROADCASTING.
Formula radio master, currently with outstanding station group as assistant production director, seeks position as production director. Box
839D, BROADCASTING.

Experienced and dependable — want permanency.
Telephone
Minersville, Penna. Liberty 4-5374.

Hard working, highly efficient news editor. College graduate, personable. Experienced in small
market, now ready to move into position of responsibility with more opportunity. Tape available of newscasts that sell. Box 840D, BROADCASTING.

Beginner
announcer,
married, Dale
haveCullen,
car — will
travel, available
immediately.
102
East Court Street, Elkhorn, Wisconsin.

Broadcasting

TELEVISION

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Program/production director of combined radio
and television operating seeking position as pd
in solid radio operation. Family man with excellent professional record and references. Five
years with present company. Have experience
with both union and non-union personnel. Interested in market potential rather than size.
Box 846D, BROADCASTING.
Negro stations. White pd, experienced in negro
radio, knows the score. Hard worker; resourceful. Box 858D, BROADCASTING.
Summer job. Student, 25, will do anything for
experience. $25 week. Calif., Nev., Ariz. only.
Box 860D, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Over two years experience in radio, desires
radio-tv opportunity anywhere. $75 weekly. Employed. Tape, resume available. Box 825D,
BROADCASTING.
Personality announcer. Realize importance of
hardsell and commercial newscasting. Versatile
with ad libs. B.A. in Speech, vet, single, 26. Work
hard. Southwest, west preferred. Box 885D,
BROADCASTING.
TV announcer with camera directing experience
avaialble immediately. Prefer southwest, need
$100.00 weekly. Arthur Johnson, 501 Northwest
14th St., Oklahoma City, Forrest 5-3818.

Available July 1st. Idea girl packed with remedies for keeping sponsors happy. Experienced.
College degree. Box 872D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced man for programming, production
directing, continuity. University graduate, married. Box 892D, BROADCASTING.
Woman continuity director, all phases writing.
10 years radio-tv experience. Fast, efficient.
Traffic. Excellent references. Box 894D, BROADCASTING.

Production-Pi ogramming Others
Television producer-director: iy2 years heavy experience, thoroughly schooled. Also experienced
in film. Box 666D, BROADCASTING.

Permanent staff position in major market in
northeastern Vi of the nation desired by married
vet, 27. Over four years radio and tv, all phases.
Smooth, professional staff work. Easy to work
with. Presently with small, progressive radio-tv
operation.
CASTING. Desire larger city. Box 895D, BROAD-

TV news director. Fully capable and experienced in all phases, editing, writing, gathering,
etc. Exceptionally strong on-camera delivery.
Top-rated man in three station market. Covered
many nationally prominent stories. Desires immediate connection with metropolitan station.
Write Box 757D, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION
Help

Wanted
Sales

Salesman with know-how for vhf in rich southwest market. Box 806D, BROADCASTING.
Fine opportunity for dependable, energetic salesman in important Texas market. Box 808D,
BROADCASTING.
Major midwest market (top 50) has opening for
experienced television salesman. Creative selling
essential. Send complete details with recent photo
to Box 827D, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Chief engineer for eastern Pennsylvania am-tv
operation. Must have supervisory as well as
technical ability. Box 831D, BROADCASTING.
TV technician for vacation relief. Salary $95.00.
License required. WHIO-TV, Dayton, Ohio.
Prodiiction-Programm ing, Others
News director needed to supervise news operation for both radio and tv. Fast moving, top
rated news department. Send tape and full information to Box 772D, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter who can write selling commercials
with speed, imagination. Texas vhf. Box 807D,
BROADCASTING.
Promotion director for New England tv
not in Boston. Experience in sales and
promotion necessary. For interview send
to Box 841D, BROADCASTING. All
treated confidentially.

station,
station
resume
replies

Combination director-floor manager needed now.
Send complete details including salary to Gene
Milsteen, KFEQ-TV, St. Joseph, Missouri.

Technical
TV transmitter supervisor, 5 years experience,
3 years supervisory, seeking position with progessive station. Box 863D, BROADCASTING.

Traffic-continuity director: Experienced preparation daily logs, contact handling, availabilities,
copywriting. College, single, free to travel, references. Box 822D, BROADCASTING.
Program/production director of combined radio
and television operation seeking position as pd
in solid television operation. Film buyer. Family
man with excellent professional record and
references. Five years with present company.
Have experience with both union and non-union
personnel. Interested in market potential rather
than size. Box 847D, BROADCASTING.
This gal has tv promotion, traffic experience;
degree; creative ability; excellent references.
Wants responsible radio/tv/advertising position
Boston area. Box 853D, BROADCASTING.
Able young man (25) believes he can be definite
asset to your television station. At present, teaching Speech at college level. Has had theoretical
background but little commercial experience.
Learns quickly. Address inquires. Box 862D,
BROADCASTING.
FOR

SALE

Experienced builder-operator offers small station
plan book. Five floor plans you can build. $3.75
postpaid. Station Planning Service, Box 2001,
Station A, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Stations
Daytime operation with $20,000 to $30,000 a
month potential in southern industrial city.
This ing
is markets.
one of This
the nation's
richest,
fastest
fairly new
station
has grownever
had a chance. Asking price of $180,000.00 with
50% down is a steal. This city has one billion
in new industry on the way. Only financially
responsible applicant considered. Box 730D,
BROADCASTING.
Southern daytime, 250 watt, small market, priced
under gross at $30,000.00. $10,000.00 down and
balance 5 years at 4%. Box 731D, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

Will sell 25% interest in growing midwest 1 kw
daytime. Reasonable. No brokers. Box 856D,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted

For sale 1 kw daytimer in Lexington, Kentucky.
Fast growing town. Box 870D, BROADCASTING.

FOR

SALE— (Cont'd)
Stations

Golden opportunity — will never come up again,
I am a multiple major market operator — because
of needed power, I have an extra station available in a major southwest market, programming
hillbilly-we
outstanding results. I'll
stern with
help
an experienced
, responsible party get this
station. You pay only 15 down on total
of
$85,000— I'll pay 20 down for you, leaving balance
of $50,000 on terms. Immediate action necessary.
Air mail. Box 898D, BROADCASTING.
Sunny Florida. Absentee owner will sell plain,
well promoted am. Best medium market buy in
Florida today. $65,000 terms, $55,000 cash. No
brokers at this price. Box 902D, BROADCASTSmall station owners! Thinking of selling because not earning enough? For help contact experienced
BROADCASTING.small station owner. Box 906D,
TV. UHF station in uhf area. Market recently
obtained metropolitan status and continuing to
grow. $895,00 total with 29% down payment.
Chapman Company 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta
or 17 East 48th, New York.
Profitable and well established station in one of
Florida's most popular cities. $300,000 — one half
financed. Chapman Company, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta.
Negro race station in medium market. High
priced but long terms. Chapman Company, 1182
West Peachtree, Atlanta.
Now available. A single-station market in the
St. Louis-Little Rock-Tulsa magic triangle. Ralph
Erwin. Exclusive Broker. Tuloma Building. Tulsa.
List with us, net to you. We have buyers for
radio and tv stations. HOLCO, 514 Hemp. Ave.,
W. Hempstead, N. Y.
To Buy or sell a station in the west. Chapman
Company, 33 West Micheltorena St., Santa Barbara, California.

Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
radio and television owners and operaFormer
tors.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States,
Jack D. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
West. We now have an office serving this area
with a representative following rep leads here
currently. We invite those having buying interests to contact our office, 33 W. Micheltorena,
Santa Barbara.
Equipment
UHF equipment, used, 1 kw GE transmitter, GE
TY-24B helical 4-bay antenna and all studio
and transmitter equipment necessary for live,
film and network operation. Available immediately. Very reasonable. Box 691C, BROADCASTING.
Collins 300E 250w transmitter in excellent condition. Available in thirty days. Best offer takes.
Box 905D, BROADCASTING.
Microwave system for sale. Motorola model
FSTM-30 .15 watt color modified. Dependable
unit. Make offer. Write or wire Chief Engineer
KFSD-TV, San Diego, Calif.
Truscon self-supporting tower height above Insulators, 325 feet. Wind loading 90 I.M.P.H Complete with lighting.
Tower to be sold standing.
In excellent
condition.
U. L. Lynch, Technical
Director, KMMJ, Grant Island, Nebraska.
1 Prodelin, Inc. teleplexer tuned for channel 18
for sale. Contact
J. W. Robertson,
WLEX-TV,
Lexington,
Kentucky. Chief Engineer'

Management
Manager, 16 years experience as television manager and commercial manager, as radio manager
and program director. Increased billing on all
stations over 100%. Also agency and network
experiences.
Best references. Box 780D, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager. Over seven years experience in
sales and management. Married, early thirties,
excellent references. Eager to organize and form
a fighting team. Box 845D, BROADCASTING.
Radio
tv. 10
sales
reply.

manager desires return to large market
years radio-tv. Best references. Will accept
manager. Unstable operations need not
Box 865D, BROADCASTING.

Broadcasting

WANTED:

TOP

JOCKEY

Fast moving operation in a top 25 market. Prefer man with McLendon or Storz know how, $500.00 to start. Must be fully experienced with proven rating. Tight cues, production minded, aggres-

5500

sive. Every tape auditioned and returned.
KEY RADIO
KKEY
4 th PLAIN ROAD

VANCOUVER
WASHINGTON
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SALE— (Cont'd)
Equipment
High power modulation reactor 30 cycles 10 kc63 DB. 50 Henry-3 amps. 8.5 kv insulation—
$425.00. Plate transformer 16.7 K.V.A. 50-60 cycles,
single
voltsContact
secondary—
$250.00. phase
These 220
are primary,
ideal for 3650
spares.
A. H.
Kovlan. WATH. Athens, Ohio.
Federal 1 kw transmitter. Frequency monitor.
5600 hours. Maintained in dry heated storage.
Easily accessible. New condition. $3000. Radio
Station WESB, 43 Main St., Bradford, Penna.

WANTED

FOR

Sixtv foot, heavy duty self-supporting tower,
suitable for micro wave or passive reflector
mounting. $1400. F.O.B. Lexington, Kentucky.
Can furnish erection services. Contact C. R.
Austin, WKXP-TV, Lexington, Kentucky. Phone
3-2727.
#452 co~
Equipment for sale: 540' Andrews 3W
hangers. GE
ax. new, original crates, fittings andcondition.
GE
good
used,
1 kw amplifier, little
rack, two program and one monitor amphler,
two jack panels and accessories. GE transmitter
Contact Manager, WLNA, Peekskill,
console.
N. Y.
Now available-Rugged top 200 feet of 1000 foot
Ideco heavv-dutv tower. A natural for mountaintop tv or micro-wave installation. Heavy-duty
feet ofor used
560 Phone
fm pylon.
four section
R.
write6!'s"
fittings.
line, elbows,
coax
A. Holbrook, WSB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia.
Video monitors— 8 megacycle— plug in construcProven
tion 14"— $215.00, 17"— $219.00, 21"— $259.00.broadcast
in thousands of closed circuit and
installations. Miratel monitors are delivered
under several trade names. Factory direct sales.
Miratel, Inc., 1080 Dionne St., St. Paul 13,
Write:
Minnesota.
1 kw G.E. fm transmitter with monitors. Good
condition. Best offer. Bartell Broadcasters, Inc.,
522 W. Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee 3, Wisconsin.
For sale: Ampex 350, 3-052, 600, 60, 601-2, and A
series available from stock at Grove Enterprises,
Roslyn, Pa. TUrner 7-4277.
FM transmitters, new, all powers, contact ITA,
Box 164, Upper Darby, Penna., or call FLanders
2-0355.
Self supporting Truscon 250 foot am tower
$5000.00. Truett Kimzey, 3515 West Vickery, Ft.
Worth, Texas.
Weather warning receivers — for Conelrad and
Disaster weather warnings. Air Alert II — $46.50.
Air Alert I— $89.50. Write: Miratel, Inc., 1080
Dionne St. St. Paul 13, Minnesota.

TO

BUY

RADIO

Equipment
\\;nit one studio transmitter link for fm broadcast service 900 mc channel. Contact KFMM, Box
5585, Tucson, Arizona.
MISCELLANEOUS
Anyone knowing the whereabouts of Charles
Ronald Adams (Ron Adams) please contact
KOPR, Finlen Hotel, Butte, Montana.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821 - 19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting May 1, June 25,
September 3, October 29. For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden
Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITY

Allied Brokers Company. Baker Building, Sherman, Texas. Sales, purchases, appraisals, financing, all technical matters handled with care and
discretion. Experienced. Former radio station
owners and operator.
MISCELLANEOUS

TO

BUY

H.M. Von Reitter Bowley, television and radio
bingo game sheets. 1025 Lincoln, Denver 4,
Colorado. Tel: Alpine 5-7093.

Invest limited amount in local independent, or
lease, or manage. Experienced all phases. Box
756D, BROADCASTING.
Would like to buy west Texas radio station. Will
keep your reply strictly confidential. Prefer
single market. Box 867D, BROADCASTING
Responsible individual wants to please, with
option to buy, am outlet now on air. Write Box
877D, BROADCASTING.
Want southwest station priced from $50,000 up to
Vi million. Experienced broadcaster. Contact Bo
Johnson, KVWC, Vernon, Texas.
We have currently active buyers for stations in
the north, west, and south. No charge unless
successful. Contact our nearest office: 33 West
Micheltorena, Santa Barbara; 17 East 48th, New
York; 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta. Chapman
Company.
Southwest properties only. Radio stations. Television stations. Wired-television. Closed-circuit
theaters. Ralph Erwin. Broker. Tuloma Building. Tulsa.
Equipment
Wanted:
towerdetails.
120' or Box
over, 883D,
standing
or on
ground, Radio
give full
BROADCASTING.
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ANNOUNCER
Top

WANTED

rated local radio station re-

quires experienced personality an- j
nouncer. No Prima Donna's. Must f
program to station policy. Pay based j
on experience. Send tape, back- I
ground resume to John Sherman, !
KVOS,

Bellingham, Washington.
„_.,_._,.

.

j
i

Production-Programming, Others

TOP-FLIGHT
NEWS

DIRECTOR

Cincinnati's top-rated station, WSAI-Radio,
needs a man with a nose for news 28 hours
people, dig up news as well as report it in
an authoritative, modern radio voice. Will
supervise outstanding news facility with
fleet of mobile patrols. Salary open. Send

RADIO

no tape now, but complete resume to
Help

Wanted

Bill Burns, Pgm. Director
WSAI-Radio
Hotel Sinton
Cincinnati 2, Ohio

Sales

RADIO

Stations
AM or fm radio station in or near metropolitan
area. Confidential. Box 571D, BROADCASTING.
Small or medium market radio station or cp.
Give details, terms. All replies confidential. Box
626D, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, 250 watt or 100 kw fm transmitter,
monitor, and fm antenna. Box 641D, BROADCASTING.

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

a day. He must be able to get to the right

Ampex 350-TU, $1627; 600, $398; 620, $119; Concertone #23(833) $695 & $595; 601P; 601-2P.
Grove Enterprises, Roslyn, Pa. TUrner 7-4277.
WANTED

Help

AND

TV SALES
RADIO

OPPORTUNITIES
One

of the nation's top multiple station operations

is ex-

panding its sales staff, both
radio and

tv, in several

mar-

kets. Ifyou qualify, this is a
real opportunity
first team.
the east.

to get on the

All markets

are in

Compensation

is by

salary and
broadcast

commission;
time

sales

ence is essential.
career

positions

opportunity
Write

or

some

are

ample

for advancement.
wire

BROADCASTING.

Box

Management
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOCKXXJOOOOO
U MANAGER — Who can build solid sales thru r\
q successful
community
programming
concept, q
q Young, creative public-relations minded execu- q
q tive with 20 years local, regional and national q
q network experience. Plus fm and educational Q
q broadcasting background. Family man. If in- Q
q terested, can arrange interview at NAB, Los Q
O Angeles,
Convention.
Write
Box
824D, Q
O BROADCASTING.
Q
oooooooooooocooooooooooooooooo
Announcers

experi-

These

with

Situations Wanted

720D,

NEED
A D. J.?
B. C. A. Placement Service has them . . . with
and without experience. All eager te pleate
and make you moneyl Best trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas. Thoroughly
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1639 Broadway, Capitol Theatre Bldg.
N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1918. No charge for either party.
Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD continues from page 104

TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Announcers

EXPERIENCED
NEWSCASTER
NEEDED
Top Southern California Network Television Operation
adding to staff.
We need a man who can write,
film, edit and deliver television news. Prefer live audition, but will consider SOF.
BOX

903D,

BROADCASTING

Production-Programming, Others
IXJC
DOC
y

TV DIRECTOR— PRODUCER
Outstanding opportunity in creative
production with major market network
station in the east. Submit experience,
education, photo and expected salary.

iL,

Box 3*iC
909D, BROADCASTING
3iK
:x k:
FOR

5C

Jj

SALE

Stations
See HASKELL BLOOMBERG
Radio and Television Station
i3u,iineSi i3roker
And Muriel Bloomberg-, Assistant
ANPA CONVENTION, APRIL 22-24
WALDORF ASTORIA HOTEL
NEW YORK CITY
THE PIONEER FIRM OP TELEVISION
AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS— ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS
MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
Equipment
H
|
t$
jg
j|
jg
§
Ks
I

Western Electric Type Program- S
Operated
Peak
Limiting
Amplifiers sA
Identical to W.E. Co. 1126C Peak
Limiting amplifiers. Manufactured for
the United States Army Signal Corps,
These amplifiers are new in the original cases. Each consists of: an amplifier, control panel and regulated power
supply. Arranged for 19 inch rack
mounting. Never again at this low
price — $160.00 each.
Box 874D, BROADCASTING
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
America's Tape Recorder Specialists

Broadcasting

|
|g
"h
|j
i§
"h
|;
§5
#
|

censee prior to Sept. 1954 when station was sold
to Hiawatha Bcstg. Inc., which later filed petition in bankruptcy and temporary receiver was
appointed. Announced April 9.
WDBQ - AM - FM Dubuque, Iowa — Granted
transfer of control from John J. Roshek to
WDBQ Bcstg. Co. (Oswald A. Friend Jr., president, and Richard K. Power, vice president,
have interests in KOWB Laramie, Wyo., and Mr.
Power also has interest in WAVM Stillwater,
and WCMP Pine City, both Minnesota); consideration $135,000. Announced April 9.
KFBI Wichita, Kan. — Granted assignment of
license to Jayhawk Bcstg. Corp. (Mary Pickford
Rogers, president, and Charles Buddy Rogers,
vice president, have interests in WSJS-TV
Winston-Salem, N. C); consideration $450,000.
Announced April 9.
WPOR Portland, Me. — Granted assignment of
license to Hildreth Bcstg. Co.; consideration
$105,000. One-fourth of Hildreth stock is owned
by Community Bcstg. Service Co. (WABI-AMTV Bangor; WAGM-AM-TV Presque Isle, and
WABM Houlton, all Maine). Several other stockholders have minority interest in WMTW (TV)
Poland Springs, Me.; WENS (TV) Pittsburgh,
Pa., and WTVL Waterville, Me. Announced April
9.
WBHC Hampton, S. C. — Granted assignment of
license from J. A. Gallimore to Hampton County
Bcstrs. Inc. (Mr. Gallimore and Joseph B.
Wilder); consideration $3,350 by Mr. Wilder for
50% interest. Announced April 9.
KTES (TV) Nacogdoches, Tex. — Granted transfer of control from Joe D. Prince, T. Gillett Tilford and James G. Taylor to Lee Scarborough
(KELS-FM Nacogdoches); consideration $500
each for initial capital contributions plus liability agreement. Anounced April 9.
KUJ Walla Walla, Wash. — Granted assignment
of license to Emmerson Bcstrs. Inc. (Vernon W.
Emmerson, president); consideration $130,000
plus $26,000 for land. Announced April 9.
APPLICATIONS
KEAP Fresno, Calif. — Seeks assignment of
license from B. L. Golden tr/as Radio Fresno to
KEAP Bcstg. Co. Inc. for $150,000. New owners
are Howard Tullis (52%) and others. Mr. Tullis
owns 33 1/3% of KAFY Bakersfield and 40% of
KFXM (FM) San Bernardino, both California.
Announced April 9.
KJML-FM Sacramento, Calif. — Seeks assignment of license and cp from William T. White
and Virgil J. Nugent d/b as Town & Country
Bcstrs. to Town & Country Bcstrs. Inc. Mr. White
will retain one-third, Louis Gerlinger and James
Crow each paid $5,000 for one-third interest. Mr.
Gerlinger is in forestry. Mr. Crow is sound
technician. Announced April 3.
WHCN (FM) Hartford, Conn.— Seeks relinquishment of positive control of licensee corporation (Concert Network Inc.) by T. Mitchell Hastings Jr. through sale of 2.4% to Eugene N. Foss
II of Western Electric for $4,000, and 4.8% to investment consultant and textile-man, Robert S.
Swain,
for
Hastings'
reduced to $7,500.
46.5%. Mr.
Other
Concertownership
stations: will
WBCNbe
(FM) Boston, Mass.; WNCN (FM) New York
City, and WXCH (FM) Providence, R.I. Replaces
prior application for sale of stock to Clement
M. Burnhome [FOR THE RECORD, April 7].
Announced April 7.
WAHR-AM-FM Miami Beach, Fla.— Seeks assignment of license from Alan Henry and Yvette
Rosenson d/b as Merchantile Bcstg. Co. to Community Service Bcstrs. Inc. for $120,000. Owners
are James R. Williams, William J. Williams and
Thomas H. Wood, Jr. (23 1/3% each) and others.
Williams brothers are in real estate, etc. Mr.
Wood is in insurance. Announced April 3.
KRIB Mason City, Iowa — Seeks assignment of
license from William F. Johns Jr. to Western
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Mr. Johns to retain 51%. Announced April 8.
WKXP-TV Lexington, Ky. — Seeks assignment
of license from Community Bcstg. Co. to WTAF
Inc. for
New owner
is Radiointerests:
Cincinnati Inc.,$65,000
which cash.
has following
broadcast
WKRC-AM-TV Cinncinnati (licensee) and
WTVN-TV Columbus (90%), both Ohio; WBIRAM-FM-TV Knoxville, Tenn. (30%), and WBRCAM-FM-TV Birmingham, Ala. (67%). Announced
April
KENT3. Shreveport, La. — Seeks assignment of
BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITY

BE YOUR
OWN
BOSS
No investment required. We finance you.
AA plus 1 rated nation-wide advertising
agency has franchises available in all
parts of U.S. for men with radio and TV
sales experience. Franchise covers 3state area. Earnings $25,000 yearly and
up. Franchise includes setting up your
operation and special sales training if required at no cost to you. Furnish background information, three business references and three character references.
Box 833D, BROADCASTING

license from Frank H. Ford to Radio Shreveport Inc. forTroy
$110,000
cash.is Radio
Shreveport's
sole owner,
Kaichen,
in securities
brokerage. Announced April 8.
WKBX Corinth, Miss.— Seeks assignment of
license from Triangle Bcstg. Corp. to Rebel Radio
Inc. for $50,000. New owners are C. H. Quick
(50%) and others. Mr. Quick owns 90% of WSUH
Oxford, Miss. Announced April 7.
WAZF Yazoo City, Miss.— Seeks transfer of
control of licensee corporation from E. O. Roden,
W. I. Dove and G. A. Pribbenow to David B.
Highbaugh for $125,000. Mr. Highbaugh was
formerly nounced
50%April owner
of WHIR Danville, Ky. An9.
KJUN Redmond, Ore.— Seeks assignment of
license from Juniper Bcstrs. Inc. to Orlo M. and
Thelma D. Bagley d/b as Radio Station KPRB
for $37,000. Mr. and Mrs. Bagley also own KOMB
Cottage Grove, Ore. Announced April 4.
WABV Abbeville, S. C— Seeks assignment of
license from J. A. Gallimore to Abbeville Bcstg.
Co. Inc. Mr. Gallimore holds 55% of applicant,
selling 45% to WABV Manager George W. Settles
Jr. for $19,900 cash. Announced April 4.
WCRE Cheraw, S. C— Seeks assignment of license from E. G. Robinson Jr. and William R
Wagner d/b as Pee Dee Bcstg. Co. to Pee Dee
Bcstg. Co. for $20,000. New owners are Al Gardner Stanley (77.4%) and others. Mr. Stanley also
holds 70% of WATP Marion, S. C. Announced
WORD
, S. C— Seeks transfer of
3. ofSpartanburg
April
control
licensee corporation (WORD Inc.)
from Irwin Kahn, B. F. Kurtz and H. Moody
McElveen Jr. to WMRC Inc. for $136,000. Applicant also owns WFBC-AM-FM-TV Greenville,
S. C. President is Roger
C. Peace (11.98%) who is
also head of Greenville News-Piedmont Co
which owns
92.5%
7. of WWNC Asheville, N.C. Announced April
WHER Memphis, Tenn.— Seeks assignment of
license from Sam C. Phillips, Clarence A. Camp
and James E. Connolly, d/b as Tri-State Bcstg.
Service to Tri-State Bcstg. Service Inc. Corporate change. No control change. Announced
April 7.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISION
By Decision of April 9, Commission granted
application of Lawrence A. Reilly and James L.
Spates for new am station to operate on 980 kc
1 kw, D., in Groton, Conn., and denied competing
application of Thames Bcstg. Corp. seeking the
same facility with 500 w in Bridgehampton, N.Y.
An initial decision of Jan. 23, 1957 proposed
action. Announced April 9.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle issued initial
decision looking toward granting application of
Humphreys County Bcstg. Co. for new am station
to
operated onApril
14607. kc, 1 kw, D., in Belzoni, Miss
Announce
Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper issued initial decision looking toward granting application
of Greylock Bcstg. Co. to change trans,
loc. and
make
ind ant.April
system
7. of WBRK Pittsfield,
Announce
Mass. changes
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
initial decision looking toward (1) denying issued
protest by Community Service Bcstg. Corp. (WCSS)
Amsterdam, N. Y., and (2) affirming
July 18, 1957
grant of application of Walter T. Gaines for new
am station (WGAV) to operate on 1570 kc, 1 kw
D., in Amsterdam. Announced April
8
Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond issued
initial
decision looking toward granting applicatio
n of
Pbihp D. Jackson for new am station to operate
on 800 kc, 1 kw, D., in Weed, Calif. Announced
April 9.
OTHER ACTIONS
Commission on April 9 directed preparation of
document looking toward granting application
of Hocking Valley Bcstg. Corp. for cp to
increase
power of WHOK Lancaster, Ohio, from 500
w
1 kw, continuing operation on 1320 kc, daytimeto
only. Initial decision of July 10, 1957, proposed
this action.
Mid-America Bcstrs. Inc., Mutual Bcstg. System Inc., San Francisco, Calif.— Designated for
consolidated hearing applicat
ions for new Class
B fm stations to operate on 95.7 mc. Announced
April
KWG 9. Bcstg. Co., Valley Bcstrs.
Stockton,
Calif.— Designated for consolidatedInc.,
hearing applications for new Class B fm stations to operate on 107.3 mc. Announced April 9
S. L. Goodman, Bassett, Va.; Granite Citv
Bcstg. Co., Mount Airy, N. C; WILA Inc., Danville, Va.— Being advised that applicati
of
Mr. Goodman and Granite City for new amonsstations to operate on 980 kc, 250 w D, and WILA to
increase power from 500 w to 1 kw, continuing
operation on 1580 kc D, indicate the necessity of
hearing. Announced April 9.

Routine

Roundup
By order, Commission amended Part O of its
organizational rules to re-establish, effective immediately, hearing division in Broadcast Bureau
Net result is to return hearing branch, now in
Broadcast Facilities Division, to division status
it had prior to Feb. 6, 1956. It does not involve
changes m present broadcast hearing staff,
which Robert J. Rawson is chief. Announcedof
By memorand
April
9.
um opinion and order, CornmisApril 14, 1958 • Page 109

FOR THE RECORD continued
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
on April 8
Scheduled prehearing conference for June 3
and continued without date hearing scheduled
for April 15 in proceeding on am applications of
Sheffield Bcstg. Co., and J. B. Fait Jr., Sheffield,
Ala.
By Hearing Examiner
on AprilHugh
7 B. Hutchison

sion denied protest, request to vacate or stay,
and to designate for hearing, filed by Puget
Sound Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KVI), Seattle, Wash.,
directed against Feb. 6 grant to Queen City
Bcstg. Co. of authority to conduct program
tests on K1RO-TV (ch. 7) Seattle. Announced
April 3.
ORAL ARGUMENT SCHEDULED
Commission on April 9 scheduled the following
proceeding for oral argument on May 16:
Delsea Ucstrs. for new am station (WDVL) in
Vlneland, N. J.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing Examiner
■lames D. Cunningham on April 8
Granted petition by Forrest City Bcstg. Co.,
for leave to intervene in proceeding on am applications of Hirsch Bcstg. Co. (KFVS) Cape
Girardeau, Mo., et al., with reference to question of whether radio station KXJK Forrest City,
Ark., will suffer objectionable interference from
proposed operation of KFVS Cape Girardeau,
by Hirsch; dismissed petition by Forrest City
to file supplemental material.
By Hearing Examiner James H. Cunningham
on April 8
Ordered that proposed findings of facts and
conclusions of law will be filed on or before
April 30 by all parties to proceeding re application of Wrather-Alvarez Bcstg. Inc., for extension of time to construct KYAT (ch. 13) Yuma,
Ariz.

LOS COYOTES

COUNTRY

Scheduled prehearing conference for April 15
in proceeding on am application of Ottaway
Stations Inc. (WDOS) Oneonta, N. Y.
Postponed hearing scheduled for April 30 to
May 28 in proceeding on am applications of Fox
Valley Bcstg. Co., Geneva, 111., et al.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
on April 7
Further continued hearing from April 14 to
April 15 in proceeding on application of Video
Independent Theatres Inc. (KVIT ch. 2) Santa
Fe, N. M.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
on April 8
Granted motion by Rome Comunity Bcstg. Co.,
Rome, N. Y., for continuance of prehearing conference from 10 a.m., April 14, to 2:30 p.m., the
same date, in proceeding on its am application,
et al.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on dates shown
Granted
petition by Dowagiac
Bcstg. Co.,
Dowagiac, Mich., for leave to amend am applica-

CLUB

•

BROADCASTING
GOLF

TOURNAMENT

BELLEHURST, CALIFORNIA

MAGAZINE
APRIL

28 (Monday)

BROADCASTING'S annual NAB golf tournament will be held April 28
(Monday) at the new Los Coyotes Country Club, approximately 30 minutes from downtown Los Angeles. This 18-hole, 6,655-yard course is a
par 72 championship layout. The popular blind bogey handicap system
(maximum handicap 30) will be used.
BROADCASTING will provide silver trophies to the low gross and low
net winners. Several Los Angeles stations will donate other prizes (last
year there were 27 individual prizes). Tee-off time 9 A. M.
Free bus leaves Biltmore Hotel
at 8:30 A. M. Returns 3 P. M.
PLEASE SEND

Buffet luncheon and 19th hole
party given by BROADCASTING.

THIS RESERVATION

TODAY:

BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales Street, N. W.,
Washington 6, D. C.
Golf Committee:

I wish

BROADCASTING— NAB

to play in the
Golf Tournament,

NAME
FIRM
I DO

□

DO

NOT

L
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□

NEED

TRANPORTATION

April 28

tion to specify new trans, site. Action April 4;
dismissed petition of WBRB Inc. (WBRB) Mt.
Clemens, Mich., to extend time for exchange of
its engineering exhibits in same proceeding.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time to April 27 to file proposed findings of fact and conclusions and to file replies to
May 12 in proceeding on am applications of
Enterprise Bcstg. Co., Fresno, Calif., et al. Action
AprilBy 7. Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
on dates shown
Issued statement and order following further
prehearing conference in proceeding on applications of Hirsch Bcstg. Co. (KFVS) Cape Girrardeau, Mo., and Firmin Co., Vincennes, Ind.;
hearing now scheduled for April 9 is continued
indefinitely; schedule set on Feb. 10, as supplemented by order of March 12, is cancelled.
Action April 4.
Issued memorandum of ruling on motion for
production of documents by New Mexico Bcstg.
Co. Inc., in proceeding on application of Video
Independent Theatres Inc., for mod. of cp of
KVIT (ch. 2) Santa Fe, N. M.; motion was denied, without prejudice to filing of written request for subpena duces tecum by April 9 at
5 p.m. Action April 7.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time from April 10 to May 1 for filing
initial proposed findings of facts and conclusions
and from April 21 to May 12 for filing replies in
re application of Sacramento Telecasters Inc.,
for
mod.
of cp April
of KBET-TV
(ch. 10) Sacramento,
Calif.
Action
7.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
on April 4
Reopened record in proceeding on applications
of Great Lakes Television Inc., Greater Erie
Bcstg. Co., and WKBW-TV Inc., for new tv stations to operate on ch. 7 in Buffalo, N. Y., and
further hearing is scheduled for April 11.
By Hearing Examiner
Annie
on April
7 Neal Huntting
Hearing scheduled for May 15 in ch. 2 proceeding, Terre Haute, Ind., is continued until
May 19.
By Hearing Examiner
Thomas
H. Donahue
on April
7
Granted oral request of counsel for Broadcast
Bureau for extension of time from April 10 to
May 8 for prehearing conference in proceeding
on am applications of South Norfolk Bcstg. Co.
Inc., South Norfolk, Va., and Denbigh Bcstg.
Co., Denbigh, Va.
By Commissioner Frederick W. Ford
on April 3
Granted petition by Nevada Telecasting Corp.,
for extension of time to May 8 to file exceptions
to initial decision in proceeding re revocation of
tv cp of KAKJ Reno, Nev.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time to April 10 to file replies to petifor review
of examiner's
and for
other tionrelief
in proceeding
on ruling
applications
of
Hirsch Bcstg. Co. (KFVS) Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
and Firmin Co., Vincennes, Ind.
By Acting Chief Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
on April 4
Granted petition by WDDY Inc. (WDDY)
Gloucester, Va., for dismissal without prejudice
of application, and retained in hearing status
am application of Williamsburg Bcstg. Co., Williamsburg, Va.
Granted petition by W. Gordon Allen, Eugene,
Ore., for dismissal without prejudice of am application, and retained in hearing status application of Albany Bcstg. Corp., Albany, Ore.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on April 3
Scheduled further hearing for 9 a.m., April 9
in proceeding on am applications of Radio
Tampa, Rand Bcstg. Co., and B. F. J. Timm,
Tampa and Lakeland, Fla.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
on April 3
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time from April 8 to April 16 to file
proposed
'findings in Bcstg.
proceeding
on am
applications of Westbrook
Co. Inc.,
Westbrook,
Me., and Sherwood J. Tarlow, Saco, Me.
By Hearing Examiner
on April H.2 Gifford Irion
Granted petition by Grand Haven Bcstg. Co.
(WGHN) Grand Haven, Mich., for leave to
amend application to remove resistor in ant.
system and application, as amended, is removed
from hearing docket.
Continued prehearing conference from April
8 to April 17 at 2 p.m., in re applications of
L. E. U. Bcstg. Co., Jet Bcstg. Co. Inc., and
WERC Bcstg. Corp., for new tv stations to operate on ch. 66 in Erie, Pa.
By Hearing onExaminer
April 3J. D. i Bond
Granted motion by Coastal Tv Co., for continuance of further prehearing conference from
2 p.m., April 7, to 10 a.m., April 14, in ch. 12
proceeding, New Orleans, La.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
on April 3
Granted petition by Mississippi Bcstg. Co.,
Carthage, Miss., for extension of time from
April 8 to April 18 to file proposed findings of
fact and conclusions in proceeding on its am
application and that of Birney Imes Jr. (WMOX)
Meridian. Miss.
BROADCASTING

FCC

TV

ANALYSIS

FCC has issued technical report on
"Polarization Discrimination in Tv
Broadcasting," by Technical Research
Division staffmen Julian T. Dixon and
John M. Taff. Report (TRR Report
4.3.10) includes available data on
transmissions and reception which indicates an 8 db improvement of desired over undesired signals in vertically polarized signals compared with
present horizontal propagation of tv
signals in highly-engineered receiving
antennas. Type of terrain is also a
factor, report points out. Study was
made to gather data in response to
suggestions that close mileage separations between co-channel tv stations
might be accomplished through use of
vertical-horizontal polarization.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
on April 3
Granted petition by Wabash Valley Bcstg.
Corp. for leave to amend its application for new
tv station to operate on ch. 2 in Terre Haute,
Ind., to specify new site.
By FCC
Commission on April 1 granted petition by
Arkansas Television Co. (KTHV ch. 11) Little
Rock, Ark., for extension of time from April 7
to April 22 for filing comments and from April
17 to May 9 for filing replies in tv rule-making
proceeding involving Little Rock-Pine Bluff,
Ark.
By Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde on April 1
Dismissed as moot petition for review by
United Bcstg. Co. Inc., in ch. 3 proceeding, WilN. C. prejudice
(United's on
application
was dismissedmington,without
March 19.)
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureaxi for extension of time to file comments to petition to
remand and reopen record in matter of revocation of cp of Nevada Telecasting Corp. (KAKJ)
Reno, Nev., to 10 days after Nevada files its supplemental petition.
By Acting Chief Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
on April 1
Granted petition by Tri-City Bcstg. Co. (WOC)
Davenport, Iowa, for leave to intervene in proceeding on am applications of Binder-CarterDurham Inc. (WAMM) Flint, Mich., et al.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on April 1
Granted petition by WBRB Inc. (WBRB) Mt.
Clemens, Mich., for leave to amend am application so as to propose, in lieu of present threetower proposal, six-tower DA array with resulting mod. of its radiation pattern; application is
removed from hearing status and returned to
Commission's processing line.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
on April 1
Scheduled further prehearing conference for
April 18 at 9 a.m., re am application of Florence
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Brownsville, Tenn.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of April 4
WWWF
Fayette,
Ala.— Granted cp to install
new trans.
WPRE Prairie du Chien, Wis.— Granted authority to operate during months of April thru September from 6:30 a.m., CST, to 6:00
Monday thru Saturday and 8:00 a.m.,p.mCSTCSTto
6:00 p.m., CST, Sundays, except for special programming.
WBEC-FM Pittsfiel Mass.— Granted authority
to remain silent ford, period
of 90 days from
April 1 to relocate ant. site.
KYW-FM Cleveland, Ohio— Granted authority
to remain silent for period of 90 days in order
to permit relocation of trans.
Actions of April 3
WLVA-AM-TV Lynchburg, Va.— Granted involuntary transfer of control from Edward
to Champe C. Allen, executrix of estate ofAllen
Edward Allen, deceased.
KAAA Kingman, Ariz.— Granted assignment of
license to Wallace E. Stone.
WZKY Albemarle, N. C— Granted
nt
of licenses to Stanley County Bcstg. assignme
Co. Inc
KBLI Blackfoot, Idaho— Granted assignm
ent
of
license to KBLI Inc.
WTAM Tampa, Fla.— Granted assignment of
license and cp to Rounsaville of Tampa Inc
WANE Fort Wayne, Ind.— Granted
covering installation of new trans., change license
location, operate trans, by remote controlstudio
and
specify type trans.
KBKW Aberdeen, Wash.— Granted license
covering changes in ant. system (increase height
by adding remote pickup ant).
Broadcasting

WFSC-FM
fm broadcast Franklin,
station. N. C— Granted license for
WABZ-FM Albemarle, N. C— Granted license
for fm broadcast station.
KUBE Pendleton, Ore.— Granted authority to
sign-off at 6:00 p.m., PST, during months of
April thru Sept. except when public interest
program
off time. requires operation up to licensed signWPIT Pittsburgh, Pa.— Granted authority to
sign-off
7:00 p.m. local time during months of
May thruatSept.
WBYS Canton, 111.— Granted authority to signoff at 6:00 p.m. local time, from April thru Sept.
or later within limits of station license.
KSIJ Gladewater, Tex.— Granted authority to
sign-off at 6:30 p.m. April thru Aug. except when
broadcasting special events.
Actions of April 2
WHP Harrisburg, Pa.— Granted license covering installation
of new aux. trans, at present
location
of main trans.
KHMO Hannibal, Mo.— Granted license covering change type trans, and studio location.
WLAN Lancaster, Pa.— Granted
license covering installation of new trans, as aux. trans, at
present location of main trans.
WALT Tampa, Fla.— Granted license coverings
increase in power, change ant.-trans. loc, install
directional ant. (DA-D) and new trans., and
make changes in ant. and ground system.
Granted licenses for following am stations:
WIDU Fayatteville, N. C; WCLW Mansfield,
Ohio and KLYD Bakersfield, Calif.
WTCN Minneapolis, Minn.— Granted license
covering installation of new trans, and operate
trans, by remote control.
WKNY Kingston, N. Y.— Granted license covering change of ant.-trans. loc, make changes in
ant.
install(increase
new trans.height) and ground system and
WBUX Doylestown, Pa.— Granted mod. of cp to
change type trans.; trans, location redescribed
(no change in coordinates).
WFRL Freeport, 111.— Granted authority to
sign-off
thru
Aug.at 6:00 p.m. during the months of April
Actions of April 1
WTVY Dothan, Ala.— Granted license for tv
station.
WALB-TV Albany, Ga.— Granted license for tv
station, and redescribe studio and trans,
location
(not a move) .
WBIR-FM Knoxville, Tenn.— Granted license
covering changes in fm station; remote control
point same as trans, location.
KVOD Denver, Colo. — Granted change of re-

mote control authority.
The following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KGB-FM San Diego,
Calif, to 10-8; WBUF (TV) Buffalo, N. Y. to 9-1;
grant is without prejudice to such action as Commission may determine is warranted as result of
(1)
Commission's
intoandnetwork
practices
of National Bcstg.inquiry
Co, Inc.,
(2) final
determination in antitrust actions presently pending
against National Bcstg. Co. Inc., and Radio Corto Sept. 1.poration of America; WBOC-TV Salisbury, Md.,
WDMG Douglas, Ga. — Rescinded action of
March 3 granting license covering change in
hours of operation and installation of DA-N.
Actions of March 31
KUTV Salt Lake City, Utah— Granted assignment of licenses to KUTV Inc.
WGTS-FM Takoma Park, Md.— Granted cp to
make changes in ant. system (increase height).
KITE San Antonio, Tex.— Granted cp to change
ant.-trans. location, installation new type ant.,
increase
to 110 ft. ERP to 17.5 kw and decrease ant. height
KHOF Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted mod. of cp
to install new type trans., increase ERP to 100
kw, operate trans, by remote control, and
waived Sect. 3.205 of rules to permit station
location to be designated as Los Angeles but
with main studio location at 1120 South Adams
St., Glendale, Calif.; ant. height 240 ft.
KGB-FM San Diego, Calif.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans., increase ERP to 36 kw,
change type ant., decrease ant. height to 120 ft.,
and operate trans, by remote control: condition.
The following were granted extensions of
completion dates as shown: KOCS Ontario, Calif,
to 9-1; KELL Kellogg, Idaho to 6-30; KINT El
Paso, Tex. to 8-1; KWVY Waverly, Iowa to 5-1.
KCLN Clinton, Iowa— Granted authority to
sign-off
thru
Sept.at 6:00 p.m. during the months of April
Actions of March 28
WEFM (FM) Chicago, 111.— Granted assignment of licenses from Zenith Radio Corp. (111.
corporation) to Zenith Radio Corp. (Del. corp.).
licenses from Zenith Radio Corp (111. corporation)
to Zenith Radio Corp. (Del. corporation).
WESC-AM-FM Greenville, S. C— Granted assignment of licenses to Bcstg. Co. of Carolinas.
KPAP Redding, Calif.— Granted assignment of
cp to Philip D. Jackson.
WNCN, WBCN New York, N. Y., & Boston,
Mass. — Granted authority to operate trans, by
remote control.
Action of March 26
KDFW Cedar Hill, Texas— Granted authority to
remain silent for 60 days for repairs.
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alphabet

EGYPTIAN
Peering back through the
mists of time, many scholars
believe that our letter B
started as the Egyptian picture-sign for courtyard or
house.

iimititiimitf

m

PHOENICIAN
Somewhat later, the Semitic
inventors of the alphabet
adapted the house-sign and
let it stand for the first
sound of beth (house).
GREEK
In the early Greek writing
{boustrephedon or ox-turning), alternate lines read
from right to left, then left
to right. The result was a
mirror-image letter, beta.
ROMAN
Liking the archaic Greek letter, the Romans carved it
in stone in the rounded form
we know and use today.

B

Historical data by
Dr. Donald J. lloyd, Wayne Stale University

The basic letters for successful radio advertising in
Detroit and southeastern Michigan are WWJ. This
is Detroit's original radio station — the friendly voice
that has entertained and informed most of today's
adult Detroiters since their childhood — the welcome
voice that holds a unique place in the hearts and
loyalties of its listeners.
Start your radio campaign here — with the WWJ
Melody Parade, WWJ News, with popular personalities like Hugh Roberts, Faye Elizabeth, Jim
Wood, Bob Maxwell,
basic thing to dof
m

m

m m

m

WWJ

m

and Jim

m

DeLand.

It's the

am and fm
RADIO

WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION
Owned and operated by The Detroit NeWS
NBC Affiliate

B est radio buy to reach most
Michigan consumers.
Seventy
cent of Michigan's
populationpercommanding
75 per
cent of the state's buying power
lives within WWJ's daytime primary coverage area.

National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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MONDAY

MEMO

from ERNEST J. HODGES,

vice president, Guild, Bascom

Critique

on

rock

& Bonfigli

and

roll

radio:

®
We're

g
I

not

A baby-sitting society has taken over
the musical programming of hundreds
of American radio stations. As a result,
millions of advertising dollars are being
spent to reach an audience interested
not in products or services but in (as
one critic put it) "bad grammar set to
music."
badRock
and roll as an art form is of
no interest to our agency except as a
purely private irritation. We are not
concerned in a corporate sense with the
problems of a group of juveniles who
require constant noise as a background
to nearly every waking moment. We are
concerned when radio — one of our
most useful means of communicating
with people — presents us with an audience composed mainly of 12-year-old
minds, not in the cynical sense but
literally. As advertising men we must be
concerned when any pressure group
takes control of any measurable portion
of any American mass medium.
By what obscure logic can agencies
justify attempting to sell an item of
interest primarily to adults or a commodity for use by the whole family on
a program or on a station which is
playing music selected almost exclusively by youngsters? If anyone doubts
that the giggle set controls the radio set
on "top 40" programs, let him listen to
one of the stations which accepts telephone requests with an open key. If
he has the courage and fortitude, he
could listen to stations which broadcast

5S

conversations between d.j.'s and teenagers — conversations which usually
have a background concerto of popping
bubble gum.
Our good friends the radio reps will
now grab their rating charts and audience composition studies. Don't try to
confuse us with either of those. Leaving aside the validity of ratings, radio
can, like television, be committing "ratingside."
The standards of ratings, power, costper-thousand and station promotional
material are not enough; they do not
provide all that a media director needs
when he is hundreds or thousands of
miles away from a market. These statistics may provide a defensible position

:■:*>:■:•:•:■:•:•:•:■:•:
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after

for a media

the

1 2-year-olds

director — after all, he

"bought the most popular station." And
he can, at the same time, be doing a
perfectly lousy job for his trusting
client.
You can figure audience compositions
until your slide rule steams but plain
common sense will tell you that any
station which uses juke box sales or
telephone requests as its standard for
musical popularity is being strongly
controlled by a vocal minority. These
are teen-age tastes being reflected as a
result of teen-age pressures. The fact
that studies will show a third of even
these program audiences as being adult,
in years anyway, does not alter the fact
that a minor portion of the population
is exerting disproportionate pressures
on a mass medium.
NOT

BIG-MONEY

SPENDERS

Teen-agers do buy millions of dollars
worth of soft drinks, lipstick, hair dressings and other American products each
year. But teen-agers are not representative of the American family in today's
purchases of very much of the food, the
automobiles, the homes and services
which are the backbone of radio income.
At Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli we are
attempting to communicate with people
who are listening. Our vision of our
prospect for a sale is not a juvenile
doing homework. At least that is what
some of them claim they are doing

while they sprawl across a table with a
phone cradled on their shoulder while
waiting for some radio station to accept
a request for this week's version of
"Jailhouse Rock" or "Great Balls of
Fire." Maybe they are doing homework.
They do have a textbook propped
against a ketchup bottle. And maybe
they to
areguess.
listening to advertising. It's
hard
But there is a test for audience programming which doesn't need to be a
guess. You don't need to guess at a
station's personality either. You don't
need to read the trade press accounts
of Bob Convey's rock 'em and break
'em at KWK in St. Louis, or even study
Henry Untermeyer's mail poll (90%
against rock and roll) at KCBS in San
Francisco. You might simply examine
a musical log for stations you plan to
buy — one of our routine procedures at
GB&B. If the top juke box records
dominate a segment — or the entire musical programming for a station — you've
got the baby-sitting set. And you've got
an audience which should be labelled
for what it is. It's an audience you
wouldn't settle for in a family newspaper or in any magazine unless you
were trying to reach teen-agers. And it's
an audience, too, that you wouldn't
pick for adult products on television.
And as a purely private solace, there
may be one other hope: My 15-year-old
daughter informs me that "rock and
roll is dull. We're tired of it."
Hi:
§1
1

Ernest J. (Buzz) Hodges, b. June 7, 1917, Boston.
stint as trade magazine writer, joined Cleveland
as reporter. Enlisted in Army Air Corps 1942.
1946 to 1948 was copywriter and later copy group

After
Press
From
head

in J. Walter Thompson's San Francisco office. With
Russell Pierce, formerly head of JWT's San Francisco
office, started public relations firm of Hodges, Pierce
& Assoc. Clients included Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli.
Joined GB&B in September 1952, was made vice president three months later. Now is account supervisor
on Ralston-Purina Co. business placed by that agency.
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EDITORIALS
Take

One

PUTTING aside the pros and cons of the argument for a moment,
advertisers especially and networks and stations generally should
salute CBS for the courage of its decision to "take a strike" in its
current dispute with IBEW.
Advertisers have cried for a long time that television costs were
getting out of hand, that the spiral had to be stopped. True, advertisers are getting more for their dollars. But true, too, the number of dollars required has gone up. Rising union payments, of
course, have been a big factor in lifting overall tv costs to their
present level.
But networks in the past have deemed it easier, or less risky,
to take the increases than to take a strike. Rather than chance
the revenue losses inherent in any slowdown, they have elected to
negotiate the best deals they could, short of throwing down the
strike gauntlet.
Now CBS has shown that there is a point beyond which it will not
go — not willingly, anyway.
Even the issues, at this writing, were in dispute. At first there
seemed no question that they were economic, at least in substantial
part, but later the union denied this. If they were economic, then
CBS has made it unmistakably clear that it is not willing to heap
upon its advertisers wanton costs beyond such raises as it deems
reasonable.
For this, advertisers should be grateful.
Even if the chief issues are not economic, as IBEW officials have
contended, the lesson is no less clear. Here is a network saying:
"This much and no more." If a strike is the only alternative, it will
take the strike rather than bow to demands it considers excessive.
This attitude leaves little doubt that it would do the same if the
issues were unchallengedly economic.
Our purpose here is not to argue the merits of the dispute or to
side with one against the other. CBS said it offered "the most generous contract in the broadcasting industry" and that the union
had agreed not to strike pending a ballot by a representative of the
Federal Conciliation and Mediation Service. Union officials contended last week that "job security" was the chief issue. There was
speculation that jurisdiction over videotape was worrying IBEW
and this could lead to unbelievably thorny problems.
We do not wish to minimize the difficulties of any labor-management negotiation. We do, however, feel it is significant that a network has been willing to risk a strike and all the difficulties and
economic hazards that a strike presents. Just as unions have a right,
within legal frameworks, to call a strike, so management has a right
to "take" one. Strikes are regrettable, but in this case it is another
sign of maturity that network television had not shown before.
Oversight

and

the

Target

THE House Committee on Legislative Oversight has ended the
first episode of its investigation of independent agencies without
so much as sighting its main target.
Instead of ferreting out information on whether these agencies
are following the intent and will of Congress or have become subservient tothe executive branch, the committee got into the unsavory
area of influence peddling and petty expense accounts involving
FCC members. The FCC has been smeared, and, by association,
all broadcasting has been given the stench of a Teapot Dome.
In its interim report of 10 da_ys ago, the Oversight Committee
recommends legislation that would forestall future misconduct and
restore public confidence in the FCC. It proposes to do this through
the correction of legislative defects — those that Congress itself
had enacted in past years.
One Commissioner — Richard A. Mack — -resigned under fire.
All others, as the record stands, have effectively cleared themselves
of willful misconduct. Needing clarification is the utter confusion
created by the conflicting testimony of the Comptroller General as
to the propriety of commissioners charging the government for per
diem allowances while at the same time accepting hospitality,
honorariums or compensation for speeches and articles — the latter
specifically permitted by the Communications Act.
The inquiry got off on the wrong foot because of the contrived
efforts of its deposed chief counsel, Bernard Schwartz, who planted
and leaked charges all over the newspaper landscape in utter contempt of his Congressional employers. To avoid the accusation
Page 114
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hlx
"Farnsworth, here, has just finished a survey that gives us the metropolitan woman's preference in bath soap brands."
of a whitewash, the committee made the FCC the whipping boy
among administrative agencies. Because it was the first at bat, it got
the headlines and the brick bats.
There can be no quarrel with the remedies, legislative and otherwise, that the Harris Committee proposes. If criminal offenses have
been committed, the grand jury impaneled by the Dept. of Justice
is expected to bring them to light. At least two cases now are under
scrutiny.
We become weary of all the talk about a code of ethics. One
probably will be adopted by the FCC because the committee demands it. Codes are pure window-dressing. A government agency
is no better than the men who constitute its membership. Codes do
not eliminate wrongdoing. Men do.
Pressures do not generate automatically. Men start them. First
it is this pressure group or that, usually working through members
of Congress. Congressmen, always anxious to do a turn for a constituent who may or may not be a political contributor, see no harm
in making an inquiry about the status of a case, and then by inflection or adroit conversation indicating whom they may favor.
Is that exertion of ex parte influence?
The FCC is no worse than any other agency of government.
Some of the FCC's of other years have been far more flagrant in
abuses of the licensing function. We know of few, if any, predecessor
FCC's that have been any better than the Commission as presently
constituted. Commissioner Mack was a misfit from the start and
should never have been appointed.
This is not to condone all else that has transpired. But the committee condemns practices that Congress itself ordained. Congress
provided for the appointment of the chairman by the President, and
fixed the tenures and salaries. Congress enacted the McFarland
Amendments in 1952 permitting "strike" applications on economic
grounds and isolating the FCC from its general counsel and other
key staff personnel. Congress adopted the amendment permitting
honorariums and compensation for speeches and articles.
Because Congress wrote them it can repeal or change them. It
should move promptly "as it proposes. The FCC will benefit from
some of the criticism, particularly as to delay in the handling of
cases and in making too many unnecessary trips. Certainly commissioners should acquaint themselves with the fields they regulate
but that doesn't mean representation at every station dedication or
every regional meeting or conference.
The FCC will carry the scars of the Oversight Committee for
a long while. Chairman Harris talks of investigating still other
television cases to ascertain whether the Miami ch. 10 case was an
isolated incident or part of a pattern.
The FCC will have to make the best of this whole sordid mess.
It should have more time to get things done because it will be many
a day before any member of Senate or House will attempt to influence the FCC in any individual case. But while the voices of
Congress will be stilled, the eyes of Congress will be open.
Broadcasting
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MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL . . . WDGY is first . . . all day average. Proof:
Pulse. To talk to the twins . . . talk to Blair, or General Manager Jack Thayer.
KANSAS CITY . . . WHB is first . . . all-day. Proof: Metro Pulse, Nielsen,
Trendex, Hooper; Area Nielsen, Pulse. All-day averages as high as 48.5% (Nielsen).
Remember — you get coverage and audience on WHB. See Blair or General Manager
George W. Armstrong.
NEW ORLEANS . . . WTIX is first . . . all-day. Proof: Hooper (32.2%)Pulse, too. In fact, WTIX is first in 462 of 504 Pulse quarter-V ours, and first in
every single daytime 1/4. See Adam Young or General Manager Fred Berthelson.
MIAMI . . . WQAM is first . . . all-day. Proof: Hooper (36.7%) . . . Pulse (410
of 432 quarter-hours) . . . Southern Florida Area Pulse . . . Trendex. See Blair
... or General Manager Jack Sandler.
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Mail Pouch and Kentucky Club are two
of the nationally famous buy-words
which help contribute to the super
market value of the WTRF-TV area.
These and other quality tobacco products are manufactured by The Bloch
Brothers Tobacco Company of Wheeling, West Virginia^- . . . with 500
employees influenced by the programming of WTRF-TV ... in an area of
425,196 TV homes, where 2 million
people spend
annually.

"I have been working for the Bloch
Brothers people for 22 years, and it's
part of my job to help protect the quality
of our tobacco products. Even away from
work I'm conscious of quality — in food, in
clothing, in just about everything. That
includes TV-viewing, too, which is why the

2lA billion dollars

favorite station at our house is WTRF-TV."

For availabilities, call Bob
network color
316,000 watts NBC
Ferguson, VP and Gen. Mgr.,
or Needham Smith, Sales Manager,
at CEdar 2-7777.
National Rep., George P.
WHEELING
7, WEST VIRGINIA
Hollingbery Company.
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Perhaps 100 people every working

More people are working in Dallas
than ever before in history, and their

day come to "Big D" seeking opportunity. They are welcomed and quickly

pockets are bulging with the greatest
savings ever reported.

absorbed into the varied, bustling economy of this metropolitan center.

Bank clearings and debits are larger
than 1957. So are building permits,

Your
warm

postal receipts, the consumption of
electricity and gas, and virtually every

products

will find the same

acceptance if you offer them over

Dallas' favorite entertainment and news
media . . . KRLD-TV and KRLD-Radio.
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EARLY FALL • Despite talk about softness in television sales, advertisers are
making decisions earlier and networks are
getting onto solid ground with next fall's
schedules — in some cases ahead of last
year's timetable. NBC-TV's has more fall
nighttime programming sold now than at
this time year ago and CBS-TV appears
to be in approximately same position,
while ABC-TV is doing at least as well as
it did last spring. Long-term contracts
are beginning to come in. Scott Paper,
Reynolds Tobacco and U. S. Steel are
among those who've already signed contracts running to fall of 1959.
•
It's not "rumor" (as reported Friday)
but fact that Kraft Television Theatre will
go off NBC-TV next fall. Kraft Foods Co.,
Chicago, through J. Walter Thompson,
New York, has renewed for its Wednesday, 9-10 p.m. period next season but will
drop Theatre and replace it with two halfhour shows. Kraft has all but buttoned up
pact with Milton Berle to head variety
show for first half-hour, undetermined is
plan for second half-hour.
•
ASCAP'S AIM • Why is ASCAP attacking BMI on every possible front when it
must realize that it cannot recapture monopoly position under antitrust laws?
Something more than informed guess is
report that it would be content with 10year contracts for both radio and television under existing terms and probably
figures best way to get them is to campaign legislatively and politically on all
fronts.
•
Under existing consent decree involving
ASCAP, contracts cannot be made for
longer than five-year term. Presumably effort will be made, with hoped for acquiescence ofone or more networks, to
extend term to 10-year period. Meanwhile
there's continuing rumbling that Antitrust
Division of Justice Dept. is about to enter
another antitrust suit against ASCAP.
•
OLD

HAT • Washington observers wondered why New York Herald Tribune last
week gave big display to series of stories
reporting how ex-FCC Chairman George
C. McConnaughey had formed partnership, when he left FCC, with George O.
Sutton, attorney for applicant which, after
merging with another, won ch. 4 in Pittsburgh. Ch. 4 case, Herald Tribune reported, was now before federal grand jury.
Details of law partnership were reported
by Broadcasting at time it was formed
[Government, July 1, 1957] and report
that ch. 4 case was under grand jury study
appeared in Closed Circuit March 17.
et. seq.
•
Shoe will be on other foot if FCC

Broadcasting

de-

cides to call Bernard Schwartz, ousted chief
counsel of House Oversight Committee, in
court-directed reconsideration of now
famed Miami ch. 10 case (story page 46).
In returning case, court instructed FCC
to make its own inquiry and to report back
in six weeks. Mr. Schwartz, after having
been fired as general counsel, was key
witness in Oversight Committee proceeding and he, along with former Comr.
Richard A. Mack, Thurman Whiteside,
A. Frank Katzentine, G. T. Baker and
others, conceivably could be called.
•
BLAIR KEEPS ABC • One of biggest
chunks of representation business in entire
radio-tv field, is being renewed under
long-term contract and announcement
should be forthcoming shortly. It's John
Blair & Co. and Blair-Tv's representation
of three radio and four tv stations owned
by ABC. ABC began working with Blair
in 1952, added other properties in 1956.
All of these reportedly being renewed.
•
Next general business meeting of NBCTV and NBC Radio affiliates with network
officials has been scheduled for October
22-24 in New York, site apparently to be
determined. Last year's sessions were in
mid-September
Astoria
Hotel. at New York's Waldorf•
CLEAR TRACK • With issuance of regular license renewal to WCKR Miami last
Wednesday, way was opened for consummation of transaction whereby WCKRAM-FM will be sold to Sun Ray Drug Co.
interests (WPEN-AM-FM Philadelphia)
for $800,000 [Closed Circuit, March 3].
Application for transfer of NBC affiliate,
v/ill be filed by Biscayne Tv Corp. (of
which Niles Trammell is president) to
Dade Broadcasting Co., to be created by
Sun Ray. Biscayne, owned by Mr. Trammel and executives of Knight and Cox
newspapers, will continue to operate ch. 7
WCKT (TV).
•
Determined to clear FCC decks of longpending cases quickly, Chairman John C.
Doerfer this week hopes to dispose of
radically revised license application and
renewal form. Special meeting has been
set for today (Monday) and to be continued on Thursday if necessary, to whip
out new Form 303, particularly as to commercial vs. sustaining categories and programming breakdowns.
•
NEW NAME • Enter "Affiliate Relations
Department" at CBS for both radio and
television divisions in lieu of "Station
Relations Department." Suggestion for
change came from Dr. Frank Stanton,
president of CBS Inc., to Arthur Hull
Hayes and Louis G. Cowan, presidents of

circuit

radio and tv networks. Reason: new designation is not only more accurate but
minimizes staff confusion.
•
Paramount's ch. 5 KTLA Los Angeles
will have new operating head with appointment tomorrow (Tuesday) of Jim
Shulke, general manager of Paramount
Sunset Corp., studio rental division, to
succeed Lew Arnold, who resigned suddenly last week as vice president and general manager. Policy direction of KTLA
is under Paul Raibourn, president of Paramount Television Productions Inc. (headquartered inNew York), subsidiary of Paramount Pictures Inc.
•
REASON WHY • FCC's reopening of
dozen-year-old clear channel case (see page
31) is motivated largely by certain members of Congress. Chairman Morse (DOre.) of Senate Small Business Subcommittee has repeatedly charged FCC with
inordinate delay in handling of plea of
day timers for uniform hours of operations,
which is inextricably woven with clear
channel case. It will be fall before reply
briefs are in on FCC's invitation for comments on proposed rulemaking but since
FCC's procedures are being followed, Congressional critics cannot properly complain about delays.
•
FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, who left
Washington suddenly April 11 because of
serious illness and subsequent death (on
April 12) of his 91-year-old father, will
remain at family home in Downey, Idaho,
to handle family affairs until NAB convention in Los Angeles, April 27 -May 2.
He will participate in convention proceedings and return to Washington afterward with his colleagues.
•
NOT ANOTHER! • Current session of
Congress has been most active, broadcastwise, of any predecessor and firing promises to get heavier before adjournment.
It is almost sure thing now that Senate
Commerce Committee — with two industry
hearings in progress this week — will hold
hearings on bill (S 376) by Sen. Bricker
(R-Ohio) placing networks under direct
regulation of FCC. Bill's author has been
pushing for airing and committee now
plans to go ahead without waiting for outcome of FCC hearings on Barrow Report.
Definite announcement is expected soon.
•
Ken R. Dyke, who retired last year as
vice president of Young & Rubicam and
who formerly was NBC public relations
vice president, has been appointed consultant to broadcasting service (Voice of
America) of U. S. Information Agency. His
activities will be primarily in tv development, it's understood.
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CBS Officials Offer "Cautious Optimism" for '58— Stockholders are told thay can reasonably expect "another good
year," but are cautioned that Washington climate, economic
developments
and prolonged IBEW strike could be upsetting
factors.
Page 94.

NAB Convention Preview — A special 34page section detailing the events, the exhibits and the people set to go in Los
Angeles next week. Begins Page 79.
OFFICIAL, UNOFFICIAL AGENDAS
"WHERE TO FIND IT" DIRECTORY .
NON-CONVENTION
LOS ANGELES
WHAT THEY'LL SHOW AT EXHIBITS
LATEST ADVANCE
REGISTRATION

Page
Page
Page
Page
Page

80
82
84
94
102

NBC-TV, ABC-TV Revise Cost Structures — ABC issues new
rate card which lowers some discounts, raises others, establishes rates for one-minute participations. NBC-TV overhauls
discount structure, lowering requirements for reaching maximum benefit, offering new incentive to year-around advertisers with combinations of programs, increasing maximum
attainable daytime discount. Page 112.

CBS Strike Impasse Broken — Federal mediator announces
that International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers agreed
Thursday to vote on new network proposal said to raise base
pay to $191 a week in three years. Strike continues pending
union referendum. Page 114.

Clear Channels Threatened — FCC moves toward duplicating half of 24 Class 1-A assignments. Questions 35-year-old
policy designed to bring primary service to vast areas. Affected stations are naturally unhappy. Page 3 1 .

Freedoms of Electronic Journalism — Independently authored report released by Fund for the Republic concludes
that broadcast licensing should not preclude broadcasters

Offer to Advertisers — Audience analysis shows that spot tv
schedule added to network show can bring a pronounced
gain in unduplicated audience. NBC Spot Sales says it will
have job done for any advertiser on any network, free of
charge. Page 33.

Whither Westerns? — Prairie shooters, gunslingers and frontiersmen are left saddle sore after a fast ride to nowhere:

Marketing, Creativity, Occupy AAAA — Advertising's role
in stemming current recession also to be explored in annual
meeting of agency association, starting Thursday. Some 600
agency, advertiser and media guests expected to attend.
Page 34.

from free press status. Report covers CBS-TV's Khrushchev
interview of last June. Page 116.

Academy of Tv Arts & Sciences' Emmy thumbs down collies,
champagne music and multi-thousand dollar quizzes and
votes for a return to sanity. Page 117.

RCA Finances Workshop — Plans educational tv laboratory
at New York U. RCA President Burns outlines electronicequipped "classroom of tomorrow." Page 118.

AT&T's Animated Character — On tv for Bell Companies,
Wolley Segap will extoll services of telephone classified directory. Page 36.
BMI Rebuttal — Opponents of Smathers bill in first opportunity to testify, hit proponents' charges of BMI-broadcaster
conspiracy to exclude ASCAP tunes; claim BMI eliminated
ASCAP monopoly in music licensing field by giving composers chance to get their works before public. Page 42.

All That Glisters, etc. — Charles V. Skoog
Jr., president of Hicks & Greist, delivers
fruits of his investigation into barter tv. He
finds
pitchMemo.
more potent
than payoff. It's in
Monday
Page 133.
MR. SKOOG

Court Remands Miami Ch. 10 — U. S. Court of Appeals
shoves controversial tv grant back to FCC. Page 46.
DEPARTMENTS
Network Affiliates Answer Barrow — Heads of stations tell
FCC hearing that present practice not only benefits networks
but also are good for stations. Page 47.
Oversight Implementation — Rep. Harris puts teeth in oversight proposals by introducing measure to carry them out.
Rep. Reuss introduces bill which drafts code of ethics for
FCC and requires that grant go to highest bidder among
equally qualified applicants. Page 52.
Post- 195 5? — United Artists Television narrows gap as it
gets ready to spring a third package of post- 1950 films to tv —
many of them barely out of neighborhood movie palaces.
Page 56.
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IT'S AN EDDIE CLARKE
MORNING, TOO ! A fine example of WHB's dominance
among men and women is
Kansas City's "MorningMayor," (see picture on
wall) who attracts 47% of
all the men and women who
listen to the top four
Kansas City radio stations.
Eddie is a 20-year veteran
of Kansas City radio; an
outstanding civic leader,
and a sought-after speaker.
His deep, cheerful voice is
the most listened-to in
town.
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New audience composition analysis reveals: 51.7%
of all the men and women who listen to the top four
Kansas City radio stations . . . listen to first place
WHB. (Nielsen, Dec, 1957), 6 a.m.-6 p.m.). In every
quarter hour not only is WHB first in total audience
. . . but in addition, reaches more adults than any other
station.

So to reach Kansas City housewives . . . and the men
in their lives . . . WHB is the buy any hour of the day.
Whether it be Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex or Hooper
. . . whether it be Area Nielsen or Pulse . . . WHB is
the dominant first throughout . . . with audience shares
consistently in the 40% bracket and tremendous 96county coverage. Talk to a Blair man ... or WHB
General Manager George W. Armstrong.
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Union O.K.'s CBS Terms,
Starts Return to Duty
CBS technical employes were going back
to work over weekend following acceptance
of network's new three-year contract terms
by 1,300 striking members of International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (early
story page 1 14).
Results of strikers' balloting, announced
late Friday, showed 7-4 ratio in favor of
accepting new terms. Base pay of technicians goes up 6.4% effective last Feb. 1,
or from $175 to $185.50 until Aug. 1, 1959.
At that time it goes up another 2.4% for
another 18 months, to $190. Additional
week of vacation granted for 15 years'
service, making total of five weeks. Threeweeks' vacation now given after one year
and four weeks after five years.
Under old contract technicians had been
getting $92.50 to $175 weekly, top scale
being paid after four years.
Albert O. Hardy, IBEW director of radiotv-recording, said picketing had been called
off Friday afternoon. He added union men
were going back to work on varying schedule depending on local conditions. On CBS
Radio and on its owned stations, all technicians were to return to work at 12:01
a.m. Saturday. On CBS-TV and on all stations except Milwaukee and Hartford, employes were to return at 12:01 a.m. Sunday.
In Milwaukee and Hartford, they were to
return at 12:01 a.m. Saturday.
Palm

Springs for Corinthian

Corinthian Bcstg. Corp. announced Friday that meeting of general managers of
its stations and of Corinthian executive staff
from New York will be held in Palm
Springs, Calif., May 1-4, following NAB
convention in Los Angeles. Scheduled to attend are following vice presidents and general managers of stations: Robert B. McConnell, WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis; R.
Morris Pierce, WANE-AM-TV Ft. Wayne,
Ind.; James C. Richdale, KOTV (TV) Tulsa;
Paul E. Taft, KGUL-TV Houston. Executive staff members: C. Wrede Petersmeyer,
president; Robert F. Bryan, secretary-treasurer; Johnston F. Northrop, assistant to
president; George G. Jacobs, director of
engineering; Don L. Kearney, director of
sales; Robert H. Salk, director of programming, and Charles H. Smith, director of research.
D. J. Art Ford Dropped by WNEW
In reorganization move at WNEW New
York, disc jockey Art Ford was dropped
from station Friday because of "difference
of opinion" over presentation of Mr. Ford's
Make Believe Ballroom. Mr. Ford, in Brussels, Belgium, where he originated his shows
from the World's Fair Thursday, was unavailable for comment. William B. Williams,
Broadcasting

deadline

WNEW d.j., will assume Ballroom and Al
(Jazzbo) Collins, formerly with WNEW,
and Dick Partridge, WHIM Providence,
R. I., will be added to disc jockey staff.
Edward

Lamb

By Federal

Awarded

$25,000

Jury in Nashville

Damages totaling $25,000 awarded Edward Lamb, broadcaster-publisher, in Friday night verdict by U. S. District Court
jury in Nashville, Tenn. Mr. Lamb had
sued WSM Inc., WLAC (radio) and Rep.
Pat Sutton (D-Tenn.) for million dollars
on ground they had carried broadcast in
which Rep. Sutton had called him "known
communist," among other statements.
Jury awarded Mr. Lamb $15,000 from
WSM Inc. and Rep. Sutton, and $10,000
from WLAC (radio) and Rep. Sutton. Jury
based awards on this sentence allegedly uttered by Rep. Sutton: "They [FCC] took his
radio and tv stations away from him."
Court had heard argument on Sec. 315
of Communications Act, forbidding censorship by stations of remarks by candidates,
but jury was absent during this argument
and did not rule on application of Sec.
315. Judge William E. Miller will hear any
appeal arguments May 12.
Judge Miller had overruled motions by
defendant broadcasters for dismissal of suit
near end of trial. Mr. Lamb filed libel suits
as result of statements allegedly made by
Rep. Sutton during 1954 talkathon. (WLACTV Nashville is not one of defendants, as incorrectly stated in April 14 Broadcasting.)
One suit asked $500,000 damages from
WSM Inc. and Rep. Sutton; other asked
same sum from WLAC (radio) and Rep.
Sutton. Early in trial court had ordered directed verdicts in favor of two other defendants— National Life & Accident Insurance
Co., operating WSM-AM-TV and Life &
Casualty Insurance Co., operating WLAC
Radio.

BUSINESS

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 33.
FORD

RENEWS • Ford Motor Co., Detroit, through J. Walter Thompson, N. Y.,
has renewed Wagon Train (Wed., 7:30-8:30
p.m.) on NBC-TV for another year, effective
start of fall season.

ANOTHER ROUND • Prudential Insurance Co. of America, Newark, N. J., renews
$6 million, 52-week contract on CBS-TV
for documentary or news depth series for
second year. During summer, Prudential
will run Air Power series, returning in fall
to its Twentieth Century.
TEAS BREWING • Ice tea time upcoming for number of radio stations next month.
Biggest push so far is out of Young &
Rubicam for Thomas J. Lipton tea, Jersey
City — 10 week campaign in more than 100
markets starting May 5. Tea Council of
U. S., through Leo Burnett Co., Chicago,
will invade 29 markets with 10-week radio
drives starting May 15 (Deep South), June 1
(Middle South) and June 15 (northern
states). McCormick & Co., Baltimore, on
May 19 begins 13 -week radio campaign in
15 southeastern markets; agency is Lennen
& Newell, N. Y.
TV FOR COLGATE • Colgate Co., N. Y.,
for its dental cream, placing television spot
schedule starting yesterday (Sun.) for six
weeks in approximately 80 markets. Agency:
Ted Bates & Co., N. Y.
MUM

IN 61 • Bristol-Myers Co. (Mum),

N. Y., reported launching spot radio campaign in 61 markets throughout country
today (Mon.) to supplement company's effort in daytime radio-tv serials. Spot campaign set for 18 weeks. Agency Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield.
ANAHIST

MUTUAL

MAKES

NEWS

Mutual claimed "exclusive" Friday
in broadcasting statement from U. S.
Treasury Secretary Robert B. Anderson that processing of federal income
tax returns for refunds is being speeded
up for payment before May 31 as
anti-recession move. Mr. Anderson
was asked by Mutual if government
were expediting processing of taxes
for possible refunds and treasury official prepared statement for release on
network's 3:30-3:35 p.m. newscast.
Item was picked up immediately by
major press associations, crediting
MBS as source.

BRIEFLY

BUYING

• Warner-Lambert

(Anahist Co.), N. Y., buying daytime minutes in number of television markets starting this week for 21 weeks. Agency: Ted
Bates & Co., N. Y.
HEARING AID SPOTS • To appeal to
elderly men and women, Linguaphone,
N. Y., is contemplating spot announcement
radio campaign to start sometime in May
in about dozen markets. Lewin, Williams &
Saylor, N. Y., is agency.
UP TO DEALERS • Sealy Inc., Chicago,
Friday announced major spring promotion
for posturepedic mattress, to include 8-, 20and 60-second animated tv film commercials
and six 50- and 30-second recorded spots
featuring Arlene Dahl, Eddie Albert and
Mercedes McCambridge. They're produced
by Sealy's agent, J. Walter Thompson.
April 21, 1958 • Page 9
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Next
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deadline

for Oversight;

Set Wednesday,

Thursday

House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee will hold hearings Wednesday and Thursday of this week on alleged patent monopoly
control in the broadcasting equipment and
manufacturing lields. Chairman Oren Harris
(D-Ark.). stated Friday. First witness will
be William Bauer, former FCC patent attorney who retired last August.
While at Commission, Mr. Bauer wrote
500-page report on alleged patent misuse
and abuse and frequently urged FCC or
congressional action. He also advocated,
without success, requirement that licensees
be required to file at FCC all patents held
by them.
Rep. Harris said first stage of hearings
called to "get a purview of the work done
by Mr. Bauer" and will be followed by other
sessions. Chairman said representative of
FCC, patent attorneys and equipment manufacturers also expected to testify. To be considered are problems of patent control over
broadcast equipment, FCC rules and typeequipment specifications, and who controls
patents, whether by ownership or other
means.
New York federal grand jury in February
indicted RCA on charges of conspiring to
restrain manufacture, sale and distribution
of radio equipment and in patent licensing
practices [At Deadline, Feb. 24]. RCA
pleaded innocent to charges and case currently isawaiting trial.
FCC Restricts Spectrum Area
Broadcasters have lost some auxiliary
frequency space in microwaves, according
to orders issued Friday by FCC.
Commission issued final order deleting
availability of 890-942 mc band for other
than industrial-scientific-medical assignments
because of military defense needs. This
band includes standard radio studio-transmitter link band, 925-940 mc; tv STL link
(for audio) in 890-911 mc band and fm
STL band, 940-942 mc. (but fm retains
942-952 mc for this purpose). Broadcasters
operating in deleted bands are permitted to
remain, subject to interference from government usage.
In proposed order, Commission said it
looked to permitting common carrier communications users displaced from 890-942
mc to share 942-952 mc with fm broadcasters.
Daytimers Ask Deadline Extension
FCC was asked late Friday to extend from
May 2 to May 19 deadline for comments
on rulemaking on Daytime Broadcasters
Assn.'s petition to extend hours of daytime
am stations. Request was made in behalf of
more
than
dozen stations by Harrison
Page 10
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ARNOLD, vice president-general manager. KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, resigned
Thursday. He will be succeeded by JIM
SHULKE, presently general manager of
Paramount Sunset Corp.. studio rental division of Paramount Pictures, KTLA licensee.
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Slaughter, Washington attorney, apparently
because of upcoming NAB convention, and
was consented to by Ben Cottone, Washington attorney representing DBA. because
DBA wants time to digest FCC action last
week on related clear channel case (see
page 31).
FCC Cross
Ends That

Examines Affiliates,
Phase of Barrow Case

network affiliates'
wound up
FCC Friday
s in Barrow
appearance
Report hearing, was
scheduled to sit tomorrow (Tues.) to hear
Richard A. Moore, KTTV(TV) Los Angeles, arch foe of network practices.
During cross examination of NBC affiliates. Commission counsel Robert J. Rawson asked Harold Essex (WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, N. C.) why networks frowned
on use of Ampex VTR to tape network
programs for delayed broadcast. Mr. Essex
answered that it was common knowledge
in industry that networks had not worked
out arrangements on use of VTR with
unions; he added WSJS-TV does not yet
have video tape recorder. Subject was
originally introduced into hearings by Donald G. McGannon, Westinghouse Broad14].
casting Co. president [At Deadline, April
Cross examination of NBC Affiliates'
witnesses Edward C. Lambert (KOMU-TV
Columbia, Mo.), William C. Grove (KFBCTV Cheyenne, Wyo., and KSTF(TV)
Scottsbluff, Neb.) and Lawrence H. Rogers
(WSAZ-TV Huntington-Charleston, W.
Va.) — all of whom completed the NBC
presentation Friday — was perfunctory. Questioning by staff and commissioners (Comrs.
Hyde and Ford were absent) was pointed
mostly at affiliates' opposition to proposal
that network should place program on another station in same market if regular
affiliate could not carry at time offered if
sponsor agreed.
2 Million More

Tv Sets Abroad

Overseas television recorded its biggest
gain in history, adding 2.1 million new
receiving sets during first quarter of year,
according to U. S. Information Agency.
Western nations added 1.5 million sets and
Communist bloc nations 600,000, raising
foreign tv total to 18.5 million sets as of
March 31.
By end of year 25 million sets will be
operating abroad, agency predicted. This
would be 5 million above original expectations for 1958. Agency's figures do not
include U. S., Canada, U. S. territories or
armed forces installations abroad.
Japan became fourth foreign nation to
cross 1 million set mark. Others are United
Kingdom, 8.5 million; USSR 2.5 million,
and West Germany, 1.5 million.

DR. SEYMOUR BANKS, manager of media
planning and research for Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago, named chairman of audience concepts committee of Advertising Research
Foundation.
MARTHA HYLAND, 37, wife of Robert
Hyland Jr., general manager of KMOX
St. Louis, died Thursday. She is survived
by her husband and two sons, Robert III,
15, and Claiborne, 13.
With MARTIN

MANULIS

finishing his

chores as producer on Playhouse 90 on CBSTV at end of this season to move to 20th
Century-Fox, network planning to assign
HERB BRODKIN, FRED COE and JOHN
HOUSEMAN for next season's productions.
Additionally, CBS-TV understood negotiating with KERMIT BLOOMGARDEN and
CECIL B. DeMILLE for one-time shows
in Playhouse 90 series.
JACK FRIEDMAN, copy chief at Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, to
Keyes, Madden & Jones, same city, as senior
writer effective May 1.

NAB Board Gets Authority
To Call Shots on Convention
NAB

membership overwhelmingly approved by-laws amendment giving board of
directors full right to specify rights of associate members (equipment, program service, representatives and other non-broadcast interests). Vote was 947-59, SecretaryTreasurer Everett E. Revercomb announced
in Los Angeles Friday.
Referendum was taken after board had
decided last January to exclude film and
other service firms from annual NAB convention exhibits, permitting only equipment
exhibits. Board also had voted to confine
annual convention to top managementownership delegates. Film and service
groups will be allowed to exhibit at NAB
regional conferences in autumn. By-laws
vote was necessary because board was found
to lack authority for limitation on exhibit
rights of some associate members.
St. Louis AAAA

Elects Officers

Marvin D. McQueen,

vice president of

D'Arcy Adv., elected chairman of St. Louis
council of American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies. Member of association's board
of governors past year, he succeeds Maurice
L. Hirsch, president, Hirsch, Tamm & Ullman Inc. Other officers elected: James A.
Firth, Winius-Brandon Co., vice president;
John H. Leach, Gardner Adv., secretarytreasurer. New governors are Melvin E.
Roman, president, Roman Adv., and
George H. Shields, president, French &
Shields.
Broadcasting
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The firm and unshakable endorsement of NBC Radio's MONITOR by national
advertisers has sky-rocketed billings to a record $5,000,000 annually!
MONITOR

is doing the job it set out to do. At low cost it is delivering and

selling to huge audiences. Here are some current MONITOR
NATIONAL ADVERTISER
AMERICAN

MOTORS

campaigns:

LISTENER COMMERCIAL IMPRESSIONS PER WEEKEND

CORPORATION

21,461,000

GENERAL MILLS, INCORPORATED

21,962,000

LIGGETT &. MYERS TOBACCO

10,102,000

COMPANY

PABST BREWING COMPANY

21,962,000

PLOUGH, INCORPORATED

21,461,000

Already in 1958 more than 70 national advertisers have used MONITOR.
MONITOR is vital, always on the move, going places faster than ever with
audiences-and advertisers. You can go places, too, on. .. IViONIX^R
THE WEEKEND RADIO SERVICE OF NBC RADIO
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boosting
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ROOMS 2200-2201 • HOTEL BILTMORE
LOS ANGELES
•
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IDEA!

SALES PRODUCER
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ALL YEAR 'ROUND!
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to your station!

Excites your sales organization!
Builds store traffic and sales for sponsors!
Gives your station a new
personality that will . . .
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and

\/ <M **~
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AND

SELL!

PROGRAM
SERVICE
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WORLD
BROADCASTING
SYSTEM, INC.
488 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York
HOLLYWOOD
CINCINNATI
CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES . . . ALL-CANADA RADIO,
FACILITIES LIMITED, VICTORY BUILDING, TORONTO

They Like It
editor:
That was a nice story on Madame Rubinstein |Advertisers & Agencies, April 7].
Hendrik Booraem Jr.
Vice President, Radio & Tv
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather
New York City
editor:
. . . Your story on Helena Rubinstein is
terrific.
Amy Blaisdell
Public Relations Dir.
Helena Rubinstein
New York City
Others
editor:

in Agreement

... It was indeed a pleasure to write the
piece [Monday Memo, April 7]. It gave me
an opportunity to say something that I sincerely believe in and ... I have already
received quite a few pats on the back.
Victor Seydel
Vice President & Dir. of Radio-Tv
Anderson & Cairns Inc.
New York City
Rock and Roll; Pro and Con
editor:
The article by Buzz Hodges on rock-androll radio [Monday Memo, April 14] is an
excellent summation of the problem faced
by any advertiser and agency. It also reflects
the dilemma faced by many stations in deciding aprogramming vehicle.
We don't criticize those stations who have
built sizable teenage audience; however,
we do issue a word of warning to stations
in heavy competitive markets such as our
own (Camden-Philadelphia) who are considering joining the top 40, top 87, etc.
ranks. If you go . . . then, man, go all the
way! Don't try one or two hour a day stints
against all day r&r stations. The kids stick
with the station on the all day rock and roll
beat.
The finest in film entertainment. A different movie every evening on Channel
17, from WBUF's great Warner Brothers
and Republic Pictures Library.

Our policy (certainly not unique) of pops
by top artists and good album features,
coupled with strong local news, still seems
the logical answer to reaching the adult
buying consumer.
David A. Moss
Program Director
WKDN Camden, N. J.
editor:
Don't you think it is time you called a
halt to the free space you are giving to the
newly-formed club of uninformed "experts"
who don't like rock and roll on radio? I
realize this may make interesting reading
for those of us who are too old to under-

don't
cause
We
have

stand modern music, but it's doing a tremendous disservice to the industry — and I
think you are anxious to further any
of that sort . . .
and other responsible representatives
spent thousands of dollars researching

listeners' likes and dislikes. If rock and roll
were such an audience-killer for the masses,
certainly the radio stations which have more
circulation today than stations ever had in
their history wouldn't be able to play this
kind of music and get away with it . . .
Arthur H. McCoy
Executive Vice President
John Blair & Co.
New York City
editor:
Three resounding cheers for your Monday Memo by Ernest Hodges of Guild.
Bascom & Bonfigli. However, in our zeal
to purge rock and roll, let's not be guilty of
over-enthusiasm and leap to the conclusion
that (1) rock and roll is bad, therefore (2)
disc jockeys are bad, so then (3) independent
news and music stations are bad.
Many indies, like ourselves, have not been
on a rock and roll honeymoon, yet we run
d.j. shows continuously all day, interspersed
with five minute newscasts. We've stuck
to a formula of pop standards, lush instrumental .. . and our ratings have not
suffered one bit. Please don't assume we're
"stuffy" or of the "old school." We'll match
our quick cues and production with anybody,
and our shows are far from dull. Conscientious d.j.'s who pulled radio up to a new
place in the sun after the tv onslaught can
be counted upon to maintain the highest
standard of taste and service to listener and
client.
Edward J. Ruetz Jr.
Program Director
WRAC Racine, Wis.
editor:
after reading the editorial on page
1 14 in your april 7 issue and the article
ON PAGE 113 IN THE APRIL 14 ISSUE [the
Monday
Memo
by Mr.
Hodges], one
CONCLUDES THAT BROADCASTING, AFTER
YEARS OF OBJECTIVE REPORTING, HAS ESTABLISHED A POLICY BENT ON DESTROYING
"MODERN RADIO." YOUR STRONG SUPPORT OF
DECADENT CONCEPTS OF RADIO I FIND SHOCKING . . .
ADAM YOUNG, PRESIDENT
ADAM YOUNG INC.
NEW YORK
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The editorial to which Mr.
Young refers said that radio networks were indispensable, in no way said or implied that independent radio was not of similar value. Does
Mr. Young argue that there is no plac? for radio
networking
sist entirely orof that
rock "modern
and roll?]radio" should conRe Zenith's
EDITOR :

Charges

"Forcing the Pay Tv Issue [Editorial,
April 7]" should give a lot of broadcasters
food for thought. . . . Personally. I don't
feel that any man, regardless of titles or
bank accounts, is capable of doing the
harm you outlined. . . . Television station
owners, newspaper editors, network heads
and the American people know that the
most important word in their lives is "free."
Murray Westgate
KUMA Pendleton, Ore.
Broadcasting

WW

VA

...tops

is

the

first

in

next

4

every

stations

The January 1958 PULSE for the Upper Ohio River
Valley (shown above) proves again that Radio
Station WWVA
is first in every time period, from
6 AM to midnight, seven days a week! What's more,
WWVA's average audience share Monday through
Friday is greater than the next four stations combined!
In fact, WWVA is the only single medium of any
kind that offers you dominant coverage of the bustling Upper Ohio River Valley Market, the Heart
of Industrial America, where more than 1,764,000
persons enjoy an income of over 2% billion a year.
The 50,000-watt voice of WWVA covers 486,700
radio homes in this big market and gives you a
big audience bonus in 29 other counties! See your
JOHN BLAIR rep today.

WWVA
Wheeling

Broadcasting

WJBK
Detroit

time

WIBG
Philadelphia

"iaixioius

CBS

period

combined

on

RADIO

the

local

soeixe

in WHEELING

National Representative: John Blair & Co.
National Sales Director: M. E. McMurray
625 Madison Ave., N.Y. >230 N.Michigan Ave., Chicago

WJW
Cleveland

WSPD
Toledo

WAGA
WGBS
Atlanta
Miami
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IN REVIEW

PRETESTED

THE

EMMY

AWARDS

THE

ORIGINAL

BELLRINGER

1 1 was Aunt Emmy's night out Tuesday
as Uncle Miltie made hay with a salvo of
fast trade jokes and jibes at his contemporaries, much to the delight of the 3,000
odd personages who had gathered beneath
two roofs to hear the magic Price, Waterhouse words, "The envelope, please!" It remains to be seen whether the at-home audience appreciated the crackling wit that

BRAND-NEW/
FIRST- RUN!

7 /P

SUCCESS!
Saturday Evening Post
Over 650,000,000 readers of
Norman Reilly Raine's 65 Tugboat Annie stories! 27-year run
continues by popular demand.
SUCCESS!
Motion

Picture Feature

Box-office record-breaker in the
top motion picture theatres.
N. Y. Times— "story superior"
— "a box-office natural."
SUCCESS!
Chicago Audience Test
92% of Lake Theatre audience
rated "The Adventures of Tugboat Annie" a TV favoritecertified by Haskins & Sells,
C. P. A.
SUCCESS!
CBC

TV

Network

R. B. Collett, Adv. Dir., Lever
Brothers Limited, writes:
' 'excellent viewing audience' ' —
"general public, through mail
and telephone calls, indicates
strong appeal for every member of the family." Tugboat
Annie outrates such shows as
Perry Como, Gunsmoke, Wyatt
Earp, Dragnet, Climax,
Disneyland and many, many
others in Canada network
markets.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
Page 16
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spewed forth.
Mr. Berle's sarcasm — undiminished and,
in fact, sharpened after a forced hiatus of
three show-less years — proved to be the
highlight of the evening's entertainment. Apparently he had the studio audience in the
palm of his hand — and knew it. His nineminute monologue, running almost two
minutes over, contributed to the confusion
in timing — the show was some 16 minutes
behind by the time he came on — resulting
in the cancellation of other planned "entertainment" (see Awards).
Taken for what it was — a 90-minute
salute by show business for show business —
last week's Emmy telecast can stand proud
above the many slovenly and overcommercialized "industry spectaculars." Hollywood may still learn from its young electronic cousin. The show moved crisply along,
faltering only occasionally. The humor,

spread generously throughout, was not selfdefacing. It was deftly applied by the Phil
Silvers platoon (or is it regiment?) of gagwriters. Sgt. Bilko, holding down the New
York fort, got comradely support in Hollywood from his "favorite Lebanese," hawknosed Danny Thomas.
Even the commercials bore up well. Both
MacManus, John & Adams and Grey Adv.
capitalized on the star-tinseled decor and
atmosphere of the show by doing some of
their spots live direct from the floor,
utilizing such name talent as Laraine Day
MJ&A's filmed comand JaynemercialMeadows.
for Pontiac, a spoof on adult
westerns, seemed especially apropos in
light of the fact that save for that old
standby, Gunsmoke, none of the highlytouted western entries of the current season
made it beyond the corral.
The word that would best describe these
proceedings would be "professional." The
word that ought to be applied to the unseen and unheralded production staff ought
to be "heroic," for rarely has a superdooper
spectacular skirted so close to a timing disaster and come of so well.
Production costs: $150,000.
Sponsored by Pontiac through MacManus,
John & Adams and Procter & Gamble
(Lilt) through Grey on NBC-TV 10-11:30
p.m. April 15. Originated live from NBC
studios, New York, and the Cocoanut
Grove, Hollywood.
Producer: William Kaden; director: Craig
Allen (New York), William Bennington
(Los Angeles); contributing writers: Nat
Hiken, Billy Friedberg, Jackie Elleson,
Charles Stewart, Ernest Kinoy, Carl Jampel; special lyrics and music: Jimmy Van
Heusen, Sammy Cahn; assoc. producer:
Dean Whitmore; assoc. director: Marcia
Kuyper (New York), Roy Montgomery

Joe

Floyd

gives

the

lowdown

you

on

S
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AE
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TS
BU
BOOM!
Wondering

what happened to a

year ago's good times? Let me tell
you. They're in that big, prosperous
market called KEL-O-LAND. To
make sure of our facts we flung this
question at our TV audience: "How
you these
withletters,
things of
are
avalanche
phonedays?"
calls, An
wires — 531 within the first three days
alone — told us "never better." They
were from merchants, industrialists,
car dealers, farmers, working men and
women.* KEL-O-LAND'S millionplus people are in the mood to
buy; and KEL-O-LAND stations are
where you tell them what to buy!
*In four states —
South Dakota, Iowa,
Minnesota, Nebraska.
CBS

•

ABC

•

NBC

KELOLAND
TV
11
TV
KELO
SIOUX
FALLS 3
ABERDEEN
HURON
KDLO
WATERTOWN
PIERRE
6
TV
CHAMBERLAIN
WINNER
KPLO
General Offices, Sioux Falls, S. D.
JOE FLOYD, President
Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr.
Larry Bentson, Vice Pres.
REPRESENTED BY H-R
In Minneapolis: Bulmer & Johnson, Inc.

... and KEL-O-LAND'S
big radio voice is
KELO

new,

- RADIO

1,032-Ft. Tower— 13,600-Watt Power Eqv.
Broadcasting

. . . and

a tip of the hat to the American

and John

Daly on winning

for "Prologue

news

the 1957 George

Foster

is proud

to be the major

Daly and his associates

source

on all ABC

Company

Peabody

'58" and other significant television news

INS-TELENEWS
used by John

Broadcasting

Award

coverage.

of film

television network

presentations.

INTERNATIONAL

NEWS

SERVICE

(Exclusive distributors of Telenews Newsfilm Services produced by Hearst Metrotone News, Inc.)

IN REVIEW CONTINUED
(Los Angeles); musical director: Harry
Sosnick.
Entertainment: James Garner, Louis Nye,
Shirley MacLaine, Jill Cory.
KRAFT

THEATRE

Television drama has been bleeding a
slow death as a result of being perforated
by too many bullets. Last Wednesday, it
showed signs of rallying. Kraft Television
Theatre, which of late seemingly has been
attempting to duplicate in its "drama" the
blandness of the sponsor's American cheese,
tackled
maturity. Tennessee Williams with skill and
This move represents a new departure in
television — and in production of the onehour Wednesday night series, for with
"Three By Tennessee" control of Kraft has
passed out of the hands of J. Walter Thompson Co. and into the sphere of Dave Susskind and Al Levy's Talent Assoc. Ltd., one
of the more aggressive tv production firms.
To be sure, the fare presented last week
was not the Tennessee Williams of the
bawdy and racy "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof"
nor of the delicate and sensitive "Glass
Menagerie." Mr. Williams, who was wisely
allowed to do his own tv adaptation appeared at the outset and confessed that he
even had difficulty in recognizing these very
early works as his own. All three one-acters
— "Mooney's Kid Don't Cry," "The Last
of My Solid Gold Watches" and "This
Property Is Condemned" — made their appearance inthe
The three
all 'Thirties.
had one single denominator:
brooding frustration. In "Mooney," Ben
Gazzara and Lee Grant portrayed a frustrated but romantic lumberjack and his drab
wife; life to him is "a dirty trick," to her,
something to live out painfully in shabby
surroundings. "Watches" concerned a 78year-old shoe salesman named Charlie
Colton (portrayed touchingly by Thomas
Chalmers),
a "Southern
white thegentleman"
of the old school
who watches
world he
knew crumble beneath him. In "Property,"
a moving portrait is sketched of a sensitive
young girl, forced to exist in an adult world
of utter degradation.

The only station covering all of Oklahoma's
Broadcast
Center
• 37th &
HAROLD

C. STUART

President

• 50,000
"The
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WATTS
Voice

BRANDBORG

Vice Pres. &Gen.

Rep7esented

1 170 KC

GUSTAV

No. 1 Market
Peoria

by EDWARD

• CLEAR

PETRY

CHANNEL

of Oklahoma"

Mgr.
& CO.

• NBC

It was only in "Property" that one noticed
the keen perception and power of empathy
that Williams was to show in later work. As
the girl, Zina Bethune surely walked away
with the evening's laurels.
To put over Tennessee Williams requires
skillful direction; the director doesn't necessarily have to be named Kazan. Sidney
Lumet did the honors last Wednesday;
production was well done by Robert
(Camera Three) Herridge. Upcoming on
Kraft: more adaptations of great American
classics. It may not come as good news to
original tv playwrights, but it certainly will
to many an impatient and saddlesore viewer.
Production costs: $42,000.
Sponsored by Kraft Foods Co. through J.
Walter Thompson on NBC-TV in color
and black-and-white April 16, 9-10 p.m.
Produced by Talent Assoc. Ltd.; executive
producer: David Susskind; producer:
Robert Herridge; director: Sidney Lumet;
assoc. producer: Charles SchultzBroadcasting
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Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title: BROADCASTING*— The News Magazine of the Fifth Estate.
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932, Broadcast
Reporter in 1933 and Telecast* in 1953.
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1958 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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$1.1

billion

bigger

WFIL-TV'si

from

1115' Dresser-ldeco
tower supports
stacked

antennas

for

Philadelphia stations
WFIL-TV and
WRCV-TV.

Electroni-

cally controlled
elevator assures
speedy and safe
service, inspection
and

maintenance.

N

a:
&

Talk Towers with
Dresser-ldeco when
you're at the
NAB Convention
Suite 2205-07,
The Biltmore.

. . ,

in

retail

new

volume

1115'

says

Henry

Radio

E.

and

operating

area

Dresser-ldeco

Rhea,

Director

Television
WFIL-TV,

tower"

of Engineering,

Division,

Triangle

Publications,

for an estimated retail volume of $9.2 billion annually
... an increase of $1.1 billion over the market we previously reached.

which cooperated in the construction of this 1115'
Dresser-ldeco tower supporting stacked antennas for
WRCV-TV and WFIL-TV in Philadelphia.

"In our new area there exists an effective buying
income estimated at more than $15 billion, an increase
of almost $2 billion over the effective buying income
previously within our reach.

"WFIL-TV now reaches 264,162 more television
homes than previously lay within our range when our

"Our

signal was beamed from a 660' tower. Today, advertisers using WFIL-TV reach an area which accounts

Dresser-ldeco

new

1115' Dresser-ldeco

and

construction

tall-tower

safety...

"In putting up a tower of this height, we wanted to make certain
that it stays up," emphasized Mr. Rhea. "For this reason we selected
Dresser-ldeco.

On the Ohio
Turnpike, this

"A structure 1115' tall must be able to withstand high winds and
rugged icing conditions. So our Dresser-ldeco tower is designed to take
a wind pressure of 50 pounds per sq. ft., equivalent to a wind velocity
of 110 miles per hour. We're convinced that the structural features
engineered into our Dresser-ldeco tower make it the most preferable on
the market."
A majority of the nation's tall tower owners share Mr. Rhea's
confidence in Dresser-ldeco, as evidenced by the fact that more than
half of them own Dresser-ldeco towers. In fact, more towers in the
1,000 foot or higher class have been built by Dresser-ldeco than by all
the other tower companies combined. This is an experience record that
cannot be matched in the industry.

200' selfsupporting
microwave tower
by Dresser-ldeco
helps to link
Turnpike police
and maintenance
stations, is one
of many types of
Dresser-ldeco
towers serving

So when your new tower is in the planning stage . . . whatever the
height, whatever the antenna and wind load requirements . . . you can
place your confidence in Dresser-Ideco's proven ability to design, fabricate and construct the tower you need. Write us, or contact your nearest
broadcast equipment representative.
tower Dresser-ldeco builds, a comis maintained. Whenever you may
tower modification plans, this perassures you prompt and accurate

advice from Dresser-ldeco tower engineers. It's an important extra
service from Dresser-ldeco, one of the nation's oldest tower builders
. . . supplier of the diverse tower needs of the communications and
broadcast industries for nearly 40 years past, constantly planning
for continued leadership in the years ahead.

"<
Write for this new
Dresser-ldeco Tower Catalog T-57 ,
. . . the first complete broadcast I
i
antenna tower story.

*

Dresser-ldeco
Company
ONE
OF
THE
DRESSER INDUSTRIES
TOWER

DIVISION,

DEPT. T-81, 875

MICHIGAN

antenna

tower

adds 2,583 square miles to our Grade B coverage."

design

assure

For every broadcast antenna
plete file of design drawings
need counsel in the future on
manent record of your tower

Inc.,

Philadelphia

"We erected this new taller tower to boost our range of
effectiveness," says Mr. Rhea, pictured (right) with
William A. Howard, Chief Engineer of WRCV-TV

features

reached

AVE., COLUMBUS

8, OHIO

communications
the nation's
systems.

OUR

to George

r i
Southern

Haight

California

Plays KBIG'S
"MYSTERY SOUND"

Game

EVEN IN THE SPUTNIK
AGE the copybook
maxim holds ...to move
goods, you must first
move people.
KBIG'S "MYSTERY SOUND" contests
are moving Southern California radio
listeners by the thousands this winter.
43,944 SUBMITTED
ENTRIES in the first nine
contests (October-December) based on handcuffs clicking, a stick rubbed along a
fence, a rock crusher crushing, Angel's
Flight funicular railway funicularing,
and a camel saying whatever itis camels say.
"MYSTERY SOUND"
GIVES A light lift to all,
plus prizes to the first
fifteen correct answerers
(vacation trips, appliances, perfume,
dining and dancing at glamor spots) .
LIKE ALL KBIG ADULTappeal programming of
memory music and
"just enough" news,
"Mystery Sound" is lowpressure, easy-going, friendly— and fun.
BUT... like KBIG commercials, it
moves Southern California to action!
Your KBIG or Weed
contact would like to
show you a new geographical mail breakdown
based on contest mail.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company
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his appointment early in January as vice president in charge of radio-tvof prothe
gramming for McCann-Erickson, New York, George Haight became one
few creative executives in America to have worked himself independently to the
top in the top three branches of show business: Broadway, movies and tv.
A front-rank producer on the legitimate stage in the 30's and author with Allan
Scott of the hit play, "Goodbye Again," he became, in the 40's, a leading film producer
with MGM where, among other distinctions, he was— together with Robert Montgomery the first to experiment with the subjective camera in "Lady In the Lake".
Today, as one of the principal tv figures in the principal tv agency in the country
he has completed the "hat trick" with a flourish and may top his previous successes.
In assessing him, one of the persons who has known him in all his incarnations
said, "The key words with George Haight are talent and integrity. The qualities have
fed each other all his life and I've never seen either of them falter."Haight began his
Born Feb. 22, 1905, in Newark, N. J., George (no middle name)
theatrical life in 1928 after graduate work at Yale in Fine Arts and Drama. His first
job was as a writer-producer with a summer theatre group, the Hampton Players.
In 1930 Mr. Haight made his managerial entrance on Broadway as producer of
"Double Door," a moderate success that ran a season and brought him to the attention
of Herman Shumlin, who later took the young man on as an assistant.
After serving Mr. Shumlin as general manager on such productions as "The Last
Mile" and "Grand Hotel," Mr. Haight turned seriously to his own writing, and in
1931 concluded the smash effort with Allan Scott.
But while his plays ran, his banks closed; in 1932 Mr. Haight was both successful
and broke. He returned to producing in 1933 with H. C. Porter, backed by John Hay
Whitney, now U. S. Ambassador to England, and the two of them brought in, over
With

two seasons, "Wednesday's Child," "Post Road" and "Kind Lady." pictures, joining
By the end of 1934 he had directed his interest toward motion
Samuel Goldwyn as an associate producer, remaining until 1938 when he moved to
RKO for two years as a producer before taking up his ten-year association with MGM.
His identification with television began in the early 50's when he moved east and
was influenced by Robert Montgomery to try his hand at the new drama form.
Within a year he had turned out several of the Montgomery shows and had
enthusiastically sealed his conversion to the new medium by signing on with Young
& Rubicam as a producer on Four Star Playhouse.
In 1953 McCann-Erickson, casting about for a West Coast program director to
handle the Chrysler show, invited Mr. Haight to take over the job. In 1955 Al
Scalpone left McCann to head up CBS-TV programming on the West Coast, and Mr.
as vice presiHaight was promoted and moved to New York to succeed Mr. Scalpone
dent and manager of the radio and television department. At the beginning of the
year he was appointed to his present position.
Among the host of shows Mr. Haight is responsible for presently are Climax,
Shower of Stars and Westinghouse Studio One in Hollywood.
Asked to state the philosophy behind McCann-Erickson's tv-radio programming,
Mr. Haight offers the following:
"It was first stated by a Greek (naturally) dramatist by the name of Simlyus who
flourished about 355 B.C. He was talking about poets and dramatists. Corrupted to
television it suggests that you count out these five points on your left hand, beginning
with the thumb. You must have 1. Something to say; 2. The ability to say it well;
3. An audience able to appreciate what is said; 4. Love of the task; 5. A lucky
occasion.
"Taking a look at past and present tv programming — the shows that have lasted,
the shows that never got anywhere, the shows that have started badly but are
improving, we might find that where all five ingredients are present you have a hit
and where some or all of the items are missing you wind up with a near miss or miss.
"Looking forward to future programming, we shall endeaver to select or create
television opportunities for our clients with this philosophy in mind. There certainly
seems to be an audience able to appreciate westerns, comedy, drama, quiz shows,
music, special shows, educational shows or whatever. These future programs must
have a fresh approach, say something and say it well. The people in these shows and
those connected with them must love them and have a good time doing them. And
if we're lucky enough to sell them to sponsors, find good time spots, win high ratings,
move products, avoid colds and sunburn, we'll have a good tv year ahead."
Mr. Haight is married to Thelma Robinson, well-known television writer on the
Lassie series and other programs. They have one son, Timothy, 12. The family lives
in Manhattan and retains a home in Malibu, Calif.
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'Dynamic

Detroit

Days"

Drive

" You

Auto
Cars and the Motor City are synonymous.
In Detroit, car sales mean jobs. To tie in with the
campaign

Buy

of the automobile industry to spur sales

and boost purchasing power, WKMH

Now

!"

staged

a "one man show" in front of its studios
on Michigan Avenue. WKMH invited all its clients
in the retail automobile field to exhibit
their new car models in a mass display . . .

WK
DEARBORN

MH

and helped dramatize the "Dynamic Detroit Days"
drive that has proved so successful. It is

DETROIT

one more example of how WKMH
stands in the forefronl of worthy civic activities.

John Carroll, Managing Director
*Eleventh in a series of ads showing how WKMH
serves the Michigan public in Greater Detroit
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REPEATING
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James C. Hagerty, Presidential news secretary, appearing on "Headline City." NBCTV's Wide Wide World program April 13:
I think i he most important change that
the President has made is permitting radio
to tape and television, through cameras, to
film and record his news conferences. We
believe, the President and myself and everybody else in the White House, that a camera
has just as much of a place in a press conference as a reporter with a pencil, and we
have tried to follow that out in our dealings
with the news media.
ON

HORNS

OF

EQUAL

TIME

The problem which confronts station
management in determining when to allow
and when to deny equal time was described
by Nathan Straus, president of WMCA New
York, in an on-air editorial April 4.
What is a proper application of the theory
of giving time for expression of all shades
of opinion? When does observance of the
letter of the rule lead to the very opposite
of the intent of those who wrote it? The
question that radio station management
must ask itself is whether, by complying
with the letter of the regulations requiring
that all shades of opinion be given an opportunity on the air, the station may be
using its license to the airways, not to enlighten listeners, but to mislead and confuse them.
In brief, when does the broadcast of
opposing opinion constitute, not public
service, but public disservice?
That is a predicament that frequently
confronts all radio station management —
especially those stations that air editorial
opinions of management.
Do you believe that, if time is given to
a program describing the untold benefits —
in prevention and cure of disease, as a result of painstaking scientific research, utilizing live animals — a radio station should give
time on the air to those people who are
opposed to vivisection? That is, would you
be in favor of giving time on the air to
those who favor laws to ban experiments
on live animals, even though most of the
progress that has been made in the conquest of disease, both in human beings and
in animals, has come as a direct result of
such experiments?
If a radio station airs a program describing what has been achieved in almost wiping
out smallpox, as a result of compulsory
vaccination laws, should this entitle those
few people who still oppose compulsory
vaccination to have time to air their views?
Before you answer, you may care to consider what happened in California not many
decades ago, when the legislature acceded
to the pressure of the anti-vaccination
groups and, as a result, the state suffered
an outbreak of smallpox which threatened
Page 26
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epidemic proportions — until the silly legislation was hastily repealed and vaccination
was again made compulsory.
If a station airs a program describing
the hard long fight to achieve compulsory
pasteurization of the city milk supply and
the almost miraculous ensuing reduction of
the infant mortality rate by half, would
you favor giving time for presentation of
the views of those few people who still
believe that man was intended to drink
milk raw, as it comes from the cow, and
who therefore oppose regulations requiring
pasteurization?
Let us end as we began: We have given
time to opponents of fluoridation [the particular editorial campaign from which this
item is excerpted] but we have done so with
misgiving and with grave doubts as to the
fairness or wisdom of seeming to place the

we've
make

got
him

to
say

stamp of our approval on a policy of disseminating misinformation.
TVS

JUDGE

AND

JURY

A call to (mental) arms was issued Tuesday night at the ATAS Emmy presentation
[story, Awards] by CBS news analyst Eric
Sevareid who told a national tv audience that
the public will be damned just so long as the
public apathy towards tv programming is
allowed to flourish. In a somber, closing reappraisal of the award ceremonies. Mr.
Sevareid said:
You have been watching tonight some of
the most powerful men and women in the
world. Not necessarily the wisest or the most
gifted, but the most powerful. The power
to compel the eye and the ear is the
greatest power there is. It is the power to
affect thoughts and what a country
thinks ... Do not believe that they [in
radio-tv] are all — or even very many of
them — insensible of this. More often than
their critics know they have their private
moments of humility — indeed, of fear — because of this prodigious public trust given
by rather pell mell circumstance into their
care.

No

doubt about it— when the
it right!"
boss, or any other non-professional, wants to make a public
it's best to
ononTV,
appearance
have
him do it
film!
When it's on film, you're in
control. Flubs are just scissored
out. Mistakes won't get through
because you see the show before
you show it. You're in control, too,
of time and station . . . show it
any time, anywhere
a clearance.

you can get

Use black-and-white— or color
. . . there's an Eastman

Film for r

every purpose.

This industry was only born yesterday.
As a business it grows faster than we on
this side of the camera eye can grow as
individuals. We are only human. We need
your help. Not just the help of the 'yes' and
or 'no' in a statistical audience survey. Your
true help — your ideas, your concern. If you
do not help, then those present cynics who
say the American audience will take anything it gets and deserves all it gets will
indeed have a case. The artists and technicians and producers and directors and executives here assembled do not believe the
cynic's claim. We know what we have to do.
We have to amuse and there we have done
well. To inform, and there we make steady
progress. To instruct, and there we have a
long way to go. To inspire, and there is the
longest untraveled way of all. Help us find
the way. Help make us make ourselves
work at only one level — our best. That
would be an award on which the gold would
never tarnish.

ror do|aplete information write to:
Mojion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave., New York 1 7, N.Y.
Midwest Division
130 East Randolph Drive, Chicago 1, III.
West Coasf Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood 38, Calif.
W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films,
Fort Lee, N.J.,- Chicago, III.;
Hollywood, Calif.

i

Be sure

to shoot

You'll

in COLOR

be glad

you

did.

UPCOMING

April
April 21-25: Society of Motion Picture & Tv
Engineers, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 22: CBC Board of Governors, Railway
Committee-room, House of Commons, Ottawa.
April 22-24: Electronic Components Conference,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 23-25: Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn., Oasis Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
April 24-26: AAAA, annual meeting, Greenbrier,
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va.
April 24-26: Advertising Federation of America,
fourth district convention,
Floridan Hotel,
Tampa, Fla.
April 24-27: American Women in Radio & Tv,
national convention,
Fairmont
Hotel, San
Francisco.
April 25 : Assn. Maximum Service Telecasters,
board of directors meeting, Biltmore Hotel,
Lrs Angeles.
April 25-26:
MutualHotel,
Advertising
work, Bismarck
Chicago. Agency NetApril 26: UP Broadcasters Assn. of Connecticut,
Hotel Burritt, New Britain.
April 26: Assn. Maximum Service Telecasters,
annual membership meeting, Biltmore Hotel,
Los Angeles.
April 26: Annual Broadcasting Golf Tournament,
Los Coyotes Country Club, Los Angeles.
April 27-May 1: NAB May
36th annual convention,
Statler and Biltmore Hotels, Los Angeles.
April
28-May Statler
1: NAB Hotel,
Broadcast
Engineering
Conference,
Los Angeles.
April 30-May 1: Missouri Broadcasters Assn.,
University of Missouri, Columbia.

(Maine Dept. of Economic Development photo)

Maine

Citizen

at Work

He's skilled. His job is steady. He spends — wisely. He and thousands like
him are manpower for the metal working, food processing, paper making
and wood

products industries of the Portland, Maine

area. Their take-

home pay is a substantial part of the billion dollar-plus* effective buying
income of northern New England's prime market. It comprises nine southern
Maine counties, four in eastern New Hampshire, and it's

SERVED

AND

SOLD

BEST

BY

WCSH-TV

(* SM 1958 estimates)
Here, Channel 6 is your best salesman.
NCS #2 and latest Pulse and ARB area surveys all give Six proved margins
of coverage and viewer preference.

affiliate
Weed-Television

WCSH-T

V

Portland,
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Maine

May 11-14: Canadian Assn. of Radio & Tv
Broadcasters, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal,
May 15-16: North Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
Southern Pines.
May
bluff.15-16: Nebraska Broadeasters Assn., ScottsQue.17: UP Broadcasters of Indiana, SheratonMay
Lincoln
Hotel, Indianapolis.
May
19-20:
Illinois Broadcasters Assn., of Springfield.
May 19-21 : National Retail Merchants Assn.,
sales promotion division, national convention,
Palmer House, Chicago.
May 20: Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn., Plankinton
Hotel, Milwaukee.
May 21-23: Pennsylvania Broadcasters Assn.,
Galen Hall, Wernersville.
May 22: Magnetic Recording Industry Assn., distribution congress, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.23: Connecticut Broadcasters Assn., Waverly
May
Inn, Cheshire.
May 26-28: American Management Assn., annual
packaging conference, Hotel Statler, New
May 26-30: National Packaging Exposition, New
York Coliseum, New York.
May 28-29: Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., Shera. ton-Seelbach Hotel, Louisville.
York. June
June 3-6: 36th annual conference, National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Chase and Park
Plaza Hotels, St. Louis.
June 4-6: Armed Forces Communications and
Electronics Assn. Exhibit, Sheraton Park Hotel.
Washington, D. C.
June 5-7: Western Assn. of Broadcasters, Banff
Springs, Hotel Banff, Alta.
June 6-7: Colorado Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Antlers, Colorado Springs.
June 8-11: Advertising Federation of America,
national convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel,
Dallas.

L
NBC-TV

May 1-3: Advertising Federation of America,
fifth district convention, Mansfield, Ohio.
May 2: Missouri Broadcasters Assn., U. of Missouri, Columbia.
May 4-10: Canadian Radio Week, sponsored by
Broadcast Advertising Bureau of Canadian
Assn. of Radio and Tv Broadcasters.
May 5-7: Annual meeting, Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
May U: Radio Tv Guild, industry conferences and
banquet, San Francisco State College, San
Francisco.
May 10: California AP Tv-Radio Assn., annual
meeting, El Mirador Hotel, Sacramento.
May 10: UP Broadcasters of Illinois, Allerton
State Park, Monticello.
Lansing.
May
10: UP Broadcasters of Michigan, Hotel Olds,

6

June 14: UP Broadcasters of Pennsylvania, Holiday Motor Hotel, Mechanicsburg.
June 19-20:
water Inn, Virginia
Irvington. Broadcasters Assn., TideJune 19-21: Maryland-D. C. Radio & Tv Broadcasters Assn., Stephen Decatur Hotel, Ocean
City, Md.
Broadcasting
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Power

CLEAR

proposal

would

increase

for

CHANNEL

open

other

12

12

frequencies

possible,

A's should be permitted to boost power
above the present 50 kw limitation.

States — a fundamental practice for more
than 35 years — was questioned by the FCC
last week in a 26-page "Further Notice of
Proposed Rule-Making."
In a tentative half-step, the Commission
moved to partially clear up the 13-year-old
clear channel case. It proposed to duplicate
half of the 24 Class 1-A clear channel frequencies.
The duplication would be in two ways:
• Five of the 12 Class 1-A channels
would have a second 50 kw station assigned
— at specified western areas.
• All 12 of the Class 1-A frequencies
would be opened for full-time Class II stations.

Comments on the Commission's proposals
were requested by July 15; replies, 45 days
thereafter.

The Commission also put off a final decision on whether the remaining 12 Class 1-

Why

clear

Reaction was immediate from those clear
channel stations whose exclusive nighttime
threatened. They don't like it.
the Clear Channel Broadcastthe organization representing
stations (see box, page 32).
Here is what the Commission proposed:
To duplicate the following channels at
these places:
660 kc (WRCA New York) in Montana.
770 kc (WABC New York) at a western
state to be determined. This involves the 1 7year-old KOB Albuquerque, N. M., case, still
under FCC consideration.
880 kc (WCBS New York) in Wyoming.
1100 kc (KYW Cleveland) in Arizona.
1180 kc (WHAM Rochester, N. Y.) in
Idaho.
occupancy is
Neither does
ing Service,
clear channel

At a later date, the Commission proposes
to permit unlimited time Class II stations to
be granted on the above frequencies in underserved areas.
To add additional Class II stations on the

channels?

It is not merely a cliche to say that radio signals travel from
station to receiving set by two routes which are as different as
day and night.
By day, signals are conveyed by groundwaves, radiating from
the station as ripples spread from the splash of a pebble in a
pool.
By night, signals are conveyed both by groundwaves and by
skywaves. Skywaves, like milkmen and movie starlets, work
best at night.
Both day and night, signals are sent from the station in all
directions. Those headed skyward keep going during daylight,
passing clouds and sputniks and finally disappearing into space.
At night, however, they hit the ionosphere and bounce. It is
only at night that the ionosphere, a layer of electrically charged
particles about 30 miles above the earth, has the physical
capacity to reflect radio waves.
The outermost range of groundwaves is perhaps 100 miles.
Skywaves can drench with sound an area spreading out 1,000
miles and more around the transmitter site. If all 3,236 am
stations in the U. S. were allowed to broadcast unrestrictedly
Broadcasting

to

but

The use of clear channels to bring radio
broadcast service to vast areas of the United

(Class II stations are either (1) unlimited
time outlets operating on clear channels but
required to protect the dominant station or
stations at night by lower power and directional antennas or (2) daytime-only stations
on clear channels. Class II's must accept any
interference from the dominant station or
stations.)

PRESERVE?

new

stations

deferred

now

following seven Class I -A frequencies:
670 kc (WMAQ Chicago)
720 kc (WGN Chicago)
780 kc (WBBM Chicago)
890 kc (WLS Chicago)
1020 kc (KDKA Pittsburgh)
1120 kc (KMOX St. Louis)
1210 kc (WCAU Philadelphia)
The WABC situation is complicated by the
fact that the KOB case is still unfinished.
KOB has been operating on 770 kc (assigned
to WABC as a Class 1-A channel) under
a special temporary authority for over 15
years. WABC's owners, ABC, have been
fighting to get KOB off 770 kc for that
length of time.
The Commission said that both the new
stations and the existing stations on the five
Class 1-A frequencies would have to directionalize to protect each other.
In addition to the five extra stations which
would become eligible if FCC makes these
proposals final, there would be from three to
six extra Class II stations of each of these
twelve frequencies — or a total of 36-72
Class II outlets. The exact number would
depend on the power, frequency and soil
conductivity of each Class II station.
The Commission's action partly meets

at night, their signals would be destroyed in a mass collision.
National Coverage. Yet skywaves are the only routes by
which radio signals can be delivered to remote sections of the
nation. It was to provide service to sparsely populated areas
(which in sum contain some 20 million people) while at the
same time preventing monstrous traffic accidents on the nighttime air that the government created the freeways that are
called clear channels.
There are now 45 clear channels.

Twenty-four of them are called Class 1-A channels. Only
one station is now allowed to operate on each of these at night.
Twenty-one of them are called Class 1-B channels. Two
stations, widely separated geographically, are assigned to each.
Thirty-five U. S. stations are 1-Bs. The other seven out of the
42 are in neighboring nations.
About 1,500 other stations also operate on clear channels,
but under restrictions which protect the Class 1-A and Class
1-B stations at night. Of these 1,500, all but about 100 are
daytime stations which broadcast only between sunrise and
sunset. The other 100 operate full time but at night reduce
their power and use directional antennas to avoid interferencewith the Class 1-A and 1-B stations on their frequencies.
LIST OF t-A AND 1-B STATIONS PAGE 32
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CLEAR CHANNEL CASE continued
a CCBS request that the record of the clear
channel proceeding be reopened, but other
sections of that petition were denied. The
FCC also denied a KOB petition asking for
a permanent assignment, and stated it will
decide separately a petition by WDON
VVheaton, Md„ to declassify 1540 kc as a
Class 1-B frequency.
Intertwined with the clear channel case

casters proceedings. Both are concerned
with changes in present FCC regulations
which require that, at sunset, daytimers
cease operating and some other stations go
to directional antennas and decreased power.
In the skywave case, the FCC proposes
to advance that deadline to two hours before sunset, contending that the skywave
phenomenon becomes effective then. Similarly, the deadline for daytime operation would

are the daytime skywave and daytime broad-

THE

59

CLEAR

CHANNEL

York (710 kc), KIRO Seattle (710 kc), KGO
San Francisco (810 kc), WGY Schenectady
(810 kc), KOA Denver (850 kc), WCFL
Chicago (1000 kc), KOMO Seattle (1000
kc), WBZ Boston (1030 kc), WRCV Philadelphia (1060 kc) KNX Los Angeles (1070
kc), WTIC Hartford (1080 kc), KRLD Dallas
(1080 kc), KTHS Little Rock (1090 kc),
WBAL Baltimore (1090 kc), KFAB Omaha
(1110 kc), WBT Charlotte (1110 kc), KWKH
Shreveport (1130 kc), WNEW New York
(1130 kc), WRVA Richmond (1140 kc),
KVOO Tulsa (1170 kc), WWVA Wheeling
(1170 kc), WOWO Fort Wayne (1190 kc),
KEX Portland (1190 kc), WTOP Washington
(1500 kc), KSTP St. Paul (1500 kc), WLAC
Nashville (1510 kc), KGA Spokane (1510
kc), WKBW Buffalo (1520 kc), KOMA Oklahoma City (1520 kc), KFBK Sacramento
(1530 kc), WCKY Cincinnati (1530 kc),
KXEL Waterloo (1540 kc), KPMC Bakersfield
(1560 kc), WQXR New York (1560 kc).

The Class 1-A clear channel stations
(only one to a frequency) are:
KFI Los Angeles (640 kc), WSM Nashville (650 kc), WRCA New York (660 kc),
WMAQ Chicago (670 kc), WLW Cincinnati
(700 kc), WGN Chicago (720 kc), WSB
Atlanta (750 kc). WJR Detroit (760 kc),
WABC New York (770 kc), WBBM Chicago
(780 kc), WFAA Dallas and WBAP Fort
Worth (820 kc). WCCO Minneapolis (830
kc). WHAS Louisville (840 kc), WWL New
Orleans (870 kc), WCBS New York (880
kc), WLS Chicago (890 kc). KDKA Pittsburgh
(1020 kc), WHO Des Moines (1040 kc),
KYW Cleveland (1100 kc), KMOX St. Louis
(1120 kc), ksl Salt Lake City (1160 kc),
WHAM Rochester (1180 kc), WOAI San
Antonio (1200 kc), WCAU Philadelphia
(1210 kc).
The Class 1-B clear channel stations
(two to a frequency) follow. Only U.S.
stations are shown. Some 1-B's are occupied by stations in neighboring countries.
KNBC San Francisco (680 kc), WOR New
UNHAPPY

BUT

Understandably, none of the 24 Class
1-A stations involved is happy with the
FCC's action proposing a first step in the
clear channel case last week. But few are
talking for publication.
The networks, whose key stations in
New York might be duplicated out
west and whose Chicago stations might
find full time Class II outlets on their
frequencies, all reported they were studying the document and did not care to
comment publicly.
Westinghouse's President Donald H.
McGannon said that he couldn't comment since WBC had had little time to
study the document, but, he added, the
company would "support the position
that will bring a broader and higher degree of radio service to the public."
WBC stands to have its Cleveland station
duplicated and its Pittsburgh outlet sharing frequencies with Class II stations.
F. Robert Greene, vice president-general manager, WHAM Rochester, N. Y.,
said that an objection would be entered
because of the prospective expense that
would be placed on WHAM to directionalize its antenna and possibly to
move its transmitter site. This might end
up with WHAM covering less of its market than it does now, he said. Mr. Greene
made it clear that WHAM would not object if another station was placed on its
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STATIONS

SILENT

frequency far enough away so that there
were no impact on coverage of the Rochester market-region and no major expense to the station. The FCC proposes
to duplicate WHAM in Idaho.
John H. DeWitt Jr., president of WSM
Nashville, termed the Commission's proposed action as looking toward a "further
deterioration of the present inadequate
broadcast service by duplicating half of
the too few remaining 24 Class 1-A clear
channel frequencies." He also expressed
regret that the Commission proposed to
defer action on higher power for clear
channel stations. WSM is one of the stations not affected by last week's proposals.
The Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, representing most of the Class 1-A
and 1-B stations, was by far the most
vigorous in expressing disappointment.
Hollis M. Seavey, CCBS director, said:
"CCBS regrets that the Commission
proposes to duplicate half of the 24 Class
1-A clear channels since it is convinced
duplication, as opposed to higher power,
will lead eventually to less service. CCBS
also regrets the Commission's proposal
to defer consideration of authorizing
higher power, the sole available means of
improving service." He added that the
subject would be explored at the CCBS
annual meeting April 27 in Los Angeles.

be delayed to two hours after sunrise.
In the daytime broadcasters case, stations
in that category seek minimum broadcast
hours of 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. (to go on the air
at 5 a.m. or sunrise, whichever is earlier,
and to go off at 7 p.m. or sunset, whichever is later). The Commission last September issued a proposed rule-making notice
on this request with deadline for comments
May
The2. rationale of the Commission

in pro-

posing to duplicate some of the Class 1-A
channels was expressed in this section:
"There is substantial support, in any
event, for a conclusion that the exclusive
nighttime use of a channel by a single station limited to 50 kw is less justifiable now
than formerly, when clear channels were
first allocated in this way."
The Commission pointed to the development of directional antennas and of stable,
on-frequency transmission methods as two
of the reasons for taking this stand.
"Thus, it is now possible," the FCC said,
"particularly in the case of Class 1-A stations located in or near the northeast portion
of the country, to assign additional cochannel, unlimited time stations to provide
needed service at distant locations, while
preserving the capacity of the present station to provide a usable signal over wide
primary
and secondary
service between
areas." the
The dichotomy
is basically
limitation of maximum power to 50 kw for
any and all stations, the Commission
pointed out, and the bar to assigning a cochannel outlet to serve an area not now
effectively
1-A station.being served by the single Class
History of Power Limits
The limitation on power greater than 50
kw stems from a Senate committee resolution passed in 1938 forbidding higher
powers. This resolution was sponsored by
then Sen. Burton K. Wheeler (D-Mont.),
who was chairman of the powerful Senate
Commerce Committee.
That the Commission apparently leans
toward granting higher power to clear
channel stations was indicated in the following section of last week's report:
"Thus, on a purely engineering basis, the
optimum improvement of service is achievable by a judicious combination of higher
power and duplication of the Class 1-A clear
channels. Higher power is best suited for
use on channels where it would produce
the maximum gains in groundwave and skywave service in areas where these services
are now most deficient and where the use
of higher power would not cause excessive
interference. . . .
"If allocations questions could be decided solely on the basis of engineering
calculations ... we think the present record
would support the authorization of higher
power for half of the 24 Class 1-A stations
and duplication of unlimited time assignments on the remaining 12 Class 1-A chanThe optimum, the FCC stated, would be
at least four Type E skywave services to
every area of the country. (There are three
Broadcasting
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types of skywave service — D, good; E,
medium; F, fair.)
The Commission indicated that it also
would be desirable, if higher power were
granted, to directionalize in order to better
serve underserved areas. The FCC listed
this prospective directionalization as follows:
KFI Los Angeles (640 kc), DA-1, major
lobe to NNE.
WSM Nashville (650 kc), DA-N,
lobe to SE.

major

WLW Cincinnati (700 kc), DA-1, major
lobe to S.
WSB
to S.

Atlanta (750 kc), DA-N, major lobe

WJR
to W.

Detroit (760 kc), DA-1, major lobe

WFAA Dallas-WBAP Fort Worth (820
kc), DA-N, major lobe to W.
WCCO Minneapolis (830 kc), DA-N,
major lobe to W.
WHAS Louisville (840 kc), DA-N, major lobe to SE.
WWL New Orleans (870 kc), DA-1, major lobe to N.
WHO Des Moines (1040kc), DA-1, major lobe to W.
WOAI San Antonio (1200 kc), DA-N,
major lobe to NNW.
There would be no directionalization of
KSL Salt Lake City (1160 kc), the Commission indicated.
The Commission said its choice of the
12 Class 1-A channels for duplication was
based on a number of factors: (a) all the
stations are in the northeast part of the
country and thus would permit duplication in the west and southwest where the
need for reception improvement is greatest;
(b) conversely, the northeast area is the section of the country where there is now the
greatest number of services; (c) higher
power on these frequencies would entail
greater interference problems than on other
frequencies.
The FCC said that it would be wise, also,
to defer the question of new or extended
daytime operation on the 12 Class 1-A stations under consideration for duplication
until the assignment of Class II stations had
been determined. And, it pointed out, the
assignment of Class II stations could not be
made until the location of the new Class
1-A stations was firmly fixed.
The policy of using cleared channels at
night to serve those living in remote areas
was established in the 1920s. This principle
has continued with slight modifications.
In 1945, with the advent of hundreds of
additional standard broadcast stations and
the pressures for more, the FCC initiated
the clear channel case.
There were about 900 am stations in
operation then; there are more than 3,000
today. But most of the increase has taken
place in the non-clear channel area of the
standard broadcast spectrum.
At the same time the clear channel stations asked for permission to boost their
powers above the 50 kw ceiling. Power outputs of 750 kw were mentioned.
Hearings on the clear channel proceedings began in 1946 and ran into 1947. The
record totals 6,000 pages and more than 400
exhibits.
Broadcasting

SPOT

WAGON
•

NBC

•

Study shows

HITCHED

TO

NETWORK

Spot Sales offers network-plus-spot
mixture

Any national tv advertiser who wants a
special network-plus-spot analysis can have
it with NBC Spot Sales picking up the tab.
This unique offer comes from the spot
sales unit which is out to prove that a tv
spot schedule added to a network program
will mean large and rapid gains in the
number of tv homes reached in key markets.
It stems from a special study that A. C.
Neilsen Co. has made for NBC Spot Sales.
Thomas B. McFadden, vice president of
NBC Spot Sales, points out that the survey
shows the size of nighttime network audiences doubled, tripled and quadrupled by the
addition of a spot campaign.
NBC Spot Sales will determine the unduplicated audience increase an advertiser
on any network can expect through the network program-spot combination. A. C.
Nielsen Co., has assured the NBC unit that
the research can be conducted in the New
York, Chicago or Los Angeles markets.
The special Nielsen study analyzed six
programs (two from each of the networks
and ranging from high to low ratings) carried in prime evening time in New York and
representing these categories: variety, western, family situation comedy, situation
comedy, drama and children. Then a schedule of 14 20-second announcements (on
WRCA-TV New York) was chosen, based
on actual availabilities of last December.
The schedule was representative, comprising
1 0 announcements in daytime programs, two
on the weekend and two in late evening
hours. The gain in new homes in each case
was computed, after the spot schedule was
applied to each of the six programs.
It was learned that the network programs
covered were Steve Allen Show (variety)
and Restless Gun (western) on NBC-TV;
Disneyland (children) and Ozzie & Harriet
(family situation) on ABC-TV; Playhouse
90 (drama) and Gale Storm Show (situation comedy) on CBS-TV.
According to the special study, these details were determined:
The sponsor of the family situation comedy reached 12.4% of total tv homes in
New York in a single week. With the spot
campaign added, the advertiser would have
reached 56% in the same week, or five
times as many, and nearly twice the number
reached by the network show alone in four
weeks. Over the four-week period, the combination would have reached 81% of the
homes.
Average of the six programs combined
with the spots would have reached 60.2%
of the total tv homes compared to the
46.9% that the average program itself
reached in the four weeks. The survey also
found that the audience composition balance in the evening network programs
would not be unbalanced, even though 10
of the 14 spots were in daytime periods.
The Nielsen study showed that in a single
week the average six programs delivered

analysis

delivers substantial

gains

155 different homes per dollar expended. If
the spot schedule had been added that week,
the schedule alone would have delivered
486 additional new homes for each dollar
spent on the spot campaign. The network
program accumulated new homes in succeeding weeks, adding them at the average
weekly rate of 51 per dollar, which, according to NBC Spot Sales, is only about onetenth as efficient in reaching new homes as
the spot schedule.
In the findings on audience composition,
viewers of the six programs divided 33%,
men; 41%, women; 12%, teenagers, and
14%, children. The spot schedule would
have reached 32%, men; 46%, women;
9%, teenagers, and 13%, children.
Citrus Commission

Plans Cutback

A decision to cut back its advertising
expenditures during luly-October from
$450,000 to $325,000 was announced by
the Florida Citrus Commission last Wednesday at its April meeting. The new program
will be outlined at its lune meeting, after
the details have been worked out with its
agency, Benton & Bowles, New York. The
cutback is planned so the commission can
go into the next shipping season with a
carryover of $75,000. The current season's
advertising budget was cut back approximately $1.1 million from the original figure
of $4.4 million because of fruit losses in
the series of winter freezes, it was reported.
The big cuts were in magazines and newspapers, with few changes in tv plans, the
commission said.
BASEMENT

LODE

There's gold in them thar (Westinghouse) laundromats! Westinghouse Electric Co., sponsor of CBSTV's Studio One in Hollywood, last
Monday
its famous "sand-test"
one better went
by demonstrating
to viewers
that the Westinghouse laundromat is
worth its weight in gold to the folks
at Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., Rochester, N. Y. According to the live
commercial — featuring Betty Furness
and John Cameron Swayze — B&L had
been seeking an economical way to
salvage tiny gold particles out of the
cleaning cloths used to buff and polish
spectacle frames. It tried a number of
automatic washers until it selected
Westinghouse and its exclusive "revolving agitator."
According to McCann-Erickson
copywriters,
by using
the Westinghouse laundromat to wash
out the polishing and rouge cloths,
B&L "now salvages up to $400,000
in gold chips, particles and dust each
year." After processing into solid
form, the gold is sent to assayers;
then, into gold bullion circulation.
April 21, 1958
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600
At

Expected

4A

Thursday

Greenbrier

Meet

Some 600 agency, advertiser and media
people are expected to be on hand tor the
1958 annual meeting of the American Assn.
of Advertising Agencies being held this
week at the Greenbrier. White Sulphur
Springs. W. Va.
Opening sessions Thursday, for members
only, will be devoted to business meetings,
including elections. These will be preceded on Wednesday by meetings of some
50 governors of the four AAAA regions and
the 20 local councils. Media and advertiser
guests will join in the Friday and Saturday
meetings.
A four-part presentation on the modern
marketing concept will highlight the Thursday sessions. G. Maxwell Ule, senior vice
president of Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York,
will discuss "The Marketing Concept and Its
Implications for Advertising"; Reuel Denny
of the U. of Chicago, co-author of The
Lonely Crowd, will speak on "The Impact
of Sociological Change on Our Market";
Bertram Lange of Life magazine, on "Uniformity and Diversity in the U. S. Market,"
and LeRoy M. King of Food Topics and
Food Field Reporter on "It Takes a Lot
More Than a Color Page or Tv Program to
Move Goods Out of the Store."
Creativity will be the theme at the Saturday opening session. Paul R. Smith, president of Calkins & Holden, New York, will
speak on "The Spectrum of Creativity";
Ernest A. Jones, president of MacManus,
John & Adams, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., on

SALUTE

TO

26), with Louis Cheskin, director of the
Color Research Institute, as a key speaker.

SILVERNAIL

Some 275 of his friends gave Frank
Silvernail a testimonial luncheon in
New York last Thursday to mark his
retirement from BBDO, and in the
process an annual "Silver Nail Award
for the Timebuyer of the Year" was
established.
First award, a plaque bearing a
silver nail and an appropriate inscription, was presented to Mr. Silvernail by Frank M. Headley of H-R
representatives, president of Station
Representatives Assn., which originated the award.
He also received, as a gift from
friends in radio-tv, a silver tray
sented by President Harold E.
lows of NAB and inscribed to

Charles Ferguson, senior editor of Reader's
Digest.
A collection of tv commercials chosen as
award winners by the Art Directors Club of
New York [Awards, April 7] will be shown
at various times during the convention.
Lever Signs FC&B

for Air-Wick

Broadcast advertising will figure in media
strategy for the "air-wick" line of deodorizers, domestic rights of which were acquired last week by Lever Bros. The account was assigned to Foote, Cone & BeldPage .34
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agenda.
Chicago 'Auto Buy Now' Push
Rings Up $13 Million in Sales
Chicago listeners and viewers responded
vigorously to "You Auto Buy Now" air and
print appeals last week — they rang cash
registers to the tune of $13 million in new
and used car sales for four days.

Silvernail as "Dean emeritus of media
men." Mr. Silvernail retired as station
relations manager for the BBDO radio-tv department on March 3 1 after
a career that spanned 23 years in radio-tv [Advertisers & Agencies,
March 17],

Some 900 dealers reported the sale of 2,600 new and 4,542 used automobiles at the
close of business Tuesday, according to the

There also was some spoofing. Jack
Sterling, WCBS morning man who was
m.c. for the luncheon, presented a
"This Is Your Life, Frank Silvernail"
takeoff. Mr. Fellows referred to the
guest's sense of humor as "slightly
pixilated." Mr. Silvernail rose to the
occasion. "I'm flabbergasted," he said
in one "speech." In the other: "This is
utterly ridiculous and I love it."

Chicago Automobile Trade Assn. and Greater Chicagoland Used Car Dealers Assn.
The breakdown: new cars, $8,450,000;
used, $4,452,000. All told sales were running from 50% to 100% above average for
that period.
Several Chicago radio and tv outlets carried saturation spot announcements before
and during the actual campaign, which
closed yesterday (Sunday), supplementing
network spot efforts.
$1.5 Million GMC Truck Account
Rolls into McCann-Erickson
McCann-Erickson picked up another
chunk of General Motors business last
week, inheriting
Truck and Coach
ner Inc., effective
was announced by
vice president and
Truck and Coach.

Adv., New York, on "Are Copywriters Nec-

The AAAA's 40th annual dinner is scheduled Friday night, with a special closedcircuit color telecast featuring NBC's Steve
Allen. Melvin Brorby of Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago, chairman of the AAAA
board, will preside. Dinner speaker will be

Tools" in a speech Friday afternoon. Other
speakers include Jim Taylor, James C. Taylor Adv.; Herb Brooks (on "The Canadian
Market"). Brooks Adv., Toronto, and Allan J. Copeland ("Selling by Mail Order"),
Allan J. Copeland Adv. Several committee reports also are listed on the main

his
preFelMr.

"The Art of Creative Management, or Creation Can Be Fun," and Edward G. Zern,
vice president and copy director of Geyer
essary?"
Major presentations on the public relations of advertising and advertising's role in
overcoming the current recession will highlight the wind-up session Saturday. Speakers
will include Claude Robinson, chairman of
Opinion Research Corp., Princeton, N. J.,
and Martin R. Gainsbrugh, chief economist
of the National Industrial Conference
Board.

Mr. Cheskin will discuss "Twelve Years of
Unconscious Level Testing of Marketing

the $1.5 million GMC
Div. account from KudSept. 1. The appointment
Philip J. Monaghan, GM
general manager of GMC

GM Truck advertising thus follows Buick
into the McCann-Erickson shop, giving that
agency about $25 million in new General
Motors' billings within a period of nine
MR. SILVERNAIL (left) accepts plaque
from Mr. Headley.

ing, New York, one of six agencies handling Lever business.
Lever obtained U. S. trademarks and
marketing rights to the room deodorizer
manufactured by Airkem Inc. and distributed nationally by Seeman Bros., New
York. Airkem retains control in 62 foreign
markets. Assignment of the $500,000 account to the Pepsodent Div. and appointment of FC&B were effective immediately
(account leaves Norman, Craig & Kummel,
which could not be considered because
NC&K services a number of Lever-competing Colgate-Palmolive products).
Cheskin

to Address

MAAN

Meet

Mutual Adv. Agency Network will hold
its second quarterly meeting at the Bismarck
Hotel in Chciago this weekend (April 25-

weeks. M-E
national Div. already handles GM's

Inter-

Still loose was GM's $6-7 million Frigidaire account, also lost by Kudner, with a
new agency slated to be named by May 1.
The Frigidaire Div. has started hearing
agency presentations and will announce its
selection in the next few weeks. McCannErickson is not considered a candidate for
that account since it handles Westinghouse.

Ford Clings to 'Road Show' Time,
Scouting for Godfrey Successor
Ford Div. of Ford Motor Co., which
network radio along the comehelped backnudge
road with its Ford Road Show, a $4
million-plus 52-week package on CBS Radio, has no intention of softening its position. Ford's agency, J. Walter Thompson,
reportedly was scouting Hollywood last
week for a name radio-tv personality to fit
into the Arthur Godfrey Road Show period
(Mon.-Fri., 5:05-5:30 p.m. and broadcast
Broadcasting

..to

10

more

in

Pennsylvania

To its radio news network, United Press welcomes WFBG,
Altoona . . . WMBA, Ambridge . . . WBRX, Berwick
. . . WCNG, Cannonsburg . . . WEZN, Elizabethtown
. . . WHGB, Harrisburg . . . WBCB, Levittown . . .
WITT, Lewisburg . . . WGBI, Scranton . . . WBRE, Wilkes-Barre.
These 10 stations bring the total of U.P. broadcasting clients in
Pennsylvania to 106 — many more than other news
agencies' combined. More solidly than ever, U.P. is the
Keystone State's keystone service.

TTnlted

P

.P. NEWS PRODUCES

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
live). The agency feels it has a time period
that is a "most important unit"" of the
package and wants to keep it very much in
the Ford shop. Mr. Godfrey has announced
his resignation (the show package started
last fain effective when CBS Radio and
the Ford Div. come up with the replacement.

Advertiser

Showdown

Averted

Triple Sponsorship
The battle for the Tuesday, 9-9:30 p.m.
time period on ABC-TV next fall has been
amicably resolved by the network and the
three advertisers concerned. The unusual

By ABC-TV

solution: allowing all three sponsors "equal
time" within the 30-minute slot. Procter &
Gamble Co.. riding with the top-rated Wyatt
9Earp program 8:30-9 wanted "in" on
9:30 with a new William Morris-Four Star
film series, The Rifle Man. But RalstonPurina Co. and Miles Labs, occupants of
this berth, declined moving out. [At Deadline, April 14]. Effective with the fall season, P&G, Ralston-Purina and Miles will
each have a commercial minute (maximum
for 30 program minutes: three commercial
minutes) in Rifle Man.
Ralston and Miles, both of whom had
optioned to bring Leave It to Beaver over
to ABC-TV from CBS-TV, will work out a
similar arrangement with an as-yet undesignated third advertiser in the Friday, 8:30-9
p.m. slot, bouncing Warner Bros. Tv and
Campbell Soup's Colt .45. Ralston and
Miles will drop Broken Arrow, now seen in
the Tuesday, 9-9:30 p.m. period. Agencies:
Compton Adv. (P&G), Gardner Adv. (Ralston-Purina) and Geoffrey Wade Adv.
.
(Miles)

Rayco Hypos Ad Budget for '58,
Plans Heavy Broadcast Activity
Rayco Mfg. Co. (auto seat covers), Paterson, N. J., presently doing a record business
of $22 million, last week launched a $2 million "anti-recession" expansion program. It
has allocated the largest ad budget in company history (60% in radio-tv) for the
balance of 1958 and its agency, Emil Mogul
Co., is presently "thinking" in terms of network tv for the first time. Rayco uses an
extensive radio-tv spot schedule nationally,
and will continue to do so through the summer months, stepping up this activity in light
of accelerated auto traffic. Any network purchase, it is understood, won't take place
before next fall.
According to Jules Rudominery- executive
vice president and marketing director of
Rayco, firm is to add a line of auto mufflers
to Rayco's principal line of auto seat covers
and convertible tops. They will be introduced via a new series of broadcast announcements.
Roslow

Recommends

Of Multiple Broadcast

Continuation
Ratings

Dr. Sydney Roslow, president of The
Pulse Inc., New York, asserted last week
that the broadcasting industry should continue its practice of using a multiplicity of
rating services for research efforts.
He incorporated this comment during
Page 36
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WOLLEY

SEGAP

IN

GOES

Conservative American

FOR

AT&T

Telephone &
a puckish
for
Telegraph Co. has fallen
animated character who in his capers on
tv will not resemble in any way the
weight of the corporation that created
him.

ticipating sponsor.) The individual companies will use Wolley on tv shows they
sponsor in their own markets.
The theme that runs through all of the
commercials is "Wolley Segap to the
Rescue." Under the skillful hand of

The chameleon-like character named
"Wolley Segap" (pronounced Wally Seespelled backgap), or Yellow Pages
wards, is the star of a new series of tv
commercials made for AT&T. The series,

UPA,

consisting of eight 20-second, 60-second
and 8-second spots, currently is being released on a syndicated basis for use by
the various Bell telephone companies.
What makes this animated character
especially interesting is the fact that 14
out of the 18 Bell companies to which
Wolley was offered already had been
signed as of last week, the greatest number ever to sign for a single AT&T series.
(First of the series started in New York
last week on WOR-TV's Million Dollar
Movie in which New York Bell is a par-

talks before the graduate students of the
Syracuse U. Radio & Television Center
where he served as guest professor on television last Monday and Tuesday. He contrasted the policy of broadcasting with that
of newspapers and magazines, which, Mr.
Roslow said, rely "on one measurement organization, the Audit Bureau of Circulation" for a physical count of papers sold.
Radio-tv research gauges audience composition, acquiring data of the social, educational, financial and age level of the listener and viewer and obtains information
on the effectiveness of programs, time segments and commercials. Radio-tv research,
Dr. Roslow continues, enables the station to
ferret out its strong points, even though it
may

not be "number

one in heads or

62
Trademarks Launched on Tv,
homes."
Erickson Tells Trademark Assn.
Television has launched at least 62 new
trademarks in the past decade, Rodney
Erickson, vice president and supervisor of

Wolley gets around to the numerous useswith
of theamazing
telephone
book's yellow section
alacrity.

Wolley's distinguishing features — eyes,
mouth, hands and feet — are superimposed on abstract representations of the
Yellow Pages directory. His activity is
designed to dramatize the ease and efficiency which come with use of the directory to plumbers, air-conditioners,
paperhangers, typewriters, electric fans,
taxi service, tv set repair, etc.
Cunningham & Walsh, New York,
produced the series (executive: John
Keown). Animation director and designer for the series was Chris Ishy of
UPA. Musical background and lyrics
were by Scott-Textor Productions.

tv accounts, Young & Rubicam, told the
U. S. Trademark Assn. at its annual meeting in Atlantic City.
Mr. Erickson evaluated the visual medium
and its influence on trademarks, saying that
while costs are rising, circulation is rising
commensurately, "which means that television remains as good an advertising value
as it ever was." Network television, with
an average cost-per-thousand of $3.88 per
minute, for an evening half-hour show
(time, talent, commercials) or $3.50 for an
evening hour, is a good buy, Mr. Erickson
said.
Color television is just around the corner,
he predicted, emphasizing that it will make
tv "an even stronger advertising medium."
Farther in the future he foresees "smellies,"
introducing
with totheallow
tv and
"feelies"
using
a chairscent
device
a viewer
to
feel fabrics, furs or other material.
Mr. Erickson's audience was made up of
more than 250 trademark lawyers from
firms around the country. The April 10-11
annual meeting dealt with marketing aspects
of trademarks.
Broadcasting

"BETTER

A

SEND

COUPLA

ORCHIDS,

TOO!"

A

TAKE
it from us — our Red River Valley
hayseeds could show lots of you city slickers

Volkswagens!

a thing or two about fancy livin' !

To sell the Red River Valley's "Rural Rich",
use WD AY-TV — the fabulous Fargo station that
completely dominates the area. Let your PGW

Medium-sized

That's because their take-home pay is downright staggering. Lots of it goes for plain old

Little things like vitamins!
things like vacations!

Colonel give you the whole WD AY-TV

necessities, but there's always plenty left over
for loads of "luxuries", too. For big things like

^'Including facts-and-figures, if you want 'em!

WDAY-TV
FARGO,

N. D.

Affiliated

story*.

•
with

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,

CHANNEL
NBC

6

• ABC

INC., Exclusive National Representatives

Another thinly disguised success story

Bankers
where

it will

put
draw

When it comes to money, you won't find a more
cautious or prudent group than bankers. When
they spend it, they know where it's going and
demand full value for every dollar.
A leading bank in Detroit bought some time on
to acquaint the folks with their many
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their
the

money
most

interest

Naturally, adults represent the bank's prime
market. And this is where WJR shines. With an
almost all-adult audience, WJR delivers more
prospects with more buying power than the next
six Detroit radio stations combined. It's facts
like these that have convinced astute men like

WJR

bankers that WJR

banking services. This in itself isn't earth-shaking,
but what is important is the fact that this started
in the early thirties and the bank has kept the
same spot for over 25 consecutive years! Good
indication that the bank receives a fine return on
its investment.

Why don't you take a tip from a successful
banker? Put your advertising money where it
will draw the most interest— WJR. Get all the
facts from your Henry I. Christal representative
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is Detroit's No. 1 station.

that prove WJR's dominance
market in the country.

in the fifth richest
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CLINIC
'WEST

DRAWS
OF

450

MADISON'

•

Minneapolis

•

Topics: From

Ad

Club

radio

host

to MR

Talks on independent radio and increased
budgets for today's climate sparked an allday seminar-clinic of the Minneapolis Advertising Club April 10.
Over 450 Twin Cities agency and media
representatives attended the fifth annual
workshop in that city's Leamington Hotel.
Key speakers were Todd Storz, president of
the Storz Stations; William F. O'Dell, president of Market Facts Inc., Chicago; Owen
Smith, vice president and account supervisor, Leo Burnett Co.; Dr. Ernest Dichter,
president, Institute of Motivational Research, and J. Harvey Howells, creative
staff, Fitzgerald Adv. Agency, New Orleans,
La.
General theme of the workshop was
"Somewhere West of Madison Ave." Speakers were introduced by Sam Gale, vice president in charge of advertising at General
Mills for 35 years and now a consultant.
Mr. Storz told Twin Cities' representatives
that advertisers can expect several changes
in radio within the next five years and described various technical developments in
receivers. Within a few years, he said, people
will be able to stroll the streets and listen to
radio by means of miniature devices fastened
on the wrist, eye glasses or ears.
Mr. Storz also discussed present-day radio,
including the rise of independent station
operations with music and news, and the
increasingly important role of disc jockeys.
He emphasized the new "professional approach" of today's d.j. and the need for
accepting greater responsibility, reflecting
his views at the Storz-sponsored Kansas City
pop music disc jockey convention [Stations,
March 17],
Mr. O'Dell suggested advertisers should
increase, rather than decrease, their budgets
in today's recession climate, claiming such
"arbitrary reductions are unwise." Clients
would fare better during business slowdowns if they would realize advertising is
the cause, not the result, of sales, he asserted,
adding that too often sales are not a good
measure of advertising effectiveness.
Television's effectiveness in conveying a
copy theme was recounted by Burnett's Mr.
Smith, who reviewed the successful Marlboro (Philip Morris) cigarette advertising
campaign in broadcast and print media. Its
concept was to raise the male to the same
level as the female in cigarette advertising
appeals. Dr. Dichter explored progress in
motivation research.
DDB

Adds

$900,000

McAn

Billing

Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York, last
week picked up the $900,000 Thorn McAn
(Melville Shoe Corp.) account, bringing to
$1.3 million the amount of new business
it has acquired since the agency and Max
Factor & Co. terminated their seven-year
association last month [Advertisers &
Agencies, March 31]. Ogilvy, Benson &
Broadcasting

Mather resigned the McAn account, effective June 30 [Closed Circuit, March
17]. Doyle Dane Bernbach is no stranger to
shoe advertising. Six weeks ago, it quietly
resigned the $150,000 Regal Shoe Corp.
account; this resignation was never announced, reportedly at request of the client.
Last week Regal — a division of Brown Shoe
Co. — marched into Emil Mogul Co.,
giving that agency its fourth, non-competing shoe account. Mogul indicated it
would place Regal in spot radio-tv and
effect a "doubling of the previous budget."
A fortnight ago, DDB picked up the Benson
& Hedges cigarette account, billing $400,000 [Advertisers & Agencies, April 14].
Advertising Man Fares Poorly
In Philadelphia Opinion Poll
Arthur C. Fatt, president of Grey Adv.,
last Tuesday defended the role of the advertising profession before the Poor Richard
Club in Philadelphia. His talk was entitled
"The Naked Men in the Window."
Mr. Fatt had a survey taken among
Philadelphia businessmen to determine the
impressions that people have on occupations
and professions.
The results of how the advertising man
is seen by Philadelphia follow:
Of the seven professions or callings listed
on the questionnaire: 85% of the businessmen consider him 5th, 6th or last in honesty, 80% consider him 5th, 6th or 7th in
intelligence, 92% consider him in the last
three places in being careful, 77% consider
him in last three places in prestige, 72%
find him first or second in being interesting,
but 88% consider him first, second or third
as a sharp manipulator and 88% of the

businessmen put him in the last three places
in service to the community.
To cure the "anti-advertising trend" Mr.
Fatt proposed an Advertising Foundation
composed of representatives from the advertising associations and other groups in
and out of advertising to work, demonstrate
and talk and "enlighten America

advertising."
Grant Continues Expansion,
Takes Over Burke Adv., Seattle
Grant Adv. Inc. continued its mergerand-expansion program last week, with the
absorption of Burke Co. Adv., Seattle,
and the creation of a new northwest office.
The merger, announced Monday by Will
C. Grant and William M. Burke, president
of the agencies bearing their respective
names, gave Grant 27 new accounts and
brought its overall billings to virtually $100
million. Among the new clients are Alaska
Airlines, Washington State Dairy Products
Commission and Blue Cross of Washington.
Under terms of the merger, Mr. Burke
becomes vice president and Seattle manager
and Roland H. Burke, his partner, a vice
president in the same office. Grant sought
the merger, negotiated by Lawrence R. Mcintosh, its executive vice president-domestic
operations, and Mr. William Burke, to
strengthen its U. S. operations, particularly

"in the important northwest market."
The announcement follows Grant's absorption of Abbott Kimball Co., San Francisco, and that agency's branches in New
York, Los Angeles and Chicago [At Deadline, April 7; Advertisers & Agencies,
Feb. 24], plus overseas expansion. Grant
now has nine U. S. and 31 foreign offices.

OLORCAST
The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows
(all times EST)
CBS-TV
April 22, 29 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. lohnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv.
NBC-TV
April 21-25, 28-30 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors.
April 21, 28 (7:30-8 p.m. The Price Is
Right, Speidel through Norman, Craig &
Kummel and RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
April 22 (8-9 p.m.) George Gobel Show,
RCA-Whirlpool through Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson.
April 23, 30 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through
J. Walter Thompson Co.
April 24 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
Warner-Lambert
through
Lennen &

about

I

Newell and RCA
& Eckhardt.

Victor through Kenyon

April 24 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show
starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
April 25 (9:30-11 p.m.) Hallmark Hall
of Fame, Hallmark Cards through Foote,
Cone & Belding.
April 26 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
April 26 (10:30-11 p.m.) Your Hit Parade, Toni through North and American
Tobacco through McCann-Erickson.
April 27 (7-7:30 p.m.) My Friend
Flicka,, sustaining.
April 27 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
S. C. Johnson & Son through Needham,
Louis & Brorby; U. S. Time Corp.
through Peck Adv., and Greyhound
through Grey.
April 27
Chevrolet
April 29
Ligget &
son and

(9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show,
through Campbell-Ewald.
(8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher Show,
Myers through McCann-ErickRCA-Whirlpool through Ken-

yon & Eckhardt.
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OKLAHOMA
CITY
KWTV 9:30 P.M.

MILWAUKEE
WTMJ-TV

10:00

KANSAS
CITY
KMBC-TV 9:30 P.M.

P.M.

RE-RUN
beats Groucho Marx, Jack Benny, Steve
Allen, Wyatt Earp, Lawrence Welk, Playhouse 90, Sid Caesar, and many others.
ARB

beats G.E. Theater, Sid Caesar, Red Skelton, $64,000 Question, Person to Person,
Arthur Godfrey and many others.
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Talent
many
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PUBLIC INTEREST AROUSED! Continuing Communist Menace Disclosed by
Proof-positive of increased nawas listed #2 in nation-wide
"A tour through communism by an expert." Newsweek
tional interest in the communist
non-fiction sales by April 13.
"Will shock the reader out of his apathy!" Richard J.
Cushing, D.D., Archbishop of Boston
Millions of other Americans are
threat is the sensational rise of
"Most imperative book of the decade." Daniel A. Poling,
reading a serialization of the
J. Edgar Hoover's "Masters of
Editor, The Christian Herald
book in leading newspapers
Deceit."
"Indispensable.
Particularly
coast-to-coast.
Published March 10, the book
Poore, The New York
Times valuable now!" Charles

ST.
KSD-TV

BOSTON

LOUIS
10:00

WNAC-TV

P.M.

7:30 P.M.

JtSLJELt - JtiL %J JN

RE-RUN

beats Your Hit Parade, Loretta Young,
People Are Funny, Ernie Ford, Badge 714,
Pulse
State Trooper and many others.

beats Broken Arrow, Welk's Top Tunes,
Wyatt Earp, Big Surprise. Person to Person and many others.
Pulse

CONSECUTIVE
TIMES!
Pulse-Multimarker Avg.

1

AT THE NAB CONVENTION
In city after city, on 3rd, 4th and

even

5th runs, "I LED

3

LIVES" is winning fabulous ratings. Here's a program that's
even more timely today than ever before. Never has interest
been

so great in the Communist

threat to our country.

SEE THESE TOP-PROFIT
Q/immJuUTl/
PROGRAMS
Rooms 2100-2101 • Hotel Biltmore
Los Angeles • April 27-May 1
SCIENCE

Here's your opportunity
at the same

to perform

a great public service and

time offer your advertisers

an all-time, top-rated

show. It's being grabbed up all over the country fast by top
stations . . . for full or alternate sponsorship, as a spot carrier,
or for strip programming.
tions including:

Multi-runs

sold to scores

of sta-

DR. CHRISTIAN
MR. DISTRICT

New

KPIX, San

Francisco

KGUL,

York

City

Houston

WAGA-TV,

Atlanta

KTTV,

Los Angeles

WBAL,

Baltimore

BOSTON

BLACKIE

FAVORITE

STORY

CORLISS

ARCHER

EDDIE CANTOR

Comedy Theatre

THE UNEXPECTED
TIMES

Write, wire or phone now for profit-making availabilities in your city.

ATTORNEY

I LED 3 LIVES

MEET
WCBS-TV,

FICTION THEATER

YOUR

SQUARE

Playhouse

TV THEATER

SPORTS

ALBUM

YESTERDAY'S

NEWSREEL

THE LIVING BOOK
Choose ECONOMEE-TV top-profit
programs to fit your sales needs.
RATING PROVED!
ZIV PRODUCED!
ECONOMEE PRICED!
ECONOMEE

TELEVISION

PROGRAMS

488 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
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GOVERNMENT
DISCRIMINATION
A

MYTH,

HILL

AGAINST

ASCAP

COMMITTEE

•

Opponents

to Smothers

bill face Pastore

•

Performers,

station owners

contend

Broadcasters, performers, songwriters,
publishers and governors — 24 strong — last
week expressed unqualified opposition before a Senate subcommittee to a bill which
would prohibit broadcasters from owning
stock in BMI and from owning recording
and publishing firms.
The hearing was held by the Communications Subcommittee of the Senate Commerce
Committee to give opponents of the bill
(S 2834), introduced by Sen. George
Smathers (D-Fla.), a chance to be heard.
Proponents of the measure had offered their
testimony before the subcommittee, headed
by Sen. John Pastore (D-R. I.), last month
[Government, March 17, 10].
Last week's contingent, led by BMI Board
Chairman Sydney Kaye, principally made
these claims:
• The charge that a conspiracy exists between BMI and broadcasters to exclude
ASCAP music is '"ridiculous."'
• BMI actually has helped Lo fight a previous monopoly rather than create one.
• ASCAP excludes country music composers and performers from membership
making it necessarv for them to turn to
BMI.
• BMI makes it possible for serious music
composers to get their work recorded.
• ASCAP has an unfair system of compensation for its members.
• Broadcasters actually play more ASCAP
than BMI compositions.
• There is no advantage to broadcasters
playing BMI tunes rather than ASCAP
music.
• If the bill becomes law, the music industry will be forced under an ASCAP
monopoly once again.
Several spectators at the three-day hearing commented on the fact very few questions were asked of the witnesses, except
Mr. Kaye. This was in direct contrast, observers stated, to "antagonistic" questions
asked of some proponents of the bill. Present
for much of the testimony, in addition to
Chairman Pastore. were Sen. Strom Thurmond (D-S. C.) and Sen. Charles Potter
(R-Mich.).
Sen. Smathers. who was conducting hearings on a railroad matter during much of
the testimony last week, was present for
only about 15 minutes. The author of the
bill also missed a large majority of the proponents' testimony last month.
The hearings were recessed Thursday until May 6.
Mr. Kaye entered a 43-page statement
into the record and was frequently interrupted by the senators for questions of
clarification. He said there is no doubt that
at the time BMI was formed "ASCAP was
a practically complete monopoly." BMI, he
Broadcasting

TOLD

subcommittee

ASCAP

most

played

contended has widened and broadened the
field of music rather that restricted it. All of
last week's following witnesses agreed with
this contention.
The lowest percentage of BMI music is
performed by the networks, which have been
accused of pushing BMI music over that
of ASCAP Mr. Kaye said. "Since the hard
core of the alleged conspiracy would have
to be the BMI stockholders, it is also significant to note that non-stockholders perform
a higher percentage of BMI music than do
its stockholders," the BMI board chairman
stated.
Mr. Kaye said there have been "innuendoes and insinuations" that Victor and
Columbia discriminate against ASCAP
music. Since 1940, he stated, both record
companies "have recorded an overwhelming
proportion of ASCAP music."
Several witnesses who favored the bill
had testified previously on alleged acts of
discrimination against ASCAP of which
they had personal knowledge. Mr. Kaye, one
by one, offered counter testimony which he
said refuted their statements. "The episodes
are so irrelevant, so trivial, so easily susceptible of explanation that they lack not only
individual but cumulative probative

"If BMI gave up its publishing interests,
broadcasters would not, under provisions
of the bill, have to divest themselves of their
BMI stock," Mr. Kaye explained. "It is
hard to see how the closing of these publishing interests would achieve any useful effect
forAsthedidpublic
otherinterest."
witnesses, Mr. Kaye also
called attention to the extraordinary prosperity, growth and diversity of opportunity
in the field of music which has come about
since BMI was founded.
The Smathers bill is as improper in theory
as it "is unjustified by fact," Mr. Kaye
charged.
"The passage of this bill would serve only
to restore the monopoly that existed before
BMI's foundation."
Dr. Harrison Kerr, dean of the College
of Fine Arts at Oklahoma U., told how BMI
made it possible for serious music composers
to get their works published and recorded,
something that was not possible under
ASCAP. He explained the American Composers Alliance tried for years to negotiate
an agreement with
realized that ASCAP
dulging in a delaying
was not . . . any real

said ASCAP subsequently began a
an He
agreement."
"campaign of destruction" against ACA and
the serious music organization would not
have been able to survive except for BMI,
which made grants assisting ACA composers. Passage of the Smathers Bill, he said,
would "react very unfavorably" to the Amer-

force." he said. "The
failure of the proponents to prove any
real instance of discrimination in 18
by thousands of stations with tens of
of

"The proponents of this bill have at times
tried to look like spokesmen for small broadcasting stations or small recording companies," Mr. Kaye charged. "The real motive
of the major proponents of this bill, however, cannot be concealed. It is to reduce or
eliminate competition to ASCAP."
Mr. Kaye said BMI itself is only incidentally affected by the Smathers bill. He said
BMI has a music publishing department
which it has consistently operated at a loss.

me that
no
have bill
to this
seems

of

ASCAP
(and forASCAP."
mer members of

the charges of discrimination than any

would not have such power even if they
wanted to discriminate against ASCAP.

I

four members

ployes
isa more
matic
refutationdraof

members. "Now there are 4,000. This, again,
is not the result of discrimination by broadcasters." He said there was no incentives for
discrimination to exist and broadcasters

comican
to
"It appears
poser. serious

Last Thursday,

em-

thatWhen
I could
BMImake."
was
BMI S KAYE
formed, Mr. Kaye
testified, ASCAP had only about 1,000

I
I

purpose except to
open the way for an
attack on BMI by
various interests
associated with

years of operation

thousands

ASCAP but "finally
had been merely inaction and that there
possibility of reaching

ACA)

sent a telegram to Sen. Pastore

disputing the testimony of Dr. Kerr.
Aaron Copland, Virgil Thomson, Norman Dello Joio and Douglas Moore entered a "vigorous protest" to
statements ASCAP offered payments to certain serious music composers, as an inducement to resign from ACA and join ASCAP.
Actually, they said, ASCAP offered to accept
members of ACA without the necessity of
their resignation from that group on a payment basis "consistent with the consent decree" entered into between Justice Dept.
and ASCAP. "The true facts are than in return for bringing ACA into the BMI fold,
Harrison Kerr was then rewarded with a
GOV. CLEMENT

salaried
charged. position subsidized by BMI," they
Mr, Kaye countered in defense of Dr.
Kerr.
In rebuttal, Mr. Kaye pointed out Dr.
Kerr's testimony referred to the early 1940s
April 21, 1958
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while the consent decree was not signed until
1950. The personal attack on the Oklahoma
educator was "flatlj untrue." Mr. Kaye said.
Mahlon Merrick, musical director for
Jack Benny for the past 23 years and sometime composer affiliated with both ASCAP
said the charges that broadcasters
BMI,
and
favor BMI music over ASCAP "are simply
ridiculous." He said that never at any time
in his career had an) broadcaster suggested
that music be programmed because it was
licensed b\ a certain firm.
The musical conductor for the Ed Sullivan Show. Ray Bloch. said: "If the kind of
discrimination and pressure which has been
claimed by the proponents of the bill really
existed, 1 find it inconceivable that I should
never have been aware of any such attitude
in all of my years of experience in either
broadcasting or recording." Mr. Bloch,
w hose music has been on the air continuousK since I 929, has been a member of ASCAP
since 1939.
He also owns two small publishing firms,
one associated with ASCAP and one with
BMI. "I have never found that recording
companies were more interested in or more
willing to record the works of my BMI
publishing company than the works of my
ASCAP company," Mr. Bloch said.
Singer Jane Pickens told the senators she
is against the Smathers bill because "I don't
Pickens
like to see a prohibition law." Miss
said she selected all the numbers performed
by herself individually and the Pickens Sisters as a group, and has appeared in many
Broadway shows, on radio-tv and in night
clubs.
"On the basis of all this experience, I find
without any foundation whatever the contention that music is being selected for recording or performances because it is licensed either by ASCAP or BMI," she said.
Miss Pickens read a letter from singer Dinah
Shore saying she had never been "subjected
to the slightest pressure" by NBC or CBS
regarding selection of her songs.
Bandleader Sammy Kaye, owner of both
ASCAP and BMI publishing firms, said he
is negotiating to buy a number of stations
and felt the Smathers bill threatens his right
to be a broadcaster. Other artists and publishers who denied favoring BMI music or
being influenced by the copyright source

COUNTRY-MUSIC'S KING, ARNOLD
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were Maria Cole, wife of Nat (King) Cole;
Jimmy Davis, former Louisiana governor
and gospel singer; Eddy Arnold, and Pee
Wee King, composer.

Gene Autry, movie star, singer, composer, publisher, multiple-station owner and
member of ASCAP since 1939, said the
creation of BMI has resulted in very substantial benefits to authors, composers and
publishers. Mr. Autry owns two western
music publishing houses, one affiliated with
BMI. one with ASCAP.
He said he tried to get into ASCAP as
early as 1930 and the fact he was voted
fourth biggest movie box office attraction
had more to do with his finally being admitted "than the songs I turned out." Until
BMI was organized, he said, "ASCAP
maintained its traditional closed-door policy
toward any new writers and publishers of
music." He stated BMI "took advantage of
a crying need for an open door policy for
new writers and new publishers."
Mr. Autry said he has recorded for Columbia Records for 25 years and appeared

on all radio-tv networks and "never at any
time has any broadcaster or recording company directly or indirectly indicated any interest whatsoever . . ." who licensed the
songs he sang.
Provisions of the bill which would prohibit him from owning both radio-tv statons and recording or publishing companies were hit by Mr. Autry.
Tennessee Gov. Frank G. Clement
strongly defended country and western
music.
He said there now are 91 successful music
publishing houses in Tennessee, all organized since 1941, and innumerable recording
artists and composers. "I state categorically
that the development of a $50 million industry in the state of Tennessee was made
possible because BMI opened the doors of
opportunity for these many Americans who
had nowhere to go prior to 1940."
Gov. Clement also entered into the record
statements by country music personalities
Ferlin Huskey, Jimmy Dickens, Faron
Young and Roy Acuff, all opposing the bill.
"We broadcasters fear ASCAP for we
have known them as a predatory and ruthless group, whose appearance here in the
guise of public interest we feel is a sham,"
said James L. Howe, president of WIRA

performers-composers

Fla., and that state's broadFort Pierce, association.
casters'
Milton E. Milter, owner of WADK Newport, R. I, and president of the Rhode Island
Broadcasters Assn., warned that passage of
the bill could result in the destruction of
"many smaller radio stations which are
financially unable to pay exorbitant licensing
fees." This could result, he said, because
"the monopolistic conditions that prevailed
prior to the inception of BMI could reMBen turn. .Strouse,
. ." on, president of WWDC-A
FM Washingt
told the subcommittee the
proposed bill "is a completely unnecessary
n." He said WWDC "is
piece oflylegislatio
complete
uninterested in who owns the
copyright or what organization licenses the
music" played on the station. In an informal
poll of West Virginia broadcasters, Mr.
Strouse said he did not find a single one
"who cared about a label or a copyright
ownership or who licensed the music."
Charges that broadcasters try to force
rock-and-roll on the public are "downright
ridiculous," the Washington broadcaster
maintained. "We are not interested in forcing
anything." Mr. Strouse said WWDC paid
ASCAP $20,000 and BMI almost $10,000
in performance rights last year. "What do
we get for this money?" he asked. "Strange
as it seems, we don't know. . . . We pay to
sued."
prevent beingpurpose
of S 2834 is to "kill
The sole
BMI — to rid ASCAP of competition,"
Grover C. Cobb, vice president-general
manager of KVGB Great Bend, Kan., told
the senators. He said in his 10 years at
KVGB, he has never suggested that any piece
of music be played because it happened to
be a BMI or ASCAP song.

Also president of the Kansas Assn. of
Broadcasters, Mr. Cobb maintained broadcasters have nothing to gain by playing
predominately BMI songs, because they
operate under blanket licenses with BMI,
ASCAP and SESAC.
Elden H. Shute, co-owner of WKTQ
South Paris, Me., and president of that
state's association, said "Broadcasters in the
state of Maine believe that they have been
accused unjustly of conspiracy against
ASCAP." The bill is highly discriminatory,
he stated, in that it would exclude broadcasters from activities in which other citi-
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Mr. Strouse
WWDC

zens. including competitors in the entertainment business, may freely engage.
Sam C. Phillips, owner of WHER Memphis and majority stockholder of Sun
Record Co. and Hi Lo Music Inc., said that
his station does not play the songs of his
recording company, predominately western.
He said this policy was adopted for economic reasons since most of the other
Memphis stations lean heavily on western
music.
"I am one of the broadcasters who well
remembers the days of 1939 and 1940 . . ."
when stations had difficulty negotiating new
contracts with ASCAP, J. Frank Jarman,
vice president-general manager of WDNC
Durham, N. C, stated. "Those were the
days when broadcasters found themselves
at the mercy of the monopolistic giant
ASCAP," he said.
It was because of the organization of
BMI that broadcasters were able to reach an
agreement with ASCAP in 1941, Mr. larman
maintained. He said WDNC owns 62 shares
in BMI and should be permitted to retain
this stock as a protection against what
happened in 1939-40.
E. R. Vadeboncoeur, president of WSYR
Syracuse, N. Y., cited figures showing that
independent New York stations not owning
BMI stock played a larger percentage of
BMI music (29.3%) than did network-affiliated stations with BMI stock (23.5%). These
figures adequately disprove claims by proponents of the bill that broadcasters are engaged in a conspiracy to bar ASCAP music,
he said.

The president of the Oklahoma Broadcasting Assn., Leo Morris, stated that to his
personal knowledge, "no Oklahoma broadcaster has ever been given or promised anything for playing one brand of music." Mr.
Morris, manager and substantial owner of
WBBZ Ponca City and KASA Elk City,
both Oklahoma, said that "ASCAP and the
other supporters of this bill have a gaping
hole in their arguments about music control.
It is ridiculous to suggest a conspiracy without a motive."
John F. Patt, president of WJR Detroit,
said provisions of the bill "are unwarranted
and based upon mistaken assumption of fact
and discriminatory against individual interests in the broadcast field."
The operation of WJR, which has a stock
interest in BMI, refutes the allegation that
Page 46
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broadcasters favor BMI music, he said.
He cited figures for the years 1956-57 which
showed that WJR played 76,000 ASCAP
tunes and 33,000 BMI songs. WJR has its
own recording operation, Mr. Patt said, and
legislation against this operation would have
"a serious, adverse effect upon our business

COURT

REMANDS

A federal court returned the controversial
Miami ch. 10 case to the FCC last Thursday
but attached strings to the remand.
The U. S. Court of Appeals, acting within
a few hours after hearing argument on the
FCC's request that the notorious Miami
ch. 10 case be remanded for further consideration— in light of the revelations by the
House Committee on Legislative Oversight
— agreed to the FCC's request, but spelled
out exactly what the Commission should
do.

The three-judge court told the Commission to hold a hearing to determine whether
or not Comr. Richard A. Mack (now resigned) should have disqualified himself in
the ch. 10 proceeding, and whether any of
the applicants "may be disqualified by reason
of misconduct to receive an award of a television construction permit." This referred to
Naallegations that both representatives ofsecret
tional Airlines and WKAT Inc. held
parleys with commissioners and used Congressional and other pressures in behalf of
their applications.
The court also directed that all the parties
in the ch. 10 proceeding be permitted to
participate in the new hearing — with the
right of cross-examination and rebuttal.
The 1957 grant to a subsidiary of National Airlines was appealed to the circuit
court by WKAT Miami and by Eastern
Airlines. Eastern Airlines appealed from the
FCC's refusal to allow it to participate.
There are two other applicants — North Dade
Video Inc. and WCKY Cincinnati, but they
did not appeal.
The court also directed the Commission
to inform the attorney general of the hearing and to allow the Justice Dept. to participate if it wished.
It retained jurisdiction of the case, and
ordered the FCC to report on its status within six weeks.
The

unanimous

ruling — unique

in the

WTOP Washington disc jockey Eddie
Gallaher said no performer can afford to
."
operations
tamper
with his audience for any reason
and, consequently, plays the most popular
music without regard for who the licensing
agency happens to be.

MIAMI

CH.

10

annals of administrative law — was made by
Circuit Judges E. Barrett Prettyman, George
Thomas Washington and John A. Danaher.
The case was argued Thursday morning.
FCC Assistant General Counsel Richard A.
Solomon asked the court to remand the
case to the FCC without any action, to
allow the Commission to determine what
to do about the allegations of tainted votes.
WKAT counsel Paul A. Porter argued that
the court should remand the case, only after
reversing the decision. National Airlines
attorney Norman E. Jorgensen objected to
any remand and said the Commission could
set the ch. 10 station's license application
for a hearing on the charges.
At one point, Judge Prettyman spoke of
having a master appointed by the court to
conduct a fact-finding hearing on the
charges.

House

Passes

For Wider

Moss

Amendment

Information

Access

A blow in the continuing battle of broadcasters and press for greater access to government information was delivered by the
House last week as it passed and sent to the
Senate an anti-secrecy bill, drafted by the
Government Information Subcommittee under chairman John E. Moss (D-Calif.), to
eliminate a century-old law as authority for
withholding government information.
Opposition of some Republicans to the
bill was strenuous but ineffectual. At one

(R-Mich.)
point Rep. Clare E. Hoffman
declared that the bill was unconstitutional
and backed by the "newspaper lobby . . .

Senate "companion bill to the HouseallApowerful.
passed measure was discussed in a one-day
hearing last week before the Constitutional
Rights Subcommittee under Sen. Thomas C.
Hennings Jr. (D-Mo.).
Broadcasting

AFFILIATES

BUTTRESS

•

Special committee

•

Testify Barrow

spokesmen

heard

recommendations

Witnesses representing practically all the
affiliates of ABC-TV, CBS-TV and NBCTV last week defended the option time,
must-buy and other practices of the three
television networks in testimony before the
FCC in the Barrow Report hearings. Their
position: Not only are most of the practices
condemned by the Barrow Report good for
the networks, but also for the affiliates.
On the stand were four representatives of
the ABC-TV Affiliates (Tuesday), five
spokesman for the CBS-TV Affiliates (Tuesday-Thursday) and six members of the
NBC-TV Affiliates (Thursday-Friday) (also
see At Deadline). Their affiliate's presentations indicated they felt that the present
system makes for healthier and more competitive networking — and thus healthier affiliates— and, conversely, that many of the
Barrow proposals would restrict the well being not only of the networks but also the
affiliates.
The last session of the FCC hearings before the NAB Convention will be held
tomorrow (Tuesday) with testimony from
Richard A. Moore of KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles, the independent station operator
who delivered the first massive attack
against option time, must-buy and other
network practices and charged networks
with violation of the antitrust laws.
Attending the sessions last week were
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer and Comrs.
Robert T. Bartley, Robert E. Lee, T.A.M.
Craven and Rosel H. Hyde. Comr. Hyde
was absent because of his father's death
(story page 54). Interrogating the witnesses
last week were Herbert Schulkind, assistant

NETWORKS
in Washington

would

hurt stations

chief of the rules and standards division,
and Robert Rawson, chief of the hearing
division, Broadcast Bureau.
Two witnesses proposed by the CBS-TV
Affiliates were not called: Carter M. Parham,
WDEF-TV Chattanooga, and William B.
Quarton, WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Neither had a prepared statement and was
not called upon for that reason.
WITNESS:

ABC-TV

rates and private inter-city relays, and opposed a system of fines and forfeitures for
licensees.
Mr. Keese described how ABC-TV affiliates went through a period of scarcity in
network programs before the ABC-United

Broadcasting

NBC-TV

Joseph C. Drilling, vice president and general manager of KJEO (TV) Fresno, Calif.,
a uhf outlet which competes with a vhf,
KFRE-TV (CBS), and another uhf, KMJTV (NBC), objected to making affiliation
agreements public because, he said, this
would cause KJEO's private contracts to
become standardized and the station would
lose its incentive to excel. He felt publication of network rate-making procedures

AFFILIATES

Alexander C. Keese, managing director
of WFAA-AM-TV Dallas, led off as chairman of the ABC-TV Affiliates Assn.'s Select
Committee formed to offer testimony on the
Barrow Report. Mr. Keese said the group
represents 71 tv stations, all ABC-TV primary affiliates with the exception of Westinghouse's WJZ-TV Baltimore, ScrippsHoward's WCPO-TV Cincinnati and WEWS
(TV) Cleveland; WTVR (TV) Richmond,
WHDH-TV Boston, WHTN-TV Huntington, W. Va., and KGUN-TV Tucson, Ariz.
The ABC-TV group opposed prohibition
of option time and publication of affiliation
contracts; called for five-year network affiliation contracts; opposed a return to the Avco
procedure in station transfers; opposed the
proposed placement of network programs
on other than the affiliate station; objected to
publication of ratemaking procedures; favored resolution of FCC dockets on AT&T

ABC-TV AFFILIATES who presented testimony opposing Barrow
Report proposals before the FCC last week were (I to r) Joseph C.
Drilling, KJEO (TV) Fresno, Calif.; Martin Umansky, KAKE-TV
Wichita, Kan.; Charles B. Britt, WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C, and
Alexander C. Keese, WFFA-TV Dallas, who headed ABC-TV affiliates special testifying group. The ABC-TV witness took the stand
Tuesday to lead off the full four days of testimony from the three
tv networks.

Paramount Theatres merger. ABC-TV affiliates are just beginning to enjoy the fruits
of healthy competition, he said, and they
fear any tampering with the present rules
will
have destroy
made. the progress they and ABC-TV

would place KJEO in a "subordinate position" to ABC-TV.
Mr. Drilling thought a requirement that
a network offer its programs to a non-affiliate, at advertiser request, would make the
affiliate "afraid" to refuse a network program even for a local public interest matter.
On option time, he said that the practice
"should not be molested, particularly during
a period of decline in the economy.
Charles B. Britt, executive vice president
and general manager of WLOS-AM-FMTV Asheville, N. C, told the FCC that although he is selling his interest in the outlets, he intends to remain in broadcasting
and his sentiments against the Barrow Report recommendations remain the same.
In favoring the Barrow Report proposals
on AT&T rates and private inter-city relays,
he found it difficult to understand why
WLOS-TV has to pay $4,500 monthly for
interconnection when the facilities can be
bought for $40,000 and installed for $20,000 with a life expectancy of eight years.
Mr. Britt felt that implementation of the
Barrow Report's recommendations on
transfer of stations — a comparative hearing

AFFILIATES testifying at the Barrow Report hearing were

(I to r) Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston, head of NBC-TV Affiliates'
special group offering testimony; William C. Grove, KFBC-TV
Cheyenne, Wyo., and KSTF (TV) Scottsbluff, Neb.; Lawrence H.
Rogers, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.; Edward C. Lambert,
KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo., U. of Missouri commercial tv outlet; Harold Essex, WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, N. C, and Bernard C,
Barth, WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind.
April 21, 1958
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CBS-TV AFFILIATES offering their views on Barrow Report proposals
last week gather outside FCC hearing room. They are (I to r) F.
Van Konynenburg, WCCO-TV Minneapolis; Carter M. Parham,
WDEF-TV Chattanooga; William B. Quarton, WMT-TV Cedar
Rapids, Iowa; F. E. Busby, WTVY (TV) Dothan, Ala.; John S.
to accommodate other would-be purchasers
and sale on a cash basis — would tend to
prohibit his return to broadcasting because
he would not be able to compete successfully
with well-financed interests in acquiring another station.
Martin Umansky, vice president and general manager of KAKE-TV Wichita, said
his station was unsatisfied with ABC-TV
programming for 8:30-9:30 p.m. during one
evening of the week and substituted a feature film to meet competition. But, he said,
KAKE-TV is ready to accept ABC-TV programming for that period when its offering
becomes competitive with CBS and NBC
programs for that period. He said ABC-TV
programs have helped the station become the
No. 1 station in the market, based on ARB
ratings.
Mr. Umansky objected to publication of
data on network compensation to KAKETV, because, he said, formal public disclosures could "sterilize" the competitive
efforts of stations in dealing with the networks.
He felt that networks are becoming more
and more equalized and that "in the near
future" the most successful station in a
market will not be the one which can boast
of having a particular network, but the one
which "does the biggest job locally."
WITNESS: CBS-TV AFFILIATES
John S. Hayes, president of the Washington Post Broadcast Div. (WTOP-TV Washington, WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.),
opened testimony for the CBS Television
Affiliates' Special Affiliates Committee, of
which he is chairman, formed to testify on
the Barrow Report.
Mr. Hayes acknowledged that while an
affiliate would have an incentive to clear
CBS-TV programs without option time, the
network needs option time to assure the
Page 48
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Hayes, WTOP-TV Washington and WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.,
chairman of CBS-TV Affiliates testifying task force; H. Moody McElveen Jr., WNOK-TV Columbia, S. C, and Murray Carpenter,
WTWO (TV) Bangor, Me. Messrs. Parham and Quarton were not
called upon to testify.

advertiser of a "reasonable expectation" that
the network can deliver a nationwide lineup
of stations.
He granted that some network programs
would not be on WTOP-TV were it not for
option time. Broadcasters can "rationalize
and justify short term advantage as well as
anyone else," he said in noting that in a
given segment WTOP-TV can produce more
revenue from a non-network sale than from
a network sale. But without option time
there would be a gradual breakdown of the
network's ability to assure a nationwide
lineup because every broadcaster would vary
in his pattern of acceptance of network programs so that eventually enough affiliates
would reject enough network programs to
raise havoc with the national lineup.
Mr. Hayes acknowledged that neither he,
the networks nor their affiliates can furnish
concrete proof that removal of option time
would dissipate networking. "But we can
opinion," he
giving you ourwho
are broadcasting
and in
give you
said.
Those
disagree
with this opinion, he said, are perhaps a few
unaffiliated stations and "some spot representatives who have watched their sales skyrocket from the sale of adjacencies to popular network programs, but who are apparently willing to kill the goose that lays their
F. Vanegg."
Konynenburg, executive vice presigolden
dent and general manager of WCCO-AMTV Minneapolis, attacked proposals for
prohibition of must-buy lineups, publication
of rate criteria, filing of affiliation criteria,
publication of affiliation contracts, recommendations against longer affiliation contracts, and recommendations for placement
of a network's programs on stations with
which it is not affiliated if the advertiser so
desires.
On must-buys, he said the report urges the
FCC to substitute its judgment for the

business judgment of the networks in an
area where no adverse effect on the public
interest has been shown. On publication of
rate criteria, Mr. Van Konynenburg said
network and station figures may be different
because of engineering contours, overlap of
affiliates and use of different statistical
methods by station and network. The resulting conflicting data would handicap the
affiliate in getting national and local business and handicap the network in competition with other media, he said.

Konynenburg said the recommendation on filing of affiliation transactions and others would amount to government intervention in private business and
affiliates feel this would be a governmental
step toward taking over direction of the
affiliation process. He objected to a proposal
to require the network to offer a program
not cleared by its affiliate to a non-affiliate
if the advertiser wishes, saying this would
give the advertiser the only voice.
Francis E. Busby, executive vice president
and general manager of WTVY (TV) Dothan, Ala., told the FCC of the benefits his
received from CBS-TV's Exhas Market
station tended
Plan (EMP) and Extended
Plan (EPS), the first under
Service
Program
which CBS offers EMP stations (those in
small markets not ordered by the advertiser)
to the advertiser in a group at a substantial discount and the second under which
such stations in small markets are permitted
to carry certain network programs live with
commercials deleted and public service or
Mr. Von

promotional messages substituted.
Mr. Busby felt that EMP not only has
provided revenue to this small market station but that EMP and EPS have provided attractive programming which has
enabled the station to sell adjacencies to
these programs. Any weakening of the network through prohibition of option time
Broadcasting
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and must-buys and other proposals, he felt,
also will weaken WTVY.
H. Moody McElveen Jr., vice president
and general manager of WNOK-TV Columbia, S.C., a uhf station, opposed the option time and must-buy proposals in the
Barrow Report, saying CBS-TV programming is the "backbone" of the station's
schedule and its future service to the community depends on the continued well-bein» of the network. Mr. McElveen also
cited benefits under CBS-TV's EPS. "In
our continuing struggle for survival [against
a vhf competitor], our CBS Television affiliation has been perhaps our most valuable
asset." he said.
Murray Carpenter, president and treasurer
of WTWO (TV) Bangor, Me., felt that
without option time there would be fewer
network programs for WTWO to solicit;
many advertisers sponsoring network programs would be the "spot" type, buying
markets at random and probably would not
be interested in Bangor.

the Houston market which indicated network programs' share of audience was
2129? higher than a list of competing syndicated film programs. Network programs
and those placed on networks by independent producers are generally better than syndicated films, he said, because more budget
is devoted to quality of product and less to
sales and distribution.
The Network Study Staff, Mr. Harris
said, has "made what they used to call a
calculated risk — the staff makes the calcu-

While option time isn't necessary in
Bangor, he said, it is necessary for clearto assure a nationance" in largerA markets
national lineup, in turn, is
wide lineup.
necessary for WTWO because otherwise
WTWO would never have a chance to persuade the advertiser to include the station
on his list.

Mr. Rogers said that such discussions with
networks are necessary for the improvement

Mr. Carpenter, who has made arrangements to sell his interest in WTWO, objected
to the recommendation asking a return to
the Avco rule on station transfers. He felt
it would discriminate against those who do
not have substantial capital, would hamper
settlement of estates involving broadcast
properties, force unwanted relationships in
partnerships and other joint ownerships and
encroach on free enterprise. FCC can handle
any "trafficking" problems through existing
procedures, he said.
WITNESS:

NBC-TV

AFFILIATES

Jack Harris, vice president and general
manager of KPRC-AM-TV Houston and
chairman of NBC-TV Affiliates' special
committee for Barrow Report testimony,
was the first of the NBC affiliates to testify.
The group opposed most of the Barrow recommendations and Mr. Harris said about
99% of the 200 or so NBC-TV affiliates go
along.
He charged the Barrow Report does not
consider whether the recommendations will
increase or reduce the quantity of tv service
and said reduction "may occur.1" The lack
of findings by the Study Staff on the quality
of programming, he said, was "a fatal omission."
Mr. Harris criticized the Barrow Report's
conclusions on option time, especially the
speculative aspects. He said the "restraint"
option time creates is the minimum needed
"to keep the wheels in motion." Option time
has caused no shortage of Class A time for
local, regional and national spot advertisers,
he said. The abolition of option time to give
independent program producers more opportunity to compete with network programming, he said, would be an attempt to
"rig the market in favor of inferior goods."
He cited a Jan. 5-Feb. 2 ARB report in
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lations and we take the risk."
Lawrence H. Rogers, vice president and
general manager of WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W. Va., testified against Barrow
that the FCC should inproposals
Report
quire into the network practice of discussing
with affiliates the granting of affiliation to
other stations and should determine whether it is a violation of FCC rules for a network to discuss with affiliates the proposed
placement of network programs on nonaffiliated stations.

of programming; that he had held discussions with NBC about two prospective affiliations including overlaps with WSAZ-TV
coverage; that the station had voiced no
objection to the affiliation provided it was
credited with its "actual share" of circulation in the overlap areas. But if WSAZ-TV
had not been able to discuss the matters,
"we would not have been so agreeable about
the matter," he said.
Mr. Rogers said if a network show were
offered to both WSAZ-TV and a competing
station, he would cancel the program on
public interest grounds. In the case of a
network program not carried by the affiliate,
Mr. Rogers said, a considerable degree of
judgment must be exercised by the stations,
the networks and the sponsors and in each
case the affiliate is the key to the problem.
To cut the communication between the affiliate and his network "would act merely
to throw sand in the machinery," he said.
Harold Essex, executive vice president,
treasurer and general manager of WSJSAM-FM-TV Winston-Salem, N. C, centered his fire on proposals asking publication of or filing by networks of affiliation
and rate information. These proposals
would be the first step toward a common
carrier type of regulation over day-to-day
business dealings between networks and
their affiliates, he said.
WSJS-TV's unduplicated network circulation is smaller than its full circulation
because of overlap with NBC affiliates in
Charlotte and Roanoke, he said. Publication
of this data would influence many timebuyers and sponsors "who ought to know better" and the result would be lower national
spot rates or fewer sales for WSJS-TV.
Publication also might tend toward rate uniformity and thus reduce competition among
networks, he added. This type of regulation
also would add to the FCC workload, he
said, and publication would release business secrets to the public.
Dr. Edward C. Lambert, assistant to the
president of the U. of Missouri in charge of

radio and tv, professor of journalism at the
university's School of Journalism and overseer of the university's KOMU-TV Columbia, commercial tv outlet, delivered an attack at the Network Study Staff's investigative and research techniques. He felt there
was a pre-conceived theory that networks
are not squarely competitive with other
media and at conclusions that the small
number of networks tend to produce a lapse
of competition among themselves.
Dr. Lambert said he is skeptical of conclusions reached by the Study Staff from
talks with officers of six advertising agencies,
the identities of which were withheld by
request. The conclusions reached, he said,
indicate that the Study Staff didn't feel other
ad media are substitutes for tv and that,
therefore, there is little competition between
tv and other media. He charged such conclusions were based on "inadequate factual
support," because of the interview techniques.
If conclusions had been based on reality
instead of theory, he said, the Report would
have found that "there is hard and continuous competition" among network tv,
spot tv, network and spot radio, magazines,
newspapers and other media.
Thus, he said, he believed many Barrow
Report conclusions, particularly on option
time, are based on the feeling tv and the
entities within it can be cut down and
weakened in the interest of intra-media competition without fear of impairing tv's ability
to compete with other ad media.
He charged that no study was made on
competition among the three networks, although competition is becoming hotter and
hotter as ABC-TV becomes more of a factor
in network tv.
William C. Grove, treasurer and general
manager of KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo.,
and KSTF (TV) Scottsbluff, Neb. (satellite
of KFBC-TV), said on behalf of NBC-TV
affiliates that a network should not be required to accept a smaller must-buy list than
it desires nor should the FCC, at any time
in the future, regulate the minimum buy
amount. Without large network must-buy
lists, Mr. Grove said, a sponsor is unlikely
to buy the two (combined) small markets
delivered by KFBC-TV and KSTF. He felt
it would be impossible for either of the two
stations to exist alone.
Mr. Grove felt the Barrow Report's multiple ownership proposals would tend to prevent further development of tv service in
present white areas and areas without local
service.
Bernard Barth, vice president and general manager of WNDU-TV South Bend,
Ind., commercial outlet owned by the U.
of Notre Dame, testified against the Barrow
Report's recommendation that when an
affiliate does not clear a program, the network should undertake to place it on another station in the community if the sponsor chooses. He felt such a rule would
penalize the affiliate for exercising its right
to refuse to clear a program. It also would
force stations into premature clearance, he
said, since under present rules the network
will wait "as long as necessary" to allow
the station to clear, while under the proBroadcasting
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posed rule the station "might be faced with
immediate sponsor demand that the network place the program on another station, even if the affiliate temporarily offered
other time pending clearances."
On the Barrow proposal to prohibit network influence on non-network rates, Mr.
Barth said there "already is a rule on the
books which forbids this. . . . Therefore, we
feel that adoption of any new rules would
only serve to clutter the books."
He also testified against a proposal to
prohibit attempts by networks to use network rates as an influence on a station to
secure clearances. Although he felt WNDUTV would not accept "inferior" programming in the hope of getting higher rates, he
thought networks should be "free to negotiate for clearances through compensation
arrangements and. it follows, rate adjustments."
FCC Acts on Labor Complaint
That NAM Paid for DuMont Film
Who sponsored the tv films of the Senate
Labor-Management Committee hearings on
the Kohler strike?
That was the question the FCC put to
DuMont Broadcasting Corp. last week in
connection with the complaint of the AFLCIO that the National Assn. of Manufacturers underwrote the cost of distributing
kinescopes of the March hearings into the
United Auto Workers strike against the
Kohler Co. in Sheboygan, Wis., to 27 tv
stations — and that the stations failed to tell
viewers who was paying for the films.
The Labor Committee hearings were
covered live by DuMont's WTTG (TV)
Washington. The Commission said that it
understood DuMont tried to sell a daily
condensation to stations, but that there
were no takers. Then, the Commission said,
it understood NAM underwrote the summaries and WTTG shipped them to a list of
interested stations — the list supplied by
NAM.
The Commission called attention to various regulations requiring identification of
who was paying for programs on the air,
and also the requirement that political or
controversial programs be so identified.
FCC requested an answer by April 28.
Piedmont

Sues

Pickford, Rogers

Mary Pickford and Buddy Rogers were
sued last week to force them to sell their
interest in a North Carolina tv station. The
suit was filed in Los Angeles Superior Court
by Piedmont Publishing Co. (Winston-Salem
Journal and Twin City Sentinel). It asked
that Miss Pickford and Mr. Rogers (husband
and wife) be forced to accept $126,812 for
their one-third interest in Triangle Broadcasting Corp., licensee of WSJS-TV Winston-Salem. Piedmont said that when Mr.
and Mrs. Rogers bought their interest in
1953 (following a merger agreement), the
purchasers agreed to give Piedmont an option to repurchase within six years. The
Rogers' paid $50,000 for this interest, Piedmont said, and have refused to sell. The
Rogers' just bought KFBI Wichita, Kan.,
for $450,000 [Changing Hands, April 9],
Piedmont also owns WSJS-AM-FM.
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TEETH

FOR

PLANS

A bill (HR I 1886) designed to put teeth
into recommendations made by the House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee in its
interim report on the FCC [Lead Story,
April 7] was introduced last week by subcommittee Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.).
Also last week, Rep. Henry S. Ruess (DWis.) introduced an all-encompassing measure (HR 11893) which, among other things,
spells out an FCC code of ethics and authorizes the Commission to award a tv grant to
the highest bidder among equally-qualified
candidates.
The Harris measure would amend the
Communications Act to ( 1 ) require the
FCC to adopt a code of ethics, published in
the Federal Register within six months after
congressional approval of the bill; (2) prohibit the acceptance of honorariums by
commissioners', (3) prohibit ex parte contacts in any case of adjudication, and (4)
give to the President the power to remove a
commissioner "for neglect of duty or malfeasance in office, but for no other cause."
The bill carries out principal recommendations made in the highly critical report,
released after seven-weeks of hearings into
the FCC and its grant of ch. 10 Miami to
National Airlines.
Major provisions of the Reuss bill, some
of them overlapping the Harris measure
would (1) prohibit the acceptance of honorariums; (2) provide that "neither membership nor nonmembership in any political
party shall be a criterion for selection" to
the FCC (present requirement is that not

Community to Get Toledo Ch. 11,
Beaumont Ch. 6 Grant Affirmed
The FCC last week directed preparation
of a document granting the application of
The Community Broadcasting Co. for a
new tv station on ch. 11 Toledo, Ohio, and
denying competing applications of Great
Lakes Broadcasting Co., The Toledo Blade
Co., Unity Corp. Inc., The Citizens Broadcasting Co., Maumee Valley Broadcasting
Co. and Anthony Wayne Television Corp.
At the same time, the Commission by a
supplemental decision affirmed the existing
grant of Beaumont Broadcasting Corp. for
ch. 6 KFDM-TV Beaumont, Tex., and denied the competing application of The Enterprise Co. After a remand of the case
from the U. S. Court of Appeals for D. C,
Examiner Annie Neal Huntting had proposed granting ch. 6 to The Enterprise Co.
[Government, April 1, 1957]. Comrs.
Robert Bartley and Frederick Ford did not
participate in this affirmation of KFDMTV's existing grant.
The Commission also last week granted
a construction permit for a new tv station
on ch. 19 in Oklahoma City, to be owned
by Malco Theatres Inc. Another new permittee, the U. of Florida, acquired an FCC
grant for an educational outlet on ch. 5 in
Gainesville.
Comr. Rosel Hyde did not participate in
these tv grants as he was attending the

TO

REVAMP

FCC

over four members from any one political
party may be commissioners); (3) boost the
salaries of commissioners from $20,000 to
$22,000 and of the chairman to $22,500;
(4) incorporate a seven-point code of
ethics for commissioners and employes of
the FCC.
Also (5) require that applications for permits and licenses be graded on three priority categories, with a grant going to the
highest-bidder among equally-qualified applicants ofthe same priority group; (6) place
responsibility on the Commission for notifying all interested parties of protests; (7)
provide "that where a person in a higher
priority classification under the priority
categories [above] is willing to make an
offer as advantageous as that of the proposed transferee or assignees, the transfer
to the proposed transferee or assignee shall
not be approved; (8) outlaw ex parte contacts with commissioners or staff, and (9)
extend commissioners terms of office from
seven to 14 years.

Under the priority category, the FCC
would be required to give an applicant predominantly locally owned and with no other
communications properties a first priority
rating. Predominantly locally owned applicants owning other broadcast properties or
newspapers would be placed on the second
priority level, while all other applicants
would receive third priority.
In the case of a grant being sold to the
highest bidder, the money would go into
the U. S. Treasury instead of the FCC.

funeral of his father, George T. Hyde, in
Idaho (see page 54).
For other broadcast actions of the FCC
last week see For The Record, p. 121.
FTC Cites Deceptive Ad Claims
In Charge Against Rayco Mfg.
The Federal Trade Commission in a formal complaint has charged Rayco Mfg. Co.
(auto seat covers, convertible tops), Paterson, N.J., with deceptive advertising practices on radio-tv and in newspapers. Rayco
uses spot on broadcast media.
The FTC complaint alleges that Rayco
furnishes the challenged advertising material to more than 100 stores franchised to
sell its products. Among claims cited as
"deceptive: advertised "sacrifice" prices,
statements that the product is made to order
for the buyer's car, that Rayco covers and
tops were awarded a Fashion Academy
seal in a competition for beauty and styling,
that the U.S. Testing Co. found the product
more durable than others and granted a
seal of approval for that reason and that
dealers had more than 4,000 seat covers on
hand for an advertised sale.
Rayco has 30 days to answer the complaint, which will be heard June 1 1 in New
York. The advertiser has announced a new
$2 million media budget, allocating 60%
to radio-tv (see page 35).
Broadcasting
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Thousands of Alabama folks
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Explain
FCC

Toll

Asks

Campaign,

Broadcasters

The FCC last week asked the three tv
networks and about 1 1 tv stations to explain how they handled the campaign which
resulted in a barrage of thousands of antipay tv letters and post cards to senators and
congressmen from people all over the
country.
The Commission's letter was based on
complaints from senators and congressmen,
from members of the public, and from Skiatron Electronics & Television Corp.
The letter said the complaints alleged that
the networks and affiliated stations gave the
public "a partisan or one-sided presentation
of the issue" and that the programs were
"deliberately and cleverly designed to leave
the public with the impression that the
public would have to pay for all television
programs, including those they now see
free, if subscription television were authorized."
The complaints also averred, the Commission said, that the programs were so
timed that proponents of pay tv could not
have gotten their side of the controversy to
the public in time to counteract the alleged
misinformation.
The Commission called attention to its
Report on Editorializing which held that although stations had the right to editorialize,
they also are under the obligation to be fair
and to make available their facilities for the
other side of a controversial question.
The network and station editorials on pay
tv came in December and January when
both the Senate and House Commerce
committees were considering the subject.
The Senate committee has passed a resolution expressing its opposition to on-theair pay tv; this has not yet been acted on
by the full Senate.
The House committee formally passed
a resolution asking the FCC not to take
any action on pay tv until it had completed
its consideration of bills which would prohibit pay tv on broadcast frequencies.
The question of pay tv editorializing was
raised last month in the license renewal application ofWABT (TV) Birmingham, Ala.
This was due to the fact, it is understood,
that this station's license expired April 1.
As of now WABT is operating on a deferred
status.
Hearings Start This Weeku
On Alcohol, ETV Measures

Two hearings are scheduled this week on
broadcasting measures by the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.
Testimony will be taken tomorrow (Tuesday)
and Wednesday on a bill (S 582) which
would prohibit the advertising of alcoholic
beverages in interstate commerce. Thursday
and Friday the committee will take up S
2119, which would appropriate up to $1
million to each state for educational television.

From 25-30 witnesses are scheduled to
testify Tuesday in favor of S 582, introduced
by Sen. William Langer (R-N. D.). Among
the prominent witnesses will be the Rev. Dr.
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Vincent Peale and Rep. Brooks

Hays (D-Ark.), president of the Southern
Baptist Convention. Several other favorable
witnesses will include members of various
church and temperance organizations.
Opponents of the measure, including
brewry association; labor unions; printing,
magazine and newspaper associations, the
American Legion and others will testify
Wednesday.
FCC Comr. T. A. M. Craven will be the
first witness on the educational tv bill, introduced by Committee Chairman Warren
Magnuson (D-Wash.). He will be followed
on Thursday and Friday by various educators and broadcasters.
Community Tv Killed KGEZ-TV,
Operator Complains to Magnuson
Refusal of the FCC to regulate community antenna systems forced KGEZ-TV
Kalispell, Mont., to go off the air, Frank
Reardon, station operator, wrote last week
in a complaint to Chairman Warren G.
Magnuson (D-Wash.) of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee.
Mr. Reardon added that FCC has affirmatively aided community antenna systems "by
granting them microwave frequencies with
which to import the signals of distant metropolitan stations." He said operation of his
tv station in a city of 15,000 was difficult
under optimum conditions but the community antenna competition forced him to
cease operation. He said over 2,000 homes
have a cable system in Kalispell and the
KGEZ-TV signal was not included in the
cable service. This meant, he said, that a
viewer would have to disconnect the cable
and install a rabbit-ear antenna to receive
KGEZ-TV.
New

Decision

For Disputed

Favors
Lubbock

Texas

Tech.

Ch. 5

Texas Technological College moved a step
nearer possession of ch. 5 in Lubbock, Tex.,
with FCC Hearing Examiner Millard F.
French's supplemental initial decision last
week to grant the college's application for
the outlet. An initial decision last September
Dad proposed grant of the channel to the
college. The subsequent proceeding was to
determine certain other matters, including
full facts and circumstances surrounding
the agreements of ch. 11 KCBD-TV and
ch. 13 KDUB-TV, both Lubbock, to donate
funds to the college "for the securing
constructing of its proposed television
tion," and facts concerning dismissal
spring of the application of C. L. Trigg

and
stalast
for

cn. 5, "under an agreement whereby the
college allegedly reimbursed Mr. Trigg in
part for his expenses in the amount of
$25,000."
Comr. Hyde's Father Dies
George T. Hyde, 91, father of Comr.
Rosel Hyde, died April 13 in Downey,
Idaho, a town which he helped to found
decades ago. Mr. Hyde is survived by
his wife, one brother, two sisters, five children, 18 grandchildren and 17 great-grandDowney. children. The funeral was held last week in

MOVIE

PLOWBACK

WATCHED

BY

WALL

• Use of tv film monies
• Expected

ST.
noted

use: bolster output

Wall Street advisers now believe that certain cash-hungry Hollywood studios are
eyeing proceeds from the sale to tv of pre1948 product as a means of building up
new motion picture production [Closed
Circuit, April 14].
In its "value line" investment survey,
Arnold Bernhard & Co., New York, an investment advisory firm, emphasizes this development. That this application of proceeds from motion picture sale to tv was not
quite what some Wall Street people, notably
Bernhard, expected is evidenced by the
Bernhard comment on Paramount Pictures
Corp. The investment advisory firm notes
that Paramount "reasonably" might have
been expected to apply part of the cash return on the library sold to MCA earlier
this year to reacquire its own common
shares. (By this practice, cash is used to reduce the number of outstanding shares and
thus narrow the profit spread, that is "increase the effective earning power of each
of the remaining shares.")
Paramount sold its pre- 1948 feature library for $50 million. Of that total, approximately $10 million in cash is to be received this year (or $7.5 million after income tax on the capital gain). Paramount,
according to the Bernhard report, will apply $2.5 million or more to retire long-term
debts and less than $5 million of the cash
remaining added to working funds.
As explained by the report: Paramount
President Barney Balaban has announced an
expanded production program — "This represents amajor change in company policy."
Now, predicts Bernhard, "to finance a 'broad
program of outstanding attractions,' the
company will probably have to conserve its
cash resources until additional proceeds
from the library sale are received."
NTA Reports 18% Increase
National Telefilm Assoc., New York, last
week reported that total contracts written
by the company for the first six months of
its current fiscal year, ended Jan. 31,
amounted to $8,528,651. The figure was
said to be an increase of 18% over the
$7,178,392 for the corresponding period of
last year. Gross income for the six-month
period was placed at $7,962,992, compared
with $4,511,670 in the same period a year
ago, and income before amortization and
federal income taxes was reported at $5,588,639, as against $2,711,438 for the previous corresponding period.
Loew's

Earnings

on Way

Up

Loew's Inc., MGM-TV's parent and a
sufferer of financial woes, reports its bootstrap operation is beginning to pay off. The
company shows a new profit of $1.8 million,
or 34 cents per share on more than 5.3
million shares, for its second quarter of the
Broadcasting
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They

like to swim

Metropolitan

in their own

Area.* And

60%

pools for the occupants.

backyard.

of all new

Nearly

half of all swimming

multiple dwelling

construction

pools in America

are in the Los Angeles

in that area last year included swimming

C^^^
IS

KRCA!
CIGARETTES
KRCA

CHANNEL

It's the one station that's suited to the Los Angeles

exclusively

to make

their initial plunge

4* LOS ANGELES* SOLD

BY NBC

SPOT

used KRCA

*Los Angeles and Orange Counties. Incidentally, KRCA

swim. That's why

in the pleasure-minded

Los Angeles

SALES

sells in 2,300,000 TV homes in five Southern California counties.

OASIS
market.

FILM CONTINUED

STATIONS

current fiscal year (ending Aug. 31). In its

WXYZ

first quarter. Loew's lost $1,290,849 or 24
cents per common share. Earnings for the

Plans for a new $4 million plant to house
all facilities of WXYZ-AM-FM-TV Detroit
were announced last week by James G. Riddel I. president and general manager of
WXYZ Inc.
Construction is to start within weeks at

first 28 weeks of the Loew's fiscal year now
stand at $509,000. a sharp but favorable
reverse trend for Leo the Lion's fortune.
Third

Post-'50

Packet

Readied
by UA-TV
A third United Artists television film
package of post- 1950 will be offered next
Monday, when UA-TV opens its NAB
hospitality suite at the Los Angeles Statler.
Release of these new films-to-tv is expected
to confound the skeptics who believed UATV had exhausted its available supply of
post- 1948 product.
Just how UA-TV has managed to resolve
the apparent conflict of interest arising out
of releasing theatrical films to tv that still
had considerable box office potential left
was not made clear by the film company's
tv syndication arm. Earlier this year, it
looked as if UA-TV would be forced to applj the brakes on its fast-expanding business
following the public charge to film companies by Paramount's Barney Balaban to
• hold the line at '48" [Film, Feb. 17].
It's understood that more than 39 films
will be sprung next week, and that a number
of them will be as recent as 1956.
UA-TV's post-'48 business also may be
extended to embody those independentlyproduced films that first saw the light of
day without benefit of UA distribution. That
much seems indicated by the fact that two
of the seven films comprising the recentlyissued "Lucky 7" packet were produced
under the aegis of RKO and distributed
theatrically by that company. Asked to Comment, UA-TV Sales Manager John Leo said:
"Sure, we're always looking for new product,
but we won't take on just any film." He said
non-UA films must meet "certain standards."
Meanwhile, UA President Arthur B. Krim
last week issued a "progress report." He disclosed that 1957 UA earnings broke all
records established over the past 39 years,
that UA last year increased its gross revenues by $5.8 million to a new total of
$70,008,242 and that first quarter revenues
for 1958 were "running ahead" of the $14,389,000 grossed during 1957's first quarter.
He did not break down earnings into theatrical and tv film business. However, it has
been confirmed that UA-TV syndication
business is well along toward its first $8
million since releasing its first- grouping
("The Top 39") in August 1956. With 100
post-1948 films sold in approximately 100
national markets, UA-TV hopes to hit $10
million by Dec. 31 with its "Big Surprise."
Lichtenstein Joins NTA
Appointment of Irv Lichtenstein as director of exploitation for National Telefilm
Assoc. 's owned and operated stations is being announced today (Monday) by Ted Cott,
vice president in charge of NTA's broadcasting properties. Mr. Lichtenstein formerly was director of promotions and exploitation for ABC Radio, earlier had been vice
president in charge of publicity, promotion
and sales promotion, WWDC Washington.
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STARTS

$4

a 93-acre site on Ten Mile Road in Southfield Township located just west of Northwestern Highway. Work on a 1,000-ft. television tower already is underway, with two
smaller towers being built for WXYZ-AMFM. Although it is expected to take approximately a year to finish the complete
plant, WXYZ plans to start transmitting
from the new site by this fall.

MILLION

BUILDING

The move will bring together studios and
offices now located at three addresses. Television studios are in the Maccabees Bldg.,
executive offices in the Michigan Mutual
Bldg. and radio studios at Greenfield and
JoyStudio
Rds. and administrative operations are
to be housed in one two-story building,
200x180 ft. A large farm home on the
property will be remodeled for an employe
cafeteria, other offices and facilities. The
Austin Co., is handling the WXYZ Inc.
construction.
The Detroit stations are owned by American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.

pa*-

CONSTRUCTION on new studios and offices for WXYZ-AM-FM-TV Detroit, shown
here in architect's drawing, is scheduled to begin shortly. The two-story plant in
Southfield Township is expected to be ready for full occupancy by May 1959.

NTA

Negotiating

to Broadcast

Giants, Dodgers on WNTA-TV
National Telefilm Assoc., New York, is
negotiating with several major league clubs
in an effort to telecast a group of games
involving the San Francisco Giants and
Los Angeles Dodgers over WNTA-TV
Newark, N. J. (formerly WATV [TV]), the
station NTA begins operating on May 7.
Ted Cott, vice president in charge of
station operations for NTA, made a veiled
reference to the station's plans during a
talk before the Sports Broadcasters Assn.
last Monday. Later, Mr. Cott was asked
to elaborate and he said: "We will definitely
have live telecasts of major league ball
games clinedonto amplify.
WNTA-TV

this year." He

de-

Loses on

ASCAP

Members

Suing

KANN

A suit for copyright infringement against
San Patricio Broadcasting Co., owner of
KANN Sinton, Tex., was filed last week by
six members of American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers. The plaintiffs
allege that nine copyrighted songs were performed by the station without authorization
and are asking the U. S. District Court for
the Southern District of Texas to restrain
the defendant from publicly performing the
songs in the future, and to award damages
of not less than $250 for each unauthorized
performance, together with court costs and

Approximately 25 games are said to be
"firm" and an announcement is being held
until a larger number have been acquired.
Mr. Cott reportedly is aiming for about 44
games in which the Dodgers and Giants
will be the visiting teams.
WHKK

suggested both sides try to find a way to
limit calls. Meanwhile, the telephone company is continuing service, WHKK reports.

Bell Injunction

WHKK Akron, Ohio, has been denied a
restraining order against Ohio Bell Telephone Co. forbidding discontinuance of telephone service for three audience participation shows. The denial returned by Judge
Stephen Colopy April 9 in Common Pleas
Court reverses a temporary order in
WHKK's favor granted the week
[Stations, April 14].

before

At the hearing Ohio Bell engineers testified that 1,859 calls were directed to WHKK
lines in a one-hour period, more than the
Akron system can handle. Judge Colopy

attorney's fees.
Gilson Formed to Acquire Stations
Lee Gillette and Ken Nelson, phonograph
record producers, have formed Gilson
Broadcasting Inc., Hollywood, with Frank
Carlson, musician.
Gilson Broadcasting was formed to acquire am broadcast properties and expects
to announce its first operation shortly. The
new firm's mailing address is 3111 Floye
Drive, Hollywood 46.
Mr. Gillette, president, served with
WAAF and WJJD, both Chicago, as program-director and announcer before joining
Capitol Records Inc., Hollywood, in 1944.
Mr. Nelson was chief announcer at WAAF
and WJJD musical director before coming
to Capitol in 1949. Mr. Carlson has been
with M-G-M Studios for 12 years.
Broadcasting
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Programming

. . . Leo continues

to lead

the hit parade. The stars, the stories, the showmanship are simply
unbeatable. Call, write, wire today for complete information on
groups and packages

designed

for your special needs.

All ratings are ARB for individual M-G-M features. New York and
Cleveland taken from March 1958 reports;
all others from February 1958 reports.
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ANNOUNCED
nounced last week. It is subject to FCC
approval.
AMYGP SANFORD. N. C. • Sold to Frank
J. Abbott Jr., a New York public relations
executive and son-in-law of Louisville
Courier-Journal publisher Mark Ethridge,
by William B. Horner, publisher of the Sanford Herald, for $42,500. The broker was
Allen Kander & Co. WWGP operates on
1050 kc with 1 kw, day.
The following transfers of
station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions see For the Record.
APPROVED

page 121.
WHK-AM-FM-TV CLEVELAND, OHIO •
Sold to DuMont Broadcasting Corp.
(Bernard Goodwin, president) by Forest
City Publishing Co., for $700,000 [Closed
Circuit, Feb. 10]. WHK operates on 1420
kc with 5 kw, is affiliated with NBC. WHKFM operates on 100.7 mc, with 11.5 kw.
WHK-TV is the construction permit for ch.
19. The FCC announced that applications
for an extension of time to construct WHKTV and to transfer it to DuMont indicates
the necessity of a hearing. Other DuMont
Broadcasting stations are WNEW
and
WABD (TV), both New York, and WTTG
(TV) Washington.

Want

RECORD

ON

STATION

SALES, APPROVALS

KGMC ENGLEWOOD, COLO. • Sold to
Robert Bruce McWilliams and Lee P. Mehlig by Grady Franklin Maples and R. B.
McAlister for $290,000. Mr. McWilliams
is a Denver advertising executive; Mr. Mehhg is ueneral sales manager of KTLN Denver. KGMC operates on 1150 kc, with 1
kw, day.
KNGS HANFORD, CALIF. • Sold to
Ellsworth Peck and A. J. Krisik, co-owners
of KGYW Vallejo, Calif., for $260,000 by
Hanford Broadcasting Co. of California.
KNGS operates on 620 kc, with 1 kw.
WHHM MEMPHIS, TENN. • Sold to Cy
Blumenthal by Cecil K. Beaver and P. E.
Furlow for $140,000. Mr. Blumenthal also
owns WARL Arlington, Va., WCMS Norfolk, Va., and KCKN Kansas City, Kan. The
FCC recently approved his purchase of
WABB Mobile, Ala., and he also has an interest in WROV Roanoke, Va. The station
operates on 1340 kc, with 250 w.
Fire Fails to Stop KREX-TV
KREX-TV Grand Junction, Colo., signed
on at its normal time last Monday in spite
of a fire which gutted its studios. Using film
for the first few hours after signing on at
4 p.m., KREX-TV was able to resume live
originations by 8 p.m., operating in a tent
with a camera loaned by KVTV (TV)
Denver. Studios of KREX Radio, separated

a

Growth
Like

TRACK

WTVJ (TV) President's Ad
Hits At Ratings Inflation
The

special programming and promotions undertaken by stations when they
know a rating service is taking measurements [Editorials, March 24] is attacked
by Mitchell Wolfson, president of WTVJ
(TV) Miami, Fla., in a full-page ad placed
in leading trade publications. Titled "An
answer to the Rating Week Question," the
spread will appear during the last week of
April to coincide with the NAB convention
and call attention to the problem.
In his statement referring to hypoed
programming Mr. Wolfson says, "It is a
disservice to researchers, undermining the
faith they have so painstakingly established
in the validity of their services. And obviously the distorted measurements . . . are
a disservice to advertisers and their
agencies." To point up his belief Mr. Wolfson reported "WTVJ has not run any special
programs ... or promotions during the April
rating. It is WTVJ's hope that it need never
do so again."
Wrather-Alvarez

Names

Whitney

George Whitney Jr., member of the sales
staff of KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif., has
been named Los Angeles sales manager of
Wrather - Alvarez
Broadcasting I n c,
owner of KERO-TV
and KFMB-AM-TV
San Diego, Calif. In

Picture

announcing
the creation of the new
post,
George Whitney,

This

vice president and
general manager of
the company, said
that the new sales
office
"will enable
MR. WHITNEY JR.
the stations to have
direct contact with advertisers and their

ENGINEERED
For

by fireproof walls from tv operations next
door, were unaffected except by smoke.
KREX kept listeners informed during firefighting. Rex Howell, president of the stations, reports.

You?
See Forjoe Now . . .
and learn about our
dynamic new formula •

agencies, many of whom have offices or
branches in that area." The new sales branch
will be located in the Los Angeles office of
Edward

Time-Sales

Engineering!

Petry & Co., national sales representative for the three stations.

WGAN-TV

Asks

1,107-ft. Tower

WGAN-TV Portland, Me., has applied
to the Civil Aeronautics Authority for permission to build a new 1,107-ft. tower,
FORJOE
NATIONAL
AND

TIME-SALES

&
CO.,
INC.
STATION REPRESENTATIVES

ENGINEERS

FOR

OVER

20 YEARS

Sales Offices In NEW YORK • CHICAGO • LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO ■ PHILADELPHIA • ATLANTA • SEATTLE
Headquarters - 580 5th Avenue, New York 36, N. Y.
AT
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Visit our Hospitality Suite —
Hotel Biltmore

planned as the state's tallest, it has been
announced by Creighton E. Gatchell, general manager of WGAN-TV. If the CAA
approves WGAN-TV's
proposal
to moveto itsa
transmitter
location from
Falmouth
new site in Gray, the station will ask for
FCC permission to proceed. WGAN-TV
expects the move to extend ch. 13 coverage
to 9,150 square miles and an additional
125,000 viewers. The proposed tower will
be 791 feet higher than the station's present
tower.
Broadcasting

NAB Conventioneers: See the SERRASOID at our Hospitality Suite — Biltmore Hotel, Rooms 2202-2203

Compact
SERRASOID
REDUCE

i
;

NOISE
unit frees this i

AND

space for other J

equipment

DISTORTION
replace the modulator
of your Western

i

sections

Electric or

similar type FM transmitter
with this

STANDARD
ELECTRONICS
SERRASOID
MODULATOR
UNIT

Bring your existing transmitter up to present-day
standards of signal quality and frequency stability with this simple, compact
modulator replacement unit using the famous SERRASOID principle developed by Radio
Engineering Laboratories of which Standard Electronics is a division.

'

The SERRASOID modulator is a basic improvement on the Armstrong double-channel phase-shift
modulator, yet retains its reliability. Increased permissible phase shift results in low noise and distortion, simple,
non-critical circuits, and other advantages that have led to incorporation of SERRASOID modulators in most FM transmitters
designed in recent years. Now you can replace the modulator-oscillator sections of your present Western Electric transmitter
with this SERRASOID modulator for:

Low noise and distortion. Inherent noise is 70 db or more
below 100% modulation from 50 to 15,000 cycles. Distortion is
less than Vz of 1% when modulating 100% between 50 and
15,000 cycles.

SERRASOID circuit. Simplified design throughout reduces maintenance requirements.
Space saving. Compact SERRASOID modulator unit takes about
Vz the space of sections it replaces, releases space for other

Carrier stability. Mean output frequency is directly controlled
by a quartz-crystal oscillator, which maintains constant frequency
during modulation.

equipment.
Overall economy. Smaller size, simplified construction permit
savings in first cost, power consumption, tube replacement.
You can use the SERRASOID modulator to advantage in:
Standard FM broadcasting, with high performance, minimum
maintenance.

Non-critical operation. Fixed tuned circuits in oscillator and
modulator eliminate critical adjustments, permit operaton by persons of limited experience. Tube ageing and replacement have
negligible efFect on performance.
Simplified maintenance. Motor-actuated frequency stabilization system of older modulator is replaced by simple, all-electronic

STANDARD
A division of Radio
29-01

Broadcasting

Borden

Ave.,

Multiplexing, with space-saving design — provision is made for
multiplex operation.
Non-commercial broadcasting, with simplicity of operation
and maintenance facilitating use by schools and other institutions.

ELECTRONICS
Engineering
Long

Island

Laboratories,
City 1, New

Inc.
York
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WCBS-TV 'Tony' Show Thwarted
For Second Time by Labor Row
For the second year in a row, WCBS-TV
New York coverage of the American Theatre Wing's Antoinette Perry Awards ceremony, failed to come off. Reason: as in
1957, the station was beleagured by factional labor strife [Personnel Relations,
April 29, 1957, et seq.].
Only this year, WCBS-TV, the sponsoring
local Pepsi-Cola bottler and its agency, Kenyon & Eckhardt, "walked away" from the
telecast before it could even get as far as
lighting rehearsal. According to WCBS-TV
General Manager Sam Cook Digges, "We
just didn't want to take another chance of
having the whole thing blow up in our

CLOSING the sale of KWK St. Louis to
a new corporation 76% owned by
WEMP Milwaukee, Andrew M. Spheeris
(c). president of WEMP, signs a $1 million transfer agreement [Changing
Hands, April 14]. Seated beside him
are (1) V. E. Carmichael, vice presidentgeneral manager of KWK, and Robert
T. Convey, president of KWK. Mr. Con-

vey retains 26% of KWK but has offered
other stockholders in the selling firm
an opportunity to purchase shares.
Also present for the signing are (standing, 1to r) Robert M. Booth, WEMP attorney; James W. Blackburn, broker
handling the sale, and KWK attorney
William C. Koplovitz. The transfer is
subject to FCC approval.

Mr. Digges and the agency held "exploratory conversations" with several other
New York outlets in hopes of accommodating both American Theatre Wing and Pepsifaces."
Cola Metropolitan Bottling Co. of New
York, but other stations declined to carry
the show. WCBS-TV meanwhile substituted
its Late Show, allowing the advertiser to
cancel the contract.
Last week, Mr. Digges issued a statement
that "WCBS-TV was prepared to telecast
the program as scheduled, with executive
and supervisory employes manning the
equipment just as they have been doing on
other programs since Local 1212 of IBEW
went on strike . . . However, CBS was informed by Local 3 of IBEW, the union
supplying the power in the Waldorf-Astoria
that power would not be supplied to CBS
because of the strike by Local 1212." Mr.
Digges extended regrets to ATW and
viewers.
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New

Scholarships

To Mark Half-Decade as Rep
The Branham Co., station and newspaper
representative, last week announced the
establishment of the John M. Branham
Memorial Scholarship Award and the John
Petrie Memorial Scholarship Award in com-

$2,000,000
GRAND

Sets Up

York

N.Y.

Headquarters — Beverly

ative.
Each scholarship is valued at $1,000 and
will be given to two applicants, who are
either employes, children or grandchildren
of employes of a Branham-represented radio
or tv station or newspaper, and who will
enter college in the fall of 1958. Applicants
will be judged by a Columbia U. board.
Winners will be announced in September.
The scholarships are named after the
company's late president, John M. Branham,
who founded the organization in 1908, and
the late John Petrie, who succeeded Mr.
Branham as president in 1935.
REPRESENTATIVE

ELddradd

5-D4D5

Hills Hotel

SHORTS

Katz Agency moved April 12 from its
quarters in N. Y. at 477 Madison Ave. to
666 Fifth Ave. New telephone number:
Judson 2-9200.
Headley-Reed Co. has moved to new offices
on 14th floor of building at 750 Third Ave.,
N. Y. Telephone number: Yukon 6-5800.
Broadcasting

YOU'RE

ONLY

HALF-COVERED
IN

IF

YOU

NEBRASKA

DON'T

USE

KOLN-TV!

THIS ISAREA
EbhSbI

OLNNCND
LILA
Have you noticed how much the Nielsen
NCS No. 2 has expanded Lincoln-land?

ARB SURVEY — METROPOLITAN LINCOLN
Jan. 12-18, 1958
KOLN-TV is TOPS on the 10 P.M. NEWS. Sunday through
Saturday, the picture is as follows:
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs.
Sat.
Fri.
KOLN-TV
44.1 46.4 47.6 42.4
(10:00 News)
45.8 39.5
43.8
Omaha Sta. B
4.3
6.3
5.8
(10:00 News)
3.7
5.2
5.8
2.3
Omaha Sta. C
8.6
4.6
(10:00 News)
6.1
4.0
4.6
4.9
6.1
Omaha Sta. D
4.0
0.9
5.5
6.6
(Movie)
4.0
4.3
6.3

3%ie
fflcdttmb
WKZO-TV —9<efafek
GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS
WMBD-TV — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

Broadcasting

Nebraska has only two big television markets — and
it takes TWO stations to cover them both.
KOLN-TV is your only satisfactory outlet for LincolnLand — 232,397 sets in 69 counties. All surveys prove
that KOLN-TV is essential in this area.
Ask Avery-Knodel for complete market and coverage
data on KOLN-TV, the Official Basic CBS Outlet for
South Central Nebraska and Northern Kansas.

CHANNEL

10 • 316,000 WATTS

• 1000-FT. TOWER

TV
KOLNCOVERS LINCOLN-LAND — NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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PROGRAM SERVICES

STATIONS CONTINUED
tk f

f

I

MC^^

Newsworthy

FORT PIERCE, FLA. — Weather officials and
city spokesmen praised the role radio played
in helping to avert further damage and
possible fatalities when a tornado suddenly
struck Fort Pierce last Tuesday. The Miami
Weather Bureau earlier had issued general
advison on possible tornado conditions; put
through an emergency warning to WIRA
Fort Pierce less than one-half hour before
the tornado actually struck at 1:15 p.m.
Station aired special bulletins, contacted
local schools and other points on need for
evacuation and preparation for full halfhour before the tornado struck. WIRA's
tower was knocked into the adjacent Indian
River and power in the area was disrupted.
The station resumed service in 20 minutes
with an emergency antenna and generator.
Beeper phone reports were also fed by
WIRA's staff to more than a dozen other
stations.
BALTIMORE — From the relatively mild
business of investigating dog poisoning, a
staffer of WBAL-AM-TV here picked up a
the broadcast of a burglar's
tip
deathresulting
minutesin after he was killed by police.
At Ernest Shilling's request, police had visited his home in connection with a series of
dog poisonings in the area. While the officers
were questioning Mr. Shilling, a call came
over their car radio from a patrolman who
had just shot an accused safecracker. Mr.
Shilling called WBAL's
EGGHEAD

news department and
BOOSTERS!

Your language spoken here...
be our guest... enjoy plenty
of food for thought!

News

Coverage

by Radio and

then got permission to accompany officers to
the scene of the killing. A WBAL-TV cameraman met him there.
FLINT — When a commercial airliner crashed
late at night (April 6) at Midland, Mich.,
WBBC Flint, Mich., 60 miles away, went into action on spot coverage and the painstaking job of establishing identities of casualties— nine of whom turned out to be local
people. At midnight that Sunday, Jim Rush
was en route to the crash scene, arriving
while the wreck was still burning. There he
taped an interview with the state police commander and started the job of identifying
the 45 dead passengers. As he fed information from the site, Gene Dickey worked in
the newsroom through the night checking
names and clues to identity. Details were
ready for listeners when WBBC signed on
at 5:45 the next morning, and the station
supplied revised casualty information to the
AP throughout the forenoon.
OMAHA — Leads in police pursuits have become a regular by-product of the KFAB
Omaha news operation. The most recent
arrest in which station newsmen participated
occurred after one of the riders in a stolen
car slipped away. KFAB's mobile news crew
followed the runaway, calling in his location
to the station newsroom, which was in contact with the police radio operator. The
suspect was captured after a short chase.
This was the fourth time in a month that
KFAB mobile newsmen participated in a police apprehension, according to the station.
CINCINNATI — The scorecard for mobile
news patrol units of WSAI here shows four
claimed beats in a two-week period. Reporters Dick Baker and Howard Blaney,
operating from a WSAI news wagon, got
interviews with an accused murderer, his
mother and attorney, reported to be the
only interviews granted. Earlier Mr. Blaney
had directed a station news patrol to the
scene of a robbery, arriving in time to report
the bandit's apprehension by police. In another hold-up attempt, he reported the whole
story as the burglar was apprehended 18
minutes later. An attempted theft at a parking lot brought another WSAI patrol unit
racing to the spot after the attendant called
police.
NOT

SO

DRY

RUN

A test to determine the feasibility

NAB CONVENTION, BILTMORE HOTEL, LA.
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of live tv coverage of a girl swimmer's
planned attempt to swim the Catalina
Channel (about 26 miles) a few weeks
hence produced a definitely negative
answer for KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
Ship to shore transmission tests from
midchannel on April 13 were abruptly
and finally halted when a sudden swell
tossed a $15,000 camera from the top
of the cabin to the bottom of the
ocean.

Major League Network Formed;
Will Feed Giant Games to East
The body of the New

York

(baseball)

Giants may have picked up and went —
westward ho — but its spirit lingers on. To
perpetuate the spirit, a group of New York
broadcasters has formed the Major League
Network Inc. which will reconstruct all San
Francisco Giant home games with a sportscaster and a wired "network" supplied by
Western Union and AT&T and linking a
number of New York state stations.
MLN was formed by a triple partnership
consisting of station owner J. Elroy McCaw,
Paul C. Baldwin and Nathan Levy, respectively president and vice president of
Masterpiece Recording Corp., a New York
transcription firm. Mr. McCaw, who reportedly has a major investment in MLN,
owns WINS New York, the first signed station to subscribe to the network service.
As of early last week Major League Network had signed two stations — WINS and
WHUC Hudson, N. Y. While the firm's
initial contract is with the Giants only, Mr.
Baldwin indicated that he possibly would
work out "a similar arrangement" with other
clubs, presumably the first of these being the
Los Angeles (former Brooklyn) Dodgers.
Cowles Magazines (Look), through McCann-Erickson, has signed as the first advertiser for the SF Giants home games. Last
Tuesday, the re-creation of the first of these
games — the opener between the Giants and
the Dodgers— was fed to WINS and WHUC
via Masterpiece Recording Corp.'s control
room-studios in mid-Manhattan at 6 p.m.
Night games henceforth will be heard in the
east starting at 11:15 p.m. Color is being
provided by WINS sports director Les Keiter
who will do the play-by-play ad-lib based on
immediate teletype reports.
$1

Million

Damage

Suit Filed

Centering on 'Dotto7 Format
A $1 million damage suit was filed in
New York State Supreme Court last week
by independent tv packager David Robbins
against Frank Cooper Assoc., New York,
centering around the Dotto tv program
(CBS-TV, Mon.-Fri. 11:30 a.m.-12 noon).
Mr. Robbins asserted in his complaint
that he had created the format of a new
Dot?"it
called
which he1957,
tv program,
prior
to November
and"Who's
presented
to the Cooper organization for consideration. The format of "Who's Dot?" is the
same as that of Dotto, Mr. Robbins contended. His negotiations with the Cooper
company were broken off, he said, but later
Cooper "used, copied and appropriated the
plaintiff's tv program and format and caused
the said program to be telecast over the
network
facilitiessaid
of the
CBS."
Mr. Robbins
defendants in the
case are Frank Cooper Assoc. and Sy
Fischer, president of Cooper. CBS, the
Colgate-Palmolive Co. and Ted Bates Adv.,
the sponsor and agency of the program,
also are named as defendants "as is cusRobbins. tomary in such cases," according to Mr.
Broadcasting

An

THE

RATING

answer

to

RATING

WEEK

A DISSERVICE

Competition in the television industry is a
healthy force. We welcome it. Our ratings
through the years prove we thrive on it.
But occasionally, competition can lead to
unsound practices, such as "rating weeks."
A prominent trade publication recently
described these rating weeks as they often
occur, "You don't have to look at the calendar to know when the local TV shows are
being rated. It's the week the movie telecasts stop playing re-runs of Charlie Chan
and begin featuring Clark Gable and Gary
Cooper — and schedule large-space newspaper ads to alert viewers."
Special programming and promotion for
one week of every four is a disservice to the
public — usually a one-week entertainment
feast followed by a three-week famine.
It is a disservice to researchers, undermining the faith they have so painstakingly
established in the validity of their services.
It is a disservice to the broadcasting

industry which
rating system.

must

have a trustworthy

And obviously the distorted measurements
that rating weeks can produce are a disservice to advertisers and their advertising
agencies.
NEEDED

QUESTION

WEEK

CORRECTION

Primary responsibility for correction rests
on the TV stations.
They must make the decision to even out
their programming so that audiences may
enjoy top fare every week.
They must schedule newspaper and other
promotion throughout the month, not load
it heavily in one week.

In the end, TV will find this the most profitable policy, for it will build viewer loyalty
not easily shaken by short-term promotions.
It will build advertisers' faith in a station's
ability to deliver solid ratings not for just
one week, but for fifty-two.
WTVJ

ABANDONS

WEEK

SPECIAL PROMOTION
Because of rating-week competition, WTVJ
had no choice but to meet it with rating-week
programming and promotion of its own. That
was because many segments of the advertising and television industry, while aware
of rating- week evils, were not aroused. WTVJ
could not combat an industry-wide practice
alone. No single station could.
However, to encourage other stations to
take a step that WTVJ and most responsible
TV stations have long felt desirable, WTVJ
has not run any special programs or intensive
promotions during the April rating week in

Miami. It is WTVJ's
do so again.
INVITATION

hope that it need never

TO THE INDUSTRY

We hope all TV stations who face this problem will consider abandoning the excesses of
rating week programming and promotion.
With the forthcoming NAB Convention
giving all stations an opportunity to discuss
and act on the problem, and with the spotlight of publicity focused on the practice by
the trade press, WTVJ believes the time for
united industry-wide action is here.

WTVJ

Broadcasting

APRIL RATING

- MIAMI
CHANNEL
4
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TRADE ASSNS.
SUSTAIN
PREMIUM

AD

BUDGET,

ASSN.

TOLD

• Don't

cut in decline — Bowen

• 6,000

meet

in Atlantic City

It makes good sense in a time of expanding sales to figure an advertising and
promotion budget on the basis of a fixed percentage of sales, but ... if you reduce these
budgets in a temporary decline and sell less,
the budget goes down again, and sell less

were Bell & Howell Co., Broadcast Specialtics Co., Bcnrus Watch, Bulova Watch, Columbia Records Inc., Crown Records, Eastman Kodak. Ekco Products, Electronics
Guild, Eversharp Inc., A. C. Gilbert Co.,
Grucn Watch, Hamilton Beach. Helbros
Watch, Ideal Toy Corp., International Silver,
Lionel Corp.. Polaroid Corp., RCA (RCA
Victor Radio and Victrola Div., RCA Victor Television Div., RCA Victor Record
Div.), Schick Inc., Sylvania Home Electronics, Westclox Div. of General Time Corp.,
Westinghouse Electric Corp. and Revere
Camera Co.

again, and pretty soon you're out of business."
Gordon C. Bovven, chairman of the
Premium Adv. Assn. of America, offered
this observation in a talk at the Premium
Advertising Conference of the 25th annual
National Premium Buyers Exposition in
Chicago Tuesday. Some 6,000 advertising
and merchandising representatives attended
the four-day (April 14-17) trade show at
Navy Pier.
Mr. Bowen called for "more
but even more than that, better
This would mean, he said, that
as a percentage of gross sales

promotions,
promotions."
"selling costs
will have to

go up — temporarily — but that's a lot better
than having the whole economy continue to
go down." He advocated that consumers,
dealers and salesmen be given extra incentives to produce extra sales.
Others appearing on the premium advertising conference panel were Martin Mayer,
author of Madison Avenue, USA; George
Clements, president of Jewel Tea Co., and
William J. Hacker, advertising and merchandising manager. National Biscuit Co. Special
Products Div.
Attendance at the exposition was limited
to accredited users of premiums and their
advertising agencies.
Mr. Mayer suggested that statements
designed to "buck up the public" during the
recession are ill-advised and said he felt
"the greatest contribution the advertising
council could make at this point
in the
game is to keep quite." He added, "Actions
and events will swing public psychology;
words in themselves won't."
Mr. Mayer argued that premiums are a
"weapon of truth" in advertising and that
the premium business is a "most wholesome influence, a force on the side of reasonable thinking and behavior." He noted
that "facts about advertising and its effectiveness in the marketplace are hard to come
by — but premium promotions are a good,
heavy, measurable fact" in all media.
Mr. Hacker noted Nabisco is sold on
premiums and intends to keep on using
them with its cereals. He commented, "Let's
face it. There is little, if any, product loyalty
among kids. When we accept that basic
premise, we're going to get along just fine.
. . . We're just as good as our last premium."
Mr. Clements criticized certain premium
incentive plans directed more to the retailer
than to the consumer and felt they fill "no
useful need." He warned against those promotions "planned to load up the buyer"
with radio-tv sets, watches and other items,
thus causing "inventory problems."
Among exhibitors at the premium show
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Cominos

Elected

Board

Head

By Central Region of AAAA
Election of James G. Cominos as chairman of the central region board of governors
of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies and of other new officers was announced
Tuesday.
Mr. Cominos, vice president, director and
head of the radio-tv department at Needham, Louis & Brorby, formerly was vice
chairman of the central region, which comprises midwestern states and part of the
Southwest.
Other new officers are Larry Wherry,
president, Wherry, Baker & Tilden, vice
chairman, and Alexander H. Gunn III, vice
tary.
president, J. Walter Thompson Co., secreOther governors are George J. Callos,
Klau-Van Pieterson-Dunlap Inc., Milwaukee; Theodore Fremd, Harold Walker
Clark Inc., Denver; Joseph M. Greeley, Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago; Morris Hite, TracyLocke Co., Dallas; William A. Marsteller
of Marsteller, Rickard, Gebhardt & Reed
Inc., Chicago; Marvin McQueen, D'Arcy
Adv. Co., St. Louis; Peter J. Peterson, McCann-Erickson Inc., Chicago (Mr. Peterson
left that agency to join Bell & Howell this
week); Milton H. Reynolds, Allen & Reynolds, Omaha, and Robert W. Stafford, Knox
Reeves Adv. Inc., Minneapolis.

AWRT

in Limelight

At 'Resources'
Parley
Not all broadcasting eyes will be turned
towards Los Angeles this month. Three days
before NAB President Board Chairman
Harold E. Fellows gavels the 1958 convention to order, American Women in Radio &
Television will file into the San Francisco
Fairmont Hotel — 460 miles distant from the
Los Angeles Statler — to open the 1958
AWRT convention. The theme: Resources
and Resourcefulness.
Last week AWRT announced the convention program, liberally sprinkled with
familiar names. It gets under way 7 p.m.,
April 24, with talks by such famous women
as Alice Leopold, director of the U. S. Labor
Dept.'s Women's Bureau and NBC News
analyst Pauline Frederick. It concludes with
a Sunday morning business session three
days later at which the slate of new officers
will be announced.
Roughly, the program

runs as follows:

April 24 — 7-9 p.m.: AWRT banquet.
April 25—9:45-10:30 a.m.: Keynote address by Dr. G. Herbert True, assistant
professor of marketing, U. of Notre Dame;
10:30 a.m. -noon: General panel session
featuring Agnes Gibbs, WCHS-TV Portland, Me.; Gertrude Trobe, WBVP Beaver
Falls, Pa.; Babette Doniger, president, Editorial Films Inc., N.Y.; Mickey McClung,
president-general manager, Golden Empire
Bcstg. Co., San Francisco; Eleanor Farenholz, Cunningham & Walsh, Chicago;
Lea M. Kates, Tea Council of U.S.A.; Ann
Hagen, USIA; Montez Tjaden, KWTV
(TV) Oklahoma City; Louise Morris,
WGBA Columbus, Ga., and Evelyn Vanderploeg, head timebuyer, Arthur Meyerhoff,
Chicago.
At 12:15-2:15 p.m.: Luncheon

address

by Mr. Fellows on "The Resource of Resourcefulness," and 3-5 p.m.: Business
meeting and presentation of officer candidates.
April 26 — 10-11:30 a.m.: Five simultaneous sessions featuring such radio-tv-advertising names as Henry Untermeyer, general

NEW OFFICERS of the Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters are (1 to r) Carlton Dargusch Jr.
of Columbus, secretary-treasurer; Jay E. Wagner of WLEC Sandusky, president;
Allan Land, WHIZ-TV Zanesville, vice president for television, and Tom Rogers of
WCIT Newark, vice president. They were elected April 1 1 at the OAB annual convention [Trade Assns., April 14].
Broadcasting
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<#$33ft

TELEVISION
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
manager, KCBS San Francisco; Psyche
Pate, owner-operator, KPRS Kansas City;
Ruth Geri Hagy, ABC-TV Washington;
Mildred Alexander, WTAR-AM-TV Norfolk; Terrence O'Flaherty, radio-tv editor,
San Francisco Chronicle; Charles Lee Hutchings, creative director of McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles; Edith Ford, WLWA
(TV) Atlanta; Charles J. Helfrich, media
director, Donahue & Coe, Los Angeles;
Saidie Adwon, account executive, KTULTV Tulsa; Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, president,
KING-AM-FM-TV Seattle, and Charles
Russell, radio-tv director, BBDO, Los An-

WEAU-TV
THE

CHIME
IN WISCONSIN
tit
Programming
the BEST of all three
networks, ABC, NBC and CBS.
A single station market in the heart
of Wisconsin . . . covering twice the
population and twice the area with
our new 1,000 foot tower with maximum power.
Serving the giant land of *A million
people and two million cows.
VY trAV/™
I V
All-TV
WF

April 27—10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.: Business meeting and conclusion.
O'Neil, Others
Retain
Posts in Brand
Names

consin
IRE' Wisman
CLAHollinaberv
EAUvour
See
your
Hollingbery
in Minneapolis, see Bill Hurley

Thomas F. O'Neil, chairman of the board,
RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc., was re-elected
board chairman of Brand Names Founda-

m
JACKSONVILLE'S

FAVORITE

COWBOYS

. . .

"Jaxie" says there's a chuck wagon load of results waitin' for you,
pardner,market.
when you corral this top western talent in Jacksonville's $1^
billion
"Six Gun Saturday" is a rootin', shootin,' laugh-filled 2^
tertainment for the youngsters from six to sixty. They'll
Sunrise Ranch starring Gene Autry — 7:30- 8:30
Cartoon Corral with Tommy Tucker— 8:30- 9:00
Prairie Playhouse starring Roy Rogers — 9:00-10:00

hours of enenjoy —
AM
AM
AM

Represented by Peters,
"Jaxie" suggests you stake your claim
early for one minute availabilities. Call
Ralph Nimmons in Jacksonville at ELgin
6-3381 or your nearest P.G.W. "Colonel."

WWlWrt
FfiA-TV
I I
W
FLORIDA'S
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tion Inc. at the organization's business meeting in New York Wednesday coincidentally
with the foundation's annual convention.
Louis Hausman, CBS Radio vice president,
was re-elected a director. Norman E. Cash,
Television Bureau of Advertising president,
and Kevin B. Sweeney, Radio Advertising
Bureau president, will represent their respective organizations on the BNF board.
John H. Breck Jr., executive vice president of John H. Breck Inc., Springfield,

V

p
;|
I
I

11:30 a.m.-noon : Speech by BMI Vice
President
Robert J. Burton: 2:30-3:00 p.m.:
geles.
Speech by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
President Donald H. McGannon: 3:30-5
p.m.: Four simultaneous sessions featuring
Alice Friberg, WCYB-AM-TV Bristol, Va.;
NBC director Elbert Walker; Grant Holcomb, KNXT (TV) Los Angeles; Norman
Young, KHJ Los Angeles; Margret McDonald, WBAP-TV Fort Worth; Leo Burnett Co. Vice President Harry Wayne McMahan; James Day, general manager,
KQED (TV) San Francisco and David
Parker, KPIX (TV) San Francisco.

Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
NBC— ABC

Mass., was re-elected chairman of the foundation's executive committee, while Henry
E. Abt was re-elected foundation president,
and Robert L. Connelly, vice president,
Drexel Furniture Co., Drexel, N. C, was
elected treasurer. Re-elected vice chairmen
of the board were Robert E. MacNeal, president, Curtis Publishing Co., and Felix W.
Coste, vice president, Coca-Cola Co.
Award winners and guests were feted at
breakfast Wednesday morning by ABC,
which also provided star entertainment for
the annual dinner that night, addressed by
Henry Cabot Lodge, permanent U. S. representative tothe United Nations. Activities
of the three-day meeting included a tour of
BBDO's New York headquarters. The
awards luncheon Wednesday featured the

12
Channel
Jacksonville, Florida

COLORFUL

STATION

special presentation "Ithaca, N. Y. — Test
Town U. S. A.," in which retail promotion
was highlighted, including the use of radiotv. The presentation was given by Joseph A.
Short, program director of WHCU Ithaca,
and John Marcham, city editor, Ithaca
Journal.
Broadcasting

SELL

TO

KANSAS

-

BUY

KTVH

KTVH pioneer TV in Kansas, gives YOU a rich Central Kansas market with an estimated $1,000,000,000 effective
buying power... more than 290,000 TV families! And most important — ALL KANSAS FAMILIES, viewing TV
programed for Kansans. All selling is local — So are TV viewing habits... AND only KTVH delivers 100%
Kansas coverage.
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WICHITA

PLUS

14 OTHER
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COMMUNITIES

OF KANSAS

J : ■ ■ ■ • Lyons
KTVH dominates the hub of this rich Central Kansas area -WICHITA, plus coverage over 14 other important
jymond : Ar.
,
uSaxrnar
Kansas communities with 100% unduplicated CBS programing. To sell Kansas ... buy KTVH!
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Howard 0. Peterson, General Manager

• Represented Nationally by H-R Television, Inc

TRADE ASSNS. continued

17 5 \WLEs
WOC-TV

Plus 39 Surrounding

A panel discussion on media is scheduled
for the opening afternoon session (Thursday)
of the annual convention of Western States

Population — 1,583,800*
Families — 489,700*
Effective Buying Income —
$2,686,413,000*
* Source: Sales Management
"Survey of Buying Power,"
1957

WOC-TV
On-the-Air since October, 1949
. . . First in the Quint Cities
and First in Iowa . . . Serving the
largest market between Chicago
and Omaha

. . . between

Minneapolis and St. Louis.

Stan Freberg, humorist, recording star
and creator of radio and tv commercials,
will speak at the Thursday luncheon. D.
Mitchell Cox, sales promotion vice president of Pepsi-Cola Co., is the Friday luncheon speaker. Dr. Ernest Dichter, president,
Institute for Motivational Research, will
address the convention banquet on Friday.

Over

The Quint-Cities Station— Davenport and
Bettendorf in Iowa:
Rock Island. Moline
and East Moline in
Illinois.

WOC
TV r
Channel 6" Maximum Power • Basic NBC

BROADCASTER'S

FIRST

GATES
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Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Res. Mgr.
Mark Manager
Wodlinger, Res. Sales
PETERS, GRIFFIN,
WOODWARD, INC.
EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES

CHOICE

Meet

Advertising Agencies Assn., April 24-26 at
ihe Oasis Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif. Samuel Thurm, general manager of advertising
services for Lever Bros., will moderate the
session. Bob McAndrews. KBIG Avalon
(Catalina), Calif., will speak for radio; Walter McNiff, director, Western Div., TvB,
will represent television; Kenneth Flood,
San Diego Tribune, will present the newspaper story; Woody Ginn, Pacific Outdoor,
will discuss outdoor advertising; Ed Leffler,
The Mailing House, will talk about direct
mail, and Hugh Tolford, California Transit
Advertising, will discuss transit advertising.
Friday morning will be devoted to a
marketing session, with Kenneth G. Stuart,
market research director of Eastman Kodak
Co., as chairman. Speakers include Carleton
Green, Southern California Labs; Milbank
McFie, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &
Smith, and Dr. Ernest Dichter, Institute for
Motivational Research. Saturday morning
program includes a closed business session
and a trio of case histories.

Abuses

WOC-TV -Davenport, Iowa is part of Central Broadcasting Company which also
owns and operates WHO-TV and WHO- Radio-Des Moines

WSAAA

Panels

Set

Iowa

for

Market

Covers the Quint-Cities

and Illinois Counties.

The WOC-TV tiijfver is 220 feet
higher than the ibwer of neighboring TV stfction. assuring
satisfactory si gnil throughout
this Big Area § 317,902 TV
homes.
Ask your P.G.Vft Man to show
you NCS Covet fee Report.

Media,

of NAB

Past Two

Tv Code

Down

Years — Bronson

The number of NAB Television Code violations has declined in the last two years
though the volume of tv programming and
advertising has increased considerably, Edward H. Bronson, NAB tv code affairs director, said in a talk prepared for delivery
today (Monday).
Addressing a New York meeting of Catholic clergy who function as radio-tv directors in their dioceses, Mr. Bronson said most
of the violations are found to result from
carelessness or oversight rather than ill
purpose. He added that millions of dollars
worth .of tv advertising are rejected each
year by stations and networks because the
advertising is not acceptable due to copy or
nature of the product.
SMPTE

Lists 33 Papers on Tv

Tv recordings by photography and by
magnetic tape, tv studio practices, the distribution of tv programs on film, toll tv, closedcircuit tv and the use of tv for subliminal
communication are among topics to be discussed at the 83d semiannual convention of
the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers starting today and running
through Friday at the Ambassador Hotel in
Los Angeles. Nearly half (33) of the 82
papers to be delivered during the five-day
technical meeting are on tv topics.
Broadcasting

WREC-TV
I
. Memphis,

is

SURVEYS!

ALL

BY

channel

First by A.R.B. 7
♦MEMPHIS AREA, February, 1958
Sunday thru Saturday. Sign-On to Sign-Off

first by Pulse 7
*MEMPHIS AREA, February, 1958
Sunday thru Saturday, Sign-On to Sign-Off

First by Nielson 7
•MEMPHIS AREA, Dec. 8 thru Jan. 11, 1958
4 weeks, Sign-On to Sign-Off

For All Competitive Quarter Hours
STATION
LEADS IN 1/4 HRS.
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
Kiefer Announces
For Los Angeles

FMDA

Agenda

Convention

The Fm Development Assn. will hold
its second annual convention in the Buffalo
Room of the Los Angeles Statler, starting
at 5 p.m. Friday (April 25) and running
through Sunday afternoon. An agenda has
heen sent to FMDA members by J. B.
Kiefer. president of K.MLA (FM) Los
Angeles and association president.
The 5-7 p.m. Friday session will comprise
reports of the organization, ways and means,
membership and nominating committee
chairmen and of Harold Tanner, treasurer.
John Meagher, radio vice president of NAB.
will address the Saturday morning 10 a.m.I 2 noon session on the NAB attitude toward
such organizations as FMDA. Individual
programming and sales problems of member stations will be discussed.
James Barr. assistant chief. Broadcast
Bureau, FCC, will participate in a panel
discussion on multiplexing, transmitters,
antennas, remote control and automation
scheduled for Saturday afternoon, 2-5:30
p.m. Sam Gersh, WFMF (FM) Chicago and
chairman of the FMDA engineering committee, will preside at the panel session. Other
participants: Paul Schafer, Schafer Custom
Engineering; Jay E. Tapp, consulting engineer; Gardner Greene, Browning Labs;
Dwight Harkins, Harkins Radio, and representatives of other manufacturers.
The 1958 achievement award and a special award will be presented at the conclud-

ing Sunday session, 1:30-4:30 p.m. Bill
Caskey, WPEN-FM Philadelphia, chairman
of the licensing committee, will report on
the ASCAP situation and officers and board
members for the following year will be
elected.
Pioneers

to Honor

Eight in L. A.

Special honors will be paid a week from
tomorrow, April 29, in Los Angeles when
the Broadcast Pioneers cite CBS Board
Chairman William S. Paley (in absentia),
Bob Hope and Bing Crosby, FCC Comr.
Rosel H. Hyde, film producer Cecil B. DeMille, Dr. W. R. G. Baker, research vice
president of Syracuse U. and former GE
vice president, and KFI President-General
Manager Earle C. Anthony. The late John
U. Reber (pioneer radio and later tv vice
president, J. Walter Thompson Co.) will be
elected to the Broadcast Pioneers Hall of
Fame. Mrs. Reber will accept the award in
her husband's memory. Accepting for Mr.
Paley, abroad at the time, will be CBS President Frank Stanton. Mr. DeMille will make
the principal address of the evening. Attending the banquet will be a record number of radio-tv executives, in town for the
NAB convention.
New

Rep

Group

The feasibility
tion of regional
will be explored
be held in Los

BROADCASTING will be honored during
NAB convention week, April 27 -May 1,
by the city of Los Angeles. Presenting a
welcome proclamation on behalf of the
city is John Gibson (c), president of the
Los Angeles City Council. It was received
by Loyd Sigmon, vice president of KM PC
Los Angeles and chairman of Southern
California Broadcasters Assn. and Robert
O. Reynolds, president of KMPC and
NAB Radio Board member.

to be Discussed

of organizing an associasales representation firms
at a breakfast session to
Angeles during the NAB

convention. Clarke Brown of Clarke Brown
Co., Dallas, has sent letters to a number of
regional representatives outlining plans for
the meeting. It will be held April 29 at the
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Thinking behind the move is that national reps have
a going association in SRA and that regional representatives might benefit from
such an association of their own.
TvB

Board

to Meet

April 24

The board of directors of the Television
Bureau of Advertising will meet in Lubbock,
Tex., April 24, enroute to Los Angeles to
attend the NAB convention. The one-day
board meeting, which will cover discussion
of TvB's plans for expansion and coverage
for the balance of this year, will be held at
the headquarters of the West Texas Television Network, headed by W. D. (Dub)
Rogers, former board chairman of TvB.
ANA

Drops June

Chicago

Meeting

The spring national meeting of Assn. of
National Advertisers, which was set for June
in Chicago, has been canceled as a result
of an "expanded workshop program devoted
to specificnouncedadvertising
problems," ANA
last week.

an-

Next national meeting, for members only,
is planned Nov. 10-12 at the Homestead,
Hot Springs, Va. Workshops for remainder
of 1958 include Advertising Budget and Cost
Control, April 24-25, Westchester Country
Club, Rye, N. Y.; scheduled for the Sheraton
East Hotel, New York, are Public and Government Relations, May 15; Cooperative
Advertising, June 4, and International Advertising, September 25.
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in America
markets
fastest-growing
e, Denver has grown 39.1 percent since 1950;
Market-center of the great Eocky Mountain empir
passed 800,000.
Denver's metropolitan area population has now

Denver's

fast-growing
station

color-radio

is

KTLN

radio personalities,
Programmed with Denver's top-selling
results.
KTLN's color-channel 128 delivers standout

KTLN

appoints

as exclusive
Effective May 1, 1958.
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NEW YORK
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&

Company

representative

DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO

ST. LOUIS
SEATTLE

SUPER-SATURATION
A record high in radio set sales —
15,427,738— for 1957 has been announced by Radio Advertising Bureau,
which points to the fact that this figure
represents the highest number of sets
sold in one year since the advent of
tv. RAB reports that the 10.3%
sales increase over 1956 is of particular interest when it is noted that
tv set sales dropped 13.4% last year.
Total radio sets in the U. S. now total
139.5 million. These statistics are
contained in a new RAB study titled
"Now . . . More Radios Are Being
Sold Than Anytime Since Tv." The
report indicates that most of these set
sales were made past the saturation
point, that is, represent second, third
or fourth sets in new locations, thus
giving an advertiser deeper in-home
saturation.

Tv Staving

MANUFACTURING

PERSONNEL RELATIONS

TRADE ASSNS. continued

Off Recession — Cash

Television is maintaining "a chain reaction of buying and production sure to
lead us away from any severe recession,"
Norman E. Cash, president of the Tele^
vision Bureau of Advertising told the ninth
annual Atlanta Advertising Institute held at
the Dinkier Plaza Hotel last Thursday. Mr.
Cash, who represented the television industry in the all-media series of talks, emphasized "the flexibility and hard-selling
advantages of the television medium."
BPA Publishes 'Its Story'
Broadcasters Promotion Assn. has sent a
presentation, "BPA, Its Story" to station
managers as part of a member recruitment
drive. In a letter, BPA President Elliot W.
Henry, ABC, Chicago, commends the organization to general managers as "one
trade organization that works . . . for the
good of your station." Succeeding pages detail BPA's founding in November 1956,
membership, goals, constitution and such
continuing projects as the monthly BPA
Idea Exchange Bulletins and employment
exchange. A membership application blank
is included in the presentation.

KPIX (TV) 'Saboteurs' Guilty;
FCC License Suspensions Upheld
Three San Francisco strikers were found
guilty of "highly sophisticated sabotage" for
making the equipment of ch. 5 KPIX (TV)
inoperable, under a Thursday decision by
the U. S. Court of Appeals (D. C.)
The court held the three strikers (National
Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians)
had violated the Communications Act in December 1954. upholding an FCC ruling suspending their licenses for 90 days. The
Commission had found the defendants —
Ronald W. Didricksen, Carlton R. Schwarz
and Anthony Severdia — had manipulated
equipment so ingeniously that it took KPIX
1 2 hours to get back on the air.
The technicians argued they should not be
punished because they were acting pursuant
to a legitimate strike. But Judge Warren E.
Burger, writing the opinion, said "the existence of a labor dispute, or even justification
for a strike, is no license for hooliganism."
Judge Walter M. Bastian concurred in the
opinion. Judge Charles Fahy concurred in
the result only.
MGA-AFM

Battle in Court

The battle of the new Musicians Guild of
America [Personnel Relations, March
31] and the old American Federation of
Musicians, more specifically AFM Local 47
in Hollywood, moved into court last week.
Six musicians suspended by the local for
giving aid to MGA sought and obtained a
temporary restraining order prohibiting the
AFM local and its officers from interfering
with employment of the suspended musicians. Superior Court Judge Bayard Rhone,
in issuing the temporary order, set hearing
for a permanent injunction for Friday.
SAG

Majority

Ratifies Contract

Members of the Screen Actors Guild have
ratified the new contract for filmed commercials by a vote of 5,398 to 80, largest
vote in the union's 25-year history and a
98.5% majority in favor of the pact
[Personnel Relations, April 14].

STEREO
COLOR

RACE
TV

• Watchword:
• Two

kinds

ADOPTS

SEMANTICS
compatibility
of LP burgeoning

Echoes of color television semantics
heard in the phonograph industry last week
as "compatible" and "non-compatible" became vital points of distinction in the race
to produce stereophonic records and equipment for the fall market. The compatibility
factor is whether or not any new stereo disc
can be played monaurally on existing phonographs without damage to the record and
with reasonable fidelity in sound reproduction. A non-compatible disc can be played
only on stereo equipment.
The compatible disc would enable the
consumer to buy stereo discs and enjoy
them on his existing equipment until he
could afford to buy new equipment to add
the stereo impact. The compatible disc,
however, is seen by some record industry
observers as an economic threat to record
dealers whose stocks of existing monaural
long-playing records would be depressed in
value.
Goddard Lieberson, president of Columbia Records, a division of CBS Inc., announced last week that Columbia plans to
market a non-compatible disc "in the near
future." He said "this stereophonic disc
will not in any way affect our monaural
catalog which is, and will continue to be,
the world's largest LP catalog.
"Our point of view has always been that
the introduction of the stereophonic disc
is merely a refinement, not a revolution, in
the realm of LP recording. Various methods
for reproducing stereophonically have been
developed, and others are still in the laboratory stage. The Columbia full stereophonic disc will conform to the technical
standards adopted by both the record and
phonograph industries.
"We have no doubt that in time any
existing technical problems will be solved.
For example, CBS Labs recently demonstrated abrilliant technical breakthrough in
the achievement of a compatible stereophonic disc. It should be borne in mind that
stereophonic effect is by no means an absolute quality with rigidly specified characteristics. Much remains to be investigated in
the area of artistic taste and public acIn New York's Astor Hotel Thursday,
Paramount Enterprises Inc., New York
ceptance."
(no
connection with Paramount Pictures

WRBL-TV

Columbus,

Ga., has it.

PROVES IT!
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its new "Hallmark"
Corp.) demonstrated
stereophonic
sets and recordings.
The discs
are non-compatible. Magnavox a fortnight
ago in New York unveiled its new component kits to convert Magnavox equipment
to stereo. No date has been set for inclusion of stereo as a standard feature of the
phonographs during factory production.
Sonotone Corp., Elmsford, N. Y., Thursday announced it is tooling up to produce a
new phonograph stereo pickup cartridge with
a single needle which will make it compatible
and able to play present monaural discs as
well as new stereo discs. Some other stereo
Broadcasting

cartridges under development have twin
needles to •"tune" the twin stereo tracks
(recorded in a single groove), hence are
non-compatible. Sonotone's new cartridge
will be priced at about the same as its
regular monaural diamond top cartridge,
$24.50.

GE

Mounts

Wrapped

New

Vhf

Around

Antenna

Tower

Section

General Electric Co. has something new
in the air, a vhf "wrap-around" helical
up
antenna.
The new antenna for low channel vhf

pped" over the
(chs. 2-6) was being "unwra
weekend. GE yesterday (Sunday) announced
the antenna has been tested at its site atop
a 1,350-foot hill at Gazenovie (near Syracuse), N. Y. Instead of the conventional
mast mount, the wrap-around antenna consists of a heavy copper-clad steel rod (or
helix) coiled around a section of the steel
antenna tower. This helix is the antenna.
Batwing and helical antennas (vhf) now in
use must be hoisted and mounted atop
towers ranging in height from 200 to 1,500
feet, according to Harold G. Towlson, manager of engineering, GE's technical products
department.
Advantages cited by GE of its wraparound: (1) Erection costs are reduced, (2)
needs for towers may be less
al
structur
stringent, (3) simplified design requires but
one feed point as against 16 such points in
a comparable batwing and (4) many maintenance problems are eliminated. The antenna took two years to develop and a prototype is expected to be engineered for a new
ch. 2 station. GE said it had "excellent results" in tests taken at the antenna test site.

Beaumont-Port

area

in

Ampex Board Submits Proposal
To Split Stock at 2Vi to 1 Rate
The Ampex Corp. board of directors
voted April 11 to split stock 2Vi to 1, subject to approval of stockholders at their
Aug. 26 meeting. Stock was quoted around
58, with 734,265 shares outstanding.
Net sales for the fiscal year ended last
April 30 were $18,737,000, with net earnings after taxes of $1,087,000 and total retained earnings of $1,978,000. There are
734,265 common shares outstanding, with
1 million authorized.
Ampex owns a subsidiary, Ampex Audio
Inc., which makes home music reproduction
systems and holds a 25% interest in Radio
Industries, Opelika, Ala., magnetic tape
manufacturer. Ampex claims to be the
world's largest manufacturer of equipment
to record and play back pictures, sound and
other electronic data on magnetic tape. It
headquarters at Redwood City, Calif. If the
split is approved, there will be 2.5 million
authorized shares with $1 par value. Present
par is 50 cents.
Admiral's

Quarter

Sales Dip

Admiral Corp.'s first-quarter sales dipped
12% under the same period in 1957 but
sales and earnings the rest of 1958 should
top last year's levels, Ross D. Siragusa,
Admiral president, told its annual stockBroadcasting
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MANUFACTURING CONTINUED
holders meeting in Chicago April 10.
Among reasons for an anticipated business upsurge. Mr. Siragusa cited "better
balance' of inventories in the electronics
industry "from factory levels on through the
pipelines of distribution." Any upturn in
retail sales "should be felt immediately in
factory production," he added. He also reported asharp increase in government orders
for electronics equipment.
Muzak
For

to

Full

Show

Ampex VTR's Go to Osaka Tv
Two Ampex videotape recorders have
been shipped to Osaka Tv Broadcasting
Corp. in Japan, it has been announced. The
units, identical to those being delivered to
U. S. stations, are to be used in the Osaka
and Tokyo studios of the Japanese firm, a
privately-owned commercial network. More
videotape recorders are scheduled for delivery in Japan, the Ampex Professional
Products Div. reports.

System

Automation

A new system combining fully automatic
radio station operation with up to 24 houra-day musical programming is set for announcement by Muzak, next week at the
NAB convention in Los Angeles.
The new service, called "Muzak Radiomat ion Programming System," is described
as providing "daily tape-recorded music
programming plus basic equipment for unattended, completely controlled broadcast."
The cost was not disclosed, except that it
should be "less than one employe." A station of average size should be able to cut
overhead by two to four employes through
use of the service, spokesman said.
Authorities said each Radiomation unit
delivers eight hours of taped music programming, and that pre-recorded announcements, time breaks, etc. can be injected by
pre-set arrangements. Local programs, newscasts, weather reports and other material

MUZAK'S new system is discussed by (I to
r) Charles C. Cowley, firm's president; E. F.
Hembrooke, chief engineer, and Ed Hochhauser, sales promotion director.
also can be switched in.
Muzak, which has been working on research and development of the system since
1954, plans to base its broadcast programs
on melodic, "entertainment music," almost
wholly instrumental — "the complete antithesis" of the average disc jockey program,
according to spokesmen. Especially programmed for 1958 radio audiences, it also
will contrast with the background music that
Muzak supplies to stores, offices and restaurants. Rock-and-roll and jazz will be
omitted.
Details of the new system are to be announced at the NAB convention by Charles
C. Cowley, Muzak president. E. H. Hembrooke, chief engineer, and Ed Hochhauser,
sales promotion director, also will be on
hand to discuss it with broadcasters.

MANUFACTURING

SHORTS

RCA has announced high-speed electrical
eraser that "removes magnetically recorded sound or pictures from complete reel of
tape or film within 30 seconds." Single automatic half-minute operation of unit reportedly can restore up to 4,800 feet of magnetic tape for re-recording.
Motorola, Chicago, announces increase of
$2,714,114 in employe savings and sharing
fund during 1957, bringing total value of
10 year-old fund to $31,086,265. Interest
dividend this year reportedly was $908,898,
highest in fund's history.
International Telephone & Telegraph Corp.,
to supplement its tube manufacturing facilities, has announced plans to build new
air-conditioned 45,000 sq. ft. plant near
May.
Roanoke,
Va. Ground will be broken in
Emerson

Radio & Phonograph Corp. announces new portable television receiver
(Model 1452) which incorporates full-power
transformer chassis, three full high gain
video i.f. stages, electronic noise inverter,
variable local-distant control and wide angle
110-degree aluminized kinescope tube.
Bell & Howell, Chicago, claims "sealed
lubrication" and safety interlock, designed
to prevent cause of film breakage, as among
features of its Filmosound 16mm sound
motion picture projector (Model 385). Interlock automatically disengages rewind
gear when reel of film is removed and is
built into takeup reel arm. Thus, company
reports projector cannot accidentally be
started in rewind when new film is shown.
Lubrication feature "obviates need for oiling

WAVE-TV
TelePrompTer, N. Y., announces new finger
ring model of remote control switch for
visual
aids equipment, Model MR 101.
projector."

it's for
BALANCED
AUDIENCE

PROGRAMMING
RATINGS

COVERAGE
COSTS

PER

THOUSAND

TRUSTWORTHY

OPERATION

NBC AFFILIATE
NBC SPOT SALES, EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WFIE-TV, Channel 14, the NBC affiliate in Eyansville, is now owned and operated by WAVE, Inc.

RCA reports shipments of 24-gain antenna
to WSJV (TV) Elkhart, Ind.; 25-kw
transmitter as well as 10-kw used transmitter for standby to WTAE-TV Pittsburgh,
46-gain antenna to WTPA (TV) Harrisburg,
Pa.; 12-kw transmitter to WICS (TV) Springfield, 111., and 6-kw transmitter to Wl'lG
(TV) Washington.
Shure Bros. Inc., Evanston, 111., has announced new high fidelity phonograph
cartridge using moving magnet principle
to eliminate hum and needle noise in record
changers and transcription tone arms.
Called Professional Dynetic, cartridge was
introduced at San Francisco High Fidelity
Show Feb. 14-16. It can be used with any
amplifier having magnetic phonograph in-
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LOOK

FOR THE SILVER

CAPTAIN

BLOOD

POSSESSED
ANGELS

LINING Ray Bolger

Errol Flynn

Joan Crawford

WITH

KEY LARGO

DIRTY

FACES

James Cagney

Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall

MR. SKEFFINGTON Bette Davis, Claude Rains
JANIE Robert Benchley
CASABLANCA

Bogart, Bergman

DESTINATION

TOKYO

ESCAPE

IN THE

DESERT

FOUR'S A CROWD
G-MEN James Cagney
THE GREAT

Rosalind Russell

STRIPES

BRIDE

DODGE

Humphrey Bogart

Bette Davis

STALLION

ROAD

THE TWO

MRS.

SHARK

Zachary Scott
CARROLLS

DAUGHTERS
TWO

GUYS

TOO

YOUNG

MILWAUKEE

TO KNOW

STRANGE

ALIBI Arthur Kennedy
WOMAN
FROM

Virginia Field

TEXAS

Jane Wyman

ON THE HUDSON

Burgess Meredith

OIL FOR THE LAMPS OF CHINA
NIGHT UNTO NIGHT Ronald Reagan
VALLEY

OF THE GIANTS

THE WALKING
WE

ARE

WOMEN

MAN

FOR TWO

WHO

Paul Muni
Kay Francis

TOO

AND

TAKES

Wayne Morris

Marie Wilson

TALKED

LADY

MUCH

BEHAVE

PARADE

EMBRACEABLE
EDGE

ROAR

THE BIG SHOT

'Casablanca'

and

'Key Largo'

BABBITT

Award

Nominees

YOU

Dane Clark
Ann Sheridan

Eleanor Parker
Humphrey Bogart

Guy Kibbee

ALIBI IKE Joe E. Brown

GAMBLING
and 8 Academy

Kay Francis

James Cagney

OF DARKNESS

BUSSES
. . . including "Oscar"-winning

Eve Arden

HELL'S KITCHEN "Dead End Kids"
HEARTS DIVIDED Dick Powell
FOOTLIGHT

AUDIENCE

George Brent

Thomas Mitchell

A SAILOR

IN CALIENTE Pat O'Brien
I FOUND STELLA PARRISH
OF

Pat O'Brien

Boris Karloff

IN THE WIND

LOVE, HONOR
THE

DEAD

NOT ALONE

MELODY

SHARE

Jack Carson

Joan Leslie

PARIS Ann Dvorak

CASTLE

TOP

John Garfield

THIS WAS

AN ANGEL

DELIVER

Claude Rains

COURAGEOUS
FROM

SINGAPORE

TO

Bogart, Stanwyck

Edward G. Robinson

THE UNSUSPECTED

HAND-PICKED

Eddie Albert

CITY Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan

TIGER

HITS

Alan Hale

MR. NOBODY

INVISIBLE
JUNE

Cary Grant

ON THE HIGH SEAS Jane Wyman

THE MYSTERIOUS
TORCHY

RUNS

DOCTOR

FOR MAYOR

Eleanor Parker
Barton MacLane

LOOK

FOR THE SILVER

POSSESSED
Joan Crawford, Van Hef lin, Raymond Massey

LINING

June Haver, Gordon MacRae

Academy Award Nomination

Academy Award Nomination

CAPTAIN

BLOOD

Errol Flynn, Olivia De Havilland
2 Academy Award Nominations

i';-iTiPB:

ANGELS

WITH

DIRTY

DESTINATION

FACES

TOKYO

Cary Grant, John Garfield, Dane Clark

Cagney, O'Brien, Bogart, Ann Sheridan
3 Academy Award Nominations

Academy Award Nomination

KEY LARGO
Bogart, Bacall, Robinson
"Oscar" Winner

MR. SKEFFINGTON

CASABLANCA

Bette Davis, Claude Rains

Bogart, Bergman, Henreid, Rains
3 "Oscars". . . 5 Academy Award Nominations

2 Academy Award Nominations

JANIE

Joyce Reynolds, Edward Arnold, Robert Benchley
Academy Award Nomination

MORE
NEW

HITS

FROM

'JUPITER'

CI.CI.p.'S

GROUP

J^'^^MW—g

INVISIBLE

^^^^

STRIPES

Humphrey Bogart, William Holden, George Raf
ARB Share-of-Audience: Boston 60%

STALLION

ROAD

Ronald Regan, Alexis Smith, Zachary Scott
ARB Share-of-Audience: Huntington, W. Va. 67%

DODGE CITY
®0
Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Ann Sheridan
ARB Share-of-Audience: Salt Lake City 76%

ESCAPE

IN THE DESERT

Helmut Dantine, Philip Dorn, Alan Hale
ARB Share-of-Audience: Boston 50%

JUNE

BRIDE

FOUR'S

A CROWD

Bette Davis, Robert Montgomery

Errol Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, Rosalind Russell

ARB Share-of-Audience: Chicago 50%

ARB Share-of-Audience: Miami 78%

THE GREAT

MR. NOBODY

Eddie Albert, Joan Leslie, Alan Hale
ARB Share-of-Audience: Miami 75%

Prices for individual pictures on request.

G-MEN

James Cagney, Lloyd Nolan, Margaret Lindsay
ARB Share-of-Audience: Boston 50%

THE TWO

MRS.

CARROLLS

Humphrey Bogart, Barbara Stanwyck
ARB Share-of-Audience: Sacramento 75%

inc.
CCD:
Productions Corp.
Distributors for Associated Artists
NEW YORK
345 Madison Ave., Murray Hill 6-2323
CHICAGO
75 East Wacker Drive, Dearborn 2-2030
DALLAS
1511 Bryan Street, Riverside 7-8553
LOS ANGELES
9110 Sunset Boulevard, Crestview 6-5886

NEXT

NAB

convention

preview:

NAB

last week added one more stop to
the complicated itinerary of its April 27May 1 convention in Los Angeles.
Already a commuter's nightmare, the
schedule was scattered around more of the
Los Angeles landscape when the main meeting site— the Biltmore Theatre — was lost
to the Eugene O'Neill drama, "Long Day's
Journey Into Night." The theatre adjoins the
Biltmore Hotel.
Despite the travel problems created by
the Los Angeles locale, advance registration is running close to the record figure
established in 1957. Late in the week 1,120
management and 260 engineering delegates
had registered, a total of 1,380. This compares with 1,224 management, 382 engineering and a total of 1,606 at the same
time a year ago.
A quick juggling of the convention agenda
put Biltmore Theatre meetings into Embassy Auditorium, located about four blocks
from the main convention hotels — Biltmore
and Statler. They form a triangle.
NAB will meet the commutation crisis by
running fleets of shuttle buses between the
Biltmore, Statler and Embassy Auditorium.
Buses also will carry delegates to the
Wednesday night banquet at the Palladium.
But delegates housed in hotels around
Beverly Hills and other outlying points will
have to use cabs and rented cars for the most
part.
NAB lost the theatre when the ownership,
separate from the Biltmore Hotel, exercised
an option to use the house for a show.
"Long Day's Journey Into Night" was
moved to the Biltmore a week early after an
unsatisfactory San Francisco run.
Unofficial convention
events
will get
Broadcasting

IN

WEEK

the

rundown

LOS

on

ANGELES

events,

times,

places,

people

underway Friday with an ABC-TV affiliates
meeting and a session of Fm Development
Assn. Several private meetings are scheduled
Saturday and a half-dozen important groups
will hold Sunday (April 27) events. The
Sunday list includes MBS affiliates meeting
and reception, Daytime Broadcasters Assn.
and Committee for Competitive Television.
The exhibits, scattered around the Biltmore
and Statler, open Sunday noon.
NAB business meetings start Monday

all-industry committee to negotiate new contracts with ASCAP. Radio contracts with
ASCAP expire Dec. 31, 1958.
A tribute to Dinah Shore will be paid by
the association at the Thursday management
luncheon. The NAB Tv Board will hold an
organization meeting Thursday afternoon.
Terms of seven tv directors expire at the
convention, with new directors to be elected
Tuesday afternoon.
Entertainment features of the convention

morning. A television management film session will be held at 9:30 a.m. and an fm
roundup will be held at 10 a.m. The agenda
of the separate Engineering Conference
opens at 9 a.m. Monday, running into Thursday afternoon.
The keynote session Tuesday morning
will be held at the Assembly Hall, with
President Frank Stanton of CBS Inc. re-

include
Disneyland tour for ladies, scheduledaMonday.

ceiving NAB's Keynote Award and delivering the keynote address. FCC Chairman
John C. Doerfer will speak at this session,
to be attended by both management and
engineering delegates.
Marion Harper Jr., president of McCannErickson, is the Tuesday management luncheon speaker.
Wednesday morning, engineers will join
management delegates for a public relations
session and the FCC roundtable.
An all-industry meeting for member and
non-member radio broadcasters will be held
Thursday morning to discuss plans for an
The
Tear

first
them

four
out

NAB
for

A fashion luncheon will be held at the
Beverly-Hilton Hotel Tuesday, featuring
Phyllis Kirk and other screen personalities.
Southern California Broadcasters Assn. has
invited all delegates to a Tuesday reception,
5:30 p.m., at the Statler. Broadcast Pioneers
will hold their annual banquet at the Statler
with Cecil B. DeMille as guest of honor.
Ladies will be guests Wednesday at NBC's
Queen for a Day broadcast.
Talent at the Wednesday banquet features the Lawrence Welk band and the Deep
River Boys. ASCAP is providing the entertainment.
OFFICIAL AND UNOFFICIAL AGENDAS
"WHERE TO FIND IT" DIRECTORY
THE NON-CONVENTION LOS ANGELES
ENGINEERING PAPERS (AND AGENDA)
WHAT'S ON DISPLAY AT EXHIBITS
REGISTRATION: WHO WILL BE THERE

Preview
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pages
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Saturday.

April 26

IN

LOS

registration: 9 a.m. -5 p.m., Galeria, Biltmore.
Sunday,

April 27

REGISTRATION: 7 a.m.-7 p.m., Galeria, Biltmore.
EXHIBITS: Noon-7 p.m., Biltmore, Statler.
Monday,

April 28

REGISTRATION: 7 a.m.-7 p.m., Galeria, Biltmore.
EXHIBITS: 9 a.m. -7 p.m.. Biltmore, Statler.
9:30 a.ni.-ll:45 a.m.
Statler, Pacific Ballroom
L.
TELEVISION MANAGEMENT FILM SESSION: Presiding: Joseph
D.
Floyd, KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S.
n, president, TeleSyndicated film panel: Milton A. eGordo
vision Programs of America; Georg T. Shupert president
-TV
ABC Film Syndication; Frederick S. Houwink, WMAL
Neb.
n,
Lincol
-TV
KOLN
Ebel,
James
A.
;
Washington
al
Feature film panel: Oliver A. Unger, president, Nation
Telefilm Assoc.; Richard A. Harper, general sales manager,
MGM-TV; Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ (TV) Miami; Dwight W.
Martin. WAFB-TV Baton Rouge.
10 a. in. -noon
Biltmore, Music Room
"FORWARD MOVING FM": Presiding: Raymond S. Green, WFLN
Philadelphia.
Participants: Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington; Charles
King, MBS; Horace Fitzpatrick, WSLS-FM Roanoke, Va.;
Guy Harris, KDKA-FM Pittsburgh; Joseph T. Connolly,
WCAU-FM Philadelphia; Theodore Jones, WCRB Waltham,
Mass.; Jack Kiefer, KMLA Los Angeles; Harold Tanner,
WLDM Oak Park, Mich.; John M. Ross, Ross-Reisman Co.;
John F. Meagher, NAB.
Subjects: Twelve Months of Fm Progress; Availability of
Fm Transmitters and Receivers; What We are Doing With
Fm, and Why; Are You Missing the Boat on Am-Fm Stereo?;
Fm Sales Techniques.
2 p. m.-4 p.m.
Biltmore, Music Room

LABOR CLINIC: Presiding: Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF-AM-TV
Rock Island, 111.; Discussion leader: Charles H. Tower, NAB.
Staff presentations and broadcaster case histories on technological change and collective bargaining, multi-employer
bargaining, and developments in broadcasting labor relations.
4 p.m.-5 p.m.
Statler, Sierra Room
WAGE-HOUR SEMINAR: Question and answer session on broadcasters' wage-hour problems conducted by the NAB EmployerEmploye Relations Department staff.

Tuesday, April 29
registration: 7 a.m.-7 p.m., Biltmore.
exhibits: 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Biltmore, Statler.
9:45 a.m.-noon
Embassy Auditorium
JOINT SESSION (Management and Engineering Conferences):
Presiding: J. Frank Jarman, co-chairman, 1958 Convention
Committee; Invocation: Rev. J. Richard Sneed, First Methodist

► ■» | y
II^LmLL.^^

Official agenda events
and unofficial sessions

Church, Los Angeles; Presentation of the Colors: The Post
Color Guard, Fort MacArthur, Calif.; The National Anthem:
John Raitt; Music: Sixth U.S. Army Pipe Band, the Presidio
of San Francisco, Calif.
Welcome: Norris Poulson, mayor of Los Angeles.
Keynote address: Dr. Frank Stanton, president, CBS Inc.
Presentation of Keynote Award: Harold E. Fellows, president-chairman ofthe board, NAB.
Address: John C. Doerfer, chairman, FCC.
12:30 p.m.
Biltmore Bowl
LUNCHEON (Management Conference): Presiding: W. D. (Dub)
Rogers Jr., co-chairman, 1958 Convention Committee; Invocation: Rabbi Edgar F. Magnin, Wilshire Boulevard Temple,
Los Angeles.
Address: Marion Harper Jr., president, McCann-Erickson.
Special feature: David Hardacre, national co-winner, 11th
annual Voice of Democracy contest.
2:30 p.m. -5 p.m.
Statler, Pacific Ballroom
RADIO MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: Presiding: John F. Meagher,
vice president for radio, NAB.
Opening remarks: F. Merrill Lindsay Jr., WSOY-AM-FM
Decatur, 111.
This Business of Radio — Inventory, 1958: F. C. Sowell,
WLAC Nashville; Frank M. Headley, president, Station Representatives Assn.; Matthew J. Culligan, vice president in charge
of NBC Radio.
Radio's Role in National Defense: Moderator: Vincent T.
Wasilewski, NAB government relations manager; Robert E.
Lee, FCC; John J. McLaughlin, administrative assistant to
the Secretary of the Air Force; W. H. Duplantis, assistant
administrator of communications, Federal Civil Defense
Admin.; Norman A. Matson, chief, Emergency Warning Section, U. S. Weather Bureau; Kenneth W. Miller, U. S. Supervisor, Conelrad; A. Prose Walker, NAB.
2:30 p.m. -4 p.m.
Biltmore, Music Room
TELEVISION MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: Presiding: Thad H.
Brown Jr., vice president for television, NAB; Welcome: John
E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.

The Public and Your NAB (film presentation) — "A Welcome Guest in the House."
Television Code: Remarks: William B. Quarton, WMT-TV
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Presentation: Edward H. Bronson, director, Television Code Affairs, NAB.
4 p.m.-5 p.m.
Biltmore, Renaissance Room
TELEVISION BUSINESS SESSION: Television Board elections.
Presiding: Judge Justin Miller.
Wednesday,

April 30

REGISTRATION: 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Biltmore.
EXHIBITS: 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Biltmore, Statler.
9:30 a.m.-noon
Embassy Auditorium
JOINT SESSION (Management and Engineering Conferences):
W. D. (Dub) Rogers Jr., co-chairman, 1958 ConvenPresiding:
tion Committee.

relations presentation: John M. Outler Jr., WSB-AMAtlanta.
TVPublic
FCC Panel: John C. Doerfer, Rosel H. Hyde, Robert T.

Bartley, Robert E. Lee, T. A. M. Craven, Frederick W.
Ford, John S. Cross (commissioner-designate). Moderator:
Mr. Fellows.
12:30 p.m.
Biltmore Bowl

LUNCHEON (Management Conference): Presiding: J. Frank Jarman, co-chairman, 1958 Convention Committee; Invocation:
His Eminence James Francis A. Cardinal Mclntyre, Archbishop
of Los Angeles.
Address: Harold E. Fellows, president, NAB.

Special Feature: Edwin W. Ebel, chairman, radio-tv committee, The Advertising Council.

Presentation to industry: Norman Hagen, public information
coordinator, U. S. Weather Bureau.
ANNUAL
BUSINESS MEETING
ADJOURNMENT

SIDEBAR

2:30 p.m.-5 p.m.
Statler, Sierra Room
TELEVISION MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: Presiding: Mr. Brown.
When Is the Sale Completed? The Functions of Station
Sales Promotion and Merchandising: Panelists: John C. Cohan,
KSBW-TV Salinas, Calif.; Raymond W. Welpott, WKY-TV
Oklahoma City; Arthur Schofield, Storer Broadcasting.
Patterns of Profit — Eight Years of Operation In a Typical
Market: Charles H. Tower, NAB.
What Can Automation Do For My Station?: Presiding: Harold P. See, KRON-TV San Francisco; Panelists: W. D. (Dub)
Rogers Jr., KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.; Edgar B. Stern Jr.,
WDSU-TV New Orleans; A. Prose Walker, NAB.
7:30 p.m.
Palladium
ANNUAL CONVENTION BANQUET
Thursday,

May

1

REGISTRATION: 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Biltmore.
EXHIBITS: 9 a.m. -2 p.m., Biltmore, Statler.
10 a.m.-noon
Statler, Pacific Ballroom
RADIO MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: All-Industry Radio Music
License Conference: Chairman Pro Tern: Robert T. Mason,
WMRN Marion, Ohio.
10 a.m.-ll a.m.
Biltmore, Music Room
TELEVISION MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: Presiding: Mr. Brown.
Comments on Color: Panelists: Clair R. McCollough,
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; Owen W. Saddler, KMTV (TV)
Omaha, Neb.; Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans.
11:15 a.m.-noon
Biltmore Theatre

TvB PRESENTATION: "E-Motion"— Norman (Pete) Cash, George
Huntington, Howard Abrahams, Walter McNiff, William B.
Colvin, all of TvB.
12:30 p.m.
Biltmore Bowl

LUNCHEON: 12:30 p.m.— Presiding: Mr. Fellows; Invocation:
Dr. Clair B. Gahagen, First Presbyterian Church of Hollywood.
Salute to Dinah Shore.

Broadcasting

EVENTS

Friday, April
9:30 a.m.-noon ABC-TV PRIMARY AFFILIATES: Beverly Hills Hotel.
5 p.m. -7 p.m. FM DEVELOPMENT ASSN.: Buffalo Room, Statler.
Saturday,

2:30 p.m. -5 p.m.
Embassy Auditorium
RADIO MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: Presiding: Mr. Meagher.
Good Practices Are Good Business: Worth Kramer, WJR
Detroit.
Your Future Is Sound: Kevin B. Sweeney, president, RAB;
John F. Hardesty, vice president, RAB.
Measuring the Radio Audience (Panel) : Moderator: E. K.
Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City; Panelists: Edward G. Hynes
Jr., Trendex Inc.; George Blechta, A. C. Nielsen; Dr. Sidney
Roslow, The Pulse; Frank Stisser, C. E. Hooper.

MEETINGS,

April 26

10 a.m.-noon also 2 p.m.-5:30 p.m. FM DEVELOPMENT ASSN:
Buffalo Room, Statler.
Noon-6 p.m. RCA: Sales meeting, Conference Room 2, Biltmore.
1 p.m.-6 p.m. ASSN. OF MAXIMUM SERVICE TELECASTERS: Board
of Directors, Conference Room 9, Biltmore.
6 p.m. ASSN. FOR PROFESSIONAL BROADCASTING EDUCATION:
Board of Directors, Conference Room 6, Biltmore.
Sunday,

April 27

9 a.m.-9 p.m. ASSN. FOR PROFESSIONAL BROADCASTING EDUCATION: Membership meeting, Conference Room 1, Biltmore.
10 a.m. KABC-TV LOS ANGELES: Timebuyers tour.
10 a.m.-12:30 p.m. ASSN. OF MAXIMUM SERVICE TELECASTERS:
Membership meeting, Music Room, Biltmore.
10 a.m.-2 p.m. BROADCAST MUSIC INC.: Board meeting and
luncheon, Cleveland and Mission Rooms, Statler.
12:30 p.m. ASSN. OF MAXIMUM SERVICE TELECASTERS: Board of
Directors, Conference Room 4, Biltmore.
1:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. FM DEVELOPMENT ASSN: Buffalo Room,
Statler.
ABC-TV AFFILIATES: Membership meeting, Sierra Room,
2 p.m.
Statler.

2 p.m.S p.m. COMMITTEE FOR COMPETITIVE TELEVISION: Membership meeting, Detroit Room, Statler.
3 p.m. -6 p.m. MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM: Affiliates meeting-reception, Conference Rooms 2, 3, 4, Biltmore.
p.m. DAYTIME BROADCASTERS ASSN.: Meeting, Con3:30 p.m.S ference
Room 8, Biltmore.
WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING: Reception, Goldp.m.Room,
5 p.m.S
Statler.
en State
Monday,

April 28

8 a.m.-9:30 a.m.
10 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
10 a.m-5 p.m. TV
Noon TELEVISION

QUALITY RADIO GROUP: Breakfast, Biltmore.
DISNEYLAND TOUR.
CODE BOARD: Conference Room 5, Biltmore.
PIONEERS: Barbecue luncheon, Biltmore Bowl.

CBS-TV
ladies. 5:30
PARTY: Affiliates'
TEA Affiliates.
p.m. CBS-TV
4 COCKTAIL
City. p.m.
Both Television
PARTY:
5:30 p.m. FILM DISTRIBUTORS RECEPTION: Beverly Hilton.
7 p.m. NBC DINNER: Cocoanut Grove, Ambassador.
Tuesday,

April 29

8 a.m.-9:30 a.m. TV STATIONS INC.: Breakfast, Music Room,
Biltmore.
Noon FASHION LUNCHEON: Beverly Hilton.
5:30 p.m.-7 p.m. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA BROADCASTERS ASSN.:
Reception, Pacific Ballroom, Statler.
7 p.m. BROADCAST PIONEERS: Banquet, Golden State Room,
Statler.
Wednesday,

April 30

8 a.m.-9:15 a.m. SMALL TELEVISION MARKETS COMMITTEE (of
CBS-TV Affiliates Assn.): Breakfast, Music Room, Biltmore.
Noon QUEEN FOR A DAY: Luncheon and broadcast, Moulin
Rouge Restaurant.
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WHERE

TO

deThe second floor of the Biltmore will be will
voted exclusively to exhibits. Other exhibits
b3 located in the Grand Ballroom and Ballroom
Foyer of the Biltmore and in the Assembly, Garden, Los Angeles and Wilshire Rooms on the
ballroom (mezzanine) floor of the Statler.
The hotels do not assign rooms or suites prior
to registration, so hospitality suites are presently
identified only by hotel. When the convention

EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS

(E) Wilshire Room. Space 5
(H) Statler
(E) Wilshire Room, Space 2
Alford Mfg
(E) Wilshire Room, Spaces 1-11
Ampex
(H) Biltmore
(E) Room 2208
Browning Labs
..(E) Wilshire Room, Space 8
Bryg Inc.
(E) Ballroom. Space 6
Caterpillar Tractor
(E) Ballroom Foyer, Space 2
Century Lighting
Ballroom Foyer, Space 1
(E)
Collins Radio
Wilshire Room, Space 4
(E)
Conrac
(E) Room 2122
onics
Electr
Continental
2204-05-07
Rooms
Dresser-Ideco . . .(E)
(E) Rooms 2105-06
Electronic Applications
Angeles Room
Los
(E)
Labs
Foto-Video
Space 3
Foyer,
Ballroom
(E)
Radio
Gates
Room
Garden
(E)
tric
Elec
General
(H) Statler
(E) Room 2317
General Electronic
(E) Rooms 2229-32
General Precision
Room, Space 10
Wilshire
(E)
General Radio
Foyer, Space 4
Ballroom
(E)
Co.
The Harwald
Houston-Fearless (E) Rooms 2110-11
(E) Rooms 2216-17
Hughey & Phillips
(H) Statler
& Antenna (E)
Industrial Transmitters
Wilshire Room, Space 9
Kahn Research Labs (E)
Wilshire Room, Space 9-A
(E) Wilshire Room, Space 13
Kin Tel
(E) Wilshire Room, Space 7
Kliegl Bros
<E) Wilshire Room
Ling Systems
(H) Statler
(E) Room 2237
Magnetic Sound Camera
(E) Room 2234
Prodelin
(E) Rooms 2226-27-28 and
RCA
Biltmore Ballroom,
Space 7
(H) Biltmore
(E) Los Angeles Room
Raytheon
(E) Rooms 2212-14
Rust Industrial
Sarkes Tarzian . . .(E) Wilshire Room, Space 17
Schafer Custom Engineering (E)
Wilshire Room, Space 12
Stainless
(H) Statler
Stancil-Hoffman
(E) Room 2309
Standard Electronics (E)
Rooms 2202-03 Wilshire Room, Space 3
(H) Statler
(E) Wilshire Room, Space 16
Telechrome Mfg
(E) Ballroom, Space 5
TelePrompTer
(H) Statler
Television-Zoomar
(E) Los Angeles Room
Utility Tower
(E) Wilshire Room, Space 15
Visual Electronics

Adler Electronics

GOVERNMENT

(E) Rooms 2119-20-21
U. S. Armed Forces
U. S. Army (E)
Rooms 2307-08 and Assembly Room
(E) Room 2116
U. S. Treasury
NETWORKS

(H)
ABC Radio and ABC-TV
(H) Engineers Club,
CBS Radio
(H) Engineers Club,
CBS-TV
Keystone Broadcasting System .... (H)
(H)
Mutual

Page 82
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Biltmore
Biltmore
Biltmore
Biltmore
Biltmore

NBC Radio and NBC-TV
NT A Film Network

(H) Biltmore
(E) Rooms 2341-44
(H) Biltmore

NEWS
SERVICES, PUBLICATIONS
Advertising Age

(E)

Statler
(H)(H).Biltmore
(E) Room 2104
(H) Statler
(H) Biltmore
(E) Room 2326
<E) Room 2133
(E) Room 2235

PROGRAM SERVICES

(E) Rooms 2345-46-48-50-52
AAP
ABC Film Syndication
(E) Rooms 2356-57
M & A Alexander Productions (E) Rooms 2354-55
Broadcast Music Inc
(E) Rooms 2107-08
(H) Biltmore
CBS Television Film Sales . . (E) Rooms 1348-50-52
Community Club Services
(H) Statler
Flamingo Telefilm Sales
(E) Room 2319
Harry S. Goodman Productions (E) Rooms 2102-03
Governor Television Attractions (E) Room 2331
(H) 2324-25
Statler
(E) Rooms
(E) Room 2337
(H) Biltmore
Lang-Worth Feature Programs (E) Rooms 2305-06
(H) Biltmore
MCA-TV
(H) Biltmore
MGM-TV
(E) Rooms 2333-34-35
Magne-Tronics
(E) Room 2359
Medallion Tv Enterprises
(E) Room 2358
Modern Talking Picture Service (E) Room 2225
Muzak
(H) Biltmore
National Telefilm Assoc
(E) Rooms 2328-30
Official Films
(E) Rooms 2322-23
(H) Biltmore
RCA Recorded Program Services (E)
Rooms 2300-01-02
Screen Gems
(E) Rooms 2303-04
SESAC
(E) Rooms 2134-35
(H) Biltmore
Standard Radio Transcription Services (E)
Room 2361
Sterling Television
(E) Room 2219
Telemat
(E) Rooms 2320-21
Television Programs of America (E)
Rooms 2221-23
Trans-Lux Television
(E) Rooms 2215-2362
World Broadcasting System . .(E) Rooms 2200-01
Ziv-Economee Television Programs (E)
Rooms 2100-01
Ziv Television Programs
(E) Rooms 2338-39
(H) Statler

Guild Films
Hollywood Television Service

RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS
American Research Bureau

IT

(.pens, NAB will post giant directory boards in
the lobbies of both the Biltmore (Management
Conference headquarters) and Statler (Engineering Conference headquarters) showing where all
associate members' suites are located.
Room designations in roman type are in the
Biltmore Hotel, whereas those in italics are in
the Statler Hotel. (E) indicates exhibitor. (H)
indicates hospitality suite.

A. C. Nielsen
The Pulse

.(H) Biltmore

(E) Rooms 2112-15
(H) Biltmore

STATION GROUPS
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

Room 2130
(H) Biltmore
Associated Press
(H) Statler
Billboard
(E) Room 2117
Broadcasting
(H) Biltmore
International News Service-Telenews (E)
Room 2131
Radio-Television Daily
(E) Rooms 2128-29
Sponsor
(E) Room 2340
Standard Rate & Data
Telefilm Magazine
Television Magazine
United Press
United Press Movietone News
U. S. Radio
Variety

FIND

(H) Biltmore

STATION REPRESENTATIVES
Avery-Knodel
(H) Town House
John Blair, Blair Tv and Blair Television
Assoc
(H) Chapman Park
The Boiling Co
(H) Biltmore
The Branham Co
(H) Biltmore
CBS Tv Spot Sales
Unassigned
Henry I. Christal
(H) Biltmore
Everett-McKinney
(H) Town House
Forjoe and Forjoe Tv
(H) Biltmore
Gill-Perna
(H) Biltmore
Harrington, Righter & Parsons
(H) Statler
Headley-Reed
(H) Statler
H-R Reps and H-R Tv
(H) Chapman Park
George P. Hollingbery
(H) Statler
The Meeker Co
(H) Statler
John E. Pearson and Pearson Tv (H) Town House
Peters, Griffin, Woodward
(H) Town House
Edward Petry & Co
(H) Biltmore
Rambeau, Vance, Hopple
(H) Biltmore
Paul H. Raymer
(H) Biltmore
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell
(H) Statler
Weed & Co
(H) Town House
Adam Young
(H) Ambassador
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANIES
American Telephone & Telegraph
(H) Statler
TRADE ASSOCIATIONS
Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences
(E) Room 2318
NAB Convention Offices
Convention Manager
Room 1339
Everett E. Revercomb, Sec.-Treas.
Engineering Conference .... Washington Room
A. Prose Walker, Manager
Convention Exhibits
Room 1339
George E. Gayou, Exhibit Manager
Registration Desk
Galeria Floor
William Walker, Asst. Treas.
Convention News
Galeria Room
Donald N. Martin, Asst. to the
President for Public Relations
Program Coordinator
Room 1356
Howard H. Bell, Asst. to the
President for Joint Affairs
NAB Staff Offices
Radio
Room 1358
John F. Meagher, Vice President
Television
Room 1361
Thad H. Brown Jr., Vice Presider..
Employer-Employe Relations
Room 1337
Charles H. Tower, Manager
Government Relations
Room 1356
Vincent T. Wasilewski, Manager
Legal
Room 1356
Douglas A. Anello, Chief Attorney
Organizational Services and APBE
Room 1337
Frederick H. Garrigus, Manager
Research
Room 1338
Richard M. Allerton, Manager
Station Relations
Galeria Floor
William Carlisle, Manager
Television Code Affairs
Room 1338
Edward H. Bronson. Director
Broadcasting
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PREVIEW

THE

Convention

city

has

Los Angeles is a great place to visit. If
you're going to the NAB Convention and
haven't been to Los Angeles recently you
may find the following tips helpful. If
you're a regular visitor, you probably know
how to find what you want better than we
can tell you, although even you may not
know that drive-it-yourself car rentals have
just gone up to $9 a day and 94 a mile for
the low-priced three, with lags, T-Birds
and Corvettes now $ 1 5 a day and 1 24 a mile,
if you're the racy type. Or that the Los
Angeles Dodgers will be playing at home
(meaning the Coliseum) next weekend (Friday night, Saturday and Sunday afternoon)
against St. Louis and on May 1 (night), 2
and 3 (afternoons) against Pittsburgh.
Cai rentals are important for L.A. visitors
because distances are great, public transportation facilities are few and slow and
cab fares are higher than in most other
cities: 70tf the first mile and 304 a mile
thereafter. From the Biltmore to Hollywood
& Vine costs about $2.70 by cab; it's also
approximately $2.70 to CBS-TV in West
Hollywood, $2.20 to ABC-TV in the Los
Feliz section, and $4 to NBC-TV in Burbank; $3 to one of the eating places on
La Cienega's Restaurant Row, and $3.50
to the Beverly Hilton in Beverly Hills. To
Disneyland there's a flat cab fare of $13.
Consolation note: Five can ride as cheaply
as one.

I

So, if you're planning a lot of business
calls and/ or sightseeing and are good at
map-reading (few streets run straight for
long in Southern California), renting a car
may be a good idea. Note of caution: Avoid
the freeways during rush hours. Second note
of caution: Los Angeles police take a very
dim view of drunken driving and define the
term much more rigidly than you or I
would. One fine would pay a lot of cab
bills, even in L.A.
With those hard facts of life out of the
way, we can turn to more pleasant subjects.
Such as eating, and you've seldom been
anywhere with better restaurants or a greater
variety. Starting at home base, the Biltmore
restaurants are rated highly by^_ local residents. The Windsor, the Dales,1" the Secret
Harbor and the Cove are other recommended eating places within easy and
relatively inexpensive cabbing distance. Also
in the downtown area are Chinatown and
the Mexican show place, Olvera St., both
worth visiting for souvenirs or just plain
looking. Eat at Man Jen Low in Chinatown,

G
Jc
Al

ALLURES

CONSIDERABLE

at La Golondrina on Olvera St. (and you'll
also see a Mexican floorshow in the evenig).
There are other foreign-atmosphere restaurants worth sampling if you're in the
mood. For Italian cuisine try Hollywood's
Villa Capri (a favorite hangout of Frank
Sinatra, possibly because he owns it) or
Belgian-Frascati's on the Sunset Strip. For
April 21, 1958
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many
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L.A.

money

offers just about every kind of food you

BY BRUCE ROBERTSON
Senior Editor, Hollywood

can
imagine. There's
the of
Captain's
for seafood,
the House
MurphyTable
for

Scandinavian: the Bit of Sweden and
Scandia (just moved into new quarters), also
on the Sunset Strip. For South Sea Island
fare: Don the Beachcomber's in Hollywood,
the Luau (owned by Stephen Crane, currently in the news as the father of Lana
Turner's daughter, Cheryl Crane) in Beverly
Hills, and The Traders at the Beverly Hilton. For the roast beef of Olde England,
or steak and kidney pie if you prefer (or
both — it's buffet), try the Cock and Bull on
the Sunset Strip.

corned beef and cabbage and Lowry's for
prime ribs, to name only a few.
For really posh dining in the best continental manner there are Perino's on Wilshire, LaRue's on Sunset, Chasen's on
Rodeo
s on
Blvd. and
Beverly
Dr.
in Beverly
Hills. Romanoff'
(But bring
money.)
Los Angeles has its full quota of night
clubs and like the restaurants they come in
all styles and prices. The biggest show will
probably be found at the Moulin Rouge on
Sunset, with a cast of 100 including stars,

(The Strip is so-named because for several
miles Sunset Blvd. and a block or two on
either side is not a part of the city of Los
Angeles but is an unincorporated part of
Los Angeles County.)

showgirls, jugglers and the whole extravaganza bit (reasonably priced, too). Farther
out on Sunset, the Macombo and the Crescendo feature headline talent, as do the

The saying is "you can't go wrong on
Restaurant Row on La Cienega Blvd." which

L.A. FREEWAY

hotel night rooms (Nat "King" Cole is now
at the Ambassador's Cocoanut Grove, with
Russ Morgan and his orchestra playing for

COMPLEX:

CHALLENGE

TO CONVENTIONEERS

dancing). Or maybe you'd prefer to drive
out to the Aragon Ballroom on Lick Pier
at Ocean Park to dance to the music of
Lawrence Welk and his Champagne Orchestra (Friday and Saturday).
If you're a golfer you'll certainly want to
compete for the Broadcasting Cup on April
28 at Los Coyotes Country Club, a sporty
course you've probably not played as it
opened only last fall. (No car worries;
Broadcasting will take you out and bring
you back to town by chartered bus.) Other
country clubs are all over the map, plus a
score of public and daily fee courses.

X.O.
ON

THE

SHE

Whatever you plan on doing, so long as

Add

you're going to get out of the hotel at all,
you'll be glad to learn that Dr. Irving P.
Krick and his Univac predict a rainless week
for Los Angeles. Harry Geise, Krick executive and weather broadcaster on KNX and
KNXT (TV), says that first of the week
temperatures will be slightly below the
normal high of 71 and low of 53, with endof-week temperatures a little above normal.
Some clouds in mornings, but sunny afternoons. So leave tweeds and heavy worsteds
at home, bring Palm Beach suits but add a

of

hours

IMAGE

with

F OTO
IMAGE

Miniaturized;

of the city, ocean and (on a clear day) Catalina Island.
Nearer the hotel, the tower of City Hall
also offers a good view of the Los Angeles
area plus an art exhibit. The Civic Center
under construction around City Hall (due
for completion by 1960 and $70 million is
in the bank to pay for it) also includes the
new Police Administration Bldg. you've
seen so often (in replica on Dragnet). The
public library (see the murals) is across the
street from the Biltmore and (for a change)
a transportation bargain is only a block
Broadcasting
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TRANSISTORIZED
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-no moving parts!
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FOOLPROOF
SIMPLIFIED OPERATION!

transistorized
r

mining town at Knott's Berry Farm, near
Disneyland, where history and hokum are
combined in an entertaining fashion. Good
food, American style.

(You can also fly, if time's pressing.) Drive
east to Palm Springs for a look at luxury
in the desert, along with citrus groves, date
farms and the coastal mountains. Drive
north to Mt. Wilson for a mile high view

the

NEW

have lunch, do today's marketing, buy a
complete wardrobe and/ or pick up souvenirs
for friends back home. A few blocks away
are the La Brea tar pits, where the bones
of prehistoric monsters were preserved. A
different sort of preservation is the ghost

If this is your first visit to Southern California, you'll want to see the Pacific Ocean
(less than an hour's drive straight out Wilshire to Santa Monica). The drive either way
along the coast is scenically rewarding or
you can take a boat to Catalina Island in
the morning, returning the same afternoon,
a little more than two hours each way.

to

ORTHICON

life

topcoat for evenings, especially if you're
going to be in the mountains or near the
sea.
From there on, it's pretty much up to
you how you spend your free time. The
most popular tourist attraction — and a must
if you have the family along — is Disneyland.
Almost as popular is Forest Lawn, where
the world's largest religious painting (Jan
Styka's "The Crucifixion") and a stained
glass reproduction of "The Last Supper" are
displayed hourly. The Farmers Market, on
Fairfax not far from CBS-TV, is a vast assembly of stalls and shops where you can

hundreds

TO
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a one-block railaway. Angel's Flight," and
back at 5tf for
up the hill
i
roadaiming
the round trip.
In Hollywood. Columbia Square at Sunset and Gower, NBC's Hollywood Radio
City at Sunset and Vine, MBS-Don Lee on
Vine a little south of Sunset and ABC
Radio on Vine a little north of it comprise
the West Coast headquarters of network
radio. (Don't worry because K.NXT [TV],
ouned by CBS. is located in the Don Lee
buildinc along with Don Lee's KHJ-TV instead of at the CBS-TV center; that's just
the way things are in Hollywood. Nor that
Hollywood and Vine is as unglamorous a
corner as could be found in the nation, with
a department store, a chain drugstore, a
lunchroom and an airlines office the eyelevel view and no appropriate background
for that memorable snapshot.)
More interesting are the Capitol Record
Bldg., world's only circular office building,
on Vine just north of Hollywood Blvd.,
Grauman's Chinese Theatre where "The

Windjammer" is introducing the Cinemiracle
process of panoramic movies behind the
courtyard of famous footprints on Hollywood Blvd.; the talking elevators of the
Hollywood Roosevelt, across the street from
the Chinese Theatre; Music City, a music
supermarket, on Vine at Sunset; the modern
buildings of Screen Actors Guild and Screen
Directors Guild, farther west on Sunset,
along with Schwab's drugstore, where stars
in unglamorous blue jeans, frequently with
offspring in tow, buy cigarettes and aspirin
and drink coffee and discuss the state of
movies, television and radio with writers,
directors and stars of tomorrow in typical
drugstore chats.
If you've a yen for lady luck and think
it's reciprocated, $5 invested in cab fare
will get you to Gardena, whose voters got
ready for you by endorsing continuance of
the town's poker palaces. Draw poker only,
with stakes from 50 cents to $1 and $10
and $20, depending on which table you
pick. Or if you really want to howl it up
Las Vegas is only 75 minutes and less than
$20 by plane. Cautionary note: better play
it safe and buy a round trip for $37.50.
There are theatres where name stars are
playing in Broadway hit shows of today

THE

TECHNICAL

("Tunnel of Love" at the Huntington Hartford in Hollywood) or yesterday ("The King
and I" with Gisele MacKenzie at Philharmonic Auditorium and "Teahouse of the
August Moon" at Pasadena Playhouse) and
many "off-Sunset" little theatres where unknowns are hoping to be seen by agents and
casting directors. And there's "The Wayward
Way," musical version of "The Drunkard,"
now in its 25th year at Theatre Mart. Finally, Eugene O'Neill's "Long Day's Journey Into Night" is at the Biltmore Theatre,
a last-minute booking that took the theatre
away from NAB's convention agenda.
Wilshire Blvd. combines New York's
Fifth Ave. smart shops and Madison Ave.
agency-filled office buildings in one long
row, running from the Statler into Beverly
Hills. For full information on the universities, museums, art exhibits, tours and how
to get anyplace in the most convenient manner, consult the All-Year Club, on Sixth
St., only a couple of blocks from the Biltmore.
P.S. If you want to see the inside of a
movie studio and are not a big buyer rating
the VIP treatment, the Tanner Grey Line
has a tour which takes you right through
the Universal-International lot.
this basic equivalent circuit, an outline of the
progress being made in transistor design will
be shown. To show how these improvements
are made, some manufacturing techniques will
be discussed. With this background material,
the subject of transistors in the communications
field will be enlarged to highlight various types
of transistors and show the circuits in which
they are applicable.
9:50-10:05 a.m.

NEXT WEEK IN LOS ANGELES

Newest techniques in broadcast engineering, with a touch of economics, will
be discussed in detail by speakers at the 12th
annual Broadcast Engineering Conference to
be held April 28-May 1 in Los Angeles.
Joseph Epperson, WEWS (TV) Cleveland,
is chairman of the conference program committee. Meetings will be held at the Hotel
Statler, starting at 9 a.m. Monday, April
28. A. Prose Walker, NAB engineering
manager, is conference arrangements director.
The four days of programming will cover
developments in color and black-and-white
magnetic tape for television. As was the
case a year ago, automation processes and
remote control will be explored. A paper
on remote control will show how the
technique works in the case of high-power
transmitters.

Antenna papers will deal with the stability of directional antennas and a new
vhf antenna. Amplifier progress will be discussed. Multiplexing developments will be
the subject of papers along with radio remote pickup equipment. Application of
transistors to broadcast equipment by leading manufacturers will be explained. A paper
on small-market television will cover the
economic and technical aspects of this type
of station.
NAB President Harold E. Fellows will
address the Monday luncheon. Sir Harold
Page 86
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REMOTE CONTROL OF HIGH
POWER TRANSMITTERS Charles
J. Starner, RCA.

PAPERS

Bishop, of the British Broadcasting Corp.,
will tell how the 405-line tv standard is utilized to secure good definition, speaking at
the Wednesday luncheon. Rear Adm.
Charles F. Home, USN (retired), vice president and division manager of Convair Division, General Dynamics Corp., will speak
on guided missiles at the Thursday luncheon.
Engineering delegates will take part in the
keynote session of the NAB Management
Conference the morning of April 29 and the
next morning will join with management in
the annual FCC roundtable.
MONDAY

MORNING

the phase-to-amplitude system of modulation, will be
STARNER
discussed. This transmitter
is designed for remote control operation and
major emphasis will be placed upon design
solutions utilized to satisfy the requirements
imposed by remote control operation. Control
function switching from a remote to a local
bus is included to facilitate local testing and
maintenance. Information concerning circuit
simplicity and stability plus a wide factor of
safety in component application as well as
duplicate modulators arranged for remote
switching will be provided.
10:10-10:35 a.m.

9 a.m. — Golden State Room
Presiding: GEORGE HIXENBAUGH, chief engineer,
WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Opening Remarks: RAYMOND
9:20-9:45 a.m.

Remote control operation
of 50 kw standard band
am transmitter, employing

F. GUY, NBC.

USE OF TRANSISTORS IN THE
COMMUNICATIONS FIELD
John J. Rienzo, Sylvania
Electric Products.
This paper will include a
resume of transistor parameters— of primary imporRIENZO
tance in the communications
field. This will include a
basic equivalent circuit for a transistor. Upon

CURRENT STATUS OF REMOTE
CONTROL AND AUTOMATIC
OPERATION A. Prose Walker,
manager
o f engineering,
NAB.
The Engineering Dept. of
NAB is currently engaged in
a program of modernizing
WALKER
engineering concepts. This
modernization program began in 1953 with the
authorization of remote control on a limited
basis. The second step in this program was
concluded when the FCC in 1957 extended
remote control to all stations regardless of
power or antenna system. A third step has
recently been taken with the filing of a petition
Broadcasting
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TECHNICAL PAPERS continued
with the Commission for relaxation of the
frequency deviation logging requirement. The
fourth and current step is a system now being
field tested for automatic logging. These curdepartmental developrent activities plus other
ments will be discussed in detail.
10:10-11:03 a.m.

THE EFFECTS OF RE-RADIATION
FROM TELEVISION TOWERS
AND OTHER STRUCTURES UPON DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
Qgden L. Prestholdt, senior
project engineer, Engineering Dept., CBS-TV.
Antenna towers and other
PRESTHOtDT
structures in the presence
of strong radio frequency fields are capable of
the patre-radiating sufficient energy toA affect
simple study
tern of a directional antenna.
for the very thin antenna is included along with
as of practicthe more rigorous study for antenn
al cross-section. Graphical integration is used
to evaluate re-radiation for the more rigorous
current distributions in selected antenna lengths.
Experimental techniques for the measurement
of re-radiation from actual structures will be
discussed. Consideration will be given to
methods of reducing the re-radiation and the
results of model tests to effect this reduction
are discussed.
11:10-11:45 a.m.

REQUIREMENTS OF COMMISSION RULES GOVERNING
AND FM BROADARD
STAND
CAST OPERATION, PARTICULARLY WITH RESPECT TO REMOTE CONTROL OF TRANSMITTERS AND AUTOMATIC
OF TRANSMITTER
NG
LOGGI
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
BARR
James E. Barr, assistant
chief, Broadcast Bureau, FCC.

I
Jl
B
A

Recent amendments to Commission rules
make provision for the operation by remote
control, under specified conditions, of all standard broadcast and fm transmitters. Until adoption of recent amendments remote control of
stations employing directional antennas and
those with transmitters operating at power
levels above 10 kw was not permissible. The
extreme complexity and narrow tolerance requirements ofa large number of the directional antennas installed within the last 10 years
were the basis for exceptions to the original
remote control rules. The reasons for making
these exceptions in the first place and the additional restrictions that are presently involved
when a directional antenna is involved will be
discussed.
MONDAY

GINSBURG

Ampex videotape recorder
at the 1956 NAB convention
nt development, such
importa
in Chicago, many
as color, have been introduced as adaptations to
the basic recorder. These developments and
their applications to past and current models
will be discussed. Reference will be made to
tape interchangeability, splicing and editing,
special effects and improved synchronization
of picture and sound.
3-3:25 p.m.

LIND

A NEW THREE-IMAGE ORTHIhCON COLOR CAMERA Josep
F. Wiggin, consulting engineer, General Electric.

A new three-image orthicon color camera has been
designed by General Electric
for broadcast use. Minimum
WIGGIN
size and weight, ease of operation and good operational stability were
new
the principal design objectives for the
gives
n
desig
em
syst
al
optic
new
A
ra.
came
tion
improved performance and allows a.reduc
Use of
of the length and width of the camer
transistors and printed wiring in some circuits
also contributes to the compactness of design
as well a reducing heat and microphonics. All
these will be discussed plus other features of
the camera including special sweep circuit
techniques to improve registration stability,
and a single camera cable of new design.
4-5 p.m.

THORPE

Session Coordinator: JAMES D. RUSSELL, president-general manager, KKTV (TV) Colorado
Springs, Colo.
Al
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operating problems, longrange network transmission
arrangements
and signals
the standardization oftest
and
methods. A number of
specific projects are now
under study, such as the
development of a suitable
low impedance one volt
standard and the effect of

P§M **»»
GRONBERG

gray scale non-linearity on
picture. The panel discussion
will center around such
activities.

NETWORK TRANSMISSION
COMMITTEE PANEL DISCUSSION John Thorpe, customer
service engineer, Long Lines
Dept., AT&T; Wilfrid B.
Whalley, senior project engineer, CBS-TV; John Serafin, transmission supervisor,
ABC; Howard C. Gronberg,

FREIBERGER
TUESDAY

AFTERNOON

2:30 p.m. — Golden State Room
Presiding: E. C. FRASE JR., chief engineer, WMCWMCT (TV) Memphis, Term.
Session Coordinator: MAX BICE, chief engineer,
KTNT-TV Tacoma, Wash.
2:30-2:55 p.m.
ANALYSIS OF COMPATIBLE
SINGLE
SIDEBAND SYSTEM
George A. Olive, research
engineer, RCA Labs.
Some properties and
characteristics of the Kahn
compatible single sideband
system which can be disOLIVE
covered by mathematical
analysis will be presented. Included will be a
complete spectrum analysis with single tone
modulation and a calculation of the distortion
which results under certain types of bandwidth
limiting; a limited amount of multi-tone analysis and a discussion on the effect of various
operating parameter adjustments on the
spectral characteristics.
3-3:25 p.m.

FACTUAL OPERATION AND RESULTS ON COMPATIBLE SINGLE SIDEBAND Robert M. Morris,
radio facilities engineer, ABC; Ralph N. Harmon, vice president for engineering, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; Lucien E. Rawls,
supervisor of research and development, WSM
Nashville, Tenn.
Much has been said and written about the
latest development in am broadcasting, compatible single sideband. Since the last NAB
convention, when this system was discussed,
several 50 kw stations have installed CSSB
equipment and have conducted tests as to its
were undermerits and capabilities. These tests
taken to evaluate such conditions as a reduction

supervisor of tv transmission, NBC; Frank L. Freiberger Jr., Pacific Telephone & Telegraph.

2:30-2:55 p.m.
CURRENT AND FUTURE TELECASTING W,1TH THE
AMPEX VR-1000 Charles P. Ginsburg, manager
of advanced video-tape development, Ampex
Corp.

The importance of video
tape is just being felt
throughout the industry as
more and more use is made
of this development, not only

ent stabut also by independ
by the networks ramm
ing techniques will be
tions New prog
it
developed which will utilize videotape and
ing
ramm
prog
new
rely
enti
that
is anticipated
concepts will follow. New problems will arise
This
which will require accurate solutions.
of
ion
ript
desc
ral
paper will highlight a gene
the RCA color videotape recorder. This
iled descripwill be followed by a more deta
tion of the handling of a composite color video
em.
signal through the recorder-reproducer syst
3:30-3:55 p.m.

2:30 p.m. — Golden State Room

Jc

\ SERAFIN
\ -.

COLOR VIDEOTAPE RECORDER
A. H. Lind, manager of
audio and mechanical devices engineering, RCA.

AFTERNOON

Presiding: EDWARD BENHAM, chief engineer,
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.

sion Engineering Advisory
Committee (VITEAC) in
late 1954 to promote cooperative work between the
broadcasters and the telephone company in matters
concerning the transmission
of video and audio signals.
It is concerned with chronic

Current and future practices in the television industry demand videotape
recording equipment which
will not become obsolete as
new features are required.
Since introduction of the

PREVIEW

WHAtLEY

TransmisThe Network
sion Committee (NTC) was
organized as a study group
under the Video Transmis-
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"Tube #U-671 was placed in service in
October of 1952 in our TT25AL power amplifier...this tube (RCA-5762 serial U-671) is
presently in use with 35177 total hours of
service and so far as I can see is still in
normal operating condition. Tube ifU-627
has 35047 hours of active service under the
same conditions.
NEVIN L. STRAUB, Vice President
and Technical Director WJAC-TV"

The confirmed reports presented here are examples of
the extended life that many television stations find it

"The life of the RCA-5762 tubes in our RCA
TT-25BH transmitter has far exceeded the
most optimistic predictions. With four of
the original tubes still in use after 26,000
hours, the average life of the fourteen
original tubes in the amplifier now stands
at 15,740 hours per tube.
RAY BOYD
V.P. & Dir. of Engineering KNOB-TV"

The long-term performance of RCA-5762's is just one
instance among many where RCA Power Tubes are paying off
for broadcast and television stations every day.
Your RCA Industrial Power Tube Distributor is on

"30,000 hrs. is a long life even for an exceptional tube in television. Even more important isthe security afforded by the consistent performance of RCA-5762's.
TELEVISION STATION KSD-TV
J. E. Risk"

possible to get from RCA

Power

Tubes— above and beyond

the span of "normal" service. This is the kind of performance
that lowers tube cost per hour of transmitter operation—
and contributes to economy of station maintenance.

STANDBY

to meet your needs for RCA

tubes of every type.

SEE THE RCA ELECTRON TUBE EXHIBIT AT THE NAB, APRIL 27 TO 30.
CORPORATION
RADIO
Electron Tube Division

OF

AMERICA
Harrison, N. J,
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in co- and adjacent-channel interference, fading and distortion, a possible improvement in
signal-to-noise ratio and a reduction in interference to am reception from horizontal oscillators of television receivers. This panel discussion will report the results of these tests.
3:30-3:55 p.m.

DESIGN METHODS TO IMPROVE THE STABILITY OF AM
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA SYSTEMS Dr. George H. Brown,
chief engineer. Industrial
Electronic Products, RCA.

with the result that less effort is applied by
the operator to maintain a high average audio
level with a minimum of objectionable peaks.
Automatic gain control applied on pre-amplifiers and program amplifiers can relieve the
operator of many level control problems and,
in many cases, can result in better over-all
level control than was possible by manual
means. Typical applications of automatic gain
control pre-amplifiers and program amplifiers
will be discussed along with how these units
working with a high-speed peak limiting amplifier can give higher average modulation.
5-5:30 p.m.

On Sept. 15, 1957, the
FCC amended its remote
BROWN
control rules to include stations operating with powers greater than 10
kw and/or a directional antenna. To comply
wiih the new requirements, directional stations
applying for remote control privileges must
have an extremely stable antenna system and
must also attest to its stability. This paper deals
with a number of design factors which are
important in achieving stability in am directional arrays. A method of inversion is displayed. This method enables the designer to
obtain an alternate configuration when undesirable impedance values occur in a design.
ve
examples and illustrations are used.
Extensi
4-4:25 p.m.
MULTIPLEX OPERATION IN FM
BROADCASTING William
Tomberlin, vice president in
charge of engineering,
KM LA (FM) Los Angeles.

TOMBERLIN

Murray G. Crosby of
Crosby Labs., Hicksville,
N. Y., will supplement the
paper with a description of
a compatible system of
stereo transmission by fm
multiplex.

This paper recounts the
early stages of multiplex experimentation and developCROSBY
ment, leading to a more detailed discussion of multiplexing as an integrated, inter-dependent system comprised of
seven important links. The paper also covers
a concise report of comparatively recent and
exhaustive tests conducted throughout the
greater Los Angeles area. The concluding
phase of the paper is devoted to a projection
of possible future uses of multiplexing in fm
broadcasting, together with the suggestion of
certain operational standards which are felt
should be adopted. This is a factual, operational report concerning multiplex transmission
in one of the largest markets in the country.
4:30-5 p.m.
BROADCAST APPLICATIONS OF
UNI-LEVEL
AMPLIFIERS
AND
LIMITING AMPLIFIERS Archie
A. McGee, project engineer,
General Electric.

McGEE
Page 90

LOW COST REMOTE PICKUP
EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION
BY STATION PERSONNEL William C. Grove, general manager-clue] engineer, KFBC
Cheyenne, Wyo.
Since this article first appeared in the 4th edition of
the NAB Engineering Handbook, it has continued to be one of the most
popular technical articles to come out under
that cover. The original article, published in
1949, dealt with the conversion of the BC 604
transmitter and the BC 603 receiver, a part
of the War Dept.'s SCR 508 equipment, to
operate in the remote pickup service in the 26
mc band. Since that time, many new circuit
techniques have been perfected to improve the
original conversion. Circuit modifications to increase frequency response, conversion for use
with the newer 12-volt electrical systems and
remote control operation will he discussed.

investigation of the properties of a helical radiator
wound around a polygonal
supporting structure has
made possible the required
increased pattern bandwidth
and provided directional patterns for special
television coverage applications. Through scale
model work a ch. 2 directional antenna has
been developed for installation around a triangular tower section.
3:30-3:55 p.m.
KRAUSE

SYSTEM TEST TECHNIQUES AS
RELATING TO TELEVISION
TRANSMISSION G. Edward
Hamilton, chief engineer,
W ABC-TV New York.

GROVE

WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON

2:30 p.m. — Golden State Room

The importance of proper
in teleperformance
system vision
operation cannot
be
over-emphasized. Proper test
techniques and methods of evaluating daily
system operation are musts in today's competitive system. This paper will describe television test techniques which are in daily use
at the network level but are applicable to the
independent operation. Three component tests
will be discussed in detail: studio, transmitter
and antenna system. The results of these tests
can be used by the engineering director to assure his management that the technical operation of the station is satisfactory. These tests
may also be utilized in spotting trouble in any
one part of the system.
4-4:25 p.m.

Presiding: J. BARRY WATKINSON, vice president
and director of engineering, Cascade Broadcasting Co., Yakima, Wash.

TV

2:30-2:55 p.m.
SMALL
MARKET TELEVISION
F. Dan Meadows, commercial manager, Sarkes
Tarzian Inc.
The well-rounded engineer is aware of the economic considerations of television operation as well as his
MEADOWS
own special area of engineering. This paper summarizes the results of
a recent survey among a number of small
market television stations describing audience
size, capital investment, gross sales volume,
the time it takes to get "in the black," number of employes, type of programming and
cost-saving ideas. The physical plant will be described in detail with reference made to new

BROADCAST

REPEATERS

Dr. Byron W. St. Clair, diInc.
rector of research and development, Adler Electronics

Session Coordinator: J. G. LEITCH, vice president
of engineering, WCAU Philadelphia

There are several possible methods of rebroadcasting television signals to
communities without coverST. CLAIR
age. These methods are on-channel boosting,
translation from one vhf channel to another and
translation from vhf or uhf to a uhf channel.
Operation of vhf or uhf to uhf translators,
generally the most feasible types, are permitted under FCC Rules with outputs up to
10 w. The most satisfactory system operates
as a heterodyne repeater without demodulation of the signal in the process of conversion
to another channel. Over 100 communities now
receive their only television service in this
tions.
fashion. This paper will describe such installa4:30-5 p.m.

amplifiers.

OPERATIONAL INSTALLATION
AIDS FOR VIDICON EQUIPMENT Joseph Petit, senior
television project engineer,

3-3:25 p.m.

Kin Tel Div., Cohu Electronics Inc.

developments such as remote-controlled cameras, automatic slide projectors and video AGC

JjjrSm
jr

V
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Present-day broadcast program techniques have
brought about more complex operational practices
April 21, 1958

design and operaThis paper deals with the antenna
which has
tion of the side-fire helical
been successfully used for
vhf and uhf high-channel
television transmission and
has now been adapted for
low-channel vhf service. An

.' ■:■ ': :' ■.' ■ '■. ':■. ':■:
FISK

THE TV HELICAL ANTENNA
ADAPTED TO STRUCTURAL
TOWER SHAPES Ronald E.
Fisk, television broadcast
antenna specialist, General
Electric (to be delivered by
L. O. Krause, General
Electric).

Considerable experience
has been gained in using
PETIT
vidicon equipment for a
and industrial apbroadcast
wide range of
differences beinherent
of
plications. Because
tween vidicons and other pickup tubes a series
of techniques has been perfected for obtaining
maximum performance from these units.
Specific electronic optical and lighting conBroadcasting
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siderations are discussed. Because of the
vidicon's rugged construction and ability to
take abuse it lends itself to a wide range of
new operational techniques. Typical considerations in permanent scene set-ups, remote control and automatic operation are outlined. Additional y, aresume of characteristics, in particular sensitivity and resolution of available
vidicon tubes, is presented.

only

Broadcasting

THURSDAY

you

gives

ELECTRONIC COMPOSITES IN
MODERN TELEVISION Ralph
C. Kennedy, development
laboratory, NBC; Frank J.
Gaskins, television techniNBC.
cal supervisor, Pacific Div.,

world

of
KENNEDY

broadcasting

. .

The subject of electronic
composites is reviewed from
the earliest known application of this art to the present
day. Fades, dissolves and superimpositions are discussed
first, followed by more elaborate effects such as split

reported

screen, wipe, geometric effects and insets. The application of these effects to
GASKINS
color television is covered,
as well as the Chrome-Key electronic video
inset technique. All the various types of apparatus used in creating the different electronic
composites are discussed and precautions are
given to assure success by the operating personnel in properly constructing, painting,
decorating and lighting sets and subject.

the

biggest

gathering

9:30-9:55 a.m.
staff

WHAT

in

James Ebel, vice presidentgeneral manager, KOLN-TV
Lincoln, Neb.

the

tv-radio

form

page

MANAGEMENT EXPECTS OF THE ENGINEER A.

Over the past 30-odd
years, the position of the
chief engineer has evolved
EBEL
from that of a master technical mechanic to a responsible member of the
executive staff of the station. This evolution
has expanded the requirements for a good chief
engineer to include not only technical but
managerial qualifications. This paper includes
a consensus of many top radio and television
managers outlining what, in general, is expected from the engineering department.

field

on

20

10-10:25 a.m.
EQUIPMENT AND CAMERAS
USED IN BBC TELEVISION
STUDIOS F. C. McLean,
deputy chief engineer, BBC.
This paper describes the
equipment used in typical
BBC television studios and
control room and portrays in
McLEAN
detail the equipment used
and the facilities provided. BBC lighting prac-
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partment, CBS-TV.
BENSON

9-9:25 a.m.

the

order

Benson, senior project engineer, engineering department, CBS-TV; John R.
Whittaker, engineering de-

Presiding: LESTER LEARNED, director in charge
of engineering, MBS.

businessnews

news

WiOMOCHROME TELEVISION
FILM STANDARDS K. Blair

MORNING

Session Coordinator: FRANK MARX, vice president, ABC.

by

10:30-10:55 a.m.

9 a.m. — Golden State Room

all the

in

tices, lighting values and methods are thoroughly examined along with the use of various
types of cameras including the 3-inch image
orthicon, the 4 '/2 -inch image orthicon and the
CPS Emitron tubes. Detailed information will
be given concerning the conditions under which
these tubes are operated and the results
obtained plus additional information pertaining to the methods adopted to maintain consistent picture quality.

The television system requirements and audience
environment conditions differ materially from those
common to motion picture

theatre practice. It is necessary that the stands followed
for the production and processing of films for television
take into account these differences. In addition, the inWHITTAKER
creased complexity of the
combined motion picture and television system
over the direct projection system limits the degree of freedom permissible in many phases of
the operation.
11-11:25 a.m.
INFLUENCE OF COLOR TELECASTING ON TV LIGHTING
Herbert R. More, manager
of television department,
Kliegl Brothers.
Many stations are now
formulating plans to enter
the field of live color proMORE
duction. The adaptation of
existing black-and-white studio lighting facilities to this new undertaking is a problem which
must be solved with as little obsolescence as
possible. This paper will present a practical
analysis of what happens to a monochrome
lighting installation when adapting color. Actual conversions from monochrome to color
as well as new color installations will be discussed and illustrated with slides. Detailed information concerning the effects of this change
on facilities, power consumption, manhours
and heat dissipation will be given.
11:30-12 noon
A REPORT ON THE ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES OF TASO Dr.
George R. Town, director,
Television Allocations Study
Organization.
During the past 14
months, the TASO panels
and committees have made
TOWN
significant progress on their
assigned task of developing a sound engineering basis for television allocations. The many
studies now in progress may be grouped in four
general classes relating respectively to equipment, techniques, propagation and subjective
factors. Typical problems receiving attention
in these four areas include performance of
transmitters and receivers, sound-to-picture
power ratio, specifications for measuring field
strength and field surveys of television reception. These and other major activities will be
reviewed and analyzed, and the current status
of the work will be indicated.
Broadcasting
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SIGNALS

MODEL

DURING

1008-A

Test signal is thin line between frames. All test
transmitted during vertical blankcan ofbe program.
signals
ing portion

VERTICAL
BLANKING
TEST

INTERVAL

SIGNAL

KEYER

The Telechrome Model 1008-A Vertical Blanking Interval Keyer is a selfcontained portable unit that makes
possible transmission of television
test and control signals between

VERTICAL BLANKING INTERVAL
TEST SIGNAL KEYER
Portable or standard rack mounting. Self-contained power supply.

frames of a TV picture. Any test signal (multiburst, stairstep, color bar,
etc.) may be added to the composite program signals. The
keyer will operate anywhere in the TV system and operates
from composite video, sync, or H & V drive. The test signals
are always present for checking transmission conditions
without impairing picture quality. The home viewer is not
aware of their presence.
These continuous reference signals may be used in connection with various Telechrome devices for automatic
correction of video level, frequency response, envelope delay,
differential gain and differential phase.

10

PROGRAMMING

Video picture with multiburst test signal
serted, as seen on ordinary wave monitor.

IMPORTANT:
ing is costly and at best highly
programm
after
Checking
inefficient since conditions constantly vary. The Telechrome Vertical Interval Keyer minimizes post-program
checking and overtime expenses. It provides instant
indication of deteriorating video facilities so that corrective measures can be undertaken immediately—
manually or automatically during programming.
Now in use by CBS, NBC,
ABC, BBC 1TA (Brit.)
Write for Specifications & Details

03-C VIDEO TRANSMISSION
TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR

The Nation's Leading
Supplier
of Co/or
TV Equipment
28 RANICK DRIVE
AMITYVILLE, N. Y.

Completely self-contained, portable. Produces multi-frequency burst, stairstep,
modulated stairstep, white window, composite synch. Variable duty cycle. Regulated power supply. 12'A" standard rack
mounting or in carrying case. Integrates
withabove model 1008-A Test Signal Keyer.
■

Lincoln 1-3600
Cable Address: COLORTV

n Engineering Division -13635 Victory Blvd.. Van Nuys, Calif., State 2-7479.
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CONVENTION
Exhibits of manufacturers, program and
service firms taking part in the NAB convention in Los Angeles will be found on the
Galeria and second floors of the Biltmore
and the mezzanine floor of the Statler.

Heavy equipment exhibits will be scattered around the Galeria floor of the Bilt-

Equipment

sitivity, greater undistorted audio output, simple
slide-in plug-in and simplex-to-multiplex conversion.
Browning, which has over 3,000 multiplex
units in operation, will place several receivers
throughout convention hotels to pick up multiplex broadcasts from KCBH (FM) Los Angeles, including stereo demonstrations.
BRYG
Statler, Wilshire Room, Space 8
The Bryg system of photographic color projection will be demonstrated, with a complete
closed-circuit color chain in operation. It
uses a combination of color filters and optics
to transfer shades of gray images into color.
An electronic process creates color conversion
for tv. The colors are achieved from a blackand-white image, a red image and a blue
image. These are located in one frame on
panchromatic (black-and-white) film. The Bryg
projector and optical bed consists of prisms
and lenses. Samuel H. Depew is president
and general manager of Bryg.

ALFORD MANUFACTURING
Statler, Wilshire Room, Space 2

CATERPILLAR TRACTOR
Biltmore, Ballroom, Space 6

Alford plans to have following equipment
on display: television broadcast transmitting
antennas, diplexers, coaxial switches, RF instruments and components.
Personnel: Harold H. Leach and Fred Abel.

An A D 315 series "G" engine cutaway
and D 353 Diesel electric set, weighing about
15,000 pounds and measuring eight feet long,
will be among the prominent new products displayed by Caterpillar Tractor Co. Firm also
will display a lighted map of the U. S., showing radio and tv stations Caterpillar-powered
in the form of miniature towers. Caterpillar
will show how it can restore power to a station
within six seconds by using its Diesel electric
set. Among other exhibits: 16 x 20 inch backlighted color prints and 11 x 14 inch browntone prints of actual radio and tv stations, including views of the control room and other
features. As during last year's convention,
an engine will be shown in cutaway form, giving a view of its inner workings and those of
the generator.
Personnel: Charles E. Jrosse, Ralph Bradley,
R. E. Logan, J. W. Jones and C. B. Mulleague.

AMPEX
Statler, Wilshire Room, Sjoaces 1-11, Foy
and St. Louis Rooms
Video tape recording equipment will be displayed with entertaining types of demonstrations. A second display area will feature the
full line of professional Ampex audio equipment, including latest magnetic recorders for
professional use as well as multichannel recorders and magnetic tape duplicators. A hospitality area is planned.
Ampex will provide equipment and personnel for a recording service. ORRgxlio Industries will supply Irish recording tape. The
service will include taping, packaging and
shipment of news material from any broadcaster to his home station.
Personnel: George Long, Robert Sackman,
Neal K. McNaughten, C. Robert Paulson,
Charles P. Ginsburg, John M. Leslie, Charles
E. Anderson, Joseph Roizen and district sales
managers.
BROWNING LABS
Biltmore, 2208
A supplier of multiplex receivers, Browning
Labs will unveil its new "Super X" line at
the NAB convention. The new line features
elimination of crosstalk, improved signal to
noise ratio, crisp tonal quality, increased sen•

more and the Statler mezzanine. Light equipment and services will be concentrated on
the second floor of the Biltmore. George
Gayou of St. Louis is managing the exhibits
for the third consecutive year.
Following are summaries of the individual exhibits which will be on display.

manufacturers

ADLER ELECTRONICS
Statler, Wilshire Room, Space 5
Two recent additions to the line will be
displayed for the first time. The first is the
10-w. RT-3 repeater, to permit tv stations to
pick up off the air signals and relay them
in the uncrowded 2 kmc frequency range.
Utilizing heterodyne repeater techniques this
equipment allows multi-hop repeating without
signal demodulation. With the addition at the
input of an AVD-1 aural/visual driver, the
RT-3 is suitable for STL, remote pickups and
intercity relaying. The second is the UST-10,
10 w, tv translator-transmitter, which will be
shown in conjunction with the new RA-7,
100 w uhf tv amplifier which extends the range
of translators. Rounding out the exhibit will
be the versatile USTA-4-S unitized uhf antenna which may be combined to form any
practical horizontal coverage pattern.
Personnel: Ben Adler, Byron St. Clair, Edward Galuska, Emanuel Strunin, Martin Silver,
Warren L. Braun, John Klindworth, Wilson
Leeper, Robert J. Myers, James P. Quinn and
Joseph De Bragga.
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CENTURY LIGHTING
Biltmore, Foyer, Space 2
The complete line of Fresnel spotlights will
be shown, ranging from 75 to 10,000 w. The
line of Gobo Lekolites ranges from 250 to
5000 w, the latter being shown for the first
time though it is being used in New York tv
studios. A new low-priced line of Century
dimmer-paks
is being exhibited for the first
time.
A color value wall will show how colors
can be selected quickly. Another new item
will be the Century programmed control preset
reloading facilities, said to increase flexibility
of existing tv studio facilities, reduce manpower cost and lower the chance of error during a performance.
The new Century hot-spot

will be shown. This 5000 w high-intensity spotlight provides beam spreads from 30-60 degrees with efficiencies ranging from 40-60%.
The field is described as approximately smooth
and it can be used as a long-range high-intensity scoop.
COLLINS RADIO
Biltmore, Foyer, Space 1
The new equipment to be shown by Collins
Radio will include 200/400 turntables, 42E-7
and 42E-8 tuning units, single channel transistorized remote amplifier, 26U-1 limiting amplifier and mono-level amplifier, 2 IE 5 kw
transmitter, 20V-2 1 kw transmitter, 81M
phasor, 212E and 212F consoles and 2127
remote amplifier.
Personnel: John M. Haerle, Harold O. Olson,
D. Jack Jordan, Forrest P. Wallace, T. R.
Barber, J. F. Stanbery, G. C. Wetmore, T. N.
Hewlett, C. R. Rollert, G. T. Tasto, W. A. Weland. E. L. Grandison, C. L. Pfeiffer and J. P.
McAtee.
CONRAC
Statler, Wilshire Room, Space U
Conrac will demonstrate its full line of
broadcasting monitors, including nine ranging
in picture tube size from 8-21 inches, and a
21 -inch color video monitor. Two of the monitors, the CN8 and CM 17, will be shown publicly for the first time. Conrac color monitors also will be used in the demonstration
of Ampex's Videotape VR-1,000 recorder.
The CN8 features an aluminized picture
tube of the magnetic focus type and is capable
of resolution in excess of 60-lines. It measures
9xllV2xl7 inches and is available in a steel
portable, cabinet with handle. The 16,000 volt
ultor supply gives a high level of screen brightness for use under conditions of high ambient
light. The CM17 highlights a picture size control switch which changes the display from
normal full scan to reduced scan showing all
four sides and corners. A new gateing circuit
eliminates the bending or hooking of vertical
lines at the top of the picture and a switch
permits selection of either 100% or zero d.c.
restoration. It is available in a hanger for
rack mounting (CM17/R) or in a metal utility
cabinet (CM17/C).
Personnel: W. J. Moreland, J. Grayson Jones
and R. M. Alston.
CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS
Biltmore, Main floor and 2122
Continental Electronics will exhibit its new
315B/316/B 5/10 kw am broadcast transmitter
in Visual Electronics' booth. In Room 2122,
the company will display its latest development
in 50 kw am broadcast transmitters, Continental's Type 317B; information on its 1,000
kw am broadcast transmitter, Type 105B, and
its TRC transmitter remote control equipment.
Personnel: Thomas B. Mosely, Vernon Collins and Willie Mitchell.
Broadcasting

DRESSER-IDECO
Biltmore, 2204-05-07
A small theatre will be set up in the DresserIdeco suite for the showing of a new film,
"The Sky's the Limit." The film tells the story
of the world's tallest towers. Lenn Redman,
artist, will present caricatures to each suite
visitor. The new catalog, telling the full story
of broadcast towers, will be distributed.
Personnel: J. Roger Hayden, Dan Byrd,
George lies, J. M. Hogan and Orville Pelkey.

ELECTRONICS APPLICATIONS
Biltmore, 2105-2106
Equipment that Electronic Applications will
display includes Model EMT 140 reverberation
unit, which provides "analagous high quality
echo chamber sound" with input and output
at "O" VU, 600 ohms; Model EMT 930 precision turntable, which among other things
contains a continuously variable noise filter
and produces line level output from a selfcontained pre-amplifier; "Blue Box" program
content time-expander and compressor (developed by Dr. A. M. Springer), which contains
differential magnetic clutch and operates at a
constant tape speed of 15 inches per second,
instantaneously adjustable (and calibrated) to
speed up program content or reduce it 20%
without quality change; NAGRA professional
portable recorder, and ReVox Stereo deck
unit, as well as other professional instrumentation. All of the audio equipment in the Electronic display will be monitored by a Model
084 loudspeaker.
Personnel: Dr. A. M. Springer, Ralph Auf
der Heide and V. J. Skee.
FOTO-VIDEO
Statler, Los Angeles Room^
Foto-Video will have on display over 40
pieces of video equipment and over 50 photo
products. Nine new major developments in
video equipment will be shown in full operation.
Among these will be a "no-man-tv-station"
program-originating system utilizing new V-114
automatic program equipment; all-transistor
image orthicon lifesaver for "adding hundreds
of hours to the operating life of camera tubes,"
which fits inside a standard image orthicon
camera head; 14-inch master monitor (with
five-inch waveform section); 4-channel, 8-output sync distribution amplifier only 3Vi inches
high; 800 MA. 285 V. regulated power supply
conly 5V4 inches high using silicon semicondu
tors; 4-channel video distribution amplifier
only 3V2 inches high; sync slave for tight "slaving" of studio sync equipment to remotes; simplified video equalizer-amplifier for feeding long
coaxial lines up to three miles with high definition video corrected for both frequency and
phase; 40 inch zoom-chart light box for precise
testing of tv cameras with zoom-type lenses, and
a miniature all-transistor 24 V. regulated DC
power supply for energizing switcher relay
banks.
Personnel: Len Blakely, Marty Silver, Lew
Radford, John Klindworth, Wayne Marcy,
Harold Kazanjian and Joe DeBragga.
GATES RADIO
Biltmore, Foyer, Space 3
Several new products will be shown for the
first time at the Gates exhibit. Heading the list
is an all new fm line, represented at the convention by the FM-1B 1 kw fm transmitter
with multiplex installed. Other new Gates
equipment will include BC-1T 1 kw am transmitter, frequency monitor, cueing amplifier,
Nite-Watch programming equipment, RDC-200
Temote control system, remote amplifiers and
Yard console.
Gates will set up a complete 1 kw am broadBroadcasting
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cast station and a Cully-equipped fm station.
The BC-1T incorporates vertical construction,
complete serviceability from the front and an
inbuilt dummy antenna. Nite-Watch, "the newest idea in automatic programming," is a threein-one system featuring automatic programming,
professional tape recording and automatic transcription equipment.
Additional equipment also will be displayed,
including the Dage line handled exclusively
by Gates. This line will feature a dual camera
chain consisting of two cameras, complete film
chain and other accessories.
Personnel: P. S. Gates, Larry Cervone, Norbert Jochem, Ed Wilder, John Price, Dick
Eickmeyer, Tom Wallace, Bob Richards, Paul
Gregg, Joe Engle, Bill Neumann and Bill
Brady.

equipment will include the GPL-Watson varifocal lens.
Personnel: N. M. Marshall, R. K. Hunsiker
and L. L. Pourciau.
GENERAL RADIO
Statler, Wilshire Room, Space 10
General Radio will show its television transmitter monitor that reportedly is "first complete
tv frequency and modulation monitor type
approved by FCC for all vhf and uhf channels." Other displays: new models of am frequency and modulation monitors; instruments
for measuring tv transmitter harmonics; equipment for studio acoustic measurements; instruments for measuring impedance of lines, antennas, matching networks; automatic line-voltage
regulators; variac auto-transformers and
"simple, inexpensive," frequency measuring
system for checking all frequencies used in tv,
fm and am transmitters and monitors in terms
of WWV transmissions.
Personnel: Joe Belcher, Charlie Cady, Bill
Thurston and Bill Saylor.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Statler, Garden Room,

HARWALD
Biltmore, Foyer, Space U

New equipment carrying out the trend
toward smaller and more reliable radio and
tv apparatus will be displayed by GE. A third
of the major displays will feature transistors,
including a color tv camera, black-and-white
tv camera, sync generator and audio console.
The color camera has been field tested at GE's
tv station, WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N. Y.
A 50 kw am radio transmitter to be displayed incorporates germanium rectifiers for
all d-c supplies. Other display items include a
low-band 1 1 kw tv transmitter; portable and
rack-mounted 2000 mc microwave relay system; relay switching system; vidicon camera
channels, live and film; color film scanner;
automatic programmer; full-size section of a
vhf helical broadcast tv antenna, and a complete line of audio equipment.
The display features 30 years of tv progress,
with historical features and giveaways tying
in with the display. A hospitality room also
will be set up at the Statler.
Personnel: William J. Morlock, Harold G.
Towlson, M. Alves, Paul L. Chamberlain,
Marshall E. Minich, John Wall, N. R. Duncan
and S. J. Eby.

Harwald Co. will exhibit its Editor automatic
film inspection and editing machine (model Q),
first introduced on the market about six months
ago, plus allied equipment consisting of film
splicers, racks and other items. Its newest product is an automatic film cleaning machine,
usable with or without the inspection and
editing machine.
Personnel: Robert Grunewald and Richard
Wallace.
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A new, 10-scene pre-set magnetic amplifier
studio switchboard will be displayed. Also to
be exhibited are the latest devices for removbeam.ing a large percentage of heat from the light
Personnel: Herbert R. More, Arch Monson,
George Howard and Chet Glass.
LING SYSTEMS
Statler, Wilshire Room, Space 1U
Ling will feature a new compact tv remote
unit, completely mobile and including low-cost
vidicon camera, video-audio microwave relay,
monitor, power generator and all operating
accessories. The unit is designed to increase
program capability at low cost, according to
Fred W. Bailey, president. A full rack-mounted
microwave
system for STL use will be previewed.
Personnel: Fred Bailey, Cam Pierce, Dick
Goodwin, Charles Theodore, Phil Bayless,
Gene O'Fallon and Mary Wentworth.

Magnetic will display its 16 mm single
system sound camera, a completely self-contained unit, for station newsreel operation.
The company also will emphasize its magnetic
film striping service for striping raw stock
film.
Personnel: Lowell Wilkins, president.

Sparre.
HUGHEY & PHILLIPS

MAGNE-TRONICS
Biltmore, 2359

Biltmore, 2216-17

Motivational music programmed on eighthour tapes and reproduced on automatic playback equipment will be transmitted over multiplex facilities of KCBH (FM) Beverly Hills.
Receivers will be placed around the exhibit
room to allow delegates a chance to judge the
quality of mx reception.
The new Autosperser tape reproducing system, actuated by built-in cueing signals on
Magne-Tronics tapes, provides automatic intermixture of eight-hour tapes, automatic updating
with current and seasonal selections and automatic insertion of spot announcements for integrated background music and storecasting services. Participating in the Magne-Tronics demonstration are General Electronics Labs, Browning Labs, Audiomation Labs and Presto Recording Co.
Personnel: Joseph F. Hards.

Hughey & Phillips will display its tower obstruction lighting equipment include demonstration of its remote lamp failure indicator

relay stations." Other exhibits include its combination photoelectric control and beacon
flasher units, beacons, obstruction lights and
various control units.
Personnel: J. H. Ganzenhuber, Howard E.
Munson, A. D. Jerde and Frank Little Jr.

•

Statler, Wilshire Room, Space 7

Biltmore, 2210-11
The new model PD-10 pedestal, PD-9 motordriven pedestal plus standard tv mounting
equipment and latest remote control heads
will be exhibited.
Personnel: K. B. Elliott, Art Kjonvedt, J. B.
Olsson, Lou Giralaw, Jack Jiruska and Paul

New multiplex transmitting equipment will
be shown, consisting of a main channel exciter, two subcarrier generators and power
supplies — all mounted as an integrated unit in
a rack cabinet. Transmitting equipment will
be installed at KCBH (FM) Beverly Hills,
Calif., with two types of programs multiplexed
to the Biltmore where Browning receivers will
be located. Stereophonic sound will be multiplexed by KCBH on main and subcarriers.
Personnel: Victor W. Storey, Philip Hayden,
William G. H. Finch and Robert T. Pritchard.
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MAGNETIC SOUND CAMERA
Biltmore 2237

system, described as providing "continuous and
positive means of monitoring tower light control and alarm units for unattended microwave

Featured will be the new GPL Viewfinder
Camera Chain, Model PD-250. This is compact, extremely flexible studio type equipment
for broadcast or closed circuit use. The chain
consists of a viewfinder vidicon camera with a
four-lens turret and a portable or rack-mounted
camera control unit. It accepts external EIA
sync or may be operated independently from
its internal sync generator. Two signal outputs provide separate or composite video for
standard monitors and/or modulated rf for
antenna input of commercial tv receivers. Other

A division of Cohu Electronics Inc., Kin
Tel will display its line of portable live vidicon and film camera chains, a new 7-inch
vidicon studio camera, switching equipment
and sync generators. One of the features will
be the firm's new 7-inch viewfinder studio
camera (Model ASC-7).
Personnel: Henry J. Pannell.

HOUSTON-FEARLESS

GENERAL ELECTRONIC LABS
Biltmore, 2317

GENERAL PRECISION LAB
Biltmore, 2229

KIN TEL
Statler, Wilshire Room, Space 13

INDUSTRIAL TRANSMITTERS & ANTENNAS
Statler, Wilshire Room, Space 9
A line of fm transmitters that "stress simplicity of design and . . . compatibility with fm
multiplex operation" will be exhibited by IT&A.
The company also is displaying what is reportedly the first transistorized am field intensity meter that utilizes a self-contained
speaker.
Personnel: Bernard Wise, Stanley Friedman
and Fred Gayer.
KAHN RESEARCH LABS
Statler, Wilshire Room, Space 9A
The Compatible Single-Sideband adapter for
am broadcast transmitters will occupy the
limelight at Kahn Research Labs' exhibit.
Personnel: Leonard R. Kahn and Kenneth
B. Boothe.

PRODELIN
Biltmore 223U
The new Spir-O-Line will be featured. This
is a unique, new semi-flexible, aluminum
sheathed coaxial transmission line.
Personnel: A. Haselman and H. J. Eyerman.
RCA BROADCAST & TELEVISION EQUIPMENT DEPT.
Biltmore, Ballroom, 2226-7-8
Automatic radio and tv programming equipment plus new transistorized video switching
equipment will highlight the broadcast-tv display of this department of RCA Industrial
Broadcasting

Electronic Products. E. C. Tracy, manager of
the department, said the tv programming apparatus will eliminate the "panic period" in tv
operation, doing away with the scramble to
start and keep in motion a series of program
items during a network station break.
The RCA TS-40 video switching will handle
up to 24 inputs and 10 outputs while transfer
from one program event to another is made in
approximately one microsecond. Punched paper
tape is used in the radio programming system,
allowing the station to pre-schedule a day-long
program. Flexibility in covering last-minute
schedule changes is provided.
RCA's automatic radio broadcasting system
uses magnetic discs for recording and storing
program material. Discs are inexpensive and
can be replayed indefinitely. They are about
the size of a 45 rpm record. Building-block
design of the systems allows radio or tv station
operators to start with manually operated units
and add automatic equipment gradually.
The radio system is built around RCA BQ103 and BQ-104 automatic turntables. If only
BQ-103 is employed, up to 2,000 45 rpm recordings can be handled through paper tape
advance programming. Assorted records and
program material on magnetic discs can be
prescheduled on tape if BQ-104 units are included in the system. The tape is prepared on
an RCA keyboarded perforator.
The tv automatic programming system is
designed for a station break or program consisting of 10 events — slides, film recordings,
records, etc. It may be expanded to handle a
maximum of 20 program events. The memory
unit uses binary relays and stepping switches
to store information. The program sequence is
set up by pressing the proper event select buttons.
RCA's exhibit will show the BTR-11A and
BTR-20A remote control systems for am, fm
and tv. The former provides control and measurement facilities up to 10 functions; the latter
provides up to 19 facilities. The BTA-500A
and BTA-1R transmitters are available in four
colors. A number of design improvements have
been added.
Other exhibit items include full studio arrangements with equipment in operation. The
antenna display will show the new BFA series
of antennas for both standard and multiplex
service. The microwave section will be centered
around transmitter, receiver and reporting
equipment. The display will show TA-12 video
and pulse distribution amplifier; TT-2BH vhf
tv transmitter; TFC-1A precise frequency control system; TP-8 random selection slide projector; TM-21A color control monitor; TK-15
vidicon studio camera and TP-6 automatic cue
kit.
Personnel: Theodore A. Smith, E. C. Tracy,
T. H. Mitchell, G. H. Brown, E. N. Luddy,
W. B. Vanum, Dana Pratt, C. M. Lewis, V. E.
Trouant, J. E. Young, C. A. Wallack, David
Bain, V. S. Mattison, L. E. Anderson, M. A.
Trainer, L. L. Lewis, A. H. Lind, J. P. Taylor,
H. R. Henken, P. A. Greenmeyer and R. B.
Houston.
The RCA Electron Tube Div. will show a
wide range of tubes, transistors and test equipment in the Biltmore ballroom. Exhibits include camera power and rectifier tubes, a selection of premium tubes for more reliable performance and a new voltage regulator tube. An
audience participation color tube demonstration will be shown. Personnel: H. C. Vance,
C. A. Brokaw, D. E. Coogan, F. E. Cowley
and J. F. Sterner.
RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING
Statler, Los Angeles Room
Products to be displayed by Raytheon include the KTR
1000G portable microwave
Broadcasting

equipment and the KTR 1000G rack mounted
equipment. Raytheon manufactures a complete line of microwave equipment.
RUST INDUSTRIAL
Biltmore, 2212-14-

Rust will exhibit its line of broadcast remote
control equipment plus the RUSTRAK miniaturized strip chart recorder. RUSTRAK features reliability and simplicity for broadcast
automatic logging and is adaptable for industrial application.
Personnel: William F. Rust Jr. and Donald
G. Inman.
PAUL SCHAFER CUSTOM ENGINEERING
Statler, Wilshire Room, Sp,ace 12

Automatic program equipment and automatic logging and remote control apparatus
will be demonstrated. A completely automatic
radio station will be in operation.
Personnel: Paul Schafer and Bill Amidon.
STANCH-HOFFMAN
Biltmore, 2309
A

new self-contained 13 -lb. minitape recorder will be demonstrated. It is designed
for on-the-spot programming with time capacity of 30 minutes at 71/2-inch tape speed and
quality is described as equal to more expensive ac-operated units. Printed circuits,
transistor amplifiers and precision design are
incorporated in the minitape, packaged in
aluminum case 9x12x5 inches.

THE

STANDARD ELECTRONICS
Stfitler, Wilshire Room, Space 8;
Biltmore, 2202-2208
In its Statler exhibit, Standard Electronics
will display a complete 25 kw high band tv
transmitter for use on chs. 7-13. The Standard
transmitter consists of a 500 w driver unit
and two AH 634 amplifiers. The Biltmore
exhibit will feature a new serrasoid modulator
for use in fm broadcasting. A cavity power tube
as used in Standard tv amplifiers will also be on
display, unmounted so that all sides will be on
view.
Personnel: William H. Zillger, H. R. Smith,
William H. Rappolt, Jlimes T. Campbell,
Robert C. Hutchins, Lewis E. Pett and H.
Duncan Peckham Jr.
SARKES TARZIAN
Statler, Wilshire Room, Space 17
A completely revised line of tv equipment
will be displayed. Among the major items of
newly developed equipment: New studio and
film vidicon equipment, featuring output polarned silisweep reversal, self-contai
ity reversal, regulated
power supply and many
con power,
other mechanical and electrical improvements;
new image orthicon camera with newly styled
camera heads and rack mounted camera control; a new 14-in. master monitor providing
switchable keyed clamps, regulated ultor voltages, pulse calibration and interlaced expanded

pulse cross.
TELECHROME
Statler, Wilshire Room, Booth 16
Telechrome will unveil a new automatic

BROADCASTING

GOLF

TOURNEY

Two silver trophies (above) and a number of valuable prizes (below) will be
awarded in the annual Broadcasting tournament to be held Monday, April 28, at
net, using
Los Coyotes Country Club. The cups are awarded for low gross and low
return in mid-afterblind bogey handicap. Buses leave the Biltmore at 8:30 a.m.,
Other prizes, awarded by Los Angeles groups, follow:
KBIG transistor radio; KCOP, case of champagne; KMLA (FM), "F-Emmy
electric razor;
trophy (first of a planned annual series); Gross-Krasne, Sunbeam by station for
used
copter
in
Angeles
Los
of
tour
ng
KABC helicopter sightseei
its "Operation Airwatch," and an am radio set; KRKD, clock radio; KRHM (FM),
s;
Becker fm car radio, installed; KTTV (TV), three sets of Kings Men toiletrie
(TV),
KNXT
KFI two leather sports bags; KTLA (TV), electric can opener;
blanket;
portable record player; KNX, portable record player; KLAC, electric
8 mm
TV,
Lee-KHJDon
Man";
Capitol Records, dozen cast albums of "Music
radio;
transistor
RCA
(TV),
KRCA
LP's;
10
of
movie camera; KPOL, library
on
Remingt
and
sage
bath-mas
am
rock-ste
KGFJ,
h;
wristwatc
man's
KWKW,
radio.
shaver; KDAY, two transistor radios, cigarette-pack size; KXLA, transistor
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and oscilloscope camera with Polaroid-Land
type
camera. H. Charles Riker and S. Krinsky.
Personnel:

,£VIEW

EXHIBITS CONTINUED

TELEPROMPTER
Biltmore Ballroom, Space 5

video level control. Model 1009-A, utilizing
a white reference signal inserted in the vertical
blanking interval of a tv signal. The signal
appears in the space between frames of a tv
program and is not visible to the home viewer.
The automatic video level control will continuously adjust broadcast equipment for proper
brightness level and eliminate the need for
an engineer to monitor and adjust controls
when luminance varies.
Other items for monochrome and color are
a vertical blanking interval test signal keyer
1008-A. video transmission test signal generator 1003-C. synchronizing waveform generator
I005-A2, sine-square wave generator 1073-A,
video transmission test signal receiver 1004-B

Syndicated

Biltmtre, 2354-55
New film series will form the basis for the
Alexander display, including the 15-picture
"Imperial" package of newly produced features.
Personnel: Arthur Alexander, Larry Stern
and Arnold Stern.
ASSOCIATED ARTISTS PRODUCTIONS
Biltmore, 2350
AAP's display will point up the company's
new "Jupiter" group of Warner Bros, features
(package of 52 films), Warner Bros, cartoons and Popeyes, plus the product of its new
Gold Mine Div. Caricaturist Sally Zippert will
repeat this year her line impressions of tv station personalities visiting the AAP Exhibit.
Personnel: W. Robert Rich, Donald Klauber,
Herbert Richek, Al Sussman, Norman Long.
John McCormick, Ben Elrod, Paul Kwartin.
Jay H. Smolin and Lester Tobias.
ABC FILM SYNDICATION
Biltmore, 2356-57
A "carousel of shows," some current and
some new, will highlight the ABC Film Syndication exhibit. Additional information will be
provided on a variety of merchandising items.
On hand to greet guests will be stars of 26 Men
and Sheena, Queen of the Jungle.
Personnel: George T. Shupert, Phil Williams,
William L. Clark, Howard Anderson, Joseph
Greene, Fred Stratmann, Don Joannes, Russell
Hayden, Hal Roach Jr. and Don Sharpe.

kBROADCAST MUSIC INC.
Biltmore, 2107-2108
An unusual graphic display of musical activity
over the past two decades will be featured at
the BMI exhibit in its headquarters suite. On
the Galeria Floor of the Biltmore, a second
BMI display will show a portion of the firm's
collection of American music, including more
than 100 printed copies of songs depicting
aspects of the social and cultural scene prior to
the turn of the century.
Personnel: Sydney M. Kaye, Carl Haverlin,
Robert J. Burton, Glenn Dolberg and Charles
A. Wall.
CBS TELEVISION FILM SALES
Biltmore, 134.5-50-52
New properties to be introduced to stations
•

for Group communication division's closedcircuit television. TelePrompTer also will reveal full details of the TelePrompTer live
spot network.
Personnel: Irving B. Kahn. Hubert J.
Schlafly Jr., Fred Barton, Herbert Hobler,
James Blair, George Kane.
UTILITY TOWER
Statler, Los Angeles Room
On display will be actual size tower sections,
tower hardware and a working scale model of

radio-television

M & A ALEXANDER PRODUCTIONS
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On display will be a complete line of the
lelcPrompTer Model V with all accessories;
TelePro 6000 rear screen projector, with Series
200 changer, automatic douser, tandem projection and 2x2-in. slide adapter; TelePrompTer Merchandiser, and GPL 611 A projector
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programs

and

and agencies for the first time are Mr. Adams
and Eve, You Are There, The Eve Arden Show
and Vignettes.
The suite will have a specially constructed
model of a vintage B&O locomotive and tender
to call attention to The Gray Ghost. The model
will be large enough to accommodate guests
who want to be photographed by one of the
four hostesses.
In addition to the three room suite there will
be a fourth room equipped with projector,
screen, desk and typewriter, and a secretary to
handle correspondence and other business details for CBS Film personnel and guests.
Personal appearance of such CBS Film Sales
stars as Gene Autry, Gail Davis, Tod Andrews,
Tim Moore, Kenneth Tobey and Craig Hill
are also in the convention suite plans.
Personnel: Fred J. Mahlstedt, John P.
Howell, Howard L. Kany, Walter Scanlon,
Henry Gillespie, Wililam Perkinson, Edward
Hewitt, Kenneth M. Flower, Carter Ringlep,
Barr Sheets and George Diederich.
FAMOUS FILMS
Biltmore, 2341
Famous Films, a division of NTA, offers tv
stations a "completely different tv station programming service" comprising almost 1,000
hours of programming. The firm offers franchises to one station in each market and its
shows include feature, half-hour and 15-minute
films, cartoons and short subjects. Among producers represented in Famous Films' library
are David O. Selznick, J. Arthur Rank and Hal
Roach.
Personnel: Stanley Florsheim and Jerry
Weisfeldt.

a two-tower microwave link; Utility will introduce new base insulators and the new UR-20
electronic lighting controls.
Personnel: C. E. Nelson and V. G. (Bud)
Duvall.
VISUAL ELECTRONICS
Statler, Wilshire Room, Space 15
The new Series 200 Orth Saver will be
displayed, as well as the first all-transitorized
power supply available to the broadcast industry. Visual will also have on display equipment of manufacturers which it represents:
Kin Tel studio and field vidicon camera
equipment, Lambda-Pacific microwave equipment, Telechrome video transmission test
equipment. Tare master control and terminal
equipment and Conrac quality monitors for
color and monochrome.
Personnel: James Tharpe, Pat Gallagher,
Morris Mayers, Cecil Grace, Felix Bonvouloir,
Wayne Marcy, John KJindworth, Jim Davidson, Gary Gramman, John Newton and Walt
Schaefer.

services
You (5 minutes); Hymns of the World (5
minutes); Tell Me, Doctor (1,500 five-minute
programs); Car Counselor (156 five-minute);
Sports Fanfare (78 five-minute); Conquest of
Time, Eyes of Knight, Hearts in Harmony and
Man From Yesterday, each 208 15-minute programs; Armchair Theatre (130 half-hours and
65 full hours which can be cut in half); Big
City, Classified Columns, Letter of Destiny and
Peril, each 52 half-hours and Curtain Time
(260 half-hours).
Spot announcements include seven categories
of 60 spot announcements each representing
endorsements of 15 of "the greatest names in
baseball" for local and regional accounts.
Personnel: Harry S. Goodman, Everett
Goodman and Dave Zucker.
GOVERNOR TELEVISION ATTRACTIONS
Biltmore, 2331
Exhibits by Governor will include two series,
Laurel & Hardy and The Fisher Family, along
with 300 feature films described as predominantly late releases.
Personnel: Arthur Kerman, Nathan Zelikow,
Ben Barry, Howard Grafman, William Pomeroy and Frank Spiegelman.
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION SERVICE
Biltmore, 2337
This firm is announcing its post-1948 "Constellation Group" of 203 feature films and 15
serials totaling 180 chapters.
Personnel: Earl R. Collins, Richard G.
Long.
Yates, Richard Hill, John Forsyth and H. P.

FLAMINGO TELEFILM SALES
Biltmore, 2319

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Biltmore, 2131

Flamingo Telefilm Sales will have available
for screening at its hospitality suite six or seven
episodes of a new half-hour tv film series,
Citizen Soldier. The company also will show
visitors a group of post-'48 feature films, acquired largely from independent producers.
Personnel: Herman Rush, Ira Gottlieb,
Julian Ludwig and Ken Rowswell.

Among the INS material featured at the convention will be two new INS-Telenews programs, Farm Newsreel and International Report. Also featured will be the INS basic daily
newsfilm service, the Telenews weekly sports
review and weekly news highlights, plus the
INP 35mm tv photo service, and twenty-five
million feet of stock film footage going back
to World War I. There also will be a special
service, covering fact-finding, research, surveys,
film and photo assignments, on any subject,
anywhere.
Personnel: Robert H. Reid, Norman Alley,
James Padgitt, Charles Amador, Marshall B.
Davidson, Romig Fuller and Charles T. Hughes.
Broadcasting

HARRY S. GOODMAN
Biltmore, 2102-03

PRODUCTIONS

Goodman will feature radio programs and
spot announcements. Series include Dorothy
Dix (5-, 10- or 15-minute); Your Money and

SERVICE-TELENEWS

LANG-WORTH FEATURE PROGRAMS
Biltmore, 2305-06
Lang-Worth Feature Programs Inc. will
demonstrate a new technique for filming local
commercials, called the "Mobilux" system. A
new animation technique, the process allows
syndication of low cost open-end spots for drug
stores, auto dealers, banks, supermarkets, etc.
Personnel: John D. Langlois, president; Cy
Langlois Jr., president of Langlois Filmusic;
Winifred O'Keefe, vice president; Hugh S.
Allen, vice president-sales; Charles Hess,
Robert Roehmer, Edmond Gardiner, Robert
Hall and John Courcier, salesmen; Robert
Davis, Mobilux producer.
MEDALLION TV ENTERPRISES
Biltmore, 2358
Medallion will announce a one-hour late
night "mood music" show for radio which
John A. Ettlinger, president, says will be the
"first complete self-contained program ever
available featuring top name recording orchestras and vocalists in seven one-hour tapes
per week." Among tv exhibits will be a series
of 26 quarter-hour View the Clue quiz programs produced by United Artists, its "Vampire Package" of 12 thriller features and a
package of 35 cartoons and a 39-episode adventure series, High Road to Danger.
MGM-TV
Biltmore, 2333-4-5
Several groups of short subjects will be
unveiled by MGM-TV from its pre- 1948
library. Included will be the "Our Gang"
comedies. MGM-TV also is offering its pre1948 MGM library in flexible packages of
varying sizes. These include the "Andy Hardy
Theatre" and "Academy Award" package.
Personnel: Charles C. Barry, Jason Rabinovitz, Richard A. Harper, Munroe Mendelsohn,
Maurie Gresham, Charles Alsup, Arthur
Breider and Paul Mowery.
MODERN TALKING
Biltmore, 2225

PICTURE SERVICE

Modern will highlight the free public relations film service it offers television stations.
The service, operated on a 24-hour basis with
seven regional film libraries, provides films
under 286 different titles.
Modern's new show package for children
will debut at the convention. Titled "Picture
Book Parade," it is the only Modern film for
which a fee is charged.
Personnel: Carl H. Lenz, Phillip Di Meo,
Jack Goode and Ralph J. Del Coro.
NATIONAL TELEFILM ASSOC.
Biltmore, 2328
The theme of NTA's convention exhibit will
be "East Meets West" with the firm's suite
decorated in a western motif. Continuous entertainment bya western band will be featured
as well as many prizes and giveaways. Among
shows now available for regional and national
sale, NTA will feature Show Business, The
Walter Winchell File, U. S. Marshall and a
new group of feature films.
NTA Film Network Inc. will feature its
program lineup for the upcoming fall season.
Among the shows are How to Marry a Millionaire, This Is Alice, Man Without a Gun,
feature films, a series of Shirley Temple films
for Christmas season release and the Tv Hour
of Stars, stories for daytime programming
made for tv by Fox and Warner Bros.
Personnel: Ely A. Landau, Oliver A. Unger,
Harold Goldman, Edythe Rein, Bernard Tabakin, Edward Gray, E. Jonny Graff, Pete
Rodgers, Martin Roberts, George Crandall, Al
Stern, Harvey Chertok, Sylvia Seymour, Nick
Russo, Gerry Corwin, Roy George, Robert
Broadcasting
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Convention:

Right now 1000 delegates from 90 countries are planning their travels
to another kind of convention about which you will be hearing in June.
When news of this unusual conference reaches your office we want you
to know what the delegates stand for and what their deliberations will
stress. It is—
THE 48TH WORLD CONFERENCE
OF SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS
June 19-28, Public Auditorium, Cleveland, Ohio
1000 official delegates - 10,000 to 20,000 visitors

The delegates will represent organized Christian work in 185 countries.
Their great concerns will be . . . the principles of individual freedom which
you, yourself, constantly defend ... the spiritual implications of a
space age . . . better ways to meet the age-old needs of human beings.
They will act to advance their medical, educational, and evangelistic work,
which requires the use of 748 languages throughout the world.
You are cordially invited to send a representative. Working space, telegraph facilities, and competent personal assistance will be provided.

For an attractive new press book on Seventh-day Adventists and background information on their quadrennial World Conference in June, write:
Seventh-day Adventist
Information Services
NEW YORK OFFICE:
227 W. 46th Street
JUdson 6-2336 • Helen F. Smith

WORLD HEADQUARTERS:
Washington 12, D. C.
RAndolph 3-0800 • H. B. Weeks
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hospital, wings a police
officer and holds him hostage in an examining room.
Can the police doctor over
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the officer?
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EXHIBITS CONTINUED

Lang. Ray Nelson, Robert Schmid, Anthony
Az/aio and Jim Boyce.
OFFICIAL FILMS
Biltmore, 2322-23

Official Films hospitality suite will distribute
a catalogue with complete information on all
properties it distributes at present time. Firm
may introduce a new series.
Personnel: Raymond Junkin. Jack Garrison,
Harvey Fichter. Barney Mackall, Art Breecher,
Sam Steele, Jerry Lee and George Gilbert.
RCA RECORDED
PROGRAM
Biltmore, 2300

SERVICES

RCA Key Club will present valuable door
prizes, such as a hi-fi console victrola, portable
tv set and portable transistor radio. Another
giveaway ties in with The New Lawrence
Welk Show series, details of which will be
presented at the convention. A daily champagne hour from 4 to 5 will be held with
Lawrence Welk and members of his company
as guests. Highlighted in the display: Four
new RCA Thesaurus Library commercial features: "Datelines and Sell-lines," "Station
Identifiers," "Station Promoters," "Action Attention-Getters" and others.
Personnel: E. B. Dunn, A. B. Sambrook, Ben
Selvin, E. H. Kelly and William F. Reilly.
SCREEN GEMS
Biltmore, 2303-OU
Screen Gems will have pictorial displays and
brochures on all its currently available programming for stations, including Triple Crown,
Shock, Casey Jones, Ranch Party, 77th Bengal
Lancers, Showcase 39 and Patti Page. Tex Ritter and the Collins Kids will autograph albums.
Personnel: Jerry Hyams, Robert Seidelman,
Henry White, Pierre Marquis, Ben Coleman,
Stanley Dudelson, William Young, Frank Stone,
A. Frank Parton and Richard Dinsmore.
SESAC
Biltmore, 2134-35
SESAC Transcribed Library Service now
contains over 5,000 selections of recorded
music, available to subscriber stations with
monthly rates starting at $52.50. Additions to
the talent roster are Jose Melis, Richard Hayman, John Horton, Bob Scobey and His Dixieland Jazz Band, Dick Jacobs and Betty Madigan. There is a new script series, Ballad 'n
Bounce, with releases at the rate of 20 halfhour scripts per month. Also to be shown are
special package series, Christmas, Easter and
patriotic selections and a special display of
repertory recordings. Music with Hhe New
Sound. Designed for repeated listening, these
repertory recordings are packaged as 45 EP
albums and are free to members of the industry.
Personnel: Alice Heinecke, Evarard S.
Prager, Jim Myers, Sid Guber, Harold Fitzgerald, Keith Miller and David R. Milsten.
STANDARD
RADIO
Biltmore, 2361

TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES

The theme of this exhibit will be "Strictly
Commercial . . . That's Standard." Featured will
be five services which can be bought and/or
leased in whole or in part: The new MusiQue Library, containing 1,600 musical cues for
openers, closers, backgrounds, musical effects,
music for jingles and attention getters: Jingles
and Commercial Aids, which includes about
Page 100
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400 original jingles and production gimmicks
in 25 business categories for local selling;
Super Sound Effects, a collection of authentic
effects, recorded live; Lawrence Welk Library,
the best of Welk, 212 selections plus Welk
voice tracks, themes and program formats and
Standards, top talent performing all-time musical favorites, with choice of over 5,000.
Personnel: Olga Blohm and Harry Bluestone.
STERLING TELEVISION
Biltmore, 2219
Sterling Television Co. will emphasize its
new cartoon groups which will receive continuous showings. Among those on exhibit:
Space Explorers, a cartoon moon-trip; Cartoon Cliffhangers, "episodes that keep them
watching," and Story Cartoons.

District Attorney, Boston Blackie, Meet Corliss
Archer, Favorite Story and others.
Personnel: Pierre Weis and Ken Joseph.
ZIV-TELEVISION PROGRAMS
Biltmore, 2338-2339
Convention theme will be "The Hot, Hot
Shows of '58 Come From Ziv," backed by
a display of programs. Special emphasis will
be given the new half-hour series, Target,
with Adolph Menjou as host. Ziv will release
for station sales a new show, Dial 999, adventure series based on Scotland Yard files
and starring Robert Beatty. Other programs
to be promoted will be Sea Hunt, Highway
Patrol, Harbor Command, New Adventures of
Martin Kane and The Cisco Kid.
Personnel: M. J. Rifkin, Walter Kingsley,
Allen Martini, Jack Martin and William Andrews.

TELEMAT
Miscellaneous

Biltmore, 2320-21
A library of about 200 syndicated commercials for use by local and regional advertisers will be featured, sold and serviced
by National Screen Service Corp.
Personnel: Burton Robbins of National and
Sidney V. Freeman of Telemat.
TELEVISION

PROGRAMS

OF AMERICA

Biltmore, 2221-23
At the TPA hospitality suite three puppies
will be given away as part of the introduction
into syndication of Jeffs Collie, . the first run
off-network of the Lassie series. Information
and prints of all series will be available.
Personnel: Milton A. Gordon, Michael M.
Sillerman, Walt Plant, Art Spirt, Stanley Levey,
Lon Boutin, Les Norins and Jim Bishop.
TRANS-LUX TELEVISION
Biltmore, 2362, 2215
Displays will include the Encyclopaedia
Britannica Film Library, featuring the new
1958 Success Story, and a new feature film
package. (Room 2362.) The Trans-Lux rear
screen projector will be in Room 2215.
Personnel: Richard Carlton, Leo Brody,
Murray Oken and Bert Roth.

UP's business, radio and sports wires will
be on display as will Unifax — the company's
automatic newspictures receiving machine. A
contingent from UP Movietone News (a
venture of UP and 20th Century-Fox Movietone News) also will be present.
Personnel: Frank H. Bartholomew, LeRoy
Keller, C. Edmonds Allen, William C. Payette, Henry Rieger, Wayne Sargent and Robert
N. Bennyhoff.
SALES & PROGRAM

Biltmore, 2112-15
Nielsen will maintain hospitality suites, as in
past conventions, and display its Audimeter
(connected with a radio receiver) and Audiolog Recordimeter (tied to a tv set), emphasizing literature on its forthcoming Nielsen Coverage Service Study No. 3 for television. A
smaller display on Nielsen Station Index and
local station service will be featured.
Personnel: Henry Rahmel, John K. Churchill, George Blechta, William Wyatt and
Joseph Matthews.
ARMED FORCES RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVICE
Biltmore, 2119-20-21
"Thanks to the Radio and Tv Industries" is
the theme of the Armed Forces Radio and Tv
Service. An international flavor will prevail in
the radio, shortwave and tv exhibits, each of
which will occupy a separate room. A feature
attraction will be the presence of personnel
from the American Forces Korean Network.
Personnel: Lt. Col. James H. Rose, Commander James R. McKenzie Jr., Commander
Ralph W. Frieden, Major Frank D. May Jr.,
Robert J. de la Torre and Claude C. Turner Jr.
DEPT. OF THE ARMY
Statler, Biltmore

UNITED PRESS
Biltmore, 2326

WORLD

A. C. NIELSEN

SERVICE

Biltmore, 2200-01
Highlighting World's exhibit will be a new
musical quiz game, "Match-a-Tune," designed
"to provide stations with a programming tool
to step up sales, ratings and publicity."
Personnel: Dick Lawrence, Robert Friedheim, James Weathers, Hal Tunis, Mike
Gurney, Robert Monroe and James Ricks.
ZIV ECONOMEE DIVISION
Biltmore, 2100-2101
Attention will be directed to Economee
films, available on a one to five-weekly basis
to sponsors. Films include / Led Three Lives,
Dr. Christian, Science Fiction Theatre, Mr.

Importance of electronics in the development of missiles and satellites will be dramatized by the Dept. of the Army. The entire
Assembly Room of the Statler Hotel will be
used to show displays by California Institute
of
Technology,
models
of the devices.
Army's Explorer
satellites
and other
scientific
The Army Signal Corps will show the role of
electronics, including the missile master dynamic demonstrator used to control Nike batteries. The exhibit will include information on
tropospheric scatter communications, satellite
cloud-cover experiments, printed circuitry and
sobminiturization. White Sands Proving
Grounds will have a missile exhibit.
The Army's Office of the Chief of Information will show radio-tv activities at the Biltmore in Rooms 2307-08. Special emphasis will
be given The Big Picture.
Personnel: Maj. Gen. H. P. Storke, chief of
information; Col. Daniel Parker, chief, Public
Information Div. Maj. Robert Cranston, chief,
Radio-Tv Branch, and M/Sgt. Stuart Queen.
U. S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Biltmore, 2116
The Treasury Dept.'s Savings Bond Division will feature the "Peace Power" campaign
as its overall theme and also will tie in its appeal with a Navy Vanguard satellite display.
Broadcasting
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testing

installation, operation and mainEverythingtenance —_ caninitial
be done from the FRONT of the rack.
Entire chassis slides out of relay rack into extended operating position; tilts for access
to rear or bottom.
All tubes, internal circuit adjustments, cables, and plugs
are within easy reach.
Unique chassis marking is so
comprehensive that most

Type

1184-A-A

$3200,vhf

TV

Transmitter

channels

—

maintenance can be performed without need of instruction book or circuit
diagram.
Flow lines showing signal
paths between tubes, adjustments and test points immensely simplify circuit tracing—Red-Amber-Gre n color

code flags attention, clearly
marks relative importance
of various adjustments.
Key voltages are conveniently
checked by panel meters —
pin jacks permit rapid check
against normal current and
voltage values printed at each
test point.

Monitor,

$3450,uhf

channels

meets all FCC standards for black-and-white or color tv, vhf and uhf
channels. It monitors directly, separately, and independently the aural,
visual, and intercarrier-separation frequencies ... it performs all aural
n
modulation functions and makes possible complete noise and distortio
Proof
for
and
measurements ... it has provision for remote monitoring
of Performance measurements . . . and, it performs a number of useful
additional functions not yet required by the FCC.
This precision instrument can be depended upon to maintain program
tests
transmissions at a high level of technical quality. It makes possible
adjustments and mainthat simplify and speed transmitter installation
tenance. As a tool for detecting and localizing troubles, it is of value both
in terms of time and money.

The complete intercarrier circuit built into this instrument
allows monitoring of the same type of signal driving the audio
by home
stages of modern-day tv receivers. Any trouble noticed
audiences simultaneously warns station personnel. Switching
the Monitor from "Intercarrier" to "Aural Transmitter"
immediately indicates whether the trouble is in the visual or
aural transmitter.
for the measureThis is the only tv monitor that provides a-m
and f-m noise
ment of intercarrier f-m noise, as well as for
on aural and visual carriers. All these measurements are im-to
portant indicators of transmitter performance and are likely
be required in the future.
G-R TV and Broadcast Monitors are used by twice as many
d
-A-M broadcasting and TV stations as all other makes combine
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Tel. Village 8-9400
NEW YORK AREA: Tel. N. V. WOrth 4-2722, N. J. WHitney 3-3140N, CHICAGO:
JUmper 5-1088
PHILADELPHIA: Tel. HAncock 4-7419 WASHINGTO D. C: Tel.
ANGELES 38: Tel. HOIIywood 9-6201
SAN FRANCISCO: Tel. Whitecliff 8-8233 Tel. LOS
CHerry 6-2171
In CANADA, TORONTO:

Conservative circuit design emphasizes reliability, long life,
which will be retained for years. The instruand high accuracy
ment is built for 24-hour-per-day operation. Tolerances take
into consideration the effect of time on components and the
possible tightening of certain FCC specifications; theyforpermit
nonuse of "off-the-shelf" tube replacements, and provide
nts.
measureme
ble
reproduci
insuring
ts,
adjustmen
critical

Designed with an eye to the future, this Monitor
early obsolespromises maximum protection against tv-tran
smitter
cence. It is available through your
, or
package
tter
transmi
your
of
part
as
manufacturer
directly from General Radio.
n • Los Angeles — April 27 to May 1
NAB Conventio
Display
.On New
TV atTransmitter
Monitor
New AM Frequency and Modulation Monitors
Simple, Inexpensive Equipment for direct comparison of
all key frequencies directly withg WWV.
Transmitter Harmonic Measurin Equipment
Bridgesfor Antenna and Audio Line Impedance Measurements
Automatic Line-Voltage Regulator
Equipment for Studio Acoustical Measurements

ADVANCE

NEXT WEEK IN LOS ANGELES

A
Aamodt, Frank, KFMB San Diego, Calif.
Abel, Charles, KFMB-TV San Diego
Abel, Fred, Alford Manufacturing, Boston
Abrahams, Howard, TvB, New York
Ackerman, Paul, Billboard. New York
Adams. David, NBC, New York
Adams, Felix, KLAC Los Angeles
Adams, Irwin S., KGON Portland, Ore.
Adanti, Paul, WHEN-AM-TV Syracuse, N. Y.
Adler, Ben. Adler Electronics, New Rochelle,
N. Y.
Akerman, Ben, WGST Atlanta, Ga.
Akers, C. B., KVOO-TV Tulsa. Okla.
Alexander. Arthur, M. & A. Alexander Productions. Hollywood
Alexander, John, WFLA Tampa, Fla.
Alford. Andrew, Alford Manufacturing, Boston
Alicoate,
York Charles A., Radio-Television Daily, New
Allen, Hugh S., Jr., Lang-Worth Feature Programs, New York
Allen, Philip P., WLVA Lynchburg, Va.
Alley, Norman, Telenews, Los Angeles
Alpert, Arnold, U. S. Radio, New York
Altdoerffer, S. M., WLAN Lancaster, Pa.
Altshuler, Edward
A., Ziff-Davis Publishing,
Hollywood
Alspaugh. Harold P., Standard Rate & Data,
Evanston, 111.
Alsup, Charles, MGM-TV Culver City, Calif.
Ames. Walter C, Los Angeles Times, Los Angeles
Amoo, Lloyd R., KCJB-AM-TV Minot, N. D.
Anderson, Carl Q., KREX-TV Grand Junction,
KFXJ-TV Montrose, Colo.
Anderson, Harold E., WFBL Syracuse, N. Y.
Anderson. Richard J., KOVR-TV Stockton, Calif.
Andrews, William, KBET-TV Sacramento, Calif.
Anscombe, A. E„ WKBW Buffalo, N. Y.
Arkedis, George, WBBM-TV Chicago
Armstrong,
George W., Storz Stations, Kansas
City
Artus, Russell, KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D.
Atkinson, Frank, ABC, New York
Atlass, H. Leslie, WBBM-TV Chicago
Atwood, Ted, TelePrompTer, New York
Axton, Bailey, KTOP Topeka, Kan.
Axton, Mrs. Bailey, KTOP Topeka, Kan.
Axton, David, KTOP Topeka, Kan.
B
Bain, David, RCA, Camden, N. J.
Baisch, Joe, WREX-TV Rockford, 111.
Baker, T. B., Jr., WLAC-TV Nashville, Tenn.
Baker, William, CFRB Toronto, Ontario, Can.
Balch, Frank, WJOY Burlington, Vermont
Baldwin, John M., WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis
Balthrope. Charles W., KITE San Antonio, Tex.
Baltimore,
David M., WBRE-TV Wilkes-Barre,
Pa.
Bannister. Harry, NBC, New York
Barker, Vincent S., WFRL Freeport, 111.
Barnard, Alvin H., KUGN Eugene, Ore.
Baron, Amos, KCOP-TV Los Angeles
Barrett, Morton A., Boiling Co., New York
Barris, Charles, TelePrompTer, New York
Bartell, Gerald A., Bartell Stations, Madison, Wis.
Barthelmess, Stewart, WABC New Yerk
Bartlett, Marcus, WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga.
Barton, Morris C, Jr., KSLA-TV Shreveport, La.
Bates, William A., WDAF-TV Kansas City
Baudino, Joseph E., Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., Washington
Baxter, E. V., KOAM-AM-TV Pittsburg, Kan.
Baxter, Tom, KBAY-FM San Francisco
Beadell, Walter, Gill-Perna, Chicago
Beard,
(TV) Jackson.
Miss. Fred L., WJDX-WLBT
Beasley, L. M. Jack, KLPR Oklahoma City, Okla,
Beatty, J. Frank, Broadcasting, Washington
Beaudin, Ralph W., KQV Pittsburgh
Beckham, Ben, Jr., KSLA-TV Shreveport, La.
Beckman, Alfred R., ABC, New York
Beemster, Rev. M. J., WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis.
Beeson, Sterling B., Headley-Reed, New York
Belechta, George E., A. C. Nielsen, New York
Bell. Charles, Jr., WHAY New Britain, Conn.
Bellwood, LeRoy A., KFSD San Diego
Benson, K. B., CBS-TV, New York
Bentson, N. L., KELO Sioux Falls, S. D.
Berger, Lawrence S., KTWO-TV Casper, Wyo.
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REGISTRATION

Advance registration for the NAB convention in Los Angeles totaled 1,120 management and 260 engineering, or a total of
1,380 delegates at the close of business last
Tuesday. Principal hotels are the Biltmore
and Statler, scene of meetings and exhibits,
but 10 other hotels will house delegates.
Berk, Roger G., WAKR-TV Akron, Ohio
Berkman, Jack N., WBOY Clarksburg, W. Va.
Berkman, Louis, WBOY Clarksburg, W. Va.
Bernard, Joe, KTVI (TV) St. Louis
Berryhill, Lee, KRON (TV) San Francisco
Berthelson, Fred, WTIX New Orleans
Betts, J. W., WFTM Maysville, Ky.
Beville, Ross, WWDC Washington
Bevis, Charles C, Jr., WBUF-TV Buffalo, N. Y.
Bice, Max H., KTNT-TV Seattle-Tacoma, Wash.
Bidlack, Cecil S., National Assoc. Educational
Broadcasters, Urbana, 111.
Biederman, Les, WPBN-TV Traverse City, Mich.
Biggar, George C, WLBK De Kalb, 111.
Bilby, Kenneth, NBC, New York
Birdsall, William B., Media/ scope, Evanston, 111.
Birnbaum, Philip, Philburn Adv., New York
Bishop, Sir Harold, BBC, London, England
Bitzer, Ralph J., consulting engineer, St. Louis
Blackburn, James W., Blackburn & Co., Washington
Blackman, E. G., WLAC Nashville, Tenn.
Blair, James, TelePrompTer, New York
Bland,
Thomas A., Crosley Broadcasting, Cincinnati
Blatterman, H. S., KFI Los Angeles
Block, Lydie, Advertiser Magazine, New York
Blohm,
Olga,Chicago
Standard
Radio Transcription
Service,
Bloom, J. D., WWL New Orleans
Bloom, Joseph, Forjoe & Co., New York
Blume,
Jack P., Fly, Shuebruk,
Blume &
Gaguine, Washington
Boice, Hugh, Jr., WEMP Milwaukee, Wis.
Boiling, George W., The Boiling Co., New York
Boiling, G. W., Ill, The Boiling Co., Beverly Hills,
Calif.
Bondurant, Hale, KFBI Wichita, Kan.
Bookwalter, Louis, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.
Boorom, Warren J., RAB, New York
Booth, Robert M., Jr., WSAL Logansport, Ind.
Borel, Richard A., WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio
Bostic. Tom, Cascade Broadcasting Co., Yakima,
Wash.
Bostick, M. W., KWTX Wichita Falls, Tex.
Boulware, R. H., Bryan Houston Inc., New York
Boundy,
Fla. Glenn G., Storer Broadcasting, Miami,
Bowen, Daniel W., Gill-Perna, Detroit
Bowley, Raymond J., Westinghouse Broadcasting,
New York
Boyd,Monroe,
Ray, WNOE
New Orleans, KNOE-AM-TV
La.
Brace, Clayton H., KLZ-AM-TV Denver
Brackbill, Charles, Jr., New Jersey Council of
Churches, Newark
Braden,
Paul F., WPFBOhioMiddletown, WPAY-AMFM Portsmouth,
Braden, Ruth M„ WPFB Middletown, WPAYAM-FM Portsmouth, Ohio
Brader, Charlotte, KOJM Havre, Mont.
Brady, Frank, Cohen & Aleshire Inc., New York
Brakefield, Charles, WREC Memphis, Tenn.
Brandborg, Gustav K., KVOO Tulsa, Okla.
Brandt, Otto, Crown Stations, Seattle, Wash.
Brazy, Mrs. Nicholas, KFMU
(FM) Glendale,
Calif.
Breider. Arthur, MGM-TV, New York
Bremser, Lyell, KFAB Omaha, Neb.
Brennan, William H., Jr., CBS Radio, Los Angeles
Brenner, Joseph, attorney, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Breskin, Ted, Media/scope, Evanston 111.
Brink, Mort. Van, The Jingle Mill, New York
Britt, Charles B„ WLOS-AM-TV Asheville, N. C.
Britt, Harry M., AT&T, Kansas City
Brock, George W., KRNO San Bernardino, Calif.
Brody, Leo, Trans-Lux Tv Corp., New York
Brokaw, Fred C, Paul H. Raymer Co., New York
Brokaw, Harold L., WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind.
Brooks, Howard L., WJBO Baton Rouge, La.
Brophy, John P., KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City
Browdy, Alexander, KCOP-TV Hollywood
Brown, Charles R., Maine Radio & Television,
Portland, Me.
Brown,
N. Y.CWO Charles S., U.S.A. Governors Island,
Brown, Franklin H., WBMC McMinnville, Tenn.
Brown, Dr. G. H., RCA, Camden, N. J.
Brown,
N. C.Mrs. Doris B., WKBC N. Wilkesboro,
Brown, James M., KONO San Antonio, Tex.
Brown, Kenyon, KCOP-TV Hollywood
Brown, R. M., KPOJ Portland, Ore.
Brown,
S. C. Walter J., WSPA-AM-TV Spartanburg,

Total attendance at the convention usually
runs about double the paid registration, when
those not officially a part of the NAB proceedings are included. While advance registration is close to 1957 (Chicago), lastminute additions may be fewer, the NAB
staff anticipates.
Browne, Frank, Screen Gems, New Orleans
Brust, K. H., Dresser-Ideco, Los Angeles
Bryan, Robert F., Corinthian Broadcasting, New
York
Brvant, Bruce, CBS Television Spot Sales, New
York
Buchan, Alex, WEZE Boston-WKLO Louisville,
Ky.-WCOL Columbus, Ohio-WING Dayton,
Ohio-WIZE Springfield, Ohio
Buckendahl, Harry H, KOIN Portland, Ore.
Bullitt, Mrs. A. Scott, King Broadcasting, Seattle,
Wash.
Buman, Wallace J., WKOP Binghamton, N. Y.
Bunker, Edmund C, CBS-TV, New York
Bunn, George, Arnold, Fortas & Porter. Washington
Burda, Orville F., KDIX Dickinson, N. D.
Burke, Harry, KODE Joplin, Mo.
Burton, Robert J., BMI, New York
Bush, E. Ogden, WDLA Walton, N. Y.
Butts, James H., KBTV (TV) Denver
c
Cadel, Robert, Television Digest, Washington
Cady. Charles A., General Radio, West Concord,
Mass.
Cahn, Ed., Pulse, Los Angeles
Caldwell, S. W., S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto
Caley, Charles C, WMBD Peoria, 111.
Callison, Glenn, KLIF Dallas, Tex.
Campbell,
Martin B„ KFDM-AM-TV Beaumont,
Tex.
Campbell, Wendell B., KFRC San Francisco
Capps, Gordon L., KSRV Ontario, Ore.
Carey, John T., WIND Chicago
Carhart,
G. Warren,
Standard Rate & Data,
Evanston,
111.
Carino, Larry, KTNT-AM-TV Tacoma, Wash.
Carisle, James, CBC, Montreal, Que.
Carlton, Richard, Trans-Lux Tv Corp., New York
Carpenter, Murray, WTWO (TV) Bangor, Me.
Carpenter, Warwick S., Sales Management
Carpenter,
Norfolk, W.Va. M., Community Club Services,
Carr, Eugene, WHBC Canton, Ohio
Carr, Tom, Media/scope, New York
Case, Ross E., KWAT Watertown, S. D.
Cash, Norman E., TvB, New York
Caskey, William B., WPEN Philadelphia
Cassill, H. W., Blackburn & Co., Washington
Cassyd, Syd, Film World, Hollywood
Caster,
L. E., WREX-TV Rockford, 111.
Fla. C.
Castle,
X., Storer Broadcasting, Miami Beach,
Cervone, Larry, Gates Radio, Quincy, 111.
Chandler, G. C, CJOR Vancouver, B. C.
Chapin, Donald L., WKRC-AM-TV Cincinnati
Chapman, Paul H., Chapman Co., Atlanta
Chase, Sam, Billboard, New York
Chase, Seymour M., Washington
Chauncey, Tom, KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix, Ariz.
Cherpack, John, Jr., WBBW Youngstown, Ohio
Cheyne, Robert B., WHDH-AM-FM-TV Boston
Chismark, Albert, WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y.
Christal, Henry I., Henry I. Christal Co., New
York
Christopher, Maurine,
Advertising
Age, New
York
Christy, Orrin E. Jr., Morse International, New
York
Church, Arthur B., Colorado Springs, Colo.
Churchill, Clinton, WKBW Buffalo, N. Y.
Churchill, John K., A. C. Nielsen, Chicago
Clark, James D., Jr., WRVA-TV Richmond, Va.
Clark,
William L., ABC Film Syndication, Hollywood
Clarke, C. P., WFTM Maysville, Ky.
Clay, Henry B., KWKH Shreveport, La.
Clayton, Vincent E., KSL Salt Lake City
Clifford, J. M., NBC, New York
Clinton, George H., WBOY Clarksburg, W. Va.
Clipp, Roger W., Triangle Stations, Philadelphia
Close, Richard H., NBC, New York
Cobb, Wilton, WMAZ Macon, Ga.
Codel, Edward, Katz Agency, New York
Codel, Martin, Television Digest, Washington
Coe, Dee O., WWCA Gary, Ind.
Coe, Robert L., ABC, New York
Coffin, A. G., AT&T, New York
Cohan, John C, KSBW-TV Salinas, Calif.
Cohen, Israel, WCAP Lowell, Mass.
CONTINUED
Broadcasting

Paul Lennon
Indianapolis, Ind.

WLW-A

it

Harry LeBrun
Atlanta, Georgia
WOI-TV
Bob Mulhall
Ames, Iowa

h

WEEK-TV
Fred Mueller
Peoria, III.

WHBQ-TV
Bill Grumbles
Memphis, Tenn.

WTRF-TV
Bob Ferguson
Wheeling, W. Va.

"Brownie" Akers
KVOO-TV

WNDU-TV
Bernie Barth
South Bend, Ind.

WSIX-TV
Louis Draughon
Nashville, Tenn.

Tulsa, Okla.

Cunningham, Marion, KCSJ Pueblo, Colo.
Curran, George, KFI Los Angeles
Curran, Robert, ABC, New York
Currie, Robert C, Jr., WHBG Harrisonburg, Va.
Curtis, Ralph W„ Walter Reed Army Medical
Center, Washington

NAB
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REGISTRATION continued
Cohen. .Hiles. Vandivere & Cohen, Washington.
D. C.
Cohen.
City Sidney L., Film Service Corp., Salt Lake
Cohen. Stanley E.. Advertising Age. Washington
Colin.
Conn & New
Marks.
Colbv, Marcus,"
Julius, Variety,
York Washington
Colledge. Charles H., NBC, New York
Collins. Donald R„ Metropolitan Educational Tv
Assn., New York
Collins. Earl R., Hollywood Television Service,
N. Hollywood
Collins, J. M., ASCAP, New York
Collins, Robert. KEXO Grand Junction, Colo.
Colman, Ben, Screen Gems, New York
Colvin, William B.. TvB, New York
Combstock. Herbert L., KAVL Lancaster, Pa.
Connolly, Joseph T.. WCAU Philadelphia
Constant, A. H., KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif.
Cooke.
Pa. Kenneth R., WGBI-WDAU-TV Scranton.
Cooke. Ted W., KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.
Cooper. Jack, KTTS-AM-FM-TV Springfield, Mo.
Cooper, Jim W., WFAA-AM-FM-TV Dallas
Cooper, Robert E., WSM Nashville, Tenn.
Corwin. Sherrill C. KBAY-FM San Francisco
Coticchia, Pete, WJET Erie. Pa.
Cottone, Benedict P., Cottone & Scheiner, Washington
Courchene. Homer. WLS Chicago
Cowan, Kenneth, Broadcasting. New York
Cowan. Louis G., CBS-TV, New York
Cowderry, B. H., KETV (TV) Omaha. Neb.
Cowley, Charles C, Muzak Corp.. New York
Cox, Lester L., KYTV (TV) Springfield. Mo.
Cox, Mrs. Lester L., KYTV (TV) Springfield, Mo.
Coy, John T., Boiling Co., San Francisco
Cozzens. D'Orr W.. KALL Salt Lake City, Utah
Crane. Frank W.. KDAY Santa Monica, Calif.
Cranston,
Tex. George, WBAP-AM-FM-TV Fort Worth
Crater, Rufe. Broadcasting. New York
Crawley, Lee, CHCT-TV Calgary, Alta.
Cripe, Jesse H., WFGA-TV Jacksonville, Fla.
Croll, James G., KCSJ Pueblo, Colo.
Crutchfield, Charles H., Jefferson Standard Bcstg.,
Charlotte, N. C.
Culligan, Matthew J., NBC, New York
Culver, Ronald H„ Lohnes & Culver, Washington
Cuneen, Mike, WDLA Walton, N. Y.
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Dallin. Vern. CARTB, Saskatoon. Sask.
Dalton, B. H., KBIG Avalon, Calif.
Daly, Harry J., Attorney, Washington, D. C.
Daiibom,
E., KTBB Tyler, Tex.
Fla. M*.
Danforth.
Harold P., Sr., WDBO-AM-TV Orlando,
Daniels, Eli. KDSJ Deadwood, S. D.
Daniels. Harry. KDSJ Deadwood. S. D.
Dannenbaum, Alexander W., Jr., Westinghouse
Broadcasting, New York
Daubenmeyer,
Howard,
WTRF-TV Wheeling,
W. Va.
Davidson, Bryan, WFIW Fairfield, 111.
Davidson,
York Marshall B., Telenews Newsreel, New
Davidson, Sidney, KOA-AM-TV Denver
Davis,
Mo. Donald D., KMCB-TV-KFRM Kansas City.
Davis, Edward, KDFC San Francisco
Davis, George
ton, D. C. C, Consulting Engineer, WashingDavis, L. B., AT&T, New York
Day, A. G., CKCO-TV Kitchener, Ont.
Debominicis. Aldo, WHAY New Britain, Conn.
Deegan, Mrs. J. P., WJPD Ishpeming, Mich.
DeGray, E. J., ABC, New York
DeGroot, Don, WWJ-AM-TV Detroit
DeHaven, Robert E., KYSM Mankato, Minn.
Del Coro, Ralph J., Modern Talking Picture
Service, New York
Delier, Jack, KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City
Denious, Jess Jr., KGNO Dodge City, Kan.
Dennis, Harry, WERE Cleveland
Detitta, Arthur, UP Movietone News, Beverly
Hills, Calif.
Dettman, R. A., KDAL-AM-TV Duluth, Minn.
DeVries, Van Beuren W., WGR-TV Buffalo, N. Y.
DeWitt, John H., Jr., WSM Nashville, Tenn.
DeYoung, Gene, KERO Bakersfield, Calif.
Dickinson, John F., Harrington, Righter & Parsons, New York
Dickson, Walter L., WABI Portland, Me.
Diehm, Victor C. Community Club Services,
Norfolk, Va.
Dietrich. George S., NBC, New York
Digges, Sam Cooke, WCBS-TV New York
Dillard, Everett L., WDON Wheaton, Md.-WASH
(FM) Washington
Dillard, Mrs. Everett L., WDON Wheaton, Md.WASH (FM) Washington
Dille, John F., Jr., Truth Pub. Co. Stations, Ft.
Wayne, Indiana
Dodson, Eugene B., WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.
Doherty Richard P., Tv-Radio Management
Corp., Washington, D. C.
Dolberg, Glenn R., BMI, New York
Dolgoff, Herb, Storz Stations, Omaha, Neb.
Dolph, Robert H„ KFTM Ft. Morgan, Colo.
Dorsey, Eugene C, WVLN-AM-FM Olney, 111.
Dougherty, Frank, Harrington, Righter & Parsons, New York
Drenthe, William G., WCLM-FM Chicago
Drilling, Joseph, KJEO (TV) Fresno, Calif.
Dudelson, Stanley, Screen Gems, Chicago
Dudley, Richard D., WSAU Wausau, Wis.
Dudley, Robert L., Meeker Co., New York
Duggan, Thomas P., CBS, New York
Duhamel, Helen S., Duhamel Enterprises Inc.,
Rapid City, S. D.
Dundes, Jules, CBS, New York
Dunn, Emmett B.. RCA Custom Record Sales,
New York
Dunn, Robert W„ KHAM Albuquerque. N. M.
Dunville, R. E„ Crosley Broadcasting, Cincinnati
Duvall, Charles F., Fisher, Wayland, Duvall &
Southmayd, Washington, D. C.
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TelePrompTer's
LIVE
SPOT
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Network

*

A unique grouping of 140 TV stations
in 95 markets— covering 86% of all
U. S. television homes. Merchandised
to the hilt by TelePrompTer Corporation, itoffers national spot advertisers
and their agencies new dimensions
for selling; it offers even bigger
opportunities for Tel ePrompTerequipped stations. For details, see us
at the Biltmore.
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Eagan, R. Russell, Kirkland, Fleming, Green,
Martin & Ellis, Washington, D. C.
DiegoHarrison W. H., XETV (TV) Tijuana-San
Eagles,
Earle, Robert, WIBR Baton Rouge, La.
Eastwood, Clive, CFRB Toronto, Ont.
Ebel, A. James, KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.
Eckersley, Vance L., WDAU-TV Scranton, Pa.
Edison,
cisco Edward, Hammett & Edison, San FranEdwards, Neal J., WMAL Washington
Edwards, William J., WKNX-TV Saginaw-Bay
City, Mich.
Eidmann, Bradley R., WGN Chicago
Ekberg, William A„ KFYR Bismarck, N. D.
Ekstrum, Robert N., WCCO-TV Minneapolis
Elleson, Douglas, KRON (TV) San Francisco
Elliott, Art., CBS Television Spot Sales, Chicago
Elliott, Paul, KRNT-TV Des Moines, Iowa
Elliott, Wendell, KGNO Dodge City, Kan.
Ellis, Robert D.. KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs,
Ellis, Lt. Col. Samuel W., U. S. Air Force,
Washington,
D. C.
Colo. •

Ellsworth, William C, Westinghouse Broadcasting, New York
Ely, Thomas T., KPIX (TV) San Francisco
Engelbreeht, John A., WIKY Evansville, Ind.
Enoch, Robert D., WXLW Indianapolis
Eppel, Ray, KORN Mitchell, S. D.
Epperson,
JosephOhioB., Scripps-Howard Television,
Cleveland,
Epperson, Ralph D., WPAQ Mt. Airy, N. C.
Erhardt, Lou, Century Lighting, Santa Monica,
Calif.
Ernst, Mildred V., KRTR Thermopolis, Wyo.
Erwin, Jack, KEX Portland, Ore.
Esau, John, KWWL Waterloo, Iowa
Espy,Iowa
Dawkins, KIKK Bakersfield, Calif.
Evans, Ralph, WHO Des Moines-WOC Davenport,
Ewing, Clayton, WFRU-TV Green Bay, Wis.
Eyerly, Paul R., WCNR Bloomsburg, Pa.

Faber, Marshall L., KBTV (TV) Denver
Farnath, Leslie D., N. W. Ayer & Son, PhiladelFeddersen, Donley F., Northwestern U., EvansDiego111.Robert C, WHBC Canton, Ohio
ton,
Fehlman,
Fernandez,
Felipe, XETV
(TV) Tijuana-San
phia
Ferguson, Robert W., WTRF-TV Wheeling,
W. Va.
Fetzer, John E., Fetzer Broadcasting, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Fielding, James, WCIA-TV Champaign, 111.
Filion, Edgar B., The Meeker Co., New York
Finch, J. M., Jr., WFTM Maysville, Ky.
Fine, Jesse D., KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo.
Fisher, Ben C, Fisher, Wayland, Duvall & Southmayd, Washington, D. C.
Fisher, C. H., KUGN Eugene, Ore.
Fitch, Jerry, KGLN Glen wood Springs, Colo.
Fitch, Marcie, KGLN Glenwood Springs, Colo.
Chicago Edward R., J. Walter Thompson,
Fitzgerald,
Fitzgerald, Harold, SESAC, New York
Fitzgibbons, E. E., CKCO-TV Kitchener, Ont.
Fitzpatrick, Horace S., WSLS Roanoke, Va.
Fitzsimonds, Frank, KCJB-TV Minot, N. D.
Flambo, G. LaVerne, WQUA Moline, 111.
Flanagan, Alvin G., KCOP-TV Hollywood
Flanders,
Robert W., Twin State Broadcasting,
Indianapolis
Flatow, Natalie, Girl Scouts, New York
Fleckenstein, William, WHOT Youngstown, Ohio
Fleharty, George C, KVIP Redding, Calif.
Fletcher, Frank
U„ Spearman
& Roberson,
Washington, D. C.
Fletcher, Henry H., KSEI Pocatello, Idaho
Fletcher, Ruthe A., KSEI Pocatello, Idaho
Flett, Deane R., KSLA-TV Shreveport, La.
Floyd, Joe, KELO Sioux Falls, S. D.
Fogarty, Frank P., WOW-AM- TV Omaha, Neb.
Ford, Nancy, KBET-TV Sacramento, Calif.
Foster, Joe B., KTBS-TV Shreveport, La.
Fox, Bill, KFMB-TV San Diego
Fox, Revill J., Revill J. Fox & Co., Denver
cisco Lawrence P., KPIX (TV) San FranFraiberg,
Frankel, Lou, Pulse, New York
Frase, E. C, Jr., WMC-WMCF (FM) WMCT (TV)
Memphis, Tenn.
Frechette, George T., WSAU-TV Wausau, Wis.
Academy of TeleThomas, Los
Freebairn-Sm
Arts & Sciences,
Angeles
visionith,
Freiberger, Frank L., Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co.,
San Francisco
Friedheim, Robert, World Broadcasting System,
New York
Friedman, Joel, Billboard, Los Angeles
Friedman, Thomas B., KWEZ Lompoc, Calif.
Radio & Television InterGriffinOkla.
Fugate, John,
ests, Muskogee,
Fulton, John, WQXI Atlanta, Ga.

Gadbois, Robert, KAVR Apple Valley, Calif.
Fly, Shuebruk, Blume & GaGaguine,
gume. Benito,
Washington, D. C.
Tex.
Gaines, James M., WOAI-AM-TV San Antonio,
Gaither, Frank, WSB Atlanta, Ga.
Galusha, Merl L. WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N. Y.
Gamble, J. A., WRBL-AM-FM-TV Columbus, Ga.
Calif.
Gamble, Joseph E., KWIP Merced,Calif.
Gamble, Lew L., KWIP Merced,
Ganzenhuber, J. H., Hughey & Phillips, Burbank, Calif.
Garner, James M., KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif.
Garrison, Jack, Official Films, New York
Gast, R. W., New York Telephone Co., New York
Gaukroger, R. B., Art Moore & Assoc., Seattle,
Wash.
Gavin, Tom, WDSM Duluth, Mmn.
Ohio
Gay, Chuck, WHIO-AM-FM-TV Dayton,
Employers Reinsurance Corp.,
Reginald,
Geiser,
Kansas
City, Mo.
Geist, Henry J., Hughey & Phillips, Stamford.
Conn.
E. P., Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
Genock
N. Y.
Broadcasting

George, Clark, KNXT (TV) Los Angeles
George, Dolores. KSLA-TV Shreveport, La.
Mrs. Eugenia B., KSLA-TV ShreveGeorge, port,
La.
Gerity, James, Jr., WNEM-TV Bay City. Mich.
Giaimo, Martin, WJEF Grand Rapids, Mich.
Giaquinto. Joseph E., ABC-TV, New York
Giarraputo, Len, Media/scope, New York
Gibbens, Tom E., WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La.
Gibson, Riley R., KXO El Centro, Calif.
Giddens, Kenneth R., WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala.
Gihring, H. E., RCA, Camden, N. J.
Gill, Cliff, KBIG Avalon, Calif.
Gill. Helen, Gill-Perna, New York
Gillen, Albert J., WABT (TV) Birmingham, Ala.
Gilmore, John C, Community Club Services,
Norfolk, Va.
Ginsburg. Charles, Ampex, Redwood City, Calif.
Gitlitz, Jonah, U. S. Radio, New York
A., WMUR-TV Manchester,
Gittleson,
N. H. Norman
Longview, Wash.
KWLK
Giant. Merton,
Group, Nashville,
Kluge
L„
Harvey
Glascock,
Tenn.
Glenn, Norman R., Sponsor, New York
Godbout, Oscar, New York Times, Hollywood
Goetze, William E„ KFSD San Diego, Calif.
J., New York U., New
Goggin,
York Prof. Richard
Goldenson, Leonard H., AB-PT, New York
Telefilm Assoc., New
Goldman,
York Harold, National
Goldman, Paul H., KNOE-AM-TV Monroe, La.
S„ Harry S. Goodman ProducHarry
Goodman, tions,
New York
H., WPRO-AM-FM-TV ProviGoodman, William
dence, R. I.
Arthur C, Westinghouse Broadcasting,
Goodnow,
New York
Gordon, Milton A., Tv Programs of America,
New York
Gore, Theodore, KAKE-AM-TV Wichita, Kan.
Gorman, Leon P., Jr., WABI Portland, Me.
Gorman, Thomas Y., WEEI Boston
Stations, ManGottlieb, Ralph,
chester, N. H. Good Neighbor
Neighbor Stations, ManGottlieb, Adele,
chester, N. H.Good
Grace, F. Cecil, Visual Electronics, New York
Graham, George, NBC, New York
Grams, Harold, KSD-AM-TV St. Louis
Grant, Hank, Hollywood Reporter, Hollywood
Grant, William, KOA Denver
Gray, Howard, KGIL San Fernando Valley, Calif.
Stanley, Regal Advertising Assoc.,
Grayson,
New York
Grayson, Syd, KSYD-AM-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.
Green, Harold E„ Media/scope, Evanston, 111.
Green! Raymond S., WFLN Philadelphia
Greenmeyer, P., RCA, Camden, N. J.
Greiner, Mori, KMBC-TV Kansas City, Mo.
Grenier, Theodore B„ ABC, Los Angeles
Gresham, Maurice, MGM-TV, Culver City, Calif.
Griffin, John T., Griffin Radio & Television
Interests, Muskogee, Okla.
Griffith, E. T., RCA, Camden, N. J.
Allen Kander & Co., WashingGrimes, ton,Walter,
D. C.
Charles F., Alabama Broadcasting
Grisham,
System, Bhmingham, Ala.
Groller, John, KSEW Sitka, Alaska
Groom, John, KSMA Santa Monica, Calif.
Gross, Jack, KSON San Diego, Calif.
Gross, Laurence, KSON San Diego, Calif.
William C, KFBC-AM-TV Cheyenne,
Grove,
Wyo.
Guber, Sidney, SESAC, New York
W., Mt. Washington Television,
John Me.
Guider,
Portland,
Gulick, J. Robert, WGAL-AM-TV Lancaster, Pa.
(TV) Salt
L., KDYL-KTVT
Gunderson,
Lake CityAllen
Wilton, Wilt Gunzendorfer & AsGunzendorfer,
soc., Los Angeles
Guy, Raymond F., NBC, New York
Guy Robert, KTNT Tacoma, Wash.
North Wales,
Guzewic
Pa. z, Henry J., Stainless Inc.,

Ml

vt4T E R V/

^trademark
f. registered
SEE US IN ROOM 2309
BILTMORE HOTEL
AT N.A.B. CONVENTION
APRIL 28-MAY 1,
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

INTRODUCING A BRAND NEW MODEL OF THE FAMOUS MINITAPE*
BATTERY OPERATED PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER . . . MODEL M-8
INCREDIBLE ENGINEERING TRIUMPH
Within Minitape's sleek aluminum case is a compact, transistorized, battery. operated
recorder capable of network quality recording equal to the finest AC-operated units.
Yet Minitape weighs only 13 lbs. and measures 9"x 12"x 5".
REMARKABLE OPERATING EFFICIENCY
Even when carried with case closed, Minitape is operative by a thumb-activated push
button for instantaneous start or stop. Automatic volume control furnished by transistor amplifiers, holds constant full recording level from lip distance to 10 ft.
Lifetime nickel cadmium storage battery is capable of over 2 hours continuous recording on one charge.
IMPRESSIVE RECORDING QUALITY
Flat frequency response to 10,000 cycles at 7V2 inches per second, is achieved by
Minitape with minimum distortion, flutter or wow. Practically any type music can be
recorded. Recordings are compatible with finest standard unit tapes.

Cable Address:CHSTANH0FF
STAN .-

Write for prices
and specifications:
921 North Highland Ave. • Hollywood 38, Calif.

AMCI...
• Omnidirectional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted

TV

Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexers

H

Haafton, C. Van, KTUC Tucson, Ariz.
Haerman, James, KSMA Santa Monica, Calif.
Haeg, Larry, WCCO Minneapolis
Cedar Rapids,
Haerle,
Iowa John M., Collins Radio,
Hagerty, George E., Westinghouse Broadcasting,
New "York
George P. Hollingbery, New
Frederick,
Hague,
rk
0
Yo
Kene&
berg
Wollen
Haley,
G.,
Andrew
Haley,
han, Washington, D. C.
Hall, Edward E., CBS, New York
Hall, M. W., KLAC Los Angeles
Payson,IowaMeredith Broadcasting Co., Des
Hall,Moines,
Haman, Howard, KXO El Centro, Calif.
Hamilton, Charles E., KFI Los Angeles
Hamilton, G. E., ABC, New York
Hamiltoon, Stubblefield, TwinHamilton,ing & Ray
, Chicag
Assoc.V.,
Hammerschmitt, A. L., NBC, New York
CONTINUED
Broadcasting

• Coaxial Switches
. . . have been proven
in service.
Write for information
and catalog.

ALFORD
Manufacturing Company
299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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Hamm. it. Robert L., Hammett & Edison, San
Francisco
Hammond, Galyn, KMBY Monterey, Calif.
Hampton, Jack. KFIR North Bend, Ore.
Hancock, Paul, NBC. New York
Hanni.
City Kenneth J., KDYL-KTVT (TV) Salt Lake
Hannon,
William A., Employers Reinsurance
Corp., Kansas City, Mo.
Hansen, W. H., KDAN Eureka, Calif.
Hansher.
William. WKRC-AM-TV Cincinnati,
Ohio
Hardesty, John F.. RAB. New York
Hards. Joseph F., Magne-Tronics. New York
Hardwick. Carter. WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala.
Hargan. Willard H., KSBW-TV Salinas, Calif.
Harkaway.
Harvey A„ Standard Rate & Data,
New York
Harker. Ralph W.. Tide Magazine
Harlow, Roy. BMI. New York
Harmon. Ralph N., Westinghouse Broadcasting.
New York
Harper, Richard A., MGM-TV, New York
Harrell, Buford O., KDNT-AM-FM Denton. Tex.
Harrington, John E., Jr., Harrington, Righter
& Parsons, New York
Harris. Burt I., KTWO-TV Casper, Wyo.
Harris, Jack, KPRC-AM-TV Houston. Tex.
Harris, Marion R., KGB San Diego
Hartenbower, E. K., KCMO-AM-FM-TV Kansas
City, Mo.
Hartman.
W. Herbert. KCRA-TV Sacramento,
Calif.
Harvev. George W.. WFLA-AM-TV Tampa. Fla.
Hassett, E. A., Jr., KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.
Hatch, George C, KALL Salt Lake City
Hatcher. Ralph, ABC. New York
Hathaway. Donald L., KSPR-TV Casper, Wyo.
Hathaway.
Mrs. Donald L., KSPR-TV Casper.
Wyo.
Hauser, Gerald, Community Club Services. Norfolk, Va.
Hauser, Jack. Ampex, Redwood City, Calif.
Hauser, W. H., WBZ-AM-TV Boston
Haverlin Carl, BMI, New York
Havden, J. Roger. Dresser-Ideco, Columbus, Ohio
Hayes, Arthur Hull, CBS, New York
Hayes, Howard B., WOKO Albany, New York
Hayward,
Michael, United Nations Tv-Radio,
New York
Head, Sydney, APBE, U. of Miami, Coral Gables,
Fla.
Headley. Sherman, WCCO-TV Minneapolis
Heald, Robert L., Spearman & Roberson, Washington, D. C.
Hedges, William S.. NBC, New York
Heffelfinger, John B., Consulting Radio Engineer, Kansas City, Mo.
Heinecke, Alice, SESAC, New York
Hellman, Jack, Daily Variety, Hollywood
Hembrooke, Emil F., Muzak, New York
Henderson, W. C, KSLA-TV Shreveport, La.
Hennessey, Philip J., Jr., Smith & Hennessey,
Washington, D. C.
Hensley, Phil, Caterpillar Tractor, Peoria, 111.
Herbuveaux, Jules, NBC, Chicago
Herman, A. M., WBAP Fort Worth
Herold, Joseph. KBTV (TV) Denver, Colo.
Herrington, Bambie. Gill-Perna, Los Angeles
Hess, F. LeRoy, Standard Rate & Data, Evanston,
111.
Hickox, Sheldon B., Jr., NBC, Burbank, Calif.
Higgins, George J., KMBC-AM-TV Kansas City,
Mo.
Higgins, J. M., WTHI-TV Terre Haute, Ind.
Higgins, Leonard H., KTNT-TV Seattle-Tacoma,
Wash.
Hill, Harry, WFRV-TV Green Bay, Wis.
Hill, J. E., RCA, Camden, N. J.
Hill, Richard, Hollywood
Television Service,
Dallas
Hilton, M. H„ KSOP Salt Lake City
Hinckley, Robert H., ABC, Washington. D. C.
Hirsch. Oscar C, KFVS, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Hixenbaugh, George P., WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Hobler, Herbert W., TelePrompTer, New York
Hochhauser, Edward J., Muzak, New York
Hoffman,
Karl B., Transcontinent Television
Buffalo, N. Y.
Hoffman. Phil, WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis
Hogan, Thomas P.. WPFB Middletown, Ohio
Hogg, John L.. KOY Phoenix, Ariz.
Hogue. Richard, WXIX (TV) Milwaukee
Holcomb,
Douglas, WGBI-WDAU-TV Scranton
Pa.
Holcomb, Mrs. Douglas, WGBI-WDAU-TV Scranton, Pa.
Holbrook. R. A., WSB-AM-TV Atlanta, Ga.
Hollingbery, George P., George P. Hollingbery,
Chicago
Hollinger, Finlay, WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y.
Hollins. F. G., AT&T, New York
Holm, William, WLPO La Salle, 111.
Holman. Hal, Hal Holman Co., Chicago
Honeycutt, B. B., KRLD-TV Dallas
Hood, Hubbard, WKRC Cincinnati
Page 106
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Hoss, Dave, KFLY Corvallis, Ore.
Hoth, Harry W., KRDO-AM-TV Colorado Springs,
Hotz,Colo.
Walter J., Hughey & Phillips, Stamford,
Conn.
Hough, Harold, WBAP Fort Worth
Houwink, Fred S.. WMAL Washington
Howard, Thomas E., Jefferson Standard Bcstg.,
Charlotte, N. C.
Howell. John F., CBS-TV Film Sales, New York
Howell, Rex G„ KREX-TV Grand Junction, Colo.
Hubbach, Bill, KOMO Seattle, Wash.
Hucaby, Ralph L., WLAC-TV Nashville, Tenn.
Hull, Bob, Los Angeles Herald-Express, Los AnHumbert, C. A. Bill. KGAK Gallup. N. M.
Humphrey,
Hal, Mirror-News, Los Angeles
Hunt,geles
Clyde M., Washington Post Broadcasting
Div., Washington, D. C.
Huntington, George, TvB, New York
Hurlbot, Phillip R., KLOR-TV Provo, Utah
Hussman,
Ark. Walter E., KCMC-TV Texarkana, Tex.Hyams, Jerome, Screen Gems, New York
Hydrick, Dan, WGH Newport News, Va.
Hyland, Robert F., KMOX St. Louis
Hyndman,
Donald
E., Eastman
Kodak Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.
I
Ing, George, KONO San Antonio, Tex.
Ingrim, Ward D., KTVU (TV) San Francisco
Ioset. Don. WPIT Pittsburgh
Israel, Larry H., WJZ-TV Baltimore
J
Jackson, Richard E., WSAL Logansport, Ind.
Jacobs. George G., KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla.
Jacobs, Grace, TV Stations Inc., New York
Jacobs, Harry, ABC, San Francisco
Jacobs, Herb, TV Stations Inc., New York
Jahncke, Ernest Lee, Jr., Edward Petry & Co.,
New York
James, Edwin H., Broadcasting , Washington
James, Ken, KENS-TV San Antonio, Tex.
James, Mrs. Phyllis, Board of Trade, Great
Britain
Jameson, Edwin T., NBC, New York
Jarman, J. Frank, WDNC-AM-FM, Durham, N. C.
Jaspert, George H., WCCM Lawrence, Mass.
Jeffers,
Tex. Charles L., WOAI-AM-TV San Antonio,
Jenkins, Eugene F., KLZ-TV Denver
Jennes. Ernest W., Covington & Burling, Washington, D. C.
Jensen, J. Allen, KSL Salt Lake City
Jett, E. K., WMAR-TV Baltimore
Jewett, Carl F. J.. Meeker Co., Chicago
Johnson, Albert D., KENS-AM-TV San Antonio,
Tex.
Johnson,
ChicagoArnold E., Needham, Louis, & Brorby,
Johnson, Leslie C, WHBF Rock Island, 111.
Johnson, Rollie, WCCO-TV Minneapolis
Johnson, Tom, KTOK Oklahoma City
Johnston, E. D., Roberts & Mclnnis, Washington,
D. C.
Johnstone, G. W., National Association of Mfgrs.,
New York
Jones, J. Grayson, Conrac, Glendora, Calif.
Jones, Kathryn. WJET Erie, Pa.
Jones, Merle S., CBS-TV, New York
Jones, Myron. WJET Erie, Pa.
Jones, Ruth, J. Walter Thompson, New York
Jones, Theodore, WCRB Boston
Jordan, MaithJand, KOMO Seattle, Wash.
Junkin, Raymond, Official Films, New York
K
Kadow, Francis M., WOMT Manitowoc, Wis.
Kahle,
D. C.Douglas, Allen Kander & Co., Washington,
Kahn, Irving B., TelePrompTer, New York
Kane, Jim, KAYS Hays, Kan.
Kapel, George. KBET-TV Sacramento, Calif.
Kapner, Leonard. WCAE Pittsburgh, Pa.
Kaufman,
B., Daily Variety, Hollywood
Diego David
Kaufman,
Julian M., XETV
(TV) Tijuana-San
Kay, Norman E„ KSDO San Diego
Kaye, Sydney M.. BMI, New York
Kearney,
Donald L., Corinthian Broadcasting
New York
Keese, Alex, WFAA-AM-TV Dallas
Keever, H. Weller, California National Productions, New York
Keller, LeRoy, UP, New York
Kelley, Gaines, WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C.
Kelly, Charles, WCKT (TV) Miami, Fla.
Kelly, Ewing C, KCRA-TV Sacramento, Calif.
Kelly, John J., Westinghouse Broadcasting, New
York
Kelly. Pat, KFI Los Angeles
Kelly, Robert E., KCRA-TV Sacramento, Calif.
.Kelly, William, NBC, New York
Kelser, Philip L., Philip L. Kelser & Assoc.,
New York
Kemme, Marge, Crosley Broadcasting, Cincinnati
Kenehan, Edward F., Haley, Wollenberg & Kenehan, Washington, D. C.

Kennedy, Vann M.. KSIX Corpus Christi, Tex.
Kenney. T. C, KDKA Pittsburgh
Herman, Arthur, Governor Television Attractions,
New York
Kettler, Stanton P., Storer Broadcasting, Miami
Beach, Fla.
Keyes, Don, McLendon Stations
Keys, Mrs. Carla B„ WFLO Farmville. Va.
Keys, Lyle, KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City
Kibbey, Hugh L„ WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis
Kidd, N. Wilbur, WAYB Waynesboro, Va.
Kiefer. Jack, KMLA (FM) Los Angeles
Kingsley, Ralph J„ WBEN Buffalo, N. Y.
Kingsley, Walt, Ziv Television Programs, New
York
Kintner, Robert, NBC, New York
Kirk, Brent H., KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City
Kirksey, T. W„ KWWL Waterloo, Iowa
Kirsch, Marvin, Radio-Television Daily, New York
Kirtland, Clifford M., Transcontinent Television,
New York
Kissick, Dolly. KBET-TV Sacramento. Calif.
Klaus, Richard M., WERE Cleveland, Ohio
Knapp, Ogden, NBC, New York
Knight, D. T., KODE Joplin, Mo.
Knight, William T„ Jr., WTOC-AM-TV Savannah,
Ga.
Knode, Thomas E., NBC, New York
Kobak, Edgar, WTWA Thomson. Ga.
Kocher, Charles, ABC, Detroit
Kockritz, Ewald, Storer Broadcasting, Miami
Beach, Fla.
Koelker, Anthony J., KMA Shenandoah, Iowa
Komai, Dan, Lohnes & Culver, Washington, D. C.
Kops,WTRY
DanielTroy,W.,N. Y.
WAVZ New Haven, Conn.Koteen,
D. C. Bernard, Koteen & Burt, Washington,
Kotera, William J.. WOW-TV Omaha, Neb.
Kovner, Leo, Hollywood Reporter, Hollywood
Kozanowski, H., RCA, Camden, N. J.
Kramer. Worth, WJR, Detroit
Krause, Lloyd, General Electric, Syracuse, N. Y.
Krueger, Herbert L., WTAG Worcester, Mass.
Kugel, Fred, Television magazine, New York
Kusack, William, ABC, Chicago
Kuyk, Don, Television Age, New York
L
Lahey, James L., Thompson Products, Michigan
City, Ind.
Laing, Malcolm B., ABC, New York
Laird,
CityBen A., WDUZ Green Bay, Wis.
Lambe,
Va. Robert M., WT AR - AM-FM-T V Norfolk,
Lambeth. Frank S., WMFR High Point, N. C.
Lambourne, E. W., KDYL-KTVT (TV) Salt Lake
Land, Thomas S„ WFIW Fairfield, 111.
Landis, DeWitt, Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining
& Assoc., Dallas
Lane, C. Howard. KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.
Lane, Frank S., KRMG Tulsa, Okla.
Lane, Homer, KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix, Ariz.
Lanford, T. B., KRMD Shreveport, La.
Langlois, C. O., Jr., Lang-Worth Feature Programs, New York
Langlois, John D., Lang-Worth Feature Programs,
New York
City Keith, McCann-Erickson, San Francisco
Lanning,
Larkin, Edward,
CBS Television Spot Sales,
Hollywood
Larson.
Iowa C. A., Meredith Broadcasting, Des Moines,
Larson, G. Bennett, KDYL-KTVT (TV) Salt Lake
Lasker, H. P., Crosley Broadcasting, Cincinnati
Lasky, Philip G., KPIX (TV) San Francisco
Laughlin, Frank, WGEM Quincy, 111.
Lauth. Richard E., WHIO-AM-FM-TV Dayton,
Laux,Ohio
John J., WPIT Pittsburgh
Lawlor,
Va. Boyd, Community Club Services, Norfolk,
Lawrence, Craig, CBS-TV, New York
Lawrence, Richard, World Broadcasting System,
New York
Laws, Harold, WBMC McMinnville, Tenn.
Lawton, "Sherman P., U. of Oklahoma, Norman,
Okla. Carroll, Harrington, Righter & Parsons,
Layman.
New York
Layne, C. N., KID-AM-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho
Leach, Harold H., Alford Mfgr., Boston
Leake, James
C, Griffin radio & television
interests, Muskogee, Okla.
Lee, Carl E., WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.
Leitch, John G., WCAU, Philadelphia
LeMoyne, Joseph, WPFB Middletown, Ohio
Lenwell, LeRoy W., KBRL McCook, Neb.
Leslie, John M., Ampex, Redwood City, Calif.
Levi, Win, Broadcasting, New York
Levinson, H. A., ASCAP, San Francisco
Lewis, Gordon D., Advertising Age, Chicago
Lewds, Mrs. R. F., Jr., WINC Winchester, Va.
Lewis, Robert, Television magazine, New York
Libin, Bert, WMAL Washington
Linam, Henry E., KSLA-TV Shreveport, La.
Linam, Winston B., KSLA-TV Shreveport, La.
Lind, A. H., RCA, Camden, N. J.
Lindberg, Carl L., WPIK Alexandria, Va.
Lindberg, Mary V., WPIK Alexandria, Va.
Linder, Harry W., KWLM Willmar, Minn.
Linder. Willard, KWLM Willmar, Minn.
Broadcasting

Lindow. Lester W., Assn. of Maximum Service
Telecasters. Washington, D. C.
Lindsey, Merrill, WSOY-AM-FM Decatur, 111.
Linton, Bruce A., U. of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan.
Lisser, Alan, KBIG Avalon, Calif.
Livesay, J. R., WLBH Mattoon, 111.
Livingston, Sam, WPSD-TV Paducah, Ky.
Locke, C. B., KFDM-AM-TV Beaumont, Tex.
Lodge. William B„ CBS-TV, New York
London, Howard
J., National Foundation for
Infantile Paralysis, New York
Long, Edward, WDSU New Orleans
Long, Maury, Broadcasting, Washington
Looper, Holland O., WHOW Clinton, 111.
Lorentz, Edward F., WDON Wheaton, Md.-WASH
(FM) Washington
Louvau, Norman, KRON (TV) San Francisco
Love, E. J., WWJ-AM-FM-TV Detroit
Lovell
City H. J., WKY Television System, Oklahoma
Lowder, CoUin, KFMB San Diego, Calif.
Lowe, Walter V., KSUB Cedar City, Utah
Lowry, John D., UP, Los Angeles
Luddy, E. N., RCA, Camden, N. J.
Lund, Harold C, Westinghouse Broadcasting,
Pittsburgh
Governors Island,
LurieN. Y.Major Seth, USAF,
M
MacFarland, F. R., AT&T, New York
Mack, R. W., WTMA-TV Lima, Ohio
MacLeod, Tom, KYJC Medford, Ore.
Mahla, Louis E., WLEC Sandusky, Ohio
Mahlstedt, Fred, CBS Television Film Sales, New
York
Malotte, Stan, Film World magazine, Los Angeles
Malone, Edward A., KBES-TV Medford, Ore.
Maltais, Lt. Col. R. J., U.S.A., Governors Island,
N. Y.
Manning, Edgar A., Jr., Bankers Trust, New York
Manship, Douglas L., WBRZ Baton Rouge, La.
Maria, Pat, KBET-TV Sacramento, Calif.
Margolis,
York Ben, CBS Television Spot Sales, New
Marlin, Al, BMI, New York
Maroney, Ray, UP Newspictures, Hollywood
Marquis, Pierre, Screen Gems, New York
Marshall, Miss A. E., CFQC Saskatoon, Sask.
Marshall, Clifford, Blackburn & Co., Washington,
D. C.
Dwight W., WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La.Martin,
WDAM-TV Hattiesburg, Miss.
Martin, Leo, Michigan State U„ East Lansing,
Mich.
Martin, Stuart T., WCAX-TV Burlington, Vt.
Martin, William A., KMMJ Grand Island, Neb.KXXX Colby, Kan.-KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa
Martini,
wood Allen, Ziv Television Programs, HollyMarx, Frank, ABC, New York
Mason, Curtis W., KFI Los Angeles, Calif.
Mason, Robert T., WMRN Marion, Ohio
Matheson, MacC, KTUC Tucson, Ariz.
Mathiot, J. E., WGAL Lancaster, Pa.
Mattenley, Jack, CKVR-TV Barrie, Ont.
Matthews, Joseph B., Community Club Services,
Norfolk, Va.
Matthews, Joseph R., A.C. Nielsen, Menlo Park,
Calif.
Maurer, Jackson B., Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc., Cleveland
Mayes, Wendell, KBWD Brownwood, Tex.
McAbee, Charles, KMOX-TV St. Louis
McAndrews, Roberts J., KBIG Avalon, Calif.
McCabe, Aloysius B., Kirkland, Fleming, Green,
Martin & Ellis, Washington, D. C.
McCallum, R. D., AT&T, Los Angeles
McCaw, J. Elroy, KDAY Santa Monica, Calif.
McClanathan, George, KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz.
McCollough, Clair, WGAL-AM-TV Lancaster, Pa.
McConnell, Robert B., WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis
McCormick, Glenn E., KSLM Salem, Ore.
McCormick, Mrs. Glenn, KSLM Salem, Ore.
McCoy, George M., N. W. Ayer, Philadelphia
McCrea, Specialist Jody, U.S.A., Governors Island,
N. Y.
McCready, S. W., KUGN Eugene, Ore.
McDermott, G. B., KBUR Burlington, Iowa
McDermott, Mrs. G. B., KBUR Burlington, Iowa
McDermott, Helen, KCOP (TV) Hollywood
McDonough, Francis X., Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington, D. C.
McDowell, -Theodore, WMAL Washington
McElroy, Ralph J., KWWL-AM-TV Waterloo, Iowa
McFadden, Thomas B., NBC New York
McGannon, Donald H., Westinghouse Broadcasting, New York
McGee, Archie A., General Electric, Syracuse,
N. Y.
McGrath, William B., WHDH-AM-FM-TV Boston
McGregor, W. D., CKCO-TV Kitchener, Ont.
McGuineas, William, WGN Chicago
McKahan, James E., KSUE Susanville, Calif.
McKenna, James A., Jr., McKenna & Wilkinson,
Washington, D. C.
McLean, F. C, BBC, London
McMurray, Maurice E., Storer Broadcasting, New
York
McNaughten, Neal K., Ampex, Redwood City,
Calif.
CONTINUED
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CAMART
CORE DISPENSERS
Simply attach the dispenser to your
wall to keep plastic lab cores
handy at all times.
Aluminum
i6"
9.50
24
11.50
36
14.50

Z>PTER
DA
~~~
«L DA
RTTWIN
MAGH
CATI
• Only tightwind operating on BALLBEARING roller.
• Eliminates cinching or brasions.
• Winds film — NO HOLDING
• Fitted to any 16 or 35mm rewinds.

$29.00
CAMART
OIL PEN
• Handy oiler — fits easily into your pocket.
• Ideal for oiling hard to get at places.
• Automatically draws up surplus oil. $1.69
In quantities of six $1 .39 ea.

ECCO FILM CLEANER
effor
— an cf\
applicatorA-ne\
Speedroll
1500 method
No.time-saving
• ECCOficient
cleaning films
$29.50
Ecco No. 1500 cleaning fluid, per gal.. . .
Ecco #2000 Negative cleaning
fluid, per gal
.

mar™
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McNiiY. Walter, TvB. San Francisco
McVay, Robert T., KGEN Tulare. Calif.
Meade, E. Kidder. CBS. New York
Meeker, Robert D. C. Meeker Co., New York
Megargee. Mary. WGBI Scranton, Pa.
Mendelsohn. David, WFBL Syracuse, N. Y.
Mendelsohn. Monroe. MGM-TV. New York
Mercer. Donald J.. NBC, New York
Merkle. Joseph. ABC New York
Merritt. Bill. Broadcasting. Hollywood
Mestre, Goar, CMQ-AM-TV Havana
Meyer, August C. WCIA-TV Champaign, 111.
Meyers. Carl. WGN Chicago
Howard B., Venard. Rintoul & McConnell,
'Chicago
Meyers.
Michael. Jack, WREC Memphis, Tenn.
Stations. Seattle,
J. L., Crown
Middlebrooks,
Wash.
Middleton, Thomas Jr., WVCG Coral Gables, Fla.
Middleton, Warren, Broadcast!?!?/, Chicago
Miller. A. M., RCA, Camden, N. J.
Miller. Allen, KWSC Pullman, Wash.
Miller. C. E.. KOMO-AM-TV Seattle
Miller, Joe, KFMB San Diego, Calif.
Miller Keith, SESAC. New York
Miller, Neville, Miller & Schroeder, Washington,
D. C.
Fortas & Porter, WashingMiller. Reed.
ton, D. C. Arnold,
Miller, Samuel. Attorney, Washington, D. C.
Milton, Vern A., KSDO San Diego, Calif.
Minahan. Michael J.. ABC, New York
Miner. Robert A., Ampex, Redwood City. Calif.
Mitchell. Charles, KSBW-TV Salinas, Calif.
Mitchell.
Frank.
Cascade
Broadcasting Co.,
Yakima, Wash.
Mitchell, Joseph H., WFLA-AM-FM-TV Tampa,
Fla.
Mitchell, T. H.. RCA, Camden, N. J.
Mittendorf, E. S.. KOLD-TV Tucson, Ariz.
Moe, Anton J., WDAU-TV, Scranton, Pa.
Molloy. Paul, Chicago Sun-Times, Chicago
Moore, Dale G., KBMN Bozeman, Mont.
Moore, David Channing, Transcontinent Television, New York
Moore, F. S., WJR Detroit
Moore, Graham H., KSBW-TV Salinas, Calif.
Moore. Richard A., KTTV (TV) Los Angeles
Morby. Ole G.. TLF Broadcasters, New York
More. Herbert R., Kliegl Bros. New York
Moreland, W. J., Conrac, Glendora, Calif.
Morency,
Conn. Paul W., WTIC-AM-FM-TV Hartford,
Morgan, Edward P., Welch, Mott & Morgan,
Washington, D. C.
Morgan. Maj. Rex, U.S.A. Air Defense
Morgan, W. S., Jr., KLIF Dallas, Tex.
Moroney, James M., Sr., WFAA-AM-FM-TV Dallas
Tex.
Moroney.
James
M., Jr., WFAA-AM-FM-TV
Dallas, Tex.
Morrett, M. K„ KPLA (FM) Hollywood
Morris, David H., KNUZ Houston. Tex.
Morris, Joe. Radio-Tv Daily, New York
Morris, Robert M., ABC, New York
Morris, Truman A., WBEX Chillicothe, Ohio
Mortensen, A. M„ KERO-AM-TV Bakersfield,
Calif.
Morton, Kenneth, KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix, Ariz.
Mosby, A. J„ KMSO-TV Missoula, Mont.
Moseley, Thomas B., Continental Electronics,
Dallas
Mott, Harold E., Welch, Mott & Morgan, Washington, D. C.
Mowery, Paul, MGM-TV, New York
Moyer, William J., KARD-TV Wichita, Kan.
Muchmore, Allan W., WBBZ Ponca City. Okla.
Mueller. William G., XETV (TV) Tijuana-San
Diego, Calif.

Mullin, Earl. ABC. New York
Mullins, John C, KBTV (TV) Denver
Munkhof, Soren H., WFRV-TV. Green Bay, Wis.
Murphy, Dorothy S., WKRC-AM-TV Cincinnati
nati John T., Crosley Broadcasting. CincinMurphy,
Murphy,
nati Kieran T., Crosley Broadcasting, CincinMurphy, Ronald A., Washington State Assn. of
Broadcasters, Seattle
Murphy. Thomas S., WTEN (TV) Albany, N. Y.
Myer. Dwight A., Westinghouse Broadcasting,
New York
Myers, W. F., SESAC, New York
N
Nahas, Fred, KXYZ Houston, Tex.
Nelson, C. E., Utility Tower Co., Oklahoma City
Nelson, Ivar, Meyer Broadcasting. Bismarck, N. D.
Nelson, Louis J., Geoffrey Wade Adv., Chicago
Nelson,
DiegoTed, KFEQ St. Joseph, Mo.
Nervo, Alejandro.
XETV
(TV) Tijuana-San
Newberry,
Mack, KPAC-TV Beaumont-Port
Arthur, Tex.
Newton, I. T., RCA, Camden, N. J.
Newton, Dwight, San Francisco Examiner
Newby, Harold, KAKE-TV Wichita, Kan.
Nicolay, Albert, KOVR-TV Stockton, Calif.
Nichols, C. J., INP Los Angeles
Nickles, Robert W., KFAL Fulton, Mo.
Nissley, Samuel B., KLOR-TV Provo, Utah
Noe, Gov. James A., KNOE-AM-TV Monroe, La.WNDE New Orleans
Noe, James A., Jr., KNOE-AM-TV-Monroe, La.WNOE New Orleans
Nolan, Jim, Cascade Broadcasting Co., Yakima,
Wash.
Nord, Evans A.. KELO Sioux Falls, S. D.
Northrop, Johnston F., Corinthian Broadcasting,
New York
Nostrand, Lew Van, WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Novik, Harry, WLIB, New York
Novik, Morris S., Radio Consultant, New York
Nunn, Gilmore N., WBIR-AM-FM-TV Knoxville,
Tenn.
Nybo, Ken, KBMY Billings, Mont.
O'Brien, folk,
Robert,
Community Club Services, NorVa.
O'Connell, John, KOMU-TV Columbia, Mo.
O'Connell, Raymond T., NBC, New York.
O'Connor, Timothy,
Allen Kander & Co., Washington, D. C.
O'Donnell, William C, KXOK St. Louis
O'Hara, J. Marion, WMAN Mansfield. Ohio
O'Keefe, Winifred, Lang-Worth Feature Programs, New York
Oken, Murray, Trans-Lux Tv, New York
Olson, Walter C. KOJM Havre, Mont.
Olson, B. Wesley, Electronic Industries, PhiladelOlson,
IowaHarold O., Collins Radio, Cedar Rapids,
O'Neil, J. E„ KJEO Fresno, Calif.
phia
Oppenheimer,
Monroe,
Sher, Oppenheimer &
Harris, Attorneys, Washington, D. C.
Orme, Frank, Telefilm magazine, Hollywood, Calif.
Ormsby, Burke, KFSD San Diego, Calif.
Osbon, John, Broadcasting, Chicago
Outcalt, Alvin, Sponsor, New York
Pabst,
Calif.William D., KTVU (TV) San Francisco,
Padgitt, James H., INS, Los Angeles
Paige, Jack S., KALL Salt Lake City
Palmer, Zuma, Citizen-News, Hollywood
Paltridge, J. G., KGO San Francisco. Calif.
Pamphilon, L. Edward, U.S.I.A., Washington
Pappas, N. J., N. J. Pappas & Assoc., St. Laurent,
Que.
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BURKE • STUART, INC.
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Hollywood
San Francisco
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Pardoll. Arthur S., Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York
Parham, Carter M.. WDEF Chattanooga, Tenn.
Paris, Herman, WWDC Washington
Parker, J. D., CBS-TV, New York
Parsons, James O. Jr., Harrington, Righter &
Parsons, New York
Parson, Nellie, KROD-TV El Paso, Tex.
Parton, A. Frank, Screen Gems, Houston, Tex.
Partridge. David E., Westinghouse Broadcasting,
New York
Paschall. Benton, KFXM San Bernardino. Calif.
Patricelli, Leonard J„ WTIC-AM-FM-TV Hartford, Conn.
Patt. John F., WJR Detroit
Paul, Sol, Television Age, New York
Paulson, C. R., Ampex, Redwood City, Calif.
Paxton, E. J., Jr., WPSD-TV Paducah, Ky.
Peard, Leslie H., Jr., WBAL-TV Baltimore
Pegler, Bill, Television Zoomar Corp., New York
Pegler, Jack A., Television Zoomar Corp., New
York
Pehlman, Carl, KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs,
Colo. Paul E., KTVI (TV) St. Louis
Peltason,
Pengra, Marshall H.. KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex.
Pepper,
D. C. Vincent A., Smith & Pepper, Washington,
Peterson, Homer K., KALL Salt Lake City
Perkins,
Miss. C. A., Capitol Broadcasting, Jackson,
Perley,
Va. Cal, Community Club Services, Norfolk,
Perlin, Bernie, KOLD-TV Tucson, Ariz.
Perna, John J., Jr., Gill-Perna Inc., New York
Persons, C. P., Jr., WKRG-TV Mobile, Ala.
Petersmeyer, C. Wrede, Corinthian Broadcasting,
New York
Peterson, tem,
Edwin
Chicago R., Keystone Broadcasting SysPeterson,
Kan. Howard O., KTVH (TV) Hutchinson,
Petrik, Jack, KETV (TV) Omaha
Petry, Edward, Edward Petry & Co., New York
Phillips, Elaine, WDSU-TV New Orleans
Pierce, Bill, Standard Rate & Data, New York
Ind. R. Morris, WANE-AM-TV Fort Wayne,
Pierce,
Pival, John F., WXYZ-TV Detroit
Pontius, Donald, The Meeker Co., San Francisco
Posner, Gene, WMIL Milwaukee
Potter, Ben H., WHBF Rock Island, 111.
Potter, Roland B„ WKBC N. Wilkesboro, N. C.
Powley, Allan T., WMAL Washington
Prager, Evarard S., SESAC, New York
Pratt, D., RCA, Camden, N. J.
Pratt, Robert L., KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.
Pratt, Roy W., WHO Des Moines
Preiss, Al, Telefilm magazine, Hollywood
Prejean, Louis S., WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La.
Prestholdt, O. L„ CBS-TV New York
Preston, John G., ABC, New York
Prior, Thomas C. J., WJAR-AM-TV Providence,
R. I. D. L., Hearst Corp., New York
Provost,
Prusha, Jim, KUSD Vermillion, S. D.
Pullen, Weston C, Jr., TLF Broadcasters, New
York R. E., General Electric Co., Syracuse,
Putnam,
N. Y.
Putnam, William L., WVEC Hampton, Va.
Putt, Charles N., KVOE Emporia, Kan.
Quaal, Ward L., WGN Chicago
Quarton, William B., WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Quentin, Charles, KRNT-TV Des Moines, Iowa
Quinlan, S. C, WBKB (TV) Chicago
Rabell, Dorothy, KITT San Diego
Rabell, Fred, KITT San Diego
Rabell, Jack H., KITT San Diego
Rabinowitz, Jason, MGM-TV New York
Ralph, A.KOA-AM-TV
Radetsky, Henry,
Rahmel,
C. Nielsen, Denver
Chicago
Ramsland, Odin S., KDAL-AM-TV Duluth, Minn.
Raney, Wilson, WREC Memphis, Tenn.
Rapeir, Alfred, J.. KFSD San Diego
Rawlinson, E. A., CKBI-AM-TV Prince Albert,

Rawls,
SaskRichard B., KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix, Ariz.
Rawls. Lucien, WSM Nashville, Tenn.
Raymer, Paul H., Paul H. Raymer Co., New York
Raymond, Stan, WAOK Atlanta, Ga.
Read, A. Louis, WDSU New Orleans
Ream, Joseph H., CBS, Washington, D. C.
La. William M., Jr., KSLA-TV Shreveport,
Redditt,
Reed, Oscar, Jr., Jansky & Bailey, Washington
Reid, Robert F., WGY Schenectady, N. Y.
Reid, Robert H., INS-Telenews, New York
Reidy, Bob, KNOP North Platte, Neb.
Reiger, Henry, UP, Los Angeles
Reilly, William
ices, ChicagoF., RCA Recorded Programs ServReiten, Chester A., KCJB-AM-TV Minot, N. D.
Reiter, Hy, BMI, New York
Reuschle. R. M.. WLAC-TV Nashville, Tenn.
Reynolds, Donald W., KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark.
Reynolds, R. O., Golden West Broadcasters, Hollywood
Broadcasting

Rhea, Henry E., WFIL Philadelphia
Rice Col. Vernon W., Recruiting Publicity Center, U.S.A., U.S.A.F., New York
Rich. W. Robert, Associated Artists Productions,
New York
Richards, G. P., WCEM Cambridge, Md.
Richardson. Ned. KPAY Chico, Calif.
Richardt, Roland, WSAU-AM-TV Wausau, Wis.
Richdale, James C, Jr.. KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla.
Riggs, John S.. WHAM Rochester. N. Y.
Righter. Volney, Harrington, Righter & Parsons
Inc., New York
Rine, William E., Storer Broadcasting, Miami
Beach. Fla.
Ring. A. D., A. D. Ring & Assoc.. Washington,
D. C.
Riordan, F. J., KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.
Rittenhouse, Paul, NBC, New York
Robertson, B. G., KTHV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.
Robertson, Bruce, Broadcasting, Hollywood
Robertson, W. R., Jr., WRRF Washington, N. C.
Robert, Wallace. CKSO-TV Sudbury, Ont.
Roberts, Elzey M., KXOK St. Louis
Robinson, F. A., Jr., AT&T. Kansas City
Robison, Ashley, WREX-TV Rockford, 111.
Robison, Charles, WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich.
Robitaille, G., CFPL-AM-FM-TV London, Ont.
Rodgers, Dan, Ted Bates, New York
Rodgers, Raymond W., KDKA-TV Pittsburgh
Roe, J„ RCA, Camden, N. J.
Roeder, George H., WCBM Baltimore, Md.
Rogers, James G., KFSD San Diego, Calif.
Rogers, Norman H., KRNO San Bernardino, Calif.
Rogers, Thomas A., WCLT Newark, Ohio
Rogers, W. D., Jr., KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.
Rollo, Reed T„ Kirkland, Fleming, Green, Martin & Ellis, Washington, D. C.
Rooney, Edwin R., U.S.A.F.
Roscoe, William S., Blaw-Knox Co., Pittsburgh
Rosen, George, Variety, New York
Rosenberg, Manual, Advertiser magazine, New
York
Roslow, Irma, Pulse, New York
Roslow, Sydney, Pulse, New York
Roth, Bert, Trans-Lux Tv, New York
Roth, Bob A., KONO San Antonio, Tex.
Roth, Eugene J., KONO San Antonio, Tex.
Roth, Jack, KONO San Antonio, Tex.
Rothrum, William V., WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse,
N. Y.
Rounsaville, Robert W., WQXI Atlanta
Rowell, Russell, Spearman & Roberson, Washington, D. C.
Rowland, Christopher, Commonwealth Fund, New
York
Ruben, E. R., KELO Sioux Falls, S. D.
Rubens, Walter L., KJET Beaumont, Tex.
Rubie, Richard D., KOJM Havre, Mont.
Ruegg, Fred F., KNX Los Angeles
Russell, Frank M., NBC, Washington
Russell, James D., KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs,
Colo.
Russell, Percy H., Kirkland, Fleming, Green,
Martin & Ellis, Washington, D. C.
Russo, E. Manne, WDAF-TV Kansas City
Ruwitch, Lee, WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla.
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s
Saddler, Owen, KF AB -KMT V (TV) Omaha
Salant, Richard S., CBS, New York
Salline, Eric H., CBS, New York
Salzman, H. S., AT&T, San Francisco
Sambrook, A. B., RCA Recorded Program Services, New York
Sampson, Jack S., WHB Kansas City
Sanders, Ben B., KICD Spencer, Iowa
Sandler, Jack L., WQAM Miami, Fla.
Sandstrom,
Thad M„ WIBW-AM-TV Topeka,
Kan.
Sanjek, Russell, BMI, New York
Sansbury, Cecil M., WSEE-TV Erie, Pa.
Sarnoff, Robert W., NBC, New York
Sayre, Louis T., KSUB Cedar City, Utah
Schacht, John H., KBET-TV Sacramento, Calif.
Schafer, Paul C, Schafer Custom Engineering,
Burbank, Calif.
Scheier, Joel H., WIRY Plattsburgh, N. Y.
Schlafty, Hubert J., TelePrompTer, New York
Schlinkert,
Robert T., WBRC-TV Birmingham,
Ala.
Schmidt, Robert E., KAYS Hays, Kan.
Schneider, John A., CBS Television Spot Sales,
New York
Schoen, Arnold F., Jr., WPRO-AM-FM-TV Providence, R. I.
Schofield. Arthur C, Storer Broadcasting, Miami
Beach, Fla.
Schroeder, Arthur H., Miller & Schroeder, Washington, D. C.
Schroeder, Elroy H., KNOX Grand Forks, N. D.
Schroeder, R. J., KFAB-KMTV (TV) OmahaKMA Shenandoah, Iowa
Schroeder, Willard, WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich.
Schudt, William A., Jr., CBS, New York
Schulman, Mike, KSHO-TV Las Vegas, Nev.
Scofield, Charles L., KEYZ Williston, N. D.
Scott, Claude, KTBS-AM-TV Shreveport, La.
Searle, Don, KMMJ Grand Island, Neb.-KXXX
Colby, Kan.-KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa
Searle, William A., KGLC Miami, Okla.
Seaton, R. M., KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.
CONTINUED

7

BELLEHURST, CALIFORNIA

MAGAZINE
APRIL

28 (Monday)

BROADCASTING'S annual NAB golf tournament will be held April 28
(Monday) at the new Los Coyotes Country Club, approximately 30 minutes from downtown Los Angeles. This 18-hole, 6,655-yard course is a
par 72 championship layout. The popular blind bogey handicap system
(maximum handicap 30) will be used.

BROADCASTING will provide silver trophies to the low gross and low
net winners. Several Los Angeles stations will donate other prizes (last
year there were 27 individual prizes). Tee-off time 9 A. M.
Buffet luncheon and 19th hole
Free bus leaves Biltmore Hotel
given by BROADCASTING.
party
M.
P.
3
Returns
M.
A.
at 8:30

THIS RESERVATION

PLEASE SEND

TODAY:

BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales Street, N. W.,
Washington 6, D. C.
Golf Committee: I wish to play in the
BROADCASTING— NAB Golf Tournament,
NAME

•

•

FIRM

DO NOT
I DO n
L

April 28

□

NEED
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REBISTR .HON continued
Seave> . Hollis M.. Clear Channel Broadcasting
Service, Washington, D. C.
Secrist,
Idaho Falls,
Idaho Carroll R.. KID-AM-TV
See. Harold P.. KRON (TV) San Francisco
Seebeck. Charles E., WTON Staunton, Va.
Segal, David M.. KOSI Denver. Colo.
Seide, John, KNOP North Platte. Neb.
Seidelman. Robert, Screen Gems, New York
Seiler. James W.. ARB, Beltsville, Md.
Sellers. Ed. Broadcasting. Washington
Senate. Ray C. WIBW-AM-TV Topeka, Kan.
Sepaugh,
Miss. L. M., Capitol Broadcasting, Jackson,
Serafin, John. ABC. New York
Severn. Donald W., Ted Bates, New York
Shaffer. Russel. KBOL Boulder. Colo.
Shafto. G. Richard, WTS-AM-TV Columbia, S. C.
Shaheen. Richard A., Allen Kander & Co., Washington, D. C.
Shakespeare, Frank. WXIX (TV) Milwaukee
Shannon. Jayne, J. Walter Thompson, New York
Shapiro, Meyer H., BMI, New York
Sharp. Thomas E., KFSD San Diego, Calif.
Sharpe, Virgil, KOWH Omaha. Neb.
Shaw. Donald S.. Jr., ABC-TV, New York
Shaw, William D„ KSFO San Francisco
Shav. Jack. WTVJ (TV) Miami Fla.
Sheftall, Parry, WJZM Clarksville. Tenn.
Shelly, Leon, Shelly Films, Toronto
Shepard. Harwell V., KDNT-AM-FM Denton, Tex.
Sherman. Gordon. WMAY Springfield. 111.
Sherman, John M., WCCO Minneapolis
Shipley. John P., WNBC West Hartford. Conn.
Shirk. Kenneth C, WIND Chicago
Shively. Richard F., WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind.
Sholis. Victor A., WHAS Louisville, Ky.
Shoma. Ernest, WBBM Chicago
Shouse,
nati James D., Crosley Broadcasting, CincinShuebruk, Peter, Fly, Shuebruk, Blume & Gaguine, New York
Shultz, John W„ WHEE Martinsville, Va.
Shultz, John W., Jr., WHEE Martinsville, Va.
Shupert, George T., ABC Film Syndication, New
York
Sidley. Morton, KLAC Los Angeles
Sigmon, Loyd C, KMPC Hollywood
Sill. Robert, Radio-Tv Daily, Los Angeles
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Sillerman. Michael M., Tv Programs of America.
New York
Simon, Arthur, Radio-Tv Daily, New York
Simon. Louis S.. KPIX (TV) San Francisco
Sims William P., Jr., Dow, Lohnes & Albertson,
Washington. D. C.
Sinclair. J. S.. WJAR-TV Providence, R. I.
Singleton, Harold C, KITI Chehalis, Wash.
it. Robert J., WHBF Rock Island, 111.
Sisk, John J., J. Walter Thompson, New York
Slate. Samuel. WCBS New York
Slavick. H. W.. WMC-WMCF (FM)-WMCT (TV)
Memphis. Tenn.
Sloan, Sam W„ WOHO Toledo, Ohio
Slusser, Jess, KOA Denver
Slusser,
Idaho William A., KID-AM-TV Idaho Falls,
Smith, Ann, Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati
Smith, Calvin J„ KFAC Los Angeles
Smith. Carleton D„ WRC-AM-TV Washington
Smith, Charles H., Corinthian Broadcasting, New
York
Smith, E. Stratford, Smith & Pepper, Washington, D. C.
Smith, George Severn, Smith & Hennessey,
Washington, D. C.
Smith, Harry R., Standard Electronics, Long Island City, N. Y.
Smith, Howard, KOLD-TV Tucson, Ariz.
Smith, Lester M„ KXL Portland, Ore.
Smith, Ned, KOVR-TV Stockton, Calif.
Smith, T. Frank, Gulf Coast Broadcasting Co.,
Corpus Christi, Tex.
Smith, V. L., KXL Portland, Ore.
Smullin, William B., KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif.
Smullin, Mrs. William B„ KIEM-TV Eureka,
Calif.
Snelgrove. Ralph, CKUR-TV Barrie, Ont.
Snider. Bob, Griffin Radio & Television Interests,
Muskogee. Okla.
Snyder, Glenn, WLS Chicago
Snyder, Robert D., KTVH (TV) Hutchinson, Kan.
Soell, John B., WISN-AM-TV Milwaukee
Sonderling, Egmont, WOPA Oak Park, 111.
Southmayd, John P., Fisher, Wayland, Duvall &
Southmayd, Washington, D. C.
Sowell, F. C, WLAC Nashville, Tenn.
Sparks, Garnet G.. WEXL-WOMC
(FM) Royal
Oak, Mich.
Sparks, Gordon A., WEXL-WOMC
(FM) Royal
Oak, Mich.
Sparnon, Ken, BMI, New York
Spheeris, A. M„ WEMP Milwaukee
Spiller, B. W., KFDA-TV Amarillo, Tex.
Spokes, Alfred E„ WEAV Plattsburgh, N. Y.
Stadig, Sidney V., KYW-AM-FM-TV Cleveland
Stafford, Leo, KOAM-AM-TV Pittsburg, Kan.
Stantis, George, KFMB San Diego, Calif.
Stanton, Dr. Frank, CBS. New York
Stapp, Jack, WKDA Nashville, Tenn.
Stark, Howard E., (station broker), New York
Starlin, Glenn, U. of Oregon
Starnes, Rudy, KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.
Stebbins, John D., Boiling Co., Chicago
Steel, David L., Sr., Page, Creutz, Steel & Waldschmitt, Washington, D. C.
Stein,
Blanche, Keystone Broadcasting System,
Chicago
Steinberg, Charles S., CBS, New York
Stern, Edgar B., Jr., WDSU New Orleans
Stevens, George A., KOTV (TV) Tulsa, Okla.
Stevens, George C, Transcontinent Television,
New York
Stewart, Bill, Storz Stations, Omaha, Neb.
Stewart, Herbert S., CHCT-TV Calgary, Alta.
St. George,
Rev. John A. (S.J.), Fordham U., New
York
Stokes, George, Baylor U., Waco, Tex.
Stoll, Jack L., Jack L. Stoll & Assoc., Los Angeles
Stone, Robert L., WABC-TV New York
Storer, George B., Storer Broadcasting, Miami
Beach, Fla.
Storer, George B., Jr., Storer Broadcasting, Miami
Beach, Fla.
Storz. Todd, Storz Stations, Omaha
Stout, Clair L., Dow, Lohnes & Albertson, Washington, D. C.
Strack. Eugene W., WXLW Indianapolis
Straub, Nevin L., WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.
Strouse, Ben, WWDC Washington
Struthers, Harvey, WHCT (TV) Hartford, Conn.
Stubblefield, William T., Hamilton, Stubblefield,
Twining & Assoc., Washington, D. C.
Stuckwish,
Milburn H., WSOY-AM-FM Decatur.
111.
Sullivan, Donald D., WNAX Yankton, S. D.KVTV (TV) Sioux City, Iowa
Sullivan, Robert, CBS, New York
Suitt, Cecil, KTHS-KTHV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.
Surrick, John E., WPEN Philadelphia
Sutton, Dave, MCA-TV, New York
Swartley, W. C, WBZ Boston
Swayze, Darrell A., KPBM Carlsbad, N. M.
Sweeney, Kevin B., RAB, New York
Swezey, Robert D., WDSU New Orleans
Swift, Arthur M., WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich.
Swift, G. Richard, Boiling Co., New York
Swisher, Arden,
andoah. IowaKMTV (TV) Omaha-KMA Shen-

Taft, David G., WKRC-AM-TV Cincinnati
Taishoff, Sol, Broadcasting, Washington, D. C.
Tanner, Harold I., WLDM Detroit
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Official registration for the NAB
Los Angeles convention will start Saturday, April 26, on the Galeria floor
of the Biltmore Hotel. The registration desk will open at 9 a. m., with
William Walker, assistant treasurer of
NAB, in charge. The desk will close
at 5 p. m.
For three days starting Sunday, the
desk will be open from 7 a. m. to 7
p. m. Wednesday and Thursday it
will be open from 9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Tarlow, Sherwood J., WHIL Boston
Taylor, Archer S., Consulting Engineer, Missoula,
Mont.
Taylor, F. Chase, Jr., WVET-TV Rochester, N. Y.
Taylor, Herman D., WTIC-AM-FM-TV Hartford,
Conn.
Telford, Donald H., KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif.
Torge, George R., WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y.
Terry, Sanford, Jr., WRVA-TV Richmond, Va.
Tessman. Abbott, KEXO Grand Junction, Colo.
Tharpe, James B., Visual Electronics, New York
Thayer, Jack, WDGY Minneapolis
Thiriot, Richard V.. KSL-TV Salt Lake City
Thomas, Edward G., WKJG-AM-TV Fort Wayne,
Ind. Eugene S., KETV (TV) Omaha
Thomas,
Thomas, Robert D., WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio
Thompson, C. Robert. WBEN Buffalo, N. Y.
Thompson, Lamont, WHCT (TV) Hartford. Conn.
Thompson,
Toronto Reo, All-Canada Radio & Television,
Thornburgh, Donald W., WCAU Philadelphia
Thorne, Barrie, BBC, New York
Thorpe, John, AT&T, New York
Thurm, Sam, Lever Bros., New York
Tilton, Robert, Storz Stations, Omaha
Timberg. Sigmund, Washington, D. C.
Timlin, J. F., Branham Co., New York
Timmons, Jack, KWKH Shreveport, La.
Timothy, Tim, KMBY Monterey, Calif.
HunTincher, Robert
tington, W. Va.R., Cowles Broadcasting,
Tisdale, James M., WVCH Chester, Pa.
Tomberlin, Bill, KMLA Los Angeles
Allen Kander & Co., WashingTornberg.ton, D.Edwin,
C.
Torney, Kirk, Sterling Television, New York
Town, George R., TASO, Washington
Towner, Orrin W., WHAS Louisville, Ky.
Townsend, George R., WVEC Hampton, Va.
Trace, Gene, WBBW Youngstown, Ohio
Tracy, E. C, RCA, Camden, N. J.
Trainer, M. A., RCA, Camden, N. J.
Travis, Harry E., WNEM-TV Bay City, Mich.
Trevarthen, William H., ABC, New York
Treyz, Oliver, ABC-TV, New York
Trigg, Cecil L„ KOSA-TV Odessa, Tex.
Troeglen, Karl, KCMO-TV Kansas City
Troman, Robert A., Blaw-Knox, Pittsburgh
Tormmlitz, L. W., KERG Eugene, Ore.
Trouant, V. E„ RCA, Camden, N. J.
Tully,
C. D„ WDSM-TV Duluth. Minn.
Chicago
Turtledove,
Leo, Hollywood Television Service,
Twining, W. R., Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining
& Assoc, San Francisco
Tyree, William F., UP, Los Angeles
u
Udey, Donald E., WRRD (FM) DeRuyter, N. Y.
Ulmer, James G., Fort Worth
Umansky, Martin, KAKE-AM-TV Wichita, Kan.
Unger, Irving, Gill-Perna Inc.. Chicago
Uridge, Owen F., WCKR Miami. Fla.
Urner, Ed, KLYD Bakersfield, Calif.
Untermeyer, Henry, KCBS San Francisco

- cuse, N. r,
Y. E. R., WSYR-AM-FM-TV SyraVadeboncoeu
Vance, Fred L.. KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City
Vanda, Charles, WCAU-TV Philadelphia
Varnum, W. B., RCA, Camden, N. J.
Venard, Lloyd George, Venard, Rintoul, & McConnell, New York
Vickers, Cleon R., KPAC Port Arthur, Tex.
cago Marjorie R., KPAC Port Arthur, Tex.
Vickers,
Voynow, Edward E., Edward Petry & Co., Chiw
Wagner, George, KFI Los Angeles
Wagner. Paul E., R. C. Crisler & Co., Cincinnati
WHO-AM-TV Des MoinesD., Iowa
Wagner,
WOC William
Davenport,
Wagstaff, Walter, KGW-AM-TV Portland, Ore.
Wailes, Lee B., Storer Broadcasting, Miami Beach,
Fla.
Walbridge, Willard E., KTRK-TV Houston, Tex.
Walden, Jack M., KTVA-TV Anchorage, Alaska
Walker, Larry, WSOC Charlotte, N. C.
Walker, Robert, Gill-Perna, Inc., Los Angeles
Broadcasting

Walker, William L., NAB, Washington, D. C.
Wall, Charles A., BMI, New York
Wall, Thomas H., Dow, Lohnes & Albertson,
Washington, D. C.
Wallace, George, KTKT Tucson, Ariz.
Wallace, M. G„ AT&T, New York
Wallace, Tom, Sr., KTKT Tucson. Arizona
Walt. Norman, WCBS-TV New York
Ward. Carl, CBS-TV, New York
Ward,Mo. G. Pearson, KTTS-AM-FM-TV Springfield,
Warren, Franklyn M., WFBL Syracuse, N. Y.
Warren, Mary, KCOP-TV Hollywood
Seattle
Warren, W. W„ KOMO-AM-TV Falls,
Idaho
Wasden. Leonard, KID Idaho
Watkins. Fred A.. KTHS Little Rock, Ark.
Watkinson. J. Barry, Cascade Broadcasting Co.,
Yakima, Wash.
Watts. C. R.. KROD-TV El Paso, Tex.
Waugh, Irving C, WSM Nashville, Tenn.
Wayland, Charles V., Fisher, Wayland, Duvall &
"Southmayd, Washington, D. C.
Waymire, Dee, KHQ Inc., Spokane, Wash.
Wayne, E. O., WJR Detroit
James, World Broadcasting System,
Weathers,
New York
Weathersby, J. Patrick. WBRZ Baton Rouge, La.
Weber, Fred, KODE Joplin, Mo.
Weber, Louis E., ASCAP, New York
Wehrman, Harvey E., KLZ-AM-TV Denver
Wehrmann, H. F., WDOD Chattanooga, Tenn.
Weis, Pierre, Ziv-Economee Tv, New York
Mott & Morgan, WashWelch, Vincent
ington, D. C. E., Welch,
Welpott, R. W., WKY-AM-TV, Oklahoma City
Wells, M. Herbert, KSEW Sitka, Alaska
■ Wentworth, J., RCA, Camden, N. J.
Wertheim, E. Taylor, Advertising, New York
West, Bert S., KSFO San Francisco
West, Don, Broadcasting, Washington
West, John K., NBC, Burbank, Calif.
Wester, William C, WOHO Toledo, Ohio
Allen Kander & Co., WashingWetter, ton,Edward,
D. C.
Whalley, W. B„ CBS-TV, New York
Wheeler, Edward A., WEAW Evanston, 111.
White, John H., ABC, New York
Jack, CBS Television Spot Sales, San
White,
Francisco
White, Patrick J., KTBS-TV Shreveport, La.
Whitney, Edward P., National Community Tv
Assn., Washington, D. C.
San Diego,
Whitney,
Calif. George, KFMB-AM-TV
Deane, Chapin-Damm Adv., SacWickett, Martin
ramento, Calif.
Syracuse,
Wiggin,
N. Y. Joseph F., General Electric,
Wiig, Gunnar O., WROC-TV Rochester, N. Y.
Wilcox, Henry, WFBL Syracuse, N. Y.
Wilkey, Gene, KMOX-TV St. Louis
Wilkins, Donald J., Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, New York
Wilkinson, Vernon L., McKenna & Wilkinson,
Washington, D. C.
Williams Pat, WEZE Boston-WKLO Louisville,
Ky -WCOL Columbus,
Ohio-WING Dayton,
Ohio-WIZE Springfield, Ohio
Williams, Phil, ABC Film Syndication, New York
Wilner, John T., Hearst Corp., New York
Wilson, Thomas W., Dow Lohnes & Albertson,
Washington, D. C.
Winn, Ralph E., KSOP Salt Lake City
Winner, Lewis, Service magazine, New York
Winner, Mrs. Lewis
Wise,YorkHarry, George P. Hollingbery Co., New
City,
Wolfe, Ben, WJZ-TV Baltimore
Wolfe,
Mich.Howard H, WKNX Saginaw-Bay
Wolfe, Robert D., Grey Adv., Hollywood
Wolfenden, Robert C, WMEV Marion, Va.
Wolfenden, Mrs. Robert C, WMEV Marion, Va.
Wolf son, Louis, WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla.
Wood, Robert, KNXT (TV) Los Angeles
Woodard, Charles C, Jr., Westinghouse
casting, New York
BroadWooddell, Ken, WLBH Mattoon, 111.
Woodland, Cecil, WEJL Scranton, Pa.
Woodruff,bus. Ga.J. W., Jr., WRBL-AM-FM-TV ColumWooten, Hollis R., WREC Memphis, Tenn.
Wooten, Hoyt B., WREC Memphis, Tenn.
Wray, E. Newton, KTBS-TV Shreveport, La.
Wright, Anne, J. Walter Thompson, New York
Wright, Jay W., KSL Salt Lake City
Wyatt, William R., A. C. Nielsen Co., Chicago
Wyler, Karl O., KTSM-AM-TV El Paso, Tex.
Wyler, Karl O., Jr., KTSM-AM-TV El Paso, Tex.
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networ:
have earned a 10% annual discount on the

NBC-TV,

ABC-TV

EMPHASIZING

•

NBC-TV

READJUST

DISCOUNT

raises discounts

in order

RATES

REVISIONS

to compete

with

CBS-TV

• Some of ABC-TV's down slightly but still highest of three
advertisers, Administrative Sales Manager
NBC-TV and ABC-TV both adjusted
their cost structures last week, generally
Henry T. Hede said: "When ABC's superior
discounts are combined with its lower gross
making television more inviting.
time costs, the dollar savings on ABC-TV
ABC-TV put out an entire new rate card
are
eye-opening. For instance, when three
(No. 8). effective April 15. while NBC-TV
overhauled its discount schedule to a point
matched lineups are compared, an advertisers' saving on ABC-TV on time amounts
where it is "basically new," effective Oct. 1. to $332,000
over the same buy on CBS and
NBC-TV officials said one of the prime
$341,000
over
the same buy on NBC. These
reasons for their changes was to become
are net dollars saved for the alternate-week
more nearly competitive with CBS-TV, in
advertiser in the course of a year. The everyterms of time costs. In daytime discounts
week
advertiser saves considerably more —
NBC-TV went beyond those of CBS-TV.
nearly $400,000 compared with comparable
There was no immediate indication whether
coverage on CBS, and over $500,000 on a
CBS-TV might adjust its own structure.
A key feature of both NBC and ABC
similar buy on NBC."
The foregoing figures regarding NBC are
changes was in the discounts allowed for
Mr. Hede's adjustments of the figures conweekly and alternate-weekly advertisers. The
tained in his original letter, which went out
following table shows the old and new discounts of ABC and NBC and those of CBSthe day before NBC's new discount structure was announced.
TV in the nighttime hour and half-hour
Mr. Hede said the new ABC-TV rate card
classifications, along with the maximum discounts allowed by the three networks:
served these objectives: "to make ABC-TV
facilities as attractive as possible in terms of
ABC ABC NBC NBC CBSOld New Old New TV
cost," and "to present the most flexible rate
%
%
% Day
% %
card in network television — one which recMaximum discount
32.5
32.5 25 25 25
ognizes the value of the smaller advertiser
Night
One-hour Advertisers:
Alternate weeks

27.5
16.25

Half-hour Advertisers:
Every week
Alternate weeks

25
15

27

30

15
25
14

ABC-TV officials, who disclosed their
new card in a letter to clients and prospects,
said that while they were reducing most of
the discounts shown in the table, theirs still
compared favorably with competitors', and
that, among other things, upward adjustments are being made in the "firm discount"
for time periods contracted firm and noncancelable on an every-week basis for 52
consecutive weeks, going from 5% to 7%.
For 26 alternate-week telecasts over 52 consecutive weeks, it remains at 5%.
Two other departures are incorporated in
ABC-TV's new cards: (1) A rate is established for one-minute participations, and
(2) Advertisers are permitted to combine,
within certain limitations, all time periods
in different rate classifications in-order to
get a larger weekly discount. Heretofore
advertisers could not combine Class D periods (daytime) with nighttime periods in
order to improve their discount positions.
Officials said the fact they had set up a
rate for participations did not mean they
intended to go actively out for this business
or get into "spot" selling, but rather that if
advertisers wanted to buy pieces of a show
the network would be in a position to accommodate them. In Class A time, a oneminute participation will cost 22% of the
hour rate; in other periods, 16.5% if there
are four commercials per half-hour and
15% if there are six.
In his letter reporting the new card to
Page 112
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as well as the giants of the industry."
While the new ABC rate card was effective April 15, protection where desired will
be granted for the customary six months.
NBC-TV's new discounts, according to
network Sales Vice President Walter D.
Scott, who announced them, will benefit the
great majority of NBC-TV clients.
"Many of our advertisers will enjoy immediate savings and most others will find
that additions to their program schedules
and station lineups can be made at far more
favorable cost than under the present structure," Mr. Scott said.
Under the new plan, an advertiser will be
able to reach the 25% maximum discount
by using an hour and a half weekly, as
against two hours formerly required.
The new plan was described as offering
additional incentive, in the form of annual
discounts, to year-round advertisers who
sponsor a combination of daytime and evening programs or who sponsor a combination
of weekly and alternate-weekly programs. In
deference to the alternate-week pattern of
sponsorship, hourly discounts are provided
on a fortnightly rather than weekly basis.
Where the sponsor of an alternate-week
nighttime program and an alternate-week
daytime program now gets no annual discount on the combination, he will get 10%
on both under the new structure.
For advertisers who sponsor multiple
periods on a year-round basis there will be
a 15% annual discount applicable to all yearround programs, including alternate-week
shows. Thus an advertiser with a weekly
nighttime half-hour and an alternate-week
daytime half-hour will be entitled to the
maximum annual discount of 15% on both
programs. Currently this advertiser would

evening half-hour and no annual discount
on the daytime program.
Another feature is that all daytime advertisers may earn up to 5% additional discount on these periods by ordering 100 or
more interconnected optional stations, except those in the Program Extension Plan
group and associated stations. This raises
the maximum discount — for daytime — from
25% to 30%.
NBC officials said current clients with
contracts running beyond Oct. 1 may change
to the new discount schedule in October, but
that any present advertisers not wishing to
make the change will be given six months'
protection for the rest of their contracts, up
to March 31, 1959.
AFFILIATES
NBC-TV

OPTION

• Committee
• Summer

TO

reported

GET
BID
in favor

plans bring approval

The NBC-TV affiliates executive committee is slated shortly to present to NBC-TV
affiliates generally a request by the network
that afternoon option time be changed from
2:30-5:30 p.m. to 2-5 p.m.
The committee, headed by Walter Damm
of WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, heard and reportedly gave its own endorsement to the
request at a meeting with network officials
in New York last Tuesday. NBC-TV officials said they were undecided as to what
program would go into the 2 o'clock spot
but that the move was inspired at least
partly by a desire to get into a better competitive position opposite CBS and that they
hoped the change might be made before the
start of the next fall season.
The committee also was filled in on current planning both for fall programming
and for this summer. Regarding the latter,
committee members were reported to be
less inclined to protest after hearing NBC's
presentation than they were a few weeks
ago. At that time at least some of them felt
summer fare would be top-heavy with film
repeats and the overall result would be one
of the most sterile summers television has
faced [Networks, April 7]. NBC officials
emphasized that the summer schedule still
was not fully set. NBC-TV's fall program
plans, as developed thus far, were given an
enthusiastic reception, according to the
committee on hand.
Those present included Chairman Damm;
Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston; Harold
Essex, WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, N. C;
Richard O. Dunning, KHQ-TV Spokane;
Robert W. Ferguson, WTRF-TV Wheeling,
W. Va.; Ewing C. Kelly, KCRA-TV Sacramento; Ralph Evans, WOC-TV Davenport,
Iowa, and Joseph H. Bryant, KCBD-TV
Lubbock. The NBC delegation was headed
by President Robert W. Sarnoff and included Robert E. Kintner, executive vice president in charge of the tv network; David C.
Adams, executive vice president, corporate
relations; Harry Bannister, station relations
vice president; Hugh M. Beville Jr., planning and research vice president and Robert
F. Lewine, programming vice president.
Broadcasting
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FM-250A 250 WATT
FM BROADCAST AMPLIFIER
The FM-250A is designed particularly for
educa10 watt
existingThis
n in
applicatio
installations.
equipment,
tional
transFM
when combined with a 10 watt
mitter can produce 250 watts of power.

FM-10A 10 WATT
FM BROADCAST TRANSMITTER
The FM-10A is ideally suited for low
power educational stations, where the
coverage of campus and immediate areas
is required. It incorporates audio switchwhich minion controls
and attenuati
ingmize
requirements.
station facility

transmitters
pike,

3KW FM BROADCAST
TRANSMITTER

The FM-3000A FM Broadcast Transmitter is designed
s with Class B franprimarily for application by broadcaster
chises. The combination of this transmitter and a medium
gain antenna will provide the broadcaster with adequate
signal strength throughout his service area. The FM-3000A
consists of two cabinets. Its overall dimensions are 24" deep
x 84" high x 55" wide. Vertical mounting of all components
assures accessibility for maintenance and trouble shooting.
All stages can be controlled and metered from the front panel.
The FM-3000A consists of a 10 watt serrasoid exciter, a 300
watt driver, and two 4-1000A tubes, operated in a parallel
circuit well below their maximum rating, as the final amplifier.
The FM-3000 with auxiliary terminal equipment may be
utilized to generate multiplexed FM transmission. The input
circuit of the PA is a half wave circuit while the plate is
operated at a quarter wave mode. This combination will provide adequate bandwidth for multiplex operation.

j to.

FM-250A 250 WATT
FM BROADCAST TRANSMITTER
The FM-250A is a 250 watt transmitter.
This transmitter combined with an antenna gain of two can adequately serve
a small city. Also may be used as a driver
for a 3KW or 5KW amplifier.
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and
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FM-100A 1000 WATT
FM BROADCAST TRANSMITTER
transmitter.
This FM-1000A is a 1000 wattgain
antenna,
When used with a medium
the FM-1000A can provide service for
as a
large urban areas. Also can be used ers.
driver for 3KW, 5KW and 10 KW amplifi

Our equipment will be on display at the
NAB Convention April 27th to May 1st,
Wilshire Room, Statler Hotel
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NETWORKS CONTINUED

CBS-IBEW
•

New

•

Peace

11 -DAY

offer would
terms

await

IMPASSE

raise base

to $191

referendum

Hope for settlement of the broadcasting
industry's of
biggest
strike
on the
outcome
a vote
of rested
1 .300 Friday
CBS workers
belonging to the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers [Lead Story, April
14].
Union members were offered a new CBS
contract that reportedly would raise base
pay from $175 to $191 a week in three years
plus cost-of-living provisions.
An 11 -day impasse was broken Thursday
afternoon when Gilbert S. McCutcheon.
federal mediator, announced in Washington
that an understanding had been reached. He
said 1BEW had agreed to submit a new CBS
proposal to a referendum of the union's
membership.
Mr. McCutcheon explained peace terms
would not be announced until the eight
striking 1BEW locals had a chance to examine them. The strike continued Thursday
and Friday, pending completion of the
referendum process.
An early CBS offer of $185 per week
after three years had been rejected. This had
included a four-week vacation after 15
years, a 7% increase over a 2Vi-year period
and a total additional outlay of $1,200 per
man.
While neither side would divulge terms of
the Thursday pact that led to the union
referendum, CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton told a Wednesday morning meeting of
CBS stockholders that all issues except that
of wages had been settled, and added he felt
a full agreement was near.
Mr. Stanton told stockholders CBS had
made a new offer: 6% increase for the first
two years, an additional 3% beginning Feb.
1, I960, and a cost-of-living increase if the
Bureau of Labor Statistics index showed
more than the 6% increase at any time
during the three years.
Describing this as "the most generous
[wage offer] in the industry," he said it
meant "the majority of the employes with

in three years

of union

even minimum

BROKEN

membership

overtime would receive con-

siderably inexcess of $10,000 a year." He
also said he thought the strike would end
quickly if the strikers fully understood the
terms of the offer.
The 6% increase for the first two years,
he explained, represents a base pay raise
from the present $175 to $185.50 a week,
or, on an hourly basis, from $4.38 to $4.64
an hour. The extra 3% raise would bring
base pay to $191 a week or, on an hourly
basis, to $4.78 an hour.
The IBEW strike had affected CBS television stations in New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles, Milwaukee, and Hartford, and radio stations in New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles, Boston, St. Louis, and San Francisco. Taking part in the strike were cameramen, video men, audio men, master control
engineers, projectionists, boom operators,
cable men, transmitter engineers, shaders,
technical directors, film editors and construction engineers.
William C. Fitts Jr., CBS labor relations
vice president, had directed the network's
negotiations.
Despite the walkout, CBS maintained its
operations during the second week of the
strike. Some fluffs occurred during programs
and commercials but the crew of executives
and non-striking employes showed a decided
improvement in performance compared to
the first week's efforts. The network's owned
stations canceled several of their live programs during the week but CBS-TV reported that all live network shows were
presented as scheduled up to last Friday.
The network arranged to fly to Hollywood
a group of New York supervisory personnel
which handled the U. S. Steel Hour creditably during the first week of the strike and
assisted on West Coast productions last
week, including Studio One on Monday.
For the past weekend, however, CBS-TV
had decided on a "no slip-up policy" for its
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problem for the supervisory personnel."
A buzz of excitement raced through the
network's headquarters in New York Tuesday morning when a CBS switchboard operator reported that an unidentified male
voice telephoned to say, "Get out of the
building. There is a bomb there." The call
was received at 8:50 a.m. when there is only
a token force of employes on duty at the
network. Those in the building were asked
to remain in their offices, but other employes
were not admitted until after the New York
City police and fire departments completed
an investigation. A search of the building
failed to turn up any explosives. It could
not be determined if the telephone call was
related to the labor dispute.
The second week of the strike brought no
adverse reaction from advertisers in Chicago, according to WBBM-AM-TV. The
CBS-owned stations were manned by administrative and substitute personnel. They
received cooperation from many advertisers
who volunteered to simplify their commercials to ease technical burdens.
CBS, Chicago, continued to replace 113
striking technical workers with some 40 staff
people — supervisors, stenographers and
clerks, sales promotion and public relations
personnel, and a tv spot salesman. A good
example of how WBBM-TV operated was
Ray Rayner's Record Party, utilizing the
services of James Thrash, tv spot account
executive; George Condon, director of information services; Gene Bohi, assistant tv
sales promotion manager, all on cameras;
in the control room were Iris Shiftman, secretary to the tv program manager, Frank
Atlass, as camera control operator; Patricia
Bannon, public affairs producer, as switcher,
and Ed Sheaffer, radio-tv continuity writer,
as audio operator.
With WBBM-TV live originations accounting for about 30% of all shows from
its CBS Chicago plant, some employes maintained a double-duty workday, approximating 16 to 18 hours in some cases.
The CBS o&o WXIX (TV) Milwaukee
reported network and local programming
on a normal pattern, despite a walkout of
25 IBEW members there. The station maintained its full schedule, with executives and

Dr. Stanton's disclosure to stockholders
Wednesday came after a striking technician,
Milton Greenwald, a master control engineer, told the stockholders that the men on
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contained "several tricky sequences, including some ballet numbers that might prove a

supervisory personnel taking over. Announcers and floormen, members of the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists and the International Alliance of Theatrical & Stage Employes, crossed picket
lines to remain on their jobs.

S
ZIV'
ALL
NEW

NOW

DuPont Show of the Month on Saturday
(7:30-9 p.m.), which originates in Hollywood. It had formulated plans to make a
videotape recording of the program, a production of the Red Mill operetta, for use in
the event a settlement was not reached. A
spokesman said the network felt the operatta

strike were loyal, conscientious and intelli-
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gent, and not interested in "self-aggrandizement." They have "knocked themselves out
Broadcasting

Another striker, Harry Boyd, an audio
NOTE

FROM

NABET

Though attention was focused last
week on the International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers' strike against
CBS, the National Assn. of Broadcast Employes and Technicians took
steps toward re-negotiation for a new
contract with ABC and NBC. NABET,
which represents technical employes
at those networks, notified ABC and
NBC it would be prepared to pinpoint
at a meeting on Wednesday the portions of a proposed contract that union
members consider unsuitable. Though
NABET and the networks reached
agreement on a new pact Jan. 31
[Personnel Relations, Feb. 10], the
membership later failed to ratify the
proposal. The meeting on Wednesday
is expected to set the stage for a new
round of talks. Although the old contract expired Jan. 31, NABET members at ABC and NBC have continued
to work without interruption, with the
understanding that terms of the new
pact will be retroactive.

for CBS" and do not really want to be "out
there" on the picket line, he asserted.
He questioned whether the CBS offer was
made in complete good faith, asserting that
if it had been, he was confident the men
would have accepted it. He made clear that
this was his own impression, that he was not
authorized to speak for the union or for
anyone else.

1958
'GOOD
YEAR,'
STANTON
REPORTS
• CBS Inc. figures creep up

engineer in television, said the IBEW employes felt working conditions always had
been better at CBS than at other networks.
But he thought, too, that there had been
some deterioration in labor relations there.
Mr. Boyd suggested that perhaps videotape
had become "a Frankenstein," and said "we
(IBEW) feel we are the only group qualified

• Cautious

optimism

expressed

Sales and profits of CBS Inc. gained
"slightly" in January and February over the
corresponding months of last year, and 1958
should wind up as "another good year for
CBS," President Frank Stanton told the annual stockholders meeting last Wednesday.
He cautioned, however, that this forecast
assumes "that we are not in for any surprises— from Washington, from the national
economy, or from the growth rate of television and radio broadcasting, and assuming
we can resolve our differences with IBEW

to Dr.
operate
equipment."
Stanton
reiterated that videotape was
no longer an issue, but indicated that CBS
expects no change in relationships on videotape— that the pattern developed in the past
would be also the pattern for the future.
This, officials said later, meant that IBEW
would have jurisdiction over all videotape
made at CBS.
At another point in the meeting, under

promptly." (See adjacent story.)
Dr. Stanton said "nothing beyond the
IBEW strike has happened during the first
quarter of 1958 to alter our feeling of
cautious optimism," as expressed in the annual report to stockholders some weeks ago
[At Deadline, March 24].
Dr. Stanton said that first-quarter figures
would not be available until mid-May but

questioning by stockholders, board chairman William S. Paley said he understood
that the questions raised by IBEW in connection with videotape was whether commercials taped outside of CBS would be
allowed on CBS. To another question he
and Dr. Stanton indicated that no decision
has been reached as to whether CBS will go
actively into the business of taping commercials, beyond its normal service to
clients.

that they were expected to show "a slight
improvement in both sales and profits in
conspite of the prevailing general economic
ditions and intense competition in all areas

Chairman Paley was asked whether videotape would bring CBS a material saving in
labor costs. He answered that he thought

of the company's business." Figures on
March business, he said, should be "at least
ago."
good as a year
as Reporting
on the investigations under way
in Washington, he estimated that the hear-

"not directly in labor costs," but that it
should permit considerable overall savings
in other ways.

^>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>(TW^>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>x

Later this "good faith" charge was amplified when another striker said Mr. Fitts had
handed over a CBS offer and said this was
it, take it or leave it, and there would be no
further negotiations. He said he felt this was
what caused the strike — that the men did not
"an ultimatum."
given said
likeDr.being
Stanton
this sounded most unlike
completely "out of character" for
Mr. Fitts,
him.
He felt it was unfair to attack Mr.
Fitts when he was not present to defend
himself. (Mr. Fitts was in Washington negotiating.)
Mr. Greenwald told the stockholders that
the non-union supervisory people who were
handling the technical work during the
strike had done "remarkably well" but not
a professional job. He expressed hope that
the strike would be settled shortly, and said
he felt it could be, but that "personalities"
were becoming involved.
Dr. Stanton said he could "not take issue
with most of what you have to say," that
there was no question about the loyalty of
the strikers and no bitterness on the part of
management. Perhaps the CBS offer should
have been given to the men earlier, he said,
but he pointed out that in negotiations such
work is done "through committee." He
agreed that with a few exceptions the substitute technical workers had done "remarkably well" in keeping the programs on the
air.
In reply, Mr. Greenwald said that if he
and Dr. Stanton were doing the negotiating
the strike would be settled immediately.
Broadcasting
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NETWORKS CONTINUED
ings there had cost CBS at least $500,000
in the last 12 months. "And," he added,
"there are more hearings to come this year
— perhaps at least three."
Dr. Stanton said CBS Radio and CBS-TV
in their fields,"
first place
he in sales
incontinue
terms ofto both
and audiences.
As in his and Board Chairman William S.
Paley's annual report. Dr. Stanton noted
the "inevitability of some decrease" in the
rate of television's growth. But he stressed
that "this is only a decline in the rate of
increase, not a change in the direction of
the upward trend." Estimates for the first
two months of 1958. he observed, indicated
total tv billings were 8% over 1957.
Dr. Stanton stressed the "spreading of
interest in the influence of radio in marketing and a growing awareness of its potentialities." He confirmed that the CBS annual
report inadvertently erred in saying the
CBS Radio network continued profitable
in 1957 — that "we meant the radio division,
not the network." Profits of the entire radio
division, he explained, "were sufficient to
offset the network losses."
Chairman Paley presided over the session, in which all directors were re-elected.
As happened at the 1957 annual meeting,
a resolution to fire Rosenman Goldmark
Colin & Kaye as CBS counsel was rejected.
This resolution was based on conflict-ofinterest charges, in that CBS board member
Colin's law partner, Sydney M. Kaye, is
chairman of BMI, of which CBS is a licensee
and minority stockholder. Chairman Paley
called the charges "unjustifiably scurrilous."
(On BMI matters, CBS is represented not
by the Rosenman firm but by Cravath,
Swaine & Moore.)
Other resolutions and statements, presented as in the past by Barne Young of
Life Music Inc. and Gloria Parker of the
Guild of Publishers and Writers — who are
familiar figures at stockholders meetings of
both CBS and RCA — sought to disqualify
Mr. Colin and a board member and to require CBS to sell its BMI stock. These were
voted down or out of order.
A striking IBEW member, Harry Boyd,
an audio engineer in television, won sympathetic attention with a proposal that the
board study the pros and cons of introducing
an employe stock purchase plan, which
would give employes a discount in buying
CBS stock. Chairman Paley said the board
would be glad to do so and would report at
the next annual meeting.
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SEE':
TO
FREEDOM
FIRST
FUND
TOPIC
• Case

• Khrushchev

equality

film raised issue

On this note, an "outside" written report,
entitled freedom to see, dealing with the
Khrushchev telecast by CBS-TV last June
and "its meaning for television," sets up a
guidepost for the Fund for the Republic in
the independent non-profit institution's continuing study of mass media, primarily television.
The report is written by Herbert Mitgang,
New York Times Sunday tv-entertainment
editor, under direction of the fund as the
first by-product of its continuing tv inquiry
that will look into a number of facets of the
medium

[Closed Circuit, March 31, Advertisers & Agencies, April 7].
Mr. Mitgang in his report published by
the fund last week, concludes:
"The federal government licenses electronics; itdoes not license individuals who
bring the ideas to the public, and these individuals should not feel any necessity to get
even informal governmental approval of any
steps they might want to take."
The exclusive film interview of Russia's
Nikita S. Khrushchev was on CBS-TV's
Face the Nation June 2 of last year. The
program elicited strong reaction throughout
the U. S., with comment particularly crisp at
the White House and in Congress.
How the interview was set up — a dramatic
story in itself, the actual CBS filming in
analysis of the interview's conMoscow,
tent and an
its impact at the time comprise
about 40% of the report. The document is
to be given wide distribution among those
influential in molding public opinion. (It
carries a disclaimer for fund responsibility as
to "statements of fact and expressions of
opinion," saying the material is presented as
"a contribution to the discussion of the
free society.")
Highlights and excerpts of the report:
• On the broadcast industry's unique relationship with government, it says there is
"what might be called a continuing awareness of U. S. policy and administration pol-

the BROADCAST

DEIIVERY

for news

Broadcasters are licensed, hut this should
not prevent them from proceeding in the
same manner as — and as part of — the free
press under the first amendment.
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icy in the minds of network executives. More
than any of the other media of communications in this country, television is under
steady official scrutiny."
• Mr. Mitgang claims it was never before revealed that (1) the President's office
was notified in advance of the Khrushchev
program and (2) the only advance copy of
the transcript of the program after the interview but before its airing was requested
by and given to the White House.
• It was apparent on the part of both
CBS and the State Dept. that while the network wanted State to know in advance the
nature of the program, the network "was exercising the prerogative of a private communications medium to go after a story."
(also discussed is the telecast's import on the
possibility of eventual international tv exchanges).
• The broadcast "raised, more clearly
than it has ever been raised before, a question fundamental to the development of television as a medium for public service." Mr.
Mitgang notes that no "responsible person
in any communications field" would have
thought of questioning the propriety of
newspaper publication of such an interview.
But on tv (even though CBS-TV took precautions of integrity of the performance and
informed the U. S. Government of its intent), "the propriety was very seriously
questioned."
He awrites,
"Thewhich
President
of
the
U. S. made
statement
at least
implied criticism. Important members of
Congress openly challenged the wisdom of
the presentation. The press was ambivalent.
Under the circumstances, it is reasonable to
assume that the networks will bear the
criticism in mind when they are considering
future 'controversial' telecasts of this na• The issue here is a vital one: "Does
American television in its role as news
gatherer and broadcaster, have the same
freedom as the American newspaper?" Mr.
Mitgang says it depends on tv's ability to
useture."
technicial skills to increase the public's
access to news and informed opinions.
ABC-TV Show to be Aspect
Of Fund for Republic Study
To further its freedom study of which tv
is a part (see separate story), the Fund for
the Republic has joined with ABC-TV to
present a special 13-week series, Survival
and Freedom, to begin April 27 in the Sunday 10-10:30 p.m. period.
Newsmaker Productions Inc., which produces The Mike Wallace Interview on ABCTV, will produce the program featuring Mr.
Wallace, who will interview distinguished
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guests. The fund's contribution against costs
is $50,000 with ABC-TV assuming the remainder. While no commercial sponsor is
associated with the series initially, the fund
has not ruled out that possibility.
It could not be determined if, or to what
extent, the program series would enter a
discussion of television as a mass medium,

ALLIED RADIO
o 80, 111.
100 N. Western Ave., Chicag
800
1-6
Phone: HAymarket

but the joint announcement by ABC-TV
and the fund specifically refers to "the effects of the mass media on" freedom as
one of the areas to be covered.
Broadcasting

AWARDS
The awards — national and local — follow:

TV'S
TAPS
'57
EMMY
TALENT,
TOP
The 10th annual •"Emmy awards presentajurisdictional dispute between two local electricians unions had deprived the academy of
tion last Tuesday left every new tv western
7th Regiment Armory uptown
the
of
use
audience
the
and
door
swinging at the saloon
the
as
participation-quiz shows stumped,
[Lead Story, April 14]. Their physical discomfort was characterized by New York
pro"cultural"
or
proponents of •'quality"
m. c. Phil Silvers who chided the Angelenos
gramming quietly rejoiced from coast to
for sitting in "the glamorous (Ambassador
coast. Ignored was the "rating rat-race,"
Hotel) Cocoanut Grove while we're here in
for at least one show, CBS-TV's The Seven
the NBC stock room."
Lively Arts, was cited as 1957's "best new
Citations were generally shared by CBS
program series" despite its having been
and NBC, with ABC coming in for several
dropped because of poor ratings and lack
of sponsor interest.
kudos. New to the charmed circle were BritThe 3,000-odd members and guests of the
ish actor-playwright Peter Ustinov and songstress Polly Bergen, both of whom copped
Academy of Tv Arts & Sciences attending
the ceremonies in Los Angeles and New
the best acting crowns. Walking off with duplicate Emmys for a number of categories
Emmy's
York were visibly proud of Omnibus,
were Dinah Shore, Jack Benny, Robert Saudek
achievements. Top votes went to
Assoc., the Phil Silvers Show and Playhouse
See It Now, Bell Telephone Science Series,
90. Repeat winners from 1956: playwright
Playhouse 90 and others of this breed. Furthermore, both New York and Los Angeles
Rod Serling, composer-conductor Leonard
Bernstein, Edward R. Murrow, Miss Shore,
"trend"
national
the
ATAS chapters echoed
Mr.
Silvers, Carl Reiner and Robert Young.
by voting in such "egghead" fare as WCBSits
and
TV New York's Sunrise Semester
Producer Saudek — operating for the first
time without the financial support of the
loquacious Prof. Floyd Zulli Jr. and KRCAFord Foundation — accepted for Omnibus
TV Los Angeles' Harvest with his quiet
spoken contemporary, Dr. Frank Baxter.
by saying "It's most rewarding doing pubThe ceremonies were seen on NBC-TV
lic service for private profit." CBS News Difrom 10-11:30 p.m. under sponsorship of
rector John F. Day, accepting for Mr. MurMotors
General
Procter & Gamble (Lilt) and
row, hoped that next year ATAS would
Corp. (Pontiac Div.), with local awards being
"vote for the best news commentary with
made off the air.
the exception of Edward R. Murrow" — refIn New York, a star-studded array of
erence to Mr. Murrow's seemingly unbreak1,500 actors, technicians, producer-direcable winning streak over the past decade.
tors and advertising executives were jammed
Following the telecast, Milton Berle was
into NBC-TV's Studio 8-H (the overflow besharply rebuked by critics and fellow entering accommodated in adjacent 8-G) after a
tainers for "hogging" time, thus depriving
others of the chance to go before the
cameras. (Also dropped: a filmed review of
tv's first decade). But NBC-TV quickly
exonerated the comedian by accepting "full
responsibility" for having allowed the show
to "run over" by 16 minutes (including a
Lilt commercial and station break) before
Mr. Berle hove into view. The comic confessed to having "stretched 7 minutes into
8%" but asked "why should I take a bum
rap? I didn't even get paid for my work."
Said NBC: Mr. Berle was scheduled to go

FOR "exceptional and distinguished
support of the Ground Observer Corps
S. Air Force,"
the U.
of Louis
program St.
was given the AF
KMOX
Chief of Staff Award, here presented
to KMOX General Manager Robert
Hyland by Gen. Gordon H. Austin,
commander of the 20th Air Div. of
the Air Defense Command. KMOX's
Weather Alert"
continuing "OperationGround
Observer
is monitored by the
Corps as standard operating procedure. The KMOX warning system,
using Conelrad signals, was submitted
to the FCC in 1957 and a national
Conelrad weather plan subsequently
was adopted by the Commission.
Broadcasting

on from 10:16-23 p.m., but didn't start until 10:32, following the NBC-TV affiliates
break and the P&G commercial. Mr. Sullivan, said NBC, ran 2:05 minutes over as did
the following: initial Phil Silvers opening,
1:30; Danny Thomas story, 2:15; presentation of first four awards, 2:45; Lilt commercial by Laraine Day 0:55; Chet Huntley film
clip for year 1948, 0:25, while another four
minutes were lost switching between Los
Angeles and New York, plus applause.

The general tenor of the 90-minute presentation was one of humor and sophistication, but it did not lack its more somber aspects. ATAS President Ed Sullivan hoped
that the American public would share with
the industry "the harvest ... of a mighty
arsenal of energy and know-how, all aimed
at bringing television and everyone in it
nearer to a realization of its great potential."
CBS newsman Eric Sevareid warned the national tv audience that it, too, had a "public
responsibility" to face up to (see Playback,

year: "The
program
single
Best dian"
(Playhouse
90) of
on the
CBS-TV;
best Comesingle
Ustinov in "The
actor: Peter
by anJohnson"
performance
Life
of Samuel
(Omnibus) on NBCTV; best single performance by an actress: Polly
Bergen housein90) on
"TheCBS-TV;
Helen Morgan
Story" writing
(Playbest teleplay
or more): Rod Serling, "The Comedian"
(hour
(Playhouse 90) on CBS-TV;
Best teleplay writing (half -hour or less):
Paul Monash, "The Lonely Wizard" (Schlitz
Playhouse of Stars) on CBS-TV; best public
Omnibus on ABC-TV
or series:
program best
service
and
NBC-TV;
news commentary:
Edward
CBS-TV; best direcon
Now)
It
(See
R. Murrow
tion (hour or more): Bob Banner, Dinah Shore
Show (entire series) on NBC-TV; best direction
(half-hour or less): Robert Stevens, "The Glass
on CBS-TV;
Presents)
Eye"
Best (Alfred
comedyHitchcock
series: Phil
Silvers Show on
CBS-TV; best dramatic series with continuing
characters: Gunsmoke on CBS-TV; best musical,
variety, audience participation or quiz series:
Dinah Shore Chevy Show on NBC-TV; best draseries: Playhouse 90 on CBSmatic anthology
TV; best
comedy writing: Nat Hiken, Billy
Friedberg, Phil Sharp, Terry Ryan, Coleman
A. J. RusJacoby,
sell andArnie
Tony Rosen,
WebsterSidney
(The Zelinka,
Phil Silvers Show)
on CBS-TV;
Best musical contribution to tv: Leonard Bern"Johannes Sebastian
Bach" supporting
(Omnibus)
then onstein,
ABC-TV;
best continuing
performance by actress in dramatic or comedy
series: Ann B. Davis fBob Cummings Show) on
NBC-TV; best continuing supporting performance by actor in dramatic or comedy series:
Carl Reiner (Caesar's Hour) on NBC-TV;
Best continuing performance by actor and
actress in leading roles in dramatic and comedy
series: Robert Young and Jane Wyatt (Father
Knows Best) on NBC-TV; best continuing performance (male) toy person who essentially
plays himself: Jack Benny (The Jack Benny
Show) on CBS-TV; best continuing performance (female) by person who essentially plays
herself: Dinah Shore (Dinah Shore Chevy Show)
onAlso
NBC-TV.
honored:
of the year: CBSprogram
Best
TV, Thenew
Seven
Lively series
Arts; best coverage of an
unscheduled newsworthy event: CBS-TV, for
Feb. 3, 1957, coverage of Rikers Island, N. Y., air

a

a

hit

and

spectacular

near-miss
in Washington, D. C.

mal-tv
w
is the top station from
noon to 10 p.m. Monday
through Friday . . . without
a hint of loading ratings

we would have been in first place
during the times when all four
stations were competing except for
two "one-time spectaculars."

SHARE

AUDIENCE
OF 33.0%
29.8%
when all 4
noon to 10 p.m.
Monday-Friday
31.1%
stations31.8%
compete
11.3%
27.1%
Sunday-Saturday
11.7%
23.5%

WMAL-TV
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4
ARB/March 8-14, 1958
represented by H-R Television, Inc.
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AWARDS CONTINUED

EDUCATION

disaster on World News Roundup; best engineerachievement: NBC-TV, ening or technical
and camera techniques, Wide Wide
ginecrinf:
World;
Bo>t art direction: Rouben Ter-Arutunian for
on
"Twelfth Night" (Hallmark Hall of Fame)
NBC-TV: best cinematography for tv: Harold
"Hemo the Magnificent" (Bell TelE. Wellman,
ephone Science Series; on CBS-TV; best live
camera work: CBS-TV, Playhouse 90 (entire
tv film editing: Mike Pozen, "How
series); abest
Woman" (Cunsmoke) on CBS-TV.
Kill Awards:
toLocal
New York Area— Most outstanding live probest docugram: WCBS-TV. Sunrise Semester; WCBS-TV,
mentary or educational program:
news program: WCBSSunrise Semester; bestWith
Ron Cochran; best
TV. The Late News
program: WRCA-TV.
children's or teenage
Shanlajid with Shari Lewis; most outstanding
: Prof. Floyd Zulli Jr. WCBSmale personality
Sunrise Semester; most outstanding feTV's
s
Shari Lewis
male personality:
. (WRCA-TV'
.
and Hi, Mom)
Shariland
Los Angeles area— Best local entertainment
program: KCOP (TV). Golden Voyage with Jack
proDouglas: best documentary or educational Baxgram: KRCA-TVs Harvest with Dr. Frank
ter; best news program: KNXT (TV). Clete
Roberts Special Report; best sports program:
KNXT (TV), Gil Stratton Sports Show; best
children's program: KRCA-TV. Faith of Our
Children; most outstanding male personalityg:
Clete Roberts of KNXT (TV); most outstandin
of KNXT
female personality: Miyoshi Umekin (seen
also
(TV); best local station productio
I Search
(TV).
KCOP
outside of Los Angeles):
For Adventure with Jack Douglas.
Special ATAS trustee award: Jack Benny.
SDX

Awards

On-Air

— cited for covering a drowning story "with
good taste and dramatic restraint . . . and
seconds.
simplicity,"
powerful
Mr. Muhlstein
and all
thewithin
KLIF 69news
staff
were cited on the basis of "expeditious, accurate and complete" area coverage of a
Texas tornado. The citation noted the KLIF
coverage "is an exemplary example of how
the public."Mr. Rosholt was
radio
In may
radioserve
newswriting,

BENNETT

ROSHOLT

MUHLSTEIN

commended by SDX as "apparently the first
American journalist to recognize the Russian satellite launching as the beginning of
the space age and so report it to the public
. . . Oct. 4, 1957." The citation pointed out
he produced his copy "beyond normal pressures of deadline," in short takes for remote
broadcast 20 minutes before air time.

Honor

Journalism

Fifteen categories were set aside for outstanding achievement in radio, tv, press and
journalistic research performed during 1957.
Nominations were judged by 57 journalists
and distinguished Americans.
Bronze
medallions
and accompanying
plaques will be presented by Robert J.
Cavagnaro, Associated Press, San Francisco,
and national SDX president, at a banquet

KNX Los Angeles and WBZ-TV Boston
are among recipients of Sigma Delta Chi
awards for distinguished public service in
radio and television journalism, respectively.
Other winners of the 26th annual citations,
announced last week by Victor E. Bluedorn,
national SDX awards director, included
Jerry Rosholt, radio news editor-writer,
WCCO Minneapolis, for radio newswriting;
Dave Muhlstein, news director of KLIF Dal-

at New York's Plaza Hotel May 15.

las, and the station's news staff, for radio reporting; Jim Bennett, news director-photographer, KLZ-AM-TV Denver, for television
reporting.
WBZ-TV was honored for its editorial
documentary, City in a Shadow, whose impact was described as awakening the community "to the need for urban renewal."
A "character study in depth of a murderer," guided by "ethical responsibility,"
won KNX its public service radio journalism citation. Station newsmen were cited for

'Review' Awards Cite Radio, Tv
Six tv and radio programs were cited for
programming in the public interest by the
Saturday Review's "Sixth Annual Awards
for Distinguished Advertising in the Public
Interest." The winners as announced April
19 are (for radio) NBC News and ABC's
The Metropolitan Opera; (television) NBC
News, NBC-TV's Hallmark Hall of Fame
and "The Life of Samuel Johnson" on Omnibus, CBS-TV's See It Now and ABC-TV's
Disneyland. Runners-up in the awards were
ABC-TV's Voice of Firestone, NBC-TV's
Wagon Train, NBC Opera, CBS-TV's Seven
Lively Arts and the Khrushchev interview
on Face the Nation.

"skillful writing and editing [which] preserved the dramatic while avoiding the sensational." KNX in a CBS-owned station.
Mr. Bennett was honored for "outstanding
television spot news reporting" at KLZ-TV

RCA
In

Supports

ETV

NYU

Workshop

Plans

RCA

will spend $100,000 to give educational television a higher status while aiming to upgrade educational standards.
Details of RCA's plans were contained in
a speech scheduled for delivery Saturday
by RCA President John L. Burns at a Miami dinner of the National School Boards
Assn. The plans: an educational television
workshop to be set up at New York U. and
RCA support of a professorship in educational tv at NYU that will provide supervision for the workshop.
To Mr. Burns, tv aids can "bring about
a massive upgrading of our educational
standards," noting that the workshop can
serve U. S. public schools as well as "benefit
all education." Echoing this sentiment was
Dr. John E. Ive Jr., executive vice president
of New York U., who in a statement for release Saturday hailed RCA's "public-spirited
intiative in undertaking such a project."
Mr. Burns' address pointed up today's
challenge to American schools as "critical"
and called for "sweeping new approaches to
all aspects of education, especially to the
problem of communication between teacher
Electronics, said Mr. Burns, offers a
and student."
"realistic solution" to current teacher and
facility shortages, the prospect of higher
salaries for highly-qualified teachers and
the opportunity for more individualized instruction. Needed now, he continued is development ofteaching talent and lesson content "that will take fullest advantage of tv's
The workshop
will be used to create and
potentialities."
priceless
develop "the most effective aural and visual
techniques for classroom tv" and make available the results of the research to teachers'
colleges, elementary and secondary schools
and other interested educational groups.
RCA, in addition to supporting the professorship, will equip a studio to serve as a
laboratory at NYU, will maintain and service the equipment for a full year and draw
on NBC's skills and resources for guidance
in graphic arts presentation and broadcast
techniques.
U. of Miami

Summer

Session

Offers Seven Radio-Tv Courses
The U. of Miami, Coral Gables, Fla.,
is offering seven courses in broadcasting
and audio contv production
performance,
trol, it has been
announced by Dr. Sydney
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W. Head, chairman of the radio-tv-film de-

selling?

House,

Los Angeles

Company

BROKERS

Four courses will be taught in the first
partment.
summer session, June 16-July 23, and three
in the second, July 25-Aug. 29.
Laboratory projects for credit include
production crew positions for the Miami
Viewpoint series on WCKT (TV) there, a
film series, Survival in the Sea, a university
radio show on WGBS and a radio music
series.
Instructors are Edgar Talbert on broadcast performance, Whitman Ralsten on
audio control room operation and Professor
Paul Nagel Jr. and Wilson Griffith on production and direction.
Broadcasting

A WEEKLY

REPORT

OF FATES AND

FORTUNES

PEOPLE
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

immmmm

Edward Kletter, vice president and director
of advertising. Pharmaceuticals Inc. and
J. B. Williams Co., N. Y., to board of directors.
William J. Peterson, head of Cunningham
& Walsh's Hollywood office, elected vice
president. Mr. Peterson joined agency in
1949 as tv copywriter, served in New York
for two years and then was transferred to
Hollywood.
Edward Gelsthorpe, assistant vice president
and director of merchandising, BristolMyers Products Div., N. Y., and F. Harry
Fletcher, assistant vice president and assistant sales director, named vice presidentsales manager and vice president-national
field sales manager, respectively.
Dan W. Murchison, sales manager of industrial products department, Borden Food
Products Div., Borden Co., to sales manager, industrial sales department, Borden
Foods.
Jack Kerr, senior account executive, McCann-Erickson, L. A., named account supervisor.

staff member,
buyer.

succeeds him as magazine

Gerald L. Freeman, creative staff, KelloggCrescent Co., Evansville, Ind., named radio
and tv director.

Frederick H. Harrison, formerly Chicago
district manager of General Motors Corp.
truck and coach division, to Young & Rubicam, Chicago, contact department.

David Levy, vice president in
creative development for radio
vision department, Young &
N. Y., named associate director
ment.

charge of
and teleRubicam,
of depart-

Richard Hyland has transferred from magazine buyer in media department at J.
Walter Thompson, Chicago, to associate
media director.
Louis H. Bennit, media
Broadcasting

HOTEL

NETWORKS

MADISON

and Hollywood will report to Mr. White.

Betty Thomas, merchandising director of
KFWB Los Angeles, to Donahue & Coe,
that city, as merchandising director.

Two of the finest hotels in New
corner"
the NBC.
just "around
are CBS,
Yorkfrom
Dumont or
Beautifully decorated rooms
and suites for permanent
or transient residence.
Ideal headquarters.

Donald Ladin, formerly with Reincke,
Meyer & Finn, joins John W. Shaw, Chicago, production staff.

Richard E. Goebel, southwest manager and
member of national plans board, Arthur
Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago, joins Garfield
Adv., S. F., as account supervisor and member of agency's newly-established executive
management committee.

Thomas L. Greer, formerly vice president
of Biow Co., N. Y., joins Plough Inc. (St.
Joseph Aspirin, Coppertone and other drugs
and cosmetics) as director of advertising
and Frank G. Morris, with Plough for past
30 years, named advertising budget manager.

So clmifclwl

Franklyn J. Bardack, formerly with Fraser
& Kelly, Albany, N. Y., joins Brooke,
Smith, French & Dorrance, Detroit, creative
staff.

John H. White, na- ►
tional sales manager of
ABC Radio, appointed to
newly-created position of
director of national sales
for network. Sales staffs
in New Yoork, Chicago

Sam Young, formerly account executive,
MPA (motion picture producers), joins
Carroll Adv. as account executive in its
San Antonio (Tex.) office.

of show business

William E. Dempster, formerly with Roy
Durstine Inc., has joined executive staff of
Calkins & Holden, N. Y.

T. Neal Wilder, account group head for
Schenley Industries, and Frederick J. Edwards, vice president and account supervisor, Ted Bates & Co., have joined BBDO.
N. Y., as account group head and account
executive, respectively.

Andre Anastasion, formerly advertising director of Rose Marie Reid, L. A., joins Kennedy, Walker & Wooten, Beverly Hills,
Calif., as account executive and member of
plans board.

English Lounge
Meeting place

Beverly Fleming, Maury, Lee & Marshall,
and Alan Koehler, Bernice Fitz-Gibbon
Inc., have joined Norman Craig & Kummel,
N. Y., as copywriters.

Barberry Room
Where the celebrities
go after theatre

ONE

Harold Graham, CBS-TV Hollywood,
named program executive and will function
in areas of implementation of agency and
advertiser relations for network in Hollywood. Stanley Rubin named staff producer
for CBS-TV Hollywood.
>♦
FILM .
Al Buffington, director of radio and
ductions at Dan B. Miner Co. (now
Cooper & Miner) since 1954, joins
Films as vice president in charge
duction.

FIRST

John Porterfield, ABC-Film Syndication
Sales, N. Y., to Gross-Krasne, that city.
mm

MARKETS

*«« THE BO*°V

WHBF
RADIO & TELEVISION

N. Y. office.

James Fonda, CBS-TV producer in Hollywood, has joined Screen Gems as producer.

®

THE

tv proHonigFidelity
of pro-

Jack Bower, formerly motion picture consultant, W. J. German Inc., to Loew's Inc.
commercial and industrial film division as
eastern sales and service representative. He

STATIONS

OF

100

Bob Olds, formerly head of tv film production department, McCann-Erickson, N. Y.,
joins Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs,
Colo., as creative director.

will headquarter in MGM-TV's

AT 52ND

m g i : : . smm

the
of
in

station

marketing
the

success

Quad-Cities

:::

John Newman named director of advertising and promotion for WMGM New York
and Herb Landon, director of public relations. Mr. Newman formerly was director

REPRESENTED

BY AVERY-KNODEL,
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PEOPLE CONTINUED
of advertising and publicity for Official
Films, N. Y., and Mr. Landon was publicity director of Kenyon & Eckhardt, Hollywood, and managed his own firm. Advertiser Service Assoc., Hollywood.
William R. Brazzil, national sales director.
(TV) Miami, promoted to vice president in charge of sales. Ken Bagwell, assistant national sales director becomes responsible for national sales for WTVJ; Ed
Rainey, credit manager, to administrative
sales manager, and Lou Brooks, assistant
credit manager, promoted to credit manager.
WTVJ

Paul C. Louther, pro- ►
gram director for WVETAM-TV Rochester, N. Y.,
promoted to vice president
in charge of radio and station manager of WVET.

Robert
E.
Cobbins, ►
commercial manager,
WARL
Arlington, Va.

REPRESENTATIVES
L. Edward Tilden Jr., account executive,
WBBM Chicago, joins McGavren-Quinn,
that city, as sales representative.

(headquarters of Blumenthal radio stations), appointed manager of
WABB
Mobile, Ala.,
latest acquisition in Blumenthal group.
Albert L. Auclair named national sales
manager of Granite State Network and
Good Neighbor Stations (includes stations
in New Hampshire and Pennsylvania).
John B. Stodelle has sold his San Diego,
Calif., advertising agency to join KFMBTV, that city, as local sales manager. He
succeeds John Cummings, resigned to return to Indianapolis, Ind.
Charles

F. Chase Taylor Jr., operations manager for WVETTV, takes on additional duties as program
director of WVET.
John F. Graham, program operations manager, KART Jerome, Idaho, promoted to
vice president of programs and sales.
Robert M. Hetherington, vice president and
sales manager, KATZ St. Louis, joins
KXLW that city as general manager.

Morrison, forinr^fM.-. Dick
commercial manmerly
£r ^Sl|
Houston,
KXYZ
ager,
|
Tex., joins WNOE New
Orleans as general sales
manager. Gerald Monday,
formerly with KNOE-TV
L
J"^^™
Monroe, La., named promotion and production manager of WNOE;
Rosemary Farmer Corry, continuity-publicity director; Joyce Danna, traffic manager, and Bud Jarvis news director.
Donald MacLachlan, station manager,
WGBB Freeport, named general sales manager of WGBB and WGSM Huntington,
both New York. Michael Sands, business
manager of WGBB, named assistant station manager.
Robert Sinclair, sales manager, WCHS
Charleston, W. Va., named station manager.

Crawford,

account

executive,

WTOP Washington, named national contact and sales development manager.
Edward J. Roth Jr. resigned as program
manager of WGN-TV Chicago April 18
but will continue as program consultant
until July 11. He plans to devote full time
to creative programming field.
Jack Lynn, manager of film programs for
WABD (TV) New York and WTTG-TV
Washington, named program manager of
WNTA-TV Newark, N. J., effective May
7, when National Telefilm Assoc., N. Y.,
assumes operation of the station.
Charles D. Miller, production manager for
WCCO-TV Minneapolis since 1951, joins
KMOX-TV St. Louis in similar capacity.
Dick Welna, chief engineer, KOOO Omaha,
Neb., named studio manager and Deane
Johnson, production manager.
Charles Klug, former staff producer at
KDKA Pittsburgh, has been appointed fm
program coordinator for Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. fm stations. Mr. Klug will
plan and coordinate programming on WBZFM Boston; KDKA-FM Pittsburgh; KYWFM Cleveland; and KEX-FM Portland, Ore.
Philip L. Mooney, 29, engineer with Lohnes
& Culver, Washington, died last Wednesday
in Georgetown U. Hospital of uremia. He
was formerly transmitter engineer at WDEV
Waterbury, Vt.

Joseph M. Friedman, administrative sales
manager, KPIX-TV San Francisco, to sales
staff of H-R Television Inc., S. F., replacing
John T. Bradley, who was promoted to
midwestern sales manager.
MANUFACTURING
Sid Weiss, west coast ►
sales manager for Audio
Div. of American Electronics since 1955, announces establishment of
Sid Weiss Assoc., L. A.
Firm will act as representative in quality high
fidelity component field and will cover
southern California and southern Nevada
territory for American Electronics (Concertone tape recorders), H. H. Scott (tuners
and amplifiers) and Stephens Trusonic Inc.

William Carlton Allen, director of manufacturing atomic power and defense groups
of Westinghouse Electric Co., Pittsburgh,
to IT&T, N. Y., as director of manufacturing, U. S. group. Joseph J. Holley,
supervisor of various aspects of instrument
manufacture for IT&T, Lodi, N. J., appointed manufacturing manager for Federal
Instruments group of IT&T's Industrial
Products Div.

Kenneth W. Connor, eastern regional sales
manager, Sylvania Home Electronics, appointed manager of sales management
development.
Gerard Cafaro, formerly sales engineer for
components division of IT&T, N. Y., and
George Kulper, assistant sales manager, join
Audio Devices Inc., that city, as sales
engineers.
Edwin L. Bacon, assistant advertising and
sales promotion manager since 1945 for
Graybar Electric Co., N. Y., appointed national advertising sales promotion manager.
Nat Welch, ORRadio, has been appointed
general chairman of first annual Distribution
Congress, scheduled to be held at Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Chicago, May 22.
James B. Shoop, district sales representative,
Zenith Radio Corp., was killed April 6 in
airliner crash near Midland, Mich.

Point-of-Purchase*
What's

• v

Merchandiser
A new point-of-purchase merchandising
tool, to be revealed for the first time

PROGRAM SERVICES ■
4
*

anyivbere at the Biltmore. It merchandises
your station — and your advertisers —
with the famous TelePrompTer name.

9

. si

Sydney Yallen, director of operations of
KFWB Los Angeles, to Ted Bentley Productions (producer of trade shows, expositions, special events) that city, as executive vice president. Company also acts
as radio and tv consultants.
INTERNATIONAL mmmsmm

ukiijEfp)nmMi$IfeiR
—• — ll CORPORATION
-— 31 1 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
the art of Group Communications
is a Science
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D. C. Tucker, formerly with Canadian
Marconi Co., Montreal, named marketing
administrator of RCA Victor Co., that city,
and T. B. Thomson, broadcast engineering
group of RCA, to marketing administrator
of RCA's broadcast equipment group.
Broadcasting

for three new tv translator stations to translate
programs of Albuquerque, N. M., stations — one
on ch. 72 to translate programs of KOB-TV
(ch. 4), second on ch. 76 to translate programs
of KOAT-TV (ch. 7), and third on ch. 80 to
translate programs of KGGM-TV (ch. 13). Announced April 16.

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
April 10 through April 16
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auhigh frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant.
thorization. SSA — special service authorization
— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kiloSTA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
New

Tv

Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Gainesville, Fla— U. of Fla.*— Granted ch. 5
(76-82 mc); ERP 16.6 kw vis., 8.7 kw aur.; ant.
height above average terrain 482.5 ft., above
ground 468 ft. Estimated construction cost $221,635, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue not
applicable. P. O. address Dr. Harry M. Philpott,
226 Administration Bldg., U. of Fla., Gainesville,
Fla. Studio location Gainesville, Fla. Trans, location 5.5 miles NW of Gainesville. Geographic coordinates 29° 42'
Lat, 82°
23' 51"Krieger
W. Long.&
Trans. RCA,
ant.34"GE.N. Legal
counsel
Jorgensen, Wash., D. C. Consulting engineer William J. Kessler, Gainesville, Fla. Board of Control, public corporation of State of Fla., will
act for and on behalf of U. of Fla. U. of Fla. is
licensee of WRUF-AM-FM Gainesville. Announced April 16.
Oklahoma City, Okla. — Malco Theatres Inc. —
Granted ch. 19 (500-506 mc); ERP 22.85 kw vis.,
12.3 kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain
359 ft., above ground 392 ft. Estimated construction cost $135,647, first year operating cost $140,000, revenue $155,000. P. O. address Box 2853,
Memphis, Tenn. Studio location Oklahoma City.
Trans, location Oklahoma County. Geographic
coordinates 35° 28' 21" N. Lat., 97° 30' 53" W. Long.
Trans. -ant. RCA. Legal counsel Haley, Wollenberg & Kenehan, Washington, D. C. Consulting
engineer William L. Foss, Washington, D. C.
Malco Theatres Inc., movie theatre interests and
former owner WEHT (TV) Henderson, Ky., and
WEOA (TV) Evansville, Ind., will be sole owner.
Announced April 16.

NATION-WIDE

APPLICATION
Bakersfleld, Calif. — Pacific Bcstrs. Corp. ch. 39
(620-626 mc); ERP 184 kw vis., 92 kw aur.;
ant. height above average terrain 691 ft., above
ground 492 ft. Estimated construction cost $157,888, first year operating cost $300,000, revenue
$360,000. P. O. address 3761 South Hill St., Los
Angeles. Studio-trans, location approx. 3V2 miles
north of Oildale, off Woody Highway on Mt. Tv.
Geographic coordinates 35° 27' 56" N. Lat., 119°
00' 53" W. Long. Trans. RCA Driver, GE Amp.,
ant. RCA. Legal counsel McKenna and Wilkinson,
1735 DeSales St., Washington 6, D. C. Owners are
H. L. Hoffman (60%) and Terry H. Lee (40%).
Mr. Hoffman is in electronics manufacturing; Mr.
Lee was until recently president and general
manager of Tv Diablo Inc. (KOVR [TV] Stockton). Announced April 14.
Existing Tv Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KMTR (TV) San Francisco, Calif.— Golden State
Bcstg. Co., ch. 38.
WTAM-TV Louisville, Ky, — Robert W. Rounsaville,
May 1. ch. 41. Changed from WQXL-TV, effective

Fulltime

station

in industrial market. Profitable
now

plus potential. Terms.

TELEVISION

Stations
APPLICATIONS

San Luis Obispo, Calif. — Valley Electric Co.
1280 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address 661 Higuera St.,
San Luis Obispo. Estimated construction cost
$49,630, first year operating cost $84,300, revenue
$96,000. Owners are Christina Jacobson (twothirds) and Leslie Hacker (one-third) who formerly were partners in KVEC-AM-TV San Luis
Obispo. Announced April 10.
Salmon, Idaho — Snake River Radio & Tv Co.
Inc. 960 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 455 South 2d
East, Rexburg, Idaho. Estimated construction cost
$15,294, first year operating cost $26,600, revenue
$34,300. Alfred E. Shumate owns 99% of applicant
which also is licensee of KRXK Rexburg. Announced April 10.
Oak Harbor, Ohio — Dale Windnagel 1590 kc,
500 w D. P. O. address RFD #2, Oak Harbor.
Estimated construction cost $47,000, first year
operating cost $30,000, revenue $45,000. Sole owner
Windnagel is building contractor. Announced
April 10.
Existing

Am Stations
APPLICATIONS

WPRT Prestonburg, Ky. — Cp to increase power
from 1 kw to 5 kw; change ant.-trans. and studio
location to U.S. Highway 23, one mile west of
Emma, Kentucky, install directional ant. daytime, make changes in ground system and install
new trans. Announced April 10.
KMCM McMinnville, Ore. — Mod. of license to
change hours of operation from unl. to specified
hours: Monday thru Sat., 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.;
Sunday: 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Announced
April
WHEY14. Millington, Tenn. — Cp to increase power
from 250 w to 500 w and install new trans. Announced April 16.
WFAX Falls Church, Va. — Cp to increase power

FINANCING
•

APPRAISALS

NEWSPAPER

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

FULLTIME

1 KW

FULLTIMER

REGIONAL

DAYTIMER

WEST TEXAS
INDEPENDENT

$225,000

$650,000

1000

$200,000

•

•

Am

MIDWEST

CENTRAL

MIDDLE
ATLANTIC

ACTION BY FCC
Navajo Tribal Council, Window Rock, Fort
Defiance and St. Michaels, Ariz. — Granted cps

NEGOTIATIONS
RADIO

EASTERN

Translators

New

WATT

Very desirable
regional frequency. Over 100,000
population in primary area. Single station market. 29% down.

#1
station in
metropolitan
market. $100,000
in cash and account receivables
to go along with
deal.

$100,000
This station

in

Upper
Mid-South
area is
netting
over $20,000 per
year. Good
quency.

fre-

$50,000
250 w daytimer
in a fine market.
Has a good low
position on the
dial. Only station
in town. 29%
down.

WEST
NETWORK
AM & VHF
$750,000
Well-diversified
retail sales. Sizable fixed assets
including real estate. Financing
available
fied buyer.to quali-

\

Washington,

D. C.

1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456
Broadcasting

Cleveland
2414 Terminal Tower
TO 1-6727

DLL
Chicago
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754

Atlanta
1515 Healey Bldg.
JA 3-3431

Dallas

San Francisco

Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1 175

I I I Sutter St.
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EX 2-5671
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FOR THE RECORD continued
from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new trans. Announced April 16.
CALL
Planning

a

Radio

LETTERS ASSIGNED

CALL

WINF Manchester, Conn. — Manchester Bcstg.
Co., 1230 kc.
WTMP Tampa, Fla. — Rounsaville of Charlotte
Inc. Changed from WTAM, effective May 1.
WPNC Plymouth, N. C— Harry A. Epperson Sr.,
1470 kc. Changed from WPLN.
WOOW Washington, N. C. — John P. Gallagher,
1340 kc. Changed from WHED.
KDOV Medford, Ore— K. C. Laurance, 800 kc.
New

Fm

PROGRESS
PURCHASE
PLAN

Existing

Here's

a brand

financing

new

plan that

will

a load off your

take

pocketbook

Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS

KCBQ-FM San Diego, Calif.— Mod. of cp (which
authorizes new fm broadcast station) to change
frequency from 107.9 mc, ch. 300 to 107.7 mc,
ch. 299. Announced April 16.
KCLE-FM Cleburne, Tex. — Cp to change frequency from 94.3 mc, ch. 232 to 94.9 mc, ch.
235, increase ERP from 0.325 kw to 6.35 kw,
install new ant. and trans, and increase ant.
height above average terrain from 190 ft. to
274.8 ft. Announced April 11.

Flexible Financing
for Broadcasters

and

WCCM-FM Lawrence, Mass. — Lawrence Bcstg.
Co., 93.7 mc.
WJMO-FM Cleveland, Ohio— Friendly Bcstg.
Co., 106.5 mc.
KEFM 94.7
(FM)mc.Oklahoma City, Okla.— Carl E.
Williams,
WDJR (FM) Oil City, Pa.— WKRZ Inc., 98.5
mc. Changed from WKRZ-FM.
(FM) Seattle,
Wash.— (FM).
Fm Bcstrs. Inc.,
98.9KMCS
mc. Changed
from KPOS
Ownership

Arlington, Calif— La Sierra College*, 91.1 mc,
1.68 kw. P. O. address c/o W. Fletcher Tarr, Dept.
of Speech. Estimated construction cost $15,350,
first
15. year operating cost $500. Announced April
Redondo Beach, Calif.— South Bay Bcstg. Co.,
93.5 mc, 1 kw U. P. O. address 4020 Arch Dr.,
North Hollywood, Calif. Estimated construction
cost $15,917, first year operating cost $38,000,
revenue $42,000. Sherman Somers and Robert
William Crites are 50% partners. Both are in
phonograph
record distribution. Announced April
10.
Baltimore, Md. — Commercial Radio Institute
Inc., 93.1 mc, 19.55 kw urd. P. O. address 38 west
Biddle St., Baltimore. Estimated construction cost
$25,964, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue
$30,000. Owners are Julian S. and Carolyn B.
Smith (34.5%) and several small stockholders.
Mr. Smith is guidance and navigation unit head
at Martin Co. Announced April 10.
Austin, Tex. — U. of Texas*, 88.5 mc, 4.08 kw.
P. O. address Box 8033, Austin. Estimated construction cost $11,200, first year operating cost
$2,000. Announced April 15.

RCA

LETTERS ASSIGNED

Stations
APPLICATIONS

Station?

ch. 279 for proposed new Class B fm station in
San Diego
as Corp.
requested
in application by Broadmoor Bcstg.
(KSON).

FM CHANNEL CHANGES PROPOSED
Commission invites comments by May 16 to
proposed rule making to amend allocation plan
for Class B fm stations by deleting ch. 286 from
Sharon, Pa., and adding it to Salem, Ohio.
Amendment will make available ch. 286 for proposed new Class B fm station in Salem as requested in application by Russell C. Jones.
Commission invites comments by May 16 to
proposed rule making to amend allocation plan
for Class B fm stations by deleting ch. 223 from
Milwaukee and adding it to West Bend, Wis.
Amendment will make available ch. 223 for proposed new Class B fm station in West Bend a-s
requested in application by West Bend Bcstg.
Co. (WBKV).
Commission invites comments by May 16 to
proposed rule making to amend allocation plan
for Class B fm stations by adding ch. 279 to San
Diego, Calif. Amendment will make available

Changes

ACTIONS

BY FCC

KNGS Hanford, Calif.— Granted assignment of
license to Ellsworth Peck and A. J. Krisik, d/b
as VallejonouncedBcstg.
April 16. Co.; consideration $260,000. AnKIDD Monterey, Calif. — Granted assignment of
license to Monterey Peninsula Bcstrs. (Robert
K. Sherry, April
president);
consideration $185,000.
Announced
16.
KGMC Englewood, Colo. — Granted assignment
of license from Grady Maples and R. B. McAlister to MacLee Radio Inc. (Robt. B. McWilliams,
president); consideration $290,000. Announced
April 16.
WLOR Torrington, Conn. — Granted assignment
of license to Pioneer States Bcstrs. Inc.; consideration $84,000. Albert L. Capstaff, assignee president, owns WDEW Westfield, Mass. Announced
April
WBOP16. Pensacola, Fla. — Granted assignment of
license from Edwin V. Spencer, et al., to TriCities Bcstg. Co. Inc.; consideration $65,000. Assignee is licensee of KREL Baytown, Tex., and
stockholders also have interest in WGCM Gulfport; WBIP Booneville; WTUP Tupelo, and
WAZF Yazoo City, all Mississippi. Comr. Bartley
voted for a 309 (b) letter. Announced April 16.
WGPC Albany, Ga. — Granted assignment of license from J. W. Woodruff and J. W. Woodruff
Jr., to J. W. Woodruff Jr., L. M. George and E.
B. Cartledge
Jr.; consideration $62,000. Announced April 16.
Oak Grove, La. — Carroll Bcstg. Co. — Granted
1280 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address % E. R. McCormick, Oak Grove. Estimated construction cost
$16,630, first year operating cost $27,000, revenue
$33,000. Equal partners are Mr. McCormick, gas
company owner, W. O. James, retail drugs, and
D. B. Fiske, theatre owner. Announced April 16.
WHK-AM-FM-TV Cleveland, Ohio— (1) Granted assignment of licenses of WHK and WHK-FM
and cp of latter to DuMont Bcstg. Corp.; consideration $700,000; (2) is being advised that applications for extension of time to construct WHKTV and to transfer it to DuMont indicates necessity of hearing. DuMont is licensee of WNEWAM-FM and WABD (TV) New York City, and
WTTG (TV) Washington, D. C. Announced
April
16. Memphis, Tenn. — Granted assignment
WHHM
of license from Mid-South Bcstg. Corp. to Cy
Blumenthal
for $140,000.
Mr. Blumenthal's
broadcast interests:
KCKN Kansas
City, Kan.,
and
WCMS Norfolk, Va. (licensee of both); WARLAM-FM-TV Arlington, Va. (100%), and WROV
Roanoke, Va. (10%). Announced April 16.
APPLICATIONS
WGBA Columbus, Ga.— As well as WCHK Canton, Ga., and WULA Eufaula, Ala., seek acquisition of positive control by Charles McClure in
return for his stock in WRFC Athens, Ga., and

speed
Southeast

you

on

your

way

to

$250,000.00
This substantial and

station ownership!1"
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION WRITE
TO RCA, DEPARTMENT EC-22, BUILDING
15-1, CAMDEN, N. J.
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CORPORATION

of AMERICA

profitable facility is located in one of the

southeast's major markets. Growth potential is excellent. Terms
can be arranged which will enable a buyer to pay for the property
from present earnings.
Exclusive with
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WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Washington Building
Sterling 3-4341
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FINANCING •
ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Stanley Whitaker
Healey Building
JAckson 5-1576

mpanij
APPRAISALS
CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Financial 6-6460
Broadcasting

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-541 1
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING

RUSSELL

P.

711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *
L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television

MAY
Sheraton Bldg.

Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE •

REpublic 7-3984

Member AFCCE •

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE •

GUY

PAUL

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

GODLEY

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE •

Member AFCCE •

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE •
ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE •

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE •

JOHN

H. MULLANEY

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

DIRECTORY

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHNSON

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Lohnes

& Culver

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE •

Member AFCCE •

CONSULTING

Broadcasting

CO.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

PETE
SERVICE

1926 —

Member AFCCE •

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

& ASSOCIATES

—Established

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 79,497* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

KEAR

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

Member AFCCE •

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
1-4954
/tf Garfield
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

NEptune 4-9558

Member AFCCE *
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MAX
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PIERCE, Chief Engineer

LEARN WHY MANY BROADCASTERS CHOOSE
STAINLESS TOWERS
Call or Write
for Informative
Literature.
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FM

through March 31

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPS DELETED

AM 55
3,174
88
418
3,317
109
527
239
36
275
0
0

TV
520
106
612
72
20
49
10
59
22
0
22
1
2

661
73
55
15
128
41
56
0
0

16
SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
Compiled by BROADCASTING through April
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
62
ON AIR
Not CP
on air
For new stations
Cps
Lie.
20
AM
83
542
520
FM
3,174
128
81
107
65
TV (Commercial)
16
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through April
TOTAL
VHF
UHF
Commercial
425
86
Non-Commercial
24
7

1 There
licenses.
a There
longer in
uhf).
1443 There
* There

4041
107a

are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
4041
are, in addition, 36 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps 1072
granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted

$6,500 both of which to be transferred to L. H.
Christian. Announced April 10.
WKLY Hartwell, Ga. — Seeks assignment of license from Max Pfaender, administrator of
estate of Louie Morris, deceased, to Max and
Edna Pfaender and Sue Hudson d/b as WKLY
Bcstg. Co. No payment involved. Mr. Pfaender
(50%) also
nounced owns
April 15. WKLE Washington, Ga. AnKCLN Clinton, Iowa — Seeks transfer of control (75%) of licensee corporation (Valley Tv &
Radio Inc.) from John R. Livingston, Errett G.
Zendt and Kenneth M. Parker to Rock River
Bcstg. Co., for $600. Buyer is owned by William
E. Walker (34.66%), Charles R. Dickoff (17.33%),
and others. Mr. Walker owns 36% of WBEV
Beaver Dam and .05% of WMAM and WMBVTV Marinette, all Wisconsin. Mr. Dickoff owns
8.6% of WBEV. Announced April 14.
WAIN Columbia, Ky. — Seeks acquisition of
positive control of licensee corporation (Tricounty Radio Bcstg. Corp.) by S. C. Bybee through
purchase of five shares from Roy Stotts for $600.
Announced April 15.
KAKJ (TV) Reno, Nev. — Seeks transfer of
control of permittee corporation (Nev. Bcstg.
Corp.) from Robert C. Fish to Irving V. Willat
for $500. Mr. Willat holds few non-voting shares
in KONA-TV Honolulu. Announced April 15.
WDDY Gloucester, Va. — Seeks assignment of
license from WDDY Inc. to Cape Radio Inc. for
$65,000. New owners are Arthur Lazarow (56%)
and others. Mr. Lazarow is announcer with
WWJ-AM-FM-TV Detroit. Announced April 10.
Hearing

MAX

BOXSCORE

Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By supplemental decision of April 16, Commission affirmed existing grant of application of
Beaumont Bcstg. Corp. for new tv station
(KFDM-TV) to operate on ch. 6 in Beaumont,
Tex., and denied competing application of Enterprise Co. Afterdecision
remand had
fromproposed
court, examiner's
second initial
grant to
Enterprise Co. Comrs. Bartley and Ford not
participating.
By memorandum opinion and order upon remand of April 16, Commission, (1) granted
amended application of American BroadcastingParamount Theatres Inc., for permit to transmit
programs to tv station XETV Tijuana, Mexico,
for period of one year; Comr. Craven issued concurring statement; Comr. Ford not participating;
(2) by separate memorandum opinion and order
denied petitions by Wrather-Alvarez Bcstg. Inc.
(KFMB and KFMB-TV) San Diego, Calif., for
issuance of cease and desist order and to reopen
the record and enlarge issues. Comr. Ford not
participating.
By order of April 16, Commission made effective immediately Mar. 28 initial decision and
granted application of John Bozeman for new

am station to operate on 900 kc, 250 w DA, D, in
Wichita, Kan.
By memorandum opinion and
of April
16, Commission granted in part order
and denied in
part petitions of Radio Orange County Inc., Ana- 3
heim; Charles R. Bramlett, Torrance, and Ana-51 1
heim-Fullerton Bcstg. Co. Inc., Anaheim-Fullerton, Calif., for reconsideration of hearing order
and enlargement of issues in proceeding involving applications for new am stations. Comr.
Ford not participating.
INITIAL DECISION
Hearing Examiner Millard F. French issued
supplemental initial decision looking toward
grant of application of Texas Technological College for new tv station to operate on ch. 5 in
Lubbock, Tex.
OTHER

ACTIONS

Commission on April 16 directed preparation
of documents looking toward:
Granting application of Community Bcstg. Co.
for new tv station to operate on ch. 11 in
Toledo, Ohio, and denying competing applications of Great Lakes Bcstg. Co., Toledo Blade
Co., Unity Corp. Inc., Citizens Bcstg. Co., MauCorp.
mee
Valley Bestg. Co., and Anthony Wayne Tv
Affirming an examiner's initial decision of
Dec. 3, 1957 to grant application of Jackson
County Bcstg. Co. for new am station to operate
on 1320 kc, 500 w D, in Maquoketa, Iowa.
KRON-TV San Francisco, Calif.— Being advised that application to increase ant. height
from 1480 to 2049 ft. and change ant. system indicates necessity of hearing. Announced April 16.
KGO-TV San Francisco, Calif.— Being advised
that application to increase ant. height from 1348
to 1811 ft. and change transmission line indicates necessity of hearing. Announced April 16.
WLBT Jackson, Miss. — Being advised that action on application to change trans, location to
point 4 miles southeast of Raymond,, and 12 miles
southwest of Jackson, increase tower height to
1580 ft. above average terrain and 1949 ft. above
mean sea level, change ant. system and make
other equipment changes will be withheld until
definite date for immediate commencement of
construction at proposed trans, location is indicated by applicant. Announced April 16.
Historyland Radio Star Bcstg. Corp., Fredericksburg, Va.— Designated for consolidated
hearing applications for new am stations to operate on 1350 kc, 500 w D made WAVY Portsmouth, party to proceeding. Announced April 16. •
WBOF Virginia Beach, Va. — Designated for
hearing application to change facilities of WBOF
from 1600 kc, 1 kw D, to 1550 kc, 5 kw D, in consolidated proceeding with applications for new
Continues on page 129
Broadcasting

ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
date.
publication
preceding
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind bov number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO

RADIO
Help

Wanted

Management

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Unusual opportunity for advancement as general
manager and eventually as vice president of
metropolitan market station. Should have
previous experience as general manager in
smaller market. Under 40 with strong sales experience. Box 848D, BROADCASTING.

50,000 population Texas station wants one good
experienced announcer-personality. Exceptional
pay-opportunity. Southwest area men only need
apply. Tape and all information first letter. Box
915D, BROADCASTING.

Metropolitan daytime station needs manager with
good sales record experience and in smaller
market desirable. Box 849D, BROADCASTING.

Announcer — first phone, immediate opening, top
pay
and conditions. Call Box 936D, BROADCASTING.

Good men are very difficult to find — not because
there is a shortage of them, but because the good
men are afraid to change from an adequate position now — to an opportunity with another organization. Iown several major market stations
— well-rated — well promoted — and I offer an outstanding permanent opportunity for management
after a short period of intensive training in
sales management and administrative, based
purely
on intelligence
ability a— great
no-onedeal
is of
in
line ahead
of you. You and
can make
money — be wonderfully happy — and really exert
your own ideas and desires. Naturally, such a
person is now employed, but deeply wants such
an
honest
opportunity
very soon.
Why don't
you
write
me your
own resume
and ideas
regarding
management, programming philosophy and sales
management
thisand
evening?
Send you
photoare also.
I'm
looking
for you
I feel sure
looking
for me. Box 897D, BROADCASTING.

Want man for modern news approach. Man who
gets news, (free to make beeper calls around the
world) and delivers on air with interest, excitement. Will be in charge of news for top radio
in mid-west metropolis about to expand with
other stations. Will head up news for all stations.
Tape, photo, complete background to: Box 940D,
BROADCASTING.

Manager: You can buy a piece of country and
western station if you can run it. Must be a sharp
manager and believe in it. Metropolitan city coverage. Write your story to Box 946D, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Local sales manager wanted at 5000 watt NBC
affiliate in competitive midwest city of 55,000.
Weekly salary $110.00, plus percentage on sales.
Detail your experience and include picture with
first letter. Box 643D, BROADCASTING.
Full time sales — young woman 25 to 35 with
background in radio, southern California market, lovely town good possibilities. Start $300.00
per month. Chance for advancement. Photo and
references. Box 934D, BROADCASTING.
Ohio independent. Major market looking for
management material with successful sales background. Top opportunity for top man. Box 966D,
BROADCASTING.
Exceptional opportunity for young married, experienced salesman-announcer for new music
and new station northern California. Box 230,
Klamath Falls, Oregon.
Sales manager for San Francisco Bay area's leading fm station. Outstanding opportunity with adequate starting salary, excellent potential in a
progressive organization with unlimited future.
Must be intelligent, imaginative, hard-working.
Good character and business references required.
Send picture, resume, references. KPEN, Atherton, California.
Announcers
Florida. Need experienced personality top dj.
Above average salary. Promotion minded station. Send tape, background. Box 721D, BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan top-rated modern programming
station needs young, fast-paced, sharp production, live-wire announcer. Top station of one
of nation's
RushBROADCASTtape, background,leading
information. chains.
Box 746D,
ING.
500 watter, 50 miles from Philadelphia, needs experienced mature, resonant announcer-disc
jockey. Salary, bonus plan, record hop. Box 852D,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Radio newsman for large metropolitan
news operation. Must have professional newscast style, writing and reporting ability. Schedule
demands some tv writing and film-cutting.
Salary in vicinity of $100 weekly. Send experience resume, photo, tape and references to Box
900D, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

DJ who understands country and western music.
Must like it. No "Gabby" Hayes type. A climate.
record
tight on production. Excellent
spinner,
State
all in first letter, have tape available. Box
944D, BROADCASTING.
Hello you southern dj's. Do you have a Ernie
Ford delivery. Can you spin country and western
records and read your commercials sincerely.
Send
or tongue-in-cheek.
type available.
Jones tape
No Grandpa
resume
and have
North of Dixon
line. Good climate. Box 945D, BROADCASTING.
Girl dj's with southern accent or sincere deencouraging. Send reNot too sexy
sumelivery.
and picture
and but
have 15 minute tape ready.
Prefer girls who know and like country and
western. Box 947D, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for program manager at new
station in Pittsburgh area. Applicant must be
ambitious and willing to prove his qualifications
for more responsible position in management
years announcof this chain. Must have several man
with car.
ing experience. Prefer family
Send tape, resume, salary requirements and
photo immediately. Box 949D, BROADCASTING.

Young station needs "ole" announcer with
cheery, "morning" voice; also for sales, continuity. Quick advancement to assistant ormancall
ager if you fit. Must know board. Write
George Williams, KGHM, Brookfield, Mo.

seeks responsible anKOFO, Ottawa, Kansas,
nouncer-engineer (first class license) who likes
job with an effigood
do
to
local radio, desires
cient, congenial, small staff, and will enjoy livDaying in a good 11,000 town with a future.
on studio-transmitter,
timer, 250 watts. Combinati
announce
Good
ce.
maintenan
Gates. Moderate
shift. Send information, tape. Roderick B. Cupp,
Manager.
All-around staff announcer with experience in
play-by-play baseball. Send replies to Radio
KONG, Visalia, California.

fm network has imExpanding "Fine Music"
mediate opening in the Boston area for above
engineer with
average announcer-first phone
classical music background. Applicants should
resume,
complete
tape,
submit recent photo,
Station
and salary requirements in first reply.
WBCN, Concert Network, Inc., 171 Newbury
Street, Boston 16, Massachusetts.
Announcer, experienced in operating radio board,
capable of assuming television assignments. Send
info, tape, picture to Len Anderson, WKBH, La
Crosse, Wisconsin.
Announcer, first ticket. Tape. Salary? Also continuity girl. WSHE, Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Disc jockey-newsman, experienced, but looking
to grow and develop in an operafor opportunity
tion where you will be appreciated. Your success
is our success. Send tape, resume, photo to Program Director, WTTH, Port Huron.
California 250 watter 2>/2 hours from Hollywood
needs announcer with 2nd or 3rd ticket. Send
tape and resume. Gilson Broadcasting, Inc., 3111
Floye Drive, Hollywood 46, California.

RADIO
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Chief engineer for eastern Pennsylvania am-tv
operation. Must have supervisory as well as
technical ability. Box 831D, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer combination. 1000 watt
midwest daytimer. Emphasis on good voice and
personality. Up to $500.00 for right man. Resume,
tape, photo to Box 866D, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer or sales combo. Immediate
opening. Salary $70 up. Chain of New Hampshire
stations. Box 904D, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Metropolitan top-rated station needs alert allaround girl Friday. A real opportunity. Write
General Manager. Box 747D, BROADCASTING.
Florida station wants sharp gal to handle continuity. Must be experienced, good writer, exceptional organizer, strong on details. Write fully
enclosing snap shot and references. Box 873D,
BROADCASTING.
Fully accredited Iowa agency has opening for
an experienced radio-tv director. Must be able
to create copy with a powerful selling punch,
supervisecounts.station
production
anddesirable,
service but
acSome agency
experience
initiative is a "must". You will have complete
charge of radio-tv operations of this growing
agency and be given full creative rein. Salary
to $6,000 plus generous profit sharing plan. Send
complete background and availabiltiy date. Box
926D, BROADCASTING.
Combination female announcer-coppywriter.
Must be able to conduct women's program and
handle all kinds of copy writing. Good situation for right girl. Send all details, recorded
audition and photo to George T. Frechette,
WFHR, Wisconsin Rapids.
Producer-announcer-idea man for San Diego,
California station who can write, produce, and
voice all types of production spot announcements
utilizing sounds, music and ingenuity. Rush details, photo, salary requirements and taped
sample of work to Radio, P.O. Box 628, San
Diego
California. Sorry, will be unable to
return 12,
tapes.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Stations selling mailorder, specialties to senior
citizens send rates. Vern Baker, Elyria, Ohio.
Management
General manager/sales manager fulltime indemarket. SeeksAgere-affiliaeastern
pendent major
tion radio-tv
group
or independent.
32. Ten
years radio-tv. College grad. Current earnings
$20,000. Box 875D, BROADCASTING.

Station manager— years of radio management.
Aggressive personal selling, result producing
programming, harmonious operation. Stable
appearance and busifamily man, isgood
mid-age mixer.
no substitute for experi"There
ness
ence " Prefer south. Medium or small market.
Salary and percentage. Available May first. Box
935D, BROADCASTING.

Fourteen
managerin. sales.
sales strong
managern., Very
nced televisio
Experie
Canyears radio,
proSolid
ion.
train staff for toughest competitnt record, lop
gram background, too. Excelle
rate policies
references. Only stations with firm
considered. Box 943D, BROADCASTING.

16 years experiManager
programd. director, television
managerly, employe
ence,radiopresent
also network
r,
manage
cial
commer
r,
manage
.rs. Box
ING
AST
ADC
employe
948D,
BROBest
ces all
referen
and agency.
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RADIO

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
12 years experience programming, announcing
and sales. Excellent references. Small market
preferred. Box 951D. BROADCASTING.
Experienced broadcaster, 17 years in radio and
television management. Can sell, promote, program, operate, and produce results! Available
immediately. Wire or write Box 961D, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
A nnouncers

Southeastern Georgia or Florida. 12 years in
radio, last eight with same station. Desires permanent position medium size station to manage.
Will consider commercial manager large station.
Under 40. Plenty of know-how and drive. Large
family. Presently commercial manager. Box 969D,
BROADCASTING.
Selling-manager, 36. family; eleven years broadsportscasting; eight managing.
caster, newscaster.
Just sold Experienced
out after converting
high loss operation into 20', profit annually.
Trade proven techniques for increasing gross
and profits for adequate compensation, permanencj with western station. For interview during convention
wire Gil Lieser, Lincoln 8-3492.
Redmond,
Oregon.
Sales
Go-getter, experienced, seeking good potential.
Prefer deal including air work. Can run own
board.
man — what you're looking
for.
Box All
734D,around
BROADCASTING.
Versatile, dependable, salesmanager with ability
to increase sales. Experience as station manager
and chief engineer. Prefer Rocky Mountains or
west. Box 973D, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sports announcer baseball, football, basketball.
Excellent voice, finest of references. Box 402D,
BROADCASTING.
DJ, sports, news announcer with management
background. Nine years experience desires permanent position with established station. Married, responsible man. Minimum salary $150.00.
Box 429D, BROADCASTING.

Experienced staff announcer wants to relocate
immediately in deep south. 24 years old and
veteran. Very reliable. Available today. Box
925D, BROADCASTING.
Young, aggressive New Orleans deejay-announcer with 5 years experience wishes to relocate. Box 930D, BROADCASTING.
Country dj — Friendly delivery. Sing, play guitar,
gimmicks. Tape, resume. Box 932D, BROADCASTING.
Seattle
calling, music-news
experience.
No
maintenance.
Prefer western
music. First.
Box
933D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 1st phone. Fully trained radio, tv.
Wants first job. Prefer western states. Family
man. Resume, tape. Box 941D, BROADCASTING.
Rock roll dj, stable, mature. Desires personality
station. Can deliver for aggressive management.
No top forty! Box 950D, BROADCASTING.
Radio school graduate. Told by industry people
IING.
have great potential. Box 952D, BROADCASTStaff announcer, experienced, good on music and
news. Prefer northeast. Available immediately.
Box 953D, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding dj personality, 3 years experience.
Ready to sell and entertain your audience now.
Want to settle, not float. Box 954D, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey, radio school graduate, young, ambitious, light on experience, heavy on potential.
Salary secondary to opportunity. Family man.
Tape and resume. Box 958D, BROADCASTING.
Attention music-news indie. Announcer light, but
good experience. Strong news, smooth dj. Tape
treble. Box 957D, BROADCASTING.
First phone. Experienced. Excellent versatile announcer. Married. Wishes permanent position tv
or radio. Box 960D, BROADCASTING.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Announcer, 1st phone, preventative maintenance
only. Available now, $85, no car. Berkshire 7-6721
after
5:00 PM. Walter Piasecki, 2219 N. Parkside,
Chicago.
Job wanted in radio or tv station. Have 1st class
FCC phone license. Coyne grad. No announcing.
Prefer Wisconsin or surrounding area. Contact
David Wordell, Hilbert R. #1, Wisconsin.
Production-Progra m ming, Others
$600 monthly. Sports director and versatile executive with experience and proven ability. Box
821D, BROADCASTING.
Available July 1st. Idea girl packed with remedies for keeping sponsors happy. Experienced.
College degree. Box 872D, BROADCASTING.
Husband, father, copywriter craves creating
copy. Consider kilocycle creating considerable
more currency than currently collecting. Can
you comply? Box 942D, BROADCASTING.
Comptroller highly experienced in radio and tv
station operation. Adept at working with sales
staff and tight credit clients. Box 959D, BROADCASTING.
Program manager available for midwest. 35, 10
CASTing.
years
programming, married. Box 963D, BROADTELEVISION
Help

Wanted
Sales

Salesman with know-how for vhf in rich southwest market. Box 806D, BROADCASTING.
Fine opportunity for dependable, energetic salesman in important Texas market. Box 808D,
BROADCASTING.
Major midwest market (top 50) has opening for
experienced television salesman. Creative selling
essential. Send complete details with recent photo
to Box 827D, BROADCASTING.

DJ announcer. Go anywhere. Ready now. Run
own board. Can sell, too. Steady — no bad habits.
Love to build audiences and grab accounts.
Tape and resume. Box 733D, BROADCASTING.

Experienced radio newsman, college. Writing, reporting and delivery ability; spot interviews
political dinner and grand jury trials. Desires
radio or tv in the mid-west. Bill Anthony, CE 34277, So. Bend, Indiana.

Girl-personality, dj, run own board. Eager to
please. Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales.
Box 732D, BROADCASTING.

Veteran sportscaster Fritz Van available immediately. Radio or television. 1413 East Main,
Little Chute, Wisconsin.

A fast growing network affiliated eastern vhf station needs a hard hitting, self-starting, show-theway type of local salesman to head up, and show
a local staff how to score. Are you the man?
Write Box 962D, BROADCASTING.

Negro deejay, good board man, fast patter,
smooth
production. I'm the one you're looking
for.
ING. Tape and resume. Box 793D, BROADCAST-

Look no further! Seven months top radio station experience. Radio school graduate. Parker
Gronwold, 1338, Marengo Avenue, Forest Park,
Illinois. FOrest 6-0635.

Need real go-out-getter who wants to make
real money in good market. All it needs is
effort.
Albany, Call
Ga. or see Jack Sholar, WALB-TV,

Disc-jockey announcer, five years experience.
Superb credit, excellent voice, clever gimmicks
rhyming intros, restricted ticket. Available now.
Tape,
ING. etc., on request. Box 844D, BROADCAST-

Experienced combo man with 1st phone, presently employed, family man, vet, will travel.
Bill
Calif. Kennedy, 5927 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,

Experienced radio announcer seeks permanent
position
CASTING.in New York state. Box 916D, BROADVersatile announcer, 2\'2 years experience, strong
news, dj. Available immediately. Box 917D,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer: Experienced in metropolitan
fm station. Heavy on news. All types dj also
skilled in writing profit making continuity. Age
33. Married. Sober. Steady. Prefer southern market. Tape available upon request. Box 920D,
BROADCASTING.
L
Announcer-dj currently top rating in 300,000 city.
Five years present position. Desire more competitive situation, presumably larger market.
Offer personality, maturity, integrity. And you?
Box 921D, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-lst phone. 1 year experience, radio.
Wants radio job with tv potential. Fully trained
tv. Box 924D, BROADCASTING.
Radio-TV Creative Manager
$25,000 Plus
4 A Agency, New York City. Top level management and client contact experience; broad
campaign planning; talent, etc.; under 45.
HENRY SCHAPPER AGENCY
Personnel for the Communication Arts
15 East 40th Street, New York 16, N.Y.
Murray Hill 3-8626
Paul Baron For Radio- TV -Film- Advertising
Page 126
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Radio-tv announcer wants immediate radio appointment. 5years experience. Staff, sports, playby-play. Creative talent, mature voice, news,
music, commercials, special events. Control
board, third ticket, married. Glenn Martin,
1972 Boardman-Poland Road, Youngstown, Ohio.
Plaza 5-1875.

Today's business best in history. Need one more
young ambitious salesman to help keep ball
rolling. Prefer successful radio or television
salesman now selling in midwest. Salary, commission and future with multi-station ownership.
Lloyd D. Loers, Lee Radio, Inc., Mason City,
Iowa.
Announcers

Radio school grad. Single, experienced, announcer, play-by-play, news gathering and reporting, college. Tim Mitchell, 10833/C St. James
Ave., South Gate, Calif. NE 6-6414.

TV weatherman-announcer for midwest medium
market, NBC affiliate, must be experienced in
delivering authoritative weather roundup, and
capable of doing other announcing chores. Write
Box 923D, BROADCASTING.

I know an outstanding mature disc jockey who
can build your station top ratings. His spontaneous sparkling style is just what your sales
dept. needs. Have known him four of his fifteen
years in radio. Available now. Theron Shreve,
1419 Abbott Road, East Lansing, Michigan.

Need news man for combined radio-television
job. Must be able to prepare and delivery on
camera. Send tape, picture, background information, references and salary requirements first
letter. Call or write KTHV, Little Rock, Ark.
Phone FRanklin 4-3764.

Technical
Engineer with twenty years experience and first
phone wants position with security. Experience
as chief engineer and directional. Box 955D,
BROADCASTING.
Inexperienced 1st class license family man needs
job. Non-drinker. Play western rhythm guitar
and type. 5202 Bradford Drive, Dallas, Texas.
Phone LA-88305.
First phone, two years college (electronics), studio, transmitter experience, some announcing.
Family. Walter Andrus, KSBY-TV, San Luis
Obispo, Calif.
Engineer, 1st class radiotelephone license, available immediately.
Brookline,
Mass. Peter Gundersen, 123 High St.,

Need personable on-camera announcer for full
power network affiliate station in southwest.
Please send tape, picture and film, if available,
and salary requirements. Call or write KTHV,
Little Rock, Ark. Phone FRanklin 4-3764.
Technical
Chief engineer for eastern Pennsylvania am-tv
operation. Must have supervisory as well as
technical ability. Box 831D, BROADCASTING.
Urgent: Field service engineer. Able install and
service telecast equipment for manufacturer.
Customer relations know-how essential. Also
need experienced tv equipment design engineer.
Midwest location. Excellent opportunity. Box
965D, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

TELEVISION
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

TV technician for vacation relief. Salary $95.00.
License required. WHIO-TV, Dayton, Ohio.
Vacation technicians for am and tv. May 1 to
October 31. Must have 1st class license. Contact
Wm. Stringfellow, WSPD, Toledo, Ohio.

FOR

SALE

FOR

Experienced builder-operator offers small station
plan book. Five floor plans you can build. $3.75
postpaid. Station Planning Service, Box 2001,
Station A, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Stations

Production-Programming, Others
Copywriter who can write selling commercials
with speed, imagination. Texas vhf. Box 807D,
BROADCASTING.

Golden opportunity — will never come up again.
I am a multiple major market operator — because
of needed power, I have an extra station available in a major southwest market, programming
hillbilly-western
with responsible
outstandingparty
results.
I'll
help an experienced,
get this
station. You pay only 15 down on total of
$85,000
— I'llonpayterms.
20 down
for you,action
leavingnecessary.
balance
of $50,000
Immediate
Air mail. Box 898D, BROADCASTING.

Continuity writers: Two writers for midwest television station. Experience preferred, but not
absolutely necessary. These positions are copy
exclusively. Send resume and sample copy to
J. W. Kelin, Production Manager, P.O. Box 470,
Rockford, Illinois.

1 kw daytimer, major Colorado market, selling
minority interest, possible acquire control. Excellent potential with genuine promotion. Others
same area, class selling triple price. Information
only to bona fide prospect. Box 931D, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Management
Manager, 16 years experience as television manager and commercial manager, as radio manager and program director. Increased billing on
all stations over 100%. Also agency and network
experiences.
Best refernces. Box 780D, BROADCASTING.
Desire television management opportunity! Have
had eight years successful sales and management experience. Currently have responsible
management position with syndicated film company. Married and wish to settle. Box 919D,
BROADCASTING.
TV station owners, general managers. Want to
play more golf, fish more often, take longer,
more frequent vacations? The answer is a good,
experienced assistant, with broad experience.
Available now. For full details of a man with
what
it takes, write or wire Box 956D, BROADCASTING.
Sales
TV time salesman ambitious, young (30) with
10 years proven experience desires real sales
opportunity with major tv outlet where drive
and performance will be of mutual benefit. Box
938D, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Exceptional morning personality over 5 years.
Spontaneous. Select best music, no r&r, interested in tv. Married, veteran, college. $150 week.
Box 918D, BROADCASTING
How to win ratings and influence sponsors. The
new necessity for distinctive programming, a
smoothly run "Bandstand" show. Guaranteed
results. Proven mc-dj now employed in top 10
market. Box 929D, BROADCASTING.
TV announcer with camera directing experience
avaialble immediately. Prefer southwest, need
$100.00 weekly. Arthur Johnson, 501 Northwest
14th St., Oklahoma City, Forrest 5-3818.
Production-? ', ogramming Others
Traffic-continuity director: Experienced preparation daily logs, contact handling, availabilities,
copywriting. College, single, free to travel, references. Box 822D, BROADCASTING.
Television director — producer. 6 years staff directing. Free-lance announcer, news and commercial photographer with own equipment.
Have produced and directed own shows, film
commercials. College grad., 27, with family.
References from present station. Box 927D,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman with 11 years radio and television
news experience, past six as news director of
300 thousand set market. Desires to relocate because of de-emphasis of news in present position.
Hard and conscientious worker. Excellent record
and references as newsman, reporter, photographer and on camera newscaster. Box 937D,
BROADCASTING.
TV news director available. Am fully experienced radio and tv-gathering, editing, writing,
capable supervisor — strong on camera delivery,
highest compeitive ratings in 3 station market.
Will relocate. Phone 3-5670 or address "Applicant", 204 Waterman, Texarkana, Texas.
Radio broadcasting diploma -English Degree.
Three years radio, all phases. Two seasons summer stock. Writer. Wants television news or
commercials. All particulars available. Single.
28. 5' ture.
10".Charles
Anywhere
Kneisler, America.
Box 427, Assiduous,
New York ma17.
Broadcasting

West Coast, $42,500. 1000 watt
lated growth market. Average
past two years, $61,000. Priced
stantial y, al cash is required
939D, BROADCASTING.

daytimer in isoannual gross for
under gross subto purchase. Box

Northwest quarter-kilowatt $95,000.00 29% down.
Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8630 W.
Olympic, Los Angeles.
TV. Two television stations in growing secondary markets of south. Both in the black, one
having recently achieved this status and the
other having a steady record of earnings. Some
financing can be arranged, with less than $300,000 cash required on each. Chapman Company,
1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta.
Midwest. Medium market station, $200,000. Chapman Company, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta;
33 West Micheltorena, Santa Barbara; or 17 East
48th, New York.
Three stations in industrial TVA sections priced
at $65,000, $90,000 and $150,000. Terms. Chapman
Company, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta.
Florida. Small market stations, prices ranging
from $33,000 and down payments as low as $7,500.
Medium market stations at $155,000 and $300,000
total on terms. Major market fm station with
steady profit record. Chapman Company, 1182
West Peachtree, Atlanta.
Wyoming single-market quarter-kilowatt. $8,500.00
down. Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8630 W.
Olympic, Los Angeles.
List with us, net to you. We have buyers for
radio and tv stations. HOLCO, 514 Hemp. Ave.,
W. Hempstead, N. Y.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Former radio and television owners and operators.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States,
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
To Buy or sell a station in the west. Chapman
Company, 33 West Micheltorena St., Santa Barbara, California.
Now available. Single-station market. Ozark
wonderland. Inside the St. Louis-Memphis-Tulsa
triangle. Ralph Erwin. Broker. Tuloma Building.
Tulsa.
KHIL Brighton, Colorado— 800 kc— 500 watts,
non-directional covers metropolitan Denver
with 4.8 M/V. No real estate, leases so reasonable
you
to ownrunning
it. New atGates
equipment.
1000 can't
watt afford
transmitter
500 watts.
Went
on air May 26, 1956. A station that can be worth
$200,000 in 2y2 years and I can show you how.
Why a don't
keep it?
Because
I don't
to
run
damn I radio
station.
I want
back want
in the
orchestra business where I spent 20 years seeing the world through a windshield. Total price,
$80,000, $17,500.00 down with the balance in five
years. Contact:
Harry
"Tiny" Colorado.
Hill, Owner,Phone:
Post
Office
Box 307,
Brighton,
Brighton 799 or Denver, ATlas 8-0956.

SALE — (Cont'd)

Equipment
General Radio frequency
deviation meter type
681-B, ser. 494. Asking $100. General Radio frequency monitor type 475-C, ser. 585. Asking $150.
RCA modulation monitor, type number unknown,
pre-war vintage. Name your own price. Box
970D, BROADCASTING.
2-CB11 Gates tables. 3-speed. Good, $60.00 each.
Gates 250A transmitter — make offer. Gates 3Channel dynamote complete. Good $75.00. KFGT,
Fremont, Nebraska.
Tapak, spring wind, portable tape recorder.
Standard newscaster model, 7V2 IPS. Mike,
headset, carrying strap, instruction book. Cost
$310 several years ago. Used little. Make offer.
KOFO, Ottawa, Kansas.
1-Raytheon 1000 watt RF1000A fm transmitter.
1-Hewlett Packard fm monitor and modulation
meter model 335B. 1-Raytheon fm volume liniter
model RL10. 150 feet of 1-5/8" Heliax flexible
transmission line. 120 feet of 1-5/8" metal clad
Andrew type 451 transmission line in 20 ft.
lengths. 1-Raytheon fm antenna FMT-1. 2-Gates
pre-amplifiers model PRE-1. 2-Gates pre-amplifiers model PRE-4. 1-Gates power supply model
PWR-5. 1-Gates power supply model PWR-3. 1Gates program amplifier — PGM-4. 1-Gates program amplifier — PGM-1. 3-Gates plug in mounting racks for above equipment. All of the above
equipment slightly used but in good operational
condition. Will sell all together or individually.
For information concerning equipment contact
WBEC, Pittsfield, Mass.
Equipment
for crates,
sale: 540'
Andrews
452 co-ax,
new,
original
fittings
and 3Va"
hangers.
GE 1
kw amplifier, little used, good condition. GE rack,
two program and one monitor amplifier, two
jack panels
accessories.
GE Peekskill,
transmitterNY.
console. ContactandManager,
WLNA,
Weather warning receivers — for Conelrad and
Disaster weather warnings. Air Alert II — $46.50.
Air Alert I— $89.50. Write: Miratel, Inc., 1080
Dionne St. St. Paul 13, Minnesota.
Tapak newscaster recorder, used, but recently
factory reconditioned. $185. Jim Hairgrove,
KFRD, Rosenberg, Texas.
Truscon self-supporting tower height above insulators, 325 feet. Wind loading 90 I.M.P.H. Complete with lighting. Tower to be sold standing.
In excellent condition. U. L. Lynch, Technical
Director, KMMJ, Grant Island, Nebraska.
Rewound modulation transformer for RCA BTA5-F transmitter. New condition. $850.00 FOB
Tallahassee, Fla. W. A. Snowden, WCTV.
1 Prodelin, Inc. teleplexer tuned for channel 18,
for sale. Contact J. W. Robertson, Chief Engineer,
WLEX-TV, Lexington, Kentucky.
Video monitors — 8 megacycle — plug in construction. 14"— $215.00,of 17"—
$219.00,
21"— $259.00.
Proven
in thousands
closed
circuit
and broadcast
installations. Miratel monitors are delivered
under several trade names. Factory direct sales.
Write:
Miratel, Inc., 1080 Dionne St., St. Paul 13,
Minnesota.
WANTED

TO

BUY

Stations
Small or medium market radio station or cp.
Give details, terms. All replies confidential. Box
626D, BROADCASTING.
Would like to buy west Texas radio station. Will
keep your reply strictly confidential. Prefer
single market. Box 867D, BROADCASTING

$20,000.00 down on small market am staAround
tion in midwest. Box 922D, BROADCASTING.
Two experienced radio executives. Will buy or
lease with option to buy. This is not broker offer.
Box 972D, BROADCASTING.

Arizona — Excellent daytimer — Wilt Gunzendorfer
and Associates, 8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles.

Want southwest station priced from $50,000 up to
1/4 million. Experienced broadcaster. Contact Bo
Johnson, KVWC, Vernon, Texas.

Equipment
Collins 300E 250w transmitter in excellent condition. Available in thirty days. Best offer takes.
Box 905D, BROADCASTING.

Buyers for all types and sizes of stations. Sale
or no charge. In the west, contact Ed Twamley,
33 West Micheltorena, Santa Barbara; North,
Ralph Hunter, 17 East 48th, New York; South,
1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta.
Bill Chapman,
Chapman
Company.

Several RCA Iconascope camera chains and
type 1850A tubes, slightly used. Box 928D,
BROADCASTING.

Radio stations. TeleSouthwest properties only.
. Closed-circuit
sa.
levision
Tul
.Wired-te
vision stations.
ing
theaters. Ralph Erwin. Broker. Tuloma BuildApril 21, 1958
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WANTED

TO

Help

Equipment

watt RCA451G North
with RCA
24.

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821 - 19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting May 1, June 25,
September
October 29.write
For William
information,
references and3,reservations
B. Ogden
Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
MISCELLANEOUS
H.M. Von Reitter Bowley, television and radio
bingo game sheets. 1025 Lincoln, Denver 4,
Colorado. Tel: Alpine 5-7093.
RADIO
Help

AND

If you're in a small market — and
want to move to a bigger one, with
scope for your talent, this may be
your opportunity.
We're looking for unusual talent
whether your's is a novelty, gimmick or straight approach. We
want a man who knows
and can prove it.

he's good,

X Send an off-the-air tape, photo, bio.
. . . and sell us.
P. 0. Box

TV SALES

of the nation's top multiple station operations

is ex-

tv, in several

mar-

kets. If you qualify, this is a
real opportunity
first team.

to get on the

All markets

are in

the east. Compensation

is by

salary and

some

broadcast

commission;
time

sales

experi-

ence is essential. These
career

positions

opportunity
Write

or

with

for advancement.
wire

Box

BROADCASTING.
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720D,

TV Announcer and Director
Immediate opening with growing CBSABC affiliate. Prefer family man over
30, ready to move west to a permanent
position. Must be versatile on-camera
announcer and director. Salary in accord
with ability. Send photo, tape, background, references and when available to
KBAK-TV, Box 1448, Bakersfield, Calif.
Situations Wanted
TV

I
?_<5>-. yy~.

:x k:
yy^. -^yy. yy-. yy~ yyr. '^r. yy~. yy-' yyn yy-. yy~, .

Experienced
announcer-newsman
ed by first-rate
station. Must be needwell- ^
versed in all phases of radio, including
production and programming. Send
tape, picture to Program Director
§
KWTX
Radio
Texas §
& Waco
■yyy. yy-. yy-- ~sy. S/- yy~. 'yy~.
~Sy~ yy^- Sy~yy~- yy~- i\

MANAGER with exceptional background in both formula and standard operations. Presently employed in major
western market. Will invest in and manage absentee or group owned radio station. Also consider exclusive management both radio and tv. Management
record several major stations. Guaranferred.tees results. West or southwest preBox 964D, BROADCASTING
Announcers
NEED
A D. J.?
B. C. A. Placement Service has them . . . with
and without experience. All eager to please
and make you moneyl Best trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas. Thoroughly
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1639 Broadway, Capitol Theatre Bldg.
N. Y. C 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1918. No charge for either party.
Production-Programming, Others

are

ample

Wants
and versatile
Permanent j]
nonncer. experienced
Play-by-play desirable.
an- i<
job and good living conditions.
Box 974D, BROADCASTING

Radio City Station
New York 19, N. Y.

panding its sales staff, both
radio and

SOUTHWESTERN
RADIO & TELEVISION

425 B

Management

OPPORTUNITIES
One

DISC JOCKEY

Situations Wanted

Sales

RADIO

WANTED:

RADIO

Wanted

Help Wanted
Announcers

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
:x k:

Want one studio transmitter link for fm broadcast service 900 mc channel. Contact KFMM, Box
5585, Tucson, Arizona.
I kw fm transmitter. Will trade 250
250A fm transmitter or sell. KYFM
Libby, Oklahoma City.
10 kw fm power amplifier for use
BTF-3B transmitter. WNIB, Chicago

TELEVISION

RADIO

BUY

Five years experience as station owner, P.D.
and announcer, North and South. Married
coUegre grrad. (Illinois) , veteran, 28 years old.
Reliable, with thorougrh knowledge of radio
and some TV. Fine record of audience pull.
Long- music
and announcing:
stage background.
consider P.D. or
position Will
or both
in any section of XJ. S. or Canada. Prefer city
over 100,000 population. Salary open. References, photo and tape available upon reTexas. quest. Jack DuBlon, KWFK San Angelo,

DIRECTOR-PRODUCER

Experienced in all phases of TV production and operation. Coordinator director
of award winning shows. Desire position
demanding imaginative director well
versed in practical TV production. Excellent references.
Box 743D, BROADCASTING
FOR

SALE

OPPORTUNITY
Western Electric 5-C
5 KW AM Transmitter
NOW in Operation
Complete or any parts
Including some spares
14 8C 22 volt Generators,
motors, cooling system, tubes,
700C Xtal Oscillators,
Transformers, bias supply,
1600 volt-supply
Available about May
Contact WFBL,

1st

Syracuse, N. Y.

RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
YOUR SOURCE FOR:
HIGH CONDUCTIVITY ELECTROLYTIC
1"
to 12" copper
widths strapping — .016" to .064" thick
Bonding
Copper ground wire — #8 — #10— #12 gauge
Copper
screen
mesh — footage
.026" x needed
8' x 24'
Write expanded
for quotation
— advise
J. L. Clark Metals Co.
2108 S. Ashland Ave.
Chicago 8, III.
Haymarket 1-4533
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI- 193
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

A SpecializedCommercial
Service For
Managers
Managers
Chief Engineer
Program Managers
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
BROADCASTERS EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE 1
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington 7, D. C.
Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD continues from page 124
am stations of South Norfolk Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
South Norfolk, and Denbigh Bcstg. Co., Denbigh;
order supersedes with respect to issues only.
Commission's
order of Oct.
2, 1957 Norfolk
designating
for
hearing applications
of South
and
Denbigh. Announced April 16.
Birch Bay Bcstg. Co., Blaine, Wash. — Designated for hearing application for new am station
to operate on 550 kc, 500 w D; made KVI Seattle,
Wash., party to proceeding. Announced April 16.
By order. Commission denied request in Jan.
9. 1957 petition by American Bcstg. Co. (WABC)
New York City, for reconsideration of Commission's authorization to Albuquerque Bcstg. Co.
for temportary operation of station KOB Albuquerque, N. M., on 770 kc, with directional ant.,
pending final resolution of KOB permanent
status. Announced April 16.
By order of April 11, Commission, on petitions,
accepted amendments to applications of Booth
Radio & Tv Stations Inc., to change name to
Booth Bcstg. Co., and of Jackson Bcstg. & Tv
Corp. to show death of director and stockholder,
Donald M. Teer, co-executors named, etc.; reooened record to note changes encompassed by
amendments and closed record; also granted petitions of applicants to extent that each applicant
and Broadcast Bureau be allowed 30 minutes
each for oral argument on exceptions to initial
decision in Parma-Onondaga, Mich. (ch. 10),
comparative proceeding. Other applicants in proceeding are Triad Tv Corp., Tv Corp. of Mich.
Inc., and State Board of Agriculture.
Commission on April 10 postponed without
date oral argument previously scheduled for
April 21 in proceeding involving application of
Town & Country Radio Inc., for new am station
in Rockford, 111., pending consideration of petition by Plough Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WJJD) Chicago,
111., to reopen record.
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING DISMISSED
Wood's Bcstg.
Co., Mount
Airy, so
N. as
C. — toPetition
requesting
amendment
of rules
make
following changes: Change ch. 10 in Roanoke,
Va., to ch. 9, and assign ch. 10 to petitioner at
Mount Airy. Announced April 11.
NARBA

Notifications

CANADA
Notification under the provisions of Part III,
Sec. 2 of the North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement.
List of changes, proposed changes, and corrections in assignments of Canadian broadcast
stations modifying appendix containing assignments of Canadian broadcast stations attached
to the recommendations of the North American
Regional Broadcasting Agreement Engineering
meeting, Jan. 30, 1941.
560 kc
Corner Brook, Nfld. — 1 kw DA-N, unl. Class
III. EIO 3-1-59.
800 kc
CJBQ Belleville, Ont.— 1 kw DA-1, unl. Class
II. Now in operation.
900 kc
CJVI Victoria, B. C.— 10 kw DA-1, unl. Class
II. Now in operation.
920 kc
Woodstock, N. B.— 1 kw DA-N, unl. Class III.
EIO 3-1-59.
CJCH Halifax, N. S.— 5 kw DA-N, unl. Class
III. Now in operation.
980 kc
CKWX
Vancouver,
B. C—(Vide:
5' kw 1130DA-1,
Class
III. Delete
assignment.
kc.) unl.
CKNW New Westminster, B. C— 5 kw DA-1,
unl. Class III. EIO 3-1-59.
1050 kc
CFAM Altona, Man.— 5 kw DA-2, unl. Class
II. Delete assignment.
CKSB St. Boniface, Man.— 10 kw DA-N, unl
Class II. EIO 3-1-59. (PO: 1250 kc, 1 kw DA-1.)
1080 kc
CHED Edmonton, Alt. — 10 kw D, DA-N, 1 kw
N, unl. Class II. Now in operation.
1150 kc
CKX Brandon, Man.— 5 kw D, ND, 1 kw N, unl.
Class III. Now in operation.
1230 kc
CJBQ Belleville, Ont.— 0.25 ND, unl. Class IV.
Delete assignment. (Vide: 800 kc.)
1290 kc
CFAM Altona, Man.— 5 kw DA-1, unl. Class
III. EIO 3-1-59. (PO: 1290 kc, 1 kw DA-1.)
1310 kc
CJRH Richmond Hill, Ont. — 0.25 kw N, DA-2
1 kw D, unl. Class III day, Class IV night. EIO
3-1-59. (PO: 1300 kc, 0.5 kw ND D.)
1330 kc
Calgary, Alt.— 5 kw DA-1, unl. Class III. EIO
3-1-59. New.
CUBA
Notification of new Cuban radio stations, and
of changes, modifications and deletions of existing stations, in accordance with Part III, Sec. F
of the North American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement, Washington, D. C, 1950.
Broadcasting

1020 kc
CMDO Banes, Oriente— 0.25 0.1 N unl. Class II.
5-6-58 (PO: 1560 kc).
1170 kc
CMBR Habana, Habana— 0.25 unl. Class II. 3-958. (Change call letters and location, previously
CMAR Pinar del Rio.)
1190 kc
CMK
Habana—
0.25
unl. Class II. Delete. (Vide:
1200 kc.)
CMAR Pinar del Rio— 0.25 unl. Class II. 3-9-58.
1200 kc
CMK Habana, Habana— 0.25 unl. Class II. 3-958. (PO: 1190 kc.)
1280 kc
CMAP (New.)
Guane, Pinar del Rio— 0.25 unl. Class IV.
5-6-58.
1370 kc
CMBN Santa Fe, Isla de Pinos, Habana— 0.25
unl. Class IV. 6-13-58.
1560 kc
CMDO Banes, Oriente— 0.25 unl. Class IV. Delete. (Vide: 1020 kc.)

By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
on dates shown
Ordered that hearing previously scheduled for
April 16 is continued to May 7 on application of
WHAS Inc. (WHAS-TV ch. 11) Louisville, Ky.,
to change trans, and ant. location. Action April 9.
Granted motion by Huntington-Montauk Bcstg.
Co. Inc., Huntington, N. Y., for continuance of
prehearing conference from April 11 to April 14
at 2:00 p.m. in proceeding on its fm application
and that of Riverside Church in the City of New
York, New York, N. Y. Action April 8.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on April 8
Scheduled further prehearing conference on
June 19 and hearing scheduled for April 30 is
continued to June 24 in tv ch. 13 proceeding
Hampton-Norfolk, Va.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
on April 8
Granted motion of Sarkes Tarzian Inc., BowlingmonyGreen,
Ky., respects
to correct
of testiin various
in tvtranscript
ch. 13 proceeding,
Bowling Green, Ky.

Routine

Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham on April 10
Ordered that Examiner Charles J. Frederick, in
lieu of Hugh B. Hutchison, will serve at hearing
scheduled for May 7 re application of WHAS Inc.
(WHAS-TV
ch. location.
11) Louisville, Ky., to change
trans,
and ant.
Scheduled hearings for June 16 on fm applications of KWG Bcstg. Co., and Valley Bcstrs.
Inc., Stockton, Calif.; and on fm applications of
Mid-America Bcstrs. Inc., and Mutual Bcstg.
System Inc., San Francisco, Calif.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
on April 11
Further continued hearing from April 15 to
May 5 re application of Video Independent Theatres Inc. (KVIT ch. 2) Santa Fe, N. M.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on dates shown
Postponed hearing from April 15 to April 16,
and scheduled additional hearing for May 20 re
am applications of Binder-Carter-Durham Inc.
(WAMM) Flint, Mich., et al. Action April 11.
Granted petition by Herbert P. Michels, Auburn, N. Y., for leave to amend his am application to change frequency from 1050 kc to 1590
kc, change power from 250 w to 0.5 kw, substitute DA system for one presently specified, and
supply additional financial data, and application,
as amended, is removed from hearing status and
returned to Commission's processing line. Action
April 11.
Cancelled prehearing conference scheduled for
April 22, and rescheduled hearing for April 23
in lieu of May 12 on am application of Century
Radio Corp., Baldwinsville, N. Y. Action April 14.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
on April 10
Continued hearing conference from April 17
to May 20 and continued indefinitely hearing
scheduled for May 12 in proceeding on applications of L. E. U. Bcstg. Co., Jet Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
and WERC Bcstg. Corp., for new tv stations to
operate on ch. 66 in Erie, Pa.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
on April 10
Scheduled oral argument for April 11, at 1:00
p.m. on joint request of New Mexico Bcstg. Co.
Inc. and Alvarado Tv Co. Inc. for subpena
duces tecum in proceeding on application of
Video Independent Theatres Inc. (KVIT) Santa
Fe, N. M.

Cincinnati's

Most

Independent
50,000

BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of April 11
WXCN,
WNCN,
WHCN,
WBCN Providence,
R. I., New York, N. Y., Hartford, Conn., and
Boston, Mass. — Granted relinquishment of positive control by T. Mitchell Hastings Jr., thru sale
of stock to Eugene N. Foss II, and Robert Sidney
Swain.
KRSC Othello, Wash.— Granted mod. of cp to
change type trans.
KNEZ Lompoc, Calif. — Granted mod. of cp to
change ant. -trans, location, specify studio locadition.tion and operate trans, by remote control; conFollowing were granted extensions of completion dales as shown: WMOZ Mobile, Ala., to 1110; KSTN Stockton, Calif., to 10-31; WCBQ St.
Helen, Mich., to 9-15; WPLN Plymouth, N. C,
to 8-30.
Actions of April 10
WDBQ,
WDBQ-FM
Dubuque,
Iowa— Co.
Granted
assignment of licenses to
WDBQ Bcstg.
KUNO Corpus Christi, Tex. — Granted relinquishment of positive control by J. C. Looney
thru sale of stock to S. Zimmerman, Al Beck
and 9 other newcomers.
WKTS Brooksville, Fla. — Granted authority to
remain silent thru June 3 pending repairs.
Actions of April 9
WECT
Wilmington,
N. C. — Granted license for
tv station.
KRCG Jefferson City, Mo. — Granted license for
tv station; ant. height 1010 ft.
KVOS-TV Bellingham, Wash.— Granted license
for tv station (main trans, and ant.); and license
covering installation of aux. trans.
WBKY
Lexington,
license covering increase
in ERP Ky.
to —3 Granted
kw.
Yellow Springs,
Ohio* —fmGranted
forWYSO
noncommercial
educational
station. license
WBFO Buffalo, N. Y.*— Granted cp to replace
permit which authorized new noncommercial
educational fm station.
KZOL Muleshoe, Tex. — Granted mod. of cp to
change type trans.
WCHB Inkster, Mich. — Granted mod. of cp to
make changes in DA pattern.
KMAN Manhattan, Kan. — Granted authority
to sign-off at 6:30 p.m., CST, April thru Aug.
WCHN Norwich, N. Y.— Granted authority to
sign-off at 7:00 p.m. during the summer months
May thru July.
KSMN Mason City, Iowa — Granted authority
to sign-off at 6:30 p.m., CST, during months of
April thru Aug.
KFJM Grand Forks, N. D.*— Waived Sec. 3.71
of rules so as to operate only six hours a day
for period from June 2 to Sept. 30, inclusive, due
to college vacation.
KDFW Cedar Hill, Tex.— Granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control from Dallas,
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On the Air everywhere
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FOR THF RECORD continued
Tex. I location of Forester telephone answering
service).
WIBW Toprka, Kan. — Granted authority to
operate main trans, by remote control while
usint; non-directional ant.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WDAU-TV Scranton, Pa.,
to 10-19 (main trans. & main aux. trans.);
K.VAB-TV Aberdeen, S. D., to 11-15; WTLM
Laurel, Miss., to 10-20; WTVH Peoria, 111., to 7-1
(aux. ant.); WSEE (TV) Erie, Pa., to 9-15;
WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, to 7-22.
Actions of April 8
WTRO Dyersburg, Tenn. — Granted assignment
of license to company of same name.
WIVK Knoxville, Tenn. — Granted assignment
of license to Dick Bcstg. Co. Inc. of Tennessee.
WALD Walterboro, S. C. — Granted acquisition
of positive control by Robert S. Taylor thru
purchase of stock from Paul Gilmore.
WMVO, WMVO-FM Mount Vernon, Ohio. —
Granted acquisition of positive control by Helen
E., Charles M. and Stephen W. Zelkowitz, as
family group, thru purchase of stock from Fred
Barry Jr.
Granted licenses for following am stations:
WCRY Macon, Ga.; WBYE Calera, Ala.; WRBS
Tuscaloosa, Ala.; WTIF Tifton, Ga.; KUKTJ Willow Springs, Mo., and specify studio location
(trans, location).
KUBC Montrose, Colo. — Granted license covering change of frequency of aux. trans, to 580 kc.
WARM Scranton & Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Granted mod. of licenses to change name to Northeastern Pa. Bcstg. Inc.

WQAM Miami, Fla. — Granted cp to install new
aux. trans, and ant. (studio location) and operate
trans, by remote control (two aux. trans.).
WATH
new
trans. Athens, Ohio.— Granted cp to install
WMFJ Daytona Beach, Fla. — Granted cp to
install new trans, as alternate main trans, at
present main trans, site and operate trans, by
remote control.
WNEP-TV, WILK-TV Scranton & WilkesBarre, Pa. — Granted mod. of cps to change name
to Northeastern Pa. Bcstg. Inc.
WETO Gadsden, Ala. — Granted authority to
sign-off at 6:00 p.m. daily during April and May.
WBEV Beaver Dam, Wis. — Granted authority
to sign-off
thru
Aug. at 6:00 p.m. during months of April
WCPH Etowah, Tenn.— Granted authority to
sign-off at 7:00 p.m. for period ending Aug. 31.
WSMI Litchfield, 111.— Granted authority to
sign-off at 6:00 p.m. local time April thru Sept.
30, except for special broadcasts.
KAIR Tucson, Ariz. — Granted authority to operate trans, by remote control.
WSTN St. Augustine, Fla.— Granted change of
remote control authority.
KSBW Salinas, Calif. — Granted extension of
completion date to Oct. 25.
Actions of April 7
Granted licenses for the following am stations:
WOIA Saline, Mich.; WTLS Tallassee, Ala.;
WCQS Alma, Ga.; WWCC Bremen, Ga.
WHOS-FM Decatur, Ala.— Granted cp to
change frequency to 102.1 mc, and change studio
and remote control point.

WLFA Lafayette, Ga. — Granted cp to make
changes in ant. system (increase height) and
ground system.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WEUC Ponce, P. R., to 6-30;
KFJZ Fort Worth, Tex., to 5-1; WIOS Tawas
City, East Tawas, Mich., to 11-5.
Action of April 4
WAKR Akron, Ohio — Granted mod. of license
to operate trans, by remote control day and
night using directional ant. nighttime; conditions.
Correction to Broadcast Actions, dated April
9: Delete action re KIDD et al., Monterey, Calif.
License Renewals
Following stations were granted renewal of
license: W ABE (FM) Atlanta, Ga.; WAUG
Augusta, Ga.; WJBF Augusta, Ga.; WKLF Clanton, Ala.; WERH Hamilton, Ala.; WELR Roanoke,
Ala.; WRPB Warner Robins, Ga.; WIRK West
Palm Beach, Fla.; WHBB Selma, Ala.; WHRT
Hartselle, Ala.; WSNT Sandersville, Ga.; WHOSFM Decatur, Ala.; WCEH Hawkinsville, Ala.;
WJLD Homewood, Ala.; WJLN Birmingham,
Ala.; WDNG Anniston, Ala.; WSGC Elberton,
Ga.; WTCB Flomaton, Ala.; WCLB Camilla, Ga.;
WETU Wetumpka, Ala.; WBLJ Dalton, Ga.;
WHHY (aux. only) Montgomery, Ala.; WLAGFM La Grange, Ga.; WJAT Swainsboro, Ga.;
WTHR Panama City Beach, Fla.; WFGN Gaffney,
S. C; WAHR, WAHR-FM Miami Beach, Fla.;
WCKR Miami, Fla.; WGMA Hollywood, Fla.

PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
Pet Milk Starts Talent Search
For New Country-Western Stars
Is a new star just waiting to be discovered
in country-and-western music? And how
does one go about finding such a personality?
The Pet Milk Co., through Gardner Adv.
Co., its agency, is running a talent search
through a contest in connection with its
sponsorship of the Grand Ole Opry on
WSM Nashville and 200 other stations affiliated with Keystone Broadcasting System.
Pet describes it as the largest contest of its
type ever conducted across country.
Each of the KBS outlets will conduct its
own contest and submit a tape of its local
winner to a panel of judges. From these
contestants, six will be chosen for a fourday, all expense-paid trip to Nashville to
appear on Grand Ole Opry early in May.
The grand winner will receive a recording
contract, plus one for Opry appearances —
the pinnacle for any aspiring C&W artist.
The six finalists will be given RCA Victor

high fidelity phonographs; the manager of
the station in each of the six winning cities
gets the same expense-paid trip to Nashville.
Gardner has devised a complete merchandising campaign for the contest, scheduled to start this week, and is coordinating
the efforts of Pet Milk, WSM, Keystone and
the Grand Ole Opry cast.
Schools

Get

WOR-TV

WOR-TV

New

York

Film Guide
has prepared an

eight-page teachers' guide in connection
with the presentation of the "Romeo and
Juliet" feature film on the station's Million
Dollar Movie program, starting the week
of April 21, and has mailed the guide to
3,300 schools in the area. The guide, prepared under the supervision of Dr. Claire
Corbin, associate professor at Fordham U.,
contains a synopsis of the film, a short biographical sketch of William Shakespeare,
key questions based on the film, supplementarystudy.projects and a bibliography for additional

STEVE
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Promotion

Winners

Named

Fred G. Wade II, director of operations,
KCRA-TV Sacramento, won first prize in
the Aluminum Co. of America promotion
contest for Alcoa Theatre (NBC-TV, alternate Mon. 9:30-10 p.m.). Prize is a six-day
all-expense paid vacation in Mexico. Contest, originated to promote the title of the
series in local station markets, was open to
all promotion and publicity personnel affiliates carrying the program. Four additional prizes, Rolliflex cameras, were awarded to George A. Greenwood, promotion
director, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.;
Edward F. Hessel Jr., promotion manager,
WBRZ-TV Baton Rouge, La.; Carol Ackerman, promotion director, KVAR (TV) Mesa,
Ariz., and Edna L. Seaman, promotion
manager, WFBC-TV Greenville, S. C. Alcoa
agency is Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleveland.
WTMJ-TV

Carries

Curling Tourney

As all sports have come to tv, so has
curling — a winter favorite in Canada, Europe, and parts of the U. S. WTMJ-TV Milwaukee reports it was the first station in the
country to present live telecasts of the sport
during the second annual U. S. Men's National Curling Championship tournament
April 9 and 12. The station covered two concluding rounds of play on those dates from
the Milwaukee Arena. George Comte, manager of WTMJ-AM-TV and member of the
Milwaukee Curling Club helped sportscaster
Mike Walden describe the play-by-play.

McNALLY

STARS

Alcoa

"5 HOURS TO LIVE"
The father of a 10
year old boy holds
the stolen $100,000
An international criminal
holds the serum that can save
the boy's life. Will the exchange be made in time to
save the boy's life?

AT

ZIV

STUDIO
I
SUSPENSE!

Army Delivers Film for WSFA-TV
The U. S. Army provided the transportation for the newsfilm of WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala., when the station covered an
important Army Aviation Center meeting
at Fort Rucker (85 miles from the studio).
The meeting started at 3 p.m. and was shot
by a WSFA-TV newsman. The film was then
dispatched to an army plane and dropped
by parachute near the studio in time to be
shown on the 6 p.m. newscast.
Broadcasting

PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued
ABC-TV

Grades

Education,

1958

ABC-TV will present an hour-long special
report May 5 (7:30-8:30 p. m.) on experimental directions in education entitled

SAN

Report Card, 1958. ABC news commentators John Daly, John Secondari, Quincy
Howe, Don Goddard, Edward P. Morgan

1ST music station
DIEGO'S

and Robert Fleming will cover "outstanding
education experiments in six communities"
across the country. Program will be film and
live.

KSON
1ST in PROGRAMMING

FARM SERVICE DIRECTORS Clyde
Keathly (1), WRFD Worthington,
Ohio, and Rex Messersmith (r), KVTV
(TV) Sioux City, Iowa, and WNAX
Yankton, S. D., plan a route for their
Sept. 21 -Oct. 14 European tour with
Donald D. Sullivan, general manager,
WNAX-KVTV. The trip is sponsored
by Peoples Travel Service Co., Columbus, Ohio, which is affiliated with
the stations' licensee, Peoples Broadcasting Corp. Messrs. Keathly and
Messersmith will visit six countries
and attend the world plowing chamWorld Fair.pionships in Germany and Brussels'

$100 for KHJ-TV's Bowling Champ
KHJ-TV Los Angeles began programming Bowlathon, a weekly tournament originating from various local bowling alleys.
Bowlers can qualify to compete in the show's
eliminating heats held before the telecast at
any lane affiliated with the California Bowling Proprietors' Assn. The bowler who
emerges champion is given $100 and the
opportunity to compete in following weeks
until deposed. Prizes for runners-up include
appliances and watches.
Map, Policy Issued by KAFE
KAFE Oakland, Calif., is issuing a map
of its coverage areas and a "Pictorial Policy
Statement." Map includes advertising rates
and the policy is a series of pictures of
phonograph record jackets which give an
idea of the type of music the station features.
Scoregirl for WTTG

Circus Comes

to WBUF-TV

Odd

Articles for KQUE

1ST in COMMERCIAL
STANDARDS
1st in RESULTS

Contest

Listeners rallied to KQUE Albuquerque's
"Most Unusual" contest with the most
heterogeneous collection of articles its
staffers had ever seen. A high school student took first prize for submitting the
chart from a lie-detector test of a convicted murderer. Other prizes were given
for a letter in Chinese carried by a secret

at the lowest cost

KSON
RADIO
SAN

DIEGO

Rates are still LOW

Call FOR JOE!

agent in World War II and an 1874 tencent bank note.
WHTN-TV

Salutes Tv Servicemen

National Tv Servicemen's Week was promoted by WHTN-TV Huntington, W. Va.,
with a series of "Tv Servicemen's Salutes."
Consisting of a 60-second tribute to the
Electronic Technicians Assn., the salute was

The

telecast four times a day during the celebration. Appropriate audio copy as well
as pictures of ETA members were used.
The station invited more than 70 ETA
members to tour WHTN-TV in an effort
to acquaint them with the outlet's facilities.
They heard speeches by Robert R. Tincher,
vice president, Cowles Broadcasting Co.general manager of WHTN-AM-TV, and
Charles Prohaska, technical director,
WHTN.

(TV)

Post-game roundups of major league baseball scores and developments in other sports
are being presented on WTTG (TV) this
season by former model Shirley Sager.

1ST in NEWS

Circus acts were part of WBUF-TV
Buffalo's interview program, Memo From
McGarry, April 3. The Hamid-Morton Circus was in town and WBUF-TV rolled its
cameras out to telecast the special show
staged by the jugglers, clowns and elephants
on the station's lawn.

nation's

audience

Negro

-

group

EE
CBS

Airs KMOX's

'Jazz Central'

A coast-to-coast jazz program originating
on KMOX St. Louis is being carried by
CBS. Jazz Central (Sat. 5-5:30 p.m.) is a
live excerpt from the weekly concerts at
the local Ambassador-Kingsway Hotel.
The Jazz Central group also will present an
educational program on contemporary jazz
to St. Louis high schools.
KTVU (TV)'s Emblem Comes to Life
KTVU (TV) Oakland, Calif., brought its
trademark to life when it filmed a seal

I

BP" ZaS

32E3H

KOKA
SHREVEPORT

bouncing a large ball on its nose. The mammal is performing at the annual Bay Area
ALL

INQUIRIES

Broadcasting

CONFIDENTIAL

Sportsmen's Show and climaxes its act by
balancing a rubber ball printed with the
station's channel number. The film is used
in station breaks and on-air promotion.

Station!
Represented by John E. Pearson
April 21, 1958
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LOCALE:
SUBJECT:

Moscow

Dick Cheverton,
Broadcasting

SITUATION:

What

one facet of Russian life. WOOD

City Hospital

news programs that WOODlanders
watch first and most.

Director

Lousy! Recovery from plane
crash at Moscow Airport not
assisted by cheesecake or
decent grub.

was Chev doing in Russia, anyway?

personnel

habitually travel far and wide to write and produce

WOOD

News

news

Everybody in Western Michigan is a WOODwatcher !

WOOD-TV

is first — morning,

Monday through Sunday
Grand Rapids ARB

Getting

background for news, of course. It just happened he

WOOD-AM

got more than he bargained for in a plane crackup.

Sunday

WOOD
WOODIand
- NBC

Center,

noon

and night,

— November

is first — morning,

Monday through
Rapids Pulse

He did return to Grand Rapids with rare insight on

WOOD-TV

listen to and

noon

'57

and night,

— April '57 Grand

TV
Grand

Rapids,

Michigan

Basic for Western and Central Michigan: Grand Rapids,

Battle Creek, Kalamazoo,

Muskegon

and Lansing. WOOD

- Radio - NBC.

MONDAY

from CHARLES

MEMO

V. SKOOG

JR., president, Hicks & Greist Inc.

Advertising

Is

pitch

more

Mention a barter tv deal at one of
the better eating places where broadcasting and advertising people congregate and you'll either get an argument
— or an offer to come around and talk.
Because there doesn't seem to be any
middle-ground, opinion either runs violently against barter or enthusiastically
for it.
About 18 months ago, before barter
tv became a subject for conference
tables, we made a& thorough a study of
the phenomenon as was possible without calling in the FBI.
If you've had any sparring matches
with barter, you'll appreciate how difficult it was to get any kind of clear-cut
perspective on this development, since
much of it is conducted in a sort of
never-never land, via relatively underground channels. (I often had the feeling that I was operating in a "Cloak
and Dagger" society when I met up
with many of its voluble personalities.)
Let's clear up one point before we
go any further. I do believe that the
first advertisers to move into barter
arrangements in a big way came out
with good deals. But these usually were
big transactions, involving big expenditures and risks, and the moment of
opportunity for this type of deal is fast
slipping by, if it isn't already a thing
that "we might have done."
The type of barter tv I'm talking
about is of another variety. It is the
kind in which you deal through an
"intermediary" — or with a possessor of
film programming — and not directly
with the station or stations concerned.

Chances are the intermediary, or "discount house of the tv world," will give
you lengthy explanations as to how it,
or he, accumulated the availabilities being listed. He will usually accept cash,
or merchandise that is readily convertible to cash in this country or in the
export markets. This latter claim may
tempt many manufacturers who have
heavy inventories to trade product for
time, with the hope that the product
won't clog or clutter his current stateside markets. I've heard of several instances, however, where such merchandise was "exported" to Chicago or Los
Angeles — rather than less potentially explosive foreign ports promised.
Perhaps the first thing you discover is

Broadcasting

in

the

basement:

barter

potent

than

that barter "talks" a lot better than it
"delivers." Invariably, it seems you
can't get the time periods or the specific
line-up of markets you seek. You want
East Walpole, for example, and they
can deliver West Walpole. You want
early evening-late evening adult spots,
and they can deliver children's shows or
questionable evening or afternoon participations. You want vhf, they have
uhf. In almost every market, and certainly in every instance where a lineup of markets was involved, Hicks &
Greist could never match up our specifications with their availabilities to our
(or our client's) satisfaction.
Another point you fast discover is
that the stations which are listed on the
barter merchant's roundup will give you
as good or a better deal if you sallied
forth through legitimate channels and
bearded the station in its den. Consider too, that any good barter spots
you might line up are pre-emptable by
an advertiser who is laying his money
on the line through normal channels.
This can be extremely disconcerting —
especially if you have merchandised
your "barter acquired" schedule to the
hilt locally and then it doesn't run as
timetabled. What's more, with the difficulty of checking whether spot schedules are running as ordered when contracted for through regular channels, I
often wonder how many "barter spots"
appeared in no other place but the
schedule sheet which is, more times
than not, tardily rendered.
If you are required to produce cash
or merchandise in advance of the date
the barter spots will run, add an ulcer
to your growing galaxy — because I
don't believe any reference to Dun &

payoff?

Bradstreet will soothe the gnawing pains
you may acquire in the interim.
Frankly, we've discussed barter tv
with many of our clients who had a
lively interest in this aspect of broadcast media, and some who just had an
academic inquisitiveness about the subject. Our recommendation was always
the Si^me: Until and unless we are prepared to invest in our own barter deal
on a large enough scale to make it a
worthwhile expenditure of time, talent
and energy, let's forget it. Even under
these conditions, I know of experienced
hands in the business of barter who of
late have turned up with singed fingers.
We're still willing to listen to any representative ofthe barter basement who
feels he has a proposition that will be
of interest to any of our clients. But,
frankly, we don't expect to be deluged
with any phenomenal new barter bits
which would alter our current thinking.
Hicks & Greist feels that it has come
up with, and is coming up with, more
than its share of "hot deals" and "packages" for its clients. As are other alert
agencies, we are constantly on the local
scene to protect our clients' interest in
every way we know how. Nor do we
hesitate to apply the fresh, new ideas
we occasionally pick up in our travels.
We have found that, by and large,
barter tv doesn't measure up to the buys
we are able to achieve in the usual way
— through the cooperation of reps and
the stations with whom they work.
Barter tv reminds me of the old
merchandising adage: "There is hardly
amake
product
known
can't
a little
worse that
and somebody
a little cheaper,
and people who consider price alone are
this man's lawful prey."

Charles Vernon Skoog, b. June 2, 1918,
New York. Graduate N. Y. U. After World
War II joined Frederick Loeser's department store as copywriter. Became copy chief,
later advertising manager. Left Loeser's in
1947 to join Hicks & Greist as copywriter.
Successively became copy chief, merchandising director, account supervisor and member of plans board, vice-president and finally president. Likes golf, philately, and music
— was a jazz musician before the war- —
is holder of Bronze Star.
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EDITORIALS
Last

Show

ACCORDING to present indications, the NAB convention in
. Los Angeles next week will be the last of its kind.
The NAB membership has approved a by-laws amendment
giving the NAB board more control over convention planning. The
board, at its winter meeting in Phoenix last January, voted to
limit the national conventions, after this year, to owners and
top management. Executives on the operating levels will attend
fall conferences replacing regional meetings of former years.
On paper the plan looks good. It would mean a national convention confined to policy-level issues and undistracted by collateral
activities. It would mean less total travel time and mileage for
top and middle echelon executives who, in the past, have gone
to both the national and regional conventions. It would add considerable meaning to the regional meetings, or fall conferences.
In practice, the plan will meet with considerable objection —
particularly from program suppliers and other service organizations who would be excluded from official recognition at the
national convention. Denied exhibit space at the national convention, these organizations would be invited to the fall conferences. Obviously that would entail the greater expense of setting
up shop at eight fall conferences instead of one convention.
Any revision of convention procedure is bound to cause some
hardships. The question which must be resolved is whether the
hardships would be severe enough to outweigh the advantages
to be gained.
In our view, it makes sense to try the plan which the board
has adopted and the membership has approved, even though we
sympathize with those who will be discommoded.
Timebuyer

of the

Years

AS possibly his last official act before slipping gracefully into
. well-earned retirement, Frank Silvernail last Thursday found
himself in an accustomed role of creating another "first." He
became the first recipient of the "Silver Nail" Award to be given
henceforth to the "Timebuyer of the Year." The donor, fittingly,
is The Station Representatives' Assn.
Frank Silvernail, after 33 years in broadcasting, retired April
from BBDO where he latterly served as manager of the station
relations, radio and television department. Many, if not most of
the timebuying principles which today are S.O.P., sprang from
the mind and the business statesmanship of this kindly gentleman
who probably knows more broadcasters than any individual on
the customer side of this sometimes wild but always wonderful
phenomenon known as broadcasting.
In establishing the annual Silver Nail Award, SRA perpetuates
the name of the man who epitomizes the best in the agency business.
He, more than any other individual, has, in fact, been the "Timebuyer of the Years."
To

the

Court

of

Last

Resort

THE U. S. Supreme Court will at last have a chance to review
Section 315 of the Communications Act which has made a
hopeless mess of political broadcasting.
A classic test of Section 315 is on its way to the highest court
after rulings by both a district court and the supreme court of
North Dakota. We cannot imagine- that Section 315 will survive its
present journey intact.
The test arose when WD AY-TV Fargo, N. D., was sued for libel
[Broadcasting, Feb. 4, 1957] because it meticulously observed these
provisions of Section 315:

(1) "If any licensee shall permit any person who is a legally
qualified candidate for any public office to use a broadcasting station, he shall afford equal opportunities to all other such candidates
for that office in the use of such broadcasting station."
WDAY-TV, after carrying broadcasts by the Democratic and
Republican candidates for U. S. Senator in 1956, acceded to the
demand of an independent with no political future and gave him
equal opportunity. The independent polled only 937 votes out of
a total of 244,161 when the election was held.

(2) ". . . Such licensee shall have no power of censorship over
the material broadcast under the provisions of this section."
WDAY-TV examined the independent's speech before it was
Page 134
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hii
"I just want a beer I can cry into!"
broadcast and unsuccessfully urged him to excise what the station
regarded as libelous material. It then put the speech on the air,
sorship.
libel and all, in accord with Section 315's prohibition against cenA fortnight ago the supreme court of North Dakota ruled that
WDAY-TV was immune from libel damages because of Section
315's restrictions against censorship [Government, April 7]. It is
this ruling that plaintiff has announced it will take to the U. S.
Supreme Court.
Even if the Supreme Court rejects the case or affirms the North
Dakota ruling, the muddled history of Section 315 will have been
helpfully clarified. In its response to the appeal, WDAY-TV deserves acontinuation of the support it has been receiving from other
broadcasters through the NAB.
A careful review of Section 315 by the Supreme Court might
even lead to revision of the law, which is a necessary preliminary to
the intelligent presentation of politics on the air.
A

Month

to

Promote

NATIONAL Radio Week, like all broadcasting, just keeps growing and growing. Now it has become National Radio Month,
to be observed from May 1 to May 31.
Radio broadcasters will have a full month to use every facility
and organization in their communities to tell the story of radio.
They will have literally millions of opportunities to tell America
that 150 million radio sets are in operation; that around 98% of
all homes are radio-equipped; that 66 million people listen to radio
in a single day; that 38 million autos have radios.
The first month-long radio promotion was conceived a year ago in
Philadelphia where stations felt. that one week was not enough time
for the job. The success of Philadelphia stations in utilizing the
month prompted the Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters to endorse
the
idea. NAB's Radio Board agreed, and May was picked as the
month.
Radio stations and networks are fortunately situated in their
organized effort to call attention to their important role in the nation's cultural and entertainment life. They have their own built-in
promotional medium, making possible one of the most powerful
forces ever put behind a movement of this type.
Business is better at three-fourths of am stations, judging by the
dues classification figures at NAB. Radio Month offers a chance to
make the radio business even better than that through stimulated set
sales, audience contacts, advertiser-agency impressions and the
diversified campaigns being staged by many civic, educational and
industry groups cooperating with NAB. Radio is doing well, quite
well, despite the recession. Radio, operating in the public interest,
has an opportunity to serve its own interest during National Radio
Month.
Broadcasting

The

Man

ADVERTISING MEN are beginning
to realize that it is ridiculous to
spend time, talent, and money on handtailored advertising campaigns and then
spoil the effect by placing this custom
advertising on ordinary television stations. Hence the growing popularity of
KPRC-TV in Houston, Texas, which is
in a class by itself.
KPRC-TV advertising wears infinitely
longer — a matter of many months. It

in

the

KPRC-TV

makes your products and service more
attractive and more distinguished because
of the subtle methods of presentation.
The whole manner is more generous, and
therefore, more comfortable. Short pauses
are just a little longer and stay in your
mind. Even the station-identifications
have an ante-bellum elegance about them.
Above all, KPRC-TV makes up its
daily telecasts from remarkable sponsors,
collected from the four corners of the

Shirt

nation. You will get a great deal of satisfaction out of being in the company of
other advertisers of such impeccable taste.
KPRC-TV is run by a small company
of dedicated television men in the
City of Houston, Texas. They have been
boy, since 1949- You'll
man and
at it, all
the pertinent data in SRDS,
find
or write to Jack McGrew, Station Manager, or Edward Petry & Co, National
Representatives.

B A

R T E L L

FAMILY
RADIO

Here is one of the truly great cities of the world. Sophistication to satisfy the cosmopolite. Mecca for education,
music, art. Western hub of business and finance.
Ever alert to excitement, Golden Gate people will enjoy
the new KYA ... its companionable music, stimulating
Games for Family Fun, its gaiety, reminiscences, vitality — all familiar to San Francisco's pattern of living.
And for the added fillip, incisive news reports with
terse, tart editorials.
Uniquely San Francisco in composition and quality, this
radio is a carefully researched programing bearing
the Bartell Family stamp of scholarship, salesmanship,
showmanship.
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AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS
Sold Nationally by Adam Young, Inc. for WOKY The KATZ Agency
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Iowa
UP!

SEWED

ALL

WA

NAB

PUBLIC

concentrates

Moore

B U S IN E S S W

□□ii

OF the most amazing States in the

Union. We have 25% of the Nation's
Grade A farm land — alternate with
California
We

as the leading farm

are second

state.

only to Connecticut

1

in

insurance-company home offices. We
have many leading manufacturers of
such

big business

items

machines, farm implements,
And

50,000-watt

NCS

No.

WHO

^□□□

as washing

nnqq

etc.

covers

Iowa!

2, the Whan Survey and innumerable private surveys prove beyond

question that WHO

is heard by more

Iowa

families than any other station.

The

Iowa

Radio

Audience

Survey

proves that WHO
is "heard regularly"
by more people than the next four
commercial stations combined!

WHO Radio is part of
Central Broadcasting Company,
whichWHO-TV,
also owns
operates
Des and
Moines;
WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO
Hear

pp'

the whole

story. PGW

You'll be glad you listened!

has it.

for Iowa
Des Moines

Affiliate

PLUS!

. . . 50,000

Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
National Representatives

&

FRIENDS

DIMITRI
EDDIE

TIOMKIN

CANTOR

JIMMY
RED

McLARNIN

SKELTON

SIDNEY

SKOLSKY

JOHNNY
ART

MERCER

ARAGON

JAMES

MASON

VERNON

DUKE

NANNETTE
ALDOUS
ARCHIE

FABRAY
HUXLEY

MOORE

MARJORIE

RAMBEAU

SIR CEDRIC
HENRY

HARDWICKE

ARMSTRONG

ADOLPHE
MAXIE

MENJOU

ROSENBLOOM

MYOSHI

UMEKI

ELAINE

STRITCH

HERMIONE

GINGOLD

. . . just a partial listing of
the great names
appearing with Oscar
...ALL LIVE!

THIS

.

sparks fly as Oscar Levant matches words and wits with

Conversational

some of the world's most famous
...often

SHOW.

LOCAL

A

IS

hilarious ... always

twice each-week

— and interesting — guests. Provocative
diverting, the new

Oscar

Levant Show

sets Southern California on its collective ear. The names

are network, but the show is local . . . and so are the prices!
So good a buy, in fact, that it's nearly sold out. But if you
hurry, you may be able to buy in. No kidding . . . this ad is
almost institutional.

TUESDAYS,

1000

N. CAHUENGA,

8:30

to 10:00

HOLLYWOOD

38

P.M.

• FRIDAYS,

• REPRESENTED

8:00

NATIONALLY

to 9:30

P.M.

BY EDWARD

13

PETRY

& CO., INC.

WJIM-TV
LANSING
FLINT
JACKSON

it's
as

primary
a

basic

affiliation

station

of

the

OLUMBIA

ROADCASTING

YSTEM

R.pre.ented by PETERS,

GRIFFIN,

WOODWARD,

.J

INC.
>£'£

Publications Inc. 1735 DeSales St.,
Published every Monday, 53rd issue (Yearbook Number) published in September by Broadcasting
N. W., Washington 6, D. C. Entered as second class matter March 14, 1933 at Post Office, Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.

your

advertising

produces

dollar

more

sales

n

And there's a reason. This pioneer
station is foremost in the three standard

AMERICA'S

WGAL-TV

MARKET

lOth

metropolitan markets in its coverage area :
Lancaster,

Harrisburg,

in numerous
Hanover,

other

York, as well as

cities — Gettysburg,

Lebanon,

Carlisle, Lewistown,

Chambersburg,

etc. In short, you

find that WGAL-TV's

multi-city cover-

age costs you less than buying single-city
coverage. Put your advertising dollar to
work

producing

WGAL-TV.

more — on

LANCASTER,
NBC

STEIN MAN

and

STATION

•
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316,000

CBS

WATTS

• Clair McCol lough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER
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PA.

Company,

Inc. . New

York

• Chicago

• Los Angeles

• San

Francisco
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closed

ANTITRUST

ACTION?

• Reports that tv

networks' arch-foe Richard Moore
sue networks for triple damages
after Moore testimony to FCC
(page 92) despite KTTV (TV) Los

plans to
persisted
Tuesday
Angeles

president's claim Thursday in Chicago that
reports are "false." He said KTTV has
''made no decision" to sue, but refused to
say if suit had been discussed with Lloyd
A. Cutler, Washington attorney who filed
brief at Barrow hearings charging networks' option time and must-buys violate
antitrust laws. Mr. Cutler left impression
that while suit would be on solid legal
ground KTTV still hopes it will get relief
from FCC.
Seattle attorney Kenneth Cox, former
special counsel for the Senate Commerce
Committee in study of network regulation
and uhf problems, is due back in Washington middle of May to complete his work.
Mr. Cox offered controversial staff report
on network practices in June, 1957 and still
owes committee report on tv allocations
which he will coordinate with Bowles report on tv now in hands of committee.
Committee chairman, Warren Magnuson
(D-Wash.) has given go-ahead for early
June hearings on bill by Senator John
Bricker (R-Ohio), former chairman of
committee, which would place networks
under direct control of FCC. Counsel Cox
will be put back on the committee payroll
on temporary basis and will participate in
these hearings.
•
AGENCY

ADJUSTMENTS

• Belt

tightening on Ad Row may be more widespread than is apparent on surface. Though
Kenyon & Eckhardt and Maxon applied
brakes by ordering percentage cuts in
salaries for their top-paid executives,
others are "adjusting" but not so spectacularly. Some agencies, for example, report
they are operating with in-shop moratorium on additional hiring of executives
at either junior or senior levels and keeping downhold on salary hikes. When executive is fired or leaves, tendency is to attempt absorption of responsibilities among
other executives.
•
Following two days of hearings last week
on bill to allocate up to $1 million to each
state for educational tv (At Deadline,
page 10, also page 96). Senate Commerce
Committee is sure bet to report measure
out within month. With Senate Majority
Leader Lyndon Johnson (D-Tex.) known
to favor assistance for educational tv, bill
is given excellent chance to receive Senate
approval in time for action by House during present session of Congress.
•
PROPERTY RIGHTS • One unbilled feature, of NAB Los Angeles convention may
be discussion — and possibly action — on

Broadcasting

oft-proposed court test of broadcasters'
right to control distribution of their tv programs by community antenna systems.
NAB board year ago authorized filing of
brief in "appropriate" test case. Intriguing
angle of problem is right of ASCAP, BMI
and other copyright groups to collect royalties from community antenna operators.
•
CATV problem is erupting in other
quarters too. FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde
met in Pocatello, Idaho, last week with
broadcasters from number of western
states, who have complained to their Congressional delegations as well as to FCC,
on purported "unfair competition1' of
CATV operations. He will report to his
fellow Commissioners at NAB convention,
as well as to Chairman Magnuson (DWash.) of Senate Commerce Committee,
who was besieged with complaints involving not only CATV but FCC translator
station policy while in his home state fortnight ago.
•
ROCK

AND

ROLL

• Guild, Bascom &

Bonfigli, San Francisco, whose vice president, Ernest J. Hodges, has issued public
blast against rock and roll [Monday Memo,
April 14], has circulated request to station
representatives with which it does business
that all presentations for any of GB&F
radio accounts (Nucoa, Ralston Purina,
Breast o' Chicken tuna, Mary Ellen jams
Heidelberg beer) be accompanied with
concise breakdown of music and artists
featured on stations in 7-9 a.m., 1 1 a.m.2 p.m., and 5-7 p.m. time periods. Some
stations and reps privately feel this is
breach of agency-media relationship,
charge that GB&F is trying to dictate program content and indicate unwillingness to
go along.

o

Look for resignation of Joseph A. McDonald as general attorney of NBC, New
York, to join Washington communications
law firm as partner. Mr. McDonald joined
NBC in 1931 and served as attorney in
both New York and Chicago until 1945
when he became vice president-secretary
and general attorney for ABC. He rejoined
NBC in 1945 and it's understood plans to
make his new affiliation about July 1.
•
HIGH

JUMP

• Outer space tv networking

is far from will o' the wisp according to
one leading scientist. Dr. Arthur Kantrowitz, chief of Avco Research Labs., Boston,
(parent of Crosley Broadcasting), said last
week it is feasible to telecast network programs hemispherically from space station
24,000 miles from earth. Such station
would be practically stationary, unmanned,
and would cost "approximately $100 million." He said that technically all networks
could use stratospheric relay in lieu of coaxial cable and microwave relays.

circuit

mmmmmmmmm

Sherril Taylor, vice president in charge
of sales administration of Radio Advertising Bureau, New York, expected to join
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago. Though
Mr. Taylor's background has been almost
exclusively in sales promotion and administration, his new post at JWT will
bring him into agency's radio-tv department.
MOSCOW

PARTY • If pending recommendations are approved, Edward W.
Allen Jr., chief engineer of FCC, will head
U. S. delegation to International Technical
Consultative Committee conference on
television to be held in Moscow May 28June 10. Other members of "Committee
11" of CCIR, which is assigned television,
are Mrs. Florence T. Dowling, Telecommunications Div., State Dept., vice chairman; James E. Barr, assistant chief Broadcast Bureau, FCC; Axel Jensen, Bell Labs;
C. J. Mayer, RCA London and J. R.
Popkin-Churman, president of Telechrome.
•
Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh,
reportedly planning to keep time franchise
Monday 10-11 p.m. on CBS-TV but
probably will change Studio One in Hollywood to another type of program. Agency,
McCann-Erickson, New York, has submitted three different formats, one of them
hour filmed anthology series out of Desilu
Studios.
•
MISSING PERSON • Among those absent
at NAB Convention is Commissionerdesignate John S. Cross. His confirmation
had been expected fortnight ago but Senate
Commerce Committee held no meeting and
committee was occupied with hearings on
Langer Bill (S 582) to ban liquor advertising in all media. There's possibility that
Chairman Magnuson may want to question
Captain Cross further, particularly as to
views on community antenna systems. Sen.
Magnuson has received numerous protests
from broadcasters against FCC decision
[Government, April 7] in which it disclaimed jurisdiction over CATV.
•
Right of stations to editorialize will be
covered by FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer in his address at NAB Convention in
Los Angeles, Tuesday morning, April 29.
He, along with other members of FCC,
have been miffed over inept and misleading newspaper reporting of House Oversight Committee proceedings growing out
of purported misconduct charges. While
he is expected to encourage editorializing
as prerogative of station licensees, he also
will admonish stations to exercise extreme
caution by having competent newsman in
charge and giving equitable treatment to
all sides of controversial issue.

April 28, 1958
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Meredith Stations Are Affiliated With BETTER HOMES
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John Blair & Co. - Blair-TV
John
Blair & Co.

and SUCCESSFUL

FARMING

Magazines
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THE

WEEK

IN

BRIEF

Newspaper
Should Fight
Tv — at
That's
fromconvention
ANPA's
Bureau
of Advertising
delivered
ANPAurging
annual
in New York. Page 104.

Meanwhile, Back in San Francisco — American Women in
Radio & Tv hear NAB President Fellows ask their attention
to broad industry problems. Other national convention business: work sessions, elections. Page 108.
This Week in Los Angeles — Latest rundown on the 36th annual NAB convention.
Begins Page 51.
AERIAL VIEW OF CONVENTION
OFFICIAL, UNOFFICIAL AGENDAS

Page 52
Page 54

ONE MAN WHO'S SEEN 'EM ALL
THEY'LL BE TALKING ASCAP
"WHERE TO FIND IT" DIRECTORY

Page 56
Page 64
Page 42

Public Likes Advertising — Special public opinion study by
The Pulse Inc. dispels fears of advertisers that public considers them drunken slickers; shows favorable attitude toward
the advertising function. Survey conducted by Broadcasting
discloses only 21% associate Madison Avenue with advertising. Page 68.

Agencies talk over their business — AAAA meets at The
Greenbrier, note that their gross is up but net is down. Two
agency presidents call for concentration on creativity. Page
72.

Masland in a Radio Mood — Carpet firm's two-hour spectacular on CBS Radio will attempt to evoke color images and

Labor Clouds Clear — Renewal of negotiations between
NABET and ABC and NBC after a lengthy layoff seemed to
offer promise of speedy settlement. Page 112.

Hiatus for UA-TV? — Tv film industry ponders question
whether or not United Artists Television's newest group of
65 films
is the Page
last of119.
post- 1950 to come tv's way for some
time
to come.

New Rate Formula — Storz station group adopts product and
retail rate base, with new definitions and provision for borderline cases. Billings of stations up 17.5% over first quarter of
1957. Page 128.

A Quarter Century as Seen by John Blair — In exclusive
tape interview with Broadcasting, pioneer station representative traces evolution of broadcasting business. Page 137.

Allard May Go — Canadian Assn. of Radio & Television
members huddle on possible changes in associaBroadcaster
tion. Page s148.

a buying mood with what may be "radio's answer to color tv
spectaculars." Page 82.

Moore Renews Network Assault — President of independent
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles makes another thrust at option time
and must-buy practices of networks in testimony before FCC
on Barrow Report, charging antitrust violations. Page 92.

Help for Etv — Educators, broadcasters and congressmen
testify in favor of bill granting financial aid to educational
tv; only Sen. Thurmond along with Health, Education & Welfare Dept. strike discordant note. Page 96.

Hill Gets Dry Charge — Verbose advocates (40 strong)
for prohibition of liquor advertising air grievances before
Senate Commerce Committee as testimony stretches from
scheduled one day to two. Opponents of Langer measure
rescheduled for tomorrow (Tuesday). Page 98.

FCC Shirks Patent Duties — Former Commission patent
adviser makes charge before House Oversight committee.
Also claims RCA monopoly in tv and fm field. Page 1 02.

E
Broadcasting

It Ain't a Bad Life — Tv ad writer's, that
is. Don Tennant, vice president in charge of
commercials development and exploration
at Leo Burnett Co. and an old hand at
writing film and live commercials, lists
shortcomings and advantages of job. His
verdict: It's a fun life. See Monday Memo.
Page 183.

MR. TENNANT

DEPARTMENTS
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
AT DEADLINE
AWARDS
BUSINESS BRIEFLY
CHANGING HANDS
CLOSED CIRCUIT
COLORCASTING
DATELINES
EDITORIAL
EDUCATION
FILM
FOR THE RECORD
GOVERNMENT
IN REVIEW
INTERNATIONAL
LEAD STORY
MANUFACTURING
MONDAY MEMO

. . 68
9
179
88
132
5
84
148
184
154
119
171
92
28
148
51
126
183

NETWORKS
114
OPEN MIKE
19
OUR RESPECTS
38
PEOPLE
166
PERSONNEL RELATIONS
112
PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS .156
PROGRAM SERVICES
122
STATIONS
128
TRADE ASSNS
104
UPCOMING
HO
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That's a pretty fair description of time-buying in Miami
station — WQAM — has more than 3 times the audience
New (March- April) Hooper shows WQAM
first with 38.6%> of the Miami audience! And
WQAM
is way out front on Pulse, as well.
432 out of 432 first place quarter hours!
(Monday -Saturday,

6 a.m. -midnight.)

So

it's impossible for a time-buyer to get anything but a good time on WQAM.
And

that's not L all.

WQAM

TODAY'S
i TODD STORZ,

Page 8

•

Trendex

repeats

the

where one
of the next

one

dominance story. And WQAM
is first on
the latest Southern Florida Area Pulse
which measures the listening habits of
31.5% of the state's population. The reason?
Locally-centered, idea-packed Storz Station
programming.
Get the details from the Blair man,
WQAM
General Manager Jack Sandler.

covering all of Southern Florida with 5,000 watts on 560 kc . . . and radio #1 in

s~r^v~r
i o
ini s
RADIO
FOR
TODAY'S
SELLING
PRESIDENT • HOME OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA
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by John Burwell

or

MIAMI

WDGY
Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR tc CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.
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at

Auto
With
Tv

deadline

Makers Coming in Fast
Network Tv Contracts

Ampex Says Video Tape
Out of Growing-Pains Stage

network executives are puzzled at

Black-and-white videotape recording is
out of growing-pains stage, five engineers
from Ampex Corp. told Thursday night session of 83d semi-annual convention of
Society of Motion Picture & Television
Engineers in Los Angeles. Five-day convention closed Friday.
In two years since prototype recorder was
introduced to 1956 NAB convention more

newspapers' Bureau of Advertising tubthumping that papers will pitch extra hard
at "top" in Detroit to head off competitive
(that is, tv) moves for auto business at time
of
economic
uncertainty.
to
move
fast since
renewals For
andthey'll
new have
Detroit
tv buys are coming in at brisk rate.
Among pacesetters: General Motors
Corp.: GM Institutional (MacManus, John
& Adams) renews NBC-TV's Wide Wide
World; GM's Delco-Remy and AC Spark
Plug divisions renew CBS-TV's High Adventure, ABC-TV's Zorro; Pontiac steps up
tv "specials" activity from 5 to 10 next season, straddling all networks; Buick, dropping
ABC-TV's Patrice Munsel Show, swings to
NBC-TV to pick up eight Bob Hope "specials"; Chevrolet renews Dinah Shore for
52 weeks on NBC-TV, also Pat Boone's
Chevy Showroom on ABC-TV; Oldsmobile,
though disappointed with CBS-TV's The
Big Record, still likes Patti Page, will sponsor her on ABC-TV in Tuesday night slot.
Ford Motor Co.: Though Edsel bows out
of NBC-TV's Wagon Train, Ford Div. comes
to rescue by taking its place while dropping
CBS-TV's Zane Grey Theatre; Mercury expects to continue as part-sponsor of CBSTV's Ed Sullivan Show.
Chrysler Corp.: Dodge renews ABC-TV's
Lawrence Welk Show and Mr. Welk's Top
Tunes and New Talent, latter with Plymouth

which drops ABC-TV's
NABET

to Vote

Betty White Show.

on Network

Offer

National Assn. of Broadcast Employes &
Technicians announced Friday it is sending
copies of latest contract proposal of NBC
and ABC to membership throughout country for ratification (see page 112). NABET,
which represents 1,600 technicians at NBC
and 800 at ABC, meets with network officials on Thursday and Friday. Old contract
expired last Jan. 31.
Burnett Shifts Radio-Tv

Echelon

Top-echelon shifts in Leo Burnett Co.'s
broadcasting department — which has increased billing in tv-radio from $6.2 million in 1950 to $48 million in 1957— being
announced today (Mon.). William J. Mcllvain, vice president of network relations,
leaving New York for Chicago headquarters
to assume functions of vice president broadcasting department. His successor is Paul
A. Louis, vice president in programming
division, presently in Chicago. Mr. Mcllvain's new position does not alter table of
organization in Chicago: Lee Bland continues as vice president in charge of programming; David W. Dole remains as vice
president of broadcast business division and
Wendell Williams, in Hollywood, continues
as vice president of broadcasting (L. A.).
Broadcasting

than $40,000 has been spent bringing process to maturity, John M. Leslie Jr., manager of professional production division,
said.
Interchangeability, chief objective, has
been achieved and all of more than 100 tv
recorders in use at tv networks and stations
can exchange tapes freely, he explained.
Building block structural plan with color
apparatus designed to be coupled to monochrome unit and also to allow further addition of special effects devices was emphasized.
Mr. Leslie said recording-reproducing
heads have average life of 150 hours between refurbishings, for which Ampex
charges $300. Operating cost of head to
user runs $2 per hour.
MBS Says It's in Business
MBS board chairman and president
Armand Hammer was scheduled to address
affiliates' meeting in Los Angeles yesterday
(Sun.) and to reassure them that Mutual
is "in business to stay and we intend to
make money." Mr. Hammer's declaration,
apparently aimed at silencing recurring reports that network is up for sale, went on
to say that profitable operation will mean
"the kind of service that will have you
proud of your affiliation and will be a
definite advantage to you in increasing your
prestige, impact and sales position in your
own city."
Weed Opens

Dallas

Rep

Office

Opening of ninth Weed Radio-Television
Corp. station representative office, in Dallas,
announced Friday by President Joseph J.
Weed. Manager at new office, in Davis
Bldg., 1309 Main St., Dallas 2, is Homer H.
Odom.

LOOK

US

UP

IN L. A.

Broadcasting's headquarters at
NAB convention will be in Suite 733233-34, Biltmore Hotel. On duty:
J. Frank Beatty, Ken Cowan, Rufe
Crater, Ed James, Win Levi, Maury
Long, Bill Merritt, Warren Middleton,
John Osbon, Bruce Robertson, Ed
Sellers, Virginia Strieker, Betty Taishoff, Sol Taishoff and Don West.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 68.

QUARTER-MILLION IN RADIO • Lewis
Howe Co. (Turns), St. Louis, ordering
through Chicago office of McCann-Erickson
$250,000-plus radio campaign in 40-50
markets starting today (Mon.) and running
through Oct. 5. Agency's New York office
is looking for nighttime television series to
start in fall.
RINSO BUYING • Lever Bros. (Rinso),
N. Y., has ordered undetermined group of
markets for spot tv campaign to run variously from four to six weeks. J. Walter
Thompson, N. Y., is agency.
BACKING

OUT

• Although it has until

May 20 to make up its mind, Helena Rubinstein seems likely to bow out of 30-minute
Sid Caesar Invites You Sunday nights. ABCTV is to pitch another presentation to advertiser this week, but apparently cosmetics
firm and its agency, Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, are agreed that low ratings on
Caesar-Coca-Reiner series makes renewal
economically
unfeasible. isHowever,
it's understood that Rubinstein
sold on network
tv, will be back in fall with another program.
WANTS 'EM ALL • Liggett & Myers,
N. Y., negotiating for every week instead
of every other week of Club Oasis on NBCTV, Saturday, 9-9:30 p.m., now shared with
Max Factor. If deal moving Factor goes
through, L & M probably will change name
to Supper Club. Additionally L & M has
bought half-hour Milt Caniff Steve Canyon
tv series for next fall. Firm is dickering with
all networks for time. L & M also sponsoring
Brains & Brawn as summer show on Thursday, 8:30-9 p.m. on NBC-TV.
Erickson, N. Y., is agency.

McCann-

HAVE TIME, NEED SHOW • ColgatePalmolive Co., N. Y., bought Thursday
9-9:30 p.m. period on NBC-TV with show
yet to be determined. All Colgate agencies
are submitting formats for time period. Ted
Bates & Co. has submitted Dotto in nighttime version, while Bryan Houston's and
Norman, Craig & Kummel's recommendations will be taken up this week.
HALF-COCKED • Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, reportedly signed for sponsorship
of half of Restless Gun (Mon., 8-8:30 p.m.)
on NBC-TV through Leo Burnett Co.
FABRIC SPOTS • E. I. Nemours, Wilmington (dacron cotton), placing television spot
schedule in 40 markets, effective for one
week during May at different starting dates
depending on market. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
April 28, 1958
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PEOPLE
JOHN

M. GROGAN,

program

manager,

WABD

at

(TV) New York, named vice president in charge of programming, DuMont
Broadcasting Co. (WABD, WTTG [TV]
Washington, WNEW
New York, WHK
Cleveland). DAVID YARNELL, director,
named program manager of WABD.
DR. ALLEN B. DuMONT, board chairman,

deadline

Bill
Money
Push
Advocates
limiting grant to stations operated by state.
Senate Commerce Committee, in completSen.
Magnuson, after several other witnesses
ing hearings on bill to allocate up to $1 million to each state for educational tv, was told
also criticized this provision, indicated bill
would be amended to include participation
Friday that growth of etv has been hamby foundations and state-created associapered by lack of vhf channels in large metrotions.
politan areas. Ralph Steetle, executive direcFranklin Bouwsma, executive secretary of
tor of Joint Council on Educational Tv, said
educational WTVS (TV) Detroit, told of that
26 million people in New York, Los Angeles,
Cleveland and Washington are deprived of
uhf station's difficulties in four-station vhf
market. He said only 30,000 of 1.5 million
etv because reservations in those all-vhf
area sets have been converted and called for
cities are on uhf band.

Allen B. DuMont Labs, presented "Engineer of the Year" award Friday night by
New Jersey Society of Professional Engineers at annual convention in Atlantic City.
Dr. DuMont is associated with development

repeal of 10% excise tax on all-channel receivers as boost for etv.

HERB OSCAR ANDERSON, who had own
live show on ABC Radio before network cut
back live programming, will join WMCA
New York to do Mon-Sat., 4-7 p.m. disc

Educational

Tv

Mr. Steetle said in most cases "the problems of fund raising have seemed almost insurmountable. Add to this the difficulties
involved in protecting the reserved channels
from those who would have their educational
status removed for commercial purposes.
Under these circumstances . . . the progress
in educational tv has been truly remarkable." During 1958, he stated, an estimated
20 million people will receive some formal
education via tv.
William A. Richardson, treasurer of
Maine Educational Tv Assn., outlined unsuccessful efforts of that state to raise money
to place educational ch. 12 in Orono on air.
With etv, he said, Maine could provide students in its many small high schools top and
diversified instruction which now is impossible.
Sen. Frederick Payne (R-Me.), committee
member, said passage of bill will "without
a doubt" make it possible for his home state
to put etv outlet on air. Committee's action
on measure, introduced by Chairman
Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.), "will have
direct effects on the lives of millions of
Americans in future generations," Sen.
Payne stated.
Henry F. Chadeayne, executive director of
educational KETC (TV) St. Louis, pointed
up role that station is playing for both public
and parochial schools. He hit bill provision

More

Trouble

for Reardon

Troubles of Frank Reardon, majority
owner of KGEZ-AM-TV Kalispell, Mont.,
are mounting. Earlier in week Ire filed application to transfer control of KGEZ-TV
Kalispell from Copper City Radio Co.
(KBOW Butte, Mont.) to himself. Mr.
Reardon is principal owner of KBOW.
KBOW is 90% owner of KGEZ and 56%
owner of KGEZ-TV. This was done to clear
his interests so he could sell KGEZ to group
of local businessmen.
On Friday, Northwest Video Inc., community tv operators in Kalispell who own
30% of KGEZ-TV, filed notice with FCC it
intended to ask that KGEZ-TV transfer application be set for hearing. Northwest Video
claimed Mr. Reardon's allegation that CATV
competition put ch. 9 outlet off air is erPage 10

•
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S 2119 was labeled only "token contribution" to etv by Dr. C. R. Carpenter, director
of Pennsylvania State U.'s closed-circuit research program. He said four-year-old program has taught 25,000 students and is
working on model setup for other colleges
to copy. "Our nation is singularly fortunate,"
he said. "Precisely at this time when we are
confronted with an imperative need to educate large and increasing numbers of students ... we find that the communication
fields can supply the means and considerable
background of knowledge for accomplishing
tasks."
these
Ford
Foundation has granted approximately $30 million for etv, an indication
of its great interest in bill, Alexander J.
Stoddard, consultant for Fund for Advancement of Education, stated. He told of
of $1.1 million being spent yearly by
foundation in etv experiments in nine cities.
Etv will "die a-borning," he said, unless
something is done to help individual states.
Mrs. Edmund Campbell, president of
Greater Washington Educational Tv Assn.,
said her group plans to place lesson programs on commercial stations next fall.
Church, private and public schools in Maryland, Virginia and District of Columbia
are cooperating, she said.
roneous. Mr. Reardon made assertion in
letter to Senate Commerce Committee two
weeks ago, also taking FCC to task for not
protecting local tv stations from CATV
competition [Government, April 21]. Mr.
Reardon is selling KGEZ (1 kw on 600 kc)
for $115,000. Buyers are equal partners
Richard V. Vick, former general manager
of KGEZ-AM-TV; C. M. Anzjon; M. A.
Hinsl, and Ambrose G. Measure.
Pittera Buys Roberts' MBS Stock
Frederick Pittera, New York management consultant, announced Friday he has
purchased 165 common shares of MBS
from Paul Roberts, former president of
network. Purchase price not disclosed. Mr.
Pittera said transaction makes him "single
largest holder of common shares in Mutual."
There are 1,100 shares outstanding, he said.

of
cathode-ray
tubefields.
and "offspring" use in
various
electronic
PETER TRIOLO, media supervisor, and
WALTER TEITZ, media buyer, advanced to
associate media director and media supervisor, respectively, at Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, N. Y.

jockey show. He will be first "name" d.j. to
appear on WMCA.
HERMAN HICKMAN, 46, WCBS New
York sportscaster and panelist on various
radio-tv shows, died Friday afternoon in
Providence Hospital, Washington, D. C,
after complications developed from operation for gastric ulcers.
MARGARET MARNELL, 37, manager of
literary rights for ABC since 1948, died in
sleep early Friday. Before 1948 she was
scriptwriter-commentator for CBC. She is
survived by husband, New York attorney
Carl Eldridge.

Four

Stations

Change

Hands

Three am station sales totaling $620,000
were announced Friday. They are:
KMNS Sioux City, Iowa, by William F.
Johns Jr. and associates to James Stuart
group for $175,000. Stuart group includes
KFOR Lincoln and KRGI Grand Island,
both Nebraska. Johns group also owns
WMIN St. Paul, WOSH Oshkosh, Wis.,
KRIB Mason City, Iowa, and interests in
KIHO Sioux Falls, S. D., and WSPT Stevens
Point, Wis.
KVOA Tucson by Clinton D. McKinnon
to John H. and Nancy H. Battison for
$165,000. Mr. McKinnon retains ownership
of KVOA-TV Tucson and KOAT-AM-TV
Albuquerque. Battisons recently sold interest
in KAVE-AM-TV Carlsbad, N. M.
WNNC Newton, N. C, by Earl Holder
and Muriel Dellinger to William M. and
Jessie J. Bryan for $80,000. Bryans recently
sold interests in KGMO Cape Girardeau,
Mo., and KCOG Newton, Iowa.
KOOO Omaha, Neb., by Harold A.
Soderlund and associates to Eugene Kelley
Jr., James Fenlon and Dr. Clifford Bowers
of Sioux City, Iowa, for $200,000. Mr.
Kelley is associated in the ownership of
KTRI Sioux City and KPIG Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.
All sales were handled by Blackburn &
Co., media brokers, and are subject to FCC
approval.

Broadcasting

IREVEPORT

A "WET

PAINT"

sign usually means "hands off!"
But not this one! It's up there

merely to let you know that we're improving our
property with a brand new RCA 3-V
Monochrome and color film camera chain. It permits
us to broadcast high definition pictures of
the finest quality television presently permits.
It also makes us the FIRST IN SHREVEPORT
LOCAL

COLOR

FILMS AND

WITH
SLIDES.

Your Raymer Man has the complete
information about this and everything else that
has made us the colorful, copied TV
station in Shreveport. Make your impression on
this rich market
in color!

channel

shreveport,

Represented by PAUL

Broadcasting

H. RAYMER

la.

CO., INC
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WEEK

MANY

MORE

GREAT
Your

AFTER

WEEK

STARS...

IMPACT

viewers

. . .

MANY

STORIES!

will see and

thrill to a

galaxy of stars hand-picked for their
great performances on TARGET!
Howard Duff and Maria Riva star along
with names like Cesar Romero, Pat
O'Brien, Sidney Blackmer, Bonita
Granville, Steve McNally, John Ireland, Lola Albright, David Brian, Gene
Barry, and
TARGET

many

more.

brings great stars, great performances, great impact stories week
after week after week!

SERIES!

ADOLPHE

MENJOU

ALREADY
ACTION-ADVENTURE

TARGET
ALL

IS

IMPACT!

Everything viewers look
for in engrossing TV fare!
MYSTERY

HAS
WESTERN
THEM

All!
LAW

ENFORCEMENT

BY

• OLYMPIA BREWING

•SCHLITZ BREWING

•SOUTH CAROLINA
•KROGER
ELECTRIC & GAS

- CAPITAL HOSPITAL
SERVICE
» SAVANNAH SUGAR

•GLOBE BREWING
• PIGGLY-WIGGLY

TARGET

BOUGHT

REFINING (Atlanta)
and many more

SUCH

STARS.

^SUCH

IMPACT!

EVERY

WEEK

"5 HOURS
gF^^^^^^^W^^
m*
*
*
™"

TO

starring STEVE

IM

PACT

LIVE"
McN ALLY

"THE CAVE"
CESAR ROMERO
starringWAY
"NO
OUT"

ZIV

starring PAT

::°n:ceEEDN?cBTA°^v

MANY

GREAT

IMPACT

STORIES

WITH

LAW

LIKE:
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in production:

STORIES

ENFORCEMENT!

action-awewurei

MANY

MORE

STARS!

_
II

ri

IOOTING

STEVE

McNALLY

STARS

f

"5 HOURS

TO

LIVE"

... The father of a

10- year old boy holds the stolen $100,000.
An international criminal holds the serum
that can

save the boy's life. Will the exchange

be made

I

in time to save the boy's life?

\

QUSf&SB!

CESAR

ROMERO

STARS

I

"THE

BANDIT'S

escapes

with a fortune!

of action

PAT

O'BRIEN
1

BRIAN

"NO

STARS

7

How

hide out without

WAY

OUT"

...

to help a wounded

y

SSflHb

DAVID

STARS/

CAVE"... A

ruthless bandit
long can

a man

losing his reason?

A nurse is kidnapped

outlaw.

Can

the law

close in before the gang
outlived her usefulness?

decides

"TATTOO

ARTIST"

The police find

the body

of a dead

...

man— dead

she has

but very

much "alive" with intriguing clues to his
murderer. Can police decipher the clues
and

come

to grips with the killer?

.^BMPORCEMBtT!

GENE

BARRY

STARS/

"POLICE

DOCTOR"

gunman,

rushed

...

A wounded

to the hospital, wings

police officer and

holds him hostage

examining

room.

Can

overpower

the gunman

a

in an

the police doctor
and

save the officer?

.01ON-AWEMI&!

AT

AT

THE

SEE

STUDI

NAB

ZIV

THE

CONVENTION:

EXHIBITS
HOT

SHOWS

FOR

HOT,

OF

58!

Rooms 2338-2339 • Hotel Biltmore, Los Angeles
APRIL 27-MAY 1

ZIV
L

i

V\

w

WEEK AFTER WEEK . . .
MANY
GREAT

GREAT

STARS!

IMPACT

MANY

STORIES!

ADOLPHE

MENJOU

V
M

Al

Announcing

THE

M.

JOHN

MEMORIAL

THE

AND

BRANHAM

SCHOLARSHIP

AWARDS

In recognition of 50 years service to the advertising industry, The
Company

takes pleasure in announcing

Scholarship
Both

Award

scholarships

of an employee
accredited
The

and

The

John

or son, or daughter
will enter

an

in the fall of 1958.

extra curricular

school.

THE

Award.

deserving on the basis of scholarship

leadership, citizenship, and

secondary

Memorial

to the applicant who, in the opinion of

University board, is most

achievement,

Branham

Scholarship

property, who

college or university of his choosing

a Columbia

M. Branham

to an employee,

represented

scholarships will be awarded

attending

John

Petrie Memorial

are being awarded
of a Branham

The

PETRIE

JOHN

BRANHAM

COMPANY

activities while

OPEN MIKE
The Hodges
editor:

Rhubarb

Continues

Congratulations to Ernest Hodges
[Monday Memo, April 14], the audience
he's looking for is moving over to fm.
Adult listeners with better education,
better housing, more buying power are
choosing fm for radio entertainment.
It's time for another of your fm reports [Stations, April 6, 1957].
Chuck Kline
Fm Unlimited
Chicago
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Hodges article was a
critique on rock and roll radio.]
editor:
Please send ten copies of "Critique on
Rock and Roll: We're Not After the 12Year Olds" by Ernest Hodges [Monday
Memo,after
Aprilfor14].
This is the authority we've
been
months.
OVER

Spencer M. Snow
Program Director
KFIR North Bend, Ore.

THE

PIEDMONT
editor:
CAR

O

LI

N

AS

people*
1
1,788,
WITHIN
THE 36
WSPA-TV 75 MILE AREA

ITS

BIGGER

are adults and infants. And I'm reasonably
certain that infants do not dictate the
family listening habits . . .

THAN

ATLANTA

1,557,764

BIRMINGHAM

.1,427,783

NEW

.1,260,360

ORLEANS

HOUSTON
MIAMI

1,226,924

...

699.103
CHANNEL

IS THE
ONLY
COVERING

7

FIRST AND

decision-making, and states: "In two years
teenagers will control the bulk of all mass

SPARTAN-

buying." How is it possible? Besides, let's
not forget that 49% of first brides are in
their teens . . .

SUPERMARKET

The mass listens to the kind of program
they like, not what you or I or anyone else

WITH CBS.

* Counted population
A.D. Ring and Assoc.
1950 Census.

CHANNEL
7

.IT

¥

GEO. P. HOLUNGBERY
NAT
YES

Broadcasting

To progress further, it's this so-called
"giggle set" that gets the last laugh, or at
least the last word. Teenagers have a great
deal to say about the stores where items are
purchased, Gilbert Youth Research Organization says [finding] that 89.9% of the
girls have all or nearly all the say in the
choice of the store where clothing is to be
bought. Boys are close behind with 80.4% . . .
One of the most reputable representatives,
John Blair & Co., has circulated a booklet
to 5,000 advertisers and agencies. The booklet is a study of teenage buying power. Blair
says that teenagers are a vital part of product

VHF STATION

THIS GIANT

BURG -GREENVILLE

Permit me to answer Ernest J. Hodges
with an analysis of a typical top 40-type
station, KIOA. KIOA shows a relatively
constant audience percentage throughout the
listening day. In some cases the percentage
of audience is higher when the teenagers are
in school and the only remaining listeners

prefers. It's the mass that has to be sold.
You and I already are.
Larry Monroe
Director of Programming
KIOA Des Moines
Hybrid
editor:

Get

the full story from

your JOHN

BLAIR

man

Formats

If a station is an affiliate of a network —
and it doesn't matter which network — that
station should carry a number of networkoffered programs and cut down on disc
jockeys. After all, if it wants to be a so-

COLOR

RADIO — -CHANNEL

* PULSE — now

131

being taken
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H

DAN
Most BAXTER
exciting
all-nite show
WJBK-DETROIT

CLARK REID
audience
WJBK-DETROIT
Best woman's

"Hear, ye . . . hear, ye!". . . Familiar
words in the days when the Town
Crier served the broadcasting needs
of the people. Today, in great measure, this function is being performed
by the Storer Broadcasting Company. It is done in the spirit of
responsible (and responsive ) service.

HearlceixLttie

town

crier

This responsible service — with the
loyalty it has gained — is personified in the modern-day "deejay."
He is a part of the vigor of his community, sensitive to his audience.
With music as his bell, he not only
is heard, but listened to . . . Productive results of his salesmanship
on Storer stations prove it.

TOM CLAY
"Jaek-the-Bellboy"
with the 'teens'
itll lops
WJBK-DETROIT

RUDY ERTIS
All-night man
to "night
people"
all night
WSPD-TOLEDO

JIM ROWE
The "Fabulous 58"
according to Toledo
WSPD-TOLEDO

PETE MYERS
The "Mad Daddy" of
Cleveland teen-agers
WJW-CLEVELAND

DICK RICE
Show tunes new
and nostalgic
WSPD-TOLEDO

it

BOB CAIN
. . . morning news,
time and temperatures
WJW-CLEVELAND

BILL WRIGHT
The rebel
with a cause
WIBG-PHILADELPHIA

jftS'
CHUCK PARMALEE
. . . music, service
announcements and news
WSPD-TOLEDO

DOUG ARTHUR
Mr. Music
in Philadelphia
*WIBG-PHILADELPHIA

LEW CLAWSON
. . ."friendly
voice"
to vast audience
WWVA-WHEELING

BRUCE Mac DONALD
Cleveland's most
commercial man
WJW-CLEVELAND

WSPD
Toledo

WALLY KING
Great with the
going-home audience
WJW-CLEVELAND

TOM DONAHUE
Biggest
man
on the dial
WIBG-PHILADELPHIA

LEE SUTTON
. . consistently pulls
more commercial mail
WWVA-WHEELING

HARDROCK GUNTER
. emcee of World-Famous
WWVA Jamboree
WWVA-WHEELING

BOB BYRON
Keeps working
and playing listeners
smiling 'til dawn
WGBS-MIAMI

town,

Toledo

JOE
RulerNIAGRA
of the
night-time roost
WIBG-PHILADELPHIA

Cleveland

criers

Detroit

WJBK
WJW
Cleveland Detroit

Atlanta

of

LEE MOORE
. . one ofwestern
nation'sdeejays
top
country
WWVA-WHEELING

CAL MILNER
Gets the
driving audience
home with a smile
WGBS-MIAMI

Rftdio

Wilmington -Philadelphia

WOBS
WAGA
WWVA
WIBG
Atlanta Miami
Philadelphia Wheeling

National Sales Offices: 625 Madison Ave., New York 22, PLaza 1-3940 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, FRanklin 2-6498

OPEN

MIKE CONTINUED

called independent, then it should drop the
network.

we

get

'em

... [I know of] an ABC station that
used to carry a number of network shows.
But, since the station changed ownership,
local disc jockeys seem to be the rule. And,
let's face it: ABC is a good network. ABC
paved the way for delayed network programming during the silly daylight savings
time months. ABC let Bing Crosby prove

rr

coming

that people
don't mind listening to prerecorded shows.
What's so wonderful about being a disc
jockey? All you need is free records from
the record companies and subscriptions to
. . . music-industry journals. You don't even
need much musical background.
Name Withheld
Little in Size, Giant
editor:

in Sales

I believe KCNO has many things to crow
about but one in particular I would like
to put before readers of your fine magazine.
I believe we have set a record for the
smallest market station to carry major
league baseball. Alturas has a 3,000 population. Also, I think we bring it farther
than any other radio station of comparable
size (200 miles and we pay all line charges).
All this is without national advertising
help. Local advertisers make it possible and
not one nickel comes in from the network.
Another record for towns of 3,000: out

and

of 72 possible advertisers (and I'm stretching
the
point),
have 45 local advertisers on
the air
and we
all happy.

going

Dick Barrett
Station Manager
KCNO Alturas, Calif.

Akron's rubber factories
operate around the clock
in four shifts. Our
program pattern, very
heavy on local news and
music, keeps people on
CUE going to work, or
coming from work, or on
both occasions.

That Well-Covered
editor:

We appreciate your excellent handling of
our recent closed-circuit story [At Deadline, April 14]. The fine hand of a good
journalist is apparent when a rather casual
telephone conversation emerges so wellwritten and tied together.
Leonard G. Trostler
Local Sales Manager
WERE Cleveland

We get them at home, too
We deliver 11.7% more
listeners per dollar than
any other station in
the Greater Akron
Metropolitan Area.
All this is in a new
color film on the Elliot

Roslow's
editor:

stations we'll roll for
you at the drop
of a note to us

THE
GREAT

Page 22
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"Jean Elliot, Vice-Pres.

ELLIOT

INDEPENDENTS
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• GOOD

Ratings

Rebuttal

With regard to the account of the Radio
& Television Executives Society panel in

or A^ery-Knodel.

*Tim Elliot, Pres.

Feeling

WCUE
AKRON, OHIO

STATIONS
PROVIDENCE, R.I.
NEIGHBORS
WICE

-which the so-called "new" house-to-house
coincidental survey was discussed [Advertisers & Agencies, March 31], I want to
point out that there is nothing new about
this. Pulse has done this type of research
many times in the past for clients who have
paid for this, but because the cost was so
high we could not do it on a regular, continuing basis. . . .
I want to take exception to the question
about out-of-home audience, specifically
automobile audience, which was raised in
the panel and about which you should know
better. Pulse has pioneered and had the only
adequate method of measuring the out-ofBroadcasting

MEET

THE

BRITISH

PEOPLE

IN...

An exciting new human interest
series of 13 quarter-hour TV
programs . . . designed to acquaint
Americans with British life.
A new TOPIC every week
describes the British people;
how they work, play and live.
TOPIC is an up-to-date series
of telecast films of actual visits
and interviews conducted in a
casual and entertaining manner
by the well known husband and
wife team of Julius and Joan
Evans. This American couple
chats with a Rhodes scholar at
Oxford, talks to a British
housewife on market day, interviews a Member of Parliament
and visits other people and places
which typify Britain and the
British. The films give Americans
a chance to understand their
British counterparts.
A pilot film can be seen by
arrangement at our B.I.S. Office,
Room 1111, 448 S. Hill Street,
Los Angeles 13, Calif, (across from the
Biltmore). Call MAdison 6-4411
FOR FALL RELEASE
For Your Public Service Programming.
Information sent FREE Upon Your Request.
Radio-Television Division
BRITISH

INFORMATION

SERVICES

an Agency of the British Government
45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N. Y. • CI 6-5100

Broadcasting
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home audience, not just automobile but all
of it. . . . We now do this in all of our radio
broadcast audience research.
Sydney Roslow,
Director
The Pulse Inc.
New York City
[EDITOR'S NOTE: The points questioned by
Mr. Roslow were discussed by the panelists anu
specifically attributed to them in our story.]
Tires of Picking Up Tab
editor:
Isn't it time for radio stations to realize,
as some already have, that our customers

V
WRAL-T the
The regional station with

regional personality

NORTH

RALEIGH,

CAROLINA

. . - ;:::r.

Share-of-Audience

Dominant

to

Sign-on

(FEBRUARY

WRAL-TV

as such is very small. But the number interested in the music over the radio station for
what it does to and for them is great indeed.
This latter group is the one most radio stations are after. Our job is to entertain them
with music that stimulates, soothes, excites
or relaxes. And I'm sure not very many of
them are particularly interested in whether
it's Fisher or Travis singing, or whether it
is a Columbia or Verve recording, whether
it's No. 1 or No. 101 on the so-called hit
parade . . .
So perhaps it's also time for the record
companies to realize something. It's a lot
easier for many radio stations to buy singles
and albums they want from the local record
stores than to wade through the maze of
material issued each month. This station,
for one, and our newly-acquired outlet in
Redmond, Ore., plan to follow this policy.
If the record companies want their material
exposed to our audiences, they are certainly
free to send it along. Chances are a great
deal of what they supply will get played,

Sign-off
ARB)

at the

just look

And

are quite different from the record company's customers? I have long believed that
the number of people interested in records

market

serves

arousing a desire to buy the music in recorded form. However, we certainly don't
plan to pay the record firms for promoting
their music, and I feel certain that other sta-a
tions are now or will soon be adopting
similar policy.

From Greensboro
to the coast,
from Virginia to the
South Carolina line
— a total of more
than
2 million population

Rod Walter
Manager

KOMB

Cottage Grove, Ore.

Plea for PICON
editor:

on the most

Put your sales messages
— ask

about

current

seen

availabilities, market

screen
data

The picture of radio-tv that was left
following the Emmy awards show would
have been poor indeed had it not been for
Eric Sevareid's statesman-like analysis of the
industry's real goals insofar as the public
is concerned [Playback, April 21].

oft-repeated request for broadcasters to do more about industry public
relations can stand another drum beating.
Your

FULL POWER
New

Studios:

CHANNEL

Western

5

Blvd.

REPRESENTED

NBC

AND

LOCAL

• Raleigh,

BY

H-R,

COLOR

North

INC.

Carolina

Corny gags from loud-mouthed, often
irresponsible performers on a show like the
Emmy show can show us off in a very poor
light. When John Patt broke me into this
interest, conbusiness 27 years ago, publicsomet
hing that
venience or necessity meant
has been forgotten by many through the
Graves Taylor
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WTYN
years.

Try on & WFSC

Franklin, N.C.
Broadcasting

5{c
Just

one

year

and

BIG

in

old...

already

a

NOISE

the

important

ST.

LOUIS

market

in just
TOP
"Romper

one
LOCAL

year...
SHOWS

like

Room", "Tom Dailey",
and "Fred Moegle"

TOP

SYNDICATED

SHOWS

like "Sea Hunt", "Big Story",
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CBS
CBS Owned
Los Angeles; WBBM-TV
WXIX

Television
WCBS-TV

Stations

Channel 2, New York; KNXT

Channel 2, Chicago; KMOX-TV
Channel 19, Milwaukee; WHCT

Channel 2,

Channel 4, St. Louis;
Channel 18, Hartford
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Type

Rebroadcast

TRC-1
Receiver

KILLED

MICHAEL

FARMER?

A political refugee from Ciudad Trujillo
mysteriously disappears from the face of the
earth, but it is not until CBS Radio airs its
now-explosive "Chronicle of Terror: The
Galindez-Murphy Case" that America becomes indignant. Congress investigates. The
FBI begins asking embarrassing questions
and the State Dept. sends terse notes. Now,
almostan a encore:
year later,
CBS Radio's
One"
does
It presents
a less"Unit
explosive,
less cohesive though no less ear-shattering
report on juvenile crime in America today.
For years now— dating back to the heydey of radio — CBS Radio has been concerned with the face of crime.
Michael Farmer was 15 when he was
brutally murdered by a New York street
gang at 10:30 p.m. last July 30 in Manhattan's Highbridge Park when he and a chum,
Roger McShane, went out for a walk.
Farmer was a polio victim, and the public
became incensed at the senseless killing. But
its indignation and wrath spent itself in the
ensuing tabloid coverage of the 93-day trial
that ended a fortnight ago. By the time the
jury returned its verdict, the public generally
had lost interest.
It would seem that too many people had
forgotten the death of young Farmer. Now,

he Nems-Clarke Type TRC-1 Color Rebroadcast Receiver has been designed specifically to meet the
requirements
for a high-quality receiver for use in
Ti
direct pickup and rebroadcast of black and white and
color signals. It embodies features which give the reliability necessary for full-time commercial use and provides signals of exceptional quality.
The mechanical construction of the receiver is the
same as that normally used in transmitter input equipment. Bathtub construction provides maximum accessibility to all tubes and controls, the other components
being readily accessible on the rear of the chassis.
Three outputs are provided by the receiver — video,
audio, and stripped-sync. The video signal is available
at the normal level and polarity provided by a network
interconnection. The signal provided is exceptionally
clean and every effort has been made to minimize
impulse noise. The R.F. section of the receiver is a
separate crystal-controlled, plug-in unit. Where it is
desirable, the station can obtain a separate R.F. unit
for each channel to be received. The changeover from
one channel to another can be accomplished during
a station break with minimum interruption. By providing
Individual R.F. units for each channel, each R.F. unit
can be aligned to give maximum performance for its
particular channel without the compromises inevitable
in a switching-type device.
The sound channel is separate from the video channel so that in case of failure of the video transmitter
the sound is not lost.

NEMS

•

CLARKE
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DIVISION

OF
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CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

919
JESUP-BLAIR
DRIVE
SILVER
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MARYLAND
FOR FURTHER
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it is hoped that CBS Radio's report will revive the interest; otherwise the youth will
have surely died in vain.
The report by CBS presented the problem. It offered no quick panaceas. It took a
rather dim and hopeless view of the status
quo because, according to narrator Ed Murrow, "We permit" these conditions to continue. But it was not the network's job to
point to a solution: CBS is in business to
inform, not to rehabilitate. As such, it has
done a yeoman's job of gathering facts and
piecing them together. It was on top of the
story the minute it broke. Just how it went
about gathering its nerve-shattering tape
recorded interviews with the "Egyptian
Kings" and "Jesters" is not disclosed. It
should be commended for sitting on the
story for the length of the trial so as not to
prejudice the jury then hearing evidence.
This was radio journalism with a conscience.
Should New York City become as aroused
with the CBS report as the Congress was
with last year's Galindez expose, then the
network will have scored nothing less than
a triumph. Who said that radio was dead?
Production cost: $5,500.
Sustaining on CBS Radio 8-9 p.m. EST
April 21, a CBS News presentation.
Executive producer: lohn Jefferson; writerproducer:
Jay
McMullen; reporter:
Arthur Rabin.
HOW

DO

YOU

RATE?

CBS-TV's 10:30 a.m. entry is a common
sense quiz, pitting male against female. The
age-old contest has incontestable appeal.
How Do You Rate? is billed as "the
show that tests not what you learn from
books but what you learn from life." If
you learned anything from those psychological tests you had in college, so much the
better. Questions test observation of pictorial detail, the pitch of bells, distance
judgment, pronunciation, sense of touch,
Broadcasting
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IN REVIEW CONTINUED
. riETESTED
the adventures

o

and hints to contestants. Why doesn't anybody ever use a guitar or trumpet or accordion in the daytime?
Doubtless the average viewer is resigned
to the new cycle of tv quizzes. Since it must
be endured, such games as How Do You
Rule? seem to be as pleasant a way as any
to endure it. Thoughtful questions, good
pictorial design, attractive contestants and
unobtrusive moderating add up to a good
interest quotient for How Do You Rate?

J

BRAND-NEW/
FIRST- RUN!
r/ Si-

SUCCESS!

Saturday Evening Post
Over 650,000,000 readers of
Norman Reilly Raine's 65 Tugboat Annie stories! 27-year run
continues by popular demand.
SUCCESS!
Motion

Picture Feature

Box-office record-breaker in the
top motion picture theatres.
N. Y. Times— "story superior"
— "a box-office natural."
SUCCESS!
Chicago Audience Test
92 % of Lake Theatre audience
rated "The Adventures of Tugboat Annie" a TV favorite —
certified by Haskins & Sells,
C. P. A.
SUCCESS!
CBC

TV

reading, etc. The home audience is thrown
its usual bone in the form of a question to
be answered by mail. Besides two conu inters, moderator and "aptigraphs" for
scores, there is the usual organ for effects

Production costs: $20,000 weekly.
Sustaining live from New York on CBSTV Monday-Thursday, 10:30-11 a.m.
Executive producer: Steve Carlin; producer:
Ronald Dubin; director: Seymour Robby;
musical director: Bob Nicholson; m.c:
Tom Reddy; announcer: Jack Clark.
Packaged by EPI in association with Harry
Eleischman.
COMMENT
A panel of knowledgeable and urbane
gentlemen discussed the much-discussed
topic, "The Free World Versus Russia" on
this NBC News series April 20 and they reassured us that Russia is winning the "cold
war." Though this news is tiresomely discomfiting, the panel held out hope that
through a deeper understanding of the Soviet
Union and some of the recent changes in
attitudes there, the opportunity for co-existence can be strengthened.
At one point, one of the panelists, British
humorist Stephen Potter expressed enviable
admiration for Nikita Khrushchev's propaganda technique. He pointed out that Mr.
Khrushchev uses such easily-understood
slogans as "End the bomb." This, Mr. Potter indicated, is much more effective than

Network

' 'excellent viewing audience' ' —
"general public, through mail
and telephone calls, indicates
strong appeal for every member of the family." Tugboat
Annie outrates such shows as
Perry Como, Gunsmoke, Wyatt
Earp, Dragnet, Ctimax,
Disneyland and many, many
others in Canada network
markets.

mutual restraint." Other panelists included
Irving R. Levine, NBC news correspondent,
who commented that a more reasonable
Russia may emerge through an improvement
in education and living standards there;
Edward Crankshaw, London Observer
commentator on Russian affairs, who warned
that Russian leadership still is leaning toward
world domination but is restrained by the
dictates of logic, and Joseph C. Harsch,
NBC News senior correspondent, who observed that the United States must accept
the existence of a Soviet empire and a going
political and economic system there.
The program was stimulating throughout,
even though some of the commentary embodied information that has been printed
and broadcast time and again. It was a
pleasant change to listen to the observations of two British commentators.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
•
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Production Costs: Approximately $4,500.
Sustaining on NBC-TV 2-2:30 p.m. April
20.
Producer: Robert Priaulx; director: Richard
Cox.

Boss...
five station wagons? ? ?

What are we getting into now,
the cab business?"
"Mobile News Patrols", he snaps.
"Two-way radios. Reporters.
On the spot coverage anywhere
in Greater Cincinnati!"
'But Boss, think of the
MONEY! Why not do it like
everyone else. Tips, second
hand stuff from the newspapers,

the West's approach of "Organize a committee for international inspection and

R. B. Collett, Adv. Dir., Lever
Brothers Limited, writes:

Page 30

But

friends on the police force."
'That's not hoiv we got to be

ITT

f~r

,
FIRST in Cincinnati!''''
Come to think of it,
I guess he's right.
But Gosh . . . five station wagons . . .

radio
CINCINNATI
GORDON BROADCASTING COMPANY
SHERWOOD R. GORDON. BOSS
SOLD NATIONALLY BY ADAM YOUNG, INC.
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of
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Rural

Smart advertisers and sales promotional
people usually call 20% market coverage
very merchandisable— 50% coverage fabulous— what then would they call keystone
coverage ... unbelievable! But we can prove
that coverage— 86% !!! One of the great success stories in today's advertising is the
resurgence of radio advertising at the
LOCAL LEVEL . . . BEAMED AND PROGRAMMED
AT THE LOCAL MARKET . . . INTERESTING TO
AND INTERESTED IN THE CONSUMING PUBLIC
IN EVERY HOMETOWN AND RURAL MARKET.

There's just one way to cover . . . one way
to really dominate . . . and that's with
Keystone Broadcasting System's more than
1,000 locally oriented and managed radio
stations.

Maybe you think we're boasting. We'd
like to show you the objective data and
prove to you that whether you use a "network" of 100 or a network of 1000 stations
Keystone can build this network to your
order. Write or phone the Keystone office
nearest you. It will be a pleasure to tell you.

Send for our new station list
LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
111 W. Washington
527 Madison Ave. 3142 Wilshire Blvd.
57 Post St.
STate 2-8900
ELdorado 5-3720 DUnkirk 3-2910 SUtter 1-7440
CHOICE. A handful of stations or the network ... a minute or a full hour— it's
• TAKE
your needs.
to you, YOUR
up
• MORE FOR YOUR DOLLAR. No premium cost for individualized programming. Network
coverage for less than some "spot" costs.
• ONE ORDER DOES THE JOB. All bookkeeping and details are done by Keystone, yet the best
time and place are chosen for you.

BROADCASTING SYSTEM, inc.

THE

Broadcasting
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Try Bill Mack's
Famous
Recipe
Bill Mack is KWFT'S great country and western music personality.
He serves up big, heaping portions of mail — country style. Over
500 pieces of mail each week!

CIRCULATION & READER'S SERVICE
MANAGER: John P. Cosgrove
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER: Frank N. Gentile
CIRCULATION ASSISTANTS: Gerry Cleary, Christine
Harageones, Charles Harpold, Marilyn Peizer
BUREAUS

Bill's a fabulous fellow. His daily disc jockey shows rank 7th
on the national Country and Western Jamboree's annual D-J poll.
He's equally popular as band leader and vocalist. He records for
Mercury Starday . . . has had 50 original compositions published
. . . has made personal appearances on CBS Radio's "Saturday
Night Country Style," "Big D Jamboree," and "Louisiana Hayride."
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At the Met, in Yankee Stadium, at National
political conventions, at the Rose Bowl. These
are some of the places you'll find Collins
212Z Transistorized Remote

Amplifier, which

supplies full functions in a 22-pound package.
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The Transcontinent
Television Corporation
welcomes a powerful
combination to its family
of stations:
wnep-tv

(formerly

WARM-TV),

Channel 16,

Scranton, and wilk-tv,
Channel 34 Wilkes -Ban e.
The two stations are now
in combination
operating
with
identical programming
— but the prosperous
Scranton — Wilkes-Barre
market will soon be covered
by wnep-tv alone, when
it increases power to

ranton

►

Barre

r

Vijkes-

1,500,000 watts and becomes
America's most powerful
TV station.
Basic affiliation with the
ABC Television Network
will continue to bring such
top-rated shows as Maverick,
Lawrence Welk, Disneyland,
Wyatt Earp and The Real
McCoys to the nearly
2,000,000 people in the
Wilkes-Barre
trading
area.
—
growing Scranton
And the new single facility —
with studios in Scranton

TRANSCONTINENT

ADDS

and Wilkes-Barre and
transmitting from the
Wilkes-Barre site — will
enable Transcontinent to

A

strengthen the ties between
the two cities ... to maintain

powerful
SCRANTON

its policy of greater service
to the community and to
the advertiser.

hand

WROC-TV, Rochester

WILKES-BARRE

WGR' Radio, WGR-TV, Buffalo
WSVA Radio, WSVA- TV, Harrisonburg
Represented by Peters,
Griffin & Woodward
WILK-TV, Wilkes-Barre
WNEP-TV, Scranton
Represented by Avery-Knodel, Inc.

Symbol jj
j

0{
Service
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OUR

RESPECTS

to Donald

106%

Station

B-all

day

wrote a colorful story including this sentence: "As usual, genial Jim Farley was
wearing a white carnation in his button hole."
A careless printer made a mistake. The word "button" appeared in the Press as
"bottom."
Some of Mr. Martin's colleagues say that was the last mistake he has allowed to
be made in any enterprise with which he has been associated. His advancement
since his teen-age tour on the Campbell Press has been errorless and unrelenting.
Mr. Martin graduated from the Campbell Press to the San Jose Mercury Herald
and from high school to the U. of California. At the U. of California, where he
specialized in journalism, he had his radio baptism on KLX Oakland. As a reporter

5000
LIVELY

Martin

NOBODY at the NAB works longer hours and pays more attention to details
than Don Martin, public relations assistant to the president.
Mr. Martin got that way because of a shattering experience in his youth. At
the age of 15, as the after-school star reporter of the weekly Campbell (Calif.) Press,
he was assigned to interview James A. Farley, the Postmaster General who was
passing through town on a political tour. That night the eager young reporter

GREATER

AUDIENCE

than

Neil

WATTS

and later managing editor of the university's Daily Californian, he took part in
quarter-hour roundup programs dealing with campus news. At the university he
met his future wife, Betty Sullivan, a class behind him and also on the campus
paper's staff (later becoming editor-in-chief), and Dick Trezevant, who for a year
was on the NAB staff and now is Sunday editor of the Chicago Sun Times.
more

listeners

than

other

stations

heard

Lansing

combined.*

A
LANSING
r

Contact:

Venard,

Rintoul & McConnell,

Inc.

* February-March, 1958
C. E. Hooper, Inc.

WILS
ne\vs s^s

71
ASSOCIATED WITH WPON
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
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At college he had been in the Naval Reserve officer's training program, first VI 2
class. This led to a minesweeper that plied the East Coast and then moved to
Japanese waters. On the minesweeper was Norman B. Norman, then head of his
own advertising agency. They often discussed media and advertising problems.
Later Don was assigned to public relations in the Bureau of Naval Personnel, editing
two publications, All Hands and Naval Reservist. After a brief fling at civilian
status he decided to try New York. There he got a job at Robinson Assoc., public
relations firm handling the British Travel Assn. account.
Betty Sullivan had preceded him to New York, going to work on a small magazine.
Don had worked on the San Francisco Chronicle and news bureaus before entering
the service. In New York they were married. Later Don moved to the travel group's
advertising agency, Cecil & Presbrey, where he was in charge of the British account,
among others. In 1950 the British association decided to have its own public relations office, hiring Don for the job. He held it for six years, until NAB came along.
NAB had decided to start a major high-level public relations campaign designed
to develop a favorable national attitude toward broadcasting. President Harold E.
Fellows looked long and carefully. He hired Mr. Martin after many persons had
pointed to his public relations achievements at the British association. At the travel
office Mr. Martin received much of the credit for boosting American tourist traffic to
England from 91,000 to 316,000 a year, largest item of American trade.
Don Martin was 34 (born June 23, 1922) when he went to Washington in November 1956, promptly taking charge of publicity activities and the approaching publicopinion effort. The job offered a challenge, and that's what he likes about it.
Don flashes a squinty smile, often combining it with a puckered brow so it's hard
to tell whether he is amused, worried or just concentrating — probably all three. He
is a ferocious worker around his fourth-floor office at NAB Washington headquarters,
handy to President Fellows. He reports directly to Mr. Fellows.
He has a neglected Vermont acreage that someday, he hopes, will be planted to
trees. It serves as a remote-control hobby. He did a lot of traveling for the British
association, and still sees a lot of the U. S. in his NAB post. His clubs include
National Press Club, Sigma Delta Chi and Public Relations Society of America.
He has two children, both boys.
Don approaches a public relations problem by first surveying the situation and
then drawing up a plan. No. 1 priority goes to the "message," or what is to be
proved. The NAB Board adopted his basic message — "Broadcasting Serves America."
He feels broadcasting must assume a more conspicuous leadership role if the public
is to comprehend the industry's service. He says it has matured to the point where
it can take the lead in meeting national problems. An example is the "Learn — and
Live" project adopted last winter by the NAB board. Its objectives are to instill
in young people a will to know and a sense of the exciting adventure of learning.
Lofty? Listen to Don: "We have to aim high if we are going to compete in the
space age. Ideas are guiding lights to achieving tangible results, whether we are
speaking in terms of national aspirations or more favorable public opinion."
Broadcasting
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In Alaska, in Korea, in Moscow, Bob Hope has pursued his incredible television Odyssey. Not even Homer, who had only words to
rely on, could impart to his countrymen the sense of understanding
of remote peoples and places that Bob Hope consistently achieves
with his NBC Television shows.

In the nighttime hours, where competition is keenest and viewing
heaviest, NBC

The April Trendex reveals that NBC

show mixed oil and water. It evoked unparalleled

One Network.

at night leads the second

network by 14%, the third by 39%. In terms of half -hour wins,
NBC

The Moscow

Television is now the Number

has 20, the second network 14, the third 8. This report climaxes the greatest one-year audience shift in television s first decade.

critical enthusiasm and captured at the same time one of the largest
audiences of the year. It would take a mighty fast-draw Western
to out-do a combination of Hope and Ukrainian spear dancers.
In his 8th year on television, Bob Hope has surged ahead to new
peaks of audience popularity— just as NBC

Television, in its 10th

year, has forged into unquestioned supremacy in program popularity.
ARB, Nielsen Multi-Network Area Report and Trendex all agree:

Together, "Mr. United States"* and the network most preferred
wherever there is full freedom of program choice, are riding the
crest of the greatest audience endorsement in their joint histories.
*From the 1958 George Foster Peabody Award citation to Bob Hope for
his "Outstanding Contribution to International Understanding."
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The second floor of the Biltmore will be devoted exclusively to exhibits. Other exhibits will
be located in the Grand Ballroom and Ballroom
Foyer of the Biltmore and in the Assembly, Garden, Los Angeles and Wilshire Rooms on the
ballroom (mezzanine) floor of the Statler.
The hotels do not assign rooms or suites prior
to registration, so hospitality suites are presently
identified only by hotel. When the convention
opens, NAB will post giant directory boards in
the lobbies of both the Biltmore (Management
Conference headquarters) and Statler (Engineering Conference headquarters) showing where all
associate members' suites are located.
Room designations in roman type are in the
Biltmore Hotel, whereas those in italics are in
the Statler Hotel. (E) indicates exhibitor. (H)
indicates hospitality suite.
EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
Adler Electronics . . .(E) Wilshire Room, Space 5

BUT

Statler2
Alford Mfg
(E) Wilshire Room,(H)Space
Ampex
(E) Wilshire Room, Spaces 1-11
Biltmore
Browning Labs
(E)(H)Room
2208
Bryg Inc
CE) Wilshire Room, Space 8
Caterpillar Tractor
(E) Ballroom, Space 6
Century Lighting . . (E) Ballroom Foyer, Space 2
Collins Radio
(E) Ballroom Foyer, Space 1
Conrac
(E) Wilshire Room, Space 4
Continental Electronics
(E) Room 2122
Dresser-Ideco
(E) Rooms 2204-05-07
Electronic Applications
(E) Rooms 2105-06
Foto-Video Labs
(E) Los Angeles Room
Gates Radio
(E) Ballroom Foyer, Space 3
General Electric
(E) Garden Room

THE

FACT

IS . . .

K-NUZ

PULSE-

(Jan.-Feb. 1958) Places
K-NUZ in No. 1 position Monday thru Friday for total
broadcast day average 6 A.M.
to 12 midnight.

(Jan.-Feb. 1958) Places
K-NUZ in No. 1 position Monday thru Friday 6 A.M. to 6
NIELSEN
P.M. for total broadcast day
average.

"out**

"On-The-Go"

RADIO

in HOUSTON

National

Forjoe
New York
K-NUZ

& Co. —
• Chicago

Los Angeles
•
Philadelphia
Southern

Houston's^

24-Hour

Reps.:

San Francisco
• Seattle
Reps.:

CLARKE BROWN CO. —
Dallas • New Orleans • Atlanta
In Houston— Call DAVE MORRIS— JA 3-2581

--Music
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General Electronic
(E) (H)
RoomStatler
2317
General Precision
(E) Rooms 2229-32
General Radio
(E) Wilshire Room, Space 10
The Harwald Co
(E) Ballroom Foyer, Space 4
Houston-Fearless
(E) Rooms 2110-11
(E) Rooms 2216-17
Hughey & Phillips
Industrial

Transmitters

& Antenna (H)(E)Statler
Wilshire Room, Space 9
Kahn Research Labs (E)
Wilshire Room, Space 9-A
Kin Tel
(E) Wilshire Room, Space 13
Kliegl Bros
(E) Wilshire Room, Space 7
(E) Wilshire Room
Ling Systems

2237
RoomStatler
(E) (H)
Magnetic Sound Camera
2234
Room
(E)
elin
Prod
and
2226-27-28
(E) Rooms
RCA
Biltmore
Ballroom,
Space 7
(H) Biltmore
Room
(E) Los Angeles
Raytheon
(E) Rooms 2212-14
Rust Industrial
Sarkes Tarzian ..'./(E) Wilshire Room, Space 17
Schafer Custom Engineering (E)
Wilshire Room, Space 12
(H) Statler
Stainless
Stancil-Hoffman
(E) Room 2309
Standard Electronics (E)
Rooms 2202-03 Wilshire Room, Space 3

Telechrome Mfg

Statler16
(E) Wilshire Room,(H)Space
continued
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John C. Mullins, President
Represented Nationally by Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
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1958 plus estimated set count, five community antenna systems and from
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TelePrompTer
(E) Ballroom, Space 5
Television-Zoomar
(H) Statler
Utility Tower
(E) Los Angeles Room
Visual Electronics
(E) Wilshire Room, Space 15
GOVERNMENT
U.
Forces
U. S.
S. Armed
Army (E)

(E) Rooms 2119-20-21

Rooms 2307-08 and Assembly Room
U. S. Treasury
(E) Room 2116
NETWORKS
ABC Radio and ABC-TV
(H) Biltmore
CBS Radio
(H) Biltmore
CBS-TV
(H) Engineers Club, Biltmore
Keystone Broadcasting System
(H) Biltmore
Mutual
(H) Biltmore
NBC Radio and NBC-TV
(H) Biltmore
NT A Film Network
(E) Rooms 2341-44
(H) Biltmore
NEWS
SERVICES, PUBLICATIONS
Advertising Age
(E) Room 2130
(H)
Associated Press
(H)Biltmore
Statler
Billboard
(E) Room 2117
BROADCASTING
(H) Biltmore
International News Service-Telenews (E)
Room 2131
Radio-Television Daily
(E) Rooms 2128-29
Sponsor
(E) Room 2340
Statler
Standard Rate & Data
(H)(H)Biltmore
Telefilm Magazine
(E) Room 2104
Television Age
(H) Biltmore
Television Magazine
(H) Statler
United Press
(H) Biltmore
United Press Movietone News ... (E) Room 2326
U. S. Radio
(E) Room 2133
Variety
(E) Room 2235
PROGRAM SERVICES
AAP
(E) Rooms 2345-46-48-50-52
ABC Film Syndication
(E) Rooms 2356-57
M & A Alexander Productions (E) Rooms 2354-55
Broadcast Music Inc
(E) Rooms 2107-08
(H) Biltmore
California National Productions .... (H) Biltmore
CBS Television Film Sales . (E) Rooms 1348-50-52
Community Club Services
(H) Statler
Flamingo Telefilm Sales
(E) Room 2319
Harry S. Goodman Productions (E) Rooms 2102-03
Governor Television Attractions (E) Room 2331
(H) Statler
Guild Films
(E) Rooms 2324-25
Hollywood Television Service
(E) Room 2337
(H) Biltmore
Lang-Worth Feature Programs (E) Rooms 2305-06
(H) Biltmore
MCA-TV
(H) Biltmore
MGM-TV
(E) Rooms 2333-34-35
Magne-Tronics
(E) Room 2359
Medallion. Tv Enterprises
(E) Room 2358
Modern Talking Picture Service (E) Room 2225
Muzak
(H) Biltmore
National Telefilm Assoc
(E) Rooms 2328-30
Official Films
(E) Rooms 2322-23
(H) Biltmore
RCA Recorded Program Services (E)
Rooms 2300-01-02
(E) Rooms 2303-04
(E) Rooms 2134-35
(H) Biltmore
Standard Radio Transcription Services
(E)
Room 2361
Screen Gems
SESAC
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Sterling Television
(E) Room 2219
Telemat
(E) Rooms 2320-21
Television Programs of America (E)
Rooms 2221-23
Trans-Lux Television
(E) Rooms 2215-2362
World Broadcasting System . .(E) Rooms 2200-01
CONTINUED
Broadcasting
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Ziv-Economee

Television

Programs (E)

Rooms 2100-01
Ziv Television Programs ... (E) Rooms 2338-39
(H) Statler
RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS

CHANNEL

4-SIGHT

American Research Bureau
(H) Biltmore
A. C. Nielsen
(E) Rooms 2112-15
The Pulse
(H) Biltmore
STATION BROKERS
Blackburn & Co
Paul H. Chapman Co
(H)
Wilton Gunzendorfer
Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining &
(H) Biltmore, Statler,
Allen Kander Co
Jack L. Stoll & Assoc

(H) Statler
Town House
(H) Biltmore
Assoc.
Town House
<H) Statler
(H) Statler

STATION GROUPS
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co

(H) Biltmore

STATION REPRESENTATIVES
Avery-Knodel
(H) Town House
John Blair, Blair Tv and Blair Television
Assoc
(H) Chapman Park
The Boiling Co
(H) Biltmore
The Branham Co
(H) Biltmore
CBS Tv Spot Sales
(H) Statler
Henry I. Christal
(H) Biltmore
Everett-McKinney
(H) Town House
Forjoe and Forjoe Tv
(H) Biltmore
Gill-Perna
(H) Biltmore
Harrington, Righter & Parsons
(H) Statler
Headley-Reed
(H) Statler
H-R Reps and H-R Tv
(H) Chapman Park
George P. Hollingbery
(H) Statler
The Meeker Co
(H) Statler
John E. Pearson and Pearson Tv (H) Town House
Peters, Griffin, Woodward
(H) Town House
Edward Petry & Co
(H) Biltmore
Rambeau, Vance, Hopple
(H) Biltmore
Paul H. Raymer
(H) Biltmore
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell
(H) Statler
Weed & Co
(H) Town House
Adam Young
(H) Ambassador

where

is

every-

You don't have to know how to
use a sextant to get your bearings. You're always headed in
the right direction on the Golden
4-Sight.
Spread when you use Channel
More than 1 00,000 TV sets in
a vastly healthy and wealthy
market.

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANIES
American Telephone & Telegraph
(H) Statler

Power:

TRADE ASSOCIATIONS
body?
\miSilft*g*t;e<tft:xe

The latest 19-county Telepulse
and ARB Reports claim
that nearly everybody in
Eastern North Carolina is
at home

watching

But if you want

Channel

9.

to talk to

these Tar Heels, Hollingbery can arrange
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Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences
(E) Room 2318
NAB Convention Offices
Convention Manager
Room 1339
Everett E. Revercomb, Sec.-Treas.
Engineering Conference .... Washington Room
A. Prose Walker, Manager
Convention Exhibits
Room 1339
George E. Gayou, Exhibit Manager
Registration Desk
Galeria Floor
William Walker, Asst. Treas.
Convention News
Galeria Room
Donald N. Martin, Asst. to the
President for Public Relations
Program Coordinator
Room 1356
Howard H. Bell, Asst. to the
President for Joint Affairs
MAB Staff Offices
Radio
Room 1358
John F. Meagher, Vice President
Television
Room 1361
Thad H. Brown Jr., Vice President
Employer-Employe Relations
Room 1337
Charles H. Tower, Manager
Government Relations
Room 1356
Vincent T. Wasilewski, Manager
Legal
Room 1356
Douglas A. Anello, Chief Attorney
Organizational Services and APBE
Room 1337
Frederick H. Garrigus, Manager
Research
Room 1338
Richard M. Allerton, Manager
Station Relations
Galeria Floor
William Carlisle, Manager
Television Code Affairs
Room 1338
Edward H. Bronson, Director

Visual
Aural

100 kw
50 kw

Antenna Height 833 feet above
the ground

COi.0

KANSAS

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL
4
AMARILLO,
TEXAS
CONTACT
ANY
KATZ

i
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It's no secret that KFMB-TV news programs reach more people
than any other local television program of any kind.
This Day 1958, Monday, is the second highest rated program
in the San Diego market. * 41.7 — outrated only by Gunsmoke's
41.8.

Three of the five This Day 1958 programs (Monday through
Friday, 7:30-8:00 P.M.) were in the top ten programs in the San
Diego market! San Diego knows it is first and best when it is on
Channel 8 news programs.
° Neilson station index report, February 1958
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UNDERWAY

spread
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over

California

in prospect

NAB's 36th convention, billed as the last
of the big, industrywide meetings, sprouted
all over the Greater Los Angeles landscape
at the weekend.

be limited to high policy matters, leaving
operating problems to the autumn sessions
where station department heads could benefit.

Attendance promises to approach all-time
NAB records despite the West Coast locale,
advance registrations indicating over 2,000
will formally sign up at the registration desk.
Another thousand or more unregistered conventioneers will be around the two headquarters hotels, Biltmore and Statler.
The 1958 convention is a huge project —
too huge for the Los Angeles facilities.

The scattered Los Angeles facilities have
posed tough planning problems for the convention staff— Everett E. Revercomb, NAB
secretary-treasurer and convention manager;
Howard H. Bell, assistant to the president
for joint affairs and convention program coordinator, and William Walker, assistant
treasurer in charge of registrations. Just 10
days before the convention they lost the

Next year's convention will
be more exclusive — the NAB
board voted last January to confine itto top ownership-management delegates. Film, program
and non-equipment manufacturers will be squeezed out, as
will broadcasters below the top
executive echelon.
The board would bar most of
the exhibitors who this week are
installed on the second floor of
the Biltmore Hotel, where showmanship and salesmanship
abound in dozens of plush suites.
A question on every delegate's
lips this week will be: "Should,
the convention be sliced down
size?"
top-brass
to Before
the week is over there
may be solid expressions of industry sentiment. Should opposition develop, the NAB
board will have a chance to reconsider the subject next June
20 at a Washington meeting.
Some film and service exhibitors are quietly unhappy
about the new convention format. They question the board's
action in confining them to the
annual autumn tour of eight
regional meetings, fondly known
wm
as the "flea circus."
The veteran conventioneer of them all,
William S. Hedges, NBC vice presidentgeneral services, doesn't go along with the
cutback idea, contending everybody who
does business with the industry should have
a chance to attend (see interview, page 56).
In its January action the board argued the
convention is getting too bulky and should
Broadcasting

for

IN

L.A.

landscape

next

year

week totaled 1 ,600 of which 300 were engineering. Final registration at the 1957 convention in Chicago was 2,358 — 1,781 management, 577 engineering.
The next two conventions will be at the
Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago. Largest
in the world, this huge plant can accommodate the programs and exhibits under one
roof — even under the present format.
At Los Angeles the convention exhibits
are scattered
around
the Biltmore and
Statler, six blocks apart. Official meetings
and dinners are at the Statler, Biltmore, Embassy Auditorium and Palladium. Unofficial affairs are distributed around Hollywood and .
out to Burbank and Disneyland.
A high spot comes on the
final day when an all-industry
meeting will be held by radio
broadcasters to prepare for the
expiration of ASCAP contracts
next Dec. 31. Member and nonmember delegates are expected

THIS WEEK

IN LOS ANGELES

The 36th annual NAB convention got underway over the past weekend in Los Angeles.
Here's the last minute report on what will take
place there.
"WHERE TO FIND IT" DIRECTORY
AERIAL VIEW OF CONVENTION
OFFICIAL, UNOFFICIAL
AGENDAS
ONE MAN WHO'S SEEN 'EM ALL
THEY'LL BE TALKING ASCAP

Page
Page
Page
Page
Page

42
52
54
56
64

main meeting room, Biltmore Theatre, but
came up with a substitute, Embassy Auditorium.
They fought their way through a record
advance registration and seemed to have a
hotel room for everyone even if it was 10
miles out.
Mr. Revercomb said registration late last

to set up an all-industry negotiating committee (see ASCAP
story, page 64).
Sunday, April 27, was set up
as side-meeting day. Official
meetings start Monday morning. The Engineering Conference
opens at 9 at the Statler. Film,
fm, labor and wage-hour sessions are scheduled.
Tuesday marks the formal
convention opening as Dr.
Frank Stanton, president of CBS
Inc., delivers the keynote address. The speeches of FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer and
Marion Harper Jr., McCannErickson president, are Tuesday
high spots. Members of the FCC
take part in a Wednesday morning roundtable. President Harold E. Fellows addresses the
Wednesday luncheon. The banquet will be held that night at the Palla-

dium.
Management and engineering sessions
close early Thursday afternoon. The two
groups meet jointly Tuesday morning for
the keynote speech and Chairman Doerfer,
and again for the Wednesday FCC roundtable.
April 28, 1958
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Official meetings of the NAB convention this week will be
held in three downtown Los Angeles hotels, indicated by
arrows in picture above. Shuttle buses will operate among the Bilt-

A

COMMUTERS'

Los Angeles is a city of wide, if not open,
spaces. Natives think nothing of driving
20 miles to pay a neighborly call.
Delegates to the NAB convention will
only begin their travel when they reach
their hotel. Not counting one jaunt to
Disneyland for delegates' wives (30 miles
each way), convention events will be spread
over an area of roughly 100 square miles.
Official events will be in three downtown
hotels (Biltmore, Embassy and Statler) and
exhibits in two of them (Biltmore and
Statler) . These hotels are only Tialf-a-mile
apart, or next door to one another by Los
Angeles standards.
It's the unofficial events that will bring
out the rover in the boys at the NAB. For
a few of those affairs, buses will be provided. For most, the delegates will be at
the mercy of Los Angeles taxicabs.
The map at right gives a rough idea
of the location of convention events. Not
shown are the better restaurants which are
just as widely dispersed.
Cab fares quoted here are the estimates
of the Yellow Cab Co. Tips are extra. Fares
may be cut by group riding. The cost is the
same, no matter how many passengers.
Page 52
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more (left), the Embassy (center) and the Statler (right). Athletic
delegates could walk from one hotel to another (roughly a halfmile). Cab fare between any two of the hotels is 70 cents.

CONVENTION

2

The Palladium (left arrow) will be scene of Wednesday night
NAB banquet. The Moulin Rouge (right arrow) will be site
of Wednesday Queen for a Day luncheon for convention wives.
Cab fare from Biltmore: $2.50.

ABC-TV primary affiliates met last Friday at the Beverly
Hills hotel, and some NAB convention delegates have chosen
to stay there instead of at less posh but nearer inns. Cab fare from
Biltmore: $3.50.
3

NBC will
(arrow top
at Town House
(arrow top right;
7

4

hold affiliates dinner Monday

at Ambassador

left; cab $1.60), and there'll be hospitality suites
(bottom arrow; cab $1.50) and Chapman Park
cab $1.70).

The Beverly Hilton will draw three big events, BMI dinner
for the NAB board and other key delegates on Sunday, film

distributors' cocktail party Monday, wives' fashion luncheon Tuesday. Cab fare from Biltmore: $3.60.

Ill
5

as.
. .. i;«

There'll be cocktail party
for CBS affiliates at CBS
Television City Monday. Cab
fare from Biltmore: $2.70.
Broadcasting

NBC will shuttle affiliates
to see Burbank studios.
Those going by cab will pay $4
from Biltmore.

Easiest way to get around Los Angeles is by
helicopter, which is how Broadcasting took
these pictures. Helicopters come higher than
cabs ($80-$ 100 an hour). Photographer was
Doug Mitchell of Sid Avery & Assoc.; pilot
was Max Shumacher of KABC Airwatch.
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Official agenda events
and unofficial sessions

ANGELES

27

7 (I.D1.-7 p.m. REGISTRATION: Galeria, Biltmore.
9 a.m.-9 p.m. ASSN. FOR PROFESSIONAL BROADCASTING EDUCATION: Membership meeting, Conference Room 1, Biltmore.
10 a.m. KABC-TV LOS ANGELES: Timebuyers tour.
70 a.m.-12:30 p.m. ASSN. OF MAXIMUM SERVICE TELECASTERS:
Membership meeting, Music Room, Biltmore.
10 a.m.-2 p.m. BROADCAST MUSIC INC.: Board meeting and
luncheon, Cleveland and Mission Rooms, Statler.
Noon-7 p.m. EXHIBITS: Biltmore, Statler.
12:30 p.m. ASSN. OF MAXIMUM SERVICE TELECASTERS: Board of
Directors, Conference Room 4, Biltmore.
1:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. FM DEVELOPMENT ASSN: Buffalo Room,
Statler.
2 p.m. ABC-TV AFFILIATES: Membership meeting, Sierra Room,
Statler.
2 p.m.S p.m. COMMITTEE FOR COMPETITIVE TELEVISION: Membership meeting, Detroit Room, Statler.
3 p.m. -6 p.m. MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM: Affiliates meeting-reception, Conference Rooms 2, 3, 4, Biltmore.
3:30 p.m. CLEAR CHANNEL BROADCASTING SERVICE: Conference
Room 5, Biltmore.
3:30 p.m.S p.m. DAYTIME BROADCASTERS ASSN.: Meeting, Conference Room 8, Biltmore.
5 p.m.S p.m. WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING: Reception, Golden State Room, Statler.
6:30 p.m. BMI COCKTAIL PARTY. 7:30 p.m. BMI DINNER: Both
Beverly Hilton.
7:30 p.m. VIP DINNER: Chasen's Restaurant.

Subjects: Twelve Months of Fm Progress; Availability of
Fm Transmitters and Receivers; What We are Doing With
Fm, and Why; Are You Missing the Boat on Am-Fm Stereo?;
Fm Sales Techniques.
10 a.m.-3:30 p.m. DISNEYLAND TOUR.
10 a.m.S p.m. TV CODE BOARD: Conference Room 5, Biltmore.
// a.m. PRESS CONFERENCE AND LUNCHEON, NBC TAPE CENTRAL:
NBC Studios, Burbank.
Noon TELEVISION PIONEERS: Barbecue luncheon, Biltmore Bowl.
Noon ENGINEERING RECEPTION: Sierra Room, Statler.
12:30 p.m. ENGINEERING LUNCHEON: Pacific Ballroom, Statler.
Presiding: William B. Lodge, v. p. -station relations and engineering, CBS-TV; Invocation: Rabbi Ernest R. Trattner, Westwood Temple, Los Angeles.
Address: Harold E. Fellows, president and board chairman,
NAB.
2 p.m.-4 p.m. LABOR CLINIC: Sierra Room, Statler.
Presiding: Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island,
111.; Discussion leader: Charles H. Tower, NAB.
Staff presentations and broadcaster case histories on technological change and collective bargaining, multi-employer
bargaining, and developments in broadcasting labor relations.
2:30 p.m.S p.m. ENGINEERING PAPERS: Golden State Room,
Statler.
Presiding: Edward Benham, chief engineer, KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles; session coordinator: James D. Russell, president-general manager, KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs.
4 p.m.S p.m. WAGE-HOUR SEMINAR: Sierra Room, Statler.
Question and answer session on broadcasters' wage-hour
problems conducted by the NAB Employer-Employe Relations Department staff.
4 p.m. CBS-TV TEA PARTY: Affiliates' ladies. 5:30 p.m. CBS-TV
COCKTAIL PARTY: Affiliates. Both Television City.
5:30 p.m. FILM DISTRIBUTORS RECEPTION: Beverly Hilton.

Monday,

April

28

7 p.m. NBC DINNER: Cocoanut Grove, Ambassador.

7 a.m.-7 p.m. REGISTRATION: Galeria, Biltmore.
8 a.m. -9:30 a.m. QUALITY RADIO GROUP: Breakfast, Conference
Room 7, Biltmore.
8:30 a.m.-3 p.m. BROADCASTING
GOLF TOURNAMENT: Los
Coyotes Country Club.
9 a.m. -11:45 a.m. ENGINEERING PAPERS: Golden State Room,
Statler.
Presiding: George Hixenbaugh, chief engineer, WMT Cedar
Rapids, Iowa; opening remarks: Raymond F. Guy, NBC.
9 a.m. -7 p.m. EXHIBITS: Biltmore, Statler.
9:30 a.m.-ll:45 a.m. TELEVISION MANAGEMENT FILM SESSION:
Pacific Ballroom, Statler.
Presiding: Joseph L. Floyd, KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D.
Syndicated film panel: Milton A. Gordon, president, Television Programs of America; George T. Shupert, president,
ABC Film Syndication;^ Frederick S. Houwink, WMAL-TV
Washington; A. James Ebel, KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.
Feature film panel: Oliver A. Unger, president, National
Telefilm Assoc.; Richard A. Harper, general sales manager,
MGM-TV; Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ (TV) Miami; Dwight W.
Martin, WAFB-TV Baton Rouge.
10 a.m.-noon "FORWARD MOVING FM": Music Room, Biltmore.
Participants: Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington; Charles
King, MBS; Horace Fitzpatrick, WSLS-FM Roanoke, Va.;
Guy Harris, KDKA-FM Pittsburgh; Joseph T. Connolly,
WCAU-FM Philadelphia; Theodore Jones, WCRB Waltham,
Mass.; Jack Kiefer, KMLA Los Angeles; Harold Tanner,
WLDM Oak Park, Mich.; John M. Ross, Ross-Reisman Co.;
John F. Meagher, NAB.
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Tuesday,

April

29

7 a.m.-7 p.m. REGISTRATION: Biltmore.
8 a.m.-9:30 a.m. TV STATIONS INC.: Breakfast, Music Room,
Biltmore.
9 a.m.-7 p.m. EXHIBITS: Biltmore, Statler.
9:45 a.m.-nopn JOINT SESSION (Management and Engineering
Conferences): Embassy Auditorium.
Presiding: J. Frank Jarman, co-chairman, 1958 Convention
Committee; Invocation: Rev. J. Richard Sneed, First Methodist
Church, Los Angeles; Presentation of the Colors: The Post
Color Guard, Fort MacArthur, Calif.; The National Anthem:
John Raitt; Music: Sixth U.S. Army Pipe Band, the Presidio
of San Francisco, Calif.
Welcome: Norris Poulson, mayor of Los Angeles.
Keynote address: Dr. Frank Stanton, president, CBS Inc.
Presentation of Keynote Award: Harold E. Fellows, president-chairman ofthe board, NAB.
Address: John C. Doerfer, chairman, FCC.
Noon FASHION LUNCHEON: Beverly Hilton.
12:30 p.m. LUNCHEON
(Management
Conference): Biltmore
Bowl.
Presiding: W. D. (Dub) Rogers Jr., co-chairman, 1958 Convention Committee; Invocation: Rabbi Edgar F. Magnin, Wilshire Boulevard Temple, Los Angeles.
Address: Marion Harper Jr., president, McCann-Erickson.
Special feature: David Hardacre, national co-winner, 11th
annual Voice of Democracy contest.

Broadcasting

2:30 p.m.-4 p.m. TELEVISION MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: Music
Room, Biltmore.
Presiding: Thad H. Brown Jr., vice president for television,
NAB; Welcome: John E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.
The Public and Your NAB (film presentation) — "A Welcome Guest in the House."
Television Code: Remarks: William B. Quarton, WMT-TV
Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Presentation: Edward H. Bronson, director, Television Code Affairs, NAB.
2:30 p.m-5 p.m. RADIO MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: Pacific Ballroom, Statler.
Presiding: John F. Meagher, vice president for radio, NAB.
Opening remarks: F. Merrill Lindsay Jr., WSOY-AM-FM
Decatur, 111.
This Business of Radio — Inventory, 1958: F. C. Sowell,
WLAC Nashville; Frank M. Headley, president, Station Representatives Assn.; Matthew J. Culligan, vice president in charge
of NBC Radio.
Radio's Role in National Defense: Moderator: Vincent T.
Wasilewski, NAB government relations manager; Robert E.
Lee, FCC; John J. McLaughlin, administrative assistant to
the Secretary of the Air Force; W. H. Duplantis, assistant
administrator of communications, Federal Civil Defense
Admin.; Norman A. Matson, chief, Emergency Warning Section, U. S. Weather Bureau; Kenneth W. Miller, U. S. Supervisor, Conelrad; A. Prose Walker, NAB.
2:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m. ENGINEERING PAPERS: Golden State Room,
Statler.
Presiding: E. C. Frase Jr., chief engineer, WMC-WMCT (TV)
Memphis, Tenn.; session coordinator: Max Bice, chief engineer,
KTNT-TV Tacoma, Wash.
4 p.m-5 p.m. TELEVISION BUSINESS SESSION: Renaissance Room,
Biltmore. Television Board elections.
Presiding: Judge Justin Miller.
5:30 p.m.-7 p.m. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA BROADCASTERS ASSN.:
Reception, Pacific Ballroom, Statler.
7 p.m. BROADCAST PIONEERS: Banquet, Golden State Room,
Statler.
Wednesday,

April

30

8 a.m.-9:15 a.m. SMALL TELEVISION MARKETS COMMITTEE (of
CBS-TV Affiliates Assn.): Breakfast, Music Room, Biltmore.
9 a.m.-5 p.m. REGISTRATION: Biltmore.
9 a.m.-7 p.m. EXHIBITS: Biltmore, Statler.
9:30 a.m.-nopn JOINT SESSION (Management and Engineering
Conferences): Embassy Auditorium.
Presiding: W. D. (Dub) Rogers Jr., co-chairman, 1958 Convention Committee.

Public relations presentation: John M. Outler Jr., WSB-AMTV Atlanta.
FCC Panel: John C. Doerfer, Rosel H. Hyde, Robert T.
Bartley, Robert E. Lee, T. A. M. Craven, Frederick W.
Ford. Moderator: Harold E. Fellows.
Noon QUEEN FOR A DAY: Luncheon and broadcast, Moulin
Rouge Restaurant.
12:30 p.m. ENGINEERING LUNCHEON: Pacific Ballroom, Statler.
Presiding: A. Prose Walker, manager of engineering, NAB;
invocation: Monsignor Anthony J. Brouwers, director, Propagation of the Faith, Archdiocese of Los Angeles.
Address: Mr. Fellows, president, NAB.
12:30 p.m. LUNCHEON (Management Conference): Biltmore
Bowl.
Presiding: J. Frank Jarman, co-chairman, 1958 Convention
Committee; Invocation: His Eminence James Francis A.
Cardinal Mclntyre, Archbishop of Los Angeles.
Address: Mr. Fellows, president, NAB.
Special Feature: Edwin W. Ebel, chairman, radio-tv committee, The Advertising Council.

2:30 p.m.-5 p.m. ENGINEERING PAPERS: Golden State Room,
Statler.

Broadcasting

Presiding: J. Barry Watkinson, v.p.-director of engineering,
Cascade Bcstg., Yakima, Wash.; session coordinator: J. G.
Leitch, v.p. of engineering, WCAU Philadelphia.
2:30 p.m.-5 p.m. RADIO MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: Embassy
Auditorium.
Presiding: Mr. Meagher.
Good Practices Are Good Business: Worth Kramer, WJR
Detroit.
Your Future Is Sound: Kevin B. Sweeney, president, RAB;
John F. Hardesty, vice president, RAB.
Measuring the Radio Audience (Panel): Moderator: E. K.
Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City; Panelists: Edward G. Hynes
Jr., Trendex Inc.; George Blechta, A. C. Nielsen; Dr. Sidney
Roslow, The Pulse; Frank Stisser, C. E. Hooper.
2:30 p.m.-5 p.m. TELEVISION MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: Sierra
Room, Statler.
Presiding: Mr. Brown.
When Is the Sale Completed? The Functions of Station
Sales Promotion and Merchandising: Panelists: John C. Cohan,
KSBW-TV Salinas, Calif.; Raymond W. Welpott, WKY-TV
Oklahoma City; Arthur Schofield, Storer Broadcasting.
Patterns of Profit — Eight Years of Operation In a Typical
Market: Charles H. Tower, NAB.
What Can Automation Do For My Station?: Presiding: Harold P. See, KRON-TV San Francisco; Panelists: W. D. (Dub)
Rogers Jr., KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.; Edgar B. Stern Jr.,
WDSU-TV New Orleans; A. Prose Walker, NAB.
3 p.m. AMPEX-GE DEMONSTRATION AND RECEPTION: Ampex color
videotape and GE color tv cameras, Garden and Wilshire
Rooms, Statler; reception, Foy and St. Louis Rooms, Statler.
7:30 p.m. ANNUAL CONVENTION BANQUET: Palladium.
Thursday,

May

1

9 a.m.-nopn ENGINEERING PAPERS: Golden State Room, Statler.
Presiding: Lester Learned, director of engineering, MBS;
session coordinator: Frank Marx, vice president, ABC.
9 a.m.-5 p.m. REGISTRATION: Biltmore.
9 a.m.-2 p.m. EXHIBITS: Biltmore, Statler.
10 a.m.-ll a.m. TELEVISION MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: Music
Room, Biltmore.
Presiding: Mr. Brown.
Comments on Color: Panelists: Clair R. McCollough,
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa.; Owen W. Saddler, KMTV (TV)
Omaha, Neb.; Robert D. Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans.
10 a.m.-Noon RADIO MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE: Pacific Ballroom, Statler.
All-Industry Radio Music License Conference: Chairman Pro
Tern: Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio.
11:15 a.m.-noon TvB PRESENTATION: Biltmore Theatre.
"E-Motion" — Norman (Pete) Cash, George Huntington,
Howard Abrahams, Walter McNiff, William B. Colvin, all
of TvB.
12:30 p.m. ENGINEERING LUNCHEON IN HONOR OF DR. LEE DE
FOREST: Pacific Ballroom, Statler.
Presiding: Raymond F. Guy, NBC; invocation: Dr. William
H. D. Hornaday, Church of Religious Science, Los Angeles.
Address: Adm. Charles F. Home, v.p., Convair; subject:
"Guided Missile Programs — the Less Glamorous Ones."
Address: C. N. Hoyler, manager of technical relations, David
Sarnoff Research Center, Princeton, N. L; subject: "New
Adventures in Electronics."
12:30 p.m. MANAGEMENT LUNCHEON: Biltmore Bowl.
Presiding: Mr. Fellows; Invocation: Dr. Clair B. Gahagen,
First Presbyterian Church of Hollywood.
Salute to Dinah Shore.
Presentation to industry: Norman Hagen, public information
coordinator, U. S. Weather Bureau.
ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
ADJOURNMENT
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Lone
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Q
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Q
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Q
A
Q
A

Q
A

Q
A

sessions. The broadcasters were interested in all phases of their business, including programming, accounting systems, standards of advertising practice,
and so the sessions were better attended

Convention

35-convention

why

he

went

to

survivor

them

Mr. Hedges, I believe that you have
been to all NAB conventions since the

time sales. We were able to live under
that. We then became more concerned

first one, haven't you?
g the founders'
That's
meeting. right, includin
When was that?
1923.
Where?
In Chicago.
How many stations were there then?
There were a few more than 500 stations, most of them with less than 1 kw.
belonged to the association?
many
How
After about a year and a half I think we
got up to the magnificent total of 50
dues-paying members.
You must have had pretty small conventions?

with programming matters, with commercial practices, and with standards of
ethics. It was in 1928 that we adopted
a code of ethics.
/ was wondering — in what way are the
conventions now like those earlier ones,
and in what ways do they differ?
Well, just as an example, in the early
days we were all concerned with the
basic problems of engineering. Engineering has advanced tremendously to
a point where very few laymen really
understand its fine points, and I dare
say that is the reason why the engineering conferences have become separate
and
distinct from
other convention

than they are now — that is, a higher
percentage of those registered attended
in those early days than do now. Of
course the conventions have always
been a common meeting ground for old
friends and also provide an opportunity
to transact a little business with those
servicing the industry. Station representatives, for instance, have an opportunity
to see broadcasters for whom they sell
time and possibly to expand their station lists. Network station relations find
the conventions a fine meeting place
for affiliates.
We have been concerned with our
convention procedures from time to
time. For example, it was not uncommon for broadcasters to show up with a
pocketful of proxies and attempt to run
the show. In 1933 at our convention at
White Sulphur Springs this practice was
outlawed. Only a short time before
proxies were used at directors meetings
with the result that we seemed to have

They were small conventions but they
were hard-working conventions. We had
our first convention in New York City
at the Astor. The reason we had it in
New York was because of the annual
radio show held at Grand Central
Palace. We thought we would have a
good attendance as a result, and we did.
We had about 40, maybe 50 people.
The conventions continued to grow in
size year by year.
One of the real builders of the organization in the early days was Paul W.
Morency, now president of Travelers
Broadcasting Service of Hartford,
Conn., who had been hired as a field
representative of NAB. He brought in
many new members but his employment at NAB soon came to an end
when he was hired as manager of WTIC
where he has been ever since.

Q

Weren't you president of NAB at one
time?
A Yes. I was elected president in 1928 and
re-elected in 1929.
Q You say that the first conventions were
hard-working conventions. What were
your big problems in those days?
A Well, the biggest problem that we had,
as a matter of fact the catalytic agent,
if you want to call it that, for the formation of the organization was the demand
of ASCAP for license fees which
seemed burdensome to an industry
operating in the red.
Q
A
Q
A

Things don't change much. I believe
ASCAP is on the agenda for this year,
isn't it?
ASCAP will always be on the agenda.
How many days did the convention last
in those days?
Three or four days. The problems of
copyrighted music were of primary importance from the very beginning. Of
course an eventual solution of those
problems came about, in a degree at
least, by the establishment of a fixed

percentage of the gross of each station's
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William S. Hedges, NBC
vice president in charge of
general services, backed into
radio in 1922, when he was
a reporter on the Chicago
Daily News. It fell to him
to start a radio section — his
editor handed him the assignment saying "This ought
not to take up very much
time. Besides, it may not
last very long. It may be just
another fad like mah-jongg."
By ten days later he
decided the News shouldn't
spend so much time and
money
on someone
radio, and
persuadedelse's
the
management to buy its own.
Thus, for $15,000, was born
what is now WMAQ Chicago (it began as WGU).

Mr. Hedges began his
NBC association when that
company bought WMAQ in
1931. Late that year NBC
sent him to Pittsburgh to
run KDKA, which it then
operated under lease. After
a year there he went to New
York to set up the NBC
owned and operated stations
division, and remained until
the end of 1936. In 1937 he
joined Crosley Radio Corp.
as vice president in charge
of WLW and WSAI Cincinnati. After 10 months he
rejoined NBC as vice president in charge of station
relations, and, as he puts it,
has been "several kinds of a
vice president since."

Broadcasting
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Interview:

V

Broadcast t
Supervisor,
Ted Kelly, tells why
2?
he selects WLW
TV - Radio Stations for NABISCO

McCann-Erickson

"WLW TV- Radio Stations offer
advertisers that golden glow of
success in time well-spent."

"And one reason is the
splendid service and cooperation
the famous Crosley Group."

"Yes, the WLW TV- Radio Stations
know how to help push products from on-the-air
to point-of-sale all over the area." j

Such service is Premium quality ,
real Premium quality!"

Call your WLW Stations Representative . . . you'll be glad you did I
tfi^HBfc
^^HHBk
WLW-C
Television
Columbus

WLWTelevision 1
Dayton

WLWTelevision A
Atlanta

Network Affiliations: NBC; ABC; MBS • Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland • Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Detroit,
Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of AVCO
Los Angeles, San Francisco. Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc., Atlanta, Dallas
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HEDGES INTERVIEW continued
a room full of lawyers at every board
meeting. I have nothing against lawyers
as such, but I do believe directors who
are elected to serve should be present in
person or otherwise not represented.
I am sorry to learn of a movement
to curtail representation at the convention and make conventions a very select
group. Just because they've gotten big is
no reason why they should be unwieldy.

Q
A

Q

A
Q

A

It's just a matter of organization, it
seems to me. IRE, for instance, always
has had tremendous conventions. They
are well organized; they are well
planned; well thought out, and bigness
has not hurt them in the slightest degree.
In fact, it has enhanced their importance
tremendously.
Do you think the film companies should
go to the conventions?
I think that everybody should be allowed
to go to the conventions who has a
business which serves the industry.
Perhaps the business that is conducted
outside the formal meetings is just as
important, if not more important, than
some of the things that are on the
agenda.
I think many broadcasters have found
that to be true.

Thorne Donnelly is head of the Lakeside Press in Chicago. They publish all
the telephone books, and I think their
plant turns out a large part of Life and
Time magazines. Eliot Jenkins is dead.
John Shepherd of the Yankee network;
he's dead. Gene McDonald, far from
dead; he's president of the Zenith Radio
Corp., and although not a broadcaster,
he's still very active in the radio and
television business.
Q But he was a broadcaster then.
A He was a broadcaster then. He owned
WJAZ in Chicago. Frank Elliot of WOC
Davenport — I believe he is retired and
living in Denver. He been out of the
broadcasting business for quite a number of years.
Q How many were there, Bill?
A About 12. Others included among the
founding stations were WGR Buffalo;
WLW Cincinnati; the Capper station at

lish a higher standard of living; has
helped to create appetites and demands

A

for goods, and that it has been responsible for furnishing hundreds of thousands, ifnot millions, of jobs for people
throughout the U. S. because of the
tremendous lift it has given the economy
of the nation. That is why I feel that
we have really a tremendously important
industry and we have corresponding,
tremendously large responsibilities.
Q A little while ago you were saying that

A

Q

Do you think that whatever loss there is
in the convention itself will be made up
in the district regional meetings?

A

No, I don't believe the regional meetings
will supplant the conventions. As a
matter of fact, a good many broadcasters

Q
A

Is that a function of conventions or is
that because of poor planning of the
convention program?

Q
A

That's a difficult question to answer the
way you put it. I think some of the conventions of recent years have been exceedingly well planned, and I think that
a great many broadcasters have lost out

Is there any one locale that seems more
conducive for that type of convention
than another?

A

I think Chicago is probably the best
place for a convention for a good many
reasons: one is that hotel facilities are
adequate to take care of a larger number
of people; it is centrally located in the
United States; it has perhaps a little
less diversion than New York City (although Idaresay some of the boys can
find diversion in any community). Los
Angeles always seems to be a little too

remote, but it's a good thing, I think,
for conventions to be held in various
parts of the nation from time to time.
Q Did you always find that you came back
with a plus for having gone?
A I am confident of it.

Q

Do you plan to attend the 1959 convention?
A I do, yes.
Q That will be limited to about how many
A
Q
'I think that everybody should be allowed to go to conventions who has a
business which serves the industry.'

s WTAS
Erbstein'
Charley Ft.
Kan.;
Topeka,
; WEAB
of
Chicago
Dodge, Iowa;
WJAN Peoria, 111., and WGI Medford
Hillside, Mass. Another was WPAD,
owned by the Weiboldt Department

Q

Do you remember
were?

the founders

Store of Chicago. I can't recall who the
individuals were who represented those
stations.
Q What do you expect to be the biggest
problem or subject at this convention —
the economic situation?
A I think that is the most important one
for us to confront. You see, I look on
broadcasting not only as a great social
force but also as a tremendous commercial force. I think the fact that the

A

I can recall some of them. Thorne Donnelly and Eliot Jenkins of WDAP Chicago were among the founders.
Where are they now?

United States has a gross national product of over $400 billion a year is due
in no small respect to the fact that
broadcasting has helped move goods and
merchandise and has helped to estab-

Q
A

Q

Is there anyone else who has attended
all of them?
No. Of course I offer my attendance at
these conventions not as a proof of any
intellectual attainment, but mere
stamina.

Broadcasting

who

are going to feel that if they don't rate
going to
to take
the NAB
they show.
don't
need
in a convention
secondary side
Would you eliminate the regional meetings?
Not at all ... I think they serve a very
useful purpose.
In what respect?
Particularly in the discussion of problems
which have a regional significance. The
problems of the southeastern part of the
United States are somewhat different in
many respects from the problems in the
Northeast. It is well to get together and
talk those things over.

because they haven't attended more of
the sessions.
Q

it was not a good idea to restrict attendance as apparently they are going to
do. Do you think that will seriously
hamper the value of the conventions?
Oh, yes, I think so. If you are going to
limit convention attendance to the owners and to the officers of the owning
corporations you are going to have poor
attendance. So many good things come
out of a convention through the lower
top.
echelon which find their way up to the

A

Ipeople?
don't know. However, I think I'll probably be eligible.
Do you think the exhibits have become
unwieldy now, that they are too big and
difficult to house?
There is no question about their being
difficult to house, but I think they are a
very important adjunct to the convention. A good many broadcasters, parti-

cularly those who haven't been in the
business very long, find it quite stimulating to go to these exhibits such as they
have had in the exhibit floor of the
Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago. The
means of comparison are so much better,
and it's really the only opportunity a
man has to make direct comparison
among some of the products.
Q Either confirming that what he had is
better, or
should
get?that there's something new he
A

Perhaps. The exhibits, as I understand
it, have been paying enough money for
their space in order to make it no fiburden is
upon
just
afraid thenancial
NAB
goingNAB.
to be I'm
charged
with going high hat, and I don't think that
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HEDGES INTERVIEW continued
is the intention of Harold Fellows. I
think he is just wonderfully down to
earth in his understanding of the problems of broadcasting, be they large or
small. I don't know where this movement got started.
Q

What's the most heart-warming experience you can remember that happened
to yourself or to someone else as you
observed?

A

I was greatly touched one day at the
convention held in Chicago in April
1952 when to my great surprise I was
gi\en a silver plaque as founder of
NAB. I shall always cherish it because a
man likes to think he has left footprints on the sands of time — that he has
done something for this industry which
is worthy of mention.
Are there any unusual things you can
think of happening in the past, Bill, that
might be interesting for our readers to
remember?

Q

A

Q
A

Q

eral Communications Commission has
addressed the convention. This I think
has been very worthwhile for both the
regulatory body and the broadcasters
themselves. It has given the broadcasters
an opportunity to know just what brand
of thinking was prevailing in Washington, and it has changed from time to
time. Of course that brings to mind the
famous speech of James Lawrence Fly
at the St. Louis convention.
Can you refresh our memories on that?
Mark Etheridge made the opening address at this particular session, which Mr.
Fly found to be inflammatory, and he
took it upon himself to flay the networks
and referred to a famous colonial gentleman by the name of Randolph, I believe,
whose comment of "a dead mackerel in

asked me to identify myself. I gave him
my name and told him 1 was Vice President in Charge of Substitutions, which
seemed to amuse the throng there, and
1 won the salt water taffy as first prize,
I'll have you know.
Q

With the Federal Radio Commission and
the Federal Communications Commission officials attending the convention
year in and year out would you perhaps
say that they have become prejudiced or
industry-indoctrinated through that association?

A

By no means. I haven't seen any evidence of any of the commissioners being
influenced or prejudiced by their attendance at any of the broadcaster conventions. Ithink it has been a matter of
education for them as well as for us.
They have learned a great deal about
the industry and the practical aspects
of the industry which they regulate. Certainly Ihave never seen any evidence
of malfeasance in the use of their power
or authority.

the moonlight — it both shines and stinks"
was applied to the practices of the networks. Of course I am sure Mr. Fly was
very wrong in his appraisal, but the session was one of the most interesting ones
I have ever attended.
The one at Atlantic City got kind of

I remember we began to understand a
little more about the problems of the
advertising agency and its importance
to broadcasters when we had a man like
John Benson, who was then president of
the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, address us at the Cleveland
convention in 1930. At the same convention we had Claude Mills, then general manager of ASCAP, who gave us a
very illuminating talk about ASCAP.
He made us realize the size of the problem confronting us in music copyrights
and also the importance which their
music played and does continue to play
as far as our business is concerned.

Q

This year I believe Marion Harper is on
the agenda.
A I think that is wonderful; I think that is
fine, because I am sure with his analytical mind he will bring many constructive thoughts to the convention crowd.
Unquestionably he will touch upon certain economic aspects of our industry.
Q Do you think it would be a good idea to
have an ASCAP man there this year?
A To make a talk?
Q

Yes.

A

Well, I certainly wouldn't object to his
talking as far as that goes. Conventions
have in recent years been quite open as
far as the attendance by ASCAP representatives isconcerned. There has never
been an attempt to bar them. They have
always been represented, for the past 30
years at least.
Q Do you recall the first year that a member of the Federal Radio Commission or
the Federal Communications Commission addressed the convention?
A Well, the FRC, Federal Radio Commission, was created in February of 1927,
so it must have been in the fall of 1927
when the convention was held that the
Radio Commission was represented. At
each convention since 1927 so far as my
memory goes a representative of the
Federal Radio Commission or the FedPage 62
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LIGHTER MOMENT:
convention.

Bill Hedges when he led Sammy

warm, too, didn't it? One about 10 years

Q

A
Q

Ten
ago? years ago?
On the code, the radio code?

A

A

No, I don't recall anything heated about
that. The really important thing I recall
about the Atlantic City convention was
that I led a band — Sammy Kaye's band.
All of the network presidents were supposed to lead the band — Mark Woods for
American was there, and Ed Kobak for
Mutual, Frank Stanton for Columbia
and Niles Trammell for NBC. Just before we were leaving the hotel for the
convention hall Niles asked me if I
would substitute for him, since he wasn't
feeling very well, and so Sammy Kaye

Kaye's band at the Atlantic City

Would there be any disadvantage today
to a convention coming to New York?
No. I should have given New York a
better break than I did when I focused
my attention on Chicago. I did say that
we should have our conventions in various parts of the United States. New
York is probably as well situated. With
as much advance planning as they put
in on most of these conventions it's
possible to take care of a crowd of
20,000 people. I know because the
Rotary International Convention will be
held in New York in 1959, and already
12,000 rooms are reserved for the
Rotarians.

Q

One reason I asked that question is that
Broadcasting
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HEDGES INTERVIEW continued
(/ majority of agency executives are right
here in New York, and 1 wondered if
it might he sort of an advantage to bring
the broadcasting industry to their back
door.
A

Well, there is an advantage, yes, in the
opportunity for many broadcasters to
see agency people, but usually New York
convention sessions of the radio industry
are not well attended. They are too busy
out on Madison Avenue making their

Q

A
Q
A
Q

calls: accordingly, they are not paying
very much attention to the business of
the convention, and there is more diversion here. The night life which so many
of the broadcasters have heard about
tempts them to live it up perhaps to th?
detriment of the actual business at hand
You mean somebody might disappear
for the rest of the convention? After the
opening?
Might? Some always do!
In New York, that is.
In New York.
May I ask you for some advice for
junior convention goers? How do you
preserve stamina at a convention? Wliat

should you do at a convention to get
the most out of it?
A

Common,

ordinary horse sense is the

best rule to follow. Don't play too much
so that you go to sleep in sessions. Attend all the sessions but likewise circulate. Visit the exhibits and mingle with
your fellow broadcasters. These broadare good
nice
to know castersthem
on fellows,
that kindandof it's
a basis.
The fellowship of broadcasting has
meant a great deal to me because some
of my very best friends in the world
are broadcasters. I think moderation is a
of
goodsleep.
thing, including a moderate amount

IT'S
TIME
TO
TALK
RADIO
WITH
ASCAP
After 18 years, broadcasters
again must
bargain contract terms
Broadcasters will face up to an unaccustomed task this week — negotiating ASCAP
music performance licenses for radio.

In addition, new heat has been brought to
the controversy by Congressional hearings,
to be resumed May 6, on Sen. George

It'll be a new experience for most stations, for the current radio licenses go
back some 18 years. Television agreements
with ASCAP have been negotiated three
times since the last go-round for radio
contracts, which have run without change
since 1941 but now are on the verge of
expiring. They run out at midnight Dec. 31,
1958.

Smathers' (D-Fla.) bill to bar broadcasters
from owning stock in recording or publishing firms — or, in effect, in BMI.
If anything is sure about broadcasterASCAP negotiations, it is that the stations
will want a cut in their ASCAP rate.

ready to sit down with ASCAP'st
To get s,
negotiator
radio men from throughou

push for a reduction, at least to the television level.

the U. S. will meet during this week's NAB
convention for an all-industry review and
strategy session. As at a similar meeting on
the ASCAP television situation at last

The way it stands now — and has stood
since 1941 — radio stations pay 2.25% of
net time sales for a blanket license to use
ASCAP music locally. The network rate is a
little higher, 2.75%. These charges compare with television rates of 2.05% for
stations and 2.5% for networks.

year's convention, this one is expected to
produce a committee of representative
radio men to do the bulk of the negotiating.
Open to NAB non-members as well as
members, the meeting will convene Thursday at 10 a.m. in the Pacific Ballroom of
the Statler in Los Angeles. Robert T. Mason,
WMRN Marion, Ohio, will preside pending
election of a permanent chairman. He is a
member of the NAB Radio Board.
Background of the problem will be reviewed by John F. Meagher, NAB's vice
president for radio, and this is expected to
lead into the formation of a committee to
do the negotiating. In the case of television
at last year's convention a 15-man committee was nominated at the meeting and
elected in a mail ballot, with payment of
a fee (to underwrite the committee's research work, legal counsel, etc.) as the poll
tax.
While the committee will do the negotiating, in the end each station will have to
decide for itself whether it will accept or
reject whatever terms the committee recommends after its sessions with the ASCAP
group. In tv, virtually all stations accepted
the committee recommendation.
The radio negotiations will be conducted
against a background of especially strained
relations between a number of ASCAP
members on one hand and broadcasters and
their Broadcast Music Inc. on the other.
The suit brought by 33 ASCAP members
seeking to dissolve NAB, divorce BMI from
its broadcasting ownership and collect some
$150 million in damages has been pending
for more than four years and still pends.
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It may seem odd, but ASCAP's radio
rates actually are higher than its television
rates. Broadcasters are deemed certain to

History in Radio's Corner
It has been noted that radio men can
cite history as part of their case for a cut in
the ASCAP rate. Originally ASCAP did
set (and tv stations accepted) higher rates
for television. This was in the late 40s,
when tv rates were first established, and the
formula developed then was that ASCAP
television licenses should cost "radio rates
Thus from 1949 through 1953, television
10%."
plus
paid
2.475% (stations) and* 3.025% (networks).
When the time came to negotiate new
television licenses, however, the number of
tv stations had grown and was still going up.
Pointing out that this expansion assured
ASCAP new millions of income, the tv
negotiators were able to revise — and reverse— the tv formula. It became, roughly,
"radio minus 10%."
So in the television contracts for the
period from 1954 through 1957, renewed
during the past winter to Dec. 31, 1961,
the contracts stipulated that tv payments
would be at the rate of 2.05% (stations)
and 2.5% (networks).
Radio's claims for a cut can be buttressed
by another argument that obviously appealed
to ASCAP in the 1954 negotiations — growth
in number of stations. In 1940, when the
terms of the current radio arrangements
were worked out, there were fewer than

900 radio stations on the air in the U. S.
Today more than 3,200 are operating and
the number is still growing.
Growing, too, are radio time sales, on
which the ASCAP payments are based. Network time sales have slumped, to be sure.
From approximately $82.3 million in 1941
and the all-time high of $141 million in
1948 they dropped to an estimated $53.1
million last year. But national spot and local
have grown steadily, from about $97.4 million in 1941 to $275.7 million in 1948 and
$463.3 in 1947. So have total radio sales:
$179.7 million in 1941, $416.7 million in
1948, $516.4 million in 1957.
In rebuttal, ASCAP undoubtedly will
argue that music's importance to radio is
greater in this so-called music-and-news era
than it was 18 years ago.
There can be little question that radio is
more dependent on music than is television.
Yet broadcasters point out that radio uses
less ASCAP music, proportionately, than
television does: Approximately 90% of the
music performed on television is licensed by
ASCAP, as against 84% in radio.
Broadcast Music Inc.'s records show an
equally dramatic distinction between music
on radio networks and music on radio
stations. The BMI calculations show that
some 32% of the local music performances
are BMI (non-ASCAP), or more than
twice the 15% of radio network performances that are BMI.
Broadcasters are not forgetting the magnitude of their annual contributions to the
ASCAP coffers. It's well over 80% of the
society's total take, a proportion which
radio-tv officials contend is far out of line
when considered in relation to the share
contributed
by ASCAP's
sees.

many other licen-

Between them, radio and television accounted for an estimated $20 million out
of ASCAP's total income of just under
$25 million in 1956, last full year for which
ASCAP's income statement has been published. Although ASCAP does not publicly
break down its income by source, informed
observers calculate that the $20 million
estimated radio-tv total is divided about
evenly between radio and television — approximately $10 million each.
While there has been no new radio
negotiation with ASCAP

since 1941, broadBroadcasting
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ASCAP NEGOTIATIONS continued
casters did get a chance to do some extensive
skull work in 1948.
The 1941 contract, running to Dec. 31,
1949, provided that it would renew automatically for another nine years unless
ASCAP demanded an increase at least 12
months before the end of the first term. If
ASCAP did ask for an increase, the broadcasters would have five months within
which to negotiate. At the end of that time
they had the right to terminate. If they
failed to terminate, the rate issue was to go
into arbitration.
The hooker in the contract was that if
the question went to arbitration, the arbitrated rate could not be less than the rates
already being paid. Thus the only thing
broadcasters could look for, in case of
arbitration, was rates that would be higher
than — or at the very best, the same as —
those they already were paying.
This booby trap was avoided when
ASCAP let the deadline pass, in December
1948, without asking for an increase. Accordingly the 1941 contract was automatically renewed for another nine years.
Not knowing that ASCAP would pass upthe request for an increase, however, broadcasters in 1948 engaged in a great deal of
careful preparations, just in case. For the
most part this work was conducted under
Judge Justin Miller, then NAB president,
by the NAB Copyright Committee.
This year the spadework will have to
be done for real, for the contract contains
no further automatic-renewal provisions.
When it expires at the end of this year
there'll have to be a new
it.

one to replace

This time, however, they have an alternative to the "Jeannie with the Light Brown
Hair" ordeal which dragged on for months
in 1941. That was the time when broadcasters and ASCAP had failed to come to terms;
broadcasters were forced to organize BMI
as their own licensing organization and
make out with public-domain tunes and
whatever music the fledgling BMI had been
able to get rights to.
Where they had no alternative in 1941,
today they have the 1950 amendment to
the ASCAP consent decree permitting music
users who want a license to ask the courts
to fix fair fees in the event they cannot
negotiate a satisfactory settlement with
ASCAP.
Thus far, since 1940, negotiations have
not failed eventually (and sometimes expensively) to produce a settlement acceptable to both sides. Some 80 tv broadcasters
did ask the court to determine rates during
the 1953 negotiations, but they dropped this
request when ASCAP accepted the terms
offered by the all-industry negotiators.
That is the background against which
radio men approach their first ASCAP
negotiations in 18 years. Even when a new
deal is made, negotiating won't be over.
For BMI radio and television licenses —
which are at rates approximately 40% of
what ASCAP has been charging — come up
for renewal next year, on March 11, 1959.
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Three key figures have master-minded the planning for NAB's 36th annual convention in Los Angeles. They are President Harold E. Fellows and the two cochairmen of the NAB Convention Committee — J. Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham,
N. C, and W. D. (Dub) Rogers Jr.. KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex. Messrs. Jarman and
Rogers are vice-chairmen, respectively, of the NAB Radio and Television Boards.
Other members of the committee are Thomas C. Bostic, KIMA Yakima, Wash.;
John E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.; William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne,
Wyo. (Engineering Conference liaison, radio); F. Merrill Lindsay Jr., WSOY
Decatur, 111.; Robert O. Reynolds, KMPC Los Angeles; James D. Russell, KKTV
(TV) Colorado Springs, Colo. (Engineering Conference liaison, tv), and Harold P. Sec,
KRON-TV San Francisco.
Here are the views of the three key figures in the convention planning:

HAROLD E. FELLOWS
The broadcasting industry has three prime functions: to inform, to entertain, to sell.
The responsibility for
carrying out these three
public services rests upon
the individual broadcaster.
That broadcasters have
been doing a good job is
best indicated by the continued healthy growth and
public support for both
radio and television.
However, there will always be problems and
challenges in a dynamic
industry such as ours. The
NAB convention is designed to help broadcasters
solve these problems and
meet these challenges. Of
particular interest this year
will be economic aspects,
the relation of industry to
government, the need for
more efficient technical
operations, and the continued expansion of radio
and television as media.
At the convention plans
also will be presented
which should enable
broadcasters to take a role
of leadership in filling a
national need. This is in
the tradition of serving in
the public interest.
The information and exchange of ideas in Los
Angeles should result in
greater strength throughout the industry.

J. FRANK JARMAN
The influence of radio
on every aspect of American life continues to grow
from year to year. There
are nearly 150 million receivers in this country today with an average daily
audience of 77 million
people. Last year advertising revenue was at an
all-time high and prospects
are bright for this year.
These facts do more
than just spell out a success story. They also
should make us think
about radio's responsibilities to the American people who make the success
story possible.
Those of us in radio
must continually devise
ways to improve our programming, to increase the
effectiveness of our medium as a sales force and
to make

engineering, imwhich willradio
enable us toprovements
make
even more flexible.
Once again the annual
convention of the National
Assn. of Broadcasters will
enable us to equip ourselves for the task ahead
by providing us with the
opportunity to exchange
ideas, to learn about new
techniques related to every
phase of our industry, and
to find new ways for improving our operations in
the public interest.

W. D. ROGERS
Television, like any dynamic industry, faces both
problems and challenges.
The television management sessions for this
year's NAB convention
have been planned to assist individual broadcasters
in the solution of some of
their problems and to provide for an exchange of
ideas on meeting the challenges of the future.
Television broadcasters
recognize their responsibility to maintain a stable
economic base for their
operations in order to continue to serve the American public. For this reason, itis well that some of
the sessions will emphasize
the problem of increasing
operating
ficiency. costs and discuss
ways to achieve greater efManagement

also will

benefit
from
session's
look into
the the
engineering
future, particularly in the
fields of color telecasting,
automation, videotape and
other developments.
There are now 511 commercial television stations
in operation, 36 more than
when we held our last
convention. This indicates
both a growing public demand for our medium and
a healthy increase in comwithin the televisionpetition
industry.
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I he public has a generally favorable opinion of advertising.
Widespread criticism of advertising as a
costly, unnecessary and even undesirable
segment of the national scene is based on
the voice of an articulate but small minority,
judging by results of a special survey conducted for Broadcasting by The Pulse Inc.
In its study, covering 1,116 personal interviews in 10 major markets, Pulse found that:
• Only 21% of those interviewed associate advertising with the term Madison
Avenue.
• Efforts to malign advertising by brand-

THE

REAL

IMAGE

OF

This significant finding appears in the
results:
• Only a small, minority believe the
money spent in advertising could be used
more effectively to improve the product or
cut the price.
While those interviewed could name only
a few of the companies engaged in the advertising agency business, a high percentage
had a clear idea of the specific functions of
agencies.
An important element in interpreting the
Pulse results is the fact that the advertising

MADISON

AVENUE

concerned about its
own corporate image. Many advertising leaders have expressed the
fear that the public was getting a bad impression of advertising.
In recent months

Madison

Avenue

has become

Robert E. Lusk, president of Benton & Bowles, wondered what the halftruths and untruths of novelists and script writers are doing to the public's opinion of advertising [Monday Memo, Jan. 27].
Nelson Carter, vice president of Foote, Cone & Belding, said public
misunderstanding is "the soft-belly of advertising" and called on advertising men to protest against the public image given by various
media [Playback, March 3].

Arthur C. Fatt, president of Grey Adv., proposed an Advertising Foundation to enlighten the nation about advertising after he found Philadelphia businessmen had a low opinion of the industry's honesty
[Advertisers & Agencies, April 21].
Edwin Cox, board chairman of Kenyon & Eckhardt, said, "Sometimes
I am appalled at the public's concept of the advertising man that has
been built up by novels and films" [Advertisers & Agencies, March 17] .
A. W. Lewin, board chairman of Lewin, Williams & Saylor, called on
advertisers to build "a new image of the American
[Advertisers & Agencies, March 3].

advertising

man"

H. Fairfax Cone, chairman of Foote, Cone & Belding, refuted charges
made by Vance Packard, author of The Hidden Persuaders and magazine articles critical of advertising [Advertisers & Agencies, Jan. 6] .

To get the public's side of the question and to find out if this widespread concern is justified, Broadcasting commissioned The Pulse Inc.
to analyze opinion in 10 major markets. The results are astonishing.

ing Madison Avenue as a dirty name have
been highly unsuccessful.
• Advertising people are regarded as welleducated, well-mannered members of the
American society.
• The fictional version of advertising personnel— dramatized in Hidden Persuaders,
The Hucksters, Man in the Grey Flannel
Suit and other critical books and showsis accepted by only a tiny minority.
The power of advertising as a means of
promoting the sale of goods and services is
widely recognized, according to the Pulse
Page 68
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industry, often termed the greatest massinfluencing power in the nation's economic
development, has done only a modest
amount of self-promotion and has seldom
spoken through a single propaganda voice.
The questions in the special Pulse survey
were drafted in cooperation with Broadcasting. They were designed to get a true
picture of what the public thinks about advertising.
Pulse interviewers asked the questions in
each of 10 major markets — New York, Los
Angeles, New Orleans, St. Louis, Atlanta,

and

ad

men

Cleveland, Dallas, Boston, Chicago and
Detroit. The 1,116 total interviews were
divided about equally in each of the 10
cities. The interviews were conducted in the
first week of April.
Identification of advertising and Madison
Avenue — 21% — was below that of the businesses associated with four other well-known
streets. Wall Street, for example, was associated with finance by 83% of those interviewed and Hollywood & Vine was identified with the movies by 68%. Times Square
was identified with the theatre and entertainment by 28% and Seventh Avenue and the
garment industry by 26%.
Madison Avenue has not been affirmatively promoted by advertisers to offset its
kicking around in books, magazine articles,
stage shows, movies and newspaper stories.
All this abuse hasn't convinced the public
that advertising people actually resemble the
oft-portrayed city slickers who spend much
of their time in cocktail lounges in pursuit
of illicit romances — at least, the Pulse findings don't support these fictional portrayals.
Another smaller survey, confirming the
Pulse findings, was described at last week's
annual meeting of the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies by Dr. Claude Robinson, chairman of Opinion Research Corp.
The survey was based on interviews with
only 100 housewives (see AAAA story page
72). It showed a strong majority of those
interviewed had a complimentary attitude
toward advertising.
In the Pulse-BROADCASTING survey, few
of the respondents who associated Madison
Avenue and advertising could name a company in the advertising business. They
mentioned BBDO most frequently — 5.6%
of those answering the question. Other
agencies named were Young & Rubicam
1.7%, J. Walter Thompson 1.7%, Benton
& Bowles 1.3% and McCann-Erickson
1.3%. BBDO's lead, it was felt, was influenced by the agency's association with
President Eisenhower's campaigns and
broadcasts.
In this same group of Pulse respondents
who associated Madison Avenue and advertising, all but 7.2% were able to describe
in some specific way the function of an advertising agency. This was construed as an
indication the consumer has a positive
opinion of the advertising agency as a
medium that sells goods and services, 50%
saying the agency "sells product to public"
or "advertises product." Most of the others
offered similar comments but 0.6% said
the function is to "brainwash and pressure"
COMPLETE RESULTS Page 70
TEXT CONTINUES Page 72
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results of the Broadcasting-Pulse survey

public
2.0
7.3

Question 1
Various streets in the United States have become associated with specific businesses.
Can you name the business associated with:
Number Percent
WALL STREET (finance)
926 83.0
HOLLYWOOD & VIME (movies) 762 68.2
TIMES SQUARE (theatre & entertainment) 315 28 2
SEVENTH AVENUE (garment industry) 287 25.7
MADISON AVENUE (advertising) 232 20.8
Total Respondents
1,116
Note: As might be expected, association of
Madison Avenue with advertising was higher in
New York than in the other nine cities where
The Pulse interviewed. But even in New York,
fewer than half (52) of the total respondents
I I 1 I ) thought of advertising in connection with
Madison Avenue.

£e Question 2
Can you name a company in the advertising
^business? (Asked only of those who correctly
trVassociated Madison Avenue and advertising.)
Number
Percent
lie'
.,
.
.BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE
13
5.6
& 0SB0RN
YOUNG & RUBICAM
4
4
J. WALTER THOMPSON
1.7
BENTON & BOWLES
3
1.3
28
3
1.3
McCANN-ERICKSON
MISC.
12.1
76.3
177
NONE
Total who associated advertising with
100.0
Madison Avenue
232
Companies receiving no more than one mention.
Question 3
(a) You have associated Madison Avenue
with advertising. What do you think an advertising agency does?
(b) (Where no Madison Avenue and advertising association was made, this question
was phrased thusly): Usually Madison Avenue is identified with advertising. What do
CO
you think an advertising agency does?

^3 Oi 13 U
2: cro 2-* tzctj
TO r173
138
15.5
Sells product to public 35
Advertises product 81 304
34.5
385
Prepares ads, copy,
19
commercials 26 106
132 ll.i
2.0
Presents news of products
1.7
to public
5 14
22
Advertises for producer 6 16
130
104
11.7
Sales promotion campaign 26
Promotes sales
7 50
57
5.1
15
11
13
1.2
Buys time, space
2
12
Solicits clients
3
1.3
12
Increases business 4
1.0
16
1.4
2.1
8
11
Describes product
3
23
Creates demand for product 6 17
28
Misc. neutral
11
39
Brainwashes, pressures
3.5
20
0.6
public
3
Talks people into buying
16
1.8
unwanted things
4
Misc. undecided
2
5
7
0.6
74
Not certain
9 65
6.6
102.4
Total responses 233 910
1,143
Total respondents 232 884
1,116
* Total over 100% because of multiple responses
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Number
Question 4
Do you think the advertising business is
important?
NO
YES
Number Percent
884 79.2
232 20.8
Total respondents
1,116 100
Question 4a
Why do you think the advertising business
is important? (Asked of those answering
"yes" to Question 4.)
Sells products
Tells what's available
Describes uses of products,
quality ofpublic
products
Enlightens
Makes people buy
Employs many people
Tells of product improvements
Stirs competition
Helps business firms, promotes business,
boosts business
Keeps products in front of people
Presents new products
Keeps tv on air, free tv
economy
Keeps
economy going, maintains
Informs public of many products
Means of choosing between products
better products
Creates jobs
Creates demand for products,
people buy
Stimulates
salesmore
Leads
Misc. to better products
No particular reason
Total responses
Total respondents

Number Percent
20.9
185
60
62
8.6
7.0
76
13
6
799
11
70
18
5
215
16
20

6.8
1.5
1.0
0.7
8.9
7.9
1.2
0.6
2.0
1.8
24.3
2.3

5
14
19
12
26
5

1.6
2.9
0.6
1.4
0.6
2.1

926
884

79.2
* Total over 100% because of multiple responses

104.7 s
Why do you think the advertising business
is not important? (Asked of those answering
no to Question 4.)
Number Percent
22.4
If products are good they sell
themselves
2.2
52
People should buy on their own
personal choice
5
Money spent on advertising should
be used to improve product
7
3.0
3.9
Money spent on advertising
22
should be used to lower prices
9
12.1
Unnecessary, superfluous
28
4.7
1.3
9.5
Don't pay attention to advts.
Mislead public, lies
11
3.0
Trivial
4
1.7
Word of mouth is best advt.
7
Misc.
3
Doesn't give new product a chance
34.9
5
2.2
No particular reason
81
100.9
Total responses
234
Total respondents
232
* Total over 100% because of multiple responses
Question 4b

Question 5
Is there anything you like about advertising?
14.8
Percent
Number
Information about new products 165
19.9
4.2
Acquaints public with products 222
2.2
Leads to selective buying
47
2.6
Sales and bargains
25
Samples and coupons
29
6.0
Artistic, aesthetic value
24
2.2
Stimulates buying, aids business 67
Educational
36
3.2

Brings
betterproduct
living into home,
Entertaining, attractive, interesting
Creates, stimulates competition
Good programs
Pays for tv, keeps away pay tv
The methods — cartoons, slogans,
billboards
Cleverness
Everything of ads, ingenuity
Nothing
Miscellaneous
Total Responses
Total Respondents

21
22
81
16
16
85
25
21
25
195

1.9
Percent
1.4
1.9
1.4
7.6
2.2
2.2
17.5

1,122
1,116
• Total over 100% because of multiple responses

Question 6
tising?
Is there anything you dislike about adver40
Number
Percent
118
10.6
56
4.7
False,
exaggerated,
misleading
claims
Too frequent
many
5.0
10.1
113
5.9
53
100.5
Interrupts tv viewing
Overselling
Silly, infantile, foolish
Long
50
66
55
3.6
4.5
39
High pressureredundant
4.9
Repetitious,
Monotonous, boring
74
6.6
Loud, noisy
3.5
2.2
24
Liquor ads cost of product
10
0.9
Increases
Nudity, sex appeal
9
0.8
8
Mail advertising
7
0.6
Highway billboards
7
0.6
3.0
Cigarette commercials
7
0.7
0.6
Telephone
Nothing
43.3
Miscellaneoussolicitations
4837
0.6
33
Total Responses
Total Respondents
1,259

* Total over 100% because of multiple
1,116 responses
Question 7
How would you describe a person who
112.7*
works in advertising?
50
Good appearance,
well-dressed
Good
talker, interesting
Well educated, well informed
Ambitious, aggressive
Imaginative, original
Gregarious, extrovert, outgoing
personality
Good salesman
Intelligent, clever
Alert
Energetic, hard-worker
Progressive, uptodate
Prosperous
Talented, able
Honest, sincere, polite
Executive, businessman
Man in grey flannel suit, Ivy League
Artist
Understands public
Above average
Knows his product
Miscellaneous favorable
Showman, actor
Neurotic, nervous, anxious
Huckster
Arrogant, boastful, conceited
Superficial
False
Miscellaneous unfavorable
Average
Miscellaneous
Don't know
Total Responses
Total Respondents

Number
73
77
79
123
66
55

20
12
54
18
937
36
21
19
32
23
11
14
5
9
5
9
167
735
5
7
112

6.9
Percent
5.9
11.0
4.5
6.5
4.9
8.3
7.1
4.8
2.9
1.9
1.6
3.2
0.6
1.1
1.8
1.0
1.3
2.1

0.4
1.7
0.8
0.6
0.4
1.4
0.8
0.6
10.1
6.5
0.4

1,136
Total over 100% because of multiple
1,116 responses
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"MAN WITHOUT
A GUN"
a Western editor fights for freedom of the
press, in the great newspaper tradition.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
the public and 1.8r< said it is to "talk people into buying unwanted things."
Four out of five consider the advertising
business "important." and one out of each
two gave this reason tor advertising's importance: Advertising informs the public
of many products and sells products. Most of
the other answers were along this line, with
2% mentioning, ' keeps t\ on the air and
keeps it free." Those who do not consider
advertising important mentioned as the
main reason that good products sell themselves.
Many informative replies came from a
question asking what people like about advertising. One-third mentioned information
about products. A small percentage volunteered that advertising pays for tv and keeps
away pay tv.
The opposite question. "Is there anything
you dislike about advertising?" produced
10.6% who said false, exaggerated and misleading claims. Deliberately framed to draw
critical comments, the question drew a surprising 43.3% of respondents who saw
nothing they disliked about advertising. One
out of 10 thought advertising too frequent
and 5% said it interrupts tv viewing.
Advertising people fared well in a question asking for a description of a person
who works in advertising. The top-ranking
answer, 11%, specified imagination and
originality. Ranking next with 8.3% was

CASH,
Two

intelligent-clever followed by 7.1% who
described advertising people as gregarious,
extrovert and outgoing personalities. Other
descriptions mentioned frequently were welleducated and well-informed, good talker
and interesting, and ambitious-aggressive.
Advertising

is liked

better

it thinks

than

Advertising people have let themselves
be put on the defensive by some of the
books written about them. They rate higher
with the public than they think they do.
This morale-building information was put
before the annual meeting of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies in a speech
prepared for delivery last Saturday by Dr.
Claude Robinson, chairman of Opinion Research Corp.. Princeton, N. J. It was based
studies.
on
Gallup-Robinson "Mirror of America"
Dr. Robinson said 100 housewives were
interviewed on their specific attitudes toward
advertising and advertising people. In addition, 100 advertising agency people were
asked how they thought the housewives
would rate them. Result: The housewives
rated them "far more favorably" than the
agency people had expected.
"My own conclusion," Dr. Robinson said,
"is that your self-deprecation is largely

CREATIVITY

KEYNOTE

facets of the advertising business came in for critical at-

tention at last week's annual meeting of the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies at The Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, W.
Va. In alphabetical order, not necessarily that of importance, they
were (1) creativity and (2) money.
The first went before the AAAA in speeches by Ernest Jones,
president of MacManus, John & Adams, and Paul Smith, president

•
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to He
distort
image studies
of yourselves."
said your
numerous
had shown that
"the influence of advertising on the buying
decision bears no resemblance whatsoever
to that set forth in the book The Hidden
Persuaders.
An "amazing amount" of switching
among products was found in the studies
and "Mrs. Jones has a remarkable capacity to tell you in great detail how she
came to switch and where she got the
idea," Dr. Robinson said. "In a recent cross
section ... 85% of purchasers were able
to recount in detail one or more buying
experiences and name the advertising
In the 100-housewife study, a strong
majority was "complimentary" toward advertising. When asked what annoyed them
source."
most about advertising, 88 answered. Of
these, 80% said "some advertising is an
insult to people's intelligence," while 20%
nominated "misleading" and "loud and
silly" advertising.
Dr. Robinson said that "in public thinking there is a line," or "band of tolerance."
between good and bad taste, between truth
and exaggeration, in advertising. "It is up
to this profession to find this band and try
to practice within it," he concluded.

AAAA

MEET

of Calkins & Holden. Both saw a need for more of it. The second came up in the annual report of AAAA President Frederic
Gamble (who saw a need for more of that, too) and in unofficial
but widespread conversations about the Frey Report and its conclusions on methods of compensation.
The full story is in the reports which follow, filed from The
Greenbrier by Rufus Crater, senior editor, New York.

Agencies'
woe:
gross
is up, net
is down
Advertising agencies did more business in
eight years agency costs in dollars increased
more than agency income, even while in1957 than in 1956, but they made "slightly"
come was increasing.
less money.
But
at the same time, Mr. Gamble said,
Their income was up, but for the first
time in eight years their dollar costs were
54% of the reporting members showed a
up even more.
higher ratio of net current assets to average
monthly billing than they did in 1956. Bills
This was the income-outgo story most
agency members of the American Assn. of
which were more than 30 days overdue
to the agencies also
Advertising Agencies had to tell about last
were lower at the
year, as reported to the AAAA membership
end of 1957 than at
last Thursday by Frederic UR. Gamble,
president.
the end of the preHis report, submitted at a closed session,
ceding year. But he
dealt with trends reported by a majority of
warned that "we are
now in a period
members, not with total dollar figures for
all agencies. Specifically, he said:
when credits and collections may need
"In 1957, 64% of our members did more
even
more
than the
business than the year before. But in spite
of that, 52% of the 253 members from
usual careful attenwhom we have received figures to date
made slightly less money than the year
before.
lished report made
Mr- Gamble's pubtE
MB
GAto
MR.
no
reference
the
Frey
Report
on agency"That means, of course, that the rate
of earnings, which held fairly steady from
client relationships and the inflammable
tion."
1950 through 1956, was lower in 1957. Or,
question of how agencies should be comexpressed another way, for the first time in
pensated. This report, compiled under the
Page 72

induced by the licking you take in derogatory books . . . here is a very interesting
example of how [communication] works

supervision of Prof. Albert W. Frey of
Dartmouth, was commissioned as an impartial study by the Assn. of National Advertisers, which to the general dismay of
agencies has argued that the traditional
15% media commission system ought at
least be reviewed. The Frey Report, issued
several weeks ago, held that compensation
was something to be worked out individually
by advertisers with agencies. AAAA has
never commented officially on the report.
In his report President Gamble pointed
up that "agencies have continued during
the past year to increase, on the average,
the proportion of their income derived
from their own charges," as distinguished
from income from commissions.

"So that," he continued, "in spite of the
fact that income from media commissions
increased, agencies' own charges increased
even more. Whereas in 1956 31% of
agency gross income, on the average, consisted of agencies' own charges, in 1957
this had risen to 32.5%. So that now almost exactly two-thirds of agency income
comes from media commissions and onethird from Agencies' own charges."
Mr. Gamble dealt at some length with
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
advertising's role in improving "what seems
to be, in part at least, a psychological or
self-induced recession." This role, in which
McCann-Frickson is the volunteer agenc\
for the Advertising Council's new anti-recession campaign, also was to be explored
in a later session of the convention with
Martin R. Gainsbrugh, chief economist of
the Nation.il Industrial Conference Board.
How about the effect of the current recession upon agencies? Said President
Gamble: "Some, with mainly food and drug
or other soft goods clients, are even well
ahead of last year; others are about holding their own. Most of those reporting cutbacks in appropriations are automotive,
appliances or other fields where factory sales
are noticeably off.
AAAA membership "now totals 333, a
new all-time high, despite the loss of seven
members through mergers during the year,"
President Gamble reported.

Danforth
Gamble

4A

chairman;

still president

J. Davis Danforth, an executive vice president of BBDO, New York, was elected
board chairman of the American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies last Thursday as the
association opened its 1958 annual meeting. He succeeds Melvin Brorby, senior vice
president of Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago.
George C. Reeves, vice president of J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, was elected
vice chairman and Joseph H. Epstein, executive vice president of Fitzgerald Adv.,
New Orleans, was
named secretarytreasurer.
The association also announced that
Frederic R. Gamble
has been re-engaged
as president for a
four-year term, and
that Richard L.
Scheidker has been
named senior vice
MR. DANFORTH
president.
Mr. Gamble joined
AAAA in 1929 as executive secretary, became managing director in 1940 and president in 1944. Mr. Scheidker, with AAAA
since 1946 and a vice president since 1948,
has been in charge of television and radio
administration.
Three directors-at-large were named for
three-year terms: Ernest A. Jones, MacManus, John & Adams, Bloomfield Hills,
Mich.; Robert E. Lusk, Benton & Bowles,
New York, and Lawrence R. Nelson, Campbell-Ewald, Detroit.
Named to represent the four AAAA
regions for one-year terms: Lendell A. Layman, Henry A. Loudon Adv., Boston (reelected); Robert C. Lowe Jr., Lowe &
Stevens, Altanta, and James D. Webb, C.
J. La Roche & Co., New York, all from the
eastern region; Robert E. Anderson, BBDO,
Detroit, from the east central region; James
G. Comunos, Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago, and Larry Wherry, Wherry, Baker
& Tilden, Chicago, both from the central
Page 74
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region, and Walter Guild. Guild, Bascom
& Bonfigli, San Francisco, from the western
region.
The new board members, along with six
u hose terms expire later, elected the following as the operations committee of the
board, to meet monthly when the board is
not in session: Messrs. Danforth, Reeves
and Epstein; Harry Harding, Young &
Rubicam, New York; Bryan Houston, Bryan

Houston Inc., New York, and Frank K.
White. McCann-Erickson, New York.
The association's new chairman, Mr. Danforth, who left Princeton to join BBDO in
1925 as a messenger boy, has been AAAA
vice chairman for the past year. He formerly served as chairman of the New York
council, on the advertiser relations committee, as chairman of the media relations committee and as a director-at-large.

Jones,
Smith
warn
of over-management
The greatest danger to advertising agenfactors as pressure and "management's perhaps natural tendency to authoritarian
cies "lies not in the Frey Report and its implications, nor in legislation, but in some of
Management, the Calkins & Holden presour own front offices where management
ident said, finds itself on the horns of a
thinking."
may have forgotten that our only reason for
existence is the production of good creative
dilemma in that "a high degree of organiadvertising."
This warning to agency management was
sounded by a member of management, President Ernest A. Jones of MacManus, John
& Adams, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., in a
speech prepared for last Saturday morning's
session of the annual meeting of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
The perils of over-supervising creative
effort also were pointed up by Paul Smith,
president of Calkins & Holden, New York,
in a speech at the same session.
Mr. Jones told the agency executives that
"we are advertising agencies, not research
agencies, or marketing agencies, or media
agencies . . . and all the research, marketing
facts, business administration in the world
cannot move a can of beans from shelf to
kitchen without the creative idea.
"Creativity is not a side product of advertising. Itis advertising . . . and heaven
help the agency management that does not
recognize that fact of life. They may end up
as unemployed as Zeppelin pilots. Today I
honestly believe that the greatest barrier to
creativity in some agencies is the fact that
management is having more fun playing
businessman than working at advertising."
He cited a Victor Borge Show commercial, credited to Mark Lawrence, radio-tv
vice president of MJ&A's New York office,
as one "that would have been a surefire
candidate for the wastebasket under play-itsafe management, but which instead caused
a definitely enthusiastic critical and public
reaction." The commercial, he explained,
"violated the traditional way of presenting
an automobile by not presenting it at all."
The MJ&A head, who a couple of years
ago touched off a noisy explosion by questioning television's ability to sell automobiles and other heavy goods, appeared not
to have been burned in that blast.

"Television, paradoxically," he said,
"while being the youngest of our advertising
tools, often seems the most tired — (and here
goes Daniel back into the lion's den for his
hat) — with an anxiety neurosis about its
own effectiveness that sometimes compels
it to attack rather than attract, irritate rather
than intrigue, grate rather than beguile."
Mr. Smith, looking at creativity in many
areas, noted that it can be nurtured by "a
relaxed environment" and inhibited by such

MR. JONES

MR. SMITH

CREATIVITY, or lack of it, was on the minds of
the Messrs. Jones and Smith last week. Their
thoughts are reported in the adjacent story.

zation and efficiency may mean greater
profits, yet equally great profits may be the
result of innovation and unconventional approaches to a problem.
"Management today must strike a fine
balance between these two divergent views.
The task is not an easy one," Mr. Smith said.
Third speaker at the creativity session
was Edward G. Zern, vice president and
copy director of Geyer Adv., New York.
His talk offered a light-hearted enumeration
of "Fifteen Ways in Which a Copywriter
Can Be Helpful While Hanging Around an
Advertising Agency."
Earlier, in a Friday session on marketing,
G. Maxwell Ule, senior vice president in'
charge of marketing services for Kenyon &
Eckhardt, New York, appraised the marbusiness.keting concept's effect on the advertising

It will, he feels, "progressively call upon
advertising professionals" to allocate budgets
by scientific methods rather than by
"hunch"; will call for more justification of
the copy platform and the roles assigned to
promotion and publicity; more dependence
on creative and market research, greater integration ofthe advertising and selling elements.

But the result, Dr. Ule said, should be
greater advertising productivity, greater income and higher profits for the agency,
lower account turnover, and "the progressive professionalization of our business."
Highlight of the annual banquet Frid
ay
night was to be a special closed-circuit color
tv program featuring NBC's Steve Allen
plus a talk on "Say It With Words" by
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
Charles Ferguson, senior editor of Reader's
Digest.
Tv commercials designated award winners
by the Art Directors Club of New York
1 Awards, April 7] were shown each day of
the three-day meeting.
Frey
of

Report

AAAA

gets

skull

share

The Frey Report was missing from the
AAAA's convention agenda last week but
the thought of it kept members occupied
for a good part of their opening-day private
business session.
This was in addition to any corridorcocktail party-golf course post-mortems on
the report on agency-client relationships and
the even more sensitive issue of how agencies should be paid.
The report, based on a study commissioned by the Assn. of National Advertisers
and conducted by Prof. Albert W. Frey of
Dartmouth, was issued by ANA some weeks
ago [Special Report, March 31].
Where agencies generally contend that the
media commission system should not be
tampered with, the Frey Report held that
agency compensation should be negotiated
privately between each advertiser and his
agency.
The private session Thursday morning included areport by Richard Turnbull of the
AAAA staff on "Results of a New AAAA
Study of Agency Methods of Charging."
In the afternoon a whole session was devoted to "Client-Agency Relationships." It
was presided over by Harry Harding of
Young & Rubicam, New York, chairman of
the AAAA committee on advertiser rela-

ROOM

Participants included a leading advertiser
expert on the Frey study, Donald S. Frost
of Bristol-Myers, chairman of the ANA
committee on agency relations, along with
Clarence E. Eldridge, public relations consultant to the AAAA.
The findings of the AAAA

sessions

MAKE

tions.

FOR

Will Univac replace the timebuyer?
Paul Smith, president of Calkins &
Holden, New York, thinks it will — in
part. In a speech prepared for delivery at
the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies convention last Saturday (see page
72).
Mr. Smith said:
"I suspect that some of the time-honored procedures of the advertising business could stand some reappraisal. What
would happen, for example, if we related
some of the purely time-consuming aspects of space and time buying, as they
are now practiced in the average advertising agency's media department, to the
spectacular new electronic date processing methods that have been developed for
military inventory control or for some of
the new. highly-complex missile systems?
"I can visualize all of the information
that is now contained in the Standard
Rate & Data books all fed into the memory system of a modern computing machine. Add to this an index of editorial
content, readership ratings, reader analysis by age, education, economic status,
buying habits, ownership. Likewise take
the fast and ever-changing data which
must be evaluated in radio and television

"charging" methods were deemed so confidential that, although Mr. Turnbull gave
them in detail in his talk, they were not supplied in written form even to AAAA members.
Presumably they related to studies on
which AAAA President Frederic R. Gamble
based his report, in another session, that the
volume of agency income derived from
agencies' own charges has risen to a point
where it amounts to about one-third of
total income, as against two-thirds from the
traditional media commission (see page 72).
In another portion of the closed meeting
the agency executives heard Frank Stanton,
CBS president, give his views of the crippling effects that the FCC Barrow Report, if
adopted, would have on network television.
Frank K. White of McCann-Erickson,
former president of NBC and Mutual, dealt
with other phases of "The Problems of Our
Media Friends."
PGW Film Presentation
Advice

on

•
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Use

Offers

of Spot Tv

Peters, Griffin, Woodward is presenting
a 22-minute slide-film presentation, "A
Local Affair," to advertisers and advertising
agencies. The film concludes that television
can be used most effectively on a spot basis
that takes into consideration the varied likes
and dislikes of the residents of the different

THE

MACHINES

timebuying, the adjacencies and availabilities for radio time plus all of the constantly varying rates and feed them into
such a computing machine. All of this
data would be kept up to date hourly as
new information was fed into the system.
"In order to draft a media program
precisely tailored to any given budget and
market requirements, all you would have
to do would be to crank into the system
the factors involved and the machine
would come up with comprehensive and
completely up-to-date media proposals in
a matter of minutes instead of hours and
days of clerical labor as at present.
"Some day this will be done. The techniques and the machinery to eliminate
the paper work and drudgery are in existence today. This would provide more
time for creative media people to apply
their art to the very important intangibles
of media selection."
Mr. Smith's speech explored "The
Spectrum of Creativity." He cited the
machine-tooled timebuyer of the future
as "only a random example to illustrate
that the opportunities for creative thinking in an advertising agency are not necessarily confined to the copy and art departments."
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study on

markets in which sales are sought.
Prepared by George C. Castleman, PGW
vice president and sales development manager, the presentation hammers home the
dual thesis that "local selling is always 'a
local affair'," and that spot television is
"the only double impact medium with sight
and sound selling that enables you to budget
and plan your advertising budget to the job
to There
be done
are locally."
many ways to use this doubleimpact medium, the presentation points out:
announcements "for high ratings and frequency," nighttime half-hour programs
"wherever you want them with ratings comparable to those of good network television
shows," high rated local news programs or
important sports or special events, and popular local tv personalities. Statistics on the
coverage and cost of various types of spot
tv — by regions, seasons and nationwide —
are sampled in the slide presentation and
spelled out completely in printed material
distributed by PGW after the showing.
Young Rebuts 'Top 40' Critics
At Tampa AFA District Meeting
Station representative Adam Young last
week lashed out at radio critics who argue
that stations featuring the "top 40" — many
of them rock and roll selections — aren't
delivering the goods.
Speaking in Tampa, Fla., Friday before
the fourth district convention, Advertising
Federation of America, Mr. Young cited a
recent Pulse study in 10 markets made
for the Young radio rep firm that broke
down audience composition. While figures
were incomplete at the time of the talk,
Mr. Young noted that between 6 a.m. and
6 p.m. the listeners to major independent
stations surveyed were 84.9% adult. Teenagers and children, Mr. Young added, were
"a plus" but not the "final sum."
Referring to the position taken earlier
this year at the Kansas City disc-jockey
convention by Columbia Records executive
Mitch Miller, who maintained that teenagers have little value as consumers, [Stations, March 17]. Mr. Young said:
"In your thinking, do not totally discount the value of teenagers. . . . Teenagers
influence many purchases, represent a certain amount of purchasing power and,
remember, they are tomorrow's customers.
This
some plus!"
Mr.is Young
also took exception to the
recent argument by Radio Advertising Bureau executive lack Hardesty that to get
the best value out of radio an advertiser
should insist on live, local delivery. Said
Mr. Young: "Don't just give copy to the
station and hope that it will do justice to
your story. Get it on tape or a platter.
See that it is well produced," he advised.
KM&J Adds Goldseal's Million
Keyes, Madden & Jones, Chicago-New
York-Los Angeles, confirmed addition of a
new account, Congoleum-Nairn Inc. (Goldseal floor and wall coverings), Kearney,
N. J. — adding over $1 million in billing.
Switch from Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample,
agency since 1955, is effective May 15.
C-N's last big network activity was in 1950Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
51 on NBC-TV's Chicago-based Dave Garroway Show through McCann-Erickson, its
agency for 42 years. According to Advertising-Sales Promotion Director John T.
Lorick, C-N will ''reconsider" use of broadcast, now limited to selected local tv participations. He points out that C-N has not
used consumer print media this year.
BBB
To

Notes

Ad

Voluntary

Trend

Reform

Although the nation's Better Business
Bureaus had to contact advertisers more
often last year concerning advertising claims,
fewer than ever before required referral to
authorities. This trend toward greater voluntary correction for greater truth in advertising in all media generally was noted last
week by the Assn. of Better Business Bu-

WALL-TO-WALL

reaus Inc., New York, in its analysis of activities for 1957.
The association reported 26,096 ads (all
media) required contacts with advertisers
(up from 23,351 in 1956) with 23,400 read
in newspapers (21,915 in 1956), 840 heard
on radio (635 in 1956), 683 seen on tv (594
in 1956). 72 read in magazines (56 in 1956)
and 1,684 in other media (1,038 in 1956).
Of the all-media total, only 493 ads or 2%
required referral to authorities. In 1956,
652 ads had to be referred, or 2.8%.
The nation's Better Business Bureaus collectively handled 2.4 million inquiries in
1957 with only 15% dealing with complaints of any nature. The proportion in
1956 was 19% and had been as high as
29% in 1950. Radio-tv merchandise and
servicing remained in sixth place among the
top ten categories involving over 100,000
"inquiries of service"

SOUND

Masland's selling its carpets with a strong
hook. The hook: a two-hour (6-8 p.m.)
"spectacular" on CBS Radio May 4 costing
$61,000 time & talent, pre-sold to the 97
million families tuned to 201 CBS Radio
affiliates via 81 "Impact"' segments, costing
an additional $89,100.
This wall-to-wall sound has been emanating out of CBS Radio headquarters in New
York since April 7. By the time the Masland Radio Color Roundup goes off the air
the evening of May 4, Americans-at-large
will have been exposed to Masland's message
for 16,200 commercial minutes, wrapped
up into one big ball of wax comprising 270
station hours. CBS Radio Sales Vice President John Karol thinks the Masland program will be radio's answer to color tv
spectaculars; certainly, it will be the first full
use of subliminal perception — on radio.
Carpets aren't sold by hard-sell. People
can do without carpets; to buy them, they
must want them. To get them to make the
final purchase requires only one thing: to
put people in the right frame of mind — to
see their livingrooms carpeted, first, then
to get them to march into the dealer's showroom. Masland hopes to achieve that mood
through a combination of music, words and
drama — via radio.

BY

and ranked third

MAS

LAND

Judy Holliday. Robert Preston; tv-film actor
Andy Griffith, singers Eydie Gorme and
Andy Williams, the Ray Charles Singers,
the Ames Brothers, Edgar Bergen & friends
and the "lush . . . plush" sounds of David
Rose's 27-man studio orchestra.
Even the Masland commercials — soft-sell,
of course — will be star-dusted. One of the
tv copywriters: reporter-tv personality Dorothy Kilgallen, who will set aside her daily
gossip column just long enough to fashion
up some Masland "ear ads." She'll deliver
them, as well.
Mr. Masland thinks the show will "bridge
the gap between the consumer's imagining
of colors and the actuality of colors as expressed in our product." For example, consumer X may doggedly maintain that the
Masland blue is not the blue she had in
mind. "Our job," says an A&C account man,
"is to adjust her color perception."

among those categories showing disproportionate complaint ratios, "indicating need
for overhauling their advertising and selling
practices," the report said. Of 109,613 inquiries, 29,627 involved complaints. Two
dozen trade practice conferences in the
radio-tv merchandising field were held in
1957 to help improve the situation, the reBroadcasters continued their on-air support
port said.
of the BBB story last year, the report
noted, with radio stations contributing 12,881 spots and 553 programs and tv giving
1,916 spots and 287 shows. Last week the
national association previewed its new tv
film, "The Better Business Bureau Story,"
via the NBC-TV closed-circuit network to
local BBB officials in 150 cities. The halfhour color film was produced by Pathescope
Corp. of America with William M. Nelson
producer and Warren Murray director.
The conventional approach, Mr. Masland
admits, would be to take to print to show
the product in four-color advertisements.
"But," he says, "this would only be a partial
solution because a color divorced from the
3-dimensional shape and texture of the
object to which it belongs is somewhat of
an abstraction." Masland therefore decided
to create a mood in the listener's mind "in
which the listener's imagination becomes actively preoccupied with color images. In
keeping with such a mood, simple, straightforward descriptions of our carpet colors
and the home decorating schemes in which
they would have a role should be very effective." Producer Engelbach is convinced that
"it's not just that easy to comprehend —
unless you happen to be a psychoanalyst."
Those who are psychoanalysts, "hidden
persuaders" or motivation researchers ought
to have a few more things to digest come
May 4; perhaps they may even give radio
more credit than they have been up to now.

Wf

The carpet firm's President Frank E. Masland — third generation Masland — apparently is convinced that radio, far better
than tv, will sell his product, recession or
not. Masland has tried tv; last year it
bowed out of its daytime participations in
CBS-TV's Garry Moore Show, returned to
print. The firm's head believes "you can
evoke color images and stir the sense
through words and music." To make these
images lasting and real, Masland's agency,
Anderson & Cairns, New York, and radio
producer Dee Engelbach, have assembled
some of the highest-priced talent to come
radio's way since NBC Radio, in a desperate
move to stem the rising tide of tv, asked
Tallulah Bankhead and friends to do The
Big Show.
Among the "names" to be heard from:
current Broadway stars Ralph Bellamy,
Page 82
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TAKING A BREAK from preparing for Masland's radio extravaganza (I to r): Frank E.
Masland Jr., head of the sponsoring carpet firm; producer Dee Engelbach; Galen Drake,
who will deliver the commercials with Dorothy Kilgallen, and Victor Seydel, radio-tv
director, Anderson & Cairns. According to CBS, the programming marks the first major
purchase in network radio by the soft goods industry.
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
DDB

Adds

Recoups

$2

Million,

Billing

Loss

It has taken Doyle Dane Bernbach. Neu
York, only three weeks to recapture the
estimated S3 million in hilling it will lose
early in June when Max Factor & Co. moves
out of the agency. On Thursday the Northam
Warren Corp.. Stamford. Conn., announced
that June 20 it would move its $2 million
account from J. M. Mathes Inc. to DDB.
Mathes has had the billing for 10 years.
Warren Corp. manufactures Cutex nail
polish and accessories. Odorono deodorants
and Peggy Sage nail polish. It is a tv-radio
advertiser.
DDB officials pointed out at the time
Factor and the agency announced their
divorce [Advertisers & Agencies, March
3 1 1 that the agency would seek another
cosmetics account, and that therefore it
would retain the Factor account group intact. Earlier this month. DDB acquired
the $400,000 Benson & Hedges cigarette
account (Philip Morris Inc.) from Benton
& Bowles, the following week picked up
the $900,000 Thorn McAn shoe billings,
resigned earlier by Ogilvy. Benson & Mather
[Advertisers & Agencies, April 14]. Adding all three together. DDB thus has added
$3.3 million in commissionable billing; it
had dropped, in addition to Factor, the
$150,000 Regal Shoe Corp. account which
DDB resigned two weeks before being named
by McAn. Profit margin: $150,000.
KM&J Gets 'Hopalong' Deal
Appointment of Keyes, Madden & Jones
to handle representation for William Boyd's
uncommitted Hopalong Cassidy radio-tv
packages
and merchandising-franchising

rights was announced last Monday by
agency. As described by KM&J, agency will
serve as "residual sales agent" for 104 halfhour radio programs (which left air few
years ago), plus 12 full-hour tv shows "never
before seen in their present form." New radio-tv program package to be offered to advertisers for regional spot use and, in case
of tv series, to clients for possible network
exposure.
Agency emphasizes package is separate
from California National Productions'
(owned by NBC) 30- and 60-minute tv
"Hopalong" films, "although KM&J and
CNP will work in close cooperation with any
advertiser interested in an extension of tv

(all times EDT)
CBS-TV
April 29 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv.
NBC-TV

L
April 28-30, May 1, 2, 5-7 (3-4 p.m.)
Matinee Theatre, participating sponsors.
April 28, May 5 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price
Is Right, Speidel through Norman, Craig
& Kummel and RCA Victor through
Kenyon & Eckhardt.
April 29 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher Show,
Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson and RCA- Whirlpool through Kenyon
& Eckhardt.
April 30, May 7 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through
J. Walter Thompson Co.
May
Page 84
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Tic Tac Dough,

Foote

Leaves

Returns

to

I

N

®

Warner-Lambert through Lennen &
Newell and RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
May 1 10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show starring
Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros, through
J. Walter Thompson Co.
May 3 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como
participating sponsors.

Show,

May 3 (10:30-11 p.m.) Your Hit Parade,
Toni through North and American Tobacco through BBDO.
May 4 (7-7:30 p.m.) My Friend Flicka,
sustaining.
May 4 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show, S. C.
Johnson & Son through Needham, Louis
& Brorby, Greyhound Corp. through
Grey, and U. S. Time Corp. through
Peck Adv.
May 4 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through CampbellEwald.
May 6 (8-9 p.m.) The George Gobel
Show, Liggett & Myers through McCannErickson and RCA-Whirlpool through
Kenyon & Eckhardt.

McCann

Geyer Advertising as
board chairman. He
will return to McCann as director,
senior vice president
and a member of
the
operations committee.

Ford Lining Up Network Plans
For Next Season Sponsorship
Ford Div. of Ford Motor Co. is making
its first moves in lining up network sponsorship for next season. The auto advertiser has
picked up an alternate week sponsorship of
Wagon Train on NBC-TV (Wed. 7:30-8:30
p.m.). Edsel (now in the Mercury-EdselLincoln division), is participating in Wagon
this season.
Ford Div. this season sponsors Tennessee
Ernie Ford (NBC-TV) on an alternate week
basis, Zane Grey Theatre (CBS-TV) and
Suspicion (NBC-TV). Definitely out of the
Ford picture for next season is Zane Grey.
Ford also sponsored five hours during the
season of the Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz hourlong specials on CBS-TV. In radio, the $4.2
million (net billing) package Ford Road
Show runs through Aug. 31 of this year.

Geyer,

In a surprise move last week, Emerson
Foote revealed that effective May 1 he was
returning to McCann-Erickson,
less than
eight months after
he resigned to join

coverage of this radio-tv package." Among
merchandising resources: 1 1 Capitol record
albums, newspaper comics, personal appearances and special material.

COLORCAST
The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows

Ford holds an option for another 13 weeks
to carry the package through the end of
1958 but as yet has not exercised the option.
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, is
Ford's agency.

Mr.

Foote explained the move by

decision
"My to
saying,
to
return
McMR. foote
Can -Erickson irelated
s
not to my association with the Geyer agency but to my own
background in advertising. I have concluded, after deep reflection, that my greatest personal usefulness is to a business with
widespread operations such as those represented by McCann-Erickson."
B. B. Geyer, chairman of the executive
committee at Geyer, said, "I have known
Emerson for many years and I have enjoyed
our recent association at Geyer Advertising.
While regretting his resignation, I am
pleased that he reached his decision promptly with the result that his leaving at this
time will occasion no major inconvenience.
He goes with the best of good wishes."
Marion Harper Jr., president of McCannErickson, said, "I am very happy to welcome Emerson back to the management of
McCann-Erickson. As previously, he will
be concerned primarily with the practice
of creative advertising and marketing. We
look forward to having him take up where
he left off — as a colleague with exceptional
human and professional gifts and as a strong
contributor to the success both of our clients
and McCann-Erickson."
Mr. Foote was with McCann-Erickson
from 1951 to 1957. Earlier he had been
executive vice president of Lord & Thomas,
a founder and president of Foote. Cone
&andBelding.
Lanvin

Acquires

Antoine

Line

Lanvin Parfums Inc. is broadening its
market base in preparation for expanding
its television advertising budget, it has been
reported. The perfumer heretofore has used
spot tv on a limited, large-market basis.
The report of tv expansion came as
Lanvin acquired Antoine cosmetics from the
Lightfoot Schultz Div. of A-S-R Products.
Antoine's major products are cosmetic
creams and a hair set, to be handled separately from Lanvin's perfume line. Lanvin's
1957 volume is put at $9 million in the U.S.
and $15 million in Canada. North Adv.,
Chicago, is Lanvin's advertising agency.
Broadcasting
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KTRK-TV cameramen were on hand to give complete and exclusive live
television coverage to the sensational George Kesseler hearings . . . the first
impeachment trial of a citv official in the history of Houston.

FIRST

-WITH
We

have

News

A
for

MEANING!
you!!!

When we speak of a "first" it's no idle boast! For the alert, experienced news
staff of KTRK is ready to go anyplace, anytime, by any means to cover
major news events. This competent team of reporters and photographers . . .
working together round the clock . . . has the world at its fingertips with
important concentration on local news. On-the-air or behind the scenes, the
KTRK news staff is indeed a working staff! Endeavoring at all times to be
timely, interesting and informative, KTRK-TV

has become

the station that

is closest to the heart of Houston's family. Always . . . FIRST
with the news!

A NEWSWORTHY EVENT from any angle, Jayne Mansfield
obligingly poses for a KTRK cameraman during a recent
interview.
KTRK was the only station to have a cameraman aboard
the inaugural flight of KLM Royal Dutch Airlines overseas service from Houston. Here, former Mayor Oscar
Holcombe is welcomed to Holland by the Mayor of
Amsterdam.

and BEST

KTRK's cameraman was the first TV newscameraman to fly a complete exhibition routine in an F-80 jet. He accompanied the
Redeye Flight Group, a precision unit of the
Colorado Minute-Men Air National Guard.

A RECORD BREAKING 10-inch rainfall broke the disal
trous drought that plagued Texas, and KTRK cameramen
recorded many unusual sights. Here, a family blithel
goes water-skiing down a residential street.

by ace
FIRST hand pictures of the Cameron hurricane-disaster were shot
Audrey
ane
cameraman Jim Whisenant flying through the eye of hurric
in a Navy hurricane hunter plane.

A MAJOR traffic accident on one of Houston's expresj;
ways is no noveltv, but an on-the-spot coverage that get
the complete story on the air in a matter of minutes i
indeed news and typical of KTRK news.

JIM WHISENANT, KTRK's number one cameraman has
colorful background both as reporter and photographe:
His keen news sense and awareness of the dramatic ha^

background in
RAY CONAWAY, KTRK's News Director has an extensive
the news has
of
s
analysi
e
hensiv
compre
radio and TV. His concise and
tator.
commen
earned his reputation of Houston's outstanding news

!!
"!TEXAS-ABC
"firsts1,
s HOUSTON
BOX 12,
BASj
been responsible for manv ofP. 0.KTRK'
CO.:
TELEVISION
HOUSTON CONSOLIDATED
General Manager, Willard E. Walbridge
Commercial Manager, Bill Bennett
National Representatives: Geo. P. Hollingbe
Co., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York 36, N. Y.

ADVERTISERS S AGENCIES continued

BUSINESS

RUSTCRAFT LOOKING • Noyes & Co.,
Providence, asking availabilities for radio
spot campaign for Rustcraft greeting cards
to start in September using early morning
periods before 9 a.m. and early evening
after 7 p.m. Television spot schedule also
may be used in fall.
ACCELERATION • Paris Auto Inc.. distributor for French-made Simca auto in
13 states, is looking to radio to bolster
1957's sales figure of 10.000 cars. Through
Fairfax Inc., N. Y., Paris auto is using 13week radio campaign on following stations:
WT1C Hartford, WELI New Haven, WDEL
Wilmington, WWDC

man will highlight Simca's economy factor.
TIME • In what was described as

"an unusual move in highly seasonal toy
business," Nichols Industries Inc., Jacksonville, Tex., has signed for 52-week sponsorship of Ziv Television Programs' Cisco
Kid series, starting in late April, on KSLATV Shreveport, La., where commercial approaches will be tested. Company plans to
place series in several other markets later
this spring and summer. Commercials for
Stallion brand pistols will feature Duncan
Renaldo, star of Cisco Kid.
POWDERED PUSH • Extensive spot radio
and tv campaign, plus network participations in both media, has been set by Per-

ACTIVITY

HOW

BUYING

WHAT,

WHERE
COMEBACK

kins Div. of General Foods Corp. for its
Kool-Aid soft drink powder, starting this
month. Agency is Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago.
Schedule calls for commercials on ABCTV's Mickey Mouse Club and CBS-TV's
Captain Kangaroo, beginning in April, and
Don McNeill's
on starting
participations
daily
Breakfast
Club on ABC,
in May.
Spot tv campaign is described as "largest
television commercial schedule" in KoolAid's history, planned for "many markets."
Additionally, magazines and outdoor posters will be used.
RADIO

Washington, WBZ-

WBZA^ Boston-Springfield,
WFEA Manchester, N. H.. WCFR Springfield,
Vt.,
WJTN Jamestown, WNBF Binghamton,
WALL Middletown, WHEC Rochester —
all N. Y. Also: WEAN Providence, WEIL
Philadelphia. WACD
Kittanning, Pa.,
WCHS Charleston, W. Va.. WCAE Pittsburgh. WNEW New York and WBEN Buffalo. Musical jingles by pianist Stan FreeTOY

WHO'S

BRIEFLY

TRIO • A new order and two renewals on CBS Radio, representing about

$750,000 gross, included: renewals by Clairol Inc., through Foote, Cone & Belding,
for weekly five minute "Impact" segment
of Galen Drake Show for 13 weeks, effective April 18; Standard Brands, through
Ted Bates & Co., for weekly quarter hour
segment and an extra quarter hour every
fourth week for 52 weeks beginning June
3, and a new signing by Nylonet Corp.,
via McCann-Erickson, Chicago, for weekly
IVi -minute segment of daytime dramas
for 13 weeks, effective April 18.
BRIEF ENCOUNTER • Shulton Inc., out
of network tv since early this year when it
and Lever Bros, dropped out of Tues., 8:309 p.m. slot (The Eve Arden Show) is considering return to network — but only on
participation and/ or one-shot basis. Reason
is Shulton's annual Father's Day push on
behalf of Old Spice toiletries line, this year
scheduled for June 15. Shulton has consistently bought CBS-TV presentations but
has made no commitment to any particular
network. Network push — if and when — will

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

Kudner Adv., New York, which
has been staggering in recent months
under a loss of about $30 million of
a total $60 million in billing, indicated last week that the agency is
preparing for a comeback. Kudner
inserted paid advertisements in the
New York Times, the New York
Herald Tribune and the Detroit Free
Press that reflected the agency's fighting mood. The ad is illustrated with
a charcoal drawing of a fighter on his
hands and knees headlined: "Pride
is a guy with rosin on his pants."
Copy carries out the theme of the
fighter who gets up and "wades in
with
everylast
thing
he's got."Kudner has
Since
December
lost about $30 million in General
Motors business, including Buick,
Frigidaire and GMC Truck & Coach
divisions. A spokesman for the
agency said last week that the company's advertisement prompted "a lot
of excitement" from executives in the
advertising business and quoted the
official of one client that Kudner formerly handled as commenting "Why
didn't you write that kind of copy for
us when we were in your shop?"
be supplemented by radio spot (60 stations,
48 markets) and possibly some tv spot activity too, latter as yet undetermined. Wesley
Assoc., N. Y., is Shulton agency.
LABOR NEWS • In commemoration of its
70th anniversary, International Assn. of
Machinists (AFL-CIO), will sponsor special dramatic program on ABC Radio May
4 (6:30-7 p.m.) entitled Boomer Jones. Story
of a journeyman machinist will be produced
by M. S. Novik. Furman-Feiner, N. Y., is
agency.

TIME
SHOW

There were 124,782.000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
April 13-19. This is how they spent their time:
69.8% (87,098.000) spent 1,725.4
59.7% (74,495,000) spent 1,011.6
83.6% (104.318,000) spent
405.6
34.1% (42,551,000) spent
188.2
20.0% (24,910.000) spent 242.4
24.4% (30,426,000) spent
121.2

million
million
million
million
million
million

hours
watching television
hours
listening to radio
hours
reading newspapers
hours
reading magazines
hours . . . watching movies on tv
hours
attending movies*

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's weekly and quarterly
"Activity" report, from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated
and unduplicated audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger
& Co.
•All figures are average daily tabulations for the week
exception of the "attending
movies" category which is a cumulative total for the week. with
Sindlinger tabulations5 are
are avail
avau"
able within 2-7 days of the interviewing week.
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of April 1, Sidlinger data shows: (1) 107,687,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.3% of the people in that age group)(2) 41,714,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 45,888,000 tv sets in use in U. s!
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TRAIL

TIME

• Westclox Div. of General

Time Corp., N. Y., will sponsor "Wonderful Town," property recently acquired by
CBS-TV, to be presented as a special twohour color musical next November with
Rosalind Russell recreating her original
Broadway role. Program will be produced
by Joseph Fields and Robert Fryer. Agency:
BBDO, N.. Y.
BUYING SLATE • Washington State
Potato Commission, through Howard J.
Ryan & Son, Seattle, has ordered 1 1 participations on NBC-TV's Today (Mon-Fri.
7-10 a.m.) starting July 24; Time Inc.
(Time), N. Y., through Maxwell Sackheim
& Co., N. Y., has ordered three participations on Today and two participations on
The Jack Paar Show (Mon.-Fri. 1 1 :20 p.m.1 a.m.) effective immediately; Ben Mont
Papers, Bennington, Vt., through Woodward,
Voss & Hevenor Inc., Albany, has ordered
three for Today and two for Paar scheduled
during December; Jackson & Perkins (rose
bushes), Newark, through Sackheim, has
ordered
three Today participations effective
immediately.
Broadcasting

FIRST ON MORE LISTENING
THAN ANY OTHER SAN DIEGO
RADIO
STATION—
FOR SAN DIEGO

CBS

WRATHER-ALVAREZ BROADCASTING, INC.
Represented by EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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W CBS, New York
WBBM, Chicago
KNX, Los Angeles
WCAU, Philadelphia
WCCO, Minneapolis -St. Paul
WEE I, Boston
KMOX, St. Louis
KCBS, San Francisco
WBT, Charlotte
WRVA, Richmond
WTOP, Washington
KSL, Salt Lake City
WMBR, Jacksonville
KOIN, Portland
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GOVERNMENT
MOORE
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HITS

NETWORK

TESTIMONY
•

KTTV

•

FCC

(TV) head

ON

renews

PRACTICES

BARROW

REPORT

attack on option time, must buys

hearing's next sessions slated for May

Richard A. Moore of independent KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles, who has been chipping
away for 2l/i years at the option time and
must-buy business practices of the tv networks, got in his licks again last week in
testimony before the FCC in its hearing on
the Barrow report.
In an all-day-Tuesday presentation the
KTTV president repeated his charges, made
previously to the Barrow Network Study
Stall" and two congressional committees, that
option time and must-buy practices violate
the antitrust laws. Concentrating his attack
on these two disputed practices, Mr. Moore
hacked down from his former request on
"exclusive dealing" — that a tv station be
prohibited from getting more than 75% of
its programs from the same source.
The main import of Mr. Moore's 62-page
statement: Option time and must-buy arrangements, both illegal, are being used by
the tv networks as a "shield" to protect them
from free competition by other program
sources — option time serving to deny the
advertisers access to prime station time except on the network and must-buys requiring
the advertiser to accept a market (or a station) that he does not want.
The Moore statement was supported by a
42-page legal brief offered by his attorney,
Lloyd A. Cutler of Cox, Langford, Stoddard
& Cutler, Washington, arguing that option
time and must-buy practices are violations
per se of the Sherman Antitrust Act, option
time being closely similar to the blockbooking practices declared illegal by the
U. S. Supreme Court in the Paramount Case

12-13

stantly being defeated" in its efforts to acquire high-quality programs because the networks control other markets by option time.
This control discourages production of highbudget programs by independents unless
they are assured on getting them on the networks, he added, saying this leaves KTTV
with access to only inferior or second-run
programs.
He cited instances in which KTTV

had

signed for new programs being offered only
to find its contract canceled when the producer managed to sell the program for network release.
KTTV

cannot get programs from national

advertisers, he said, because the networks'
must-buy policy requires that the program
be placed on the network affiliate in Los
Angeles and the advertiser is forced to use
the Los Angeles affiliate if he gets access to
other affiliates in other parts of the country.
The "most repugnant" form of the must-buy
arrangement, he said, is in the case of a

levels of operation."
Without saying so in so many words, the
KTTV president left the impression that network programs could stand a lot of improvement and that once the networks are forced
to enter competition with others on the merit
of programs alone, they will respond by improving their programs, particularly live

broadcasting of "important public events."
On the other hand, any networking system
which depends on "subsidy" or "a shield"
against competition will grow "increasingly
sterile," he said.
Independent KTTV, he said, is "conPage 92
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This, he said, is "not proper," unless the
FCC "elects to treat the networks as common carriers." A decision that option time
is essential cannot possibly be made without going into other problems of network
business, he said.
The KTTV president felt that the need
for option time "cannot possibly" be assessed without determining whether the network rates are too high or too low. And. he
said, the FCC cannot determine whether
option time is necessary without "first passing judgment on the appropriateness of
every other element that makes up the complex structure of the network — programs,
rates, salaries, practices, salesmanship, etc."
Commenting on a network argument
that option time is necessary to guarantee
the network clearances for the production
costs of high quality programs. Mr. Moore
felt that program clearance should be based
on "merit" and should not be assured of
clearance in advance. He thought that networks would seek to develop high quality
programs without option time and noted
that two of CBS-TV's "most ambitious and
most important programs," Studio One and
Playhouse 90, were conceived, sold and
cleared without options.
Turning to the network argument that
loss of option time will bring a gradual "erosion" of networking through station failures
to clear network programs, Mr. Moore said
a station "presumably" replaces a program
with what it believes to be a superior program, but that CBS-TV has made the point
an affiliate may choose a non-network program because it brings a higher return. CBS
thus desires a shield against a competitor
who can offer a better program or offer a
better price to the station, he said.
Mr. Moore then took up several pages to

of 1948. and must-buy constituting a "tying
arrangement" and "a refusal to deal."
Mr. Moore hammered repeatedly at the
"shielding" effect given to networks by
option time and must-buys to the detriment
of non-network program producers and stations. Although the two practices do not
affect competition among the networks themselves, he said, they protect the networks
from free competition by others. He said
the restraints effected by the two practices
"seem to be acknowledged," but that the
networks justify them as "a necessary means
of subsidizing financial prosperity fqr themselves sufficient to maintain their existing

cannot continue to operate and perform
services as at present unless they have a
rule authorizing three hours of option time.

make the point that "good" network programs will get high clearances whether or
not they are in option time, while poor programs will disappear from the air if not
protected by option time.
The KTTV president compared a chart

KTTV'S MOORE
He re-emphasizes network beliefs
filmed program owned by an advertiser
when the same condition prevails even
though no network facilities are needed to
program the film.
Saying that option time and must-buys
are contrary to the public interest even without consideration of the antitrust issues,
Mr. Moore then turned his attention to rebuttal of arguments which have been made
in behalf of option time and must buys.
Mr. Moore said the networks urge that
the FCC make a finding that the networks

showing a hypothetical "checkerboard" pattern of clearances predicted by CBS if option time were not in effect with a similar
chart prepared by KTTV from what he said
were actual clearances in non-option prime
periods for the week of April 12-18, 1958.
The two charts, as shown by Mr. Moore,
covered 60 top markets where CBS-TV has
primary affiliates. The chart made by KTTV
on non-option time clearances showed much
higher clearances and less of a "checkerboard" pattern than the CBS chart.
Mr. Moore charged that the "erosion"
argument is "a pessimistic, hypothetical
view" which presupposes poor sales ability
by the network and added: "The natural
competitive process must determine what
programs America will see and there is no
regulatory formula which can or should be
applied to prevent erosion where the surface
is soft and will yield to the erosive effects of
Broadcasting
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If you want the peak in performance—the maximum in dependability, here is your tape-recorder.
at its best.
This is MAGNECORD
In more than 80% of all broadcasting stations coast to coast, both
in radio and TV, Magnecord is the
jam Mj |B
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guaranteed!
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The aristocrat of the
professional tape
recorders. Supreme in its
field — never excelled and
seldom equalled in
performance. Illustrated
here you see rich and
newie"
a brand
in
d "Magg
rugge
e.
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production facilities at Tulsa, Quality Control is the watchword. We
are now able to place an absolute
and irrevocable GUARANTEE
ON SPECIFICATIONS AS WE
ISSUE THEM and we invite you
to WRITE TODAY to our authorized representative for full details
ALL THROUGH
on the NEW
P-75 EDITOR.

No other tape-recorder on the
market can satisfy the professional
demand for rugged, day-to-day dependability with highest quality now GUARthat MAGNECORD
ANTEES! Catalogue and spec
sheets available now . . .

Write your distributor or direct to
MAGNECORD
Division of
Midwestern Instruments, Inc.
41st and Sheridan, Tulsa, Oklahoma
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GOVERNMENT continued
superior competition."
I he KTTV head charged that CBS has
placed the burden of proof on the FCC "and
other witnesses" as to whether abolishment
of option time would erode network clearances. Itis up to CBS to submit this proof,
he said, adding he does not belie\e CBS
could prove erosion.
Mr. Moore then criticized two "pet myths
of the network world which have been repeated so often they are now taken for
granted" — simultaneity and audience flow.
He charged that there is no such thing as
simultaneous network telecasts because the
country is divided into four time zones and
said the major argument for the network
variety of simultaneity is to make it easier
for the advertiser to publicize his program.
Delayed broadcasts and variances among
communities in the use of Daylight Saving
Time, plus other network practices in crosscountry broadcasting makes the network
telecasting pattern "'an incredible checkerboard," he said.
He took a sideswipe at network policies
on the use of videotape for delayed broadcasts, saying the networks "apparently have
refused permission for an affiliate to tape
network programs for broadcast at a later
time more suited, in the station's judgment
(as compared to the network's judgment), to
the convenience of the local community."
Mr. Moore was completely skeptical of
the "audience flow" concept. "The notable
successes have all won that success purely
on program appeal regardless of what preceded or followed them," he said.
The KTTV executive said the lack of a
need by networks for must-buys is demonstrated bythe experience of ABC-TV, which
has no must-buy policy. The practice destroys station initiative, he said, because
the station is assured a network sponsor
cannot place his program on a competing
station on a spot basis. He cited instances
in which NBC-TV waived its must-buy rule
on Life of Riley and the program was carried on a syndicated basis on many stations
for six years. A similar relaxation by CBSTV made Person to Person available to advertisers on a regional basis in certain areas.
Mr. Moore felt these beneficial results
would follow prohibition of option time
and must-buys: the station licensee will take
charge of his own schedule; more local
advertisers will have access to tv and the
tv station will get more local business; independent stations will survive and service
to the community will improve.
The KTTV president said he has arranged
to carry three NTA Film Network programs
and is holding up sale of these programs
locally to see if NTA can sell them on a
national basis. But there won't be any option
time arrangement, he promised.
Answering questions, Mr. Moore said
that without option time the best programs
available will gravitate toward 7:30-10:30
p.m. as that is the peak viewing period.
Asked if he felt "first call" and "territorial exclusivity" provisions of affiliation
contracts are restrictive, he said they are,
"but not in a tying way." He took no position on them.
Mr. Moore was questioned on why he
Page 94
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changed his position from his former request that a station be prohibited from
getting more than 75% of its programs
from the same program source. He denied
that KTTV had changed its views because
25% of KTTV was purchased by Loew's
Inc. in a deal involving KTTV use of subsidiary MGM's library of 770 feature films
over a seven-year period [Film, Aug. 20,
1956]. MGM also produces film for tv.
Mr. Moore said he does not object to
network use of a "minimum buy" (minimum
dollar amount) practice if the stations to
be used are not specified. ABC-TV uses this
method.

The hearing resumes May 12-13 with testimony from spokesmen of stations represented by CBS Spot Sales — Glenn Marshall
Jr. of WMBR-TV Jacksonville and Jay W.
Wright of KSL-TV Salt Lake City— and
NBC Spot Sales — a representative of
WAVE-TV Louisville, who along with Edward Petry of Edward Petry & Co., station
representative, are expected to support network spot sales representation and certain
other practices.
Expected to take the opposite view are
these spokesmen representing Station Representatives Assn.: John Blair, Blair Tv and
Blair Tv Assoc.; Lewis H. Avery, AveryKnodel; Eugene Katz, Katz Agency; Frank
Headley, H-R Tv, and Lloyd Griffin, Peters,
Griffin, Woodward.
Later testimony will come from Committee for Competitive Tv and a list of individual stations.
Celler Calls for Overhaul
On

Conflict of Interest Laws

Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.), chairman
of the House Judiciary Committee and its
Antitrust Subcommittee, Friday called for
an overhaul of the "confused" laws barring
conflicts of interest by government officials
and employes.
At the same time, Rep. Celler released a
subcommittee staff report that recommends
several changes in the existing laws. He said
these laws should be "revised, simplified and
coordinated in order more effectively to prevent unethical practices while at the same
time preserving the dignity of government
service. . . ."
The report deals primarily with six conflict of interest laws, designed to "assure impartiality and to protect the integrity of the
federal service." Current regulations, the report maintains, have so many gaps and exemptions that they neither protect the government adequately nor clearly inform the
employes of their obligations.
One provision of the staff recommendations would give the President power to declare void any contract, license, grant (such
as a tv grant) or other benefit consummated
in violation of the proposed rule changes.
Rep. Celler said the recommendations
were made public "for the purpose of discussion" and stressed they do not necessarily
represent the subcommittee's views. Rep.
Kenneth Keating (R-N.Y.), ranking minority
member of the subcommittee and parent
committee, said he will seek prompt hearings on the report.

Multi-Channel
In One-Station

Trouble
Market

KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex., which should be
enjoying the advantages of being the only
tv station in its market, was in trouble last
week and called on the FCC for succor.
The trouble was with a community antenna television system which not only is
bringing in signals from stations in DallasFort Worth (100-125 miles away) and
Shreveport (100 miles away) — representing
the programs of all three networks — but
also is picking up KLTV's own signals.
KLTV is an NBC affiliate.
The crowning blow for KLTV: East
Texas Transmission Co., under common
ownership with Television Co., the CATV
System, has applied to the FCC for eight
microwave facilities to improve the quality
of signals from Dallas-Fort Worth and
Shreveport.
KLTV's complaint about the "pirating"
of its own signal is that the CATV firm retransmits KLTV's ch. 7 signals on ch. 6,
resulting in a poor quality picture. KLTV's
big fear: that the CATV firm, with the proposed improvement in transmission of the
three distant tv stations, will continue to
carry a poor quality KLTV signal or, worse,
drop the KLTV signal altogether.
The Tyler tv outlet asked the FCC to
designate the , microwave applications for
hearings — which the FCC is empowered to
do since it involves on-the-air transmission.
(FCC has disclaimed jurisdiction over
straight CATV operation, which doesn't involve air transmission [Government, April
The microwave facilities, KLTV says,
7]). allow the CATV system to bring better
will
signals to the urban parts of Tyler, Jacksonville and Palestine — all in the Tyler station's coverage area — and will force KLTV
to depend to a large degree on the population
of Longview and sparse rural parts of northeast Texas for audience.
The CATV firm's operations already have
resulted in network advertisers' failure to
buy KLTV because of duplication, lower
network rates for the same reason and an
absence of the advantages usually enjoyed
by a station in a single-station market.
KLTV also has to pay its own line charges,
the petition said.
KLTV noted that the CATV system picks
up the signals of the Shreveport outlet
(KTBS-TV) despite that station's protests
and that of NBC, its affiliate, and other program suppliers.
The adverse impact of a CATV system
was given as the reason for the demise of
KGEZ-TV Kalispell, Mont., according to
station owner Frank Reardon, who two
weeks ago complained to Sen. Warren G.
Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee. Mr. Reardon
said the FCC has affirmatively aided CATV
systems by granting them microwave signals
with which to "import" the signals of distant metropolitan stations [Government,
April 21].
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT continued
HEARINGS

OPEN

•

Magnuson

•

First day's witnesses

ON

says federal

support

uniformly

The Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee last Thursday began hearings on a hill (S 2119) introduced by its
chairman. Sen. Warren Magnuson CDWash.) . which would provide up to $1
million to each state and territory for educational television.
"This bill will accelerate the use of tv in
our schools, colleges and in adult training
programs." Sen. Magnuson stated in opening the hearings. Grants authorized under
the bill would be used by states exclusively
for the purchase of equipment and facilities
required for etv. The states, in turn, would
have to provide land, buildings and the cost
of operating and maintaining equipment.

ETV

SUBSIDY

is 'must' legislation
back

Senate

proposal

lighter, wondered where the government
would get the money to finance the bill. He
said etv falls under jurisdiction of the individual states and they "had better begin
to assume the responsibilities within their
jurisdiction." Sen. Magnuson replied: "I
Jon't care where we get it [money]," but
federal subsidy of etv is a "must."
The day's first witness, Rep. Stuart L.
Udall (R-Ariz.), is the author of a similar
bill in the House. He said there is a tremendous lag in the use of tv in education, due
primarily to a lack of money. If the bill
becomes law, he said, Arizona will have
etv within a year; if not, it will take 8-10

"Unless the federal government takes the
initiative, offers the impetus and contributes to the costs, a great educational potential . . . will be lost," the chairman said,
adding, "Its cost in actual dollars is modest
[a maximum of $49 million]."
Sen. John W. Bricker (R-Ohio), ranking
minority member of the committee, said he

years.
He accused HEW of an "astonishing lack
of vision" in opposing the bill, which would
have a "tremendous effect" on elementary
and secondary schools. While Rep. Udall
was on the stand, Sen. Yarborough said lobbyists of commercial tv interests have defeated all proposed state appropriations for
etv in Texas in their continuing fight to

"most heartily agreed" with Sen. Magnuson's statements and that Congress does not
dare pass up tv as a medium for education.
Sens. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) and Ralph
Yarborough (D-Tex.), both committee
members, also made statements favoring the
bill.

secure unused channels. "I think that is
happening all over the country," Sen. Magnuson replied.
Testifying for the FCC, Comr. T.A.M.
Craven said the Commission "does not have
any special competence as to whether or

Sen. Magnuson criticized reasons given
by the Health, Education & Welfare Dept.
against enactment of the measure as the
very reasons the bill should be passed.
HEW, which would administer the funds
under the bill, said the proposal is unnecessary, that it would result in "administrative
and other difficulties" and that state commissions do not have the necessary trained
personnel to carry out an etv program.
Sen. Strom Thurmond (D-S. C), a member of the committee and a strong states-

not federal appropriations should be used"
for etv. In answer to a question by Sen.
Magnuson, Comr. Craven said that from
his "own personal point of view, I am in
favor of the bill."
He explained the FCC's Sixth Report &
Order of 1952 which reserved tv channels
for educational use (there now are 256 so
reserved). Of 671 vhf channels, 85 (12.7%)
are reserved for etv and 171 (11.3%) of
1,519 uhf channels have an educational
stipulation, he said.
Sen. Magnuson praised the FCC for "resisting efforts of commercial interests who
try to take over tv channels reserved for

rapidly becoming obvious to the educators."
He said the cost of etv stations under existing FCC rules is "out of the range of
most educational institutions. . . . With the
existing spectrum space, tv for education
cannot possibly develop much beyond an
enhancement of the visual aids concept."
Richard B. Bell, director of Ohio State
U.'s WOSU-TV Columbus, said S 2119
could break the "impasse" in the lack of
funds for etv. However, he objected, as did
other witnesses, to the bill's provision that
to receive financial assistance etv stations
must be under state public school supervision.
A commercial broadcaster, Raoul A.
Cortez, said the bill as drafted overlooks the
possibility of cooperation with commercial
stations. Mr. Cortez, president of KCORAM-TV San Antonio, stressed the important
role his stations have played in educational
programming. Ch. 41 KCOR-TV requested
FCC authority to operate share-time with
an etv station on reserved ch. 9 San Antonio.
This application was denied early last month.
William M. Brish, superintendent of
schools in Washington County, Maryland,
explained the operation of that county's now
famous closed-circuit tv system. Financed
in part by the Fund for the Advance of
Education, the Hagerstown, Md., based
operation now is sending educational programs into all the county's 48 schools on
six channels. He said adoption of the Magnuson bill will make possible similar operations
throughout the country.
Education is on the threshold of tremendous advances through television, Raymond
D. Hurlbert, general manager of the Alabama Educational Tv Commission, told the
committee. The effectiveness of tv as a
teaching device and a means of improving
the educational process has been demonstrated
through the heoperation
of Alabama's
three etv
stations,
said. Thoughout
Mr.
Hurlbert's and other witnesses' testimony
was the underlying theme that etv would
help alleviate the teacher shortage.
Alan W. Brown, president of the Metro-

educational purposes."
William C. Friday, president of four
North Carolina state universities, told how
his state had placed educational WUNC-TV
Chapel Hill on the air in January 1955. He
said WUNC-TV, with the aid of funds proposed in the Magnuson bill, could extend its
coverage to include the entire state.

"Fund-raising for etv has been and will
continue to be a herculean task," he said.
"At this point in our development in North
Carolina — and the case is similar throughout the nation — we need help wherever we
canBen
findAdler,
it." president of Adler Electronics
Inc., said he fully supported S 2119 but that
"the problem is more than a matter of
making funds available. ..." A manufacturer of low-power tv equipment, Mr. Adler
cited the need for revision of FCC translaBEN ADLER TELLS how FCC
its translator rules.
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should relax

tor rules to permit "widespread multichannel
distribution of lesson programs for maximum fulfillment of the objectives that are

REP. UDALL EMPHASIZES a point as he
testifies in favor of the Magnuson bill.
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politao Educational Tv Assn. of New York
c ity, told Of difficulties to secure financial
hacking for a station on educational ch.
25. New York. However, he said, the time
will come when New York will require
more tv outlets than its present seven vhl
channels and of necessity they would be uhf
stations. With this in mind, META is pushing ahead with plans to place ch. 25 on the
air. he stated, and the Magnuson bill "would
provide the means of accomplishing an
otherwise practical!) impossible task in New
York."

DISCUSSING S 2119, which would appropriate up to $1 million to each state for
etv, (I to r): Sen. Bricker, Comr. Craven and
Sen. Magnuson.
FCC Grants San Diego Ch. 27,
McCook, Neb., Ch. 8 Permits
The FCC last week granted ch. 8 in
McCook, Neb., to Central Kansas Television Co. and ch. 27 in San Diego, Calif.,
to Sherrill C. Corwin of Los Angeles.
Central Kansas proposes effective radiated
power of 50 kw visual and 26.9 kw aural,
with antenna 630 feet above average terrain.
Mr. Corwin plans 129 kw visual and 64.6
kw aural, with antenna 630 feet.
A new application for ch. 6 in Miami was
submitted by Coral Television Corp. of
which Leon C. McAskill is president. Coral
proposes effective radiated power of 100
kw visual and 50.124 kw aural, with antenna
315.3 feet above average terrain. Publix
Tv Corp. also is an applicant for ch. 6 in
Miami.
(_
AGREE

ON

UHF

PACT

The U.S. and Mexico have agreed
on an allocation of uhf channels for
television along the border, it was announced last week. The details were
not disclosed pending the formal signing of the agreement. The agreement
provides for the assignment of uhf tv
channels in an area that runs 250 miles
north and south of the U.S.-Mexican
border. When the treaty is signed, the
assignments will be made public.
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DRYS

IN

BIENNIAL

Forty witnesses last week testified on the
alleged evils of advertising alcoholic beverages in interstate commerce before the
Senate Commerce Committee in the latest
of what has come to be an annual hearing
on proposals to prohibit such advertising.
Subject of last week's hearing is a bill
(S 582) introduced by Sen. William Langer
(R-N. D.).
Proponents of the bill, including a parade
of church and temperance leaders and several members of Congress, originally were
to testify last Tuesday only with opponents
of the measure to be heard on Wednesday.
However, there were so many pro witnesses,
those opposed did not get a chance to
testify and Sen. Warren Magnuson (DWash.), chairman of the committee, scheduled a resumption of the hearings tomorrow (Tuesday) afternoon at 2:30 p.m.
Leading off tomorrow will be three more
proponents of the bill, after which the opposition will get a chance to be heard. Sen.
Magnuson stated the hearings will continue
as many afternoons as necessary to give all
interested parties a chance to testify.
Many of last week's charges seeking a
ban of liquor and beer advertising on radiotv and in newspapers and magazines had
been made previously during hearings on
the same subject over the past 10 years.
Principal charges against alcoholic beverage
advertising, repeatedly reasserted during
the testimony, were (1) that the industry
ads are designed toward luring more and
more people into the drinking habit; (2)
the ads are false and misleading; (3) they
have a negative effect on young people; (4)
they flout dry laws in areas of local option;
(5) the drinking of alcoholic beverages is
responsible for break-up of homes, crime,
highway fatalities and juvenile delinquency,
and (6) they infringe upon the privacy of
the home.
Proponents of the measure also claimed
its passage is within the constitutional rights
of Congress and denied the bill is a forerunner to total prohibition.
The Women's Christian Temperance
Union of New Jersey presented the committee with a petition 112 ft. long containing 3,385 signatures in opposition to the
bill. Dr. Sam Morris, San Antonio, Tex.,
religious broadcaster, brought a suitcase
filled with petitions which he said contained
more than 104,500 signatures urging passage of the Langer bill.
Dr. Morris, "The [Radio] Voice of Temperance," told the committee that he is
forced to broadcast his temperance messages on powerful Mexican border stations
because U. S. stations and networks refuse
to accept his paid programs. He said that
he had protested the license renewals of
KRLD Dallas and WHAS Louisville because these stations refused to sell him
time.
Also, the temperance leader charged,
several 50 kw clear channel stations and
NBC had refused to sell him time during
prime hours.
Another witness, Ray Rushing, said that
if any broadcasters were present (for the

HILL

ASSAULT

hearings), he would be happy to write a
check "this very afternoon" for a nationwide temperance program. He charged that
Mutual and CBS had refused to sell him
time and that "liquor interests tried every
conceivable way to block . . ." temperance
sponsorship of basketball games in South
Dakota.
During the testimony of James A. Hamilton, Methodist Temperance Union, on what
he termed "the most deceptive of all advertising" Sen. Magnuson broke in to suggest advocates of the bill take their complaints to the FTC or alcohol control unit
of the Treasury Dept. Mr. Hamilton replied that efforts to get these agencies to
act have proved futile.
Clete A. Risley, National Sunday School
Assn., said the measure should become law
because liquor advertising "is directly and
indirectly undoing much of the work which
our Sunday Schools and churches are seeking to accomplish. According to Daniel A.
Poling, president of the World Christian
Endeavor Organization, "It is not a question
of shall we or shall we not control alcohol
. . . but how much control there should be."
Dr. Charles Hutchinson, International
Reform Federation, said that he was astounded by the way Congress had ignored
the bill. "It has been bottled up in this committee year
after that
year,"
Sen. beMagnuson
countered
the he
billsaid.
will not
and
has not been "bottled up" and that all proponents need to do is to get eight members
of the 15-man committee to vote for the
bill and it will be reported out for Senate
action.
Sen. Magnuson said the State Dept., Commerce Dept. and postmaster general have
entered statements opposing the bill; the
FCC, comptroller general and Treasury
Dept. took no stands while Justice pointed
out the bill might possibly favor foreign
distillers over domestic industry.
At a Tuesday luncheon held by the National Coordinating Committee of the Beverage Industry, Andrew J. Biemiller said
that the Langer bill is an "astonishing proposal." Mr. Biemiller, a former member of
Congress from Wisconsin and currently
legislative director of the AFL-CIO, further
stated:
"It is hard to believe that the Congress
is paying serious attention to so clear an
assault on the rights of a single industry
at the behest of a tiny, if vocal, minority
of citizens." He hit the bill as one that
would throw "thousands more" out of work
at a time when the country is fighting a
recession.
Marinette

Sale Protested

The FCC grant of the sale of WMAM
and ch. 11 WMBV-TV Marinette, Wis., to
Morgan Murphy and others [Changing
Hands, March 24] was vigorously protested
last week by ch. 2 WBAY-TV Green Bay,
Wis., and ch. 5 WFRV-TV Green Bay
which would like a stay of the grant —
made without hearing — and a hearing.
WBAY-TV hit out at the alleged "economic
leverage" which the new stations owners
Broadcasting
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could use against them. WFRV-TV, which
had been turned down previously in a bid
to designate this transfer for hearing, declared that it wants the facts on many issues,
including "special inducements or arrangements offered advertisers" by Murphy staI ions.

Regulation of Co-op Allowances
Set for May 27 IRS Hearing
The Internal Revenue Service has set a
May 27 hearing on its proposed regulations
to determine manufacturers' excise taxes
with respect to cooperative advertising and
other allowances to dealers [Government,
March 31].
At the same time the IRS extended its
deadline for filing comments until May 21.
A total 45 interested parties by last week
had answered the government's March 22
proposal with written comments — many of
them protesting and demanding an oral hearing. The Federal Excise Tax Council has
told the government that to disallow advertising rebates as adjustments of a product's
total price would "contribute to the current
decline in consumer sales."
The May 27 hearing is open to the public,
but to guarantee being heard, those interested should advise the IRS of their intent
by the May 21 deadline. The hearing will be
held at 10 a.m., May 27. in Room 3313 of
the Internal Revenue Bldg., 12th and Constitution Ave., N.W., Washington.
A letter of protest against the proposed
revenue ruling has been sent by the Hollywood Advertising Club to Rep. Joe Holt
(R. -Calif.). The club states: "Taxes on advertising are in effect blows against free
speech and a 'free press'— interpreted to
mean all the usual means of communication of news, ideas and information." Cooperative advertising, the letter continues,
is an important source of revenue for publishers and broadcasters, and from 30% to
50% of the volume, in some instances.
"Tax it, and not only are retailers and media
hurt but the public itself is less well informed than it is now," it concludes.
Dyke

Becomes

U.S. I.A. Consultant

Brig. Gen. Ken R. Dyke (USA Reserve,
ret.) has been sworn in as consultant to the
director of the U. S. Information Agency's
International Broadcasting Service
(Voice of_ America),
it has "been an-

U. S. Rubber Co.. Johns-Manville and Col•vu I'ulmolive Peet and was NBC public
relations vice president. He served overseas
in World War I and World War Q.
McConnaughey Clarifies Record
Of Testimony For Harris Group
Former FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey has been permitted to clarify
the testimony he gave earlier this month
[Lead Story, April 7] to the House Committee on Legislative Oversight. Committee
Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) last week
made part of the record three letters from
Mr. McConnaughey. They said (1) that he
had refreshed his recollection and could remember no luncheon he attended in Washington with CBS executives William S. Paley
and Frank Stanton plus White House aide
Max Rabb; (2) that in his present private
law practice (McConnaughey, Sutton &
L'Heureux) he is not representing anyone
who had an adjudicatory, comparative hearing while he was at the FCC, and (3) that
he and Robert D. L'Heureux were not bringing in enough business to make effective the
partnership agreement with Mr. Sutton. The
agreement, it had been reported, indicated
that Messrs. McConnaughey and L'Heureux
would draw only that portion of the business
which they brought in until such time as this
amounted to twice $80,000 a year, which
was Mr. Sutton's yearly income. Mr. L'Heureux was Mr. McConnaughey's administrative assistant at the FCC.

Also included in the committee's records
was a communication from WHEC-TV and
WVET-TV Rochester, N. Y., clarifying the
comments of former Comr. Frieda B. Hennock regarding that sharetime grant. Miss
Hennock had raised a question regarding the
legitimacy of the FCC action, and the two
stations sent to the committee an appeals
court decision upholding the 1953 grant.
Harkins

Seeks

FCC

Rules Change

Dwight Harkins, of Harkins Radio Inc.,
has petitioned the FCC for a change in its
rules concerning fm, multiplexing, "compatible stereophonic
sound," and Subsidiary
Communication
Authorizations
to enable
"... a broadcast usage of fm multiplexing
for the transmission of compatible stereophonic sound . . . and the use by the broadcaster of a sub-channel for a second program channel for public reception."
This plan, according to engineer Harkins,
would allow the public "to enjoy the benefits of multiplexing but at the same time
protect the 'closed circuit' features of multiplexing as used by those stations under the
Subsidiary Communication
Teller Seeks

over-n
in matio
seas infor
brig gen dyke gramming
[Closed Circuit, April 21].
Gen. Dyke retired last year as vice president in charge of the International Div.,
Young & Rubicam, and assistant to the
agency president. Formerly he was with the
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Radio-Tv

Authorizations."
Tax

Aid

Rep. Ludwig Teller (D-N. Y.) has introduced a tax bill, referred to the House
Ways and Means Committee, which among
other things would repeal the 10% manufacturers excise tax on radio-tv sets and
would reduce from 10% to 5c/t various
taxes on communications. Numerous bills
are pending before Congress to kill the
excise tax on uhf tv receivers.

FCC
TO

URGES
CLARIFY

COURT
REMAND

• Miami

case poses problems

• Status

in handling

asked

The FCC last week decided to ask the
U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington to
clarify the remand of the Miami ch. 10 case
[Government, April 21J.
Perplexed by the action of the court in
sending the case back to the FCC but retaining jurisdiction, the Commission has instructed its lawyers to ask for a fuller explanation of the court's intentions.
The Commission wants a more definitive
ruling on whether it is acting as an agent of
the court or whether it is handling the controversial issue under its own authority. It
also seeks fuller explanations on the issues
hearing.
ordered by the court to be heard in the new
Until these points are made more explicit,
Commission legal aides are uncertain how
hearing.
to go about establishing the investigatory
The court, in remanding the case to the
FCC, instructed the Commission to hold a
special hearing on the question of tainted
votes. One issue is whether former Comr.
Richard A. Mack should have abstained
from voting in the Miami vhf grant. A
second element, the court ordered, was to
determine whether there were any undue
influences on individual commissioners to
win support for one or the other of the apThe court also ordered the FCC to report
plicants.
back in six weeks on the status of the
hearing and to notify the Attorney General
in case he wanted the Dept. of lustice to
intervene.
The unanimous, three-judge ruling was
issued several hours after the remand petition was argued. The FCC asked the court
to return the litigation without action so it
could look into the allegations which were
aired before the House Legislative Oversight Committee and which resulted in the
resignation of Comr. Mack.
The FCC granted ch. 10 in Miami to
Public Service Television Inc., a subsidiary
of National Airlines, in 1957. WPST-TV
Miami began operating in August 1957, and
is affiliated with ABC. Loser WKAT Miami
appealed the FCC's decision, as did Eastern
Airlines which was denied the right to intervene in the comparative hearing before
the FCC.
Besides WKAT, other losing applicants
were L. B. Wilson Inc., and North Dade
Video Inc. The court ordered that all the
parties to the original case be permitted to
participate in the new hearing.
Among the thorny problems in connection with a hearing on the validity of votes,
according to FCC lawyers, is the question
whether the testimony before the House
committee can be incorporated or whether
the Commission must rehear all the witnesses, and whether this is an entirely new
proceeding or should be considered a reopening of the record for further testimony.
And, disturbing some members of the
Broadcasting
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Commission is the question whether the
FCC may use a regular examiner and counsel or go outside and name a special examiner and counsel.
Moulder
Veto

Bill Would

Power

on FCC

Rule Changes

An FCC attorney said the bill would have
a "very substantial and very extensive" effect
on the Commission. He was careful to
distinguish between changes in Commission
rules, which would come under provisions of
the bill, and decisions involving application
of the rules, which presumably would not.
Commission activity coming under the
scope of the bill would include, among
others, changes in the table of allocations,
equipment standards and rulemaking actions
of all types.
Rep. Moulder is a member of the Legislative Oversight Subcommittee and resigned as
its chairman in protest of the firing of Bernard Schwartz as chief counsel [Lead Story,
Feb. 17].
Other bills introduced in Congress last
week relating to the broadcasting industry:
S 3663 by Sen. John J. Williams (R-Del.),
to strengthen the kw with respect to bribery
and graft of government officials. It provides
for a fine of three times the amount offered
and/ or accepted, three years in prison or
both. The bill also provides that when a government official is considering accepting
employment with a firm with which his agency does business, the agency must be officially notified of such intentions.
HR 12095 by Rep. Thomas Abernethy
(D-Miss.), which exempts employes of radio and tv stations in non-metropolitan
areas, as described by U. S. Census, from
provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act.
HR 12022 by Rep. Paul Fino (R-N. Y.),
which would suspend excise taxes on several
items for one year, including tjie 10% tax
on radio and tv sets.
Fidelity Signs Federal

Order

Fidelity Storm Sash Companies in Baltimore, Washington and Philadelphia have
signed a consent order with the Federal
Trade Commission, agreeing not to use bait
advertising and other misrepresentation to
sell storm windows. Allegations of the FTC
complaint filed last year [Government,
June 3] were that Fidelity did not list bona
fide prices in advertisements and misrepresented that the product would save 33% in
fuel bills. The consent agreement is not an
admission by Fidelity of any legal violation.
•

FCC

GROUP

PATENT

• Hears

monopoly

OPENS

INQUIRY
charges

Give Hill

Rep. Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.) last Tuesday introduced a bill (HR 12099) which
would require the FCC and other federal
agencies to submit proposed rules changes
to committees of Congress for approval.
In the case of the Commission, changes
would be sent to the Senate and House Commerce Committees. If neither committee
took action within 15 days, the change
would become effective. However, disapproval by either committee would suspend
the Commission action.
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• Lawyer calls FCC 'derelict'
The House Legislative Oversight Committee last week turned from its headlinemaking peccadillo hunt into FCC commissioners* travel expense vouchers, gifts and
financial accounts to the more prosaic field of
patents.
For two mornings it heard William H.
Bauer, former FCC patent attorney, charge
that the Commission was derelict in its
duty for not taking into account the ownership of patents when formulating technical
standards for tv and fm broadcasting.
This has led, said the patent attorney who
retired last October after 22 years with the
FCC, to a continuance of an RCA monopoly in the field of broadcasting.
The committee recessed its hearing temporarily following the patent attorney's testimony. Committee Chairman Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) said that further hearings on the
subject are expected. '
RCA denied it has engaged in any patent
abuses. It called attention to the fact that
its patent licensing practices are now before
the courts. It termed the allegations "comunfounded."
RCA pletely
is under
a grand jury indictment for
antitrust violations and is the subject of a
civil antitrust suit for the same offense filed
by the Justice Dept. in 1955 [At Deadline,
Feb. 24].
It also filed with the committee a listing
of patents which are used in color tv. These
number three owned by RCA, two of
which are in conflict wth Philco Corp. patent applications; one owned by Hazeltine
Research Corp., and one by International
Telephone & Telegraph Co. This last expires in June, RCA noted.
RCA added that other companies own
important color tv patents which may be or
may become significant in color tv receiver
manufacturing. "There neither is nor can
there be any monopoly position in color
television patent licensing," RCA stated.
The information was submitted in response to Mr. Bauer's allegations that the
FCC's adoption in 1953 of the color tv
standards recommended by the all-industry
National Television System Committee enhanced the RCA monopoly. On the other
hand, Mr. Bauer asserted, the FCC's 1950
action in adopting the CBS sequential system, if it had survived, would have broken
the alleged RCA domination.
In his prepared statement, Mr. Bauer
contended that the FCC is required by law
to take into account the patents held by
various companies it licenses (in the communications field) so that it can judge
whether there is abuse or not.
The failure of the FCC to insist on patent
disclosures has resulted in a lessening of
pure research in the communications-electronics field, Mr. Bauer charged. Only RCA
engages in fundamental research, he said,

and is in a position to inhibit the advancement of the art.
This is in violation of Sec. 303 (g) of the
Communications Act, he said. This provision
provides that the FCC shall study new uses
and encourage the wider and more effective
use of radio.
The "hands off" policy also makes it more
difficult for the Commission to regulate the
kind of apparatus used in broadcasting, as
required by Sec. 303 (e), he said.
Only twice in its 24-year history has the
FCC accepted its responsibility for patent
information, Mr. Bauer said. The first time,
he cited was in the years 1939-1944 (James
Lawrence Fly, chairman) and the second,
man).
the years 1947-1952 (Wayne Coy, chairIn all other years, Mr. Bauer explained, a
majority
off
policy.of the Commission voted a handsHe alluded to the 1951 rule-making proposal which would have required licensees
of the FCC to file annually information on
patents used by them in operating their stations. The rule-making proceeding was terminated last year without action.
Mr. Bauer said a similar situation on telephone communications obtained for the Bell
System. But, he added, the 1956 consent
decree between AT&T and the government
cleared up the matter.
Mr. Bauer stressed strongly at several
points in his testimony that the technical
standards now in use for tv are the "best in
He also expressed high praise for FCC enthe world."
gineers "who give their hearts and their
souls" in determining the best technical
standards for the American public. But, he
added, the engineers have no responsibility
for weighing the patent structure in their
consideration; this is a Commission policy
function.
He stated that it was easier for a new
receiver manufacturing company to take out
an RCA package license than to spend the
amount of money necessary to search for
patents held by RCA. RCA he said, does not
mark patent information on its equipment.
The power of the FCC to require patent
disclosures, asserted by Mr. Bauer, was
challenged by Rep. John J. Flynt Jr. (DGa.). Mr. Flynt declared that if there are
abuses of patents it is up to the Justice Dept.
to bring suit and have it adjudicated in the
courts.
In a preliminary statement, Rep. Harris
said that one of the serious questions faced
by the FCC is whether it has or should exercise the power to revoke or refuse a broadcast license to a company which has a patent
monopoly in the communications field. He
added.
"If the facts establish that these [technical] standards are formulated so as to restrict qualified tv and fm transmitters and
receivers of broadcast stations to those on
which a single manufacturer owns
trols essential patents then it may be
ably concluded that the standards
for the public interest but for the
benefit of a monopolist."
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COUNCIL'S Public Interest
Award for exceptional service to
Farm Safety.
Awarded November 18, 1957

GEORGE WASHINGTON
MEDAL of the
HONOR
Freedoms Foundation at Valley

OUTSTANDING SERVICE
TO THE COMMUNITY...
Safety Award of the Rochester
Safety Council.
Awarded June 6, 1957
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President

N.Y.

of Advertising
Lipscomb

gives challenge

makes

The newspapers'
of Advertising
alerted
its members Bureau
last week
that it has
opened battle against the "competition" on
a big scale, that tv is the chief culprit responsible for linage woes and that the
visual medium is "after our scalp."
Scene of the frontal assault, sparked by
frequent unfavorable references to tv, was
the huge ballroom at the Waldorf Astoria
in New York. The audience was made up
of publishers and their representatives attending the Monday-Thursday annual convention of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn.
C harles T. Lipscomb Jr., president of the
bureau, who spoke from the middle of a
simulated boxing ring on stage, announced
flatly: "We want everybody to know— newspaper people, advertising agency people and
all advertisers — that we are right in the
middle of the ring, punching as hard as we
can, with competitive, combative hard sellA huge, 36-foot-wide banner was dropped
ing."
in place across the brilliantly-lit stage, proclaiming "Beat Competition" and Mr. Lipscomb intoned: "We are confident that newspaper advertising can beat its competition."
Warned Mr. Lipscomb: The newspapers
in 1950 had 36% of the total U. S. advertising expenditures that year, but in 1957
their share had dropped 4% or to 32% of
total expenditures. But he noted, the toughest competitive battle is in national advertising, where, he said, "tv has considerably outstripped us."
The trend of "losing ground against our
competitors is continuing in the first quarter"
of this year, he continued. Newspapers "nationally" are 2-3% behind in dollars, Mr.
Lipscomb related, but he said other media
were ahead, namely 10% for network tv;
4% for tv spot; 7% for network radio, 2%
for spot radio and 1% for magazines.
The bureau emphasized that sales efforts
would be stepped up particularly in the automotive, transportation, chain (foods) stores
and beer product classifications.
In the transportation field, the bureau
noted that the newspaper slice of national
advertising expenditures dropped from
72.3% in 1956 to 68.6% last-year, while
"television and magazines" benefited from
increases in expenditures. In grocery national advertising, newspapers had a 62.3%
share in 1950, 27.3% in 1956 and 25.1%
in 1957. Television's gain in this classification conversely went up from 54.2% in
1957 to 58.5% in 1958. In the beer field,
newspapers have about 25.7% of the national advertising expenditure there, while
tv's share is 65.7%.
The bureau related its competitive efforts
toward "regional tv brewers," who are being
told that regionally, "newspapers sell more
beer than any other medium including tv."
Special target for the newspapers will be
Page 104
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BOXING
before

clear tv is linage

BOUT
RING
ANPA
culprit

the automotive industry. Long the top national advertising investor in newspapers,
attention will be directed to the top echelon
in Detroit and to their agencies because of
the recent changes in automotive advertising
agencies. Mr. Lipscomb warned publishers
were in a "vulnerable and dangerous position" because of this top-heavy auto investment. He intimated that other media would
attempt inroads in Detroit because of the
current shifts in the auto economy and
among the agencies handling auto accounts.
The newspapers climbed from 51.6%
share of the automotive national advertising
expenditures in 1956 to 53.4% in 1957. Tv,
however, dropped from 25.5% to 23.5%
in those same periods, according to the
bureau's statistics shown at its 21/i-hour session.
Dropping any pretense that the bureau
was speaking of any medium other than
television, the ANPA advertising unit stated
that this year it will "start an advertising
promotion program to get the story into
agencies of newspapers vs. tv."
As mapped out by the bureau, it will hit
the agencies on three levels — creative, media
research and finally plans committee and
contact people. Presentations will be created
for each level. They will begin the presentations in Detroit, again because of the
"urgency" there.
As yet labeled only as 'Project X" is an
other facet of the bureau's plans for this
year. No details were given except a reference that this will be a similar campaign
made up of presentations that will concentrate on 50 agencies which handle 30% of
all national advertising.
Other areas of "attack" will be better research and the circulation of success stories.
For each one that radio and tv come up
with, the newspapers have dozens, Mr. Lipscomb said. Noted were the "Pepsodent success" that radio and the "Revlon and Lestoil success" that tv have "trumpeted
The big attack from tv, warned the
around."officials, will be coming in the retail
bureau
sales area. Cited were remarks attributed to
the Television Bureau of Advertising — "We
are being challenged by radio and tv publicly . . . stating they are going after our
scalp," publishers were told.
To counter this "pressure" of radio and
tv, according to the bureau, a special ninepoint presentation showing why newspapers
sell better than any other medium in retailing has been prepared. The nine points:
"Reaches more people. People like advertising in newspapers. It is the only medium
regularly consulted before a buying decision
is made, People shop the advertising, Delivers more ready-to-buy prospects, Only
medium that presents the appeal of classified
advertising Has more selling versatility. Has
more plus services, and Produces more sales
per dollar of advertising costs than any

THE Brand Names Foundation awarded an inscribed silver cocktail shaker
to Louis Hausman (r), CBS Radio
vice president, as he retired after five
years as foundation treasurer. Foundation President Henry Abt (1) made
the presentation at a dinner during
the Brand Names Foundation's annual convention in New York [Trade
Assns., April 21].

At medium."
the conclusion of the session, Mr.
other
Lipscomb ran through these points (presented for the second time to the audience)
but in this recital, made comparisons to tv
as summed up in the following paragraph:
Newspaper advertising reaches more
people than does television. Advertisers
ought to place their messages in newspapers where they are "liked" by people
and "not annoying" to them, where there
is no "sharing of space with another 'advertiser or sponsor'," where there are no
ratings that show people interested "in a
program and not the product."
On the note that "newspaper advertising is
at least as economical as tv," (but, said the
bureau, stirs more sales action per sales
message), the meeting was adjourned.
Emmy

Awards

Troubles

Breed

N.Y.

Project

Tv

The New York Chapter, Academy

of Tv

Arts & Sciences, underwent an "agonizing
reappraisal" last week as some 200 members
met for several hours under conditions that
were anything but placid. Descriptions of
network executives as "mental pygmies"
were bandied about as several top industry
officials demanded to know what justification, if any, ATAS had for existing in the
first place, unless it stood ready to take the
fight for "New
chambers.

York

tv" into legislative

The 10th annual Emmy awards presentation also came in for its share of slings
and arrows. A number of ATAS members —
indicating the prime function of ATAS
was to better public relations — called for
discussion about the dinner-telecast, unceremoniously staged in several overcrowded
NBC-TV studios. They seemed to be espepecially concerned about the care and feednight,theciting
the "raps"
ATASing of the
got press
from that
the press
following
day.
Embarrassed academy officials cited extenuating circumstances and last-minute diffiBroadcasting
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©
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
culties arising out of union troubles |Pii<sonnel Relations, April 7].
John R. (lex) McCrary. broadcasterpublic relations executive, led talk concerning the oft-discussed, little acted-upon,
"tv city project." Result: formation of a
special committee that would investigate
'"the expansion and improvement of tv in
New York" by holding open meetings with
Mayor Robert F. Wagner and Gov. Avercll
Harriman designed to "keep tv in New
York." ATAS members, pointing to the
" municipal apathy" that had led both the
New York Giants and the Brooklyn Dodgers
to leave New York for the West Coast,
hinted darkly that unless city and state officials were to grant special concessions that

would facilitate and encourage tv production in New York, there soon would be

TvB's

"no tv" in the city. Spokesman for the Los
Angeles chapter, writer Tru Boardman.
hinted that the "so-called bad standards" of
west coast tv are being perpetuated by tv
creative talenl imported from the East.
David Susskind, executive vice president
of Talent Associates Ltd.. proposed that the
academy should take Emmy nominations
out of the hands of its own members and

No Deterrent — Rogers
Television Bureau of Advertising operates

hand them to impartial newspaper and magazine tv-radio editors, but letting the final
tally be taken within the academy itself.
ATAS officials declared that they already
have decided to alter nominating procedures
for next year but declined to say how.

Modest

Budget

on a budget about one-third that of "its
strongest competitor, the newspapers' Bureau of Advertising," declared L. H. (Bud)
Rogers II, WSAZ-TV Huntington. W. Va.,
and TvB's board chairman (also see AN PA
story, page 104).
Mr. Rogers spoke at TvB's board meeting Thursday in Lubbock, Tex. He said
TvB's growth has paralleled the tv advertising medium, "dominating the media
world in its abilities to document and make
known valid, accurate and dynamically
changing industry facts and data."
The tv industry, according to Mr. Rogers,
is out to make this a record year. To help
meet this "challenge," TvB will base a program on a "hard sell" of television; expanded service in interests of advertisers,
agencies and members; new and creative research and new station members.
Mr. Rogers said the bureau now operates
with a budget of about $850,000, and that
new revenues would provide for a Chicago
office. Also disclosed at the meeting: a new

BELVIDERg

FREEPORT
ELGIN

Bryan

ROCHELLE
DIXON
? •
WREX-TV'S
A

BILLION

SPHERE
DOLLAR

OF

INFLUENCE

MARKET

NETWORK

WREX-TV rules over the Rockford Metro Area, extending to a
multi-market sales domain. . .23 counties in Northern Illinois
and Southern Wisconsin, including the major market centers of
Beloit, Janesville, Monroe, Freeport, Oregon, Belvidere, Dixon,
Rochelle and DeKalb. . .a sales network containing over one
million people, with retail sales of one and a third billion dollars.
Rockford's metropolitan area is a sales jewel in the WREX-TV
market crown. . .55*7760 households with $6,949 saies potential per household — 16th in national ranking of metro C.S.i. per
household. WREX-TV serves an estimated 43,545 TV households in metropolitan Rockford. . .where annual retail
saiesSRDS
are
-1-57
more than 250 million dollars annually. (Source
estimates of consumer markets) .
The "sales" power of WREX-TV's
market portions of two states
. . .brings preferred CBS and
ABC network programs to over
260,000 TV homes.
J. M. Baisch, General Manager
Represented By H-R TELEVISION, INC.
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13
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Norman E. (Pete) Cash. TvB's president,
based his talk on what he called "objective
facts" of television that should replace "a
lot of seemingly irresponsible opinions about
what's happening to media." Mr. Cash
pointed to the "anti-tv campaign" in the
"public press" that stresses the loss of a tv
sponsor but remains silent when the advertiser buys another program.

DEKALB

OREGON

STERLING

psychological study, "E-Motion", that will
be unveiled Thursday at the NAB Convention.

T"«o."°

<§]

New

ANPA

President

D. Tennant Bryan, president-publisher of
the Richmond (Va.) Times-Dispatch and
News-Leader (WRNL-AM-FM) , was
elected president of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn. last week in New
York at the organization's annual meeting
(story, page 104). Formerly ANPA vice
president, he succeeds William Dwight,
president-publisher, Holyoke (Mass.) Transcript-Telegram (same interests are 50%
owner WHYN-AM-FM-TV Springfield).
Mark Ferree, general business manager,
Scripps-Howard Newspapers (multiple station operator), moved up to vice president
from his previous post as treasurer while
J. Hale Steinman, Lancaster (Pa.) Intelligencer Journal and New Era (Steinman
Stations) was elected treasurer and Walter
J. Blackburn, London (Ont.) Free Press,
was elected secretary.
Texas UP Assn. to Meet June 7-8
The UP Broadcasters Assn. of Texas
has set its convention for June 7-8 in San
Angelo, it has been announced by Dave
Smith of KVET Austin, president of the
association. The first day will be devoted
to registration, recreation and entertainment and the second to business sessions,
Mr. Smith said. Awards and elections are
on the agenda.
Broadcasting

We
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wanted
the

a

news

Peabody

and

this

is

group
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that

Award

what

photograph

we

won

. . .

got.

John Daly, was in the Orient. Robert Sturdevant was m
Three were on assignment in New York. 12 were missing. The boss,
went. As a result, there is no group P'cture of the ABC
S is Yale Newman in Moscow Ray Falk at the South Pole. And so it
sitting, upon winning the Peabody Award for TV news
new '£ ff TheT w s no ice to congratulate them, all at one
you don't win the next award by dwelling on the last one.
SSa« for ^sJSndtoght year. But we know full well that
,n the world things are
(in the words of the Peabody citation), you've got to be wherever
g^nsi^rrt^gi^
won.
are
Awards
Peabody
happening. That's where our men are. Out in the field -where
ABC
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charge of tv commercials, Leo Burnett Co.,

VIGILANT
BE
AWRT:
TO
i-ELLOWS
Women broadcasters should concern
should address themselves to broad probthemselves with overall industry problems,
lems of the industry, the NAB president
advised.
NAB President Harold E. Fellows told
American Women in Radio & Television
Mr. Fellows called attention to the numFriday. Mr. Fellows addressed the lunchfull day's sessions
the first convention
eon meeting
of the
AWRTof annual
at San
Francisco's Fairmont Hotel. This year's
theme: "Resources and Resourcefulness."
The convention of 500 from broadcasting, advertising and service organizations
opened Thursday evening with the AWRT
banquet, where Pauline Frederick of NBC
on '"Our Challenge.'" The
News spoke
United
Nations correspondent stressed the
nation's stand on the cold war and arms
race, calling for a ' sharp and clear American crash program for peace."
Also announced at the banquet was this
year's AWRT scholarship winner: Paula
Sue Abrams. junior at Columbia U., New
York. The $750 award was presented the
broadcasting student by AWRT National
President Edythe Fern Melrose of WXYZAM-FM-TV Detroit.
Mr. Fellows at the Friday luncheon described the evolution of women in broadcasting from specialized women's programs
to participation in all fields of broadcasting. "The women who were in broadcasting only because they were women, at the
onset of this industry, probably aren't in it
any longer,"
he said. Their successors

ber of Washington investigations broadcasters are undergoing. "The temptations
must be great," for elected office-holders to
single out broadcasting, he said, "possibly
because, in some instances at least, this procedure is almost guaranteed to capture
headlines for them." Women should be
quick to write congressmen on broadcast
matters, Mr. Fellows counseled.
Robert J. Burton of BMI and Donald
McGannon of Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. were scheduled as featured speakers
Saturday afternoon between panel discussions on specifics of broadcasting.
Mr. Burton, BMI's vice president for
stated BMI's
publisher and writer relations, ding
ASCAP
position in the long-stan
no conis
controversy. He stressed that there
spiracy between BMI and broadcasters (referring toASCAP's contention and implications of the Smathers bill). BMI has promoted freedom in music and given increased
opportunities to all in the music business,
Mr. Burton said.

Westinghouse Broadcasting President McGannon, speaking on "Education Is Good
Business," said, "The broadcaster should apply the broadcast latitude to his definition
of the word 'education.' The full power of
ional
American broadcasting's vast informat
facilities must be turned to the task of
translating the complex problems of today's
world into language and illustrations that
will be seen and heard, but above all, understood, byall of our citizens."
On the woman's status in broadcasting,
Mr. McGannon pointed out that most of
the 280 billion dollars spent by Americans
in 1957 for goods and services was spent

talk to
Tom

Johnson

Tom will tell you how Raymer
Representation more than
tripled national spot business
on KTOK-Oklahoma City in
just two years.
then
talk to Raymer
Find out how the very special
Raymer Way of selling can
help your station
and your national
spot sales.

by women. Therefore, "It might be wise
for broadcasting to let more of the 'feminine
touch' flavor commercial programming,"
for women "best understand the motivations
to which other women respond." Mr. McGannon suggested women in radio and
television observe these ten rules:

(1) Take time periodically to measure the
effectiveness of what you're doing; (2)
Think each day of something you could do
that would change and improve broadcasting; (3) Reflect on whether a new sack
dress will enhance your audience as much
as a new idea; (4) Measure the worth of
free filler material against your station's
rate card; (5) Always think of yourself as
a public relations representative for the
entire broadcasting industry; (6) Get into
the policy councils of broadcasting, not because you're a woman, but because you belong there; (7) Think in terms of the overall objectives of the firm that employs you;
(8) Don't wear charm like a bracelet in the
business world; (9) Be inquisitive, absorptive and tolerant; (10) Be venturesome . . .
Don't be afraid to champion something
new simply because it's never been tried
before.
Harry W. McMahan,
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Chicago, showed "Ten Top Trend-Setters"
at a Saturday session on tv commercials.
His choices: Jell-O, Marlboro, Nabisco,
Bank of America, Piel's beer, Hamm's beer,
Prudential insurance, Kellogg's, Pet milk
and Ford.
The Burnett executive and author on tv
techniques listed several fields for future
trend-making: music, settings ("The industry needs more good, imaginative tv art
directors in commercial work"), cartoon
( "Wedded to music, it can stir exciting
emotional responses"), "image" concepts
("rich and fruitful"), videotape recording
("can change our lives") and research
("present research is still too superficial").
Telling the truth is only the first step
in winning listener viewer confidence,
Charles Hutchings, creative director of McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles, said in a talk
prepared for delivery Saturday before the
AWRT convention. The commercial "must
not only be true — it must also seem true,"
he said.
"It shouldn't astound anyone to get evidence that you can't bulldoze people into
thinking something is 'new' by zooming
titles at them or using echo mikes bouncing
the word 'new' off invisible cavern walls.
Something that is interesting but not worldshaking is often best told with a smile.
Like 'Jello is a happy, easy-to-make dessert'
or 'You'll wonder where the yellow went,'
Mr. Hutchings illustrated, continuing:
"They, humanly, welcome information
and are fascinated by demonstrations — like
(I am forced to admit) the Westinghouse
'sand test' or the Polaroid 60-second prints.
They happily accept ideas which they can
use. They quickly and automatically reject
most of the horn-tooting claims that seem
to come straight from the factory. They
reject most of the weasel words and phrases
— not for any good reason, but because they
don't ring true."
AWRT national officer candidates were
presented earlier at a Friday afternoon general session. They were: for president, Nena
Badenoch
of the National
Society for

TEMPER

OF

THE

TIMES

The Central New

York chapter of
American Women in Radio & Television, meeting three days before the
deadline for filing federal income tax
returns, drew up a petition to be subconvennational
to the group's
tionmitted
in San
Francisco,
asking that
"all active members of AWRT contact their elected representatives in
Washington to request a change in the
income tax law under which we can
take as a business deduction onethird of our total personal expenses,
incurred because of our jobs in radio
and television — clothing, dry cleaning,
cosmetics and hair and manicure —
because of the fact we must present
a neat, fashionable appearance at
work and at public appearances."

vice president in
Broadcasting
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See your Petry man for details

*46 counties in Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas

E. NEWTON WRAY, President and Genera! Manager
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C rippled C hildren and Adults. C hicago, and
Dorothy Fuller. WBET Brockton, Mass.;
secretary-treasurer, Mildred Alexander.
WTAR-AM-TV Norfolk. Va.. and Martha
Rupprecht, CBS-TV, New York: central vice
president. Jean Sullivan, Jean Sullivan Adv.,
Omaha, and Dee Sweet. WISH Indianapolis:
eastern vice president, Jeanne Porter, free
lance broadcaster, Mt. Carmel, Conn., and
Esther Van Wagoner Tufty, Tufty News
Service. Washington; southern vice president, Louise Morris, WGBA Columbus, Ga.,
and Edna Seaman, WFBC-AM-TV Greenville. S. C; southwestern vice president,
Margrel McDonald, WBAP-AM-TV Fort
Worth. Tex., and Jo Moore, Aylin Adv.,
Houston, Tex.; western vice president, Josey
Barnes. KTVT (TV) Salt Lake City, and
Pat Cranston, U. of Washington, Seattle.
McNirtch Asks WSAAA Delegates
To Orientate Retailers on Tv
Advertising agencies who can loosen the
"straitjacket of out-moded merchandising
thinking"' in which many retailers are locked
and introduce them to television will be
making a major move for continued local
prosperity and opening up an untapped
new business opportunity for themselves of
over $35 million in Southern California
alone, Walter McNinch said Thursday.
Speaking during a media session of the
annual convention of Western States Advertising Agencies Assn., Thursday-Saturday at
The Oasis in Palm Springs, Calif., Mr. McNinch reviewed the growth of tv in the
postwar decade to sets in 84% of all U. S.
homes, with average family viewing of 6
hours, 7 minutes a day, and tv's place for
the third straight year as number one medium of the nation's top 100 advertisers.
But this "growth, audience involvement and
advertiser endorsement" have led some
agencies and many advertisers to "think
themselves out of tv before they even understand the medium," he said.
Tv, Mr. McNinch reported, has worked
with Sears, Ward's, Penney, May, Broadway
and hundreds of other retailers throughout
the country, showing "100% increases in
sales events with saturation spot campaigns
and selling out experience with local accounts," he said. He urged WSAAA members to consult these stations or TvB for help
in mapping tv campaigns for their clients.
Judge Blair on Missouri Agenda
The Missouri Broadcasters Assn. will
hold its spring meeting Wednesday and
Thursday in conjunction with Journalism
Week at the U. of Missouri in Columbia, it
has been announced by Bruce Barrington
of WEW St. Louis, association president. A
feature of the meeting will be an interview
of Judge Sam C. Blair of Jefferson City,
Mo., who admitted cameras to cover the
Varner murder trial. Phil Berk, news director of KOMU-TV Columbia, will be the
interviewer.
A general meeting earlier Wednesday will
accent radio sales, and Wednesday afternoon
will be devoted to a discussion and forum
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for journalism students. On Thursday Fred
Palmer, sales consultant, will hold a clinic
for broadcasters and students.

Radio News Impact Increasing,
Sweeney Tells Pittsburgh Group

Michigan Pioneers
Elect Don DeGroot

years will have its "greatest impact" in the
field of news, Kevin B. Sweeney, president
of the Radio Advertising Bureau, declared
last week in a talk before the Pittsburgh Advertising Club and the Pittsburgh Radio &
Television Executives Club.
He pointed out that radio is concentrating
more and more on the feature story, which
in the past has been the province of the
magazine, and the news-in-depth story,
which heretofore has been the "exclusive
preserve" of the newspaper. He answered
critics of radio who call the medium "just
music and news" by saying:

Organize,
Chairman

The Michigan Chapter of the Broadcast
Pioneers held its charter organization meeting at Detroit's Recess Club, under the
leadership of Worth Kramer, WJR-AMFM that city. Forty veterans of at least
twenty years in the field were present and
elected Don DeGroot, assistant general
manager of WWJ-AM-FM Detroit, to the
chairmanship.
Other elected officials: senior vice chairman, Les Biederman. president of Midwestern Broadcasting Co.; secretary-treasurer, William S. Siebert, WJR secretarytreasurer; first vice chairman, Milton
Greenebaum of Saginaw; second vice chairman, Carl Lee, vice president and general
manager of Fetzer Broadcasting Co.; third
vice chairman, Harry Travis, vice president
of Gerity Broadcasting Co.; fourth vice
chairman, Willard Schroeder, vice president
and general manager,
Grand Rapids.

WOOD-AM-TV

Fondren

District

Heads

AFA

Lee Fondren, manager, KLZ Denver, has
been elected district governor of the Advertising Federation of America's ninth district,
succeeding Newton D. Baker of Black,
Sivalls & Bryson Inc., Kansas City, Mo.
Other AFA ninth district officers elected included Marjorie Beimer, continuity director
at KRNT-AM-TV Des Moines, second
lieutenant governor, and Joe H. Baker, vice
president of KBON Omaha, as third lieutenant governor. Don M. Clark, advertising
manager of Security Mutual Insurance Co.,
Lincoln, Neb., was elected first lieutenant
governor.
NAB News

Center

in Biltmore

Facilities for broadcasters to record and
film program material from the NAB Los
Angeles convention for use on their own
stations have been set up in the Galeria
Room of the Biltmore Hotel. Titled Hometown News Center, the facilities have been
provided by Ampex Corp. (audio tape), UP
Movietone and INS Telenews (film). Oneminute statements recorded by NAB President Harold E. Fellows will be spliced to
individual radio reports. NAB's public relations service will send individualized news
releases to hometown newspapers.
RAB

Adds

30

Members

in March

An increase in membership of 30 radio
stations during March was reported last
week by Radio Advertising Bureau, bringing total membership to more than 850.
Members include stations, networks and station representatives. The March increase
added $16,600 to RAB's annual income,
which is the second highest income increase
for one month in the past six years, according to bureau President Kevin B. Sweeney.
Highest month was January 1957 when income was increased by $16,800, Mr.
Sweeney reported.

The "new radio" during the next three

"They just haven't been listening. There's
far more on radio than news and music, but
if there were only news and music, radio
could well justify its existence because these
are two basic needs of Americans. After all,
what do newspapers have in them but news
and news features? By this measurement,
radio has one more arrow in its quiver —
music — than newspapers."
RTNDA

Files Brief in Florida

The ban on picture-taking adjacent to the
Miami, Fla., courtroom where two Miami
tv cameramen were arrested, and later convicted, was unreasonable and unconstitutional, according to a brief filed with the
Supreme Court of Florida by Radio Television News Directors Assn. The Cameramen—Robert Brumfield of WTVJ (TV) and
Ben Silver of WCKT (TV), both Miamiwere convicted in the lower court on contempt charges. RTNDA argued the cameramen did not violate the right of privacy of an
1957].
accused person [Trade Assns., Nov. 11,

UPCOMING

May
April 27-May 1: NABApril
36th annual convention,
Statler and Biltmore Hotels, Los Angeles.
April 28-May 1: NAB Broadcast Engineering
Conference, Statler Hotel, Los Angeles.
April 30-May 1: Missouri Broadcasters Assn.,
University of Missouri, Columbia.
May 1-3: Advertising Federation of America,
fifth district convention, Mansfield, Ohio.
May 2: Missouri Broadcasters Assn., U. of Missouri, Columbia.
May 2: Chesapeake AP Broadcasters Assn., Sheraton-Belvedere Hotel, Baltimore.
May 4-10: Canadian Radio Week, sponsored by
Broadcast Advertising Bureau of Canadian
Assn. of Radio and Tv Broadcasters.
May 5-7: Annual meeting, Assn. of Canadian
Advertisers, Royal York Hotel, Toronto.
May 9: Radio Tv Guild, industry conferences and
banquet, San Francisco State College, San
Francisco.
May 10: California AP Tv-Radio Assn., annual
meeting, El Mirador Hotel, Sacramento.
May 10: UP Broadcasters of Illinois, Allerton
State Park, Monticello.
Lansing.
May
10: UP Broadcasters of Michigan, Hotel Olds,
May 11-14: Canadian Assn. of Radio & Tv
Broadcasters, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal,
May 15-16: North Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
Southern Pines.
May
bluff.15-16: Nebraska Broadeasters Assn., ScottsQue.17: UP Broadcasters of Indiana, SheratonMay
Lincoln
Hotel, Indianapolis.
May
field.19-20: Illinois Broadcasters Assn., of SpringBroadcasting

To sell Indiana,
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the 2nd and 3rd
ranking markets.

YOU

NOW
ONE

BILLING

TWIN

NEED

in

Indiana!

BUY

delivers both —

Now, a new, twostation
South Bend-Elkhart and
healthy

chunks

TV buy blankets both the
Fort Wayne markets, plus

of Southern

Michigan

and

Western

Ohio. Over 1.6 million population — $2.8 billion Effective Buying Income. Alert buyers are covering these
in combination — and saving 10% ! They're
buying them right along with Indianapolis— thus covering all the best of Indiana from within— with just
two buys!

rich markets

see

your

H™R

man

soon!

o
SOUTH

Broadcasting
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS
NABET,

ABC,

SEEM

NEAR

• Weekend
• Should

NBC
TERMS

settlement

follow

possible

CBS-IBEW

lead

Prospects for an agreement between the
National Assn. of Broadcast Employes &
Technicians and ABC and NBC were bright
over the weekend.
Negotiations were resumed Thursday after
a lengthy layoff. A NABET official indicated that a settlement might be reached by
late Friday or on Saturday. Undoubtedly
CBS' settlement of its strike with the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
[At Deadline, Networks. April 21] exerted strong influence in speeding up talks
between negotiators for NABET and the
networks.
NABET employes at NBC and ABC were
the wage
behind"
be "slightly
reported
scale
of to
IBEW
technicians
at CBS under
terms of the old contracts, which expired
Jan. 31. It is probable that any new contract will embody raises to bring scales on a
par with those at CBS (detailed below).
Terms of the new pact will be applicable
as of Feb. L.
Network and NABET officials held a preliminary meeting Wednesday to discuss reasons for rejection of an earlier network
contract offer by union employes. The CBS
settlement, however, made discussion of the

talk
Howard

to
Fry

Howard will tell you how Raymer
Representation gets KFDX-TV the
major share of national spot TV business
in Wichita Falls, Texas.

earlier proposal virtually academic and negotiators decided to plunge immediately into
contract talks.

Movie

NABET represents about 1.600 employes
al NBC and 800 at ABC. If a settlement is
reached over the weekend, it would be subject to membership ratification sometime this
week with final action to take place shortly
thereafter.
NABET members have continued at their

The attempt
of Musicians
major motion
AFM members
19 [Personnel

jobs without interruption.
One aftermath of the IBEW-CBS settlement was a report that some disgruntled
rank-and-file members of New York Local
1212 were considering the possibility of

leaving IBEW and joining either the International Alliance of Theatrical & Stage Employes or NABET.
Although the sentiments of Local 1212
leaders could not be ascertained, some members were said to be resentful that IBEW
International "took over" the negotiations
with the network and scarcely drew upon
the counsel of local representatives. Some
New York technicians also feel that the
wage provisions ultimately agreed upon constituted little or no improvement over CBS'
original offer, and that moreover the settlement provided no clarification on the issue
of video tape.
Under terms of the three-year contract
some 1,300 IBEW employes were granted an
immediate 6.4% raise, retroactive to Feb.
I (the old pact expired Jan. 31) and another
2.6% after 18 months. The top minimum
of technicians is raised immediately from
$175.50 to $185.50 weekly and rises to
$190 on Aug. 1, 1959. The weekly pay of
other IBEW employes will increase immediately as follows: Technical directors to
$209.50 from $197.50; assistant supervisors,
$201.50 from $190 and supervisors to $212
from $200.
On Aug. 1, 1959, an additional 2.6%
raise will be applicable.
Chicago

AFTRA

That Rates

Disputes

Charge

Stifle Live Programs

The charge by Sterling C. Quinlan, ABC
vice president in charge of WBKB (TV)
Chicago, that talent rates in that city "tend
to be inflexible" and to stifle local live programming [Trade Associations, March
31], has been countered by the local chapter
of American Federation of Television &
Radio Artists.
talk to Raymer
Find out how the very
special Raymer Way of
selling can help
your station and your
national spot sales.

A union spokesman declared that
"AFTRA doesn't set rates — it negotiates
them" and said the matter could be raised
when new local contracts are discussed prior
to expiration of present two-year pacts in
November.
AFTRA feels, a spokesman said, that the
rate structure is not the primary factor in
the dearth of local live programming, as Mr.
Quinlan suggested. Instead, he claimed,
Chicago tv stations are in a cycle whereby
"name personality shows and formats" have
been de-emphasized.
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Majors

Pending

NLRB

Rebuff AFM

Talks

Action on MGA

Rival

of the American Federation
to reopen negotiations with
picture studios for which
have not worked since Feb.
Relations, Feb. 24, et seq.]

was curtly rebuffed last week.
Answering a letter from AFM

President

James C. Petrillo requesting a meeting "to
seek a negotiated settlement," Charles Boren, vice president for labor relations of
Assn. of Motion Picture Producers, replied
that NLRB had notified his organization
that Musicians Guild of America had filed
for certification as representative of "all
musicians regularly employed by association members." "Under such circumstances," Mr. Boren concluded, "it would
be inappropriate to negotiate with respect
to the employees involved, pending the determination bythe NLRB of this represenThe tation
AFM-MGA
feud will be the main
petition."
feature of tonight's membership meeting of
AFM Local 47 in Hollywood. Appeals of
individuals suspended or expelled from
membership in the local on charges of dual
unionism in supporting the MGA cause are
the major items on the evening's agenda.
RKO,

AFM

Interim

Truce Signed

RKO Radio Pictures, division of RKO
Teleradio Pictures, has signed an interim
agreement with the American Federation of
Musicians, permitting the motion picture
company to employ AFM members. Following similar action by Sam Goldwyn Productions [Personnel Relations, April 14],
the RKO contract was hailed by Eliot Daniel, president of AFM Local 47 (Hollywood),
as "an important and hopeful sign" of progress in the AFM dispute with the major
film studios over terms for a new contract to
succeed the one which expired Feb. 19
[Personnel Relations, Feb. 24 et seq.].

IATSE Local Launches

Job Drive

Faced with mounting unemployment in
motion pictures and allied fields, Publicists
Assn., Hollywood Local 818 (IATSE), has
launched a drive to find jobs for its members in other areas. A six-man committee is
canvassing business firms, government agencies, political, fund-raising and labor organizations, advertising agencies, newspapers, magazines, radio and tv stations —
any place where public relations know-how
is of value, according to Lloyd Ritchie, business agent for the local.
PERSONNEL

NABET

RELATIONS

and KTTV

SHORT

(TV) Los Angeles are

still negotiating for new contract for station's engineers although former contract
expired April 15. NABET members are on
job at KTTV, operating under terms of old
agreement with new terms to be retroactive
to April 16.
Broadcasting

THEY

SAID,

"IT

BE

CAN'T

DONE!.'"

ROOM

ROMPER

THE

— A

LIVE,

CHILDREN'S

SYNDICATED

SUCCESSFUL
COMMERCIALLY
KCRA-TV, Sacramento, Cal.
KGO-TV, San Francisco, Cal.
KTLA-TV, Los Angeles, Cal.
KLRJ-TV, Las Vegas, Nev.
KBTV-TV, Denver, Colo.
KVAR-TV, Phoenix, Ariz.
KGGM-TV, Albuquerque, N. M.
WFAA-TV, Dallas, Tex.
KCTV-TV, San Angelo, Tex.
KSL-TV, Salt Lake City, Utah
WOC-TV, Davenport, Iowa
WHO-TV, Des Moines, Iowa
W1TI-TV, Milwaukee, Wis.
KFSA-TV, Fort Smith, Ark.
KOCO-TV, Oklahoma City, Okla
KAKE-TV, Wichita, Kansas
WKJG-TV, Fort Wayne, Ind.
WFBM-TV, Indianapolis, Ind.
KMBC-TV, Kansas City, Mo.
WIIC-TV, Pittsburgh, Pa.
WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids, Mich
WSLS-TV, Roanoke, Va.
WBRZ-TV, Baton Rouge, La.
u
p
WUSN-TV, Charleston, S. C.
WABI-TV, Bangor, Maine
WCSH-TV, Portland, Maine
WLWA, Atlanta, Ga.
WWLP-TV, Springfield, Mass.

WALGREEN

WHDH-TV
WTEN-TV,

DRUG STORES-COCOA

STOP-N-SHOP

FOOD STORES-BOND

COASTWCAU-TV, Philadelphia, Pa.
WJAC-TV, Johnstown, Pa.
WGAL-TV, Lancaster, Pa.
WDAU-TV, Scranton, Pa.
WABD-TV, New York, N. Y.
WGN-TV, Chicago, III.
WKRC-TV, Cincinnati, Ohio
WTVN-TV, Columbus, Ohio
WTVP-TV, Decatur, III.
WWJ-TV, Detroit, Mich.
WSJV-TV, Elkhart, Ind.
WFGA-TV, Jacksonville, Fla.
WDBO-TV, Orlando, Fla.
WTOC-TV, Savannah, Ga.
WCKT-TV, Miami, Fla.
WTRF-TV, Wheeling, W. Va.
KTVI-TV, St. Louis, Mo.
WMAL-TV, Washington, D. C.
KTTS-TV, Springfield, Mo.
WRAL-TV, Raleigh, N. C.
WNCT-TV, Greenville, N. C.
WPRO-TV, Providence, R. I.
WSAZ-TV, Huntington, W. Va.
WJZ-TV, Baltimore, Md.
WATE-TV, Knoxville, Tenn.
WSIX-TV, Nashville, Tenn.
WEWS, Cleveland, Ohio

TO

Boston, Mass.
Albany, N. Y.

Sponsors:

happy

these

PROGRAM

COAST

FROM

MARSH-READ'S

DRUG STORES-MILLER'S

BREAD — VITA-YUMS — HAW

M

. D. ORUM-JOBBERS-PEPSI
RACTINE iXdAY

PIGGLY-WIGGLY

FOOD

CALL OR WIRE:
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CLASTER

INC.
ROOM,
ROMPER
110 W. NORTH AVENUE

BALTIMORE
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MITCHELL

SEALTEST

ICE CREAM-CREAM

F. W. WOOLWORTH
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FOOD

SUPER MKTS.

Kl SUPPLY COMPANY-

MILK-IMEX
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1, MARYLAND
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STORES-POP-A-DAY-CRANS
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CO.

SUN
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NETWORKS

AB-PT
Tv

Earnings

Billings

son said ABC-TV gross time billings for
the first quarter increased about 36% over
the corresponding period of a year ago.

Up;

Improve

The profit picture at American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres looked good for the
first quarter of this year.
In a report to stockholders, AB-PT President Leonard H. Goldenson revealed last
week that consolidated earnings were up and
ABC-TV showed an improvement in gross
billing over the comparable quarter last year.
Mr. Goldenson drew attention to ABCTV's rate readjustment that emphasizes, as
does NBC-TV's, the discounts allowed advertisers for weekly and alternate-weekly
sponsorships [Networks, April 21]. Said
Mr. Goldenson: ". . . ABC-TV is presenting
a competitively advantageous cost structure
which should commend itself to advertisers,
particularly during a period of economic
uncertainty."
Of radio network changes. Mr. Goldenson said ABC's radio organization is undergoing a material reduction in costs "and
a streamlining of the organizational structure in order to bring it more in line with
present day conditions."
AB-PT's estimated net operating profit
for the first quarter totaled $1,854,000 or
43 cents per share compared with $1,743,000 or 40 cents a share in the same quarter
of 1957. Including net capital gains, consolidated earnings came to $1,958,000 or
45 cents a share compared with $1,799,000
or 41 cents a share in 1957. Mr. Golden-

I ast month. AB-PT's annual report
showed the broadcast division to be the
top money maker for the company for
the first time since the merged theatre chain
and broadcast entity was created in 1953.
National

Tv Success

By CBS-TV in 'Television 1958'
An up-to-date presentation comparing
television with other media and more particularly CBS-TV's claims of preference over
NBC-TV and ABC-TV was mailed by CBSTV last week to its full list of agencies,

straight
ABC-TVyear."
Outlines
For Readjusted
ABC-TV

last week issued an official announcement of its new rate card (No. 8),
effective April 15, which is characterized
by a downward revision in discounts [Networks, April 21].

averages more than 5 hours daily and "people spend more time" with television (55%)
than with radio (29%), newspaper (11%)
and magazines (5%) combined; over the
past five years, television has doubled its

Class A hour telecast, rather than a "must
buy" station lineup; a realignment of rate
classifications whereby Class A is Sunday
through Saturday, 6-11 p.m. (formerly
Monday through Saturday, 6-11 p.m., Sunday 5-11 p.m.); Class B (75% of evening
rate) applies to stations not primarily affiliated with ABC-TV (formerly included
Saturday, 2-6 p.m., and Sunday 1-5 p.m.);
Class C (50% of evening rate) applies

audience ("other media lag behind population growth"), and "television produces the
biggest audiences for the average advertiser."
The presentation says tv's audience costs
have increased less than those of other media and claims an advertising message
reaches people at lower cost through tv

Covers

Its Major

TV

Homes

Competitor

Big Bonus... WSYE-TV,

The

Sunday through Saturday, 1 1 p.m. to signoff Saturday and Sunday, 9 a.m. -6 p.m., and
Monday through Friday, 5-6 p.m. (formerly
for all other times except as provided in
Class D); Class D (33V3% of evening rate)
applies in the daytime up to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, except for special programs on national holidays where Class C
will prevail (as previously.)

... and That's Before Counting the
Elmira N. Y.

When you buy WSYR-TV, you also get its power-packed
satellite, WSYE-TV, delivering big plus coverage of the
Elmira-Corning. area — a complete additional market at no
additional cost!
. . . and, incidentally, if ratings fascinate yov, read the
current ARB report for Syracuse, showing WSYR-TV's
clear margin of superiority from sign-on to sign-off.
Gel the Full Story from HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS

KVKM-TV Signs as ABC Affiliate
KVKM-TV Monahans, Tex., has signed
as a secondary affiliate of ABC-TV, effective August 15, according to Alfred R.
Beckman, vice president in charge of ABCTV station relations. Station, which will
operate on ch. 9 with 27.5 kw video power
and 13.8 kw audio power, is owned and
operated by Monahans Broadcasters, with
J. Ross Rucker as general manager of the
new facility.
KMAC

•

T

V

Channel 3 • SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 100 KW
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N. Y.
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Joins ABC

Radio

KMAC San Antonio, Tex., has become
ABC Radio's 293d affiliate effective immediately, iwas
t
announced by the network
a fortnight ago. Station, 5 kw on 630 kc, is
ownedWalmac
and operated
by Howard W. DavisThe
Co.
NBC-TV

•

Structure

rate card, not previously disclosed: Continuance of the policy requiring for each
program a minimum cleared gross for station time equivalent to $66,000 for each

This striking margin of coverage superiority, delivered by
WSYR-TV alone, makes this station far and away the most
effective and economical buy in a market where buying
power exceeds $21/! billion annually.
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Rate

in The
any other
medium."
brochure,
by charts and copy, notes
television is now in 85% of U.S. homes and
will be in 92% by 1960; family viewing time

More

WSYR

Policy Details

network emphasized that its discounts still compared favorably with those
of other networks. Features of the new

WSYR-TV

Than

any other medium," the brochure concludes,
"Advertisers buy more time on CBS-TV
than on any other network, for the fifth

clients and prospects. Titled "Television
1958," the brochure tells "why national advertisers invest 25% more in television than

In the Syracuse Market

70,000

Recounted

"than through printed media." CBS-TV's
average nighttime commercial minute costper-thousand of $1.34 is cited.
Observing that "more national advertising
dollars are now budgeted in television than in

Affiliates Plan Meet

NBC-TV television affiliates will meet
Oct. 23-24 at the Plaza Hotel, New York,
immediately following the Oct. 22 meeting
of NBC radio affiliates at the same hotel.
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee,
chairman of the tv affiliates board, said the
two-day tv program will open with an Oct.
23 morning meeting of affiliates and NBC
officials.
Broadcasting

EX

AMP

World

Leader

in Precision

Magnetic

Tape

Recording

Instruments

Ampex Precision Magnetic Tape Recorders are in
service throughout the world ... in Television and
Radio Broadcasting Stations, professional Recording
Studios, Scientific and Guided Missile Installations
and in Stereophonic Music Systems for the Home.

VR-tOOO Videotape Recorder
First commercially available Videotape
Recorder. Magnetically records what
the camera "sees", either black and
white or color. Playbacks look "live".

PJDQBEIL US©

MODEL 300
Magnetic Tape Recorder
The standard of the
professional recording
industry, it consistently
delivers the finest in
audio reproduction.

.-■■■■it; ■■ ■,--: .

Magnetic Tape Recorder
First choice of the Radio
Broadcasting industry, it
provides flexibility with
the utmost in reliability
and convenience.

MODEL 300
Multi-Channel Recorder
Part of the famous Ampex
300 series, available in from
one to eight separately
controlled channels.
Makes the professional
recorder complete master
of the world of sound.

■i i

Portable Magnetic
Tape Recorder
First professional quality
portable. Lightweight
and compact, it meets rigid
standards of audio and
mechanical performance.

Recorders for data
and control . . . Another
major Ampex division
makes a broad line of tape
recorders for engineering,
scientific and business data.
Photo shows an FR-300
digital tape handler.

For the Home . . . Ampex makes a wide
variety of stereophonic tape recorders
for Home Hi-Fi installation. Available
in consoles, portables and modular units
for custom sound systems.

Ampex

850

CHARTER

STREET,

REDWOOD

S , W A S H . N G T O N , D. C .
NFWYORK CHICAGO ATLANTA, LOS ANGELES, D A L L As in over fifty countries
ntative
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•
TORONTO
FRANCISCO,
SAN
OE^T

C CORPORATION
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professional
products division
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VR-IOOO ELECTRONIC

THE

AMPEX

VR-IOOO

BRINGS
Black

The Ampex VR-1000 is the ultimate in television recording and playback. Both picture and sound match
the realism of the original performance. Telecasts
played back from the Ampex VR-1000 appear identical to live TV.
The Ampex VR-1000 is a complete television recording and playback facility. Playbacks are immediate or they may be delayed indefinitely. Tapes are
interchangeable and re-usable. Editing is proved and
practical. Thus the Ampex VR-1000 brings new flexibility into all station operations ... in scheduling programs, commercials and special events . . . and in

and

YOU
White

LIVE
TO

QU7
DA

Y

scheduling performers, camera crews and studio time.
The Ampex VR-1000 Videotape Recorder has been
in daily use by the networks since November 30, 1956,
and by farsighted independent stations since November 30, 1957. Accelerated production of the VR-1000
assures delivery of all back orders before Daylight
Savings Time in April, 1958, with prompt delivery on
subsequent orders.
The Ampex VR-1000 repays its cost in a hurry,
starts paying for itself immediately in your black and
white operations, adapting to color whenever you're
ready for it.

COLOR ACCESSORY

O CONSOLE

Y

VIDEOTAPE*

RECORDING

AND

PLAYBACK

dapts

The Ampex VR-1000 adapts to color by adding a single rack of
electronics, with necessary inter- connections. Then, every subtle
"live."
gradation in color is recorded and playbacks are brilliantly
not
color
to
ver
change-o
station's
your
y,
Using this Ampex accessor
es
only costs less but is greatly simplified. Color conversion assembli
1958.
mer
are available beginning mid-sum
ng
Ampex would like to tell you more about Videotape recordi
and playback - how stations increase their efficiency and potentials,

comhow sponsors benefit from fluffless, pre-recorded live quality
mercials. The complete story is covered in a fully illustrated booklet.
Professional
For your free copy, write today to Ampex Corporation,
California.
City,
d
Redwoo
Street,
Charter
850
n,
Products Divisio
*TM Ampex Corp.

BLACK
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&
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COLOR

VIDEOTAPE

RECORDING

L
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AMPEX

FILM

UA

OPENS

BIDDING

POST-'48's
NEW
ON
• Supply may slow down
• Exhibitor pressure felt?
The third package of United Artists television post-1948 feature films that will be
made available to tv film buyers today
(Monday) in Los Angeles raises this question of interest to station officials and
agency executives: Is this UA-TV's final
bulk offering to tv for many months to
come?
Availability of the "UA-65" package,
reported exclusively in Broadcasting last
week [Film, April 21] puts on the market
the largest block of 1955-56 theatrical films
heretofore shown on video. (In fact, there
are only a handful of pre-1955 movies and
none antedating 1950). Of the 65 titles, 26
have never been shown in U. S. film houses;
the bulk are foreign-made with U. S. produced films numbering approximately 25.
Other film executives talked to last week
minimize the impact of this new grouping
on exhibitors organizations by pointing to

Your clients very likely will exclaim "Thank You" when
you buy KJEO-TV.
KJEO-TV consistently serves Fresno and the fabulous San
Joaquin Valley better for less. Call your BRANHAM man
for complete details. We GUARANTEE you'll save your
energy, get more for your money on KJEO-TV. ACT
TODAY!

the preponderance of "B" films, classifying
no more than 20 of the 65 as "A" product.
Some circles regard this newest UA-TV
entry as a sop tossed at broadcasters in
order to placate the clamoring exhibitors.
According to top UA management this does
not mean that UA has surrendered to exhibitor pressure; but a company statement
issued Thursday is meaningful: "United
Artists is willing to cooperate with exhibitors
in any lawful plan for handling of post1948 pictures. United Artists currently is
holding discussions with exhibitors to reach
a common tv policy."
Of significance is the inclusion of a good
many non-UA financed feature films produced in Great Britain and India by such
English firms as the Danziger Bros, and the
Rank organization. Only a month ago, Rank
deputy director John Davis told newsmen
here that his organization would not release
to tv any of its post-1948 film, product that
had not already been signed over to such
U. S. distributors as ABC Film Syndication
[Film, March 31]. In New York last week,
Kenneth Hargreaves, president of Rank Film
Distributors of America Inc. told Broadcasting that "this deal with UA was made
prior to Mr. Davis' visit here. Seventyfive per cent of the Rank films in the UA
package were never released theatrically in
this country. His [Mr. Davis] statement
referred only to films handled by RFDA."
Speculators last week gave two reasons
as to why this may be UA-TV's swansong
for the year. The first, reported here earlier,
is that UA-TV cannot compete with the
parent firm under whose financial blessings
it operates [Film, Feb. 17]. The second is
more ominous: various theatrical exhibitors,
alarmed at the inroads of tv and a declining
box office, are privately threatening a boycott of films made by those UA-signed independent producers now engaged in selling
The producers cannot afford
tv.
to
films
people who are keeping
those
to alienate
now take a second
will
thus
alive,
them
Broadcasting

Looka here, Smidley! This Cascade
Television market, KIMA-TV with
its satellites, stretches far and wide
out there in the West. It's a huge,
three-state area abounding with
new industry, new farms, thousands of new families. There's a
buying potential approaching a
billion dollars. I tell ya, Smidley,
you just don't find a market like
It's a time-buyer's
day.Cascade
dreamevery
— that
Television.
that
Quite a market

. . .

Automotive Sales ...-$1 1 6,239,000
Food
....$140,609,000

Source: 1957 "Survey of Buying Power"

YAKIMA, WASHINGTON
with its satellites
KEPR-TV, Pasco, Wast.
KUW-TV, Lewiston, Idaho
and KB AS- TV

NATIONAL REP: WEED TELEVISION

PACIFIC NORTHWEST:

MOORE & ASSOCIATES
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FILM CONTINUED
and more careful look at syndication. A
United Artists official privately confirmed
reports that the deals with its independent

URI'S
MISSO
TV
THIRD

producers for the "UA-65" group were made
prior to the time the exhibitors and Paramount's Barney Balaban raised the cry of
"hold the line at '48!"
King

Takes

Top

In Gross-Krasne

Post
Plans

Gerald King, veteran program syndicator in both radio and television, has come
out of semi-retirement to join Gross-Krasne
Inc., tv productiondistribution organization, as vice president. He will operate out of the G-K
executive offices in
Hollywood, working
closely with Mel
Schlank, vice president in charge of
sales who just last
week relocated his
MR. KING

147,695 TV HOMES*
kode-tv in the Joplin market covers
a 4-state area with 147,695 TV
homes, 669,800 population and
$776,919,000 buying power.
Joplin is the urban center of
11 communities in an 18-mile radius
with a combined population of
97,750.
kode-tv in the Joplin market is
28% taller, and 29% more powerful
than any competitor.

Hollywood office of Gross-Krasne.
Transfer of the Gross-Krasne sales headquarters to Hollywood and the appointment
of Mr. King are part of an expansion program in preparation for increasing the
number of tv series to be syndicated by G-K
from the present three to a minimum of
eight in the next three months. Following
the opening of offices in Dallas and Miami,
G-K last week signed Paul Weiss to work
out of the new Minneapolis office. Early
in May Robert H. Hill, western manager
who has been headquartering in Hollywood,
will open another new office in San Francisco, where he will be permanently located after June 15. Plans, also call for
establishing offices in Detroit and St. Louis
in the immediate future.
Jerry King, whose radio record goes back
to 1925 and includes 10 years as manager
of KFWB Los Angeles, with Milton Blink
founded Standard Radio Transcription Services in 1934. Messrs, King and Blink
were also co-founders of United Television
Programs, which in 1953 was sold to GrossKrasne, after which Mr. King, to use his

* Television Mag. Set Count
CREATED

headquarters from
New York to the

BY

own words, "semi-retired to sail the CaribJOPLIN,

A member
of the
Friendly Group

bean for a few years."

MO.

TPA Programming Plan Pays Off
More than 50 television stations, since
Feb. 1 , have bought two or more Television

Harry D. Burke,
VP & Rep.
Genl.byMgr.
'tans''

Avery-Knodel

WSTV, WSTV-TV, Steubenville; WB0Y, WB0Y-TV, Clarksburg;
K0DE, KODE-TV, Joplin; WPAR, Parkersburg; WPIT, Pittsburgh;
KMLB, Monroe, La.; Colmes-Werrenrath Prod., Inc., Chicago rm
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Programs of America shows under the "programming-in depth" plan whereby stations
can buy from one to ten programs at one
time, with air starting dates ranging from
one month to a year from the date contracts
are signed, it was announced by Michael
M. Sillerman, executive vice president.
TPA's "PID" plan is built basically on
five series: Jeff's Collie, New York Confidential, Adventures of Tugboat Annie, New
Adventures of Charlie Chan and // Happened in Spain.
Additionally, over 30 small market television stations bought Jeff's Collie in a sale
amounting to $100,000 which covers 39
programs and 13 repeats.

Official

Boost

To

Film

N.Y.

Given
Industry

As a means of helping to encourage the
growth of the film industry in New York
City, Mayor Robert F. Wagner last week
named his personal assistant, Stanley Lowell,
to serve as liaison with the film industry
there in order to develop fully the machinery for further cooperation.
Mr. Lowell was instructed to call a meeting for early this week of the civic committee of the Film Producers Assn. of New
York and representatives of the police, fire,
building, commerce, tax and other city departments. The objective of the meeting will
be to explore specific areas in which city
departments may alleviate certain restrictive
influences in New York City's codes and
regulations, particularly with respect to
shooting films on city streets, police cooperation, sales tax clarification and modernization of fire regulations.
Mayor Wagner's action followed a meeting with officials of FPA, composed of New
York producers of tv film commercials and
series, features and industrial films. During
the meeting a suggestion was made that
FPA stage a film festival similar to events
held in other cities of the world, and possibly coordinate the affair with New York's
annual Summer Festival. FPA already has
announced plans to stage a Showcase of
Television Films in mid-May and a Showcase for Sponsored and Special Purpose
Films and the suggestion was made that
these two might provide the basic material
around which an all-embracing film festival
might be organized.
Siegel Named

to MGM

Post

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

(division of

Loew's Inc.), now taking strides to expand
tv activity, has appointed a new production
chief for its motion picture studio. The new
head is independent producer Sol C. Siegel
who replaces Ben Thau, a vice president
who remains as the studio's administrative
head.
Telestudios

Adds

Tv Recorder

Telestudios Inc., New York has announced that the new Ampex VR-1000
videotape recorder has been installed at the
company and is available for immediate
use by agencies, sponsors and package producers. Telestudios said the move marks
"the first installation of a videotape recording unit by a non-broadcaster." George
Gould, Telestudios president, stated that
the company plans to hold a series of afternoon "workshops" later this month, so that
advertisers, agency personnel and package
producers may become acquainted with
videotape recording techniques.
Mirisch Starts Tv Production
The Mirisch Co., Hollywood, associated
with theatrical film production, is entering
the tv field. Harold Mirisch, president of the
firm, said his company's policy will be to
ally itself with established tv production
companies and networks. Initial efforts
will be in association with independent
Broadcasting
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FILM CONTINUED

PROGRAM SERVICES

producer Louis Edelman and NBC tor the
production of an untitled series with a west-

AP

ern setting, based
a railroad
detective's
adventures,
and onanother
called
Five
Cornered Star (pilot based on the founding
of the U. S. Secret Service). Walter W.
Mirisch, vice president in charge of production, will produce both series.
NTA
New

Names Lax to Supervise
Brussels-Paris-Rome Arms

National Telefilm Assoc., New York, last
week announced the establishment of three
overseas offices in Rome, Paris and Brussels.
Leo Lax. president of Leo Lax Films,
Paris, has been placed in charge of operations for the three
offices. The Paris office will be located at
2 1 Avenue Kleber;
the Rome office at
12, Via Po. The
Brussels address
will be announced
shortly. Eros Films
handles distribution
of NTA product in
the British Isles.
Oliver A. Unger,
MR. LAX
NTA president, said
initial programming to be offered in France,
Italy and Belgium will be the Sheriff of
Cochise series. He added that the new operation will supply NTA film product to the
industry on the Continent; supervise the release of motion pictures for theatrical exhibitions (NTA holds theatrical rights to a
group of features), and arrange for production and co-production activities abroad.

Coverage
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Emphasizes
Improvements

Advances in news coverage including
servicing to radio and television were
covered last week in the Associated Press
annual board of directors report to members. The report was released in conjunction with the American Newspaper Publishers Assn. annual meeting in New York.
AP noted it now serves about half the
U. S. broadcast stations with the total past
the 1,750 station mark. More than 100 stations were added last year alone. Attention
was given in the report to the Associated
Press Radio & Television Assn. and state
and regional membership groups in the
broadcast field for helping to produce a
"superior news report for oral presentation."
News supplied by these members expanded
in volume and quality with broadcast members providing coverage from more than
500 communities in which there is no newspaper member.
The AP report hit the front pages with a
caustic reminder of the role of the free press,
radio and television by rejecting criticism
that the news media had overplayed the
failure of Vanguard to be placed into orbit
last December and the onset of the economic
recession. "In a free country, it is the duty
of the government (in this case the armed
services) and the press, radio and television,
to report the facts, good and bad. The
strength of democracy lies in an informed
people," the AP report declared.
AP said it "would be unthinkable to suppress news of any kind" in commenting on
the serious suggestion by some "that news
media had accelerated (or even caused) the
downturn [in the economy] by reporting unfavorable facts."

NTA Allots $150,000 Ad Budget
To Promotion of Film Network
National Telefilm Assoc., New York, last
week launched an intensive advertising
campaign on behalf of the NTA Film Network, investing about $150,000 in both
consumer and trade publications over a
three-week period to acquaint advertisers
and their agencies with the network's concept of operations and its fall programming plans.
The advertisements in both the consumer
and trade press point out how advertisers
can use the NTA Film Network to obtain
•"maximum tv exposure and at a minimum
cost," and describe the "Big Night" plan,
under which the network will offer a threehour block of programs to be telecast between 7:30-10:30 p.m.
The consumer press schedule calls for
a series of daily full page ads and 1,000
line ads in the New York Times, the Wall
Street Journal, the New York Herald-Tribune, the New York Journal American and
the New York World-Telegram & Sun. The
schedule for trade publications includes a
series of full page ads in Broadcasting and
seven other radio-tv-advertising publications. The campaign, which will run
through mid-May, was conceived by Kermit
Kahn, advertising director of the NTA Film
Network and Moss Assoc., New York,
agency for the network.

Report

UP

Reports

Number

Over

Clients
5,000

The United Press has a record 5,063
clients, or 230 more than it did a year ago,
according to UP's annual roundup of activities presented to its executives. The report
coincided with the annual newspaper publishers' convention held last week in New
York.
The total is for both news and newspicture services and includes newspaper,
radio, tv and special clients. Other highlights of UP's summary:
Frank H. Bartholomew, UP's President,
urged news executives to give first attention to the future and plan to meet the needs
of a changing world.
In nose count, the news wire service
added five more bureaus for a global total
of 210; total mileage of UP's news and
photo networks in the U. S. comes to 425,413; United Press newspictures clients total
679 (ending March 31) for a net gain of
40; additional radio newscasts including
one more five-minute summary, two more
15-minute roundups, six more one-minute
headlines and one more Sports at a Glance
program.
Among those reporting were Charles E.
Ahrens, national radio news editor, who

cited the shift during 1957 of the radio
news headquarters from New York to
Chicago as having freshened and sped newscasts, and William R. Higginbotham, manager of UP's Movietone News, who said
UPMT now supplies more daily newsfilm to more stations than all other services combined and has coverage that goes
to stations in nearly every major city in
this country and in Europe, Asia, Australia
and Latin America.
Mr. Ahrens said UP radio service now
provides twice as much regional news as
any other news agency (440 minutes of the
1,440 minutes of every weekday). Mr. Higginbotham noted that spot delivery of newsfilm from laboratories nearest the scene of
the stories has been increased. Among overseas gains cited: UPMT is being broadcast
in all except one of Latin America's tv
markets and Korea and Thailand are the
newest Asian clients of UP's tv service.

INS'

Streamlining

Stressed

in Report

Theme of the International News Service annual report last week was an emphasis
on making each word count in its news and
feature service to meet a climate of "production costs still rising in the face of a
continually stiffer fight for advertising dolamong newspapers
generally
. . ."
Thelars INS
report was made
by Kingsbury
Smith, vice president and general manager,
and released to coincide with the holding
of
newspaper publishers' convention in
NewtheYork.
Mr. Smith's report found INS and its
divisions gaining a total of 249 clients during the past 12-month period. Included
t mong the clients are newspapers, tv and
radio stations, magazines and still other outlets in the U. S. and abroad.
In tv alone, INS-Telenews newsfilm services expanded in both the U. S. and abroad,
Mr. Smith commented, noting that its newest
tv program, Farm Newsreel, is now on 64
stations in 22 states under sponsorship of
the American Cyanamid Co. This program
series is produced in cooperation with Cunningham & Walsh, New York, agency for
American Cyanamid [Advertisers &
Agencies, Jan. 20].
Ashley-Steiner Agency Absorbs
Goldman Talent List, Personnel
Ashley-Steiner talent agency. New York
and Hollywood, which in past years has primarily specialized in tv talent [Lead Story,
Oct. 21, 1957] last week got itself a brand
new stable of actors and actresses — many of
them familiar faces on the tv screen — when
it took over, lock, stock and barrel, the
Milton Goldman Agency, New York.
Among the talent affected by the absorption: Edward Andrews, Raymond (Perry
Mason) Burr, Hans (Hansel & Gretel) Conreid, Bert Freed, Cyril Ritchard, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke, Henry Morgan, Anthony
Quayle, Ilka Chase, Hermione Gingold,
Phyllis (The Thin Man) Kirk, Eva Le GalIienne and some 75 others.
Terms of the purchase were not disclosed
Broadcasting
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PROGRAM SERVICES continued
by A-S officials. As of today (Monday) the
Goldman Agency will cease to exist in name,
with its 22 E. 60th St. New York offices
heing closed. All Goldman executive and
office personnel will move with their talent
roster into the A-S offices.
Stations Offered Comedy Tapes
In Radio Service by Fox Ideas
Fox Ideas Inc., Baltimore, is introducing
a comedy tape service for use in hour radio
program segments. Presenting star comedians, the Fox series can be used with music,
commercials and other material, eliminating
any need for ad lib continuity.
Recorded comedians will get $ 1 ,000$4,000 a week for their work, but the shows
will be priced within the range of small stations, ithas been announced by Merral A.
Fox, president of the Baltimore firm. Mr.
Fox is showing the comedy service this week
at the NAB convention in Los Angeles.
Comedian and agent contact is being
handled by Herbert Moss, president of
Gotham Recording Co., and legal contracts
by Theodore Kupferman. Negotiations are
going forward, it is reported, with these and
other comedians: Henny Youngman, Joey
Bishop, Phil Foster, Sid Gould, Peter
Donald, Jack E. Leonard, Gene Bayliss,
Morey Amsterdam, Buddy Lester, Jerry
Lester, Joey Adams and Jackie Miles.
The Fox comedy hour material is being

offered at the outset on a daily basis, possibly to be increased later to two-a-day. Exclusive area franchises will be given.
Fox Ideas Inc. for the past five years has
furnished promotional ideas to U.S. stations.
Mr. and Mrs. Fox have operated a Baltimore advertising agency for more than 25
years. Mr. Moss of Gotham Recording is
producer and director of network shows, his
latest being Hansel & Gretel yesterday (Sunday) on NBC-TV. Mr. Kupferman formerly
served in NBC's legal department.
Boston

Symphony

Offers

Series

The Boston Symphony Orchestra is offering stations a series of 27 tapes of concerts
at Symphony Hall and Tanglewood. The
announcement pointed out that the subscription fee has been set at 1 Vz times a station's
maximum commercial rate, with proceeds
going to the orchestra's pension fund, a plan
approved by the American Federation of
Musicians.
The series, which began April 20, is being
offered with city exclusivity for either sustaining or sponsored broadcast. Concerts are
to be recorded on Ampex 300 recorders,
single track, 15 inches per second, from
broadcasts on WGBH-FM Boston, educational station which regularly broadcasts
Boston Symphony Orchestra concerts. Information is available from Thomas D.
Perry Jr., Symphony Hall, Boston 15.

WRCA to Air 'Newsweek' Feature
As Pre-Publication Exclusive
An unprecedented step towards marrying
the print and broadcast media has been
initiated by Newsweek magazine. It has
made available to a local radio station its
copyrighted "Periscope" news prophecy
section a day before publication.
Effective tomorrow (Tuesday) at 10:30
p.m. Newsweek will air the most vital sections of "Periscope" — hailed as the most
accurate of the "prediction sheets" — on
WRCA New York's Tex and Jinx Show.
The 15-20 minute segment will be conducted by Newsweek Associate Editor Freeroundup.
man Fulbright, followed by a "hard news"
Newsweek officials pointed out that this
step marked the first time a major news
weekly had placed at broadcasting's disposal
the copyrighted services of a world-wide
network of confidential — but unidentified —
sources. They emphasized that Newsweek
will not be "sold" on the air — this is a
public relations gesture to weld broadcasting
and magazines closer together.
The publication indicated that should the
Tex and Jinx exDeriment work out, Newsweek might consider extending this service
to tv as well as other local radio stations in
the country. Newsweek hits the stands
first thing Wednesday morning but slugs
a release date of 6:30 p.m. the previous
evening. Thus stations would get equal
footing with newspapers which usually pick
up Newsweek's

Sound
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nd
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market of 28,520 farm
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Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Exclusive National Representative*

Nelco

revelations Tuesday night.

Productions

Formed

Formation of Nelco Productions, creator,
producer and promoter of radio and tv
programs, has been announced by Maggi
Nelson, formerly with F. B. Stanley Co.,
New York, and Symon B. Cowles, formerly
with the station services and promotion departments of ABC. Mr. Cowles will be creative director of the new firm; Miss Nelson,
executive producer. Nelco address is 405
E. 63d St., New York; telephone: Templeton 8-9178.
PROGRAM

SERVICES

SHORTS

Kasander- Taines Productions, radio-tv program packager and syndicator, with offices
in New York, Detroit and Los Angeles, has
been formed by Paul Kasander, formerly
with WaltFramer Productions, N. Y. New
York office is at 510 Madison Ave. Telephone: Eldorado 5-5633.
Home Improvement Council has announced
availability of promotional materials for radio stations, prepared to "help stations tie
into national campaign and sell more time
to local home improvement retailers." Included in kit are spots, suggested 15-minute
interview, fact booklet to help increase time
of current home improvement advertisers
and supplementary material for use on home
M-J

Productions, Columbus, Ohio, announces that it has moved into new and
larger quarters at 2899 Templeton Road.
Company reports that move gives added
facilities for specialized client services.
Broadcasting

WGR-TV now leads all other
stations with the largest share of
the viewing audience in Buffalo
from sign-on to sign-off seven days
a week!
Nine of the top fifteen shows in
Buffalo are seen on WGR-TV. They
include "Wyatt Earp" (highest
rated of any show on any station
— with 44.9% of the viewing
audience) , "Sugarfoot," "The Frank
Sinatra Show," "The Pat Boone
Show," "Maverick," "Broken
Arrow," both "Lawrence Welk"
shows and "Ozzie and Harriet."
Other network shows which won
hands down on WGR-TV are
"Mickey Mouse Club,"
"Disneyland," "Zorro," "Rin Tin
Tin," and "Colt 45."

NOW

IN"

BUFFALO

WGR-TV led in 19 out of 20 quarter
hours, 5:00-6:00 p.m., Monday
to Friday.
Local shows took their share of
rating honors, too — and WGR-TV
averaged more viewers per set than
any other station!
Source: October ARB
Hot network programming —
outstanding local personalities —
superb studio facilities — local
acceptance — tremendous bonus of
Canadian coverage — and the
strongest merchandising in Buffalo.
No wonder WGR-TV is the first
choice of advertisers as well
as viewers.

-TV
WGR
ABC
CHANNEL
2

Contact Peters, Griffin, Woodward
for availabilities.
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WROC-TV, Rochester • WGR Radio, WGR-TV, Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg
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MANUFACTURING
talk

to

Frank

VTR's Potential for Local Use
Outlined by Ampex's Miner
"Videotape recording has already given
local sponsors exclusive telecasts of events

Jarman

Frank will tell you how

of a nationwide importance," Robert Miner,
marketing manager
of Ampcx Corp.,
said Tuesday in a
talk before the Advertising Club of
Oakland, Calif.
Citing the way in
which WEAR-TV
Pensacola, Fla., used
its Ampex recorders
to tape highlights of
the $15,000 PensaMR. MINER
cola Open golf tournament, Mr. Miner

Raymer Representation
continues to increase
national spot business on
WDNC-CBS

in Durham.

said: "Acting only days after they received
their equipment, WEAR-TV recorded all
the action on the 18th fairway and green.
Three local advertisers sponsored 75 minutes of pro highlights each evening of the

then
talk

four-day tourney."
Although the first production model videotape recorders were not delivered until late
last year, stations and advertisers have already developed commercial applications

to Raymer

Find out how the very
special Raymer Way of
selling can help your

"we at Ampex never thought of," Mr.
Miner said. "Car dealers, for instance, can
now have live quality tv right from their
showrooms. . . . The separate audio record
and erase feature allows merchants with fast

station and your
national spot sales.

changing lines to stockpile live quality commercials and put the price in minutes before
air time. Regional advertisers can save on
production costs by cycling tapes from sta-

What's

tion to station."
Board

A,
the

Biltmore
o
BOOTH

TelePrompTer's
LIVE
SPOT
Network
A unique grouping of 140 TV stations
in 95 markets— covering 86% of all
U. S. television homes. Merchandised
to the hilt by TelePrompTer Corporation, itoffers national spot advertisers
and their agencies new dimensions
for selling; it offers even bigger
opportunities for TelePrompTerequipped stations. For details, see us
at the Biltmore.

— — — — — LL CORPORATION — —
31 1 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y
Where the art of
Group Communications
* A a A A A A* A
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is a Science #
A A

Votes

New

For Top Three

Appointments

at Zenith

Radio

Three executive promotions by the Zenith
Radio Corp. board of directors were announced in Chicago last week by Comdr.
E. F. McDonald Jr.
Comdr. McDonald was elected to the
new post of chairman of the board and continues as chief executive officer for Zenith.
Hugh Robertson, executive vice president,
replaces him as president, and Joseph S.
Wright, vice president and general counsel,
is new executive vice president. The
changes were made to handle enlarged company activities, Comdr. McDonald said.
The new board chairman had been
president of Zenith since its incorporation
in 1923. Mr. Robertson joined the firm
in 1924 and Mr. Wright in 1952.
Ten

RCA

1958-59

Employes
Sarnoff

Awarded

Fellowships

year but each is eligible for reappointment,
Dr. Jolliffe said.
Appointed were Raymond J. Campion,
electron tube division, Harrison; Edward
Kornstein, defense electronic products,
Camden; Walter F. Kosonocky, technical
staff, systems research laboratory, RCA
Labs, Princeton; Jerome D. Sable, defense
electronic products, Moorestown, N. J.; R.
A. Schmeltzer, semiconductor and materials
division, Somerville, N. J.; Hugh W. Stewart, defense electronics products, Camden;
Edward L. Balinsky, NBC; Paul Potashner,
RCA international sales, Clark, N. J.; Earl
R. Sage, RCA Victor tv division, Findlay,
Ohio; James L. Steffensen Jr., NBC, Burbank, Calif.
Admiral

Radio

Pays Off; Move

Line Price Cut
Extended

to Tv

An experimental 20% price cut instituted
by Admiral Corp. on a portable radio model
six weeks ago has brought it an "unprecedented" avalanche of orders, the company
reported a fortnight ago.
The anti-recession move was taken,
Admiral said, at a time when the model
was in short supply and led to increased
production because of buyer demand. It
cut radio prices from $15.95 to $12.95 and
is now back-ordered nearly 60 days. Production of that model is running 30,000
sets per month.
Extending this theory to television,
Admiral also has pared the price of its
latest 17-inch model $40 — from $169.95
(and up) to $129.95 (and up). Over
150,000 comparable sets (with slim line
look and 110-degree deflection picture tube)
were shipped to distributors during 1957.
Cohu Electronics Buys Massa
As New Boston Divisional Arm
Cohu Electronics Inc. is buying Massa
Laboratories Inc., Boston, it has been announced by La Motte T. Cohu, presidentboard chairman of the purchasing firm.
The Boston firm will be the Massa Div.
of Cohu, producing underwater sound
equipment, sonar devices and ultrasonic
products for the Navy and private industry.
Frank Massa remains as head of the division.
This is Cohu Electronics' third acquisition
in recent months. The Millivac Div. was
formed last December by merging Millivac
Instrument Corp. and Volkers & Schaffers
Inc., both Schenectady, N. Y. Other divisions are Kin Tel in San Diego and a
research arm in Los Angeles.
Terms of the Massa sale were not specified. Another new division is expected to
be announced shortly, the firm reports.
MANUFACTURING

SHORTS

Ten RCA employes have been awarded
David Sarnoff fellowships for the 1958-59
academic year, it was announced last week
by Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, RCA vice president
and chairman of the RCA education committee. Grants include full tuition and fees,

page manual, "Color Tv Principles and Practices," designed to provide up-to-date, practical information about subject to service
dealers. Color manual is available through
authorized GE tube distributors.

$2,100 for living expenses and an unrestricted gift of $750 to the university.
Fellows are appointed for one academic

Broadcast Equipment
Specialties Corp.,
Beacon, N.Y., is offering three new models

General Electric Co. has issued new 135-

Broadcasting
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MANUFACTURING continued

STATIONS
STORZ
NEW

the

NOW

RATE

USING
POLICY

• Local scale for retail

only

• Products

rated national

A new approach to the problem of national and local rates has been developed by
Storz Stations.
that

pass

can
the

"Thruway

1 kw transTHE SALE of 5 kw and n,
mitters for KILT Housto
Tex., is
completed as Gordon McLendon (r),
president of McLendon Stations, signs
the Collins Radio Co. contract. Collins Broadcast Manager John Haerle
(c), Collins'
Hewlet
Tom ntative
(1) andreprese
, tlook
Dallas
on.
of its line of Tapak spring-driven, walkietype tape recorders. Tapak Duplex Musicale
and Triplex Musicale models are designed
to record serious music outdoors and away
from power lines; Tapak-Ranger Sync
model records synchronous music, voice
and sound effects for film production.
RCA has announced portable four-speed
new orthophonic high fidelity Victrola
phonograph (Model HF99), with frequency
response from 80 to 20,000 cycles. Set is
priced at $99.95.

Magnavox Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., has unveiled in N. Y. what it describes as first
stereophonic phonograph equipment to be
produced by major manufacturer for home,
designed to meet need for playing of stereo
discs now beginning to appear on record
market. To cost about 50% more than
COMING EAST to the New York State
Thruway, you pick up WGR RADIO
loud and clear, way out in Ohio.
GOING WEST on the Thruway, you
pick up WGR RADIO loud and clear,
just past Syracuse.
IF YOU WANT maximum coverage in
the $4 billion Western New York
market (plus big bonus audience in
Canada and on the Thruway) buy
WGR RADIO. 1,000,000 homes...
1,000,000 cars.
ABC Affiliate. Represented by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
BUY

WGR
RADIO
BUFFALO'S FIRST STATION

ppISYMBOL OF SERVICE
A TRANSCONTINENT STATION
WR0C-TV, Rochester • WGR Radio, WGR-TV.
Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg
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regular monaural equipment, initial production will consist of conversion units to
enable current and recent (approximately
past three years) Magnavox phonographs
to play stereo. Basic kit, to be installed by
service men and dealers, consists of stereo
pickup cartridge, turntable hardware, 10watt second channel amplifier and speaker.
It will cost about $100, not including installation charges. Magnavox in fall may
add stereo to its factory production line as
normal component in its phonograph, depending on market conditions.

In cooperation with the group's representatives— John Blair & Co. and Adam Young
Inc. — product accounts are charged the national station rate and retail accounts are
charged the local or retail rate. Provision is
made for instances where an account doesn't
conform to the basic definitions.
The new policy was adopted at an April
17-20 meeting of Storz executives, held in
Chicago with President Todd Storz presiding. Mr. Storz said combined station billings
were up 17.5% over the first quarter of
1957 despite the fact that the group now
numbers four outlets compared to five a
year ago. He announced the group is planning to acquire three more stations.
The group's popular music policy will be
continued. Rock-and-roll tunes will be
screened to remove objectionable material,
with a blended mixture of current pops and
all-time favorites featured, it was stated.
Cliff Barborka Jr., vice president of the
Blair Chicago office, and Adam Young,
head of the Young firm, described the new
rate plan as "the greatest step forward in
the rate field in the last decade."
Mr. Storz said that with spot radio "rapinto rates
a major
industry," The
the
need idly
of maturing
stabilized
has increased.
new policy will be effective May 1, with
outstanding contracts honored at the old
rate but renewals coming under the new
structure.
The official description of the policy follows:
"All product accounts shall be charged
the prevailing national station rate as published in Standard Rate and Data Service.
"All retail accounts shall be charged the
prevailing 'local' or 'retail' published rate.
However, in certain instances there are
products and/ or services that do not easily
conform to either of these two basic classifications.
"In no event will any account be allowed
consideration at the local rate unless at

IT&T Labs has been organized "to handle
electronics and communications research as-

least one of the following conditions prevail:

signments originating from IT&T's operating divisions, industry, military service and
other government agencies. Henri Busignies,
now president of Federal Telecommunications Labs, Nutley, N. L, will direct IT&T
Labs. New division will include facilities at
six major locations: Nutley & Belleville,
N. J.; San Fernando and Palo Alto, Calif.;
all units of Federal Telecommunications
Labs; research and development facilities of
Farnsworth Electronics Co., Fort Wayne,
Ind., and research and development group
in Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Co.,
Chicago. Flight test stations at Teterboro
and Lincoln Park, N. L. airports and test
installations at Telegraph Hill, Hazlet, N. L,
Great River, N. Y., and Atlanta, also will
be incorporated in division.

"1. Continuity, either live or electrical
transcription, must be produced and written
at the local level in each market. No electrical transcription produced for general
national use, or parts thereof, may be used
on schedules carried at the local rate, unless
such transcription meets the continuity requirements set forth in Paragraph 2 below.
"2. Continuity
forof asuch
local'
or 'retail'
account
must consist
information
as
retailer's local name, address telephone number, store hours, and other purely local information or sales points for at least 51%
of the length of any given piece of continuity. Advertisers using the local rate,
therefore, may not employ general instituBroadcasting
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In Kalamazoo -Battle
and

Greater

Western
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Michigan!

r
Want more sales in Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greate
Western Michigan? Then tell your sales story to the
Pulse
biggest share of the radio audience with WKZO!
at the left prove that WKZO delivers, the lion's
figures
share of the audience morning, afternoon and night!
And, look at this! Some of the most impressive ratings
are for WKZO local shows with up to 41% Share of
Audience — over twice the share of the nearest
competition!

Get the facts. Ask your Avery-Knodel

3Jw 3*ekf€/i ^tcdhmb
WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS
WMBD-TV — PEORIA, ILLINOIS
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man.

WKZO

CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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If you don't remember

these television events,

the chances are you didn't see them— for the more
a picture comes to life, the longer it is likely to
be remembered.

If you were among the millions of Americans
who tune to a CBS News program each week, you
got a different kind of information

than you could

ever get from a report in cold print.
You gained a sense of reality and immediacy the feeling of being present at the scene. The
inflection of a voice, a facial expression, a gesture,
than a speaker's words.

often told you more

You gained an additional sense of depth from the
wide-ranging

explorations of the complex

forces

that are shaping the world today.
For "going behind current happenings
tify related problems,

underlying

influential individuals" CBS
Foster Peabody

Award

News

to idenand

causes

won

a George

for radio and television

news, the latest in a list of similar awards
of this distinguished

ing the competence

remember?

gathering organization
than two decades.

This competence

honornews-

over a period of more

has also made

the day-to-day

reporting of the news on television more meaningful to millions of viewers who have formed
the habit of watching douglas edwards with
the NEWS.
now

Broadcast

five nights a week, it alone

has a bigger weekly

circulation than any

. . . any magazine . . . any radio program ... or any other news program in television.
With more than 38 million viewers, it has become

newspaper

the world's largest single news medium. Like
all other news programs on the CBS Television
Network it relies for its content and direction
News.

on the world-wide

resources of CBS

Today the number

and complexity of events, the

speed and frequency of their occurence, and their
impact on the nation's welfare and security make
the need for this information-in-depth especially
acute. Because it serves this need so effectively, as
well as the need to be entertained, television continues to command more attention than any other
medium

of mass communication

in history. And

within television the largest audiences— day and
night— are available on . . .
THE

CBS

TELEVISION

NETWORK

#

STATIONS CONTINUED
tional or product continuity of an established
brand or service name tor more than halt
of the duration of each commercial message.
"3. Certain local products will be allowed
the local rate if the following conditions
prevail: (a) Distribution of the product is
limited to the immediate trade area of the
city involved, (b) Products in this category
are manufactured or processed from only
one source within the scope of the trade
area involved, (c) That in general, the local
product account does not employ an advertising agency, or is represented by a local
advertising agency or by a branch of a
national agency operating in this instance
only as a local agency, (d) That any contract
with the station for advertising of products
in this category is written and executed at the
local level and that billing be rendered to a
local address, which address is either that
of a recognized local agency or a bona fide
t iilly -operating office of the advertiser, (e)
Payment for advertising rendered to accounts in this category shall be made by
check drawn solely on banks located within
the local market involved.
Attending the Storz meeting besides
Messrs. Storz, Young and Barborka were
Jack Thayer, general manager of WDGY
Minneapolis; Fred Berthelson, vice president-general manager, WTIX New Orleans;
G. W. Armstrong, vice president-general
manager, WHB Kansas City; Bill Stewart,
national program director; Bob Tilton, engineering director; Jack Sandler, general
manager, WQAM Miami, and Herb Dolgoff, general counsel.

TRACK RECORD ON STATION SALES, APPROVALS

CHANGING

HANDS

ANNOUNCED
n
smio
of
saleswere
owingests
The follinter
AMMAiiMrcn
announced last week. All are subject to FCC
approval.
KOME Tulsa, Okla. • Sold by John W.
Kluge and Mark Evans to Charles W. Holt
and associates for more than $250,000. Mr.
Holt owns WHSY Hattiesburg and WHNY

McComb, both Miss.; WHXY Bogalusa, La.,
and WHHY Montgomery, Ala. Mr. Kluge
continues his interests in WEEP Pittsburgh,
WGAY Silver Spring (Md.), KNOK Fort
Worth, WKDA Nashville, WINE Buffalo
and WLOF-TV Orlando, Fla. KOME is 5
kw day, 1 kw night directional on 1300 kc.
Broker: Blackburn & Co.
KTXN Austin, Tex. • Sold by Robert Pool
and Robert Pinkerton to Jack Schatz and
Giles Miller for $200,000. Mr. Schatz is a
Chicago businessman and Mr. Miller is
from Dallas. KTXN is 1 kw daytimer on
1370 kc. Broker: Hamilton, Stubblefield,
Twining & Assoc.
WFOX Milwaukee, Wis. • Sold to Howard
Miller, WBBM Chicago disc jockey, by
Joseph A. Clark for $157,500. Transaction
was handled by Allen Kander & Co. WFOX
is on 860 kc with 250 w, day.

ON HAND when the sale of KOME Tulsa
was concluded last week. (I to r): Clifford
B. Marshall. Blackburn & Co., brokers; John
W. Kluge, a principal KOME owner; Paul
Dobin, Cohn & Marks, Washington law
firm, and Charles W. Holt, buyer.

WMGE Madison, Ga. • Sold to Madison
Broadcasting Co. by Howard Gilreath and
F. K. Graham for $36,650. Madison Broadcasting iscontrolled by Henry A. Lanham,
formerly part owner and manager of WYZE
Atlanta and others. Transaction was handled
by
Chapman
1 kw,
day.

APPROVED

Co. WMGE

is on 1250 kc with

The following transfers of

station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions see For the Record,

page 171.
WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City, Mo. • Sold to
National Missouri Tv Inc. by Kansas City
Star Co. for $7.6 million. Sale of WDAF
stations was required by 1957 consent judgment in civil antitrust suit. National Missouri issubsidiary of National Theatres Inc.,
successor to 20th Century-Fox's nationwide
motion picture theatre chain. Charles L.
Glett, former Don Lee and CBS executive,
is head of National Television Investments
Inc., another National Theatres subsidiary,
and will direct the operation of the two stations. No changes in personnel are planned,
it was announced. This marks National

"PAAR-TICIPATION

is the keyword

multi-billion dollar North
cost per thousand

Florida-South

to get your share of the great
Georgia

buy to cover the growing

W^Wx*:-:-:-:^
v:>..^v^v.v.vav.v.v.v.:.>>:^^
|| "Jaxie" suggests you give Ralph Nimmons
;i| a call in Jacksonville at ELgin 6-3381 or
II your nearest P.G.W.
1$ abilities.

"Colonel" for avail-

market — your lowest

Jacksonville area.
BASIC NBC
AFFILIATION
Represented by Peters,
Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

Channel
f
W
Jacksonville,
l
TLi
V
A
-T
WFGA
FLORIDA'S
COLORFUL
STATION
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12
Florida

Theatres' first "major move in a program of
diversification," Elmer C. Rhoden, National
Theatre's president, announced. Pioneer
WDAF, which began operating in 1922, is
5 kw on 610 kc. WDAF-TV, beginning in
1949, is ch. 4. Both stations are affiliated
with NBC.
WLAP-AM-FM Lexington, Ky. • Sold to
WLAP Radio Inc. by Frederick Gregg Jr.,
Charles H. Wright and Harry C. Feingold
for $332,500. WLAP Radio is owned by
John B. Poor, RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc.
vice president and former MBS president.
WLAP is 5 kw day, 1 kw night on 630 kc,
and is affiliated with ABC. WLAP-FM is 3.5
kw on 94.5 mc.
Broadcasting
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STATIONS CONTINUED
talk

to
VARIATION

Dutch

Bowden

Dutch will tell you how Raymer
Representation has helped make
WKBN the broadcast buy-word
in Youngstown for 30 years.

ON

KMTV (TV) Omaha has developed a
variation in television advertising with
the start of a 52-week contract for 35
one-minute commercials weekly for J. L.
Brandeis Co., Omaha department store.
Brandeis is using the station as a direct
sales medium as well as for advertising.
The entire campaign is hased on immediate telephone and mail order sales with
two major points in mind: ease of ordering and viewer incentive. Bozell & Jacobs,
Omaha, is the agency.
The

then
talk to Raymer
Find out how the very
special Raymer Way of
selling can help
your station and your
national spot sales.

station's merchandising department has designed for the store a selfmailing tv Mail Order Book, distributed
to tv homes throughout the area. The
book contains instructions for ordering
items offered for sale in the live oneminute spots. As an incentive builder for
watching commercials, each mail order
book contains a home viewer award number; during each commercial a home
viewer number is shown. The viewer
holding the corresponding number is
awarded as a gift whatever is being advertised at the time. The merchandising
department pointed out that the home
viewer promotion is expected to increase
station viewing throughout the day.
Results of the campaign will be measured through the use of special charts in
which the store will tabulate the exact
dollar volume resulting from each com-

EGGHEAD

A

(SALES) THEME
mercial, according to the station.
The new schedule reportedly marks
the first time the department store has
used media other than newspapers for a
major campaign.
After one week of operation, Brandeis
management reported the following results: goods shown on tv were moving
more rapidly than goods not shown; increase in store traffic; increase in customer inquiries as to operation of the tv
plan and how they could take advantage
of it.

VOTING for KMTV's merchandising
plan (I to r): Jim Ziegenbein, account
executive, Bozell & Jacobs; Richard K.
Einstein, Brandeis vice president in charge
of advertising; Edward F. Pettis, Brandeis
secretary-treasurer, and KMTV account
executive Dick Charles.

BOOSTERS!

Your language spoken here,

KETV

be our guest... enjoy plenty

New

First

to

Paramount

Buy
Block

of food for thought!

TRANSLUX
TELEVISION

Ifirst station to buy the recent MCAPafamount picture television deal is KETV
(TV) Omaha, which signed up for the full
700 pictures including those made before
and after 1948 for an undisclosed price and
starting date. It was reported earlier that

2362

MCA paid approximately $50 million to
Paramount for the picture package. Included in the list are more than 40 Bob Hope
and Birrg Crosby films.
Eugene S. Thomas,

vice president and
general manager of KETV and Lou Friedland, vice president in charge of station
sales, arranged the deal. KETV now carries
film tv packages from Warner Brothers,
Twentieth Century, Selznick, RKO and Columbia.
Seven
Renew

ABC
Blair

Stations
Contract

A long-term renewal for representation
of seven ABC owned and operated stations
was announced jointly last week by Simon
B. Siegel, financial vice president of ABC,
and John Blair, president of the Blair companies [Closed Circuit, April 21]. The contract represents one of the major chunks of
representation in the broadcast field.
The seven stations which come under
the contract are WABC-AM-TV New York;
o

NAB CONVENTION, BILTMORE HOTEL, LA.
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(TV) Chicago; WXYZ-AM-TV Detroit, and KGO-AM-TV San Francisco.
Blair began representing the ABC outlets
in September 1952 when the network discontinued itsown spot sales unit. John Blair
& Co. then was named to represent WXYZ

WBKB

•
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KETV Vice President-General Manager
Eugene S. Thomas (r) concludes agreement
with David V. Sutton, vice president in
charge of MCA tv syndication in New York.

and Blair-Tv appointed for WXYZ-TV and
WBKB. Four stations, WABC-AM-TV and
KGO-AM-TV, were added in early 1956.
Broadcasting
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Features

Completely new design of 500 and 1000 watt
AM Transmitters, Types BTA-500R and BTA-1R
provide outstanding performance, built-in provision for remote control, ease and economy
of operation, and newest color styling.
RADIO
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of

CORPORATION
AMERICA
CAMDEN, N.J.

FUL
for these completely

Transmitters

by

Transmitters

AM

New

by

RCA

and

appearance

combine

UTILITY

to

—

pace

the

latest

broadcast

trends!

has broken away from tradition in more than color
styling in these completely new transmitters ! Thus, although
the design philosophy behind them is based on years of
experience in developing the most reliable of broadcast
transmitters, the features are radically new. Simplified
tuning, reduced installation time, and provision for remote
control are a few of the improvements. Tetrodes are used
throughout to eliminate the need for neutralization, and

RCA

improved soundability results from using Bi-Level
Modulation. Also included in the design, with the addition
of a few accessories, is remote Conelrad switching.
CHOICE

OF

COLORS

. . . FUNCTIONAL

STYLING

As an altogether new feature the doors of these transmitters
are available in several colors: red, blue, green, and dark
umber gray— to harmonize with the colors of the surroundings. With many of today's transmitters located directly in
the studio building, this emphasis upon color styling lends
luster to the station's appearance. Functional construction
permits installation of the transmitter against a wall, or allows
other equipment to be placed on either side of the cabinet.
EASE OF ACCESS— All tubes can
be reached from the front by
merely opening the door. Access
to the rear is provided through
two interlocked panels behind
the transmitter. These panels
are easily removed with thumbscrew fasteners. Typical RCA
vertical construction permits

^ r

ELECTRICAL

New BTA-500R/1R
500 and 1000 watt
transmitters in a
choice of colors:
red, blue, green
and dark umber
gray.

SUPPLY— The larger power components are mounted
ers are
at the base of the cabinet. Selenium dry-disc rectifi
for
used for the low voltage supply. The high-voltage supply
built
is
t
the power amplifier and modulator plate circui
record
long
their
for
nown
well-k
around a pair of 8008 tubes,
mance.
of reliability and perfor

POWER

These

"Colorful"

Advantages:

NO NEUTRALIZATION REQUIRED
Tetrodes throughout simplify the tuning.
BUILT-IN PROVISION FOR REMOTE CONTROL
Terminal strips are provided in the transmitter for connection of
a remote-control unit.
BI-LEVEL MODULATION

The very low order of distortion results in improved soundability.
FEWER TUBES
Smaller tube inventory means reduced cost of operation.
ACCESSIBILITY

easy access and maintenance.
Removable base makes it easy
to move the transmitter through

Vertical construction permits easy access for maintenance.
SIMPLIFIED TUNING

doorways, and to fit it into
existing transmitter buildings.

Only one tuning control — on the front panel.
MODERN STYLING
Fits into any surroundings through choice of color and functional
design.

ADVANTAGES

— Both transmitters have been
designed around standardized circuits. Either transmitter
has the facility of simplified power change.

For Further Information about these Transmitters, Call the Nearest RCA Broadcast
Representative. In Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal
RADIO
Tmk($)®

CORPORATION

BROADCAST

AND

TELEVISION

CAMDEN,

N. J.

of

AMERICA

EQUIPMENT

a

John
From

Blair's

quarter
to

one-a-week

century
saturation

has to be large, well-staffed and wellequipped to do the job demanded of it
under today's conditions. It takes substantial income to accomplish what we
and our stations feel we should accomplish. We're not content today just to
go around and call on agencies, and
maybe get our share of a budget already
earmarked for radio. By contrast, we
are doing our very best, and with quite
a bit of success, in actually creating additional business — by influencing advertisers and agencies to put a larger share
of their appropriation into spot radio,
to improve sales-results per dollar.

As one of the pioneers in broadcasting selling and buying, John
ions are held in high
opin
Blair's
esteem. In a special exclusive interview with BROADCASTING'S editors, the head of John Blair & Co.
and Blair-Tv offers these observations on the growth and current
status of radio-tv:
Q

Mr. Blair, your firm is celebrating its
25th anniversary this year?

A

Yes, this month, in fact. We opened our
doors in April 1933.

Q

In the early years, how did the functions
and operations of a station representative differ from those today?

Q

In other words, your aim is not just to
get a share in the radio dollars available,
but also to create new radio dollars.

A

A world of difference. In 1933 representation, of course, was very new. Also
conditions were at the lowest
ss
busine
ebb.

A

That is our objective. And if we can
create ten or fifteen percent more radio
dollars, we think we've accomplished
a good deal. Such extra business makes
the difference between a station's doing
moderately well or doing extremely well.
Along with the growth in dollar-volume,
our operations have expanded into several fields of collateral service. To spear-

We were deep in a depression and the
volume of spot radio was extremely
small. Representative firms could hardly
afford high-priced salesmen. In those
days many advertisers considered three
announcements a week as a large schedule. Iremember one account that used
one announcement every other week.

Q

A

Those once-every -other-week accounts
couldn't justify much creative selling?
Hardly. With most accounts, the representative's activity was pretty much
limited to showing the agency a coverage map and a list of availabilities. Even
in '33, of course, radio did produce
fabulous mail returns — and we used
them to good advantage in spreading the

rep:

spot
head our work in creative selling, we

organized sales develophave amenthighly
division. Within the past year, we
have made over 500 special presentations on spot radio to advertisers and
agencies.
Or take research, for example. The
various rating services provide data on
station-audiences that are constantly
shifting, and often contradictory. In
consequence, nearly ten years ago we
established our own research department, directly by Ward Dorrell, a recognized leader in audience-measurement.
This department enables our stations
and our salesmen to furnish agencies
and advertisers with the best data available.
Or consider programming and audience-building. For some time we have
had a station operations manager who
is continually working with our stations
to insure their maintaining a strong

competitive position in their market.

How

A

Actually we have been doing it informally for several years. We formalized
it about a year ago when Wells Barnett
was assigned exclusively to head up that
work. It seems to be right down his alley,
and he's doing a fine job.

Q

Did a specific need among stations lead
you to develop this service?

A

Well, I think it grew out of the fact that
our stations were asking us for suggestions. Representing as we do a number
of very successful stations, we're in a
very excellent position to observe their
operations, their type of programming,
their news services, their special features; and for years we have passed
to our other stations who
along
those
little extra help in music
a
need
might
or musical format. Others maybe are a
little weak in news and would like to
find out how some of our stronger news
stations are operating. And this whole
is being channeled
now
operation
through Barnett, and it is working out
very effectively. After all, our income
and the income of our stations depend
reupon the job that they do in theirhelp
spective markets. And if we can
stations build greater audience and salesinfluence, we have a product that in turn
to sell, and we can sell more
is easier
it.
of

gospel of radio's sales effectiveness.
Q

As you look around your offices now, do
those days seem like a distant dream?

A

Yes, with some nightmare characteristics. Fortunately, today the picture has
changed very, very drastically. Many
factors have combined to make the station representative a very vital cog in
the machinery of advertising. For one
thing, national spot has become the No.
1 source of income for most large stations. Where the main source of dollars
once used to be either network or local
accounts, the big share of income for
most major-market radio stations today,
is coming from national spot. This development has progressed hand-in-hand
with realization on the part of companies
like ours, that an important phase of our
responsibility lies in showing advertisers
and their agencies how to use radio
most effectively.
For a long time it has been my opinion that a representative organization
Broadcasting

long has this stations-operation division been active?

Q

Q

A

What criteria do you employ in deciding
when to have your station-operations
division work with a station to improve
its programming?

Fortunately, only a few stations ever
• Page 137
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STATIONS

CONTINUED

4PERT
seem to need immediate attention at any
particular period of time. Even our best
stations, that really don't require any
help at all, query us from time to time
to find out what other stations are doing. Such queries can be handled easily
by correspondence or on the telephone.
But when we take on a new station, it
is quite important that we devote quite
a bit of time to that station — get to
understand its operation, make suggestions, and help to shape its programming into what is now known as color
radio.
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A There are a lot of new techniques in
creating commercials, but probably the
most important factor is actually an old
one, a scheduling technique that had
been used years ago. Once again its value
is fully recognized, the value of saturation in radio. The economy of radio
fortunately is such that an advertiser can
use a great deal of it since, for most
products, saturation is necessary to accomplish big and successful results.
People are bombarded today with a
tremendous amount of advertising and
impressions of all types. So constant
repetition is necessary to drive home an
idea and make it stick. We hear a lot
about other techniques, but saturation
in the use of radio, in my opinion, has

advertisements
Point

of purchase

What factors do you consider of greatest
importance in the current growth of
broadcasting?

cards

Billboards
lendars

been the big, important factor in radio's
resurgence. It works for the advertiser,
and most of them are smart enough to
recognize it. Incidentally, in television
daytime saturation is beginning to take
hold in very good shape. Stations have
been realistic in pricing their daytime
rates, so that an advertiser can buy 20
announcements in a week, and those
who are
doing it find it's working out
most
effectively.

. . . AUDIENCE
SALES

ACTION

Q

With your broad background in selling
radio time, have you ever thought of
going into the business yourself, in the
operational end of buying a station, perhaps?

A

I did that once — about 15 or 16 years
ago. I had a small interest in a station in
Iowa. But it didn't take long to find out
that the idea wasn't too good. Our station people weren't actively opposed to
it, but they certainly didn't like it too
well. In effect, when we have financial
interest in a station, we could be accused
of giving it an extra share of attention.
Suppose business on some of our stations were just a bit off. There could be

AND

ARE

MOTION-CONTROLLED
From tradebroadcasters
paper ads service
to~~jifiglc\
complete
froma
one source — one company — with
facilities to put your[ station
on the dial in more homes . . . and
on the time orders of more clients.

the feeling that maybe we're devoting
too much time and emphasis to the station where we have dollars invested. So
we established a policy that no one in
our company can have a financial interest in a radio or television station.

PROMOTION
ASSOCIATES
( i \
734 Fifteenth Street, H$l/ \
Washineton 5, D. C.
DIstricf 7-1534
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Q

Then you sold the station that you did
have?

A

I had only a 20% interest, and I sold the

. . . repetition is necessary
make an idea stick.

to

stock. It came out very well. In fact, I
think putting money into a good radio
or
television property is an excellent investment.
Q

You've been quoted as saying that, in
the field of broadcast media, the function
of the representative has become more
important than in other media fields.
Could you amplify that?

A

Yes, I have made that statement frequently. Iconsider the broadcast representative amore important factor because Ibelieve he contributes more to
the medium he represents, from two
standpoints. One is from the standpoint
of total station income. The other is the
contribution the representative makes
as a consultant to the properties he represents. In connection with the station
income, we find a high percentage of our
stations receive 50% of their total dollar
volume through our organization. With
newspapers the percentage of income
from their national representative is
very much smaller, at least percentagewise. Secondly, the broadcast representative works very closely with station
management.
As I have pointed out, we help them
with programming problems. We plan
certain promotions. Obviously, stations
set their own rates, but they consult with
us very definitely in connection with
rate matters, as well as on all problems
that have a bearing on sales or sales
promotion. We even handle and develop
some of their advertising. In sales work,
broadcast availabilities are a perishable
item. So we have to work against time.
Newspaper representatives, on the other
hand, deal with a fairly staple product.
Most advertisers take run-of -paper. But
in broadcasting, they want to know what
Broadcasting

Symbol

Looking for protection of your adverS©I*"ViC©
Of
homes in 13
tising dollars? wroc-tv, Channel 5, Rochester, N. Y., serving 307,750 TV
than the other Rochester
Western New York counties, reaches 27.4% more homes daily
5 is worth 27.4% more
channel (NCS #2). Thus every rating point on wroc-tv, Channel
channel.
other
the
than a rating point on

dollar buying income
In an area like Rochester with over a million population, 1 V-> billion
great significance.
and one of the highest per capita incomes, such superiority has
market, viewers and
For unusual results in an unusual market that is famous as a test
station.
advertisers turn to Channel 5, wroc-tv, Rochester's most powerful
the interests of audiences
A symbol of service, like the devoted policeman, wroc-tv guards
and advertisers. Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward.

Symbol of Service IMI

CORPORATION
TELEVISION
TRANSCONTINENT
. WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg
iiiir WROC-TV, Rochester . WGR-Radio, WGR-TV, Buffalo
York, PLaza 1-3030
Offices: 70 Niagara St., Buffalo, MOhawk 2300 . 15 E. 47th St.. New
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STATIONS CONTINUED
type of program they're going to be in.
or adjacent to. Illustrating the importance of speed in our business, let me
give you just one figure: our annual
communications expense is way over
$200,000.
Q

For wire communications?

A

Yes, lor telephone, teletype and telegram expense.

Q

That was jor one year?

A

For 1957. And I can tell you it won't be
any less for 1958.

Q

Do you think stations should pay a
higher percentage to their reps than they
do now?

A

that in turn he could afford to do a more
intensive job on that station and market.
Q

Under such plans, isn't the station more
or less trading dollars?

A

Not at all. The increase from $75,000
to $125,000 has cost the station a $750
bonus on the first $25,000 and a $1,250
bonus on the second $25,000. For that
bonus, the station gets an extra $42,500
;n income — $50,000 less 15%. Deducting the bonus, the station is still over
$40,000 ahead.

Q

Do you have that sort of arrangement
with any of your stations?

A

Yes, we welcome escalator-percentage
arrangements. But in most markets with
which we are dealing, 20% might be a
bit high. We do go up to HVi % on
some stations. We have to deliver quite
a volume of business to reach that figure,
but we've been able to do it.

Q

Will there evolve additional charges for
the extra services which you, or other
station representatives, are beginning to

That really gives me a chance to sound
off, doesn't it? A very interesting question, indeed. Of course, I couldn't give
a hroad answer applicable to all stations.
To answer such a question demands
careful analysis of any specific station
and market under consideration. But I
will say this: in certain cases, by increasing the percentage paid their representaA

Q

Some people are saying that radio, particularly spot radio, benefits from the
present recession. Do you think this is
so?

A

Yes, it's very true. It has happened before, when conditions tightened up, and

Tulsa's industrial expansion tops every
key industrial market in the nation.
Tulsa ranks 2nd in the nation in per
capita ownership of personal automobiles.
NEW

MARKET

provide?
I don't think so — not in our case, anyway. With the major market stations we
represent, the dollar volume is sufficient
to provide the necessary and complete
type of service that these markets have
every right to insist upon.

I'm
one
low,
with

DATA

sure it will happen this year. For
thing, radio costs are still relatively
in proportion to sales effect. And
radio, the effect is very immediate.

Tulsa's population is increasing at the
rate of 3,000 families per year — 8th
fastest growing city in America.

Also, spot radio permits very close control. You can start fast — and stop just

The "Eyes of Oklahoma"— KVOO-TV
— are focused on a billion dollar

as
It's highly
flexible.
havequick.
to commit
yourself
for You
any don't
great
amount of money over any great length
of time. Furthermore, with appropriations that may be more limited, you can

market. When you buy KVOO-TV
you see results. Buy now . . . see better

. . . spot radio permits control:

confine your activities to those particular markets where sales potentials are
good — markets where if you invest a
few thousand dollars, you can get it
back.

fast starts, quick stops.

profits.
tives for specific sales accomplishment,
stations would be dollars ahead in the
long run.
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Q

How

does that figure?

A

In this way: smaller stations that are
aggressive and could expect a better selling job to produce considerably more
national business, could afford to pay
as much as 20%, perhaps more. For
example, take a smaller station that may
receive about $80,000 a year in national
spot. Suppose that station said to its
representative, "We'll pay you 15% on
the first $75,000, and then 18% on the
next $25,000, and 20% on the next
$25,000. Such an offer would be a real
stimulant. The representative could see
an opportunity for enough income so

Q

Would you say at the same time perhaps
television would suffer?

A

No, I think spot television is in the same
advantageous situation as spot radio
from that standpoint. You can get into
it very rapidly and get out just as rapidly
when the situation calls for fast action.
When we had our television managers
meet in New York recently, I made a
little study on sources of our business.
Eighty-two percent of our television
volume comes from industries that are
most nearly recession-proof. These include foods and other grocery products,
drugs and related items, some cosmetics,
Broadcasting
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A

In rates, for one thing. Now that some
networks are offering the advertiser any
time-unit he wants, from 10 seconds up,
they have made some of these time-units
available at rates which tend to undermine the entire rate structure of radio,
especially of their affiliated stations.

Q

Isn't rate determined by value?

A

It should be — and actually some of these
network rates do reflect the fact that the
audiences to network programs are now
considerably lower than the audiences
generally available to the spot user. Time
and again, advertisers find there is no
comparison to the effectiveness of an announcement given by a strong local personality with a large established audience, as opposed to an announcement
being released over the air by a single,
distant network announcer.

Q

What's the problem?

A

Simply that too few advertisers fully
understand the variations in sales effectiveness. The current interest in radio

. . . Fundamentally, networks
have a very definite place.

leads them to an easy purchased network-buy, which they expect to have
the same sales impact as a local announcement on the same stations. When

beer and tobaccos. Such business will
continue to do well. Tobacco stocks are
selling at a higher price than ever before,
a good indication. Food-store stockissues have all been doing very well,
some selling at all-time highs. Even
though the market as a whole is down,
these industries are doing all right. Both

53.9

Station B

37.1

All others

14.4

Q

As a station representative, part of your
selling is in competition with networks,
isn't it?

A

Yes, very definitely.

Q

Do you have any comment
about that competition?

to make

A

Obviously, when an advertiser
ning to use radio, our salesmen
get the money in the spot field.
works want the advertiser to go

is planwant to
The netnetwork,

KFSA-TV leads in 9
of the TOP 1 0 shows

KFSA-TV
of the

leads
TOP

20

For Choice Availabilities,
Contact —

in 17
shows
NBC-ABC

Fort
Smith
Arkansas

Represented Nationally by
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.
Regional Representative:
Clyde Melville Company, Dallas
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some other medium. Besides, there's
another phase to the problem. The networks are now reaching outside their
option time, hungry for the greener
pastures of time into which local programming has built superior value. Take
early morning, for example. Once we
could hardly give it away. Now thoughtful alert local-service programming has
made early-morning time very desirable,
and a substantial source of station-income. So the networks, realizing that
advertisers are interested in such desir-

in
spot radio
spot television,
we're
fortunate
that and
so much
of our volume
comes from industries that keep on
doing pretty well, regardless of general
conditions.

Sign-On fo Sign-Off —
Sunday thru Saturday
KFSA-TV

the expected impact doesn't develop,
they are too likely to turn from radio to

Q

able time, reach "through the fence"
trying to get it— and ask stations to give
up two-thirds of their income from
these valuable time franchises which
the stations, themselves, have built.
Q

And

that affects the income of station

representatives, too, doesn't it?

of course. There's nothing wrong with
good, healthy competition. Basically, the
network salesman should not run down
the use of spot and we in turn, should
not disparage the value of the network.
Both sides should speak positively for
radio as a medium. On our side, there

A

True, but we have other reasons for concern. Of even greater importance is the
encroachment on station income.

Q

Aside from competitive angles, how do
you view the outlook for networks?

is good factual support for our contention that an advertiser who uses spot
with adequate frequency and with good
commercials, handled by accepted local
personalities will find that his spot dollars are more effective. The marked increases that spot volume has been showing prove that this advertising strategy
is accepted in most quarters. But one element of network competition poses a real
danger to radio.

A

Fundamentally, networks have a very

What is that?

definite place, especially when they devote their efforts to providing their stations with types of programming that
stations cannot do as well for themselves. Networks are having their problems, of course, but I think they will
gradually adjust to developing more
programs their stations will want to
carry. News broadcasts direct from every
part of the world — and eye-witness
broadcasts of major news events make
Broadcasting
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STATION'S CONTINUED
up a very important clement along those
lines.

Q

quite know what to do. Some local stations were equally bewildered. The really
alert stations discovered that, by centering their attention on local interests,
local problems and local tastes — and by
featuring local personalities with voice
appeal and believability — they could
build tremendous local influence. In a

What trends do you see today which are
favorable to radio's continuing development?

A

word, today's top stations come pretty
close to delivering an entire market, and

The most favorable development. I don't
know whether you would call it a trend
or not, is the fact that spot radio advertising has been growing by leaps and
bounds. In 1956 our increase was 39%
over 1955, and in 1957 our percent of
increase was 44% over 1956. So with a
trend of that nature, particularly with
television being considerably more mature now, I'm convinced that radio has
gone through the acid tests, and is going
to be here for a long time. Season after
season, new advertisers are coming into
spot radio, important advertisers who
.tic getting results through interesting,
even enjoyable commercials, scheduled
in saturation volume. In short, advertisers are renewing on the strength of
results. Radio station operators have become inspired. They've worked hard to
modernize their programming. They've
developed new techniques, and are making them pay.
Another factor
stitutes atrend is
station operators
gather and hold a

they do it with a type of local-interest
programming which hits listeners "where
they live," so to speak.

. . . there are a few

minor

in the compensation

plan.

which virtually conthis: Today's modern
have learned how to
mass audience. In the

flaws

Q

Would you say that the local radio station is more and more taking over the
place of the newspaper in a community?

A

In some ways, yes. Radio stations are
approximating that service more than
ever before. They're identifying themselves with the community very much
more closely than in the past, which is
all to the good.

Q

We always hear about the timebuyer
wanting more service from the rep.
Turning the question around, as a station
rep, what would you like from the timebuyer?
Other than orders?

30's and 40's, much of radio's mass
audience was drawn by big-name entertainment. Then television pre-empted
most of the big names — especially those

A

with any visual appeal. Networks didn't

Q

Yes, other than orders. What would be
helpful?

A

My answer to that could get into quite a
speech. I'll resist the temptation. The
main point I'd mention is attitude. Some
folks still seem to think that timebuying
is a guessing contest, with us on one
side, and them on the other. Such an
attitude wastes our time and theirs. The

URGENT
ATTENTION
RADIO
STATIONS
If you came to the Convention

wise timebuyers realize that fundamentally both we and they are working for
the same boss, the advertiser. When
timebuyers help us by providing as much
information as possible concerning the
product, the sales problem, the type of
availabilities needed, then we in turn
can do a better job of providing availabilities that will deliver what the advertiser and agency want in the way of
results. An intelligent salesman can

in hopes of discovering the

NEWEST
GREATEST
PROGRAM
IDEA
since the top forty . . . then come to Merral Fox's suite at the Hotel Biltmore.
Merral Fox, president of Fox Ideas, Incorporated has the most terrific radio program idea in recent years.
If you are looking for the greatest sales idea to take back to your Sales Department, then by all means, if you are a top executive, come to Merral Fox's suite
at the Biltmore, between 7:30 A.M. and midnight.
Merral Fox, one of America's great idea men (four national awards in five years)
is ready to present a spectacular radio program idea, which will not interfere with
your present method of programming.
, l: ' ,"
yfor something
L
If you are looking
to give you a sales and program advantage over
competition . . . come to the Hotel Biltmore.
If you want something to strengthen your weak time ... or an idea to hold on
to your present strong time . . . this is it!
Every station head who has heard it . . . bought it! ! !
Call Merral Fox at the Biltmore Hotel for an appointment . . . and to find out if
your territory is still available.
Don't miss the Convention's greatest program idea in the history of radio.
P. S. Ask anybody who knows Merral Fox . . . and they will assure you his ideas
are new, different, practical and more often spectacularly successful. Over 100
leading stations are now using Merral Fox's ideas.
This terrific radio program idea is only one week old!!!
Fox
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Ideas,

Incorporated

supply a better and more effective servicelem,
whenobviously.
he knows the customer's prob-

Q

Recent years have seen considerable discussion on the agency commission system. Have you an opinion about it, based
on your contact with agencies?

A

I think the agency commission plan is
about as satisfactory a method as will
ever be developed. I attended the Association of National Advertisers convention last October in Atlantic City. There,
agency commission was discussed in
great detail. Practically everybody admits that there are a few minor flaws in
the compensation method between
agency and advertiser. But on the whole,
the commission plan has proved very
Broadcasting

satisfactory and no one has come up
with anything better — or any other plan
with even a degree of general acceptance.

Station

Promotions

Fires
Business
Stoke
The list of stations stoking the fires of
business with anti-recession fuel [Stations,
March 31, et seq; Programs & Promotions, March 24] was still growing last
week as 20 outlets reported their efforts to
Broadcasting.

that you have the first 25 years
under your belt and you're on the second
25, do any particular incidents stand
out in your mind as most interesting or
most significant? How about a reminiscence or two?

Now

Many stations found it effective to air
interviews with local businessmen. KUDL

Don't get me started. At times I have the
feeling that every successful business is
just a series of minor calamities, all the
way along. You lose patience. Occasionally, you think the world is falling apart.
With a substantial list of stations, it's
almost impossible to have everything on
every station in every market keep constantly moving upward and forward. I
used to worry a lot about situations
where the sales picture got tough. And
don't let me kid you— I still do. In this
business, there's plenty of sweat, tears,
and some bruises. But I've learned that
when you're really delivering on the job,
any station you might lose will probably
be replaced by one that's even better.
When station operators get together, one

Kansas City, Mo., is conducting "Operation
Optimism" in which staffers ask business
leaders via beeper phone, "How's business?"
and "What is the outlook ... in 1958?"
WWIL Fort Lauderdale, Fla., takes phone
calls from local businessmen with optimistic reports and put them on the air to
tell their story. WIP Philadelphia's "Operation Optimism" includes individual success
stories, financial reports and editorials interpreting the statistics. WKAP Allentown,
up "bright side" news items,
Pa., plays
interviews with local merchants and
carries
editorializes on business conditions.
The automotive industry is receiving a

of the first questions asked is, "How is
doing?" And when
your representative
one of our station people answers,

considerable impetus from the nation's radio-tv stations. WGN-AM-TV Chicago supported the city's Automobile Trade Assn.
and the Greater Chicagoland Used Car
Dealers Assn.'s [Advertisers & Agencies,

"They're doing an all-out job," all the
effort, and sweat, and even the occasional bruises seem well worthwhile.

April 21] "You Auto Buy Now" campaign
with saturation spots. WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee's "Auto Buy" promotion schedules

&SUXJ&A

slogans, visual cards, contests and campaign songs into nearly every program.
WHB Kansas City, Mo., invites members
of the local Motor Car Dealers Assn. to
"Buy
s to Radio
listener
urgetwice
thatthem
message
tape
hourly.
and s airs
Now"
It
Advertising Bureau is sending member stations asales kit and is alerting local car dealers to cooperate with RAB stations.
WFBR Baltimore and WSAZ Huntington,
W. Va., have sent thousands of letters to
their area's business houses requesting news
of any better than usual business. The stabusiness"
replies
include the
s. as "good
newscast
in their
items tions

Golden Empire Broadcasting Co. (KHSLAM-TV Chico and KVCV Redding, both
Calif.), gave each employe $10 on the understanding he would spend it immediately
with a local merchant.
WEKR Fayetteville, Tenn., conducted an
"economic survey" in its area and gave the
optimistic statistics to advertisers for incorporation into their commercials.
WWRI West Warwick, R. I., MondayFriday 8:30 a.m. checks via beeper phone
with the local director of the Employment
Service who advises on available jobs.

Other stations broadcasting "good news"
spots: WCAU Philadelphia in its Rural
Digest; WEOK Poughkeepsie, N. Y., in
more than 600 spots a month; WHBC Candifton, Ohio, in promotions aimed at aSanta
ferent business each week; KWIZ

UiFneotvo

&&0U&A

Ut

offers

$Sa*A

[op-rated,
MGM

KMJ-TV in the Billion Dollar
Valley of The Bees

KMJ-TV
Broadcasting
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Ana, Calif., in 15-per-day "recession deterrents" introduced with such tunes as
"Happy Days Are Here Again"; KTVU
(TV)
Franciscofrom
broadcasts
news"
flashesSansolicited
listeners"good
introduced

20

YEARS

of experience
our dynamic

and

growth

concept

stand

with the word "good" repeated over the
sound of a ringing bell and showing the
word increasing in size on the screen;
WPAC Patchogue, N. Y., uses its call letters
for its slogan "Work, Prosperity and Confidence"; KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix, Ariz.,
gets its "good news" facts from the local
Retail Merchants Assn. and Chamber of

behind

of

Commerce, and WCKY Cincinnati's "Business is Good" campaign reportedly has received "very laudatory praise" from local
businessmen.

TIME-SALES

ENGINEERING
Call Forjoe today — and learn about this
new formula for station growth and profits I
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Equipment

with

PRECISION

KSD-TV
From

Signal Emanating
New 1,152-ft. Tower

The signal of KSD-TV St. Louis now
emanates from a new 1,152-ft. tower at a $1
million transmitter plant, it has been announced by Harold Grams, general mann9
ager. The tower is Missouri's tallest, he said.
Mr. Grams threw the switch last Monday, extending the signal's range, the station
estimates, about 15 miles in all directions.
Ch. 5 KSD-TV continues with 100 kw
power, with studios and offices still in the
Post-Dispatch building downtown.
The new transmitter-tower site is eight
miles southwest of downtown St. Louis.
New equipment includes an RCA 6 kw
driver transmitter and an RCA 6-bay superturnstile antenna atop the tower. The
tower is more than twice as high as the one
in use downtown since KSD-TV went on
the air in 1947. Chief Engineer Ed Risk
supervised the installation. Gordon Rustemeyer is transmitter supervisor.

NAGRA
PORTABLE
RECORDER
IIC-1

EMT Compact
TURNTABLE #930
Syllable cue selection plus mechanical precision never before obtainable.

Guarantees studio
quality from manon - the - scene pickups. Spring - wound,
battery - operated.
Swiss -made.
Definitive Monitor
LOUDSPEAKER 084
The only loudspeaker adjustable to constant sound pressure
over
range.the entire audio

Eliminates your
space problem.
100 x better
performance in l/100th the space.
True echo chamber characteristics
from 0.8-6 sec. instantly selectable
in range 30-12,000 cps. 'Mobile. No
sound-coloration.
(Shown with cover removed)

Also:

see
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Wow

&

Flutter

APPLICATIONS

Test

Sets

194 Richmond Hill Avenue,
Stamford, Conn.

THE SWITCH to a new $1 million transmitting plant is thrown by Harold Grams, general manager of KSD-TV, St. Louis, as
Chief Engineer Ed Risk looks on.

KENY

Bellingham Goes on Air
KENY Bellingham, Wash., began April
4 on 930 kc with 1 kw day. Staff assembled
by owner-manager Tom Haveman includes
Clate Holm, from KIUP Durango, Colo.,
program director; Ed Marroy, from KVOS
Bellingham, commercial manager; salesmen
Sam Kelly from KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash.,
and Ted Beachamp, KVOL, Lafayette, La.
Ed Triplett, formerly with KPUB Bellingham is news editor and Jim Bailey, KAGT
Anacortes, Wash., morning man.
Broadcasting
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MOTION

PICTURE

MUSIC

listing of recordings includes not
only the song titles with their composers,
authors and publishers, but also the names of
the performing artists and the available
^
m as
recordings. Radio and television proH
gram men will find this booklet a trem
mendous source of programming material.

American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers now presents a special issue of the ascap
Program Guide entitled "30 Years of Motion
's membership
Picture Music." The Society
includes those men and women who have
contributed the big Hollywood hit tunes
which were presented to the public from
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INTERNATIONAL

DATELINES

Newsworthy

LAS VEGAS — ABC Radio made use ol its
new bulletin warning system for the first
time last Monday, when it alerted stations
for news of the collision of an airliner and
an Air Force jet trainer over Las Vegas.
The system has been available on a 24 hour
a day basis since April 1. It utilizes a series
of tones to alert stations that a bulletin will
be forthcoming. The first tone sets off a
warning device — a light, a bell or a buzzer
— in each station on the network. Subsequently, series
a
of double beeps informs
the affiliate that a news bulletin will follow in
30 seconds.
KNX Hollywood broadcast details of the
Monday morning crash as they developed
and by noontime had a direct report for
Hugh McCoy's news show. George Crockett,
owner of the Alamo Airways at McCarran
Field, Las Vegas, in an interview with Mr.
McCoy, described the crash of the two
planes.
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex., got Gene
Paul King of KLAS Las Vegas on the phone
one minute after the AP bulletin on the
collision. In a matter of minutes, Mr. King
fed KWFT News Director Dave Dary a
complete report. KWFT followed up with
several more direct reports from KLAS and
the Las Vegas Record-Journal.
KOSI Denver also was in direct contact
with KLAS as well as the Denver operations
desk of United Airlines. In addition to

News

Coverage

by Radio and Tv

hourly reports from the crash scene, KOSI
contacted survivors of two Denver residents
killed in the collision.
TRENTON — Coverage by WTTM Trenton,
N. J., of an armed attack on nuns and
pedestrians Saturday night, April 19, was
quickly picked up by NBC. Independent
stations also called WTTM for direct feeds
as it covered the evening of terror. Program
Director Tom Durand directed a staff that
included Dick Burns, Cliff Haycock, Donald Dewsnap and Mary Logan (Miss Logan
interviewed nuns witnessing the shooting).
WILDWOOD — Len Antell, news director
for WCMC in this New Jersey resort, was
leaving a night court session when he heard
a general fire alarm. He rushed to a burning
hardware store, site of what would turn into
a quarter-million-dollar fire and an eighthour job for the newsman. His first report
was by telephone to WCMC. Subsequently
Frank Matrangola, owner-manager of
WCMC, rushed in a tape recorder to supplement beeper phone reports. The station
broadcast the news as it developed, in addition to official safety information for
Wildwood residents. Police provided an
escort to get the tape reports back to WCMC
studios. After fire coverage was wrapped up
and the station signed off, Mr. Antell was
able to return to notes from his original
assignment, the court story.
WEST HARTFORD — WDRC Hartford,
Conn., joined forces with the Hartford
Times to broadcast results of a tax referendum shortly after poll doors closed. The
Times had the outcome 25 minutes after
voting closed at 7 p.m., and the people got
results immediately over WDRC. The special vote attracted more than 16,000 to the
polls, WDRC reports.
KFSD-AM-FM-TV

talk to
Neal

Make

Move

Into Million-Dollar Building
KFSD Inc., San Diego, Calif., has moved
into its million-dollar Broadcast City, housing KFSD-AM-FM-TV in an acre of floor-

Welch

Neal will tell you how Raymer Representation puts
most of the TV - and all

space.
Opening of the new facilities marks the
32nd anniversary of KFSD.
Features of Broadcast City are two indoor and two outdoor tv studios, one fm
and two am studios, a large, glass-fronted
newsroom facing the lobby, control and
projection rooms and the operations area
for departmental offices.

of the radio-national spot
in South Bend on WSBT.
then
talk to Raymer
Find out how the very special Raymer way of selling
can help your station
and your national
spot sales.

The structure is one-story "California
modern" with semi-tropical landscaping.
For decor KFSD commissioned art pieces,
including sculpture by Bertoia, and the San
Diego Art Guild is furnishing a rotating
exhibit of paintings for studios and offices.
REPRESENTATIVE

APPOINTMENTS

WHAY New Britain, Conn., appoints John
E. Pearson Co.
WDXR
O'Connell. Paducah,
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Ky., names

Richard

CARTB'S
MAY
BE
• Proposal

ALLARD
LET
OUT
to board

mulled

• Allard says he won't quit
A group of influential members of the
Canadian Assn. of Radio & Television
Broadcasters plan to recommend to the
CARTB board of
directors that the
services of Jim Allard, executive vicepresident and prior
to that general manager, be replaced
with those of a fulltime paid president.
Mr. Allard has been
in charge of CARTB
business
for about

A Year
group
direcs-1 1 toof discuss
tors
met at
April
LARD on 13
ALToronto
MR.
the association's future day-to-day business
direction. It is understood that Mr. Allard
was not informed of this meeting, which
was attended by F. A. Lynds, CKCW-AMTV Moncton, N.B.; J. M. Davidson, CKY
Winnipeg, Man.; Walter Blackburn, CFPLAM-FM-TV London, Ont.; Clifford Sifton,
CKRC Winnipeg, Man.; E. F. MacDonald,
CJCH Halifax, N.S.; Wm. Guild, CJVI Victoria, B.C.; and H. R. Carson, CFAC CalAlberta. was informed of the action
Mr.gary,Allard
of the group by Vern Dallin, CFQC-AM-TV
Saskatoon, Sask., and CARTB president,
two days after the Toronto meeting it is
further understood.
As a result, Mr. Allard sent a letter April
18 to all CARTB members, reporting the
situation as he subsequently learned it.
In this letter Mr. Allard pointed out that
the group meeting at Toronto felt that he
had worked hard at trying to secure a separate regulatory body for broadcasting in
Canada, a goal soon to be achieved following the recent election of a majority Conservative government headed by John Diefenbaker.

Mr. Allard contended that the group also
felt that he was persona non grata with
certain people, though he was unable to
obtain names of any of these people from
members attending the Toronto group meeting. Mr. Allard also stated in his letter
that the group had felt he did not have the
ability to represent the CARTB at public
meetings, this despite his successful appearances before Canadian Parliamentary radio
committee meetings and various commissions in the past 13 years. There had been
no such charges at CARTB annual meetings or board meetings in the past.
Mr. Allard stated in his letter to members that he does not plan to resign.

CARTB

Convention

Workshop

Set
American and Canadian radio and advertiser speakers will be featured in the
radio workshop sessions to be open to the
advertising industry at the annual convention of the Canadian Assn. of Radio and
Broadcasting

r

sponiN

5000 w
Wcki,

KC
""""*>

NBC.
H07j

Miami , Florida
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INTERNATIONAL continued
Television Broadcasters at the new Queen
Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal, Que., on May 12.
The afternoon session will start with a talk
on increasing the stature of radio as a
medium by Worth Kramer, executive vice
president of VVJR Detroit. Mich. Radio and
public relations will be dealt with by Kenneth H. J. Clarke, manager of sales and
market development of International Nickel
Co. of Canada, Toronto. The special
radio problems of Pepsi-Cola Co. of Canada Ltd.. Montreal, will be discussed by E.
R. Fisher, company advertising manager.
Ben Dobrinsky, advertising director of
Steinberg's Ltd., Montreal, grocery chain,
will discuss successful merchandising ideas
on radio, and Donald H. McGannon, president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
HUGH TERRY, president-general manager of KLZ-AM-TV Denver, stops after
being interviewed over JOKR-TV Tokyo
to collect material for a tape series he is
sending back to TLF Inc. stations. With
him are (1 to r) Saburo Sakai, general
secretary of the NAB of Japan; Paul

will deal with radio's status today.
Canadian

Microwave

Network

To Open Coastal Link July 1
The first microwave network linking Canada from Atlantic to Pacific will be officially
opened on July 1, Dominion Day. The announcement was made by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. and the Trans-Canada
Telephone System at Toronto this week.
The network gradually has been built over
the past five years and the final stage across
the Rocky Mountains is nearing completion. Tv stations from CJCB-TV Sydney,
N. S., on the Atlantic coast, will be linked
all the way across Canada with CHEK-TV
Victoria, B. C, on the west coast. CHEKTV and CBUT (TV) Vancouver, B. C, have

One

Call

for

Ishihara of JOKR-TV, one of the city's
two private stations; Hiroshi Enomoto
of the U.S.I.A. radio-tv branch, and
Yukio Isomura, assistant general secretary of the Japanese NAB.
Mr. Terry's taped half-hour reports
been on the network a few times for special
occasions, but only through use of U. S.
facilities.
Newfoundland will be linked with the

all

You

LIGHTING
LIGHTING
Complete M. R. Incandescent Equipment, M.R.
High Intensity Arc
Equipment, Dimmer
Equipment 250 W —
10,000 W, Diffusion,
Scoops. Reflectors, Bullboards, Cable.
PORTABLE
POWER
EQUIPMENT
AC and DC Generators
15 Amps to 1500 Amps
(Truck or Castermounted). Portable
Transformers — Dry
and Oil, Portable
Substations.
DOLLIES
Fearless and Raby Panoram Dollies, Crab and
Western Dollies.
GRIP
EQUIPMENT
MacTon Turntable for
Cars and Displays,
Mole Richardson Boom
and Perambulator, Parallels, Ladders and
Steps, Scrims and Flags,
Dots and Stands.
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Need

in

EQUIPMENT

RENTALS

ANVTIME-ANYWHERE!
For quick service, expert advice and one low price
for equipment, installation and removal, call on
one of the nation's largest suppliers of temporary
lighting facilities— Jack Frost. His lighting equipment
inventory is unexcelled. Below are just a few of the
many items available for quick delivery whenever
and wherever needed.
L
Write or Wire for Catalog and Free Estimates

JACK
234

A.

FROST

Dept. BJ>r
Piquette Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.
Canadian Office:

41 Kipling Ave., South, Toronto, Ontario

will be heard stateside on Time-Life stations beginning next month. He also will
collect material at Kyoto and the Osaka
International Trade Fair.
Japan's three stations, JOKR-TV and
NTV (TV), both privately owned, and
NHK (TV), the government station,
operate all day Saturday and Sunday and
12 hours weekdays, Mr. Terry reports.
The stations — now concentrating on baseball— do many sports remotes, he says,
and
direct.also pick up theatre performances

microwave network next year when a live
overwater link is built by Canadian National and Canadian Pacific telegraph systems.
On July 1 the five Canadian time zones
will be linked together, but to make possible
the use of programs in evening hours on
the west coast a network relay center is
being built at Calgary, Alta., by the CBC.
This installation initially will require four
magnetic-tape video recorders, which will be
ready by July 1. The plant will be expanded
and completely ready in about two years.
Walsh Adv. Brings Damage Suit
In Government Account Switch
Walsh

Adv. Ltd., Toronto, Ont., has

brought action against the government's
Bank of Canada and the Canadian government for $160,580 for damages arising from
its dismissal last July as agency for the Bank
of Canada. The agency was developing an
advertising campaign for the 1957 Canada
Savings .Bond drive. Included in the sum is
$100,000 for damages to its business reputation and unauthorized use of its creative
work, $50,706 representing loss of commissions and $9,874 paid by the agency to
suppliers.
The agency was asked by the Canadian
government about November 1956 to begin
work on an all-media campaign. In its action
before the Exchequer Court at Ottawa the
agency points out it had almost completed
the job when the account was removed. The
agency does not point out that the account
switch followed last June's general election
when the Conservative government came
into power and a number of government
accounts were switched to new advertising
agencies. The Bank of Canada account went
to McKim Adv. Ltd., Toronto.
Broadcasting

The

the

of

Development

FIRST

Programming

Will

Announced

Be

by

MUZak

Car

System

poration

PROGRAMMING
all day, every day, 365 days a

There will be distinctive, new music programming
year.

of popu-

full fidelity arrangements
Wide adult audience appeal - fresh, sparkling,
lar standards, interspersed with modern
favorites.

instrumental

treatments

of today's pop

EQUIPMENT
- all you will do is load the Muzak

ed
It will be fully automatic and time synchroniz

machine will play unattended
tape machines, set them and forget them. Each
ed commercials.
8 hours, automatically injecting pre-record

for

has been in use 24
playback unit has been proven, fully tested and
hise organization for more than
hours a day by the Muzak background music franc

The program
4 years.
SAVINGS

The complete Muzak

automatic

programming

package

(tape programs

and equip-

3 to 4 employees and is proment) will save the average broadcaster the salaries of
jected to cost less than one of the employees it replaces.

AVAILABILITY
Specifications and details will be announced.
Department B.

Muzak

CORPORATION

223

For

Fourth

information

Avenue,

New

please address

York

3, N. Y.

Visit the Muzak Hospitality Suite at the
Biltmore Hotel during the NAB Convention

MUZAK — BEG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
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INTERNATIONAL continued
Canadian

Radio-Tv

Sales Down

Both radio and television set sales in
Canada were down in the first two months
of this year from 1957, according to a report issued by the Radio-Electronic-Television ManufactLirers Assn. of Canada,
Toronto, Ont. Radio receiver sales in the
first two months totaled 61,442 sets as compared with 83,590 sets in the same period
last year, while tv set sales totaled 67,068
for January-February 1958 as compared
with 78,762 in 1957.
Buyers in Ontario accounted for 27,256
radio sets out of the total and 24,680 tv
sets, while Quebec buyers accounted for
14,190 radio sets and 15,658 tv sets in the
two month period.
Radio

Seminar

Set in Vancouver

British Columbia Assn. of Broadcasters
and the U. of British Columbia will hold
a radio seminar at the university in Vancouver May 5-9. Speakers at the seminar
will include Paul Lazarsfeld, Columbia U.,
New York; Dr. Stanley Donner, Stanford
U., California; Leo Bogart, McCannErickson, New York; Sam Ross, CKWX
Vancouver; Roy Currie, CFQC Saskatoon,
Sask,; J. S. Boyling, CHAB Moose Jaw,
Sask.; Hal Cooke, CKEY Toronto; Murdo
McLachlan, CHWK Chilliwack, B. C; J.
ABROAD
BRUSSELS BROADCASTS — The Belgian
state radio & television system is providing
"splendid cooperation" to broadcasters the
world over at the Brussels World's Fair,
Richard M. Pack, vie; president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., reported on his
return to the U. S. last week. Mr. Pack and
Michael R. Santangelo, WBC's director of
public relations, were arranging production
details for the May 25-31 series of jazz
concerts to be given by Benny Goodman
and orchestra, sponsored by WBC. Westinghouse Broadcasting expects to broadcast
10 full-hour radio programs and film a halfhour tv documentary covering the Goodman
concerts in Brussels. The material will be
used on WBC stations.

\ e'
St

West

Texas

Television

Network

KDUB-TV,

LUBBOCK,

TEXAS

KPAR.TV,
K E D Y - TV,

ABILENE.
BIG

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES:

SWEETWATER

SPRING,

TEXAS

THE BRANHAM COMPANY

President and Gen. Mgr., W. D. "DUB" ROGERS
National Sales Mgr. E. A. "Buzz" Hassett
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NEW ODDS AT TV DOWNS: The BBC is
gaining in the race for viewers with commercial ITA stations in Great Britain, it
has been claimed in a survey published by
the London Daily Herald. Figures given:
59 of every 100 viewers now prefer ITA
to 41 for BBC, whereas in September 1957,
only 28 favored the BBC. The BBC increase came after the government network
started matching ITA spectaculars, movies
and quiz shows, while retaining intellectual
programs, paper said.
THRIFTY IMPORT: Radio Luxembourg has
established rates for its new German commercial service at 25 deutschmarks (about
$6) per second, it has been announced.
Broadcasts go into west and north Germany
[International, March 24], where limited
commercial time on local outlets is assessed
at about $10 per second. A "vast" German
audience has been claimed after test broad-

Lovick, Lovick Adv. Ltd., Vancouver, and
Gene Hallman and Bob Patchell, CBU Vancouver.
Canadian

Community

Tv Meet

Set

The National Community Antenna Television Assn. of Canada has announced its
second annual convention for May 1-3 at
the Alpine Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que.
Among topics for discussion and reports
are closed circuit systems, government regulations, telephone company relations, rates
and collections and antenna design and construction. Equipment exhibits also are to be
featured.

Canadian

Election Tops

Ratings

A record 7,600,000 Canadians listened to
or watched CBC English and French-language radio and television coverage of the
Canadian federal election on March 31,
according to a survey made by ElliottHaynes Ltd., Toronto, Ont. The survey was
taken across Canada from Sydney, N.S.,
to Victoria, B.C. About 4,000,000 Englishlanguage viewers watched on the tv network
and about 1,600,000 on the French-language
network, composed of both CBC and independent stations. It was reportedly the largest
Canadian
audience for a live tv presentation.

IN

BRIEF

casts to Germany

by Radio Luxembourg,

one of Europe's few private broadcasters
and one which operates several services in
different languages.
PROSPEROUS PERCENTAGE: According to
official West German figures, local tv set
manufacturers made 808,000 sets in 1957
which is 20% more than in the preceding
year. Value at the factory level is given at
the deutschmark equivalent of more than
$110 million. The 21-in. receiver leads the
trend. Exports, at the same time, doubled.
Half of the sets go into European countries
where tv is moving ahead at what is
described as i phenomenal speed (at retail
counters). German economists have been
predicting depression for many facets of the
economy, pointing to developments in the
U.S., but in all forecasts tv has been singled
out as a field of powerful growth.
INTERNATIONAL PASTIME: The U.S. Information Agency last week launched a
trans-Pacific Japanese series with telephone
interviews between Japanese and American
baseball players. Participants were Roy
Sievers and Albie Pearson of the Washington, D. C, Senators, Tetsuji Kawakami of
the Tokyo Giants and Sotaro Suzuki, baseball writer. The 15-minute interview session was filmed, with translation added later,
for telecast in Tokyo May 4. Additional
film of training and other baseball activity
is being flown to Japan for the show.
Subsequent installments in the series,
jointly undertaken on a monthly basis by
the U.S.I. A. and Japanese broadcasters, will
have cultural, political, economic and scientific themes, it was announced.
Broadcasting
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EDUCATION
Harriman
To Boost

Signs Bill
N.Y. Etv

FORECAST:

Gov. Averell Harriman of New York last
week signed a bill appropriating $600,000
for educational television, including a project encompassing daytime telecasts on
WOR-TV New York, a commercial station.
A spokesman for WOR-TV said all programming arrangements will be made by the
New York State Board of Regents, which
will utilize the station on weekdays from
9 a.m. -5 p.m. and on Saturdays from 9
a.m. -noon. The educational programming is
scheduled to begin in late September. Material used in the New York operation
eventually will be made available for use
on other stations in the state.
WOR-TV will continue to serve as a commercial station at other times of the day.
Gov. Harriman also signed a bill prohibiting "bait" advertising and another bill
extending to television an existing ban on
false or misleading advertising in other
media. Under both bills, the state law
department is authorized to obtain court
injunctions to force compliance. A person
violating an injunction would be liable for
prosecution for contempt of court.
Educators

Get WSJS

Equipment

WSJS

Winston-Salem, N. C, has announced its donation of two studio controlled consolettes and the planned contribution of two more turntables to the Broad-

A glimpse into the "school of tomorrow" was afforded educators in Miami
April 19 by RCA President John L.
Burns as he announced an RCA-supported $100,000 educational tv project
at New York U. [Education, April 21].
As visualized by Mr. Burns: Televised
lessons will originate from a central
building with four or five master studios;
lessons will be telecast into classrooms
throughout a city or the entire country.
Tiny objects demonstrated in the classroom will present no problem because tv
cameras can magnify them, giving all
students "front-row seats." Color tv will
enhance study, particularly in medicine
and dentistry.
The teacher in the classroom will have
other electronic tools. On the desk a
multiple-control panel and magnetic tape
players will replace the traditional red
apple. Tape machines run pre-recorded
lessons with pupils following the lesson
on headphones.
If the pupil has a quescasting Foundation of North Carolina. WSJS
reports it will have given $5,000 worth of
equipment to the BFNC when it delivers
the additional turntables. Prior to this contribution, the station gave the foundation
two turntables which are now in use at the
U. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
C

LICE

FM-SCA

O

ELECTRONIC

The

QUALITY

background
music

service

ne-Tronics

Why jeopardize the success of your functional music or storecast business by
settling for less than the best in program material. Motivational Music by
Magne-Tronics is available on an exclusive franchise basis. No franchise fees!
No percentages!
Magne-Tronics franchise operators are currently serving subscribers via multiplex or land line in over 100 cities of the U.S., Canada, Hawaii and Bermuda.
Magne-Tronics tapes are programmed

and cued to provide for:

1. Automatic intermixture of 8-hour programs —
2. Automatic updating with current and seasonal tunes —
3. Automatic insertion of spot announcements for combined
background music and storecast systems —
FOR AUDITION AND MULTIPLEX DEMONSTRATION
NAB

CONVENTION

- ROOM

2359 - HOTEL

BILTMORE

Wire, phone or mail coupon today for complete particulars.
MAGNE-TRONICS, INC.
49 West 45th Street, New York 36, N. Y.
Please rush complete particulars on Magne-Tronics Musical
Tape Program Service and exclusive franchise plan.

. STATION .

STATE.
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EDUCATION
tion he will talk on his intercom without
disturbing the rest of the class. The
teacher will be able to conduct as many
as three classes simultaneously.
The sides of the "classroom tomorrow"
will be lined with sound-proof, air-conditioned, private study booths for individual
recitation and research. The teacher will
be able
to suggestions
listen in on asimply
pupil'sbyrecitation
and
offer
flicking
a switch.
A small portable "hear-and-see" tape
player (now under development at RCA)
will be able to take a reel of tape and
play it back immediately on classroom tv
screens, also presenting highlights of current events, explanations of scientific
problems, symphony concerts and lectures by world figures. Should the teacher wish to refer to a library book, he
simplyis, will
a "tv
— ■
that
dial consult
a number
and directory,"a microfilm
edition of the book will appear on the tv
screen.
Schools

Get

For Summer

14
ETV

NAEB

Grants

Workshops

Fourteen grants valued at $16,665 are
being made available by the National Assn.
of Education Broadcasters to schools for
educational tv workshops this summer,
NAEB has announced.
The grants-in-aid are offered to help institutions defray the cost of scheduling leading
broadcast consultants for the workshop sessions. They range from $400 to $2,215 and
are made possible by Ford Foundation
funds.
Recipients of the grants are Central Washington College, College of the Pacific,
Denver public schools, Florida Agricultural
& Mechanical U., Florida State U., Lowell
Institute (WGBH-TV Cambridge, Mass.),
Michigan State U. (WKAR-AM-TV East
Lansing), Oregon State College, Peabody
College for Teachers, Purdue U., Sacramento State College, Syracuse U., U. of
Tennessee and Toledo public schools.
Among the purposes for which schools
received financial aid are to demonstrate
etv methods; prepare teachers for community-sponsored etv; familiarize audio-visual
and other school personnel with procedures
and equipment, and to study etv techniques.
Coast

Conference

Set for May

9

The Radio-Television Guild of San Francisco State College has announced its eighth
annual Radio-Television Industry Conference and banquet for May 9 at the college
radio-tv center. Some 30 professional broadcasters will be on hand for discussions,
workshops and demonstrations at the event
which is expected to draw 300 from seven
western states. May 9 has been proclaimed
Radio-Television Day in San Francisco.
Registration information is available from
Jack Sampson, general manager of the
Guild, or Bob Stice, promotion manager at
San Francisco State College, San Francisco 27.
Broadcasting

From left: WSB Radio's program director Elmo Ellis, West Virginia Governor Cecil Underwood, Col. Allan
Julian, Atlanta Historical Society Director, Don McGannon, president Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

First

Annual
goes

For

the

"best

Westinghouse
to

historical

Radio,

WSB
program

on

American

History
Atlanta
radio

Subject of inquiry: "Why did the South Lose the Civil War?" This first
program in WSB Radio's staff-produced "Witness" series topped all
other historicals in the nation-wide competition.
Other accolades to the quality of WSB local programming came in
March. The Associated Press at its annual Press Award dinner honored
the WSB Radio News Bureau with four Superior awards, one Excellent,
and an Honorable

Mention.

Comprehensive

news

coverage, news

Broadcasting

or television

in 1957"

WSB
RADIO

com-

mentary, farm news, sports and women's news were categories cited.
Dedication to broadcasting in the public interest is one reason why
WSB commands the largest, most loyal audience in Georgia radio. Listeners believe in WSB Radio. This believability builds sales for WSB
advertisers.
Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal-Constitution. NBC

Award

The Voice of the South

affiliate. Represented by Edw

ATLANTA

Petry & Co.
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
talk

Special Radio Show Plans Made
For Vacationers in WCAU-Land

to

Jess

Kellam

Jess will tell you how
Raymer Representation
found a revolutionary new
way to sell national spot on
KTBC-TV in Austin, Texas.

then
talk to Raymer
Find out how the very
special Raymer Way of
selling can help your
station and your
national spot sales.

EGGHEAD

KNOCKERS!

Come in and see how
I.E.* is being bought and sold
for local telecasting!
* INTELLIGENT ENTERTAINMENT

WCAU Philadelphia this season is taking
advantage of its location in the Northeastern
U.S. summer playground. To cash in on the
annual population upsurge, the station has
organized a comprehensive. five-state
"WCAU-Land" promotion.
From the Pocono Mountains to the shore,
WCAU is establishing "Listening Posts" at
roadside luncheonettes, gas stations, motels,
hotels, mountain lookouts, beach concessions and other spots where vacationers
gather. Each stop will be designated by a
large WCAU poster directing wayfarers to
the latest news, weather forecasts, road conditions and other radio services of WCAU.
With the Keystone Auto Club of Pennsylvania, the station is preparing special
resort maps giving vacation suggestions and
routes in WCAU-Land. Figuring in a
WCAU vacation safety campaign are Keystone, the New Jersey Parkway and Turnpike Police and the Pennsylvania State
Police.
Special program originations will find
disc
Night
Watch jockey
on the Johnny
Atlantic Lupton's
City SteelAll
Pier,
Ed
Harvey's Saturday night Surprise Party at
numerous vacation spots and Ralph Collier's
nightly Wonderful Town interviews on the
straw hat theatre and music circuit. Regular
audience participation shows will feature
salutes to communities within the coverage
area.
WCAU has led off the vacation promotion
with a series of mailings to clients and
agencies including suntan oil ("Don't get
burned this summer; WCAU offers a yearround protection) and postcard folders
showing market information for vacation
spots.
WBBM-TV's

'Bowling

Queens'

A new women's bowling series will be
offered for syndication to tv stations late
in June. The program, Bowling Queens,
has been televised locally on WBBM-TV
Chicago the past season and will be produced by Sam Weinstein, kegler expert
and m.c. Negotiations are underway for
a distribution-syndication firm to handle
the 26-week series. Mr. Weinstein has produced several other Chicago bowling shows,
including Bowling Clinic and Bowl the
Professor, since 1953.
All bowling series have been sponsored
in that city by Universal Bowling Co.
through Gordon Best Co.
WNDU-TV

WNDU-TV South Bend,
arrangements to carry 48
Sox home baseball telecasts
season, starting with the

o

NAB CONVENTION, BILTMORE HOTEL, L.A.
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Set

Ind., completed
Chicago White
during the new
Chicago-Detroit

The deal was announced jointly by
game.
Bernard C. Barth, WNDU-TV vice president and general manager, and Charles
Comiskey III, president of the American
League club. Telecasts are being fed by
WGN-TV Chicago, under arrangements
completed with Ward L. Quaal, vice presi-

dent and general manager of WGN-AM-TV.
The agreement calls for 26 weekday and
22 weekend (all daytime) contests, featuring every American League team at least
once. Mr. Barth pointed out the schedule
gives WNDU-TV complete year-round
sports coverage, also including U. of Notre
Dame and National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. football, professional boxing and
basketball, the World Series, top football
bowl games, national tennis championship
and several top golf tournaments. WNDUTV recently finalized plans for televising
eight Notre Dame basketball games next
season.

'Reporter' Article Surveys Fm
An opimistic survey of fm, where it has
come from and where it is headed, is presented in the May 1 issue of The Reporter
by writer Nat Hentoff. Titled "The Fm
Boom: Radio for Grown-ups," the article
concludes that "fm, in short, is prospering
in direct ratio as it provides adults with a
refuge from the blaring Children's Hour of
the am juke boxes and from the vacuity of
most tv." Mr. Hentoff also attributes the
growth of home hi-fi equipment as an adult
answer to juvenile music on am radio.
Spot Technique

for WWDC

Views

A spot-announcement technique is being
used by WWDC Washington in its new
editorializing policy. WWDC's editorials are
of 60-second duration and are repeated up
to 15 times a day. All editorials are identified as such and air time is available for
other opinions on controversial topics.
Crosley Shows 'Eagle's Strength'
A live and filmed documentary, "The
Eagle's Strength," about the Air Material
Command originated recently at WLWT
(TV) Cincinnati. Written and produced by
Crosley Broadcasting Corp's special broadcast service in cooperation with AMC, Dayton, Ohio, the hour-long program was carried on Crosley stations WLWD (TV) Columbus and WLWI (TV) Indianapolis. The
show's live portions included interviews
with AMC's top brass and the filmed segments came from the command's library.
MAGNETIC

SHIPPING

CASES

Video s#s
Tape
'Sfe 12"
sfs - 14"
1200' Magnetic
3000' 35mm
William

I

Tape Containers

FILM

B

Shipping Case

AL

Known
TRUNKS

the World

Over

>AMPLE CASES
Industrial

Fibre Products

3658 So. Main St., Los Angeles 7, Calif.
PHONES: AD. 3-6726 — AD. 3-5269
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"Erect

a

Tower

for

15

Minutes

Incredible!"
rental?
(Ed. note: Mrs. Wright's boy, Charlie, had heard everything now.)
"When

TOWER

and

....

we

start?"

had

WORLD

WIDE

WIDE

do

provided

the

a

problem

answer

.

!

TOWER CONSTRUCTION CO. picked up a challenge and delivered the impossible ... a 200' microwave tower and reflectors,
completely installed and ready to go in TEN DAYS for the
premiere program of the popular NBC series, "WIDE, WIDE
WORLD." Again, TOWER drew upon its most valuable asset . . .
experienced "know-how" . . . and came up with a workable
tower rental plan designed to make "remotes" from inaccessible
locations both feasible and economical. "WIDE, WIDE WORLD"
was made wider through TOWER'S ability to handle the unusual.

In time of emergency, TOWER'S Rental Service Plan will get
you back on the air and keep you there, while giving you
valuable time to decide upon the exact permanent installation
to serve you best.
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MAIL COUPON FOR FREE 92-PAGE BOOKLET on
Microwave Towers — Reflectors — Buildings —
Special Towers.
TOWER CONSTRUCTION CO.
2705 Hawkeye Drive, Sioux City, Iowa
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In fact, TOWER answered time and time again for such
remembered "remotes" by WIDE, WIDE WORLD as:
LOS
ALAMOS,CAVERNS,
N. M. — "Atom
CARLSBAD
N. M. Bomb Site"
GRAND CANYON, COLO.
TOMBSTONE, ARIZ. — "Tombstone Today"
ABILENE, KAN. — "Eisenhower's Birthplace"
CYPRESS GARDENS, FLA. — "Florida Vacation"
VALLEY FORGE, PA.— "400th Anniversary"
NATCHEZ, MISS -"Easter in The Old South"
W. VA.—
SPRINGS,
the nation.
around"Greenbnar"
programs
this and other
more lorSULPHUR
and many WHITE
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I SHOT

schafer

custom

engineering
235

South

Third

Street

AN

ARROW

Even a hole in the head can be an asset— if it's promoted right.
The Boiling Co., station representative, proved this to its satisfaction in a
follow-up to its arrow-through-thc-head
giveaway gimmick at the NAB convention just a year ago.
More than 4,000 arrows — wired so
that, on the head, they appeared to pierce
it— were given away in what was widely
regarded as one of the most successful
stunts at the NAB meeting. Boiling has
been promoting it practically ever since.
The firm followed with a series of
trade ads depicting the "Boiling man,"
complete with arrow, in observance of

IN THE

AIR

. .

Tell Day," "St. Swithins Day," etc.).
Each ad was followed by a mailing to
advertisers, agencies, prospective advertisers, station clients and prospective station clients, extending greetings of "the
day." Finally, the firm had made up and
distributed some 3,000 sets of six ashshowing the "Boiling man" with
arrowedtrayshead.
Results of the campaign? Some 1,500
personal responses and, in the words of
a Boiling man with unpunctured head,
"more good will than we can measure —
and probably, new business that cannot
be traced directly to the campaign but
which would have been harder to get

various significant occasions ("William
Burbank,

California

the finest in

REMOTE

CONTROL

now

WKIS (FM) Drops $10,000 at Fair
The Central Florida Fair had a space
visitor when WKIS (FM) Orlando set up
its mobile unit atop a 40-ft. tower on the
fair grounds. Announcer Pete Viking accompanied the unit and stayed up the tower
for the week of the fair — broadcasting IVi
hours each day. The station sold billboard
space on the scaffold in combination with
package deals for airtime while ads were
placed in local papers to promote the stunt.
As a climax WKIS announced 70 times
within two days that it would drop $10,000
in cash from the structure at a certain time.
The dropping of the bills reportedly caused
a near riot but resulted in strong audience
identification for WKIS.

announces
Trains Get

AUTOMATIC

LOGGING

and

truly

PROGRAMMING

EQUIPMENT

See

us in the

WILSHIRE

ROOM

at the
STATLER
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A total 32,827 postcards reportedly were
received by KDKA-TV Pittsburgh after
making just two announcements on its
Friday night late show. Thorofare Startime
Theatre is sponsored by Thorofare Markets
Inc., through Ketchum, Macleod & Grove.
The promotion, to measure audience response, asked parents to submit their children's names to be eligible for one of two
$500 electric train sets.
Humor

AUTOMATIC

April 28, 1958

Results for KDKA-TV

in WPEN

Public Service

A soft-sell approach has been adopted
by WPEN Philadelphia in its public service announcements for the American Cancer
Society. Produced and directed by WPEN
staffer John Mahan, the spots feature "humorous situations out of life, built on a group
of identifiable and easily remembered

without it."
to be made in Japanese currency for the
time being due to foreign exchange restrictions.
In promoting the program Mr. Hata
stated that it will help "to promote friendly
relations with your country ... in order to
deepen mutual understanding. As one of
such international interchanges, cultural interchange by means of broadcasting was
adopted at the Asian Broadcasters Conference held in Tokyo last year."
CKSF Helps Jobless Listeners
CKSF Cornwall, Ont., is conducting a
"Jobs for the Jobless" campaign, with free
announcements several times a day for job
seekers. The program was developed by
manager Fred Pemberton to support the
Canadian government's "Do It Now"
promotion program.
WRC-TV

Probes

work

Local Pollution

Members of the Joint Committee on
Washington Metropolitan Problems appeared
April 12 and 19 on special editions of WRCTV Washington's Our Beautiful Potomac
(7-7:30 p.m. EST). The series deals with
pollution of the city's famous river. The
shows, titled "Sewage and Water Pollution"
and "Water Supply," were presented by
committee staffers Frederick Gutheim and
Gilbert Levin under the direction of Burton
Bridges, WRC-TV director of public service, and narrated by Stuart Finley. The
congressional committee's opinions and conclusions- were presented via films, visual
aids and panel discussions.

characters." Mr. Mahan in discussing the
idea said, "As long as it is kept in good
taste, there's no reason why humor doesn't
have its place in appeals such as these. . . ."
CARTB Offers 'Japanese Hour'
Canadian broadcasters have been offered
a taped Japanese Hour program from Japan,
with commercial spot announcements for
Japanese firms. The show has been offered
to Canadian stations through the Canadian
Assn. of Radio and Television Broadcasters
by Mr. Hideaki Hata, managing director,
Radio Television Japan No. 1, Tokyo. Payment for the program and commercials is

ALL

INQUIRIES, CONFIDENTIAL
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says ROBERT
Advertising Manager,

"How

many

some

current

phrase:

times

we

Taystee-Grennan Divisions
American Bakeries Company

end

advertising

the whole

a discussion

news

of

with this

story's in Ad

It's a tribute to Ad

LLEWELLYN

Age!

Age's thoroughness

timeliness— what

better recognition

there be? I never

miss an issue."

and

can
ROBERT

Mr. Llewellyn started his business
career after World War II service
as a naval aviator aboard a carrier.
With several years of copywriting

Time after time, advertising executives freely tell us they
never miss an issue of Advertising Age because it tells
"the whole story." More than a news journal, Ad Age
spotlights and clarifies the trends and developments of
marketing which help guide market and media selections. That's why not only those who activate, but those
who influence major broadcast decisions consider Ad Age
vital reading.

experience to his credit, he was
named an account manager for
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Inc. and
later (1951-1953) an account executive for Tatham-Laird, Inc. At the
American Bakeries Company, which

At the American Bakeries Company, for example, which
chalks up sales of over $140,000,000 a year, broadcast occupies an important position on advertising schedules.
During 1957, the wholesale baking concern with plants
in 57 cities earmarked more than $1,232,000* for spot tv
alone, to help market its Taystee, Grennan and Merita
lines of baked goods.

he joined in 1953, he handles all
advertising and sales promotion for
two of the company's three divisions.
Outside the field of advertising, Mr.

Every Monday, market-interested executives at
American Bakeries turn to Ad Age to keep posted on
developments affecting them. Further, Ad Age reaches

Llewellyn's interests include barbershop quartet singing and photography. In the latter art, he describes

decision-makers at the baking firm's agencies, Young &
Rubicam, Inc. and Tucker Wayne & Co. — covering this
important -advertiser and its agencies with a total of 333
paid-subscription copies every week.
Add to this AA's more than 40,000 paid circulation, its
tremendous penetration of advertising with a weekly
paid circulation currently reaching almost 12,000 agency
people alone, its intense readership by top executives in
national advertising companies — and you'll recognize in
Advertising Age a most influential medium for swinging
broadcast decisions your way.
*N. C. Rorabaugh Co. for Television Bureau of Advertising,

LLEWELLYN

himself as an "advanced amateur."
As a University of Illinois alumnus
(B. A. in journalism), he keeps in
touch with his alma mater through
the lllini Club of Chicago.

'"'•Pln.'Uol

gjvertisin
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I 7 We""* Tn, Beth
2 00
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BUILDING

TV: MERCHANTS'
The new Ala Moana Shopping Center, a $30 million Honolulu development, is being designed to bring television advertising within financial reach
of every merchant in the center. The
entire center is being connected by coaxial cable with studios of KULA-TV
Honolulu, it has been announced.
This could mean 80 merchant clients

the Canadian Parliament Buildings at Ottawa, Ont.
'Reporter' Goes Bi-Lingual
Richfield Oil Corp., Los Angeles, has inaugurated aSpanish language version of
its veteran Richfield Reporter newscasts, for
27 years a West Coast nightly broadcast,
now on the CBS Radio Pacific Network. To
reach the 600,000 Latin-Americans in
Southern California, Richfield is sponsoring

as Honolulu's highest structure.
The tv retailing agreement was signed
for KULA-TV by Jack Burnett, general
manager, and for the Hawaiian Land Co.
by Lowell S. Dillingham, president, and
Donald S. Graham, vice president of the
development firm.

tbe station's studios a few hundred yards
away on Ala Moana Blvd.
As construction begins, a daily proTelecasts

arrangements sub-committee of the Canadian government's hospitality committee,
located at Room 163 in the East Block of

gram is being contemplated for the
center itself, in addition to individual
commercials that tenants may telecast on
KULA-TV, the station reports. It adds
that the Ala Moana Shopping Center is
installing a tape recorder in the KULATV control room for checking and editing commercials.
The center, now under construction,
is expected to be in full operation by
mid-1959. Among vantage points for
KULA-TV cameras will be the Flying
Saucer restaurant atop what is planned

for KULA-TV, which has made an exclusive arrangement with the Hawaiian
Land Co., operator of the center, to originate events and commercials from any
point in the development, without remote
broadcast costs. In-store pictures picked
up by KULA-TV cameras will be piped
on the cable from the shopping center to

KSYD-TV

Queen Elizabeth, are being made. Contact
for liaison is A. D. Ross, chairman, publicity

BLOCK

Spanish Reporter (6:55-7 p.m. PST) each
day on KWKW Pasadena. Hixson & Jorgensen, L. A., is the agency.
Agencymen

ground less than 100 yards from the live
cameras. Mr. Hood continued to describe

Tornado

KSYD-TV Wichita Falls, Tex., presented
a dramatic telecast April 2 when a tornado
hit the city. At 5:35 p.m. the station was

the exact location and progress of the funnels until 5:58 when the danger passed over
the city. Afterward the station was deluged
with letters and telegrams of gratitude, Syd

notified of the tornado's approach. At 5:36
it was forming directly over the tv station.
At 5:37 a cameraman and the chief engineer
set up live cameras in a parking ramp and
pointed them at the forming tornado. At
5:40 p.m. news director Bill Hood was onair live describing the formation. The tornado struck at 5:42, with funnels hitting the

Grayson, president of KSYD-TV,

reported.

C.

Arrangements for radio and television
coverage of the forthcoming July visit to
Canada of Princess Margaret, sister of

CRISLER

BUSINESS BROKERS

SPECIALIZING

&

CO.,

IN RADIO AND

INC.

TELEVISION

A piece of Blony bubble-gum was sent
to Pittsburgh advertisers and agencies by
WEEP there in an unmarked envelope.
The teaser stunt was followed by a letter
from the station headed "We sent you the
Blony.letter
. . contained
. Now heretheare
the facts.
. . ."
The
results
of a Guide
Post Research, Pittsburgh, survey stating
that between November 1957 and February
1958 WEEP had "gained more new listeners
than ... all the other [Pittsburgh] radio
stations combined."
Federal Series on WMAL-TV
WMAL-TV Washington, in conjunction
with the Government of the District of
Columbia, Saturday began For the People

ETV

STATIONS

Series on

Space

Offered

A half-hour television program Space To
Learn in the Space Age is now available to
commercial and educational tv stations.
Produced by the National Education Assn.,
the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. and
Samsonite classroom furniture, the show
features Art Linkletter as the moderator
of a panel composed of noted industrialists,
school Superintendents, teachers and architects. Space illustrates, by group discussion and filmed school visits, the effects that
school buildings have upon both teacher
and students' emotional and intellectual

Convention to offer you their personal and confidential

assistance and counsel for the sale of your station or the purchase of a radio
or television property.

Consult the NAB

Gum

(4:30 p.m. EST), a 12-week series showing
how the Capital City is run. To film the
series WMAL-TV cameras visited public
school classrooms, police and fire departments, bridge building projects and other
government conducted operations. Each
show is introduced by a D. C. government
official whose work relates to the activity
shown.

R. C. Crisler and Paul E. Wagner will be in attendance at the Statler Hotel
during the entire NAB

WEEP

Liaison Set for Royal Visit

*>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>»(7^^7)»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»>»»»2

R.

Get

Convention Directory for the number and location of the
growth.
St. Louis Market

R. C. Crisler if Co., Inc. suite at the Statler.

Data

Released

NBC Spot Sales last week issued its eighth
market data book, on St. Louis. Figures are
given for the area's effective buying income,
total retail sales and average weekly wages
in principal industries. Study includes lists
$
Cincinnati 2, Ohio
New York, N. Y.
$ of leading department stores, drugs and food
chains, radio and television stations, hotels
$
Dunbar 1-7775
Mur. Hill 7-8437 S
and newspapers in the market. Ninth book,
I
I covering the San Francisco area, is in preparation.
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<««««««««««««c««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««««^
a

Fifth-Third Bank Bldg.,
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CANCER

what

is the

1958

outlook?

While cancer is still one of our nation's greatest health problems, several recent developments are encouraging.

• The mortality rate from cancer among women has been declining. The total decrease is substantial in degree— no less than
15% in the last ten years alone among several million women
ages 25 to 74.
• The proportion of cancer patients surviving 5 years or more
after diagnosis has measurably increased. This improvement
is recorded for most major sites of cancer and is especially
large for certain cancers among women and for cancers of the
digestive system.
Such facts indicate that still greater gains are possible. In
this connection, the American Cancer Society states:
"One half of all cases of cancer could be saved with present
knowledge if individuals would seek medical attention early
enough, and if the latest and best means of diagnosis and treatment can be made more generally available."
So, pending a major break-through against this disease, you
are the first line of defense against cancer. And here are the
as strong as possithings
ble: you should do to make your defense

1. Know cancer's seven warning signals. Should one of these
signals appear, no time should be lost in seeing your doctor.
In the vast majority of cases, a danger signal turns out, upon
examination, to be a symptom of some other condition.
2. Have regular health examinations. According to the American Cancer Society, in 99 out of every 100 people examined,

COPYRIGHT

1958 METROPOLITAN

Metropolitan

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Life Insurance
(A MUTUAL COMPANY)

Any sore that does not heal.
A lump or thickening in the breast or elsewhere.
Unusual bleeding or discharge.
Any change in a wart or mole.
Persistent indigestion or difficulty in swailowing.
Persistent hoarseness or cough.
Any change in normal bowel habits.

no cancer is found. People who seek examination are relieved
of worry if they do not have the disease. Those who have it,
and are promptly treated, have a materially better chance of
cure.
Remember, many cancers occur in parts of the body which
a general practitioner can readily examine. Should you notice
changes in normal body functions between examinations, have
another check-up.
3. Avoid any treatment except your doctor's. Cancer is cured
only by skilled physicians using surgery, X-ray, radium and
other forms of radiation. In many forms of cancer, the majority of cases can be saved when diagnosed early and properly
treated.
Current research on the causes of cancer, its prevention and
treatment gives even greater hope for the future. But it is still
important for you to be alert to cancer's danger signals and
get prompt treatment should one of them occur.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Company

1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

Broadcasting

Cancer's Seven Warning Signals

NOTICE TO EDITORS — This advertisement currently appears in leading national magazines.
The text may be used in regular health features, health columns or health reports with or
without credit to Metropolitan. The Company
gladly makes this material available to editors as
one phase of its public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's health and safety.
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spots, interviews, news stories, tapes, slides,
films and jingles urging listeners and viewers to "Buy a car this week."
At

the
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talk to
Ben

Beckham

Ben will tell you how
Raymer Representation
delivers KSLA-TV more
than 60% of all the national business in Shreveport.
then
talk to Raymer
Find out how the very special Raymer Way of selling

daytime housewife viewer in Blair-Tv's daytime tv sales presentation, "Purse-Suasion."
Prizes are a Zodiac watch (first place);
Polaroid Land camera (second) and a
Speidel identification bracelet (third).

A GUESS-HER-WEIGHT contest was
conducted by Mathisson & Assoc.
Inc., Milwaukee, for broadcasters from
the Braves Baseball Network. Herb
Lee (1) general manager of WKTY La
Crosse, Wis., made the closest estimate of the weight of Miller High
Life's "Girl in the Moon" and was
given a Polaroid Land camera. Pictured are Jane Stekling, Jack Severson
of Mathisson, and Earl Gillespie (r),
sportscaster. The Milwaukee Braves
are sponsored this year by Miller
High Life beer, Clark Super 100 gasoline, Kent and Newport cigarettes.

KSTP-AM-TV

Car Week

Pays Off

KSTP-AM-TV Minneapolis' "Buy a Car
Week" promotion reportedly paid off in
sharply increased automobile sales in the
Twin Cities.
Within a five-county metropolitan area,
new car sales jumped 83% during the
week-long drive March 23-30 and 102%
over the pre-promotion level. In terms of
unit sales, 559 automobiles were sold prior
to March 23 and 1,023 during the actual
drive. Customers bought 1,122 cars the
following week.
KSTP-AM-TV mailed letters to 247
licensed car dealers in the area, explaining
the promotion and seeking their cooperation. Display kits followed. Over a period
of eight days the stations aired promotional

can help your station and

United

•
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WPTR Features 'Exciting
WPTR Albany is now using
call letter jingles with melodies
the Ipano duo of Ferrante and

Sounds'
new musical
composed by
Teicher and

sung by the Honeydreamers. Featuring "exciting sounds" and other electronic effects,
the jingles were developed for WPTR by
Arthur J. Daly, creator of the Campbell
soup, Cresta Blanca and other commercials.
WCBS-TV

Gives

Broadway

News

WCBS-TV New York announced plans
last week for an instantaneous news sign to
be located on Broadway between 44th and
45th Sts. According to Sam Cook Digges,
station general manager, and Douglas Leigh,
president of Douglas Leigh Inc., sign manufacturer, the sign will flash news breaks 15
to 30 minutes faster than any other news
sign on Broadway. It will carry news edited
in the station newsroom and transmitted
immediately over leased telephone cables to
an operator who will type the story on a tape
and hook it into a control system.
WRCA-TV at Bat with 'Movie 4'
As a means of promoting its Movie 4
program devoted to feature films, WRCATV New York last week sent each prospective advertiser of the show a major league
baseball bat, bearing a note saying: "A Year
of Hits on Movie 4. This week each advertiser will receive a major league ball with
another message: "Get On The Ball With

Movie 4."

your national spot sales.
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Blair-Tv

Pop-up announcement of Blair-Tv's new
cartoon contest, "Name This Lady," is being distributed by the representative to
agency timebuyers. The contest, which
closes May 7, seeks a suitable name for the
cartoon character used as a symbol of the

E?
BiLTMOR

Q

This Lady' Asks

Press

news

produces!
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Only
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Proceedings

IRE

the

of

issues

special

still available

are

Each issue of proceedings

of the

ire

is the result of the most advanced thinking in the field of radio-electronics.
Based on exacting research, and written by men who are foremost in their specialty,
these issues are invaluable works of reference. This is also material not available
from any other source. As the official publication of The Institute of Radio Engineers,
PROCEEDINGS presents the years-ahead ideas on which new advances are based.
These history-making issues, originally over-printed for reserves are rapidly
being exhausted and will not be reprinted.
YOU

CAN

STILL

GET:

June, 1957 — New research in the very
FREQUENCY.
LOW
VERY
low frequency band, below 30 kc, opens up greater portions of the radio spectrum
for communication purposes. VLF has many new and important uses. A reference work
you'll need for years.

SIDEBAND, December, 1956 — A round-up of recent techSINGLE
nical discoveries as presented by the Joint Technical Advisory Committee through its
sub committee on Single Sideband techniques. This special study for the FCC points
up the many advantages of single sideband.
FERRITES,

October, 1956 —

This new

group of solid state materials

outmodes the intermittent "pulse" system of World War II radar. The ferrites
allow simultaneous sending and receiving on a single microwave antenna; as well as fullpower transmission in microwave ranges with reduced power loss and interference.

December, 1955 — This issue
ELECTRONICS,
SOLID STATE
heralds the arrival of a new epoch in radio electronics — the solid state electronics era.
Defined and named with the birth of the transistor, this concerns the control and
utilization of the electric magnetic and photic properties of solids. There are now
whole new classes of electronic devices due to discoveries in this field.

October, 1955 — Here's radio history
PROPAGATION,
SCATTER
al
application of a new principle in the
s
practic
present
issue
in the making. This
fields of broadcasting and electronics. Thirty-five papers lay the foundation
of a new means of communicating over long distances.
The Institute of Radio Engineers
® 1 East 79th Street, New York 21, N. Y.

Please send me the following issues of PROCEEDINGS

Enclosed is my check for $
□ Enclosed is Company Purchase Order

__i

— —

OF

THE

IRE:

■—

Name
Company

Addres

s

City

State

*One copy at $1.25 to IRE members, domestic and foreign. $3.00 to non-members; $2.40 to public libraries,
colleges and subscription agencies; postage prepaid to
S. and Canada; 25c additional per copy to other
U.
countries.
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued
KOLN-TV
WSLS
• TV
a subliminal ad

ROANOKE,

VA.

we

the

have

largest

ROANOKE,

FIRST

100

presented slides that showed the station's
progress. Highlight of the early morning
event was an appearance by Norman E.
Cash, president. Television Bureau of Advertising, who conducted a TvB film and
slide presentation.

ARTHUR FIEDLER (c), conductor of
the Boston Pops Orchestra and hostnarrator of a weekly broadcast on
WCRB-AM-FM Boston, gets a soundlevel in the stations' new penthouse
studios in the Sheraton-Plaza Hotel.
With him are Theodore Jones (1),
president of the stereophonic music
stations, and H. deFine Nyboe, general manager of the hotel.

WSFA-TV's production personnel and personalities hosted W-D officials and store
managers at a lunch after the opening show.

Over-Forties

VA.
ARB

Feb. -Mar.

OF

KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb., reports that
140 local businessmen and women attended
a station breakfast at the Cornhusker Hotel
there. A. James Ebel, station manager,

WSFA-TV Opens 'Partyline'
A variety of do-it-yourself tips for men
and recipes for women are offered on the
WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala., Partyline
(Mon.-Fri. noon-12:30 p.m. EST). The
series is sponsored by Winn-Dixie, operator
of more than 400 southeast food stores.

• TV
by the latest

ROANOKE,

ONE

at Breakfast

share

of audience

WSLS

Progress

Parade

for WGAY

A bathing beauty contest for women
40 years of age or over is being conducted
by WGAY Silver Spring, Md., through
May 17. The contest is run in connection
with the station's top 40 programming and
the weekly brochure it publishes and distributes gratis via disc shops in the District of
Columbia area. Realizing that women in this
age group may need coaxing to enter the
contest, WGAY is making the first prize
attractive to husbands — a 14-ft. motor boat
and a seven-day expense-paid vacation for
two at a luxury hotel in Miami Beach, Fla.
Runners-up prizes include a swimming pool,
a mink neckpiece and a 16-week modeling
course.
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were ordered by CD offices throughout the
country, the network reported.

TvB's Role Outlined

in Booklet
The role of the Television Bureau of Advertising asthe industry organization set up
to expand the use of tv advertising is outlined in a booklet, "A Natural Extension,"
which was distributed last week to TvB
members as well as non-member stations.
The booklet touches on five areas in which
TvB operates and its function in each of
these different activities. The areas include
national sales, retail sales, research, sales
development and promotion.

CD Flooded After NBC-TV Spot
As a result of two brief announcements

100

on the availability of "preparedness cards"
by Federal Civil Defense Administrator
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City in Chicago last week. The "Big Nine
(ch. 9)" color film presentation was shown
prior to luncheon sessions at the Kingsholm
Restaurant Wednesday and Thursday. Serving as host was Fred Vance, then general
sales manager of KWTV [See People].

selling?

with
of

Luncheons

Over 100 agency and press representatives attended a series of luncheons conducted by Avery-Knodel Inc., station representative, for KWTV (TV) Oklahoma

Leo A. Hoegh on NBC-TV's Today, about
13 million wallet-sized editions of the cards
have been ordered for distribution by local
and state defense officials as well as individuals. Within a few days of the announcements, which were made March 25, CD
national headquarters in Battle Creek, Mich.,
received several thousand individual requests. Since then, over 12.7 million cards

WHBF

at Avery-Knodel

INC.

Town

HAPMAN

House,

Los Angeles

LOAAPANY

BROKERS

Broadcasting

WINS Takes Booth at Coliseum
WINS New York is currently occupying
a booth at the New York Coliseum for use
in taping interviews with prominent people
during major shows, such as the recent International Auto Show and the upcoming
Show. The booth displays inTrade
World
formation about the New York radio market
and specifically about the station.
CNP

A personal appearance in Toledo of Jeff
Morrow, star of California National Productions' Union Pacific tv series, was tied-in
April 9-10 with the 75th anniversary celebration of The Kroger Co. (food chain),
sponsor of Union there. Mr. Morrow toured
the Kroger stores and was guested at a
special luncheon and interviewed on WSPDTV Toledo. The tv star was guest of honor
at a dinner with Kroger personnel and appeared on-the-air the night Union was
shown.
Staffer Wins

the

"Hughey
& Phillips"
most advanced
and reliable

TOWER

LIGHTING

CONTROLS

with
REMOTE

Star Tours Toledo

CFPL-TV

SPECIFY

LAMP

INDICATOR

FAILURE
PANEL!

4

Hughey & Phillips, Inc., pioneers and specialists in the tower lighting field, is in a
position to engineer and furnish — through
your Equipment or Tower supplier — complete lighting kits which will economically
and dependably meet any specialized customer requirements. Kits incorporating facilities for sleet melting circuits, emergency telephone and work circuit outlets
can be provided.

>

Contest

Warren Blahout, promotion manager of
CFPL-TV London, Ont., was winner of the
slogan contest conducted by the Canadian
Television Representatives Assn., for a
slogan for Canadian Television Week, to
be held in September. Blahout's slogan
"Television . . . Your Window on the
World" was chosen from 150 entries. Plans
for Canadian Television Week are now being
formulated under chairmanship of Reo
Thomson, tv manager of All-Canada Radio
& Television Ltd., Toronto. Participating
in the week's activities are the Radio-Electronics-Television Manufacturers Assn. of
Canada, Canadian Assn. of Radio & Television Broadcasters, Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., and independently-owned Canadian
tv stations. Special program for the week
for French-language stations is under chairmanship of Tom Burham, general manager
of CKRS-TV Jonquiere, Que.

PLAYOFF

PAYOFF

If you can't deliver a program to
a client, then bring the client to the
program. This is how KTVH (TV)
Wichita, Kan., when it was denied tv
rights to the college basketball finals
at Louisville, Ky., turned a bad break
into a ball. After telecasting Kansas
State College games leading up to the
Louisville finals, KTVH found it was
barred from the playoffs by National
Collegiate Athletic Assn. rules. The
station decided its clients would at
least get to see the game and see it
on television. The result was a KTVH
rooting party attended by 80 clients,
taken by chartered bus to Emporia.
There KTVH had refreshments ready
and sets tuned to WIBW-TV, which
as the Kansas area "home station"
was allowed to telecast the game.
Broadcasting

1. Photo-Elcctric Panel.
Automatically turns tower
lights ON and OFF at predetermined illumination
levels as specified by FCC.
2. Beacon Flasher Panel. Automatically
flashes beacon lamps ... at a flashing rate,
and ON and OFF intervals in accordance
with FCC and CAA requirements.
3. Lamp Monitor Panel. Automatically
provides signal voltages to the Remote Lamp
Failure Indicator Panel for each lighted
tower lamp. Failure of any tower lamp will
extinguish the corresponding indicator lamp
on the panel.
4. Remote Lamp Failure Indicator Panel.
Neon indicating lamps on the Panel, located
in or near the control desk automatically
provide continuous, POSITIVE monitoring
to tower lamps conditions.
Visit our Display — Room 2216-2217
Biltmore

HUGHEY & PHILLIPS, Inc.
V
I
3200 N. SAN FERNANDO BLVD.
BURBANK, CALIF.
Manufacturers of
300 MM Beacons, Obstruction Lights,
Photo-Electric Controls, Beacon Flashers,
Special Junction Boxes, Microwave Tower
Light Control & Alarm Systems, Remote
Lamp Failure- Indicator Systems, and Complete Kits for: Tower lighting. Sleet Meher
Power & Control.
April 28, 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

and

ningham & Walsh, L. A., to Honig-Cooper
& Miner Co., that city, in similar capacity.

Frank G. Moreland, head of Blair Tv's L. A.
office, to killingsworth & Assoc. as partner.

spectacular

Agency has changed its name to Killingsworth-Moreland Adv. and occupies tower
al 3723 Wilshire Blvd.

near-miss

Don Merkel, formerly senior copywriter at
McCann-Erickson, Chicago, to J. Walter
Thompson, that city, as copywriter.

in Washington, D. C.
Donald

wmal-tv
is the top station from
noon to 10 p.m. Monday
through Friday . . . without
a hint of loading ratings

we would have been in first place
during the times when all four
stations were competing except for
two "one-time spectaculars."
SHARE

OF AUDIENCE
when all 4
noon to 10 p.m.
Monday-Friday stations compete
Sunday-Saturday
29.8%
33.0%
31.8%
31.1%
27.1%
23.5%
11.3%
11.7%

WMAL-TV
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4

Jones,

►

marketing and research director, MacManus, John
& Adams, Bloomfield

Eleanor Herzog, formerly with Keyes, Madden & Jones and Marshall Field Co., joins
John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago, as copywriter.

Hills, Mich., to vice presiident and co-chairman of
agency's
committee. new

business

Arkady Leokum, vice president and creative
director, Grey Adv., N. Y., who joined in
1954, will retire from advertising Dec. 31,
1958, but will continue as special consultant
to Grey until Dec. 31, 1961.
Gilbert Lea, advertising manager of McCall's magazine, to Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y., as vice president and assistant
to president, effective May 1.
Robert B. England, formerly manager of
S. F. office for Grant Adv., to Fuller &
Smith & Ross, that city, executive staff as
senior account executive.
James A. Van Burgh, J. W. Raymond Inc.,
and Frederick C. Delahay, BBDO account

ARB /March 8-14, 1958
represented by H-R Television, Inc.

ALMOST

E.

executive, join McCann-Erickson as account
executive and assistant media director, respectively.
ALL

of Television's leading
EGGHEADS are at the
Trans-Lux exhibit
Room 2362

Lee Currlin, assistant media director, Benton & Bowles, N. Y., to associate media director on Procter & Gamble account.

Alva C. Cuddeback, account executive
BBDO, N. Y., to Benton & Bowles, that
city, as account executive on General Foods
coffee group.
Donald A. Wells, vice president of Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago, and Robert I. Angelus, also with Burnett, join Colgate-Palmolive Co., household products division, as
general products manager and product
manager, respectively. Mr. Angelus will be
responsible for advertising and merchandising of Vel powder, Super Suds and KanKil.
Richard Czaia, lithography production manager for Jensen Printing, to Bozell & Jacobs,
Minneapolis, as production manager.
James Andrews, marketing director of Cun-

Martha S. Gehring, formerly timebuyer, Al
Paul Lefton Co., Philadelphia, to N. W.
Ayer & .Son, that city, media selection
staff.
Jerome B. Gray, senior partner of Gray &
Rogers, Philadelphia and Newark, N. J.,
elected president of Merion Golf Club,
Ardmore, Pa.
Herb Haft, publicity staff, Grey Adv., N. Y.,
named to handle trade publicity for Adv.
Assn. of Men & Women.

FILM MfflSfflm
William E. Harder, supervising editor, Fred
A. Niles Productions, Chicago-Hollywood,
promoted to production manager. He succeeds Thomas R. Ryan, resigned.
Peter W. Geiger, presently head of Bank
of America's N. Y. motion picture and
tv department, will move to L. A. headquarters staff effective May 1. Mr. Geiger
previously had been foreign sales executive
with RKO Radio Pictures.
Joseph Friedman, assistant director of field
exploitation for Warner Bros, pictures, has
been appointed exploitation manager of
Paramount pictures. David Judson, with
Paramount exploitation department since
1950, will serve as Mr. Friedman's assistant.
Robert Lang, assistant to radio-tv director,
BBDO, S. F., to National Telefilm Assoc.,
that city, as account executive.
NETWORKS
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David W. Tebet, manager, special programs,
NBC-TV network programs, has been ap-

BROADCASTER'S

NAB CONVENTION, BILTMORE HOTEL, L.A.

.

0teattoc
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CHOICE
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Broadcasting

pointed general program executive. He
will handle special program assignments in
addition to his present talent and casting
responsibilities.
Robert Milford,
ager, CBS-TV
been appointed
general manager

associate production manprogram department, has
to newly-created post of
for department.

James Fargas appointed composer and conductor of NBC-TV's Wide Wide World
(alternate Sun. 4-5:30 p.m.), succeeding
late David Broekman. Mr. Fargas previously served as assistant to Mr. Broekman.
STATIONS

i

?

John A. Zehntbauer, chairman of board,
Janzten Inc., named chairman of board of
directors for Fisher Broadcasting Co., applicant before FCC to operate tv station on
ch. 2 in Portland, Ore.

Joseph (Dody) Sinclair, station manager of
WJAR-TV Providence, R. I., elected to
executive committee of Outlet Co. (WJARAM-TV). He first was elected to company's board of directors in 1955.
M

jf

^ '

Les Seift'er, account executive and sales
manager in Las Vegas, joins KRBO that
city as general manager and sales executive.

Okla., and Dick Carroll named program director.

Fred L. Vance, sales ►
manager, KWTV
(TV)
Oklahoma City, Okla.,

Sioux City, Iowa, named
Lib § *
manager. with
local sales
Lay,
formerly
KHQA-TV
Quincy,
111., I
joins KVTV sales staff.

joins KVOA-TV Tucson,
Ariz., as station manager.

M

Eugene

P. Corrigan,

Jr., formerly account supervisor at WTMA and
WCSC-TV Charleston, S.
C„ to WTAL Tallahassee,
Fla., as manager.
E. James McEnaney Jr., sales staff, WJAR
Providence, R. I., joins WHIM that city as
sales manager.
Don Chase named sales manager of KBAB
San Diego and Richard Thompson appointed operations director. Bob West,
KJAY Topeka, Kan., joins KBAB annoucing staff.

James C. Dowell, di-

rector of operations and
public relations, Public
Radio Corp. and KAKC
Tulsa, named vice president-general manager of
KIOA Des Moines, Iowa.

Pat Burke, manager of KBMI Las Vegas,
Nev., has been elected vice president and
director of station.

*? nHH

Al Shore, account ex- ►
ecutive,
KVTV
(TV)

Jack DeLier, national ►
sales manager, KWTV
(TV) Oklahoma City,
Okla., named sales manager. He joined station
in 1953.

Dale Larsen, program director of KTVH
Hutchinson (Wichita), Kan., appointed assistant general manager, directing activities
of programming, production, promotion,
personnel and sales departments. Bob
Snyder promoted from production supervisor to program director, with Kindley
Cox succeeding him in former post. Ollie
Henry, formerly with KAKE-TV Wichita,
KTVH (TV) as staff announcer and perto
former.
Walter F. Getze, studio supervisor, KCOP
(TV) Los Angeles, named engineer-in-charge
of studio operations.
Lawrence Wynn, formerly sales manager
for ABC and DuMont Broadcasting Co.,
to Concert Network Inc., N. Y., as management consultant. Mr. Wynn will headquarter at WNCN-FM New York.
Edwin A. Roberts, art director, Williams &
London Adv., Newark, N. J., joins Washington Post Broadcast Div. as advertising
director.
William Cosmas, member

Charles Burton promoted to sales manager
and station manager of KWRW Guthrie,

of NBC

Chicago

guide staff, to WNBQ (TV) that city as director of operations department.
Alan Q. Allen, since 1956 with CBS Holly-

Telestudios
The industry's largest independent television studio is now equipped to produce
the highest quality, interchangeable
VIDEOTAPE.

f Telestudios,
1481 Broadway,
Broadcasting

New

ine

York 36, N. Yi • LO 3-6333
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PEOPLE CONTINUED

talk to

Berry

Smith

Berry will tell you how Raymer Representation has taken
over national spot sales for
WFIE-TV in Evansville.

talk to Raymer

ELECTED to offices on the Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee at the 14-member
group's last meeting [At Deadline, March 31] were (1 to r) Mike Layman, president
of WSFC Somerset, Ky., secretary of the affiliates committee; Carter C. Peterson,
president of WCCP, Savannah, Ga., vice chairman; Victor C. Diehm, president of
WAZL Hazleton, Pa., chairman, and George C. Hatch, president of KALL Salt
Lake City and board chairman of the Intermountain Network, chairman of the
affiliate subcommittee on resolutions.

Find out how the very special
Raymer Way of selling can
help your station
and your national
spot sales.

CCA

52-WEEK
ON

Stanley

G.

PROMOTION

KJBS

Breyer,

KJBS, San Francisco,
satisfaction, financial and otherwise,
of providing advertisers with proofof-purchase is payment in full for the
time and effort involved in CCA."
In his letter to
Cal Perley, Western
Sales Manager of
CCA, Mr. Breyer

Manager

of

writes, "The

mm
MR. BREYER

adds, "In a time of
'recessed activity', CCA is of even
greater value. We have just completed our first cycle and every product advertiser has renewed for our
second campaign.
promoter, too !"

It's a great station-

wood, as writer of radio publicity and television on-air promotion, to KFMB San
Diego, Calif., as head of production writing.

Richard Gilmartin, sales service supervisor
for WTTG (TV) Washington, named account
executive and Willis H. Johnson, formerly
with Associated Aerial Survey Co., that

Jerry Wichser, WFIE-TV Evansville, Ind.,
news photographer, named news director,
succeeding Mac McFarlin, resigned.

city, succeeds him as sales service supervisor. Richard O'Connor, directing staff of
WMAL-TV Washington, joins WTTG

Cecil Webb Jr., radio-tv director of Reinhardt Adv. Inc., S. F., joins KRON-TV,
that city, as sales promotion and merchandising director. He succeeds Richard Block,
now general manager of KHVH-AM-TV
Honolulu [People, April 14].

in similar capacity and Bill Johnson, formerly with WEAM Arlington, Va., becomes
WTTG announcer.

John M. Havey, formerly national director
of radio and tv for American Legion, named
promotion director of Guy Gannett Broadcasting Services.

Edward W. Hearn, station manager of
WTOW Towson, joins WFBR Baltimore,
both Maryland, as account executive.

Mel Grossman, announcer, WBNS Columbus, Ohio, promoted to merchandising director of WBNS-TV.

Jay Jostyn, Mr. D. A. on radio for 14 years,
is now judge in new Night Court series on
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
Earl McDaniel, d. j. at KLAC Los Angeles,
to KDAY Santa Monica, Calif., in similar
capacity.

Daniel J. Hereford, timebuyer, Gardner
Adv., St. Louis, joins WIL that city as
account executive and Allene Biggs, formerly with KRUX Phoenix, joins WIL as
administrative assistant.

Cincinnati's

Dick Haynes, d. j. at KLAC Los Angeles,
joins KXLA Pasadena, Calif., June 1.

Most

Independent
50,000

COMMUNITY

Carl H. Flickinger, formerly sales representative for Cincinnati (Ohio) and Suburban Bell Telephone Co., to WZIP Cincinnati as account executive.
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On the Air everywhere

24 hours a day— seven days a week
Broadcasting

Richard T. Hasten, formerly with WFRVTV Green Bay and WCUB Manitowoc,
both Wisconsin, joins WSPT Stevens Point,
Wis., as d. j.

I[-America^

Mike Laurence, formerly with WITH Baltimore, Md., to WPIK Alexandria, Va., as
m.c. of morning show.
Keith Pettack, news department, WOKY
Milwaukee, to WRIT that city as announcer.

SEMI"

V FLEXIBLE

TRANSMISSION

ALUMINUM

LINE

Kirk Zumwalt, western sales manager for
G. M. Gianinni Co. and other electronics
firms, has joined KDAY Santa Monica,
Calif., sales staff.
Richard M. Pack, vice president-programming, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
named chairman of Summer Workshop in
Television and Radio of New York U.'s
division of general education. Workshop
will run for six weeks from June 23 lo
Aug. 1.
J. Leonard Reinsch, executive director of
Cox Stations and television-radio consultant
to Democratic National Committee, appointed to committee which will pick site
for 1960 Democratic national convention.
Ann Susan Bernstein, 25, former researcherreporter, WRCA-AM-TV New York's Tex
and Jinx programs, and Collier's magazine,
died April 10 at her home in N. Y. after
brief illness.
Thomas Theodore Chapeau, 46, WZOK
Jacksonville, Fla., died April 13. He had
been suffering from acute leukemia.
REPRESENTATIVES
Charles E. Compton, formerly account executive, Caples Co., Chicago, to Meeker,
Co., that city, as manager of sales development, and Robert Manning, formerly with
sales staff of Crosley Broadcasting Co.,
joins Meeker as salesman.
John P. Barry, formerly eastern sales manager Major Market Representatives, N. Y.,
to am radio sales, that city, as sales executive.
Ralph P.
Stuart Co.
to Chicago
to Young:

McCasky Jr., salesman, Burke(now McGavren-Quinn Corp.),
office, Adam Young. Also new
David E. Cassidy, from L. A.
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Spir-O-line* — Prodelin's latest contribution to air-dielectric transmission
— combines the low loss of air dielectric with the high power of solid
dielectric lines by using dielectric tubes compressed and profiled into a
symmetrical supporting structure. Spir-O-line is available in continuous
lengths up to 1000' with reliably low VSWR and 50, 70, 75 ohm, and other
- 15.0
impedances; the 50 ohm line usable up to these cut-off frequencies: - %"
1.5 Kmc.
1%" - 2.8 Kmc; 3%';
Kmc; %" - 10.0 Kmc; %"-5.0 Kmc; lloy
outer conductor is available
The normally non-corroding aluminum-a
with a non-contaminating polyethylene jacket for caustic environments.
FEATURES
• No special techniques or tools required to
make up cable-connector assembly
■ No metallic welds or dielectric splices are
used regardless ot cable length
• Continuous high-conductivity aluminum sheath
assures maximum pressure tightness and
weather protection
• Uniform straight lay tubular support throughout keeps inner conductor smoothly centered
on bends

• Pressure-tight and high tensile cable-connector
assembly can be made with only hand-tightening
• Dielectric structure makes continuous and
intimate line contact with both conductors
without spiraling - yielding best broadband
performance, highest power handling capacity,
lowest attenuations, and VSWR smoothness
• Both cable and connector available for —90° C
+250' Cinoperation
• to
Terminates
standard EIA (RETMA) dimensions
Specify
with
TeflonSpir-O-line
for 250° C HI-TEMP
operation

office,
John E. Pearson Co., to Young's
L. A. office.

-rTTs and TRANSM,s5^>
David A. Grimm, salesman, ABC, to Edward Petry & Co., N. Y., tv division.

MANUFACTURING mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Benjamin B. Bauer, formerly chief engineer
and vice president of Shure Bros. Inc.,
Chicago, to CBS Labs as vice president. Mr.
Bauer will be in charge of acoustics and
magnetics department of Labs. Labs have
been reorganized into three major departments: department of reconnaissance and
electronics systems, headed by Joseph
Bambara, vice president; department of
acoustics and magnetics, headed by Mr.
Bauer, and department of physics, headed
by John W. Christenson, vice president.
Broadcasting
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Reconsider your cable requirements
now and ask how Spir-O-line can
with added econprovide new lifeservice!
WRITE FOR
..^
omies in your
TECHNICAL BULLETIN TODAY
DEPT. B-4, 307 BERGEN AVE., KEARNY, NJ.

See us at the NAB Show Apr. 26 - May 1
Room 2234, Hotel Biltmore, Los Angeles, California
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PEOPLE CONTINUED

Aurel G. Petrasek, formerly manager, merchandising, market planning-kinescopes,
RCA electron tube division, N. Y., appointed
manager, market planning-receiving tubes
in that division.

William Glasgow Thompson, with Bell Telephone System for 43 years, plans to retire
May 31. Mr. Thompson is presently assistant vice president of American Telephone & Telegraph. He was instrumental
in working out plans for program broadcasting service that made network radio
possible, AT&T reported.
Ed Aleks, with 12 years experience in radio
and electronics sales, to Ampex Corp. professional products division as video sales
representative for southern California.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Kenneth Carter, formerly director of public relations for Skiatron Tv Inc., to ClearyStrauss & Irwin, L. A. public relations firm,
1600 musical

as vice president. Skiatron's public relations
reportedly will be handled by CSI with Mr.
Carter as account executive.

cues for openers, closers, back-

grounds, musical effects, music for jingles, and attention getters for your own ID'S, weather, time,
etc., all instrumental. Leased at sensible rates.

Charles Handel, publicity department,
Paramount Pictures Inc., to David O. Alber
Assoc., N. Y., as account executive.
PROGRAM SERVICES
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Robert E. Richer, formerly account executive with Adam Young Inc., to Bill Grauer
Productions, N. Y., as merchandising manager. Mr. Richer will supervise sales of
Riverside and Judson records, two lines
released by company.

Carl Haverlin, president, Broadcast Music
Inc., elected professional life honorary member of Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia of America,
music fraternity.

TRADE ASSNS. wmmmmmmmmm
Kenneth D. Wright, director of broadcasting
for U. of Tennessee, named executive secretary of Tennessee Assn. of Broadcasters.

ION • . A. Reuther, U.S.N. , retired,
Capt.
EDUCATRoland
named assistant to vice president of Cleveland Institute of Radio Electronics. He

formerly was associated with institute's west
coast sales operations. He will headquarter
in Cleveland where he will be in charge of
field personnel and supervise development
of new marketing and product areas for
school.

the

Dr. Keith M. Engar, who served as National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters
Fullbright research scholar in France during 1956-57 and has been in broadcasting
since 1939, named station manager of
KUED (TV), U. of Utah station in Salt
Lake City. He succeeds C. Richard Evans,
e elecwho is devoting his time to privat
tronics business, but remains with KUED
as consultant. Elizabeth Lewis joins KUED
to coordinate information activities of station while acting as secretary in production office.
Broadcasting

Station

Authorizations,

As Compiled

Applications

by BROADCASTING

April 17 through April 23
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant.
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications au— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilothorization. SSA — special service authorization
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles.
D — day. N —
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
New

power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new trans.
Announced April 23.

Am

Stations
APPLICATIONS
Clewiston, Fla. — Sugarland Bcstg. Co. 1050 kc,
250 w D. P. O. address Box 1027, Arcadia, Fla.
Estimated construction cost $17,265, first year
operating cost $15,500, revenue $22,000. Francis
Denmead, sole owner, is motelman. Announced
April 17.
Farmington, Me. — Franklin Bcstg. Corp. 1380 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address WKTQ South Paris, Me.
Estimated construction cost $25,550, first year
operating cost $30,000, revenue $40,000. Owners
are Country Inc., real estate firm (50%) and
Elden Shute Jr. and Gerald Higgins (each
17.14%). Messrs. Shute and Higgins own WKTQ
(48.8% and 51.1%, respectively). Announced
April 22.
Poplar Bluff, Mo. — Don M. Lidenton 1340 kc,
250 w, unl. P. O. address 701 Popular St., Poplar
Bluff. Estimated construction cost $7,030, first
year operating cost $30,000, revenue $40,000. Sole
owner Lidenton is in tv-radio sales and service.
Announced April 22.
Hudson Falls, N. Y. — Kenneth Freebern 1350 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address 79 Maple St., Hudson Falls,
N. Y. Estimated construction cost $16,732, first
year operating cost $62,400, revenue $78,000. Mr.
Freebern, sole owner, is president, director and
20% stockholder of WSPN Saratoga Springs,
N. Y. Announced April 23.

New

Stations
APPLICATIONS
San Fernando, Calif. — San Fernando Bcstg. Co.
106.3 mc 1 kw unl. P. O. address 4433 Berganio
Drive, Encino, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$23,140, first year operating cost $38,000, revenue
$42,000. Owners are Maurice Gresham and Joseph
Arnoff (each 50%). Mr. Gresham is western division sales manager, MGM-TV; Mr. Arnoff is in
real estate, finance, etc. Announced April 23.
Hartford, Conn. — General Bcstg. Inc. 93.7 mc, 7
kw unl. P. O. address One South Main St. West
Hartford. First year operating cost $22,800, revenue $24,000. Owners are Maxwell Gubin (34%),
Samuel Gubin (33%) and Robert Goldenhill
(33%). Maxwell Gubin is in hi-fi sales and service; his brother, Samuel, is with United Aircraft.
Mr. Goldenhill is Sun Chemical Co. employe.
Announced April 22.
Omaha, Neb.— KFAB Bcstg. Co. 99.9 mc 8.2 kw
unl. P. O. address 5010 Underwood Ave., Omaha.
Estimated construction cost $19,057, first year
operating cost $1,200, revenue $2,500. Applicant,
which is licensee of KFAB Omaha, is owned by
Journal Star Printing Co. and May Bcstg. Co.
(each 48.86%) and others. May Bcstg. is licensee
of KMA Shenandoah, Iowa and KMTV (TV)
Omaha. Central Bcstg. Co. (25% owner of May
Bcstg.) is licensee of WHO-AM-FM-TV Des
Moines and WOC-TV Davenport, both Iowa. Announced April 17.
Philadelphia, Pa.— WJMJ Bcstg. Corp. 104.5 mc
20 kw unl. P. O. address 2043 Locust St., Phila-

Existing
KSRV

Am Stations
APPLICATION
Ontario, Ore. — CP to increase daytime

NATION-WIDE

•

TELEVISION

•

presents

Ownership

Changes
APPLICATIONS
KRUX Glendale, Ariz. — Seeks assignment of
license from Bartell Bcstrs. Inc. to Don G. and
Otilie Owsley (each 50%) for $200,000. Mr. and
Mrs. Owsley have been in real estate. Announced
April
KFPW17. Fort Smith, Ark. — Seeks assignment of
license from Tulsa Bcstg. Co. to George T.
Hernreich for $75,000. Until March 15, 1958, Mr.
Hernreich owned
Announced
April 50%
17. of KNAC-TV Fort Smith.
KHBM Monticello, Ark.— Seeks assignment of
license from James A. West Jr., Elgie Risinger,
Delvin White and J. A. West Sr., d/b as College
Bcstg. Co. to James Randolph Baker tr/as Baker
Bcstg.tor.Co.
for $22,500.
Announced
April New
23. owner Baker is realKWBR
Oakland,
Calf.—
transfer of
negative control of licenseeSeeks
corporation
(Warner
Brothers) from E. N. Warner, as administrator
of estate of S. W. Warner, deceased, to First
Western nounced
Bank
and Trust Co. as trustee. AnApril 17.
KSJO cense
Sanfrom Jose,
Calif.—
Seeks assignment
liPatrick
Peabody
to Santa of
Clara
Bcstg. Co. Corporate change. No control change.
Announced April 23.
WFOM
Ga. — and
SeeksAlbert
assignment
of license fromMarietta,
Fred Wilson
Jones d/b
as
Radio Station WFOM, to Woofum Die. for $95,000. Mr. Jones is to be sole owner. Announced
April 17.
WJEMcense from
Valdosta,
Ga. — Seeks
of liJ. E. Massey
Sr., J. assignment
E. Massey Jr.,
L.
C. McCall and Betty Jo McCall, d/b as Lowndes
County Bcstrs. to J. E. Massey Jr., Sue Nelson

APPRAISALS

•

LARGEST
Firm

Brokerage

Media

these

Fm Stations
APPLICATION
WCHA-FM Chambersburg, Pa.— CP to change
frequency from 95.9 mc, ch. 240 to 95.1 mc, ch.
236; install new trans., GE Type BT-2B; increase
ERP from 700 w to 2.8 kw, with ant. hgt. above
average terrain of 238 feet. Announced April 23.

NEWSPAPER

INDUSTRY'S

National

Existing

FINANCING

•

NEGOTIATIONS
RADIO

THE

Fm

delphia. Estimated construction cost $24,145, first
year operating
$12,000,
revenue licensee
to be included with am cost
station.
Applicant,
of
WJMJ Philadelphia, is owned by Patrick Stanton (60%) and James Duffy Jr. (40%). Mr. Stanton manages WJMJ; Mr. Duffy is manufacturer,
etc. Announced April 23.

outstanding

investments

EASTERN

CENTRAL

MIDWEST

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

NEW YORK
INDEPENDENT

INDIANA
DAYTIMER

FULLTIME
REGIONAL

ARKANSAS
DAYTIMER

EAST TEXAS
INDEPENDENT

$125,000

$80,000

$650,000

Exclusive market.
Diversified industry
and agriculture.
Presently showing
a profit and will do
much better.

Single station in
county. Profitable
operation realistically priced. Ideal
for owner-operator.
Vt down.

#1 station in metropolitan market.
$100,000 in cash and
accounts receivable
to go along with
deal.

$85,000
1 kw. Single station

$35,000
Daytime 500-watter
in a very fine market. New station
that has made very

market.
over

Good

fre-

quency. Netting
$20,000 per

good progress. Good
terms.

WEST
ROCKY
MOUNTAIN

$95,000
Fulltime 500 w. independent in single
station market. Last
year's gross plus
real estate exceeds
asking price. 29%
down.

year.

n

Washington,

D. C.

1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456
Broadcasting

Cleveland
, U
2414 Terminal Tower
TO 1-6727

Chicago
Tribune Tower

n'

□
Atlanta
1515 Healey Bldg.

DE 7-2754
JA 3-3431
♦ Largest radio-television sales volume in our field.

San Francisco

Dallas
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1 175

I I I Sutter St.
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Planning

a

Radio

Station?

RCA
PROGRESS
PURCHASE
PLAN

Flexible Financing
for Broadcasters

Massey and J. C. Johnson, d/b as Lowndes
County Bcstg. Co. Purchase price: $75,000. New
ownership: Mr. and Mrs. Massey, 40% each, Mr.
Johnson, 20%. Announced April 23.
WTWO (TV) Bangor, Me.— Seeks assignment
of license from Murray Carpenter and Assoc. to
WLBZ Television Inc. for $600,000. WLBZ Television is owned by Maine Broadcasting Co., licensee of WLBZ Bangor, Me. Announced April 23.
KXLW Clayton, Mo. — Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee corporation ( St. Louis
County Bcstg. Co.) by Richard Miller through
purchase of 50 shares from George Eng. for
$500. Ownership after transaction: Mr. Miller,
55',. Mr. Eng. 45%. Announced April 17.
KWK censeSt.
Mo. — to
Seeks
lifrom Louis,
KWK Inc.
KWKassignment
Radio Inc.of for
$1,025,000. New ownership: Milwaukee Bcstg. Co.,
licensee of WEMP Milwaukee, 74.63%, and Robert Convey, director of Wired Music Inc., 25.37%.
Announced April 23.
KGEZ-TV Kalispell, Mont.— Seeks transfer of
control in licensee corporation (KGEZ-TV Inc.)
from KGEZ Inc. to Frank Reardon. Corporate
change. No control change. Announced April 23.
WCMA Corinth, Miss. — Seeks acquisition of
positive control of licensee corporation (Corinth
Bcstg. Co. Inc.) by Aaron Robinson through
purchase of 100 shares from Cecil Murdock for
$6,000. Mr. Robinson will increase his ownership
from 45.84 to 54.17%. Announced April 17.
WELM Elmira, N. Y. — Seeks acquisition of
positive control of licensee corporation (Radio
Elmira Inc.) by John S. Riggs through purchase
of stock nounced
from
April 23.Edwin D. Lonie for $5,000. AnKDOV Medford, Ore. — Seeks assignment of cp
from K. C. Laurance to Medford Bcstrs. Inc.
Corporate change. No control change. Announced
April 23.
KNEL Brady, Tex. — Seeks assignment of license from Ruth Burns to Gene M. Burns, her
son,
for
$17,500.
Announced
AprilMr.23. Burns is station's manager.
KIRT Mission, Tex. — Seeks acquisition of negative control of licensee corporation (KIRT Inc.)
by Ray Jensey (50%) and L. O. Austin (50%)
through purchase of 49% from Robert Pool III
and B. F. Pool Jr. for $32,700. Announced
April 23.
KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex. — Seeks assignment of
license to: Lucille Ross Buford, Marshall Pengra
and Lucille Ross Buford, guardian of the separate estate of Robert Paschal Buford, Geoffrey
Ross Buford and Gerald Barber Buford for $100,000 to the estate of Gerald Hall Lansing, deceased. Announced April 23.
KZEE Weatherford, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of license from G-M Bcstg. Co. to Horace Boren
for $75,000. New owner Boren is Braniff Airways
promotion man. Announced April 23.
Hearing

Here's

a brand

financing
take

plan that will

a load off your

pocketbook
you

new

on

your

station

and

Routine

way

to
!

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION WRITE
TO RCA, DEPARTMENT ED-22, BUILDING
15-1, CAMDEN, N. J.

PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING FILED
American Broadcasting Company, New York,
N. Y. — Petition requesting amendment of rules
by (1) initiation of rule making so as to delete
ch. 8 and add chs. 9 and 11 at Syracuse, N. Y.;
(2) issue order to WHEN-TV Syracuse, to show
cause ifiedwhy
its authorization
to specify
ch. 9 in lieushould
of ch.not8, beandmod(3)
initiate conversations with Canada concerning
above domestic
and April
interrelated
Candian reallocations. Announced
18.
Dwight Harkins, Phoenix, Ariz. — Petition requesting amendment of engineering standards
applicable to SCA with regard to fm multiplexing, by institution of rule making looking toward
adoption of certain amendments proposed by
petitionermissionormay such
other necessary
amendments
as Com-to
determine
in order
accomplish
proposed changes. Announced April
18.
Georgia State Department of Education, Atlanta, Ga. — Petition requesting amendment of
rules by institution of rule making so as to
reserve vhf ch. 8 at Waycross, Ga., for educational use and retain uhf ch. 16 at Waycross,
for commercial station. Announced April 18.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
Commission on April 22 granted request by
number of broadcast station licensees (Aladdin
Bcstg. Corp., et al.) for extension of time for
filing comments from May 2 to May 19 and from
June 2 to June 18 for filing reply comments in
matter of proposal to extend daytime am station
operating hours.
By Hearing on
Examiner
April 18Jay A. Kyle
Further
prehearing
conference
on am application of George
A. Hormel
II (KQAQ)
Austin,
Minn.,uledscheduled
for
10
a.m.,
April
23, is reschedfor 9 a.m., that date.
Ordered that motion by Marshall County
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Arab, Ala., to quash notice of
Walter G. Allen, Huntsville, Ala., relative to
taking depositions of certain individuals in
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Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of Hall Bcstg. Co. Inc., for new Class B fm
station to operate on 102.7 mc in Los Angeles,
Calif. Announced April 21.
Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond issued an initial
decision looking toward grant of application of
H. A. Felder and W. C. Woodall Jr. d/b as RADIO BLAKELY for permit to construct new am
broadcast station to operate on 1260 kc, 1 kw D,
at Blakely, Ga. Announced April 17.
OTHER ACTIONS
Commission on April 23 directed preparation
of document looking toward granting application
of Western Nebraska Television Inc., for new
tv station to operate on ch. 13 in Alliance, Neb.
Initial decision of Mar. 26 looked toward this
action.

By memorandum opinion and order of April
23, Commission denied petition by Radio Station
KRMD and Southland Television Co. (losing applicants in Shreveport, La., ch. 12 comparative
proceeding) for reconsideration and rehearing
1957, memJune 27,
Commission'
with respect
May
affirmed
and orders which
orandumtoopinion
TelShreveport
of
application
of
grant
19, 1955, evision
Co. for new tv station (KSLA-TV) to
diswhich
and
12 in Shreveport,
ch. petitions
on certain
operate missed
by Southland Television
and Interim Television Corp.
By order of April 23, Commission enlarged
issues in proceeding involving applications by
Knorr Bcstg. Corp., Lansing; Capitol Bcstg. Co.,
East Lansing, and W. A. Pomeroy, Tawas CityEast Tawas, Mich., for new am stations to operate on 730 kc. This was done on petition of
Commission's Broadcast Bureau.
By memorandum opinion and order of April
23, Commission remanded to hearing examiner
for further hearing proceeding involving application of Williamsport Radio Bcstg. Associates
Inc. (WARC) for new am station at Milton, Pa.;
consolidated therewith subsequent application
by WARC for mod. of cp; denied WARC petition
in all other respects; denied petition by WLYC
Williamsport, Pa., for declaratory ruling upon
continuance of stayed status of WARC cp; made
WLYC party to all further proceedings in this
matter. (WARC was granted cp Oct. 5, 1955,
which was affirmed June 3, 1957. WLYC and
WMLP Milton, appealed to court. WMLP later
withdrew. On Nov. 22, 1957, Court of Appeals
vacated Commission's
June 3, 1957, order and remanded case to Commission.)

April 28, 1958

APPRAISALS
CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Financial 6-6460
Broadcasting

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
FEderal 3-4800
Washington, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Dl. 7-1319
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
JACKSON 5302
P. O. BOX 7037
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering

RUSSELL

P.

711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

MAY
Sheraton Bldg.

REpublie 7-3984
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE •

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE •

Republic 7-2347
Pennsylvania Bldg.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE •
L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE*

GUY

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

—Established
PAUL

1926 —

GODLEY

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE *

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Broadcasting

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

KEAR

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

H. MULLANEY

& Culver

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

JOHN

Lohnes

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

PETE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

CO.

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 79,497* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242
NEptune 4-9558

Member AFCCE*
April 28, 1958
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FOR THE RECORD continued
Birmingham, Ala., as stated on record on Mar.
28, is tionssustained,
in proceeding
on am applicaof Messrs. Allen
and Marshall.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gilford Irion
on April 18
Southeastern Indiana
Granted petition by
Bcstrs. Inc., Jeffersonville, Ind., for extension of
time from April 22 to April 30 for filing proposed
findings and conclusions and suggested correcis extions to transcript of hearing and time
tended to May 14 for filing replies to findings
in proceeding on am applicaand conclusions
tions to Southeastern and Northside Bcstg. Co.,
Jeffersonville.
Annie Neal Huntting
By Hearing; Examiner
on April 18
hearing by FlorGranted
Brownsville, Tenn., on its
Co. Inc.,requesting
ence Bcstg.petition
am application; further prehearing conference
and hearing are scheduled for June 2 and June
16, respectively.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
on April 18
Continued further hearing to 2 p.m., April 28,
in private line-leased facility proceeding.
By Commissioner Frederick W. Ford
on April 16
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time to May 2 to file exceptions to
initial decision in proceeding on am applications
of J. E. Willis, Lafayette, Ind., and Crawfordsville Bcstrs. Inc., Crawfordsville, Ind.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
on April 16
Granted motion by Western Empire Bcstrs.
Inc., for continuance from May 7 until May 20,
9 a.m., hearing on am application of Pierce
Brooks Bcstg. Corp. (KGIL) San Fernando,
Calif.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on April 16
Ordered that hearing record is closed in proceeding on am applications of Radio Tampa and
Rand Bcstg. Co., Tampa, Fla.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on April 15
Granted petition by B. F. J. Timm, Lakeland,
Fla., for dismissal without prejudice of his am
application and retained in hearing status applications of Radio Tampa and Rand Bcstg. Co.,
Tampa.
Granted petition by the Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time from April 15 to April 25 for
submitting proposed findings in proceeding on

talk to
Joe

Bryant

Joe will tell you how Raymer Representation gets
KCBD-TV more of the
national spot television
dollars in Lubbock, Texas.

1V
COMMERCIAL

STATION

As Reported by FCC

BOXSCORE

through March 31
^ 1 74
AM

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

41o 8o
j,j109
i/
527
239
36

CM
rm
20
17
U AQ
1 z.

2750
0

10
59
22
0
22
1
2

1 \J\J
73
128
55
15
56
41
0
4041
0
107a

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
Compiled by BROADCASTING through April 23
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
For new stations
Not on air
546
Cps
Lie.
AM
128
22
69
107
520
FM
3,174
64
81
TV (Commercial)
79
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through April 23
TOTAL
VHF
UHF
Commercial
425
86
non-commercial
24
7
1 There
licenses.
2 There
longer in
3 There
144 uhf).
* There

are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
4041
are, in addition, 36 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
1072
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.

am applications of Golden Valley Bcstg. Co.
(KRAK) Stockton, Calif., and Radio Santa Rosa,
Santa Rosa, Calif.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on April 15
Hearing scheduled for April 30 is continued
without date, and scheduled further prehearing
conference for May 14 re am application of
Hardin County Bcstg. Co., Silsbee, Tex.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
on April 15
Ordered that documents requested by protestants New Mexico and Alvarado in amended
Item 18 also be produced in proceeding on application of Video Independent Theatres Inc.
(KVIT ch. 2) Santa Fe, N. M.
By Hearing Examiner
J. Frederick
on AprilCharles
15
Granted motion for continuance to date thirty
days after action by the U. S. Court of Appeals
in Cases Nos. 14,034 and 14,162, by Capitol Bcstg.
Co. in proceeding on its application for mod. of
cp of WJTV ch. 12, Jackson, Miss.; further hearing order specifying date exactly will hereinafter be published.
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison
on April 14
Scheduled hearing for June 17 on fm applications of Riverside Church in City of New York,

New
N. Huntington,
Y., and Huntington-Montauk
Bcstg. York,
Co. Inc.,
N. Y.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
on April 14
Prehearing conference is adjourned to be reconvened on June 10, and hearing scheduled for 51 13
April 15 is continued until June 17 in proceeding
on am applications of Entertainment Service
Inc., Solvay, N. Y., et al.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on April 14
Continued further prehearing conference from
April 24 to May 5 in ch. 12 proceeding, New
Orleans, La.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
on April 14
Continued from April 15 to April 18 hearing
scheduled on am application of Liberty Bcstg.
Co., Liberty, Tex.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
on April 14
Ordered that date for filing proposed corrections to transcript is extended from April 14 to
April 16 in proceeding on am applications of
Westbrook Bcstg Co. Inc., Westbrook, Me., and
Sherwood J. Tarlow, Saco, Me.
Granted, with certain exceptions, petitions by
Continues on page 179
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20c1 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word — $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30c1 per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
Applicants- If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately,
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

Help

Wanted

Stations selling mailorder specialties to senior
citizens send rates. Vern Baker, Elyria, Ohio.
Management
Unusual opportunity for advancement as general
manager and eventually as vice president of
metropolitan market station. Should have
previous experience as general manager in
smaller market. Under 40 with strong sales experience. Box 848D, BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan daytime station needs manager with
good sales record experience and in smaller
market desirable. Box 849D, BROADCASTING.
Good men are very difficult to find — not because
there is a shortage of them, but because the good
men are afraid to change from an adequate position now — to an opportunity with another organization. Iown several major market stations
— well-rated — well promoted — and I offer an outstanding permanent opportunity for management
after a- short period of intensive training in
sales management and administrative, based
purely on intelligence and ability — no-one is in
line ahead of you. You can make a great deal of
money — be wonderfully happy — and really exert
your own ideas and desires. Naturally, such a
person is now employed, but deeply wants such
an
honest
opportunity
very soon.
Why regarding
don't you
write
me your
own resume
and ideas
management, programming philosophy and sales
management
this and
evening?
Send you
photoare also.
I'm
looking for you
I feel sure
looking
for me. Box 897D, BROADCASTING.
Manager: You can buy a piece of country and
western station if you can run it. Must be a sharp
manager and believe in it. Metropolitan city coverage. Write your story to Box 946D, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Local sales manager wanted at 5000 watt NBC
affiliate in competitive midwest city of 55,000.
Weekly salary $110.00, plus percentage on sales.
Detail your experience and include picture with
first letter. Box 643D, BROADCASTING.
Chain expanding. Highly paid sales manager
and salesman positions with opportunity for
promotion at top-flight Pennsylvania and New
Jersey indies. Want men with successful experience and outstanding ability in selling radio
to accounts only in newspaper. Send full details
including salary history, billing history, photo.
Box 982D, BROADCASTING.
Background music operation in large eastern
metropolitan city has completed arrangements
to change over the distribution of its wired
music service to an fm multiplex operation. An
attractive proposition will be offered to the man
who has demonstrated that he has the wherewithal to build and expand this new money
making facility. We are open for ideas and suggestions for new type services. Will only consider
replies stating full details of past experience. Job
requires a cracker jack salesman. This is a great
opportunity for someone who understands the
potential that exists in a multiplex operation,
and knows what to do about it now! Box 998D,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Experienced salesman - announcer
strong on sales. Good opportunity. Guarantee,
car allowance plus commission. Northern
Louisiana independent. Send letter and tape.
Box 101E, BROADCASTING.
Fast growing, metropolitan, music and news inCASTING. dependent. Great future. Box 119E. BROAD-

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

DJ who understands country and western music.
Must
liketight
it. Noon "Gabby"
Hayes
type. A climate.
record
spinner,
production.
Excellent
State all in first letter, have tape available. Box
944D, BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan top-rated modern programming
station needs young, fast-paced, sharp production, live-wire announcer. Top station of one
of nation's leading chains. Rush tape, background, information. Box 746D, BROADCASTING.
Hello you southern dj's. Do you have a Ernie
Ford delivery. Can you spin country and western
records and read your commercials sincerely.
No Grandpa
Jones tape
type available.
or tongue-in-cheek.
Send
resume
and have
North of Dixon
line. Good climate. Box 945D, BROADCASTING.
Girl dj's with southern accent or sincere delivery. Not too sexy but encouraging. Send resume and picture and have 15 minute tape ready.
Prefer girls who know and like country and
western. Box 947D, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for program manager at new
station in Pittsburgh aTea. Applicant must be
ambitious and willing to prove his qualifications
for more responsible position in management
of this chain. Must have several years announcing experience. Prefer family man with car.
Send tape, resume, salary requirements and
photo immediately. Box 949D, BROADCASTING.
Southwest, metropolitan, fast-paced: sharp production. Box 118E. BROADCASTING.
Top morning air salesman wanted by aggressive
northeastern station. Send audition, photo, and
full particulars. Box 123E, BROADCASTING.
Florida net affiliate wants top-notch morning
man. Must be adult with adult like things to say.
No rock and roll — no top-forty. Want strong personality that will wear well over long period of
time. Write in detail. Snapshot, references and
tape desired. Fine opportunity. Box 127E,
BROADCASTING.
Sports-straight announcer. Experience required.
Needed immediately. 250 watter in southeast.
Resume, tape, salary requirements. Box 128E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer for newly acquired radio station in
medium-large eastern market. Must do strong
record show with punch and enthusiasm. Mail
comnlete
CASTING. resume and tape. Box 136E. BROADAnnouncer first phone: See if you fill the bill on
the following ifs. If you want to earn over $430
per month. If your announcing is well above
average. If you have had at least five years
commercial experience. If you really know what
vou want and would stay happy at a 5 kw
rather than the 50 kw's, and are ready to dig
vour roots into the community rather than consider this a temporary stopping place. If you
believe in adult programming and can help us
do a better iob of serving the community. If you
can stand the closest scrutiny on credit and
clean living. If you are ready to settle down in
a town of twentv thousand and be assured of
security and a good future, then take the ifs
out of" in
vourthefuture
and join
one of
the finest
teams
broadcast
business.
Contact
Jim
Jae. KHMO, Hannibal, Missouri.
Experienced announcer. Also sell time. Ideal
working conditions. Contact Dr. F. P. Cerniglia,
Radio Station KLIC. Monroe, Louisiana.

Announcers

KOFO, Ottawa, Kansas, seeks responsible announcer-engineer (first class license) who likes
local radio, desires to do good job with an efficient, congenial, small staff, and will enjoy living in a good 11,000 town with a future. Daytimer, 250 watts. Combination studio-transmitter,
Gates. Moderate maintenance. Good announce
shift. Send information, tape. Roderick B. Cupp,
Manager.

Florida. Need experienced personality top dj.
Above average salary. Promotion minded station. Send tape, background. Box 721D, BROADCASTING.

Announcer, experienced in operating radio board,
capable of assuming television assignments. Send
info, tape, picture to Len Anderson, WKBH, La
Crosse, Wisconsin.

Exceptional opportunity for young married, experienced salesman-announcer for new music
and news station northern California. Box 230,
Klamath Falls, Oregon.

Broadcasting

RADIO

RADIO

RADIO

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Immediate opening for capable, experienced announcer. 1st phone preferred but not essential.
No maintenance. Not a "top 40" or personality
dj station. Just
a profitable
single-station "solid"
market. Sendradio
tape inresume
first reply.
Salary dependent on your ability. KWCO, Chickasha, Oklahoma.
D-J-combo. Top-rated music and news independent needs services of a first phone-dj who enjoys and can program pop music. Must have good
commercial delivery. 40 nr. week — scale $110.00.
Send resume and tape to Jack Lawson, KXOA,
P. O. Box 3094, Sacramento 15, Calif.
Immediate opening, experienced announcer. Must
sell time. $90. per week. More for right man.
15% commission on sales. Car expense. Retirement plan. We pay moving expenses. One of
seven station chain. Country living. Ideal for
family raising. No consideration without tape or
audition. WELD, Moorefield, West Virginia. Mail
address Fisher, West Virginia.
University town
a wake-up man
Send tape and
audition. General
Pennsylvania.

in central Pennsylvania wants
for a full time 250 watt station.
photo, or call for a personal
Manager, WMAJ, State College,

Disc jockey-newsman, experienced, but looking
for opportunity to grow and develop in an operation where you will be appreciated. Your success
is our success. Send tape, resume, photo to Program Director, WTTH, Port Huron.
Technical
Radio broadcast technician for studio work at
major midwest educational station. Experienced!
in production operation, recording, and duplicating. Station does much live music and sportsbroadcasting.
some universitycourse work. Opportunity
For further for
information
contact:
The Personnel Office, University of Michigan,.
Room 1020, Administration Building, Ann Arbor,.
Michigan.
First phone engineer wanted immediately. Good
salary. Latest equipment. Resort area. Expanding 5000 watts immediately. Excellent opporVermont.tunity. Contact Warren Chase, WDEV, Waterbury,
Production-Programming, Others
Metropolitan top-rated station needs alert allaround girl Friday. A real opportunity. Write
General Manager. Box 747D, BROADCASTING.
Fully accredited Iowa agency has opening for
an experienced radio-tv director. Must be able
to create copy with a powerful selling punch,
supervise station production and service accounts. Some agency experience desirable, but
initiative is a "must". You will have complete
charge of radio-tv operations of this growing
agency and be given full creative rein. Salary
to $6,000 plus generous profit sharing plan. Send
complete background and availability date. Box
926D. BROADCASTING.
Producer-announcer-idea man for San Diego,
California station who can write, produce, and
voice all types of production spot announcements
utilizing sounds, music and ingenuity. Rush details, photo, salary requirements and taped
sample of work to Radio, P.O. Box 628, San
Diego
California. Sorry, will be unable to
return 12.
tapes.
Disc jockey with lots of ideas to sell and promote
the station needed by strong independent station in central U. S. Chance to work in tv. Excellent working conditions. Send taoe and full
particulars to Box 130E. BROADCASTING.
Program director. Need wide-awake man for
newly
in medium-large
eastern acquired
market. radio
Must station
be thoroughly
imbued
with modern independent news and music concept. Some air work. Send full resume and tape.
Box 133E, BROADCASTING.
April 28, 1958
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RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management

16 years experiManager, presently employed.
ence radio manager, program director, television
also network
manager,
l
commercia
manager,
Best references all employers. Box
and agencv.
BROADCASTING.
948D,
It's true! There are two sides to every street. As
your general manager— my side offers— years —of
sales and management experience
advertising
print and radio— What does yours offer? Box
985D, BROADCASTING.
Proven: 13 vears personality, production, programming, sales! Can build top-rated position
fast. Invest in, supervise radio, medium Texas
family man. Box 991D.
market. Employed
ING.
BROADCAST

Management with emphasis on sales. Fourteen
vears. nine management. Good program sense,
excellent administrator, but especially strong
in sales. Top salesman and sales trainer. Active
civic affairs. Family man. Box 993D, BROADCASTING. eleven years broadSelling-manager, 36, family:
casting: eight managing networks, independents.
newscaster. Have
Experienced sportscaster, high
loss into 20%
sold station after turning
adequate
profit. Trade proven techniques for
Gil
compensation with western station. Contact
Hotel during convention. Box
Mayflower
Lieser
116E, BROADCASTING.
Former radio manager in small market wishes
to associate with experienced, congenial radio
man as program director or assistant manager.
news13 years experience includes announcing,security
casting programming and selling. Seeks
or
25.000
of
community
in
in established station
S. Box 135E. BROADU.
eastern
Prefers
more
CASTING.

vet, 8 years exyear old married
Twenty eightall phases,
past four sales manager.
perience
Ambitious, reliable, looking for managership or
sales manager position. Box 163E, BROADCASTING.
man desires to manFifteen years experiencedlease
or invest in right
age on percentage. Will Morristo
wn, Tenn.
station. John Redwine,
Sales

Go-getter, experienced, seeking good potential.
Prefer deal including air work. Can run own
board. All around man— what you're looking
for. Box 734D. BROADCASTING.
Announcers

football, basketball.
Sports announcer baseball,references
. Box 402D,
voice, finest of
Excellent STING.
BROADCA
DJ, sports, news announcer with management
background. Nine years experience desires permanent position with established station. Married, responsible man. Minimum salary $150.00.
Box 429D, BROADCASTING.
Girl-personality, dj, run own board. Eager to
Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales.
please.
Box 732D, BROADCASTING.
DJ announcer. Go anywhere. Ready now. Run
own board. Can sell, too. Steady— no bad habits.
Love to build audiences and grab accounts.
Tape and resume. Box 733D, BROADCASTING.
Negro deejay, good board man, fast patter,
smooth
the 793D,
one you're
looking
for. Tapeproduction.
and resume.I'm Box
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer: Experienced in metropolitan
fm station. Heavy on news. All types dj also
skilled in writing profit making continuity. Age
33. Married. Sober. Steady. Prefer sb-uthern market Tape available upon request. Box 920D,
BROADCASTING.
Young, experienced, married, desire sound opnight BROADCASTING.
shift. South of MasonDixon line.portunity.
BoxPrefer 980D,
Girl dj-announcer. Strong commercial, news delivery. Willing learn all aspects radio. Full-time
or part-time. Box 984D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer. Three years. Sober,
dependable, family man. Pop music man. No
hillbilly music. Position must be steady. Partial
to daytimers. $80 per week minimum. Box 986D,
BROADCASTING.
Eastern Carolinas — college graduate, 5 years explay-by-play. Availdj, BROADCASTING.
news,987D,
able Juneperience,
1st.staff,Box
Announcer — 1st phone. 8 years experience. Presently in Colorado. Available May 1st. Prefer New
Mexico. Arizona, Nevada or California. Box
989D, BROADCASTING.
Page 176
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Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

8 years complete announcMature family man,
experience. $115 week. Prefer midwest. Box
990D,ingBROADCASTING.

Versatile top rated personality in million plus
market. Married. Will consider any major marDesire permanent renortheast.
ket, particularly
location. Box 146E,
BROADCASTING.

DJ, announcer, sales. Run own board. Presently
18 months morning man small market. 27, getting
seeking advancement. Box 992D,
married,
BROADCASTING.
Recent radio school grad, married, can operate
console. Ambitious, willing to relocate. Tape,
resume,
CASTING.photo on request. Box 994D, BROADYoung, experienced, ambitious, and presently
relocate in Indiana or borderemployed.
Box to995D, BROADCASTING.
ing states.Wish
Announcer, 3 years experience. Good voice,
music — news, married. Box 997D. BROADstrong
CASTING.
Announcer dj. Experienced AFRS, emphasis
renews— novelty intros. Will relocate. Tape,
sume upon request. Box 999D, BROADCASTING.
DJ-announcer — have voice, ideas, personality,
have experience. Yours to
Don'tBROADCASTING.
versatility.
mold. Box 100E,

— and staff announcCountry — western — hillbilly
man. Family.
morning TING
years. GoodDCAS
. Box
102E,er 3BROA
Bright announcer, mature, personable, easy to
with. Can adapt to your set-up. Box
get
104E,along
BROADCASTING.

good comExperienced disc jockey. Three years,
105E, BROADCASTING.mercial, know music, family. Box

Newscaster. ExpeDeejay, "pops" — standards.Michigan,
Ohio, Indirienced, married. Relocate
$70. Negro. No
Minimum
ana any eastern state.
STING.
BROADCA
110E,
Box
accent. No jivetalk.
r. Presnewsman, sportscaste
Experienced deejay,
Orleans, seeks relocation.
ently employed New
preferred.
Great Lakes area or southern Florida
Box 111E, BROADCASTING.
Vacation Droblems? College student. Experienced.
Third-class
Announcer, record-librarian, news.
resume
September 1. Tape,
permit. June 1 thru
TING.
BROADCAS
and references. Box 114E,
Sincere style, music-preferring announcer-dj,
family man in radio five years seeks economic
opportunity in kindly climate. Box 117E, BROADCASTING.

expeAttention upper midwest: Seven years
rience, with solid references. Veteran with col. Able to opheaded
legeerateHaveboard,
acquainted with music.
well department
and news
Box 121E, BROADCASTING.

Need good local newswriter and announcer?
who
Here's one with three year's experience, Famshows. No beginner.
handle music
can also
employer
Present
down.
settle
to
ready
ily man
knows of this ad. Box 122E, BROADCASTING.
DJ/announcer, previous experience 50,000 watt
metro-indie. Afternoon shift in top three Pulse
ratings. Best agency references. Salary open. Box
125E, BROADCASTING.
Jazz man. Experienced. Adult approach. Heavy
ad lib. Box 131E, BROADCASTING.

anstaff and sports
stations— e.
Calling midwest
man.
experienc
nouncer 9 years
. Box
ING
ASTFamily
ADC
132E, BRO
all-round posionly! Permanent, al
Florida stationsSeasoned
announcer.
commerci
tion wanted.
ed,
Hold first class phone. Personal, experienc
direction.
program
successful time sales. Creative
ad
Excellent copywriter. Edit news and features; nal
lib, music, sports, special events. Professio
oianist, 100% cooperative team man. Married,
Daddy, 30, WW2 vet. Require $5,000 plus. Genuine
proposition, will bring resume, references, tape
and photo. Box 139E, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, experienced, good on music,
news Prefer northeast. Available immediately.
Box 140E, BROADCASTING.
Personable dj, 3 years experience. Rated #1 in
swinging market. Looking to settle in your town.
Box 141E. BROADCASTING.

board, versatile, short on exrun Longown
Negro, dj, perience.
on ambition. No drifter, salary
secondary to opportunity, go anywhere. Box
142E, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive, personable announcer looking for
first job. Salary secondary to opportunity. Studied under N.Y. professional. If you want a most
responsible
man BROADCASTING.
with a sharp sound — I'm your
boy. Box 143E.

Chief announcer — 4 years radio — all phases. Quality voice, radio or tv. Western Pennsylvania,
Ohio preferred. All offers considered. Married.
Box 147E, BROADCASTING.
Attention: Young staff announcer with pop music
know-how. Will liven up your station. Tape
available. Box 151E, BROADCASTING.
Top personality deejay. Runs fast-moving top
forty show. Storz-McClendon know-how. Record
hops. Past two years in Southern California.
Looking for live-wire station in major market.
College grad, 25. Box 154E, BROADCASTING.
Personality announcer. Versatile with ad libs.
Realize importance of hardsell and commercial
newscasting. B.A. in Speech. Vet. single, 26. Work
hard. Box 158E, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer — board work — copywriting —
news — pop and country music. Prefer Virginia or
Maryland. A. Armentrout, Holly Road, Route 3,
Annandale,
Virginia. Jefferson 2-5512 — after 4:00
P.M.
Young, single announcer; low on experience, but
high on
enthusiasm;
desires September
summer employment from
June 15 through
15. For
further information contact: Mike Carter; KMAN
Radio; Manhattan, Kansas.
Announcer, sales, learn business, news, sports,
dj, restricted ticket. Relocate, anywhere. Andy
Denonn, 169 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Main 4-0088.
Have records will travel. Young live wire, dj
experience — news, sports. Tom Johnson, 335
Sprague Road, Scarsdale, N. Y.
Announcer, 5 years experience. Reliable family
man. Available now. Bob Morrison, 1262 Monroe
Street, Galesburg, Illinois. Phone 2854-7.
2 years experience,
announcer,
dj. Excellent
references. Looking for
permanent
position. Will
travel. Walter N. MacElveny, 86-06 35th Ave.,
Jackson Hghts., L.I., N. Y. HA 4-3125.
Experienced announcer-dj, sports and western,
native of Arkansas wants position in home state
or nearby. College trained for versatility. Good
personality, willing worker. Paul Pennington,
7th Floor, 308 W. Randolph, Chicago 6, Illinois.
Ambitious University of Wisconsin graduate,
radio-tv major, advertising minor. Extensive
laboratory training at WHA-TV. Go anywhere, do
anything; announce, camera direct, write, sell.
Jim Young, 207 Jones, Madison 6, Wisconsin.
Technical
Combination engineer-announcer. First phone.
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas. 8 years experience.
Box 108E, BROADCASTING.
Radio, television experience. Chief engineer, announcing experience. First phone. $120. Box 120E,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer-announcer. Family man,
28, sincere, dependable, conscientious, presently
employed, but looking for a position with a
future. Box 126E, BROADCASTING.
Engineer — first phone — experienced chief. Some
announcing. South or southwest. Box 145E,
BROADCASTING.
First class, seven years broadcasting experience.
" thorough
High powertechnician.
directionals.
operator,
Any Conscientious
offer considered.
Box
156E, BROADCASTING.
Chief tionengineer,
marriedSome
and settled,
seekingReplies
posiin south only.
announcing.
confidential. This man is experienced so please
state
all, including salary, first letter. Box 161E,
BROADCASTING.
Florida, southeast, chief engineer, announcer. 5
years experience all phases. Box 1308, Florence
Villa Station, Winterhaven, Florida.

for maintenance— capable
announcer
phone,
1st
Bob Asbury,
northwest.
Prefer
operation.
board
2906 Good Street, Boise, Idaho.
Help wanted getting started. Have 2nd phone, no
experience. Single, 25, car with good tires. Salary
secondary. Don Green, 1755 Canyon, Hollywood,
Calif.
Broadcasting
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Production-Programming, Others

and program
Aggressive commercial manager
director seeks position with progressive radio
station, in small market. Announcing, copywriting, news and traffic experience. Employed
in Florida. Expected salary $100 plus. Contact
Box 988D, BROADCASTING.
Radio-television sports director, ten years experience, wants sports position with chance to advance in programming and management. Desire
permanency. Box 113E, BROADCASTING.
Excellent producRadio ten years, all phases.
tions—programming. Award winning sportscaster.
Coast— Southeastern ConBig Seven— Atlantic
ferences. Desires sports— programming— producnt— security. 34, fammanageme
eventualBROADCASTING.
tions,115E,
ily. Box
News director, radio-tv, presently employed in
. Box 148E,
large market.
TING.12 years experience
BROADCAS

Announcers

Help

Wanted
Sales

Major midwest market (top 50) has opening for
experienced television salesman. Creative selling
essential. Send complete details with recent photo
to Box 827D, BROADCASTING.
vhf staA fast growing network affiliated eastern
tion needs a hard hitting, self-starting, show-theshow
and
way type of local salesman to head up,
a local staff how to score. Are you the man?
Write Box 962D, BROADCASTING.
Preferably experienced salesman for local and
Salary and commission arregional accounts.
rangement. Many fringe benefits. Opportunity
leading
nation's
one of first
advancement
for
letter. Box
particulars
State allwith
stations.
166E, BROADCASTING.
Need real go-out-getter who wants to make
real money in good market. All it needs is
effort. Call or see Jack Sholar, WALB-TV,
Albany, Ga.
Today's business best in history. Need one more
young ambitious salesman to help keep ball
rolling. Prefer successful radio or television
salesman now selling in midwest. Salary, commission and future with multi-station ownership.
Lloyd D. Loers, Lee Radio, Inc., Mason City,
Iowa.
Announcers
TV weatherman-announcer for midwest medium
market, NBC affiliate, must be experienced in
delivering authoritative weather roundup, and
capable of doing other announcing chores. Write
Box 923D, BROADCASTING.
Southwestern radio and television wants experienced and versatile announcer. Play-byplay desirable. Permanent job and good living
conditions. Box 974D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer for booth and on-camera
work. Medium mid-south market. Full power
vhf. Box 129E, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Can you qualify as assistant chief engineer of
full power tv operation? Midwest location. Excellent working conditions. Send resume with
present and expected salary to Box 109E,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for basic CBS, full power tv and
50 kilowatt am stations in southwest city. Need
man with executive engineering experience. Box
164E, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Continuity writers: Two writers for midwest television station. Experience preferred, but not
absolutely necessary. These positions are copy
exclusively. Send resume and sample copy to
J. W. Kelin, Production Manager, P.O. Box 470,
Rockford, Illinois.

SALE

Management
Manager, 16 years experience as television manager and commercial manager, as radio manager and program director. Increased billing on
all stations over 100%. Also agency and network
experiences. Best references. Box 780D, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

FOR

Situations Wanted

. Sports director and versatile ex$600 monthly
ecutive with experience and proven ability. Box
821D, BROADCASTING ■
packed with remAvailable July 1st. Idea girlhappy.
Experienced.
edies for keeping sponsors
TING.
BHOADCAS
872D,
Box
degree.
College
radio
with
position
Desire executive secretarial
station. Highlv qualified all phases secretarial
10 years experience. Box 983D, BROADwork
CASTING.

10 years exProgram-production specialist with
perience, now employed, wishes to relocate. Married, 35. college. Box 155E, BROADCASTING.

STATIONS

TELEVISION

NAB

Salesmen

WELCOME

Young, former manager now with national rep
wants national sales opportunity. Box 138E,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-director. Know all phases
production; strong booth man. Young, college,
married. Box 996D, BROADCASTING.
Personable announcer. Realize importance of
hardsell and commercial newscasting. Versatile
with ad libs. Training in production-direction.
B.A. in Speech. Vet, single, 26. Work hard. Box
157E, BROADCASTING.

TO

LOS

ANGELES

Technical
Tv tech. — first class phone — permanent or summer. Willing to travel. Resume on request. Box
150E, BROADCASTING.
Tv engineer with first phone desires employment
in tv. Closed circuit experience. References, resume available. Box 152E, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others

VISIT

US

ATOURSUITE

Traffic-continuity director: Experienced preparation daily logs, contact handling, availabilities,
copywriting.
single, free to travel, references. BoxCollege,
822D, BROADCASTING.

IN

THE

STATLER

Television director — producer. 6 years staff directing. Free-lance announcer, news and commercial photographer with own equipment.
Have produced and directed own shows, film
commercials. College grad., 27, with family.
References from present station. Box 927D,
BROADCASTING.
Fight recession! My 5\'2 years experience (tv
production, copy, film, advertising) makes you
money with effective, inexpensive, local shows,
commercials. Write now! Box 106E, BROADCASTING.
Television sports director wants to return to
radio play-by-play while working with television
programming in permanent surroundings. Box
112E, BROADCASTING.
Newsman, write and air. Networks both coasts.
Employed. Twenty years experience at 39, newspapers, radio, tv. National awaTd winner. Metropolitan only. Box 124E, BROADCASTING.

WE

HAVE

MANY

EXCELLENT

BUYS

THROUGHOUT
WHOLE

Young man with light floor, projection experience, 2nd phone, wants summer replacement
work. Box 134E, BROADCASTING.

THE

COUNTRY

ALSO

College tv instructor seeking summer employment. Top director and copywriter. Box 144E,
BROADCASTING.

A SELECT

Film editor. Top experience, complete program
set
expert
re-cutting
of features. Available
Juneup,15th.
Boxin 149E,
BROADCASTING.

QUALIFIED

LIST OF
BUYERS

Director-producer, eight years radio-tv. Experience also in writing, production management,
major market. Vet, 26, with AB, MA. Creative,
budget-conscious,
versatile,
award-winner. Available now. Box 162E,
BROADCASTING.
M.S.U.
June Production.
grad. B.A., M.A.,
Degrees
in RadioTelevision
AERHO
Member.
Age
22, single, will travel. Interested in sports,
educational
tv, special
Excellent references.
Call orevents
write and
A.B. news.
Cudworth,
Box 59B, RFD #2, Williamston, Mich.— Lansing
phone ED 77292.
FOR

-Ours is a Personal

Service —

SALE

Experienced builder-operator offers small station
plan book. Five floor plans you can build. $3.75
postpaid. Station Planning Service, Box 2001,
Station A, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Stations
Golden opportunity — will never come up again.
I am a multiple major market operator — because
of needed
power,southwest
I have anmarket,
extra station
available in a major
programming
hillbilly-western
with responsible
outstandingparty
results.
I'll
help
an experienced,
get this
station. You pay only 15 down on total of
$85,000 — I'll pay 20 down for you, leaving balance
of $50,000 on terms. Immediate action necessary.
Air mail. Box 898D, BROADCASTING.

BROADCASTING

JACK
&

L. STOLL

ASSOCIATES

A NATIONAL

ORGANIZATION

for

the sale of Radio & TV Stations
6381 HOLLYWOOD
LOS ANGELES

BLVD.

28, CALIF.

Hollywood 4-7279
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FOR

FOR

SALE — (Cont'd)
Stations

West Coast, $42,500. 1000 watt
lated growth market. Average
past two vears, $61,000. Priced
stantial y, al cash is required
939D. BROADCASTING.

daytimer in isoannual gross for
under gross subto purchase. Box

Forming corporation to organize new station
In very good market. Write Box 981D, BROADCASTING.
Small market station, north Alabama. Good
gross, excellent equipment, in growing market.
$65.000 — 29'"„ down. No brokers. Box 107E,
BROADCASTING.
KHIL Brighton, Colorado— 800 kc— 500 watts,
non-directional covers metropolitan Denver
with 4.8 M/V. No real estate, leases so reasonable
you
to ownrunning
it. New atGates
equipment.
1000 can't
watt afford
transmitter
500 watts.
Went
on air May 26, 1956. A station that can be worth
$200,000 in 2''2 years and I can show you how.
Why a don't
keep it?
Because
I don't
to
run
damn I radio
station.
I want
back want
in the
orchestra business where I spent 20 years seeing the world through a windshield. Total price,
$80,000, $17,500.00 down with the balance in five
years.
Harry
"Tiny" Colorado.
Hill, Owner,Phone:
Post
Office Contact:
Box 307,
Brighton,
Brighton 799 or Denver, ATlas 8-0956.
South: Single station market, $36,500 total with
$10,000 down. Medium market, central, $66,500
total. Small metropolitan market $250,000. Terms.
Chapman Company, 1182 West Peachtree,
Atlanta.
U. S. Several secondary or medium market
television stations both uhf and vhf. Chapman
Company, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta: 17
East 48th, New York; 33 West Micheltorena,
Santa Barbara.
North. One upper New England station at
$100,000 on terms, several northeastern stations,
small and medium markets priced $125,000 to
$375,000 — terms. Chapman Company, 17 East
48th St., New York.
Now available. Single-station market. Ozark
wonderland. Inside the St. Louis-Memphis-Tulsa
triangle. Ralph Erwin. Broker. Tuloma Building.
Tulsa.
Wilt
will headquarter
at the Biltmore Gunzendorfer
convention week.
Will be available
for
consultation regarding sale and purchase of radio
and television properties. Information available
on a number of properties.
Northwest, quarter-kilowatt $95,000.00 29% down.
Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles.
Wyoming, single market, quarter-kilowatt, $8500
down! Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8630
W. Olympic, Los Angeles.

Equipment
Several RCA Iconascope camera chains and
tvpe 1850A tubes, slightly used. Box 928D,
BROADCASTING.
__
One REL one kilowatt fm transmitter. In good
condition, presently operating in North Carolina.
For details, write Box 160E, BROADCASTING.
Truscon self-supporting tower height above Insulators, 325 feet. Wind loading 90 I.M.P.H. Complete with lighting. Tower to be sold standing.
In excellent condition. U. L. Lynch, Technical
Director, KJVEMJ, Grant Island, Nebraska.
Two RCA type RT-11A tape machines, and two
Presto turntables, type 64-A. Contact Chief
Engineer, KQV, Pittsburgh, Pa.
GE 1 kw fm amplifier with final tubes, RCA
44-BX and 77-D microphones. Magnecord 814
eight-hour tape player. All excellent condition.
Box 221, Lebanon, Tennessee.
204' Ideco self-supporting radio tower, dismannew paint, $3,750.00. Box 748, Rapid City,
South tled,
Dakota.
AM radio tower, 150 feet, Stainless, good condition. Clark phase monitor, 108 E, like new. Gates
hy-watter, 2 tower array phasing equipment.
764.
Contact WAWK, Kendallville, Indiana, phone
Collins C100 fm antenna, 8 sections, now being
used
Penna.105.3 mc, reasonable, write WHAT, Phila.,
1 Prodelin, Inc. teleplexer tuned for channel 18,
for sale. Contract J. W. Robertson, Chief Engineer, WLEX-TV, Lexington, Kentucky.
For sale: Ampex 350, 3-052, 600, 60, 601-2 and A
series available from stock at Grove Enterprises,
Roslyn, Pa. TUrner 7-4277.
Video monitors — 8 megacycle — plug in construction. 14"— $215.00,of 17"—
$219.00,
21"— $259.00.
Proven
in thousands
closed
circuit
and broadcast
installations. Miratel monitors are delivered
under several trade names. Factory direct sales.
Write: Miratel, Inc., 1080 Dionne St., St. Paul 13,
Minnesota.
Ampex 350-TU, $1627; 600, $398; 620, $119; Concertone #23(833) $695 & $595; 601P; 601-2P.
Grove Enterprises, Roslyn, Pa. TUrner 7-4277.
Weather warning receivers — for Conelrad and
Disaster weather warnings. Air Alert II — $46.50.
Air Alert I— $89.50. Write: Miratel, Inc., 1080
Dionne St. St. Paul 13, Minnesota.
200' tower — self-supporting — Blaw Knox type
CK galvanized, dismantled, ready to ship —
$2,500.00. F. Stott, 307 West 13th, Kansas City,
Missouri.
WANTED

Waiting buyers, listings wanted. The Hollingsworth Co., Inc., 514 Hemp. Ave., W. Hempstead,
New York.
List with us, net to you. We have buyers for
radio and tv stations. HOLCO, 514 Hemp. Ave.,
W. Hempstead, N. Y.

WANTED

SALE — (Cont'd)

TO

BUY

Stations
Small or medium market radio station or cp.
Give details, terms. All replies confidential. Box
626D, BROADCASTING.

Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Former radio and television owners and operators.

Would like to buy west Texas radio station. Will
confidential. Prefer
keep your reply strictlyBROADCAST
ING.
single market. Box 867D,

To Buy or sell a station in the west. Chapman
Company, 33 West Micheltorena St., Santa Barbara, California.

We guarantee sale of your station or no charge
Company, 1182 West PeachChapman
to
17 East 48th, New York, 33 West
Atlanta;
tree,you.
Santa Barbara.
Micheltorena,

TO

BUY— (Cont'd)

Stations
Southwest properties only. Radio stations. Television stations. Wired-television. Closed-circuit
theaters. Ralph Erwin. Broker. Tuloma Building. Tulsa.
Equipment
5 kw transmitter and
associated equipment. Give
lull details. Box 159E, BROADCASTING.
1 kw standard broadcast transmitter not over
five years old. Full particulars and lowest price.
KOHU, Hermiston, Oregon.
1000 watt fm amplifier. KYFM, 4516 North Libby,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821 - 19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. Phone FLeetwood
2-2733. Elkins Radio License School, 3605 Regent
Drive, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting May 1, June 25,
September 3, October 29. For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden
Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
MISCELLANEOUS
H.M. Von Reitter Bowley, television and radio
bingo game sheets. 1025 Lincoln, Denver 4,
Colorado. Tel: Alpine 5-7093.
RADIO
Help
FUN

Wanted
DEE

JAY

We need a fun-radio personality
. . . a razor sharp production
man with enthusiasm and sparkle. Within our high-music format. This young man will have
unlimited freedom to develop
a free-swinging style. Tops in
beautiful city — chain #1 tn five
markets and more to come.
You'll be on a fast growing team
of guys who get around, and the
opportunity is as big as you are.
Let me hear you laugh, swing,
entertain and sell. Tape, letter
and photo please to:
Bob Whitney
Program Director
KALL
Salt Lake City, Utah
RADIO

PSy)
GENERATOR
STANDBY
CATERPILLAR DIESEL MODEL D364-165 kw @ .8 Power Factor
Only

operating time — four hours actual use time!
INCLUDES: Woodward Governor . . . Automatic Crank
. . . Radiator . . . Automatic Battery Charger . . .

200

hours

Battery . . . Automatic
Switch Gear.
PRICED AT $20,000
Also: Houston Fearless
Excellent

Switch

•

April 28, 1958

and

Price - $28,300)
11 Film Developer

Condition— Price

$2,000

^ ! Broadcast Equipment Division
or cal1 JSARKES
TARZIAN,
Inc., Bloomington,

w
Write
Page 178

(New
Model

Transfer

Situations Wanted
Announcers
NEED
A D. J.?
B. C. A. Placement Service has them . . . with
and without experience. All eager to please
and make you money! Best trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas. Thoroughly
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1639 Broadway, Capitol Theatre Bldg.
N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1918. No charge for either party.

Ind.
Broadcasting

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Managerial
MR. STATION OWNER OR NETWORK EXECUTIVE:
Need a 3'oung, hard-working-type
executive?
Over 15 years in radio and tv. Wants a post in
progressive organization. Management, production, promotion or public relations. Can invest
up to $25,000.
Will relocate
BOX 137E. BROADCASTING
TELEVISION

FOR THE RECORD

continues from page 174

applicants for various corrections to transcript in
ch. 7 proceeding, Buffalo, N. Y.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of April 18
KJCK
Junction
City, Kan. — Granted cp to install new trans.
KCSB San Bernardino, Calif. — Granted cp to
inst-11 new trans.
KGLD Garden City, Kan. — Granted mod. of cp
to change studio & trans, locations, type transmitters, other equipment changes, type ant.;
ERP vis. 45.7 kw, aur. 27.9 kw, ant. 800 ft.
WVBR-FM Ithaca, N. Y. — Granted mod. of cp
to change frequency to 93.5 mc.
WNAC Boston, Mass. — Granted extension of
authority to modulate 50 kw trans, during experimental period at frequencies not in excess of
20 kc with Air Force message generating equip3-14.
ment, for additional period of six months from

Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WRAL-TV Raleigh, N. C.
to
6-23; WTOV-TV Norfolk, Va. to 10-16; KBMBProduction-Programming, Others
TV Bismarck, N. D. to 5-15; WSAR Fall River,
Mass. to 5-12.
Actions of April 17
KOCO-TV Enid, Okla.— Granted mod. of licenses to change name to Cimarron Television
1 PROMOTION MANAGER WANTED | Corporation.
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio — Granted cp to
change ERP to vis. 123 kw, aur. 61.7 kw, ant.
= Basic CBS-TV affiliate has opening for ex- =
height
630 ft., and change type ant. (Main Trans.
zE perienced
promotion
man
to direct a =
& Ant.); and cp to make change in existing aux.
ant. system to maintain ant. system as auxiliary
= vigorous promotion, publicity, exploitation =
facilities.
= operation. Prefer man presently employed as =
Actions of April 16
= station promotion manager or assistant pro- =
WHIM
Providence
and East Providence, R. I. —
= motion manager, ready to step up. Live in =
Granted license covering installation of new
= sunshine city in beautiful live oak country. =
trans., and license covering installation of old
mainmain
trans,
as auxiliary trans, at present location
= Send
complete
resume
with
references, =
of
trans.
= samples, and present salary to Albert D. =
WEBB Baltimore, Md. — Granted license covering increase in daytime power, installation new
EE Johnson, General Manager, KENS-TV, San =
trans., make changes in DA system and change
= Antonio, Texas.
=
studio and station location.
WHVR Hanover, Pa. — Granted license covering installation of new trans as alternate main
trans, nighttime and as auxiliary trans, daytime
at
present
location of main trans.
TELEVISION
Granted licenses for following am stations:
KTYM Inglewood, Calif.; KADO Marshall, Tex.;
WDCR Hanover, N. H.
Situations Wanted
KRCT Pasadena, Tex. — Granted license covering changestallation
of newant.
-trans,
studiostation
locations,
inManagement
trans,
and and
change
location
(specify type trasmitter); condition.
WTHS-AM-TV Miami, Fla.— Granted mod. of
licenses to change name to The Board of Public
• MY BOSS WONT GIVE UP HIS JOB!! % Instruction of Dade County, Florida.
KOIN-AM-FM Portland, Ore. — Granted authority to operate transmitters by remote control;
J He thinks I'm good enough to manage a •
while using non-directional ant.
© radio or tv station — based on the fact that —
• I personally sold $200,000. worth of local ©
Actions of April 15
KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex. — Granted involuntary
J tv time in '57 . . . and my 12 years in *
assignment of licenses to Lucille Ross Bufrod,
e broadcasting, agency. Am tv salesmanager; 9
Marshall Pengra and Margaret E. Lansing, ex• want a challenge and top income.
®
ceased. ecutrix of estate of Gerald Hall Lansing, de•
BOX 165E, BROADCASTING
*
WGES Chicago, 111. — Granted assignment of
license to company of same name.
WBWC Berea,
— Granted
license for nonFOR SALE
commercialOhio
educational
fm station.
KCBH Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted license
covering change in ERP and trans.
KSL-FM Salt Lake City, Utah — Granted license
FOR SALE
covering changes in fm station.
Granted licenses for following am stations:
WLEM Emporium, Pa.; KPOR Quincy, Wash.;
BROADCASTING (Radio) YEARWILZ St. Petersburg, Fla.
BOOKS beginning 1936 through 1956 and
KCVL Colville, Wash. — Granted license coverTELECASTING (tv) YEARBOOKS from
ing change of frequency from 1480 kc to 1270 kc.
1948 through 1956.
WIVI Christiansted, V. I. — Granted license covering change in frequency and make changes in
Box 153E, BROADCASTING.
antenna system (decrease height).
WBSM New Bedford, Mass. — Granted mod. of
license to operate trans, by remote control,
while
using directional ant. day and night (DAStations
1); waived Sect. 3.66 of rules to permit use of
trans, with power less than that required by
Sect. 3.66 for Conelrad purposes; conditions.
WDGY
Minn.
Granted trans,
cp to and
inTHE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION
stall new Minneapolis,
trans, and ant.
as —auxiliary
AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
ant. (studio location).
CONSULTANTS— ESTABLISHED 1946
WPRE
du Chien, Wis. — Granted to install new Prairie
main trans.
MANAGEMENT
NEGOTIATIONS
FINANCING
WBUD Trenton, N. J.— Granted cp to install
APPRAISALS
new trans, as alternate main nighttime and as
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
auxiliary trans, daytime at present location of
main trans.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
WALT Tampa, Fla. — Granted cp to install new
trans, as auxilitary trans, at same location as
main trans.
WWTB Tampa, Fla. — Granted cp to install new
Equipment
trans, as auxiliary trans, at present location of
main trans.
KRBA Lufkin, Tex. — Granted cp to install new
trans.
TAPE RECORDERS
KFOX Long Beach, Calif. — Granted extension
All Professional Makes
of completion date to 5-10.
WDSC Dillon, S. C. — Granted extension of
New — Used — Trades
authority to operate at reduced time 7 :00 a.m.
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
to 6:00 p.m. for additional 30 days from Mar. 31,
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
pending arrival of additional announcer.
4401 W. North Avenue
WGTC Greenville, N. C. — Granted mod. of
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
authority to change sign-off from 5:00 p.m.
daily to local
sunset authorization.
as indicated on current inUptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
strument of license
KAVE-TV Carlsbad, N. M. — Granted extension
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
of completion date to Oct. 22.
Broadcasting
Help

AWARDS

Seven
Given

'Mike' Awards
at AWRT
Meet

An award citing the "outstanding woman
in radio and television for 1957" by McC all's has been presented to Phyllis Knight,
WHAS Louisville, it
is
being announced
tomorrow
(Tuesday)
in the May issue of
the consumer magazine. Miss Knight
was cited for her
"determined efforts,

Wanted

both on the air and
off, in publicizing

MISS KNIGHT
of Louisville women

the city's
newProject
Cancer Survey
Laboratory, and in
persuading thousands
to submit to a cancer-

detection test."
Miss Knight and six other McCall's winners received their "Mike" awards Saturday
at the magazine's annual dinner during the
convention of American Women in Radio
and Television
Trade
Assns.) McCall's
"Mike"
awards(see
were
established
in 1951
to recognize public service contributions being made by women in the broadcasting industry. Other awards this year:
Executive, Service to Community — Kay
West, KEX Portland, Ore., whose documentary series, The Oregon Divorce Tragedy,
produced legislation designed to forestall
"quickie" divorces;
Executive, Service for Youth — Ella Will
McKinney, Alabama Educational Television
Network, Birmingham, whose tv teaching
on the in-school series, Let's Learn More,
helped ease the problem of overcrowded
and understaffed primary grades;
Executive, Service for Women— Rozell
Fabiani, WRBL-TV Columbus, Ga., whose
television series briefed Army wives accompanying their husbands to Germany with
the Third Division and helped create better
understanding between the military and
civilians;
Broadcaster, Service to Community — Lee
Phillip, WBBM-TV Chicago, who educated
the public to the needs of unwed mothers
and their unwanted children and helped
raise the necessary funds for a new, modern
Foundlings' Home;
Broadcaster, Service to Youth — Alma
John, WWRL New York, whose program
What's Right With Teen-Agers not only
helps young people learn broadcasting skills
but gives them a chance to prove they can
assume responsibility and be leaders;
Broadcaster, Service for Women — Ruth
Allen, WGAR Cleveland, whose radio series, Health and the Modern Woman, contributed to the peace of mind of her listeners by discussing frankly the subjects of
obstetrics and gynecology.

'Trib' Honors
E, WSVA,. WICY
First, second and third prize honors in
the 1957 New York Herald-Tribune fresh
air fund radio-tv awards — presented annually to radio-tv stations supporting Fund's
April 28, 1958
« Page 179

AWARDS CONTINUED

talk

Bill

to

Malo

Bill will tell you how
Raymer Representation
increased WDRC-Hartford
national spot business
100% in 1956 and another
42% in 1957.

then
talk to Raymer
Find out how the very special Raymer Way of selling
can help your station and
your national spot sales.

A

HAZARD

THAT

NEVER

SLEEPS

A daily occurrence —
Radio and TV Stations
are accused of
LIBEL — SLANDER
PIRACY — PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
through act of station,
staff, announcer, speaker,
talent, commentator, sponsor.
THE

SPOKEN

WORD

IS MASTER!

•friendly town" program — were won by
WKNE Keene, N. H.; WSVA Harrisonburg. W. Va.. and WICY Malone, N. Y. It
was the second consecutive year that WKNE
led the competition. Other stations cited
"with honorable mention": WKRT Cortland, N. Y.; WMNB North Adams, Mass.,
and WBSM New Bedford, Mass. Judges
were Claude Barrere, executive director,
RTES, Ed Stanley, NBC public affairs
director, and Trib radio-tv columnist Marie
Torre.
WTIC-TV Takes
In Hartford Ad

Grand Award
Club Contest

WTIC-TV Hartford, Conn., won the
Grand Award in the annual competition
sponsored by the Advertising Club of Hartford. WTIC-TV's prize was for its Voice
of the People show.
Walter C. Johnson, vice president-general
manager of the station, accepted the winning plaque, presented at an awards banquet by Mrs. Ruth T. Gardner, director of
club services, Advertising Federation of
America. Paul W. Morency, president of
WTIC-TV, expressed gratification that
Voice of the People represents the work
of a new production crew beginning the
show a week after WTIC-TV went on the
air last fall.
Of nearly 500 entries in the Hartford
advertising competition, 30 others received
merit awards and 56 got honorable mention. Stations in the merit category included WNBC (TV) New Britain-Hartford,
WHCT (TV) Hartford, WDRC Hartford,
WKNB New Britain and WCCC Hartford.

AMONG recipients of Alabama AP broadcast news awards for 1957: Davenport
Smith (I) of WBRC Birmingham and Ruth
Harris (c) of WNPT Tuscaloosa. Oliver
Gramling (r), assistant general manager of
the AP, New York, made the presentations.
Mr. Smith is president of the Alabama AP
Broadcasters Assn.
emerged top in these categories: sports,
excellent, Jay Alldredge; public service,
excellent, Mr. Alldredge; continuous coverage, superior, Davenport Smith; news cooperation (given also to WBRC-TV), suWAPI Birmingham and WAPI staffers
perior. three top citations. They were comtook
prehensive news, excellent, Charles Davis,
Tom Hamlin and Geoff Smith; state and
local news, excellent, Mr. Davis, Mr.
Smith, Roy Marcato and Bob Jones; farm
news, excellent, Boyd Evans. WABT (TV)
Birmingham, affiliated with WAPI, took
excellent ratings in state and local news and
public
Otherservice.
stations and individuals named for
top ratings: WOWL Florence, Nell Bigbee,
excellent state and local news and excellent

WBRC Takes Four Top Ratings
In Alabama Newscasting Awards
WBRC Birmingham, Ala., took top ratings
in four categories of the Alabama AP
Broadcasters Assn. news awards for 1957.
Nine stations placed in the seven categories
and 19 station staffers received certificates
for outstanding news broadcasts.
The awards were made at the Alabama
AP Broadcasters Assn. spring meeting in
Mobile April 1 1 . Oliver Gramling, assistant
general manager of the AP, New York,
made the presentations.
WBRC
and newsmen
of that station

continuous coverage; WSFA-TV Montgomery, excellent news cooperation, and
category.
WMLS Sylacauga, also excellent in that
Meritorious and honorable
ratings also were given.
AWARDS

mention

SHORTS

NBC Chicago's first public service award
has been presented to Sheriff Joseph D.
Lohman of Cook County (III.) "for outstanding civic performance in the better-

BUT you
can
INSURE
against embarrassing loss
by having our unique
Excess
Policy
at amazingly low cost.
Write for details and rates

What's
I.
*

''
• • * * •
Point-of-Purchase*

M

A Mer
new point-of-purchase
merchandising
ser
chandi
tool, to be revealed for the first time
At

anywhere at the Biltmore. It merchandises

the

EMPLOYERS
REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
2 1 WEST TENTH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO.

San Francisco,
New York, Chicago
100 Bush
107 William 175 W.
Jackson S*
St.
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your station — and your advertisers —
with the famous TelePrompTer name.

*
1
I
I

Biltmore f
— J_L CORPORATION
31 1 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.
Where the art of Group Communications
is a Science
Broadcasting

ment of the community." Honor was extended in recognition of his Shadows of the City
series on WNBQ (TV) that city. Public
service awards were established by NBC
Owned Stations Div. last year to salute

new

at

N. A. B. !

organizations and individuals for significant public interest efforts in communities
served by network-owned stations.
Dr. Allen B. DuMont, chairman of
of Allen B. DuMont Labs., Clifton,
will be recipient of annual engineering
of New Jersey Society of Professional
neers April 25 at Atlantic City.

board
N. J.,
award
Engi-

M. Leon, president of WDAS Philadelphia, named to receive annual Humanitarian Award of American Medical Center
at Denver for Cancer, Tuberculosis and
Chest Diseases on May 18.

Max

Frank M. Folsom, executive committee
chairman and former president, RCA, has
been named Diamond Jubilee recipient of
Notre Dame U.'s Laetare Medal, school's
highest honor given annually to outstanding
American Catholic layman. Mr. Folsom is
Vatican City's permanent representative to
International Atomic Energy Agency.
C. O. (Ken) Kendrick, president of New
Mexico Broadcasters, and manaser-co-owner
of KVBC Farmington, N. M., awarded
"Distinguished Service Award"
Junior Chamber of Commerce.

by U. S.

Lloyd E. Yoder, NBC vice president and
general manager of WRCV-AM-TV Philadelphia, has received special citation
from Boys' Towns of Italy in recognition
of his efforts and cooperation on behalf of
Boys' Towns of Italy. He served as co-chairman in presenting special premiere performance ofmovie "South Pacific," proceeds
from which were donated to Boys' Towns.
Thomas P. Bashaw, general manager of

a

KFH Wichita, Kan., named "Advertising
Man of the Year" by local ad club.
Bob Adams, local sales manager of KFH
Wichita, Kan., awarded Kansas Sales Executive Club's Victor trophy for "outstanding achievement in the art of selling, creative

truly

compact
remote
unit

imagination and flexibility."
Edward J. DeGray, vice president in charge
of ABC Radio Network, has been awarded
Lincoln statuette and citation from United
Negro College Fund for network's "support" to fund by broadcasting Negro College
Choir on ABC (Sun. 10:35-11:00 a.m.).
James Bormann, director of news and public affairs, WCCO Minneapolis, received
award from Minnesota Safety Council for
"outstanding public safety service."
Harold W. Lindsay, manager of industrial
design at Ampex Corp., awarded fellowship
by Audio Engineering Society in recognition of his "pioneering contributions" to
design and development of professional
magnetic tape recorders. Award was presented by AES President Sherman M. Fairchild
at organization's 1958 convention in L. A.
Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters was honored
for "distinguished service" in highway safety
education by Georgia Optometric Assn.

For the first time... increased mobility; increased program capability,
e
low cost, and increased profits! For the first time, a compact miniatur
full
remote unit completely self-contained to give any size station
g:
remote facilities at low cost. A completely mobile unit includin
Vidicon camera, microwave relay equipment (video and audio),
shortwave communication, monitor, power generating equipment
ED.
and all operating accessories including truck FULLY FINANC
NAB
CONVENTION
HOTEL STATLER
BOOTH 14
WILSHIRE FLOOR
•Your station call-letters
Leaders in Microwave Communication

11754 Vose St. • No. Hollywood, Calif. • TWX NHOL 2277
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How do we know that such a bond exists?
How does an advertiser assay it?
Well, the basis lies in the growth of mutual respect throughout the years. We see
it in our mail counts — in our virtually level,
far-superior ratings — in mail and word-ofmouth commenting gratefully on our commercial and public service programming,
free of triple spots — in the stature of our
veteran personnel in the community.
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the cold statistics which our

advertisers must evaluate — our 747,640 TV
homes in 41 counties of 3 states, with their
$3,361,973,000 of annual retail purchases.
Because a great portion of these figures apply especially to those who communicate
with our advertisers through us.
George P. Hollingbery has other figures
you can evaluate at a glance, too — our
very realistic rate card.
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ad

writer:

". . . and what does your daddy do
forHea living?"
writes television commercials,
that's what he does.
When our young son came home
from school the other day and reported
how he had answered this question, it
sparked a subject for this memo.
We're told that every dominant
medium of communication back
through history has found itself in the
position that television does today.
It's fashionable, it seems, to take
potshots at the most influential, most
noticed medium.

Today's patsy is the television commercial. (Even the movies take a crack
at it: "No commercials on the Academy
Awards telecast!").
Today it don't mean a thing if you
don't take a swing at a commercial.
Luckily for most of us in the business
of making commercials, however, there
are so many tangible and intangible
rewards that we can hold our heads
high. Rewards that include money (oh,
that!), frequent contact wtih many talented specialists who contribute to our
efforts, a growing prestige among the
other creative folk in the advertising
world, and the knowledge that we have
become an influential member of many
companies' sales forces.
We're sorry that millions of American television viewers have such a
positive, vocal dislike of commercials.
This has become "the thing to do" —
actually, most people admit they like
an awful lot of the commercials.
Ours is not an easy way to make a
buck. Not easy from the creative standpoint, and made no easier by the nagging realization that a lot of folks regard a lot of our efforts as so much
annoying hogwash.
Yet, if we were to give our son an
answer to the question of what his
daddy does for a living, it would be:
"He has fun."
Actually, our son knows very well
what line of work his father is in.

He knows all the commercials he's
written, the jingles he's composed. In
fact, he credits his father with having
created fully 98% of all commercials
on the air.
And the clincher is that our son
wants to write commercials when he
grows up. We hope he does. It's a great
life.
p
W.
is

We've

had our fun writing commercials for great people like Andy

Devine and Guy Madison for Kellogg's,
Glenn Ford for Chrysler, Hoagy Car-

Broadcasting

hounded

michael and Julie London for Marlboro.
We've had the fun of watching the
bath sequences for Camay soap commercials. (Yes, son, they wear bathing
suits under those soap suds.)
We've had the fun of watching Tony
the Tiger develop into a lovable goof.
We're sure that all over this country
are guys and gals who must get the
same thrill out of the business.
The latest Jell-O series ("Be Kind to
Your Mother-in-Law with Jell-O
Week," for instance) must be making
a lot of people very happy.
The people who write and produce
the Scott Paper commercials must
really enjoy their work. It shows.
We suspect that most people who
work on television commercials can
truthfully say that if they had it to do all
over again, they'd do exactly what
they're doing now.
It's a fascinating, vital sort of work.
Where else can a writer work on so
many different problems and in so many
different techniques?
Sure, writers of stage plays, television
shows, and motion pictures get a crack
at these things, too — but where they
turn out one, two, or possibly three a
year, a tv writer turns out a couple of
hundred in a year — and asks for more.
(Well, all right — the agency or the
client asks for more.)
And each is a super-duper production.
Even the simplest live-action commercial with an announcer and a product in his hand can involve the talents
of a hundred specialists.
And when you have fun at your
work, even the subtle resistance to the
whole idea of commercials can be fun.
It's all part of the game.
Even within the agencies, there are
the "people who write the advertising,"
and then there are "those television com-

but

happy

Actually, if the interest and desire to
learn about television commercials increases within agencies and among
clients as much in the next 10 years
as it has in the last, we television folk
can look forward to a pretty pleasant
sort of life.
Most of today's tv commercial problems stem from lack of knowledge, not
malice.
And although the oldest dodge in
practically any business is "you don't
understand how complicated my job is,"
this happens to be true when it comes
to television.
Of necessity, good television (or for
that matter, even bad television) requires more steps, more people, more
facilities, more of everything just to
get on the air.
Actually, our son didn't have all the
trouble we said he did, up there at the
beginning of this memo.
You see, he was talking to other kids
— and kids love television commercials.
They think television commercials are
a sensational idea. Often better than
the shows. They sing our jingles, dance
along with our dancers, quote our copy
lines (often word for word), believe that
what we say is true, and demand immediate action on every commercial.
Of course, we sometimes think it
would be nice to be in a line of work
that adults regarded as worthwhile.
There is one appeal to this business
of ours that is completely unique. An
appeal that makes us like our line of
work despite anything anyone says.
When

you turn out a dandy commercial, and viewers nod and smile over
it, talk about it, and respond to it— well,
there's nothing quite like it. You have
literally managed to make millions of
people like your work and buy your
product in spite of themselves.
And if that doesn't sound like fun,
we don't know what does.

mercial people."

Don Tennant, b. Nov. 23, 1922, Sterling, 111.; Knox
graduate, 1943. During World War II served three
years overseas as Navy officer. After war joined John
B. Rogers Producing Co. as director of home talent
shows and pageants, then to NBC Chicago in 1947 as
radio producer. Started his own television shows on
ABC-TV in 1949. Joined Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, in
October 1950 as its first full-time tv writer. Appointed
tv copy supervisor on Kellogg's and Toni in 1954. Assigned to Marlboro cigarettes in 1955; has written all
Marlboro commercials. Made vice president, tv commercials exploration and development in December 1957.
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EDITORIALS
Nightmare,

1958

IN the year that has elapsed since the last annual convention of
the NAB. practically all facets of broadcasting have been
through the regulatory meat-grinder. The economic health of radio
and television has not been seriously impaired, even with a recession, but the regulatory well-being of both the FCC and the licensees
have been blighted beyond anything that has ever happened before.
All this in contrast with the rather remarkable complacency exhibited at the convention in Chicago just a year ago. Even then the
climate was overcast, because the House Legislative Oversight Committee had just begun its headline hunting work contrived to destroy rather than correct, and other minions of government were
rifling network, station and FCC files. All this went unnoticed at
the Chicago convention. It was a pink tea of negative value to
management and ownership, except for the sidebar meetings and
some very worthwhile exhibits.
We have the notion that this annual meeting in Los Angeles will
produce something affirmative; something more than sweetness and
light. I his. even though the agenda is not too promising.
The kej rioter is Dr. Frank Stanton, who as president of CBS
Inc. has demonstrated genius and leadership that is now legendary
in all broadcasting and, for that matter, in all American industry.
We haven't the slightest notion about his theme, but we venture
he will not be content with mere passing mention of that which
confronts all in broadcasting because of such disruptive interferences with business enterprise as the Barrow Network Report, the
antitrust onslaughts and the wayward winds of the Oversight inquiry which blew what was to have been a prosaic study of conflicts of federal jurisdiction into a tornadic inquisition that swept
one commissioner out of office and subjected others to unfair and
unjustified humiliation.
And hard on the heels of Dr. Stanton's keynoter will be John
first appearance before the nation's
C. Doerfer, who makes his
broadcasters as the FCC chairman. Mr. Doerfer will not say all
that he has on his mind because the FCC is still on call by the
Oversight Committee and because many important issues, such as
those raised in the Barrow Report, are as yet unresolved.
But it isn't revealing secrets to state that Mr. Doerfer feels
strongly about the editorializing responsibilities of stations and, concomitantly, about the lack of responsibility exhibited by many newspapers in their one-sided coverage of the Oversight Committee proceedings, blackening reputations and placing the FCC and broadcasters alike under a cloud. Mr. Doerfer can be expected to urge
stations to editorialize, but to be fair and to present both sides. And
this well could be the primary lesson to be learned by broadcasters
at this convention.
We're pleased to note that not only Chairman Doerfer, but all
members of the FCC are to be present at this convention. If they
had stayed away, the carping critics would claim that their campaign against "fraternization" had been justified. The FCC members
have done nothing for which they need apologize. They are honest
men who have done the best they could under our system of administrative government in the face of interferences that have come
principally from the very Congress that has lately chastised them.
The convention affords all broadcasters the opportunity to give
the FCC

the rousing vote o'f confidence it deserves.

Who's
Sorry Now?
the Songwriters Protective Assn. (really ASCAP in disguise) began beating down the portals of the Senate Commerce
Committee last year for hearings on the Smathers Bill (S 2834) to
kill BMI, broadcasters understandably were concerned. They had
witnessed the burlesque put on in New York by ASCAP the year
before in the now famed Cellar Committee hearings when luminaries of Tin Pan Alley paraded before Chairman Celler (also from
New York) to damn BMI, broadcasters and all those who stood
WHEN

in the way of a return to ASCAP's former monopoly in music.
The Senate committee finally yielded and hearings were begun
in March — not in New York, home grounds for ASCAP, but in
Washington. The ASCAP-ites didn't do so good, (1) because they
had no case, and (2) because their press agents aren't as effective
in Washington as they were in New York.
BMI, created by the nation's broadcasters who had to have music
Page 184 • April 28. 1958
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"My wife's going to Europe soon. . . . I'm looking for a summer re
placement."
in 1939 when ASCAP cut off the supply, found themselves
back
confronted with the necessity of defending themselves on the preposterous Smathers bill. That ill-conceived measure would prohibit licensees from owning stock in BMI and from engaging in
the recording and publishing business.
During the week of April 14, BMI and the broadcasters presented the first segment of their case (they return May 6). The
burden was carried by Sydney M. Kaye, BMI's chairman and a
distinguished attorney in his own right. He knocked down the
ASCAP strawmen one by one. Broadcasters, performers, songwriters, publishers and even a governor, supported his testimony.
The BMI monopoly ghost was laid.
But more than that, a devastating record was built against
ASCAP. Even the author, Sen. Smathers (D-Fla.), must have forsaken his brain-child because he was absent during most of the
proceedings during March, as well as when BMI presented its case.
The record speaks for itself — and most eloquently for BMI.
We doubt the Smathers bill will ever get out of committee.
Meanwhile, radio broadcasters who gather this week in Los
Angeles in conjunction with the NAB convention will have the
benefit of the Senate Committee hearings to guide them in the
formation of an all-industry committee to negotiate a new contract
with ASCAP in the light of the expiration of the current five-year
pact next Dec. 31.
National

vs.

Local

THE urge to get it wholesale has plagued broadcasting from the
beginning of time-selling. In this era of hard-sell, the hard buy
has become endemic too. Advertisers send their agency timebuyers
scurrying into the field to wangle obviously national business at discounted local rates. This is done not because broadcast advertising
is regarded as a bad buy at national rates, but rather because national advertisers fear their competitors are getting it cheaper.
Some stations have solved the problem by establishing a single
rate. But the newspaper pattern of local or "retail" versus national
rates has carried over to radio and television in many areas.
The Storz stations, in conjunction with their national representatives, have adopted a bold new approach. A rigid national and local
rate policy has been adopted effective May 1, as reported in this
issue. Under the new rules, any account can quickly determine
whether it is entitled to local or national rates. It will mean that the
national representatives will sell at the local rate, where the criteria
are met, while local salesmen in some instances will sell at the
national rate.
The venture certainly warrants close observation. If it works,
even in broad outline (because refinements may be required by experience) itwill be a notable contribution. Certainly advertisers and
agencies alike would welcome any innovation that would permit
them to buy with confidence.
Broadcasting
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The first structure ever designed from the ground up for color television now houses
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BALABAN ADDS ANOTHER • Purchase of KGKO Dallas, regional independent, by Balaban Radio & Tv for
$450,000, has been consummated, subject
to usual FCC approval. Transaction was
completed by John F. Box Jr., executive
vice president of Balaban, with Oilmen
H. H. Coffield and W. L. Pickens. Other
Balaban stations are WIL St. Louis, WRIT
Milwaukee, WICS-TV Springfield, 111.,
and WTVO-TV Rockford, 111. KGKO is 5
kw day, 500 w night on 1480 kc.
0
It's standing gag that at broadcaster
meetings, sound systems never work. Gag
took on serious overtones last week at
NAB convention. Public address gear
functioned inadequately at several sessions,
was especially bad at RAB presentation —
so bad that number of delegates walked out
because they couldn't hear what was going
on. Walkout prompted some talk of disenchantment with RAB, though p.a. problem was primarily at fault.
•
OUTDATED

FORMS

• Proponents and

practitioners of '•modern" broadcasting
found great comfort in discovery that
FCC's two newest members — Comrs.
T. A. M. Craven and Fred W. Ford — do
not believe that existing standards in license renewal forms on program balance
fit current broadcasting operations. Comr.
Craven consistently has favored elimination of questions on percentages of time
devoted to particular programming on
ground that this veers toward censorship.
Comr. Ford, in his comments during NAB
panel discussion in Los Angeles, expressed
view that standards should differ in relation to available service, market by market.
•
"Modern" broadcasters were particularly
interested in license renewal cross-fire because of recent FCC action in holding up
number of renewals on grounds of purported programming imbalance. They have
contended that public service cant be
measured in terms of total broadcast hours
because programming has changed, with
spot announcements rather than full commercials now dominant. Comrs. Craven
and Ford expressions indicate these views
have won favor with them and perhaps
other FCC members.
•
EASTMAN

READIES • No formal announcement isexpected yet, but Robert
E. Eastman, former president of ABC
Radio, has quietly incorporated Robert E.
Eastman & Co. as station representation
firm to start operation about June 1.
Though he had toyed with idea of going
into station ownership, he was actively
available for talks with prospective clients
at NAB convention, reportedly has lined
up nucleus station group and also is at
work arranging offices in New York, Chicago and on West Coast.
Mr. Eastman

Broadcasting

was executive vice president of John Blair
radio rep firm before moving to ABC year
ago for what proved to be 1 1 -month stint.
ABC settled rest of his five-year contract
few weeks ago after ordaining severe cutback in network programming.
•
ABC Radio is quietly racking up well
over million dollars in new business and
renewals, according to word passed along
last week to affiliates. Meanwhile, Ed deGray, vice president in charge of revamped
radio network, was busy in Los Angeles
last week lining up new affiliates.
•
RADIO

ROULETTE • Major station representative issoliciting national spot business for at least one of its stations by offering timebuyers this deal: If station
doesn't turn up No. 1 in next Pulse survey,
there'll be no charge for spots; if station
does make No. 1 position, as rep predicts
it will, business will be billed at regular
rates. "You can't lose either way," says
rep's letter of solicitation.
•
On theory that best defense is strong
offense, stations and networks notified by
FCC of "complaints" against editorializing
on pay-tv test issue, may hurl charge of
unclean hands against complainants. It's
common knowledge, they contend, that
Zenith has been behind massive campaign
to force FCC's authorization of tests and
that its complaint to FCC is just another publicity effort.
•
THE OTHER THORN • Pay-tv, burning
issue for months on-end, played second
fiddle to community antennas at NAB
Convention in Los Angeles last week.
With pay-tv tests on ice pending possible
congressional action, attention of secondary market broadcasters, notably in West,
turned to FCC's hands-off policy on CATV,
resulting in commitment from Commission that it will make new serious study
of whole issue, regarded as threat to
economic existence of secondary market
stations.
•
After concentrating on southern and
southwest area in acquisition of radio
properties, McLendon Stations are understood now to be eyeing stations in such
major markets as Chicago and Philadelphia.
•
MORE ON CH. 10 • Digging deeper and
deeper into Miami ch. 10 case, U. S. grand
jury in Washington has subpoenaed Washington attorneys A. Harry Becker and Leo
Resnick to appear this week. Mr. Becker
represents unsuccessful applicant North
Dade Video Inc., and Mr. Resnick L. B.
Wilson Inc.
•
Though most of public reaction to date
to recent anti-rock and roll blast by Ernest

circuit

J. Hodges, of Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli,
San Francisco, has come from stations,
many key New York agency executives
his stand.
are lauding
privately
been thinking
it and trying
to sell "We've
it but
it took Hodges to say it in print [Monday
Memo, April 14]," says one agency buyer.
A timebuyer for a brewer account notes he
favors non-r&r programming station over
r&r station in given markets — "we don't
want to reach teenagers to sell beer," he
reminds. Also highly commended is
GB&B's reported move to acquire breakdown of music and artists featured on stations in certain time periods [Closed
Circuit, April 28].
•
CAMEL'S NOSE IN TENT • One of
gravest problems confronting broadcasters
centers around community antenna problem and NAB is considering quick action,
according to private comments after Los
Angeles convention had formally ended.
Reason for alarm among some industry
groups is fear that millions of community
antenna homes, tied by wire, offer basis
for built-in pay television system. Special
NAB community antenna committee, long
semi-dormant, jumped into action at convention and will hold meeting soon.
•
Pharmaceuticals Inc., New

York, with

approximately $14 million in network tv
this year, is active in reforming its network
lineup for next Fall. Already decided: to
drop Saturday 10-10:30 p.m. time period
on NBC-TV, letting present commitment
on Ted Mack Amateur Hour run through
summer; shift Twenty One from current
Monday 9-9:30 p.m. slot to new NBC-TV
time period — Thursday 8-8:30 p.m. — and
attempt to sell off alternate weeks of To
Tell The Truth that it now sponsors Tuesdays, 9-9:30 p.m. on CBS-TV. Advertiser
wants another evening time period for show
(format undecided) and, through its agency,
Parkson Adv., N. Y., is talking with all
three networks.
•
SAT. NIGHT PLANNING • NBC TV
planning to put new series entitled Man
From Tallahassee in 9:30-10:30 p.m.
period, Saturdays effective in Fall. Several
advertisers are understood to be interested
in sponsoring program. Show will replace
Turning Point, 9:30-10 p.m., sponsored by
Scott & Schick, and Ted Mack Amateur
Hour, 10-10:30 p.m., underwritten by
Pharmaceuticals [see above].
•
Plaguing some broadcast engineers are
doubts that TASO report can possibly be
completed by end of this year, as promised.
TASO members beginning to feel urgency, too, and talk of hiring extra engineers to correlate, analyze and write \ up
findings based on increasing river of t\aw
technical data coming to Dr. George Town,
at TASO headquarters.
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THE

WEEK

IN

BRIEF

Broadcasters Must Take Leadership — That's message of
three speakers at NAB convention: CBS President Frank
Stanton, McCann-Erickson President Marion Harper Jr.,
Page 35.
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer.

The New and The Novel in Technical Developments —
Automation for radio and tv and a dozen other pieces of light
eye of NAB management and engicatch 94.
and heavy
delegates. Page
neeringproducts

All Over Until Next Year — Nearly 2,000 delegates attend
their last industrywide convention as NAB changes whole
format to cut size of annual meeting. Program, advertising,
regulatory and technical problems were discussed, with a few
moments off for socializing. Page 40.

FM Faces Future — For first time in decade, fm broadcasters
see solid reasons for encouragement. New equipment, larger
audiences, stereo and multiplexing are among elements that
t Assn. reorganized as fm-wide
look good. FM Developmen
Page 98.
promotion organization.

Cheerios Pattern? — General Mills breaks introductory campaign for premium-priced Hi-Pro cereal food.
Its agency that helped to put Cheerios near top in breakfast
food sales using mostly tv, notes that spot tv already is playing
major role for Hi-Pro. Page 45.
Another

P's and Q's of Tv Station Operation — NAB's Tower urges
broadcasters to adopt better accounting methods, noting prices
geared to advertiser demand is thing of past. Law of diminishing returns is applicable to station costs and revenue,
he indicates.
Page 100.

may
FCC
NAB
comPage

Capitol Calendar — Senate Commerce Committee announces hearings on "general question" of tv allocations May
27; on Bricker bill to place networks under direct FCC regulation beginning June 2. Page 58.

FCC Examined — (Again) — Prospect that television
eventually be shifted to other frequencies is raised as
members answer questions in annual appearance before
convention. "Censorship," license terms, plans to study
munity antenna operations among other highlights.
104.

House Probers Prescribe Tonic — Rep. Harris tells D. C.
attorneys Oversight Subcommittee faces task of making FCC
stronger — not weaker — and restoring public confidence in
agency; promises no "character assassination" or use of "dubious methods." Page 60.

Back in the Ring — The station reps and radio networks renew their differences as Frank Headley of SRA and H-R
Joe Culligan of NBC disagree at NAB Radio ManReps and agement
Conference. Page 106.

On

She Thinks There Is Something Ratty — Hearings on Langer
bill to prohibit advertising of alcoholic beverages in interstate
commerce wind up on colorful note as surprise Danish witness
"smells a rat." Page 62.

Can a Station Amortize Its FCC License? — KWTX-TV
Waco, Tex., and WBIR-TV Knoxville, Tenn., go to U. S.
Tax Court to find out if the cost of getting an FCC grant can
be written off over three-year period of the license. Page 67.

Delegates Think — First major survey of what broadcasters think of their annual meeting conducted by The Pulse
Inc. for Broadcasting. Most delegates consider the programming good. Attendance at meetings was revealed as highly
shows delegates' versatisfactory. Fast tabulation oftoresults
be published in May 12
dict. Second half of survey
Broadcasting. Page 78.
What

Radio Gets Ready for ASCAP — Broadcasters authorize formation of 17-man committee to negotiate for new music performance licenses to replace those expiring — after 18 years —
Page 80.
at end of December.

Color and Competition — General Electric Co. introduces
new, compact color camera at convention, going after market
heretofore monopolized by RCA; RCA enters videotape field
for both color and black-and-white, giving Ampex its first
competition in this field. Page 92, 96.

Broadcasting

Something for the Boys — Broadcasting's annual cheesecake
spread, reminding delegates of what they saw, and letting the
rest see what they missed. Page 1 1 0.

proFilm Costs Rising Features Dwindling — Syndicated film
duction expense up 30% in three years, outlook for new
Page 112.
features also bleak, NAB tv film panel is warned.

Let's End Summer Tv Hibernation — In
this week's Monday Memo, FC&B's Cashman urges broadcasters not to pull shade on
summer programming. It should be time
for new faces, new talent and new concepts,
he urges. Page 131.
MR. CASHMAN
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The change-over story is being brought
forcefully to New Orleans' attention by
powerful promotion, including posters like
this one at high-traffic Canal & Royal Streets.
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WDGY
Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR Sc CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

Broadcasting

at

FC&B Media Operations to N. Y.
Under Vice President Simpson

in Foote, Cone & Belding's
Major shift
broadcast
operation being announced over
weekend by President Rolland W. Taylor.

deadline

search, Warner Bros.; James N. Rhoades,
director of advertising, Hamilton Mfgr. Co.,
and G. Duane Tillinghast, director of sales
promotion, State Farm Mutual Automobile
Insurance Co.

Overall control of agency's radio-tv activity
will be under Vice President John B. Simpson, present agency broadcast chief in Chicago who will become national director of
broadcasting, headquartered in New York.
Vice President Roger Pryor, formerly in
charge of broadcasting in New York, assumes function of broadcast production
chief for all FC&B offices.

Kaiser Renewing 'Maverick'
On Bigger ABC-TV Lineup
Renewal of Maverick on ABC-TV (Sun.,
7:30-8:30 p.m. EDT) with expanded station
lineup announced late Friday by Kaiser
Companies, Oakland, Calif. Declaring that
1958-59 is the time for retail selling to help

Agency, in $100 million category, bills at
least $40 million in radio-tv. Mr. Taylor
reasoned that "with New York the center
of television and our clients increasing their
television activity, we are placing our broadcast strength where it will be most effective."
Vice President Edmund L. Cashman continues in charge of West Coast, and Homer
Heck, formerly associate director of broadcast, succeeds Mr. Simpson in Chicago.

to reach the people."
Expanded lineup will seek an additional
25 million viewers for program, ABC-TV
said. Agency is Young & Rubicam, New
York.

Mr. Simpson, veteran producer, writer
and director of radio-tv shows, joined
agency in 1952 as its radio-tv supervisor and
in subsequent years moved up to top broadcast policy at agency.

Among agency's many broadcast accounts are Lever Bros., General Foods'
Peckins Div., Armour & Co., Clairol, Ford
Motor's Edsel, Kimberly-Clarke, Kraft
Foods, Halls Bros., Purex, Savrin coffee, S.
C. Johnson & Co., Tidewater Oil, Rheingold
Beer and Sunkist Growers.
AAP

Announces

Convention

Sales

Associated Artists Productions Friday reported following sales made during NAB
convention: "Vanguard" and "Jupiter" packages of Warner feature films to WTVN-TV
Columbus, Ohio, KTVU (TV) San Francisco-Oakland, KTNT-TV Seattle-Tacoma
and KTEN (TV) Ada, Okla.; KGHL-TV
Billings, Mont., bought "Jupiter"; WSUNTV St. Petersburg, Fla., KAVE-TV Carlsbad, N. M., and KENS-TV San Antonio
contracted for Gold Mine Library, and
KFBB-TV Great Falls, Mont., bought
"Popeye" cartoons.
Co-op Panel Set for ANA Session
Workshop on cooperative advertising
will be held by Assn. of National Advertisers at Hotel Sheraton East, New
York, June 4. Discussion on control of
cooperative plans will be featured with
panel consisting of John F. Aspey, director
of advertising and promotion, the Black &
Decker Mfgr. Co.; Robert Frederick, manager, advertising and sales promotion,
household refrigerator dept., GE; Crawford
D. Paton, director of advertising and reBroadcasting

nation's economy, industrialist Henry Kaiser
said, "Our action demonstrates our recognition of the tremendous power of television

Revlon Accepts 'Bid or Buy'
Decision reached Friday by Revlon Inc.
to place Bid or Buy as summer replacement
for $64,000 Question on CBS-TV (earlier
story, page 50). New program premieres
Tuesday, July 1, 10-10:30 p.m., with agency
of record presumed to be Warwick & Legler,
New York. There was no confirmation of
agency position Friday; W&L
icing Question program.
WARM

has been serv-

Sold for $195,000

Application for FCC approval filed Friday for sale of WARM Scranton, Pa., to
Susquehanna Broadcasting Corp. (WSBAAM-TV York, Pa.) for $195,000. Susquehanna is owned by Louis J. Appell Jr., and
associates. ABC-affiliated WARM, principally owned by Trans-Continent Television
Corp., is 5 kw on 590 kc.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 42.

SPOT TV MONEY • Spot tv will get
most of $1 million billing that represents
new account announced today (Mon.) by
Cunningham

& Walsh, N. Y. Account is

Stephan's Distributing Corp. (Stephan's
dandruff remover hair lotion), Fort Lauderdale, Fla. Appointment of C&W is effective
immediately. J. J. Coppo Co., Baldwin,
N. Y., formerly serviced account.
FALL SHOPPING • Bristol-Myers Co.,
N. Y., through Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield, N. Y., signed for Mon. 9-9:30
p.m. time period on NBC-TV for Fall start,
Agency still considering several series to be
placed in time period.
MORE FOR MARS • Mars Inc., Chicago, signs for alternate weeks of Circus Boy
on NBC-TV starting next October (Sat.
11:30 a.m.-12 noon) through Knox Reeves
Adv., Minneapolis. Circus Boy, Screen
Gems package, originally was on network
in 1956-57 season. Mars Inc. also will
sponsor alternate week quarter hour of Ruff
and Reddy on NBC-TV (Sat. 10:30-11
a.m.) starting in Fall. Contract is for 52
weeks.
TWO-THIRDS

COMPLETE

• Liggett &

Myers Tobacco, through Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, and the Mennen Co., through
McCann-Erickson, have signed for threeAllof ABC-TV's
way sponsorship
Star
Football Game,
Aug. 15,College
9:30 p.m.
Third sponsor not set.

HARRIS

PEN

PAL

Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) has been
called many things — both adverse and
favorable — since becoming chairman
of the House Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee last February. Visible
proof is a dog-eared envelope he now
carries around and proudly shows to
friends.
It was mailed in Wisconsin and addressed to: "Harris Whitewash Committee on Legislative Oversight, Oil
and Gas Harris, Head Whitewasher,
Washington, D. C." Inside are cartoons and clippings on subcommittee's ch. 10 investigations which
sender said, were for Rep. Harris to
add to his "extensive scrapbook of
graft and dishonesty."

DAYTIME

FOR

FOUR

• General Foods

Corp., White Plains, N. Y., signed for alternate Friday quarter-hour segments of NBCTV's The Price Is Right (weekdays 1111:30 a.m.) starting June 13 for 52 weeks
through Young & Rubicam, N. Y. Sterling
Drug

Inc., N. Y., through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., extended various

segments of network's
weekly quarter-hour
Modern
Romances (weekdays 4:45-5 p.m.)
for 13 weeks effective July 29. Two short
term purchases effective immediately are
Armour Co., Chicago, through Foote, Cone
& Belding, N. Y., for alternate Monday
quarter-hour segments on Dough-Re-Mi
(weekdays 10-10:30 a.m.) and Glamorene
Inc., N. Y., through Jules Power Productions Inc., N. Y., for quarter-hour segments
on various days on Treasure Hunt (weekdays 10:30-11 a.m.).
May 5, 1958 •
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PEOPLE
BEN ALCOCK, vice president and creative
director, Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y., to
Grey Adv., N. Y., as associate creative
director.

deadline

at

CHARLES

of NABET

Shadow
Hangs

Over

NBC,

Strike
ABC

NBC and ABC supervisory employes were
alerted Friday for possible strike duty after
National Assn. of Broadcast Employes &
Technicians notified networks it would
sign contract proposal with provision that
further discussions be held with respect
to total of 98 employes who had voted
against ratification (earlier story, page 72).
Networks said they declined to sign "piecemeal" contract. Union spokesmen were noncommital late Friday as to what immediate
move NABET would take.
Networks claimed their contract offer
was ratified "overwhelmingly" by NABET
membership but eight units at ABC, numbering 62 employes, and seven units at NBC,
totaling 36 workers, had rejected offer.
These were said to cover such posts as
publicists, mail clerks, news editors, film
editors, program billers and music clearance
workers. Network spokesmen said they are
willing to sign contract to cover all workers
(1,600 at NBC, 800 at ABC). Union officials
reported they had suggested that the disputed areas of contract offer be submitted
to arbitration but claimed the networks
repudiated this recommendation.
Toll Tv, FCC

Honorariums

Targets of New

House

Bills

Rep. Alfred E. Santangelo (D-N. Y.) became latest of many congressmen to sponsor
anti-toll tv legislation with introduction of
bill (HR 12299) which would prohibit
charging of fee to view tv in home. In introducing bill, Rep. Santangelo quoted from
speech by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
President Donald H. McGannon expressing
fear for future of public service programming if pay tv is adopted.
Another bill (HR 12241), introduced by
Rep. Donald E. Tewes (R-Wis.), would delete that provision of Communications Act
permitting FCC commissioners to accept
honorariums. Several other bills accomplishing same purpose have been introduced
in both Houses since Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee hearings on FCC. Both of
latest measures referred to Commerce Committee.
'Silent Service' List Grows
California National Productions reports
renewals for its The Silent Service tv film
series (for which additional episodes have
been produced) in 26 markets. Sales were to
14 advertisers and to 12 stations. Advertisers include: Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co.
(WNBQ [TV] Chicago); F. & M. Schaefer
Brewing Co. and Robert Burns Cigars (WBZTV Boston); Natural Gas Companies
(KDKA-TV Pittsburgh); Society for Savings
(WJW-TV Cleveland); O'Keefe Brewing Co.
(WBEN-TV Buffalo and WCNY-TV CarPage 10
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thage. N. Y.); Lee Optical Co. (KENS-TV
San Antonio and KRGV-TV Weslaco, Tex.);
Schoenling Brewing Co. (WHIO-TV Dayton); Manufacturer's Light & Heat Co.
(WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.), and Pine
N.
C). Creamery (WRAL-TV Durham,
State

Radio Good "Forever"
$4.95
Draws Better Business Scrutiny
Borg-Johnson Electronics Inc., New York,
reported Friday to be meeting with National
Better Business Bureau Inc. representatives
looking toward some modification of claims
for mail order radio featured in test radiotv and newspaper campaign nationally.
NBBB bulletin charged "many" advertising
claims cited "are in conflict with known
scientific facts about the performance of
crystal radio sets" and said "their further
promulgation is not in public interest."
Radio is small $4.95 set guaranteed "forever" which uses single germanium diode
detector. It is advertised as "portable" that
works without batteries or tubes, never
wears out. Required earphone plug is advertised as attachment, "yours without a
single penny's extra cost." NBBB also challenged statement: ". . . Instead of bulking
up a radio with all sorts of expensive parts
and tubes . . . scientists have actually condensed an entire radio powerplant into this
one single part that is no bigger than a
dime, that generates more power than
1,000 batteries. . . ." NBBB bulletin said
germanium diode is simple detector, generates no power. Agency placing account is
Lee Stockman Adv., N. Y.
AFA

Plans

Convention

EAVESDROP

"Tensest broadcast in our history,"
said WINS New York Friday following
skid landing that morning at Idlewild
(N. Y. International) Airport by an
El Al (Israeli) turboprop airliner.
When craft was 10 minutes out of
New York, its "Mayday" signal to
Idlewild tower was picked up by New
York ham

production manager,

live network programs, CBS-TV Hollywood,
appointed production manager, CBS-TV
network programs, N. Y., newly-created
position, reporting to ROBERT MILFORD,
general manager, CBS-TV network program
department, N. Y.
TOM JOHNSTON, formerly vice president
for public relations, Grant Adv., N. Y.,
joins Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., as
account executive.
EDMOND B. MAHER, formerly in sales
at Hershey Chocolate Corp. and Nestle Co.,
to account executive, Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
MAX P. BROWN, office manager for 12
years of Consolidated Film Industries, Fort
Lee, N. L, appointed office manager of National Telefilm Assoc., N. Y.

tion of America's annual convention in Dallas June 10, AFA President C. James Proud
announced last week. Kevin Sweeney, president, Radio Advertising Bureau, and Norman Cash, president, Television Bureau of
Advertising, will represent radio and television respectively.
Henie

Color Series Set

New

series of 90-minute color film programs featuring iceskater Sonja Henie will
go into production in July in Paris, spokesman for Miss Henie announced Friday, with
Alan Neuman, producer of NBC-TV Wide
Wide World leaving network to become production supervisor of Miss Henie's tv series.
Shows will be variety programs with Miss
Henie as star and hostess, performing before
European landmark settings. New firm
Topican Productions, Inc., will do series.

Workshops

Series of workshop sessions conducted
by specialists in major advertising media
will take place at Advertising Federa-

TALK-IN

HOLDEN,

operator who relayed in-

toWINS and
thatcould
plane'snotnosewheel wasformationbent
be
lowered. Station could not send reporter to Idlewild in time so it did
next best thing: moved announcer into
newsroom, placed mike before shortwave set to pick up conversation between plane and N. Y. Fire Dept. officials in successful "10-minute talkdown" of plane.

Agency

Network

Books

Erwin

June quarterly meeting of Mutual Advertising Agency Network to be held June
27 and 28 at Bismarck Hotel in Chicago,
will feature Tom Erwin as guest speaker.
Mr. Erwin, advertising and merchandising
consultant, will lead June 27 sessions on
"Creative Work" and "Solicitation and Presentation Techniques."
On . second
MAAN convention day 18
member agencies will compete in eight basic
categories for the MAAN annual awards.
Heading panel judging competition will be
Draper Daniels of Leo Burnett Co. and
Jack Baxter of Earle Ludgin & Co.
Four

Join NTA

Four account executives added to the national sales department of National Telefilm Assoc.'s broadcasting properties
(WNTA-AM-FM Newark and KMSP-TV
Minneapolis-St. Paul), are Norman Cissna,
formerly with Meeker Co., station representative; Lionel Furst, assistant sales manager, Burke-Stuart Co.; Paul O'Brien, formerly with Rollins Bcstg. Co., and August
Cavallaro, formerly with Adam Young Inc.
Broadcasting

Consider

Family.

the

.

.

how it shares ideas, opinions, tastes.
become contagious; approval
attitudes
together,
living
Among people
or rejection an unconscious unanimous reaction.
Properly motivated, the family unit can adopt a favorable viewpoint,
will respond to a challenge attractively presented.

BARTELL

FAMILY

RADIO

in the past ten years has developed a programing
attuned to family participation, creating a companionable climate of
unreserved acceptance . . . not by one age group alone, but by all members.
Excessive program appeal to one or another
of the family is a temptation which
Bartell Family Radio avoids unrelentingly. A balanced programing
REACHES

THEM

ALL

and that's the ideal audience ... for station loyalty . . .
for maximum buyership.

BARTELL
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COLLIE

JEFF'S

Honored

in two successive seasons with the Emmy,

and with the

Peabody Award, its greatest fame is in the marketplace where
it has attained a brilliant sales-producing record, far outrating
all series placed in opposition on the networks.
COLLIE,

As JEFF'S

it will do the same for you right in your

own market. Wire or phone Michael

M. Sillerman,

Executive Vice-President, TPA, 488 Madison Avenue,
New

York

City, Plaza 5-2100.
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SEATTLE

IN REVIEW

THE

MIKE

WALLACE

INTERVIEW

It was a subdued Mike Wallace who asked
the questions last Sunday night of theologiancritic Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr in the first
of a series of half-hour programs produced
in conjunction with The Fund for the Republic and concerning themselves with
"Survival and Freedom in America." So
subdued was Mr. Wallace that he bore a
closer resemblance to the quiet and urbane
Martin Agronsky of NBC-TV's Look Here!
than to Tomas de Torquemada, whom he
came near to emulating these past few years
as proprietor of the hottest seat in "tv
journalism." Also missing: the heavy cumulus of cigarette smoke, courtesy Philip Morris, that occasionally obscured both guests
and issues.
Dr. Niebuhr, while one of the most gifted
spokesmen for Protestantism today, also is
a gyrating philosopher who can try his
flock's attention. Vice president of Union
Theological Seminary, now on leave to
Princeton U.'s Institute for Advanced
Studies, Rev. Niebuhr last week led off a
procession of great minds who will make
their appearance in weeks to come.
While a staunch supporter of Lutheranism
and a critic of Catholicism ("it tries to enforce its standards on a society that may

not accept them . . ."), Dr. Niebuhr deftly
punctured the tired refrain ("Would you
vote for a Catholic as president?") posed by
Mr. Wallace by noting he had voted for Al
Smith in 1928. According to Dr. Niebuhr:
it is a "flagrant misconception" that Catholics in public office owe allegiance first to
Rome, and that such action groups as the
White Citizens Council are more apt to find
support from the Protestant Church than the
Catholic.
Other Niebuhrisms: anti-semitism persists because the "civic righteousness" of the
Jews is not "fully understood," and because
"the stereotype of . . . the Jew as a moneylender .. . obscures all facts." The "religious
revival" both in Madison Square Garden
and the White House "gives petty and
trivial answers to grave and serious questions." The State Dept.'s "moral righteousness" iswasted on the wrong cause. The Russians may be atheistic, but the real devil
is "their false god ... of dialectics" that has
turned the Soviets into fanatics, "and fanatics are far more dangerous than atheists."
H-bomb testing should continue despite the
protestations of such intellectuals as Bertrand
Russell whom Dr. Niebuhr dismissed by
quoting ex-leftist Prof. Sidney Hook of New
York U.: "Achievement is no substitute for
common sense."
Those viewers who had expected Mr. Wallace to dig beneath Dr. Niebuhrs secular
skin for a "hot story" must have been sorely
disappointed, for Mr. Wallace, fangs removed and radiating a respect for his guest
that has sometimes been found wanting in
the old Mike Wallace Interview, comported
himself extremely well.
Production

costs:
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Big KSL Radio again proved that it's truly the "Big K".
Not only big in power (50,000 watts reaching an 87 county
market) but big in audience as well ! KSL

won the whole

pie in Greater Salt Lake, winning a first in every rated quarter
hour, Monday thru Friday, in the Greater Salt Lake
4-county survey ! So put your clients on the station that is
number

one in power and audience — "The Big K".
/

KS1

/ 50,000 WATTS
CBS for the Mountain West
/
radio
\ Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Approximately $5,000.

Sustaining on ABC-TV, Sunday 10-10:30
p.m.
Produced jointly by ABC-TV, Newsmaker
Broadcasting
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WMSM-The Metro-Gotdwyn-Mayer Radio Station in New York— 1050 kc
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Representee/ Nationally by George P. Ho!!!ngbery Co.

IN REVIEW CONTINUED
Productions Inc. and Fund for the Republic; executive producer: Ted Yates Jr.;
director: Mickey Trenner; researcher: A I
Ramrus.

February Trendex*
ratings show

HALLMARK
WGH-RADIO

Virginia radio stations
margins

All time

periods

in

Look at the comparison
between WGH
and the
2nd

station in the market

3.IWGH

3

OF

FAME

By this time there must be only a handful

leads all Tidewater

by wide

HALL

I5.9T
Average from 8:00 AM to Midnight

of people who haven't — in one way or another— been exposed to Frederick Knott's
masterful suspense drama "Dial 'M' For
Murder." Conceived originally as a teleplay
for the BBC, Mr. Knott's tightly-woven tale
of intrigue next popped up as a Broadway
play starring the irrepressible Maurice
Evans, later was processed as an Alfred
Hitchcock film starring Grace Kelly and
Ray Milland, and last completed its cycle
by returning to tv, again with Mr. Evans
playing the lead role of Tony Wendice, onetime tennis player turned foul ball.
Luckily for Mr. Knott, Hallmark Cards
Inc. — one of the most benevolent sponsors
in tv's short history — allowed the play to run
itself out in 90 minutes; many another advertiser might have insisted it be done in
30. After all, tv once did Macbeth in a halfhour.
The Hallmark version also marked repeat performances for Anthony Dawson,
the hired would-be killer, and for John Williams, as the dry-witted and oft-sardonic
Scotland Yard inspector who inevitably
traps Mr. Wendice. Rosemary Harris shone
beautifully as the potential victim of Mr.
Wendice's bizarre plot.
Unfortunately, Mr. Evans, as he's wont to
do from time to time, went completely overboard in his characterization of Tony Wendice; true, he created the part on Broadway,
but perhaps there his penchant for Shavian
histrionics didn't obscure the fact that Wendice was supposed to be a cold-blooded
killer. Maybe it's that little red light on the
camera. . . .
Production costs: Approximately $150,000.

The Next 10 Days
of Network

Color Shows

BLAIR

man

WGH

COLOR

RADIO— CHANNEL

131

* PULSE — now being taken
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AND

HEARD

After an inauspicious start on NBC-TV
earlier this season, U. S. Time Corp. and its
agency, Peck Adv., moved the Timex AllStar Jazz Show to CBS-TV. While network
facilities have little to do with improving
the quality of transmission, it was a far more
acceptable show — principally because M. C.
Garry Moore impressed the viewer as liking
jazz, period. (Steve Allen, on the other
hand, seemed to have made a federal case
out of his affection for jazz during Timex
No. 1). Also, there was considerably less
stress placed on the brassiness and din of
the big band and more emphasis on the artistry of the individual — Gerry Mulligan,
George Shearing, Jack Teagarden, et al.
Somehow, Ernest Hemingway's people
don't talk the same staccato idiom on
tv as they do in his books. No matter, they
still behave like Hemingway people. Last
Wednesday, some of the people came very
much alive as David Susskind's Talent
Assoc. brought Hemingway's short story
"Fifty Grand" to tv. It was a striking production. Ralph Meeker, as the bitter, emaciated champion who bets $50,000 on his
opponent so that he can retire with a little
nest-egg, turned in an empathetic performance. He was ably supported by a wellpicked cast. Especially outstanding: the actual fight sequences which were put over
with eclat.

Walter Thompson

Co.

May 5-9, 12-14, (3-4 p.m.) Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors.
May 5, 12 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Speidel through Norman, Craig &
Kummel and RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
May 6 (8-9 p.m.) George Gobel-Eddie
Fisher Show, RCA-Whirlpool through
Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers
through McCann-Erickson.
May 7, 14 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through J.

May 11 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
S. C. Johnson & Son through Needham,
Louis & Brorby, U. S. Time Corp.
through Peck Adv. and Greyhound Corp.
through Grey Adv.
May 11 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through CampbellEwald.
May 13 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher-George
Gobel Show, Liggett & Myers through
McCann-Erickson and RCA-Whirlpool
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.

May 13 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv.

your JOHN

SEEN

NBC-TV

CBS-TV

the full story from

Williams, Anthony Dawson, William Windom, Felix Deebank and Richard Bowler.

May 8 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
May 10 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
May 10 (10:30-11 p.m.) Your Hit Parade, American Tobacco through BBDO
and Toni through North Adv.
sustaining.
May 11 (7-7:30 p.m.) My Friend Flicka,

(all times EDT)

Get

Sponsored by Hallmark Cards Inc. through
Foote, Cone & B elding on NBC -TV, Fri.
April 25, 9:30-11 p.m.
Executive producer: Mildred Freed Alberg;
a Milberg Production produced and directed by George Schaefer, written and
adapted by Frederick Knott; costumes:
Noel Taylor; scenery: Robert Whightman.
Cast: Maurice Evans, Rosemay Harris, John

Broadcasting

THREE

MORE

U.P.

NEWSPICTURE

BUREAUS

IN

THE

SOUTH

NASHVILLE
Tennessee

United Press has opened three more
newspicture bureaus in the South.

The U.P. is expanding steadily to meet the needs
of a growing number of
newspicture clients, more than
doubled in six years.

TT»it«d

P
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on

Never

Sets

WSUN

St. Petersburg,
620

Florida
kc.

Hodges
editor:

Revisited

It's time to hear from Adam Young,
Harold Krelstein, Todd Storz, or Gordon
McLendon on the Hodges article [Monday

of careful planning by Alan Levitt, ownermanager. We went on the air in the black
with ten local advertisers and have added

Memo, April 14]. Too many 'Johnny come
lately experts' think that all top 40 music
is rock and roll, and they're garbling the
term formula radio.
WMAX has been on formula radio less
than one year . . . rock and roll occupies
less than 15% of our schedule but we
would
it up. turn in our license rather than give

five new accounts since then. What's more,
we are getting results for them.

For 25 years the soap operas have been
written to appeal to 12-year mentalities.
No one can deny that the soapers have
been highly successful in selling everything
from detergents to corn plasters. The public now prefers music to Ma Perkins and
Our Gal Sunday. This is a healthy condition regardless of whether they prefer
Crosby, Como, Boone, or Presley.
Charles A. Sprague
General Manager
WMAX Grand Rapids, Mich.

That was a remarkable thing for Broadcasting to do: to retain Pulse Inc. for the
special survey in your April 28 issue. The

editor:
May I shake hands and say "congratulations" to Ernest J. Hodges?
Dorothy Bray

NOW

President
KFMU (FM) Los Angeles
editor:

24

HOURS

The

A

Only

DAY

Station

Covering

Atb

WEST
&

CENTRA!

FLORIDA\
ALL

THE

TIME

request permission to distribute reprints OF ERNEST HODGES' PIECE.
robert w. frudeger
president
wirl peoria, ill.
editor:

AAAA
editor:

(FM) San Francisco

Rates

Study

A-l

findings [about the public's concept of advertising] are a substantial contribution to
the industry, and advertising people should
be grateful to you.
I only wish that we had known about the
survey in advance so that it might have
been featured in some way in connection
with
Robinson's presentation at our
annualClaude
meeting.
Frederic R. Gamble
President
AAAA, New York
Three Weeks
editor:

Before

I would like to correct your article, concerning WTMJ-TV's April 9-12 coverage
of a curling match. [Programs & Promotions, April 21]. Although televising a
championship match must have been very
exciting, it wasn't the first coverage of the
ancient winter sport by a station in the U. S.
WKAR-TV East Lansing was privileged to
televise a curling match between the Lansing
and Detroit Curling Clubs, from Michigan

supply of free records and a music-industry

I read with
the coverage
trial of Tex
KOMU-TV

journal.
To begin with, there is a vast difference
between an announcer with a stack of
records and a trade paper and a disc jockey.
It is just such thinking as is set forth in
that writer's letter that has hurt our profession. Being a disc jockey is just as much a
profession as being a doctor, lawyer or engineer. The real disc jockey is more than
just a player of records, he is an important
member of the entertainment world. He
must have ready wit, be well versed in current happenings and, in spite of the statement to the contrary, he must have an extensive background in music.
Bill Stell
South Hill, Va.

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell

editor:

Southeastern: James S. Ayers

After reading the letter from Dan Solo,
KAFE-FM Oakland, Calif. [Open Mike,
March 24], we at KSFR (FM) certainly want
to add a loud amen by way of letting the
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KSFR

State U.'s
Ice Arena,
on March 18, 1958.
Charles
S. Ruffing

Another

•

Reg
Sales Roos
Manager

I read with open-mouthed amazement the
statement [Open Mike, April 28] by someone who asked that his or her name be withheld, who asked what a disc jockey was and
then proceeded to make the most asinine
statement that I've ever heard. The writer
said that all one needed to be a d.j. was a

Represented Nationally by...

Page 22

rest of the nation know of the tremendous
interest in fm here in the Bay Area. KSFR
took to the air March 11 after nine months

Fm

Success

Program Director
WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich.
Others
editor:

in the Courtroom
some surprise the account of
of the first degree murder
Varner in Jefferson City by
Columbia, Mo. [Stations,

April 14.] KRCG-TV was also on hand
at the trial and, as a matter of easily confirmed fact, had sounded Judge Blair out
on the possibility of filming courtroom proceedings some three weeks before [KOMUTV] discussed the matter with the Judge.
Also, the news director for KWOS in
Jefferson City, Bob Tibbitts, covered the
trial, another point overlooked in the article. As for film, KRCG-TV was set up
on the same balcony from which KOMU
operated, and we also recorded such momentous events as the embrace between
Varner and his wife.
Dave Snyder
News Director
KRCG-TV Jefferson City, Mo.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Our April 14 story was based
on information given us by KOMU-TV. Unfortunately, itwas the only station that advised
us of this
important gain for broadcasting courtroom access.]
Broadcasting
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CASE

HISTORY:

AUTOMOBILES

C
OUR

to August

Volvo ... On the
Thanks

to KBIG

Go ..

.

RADIO!

HERE'S VOLVO . . . that speedy, comfortable example of superb Swedish
engineering reaching for the Number
One position in foreign car sales in
the huge Southern California market.
WHO WOULD HAVE DREAMED
that an auto relatively unknown less
than a year ago would be bought by
so many Southern Californians in so
short a time! Kent Goodman, President of Advertising Agencies Inc.
who has been at the helm of Volvo's
campaign since the car's introduction
to the U.S., writes:
"RADIO -and for that matter
KBIG radio — has played a large part
in Volvo's success. KBIG's signal is
perfect for covering dealers in San
Diego and San Bernardino, as well as
the giant Los Angeles-Orange County
market. To put it another way, wherever your station hits, we have a
dealer. KBIG gives us coverage that
counts!'
GOODMAN
HAS USED OVER
1000 SPOTS for Volvo since mid1957.
If you're looking for coverage that
counts in added sales, contact your
KBIG or Weed man for more case
histories. Remember ... KBIG is
your All-Southern California radio
station.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

RESPECTS

Christopher

Meyer

Colleagues and critics alike ascribe to Augie Meyer the tenacity of a bulldog and
the sagacity of a successful country lawyer.
Some friends also see in him the incarnation of Clarence Budington Kelland's
"Scattergood Baines."
Mr. Meyer personifies a diffident, small town businessman, but that's a facade.
Actually he's a man with a mission.
The mission is to make his hometown a bigger and better place. And the
second part of the goal is, to Mr. Meyer, more important than the first.
But a man with a mission can't move mountains unless he has a fulcrum. Mr.
Meyer's is ch. 3 WCIA (TV) Champaign-Urbana, 111.
WCIA was conceived as an area station when the vhf channel was assigned by
the FCC to the mid-Illinois market of Champaign and Urbana.
The roots of August Christopher Meyer in that area go back more than 30 years
to when the one-time farm boy came to study law at the U. of Illinois. He won
not only a law degree, but also his wife, the former Clara Rocke, whose home was
Champaign. The pull of the college town and of the surrounding countryside (considered one of the nation's richest agricultural regions) kept him there. He never
did go back to his Southern Illinois birthplace, Brookport, where he was born Oct. 28,
1900, or to his job as principal of that city's high school.
There's another thing about Mr. Meyer. He's deceptively low pressure. Yet,
when he was graduated from Southern Illinois Normal School in 1920 his first
job was as principal of his native town's high school. And, at the same time, he
worked in the local bank, rising to cashier; was a partner in a local insurance company; ahalf-owner of a candy business, and part owner of a weekly newspaper.
After receiving his law degree in 1928, Mr. Meyer opened a law office in Champaign. Today, in association with James L. Capel Sr., the firm of Meyer & Capel
is one of the busiest and most prosperous in the community.

During his "lawyering" days, Mr. Meyer was intensely active in civic affairs. He
served as president of Champaign's Burnham Hospital. He directed negotiations which
resulted in the establishment of a joint state-federal airport serving the ChampaignUrbana area. He was a principal in the reorganization of the privately-owned TrevetteMattis Bank into a publicly held institution, and has remained chairman of the executive committee.
Through his majority ownership (with Mrs. Meyer) of WCIA, he has kept his
fingers in almost everything going on in the interurbia that is Central Illinois. The
station covers not only its home communities, but also Danville, Bloomington,
Springfield and Decatur, all in Illinois, and also Lafayette and environs in Indiana.
Through minority newspaper ownership, it is allied with WDWS Champaign and
WSOY-AM-FM Decatur.
Its alert and busy news and film department is keyed to area coverage. The
four-man news staff traveled over 20,000 miles last year.
WCIA was the target for several deintermixture petitions by uhf stations in Springfield and Decatur last year, but the FCC upheld the vhf assignment last March.

be folksy, but he's also a hard-headed businessman. He boasts
Meyer
Mr. that
WCIAmayranks No. 9 in the country in the number of national and regional
spot accounts. It has been in the black almost from the day it began sending its
signals to the 2 million people in its market.
The station has the distinction of forming its own market — all due to its widespread
coverage. This market is No. 45 in the U. S., according to CBS.
Starting with 22 employes, WCIA now has a staff of 80, housed in three buildings.
It is planning a brand new tv center on 35 acres of land owned outside Champaign.
The station operates under an executive committee which includes the chiefs of
programming, production, sales and engineering. Mrs. Meyer is active in programming. Mr. Meyer presides benignly over this group — but ex officio.
Mr. Meyer has civic hopes which include the establishment of a foundation to
more firmly cement the Central Illinois area into one homogeneous cultural and
business community (after all, Mr. Meyer muses, it is the only major market between
Chicago in the north and St. Louis in the south). A long range ideal is to move the
capital of Illinois from Springfield to Champaign.
The Meyers have one son, August C. Jr., a Harvard junior, publisher of the
student newspaper, the Harvard Times. He expects to enter law.
The philosophy that Mr. Meyer has followed is epitomized in a desk-top motto:
Broadcasting
"Always tell the truth, but don't always be telling it."
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Note: A phone call to NBC Spot Sales
HERE'S HOW THE SIZE OF UNDUPLICATED NEW YORK AUDIENCES"
starts immediate action on a special
MULTIPLIES WHEN YOU ADD WRCA-TV'S POPULAR LOW COST 14/50
SPOT TV PLAN TO SOME PRIME NIGHTTIME NETWORK PROGRAMS:
Nielsen analysis for you. At present,
these studies can be made for the New
York,

Chicago

markets. No

and

Los

PROGRAM A

Angeles

PROGRAM B

PROGRAM C

55%

cost for the study . . .no

obligation to buy the Spot schedule.
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4-WEEK

Cumulative audience delivered by network program
MM Cumulative audience delivered by network + 14/50 Spot TV Plan
"Percent of total television homes. Source: NSI, New York, December 1957

IN PUBLIC INTEREST
CD

DAY • WFPA Fort Payne, Ala., collected $800 for the De Kalb County Civil
Defense Unit April 4. WFPA president
George Gothberg emceed the continuous
entertainment which included bands, singing groups and an auction sale of merchandise donated by local merchants. Broadcast
activity concluded with the crowning of
"Miss Civil Defense" at a dance in a local
auditorium.
KID CONTEST • KYW-TV Cleveland
raised $1,192 for the Cleveland Society for
Crippled Children during an eight-week
hunt for Northern Ohio's "Kutest Kiddie."
Three judges selected the six-year-old winner from more than 12,000 snapshots which
were entered with minimum 10-cent contributions. The winner received a color
KDKA

- Radio

audience

tv set and an official title, "The KYW Kid."
Prizes for 74 other youngsters ranged from
portable tv sets to free diaper service.

increases

COMMENDATION • WAKE Atlanta has
received a certificate of appreciation from
the Veterans Administration in recognition
of outstanding service to veterans. The
award was presented at a ceremony to
Morton J. Wagner, executive vice president
of Bartell Family Radio.

in the heart of Pittsburgh...
now leads in 409 out of 496
quarter hours . . . name
your survey.

REPRIEVE

WON

• KACE

Riverside,

Calif., presented three documentaries on the
case of a Barstow, Calif., man who was to
be executed in San Quentin's gas chamber.
Since the man's conviction in 1956, 12 witnesses have placed him 130 miles away from
the scene of the San Fernando liquor store
station's
killed. The
wasfollowed
the ownerwere
where
documentaries
by publicity
on tv. Gov. Goodwin J. Knight postponed
execution for four months in order to study
the case, including the KACE
taries.

documen-

PROFESSIONAL STUDY • James D.
Shouse, chairman of the board of the
Crosley Broadcasting Corp., Cincinnati,
working with Oris Hamilton, safety director
of the City of Cincinnati, and Judge Benjamin S. Schwartz, Juvenile Div., Hamilton
County Court of Common Pleas, has offered to underwrite an objective study of

As always, KDKA reaches
and sells the growing suburbs

juvenile delinquency problems, especially as
they concern Cincinnati and the services of
the Juvenile Court. Within a few weeks Professor Richard Clendenen, currently on the

as no other medium can.

faculty at Ohio State U., will arrive in Cincinnati with a staff to survey the local problem. His recommendations will be offered
to the community through official agencies
and news media.
I

PROGRAM PRAISED • WPIX (TV) New
York received a commendation from the

RADIO
PITTSBURGH
50,000

WATTS 'CLEAR

WESTINGHOUSE
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• Represented by PGW

COMPANY,

INC.

New Jersey state assembly for the station's
hour-long presentation April 1 of The Russian Revolution. Congratulations came in
the form of a resolution which was proposed
by Democratic Assemblyman Maurice V.
Bradym citing the station and General Manager Fred M. Thrower for "presenting this
timely story which helped to provide an
understanding of the events that led to the
present enslavery of the Russian people."
Broadcasting

Following is one of a series of photographs of Washington by Fred Maroon.
TeleCommissioned by WTOP Television at Broadcast House, Washington, D. C, an affiliate of the CBS
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Joe King
Phil McLean

Carl Reese

George Smith

. . and

some

of the families

who

spent

$

500,000.

•.in

one

night!

One radio station alone brought 3000 people to a new home development in
near-freezing weather doting the overnight hours (8:00 PM through 5:30 AM).
Two WERE personalities, Phil McLean and
audiences to a remote broadcast there.
Two

things happened —
1. — King and Smith Realty salesmen
2. —

When

sold 20 homes.

Howard Marks Advertising, naturally, renewed
King and Smith for their fourth year on WERE.

WERE

Radio
1300

Carl Reese, had invited their

WE

RE

sells them . . . they BUY!

For whatever you call it . . ."sell". . ."persuasion". . .
"confidence". . . call WERE RICHARD

M. KLAUS,

Vice President & General Manager

N

represented by: VENARD,

rintoul

& McCONNELL,
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Survival

hinges

on

ability

public — Stanton
inform
to
In two major addresses last week, Frank
move on "four fronts" to meet the challenge
of the space age:
StantOO, CBS president, warned that the
survival of America depends upon the skill
"First, we must resist with vigor and unity
and completeness with which journalism
of purpose all shortsighted efforts, however
functions.
well intended, to weaken the basic structure
On Monday Dr. Stanton told the NAB
of broadcasting. Sound practices and economic health are the minimum essentials
convention that the greatest challenge faoof getting the job done.
ing broadcasting is to keep America in"Second, we must ourselves take a fresh
formed in the age of space so "there will
never sneak up upon this nation a Pearl
look at the "public interest, convenience and
Harbor of 1CBM proportions."
necessity,' never forgetting that without deAt the NAB, Dr. Stanton received the
votion to this basic element of our charter,
1958 Keynote Award.
we can become just another industry.
On Friday Dr. Stanton amplified his
"Third, we must broaden our concept
theme in an address at the U. of Missouri
of what constitutes an adequate news servwhere he received the school's Honor Award
ice. By this, I do not mean adequate in
for Distinguished Service in Journalism. And
quantity alone. I mean a program service
he went beyond it to describe how journalfresh, imaginative, provocative and arrestism— in print and on the air — shapes pubing in quality.
lic opinion by reporting the facts on which
"Fourth, we must join the rest of the
opinion can be based.
The importance of journalism in the space
press in the fight for the right to get information and, without harassment, to reage is a theme which has occupied Dr. Stanton ever since the launching of the first
Broadcasting, he said, is no longer
sputnik.
At the convention of the Radio-Television
"merely
extension of other informaporttional
it." an
media.
News Directors Assn. in Miami last November (at which he won a special award for
"We have had leadership thrust upon us
leadership in journalism), Dr. Stanton said
— whatever the risks, whatever the harassthat it was a stroke of good fortune for
ments, whatever the discouragements. The
America that electronic journalism came of
survival of our freedom as an industry — as
age on the eve of the Space Age [Networks,
well as that of all of us as a people — may
Nov. 18, 1957].
well depend upon how we exercise it."
DR. STANTON PRESENTS
CHALLENGE OF SPACE AGE

CONDENSED TEXT—
U. OF MISSOURI SPEECH

Last week Dr. Stanton repeated it to the
NAB. "For the first time in a climate of
events demanding that decisions be made by
the people wisely and quickly, the evidence
upon which they must make their decision
is available to virtually every home"
Stanton told the broadcasters.

Dr.

Alone among media. Dr. Stanton said,
broadcasting can reach all the people at any
time. "In a democracy which grinds to a
halt without an informed people, this is a
profoundly serious responsibility that has
been placed on us."
The duty confronting broadcasters, he
said, is "to get before the American people
a continuing report of what is going on both
here and abroad; we must exert ourselves
as never before to report with thoroughness
and clarity, and we must make absolutely
sure that we do the job so well that there
will never sneak up upon this nation a
Pearl Harbor of ICBM proportions."
An even tougher job for broadcasting is
to report the international economic conflict between Russia and the West, Dr.
Stanton said. Yet broadcasting must do the
job, for the U. S. can be effective in
"counterattacks ... on the economic battlefield" only if Americans understand international economic problems.
Broadcasting,
said Dr. Stanton, must
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We are at one of those pivotal points in
American journalism where its basic role is
undergoing a tremendous change: a change
in opportunity, a change in responsibility,
a change being visited upon us whether we
like it or not.
If we are to cope successfully with this
change, all of us need to go back to the
root of the problem as Jefferson saw it:
that you cannot have a government by the
people unless the people are informed.
Today the people of this country are
called upon to make decisions — and to
make their decisions known and felt — fast
and unmistakably. Moreover, each decision
must be based on increasingly wide foundations of accurate, understandable information at the very time when the issues are far
more complex and difficult to make both
accurate and understandable.
Now I cannot see how journalism can
have the ghost of a chance of contributing
what is absolutely essential to this fundamental process, under fearfully accelerated
conditions, unless it begins with a clear
sense of its own destiny. Governments in
democracies move in tandem with public
opinion. Our constant goal must be to come
to a better understanding of the relationship between journalism and public opinion
— what the essential role of journalism is in
the molding and ultimately the expression
of public opinion.
This is a much larger order than it seems

at first glance. Philosophers and political
scientists for centuries have been trying to
discover what molds public opinion, what
influences it, what changes it.
Although the poll-takers have sought to
dispel some of the mystery surrounding the
subject they have thus far been able only
to nibble at the fringes of the mystery. The
physiology of public opinion remains still
largely unknown, still an enigma. One of
the most important findings of the pollsters
over the last 20 years
is that tudes
public
attiare rarely
changed byhortation
mere
without exall
the facts to assure
the reader or listener
that he agrees, rather
than that he is being
pushed.
The concept of mobilizing
opinion by a campaign of hortatory
slogans is fallacious.
For all of us in the profession of journalism
that point has vital significance, no matter
what media we serve. It suggests that public opinion is crystallized or changed by the
force of persuasion and argument only if,
as a condition precedent, entirely different
forces have first been at work. People generally resist being told what to do or think.
They want to know all the facts and then
make up their own minds about the merit of
the opinions of others and of suggested
courses of action.
DR. STANTON

This may well be the lesson we can draw
from the Cincinnati experiment, conducted
by the American Assn. for the United Nations and the United Nations Assn. of Cincinnati, aided by the Stephen H. Wilder
Foundation. Their objective certainly represented an essential goal of a democratic
shrinking world: "To demonpeoplestrateinhow aa community
may become so intelligently informed on world affairs as to
be a dynamic force in the creation of an
ordered, eventually a peaceful world."
The campaign started in September 1947
— a period of relative serenity, with the
United Nations heavily involved in procedural debates. Literature on the United
Nations was given to every public school
child and every teacher. Church and PTA
meetings were devoted to the subject. At
more .than 225 meetings, special speakers
appeared, documentary films were shown,
and thousands of pamphlets were distributed.
Newspapers and radio gave special emphasis
every day to information about the United
Nations. Everywhere in the city slogans
urging support for the United Nations were
exhibited in enormous numbers: on blotters,
match-books, street car cards and billboards.
Yet this mammoth campaign descended
upon the people of Cincinnati with all the
impact of a whisper in a boiler factory.
On two central aspects of the United Nations— its main purpose and the existence
of the veto power — almost exactly the same
percentage of the population had knowledge after the six-month campaign as before it. The same percentage of people who
Broadcasting

praised the United Nations before the campaign praised it afterwards — and for the
same things; so did an unchanged percentage blame it— and for the same things. The
citizens of Cincinnati were just not susceptible of mobilization by exhortation alone,
even of the most concentrated, disinterested
and saturating kind.
I suspect that these results are not wholly
surprising to you who are students of the
history of American journalism, for you are
aware of the immense gaps between the
vigorous editorial support of some presidential candidates in our history and the
popular vote at elections.
Opinion can never be mobilized in this
country, unless there is first — and unless
there continues to be — prompt, clear and
arresting news of events. We can sense
this all through our history; in the response
to the British march on Concord, in the
siege of Fort Sumter, in the attack on Pearl
Harbor. The danger today is that, in the
traditional working of democracy, we live
at the mercy of a population capable of
mobilization only after the impact of a
disaster. Today, such a disaster may be so
great and so swift that mobilization after
the fact will be little more than the desperate wanderings of a few survivors among
the wreckage.
I think, however, that we have hopeful
and strong evidences that this will happen
only if there is inadequacy in the constant
flow of information to the people. Manmade disasters do not burst out of a
Vacuum. Lexington, Sumter, Pearl Harbor
— all were culminations, not beginnings. The
great event which marks the end of a chain
reaction is explosive only because the lesser
events leading up to it were inadequately
known and hence imperfectly understood.
Even if the reporting of these lesser events
cannot be counted a wholly new role for
modern journalism, it must certainly be
counted as a role wholly new in urgency and
emphasis in this ICBM age.
That is the major job that faces journalism in America today. And we are not
talking about our survival as a profession
now. We are talking about any survival at
all.
We can be comforted by evidence that
prompt, thorough and good reporting does
work. In the fall of 1956, every form of
journalism in the United States — press, radio and television — reported fully and arrestingly on the Hungarian revolt.
Before this, a Roper survey of a cross section of American adults found that 72%
of them opposed any immigration allowance
beyond the fixed quota. After the revolt,
but when the immediate emotional reaction
was over, 72% were in favor of lifting the
immigrant restriction.
Also, in the fall of 1956, despite the preoccupations of a presidential election, journalism in America in all media did a job
of incisive effectiveness in reporting the
Suez crisis. In a survey before Suez, less
than a third of the people were unqualifiedly
in support of a United Nations police
force in troubled areas. After the Suez crisis,
57% of the American people, in a similar
survey, were unqualifiedly in support of a
Broadcasting

United Nations police force — including its
use of American soldiers.
In March 1957, when the $72 billion
budget for 1958 was submitted to Congress,
a survey showed 60% of the American
people in favor of cutting it. After the
dramatic job of reporting the flight of the
sputniks, another survey showed 65% of
the American people in favor of increasing
the budget.
Now all these issues were the subject
of arguments, orations and repeated exhortations for years. But information brought
quickly, fully and well on events relating
to the issues accomplished the mobilization
of opinion that years of persuasion and argument failed even to start. I find this
very heartening. To me it means that exhortation does not move without the facts.
This has an obvious bearing on the role
of journalism in our time. It emphasizes
the importance of better, faster, more informed people. The speed, clarity, accuracy
and thoroughness with which we report
events that inevitably shape public opinion
constitute the very essence of our responsibility as journalists.
I do not mean to minimize the role of
editorialization. It is of vital importance.
But editorialization without the context of
objective, factual reporting, is personal opinionating in a vacuum. Unless the people
have confidence that they have all the facts
without bias, they will tend to dismiss the
editorialization. But if they are persuaded
that the opinion is based on all the facts —
facts which the journalist has first given to
the people — then the editorial will be accepted as thoughtful and helpful guidance.
Each medium — the newspapers, radio,
television — has its own individual capabilities.
Newspapers can present news in a great
wealth of detail. The reader can peruse at
length those things in which he is most interested, and ignore, or treat lightly with,
the remainder. But in broadcasting the

listener — or viewer — lacks this option of
selectivity. In the electronic medium where
time is the only dimension, the news must
be presented sequentially. A further element is the inelastic nature of the dimension we call time. There are 60 minutes to
the hour, 24 hours to the day. No matter
how compelling the news may be, there
simply is not enough time in a broadcast
day to treat in detail the full panorama of
news; not if we are to do the other jobs
which we must do in order to make possible the fulfillment of our news functions.
Completeness in the sense of detailed coverage, therefore, is one of the major advantages of the daily press and one of the
technical limitations of broadcasting as a
news medium.
On the other hand, radio and television
brought an exciting new dimension to journalism. Ours is the strength of immediacy
in reporting, often in transmitting the very
event as it is happening. Combining sight,
sound and action, television has brought
the world into almost every American home,
giving remote places reality and revealing
the important figures of the world as both
more and less than legendary names.
Moreover, by their very natures, radio and
television are the media that often first trigger the interest of people in new events,
new personalities, new problems — sending
them to the printed media for further and
continual information.
In the decade or so that we have had
television as a great new presence in journalism, we have organized ourselves to meet
our job as reporters. This is not to say that
we have arrived at any plateau of effectiveness or thoroughness that calls for no more
effort or ingenuity. But we have joined the
older media in fulfilling the reporting function so that a certain level of performance
is expected of us. We are getting the major stories, and we are getting them to the
But we cannot be content to rest on our
people.

AMPEX CORP. joined with Trans World Airlines to bring Broadcasting subscribers
their convention issues Sunday morning in time for the opening of the NAB convention. Checking on results of the mission (1 to r) : Neal K. McNaughten, manager
of Ampex professional products division; TWA stewardesses Charlotte Dillon and
Jean Holder, and Robert A. Miner, professional products marketing manager.
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oars for we are still far from getting to
where we ought to be. We must constantly
remind ourselves, I think, that the role
thrust upon journalism today requires a far
graver view of our total responsibilities
than that which any of our predecessors
had to take. Democracy rests on public
opinion, and democracy succeeds only to
the extent that public opinion is intelligent,
well informed, responsive. The facts of life
in the world today make this need for an

Radio-tv's

informed public far more urgent than ever
before fand] put journalism on the threshhold of the toughest job it ever faced, with
the most serious issues hanging on its success or failure.
For our ability to report swiftly and thoroughly the events of our time in a way to
compel the attention, interest and understanding of tens of millions of people is
essential to the very survival of democracy
itself.

function

is

more

than

entertainment —
Harper
of broadcasting is this: The more you give,
The head of the world's biggest
the more you are asked to give. And when
radio-tv agency took a long look last
you give more, you inevitably uplift and enweek at broadcasting's potential for
large the tastes of viewers and listeners. It
advancing "the total betterment of the
is an exciting thought that in radio, for
American people" — and found it "imexample, you have contributed so much to
measurable." Marion Harper Jr., presthe popularity of good music that we have
ident of McCann-Erickson, called
stations in the country with program
upon radio and tv stations at the NAB
schedules that can attract audiences with
convention's management luncheon
virtually nothing else. And in television we
last Tuesday to use their "special capacan remind ourselves that stations, that
bilities and resources" to help meet
national challenges ranging from
today present Shakespeare, ballet, or talks
with Arnold Toynbee or Robert Frost, not
reversing the recession (see separate
long ago depended mostly on wrestling or
story) to raising educational and culroller derbies.
tural levels. He warned that broadcasting's responsibilities are great because
its power is great, and called specifically for stricter enforcement of the Tv
Code or else risk damage to the
medium's audience, business and government relations. Here, slightly condensed, is the text of that portion of
Mr. Harper's speech.

Is broadcasting to redeem our national
culture? The answer, of course, is that broadcasting cannot alone — but it can and must
play a substantial part. I think you will
often hear what amounts to "Let broadcasting do it."
And this is inherent in your media.
Suppose you had chosen outdoor advertising instead of broadcasting: you would
then have been involved primarily
with problems of advertising. Ifyou had
chosen newspapers,
you would have
added to advertising
the complications of

MR. HARPER

gathering and interpreting news. If
magazines, you
might have had these
plus the coverage of

your particular editorial field. When you chose broadcasting,
you chose all these — and a lot more. Radio
and television are also theatre, movie house,
town meeting, lecture hall, and a parlor —
not only for games but for meeting people
from all walks of life — a parlor truly with
a window on the world.
Each year you have fulfilled these capacities to a greater degree. But the story
Page 38
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Your contributions to journalism are such
that we seldom see a Monday morning
paper without a front-page or prominent
story based on a Sunday television or radio
interview with some national figure.
The networks, and many stations, present
programs that have brought millions of

NO

BUY

people
pondering
central
issues.
What tonow
seems today's
indicated
is broader
local participation in the leadership activities of the networks, constant resourcefulness of stations in airing and clarifying local
issues, and a sensitive response on the part
of both networks and stations to the appetites of audiences for well presented informational shows.
The other area that poses the question
of how far you should go is, of course,
cultural and educational programming.
You are a mass medium of information
today because you are primarily a mass
medium of entertainment. And in winning
audiences for popular entertainment, you
have won audiences for cultural entertainment. Broadcasting has exposed more people to classics in drama, ballet and music
ming?
than have ever read, heard, or seen them.
What of strictly educational programI think the response to Professor Baxter's
accredited course in Shakespeare here in
Los
Angeles
and York
Professor
Zulli's Sunrise
Semester
in New
was something
of a
surprise to many of us professionals. I
think it is an exciting fact that thousands of
New Yorkers roused themselves daily at
6:30 in order to attend a television class
in comparative literature.
What would be wrong with a counterpart
of Sunrise Semester on every station represented here? I am sure that every locality
has a college or university within reach,
that can supply some gifted teacher personality and a program of literature, history,
language or mathematics — with benefits not
only for viewers but for the station. Such
a program can build deeply personal audience loyalty, more intimate participation

WITHOUT

Broadcasters can play "a major role"
in reversing the general business slowdown by combining the Advertising
Council's anti-recession campaign with
harder selling of time and programs,
Marion

Harper Jr., president of McCann-Erickson, said last week.
Addressing the NAB convention (also
see condensed text), he emphasized that
business must adopt a "sell now" slogan
before the Ad Council's "buy now" slogan can take effect with consumers. He
continued:
"It seems to me that broadcasters can
promote selling now by building the best
possible case for vigorous use of your
media this summer. Traditional summertime practices may well be reviewed
to be sure that use of your media by
individual advertisers is all that it should
be in relation to their summertime market potential. Strong programs can dominate summertime schedules. Advantages
gained this summer can help win a greater
share-of-audience and greater share-ofmarket for next fall and winter."
Mr. Harper said the "more important"
motive for energetic selling this summer
is to help keep the recession from be-

SELL

adepression. "Advertising dolcoming help
lars that
speed prosperity will be
returned many times over. So let us
think a little harder, research a little
harder, to find one more valid reason —
or 10 — why advertisers should buy now."
He urged stations to give full support
to the Ad Council drive, which opened
last week, not only as a matter of public
service but for obvious reasons of self"Your media," he < continued, "have
proved
interest."they can build sales — they can
also build confidence in the country's
Mr. Harper said, "There is not a single
major national need today which broadfuture."casting cannot serve with some vital contribution." He acknowledged that radio
and tv "are doing so already," but said
"your potential for contributing to the
country's progress is still, to a large deMr. Harper was principal speaker at
gree, untapped."
the Tuesday management luncheon. A
special feature was the appearance of
David Hardacre, national co-winner of
the
11th annual Voice of Democracy
contest.

Broadcasting

in the community, and copious publicity, as
well.
Never has the country been more concerned with improving educational opportunities. The broadcasting media — among
all mass media — can best help fulfill them.
With your unequalled access into people's lives, your potential over the years
for serving our long-term national needs —
for advancing the total betterment of the
American people — is immeasurable. And
this, I believe, is the heart of the matter.
With television and radio accounting for
a larger share of household time than anything except sleep and work, people may
properly ask: Is it time well spent? That is
to say — you are asked not only to get people to spend time with you but to have them
benefit by this time. Benefit by relaxation?
Of course. But as media best able to mobilize a nation's awareness to its needs and
challenges — you will be asked more and
more, I believe, for the benefits of popular
enlightenment.
You can take enormous pride in your
media. Your franchise will require a

jealous custody of radio's and television's
capabilities, and an ever-increasing emphasis on your programming content. It
should be a matter of pride that the networks and many of your stations place
programming on the same level that, for
example, the editors of The New York
Times reserve for their editorial and news
columns. If you are first and always a
programming medium, you also will likely
be a successful advertising medium.
It is also true that control of advertising
presentation is basic to the success of your
stations.
In the broadcasting codes you have carefully drafted criteria for good advertising
practice. What is the record of their
observance?
Let me limit my remarks to television. I
could answer by saying that there is commendable observance by and large, and this
is true. I could even recite a testimonial
from the head of your monitoring operation. In quantitative terms, it would be perfectly correct: Nineteen out of 20 programs
monitored last year avoided excessive advertising for their time periods. A seemingly negligible two per cent of station
breaks went beyond code allowance. But a
simple statement of these proportions can
be misleading — for the effect of violations is
far more serious. Crime makes more news
than law observance.
Aside from length of commercials, the
code contains many strictures that involve
value judgments. For example, it states:
"Advertising messages should be presented
with courtesy and good taste; disturbing or
annoying material should be avoided; every
effort should be made to keep the message
in harmony with the content and general
tone of the program in which it appears."
This, of course, is the most difficult area.
What may not be annoying or disturbing in
some homes will be found offensive in
others. Each of us can recall commercials
which we regard as objectionable in one
way or another — being yelled at by a pitchman playing doctor; by the use of repetition
Broadcasting

as an irritant and tension builder; by noisy
discussions of sweat glands, or digestive
tracts, during a dinner-time news show.
Again, if we stop to count up specific
cases of taste violations, we find relatively
few. And yet it is easy to understand how
a small proportion can color people's attitudes. It would seem desirable to determine— on a continuing basis — what the
threshold of irritation for your audiences
actually
is and take precautions accordingly.
The code's provision for self-discipline is
certainly to be preferred to outside censorship. If the violations were more common,
an industry czar might be indicated; but it
would seem to me that strict enforcement
of your present procedure should be adequate. Abuses are concentrated. Last year
75% of all violations were found on 15%
of the monitored stations. Not only must
the abuses of this minority be corrected but
the remaining violations among all other
stations. A 100% compliance is needed.
Offensive advertising in print media will
usually produce little more than boredom.
But the impact of broadcasting is so immediate that offenses provoke anger. Anger
amplifies and exaggerates. Prejudice is
created not only toward the particular ad-

Shirking

of

vertising message but toward advertising in
general. And there is harm to audience
relations, business relations, and government
relations.
Triple-spotting is an abuse of stations,
while overlong commercials are clearly an
abuse of advertisers and their agencies. But
whoever is at fault, the broadcaster is responsible for his medium and for the observance of good broadcasting standards.
It is your property which is being depreciated. The very advertisers who pressure
you to accept offensive commercials not only
discourage others from using your medium,
but they themselves may not return to your
stations — if abuses have had the effect of
reducing audience and effectiveness.
To repeat, those who violate the code
create damage far greater than the expedient advantages they may gain. A government official's emotional response to an
abuse on the air — or his exposure to complaints in both his official and personal life
— can be translated into harassing policies.
Violations also create a climate to prejudice
your representation in Washington — -by
such effective spokesmen as the Stantons,
Sarnoffs and Goldensons. It seems to me
that everything should be done to make
their lives a little smoother.

editorial

duty

invites
regulation —
Doerfer
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer
follow up this conquest — at least to the extold broadcasters last week they were
tent expected by the Commission.
abdicating their responsibility to become an editorial force. Here is a condensation of his speech before the
opening session of the NAB
tion in Los Angeles:

conven-

Those of you who are searching in 1958
for a clue as to the future of this industry
may ask yourselves this question; "Am I
merely running a business, or am I helping
to build a great new institution called broadIf broadcasting is regarded solely as an
casting?"
opportunity
to make money, the federal
government which is
constantly being reminded by your detractors of the temporary nature of
your tenancy, will
eventually either impose stricter regulations or may even
make a move for
outright re-entry.
Despite the accomplishment ofthe
CHMN. DOERFER
broadcasters in furthering the art of entertainment and, to a
limited extent, the presentation of news and
discussion programs, the broadcasters have
not yet approached their potential in developing the art of commenting on the news
or local problems. They should. Having
fought and won the battle for the right to
editorialize, the broadcasters have failed to

Apparently, the shock of such an unexpected victory in 1948 has left the broadcasting industry too dazed to properly exploit the break-through. But 10 years is a
long time to stand in stunned silence —
especially when the press continues to appropriate this field unabated and virtually
unchallenged by the only other effective
medium of mass communication that exists.
Out of some 1,400 communities in this
country within which a daily newspaper is
published, less than 100 cities have competitive newspapers. And yet the broadcasting industry is slow to take advantage of
these opportunities.
A recent survey indicates that only about
5% of the local radio stations editorialize
on a daily basis and that about 35% do so
on an occasional basis. The proffered reasons
for their reluctance are the risks involved.
Broadcasters are fearful of displeasing the
sponsors, the listening public or public officials. But devoting a part of the newspaper
to editorializing apparently has not affected
adversely or to any material extent its circulation or advertising revenues. It is difficult
to see why a good editorial program should
drive away sponsors and audience. In fact,
exciting programming should atnew and
tract both.
Perhaps the biggest fear on the part of
a broadcaster contemplating an editorial
program is the possibility of reprisals by
public officials. But upon examination this
should prove groundless. Local authorities
May 5, 1958
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NAB CONVENTION continued
have no power over broadcasting. Threatened or attempted recriminations can be no
more effective than against the local newspaper publisher. Federal Communications
Commissioners have specifically and upon
numerous occasions encouraged broadcasters
to editorialize. (See the Editorializing Report,
June 1949.) Even if there were a reversal
in policy not only is the Commission
specifically prohibited by Section 326 of the
Communications Act from censoring or interfering with free speech, but the First
Amendment of the Constitution ought to
of a broadcaster's
assurance
ample rights.
give
fundamental
The courts have always
jealously guarded the rights of free speech.
Congress could not, if it desired, curtail these
rights of the broadcaster any more than it
could the rights of the press. And, finally,
the American people, steeped in these
cherished traditions, would quickly resent
any attempts to gag a broadcaster.
It is true that a broadcaster must exercise
more care than a press editor. After all, the
newspaper publisher need not seek the renewal of a license every three years. He may
be hasty, careless, vindictive or callous to
accepted standards of fairness. Not so a
broadcaster. He must use reasonable care
to be fair and has an affirmative obligation
to ensure the presentation of conflicting
views by responsible elements in a community. But is this bad? It may be an innovation in many American communities.
It promises to be a refreshing experience for
many people who have been the captive
readers of some local newspapers.
I appreciate the difficulties of establishing
and developing a technique of gathering
news and presenting views free from criticism. But there is a wide gap between a
carping critic and a revocation proceeding.
With the legal safeguards and the expressed
attitudes of various Federal Communications
Commissioners, a broadcaster should no
longer hesitate to develop an original
technique of an expression of views and an
independent organization for the gathering
of news, expecially on a local level. It would
be fruitless to develop broadcasting as a
medum for the dissemination of information
and discussion if the stations do little more
than re-echo the local newspapers. What
could be exciting as well as profitable would
be for the broadcasters to meet the challenge of the local newspapers on all fronts —
news, features, editorializing, and advertising.
You may well ask, "If the expression of
diverse and antagonistic viewpoints is in the
public interest, why, then, has the Commission granted licenses to persons who own or
have substantial interests in newspapers?"
Well, aside from the fact that newspaper
owners were among the pioneers who undertook to develop these new media at great
financial risks, it should be noted that over
90% of the grants were made outside of
comparative cases. In sales or uncontested
cases, the Commission has little discretion.
Out of 505 commercial television stations on
the air, 124 are newspaper owned. It should
be noted, though, that only nine out of the
124 were granted after comparative hearings. Of the balance of 115, 40% of the
Page 40
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grants were the result of purchases and 60%
were uncontested.
Nonetheless, there has been a constant
drum of criticism against the Commission
for making such grants. There have also
been some Commissioners throughout the
history of the agency who have opposed the
licensing of stations to newspapers upon
the ground that the "widest possible dissemination of information from diverse
and antagonistic sources is essential to the
welfare."
public
Pressures
are building up; they may culminate in Congress establishing fixed criteria
by which applicants in comparative cases
are chosen. The diversification of mass media
argument will, I am sure, be hotly debated.
But whatever the merits of a proposed
divorcement between the printed and the
broadcast media, there is every indication
that newspaper-owned facilities will be tolerated only if they establish a completely independent editorial staff for broadcasting
their comments and, perhaps, even an independent local news staff — especially in
view of the irresistible temptation on the
part of some newspapers to editorialize
through a selection of news, the wording of
headlines, and the negligent or intentional
omission of factual information from the
L.A.

NAB

BUT

DOESN'T

•
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news columns of these publications.
Broadcasters have also, in some recent attempts to editorialize, displayed some peculiar ideas of what constitutes an adequate
presentation of opposing news. In the recent
flurry to editorialize on the merits and demerits of subscription television, some
broadcasters presented the position of opposing views to permit a test of subscription
television by a designated member of their
staff. I suppose you could refer to him as
the loyal opposition.
Such a presentation hardly complies with
the Commission's concept of an affirmative
duty to seek out responsible elements of the
opposition. Nor is editorializing to be resorted to by broadcasters only when a controversial matter may affect them personally.
There are a good many things of local, regional, national and international concern
which an enlightened management should
discuss.
In a complicated society with its necessary
adjustments, the fundamental concepts of
free speech and a free economy are constantly endangered — not only from our
enemies but from the ill-informed. You, as
broadcasters, have an affirmative obligation
to join this "battle" now. If you wait until
"it is safe," you may be too late.

CONVENTION
END

IS

SUCCESS,

PROBLEMS

AHEAD

1,900 delegates socialize, swap ideas despite city's distances
Broadcasters are told they must assume news, editorial lead

The last of the NAB industrywide conventions, held in Los Angeles last week, was a
social success and a busy trading post for
1,900-odd delegates and their business associates.
By closing time Thursday, however, broadcasters were leaving Los Angeles with the
common conviction that the coming months
will be like those just ended — problems,
problems, problems.
Warnings of regulatory headaches to come
were sounded by FCC members and terse
suggestions were offered about ways they
can improve program and advertising practices.
Most significant was an unbilled agreement reached in separate, unplanned talks
by Marion Harper Jr., president of McCannErickson; Frank Stanton, CBS president,
and FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer.
In essence they emphasized this common
theme:
• Broadcasters must do a better news job,
accepting the risks and responsibilities of
editorial leadership.
Chairman Doerfer emphasized the point
by reminding broadcasters they had won the
right to
editorialize
done
much
about it. 10 years ago but hadn't
The convention was distributed all over
the vast Los Angeles landscape. NAB made
a serious effort to ease the travel burden by
running fleets of buses around the Biltmore
and Statler Hotels as well as the Embassy
Auditorium, a main meeting spot.
BALANCE

OF

NAB

But many delegates found the week an
unusually tiring experience because of the
waiting for buses and cabs and the logistics
headaches involved in room-hopping and
socializing around a dozen scattered hotels.
Registration came close to NAB expectations— 1,613 management delegates (1,781 a
year ago in Chicago), 360 engineering (577
last year) and a total of 1,973 (2,358 last
year). Over 100 paid for advance registrations but didn't pick them up; they may have
ing.
been around the convention hotels, however. Ten non-member delegates registered
for the Thursday all-industry copyright meetSales were good at many of the equipment
and programming exhibit centers. Traffic was
brisk at many of the spots but the multihotel exposition kept delegate traffic scattered
some of the time.
Service exhibitors, especially film interests,
won't be but
allowed to complained
show at because
the 1959they
convention,
the complaints weren't unanimous or vigorous. Next year the meeting is to be limited
to top-level ownership-management delegates and equipment-only exhibits. It will be
held at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
NAB President Harold E. Fellows denied
a charge that the film, transcription and
other service exhibitors will become "second-class citizens" of the association but
he made it plain they will not be welcome
in Chicago next year. However, they are
Story continues page 76
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DES MOINES METROPOLITAN AREA SURVEY
AMERICAN RESEARCH BUREAU
FEB. 8 - MARCH 7, 1958

WHO-TV
STATION K
STATION W
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FIRST PLACE QUARTER HOURS
49%
PERCENTAGE
OF4-Week
TOTAL
NUMBER REPORTED
54%
4-Week
1 34%
Week
1 Week
39%
256
11%
10%
1%
232
2%
186
47
162
8
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WHO-TV
WHO-TV's

is the top star in Central Iowa.
dominance is the result of decades of

WHO-TV
IS FIRST

better programming, public service and highest integrity
a wealth of broadcast experience that has made

'
RST
FITV
IS
WHO-

one of the great names in the radio-television
industry. Ask your PGW Colonel for the full story.

WHO-TV
IS FIRST

WHO

WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST
WHO-TV
IS FIRST

WHO-TV is part of
Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO Radio, Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

Broadcasting

WHO-TV
Channel 13 • Des Moines
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Managerer
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manag
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,
National Representatives Affiliate
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ADVERTISERS S AGENCIES
FEBRUARY

TV

NETWORK

•

TvB report shows

daytime,

•

P & G places two

products in top 15 brand

Procter & Gamble's Tide detergent was
the No. 1 brand in network tv for February.
Another P & G product, Gleem toothpaste,
was in the No. 11 spot among the top 15
brand spenders.
Aside from P & G, Chrysler was the only
other network television advertiser to place
more than one of its products in the top 15.
The auto corporation in February spent
nearly $500,000 each for Dodge and Plymouth cars in network tv.
These brand spending estimates of the
top 15 were released for February by the
Television Bureau of Advertising and are
based on a report compiled by Leading
National Advertisers and Broadcast Advertising Reports. The data also includes the
top 15 network advertisers' gross billing
estimates, the estimated expenditures of
network tv advertisers by product classification and a breakdown of network tv gross
time billings by day parts (daytime and
nighttime billing).
From the data provided, these trends and
developments for February are highlighted:
• Increases are shown in both daytime
and nighttime spending (compared to February 1957). These gross time billings are
indicative of a continued rise in investments
not only for February but for January and
February combined compared to the same
two months of 1957.
• Among the brand leaders, P & G's Tide
(No. 2 in the January ranking) led the
TOP
15
By Company
FEBRUARY 1958
1. PROCTER & GAMBLE
$ 3,820,699
2. GENERAL MOTORS
1,836,368
3. LEVER BROTHERS
1,627,858
4. GENERAL FOODS
1,565,901
5. CHRYSLER
1,564,019
6. COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
1,533,667
7. BRISTOL-MYERS
1,506,441
8. AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
1,369,860
9. FORD MOTOR
1,037,599
10. R. J. REYNOLDS
1,032,231
11. GILLETTE
961,039
12. KELLOGG
951,106
13. AMERICAN TOBACCO
877,452
14. PHARMACEUTICALS
787,728
15. LIGGETT & MYERS
767,011
TOP
15
By Brand L
FEB RUARY 19S8
1. TIDE
$ 698,997
2. FORD CARS
688,744
3. BUFFERIN
642,911
4. ANACIN
632,047
552,586
5. CHEVROLET CARS
6. WINSTON CIGARETTES
502,458
7. DODGE CARS
492,957
8. PLYMOUTH CARS
466,795
9. VICEROY CIGARETTES
409,233
10. WISK LIQUID DETERGENT
360,078
11. GLEEM TOOTH PASTE
353,276
12. BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
351,477
13. COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
349,297
14. L & M CIGARETTES
335,569
15. KENT CIGARETTES
334,442
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nighttime

programs and non-quizzer (Amateur Hour),
replaced General Mills.
TvB's report does not show the comparative February 1957 gross tv network time

UP

increases
list

sales by product groups. But Broadcasting's compilation based on Publishers Information Bureau figures for 1957, when
compared to the estimates for this year, reveal that in general, the high-spending categories of automobiles, medicines, foods,
smoking materials and toiletries are up.

soap-detergent classification; Ford Motor's
Ford passenger car (No. 1 in the January
listing) topped the auto category; BristolMyers' Bufferin (No. 6 in January) was
No. 3 in the listing and the top spender
among the drug brands, and R. J. Reynolds'
Winston was first in the cigarette category.
• In the brand listing, the breakdown of
the 15 according to classification: soap-detergents, 2;automobiles, 4; drugs, 2; toothpaste (toiletries), 2; cigarettes, 4, and consumer services, 1 (Bell Telephone).
• There were 10 advertisers in February
(compared to 13 in January) that spent $1
million or more at gross rates for network
tv time.
• Lever Bros., a year ago only No. 7 in
the list of top gross billers of network tv
time, has shot to the No. 3 spot, a shade
behind General Motors. Only change from
January in identity of the top 15 network tv advertisers was Pharmaceuticals
Inc., which with its string of network quiz
NETWORK
AGRICULTURE
APPAREL,
AUTO.,

SPENDING

& FARMING

FOOTWEAR
AUTO.

$

& ACCESS.

ACCESS.

& EQUIP.

BEER, WINE & LIQUOR
BUILDING MATERIALS,

EQUIP.

& FIXTURES

CONFECTIONERY & SOFT DRINKS
CONSUMER

SERVICES

MEDICINES

& REMEDIES

FOOD & FOOD PRODUCTS
GASOLINE, LUBRICANTS & OTHER FUELS

BILLINGS
1958
By Parts-of-Day
CHANGE
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
1957

DAYTIME

$1 1,809,252
FRIDAY
9,978,736
MONDAY&SATURDAYSUNDAY
1,830,516
NIGHTTIME
27,575,955
Total
$39,385,207
19S7
JAN. -FEB.
DAYTIME

$25,072,068

FRIDAY
MONDAY&SATURDAYSUNDAY
NIGHTTIME
Total

21,228,131
3,843,937
57,815,135
$82,887,203

$12,913,487
1 1,047,123
1,866,364
31,722,531
$44,636,018
1958
JAN. -FEB.
$27,793,227
23,669,483
4,123,744
66,435,134
$94,228,361

By Product Categories
1958
1958
FEBRUARY
FEBRUARY
1957
JAN. -FEB.
$
$
13,066
218,719
457,342
262,418
4,719,956

9,961,920

591,103

1,198,335

74,843
729,812
482,787

119,784
1,660,927
865,312

5,050,199

10,421,053

8,545,989

17,784,907
532,318

125,382

+ 9.3
+ 10.7
+CHANGE
% 2.0
+ 15.0
+ 13.3
+ 10.9
+ 11.5
+ 7.3
+ 14.9
+ 13.7
1957
JAN. -FEB.

$
502,440

3,732,274
548,369
284,119

8,229,164

671,591

1,372,211
721,818

361,920
3,787,482
8,273,367
231,054

1,149,572
560,236

7,923,275
17,220,530
459,852

HORTICULTURE
HOUSEHOLD EQUIP.

& SUPPLIES

HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS
INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS
INSURANCE
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS & CAMERAS
OFFICE EQUIP., STATIONERY &
WRITING SUPPLIES

1,593,308
302,992

57,978
3,468,857
528,195

1,601,680
442,116

3,569,666

781,040
527,876

1,557,551

1,150,629

. 1,003,135

51,720
1,551,190
256,515
1,777,900
495,132
674,886

3,466,746
461,115
2,500,780
907,176

339,919

1,378,419
371,506

250,112

508,302

319,993

837,303

3,320,908
5,138,608

6,913,268
10,608,391

31,567
7,394,338

63,074
15,882,557

77,939
301,176

153,452
628,167

$39,439,078

$82,941,074

POLITICAL
PUBLISHING

& MEDIA

RADIOS, TELEVISION
SETS. PHONOGRAPHS,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & ACCESS.
SMOKING MATERIALS
SOAPS, CLEANERS & POLISHES
SPORTING GOODS & TOYS
TOILETRIES & TOILET GOODS
TRAVEL, HOTELS & RESORTS
MISCELLANEOUS
Total
LNA-BAR: Gross Time Costs Only

111,180
678,654
4,362,946

66,174
342,745
1,429,183
9,581,934
10,615,437

5,099,227
158,676
7,640,973

16,037,533

239,195

394,523

252,936

513,666
$44,636,018

1,156,921
$94,228,361

BROADCASTING
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LIBRARY
RADIO

BEAUTY SALON

RECREATION ROOM
PORTABLE TV AND RADIO

IN-HOME

AT WORK

AUTO
RADIO

DARK ROOM
RADIO

PLANT CAFETERIAS, ETC.

WORKSHOP
RADIO

LIVING ROOM
TV AND RADIO
RESTAURANTS

OUT-OF-HOME

TAVERNS

Including even tiniest transistor pocket sets —
Pulse is the sole service accurately reporting
total audience. Obviously auto radio is but part
of the outside plus of millions. Measuring out-of-home is
nothing new to Pulse. Pulse has been doing it since 1941!

HOTELS AND MOTELS

VACATION AREAS

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
WESTINGHOUSE
$7

MILLION

PLANS

TV

• Desilu to produce

BUY
new

series

• 'Studio One' to be dropped
In one of the largest television deals
ever made, Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Pittsburgh, will spend approximately $11
million for time and talent on its new
tv hour-long film package, once a week, to
be produced by Desilu Productions Inc.,
Hollywood, on CBS-TV, effective Oct. 6.
[Broadcasting, April 28]. Westinghouse
will be spending $4 million more than its
present budget for Studio One in Hollywood
on CBS-TV, which will continue on the air
until September.
The new show will contain 37 hour-long
Westinghouse Desilu playhouses, with Desi
Arnaz as host and featuring top stars in
a variety of dramas, comedies, musicals and
westerns; four repeats of the best of these;
plus seven one-hour special programs starring Mr. Arnaz, Lucille Ball and outstanding supporting casts. Four shows will be
pre-empted for other network shows during
the year.
Mark W. Cresap Jr., president, Westinghouse, said that the new tv package "is
part of an increased advertising program in
all media. It represents an aggressive move
to tie-in with the business upturn which is
expected by fall, and it will supplement

either by means of videotape or kinescope
— and place it in such other Ad World
cities as Los Angeles, Chicago, Detroit, St.
Louis, Philadelphia and Boston, apparently
at the urging of its multi-sponsor slate
(Screen Gems Inc., McCall Corp., TelePrompTer Corp., etc.) which uses the series
to sell media and program services to ad
executives at home. The show is seen in
New York Sunday nights, and the packagers
(who number among them several agency
executives) hope to be able to air the series
"simultaneously"
pending time zone differences.
The first step towards consolidating Ad
World was taken last week with the appointment ofDavid Echols, one-time (193650) executive vice president of the New
York office, Grant Adv., to the post of
general manager of the packing firm. Mr.
Echols, an advertising consultant and program packager (It's Fun to Travel) is the
on-air editor as well. Offices are at Room
400, Chrysler Bldg., New York.
The interesting wrinkle in Ad World's
topography: The station or stations carrying the trade series do not underwrite it,
merely carry it. Broadcast Properties Inc.
buys the time, has advertisers using Ad
World paying commercial minute rates direct to the station (but guarantees the station its full card rate for 30 minutes). The
difference comes
pocket.

out of the packager's

HI-PRO
BIG

UNCORKS

SPOT

• New

TV

PUSH

cereal in all-out drive

• Also using networks,

papers

General Mills Corp., Minneapolis, broke
Thursday with an intense tv spot campaign
that is backed by cut-ins to its network
show lineup and a heavy newspaper camThe tv concentration started on May
paign.
Day to introduce the milling company's new
premium-priced cereal product, called HiPro. The product is being handled by
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, the
agency that scored gains in the heavily
competitive cereal food field with Cheerios,
also a General Mills product.
Without doubt the Hi-Pro campaign is a
massive enterprise. Speaking of all the advertising on behalf of the product, D-F-S
spokesmen said it was the "greatest amount
of advertising ever concentrated on behalf
of a single cereal product in its opening
period." Of importance to television: General Mills is allocating approximately twice
the budget for television compared to what
it is spending in newspapers. So far radio
is not being used, but it is expected that

the Westinghouse 'power up' program now
in full swing. . . ."
Mr. Cresap also said that each of the
special programs will cost nearly a half million dollars.
It is expected that Betty Furness, and
John Cameron Swayze will continue to
handle commercial demonstrations.
Three quarters of the commercial time
will be devoted to Westinghouse consumer
products and the remainder to corporate
subjects such as the power up selling program and the firm's role in atomic power.
The time on CBS-TV is not yet determined. Westinghouse may continue on Mondays, 10-11 p.m., but Chris Whitting, vice
president and general manager, consumer
goods for Westinghouse, admitted the firm
was interested in "an earlier time period."
The contract, which has been in negotiation for past two months, with Desilu Productions Inc. and renewal options cover a
five year period. Agency is McCann-Erickson, New York.
WOR-TV's

'Ad World'

Call for 'Network'

Plans

Treatment

The Ad World is growing. America's
first "Advertising Trade Journal of the Air"
— currently seen locally in New York on
WOR-TV — is destined to get a "network"
treatment, if plans work out.
Although the recently-launched program
opposes such mass-audience shows as Alfred
Hitchcock Presents on CBS-TV, industry
reaction to a show it can call its very own
has been "reassuringly enthusiastic," according to officials of Broadcast Properties
Inc., the packager. They intend in the
"very near future" to record the show —
Broadcasting

PREVIEW

ITS JINGLE
REWRITES
PEPSI
Pepsi-Cola Co., New York, after a
waiter) will take part in the introduction
of
the new jingle.
a
period of three years, is introducing
J. Charles Derrick, advertising vice
new musical theme for its radio commercials, effective this week, in over 550
president for Pepsi-Cola, explained the
Pepsi-Cola bottler local radio areas. Adby saying that "radio
change in lyrics
ditional y, iwill
t
make its radio network
certainly has changed since our first
theme was introduced. The new theme
debut on June 14, as part of Pepsi's
and commercials take cognizance of the
segments on NBC Radio's week-end
20
Monitor.
changes that have come about in radio.
The new lyrics for the commercial
"Radio today is local, not only in
scope but in feeling. The new Pepsi-Cola
Sylvern follow: "Be
written by
sociable,
lookHank
smart. Keep up to date
refreshment song takes advantage of the
with Pepsi. Drink light, refreshing Pepsi.
intimacy and gay mood of today's local
Stay young and fair and debonair. Be
programming."
Kenyon
& Eckhardt, New York, is
radio
sociable, have a Pepsi."
agency.
The singing Pepsi quartet (above, with
Page 45
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
medium will benefit later in the introduction.
The current campaign for Hi-Pro is concentrating in the East, stretching west as
far as Chicago. The product is not receiving too great a punch in the southeast
area of the U. S. but. as the campaign
gathers steam, markets will be added until
coverage is nationwide.
Television spot was chosen to spearhead
the campaign because, according to the
agency, it (1) has impact and can tell the
detailed story of the product, and (2) can
unbrella regional areas.
The name of the product is derived from

ried the series as against the 135 stations
cleared for NBC-TV's Caesar's Hour last
season — also played a part in the final
decision.
Mme. Rubinstein may not have been the
only disappointed party in this short-lived
relationship. It was understood that Mr.
Caesar himself was chafing under the tight
30-minute format, felt constrained by the
lack of flexibility [In Review, Feb. 3]. Preliminary discussions were held on the proposal to have Rubinstein go a full-hour with
a co-sponsor in an attempt to revive the
"old" Caesar vitality, but the cosmetics firm
voted down the idea because it felt it would

this description: "high-quality protein flakes
with 10 essential vitamins and minerals."
Since the cereal is higher-priced than most

then lose "its identity" which it sought to
build with the Caesar-Coca combination.

(its biggest competitor is Kellogg's Special
K. also a nutritive with high protein), there

Winchell

is a "serious story to tell — an educational
story." claims the agency. Thus, tv — particularly minutes although some 20-second spots
are being used — is being stressed in the
campaign because of the ability to get over
the story of the product in a minimum of
time. In newspapers, it was explained, too
much copy is needed to tell approximately
the same story.
If the advertising on behalf of General Mills' newest cereal entry follows the
pattern set by Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample
for Cheerios, tv can expect a long honeymoon. Nearly all of the advertsier's budget
for Cheerios went into tv, with the sightsound-motion medium held up as largely
responsible for the big boost in the percentage of cereal sales in the past three years.

Caesar Negotiating for Tv Show,
Rubinstein Drops Him May 25
Although Sid Caesar's sponsor, Helena
Rubinstein, has confirmed earlier reports of
an impending cancellation [At Deadline,
April 28], Mr. Caesar is currently negotiating to return to tv next season with an expanded and not-so-frequent format.
Mr. Caesar's Shellrick Corp. (packagers)
is committed to ABC-TV until May 15, at
which time the network must exercise its
option. It was reported that Shellrick and
ABC-TV programming officials will sit
down this week to talk about a 60-minute
program, but spokesmen at Mr. Caesar's
office said that this did not preclude discussions with other networks.
Helena Rubinstein bows out of tv with
the May 25 telecast of Sid Caesar Invites
You on ABC-TV. Its agency, Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York, indicated that
the advertiser, though satisfied nvith sales
and audience impression of its products as
a result of the series, will take another close,
hard look at network tv before deciding to
return. OB&M officials earlier in the year
said that they, as well as the client, were
not so much concerned with Nielsen and
Trendex ratings as they were with sales
[Advertisers & Agencies, April 7]. Nevertheless, they now have admitted frankly
that the program's mediocre rating performance was the deciding factor. Caesar
opposes General Electric Theatre on CBSTV and Dinah Shore Chevy Show on NBCTV. Apparently, the familiar problem of
station clearances — only 91 stations carPage 46
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Fails
The

to

Suit

Threat

Materialize

threatened $24

million lawsuit

against a number of NBC-TV participating
sponsors — arising out of the verbal on-theair and in-print slugfest between gossipers
Walter Winchell and Elsa Maxwell — failed
to materialize last week.
Hearst columnist Winchell, a running
target for the vitriolic (but often humorous)
fire emanating from NBC-TV's Jack Paar
Show — most often on Tuesday nights when
Miss Maxwell entered the ring — has indicated he plans to enrich the Damon Runyon
Cancer Fund, his pet project, by suing for
$2 million apiece the 12 advertisers currently pouring coin into the Paar program.
But a cross-check of Mr. Paar's sponsors
over the past three weeks indicates there
actually are 15 advertisers involved.
Should such a suit actually be instituted
against the sponsors — there having been no
talk of a suit against Miss Maxwell or Mr.
Paar — it remains to be seen whether the
columnist could win a judgment against an

advertiser who was not "on" at the time
the alleged libels were uttered.
Over the past three weeks, the following
advertisers and agencies have been '"in"
and "out" of the Paar series at different
occasions: Bristol-Myers (Bufferin) through
Young & Rubicam; Block Drugs Inc. (Nytol, Polident, Py-Co-Pay, etc.) through
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; Bird
& Son (roofs) through H. P. Humphrey,
Alley & Richards; Cooper's Inc. (underwear) through Henri, Hurst & McDonald;
General Foods Corp. (Postum) through
Y&R; Harrison Labs (Tuck tape) through
Product Services; Kemper Insurance Companies through John B. Shaw Inc.; North
American Phillips Co. (Norelco electric
shavers) through C. J. LaRoche; Evinrude
Motors through Cramer-Krasselt Co.; Pharma-Craft Inc. (Fresh deodorant) through
J. Walter Thompson Co.; Philip Morris Inc.
(Marlboro) through Leo Burnett Co.; Dixie
Cup Co. through Hicks & Greist; Time Inc.
(Time) through Y&R, and Polaroid-Land
Corp. (cameras) through Doyle Dane
Bernbach.
NBC attorneys, asked to name the
specific 12 advertisers who might be involved, declined to do so on ground "that
we didn't tell Mr. Winchell's counsel."
Ironically, the counsel, Sol A. Rosenblatt,
also represents Miss Maxwell. Mr. Rosenblatt's office said Thursday that no step has
yet been taken in going to court.
While Mr. Paar, the butt of Mr. Winchell's spleen in the syndicated columns,
has come out with a "retraction" on some
of the unkind things said about the columnist, for example, that he failed to exercise his voting privilege, he and gadfly Maxwell were right back in there swinging last
Tuesday midnight. This time, however,
they did not mention Mr. Winchell by name
but substituted such descriptions as "Mr.
Wonderful."

HOW

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 124,782,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
April 20-26. This is how they spent their time:
69.4% (86,599,000) spent 1,606.4
57.4% (71,625,000) spent 1,032.8
82.7% (103,195,000) spent 405.2
33.6% (41,927,000) spent
184.9
19.3% (24,075,000) spent 252.8
24.9% (31,035,000) spent
123.6

million
million
million
million
million
million

hours
watching television
hours
listening to radio
hours
reading newspapers
hours
reading magazines
hours. . watching movies on tv
hours
attending movies*

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's weekly and quarterly
"Activity" report, from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated
and unduplicated audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger
& Co.
* All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attendine
movies" category which is a cumulative total for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are available within 2-7 days of the interviewing week.
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of April 1, Sidlinger data shows: (1) 107,687,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.3% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,714,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 45,888,000 tv sets in use in U. S.
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED

WHERE

SPOT

RADIO

National spot radio business is better than
ever — in most markets, that is. According
to an estimate of 1957 radio spot figures by
Adam Young Inc., station representative,
the spot radio business flowered in the West
— with rapid gains being scored by outlets
in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Denver and
Phoenix — while it slackened in the Central
Pennsylvania steel-and-coal producing areas.

Market

IVoO jpoi
Volume

\kltON
ALB AN Y-SCHENECTADY'-TROY
ALBUQUERQUE
ALLENTOWN-BETHLEHEM
ALTOONA
AM ARILLO
ASHEVILLE
ATLANTA
AUGUSTA, CA.
AUSTIN
BALTIMORE
BATON ROUGE
BEAUMONT
BINGH AMTON
BIRMINGHAM
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CEDAR RAPIDS
CHARLESTON, S. C.
CHARLESTON, W. VA.
CHARLOTTE
CHATTANOOGA
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
COLUMBIA, S. C.
COLUMBUS, GA.
COLUMBUS, OHIO
CORPUS CHRISTI
DALLAS-FT. WORTH
DAVENPORT
DAYTON
DENVER
DES MOINES
DETROIT
DULUTH
DURHAM
EL PASO
ERIE
EVANSVILLE
FLINT
FORT WAYNE
FRESNO
GADSDEN
GRAND RAPIDS
GREEN BAY
GREENSBORO
GREENVILLE, S. C.
HARRISBURG
HARTFORD
HONOLULU
HOUSTON-GALVESTON
HUNTINGTON
INDIANAPOLIS
JACKSON, MISS.
JACKSONVILLE
JOHNSTOWN
KANSAS CITY
KNOXVILLE
LEXINGTON, KY.
LITTLE ROCK
LOS ANGELES
LOUISVILLE
LUBBOCK
MACON
MADISON
MANCHESTER
MEMPHIS
MIAMI

i 391,000
1,117,000
260,000
271,000
55,000
236,000
99,000
1,479,000
102,000
204,000
1,428,000
168,000
169.000
116,000
624,000
3,308,000
1,508.000
727,000
138,000
220,000
902,000
183,000
9,826,000
2,553,000
2,076,000
300,000
92,000
979,000
252,000
1,764,000
289,000
376,000
1,231,000
1,357,000
5,544,000
215,000
98,000
189,000
120,000
164,000
306,000
435,000
484,000
33
yj %j ^ 000
yj \j \j
379.000
159 000
140 000
218,000
247,000
1,195,000
42r#00
1,527,000
154,000
1,111,000
159,000
285,000
110,000
1,864,000
268,000
319,000
214,000
5,847,000
1,060,000
92,000
159,000
237,000
95,000
965,000
745,000
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MONEY

GOES

Reason: This is one of the hardest-hit "recession areas" in the country with the slump
having started as early as late autumn.
The Young estimates (see below) are
based on a detailed analysis of FCC figures
plus the firm's interpretation of business
trends. President Adam Young points out
that these are estimates which in some instances involve some educated guesses. "We
l7J i ~[)Ol
V olume
$ 518,000
1,450,000
298,000
344,000
74,000
272,000
113,000
1,974,000
104,000
259,000
1,907,000
183,000
183,000
148,000
714,000
4,207,000
2,013,000
833,000
150,000
252,000
975,000
187,000
12,250,000
2,923,000
2,771,000
381,000
117,000
1,369,000
255,000
2,244,000
329,000
461 000
1,704,000
1,467,000
7,585,000
231,000
118,000
265,000
152,000
178,000
370,000
498,000
rj555
\J \J *)\J000
KJ KJ
44 000
459 000
202 000
1 78 000
250,000
283.000
1,445,000
509,000
1,850,000
167,000
1,412,000
172,000
290,000
126,000
2,442,000
324,000
405,000
244,000
8,181,000
1.415.000
100,000
202,000
272,000
126,000
1,166,000
947.000

Market
% Increase
32
15
30
27
15
35
14
33
2
27
34
289
8
27
14
33
15
9
15
8
2
25
14
33
27
27
40
27
1
14
23
38
8
37
407
20
9
27
15
14
21
21
33
97
97
15
15
21
21
21
8
27
8
2
15
31
27
21
14
40
33
27
159
33
21
27

MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL
MOBILE
MONTGOMERY
NASHVILLE
NEW BRITAIN
NEW HAVEN
NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK
NORFOLK
OKLAHOMA CITY
OMAHA
ORLANDO
PEORIA
PHILADELPHIA
PHOENIX
PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND, ME.
PORTLAND, ORE.
PROVIDENCE
PUEBLO
RALEIGH
READING
RICHMOND
ROANOKE
ROCHESTER,
N. Y.
SACRAMENTO
SAGINAW
SALT LAKE CITY
SAN ANTONIO
SAN BERNARDINO
SAN DIEGO
SAN FRANCISCO-OAKLAND
SAN JOSE
SAVANNAH
SCRANTON-WILKES BARRE
SEATTLE-TACOMA
SHREVEPORT
SIOUX CITY
SIOUX FALLS
SOUTH BEND
SPOKANE
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
SPRINGFIELD-HOLYOKE
SPRINGFIELD, MO.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO
ST. LOUIS
STOCKTON
SYRACUSE
TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG
TOLEDO
TOPEKA
TUCSON
TULSA
UTICA-ROME
WASHINGTON
WATERBURY
WHEELING-STEUBENVILLE
WICHITA
WICHITA FALLS
WILMINGTON
WINSTON-SALEM
WORCESTER
YORK
YOUNGSTOWN
TOTAL
ABOVE MARKETS
% *U.Decrease
S. TOTAL

are making public our internal analysis,"
he said, "because we feel that these estimates may be of value to others in the radio
industry. Obviously all market-by-market
projections are subject to some error. However, since we represent a substantial number of stations in the top markets, we've
been able to check our projections against
the actual growth of radio business during
1957. We feel that, by and large, our figures are an accurate reflection of what happened in spot radio in 1957."
IOC/: Cr,„t
IVDi Spot
lyoo opot
Volume
Volume
1,148,000
2,058,000
145,000
176,000
817,000
197,000
277,000
1,112,000
18,161,000
457,000
576,000
908,000
156,000
336,000
5,045,000
323,000
2,773,000
260,000
983,000
813,000
67,000
619,000
127,000
722,000
173,000
776,000
548,000
100,000
368,000
1,011,000
149,000
683,000
3,264,000
90,000
170,000
405 000
1 336 000
454 000
79,000
99,000
159 000
489 000
J.1 J.1 X^KJ\J\J
1 000
238
"525000
,000
1 (\1 000
47,000
2,929,000
213,000
400,000
644,000
434,000
68,000
603,000
144,000
2,180,000
456,000
59,000
416,000
176,000
184,000
133,000
410,000
112,000
378,000
82.5
$119,994,000

1 386 000
2 757 000
167,000
190.000
936,000
111,000
vu
yj y/
387i ^ yj000
J.1 » 487
tu i m\'000
yj y/
22,050,000
KJ638
ij KJ ■ KJ000
KJ KJ
660 000
1 040 000
000
jl189
kj j ^kjkjkj
427 000
V»T
JL \Ji KJKJKJ
6 416
000
492
000
TT J ^ KJ KJKJ
3 880 000
315
xJ-LtJ ^KJ000
y' \J
1 376 000
1 145 000
kj85ij »yt000
KJyJ
KJ\f\jKj\J
631JL ■ 000
yJ— \J1 ^*yjV/000
\yj7 \J\J
KJJL154
825 000
1 87 oon
S KJ KJ ^ \J\JKJ
986
000
624 000
128 000
i?yj\j*vj000
KJKJ
400
1 1 56 oon
JL189
KJ S •)Kj\J\J
000
1 086 000
4 566
00D
1 11; ooo
JL. kjO^kjkj kJ
183 000
486 000
1 8^8 000
479 000
1100
trc 000
noo
11 <\9
0^ 000
000
690 000
oon nnn
ioi nnn
59,000
4,070,000
270,000
699,000
509,000
899,000
509,000
87,000
690,000
167,000
2,775,000
76,000
549,000
503,000
213,000
257,000
168.000
496,000
142,000
481.000
$152,003,000

% Increase
21
±o
34,
re
ftO
XX
40
34
xo
21
A40A*
ttX
27
97
52
40
91
At)
41
97
9M
91
14
OQ
97
14
98
Qy
14
97
oy
40
98
UQ
90
50
oy
97
0
AO
01
ZI
1A
33
9fi
27
27
A*
39
14
40
17
28
16
21
29
20
27
21
40
27
26
27
21
27

82.2
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED

Co-op Potent
Factor
In Total Ad Picture
Co-op advertising, especially among the
top 100 national advertisers, is nothing to
be sneered at, according to the current
(May 1958) Cooperative Advertising Newsletter published by Lester Krugman Assoc.,
an advertising consultant firm. The newsletter finds 51% of the top 100 using coop, and singles out several important broadcast advertisers as depending heavily on
local campaigns partially backed by corporation coin. Among them:
• Frigidaire Div., General Motors Corp.,
which last week was still without an agency,
having recently left Kudner. Frigidaire
spends an estimated $10 million of its total
$16 million allocation in co-op. but puts
considerable coin into its current co-sponsorship of Patrice Munsel Show on ABCTV. The newsletter declares that with well
over 50% of its budget sunk into co-op, one
reason no agency has yet been picked is
that Frigidaire seeks a shop "which could
do the best job on retailer and distributor
levels" as well as nationally.
• Westinghouse Electric Corp., which
currently is spending $3 million on a spring
"blue chip" promotion for major appliances.
A large hunk of this goes to co-op, as witnessed by the "Philadelphia story." There,
a local Westinghouse distributor, according
to the newsletter, "is spending $200,000 in
a 13-week drive as a test to localize advertising to suit the needs of dealers. On their
electric housewares, Westinghouse offers an
advertising allowance of 7V/2%, with ads
100% paid, on orders totaling $1,200."
Westinghouse sponsors Studio One in Hollywood on CBS-TV.
Other advertisers go along heavily with
co-op. Pepsi-Cola Co., sponsor of occasional tv spectaculars, has announced a
10% hike in its budget for 1958 (through
Kenyon & Eckhardt) and, says the newsletter, "states 'our cooperative advertising
will increase by an even greater percentage.' " Along the manufacturing front,
RCA has found co-op to be an excellent
means of pushing color-tv via ROP newspaper ads, and the same holds true for Majestic International Sales Co., the largest
importer of German hi-fi (Grundig) units.
But appliance manufacturers are tightening co-op belts, says the report. In New
York, for example, it's pointed out that the
usual direct mail and throwaway media
have been abandoned for "prime-radio stations." But floor covering retailers would
like to use local tv only if the manufacturer would grant them co-op allowances,
a conclusion the report bases on the findings of a survey conducted by Home Furnishings Daily, a trade publication.
Of significance in the report is its question, "Did co-op change hurt the automotive industry?" The report thinks that the
auto industry-wide abandonment of co-op
advertising early last year may well have
affected sales since in many cases it is the
local ad — on tv, radio and in print — that
clinches the sale.
Page 50
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'PERSONABLE'
A radio-tv campaign tied to station
personalities was the promotion feature
for the 62nd anniversary sale of The
Hecht Co., claimed to be the largest
department store in the Washington,
D. C, area. Eight radio stations and
one tv station were used, each averaging
about 10 spots a day.
The intensive use of radio-tv personalities as copy themes in newspaper advertising as well as for broadcast purposes was conceived by B. Allen Mays,
Hecht advertising director. The radiotv spot placements were handled by Jeffrey A.
Abel, radio-tv
director of Henry
J. Kaufman &
Assoc., Washington.
Over 400 radiotv spots were
scheduled during
the pre - anniversary days andniversaryanweek,

MR. MAYS

with this phase of the campaign estimated at more than $4,000.
Two weeks ago full-page ads carried in
Washington newspapers showed photos
of radio-tv personalities, (see cuts.)
Copy was institutional, written in the
speaking style used by each personality.
For example, the copy featuring a threequarter page photo of Jerry and Jimma
Strong of WMAL

PROMOTION
neighbors — I'm Jerry Strong and sitting
here with me is Jimma, my better half."
The copy then went into promotion of
the sale, following the same informal
style.
Ten-page sections were carried April 1 1
in all Washington newspapers, with the
front cover picturing seven station personalities and carrying the theme, "The
Whole Town's Talking." Other pages
carried merchandising copy. After the
three courtesy days for charge customers, the public sale opened April 12.
In advance of the sale the broadcast
personalities were brought to the store
to inspect sale items. "Milton Q. Ford
fell in love with a vibrator chair, so it's
one of the items he's promoting," Mr.
Mays said. "The others picked favorite
items and they are mentioning them on
the air. This extensive use of broadcasting shows our faith in radio and tv
as effective media to promote a store-

Radio-t
v personalities who promoted
wide
event."
the sale included Gene Archer and Inga,
WRC; Fred Fiske and Bob Wolff,
WWDC; Milton Q. Ford, WOL; Jerry
& Jimma Strong, WMAL, and Milt
Grant, WTTG (TV). In addition, WTOP
Washington, WEAM
Arlington, Va.,
and WGAY Silver Spring, Md., were on
the spot list.
Hecht retail sales were estimated at
$71 million in 1957 and $72 million in
1956.

opened this way: "Hi,

Reports by P&G, Revlon Heard
At ANA Cost Control Workshop
The importance of budgetary controls on
advertising was pointed up at a closed national workship of the Assn. of National
Advertisers held Thursday and Friday at
the Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y.
Reports were presented on budget and
cost control by several advertisers including
such top tv spenders as Procter & Gamble
and Revlon. These two advertisers in fact
stressed control procedure on broadcast expenditures.
P&G's report, submitted by Harold A.
Derr, manager of advertising budget control for the company, concentrated on production budgets for tv commercials. Mr.
Derr claimed that it was generally accepted
that the advertiser knows "less about what
he will get for his tv commercial dollar
than any other media expenditure."
E. W. Mandel, Revlon's advertising manager, noted that broadcasting outlays now
are a "major corporate expenditure" in the
economy and that "adequate controls for
assuring reliable performance for the monies
expended are demanded on the part of advertising management." He explained that
corporate controls set up for broadcast expenditures should be able to provide complete details of purchases, assure that they
are being made "at the lowest rate to which

he [the advertiser] is entitled," that they
are actually being delivered and that the
quality and value of the purchases are maintained.

Revlon to Try 'Bid or Buy';
'Challenge' May Get Ax in Fall
Revlon Inc. hasn't yet answered its own
$64,000 question: What to do with its bigmoney quiz programs, both on CBS-TV. It
intends to give $64,000 Question (Tues..
10-10:30 P.M.) a Summer hiatus, by trying out a new panel show produced byJohn Guedel in cooperation with Flying
"A" Productions titled Bid or Buy. However, Revlon officials, who screened a
kinescope of this live production (which
would originate from KNXT [TV] Los
Angeles) had neither bid nor bought as of
Thursday. Instead, Revlon and the packagers have agreed upon a week-to-week
option, and a decision is expected this
week. Should Bid or Buy prove acceptable
for the summer months and score a good
audience reaction, Revlon may keep it in
the Fall, switching Question to another
timeslot. (Revlon this season started with
three
dropping
Desilu's Walter
Winchellshows,
File early
in the year.)
Also unsettled as of last week was the
fate of the 10-10:30 p.m. timeslot on
CBS-TV Sundays next fall. Revlon shares
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
the berth with P. Lorillard Co. The latter
has expressed an interest in Nat Hiken's
new Magnificent Montague, but Revlon is
cool toward the pilot. However, it's more
or less a foregone conclusion that $64,000
Challenge, now seen in that period, will be
axed this Fall. Decision on the show must
be reached by both advertisers no later
than Sept. 15.
Blair Expanding TMP Service
With Use by 17 Advertisers
Bhu'r-Tv, station representative, reveals
its Test Market Plan now is being used by
17 advertisers, and that it has set up a Test
Market Div. in its New York office under
Ward Dorrell, Blair's director of research,
to supervise the activity.
The Blair test plan seeks to test the relative effectiveness of spot tv in comparison
with one or more other media or to sample
the most effective way of using tv for a
particular sales objective. Twenty-one tv
stations in the Blair lineup are participating.
In the plan, the station pays for the
testing conducted in the market with the
aid of Pulse Inc. interviewing. To date, advertisers include toiletry goods, margarine,
cigarette, facial tissue, cough syrup and
biscuit companies. Tests are being run in
18 out of the 21 markets available to users
of the plan. TMP is being conducted in
areas of live vs. film commercial techniques,
the nature of late evening audiences, impact of slogan remembrance as well as
the strength of tv pitted against another
medium. Added Blair: "names are hushhush, naturally."

Jet-Propelled Tv Campaign
Helps Boost D-X Gas Sales
D-X Sunray Oil Co., Tulsa, Okla., is selling 17.9% more of its D-X Boron premium
gasoline this quarter than it did in the same
period of 1957. "And we frankly give
television much credit," R. W. McDowell,
president, said as the board of directors released its report.
To shoot the sales curve even higher, D-X
Sunray through its agency, Potts-Woodbury
Inc., Kansas City, has an all-media campaign going in 45 markets and intends to
dominate oil advertising on tv in its 17-state
territory.

D-X Boron is conducting a jet-propelled
campaign, using missiles to symbolize the
power of the fuel. Broadcast weapons in the
company's arsenal are a 12-week summer
schedule of radio spots saturating" 45 markets, farm radio on 22 stations and a new
52-week half-hour tv drama starting next
fall in 44 markets.
The missile-themed commercials were directed by C. F. Niessen, advertising and
sales promotion manager of D-X Sunray,
and Gene W. Dennis, radio-tv director at
Potts-Woodbury. Van Praag Productions
Inc., Hollywood firm producing the new
book of six tv commercials (with sound
tracks adapted for radio spots), hired Louis
DeWitt, special effects man, to build a
miniature, three-stage D-X Boron rocket.
Westbrook Van Voorhees does the commercial count-down.
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BUSINESS

BRIEFI

SALEM SITS IN • R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Co. (William Esty Co.) last week signed
for new John Guedel quiz program, Anybody Can Play, premiering live on ABCTV July 6 at 8:30-9 p.m. Product is Salem
cigarettes. Program is audience participation
show allowing viewers to play for cash
prizes.
NOW BEING TOLD • Kraft Foods Div.
of National Dairy Products Corp. will
sponsor new Milton Berle comedy-variety
vehicle on Wednesdays, 9-9:30 p.m. on
NBC-TV next season [Closed Circuit, April
21]. Program for second half of time period
now filled by Kraft Television Theatre,
which goes off air, has not yet been selected.
J. Walter Thompson, N. Y., is agency.
MAJOR MOTOR BUY • Buick Motor Div.
of General Motors Corp., in one of major
tv buys for next season, will sponsor eight
hour-long Bob Hope shows on NBC-TV,
Robert E. Kintner, executive vice president,
announced. Additionally, Buick has renewed
as alternate-week sponsor of Tales of Wells
Fargo on NBC for 1958-59 season. Hope
shows will be aired as "specials" in time
periods as yet undetermined. McCannErickson, N. Y., is agency.
THREE-QUARTER MARK • CBS Radio
last week racked up another $750,000 worth
of business. Among advertisers: Standard
Brands, through Ted Bates & Co., renewed
its portion of Arthur Godfrey Time effective
June 3 for 52 weeks; Glamorene, through
Garfield-Linn & Co., Chicago, picked up
"Impact" units in daytime programming as
did Scott Paper Co. through J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chrysler Corp. through Leo
Burnett Co., and Sterling Drug through
Thompson-Koch Co.

NEWS FOR NUTS • Circus Foods, L.A.,
has started 13-week Mon., Wed., Fri. sponsorship of Hugh McCoy News on CRPN
daily, 9-9:05 a.m. PST, for nutmeats,
through Milton Carlson Co., L.A.
BAYUK AT BAT • Bayuk Cigars Inc.
(Phillies), Philadelphia, has bought segments of radio-tv game coverage of Philadelphia Phillies, Baltimore Orioles, Pittsburgh Pirates and Chicago Cubs. Feigenbaum & Wermen, Philadelphia, Bayuk
agency, is placing commercials on 16 television and 39 radio stations in seven states,
for total 613 games, completely or partly
sponsored by Phillies cigars.
FIGHT BACKERS • The Mennen Co.,
Morristown, N. J., through McCann-Erickson, N. Y., and Miles Labs, Elkhart, Ind.,
through Geoffrey Wade, Chicago, will cosponsor lightweight championship fight
Wednesday (May 7) 10 p.m. on CBS. Fight,
between champion Joe Brown and contender
Ralph Dupas, will originate in Houston,
Tex.
RADIO BONANZA • Lewis Howe Co.
(Turns), St. Louis, ordering through Chicago office of McCann-Erickson $250,000plus radio campaign in 40-50 markets ef-

Y

WHO'S

BUYING

WHAT,

WHERE

fective immediately and running through
Oct. 5. Agency's New York office is looking for nighttime television series to start
in fall.
GAS GET-TOGETHER • Five natural gas
companies in Pennsylvania, Ohio and West
Virginia using radio-tv in campaign placed
by Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove Inc., Pittsburgh, for spring and summer. In drive to
help home-builders sell "all-gas" homes,
firms are using total 400 radio commercials
on nine stations and 200 tv spots on six
stations. Cooperating sponsors: Equitable
Gas Co., Manufacturers' Light and Heat
Co. and Peoples Natural Gas Co., all Pittsburgh; East Ohio Gas Co., covering four
Ohio cities, and Hope Natural Gas Co. of
northern West Virginia.

BACK VIA MARS • Mars Inc., Chicago,
has renewed alternate week sponsorship of
Screen Gems' half-hour tv film series, Circus
Boy, over NBC-TV (11:30 a.m.-noon),
starting next fall, and has signed for alternate-week, quarter hour sponsorship of Ruff
and Reddy cartoon series on NBC-TV (Sat.
10:30-11 a.m.), starting in fall. Agency:
Knox-Reeves, Minneapolis.
AGREE ON 'PRICE' • Lever Bros, and
Speidel Corp. will alternately sponsor NBCTV's The Price Is Right (Mon. 7:30-8 p.m.)
when that program moves to Wednesday
8:30-9 p.m. in fall. The Price Is Right will
move to Thursday 10-10:30 p.m. timeslot
replacing Lever's Lux Show Starring Rosemary Clooney, for summer months starting
June 26. Agencies are Norman, Craig &
Kummel for Speidel and J. Walter Thompson for Lever.
NO

LET-DOWN

• Grove Labs Inc. (No

Doz), St. Louis, has bought 69 "Impact"
segments on CBS Radio to run 23 weeks,
effective immediately. Agency is Garfield
Adv. Inc., S. F.

PROMISED

FOR FALL • Grayshow Toy
Co., Atlanta, currently testing tv on WABCTV and WABD (TV) New York, plans expansion to 20 markets starting in fall. Paramount Enterprises Inc., (Planters Gold
potting soil), N. Y., testing tv in Syracuse,
plans tv drive in fall as part of $500,000
campaign. Both accounts placed through
Lee Stockman Agency, N. Y.
ABC AGENDA • Ex-Lax Inc., Brooklyn,
N. Y., through Warwick & Legler, N. Y.}
has signed as co-sponsor of ABC Radio's
Weekday Newscasts for 39 weeks; GMC
Truck & Coach division, through Kudner,
both Detroit, has purchased 26-week contract for the network's Late Sports-Howard
Cosell (Mon.-Fri. 6:45-6:50 p.m.); Kitchen
Art Foods (Py-O-My mixes), through
Wright, Campbell & Suitt, both Chicago,
has purchased segments of Don McNeill's
Breakfast Club (Mon.-Fri. 9-10 a.m.), and
Miller Brewing Co., through Mathisson &
Assoc., both Milwaukee, will participate in
50 ABC Radio newscasts weekly for 26
diately.
weeks. All contracts are effective immeBroadcasting
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AT WAR WITH THE ARMY
Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis

TV

THIS ABOVE

ALL

Tyrone Power, Joan Fontaine
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BIG
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g
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MY GAL SAL

CALLING NORTHSIDE 777
James Stewart, Lee J. Cobb

Rita Hayworth, Victor Mature

STATE FAIR
Jeanne Crain, Dana Andrews

THE RAINS CAME
George Brent, Myrna Loy

TV

fall...

are just a few of the 39 truly great
iere
90-minute programs that will be seen on "Prem
triumsecond
its
Performance," returning in the fall for
phant year on the air.
Produced by those master creators of superb entertainment-20th Century-Fox and Paramount-it features noted
stars in noted stories by noted writers . . . that are sure to
attract millions of TViewers.
So note the fact that it's all part of the Big Night that
. . . combined with three great new half -hour series ... is
coming to TV this fall on TV stations associated with . . .

These

IFILIVI

network:

LATEST

RATINGS

TRENDEX
TOP

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

->

Tv Report for April 1-7

Rank

Rating
34.9
33.4
29.8
28.8
28.0
27.5
27.4
25.8
25.3
24.8

3."

1. Gunsmoke
The Restless Gun
4. The Perry Como Show
The Bob Hope Show
5.
6. Danny Thomas
The Price Is Right
7. Wells Fargo
8. I've Got a Secret
9.
What's My Line
10. Wyatt Earp
Copyright 1958 Trendex Inc.

PULSE
TOP

NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for March
Once-A-Week
Rank
Rating Feb.
Mar.
38.7
38.2
2.1. Gunsmoke
38.3
37.3
Perry Como
3. Playhouse Ninety
36.6
34.5
4. Bob Hope
34.5
5. Danny Thomas
34.2
32.6
6. Loretta Young
28.7
29.2
29.4
7. Groucho Marx
28.8
25.9
8. Have Gun, Will Travel 28.8
27.5
28.4
9. Climax
28.9
10. December Bride
28.1
26.5
11. Wyatt Earp
27.7
12. Shirley Temple
28.9
27.4
Storybook
13. Tales of Wells Fargo 27.1
27.9
26.8
14. Lineup
26.7
15. Father Knows Best
25.8
26.7
16. I've Got a Secret
27.2
26.1
28.2
17. Person To Person
18. Restless Gun
26.1
26.0
19. This Is Your Life
20. Steve Allen
25.9
Rating

Multi-weekly
Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Mickey Mouse Club
CBS News
Art Linkletter
Price Is Right
Queen For a Day
American Bandstand
Verdict Is Yours
8. Guiding Light
9. Search For Tomorrow
10. Captain Kangaroo
Copyright 1958 Pulse

Mar.
17.6
12.5
11.7
11.4
11.2
10.1
9.8
9.7
9.5
9.4
Inc.

Feb.
17.0
12.3
11.3
11.9
10.9
9.6
9.4
9.4
9.2
9.6

'

TOP

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for March
TOTAL AUDIENCE!

Rank
1. Gunsmoke
2. Tales of Wells Fargo
3. Perry Como Show
4. Cheyenne
5. Danny Thomas Show
6. I've Got a Secret
7. Wagon Train
8. Have Gun, Will Travel
9. Ed Sullivan Show
10. Restless Gun
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8-22
Mo. Homes
(000)
19,125
16/703
16,023
15,938
15/725
15,640
15,555
15,513
15,088
14,790

Rank
% Homes
2.
4fX 0
1. G uiisiijokc
40 4
4. Tales' of WpIIk J^/inm
il f'VV t/>/)/ 1 1H i tP
3, V III.
jy.o
Perry Como Show
38.9
38.2
/. Wagon Train
5.
51.1
win
iia\ei
6. iiuit
Hnvc \juti,
Clin
Will Tmv,J
Danny Thomas Show
37.6
8. I've Got a Secret
37.2
Restless Gun
36.5
36.0
Ed Sullivan Show
10.
9.
average audience^:
l\l n HnmpQ
1.
Rank
J u (000)
r 1 U M M. ■.
2.
Gunsmoke
3.
Tales of Wells Fargo
1 4 Qf\f\
Have Gun, Will Travel
4. Danny Thomas Show
14,918
5. I've Got a Secret
14,578
6. Restless Gun
13,940
7.
9. Wyatt Earp
13,898
■"Ft . O
8. You Bet Your Life
13,345
GE Theatre
13,303
10. Cheyenne
13,048
Rank
2.
1. Gunsmoke
44 8
% Homes*
Tales of Wells Fargo
38.1
3f> 4
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
35.7
4. Danny Thomas Show
6.
34.7
5. I've Got a Secret
Restless Gun
34.4
33.8
Wyatt Earp
32.6
8. Cheyenne
32.5
7.
9. GE Theatre
32.0
10. You Bet Your Life
Tv Report for March 23-April 5
TOTAL AUDIENCE
i\i u. n u 1 1 1 c i
Rank
(000)
22,695
1. Academy Awards-1958
2. Gunsmoke
18,998
16,490
3. Tales of Wells Fargo
16,405
4. Perry Como Show
16,363
5. Danny Thomas Show
6. Cheyenne
15,003
7. Wyatt Earp
14,790
8. Have Gun, Will Travel
14,620
14,535
9. I've Got a Secret
10. Restless Gun
14,450
Rank
1. Academy Awards
54.7
45.8
% Homes*
2. Gunsmoke
3. Tales of Wells Fargo
39.8
39.6
4. Perry Como Show
39.2
5. Danny Thomas Show
37.3
6. Cheyenne
36.3
7. Wyatt Earp
8. Restless Gun
35.7
35.5
9. Sugarfoot
35.4
10. Have Gun, Will Travel
AVERAGE AUDIENCE
No.(000)
Homes
Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Academy Awards-1958
Gunsmoke
Tales of Wells Fargo
Danny Thomas Show
Have Gun, Will Travel
Restless Gun
I've Got a Secret
Wyatt Earp
GE Theatre
Alfred Hitchcock Presents

Rank
1. Academy Awards
2. Gunsmoke
3. Tales of Wells Fargo
4. Danny Thomas Show
5. Restless Gun
6. Have Gun, Will Travel
1. Wyatt Earp
8. I've Got a Secret
9. GE Theatre
10. Alfred Hitchcock Presents

19,210
18,105
15,513
15,173
14,110
13,898
13,770
13,728
13,218
13,090
46.3
43.6
% Homes*
37.5
36.3
34.3
34.2
33.7
32.8
32.3
31.9

(t) Homes reached by all or any part of the
program, except for homes viewing only
1 to 5 minutes.
(J) Homes
of the reached
program. during the average minute
* Percented ratings are based on tv homes
within reach of station facilities used by
each program.
Copyright 1958 A. C. Nielsen Co.

BACKGROUND: The following programs,
week's
in thisInformain alphabetic
roundup.
ratingsappear
Broadcasti
ng altv order,
tion is in following order: program name,
network, number of stations, sponsor,
agency, day and time.
Steve Allen Show (NBC-150): S. C. Johnson (NL&B), Greyhound (Grey), U. S.
Time (Peck), alternating Sun. 8-9 p.m.
Academy Awards (NBC-179): Motion Picture Assn. of America, March 26, 10:30
p.m. -12:15 a.m.
American Bandstand (ABC-81): participating sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 3-3:30 p.m.
Captain Kangaroo (CBS-114): participating
sponsors. Mon.-Fri. 8-9 a.m.
CBS News (CBS-154): participating sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 7:30-7:45 p.m.
Cheyenne (ABC-99): General Electric
(Y&R), Tues. 8:30-9 p.m.
Climax
(CBS-162):
Chrysler (M-E), Thurs.
8:30-9:30
p.m.
Perry Como Show (NBC-163): participatsponsors,Best
Sat.(NBC-105)
8-9 p.m. : Scott Paper
Father ing
Knows
(JWT), Wed. 8:30-9 p.m.
GE Theatre (CBS-154): General Electric
(BBDO), Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.
Guiding Light (CBS-118): Procter &
Gamble (Compton), Mon.-Fri. 12:45-1
Gunsmoke (CBS-161): Liggett and Myers
(D-F-S), Remington Rand (Y&R), alternating, Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-125): Lever
(JWT).
American
Home Products (Bates)
p.m.
alternating. Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
Alfred Hitchcock Presents (CBS-145):
Bristol Myers (Y&R), Sun. 9:30-10:00
Bob Hope (NBC-139): U.S. Time Corp.
(Peck), Sun. 9-10 p.m.
Bob Hope Show (NBC-157): Johnson
Motors (JWT), Dutch Masters Cigars
p.m.
(EWR&R), Sat. April 5, 9-10 p.m.
I've Got a Secret (CBS-198) : R. J. Reynolds
(Esty), Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.
Lineup (CBS-162): Brown & Williamson
(Bates). Procter & Gamble (Y&R), alternating, Fri. 10-10:30 p.m.
Art Lijikletter (CBS-114): participating
sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 2:30-3 p.m.
Groucho Marx (NBC-177): DeSoto (BBDO),
Toni (North), alternating, Thurs. 8-8:30
Mickey Mouse Club (ABC-94): particisponsors, Mon.-Fri.
p.m. Inc.
Person topatingPerson
(CBS-179): 5-6Time
(Y&R), Amoco Gas (Katz), Hamm Brewp.m.p.m.
ing Co. (C-E), alternating, Fri. 10:3011
Playhouse
90 (CBS-134): participating
sponsors, Thurs. 9:30-11 p.m.
Price Is Right (NBC-118): participating
sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 11-11:30 a.m.
Queen for a Day (NBC-152): participating
sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 4:30-5 p.m.
Restless Gun (NBC-107): Warner Lambert
(SSC&B), Mon. 8-8:30 p.m.
Search for Tomorrow (CBS-129): Procter
&12:45
Gamble
p.m. (Burnett), Mon.-Fri. 12:30Shirley Temple
Storybook (NBC-161) : Nafill in. tional Dairy, Hill Bros., Breck (all Ayer),
Dinah Shore Show (NBC-144): Chevrolet
(Campbell-Ewald), Sun. 9-10 p.m.
Sugarfoot (ABC-119) : American Chicle
(Bates): Tues. Colgate-Palmolive
(Bates); Ludens (Mathes). 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Ed Sullivan Show (CBS-174): Mercury
(K&E), Eastman Kodak (JWT), Sun. 89 p.m.of Wells Fargo (NBC-147): Buick
Tal°s
(Kudner), American Tobacco (SSC&B),
alternating, Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
The Price Is Right (NBC-118): participating Your
sponsors. Life
Mon. (NBC-138):
7:30-8 p m. Procter &
This Is
Gamble (B&B). Wed. 10-10:30 p.m.
Danny Thomas Show (CBS-158): General
Foods (B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Verdict Is Yours (CBS-121): participating
sponsors. Mon.-Fri. 3:30-4 p.m.
Waoon Train (NBC-152): Lewis Howe
(M-E), Drackett (Y&R), Edsel (FC&B),
alternating. Wed. 7:30-8 p.m.
What's My Line (CBS-157): Helene Curtis
(M&E), Remington Rand (Y&R), alternating. Sun. 10:30-11 p.m.
Wyatt Earp (ABC-103) : General Mills
(D-F-S), Procter & Gamble (Compton),
alternating, Tues. 8:30-9 p.m.
You Bet Your Life (NBC-177): DeSoto
(BBDO). Toni (North), Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m.
Loretta Youna (NBC-16,3): Procter &
Gamble (B&B), Sun. 10-10:30 p.m.
Broadcasting
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Hood story-and the way WMT-TV covers Eastern Iowa.
Some things you can take for granted-like the end of the Little Red Riding
National Reps: The Kafz Agency
•
Channel 2
WMT-TV
Mail Address: Cedar Rapids
•
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED

FILM

WPIX
LEGITIMATE

CLIENTS

Broadway legitimate theatre produet ions, which have concentrated
their advertising heretofore in the
printed media almost exclusively,
have signed for spot campaigns on
WRCA-TV New York. James Barry,
sales manager of the station, reported
that three-week campaigns during late
April and early May have been
bought for "Li'l Abner," through
Blaine-Thompson Co., New York,
and for "Jamaica," through Cole,
Fisher & Rogow, New York. A twoweek spot
Darling,"
York, is
(Monday)

NBC

tv effort on behalf of "Say,
through Grey Adv., New
scheduled to begin today
on WRCA-TV.

Spot Sales Queries

Panel

NBC Spot Sales last week distributed its
second questionnaire to the 1,200 members
of its timebuyer opinion panel, seeking
their opinion on various questions dealing
with local radio programming. The first
questionnaire last month covered the use
of ratings by radio-tv timebuyers.
The latest questionnaire sought answers
from timebuyers on their opinion of "top 40
tunes" stations, standard music and news
stations and varied programming stations;
the handling of news programs by stations
and the type of information to be included
in
the station's profile that buyers could find
useful.
AGENCY

APPOINTMENTS

Lanolin Plus Inc. (cosmetics and toiletries),
Chicago, appoints Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff
& Ryan, that city, effective July 1, replacing
Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford Inc.,
N. Y.
C. F. Mueller Co. (macaroni and sauce
products), Jersey City, N. J., appoints
Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, N. Y.,
effective May 1, replacing Calkins & Holden,
N. Y.

Brook Hill Farms Inc. (milk concentrate),
Chicago, appoints Edward H. Weiss & Co.,
that city.

Strauss Stores Corp., Maspeth, N. Y., appoints Jay Gabriel Bumberg Assoc., N. Y.,
as coordinating consultants on advertising
and sales promotion for its chain of stores.
International Automotive Service Industries
Show has named L. W. Ramsey for its 1959
show, sponsored by Motor Equipment Manufacturers Assn., Motor Equipment Wholesalers' Assn. and National Spare Parts Assn.
A & A SHORTS
Robinson, Adleman & Montgomery, Philadelphia, moves to new offices at 2016 Walnut
St.

Communications Counselors Inc., public relations affiliate of McCann-Erickson, N. Y.,
has moved to 750 Third Ave., on 20th and
21st floors.
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(TV) Puts Own

Properties

Into Film Syndication Circuit
WPIX (TV) New York last week claimed
an

independent station '•first" by announcing itwould enter the film syndication

business. The properties involved: "The
Russian Revolution," a 60-minute documentary on the fall of the Czar and the subsequent rise of the Soviet first aired April
1 on the station, and an hour-long film
document, "The Private Life of a Dictator,"
culled from the archives of Adolf Hitler's
Nazi Germany, scheduled for WPIX airing
later this year.
Though stations have sometimes sold
kinescope recordings of their live programs,
e.g., WCBS-TV New York's sale of "Sunrise Semester" to Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., WPIX's move reportedly marks the
first time a station has gone into the business of selling its own film productions. In
both "Revolution" and "Dictator," WPIX
pieced together a tv program from newsreel
footage formerly shown in theatres only.
While WPIX will make these films available to stations in both the U. S. and
Canada, it does not propose to set up a
national sales force, according to vice president-general manager Fred M. Thrower. The
films, said Mr. Thrower, will be offered on
a "first come, first served basis." He disclosed that some 20 stations — unsolicited —
have already "come

forward to negotiate

purchase."
N.Y. Film Producer's Campaign
Gets Impetus From Civic Action
As part of the continuing effort by the
Film Producers Assn. of New York to accelerate the growth of film production in the
city, FPA representatives and 12 city commissioners will meet Wednesday to explore
ways the city can assist in the campaign.
The meeting was arranged by Stanley H.
Lowell, first executive assistant to Mayor
Robert F. Wagner of New York in line with
the mayor's expressed desire to "create an
atmosphere of enthusiasm for production of
films of all types and to examine rules and
regulations which affect the film industry in
an attempt to modernize, revise and alleviate
them, when necessary."
Representing FPA at the meeting will be
Nathan Zucker, president, and David I.
Pincus, chairman of its civic codes and
regulation committee. Membership in FPA
numbers 34 producers of tv film commercials and theatrical and non-theatrical film,
and 14 associates in the laboratory, recording equipment, special effects and other
service fields in the New York area.
FILM SALES
ABC

Film

Syndication reports that its

"Galaxy 20" package of feature films has
been sold in total of 40 markets, with latest
sales to WBBM-TV Chicago; WWJ-TV
Detroit; WKRC-TV Cincinnati and WBNSTV Columbus, both Ohio; WB EN-TV
Buffalo, N. Y.; WISH-TV Indianapolis;
KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash.; WDSU-TV New
Orleans; WREC-TV Memphis and WDEF-

TV Chattanooga both Tennessee, and
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C.
Screen Gems, N. Y., reports sale of 30
feature films from Columbia and Universal
library to WCBS-TV New York. SG also
reports sale on Father Knows Best halfhour tv film series to Procter & Gamble
for showing on WAPA-TV San Juan, P. R.;
San Antonio industries for showing on
station in Panama still unselected, and to
YSEB-TV El Salvador. Company also reports sale of its "Triple Crown" package
of Columbia feature films to nine stations,
raising number of total markets sold to 70.
Latest purchasers are KTRK-TV Houston;
WNAC-TV Boston; WCBS-TV New York;
WTMJ Milwaukee; WTIC-TV Hartford,
Conn.; KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.; KHQATV Quincy, 111.; KID-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho,
and WCIA-TV Champaign, 111.

Ziv Television Programs, N. Y., reports
that total sales on its Target half-hour tv
film series have reached 1 14 markets, with
latest sales to Schlitz Brewing Co. for KLZTV Denver and KMID-TV Midland, Tex.;
Globe Brewing Co. for WBAL-TV Baltimore; Ventre Packing Co. for WSYR-TV
Syracuse and WTRI-TV Schenectady, both
New York; Child's Big Chain Store for
KCMC-TV Texarkana, Tex., and KSLA-TV
Shreveport, La.
Associated Artists Productions announced
new sales of its "Vanguard" 52 feature
package of Warner Bros, films to: KNACTV Fort Smith, Ark.; WSB-TV Atlanta;
KGBT-TV Harlingen, Tex.; WWTV (TV)
Cadillac, Mich., and WBOC-TV Salisbury
Md. KOSA-TV Odessa, Tex., bought remaining 350 Warner Bros, features after its
initial purchase of half of library; KPIX
(TV) San Francisco added to its original
Warner Bros, purchase. KLIX-TV Twin
Falls, Idaho, and KFYR-TV Bismarck,
N. D., bought Popeye and Warner; WALBTV Albany, Ga., Popeye, and KGBT-TV
and KNAC-TV, Warner cartoons. In "Gold
Mine" package, sales were to WJTV (TV)
Jackson, Miss. (52 westerns), and KNACTV, extension of original contract. AAP's
second 52-feature package, "Jupiter," went
on sale April 17.
California National Productions has released reports of advertiser buys of Union
Pacific film series during March. Among
them : Consumer Co-Op Assn. (supermarket
chain), through Biddle Co., for KVTV (TV)
Sioux City; KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D.;
KCKT (TV) Great Bend, Kan., and KHOLTV Kearney, Neb.; Lee Optical Co. in
Texas on KDUB-TV Lubbock, KSYD-TV
Wichita Falls, KPAR-TV Sweetwater,
KEDY-TV Big Spring, KFDA-TV Amarillo, and KOSA-TV Odessa.
Ziv Television Programs, N. Y., reports that
total market sales on its Science Fiction
Theatre half-hour tv film series has reached
183, with latest sales to KMGM-TV Minneapolis, Minn.; WGR-TV Buffalo, N. Y.;
WFMJ-TV Youngstown, Ohio; KOIN-TV
Portland, Ore.; KONO-TV San Antonio,
Tex.; WTVJ (TV) Miami; WDBJ-TV
Roanoke, Va.; WDSU-TV New Orleans and
KRBC-TV Abilene, Tex.
Broadcasting
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Mr. Jules Herbuveaux, Vice President
National Broadcasting Company
Merchandise Mart Plaza
Chicago, Illinois
My dear Jules:

Recently we made a decision to extend our radio advert
ising
to certain cities where we have branch offices and this
decision
was based on our success in using your radio station
WM.AQ
over the past two years.

The inquiries developed on our daily five-minute Stock
Market
and Business News Program over WMAQ have been
turned into
new accounts on a satisfactory ratio and in addition we
have received institutional and public relations value immeasurable
in
new business.
On October 1, 1957, we expanded with the same format
to seven
other mid western cities. For the past year and
again in 1958
radio will be our principal advertising vehicle.
Very truly yours,

tp

A. C. Allyn

ft h » '*
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SENATE

READIES

•

Magnuson

•

Allocations, May

The Senate Commerce

NEW

announces

Committee

two-pronged

27; network
will

hold double-barrelled hearings on television
in late May and June. Chairman Warren
Magnuson (D-Wash.) announced last week.
Hearings on the "general question" of tv
allocations and on tv services to small communities will be held May 27-30. These
will be followed by hearings, beginning
June 2, on Sen. John Bricker's bill (S 376)
to place the networks under direct regulation of the FCC [Closed Circuit, April
28].
Also, Kenneth Cox, Seattle attorney who
served as special counsel of the committee
during previous all-encompassing probes of
television, will return to Washington on a
temporary basis to handle both of the newly-announced hearings.
Sen. Magnuson said members of the FCC
will be called to testify during the "general
hearings" on steps taken by the Commission
in line with recommendations made by the
committee in a special allocations report issued in the summer of 1956 [At Deadline,
July 23, 1956]. In that report, adopted by
a 12-3 vote, the committee approved the
long-range proposal for shifting all, or a
major portion, of tv to uhf; approved the

TV

HEARINGS

investigation

regulation, June

2

lie can best be served if the FCC has some
sort of regulatory control over the tv networks," the Ohio Republican stated. "The
rapid growth of the television industry in
the past five or six years and the prospects
for its continued growth and resultant influences on the American way of life make
it imperative that the FCC have supervision
over networks, which control the prime
evening-hour times when most tv sets are
Sen. Bricker also said he was "pleased"
in use."
that
Mr. Cox will return to Washington to
act as the committee's counsel for the new
series of hearings. "Mr. Cox is an able attorney who demonstrated his ability during
his previous service," he said. "I am confident he will be of assistance again."
The Commission does not have any direct
authority over the networks as such but
does exercise indirect control through its
licensing of network-owned stations.
Program
In

Duke

Control
Review

Asked
Piece

The FCC ought to hold broadcasters to
their program promises, a former newscaster has suggested.
And, the same man recommended that
the Commission issue and enforce regulations specifying how much commercial
time there should be in relation to program
time.
The suggestions come from attorney
Roger Kennedy, formerly on the NBC public affairs staff, writing in the Autumn 1957

from multiple owners, he said, and if networks were forced to divest themselves of
their o&o stations, the net result might
be poorer programs for the public.
Mr. Kennedy's article was one of nine
in the Duke U. quarterly. The issue was
devoted to radio and television. The next
issue, winter 1957-58, due out soon, is
expected to continue the study of radio and
tv law, with particular emphasis on Sec. 315
of the Communications Act. This provision
forbids any censorship of political candidates' speeches
In other articles:by station operators.

Ben C. Fisher, Washington attorney
(Fisher, Wayland, Duvall & Southmayd)
and one of the lawyers in the three-year-old
Spartanburg ch. 10 case (now awaiting its
fourth court decision), urged that the 1952
McFarland Act amendments to the Communications Act be revised to give the FCC
more discretion. He expressed the feeling
that the McFarland Act provisions separating commissioners from staff members in
adjudicatory cases "have not insulated the
Commission from Congress, the executive
or the public," and have resulted in a serious loss of administrative flexibility, efficiency and expedition.
Jeremiah Courtney and Arthur Blooston,
Washington attorneys for mobile and industrial radio licensees, bluntly stated that

tuous alike."
Proposed program plans "are produced
cynically, almost whimsically" by some applicants, Mr. Kennedy said. But, he added,
if licenses were revoked for failure to build

the answer to the "squeeze" on spectrum
space for mobile radio users is "obtaining
more space from those services which have
an overly generous allocation and do not
fully use it." There was no mistaking that
they were referring to uhf television bands
and fm. They also expressed the hope that
the Commission would accept the principle
of geographical assignments, permitting a
number of different services to share frequencies in one locality.
Others writers were Ralph S. Brown, Yale
U. law professor; Rep. Emanuel Celler (DN. Y.); Victor R. Hansen, Assistant Attorney
General; Warren E. Baker, FCC general
counsel; Roscoe L. Barrow, Cincinnati U.
Law School; and Richard S. Salant, Thomas
K. Fischer and Leon R. Brooks, CBS attorneys. Their articles were general commentary on various aspects of radio-tv law — •
ranging from antitrust and the broadcasting
industry to the rule-making functions of
the FCC.

the committee's heavy load of hearings on
broadcasting and other matters as well as

according to these blueprints, "the public
would be immediately dazzled with the

Senator

the FCC's involvement in its Barrow report hearings.
The Commission is certain to b_e asked
to go on the witness stand to state its views
on the Bricker bill and to comment on
charges made against network option time,
must-buys and other practices condemned
in a staff report authored by Mr. Cox [Lead
Story, July 1, 1957]. The Barrow report
makes similar charges and the FCC's own
hearings resume next week. Therefore, observers predict the FCC will be reluctant
to testify on the Bricker bill pending a final
report on its own study.
Still ranking minority member of the
Commerce Committee, Sen. Bricker praised
the chairman's action in setting the network
regulation bill for hearing. "I am convinced
the interests of the American viewing pub-

wonders the industry can perform."
Mr. Kennedy stated that the FCC's concern with the quality of programming is
almost non-existent. The Commission requires stations to carry public service programs, Mr. Kennedy said, but it seems to
be uninterested in whether they are good or

For Cigarette Advertising
Sen. Richard L. Neuberger (D-Ore.)
called last week for more authority for the
Federal Trade Commission to control

Commission's plan of selective deintermixture, and expressed concern over communities allocated uhf channels only "located
well within the service area of a metropolitan market with three or more vhf stations."
The Senate committee began a threephase investigation of television in 1954
when Sen. Bricker was chairman. It was
continued during the 84th Congress — when
the Democrats gained control and Sen.
Magnuson became chairman — and in the
current 85th. Several interim and staff reports have been issued and two more have
been drafted and now are in committee
hands for future disposal. The subjects have
been tv network practices, uhf-vhf problems and pay tv.
Sen. Bricker has been pushing for hearings on his network-control bill, first introduced in May 1954, since last January. A
public airing had been held up because of
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issue of the Duke U. Law School's quarterly,
issued two weeks ago.
"Many

broadcasting executives, embarrassed bytheir brethren," Mr. Kennedy
wrote, "would welcome a statement in clear
words from the Commission that it will no
longer treat the honest and the contemp-

bad. "It is time use that impresses the
FCC," he said, "not quality."
Mr. Kennedy suggested that the FCC
could require stations to carry public affairs programs in prime evening hours. This
would cause stations and networks to upgrade these programs so as not to lose
audience, he explained. This improvement
might even attract sponsors, Mr. Kennedy
speculated.
The attorney defended network ownership of stations. The better programs come

Seeks More

FTC Control

cigarette advertising. "Virtually all cigarette
advertising — particularly on television and
radio — is designed to make the use of
cigarettes appealing and acceptable to
young people," the senator said, calling this
"injurious to our country."
He entered in the Congressional Record
an announcement of a study of hospital
patients by the Sloan-Kettering Institute for
Cancer Research, finding smaller incidence
of lung cancer and heart disease among
Seventh-day Adventist men (non-smokers)
than others. Sen. Neuberger has not submitted any new legislation but his office is
looking into the question, an assistant said.
Broadcasting
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Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of the
House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee
last week told the Administrative Law Section of the District of Columbia Bar Assn.
that his committee will seek to make the
FCC
other regulatory agencies stronger
weaker.
not and
—

work

The nation's broadcasting

stood

on

Drive

AComa

8-1990
Hill 7-4242
6-6760

2-3623

"I should like to make it perfectly clear
that I have no intention of destroying or
discrediting the independent regulatory
agencies. ... I have no intention of character assassination or of pursuing any course
other than that with justice and fair dealing," he stated in drawing liberal applause
from his lawyer audience.
The subcommittee was established a year
ago to determine whether the regulatory
agencies are administering the laws as Congress intended and has had a stormy existence. Its first chief counsel, Bernard
Schwartz, was fired and then Chairman Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.) resigned in protest.
Lengthy hearings were held on the FCC's
grant of ch. 10 Miami to National Airlines
and on misconduct charges lodged by Dr.
Schwartz against the commissioners. The
hearings resulted in national headlines and
the resignation under fire of Comr. Richard
A. Mack.
Rep. Harris said the subcommittee will
hold further hearings as soon as the staff
has had time to develop the facts. These
hearings will come within the next two or
three weeks, he said, but did not indicate
which of the six agencies will be on the
firing line.
In an obvious reference to charges made
by Dr. Schwartz, Rep. Harris said that,
contrary to public claims, the committee
until recently had very little information in
its files other than on the Miami ch. 10
case. He promised that in the future "no
dubious methods will be used in developing
information as has occurred in the past —
which I have deplored." (He was referring
to the secret use of a wire recorder in a
subcommittee interview of Comr. Mack.)
Rep. Harris said that hearings held to
date revealed that over the years a pattern
of "questionable conduct" had developed
on the part of both commissioners and the
industry.' "The questionable propriety of
some of this conduct has seriously undermined public confidence in the Commission.
... It must be restored," he said.
Also, the congressman stated, information now in subcommittee files shows that
ex-parte contacts have been made in many
comparative tv cases other than the Miami
grant. He then posed a problem which attorneys and industry have been asking:
"Since such contacts are prohibited by
law ... it is interesting to conjecture what
may be the legal status of the licenses which
were granted in such instances. The law
is understood by the Commission and should
not be winked at by it or any enforcement
The Arkansas Democrat said it is obvious
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agency."

Effective

radio

has

more

than

two

dimensions

There's far more to good radio that only depth of programming and talent can
provide. That's why Bob Crane, Harry Babbitt and a host of other KNX'ers offer
so much to listeners and advertisers alike. If you're buying radio stations that
feature Music to Drown Commercials By, that's one thing. If, on the other hand,
you'd like to set your message in an aura of believability and listener attentiveness then you want KNX. Proof? The meaningful study of listener attitudes recently
completed by Motivation Analysis, Inc. offers demonstrable proof. No wonder
Southern California's #1 radio station is 50,000 watt KNX... reaching more different people more often each week than any other radio station in Los Angeles.

Represented by
CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

GOVERNMENT continued
that the agencies have changed their rules
or interpretations so greatly through opinions and decisions that "they frules] are
today in exact reverse position to that held
a few years ago." He said the subcommittee
is studying whether standards for the Commission and other agencies to consider in
carrying out their functions should be
written into law.
This, he said, means a study of several
grants made by the FCC "only to determine whether patterns may exist. . . .
Contrary to some impressions ... it has not
been and is not now our intent to review
individual cases as to whether or not the
proper decision was made." However, Rep.
Harris stated, certain matters will naturally
come to the forefront in this review, which
will require specific attention and possibly
hearings.
Rep. Harris hit proposals that commissioners should be set up as judges, a stand
strongly advocated by the committee's
former chief counsel. "[This] seems to me
to do violence to the very principles and
purposes under which the commissions
were created," the congressman said.
Honored guests for the dinner observing
National Law Day last Thursday were the
chairmen of all the six regulatory agencies
under investigation by Rep. Harris' committee except Chairman John C. Doerfer of the
FCC.
In introducing the guests, attorney Daniel
M. Gribbon explained that Comr. Doerfer
was out of town (for the NAB convention
in Los Angeles) "lest no inferences be drawn
[by his absence]."
Nixon,
Laud

Other

Radio

Government

Month

Leaders

Observance

A message lauding radio's role in national
well-being was delivered by Vice President
Richard M. Nixon just before departing
for South American tour. Vice president
was one of two-score national leaders who
issued statements in observance of National
Radio Month (May).
Calling radio "an always vital communications medium," he said it becomes "even
more significant as the complexities of our
life, both nationally and internationally,
increase."
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer, in Radio
Month statement, said over 90% of Americans "can receive the news almost as it's
happening." He added they can be alerted
to national defense readiness in rhatter of
moments as result of Conelrad program and
broadcaster cooperation.
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman
of House Committee on Interstate & Foreign
Commerce, said, "The true value of radio
to all of us might best be appreciated if,
for just one week or one day only, we should
not have radio as our constant companion."
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson, chairman of the
Senate Committee on Interstate & Foreign
Commerce, said, "Undoubtedly one of the
keys to radio's great success lies in its
basic individuality. While millions may
listen, they do it individually. Stations also
serve individually."
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DANE

SMELLS

Senate Commerce
a bill (S 582) which
vertising of alcoholic
commerce wound up

RAT

Committee hearings on
would prohibit the adbeverages in interstate
on a colorful note last

week when a spectator who "just happened
to wander into the hearing room" asked to
testify against the measure.
Sen. Frederick Payne (R-Me.), presiding
at the time, granted Mrs. Peter P. Schmidt,
a native of Denmark, permission to speak.
Mrs. Schmidt, after listening to the testimony for about 30 minutes, wrote down a
short statement on a scrap of paper. She
termed
the bill alike"manipulation
and
said
alcoholism,
malnutrition, law'"
is a lack
of the right kinds of food.
To back up this contention, she told of
experiments with rats in which some were
fed proper diets, others a diet lacking the
necesary elements. Dishes containing alcohol and some containing water were put in
the rats' cage, Mrs. Schmidt stated, and
those on the correct diet drank the water
while the rats with an insufficient diet
spurned water in favor of the alcohol. And,
she said, when the undernourished rats were
fed a proper diet, they too spurned the alcohol and returned to drinking water.
"I smell a rat here [in the bill]," she said.
"There is definite ill. . . . Our hopeless situation with alcoholics lies in malnutrition and
this sort of bill would only tend to make a
serious matter worse."
Scheduled witnesses who testified against
the bill denounced it as a "back door" attempt to revive prohibition and kill the
liquor industry. Other charges made against
the measure, introduced by Sen. William
Langer (R-N.D.) were that it is unnecessary,
unsound, unfair, un-American, unconstitutional and unwarranted.

IN

LANGER

BILL

Fellows was in Los Angeles last week for the
NAB national convention.
"We [the broadcasting industry] oppose
the bill because of the basic principle involved— it discriminates against one per-

fectly legitimate item of commerce," Mr.
Fellows said in his prepared statement. He
made these points:
Broadcasters, under their voluntary codes,
already refrain from advertising hard liquor.
They handle beer and wine advertising
with "care and prudence."
The amount of radio-tv time devoted to
beer and wine advertising is relatively small.
ing.Under the Langer bill, radio and tv would
be the only communications media completely barred from carrying such advertis"The owners and managers of broadcasting facilities, of necessity, must be highly
sensitive to public opinion," Mr. Fellows declared. "The industry has found, by and
large, that only a minority of its audience
objects to beer and wine advertisements. I
am sure that if this minority were at all substantial, beer and wine advertising would be
barred from the airwaves of this country
without
any Sullivan,
legislation."
John D.
general counsel to the
Advertising Federation of America, said the
bill is a
charged,
standard
Francis

"penal law." Its enactment, he
"would be contrary to every
of American fair play."
J. Kelty, New York State Council

of Brewery Workers, charged that prohibitionists were trying to discredit the industry
"by blaming it for almost every social ill
since Eve ate the apple." Another witness,
Linn Krummrich of the Illinois council,
noted that bootleggers and prohibitionists

The current hearings mark the eighth time
in the past 1 1 years that committees of Congress have held hearings on similar bills.

were teamed together "as unwilling bedfellows" in a campaign to outlaw the sale
of alcoholic beverages.
A Milwaukee woman, Grace Ellis,

Most of the measure's proponents were
heard 10 days ago [Government, April 28],

charged that passage of the bill would return the U. S. to prohibition conditions.

with some carrying over into last Tuesday's
session.
As the final witness for the bill, Methodist
Bishop Wilbur E. Hammaker noted that he
was making his seventh appearance before
Congress since 1947 seeking a ban of liquor

She said prohibition "spawned teenage drinking" as children followed their parents in
defiance of the unpopular dry law. Answering charges that ads lure young people to

advertising. "Since seven is a sacred number, is it not probable that the seventh hearing shall be crowned with success?" he
asked.
When the
ing shutout
the previous
dent of the

opponents took over, after bein their scheduled appearance
week, R. E. Joyce, vice presiDistilled Spirits Institute, said

Congress would establish a "dangerous legislation precedent" by singling out one industry for restriction. Moreover, he said,
the liquor industry already is well regulated
through voluntary actions. Advocates of the
legislation look on it as "a step to their ultimate goal of the return of national prohibition," Mr. Joyce maintained.
NAB President Harold Fellows prepared
a statement intended for personal delivery
but which was entered in the record when
he did not get to testify on schedule. Mr.

start drinking, she asked: "Does the child
learn to use soap because of advertising or
because he has been taught to do so by
Clinton M. Hester, counsel for the U. S.
his mother?"
Brewers Foundation, charged the bill is
a "back door" attempt to revive prohibition.
He said its passage would cut beer sales
in half and force breweries into bankruptcy.
Proponents realize that "killing the brewing
industry in one stroke by return to the prohibition era would be impossible," and therefore they have concluded that "strangulation,
while somewhat slower, would in the long
run be just as effective," he said.
Speaking for the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Mahlon F. Perkins
stated that the association was against the
bill because (1) "We believe that the right to
advertise is at stake; (2) we believe that
public confidence in advertising is at stake."
He charged the Langer bill is the attempt of
Broadcasting
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an organized minority to do indirect!) what
it cannot do directly.
Many other witnesses — from labor,
brewery associations, advertising and hard
liquor industries- — testified last Tuesday and
Wednesday against the Langer bill. Others
had expected the hearing to continue through
Thursday and were not present when it was
adjourned. The record was kept open for
10 days to allow these planned witnesses to
submit statements.
FCC Asks Court to Clarify
Authority on Remand of Ch. 10
The FCC last week asked the U. S. Court
of Appeals in Washington to explain exactly what the Commission's position is in
holding hearings on the Miami ch. 10 influence allegations [Government, April 28].
The court remanded the notorious Florida
case in mid-April. It told the FCC to hold
a hearing to determine (1) whether former
Comr. Richard A. Mack should have disqualified himself, and (2) whether any
parties had disqualified themselves through
improper contacts with other commissioners.
The Commission asked for instructions
on one basic point in the court order remanding the case. This was the language of
the remand which told the FCC to hold
the hearing but to report its findings and
recommendations to the court.
This sounds as if the court were appointing the FCC as a "special master," the
Commission said in its petition last week.
The FCC feels, it said, that under its authority there should be no question that it could,
if it found proper, set aside the grant and
if the ch. 10 hearings are reopened disqualify any of the applicants which it finds
to have overstepped legal bounds.
The Commission said its petition should
not be construed as an attempt to evade
other court instructions: the court retaining
jurisdiction of the appeal cases; ordering
the FCC to report the status of the remand
in six weeks; ordering the Commission to
inform the attorney general so he can participate, and other matters.
International

Radio

Committee

To Hold Plenary Session in LA.
The International Radio Consultative
Committee (CCIR) will hold its ninth plenary assembly next year in Los^ Angeles,
April 2-30, at the Biltmore Hotel. Acceptance of the Los Angeles invitation, given in
1956 at the last CCIR plenary session in
Warsaw, was announced last week in Washington by the State Dept.
Fifty countries are expected to send official delegations in addition to representatives from private and international organizations, science and industry. The CCIR
is one of the principal organs of the International Telecommunication Union and is
concerned with improvement of radio communications throughout the world. Plenary
sessions are held every three years with
continuing activity on technical questions
done through study groups.
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PRESIDENT

RE-NAMES
BARTLEY
understood
that
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson
FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley was nominated by President Eisenhower last week
(D-Wash.), chairman of the Senate group,
has expressed the desire to question Mr.
for a second, full seven-year term on the
FCC.
Cross about community antenna systems.
The nomination of Mr. Bartley for reA hearing on his nomination was schedappointment came nine weeks before his
uled by the Senate Commerce Committee
promptly; it will be held Wednesday.
term expired — June 30.
Confirmation of the Texas-born commisMr. Bartley, who is 48, sailed through
his appearance before the House Legislative
sioner— one-time broadcasting executive,
Oversight Committee March 28. He was
government official and trade association
executive — is considered assured.
given a virtually clean bill by Chairman
Oren Harris and other members of the
Mr. Bartley, nephew of House Speaker
committee.
Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.), was named to the
His government service began in 1934
FCC in 1952, winning confirmation easily.
He assumed the remainder of the term of
when he was chief of the FCC's Telegraph
Div. He left the FCC and served with the
FCC Chairman Wayne Coy. Mr. Coy
Securities & Exchange Commission before
resigned earlier in 1952.
Approval of Mr. Bartley for another term
joining the Yankee Network as a vice president. During the war years he was director
could come by the middle of May. The
of war activities and later of government
next executive meeting of the Senate Comrelations of NAB. He was secretarymerce Committee is May 14. The committreasurer of Fm Broadcasters Inc. and when
tee could approve both Mr. Bartley's nomiFMBI was merged with NAB he became
nation and that of John S. Cross, with the
full Senate possibly acting before the end
director of NAB's Fm Dept.
of that week.
From 1948 to 1952, Mr. Bartley was
administrative
assistant to Speaker Rayburn.
Mr. Cross, assistant chief of the State
In his six years as an FCC commissioner,
Dept.'s Telecommunications Div., was nominated last March to succeed former Comr.
Comr. Bartley has consistently voted to
ask for further information where multiple
Richard A. Mack. Mr. Mack resigned
owners were involved in purchases of other
after disclosures of financial dealings with
stations. He also has favored de-intermixThurman A. Whiteside, a Miami attorney,
ture of mixed vhf-uhf markets, local ownerwere brought out during the House Legisship and integration of ownership and manlative Oversight hearings. The Senate committee heard Mr. Cross late in March, but
agement and diversification in comparative
has not yet voted on his nomination.
It is tv hearing cases.
Court

Affirms

In Moving

FCC

Action

Ch. 2 to St. Louis

A U. S. appeals court last week affirmed
the FCC's action in moving ch. 2 from
Springfield, 111., to St. Louis in last year's
deintermixture cases. In a short, per curiam
ruling, the D. C. appeals court said it found
nothing arbitrary, capricious or otherwise
illegal in the FCC's action.
The Springfield decision came a month
after a similar court holding in the Peoria,
111., ch. 8 case. This saw ch. 8 moved from
Peoria to the Davenport (Iowa)-Rock
Island-Moline
area [Government, March
31].
The Springfield appeal was taken by
Sangamon Valley Tv Corp., an applicant
for ch. 2 in Springfield. Actually ch. 2
had been granted to WMAY-TV, but with
an order by the Commission not to begin
to build until the deintermixture actions
were resolved. Sangamon Valley also has
appealed the grant to WMAY-TV. The
unanimous court ruling was by Judges
Henry W. Edgerton, Charles Fahy and
Walter M. Bastian.
In place of ch. 2, the FCC assigned
chs. 26 and 36 to Springfield.
Hale Election Recount Approved
A recount of contested ballots in the
1956 election of Rep. Robert Hale (R-Me.)
was authorized last week by the House
Administration Committee. Rep. Hale, a
member of the House Commerce Committee and its Legislative Oversight Subcom-

mittee, won the election by 29 votes — 58,028 to 57,999 — over Democrat James A.
Oliver, who sought the recount. A final
tally of 451 disputed regular ballots and
3,600 absentee ballots will be made.
Eighth Tv Application Filed
For Moline-Rock Island-Davenport
Something of a record for competing tv
applications in one area was set last week
as Iowa-Illinois Television Co. of Moline,
111., applied to the FCC for ch. 8 in Moline.
This constitutes the eighth application filed
for this particular channel in the MolineRock Island (111.) -Davenport (Iowa) area.
Iowa-Illinois Television is owned 65% by
Peoples Broadcasting Corp., subsidiary of
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co.
Other' applicants: Community Telecasting
Corp., Illiway Tv Inc., Midland Broadcasting Co., Moline Tv Corp., Public Service
Broadcasting Co., Tele-Views News Co. and
KSTT Telecasting Co.
Federal
The

Sports Exemption
House

Asked

Judiciary Committee

has

approved a bill which would exempt "reasonably necessary" activities of professional
sports teams from anti-trust regulation. A
key amendment by Rep. Kenneth B.
Keating (R-N.Y.), would sanction "reasonable agreements" for the telecasting or
broadcasting of games. This would allow restraints to be placed upon the radio-tv coverage of major league baseball in minor
league territories for the latter's protection.
Broadcasting

Wanted

toy

a

There's a tide in the sale of women's swim suits, and it
waits for no man -manufacturer or retailer. Women
flock to stores at the next-to-the-last minute, expecting
full stocks of the latest styles. And records show that
the smart manufacturer speeds wanted styles overnight
. It's
to one or one thousand stores, via Air Express
extra-fast because it's the only complete door-to-door
air shipping service to thousands of cities and towns!
You can keep your retailers happy in exactly the same
way. No matter what you make, Air Express multiplies
your selling opportunities. It enlists in your behalf
ed airlines,
10,212 fast daily flights on America's schedul
13^500 trucks (many radio controlled), a nationwide
private wire system, 42,000 trained personnel. Yet Air

CALL

Broadcasting

AIR

EXPRESS

A>

thousand

men

Express is inexpensive ; for instance, a 10 lb. shipment
from Los Angeles to Phoenix costs only $3.50 with Air
Express -$1.65 less than any other complete air shipping method.
Explore all the facts. Call Air Express.

GETS THERE FIRST via U. S. SCHEDULED

. . . division of RAILWAY

EXPRESS

AIRLINES

AGENCY
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Smothers

most
HAPPY
SPONSORS
select these fine Radio Stations

Nothing

succeeds like success. Aggressive and successful stations are
daily licking advertiser problems with
the lively medium of Radio. Herewith
more from the case files of LangWorth's RADIO HUCKSTERS
&
AIRLIFTS commercial-production
service.
WCLT, NEWARK,
REPORTS—

O.: BOB

PRICER

Successfully put Mr. Huckster's best
foot forward with the "Everybody's
Happy" calypso jingle, sold Plaza
Shopping Center 1000 spots for firm
52-weeks and picked up 200 more
spots from individual Center stores
in first 3 months.
KGBC, GALVESTON, TEX.: STEVE
COWAN REPORTS—
Custom-built a Huckster series around
the "We're Singing the Praises"
jingle, and Model Dairy is singing the
station's praises to the tune
spots per week.

of 25

WNBH, NEW
BEDFORD, MASS.:
HENRY SOLOMON REPORTS—
Solved the problem of landing a
Dodge-Plymouth dealer who would
not advertise with straight commercial copy by digging into its RADIO HUCKSTERS file and coming
out with "They Always Buy, Buy,
Buycourse.
at United" — the dealer's name,
of
KHMO, HANNIBAL,
REPORTING—

MO.:

JIM JAE

L-W's "Fill Up Your Tank" Huckster
jingle enables an independent oil
operator, Western Zephyr gas, to
compete with the big oil companies
and their expensive advertising and
production. The campaign has run
daily tor over two years.

These and many other progressive stations combine their top production and
sales know-how with Radio Hucksters
& AIRLIFTS to win most happy sponsors.
Let Raoio Hucksters & Airlifts make
the difference to your station. Contact—
LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, INC.
1755 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.
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Hearings

to Resume

With More Opponents Slated
The Communications Subcommittee of
Senate Commerce Committee will resume
hearings tomorrow (Tuesday) on a bill
(S 2834) which would prohibit broadcasters from owning stock in a music licensing
firm — specifically BMI — or recording and
publishing firms.
Opponents of the bill, introduced by Sen.
George Smathers (D-Fla.), will be heard
again this week following three days of testimony against the measure last month
[Government, April 21]. Proponents of the
measure, by and large members of ASCAP
and/or the Songwriters Protective Assn.,
testified during two weeks of hearings in
March [Government, March 17, 10].
Witnesses scheduled to be heard tomorrow: Robert Burton, BMI vice president;
Lewis R. Chudd, president, Imperial Records, Hollywood; Martin Melcher, president, Arwin Productions, Beverly Hills,
Calif.; Terry Gilkyson and Wally Brady,
Montclare Music Co., Hollywood; Mrs.
John Axton, Jacksonville, Fla.; Bill Lowery,
Lowery Music Co., Atlanta; Avery Claflin,
Brooklyn; Art Ford, WNEW New York;
Moe Gale, New York, and William Schuman, president of Julliard School of Music,
New Rochelle, N. Y.
Also, on Wednesday: Joseph C. Csida,
president of Assn. of Independent Publishers, New York; Father Norman J. O'Connor, Boston U.; Marlin T. Obie, KWAD
Wadena, Minn.; Marcus Cohn, Washington
attorney with Cohn & Marks; Don F.
Owens, WARL Arlington, Va.; Omar Elder,
ABC assistant general counsel. New York;
Charles Cowley, president, Muzak Corp.,
New York, and Betty Johnson, New York.
WKTV

(TV) Change

Looms

The FCC, as part of the AlbanySchenectady-Troy-Vail Mills, N. Y., tv rulemaking proceeding, ordered ch. 13 WKTV
(TV) Utica to show cause why its license
should not be modified to specify operation on ch. 2 at the site which the station
originally specified and with a different
tower height. WKTV has until June 2 to
file a response. Other than that which is
mentioned in the order, the Commission
denied requests in various filings by WKTV,
ch. 2 WCBS-TV New York and ch. 3
WSYR-TV Syracuse.
The FCC has also denied a petition by
ch. 29 KBAK-TV Bakersfield, Calif., for
reconsideration of the Commission's order
of early this year which added chs. 17 and
39 to Bakersfield. Chairman John Doerfer
did not participate in this denial. Comr.
Rosel Hyde was not present for either of
the decisions.
Celler Serves

FCC

Ultimatum

Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) Wednesday served an "ultimatum" upon the FCC
to hold public hearings looking toward the
reduction of long distance telephone rates.
As chairman of the House Judiciary Committee and its Antitrust Subcommittee,
Rep. Celler directed subcommittee Chief
Counsel Herbert Maletz to confer with FCC

Chairman John C. Doerfer on possible
hearings and report back within two weeks.
Rep. Celler acted during subcommittee
hearings on an AT&T consent decree with
the Justice Dept. which settled a six-yearold antitrust suit. Wednesday testimony concerned a1953 rate increase the Commission
granted AT&T

without a hearing and sub-

sequent earnings of AT&T's

Bell Telephone

system.
After hearing the testimony, the congressman said it appeared "the public has been
made to pay $159 million more than was
needed" for long distance telephone service
in the past three years.
A June 1954 memorandum explaining
the rate increase from then FCC Chairman
Rosel H. Hyde to Presidential Assistant
Sherman Adams was entered into the record. Comr. Hyde said the explanation
would demonstrate "the complete falsity
and unfairness of the charge that the terms
of this rate increase were dictated by

WSM

Inc., WLAC,

Sutton

Appeal
AT&T." Verdict for Lamb
Two Nashville broadcast stations and a
former Tennessee congressman last week
asked for a new trial in appealing the
$25,000 damages verdict for libel three
weeks ago in favor of Edward Lamb, broadcaster-publisher [At Deadline, April 21].
The stations are WSM-AM-TV and
WLAC. The congressman is former Rep.
Pat Sutton (D-Tenn.). Motions for a new
trial were filed with Judge William E. Miller,
U. S. District Court, in Nashville.
A jury awarded Mr. Lamb $15,000 from
WSM Inc. and Mr. Sutton and $10,000
from WLAC and Mr. Sutton. The awards
were based on a broadcast remark by Mr.
Sutton during the 1954 election campaign
that the FCC "took his radio and tv stations
away from him." This was in reference to
the then pending FCC charges against Mr.
Lamb. Mr. Lamb, who sued for $1 million,
also claimed that Mr. Sutton maligned him
by
him a "known communist" over
the calling
air.
Judge Miller heard argument that Sec.
315 of the Communications Act protected
the broadcast stations from libel actions,
but did not rule on this aspect. Sec. 315 forbids broadcasters to censor on-the-air
speeches by political candidates. The jury
was not present during this argument.
Syracuse Group Seeks Vhf Shift
Daniel W. Casey Sr., Robert J. Conan,
T. Frank Dolan Jr. and Richard N. Groves,
calling themselves the Syracuse Group,
have petitioned the FCC to delete ch. 8
and add ch. 5 to Syracuse, N. Y., and delete ch. 5 and add ch. 8 to Rochester,
N. Y. The petition requests that WHENTV Syracuse go on ch. 9 at its present site
and WROC-TV Rochester go on ch. 8.
WHEN-TV is currently on ch. 8; WROCTV is on ch. 5.
Ch. 5 would thus become the third vhf
outlet in Syracuse. If this petition is adopted,
the Syracuse Group intends to apply for a
permit to construct and operate a station
Broadcasting

on that channel. Some weeks ago, ABC
asked the Commission to add chs. 9 and 1 1
to Syracuse and delete ch. 8 there [At
Deadline, April 14].

It just

takes

one

BIG

one...

WBIR-TV
KWTX-TV,
BATTLE
TAX
CASE
• Edict could set precedent
• Three-year claims limit
Two television station appeals of Internal
Revenue Service rulings now in the U. S.
Tax Court could involve savings of millions
of dollars to broadcasters if they are decided in favor of the stations.
The two stations, KWTX-TV Waco, Tex.,
and WBIR-TV Knoxville, Tenn., have asked
to write off or amortize for tax purposes
the amounts it cost them to win their respective tv grants in competitive proceedings— on grounds that an FCC station license has a determinable life of three years.
IRS takes the opposite viewpoint, maintaining that a tv license has no determinable
that money spent acquiring the liand
life
cense must be considered a capital asset.
Testimony in the KWTX-TV case was
taken last Monday in Galveston by ludge
Eugene Black of the U. S. Tax Court and
both the station and IRS were given 60
days to file briefs. The WBIR-TV case was
heard in Knoxville by the Tax Court about
two months ago. Both stations are on ch.
10 in their respective communities.
KWTX-TV asked deduction of $12,366.33 paid for travel and legal fees — or in
the alternative an amortization of that
amount over the three years of the license
period. The station also requested deduction of $45,000 paid by KWTX-TV to competing applicant Waco Broadcasting Co.
to get that firm to withdraw its application
following an FCC examiner's initial decision which favored KWTX-TV.
The amount of the KWTX-TV tax deficiency for 1954 claimed by IRS is $26,527.20. In its petition, KWTX-TV noted
that the FCC, if it desires a hearing or
investigation, can require an application for
license renewal under Sec. 3.631 of the
Communications Act. "The television industry is so fluid," KWTX-TV said, "that
it is impossible to know if a license will be
continued to the end of the license period."
The station said it paid Waco Broadcasting (WACO) the $45,000 "for the defense
and protection of a capital asset," following the initial decision favoring KWTXTV. WACO had claimed it spent this
amount in prosecuting its application,
KWTX-TV said. Thus, KWTX-TV noted,
the $45,000 was paid not in prosecution of
its application, but in protection of a right
KWTX-TV had acquired.
In the WBIR-TV case [Stations, Jan.
16, 1956], WBIR, which at that time had
not been granted ch. 10 but had been favored for the facility by an FCC examiner,
asked for a writeoff or amortization of license for $40,000 spent prosecuting its application in 1953-54. WBIR had held that
a tv station was a requirement to protect
its am facility in Knoxville. The WBIR case
involved $15,500 in taxes.
If a station wished to file a claim similar
Broadcasting

No Question About Who's Leading The Field In Mobile.
WKRG-TV is lengths ahead (Nielsen, ARB and Pulse) . . .
continues to pull further and further in front.

NEW,

TALLER TOWER

ADDS

GREATER

MID-GULF

COVERAGE

Even before, Nielsen gave WKRG-TV U6,000 extra families
in the Mobile Market. Now, a new, maximumheight tower sends WKRG-TV's better programming
booming into tens of thousands of additional
Mid-Gulf homes ... as the map below clearly shows.
For full details of WKRG-TV's lead, call
your Avery-Knodel man ... or C. P. Persons, Jr.,
V.P. and Gen'l Mgr. of WKRG-TV.

ALABAMA
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STATIONS

to that of KWTX-TV or WBIR-TV, it
could not file for refunds for any year prior
to three years before the date its last tax
return was due, IRS explained last week.
This means no station could make claims
for any tax year prior to 1955.

KTTV

Mansfield

Champions

Outlets

Hit

By Competing CATV Systems
Small-market tv stations which have been
suffering from competition with community
antenna tv systems have found a champion
in Sen. Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.), who has
promised troubled tv outlets in his home
state that their views will be brought to
the attention of the FCC and the Senate
and House Commerce Committees.
In a letter to FCC Chairman John C.
Doerfer, Sen. Mansfield expressed concern
about CATV systems bringing in signals
from stations outside Montana to compete
with tv outlets within the state. "After all,"
he said, "the Montana stations are operating
within the spheres laid down by the FCC,
under FCC regulations, and supposedly
with some degree of protection to them for
the channels the FCC allocated to them."
One Montana outlet which has gone off
the air— KGEZ-TV Kalispell— blamed the
adverse impact of a CATV system for its
demise [Government, April 28, 21]. Sen.
Mansfield also took credit for arranging for
unhappy Montana tv outlets to meet with
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde in Pocatello, Idaho
[Closed Circuit, April 28].
Prizes and Awards in New York
Now Liable to State Income Tax
Gov. Averell Harriman of New York
has signed a bill which amends the state
tax law to make prizes and awards won in
the state by residents and non-residents
specifically subject to the state's income tax.
It was pointed out that the measure is intended primarily to clarify tax liability on
prizes and awards distributed on "give-away"
radio and tv shows and similar events.
Under the bill, prizes and awards are included as gross income, even though the
recipient was selected for them without any
action on his part and is not required to
perform future services to keep them. Exempted from the bill are scholarships and
awards given in recognition of religious,
charitable, scientific, educational, artistic,
literary or civic achievement.
ACLU Questions FCC 'Diligence'
The American Civil Liberties Union has
asked the House Oversight Committee to
examine whether the FCC has been diligent

(TV)

to

Dodger-Giant

Telecast
Contests

In a surprise announcement

on April 27,

Walter O'Malley, owner of the Los Angeles
Dodgers, said that the eight games the
Dodgers will play in San Francisco against
their traditional rivals, the Giants, will be
telecast for the Los Angeles fans by KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles.
Mr. O'Malley had stated earlier that there
would be no television for the Dodgers this
year unless it was toll tv. He rejected all tv
offers and signed contracts putting the 1958
games on a nine-station radio hookup fed
by KMPC Los Angeles with American
Tobacco Co. and Pabst Brewing Co. as cosponsors [Advertisers & Agencies, Feb.
27, Jan. 24].
At that time the club owner pointed out
that he had no fight with free television, that
his team had been among the first to let its
games be played before the tv cameras, but
that in 1957 the combined radio and tv
rights and gate receipts had brought the
Dodgers less money than the gate receipts
and radio rights had given the team a dozen
years earlier, before tv. Now, he said, it
would be pay tv or nothing.
His change of heart was caused by 400
letters from shut-ins pleading to be allowed
to watch the Dodgers out-of-town games on
their tv sets, Mr. O'Malley told newsmen.
The Dodgers are not getting a penny for the
telecasts, he said, but are permitting the
telecasts as a public service. So, too, are the
sponsors of the radio broadcasts, who agreed
to pay for the eight telecasts as well, and
the management of KMPC, which did not
try to block the telecasts, and that of KTTV,
which "will be lucky to break even on the
deal." Most of the money the advertisers will
spend for the telecasts will go for line

CHANGING

HANDS

The following sales of
station interests were
announced last week. All are subject to FCC

ANNOUNCED

approval.
KTIX SEATTLE, WASH. • Sold to Hugh
Ben Larue, executive vice president-general
manager of KTVR (TV) Denver and formerly of WINS New York, by Tele-Broadcasters of Washington State for $270,000.
The sale was handled by Blackburn and
day.
Co. KTIX operates on 1590 kc with 5 kw,

the FCC's operations, embracing the public,
commission and major financial interests,

KSUM FAIRMONT, MINN. • Sold to
J. E. Hyde Jr., general manager of KDHL
Faribault, Minn., by Frank W. Endersbe
and Leo Seifert for $250,000. The sale was
handled by Allen Kander and Co. KSUM,
on 1370 kc with 1 kw, is affiliated with
MBS.

raise [these] vital questions." It also lauded
the committee for the manner in which it
conducted the first phase of the FCC investigation.

KIST SANTA BARBARA, CALIF. • Sold
to Karl A. Rembe, KIST station manager
who will become president and general man-

in safeguarding "diversity of opinion and
fair presentations of controversial subjects
in the granting of tv licenses. ACLU said
the "problem of political pressures, secrecy
and the exercise of power at the center of
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LOCAL

DATE

President Dwight D. Eisenhower
will speak May 22 at the dedication
of the new $4 million NBC building
housing WRC-AM-FM-TV Washington, it was announced by the White
House Thursday. NBC-TV is to colorcast the ceremonies at 2:30 p.m.
(EDT).
Vice President Richard M. Nixon
laid the building's cornerstone a year
ago [Stations, May 6, 1957].

charges, which will average $1,500 a game,
it was stated.
Asked about toll tv, Mr. O'Malley said
his reported agreement with Skiatron Tv to
telecast the Dodgers games in Los Angeles
was only an agreement to negotiate when
and if there was something to negotiate
about. He said with apparent disappointment that he had not heard from Skiatron
for several months. (After numerous delays
and setbacks, Skiatron and International
Telemeter were both awarded franchises to
install closed-circuit toll tv systems in Los
Angeles; both turned their franchises back
to the city when the Citizens Committee
Against Pay Tv spearheaded by a theatre
owners association circulated petitions, got
enough signatures to force the matter to
public referendum.)
KHUM

Switches

Calls to KINS

KHUM Eureka, Calif., introduced its
new call letters, KINS, Saturday. The switch
from the station's 10-year-old call coincided
with the start of national Radio Month and
was heralded two weeks beforehand by air,
print and direct mail publicity. Wendell

TRACK RECORD ON STATION SALES, APPROVALS

ager, A. R. Ellman, A. C. Morici and others
by Harry C. Butcher, onetime CBS vice
president and owner of KIVA (TV) Yuma,
Ariz., for $197,500. KIST operates on 1340
kc with 250 w and is affiliated with NBC.
KCSB SAN BERNARDINO, CALIF. •
Sold to R. J. McKenzie, who has been manager of KITO San Bernardino, Clair Weidenaar, who has been program director of
KIRO Seattle, and others by Fred D'Angelo
for $150,000. The sale was handled by
Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc.
KCSB operates on 1350 kc with 500 w.
KMAP BAKI RSFIKLD, CALIF. • Sold to
Clifford E. Ball and others, calling themselves KMAP Inc., by Morris Mindel for
in excess of $95,000. Mr. Ball until recently has been associated with Cunningham & Walsh, San Francisco, as a vice
president. The sale was handled by Wilt
Gunzendorfer and Assoc. KMAP operates
on 1490 kc with 250 w.
Broadcasting

Radio

Memphis

WMPS

(PULSE,

August

1956,

March

1958)

through
FIRST!

IS

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
6 AM-Noon
Noon-6 PM
Audience
%
% Audience
AUGUST

NOVEMBER
JANUARY
MARCH

22 (Tie) First

20

1956

23 (I)

22

1957

23 (I)

22

24 (I)

23

1956

1957

MAY

1957

23 (I)

23

JULY

1957

23 (I)

23

SEPTEMBER

1957

24 (I)

23

NOVEMBER

1957

24 (I)

24

1958

24 (I)

24

JANUARY

MARCH

25 (I)

1958

No, we didn't forget 6 PM to midnight where WMPS

-

24

also ranks first. (Pulse

March, '58) It's just that we thought we'd cluttered up the page with
enough firsts as it was. So, here's proof that the programming policy
of WMPS has withstood the test of time and competition.
This same outstanding programming

is heard on the

other Plough stations in Baltimore, Boston and Chicago.

your eye on these other Plough, Inc. Stations:
Radio Baltimore I Radio Boston I Radio Chicago
Keep

WCAO

jj

WCOP

WJJD

INC.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY RADIO-TV REPRESENTATIVES,
SAN FRANCISCO
ATLANTA
BOSTON
LOS ANGELES
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
Broadcasting

SEATTLE

STATIONS CONTINUED
Adams, president-general manager of KINS,
took over management of the Eureka facility March I. Carroll R. Hauser sold
KHUM to Mr. Adams and Jock Fcarnhead
earlier this year [Changing Hands, Jan. 27].
Mr. Adams was with the Esty agency in
New York 10 years and with CBS Radio
there 10 years prior. Mr. Fcarnhead is vice
president-general manager of WINS New
York.
NTA

Picks Up

Baseball

JT\ A

Cost of the package to NTA was not disclosed. Ted Cott, NTA vice president in
charge of stations, said negotiations are in
progress for other games and indicated that
at least three additional contests will be
telecast from St. Louis and Pittsburgh.
Viewers in the New York Area also have
access to telecasts of the New York Yankees
over WPIX (TV) New York and of the
Philadelphia Phillies over WOR-TV New
York.

METO

Newsworthy

NORFOLK — After broadcasting an 1 I p.m.
tip that Esso Standard Oil's bulk storage
terminal at Newport News, Va., was on
fire April 23, WGH Norfolk dispatched its
fleet of news "satellite" units one by one.
Four of them were there by 1 a.m. reporting the holocaust from all angles. It turned
out to be a 41 -hour assignment, with direct
reports on WGH every half hour and other
broadcasts as developments warranted.
WGH News Director Dick Kidney did pickups for ABC and the station provided feeds
to some 30 other stations.

Package:

Dodger, Giant Games for WNTA-TV
National Telefilm Assoc., New York, announced last week that the company has
obtained rights to telecast over its owned
station, WNTA-TV Newark, a package of
at least 40 San Francisco Giants and Brooklyn Dodgers baseball games when those
teams oppose the St. Louis Cardinals and
the Pittsburgh Pirates. Games will originate
from St. Louis and Pittsburgh, with the first
telecast scheduled for May 14 between the
Giants and the Cardinals.

™T C" I

STEUBENVILLE — As news on vice and
gambling in this Ohio city became filled
with charge and countercharge, official directive and counterdirective, management
of WSTV-AM-FM-TV here decided that
broadcasting the news was not enough. The
stations took an editorial stand.
Broadcast by WSTV News Director Scott
McMurray, it suggested to the city council
a way out of the chaos that involved the
mayor's office, safety service director, police
department and city solicitor's office. The
council approved "by an overwhelming
vote," the proposal to call a meeting of civic
leaders, giving the WSTV stations credit for
the idea, it was subsequently reported.
WSTV Radio has been broadcasting editorials since 1945 and WSTV-TV since it
went on the air in 1953.
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Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. . . . WFBG
Amarillo.Tex
KFDA
Ames-Des

Moines, Iowa . . . KRNT

Atlanta, Ga

WLW-A

For your market, contact

Television Programs of America, Inc., 488 Madison Ave., New York 22
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tpa

News

Coverage

by Radio and Tv

LAKE COUNTY — Five months after WJOB
Hammond, Ind., broadcast from a Lake
County. Ind., courtroom the verdict and
death sentence for George Robert Brown,
the station learned it had scored what it
believes to be an Indiana radio "first."
WJOB News Editor Bob Umpleby in December 1957 had placed a microphone in
the court through a bailiff's cooperation.
Months later, from the annual report of
the Lake County prosecutor's office, WJOB
learned that this was a pioneering step in
Indiana courts.
SAN FRANCISCO— A tv cameraman got
into the news himself while covering an
attempted bank robbery. John Stolaroff of
KPIX (TV) here was shooting the bank
exterior when a man walked out the door
and offered to tell the story of the attempted
theft in exchange for a beer. Repairing to
a bar, Mr. Stolaroff called police as his informant sipped beer. The subsequent AP
story said: "Capture of the nervous bank
robber — who fled the bank before he got
any money — was credited to John Stolaroff.
a KPIX television news cameraman."
WBZ-TV Buys Paramount Pre-'48s
From MCA-TV for $2 Million
The second purchase of the entire pre1948 Paramount studios feature film library
containing 700 feature films from MCA-TV
for $2,000,000 for station WBZ-TV Boston,
was announced by Franklin A. Tooke, general manager, last week. The first station to
buy the film library was KETV (TV) Omaha
[Broadcasting, April 28].
Mr. Tooke revealed that the films would
be scheduled for fall release. He also said
that "the acquisition of this library of some
of the industry's most outstanding movies
combined with our recent purchase of over
200 post-1948 Republic and United Artists
pictures will enable WBZ-TV to continue to
bring New England viewers the very finest
feature film entertainment. . ."
WBZ-TV also has the Warner Brothers
library and other features from Columbia.
Republic, United Artists, 20th Century Fox
and Selznick studios.

New

Format

for NTA's

Ch. 13

National Telefilm Assoc. 's operation of
ch. 13 and sister radio outlet in the New
York area effective Wednesday (May 7) will
bring with it new programming. Already
slated for WNTA-AM-FM-TV (formerly
WAAT-AM-FM-WATV [TV]) Newark, N.
J., are a tv program counseling men and
women on fashions and dress (called
Here's Looking at You and featuring fashion counselor Richard Willis, Mon.-Fri., 66:30 p.m.); a radio show nightly (10 p.m.)
that will present capsule lessons, covering
in successive weeks, French, Italian, German and Spanish, for tourists heading for
the Brussels World's Fair and other points
in Europe, and a return to radio of Mary
Broadcasting

Your

Omaha

order

talks biggest

. . .

. . . where the biggest Pulse'
The latest Pulse says what Pulse had been saying for years. KOWH
is first a.m.; first p.m.; first all day; 32 out of 40 first place
quarter hours! These are the measures of KOWH's continuing
dominance of Omaha's radio day, a dominance extending
over 7 years.
The reasons: Programs and personalities that get
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ones
through to people. Audiences aren't thedoonly
too.
who turn to KOWH. Advertisers
Good coverage, too, on 660 kc.
Turn to Adam Young or
KOWH General Manager
Virgil Sharpe.

Cap? ri£&t

is'

OMAHA

Represented by Adam

Broadcasting

Young Inc.
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STATIONS CONTINUED

NETWORKS

Margaret McBride in a Mon.-Fri. 1-2 p.m.
slot. The new language series. Learn a
Language, will feature members of the Fairleigh Dickinson U. faculn.

NABET

Stark Makes Executive Changes,
Names Denver Manager of WARU
Denny Denver, program director of
WCMW
Canton. Ohio, has been named
general manager of WARU Peru, Ind.,
which is awaiting FCC approval of sale
to Stark Broadcasting Corp. (operator of
WCMW).
In addition, four other executive appointments have been announced by Stark
President S. L. Huffman. They include
Clark L. Dozer, WCMW station manager,
to general manager of all Stark operations;
Jack Hale, WCMW sales manager, promoted
to that station's general manager; Joe Saxon,
WCMW
news director, named chief announcer and public service director, and
Richard Bremkamp, account executive, to
WCMW local sales manager.
WARU operates on 1 kw and has studios
in Peru and Wabash, Ind.
REPRESENTATIVES

APPOINTMENTS

WPON Pontiac, Mich., has named Venard
Rintoul & McConnell, N. Y.
WINR-AM-TV Binghamton, N. Y., appoints Everett-McKinney.
WGTO Cypress Gardens, Fla., names Edward Petry & Co.
WJPS

Reported

Networks

With

Sign

To

Ready

The rank-and-file membership of the National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians was reported last Thursday to have
ratified a new contract proposal made byNBC and ABC and formal notification of
the results of the referendum was expected to
be made by NABET to the networks over
the past weekend.
The networks had expected to learn the
results of the referendum by Thursday, 6
p.m. deadline, and had supervisory personnel standing by in the event that the union
called a strike (International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers' technicians struck CBS
on April 7 in a walkout that lasted 12 days).
Shortly after 6 p.m., supervisory personnel
were told to go home and it is reported
NABET notified network labor relations executives "informally" that their proposal had
been approved and formal notification would
follow from the union's headquarters in
Chicago.
Network officials declined to reveal terms
of the contract proposal but it is believed to
approximate the pact signed between CBS
and IBEW [Personel Relations, April 28].
A NABET spokesman in New York would
not comment on the ratification report, except to say that an announcement about the
negotiations was expected to be made Friday by the union's headquarters.
The negotiations for a new

Evansville, Ind., appoints Boiling Co.

contract,

COUNTING

THE

HOUSE

Both evening and daytime average
audiences in network television gained
in the first quarter of this year, Television Bureau of Advertising reported
last week. The TvB report is based on
A. C. Nielsen Co. statistics. Average
weekday programs reached 542,000
more homes per broadcast this quarter
than in the same period last year (gain
of 15%). and average nighttime programs picked up 751,000 homes, or
11%, during the period.

which began last January prior to expiration of the old pact on Jan. 31, involve
1,600 employes at NBC and 800 at ABC.
Earlier, a proposal made by the networks
was voted down in a referendum and on
April 24 union negotiators agreed to submit the networks' latest offer to its membership. The networks were advised early last
week that the results of the referendum
would be known by Thursday.
Contes

Intend

'Matinee'

to Continue

Under

Viewer Aegis
In the middle of the hardheaded 20th

century and in cynical Hollywood, there's
still a belief in miracles. At a news conference last Tuesday, John Conte, host and
sometime star of NBC Matinee Theatre,
and his wife Ruth announced plans for
viewer sponsorship of the five-a-week hourlong colorcasts which NBC is preparing to
discontinue as of June 27.
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Overwhelming mail from viewers, offering to contribute funds to keep the program
on the air, the Contes said, led to the formation of the foundation for the preservation of Matinee Theatre and Favorite Television Programs which has received a charter from the state of California as a nonprofit corporation.
If only 15% of the program's 35 million
viewers (the Contes' figure) would pay $1
a year, the production costs of $100,000 a
week would be amply covered, they said,
adding that if this were accomplished, the
time costs "could be arranged" with NBC.
More than 10,000 women are "raring to
go" to write letters, ring doorbells and do
whatever else may be necessary to raise the
needed money, the Contes stated. If successful, they plan to continue the series
without changing its present format.

sold!
Culligan

Bakersfield, Calif
Baton Rouge, La
Bellingham, Wash
Binghamton, N. Y
Bismarck, L—N. D
Boise, Idaho
Boston, Mass
Buffalo, N. Y
Butte, Mont

KERO
WAFB
KVOS
WNBF
KFYR
KIDO
WBZ
WGR
KXLF
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tpa

Cites Network

Import

A radio station's affiliation with a major
network is of growing importance in building prestige and audience, Matthew J. Culligan, vice president in charge of NBC
Radio, told a meeting of the Omaha Advertising Club. He estimated there will
be 4,000 radio stations by 1960 and predicted that only 700 will be network affiliates with access to "the top stars or entertainment, world-wide news coverage by
authoritative newsmen and commentators
and the big special events like the world
series and political conventions."
Broadcasting
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Strategy

TION'S
THE . . . andNA
Today Theyis
are authoritative
believed.
The Nation's Voice squarely meets the problem of how best to
reach customers through radio. It is a strategy specifically deThese facts have been documented again and again by Alfred
signed toget the maximum return for every advertising dollar Politz Research, Inc in individual markets, regionally and
spent regardless of budget size.
nationally. People do know the difference between stations!
The Nation's Voice combines just 48 stations selected from These leading stations not only deliver more listeners . . . they
their authenticity, their believability to the advertiser who
the more than 3000 now broadcasting. These 48 are located in lend
uses them.
finest
the
with
stations
the
major population centers. They are
facilities. Their alert management insists on broad programAnd there is nothing rigid or frozen about The Nation's
ming toattract all segments of the potential audience. And they
Voice strategy. It is intentionally flexible to suit your needs.
have earned the respect and confidence of their audiences.
You may get your greatest selling impact with all 48 ... or 18,
acknowlthe
are
80. Just let a Christal representative show you how effectively
or
In short, these top stations in top markets
in by more listeners and economically The Nation's Voice can be tailored to your
edged leaders. As a result, they are tuned
individual marketing needs.
... a true cross section of the population.
CO.,
I. CHRISTAL
HENRY
BOSTON
DETROIT
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO
Broadcasting

YORK

regularly in the NEW

INC.
ATLANTA

in

TIMES]

Radio

VOICE
"*3s in**'

FIRST ON EVERY LIST ARE THESE 18 GREAT RADIO STATIONS
KFI Los Angeles
WBAL Baltimore
WAPI Birmingham
WHAS Louisville
WBEH Buffalo
WCKR Miami
WTMJ Milwaukee
WGAR Cleveland
KOA Denver
WJK Detroit
WTIC Hartford
WDAF Kansas City
KTHS Little Rock

WHAM Rochester
WGY Schenectady
K^rVKH Shreveport
WSYR Syracuse
WTAG Worcester
J
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TRADE ASSNS.

A discussion of "Media and Research" by
Lee Rich, vice president and media director
of Benton & Bowles, will highlight the May
2 1 dinner of the Pennsylvania Assn. of

RAB's third annual radio clinic. The annual national radio advertising clinic last
fall covered the following advertisers: R. J.
Reynolds Co. (Winston), Pepperidge Farm
bread, Dutch Master cigars, Hit Parade
cigarettes, Hoffman Beverage Co. and
Dodge Div.

Broadcasters' 1958 convention. The convention is scheduled to be held May 21-23 at

BPA

Pennsylvania Broadcasters' Meet
Schedule Set for May 21-23

Of

line "What the Representative Needs from
Stations" in a May 23 talk.
At the May 22 luncheon, pioneer past
president awards will go to Clair R. McCullough, president of WGAL-AM-TV Lancaster, Roy Thompson of Altoona and
George Coleman of Scranton.
Roy E. Morgan of WILK Wilkes-Barre is
president of PAB. J. Robert Gulick of
WGAL-AM-TV Lancaster is convention
chairman and Kenneth Stowman of WFILTV Philadelphia is vice chairman.
How, Why of Commercials — RAB
Radio Advertising Bureau last week reHow

leased a 20-page study titled "Workshop:
and Why of Six Top Radio Commercials," success stories, detailed earlier at

Conn.

Partial List

State Membership

Chairmen
A partial list of state chairmen of the

Galen Hall, near Reading, Pa. A "keynote
talk" by Pennsylvania Gov. George M.
Leader will formally open the PAB sessions.
"Economic Horizons" will be the May 22
dinner address, delivered by Albert Matamoros, associate economist, Armstrong Cork
Co. Lawrence Webb, managing director of
the Station Representatives Assn., will out-

Announces

membership committee of the Broadcasters'
Promotion Assn., who also will assist in
circulating BPA's 17-page membership
presentation, "BPA — Its Story," was announced by Howard Meagle, promotion
manager of WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., and
chairman, BPA membership committee. Mr.
Meagle released the names of half of the
state chairmen, active in station promotional
work, as follows: Dick Shively, WTVW
(TV) Evansville, Ind.; John Keys, WMAQWNBQ (TV) Chicago; Robert Moran,
WBEL Beloit, Wis.; Glenn Kyker, WWJAM-TV Detroit; Jack Kavanagh, WLWC
(TV) Columbus; Louis Hartz, WAGA-TV
Atlanta; Bill Walker, WFGA-TV Jacksonville; John Dillon, WBTV (TV) Charlotte;
Gregg Van Camp, WTRF-TV Wheeling, W.
Va.; Joe Dowling, WHCT (TV) Hartford;
Robert Peel, WHEN-TV Syracuse; Linwood Pitman, WCSH-AM-TV Portland,
Me.; Ned Ryan, WBZ-TV Boston; Paul
Woodland, WGAL-AM-TV Lancaster, Pa.;
Robert Freeland, KOTV (TV) Tulsa; Bill
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Cadillac, Mich
WWTV
Cape Girardeau, Mo
KFVS
Charleston, W. Va
WCHS
Chico, Calif
KHSL
Cleveland, Ohio
........ WJW
Colorado Springs, Colo. . . . KKTV
Columbus, Ga
WRBL
For your market, contact

Television Programs of America, Inc., 488 Madison Ave., New York 22
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Broadcasters

Hear

Harris

Rep. Oren Harris, (D-Ark.), chairman
of the House Commerce Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, which recently held
hearings on the FCC, was featured speaker
at the Connecticut Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting Saturday. Luncheon speaker
was Sig Mickelson, CBS-TV vice president
in charge of news and public affairs, who discussed how CBS set up its world-wide news
reporting organization, the difference between radio news and tv news and editorializing on radio and television. Robert M. Gray,
manager of advertising and sales promotion
division of Esso Standard Oil Co., was the
featured speaker at the afternoon session.
Presiding over the meeting at Cheshire,
Conn., was Charles Bell, general manager of
WHAY New Britain and president of CBA.
Conn.

UP

Newsmen

Elect Barents

The UP Broadcasters Assn. of Connecticut has elected Barry Barents, news director of WKNB-WNBC (TV) New BritainWest Hartford, to be association president
for the coming year. He succeeds Bill
Whalen of WICC Bridgeport.
Elections were held at the group's second
annual convention April 26 at New Britain.
Other new officers: vice president, Alan
Fletcher of WADS Ansonia; secretary-treasurer, Edward Leonard of WICH Norwich;
directors: Charles Norwood of WHCT (TV)
Hartford, Robert Regan of WHAY New
Britain, and Mr. Whalen, immediate past

The

So

Shipley, KDUB Lubbock; Roland Brazier,
KGUL-TV Houston; Bill Morgan. KLIF
Dallas; Montez Tjaden, KWTV (TV) Oklahome City; Carol Vinson, KSLA-TV Baton
Rouge, La., and Marion Annenberg, WDSUAM-TV New Orleans.

tpa

president.
N.M. Broadcasters

Form

UP Assn.

The

UP Broadcasters Assn. of New
Mexico was organized April 18 at the annual convention of the New Mexico Broadcasters Assn. in Gallup, N. M.
C. O. Kendrick of KVBC Farmington,
N. M. (and outgoing NMBA president),
was elected president of the new group. Bob
Williams, KQUE Albuquerque, and Dave
Button, KMIN Grants, were named vice
president and secretary, respectively.
New Mexico operations of UP are now
concentrated in Albuquerque and broadcasters at the organizational meeting agreed to
keep Robert H. Lawrence, UP's New
Mexico radio editor headquartered there,
informed of local news.
Tobey

Heads

N.M.

AP

Group

Robert Tobey, general manager of KOTS
Deming, N. M., has been elected president
of the New Mexico AP Broadcasters, succeeding Jack Crandall of KHOB Hobbs. The
association at its spring meeting in Gallup
elected General Manager Howard Maudlin
of KTNM Tucumcari vice president, a new
office. Stu Chamberlain, news director,
KGAK Gallup, was appointed director of
the continuing study committee.
Broadcasting

741,115

.

.

est ... one of the most
Capital of Indiana . . . Heartland of the Midw
in the country ... no less the hub
important commercial and industrial centers
ts . . . that's Indianapolis!
of one of the really big television marke
ician with one of the several
Tim Hooker works here. He's a skilled techn
napolis home. And he s a happy,
large pharmaceutical companies that call India
provided for his family^s welfare.
industrious man whose efforts have amply
WISH-TV. Q|p
Of course, like other Hoosiers, his entertainment is
the Hookers in the big area
There are 741,114 more television families like
reach them. They do it over
served by WISH-TV. Smart advertisers want to

-C.

WISH-

.

Hookers

Jim

TV

INDIANAPOLIS

i

14th television
the station that dominates the nation's
®
WISH-TV
two Indianapolis
next
the
than
hours
er
quart
market, consistently wins more
ng families than the next
stations combined and averages 39% more viewi
station. Represented by Boiling.
Sources: Metropolitan ARB 1/58, TV Mag. 2/58

CORINTHIAN
A
KOTV Tulsa
KGUL-TV Houston
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NAB CONVENTION continued

L. A. success,
Continued from page 40

but

doesn't

invited to take part in NAB's schedule of
eight regional meetings in the autumn.
A number of the service firms said they
can't afford or can't be bothered bicycling
personnel and display material all over the
United States — especially in view of their
rising production costs.
One of the more important industry actions came on the final day of the convention when radio broadcasters voted to form
a committee to negotiate new music copyright contracts with ASCAP. This was an
all-industry action, with non-NAB members taking part. The ASCAP radio contracts expire Dec. 31, 1958.
Television broadcasters witnessed technical triumphs last week as they looked over
new gear and acquainted themselves with
technical progress. Their regulatory crises
will continue, judging by the observations
of FCC members at the Wednesday morning industry-commission roundtable.
What seemed to worry many tv delegates
most was the gentle warning from regulators that tv may have its spectrum juggled
once more— maybe to all-uhf, a brand new
spectrum spot or a re-doing of the present
vhf-uhf allocation.
On the other hand some of the other
industry segments found hope in convention
developments. Tv station operators who are
having their audiences nibbled away by
community antenna systems were told that
FCC has in mind a study of this problem
because of the public interest in what is
happening to stations. This indication came
just a fortnight after the FCC had announced itdidn't have any jurisdiction over
these community antenna firms because they
are simply public-utility carriers instead of
broadcast stations.
The am radio segment of the convention
found business excellent, in sharp contrast
to the situation a few years ago. Network
radio still has deep troubles and they came
out into the open during the meetings. Spot
and local are better off, Radio Advertising
Bureau and Station Representatives Assn.
reported. RAB said that three out of four of
the top 100 advertisers used radio in the
first quarter of 1958.
Regulatory aspects of am radio dealt
mostly with extension of remote control
privileges to directional and high-power stations plus the new developments in automatic logging of transmitters.
Such satellite organizations '-as Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service and Daytime
Broadcasters Assn. held regulatory huddles.
The clears resolved to make a firm stand
to protect their service areas from threatened inroads inherent in proposed FCC actions. The daytimers want longer and regular hours. Another organization, Small
Market Tv Committee, wants FCC to relax
its rules governing ownership and operation
of intercity relay circuits.
Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters
announced a new project — testing of directional antennas for television.

Fm broadcasters haven't had it so good
in many years, judging by convention dePage 76
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end
problems
velopments. Accustomed to financial troubles, they see concrete evidence of progress
in several developments — stable multiplex
equipment, larger audiences, more fm-only
programming, public interest in stereo, new
types of equipment.
They even talked about such developments as slow-scan tv via multiplex subcarriers and the use of these subcarriers for
radio networking.

Two high spokesmen from the advertising
field told broadcasters they can take a leading role in reversing the current business
slowdown. Edwin W. Ebel, chairman of the
Advertising Council's radio-tv committee
and General Foods vice president, joined
Mr. Harper in calling for broadcast support
of the buy-now campaign. Mr. Harper suggested the slogan should apply to advertisers
and advised broadcasters to sell harder and
improve their programming.
President Eisenhower sent a message supporting radio's contribution to the nation
and said the NAB's new "Learn — and Live"
campaign can bring important benefits to
the country. The campaign is designed to
utilize the nation's mental resources in the
space age.
Mr. Harper was among those urging
stricter enforcement of the NAB Television
Code. The Tv Code Board took steps looking toward punitive action against several
stations carrying objectionable personalproduct advertising or using excessive advertising time allowances. William B. Quarton, WMT-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, retired
as code board chairman. Roger W. Clipp,

FROM

WFIL-TV Philadelphia, took his place.
The progress in broadcast equipment included everything from a make-it-yourself
remote unit to color videotape and weather
radar. Transistorized cameras and amplifiers, asynthetic music instrument, automation devices, new zoom lenses and stereo
systems attracted interest.
Some of the workshop sessions held Monday, prior to the formal convention opening, drew capacity audiences. The labor
clinic was described by many delegates as
one of the most helpful convention sessions they have ever attended. A feature of
the clinic was a loud tribute to CBS for its
courage in taking a network strike.
Not all the programming was serious. The
final management luncheon Thursday paid
tribute to Dinah Shore, NBC-TV star. President Fellows presented Miss Shore with a
silver bowl and broadcasters cheered her
as she responded to the tribute.
The banquet entertainment Wednesday
featured the Lawrence Welk company.
ASCAP provided the show. The Welk glee
club provided a change of copyright library
pace L.y presenting "Jeannie With the Light
Brown Hair," a public domain number popularized during the broadcaster-ASCAP
impasse of the early 40s.
It was a tiring week in Los Angeles but
there was praise for the NAB convention
staff — Everett E. Revercomb, secretarytreasurer and convention manager; William
Walker, in charge of registrations, and Howard Bell, special-events assistant to President Fellows and program manager of the
proceedings.
Next year — Chicago, without the carnival.

DISNEYLAND

One of the more lavish of the extracurricular events at last week's NAB
convention was the "California Holiday"
sponsored by KABC-TV Los Angeles for
some 200 out-of-town agency executives,
The day began with a Disneyland tour
and ended with a luau catered at the
KABC-TV studios. Two trips to Hawaii
were won by Peggy Harris of Guild.
Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, and
Edward Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson

TO

WAIKIKI

Co., Chicago. Additionally, Hawaiian
shirts or muu-muus were given out to
each guest. Wearing theirs and posing
for the informal photograph above is this
relaxed quintet: (1 to r) Helen Stenson,
Foote, Cone & Belding, San Francisco;
Jack Walsh, D. P. Brother, Detroit; Doris
Williams, Brooke, Smith, French & Dorranee, San Francisco; Keith Lanning, McCann-Erickson, San Francisco, and Betty
Share, BBDO, San Francisco.
Broadcasting
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GREATER
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WAG

A

making a selling combination that's tough to
top! Get the good news on how you can use
WAG A to sell this 2 billion dollar market— Call
your Katz man today.

Broadcasting

WGBS
Miami

WSPD
Toledo

on

scene'

the local

Radio

The broad area coverage of WAGA's strong signal
matches the broad news coverage of its able staff

WAGA
Atlanta

the

WJW
Cleveland

CBS

ATLANTA

RADIO

National Representative: The Katz Agency
National Sales Director: M. E. McMurray
625 Madison Ave., New York
Chicago: 230 N. Michigan Ave.

WJBK
Detroit

WIBG
Philadelphia

Wheeling
WWVA
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NAB CONVENTION continued

WHAT

THINK

DID

OF

NAB

MEMBERS

CONVENTION?

Just what did the convention mean to NAB members and what do they want from
the annual meeting? Broadcasting wondered, and so The Pulse Inc., nationally-known
research and fact-finding agency, was commissioned to interview delegates at LosAngeles last week.
Wednesday morning a crew of 12 professional Pulse interviewers went to work
at 8:15 — six at the Biltmore and six at the Statler. Pulse had checked off every
fifth station delegate on the official NAB Monday registration list. Interviewers were
instructed to contact delegates only in their rooms.
On a 230-broadcaster base, interviewers completed 158 interviews. Four were rejected because of non-broadcast affiliation.
The results of the first seven questions were fast-tabulated by the Pulse organization. They appear herewith. The remaining eight questions, with responses, will
appear in the May 12 Broadcasting.

tions. One of the women

interviewers stood

outside an interviewee's bathroom door,
asking questions as he took his morning
shower.
"This type of convention survey should

AN overwhelming number of delegates
to the 1958 NAB convention in Los

tative comments on the figures tabulated
herewith and the still untabulated data.

be made every year," Dr. Roslow told
Broadcasting after analyzing the results.

Angeles considered the convention programming valuable, according to a survey of delegates conducted for Broadcasting by The
Pulse Inc.
Attendance at meetings was generally good
in view of the multiple attractions provided
during the five-day convention and the difficulty delegates experienced in getting
around Los Angeles.
The first half of the survey was tablulated
Thursday by The Pulse staff, headed by Dr.
Sydney J. Roslow.
A fast glance at the raw data covering
size of the convention and plans to limit the
size of future meetings showed that about
three out of five delegates considered the
present convention too big and the rest
figured it is about right.
Another preliminary figure reveals that
two-thirds of the delegates interviewed (154
intervews were completed) favor the plan to
limit future conventions to ownership and
management delegates.
The untabulated questions go into detail
on the problem of convention exhibits and
facilities. They will show what sessions were
deemed the most valuable. Other questions

Interviewees were picked on the randomsample basis — one out of five names of
broadcaster delegates who had registered

He added that the findings "provide a valuable tool for the NAB convention man-

Monday, taken from NAB's official published registration list. A number of NAB
board members were included in the random sample, according to comments made
to interviewers.

questions in the survey, broken down by
media function where pertinent, follow:
agement."
Question 1: Do you attend NAB national
conventions regularly?
Yes 87.7%. No 12.3%.

The random sample produced a representative cross-section of the U. S. (see
table). Subjects were classified by executive
status as well as by medium breakdown.
Interviewers found delegates extremely
cooperative in answering questions. They
found it difficult to reach delegates in their
rooms, an obvious problem in view of the
busy programming that ranged from breakfast meetings to luncheon and dinner func-
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Question 2: Do you attend NAB
regional conferences regularly?
Yes 57.2%. No 42.8%.
Question 3: What

autumn

part of the country

do you come from?
Northeast 21.4%. Southeast 12.3%.
Northwest 16.9%. Southwest 20.2%. North
Central 22.1%. South Central 7.1%.
Question 4: Do you represent:
A — Top management
62.0%; am 82.5%; fm
B — Department head
75.0%; fm 25.0%.
C— Engineering in tv,

or ownership in tv,
34.5%.
in tv, 81.2%; am
92.0%; am 88.0%;

fm 60.-0%.
D — Total interviewed in tv, 68.8%; am
82.5%; fm 37.7%.
ownership.]
[Totals exceed 100% because of multiple

cover delegate opinion of NAB-'as a trade
organization and suggestions for changes in
its operation.
Trends anticipated in radio and tv business during 1958 will be analyzed along
with enforcement and operation of the NAB
Television Code.
Broadcasters were asked what they think
of the FCC and its functioning. The results
will give industry opinion on the effect of
political pressures on the Commission along
with the impact of private discussions with
parties involved in proceedings. Another
question dealt with effect of congressional
investigation of the FCC on the broadcasting industry.
In addition, Pulse will provide interpre-

The tabulated results of the first seven

Question 5: Why
conventions?
New

do you attend these

ideas, information, knowledge

gained from other delegates and from meetings, 55.8%.
Exchange ideas with others, 33.8%.
Visit exhibits, see new equipment and

PULSE'S DR. ROSLOW
HE FELT OUT MEETERS ON MEETINGS

products, 19.5%.
Contact and fellowship, 15.6%.
Part holiday-vacation-pleasure, 5.2%.
Attend network meetings, 4.5%.
Sent by management, 3.2%.
Purchase
films, programs, equipment,
Broadcasting
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In this area of many lakes, plus countless " ol' fishing
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1.6 million population— $2.8 billion Effective Buying
Income. Yours, with just one buy!
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NAB CONVENTION continued
1.9% (one said he had bought a videotape
recorder).
Regular habit or tradition, 1.3%.
Miscellaneous, 2.6%.
No special reason, 7.1%.
Question 6. Did you attend any of these
sessions? (By percent of those in the particular medium concerned in the individual
program.)
Monday, April 28:
Forward Moving Fm, 41.3%.
Labor Clinic. 29.2%.
Automation & Remote Control, 24.0%.
Tv Film Session, 42.5%.
Wage-Hour Seminar, 27.9%.
Video Tape, 34.9%.
Tuesday April 29:
Joint Session
(Stanton-Doerfer talks),
66.3%.

HARD-EYED
GIRD

FOR
•

Organize

•

Hear

ASCAP
nucleus

warnings
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able "if need be, in order to get a suitable

Radio Management Conference — Inventory 1958, 29.9%.
Tv Management Conference — Tv Code.
50.0%.

• Why do stations have to pay more for
contract."
ASCAP music even if they don't use it more
than non-ASCAP music?

talk by Marion

Broadcast Pioneers Banquet, 13.0%.
Wednesday April 30:
Joint FCC panel, 56.8%.
Radio Management Conference (Radio
Advertising Bureau Sales Clinic), 21.5%.
Tv Management Conference, 30.8%.
Small Market Television, 7.3%.
Question 7. Were these sessions of value
to you?
Yes, 85.1%; No, 1.3%; No opinion,
11.0%.
sions.]
[2.6% of respondents attended no ses-

BROADCASTERS
NEGOTIATIONS

of 17-man

bargaining

that road is tough and

This nine-man group will name eight
other interim members, bringing the total
to 17. Radio stations (fm as well as am)
throughout the U. S., whether NAB members or not, will then be canvassed to elect
a permanent committee, with the interim
members as nominees but also with provision for write-ins.
To vote, stations must agree to pay — for
the research, legal counsel and other expenses of the committee — an assessment in
accordance with a formula to be fixed by
the committee.
The procedure generally is like that used
a year ago by television broadcasters, in
setting up a 15-man committee which subsequently, insome eight months of negotiations, worked out an extension of ASCAP
television music licenses. For tv stations,
•

Harper Jr.,

RADIO

In a tight-lipped mood, representatives
of the nation's radio broadcasters last week
organized themselves for the first ASCAP
radio music performance license negotiations in 18 years.
Some 100 of them on hand for an allindustry meeting Thursday in Los Angeles
voted unanimously to set up and finance a
17-man committee to work out the best
possible contracts to replace the present
ones, which expire Dec. 31, this year.
The procedure is this:
The meeting empowered Robert T. Mason of WMRN Marion, Ohio, who presided
as chairman pro tern, to appoint a nucleus
interim committee. He named the following
in addition to himself:
Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington; Cy
Bahakel, WRIS Roanoke, Va.; Hugh Boice,
WEMP Milwaukee; Les Peard, WBAL Baltimore; Elliot Sanger, WQXR New York;
William S. Morgan Jr., KLIF Dallas; Sherwood Tarlow, WHIL Boston, and George
W. Armstrong, WHB Kansas City. Indicating the all-industry composition, Messrs.
Bahakel, Peard and Sanger are not NAB
members.
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Luncheon
45.5%.

committee

expensive

the assessment formula for each station was
its highest one-time one-minute rate (in the
tv negotiations before that, which dragged
on for years, the ultimate payment was the
highest one-time hourly rate).
As in the tv negotiations, the radio committee is empowered to negotiate and recommend. It will be up to each station individually to decide whether it will accept
or reject whatever the committee recommends. Under a 1950 amendment to the
ASCAP consent decree, stations may go to
court if they cannot accept ASCAP terms.
The committee authorized at last week's
meeting an "all-industry music license committee"— indicating that the group also will
negotiate for new BMI radio licenses when
the current ones expire March 11, 1959.
Because the ASCAP contracts expire first,
they
were the center of the meeting's discussions.
The present ASCAP rate for local radio
music licenses is 2.25% of net time sales
in the case of blanket licenses, and about
8% of time sales in programs carrying
ASCAP music, if the license is on a perprogram basis. The radio networks all have
blanket licenses; their rate is 2.75%.
The radio networks presumably will negotiate separately with ASCAP for new network contracts, as did the tv networks a
year ago.
There seemed no doubt that the committee would press for a reduction below the
present local rates [NAB Convention, April
28]. Undoubtedly, the networks will too.
ASCAP representatives sat in on the Chicago meeting (as did BMI representatives)
and they heard one recommendation after
another urging a get-tough approach to the
forthcoming negotiations with the society.
Among the thoughts submitted for the
committee's consideration:
• Remember that ASCAP is not the only
source of music — that other music is avail-

• News and talk programs — which have
increased vastly since the last ASCAP radio negotiations in 1941 — should be excluded in figuring the basis of payments to
ASCAP.
• The attacks on radio-owned BMI and
broadcasters during the past couple of years
look like propaganda in preparation for license negotiations. As a counter-measure
the committee should consider the possibility that radio can do without ASCAP.
• The ASCAP negotiations should be
considered in state and regional meetings of
broadcasters, starting as quickly as possible,
in order to keep broadcasters informed of
committee plans and progress and to give
the committee the benefit of broadcasters'
thinking. Chairman Mason suggested it
might be worthwhile to have two or three
committeemen attend these meetings.
Dwight Martin of WAFB-TV Baton
Rouge, chairman of the 1948-52 Television
Negotiating Committee and vice chairman
of the 1957 industry group, was called upon
to sum up his views based on the television
negotiators'
with ASCAP.
He did itexperience
thusly:
1. ASCAP derives a substantial part of
its income (estimated unofficially at $20
million out of $24 million in 1956) from radio and television. So negotiation of radiotv contracts is one of its most vital functions. ASCAP negotiators therefore will
come fully prepared.
2. ASCAP's principal negotiators will be
members of the ASCAP executive staff.
ASCAP board members may attend, but the
bedrock negotiations are done by staff members. Internally, the ASCAP board is divided; composers and publishers, for instance, have their differences. They are
united on only one thing: to get the best
deal they can.
3. One problem, not solved in the tv
negotiations, is the existence of the antitrust
suit brought by 33 ASCAP members seeking to dissolve NAB, divorce BMI from
its broadcast ownership and collect $150
million in damages. This is "very important," because when tv negotiators thought
they had a binding deal these songwriters
took exception and, some four years ago,
filed this suit. In the last tv negotiations the
television committee asked for assurance
that ASCAP members would be bound by
the contract, but ASCAP could give no such
assurance. Radio men may find it impossible to make a deal without some device
that will give them court protection.
Mr. Martin made clear that when the
committee is formed, the "problems have
First, he said it is essential that the
started."
only
committee have money — a "considerable
amount" — to finance the necessary research,
pay for legal counsel and take care of all
other expenses including that of keeping
broadcasters informed of committee progress.
Equally or even more important, he said,
Broadcasting
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NAB CONVENTION continued
broadcasters must give "unqualified support" to the committee. If they give less,
he warned, negotiations will be more difficult.
Questioning from the floor indicated a
resurgence of broadcaster interest in perprogram licenses as distinguished from
blanket licenses. Under the former, ASCAP
is paid only for programs on which ASCAP
Music is used; under blanket licenses, a
Hal payment gives the licensee rights to use
as much or as little ASCAP music as he
wishes. Currently, most contracts are
blanket.
Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF Rock Island,
111., who offered the resolution proposing
formation of the committee, said he is and
always has been a per-program contract
user. Interest in per-program rather than
blanket licenses was indicated in the statements and queries of a number of others.
One broadcaster observed that, with
automation on the increase, the reporting
of numbers used under a per-program contract might be greatly expedited. He thought
it might be reasonably easy, therefore, to
set up a clearing house to handle such
counting and reporting.
Several broadcasters stressed the importance of having all geographic regions
as well as both fm and am stations represented on the committee. Mr. Mason suggested that if any group wished to propose
specific nominees to the interim group, they
should submit the names to John F.
Meagher, NAB vice president for radio, at
NAB headquarters in Washington.
Shafto, Martin
Five Other

Join Tv Board;

Members

Re-Elected

Two new members were elected to the
NAB Television Board at Los Angeles last
week, with five members re-elected. New
members are G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV
Columbia, S. C, and Dwight Martin,
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La.
The two new members began two-year
terms as the NAB convention came to an
end. Re-elected to the board were James D.
Russell, KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs,
Colo.; Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.; C. Howard Lane, KOINTV Portland, Ore.; John E. Fetzer, WKZOTV Kalamazoo, Mich., and Payson Hall,
Meredith Publishing Co.
Continuing on the board as appointed
network directors were Alfred Beckman,
ABC-TV, William B. Lodge, CBS-TV, and
Frank M. Russell, NBC-TV. Other board
members serving their second year of twoyear terms are J. J. Bernard, KTVI (TV)
St. Louis; Henry B. Clay, KTHV (TV)
Little Rock, Ark.; C. Wrede Petersmeyer,
Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., and Willard
E. Walbridge, KTRK-TV Houston.
Film Buying

Group

Reports

'57 Buys Totaled $4 Million
Tv Stations Inc., film buying organization
representing 83 stations, reported last week
that it purchased $4 million worth of film
for its members during 1957. The announcement was made by W. D. (Dub) Rogers Jr.
(KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.), president, after
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a meeting of the organization at the NAB
convention in Los Angeles.
Mr. Rogers noted the 1957 buying figure
contrasted with $1 million in 1956. He estimated the total would reach $7 million this

also described how WKY-TV employs one
man to concentrate on local distributors,
advising them of national campaigns in
which they can participate and counseling
their advertising use.
Mr. Schofield told the delegates they have

Tv Stations membership is open to one
station
in each market. Stations purchase
year.
shares ($100 par) equal to their highest onetime, one-hour rate and are restricted to
four voting shares. A station with a one-time
hourly rate of $600 would get six shares,
four voting and two non-voting. Both categories of shares are eligible for dividends at
the same rate.

no choice on going into merchandising. Advertisers now expect it, and there is no

The organization maintains a permanent
New York staff of seven. Joe Floyd of
KELO-TV Sioux Falls, S. D., is vice president, and Ed Craney of the XL stations
is secretary-treasurer.
RULE

QUESTIONS

MERCHANDISE
• Calls for probe
• Tv heads

AIDS
of practice

quick to respond

Call for an industry movement to investigate— and perhaps find against — the practice of broadcasters offering merchandising
assistance to advertising campaigns was
made from the floor of a tv management
session in Los Angeles last week. The
spokesman: Elton H. Rule, general manager of KABC-TV Los Angeles.
Mr. Rule's spirited proposal drew evident
response from the conference audience,
who until that time had reacted perfunctorily to the panel's position, which was
generally in favor of merchandising. Mr.
Rule rose in the last minutes of the meeting
to say that the industry is now in a national
merchandising dilemma, the "greatest national giveaway in our history."
The panel itself was directed to the question "When Is the Sale Completed." The
members were John Cohan, KSBW-TV
Salinas, Calif.; Ray Welpott, WKY-TV
Oklahoma City, and Art Schofield, Storer
Broadcasting Co. Thad Brown, NAB tv
vice president, presided. Mr. Cohan also
acted as moderator.
Mr. Cohan said that the sale was completed only when the sponsor's product was
purchased. He said broadcasting has an unequaled challenge to sell, pointing out that
while productivity rose 64% during the
1946-1956 period, distribution increased
only 22%. He said the current trend
toward self-service stores of all kinds
makes it imperative the consumer be
pre-sold.
Mr. Welpott went a step further in his
answer to the "When Is the Sale Completed" question. He said it was when the
renewal contract was signed, indicating that
the ad campaign had indeed produced results for the sponsor and had won him over
to the station.
Mr. Welpott, speaking of merchandising,
criticized broadcasters for relying extensively on printed media — newspapers, car
cards, direct mail and similar devices. He
found this as negating effectiveness of the
broadcast media themselves. Mr. Welpott

"land of beginning again." Pointing to the
recent eye & ear survey of timebuyer criteria for judging media selection, he noted
that merchandising ranked second only to
personality cooperation as a deciding factor. As to who should pay for it— the station or the advertiser — he recommended
that stations accept the expense themselves
or put it on the rate card.
The fireworks from the floor began after
Austin Heywood of KNXT (TV) Los Angeles commented that he felt a station could
render better service to its advertisers by
audience promotion than by going into the
merchandising area. There are professionals
in that field whom the advertiser can hire
for that purpose, with better results and at
lower cost than the station can offer, he
said. Mr. Rule then arose to suggest the industry study of the merchandising problem.
Time limitations prevented further discustion by the panel or from the floor, but it
was evident he had touched a nerve.
NAB's New Engineering Primer
Scheduled for Late This Year
NAB's new primer on engineering should
be in the hands of all member stations late
this year, or early in 1959.
That was the word passed along to technical delegates attending the 12th annual
Broadcast Engineering Conference at the
Statler Hotel last week. The tentative publication schedule was announced by A.
Prose Walker, NAB engineering manager.
He reported the handbook's first section
on radio-tv will be turned over to the publisher "shortly" and the rest, being written
by several contributing authors, will be ready
in June. Much of the content will be new
and "hard-to-find and often misunderstood"
material, he added.
Ebel Outlines

Qualifications

Of Today's Good Chief Engineer
Qualifications of a good chief engineer
by today's management standards were laid
out at a closing Broadcast Engineering Conference program Thursday morning.
The attributes, from a station executive
vantage point, were given by A. James Ebel,
vice president and general manager of
KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb., in the form of a
technical address.
Today's chief engineer, he said, should
maintain the good habits, neat appearance
and pleasing personality of an executive;
have expert technical knowledge, with the
ability to double as architect, design and
project engineer and construction supervisor; serve as labor relations specialist in
"go-between" capacities with management,
and handle cost accounting.
The chief engineer must evaluate money
from the management standpoint, he said.
Broadcasting
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NAB CONVENTION continued
VTR

AGAIN

NOW

IN

STARS

COLOR

•

RCA

turns former

•

Color box

WITH
Ampex

At this stage, few tv stations feel any pressure from viewers or advertisers to rush
into color recording.
Meanwhile, monochrome videotape recording has come a long way in the past
two years. The first Ampex units lacked
interchangeability; that is, a taped tv program had to be played back on the machine on which it was recorded. Today,
Ampex claims complete interchangeability,
with any vtr made on any of its machines
playable on any other Ampex machine.
That is for black-and-white tapes. The first
color prototypes, like the one to be delivered to WGN-TV in June, will not permit tapes to be interchanged. But Ampex
confidently expects that by November,
when the first color production units are
scheduled, they will be as freely interchangeable as the monochrome tapes.
RCA's videotape recordings at present
lack interchangeability, but the company's
engineers expect that within a year tapes
recorded on any RCA vtr machines will be
playable on any other RCA unit. Further,
they anticipate that in the not too distant
future tapes recorded on either RCA or
Ampex recording equipment will be payable
on the other company's machines, just as
any home record player will reproduce disc
recordings of any make.
The two companies have priced their
units at substantially the same figure for
complete color recorders. The full Ampex
equipment sells for $64,000; the RCA
price tag reads $63,000. But the break•
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CONVENTION
BIGGER

solo act into new

office not up to monochrome

Two years ago Ampex Corp. introduced
its videotape recorder at the 1956 NARTB
convention in Chicago and captured the
attention of the meeting. Before the fourday convention had ended, Ampex had
orders for some $4 million worth of its
vtr machines.
Last week, at the 1958 NAB convention
in Los Angeles, videotape recorders were
again the stellar attraction. Something had
been added: color — and competition. This
time Ampex was not alone in the field. RCA
also displayed and demonstrated its new
line of videotape recorders, both black-andwhite and color. As in 1956, interest ran
high and broadcasters thronged thick at
both exhibits.
But this year, the evident interest was not
translated into sales. Ampex, before the
convention opened, had sold three prototype color machines, one to WGN-TV
Chicago and two to CBS-TV. RCA puts
its sales at about 20 color units, half of
them to its own subsidiary, NBC. But for
the most part tv station operators were just
looking, not buying. The explanation is
simple. In April 1956, some 35 million
families were watching tv on their own
black-and-white receivers in their own
homes. Today that number has risen to
well over 41 million. But the homes with
color sets can be counted in the thousands.
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downs differ. RCA is offering its black-andwhite recorders for $49,500, the color
accessory for $13,500. The Ampex monochrome recorder is priced at $45,000, its
color unit at $19,500. (Originally, Ampex
had announced that the prototype color
unit would be priced at $29,000, with a
substantial price reduction for the regular
production units, comparable to the drop
in monochrome recorder prices from
$75,000 for the prototype machines to
$45,000 for the production models. But
with full production of the color units
scheduled for late Fall, Ampex has decided
to establish a firm price now and to maintain it then.)
Along with interchangeability, the users
of vtr wanted to be able to edit and splice
taped programs as they had been able to
edit those on film. To meet that desire,
Ampex has developed a splicer which was
also displayed and demonstrated last week.
This unit, which will be available in the
fall at a price between $500 and $950, is
essentially a clamp which holds the tape
in place while the cut and splice are made.
Unlike film, the tape cannot be viewed a
frame at a time for editing purposes, but
must be run through the reproducer in toto
and the place for the cut noted. Coating
the tape with a magnetic developing fluid
reveals five-second pulse marks equivalent
to the sprocket holes in motion picture
film. These enable the operator to line up
the pulses for a clean splice. The backing
tape produces a splice which will hold firm
against a pull of 10 to 20 pounds and an
Ampex demonstrator stated that they have
never had one come apart.
There has been a lot of confusion about
vtr editing, Howard Meighan told a group
of advertising agency executives Wednesday. (Mr. Meighan last month resigned his
CBS vice presidency to enter the business
of producing commercials on Ampex tape
[At Deadline, March 31]. Tape, he said, is
not an extension of motion picture film but
of live television. Programs and commercials are taped as they are done live, consecutively and completely, not in bits and
pieces for later assembly. Where a movie
scene is filmed several times from several
angles, a live tv scene is done only once,
but with two or more cameras, and edited
in progress. Cuts and splices are the exception, rather than the rule, he said.
The Agency visitors also saw a demonstration of the Ampex colortape. First they
watched a live color program picked up by
the new General Electric color camera [see
story, page 96]; then they saw the same program played back on the tape that had
recorded the original a few minutes earlier.
NBC-TV also staged a colortape demonstration last week (see story, page 96).
Quality of the color, both live and taped,
was noticeably better on Wednesday than
it had been at a similar demonstration given

newsmen the preceding Saturday. Then the
live pickup had been too vivid, the taped
reproduction too pale, both attributed to
faulty color adjustments by operators not
yet acclimated to their convention surroundings. On Wednesday, both live and
taped color were much more natural and
much better matched.
The two demonstrations also disclosed a
surprising difference between journalists
and agency people. Each show closed with
an invitation for the members of the audience to make brief on-camera appearances
then watch themselves on the taped playback. The newsmen and women accepted
enthusiastically, the agency executives demurred and only a few of that group were
finally cajoled into the act.
Foreign Outlets, Race Track Buys
Ampex Monochrome VTR Units
Of the 110 Ampex monochrome vtr
units purchased by tv stations and networks
(100 have already been shipped), 25 have
gone outside the U.S., the company reported last week. Canada (CBC) has 6;
Germany also has 6; England has 5 and so
has Japan, with one each to Cuba, Mexico
and Australia.
At home, NBC has 1 1 units, all in Hollywood; ABC has 10 — 4 in Hollywood, 4 in
Chicago and 2 in New York; CBS has 24
— 15 in New York and 9 in Hollywood.
In addition to sales to tv stations, Ampex
also has supplied its videotape recorders to
three producers of tv commercials — Filmways, Telestudios and Elliot, Unger &
Elliot, and to the Yonkers (N.Y.) race
track
turns) .(to settle disputes about fouls at the
Small

Markets

Committee

Moves

To Liberalize Rules on Relays
A new attempt to ease the problem of
common carrier facilities for tv broadcasters
began last week at a meeting of the Small
Markets Committee, held coincidentally
with the NAB convention in Los Angeles.
The committee, headed by Capt. Harry
Butcher of KIMA (TV) Yuma, Ariz.,
authorized a petition to the FCC asking
liberalization of rules for ownership and
operation of intercity relay circuits.
Copies of the committee's resolution also
will be sent to the Senate and House interstate commerce committees.
Basically, the station operators represented
by the Small Markets Committee seek (1)
an end to what they consider inequitable
Jine charges by AT&T and its subsidiaries
across the country and (2) the right to
relays.
construct and operate their own inter-city
Current FCC regulations require that
broadcasters use the common carrier facilities of AT&T where they are available.
Further, even when a broadcaster is permitted to construct his own facilities where
AT&T has no lines, he must give up his
lines if AT&T subsequently makes facilities available.
The problem is a recurrent one. A number of individual broadcasters in past years
have gone to the mat with AT&T on this
score, but without success.
Broadcasting
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NAB CONVENTION continued
WMBD-TV

EXPERTS

PEORIA

STILL

DUBIOUS

Engineers seem still undecided about the
overall advantages, if any, of compatible
single-sideband transmission over conventional am methods, judging by results of
field tests reported during the 12th annual
day.
Broadcast Engineering Conference last TuesFIRST

OF

66

DAYS

TELECASTINGARB

REPORTS

(4-6 PM WEEKDAY
VARIETY PROGRAM)

^

dominates

the 5 to 6 seg-

ment— leads in 20 out of
20

quarter-hour

periods!

The results were discussed by representatives of RCA Labs, ABC (WABC New
York), Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
(KDKA Pittsburgh) and WSM Nashville,
Tenn. Several 50 kw stations have installed
CSSB equipment and conducted tests the
past 12 months. CSSB equipment also has
been utilized by the Voice of America.
Involved in the tests, conducted in the
540-1600 kc broadcasting bands, are interference reduction factors and, in the longer
range, the theoretical potential of more
channels (beyond the present spacing of
one every 10 mc) if CSSB is adopted.
George A. Olive, RCA research engineer,
reported a mathematical analysis but emphasized that "a comprehensive valuation of
the system can only come as the result of
careful field testing." His data showed that
CSSB is perhaps less susceptible to distortion and fading but that there are "very
broad limits" to the performance estimate.
Robert A. Morris, ABC Radio facilities
engineer, reported on unpublicized tests at
WABC covering the periods Nov. 12-Dec.
7, 1957, and Dec. 8, 1957-Jan. 31, 1958.
He said they were designed to give listeners
an opportunity to ascertain differences between CSSB and conventional am transmission. He suggested "more precise tuning"
of receivers to ascertain benefits of singlesideband.

■jf delivers 200%

more

adults

than the other two stations
combined*

. . .

Results were adjudged as "meager" at
KDKA by Ralph N. Harmon, who claimed
it was impossible to draw any conclusions.
He added that perhaps the sound of the
station was "not any worse and maybe a

delivers an
audience

average

of 76.5%

men — 39.1%

adult
(37.4%

women)*

. . .

* Based on ARB— March, 1958 Report
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Tapes were recorded under several conditions, with differences varying during the
continuing series of taped musical selections. He posed reservations about the problems of receivers in the field and reported
WSM probably would undertake modulation tests.
Station tests thus far have been designed
to evaluate such conditions as reduction in

YOUR

P.G.W. COLONEL

little better."
Lucien Rawls, supervisor of research and
development at WSM, reported on tests at
his station and played tapes, illustrating
switchover from conventional am to CSSB.

co- and adjacent-channel interference, distortion and fading, possible improvement
in signal-to-noise ratio and reduction in
interference to am reception from tv receiver oscillators.
Among advantages claimed for compatible single-sideband techniques are increased
effective transmitter power, minimized selective fading distortion, reduced channel
(co- and adjacent) interference and improved audio fidelity and intelligibility.
During floor discussions Tuesday afternoon, itwas revealed that the Soviet Union
has been conducting optimum modulation

ON

CSSB

tests with a high degree of success in word
and phrase intelligibility.
Mr. Morris reported deficiencies in automobile push-button radios when compatible
single-sideband transmission was employed.
In a related area, an interim report on
engineering factors underlying tv allocations was delivered Thursday by George R.
Town, executive director of the Television
Allocations Study Organization. During the
past 14 months some 76 meetings have
been conducted in such areas as home picture quality, strength and coverage of tv
transmission, interference problems, soundto-picture power ratios and service to
"shadow" areas. TASO is expected to report
to the FCC, which requested its formation,
sometime later this year.

In Tuesday's sessions, status of remote
control and automatic logging of am-fm
transmitters was given by Harold Kassens,
chief of aural existing facilities, FCC
Broadcast Bureau. He explained data the
Commission is seeking from stations requesting such operation — those with directional antennas and others with transmitter
power above 10 kw.
WAKR Akron, WJR. Detroit and WBSM
New Bedford, Pa., have received authorization for remote control operation and the
Commission has received applications from
12 to 14 others, Mr. Kassens reported. He
said applications will be granted upon a
saasfacLory showing that a station's directional antenna is stable and in proper
adjustment, and with the inclusion of monitoring point readings. Each application
will be judged on its own merits, he stressed.
A. Prose Walker, NAB engineering manager, reported progress in developing equipment for logging transmitters by remote
control, despite a chief difficulty of keeping
costs "below the Cadillac class." He addressed the opening session of the Broadcast Engineering Conference Monday.
Tests are now underway, he pointed out,
with "loggers," including several with a
remote control feature, to gather sufficient
data, looking toward petitions to be filed
with the FCC for authorization.
Panelists Report Top Pictures
Result in Tv-AT&T Cooperation
Broadcasters and telephone companies
are cooperating more closely than ever before, utilizing new techniques to give the
public better tv picture quality over larger
distances.
That was the consensus of a technical
group, the Network Transmission Committee, which has been monitoring audio and
video signals. Members reported on their
findings during a technical panel of the
Broadcast Engineering Conference last
Monday. Panelists included John Thorpe,
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.'s
long lines department, chairman; John Serafin, ABC; H. C. Gronberg, NBC; W. B.
Whalley, CBS-TV, and F. R. Freiberger,
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Broadcasting

Oldest

Alabama's

Alabama's

Newest

Dave

Station

Programs

Campbell...

A telephone, interested listeners, and Dave Campbell —
these make up one of the
most popular nighttime programs inthe Birmingham area,
"The People Speak."
As moderator of this awardwinning show which broadcasts
listeners' conversations with
Dave on any and all subjects,
Dave keeps phone calls and
comments coming in at a

w itty,
entertaining
Jim Lucas charms
the ladies
on
"Breakfast at the Tutwiler,"
the
youngsters
on "Teentime,"
and entertains
all on
"Funfare."

Able, incisive Charlie Davis
heads up WAPI's news staff,
which has won more awards
tion. any other Alabama stathan

inAnd listener
rapid pace.
terest iscaptured
at just as
rapid a pace!
Through research and active
participation, Dave is also a
recognized authority on hunting and fishing, giving his
colorful, accurate reports on
"Sports Outdoors."
His genial disposition, good
humor, and genuine interest
in people and their problems

Pleasing to the eye, Barbara
Bender is an equal delight
to the ear as she fills her
role as co-emcee and vocalist on "Breakfast at the

make
a "personal"
of his Dave
listeners
. . . and friend
they
are many in number! These
same folks will be friends of

Tutwiler."

your clients' products, too,
when Dave delivers your sales
messages.
Informality is the watchword
with Leland Childs as he
hosts "The Early Risers'
Club" and greets the afternoon audience on "Hi
Neighbor."
WAP

The'N EWcVo/ce
/M\\\V
sister station

Broadcasting

to WABT,

I

of

Alabama

Alabama's

Best

in Television

RADIO sets tuned to
Owen Spann "The Morning
Man"
to latest
"Spannland"
deliverandthe
music,
weather information, and
news in a humorous vein.
Represented nationally by
HENRY I. CHRISTAL
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THIS is the new board of the Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters, which met during
the NAB convention in Los Angeles. Clockwise from left (all are board members unless
otherwise identified): Wrede Petersmeyer, WISH-TV Indianapolis; Ernest W. Jennes
of Covington & Burling, counsel to AMST; Carl Meyers, substituting for Ward Quaal
of WGN-TV Chicago; Don Davis, KMBC-TV Kansas City; Harold Hough, W BAP-TV
Ft. Worth; Joseph Epperson, WEWS (TV) Cleveland; Jack DeWitt, WSM-TV Nashville: Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston; Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.;
Howard Head of A. D. Ring & Assoc., consulting engineers to AMST; Alex Keese,
WFAA-TV Dallas; Carter Parham, WDEF-TV Chattanooga; Les Lindow, executive
director of AMST, and Roger Clipp, WFIL-TV Philadelphia.
Not at the meeting: Harold Essex, WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, N. C; John S. Hayes,
WTOP-TV Washington; Charles Crutchfield, WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C; Harold
Gross, WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich.; Harold Stuart, KVOO-TV Tulsa, Okla.; Robert
Swezey, WDSU-TV New Orleans, and Lawrence Rogers II, WSAZ-TV Huntington.
Directionals

for

Tv

Under
Test by AMST
Directional antennas for television will
be tested by the Assn. of Maximum Service
Telecasters (AMST) in an experimental program announced last week by AMST President Jack Harris, KPRC-TV Houston.
He said the tests were "consistent with
the AMST principle that the FCC should
have available to it adequate and reliable
technical information obtained under proper conditions before changes are made in
television allocations principles."
In conducting the tests, Mr. Harris said,
AMST

is "taking no position on the ultimate use of directional antennas."
AMST members operate vhf and uhf stations at the maximum power allowed under
FCC rules. At present, directional antennas
are allowed by FCC only for purposes of
improving service, not to protect other stations from interference.
Mr. Harris said AMST will welcome the
participation of "all interested segments" of
the tv manufacturing and broadcasting
fields.
During the past year, AMST has been
conducting extensive field intensity measurements of vhf and uhf singals which Mr.
Harris said are now in "a very advanced
stage."
Earlier, AMST members were told by
their legal counsel that the future of tv as
it is known today "will be put on the line,
perhaps by the latter part of this year and
certainly in 1959."
Ernest W. Jennes, of the Washington firm
of Covington & Burling, referred to expected
allocations decisions for the expansion of tv
service. He said proposals to allocate four
tv channels to each of the top 200 markets
"cannot be accomplished without taking a
knife and butchering existing allocations,
policies and service areas."
New officers and three new board memPage 88
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bers of AMST were elected at the annual
meeting in Los Angeles last week.
Mr. Harris was re-elected president. Other
officers: Charles H. Crutchfield, WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C, first vice president; Donald
D. Davis, KMBC-TV Kansas City, second
vice president; Harold Essex, WSJS-TV
Winston-Salem, N. C, secretary-treasurer,
and Lester W. Lindow, executive director
of AMST, assistant secretary-treasurer.
New board members: C. Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian Stations; Alex Keese,
WFAA-TV Dallas, and Mr. Essex.
The new executive committee is composed
of Messrs. Harris, Crutchfield, Essex, Davis,
Petersmeyer, John H. De Witt, WSM-TV
Nashville and John S. Hayes, WTOP-TV
Washington.
A technical committee also was appointed
by the board. It includes Joseph Epperson,
chairman, WEWS (TV) Cleveland; Phil
Laeser, WTMJ-TV Milwaukee; Wilson
Wearn, WFBC-TV Greenville, S. C; Tom
Howard, WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C;
Henry Rhea, WFIL-TV Philadelphia, and
Mr. De Witt.
Engineers
Access

and

Should

Note

Automation

Engineers have a stake in the fight for
free access to information and in the future
of automation, NAB President Harold E.
Fellows told a convention engineering conference luncheon Monday.
At the same time, he urged engineers to
take a "personal" interest in programs for
the education of future technical personnel.
He described engineering as "the most
critical" area in which the radio-tv industry
wants and needs college-trained youth.
The American Bar Assn.'s Canon 35,
barring use of cameras and microphones in
courtroom, legislative and other public proceedings, "relates very directly" to the engineer, Mr. Fellows pointed out, because of
equipment "disturbance" factors alleged by

lawyers and judges. "This is in truth, therefore, a technical, not a social question,"
he observed, citing actual trial coverage in
Denver, Oklahoma City and elsewhere.
Mr. Fellows suggested an engineers'
canon for coverage of public hearings, listing four responsibilities: (1) Making initial
contact with judges "to assure mutual understanding" for installing equipment; (2)
installing equipment at the court's convenience; (3) placing microphones "where they
would not dominate the scene" and shielding cameras "from the gaze of the principals and spectators", and (4) assuring "acceptable" garb for engineering crews.
Engineers were encouraged by Mr. Fellows to help develop and test equipment
"that will streamline this industry" in terms
of procedures and regulations and to obviate the "waste of valuable engineering
manpower on menial tasks that could be

performed automatically."
Status of BBC

Video

Related
by Engineers
Little if any contact is made with the
Iron Curtain despite a permanent link of
eight European countries for the exchange
of tv programs, Sir Harold Bishop, Engineering Director of the British Broadcasting Corp., told a Broadcast Engineering
Conference luncheon Wednesday.
He reported on the status of BBC Television, including video tape and mechanics
of its recording system, color tv and the
shortage of graduate engineers in Britain.
Language and technical difficulties are
posed by the varieties of transmission
methods, Sir Harold pointed out. BBC
maintains a standards converter at Dover
for reception and transmission of programs
involving France. In other areas:
There has been research and experimentation on color tv, but it has not been introduced yet for lack of "real public de-

BBC's research department has developed
a new video tape recorder, with some 30
stations in Great Britain using the process.
(BBC utilizes one-half inch magnetic tape
mand."
with two tracks, compared with the Ameritracks.)
can system of two-inch tape and four
BBC is not using uhf bands but is watching U. S. developments, including work of
Television Allocations Study Organization.
BBC has launched its own educational
training program for engineers, technicians
and operators.
In monochrome tv, Britain still prefers
its 405-line system. F. C. McLean, BBC
Deputy Chief Engineer, told a technical
session Thursday morning. He felt it holds
an advantage over the U. S. 525-line method
because "relatively low scanning speed
minimizes the presence of reflections." He
conceded that while it helps to eliminate
noise, scanning lines in the picture tend
to be more visible and there's apt to be
"more flicker."
BBC plans to use American-type image
orthicon cameras, rather than its own
emitron, in a London tv center now under
construction, primarily because of "contrast range."
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NAB CONVENTION continued

LOCAL

COLOR:

HARD
ROW
TO
HOE
interest waned. Then there were about
The way of the tv station that embarks
1 ,500 color sets in the New Orleans market,
on a course of local color programming is
he said, and today there are only 4,000hard, a panel of three veteran colorcasters
5,000, scarcely a phenomenal growth.
told the NAB tv management conference
Stations going into color must decide for
on Thursday. And. they asserted, it is likely
themselves whether they are in the adverto remain that way until the set manufactising business or program service business,
turers get behind color with lower-priced
Clair R. McCollough, general manager,
sets and more aggressive promotion, and
WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., stated. If the
the networks provide more color programming in prime evening hours.
former, then what they have to sell is circulation and impact, he said. If the latter,
People who have watched color programs
are enthusiastic about them, the panel memthen a cost-plus charge is in order.
WGAL-TV, Mr. McCollough reported,
bers agreed, but not enough people have
been exposed to color and not enough of
operates as an advertising medium and does
those who have been exposed are willing
not propose to ask more for its time for
color
programming than for black-and-white
to buy color sets at today's prices.
shows. Noting that the highest radio station
Two years ago, Robert D. Swezey, execubreak rate in Los Angeles is $75, compared
tive vice president and general manager,
to $800 for the top tv station break, he
WDSU-TV New Orleans, told a similar
asked if anyone can say whether color tv
NAB convention session that color prowill be worth 10% more than monochrome
grams should be charged for from the start.
to an advertiser, or ten times as much.
"It's silly to give color to agencies now and
Three essential ingredients for a color
expect them to pay for it later," he stated.
operation were given by Owen W. Saddler,
Louis Read, WDSU-TV vice president, said
that although the station still believes in general manager, KMTV (TV) Omaha,
Neb.: true compatibility, lots of promotion
that principle, it has dropped its extra
charges for color for the time being.
and a completely commercial format.
Two years ago, Mr. Read reported, New
"Make sure all color programs look good
Orleans advertisers and agencies were exin black-and-white; protect your present aucited about color and responded enthusiastidience while building a new one," he said.
KMTV has staged the kind of programs
cally to WDSU-TV's aggressive color promotion. But when color set sales lagged,
that can catch the local eye and has pro-
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moted them to the hilt, he said. Beginning
with a top society charity fashion show
colorcast two years ago, KMTV has given
Omaha its first live colorcast of opera, boxing and wrestling; it covered the Aksarben
Coronation and Ball in color; it staged a
week-long color carnival in cooperation with
set retailers that raised Omaha from 41st
to 7th nationally in color sales. Best of all,
every colorcast except the initial charity
affair has been sponsored.

SOME
ON

LIGHT

CATV

• FCC

SHED

DILEMMA

inquiry assured

• Station action initiated
The futile effort of tv stations in small
markets to arouse interest in the impact
of community antenna systems on their
audiences finally received recognition at the
NAB Los Angeles convention.
Two principal hopes for relief appeared:
• The FCC is planning a study of the
whole problem because of the wide public
interest shown in the role these wired systems are performing on the broadcast scene.
• A group of tv stations suffering from
community antenna competition took steps
to set up a formal organization.
Several informal conferences were held
during convention week, with FCC members participating as invited observers.
The community antenna problem came
to a head Wednesday morning at the FCC
panel session when George Hatch, KUTV
(TV) Salt Lake City, raised the point.
Comr. Rosel H. Hyde replied that the question requires very serious study, adding
that he understands the commission is
planning an inquiry into the subject.
NAB President Harold E. Fellows said
he felt some association members wanted
assurance such a study would be conducted,
with Comr. Hyde giving this assurance.
Represenatives of more than 50 tv stations met Monday morning to set up an
association "for the purpose of furthering
the establishment and development of free
smalltown television throughout the country." William C. Grove, KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo., was named chairman of a threeman committee to put the new project in
operation. Other members are Ed Craney,
KXLF-TV Butte, Mont., and Marshall
Pengra, KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex.
A resolution was adopted asking the FCC
"to require that all applicants and present
authorized common carriers, translators,
boosters and private microwave relays be
required to file with the Commission copies
of the written consents from all tv stations
and other holders of property rights, whose

program
being transmit
ted."FCC to act
s are
Another
resolution
asked the
quickly and favorably in proceedings involving the proposed right to use private
microwave relays for tv stations.
The group wants the FCC to reconsider
its action disclaiming jurisdiction over community antennas. Members feel the Commission should rule that no microwave service can relay programs without written consent from the program source.
Broadcasting
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NEWEST

GEAR

SHOWN
DELEGATES
all selections in its repertoire at once, and
What's new — or nearly new — in products
change fundamental characteristics of pitch,
designed to help radio and tv network and
frequency, loudness and amplitude.
station operators improve their own product
• A "Uni-level" amplifier that automat— programming'.'
ically builds up volume and cuts it back
A canvass of exhibits and technical papers
when desired, keeping a tv personality withat the 12th annual Broadcast Engineering
Conference during the NAB convention last
in range of the boom microphone — General Electric Co.
week showed at least a dozen pieces of
The most significant GE development,
relatively new equipment that should aid
however,
is a new color tv camera, claimmanagement. They range from light to
ing reduced size and weight. The unit was
heavy in size and shape. Among them:
demonstrated in conjunction with Ampex
• A new tv automation system for conCorp. color videotape recording machines
trolling cameras, lights, microphones and
on three formal and other informal ocother equipment, utilizing metal foil strips
casions during the convention. Ampex and
taped to program scripts, which are fed
vtr systems squared off comcolor
RCA
through a machine like a player-piano roll —
84).
petitively inconvention exhibits (see page
by TelePrompTer Corp.
• A king-sized transistorized amplifier
• A line of commercial and educational
(with microphone) especially designed for
fm transmitters with various power ranges
remote pickups and special broadcasts; also
— by Industrial Transmitters and Antennas
a four-piece weather radar unit claiming
forecast accuracy — both by Collins Radio
— representing a new entry into the deCo.
pleted fm transmitter field.
• A new version of automatic program• Improved Super Studio and Universal
Zoomar lenses, promising more flexibility,
ming ("Nite Watch") which complements
better performance and economy of operathe "Auto-Station" unit line and is designed
primarily for evening use by Gates Radio
tion for telecasters — by Television Zoomar
Co.
Corp. A Super Studio lens was used in
• A music synthesizer claimed to simulate instruments "not yet invented." Resembling player
a
piano crossed with a typewriter, the RCA device can play one or

conjunction with the GE-Ampex showings,
while the Universal was utilized with an
adaptor for a special convention stunt —
Actor Lloyd Bridges (of Ziv's Sea Hunt)
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diving into the Los Angeles Statler Hotel
pool for color vtr reproduction.
• A viewfinder tv camera chain for live
studio and remote program originations,
designed for one-man operation by General
Precision Labs.

One intriguing report at the technical
sessions was the revelation by William C.
Grove, general manager and chief engineer
of KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo., that he has developed a remote radio unit for $50. The
device, called the "Talk Back," permits
transmission of questions and cues to field
shortwave crews. Power to operate it is no
problem: a voice-only transmitter obtainable from a war surplus store.
Collins reported over a dozen orders for
its remote amplifier, with ear plug and
microphone. The unit plays 200 hours and
is then recharged. The firm also reports
enthusiastic response to its weather radar,
initially introduced at WFAA-TV Dallas
and comprising receiver, transmitter, radar
indicator and antenna. The device is
claimed to make possible completely accurate weather forecast predictions.
Gates' "Nite Watch" permits announcing,
dubbing, automatic record playing; tape recorder and automatic transcription equipment may be used separately. It comprises
production console, tape control and 100record 45 rpm automatic cueing transcription changer. Another model contains all
units less cabinet for tape recorder and
control amplifier. A switch control is optional, permitting a 100-record unit to become fully automatic (known as the "AutoTrans" remote device).
Television Zoomar Corp. expects to have
its Super Studio lens available for the
market in the next month or so. The lens
is claimed to have a radically increased
range, is color-balanced and corrected, and
works with three other lenses on the turret.
Universal Zoomar is newly-equipped with a
convertor, increasing its range from 4 to 25
inches and measuring 2Vi to 16 inches.
Nearly 400 Zoomar lenses are in use by
networks and stations, Jack Pegler, Television Zoomar Corp. president, reported last
week.
General Electric's automatic "Uni-Level"
amplifier for both radio and tv was demonstrated and described by Archie A. McGee,
chief engineer. He said most boom pickups are "another version of the eternal
triangle" with talent moving in and out of
the microphone's pickup range. The GE
unit, he explained, would amount to a
"third hand" for small radio stations operating with a "combination disc jockey
and engineer." He added it could be used
anywhere where there's need for "constant
gain riding," like remote pickups of church
services and dance bands.

Fm multiplex equipment was shown by
Browning Labs, Crosby Labs and General
Electronic Labs.
In the TelePrompTer automation system
the foil taped at key places in the script
trips an electrical contact and keys another
roll of paper through a different machine.
A purchase hole or metal strip on the second
roll sets off an electrical relay, turning on
a stage light when needed. The machine
Broadcasting
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In Kalamazoo-Grand

Number of Quarter Hours
with Higher Ratings
Station B
WKZO-TV

TIME PERIODS
: MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
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URDAY
| SAT8:00
a.m. to 11:00 p.m.

94
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9:00 a.m. to 1 1 :00 p.m.

40

576

When you're on the track of greater sales in KalamazooGrand Rapids, you need the market dominance of
Look at this! ARB shows
Want proof?
WKZO-TV.
WKZO-TV is first in 267% more quarter hours than the
next-best station — 327 for WKZO-TV, 89 for Station B!
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WKZO-TV
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NOTE-

Survev based on sampling in the following proportions — Grand Rapids (42.8%), Kalamazoo (18.9%).
Muskegon (19.8%), Battle Creek (18.5%)
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NAB CONVENTION continued
controls 12 different staging functions.
A second tv automation system, displayed
by RCA, is geared for station break operations as well as controlling as many as 20
program segments up to 16 minutes in
length. System can be pre-set for station
cutaways from network, start a film projector rolling for 50-second commercials,
switch to tv ID slides and return to the
network — all within the framework of a
one-minute break. System is claimed to be
fast for critical, split-second operation.
RCA along with Gates Radio Co. also
demonstrated radio automation systems
designed largely for disc jockey shows, arranging up to 100 different 45 rpm records
in jukebox type racks. RCA utilizes the
punched-taped method for start-and-go of
records, while Gates employs standard magnetic tape for announcements between discs
and controlling records through inaudible
recorded control tones. The RCA technique embraces recorded announcements on
new type magnetic discs, with audio material recorded in much the same manner
as on magnetic tape.
In another display Foto- Video Labs
showed equipment having the ability to
send a picture signal through a mile of
cable in Exhibit Hall without apparent loss
of quality. Company spokesmen explained
that Foto-Video's diversity of products
(video operating, color tv, monitoring, synctest, power, switcher and closed circuit)
was manufactured with station studio space
factors in mind.

LOWER

COSTS

WITH

Broadcasting has a unique revenue problem not shared by other media — it is restricted bytime to a certain revenue level
which cannot easily be exceeded. Two solutions: increasing rates, which is not always
feasible, or decreasing costs.
Addressing themselves to the latter proposition, four panelists at last week's NAB
convention told delegates how automation
can serve to both decrease costs and increase
efficiency. They were Harold P. See, KRONTV San Francisco; W. D. (Dub) Rogers
Jr., KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.; Edgar B.
Stern Jr., WDSU-TV New Orleans, and A.
Prose Walker, NAB engineering manager.
Mr. See added the dimension of quality
through automation to the expense-reducing
function. He described how a station-developed switching device (now produced commercially by the Mechron division of
Chronicle Publishing, which owns KRONTV) reduced station-break errors from an
average 10-a-week to the vanishing point.
This not only improved the station's product
but also eliminated much of the make-good
problem. Mr. See further recommended the
use of automatic machines for administrative as well as technical functions, a point
elaborated by Mr. Rogers.
The KDUB-TV head explained how his
station and its affiliated operations have installed seven IBM units for both program
log and accounting functions. The machines
operate for one radio and three tv stations,
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reducing the program log preparation
period alone from 32 man-hours daily to
34 minutes daily. The IBM units do the
work of 4.5 people, Mr. Rogers said.
Additionally, he told the delegates that
Ampex video tape equipment at KDUB-TV
now does in three hours what formerly took
18.5 hours of live programming time. Station breaks are all pre-recorded.
Mr. Rogers noted one respect in which
the machines are far superior to the employes they replace. Referring to the amount
of personnel turnover among young married
women

on the staff, he concluded that "the

equipment won't get pregnant."
It was Mr. Stern who made the original
comment about the limits of broadcast revenue. He went on to say that planning with
people at the station was equally as important as equipment planning. Employes are
naturally apprehensive at the increase in
automation, but their fears can be allayed
if management takes an intelligent and fair
approach
to the development, Mr. Stern
said.
One of automation's greatest advantages
is in permitting personnel to work at maxiimum capacity and to free them for more
challenging and rewarding work, he said.
The subject of automation in transmitter
operation was discussed by Mr. Walker. He
paralleled the situation with that in radio
broadcasting, pointing to the recent FCC rule
change permitting remote control operation
for stations with directional antennas and
powers over 10 kw. The problem is not so
simple with tv, he observed, because of the
"fantastically more complicated" equipment
and finer quality demands. He said many
current tv transmitters were never intended
for automatic operation and might need to
be extensively modified or scrapped entirely.
His verdict: transmitter automation is possible but somewhat premature with existing
equipment.
Mr. Walker further observed that broadcasters would want to weigh carefully the
investments required for automation against
possible savings.
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IN SPIRITS

Mutual

Broadcasting System remembered radio-tv-advertising editors
in New York who were not covering
the NAB convention in Los Angeles
last week. The network sent about 50
editors miniature bottles of liqueurs
with an accompanying note from Hal
Gold, MBS director of press information: "Lots of us stayed here in
New York to mind our forts while our
confreres were on the Los Angeles
front at the NAB convention. We
here at Mutual Broadcasting System
figured we could at least bridge the
distance — in spirits. That's what the
attached is for — to bolster our spirits

For your market, contact
Television Programs of America, Inc., 488 Madison Ave., New York 22
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NBC

TAPE

GOES

INTO

• Sarnoff
• Under

CENTRAL
ACTION

at Burbank

ceremony

study: videotape

uses

NBC-TV's Videotape Central at Burbank,
Calif., a $1.5 million installation of a dozen
magnetic tape recorder-reproducers, was formally dedicated last Monday by NBC President Robert W. Sarnoff. The center had
begun full-scale operations the day before,
coincident with the arrival of Daylight Saving Time.
Along with his dedication of the Tape
Central, Mr. Sarnoff announced the inauguration of a major study of the uses to which
videotape may be put. He asked NBC-TV
engineers to provide answers for such questions as:
"Can we tape highlights of various memorable winter programs and rebroadcast
them in omnibus fashion during the traditional months of program repeats? Can
we ultimately operate a national network
with fewer studios and with a consequent
lighter burden of capital investment? How
can we use tape to strengthen and expand
our news operation? What is the potential

THIS
RCA)
record
zones;

BATTERY
is one of
network
the extra

of two color tape machines (basic Ampex units color-converted by
the six dual-machine elements in NBC-TV's Burbank Tape Central. Both
originations to be played-back at appropriate times for the various time
machine is for protection.
demonstration of any color tv receiver by
GE. Officially, the technical products department which manufactures broadcast equipment and the appliance and television receiver division are independent entities within the company, each going its own way
regardless of the course followed by the
other. Informally, salesmen and engineers
at the exhibit voiced the thought that color

in taping commercials?"
NBC-TV coupled opening of the Tape
Central with a demonstration of its color
video tape system. As presently set up at
Burbank, this includes eight Ampex blackand-white tape machines converted to color
by RCA and one RCA color and blackand-white tape machine. In addition, the
central includes three other black-and-whiteonly Ampex machines. The network needs
12 machines in Burbank to handle the full

in the home is still five years off and there's
no point to worrying about color sets now,
but that the station market for color equipment is already here.
So, RCA, which has begun to compete
with Ampex in the video-tape field, both
color and black-and-white, is itself getting
some competition from GE in the color
camera arena.

day's schedule.
The Tape Central works like this:
The Perry Como Show goes on the network live from New York from 8 to 9 p.m.
there. That's 5 to 6 p.m. in Burbank. The
show is recorded at Tape Central in two
30-minute segments, each utilizing two machines (the extra one for protection). At
the end of the first half-hour, the first two
machines are rewound (which takes 3-5
minutes, cued and set to be broadcast into
the network line to the Central Time Zone
at 8 p.m. there. The procedure is repeated
for the second half-hour, and then the entire
show is repeated at the appropriate times
for the Mountain and Pacific states. Meanwhile, other tape batteries are at work on
other shows on the NBC-TV schedule.
Conversely, the George Gobel-Eddie
Fisher Show is put on the nefwork live
from Hollywood at 5 p.m. there, 8 p.m. in
New York. Three hours later, color tape
broadcasts the show at 8 on the coast.
And it's all automatic. An elaborate battery of NBC-built equipment runs all the
machines from beginning to end of the
day's schedule. Called the "Ouija board,"
the system, through tones recorded on a
separate cueing channel on the tape, tells
machines when to record, when to re-wind
and when to re-telecast. A separate circuit
tells them whether or not the show is in
color and sets up the appropriate sequences
to add that dimension.
Design and operations of the Burbank
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GE's entry, measuring 34x1 8x1 4^ -in.,
is shorter, narrower and lower than other
models. It is also lighter by some 75 lbs.,
weighing only 215 lbs., with its viewfinder
but exclusive of lenses. The price of $39,500
NBC PRESIDENT Robert Sarnoff points to
the RCA color video tape rack at Tape
Central in Burbank. This is the only RCA
machine now in use there; the others in the
system are Ampex black-and-white machines
color-converted by RCA.
Tape Central were directed by Chester
Rackey, director of facilities engineering
for the network. He was assisted by G. M.
Hastings, engineering supervisor; Henry
Bartolf, project engineer; Charles Porter,
installation supervisor, and Larry Weiland,
who
prepared the machines for color recording.
GE

Color

Camera

Is

Smaller
and Lighter
General Electric Co. last week entered
the color tv race, in the studio equipment
division. A new compact color camera, designed and built by GE engineers, was
displayed in the company's exhibit space
at the NAB convention, described in a
technical paper at an engineering conference session and demonstrated to reporters
and advertising agency personnel.
But there was no display, description or

compares with $49,535 for RCA's live color
camera chain (Model TK-41) and makes
GE the second manufacturer to enter the
color tv camera field. (RCA also has a
similar unit [TK-45] designed primarily for
medical uses but adaptable for broadcasting
at $40,688).
Prior to the opening of the convention,
GE sold a color camera to KLOR-TV, cpholder for ch. 11, Provo, Utah, together
with a film scanner, a helical antenna and
other equipment for a total bill of about
$165,000.
The smaller dimensions and lighter weight
of the GE camera stem from the liberal use
of transistors and printed wiring, together
with specially designed optical equipment,
J. E. Wiggin, GE consulting engineer, said
in describing the three image orthicon color
equipment to the engineering conference.
Another new feature is a single camera
cable packing six coaxial cables and 44 individual wires into a neoprene casing only
1 1/16-in. in diameter. The image orthicon
tubes and yokes and the optical system are
mounted on a rotating "lazy susan" bed for
ease of maintenance.
Broadcasting

58 counties which include five rich
metropolitan markets when you buy
WCIA, Channel 3 — the only single
medium covering Central Illinois and
Western Indiana.

WCIA, Channel 3 puts more than
1,912,300 (NCS#2) prospective
customers in the palm of your hand.
It places an effective buying income
of $3,202,074,000

at your fingertips!

You can reach more people in this
rich area through WCIA — covering
the entire area between three
"must buys", Chicago, St. Louis,
and Indianapolis.
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FM

FUTURE
•

FMDA

•

New

burgeons

BRIGHTEST
into all-fm

has NAB

DECADE
blessing

sources of income, tech niques, stations push medium

The future of fm broadcasting looks
more encouraging than it has for a decade,
judging by a full week of action and discussion at the NAB Los Angeles convention. Fm-ers started probing their past and
present at pre-convention meetings and
planned new strategy. Main encouragement
came from these potentials:
• New sources of income, such as multiplexing (MX).
• New
audience
stereo and hi-fi.

appeal, particularly

• A budding nationwide promotional
project that promises to make a strong imprint on the advertising market.
• Important technological developments
ranging from control room to living room.
• New stations taking the air.
• Signs of growing interest in the constantly growing fm audience.
A modest promotional organization inherited from the 1957 convention — Fm
Development Assn. — blossomed into an
all-fm project. It had originally promoted
multiplexing (MX) and storecasting, plus
some worrying about the music copyright
problem.
After three days of organizational and
technical meetings that started April 25,
FMDA emerged with a set of bylaws, a
dues structure and determination to sell fm
systematically for the benefit of the entire
medium. The project has the blessing of
NAB, according to Jack Kiefer, KMLA
(FM) Los Angeles, who was re-elected president of the reorganized association.
The other organized fm function at Los
Angeles was held Monday morning as part
of the NAB agenda. John F. Meagher,
NAB fm vice president, was opening
speaker at a program based on case histories of fm stations and how-to-do techniques.
A potential revenue source for fm that
was discussed outside the meeting rooms
is the use of fm multiplexing signals for
slow-scan television service. At least one
equipment company is interested in developing transmitting and receiving gear for this
type of service.
Slow-scanning service could be multiplexed on special equipment that would
transmit pictures every few seconds, according to some technical delegates. Fm
stations thus could expand their revenue
potential by providing such services as baseball scores, stock-market quotations and
other types of communication. The principal source of multiplexing revenue is background music but many types of communication functions are envisioned as the
art develops.
Mr. Meagher depicted fm's growth by
showing an increase in the number of operating stations from 526 to 540 in a year,
plus another 72 stations soon to take the
air. This will bring the fm medium to well
over 600 stations. Bright spots around the
Page 98
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country for fm are New York, Chicago,
Philadelphia, Boston and Washington.
Nearly all available fm channels are now
occupied.
Progress is slow, however, in the availability of fm auto sets, according to Ben
Strouse, WWDC-FM Washington. Foreign
manufacturers are capturing a growing share
of the home-receiver market and are turning out auto fm sets, he said. He added that
Lincoln is the only U. S. car supplying fm
sets as optional equipment.
Mutual network is using fm to cut down
the cost of its line facilities, according to
Charles King, MBS vice president. He said
this will permit MBS to increase the size
and the quality of the network. Multiplex
facilities can cut a line charge from $6,000$8,000 to $150-$200 per month, he explained.
A major broadcaster long active in fm,
WCAU-AM-FM Philadelphia, has decided
to stop separate programming. Joseph T.
Connolly, vice president, said Aug. 1 will
be "am day" for WCAU-FM. That day
the station returns to duplicate programming. He said a survey showed that 75%
of fm listeners want good music and 43%
want duplication, with the latter group
being the most articulate. Muzak is programmed currently on the main and subcarrier.
KDKA Pittsburgh, Westinghouse Broadcasting Corp. pioneer station, finds separate
fm programming successful, according to
Guy S. Harris, program manager of the
am-fm-tv facilities. The Pittsburgh fm audience comprises around 200,000 homes, he
said. A program guide is mailed to 5,000
selected people plus 3,000 paid subscribers.
One-hour stereo service is carried Saturday
nights and may be expanded. Mr. Harris
sees a long-range potential for the service.
WSLS-AM-FM Roanoke, Va., bases its
fm programming on good music, according
to Horace Fitzpatrick, manager. He said
the fm station has 20 clients and a goal of
70 has been set, with no two in any sponsor
classification. Soft-sell copy is featured, and

there is a 55-minute period of uninterrupted
music every hour. The sponsor gets two
30-seconds and one minute spot in an hour.
Theodore Jones, president of WCRBAM-FM Waltham, Mass., said stereo is a
natural for am-fm operations, bringing free
publicity, listeners and goodwill. Harold
Tanner, president of WLDW (FM) Oak
Park, Mich., said his station gets half its
income from sponsors and half from background music. Mr. Kiefer explained how
KMLA uses stereo and combines middle-ofcopy. with news and soft-sell comthe-road mercial
music
The agency viewpoint was given by John
M. Ross, of Ross-Reisman Co., Los Angeles,
who called on fm salesmen to do a better
job of selling time to agencies. "Fm should
cost more," he said. "Then, we agencies
could make a little more money."
These views were designed to show
broadcasters what is going on around the
nation as fm continues its uphill fight for
recognition as a major medium. The new
FMDA, however, is taking a strictly promotional approach to fm's future and it
plans a nationwide membership campaign.
Dues have been set at $37.50 a quarter,
with $100 initiation fee.
Officers, besides President Kiefer, are
Larry Gordon, WBNY-FM Buffalo, vice
president; Mr. Tanner, treasurer (reelected); Harry Gale, Tempo (WWDC-FM
Washington functional music affiliate), secretary. Board members, besides the officers,
include William B. Caskey, WPEN-FM
Philadelphia; Henry W. Slavick, WMC-FM
Memphis; John Poole, KPLA (FM) Los
Angeles; Harry Maizlish, KRHM (FM) Los
Angeles, and Stephen Cisler, KEAR (FM)
San Francisco.
Ross Beville, WWDC-FM Washington,
was named chairman of the FMDA engineering committee. A sales committee is to
be formed and a publication featuring fm
developments and success stories will be issued bi-monthly.
The engineering side of fm received considerable emphasis during convention week.
Engineering papers and equipment exhibits
covered multiplexing and stereo equipment
and techniques. For the first time, there
was little complaint that MX apparatus isn't
ready for general use.
Several demonstrations of fm multiplex-

BOARD OF DIRECTORS of the Fm Development Assn., named at Los Angeles meeting,
includes (I to r) Larry Gordon, WBNY-FM Buffalo; Harry Gale, Tempo (WWDCFM Washington affiliate); Jack Kiefer, KMLA (FM) Los Angeles, FMDA president,
and Harold I. Tanner, WLDM (FM) Detroit.
Broadcasting

ing and stereo equipment were given, with
Los Angeles stations participating. Stereo
effects are achieved by using an am and fm
station, with separate am and fm receivers;
by two separate fm stations; by fm and an
fm subcarrier, and by a compatible system
of fm utilizing the subcarrier.
Gardiner G. Greene, president of Browning Labs., said interest in stereo is sweeping
the country. He described it as "super hi-fi."
His company manufactures MX receivers
and has introduced an MX relay receiver
for networking by fm. His receivers have
been used in conjunction with transmitting
equipment made by General Electronics
Labs for demonstrations of stereo broadcast

am reception is difficult. Becker, a German
Amerifirm, makes fm auto sets and such are
said
can firms as Motorola and Philco
to be considering production next season.
Brown, Crosby, Erco, RCA, Gates, General
Electronics and Industrial Transmitters &
Antennas were among the firms showing
fm equipment. Gates announced that all its
fm transmitters are designed for the addition of multiplex.

IN

Buy

WAKR

THE second annual achievement award of
the Fm Development Assn. was presented at
Los Angeles to William B. Caskey (r) and
WPEN-FM Philadelphia by Jack Kiefer,
KMLA (FM) Los Angeles, FMDA president.
cast to final reception. He and Mr. Crosby
voiced confidence in the potential of multiplexing.
Mr. Tomberlin said non-linearity is the
No. 1 enemy of MX and must be kept to
a minimum. His station developed a special
receiver "that is finally making multiplexing work," he said.
New fm equipment included the Bendix
fm auto tuner, which is available in Lincolns. Some tests have shown the tuner is
effective in viaducts and other places where

. . . . . Sell

the

REPORT

lit

Spot and regional radio were used by at
least 1,000 national and regional advertisers
during the first quarter of 1958, an NAB
radio session was told Wednesday afternoon
at the NAB Los Angeles convention.
A report by Radio Advertising Bureau
showed that over 75% of the top 100 advertisers used radio during the period. Of
the 1,000 using radio, 760 used spot only;
133 used network only, and 97 used both
spot and network.
The top five national spot advertisers
were listed by RAB as American Tobacco
Co., Ford Motor Co., General Foods, Lever
Brothers and R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

The five top network advertisers were Bristol-Myers, Colgate-Palmolive, Ford, Grove
Brothers.
Lever
and
Labs
RAB unveiled a new basic radio presen-
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by a station's main fm signal and subcarrier.
Murray G. Crosby, of Crosby Labs., described asystem that transmits "an additive
combination of the microphones on the
main channel of the fm transmitter and a
subtractive combination on the sub-carrier
channel, the main channel transmitting a
balanced program without the deterioration which would be brought about if the
output of only one microphone is transmitted on the main channel." The combinations are separated at the receiver so the
microphones feed the individual loudspeakers directly.
William Tomberlin, KMLA-FM Los Angeles, told the engineering conference perfect operation of fm multiplexing depends
on perfect performance in seven integrated,
interdependent links from original broad-
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NAB CONVENTION continued
tation at the meeting. It was described by
Kevin B. Sweeney, RAB president, and
John F. Hardesty, vice president-general
manager. Kenyon Brown, K.GLC Miami,
Okla., introduced the RAB team.

WMBD

The RAB presentation argued that by
1960 the "market of the near future" will be
so changed that "sound advertising" will be
the only medium in which the mediumsized national and regional advertiser "can
be dominant in his entire market throughin

PEORIA

68

of

MEASURED

in

the

72

QUARTER

HOURS

WMBD's continuing
leadership in the rich PEORIA
market

for 31 years is

According to RAB, 17% more advertising will be needed by 1960 just to stay even
as marketing costs soar 23%. Further diffusion of advertising, with the number of
impressions received daily by urban women
going to over 260 from its present 210 daily
level, was forecast.
A research panel moderated by E. K.
Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City, chairman of the NAB radio research committee,
included George Blechta, A. C. Nielsen

graphically shown in the
latest PULSE REPORT shown
below

out the complete marketing period." A medium-sized advertiser was described as one
with a budget of $100,000 to $1 million
for national advertising.

(Nov. 1957).

TV
WMBD
DOMINATES
LARGEST

IN

ILLINOIS*
DAYTIME— NIGHTTIME
Station

6 am to
12 noon

12 6noon
to
pm

6 12pmpmto

WMBD

35

33

37

a

12

26
27

b

19

15
172lt5t

c

21

d

6

misc.

7

10
9

t Daytime stations . . . sign off time 4:45 P.M.
* (excepting Chicago)
WMBD

MARKET

Population
Households
Retail Sales
Food Sales
Drug Sales
Effective Buying Income
Income per Household

BEAR

DATA
531,900
165,000
$725,261,750
$142,488,750
$ 17J526,250
$991,150,000
$
6,007

EXCLUSIVE
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

many geared their prices to advertiser demand. They should adopt more accurate
accounting methods needed for determining
"cost per unit" in station operation.
Charles H. Tower, NAB employer-employee relations manager, passed along
these recommendations to association delegates during a Television Management Conference session of the NAB convention
Wednesday morning.
"In most businesses, cost is the critical
factor for determining price," he pointed
out. "This has not been so for many television stations in the past," nor have broadcasters been disposed to adopt "more elaborate accounting techniques," he added.
Analysis, rather than control, may prove
the more satisfactory way of determining
cost per unit, he suggested.
Tv station costs, far from being static,
are "more dynamic than some people have
realized," Mr. Tower suggested. For example, he continued, an operator may pay
additional dollars to a general manager and
for audience promotion until the law of diminishing returns governs — "when an additional dollar spent will bring in only one
additional dollar of revenue."
Mr. Tower noted a radio station in a
large metropolitan market can be operated
for $75,000 or $750,000 a year" attesting
the dynamics of cost, with the range more
substantial than in tv.

WMBD
Radio
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Mr. Hynes said many radio stations lose
their identity because of the prevalent newsmusic format. Dr. Roslow described advantages of the personal interview technique and lauded NAB's "radio audience
measurement" report summarizing the research techniques.
Mr. Blechta described meter techniques
and said Nielsen plans to expand its out-ofhome listening beyond auto tune-in. Mr.
Stisser said ratings provide a comparable
guide to size and distribution of the radio
viewing.
audience. He was critical of recall interWorth Kramer, WJR Detroit, chairman
of the NAB Standards of Good Practice
Committee, said over 400 stations have
pledged adherence to the NAB radio standards and have started to use promotion
material designed to acquaint the public
with the standards. He said the public is
listening. more discriminating in its radio
becoming

WATCHING—

Tv broadcasters must watch their p's and
q's on operating costs more keenly in the
future than they have in the past when

THIS

MARKET

COSTS

Co.; Edward G. Hynes Jr., Trendex Inc.;
Dr. Sidney Roslow, The Pulse Inc., and
Frank Stisser, C. E. Hooper Inc.

By way of illustration, Mr. Tower reported facts, figures and analysis of the
typically midwestern industrial Cincinnati
market area. In 1957 it claimed one million
people (17th in U. S. population) in the
standard metropolitan area and $1.35 billion in retail sales (ranking 19th). It corn-

TOWER

prises three tv properties (all multiplyowned, pre-freeze stations on the air over
eight years), eight radio outlets and three
daily newspapers. On set ownership: 301,000 tv homes, with 400,000 falling in Grade
A areas (for estimated 632,000 tv homes).
Average Cincinnati tv station revenue last
year, Mr. Tower reported, was $2,536,000,
compared with the pre-freeze U.S. station
average of $2,744,000 in 1956. And from
1950 to 1957 that city's station average
revenue rose 401.6% with an average annual increase of 57.4%.
Other findings:
Radio volume from 1950 to 1956 dropped
37.3% (while increasing in most markets),
while newspaper linage jumped 13.8%.
Relation of total revenue to total retail
sales in Cincinnati was 0.56% in 1956 (as
against the FCC average of 0.47% for 55
markets).
Time
or 23%;
47.2%,
for total
regional

sales pattern: network, $587,000,
national and regional, $1,160,000,
and local, $720,000, or 28.9% —
sales of $2,457,000. (National and
business has increased steadily since

Average per station operating cost in
1957 hit $1,715,000 (the pre-freeze station
national average reached $1,799,000 for
■
1950.) Operating
1956).
costs rose 147.4% over
the eight-year period (from 1950) but only
21.1% the past five years.
Wages and salaries accounted for the
largest cost item in 1957 — 51.1% — reflecting a fairly constant level since 1950. Film
cost proved variable and "notoriously unreliable," rising 358.2% and reflecting
boosts in price and quantity.
Average per station fulltime employment
went up $4,608 in 1950 to $7,002 in 1957
(average cost per hour on the air increased
87.2%. Average per station profit in 1957
Broadcasting

Mitchell
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35mm
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16mm

camera
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REMOTE CONTROL UNIT

No other camera today films with trouble-free professional perfection such a wide range of requirements. AMitchell, equipped with specially designed
professional Mitchell accessories, has virtually
unlimited ability and versatility of use.

FOLLOW FOCUS ATTACHMENT

table for J 6 mm and 35 mm Mitchell Cameras
Among many accessories aval

MATTE BOX AND SUNSHADE

2 SPEED GEAR HEAD

Many other Mitchell accessories also available. . .

FRICTION TILTHEAD AND TRIPOD

Write today on your letterhead
for information on Mitchell 16mm
or 35mm cameras and
accessories.

CORPORATION
666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4. CALIFORNIA
Cable Address: "MITCAN

: 85% of Professional Motion Pictures

Cameras
Shown Throughout The World Are Filmed with Mitchell
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^SELLING

POWERS
IN
AMERICA'S

4th

FASTEST-GROWING

hit $821,000 (revenue of $2,536,000 against
cost of $1,715,000) — a profit margin of
32.4%. Eight-year profit picture: While
there were substantial losses prior to 1950,
tv station revenue the past eight years rose
400%, while price of service about doubled.
Projecting operations to the future, any
higher revenue will have to come from the
increase in price or quantity sold; increase
in value might materialize in audience or
in effectiveness of service with same size
audience, or more tv homes, or more view-

ing in existing homes. Population increases
would mean increases in homes, with current estimates (1950-60) tabbed at about
44% — or 4% a year. Tv viewing by tv
families has reached a plateau, much as increased tv set saturation is a slow process.
Color may be a stimulant, as might more
efficient use of television as a sales medium.
By 1970 retail sales in Cincinnati ought to
reach $2 billion and total tv revenue about
$11,200,000, on the basis of applying the
present ratio of tv revenue to retail sales.

MARKET!
100,000

WATTS— 1,000

FT. TOWER
TV

IS

BEST

•

TvB shows

•

Radio

FOR

EMOTIONAL

television highest for impact

second

to newspapers

A new study in media research, designed
to discover why the consumer uses a particular medium, was presented to the NAB convention by the Television Bureau of Advertising. Itwas titled "E-Motion" — a play on
the words emotion, in which tv ranks highest,
and motion, obviously associated with the
visual medium. Norman (Pete) Cash, president of TvB, introduced the film presentation last Thursday.

$1.8

MARKET

"COVERS
FLORIDA
OTHER

MORE
OF
ANY
THAN
TELEVISION

The TvB study, conducted by Motivational Analysis Inc., found two general categories associated with all media:
(1) Information, both general and specific.
(2) Emotional involvement, which encompasses vicarious experience, curiosity,
humor, esthetic pleasure, self-rating appeal
(watching quiz shows, etc.), human contact
and friendship.
Here's how TvB found the four major
media ranked.
Television:
No. 1 medium for emotional involvement,
rating in all of the seven categories mentioned in (2) above. Further, it was the
medium people termed "most wanted"
(meaning that they would pick it if restricted

STATION"

to one medium), "most uplifting" (best to get
the viewer "out of the dumps"), "most stimulating," "most exciting" and "most abNewspapers:
sorbing."
First in general information, and rate
in three of the emotional involvement categories— curiosity, humor and self-rating
appeal (puzzles).
Magazines:
First in specific information, and rate in
four of the emotional involvement categories
— vicarious experience, curiosity, humor
and esthetic pleasure.
Radio:

General Offices:
DAYTONA

BEACH,

FLORIDA

Represented
AVERY-KNODEL,

by:
INC.

Second to newspapers in general information, and rates in three of the emotional involvement categories — esthetic pleasure,
human contact and friendship.
The TvB study also asked people how
they use the various media. With newspapers, reading was found to be a ritual,
occurring at set times and places and done
in the same manner (turning either to front
page, comics or the sports section, etc.).
Magazines, on the other hand, are read
more casually, the reader "browsing"
through the issues when they're handy,
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for general

SHOCK

on emotions
information

reading whatever catches his eye without
a definite pattern.
Radio is the background medium, the
study found.
As for television, TvB found the viewer
anticipates his time using it, and sets aside
relatively long periods for it. This was interpreted to mean he is particularly receptive
to what comes before him on the tv screen.
In an average day, people spend more time
with tv than with all three of the other
media combined.
Third step in the motivational investigation was to ask why people used each medium's advertising. The results:
Newspapers: Price and location.
Magazines: Product appeal, looking for
something they need, appeal of the illustrations.
Radio: Price, product appeal, believability
of the radio voice.
Television: product appeal, convincing,
advertising appeal, new desire.
As to brand name recognition, TvB reported that in all cases of purchase where
there was spontaneous mention of brand
name, three out of five were products
bought as a result of tv advertising.
The TvB study also sought to determine
the company images created by advertising.
Newspaper advertisers were thought to be
smaller, local companies, not as modern, as
reliable or as friendly as tv advertisers.
Magazine accounts were thought large,
reliable, doing a lot of scientific research,
but not as modern or as friendly as the tv
advertiser'. Radio advertisers were considered the most friendly but the least modern,
smaller, local companies, not as well established. The tv advertiser was viewed as
large, reliable, modern, friendly and as doing
a lot of scientific research.
The study was directed by Dr. Leon
Arons, TvB research director.
Starlin, Dougherty Head APBE
Glenn Starlin, U. of Oregon, was elected
president of the Assn. of Professional Broadcasting Education at that organization's
meeting at the Los Angeles NAB convention. W. Earl Dougherty, general manager,
KXEO
dent.

Mexico, Mo., was named vice presiBroadcasting
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Until recently, nobody knew how to make thin Stainless Steel sheets as
wide as the one you see here. But aircraft manufacturers needed a sheet
like this, so United States Steel found a way to do the job. A standardsize sheet of Stainless Steel is inserted between two heavy carbon steel
plates and the plates are welded shut around the edges. This steel sandwich is then heated and rolled, widening the Stainless sheet inside. A
Stainless sheet as wide as 120 inches can be produced to exceedingly close
tolerances with this ingenious method . . . one more way that United
States Steel's versatile facilities develop better steels for better products.

(usS)
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• FCC also comments on 'program balance,' community tv
doubted it would be possible to maintain
The FCC panel session at the NAB convention last week took a new twist: The
"exclusiveness" for service bands.
answers were loaded.
To this Comr. Craven offered general
agreement,
especially citing sharing on a
The specific answers speculated — once
geographical basis. He felt new air-navigaagain — about a turn of events that would
tion aids might require priority and that in
shoot a chill through telecasters. They forethe distant future this could affect broadsaw a "long-range" possibility that telecasting. In the long run, he added, a tv alvision's spectrum assignments may be relocation superior to the present one may
organized.
be found — but he noted that it also would
It was not the first time such a possibility
had been suggested. As long ago as the early
be necessary to find a means of "getting
there"
economically for both broadcasters
1950's the late Wayne Coy, then FCC
and public.
chairman, raised the question in public
hearings. His suggestion was that all television might be moved into uhf.

To the question of FCC members' attitudes toward deintermixture, Chairman

In last week's session the chance of
change was suggested by Comrs. T. A. M.
Craven and Frederick W. Ford in replies
to questions which, at least on the surface,
did not appear to anticipate such far-reaching answers.
The two commissioners speculated that in
the long run it may be found advisable to
put television into some other area of vhf,
move it into uhf exclusively or into vhf
exclusively, keep the vhf band unchanged
but curtail the number of uhf channels, or
move tv into some new spectrum area.
They agreed that any such moves would
have to be worked out over a period long
enough to give economic protection both
to existing telecasters and to existing set
owners.

John C. Doerfer quipped: "Highly individualistic." He said that in his opinion court
decisions would resolve the issue, if the

This was one phase of the annual giveand-take session in which FCC members
take on NAB conventioners' questions about
virtually any issue not involved in pending
FCC proceedings.
Another highlight dealt with commission-

courts prescribe a solution and do so "in
language that can't be evaded," he added,
then FCC will do its best to put the prescription into effect. He added that all commissioners hope the answers will be firm
enough to give broadcasters a solid base
for planning.
Comr. Ford thought deintermixture was
inevitably tied to the vhf-uhf question and
that on the latter FCC has no policy. Actually, he said, the mortality rate among
uhf stations (49% of all uhf stations that
have gone on the air) is so high that, unless
a solution is found, uhf is apt "to go out the
In any case, he
window."
time to "look for
said, all television
or perhaps some
needed.

continued, now

is the

answers." Perhaps, he
might be put into vhf;
uhf channels are not

Comr. Ford said this is a question for

ers' views on "balanced programming" and
efforts to revise application forms to make
program requirements less rigid.
The Commission also disclosed that it
plans to undertake a study of community
antenna systems' competition with tv broadcast licensees (see page 90).
Other features covered such questions as
extension of license terms, FTC monitoring,
proposed changes in the Communications
Act, effects of failure to ratify the North
American Regional Broadcasting, Agreement and the possibility of stepping' up the
processing of am applications.
The chance that the television band might
someday be allocated came up twice;
once in answer to a question about the
effects that service demands for frequencies
may have upon broadcast allocations, and
again in response to a query about deintermixture.

Comr. Robert T. Bartley, on the service
demands question, noted that every new
development brings new demands and suggested that it may soon become necessary
to set up share-time arrangements between
different services, such as now exists between forest and petroleum services. He
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to decide. He felt it would be a

hard one "to legislate." In case of change
he foresaw "a period of years" needed to
make the changeover.
Comr. Craven said he recognized the
need to solve the problem. As a long-range
development — earlier he had defined "long
range" as 10 to 15 years — he thought television might be located in a different part of
vhf, or in uhf entirely, or in some other
part of the spectrum. He stressed, referring
to the work of the Television Allocations

Study Organization and others, that "we're
our thumbs."
twiddling
notNAB
President
Harold E. Fellows, presiding interposed that the TASO report
"definitely" will be completed this year.
Comr. Bartley interposed that his support
of selective deintermixture appeared to have
been justified by the success it had where
tried.
On the the question of "balanced programming," Comr. Craven won a round of applause with his view that the present program sections in application forms, with
their demand for percentage breakdowns
on various types of programming, involve a
form of censorship.
He suggested that, since program needs
vary from market to market, the solution
might be to let each applicant describe the
needs of his own community and then say
what he planned to do to serve them.
Comr. Ford advanced a similar solution,

noting that "balanced programming" for a
20-station area is different from that for a
one-station market. He thought it was "valid
criticism" to say FCC had set up a program
pattern into which all stations must fit.
Other key questions and commissioners'
reactions:
Extension of license periods from three
years to five — Chairman Doerfer noted that
FCC members had different views. His own
was that an indefinite license would be satisfactory, assuming a satisfactory method of
"reviewing your stewardship" could be developed.

Amendments

TAKING HOME the trophies from
Broadcasting's 27 th annual golf
tournament were Joseph Higgins (I)
of WTHI-TV Terre Haute, Ind., the
low gross winner, and Charles Brakefield, WREC-TV Memphis, low net
winner. (See story, page 114.)

to Communications Act —
Mr. Doerfer said the "protest law," Sec. 309
(c), should be repealed to speed up FCC's
processes. He also argued that the "separation of functions" requirements "go too far"
by denying FCC access to staff "expertise"
in many cases. He agreed staff members involved in certain types of cases should not
discuss such cases with FCC members ex
parte, but held this should not apply to entire departments.
Aviation vs. Broadcasting — Comr. Robert
E. Lee said the problem will become more
acute within a few months, when commercial jet airliners commence operations. Their
speeds are such that additional navigational
and safety aids will be essential because visual sightings will be virtually worthless, he
explained. But he said broadcasters and aviation interests have been cooperating, and
was confident that satisfactory solutions to
their common problems will be developed —
though any procedure for coordination, he
said, certainly will draw some criticisms
from one side or the other.
FTC Monitoring — Comr. Hyde said FCC
had relayed to broadcasters 143 complaints
stemming from FTC monitoring of commerBroadcasting
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hard one "to legislate." In case of change
he foresaw "a period of years" needed to
make the changeover.
Comr. Craven said he recognized the
need to solve the problem. As a long-range

QUIZ

reorgan ization raised again

on 'progra m balance,' community tv
doubted it would be possible to maintain
The FCC panel session at the NAB convention last week took a new twist: The
"exclusiveness" for service bands.
answers were loaded.
To this Comr. Craven offered general
agreement, especially citing sharing on a
The specific answers speculated — once
geographical basis. He felt new air-navigaagain — about a turn of events that would
tion aids might require priority and that in
shoot a chill through telecasters. They forethe distant future this could affect broadsaw a "long-range" possibility that telecasting. In the long run, he added, a tv alvision's spectrum assignments may be relocation superior to the present one may
organized.
be found — but he noted that it also would
It was not the first time such a possibility
had been suggested. As long ago as the early
be necessary to find a means of "getting
there" economically for both broadcasters
I950's the late Wayne Coy, then FCC
and public.
chairman, raised the question in public
hearings. His suggestion was that all teleTo the question of FCC members' attitudes toward deintermixture, Chairman
vision might be moved into uhf.
•

FCC

also comments

In last week's session the chance of
change was suggested by Comrs. T. A. M.
Craven and Frederick W. Ford in replies
to questions which, at least on the surface,
did not appear to anticipate such far-reaching answers.
The two commissioners speculated that in
the long run it may be found advisable to
put television into some other area of vhf,
move it into uhf exclusively or into vhf
exclusively, keep the vhf band unchanged
but curtail the number of uhf channels, or
move tv into some new spectrum area.
They agreed that any such moves would
have to be worked out over a period long
enough to give economic protection both
to existing telecasters and to existing set
owners.
This was one phase of the annual giveand-take session in which FCC members
take on NAB conventioners' questions about
virtually any issue not involved in pending
FCC proceedings.
Another highlight dealt with commission-

John C. Doerfer quipped: "Highly individualistic." He said that in his opinion court
decisions would resolve the issue, if the
courts prescribe a solution and do so "in
language that can't be evaded," he added,
then FCC will do its best to put the prescription into effect. He added that all commissioners hope the answers will be firm
enough to give broadcasters a solid base
for planning.
Comr. Ford thought deintermixture was
inevitably tied to the vhf-uhf question and
that on the latter FCC has no policy. Actually, he said, the mortality rate among
uhf stations (49% of all uhf stations that
have gone on the air) is so high that, unless
a solution is found, uhf is apt "to go out the
In any case, he
window."
time to "look for
said, all television
or perhaps some
needed.

continued, now

is the

answers." Perhaps, he
might be put into vhf;
uhf channels are not

Comr. Ford said this is a question for

ers' views on "balanced programming" and
efforts to revise application forms to
make
program requirements less rigid.
The Commission also disclosed that it
plans to undertake a study of community
antenna systems' competition with tv broadcast licensees (see page 90).
Other features covered such questions as
extension of license terms, FTC monitoring,
proposed changes in the Communications
Act, effects of failure to ratify the North
American Regional Broadcasting Agreement and the possibility of stepping up the
processing of am applications.
The chance that the television band might
someday be allocated came up twice;
once in answer to a question about the
effects that service demands for frequencies
may have upon broadcast allocations, and
again in response to a query about deintermixture.

Comr. Robert T. Bartley, on the service
demands question, noted that every new
development brings new demands and suggested that it may soon become necessary
to set up share-time arrangements between
different services, such as now exists between forest and petroleum services. He
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to decide. He felt it would be a

development — earlier he had defined "long
range" as 10 to 15 years — he thought television might be located in a different part of
vhf, or in uhf entirely, or in some other
part of the spectrum. He stressed, referring
to the work of the Television Allocations
Study Organization and others, that "we're
not twiddling our thumbs."
NAB President Harold E. Fellows, presiding interposed that the TASO report
"definitely" will be completed this year.
Comr. Bartley interposed that his support
of selective deintermixture appeared to have
been justified by the success it had where
tried.
On the the question of "balanced programming," Comr. Craven won a round of applause with his view that the present program sections in application forms, with
their demand for percentage breakdowns
on various types of programming, involve a
form of censorship.
He suggested that, since program needs
vary from market to market, the solution
might be to let each applicant describe the
needs of his own community and then say
what he planned to do to serve them.
Comr. Ford advanced a similar solution,

noting that "balanced programming" for
20-station area is different from that for aa
one-station market. He thought it was "valid
criticism" to say FCC had set up a program
pattern into which all stations must fit.
Other key questions and commissioners'
reactions:
Extension of license periods from three
years to five — Chairman Doerfer noted that
FCC members had different views. His own
was that an indefinite license would be satisfactory, assuming a satisfactory method of
"reviewin
veloped. g your stewardship" could be de-

Amendments

TAKING HOME the trophies from
Broadcasting's 27th annual golf
tournament were Joseph Higgins (I)
of WTHI-TV Terre Haute, Ind., the
low gross winner, and Charles Brakefield, WREC-TV Memphis, low net
winner. (See story, page 114.)

to Communications

Act —

Mr. Doerfer said the "protest law," Sec. 309
(c), should be repealed to speed up FCC's
processes. He also argued that the "separation of functions" requirements "go too far"
by denying FCC access to staff "expertise"
in many cases. He agreed staff members involved in certain types of cases should not
discuss such cases with FCC members ex
parte, but held this should not apply to entire departments.
Aviation vs. Broadcasting — Comr. Robert
E. Lee said the problem will become more
acute within a few months, when commercial jet airliners commence operations. Their
speeds are such that additional navigational
and safety aids will be essential because visual sightings will be virtually worthless, he
explained. But he said broadcasters and aviation interests have been cooperating, and
was confident that satisfactory solutions to
their common problems will be developed —
though any procedure for coordination, he
said, certainly will draw some criticisms
from one side or the other.
FTC Monitoring — Comr. Hyde said FCC
had relayed to broadcasters 143 complaints
stemming from FTC monitoring of comraerBroadcasting
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NAB CONVENTION continued
cials. He called it a tribute to broadcasters'
sense of responsibility that FCC wasn't
forced to take formal action in any case.
Speedup in processing am applications —
Chairman Doerfer explained that FCC is
now trying to get additional budget from
Congress. If it succeeds, he said, FCC will
add men to the processing job, which he
described as now running eight or nine
months behind the schedule set up.

NBC-SRA

That Floyd's a helluva bellringer too! His good times campaign has caught on like wildfire. Viewers are flooding
Joe's KEL-O-LAND switchboards and mailrooms with
"business is good" reports;
and each item is beamed back
to the KELO group's fourstate audience.* The Bellringer
campaign confirms two statistical facts — today's most lucrative market is KEL-O-LAND ;
and KELO-TV with its booster
stations gets you there fast !

* A million-plus people
in South Dakota, Iowa,
Minnesota, Nebraska.
CBS

•

ABC

•

NBC

KEL-O-LAND
KELO
TV SIOUX FALLS 11
KDLO
KPLO

ABERDEEN
HURON
WATERTOWN
PIERRE
WINNER
TV CHAMBERLAIN

TV

3
6

General Offices: Sioux Falls, S. D.
JOE FLOYD, President
Evans Nord, Gen. Mgr.
Larry Bentson, V. P.
REPRESENTED by H-R
In Minneapolis:
Bulmer & Johnson, Inc.
... and KEL-O-LAND'S
new, big radio voice is
KELO
- RADIO
1,032-Ft. Tower
13,600-Watt Power Eqv.
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Session

DEBATE
Culligan
on 'Radio

Senate failure to ratify NARBA — TJ. S.
stations whose facilities are subject to interference from stations in other North American countries are "without legal protection"
against such interference, Comr. Hyde noted.
He said Mexico and Canada, for two, are
trying to regulate their radio systems within
provisions of former agreements but that
Cuba is doing less in this respect.

FLARES

spar on Radio
Inventory,

NBC Radio and the Station Representatives Assn. met head on — again — last Tuesday at a Radio Management Conference of
the NAB convention. The antagonists:
Matthew (Joe) Culligan, vice president in
charge of NBC Radio, and Frank Headley,
president of SRA and of H-R Reps.
The forum wasn't billed that way.
Messrs. Culligan and Headley were before
the conference to discuss "This Business of
Radio — Inventory, 1958," as was F. C.
Sowell of WLAC Nashville. The inventory
soon become competitive.
Mr. Headley flung down the gauntlet by
pointing out the decline in network revenue
in recent years and the coincident decrease
in compensation to affiliated stations. He
contrasted this dropoff with the increase in
station revenue from both national spot and
local sources — and cited the importance of
the representative in getting this business.
In taking stock of the representative
business, Mr. Headley said there are 55
national firms today. He specifically excluded from that count the NBC and CBS
spot sales operations. The 55 employ over
2,000 people in more than 300 offices, he
said, noting that 800 of the 2,000 are salesmen.

It was the representative, along with the
local salesman, who "transfused life back
into radio broadcasting when the networks
faltered," Mr. Headley declared. To prove
his point, he offered the following figures:
In 1950, radio networks accounted for
$131,500,000 (29%) of total radio sales,
while national spot accounted for $118800,000 (26.2%). In 1956, radio network
sales were $48,400,000 (9.8%), and national spot was $145,500,000 (29.6%). Mr.
Headley also reported that SRA, based on
audits by Price, Waterhouse & Co., is estimating that 1957 national spot revenue increased 26.5% over 1956, for a total of
$184,057,500.
After making these points, Mr. Headley
went on to say that spot has replaced networks as the advertiser's first choice.
Radio networks, Mr. Headley said, are
at a crossroads. He conceded they have a
"great heritage," and "perhaps"
profitable
future. If they are to survive a they
must
take their cue from the station operator and
"program to the people," he said.
National program service is a necessary
and important adjunct of a station's schedule, Mr. Headley observed, adding that the

AT

Management

1958'

sparks

FORUM
panel

combustion

station representatives are hoping that radio
networks can get back on their feet. If they
don't, he suggested there are other ways
to get comparable national service. If
these other methods should be used, he said,
the national representative will be ready to
sell them.
Mr. Headley also said that the station's
return on sales by its representative is approximately 73%, while return from a network sale ranges from "15% to practically
zero." Further, he said, a 20% reduction in
national spot sales in one year would represent red ink to nearly one-third of the nation's larger radio stations.
Mr. Headley also told the conference
that the representative's role has changed
as the business has grown. Whereas 80% of
rep personnel 10 years ago were salesmen,
today only 40% are salesmen. The shift has
come about as the representative assumed
roles formerly carried by the network, including counseling, research and similar
functions, he said.
Mr. Culligan was quick in rebuttal. He
conceded Mr. Headley had done an accurate job of analyzing the network radio
situation — but qualified by saying it was
an analysis of the situation 18 months ago.
It was then that network radio had its recession, not now, Mr. Culligan asserted.
Actually, he said, networks are now in a
mild boom.
Mr. Culligan made no bones about the
troubles the networks have suffered, and
said that NBC Radio alone lost about $9,200,000 between 1953 and 1957.
Network radio has forever lost to television the battle of the living room, the NBC
Radio head stated. It has won the battle of
the rest of the house and the out-of-home
audience, he said, citing the now familiar
growth in radio sets and in listening in
these categories.
It was in the fall of 1956 that network
radio hit bottom, Mr. Culligan declared.
The medium had lost 60% of its nighttime audience and Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. yanked its stations from the NBC
affiliate list in favor of independent operation, leaving large gaps in the network's
coverage and presenting further clearance
problems.
Rather than giving up, however, Mr.
Culligan recounted how the network, under
direction
from
NBC
President Robert
Broadcasting
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NAB CONVENTION continued
Sarnoff, decided to try once again to get
hack on its feet. From that time to this,
he said, have evolved the formulas which
will guide the network in the future, specifically hetween now and 1960. They are five:
(1) Capitalizing on the medium's ability
in news and sports coverage and analysis.
(2) Monitor.
(3) Adult, intelligent programming, even
when its to a minority audience. Bringing
back the old stars, but in new formats, as
with Madeleine Carroll and Don Ameche
in the daytime lineup.
(4) Merchandising ability and new equipment.
Mr. Culligan asked the conference delegates how long it had been since they had
been excited by a new tv set, and then
pointed to the excitement caused by the
new miniature transistor radios. These will
bring luster back to radio, he said.
(5) Memory vision. An extension of the
"imagery transfer" idea Mr. Culligan and
NBC Radio have pushed in the past, it is
based on the idea that each individual has
two tv sets, "one in the living room and one
in his skull." NBC's idea is to capitalize on
the recognition which an advertiser builds
up through "expensive" commercials on tv,
magazines, and the like, by using word
images of those commercials on radio — at
considerably reduced cost.
Mr. Culligan gave three reasons for the
comeback in network radio.
(1) Affiliate support: The clearance problem has been eased to the point that NBC
this fall will raise its pricing level from
75% to 85% of the network's dollar value.
(2) Advertisers and agencies: In network
radio's heyday, 15 advertisers supported the
medium. All left during the time that tv
made its biggest inroads. Today all are back
now, joined by 121 new advertisers who
never before used the medium.
(3) Support by government and industry
statesmen: Exhibit A in this category was
a recorded statement by Sol Taishoff, editorpublisher of Broadcasting, made at Mr.
Culligan's request following a Broadcasting
editorial outlining the need for affiliate support to the radio networks.
Mr. Taishoff called networking a twoway street, with the network's job to program national and international events and
the affiliate's job to broadcast this information. The latter's responsibility is as great
as the former's, he said. Mr. Taishoff
pointed out the frequent references to the
future of radio networks during Washington hearings, and noted the concern lawmakers and others have that radio networking be maintained. No local ingenuity can
fill the void which would be left if the networks failed, Mr. Taishoff declared, concluding that the problem of keeping them
on the air is not to be solved by the networks themselves.
Mr. Culligan concluded his address with
a demonstration of network radio flexibility
and immediacy. Commenting that the delegates had been shut off from the rest of the
world for the past several hours, he volunteered NBC Radio to bring them up to date.
Reports from Tokyo, London and Moscow,
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channeled through NBC's west coast newsroom, did just that. The performance drew
strong applause from the audience.
Earlier in the conference, before the network-rep hassle, Mr. Sowell addressed the
delegates on their responsibilities in maintaining the public service elements of the
medium. He traced the evolution of radio
from its beginning as a novelty to its present conformation, which he described as
taking five shapes:
( 1 ) The conservative station, which programs extensively in the public service and
which bases its news policy on thorough,
accurate writing of the news without exploitation of it.
(2) The music, news and sports station,
which relies primarily on popular music.
(3) The good music station, a primarilymetropolitan development directed to a
selected audience.
(4) The minority stations which program
to ethnic groups peculiar to their coverage
areas.
(5) The copycat stations, whose formats
waver between all or some of the preceding
four.
It is the medium's job today to adjust to
the changing character of its audience in
terms of total coverage and specialization,
at the same time maintaining its public
service responsibilities, he said.
In remarks opening the panel session,
Merrill Lindsay of WSOY-AM-FM Decatur, 111., described radio as now on a plateau
of stability. In his capacity as chairman of
NAB's Radio Board, he announced a 5%
increase in am radio membership. He
pointed out the work the association has
done in pushing through the remote control regulation changes as an example of the
values the association offers to all of its
members.
The Tuesday management session was
presided over by John Meagher, NAB vice
president for radio.

premises this way: The economy is fundamentally sound and dynamic; a substantial
amount of buying power is, through fear
of the future, being held out of the marketplace; ifpublic confidence can be maintained
and buying power can be released, goods
can move, orders can flow, jobs can reopen and "the whole direction of the economy may be turned around and pointed upward," according to the Ad Council's campaign theory.
Stars Would

Return

to Radio

With Right Inducement — Cantor
Eddie Cantor is convinced that many of
the stars of radio in the pre-tv era would
enthusiastically return to radio if appropriate
formats could be developed.
Mr. Cantor, a guest at the Los Angeles
reunion of the U. S. Radio Mission to Europe during World War II, said that he and
other stars would be willing to pitch in on
a revival of network radio which to them
has more warmth and attraction than television.

"I'm very bullish on radio," Mr. Cantor
said. "It will go on forever. I have talked
with many of the stars of early radio and
they are not only willing but anxious to return to the air.
"In our home there are two tv sets, but
we have seven radios. Everybody listens
almost all the time.
"Practically all of the automobiles have
radios these days. Think of the tremendous
job that could be done in advising people
to drive carefully and save lives and in sellof the recession," the ening ourselves
tertainer out
challenged.
Mr. Cantor said he had suggested to
Eddie Fisher, his protege, that he wind up
his NBC network programs with the phrase:
"Bye now; buy now." Once started, the
phrase should sweep the nation, said Mr.
Cantor.

Ebel Praises Free Air Time
Given

Public Interest Drives

Contributions of broadcasters and their
advertisers to public interest campaigns in
the past 18 months have exceeded any such
period in history including wartime, according to Edwin W. Ebel, chairman of
the Advertising Council's radio-tv research
committee.
Speaking at the NAB Wednesday
luncheon, Mr. Ebel, vice president of General Foods Corp., said 1957 circulation
given through network commercial programs increased 50% over 1956. The stop
accidents campaign and forest-fire prevention drive were especially effective, the council chairman said.
He asked broadcasters to support the

EACH YEAR members of a World War II
broadcasters mission to the European Theatre hold a reunion at the NAB convention

council's newest campaign to combat recession psychology, titled "Confidence in a
Growing America." He added that this
campaign "attacks perhaps the most important problem in the council's history —
the problem of maintaining public confidence in the future of our country and

and elect one "VIP-er of the Year." In Los
Angeles last week William S. Hedges (center), NBC vice president, was presented the
"VIP-er" plaque by John Fetzer (I) of the
Fetzer stations and chairman of the NAB
Television Board. Clair R. McCollough (r),
of the Steinman stations, was toastmaster

the soundness of our economy."
He
described
the
campaign's

of
the reunion dinner at Dave
restaurant.
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STRESSES
STATION

NEED

SUPPORT

Affiliates get show
Contract adherence

plans
urged

Fresh programming plans and calls for
continued station support were heard by
MBS affiliates at a pre-convention meeting
in Los Angeles April 27.
Mutual officials discussed plans for a
nightly 50-minute recorded series, Assignment: Hollywood, designed to cut into competing nighttime tv audiences. The program,
featuring Fred Robbins as m.c, is contingent
on affiliates' support and would be buttressed
with strong network merchandising and
promotional support.
Affiliates also were urged to adhere to
contract time clearance provisions in order

the

Pittsburgh

to

. . .

SYSTEMS

. . . because General Electronic
Laboratories, Inc. (GEL)
Multiplex Equipment meets
the critical demands of even
the most skeptical FM station operators. Stations
across the country report
successful operation and excellent quality on both main
and sub channels . . . beyond
Boston

expectations. This equipment
can be installed by station

personnel, using any existing

Buffalo

type FM transmitter.
Features include minimum

as he expressed confidence in Mutual's
future and the ability of its new officers to
make the network a "profitable operation,"
with affiliate support. He felt the present
MBS-affiliate contract offered a "fair deal"
to stations and that they will gain acceptance
and community prestige through their Mutual affiliations.
Another new series, starring Gabriel
Heatter in an inspirational format, also is
contemplated by MBS, affiliates were told.

cross-talk, unitized construction, and stability of operation. GEL equipment is
suitable for unattended remote operation.
Get on the swing to the
equipment that has proven
100% satisfactory . . . every installation has been successful.

Contingent upon affiliates' acceptance,
Mutual proposes to offer Assignment: Hollywood on a reciprocal basis — 25 minutes to
be sold nationally and the other half to be
available for local sponsorship and station
identification. If the series is scheduled, the
network will provide some 15,000 theatres
in MBS affiliate areas with 60-second
"trailers" promoting the program. The Assignment: Hollywood series provides for
local sponsor cut-ins.
Mutual shortly will dispatch letters to its
affiliates, explaining these and other programming plans urging stations to re-examine their contractual commitments.

Policy and programming plans were outlined by Messrs. Hammer and Vogel,
Charles King, station relations director, and
other MBS officers at a Sunday afternoon
meeting, followed by a reception for affiliates. The open meeting was designed as
a followup to the Mutual Affiliates Advisory
Committee Washington meeting last March.
The affiliates group registered approval of
network news-music-special events programming and management policy in effect since
[At Deadline, March 31].
summer
last
Broadcasting

is

MULTIPLEX

to enjoy maximum benefits of Mutual's
news-music-special events formats and to
assure advertisers of full coverage.

Discussing the network's need of station
support, George Vogel, MBS executive vice
president, told affiliates they can build "presold" audiences and develop program impact in their respective communities if they
live up to network contracts and go along
fully with MBS programming.
Station adherence to network-affiliate
contracts can help minimize the necessity
of rebates to sponsors and give Mutual more
working capital for talent and other needs,
he said.
Dr. Armand Hammer, MBS president
and board chairman, sounded the keynote

swing
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SOMETHING

FOR

THE

BOYS

New equipment, new program properties and
new versions of other services were on display
for the NAB conventioneer last week in Los
Angeles. The new called on the old, however,
when it came to adding an extra attraction to
exhibitors' displays.
For the last four NAB

conventions

Broadcast-

ing has made a point of covering this "extra
attraction" phase of the week. This year's
crop is displayed on these two pages.
THESE TWO at General Electric's transmitter exhibit both drew
whistles and gave some of their own. The gimmick involved was
a giveaway whistle complete with a GE sales pitch. The girls and
the gear were in the Statler's heavy equipment section.

TWO

BEAUTIES

at the beach (three if you include the Siamese cat) had other duties to

perform besides the obvious one of catching the passing broadcaster's eye. They were
used by RCA to demonstrate the qualities of its color television cameras.

THE gingham gown didn't
quite make an old-fashioned
girl out of this model at the
Comet Distributing Corp. exhibit. The darts? They were
used by conventioneers to try
to hit a secret location on the
maps, the winner to get an
overseas tour.

WELCOME

TO

NTA used a gold rush ►
theme in its elaborate exhibit.
Visitors entered the western
saloon through swinging
doors, got a chance at a
drawing for a portable tv,
were entertained by a cowboy
band and served chow from
a chuck wagon.
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THE black and yellow color scheme of the Caterpillar Tractor Co.
was carried out charmingly by this brunette, whose dress and flowers
matched the power generator in the background. Convention
lapels all around Los Angeles demonstrated her attraction.

THIS MODEL quickly became
known as the convention's Kim
Novak. The delegate at the end
of the hand got both a smile and
an item from AAP's merchandising exhibit when he dropped
by the Biltmore exhibit floor.

MGM-TV made the most of its Leo the Lion trademark. Not content to have a stuffed lion at its exhibit, the film company dressed
this model in a Hon costume. Most convention delegates seemed
able to see through the disguise.

TPA's kilt-clad (or unclad) lassie
is a familiar feature of the
NAB's convention. In case visitors missed the point, the giant
cutout behind her let it be known
that the Lassie show inspired it
all. Three pups were given away.

►
THE CBS EYE drew many others when adorning the bolero
jackets of these models at the exhibit of CBS Television Film Sales.
This trio and several companions did hostess duty while lessattractive company personnel made their pitch.
Broadcasting
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EXPERTS

SEE

BLEAK

•

Film management

group

•

Feature stockpile may

FILM

hears of high syndication

be used up, broadcasters

Syndicated film production is getting more
and more costly, and new feature films
are going to be rare at any cost, the NAB
convention's tv film management session
was told last Monday.
Milton Gordon, president of Television
Programs of America, told in detail the
results of a 30% hike in production costs
over the past three years. It's reached the
point, he said, that a producer-syndicator
has to exceed $1,725,000 in sales before he
makes a penny profit on a syndicated series
(see table and charts). If stations insist on
reruns, he added, the break-even figure may
pass the $2 million mark.
The meeting also heard both film leaders
and broadcasters warn that the future for
new features is bleak; that there's a good
chance that no features will be left after
the current pictures have been "used up,"
and that in any case broadcasters had better
"respect" the features they now have and
take steps to get maximum value from
them instead of "dissipating" the supply.
In either case — syndicated series or features— broadcasters were cautioned that film
buying should be made a top-management
function.
Joseph L. Floyd, KELO-TV Sioux Falls,
S. D., a member of the NAB television
film committee, noted that the average tv
station devotes 31% of its program time
to films, and that when network films are
counted this figure becomes 45%.
To Mr. Gordon's report that a syndicator
must sell close to $2 million before he
starts to make money on a series, Mr.
Floyd replied that he knew one station
which has $1.75 million committed to film.
He said he felt as sorry for the broadcaster
in this situation as for the syndicator.

FUTURE
costs

warned

that the different forms used by different
syndicators made it necessary to clear all
contracts with lawyers — an item of considerable expense. Both broadcasters and
film men expressed hope that the NAB
standard form of film contract might, by
joint action, be made acceptable to both
sides.
The session consisted of two panels, one
on syndicated film, the other on features.
Mr. Floyd was moderator for both.
Opening the syndicated film panel, A.
James Ebel, KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb., explored areas for improvement of cooperation between distributors and broadcasters,
and George T. Shupert, president of ABC
Film Syndication, stressed the value of research, promotion and other "extras" which
distributors supply along with the films they
sell.
Mr. Shupert acknowledged that distribution costs are high but maintained that in
the long run they make it possible — by
underwriting the "extras" — for stations to
sell the programs more profitably.
Frederick S. Houwink, WMAL-TV
Washington, stressed the problems posed
by absence of a uniform contract. He said
WMAL-TV plans, "on a one-at-a-time
basis," to require the use of the NAB
standard form for films it purchases.
Mr. Houwink defended barter as a system
— criticisms, he asserted, are aimed at bad
barter deals, not at the system itself. He
said WMAL-TV has two simple rules for
barter deals: all involve a client who buys a
film and makes it available for a certain
amount of spot announcement time, and
good balance is maintained between spots.
Mr. Gordon gave his breakdown on film
production costs in urging broadcasters to

Mr. Floyd said theatres long ago recognized that film negotiation is the key to their
success. Broadcasters, he said, should heed
the lesson.

"please try and understand our problems
and encourage us to do the best job we

Aside from costs, the question of standard
contract forms in the purchase of film
figured prominently in the give-and-take
phases which followed the formal presentations by panel members. Broadcasters noted

to be "a most important factor in furnishing programming to the station," but that
"film distributors must inevitably become
increasingly more important to you than
they are now, particularly in seasons such

Where First-Run Tv Film
Sales Dollars Go.

can,
our success
is your
He because
said networks
are and
will success."
continue

as the one we are experiencing."
Producing a network show is "child's
play" as compared to producing a quality
syndicated series, he said, because if the
pilot for a network show is sold, the producer can tailor-make the series to the
sponsor's requirements. But a syndicated
series must be tailored for perhaps more
than 100 different customers with differing
problems and requirements, he asserted, and
"the risk is not $40,000 or $50,000, as is
the case with a network pilot, but usually
is in excess of a million dollars."
The feature film panel was opened by
Dwight Martin, WAFB-TV Baton Rouge,
La., who explained that his station tries
to schedule features in counterpoint to
earlier programming of the same evening;
it does not show the second run of a film
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on the same night of the week that it was
shown in first run, and it tries to schedule
features so that the same stars aren't seen
too often.
Oliver A. Unger, president of National
Telefilm Assocs., noted that 8,000 to 9,000
features have been released to television
and stations are using them "like a drunk
sailor on leave"; that production of features isnowhere near the rate of consumption and that even if post-1948 films were
released — a prospect he doubted — these
would add only 2,831 to the supply. He
cautioned broadcasters to conserve their
features, scheduling them in better time
periods that would produce more revenues.
Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ (TV) Miami, took
a different tack. Audiences no longer consider features on tv as a real treat, he asserted, and broadcasters are at "a crisis,"
many of them having millions in film commitments they may never recover. He
acknowledged that features get good ratings
— "but how loaded have the rating weeks
been?" The upsurge in good theatrical
product, he suggested, is apt to make viewers
dissatisfied with the films they see on tv.
He also charged that there is "tremendous
waste in the distribution and sale of features." Economies will have to be made,
he said.
Richard Harper, MGM-TV, said stations
must "respect" their features and protect
their investment in them "before it is too
late." He urged that they be programmed
properly — 'and not in "bulk"' — and promoted heavily "with showmanship."
From the floor Harold P. See of KRONTV
2.

San Francisco raised the question —

Average Tv Film Budget
script & royalty
1. Story,
Producer
Director
$ 1,000.00
2,850.00
3.
4.
1,000.00
Star
2,000.00
5. Cast
6. Bits & Extras
2,000.00
Over-the-Line Costs
Production
office; Casting
7.
885.00
416.00
$ 8,850.00
Director's Assts.
10.8. Art
Dept.
9. Camera
Makeup
205.00
375.00
1,100.00
Props
12. Wardrobe
11.
13.
192.00
14.
15. Electrical
1,405.00
16.
Crew
1,590.00
520.00
17. Sound
Operations
607.00
18. Set
Process
19. Film Editing
475.00
20. Location expense
22.
1,900.00
21.
100.00
Setojeconstruction
ction
23. "Pr
343.00
1,600.00
Stills 24. Transportation
25. Music
200.00
Stage Rentals
60.00
1,450.00
27.
26.
28. Tests
29. Sound & Sound Dailies
384.00
1,720.00
Composite & master prints
400.00
Opticals — photo effects, etc.
Stock shots — process plates
150.00
50.00
— trailer
30. Titles
Misc. film expense
31. Scoring & dubbing
872.00
550.00
32. Payroll taxes & benefits
33. Insurance
450.00
34. Publicity
126.00
200.00
Misc.
expense
35.
37.
36.
38. Legal
150.00
Travel
250.00
50.00
40. Communications
39.
Under-the-Line costs
Total cost
$18,775.00
Does not include production overhead. $27,625.00
Does not include re-run fees.
Broadcasting

First Run* Gross Sales
Necessary To Break Even
$27,625
Average cost per picture
1,077,375
for 39 pictures
Cost
Print cost
25,000
1000 prints @ $25 (average)
50,000
Advertising & Promotion

Total negative cost, prints & advertising $1,152,375
Interest on bank loans.
6% on $1,152,375 for 18 months
on a declining balance or an
average of nine months.
51,857
El, 204,232
275,253
price
selling
of
Selling cost average 16%
Administrative overhead, bookkeping.
inspecting, etc. 14% of
shipping,price.
240,846
selling
Gross Necessary to Break Even
$1,720,331
Television Programs of America Inc. 488 Madison
Y.
N.
22,
York
Avenue, New
*Does not include re-run fees.

and got considerable support from panelists
—of whether, after a certain date, there
may be no features left. He mentioned
1961 as the year when stations may find
they have "used up" the current feature
supply.
Several questions were raised about the
methods distributors use to determine film
costs for a given market. The syndicators
defended the practice of basing prices on
an evaluation of each market and what its
share of the total cost should be, instead
of basing on the stations' rates.

Session

Early Mutterings at NAB
Protest Film Firms' Exclusion
The NAB board's move to exclude film
companies from NAB conventions was protested right off the bat last week — almost as
soon as the convention's first management
session got under way.
Speaking as a panelist at the film meeting Monday morning, President Milton A.
Gordon of Television Programs of America departed from his text long enough to
observe that film distributors too often are
treated as "second-class citizens" — as, for
example, in the decision to bar them from
the conventions. He did not develop the
said, the meeting's timebecaus
point table
woulde,nothe permit it.
A little later, Michael M. Sillerman, also
of TPA, answering a question from the
floor, seemed to express the same thought
without saying it explicitly. Talking about
use the
film companies' general failure tosales,
Mr.
NAB standard contract for film
Sillerman said he had not seen the NAB
proposal until it was in type on galley proofs
— "a sort of fait accompli." But he would
still be willing to work for a mutually acceptable standard form, he said, as part of
a "bilateral" effort.
Quality Radio Group Votes 'Aye'
To Keeping Organization Intact
Quality Radio Group Inc., organized four
years ago to promote the sale of programs
on a selected list of stations, voted last Monday at a meeting in Los Angeles to keep
the skeleton organization intact and prepared to pursue its goal when "circumstances permit." The group is now repreBroadcasting

sented in New York largely on a stand-by
basis by Scott McClean, head of the New
York office of Crosley Broadcasting.
Ward Quaal, WGN Chicago, absent because of the illness of his father, was unanimously re-elected president. Other officers
re-elected were W. H. Summerville, WWL
New Orleans, vice president, and William
D. Wagner, WHO Des Moines, secretarytreasurer. Re-elected as directors were
John H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashville; Ralph
Evans, WHO Des Moines; Don McGannon,
Westinghouse, and Mr. Quaal. To succeed
the late Wayne Coy, Time Inc. stations, and
John Outler, who retired as general manager
of WSB Atlanta last December, the membership elected John B. Tansey, WRVA
Richmond, and Frank Gaither, WSB.
Other directors are Gustav K. Brandborg,
KVOO Tulsa and Gordon Gray, WOR New
York, whose terms expire next November;
John De Russy, Westinghouse; Robert Dunville, WLW Cincinnati; E. K. Hartenbower,
KCMO Kansas City, and Stanton P. Kettler,
WGBS Miami, whose terms expire in November, 1959.
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More than 500 attend clinic
CBS cited for strike action

Labor costs are climbing but employers
are meeting with more success as they face
up to strike threats and intimidation, management delegates agreed at a labor clinic
held Monday afternoon at the NAB Los
Angeles convention.
A list of case histories of labor negotiations and strikes was unveiled in a two-hour
discussion, including instances where competitive stations successfully joined in comcity. mon resistance to union demands in a single
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Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF-AM-TV Rock
Island, 111., chairman of the NAB EmployerEmploye Relations Committee, presided at
the clinic, attended by over 500 broadcasters.
Before the closed discussion started, Mr.
Johnson said unions are aware of the automation problem. He observed that job
classification and job jurisdiction are appearing with more frequency and insistence
in union contract patterns.
Broadcasters paid tribute to CBS executives for their courage in taking the recent
network strike and for their loyalty in keeping the network in operation. The action
was described as the beginning of a new era
in American broadcasting labor relations.
Mr. Johnson said networks and affiliates
are handling intra-family problems in a
mature manner. He said that network resistance and the cooperation of affiliates
hastened an early settlement of the CBS
strike. He called for militant and courageous
leadership by radio and tv broadcasters in
their negotiations.
Charles H. Tower, NAB manager of
employer-employe relations, cited significant
trends in labor relations. He said about 10%
of the 3,195 radio stations on the air last
Jan. 1 have contracts covering announcers
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NAB CONVENTION continued
and about 15% have contracts covering technicians.

HIGGINS

Unionization has proceeded further in
tv than in radio broadcasting, but still is
limited, with announcers represented by
unions at about 100 of the 500 tv stations,
and technicians at 200 of the stations. Some
of the larger stations and networks have
contracts covering musicians, stagehands,
writers and other employes, he added.
Mr. Tower noted that unionization is receding slowly but steadily at radio stations,
with the possible exception of consolidated
operations, through the use of improved
technology. He found increasing union effort to expand control in television.

Joe Higgins, WTHI-TV Terre Haute.
Ind., won the 27th annual NAB-Broadcasting Magazine golf championship, shooting
a near par 74 last Monday over the 7,000yd. Los Coyotes course in Bellehurst, Calif.
Mr. Higgins also won the title in 1956,
1955, 1954, 1952 and 1949.
Second low gross went to Mark Schreiber,
Denver agency owner, who scored a 76.
Mr. Schreiber won the 1957 tournament.

Broadcasters who took part in the discussion included Kenneth Giddens, WKRGAM-TV Mobile, Ala.; Frederick Houwink,
WMAL-AM-TV Washington; Gus Brandborg. KVOO-AM-TV Tulsa; Howard Lane,
KOIN-AM-TV Portland, Ore., and Victor
A. Sholis, WHAS-AM-TV Louisville.
These principles in collective bargaining
were listed: mutual trust in word and intention; aclear understanding as to the extent of the bargaining commitment; some
degree of comparability in terms of ability
and willingness to take a strike, and adequate
procedure on handling such matters as the
presentation of the employer's facts and
argument at the bargaining table and, most
important, the making of decisions on issues that are bound to arise.

a
a

hit

and

spectacular

near-miss
in Washington, D. C.

wmel-tv
is the top station from
noon to 10 p.m. Monday
through Friday . . . without
a hint of loading ratings

we would have been in first place
during the times when all four
stations were competing except for
two "one-time spectaculars."
SHARE

WMAL-TV
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4

OF AUDIENCE
when all 4
noon to 10 p.m.
Monday-Friday stations compete
Sunday-Saturday
29.8%
33.0%
31.8%
31.1%
27.1%
23.5%
11.3%
11.7%

ARB/March 8-14, 1958
represented by H-R Television, Inc.
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RECAPTURES

Among the other 52 players, blind bogey
handicaps enabled many to score in the
70's. First low net honors were shared
between Charles Brakefield, WREC-TV
Memphis, and Ross Case, KWAT Watertown, S. D., each grossing 88 with handicaps of 27 reducing their nets to 61. Robert
Ferguson, WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.,
with a 62 low net took third place.
Broadcasting awarded silver trophies to
gross and net winners. Los Angeles stations donated other prizes.
Other winners: third low gross with 78,
Marshall Pengra, KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex.;
fourth low gross with 79, Cliff Kirkland,
Transcontinent Television Corp., New York.
Jayne Shannon, Ruth Jones andcapAnn
Wright, all J. Walter Thompson, New York,
shared first prizes among the women participants. Scores follow:
Net
27
Gross HandiArmstrong, Bud,
WHB Kansas City, Mo.
101
114
Astor,
Art, Headley-Reed,
Los Angeles
30
84
27
Barnes, Tom, WDAY-TV
74
92
Fargo, N. D.
24
68
Bayard, Jere, Jere Bayard Adv
Los Angeles
21
70
101
Beaudin, Ralph W.,
30
KQV Pittsburgh
88
91
Beeson,
Sterling, Headley-Reed,
New York
99
Brakefield, Chas. B.,
71
WRKC Memphis
27
72
61
A PERMANENT RECORD
Eight past presidents of Broadcast
Pioneers attended the 1958 annual
banquet: Arthur B. Church, former
owner of KMBC Kansas City; Raymond F. Guy, NBC senior staff engineer; Carl Haverlin, BMI president;
Mr. Hedges; Edgar Kobak, former
president of MBS; Frank Mullen, former executive vice president of NBC;
Clair R. McCollough, general manager, Steinman Stations; Paul Morency, president, WTIC-AM-FM Hartford.
Plan for a broadcasters hall of fame
and museum to house the memorablia
of radio and television much as the
Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown, N. Y., serves as a storage house
for the archives of baseball, was announced by John F. Patt, president,
Broadcast Pioneers, at the organization's annual banquet Tuesday. How
the $2.5 million proposed as a starting
goal will be raised is still an unanswered question, Mr. Patt said, but he

GOLF

CROWN

67

Gross
Brooks, E. L., KRKD
Net
Los Angeles
82
15
HandiBryant, Bruce R., CBS-TV Spot
27
27
Sales, New York
88
21
67
Burda, Orville, KDIX Dickinson,
N. D.
108
30
78
Case, Ross E„ KWAT
Watertown, S. D.
88
Collins, Bob, KEXO Grand
82
Junction, Colo.
108
30
78
Collins, John, WDTA Batavia,
18
New York
99
30
69
Conwell, John O., KOMU-TV
63
61
Columbia, Mo.
109
Dahlsted, Dresser, KABC
18
Los Angeles
99
81
Doerfer, Comr. John, FCC,
Washington
87
24
Egan, Russ, Clear Channel
Bcstg., Washington
91
73
Elliott, Art, CBS-TV Spot
Sales, Chicago
94
21
73
75
Feltis, Hugh, Hugh Feltis
Assoc., Seattle
96
24
72
18
Ferguson, Robert, WTRF-TV
Wheeling, W. Va.
92
30
62
Fitzsimonds, Frank E.,
KBMB-TV Bismarck, N. D. 105
30
Haley, Arthur, WORL
Boston
91
73
Heald, Robert L., Spearman &
21
Roberson, Washington 105
30
75
Higgins,
Joseph, Ind.
WTHI-TV
Terre Haute,
74
0
74
Holman, Hal, Hal Holman
30
Assoc., Chicago
94
73
Ison, Aubrey, Tv Log,
Los Angeles
112
30
82
Keever, Jake, Calif.
National Production, New York 99
27
Kirkland,
Trans-New York 79
continentC. TvM.,Corp.,
6
73
Lamond, Don, KFOX-AM-TV,
Long Beach, Calif.
86
12
Layne, Rosy, KID Idaho
69
Falls, Idaho
98
79
Lee, Comr. Robert E., FCC,
Washington
99
21
78
Long, Maury, Broadcasting 86
15
71
74
McVey, Robert, KGEN Merced,
Calif.
115
30
85
Morris, Truman A., WBEX
Chillicothe, Ohio
86
12
74
Mounsey, Duncan, WPTR Albany 123
30
93
Nybo, Ken. KBMY Billings.
Mont.
108
78
Ogden, Cliff, Calif. National
Productions, New York
115
30
85
Pellegrin, Frank, H-R Reps,
New York
97
30
67
Pengra, Marshall H., KLTV
24
(TV) Tyler, Tex.
78
0
Peterson, Howard O .
KTVH
(TV)
Wichita
107
30
77
Sandler, Jack L., WQAM
Miami
H4
80
Schreiber, Mark, Mark Schreiber
78
Adv., Denver
76
9
67
15
Seavey, Hollis, Clear Channel
Bcstg., Washington
94
21
73
Tessman, Abbott, KEXO Grand
Junction, Colo.
109
30
79
Tobin, Jack, Calif. National
Prods., New York
89
74
Tomerlin, Bill, KMLA
Los Angeles
90
24
66
Unger, Irv, Gill-Perna.
Chicago
106
30
76
Young, William E., Screen
Gems, Detroit
101
27
Pioneers

Hear

DeMille

74
On 'Right to Work'
The right to work is one of man's inalienable rights, Cecil B. DeMille declared Tuesday in an address at the 17th annual dinner meeting of the Broadcast Pioneers.
Accepting a special Pioneers citation for
his "monumental contributions to communications and entertainment in America,"
the noted motion picture producer reviewed
his nine years as producer-host of Lux
Radio Theatre. The ability of radio to take
him into the homes of the people and to let
him talk to them with an intimacy not possible in a movie theatre was "one of the

expressed confidence that "the financing can be found if we dream big

most satisfying experiences of my life," he
declared. But, he stated, his radio career
was abruptly halted when he refused to pay
a $1 political assessment demanded by his

enough."
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EDUCATION

OSU

Institute Starts Monday
Education

On

and

Broadcasting

The 28th annual Institute for Education
by Radio-Television will deal with broadcasting's responsibilities in the American
educational crisis. The three-day meeting
starts Monday at the Deshler-Hilton Hotel
in Columbus, sponsored by Ohio State U.
From 600-800 broadcasters, civic leaders,
educators and others are expected to attend, it has been announced by Dr. I.
Keith Tyler, institute director.
Speakers include John Scanlon, deputy
director of research of the Fund for the
Advancement of Education, New York;
Laurence Siegel, assistant director of the
Miami U. (Oxford, Ohio) experimental
study in instructional procedures; William
Brish, Washington County superintendent
of schools, Hagerstown, Md., and Gayle B.
Childs, head of a tv correspondence study
U. of Nebraska.
project,
President Novice G. Fawcett of OSU will
welcome IERT visitors at the opening general session Monday. The first session will
feature a comprehensive review of instructional tv developments. A total of six general sessions, the annual institute luncheon
and 18 clinics will be held during the institute.
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Plans

Workshop,

Tv Techniques

Seminar

for Education

Plans for a seminar on instructional uses
of radio and tv at the U. of Illinois, July
21-25, have been announced by the National' Assn. of Educational Broadcasters.
The organization Saturday opened a video
recording workshop in Chicago lasting
through Wednesday.
Technical descriptions and demonstrations of Ampex videotape recording equipment feature the Chicago sessions at
the studios of WTTW (TV), non-commercial
station. The workshop is designed to increase the technical knowledge of engineers
on video recording developments. The potential advantages of video tape over conventional kinescope methods, such as utiEducational Television & Radio
the
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lized
long intrigued eduCenter, Ann Arbor, haveActua
l equipment is
cational broadcasters.
being demonstrated at WGN-TV Chicago
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INTERNATIONAL continued

power, was turned down for a similar
reason. The CBC board felt that a second
radio station could not operate satisfactorily in this area in view of future tv development, and announced that the CBC
had authorized its own organization to
establish a tv station at Corner Brook.

ested.
planned tv stations in the areas requ
Cain
ons
stati
tv
nd
seco
A hint that
nadian cities soon may be a reality came
radio
with the denial of applications for
In
s.
area
real
stations in suburban Mont
r
owne
turning down Geoffrey W. Stirling,
, for a 5
of CJON-AM-TV St. John's, Nfld.real
, and
kw station on 980 kc at Mont
on on
George S. Mooney for a 5 kw stati
sub1 570 kc at Dorval, Que. (a Montreal
urb), the CBC board stated: "After a thorthe
ough' study of the services provided byreal
radio stations now operating in the Mont
that
area ... the board is not convinced
d
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or
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improve general service in
staregion. An increase in the number of
tions in a given area under present conditions isclosely related to the problem of
dassuring reasonable standards of radio broa
much
d
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the
n
give
casting which has
concern. This has particular application in
metropolitan areas where there are prospects
of additional television stations."
An application by George E. Hillyard of
Corner Brook, Nfld., for a 1 kw radio
station on 560 kc, and a tv station on
channel 5 with 71.2 video and 35.6 audio
tfew TRIPLE PARLAY TO PROFITS
FOR RADIO STATIONS with . . .
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CKAC

Montreal, Que., was given per-

POTENT

VOICE

IN

"Radio is the most powerful single
force in the Middle East today," according to CBS News correspondent Frank
Kearns, in New York last week to receive the Overseas Press Club award for
the best radio-tv reporting from abroad.
Mr. Kearns, joined by Youssef Masraff,
chief picture editor of Al'Ahram Cairo
news magazine and CBS-TV cameraman,
told Broadcasting that radio has projected the Arabs and Moslems out of the
dark ages and into the 20th century with
"an unbelievable speed."
The crowded air has taken on a new
meaning in the Middle East, says Mr.
propaganda voices
Countless
Kearns.
propelled through the air with almost
for the
scramble
limitless kilowatts

loyalties of men's minds and souls. The
most powerful effect is scored daily by
Radio Cairo (Egyptian State Broadcasting), the state-controlled broadcasting
service, whose Voice of the Arabs program, beamed in Arabic, English, French,
Hebraic
and
African
dialects (e.g.,
Swahili) covers the Near, Middle East,
the African continent and parts of Latin
With stations in Cairo, AlexAmerica.
andria and Assiout (in the upper Nile
region), Voice often makes history. (In
February, Gamal Abdel Nasser, president
of the newly-formed United Arab Repuband Syria — announced via
lic— Egypt
Radio Cairo that Saudi Arabia's King
Saud was financing, to the tune of $5.5
million, a plot to kill Nasser and overthrow the Nasser regime. Ten days later,
after Radio Cairo has beamed this allegation throughout the Middle East, the
Saudi Arabian princes united to force
Saud to relinquish power to Crown Prince
Feisal. Said Mr. Kearns, "though Radio
Cairo merely picked up the story, it can
take 98% of the credit for this coup
d'etat.")

Proved the most potent promotional
for radio stations-from New
in years
gimmictok Seattle
. In first test market, Cincinnati,
York
WKRC pot out 8,500 sets last year — equal to
$200,000 in time sales on this plan. WKRC
picked up its Pulse, too. How? You trade $100
worth of Newsette radios (5) for every $100
■worth of time bought. You net $30 plus a time
contract. Set no bigger than a king-size cigarette pack, weighs only 7'/2 or. Complete
SCA-transistor superheterodyne circuit with
* . ....ted components, printed chassis. Longlife 9-volt battery. Feather-weight earphone
exclusively for personal reception. All topquality guaranteed components.
BE FIRST IN YOUR AREA!
Write, wire, or phone for details. Or send
$15.00 check for sample set. Same price applies for use by station personnel who carry
Newsette to monitor programs on-the-run.
"£il,an
NEWSETTE MFG. CO. Dep,^«

CHUM Toronto, Ont., was granted a
power increase from 2.5 kw on 1050 kc
to 5 kw day and 2.5 kw night on the same
frequency, provided it continues to improve
its programming.
CFAM Altona, Man., was granted a
power increase from 1 kw to 5 kw on 1290
kc and change in transmitter site.

Day and night radio is constructing a
tower of Babel and confusion reigns
Pivotal voice is the UAR's
rampant. Radio
combined
Cairo and Radio Damascus (Syria). Yemen, which sympathizes
with the UAR, perpetuates the Nasser
theme out of Radio Sanaa. Opposition
%t

voices spring from Radio Amman (Jordan) and Radio Baghdad (Iraq). Israel

mission to keep a 10 kw standby transmitter
in readiness for use on the station's frequency with its regular antenna system.
CFQC-TV Saskatoon, Sask., was recom-8
mended for a power boost on channel
from 100 kw video to 180 kw video and 60
kw to 100 kw audio power with antenna
at 866 ft. above average terrain.
Share transfers were approved for CFCN
Calgary, Alia.; CHNS Halifax, N.S., and
CFGT St. Joseph d'Alma, Que. Transfer of
control of CJAV Port Alberni, B.C., from
CJAV Ltd. to Kenneth Henry Russell
Hutcheson was approved.

Application by Rundle Broadcasting Co.
Ltd., Calgary, Alta., for 5 kw station on
1330 kc was denied.

THE

MIDDLE

EAST

slams back at Egypt via the Arabic language broadcasts of Radio Tel Aviv. The
is compounded by BBC Lonion
confus
don whose propaganda broadcasts are
relayed into the desert kingdoms via
Nicosia in Cyprus and from another
transmitter in the Aden protectorate.
Voice of America's Arabic broadcasts
emanate somewhere in the Mediterranean
from aboard a ship run by USIA. VOA's
English broadcasts hail also from Stuttgart, Germany. Countering Nasser's
UAR from the Quai D'Orsay is Radio
Diffusion Francaise which supports Radio Algiers with ammunition, while the
anti-French tack is taken by Premier
Bourguiba's Radio Tunis. Spaniards, too,
are fought for and over by Radio Moroc-.
for independence
co which screams
an Forces NetAmeric
neutral
the
Even
work (AFRS) enters the fray with nonsoothing rock 'n roll music. On top of
, "there is a enorMr. ofKearns
this, notes
jamming being done by
mous amount
everybody out of so-called secret transmitting sites."
But the "biggest blast" next to Cairo's,
he points out, comes out of Radio Moscow "which has recently doubled its
Arabic language programming."
Mr. Masraff points out that Radio
Cairo has not created international tensions: "It merely has capitalized on existing and latent nationalistic fervor."
Added Mr. Kearns, "for good or bad."
Mr, Kearns has been with CBS since
February 1953, first acting as a news
stringer while writing "an unwritten
novel." He became a full fledged correspondent last May. Mr. Masraff shot
the now-famous Ed Murrow See It Now
interviews with Premier Nasser. Mr.
Kearns April 7 scooped ABC-TV and
the Mike Wallace Interview show with
an exclusive, CBS Radio talk with Nasser; he finds the Egyptian head "a brilliant politician." Messrs. Kearns and Masraff won their OPC spurs last summer
when they stole behind Algerian lines
for six weeks to bring out the special
CBS report, "Algeria Aflame," for which
they also won the George Polk Memorial Award from Long Island U.
Broadcasting

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
April 24 through April 30

es in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
Includes data on new stations,eschang
routine roundup.
and
cases, rules & standards chang
Abbreviations:
on
pernight. LS — local sunset, mod. — modificati
a, cp— construction very
DA— directional antenn
trans.— transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit ERP— effective radiated power, vhl—
auant.
ations ion
communic
kilocycles. SCA—
high frequency, uhf— ultra high frequency, kiloauthorizat
SSA— special y service
thorization. subsidiar
vis.— visual.P—Jwaur.^aural.
-antenna,w— watt,
educ.
—
*
N—
tion.
day.
authoriza
y
mc— megacycles.
ST A — special temporar
watts,
New

Tv

APPLICATION
South Miami, Fla.— Coral Television Corp., ch.
kw aur.;
6 ( 82-88 mc); ERP 100 kw vis., 50.124
ant. height above average terrain 315 .3 ft above
ion cost $703,ground 333 ft. Estimated construct
780 first year operating cost $600,000, revenue
First
Peterson,
$600,000. P. O. address % Robert Studio location
Nat'l Bank Bldg., Miami Beach.
South Miami. Trans, location Ragged Keys Tract
#2 near Coral Gables. Geographic coordinates
25°' 32' 18 4" N. Lat., 80° 10' 10.7" W. Long. Trans.,
& Wilkinson,
ant. GE.' Legal counsel McKenna
Mulg engineer John
Washington, D. C.n,Consultin
p is divided
Ownershi
C.
D.
laney, Washingto
April
d
24.
Announce
men.
among 10 area business

Stations

ACTIONS BY FCC
n— Granted
Calif.— Sherrill C. Corwi
Diego,
San
Vis., 64.6 kw
ch. 27 ( 548-554 mc); ERP 129 kwterrain
720 it.,
e
aur.; ant. height above averag
above ground 247 ft. Estimated construction cost
$150,000, reve5, first year operatsing122cost
$135,32
S. Robertson^ Los
nue $160,000. P. O. addres
San Diego.
on
Angeles 48 Calif. Studio locati
phic coTransmitter location San Diego. Geogra
Long.
15' 00" W.
117° Joseph
N. Lat.,
ordinates 32" 5<K 18"
Brenner,
Trans.-ant. RCA. Legal counsel
be
will
Corwin
C.
l
Sherril
Calif.
Beverly Hills,
KA.K ISowner older
is 15%
Corwin
Mr.
100% owner.
in
stockh
ty
minori
AM-TV Wichita, Kan.
KYOR Blythe,
£>RO Riverside, KROP Brawley, and
permittee
KREO Indio, all California,
KABY-TV San Francisco, applicant for ch J4
Angeles and 1190 kc at Anaheim-Fullerton,
Los
both California. Announced April 24.
sion Co.—
McCook, Neb.— Central Kansas Televi
50 kw vis 26 9
Granted ch. 8 (180-186 mc); ERP
n 626
terrai
e
averag
above
height
ant.
kw aur ;
construction
ft., above ground 574 ft. Estimated cost
$25 000,
year operating ^
21, first
$138,7
cost ue
. P. O. address Box 182, Great
$25,000
reven
dio and trans, location f ear Traer,
KaSu
B^nd Geogr
-Lax.,
aphic coordinates 39 59 45 counKan
, ant. GE. Legal ting
100° 39^ 35" W. Long. ,Trans.
Consul
sel Cohf and Marks Wash., D C. ment
Co,
Equip
engineer Commercial RadioTelevi
is owned
sion
wish., D. C. Central Kansas
%), G]^Ays
by E. C. Wedell, president (14.97
l Kansas Tele%) and others. Centra
WedeU (14.97
Great Bend,
vis^n is icensee of KCKT (TV)
(TV) Garden City,
te, KGLD
satelli
its
nd
KanTa
24.
April
nced
Kan. Annou

NAlTONlfM

Allocations
ACTIONS

ordern and order- and
By memorandum opinio-Schen
ectady Troy-Vail
to show cause in Albanyaking
Comding,
procee
rule-m
tv Copper City Bcstg. Corp. to
Y., ordered
MiUs, N. mission
2 why its license for staby
cause
show tion WKTV on June
ch. 13 in Utica should not be
ion on ch. 2 at the
modified to specify operatally
specified but at
site which WKTV origin
mean sea level;
tower height of 2,049 ft. above
afforded WKTV opportunity to file response by
to the extent provided m memoJune 2. Except
ts m
randum opinion, Commission deniedl reques
by WKTV, Centra New York
filings
various
-TV ch. 3 :Syracuse) and
Bcstg. Corp. (WSYR
Columbia Bcstg. System Inc. (WCBS-TV ch. 2,
NBy ^eportCland order, Commission denied all

N^E P TIATI 0 N S
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THE

presents

these

CENTRAL

MIDWEST

NEW YORK
INDEPENDENT

INDIANA
DAYTIMER

FULLTIME
REGIONAL

$80,000
Single station in
county. Profitable
operation realistically priced. Ideal
for owner-operator.
Vi down.

$650,000

#1 station in metropolitan market.
|100,000 in cash and
accounts receivable
to go along with
deal.

New

Am

Stations
ACTION BY FCC

S. D.— Fall River Bcstg. CorjK—
Hot edSpring
Hot
580s,kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address nrst
Grant
Springs. Estimated construction cost$40$20,136
000. Equal
ing cost $30,000, revenue (33V?%
year operat
KNEB
partners are Russell M. Stewart Sterlin
g, Colo.
Scottsbluff, Neb., 22 2/9% KOLR

APPRAISALS

NEWSPAPER

LARGEST

Brokerage

outstanding

EASTERN

Exclusive market.
Diversified industry
and agriculture.
Presently showing
a profit and will do
much better.

•

TELEVISION

Media

ation, Grand
Community Television Corpor
ing amendment of
Forks, N. D.— Petition request
ment of ch. 12 to
rules looking towarda, assign
N. D. area.
Hallock, Minn.-Pembin
Daniel W. Casey Sr., Robert J. Conan, T Frank
reter New
Richard N. Groves (hereafe,
Dolan Jr.,
ferred to asandSYRACUSE GROUP) Syracus
rule
of
tion
York— Petition requesting institu
:
making so as to amend Sec. 3.606 as follows
Pro*43+,
8,
3-.
Ch.
t—
Presen
Y.—
N.
e,
Syracus
N. Y.—
er, Propos
9, and
posed—Ch 3,5-5, 10+,
ed
and 27+
*21, Rochest
15-, *43;
P?esent-Ch.
refurther
ner
Petitio
27.
and
*21
— Ch 8 10, 15,
issue appropriate orders
quests that Commission ance
iortn
set
plan
with
show cause in accord
to
above.

FINANCING

•

INDUSTRY^

National

$125,000

BY FCC

king
nroposals and counterproposals in rule-ma
proceeding, initiated June 27, 1957, which proCleveErie,andPa.,to toshift
ch. 12n,from
shift tvnd-Akro
ch.
Ohio,
landposedor toClevela
City-Flin
to Saginaw-Bay Chairmat,n
12 from Flint, Mich.,
ng.
Mich., and terminated this proceedi
Doerfer not participating; Commissioner Lee
C°BvUmemorandum opinion and order, CommisBcstg.
sion denied Feb. 5 petition by Bakersfield
29, Bakersfield,
Co., permittee of KBAK-TV ch.Commission
s reCalif., for reconsideration of
chanadded tvDoerfer
6 whichChairman
Jan.
of
order
port
and
nels 17 and 39 to Bakersfield.
not participating.
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING FILED
Puerto Rico— PetiJose Bechara Jr., Mayaguez, rule
making looktion of
tion requesting institu
to Mayaing toward allocation of ch. 11 or 13
cations proguez P. R., and intermediate reallo
posed as follows: Fajardo, P. R.— Present ch. 13,
11,
proposed ch. 10; Caguas, P. R.— Present ch.
PresR.—
P.
dilla,
o-Agua
Arecib
12;
ch.
ed
propos
ent ch. 12, proposed ch. 11 or 13; Mayaguez, P. R.
—Present ch. 3, 5, proposed ch. 3, 5, andt either
ch 11 or 13; and Virgin Islands— Presen ch. 8,
ts „ instirequesing
also result
onerorders
s.
8. Petiti
ge
propos
an
10
ch
above
from
cause
show
any ch.
tution ofed

Firm

investments

SOUTH
ARKANSAS
DAYTIMER
$85,000
1 kw. Single station
market. Good frequency. Netting
over $20,000 per

SOUTHWEST
EAST TEXAS
INDEPENDENT

WEST
ROCKY
MOUNTAIN

$35,000
Daytime 500-watter
in a very fine market. New station
that has made very

good progress. Good
terms.

$95,000
Fulltime 500 w. independent in single
station market. Last
year's gross plus
real estate exceeds
asking price. 29%
down.
1

KJ

year.
\

Lu

D

Washington, D. C.
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456

Broadcasting

Cleveland
2414 Terminal Tower
TO 1-6727

Atlanta
Chicago
1515 Healey Bldg.
Tribune Tower
JA 3-3431
DE 7-2754
In our !Uld.
velum*
a
eUvUta
mdto-t
• LargMt

Dallas

Fidelity Union Life Bldg.

Rl 8-1175-

San Francisco
I I I Sutter St.
EX 2-5671
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FOR THE RECORD continued
and 50'; KVHC O'Neill, Neb.), and Frederick M.
VValgren, engineer, KNEB. Announced April 24.
APPLICATIONS
Beardstown, 111. — Beardstown Bcstg. Co., 790 kc,
500 w D. P. O. address 210 Washington St.,
Beardstown. Estimated construction cost $25,703,
first year operating cost $36,000, revenue $45,000.
Owners are Robert and Margareta Sudbrink (50%
each). Mr. Sudbrink is in insurance, real estate,
etc. Mrs. nouncedSudbrink
is in farm operation. AnApril 25.
New Orleans, La. — Continental Telecasting
Corp., 1190 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 1050 Montecito Dr., Los Angeles. Estimated construction
cost $19,843, first year operating cost $75,000,
revenue $90,000. Applicant, licensee of KRKDAM-FM Los Angeles, is owned by Albert Zugsmith
(55.57%
) and others.
other
broadcast
interests:
KVSM Mr.
San Zugsmith's
Mateo (37.5%);
KBMI Henderson, Nev. (17V2%); WREX-TV
Rockford, 111. (25%), and KULA-AM-TV Honolulu (25%). Announced April 30.
East Grand Forks, Minn. — Marlin Obie, 1050 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address 715 5th St., S.W. Wadena,
Minn. Estimated construction cost $19,950, first
year operating cost $38,000, revenue $52,000. Sole
owner Obie has one-third interest in KWAD
Wadena. Announced April 30.
Gallup, N. M. — Cloyed Kendrick and Hugh
Landis, 1230 kc, 250 w unl. P. O. address 413V2 W.
Main St., Farmington, N. M. Estimated construction cost $13,300, first year operating cost $36,000,
revenue $39,000. Co-owners Kendrick and Landis
also share ownership of KVBC Farmington, N. M.
Announced April 30.
Belle Fourche, S. D. — Joseph Kopp, 1450 kc,
250 w unl. P. O. address 803 Kansas City St.,
Rapid City, S. D. Estimated construction cost
$9,750. first year operating cost $36,900, revenue
$46,500. Sole owner Kopp until recently was program director, KRSD Rapid City. Announced
April 30.
Cheyenne, Wyo. — Robert Howsam, 1480 kc, 1
kw D. P. O. address Bears Stadium, Denver,
Colo. Estimated construction cost $18,725, first
year operating cost $35,000, revenue $42,000.
Sole owner Howsam is licensee of KINT El
Paso, Tex. and holds 16%% of KTLN Denver.
Announced April 30.

Planning

a

Radio

Station?

Existing

RCA can help you with equipment and planning. For example, three basic floor plans,
for three different size stations illustrate how the very
latest equipment
arranged

can be

to perform

effi-

ciently with a minimum

of

capital and personnel.

Complete brochure, including
floor plans, equipment requirements and discussion of current
trends now available. For_ your
free copy, write to RCA, Dept.
F-22, Building 15-1, Camden,
NJ.
RAD tO

CORPORATION

Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KCMR McCamey, Tex. — Granted change from
unlimited time to specified hours (Monday
through Saturday, 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Sunday, 7
a.m. to 6 p.m.), continuing operation on 1450
kc, 250 w. Announced April 24.
KWEL Midland, Tex. — Granted change in frequency from 1580 kc to 1600 kc (continued 1 kw,
D, operation); remote control permitted. Announced April 24.
APPLICATIONS
WQIK Jacksonville, Fla. — Cp to increase power
from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new trans. Announced April 30.
WAHL Hastings, Mich. — Cp to change from employing directional ant. to non-directional (DA-D
to non-DA). Announced April 29.
WFVG Fuquay Springs, N. C. — Cp to increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new trans.
Announced April 30.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KMIA Miami, Ariz.— Willard Shoecraft, 1340 kc.
KOFY San Mateo, Calif. — Intercontinental
Bcstg. Corp., 1050 kc. Changed from KVSM.
WSUB Groton, Conn. — Lawrence Reilly and
James Spates, 980 kc.
KASY Auburn, Wash. — Auburn Bcstrs., 1220 kc.
WWIS
Black
River
Falls,
Wisconsin. —

Clarkwood
New

Fm

Broadcasting

Corporation,

1260 kc.

Stations

ACTIONS BY FCC
Lincoln, Neb. — Herbert Burton — Granted 95.3
mc, 320 w unl. P. O. address 2400 Winthrop Rd.,
Lincoln. Estimated construction cost $6,153, first
year operating cost $6,210. revenue $14,000. Sole
owner Burton has classical music program on
KLMS Lincoln. Announced April 24.
Montrose, Pa. — Montrose Bcstg. Corp. — Granted
96.5 mc, 57 kw unl. P. O. address 35 Lake Ave.,
Montrose. Estimated construction cost $14,850,
first year operating cost $12,000, revenue $12,000.
Owner is non-profit, religious organization which
is also licensee of WPEL Montrose. Announced
April 24.
APPLICATIONS
Fresno, Calif. — McMahon Bcstg. Co., 95.5 mc,
25.83 kw. P. O. address 945 Van Ness Ave.,
Fresno. Estimated construction cost $27,799, first
year operating
$3,000,
revenueis licensee
to be included with am cost
station.
Applicant
of
KMAK Fresno. Announced April 29.
Hicksville, N. Y. — High Fidelity Music Co., 92.7
mc, .81 kw. P. O. address 20 Lake End Road,
Merrick, N. Y. Estimated construction cost $9,812,
operating
$18.500. first
John year
R. Rieger
Jr., cost
sole $16,500,
owner, revenue
is instructor
with Tv Workshop of New York. Announced
April 24.
Existing Fm Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KDWD
(FM)
San Diego, Calif. — Los Tres
Diables Bcstrs., 98.1 mc.
-Roxboro Wilson,
Bcstg.
WRXO-FM
Roxboro, N. C.
Co., 96.7 mc.
KBOY-FM Medford, Ore.— Clarence
95.3 mc.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KAGH (Julian Haas) Crossett, Ark. — Granted
assignment of license to Julian Haas and wife
(Rose M. Haas), d/b as Radio Station KAGH as
gift to latter. Announced April 24.
WLAP-AM-FM Lexington, Ky. — Granted assignment of licenses to WLAP Radio Inc.; consideration $332,500. John B. Poor, president of assignee, is vice president of RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc., licensee of WNAC (AM-FM-TV), Boston; KHJ (AM-FM-TV) Los Angeles; KRIC San
Francisco; WOR (AM-FM-TV) New York; WHBQ
(AM-TV), Memphis; and WGMS (AM-FM) Bethesda, Md., and Washington, D. C. Announced
April
24. AM-TV Kansas City, Mo.— Granted asWD AFsignment of licenses and cp to National Missouri
Tv Inc.; consideration $7,600,000. Commissioner
Bartley not participating. Sale is required by
consenttrustjudgment
Nov. 15,
civil antiaction, Unitedof States
vs. 1957,
The inKansas
City
Star Co., et al in U. S. District Court for Western
District
Missouri.Television
All of assignee's
stockInc.,is
held by ofNational
Investments
whose atres
stock
is
wholly
owned
by
Natonal
TheInc. Only stockholder with 1% or more
interest in National Theatres having broadcast
interests is Frank H. Ricketson Jr., vice president (KFBC- AM-TV Cheyenne, Wyo., and KSTFTV Scottsbluff Neb.). Announced April 24.
KDOT Reno, Nev. — Granted assignment of license from Radioreno Inc. to John L. Breece for
$80,000. Mr. Breece previously owned KATI Casper and one-third of KOVE Lander, both Wyoming. Announced April 24.
KUBE Pendleton, Ore. — Granted assignment of
license from John M. Carroll to new corporaII

Florida
$80,000.00

An excellent daytime facility in a small but economically solid Florida
market. This property shows an outstanding earnings record and will
afford a good return to either an owner-operator or an absentee owner.
Very low down payment of $15,000 required, with balance on easy terms
that can be met from earnings.
Exclusive

with

Of AMERICA

I

J^laclchurn
Tmk (t) <S>
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NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
ATLANTA
H. W. Cassill
Clifford B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Washington Building
Healey Building
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576
Sterling 3-4341
Broadcasting

1
1
i

r

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
ME. 8-5411
1735 De Sales St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
FEderal 3-4800
Washington, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. MeNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Dl. 7-1319
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
JACKSON 5302
P. O. BOX 7037
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE *

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
ce in Radio
30 Years' Experien
Engineering
Republic 7-2347
Pennsylvania Bldg.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National 8-7757
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
Executive 3-5670
N. W.
St.,
710 14th Washington
5, D. C.

RUSSELL
711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, C. C.

Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

MAY

P.

Sheraton Bldg.
REpublic 7-3984

Engineers
Fort Evans
Washington 6, D. C.
Leesburg, Va.
1000 Conn. Ave.
Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE *

GUY

CRestview 4-8721
P. O. Box 32
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — e,Riverside 7-2153
Riversid III.
(A Chicago suburb)

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antenna Proofs
Mountain and Plain Terrain
1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

SERVICE

E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE *

DIRECTORY

CARL

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.
COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

DISTRICT 7-8215
MUNSEY BUILDING
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

KEAR

& KENNEDY

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

WILLIAM

PETE

& Culver

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

Member AFCCE*

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

Lohnes

Member AFCCE*

E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

H. MULLANEY

C. DAVIS

Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Upper
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

Vctndivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
NA. 8-2698
610 Evans Bldg.
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

JOHN

GEORGE

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

C. HUTCHESON

1

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

I

PHONE:
D I. 3-7503

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

LOWELL
R. WRIGHT
Aeronautical Consultant
serving the radio & tv industry
on aeronautical problems created
by antenna towers
Munsey Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
District 7-1740
(nights-holidays
telephone
ELmwood 6-4212)

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-9558

NEptune 4-4242

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commissions
WARRANTY CO.
STANDARD ACTUARIAL
LO 5-5990
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
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FOR THE RECORD continued
tion— Umatilla Bcstg. Enterprises Inc. (Mr. Carroll, Robert E. Thomlinson and B. D. Isaminger);
staff members buying 51% interest for $5,000.
Announced April 24.
KWAT Watertown, S. D. — Granted assignment
of licenses from C. W. Murchison Jr., and John
D. Murchison to Lee V. Williams Jr., trading
under same name; consideration $113,902. Announced April 24.
KAZZ (KM) Austin, Tex.— Granted assignment
of licenses to J. E. Moore Jr., consideration $12,264. Announced April 24.
KLLL Lubbock, Tex. — Granted assignment of
license to H. E., Glenn E. and Ray Corbin, d/b as
$150,000. ComCo.; consideration
Corbln Bcstg.
missioner Lee voted
for 309(b) letter. Announced
April 24.
APPLICATIONS
WEDR Birmingham, Ala. — Seeks assignment
ol license from Edwin Estes to WEDR Inc. Corporate change. No control change. Announced
April 28.
WJLD Homevvood and WJLN-FM Birmingham,
both Alabama — Seek assignment of license and
cp from George Johnston and George Johnston
of estate of George Johnston, deJr., executor
ceased, to George Johnston Jr. and Rose Hood
20% respectively). An(80%
Johnston nounced
April 24. and
WMOZ Mobile, Ala. — Seeks assignment of
license and cp from Edwin Estes to WMOZ Inc.
No control change. AnCorporatenouncedchange.
April 28.
KHAT Phoenix, Ariz. — Seeks assignment of cp
from Geoffrey Lapping to Radio K-HAT Inc.
No control change. AnCorporatenouncedchange.
April 29.
KNEZ Lompoc, Calif. — Seeks assignment of cp
from Thomas Friedman tr/as Elson Electronics
Co. to KNEZ Inc. Corporate change. No control
change. Announced April 24.
KACE-AM-FM Riverside, Calif.— Seeks assignment of cp of permittee corporation from Ray
Lapica to K-ACE Radio Inc. Corporate change.
No control change. Announced April 25.
KSUE Susanville, Calif. — Seeks involuntary
assignment of license from Nolan Hallowall and
James McKahan, d/b as Home Appliance Store,
to James McKahan and Marguerite Hallowall
as executrix of will of Nolan Hallowall, deHome Appliance Store. Anceased,
nouncedd/bAprilas24.
WBBQ-FM Augusta, Ga. — Seeks assignment of
license and cp from Savannah Valley Bcstg. Co.
to Musicast of the South Inc. Corporate change.
No control change. Announced April 29.
WRWH Cleveland, Ga. — Seeks assignment of
cp from Clyde Turner to Newsic Inc. for $1,570.
New owners are auto dealer Donald Stewart
and restauranteur William Strange (one-third
each) and others. Announced April 30.
WTVP (TV) Decatur, 111. — Seeks transfer of
control (95%) of licensee (Prairie Television Co.)
from W. L. Shellabarger and others to George
Solas (30%), W. Clarke Swanson (15%), Gilbert
Swanson (15%) and others, for $200,000. Mr.
Bolas is member of executive committee, Tatham-Laird Inc. Swanson brothers are Campbell
Soup Co. executives. Mr. Shellabarger, who retains 5%, is in insurance. Announced April 28.
WTIM Taylorville, 111. — Seeks transfer of 49%
of licensee (K. W. Moyer Bcstg. Corp.) to Roger
Moyer as follows: 9% from Keith Moyer for
$7,850; 20% each from Catherine Chesi and John
Corsiatto for $20,000 apiece. Roger Moyer also
owns 25% of WMMA Miami, Fla. Announced
April 25.
WARU Peru Ind. — Seeks transfer of control
(52.86%) of licensee (Wabash-Peru Bcstg. Co.
Inc.) from Wendell Hansen to Stark Bcstg. Corp.
for $8,736. Stark Bcstg. is licensee of WCMW
Canton Ohio. Announced April 29.
KROS Clinton Iowa — Seeks involuntary acquisition of positive control (69%) of licensee (Clinton Bcstg. Corp.) by B. M. Jacobsen individually
and as co-executor with William Callender of

COMMERCIAL

STATION

As Reported by FCC

BOXSCORE

through March 31

3,174
Licensed (all on air)
AM
CPs on air (new stations)
55
CPs not on air (new stations)
88
Total authorized stations
3,317
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
418
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
109
Total applications for new stations
527
Applications for major changes (not in hearing) 239
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
36
Total applications for major changes
275
Licenses deleted
0
CPs deleted
0
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TV
520
49
72
612
20
10
59
22
0
1
222

106
661
73
55
128
15
56
41
0
0

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
Compiled by BROADCASTING through April 30
CP
total applications
ON AIR
Not on air For new stations
Lie.
Cps
551
AM
3,174
65
81
69
FM
520
22
81
127
TV (Commercial) 4041
1072
109
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through April 30
TOTAL
VHF
UHF
Commercial
425
86
Non-Commercial
24
7
1 There
licenses.
2 There
longer in
3 There
144 uhf).
* There

4041
107a

are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
are, in addition, 36 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.

estate of Mrs. A. J. Hammonc, deceased. Announced April 30.
KGEZ KalispeU, Mont. — Seeks transfer of control of licensee (KGEZ Inc.) from Copper City
Radio Co., Mary Sullivan, William Carroll, Frank
Reardon and Helen Reardon to Skyline Bcstrs.
Inc. for $115,000. New owners (25% each) : C. M.
Anzjon, optometrist; M. A. Himsl, auto dealer;
Ambrose Measure, attorney and Richard Vick,
general manager KGEZ-AM-TV. Announced
April
WBEV25. Portland Ore.— Seeks assignment of cp
from Bellevue Bcstrs. to Coast Bcstg. Corp. for
$5,000.est New
owner,Bakersfield,
Dawkins Espy,
has Announced
90% interin KIKK
Calif.
April
30.
WICU-AM-TV Erie, Pa.— Seeks transfer of
control of Dispatch Inc. (parent corporation of
licensee, Community Service Bcstg. Co.) from
Edward Lamb to Edward Lamb and family. Announced April 30.
WMIA Arecibo, Puerto Rico — Seeks acquisition
of positive control (100%) of licensee (Abacoa
Radio Corp.) by Lopez family (Manuel, Carlos,
Jose and Carmen) through purchase of 50% from
Mr. and Mrs. Jose Donate Casanova for $25,000.
Announced April 30.
KBAL San Saba, Tex. — Seeks assignment of

license and cp from Radio San Saba to H. A.
Stephens and Rueben Senterfitt (each 50%) d/b
as San Saba County Bcstg. Co. for $20,000. Mr.
Stephens is farm editor, KCYL Lampasas, Tex.
Mr. Senterfitt, attorney, is former Speaker of
Tex. House of Representatives. Announced
11s
April
30. Norfolk Va. — Seeks assignment of5
WCMS
license and cp from Cy Blumenthal to WCMS
Radio Norfolk Inc. Corporate change. No control change. Announced April 29.
KXRO Aberdeen, Wash. — Seeks involuntary
transfer of control (61.6%) of licensee corporation (KXRO Inc.) from Harry Spence to
Helen Spence, executrix of estate of Harry
Spence, deceased. Announced April 25.
Hearing

Cases
INITIAL DECISION
Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of Richard M. Seidel, Berruce Schwartz,
Harold H. Meyer and Rand Bcstg. Co., d/b as
Radio Tampa, for new am station to operate on
1010 kc, 50 kw, DA, D, in Tampa, Fla., and
dismissing competing application of Rand Bcstg.
Co. Announced April 29.
OTHER ACTIONS
By memorandum opinion and order. Commission (1) dismissed protest by Wrather- Alvarez
Bcstg. Inc. (KFMB and KFMB-TV ch. 8), San
Diego, Calif., directed against Feb. 25 grant of
application of California Western University of
San Diego for a permit to locate, maintain or
use studio or apparatus for production of programs to be transmitted or delivered to tv
station XETV Tiajuana, Mexico, but (2) clarified
"scope
by deleting
words programs
"for the
purposeof oflicense
obtaining
or producing
consisting of various programs broadcast in
United States" and substituting therefor words
"for the purposeeducational
of transmitting
or delivering
noncommercial
programs
produced
in
its
studios
by
faculty
and
staff."
Announced
April 24.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission dismissed petition for reconsideration or rehearing by WREC Bcstg Service (WREC) Memphis, Tenn., directed against Feb. 20 grant without hearing of application of Wiregrass Bcstg.
Co., forprise, cp
to change facilities
Ala. Announced
April 24. of WIRE EnterWMMW-FM Meriden Conn.— By letter granted
request for waiver of Sect. 3.293 of rules to
permit continued functional music operation
on a simplex basis to Oct. 1. Announced April 24.
Routine
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Roundup

Commission has been advised by Department
Continues on page 126
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RADIO

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
RADIO
A nnouncers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Top two man sales team. New cars. Presently
selling tv. Desire
radio. Prefer mid-west. Box
237E, BROADCASTING.

Radio school grad, desires position as announcer.
Experience as relief man. Will relocate.
Box
202E, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Ambitious young announcer, talented
Desires permanent position. Will relocate.voice
Box
204E, BROADCASTING.

Internationally experienced announcer with
good news delivery and comprehensive knowledge of music— good pop and classical— seeks
position with good
station. Preferably
west coast. Reply Boxmusic
247E, BROADCASTING

Sports announcer baseball, football, basketball
Excellent voice, finest of references. Box 402D
BROADCASTING.
DJ, sports, news announcer with management
background. Nine years experience desires permanent position with established station. Married, responsible man. Minimum salary $150 00
**.uy»
Box 429D, BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer. Three years. Sober
depeno^ble, family man. Pop music
No
hillbilly music. Position must be steady.man.
Partial
to d»"timers. $80 per week minimum. Box 98GD
'
BROADCASTING.
Country— western— hillbilly— and staff announcmorning man. Family. Box
vears- Good
fL^3
102E, BROADCA
STING.
Experienced disc jockey. Three years, good comCASTING.mercial, know music, family. Box 105E, BROADVacation problems? College student. Experienced
Announcer, record-librarian, news. Third-class.
permit. June 1 thru September 1. Tape, resume
and references. Box 114E, BROADCASTING
DJ/announcer, previous experience 50,000 watt
metro-indie. Afternoon shift in top three Pulse
ratings. Best agency references. Salary open. Box
125E, BROADCASTING.
Attention: Young staff announcer with pop music
know-how. Will liven up your station Tape
available. Box 151E, BROADCASTING.
Negro dee jay. Good board man. Fast patter,
smooth
production. I'm the one you're looking
for.
ING. Tape and resume. Box 172E, BROADCAST-

D.J.
own
Love
and

announcer. Go anywhere. Ready now. Run
board. Can sell, too. Steady— no bad habits
to build audiences and grab accounts.
resume. Box 173E, BROADCASTING Tape

Girl-personality, d-j, run own board. Eager to
please. Free to travel.
Gimmicks and sales. Box
175E. BROADCASTING.
\oung staff announcer, strong dj, run own board
tapes
and resume available. Box 176E, BROADCASTING.

Staff announcer, 7 years radio, tv.
travel. Box 180E, BROADCASTING. Family, will
Sports announcer. Top performance, references
Family
CASTING.man, will travel. Box 181E, BROADEmployed, personality dj, morning show preference, larger market anywhere, solid, 2 years
excellent
news, sports. Box 183E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer— restricted ticket. Well trained, willing to learn. Handle all-round staff job, operate
board. Will travel anywhere
Tape, resume on
request. Box 184E, BROADC.ASTING

Insomniac dj, would like all-night show in top
100 market, preferably with p.i. percentage deal
61/? years as dj -announcer-salesman . . gimmicks real air salesman. Also interested in
ll6E.nlRyAVcASTiNG.PreSently B°*
Announcer, 10 years, programming-production
knowhow, excellent background and references
presently employed. Box 189E, BROADCASTING.'
A™ y°" mt need of a deejay for your station in
one of the top 50 markets? Would you like someright into the top
W£ Promote
c^toW£°
spot? No robot
operation.himself
Veteran, college graduate. Knows music and the record industry
Write
write
Box 191E, BROADCASTING.
Want work in small southern station. 4 months
neWS- B°X 192E' BROADCASTING-6 m
y^+^t,

exPer'enced (all phases) announcer,
19^7^F°BRO^DCAS^INGSee^:^ng Permanence' Box
Deejay pops-standards. Newscaster. Experienced
$70. Relocate Mich:
^me^COhio,
oITe!,elgan.
IndianaMinim
, anyum eastern state.
Negro
3'ive-talk. Box 198E, BROAD-'
CASTING
First phone announcer, young family man, one
j ear experience, prefers east. Seeks advance-

a"er ac«P^a-e. Boex
?^;£io^\l^
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News and sports. I am a newsman and sportscaster with 5 years experience. Wish to locate
in the east. Write
full resume. All inquiries
acknowledged. Box for208E,
BROADCASTING.
Top rated dj employed in million plus market.
Thoroughly familiar with top 50 format. Married
personnel change necessitates relocation
Box
210E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer desires location in southwest or midwest. Two years, six months behind mike
Good, smooth,
BROADCASTING.sales voice. Mature. Box 212E

Experienced radio announcer seeks employment
in. or near New York state. Box 213E, BROADCASTING.
Outstanding newscaster — commercial announcer
Sixteen years experienc
all phases including
management. College e,graduate
. Box 215E
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Station upper-midwest, Great Lakes
area. $85.00 starting. WDGY types, forget this'
Pleasant (team-type) working conditions. Available: Immediately, five years experience, two
jobs, excellent training. Good dj, newscaste
r
Good board work. Married to traffic-continuity
girl Friday.
There's more, too. Write Box 216E
BROADCA
STING.
Stop the recession. Music-news-first-no-mainCASTING. tenance. Located Seattle. Box 219E, BROAD-

Ohio and Michigan stations. Married experienced
staff and specialty dj. Humor and satire
handled
well.
ING. Available June. Box 221E, BROADCAST-

Sportscaster-staff. Pro baseball experience AuH?£!;ltat
lve' exciting.
BROADC
222E,
ASTINGAll
. sports. Permanent. Box

A nnouncers

Two
salary
and news,
needsmusic,
statingyears,
One yearaiu.\\xman-.
agement. Steady, dependasports.
ble, seeking future
BROAdJ
0ffer'
Combo
"g
1st phone,
CASTman
preferB°Xno 248E
mainte
nance,
will
do ING
routine preventive mainte
nance
$85
no car. Box 249E, BROADCASTING.

vol^want a man that can tear a b>g town
apart.
Character dj, country. I pick, sing make
singing commercials. I'll drive your town and
sponsor
s wild. I'll give you some of the best
and cleanes
t entertainment
ever heard
anywhere Original too. Good you
ref. Have talent
will travel. Box 252E, BROADCASTING ent'
13 years radio! Network voice. Want news reporting. Metropolitan south-southeast. Will con-

Announ
°°th.
cer, S^
3 years experi
ence, g™
available imme1ST ^^
i^
diately. Bill Couch,cZ
917 9th
St., Lewiston Idaho

Experienced staff announcer desire
s on,
permaIdaho,
^ewisx
nent
3-39
98.
ood ast
Phone onSHerw
positi
in northe
centra
l states. Good news
and muse. Bill Gallagher, WIMS,
Michigan City
Have larynx— wi 1 travel. Experience-light, but
ambition-fantabulous! Radio
school college
gradua
22-single, 4F. Strong on dj. S nf?
Love te.
to work. No
smoke-drink! Drop a linfi
Marv Kramer 365 High
, Medford, Mas^
sachusetts. EXport 5-2666.Street
Available now!
Summer replacement proble
ble JulySept smooth, versatile youngms?dj,Availa
newsman allsports announcer, can run
own board Need experience rather than pay. Dj
es wake-up
pops-tops, late-night jazz or includ
classical. Will Ed
anywhere. Write Dick Palmer, WPRB,
Princeton

Professional announcer wants solid permanent
deal. Experienced news-sportscaster. Disc jockeyprogram director. Employe
Box 223E, BROADCASTINGd references. Family

Spidle, Generalannouncer—
Delivery, first
Albany,
^&eiiien^ed
phone.
Howard
Oregon.

Summer replacement announcer. Experienced
Mature. Taught radio. Copy experience. Tape'
'
Box 224E, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv announcer. Easy style. Versatile. Also

Technical

Box 226E.
baCkgrOUnd'
BROAD^ASTmG1
Announc
er-dj. 1 Good sales
lity. Operate
board. Competitive market. persona
Box 227E, BROADCASTING .
Announcer, topnotch, stable mature, in key met
market. Family health require
climate. Box 231E, BROADCASTING.s favorable

Announcer — Best voice and delivery Presently
manager in medium market Desire return
permanently to announcing .or/and
large
market only. 32 years old. Family man. dj
of sales and management experience Because
I know
what it means to put out as air salesm
If
you want a permanent man, and the best an
for my story. Box 235E, BROADCASTING. write
Top pulse rated, Storz-type D-J, wants 75,000
or more market. Present boss thinks I'm ready
Modern yradio
know-ho
w and ideas galore On-'
portumt
placed
before
Box 236E, BROADCASTING.salary. Family man
Personality is what analysts
of a
person. Same with a station.callSolifeif blood
you want
some of that wonderful "red stuff" coming over
your dj mike, write Dr. Martin. Excellent references. Box
238E, BROADCASTING.
Personable young announcer, trained by pro's—
every phase of broadcasting, have potential

Colored announcer-dj, staff man. Strong on commercials. Versatile. Will relocate. Rai Tasco, 2329
11th Ave., Los Angele
s 18, Calif.

IloeADCAlTINGgineer-ann°UnCer199E'
Engine
er 1st phone, age 28. Radio orB°X
television
operation and maintenance.
Capable and responsible.
transmitter Loerience
No announcing. StudioBoxand 230E,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others

Radio-television sports director, ten years exDerience, wants sports position with chanc
to advance m programming and managemente Desire
permanency
. Box 113E, BROADCASTING
write and air. Networks both coasts.
Employed Twenty years experience at 39, newspapers, radio, tv. National award winner Metropolitan only. Box 124E, BROADCASTING.
Program director, experienced, personable, perUSt make change. Box 182E, BROADCASTING
Young
program
director, fully experien
music
and news is seeking employment withcedgrowing
aggressi
station.
I offerdown
hard and
work,
sincere ve
desire
to settle
get knowhow
ahead 'in
medium size town. Opportunity means more
immediate financial return. Have produced than
two
top-rated stations. Box 187E, BROADCASTING

t0 traVel" B°X 239E' BROADCASTING
Wants
first job. p^0IiePrefer FuUy
westernGained
w^nflCert_^SE
radio.
states inMarried

Family man, 30 proven sales record, 2 years with
New York representative. 3 years
with New York
metropolitan independent station
calling
top
agencies. Well-known in industry. Let'son talk
Box 203E, BROADCASTING.

BROADCASTING117' ReSUme and taPe- Box 243E,
Three years, wants good station in New York
New Jersey or Conn. Box 244E, BROADCAST-'

News director, seven years experience all phases
Degree, excellent references. Midwest, west'
Availab
Reasona
ble .salary reouire-'
ments. le
Box June
217E. 1st.
BROADC
ASTING
Broadcasting

TELEVISION

RADIO

Situations Wanted

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programm ing, Others
ks,
fiirl continuity director: Production gimmic
sting
newsca
dj,
sell,
good
voice,
ble
good adapta
fecretarv 3rd ticket, single. Evenings- Plaza
£4166 Waco. Texas. Box 225E, BROADCASTING.
an, 18 months experirace. JKadio-tv newsm
school grad. Box 251E, BROADCASTING.

Management

TELEVISION

Help Wanted
Sales

staA fast growing network affiliated eastern vhf hearting, show-tshow
hitting, self-st
tion"nelds a hard salesm
and
an to head up, the
way type of local to score.
man?
Are you
a local staff how BROAD
NG.
CASTI
Write Box 962D,
Preferably experienced salesman for local and
ssion arSalary and commi
regional accounts.Many fringe
unity
benefits. Opport
rangement.
of nations leading
for advancement with one
Box
letter.
first
stations. State all particulars
166E, BROADCASTING.
wants to make
Need real go-out-getter who All
it needs is
real money in good market
Jack Sholar, WALB-TV,
effort., Call or see ;
Albany Ga
Announcers

TV weatherman-announcer for midwest mediumin
market NBC affiliate, must be experienced
weather roundup, and
delivering authoritativeannoun
cing chores. Write
doing other
capable of BROAD
CASTING.
Box 923D,

for combined radio-television
Need news man
on
iob Must be able to prepare and delivery ainform
ound
backgr
,
picture
tape,
Send
.
camera tion references and salary requirements first
KTHV, Little Rock, Ark.
letter Call or write
Phone FRanklin 4-3764.
for full
Need personable on-camera announmcersouthwe
st.
k affiliate station
power networ
if available,
Please send tape, picture and film,
Call or write KTHV,
and salary requirements. FRankl
in 4-^764.
Little Rock, Ark. Phone
Technical

studio
Experienced engineer. All-around man on
technical
and transmitter capable of becoming full-po
wer
director of medium market, mid-south
vhf Box 171E, BROADCASTING.
northeastern
Assistant chief engineer for large
television station. Must have EE Degree be0
under 33 years old and have experience ^ $10,000.0
for right man. Box 178E, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others

r for CBS basic
Continuity promotion directo
ing southern market.
affiliate rapidly expand
producing copy
capable
Must be fast, accurate,
resume,
that sells. State salary required include
letter. Box 228E,
first
raph
photog
s,
sample
NG.
CASTI
BROAD
r to
on needs women's directo
operati
Radio-tv daily
emphasis
radio and tv shows with
produce
to
photo
and
resume
e
complet
Send
.
on cooking
Gene Milsteen, KFEQ-TV, St. Joseph, Missouri.
Sales Service Director— key position for qualified
man, working directly with sales department,
be thoroughly exaccounts. Must
servicing perienced
all phases commercial production. It
step with today's demand for creatiyeyou
ness arein incommercial conception, a copywriter,
as tools,
movie and slide acameras
capable usingopportu
future. KKlv,
nity with
an
is
this
Pueblo, Colorado.
writers: Two writers for midwest teleContinuity
vision station. Experience preferred, but not
copy
absolutely necessary. These positions are
copy to
exclusively. Send resume and ,sample
Production Manager P.O. Box 470,
W. Kelin,
J.
d, Illinois.
Rockfor

Studio facilities manager, 7 years television, 6
vears theatre technician. Manage scene and
Box
and lighting.
staging ING
.
studio AST
andADC
nrop shops
245E,
BRO
Sales

rep
now with national
Young, former l manager
. 138E,
ING
nity. Box
opportu
AST
sales
ADC
wants nationa
BRO
Announcers

Newscaster with ten years experience, five m
with news-conscious
seeks position
television,College
; .family. Box 193E.
TING
station.
BROADCASgraduate
Proven newsman. Three years present market.
Currently employed. Seek advancement. Five
vears radio-television news-sports announcing,
reporting, writing. Box 207E, BROADCASTING.
on-radio anRadio announcer desires televisi
nouncing opportunity. Three years radio. A.A..
ting graduate
Radio broadcas
28. IN
degree.
G.
English
ST
CA
Smooth selling delivery. Box 211E, BROAD-

top stations.
m 10 years
minimu
$300 weekly
Box 229*.,
ING
w only. .
intervie
AST
Personal
ADC
Look listen.
BRO
Technical

ia
First phone, 15 years experience. Want Californ
Available
television, radio, studio or transmitter.
May 15. Box 170E, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others

Television sports director wants to return to
television
radio play-by-play while working with ngs.
Box
permanent surroundi
ing in
programm
112E, BROADCASTING.
FOR

SALE — (Cont'd)

Equipment
. and
NG
AS
chains
camera
opeTI
BR
Iconasc
RCADC
SeveralOA
928D,
Box
used.
y
slightl
tubes,
1850A
type

television manManager, 16 years experience as
, as radio manager and commercial manager
Increased billing on
ager and program director. agency
and network
all stations over 100%. Also
BROAD780D,
Box
es.
referenc
Best
experiences.
CASTING. ■ .

years radio-tv exor— My
direct
Program perience
an asset to you. Let my
me eight
will make
experience pay
se
nghou
Westi
and
type
Stoi-z
looking for progressive
off for vou. Top dj.
metropolitan
in
up
station that wants to ongo must
have authority
market ratings. Positi
and
her Tape Box
Let's get togetavaila
as well as tftle.
ble.
view NG.
interTI
nal AS
persoDC
e or OA
resum
256E, BR

Broadcasting

FOR

SALE

Stations

Small market station, north Alabama. Good
growing market.
equipment, in
gross, excellent
. 1071!.,
INGBox
ADC
BRO
No brokers.
down.AST
$65 000— 29%

Maior southwestern market 250 watt hillbilly
85-95 year. Potential
station— grossing betweenmonth.
Good equipment
120 000 Overhead 6 per
down— 5
—studios Will quick sell for 85—15ASTING
.
years. Wire, write Box 206E, BROADC
potenUnusual growth
kw daytimer.plus
So. Calif. 1 investm
resident managerial
ent
tial Small
services makes you a partner. Experience, proven
. Owner
ability, high moral standards required
committments
has other immediate business time
station
to
full
devote
therefore unable to
references first
matters. Send full particulars and
letter. Confidential. Box 209E, BROADCASTING.
FM radio station to be moved. 250 watt GEn
modulatio
transmitter, Andrews antenna, GE microphon
es,
monitors, console, turn tables,
air now with kKlJ
tape machine. On
Ampex 350 constant
signal 50 miles. Remote mo330 watts,
bile transmitter, must sell before May 15th,
$10,000.00 KELS-FM, Nacogdoches, Texas.
$36,000; New Mexico
New York $42,000; FloridaWest
Virginia $60,000;
$33 000- Texas $35,000;
$85,000; Tennessee
Kentucky $75,000; Florida
$135,000; uhf $160,000; Pennsylvania $158,000; New
CaroArizona $200,000; North$300,000;
Mexico $125,000;
lina $150^000; Georgia $300,000; Florida Virginia
Kentucky $300,000; Michigan $450,000;
Please write Haskell
$75 000; Michigan $70,000.
Broker, Lowell, Massachusetts.
Bloomberg
Hollingslistings wanted. W.TheHempstea
Waiting buyers, 514
d,
Hemp. Ave.,
Co., Inc.,
worth
New York.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
tors.
Former radio and television owners and opera-

ing
Write now for our free bulletin of outstand
the United States,
radio and tv buys throughout
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

One REL one kilowatt fm transmitter. In good
condition, presently operating In No^Carohna.
For details, write Box 160E, BROADCASTING.
1— 300D Dage Cam1— 320A Dage Camera Chain Sync
Generator 1—
era Chain, 1— 410A Dage
or
1— Pan-Cm
,
Camera
Movie
K100
Kodak
16mm
and other
-Variable Focus Lens plus flood light substan
tial
studio equipment all at
aneous
miscellt.
Box 240E, BROADCASTING.
discoun
Transy mobile equipment Suitabl
Motorola 30-D two-wa
, mike, cable Griffin,e
mitter, receiver, speaker$150.00.
1001,
Box
sts.
for remote broadca
Ga.
ion
GR 732-A distortion meter $75, 731-A modulat
repairs.
mon. $100, appearance good, may need Thordar
1440 kc,
mon. mp.,
1-C freq.mixer-a
W E T30W05
out db meter,
ohm works.
500$200,
son
$rft>.
cond.
good
4 low imp. mike, 2 phono inputs,
All FOB" P. O. Box" 1841, Montgomery, Ala.
GE 1 kw fm amplifier with final tubes, RCA
44-BX and 77-D microphones, Magneeord 814
condition.
t e.
All excellen
tape player.
esse
eight-ho
Box
221,urLebanon,
Tenn
Two
years
GE
Both

Fairchild turntables, good condition, 10
old, 33 speed arms Western Electric use
cartridges, 78 arms handle any cartridge.
condigoodo.
rder,
e Magnaco
PortablIdaho
$200.00.
Idah
Falls,
$250.00. KIFI,
tion,

above inTruscon self-supporting tower height
Com90 TMP.H
loading
WindTower
325 feet. g.
sulators, lightin
standing.
sold
to be
plete with
cal
Techni
Lynch,
L.
U.
In excellent condition.
Director, KMMJ, Grant Island, Nebraska.
machines, and two
Two RCA type RT-11A tape
type
Presto r,turntab
. t Chief
rgh, 64-A.
Enginee
KQV, les,
Pittsbu
PaContac
Collins 12-Z remote unit for 110 and battery
cost $450, sell $150. KROX, Crookston, Minn.
r, TX-2A, Channel 2, excellent conRCA diplexe
dition, $275; KSPR-TV, Casper, Wyoming.
Two RCA TP16D projectors good condition both
Chief Engineer, WALA-TV
Contact
for $2,950.
.
Mobile,
Alabama

condi150 feet, Stainless, good
AM radio tower,
new. Gates
tion Clark phase monitor, 108 E, like
g equipment.
hy-watter, 2 tower array phasin
t WAWK, Kendallville, Indiana, phone
Contac
764.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement
crvstals for RCA, Gates, W. E. and Bliley holders;
M. Monitor servetc. Also
repair,
re-rind
ited A.testimonials praise
de unsolic
Nationwi
iceing,
for catalog.
Send
!
our products and service
Eidson Electronic Co., PR 3-3901, Temple, Texas.

ast and industrialTelevision monitors— broadc
— 8 -$195 -0°.
models
chassis
custom
rack,
,
cabinet
Write Miratel,
9.00.
21"-$25
.00;
14"-$215 00- 17--219
Minn.
13,
Paul
St.
St.,
Inc.; 1080 Dionne

WANTED

TO

BUY

transt your unproductive
Need cash? Conver
deage of taxretain
cash, get advant
mitter site into back
You
ement.
arrang
lease
ductible
ment and building
ownership of towers, equip
land is free and clear
for depreciation. If your
We will forward
d
desire
send details and cash
lease details. Write Box 257E,
and
offer
cash
our
BROADCASTING.
Stations

cp.
Small or medium market radio station or Box
replies confidential.
terms. All
Give details,
626D, BROADCASTING.
Equipment
equipment. Give
5 kw transmitter and associatedCASTI
NG.
159E, BROAD
BoxG
details.
full
.
IN
Late modeL_3 kw fm transmitter and frequency
modulation monitor. Box 242E, BROADCAST.North Libby,
la
ma fmCity,
Oklaho
Ok
4516
er. KYFM,
amplifi
1000 watt

10 kw fm power amplifier for use with RCA
BTF-3B transmitter. WNIB, Chicago 24.

MISCELLANEOUS
station northwest
Lease option small market NG.
U. S. Box 195E, BROADCASTI
May 5, 1958
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MISCELLANEOUS

Wanted— investors. GI, 25. married, discharged
soon seeking
investors for small radio station
Previous electronics business experience. ExWash. cellent investment. Write P. O. Box 754, Richland,
H.M. Von Reitttr Bowley, television and radio
bingo game sheets. 1025 Lincoln, Denver 4.
Colorado. Tel: Alpine 5-7093.
INSTRUCTION
FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821 - 19th Street. N. W.. Washington. D. C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. G.I.
Phone FLeetwood 2-2733. Elkins Radioapproved
License
School, 3605 Regent Drive, Dallas, Texas.

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting May 1, June 25
September 3, October 29. For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden
Radio Operational Engineering School, 1150
West
Olive Avenue, Burbank. California.

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

FLORIDA
* VHF has opening
for first phone
* operator to train as studio and
* transmitter maintenance engineer.
Previous TV experience not necessary, but a strong technical
background is a must.
*
Box 246E, BROADCASTING

EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

A Specialized Service For
Managers Commercial Managers
Chief Engineer
Program Managers
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE

BROADCASTERS EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington 7, D. C.

RADIO
Situations Wanted

FOR

Announcers

SALE

Equipment
WELCOME BACK FROM THE CONVENTION
If you found no magic formulas for progromming-sales, and believe in
we invite you
to contact us. Husband andtalent,
wife team,
enced every phase music and show biz,experideejays two years. Sing, create jingles, choose
records by listening, not from charts. Enjoy
keeping housewives and sponsors contented.
Money isn't
Available soon.
Boxeverything.
255E, BROADCASTING.

TAPE RECORDERS
AM Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
America's
Tape Recorder Specialists

—
NEED
A D. J.? —
B. C A. Placement Service has them . . . with
and withevt experience. All eager te p lease
end make yea money! Best trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas. Thoroughly
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1639 Broadway, Capitol Theatre Bldg.
N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1918. No charge for either party.

Dollar

for

Dollar

Help

classified ad

|MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII||| lllllllllimilllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIL:
I PROMOTION MANAGER WANTED
| Basi<: CBS-TV affiliate has opening for ex= perienced
promotion
man
to direct a
H vigorous promotion, publicity, exploitation
= operation. Prefer man presently employed as
= station promotion manager or assistant pro= motion manager, ready to step up. Live in
= sunshine city in beautiful live oak country.
EE Send
complete
resume
with
references,
= samples, and present salary to Albert D.
§j Johnson, General Manager, KENS-TV, San
EE Antonio, Texas.
Page 126
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in getting

top-flight

personnel

Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time from April 25 to May 9 to file
proposed findings, and from May 5 to May
19
for filing replies in re am applicati
ons of Golden
Valley Bcstg. Co. (KRAK) Stockton,
Radio Santa Rosa, Santa Rosa, Calif. Calif, and
By Hearing Examiner
on dates Annie
shown Neal Huntting
On motion by Southwest Bcstg. Co. Inc., Redlands, Calif., continued without
date
conference now scheduled for May 6 prehearing
on its application and that of Telemusic Co., San Bernardino, Calif., for new fm stations, pending outcome of Southwest request for rule making looking toward allocation of
to Redlandsgrant is without prejudicech.of 300
filing of motion
to reschedule if rulemaking proceeding
becomes
unduly protracted. Action April 28.
Continued from June 2 to June 4 prehearing
conference on am application of Florence Bcstg
Co. Inc.,
for April
new 29.
am station in Brownsville,
Tenn.
Action
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on April 29
Granted petition by Louis Adelman,
Pa., for continuance from June 3 to Hazleton
June 12
hearing on applications of Mr. Adelman
and
Guman Realty Co., Mount Carmel, Pa., for new
am stations.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
on April 25
Granted petition by Radio Orange County Inc.,
Anaheim, Calif., for continuance of prehearing
conference from May 1 to May 12 in proceeding
on its am application, et al.
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman
on April Herbert
28
Scheduled prehearing conference for May 19
on am applications of Historyland Radio and
Star Bcstg. Corp., Fredericksburg, Va.
By Hearing Examiner
H. Donahue
on AprilThomas
25
Scheduled hearings for May 5 at 9:30 a.m., re
am
on of Jefferson County Bcstg Co
Bluff, Ark.
Pine applicati
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman
on April Herbert
23

Granted motion by Oregon Radio Inc. (KSLM)
Salem, Ore., for continuance of further prehearing conference from April 23 to April 25, and
evidentiary hearing scheduled for April 29 is
continued to date to be announced at conclusion
of hearing conference on April 25 in proceeding
on am applications of Oregon Radio and Lincoln
Electronics
Inc. (KBCH) Oceanlake, Ore.
Granted motions by Birney Imes Jr. (WMOX)
Meridian, Miss., and Mississippi Bcstg. Co., Carthage, Miss., for various corrections to transcript
in proceeding on their am applications.
Issued order following prehearing conference
in proceeding on applications of Sherrill C. Corwin and K-UHF (TV) for cps for new tv stations to operate on ch. 34 in Los Angeles, Calif.;
evidentiary hearing will begin on June 16.
By Commissioner
Frederick
W. Ford
on April
22

Wanted

Production-Programming, Others

ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on April 29
Granted petition by Cy Blumenthal to dismiss
without prejudice his application for new tv station to operate on ch. 2 in Terre Haute, Ind.; reWabash
Bcstg.
Corp.similar
and niiana
Telecastapplicat
status
*l?aring
™1ed J1},Valley
ions of
ing Corp. Action April 29.
By Hearing Examiner
J. Frederick
on AprilCharles
25

Granted oral request of Video Independent
Theatres Inc. (KVIT ch. 2), Santo
Fe,
M., for
further continuance of hearing from N.
May 5 to
May 26 in proceeding on its application.
By Hearing Examiner
Basil P. Cooper
on April 23

you can't
beat a

TELEVISION

?

of Air Force that it is expected that newly
constructed tv broadcast translator station at
Holloman Air Force Base near Alamogo
rdo,
Mex., will begin program tests on May 1 1958N
Station, which will transmit on uhf tv chs 75
78 and 83. will rebroadcast programs from commercial tv stations KROD-TV, KTSM (TV) and
KILT (TV), El Paso, Tex. Transmitter output
power on each ch. will be 10 w peak.
Establishment of Air Force translator is subject
to condition that operation will not cause interference to reception of any non-Government
station.
REMOTE CONTROL RULES AMENDED
By order, Commission amended Sect 3 66(c)
(4) of broadcast rules relating to remote control
of am stations so that determination of necessary
CONELR
AD operatio
field supervis
on becase-to-c
£2KI£SA£
made ase
by
n poweror can
basis.

3

Granted petition by Plough Bcstg Co. Inc., for
extension of time to April 14 to file reply to opposition of Town and Country Radio Inc., Rockford, HI., to its (Plough's) petition to reopen
record in proceeding on Town and Country's am
application.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on April 17
Scheduled hearings on June 25 in following
am proceedings: Birch Bay Bcstg. Co., Blaine,
Broadcasting

Radio and Star Bcstg. Corp.,
History
Wash.;icksbu
rg,land
Freder
Va.
er Jay A. Kyle
By Hearingon Examin
dates shown
Granted petition by Marshall County Bcstg. Co.
inc Arab, Ala., to continue without date hearing
on its apscheduled for April 22 in proceeding
HuntsAllen,
G.
Walter
of
that
and
plication
22.
ville Ala. Action April
ent for May 5 on, petiScheduled oralM. argum
Fla.,
Ripley Inc., Jacksonville
tion by Joseph
application and notice
am
its
for leave to amend
in protions filed by Ripley and
of takingceedingdeposi
Dan
on am applications Ripley
23
April
Richardson, Orange Park, Fla. Action
May6
^
fer«
<?°n
ring
prehea
led
Schedu
in nroceeding on applications of WJPB-IV inc.,
Inc.,
Telecaesting
Corp.,s and
a" Radio station
- Virgini
West cps
on ch. 5
to operat
for W.newVa.tvAction
for
23.
April
in Weston,
ner Basil P. Cooper
Hearing Exami
BvJ
on April 22
n by Triangle Publications
that motio
ed C-TV
Order
ch. 8), New Haven, Conn., to
(WNH
inr
W. Clip? j on
Prohibit taking deposition of Roger
Spring
n ofexami
motio
moot;reques
sed asCorp.,
dismis
1 isTelevisio
April field
ner
ting
n Bcstg.
is
record
on
made
s
ruling
n
to reconsider certai
d as page 8 A forwardedor
denied; and map markelocati
ted
on of compu
bv Triangle showing
ur of station
predicted present Grade B conto
ke vicinity
WNHC-TV in the Springfield-Holy^o
will be associated with WNHC-TV Exhibit 2 folle's application.lowing page 8, in proceeding on Triang
ner Herbert Sharfman
Bv Hearing Exami
on April 22
u for
Granted petition by Broadcast Burea
1 to , May ,8
further extension of time from May
findings of fact and
for filing initial proposed replie
s from May 12
conclusions and for filing
Telemento Calif.
Sacra
of
ation
applic
re
19
to May Inc. (KBET-TV ch. 10), Sacramento
,
caters
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of April 25
KARD-TV Wichita, Kan.— Granted license for
^jcKnk^rL!°N.ftj.-Granted license for am
license covering
Grantedns.
Tex.—
StKIXL Dallas,
n of new
installatio
tra
. _
e covering
ed licens
Grant
Tex.Waco,
KWTX
,
installation of new trans.
ed mod.
KPAR- TV— Sweetwater, Tex.-Grant
kw, aur .72 kw,
ERP to vis. 145 type
of cp to change ft.,
of ant.
and change
ant height 580
of cp to
KAFE Oakland, Calif—Granted mod.
n and
locatio
studio
change type ant., type trans.,
on
control operation;tedconditi
specify remoteAngeles
mod. of cp
, Calif .-Gran
KPLA Los
increase ant. height
to decrease ERP to 52 kw,
studio
ant.
type
trans.,
to 2900 ft., change type
location and operate trans, by remote control.
ion of comple
granted extens
ing were
Followdates
sco
(FM) San Franci
Is showS: KBCO
tion
to
Y.,
N.
on,
Babyl
-FM
Calif to 11-19; WGLI
Haute, Ind., to 7-10, and
U-l; WMFT a, Terre
Wash., to 10-1.
KFHA Tacom
Actons of April 24
covering
WOOO Deland, Fla.— Granted license
new trans.
increase in power to 5 kw, install
WRRN Warren, Pa.— Granted cp to modify its
trWKBN-FM Youngstown, Ohio— Granted
increase ERP to 50 kw, ant. height to 545
make changes in ant. system.
nd, Ohio*— Granted cp
WBOE Clevela
crease ERP to 9.1 kw and make change

e ERP to 11
to change trans, location, increasnew
install l.type ,ant. .
ft., tro
to 3490
and
deleteheight
remote
con
kw, ant
KYFM Oklahoma City, Okla.— Granted mod. ot
change type trans., type ant. decrease
cp
ERP toto 1.5 kw, increase ant. height to 155 it.,
of compleC°Follow!ng were granted extensions
tion dates as shown: WPTT <.TV ) Augusta, Me,
WSPD-TV
to 11-1; WGTV Athens Ga. to 11-5;
Ohio, to8-3.11-2;
trans ) Toledo
(main '& aux.
Del., to
trans.) Wilmington,
WVUE (aux.
Granted authority
WLDB Atlantic City, N. J.—control
remote
by
trans,
to operate
d author, Minn.— Grante
Rapidsby
Grand trans,
KOZYoperat
remote control.
e
ity to
of
change
d
grante
were
s
Following station
ck, Pa.,
Braddo
WLOA
as shown:
"time
sign-off
for
6 00 p m. from April 18 thru Sept. .10, except
on rn^y conmming when f operati
specialtinue progra
time; WQUB Galesup to licensed sign-of
cing lmcommen
time
local
nure 111 6 00 p.m. ing thru Sept., WETZ
New
and W.continu
y
Satel
time May
local
p.m.
7:00
Va.,
sville
Martin
within
thru slot except for special events
7:00
Mtalon of iSe; WML Niles, Mich.,
operay ofp.m.
econom
forMiss.,
Aug.
thru
May
Dm EST
for
6:00
tic; WJMB Brookhaven,
, 111., 6:00
period ending May 31; WPRC Lincoln
Sept. 28 except for
p m CST from April 27 thru
t when station
special events of public d interes
WDLA
sign-off time;
to license
up 6:00
may operate
thru Sept.,
April
EST
p.m.
Walton^ N. Y.,
station
when
sts
except in special event broadca
d sign-off time; KLTI
will continue up to license
CST from April thru
Longview, Tex.7 6:30 p.m. Mo.,
6:00 p.m. April
Aug KCHR Charleston,
effec8:00 p.m.
le, 15Ky.,except
Pinevii
WMLF
Sept.;
thru tive
for spec ml
immediately until Sept.
Ky., 6.00
WLOC Munfordville
programming; period
Aug. 31.
p.m. CST for Actions ending
of April 22
WGBA Columbus, Ga.— Granted acquisition of
A McClure thru
positive control by Charles
L. H. Christian.
transfer of stock from
d acquisition of
Grante
Ala.—
,
Eufaula
WULA
e thru
A McClur
Charles Christia
control by
positivf of
n.
stock from L. H.
transfer
of
tion
acquisi
d
Grante
WCHK Canton, Ga.—
e thru
A McClur
s Christi
Charle
by
control
positivre of
an.
stock from L. H.
transfe
for am
KZEY Tyler, Tex.-Granted license same
as
location
station and specify studio
trwcNR Bloomsburg, Pa.— Granted authority to
at 7:05 p.m. EDST, but in no event later
sign-off
than local sunset, for period ending Sept. 30.
Actions of April 21
Granted assignment
WHER Memphis, Tenn.—
Service Inc.
of license to Tri-State Bcstg.
license for tv
Granted
Me.—
Bangor,
WTWO

to
ft.cpand

to dein ant.

SyWFMR Milwaukee Wis— Grantedchange
cp to replace
station
expired cp which authorized
trans, locaand
studio
height
ant.and changes m ant. system.
ERP
location
tion type trans,
WBFO Buffalo N. Y.*— Granted mod. of cp to
move ant.-trans. location (no change in address)
increase
location (trans, location)
change studio and
ant. height to 215 it.
ERP to 190 w
cp to
of
mod.
Granted
M.—
N.
Socorro
KSRC type
change
trans.
„
. .
mod. ot
WIBG-FM Philadelphia Pa.— Granted
n
cp to install new trans.; conditio
of
Following stations were granted change
WTKM Hartford Wis.,
sign-off time as shown:
N. C„
6-00 p.m. April thru Aug.; WCKB Dunn,
at 7:00 p.m. for
at 6:00 a.m. and sign-off
sign-on May
months
g
thru Au
Granted
S. C retort
(FM) Spartanburg,
WDKY
of license for fm station effective
ation
cancell
midnight, Mar. 19.
Actions of April 23
license for
KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif.— Granted
tv station and redescribe trans, location.
Daytona Beach, Fla.— Granted liWESH-TV
cense covering changes in tv station.
Rapids, Iowa— Granted license
Cedar
WMT-TV
and mainaux.anttrans,
tionas ofaux
coveringtained installa
at old licensed
ant. system
5.25 kw,
aur.
kw,
10.5
vis.
trans, site; ERP
main
ant. height 670 ft.
Granted license coverLimatv Ohio—
V in
WIMA-T
station. .
ing changes
WPVA Colonial Heights-Petersburg Va.—
Granted license covering increase in power to
trans, locanew trans., change ant.,
install
5 kw, tion,
ground system
make changes in ant. andcontrol.
remote
and operate trans, by
WWPD Miami, Fla.— Granted cp to change
ant.-trans. and studio location and increase ERP
to 9.2 kw.
.
,
.■
„ .
KTKT-FM Tucson, Ariz.— Granted mod. of cp
BROADCASTING

StKGHL-TV milings, Mont.— Granted license for
tv station and specify correct coordinates, ant.
75WTVH
Peoria, 111 Granted license for tv
StWI°PR-TV San Juan, P. R.— Granted license for
noncommercial educational tv station.
, Mich.— Granted license covWJIM-TV Lansing
ering installation of aux. trans, at old main
ibe trans, and
redescre).
a mov
. studio
.... locasite(not and
trani. tions
license
Granted
C—
D.
ton,
Washing
FM
WGMSft g changes in fm station; ant. height
440
coverin
coverda, Md.— Granted license
WGMS Bethes
as aux trans,
ing installation of old main trans,
license
and
trans.;
main
of
n
locatio
at present
studio and station
covering changee ofto trans.,
unlimited, power, install
n, daytim
locatio
DA-2 and install new trans.
WCAU-FM Philadelphia, Pa.— Granted mod. of
of equipment for multiplex
SCA to change type
operation only; condition.
opy tousing
authorit
— Granted
Kan.
Topeka,
WIBWerate
by remote
. control
ctional
trans,ant
aux.
nondire
. while„™,o„
granted extensions of compleFollowing aswere
shown: KPAP Redding, Cahf^, to
tion dates
8-1- WAPE Jacksonville, Fla., to 8-27; WEAM
Jacksonville, Fla.,
to 7-15; WJCT Y.,
Arlington, Va„ North
to 11-1.
Pole, N.
to 7-27- WPTZ
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ing Bureau of Canadian
Broadcast Advertis
Assn. of Radio and Tv Broadcasters.
Assn. of Canadian
May 5-7: Annual meeting, Hotel,
Toronto.
Advertisers, Royal York
May 9- Radio Tv Guild, industry conferences and
banquet,. San Francisco State College, San
Francisco

o Assn., annual
Mav 10: California AP TV-RadiSacrame
nto.
meeting, El Mirador Hotel,
of Illinois, Allerton
Broadcasters
UP
10:
May
State Park, Monticello.
Lansing.
10 : UP Broadcasters of Michigan, Hotel Olds,
May
Mav 10: Radio and Tv News Directors Assn.,
rs meeting, Sheraton-Blackof directo
board Hotel,
stone
Chicago.
May 11-14: Canadian Assn. of Radio & Ty
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North Carolina Broadcasters Assn..
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May
bluff.15-16: Nebraska Broadcasters Assn., Scotts-
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OF FATES AND

FORTUNES

PEOPLE
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

Robert J. Hakken, copywriter, Foote, Cone
& Belding, Detroit, promoted to copy supervisor on Edsel account.

Frank Clarke, produc- ►
tion manager of Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan.
L. A., promoted to vice
president.
William J. Mtillvain, vice president in
charge of network relations, Leo Burnett
Co., N. Y.. promoted to vice president in
charge of broadcasting department. He
transfers to Chicago.
Ralph Smith, account supervisor. Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.. takes on
additional duties as vice president in charge
of operations. Brooks EUnis, who has been
with SSC&B for past three years as account
executive on Pall Mall cigarettes, also has
been elected vice president of agency.
A. Roy Barbier, account ►
executive on Cadillac
Motor Car Div., General
Motors Corp.. at MacManus, John & Adams,
appointed vice president
of agency.

Edgar E. Peck, senior account executive,
Gray Adv., N. Y., to Ted Bates & Co.,
that city, as account executive on Wallace
Labs account.

Gerald Lesser, formerly vice president of
E. T. Howard Co., N. Y., joins Keyes, Madden & Jones, that city, as account executive.
Ralph C. Robertson, who for past four and
one-half years served as vice president and
marketing director for Geyer Adv., N. Y.,
has been appointed director of advertising
of Pharma-Craft Corp., Cranbury, N. Y.

Herman E. Bischoff, art department, Lennen
& Newell, N. Y., to tv art director of
agency.

t

■< John J. Remillet, account supervisor of automotive accessory accounts,
D. P. Brother & Co., promoted to vice president
and director of marketing.

Richard St. John, vice president and account
supervisor on Skippy and Nucoa divisions
of Best Foods for Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli,
S. F., has resigned. Henry L. Buccelo, who
has been account executive on Skippy and
Nucoa in N. Y., will take over supervision
of advertising for Best Foods.

Elliott W. Plowe, with BBDO, N. Y., since
1954 and vice president and account group
head on American Tobacco Co.'s Hit Parade cigarettes, has joined Calkins & Holden, N. Y., as senior vice president and
member of board.

James M. Loughran, account supervisor,
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, to Donahue & Co., L. A., as vice president in charge
of client service.

Cincinnati's

John F. Hogan, product advertising manager for Charles Pfizer & Co. (drugs),
Brooklyn, N. Y., named account executive
at Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, that
city, for Lederle Labs., Div. of American
Cyanamid Co.

Clark E. Zimmerman, director of research,
McCann-Erickson, Cleveland, joins Lang,
Fisher & Stashower, that city, as director of
market research.
Gerry Ford, former Grant Adv. radio-tv
director, to Hicks & Greist, N. Y., as executive producer for commercial production.
Sandy Gassman, timebuyer, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, toH&G in similar capacity.

Shirley Ann Vierheller named radio-tv copywriter for Pet Milk account at Gardner
Adv., St. Louis.

Richard Sheppard, Brooke, Smith, French
& Dorrance, traffic department, joins
agency's media department.
Charles F. Adams, vice president, MacManus, John & Adams, awarded honorary
membership in Alpha Delta Sigma, national
advertising fraternity, by Long Island U.,
N. Y.

Horace G. Titus, 46, advertising manager,
Helena Rubinstein Inc., died April 18 in

Most

Independent
50,000

watts

Powerful
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of SALES
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On the Air everywhere
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New

York

following heart attack. Mr.
Titus
was Mme. Rubinstein's son by first
marriage.

Maxinc Cooper, account executive, WABD
New
FILM tYork, to Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs, as N. Y. resident vice president. Jay G. Piccinati, director of marketing, named vice president in charge of marketing, headquartering in Colorado Springs.
Dalton Danon, east central division manager, Motion Pictures for Television, to
Guild Films as western division manager.
James F. Delaney, formerly southwest account executive for Ziv Television Programs, N. Y., to Proven Programs sales
division of ABC Film Syndication as manager. Proven Programs division handles
sales of re-run properties of ABC Film
Syndication.
Lilliam L. McGee, president and general
manager of Ferrostaal Pacific Corp., S. F.,
international sales representative, named
western division manager of Interstate Television Corp., N. Y., tv film distributor, headquartering inS. F.
Robert McKenna, formerly with NBC and
ABC-TV Film Syndication, joins Regis
Films as manager of midwestern operations,
headquartering in Chicago.
Robert B. Morin, formerly in sales with
National Telefilm Assoc., joins MGM-TV in
N. Y. as sales executive.
Nat Vaillancourt, A & F Film Corp., Montreal, joins M & A Alexander Productions
as its representative in Canada.
Jose Garcia has been named sales representative for TP A in Puerto Rico. Five
account executives also named by TP A are
Sherlee Barish from Official Films and National Telefilm Assn.; Edward I. Adler, who
resigned from CBS-TV Film Sales; Tom
Privette, formerly with Ziv Television &
Radio; Edwin D. Staub, with station KRLD
Dallas, and Bryan D. (Buck) Stoner, formerly with MGM, 20th Century-Fox and
assistant western Division Sales manager for
Paramount Pictures from 1954 to 1958.
STATIONS

Ernie Byrne, production manager, KMOXTV St. Louis, has been appointed executive
producer.- He will supervise on-air presentation of station's live programming.
William D. Stiles, station manager, KLRJTV Las Vegas, Nev., named general manager of KLRJ-AM-TV. Mark Smith, operations manager, succeeds him as station manager and Ralph W. Johnson, sales manager,
KLRJ-TV, named commercial manager.
Howard H. (Fritz) Frederick, formerly general manager of KLIN Lincoln, Neb.,
named general manager of WIRL Peoria, 111.
Len Mirelson, account executive, WNJR
New York, named commercial manager.
William R. Murray, veteran of more than
18 years in broadcasting, to WHTN-TV
Huntington, W. Va., as resident manager
of station's Charleston studios.
Broadcasting

MANUFACTURING

Thomas D. Meola, formerly vice president,
operations, RCA Communications, to vice
president and European manager. Carl V.
Bradford, for six years manager of RCA
east-central region, Cleveland, named director.of regional operations, RCA, headquarN. J.
tering at Cherry Hill, Camden,
Robert B. Means;,- since
Electron Tube division
staff, L. A., to manager,
entertainment sales, for

THE MERGER of Abbott Kimball Co.'s
San Francisco office with Grant Adv.
Inc. has been formally completed
by (1 to r) Lawrence R. Mcintosh, executive vice president for
operations; Alfred
domestic
Grant
Ducato, president, Abbott Kimball,
'San Francisco, who becomes vice
the Grant
of
president-manager
Frederick E.
office, and
branch
vice president,
executive
Spence,
nal
Div. With the
natio
Grant's Inter
merger Grant assumed 19 new accounts, raising billings close to $100
million. Kimball's New York, Chicago
and Los Angeles offices were absorbed
by Grant March 1 [Advertisers &
Agencies, Feb. 24].

Robert V. Whitney, announcer, KALL Salt
Lake City, Utah, named program director.

Cecil Webb, account executive and radiotv director, Emil Reinhardt, Oakland, Calif.,
to KRON-TV San Francisco as director of
sales promotion and merchandising.
Spencer Danes, newsman, WKRC Cincinnati, Ohio, to WAHR Miami Beach as newssports director.
Art Ford, d. j., WNEW New York, to
WNTA-AM-TV (formerly WAAT
and
of
director
as
J.,
N.
Newark,
WATV [TV])
j.
d.
and
radio
for
ng
musical programmi
on WNTA-TV.
Barret H. Geoghegan, national sales supervisor, WABC New York appointed account executive in that city.
Frank X. Droege joins WSAI
Ohio, as account executive.

Cincinnati,

Jim Titus joins KRIZ Phoenix, Ariz., as d. j.
John Henry Faulk, wit and philosopher,
returns to WBAI-FM New York as host of
new half-hour show, Midnight Rambles.
Bob Crager, WWCO Waterbury, Conn., to
WBRY, that city, program staff.
Charles E. Hamilton, assistant to president
and manager of KFI Los Angeles, has been
elected to board of directors of that city's
Better Business Bureau.

Harvey Harding, 46, organist on various religious radio-tv programs on New York
stations, died April 23.
Broadcasting

1953 with RCA
equipment sales
western district,
division.

Leo Hahn, northeast regional sales manager,
and Eugene Van Cleve, assistant advertising
and sales promotion manager, Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Co. promoted to field
sales manager and advertising and sales
promotion manager, respectively.
Samuel Olchak, formerly sales manager of
De Wald Radio and Television Corp., Long
Island City, N. Y., to Paramount Enterprises Inc., Hallmark stereophonic sound
division, N. Y., as sales manager.
Thomas M. Stuart, sales engineer, Collins
Radio, to Hallicrafters, Chicago, as sales
promotion manager of amateur equipment.
Martin Richmond, production manager of
radio and tv division, Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp., Jersey City, N. L, has
been promoted to works manager of plant
in that city.

Amos F. Giordano, formerly with Federal
Telecommunications Labs, Nutley, N. J.,
to Blonder-Tongue Labs, Newark, N. L, as
chief engineer.

... a fully transistorized, batteryrecorder
d, portabl
operate
quality.
recordie ngtape
network
of
AMAZING OPERATING EFFICIENCY . . .
No other recorder can do the job of
Minitape. Where you go, Minitape
goes, with its own power and precision recording unit in one compact
aluminum case. Minitape weighs only
13 pounds and equals the finest
AC-operated units in recording quality.
• Automatic volume control by transistor
amplifiers holds constant full recording
level from lip distance to 10 ft.
• Flat frequency response to 10,000 cycles
at 7V2 ips.
e 2 hours continuous recording on one
charge. Lifetime nickel cadmium battery.
Write for prices and specifications
♦trademark registered
Cable Address: STANH0FF
MIMJJi',M!l
921 N. Highland Avenue

Hollywood 38, California

Dean W. Perry, RCA government services
department, joins Rixon Electronics, Silver
Spring, Md., as applications engineer.

::::—..:r^
GOVERNMENT
to Fedadviser
Samuel L. Williams, legal
eral Trade Commission on antimonopoly
matters, has been promoted to chief project
attorney. Mr. Williams succeeds Sherman
R. Hill, who last month became director
of FTC bureau of investigation.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES ::
James C. Shattuck, formerly with CBS, to
Robert R. Mullen & Co., N. Y. public relaoffice. tions firm, as head of company's N. Y.

William Schlackman, research director,
Wrapture Inc., package design firm, to Dr.
Ernest Dichter's Institute for Motivational
Research, Croton-on-Hudson, N. Y., as director of Institute's new package research
division.
EDUCATION
Arthur Settel, former public relation director, KLM Royal Dutch Airlines, and onetime CBS Public Affairs promotion specialist, to director of PR for Metropolitan Educational Television Assn. (META), N. Y.

34»h Street C^J «' * *>> *v«s»e

New York's largest skyscraper hotel.
radiowith bath & free Chapel
2500 rooms,in allmany.
Meditation
television
open to all faiths. Midtown location.
ania StaDirect entrance to Pennsylvrestauran
ts.
tion. Three air-conditioned
LAMP POST CORNER t . . COFFEE HOUSi
©OLDEN THREAD CAFE
I Suite*
I Double*
Singles
from $7 | from $]] | from $23
MASSAGLIA, JR., President
JOSEPH
CHARLES W. COLE, Gen Mgr
- Other MASSAGLIA HOTELS—
• SANTA MONICA, CALIF. Hotel Mifamar
• SAN JOSE,. CALIF. Hotel Saint* Claire
• LONG BEACH, CALIF. Hotel Wilton
• GALLUP, N.M. Hotel El Rancho
• ALBUQUERQUE, Hotel Frenciican \
• DENVER, COLO. Hotel Park Lane
. WASHINGTON, D.C. Hotel Raleigh ',,]
• HARTFORD, CONN. Hotel Bond
• PITTSBURGH, PA. Hotel Sherwyn
• CINCINNATI. O. Hotel SInton
• NEW YORK CITY Hotel New Yorker
• HONOLULU Hotel Waikiki Biltrnore
CHICAGO MIDWEST HEADQUARTERS
BOOKING OFFICE 200 E. WALTON OE 7-6,344
BOYLSTON ST. HU Z-O040
80 med
BOSTON OFFICE
hotels . ■■■■■
WorttMo
■»^™
Tolatype service— Family Plan
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on

KLZ-TV's
remote

imaginative
series,

weekly
"Panorama,"

notable

creative

the

local

achievement
television

level."

live
has

earned one of TV's highest awards,
George Foster Peabody — for Local
Meritorious Public Service.
Says

the Peabody

citation:

"Panorama, through the inquisitive and revealing eye of the TV
camera

tells the story 'This is our
land and these are our people'
with particular emphasis on the
West... a notable achievement in
creative

television

on

the

i teaaf jtw§-. ,

local

level."

It marks the first time any Colorado radio or TV station has won
this distinguished honor.

KLZ-TV president,
and Channel 7
grateful
pledge

for

this high

themselves

showmanship
public

Hugh B. Terry,
personnel are

and

tribute—

to continued
service

in the

interest.
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I ">

DENVER
^

TELEVISION
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MONDAY

MEMO

from EDMUND

L. CASHMAN,

Why

when

wood
vice president, radio-tv, Foote, Cone & Belding, Holly

must

the

creativity

mercury

starts

Pretty soon the winter variety of tv
programs will take their leave till fall.
During the summertime the networks
and the stations will be open for business but somehow or other the quality
merchandise never seems to be
the
of
the same. Could it be because everyone's gone fishing and summer is be-

mer is no time for tv to hibernate.
There's too much of interest to everyone to let it become Rip Van Winkle
time.

coming "Happy Re-Run Time?"
Now there's nothing wrong with seeing a good program twice — but when
everyone's doing it there's entirely too
much repetition and a static quality of
programming results. The viewer finds

Couldn't proprovide the answer in part? consider
ation
grams under commercial
be given special exposure, presented at
a time when they wouldn't be under the
big rating guns or bucking an odds on
favorite?

g at so much that he's
himself lookin
seen before and so little that is fresh,
new and different that he loses interest
and looks elsewhere for entertainment.
The net result is fewer viewers.
When summer programming is new
and a bit different it can attract a sizable
audience. The $64,000 Question is a
typical example. Television is capable
of producing fine programming the year
round. They don't always have to be top
budgeted productions to hold interest.
Also, since the heavy schedules of sponsored shows during the winter months
allows little or no time for new programs and the development of new
talent, chances are these summer
months could prove of real value to the
industry.

The Big Surprise

Place in the Sun

We should not pull the shade on summer programming. It should be the time
when new faces, new talent, new program concepts have their day in the sun.
There are many fine producers, directors, writers and actors who would
eagerly welcome the opportunity of
being on live during the summer
months. This could also be a time of
year when other great American cities
could be heard from in the Wide Wide
World manner. There are exciting and
worthwhile events taking place throughout the country in summertime — pop
concerts, symphonies under the stars,
light opera, summer theater — and they
are not limited to any one section. Sum-

slump

The theatre has its out of town tryouts. The movies have their sneak previews but television still takes it on the
chin. Could summertime programming

Tonight ... An Important Preview! Keep it a surprise. No advance
conpublicity, no newspaper columnists
ditioning you to like it or not. Possibly
affiliates could help by running new
film shows in five or six markets for
audience reaction. Those that measure
r's
a sponso
be .worth
thentment
would
up
of most
In ytheofcase
rk inves
netwo
new programs and series the only ones
who see them before they go on are
people in the business. Why not widen
might be to everyone's best
scope
the
sts ?to Itlet a section of the public in
intere
on. Eventually, it's
on what's ongoing
that makes for success or
their reacti
failure.
Since the evolution of radio and television alot of fun has been poked at
the sponsor. Actually he's the greatest
guy in the business. He's the one who

to

rise

takes the chances. It's his money on the
line whether the show is good or bad —
whether the audience is there or watching his competition. Instead of "We
pause for a few words from our sponsor" the time has come for those of
us in the business "To pause with a few
is a
words for our sponsor." There nding
need for closer mutual understa
between talent and sponsor. When this
bond exists each can help the other
achieve his goals. When possible and
when it does not interfere with production schedules, talent can help the man
who pays the check by getting out and
meeting the people who make, buy and
sell his product. Talent can become
truly helpful by being a little more sensponsor's busiin their
to trends
sitive
Talent can
ness.
help, too, by not
thin. Telespreading themselvesjobtoo
and those who
vision isa full time
are successful in it realize that as in
any branch of show business it takes
work! . . . Much of this groundwork
could be abetted by some summertime
experimentation.
When the work is done and the applause and the ratings come in to prove
it . . . it's so rewarding! Perhaps the
rewards could be more numerous, more
fruitful for the industry and its audience
if we truly made television a full-time
job — twelve months a year. This could
keep business good for everyone including the sponsor — "the greatest name in
television."

Edmund L. Cashman, b. April 11, 1907,
Providence, R. I. Graduated Rhode Island
State, 1930. Entered radio with WEAN and
WNAC, The Shepard Stores of New England, later to Yankee Network, Boston, and
CBS, New York. Entered advertising with
acLord & Thomas, then to FC&B. Waswhen
count executive on American Tobacco
Went To War." En"Lucky Strike Green
tered television with Kudner. In 1951 rejoined FC&B, Hollywood, as radio-tv head
of the agency's west coast operation.
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EDITORIALS
An

Idea

Whose

Time

Has

Come

IT WAS not by prearrangement, but neither was it by accident
that the three major speakers on the opening day of the NAB
convention addressed themselves to the same basic theme.
It is time, said Frank Stanton, John C. Doerfer and Marion
Harper Jr.. for broadcasters to accept the risks, responsibilities and
rewards of editorial leadership among communications media.
Having technical advantages over print journalism is not enough.
The technical advantages must be put to expanded use for more
and better news and information programming.
None of these three leaders knew in advance what the others
were to say. The fact that all used the same theme, with important
variations, may be attributed, we suggest, to the arrival of broadcasting at a critical point in its growth. Within the next very few
years broadcasting will mature into responsible adulthood or will
commit itself to permanent adolescence.

There are certain charms about adolescence, and undeniably
broadcasting has many. The entertainment which radio and tele\ ision now deliver to America exceeds in volume and quality all
the diversions offered in the history of the world.
There are also inadequacies in adolescence. Broadcasting has
its share. They exist chiefly in the area of broadcast journalism.
Broadcasting has at its command some of the most knowledgeable
journalists in the nation. It also hands microphones to men with
neither the training nor talent to report news and commentary.
Broadcasting produces many programs of journalistic integrity
and depth unmatched by the work of any magazine or newspaper.
It also deforms the air with amateur news which is at best superficial and at worst misleading.

Here and there a broadcaster with courage and ability is regularly
editorializing. But for every broadcaster who takes this course
of enhancing his stature in his community there are 20 who have
conceded the job — and the stature — to newspapers.
A year ago the record was worse.
Two years ago it was still worse.
Both radio and television have been making demonstrable
progress in the coverage and presentation of news. The number of
broadcasters now editorializing is small, but it is considerably
bigger than it was a year ago. Two years ago there were no more
than half a dozen stations editorializing regularly.
What is now being done in news, information and commentary
is not enough to seize the leadership for radio and tv in the communications world. It is enough, however, to suggest that the
leadership can be seized.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hlx

"All I did was ask when do we have coffee breaks around here!"
cast operations. They operate no "stations" per se, the FCC then
held, but use common carrier facilities for the retransmission bywire of programs picked up from remote tv stations which are fed
to small communities for an installation fee and a monthly charge.
The fortuitous development which brought the change was the
meeting of Comr. Rosel H. Hyde a fortnight ago in Pocatello,
Idaho, with telecasters from several of the mountain states who
are faced with possible extinction because of CATV operations.
He learned of the situation wherein CATV operators, without
specific authorization from the originating stations (but likewise
without strong objection), pick up the network programs of the
larger market outlets and sell their customers the pick of all networks. The local "free" broadcaster finds his audience diluted and
the sets which he was principally responsible in placing in the
homes of his area pre-empted by the "pay-tv" operator, who blithely
collects the monthly fees, free from regulation.
Comr. Hyde conveyed his findings to fellow commissioners at
the NAB convention. The Commission realized a "public interest"
question is involved, after all. Hence the "serious study." There's
no assurance of the outcome. But the small town telecaster at long
last gets his turn at bat.

Leadership must be earned, and there is no cheap or easy
way
to earn it.
The station which sends a disc jockey without training in
the
craft of news-gathering to a news conference where trained newspapermen are present is following, not leading in such circumstances. Newspapermen are justified in complaining that radio
with little exertion of its own, is capitalizing on the work of
newspapermen.

The station which undertakes to editorialize withou
t engaging
professionals will only make the local newspaper look
good.
To seize the leadership in U. S. journalism requires
journalistic professionalism that toa many stations now a degree of
lack Professionalism can be rapidly acquired through training and hirin"
if stations wish to accept the challenge of Messrs. Stanto
n Doerfer
and Harper— and the challenge of broadcasting
destiny

Payoff

in Pocatello

rpHE FCC's hands-off policy on community
antenna operations
X which have been sapping the life-blood of televi
sion stations in
smaller markets, mainly in the West, may be
at an end The FCC
committed itself to a "careful study" of this
singly vexatious
problem at the NAB convention in Los Angelincrea
es last week.
What could not be accomplished through briefs
and pleading of
beleaguered telecasters was achieved by on-the-sce
ne contact The
FCC last month had disclaimed jurisdiction over
CATV as broadPage 132 • May 5, 195$

Why

Not

a

Hall

of

Fame?

AT THE 17th annual meeting of the Broadcast Pioneers in Los
-t\ Angeles last week a plan was proposed for a broadcasters hall
of fame and museum. It is an ambitious project, possibly entailing
up to $5 million,
will-o'-the
-wisp. depending on what's wanted. But it need not be a
The printed leaflet distributed at the dinner meeting (there was
no exhorting or drum-beating from the head table) stated simply:
"an archives-library-exposition project for the radio television communications industry, to preserve the historical value of the arts
and sciences, and to share its traditions and memorabilia with
future generations."
The project is sound. There are plenty of halls of fame. Baseball,
for example. Is broadcasting less important?
Until recently, the Broadcast Pioneers has been a sort of voluntary social order requiring only endurance as qualification for
membership. In the past few years it has taken on stature, with
chapters created over the country. Such broadcasters as Clair McCollough and John Patt, to name the last two, have served energetically and effectively as presidents. Frank Pellegrin takes over
in the ensuing year.

Broadcasters have raised billions for
meritorious projects. We expect it can
itself to create its own hall of fame,
certainly before it's fifty, some dozen

welfare, education and other
raise a couple of million for
perhaps not overnight, but
years hence. Broadcasting

HUNTINGTON
CHARLESTON,

f

d

&

3

WSAZ-TV
IT... and
COVERS
You

Get HIGHEST

RATINGS

COST
at LOWEST
Share Quarter CPM
of
Hour Home
Audience"
Win" Nighttime'

WSAZ-TV

63.5

430

1 12

24

2.50

4

3.33

STATION

B

24.4

STATION

C

14.2

' SOURCE: SRDS MARKET DATA July 1, '57 (Population)
** SOURCE: COMPUTED FROM ARB. Nov. 1957
***7:30-10:30 P.M. BASED ON 260 TIME FREQUENCY

HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON, W. VA.
Affiliated with Radio Stations
Charleston
WSAZ. Huntington 4 WKAZ. PRESIDENT
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS,
Manager
Commercial
C. TOM GARTEN,
Agency
Katz
The
by
Represented

Western

Union

survey

proves

KLAC

* WESTERN

UNION

SURVEY

1000 telephone calls completed in
greater Los Angeles area
8:00 am to 7:00 pm, April 17, 1958
Question 1: Is anyone in your home listening to the radio?
Answer:

21 .6% said yes.

Question 2: To what radio station is that set tuned?
Answer:

(Overall station share)
KLAC
Network

Station #1

17.5%
15.0%

Independent Station #2 11.5%
Network Station #2
11.0%
Independent Station #3
etc. . . .

OftlC

sound

that makes

9.0%

the difference!

25th CENTURY RADIO

Idial

570

FIRST ^u/ttfc-fwUC SOUND STATION ON EARTH
George Norman, Vice President Morton Sidley, General Manager
Call your KLAC representative or Adam Young, Inc.

MAY

THIRTY-FIVE CENTS

12, 1958
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Photo courtesy Publicity Division, South Dakota Department of Highways
BIG AGGIE LAND

Ever
2%

been

million vacationers

to

Mount

Rushmore?

see it every year—and

add $100

Million to

Big. Aggie Land's income
WNAX-570 in Big Aggie Land.
Nice country, this part of Big Aggie Land.
There's famous Mount Rushmore in the
America's 41st Radio Market
Black Hills. The busts sculptured on the
faces of this mountain are fantastic in
Big Aggie Land is a major U. S. radio
market even without the tourist bonus.
detail and carved to proportion of men
465 feet tall. There are mountain trout
WNAX-570 NCS #2 Market Coverage
streams, championship golf courses, reArea takes in 175 counties with 2,217,sorts and ranches, the famous Badlands
000 population, 609,590 radio homes
Nat ional Park, and outdoor camping
and over $2,400,000,000 in annual retail sales. The NCS #2 Daytime Weekly
sites. Yes, it's nice country. And 2'/2
million vacationers visit here every year.
Circulation ranks Big Aggie Land as the
country's 41st market.
This tourist trade adds $100 million anThese
are the facts on Big Aggie Land.
nually to the WNAX-570 market coverage area ... a plus factor WNAX-570
This is the market covered by WNAXdelivers to advertisers. And radio means
570. Ask your Katz man for full details.

WNAX-570
CBS RADIO* YANKTON, SOUTH DAKOTA
People's Broadcasting Corporation

"HEADquarters

Washington

has more

U.S.

feathers

A."—

in

more

in its cap than

ways

than

600

just being capital of the federal
Insti-

e Management
government. From Air Transport Association to Wildlif
arters
tute, some 600 national organizations have established their headqu

in the

of every typeMetropolitan Area— 48 in the last four years alone.* They are
and labor. They
industrial and scientific, professional and social service, trade
advantages that only
employ 12,000 well-paid people. They appreciate the unique
schedule!
Washington, of all cities, can provide. So will your radio
This many-sided Washington has one thing in common — a desire
the preferred
for good radio fare that has made Station WWDC
point on the dial. We have been first or a mighty close second in
every PULSE of 1957 and thus far this year. We have a simple
formula — to be a listenable station to our audience, and a promotional station to our hundreds of national and local advertisers.
The mutually happy result— ever-increasing listeners for us, everincreasing sales for you. <«
am '» Mk AM
mW^^mV

^BmWWoW
^Economic Development Committee, Washington Board of Trade

wMWCmBF
represented

^

MB) flf~

nationally

radio Washington

BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

your

advertising
dollar

more

produces

sales

WGAL-TV

on

And there's a reason. This pioneer
station is foremost in the three standard

AMERICA'S

1 Oth

TV

MARKET

metropolitan markets in its coverage area:
Lancaster,

Harrisburg,

in numerous
Hanover,

other

cities — Gettysburg,

Lebanon,

Carlisle, Lewistown,

York, as well as

Chambersburg,

etc. In short, you

find that WGAL-TV's multi-city coverage costs you less than buying single-city
coverage. Put your advertising dollar to
work

producing

more — on

WGAL-TV

LANCASTER,
NBC
STEINMAN

and

STATION

•
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316,000

WATTS

• Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER

Page 4

PA.

CBS

Company,

Inc. • New

York

• Chicago

. Los Angeles

• San Franciscc

Broadcasting

closed

IN THE SADDLE • House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee may make
headlines again this week in investigation
of FCC. Hearings begin Tuesday on comparatively non-newsmaking subjects — patents, with FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer
and General Counsel Warren Baker to
testify — but from there committee will go
into station transfers and additional comparative tv cases, with minimum of two
weeks set aside for hearings. Commission
has received no notice of hearings beyond
patent subject, nor had announcement
been seen by committee members as of
Friday.
•
Since Robert Lishman took over as chief

BACK

counsel of subcommittee after firing of Bernard Schwartz, one man on staff has spent
sales, "a whole lot of them."
full time in
Subcommittee thinks it can show several
applicants have been ruled unqualified
for licenses by FCC and subsequently became licensees through purchases. Three
committee . investigators — Baron Shacklette, Oliver Eastland and Joseph P. O'Hara
Jr. — have spent considerable time on road
since Miami ch. 10 hearings closed compiling cases in additional original tv grants.
Committee Chairman Oren Harris (DArk.) now is prepared to go ahead. Among
cases known to be targets: Boston ch. 5,
Pittsburgh ch. 4, Indianapolis ch. 13.
•
SHAPING

UP

• Although new station

rep firm doesn't officially open until next
month, Bob Eastman's group of station
clients is already beginning to take shape.
It's understood those already set include
DuMont's WNEW New York, one of nation's top independents, and presumably
WHK Cleveland (subject to FCC approval
of DuMont acquisition of WHK); also radio members of Balaban group: WIL St.
Louis, WRIT Milwaukee and, again subject to FCC approval of transfer, KGKO
Dallas. Some starting dates yet to be decided. Firm is Robert E. Eastman & Co.
At outset it will concentrate primarily —
but not necessarily exclusively — on radio
representation.
•
CBS-TV's separation of itself into two
completely distinct divisions — CBS-TV
Network and CBS-TV Stations [Networks,
March 17] — shortly will be extended right
down the line. Plan is to establish separate
departments for each division except in
case of few very broad general service
areas (probably legal, for example). Among
those to be split: sales promotion and advertising, publicity, accounting, even engineering to certain extent. CBS-TV Stations Div. is headed by President Merle
S. Jones; CBS-TV Network by President
Louis G. Cowan. They're now in process
of blueprinting separations, will announce
as soon as it's squared away.

Broadcasting

TONGUE-TIED o WMAL-TV Washington having problem finding Congressmen
willing to speak in favor of pay tv and/ or
pay tv test. Station, planning prime-time
debate Friday, culled past issues of Congressional Record for any evidence of propay sentiment, then issued invitations to
appear. At weekend there were no takers.
WMAL-TV deliberately avoiding vested
interests on either side of pay-tv issue, will
present commentator Joe McCaffery with
analysis of both sides if no pro-pay speaker
is found this week. It's first time in memory Congressmen have declined chance for
free air appearance. •
Talk of moving tv to uhf spectrum area,
revived at NAB convention, has also revived discussions on how to overcome
acknowledged inability of uhf to cover
large hilly and mountainous areas as well
as vhf does. Higher power is one answer
(uhf stations are authorized up to 5,000 kw
maximum), but there is another potential
solution which some engineers consider
superior. This is multicasting — a system
of blanketing a single large area with
several low-powered stations, all broadcasting on different frequencies and all,
presumably, owned by the same interest.
Many years ago — in connection with fm —
the suggestion was made that the same results could be achieved via polycasting,
whereby several low power stations, all on
same frequency, would be sited to cover
the same area.
•

BACK TO SOURCE • Thre's strong
possibility that FCC will wind up Barrow
Report hearings with the man responsible
for it all: Dean Roscoe L. Barrow of U. of
Cincinnati Law School. Dean Barrow was
director of network study staff during twoyear study and although assignment terminated last October has agreed to remain

circuit

officials at meeting three weeks ago they
are sure they could win criminal complaint
against networks that option time (and
must buys) are antitrust violations per se.
However it was understanding that Commission would complete its network study
before Justice moved.•
Television (network and spot) may be
General Mills' choice medium in introduction of Hi-Pro, new premium-priced nutritive cereal [Advertisers & Agencies,
May 5] but spot radio is not being overlooked. Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New
York, last week started ordering stations
for Hi-Pro spot campaign to begin June
1. This will supplement tv spot, running
in approximately same number of markets
— 40 to 50 in eastern U. S.
•

IN GEAR • Arbitron, ARB's
got its first
system,
ingsweek,
instant-ratlast
workout
is expected
to go"real"
into
more or less regular use this week. First
major test, last Tuesday night, measured
audience of live heart surgery shown on
WABD (TV) New York; it showed ratings
boomed from 9.9 for After Dinner Movie
at 9:45 to 23.1 for start of heart operation
at 10 p.m. Tuesday measurements were
based on Arbitron hookup of 50-60 homes.
By sometime this week ARB hopes 150
New York homes will be linked, out of
ultimate total of 300. ARB also plans to
start distributing Arbitron reports to agencies and other prospects
this week.
•
GETTING

Insiders report that Edsel Div. of Ford
Motor Co. definitely will be in television
next season. (Edsel has pulled out of
Wagon Train on NBC-TV for next year,
with Ford Div. moving in as participant.)
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, is agency.
•

' COUNTDOWN • While Secretary of Commerce Weeks has announced there will be
on call. Also being considered as "expert"
witness is Dr. Jesse Markham, Princeton
no radio question in 1960 decennial census
U. economics professor, who also was
(see page 58), NAB is leading quiet effort
member of staff. Hearings resume May 19.
to convince Census Bureau that economic
•
importance of radio homes count requires
inclusion on enumerators' forms. AssociDon't forget that although Barrow Reation wants fm count in 1960, which would
port network hearing is due to be comgive
first
official figures for that medium.
pleted next week (it resumes May 19),
While Census will include tv homes in
major factor has not yet been issued —
1960 tabulation, NAB also insists separate
namely programming. That is still being
uhf count is economic necessity.
worked on and writers are sweating over
•
almost completed material on hand. HowHelen Alvarez, who has disposed of her
ever, best bet is report won't be ready until
docubasic
time
from
interest
in KFMB-AM-TV and other stayear
fall — virtually
ment was issued.
tions
in
which she was jointly associated
•
with J. D. W rather (story page 9) intends
ON SIDELINES • Involved in programto continue in broadcasting. She now reming question are allegations that network
portedly isnegotiating for several stations
in
whose
management she would actively
independent
out
freeze
to
time
use option
participate and would have associated with
program sales to stations. This is key viewpoint of Justice Dept., which claims it has
her in ownership one of Hollywood's lead60-odd affidavits to this effect. Eager Jusing personalities who already has broadcasting interests.
tice lawyers reportedly told Commission
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KANSAS

CITY

The sort
fords you
Royal Live
every fall

ROYALTY

of prize-winning Heremeet at the American
Stock and Horse Show
in Kansas City.

shake

hands

It begins in Kansas City — home of the American
Royal, citadel of jazz, gateway to the Great Plains.
And if you want a typically warm Western welcome, we suggest you give your product or
service a voice on KCMO-Radio.
For KCMO-Radio (with 50,000-watt coverage in
parts of four states) serves all the community.

with

the

West

How? With intelligent CBS network programming,
colorful locally-originated shows, award-winning
news and public service broadcasts.
The stakes (and steaks) are big in more-than-amil lion Kansas City.
Ask anyone who's met the West on KCMO-Radio.

Kansas City, Missouri
Joe Hartenbower, General Manager
/R. W. Evans, Commercial Manager
KANSAS CITY
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA

KCMO KCMO-TV
The Katz Agency
WHEN WHEN-TV
The Katz Agency
KPHO KPHO-TV
The Katz Agency
WOW
WOW-TV
John Blair & Co.— Blair-TV
KRMG
John Blair & Co.

Represented nationally by Katz Agency
Meredith Stations Are Affiliated with
BETTER HOMES and GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazines.

THE

WEEK

IN

BRIEF

g its
Prodigy With Problems — Videotape, rapidly findin
y
One-da
.
trouble
union
ping
place in tv scheme, starts develo
strike in New York is first evidence of dickering that may go
on for years. Broadcasting sums up the situation. Page 31.

Network Tv Billing Up in Third Quarter — In recession year,
network tv gross time charges increase during January-March
period over the same period last year. Page 62.

Sell — Video tape recording fever catches on in ad
as Mennen Co., Florists Telegraph Delivery Assn.,
but two advertisers, abandon live commercials for
variety. Page 32.

Nationals Getting Together — National Telefilm Assocs. and
n" between
talking
TheatresPage
National
two companies.
68. about "an associatio

The Vtr
agencies
to name
the taped

systems,
The Spectre of Community Tv — Local antenna
once a cozy circulation gift, now pose threats to small-city
and possibly big-city tv broadcasters. A report on the status
of wired tv facilities and their impact on the broadcasting
Page 33.
industry.

t for
How to Find an Agency— Max Factor, in marke
apagency to replace Doyle Dane Bernbach July 1, puts
plicants through 73-point screening questionnaire. Nelson
Page 41.
Gross, Factor ad director, tells why.

The
Spot Tv Fires Away — Target is network television in
Katz Agency's new presentation to advertisers and agencies.
of spot tv over netFirm claims that "margin of efficiency" Page
44.
work has increased in only one year.

Rock V Roll All Shook Up — WINS New York disc jockey
Alan Freed, indicted by grand jury in Boston. Meanwhile,
Boston bounces r & r music from public auditoriums and
cancellation of similar shows follows in other cities. Mr.
Freed denies Boston charges.
Page 72.

RCA to Sell Against Recession — Stockholders hear of RCA's
lowered earnings for this year's first quarter but at NBC, says
Page 78.
President Burns, sales increased 10%.

What's Good About Conventions? — Plenty, judging by
scientific poll of delegates at NAB convention in Los Angeles.
The Pulse Inc. shows their likes and dislikes in survey conPage 82.
ducted for Broadcasting.

Radiant Over Radio — Fuller & Smith & Ross, New York,
e
promotes use of network and spot radio through "packag
plan" resulting from two-and-a-half year agency study which
cites the economies and effectiveness of sound-only medium.
Page 46.

FC&B's New Tv Look — By moving key broadcast executive
into New York from its Chicago office, Foote, Cone & Belding
plans to get closer to advertiser-agency-network bargaining
table. For agency traditionally operating its offices virtually
autonomously, new shift points up how television changes way
Page 48.
agencies must do business.

Hit — Roosevelt subcommittee raps music licensing
group's compensation, election, grievance policies, recommends action by Justice Dept.
Page 49.

MISS ADAMS

that
danger
; — There'
r
Simple
smothe
The
cials s can
tv commer
borate Virtues
too-ela
your client's message, warns Bea Adams,
Gardner Adv. v.p. and radio-tv creative
director. The commercial which sticks to
first principles (The Big Promise and The
Common Touch) is likely to win out in long
in Monday Memo. Page
run,
113. she says. It's

ASCAP

No Opposition to FCC Member — Bartley sails through
Senate Commerce Committee hearing with flying colors;
action on his and Cross' nominations may be forthcoming
Page 58.
this week.

Radio Homes in 1960 Census — Sen. Magnuson announces Census Bureau has eliminated radio from decennial
census but will again include an accurate count of television
Page 58.
homes.
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Broadcasting

DEPARTMENTS

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES 41
AT DEADLINE
9
AWARDS
91
48
BUSINESS BRIEFLY
74
CHANGING HANDS
5
CLOSED CIRCUIT
15
COLORCASTING
DATELINES
76
'14
EDITORIAL
90
EDUCATION
FILM
68
103
FOR THE RECORD
49
GOVERNMENT
IN REVIEW
15
94
INTERNATIONAL
31
LEAD STORY
MANUFACTURING
78

MILESTONES
HI
MONDAY MEMO
113
NETWORKS
62
OPEN MIKE
16
OUR RESPECTS
26
PEOPLE
96
PERSONNEL RELATIONS
77
PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS. . 100
STATIONS
72
TRADE ASSNS
82
UPCOMING
20
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Station

WTIX

—

is

powerful

5,000

on

radio

audience —

more

with

TEX.

Orleans

watts

690

k.c.

Alexandria

I NEW 0,1m/M]f /
T

WTIX
HEW ORLEANS , LOUISIANA
5,000 WATTS S90 KC.
METROPOLITAN POP
616,700
POP. WITHIN 0.5 MV/M
1,326,020
POP. BETWEEN 0.3-0.1 MV/M 1,496,100
TOTAL POPULATION
2,822 ,120
50
O
SO

[OLD 0.5MV/M|
A.* " ■\*IL>
OF

It happened

May

MEXICO

7th, at 6 p.m. WTIX

next

3 stations

combined

(Hooper),

increased its power

Pulse 14 hour, and — first in 462 of all

Result?

20 times — to 5,000

Over

1,000,000

new

listeners added ! Now WTIX's 24-hour
service extends over the entire Gulf
area — from
more

Texas

to Florida.

than ever, the big New

before the "change

was

more

STXVTI
TODAY'S
TODD STORZ,

May 12, 1958

RADIO
PRESIDENT

FOR
i HOME

Now,

Orleans

buy is WTIX — the station which

•

the

took over the 690 spot on the dial, and
watts.

Page 8

than

even

popular

O

and — first in every daytime

504 Pulse quarters.* Talk 5,000 watts
and 690 kc. to Adam Young ... or
WTIX

General

Manager

Fred

Berthelson.
* Jan-Feb., 6 a.m.midnight

INI

s

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WTIX
first . . . and getting firster . . .
and now. 20 times more
powerful with
5,000 watts on 690 kc.
NEW ORLEANS

WD6Y
Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

Broadcasting

at

State, Justice Money Bills
Clear House Appropriations

Short Heads
Unit

Dept. of State and Justice fiscal 1959
money bill reported out Friday by House
Appropriations Committee earmarking
$101.7 million for USIA, of which $4.75
million is to be used for "acquisition and
construction of radio facilities." Additional
$3.59 million will be available to USIA
from public funds, giving agency approximately $105 million requested by President.
Agency received $95 million for current
fiscal year.
Of $4.75 million allocated for new radio
stations, $2.9 million will be used to complete construction of powerful land station
in Greece to replace present transmitter
aboard ship Courier. USIA, in previously
secret testimony before committee last
March, made known proposal to construct
fm station on East German border because
fm is unjammable. It reported receiving
332,416 letters as result of USIA broadcasts
during 1957. Agency said Iron Curtain
countries are spending $101 million yearly,
more than cost of broadcasts, in jamming
attempts.
Bill also appropriates $3.8 million to
Antitrust Div. of Justice Dept., same amount
requested by President and $15,000 over
current appropriation. Committee said it
hoped for "strong, vigorous and effective
program of enforcement of the antitrust
laws." Bill appropriates $229 million for
fiscal 1959 to Justice overall, increase of
$2.2 million.

Kaufmans

Leave

Guild

Films

Resignation of Reub Kaufman as chairman of executive committee and his wife,
Mrs. Jane Kaufman, as director of Guild
Films Co., New York, to be announced today (Mon.), coincident with election of
President John J. Cole to Mr. Kaufman's
former post. Two new directors include
treasurer Arthur B. Lerner and sales vice
president Irving Feld.
Messrs. Cole and Kaufman were founders of tv film firm. Mr. Kaufman, who retains stock interest, plans to remain in tv
film field.
DISTAFF

PROMOTION

Calling all gray flannel-ettes (gals
working at ad agencies, that is). WCBS
New York is launching contest to find
most attractive, unmarried female employe of recognized agency within stations' listening area. Send photograph
with vital statistics to station at 485
Madison Ave., New York 22, before
May 23. Prizes include $1,000 wardrobe from leading New York department store. Winner will be known as
"Miss New
Broadcasting

York Radio."

P&G

deadline

Productions;

Giroux, Potter Also Advanced
Robert E. Short, associate manager of
Procter & Gamble Productions Inc., Cincinnati, tv programming subsidiary of industry's largest advertiser, appointed manager of programming, it is being announced
today (Mon.). He becomes top supervisory
executive, assuming responsibility for all
P&G programming activities. He succeeds
Gail Smith, who resigned several months ago
to become independent Hollywood tv producer. In other new assignments at P & G
Productions, George R. Giroux, Hollywood,
who continues to head west coast office,
becomes manager of west coast programming, and Stanley C. Potter, Cincinnati,
program supervisor, becomes associate
manager of programming. Mr. Short joined
P&G Productions in 1949. Messrs. Giroux
and Potter joined P & G in 1952.
D.J. Taken

Up

on

Resignation

WINS

New York Friday accepted resignation of d.j. Alan Freed, who was indicted by Boston grand jury last week for
inciting riot, saying his letter of resignation
"came as a complete surprise" to station
management. At same time, WINS Vice
President-General Manager H. G. (Jock)
Fearnhead disclosed that station would

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 41.

BIG BUY • Buying continues this week for
Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co., whose
Fizzies flavor tablet is invading 67 markets
with minute
programming.
19, 13 -week
plus. Lennen

participations in tv children's
Kicking off on or about May
drive will cover 130 stations
& Newell, N. Y., is agency.

SUCCESSION

SET • J. Walter Thompson,

N. Y., agency for Kraft Foods Div. of National Dairy Products Corp., has announced
selection of advertisers and format for
second half-hour show to replace Kraft
Television Theatre Wednesdays on NBC-TV
[Closed Circuit, April 21]. In place of
drama show, National Dairy will sponsor
Milton Berle in live comedy in first half
hour (9-9:30 p.m.) and filmed western, Bat
Masterson, in second (9:30-10 p.m.). Sponsorship lineup: Kraft Foods for all of Berle;
Kraft and Sealtest Div. co-sponsorship of
Masterson. N. W. Ayer & Son is agency for
Sealtest, which continues sponsorship of

"soften" its programming — that is, de-emphasize rock 'n roll musical fare.
Mr. Fearnhead said station's position in
Freed case (see page 72) up to Thursday

Shirley Temple Storybook on
through remainder of this year.

had been one "of a third party — and separate entity because the [Boston] incident
involved the non-radio activities" of d.j.
Freed. He stressed that Mr. Freed was not

STILL IN MARKET • Stop 'n Save Trading Stamp Corp., South Hackensack, N. J.,
for Triple-S savings stamps, launching 9week radio daytime spot drive in more than
10 markets in Connecticut-New York-New
Jersey area, starting late next week. Agency,
Hilton & Riggio, N. Y., is still buying.

fired, although "in cases of this kind the
public usually assumes that a person in
trouble is fired."
Wrather Buys Out Alvarez
Sale of interest of Helen Alvarez in
KFMB-AM-TV San Diego, and KEROTV Bakersfield, both California, to new
corporation and dropping of litigation in
U. S. District Court set for trial Aug. 5 were
announced over weekend. Mrs. Wrather Sr.
and Edward Petry, other owners of stations
will hold stock in new company. Mr.
Wrather also has acquired Mrs. Alvarez'
50% interest in Disneyland Hotel. Her interest in other properties in several states
also will be purchased by group headed by
Mr. Wrather. No price was given but transaction is estimated to exceed $2 million.
Stations' transfer is subject to FCC approval
Papers expected to be filed this week.
Three

Picked

to Sub

for Como

Talent trio will move into Saturday 8-9
p.m. slot on NBC-TV as summer replacement for Perry Como (June 14 through
Sept. 16). Show will feature Bob Crosby,
Gretchen Wyler and Helen O'Connell in
Como-type variety show.

NBC-TV

NETWORK SHOPPERS • Although pace
of network tv fall buying has stepped up,
there are still several shoppers for network
buys. Among them: Remington-Rand typewriter (Compton Adv.), Helene Curtis (McCann-Erickson), Swift & Co., (McCannErickson), Shell Oil (Kenyon & Eckhardt),
Pepsi-Cola, (K&E) and American Can Co.
(Compton).

Two

Ams

Sold: $115,000

Sales of WLBG

Laurens, S. C, and
WSTL Eminence, Ky., announced Friday
by Paul H. Chapman Co., station broker.
WLBG General Manager C. W. Hogan
is buying 250 w daytimer on 860 kc from
Charles W. Dowdy for $65,000. Mr. Dowdy
has interest in WJOT Lake City, S. C.
WSTL is being sold by J. W. Dunavent
(owner of KEAR San Francisco) to local
businessman S. A. Sisler for $50,000. Station is 500 w daytimer on 1600 kc.
May 12, 1958
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PEOPLE

at

JAMES G. COMINOS, director of Needham. Louis & Brorby tv-radio department
in Chicago, named vice president in charge
of all tv-radio operations. SCOTT KECK,
assistant director of department, named director.

deadline

Tells Senate Committee
Petrillo Is Robbing Musicians

Georgia Educators Make Bid
For Waycross Commercial Ch. 8

Los Angeles musician Cecil F. Read took
his fight against American Federation of
Musicians and its president. James C.
Petrillo. to Senate Friday. Mr. Read, who
was kicked out of AFM while he was its
Hollywood president in dispute over performance payments into union trust fund,
told Senate Labor Subcommittee Mr. Petrillo's policies have "robbed the recording musicians of their wages."
Now chairman of AFM rival, Musicians
Guild of America, Mr. Read charged trust

Georgia Board of Education Friday applied to FCC for noncommercial educational tv station on commercial ch. 8 at
Waycross, saying it has $418,000 to build
station and $82,000 to operate it first year.
Multiple owner John H. Phipps is applicant for commercial tv outlet on ch. 8.
He owns WKTG and WCTV (TV) Thomasville, Ga., and WPTV (TV) West Palm
Beach, WTAL Tallahassee and WTYS
Mariana, all Florida.

Read

fund payments have become "political device" to help keep Mr. Petrillo in office. He
said employers of musicians, "notably NBC,
RCA Victor Records, CBS, Columbia Records and Capitol Records, are now allied
with Petrillo fighting court actions by musicians designed to end the trust fund arrangement. They have evidently arrived at
a working relationship with Mr. Petrillo
want disturbed," Mr. Read
that they do not
told subcommittee which is taking testimony
on labor reforms.

Court

Rules for WKST-TV

Argument

Postponed

Judge Bayard Rhone of Los Angeles
Superior Court Friday postponed to May 19
argument on petition of Piedmont Publishing Co. for temporary injunction to prevent
Mary Pickford Rogers and Buddy Rogers
from disposing of stock in Triangle Broadcasting Corp., licensee of WSJS-TV Winston-Salem. N. C, prior to trial of Piedmont's suit against Mr. and Mrs. Rogers.
Mary Pickford on Thursday answered Piedmonts claim that she failed to live up to
her agreement to sell her Triangle stock to
Piedmont by asserting she had accepted
that in contract only on assurance it was
designed for tax and other benefits and
would not be exercised.
Page 10
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Starts Leadership

Campaign

Leadership campaign of broadcasting industry, started by NAB with slogan "Learn
— and Live," is designed to awaken public
to need of placing more emphasis on attainments of intellect and skill, President Eisenhower was informed Friday in telegram
signed by 260 radio and tv stations.
Telegram was sent in reply to Presidential
message lauding campaign as "fine public
service." Signers of telegram were stations
that took part in "Learn — and Live" presvention. entation April 30 at NAB Los Angeles con-

Ch. 45

U. S. Court of Appeals in Washington
ruled Friday that WKST-TV New Castle,
Pa., could retain ch. 45 even though FCC
in 1956 approved redesignation of ch. 45
to hyphenated Youngstown, Ohio-New
Castle, Pa. area. Unanimous three-judge
court held that Commission was within
rights in changing designation of ch. 45 and
maintaining WKST-TV on frequency, even
though WKST-TV ceased operating in 1955
but had retained cp and license application,
and resumed in October 1957. Case appealed
by ch. 73 WXTV (TV) Youngstown and Jet
Broadcasting Co., both of whom wanted to
apply for ch. 45. Court held WKST-TV
still a New Castle station, even though
transmitter near Youngstown and it identifies self as Youngstown-New Castle station.
Piedmont

NAB

FCC

Ruling Backs

Its Counsel

FCC had said no to WTVW (TV) Evansville in its request that new Commission
counsel be appointed to replace present FCC
lawyer. Evansville ch. 7 outlet said current
Commission counsel biased and unfair. Appeal to Commission came after examiner
denied same petition. Commission, in affirming examiner's ruling, said burden of proof
lies with Commission, therefore FCC counsel
is only doing his job. WTVW is fighting
FCC show cause order which would move
ch. 7 from Evansville to Louisville and
put station on ch. 31.
KHON

Goes

on

Auction

Block

KHON Honolulu scheduled to be sold at
public auction May 23. Station bought last
October by Shirley Louise Mendelson for
$75,000 after licensee went through involuntary bankruptcy in December 1956. Bidding
expected to start at $50,000. Independent
KHON broadcasts on 1380 kc with 5 kw.
Democratic

Panel

Set for MBS

Former President Harry Truman will
serve as quizmaster for special MBS Political
Quiz program next Tuesday (May 20, 10:0510:30 p.m.), as part of second annual Democatic Party Night. Described as "Humorous
radio quiz show" by Democratic National
Chairman Paul Butler, program will feature
panel consisting of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt,
New York Gov. Averell Harriman, Alabama
Sen. John Sparkman and Oklahoma Rep.
Carl Albert.

WILLIAM A. CHALMERS, vice president
in charge of Los Angeles office of Calkins
& Holden, assigned to C&W's N. Y. office
as vice president and account group supervisor. He is succeeded in Los Angeles by
ROBERT J. BLACK, C&H vice president
and west coast manager. Creator of tv shows
such as Ford Theatre, Victor Borge Show,
Tom Corbett, Space Cadet and others, Mr.
Chalmers joined C&H in 1955 as L.A. manager and was elected vice president last year.
Former agency associations: CampbellEwald. Detroit; Grey Adv. and Kenyon &
Eckhardt, N. Y.
EDWIN C. CHARNEY, sales manager of
Detroit office, Branham Co., station representative, elected vice president of company.
DR. ALAN M. GLOVER, general manager
of RCA semiconductor and materials division since last March, elected vice president.
C. THOMAS GARTEN, commercial manager of WSAZ-TV Huntington-Charleston,
W. Va., elected vice president. Fifteen-year
veteran of WSAZ properties, he continues
as assistant general manager of WSAZ Inc.
IRA WOLFF, sales promotion specialist.
NBC-TV network sales, N. Y., named manager, sales promotion.
DONALD JOHNSTONE, formerly director
of marketing and research, Burke Dowling
Adams,

N. Y., appointed director of research, Cohen & Aleshire, N. Y. He has
been active in research field for more than

20 years, had been associated with Robert
Orr, Bryan Houston, Benton & Bowles and
other agencies.
JACK

HEIM, sales engineer, Gem Automotive Distributors. Westport, Conn., to
Associated Artists Productions as account
executive in AAP's Warner Bros, division.
He will cover Virginia and Carolinas.

CHARLES R. LONGSWORTH, marketing
executive, Campbell Soup Co., today (Mon.)
joins Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N. Y., as
account executive.
ROBERT E. LITTLE, account executive,
Benton & Bowles, to J. M. Mathes Inc.,
N. Y.j in similar capacity.
JERRY SUSSMAN, formerly with Gore,
Smith & Greenland, to copywriter, Wexton
Co., N. Y.
BILL GOODWIN, 48, veteran network announcer, found dead in his car Friday, apparently of heart attack. He had stopped
car at roadside outside Palm Springs while
driving to L.A. Survivors include wife,
Philippa Hilber, and four children.
Broadcasting
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jj* When

it comes

to the writing, art direction and production

of TV commercials,

there shouldn't be any such word as Chance.

The brilliant blush and
dignified beauty of cherry
blossoms are a part of the personality of
Washington . . . Personality of any community

is the sum

of its local characteristics and habits, even to the
broadcasting preferences of its people. Storer Broadcasting

is known for the localized nature
of its stations in the
communities

they serve.

NONSTOP

NEW

YORK

TO

THE

LUXURIOUS

ON

THE

Six-mile-a-minute
meals

and

luxury
on-time

ONLY

DC-7

prompt.

OFFERS

CARPET"

FASTEST

SERVICE

AIRLINER

service. Restful, gracious cabin appointments.
lounge.
This

Snack

is United's

at no extra fare. With

or information,

trays. Personalized
famed

this important

reliability of Mainliners®

For reservations

UNITED

"RED

NATION'S

a club-like

friendly and

COAST,

equipped

call United

FLY UNITED-THE

Red

Carpet*

plus: you
with

attention

that's

Service— extra

enjoy

the smooth

weather-mapping

or your authorized

Superb

radar.

travel agent.

RADAR LINE
*Red Carpet is a service mark owned and used by United Air Lines, Inc.

IN REVIEW
REPORT

CARD

1958

Nowadays, when any crumb on education is of compelling interest, it is hard to
say how many thousands of words ABCTV's classroom pictures are worth. Last
Monday's Report Card 1958 on six pioneer
movements in public education was an absorbing essay.
The battery of senior correspondents
who led the filmed tour of six classrooms
across the country handled their job intelligently, providing stimulating live comment. But the show belonged to the young
scholars and that unseen hero, the photographer. The hour was filled with irresistible shots of youngsters who seemed
unaware of being watched.
Nowhere did the mechanical excellence
of Report Card 1958 detract, however, from
the point being made, that the U. S. educational system is developing new approaches to meet changing educational
needs. ABC-TV's constructive approach to
question was pointed up by John Daly's
the
observation that some of the experiments
in reading, languages, sciences and other
facets of the primary-secondary curriculum
pre-date Sputnik I by as many as five years.
There were no grades on the Report Card,
only some glimpses of what is being done
from the tv classes of Hagerstown, Md., to
special classes for "able" children in Portland, Ore., and points between.
Before the space era dawned last fall,
it's possible that such a documentary might
not have made it as a Monday evening
show. Last week it looked like logical programming for prime time, pre-empting regular shows. The session bears repeating.
Moreover, if ABC were to supplement the
report from time to time, it would be welcome viewing and as much a cultural con-

tribution as was the May

5 program.

IN

6

MONTHS:

Production costs: Approximately $25,000.
Sustaining on ABC-TV, May 5, 7:30-8:30
p.m. EDT.
Producer: Mary Laing, ABC News and
Public Affairs Dept.; director: Marshall
Diskin; film director: Robert Northshield.
Commentators: John Daly, vice president
in charge of news; Quincy Howe, ABC,
New York; John Secondari, Washington
bureau chief; Edward P. Morgan, Robert
Fleming, ABC, Washington, and Don
Goddard, roving correspondent.
SEEN

AND

HEARD

That was a delicious-looking dish Kraft
Theatre served up last Wednesday evening
— the commercial for Blue Cheese Gelatin
salad, that is. The stuff that surrounded the
commercial — Phil Reisman Jr.'s adaptation
of Bret Harte's classic short story, "The
Outcasts of Poker Flat" — left this corner
totally unsatisfied. To make a short story
long is one of tv's major vices. The beauty
of Harte's little morality play lay in its
brevity and irony; what came out of the
Talent Assoc. wash was standard soap opera
— virtue rewarded, sin redeemed.
A revised modus operandi as regards
NBC-TV's
order forought
be in network
may Said
commercials
Jack
Paar Show.
to be
wished as much new business as it can possibly accept, but someone should use a bit
more discretion in scheduling this polyglot
of spots. Nothing can be more disconcerting
than to see an urbane conversation between
two adults — e.g., Jonathan Winters and actress Tilli Losch — cut off abruptly by a word
or two or three from the sponsor. Such inflexibility might please the second-conscious
advertiser and his agency — until both realize that viewer antagonism never sells.

NATIONALLY

!

8th (from 19th) among all CBC
shows! Outrates "Have Gun
"Dinah Shore",
Will Travel",
and", etc.
"Disneyl
Network

rating higher every

rating period, now

21%

increase

41.0!

in homes

reached !

30%

increase

in viewers!

Pre-tested as popular movie and
through dozens of famous SaturTUGPost stories,
day Evening
BOAT ANNIE
helps Lever
Brothers Limited of Canada win
friends and influence sales. Lever
Brothers' success story gives
proof of greater profit than ever
for you in your own market. Of
course, the American premiere
market showing is swamping
all competition too !

COLO
The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows

hardt and Warner-Lambert through Lennen & Newell.

(all times EDT)

May 15 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
May 16 (10-11 p.m.) Jerry Lewis Show,
Oldsmobile through D. P. Brother.

CBS-TV
May 13, 20 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv.
NBC-TV
May 12-16, 19-21 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors.
May 12, 19 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Speidel through Norman, Craig &
Kummel and RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
May 13 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher-George
Gobel Show, RCA Victor and RCAWhirlpool through Kenyon & Eckhardt
and Liggett & Myers through McCannErickson.
May 14, 21 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods through J. Walter
Thompson Co.
May 15 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
RCA Victor through Kenyon & EckBroadcasting

May 17 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
May 17 (10:30-1 1 p.m.) Your Hit Parade,
Toni through North and American Tobacco through BBDO.
May 18 (7-7:30 p.m.) My Friend Flicka,
sustaining.
May 18 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
S. C. Johnson & Son through Needham,
Louis & Brorby, U. S. Time Corp.
through Peck Adv. and Greyhound Corp.
through Grey Adv.

the adventures

of

TUGBOAT

May 18 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through CampbellEwald.
May 20 (8-9 p.m.) George Gobel-Eddie
Fisher Show, RCA Victor and RCAWhirlpool through Kenyon & Eckhardt
and Liggett & Myers through McCannErickson.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON ♦ N.Y. 22 » PLaza 5-2100
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OPEN MIKE
'Outstanding'
EDITOR :
. . . Keep on publishing what we consider to be the outstanding publication in
the field.
Charles V. Skoog Jr.
President
Hicks & Greist, New York
Extra Copies for JWT
editor:
"Taking the Mystery Out of Ratings"
[Adv. & Agencies, March 10] ... is most
useful and interesting. If at all possible we
would like very much to secure six copies
for use within the office.
John S. Lingman
Director of Radio & Tv
J. Walter Thompson Co. Ltd.
Toronto, Ont.
[EDITOR'S
Primer

NOTE— Copies sent.]
Makes

Interesting Reading

editor:
Thank you for the interesting J. Walter
Thompson primer on ratings [Advertisers
& Agencies, March 10]. We found it very
enlightening.
Philip N. Krasne
Gross-Krasne Inc.
Hollywood
'So Many'
editor:

Not

the Criterion

Congratulations on the fine interview with
John Blair [Stations, April 28]. We certainly agree that Mr. Blair's opinions are
held in high esteem. . . .
However, we would respectfully like to
disagree with Mr. Blair, who opined that a
representative organization "has to be large,
well-staffed and well-equipped to do the

The only station covering all of Oklahoma's
Broadcast
Center
• 37th &
HAROLD C. STUART
President

GUSTAV

No. 1 Market
Peoria

BRANDBORG

Vice Pres. & Gen.

Represented

job demanded of it under today's conditions." We don't feel that we have to
have the "so many" that the large rep has,
but we do have to be as good, and even
try to be better in some ways. . . .
Edward J. Breen
Breen & Ward
New York City

by EDWARD

PETRY

Mgr.
& CO.

Hodges
editor:

vs. R&R:

Round

4

I won't debate musical taste with Buzz
Hodges [Monday Memo, April 14] because
music criticism is not my business any more

1170

KC

• 50,000
"The

Page 16
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WATTS
Voice

• CLEAR

CHANNEL

of Oklahoma''

• NBC

than it is his. But I will say that the holierthan-thou yak about rock and roll has no
more place in the advertising business than
a discussion of the political, cultural and
intellectual standards of newspapers, magazines or tv.
The bald fact is that a successful radio
station that plays popular music (which at
the moment includes rock and roll, just as
it used to include hot jazz, crooning and
swing) has a much larger adult audience
than teen-age audience.
They buy the
Broadcasting

in
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There's

Source:
i RB. November 1957
: il homes reached

more

to

Florida

is always

Florida
wonders,

l
a big surprise to visitors. Not its climate. Not its natura

particularly in northern
of "home

. . (ind

tO

marine

nor its unusual

life. But its galloping economic

Florida. One

office" insurance

employees

south Georgia area is WMBR-TV,
shows

that throughout

average lead of 131%
fantastic values. Two
garnered

in Jacksonville

has increased 750%.

Jacksonville's dominant

its area WMBR-TV

over the competing

maintains

sales medium.
a total-week

station. This dominance

results in

nighttime ID's available recently (but not for long!)

00.
a total rating of 91.5. Total viewer impressions: 758,9

Cost per thousand
shows

in ten years, the number

Key to the entire northeast Florida.

WMBR'TV!

ARB

indication:

expansion,

viewer impressions: 24 cents! And

on WMBR-TV,

with 46 of the top 50

adjacencies like these are the rule rather than the

s so much
exception. Easy to see why advertisers find there'

more

to...

Channel 4, Jacksonville - f\ M Oil" I T
An Affiliate of the CBS Television Network
Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

OPEN MIKE CONTINUED

Put

Your

Money

Where

the

Buying

Is

merchandise sold by Hodges' clients who, I
am sure, are not as concerned as he is with
restricting sales to musically-pure customers.
Modern radio is a community service
thai gives the public — yes, the adult public
-what it wants in popular music, news and
other services and has built community
loyalty and response.
Duncan Mounsey
Executive vice president-general
manager
WPTR Albany, N. Y.
editor:
I would like permission to reprint Ernest

Ask any of our advertisers, "Why
WDIA?" and vou'll get the same answer:
WDIA SELLS THE MEMPHIS NEGRO
MARKET AS NO OTHER MEDIUM
CAN!
Here are some facts you need to know
about this big buying audience.
LARGEST NEGRO MARKET IN U.S.A.
WDIA,

with the only 50,000 watt transmitter in this area, reaches 1,237,686
Negroes. Almost one-tenth of the nation's
total Negro population! More than the combined Negro populations of New York plus
Detroit plus Cleveland plus St. Louis . . .
with the overwhelming earnings of $616,294,100 last year. A vital economic factor
in Memphis, the Negro is elevating his
standard of living, his income, his buying
power.
According to a 129-city survey, Memphis
ranks first in ratio of total Negro income to
total white income, with $28.79 of Negro
income for every $100 of white income.
Quite a contrast with New York — where
the ratio is $6.59 for every $100, and
Chicago — with $7.89 for every $100!
HIGH VOLUME— SALES RESPONSIVE!
This Negro market spends an average of
80% of their income on consumer goods;
last year bought 61.3% of the flour sold in
Memphis . . . 52.7% of the hair tonic and
dressing . . . 47.9% of the sugar . . . 45.1%
of the household waxes and polishes. Small
wonder that WDIA consistently carries a
large year-in, year-out list of advertisers
that includes:
BAYER ASPIRIN . . . BREAST
O'CHICKEN TUNA . . . BRUCE WAX
AND POLISH . . . COLGATE-PALMOLIVE COMPANY . . . CONTINENTAL TRAILWAYS . . . GENERAL
FOODS CORPORATION . . . GROVE
LABORATORIES
. . . KROGER
STORES
Negroes make up 40% of the Memphis
market ! And, before it buys, this big Memphis Negro market listens — to WDIA!
Low Negro newspaper readership and
television ownership mean that you can't
reach the Memphis Negro effectively with
these media.
WDIA ALONE DELIVERS JT!
More than a radio station to its loyal
audience, WDIA is an institution — an integral part of their daily lives. WDIA combines unmatched personal appeal, hardhitting salesmanship and powerful coverage
— to sell the largest Negro market in
America !
In Memphis, the Negro listens to WDIA
— then buys! Gold can't buy that kind of
loyalty, but you can!
Write us today for facts and figures . . .
success stories in your field!
WDIA is represented nationally
by John E. Pearson Company
EGMONT SONDERL1NG, President
HAROLD
Page 20
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Vice-President, Sales
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J. Hodges' article on rock-and-roll radio in
its entirety. This is the finest single article
I have read on the subject of music in radio,
and I would like to see it get the widest
possible dissemination.
Joseph S. Sample
President
KOOK-AM-TV

Billings, Mont.

[EDITOR'S NOTE: Permission granted.]

balanced show. And let's face it: rock and
roll is here to stay. So why not incorporate
it into the show?
Frank G. Macomber IV
WFTR Front Royal, Va.
Seconds

Seavey

editor:
Your coverage of the clear channel case
in the April 21 Broadcasting should be
considered must reading for every professional broadcaster who is interested in
the future of our industry. Surely, it should
be evident that permitting class II stations
to transmit on clear channel frequencies
would only further clutter the already overcrowded am broadcast band. I submit that
Mr. Hollis Seavey of the Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service has correctly concluded that higher clear channel power is
"the sole means of improving service."
Richard L. Spears
Division Manager

editor:

WRVA-TV

As a d.j., let me lend my voice to the
current rock and roll controversy. It seems
that a lot of stations are banning rock and
roll just because it is rock and roll and because adults don't like it.
What segment of the audience are we
trying to capture? The 40-to-60-years-olds?
Or Mr. and Mrs. America whose ages range
from 18 to 35 and who are just starting to
furnish the house, buy that tv set and the
many other appliances needed to start
housekeeping. . . .
The emphasis should be on a well-

Sentiments

Others

Doing

Richmond,

Va.

It, Too

EDITOR :
I read the story where Storz stations are
using a new rate policy [Stations, April 28].
. . . Most, if not all, of the Philadelphia
stations have been using this policy for
William B. Caskey
years.

Executive vice president
WPEN-AM-FM Philadelphia

UPCOMING
May 11-14: Canadian Assn. of Radio & Tv
Broadcasters, Queen Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal,
May
15-16: Pines.
North Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
Southern
May
bluff.15-16: Nebraska Broadcasters Assn., ScottsMay 15-16: International Advertising Assn., annual convention, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
May 17: UP Broadcasters of Indiana, SheratonLincoln Hotel, Indianapolis.
May
field.19-20: Illinois Broadcasters Assn., of SpringMay 19-21: National Retail Merchants Assn.,
sales promotion division, national convention.
Palmer House, Chicago.
May 20: Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn., Plankinton
Hotel, Milwaukee.
May 21-23: Pennsylvania Broadcasters Assn.,
Galen Hall, WernersvUle.
May 22: Magnetic Recording Industry Assn., distribution congress, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
May 23: Connecticut Broadcasters Assn., Waverly
Inn, Cheshire.
May 24: Florida UP Broadcasters-Telecasters
Assn., Silver Springs.
May 26-28: American Management Assn., annual
packaging
conference,
Hotel Statler, New
York.
May
NationalNewPackaging
Exposition, New
York26-30:
Coliseum,
York.
May 28-29: Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., Sheraton-Seelbach Hotel, Louisville.
June
June 3-6: 36th annual conference, National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Chase and Park
Plaza Hotels, St. Louis.
June 4-6: Armed Forces Communications and
Electronics Assn. Exhibit, Sheraton Park Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
June 5-7: Western Assn. of Broadcasters, Banff
Springs, Hotel Banff, Alta.

June 6-7: Colorado Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Antlers, Colorado Springs.
June 7: UP Broadcasters of Connecticut, Colonial House, Hamden.
June 8-11: Advertising Federation of America,
national convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel,
Dallas.
June 14: UP Broadcasters of Pennsylvania, Holiday Motor Hotel, Mechanicsburg.
June 19-20:
water Inn, Virginia
Irvington. Broadcasters Assn., TideJune 19-21: Maryland-D. C. Radio & Tv Broadcasters Assn., Stephen Decatur Hotel, Ocean
City, Md.
June 19-21: Florida Assn.
Broadcasters, CoJuly of Beach.
lonial Inn, St. Petersburg
June
22-28: Advertising
convention,
Vancouver,Assn.
B. ofC. the West, annual
July 21-25: National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, seminar, Allerton House, Monticello,
in.
August
Aug. 1-2: Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn., Lake
Texoma Lodge, Lake Texoma.
Aug. 4-23: Summer Tv Workshop, College of
Communication Arts and WKAR-TV Michigan
State University, East Lansing.
Aug. 13-16: Affiliated Advertising Agencies Network,
meeting, Lord Baltimoreannual
Hotel, international
Baltimore.
Aug. 19-22: Western Electronic Show and Convention, Pan Pacific Auditorium, Los Angeles,
Calif.
Aug.
26-27: Georgia Broadcasters Assn., St.
Simons.
September
Sept.
5-7: West
Broadcasters
Greenbrier
Hotel,Virginia
White Sulphur
Springs.Assn.,
Sept.
L'Assn. deCanadienne
de la Radio
de la21-24:
Television
Langue Francaise,
Alpineet
Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que.
Broadcasting

D

1

BIG

COVERAGE

WBAP-TV blankets the rich North Texas and Southern Oklahoma territory. When you buy WBAP-TV,
2,735,300 people, living in 844,200 houseyou buy
holds in 48 Texas and 5 Oklahoma counties.
ill

BIG

BIG

CITIES

Primary
includes two
Texas*
cities . . coverage
. the metropolitan
areasof of
Fort four
Worthlargest
and
Dallas. WBAP-TV, with BASIC NBC for North
Texas and top-rated local programming aimed at
both cities, is the BIG Buy in the BIG 12th U. S.
Market Area.

SPENDERS

With 4Yi BILLION dollars in their jeans, these folks
comprise one of the richest markets in America. Look
at these figures:
Effective Buying Income (1957) - $4,436,534,000
Total Retail Sales (1957)
3,448,461,000
Effective Buying Income Per Family
5,243
Retail Sales Per Family
4,085
SOURCE: Sales Management, 1958
Survey of Buying Power

Buy

the BIG Station

in the BIG

12th

U. S. Market

Area
LT

BASIC
AMON CARTER
Founder

Broadcasting

TEXAS
GEORGE
CRANSTON
CRAN!
GEORGEMonoger
HAROLD HOUGH
I
AMON CARTER, JR.
Manager
I
tor
Direc
President I
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.-National Representatives

NBC

FOR

NORTH

ROY BACUS
Commercial Monojtr
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General

Electric,

General

Foods,

General

Mills, General Motors— all agree it's sound
strategy to be on the CBS Radio Network.
Along

with

national
CBS

scores

of other

advertisers,

Radio,

listeners

commercial

(47%

more

its very
screens

And

they

nature,
out

CBS

the

on

know

salvos

people

mercial minute than
network).

they

top-ranking
that

on

hit more

listen per comany

hit them
Radio

other

radio

harder.

(By

programming

non-listening

listener.)

That's why, in the battle for the dollar,
these generals make sure their campaigns
are

on

what's

the
good

CBS

Radio

for them

Network.
is good

Maybe

for you!

You

get better pictures with Du

Pont film

KBET's chief cameraman Paul Meeks filming a commercial on Du Pont
Type 930 film. At the desk is news director Hank Thornley.

930

and

931

give

reports Paul

us
Meeks,

high

speed

chief cameraman

"The exceptional latitude and speed of Du Pont
Rapid Reversal Film are the main reasons why
we've (used it since we went on the air in 1955,"
Mr. Meeks tells us. "And quality is never sacrificed;
in fact, we prefer the quality of Du Pont 930 and
931 — both picture and sound— over other films."
Station KBET-TV must give newsreel coverage
to political events, court and legislative hearings

where special lighting is barred. "Often we haven't
time to take a meter reading," says Mr. Meeks. "We
count on the speed and exposure latitude of Du Pont
film. It hasn't let us down yet. Proof of the film's
quality," he concludes, "came on a recent assignment

U. S. PAT. Off*

Better Things for Better Living . . . through

Chemistry

with

no

at KBET-TV,

loss

of

Sacramento,

quality
California

when we finished shooting at 4:45, rush-processed
the film for the evening news show at 5:30. Even
with fast processing, a single 16 mm frame was
good enough to blow up to 4 x 5 for the newspapers
the next morning."
If you need speed and latitude for your motion
pictures, and can't afford to lose quality, there's a
DuPont film for you. Contact the nearest DuPont
Sales Office, or write for more information to Du
Pont Photo Products Department, 2420-2 Nemours
Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware.
In Canada, Du Pont Company of Canada (1956)
Limited, Toronto.

Iroocko»tlno rvbHwrtWn* Inc.
Maury Long Edwin H. James
Sol TaishOft
Pre»id*nt
Vic* President
Vie* Pr*»ld*nt
H. H. Tash
Irving
C. Miller
B. T.
Taishoft*
Treasurer
Secretory
Comptroller

FROM

LETTER

THE

EDITORS

the workload which Broadcasting gave
him, but Broadcasting readers were not.
They have become accustomed to expect,
week after week, complete, meaningful,
and fast coverage of the dynamic deS^
velopments of television and radio.

BROADCASTING*
TELECASTING
THE SUSINESSWEEXtY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
Published every Monday by Broadcasting
Publications Inc.
Executive and Publication Headqvorter*
Broadcasting • Telecasting Mug.
1735 DeSoles St., N. W., Washing ton 6, D. C.
Telephone! Metropolitan 8-1022
EDITOR & PUBLISHER: Sol Taishoff
MANAGING EDITOR: Edwin H. James
SENIOR EDITORS: Rufus Crater (New York). 3.
Frank Beatty, Bruce Robertson (Hollywood),
Fred Fitzgerald, Earl B. Abrams
NEWS EDITOR: Donald V. West
SPECIAL PROJECTS EDITOR: David Glickman

THE editors of Broadcasting count
it their job to live up to reader expectations and, whenever possible, exceed them.
Covering hard news like the NAB
convention or the convention of the
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies
the previous week [for full, on-the-scene
report see Broadcasting, April 28] is
only ofpart
job. The
rest
it is of
bestBroadcasting's
described as digging
out
stories which cannot be discovered without expensive editorial research.
Stories of that kind appear frequently
in Broadcasting. One of them, we are
happy to announce, just won an Award of
Merit in the Fourth Annual Jesse H.
Neal Editorial Achievement Awards of
the Associated Business Publications.

WALLIS is a crack Western
JOE
Union operator. For the past eight
years he has been assigned to the toughest
news transmission jobs in Los Angeles.
But, as he said later, he never had a
tougher job than the one he did for
Broadcasting during the NAB convention. On two days, April 30 and May 1,
Joe moved nearly 30,000 words of copy
over a special Western Union circuit between Los Angeles and Broadcasting's
headquarters.
The picture above was made in
Broadcasting's own news room in the
Los Angeles Biltmore hotel. At the time
Joe still had about 5,000 words to go to
complete his filing of copy which seven of
Broadcasting's veteran editors had
written — on the scene.
All that copy, plus other stories and
pictures which were sent by air courier,
Broadcasting May 5 — while
appeared
the
news inwas still news.
Joe Wallis may have been surprised by

The Neal awards are given for distinguished examples of business journalism among the 160 member publications
of ABP. Only publications whose circulation is audited by the Audit Bureau of
bership.
Circulations
are eligible for ABP memThe Broadcasting winner was a major
article describing the huge influence
which talent agents wield in television.
It was jointly produced by Rufus Crater
and Bruce Robertson, senior editors,
Florence Small, agency editor, and Frank
Model, assistant editor. The story took
two months of research in an area never
before explored by a magazine. It occupied 14 pages of the Broadcasting
issue of Oct. 21, 1957.
As regular readers expect, Broadcasting has other articles of similar significance in preparation for future issues.
Meanwhile, we'll be keeping the Joe
Wallises busy at keyboards all over the
U. S., filing the news which our editors
report wherever the news is breaking.

o
-

ING
ADC
BRO
ft . the
BUSINESS
WEEKLY AST
OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
PLEASE

START

MY

SUBSCRIPTION

WITH

THE

[~1 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number
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i_
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ADD

the

CALIF.-ORE.
OUR

TV

RESPECTS

TRIO

to Proctor

Arnold

Sugg

& sell one of the top 70
markets with exclusive VHF
coverage.
Standard
Metropolitan
County Areas:

U.S.
Population: Rank:

Richmond, Vc

370,100

60

Knoxville,

Tenn

363,700

61

Nashville,

Tenn

362,900

62

.... 358,700

63

Wheeling, W. VcSteubenville, Ohio

California-Oregon Trio 356,330
Flint, Mich

342,500

64

Grand Rapids, Mich. . . . 330,000

65

Salt Lake City, Utah . . . 329,800

66

Charleston, W. Va

326,700

67

Wilmington, Del

326,500

68

Fresno,

325,500

69

Tulsa, Okla

323,500

70

Harrisburg,

Pa

323,000

71

Canton,

Ohio

316,800

72

Wichita,

Kan

313,700

73

Calif

THREE

MARKETS— ONE

BILLING

TV 2-Oregon
TV 5— Oregon
TV 3-Calif.
HEM
Klamath
Falls
'@*Ktt
Medford
S@*KOT
I@*
Eureka
MARKET

FACTS

Population

356,330

Families

115,760

Tv

Families

Retail Sales

94,898
$485,803,000

Consumer Spendable
L
Income
$610,357,000
for CALIF.-ORE. TV TRIO
THE SMULLIN TV STATIONS
call Don Telford, Mgr.
Phone Eureka, Hillside 3-3123
TWX EK16

national
r^^*^
„v blai
nr a5*
or
associates representatives
New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Seattle, Los Angeles,
Dallas, Detroit, Jacksonville, St. Louis, Boston.

Shortly after P. A. (Buddy) Sugg joined NBC as vice president of the company's
Owned Stations and NBC Spot Sales Div. on April 1, he outlined his objective
in this rather cryptic fashion:
'i can't remember any horse which ever finished second in the Kentucky Derby."
From 1945 until last month, Mr. Sugg was the guiding hand that directed the
broadcasting activities of the Oklahoma Publishing Co. During his stewardship, the
broadcast operations expanded from ownership of WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City
in 1945 to include WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala., and WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.
Proctor Arnold Sugg was born in Rocky Ford, Colo., on June 29, 1908. Shortly
thereafter his family moved to Marysville, Calif. Following graduation from high
school, he worked at various odd jobs, including a stint in the Northern California
vineyards.
A boyhood interest in radio and electronics led Mr. Sugg into the broadcasting
business. He went to San Francisco in 1929 and joined KPO as a control room
engineer. He thereafter climbed to various engineering posts and by 1940 was supervisor of engineers for NBC in San Francisco.
In 1940 Mr. Sugg was called up from the Reserves for duty with the Navy that
lasted five years, during which he advanced from lieutenant (j.g.) to captain and
received numerous decorations for his combat and administrative services. He was
aboard the battleship California when it was sunk at Pearl Harbor, managed to swim
safely to shore despite the bombardment, and assisted in disaster operations.
During his tenure in the Navy, Mr. Sugg started the Pacific Fleet Radar School
at Pearl Harbor and was later assigned to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
to evaluate electronic equipment used by the fleet. Other assignments included
tours of duty on the staff of the Chief of the Naval Bureau of Aeronautics and the
staff of the Naval Air Technical Training School in charge of Navy radar, radio and
electrical training.

In December 1945 Mr. Sugg was hired by E. K. Gaylord, president of the Oklahoma Publishing Co., as manager of WKY. He later assumed direction of the
additional broadcasting properties which the company organized and acquired.
Mr. Sugg's forte is said to be an ability to organize and to
He is a direct, outspoken individual who avoids fancy, highblown
municates forcibly in down-to-earth language. He holds strong
role a radio or tv station should play in a community, which
follows:

delegate authority.
phrases and comconvictions on the
he summarizes as

"A station should perform a service to the public. This does not mean necessarily
service to professional organizations, which have tremendous resources at their
disposals. It could mean a campaign for facilities that are needed in a particular
community, behind which the station could place all of its resources for a long-term
He cites as an example the intensive (and successful) campaign conducted by
campaign."
WKY-AM-TV to establish an eye cornea bank in Oklahoma City. He believes that in
each community over the country there is at least one unique project a station can
adopt and hopes that some of the NBC-owned stations can utilize their facilities
for such undertakings.
He intends to give managers of NBC-owned stations "the widest latitude" in
day-to-day operation and envisions his role as one of providing general policy
information and guidance. For the past month, Mr. Sugg has been visiting the
NBC-owned radio and tv stations and is favorably impressed with the organizations
at his command. Mr. Sugg views his expanded responsibilities as "a great challenge."
He is an avid-reader of non-fiction, enjoys golf, fishing, boating, skeet and trapshooting. Mr. Sugg has served for many years as a member of the NBC Affiliates
Committee, the Broadcast Pioneers, Society of Television Pioneers and the Freedom
of Information Committee of the NAB. He was a founder of the Assn. of Maximum
Service Telecasters.
Mr. Sugg is married to the former Betty Ross of Hillsboro, Calif. They have a
married daughter, Mrs. Nancy Brown, and three grandchildren. The Suggs are
making their home in Manhattan until they decide on a more permanent location.

"That," said Mr. Sugg, living up to his reputation for delegating authority, "is
Broadcasting
Mrs. Sugg's department."
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There

may

to use

adhesive

but

there's
the

use

to

be

many

only

ways

bandages...
one

way

BAND-AID

mark correctly... please

tradesay

-AID
BANDTRADEMARK
Adhesive

Bandages

Remember— all adhesive bandages are not BANDAID Adhesive Bandages! "BAND-AID" is actually
a trademark . . . one of the most widely known in
the world . . . recognized in more than 50 countries.

It means

Johnson

& Johnson, not the name of

a product . . . and it refers to a whole family of products made only by Johnson & Johnson.
The "BAND-AID"

trademark

is always followed

by the product name, i.e. BAND-AID Plastic Strips,
BAND-AID Plastic Tape, BAND-AID Butterfly
Closures, BAND-AID Patch, Spot, Strip.

We appreciate your mentioning our products
and we hope you will continue to do so. But when
youdo, won't you please use thefull name correctly?

The

Broadcasting

most trusted name

in surgical dressings
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A

new

standard

for

The

color

RCA

of

performance

television

TM-21

systems...

Color

Monitor

This new color control monitor is a reference standard for evaluating the quality of color
television pictures from any source. Providing the most precise and brilliant color picture available . . . this new monitor accurately reproduces the scene as the camera sees it.
QUALITY
Camera

CONTROL

OF

COLOR

PROGRAMMING— The

Chains, Switching Systems, Master

TM-21

is used in Color

Control and Transmitting

Control for

monitoring color picture quality. It is the basic instrument for checking registration,
shading and deflection linearity . . . color fidelity of the entire TV system . . . chroma
to monochrome

ratio . . . color phase or hue adjustments.

BEST POSSIBLE

COLOR— When

used to display color pictures in clients' rooms and

executive offices, the TM-21 lets the station put its "best color foot forward." Clients
will be impressed by the bright, high definition picture.
COLOR ACCURACY AIDS PROGRAM PRODUCTION-Production departments can
use the new monitor for accurate continuity control of color programming. Producers
and directors will get a true color picture of what's happening on the set. Costume and
background colors can be seen in proper relationship. Lighting can be accurately
evaluated, production aided.
SIMPLIFIED

MONITOR

ALIGNMENT— Initial adjustment

is extremely simple. Built-in

test switch reduces set-up time to minutes. Screen grid selector switch provides quick
viewing of primary colors.
LONG-TIME STABILITY— Once set up, monitor adjustments "hold." Extra stability
has been designed into brightness, contrast, decoder, convergence, and linearity circuits.

Get maximum return from your color TV investment! Ask
your RCA Broadcast and Television representative for further
information on the new TM-21 Color Monitor. In Canada:
Write RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.

Check

these

additional

features:

technical

Feedback techniques and precision components
provide long-term stability.

• All components

Automatic brightness tracking for color balance.

• Automatic wide-band operation during monochrome picture intervals.

Convergence

circuits designed for rapid setup.

DC restoration at black level, stabilized by
feedback.

• Stabilized black level shows effects of pedestal
adjustments, aids close control of color in

Stabilized diode demodulators.

RADIO

and tubes easily accessible.

picture low-lights.

CORPORATION

BROADCAST

AND

TELEVISION

CAMDEN,

N. J.

of

AMERICA

EQUIPMENT

ANGELENOS

ARE

They're more
Greater

DIFFERENT...

community

Los Angeles

centered. In the 4,866 miles of mountains,

market*,

there are 71 incorporated

valleys, desert and seashore

cities and more

than

munities. "Downtown" has been replaced by 1200 "Super-Shopping-Centers."
of more

than $20 million!

100 booming
And

comprising

the

un-incorporated

com-

each one does an annual

gross

^
is

KRPAV
■ mHwf^B
they live. With KRCA
used KRCA
KRCA

you can reach all of these communities

exclusively when

CHANNEL

It's the one station that's programmed

4 • LOS

they wanted

ANGELES- SOLD

*Los Angeles and Orange Counties. To be sure, KRCA

to make
BY NBC

a big new
SPOT

to hit all Angelenos

in 10 seconds. That's why
sales impression

LUX

right where

SOAP

PRODUCTS

on community-loving

Los Angeles.

SALES

covers the communities of five Southern California counties, with 2,300,000 TV homes.
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•

Labor

•

Controversy

getting

may

restless

occupy

The

unions

anticipate

Videotape, hailed as a miracle worker
for television programming, may need a
miracle of its own to settle all the labor
disputes it is stirring up.
The jurisdictional arguments between
unions, the demands of unions upon networks, agencies and procedures, and the restlessness that is developing in related fields
over VTR lend little encouragement, even to
the optimistic, that all the questions will be
settled in less than five years.
AFTRA and SAG, NABET, IBEW and
IATSE are the initials in the headlines now.
Symptomatic of the problem, however, and
indicative of what may come are such less
publicized developments of the VTR age as
demands of wardrobe, makeup and scenic
artists for payment at film rates when working on VTR, or set designers' desire to have
re-use payments incorporated in their contracts for tape work.
The first question is whether VTR is
"film" or "live." Some experts hold that
strictly speaking it is neither — that actually it
is a new art. But for union contract purposes
it is treated as one or the other. The networks treat it as live; film companies generally go the other way, giving jurisdiction over
VTR to the film unions.
Friction areas boil down to these:
• Jurisdictional disputes between so-called
live and film unions, particularly the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists
and the Screen Actors Guild.
• Establishment of salary rates and working conditions in a field in which labor and
management have no precedent to draw
upon and in which circumstances may
change rapidly.
• Battle for jurisdiction over new producing organizations that will be established
specifically for videotape.
Networks and stations are signed up with
what might loosely be termed the "live tv"
Broadcasting

as

videotape

bargaining

Videotape, only a promise in the spring of 1956, was a reality
last week. The broadcasting industry could look around to see (1)
all national tv networks relying on VTR to whip the daylight time
quandary, (2) 37 stations either equipped or about to be for tape
production and broadcast, (3) national advertisers beginning to
use tape for their commericals.
Strengthening the reality was the first cloud on the VTR horizon:

PROBLEMS

SOME

POSES

PRODIGY

tables

finds

for

its stride

next

five

years

a one-day strike of 5,000 technicians who want to establish
jurisdiction over the new technique. It was this latest portent which
captured the attention — and concern —
is a major factor of the future.
To pin down the facts and dispel the
controversy, Broadcasting editors in
Washington surveyed the field. Their

videotape

pinch

unions. CBS-TV, NBC-TV, ABC-TV accordingly have granted jurisdiction to
AFTRA for performers; IATSE for stagehands and associated employes; Radio &
Television Directors Guild for directors;
Writers Guild of America for writers;
American Federation of Musicians for musicians. The technicians are served by the
International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers at CBS-TV and by the National
Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians
at NBC-TV and ABC-TV.
The film studios classically have been
served by the so-called "film" unions and
VTR jurisdiction is vested with IATSE for
both stagehand and technician work; SAG
for performers; Screen Directors Guild for
directors; WGA for writers, and AFM for
musicians.
The disputes that already have arisen
center mainly on union demands for authority over new producing organizations
likely to enter the tv field and on "outside"
work produced by rival unions. For instance, at CBS-TV, during the protracted
negotiations that preceded IBEW's twoof IBEW's demonth, onethat
last conditions
week strike
mands involved
would keep
IBEW in control of VTR at the network.
IBEW wanted CBS to agree not to use tape
produced on the outside by non-IBEW technicians. The network rejected this condition vigorously, although it agreed that
CBS-TV itself would not sub-contract work
to escape IBEW jurisdiction. The networks
regard as "featherbedding" an attempt by
the unions to require that a tape created on
the outside by a rival union be re-recorded
at the network before broadcast. They
have resisted this maneuver and apparently
have no intention of succumbing.

More immediately pressing at the networks isthe AFTRA-SAG videotape hassle.
In an intelligence report circulated last week,

of those to whom

videotape

fancies about this developing
New York, Hollywood and
report follows:

SAG reaffirmed its jurisdiction over VTR
stating:
when the tape is produced at a film studio,
"When television first arrived, AFRA
(now AFTRA) claimed it all. Screen Actors
Guild claimed motion pictures. After many
contested National Labor Relations Board
elections — all won by SAG — and a decision on the matter by our AFL international [the old Associated Actors & Artistes
of America], jurisdiction over live television
programs done in the live manner was given
to AFTRA. SAG was confirmed as the
representative for players in television done
in the motion picture manner.
"Some years later, AFTRA — in a 'clarification' agreement with the networks — unilaterally scrapped the lines established by
the NLRB and the AAAA, and in its contract with the networks, sought to cover all
videotape.
"Nonetheless, in the guild's recent contract negotiations with the national advertising agencies, and in an attempt to promote peaceful relations between the talent
unions, SAG agreed that any commercial
taken by the agencies into network or tv
stations for production on videotape would
be AFTRA's. The guild's contract covers
tape commercials only when made by producers other than networks or tv stations.
Unfortunately, AFTRA has objected and
once again there is disagreement over videotape.
"It is the guild's belief that there is a
natural line of demarcation in the field of
taped commercials — the first problem to
be faced in the taped area. That line is that
the live producers (networks and tv stations) using their tape facilities should continue with AFTRA. Studios making commercials on film or tape should fall within
the realm of SAG and its contract. True,
this will give to AFTRA the overwhelming
majority of tape work as it is now being
done. However, it is a logical division,.
May 12, 1958
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VIDEOTAPE CONTINUED

VTR

GETS

ADVERTISER'S

BLESSING

gram was a VTR recording of a "hot
kmc." However, commercials for the alternating advertisers, Liggett & Myers Co.
(Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample) and Remington Rand (Young & Rubicam) were
filmed.
• National Telefilm Assoc., New York,
this week is expected to announce a 90minute VTR presentation for its fall lineup on the NTA network. "Big-name star"
will be NTA Board Chairman Ely
Landau.
As of last week. New
THIS SPOT for Florists Telegraph Delivery Awn. lays claim to being the first
VTR commercial on a tv network. It appeared on CBS-TV's Person-to-Person
May 2.
A major broadcast advertiser — dependent on '"the live sell" — last week moved
into the budding field of video tape recording. The Mennen Co., Morristown,
N. J., sponsor of Wednesday Night Fights
on ABC-TV, disclosed that effective June
4, Fights commercials would be produced
via VTR. The move followed a test demonstration of a Mennen commercial on
VTR by Telestudios Inc., New York. The
VTR process, according to an executive
at McCann-Erickson, New York, a Mennen agency, will eliminate the "costly procedure of sending a McCann production
team around the country to cities where
the fights take place."
VTR also is making news on other
fronts. Items:
• Florists Telegraph Delivery Assn.,
New York, another advertiser dependent
on live commercials, used VTR for the
first time May 2 during Ed Murrow's
Person-to-Person (CBS-TV, Fri. 10:301 1 p.m. EDT). Producer: Grant Adv.,
using Telestudios' Ampex equipment.
• Gunsmoke (CBS-TV, Sat. 10-10:30
p.m. EDT), a Filmaster production that
has originated from Hollywood over the
past three seasons, was fed into the network out of New York May 3; the probased on historical background, and it is
true."
SAG

recommended that a special committee of its members and of AFTRA meet
to explore the problem. But AFTRA officials said they had no intentioncof meeting
with SAG.
AFTRA's contention is that traditionally
the union has had control over actors employed in programs done "in the live manner and originated and transmitted electronically." Aspokesman said AFTRA already has made representations to NLRB
complaining about SAG's contract with
film producers, to which advertising agencies
are signatories. The agencies also are signatories toAFTRA's pact with the networks
and apparently it is AFTRA's feeling that
the network-agency stipulation granting it
jurisdiction over videotape poses a conflict.
Radio & Television Directors Guild is
Page 32
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York agencies

could go to only one independent "live"
tv production studio fully equipped for
VTR — Telestudios Inc. (The only other
major commercial production house fitted
for VTR, Unger, Elliot & Unger, works
principally with filmed commercials but
has not yet turned out a VTR commercial
beyond demonstration or test run).
Telestudios declines to make public the
actual cost of producing VTR tv commercials, claiming "we aren't competing with
film producers and thus see no reason to
issue a comparative rate structure." President George K. Gould indicates, however,
that an agency can save "40% of its production costs" by going VTR.
The role of VTR commercials in tv will
also "open up a brand new field of continuity writing," claims McCann-Erickson's New York radio-tv commercial production director Chris Valentine Jr. Unlike film commercials, requiring inclusion
of special optical effects and directions, a
VTR script asks for few video instructions. This does not mean that VTR commercials will make film spots obsolete,
Mr. Valentine adds. "There'll be a place
for both in this industry," he maintains.
Telestudios also is preparing two VTR
programs that will be made available to
advertisers "very shortly." The first is a
series of U. S. Air-Force-sanctioned
"space shows" titled Spacemen, the second a strip of 10-minute animated cartoons titled Penny Theatre.

one union which foresees no problems stemming from videotape. Or maybe that should
be put that RTDG is one union which foresaw the effects of videotape and forestalled
trouble in advance. Elizabeth Gould, executive director of RTDG in Hollywood, said
last week that the lines of authority over
videotape are "clean cut and plainly defined"
in the guild's contracts with the tv networks
and some freelance producers, while the
Screen Directors Guild has contracts giving
it jurisdiction over tape as well film programs in its contracts with motion picture companies and other producers.
"There's been no problem up to now
and we don't anticipate any," Miss Gould
stated. RTDG has had no arguments with

SDG since 1950, she said, because "we both
stay in our own stables."
Miss Gould said it is difficult if not impossible to compare wage scales of the two
directors' unions because one (SDG) is based

on employment for one feature motion picture or one tv series, whereas the RTDG
scale is based on the assumption of yearround employment in a broadcast studio.
"Look at the SDG figure of $600 for a halfhour program and our rate of $315 and
you'd say, 'Gee, they get a lot more.' But
if the program gets the maximum number
of reruns, the RTDG director would receive
more money than the SDG member." The
scales, brought to tv from the movies on
one hand and radio on the other, retained
many basic differences when they were revamped for television, she noted.
The direction that independent companies
set up specifically for videotape production
will take is still moot. Both live and film
unions have indicated they will battle for
jurisdiction. The only company of this type
already in operation, Telestudios Inc., New
York (see box), considers itself a live
producer, like the networks, and has signed
with AFTRA, IBEW and IATSE.
One network executive summed up his
approach to the more immediate problem
of labor relations by saying:
"Why can't we try to solve this videotape
labor problem that is sure to come by placing the whole thing before the AFL-CIO
council? Labor is in one big house. Let
labor try to solve it before it becomes too
bigLest
and it
toobeformidable."
thought that unions are the
only ones concerned with the advent of
VTR, consider the situation of those companies set up to serve the film industry.
One report has it that Hollywood film
processors alone lost $1 million last year
in business which went to tape.
FIRST STRIKE ON

TAPE

Approximately 5,000 members of IATSE
went on strike for one day (Monday) against
New York producers of tv filmed commercials in a dispute centering over clarification of the union's jurisdiction over videotape. They returned to work the next day
after a settlement was reached "in principle."
The film producers stressed they never
questioned the jurisdiction of that union,
but they pointed out they were not prepared
to spell out all the conditions IATSE sought.
For instance, the producers conceded
that IATSE should have jurisdiction over
subsidiary companies that they might form
for videotape, but they declined to commit
themselves on successor companies that
might buy the subsidiaries.
The union also sought jurisdiction over
"sub-contractors" with whom FPA members might co-produce. FPA resisted this
demand on the ground that it would destroy
its members' "freedom to sub-contract competitively," but acknowledged that this practice would be used only when competition
dictated it. After considerable wrangling,
FPA also gained from IATSE a stipulation
that it would have until December 1959 to
"explore" all the ramifications of tape to
decide which crafts of IATSE would be used
in the production of taped commercials.
FPA's discussions with IATSE were to
continue over the past weekend and a clarification clause on VTR is due this week.
Broadcasting
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Television's bonus baby — community antenna service — has suddenly developed into
a problem child.
A half-million U. S. homes, wired into
local utility systems mostly in subnormal
tv service areas, are now getting serious attention inadvertising, legislative, regulatory
and legal centers.
One tv station is off the air, naming community antenna competition as the culprit
in its dying breath.
A tv station sale was cancelled for the
same reason.
Another station has received a pointed
suggestion from an advertiser that it should
cut rates on the ground community antenna
circulation doesn't belong on the rate card.
Congressional pressure for FCC action is
tate Combuilding up. The Senate Inters
merce Committee will consider community
antenna television (CATV for short) at an
FCC allocations hearing starting May 27.
FCC has indicated it will study the whole
matter though just a fortnight ago it had
disclaimed jurisdiction over CATV.
NAB's Community Antenna Committee,
long dormant, has abruptly decided to take
up CATV developments. It will meet soon,
probably in mid-June. This action followed
intense activity at the recent Los Angeles
convention by a group of tv station members.
This fear was voiced at the convention,
frequently and with emphasis: Clusters of
CATV systems, especially in the East,
Mountain States and Pacific Northwest,
could be tied into a paid television home
service. This, it was argued, could start
a new medium of competition with broadcasting.
An interesting development last week was
disclosure that the Bartlesville, Okla., wired
tv system may suspend operation, perhaps
reopening with an entirely new program
formula. The system has been built around
extension of theatre movies into the living
room by wire.
How it started: A decade ago, as the tv
medium was getting started, the idea of
sticking up community towers on high hills
to feed neighborhoods via low-cost wire grids
began to catch fire. Local capital, civic funds
and even village assessments were poured
into these systems, feeding the miracle of
electronic pictures to remote spots beyond
the effective coverage areas of tv station
signals.
Currently at least 600 of these systems are
in operation, much to the delight of big city
Broadcasting
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stations and networks who are getting bonus
circulation their own signals can't deliver.
Unfortunately, this CATV structure with
a half-million connected homes, is showing
signs of becoming a young monster. In
many smaller cities CATV systems had been
established before the FCC got around to allocating tvchannels for local use. And in tv
cities having only one or two signals, CATV
systems often bring in several distant stations
and they may or may not carry any local
tv station service.
Thus new tv stations have faced established competition when CATV was already
operating, and existing stations have felt the
impact when CATV entered the area after
they had been on the air. Advertisers, too,
have observed the effect of CATV where it
competes with broadcast stations.
The effects have been noticed more especially in smaller cities and rural areas. Many

ROUTES

small-city vhf and uhf channels are unused
because of the economic problems created by
CATV. Equally unfortunate is the fact that
CATV operators are only interested in
bunched homes because of the high cost of
connecting rural and semi-rural areas.
Now the broadcasters who once smiled
as they looked at their rate cards and the
extra circulation supplied by the infant
CATV systems in their outer perimeters
ating.
must cope with the problems they are creTheir complaints are being heeded in
Congress and at the FCC. The Senate Interstate Commerce Committee is expected to
consider the problem at its approaching
hearing, with members of the FCC as the
first witnesses. The Commissioners are on
record at the NAB convention as favoring
a study of the community antenna problem
and there were symptoms of a willingness
to reconsider the recent disclaimer of jurisdiction over these wired hookups.
Sen. Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.) recently
championed the cause of small-market telecasters plagued by CATV, promising their
troubles will be brought to the attention of
the FCC and the Senate and House Commerce Committees.
Some Senators and Congressmen have

:4i
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MOVIES-IN-THE-HOME
The Bartlesville dream — that movies
could be merchandised over a closed
circuit system that was a hybrid of
community antenna operation and subscription tv— is fading.
There is a strong possibility, it was
learned last week, that Video Independent Theatres Inc. may suspend Telemovie operations in the Oklahoma city
in the next few months.
Henry Griffing, president of the southwest theatre chain, admitted that the
company was seriously considering the advisability of discontinuing the operation
in its present form.
Losses for the past four months, it
was learned, have exceeded $40,000— or
$10,000 a month.
Ironically, the eve of the Bartlesville
experiment has come as the number
of subscribers stands at its highest peak.
There are almost 800 families paying a
$4.95 monthly fee to view the two services now being offered — first run movies
and background music and a community

taken an unusual approach to the regulatory
problem by defending illegal booster transmitters that feed stronger signals to isolated
places in mountainous areas. The^e boosters
provide service to tv-hungry constituents
in their home states, though they are widely
deemed to be operating in apparent violation
of the Communications Act and the FCC's
rules. The Commission is sensitive to this
congressional heat and has managed to
avoid a head-on approach to the problem.
Around Capitol Hill are a number of
legislators who wonder if the FCC can continue much longer its nibble-and hide policy
toward the problem of tv feeder facilities —
CATV, boosters and some 200 licensed
translators. The number of boosters, estimated at around 1,000, is believed to have
doubled in recent months.
The states are doing little about CATV
Page 34
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tv service furnishing the signals of the
three Tulsa stations.
Originally, when Telemovies began in
September 1957, the charge was $9.50
and services were two; first run movies
on one channel, and re-runs on the other.
In December the Bartlesville operation faced a crisis. Subscriptions had
dropped from a high of 500-odd to
fewer than 300. Early in 1958, the Telemovies format was drastically revised,
with the concurrent price cut.
The new programming also includes
a Sunday matinee of art films.
Mr. Griffing makes no brief for the
project's failure. "I was in error in
thinking that the public would pay a
blanket charge to see movies," he told
Broadcasting last week. "There is no
question in my mind that the viewer
must have the opportunity of picking
his picture and paying for it as he sees
it. This means meters, but we have not
been able yet to find the right device."
A test of meter payments in place

regulation. Attempts to enact legislation
have failed. A court case in one state is
centered around the possible public-utility
status of CATV.
The question of program property rights
has haunted broadcasters, program originators and the CATV systems. No tv station
has yet volunteered to be guinea pig in a
test case, but many broadcasters consider
a court review inevitable. The issue: Can
CATV systems feed broadcast programs
into homes for a fee, over the objection of
stations, networks or program originators?
A corollary question: Can CATV systems manipulate broadcast electrical signals
in the process of providing community service?
Two FCC cases strike at the heart of
these problems — a protest by KLTV (TV)
Tyler, Tex., against a CATV system's plan

OF

FAILING

of a flat monthly fee has been underway
in Bartlesville for the last three months,
but, according to Mr. Griffing, the instruments have not been satisfactory. And,
he added, there is none on the horizon
that is right.
The suspension, if it comes, will not
be a closing, Mr. Griffing emphasized,
but a chance to restart the project from
scratch.
One reason for closing down, the
Video president stated, was to permit
renegotiations with motion picture film
suppliers, the telephone company (which
owns the distribution system) and General Precision Labs. Inc. (which has
provided the studio cameras and projectors).
One major factor in the present difficulties, Mr. Griffing stated, was the competition from "free" movies on Tulsa's
three tv stations. "When we started,"
he explained, "there were about 30
movies a month broadcast from Tulsa.
This increased regularly, to 60 to 90

to add four microwave relays that require
FCC licenses; a petition by a group of
western stations asking FCC to reconsider
its
disclaimer of jurisdiction over wired
hookups.
CATV appears to be approaching a new
episode in its life. Broadcasters are wondering what the future holds for this once cute
little bonus baby.

Where
pinch is felt
Televison stations in some areas served
by community antenna systems are starting
to worry about their life expectancy.
KGEZ-AM-TV Kalispell, Mont., went off
the air in April, blaming CATV, and then
ran into more trouble when its proposed sale
was blocked [At Deadline, April 28].
In Tyler, Tex., KLTV (TV) is fencing
Broadcasting

and now there are 147 movie features
a month from the Tulsa stations."
"Since we have now learned that the
public is not significantly interested in
whether a movie is first run or re-run —
one of our major selling points — the
first-run showings on Telemovies did
not have the impact we thought it
would."
Mr. Griffing said he was impressed
with the enthusiasm of the subscribers
who were interested in the art films
(opera, ballet, symphony and foreign).
'They are a mighty small segment of
the audience," he said, "but they certainly know what they like and support
it."
The Video president said he thought
the future of mass tv media might run
something along these lines:
• Broadcast tv for entertainment,
sports, news.
• Closed-circuit tv for selected film
features and minority type programming
(cultural, etc.), to be paid for on a "use"
basis.
Video Independent operates 12 community tv systems in Southwestern cities
and communities. It is also building eight
new ones. It has a $2 million investment in these systems, it is estimated,
and its return after taxes and depreciation runs about 10%.
Its latest CATV project is Lufkin,
Tex., where it has joined NBC-affiliated
ch. 9 KTRE-TV in a 50/50 partnership.
The operation is awaiting FCC approval
of 110-mile intercity microwave system
to bring Houston tv signals to Lufkin.
Conversion

to

pay

tv?

A lot of huddles around the NAB
convention at Los Angeles last fortnight
appeared to deal with a nebulous but
nagging fear. Will a new pay tv medium
grow out of scattered clusters of community antenna systems?
The prospect that a subscription tv
service might get off to a flying start
through connected community systems,

where coaxial grids are already operating,
was based to some extent on undocumented and circumstantial evidence.
But that didn't quiet the fears of telecasters. They faced such trouble signs
as these:
• FCC recently disclaimed any jurisdiction over wired community systems.
• A wired system in Bartlesville, Okla.,
is experimenting with paid tv service.
(It may suspend operation but is understood to be working out a new paid
program format
technique.)

fee-collecting

• Vumore Co., operating the Bartlesville system, has another dozen CATV
systems in the Southwest with another
eight under construction.
• Groups of CATV operations in
such areas as Eastern Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, Western Maryland, Pacific
Northwest and Mountain States could
be connected by wire, microwave or
telephone relay. These hookups, some
tv operators believe, could kick off paytv with a built-in audience of several
hundred thousand homes.
• NAB's inactive Community Antenna
Committee came to life at Los Angeles
and will meet in mid-June to discuss the
problem.
A new organization, Committee for
Preservation of Free Hometown Television, was created at the Los Angeles
convention [Broadcasting, May 5]. It is
headed by William C. Grove, KFBCTV Cheyenne, Wyo. Other members are
Ed Craney, KXLF-TV Butte, Mont., and
Marshall Pengra, KLTV (TV) Tyler.
Texas.

Suppose, a mountain area telecaster
suggested, that community tv systems
north of Denver and Salt Lake City,
and east of Spokane, were tied by microwave. What about the small-city television stations? And what about the
Denver, Salt Lake City and Spokane
stations?
Or suppose, said another, that programming from New York were fed into
the No. 1 CATV cluster in hilly Eastern

with a CATV system serving the city, with
FCC as referee. KLTV has been nicked in
a place where it hurts — its advertising department (see Tyler story, page 36).
KXLJ-TV Helena, Mont., has announced
it will be forced off the air if a CATV system is allowed to bring Spokane tv programs
into the city. The station is a satellite of
KXLF-TV Butte, Mont., operated by Ed
Craney.
Last week the sale of KFBB-TV Great
Falls, Mont., to Mr. Craney and Arthur
Schwieder was cancelled because of fear that
a community system is coming to the area
(see below).
WJPB-TV Fairmont, W. Va., tried to
make a go of it in the face of CATV competition in 1955. It suspended operation,
tried again, and has been silent 1V% years.
The station sued the CATV system, but lost
Broadcasting

and

and Central Pennsylvania?
Even worse, another station operator
said, would be a combined hookup of a
big sports event and CATV systems.
Several hundred thousand persons in
many parts of the nation paid handsomely to see the Robinson-Basilio fight televised in theatres. Another 500,000 subscribers toCATV systems, many of them
close to the theatre network's transmission hookup, would offer an attractive
potential to an aggressive promoter.
Compounded worries: This warning
is frequently heard: if pay tv and wired
systems ever marry, or even start a courtship, they'll soon be selling time to advertisers.
Small-city tv stations figure they would
be the first victims of any form of
wired pay tv. But big-city stations could
be affected. Stations in one of the major
Pacific Northwest cities might have as
many as 30 connected CATV systems
competing with them.
The way FCC has been dodging the
CATV problem in the last decade, some
telecasters say, provides inducement for
a CATV hookup to pick up broadcast
programs and peddle them on a network
basis — a pay tv network with no program costs. It might even sell advertising,
unless the question of property rights in
programs and signals is settled by the
courts.
All this is nonsense, according to
Edward P. Whitney, executive director
of National Community Television Assn.
He recalled that his association discussed
the subject at its 1957 convention [Program Services, Sept. 30, 1957]. His
members were excited about proposed
wired tv systems in Los Angeles and San
Francisco, but lost interest after hearing
the details and analyzing the prospects,
he added.
Mr. Whitney said the high cost of connecting CATV systems, most of them
small operations, makes the subject
academic.
"The subject has died," he
said.

in the lower court. It has appealed.
One note of cheer: Then there is the
brighter side of the West Virginia tv story.
WBOY-TV Clarksburg, which took the air
last November, is moving along rather well
despite 8,000 wired CATV homes in Clarksburg and an estimated 20,000 in its metropolitan service area (Fairmont, Morgantown and others). Progress is steady, though
slowed down by the wire competition.
The CATV system in Clarksburg brings
in programs from Pittsburgh, Wheeling and
Steubenville, Ohio.
WSTV-TV Steubenville, 90 miles away,

WJPB-TV had the rug pulled away, according to J. Patrick Beacom, its owner,
when Fairmont Television Cable Corp. ran

is parent station of WBOY-TV. This situation is one of the most unusual in all tv.
WSTV-TV is in the position of unwillingly
eating its young, competing (via CATV)
WBOY-TV in the Clarksburg maragainst
ket.

$600,000 radio-tv station sale collapsed last week — all due to the threat of
a community antenna system.
Buyers Ed Craney and A. W. Schwieder
(KID-AM-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho) forfeited
$50,000 earnest money when they refused

fullpage newspaper ads welcoming WJPBTV and informing the public there was no
need of buying expensive uhf converters and
antennas. However, Mr. Beacom said, the
cable company soon pulled WJPB-TV off
its line and left the station in a jam. His
suit against the cable company is for
$150,000. It has been taken to the state supreme court.
Threat worth

$50,000

A
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last Wednesday to consummate their
$600,000 purchase of KFBB-AM-TV Great
Falls, Mont., from J. P. Wilkins, the Fairmont Corp. (newspaper publisher) and
others.
Their rejection of the transaction (the
FCC approved the transfer of ownership on
April 3) was due, it was learned, to the
prospective establishment of a CATV operation in Great Falls.
The looming Great Falls antenna system became public early in April when the
Intermountain Microwave Co. filed an application tofeed Spokane, Wash., tv signals
to Great Falls. The application included an
agreement with a group of Great Falls
businessmen stating that they proposed to
establish a community tv system and were
agreeing to order the services of the common carrier for the Spokane tv signals.
They agreed to prepay $36,000 to the carrier, with amortization at the rate of $1,000
a month for 36 months. The carrier proposed to charge its Great Falls CATV customer $5,700 per month for a three-channel service (there are three tv stations in
Spokane). It also estimated that it would
spend $131,000 for the 286-mile four-hop
relay system.
Echo

on

Madison

Avenue

The city of Tyler, Tex., is tied into a
citywide CATV system whose influence has
penetrated to Madison Avenue and Washington, D. C.
KLTV (TV) Tyler has tackled the CATV
regulatory problem head-on despite the
FCC's recent disclaimer of jurisdiction of

the wired systems. It aimed at a soft spot
in the Commission's disclaimer by protesting a petition of the CATV to install microwave systems connecting four cities in the
KLTV area.
The protest points up the damage that
CATV can do to a tv station by reciting
KLTV's

troubles with a major national advertiser— Whitehall Pharmacal Co. In Tyler
the CATV system brings in Fort Worth,
Dallas, Shreveport and KLTV.
And that's why KLTV is hurt.
A family seated in a Tyler living room
with a CATV connection can get the NBCTV Jack Paar Show at four spots on the
dial: ch. 5 WBAP-TV Fort Worth; ch. 3
KTBS-TV Shreveport, La.; KLTV converted to ch. 6 by the cable and — provided
there is a switch and/or rabbit ear on the
tv set — KLTV on its original ch. 7.
But here's the catch, according to the
KLTV protest: The cable's ch. 6 version of
KLTV's ch. 7 signal is degraded in the
process of converting it to ch. 6. Furthermore, the ch. 6 signal then proceeds to
louse up the on-the-air ch. 7 KLTV signal
by bleeding into it inside the receiving set.
Either way, KLTV takes a cable beating,
according to the brief, and its Tyler audience
is reduced because people get the program
from WBAP-TV (about 120 miles) or
KTBS-TV (about 90 miles).
KLTV's ch. 7 is converted on the cable
to ch. 6 because most cable systems have
trouble delivering signals above ch. 6. From
ch. 7 up they peter out quickly and need a
lot of expensive amplification.
Growing pain: The Tyler CATV is one
of the largest in the United States, and it

FREE
TV NO
MATCH
FOR
CATV
There was always the feeling, among
petition with ch. 6 WCSH-TV Portland,
broadcasters particularly, that when local
Me., with NBC programs, which started
or nearby tv stations got on the air, the
December 1953, and ch. 13 WGAN-TV
Portland, Me., the CBS station, which
community antenna business would be
dealt a death blow. This reasoning was
began in May 1954, and with ch. 8
WMTW Poland Springs, carrying CBS
based on the assumption that when
viewers got tv signals free, off the air
and ABC, which began in September
1954. The antenna system still maintains
they would drop the monthly-payment
antenna company contracts like hot rivetsits 2,000 customers, providing in addition to WCSH-TV and WMTW
ch. 7
But it hasn't worked out that way at
WNAC-TV
Boston,
with
CBS
and
ABC
all. CATV entrepreneurs will tell you
with a broad smile. They cite three
programs; ch. 3 WCAX-TV Burlington,
examples:
with CBS affiliation, and the Frenchlanguage ch. 7 CHLT (TV) Sherbrooke,
• In Burlington, Vt., the community
Canada — which specializes in covering
system began in 1952. Late in 1954 ch.
the ice hockey matches that are so popu3 WCAX-TV Burlington, with CBS aflar with the large French-Canadian popufiliation, and ch. 5 WPTZ £TV) Pittslation in that northern part of New
burgh, N. Y. (across Lake Champlain
Hampshire.
from Burlington), with NBC programs
• In Wenatchee, Wash., the antenna
and a Grade A signal in Burlington, came
company
brings to its 3,900 subscribers
on the air. Yet the community system
has maintained its 3,000 subscribers. It Spokane's three stations — ch. 2 KREMTV, with ABC; ch. 4 KXLY-TV, with
brings its subscribers not only WCAXCBS, and ch. 6 KHQ-TV, with NBC.
TV but also ch. 8 WMTW (TV) Poland
Unlicensed boosters have been operating
Springs, Me. (Mt. Washington), with
in
the area bringing these same three
CBS and ABC; ch. 6 WRGB (TV)
Spokane stations to Wenatchee viewers,
Schenectady, N. Y., with NBC and
off the air, for free. Yet the landline comCanadian stations ch. 2 CBFT (TV) and
munity system has maintained its cusch. 6 CBMT (TV) both Montreal.
tomers— although it lost several hundred
• In Berlin, N. H., the antenna cominitially when the boosters commenced
operating.
pany began operating in 1954 in comPage 36
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wants to become larger by installing microwave relays that will improve and extend
its service — to an estimated potential of 9,000 families in the city. Currently it has
about 7,000 subscribers. An American Research Bureau survey shows a majority of
Tyler tv homes getting their network programs on the cable, with only a small percentage of the cable audience tuned to
KLTV.
Network and spot advertisers are "aware
that by purchasing stations in Dallas-Fort
Worth and Shreveport, their message will
reach large portions of the Tyler audience
at no additional cost," KLTV's
states.

protest

Take the case of Whitehall Laboratories.
The KLTV protest includes a March 28,
1958, letter from R. G. Rettig, Whitehall
vice president, that says the CATV at times
accounts for up to 25% of the total available tv sets in Tyler.
"We do not make any payment to the

people who own the community antenna,"
Mr. Rettig wrote, "but we still pay you ihc
full rate for the shows which we have on
your station ... As you know, we have
both network and spot television advertising on KLTV which is affected by this sitAnd then this snapper: "Don't you think
that you should review this situation and
in some way compensate us with a rate
change
uation." which will more truly reflect the
coverage of your station? We are aware
that this is a situation which has developed
outside of your influence. Nevertheless, it
exists and needs attention."
That's language any broadcaster can
understand.
One regulatory point raised by KLTV
hasn't had much official attention — the delivery by CATV systems of distorted station
signals. FCC should not allow CATV systems to discriminate against local stations
nor should it allow cables to duplicate from
afar the programs carried locally by a tv
station, broadcasters argue. They really see
red — and red ink, too — when their signals
are fuzzed up by CATV transmission facilities.
Size and shape of CATV
About 500,000 U. S. homes are receiving
television service from wired hookups
operated by community antenna systems —
1.2% of the total 42 million tv homes.
This estimate is supplied by Edward P.
Whitney, executive director of the National
Community Television Assn., trade group
comprising 301 system operators (some
operate more than one system). Possibly
another 300 non-members systems range
from little clusters of connected homes to
systems with several thousand outlets. The
600-odd systems do a total business of about
$20 million a year.
Two other methods provide tv service to
homes lacking top-grade broadcast signals
or any service at all:
(1) Translators licensed by the FCC pick
up signals from strategic elevations, convert them to the upper part of the uhf band
and transmit a low-power uhf signal that
can be received on sets equipped with uhf
Broadcasting
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its 36-year history, WBT has followed a program philosophy of providing
Full-Service
the best possible programs for all segments of the radio audience. We call this
Broadcasting because it is not limited to "popular" music and five-minute newscasts.
Throughout

We provide our listeners with news — news in depth — reported by reputable, experienced
news men and women from all corners of the globe. We provide our listeners with music—
music,
but not just one kind of music. WBT offers country music, "popular" music, classical
and many variations of the three.
This Full-Service Programming gives our listeners discussion programs, drama, comedy
to stimulate
and quiz programs. It means church services, educational programs— programs
feel.
to
ability
the
and
the imagination, the ability to think —
Through the years, audience research surveys have shown us that this is the type programming most Charlotte and Mecklenburg County listeners prefer.

s.
But the influence of Charlotte and its institutions is not confined to municipal boundarie
in
What of the listeners in Rock Hill?— in Hickory?— and in Gaffney? What do people
the
asked
Winnsboro' want from WBT and in Salisbury and Monroe? To find out we recently
in Charlotte
Pulse, Incorporated, to send its representatives into the homes of listeners living
acid
and within a 60-mile radius of Charlotte to check program preferences. This was the
test for WBT's brand of Full-Service Programming.
The results of this survey, conducted
leased.

We are happy
been justified.

to say that WBT

during

has met

the month

the test and

of March,

have just been re-

its programming

concepts

have

segThe survey shows that WBT is the most popular Charlotte station in every time
In
one.
except
t)
-midnigh
M.
A.
ment surveyed in the 25-county area (Sunday-Saturday, 6
tie.
a
that segment WBT won
For this overwhelming vote of confidence by our listeners and for the support of you,
is a
our sponsors, we are everlastingly grateful and sincerely humble. And our pledge to you
future.
the
in
continuation of Full-Service Programming and audience leadership
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tells why

Inc. Vice

President

he selects WLW

and TV-Radio

TV-Radio

Stations

Director, William
for NESCAFE

B. Templeton,

Instant Coffee

"For instant results, we
select WLW TV and Radio
Stations time after time to
bring home the business
for NESCAFE."

"The Crosley Group always
measures up a cupful of mighty
flavorful returns for advertisers."

"From programs to
promotion, the WLW TV-Radio
Stations are brimming over
with just what the ad
men order!"

—
i

"Warm it up?'

1

^
Call your WLW Stations Representative . . . you'll be glad you did !

w

^
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WLWTelevision
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|
J

I

Television
Columbus

WLW-D
Television 1
H
H

Dayton

r

Atlanta J
l/LW-A
Television

i

Network Affiliations: NBC; ABC; MBS • Sales Offices: New York , Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland • Sales Representatives: NBC Spot Sales: Detroit,
Los Angeles, San Francisco. Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc., Atlanta, Dallas
Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of AvCO
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tuning facilities. About 200 translator units
are retransmitting station signals.
(2) An estimated 1,000 allegedly illegal
boosters are operated in mountainous and
hilly terrain. They are, in essence, amplifiers
that pick up weak signals and give them
an added local kick.
Because of Congressional and public pressures, the FCC has not seen fit to enforce
the Communications Act or its own rules.
These boosters are said to cause interference
in other
with reception of a station's signal
areas. In addition they interfere with each
other and with community antenna services.
In the case of community antenna systems, the FCC has ruled it has no regulatory
powers aside from licensing any shortwave
relay signals.

Money in CATV: There's good money
in community antenna systems, given a city
or town without two or three solid signals
from tv stations.
Two main types are operating around
the nation — with microwave relays and without. Here are two not-so-fictitious examples:
Take the above-average case of a small
city — Videoburg — with only one or two
fuzzy broadcast tv signals available to the
average home. The public appetite for television programming is so keen that anyone
offering to pipe in the popular network programs will find a good market in this city
of 35,000.
Capital is raised from local or outside
sources, or both. It doesn't take much money
because a $150 installation fee can be
charged if off-the-air service is scanty.
Microwave service is bought from the telephone company or from a private utility
built for the purpose (under FCC license).
The Videoburg CATV has been operating
five years. It has 6,000 subscribers who have
paid $900,000 in installation fees. Their
monthly CATV bill is $8. This adds up to
$576,000 per year.
The costs consist of $6,000 per month
for microwave service and $10,000 for
wages, advertising and other routine items,
or $192,000 per year.
Net income before taxes, etc. — $384,000-.
Or take the more modest operation in
Televille, a city of 25,000 where several
distant tv signals are picked up by the
CATV system from a nearby hilltop. No
microwave service is needed. Every month
4,000 homes pay $3.50 for CATV service,
are good —
or $168,000 yearly. Collections telep
hone or
the service is shut off like the
electricity if bills are not paid promptly.
Televille's CATV operators have expenses of $8,000 a month, or $96,000
yearly.
Net income before taxes, etc. — $72,000.
This company has taken in $600,000 in five
years from its $125 installation charge. A
lot of this is gravy, just as it was in Videoburg. However, installation fees are disappearing in many areas.
These are highly profitable operations,
with ideal conditions prevailing. But there
are dogs, too — villages of 500 persons or
150 homes, and cities where marginal
CATV operations exist. There are cities,
Broadcasting

small, medium and big, with competitive
CATV services.
Not all CATV systems are big-money
makers, but a lot of them are doing nicely.
for advertisers
Problem
Advertisers and their agencies are quite
aware that community television services
provide tv station and network circulation
reflected in broadthat may or may not be most
part, however,
cast rate cards. For the
they pay minimum attention to CATV in
making up their tv network and spot schedules.
In a spot check of agencies, the great
majority said that buyers do not consciously
weigh CATV circulation in their buying
decisions.
A few told Broadcasting they take
CATV into consideration whenever they
can and add that they would like to do
so more often. This is complicated by what

filed in late April by
KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex. (see Tyler story
page 36). Whitehall Laboratories suggested
to KLTV that it might be willing to scale
down its rates because outside stations are
brought to Tyler by CATV.
However, an executive of one of the
agencies servicing Whitehall said the agency
doesn't consider CATV nor does it seek
information on the subject. Another Whitehall agency merely construes CATV circulation as "a bonus" when it is involved in
a campaign.
Officials at all three tv networks say they
do not consider the presence of CATV
competition in deciding whether or not to
affiliate a station, and by and large they say
an FCC

document

they would not "affiliate" or sell program
rights to a CATV system.
A few years ago NBC and ABC had an
agreement to supply kinescopes to Transcommunity Tv, an organization which was
setting up a community system in the West
and hoped to expand to other areas. But
they describe as a lack of adequate inforthe understanding reportedly was that Transmation providing a uniform check point.
community would not go into areas in competition with the networks, and in any event
More CATV facts are becoming available. American Research Bureau has just the firm was said last week to be out of the
CATV business now.
Z Coverageg Study"
a new "A to and
published
CATV
showin
markets
210
covering
NBC said flatly the network would not
circulation. Nielsen figures may be updated
sell service to CATV systems now and ABC
officials took much the same tack. CBS auby a survey already conducted for internal
or
mmer
late-su
e
possibl
for
use and slated
thorities said that they not only wouldn't
autumn release, it is understood.
but that they had refused in the relatively
few instances where they had been asked to
Pressure on rates: An example of addo so.
whose
n
vertiser pressure against a statio
in
offered
is
service
CATV
has
own
homet
The Nielsen questionnaire solicited in-

PREVIEW

A titled Englishwoman named Lady
Daphne who suffers from chronic
mike fright and a spirited male Bedlington named Rover who is anything
but shy are trying to make themselves
heard over six New York radio stations. Should people listen — and rush
right out to buy Spratt's assorted dog
biscuits and Fido kibbled dog food —
Lady Daphne and friend will invade
such other Spratt's markets as Philadelphia, Baltimore, Chicago.

In mid-April when Spratt's Patent
(America) Ltd., London, left Paris &
Peart for Hicks & Greist, both N. Y.,
H&G copy chief Art Mayer wasted
little time in giving Spratt's a new
aural image. In this New York test
campaign, now on the air, Mr. Mayer
has given the imported chow hound a
British flavor by having English
character actress Lucy Landau portray aflighty, harried member of the
sort
Aristocracy
Veddy
of using
suspec—t "the
one would
dame Upper
of
nothing but grade-A porterhouse steak
Her
for her precious little darling." comefforts to communicate with the
mon people are further impeded by
the loud barks of her dog, "but at
attention."
least it demandsmore
months to go till
With three

tor's
ne'sbe "visi
Daph
to
upon exLady pires,
nded visa"
depe
she can
her all for Spratt's. Comments
give
account supervisor Harry L. Hicks Jr.:
"At that time, barring illness or a
call back to Whitehall to settle an uprising in the colonies, we expect her
to become a permanent resident."

DAPHNE (actress Lucy Landau) attempts to communicate the virtues of Spratt's, over interference from
Rover (played here by stand-in talent)
recruited from Hicks & Greist — via
his owner, H&G's director of public
relations, Irving Smith Kogan.
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formation on. among other things, the stations whose programs were being offered to
CATV subscribers, the originating channel
and the channel on which service was delivered; the approximate number of homes
served by each CATV system, the counties
in which they were located and an estimate
of the number of homes able to receive
television without the cable service.
The purpose. Nielsen authorities explained, was to provide "a check against
normal tv ownership in marginal areas."
This information, they noted, "is extremely
helpful to us in editing mentions [of viewership] for stations at distances or in locations where we would not normally expect
direct service."
Who
Are

owns

the

community

programs?

antenna

tv

systems

"pirates?"
Yes, say program producers and many
broadcasters.
Of course not, CATV operators reply
indignantly.
They pick up our programs, often without permission, and re-sell them to subscribers, according to the broadcaster version.
But CATV people reply that broadcasters
are getting free and extra circulation in
places outside the range of reliable reception.
The property rights question has never
been settled in court. One of these days a
hardy broadcaster is expected to start a test
case, challenging the right of a CATV system to re-transmit his programs without
permission and at a profit.
A clear-cut decision would wipe out a
lot of the commercial static in the CATVbroadcaster controversy.
Unheeded protests: For many years
broadcasters, program owners and networks
have formally protested unauthorized retransmission oftheir programs on CATV.
They can get pretty indignant about it.
But they often slip us a wink with the
protest, the CATV people say, as they
blithely ignore these legalistic formalities.
One tv station, KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex.,
raised the "pirate" cry in protesting to the
FCC that a CATV project in Texas wanted
microwave licenses to extend and improve
its service (see Tyler story, page 36).
KLTV is blunt in its formal protest: "For
this Commission to grant licenses to someone engaging in such illegal pirating so that
they can better continue that practice, is to
aid and abet an illegal or tortious act."
These formal protests have been made to
the CATV operator in Tyler, according to
KLTV's FCC petition:
• NBC-TV objected "to any use by your
community antenna system of the NBC
Television Network programs as broadcast
by KTBS-TV Shreveport, La., and will consider any such use by you to be unauthorized and a violation of our rights."
• KTBS-TV told the CATV operator its
NBC-TV affiliation contract indicates "that
we must request that you do not include our
station" in the Tyler system.
• Ziv Television Programs said, "This
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unauthorized use of our property has and is
causing us serious damage. We have been
advised by our attorneys that this use, without our permission or license, constitutes an
unlawful infringement of our copyright as
well as unfair competition. Wc must, therefore, insist that such misappropriation of
this company's property be ended immediately." Follow-up letters were sent, the last
one dated March 14, 1958.
• National Telefilm Associates, mentioning Dallas, Shreveport and Fort Worth
pickups, wrote April 3, 1958: ". . . We demand that you refrain from picking up any
of our pictures for transmission to your
subscribers. Any such further activity on
your part will result in legal action."
One angle that concerns tv and theatrical
film companies is the fact that stations
whose service areas are penetrated by signals from other stations might refuse to pay
first-run rates for films that have come in
via CATV.
An

aging question: Every NAB convention and regional meeting held in the
last decade has taken up, formally or in a
bedroom huddle, the matter of property
rights and CATV. The association has
shown official concern but must await a willing broadcaster before suit can be started.
The CATV trade association, National
Community Television Assn., says it will
welcome a test case. The association, which
meets June 10-12 in Washington, has a code
of ethics that includes a clause pledging to
deliver tv signals without additions or
changes in broadcast intelligence and to
comply with all legally applicable governmental relations.
Then, too, there is another property problem— the rights of a station in the electronic
signal it propagates. This subject, too, may
be litigated one of these days.
FCC

ducks

jurisdiction

The FCC has had the nettlesome CATV
problem in its hand several times — but each
time it has dropped the issue.
The Commission said it doesn't have jurisdiction and doesn't want the authority to
regulate CATV systems.
And, furthermore, it said, if it had to regulate CATV operators in order to protect
broadcasters, it might have to regulate broadcasters too.
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer has made
these points twice in the last four years. In
public speeches, he has gone on record as
being opposed to the Commission taking jurisdiction over antenna distribution systems.
The latest ruling: A basic CATV case
was handed the FCC in 1956 when a group
of 1 3 western radio and tv operators filed a
complaint against more than 250 CATV
operators. The broadcasters asked the Commission to assume the responsibility of regulating the antenna systems as common carriers. They charged that CATV operators defeated one of the priorities in the Commission's Sixth Report and Order, that there be
at least one local service in all communities,
by inhibiting local tv service in small communities; that CATV upset the allocations

table by bringing in distant tv signals to areas
where they were not supposed to reach, etc.
In April 1958 the Commission ruled (with
Comr. Robert E. Lee not participating) that
CATV systems do not perform the functions
of a common carrier as set out in the Communications Act. The FCC said that there is
a basic difference between CATV and common carrier. The latter, it pointed out, carries traffic determined by the user. In the
CATV case, it declared, the signals put on
the coaxial cable were determined by the operator of the antenna system, not by the
subscribers. It also said it doubted that it
could assume jurisdiction under its broadcast licensing authority. Even if it could, the
Commission added, it doubted whether it
should restrict or control CATV to protect
broadcast stations.
Last week, the western broadcasters filed
with the FCC a plea to reopen and reconsider the complaint. The complainants made
these points:
• In many instances in its decision the
Commission expressed doubts as to its jurisdiction, as to the advisability of regulating
ing.
CATV operators, etc. If there are doubts,
they should be decided after an open hear• The Commission might not consider it
wise to regulate CATV to protect local station service, but it could prohibit unfair practices. For instance it could prohibit CATV
operators from "breaching" the first refusal
rights of network affiliates.
• It could also impose a requirement on

intercity microwave "specialized" common
carriers that they not feed big city tv programs to CATV systems in direct competition with tv broadcast stations in the same
area. Or the Commission could indirectly accomplish this by forbidding stations to permit this to be done with their signals.
Doerfer's reasons: Some of the statements of Chairman Doerfer spell out his
attitude — presumably shared by some of his
colleagues — that it would not be advisable
for the Commission to assert jurisdiction
over CATV.
In 1954, in a speech to the National Assn.
of Railroad & Utilities Commissioners in
Chicago, he explained the "dilemma" confronting the FCC in the CATV problem.
On the one hand, he said, CATV brings
network service to communities. On the
other hand, he added, local stations bring
local .expression to their cities, but no network service, or at best only one. Which
is best for the public?
And, he asked, how about those viewers
who are too far out for connection with the
CATV system and don't get clean signals
from the local station?
In a June 1955 speech to the National
Community Television Assn. in New York
he repeated some of the above, and added a
serious note for broadcasters to ponder:
"If a CATV is declared a common carrier, then if anyone is entitled to protection
it is the common carrier under the ordinarily understood concepts of regulation.
Hence if broadcasters seriously contend that
they are entitled to protection, they, in effect, are asking for eventual regulation of
their rates and services."
Broadcasting

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

AN

HOW
Max

Factor's

formula

73-point

Max Factor & Co., in its search for a
new agency to take on the accounts to be
vacated by Doyle Dane Bernbach July 1,
has devised a 73-point questionnaire to
screen applicant agencies. The philosophy
behind the questionnaire was described to
the Los Angeles Advertising Club last Monday by Nelson Gross, advertising director of
Max Factor. It follows, condensed. Highlights of the questionnaire are covered in a
separate box.

the

only an agency with character and integrity. The important corollary to this is that
such an agency can produce
characonly advertising tywith
to parallel
ter and integri
the products of Max Factor
& Co., and any other kind of
advertising would ultimately
undermine all that our company has devoted fifty years
to building.

WANTS

from

the

boys

there are indirect ways to find out. And we
have devised our own measuring tool which,
coupled with personal meetings and discus
measThis
sions, will give us the answers.
uring tool is a questionnaire, but that word
we
inadequately describes it. The first thingfacts
need is information. Without facts,
and more facts we would be forced to rely
(at least to some extent) on guesses,
whims and personhunches,
alities— and the selection of
y is far too imporan agenc
tant to run the risk inherent
in that kind of choice.
ly, our quesConsequent
tionnaire is long, detailed
and comprehensive. When
we constructed it, I honestly
wondered if all the interested
agencies would complete it.
I know now that they will,
because they have.

TO

KNOW

whom

you

have worked

other things, the Factor questionnaire reveals a special interest in
broadcast media. Television, for example,
is the only single medium to which the
advertiser devotes an entire section of

y.
recentl
companies

its 73-point survey.

The broadcast media are singled out in
other sections of the questionnaire, too.
For example, Factor asks: How much of
your total billing is in broadcast media?
Give us a resume of the television copywriters who would spend 50% or more
of their time on the Factor account.
towards commisyour policy
What sionsison tv
packages?
In addition to the broadcast media
questions, Factor poses a number of
others which can be called provocative.
Among them:
Is the management of your agency
comprised of non-creative advertising
people, semi-creative or creative?
What women do you have in executive
capacities?

Among

The tv questions:

1 Please submit the resumes of thosed people
in tv
who would be most directly involve
production of the Factor business, together
the organilength of service with you
with their
believe
zation and the amount of timebusiness
.
Factor
on
spend
each would
2 Give examples of what you consider to
work that has been produced
be 'outstanding
by people in your television department.
3 Give five examples to indicate how you
test television copy and its effectiveness.
the most
4 What do you consider some of current
ly
television campaigns
outsta
?
runningnding
5 Give us your philosophy of network
r with apspot, togethe
versus tv of
programs propriate
experience you have
examples
had, successful or not.
ment
6 Explain how your television depart
d m the purnot be involve
or would ion
would chase
programming. The same
of televis
for spot tv.
7. Name five tv commercial production
Broadcasting

men

AGENCY

For simplicity's sake, and
Congeniality is more imbecause it may make it easier
NELSON GROSS
portant to us than a literal
definition would imply. It
for any who wants to remember the categories, I can, with only a little
does not mean mere conviviality or joviality,
, label them as the four M's: Men,
forcing
but instead a somewhat deeper kind of "ToManagement, Methods, Money.
use
the
on
pard
ll's will
f
gethernes ," iMcCa
About the men (and women, of course) in
of the phrase. At Max Factor & Co. we want
each agency being considered, we want to
an agency to work with us, not for us. Doing
know everything pertinent regarding all the
so requires a congeniality in the sense of a
kind
the
tive,
objec
and
ect
mutuality of resp
important people in the company and reof dual, two-way understanding essential to
garding every person who will have direct
the best advertising.
contact with us and responsibility for all
Having determined what to look for, the
phases of our work. We want to know
it.
find
to
harder problem became how
length of service, responsibilities and achave
tivities within the agency and prior backYou cannot very well ask, "Do you
But
reply.
le
sensib
a
expect
character?" and
ground and experience. Some of the ques-

ance."
Conception covers a highly important
area. We want to understand an agency's
philosophy of advertising to be sure it is
one in which we believe. Perhaps no an-

WHAT

separating

swers, but only our study of their previous
s. Howwork, will reveal their true belief
ever obtained, we must be satisfied that an
agency's working philosophy of advertising
is at once realistic, idealistic and above all
is established and firmly held.
Character is perhaps a little simpler, applying principally, as it does, to the people
within the agency. It is our conviction that
men of character can build

The first phase of our job was to determine what to look for. We did this first in
very broad terms, and, more by chance than
design, we arrived at what could be called
the four C's on which we wanted to evaluate
agencies. Before discussing them briefly, let
me just list them for you: Creativity, Conception, Character, Congeniality.
Every agency claims creativity of the
highest order. Yet a little analysis reveals
that one agency bases that claim on a successful formula which it may have created
originally but into which it now forces every
client's advertising. A second agency may
base its claim on radical, off-beat approaches
creative as hell— but also experimental
and sometimes cuter than they are effective.
A third agency — and this one gets at least
one point on my score card — bases its claim
for creativity on soundly reasoned and constantly evaluated appeals to which it then
adds "freshness of expression and appear-

FACTOR

for

AN

PICKS

ADVERTISER

with

the best tv production com8 Who are
panies in the above mentioned?
9. Are there any other facts in the area
of television you would like to add that
might help us know more about your agency >

Give us a fist of clients you have lost
in the last five years.
Do you believe that investment spendin
ing of a considerable period of time,
order to build the client, is good business
or poor business for an agency?
Have you ever traded a small account
for a larger one?
Outside of your own agency, name
the five agencies in Los Angeles you feel
are the best generally-qualified agencies.
Assuming that everything your agency
creates is the best effort that it can produce, do you allow clients to change your
creative work in any way? If so, why
and under what circumstances?
Who decides what ideas and plans are
to be presented to the client?
What is your policy on agency personnel travel expenses when incurred in
behalf of client activities?
Do you charge for layouts, storyboard,
merchandise material roughs, etc., which
are not used by the client?
Has the Frey report caused you to
modify or change any of your present

agency policies?
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
lions can be answered by mere counting.
Some require individual resumes.
Questions regarding Management also are
varied in type and. although many of them
arc concentrated in a separate section, many
more are interspersed throughout the list.
Obviously, we need to know the bare facts
of each agency's size and structure, since
the nature of our problems precludes consideration of even a superlative one-man
or very small agency. Beyond that, however, we need to be able to compare the
organizational plan of one agency with another in order to appraise their own evaluation of advertising's various phases. An
agency, for instance, which has a 60-man
copy staff and a one-boy research department (w ith the word "department" in quotes)
announces its own convictions about research in a very plain way.
Methods, as a category of questions, runs
throughout the questionnaire. We specifically ask how the agency handles research,
market research, marketing, merchandising
and media. We ask for samples and examples of projects done in many of these
areas. We ask for opinions on the importance and limitations of these agency functions. We ask for an expression of attitude
toward such diverse items as tv copy testing, commercials currently on the air — regardless of which client or agency produced
them— and for an expression of the abilities
of tv production companies. Frankly, some
of these questions are deliberately loose, and
we are getting loose, free-and-easy answers.
That's what we want, because we believe
we can get and can sensibly evaluate the
thinking that goes into that kind of answer.
The fourth broad category is Money,
and the questions pertaining to it are designed primarily to provide an understanding, in advance, of how each agency charges
— and for what. As you know there is considerable variation in agency practices in
this area. It is unlikely that our final selection will be greatly influenced by any

us will rank each agency. At present, we
believe that the selection ol six agencies for
further and final investigation will give us
a good cross-section of top-rank agencies,
although the number might prove to be five
or seven instead.
We will then visit the offices of these
agencies, meet their staffs, examine their
facilities and hold preliminary discussions.
Later we would invite presentations. At
our insistence, these presentations would be
non-specific and non-speculative. They
would contain absolutely no speculative ads
or campaigns.
As I have tried to emphasize throughout this talk, what we are looking for in
a new agency is thinking. We are not looking for a single thought, a single solution
to a single current problem. Putting it
bluntly, we believe that any agency — large
or small, great or indifferent — might come
up with a single good ad or even a single
good campaign. But our products are many
and our marketing problems and objectives
are equally numerous. We are looking for
thinking — for tomorrow and tomorrow and
tomorrow.
C. Knox
From

Massey

& Assoc.

Harvey-Massengale

Formed
Branch

C. Knox Massey & Assoc. has announced
its establishment in Durham, N. C, as an
advertising and marketing agency, replacing
the Durham office of Harvey-Massengale
Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Principals and key personnel of the new
firm: C. Knox Massey, president-treasurer;
John L. Moorhead, vice president; William
E. Stauber, vice president; W. D. Car-

michael III, account executive; George
Watts Fowler, art and production director,
and C. Knox Massey Jr., secretary-assistant
treasurer. All except Mr. Massey Jr. were
with the H-M Durham office.
Former Durham area clients of the Harvcv-Massengale Co. are to be served by the
new firm, it has been announced. They include the B.C. Remedy Co. and 25 others.
Massey & Assoc. will expand personnel and
activities. H-M has discontinued its Durham branch, the Massey firm reports.
Ad Council's Confidence
Outlined in Washington

Push
Report

Advertising media have pledged large
amounts of time, facilities and space to the
Advertising Council's new confidence-building program, according to Charles G. Mortimer, president of General Foods Corp. and
co-chairman of the council's industries advisory committee.
The plan to allay anxiety and promote
confidence was explained Tuesday at the
council's annual conference with high government officials, held in Washington and addressed by President Eisenhower.
Marion Harper Jr., president of McCannErickson, task agency for the campaign, said
every major radio and tv network will promote the campaign on sustaining shows and
nearly every major radio and tv advertiser
will carry the message in sponsored time.
He added that confident businessmen and
confident consumers can quicken the return
to prosperity. The theme of the campaign
is "Your future is great in a growing

America."

agency's billing practice on storyboards,
comprehensive layouts or display suggestions, but we are using the questionnaire to
learn of any truly unusual policies which
might affect our decision. As a tool for
measuring prospective agencies, this section of the questionnaire is likely to be the
least important of any.
In the beginning I emphasized the fact
that what we really are looking for in a new
agency is brains — capital B-R-A-I-N-S —
experienced, skilled, brilliant, mature, creative brains available and applicable by that
new agency to every phase of our large,
complex and vital advertising problems.
Each completed questionnaire will contain
a full revelation of that agency's brains,
quantitatively and qualitatively, in a way that
is measurable alone or in comparison with
other questionnaires.
You will be interested to know that 33
agencies have solicited our account and
that we furnished each with a questionnaire.
As rapidly as we can, we are completing
our studies of the replies with the intention
of narrowing the field to the best qualified
six, through the use of a standardized score
sheet or evaluation chart on which each of
Page 42
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BEST AGENCY PROGNOSTICATORS in the 1958 Navigation Jackpot of WDSMAM-TV Duluth, Minn., collected their rewards last Wednesday. Stations annually
stage competition in which agency people attempt to guess the arrival time of the
first ship through the Duluth ship canal to officially open the navigation season at
the head of the Great Lakes. First and second prizes of $100 and $50 are given
winners in New York, Chicago, Detroit and Minneapolis. Left to right: Samuel
Henry, Peters, Griffin, Woodward radio account executive; Walter I. Teitz and Mary
I. O'Connor, both of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample and New York winner and runnerup,
respectively; Thomas Tilson, PGW television account executive, and Lloyd Griffin,
PGW vice president and director of tv.
Broadcasting
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The Katz Agency

•

Network

updates

tv claimed

Ave.'s time salesmen to use in booming for
spot television. On the receiving end: network tv.
The representative firm has brought up to
date a presentation it released a year ago
that compares the coverage and cost of spot
tv to network programming. According to
the new data, spot tv's "margin of efficiency"
over network has increased in the past year.
In that period, says Katz, there has been
an increase in the use of syndicated halfhour shows by both national and regional
advertisers.
Compared is a 100-market NBC-TV lineup, which Katz reports as having a potential
38 million tv homes, with a 60-market spot
buy which "covers" 34.9 million unduplicated tv homes but delivering "a total of
40.1 million viewing opportunities."
According to the Katz story (a color
slide and flip card presentation called "How
to Make a Tv Half-Hour Work Overtime")
now being shown advertisers and agencies:
A 60-market spot program buy (between
6 and 11 p.m.) delivers a 2.1 million more
viewing opportunities at $11,700 less per
showing than the 100-market network buy,
or $47,400 compared to $59,100 (Katz
points out that the comparison is based
on the most expensive rate on the most
expensive station in each spot market).
The original presentation (which came
out last year) had a similar comparison
showing network at $57,200 and spot at
$45,200 and based on a 100-market NBC
network lineup with a potential coverage of
34.5 million tv homes and spot's unduplicated tv homes covered at 31.4 million with
delivery of a total 35.1 million "viewing
opportunities." Thus, the representative then
claimed the spot buy delivered 600,000
more viewing opportunities at a saving
said to be $12,000.

Hence, the Katz agency is pointing to
what it believes is the greater number of
viewing opportunities from the spot tv
buy, which from the figures presented show
a total approximately VA times greater
than it was a year ago.
By buying the lowest priced^station in
the market between the hours of 7-11 p.m.,
the spot advertiser will pay $29,000 for a
comparative saving of $30,000 and for 26
telecasts, $754,000 for a saving of $782,600 as against the network purchase (placed
at $1,536,600 for 26 telecasts). Cost per
1,000 "viewing opportunities" is computed
at $1.56 for the network lineup, $1.18
for the spot buy on highest priced stations
and 72 cents on lowest priced stations.
A similar charting is given for a 30market spot buy against the 100-market
network purchase. Savings: $25,500 on
highest-priced stations, $38,800 on the
lowest priced outlets; on a 26-telecast basis,
•
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SPOT

its coverage-cost

to be overshadowed

The Katz Agency, station representative,
has passed new ammunition to Madison
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FOR

stations to develop specialized market information.

TV

study

by spot

$663,000 on the highest priced and $1,008,800 on the lowest priced stations.
For the 30 markets, viewing opportunities
are 30.7 million per telecast, according to
Katz.
Other factors cited by the presentation
as to why spot should be favored over
network: network program costs are fixed,
spot cost is flexible and market-by-market;
emphasis in spot can be favored according
to market but on a network an advertiser
buys the same number of programs weekly
in every market; a nighttime network advertiser by"common practice" will be committed to a non-cancellable contract for
time as long as 39 to 52 weeks but in
spot the maximum commitment is only
13 weeks; commercials can be varied in
content for the local market but in network a costly and cumbersome use of
cut-ins would be necessary; merchandising
services by stations for spot advertisers are
available and finally, stations net more from
spot programs, and thus there is an added
incentive to clear for the time most desired
by the advertiser.

Katz Also Plans to Target
On Local Market

The tv sales development department
at The Katz Agency in New York has
been active on more than one level.
The unit has worked up spot-network
comparison data (see separate story) on
the "national" level. On the local scene,
the department at the request of advertisers and agencies plans to work with client

HOW

83.7% (104,577,000)
32.8%
(40,981,000)
17.5%
(21,865,000)
24.5%
(30,613,000)

B&B

Newspaper

Campaign

'True Picture' of Advertising

Shows
Force

Benton & Bowles, New York, is currently
preparing a series of newspaper ads to show
the public and business community the
"true picture of advertising's role as an
economic and social force."
Robert E. Lusk, president of the agency,
wrote a Monday Memo on the same subject
for an issue of Broadcasting earlier this
year [Jan. 27].
The first ad depicts the fact that "advertising has sold something to everyone of us"
and the second points out that "advertising
can . . . and does . . . create awareness about
products and services."
The agency lists its 23 clients on the bottom of the ads and describes itself as "advertising and marketing counsel to leaders

in American industry."

Situations

There were 124,943.000
April 27-May 3. This is
67.0%
(83,712,000)
58.8%
(73,466,000)

First such survey already has been completed for an advertiser who makes rifles
and ammunition. The survey constituted
a poll of viewers of a locally produced
sports show on WOOD-TV Grand Rapids,
Mich., the cooperating station. The audience was surveyed by the station for general preferences and buying habits in sporttivity.ing goods and equipment for outdoor ac-

Grey Expands N. Y. Office Area
Grey Adv., New York, moves four departments (marketing and research, media,
publicity-promotion and accounting) to additional 17,800 square feet at 445 Park
Ave., effective May 1. Grey now has 525
employees; 1957 billings were upward of
$43.5 million.

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
how they spent their time:
spent 1,505.5 million hours
watching television
spent 1,013.1 million hours
listening to radio
spent 422.4 million hours
reading newspapers
183.9 million hours
spent
reading magazines
232.6
million
hoursspent
. . watching movies on tv
123.0 million hours
spent
attending movies*

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa.,
and published
excluSIvely by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state,
random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's weekly
and quarterly
'Activity" report, from which these weekly figures are drawn,
es comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and furnish
shows the duplicated
and unduphcated audiences between each specific medium. Copyrig
ht 1958 Sindlinger
& Co.
• All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with p->rr»»nt;™
«.
*«. j,
movies" category which is a cumulative total for the week SindU^t?
attending
availare
tabulations
Sindlinger
able within 2-7 days of the interviewing week.

SINDUNGER'S SET COUNT: As of May 1, Sindlinger data shows:
(1) 107 850 000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.3% of the people in that age'group)(2) 41,779,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 46,019,000 tv sets in use
in U S.
Broadcasting

i'm

BLUSHING
with

pride

I

"Jaxie" Jacksonville, Florida's
says —
Porpoise,
famous
most

Florida's Colorthe new WFGA-TV, been
picked by
ful Station, has
Television Age and Billboard for
national honors in Two Station
Markets.
+

Award — General
Place
2nd
Audience Promotion

-fc 2nd nPlace Award — Sales Promotio
We would like to thank the judges
who bestowed these honors on
WFGA-TV — a station that has been
on the air only since September,
1957.
JESSE H. CRIPE
Station Manager
BILL WALKER
Promotion Manager

Represented by Peters, Griffin, WoodNBC-ABC
ward, Inc.

WFGA-TV
12
Channel

°

Jacksonville,

O

Florida

O

o

O
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED

FSR
MORE

PUTTING
INTO

• Total to be
• All-media

400%
RADIO

$3.2

million

study motivates

Fuller & Smith & Ross. New York, is
growing radiant over radio. This year the
agency plans to allocate $3.2 million to the
sound-only medium — up from $650,000 in
1957.
Why the expected $2.5 million ••plus"
for radio this year? It stems from the results of an all-media research study conducted by the agency over the past two
and a half years that shows, among other
things ( 1 ) the radio audience is as large
as it has always been — the listening pattern
is all that has changed; (2) the advertiser
with a moderate budget can afford to buy
network radio: (3) the network buy is
given "added mileage" by the purchase of
spot adjacencies by local retailers and distributors, and (4) that four times the
amount of money is being spent today in
radio by local retailers and dealers than in
1948 (pre-tv days). FSR promotes the
local buys through a "package plan" which
offers merchandising ideas to stations to sell
'tie-in" adjacencies to local dealers through
local advertising agencies.

The findings of FSR's research project,
which was conducted in New York, Pittsburgh. Cleveland, San Francisco, Beverly
Hills and Chicago, show that people never
stopped listening to radio — they are just
listening differently. Radio no longer is
the medium for the family as a unit (television holding down this role) but listening
is done out of the living room — in different
places, at different times by individual members of the family. Thus, says Gerald Arthur, FSR vice president-manager, media
department, "radio's net unduplicated audience which is accrued by the broken audience, is tremendous."
The availability of this data enables FSR
to recommend to its clients when, where
and how to use radio to reach their particular audience and suit their particular
budget.
Mr. Arthur describes the agency's "package" as a plan whereby national advertisers buy a network segment and local distributors, through agencies, buy cut-offs
adjacent to the network time from individual affiliates. About three weeks before
an FSR client has scheduled "a network
show, the agency stages a closed-circuit
broadcast to the network's affiliates attempting to sell local merchandisers and retailers
on the idea of buying adjacencies.
"Most of these local retailers have never
before thought of entering radio because
of expense," Mr. Arthur said, "but we aim
to show that with the added impact of the
national message, the local adjacency is an
economical and sound investment. On the
other hand, the local cut-offs are an advantageous complement to the national advertisers' message."
Last fall eight FSR clients began using
the plan and all, according to Mr. Arthur^
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have renewed for this spring, and next fall.
Clients include:
Universal CIT, Ruberoid Co., Edison
Electric Institute, Commercial Solvents
Corp., Sterling Silversmiths Guild of
America. Aluminum Co. of America, Hercules Powder Co., and Hans Holtcrbosch
Inc.. importer of Lowenbrau beer. A&M
Karagheusian Inc.. manufacturer of Gulistan carpets and rugs, a past FSR client
now handled by Foote. Cone & Belding,
also made use of the plan when with FSR.
FSR clients, while using all four radio
networks since last fall, have made heaviest
use of NBC and its weekend Monitor programming. Universal CIT has bought a
schedule of 69 five-minute Monitor segments per weekend over a period of four
weekends (last weekend in March and
April, and scheduled for May 23 and
June 27), spending approximately $25,000
per weekend. Prior to the April buy, a
closed-circuit meeting was held in studios
of 186 NBC affiliates to hear a preview of
the CIT sales program featuring such Monitor personalities as George Gobel, Fibber
McGee & Molly, Ed Gardner, Bob & Ray,
Ben Grauer and Peter Roberts. On that
weekend 60% of the NBC stations carrying the CIT saturation schedule were tying
in by carrying local announcements in
adjacent cut-off time periods. Between 4-5,000 adjacencies have been purchased for
the upcoming May 23-25 weekend, FSR
reports.
Fuller & Smith & Ross doesn't intend to
stop with the current tie-in plan in its radio
push. The agency hopes to establish regional breakdowns of networks so that
changes of copy can be inserted in certain
areas. Franchise of three radio stations to
be used as a testing ground for clients also
is planned by the radio-minded agency.

Babbitt

Switches

to Tv Spot

B. T. Babbitt Co. (Bab-O, Glim, other
cleansers), New York, is going all-out for
tv spot. Effective immediately, Babbitt,
through Brown & Butcher Inc., New York,

ON 'TARGET'
In an unusual advertising arrangement. Spartan Grocers, a wholesale
grocery in Cleveland, and four supermarket chains in the area are sponsoring Ziv Television Programs' Target series on WJW-TV Cleveland
for 52 weeks, starting in late April.
The business, placed through Paul
Warren Adv.. that city, on behalf of
Spartan Grocers and the supermarket
chains of Square Deal, Payfair, Savmor, all Cleveland, and Food Fairs,
Lorain, Ohio, marks the first use of
tv by each of the companies. The
chains are in non-competing areas, according to the advertising agency, and
although each company could not
support a tv campaign separately, a
joint effort enables each organization
to merchandise its participation in
the series.

is cancelling its 25-30 spots-a-week schedule
in NBC Radio daytime programming, and
is tunneling funds into "as many tv spots
as our money will buy." No explanation
was given for the sudden switch, but it's
understood that Babbitt and B&B both feel
that they can get more "weight" out of
spot than network activity. A fortnight ago,
Babbitt launched its first tv spot drive since
leaving Donahue & Coe last year, entering
25 markets with a 'til forbid schedule on an
across-the-board basis.
Pontiac

May

Brake

Tv Spot,

Will Step Up Use of Specials
Though General Motors' network tv has
shown little sign of being affected by the
Detroit recession, spot broadcasting seems
likely to feel the pinch this fall. Pontiac
Motors Div., at least, is understood to be
returning to introduction-only use of spot
for the 1959 models after making a valiant
attempt to set up a year-round, continuous
spot drive for the 1958 car. Pontiac abandoned this plan early in March when advertising funds were curtailed.
Although Pontiac's overall broadcast
plans for the 1959 auto have yet to be
completed, this much is set: it will again
sponsor the 1958 Notre Dame U. football
schedule, Sept. 27-Nov. 29, but will switch
from MBS to ABC Radio. It will increase
its use of network tv "specials" from 5 to 10
[At Deadline, April 28], most of them
hour-long shows as against this past season's
90-minute spectaculars. Spots will be aired
prior to and during introduction time.
Though officials at MacManus, John &
Adams, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., and New
York, declined to spell out specifics, it was
indicated that last year's $5 million tvradio budget would be trimmed.

Ralston-Purina

Takes

3 Tv Shows

While Ralston-Purina Co. has already
signed for two ABC-TV programs next
season — co-sponsorship of The Rifle Man
and Broken Arrow (renewed) — it will not
cancel Bold Journey. There had been speculation that R-P's budget would not cover
three shows. Doubts were resolved with
Ralston's renewal, for 52 weeks, of the
series. The pact was worked through Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco, R-P
agency for Rice Chex. Ralston for the two
other shows is represented by Gardner Adv.,
St. Louis. Also renewed for 52 weeks on
ABC-TV was Sylvania Electric Products (J.
Walter Thompson Co.), for Real McCoys.
Journey is seen Monday, 8:30-9 p.m., while
McCoys is on Thursday, 8:30-9 p.m.

Peck Makes

Management

Changes

Top-management realignment at Peck
Adv., New York, was announced Monday,
stemming from the resignation of president
Harry Krawit for "reasons of ill health."
Sidney Garfield, board chairman, has been
elected president of the agency, with the
vacant chairmanship being filled by founder
Harry Peck, most recently chairman of the
executive committee. Sanford L. Hirschberg, vice president, has been elevated to
executive vice president and secretary.
Broadcasting

photographer of the
Our congratulations to William C. Beall, chief staff
ed the Pulitzer Prize for
Washington Daily News, who this week was award
Press Newspictures,
Photography. This prize-winner, distributed by United
and was a winner in the
previously had won the National Headlined Award
United Press Newspictures Contest for
September. The picture shows a small boy
heeding a Washington policeman's warning
not to get too close to a parade. Beall's title :
"Faith and Confidence."
J. P. PICTURES
TELL
THE STORY

Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTIN

TV

DICTATES

FC&B

SHIFT

TO

EAST

The fact that tv happens to be playing a
bigger role at FC&B is a testimonial to the
medium . . . in rolling ahead, the agency
is finding more of its tracks made in television . . . tv of necessity is playing an ever

• Function of the New York operation
will be to "channel" broadcast matters
vision."
(particularly
network television) and to

increasing part in its clients' plans [Advertisers & Agencies, July 8. 1957]

"tightentheup"
the broadcast organization
within
agency.

Because of television then, modification
of broadcast operations at Foote, Cone &
Belding has been in the cards for some time.
Over the May 3 weekend, the agency, which
ranks among the top 10 in the U. S. in
total (overall) billing, took a 700-mile stride

• FC&B's improvements in its broadcast
operation are both short-range and longrange — it will take some time to smooth the
flow of activity. While at first allocating
some of his time to Chicago — where Homer
Heck, formerly associate director of broadcast, succeeds him — Mr. Simpson expects
to spend a few days each week in New York.
"Some time in July," Mr. Simpson will be
devoting his full time to the post in New
York.
• Another veteran agency executive in
handling broadcast matters. Vice President
Roger Pryor, who is in charge of broadcasting in New York, will have an additional
responsibility. Mr. Pryor, in addition to
overseeing production (or servicing of
shows) in the New York office, will be
broadcast production chief for all of the

in adjusting to tv's way of doing business.
FC&B has announced a major shift in
its media operations [At Deadline, May 5]
that will give the agency, to some extent
Chicago-oriented in broadcast activity in the
past, a more national or "New York" flavor.
Created was a new post, that of national
director of broadcasting. Tapped for the
job that will encompass control of the

"close contacts with all clients buying tele-

agency's radio-tv activity was Vice President John B. Simpson, a veteran radiotv show producer
and a top broadcast

agency's offices. Thus, Mr. Pryor's counseling will be available to the multiple-office
set up at FC&B.
• FC&B believes the shift has been

policy executive at
the agency. Mr.
Simpson
moves to

needed because most of big-time tv's activity
now is centered in New York (from the
advertiser's point of view); especially in
network tv.

Neu York
cago wherefrom
for Chithe
past three years he
has been vice president and director of
broadcast.

• There are no plans at present for a
wholesale shifting of personnel. Involved

B ^■fe*.
B
Wk
^ t vHfji
■

y

Jp"*'^3

Mr. Simpson's role at FC&B has been one
of responsibility that has included radio
and tv activities of Armour & Co. and
"recommendations bearing on broadcast
media from all of the agency's product
groups." He also was in charge of traffic
and secretarial personnel for all of the
agency's radio-tv supervision and operations.
The emerging pattern of a "New York
look" for FC&B became apparent after
election of Rolland W. Taylor as president
last summer. In moving up from vice chairman of the agency and managership of the
New York office, Mr. Taylor retained his
headquarters in the Park Ave. building that
houses FC&B's New York operation.
In making last week's announcement, Mr.
Taylor put his finger on the reason for the
shift: "With New York the center of television and our clients increasing their television activity, we are placing our broadcast
strength where it will be most effective."
Mr. Simpson in a telephone interview last
week created this general picture of developments at FC&B:
• Under the new alignment, the national
director of broadcasting will represent all
of the agency's offices in the acquisition of
programs and time commitments, that is, in
the negotiating and buying of network properties. His prime function is to "be where
television is bought, sold and 'bartered.' "
His office will be responsible for maintaining
Page 48
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BRIEFLY
BUSINESS
QUARTER-MILLION QUART o Glamorene Inc., Clifton, N. J., has quarter-million-dollar saturation campaign working on
network radio and tv for new quart-sized
Glamorene liquid cleaner. Shows involved
in spring promotion: Treasure Hunt, NBCTV; Art Linkletter Houseparty, CBS;
Breakfast Club, ABC; Couple Next Door,
CBS. Agency: Product Services Inc., N. Y.
TEA AND INTEREST • Tetley Tea Co.,
N. Y., through Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,
N. Y., has signed for five weekly 5-minute
CBS Radio daytime serial units, for 52
weeks effective Wednesday (May 21). U. S.
Savings & Loan Foundation, N. Y., through
McCann-Erickson, N. Y., has purchased 23
of network's "Impact" segments and eight
5-minute news programs June 27-29.
BACK ON 'TRACKDOWN' • Socony Mobil Oil Co. and American Tobacco Co., cosponsors of Trackdown, on CBS-TV, Fri.,
8-8:30 p.m., have renewed for next season.
Agency for Socony is Compton Adv., for
American Tobacco Co., BBDO, all N. Y.
IN FOUR HUNDRED • Anheuser-Busch
Inc., St. Louis, has announced spot drive to
promote "Pick-a-Pair of 6-Paks" theme latter part of this month through July. D'Arcy

in the move from Chicago to New York:
"Only me," Mr. Simpson said.
• Effect of the newly-created national
function in broadcast activity on the agency's
"placing of orders" (timebuying function)
apparently has not yet been taken up. These
matters will be considered presumably in
the course of operating the new system.
FC&B last year had a radio-tv billing
estimated to be in the vicinity of $40 million. This year expectations are that the
total will run about 10% higher. The
agency's tv client list is using television
this year at about the same pace as in 1957
but increases in billing represent the additional allocation to the medium required
by the rise in advertising costs of all media.
Traditionally each of the agency's offices
is geared to supply individual attention to
the account assigned to it— the agency follows a pattern of assigning the account to
the office that is located nearest the client.
Unlike many other agencies, FC&B does not
maintain "branch offices" in the accepted
sense. Instead, the various offices act
virtually autonomously. Offices are in Chicago, New York, Los Angeles, Detroit and
San Francisco. The agency maintains service
offices in Portland, Ore., and Houston, Tex.
Much of FC&B's business is handled in its
Chicago office, and in the past, this has been
true particularly with network tv activity
of its clients. A year ago, the agency expressed its thinking about tv as a medium
opening a new avenue in advertising and one
to which the advertising field must adapt.
The action of setting up a national broadcast operation emphasizes that the agency
itself already is "adapting."

WHO'S BUYING WHAT, WHERE
Adv., St. Louis, is placing spots on 400 radio and tv stations.
SWEEPSTAKES TICKET • Canada Dry
Ginger Ale Inc., N. Y., has bought 10 participations onNBC-TV's Today (Mon.-Fri.,
7-9 a.m.), starting June 21 and extending
over five-week period to promote company's
annual sweepstakes. Agency: J. M. Mathes
Inc., N. Y.

IDEAL

ARRANGEMENT • Ideal Toy Co.,
N. Y., has signed for fourth consecutive

year for sponsorship of telecast of Macy's
Thanksgiving Day parade in New York over
NBC-TV on Nov. 27 (11 a.m.-noon).
Agency: Grey Adv., N. Y.
WHIPPING

WEST • Borden Foods Co.,
N. Y., is expanding test market run for
new Borden's instant whipped potatoes, by
entering greater Cincinnati with tv daytime
spots. Through Lennen & Newell, N. Y.,
Borden's already has broken into AlbanyTroy-Schenectady (N. Y.) and SpringfieldNew Haven-Hartford (New England) areas.

EARLY NEWS BUY • U. S. Steel Corp.,
through BBDO, N. Y., has bought a 52week schedule in the early-morning CBSTV news with Richard C. Hottelet, 8:45-55
a.m. U. S. Steel also sponsors on alternate
weeks "U. S. Steel Hour" on CBS-TV.
Broadcasting
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ASCAP'S

ANSWER

DOOR

CHARGE

CLOSED
bill opponents

defend

BMI's position

requirements
• One witness lashes out at SESAC
With Senate hearings resumed last week
I hope somebody will explain why she was
to
seeks
that
2834)
(S
bill
on the Smathers
ignored. ... I call upon the side that is
in
ship
owner
from
rs
interested to come in, if they can explain
divorce broadcaste
man
Chair
nies,
compa
BMI and recording
that, because I think there is a very subon
e
notic
d
serve
I.)
(D-R.
John Pastore
stantial point made here today ^that needs
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expla
to
on
called
be
will
it
ASCAP that
refuted."
refutation if it can dbe out
that proponents
Sen. Pastore pointe
charges that unknown songwriters have not
the virtues of
ed
extoll
have
bill
on.
the
izati
of
organ
that
been permitted to join
ASCAP, charging that the American public
Sen. Pastore, who is chairman of the
Senate
the
of
is being deprived of music, while on the
Communication Subcommittee
ic
hand "these young creative people are
period
other
held
has
Commerce Committee,
coming in and saying we tried to connect
hearings on the bill, introduced by Sen.
with them and couldn't until BMI came
George Smathers (D-Fla.), since last March.
last
days
two
Testimony was taken for
ASCAP will have a chance to answer
week from opponents of the bill. The hear"
along.
Sen. Pastore's query when rebuttal stateings will resume May 21 with representatives
ments are taken at a yet unspecified date,
of NBC, CBS and the movie industry to
testify.
probably late June or early July.
Robert Burton, BMI vice president-secMany songwriters have testified, includretary, said ASCAP members can resign
ing Mrs. John Axton last week, that they
only if they are willing to incur substantial
tried unsuccessfully to become members
losses because their catalogues must remain
of ASCAP. Mrs. Axton, a Florida schoolwith ASCAP. BMI, he stated, has obtained
teacher and sometimes rock-and-roll comperforming rights of only two former
wrote
she
said
"),
P publishers.
Hotel
ASCA
tbreak
("Hear
poser
two letters to ASCAP which were not even
He said BMI rejects songwriter members
answered.
only when their material is obviously unacTo which Sen. Pastore said, "I will say
ceptable and publishing firms only when
this with all candor because I have tried so
they charge writers a fee to publish their
songs.
hard to restrain and contain myself in commenting on the bill or indicating in any way
He explained the "tremendous" changes
in the techniques of promoting new
how I have felt. ... I have been quite disturbed by some of the testimony that has
songs since 1940, when it was necessary to
[been given] to the effect that some people
get live performances on radio from top
have tried to become connected with
artists. This is no longer necessary, Mr.
Now
ty.
difficul
had
have
they
and
ASCAP
Burton said, because of refinements in reI would like to see that explained in the
record. . . .
cording techniques and BMI's "open door"
policy.
"I would like to have somebody come
During the last 18 years, he said, he has
in and explain to me what happened to
met face-to-face with hundreds of performthose two letters that Mrs. Axton wrote.
ing artists, disc jockeys, talent representa-

executive director of
J LEONARD REINSCH (c), BMI board member and
witnesses who
the Cox stations, discusses the Smathers bill with four
Uoe Gale, New
testified Tuesday against the measure. They are (I to r)
R. Chudd
Lewis
ser;
compo
music
s
York publisher; Avefy Claflin, seriou
of Julliard
ent
presid
an,
Schum
m
president of Imperial Records, and Willia
School of Music, New York, N. Y.
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tives and broadcasters and they have "universally characterized as utterly and completely false" conspiracy charges of the
bill's proponents.
"We in America are protected by the
underlying constitutional principle which
provides against encroachment upon the
maximum dissemination of intellectual
property," Mr. Burton said. "The proposed
legislation would effect an encroachment
upon the rights of broadcasters to carry out
their public duty to bring ideas ... to the
people of the U. S. and the world. Such
legislation is certainly not in the public in-

Omar F. Elder, secretary and assistant
general counsel of ABC, said Ameriscanto
casting-Paramount Theatres object
Broad
terest."
the Smathers bill on four points:
"(1) It is unnecessary and would not
serve the public interest in any way to require AB-PT to dispose of its music publishing or recording business.
"(2) It is discriminatory against the broadcasting industry.
"(3) It is undesirable to undertake to
determine issues already pending litigation
in federal courts.
"(4) It is so broad that its application
will be extremely difficult — if not imAB-PT owns Am-Par Record Corp., Mr.
Elder stated, which in turn owns two
publishing firms, Ampco (affiliated with
possible."
(BMI affiliate). "There
ASCAP) and Pamco and
certainly not the
is no justification
slightest evidence from which any inference
can be drawn that AB-PT has ever discriminated between ASCAP and BMI music," Mr. Elder maintained. He pointed
out Am-Par records make up a small minority of those played on ABC and its owned
stations, who program predominantly
ASCAP tunes.
ABC owns 4V2 % of BMI, he said, and the
only reason broadcasters own BMI stock
is to assure that an "adequate alternate

source
ned. of supply of music"
maintai
beitive
will
compet
Paul Raibourne, vice president of Para-

ended his orBMI VICE PRESIDENT ROBERT BURTON (r) before Senate
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20th and
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MEETS

TV

Century-Fox Studios in Beverly Hills was the scene of a reception for
of the nation's leading TV station owners and leaders. Hosted by
National Telefilm Associates, the affair was arranged to acquaint!
the Fall product line-up of the NTA Film Network.

resident Oliver A. Unger of NTA, with Buddy Adler, 20th Centuryox head of production, representing Spyros Skouras, currently in
urope.

At lunch, (left to right) Bill McGrath and Robert
Cheyne of WHDH-TV, Boston, with George Murphy
of Desilu Studios, Mr. Unger, and Ely A. Landau,
President of the NTA Film Network.

ie stars of TCF-TV's "How To Marry a Millionaire," Merry Anders, Barbara Eden and Lori Nelson join guests Dody
nclair of WJAR-TV, Providence; George Higgins of KMBC-TV, Kansas City; Richard Moore of KTTV, Los Angeles, and
uis Read of WDSU-TV, New Orleans. The series is one of the highlights of the Fall programming.

ul Morency of WTIC-TV, Hartford, and Leonard Kapner of WTAE, Pittsburgh, with Lucille Ball, outside the Cafe de Paris.

Gilmore Nunn of WBIR-TV, Knoxville, meets rugged
Rex Reason, star of "Man Without a Gun," produced by TCF-TV and another strong series in the
Fall line-up.
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Worth, w.th The Man Without «
Lee Ruwitch of WTVJ-TV, Miami, and Dick Moore of KTTV, Los Angeles, pose happily beside Buddy Adler Gene Cagle of KFJZ-TV Fort
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partner
gun-slmgmg
h.s
Rex Reason, and
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top
ratings and interest.

gate The audience sees special trailers of the Fall product, shown for the first time to any group outside NTA Filn
A banner across 20th Century-Fox's Pico AvenueStudios.
Network officials.
greets one of the four buses as it enters the

for the NTA
Bob Schmid, Vice President in Charge of Station Relations
lotions for the NTA Al Larson of Meredith TV Stations and Leonard Pattricelli of WTIC, Hartford, get first-han
Film Network, Fred Weber of WSTV, Steubenville, and Ja
Jack' Berkman of the information from Barbara Eden, Lori Nelson and Merry Anders, on "How To Marry a M.ll.onaire.
Friendly TV Group, meet Mrs. Wooten, and the mainstays
lys of "This Is Alice."

GOVERNMENT continued
mount Pictures Corp. and president of its
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, said Paramount is

f

opposed
the bill because
it "would bring
about a to
restriction
in the operations
of a
segment of American business which is unwarranted and unnecessary." It was natural, j
he said, for Paramount to acquire publishing and recording firms as an adjunct to
its movie-making business. Paramount owns
Dot
Records
and
two ASCAP-affiliated
publishing firms which, he said, are of

«
we

stick

our
necks

out

on

"great

importance

in the exploitation of

our motion pictures. . . ."
In denying any broadcaster and specifically KTLA favoritism of BMI, he said:
"It is respectfully submitted that this bill
should not be enacted because, so long as
music is available for use by all with uniform methods of securing licenses for the
performance of such music, the radio and tv
frequencies of this country are freely ac-

.

schedule

cessible to all authors and composers. . . ."
The president of the Assn. of Independent
Publishers, Joseph Csida, who also is a
representative of top talent, had this to say
about charges ASCAP music is being subdued in favor of BMI: "We spend too
much of our relatively modest and extremely
hard-earned capital and too many hard,
weary hours beating around the country
in an effort to get our songs played ... to
accept without rancor the asinine charge
that our records and songs are played
merely because we are affiliated with BMI."
He pointed out that the AIP membership
comprises both ASCAP and BMI publishers.
Bill Lowery, former disc jockey, testified
that he started his own Atlanta publishing
firm because many promising composers
had no chance to get their songs before
Whether it's downtown
parking, crowded schools
or any other local issue
— our listeners know /
exactly where we stand. y
Yes, we broadcast
editorials — on a regular
schedule, several times
weekly. We talk up to City
Hall. We stick our necks
out. On the air. And our listeners
love it! They write in by the
thousands for copies of our editorials.

\

These editorials are just another
example of Elliot station vitality. Listeners
respond so. enthusiastically — in such large
numbers — that we can deliver more per dollar
than any other station in either Akron or
Providence Greater Metropolitan Area.

returned
unopened."
A WNTA
(formerly WAAT) New York
disc jockey told about negotiations with the
State Dept. to send a delegation of disc
jockeys to Russia. Murray Kaufman, who
also is president of the National Council
of Disc Jockeys for Public Service and a
partner in both ASCAP and BMI publishing firms, said he found rock and roll
extremely popular during a recent tour of
Europe. He asked: "If you explain the
popularity of rock and roll in the U. S. in
terms of a gigantic conspiracy between
BMI and the broadcasters, how do you
explain the craving for this same kind of

You ought to see: Copies of these editorials —
our Market Data Books — our new color film
which tells the whole story of our operations.
A note to us, or to Avery-Knodel is all it takes.

music among the youngsters in Europe?"
Two witnesses, William Schuman and
Avery Claflin, praised the help BMI has
given to serious music composers. Mr.

L

....

*Tim Elliot, Pres.
THE
GREAT
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the public. "Many had come with much
the same story," he said. "Most of them
had sent their songs to ASCAP publishers
and invariably their material had been

"Jean Elliot, Vlce-Pres.

ELLIOT
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Schuman, president of New York's Juilliard
School of Music, said BMI has given "incontrovertible evidence of its willingness
to support the art of music over and above
business considerations" through cash
awards to young serious music composers
exceeding $30,000. Mr. Claflin, retired
banker, partime composer and treasurer of
the American Composers Alliance, said
BMI has given ACA a "tremendous boost"
by royalty payments and subsidization of
office expenses at a financial loss to BMI.
Others who testified against the bill inBroadcasting
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In this rich, diversified interurbia, automotive manufacturing isonly one of many reasons for bulging
purses. Fertile farms and varied business each
contribute their share. Over 1.6 million population—
$2.8 billion Effective Buying Income! There are two
major markets in this live sales sector— South BendElkhart and Fort Wayne. You can cover both from
within, with one combination TV buy, and save 10%!
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\4 year-round series of hour-long com
musicals and dramatic programs entitled
'The Westinghouse Desilu Playhouse," plus
7 Westinghouse Lucille Ball-Desi Amaz "specials. "

You

can

be

you're

-if

sure

Westinghouse

ion
It would be hard to find an advertiser whose range of televis
.
experience has been so broad and consistent as Westinghouse

Week

after week for nine solid years, Westinghouse

has demonstrated

power
products ranging from an electric light bulb to an atomic
station that lights an entire city.
ms
It has presented to a constantly growing television audience, progra
of every kind— daytime and nighttime, drama

and musicals, one-time

"specials" and entire election campaigns. Today the audience for its
years ago.
weekly dramatic program is 28 times larger than it was nine

Westinghouse

has just underscored

it has come to know

its confidence in the medium

so well. It announced

that next Fall it would

continue to talk to its customers through a weekly network hour;
amming;*
it would embark on an even more ambitious scale of progr
and it would increase its annual television investment.

What

is
is perhaps most significant about this decision is that it

ion
not based alone on the spectacular audiences that televis
occasionally delivers -such
Westinghouse

messages

as the 60 million viewers who watched

on the CBS

Television Network

during

the national political conventions. It is based equally on a firm
belief in the fundamental

values of television: the unique impact

of each television impression; the vast audience that even
the average program

attracts; and the cumulative

effect of these

impressions week after week over a sustained period of time.
you can be sure of finding television's unique
values— and indeed television's largest average audiences— on the

Like Westinghouse

CBS

TELEVISION

NETWORK

GOVERNMENT continued
eluded Winfield Scott. New Jersey publishersongwriter; songwriter Terry Gilkyson; Moe
Gale, New York publisher and former personal representative of several top stars;
Lewis R. Chudd. president of Imperial Records; Charles C. Cowley, president of Muzak
Corp.; Martin Meleher. ASCAP-BMI publisher, personal manager of top stars and
husband of singer Doris Day; Don Owens.
WARL Arlington. Va., country music disc
jockey ("any enterprise that allows a farm
boy from Alabama to compete with Irving
Berlin is a very healthy system"), and singer
Betty Johnson.
Martin T. Obie. vice president-general
manager of KWAD Wadena. Minn., entered a new subject into the hearings when
he loosed a bitter attack on SESAC. a third
licensing firm. "SESAC offers broadcasters
practically nothing yet they have been able
to obtain agreements from 98% of die
radio stations in operation today." he
charged. A majority of these agreements
were secured through "unfair tactics," he
said. Only 200 of KWAD's 30.000 records
are SESAC. yet the station is required to
pay that organization $20 monthly, he told
the subcommittee.
Mr. Obie testified he wrote SESAC challenging its right to collect licensing fees
and the firm used an "implied threat" in its
reply. He also listed several stations who,
he said, have experienced the same relations
with SESAC.
Washington attorney Marcus Cohn testified on behalf of two clients seeking
amendment of the bill to place their activities outside its scope. Clients are the
National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters
and jointly-owned Coastal Recording Co.
(which rents its facilities to advertising agencies) and WHOM-AM-FM New York. Mr.
Cohn said the bill would have "unintended
adverse effects" on individual college members of NAEB and on Coastal.
Kluge-Evans Ownership Team
Expanded to New York Outlets
The station-owning combination of multiple-owner John W. Kluge and WTOP-AMTV Washington personality Mark Evans
is continuing with Mr. Kluge's sale of a
10% partnership interest in his New York
State am-fm properties, WINE Kenmore
and WILY (FM) Buffalo to Mr. Evans
for $15,000.
Sale of KOME Tulsa, Okla., by Messrs.
BARROW

HEARI

FCC hearing sessions on the Barrow
Report — previously scheduled for today
(Monday) and tomorrow — have been
postponed until next week, with the sessions extended to four days: Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday (May
19-20, 22-23).
Parties still to be heard and their order
of appearance are: stations represented
by CBS Spot Sales (Glenn Marshall Jr.
of WMBR-TV Jacksonville and Jay W.
Wright of KSL-TV Salt Lake City); NBC
Spot Sales (Nathan Lord of WAVETV Louisville); Station Representatives
Page 56
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Kluge and Evans to another multiple-owning group, Charles W. Holt and associates,
for $250,000 is pending FCC approval
[Changing Hands, April 2H\. Messrs. Kluge
and Evans bought KOME last year for
$100,000 [For the Record, July 22, 1957].
Mr. Evans is also associated with Mr.
Kluge in the ownership of WEEP Pittsburgh. Mr. Kluge controls WGAY Silver
Spring (Md.). KNOK Fort Worth and
WKDA Nashville ami with his wife holds
a minority interest in WLOF-TV Orlando.
Fla.
FCC View on NBC-WBC Swap
Reiterated to U. S. Supreme Court
A restatement of the FCC's position taken
during litigation over the NBC-Westinghouse swap of radio-tv stations in Cleveland-Philadelphia— that the FCC's action in
approving the transfer does not preclude
action by the Justice Dept. on antitrust implications ofthe transaction — was submitted
by the FCC last week to the U. S. Supreme

ASCAP
TO

FILE

JUSTICE

• House

group

• Antitrust

SENT
DEPT.
makes

report

study recommended

A House subcommittee last week took
a slap at the royalty payments, grievance
procedures and voting systems of ASCAP
in recommending that the Justice Dept.
study antitrust proceedings against the
music licensing firm.
The recommendation came in a report
released by the Distribution Subcommittee
of the Select Committee on Small Business.
It followed several days of hearings in
March and April [Government, March 17]
on charges by several ASCAP members that
they were not getting adequate royalty payments and on other society practices.
Chairman James Roosevelt (D-Calif.)
said the subcommittee is turning all its records over to Justice and has recommended
that such action be taken as is necessary

Courtcase.
as a supplement to Justice's appeal of
the
The Justice Dept. several weeks ago
[Government, March 3] asked the Supreme

to
"termsdecree.
and spirit"
of the
1950effectuate
ASCAP the
consent
This consent
decree settled a federal antitrust suit of

Court to reinstate the government's antitrust
suit against NBC-RCA as a result of the
1955 swap of NBC's WTAM-AM-FM and
WNBK (TV) Cleveland plus $3 million for
Westinghouse's KYW and WPTZ (TV)
Philadelphia.
Federal Judge William H. Kirkpatrick of
the Philadelphia District Court had refused
to try the Justice Dept. suit, brought in
December 1956, on grounds the FCC has
primary jurisdiction over a transfer and after
it has approved the transaction the Dept. of
Justice cannot attack it [Government, Jan.
20; At Deadline, Jan. 13].

The report specifically questioned
practices.
ASCAP's voting system for its directors, its
system of checking on music performances,
formulas used in allocating royalties and

The FCC's "supplemental memorandum"
last week, submitted to the Supreme Court
through the Solicitor General, reiterated the
FCC position that it made no error in approving the transaction, concluding that
"while the Commission may deny applications as not in the public interest where
violations of the Sherman Act have been
determined to exist, its approval of transactions which might involve Sherman Act
violations is not a determination that the
Sherman Act has not been violated, and
therefore cannot forestall the U. S. from
subsequently bringing an antitrust suit challenging those transactions."
3 RESCHEDULED
Assn. (John Blair, Blair Tv and Blair Tv
Assoc.; Lewis H. Avery, Avery-Knodel;
Eugene Katz, Katz Agency; Frank
Headley, H-R Tv; Lloyd Griffin, Peters,
Griffin, Woodward); Edward Petry of
Edward Petry & Co.; John English, Committee for Competitive Tv, and representatives from the following individual tv
stations:

KFDM-TV Beaumont. Tex.; KVAR
(TV) Mesa, Ariz.; WCSH-TV Portland,
Me.; WDSU-TV New Orleans (Robert
D. Swezey); WFLA-TV Tampa, Fla., and
WLAC-TV Nashville, Tenn.

several years' standing alleging monopolistic

grievance procedures for dissatisfied members. "Remedies for more important problems disclosed by the hearings may be available through appropriate action by the Dept.
of Justice," the subcommittee stated.
ASCAP elects its board of directors (12
writer members and 12 publisher members)
by allocating a writer member one vote for
each $20 of revenue and a publisher member one vote for each $500 of revenue. The
report questioned whether this procedure
fulfills requirements of the consent decree.
The report also questioned ASCAP's compliance with the decree in its rating of members for performance
"There
no consistent
corelationpayments.
between the
actualis
average of performance credits and the point
class in which a member is rated," the report
found.
ASCAP's grievance procedures are constructed in such a way as to mitigate
against a complaining member, the report
indicated, and make a reward, when finally
received, of relatively little value. The
ASCAP board of appeals, in a majority of
the cases, does not give a basis for its decisions and interpretations made of the distribution rules are not reduced to writing
and are not made generally available, the
report found in questioning this practice.
Rep. Roosevelt said the hearings disclosed
facts "that raise serious questions of vital
concern to this committee" and therefore
Justice was asked to step in. Members of
the subcommittee held an executive meeting with four attorneys from Justice [Closed
Circuit, April 7], which already has a
sweeping investigation of ASCAP underway,
soon after the public hearings closed. Other
members include Rep. Tom Steed (D-Okla.),
Rep. Charles H. Brown (D-Mo.), Rep. Timothy P. Sheehan (R-Ill.) and Rep. Arch A.
Moore Jr. (R-W. Va.).
Broadcasting
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Consistent and interesting programming for women listeners is one reason the Beeline delivers more for the
money. Katherine Kitchen has been a
Beeline feature for 25 years. Thousands of loyal listeners tune in and
frequently respond directly by mail or
phone. In addition, Katherine Kitchen
is featured in McClatchy Bee newspapers.
As a group purchase, these mountain-ringed radio stations deliver more
radio homes than any other combination of competitive stations ... at
by far the lowest cost-per-thousand.
(Nielsen & SR&D)
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GOVERNMENT continued

COMR. ROBERT T. BARTLEY (right-front) explains a point to five
Democratic senators and their chief counsel during Senate Commerce Committee hearings on the Democratic commissioner's reap ointment tothe FCC. Republican committee members were not
present at the time although Sen. Charles Potter (R.-Mich.) came in

later. Sitting on the rostrum ^pre (I to r) Sen. John Pastore (R. I.),
acting chairman; Harold Baynton, committee chief counsel; Sen.
Mike Monroney (Okla.); Sen. Alan Bible (Nev.); Sen. Strom Thurmond (S. C), and Sen. Ralph Yarborough (Tex.). The hearing lasted
only 40 minutes.

NO

SENATE

SWEAT

FOR

BARTLEY

A

40-minute Senate Commerce Committee hearing last Wednesday on the reappointment of Comr. Robert T. Bartley
to the FCC turned into a back-slapping
session. Five Democratic senators and one
Republican had nothing but praise for the
commissioner and his record.
Sen. John Pastore (D-R. I.), acting as
chairman in the absence of Sen. Warren
Magnuson (D-Wash.), summed up the committee's sentiment when he told Comr. Bartley: "I think you can sleep tonight."
Sen. Ralph Yarborough (D-Tex.), in introducing his fellow Texan to the committee, called Comr. Bartley's reappointment a "great tribute" in light of recent
attacks on the FCC during investigations
of the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee. Noting the commissioner's record as a "dissenter," Sen. Yarborough stated
the FCC would not be in the "mess it is in
today" if its decisions had gone the way
Comr. Bartley voted.
On questions about matters before the
FCC, Comr. Bartley had this to say:
Daytime broadcasters' petition for longer
hours — Work is "very active." He said comments are due later this month (May 19)
and that the Commission will act promptly
when all pleadings are in.
Reappraisal of industry payment of hotel
bills — "We have had occasion to do that
in the recent past [NAB convention in Los
Angeles two weeks ago for whicjj commissioners paid their own bills]." While contending there is nothing "basically wrong"
with the practice, Comr. Bartley said, "They
aren't going to pay any more of my bills."
Code of ethics — "Would be a very helpful
thing."
Community antenna tv problem — FCC
is well aware of the situation. The question,
he said, is whether CATV should be limited
at the expense of limiting viewers in sparselysettled areas to only one local service. Sen.
Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) said the FCC
should regulate CATV systems.
Channel reservations for educational tv —
There are "no intentions" of deleting such
reservations. "I endorse heartily the view
Page 58 • May 12, 1958
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that we must preserve these channels longer
for non-commercial educational purPay tv
poses. ..—." Mr. Bartley's position is a matter
of public record since he dissented to the
FCC announcement it would accept applications for pay tv.
The only discordant note was a brief,
strictly partisan exchange between Sen. Pastore and Sen. Charles E. Potter (R-Mich.),
who was present for only the last few
minutes of the Bartley appearance. Sen.
Pastore hit the administration for allegedly
replacing "true" Democrats with "Eisenhower Democrats" on the federal agencies.
He said Comr. Bartley "exemplified" the
true public servant, and that the reappointment was the first one made of a Trumanappointed Democrat by the present administration. Inthe past, Sen. Pastore charged,
minority party members had been appointed
only because "they had leaned the other
way in a campaign — a pay-off." This is true

D. C. Bar Offers Trial Manual
A 130-page manual on administrative trial techniques has been published by the District of Columbia Bar
Assn. It contains a general section
written by D. C. Circuit Judge E.
Barrett Prettyman, followed by chapters on detailed practice and procedures of 16 federal agencies (Armed
Services Board of Contract Appeals —
Tax Court of the U. S.), including the
FCC. The manual, a reprint of a 1950
publication, was prepared by the Junior Bar Section of the D. C. Bar
Assn. Jerome H. Heckman is chairman of the section's Administrative
law committee. The Junior Bar section is comprised of Washington attorneys who are 36 or under. The
revision took two years and may be
obtained from the D. C. Bar Assn.
Price is $3.

of every administration, the senator added.
Sen. Potter, who said he was "delighted"
at Comr. Bartley's reappointment, took issue with Sen. Pastore's statements and
pointed out that several other Democrats
have been reappointed to agencies by President Eisenhower.
Committee approval of Comr. Bartley's
reappointment is scheduled for consideration
at an executive meeting this Wednesday.
First appointed by President Truman in
1952, his current term expires June 30.
Also on the agenda is the appointment of
John S. Cross to fill the FCC vacancy
created by the resignation of Richard A.
Mack. There have been indications, however, that Mr. Cross may be called back
for further questioning.

'60

CENSUS

RADIO

HOME

TO

OMIT

COUNT

The 1960 decennial census will not include figures showing the number of homes
with radio sets, according to Secretary of
Commerce Sinclair Weeks.
This will be the first census since 1930
to appear without an accurate count of radio households.
Television homes will be counted in the
1960 census, according to a letter sent by
Secretary Weeks to Chairman Warren G.
Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee.
NAB had proposed to the Census Bureau
that the 1960 census include data on both
am and fm radio reception, as well as tv.
The radio proposal met with opposition
based on the difficulty of obtaining breakdowns of receiver types and the high radio
saturation currently existing.
The 1950 census showed roughly 40 million radio homes, a 95.6% saturation point.
Most every home now has one or more radios, a situation that makes a 1960 radio
homes tabulation of little interest to many
marketers.
In 1950 the census showed 12.3% tv
home saturation at that early stage in television's history. The last Census Bureau sampling survey of tv homes showed an estimated
41,924,000 tv sets as of January 1958, or
83% of all U. S. households. This sample
Broadcasting
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High cost is one of the much-discussed
development

of atomic-electric power

built or operated
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by the independent
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are outlined by Raymond
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in atomic-electric

problems

power?

of the

plants now
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electric light and power
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Moley in this column

in this field

from Newsweek.

Reprinted with permission from Newsweek

The utilities will be operating these [atomic-electric power] plants over the years ahead when it
may be possible to recoup the unprofitable outlays
that are necessary in these experimental and relatively primitive years. For no one yet knows either
the type of reactor which will ultimately be the
answer, the best type of fuel, or the metallurgical
angles yet to be solved.

generating capacity is being increased over 11
per cent a year.
In the Pacific Northwest, the past ten years
have seen a 66 per cent increase. In the mountain
region comprising Utah, Wyoming, Colorado,
New Mexico, and Arizona the plant capacities of
the investor-owned companies have increased in

They face, however, the inexorable prospect of
astronomical increases in the demands for electricity in a miraculously growing economy.
In terms of a huge unit of measurement called
the Energy Unit, the world now uses two-tenths of
an EU a year. The total energy used in the world
from A.D. 1 to 1860 was six and a half units. From
1860 to 1957, five more were consumed. By A.D.
2000, ten to twenty more units will have been
used. But by that time one unit a year will be
needed, five times the present consumption. We
must take a sharp look now at the energy sources
conventionally used, such as coal, oil, gas, and
falling water. And we must plan to use some other
form of energy-producing resources.
The need is emphasized by the estimates of
power needs in the United States. Between 1946
and 1956 the private investor-owned companies
increased their generation of power 154 per cent.
In New England, where population growth is
only moderate, power consumption increased 95
per cent. The current growth in that region is
shown by the fact that the companies there have
scheduled for construction in the next three years
an increase of 20 per cent over the present. In
the upper Midwest

America's

Broadcasting

from Ohio to the Dakotas

Independent

Electric

the past ten years three and three-quarters times
and the present rate of increase is 9 per cent a
year. In the region comprising Texas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Louisiana, and Mississippi, the second
fastest growing region in the nation, the growth of
electrical-energy supply has not only kept pace
with general economic progress and population
growth but has made expansion in other fields
possible. The Southeastern region has increased
generating capacity by 63 per cent in five years.

For the ten-year period from 1946 to 1956
California had an increase of 170 per cent in
power supply.

Of course, these regions differ greatly in their
energy resources. New England is decidedly needy
in coal and oil. This adds to the cost of producing power from conventional sources. Utah and
the region nearby is indescribably rich. These differentials count in the urgency with which the
companies are seeking the solution through atomic
Thus the progress of nuclear power will be
power.
conditioned by costs. Taking a close look at the
new source, most [companies] are deep in investing in atomic plants, planning toward the time
when that inexhaustible source will be competitive with what they have now.

Light

and

Companies'
^Company names on request through this magaz/'ne

Power
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survey was conducted for Advertising Research Foundation.
Secretary Weeks' statement to Chairman
Magnuson, based on a query about the agenlows: cy's authority to count radio-tv homes, fol"We have authority to include questions
on radio and television, and inclusion is
feasible, since we have collected information
on both of these subjects in the 1950 Census
of Housing. After evaluation of all pertinent
circumstances, the decisions reached are that
ownership of a television set is to be included
[in the 1960 census], but that no questions
on radio should be included because the
1950 census found radio in nearly every
home."
SEC

Reports

for

April

Common stock transactions by officers and
directors of companies in the radio-tv and
allied fields, reported by Securities & Exchange Commission for the month of April,
were as follows:
C&C Television Corp. — Matthew Fox,
bought 100 shares in January and 800 in
March; sold 400 shares in February and
1,900 shares in March, resulting in total
holdings of 615,800 shares (of which 607.000 shares are held as collateral against
loans). Walter S. Mack, sold 2,000 shares in
February, reducing total holdings to 184,200.
Guild Films Co. Inc. — David Van Alstyne
Jr., sold 2,000 shares in March, resulting in
reducing holdings to 7,407. Harry A. McDonald, sold 200 shares in March, with
holdings now 500 shares.
National Theatres Inc. — B. Gerald Cantor,
bought 500 shares in March, with total holding now 109,000. Jack M. Ostrow Corps.,
bought 1,400 shares in February and 20,000
shares in March, increasing holdings to
80,000. E. C. Rhoden Holding Cos., bought
2,000 shares in March, making holdings
55,525.
Skiatron Electronics & Television Corp. —
Arthur Levy, sold 13,350 shares in February, reducing total holdings to 340,331.
Byrne

Seeks

Excise Tax

Relief

Rep. Emmett Byrne (R-IU.) last week
introduced a bill (HR 12307) which would
remove the federal excise tax on several
products and services, including the 10%
tax on radio and tv sets, phonographs and
communications. The measure was referred
to the Ways & Means Committee, which
has several similar bills pending.
L
Phoenix

ID Permitted

KVAR

(TV)

The FCC last week granted KVAR (TV)
Mesa, Ariz., permission to identify itself
with larger, neighboring Phoenix. Comr.
Frederick W. Ford dissented to the action.
Comr. Ford has been opposed in principle
to stations' dual identification of themselves
with markets other than that to which they
were originally assigned.
KXJK

Requests

Channel

Shift

The reassignment of tv ch. 8 from Jonesboro, Ark., to Forrest City, Ark., was
requested last week by KXJK Forrest City,
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which told the FCC it would apply for the
tv channel if ch. 8 is so reassigned. The
station said such a move would meet the
FCC's

requirements on objcctional interference and mileage separations of adjacent
and co-channels.
Seven Am's, One Tv, One
Authorized by Commission

Fm

The FCC last week granted Trans Video
Co. of Oregon a construction permit for
ch. 27 in Portland.
Construction permits for am stations
granted
cluded: last week by the Commission in• San ford A. Schafitz, Lorain, Ohio, to
operate on 1380 kc with 500 w, day. Comr.
Robert Bartley did not participate in this
decision. An initial decision of Dec. 4, 1956
proposed this action.
• WGLI Inc., Babylon (village), N. Y., to
operate on 1290 kc with 1 kw. Comr. Rosel
Hyde dissented. Comr. Bartley did not participate. An initial decision of Jan. 11, 1957
had looked toward this action.
• Atlantic Broadcasting Corp., Farmville,
N. C, to operate on 1050 kc with 250 w,
day; engineering conditions.
• James B. Childress, Murphy, N. C, to
operate on 1390 kc with 1 kw, day; engineering condition; remote control permitted.
• Evans County Broadcasting Co., Claxday.
ton, Ga., to operate on 1470 kc with 1 kw,
• Albany Broadcasting Co., Albany, Ky.,
to operate on 1390 kc with 1 kw, day.
• Gateway to the North Broadcasting
Corp., Clare, Mich., to operate on 990 kc
with 250 w, day; engineering conditions.
Among the grants of fm construction permits last week:
• RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc., San
Francisco, Calif., to operate a class B fm
station on 106.1 mc with 71 kw; engineering
condition; remote control permitted.
Comr. Frederick Ford did not participate
in any of the am-fm decisions.
For other broadcast actions of the FCC
see For The Record, p. 103.
Elder to News

Post in Senate

Oscar Elder, for the past year director
of press information for RAB, New York,
has been appointed news secretary for Sen.
Spessard Holland (D-Fla.). A native Floridian, Mr. Elder for several years was associated with NAB. He left NAB with
Robert K. Richards in July 1955 when
the latter established a public relations firm
in Washington. Mr. Elder subsequently went
from the Richards firm to RAB.
Comr.

Ford to Address

FCBA

FCC Comr. Frederick W. Ford will be
the speaker at the monthly luncheon of the
Federal Communications Bar Assn. at the
Willard Hotel May 27, it was announced
last week. Mr. Ford, appointed as a commissioner August 29, 1957, will review
some of the problems affecting the Communications Act. This is his first public
speaking engagement.

TV
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ABOVE
3.5%
1Network
tv gross
billing in the first quarter of this year reached $143,704,116, or a
13.5% increase over the 1957 first quarter,
the Television Bureau of Advertising reported last week. The report is based on
figures prepared by the Leading National
Advertisers and Broadcast Advertising ReThe network billing for March was a
shade below $50 million, a gain of 13.3%
over
ports.the same month a year ago. ABC-TV
alone was up 37.3%; CBS-TV increased
5.2%, and NBC-TV was 13.3% ahead of
its March 1957 total. March was the peak
month for ABC-TV. The figures indicated
that March also was the high point during
the January-March period for NBC-TV,
while for CBS-TV the March billing was
not quite up to the level scored in January.
The complete breakdown follows:
Network Tv Gross Time Billings
Source:
1957

A3C-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
TOTAL

LNA-BAR
1958
MARCH

$20,172,173
6848,848
16,631,974

$ 21,211,070
9,402,407
18,845,860

$43,652,995

$49,459,337
1958

1957
JANUARY-MARCH
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
TOTAL
Rapid

Change
%

+ 37.3
+
5.2
+ 13.3
+Change
%13.3

$19,739,917
58,712,735
48,087,546

$27,013,004
62,715,826
53,975,286

+ 36.8

$126,540,198

$143,704,116

+ 6.8
+ 12.2

Gains

for NBC

+ 13.5
Operations

Show Up in RCA's Annual Report
NBC emerged from last week's RCA
stockholders annual meeting in New York
(see page 78) with an image of a network
increasing rapidly in strength and growth.
In his report to stockholders, RCA President John L. Burns credited NBC with the
following:

• An increase of 10% in net sales (after
all discounts) for the first quarter of this
year as compared with the same three
months of last year. (An NBC spokesman
claims a "substantial part" of the rise is
attributable to a gain in time and program
sales.) Included in the NBC operation are
the radio and tv networks, their owned and
operated stations, California National Productions, spot sales and NBC International.
• A rise of 45% in net sales at NBC
Radio alone for the first quarter of this year
compared to that period last year. Mr.
Burns reported that "in 1957, NBC reversed
the downward spiral of network radio."
• Capture of the title, "number one television network," during peak hours of nighttime programming, while the radio network
Broadcasting
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NETWORKS CONTINUED
"became number one in terms of sponsored
hours." He said "NBC's share of the national television audience has increased tremendously this broadcast season, and the
latest audience survey shows NBC leading
the second network by 14'/ in average
evening ratings and the third network by

39%.

This achievement resulted from a

drastic re-programming of the television network, which required a heavy investment
and thus adversely affected NBC's

"NBC's recapture of the top position in
profits.
nighttime audience popularity represents the

POST-GRADUATE
Some

150 NBC

executives got a

broader view of the network's business,
its objectives and its major problems in a
d liferent sort of school that wound up
last month. It was the NBC Advanced
Management Program, said to be the first

1957

COURSE

IN

NETWORKING

studying "cases" based on actual situations, all students by the end of their
week had been called upon to make executive decisions in major areas.

McCaffrey, who gave the performers'
view; George Benson of Robert Saudek
Assoc., explaining the program pack-

President Robert W. Sarnoff ex-

in which we expend our major efforts."
In addition to the committee discussions, the groups were addressed by Mr.

SCHOLASTIC

STUDY:

agencies' view of the networks; Jack
Barry, Dave Garroway and John K. M.

ager's position, and John L. Burns, RCA
president, Theodore E. Smith, executive
vice president for RCA industrial electronic products, and W. Walter Watts,
executive vice president for RCA electronic components.
The "school" was conducted by the
NBC personnel department under vice
president B. Lowell Jacobsen, in conjunction with Harbridge House Inc.,
Boston, consulting firm that specializes
in executive development programs.
D. C. Wallace of RCA was coordinator.

Bill Davidson,

general manager, WRCA-AM-FM-TV
New York, concentrates on a problem.

BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL: Tony Krayer (I), business manager for NBC Spot
Sales and owned stations, and Hank Shepard, general manager, WAMP-WFMP
(FM) Pittsburgh, find that back to school means back to the books.
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quarter of last year.

Sarnoff and guests from outside NBC.
These included Edwin Cox, board chairman of Kenyon & Eckhardt, and Alfred
L. Hollender, vice president and radiotv director of Grey Adv., who discussed

plained the course's purpose thus:
"Changing conditions, both in the broadcasting industry and within our company, dictate the necessity of reviewing
regularly the overall NBC operation.
Then, too, as executives progress up the
managerial scale, it is necessary for them
to broaden their knowledge of the areas
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vision's history."
According to TvB's report of network tv
gross time billings for the first quarter of
this year, NBC-TV had a total of $53,975,286 or a 12.2% gain over the corresponding

of its kind in broadcasting, and it consisted of four one-week study sessions at
the Nassau Tavern Hotel in Princeton,
N. J. Some 37 executives attended each
week, studying a curriculum that kept
them busy from 8:30 a.m. to 1 1 p.m.
Following a committee system of

NBC

HALLS OF IVY: NBC went back to Old
Nassau (the Nassau Tavern Hotel, Princeton, in this case) for its seminar.

greatest one-year audience shift in tele-

PRESIDENTIAL PEDAGOGUE: NBC
President Robert W. Sarnoff took on a
teaching stint at one of the sessions.
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Repeater— The Philco TLR-4 Microwave
Repeater is a true repeater utilizing the heterodyne
principle to produce high performance quality and
simplicity of operation and maintenance.
of a microwave sysBecause video performance the
transmitting and
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ABC-TV

Group

Names

Drilling

Joe Drilling of KJEO (TV) Fresno, Calif.,
was named chairman of the ABC-TV Atliliates Assn. hoard of governors at the board's
annual election April 29. New vice chairman is William Walhridge of KTRK (TV)
Houston, Tex. Joe Herold of KBTV (TV)
Denver is secretary and J. Joseph Bernard
of KTVI (TV) St. Louis, treasurer.
Elaine Carrington, 66, Dies;
Created First Radio Soap Opera
Elaine Sterne Carrington, 66, who in her
lifetime conceived radio's first daytime serial
and went on to produce personally an output
of 12,000 anguished daily installments,
died in New York Hospital on May 4 after
a short illness. In 1932. Mrs. Carrington
gave life to Red Adams, a thrice-weekly
show starring Burgess Meredith; a change
in sponsors — a chewing-gum company —
necessitated the change to Red Davis. In
1933-34, "Red" became "Pepper Young"
and Pepper Young's Family to this date is
still an NBC Radio fixture. (NBC officials
indicated last week that the series would
continue, but would be written "by others.")
In her peak years, Mrs. Carrington ground
out 38,000 words a week for such other
serials as When a Girl Marries, last on ABC
Radio and before that, on NBC Radio and
CBS Radio, and Rosemary, a CBS Radio
serial.
Mrs. Carrington wrote all her shows in
bed. Initially, she would turn out a five-day
synopsis, then reel off 15 minutes of dialogue— playing all the characters with different voices — into a dictaphone, more recently a tape machine. Two stenographers
then would take over.
Her husband, Robert Dart Carrington,
died in 1945. She is survived by a son,
Robert Bruce, and a daughter, Patricia.
TOA Feels CBS-TV Report
Mashed Too Hard on Its Toes

CBS-TV's feature treatment of the
uses to which former movie houses many
have
been put, aired on the April 25 Douglas
Edwards and the News, drew the fire of
theatre owners of America last week.
TOA asked CBS Inc. Board Chairman
William C. Paley for "corrective action."
But CBS Director of News John F. Day
replied TOA was "perhaps unnecessarily
concerned." The program showed former
movie houses which now are a bowling alley,
church, tv studio and delicatessen.
Mr. Day explained "this story made no
effort to report the full scope of the revolution in the motion picture industry, and
as a matter of fact, we could not possibly
report in such scope on any one Edwards
news show. The fact is not unique in your
particular field." Noting the Edwards show
has had many stories on various facets of
the movie industry, Mr. Day assured TOA
"we will have others, some of which you
will undoubtedly like better than you did
the one in question."
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NTA

Natl.

Theatres

Mulling 'Association'
National Telefilm Assoc. and National
Theatres Inc. jointly announced Thursday
that discussions are being held looking to
"an association" between the two companies.
The statement said the talks will continue
and studies will be made "over the next few
The announcement came after reports circulated that National Theatres was negotimonths."
ating to purchase NTA. A spokesman for the
tv film production-distribution company emphasized that the basis for talks, which have
been held for several months, as "a possible
merger" between the two companies.
The statement, issued by Ely A. Landau,
NTA board chairman, and Elmer C. Rhoden,
president of National Theatres, said:
"Discussions are taking place to explore
the question of whether there would be a
basis for an association of National Telefilm
Assoc. and National Theatres and whether
that association would be desirable and to
the best interest of both companies and their
respective stockholders.
Exhaustive studies of the matter will be
made by both parties during the next few
National Theatres Inc. is considered the
months."
second largest theatre chain in the U. S.,
consisting of about 300 theatres, principally
on the Pacific Coast, in the Midwest and the
Rocky Mountain areas. Recently the company developed Cinemiracle. a new threedimensional motion picture process now in
its debut in New York and scheduled to
move to other cities shortly. The company
recently acquired WDAF-AM-TV Kansas
City [Changing Hands, April 28].
The company's revenues are reported to
have declined approximately 33% since
1947-49 and this situation apparently
prompted its diversification program — its
broadcasting operation in Kansas City its
launching of Cinemiracle and its exploration
of its tie-up with NTA.
NTA is regarded as one of the fastestgrowing organizations in the tv field. In
the past five years, it has grown to become
one of the leading distributors of tv film
programs, largely feature films. It has embarked upon an ambitious co-production
program in association with Desilu Productions and 20th Century-Fox Corp. Together
with Fox, it owns the NTA Film Network.
NTA also owns WNTA-AM-FM Newark and KMSP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul.

CNP's Rettig Leaves Britain
With Bi-lateral Film Formula
If the cook has the right ingredients
he can mix up a tasty batch of broth —
or in the case of tv film in Britain a whale
of a series. This is the thinking of California National Productions' president, Earl
Rettig, who returned last week from a business survey abroad.
Great Britain has the studios, the management and artistic personnel and an "attractive and efficient organization of manpower
and
facilities for doing
business with

"American producers," says Mr. Rettig.
All that is needed: stories and scripts
"written by experts with full knowledge of
what viewers like to see on this side of
the ocean." In other words, Mr. Rettig
wants "compatibility in production where
the native talents of both our countries
areMr.
blended
Rettigbest."
says CNP is ready to cook
up a tv film series in Britain using facilities
there (cited were the advantages of an "infinite variety of foreign locations which
actually contribute strong pictorial values")
once the recipe is found with the "right
elements," that is, U. S. stars with British
supporting actors and a good story and
script that "blends."
Station Buys of UA-TV Films
Tally $1.7 Million in Sales
United Artists Television has racked up
a brisk $1.7 million in new sales over the
past fortnight, with roughly $1 million coming from the new "UA-65" package announced at last month's NAB convention
[Film, April 28]. As of last Tuesday nine
station purchases had been confirmed:
KRON-TV San Francisco, KNXT (TV)
Los Angeles, KOLD-TV Tucson, KCRATV Sacramento, KLAS-TV Las Vegas,
KIRO-TV Seattle, WTIC-TV Hartford,
KTVH
(TV) Hutchinson, Kan., and
KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla.
Among the post- 1955 films to be shown
on those stations: "Summertime" with
Katharine Hepburn, "Gentlemen Marry
Brunettes" with Jane Russell, "The Big
Knife" with Jack Palance and Rod Steiger,
"The Killing" with Sterling Hayden and
"Patterns" with Van Heflin.
The balance of the new sales comes from
UA-TV's "Lucky Seven" packet, sold to
such major market outlets as WCBS-TV
New York and WNBQ (TV) Chicago, and
introduced earlier this spring. "Seven" has
been placed in 20 markets to date.
RANDOM

SHOTS

United Artists Television Inc.'s feature sales
division has moved from UA home office
at 729 Seventh Ave., N.Y., to larger offices
at
342 Madison Ave. Telephone: Circle 56000.
MCA-TV reports it has obtained all rights
to Follow That Man syndicated suspense
drama featuring Ralph Bellamy and has 82
half hours on film available to regional and
local advertisers.
THEY'RE

ALL

GONE

The spring-summer 1958 tv film
source book, Series, Serials and Packages (Vol. 3, Issue 3), published by
Broadcasting Information Bureau last
Thursday, revealed there are no pre1948 features remaining for commercial tv release. The source book shows
7,430 feature films and 1,317 western
theatrical feature films as well as 3,405
cartoons now being distributed or
available for distribution.
Broadcasting
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and

times

Spring is the season for pilots. In darkened rooms' up and down Madison Ave.,
film company salesmen are showing pilots
of new tv series they hope the agencies will
buy for broadcasting during the 1958-59
itason. Agency executives watch intently,
.toping that here will he the show they've
Deen searching for to carry the messages
of that special client into the homes of the
public week after week.
These pilots did not arrive in New

York

at the rub of a genie's lamp. Someone had
an idea; someone thought it a good idea;
someone put a lot of time and effort and
thought and money into getting that idea
down on film so that its value would be
evident to the agency man who's watching
it now and to the advertiser who will make
the final decision about becoming its sponsor. In that sense, the story of all pilots is
the same. Yet the story of each is uniquely
its own. Here is one of them:

In March 1957 tv producer Herbert B.
Leonard was in Canada to discuss with
government officials a proposal that he
make a series of propaganda films for them
and to look for a good location to shoot
some outdoor snow sequences for his RinTin-Tin series. In Toronto he met a studio
owner, Arthur Gottlieb, who was interested
in renting his facilities for use in either or
both of these projects. Discussing this, Mr.
Leonard discovered that Mr. Gottlieb controlled the tv rights to "The Naked City,"
the motion picture about New York made
and narrated by the late Mark Hellinger.
It had been 10 years since Mr. Leonard
had seen the movie, but once its name was
mentioned he was struck with the idea that
it would form an excellent basis for a tv
series. When he expressed the thought to
Mr. Gottlieb, it was airily rejected with a
comment that Mr. Gottlieb was planning
to do just that himself, the only difference
being that the series would be made in
Toronto, not New York.
This was heresy to Mr. Leonard, but it
was also unanswerable at the time. Herbert
B. Leonard Productions produces programs
for Screen Gems, tv subsidiary of Columbia
Pictures, so on his return to New York he
went to Leo Jaffe, legal vice president of
Columbia. Very soon after that Columbia
acquired the right to release "The Naked
City" to tv.
"But what about me?" Mr. Leonard asked.
"What about my plan to use the theme for
a series? What about those rights?"
"Go ahead and don't worry," he was told.
Negotiations for the serial rights were under
way; Columbia would not put the motion
picture on tv until the series had run its
course; he had nothing to worry about
except making his series.
Mr. Leonard began watching "The Naked
City" over and over. "I don't know how
many times I saw it, but looking back it
seems as if I spent weeks in the projection
room. I soaked up the feel of the picture,
the feel of the city that is its real star; I
Page 70
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of

a

pilot

film

began to get ideas for capturing this feel
for the tv series. Then I called in a young
wnier. Sterling Silliphant. He watched with
me. He got the feel too and presently we had
an idea of how we were going to proceed."
They still didn"t have the tv serial rights,
but Mr. Leonard scarcely noticed this lack.
He was too busy arguing with Columbia
executives over treatment. He wanted to
follow the approach of the movie. They said
it couldn't be done in a half-hour series.
Mr. Silliphant had convinced him that he
as producer should do the narration of the
tv series, just as Mr. Hellinger had narrated
the picture. Officials balked at this unorthodox idea for tv, capitulating only when he
drove home his clincher that if they were
going to get just another cops-and-robbers
series they were wasting their money buying
rights to "The Naked City." And what about
those rights, anyway?
Once more he was told not to worry about
the rights; they'd come through eventually.
But when he announced that he planned to
shoot the series in New York, he started
another argument. "Hollywood's the place
to make movies," they told him. "New York

and we spent less than we would -have in
Hollywood. There was just one worry. We
had about $80,000 invested in the series,
but I still lacked the right to make it.'"
Breaking down the $80,000, he said that
about $5,000 had gone for story development; $15,00 for screen tests and travel
expenses; something over $50,000 for the
actual filming of the pilot, including three
extra days to get footage that may be useful
for future episodes ("showing how confident,
or perhaps foolhardy, I was"), and another
$5,000 or so for miscellaneous items, such
as props, options on studios and the services
of the cameraman, director and other key
personnel, including the two leads and three
continuing supporting members of the cast.
Back in Hollywood, the pilot in the can,
Mr. Leonard drew a deep breath of relief
on learning that the contract for the tv
rights was signed and in the studio vault.
But he blew it right out again when the
Columbia executives watching the studio
screening told him that he'd have to delete
the scenes he'd taken from the original
picture, as he had no right to use them. By
now the pilot had been edited and scored;
to comply would mean doing that all over
again, perhaps require another shooting session in New York, and certainly add to the

MR. LEONARD
AND

HIS PILOT

technicians are not as good as ours; the
unions are undependable there; they do
have a few good actors but you can do
everything else better out here, and there's
all the stock footage anyone could want for
New York backgrounds."
Mr. Leonard won this round by citing a
clause in his contract giving him the right
to make one picture a year exactly as he
wants to make it. Then he, Mr. Silliphant
and Lou Appleton, the assistant producer,
went to New York, arranged for a studio,
selected a cameraman, picked the outside
locations and budgeted the picture. Home
to Hollywood and further arguments and
then back to New York to shoot the pilot.
But still no legal assurance that he had the
right to make

a tv series of "The Naked

"Everything was great in New York," Mr.
Leonard reports. "The technical people
were fine; the shooting went off smoothly
City."

cost of the project. So he began arguing
again and again won his point.
On April 17, 13 months and $80,000 after
its inception in Toronto, the pilot of The
Naked City tv series was in New York, ready
for screening for advertisers and agencies.
The price will probably be about $40,000,
give or take 10%. "My part is done for the
moment," Mr. Leonard says. "It's now up
to Screen Gems to make the sale. After
that, I'll go to work again, getting the series
ready to go on the air this fall."
Everybody likes happy endings. This story
has one. Screen Gems made the sale. Naked
City will go on ABC-TV this fall in the Tuesday 9:30-10 p.m. slot. Co-sponsors are
Quaker Oats Co. through J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and Brown & Williamson
Tobacco (Viceroy) through Ted Bates Inc.,
New York. Mr. Leonard can sit back, relax
and watch the show.
Broadcasting
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Al Mann of West Lafayette, Ind.,
is a member of the city traffic
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tee, and is a member of a group
set up to advise the school board.
He has had a Standard Oil dealership for 22 years.
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Charles Pall of Chicago, Illinois,
has worked on neighborhood improvement projects as a member
of the Garfield Park Chamber of
Commerce. He also has served
on committees of the American
Petroleum Institute. He has had
a Standard dealership 28 years.

Both on and off the job they are striving
ss asto serve their fellow citizens and busine
sociates better. No wonder their friends and
-and on the thouneighbors depend onOilthem
dealers just like them.
sands ofStandard

What makes a company a good citizen?
Citizenship has many obligations. But
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W. E. Cook of Kansas City, Mo.,
has been active in Boy Scout
work for years and is now a
troop chairman. He is a leader
boys'
such
y asSchool
Sunda
in youthll progra
and ms,
baseba
work. He has had a Standard
dealership 18 years.
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As members of the 1958 Standard Oil Dealer
Advisory Council, they are available as
consultants to officials of Standard Oil, giving advice and suggestions on how to further improve service to the motoring public. Nearly 100 suggestions by previous
Dealer Councils, including the popular plan
for guaranteed radiator protection, have
company in the .past
by the s.
five
.
adopted ar
been ye

A. V. Tisdel of Minneapolis,
Minnesota, is a member of the
Commercial Club, a business orinterestednts.in Heneighganization
has
improveme
borhood
served four years on the Dealer
Advisory Council and has had a
Standard dealership 24 years.

OIL. COMPANY
(INDIANA)

Edward L. Weseman of Hampshire, Illinois, is secretary of the
and has been a memschoolber of board
the board for three years.
He has served as treasurer of his
church for five years and is active
in PTA. He has had a Standard
Oil dealership for 13 years.

A. A. Lange of Milwaukee, Wis.,
is a member of the Civil Defense
corps and participates in PTA
and YMCA activities. He is a
member of a business group deimprovevoted toneighborhood
ment. He has had a Standard
years.
dealership for 25

Harry Hjortshoj of Atlantic, la.,
is chairman of the Roads Committee of the Chamber of Commerce. He has been a volunteer
fireman since 1940 and has
worked on Red Cross fund drives.
a Standard Oil dealHe has ershiphad
for 20 years.
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STATIONS

D.J.

FREED—

BLAMED

Boston was in revolt last week against
rock and roll music and in the process
Alan Freed, WINS New York disc jockey
and a rock and roll radio pioneer, was implicated.
A grand jury in Boston's Suffolk County
Thursday indicted Mr. Freed on charges of
violating Massachusetts' "anti-anarchy" law,
setting in motion legal machinery against
the WINS d.j. who had taken his personal,
non-broadcast rock and roll stage show with
Jerry Lee Lewis into the Boston Arena
May 3.
The indictment's impact made itself felt in
New York hours later where WINS Thursday night — without explanation — yanked
Mr. Freed's The Big Beat (7-11 p.m.) and
substituted "soothing" popular music with
m.c. Paul Sherman.
Speculation
immediately arose whether
~V
Mr. Freed and WINS had parted company
but neither station officials nor the disc
v|
jockey
could be reached for comment late
Thursday.

VI©
o
v|

disc jockey "by speech did advocate, advise, counsel and incite the destruction of

o

real and personal property."
Mr. Freed was not being held in Boston.
As of Thursday night, there were no reported steps toward extradition, and Mr.
Freed had canceled other stops of his tour
(Lewiston, Me., and Providence). WINS
in New York reported that Mr. Freed was

o

at his Stamford, Conn., home and
communicado." He was said to be
a statement for release this week.
tion said it was not associated with

IV•
o
IV
o
IV
o
IV

o

KDUB-TV
LUBBOCK, TEXAS

o
IV

KPAR-TV
ABILENE - SWEETWATER

o

KEDY-TV
BIG SPRING, TEXAS
NATIONAL

VI

REPRESENTATIVES:, THE BRANHAM COMPANY

Pr**id*nt and Gen. Mgr., W. D. "DUB" ROGERS
Notional Solw Mgr. E. A. "Buxi" Haiutt
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executives because of the "riot" (as one
Boston newspaper headlined the clash on
Theone).
Boston Herald reported that State
page
Sen. William D. Fleming (D-Worcester),
will seek legislation banning rock and roll
from state-owned buildings and quoted the
senator, "I don't think that rock and roll
music was the primary cause of the trouble
... I have been informed that certain
products, narcotics, were sold. It was not the
music which sent the youngsters along the
path
destruction."
A of
proposed
"concert" Thursday at New
Haven's Arena Theatre was canceled by
theatre managers, and the townsmen of
New Britain, Conn., also posted a "Stay
Out" sign to Mr. Freed and friends. In Trenton. N. J., Wednesday night, Maj. Gen.
James Cantwell, commander of the state
national guard, canceled a Friday night
concert that was to have been held in the
Newark, N. J., Sussex Ave. Armory. Acting
Attorney General David D. Furman concurred with the guard's action, as did Newark Police Director Joseph P. Sugrue. Both

event. Mr. Freed's personal promoter, exwelterweight boxer "Izzie" Grove, picketed
Newark City Hall Thursday but was removed by local police, according to WINS.
The station, at about 4.T5 p.m. Thursday,
also was subjected to a bomb scare and
station personnel evacuated the premises until police reported the call was a hoax.
Throughout, WINS maintained a discreet
"hands-off" position. Vice President-General
Manager H. G. (Jock) Fearnhead said that
WINS "in no way is connected with this
tour," that "as far as we are concerned Mr.
Freed is on leave of absence," and that he
would return to work this week. Mr. Fearn-

tv
o

"v

Troy

the station found itself besieged by "hundreds of phone calls" from teenagers demanding arefund under the mistaken impression that WINS was promoting the

"inciting the unlawful destruction of property" during the rock 'n' roll session at the
arena. As announced by the District Attorney in Boston, the indictment said the

IV•
o

in that area, was cancelled by WTRY

"did not exceed [its] authority" after counsel for the WINS d.j. had objected.
Following announcement in New York
and Newark papers that the Newark Friday night event was to be canceled — WINS
itself made no mention of it on the air —

VIo
•

o

BOSTON

The Boston jury deliberated less than
three hours after hearing testimony of witnesses including several victims of the Saturday night escapade. Boston police charged
Mr. ■v.Freed with making statements to his
audience that later led to a fracas outside
of the arena. Mr. Freed, according to news
reports, denied the charges and explained
that the violence (a stabbing, beatings and
a robbery) took place far from the locale
of his show staged for rock and roll enthusiasts. He also denied making inflammatory
statements to the audience.
Mr. Freed was indicted on a charge of

rv
•
o

o

IN

was "inpreparing
The stathe tour.

said they had acted "for the public's safety."
The New Haven theatre executive who canceled the Freed show was backed by local
police. After a six-hour hearing, New Haven
Judge Sidney A. Johnson said the police

The Sunday before the indictment and
the day after the arena troubles, Boston
Mayor John B. Hynes and District Attorney
Garrett H. Byrne officially banned public
demonstrations of rock and roll.
The Lewiston, Me., event went on without Mr. Freed. Emceed by WLAM disc
jockey Frank Sweeney, this show was
marred by an arrest of a youngster who insisted he share the stage with the performers. The show at Providence (also without
Mr. Freed) was policed by 20 officers, policewomen, plainclothesmen and others.
A scheduled program at the Rensselaer

The advancement of Thomas B. Campbell from director of sales for radio and
television of the Branham Co., station representative, tovice president in charge of
station relations was announced last week
by Monroe H. Long, board chairman. Mr.
Campbell joined the radio sales staff of
Branham in 1941 and was named sales

Polytechnic Institute's field house in Troy,
N.Y., where proceeds would have gone to
the Catholic Youth Organization charities

director in 1952. In his new post Mr. Campbell will supervise station relations activities
of the 1 1 Branham offices.

head's explanation was made before WINS
decided to cancel Big Beat that night.
Campbell

Named

Branham

V.P.
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It
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only

that

an
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tool

try to surpass

that

it. So

along,

comes

it is with

the

tiTrading stamps are only one of several compe
tive tools available to the merchant seeking to
increase his business volume. He may give a
discount for cash. He may
feature "loss leaders."
contests, giveaways

cut some prices and

Or he may

or other promotion

use prize
devices.

All these sales tools have two things in common. First, to be successful, they must pay their
way by the creation of new business volume. Second, they cause intense competition
which has the effect of helping to hold prices

own

down

even during inflationary times. Because

stamps are given nationwide, marketing experts
connected with universities have been able to
measure this effect in the case of stamps.
Food

tools

prices in five cities where

not given by supermarkets

and

keep

down

business

American

of

axiom

help

prices

food

is

of

competitive

many

It

one

stamps

were

in ten cities

another

trading

new

that
one

new

for every

will come

along

,

stamp.

were given were compared with
the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Price Index

where

stamps

for the two years ending
Food prices in the "stamp"

in December

1956.

cities rose less than

the national average. Price increases in "nonstamp" cities were more than the average. No
evidence was found that stamp stores, as a class,
charged more than non-stamp stores.
It seems clear that in these inflationary times
the trading stamp is needed
with

the many

to work side by side

other competitive

tools also

helping to keep prices down.
★
★
★
REFERENCES : "Status of Trading Stamps in Food and
Drug Stores." Selling Research, Inc., New York, 1957.

"Competition and Trading Stamps in Retailing." Dr.
Euo-ene R. Beem, School of Business Administration, University of California.

by
This message is one of a series presented for your information
Avenue, New York 11, New York.
THE SPERRY AND HUTCHINSON COMPANY, 114 Fifth
stamps to consumers as a discount for paying cash.
S&H pioneered 62 years ago in the movement to give trading
millions of consumers.
S&H GREEN STAMPS are currently being saved by
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STATIONS CONTINUED
CHANGING

HANDS

The following sales of
station interests were
announced last week. All are subject to FCC
approval.
ANNOUNCED

KULA-TV
HONOLULU,
HAWAII •
Sold to Henry J. Kaiser by the Television
Corp. of America (equally owned by Jack
A. Burnett. Arthur B. Hogan, Richard C.
Simonton and Albert Zugsmith) for approximately $685,000. Kaiser Hawaiian Village
Television Inc. is currently studying plans
for the disposition of ch. 13 KHVH-TV
Honolulu. The Kaiser KULA-TV purchase
relates solely to television, reports Kaiser,
and docs not involve the Kaiser or KULA
radio stations. KULA-TV operates on ch.
4 and is affiliated with ABC. Mr. Kaiser announced last week that KULA-TV would
be modified to "permit televising programs
in color. . . . We will show top rated feature
films from the largest film libraries available
to television today. . . . With the facilities
to be acquired and the programming
planned, we expect to provide improved
services in all phases of television."
WBCO BESSEMER, ALA. • Sold by
Bessemer Broadcasting Co. to John M. McLendon & Assoc. Inc. for $70,000. McLendon operates the Ebony Radio Group —
KOKY Little Rock, Ark., KOKA Shreveport. La., and WOKJ Jackson, Miss. WBCO
is on 1450 kc with 250 w.
WBCR CHRISTIANSBURG, VA, • Sold
by Dr. Vernon Baker to A. Hundley Griffith

•.■.•s.\v\-.\
TRACK RECORD ON STATION SALES, APPROVALS
Jr. for $60,000. Mr. Griffith, currently with
sales department. Modern Teleservice Inc.,
New York, formerly was radio and tv director, Dorcmus & Co., New York. He will
become president of WBCR Inc. Broker:
Blackburn & Co. WBCR is 1 kw daytimer
on I 260 kc.
The following transfers of
station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions see For the Record, page
103.

23,
1957].
1 kw,
day. KIMO

operates on 1510 kc with

KEAP FRESNO, CALIF. • Sold to KEAP
Inc. by B. L. Golden for $150,000. Herbert
J. Edelman is president of KEAP Inc.; subscriber Howard L. Tullis has interest in
KAFY Bakersfield and KFXM San Bernardino, and Mortimer W. Hall owns KLAC
Los Angeles. KEAP operates on 980 kc
with 500 w, day.

APPROVED

WAHR-AM-FM MIAMI BEACH, FLA. •
Sold to Community Service Broadcasters
Inc., which is headed by Fred Bernstein and
Richard B. Baker of Cincinnati, by Alan H.
Rosenson and wife for $150,000. WAHR

KRUX GLENDALE, ARIZ. • Sold to Don
G. and Otilie Owsley by Bartell Broadcasters Inc. for $200,000. KRUX operates on
1340 kc with 250 w.

operates on 1490 kc with 250 w. WAHRFM operates on 93.9 mc with 13 kw. Comr.
Robert Lee dissented, on grounds of the
station's overcommercialization.

KIMO INDEPENDENCE, MO. • Sold to
KIMO Inc. (RAB President Kevin B.
Sweeney, Kenyon Brown and Glenn Griswold) by Craig Siegfried for $87,400 plus
$50,400 for 10-year land lease and $60,000
to assignor for personal services and noncompetitive contract for 10 years. Mr.
Sweeney and Mr. Brown each acquired
40%, Mr. Griswold, 20%. Mr. Brown, who
also has part interest in KCOP (TV) Los
Angeles and Mr. Sweeney also bought
KFOX Long Beach, Calif., last December
for about $700,000. Mr. Sweeney, Mr.
Griswold, former general manager of
KFEQ-AM-TV St. Joseph, Mo., and F. F.
(Mike) Lynch, general manager of KB YE
Oklahoma City, acquired KB YE for $180,000 at about the same time [Stations, Dec.

WAZF YAZOO CITY, MISS. • Sold to
David B. Highbaugh by E. O. Roden and
Assoc., for $125,000. Mr. Highbaugh was
formerly 50% owner of WHIR Danville,
Ky. WAZF operates on 1230 kc with 250
w, is affiliated with MBS. Comr. Lee dissented, claiming WAZF also has indulged
(see WAHR-AM-FM above) in overcommercialization.
KTKN KETCHIKAN, ALASKA • Sold to
Midnight Sun Broadcasting Co. by Robert
C. Mehan for $50,000. Midnight Sun has
agreed to cease operation of its present
Ketchikan outlet, KABI, upon this grant.
Other Midnight Sun stations: KFAR-AMTV Fairbanks and KENI-AM-TV Anchorage, both Alaska. KTKN operates on 930
kc with 1 kw, is affiliated with CBS.
KCLN CLINTON, IOWA • Sold 75%
stock to Rock River Broadcasting Co. by
John R. Livingston, Kenneth Parker and
Errett Zendt for $600, plus $15,000 to John
Livingston, as trustee for the present stockholders of the corporation, plus other
amounts to Mr. Livingston on notes he now
holds. Rock River Broadcasting operates
WRRR Rockford, 111. Its stockholders have
principal interests in WMBV-TV Green Bay,
WMAM
Marinette, WBEV Beaver Dam,
all Wisconsin, and formerly KXGI Fort
Madison, Iowa, among others. KCLN
erates on 1390 kc, with 1 kw, day.
KRTV

(TV) to Go

Appoints

General

op-

on Air;
Manager

KRTV

(TV) Great Falls, Mont., has announced plans to go on the air next month.
It was authorized May 29, 1957, as a 100 w
station, but has increased its power to 600 w,
with FCC approval.
The permit for KRTV originally was
issued to Cascade Broadcasting Co., but
the name of the operators will be changed
OWNERSHIP of WNTA-AM-FM-TV Newark, N. J. (formerly WAAT-AM-FMWATV [TV]) is formally transferred to National Telefilm Assoc. as papers for the
$3.5 million sale are signed. At the ceremony (seated, 1 to r): Edythe Rein, NTA
senior vice .president; Irving R. Rosenhaus, president of the selling group; Oliver
A. Unger, president of NTA; (standing, 1 to r) Raymond E. Nelson, new president-general manager of WNTA-AM-FM; Ted Cott, NTA broadcasting vice president, and Gerald O. Kaye, president-general manager of WNTA-TV. The FCC
approved sale of the Newark stations last month [Government, April 7].
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to Rocky Mountain Broadcasters. The station plans to go on the air as an independent, programming with film. A schedule
of three to four hours of television a night
is planned for the summer. In addition,
KRTV is planning live studio programs.
Dan Snyder, formerly part-owner of
KUDI Great Falls, has been named general manager of the new station.
Broadcasting

.

Inc
Tele-Broadcasters
Stock Issue
Sets New

Tele-BroadMultiple radio station ownerissu
e another
casters Inc. is preparing to
e
40,000 shares of common stock (par valu
5*1) at a selling price of $3.25.
SecuThe prospective offering, subject to
straregi
nonon
issi
Comm
rities & Exchange
air
Sincl
tion approval, will be sold through
underSecurities Corp., New York. The
sold.
e
shar
each
for
65^
writer will receive
Seyfor
Also included is an arrangement
buy
to
firm
lair
Sinc
the
r
mour Blaune of
s.
share
00
40,0
the
of
00
10,0
Tele-Broadcasters, which is controlled by
H Scott Killgore, owns KUDL Kansas City,
WPOP Hartford (Conn.), WPOW New
York, KTIX Seattle, and KALI Pasadena,
Calif.' It also once owned WKXL Concord,
N. H.; WARE Ware, Mass., and WKXV
Knoxville, Tenn.
Tele-Broadcasters also holds a two-year
rlease on XGEM Tijuana, Mexico (cove
for
ns
optio
ing the San Diego market), with
renewals for 10 years.

adThe SEC notice stated that Tele-Bro
40,the
from
eeds
proc
the
casters will use
time
fulla
as
KALI
build
to
sale
000 stock
station. It also indicated that a study was
underway to put KUDL full time.
Tele-Broadcasters is authorized to issue
900,000 Class A shares, of which 100,000
are now outstanding. These were issued in
1956 and were sold for $1.50 a share.
Dividends of 2Vi4 per share were paid to
Class A stockholders twice in 1957 and were
authorized again in March 28, 1958.
Also authorized and outstanding are
350,000 shares of Class B common. Class
B shareholders may convert to Class A, on
a one-for-one basis. Mr. Killgore owns 256,500 Class B shares and is listed at a salary
of $25,000 a year as president. Dividends
are paid only to Class A stockholders.
The over-the-counter price of Tele-Broadcasters has fluctuated from a low of l5/s
to a high of W2.
Tele-Broadcasters balance sheet as of Dec.
31, 1957, showed total assets of $1,170,551.45, with current assets shown as $131,751.31. Current liabilities are listed at $268,330.15, mortgages due at $711,865.18, and
earned surplus at $7,846.14 and capital
surplus at $137,745.00. The SEC notice
showed that Tele-Broadcasters incurred a
deficit in 1956 of $20,866.91. In 1957 its
operating profit was $79,104.20 compared
to $28,612.42 in 1956.
Phillips Named to KDAY Post
Irving Phillips, president and general
manager of KYA San Francisco until its
sale by J. Elroy McCaw and John D. Keating to the Bartell Family Group [Stations,
March 10], has been appointed vice president and general manager of KDAY Santa
Monica, Calif., effective today (Monday).
He succeeds Frank Crane, who has been
promoted to executive vice president of
Radio California, licensee of KDAY, which
is owned by Messrs. McCaw and Keating.
In his new post, Mr. Crane will be responBroadcasting
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FACTS

It's not always lonely at the top.
Take it from transmitter engineers of
WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va. This
hardy crew, working on Massanutten
Mountain, 20 miles from home
studios, frequently is favored by interesting visitors.
One such happened by last month
when Buddy Lowe, Harold Richardson and Gray Williams were on duty.
Mr. Williams went to shut out the
night air and found himself facing a
bear reared against the window, peering in. Another time, departing
WSVA-TV engineers found their way
blocked at the door by a big black
bruin. Such meetings, becoming commonplace, have turned the transmitter
team into an intrepid band who tread
softly through the woods, keeping
guns and cameras at the ready. Bears
abroad on Massanutten include some
that are half-tame and others not at
all tame, rangers say.

Newsworthy

ST. LOUIS — Six-year-old kidnap victim
Kathy Hampton, found after three days, was
interviewed on KSD-TV even before returning to her home. The broadcast climaxed
extensive coverage by the station, which two
nights earlier had carried her parents' appeal
for her return. Frank Eschen, special events
director, arranged the interview immediately
after the family left a local hospital. The
girl, clad only in underwear, was found
after escaping from an abandoned house
where the kidnaper left her. Mr. Eschen
provided her with clothes from his own
daughter's wardrobe. Austin Bridgman,
KSD-TV news director, also figured in the
kidnap coverage.

sible for the development, planning and
exploitation activities of KDAY and will
supervise the installation of its new 50 kw
transmitter. He will also serve as Pacific
coast management and sales liaison for
WINS New York, another McCaw-Keating station. KDAY has appointed McGavren-Quinn as its national sales representative.

NANAIMO — CHUB, at this British Columbia resort, received a message at noon May
3 that a lioness had escaped from a zoo. The
station immediately aired warnings to parents to collect their children and asked members of the Nanaimo Fish & Game Club to
report to the zoo with their rifles. Staffers
Des Kearney and Buron Scott — armed with
a tape recorder — joined the posse and the
Royal Canadian Mounted Police at the zoo
to learn that the lioness had mauled an
eight-year-old child to death. Messrs. Kearney and Scott reported this to CHUB, then
joined in the search.
Two hours after the animal was located
and killed, CHUB played back the story
of the hunt as recorded by its staffers who,
it was later learned, had not been more

News

Coverage

by

than 200 yards from the killer since arriving
on the scene. The zoo's owner was featured
in a half-hour report that evening.
CLEVELAND — After Cleveland industrialist
Cyrus Eaton aired some controversial
opinions on national policy in a network tv
news show, WDOK here rode developments
for two days. Morning News Editor Norman Wain on Monday stirred vigorous listener reaction when he broadcast a beeper
phone interview in which Mr. Eaton elaborated on his statements of the evening
before. The next day, News Director Brian
Hodgkinson took an editorial position on
Mr. Eaton's "unwise remarks." Local newspapers noted the WDOK coverage and
listeners continued to react days after the
industrialist raised the flurry of comment.

PENDLETON — KUMA here interrupted its
regular programming schedule to report on
the Eastern Oregon floods a fortnight ago.
General Manager Ted A. Smith (whose
own home was flooded) toured the danger
area in a mobile unit and broadcast bulletins
on the damage. KUMA's facilities were
used to help in the evacuation of people
living in the vicinity and to keep them informed of the progress in fighting the flood.
LITTLETON — J. Kenneth Brother, co-owner
and manager of KUDY Littleton, Colo., reports he was the first radio reporter to get
to confessed murderer David F. Early for
an interview after his capture. The ex-convict is charged with murdering three people
in this Denver suburb and now is in Arapahoe County Jail awaiting trial.
CHARLOTTE— WBT-WBTV (TV) here refrained, at the request of safety-concerned
authorities, from broadcasting news of an

OPPORTUNITY

to get most for your money

awaits you when

you select

consistently proven lead TV station (KJEO-TV) in fabulously rich Fresno and San Joaquin Valley market. Consult your Branham

man

tails. We GUARANTEE

now for further fascinating deyou'll save your energies . . .

get more for your monies ... on KJEO-TV
TODAY!

Eastern Airlines craft's three-hour air struggle with a jammed landing gear Thursday. But a seven-man news crew was busy
on the story and ready to broadcast it at
2:57 p.m., four minutes after the craft was
put down safely on a foam-bedded airstrip.
WBTV had its film report on the air 72
minutes after the plane touched ground,
and 10 minutes later the footage was on its
way by plane to CBS-TV in New York.
Additional film interviews with Eastern Pilot
Capt. John Randall and passengers were
run on the WBTV Esso Reporter 6:30 p.m.
newscast.
After the landing, WBT supplied spot
reports to stations in nine cities.

Fresno. ACT
REPRESENTATIVE

APPOINTMENTS

KHSL Chico and KVCV Redding, both
California, name McGavren-Quinn Co.
Both are McClung stations.

WAND Canton and WJER Dover, both
Ohio, appoint Breen & Ward, N. Y. Both
are Dover Broadcasting stations.
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WDXB Chattanooga, Tenn., has appointed
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, N. Y.
Broadcasting

PERSONNEL RELATIONS

NLRB,
Favor

Court
Rebel

Actions
Musicians

The Hollywood musicians who have rebelled against certain policies and procedures
of the American Federation of Musicians
and its Hollywood Local 47 won two victories last week.
First, the National Labor Relations Board
ordered a hearing May 20 on the petition
of the Musicians Guild of America for an
election to determine whether AFM or
MGA should represent musicians employed
at the motion picture studios as collective
bargaining agent (MGA was organized
earlier this year by Cecil B. Read, leader
of the rebellion against AFM policies in
which he lost his AFM membership some
two years ago [Personnel Relations,
March 31].
Next, Judge Bayard Rhone of Los
y
Angeles Superior Court issued a preliminar
the
stay
to
47
l
Loca
ing
injunction order
suspensions of seven supporters of the rebel
movement until they have exhausted the
remedies for appeal within the AFM. Judge
Rhone also ordered Local 47 to hold a
new election to fill seven directorships of
the Musicians Club, a corporation of members of Local 47 which controls the property
and assets of the local. Six of the seven
ed
suspended members of the local were elect
rebel
a
when
6,
h
Marc
directors of the club
slate defeated a list of candidates put up by
the current administration of Local 47. The

ousted directors alleged local President
Eliot Daniel had suspended them to prevent
their taking office and gaining control of
the union's funds. Pending the outcome of
the new election, Judge Rhone ordered
both sides not to withdraw any funds from
the club's $50,000 bank accounts.
The previous week, the administration
of the local barely averted having its
d members oversuspension of the ouste
ruled when a move to reinstate them failed

maby 29 votes to muster the two-thirds
administration
the
ide
overr
to
needed
jority
action.
The vote, climaxing six hours of debate
before more than 1,600 members of Local
47, was hailed as a moral victory by the
rebel faction despite its failure to reverse
the Daniel faction.

NABET Expects Solution
To Network Problem Tomorrow
National Assn. of Broadcast Employes &
Technicians reported late Thursday that it
tomorrow (Tuesday) "a resoexpected lution"by
of its contract impasse with NBC
and ABC [At Deadline, May 5]. The contract signing was held up on May 2 when
of 2,000 NABET workers at the two
out
98
networks failed to ratify the pact.
At that time, the union proposed that the
pact be signed for all employes except those
who had not ratified it, but the networks

" conparty to a "piecemeal
declined to be ngs
were held last week and
tract. No meeti

HERE'S

GIANT

WFBC-TV'S

Y
KIVC
ajk AEifE
IV1M

I

network spokesmen declined to discuss developments. ANABET official would only
say that "a resolution" of the conflict was
expected to develop by tomorrow but preferred not to elaborate on the situation.
SDG

Resuming

With

Film

Producers

Contract talks between Screen Directors
Guild and Assn. of Motion Picture Producers & Alliance of Television Producers are scheduled to resume tomorrow.
Discussions had recessed for a week because
Charles S. Boren, AMPP vice president
for industrial relations who heads that organization's negotiating committee, was
down with a virus infection.
SDG negotiators return to the bargaining
union's memtable with a mandate from the ment
on SDG
bership to get a prompt settle
terms, or else. A meeting held May 3 set
June 2 as the deadline, with the guild to
strike against the film companies if new contracts are not set by that date. Directors
have been working on both theatrical and
tv films on an interim basis since March 13,
when the motion picture studio agreement
and April 3, when the tv film agreeexpired,
ment ended.
As is usual in labor negotiations, money is
important and the SDG considers the flat
5% increase in base scale offered by film
makers somewhat less than adequate. But
this time the major issues are not concrete
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• WFBC-TV leads all South Carolina
television stations by far.
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facts like wage scales and working conditions but intangible future possibilities like

RCA

the sale
of of
post-'48
to tv and
the
advent
toll t\ feature
into thefilms
entertainment
scene.
The guild contends that the director of a
theatrical picture which is later released for
telecasting should get a part of the proceeds
of the sale to tv, a stand which has also been
taken h\ the unions representing actors and
writers working in motion pictures. The
producers maintain that when the director
has been paid for his services to a picture
his financial interest in that picture is ended
and any money derived from tv belongs to
the producer alone. As to pay tv, the producers have declined to agree even to discuss this subject with the union when, and
if this possible new market for movies becomes areality.
Screen Directors Guild reportedly has received assurances of full support in the
event of a strike from Radio-Tv Directors
Guild, Screen Actors Guild and Writers
Guild of America.
Blast From

AFTRA

Touched

Off

By DeMille Speech to Pioneers
The American Federation of Television
& Radio Artists has withdrawn its support
from attempts to organize a Hollywood
chapter of Broadcast Pioneers and now is
urging its members not to join the Pioneers,
the Hollywood office of the talent union has
announced. A change of heart followed the
address of Cecil D. DeMille at the annual
banquet of the Broadcast Pioneers during
the NAB convention. The motion picture
producer vigorously attacked the union for
expelling him from membership, so ending
his career in radio as host of the Lux Radio
Theatre because he refused to pay a $ 1
assessment for a political activity with which
he disagreed [NAB Convention, May 5J.
"We feel it is more than a coincidence
that Mr. DeMille has been selected as the
recipient of an award by the Broadcast
Pioneers at the inception of one of the most
intensive campaigns in the history of the
state of California to destroy the collective
bargaining strength of unions in our state,"
the union declared.
Earnings Up for Tv Writers,
Television writers earned $9,224,000 in
the year ending March 31, 1958, up more
than 35% from their earnings of $6,814,000
the preceding year, according to the annual
financial report of the Writer^ Guild of
America, West, made last week by Edmund
H. North, treasurer. Earnings of radio
writers dropped from $467,000 to about
$300,000 but screen writers' earnings held
surprisingly well for a year supposedly so
critical in the movies, dropping only 1%
from $1 1.151,200 in fiscal 1957 to $11,028,500 in fiscal 1958.
"The tv-radio branch contributed 34.7%
of the Guild's income (in dues based on
gross earnings) in 1956, 39.5% in 1957
and 46.5% in 1958," Mr. North reported.
"Screen writers, on the other hand, in a
levelling process as television has grown,
contributed only 53.5% in 1958 as compared to 65.3% in 1956."
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AFTER
•

NEW

QUARTER

Stockholders

SALES

ASSAULT

EARNINGS

given three-pronged

economic

• New departments, products introduced
RCA. the electronics industry giant, last

DROP

program

to record turnout

week documented a program to "sell our
[RCA's] way to higher volume and higher

• Products
— RCA's research will make
page
62.)
available this year to the public six new

In a talk to stockholders in New York,
RCA President John 1.. Burns revealed: (1)

products. Shown at the stockholders' meeting was the first of the six products, a highfidelity tape cartridge. Stockholders also got

a profits."
first-quarter earnings dip, (2) a three-point
program to counter the current economic
slump and (3) promise of new products —
and a look at one of them.

story.)
a glimpse of RCA's fountain pen-size radio,
still in the development stage. (See separate

The annual meeting at NBC's huge Studio 8-H Rockefeller Center, was unusually
noisy, lasted 2 hours and 40 minutes, featured entertainment (not all of it scheduled)
and had a record turnout of stockholders
(about 1,400).
Highlights of the meeting, which was presided over bySarnoff:
RCA's board chairman. Brig.
Gen. David
• Earnings — First-quarter earnings declined 29.7% to $9,004,000, or 59 cents a
share, on sales of $278,339,000. Last year's
comparable period: net of $12,810,000 equal
to 87 cents a share, on a $295,773,000 volume. But, said Mr. Burns: "Our plans contemplate our business for the full year 1958
running ahead of the rate for the first three
months, and we hope that economic conditions for the nation as a whole will so develop that we will be able to carry out these
RCA's business volume last year reached a
record $1,176,277,000, an increase of 4.3%
over the preceding year, and the third
plans."
straight year that the company's sales of
products and services went over the billion
dollar mark. But profits for the year were
reduced 3.7%.
• NBC — Net sales of the network for
the first quarter of 1958 were 10% above
the same period last year and network billings have reached "a new high." (See story,
RADIO
CORPORATION
OF AMERICA AND
DOMESTIC
SUBSIDIARIES CONSOLIDATED
STATEMENT OF
INCOME
FOR 31THE QUARTER
ENDED
MARCH
1957
1958
$
$
Products and
295,773,000
278,339,000
Services Sold
Cost of Products and
Services Sold and
270,232,000
260,331,000
Other Operating C
Profit Before Federal
Taxes on Income
18,008.000
25,541,000
Federal Taxes on Income
9,004,000
12,731,000
Net Profit for
12,810,000
the Quarter
9,004.000
788,000
Preferred Dividend
788,000
Balance for
Common Stock . . .
Earnings Per Share
on Common Stock

8,216,000

12,022,000
.87

.59
Beginning January 1. 1958 depreciation of certain standard manufacturing facilities is being
computed on the straight line method in lieu of
an accelerated method previously employed. This
results in a reduction of depreciation charges by
$500,000
after income tax in the first quarter of
1958.
Net profits reported above are necessarily
based in part on approximations and are subject
to audit and year-end adjustments.

• Three-point program — RCA ("We believe that the best way out of a recession is to
sell your way out") intends to (1) expand existing activities that "show promise of returning a fair profit," (2) create new departments
to go after business in certain key areas,
and (3) introduce important new products
and services that will create new markets.
In the category of profit-showing activities: The NBC operation (includes owned
and operated stations, the radio and tv networks, film syndication, spot sales); color
tv — "Sales of color sets to consumers are
running well ahead of last year" — which
will advance in programming and in merchandising; automation in business and industry (called "one of the most promising
fields
of
future growth") and national defense.
New departments to be created include
the BMEWS Dept. (Ballistic Missile Early
Warning System). RCA is prime contractor
for the warning system that represents billings of more than $400 million over the next
several years.
Still other new departments: Educational
Electronics Dept. — "more than 200 colleges
and public school systems have installed
closed-circuit television, and more than 30
educational tv stations are on the air"; Telecommunications Div. (broadcast and tv
equipment and communications products);
Semiconductor and Materials Div.; Atomic
Energy Services: Model C Stellarator Project (research into controlled thermonuclear
reaction); Astro-Electronic Products Div.
(to develop and produce satellites, space vehicles and associated equipment).
At the end of his talk, Mr. Burns pressed a
button to start a demonstration of stereophonic sound. Played through an array of
speakers hung from the huge studio stage
were sounds of ping pong play, a steam engine pulling into the station, selections of
various types of music with a grand finale:
"The Stars and Stripes Forever."
The non-scheduled entertainment was provided by the surprise nomination of Elvis
Presley (a top recording star in RCA Victor's
stable), as a "balance" to the nomination of
Gloria Parker (a songstress who claims
"grievances" against Broadcast Music Inc.
in both the courts and in stockholder meetings of various broadcast companies) to be
a director of the corporation. (Mr. Presley's
name was not considered seriously. Miss
Parker received 720 votes in her favor, more
Broadcasting

than 12-million against.)
Barney Young, who said he held 10
shares of stock and is a plaintiff in several
lawsuits brought against RCA, offered the
names of both Mr. Presley (Gen. Sarnoff
e you talked to Presley?")
ed: "Hav
quippMiss
Parker. Mr. Young also voiced
and
other objections as to the running of the
the qualificameeting by the General and
tions of one of the board of directors.
Stockholders seeking a chance to comment, make speeches or ask questions at
times created a three-ring circus of comedy,
shouts and noise but the meeting never
of hand under Gen. Sarnoff's
did get out
freewheeling but tight hold on proceedings.
Overwhelmingly defeated were resolutions by minority stockholders that would
have imposed restrictions on option plans
a(that the right of purchase not be ofcumul
years)
tive and it expire over a set period
and would have substituted cumulative
voting for directors as .opposed to the current voting by shares
Only at one point in the meeting did
Gen. Sarnoff appear irate. Addressing himself to an inquisitive stockholder as to
what Gen. Sarnoff had done with RCA
holdings in the past, the General declared
that the "investment" in RCA represents
most of my fortune" and that most of himself had been put into the corporation.
A stockholder asked why NBC had not
sold educational programs to "sponsors because after all isn't it the business of RCA
to get the dollar?" Another asked if color
tv was in the "black." Gen. Sarnoff said
it was not, but he wished it were. He told
still another questioner that "all major divisions of RCA are operating in the black."
A stockholder asked about Perry Como's
contract with NBC-TV. Gen. Sarnoff said
he would pass that over to Robert W.
Sarnoff's
Sarnoff, NBC's president and Gen.was
comson. The NBC chief said this
Mr.
ht
thoug
he
that
petitive information,
period
year
sevena
for
was
ct
contra
s
Como'
but in any event, the network had Mr.
Como's talents signed up for as long as
the star is a performer.
Less than a dozen hands greeted a question posed by a stockholder of how many
people there had purchased color sets "on
their own." Gen. Sarnoff (as did Mr. Burns)
suggested more color sets be bought by
shareholders.
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RCA spent more than $32 million last
year on advertising and sales promotion,
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General Electric Co.'s new color
television camera sells for $49,500 —
not the $39,500 figure quoted in
Broadcasting's story on the new unit
a week ago [NAB Convention, May
5]. GE spokesmen said the lower price
was inadvertently quoted to Broadcasting's reporters at the demonstration and that the error was discovered
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when queries began arriving "from all
over the country."
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MANUFACTURING continued
though less was spent last year than in
former years on behalf of color tv promotion. Attention was drawn to RCA's demonstration of radio automation systems at the
NAB convention in Los Angeles and to
new government orders at RCA for the
first quarter increased by $130 million over
the same three months last year (RCA
expects to be about 10% ahead of 1957's
volume of $267 million worth of government contracts).
Burns

Shows

Miniature

Tape

Radio

Cartridge,

at RCA

Meeting

A new product soon to be offered to the
public and an experimental radio, the size
of a fountain pen, were shown to RCA
stockholders last week by RCA President
John L. Burns.
The new product is a high-fidelity tape
cartridge for home hi-fi record players.
Mr. Burns said the new cartridge holds
enough tape to provide two hours of regular music or one hour of stereophonic
music; it can be slipped into place simply
and eliminates the need for threading magnetic tape from one reel to another, and
will be on the market this fall.
As an example of RCA activity in electronic miniaturization and to illustrate the
electronic industry's "major breakthrough"
in radically scaling down basic components,
Mr. Burns held up for the assembled stockholders a new RCA experimental radio the
size of a fountain pen. It contains batteries,
antenna and earphone, weighs only two
ounces and has five modules, each about onetenth of a cubic inch, which correspond to
the tubes and accompanying circuits of conventional five-tube radio receivers.
RCA notes that the use of micro-modules
will make possible a ten-fold reduction in
size and weight of electronic systems for
missiles, earth satellites and field equipment.

Sign-On to Sign-Off —
Sunday thru Saturday
KFSA-TV

53.9

Station B

. 37.1

All others

To DuMont
KFSA-TV leads in 9
of the TOP 10 shows

KFSA-TV
of the

leads
TOP

20

in 1 7
shows

For Choice Availabilities,
Contact —

NBC-ABC

KFSA-TV
Fort
Smith
Arka n s»a s

Represented Nationally by
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.
Regional Representative:
Clyde Melville Company, Dallas
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Pictures Corp.), Armand
G. Erpf (partner, Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades &
Co.), Dr. Thomas T. Goldsmith Jr. (vice
president in charge of engineering at DuMont), Paul Raibourn, (vice president,
Paramount Pictures Corp.), Percy M.
Stewart (partner, Kuhn, Loeb & Co.), and
corporation counsel Edwin L. Weisl (partner, Simpson, Thacher & Bartlett).
MANUFACTURING

SHORTS

Westinghouse Electric Co., Metuchen, N. J.,
has announced plans for marketing phonograph equipment that will "convert any
Westinghouse high fidelity model to stereophonic sound." Company will offer auxiliary cabinet unit with multiple speakers and
amplifier plus "conversion kit" for adapting
present high fidelity models to play stereophonic discs. Also included will be a replaceable phonograph cartridge that will
reproduce either stereo or monaural records.
Columbia Records Div., CBS Inc., has
announced it would begin distribution of
automatic phonograph record vender named
"Dial-a-Disc" and developed for Columbia
by Holley Assoc. Device, available to record
stores and supermarkets through Columbia's
network of independent and company-operated distributors at $595 (F.O.B. Merchantville, N. J.) is "pilferproof" and offers
stores first workable automatic vending machine for "most strongly-sold non-food
products available today."
Sylvania Home Electronics, division of
Sylvania Electric Products Inc., has introduced Somerset, 17 -inch 110-degree portable television receiver. Suggested price:
$169.95.
Motorola Inc., Chicago, announces net
sales for quarter ending March 31 were
$40,894,492. Earnings: $677,782. Comparable figures last year: $52,281,795 and
$2,137,587.

14.4
First Quarter

la

dent, Paramount

Loss Reported

Labs

Stockholders

The outlook for Allen B. DuMont Labs
electronic manufacturing prospects, in the
past behaving in teeter-board fashion, is in
a new decline.
A DuMont stockholders meeting last week
revealed the depressing news that the laboratories had a $943,000 loss on sales of
$9,806,000 in the first quarter of this year.
This compares with a loss of $353,000 on
sales of $10,059,000 for the corresponding
period last year.
DuMont last year lost $535,000, compared with the loss in 1956 (after reduction
by a tax carryback) of $3,887,000. The
president of the corporation, David T.
Schultz, commenting in the annual report
on 1957's improvement then cited cost reductions, and a pick up in business for the
second half of 1957 [Manufacturing,
March 24]. Said Mr. Schultz last week:
the upward trend had been reversed; the
company is feeling the lowered level of the
national economy and the letting of defense
contracts has been slow.
Re-elected as officers: Dr. Allen B. DuMont, Mr. Schultz, Barney Balaban (presi-

Audio Devices Inc., N. Y., has released annual report to stockholders which shows increase of 29% in sales of magnetic tape and
recording discs for 1957 over 1956 — $4,774,523 as compared with $3,707,576. Operating profits from these sales were $506,735 before federal income taxes, increase of
21% over comparable profits of $417,457
for 1956. Sales for first quarter of 1958
exclusive of silicon rectifier have increased
25%

over same period for 1957, report dis-

Magnecord Div. of Midwestern Instruments
Inc.
announces two new instruments, Stereo
closed.Magnecordette and P-75 Editor II, both
with recording and playback features.
Magnecordette has tape speeds of 3% and
IVi inches per second. Among special features are playback and record amplifier
controls consisting of 2-gain channel, master
volume, controls. Unit retails for $395.
P-75 Editor II unit provides tape speeds of
IV2 and 15 inches per second (no retail
price given).
Fairchild Recording Equipment Co., Long
Island City, N. Y., announces availability of
booklet dealing with story of stereo sound
and particularly stereo disks.
Broadcasting

THREE
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INFINITE

PRE-SETTING

FOR

•S.J. Skirpan, Inventoi
PATENTS PENDING

LIGHTING

CONTROL

1. MARK LIGHT SETTINGS ON LUMITRON CUE SHEETS
2. STACK CUE SHEETS IN CONSOLE READERS
3. CROSS-FADE SMOOTHLY FROM ONE PRE SET TO
THE NEXT WITH MANUAL FADER

IT'S AS SIMPLE AS 1, 2, 3! . . .the all-electronic, all-new
LUMITRON INFINITE PRE-SET LIGHTING CONTROL SYSTEM.
Far superior to anything now available, it eliminates guessing, cue translation and human error to permit the prompt
accomplishment of the desired lighting design. Every cue is
e/ecfronica//y interpreted and a/ways explicitly followed. The
tubeless LUMITRON System provides an infinite number of
Pre-sets for the swift achievement of the finest, most complex
designs . . . and frees the Lighting Designer from
lighting tasks.
routine

Here, in a compact, table-sized Console, is the most revolutionary concept of stage lighting control yet devised.
CHECK THESE ADVANTAGES:
f UNLIMITED NUMBER OF PRE SETS AVAILABLE TO THE LIGHTING DESIGNER
PROVIDES AN ALTERABLE OR PERMANENT RECORD OF THE LIGHTING PLOT
OF EVERY SHOW
" ABSOLUTE SIMPLICITY OF OPERATION
v AUTOMATIC, YET ALWAYS UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE OPERATOR
NO TUBES - NOTHING TO WEAR OUT - LOW MAINTENANCE
*" COMPETITIVELY PRICED WITH SYSTEMS LIMITED TO ONLY TEN PRE-SETS
" FULLY GUARANTEED— INSTALLED AND MAINTAINED BY EXPERT LUMITRON
ENGINEERS

Creative Engineering for the Living Theatre by.

UGHTJNG CONTROL SINCE 1M?

LUMITRON

METROPOLITAN

ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
METROPOLITAN
2252 STEINWAY AVENUE, LONG ISLAND CITY 5, N. Y. * ASlbrla 8-3200
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TRADE ASSNS.

What

they

about

think

conventions

Are NAB conventions worthwhile? What programs do delegates
like? What about the size of the 1958 conventions? Is the plan
to cut the size of conventions popular with broadcasters? Do they
want both equipment and program service exhibits?
These questions and many others were answered by delegates to
the April 27-May 1 convention held in Los Angeles. The Pulse
Inc.. nationally known research firm, was commissioned by
Broadcasting to get the answers.
The first preliminary returns on the Pulse survey showed that
an overwhelming number of delegates found the programs generally

majority (57.8%) of delegates to the
recent NAB convention in Los Ans plan to limit the
NAB'
approvee ofconve
ntions.
size ofgelesfutur
Only a small minority, however, like the
plan to keep film-program service exhibits
out of the annual meeting and confine them
to autumn regional conferences.
Broadcaster delegates have faith in the
FCC, a majority believing the Commission
is not influenced by private talks. They feel
it has been doing a good allocations job
and doubt if Congressional probes of the
Commission have hurt the broadcasting industry.

completed services represent 13.7 of the total (station and nonstation) registration as of the evening of Sunday, April 27. Technique was personal interview, with aided recall roster.

Pulse's survey revealed that 74.7% of
conbroadcaster delegates at the conventionAsked
sider the television code effective.
if the code_could be improved, 53.9% felt
it could. Most-mentioned way to improve
the tv code was "more enforcement."
A predominant share (93.6%) of delegates consider NAB an effective trade organization. Over half (53.3%) of these see
room for improvement, however. The answer most mentioned was "everything can

The size of conventions is "too big," according to 52.7% of the delegates polled,
with 44.8% feeling the size is "about right."
Over half (52.6%) anticipate better radio
and tv business this year and 31.2% figure
it will be at least as good as last year.
The most valuable program at the Los
Angeles convention, according to the survey,
was the joint session addressed by Dr. Frank
Stanton, president of CBS Inc. and keynote
speaker, and FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer. It was attended by both management
and engineering delegates.
The joint session at which members of
the FCC took part in a panel discussion,

improved."results of the survey follow:
be Complete
Question 1
Do you attend NAB

conventions regularly?

yes
no
total

answering delegates' questions, drew a light
vote. This session was held Wednesday
morning, April 30, the day 12 professional
interviewers conducted the Pulse study.
Many of the delegates were interviewed
early Wednesday before this discussion was
held, a fact that must be considered in evaluating the results.
Next session in popularity and ranking
in second place was the labor clinic, an
overflow meeting held the first day (Monday) of the convention. The tv management-code discussion ranked in""third place.
The "luncheon talks" classification ranked
tenth. However, this figure was influenced

135
87.7
#
%
19
12.3
154 100.0

Question 2

Do you attend NAB
ences regularly?

autumn regional confer-

yes
no

88
#
66

0

00.

10.4
16.2
100

#

%

fm
total responses
total respondents

58
291
154

37.7

tv
am
fm
total respondents

74
96
39
113

65.5
85
34.5

//. By Type of Station

100
10
6
///. Management Level By Type 6of
8.8 Station
12
7 :
a) Top Management or Ownership
82.5
%

b) Department Head By Type of Station
tv
am
fm
total respondents

13
81.2
#
%
12 - 75.0
4
25.0
16

57.2
%
42.8

tv
am
fm
total respondents

23
22
#
15
25

92.0
88.0
%
60.0

> Totals over 100% because some respondents
came under several categories.
Question 5
Why do you attend these conventions?
EXCHANGE OF IDEAS WITH OTHERS

52

Question 3
What part of the country do you come from?

VISITS,- CONTACTS, AND FELLOWSHIP WITH OLD FRIENDS AND AC-

#

NORTHEAST
SOUTHEAST
NORTHWEST
SOUTHWEST
NORTH CENTRAL
SOUTH CENTRAL

NEW IDEAS, INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE GAINED FROM OTHERS AND
MEETINGS
PART HOLIDAY AND VACATION AND
PLEASURE
VISIT EXHIBITS, SEE NEW EQUIPMENT AND NEW PRODUCTS ....
PURCHASE FILM, PROGRAMS, EQUIP-

33
#
19
26
31
34
11

21.4
%
12.3
16.9
20.2
22.1
7.1

Question 4

What category of management and/ or ownership do you represent and for which types of
stations?

.
4100
15

I. By Level of Management
TOP MANAGEMENT

0
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16
25
154

33.8
%

QUAINTANCES 24 15.6

41

Page 82

DEPARTMENT HEAD
ENGINEERING
TOTAL RESPONDENTS

c) Engineering By Type of Station

15

by the fact that engineering and management luncheons were held separately and
the management luncheons were limited to
the capacity of the Biltmore Bowl.
The luncheon figures must also be interpreted in the light of the time of interviewing. Some of the surveying was done prior
to the Wednesday luncheons. No evaluation
of Thursday luncheons is reflected in the
results.
A majority of those interviewed (55.6%)
felt that the recent Congressional investigation of the FCC did not hurt the broad-

valuable [Broadcasting, May 5]. Complete results of the Pulse
survey appear herewith.
Using a 230-broadcaster base and a random sample compiled
by selecting every fifth broadcaster delegate on the official NAB
April 28 registration list, the interviewers completed 158 interviews.
affiliation. InterFour were rejected because of non-broadcast their
rooms. The
viewers were instructed to contact delegates in

casting industry. As to the FCC itself,
74. 1 % felt the Commission is doing a good
allocations job. At the same time 55.8%
took the position that the FCC is exposed
to political pressures. Interestingly, 63%
supported the Commission's integrity by
sayingvate they
talks. feel it is not influenced by pri-

A

(continued)

#
113

%
73.4

attend
network (affiliates)
meetings
regular habit and tradition of
attending
sent by management
miscellaneous

86

55.8

8

5.2

30

19.5

MENT 3 1.9
7

4.5

2
5
4

1.3
3.2
2.6

Broadcasting

NO SPECIFIC REASON
TOTAL RESPONDENTS

7.1

11
154

a Totals over 100% because of multiple responses.

Question 6

Did you attend any of these sessions?
Monday, April 28
FORWARD MOVING FM
LABOR CLINIC
AUTOMATION & REMOTE CONTROL
TV FILM SESSION
WAGE-HOUR SEMINAR
VIDEO TAPE

41.3
29.2
24.0
42.5
27.9
34.9

Tuesday, April 29
JOINT SESSION WITH TALKS BY FRANK
STANTON OF CBS AND JOHN DOERFER,
FCC CHAIRMAN
LUNCHEON AND TALK BY MARION HARPER
JR., MCCANN-ERICKSON
ERENCE INVENRADIO MANAGEMENT CONF
TORY 1958
TV MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE TV CODE
BROADCAST PIONEERS BANQUET

%3

66.3
45.5
29.9
50.0
13.0

Wednesday, April 30
JOINT SESSION WITH FCC PANEL
RADIO MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE
TV MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE
SMALL MARKET TELEVISION

56.8
21.5
30.8
7.3

for
s important— Percentages adjusted to correct was
ew
intervi
time
by
nce
attenda
of
ity
possibil
made and based on type of station affiliation.
Question 7

Were these sessions of value to you?
YES
NO
NO OPINION
DID NOT ATTEND SESSIONS
TOTAL RESPONDENTS

#
131
2
17
4
I54

%
85.1
1.3
11.0
2.6
100.0

when

Which of the sessions you attended were the
most valuable? (Sessions which drew fewer
than five responses have been eliminated from
this tabulation)
#
24
LABOR CLINIC
21
TV FILM SESSION

get together

If you're seeking real pay-off spots in this area, buy
CHANNEL 10, the channel that gets the majority of
viewers, over all, from sign-on to sign-off, according to
the latest Rochester Metropolitan Area ARB Survey,
February, 1958!

will be
The meeting of your product and our viewers
popuaccompanied by the background music that is so
cash
the
of
ng
ringi
jolly
e
or-th
spons
every
with
lar
register with the one-word lyric-SALES!

■1

^

■ :

:

'\x:;.c. ' -'5,i

«=«<:«...'"..

Willi *ft

mTWmm

Question 9

How do you feel about the size of the convention?
TOO SMALL
TOO BIG
about right

fellows

s
Personally, we think that your product and our viewer
any
(or
us
e
believ
And,
were just made for each other!
in
Rochester Area Survey!), we've got a LOT of viewers
this rich Rochester territory!

Question 8

WAGE-HOUR SEMINAR
11
42
JOINT SESSION STANTON AND DOERFER
9
LUNCHEON TALK
22
TV MANAGEMENT CODE
CONFERENCE INVENRADIO MANAGEMENT
20
TORY 1958
(WED.) ... 6
TV MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE
RADIO MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE (WED. ) . . 5
17
JOINT SESSION FCC PANEL
18
AUTOMATION & REMOTE CONTROL
VIDEO TAPE
• ■ • • 1'
FORWARD MOVING FM
7
MULIPLEX OPERATION IN FM BROADCASTING 5

good

#
1
81
69

If

%

-6
52.7
44.8
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
A Public Service Film Available For
Any 10-Day Period Without Charge

(Question 9 continued)
NO OPINION
TOTAL RESPONDENTS

3
154

1.9
100.0

Question lO

"CHALLENGE

ASIA
by "
INNarrated
Lowell

Thomas

♦ A 13^ minute film short on today's challenge in Asia. Will the
Philippine people and their President,
with their English-speaking, Christian heritage on an Oriental background provide a fresh means of
Peace in Asia and understanding with
the West? In this film President
Garcia gives his answer.
♦ Here is an inside look at President
Garcia at work in Malacanang Palace,
the Philippine White House. The film
includes a special sequence on his role
as host to the SEATO conference,
which helped firm up the anti-Communist alliance in Asia. There are live
sound statements by Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles and Philippine President Garcia, also intimate
glimpses into the workday and the
private home life of President Garcia
. . . including Cabinet Meetings, as
host at a state dinner for SEATO
foreign ministers . . . receiving a
newly appointed ambassador . . .
talking with a delegation of American
boys . . . welcoming world-renowned
personalities, Marian Anderson and
others . . . relaxing with his family
. . . playing chess . . . with a final interview of broad impact on tomorrow in
Asia!

ALFRED
7801

WAGG

PICTURES

Woodmont

Washington

Avenue

14, D. C.

Telephone: Oliver 6-3161
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Possible Improvement
CAN BE IMPROVED
CANNOT BE IMPROVED
NO OPINION
TOTAL RESPONDENTS

83
52
19
154

53.9
33.8
12.3
100.0

Methods of Improvement (Ideas held by only
one respondent have been eliminated from this
tabulation)
MORE
ENFORCEMENT
MORE POLICING
BETTER DEFINITION OF PRACTICES
EVERYTHING CAN BE IMPROVED
KEEPING UP TO DATE
BETTER EDUCATION TO TOP MANAGEMENT . .
GETTING 100% APPLICATION OF CODES....
DON'T KNOW HOW

#
14
7
2
7
2
2
16
27

Political Pressure
SUBJECT TO PRESSURE
NOT SUBJECT TO PRESSURE
NO OPINION
TOTAL RESPONDENTS

86
55.8
55
35.8
13
8.4
154 100.0

Influence of Private Talks
INFLUENCED BY PRIVATE TALKS . 42
27.3
NOT INFLUENCED BY PRIVATE
TALKS .
97
63.0
NO OPINION
15
9.7
TOTAL RESPONDENTS
154 100.0

Question 13
Did the recent FCC investigation by Congress
hurt the broadcasting industry?
yes
no
no opinion
total respondents

:

63
#
87
4
154

40.8
%
56.6
2.6
100.0

Question 14
Do you approve of the NAB plan to limit national conventions to top ownership and management delegates starting in 1959? If no, do
you prefer the convention as it is now?

Question 11
Do you feel the NAB is an effective trade organization? Could it be improved? If yes,
how?
Effectiveness
#
%
yes
144 93.6
no opinion
total respondents

3
154

1.9
100.0

Possibility of Improvement
yes
no
no opinion
total respondents

82
53.3
60
38.9
12
7.8
154 100.0

4.5

For additional information,
please write or wire:

#
%
115 74.7
23
14.9
16
10.4
154 100.0

7

♦ Produced by Alfred Wagg Pictures,
narrated by Lowell Thomas, directed
by Alfred Wagg, written by Joe
DiMona, photographed in 35mm black
and white, and 16mm prints are available, with synchronized sound and
music.

Effectiveness
EFFECTIVE
NOT EFFECTIVE
NO OPINION
TOTAL RESPONDENTS

.

♦ A remarkably different public service film for the TV program director
seeking to give his viewers a fresh
insight into Asia and President Garcia's objectives for the betterment of
Philippine- American understanding.

How do you feel about the NAB code for tv?
Is it effective? Could it be improved? If yes,
how?

subject to political pressures; (c) influenced by
private talks with applicants?
Allocations Job
#
%
DOING A GOOD JOB
114 74.1
NOT DOING A GOOD JOB
29
18.8
NO OPINION
11
7.1
TOTAL RESPONDENTS
154 100.0

Methods of Improvement (Ideas held by only
one respondent have been eliminated from this
tabulation)
EVERYTHING CAN BE IMPROVED
ACTIVE PARTICIPATION FOR ALL
TOO BIG AND COMPLEX
STUDY AND KEEP UP TO DATE
MORE ATTENTION TO PROBLEMS OF SMALLER
MARKET AREAS
CONFINE TO MORE IMPORTANT THINGS ....
MORE
ENFORCEMENT
TOO MANY WAYS TO BE SPECIFIC
CUT OUT SOME OF SIDE SERVICES
NORMAL COURSE OF GROWING UP
MORE
WORKSHOP
SESSIONS
WITH BROADRATHER NOT ANSWER
DON'T KNOW

#
15
5
5
2
4
2
2
3
3
2
CASTERS 2
2
17

Question 12
What do you think of the FCC? As a body are
they (a) doing a good job on allocations; (b)

YES — LIMIT
no
no opinion
total respondents
Prefer Present Status
yes
no
no opinion
total opposed to limiting
convention

89
#
58
7
154

57.8
%
37.7
4.5
100.0

53
2
3

91.3
3.5
5.2

58

100.0

Question 15
Do you think convention exhibits should include (1) all equipment and program services
as now; (2) equipment only; (3) program services only; (4) or should exhibitors attend only
the autumn regional conferences?
EQUIPMENT AND PROGRAM SERVICES as now
97
63.1
%
#
EQUIPMENT ONLY
30
19.5
PROGRAM SERVICES ONLY
3
1.9
ONLY AT REGIONAL CONFERENCES. 15
9.7
NO OPINION
9
5.8
TOTAL RESPONDENTS
154 100.0
Question 16
What will happen this year in terms of business
for radio and television?
AS GOOD AS LAST YEAR
BETTER
WORSE
NO OPINION OR MIXED OPINION
TOTAL RESPONDENTS

48
31.2
81
52.6
#
%
19
12.3
.. 6
3.9
154 100.0
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Ad

read

about

hear

Monday

on

Age

week"

all

it

and

says THOMAS H. LANE
Senior Vice-President
Lennen & Newell, Inc.

"Awareness

essentials
I read

and

in

and

our

understanding
business.

Advertising

hear

about

Age

on

That's

are
why

Monday

it all week."

ising execuEvery Monday, like clockwork, most of the advert
well as those
as
nce
tives of importance to you— those who influe
ising
who activate major broadcast decisions— turn to Advert
ritual.
Age. But Ad Age is more than a Monday-morning
sales
the
and
yes,
AA—
in
ting
marke
of
trends
and
news
The
and
messages about markets and media too, get referred to
discussed throughout the week.
0,000*
At Lennen & Newell, Inc., for example, where $24,50
sion,
televi
of its 1957 billings were placed in radio and
agency's
planning broadcast schedules is a vital part of the
broadcastsuch
are
ts
accoun
ant
import
its
Among
ion.
operat
minded concerns as the P. Lorillard Co. (Old Gold, Kent,
and the
Newport cigarettes, etc. ) , the Colgate-Palmolive Co.
Benrus Watch Co.
Every week, 82 paid -subscription copies of Ad Age keep
Lennen & Newell executives up with changes and
developments affecting them. Further, every Monday, 72 paiders
subscription copies reach marketing planners of the advertis
mentioned.

Add to this AA's more than 40,000 paid circulation, its
tremendous penetration of advertising with a weekly paid
circulation currently reaching over 12,000 agency people
l
alone, its intense readership by top executives in nationa
advertising companies— and you'll recognize in Advertising
Age a most influential medium for swinging broadcast
decisions your way.
^Broadcasting Magazine 1957 report.

THOMAS

H. LANE

A graduate of Dartmouth College, where he
Dartmouth,"
was editor-in-chief of "The Daily career
as a
Mr. Lane started his business
reporter for the New York Herald-Tribune. His
first agency association was with Young &
Rubicam, which he served successively as copywriter, radio producer and account executive.
At the outbreak of World War II, when the
U. S. Treasury Department asked Y & R to
"lend" a man to head up all national war
bond advertising and publicity, Mr. Lane was
sent to the Treasury for four years as director
of advertising, press and radio. After the war,
the Rexall Drug Company, Los Angeles, named
him vice-president in charge of advertising and
sales promotion. Mr. Lane returned east in
1949 to join McCann-Erickson as a vice-president, director and member of its plans board.
In 1955, he accepted the post of senior vicepresident at Lennen & Newell.

LtttfaotWtto
uAA^cntMt
people.
ILLINOIS
11,
O
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
AFCCE,

FCBA

Study

On

Tower

Issue

Tall

A joint committee of the Assn. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers
and the Federal Communications Bar Assn.
will undertake a study to determine a more
equitable arrangement in securing airspace
approval for tall tv towers.
The move was initiated at the annual
meeting of the AFCCE in Mexico City three
weeks ago, with FCBA representatives in
attendance.
At present, tv stations and applicants
proposing antenna towers 500 ft. or higher
above ground must receive approval for the
proposed heights and locations from the
Airspace Panel of the Air Coordinating
Committee. The ACC is a Presidential advisory committee established primarily to
coordinate aeronautical activities. The
Panel is composed of representatives of the
Air Force. Army, Navy, Commerce Dept.,
the FCC and other government agencies.
Civilian organizations, such as the Air Transport Assn.. Aircraft Owners & Pilots Assn.,
the NAB, AFCCE and FCBA, are associate
members but have no voting rights.
Although the recommendations of the
Airspace Panel are not binding on the
FCC, in practice the Commission finds it
difficult to approve an antenna proposal
that is disapproved by the panel.
The feeling among broadcasters for some
years has been that the broadcasting industry should have more equitable representation on airspace matters, particularly as they
refer to radio and tv. Tv applicants have
had a difficult time gaining approval of antenna proposals in many cases, since the
majority of the panel is composed of aviation-minded representatives. The FCC representative who is a member of the Commissions aviation division usually abstains
from voting on broadcast matters.
The joint AFCCE-FCBA airspace committee will comprise three members from
each organization. They will be appointed
in the near future.
Elected at the AFCCE Mexico City meeting were the following new officers:
George E. Gautney, Gautney & Jones,
president; Howard T. Head, A. D. Ring &
Assoc., vice president; Robert M. Silliman,
secretary; William E. Benns Jr., treasurer.
New directors are David L. Steel, Page,
Creutz, Steel & Waldschmitt; Edward F.
Lorentz, Commercial Radio Equipment
Co., and John H. Mullaney. tSoutheastern

Service

Meet

Set

The first major southeastern electronic
service convention is scheduled for Miami's
Municipal Auditorium June 5-8 under
sponsorship of the Radio-Television Technician's Guild of Florida and the Tampa
Bay Radio-Television Service Assn., it was
announced last week by Lewis Winner
Technical Convention Co., New York. Invitations are being addressed to the FCC
and members of Congress, Mr. Winner's
office said, although specific addressees have
not been selected. Convention committee
Page 86
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membership includes Norman Bean, WTVJ
(TV) Miami. Agenda topics include monochrome and color tv, fm-tv antennas, auto
radios, tubes and transistors plus components and service and industrial subjects.
Fellows

Rebuts

That Tv, Movies

Hoover
Breed

Crime

The charge of J. Edgar Hoover, head of
the FBI, that a dangerous trend toward
glorification of crime is evidenced in tv programs and motion pictures is not supported
by authoritative research, according to NAB
President Harold E. Fellows.
Replying to the charge at Los Angeles
May I, Mr. Fellows said there have been
many studies by educators and others in
the field showing that tv is a constructive
influence on young people. He added that
the NAB television code admonishes against
violence and indecency, with NAB constantly monitoring stations. "Our research
shows that programs presented by tv code
stations and networks reflect the national
as

"one of our great patriotic citizens and an
able counselor to and friend of the broadcasting industry." Voicing surprise at the
remarks, he said that to the best of his
knowledge and that of the tv code board
"There have not been released any authoritative studies, made by accepted scientific
methods, supporting the contention that tv
contributes materially to juvenile delinMr. Hoover, writing in the May issue of
the FBI Bulletin, called for strong public
quency."
pressure against tv and movie programs
which "flaunt indecency and applaud lawlessness." He did not identify such programs, but did credit many leaders in tv
and motion pictures with helping law enforcement with "genuine portrayals of
criminals."
EIA First Quarter

Report

Drop

Set Output

in Radio-Tv

Executives

Greater

Station

Urge
Action

Two Radio Advertising Bureau executives
last week called for the expression of
greater personal interest in (a) radio advertising and (b) combatting the recession.
The remarks were made 1,000 miles apart,
with RAB President Kevin B. Sweeney

Charge

conscience," he said.
Mr. Fellows described Mr. Hoover

RAB

Shows

Radio and tv set production in the first
quarter of 1958 showed a decline from the
same 1957 period, according to Electronic
Industries Assn.
Output of radios totaled 931,341 in March
(including 234,911 auto sets) ^nd 2,834,759
in the first quarter of 1958. Radio output in
March 1957 totaled 1,609,073, (including
597,532 auto sets); in the first quarter of
1957 the total was 3,959,367.
Output of tv sets totaled 416,903 in
March (of which 36,050 had uhf tuners)
and 1,221,299 in the first quarter of 1958.
Total tv output in March 1957 amounted
to 559,842 sets; in the first quarter of 1957
production totaled 1,474,729 sets.
Retail sales of radio receivers totaled
538,963 in March and 1,493,668 in the first
quarter compared to 534,115 and 1,818,976 respectively, in the same 1957 periods.
Tv retail set sales totaled 416,756 in
March and 1,446,969 in the first quarter
of 1958 compared to 534,115 and 1,682,911 in the comparable 1957 periods.

addressing the sixth annual Sales & Advertising Conference of U. of Notre Dame
at South Bend, Ind., and RAB Vice President-General Manager John F. (Jack)
Hardesty talking to the Advertising Club
of New York in Manhattan.
Mr. Hardesty, in a National Radio Month
address to the ad club's advertising course
alumni, called for a grass-roots campaign
in station operation. He maintained that
"creators of radio commercials aren't spending enough time listening to what their
competition (is) doing," while "timebuyers,
in most instances, aren't oriented on the
mechanics
of station
operation."
He felt that
if the creators
and placers of
radio commercials would only "be exposed
to even a limited one-week indoctrination
in local radio stations," advertisers would
benefit from "increased effectiveness" of
the commercial itself and its position.
"Too often," he went on, "advertisers
have a great commercial going to the wrong
audience because of poor timebuying or
a smart timebuy with a weak sales message."
He did not propose "copying" commercials; "to the contrary, I'm saying do more
radio listening so that you can be more
creative than others — to avoid the pitfall
of using the same idea or approach that
someone else has simply because you
'haven't heard it.' "

Mr. Sweeney, in South Bend, took "personal responsibility" for the current recession. He apologized for not doing as much
buying as he should, but "no one has
asked me." Mr. Sweeney said, "there are
$3 billion in savings that can't be unlocked
by advertising alone. Not by $10 billion
worth of advertising or $20 billion worth
— unless this advertising is accompanied by
personal salesmanship. A lot of people
aren't buying simply because no one has
asked
to buy."
Onlythem
radio,
he felt, could do the job
of "asking." The RAB head described the
current market as "an everyone market —
everyone can buy." But the market also "is
one of exploding selling costs — an advertiser
must spend 10% a year more for sales and
advertising just to stay even — and it's a
market where advertising's effectiveness is
reduced because there's so much of it."
Radio's costs are decreasing as its audience— especially in the rapidly-growing
suburbs — is on the increase; its voice is
"trusted" and it reaches "everyone."
Last week Mr. Sweeney also spoke at the
Phoenix Ad Club, while Mr. Hardesty addressed the Ad Club of Peoria, 111., and the
Fifth District Conference of the Advertising
Federation of America in Mansfield, Ohio.
N. C. Broadcasters Meet May 15-16
The North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters
will hold its annual convention next ThursBroadcasting

day-Friday at the Mid Pines Club, Southern
Pines.
Thad Brown, tv vice president, NAB, is
the banquet speaker Thursday, and Brigadier
General William M. Gross, chief of staff,
Tactical Air Command, USAF, Langley
Field, Va., will speak at the Friday luncheon. Don Dumont of J. Walter Thompson
consisting
will speak on "Sales," and a panel
of Bill Currie, WRAL Raleigh; Tom Harrell,
TarWSTP Salisbury; Lee Hodges, WCPS rd,
Sanfo
WEYE
y,
Macke
boro, and Dallas
em."
will discuss "My Major Sales Probl
Governor to Address Meeting
Of Kansas Radio Broadcasters
Kansas Gov. George Docking will address the 1958 convention of the Kansas
Assn. of Radio Broadcasters this month.
The announcement was made by Thad M.
Sandstrom of WIBW Topeka and Max
Falkenstien of WREN Topeka, convention committeemen. The governor will be
heard over a statewide network on opening day of the day-and-a-half meeting May
24-25 at the Jayhawk Hotel, Topeka.
Other features of the Saturday agenda:
state broadtalks by presidents of nearbyttee
reports;
caster associations; commi
speech by Southwestern Bell Telephone Co.
representative; address, "My Department
Store Likes Radio," by Ben Jumper, sales
promotion manager, Buck's Inc., Wichita;
panel session on "My Best Sales Idea,"
Paul Buenning of KARE Atchison, Robert
L. Pratt of KGGF Coffeyville and Ray
Jensen of KSAL Salina; open forum; election of officers; cocktail party hosted by
Topeka stations WIBW, WREN, KJAY
and KTOP, and buffet following.
On Sunday morning Kansas radiomen
will hear representatives of both sides of
"The Right to Work Issue," Howard Bell,
NAB assistant to the president in charge of
special affairs, and a panel on "Shalle We
of
Editorialize" made up of Jim Monro
KCMO Kansas City, Robert Wells of KIUL
Garden City and Arden Booth of KLWN
Lawrence.
Grover Cobb, vice president-general manager of KVGB Great Bend, Kan., is president of the Kansas Assn.
Iowa AP Group to Meet May 22
The Iowa AP Radio & Television News
Assn. has announced its annual meeting for
May 22 at Iowa State U. in the Iowa
Memorial Union building. The AP session
will be held in conjunction with the Iowa
Broadcasters Assn. convention. Dean Naven,
program director of KMA Shenandoah and
president of the news group, will introduce
an agenda featuring elections and discussion of expansion of state AP services.
Kentuckians to Hold Spring Meet
The spring meeting of the Kentucky
Broadcasters Assn. will be held May 28-29
at the Sheraton-Seelbach Hotel in Louisville.

Guest speaker at the first day's luncheon
is Harry Renfro, radio-tv director, D'Arcy
Adv., St. Louis. Representatives of Louisville's ad agencies are invited to this occasion. Gordon McLendon, president of McLendon Stations also is slated to speak.
Broadcasting
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
Set
With

Owners
a

Tune

Capable

in Tv

Touch

Don't underestimate the capabilities of
the tv viewer. He not only can tune in the
best picture obtainable, but he knows when
he's getting a poor picture.
That was the sentiment expressed by
William L. Hughes, Iowa State College,
Ames, Iowa, in a paper presented at the
meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineering and Institute of Radio
Engineers in Washington, D. C.
Mr. Hughes is chairman of a committee
of Panel Three of the Television Allocations Study Organization. Panel Three is
charged with correlating field strength and
picture quality for uhf and vhf tv service
throughout the country.
Mr. Hughes had nothing but praise for
the average tv set owner.
"The ability of the receiver owner to
get optimum performance from his receiver
was much higher than most of the survey
participants expected," Mr. Hughes said.
There were exceptions, he added, but in
three-fourths of the cases the engineers

KING-SIZE
KING-SIZE in COVERAGE _koa Radio
blankets 302 counties in 12 states, reaches
and sells over ZVi million westerners.

KING-SIZE in POWER - koa Radio
speaks to these Westerners with the
50,000 Watt voice they understand and
have trusted for over 33 years.
KING-SIZE in AUDIENCE ACCEPTANCE — By programming in character
with its area... and providing a strong
lineup of NBC programs, KOA-Radio has
established audience leadership throughout the West.

KING-SIZE in VALUE -KOA-Radio dc
livers more for your money, day and
night, seven days a week. It's your best
buy in the RICH WESTERN MARKET.
Represented by
Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.

One of America's great radio stations
5 0,000

WATTS

• 8 5 0 Ke

agreed they couldn't have done a better job.
This ability to fine-tune a tv receiver, the
Iowa State professor explained, increased
with distance from the transmitter and
seemed equally true for uhf as well as vhf
signals.
And, Mr. Hughes continued, the householders' rating of picture quality was seldom
significantly different from that of the engineer, accustomed to watching a high
quality monitor in the studio.
"A householder may watch a lousy picture," Mr. Hughes declared, "because it is
all that is obtainable, but never think for
a moment that he or she is not aware of
the fact that the picture is lousy."
Based on initial studies of field surveys
made for TASO by the Assn. of Maximum
Service Telecasters, CBS and the FCC, Mr.
Hughes said that these "interesting" observations may be made:
• Multipath problems in both uhf and
vhf "are not as serious as one might think."
Viewers living in areas subject to multipath
problems apparently go to great lengths to
get good pictures.
• The quality of antenna installations
varies from town to town rather than from
house to house. Degradation of receivers
for age was felt to be more important in
picture quality than aging of antennas.
• In areas of adequate signal strength,
rough terrain causes less difficulty than was
expected. This is probably due to the fact
that servicemen in such locations learn to
probe for optimum signal. There is more
variability in uhf than in vhf in these circumstances.
• Seasonal variations in both uhf and
vhf picture quality do occur, but they are
not unduly severe.
• Effects of weather conditions cause
greater variations in picture quality than
seasonal variations. This was true of both
uhf and vhf.
• The competence of servicemen varies
from community to community and from
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area to area in a single community. "There
were disturbing cases where serviceman incompetence was obviously costing the
householder unnecessarily." More variation
was noted, however, in receiver performance
due to misalignment and related problems
than in improper antenna installations.
Mr. Hughes explained that during the
field strength surveys — in Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N. Y.; Baton Rouge, La.; Madison, Wis.; Fresno and Bakersfield, Calif.;
Columbia, S. C, and the Connecticut River
Valley in New England — two engineers,
each representing a vhf and a uhf station,
visited homeowners to check picture quality
and correlate their findings with the tv set
owner's analysis.
"It was never necessary to restrain a man
from boosting his own station," Mr. Hughes
said, "but on occasion it was necessary to
insist that each man make his rating as
objectively as possible and not lean over
backwards in favor of the other station."
Mr. Hughes also described a November
1957 survey made by Iowa State on variations in picture-to-sound power on Des
Moines vhf television outlets.
The communications panel also heard
P. F. Crabill Jr., Chesapeake & Potomac
Telephone Co., on tv coverage of the Presidential Inauguration and Harry Fine, FCC,
on the TASO field strength measurement and
analysis program. Members also visited the
new WRC-TV Washington transmitter and
studio facilities. Cyril M. Braum, Joint
Counsel on Educational Tv, was moderator.
NAB Unveils 'Learn and Live';
Material Ready for Station Use

NAB's "Learn — and Live" campaign, designed to stimulate greater development and
use of the "national brain power" in the
space age — was unveiled to the NAB convention April 30.
It is based on radio and tv spot announcements aimed at encouraging the quest for
knowledge at all age and social levels. NAB
will distribute basic materials and also provide literature and other data for use by
stations in developing local interest and participation.
John Outler, retired general manager of
WSB-TV Atlanta, stressed the importance
of the campaign to make "more and better
use of our national brain power." Donald
N. Martin, assistant to the NAB president,
told how the campaign will work.
President Eisenhower sent a telegram calling the drive a "fine public service." Hundreds of other national business, educational, political and religious leaders also
have endorsed the drive, NAB reported.
ARF

to Meet

Twice

in Fall

The Advertising Research Foundation
announced that it will hold two meetings this fall, with the fourth annual
conference scheduled for the WaldorfAstoria Hotel in New York on Oct. 2 and
the annual subscribers' meeting on Dec. 11
at a location still to be selected. The conference will deal with the broad aspects of
"Measuring the Effectiveness of AdvertisBroadcasting

WJZ-TV's McBee Elected Head
Of Chesapeake AP Broadcasters
Keith McBee, news director of WJZ-TV
Baltimore, was elected president of the
Chesapeake AP Broadcasters Assn. at the
group's annual meeting in Baltimore May 2.
BaltiHe replaces Lou Corbin of WFBR electe
d
more. Howard Streeter of WFBR was
vice president.
Area stations cited for consistently sharing
news were WJZ-TV, WFBR, WBAL and
WCAO, all Baltimore; WWDC Washington;
WGAY Silver Spring, Md.; WBOC Salisbury, Md.; WCEM Cambridge, Md.; WASA
Havre de Grace, Md.; WFMD Frederick,
Md., and WJWL Georgetown, Del.
Howard T. Orville, who headed the President's Advisory Committee on Weather Control, addressed the Chesapeake AP Broadcasters luncheon on peacetime uses of earth
satellites. A conference panel featured Glenn
Leonard, WCEM; Bud Bowers, WGAY;
John Lewis, WBAL; David Von Sothen,
WRC Washington, and Joe Phipps, WWDC.
The Chesapeake group includes more than
30 stations in Maryland, Washington, D. C,
and nearby Virginia, West Virginia and
Delaware.
Conn.

Broadcasters

Meet

May

NEMS
TV

Discussed

Plans for an all-industry survey of fm
listening in Southern California were discussed at a recent meeting of the organization committee of the Fm Broadcasters
Assn. of Southern California. The group,
which has received its charter from the state
of California
also discussed
pared by Saul
for submission
RAB

as a non-profit corporation,
by-laws, which will be preLevine, counsel for the group,
to the full membership.

Releases

Co-Op

Rebroadcast

TRC-1
Receiver

Rebroadcast Re,he Nems-Clarke Type TRC-1 Color
ceiver has been designed specifically to meet the
use in
requirements for a high-quality receiver for
and
white
direct pickup and rebroadcast of black and
the recolor signals. It embodies features which give
liability necessary for full-time commercial use and provides signals of exceptional quality.
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speak. CBA President Charles Bell, manager of WHAY New Britain, will preside.
Listening Survey

Type

23

The Connecticut Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting will be held Friday, May 23,
at the Waverly Inn, Cheshire, Conn., with
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of
the House Commerce Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee, as featured speaker. An
earlier story incorrectly gave the meeting
date as May 3. Sig Mickelson, CBS-TV
vice president in charge of news and public
affairs, and Robert M. Gray, manager of
the advertising and sales promotion division of Esso Standard Oil Co., also will

Fm

Color

• CLARKE

Data

The sound channel is separate from the video channel so that in case of failure of the video transmitter
the sound is not lost.

Data on 100 co-op plans, supplied regularly by Radio Advertising Bureau to keep
members informed on precisely what co-op
ad money is available to local retailers,
have been released by RAB. "About half of
all co-op advertising funds go unspent, RAB
President Kevin B. Sweeney said, "simply
because retailers don't know the money is
available to them." Co-op plans offered by
manufacturers in the following categories
are supplied in the new 100-plan release:
apparel, appliances, automotive, drugs and
toiletries, grocery, heat-light-plumbing, home
furnishings, paint-hardware-building and
radio-tv-phonographs.
Broadcasting
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
Marketing

Workshop

EDUCATION
Plans Set

Marketing workshop program of the New
York chapter of the American Marketing
Assn. toda\ (Monday) will feature a
panel on "How to Allocate Your Media
Budget" with Dr. E. L. Deckinger, vice
president in charge of media strategy, Grey
Adv., as moderator. Panel members include:
Paul E. J. Cierhold. vice president, Foote,
Cone & Belding; William E. Matthews, vice
president. Young & Rubicam; Frank B.
Kemp, vice president, Compton Adv. Meeting will be held at the Brass Rail, Park
Ave. and 40th St., New York.
Catholic

Media

Committee

Meets

A two-day discussion of religious programming and censorship issues was held
in New York by Roman Catholic clergymen who are radio-tv directors from 51
dioceses across the country. The meeting,
held under the auspices of the newly-formed
Episcopal Committee for Motion Pictures,
Radio and Television, was largely exploratory in nature. Several speakers made the
suggestion that a mutual exchange of ideas
between diocesan directors and radio-tv industry leaders will lead to more effective
religious programming. Continuity directors
of ABC-TV, NBC-TV and CBS-TV participated in a panel discussion, presenting their
views on censorship problems.

/
a
a

hit

/

and

spectacular

near-miss
in Washington, D. C.

Annual

IERT

Meet

Opens
in Columbus
Annual Ohio State U. institute for Education by Radio-Television opens today (Mondaj ) in Columbus. Ohio. Quincy Howe,
will discuss "Is There
newsfor analyst,
aABC
Future
Public Service Broadcasting in
This Country?" in a major address tomorrow (Tuesday) at the Deshler-Hilton Hotel
meeting site. His talk will be based on the
Bill Costello Report of the Assn. of RadioTv
dent.News Analysts, which he heads as presiIn addition, Mr. Howe will act as moderator of a round-table discussion following his
talk. Those taking part in the round-table
include George D. Crothers, director of
public service programs for CBS; Franklin
Dunham, chief, radio and tv, U. S. Office
of Education, and E. Arthur Hungerford
Jr., director of operations, Metropolitan
Educational Television Assn., New York.

7:15

A.M.

Clinics on specialized broadcasting areas
are scheduled for the four-day meet and
include one tomorrow on adult education
broadcasting. This clinic will be presided
over by Gregor Ziemer, chairman of the
Council of National Organizations of the
Adult Education Assn. and public education
director, American Foundation for the Blind.
WCET (TV) Schedules Workshops
Non-commercial, educational station
WCET (TV) Cincinnati has invited 21 tv
stations in a four-state area to send representatives to two workshops on lighting and
directing at WCET studios May 17 and
May 24. Greg Harney, CBS lighting director, and Alan Beaumont, producer-director
of network shows, will conduct the six-hour
sessions, answering questions and demonstrating techniques. The workshops are
sponsored by the Educational Tv & Radio
Center, Ann Arbor, Mich.

CLASSES

The cation
firston live
experiment
in "practical"
edutelevision
in Washington,
D. C, is offering a business subject,
shorthand. WTOP-TV Washington and
the D. C. Public Schools have found that
more than 700 students mean business,
to the extent of getting up Saturdays for
a 7:15 a.m. class and paying $12.50
for registration and materials, this in a
city of Monday-Friday federal workers.
Classroom 9: Shorthand is set up in
three progressive stages, each to take 18
lessons. At the end of each stage, students will take examinations and those
who pass will get certificates of proficiency from the D. C. Board of Education.
Julia Colvin is teaching the introductory phase of the tv shorthand course.
Vic Hirsh is director for WTOP-TV.
When WTOP-TV offered facilities to

AT

WTOP-TV

the school system for a series, Thomas
B. Jones, director of programs for the
station, met with Dr. Carl Hansen, acting
school superintendent, and his assistant,
Francis A. Gregory. After examining
other educational tv projects, they decided on a "practical" course for Washington, with shorthand their first choice
to launch the series. Day and night classes
in this subject are filled to capacity every
year, Mr. Gregory said, while at the same
time government and business are continually seeking more people trained in
shorthand.
Classroom 9, with 725 students attending and room for more, is setting out to
fill this need. Station officials have expressed ahope to expand or continue the
series to other practical fields of education after the shorthand course, begun
last month, is well underway.

wm<al-tv
is the top station from
noon to 10 p.m. Monday
through Friday . . . without
a hint of loading ratings

we would have been in first place
during the times when alHour
stations were competing except for
two "one-time spectaculars."
SHARE

WMAL-TV
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4

OF AUDIENCE
when all 4
noon to 10 p.m.
Monday-Friday stations compete
Sunday-Saturday
29.8%
33.0%
31.8%
31.1%
27.1%
23.5%
11.3%
11.7%

ARB/March 8-14, 1958
represented by H-R Television, Inc.

HOW to say it in shorthand is the preoccupation of (I to r) Julia Colvin, instructor
in the new D. C. Public Schools series on WTOP-TV Washington; George F. Hartford, vice president and general manager of WTOP-TV; Dr. Albert DeMond of the
public schools business education department and chairman of the committee which
set up the tv course, and Dr. O. Glenn Stahl, director of the bureau of programs
and standards,
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U. S. Civil Service Commission,

Washington's largest employer.
Broadcasting

AWARDS

12
For

Winners
1958

Announced

Sloan

Awards

Twelve radio and television stations and
advertisers were presented Alfred P. Sloan
Awards, for public service in the highway
dinsafety field, at the tenth annual award
last
York,
New
,
toria
rf-As
Waldo
the
ner, in
Mr.
by
nted
prese
es,
plaqu
Tuesday. Bronze
Sloan, president of the Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation and former chairman of General Motors Corp., were given to:

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., WinstonSalem, N. C; Aluminum Co. of America,
Pittsburgh; Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,
New York; Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.; MFA Mutual Insurance Co.,
Columbia, Mo.; Schneider Oil Co., Salem,
Va.; Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Toronto;
WNHC New Haven, Conn.; KYW Cleveland' WNYC New York; WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio, and WCET (TV), educational station in Cincinnati.
Sloan Award winners were among recipients of National Safety Council 1957
public interest awards presented last month
[Awards, April 14]. All winners of NSC
awards in April immediately became eligible
for the Sloan citations.
Ned H. Dearborn, president, National
Safety Council, was chairman of the judges
for the Sloan awards. Other judges were
Kenneth G. Bartlett, vice president and dean
of public affairs, Syracuse U.; Frank C.
Turner, deputy commissioner and chief engineer, U. S. Bureau of Public Roads; Mrs.
Stephen J. Nicholas, executive director,
General Federation of Women's Clubs, and
William S. Lampe, editorial assistant to the
president, Hearst Newspapers.
Harold E. Fellows, president of the NAB,
and Walter F. Carey, chairman of the board
of directors of the National Safety Council,
were speakers, with Mr. Sloan, at the dinner.

They
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going through their tough paces next month
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principles of nonFor a comprehensive statement of Seventh-day Adventists
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civilian,

Mangan, vice president of BBDO, San
Francisco, is general chairman. Winning
entries will be announced and displayed at
the 1958 AAW Convention in Vancouver,

Adventist

Seventh-day

Announces Opening
Of Western Ad Competition

The All-Western awards, now in their
10th year, offer trophies and cash for advertising in the 11 western states, Alaska,
Hawaii and British Columbia. Robert E.

It

men were forced into.
This kind of rugged training isn't something these young
!
privilege
the
for
cash
hard
They asked for it— and are paying
s Medical Cadet
They are Seventh-day Adventist youth, members of the church'
quickly into medical
Corps. The corps prepares draft-age Adventist men to move U.S.
Army, a course
duty when tapped for military service. Approved by the
will be held June 3-17 at Grand Ledge, Michigan, near Lansing.
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called and believe
forces
armed
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service.no more than their duty in
nationa

Hoefer

Opening of the 1958 All-Western Advertising Craft Competition has been announced by John Hoefer, president of the
Advertising Assn. of the West.
The radio portion of eight separate media
sections is sponsored by the radio industry
of the West and the Vancouver Advertising
and Sales Bureau. Sponsors of the television competition are Television Bureau of
Advertising and the Hollywood Advertising
Club.

For

Information

WORLD HEADQUARTERS:
Washington 12, D. C.
H. B. Weeks
RAndolph 3-0800 •

BROADCASTER'S

Services

NEW YORK OFFICE:
227 W. 46th Street
JUdson 6-2336 • Helen F. Smith

FIRST

CHOICE

GATES

B. C, June 22-25. Information is available at local advertising clubs or from the
AAW, 425 Bush St., San Francisco 8.
Deadline is May 30.
Broadcasting
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AWARDS CONTINUED
National, State Awards Made
At Oklahoma AP Radio Meeting
Two

Oklahoma

stations took national

awards at the annual meeting of the Oklahoma AP Radio Broadcasters Assn. last
month at Western Hills Lodge in Sequoyah
State Park. State awards and election of
officers were main items on the agenda.
KAKC Tulsa (Bud Curry, news director)
was singled out as the top news-contributing
station in the nation. KRMG Tulsa (Glen
Condon, news director) came in third in
the country for total stories supplied the
AP in 1957.
Jim Naughton, former news director of
KCCO Lawton, accepted the plaque for
best state news contributor from a small
market station. Mr. Naughton now is an
AP staff member in Tulsa. WKY Oklahoma City (Bob Gamble, news director)
took the plaque for outstanding coverage
of the Oklahoma blizzard in the spring of
1957. Wilbur Martin, Oklahoma AP bureau chief, made the awards.
Ben DeKinder of KWCO Chickasha was
elected president of the association, succeeding Mr. Gamble of WKY. Jack Morris, news director of KTUL-TV Tulsa, was
named vice president.
OPC

Gives

Broadcasting

Awards

The Overseas Press Club, New York, at
its 19th annual awards dinner gave the top
broadcasting award to "Algeria Aflame,"
a CBS-TV special program, and to CBS

I'M

K.

WINNERS of Oklahoma state and national AP awards (I to r): Bob Gamble, news
director, WKY Oklahoma City, cited for outstanding blizzard coverage; Bud Curry,
news director, KAKC Tulsa, first place nationally for AP news contributions; Dick
Schmitz, KAKC, first in Oklahoma for news contributions; Glenn Condon, news director, KRMG Tulsa, placing third in the country for news contributions, and Jim Naughton, former news director of KCCO Lawton, Okla., first in state small market stations
for news contributions.
Cairo correspondent Frank

and
Egyptian cameraman Youssef Masraff. Citations were given ABC's John Daly, CBS's
Howard K. Smith and NBC's Chet Huntley
for "best radio-tv interpretation of foreign
affairs" and to CBS's Daniel K. Schorr and
NBC's Welles Hangen for radio-tv reporting from abroad. CBS's David Schoenbrun
was given a special award for As France

A.

Kearns

CASEY!
Kans.
Mo.
Ark.

CONTINUOUSLY
FIRST
RICH

ON

THE

TULSA

FRONTIER

last 18 months, I've been FIRST by a COUNTRY
MILE! Match THIS with my reasonable RATES .

and you get a costTulsa station that it's almost like

Hey, and see that big HAT I'm wearing? Ahem! That's my big 3 mv
Primary Coverage Pattern in the rich Tulsa Trade Area.
Come on! Get ACQUAINTED with me . . . and you'll get acquainted
with SELLING POWER, the likes of which you've never seen BEFORE.

THE

NO.

I NEWS

STATION

"■'Winner of coveted A. P. Award for best news coverage of all A. P. radio and tv stations for 1957

KMTV
in 1957."(TV), KFAB Top Winners
In Omaha Gold Frame Awards
KMTV (TV) and KFAB, both Omaha,
took the top number of honors in competition for this year's Gold Frame awards of
the Omaha Area Radio-Television Council,
earning respectively five and three show
citations. The council, composed of 38
civic organizations and 10 radio and tv
stations, annually selects the best shows in
nine categories. This year they went to:
Children's or youth programs — WOWTV, Teen Topics; KSWI (Council Bluffs,
Iowa), Gypsy Caravan. Classical music —
KBON, Pops Matinee; KOOO, Sunday
Concert Hall. Educational — KMTV, Tv
Classroom; WOW, The Nebraska Story.
General news — KMTV, All the News;
WOW, Four Bell News. Non-classical music
— KFAB, The Morning Watch.
Special programs or series — WOW-TV,
This Is Alcoholism; KFAB, KFAB Editorial

Hooper . . . Pulse . . . you NAME it,
pardner! In every Tulsa survey during the

per-thousand so far below any OTHER
hoss-stealin' to buy me.

Goes, judged "best book on foreign affairs

IN

THE

NATION*

TULSA'S 24-HOUR MUSIC &
NEWS STATION — 970 KC
Robert J. Hoth, V.P. & Gen.
Mgr., American Airlines Bldg.
Tulsa LU 7-2401 TWX: TU99
Rep.: Weed Radio Corporation

Voice; WOW, WOW Farm Hour. Sports—
KMTV, Omaha Cardinal Baseball. Religious
—KMTV, Adventures in Life; KBON,
Church in the News. Special commendation
— KETV (TV), Satellite Survey; KMTV,
Conversations; KFAB, Who's Delinquent?;
KOOO, European folk music on Sundays.
The Gold Frame citations were made
April 24 at a banquet attended by more
than 100. Special guest Al Sorenson, president of the Omaha City Council, discussed
"Public Service Contributions of Radio and

Television."
Ayers,
Vicas

Get

Hillman

Awards

Theodore Ayers, CBS-TV producer, will
receive the $500 television award of the
annual Sidney Hillman Foundation Awards
to be presented in Atlantic City Wednesday.
Mr. Ayers
will be interview
cited for with
the network's
Face
the Nation
Premier
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Nikita Khrushchev of the Soviet Union.
Georse A. Vicas, producer, CBS Radio,
will receive the $500 radio award for his
Radio Beat program which featured debates
between American and Soviet scientists and
educators. Last year no awards were given
in radio and television.

LA. Adwomen Present Lulu Awards
Le Ora Thompson, head of Le Ora
Thompson Assoc., Los Angeles, won the
first Lulu awards for tv commercials m
both black-and-white and color categories,
it was announced last Sunday at the
awards luncheon of the Assn. of Los
ShelAngeles Advertising Women. Actress
ley "winters presented Miss Thompson with
her video comgolden Lulu trophies for
mercials for De Soto (monochrome, used
on the Groucho Marx Show) and DuPont
(color, used on DuPont Show of the
sMonth). Fran Harris Tuchman, Harri
Tuchman Productions, Los Angeles, won
the second award in the black-and-white
tv class for her commercial for Sebb shampoo. The annual achievement awards com-in
petition (this is the 12th) are conducted
honor of Miss Frances Holmes, who in 1909
opened an advertising agency in Los Angeles, first woman in the nation to have her
own agency.

AWARDS

SHORTS

Fulton Lewis Jr., MBS commentator, has
received annual award from American Jewish League Against Communism, "for his
fearless, crusading Americanism."
Samuel Chotzinoff, producer of NBC Opera
Co., has received Page One Award of
Newspaper Guild of New York. Program
was cited "for its efforts in presenting new
works to the American public and offering
the finest in established operas in clear
English versions." Merit citations were
given NBC-TV's Omnibus and David Sussfor "outstanding contributions" to tv
kind
industry.

has received Medallion Award of Los Angeles area USO Council for his "contribution to the morale and welfare of servicemen and women." Mr. Grant has made 11
trips to Orient, two to Europe and Alaska
and one to Caribbean, plus nearly 1,000
stateside visits to camps, hospitals, etc., to
entertain military personnel.
Larry Williams, writer-producer, received
first Special Recognition Award for best
television manuscript from California Tuberculosis &Health Assn. for his production
on KPIX-TV San Francisco.
Call
House
Dorothy Fuller, WBET Brockton, Mass.,
commended by City Council for "outstandresolution introing community service" inDerosie
r.
duced by Mayor Wilfred

WRBL-AMJoe Gamble, chief engineer, been
named
FM-TV Columbus, Ga., has
"Outstanding Engineer of 1957" by Columbus chapter of Georgia Engineering Society.
Award, known as "Joe Gamble Trophy,"
was received for "outstanding effort and
service to his fellow engineers" and will be
presented each year to local engineer.
Dr. Harold S. Black, research engineer,
Bell Telephone Labs, awarded 1957 Lamme
Gold Medal by American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Reginald Rose, tv playright who adapted
his own Studio One teleplay, "Twelve Angry
Men," for Orion-Nova/United Artists film
version, cited along with co-producer Henry

WWJ-TV Detroit received "Distinguished
Health Service Award" at special Michigan
Clinical Institute testimonial luncheon for
its live colorcast of heart surgery at Grace
Hospital, that city, in 1957.
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, Okla., cited by
U. S. Marine Corps Commandant for "cooperation and assistance in maintaining and
furthering interest in the achievements of
the U. S. Marine Corps."
WHTN-TV Huntington-Charleston, W. Va.,
awarded "Certificate of Merit" by American
Heart Assn. for "outstanding service in advancing the heart program and stimulating

5»ii4ley

You've done it again. Ya missed
A the biggest single TV buy in the
West. You passed up the Cascade
. this
./
at.Television package
greagain
just
KIMA-TV with its satellites. Doesn't
an exclusive billion-dollar market
tickle your fancy? Here's a halfpeople and Cascade's got
million
'em
— exclusively. Let's not miss it
again, Smidley, or we'll be missing you around here.
Quite a market . . .

Howard A. Chinn, chief engineer, CBS-TV
New York, named fellow of American
Institute of Electrical Engineers "for his
contributions to the development of measuring and monitoring equipment in the
audio and video broadcasting field." Joseph
B. Epperson, vice president in charge of
engineering for Scripps-Howard Radio Inc.,
Cleveland, also named fellow "for achievement in the broadcasting field."

General merchandise $60,135,000
$26,172,000
Apparel...
Source: 1957 "Survey of Buying Power"

YAKIMA,
WASHINGTON
-TV
KIMA
with its satellites
KEPR-TV, Pasco, Wash.
KLEW-TV, Lewisten, Idaho
and KBAS-TV
Ephrata, Moses lake. Wash.

Dale Wolters, assistant chief engineer for
WOOD Grand Rapids, Mich., received
"Cosmo G. Calkins Award" at annual convention of Michigan Amateur Radio Assn.
for his "outstanding achievement in amateur
radio" and his communications work with
Red Cross and Civil Defense.

Los Angeles,

for "best radio-tv suspense drama."
WCBS-TV New York, NBC and Tv Guide
were cited May 1 for best publicity-promotion work during 1957 by American Public
Relations Assn. WCBS-TV publicity director Robert A. Fuller won Silver Anvil,
highest award, for drumbeating on Sunrise
Semester, etv program, with Prof. Floyd
Zulli Jr; NBC cited for its letters-to-radio-tveditors by network president Robert W.
Sarnoff, and Triangle Publications (Tv
Guide), special citation for promotion work
done on behalf of etv in Hagerstown, Md.

Great

William Dempsey, program manager, KPIX
San Francisco, given Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s "Lamp of Knowledge" award
for his supervision and direction of Decision
or Dilemma, This is San Quentin, and several other special programs.

Johnny Grant, d.j. at KMPC
Broadcasting

Fonda by Mystery Writers of America.
Coveted "Edgar" award citation found
"Twelve Angry Men" to be "the best mystery and suspense motion picture of the
Radio produceryear." Jay McMullen, CBS of
Terror: The
director-writer, Chronicle
Galindez-Murphy Case, won Edgar award

CASCADE
BROADCASTING COMPANY
NATIONAL REP: WEED TELEVISION

PACIFIC NORTHWEST:

MOORE & ASSOCIATES
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WSaLsubliminal

ROANOKE,

ad

Quartet.
WLWI (TV) Indianapolis received "Outstanding Service Award" from that city's
United Fund Campaign for its service
through The World of One. Program was
carried for 13 weeks during and after UF
campaign.

VA.

zve

the

composers radio awards conducted annually
by Broadcast Music Inc. and BMI Canada
Ltd. Winning composition will be broadcast
stereophonically this fall by WQXR String

largest

have

share

ROANOKE,

American Motors Corp. cited NBC

VA.

of audience

WSLS

NATIONAL Recognition Award for
Association Achievement was presented by the U. S. Chamber of Commerce to James D. Secrest (1), executive vice president of Electronic

• TV
the latest

by

ROANOKE,

WSLS

Industries
Assn.,
during the The
chamber's
recent
annual
convention.
award
was presented by Phillip M. Talbott,

VA.
ARB

chamber president, for EIA's pioneering in closed-circuit tv as an educational tool. EIA sponsors a Washington County, Md., experimental program involving 23 schools.

• TV

Feb.-Mar.
ROANOKE*

'58

VA«

public support of the fight against heart
disease." New York has announced it will
WQXR
add $500 award to prizes for best chamber
music composition submitted in 1957 student
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authority not unlike England's British
Broadcasting Corp. and most of its revenue
comes from receiver license fees. (Some
20% of Irish radio income is derived from

station

marketing

success

Quad-Cities

BY AVERY-KNODEL,

May 12, 1958

U.S.

invitation implied that proposals for American construction and operation of one or
more Irish stations would be considered.
The invitation was issued through the
Irish embassy in Washington by a special
television commission which the Irish government set up last March. It is the commission's job to recommend to the government the form tv should take in Eire.
Radio in Eire is operated by a state

& TELEVISION

the

FOR

There may be a chance for American
television interests to build or provide capital for a commercial television system in
Ireland.
Last week the Irish government invited
U. S. telecasters to submit proposals for the
establishment of commercial tv in Eire. The

*S THE

RADIO

for their "exceptional ingenuity and resourcefulnes inradio advertising" in connection with recent sales campaign on stations and NBC Monitor. Campaign reportedly resulted in 81% increase in sales this
year over same period last year.
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences first
Governors' Awards were presented to Desi
Arnaz, president, Desilu Productions and
Maurice Morton, vice president, McFadden
Productions and president of Alliance of
Television Film Producers. They received
awards, gold medallions, from ATAS West
Coast President Harry Ackerman for their
"outstanding contribution to the television
Television
industry." Bureau of Advertising has been
cited by Lithographers National Assn. for
design of its business stationery letterhead.
TvB will win one of awards in Eighth Lithographic Awards competition officially announced at LNA's 53rd annual convention, April 28-May 1, in Phoenix, Ariz.

INTERNATIONAL

CHANCE

OA

affiliates

INC.

commercial programming allowed only during daytime.) But the Irish government
lacks the money to build or run a television
system. It has instructed its special television commission to come up with recommendations for a system financed by
private funds but operating under the control of a government television authority.
The government also wants to make sure
that the programming of whatever system
is established will "provide for the use of

TV

IN

IRELAND

the Irish language [as well as English] and
for the adequate reflection of the national
outlook
culture."
There and
is now
some television reception
in parts of Eire from British stations in
North Ireland and in England. An embassy
official estimated last week that some 20,000
tv sets exist in the Dublin area. According
to his calculations a tv station located in
Dublin could cover a population of about
1 million.
The embassy official asked that U. S.
proposals be submitted to the secretary of
the Irish television commission, Hammam
Buildings, 1 1 Upper O'Connell St., Dublin,
Eire.
Havana

Color Outlet Operating

Havana now has an all-color tv station,
operating 20 hours daily using film, including color film newscasts. It is on ch. 12 and
atop the new Hilton Hotel. Headed by
Gaspar Pumarejo, ch. 12 is identified with
the founding of ch. 4 CMUR-TV there in
October 1950, Pioneer Cuban monochrome
tv outlet. The new color station began March
19, coincident with the Hilton opening, according toCommunications Counselors Inc.,
New York, public relations subsidiary of
McCann-Erickson, in a news release in behalf of its client, the National Plans Board
of Cuba.
Broadcasting

INTERNATIONAL continued

On

Focuses

Meet

CARTB

Networks

Regional

Establishment of regional radio and television networks by independent stations is
due for discussion at business sessions of
the annual meeting of the Canadian Assn.
of Radio and Television Broadcasters. A
number of resolutions will deal with the
network situation. The four-day meeting
opened yesterday (Sunday) at the Queen
Elizabeth Hotel, Montreal.
Plans call for discussing the necessity
of organizing co-operative networks for
both radio and television and obtaining
government permission to operate such networks. Reasons advanced for such networks include the promotion and development of Canadian talent and the creation
of Canadian production centers by independent stations so as to shift the burden
the broadcasting industry from
to
of cost
the taxpayer, who now pays through government grants to the Canadian BroadcastCorp.
.
ing
The business sessions also will deal with
furtherance of the movement to establish
an independent regulatory body for telecommunications, especially broadcasting,
television to independent
of
and the opening
stations in major Canadian markets now
reserved to the CBC. The latter recommendation was made by the recent Royal
Commission on Broadcasting.
Resolutions up for consideration from
inregional Canadian association meetingsAssn.
clude one from the British Columbia
of Broadcasters on the question of establishing the principle of a fixed percentage
rate for the performing right fees charged
to broadcasters by the Canadian Assn. of
Publishers, Authors and Composers. At
present the rate is 1%% of gross revenue
of radio stations, with an increase to 2%
now under consideration.
The Western Assn. of Broadcasters has
asked the CARTB meeting to appoint a
regional representative to attend business
conventions to promote broadcasting.
Atlantic Assn.

Officers Named

Don Jamieson, general manager of CJONAM-TV St. John's, Nfld., was elected president of the Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters
WHEN

SAY

THEY

YOU'VE

COMMITTED

LIBEL — SLANDER
PIRACY

OF

COPYRIGHT

PRIVACY
VIOLATION

Be ready with our unique
INSURANCE
Adequate protection against embarrassing loss
at amazingly moderate cost. Write!

REINSURANCE
EMPLOYERS
CORPORATION
21 W. Tenth, Kansas City, Mo.
New York, Chicago, San Francisco,
107 William
175 W.
100 Bush
St. Jackson St.

L

CHANNEL

4-SI6HT

Promotions During Rating Weeks
Under Investigation by P&G Ltd.
Procter & Gamble Co. of Canada Ltd.,
Toronto, has notified the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, that city, that it will
ignore semiannual BBM rating reports
for markets in which it is known that individual stations put on special promotions
during survey weeks. In a letter to the
BBM, J. A. MacDonald, media manager
of Procter & Gamble of Canada, stated, "We
feel very strongly that stations which actively try to distort audience habits during
survey weeks are making a mockery of the
only rating service largely owned by the
stations themselves. Where we drop a market from our BBM report there is a strong
possibility that our radio buying in that

market will be reduced."
Investigations now are being made not
only by P&G of Canada, but also by other
major advertisers and BBM about special
promotions put on by stations during the
current survey period. Investigations have
already shown that some promotions were
done in the period in the metropolitan
Winnipeg, Man., area, and this is one market which may be affected by the Procter
& Gamble of Canada policy.
CBC

Seeks

Central

Headquarters

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. is negotiating with the civic authorities in Montreal for
a location in downtown Montreal for a central CBC headquarters to provide some
1,300,000 square feet of floor space. CBC
now occupies the old 1 2-story Ford Hotel on
Dorchester St., opened about 1950, and at
large enough for CBC's
that
radiotime
andconsidered
tv activities in Montreal. Now
CBC has space at various locations in the
city and plans to consolidate all into one
building for local radio and tv broadcasting,
French-language networks, and engineering
division for the entire system. If a site can
be arranged it is expected construction of
the multi-million dollar structure can start
next year and will take about five years.
INTERNATIONAL

- PLAGIARISM

INVASION

at the group's annual meeting at Amherst,
N. S., April 22. Jack Lewis, manager of
CKEN Kentville, N. S., was elected first
vice president; Bob Large, manager of
CFCY-AM-TV Charlottetown, P. E. I.,
second vice president, and Tom Tonner,
the manager of CKCW-AM-TV Moncton,
N. B., secretary-treasurer.

SHORTS

You don't have to know how to
use a sextant to get your bearings. You're always headed in
right direction on the Golden
4the
-Sight.
Spread when you use Channel

More than 100,000 TV sets in
vastly healthy and wealthy
amarket.
Power:

Visual
Aural

100 kw
50 kw

Antenna Height 833 feet above
the ground

COLO

i

KANSAS

■—

H MtJt

Quebec Adv. Agency Ltd., Montreal, enfranchised byCARTB, has changed its name
to Inter-Canada Quebec Adv. Agency Ltd.
Emerson Radio Export Corp., subsidiary
of Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp.
(Jersey City), has negotiated new licensing
agreement with Emerson Do Brazil covering manufacture and distribution of Emerson products in Brazil. Company in Brazil
maintains manufacturing plants in Rio de
Janeiro and Bello Horizonte, with sales
offices in principal cities in South America.
Torobin Adv. Ltd., Westmount, Que., has

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL
4
AMARILLO,
TEXAS
CONTACT*""" *~*-—«^<
KATZ MAN
ANY

^

*"*
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PEOPLE
been enfranchised by Canadian Assn. of
Radio and Television Broadcasters.
CKAC Montreal has begun broadcasting from its new 50 kw transmitter on
730 kc at St. Joseph du Lac, 30 miles west
of Montreal. Transmitter reportedly is first
designed and manufactured in Canada by
Canadian General Electric Co., Toronto,
for sale to commercial broadcasting station.
CHEX

Peterborough, Ont., has begun operations with new 5 kw transmitter on new
980 kc frequency, moving from 1430 kc
with 1 kw power.
CJINR Blind River, Ont., has begun operations on 1 kw, 730 kc.
National Assn. of Broadcasters in Japan
has announced partial publication in private
edition of first American book on television
to be translated into Japanese. Book is
Television Programming and Production by
Richard Hubbell of International News
Service. Organization also reported that, as
result of acclaim received by book by members of NAB in Japan, full Japanese translation for commercial market is in preparation with leading publisher.
CJES-TV Escourt, Que., is call letter for
uhf translator station on ch. 70, which will
carry programs of CJBR-TV Rimouski,
Que., ch. 3 station.
CJVC-TV Cleremont, Que., is call letter
of ch. 75, which will carry programs of
CFCM-TV Quebec City on ch. 4.
France-Video, French television network,
has signed up for CBS Newsfilm. Cooperative arrangement with independent tv news
of Great Britain makes it possible to supply service of world-wide coverage from
London to Europe, North Africa and Middle
East. France-Video will make Newsfilm
available to Monaco and Algeria as well as
throughout France.

CHUC Cobourg-Port Hope, Ont., and
CKEK Cranbrook, B. C, have appointed
Radio & Television Sales Inc., as exclusive
representatives at Toronto and Montreal.

A WEEKLY
mm

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
■< Lewis F. Bonham,
president of Bourjois Inc.,
joins Miles Labs May 15
as president of its newlyformed Home Products
Div. New division will be
responsible for marketing
Miles proprietary products, including Alka-Seltzer, One-A-Day
(Brand) vitamins, Bactine and other home
remedies. He also will be vice president and
member of board of directors at Miles Labs.
Leonard S. Matthews, vice president in
charge of media department, Leo Burnett
Co., and Edward Thiele, vice president,
elected to board of directors of agency.
Henry Starr, marketing supervisor, promoted
to vice president.
George Polk, in charge ►
of radio and television
programming and planning for BBDO, New
York, has been elected
vice president. Mr. Polk
joined BBDO in 1950 in
media research and in
1954 he moved to radio-tv department as
liaison with media section and then was put
in charge of programming and planning for
department.
William J. Lyons, director of radio and television for Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone,
N. Y., appointed vice president of agency.
Stanford Cohen, formerly general manager
of Memorial Super Markets, West Springfield, Conn., has been named to executive
vice
president of Mott's Super Markets,
Hartford.
William E. Sprague, account executive,
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh,
and Vincent H. Drayne, account assistant,
promoted to account supervisor and account
executive, respectively.
Cecil K. (Mike) Carmichael, account representative on Assn. of American Railroads
with Benton & Bowles, N. Y., has been
named account supervisor for AAR account.
Adrian Bryan Courie, group copy supervisor since 1956, Norman, Craig & Kummel,

GERMANY

Another
RADIO
LUXEMBOURG
'First'
You can now blanket the RICH RUHR & RHEINLAND PFALZ markets, where the local radio is unsponsored. Broadcasting, started July
1957, now is open for SPOT casting at from 15 D M. per sec. up . . .
subject to usual R.L. deductions.
Coverage data on request

350,000
WATTS
1493
Limited to daytime 2-6 p.m. . . . so . . . Hurry!
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N. Y., appointed tv and radio copy supervisor for agency, reporting to creative directors.
Jack Miller, formerly account executive
with Buchanan & Co. and D'Arcy Adv.,
joins Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
L. A., as senior account executive.
John R. Bassett, advertising and merchandising director and national grocery products
sales manager, Stahl-Meyer, to Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., as account executive.
Richard W. Epp, assistant media director,
D'Arcy Adv., Chicago, to Gardner Adv.,
that city, as chief timebuyer.
Harlan Davis, assistant radio-tv director.
Product Services, N. Y., promoted to head
of radio-tv; Richard De Maio, production
assistant, to commercial film manager; Patricia Curtice, stylist, to casting director,
and trainee Robert Nussbaum to traffic manI. Orrin Spellman, vice president and general
ager.
manager of Philadelphia office of Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan has been named
assistant to president of agency. Mr. Spellman will be on executive assignment for
eastern division of EWR&R, which includes
New York, Philadelphia, Washington and
Cincinnati offices. Jere Patterson, executive
vice president of agency in charge of New
York office has resigned to form his own
company in international advertising field.
Horace D. Nalle, EWR&R vice president in
charge of account service in Philadelphia,
has been named to succeed Mr. Spellman as
general manager of office in that city.
David Miller, trainee, Hicks & Greist, N. Y.,
and Arlene Hirsch, radio-tv department, to
radio-tv estimator and departmental traffic
coordinator, respectively.
James R. Ogilvie, formerly associated with
agencies in Dallas and Jackson, Miss., joins
Clarke, Dunagan & Huffhines, Dallas, as art
director.
William Ewart, formerly with Vaughan,
Thain & Spencer, Chicago, joins McCannErickson, that city, creative staff. John Hugunin, formerly wth Campbell-Mithun,
Minneapolis, joins McC-E Chicago staff as
copyrighter.
Arne N. Ramberg, media buyer for W. B.
Doner & Co., Baltimore, to N. W. Ayer &
Son, Philadelphia media selection staff; Sylvia Kaye, formerly with radio-tv staff,
BBDO,

N. Y., has joined Ayer's media department as estimator.

Doris Goldstein, account executive, Alfred
Davidson Assoc., public relations firm, to
publicity
department, Anderson & Cairns,
N. Y.
FILM

Kc

Guy Bolam
mu 5-1300
American Sales & Servicing Agency
• 370 Lexington Ave., NY

REPORT

17

Fred R. Frank Jr., with Gross-Krasne Miami sales force, has been appointed vice
president of firm in charge of southern sales
division. He will move to Atlanta, Ga., in
Broadcasting

June to establish new office there, which will
be company's southern sales headquarters.
Eli Feldman, sales manager and member of
N. Y. "management team" at UPA Pictures
Inc., has resigned to join Pelican Films, that
city, as vice president of sales. N. Y. operations of UPA will be headed by Jack Goodford and Chris Ishii.
Herbert H. Greenblatt, formerly general
sales manager for RKO Pictures, N. Y., appointed general sales manager of NTA Pictures Inc., N. Y., theatrical releasing subsidiary of National Telefilm Assoc.

Leonard Bogdanoff, formerly with Arthur
Young & Co., (national public accounting
firm), N. Y., to Bernard L. Schubert Inc.
and Telestar Films Inc., that city, as controller.
David V. Picker, sales-promotion liaison
exrepresentative at United Artists Corp., to UA
ecutive assistant to Max E. Youngstein,
vice president.
Albert G. Hartigan, account executive for
ABC Film Syndication, named "Alumnus
of the Year" by radio and television center
of Syracuse U.

diJoseph J. Doyle, managing director for
vision of Skouras Theatres, to Guild Films,
N. Y., as booking supervisor.
NETWORKS

Robert D. Daubenspeck, manager, research
services, NBC radio network research, has
been appointed manager of sales development and presentations for tv sales, central
division. Arthur J. Johnson, NBC station

Dwight Wheller, formerly with WAKR
Akron, Ohio, joins WWTV (TV) Cadillac,
Mich., as operations manager.

apolis Times, joins WLWC (TV) Columbus,
Ohio, as sales manager, succeeding Gregory
Lincoln, who resigned to return to N. Y.

Leonard Mosby, production manager,
WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla., named program manager, succeeding Harry Kalkines,
who moves to sales staff as account executive. Harry Richard, station director, succeeds Mr. Mosby as production manager.

■< Joseph W. Evans Jr.,
national sales manager of
KFJZ-TV

Dallas-Fort

Worth, to WVUE-TV
Philadelphia as general
sales manager.

Bob Barron joins WHMS Charleston, W.
Va., as program manager, succeeding Harv
Morgan, resigned.

Bob Shriver, announcer, KOA-TV Denver,
named account executive, succeeding Bill
Lydle, who has joined KZTV (TV) Corpus
Christi, Tex., as sales manager.

Tony Graham, host of his own show on
WEEP Pittsburgh, takes on additional duties
as production manager.

Roger S. Davison, general manager, KLOU
Lake Charles, to WAIL Baton Rouge, both
Louisiana, as sales manager, succeeding
Owen Elliott.

William G. Rolley, formerly assistant to
president, Mutual, joins WCAU Philadelphia, as sales development director.

Nancy Fentress, formerly with WLOW Norfolk, joins WAVY Portsmouth as sales service manager. Other appointments: Don
Pressman, announcer with WVEC-AM-TV
Hampton, joins WAVY as all-night personality; Bill Eure, Portsmouth Chamber of
assistant manager, to account
rce
Comme
executive; William Dustin, formerly assistant national sales manager, Daily Press,
Newport News, joins WAVY-TV as account
executive; William Kelly, formerly film editor for WRVA-TV Richmond, all Virginia,
to WAVY-TV in similar capacity; Joe Crabtree joins WAVE-TV as assistant film editor,
and Van Cantfort, announcer-director for
WAVY, promoted to assistant program and
production director.

Bill Greener, KFMA Davenport, Iowa, joins
WBEL Beloit, Wis., as program director.

Lou Parker, announcer, WWHG-AM-FM
Hornell, and Robert G. Woodel, chief announcer with WSAY Rochester, both New
program diYork, named WWHG-AM-FM
rector and news director, respectively.
Dave MacNeill, program director, WCRBAM-FM Boston, to KCBH-FM Beverly
Hills, Calif., as program director and host
of nightly Concerto from Coldwater
Canyon.
David G. Lee, director of advertising and
promotion for WTCN-AM-TV MinneapolisSt. Paul, joins KMGM-TV there as director
of news and public relations.

sales representative, has been named manager of station sales, tv network sales.
In the Syracuse

Cecil Brown, formerly newscaster and commentator with ABC, will join NBC on June
1 as correspondent in Tokyo.
Charles Marquis Warren, producer-director
and sometime writer of Gunsmoke during its
first year, will produce Rawhide, hour-long
Western series which will start on CBS-TV
in fall. Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood will
be starred in series, to be directed by Mr.
Warren and number of other top directors.

WSYR's
EQUALS
MAJOR

3

Jack De Mello, with Vance Fawcett Assoc..
Honolulu advertising agency, to KFOX
Long Beach, Calif., as general manager. He
succeeds Ira Lauffer, resigned.

L. Sinclair, commercial manager,
WCHS-TV Charleston, joins WSAZ-TV
Huntington, both West Virginia, as its
Charleston manager.

COVERAGE
THAT

OF

COMPETITORS

is

The amazing coverage superiority of WSYR
illustrated by these facts:

STATIONS

■< Leon Lowenthal, formerly vice president and
general manager of Musicast Inc. (commercial
broadcasting of background music) for past
two years, and before that
executive and buyer in retail record field, joins WKRC-FM Cincinnati, Ohio, as general manager.

Market

• It reaches 80% more homes than the No. 2
station in Syracuse.
• It s weekly circulation is as great as that of
stations 2, 3 and 4 combined!

'Nielsen

That's probably because WSYR attracts the adult,
able-to-buy audience by high quality programming
in all major areas of entertainment and public
service.
NBC in Central New York
Nationally by
Represented
HENRY !. CHRISTAl CO.

Coverage
Service No. 2

John

Walter Bartlett, formerly station salesman
and general advertising manager of IndianBroadcasting

5

KW

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.

•

570

KC
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UP
AGAIN
the coverage

you

!
get with

John K. Williams, formerly news director,
KCRG-AM-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to
K.ETV (TV) Omaha, Neb., in similar capacity.
Phil Wilson, news-public affairs director,
WTVH-TV Peoria, 111., joins WANE-TV
Fort Wayne, Ind., as news director.

-TV
TN
W
theH
SELLib
rated station
of the
GOLDEN
VALLEY...
(Central Ohio)
UP 11 7.5% on Sunday, 6:00 to 10:00
p.m. in Charleston !
UP 64.9%,

Monday

through Friday,

6.-00 to 10:00 p.m. in Charleston!
UP 32.4%, Monday through Friday,
6:00 to 10:00 p.m. in Huntington! And
so on, according to ARB figures for
November 1957!
With so many viewers leading
the way, it's easy to see why
more and more smart time
buyers are switching to
WHTN-TV
CHANNEL 13
A C0WLES STATION • ABC BASIC
Huntington-Charleston, W. Va.
Nationally represented by
Edward Petry Co., Inc.

Walt Bodine, veteran Kansas City, Mo.,

FIELD

radio and tv newsman, joins WDAF-AMTV there as director of news and special
events, succeeding Randall Jessee, resigned

ABOVE

to join Metropolitan Area Planning Council as director.
Phil Sheridan, WRFD Worthington, Ohio,
named program director, succeeding Bill
Arthurs, who has been reappointed news
director. Dave Collins named to newlycreated post of production director. William
E. PfeifFer, student at Ohio State U., joins
WRFD as assistant promotion manager.
engi-

Don Theobald, formerly with Pet Milk
sales in St. Louis, joins Gold Coast Stations (KSBW-TV Salinas and KSBY-TV
San Luis Obispo, both California) as merchandising representative.
Kenneth B. Kurtz rejoins WIS
S. C, as news editor.

Columbia,

George Edward Saunders, president of Huntington (W. Va.) Junior Chamber of Commerce, joins WHTN-TV that city as account
executive.

Herb Gross rejoins WTCN Minneapolis-St.
Paul as salesman, after four years with
Frederic Ziv Co.
Don Porter joins KGW
personality.

Portland, Ore., as

Sam Holman, KQV Pittsburgh, joins WIL
St. Louis as d.j.; Mort Crowley, formerly
with KIMN Denver, joins WRIT Milwaukee; Bill Bramhall, d.j., WOKY Milwaukee, to WRIT. WIL and WRIT are
both Balaban stations.

The sales power of WREX-TV's
combined coverage, spans market
portions of 23 countries in Illinois
and Wisconsin. Brings preferred
CBS-ABC network programs to
over 260,000 television homes.
Rockford's metropolitan area is
the sales jewel in the WREX-TV
market crown . . . 55,760 households— $6,949 sales potential per
household 16th in national ranking
of C.S.I, per household
J. M. BAISCH, General Manager
REPRESENTED BY
H-R TELEVISION, INC.
WREX-TV
CHANNEL^ 3 ROCKFORD
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McCALL

are the three new vice presidents at Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.
They include Clifford D. Field, Reva
Fine (Mrs. William Korda), both
copy supervisors, and David B. McCall, associate copy chief. They all
will have creative responsibilities.
Ernie Tannen, vice president-general manager, WEEP Pittsburgh, named chairman of
National Radio Month for Pittsburgh.
REPRESENTATIVES

Fred Weiss, WXYZ Detroit, named
neer of stations' Night Train.

Jack Dahmer, formerly Jefferson Amusement Co. city manager of theatres in Beaustaff. mont, Tex., joins KFDM-TV that city sales

WREX-TV MEANS ROCKFORD AND
A BILLION DOLLAR MARKET NETWORK AT THE CROSSROADS OF MIDAMERICA

FINE

Russ Moore joins WQAM Miami as personality, succeeding Gene Weed, who recently was drafted into U. S. Army.
Norm Tulin (Norm Stevens), former disc
jockey at WORL Boston, has joined
WMGM New York in similar capacity.
Mimi DeLuca joins WPEN
production staff.
Don England joins WLWI
promotion staff.

Philadelphia

(TV) Indianapolis

Dick Doty, president and general manager
of WTRL Bradenton, Fla., elected chairman of Manatee County Chapter, National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis.
Joe H. Baker, vice president-assistant general manager, KBON Omaha, Neb., named
Lt. Gov. of ninth district of Advertising
Federation of America.

John B. Sias, assistant to vice president and
tv director of Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
N. Y., was elected vice president of firm.
■< Clark N. Barnes, with
Burn-Smith and before
that Headley-Reed Co.,
both Los Angeles, to John
E. Pearson Co., as manager of L. A. office.
Val Bruce, account executive with KENS
San Antonio, Tex., to sales staff of N. Y.
office of Bob Dore Assoc., radio station
representative.

mmsm ww
MANUFACTURING
Eugene M. Kinney, vice president, Zenith
Radio Corp., and Hays MacFarland, board
chairman of MacFarland, Aveyard & Co.,
elected members of board at Zenith. MacFarlandinagency
aid account
U.handles
S. and Zenith's
Canada. hearing
Peter G. Peterson, vice president, director
and assistant to president of McCannErickson, to Bell & Howell Co. as executive
vice president. He also will be nominated
for election to B & H board of directors.
W. W. Roodhouse, formerly assistant general sales manager for Collins Radio Co.,
named general sales manager, and R. C.
Frost, assistant to vice president, international division, named director of that division. Other appointments: T. W. Sharpe to
assistant general sales manager; R. M.
Winston to assistant general sales manager
of administration; T. A. Farrell, Texas regional sales manager in Dallas; G. M.
Bergmann to central regional sales manager
in Cedar Rapids, and W. J. McKnight to
manager of Collins' N. Y. office.
Gordon E. Burns, formerly regional equipment sales manager for GE receiving tube
department, Chicago, appointed distributor
sales manager for GE receiving tube and
electronic components replacement department, Owensboro, Ky.
Robert L. Shaw, formerly general sales manager of Sylvania Home Electronics, to general marketing manager; Harry H. Martin,
Broadcasting

i

since 1955 tv set assembly plant manager,
Sylvania's Batavia, N. Y., plant, to general
manufacturing manager of Sylvania Home
Electronics.
William Balderston Jr., superintendent of
accessory division warehouse, Philco Corp.,
and Daniel Lerner, tv sales manager for
Philco's Newark branch, named products
manager in accessory division and field sales
engineer for appliance-laundry parts and
accessories, respectively.

Louis M. Park, manager of marketing administration for Hotpoint Co., tv receiver
department, joins Motorola marketing research department, Chicago, executive staff.
Special projects in sales distribution merchandising and advertising will be his primary responsibiUty.
Edward F. Taylor Jr., formerly electronics
and appliance sales manager for Charles L.
Martin Distributing Co., Atlanta, to Sylvania Home Electronics as south central
district sales manager.
James A. Elliott, formerly with Collins
Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa, joins Rixon
Electronics, Silver Spring, Md., as engineer
in charge of quality control.
Edmour Fredric Giguere, 44, electronics
consultant for RCA, died May 4 in his
home in New York. Earlier he had held
excutive post with IT&T.

received his B. S. and law degree from
George Washington U. in 1951 and 1953
and was admitted to D. C. Bar in 1954.

Eugene S. Cowen, formerly public relations
man with member of Congress and federal
government, joins Standard Public Relations, Washington. For past 18 months he
has been information specialist with Office
of Secretary of Dept. of Health, Education
and Welfare and with Federal Flood Indemnity Administration.

J Lire and Lively radio,
for today's
ALL- styled
AGE audience
...

f
Radio- Wise
Portland

PROGRAM SERVICES

Advertisers
Prefer.. .

Walter B. Orwall, midwest sales manager
of Columbia records custom division, to
United Film & Recording Studios, Chicago,
as sales manager of its recording division.

Thomas J. Holt joins Tv Guide, Philadelphia
edition, sales staff; Edwin L. Johnson, formerly with Branham Co. and R. H. Donnelly Co., to Tv Guide as sales representative
with Chicago edition, and Lloyd S. Perlin,
formerly assistant store manager with Bond
Stores Inc., becomes sales representative
with Cleveland edition.

Richard N. Robbins, associated with entertainer Roy Hamilton for past AVi years,
joins Community Club Services Inc. as
publicity and promotion director. Mr.
Robbins will continue as public relations
director for Mr. Hamilton in addition to
his new job.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

K

r
o
J
r

1

Ray Yocom, former director of advertising,
McQuade Assoc., N. Y., marketing organization, to S. Jay Reiner Co., Mineola, N. Y.,
merchandising-contest consultant for radiotv and other media, as director of station
relations.
Kenneth W. Klise (Col., U.S.A.F., retired),
who has spent 23 years in planning, implementation and administration of communication and navigational-aid systems, has
joined Page Communications Engineers,
Washington, as project manager.

E. Tillman Stirling, assistant U. S. attorney
for D. C, joins Washington law firm of
Welch, Mott & Morgan. Mr. Stirling joined
Office of U. S. Attorney in 1955 and had
been assigned to appellate division until
January of this year when he began handling
special proceedings. Before joining U. S.
Attorney's office, he served as law clerk
for Judge Wilbur K. Miller of U. S. Court
of Appeals for D. C. for one year. He

::
'•
L ^
ERNATIONAPalmer,
INTEverett
general sales manager
J.
of Canadian TP A Films Ltd., Toronto, and
former radio-tv director of McCann-Erickson Canada Ltd., that city, to broadcast
manager of Breithaupt, Milsom Ltd., Toronto advertising agency.

W. Bruce Butler, formerly general manager
of Jos. A. Hardy & Co. Ltd., Toronto and
Montreal, has resigned to form his own
station representative company, Bruce Butler
& Assoc. Ltd., Toronto and Montreal.
Joining Mr. Butler as associates are H.
E. Pepler and A. E. Stewart, both wellknown in Canadian station representative
field. Temporary offices have been established at 82 Royal York Rd. North,
Toronto.

f

I

V

CB^ for Portland, Oregon
Represented Nationally by
CBS RADIO SPOT SALES

Bob Kinsman to sales manager of CHEXTV Peterborough, replacing Jim Gibson,
who moved to similar post at CKWS-TV
Kingston, Ont.

Jack Turrell, for past 10 years sales manager of CKEY Toronto, to general manager
of CKOY Ottawa, Ont. Jim Armstrong
formerly of Liberty magazine, Toronto, to
sales manager of CKEY.
„_ p STARK
HOWA R ^CONSULTANT
-°kerand;:;Ev -ST.T.ONS
V.
RADIO AND TELE

R^T
SO EAST 58TH22, ST
.
N\Y
RK
YO
NEW
ALU

ELDORADO S-040S

I'N'QUtRIES; CONFIDENTIAL

Broadcasting

Allan Slaight, promotion manager of CHED
Edmonton, Alta., to promotion and production manager of CHUM Toronto.
Dave Devall, part-time announcer of CFRB
Toronto, to announcer of CHEX-TV Peterborough, Ont.
Bob Laine, announcer of CFRS Simcoe,
Ont., to announcing staff of CHUM
Toronto.
May 12, 1958
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS

Barbasol

Holds

Bowling

Night

The Barbasol Co. (toiletries), Indianapolis, sponsor of CBS Radio's Sports Time
with Phil RizzutO (Mon.-Sat. 7-7:05 p.m.)
is promoting a "Barbasol Night" at a
Clifton, N. J., bowling alley next Thursday
(6-9 p.m.). The promotion is tor New
Jersey food and drug chain executives and
personnel and will feature bowling matches
between newspapermen and ballplayers,
lirwin W.isey. Ruthrauff & Ryan, New
York Barbasol agency, helped
plan the
evening.

KGO

Covers

Commuters

in 'Copter

High-flying traffic coverage was inaugurated last Monday at KGO San Francisco
when newscaster Bob Day began reporting
from a KGO helicopter hovering over commuter routes at 6:15-9 a.m. and 3:30-5:45
p.m. each workday. KGO commuter-copter
traffic reporting was launched after a similar operation at KABC Los Angeles (both
ABC-owned stations) had proved successful
[Programs & Promotions, March 31]. The
idea was conceived by John Pace, general
manager of KABC and managing director
of KGO.

ABC-TV Tells Merits of 'Mickey'
ABC-TV currently is issuing a brochure
to advertisers on the merits of The Mickey
Mouse Club, as told by "satisfied advertiser"

Mattel Inc., California toy manufacturer.
The firm has renewed its contract for the
forthcoming season. Reproduced in the
brochure is an ad which appeared in the
New York Times last March, telling of
Mattel's success since becoming a full-time
MMC advertiser. Carson Roberts Inc., Los
Angeles, is the agency.
H-R Tv Issues Summer

for the other three quarters!" Retail sales in
August are higher than for any month except December, and food sales are at their
year's peak during this summer month!"
"This summer, average daily television
viewing will top 10 million home-hours," the
brochure points out, "outstripping the peak
winter viewership of a scant two years ago —
the October 1955-June 1956 season".
Another section emphasizes that "during an average week in the summer of 1958,
a mere 2.0% of American tv families will be
away from home on vacation — only 870,000 families in the entire United States,"
Other pages illustrate the fact that "four of
the top ten tv advertisers, as well as 18
other blue chip giants, spend more in the
summer quarter than they do in the first or

Given

the association's national meeting in Minneapolis April 21-25, reportedly attended
by more than 1,500 educators. The history,
prepared by MMM, deals with the "development of magnetic recording from the
turn of the century . . . into the present

WGR-TV now leads all Buffalo stations with
the largest share of the viewing audience
from sign-on to sign-off seven days a week.
Source: ARB. ABC Affiliate. Call Peters,
Griffin, Woodward for availcbilities.

WGR
-TV
ABC CHANNEL 2
SYMBOL OF SERVICE
A TRANSCONTINENT STATION
WROC-TV, Rochester • WGR Radio. WGR-TV,
Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg
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issues Canadian

Tv Facts

A set of colored cards, similar in size to
Canadian
era." standard rate book cards for radiotv stations, outlining the basic facts of Canadian television, has been distributed by
the Broadcast Advertising Bureau, Toronto,
Ont. The cards include such information as
84% of Canadian homes now have television, 78% of all homes watch television an
average of five hours a day during the week,
and give breakdowns on the amount of tv
viewing by hours of the day.

No

Triple-Spots, Vows

front ends of its newsmobiles. Puzzled
Peorians call the station to inform it
that, "they've painted the letters backto-front on your cars. "Reasons for this
"backwardness are that when motorists
look through their rear view mirrors
(lower cut) the call letters appear cor-

rect— also the seeming error arouses
interest in
news wagons
wherever
theyWMBD's
go.

History

The Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing
Co., St. Paul, last month presented a
history of magnetic recording to the Dept.
of Audio Visual Instruction of the National Education Assn. The occasion was

BAB

Reverse psychology is employed by
WMBD Peoria, 111., in having call letters painted backward (top cut) on the

Tv Facts

H-R Television Inc., station representative.
New York, has released a brochure promoting summertime television. Among the facts
enclosed in the 24-page two-color booklet is
that "retail sales during the summer quarter
are conspicuously higher than the average

second."
NEA Department

VOLTE-FACE

WCKT

(TV)

The practice of triple-spotting, to which
at least one network and many agencies are
opposed [Advertisers & Agencies, March
17, et seq.], comes under fire in a full page
ad placed in leading trade publications by
WCKT (TV) Miami, Fla. The spread, timed
to coincide with the NAB convention, com-

prises an open letter from Niles Trammell,
president of Biscayne Tv Corp. In the letter
he remarks that triple-spotting is not "good
advertising" and that "WCKY never did
. . . does not triple-spot. . . ."
Chamber

Meet

Tapes

Available

During the Chamber of Commerce's 46th
annual meeting in Washington a fortnight
ago, its Audio-Visual Services Dept. recorded all the principal addresses. Tapes of
the speeches are available at $6 each from
the A-V Services Dept., 1615 H St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

'Hostess' Film Offered

Free

Association Films Inc., New York, distributor of a 28-minute color film "How to
Be a Successful Hostess." sent embossed
"invitations" to tv stations last week inviting
them to present the film produced by Reed &
Barton silversmiths. Reply cards and stamped
envelopes were included. The film is available on a free-loan basis.
Pirates First on KDKA's VTR
The arrival of the Pittsburgh Pirates at
their hometown airport gave KDKA-TV
there the opportunity to initiate its new Ampex VR-1000 videotape recorder. KDKATV's cameras were at the airport when the
ball team disembarked as were a high school
band and thousands of fans complete with
banners. The station's recording of the
welcome was telecast at 11:15 that evening.
Broadcasting

WBZ

Performers

Take

to Hills

WBZ Boston performers and name stars
headlined entertainment the weekend of
April 26-27 at Jug End Barn, a resort in
the Berkshires (South Egremont, Mass.).
From Friday night until Sunday afternoon,
Carl DeSuze, Alan Dary, Bill Marlowe,
Norm Prescott, John Bassett and Sports
Director Leo Egan broadcast their shows
from the mountain resort. They took part
in a variety of stunts and helped entertain
300 guests at a WBZ party that provided
on-the-spot coverage of the Barn's 30th
birthday celebration.
Baseball-Based

Quiz on WTTG

(TV)

A team of government employes vs. a
team from private industry vie each week
for baseball knowledge honors and prizes in
WTTG (TV) Washington's Bat a Thousand
(Wed. 9:30-10:30 p.m.). Umpired by radio
personality-movie actor Steve Allison, the
live quiz game gives contestants the choice
of going for a "single," "double," "triple"
or "home run"— the difficulty of the questions to be asked being determined by the
"batter's" selection. Prizes also are given to
viewers who submit the nearest guess of the
winning team's score to WTTG.
in 25th Year
The 25th consecutive year of broadcasting WWVA Jamboree will be celebrated
May 10 by the Wheeling, W. Va., station.
The station is taking over the city's Virginia Theatre on that night for a special
broadcast-stage show that will feature many
of the 750 hillbilly-western artists who have
appeared on Jamboree during its run. A
half-hour excerpt of the show will be carried on CBS' Saturday Night— Country
Style as a salute from the network. WWVA
estimates that more than two million people, from every part of America, have
traveled to Wheeling to see Jamboree.

'WWVA

Jamboree'

Sept. 1 (Labor Day) will originate at WJMX
Florence, S. C. Both meetings reportedly
will be carried by about 70 stations in nine
states.
Hat-Trick for WAGA-TV's Scotty
The Scotty dog that appears on WAGATV Atlanta's station breaks now has a hat
for every season. WAGA-TV reports that
when the weather and its trademark's headgear changes, the dog is sent fan mail and
that advertisers are requesting merchandising tie-ins with its popular emblem.
Smooth

Tom

Collins Keeps

Vow

Tom (The Beard) Collins, disc jockey at
WKBZ Muskegon, Mich., made a vow to
his listeners in 1956 that he would never
play an Elvis Presley disc on his show. He
furthermore announced that he would grow
keep it until Mr. Presley's sidea beardburnsand
came off. With the hillbilly star in the
army and undoubtedly shorn, The Beard
was asked if he intended to keep his word
and shave. . . .

A Muskegon d.j. now faces the world —
sans beard and nickname — but with his
promise kept.
CNP

Adds

Bingo-Type

Games

New game entries with tv program idenNatity have been licensed by Californiaising
tional Productions in its merchand
activity.

They

are

"Auto-Bingo"

and

"License-Bingo" which can be played in
automobiles, buses and trains, and identified with NBC-TV's Wide Wide World.
The games make use of numbers from license plates, signs and billboards.

School

Board

Gets

Gift

Record

sting Co.'s donaMid-Continent Broadca
tion of the facilities of WTIX New Orleans
to the Orleans Parish school board [Education, Feb. 10] was supplemented April 28
when Columbia Records presented the
school board with more than 600 LP classical and semi-classical records. The presentation of the discs, to be used in the operation
of New Orleans Public School's WNPS,
was made by Mitch Miller of Columbia Records.

Programming in 'Depth'
WAND
Talk between records played on WAND
Canton, Ohio, is "carefully controlled by
the management . . ." in its new "Depth
Programming." While maintaining a musicnews format, WAND gives disc jockeys
just 60-seconds (apart from commercials)
and something constructive to talk about.
Each half-hour the theme changes; e.g.,
from household tips to hints on "how to
raise a happy husband." Depth Programming, WAND says, gives radio an opportunity to cover features much as a magazine or newspaper does, while still retaining the same music content.

AMCI...
• Omnidirectional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV

Auto

Races

to Originate

at WJMX

Broadcasts of the annual late model stock
car races at Darlington, S. C, May 10 (the
state's Confederate Memorial Day) and

Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted

TV

Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV

NOBLESSE

OBLIGE

KFWB Los Angeles has taken public notice of opposition programming.
As KLAC Los Angeles began a new
schedule of music and service minus
disc jockeys [Stations, April 14],
KFWB newscasts reported the change
"across the way." Listeners were reminded that on Jan. 2 KFWB had
introduced "color radio" and would
continue to emphasize "personalities
plus vital, exciting sounds." The Los
Angeles listener "is the beneficiary of
the results of the most competitive,
vital radio in America," said KFWB
as it wished KLAC "good luck and all
speed forward" in its new programming.
Broadcasting

Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexers
• Coaxial Switches
. . . have been proven
in service.
Write for information
and catalog.

ALFORD
Manufacturing Company
299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued
f;ew
WJOT

LURE

SETS

OFF

FISH

DERBY

Campanellct

Contest

on

KMPC

Tieing in with the inauguration of big
league baseball in Los Angeles, KMPC there
conducted a contest for a "stand-in" for
Roy Campanella, injured Dodger catcher.
Boys aged 8 to 12 were invited to write 25
words or less giving the reasons "Why I
would like to be Roy Campanula's stand-in
on opening day." Between 1,500 and 2,000
letters were received during the contest
week.
KWKW

Airs Dodgers

in Spanish

American Tobacco Co. and Pabst Brewing Co., co-sponsors of broadcasts of all
1958 games of the Los Angeles Dodgers
over a special Dodgers hookup of nine radio
stations in Southern California and Nevada,
have added Spanish language to 90 games
on KWKW Pasadena. The station is programmed exclusively for the 600,000 Latin
Americans living in the Greater Los Angeles
area. Young & Rubicam, Los Angeles, is
agency for Pabst; BBDO, N. Y., handles
American Tobacco.

Criminals' Problems on WQED (TV)
To highlight the social problems created
by law-breaking, WQED (TV) Pittsburgh
(non-commercial educational) April 14 presented Crime and the Man (10-11 p.m.
EST). The program featured opinions of
experts who were attending the Pennsylvania & Middle Atlantic Probation & Parole
& Corrections Assn.'s annual conference in
Pittsburgh. Among the questions asked the
attending probation and parole officers and
criminal court judges were "what happens
to a young man who has become an offender in the eyes of the law and how great
is the need for better services to rehabilitate
him?"
Page 102
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Western

Next

Fall

A new hour-long western will premiere
on CBS-TV next season. Titled Rawhide, it
will be produced by Charles Marquis Warren, creator of "Emmy"-winning Gunsmoke
series. Scheduled for Mondays, 7:30-8:30
p.m., Rawhide will be directed by a number

Sports Director Hap Palmer of WJOT
Lake City, S. C, lost when he dared the
world to catch a bigger fish than he
could. But he did get a rise out of the
Russians and from a thousand people
who came to the First Annual Hap Palmer Fishing Derby sponsored by WJOT
last month.
The boast also gained WJOT a string
of publicity, counted at about 175,000
words written about the big day of fishing plus wire service and film coverage.
Fishermen from 3 to 75 rose to the
bait offered by Mr. Palmer's bold challenge. The Russians accepted but backed
out the day before, WJOT reported with
some disappointment but enthusiasm still
undampened. On hand to present the
winning fisherman, P. W. Locklair of
Olanta, S. C, with his trophy and cash
award was Lt. Gov. Ernest F. Hollings
of South Carolina and Annette Fagen,
queen of the WJOT event. Sports Director Palmer caught one small fish.

CBS-TV

of Mr. Warren's colleagues on Gunsmoke
and on CBS-TV's other "adult western,"
Have Gun Will Travel: Ted Post, Richard
Whorf, Other noteworthy directors assigned
to the series include David Swift and William Russell. Topic of Rawhide will be the
cattle drives from Texas to Chicago which,
according to CBS-TV Programming Executive Vice President Hubbell Robinson Jr.,
"will [open up] tremendous new vistas by
the source material . . . from one of the
most exciting and dramatic periods of the

WJOT's fishing derby drew Dick Taylor
(c), sports director of WBTW-TV Florence, S. C, out of a sick bed to report
the event for his tv audience. He is interviewing Ray Starr (I), general manager
of WJOT, and Hap Palmer (r), WJOT
sports director.

Cubs

Fans Get WGN

Package

Deal

A drive to raise funds for a "living memorial" to the late blues composer W. C.
Handy is underway on KMOX St. Louis

WGN-AM-TV Chicago are offering baseball fans special weekend package tours in
a deal worked out with Happiness Tours.
West."
The package, effective throughout the baseball season, includes accommodations at a
top Chicago hotel, Gray Line tour of the
city, and reserved seat for a Saturday and/ or
Sunday Cubs game at Wrigley Field. WGN
Inc. has a new six-year pact for Cubs radio
baseball rights but is promoting the package
on both stations. WGN-TV televises all Cubs
and White Sox daytime home contests.

with the cooperation of city's Variety Club.
The fund will provide free eye glasses to

WMBR-TV

KMOX

Starts W.

C. Handy

Fund

the city's needy children. Eighteen of the
station's personalities are supporting the
round-the-clock campaign with on-air announcements.

Children's Safety CHUM
CHUM Toronto, Ont., has started a new
children's traffic safety program. Each week
a CHUM reporter and two police officers
of the Toronto Traffic Safety Council visit
a different public school where the children
record messages to motorists for airing as
public service spots.
WBAI

(FM) Airs From

Home

Show

During the course of an eight-day International Home Show at the New York Coliseum, WBAI (FM) New York originated
its 4 p. m.-midnight programming from the
Coliseum. The station's booth contained
high-fidelity broadcasting equipment with
personnel on hand explaining fm operations.
WBAI broadcast announcements of important events taking place during the show, in
which high fidelity manufacturers and allied
industries took part for the first time.
WINS
WINS

Holiday

for Dog

Tired

New York offered a Miami Beach

vacation to a "harried city hound or pooped
pooch" and his master. Anybody with a
dog who could use a vacation was invited
to enter the contest which was judged by
a board of dog experts last Saturday morning at the station.

Gets

Game — Just

A ruling that rights to telecast the first
major league exhibition game in the Jacksonville, Fla., area would be granted if
the game was a sell-out prompted WMBRAM-TV there to carry saturation spot campaigns promoting the event. For a week
preceding the game the stations exhorted
listeners-viewers to "get out to the park."
One minute before the opener started the
park was declared full and CBS-TV engineers gave WMBR-TV the go-ahead to carry
the game.

WBIR-AM-FM

Start Stereo

Series

WBIR-AM-FM

Knoxville, Tenn., billed
"Tennessee's first stereophonic radio broadcast." It was the first of a weekly stereo
series from 2-3 p.m. Sundays. Additional
binaural shows are being programmed 9midnight Sunday and 2-4 p.m. Saturday.
Before the initial show the stations held a
closed-circuit stereophonic preview for radio and electronic parts distributors and
dealers. Handling the preview were John
P. Hart, general manager of WBIR-AMFM-TV, and Leon Ridings, commercial
manager of WBIR-AM-FM.
Hauser

to Visit Russia for MBS

It could be borscht or caviar or maybe
vodka. Anyway, Gaylord Hauser, MBS'
nutrition expert, plans to visit Soviet Union
in late May and interview Russians on their
everyday diet. He will tape-record these
interviews and air his findings on his weekday morning broadcasts.
Broadcasting

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
May 1 through May 7
, hearing
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
peron
constructi
—
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification
DA — directional antenna, cp
trans.— transmitter, unl.— unlimited hours, kc—
mit EKP— effective radiated power, vhf—, very
ant.
subsidiary communications aukilocycles. SCA—
high frequency, uhf— ultra high frequency
thorization. SSA— special service authorization
—antenna, aur.— aural, vis.— visual, kw— kiloN—
watts, w— watt, mc— megacycles. D— day.
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
St San Francisco. Estimated construction cost
New Tv Stations
$16,200, first year operating cost $52,000, revenue
sole owner, is San FranStevenson,
Mr. businessman
$61 000.cisco
APPLICATIONS
with varied interests.
„„
, Announced May 2.
250
Regents of U. of Ariz.,*
kc,
920
Co.
Bcstg.
Shelby
Ky.—
Tucson, Ariz. — Board of .985
Shelbyville,
kw vis.., .523 kw
w D. P. O. address Box 185, Cambellsville, Ky.
ch. 6 (82-88 mc); ERP
ft.,
111
terrain
average
above
height
Estimated construction cost $17,000, first year
aur. ant.
above ground 276 ft. Estimated construction cost
operating cost $29,000, revenue $36,000. Owners
Studio$26,962.
cost
operating
are James Crawley, William Kelly, Dean Harden
$173,101, first year
Trans, location Herring Hall, UA campus. Geoand R. L. Turner (each one-fourth). Messrs.
110° 57'
N. Lat.,
50" Legal
graphic coordinates
Kelly and Turner each own one-third
Crawley,
J.
counsel
RCA.
ant. 13'
Trans, 32°
9" W. Long.
of WLCK Scottsville, and have minor interests in
Byron McCormick, UA. Announced May 6.
WLOC Mumfordville and WTCO Cambellsville,
Co. ch. 8 (180Moline, 111.— Iowa-Ill.kw Television
all Kentucky. Mr. Harden is announcer with
ant.
aur.;
kw
158
vis.,
186 mc); ERP 288.4
WNES Central City, Ky. Announced May 2.
above
ft.,
1026
terrain
height above average
Dowagiac, Mich. — Voice of Dowagiac 1240 kc, 250
cost,
ground 1075 ft. Estimated construction
w unl. P. O. address Pond Electric Co., South
$1,515,000, first year operating cost $984,590,
Dowagiac. Estimated construction cost $21,494,
revenue $1,059,890. P. O. address Room 312, Natl
cost $34,000, revenue $42,000.
first year operatingPond,
(site
Bank Bldg., Moline. Studio location .5Moline
Raymond Belcher, John
Owners are Erwin
miles E. of
to be determined). Trans, location
each) and others. Mr.
(20%
Engel
Dale
Litty,
GeoCenter.
Lynn
of
SSW
miles
1.2
U. S. 50;
Pond is in electronics. Messrs. Belcher and Litty
06"
22'
90°
Lat.,
N.
16' 48" Legal
41° RCA.
coordinatesant.
Engel is in die manufacturare contractors.
W. Long.graphic
Trans,
counsel Fly,
ing. Announced Mr.
May 7.
Shuebruk, Blume and Gaguine, Washington.
Manati,
P.
R.
—
Arecibo
Bcstg. Corp. Die. 1500 kc,
Davis, WashingC. Corp.
George
Consulting
250 w unl. P. O. address P. R. Road #2, Barrio
ton. Ownersengineer
are Peoples
Bcstg.
(65%) and
Santana, Arecibo. Estimated construction cost
others. Peoples Bcstg., wholly owned subsidiary
of Nationwide Mutual Ins. Co., is licensee of
$15,290, first year operating cost $16,000, revenue
and
Archilla-Roig
raineach),
are Ef(25%
Owners
000.Collazo
$23
WRFD Worthington and WGAG-AM-FM CleveManuel Santos
Barbosa
Pedro
land, both Ohio, WTTM Trenton, N. J., WMMN
attorney;
is
Roig
Mr.
others.
and
(20%)
Gonzalez
Fairmont, W. Va., KVTV (TV) Sioux City, Iowa,
Gonzalez are merchants.
Messrs. Barbosa1
and WNAX Yankton, S. D. Announced May 1.
Announced
May 7.and
Providence, R. I. — Radio Providence 990 kc, 50
New Am Stations
kw D P. O. address Box 357, Central Lake, Mich.
Estimated construction cost $275,178, first year
APPLICATIONS
operating cost $100,000, revenue $135,000. Majority
manufactures adowner Albert Tarrson (75%)
vertising specialties, has interest in Hollywood
San Luis Obispo, Calif.— Rex O. Stevenson
Washington
(Fla.) Herald, etc. Announced May 7.
1400 kc, 250 w unl. P. O. address 3560

NATION-WIDE

NEGOTIATIONS
RADIO

•

CENTRAL

MIDWEST

NEW YORK
INDEPENDENT

1000 WATT
FULLTIMER

FULLTIME
REGIONAL

$125,000

$250,000
Terrific frequency.

$650,000

Exclusive market.
Diversified industry
and agriculture.
Presently showing
a profit and will do
much better.

High fixed assets.
$50,000 profit plus
$50,000 in net quick
assets. 29% down.

#1 station in metropolitan market.
$100,000 in cash and
accounts receivable
to go along with
deal.

Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
KWEI Weiser, Idaho— Cp to change frequency
from 1220 kc to 1260 kc. Announced. May 2.
KBKC Mission, Kan.— Cp to increase power
w Mayto5. 1 kw; install new trans. Anfrom 500 nounced
, Md.— Cp to change freHagerstown
WARK
quency from 1490 kc to 1410 kc; increase power
from 250 w to 1 kw; change ant. -trans, location;
and
install directional ant. night & day (DA-2)
in ground system. Announced
change
trans.;
new
May 7.
J— Cp to change freWCMC Wildwood, N.
quency from 1230 kc to 1250 kc; increase power
unl. to 500 w— 1 kw— LS; install direcfrom 100tionalw,
ant. night and day (DA-2), make changes
and install news trans. AnMay 2.
in groundnouncedsystem
WFSC Franklin, N. C— Cp to increase power
w to
from 500 nounced
May 6.1 kw and install new trans. AnKWJJ Portland, Ore.— Cp to increase daytime
-trans,
ant. ground
change in
50 kw,changes
10 kw to make
from location,
power
and studio
system and install new trans. Announced May 2.
WFLN Philadelphia, Pa.— Mod. of cp to make
changes Announced
in directionalMay
ant. 6.system (one additional
tower).
WHDM McKenzie, Tenn.— Cp to change frequency from 1440 kc to 1050 kc, increase power
change ant.-trans. location;
w to 5inkw;
from 500
make
changes
ant. and ground systems and
install new trans. Announced May 2.
WFHR Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.— Cp to change
frequency from 1340 kc to 1320 kc; increase
power from 250 w to 50O w, night; 5 kw, daytime;
install DA-N and new trans, and changes in
ground system. Announced May 7.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KHAT
1480 kc. Phoenix, Ariz.— Geoggrey A. Lapping,
kc.KINK Phoenix, Ariz.— Phoenix Bcstg. Co., 1010
KAVI Rocky Ford, Colo.— Arkansas Valley
Bcstg. Co.,
fective May1320
15. kc. Changed from KRFC, efWBZY
Torrington,
Conn. — Pioneer States
Bcstrs Inc. 990 kc
WHEW Riviera Beach, Fla.— Public Service
Bcstg., 1380 kc.
KSIR Wichita, Kan. — John Bozeman, 900 kc.
WBLG Lexington, Ky. — Lexington Bcstg. Corp.,
1300 kc. Changed from WLEX, effective May 1.
WNPS New Orleans, La.— Orleans Parish School
Board, 1450 kc. Changed from WTIX.

FINANCING

•

•

TELEVISION

EASTERN

Existing

APPRAISALS

NEWSPAPER

SOUTHWEST

SOUTH
ARKANSAS
DAYTIMER

MAJOR
FULLTIME

$85,000
1 kw. Single station
market. Good
over

•

fre-

quency. Netting
$20,000 per

$200,000
5 kw station, number
1 in market. High
asset value. $50,000
down, extremely liberal terms.

WEST
ROCKY
MOUNTAIN
$95,000
Fulltime 500 w. independent in single
station market. Last
year's gross plus
real estate exceeds
asking price. 29%
down.

year.

Washington, D. C.
Cleveland
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
2414 Terminal Tower
EX 3-3456
TO 1-6727

Broadcasting

San Francisco
Dallas
Atlanta
Chicago
Ill Su+ter St.
Bldq.
Life
Union
Fidelity
1515 Healey Bldq.
Tribune Tower
EX 2-5671
Rl 8-1175
JA 3-3431
DE 7-2754
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FOR THE RECORD continued
WTIX New Orleans, La.— Mid-Continent Bcstg.
7.Co., 690 kc. Changed from WWEZ, effective May
620WCAY
kc. Cayce, S. C— Lexington County Bcstrs.,
New

Fm

Planning

a

Stations
APPLICATIONS

Garden Grove, Calif. — Harold Lampel 94.3 mc.
.805 kw. P. O. address 5261 El Parque St., Long
Beach. Estimated construction cost $14,450, first
year operating cost $20,000, revenue $26,000. Sole
owner
holds 50%
Phoenix.Lampel
Announced
May of 7.cp for am station in
Sacramento, Calif.— Audiolab Co. 96.9 mc, 3.4
kw. P. O. address 5100 Virginia Way, Sacramento.
Estimated construction cost $6,430 first year
operating cost $10,130, revenue $14,000. Frederick
White and Robert Stofan (50% each) are in radio
and tv production and recording. Announced
April 30.
Winston-Salem, N. C. — Winsonett Inc. 102.9 mc,
1.536 kw.Estimated
P. O. address
117 East 3rd
WinstonSalem.
construction
costSt.,$2,206,
first
year operating cost $2,820, revenue $9,000. Owners
are Allan Godwin, E. Frederick Bennett, Edward
Simpson, David Odom (21.42% each) and others.
Mr. Godwin is in feed and farm supply. Mr.
Bennett is former chief engineer, WAAA Winston-Salem. Mr. Simpson is clothing retailer.
Mr. Odom owns restaurant. Announced May 5.

Radio

Station?

Existing

Fm Stations
APPLICATION

KXLU (FM) Los Angeles, Calif .*— Cp to change
frequency from 88.7 mc, ch. 204 to 89.1 mc, ch.
206; install new trans.; increase power to ERP
0.828 kw and HAAT to 3.19 ft. Announced May 7.
Ownership

RCA can help you with equipment and planning. For example, three basic floor plans,
for three different size stations illustrate how the very
latest equipment
arranged

can be

to perform

effi-

ciently with a minimum

of

Changes
APPLICATIONS

KVOA Tucson, Ariz. — Seeks assignment of license from Ariz Bcstg. Co. to Nancy Battison for
$156,750. Prospective sole owner Battison formerly
was majority
stockholder,
Carlsbad, N. M. Announced
May KAVE-AM-TV
2.
KIKK Bakersfield, Calif— Seeks assignment of
cp from William Hyland HI and Dawkins Espy,
d/b as Valley Bcstg. Co. to Valley Radio Corp.
Corporate change. No control change. Announced
May
1. El Centro, Calif. — Seeks assignment of
KAMP
cp from Ray Lapica to El Centro Radio Inc., Mr.
Lapica to receive $10,816 for expenses plus 40%
of assignee's stock. A. E. Andreotti (60%) is in
farming. Mr. Lapica is sole owner, KACE Riverside, Calif.,
nounced Mayand
2. permitee of KACE-FM. AnKDBX (FM) Los Angeles, Calif. — Seeks assignment of cp from WHM Bcstg. Co. to Radio Beverly Hills for
SaulinLevine
of new (25%)
permittee) has$3,625.
interest
KCAL (80%
Redlands
and
holds
cp
for
KCBO-FM
San
Francisco,
both
California. Announced May 2.
KSLR Oceanside, Calif. — Seeks assignment of
license from San Luis Rey Bcstg. Co. Inc. to
Walter Nelskog (80%) and Darrell Anderson
(20%), d/b as Pacific Bcstrs. for $168,000. Mr.
Nelskog's
interests:
Everett,Bismarck
Wash. (58%);
KQDY Minot
(25%) KQTY
and KBMK
(24%
of cp), both North Dakota, and KTJDI Great Falls,
Mont. (25%).
Mr. Anderson
salesman.
Announced
May 5.is KING-TV Seattle
KRKS Ridgecrest, Calif. — Seeks assignment of
license from Ian Lansdown to Gilson Bcstg. Die.
for $13,850. New owners are Leland Gillette and
Kenneth Nelson (40% each) and Frank Carlson

capital and personnel.
Florida
Complete brochure, including
floor plans, equipment requirements and discussion of current
trends now available. For your
free copy, write to RCA, Dept.
FB-22, Building 15-1, Camden,
N.J.
RADIO

CORPORATION
of AMERICA

(20%). Messrs. Gillette and Nelson are artists and
Dae.
Records May
Capitol
repertoire
Mr. Carlson producers
is M-G-M with
musician.
Announced
KLOV Loveland, Colo. — Seeks assignment of
license from William Vogel, Monroe Smock and
Jack Caldwell, d/b as Vogel & Smock to Messrs.
Vogel and Caldwell, William Farnham and Frank
Starkey d/b as Loveland Bcstrs. Mr. Smock sold
his 38% interest for $10,500. Mr. Caldwell increased ownership from 57% to 85%. Announced
May
6. Amory, Miss. — Seeks assignment of liWAMY
cense from Charles Boren Jr. to Bob McRaney
Sr. and Bob Evans (each 50%) d/b as Southern
Electronics Co. for $15,800. Mr. McRaney owns
WROB West Point, Miss. Messrs. McRaney and
Evans are applicants for new am station in
Winona, Miss. Announced May 7.
WNNC Newton, N. C. — Seeks assignment of license from Newton-Conover Bcstg. Co. Inc. to
William Bryan for $80,000. Mr. Bryan is former
25% owner of KGNO Cape Girardeau, Mo., and
KCOB Newton, Iowa. Announced May 5.
WAAA Winston-Salem, N. C. — Seeks relinquishment of negative control of licensee (Laury
Assoc. Die.) through sale of 25% to Seymour
Schneidman
for and
$4,250,
to Vincent
lanelo
for $2,125
6V4%12\'2%
to Mark
Abbott Cofor
$1,062. New stockholders have interest in WSRC
Durham, N. C. Announced May 7.
KBMK Bismarck, N. D. — Seeks assignment of
cp from Walter Nelskog, Paul Crain, Delbert
Bertholf, D. Gene Williams, d/b as Dakota Bcstrs.,
to Darrel Holt, Messrs. Williams and Bertholf
and Robert Eubanks, d/b as Dakota Musicasters.
Messrs. Nelskog and Crain each received $1,250
for their interest. New partners Holt and Eubanks
(25% each) are with KLYK Spokane, Wash., and
KOYN Billings, Mont., respectively, Announced
May
7.
WCMW
Ohio —(Stark
Seeks Bcstg.
transfer
of negative controlCanton,
of licensee
Corp.)
from
Geneva and Richard Schultz as special administrators of estate of J. Irvin Schultz, deceased,
to Geneva and Richard Schultz, trustees of trust
funds created
nounced May 5.by will of J. Irvin Schultz. AnWARM Scranton, Pa. — Seeks assignment of license from Northeastern Pa. Bcstg. Die. to WARM
Bcstg. Co. Inc. for $195,000. Susquehanna Bcstg.
Co. (WSBA-AM-TV York, Pa.) will own 90% of
purchaser. Announced May 6.
WLBG Laurens, S. C. — Seeks transfer of control of licensee (Laurens-Clinton Bcstg. Co.)
from Charles Dowdy to Lauren County Bcstg. Co.
for $63,000. New owners will be Mr. and Mrs.
C. W. Hogan,
who will
WLOSAM-FM
Asheville,
N. beC. 50%
whenowners
FCC ofapproves
transfer of that station. Announced May 2.
WAEW Crossville, Tenn.— Seeks transfer of
control of licensee (WAEW Inc.) from Arthur
Wilkerson to H. F. Lawson for $50,000. Dr. Lawson
also
owns one-third
Announced
May 7. of WCLC Jamestown, Tenn.
KMBL Junction, Tex. — Seeks assignment of license from Kimble County Bcstg. Co. to Charles
Evans II and Joe Evans for $24,000. Mr. Evans
had been operating sales company. Mrs. Evans is
housewife. Announced May 2.
KLOR-TV Provo, Utah — Seeks transfer of positive control of permittee (Beehive Telecasting
Corp.) from Samuel Nissley and James Winterton, et al to Mr. Nissley whose ownership is increased to 54.6% in return for $3,981 spent for
company. Announced May 6.
WSSV Petersburg, Va. — Seeks assignment of license for Southside Va. Bcstg. Corp. to Petersburg Bcstg. Co. Die. for $175,000. New owners are
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Beane (48.8%) and several
other business and professional people. Mr. Beane
is manager of WSSV. Announced May 2.
WTKM Hartford, Wis. — Seeks assignment of license from Kettle-Moraine Bcstg. Co. to TimePress Radio Inc. for $37,000. New owners are John
Shimers, Paul Mundie, Wilbur Humber, John
.-. :•
v.-. y,y,-,y, .v ••• .-.v : : -.■■■■:■:■:*<■:<'■:■:;■:« :<■■•.::■■.■: •••YxS'-S
Midwest
||

S.UMUMM.OO

$150,000.00

's
of Florida
in one
facility
. First
in audimarkets
medium
bestTop
ence and first in gross billings in
tbe market. Presently profitable
with great potential for improvement. Half cash required with
reasonable terms on the balance.
Exclusive
J^Lackburn

Top-rated
midwest

•
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market.

Excellent earn-

ings make this a first-rate investment property. Half cash required
with
ance. reasonable terms on the balwith
Company

FINANCING
NEGOTIATIONS
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Clifford
B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
Healey Building
Washington Building
JAckson 5-1576
STerling 3-4341
Page 104

station in a major

APPRAISALS
CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Financial 6-6460
Broadcasting

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
ixeeutive Office*
735 De Soles St., N. W. ME. 8-541 1
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
FEderal 3-4800
Vashington, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Dl. 7-1319
NTERNATIONAL BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
' O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE •

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
e in Radio
Experienc
30 Years' Engineeri
ng

RUSSELL
11 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

P.

MAY

Sheraton Bldg.
REpublic 7-3984

Member AFCCE *

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE •

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE *

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antennas

1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

— rjStao us tied ltf/Co —

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

L H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
Executive 3-5670
N. W.
710 14th St.,
Washington 5, D. C.

C. HUTCHESON

CRestview 4-8721
P. O. Box 32
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

& Culver

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

KEAR

& KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

Member AFCCE *

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

Member AFCCE *
WALTER
F. KEAN
ENGINEERS
RADIO
CONSULTING
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE *

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

JOHN

H. MULLANEY

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

CARL

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Broadcasting

Lohnes

Member AFCCE *

PETE

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

DAVIS

Member AFCCE*

CO.

Member AFCCE *

GUY

C

Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Upper
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GODLEY

Republic 7-2347
Pennsylvania Bldg.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

Engineers
Fort Evans
Washington 6, D. C.
Leesburg, Va.
1000 Conn. Ave.
Member AFCCE •

GEORGE

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

PAUL

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
National 8-7757
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.

Radio & Television

ll

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W.. Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
RALPH
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AllocationsAM-FM-TV
• Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-9558

NEptune 4-4242

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 79,497* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians— applicants
facsimilehipfacilities.
fm, tv ngand Readers
for am, Continui
Study
•ARB
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FOR THE RECORD continued
Cleary and Vernon Erbstoeszer (each 20c/c). Mr.
Shimers owns Hartford-Times Press and Hustisjord News, both Wisconsin newspapers. Messrs.
Mundie and Humber are consulting psychologists.
Messrs. Cleary and Erbstoeszer are attorneys.
Announced May 1.
Hearing

Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick issued
initial decision looking toward grantingam applicastation
tion of Century Radio Corp. for new
in Baldwins1050 kc, 250
to operate
May w,1. D,
N. Y. onAnnounced
ville,
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith issued
initial decision looking toward granting applications of Allegan County Bcstrs. for new am
kc, 250 w, D, in Allestation to operate on 1580Bcstg.
Co. to increase
gan. Mich., and Booth
power of station WJVA South Bend, Ind., from
250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on 1580
kc, D. Announced May 1.
Routine Roundup
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING FILED
RCA Communications Inc., New York, N. Y. —
Request changes in preservation of records rules
to permit microfilming of certain records.
Southwest Broadcasting Company, Redlands,
Calif.— Request drop-in of ch. 300 at Redlands,
Calif.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
Commission on May 6, on petition by Indiana
Bcstg. Corp. (WISH-TV) Indianapolis, Ind., extended time from May 7 to May 26 to file oppositions to petition by WREC Bcstg. Service
(WREC-TV) Memphis, Tenn., for reconsideration
or rehearing in tv rule-making proceeding involving Carbondale-Harrisburg, HI.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham on May 5:
Ordered that Herbert Sharfman will associate
with James D. Cunningham in preparation of
initial decision re application of Wrather-Alvaof time to conInc.,
rez Bcstg.
struct KYAT
(ch.for13) extension
Yuma, Ariz., and Hearing
Examiner Cuningham ordered that final date foi
submitting reply findings in this proceeding is
May 20.
By Hearing Examiner
Jay A. Kyle on the dates shown:
Denied petition by Joseph M. Ripley Inc.,
Jacksonville, Fla., for leave to amend its am
is retained in hearapplication and application
ing status; sustained motion by Dan Richardson,
Orange Park, Fla., applicant in same proceeding,
and scheddepositions;
to take
request
to quash
uled further
hearing
for May
12 (Actions May 5).
Continued hearing from May 7 to May 8 m
proceeding on Evansville Television, Inc., to
show cause why its authorization for WTVW
Evansville, Ind., should not be modified to
specifv operation on ch. 31 in lieu of ch. 6
(Action May 6).
By Hearing
Elizabeth
C. SmithExaminer
on May 5:
Granted motion by North Dakota Bcstg. Co.
Inc., for various corrections to transcript in
proceeding on its application for new tv station
to operate on ch. 11 in Fargo, N. Dak.
By Hearing Examiner
Charles J. Frederick on May 5
Rescheduled prehearing conference for June 2
in proceeding on am applications of David M.
Segal and Kenneth G. and Misha S. Prather,
Boulder, Colo.
HughBy B. Hearing
HutchisonExaminer
on May 5:
On request of Fox Valley Bcstg. Co., Geneva,
111., scheduled oral argument for May 14 on
Corp., Aurora-BaBcstg. its
Logansport
petition111.,of for
tavia,
leave to amend
am application.
By Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde
on May 2 :
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for ex-

TV

COMMERCIAL

STATION

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
cps deleted

AM
FM
TV

AND

(Commercial)

Commercial
Non-Commercial

1 There
licenses
2 There
longer in
3 There

May 12, 1958

2750
0

109
1072
4041
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through May 7
VHF
UHF
425
86
24
7

661
55
73
41
128
15
56
0
0

0
22
1
2
22

041
14072

128
71
TOTAL

are, in addition, seven tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
are, in addition, 36 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhl and

tension of time to May 9 to file exceptions to
initial decisions re am applications of J. E.
and Crawfordsville Bcstrs. Inc.,
Willis, Lafayette,
Crawfordsville, Ind.
By J.Hearing
Examiner
Charles
Frederick
on May 2:
Granted
motion by Enterprise Bcstg. Co.,
Fresno, Calif., for extension of time from May
12 to May 22 to file reply findings in proceeding
on its am application, et al.
By Chief
Hearing Examiner
James
D. Cunningham
on May 6
by Ottaway Stations Inc. (WDOS)
request
Upon
Oneonta, N. Y., ordered that oral argument
on petition of Radio Anthracite Inc., to accept
late filing of appearance in proceeding on Ottaway's am application, will be held at 9:30,
May 6.
By A.
Hearing
Jay
Kyle Examiner
on May 1:
On own motion, continued without date prehearing conference and hearing scheduled for
May 6 and May 19, respectively, in Weston,
W. Va., ch. 5 proceeding.
By J.Hearing
Examiner
Charles
Frederick
on May 1:
Granted motion by the Department of Aeronautics, Commonwealth of Kentucky, for continuance of hearing on application of WHAS
Inc. (WHAS-TV ch. 11), Louisville, Ky., for cp
to change trans, and ant. location, to extent that

KANDER
COMPANY

1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 8-1990
NEW
YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
RAndolph 6-6760
DENVER
1 700 Broadway
AComa

•

527
239
36

106

72
612
20
49
10
59

14« There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
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55
3 317
88
109
418

FM
run
520

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
Compiled by BROADCASTING through May 7
total applications
ON AIR
CP
For new stations
Lie.
Cps
Not on air
81
65
3,174
556
520
22
81

WASHINGTON

ALLEN

BOXSCORE
MarchA M 31
3 174

2-3623

hearing on application scheduled for May 7 is
rescheduled for May 26, and denied in all other
respects.
By P.Hearing
Basil
Cooper Examiner
on April 30:
Granted motion by Broadcast Bureau for leave
to correct proposed findings in proceeding on 511s
am applications of Birney Imes Jr. (WMOX)
Meridian, Miss., and Mississippi Bcstg. Co.,
Carthage, Miss.
By D.Hearing
J.
Bond onExaminer
May 1:
Continued further hearing to May 6 in private
line-leased facility-data transmission proceeding.
By Hearing
Millard
F. FrenchExaminer
on May 1:
Granted
motion
by WNAB
Inc. (WNAB)
Bridgeport, Conn., for various corrections to
transcript of testimony on its am application.
By Hearing
Annie Neal
HunttingExaminer
on April 30:
Granted joint motion by applicants for continuance and dates designated for various procedural steps in Terre Haute, Ind., ch. 2 proceeding are postponed as follows: For exchange
of exhibits
Mayfrom
1 toMay
July9 1;
hearingfrom
conference
to further
July 9; preand
hearing from May 19 to July 21.
By FCC
Commission
on Inc.
April
30, on petition
by Midwest Television
(WCIA)
Champaign,
HI.,
extended time from May 7 to May 19 to file
oppositions to petition by Plains Television Corp.
for reconsideration of March 25 memorandum
opinion and order denying petitions for rule
making to delete ch. 3 fom commercial use at
Champaign, 111.
Hearing
Examiner
29)
J. By
D. Bond
on dates
shown:
Granted motion by Broadcast Bureau for
various corrections to transcript of record of
prehearing
conference
in Hampton-Norfolk,
Va.,
ch. 13 proceeding
(Action
April 29).
Scheduled further prehearing conference for
2 p.m., May 5 on am applications of Knorr
Bcstg. Corp., Lansing, Mich., et al. (Action April
Granted requests by applicants for various
corrections to transcript of record of further
prehearing conference in New Orleans, La., ch.
12 proceeding (Action April 30).
Hugh By
B. Hearing
HutchisonExaminer
on April 29:
Granted petition by Fox Valley Bcstg. Co.,
Geneva, 111., for continuance of hearings from
May 28 to June 9 on its am application, et al.
By P.Hearing
Basil
Cooper Examiner
on April 29:
Granted
petition by Springfield Television
Bcstg. Corp., for an extension of time from
May 5 to May 9 to file proposed findings and
Continues on page 111
Broadcasting

ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
Checks and money orders only.
Payable in advance.
publication date.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed— Monday preceding publication date. Display— Tuesday preceding
per word— $2.00 minimum.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25<J inch.
• All other classifications 30tf per word— $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads £20.00 per
St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales
separately please) All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
remittance
(Forward
mailing
for
charge
$1.00
submitted,
packages
bulk
or
4ppimvT,. Tf transcrintions
Applicants. I^*^^1^ sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

RADIO

RADIO
Help

Wanted

Stations selling mailorder specialties to senior
citizens send rates. Vern Baker, Elyna, Ohio.
Management

Sales manager wanted for top station in top New
, complete inSend reference
England market.
gross billing last 3 years.
formation, photo, and
STING.
Box 177E, BROADCA
Sales

Wanted: Full time salesman for Indiana station,
earnings above average, particularly want idea
dependable and energetic, expetype salesman,
rienced in local and regional sales, write Box
218E, BROADCASTING.

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Staff announcer for 1000 watt daytime station in
nia. Our man must be concentral Pennsylva
scientious, promotion-minded. Send tape, details,
now. Box 323E, BROADCASTING.

ced
Fast growing eastern chain needs experien
. Require
announcers with executive potentialexperienc
e
ial
commerc
year
one
m
minimu
medium and
stations in small—
Chain operate
metropolitan markets. Above average wages,
good working conditions. Modern equipment.
Eventual personal interview a must. Send tape,
immediately. Box 324E, BROAD.
photo, resume
CASTING
needs experienced staff
KBUD, Athens,
. Start Texas
announcer
$300.00.

Commercial manager for leading network station
in medium size midwest city. Substantial weekly
billing. This is excepcommission on
salary plus position.
Send experience resjume and
tional
recent picture to Box 270E, BROADCASTING.

Experienced sportscaster wanted for high school
and junior college football, basketball and staff
tape and salary reSend resume,
announcing. quirements
Frank O. Myers, Manager, KCMC,
Texarkana, Texas- Ark.

Texas small market seeking commercial mang experience, ideas, execager with announcin
utive ability. Start $4,800.00. Interview required.
Box 279E, BROADCASTING.
Chicago. Excellent opportunity for man with
outstanding radio sales record to earn well into
5-figure income. Good prospects for promotion to
8 radio-tv stations.
even bigger job in chain ofofbilling
and earnings
Send photo and history
to Walter Conway, WBEE, Chicago, Illinois.

Hunt,
Land
news,
KODI,

Announcers

Florida. Need experienced personality top dj.
minded staAbove average salary- Promotion721D,
BROADBox
background.G.
tion. Send tape,
CASTIN
Announcer for newly acquired radio station in
medium-large eastern market. Must do strong
record show with punch and enthusiasm. Mail
136E, BROADand tape. Box
complete resume
G.
TIN
CAS
Newsman do you have, two years actual radio
news beat experience, voice authority, mature
thinking, journalism background, ability to meet
ability. Are you marpeople, ad lib interview
ried, 28 years old, do you want a responsible
starting salary
position with longevity with immediately
for
$430.00. Then answer this ad
BROADCAST
201E,
Box
station.
power
midwest
ING.
Staff announcer; special shows and writing all
types included. Single station market; start $80.
Box 205E, BROADCASTING.
At once! Hard sell, versatile deejay! Experienced! News, music station, gimmicks. Send tape,
Salary open. Box 267E, BROADbackground.
CASTING.
We're looking for a good solid disc jockey with
that "certain something" besides knowledge of
"top
and a good
Must beaggressive
able to attract
adult50"audience
in voice.
substantial
Ohio
market. Prefer responsible, experienced, married
man. Basic salary plus a lucrative talent fee setup. Send tape and resume in confidence; material
returned. Box 268E, BROADCASTING.
Are you a lively disc jockey looking for that
step-up to a big market? A good newsman who
likes production? Then, we're looking for you.
Send
ING. tape and resume. Box 269E, BROADCASTSouth Georgia full time independent has immediate opening for competent top quality announcer. $90.00 weekly. Box 276E, BROADCASTING.
Fine opportunity for young dependable, energetic announcer, in southeast Georgia 5,000 watt
station. Box 300E, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening experienced announcer top
New England market. Want progressive gimmick
and idea man. Have opening for two. No consideration without tape or audition. Box 308E,
BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

in Buffalo Bill
fish, travel, work and play
and Yellowstone Park. Write continuity,
know radio.
Must
work.
and do board
Cody, Wyoming.

Excellent opportunity experienced morning man
for small town full time independent. Should
be from south or southwest and no tv ambition.
paid vacation, free hospitaliPermanent with
zation, mountain lake cottage, low living cost.
Prefer send tape with resume and references.
Prospect 7-3601. General Manager,
Telephone
Hope, Ark.
KXAR,
Good dependable announcer with first class ticket
most progressive
Florida's Must
one of stations.
staff of
to
have wide
growing
fastest
andjoin
ad lib, little
good
music,
top
good,
of
knowledge
maintenance required. Opportunity to grow with
expanding operation. Wire or call collect Bill
Clark, WHOO, Orlando, Florida.
Sarasota, Florida announcer with first phone. No
maintenance. Send tape, etc. to WKXY, P. O.
Box 2431.

Pa. seeks top-notch newsWMGW, Meadville,
man-announcer immediately. Fine single station market of 30,000. Family man who likes
small college city life. Unusually pleasant living
growconditions, Lake Erie area. Substantial resume
on. Send tape,
organizati
ing prestige
to Jim
Strickler,
Manager.
Morning and afternoon announcers. Top Hooper
and Pulse station. Combo operation. Adult music
and news with excellent library. Tape, resume,
and actual salary expected with first letter. Tapes
returned. WRTA, Altoona, Pennsylvania.
Immediate opening for an announcer who knows
tight production. Excellent oppornews,
music, tunity
in ideal climate. Send tape and resume
with first letter to WSGA, Savannah, Georgia.
Technical
Chief engineer single market southern network
control. Inquiries confidenstationtial. using
Box 214E,remote
BROADCASTING.

Wanted — throughly experienced fm engineer
with first ticket. N. Y. vicinity. Box 316E,
BROADCASTING.
Offering a substantial salary and stable position
mainteLightoperation.
with first phone.
to youngnance.man
Some announcing.
Expanding
Chance for chief. Personal interview only. Call
Weston, W. Va. 1555.

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Program director. Need wide-awake man for
newly
in medium-large
eastern acquired
market. radio
Must station
be thoroughly
imbued
with modern
independent
news
and
music
concept. Some air work. Send full resume and tape.
Box 133E, BROADCASTING.
Mr. News Director! Can you see beneath the
surface news — get behind handouts? Are you a
newsman who always knows what's going on?
We need such a man. Why not apply and discuss your ideas? Send resume, photo Box 179E,
BROADCASTING.
Executive secretaries with knowledge and experience in the fields of radio and television
broadcasting. Must be able to assume office responsibilities as right hand to top executives in
major broadcast operation. Stimulating, interesting, rewarding work for qualified girls with
extensive backgrounds in this field. Please furnish detailed resume in reply. All inquiries in
strict confidence. Box 253E, BROADCASTING.
Sales promotion manager for top-flight major
market, radio-television operation. Must be thoroughly
phases ofThis
sales ispromotion,experienced
advertising inandall research.
an
excellent and rewarding opportunity for qualified manfidence.
in Box this
All replies held in con254E,field.
BROADCASTING.
Medium market vhf seeking good copy writers,
directors, and production people. Mid-south. Full
power operation. Box 262E, BROADCASTING.
Continuity. Able to write copy that sells, make
up books, etc. Leading metropolitan independent
station, north centra! region. Permanent position. Send complete resume of background and
experience, samples of copy, present and expected salary, and references, which will not be
contacted without your consent, and attach small
photo. Confidential. Box 297E, BROADCASTING.
News director wanted immediately. Send tape,
experience, references. WFAH, Alliance, Ohio.
Newsman radio and television, capable leg and
air man with small market station experience,
who can gather, write, and air news; journalism
education background preferred; married; veteran; stable and dependable with good references; one who wants a permanent berth in a
news department
twice
receivedfor na-40
tional recognition.which
Scale has
starts
at $85.00
hours. Salary commensurate with experience and
ability. Write or phone W. P. Williamson, WKBN,
Youngstown, Ohio. STerling 2-1145.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Fully experienced team willing to take over station on percentage basis. Men (both early 30's),
good voices, strong on sales and ideas, first
phone, play-by-play sports. Wives — run office,
musical
background, woman's show. Box 264E,
BROADCASTING.
Available after May 12th for tv and radio shows.
Also remote broadcasting from clubs, theatres,
lounges, etc. Mr. Versatility Show and The
Swinging Dean Show. Tapes, pictures and details
upon request. Hollins Associates, 4700 Kenwood,
Suite 602, Chicago 15, Illinois.
Management
Manager, presently employed. 16 years experience radio manager, program director, television
manager, commercial manager, also network
and agency. Best references all employers. Box
948D, BROADCASTING.
Proven: 13 years personality, production, programming, sales! Can build top-rated position
Invest in, supervise radio, medium Texas
fast.
BROADCASTING.
market. Employed family man. Box 991D,

Production-Programming, Others

Metropolitan top-rated station needs alert allaround girl Friday. A real opportunity. Write
General Manager. Box 747D, BROADCASTING.

salesman, top ansales manager,
Manager, nouncer,
newsman. First phone. Available now.
Resume. Tape. Picture on request. Box 190E,
BROADCASTING.
May 12, 1958
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RADIO

RADIO

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Summer replacement announcer. Experienced.
Mature. Taught radio. Copy experience. Tape.
Box 224E. BROADCASTING.
Internationally experienced announcer with
good news delivery and comprehensive knowlseeks
classical—
pop and
good music
music—good
edge of with
Preferably
station.
position
Reply Box 247E, BROADCASTING,
coast.
west
stating needs and salary.
Experienced announcer. News, commercials, disc
immediately.
2 degrees. Available
jockey,
NG. Box
CASTI
266E, BROAD

DJ/announcer,Afternoon
previous shift
experience
50,000 Pulse
watt
metro-indie.
in top three
ratings. Best agency references. Salary open.
Box 125E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, seeks first position, r & tv school
grad. Trained dj news, comm., copy, board
operation. Restricted ticket. Young, single, vet.
Will travel. Box 322E, BROADCASTING.

Management
Experienced,
employed top
northwestern
management,
family man.

enthusiastic selling manager; now
metropolitan market; want smaller
U. S. or Canadian market only;
production, promotion; 33, stable,
Box 194E, BROADCASTING.

Small market manager-salesman available June
1st. Prefer Georgia, Florida, south. Married,
family man with 15 years experience in selling
and management. Would consider investing if a
good market. Box 294E, BROADCASTING.
Station manager eastern city 20,000 seeking
change. Prefer similar situation, however, will
consider sales management larger market. Exceptionally strong on sales, proven record, excellent references, 31, family man. Box 295E,
BROADCASTING.
Station manager, exceptional background programming, heavy sales, administration, public
relations looking for central United States market. Fourteen years experience. Thirty-eight and
family man. Presently in management, of course.
Box 304E, BROADCASTING.
General manager: Established industry recognized ability and experience with top personal
sales record, four major markets, fifteen years.
manager metropolitan vhf. Radio —
Now sales
me an offer. Box 309E, BROADCASTING.
make

Manager. 15 years radio all phases, 8 as general
Western states.
manager. 36, married, family.
Gene Ackerley, 1231 Toluca, Alliance, Nebraska.
Sales
Go-getter, experienced, seeking good potential.
Prefer deal including air work. Can run own
board.174E,
All-around
man— what you're looking for.
Box
BROADCASTING.

Salesman, married, college, 23 years old, leaving
only, but, much ammilitary, college experience
Available mid-July.
Sell ideas, not time.
bition.
NG.
Box 196E, BROADCASTI

Country dj. Outstanding air personality, radio
and tv, sincere selling, highly respected in the
trade. Eight years with present employer who
will furnish highest references. Box 278E,
BROADCASTING.
Beginner, desire position as announcer, good
Prefer midin writing
potential
west or east.
Box and
282E,production.
BROADCASTING.
Negro, dj, run own board, versatile. Short on
experience long on ambition. No drifter! Salary
secondary to opportunity. Will relocate. Audition
tape on request. Box 283E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer, married. Second
phone. Good versatility, newscasting, sportscasting, dj, reliable. All offers considered. Box 284E,
BROADCASTING.
Young staff announcer strong dj. Thoroughly
trained in all phases. Run own board. Tapes
and
ING. resume avaliable. Box 285E, BROADCASTFirst phone announcer. Emphasis air work. Five
years experience as news director, deejay, chief
engineer. Wife also experienced air and copy if
needed. Box 286E, BROADCASTING,
Disc jockey; original format; college; adult
style; good resonant voice; 5 years experience.
Box 290E, BROADCASTING.
Reporter-newscaster, competent in all phases
radio coverage, seeks larger city radio and/or
television. Box 291E, BROADCASTING.

Seeking job as staff announcer, 33, married,
years experience
pleasing voice personality. Two
in good mid-west commercial market.in Pesently
Florida.
ty
opportuni
like
Would
employed.
.
Box
326E, BROADCASTING
l
.
phone, professiona
, first ING
AST
experienced
Announcer,ADC
BRO
newscast, bright dj, college, married. Box 327E,
as part time
Young man presently employed
announcer (weekends) and continuity. Full time
traffic. Am looking for full time announcing with
experience but willing to learn. 23, single, college
graduate,
Dakota. vet. Write P. O. Box 196, Sioux Falls,
S.

Excellent announcer, news, sportscaster. 15 years
all phases broadcasting. Network major league
baseball. National league club net 3 years. On
com3 years. News and leadstaff top 50 kw outlet anxious
for position
mercial writing. Most
avails
Full particularLebanon
ing to management level.
300 Mt.
212, na.
through RCB,
h 34, Suite
Blvd., able
Pittsburg
Pen

Combo-first phone. Writer. Sales. Utilityman.
E.
more. Anywhere.
ce. Need
a.
Some experien
mp
Ta
_____
Friend, General Delivery, Interbay Station,
Summer replacement: College junior. Experience
in commercial radio as combo man— will travel.
Ross Hadley, 2260 Shannon, Adrian, Michigan.
Staff announcer board operator, all staff duties.
Carolinas or Georgia. Fred Jobe,
Prefer Virginia,
737— 11th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Wanted job in radio, announcer, combo, first
phone, married, vet, 27, recent radio school
Frank Lay, 1006 N. Marigraduate, will travel.
posa, Los Angeles, Calif. NO. 4-6582.
Summer announcing— writing work sought by
manager college station. Expericollegeencejunior,
includes seven years announcing-wrrting;
Availwriting
accounts,
one year
on request.
photo copy.
resume,
Tape,
10th.
able Juneservicing
st.
ere
int
College,
Haverford
64,
Box
Taylor,
Bill
Write
Haverford, Pennsylvania. Thanks for your

Family man, 30, proven sales record, 2 years with
New York representative. 3 years with New York
on top
metropolitan independent station calling
Well-known in industry. Let s talk.
agencies
Box
203E, BROADCASTING.

Young announcer — with potential and some experience wants chance to grow with good operaING. tion. Veteran — single. Box 293E, BROADCAST-

Sales-self starter. Can write own copy. Have
first ticket. Box 303E, BROADCASTING.

Experienced negro dj — sales appeal. High Pulse
rating — available now. Go anywhere. Box 296E,
BROADCASTING.

Salesman— air salesman who knows business.
Desires
Grosses one hundred thousand yearly.
to relocate in or near pleasant resort area.
BROADradio operations only. Box 319E,
Sound
CASTING.

Mature, well-experienced dj, strong news, commercials, some play-by-play, single, no floater.
Now employed but opportunity limited. $380.00
month minimum. Some selling desired. Box 298E,
BROADCASTING.

Sales manager with program director experimarair delivery. 29, week
fast pace on position,
ence. Sharp, permanent
$125.00
ried, seeks
draw Increased last station's billing 35% in one
year. James L. Austin, 3415 South Vine, Wichita
19, Kansas. Phone Lyric 1-1757.

Deejay, pops — standards. Newscaster. Experienced, married, college. Minimum $70. Relocate
Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, any eastern state.
Negro. No accent. No jivetalk. Box 299E,
BROADCASTING.

Need help? I'm available June 10 to Sept. 1.
learner. Year experience.
Adaptable, willing
Dave Wulp, Carleton College,
Tape available.
Northfield,
Minnesota.

Highly recommended announcer-dj needs employment. Negro. Versatile, all phases. Box 302E,
BROADCASTING.

Technical

Married, college graduate. Experienced announcer, news, record-librarian. Desires employment from June 30 through October 1, or major
part thereof. Tape, resume and references. Box
310E, BROADCASTING.

20 years am-tv-fm, administration, personnel.
economical mainteOffer
50 kw. and
l toconstruction
Technicanance,
operation. Looking for
ING.
a change after 7 years. Box 260E, BROADCAST-

Announcer-dj,
2 years experience, wishes weekING.
end work near N. Y. C. Box 313E, BROADCAST-

e,
Straight technical work. 10 years experienc
. Box
engineer.
ING
years chief
and 8 AST
5 kwADC
BRO
288E,
including

Announcers

Sports announcer baseball, football, basketball.
Excellent voice, finest of references. Box 402D,
BROADCASTING.
Vacation problems? College student. Experienced.
Third-class
Announcer, record-librarian, news.
resume
permit. June 1 thru September 1. Tape, NG.
and references. Box 114E, BROADCASTI
Negro dee jay. Good board man. Fast patter,
smooth production. I'm the one you're looking
for.
ING. Tape and resume. Box 172E, BROADCAST
D.J.
own
Love
and

announcer. Go anywhere. Ready now. Run
board. Can sell, too. Steady— no bad habits.
to build audiences and grab accounts. Tape
resume. Box 173E, BROADCASTING.

Girl-personality, d-j, run own board. Eager to
please Free to travel. Gimmicks and sales. Box
175E, BRO AD C A STING.
First phone announcer, young family man, one
Seeks advanceeast. acceptance.
year experience,
Box
weeks after
ment. Available 6 prefers
200E, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Station upper-midwest, Great Lakes
area. $85.00 starting. WDGY types, forget this!
) working conditions. AvailPleasant (team-type
able: Immediately, five years experience, two
jobs excellent training. Good dj, newscaster.
Good board work. Married to traffic-continuity
There's more, too. Write Box 216E,
girl Friday.TING.
BROADCAS
Page 108
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Personality
announcer,
desires progressive
station with chance
for advancement.
(Maryland,
Delaware, Virginia preferred), 4 years experience. Ready for better position. References, resume and tapes. Fight the recession, invest 3$
ING.
and get the full story. Box 314E, BROADCASTStop! Do you want a first class dj with experience? Then I'm your man. Write now! Box
315E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with bounce and enthusiasm. One
year experience with A.F.R.S. Salary second to
opportunity. Single, will travel! Tape, photo
and
resume upon request. Box 317E, BROADCASTING.

Radio school graduate.
beginner.
Disc jockey
_ to opportuni
ING.
ty. Eager to
Salary secondary
please Family man. Box 320E, BROADCASTseeks initial posiRadio and tv school graduate
tion Experience dj, news, commercial copy,
Holds restricted
board.
own
sports operatessingle, veteran, travel
anywhere.
Young,
ticket
Box 321E
BROADCASTING.

Staff announcer with 3 years experience. DePeter Ward,
pendable family man. For tapelle,write
Va. Will accept
Charlottesvi
Rio Trailer Park, offer.
be steady.
must
Position
first reasonable

nce — clean inschoolandexperie
r: Old
Chief enginee
maintenance
stallation,
. routine operation.
G
IN
Seeking permanent position with liveable salary
for myself and family. Box 301E, BROADCASTfifteen years, EE Degree, expeChief engineer,
rienced all phases radio broadcasting including
ion.w Confm, construct
als, proven
direction
high power, scientious,
and
know-ho
sober with
executive ability. Desire position with future.
.
ASTING
Box 306E, BROADC
Production-Programming, Others

exradio-tv
years
director—
Program perience
Let my
to you.
an asset
me eight
will make My
ce pay
Storz type and Westinghouse experien
off for you. Top dj, looking for progressive
station that wants to go up in metropolitan
market ratings. Position must have authority
Let's get together. Tape and
as well as title.
resume or personal interview available. Box
256E, BROADCASTING.
Experience on program deNeed a girlpartment,Friday?
as record lib., in news, and typing in
small station. Box 263E, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

RADIO

TELEVISION

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Kews- Take over operation, or build from
near
le, sober, married Prefer
Sc'hanyreliab
consider all
coast, but will carefully all,
coast
mg
«clud
tell
Must offer security. Please
Box 271E,
experience. .
sful years TI
10 succes
salary. OA
NG
DCAS
BR

Managerial

as television manManager, 16 years experienceer,
as radio manrcial manag
commeam
ager andprogr
director. Increased billing on
ager and
aU stations over 100%. Also agency and network
Best references. Box 780D, BROADexperiences.
NG.
CASTI

As^'a:
g"a
atyBKbroa
d 'experience.
± teng?years
tor,
direc
gg
News
ag
s
settled
ed
marri
Professional delivery. Age 29,
m, Prefer
Excellent references, journalis
ssive midwestern. Write Box 280E, BROADaggreING.
CAST
g,
Experienced radio newsman, 2 years. Writinemntly
Curre
work
air
Some
tapes.politan market. Interested in tv
editindg, metro
nlnve
d, 24 SDX, AFTRA. Can furn^also6 Marrie
NG.resume, tape and photo. Box 281E, BROAD
CASTInish
News or program director; 6 years experience;
itative bass voice;
VtT* excellent writer; author
dynamic fdeas Box 289E, BROADCASTING.
deliver authoritative,
Newsman; gather, write,years
solid experience,
intelligent newscasts. 6
rafamily. Prefer yed
ge graduate;Prese
all Dhases Colle
ntly emplo
dio-tv news combination.
majo? market. Box 312E, BROADCASTING.

2V? television.
Newsman, 8 years experience,
station
Have built top rated news show in 3 KWWLup. Tom Miller,
move
to
Want
.
market
oo,
TV, Waterl
Iowa.
Technical

TV technician, first phone, desires summer or
Willing ;tc .travel L Reemploy.ment.
ent
permansume
Box 265E, BROADCASTING
upon request

Weather warning receivers— for Conelrad and
warnings. Air Alert II— $46.50,
weather
disaster
I— $89.50. Write Miratel, Inc., 1080
Air Alert
Dionne
St., St. Paul 13, Minn.

Mature chief engineer desires to make change.
g, construction, operaExperienced in plannin
v, directionals, measam-fm-t
ce
tion, maintenan
urements. Prefer supervisory position. Box
BROADCASTING .

College,
Projectionist or film position desired.
Available June
two-vear tv production course.
20. Box 305E, BROADCASTING.
ernexperi
yearsnce.
, t5 refere
and SOD
Photog
still Now
Hasence
highes
nlovedrapher
NG.
CASTI
BROAD
328E,
Box
equipment

an.
Opening for experienced televisionin salesm
a threenumber one
n ranking have
NBC nstatio
vity
initiative creati
statio market. Must
t competition. Salary
and ability to work agains
$125 weekly plus car allowance and expenses.
Box 287E, BROADCASTING.
st has opening
VHF in top 50 market southwe
for experienced self starting salesman. High
commission with salatr^y Send complete resume
with picture to Box 292E, BROADCASTING.
Announcers

k station needs an3 networ
vhf who
Californianouncer at once
is versatile, stable and easy
air salesman,
to get along with. Must be topadditio
n to anjobs m
and willing to do otherExcell
working condinouncing if needed. pation ent
phone,
not
Do
plan.
tions and profit partici
and all l referphoto-tape-U-y2
™sh airmail letter
to Gary Ferhsi, KSBW-TV,
ence in first
P. O. Box 1651, Salinas, California.
Technical

Can you qualify as assistant chief engineer of
tv operation? Midwest location. Exfull power
cellent working conditions. Send resume with
expected salary to Box 109*,,
t andNG.
presenCASTI
BROAD
Assistant chief engineer for large northeastern
be
television station. Must have EE nceDegree
$10,000.00
under 33 years old and have experieASTING
.
tor right man. Box 178E, BROADC
TTEL1VISI©H
Situations Wanted

TV talent package. One experienced organist.
One announcer, salesman, singer, ventrilloquist.
experienced radio men to work to2 versatile
gether on tv station. Personal interview desired.
Box 329E, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

General Electric complete ike chain and synO. W. Townfor sale.
projecto
chrolite
.
Kentucky
le, Contact
Inc., r Louisvil
er, WHAS,
s that
Two dishes, two Dipoles and twoaveRadome
transmitter
microw
00 Raytheon
fits KTR-10
at
Mason
and receiver. Write or call Harvey
WITN, Washington, North Carolina.
Western Electric 110-A limiting amplifier. An old
. $75.00.
condition
operating
in perfect
timer
s.
Mas
Springfield,
WTXL, butWest
Little
Ampex 350 full track. Very late model
2336 ComGrant, is.
601. ino
AlsoIll
ble. Chicago,
used Reasonamonwealth,

TELEVISION

eastern vhf staA fast growing network affiliatedarting,
show-tiietion needs a hlrd hitting,an self-st
to head up, and show
way type of local salesm
> you the man?
to score AreNG.
7 local staff how BROAD
CASTI
Write Box 962D,

condition both
gooda.
projectors
am
TP16D ab
Mobile,
Two RCAAl
for $2,950. Contact Chief Engineer, W ALA-TV

Announcers

stucollege (electronics), ing.
First phone, twoer years
dio, transmitt experience, some announc
Luis
San
TV,
Family. Walter Andrus, KSBYObispo, Calif.

Sales

SALE— (Cont'd)

Equipment
Con600, $398; 620 $119;601-2P.
Ampex 350-TU, $1627;
601P;
certone #23(833) $695 & $595;
7-4277.
Grove Enterprises, Roslyn, Pa. TUrner
$85
4— Gates CB-11 3-speed turntable chassis atCase,
each. In excellent condition. Write M. E.
KVOL, Lafayette, Louisiana,

sion 6
Studio faculties manager, 7 yearse televi
scene and
cian. . Manag
years theatre techni
crop shops and studio staging and lighting. Box
245E, BROADCASTING.

Proeram director, production manager, anes; Pr am
^obsprogr
: these of
/director. Can filltanyas oihead
entlv in medium nouncemarke
Box
on.
locati
nent
perma
for
ng TING.
Looki
Sept BROA
DCAS
325E,

Help Wanted

FOR

Production-Programming, Others

FOR

SALE

1958 radio station plan book. Five complete floor
proven. $3 <5
plans. Practical, economy ngminded,
Service, Box 2001
Planni
postpaid.A, Station
Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Station
Stations

, 90,000
Upper N.Y.S., 1000 watt regional daytimer
, on air 6
population within .5m/v contour
write,
information
further AST
for ADC
months,
. Box
ING
307E, BRO
Small market station, north Alabama. Good
growing.market.
nt, in
t equipme
gross, excellen
ING
. Box 107E,
ADC
No brokers
BRO
down.AST
$65,000—29%

wanted Holling^orth
listings
buyers,.
Waiting
The Lucky Secret Word,
N.
Inc., "Guess
Co Y
Ave. W. Hempstead,
ead
Program 514 Hempst
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
purchases, appraisals,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales,discreti
on. Experienced.
care and
with r
s.
handledo
t
Former radio and television owners and opera-

ding
Write now for our free bulletin of outstan
States,
radio and tv buys throughout the United
Blvd.,
Hollywood
tes, 6381f.
Associali
Stoll, &Ca
jlcfcL.
Los
Angeles
Equipment
Dage Cam1— 320A Dage Camera Chain 1— 300D
Sync Generator 1—
era Chain, 1—410A Dage Camera
Cinor
, 1-Pan16mm Kodak K100 Movie
and other
-Variable Focus Lens plus flood alllight
substan
at
ent
equipm
miscellaneous studio BROADCASTING.tial
discount. Box 240E,
Transcription library. Standard small library of
on. Approxiconditi.
ds. New
standarAST
andADC
pops
ING
$585.00. Box 261E,
BRO
ns. Asking
mately 1,000 selectio

Manufacturing
Bankruptcy sale— Assets of A-V
Video Product
Co Bankrupt and Audio & Salvage
of N. Y.,
iters
Corp., Bankrupt. Underwr
of
eer, Southern District 121
Official U. S. Auction1958
at
M.
A.
10:30
at
NY sells May 16,
6th Avenue, N. Y. Instrumentation heads. Power
filarmers, boxes
transfo
ers, filters,
amplifiheat
control
supplies,
beat mike
ment supplies,
nics Tele-arc #301 slide
electro
borne ion
panels,or.a?rPInspect
May 16, 1958, after 9 A. M,
project
Box 330E, BROADCASTING.

60, 601-2 and A
For sale: Ampex 350, 3-052, 600,
Grove Enterprises,
series available from stock at277
.
Roslyn, Pa. TUrner 7-4
to 5C
WE 5 kw transmitter, type 104C modifiedlocation.
Florida
$1,500
740 kc.
crystal ,forBingham
with Brothers
ton,
May
N. Y.
Sealed bid offer: HWY-7223, 10:00 A.M., May
be received in the
30, 1958: Sealed bid willOffice
of Chief Clerk,
State Board of Control,
10:00 am,
Capitol Bldg., Austin, Texas, untilradio
tower,
of
covering the sale
May 30, 1958,
to
belonging
building, fence and pump house
at Sent located
Highway Departme
the Texas
and
guin & Artesia Rds., San Antonio, Texas,Davis.
may be inspected by contacting Mr. F. M.
makes. Most
12 assorted towers, 165-300 ft. AllWrite
for list.
Priced $1,000 to $6,000.
like new.
Brothers, Binghamton, N. Y.
May

WANTED

TO

BUY

ctive transNeed cash? Convert your unprodu
deof taxretain
ge You
get advanta
cash, arrange
site into
mitter ductible
ment.
lease back
building
and
nt
ownership of towers, equipme is free and clear
your land
tion. If AST
for deprecia
forward
We will.
ADC
BRO
and cash desiredING
details
send
our cash offer and lease details. Write Box 257E,
Stations
G^
IN
y
Station manager and chief engineer currentl
to buy
with metropolitan market station wants
radio station in southwest small town. Have
limited down payment. Box 311E, BROADCAST-

In good condition.
kw, used. G.
am, 5Equipment
IN
ter,
ST
Transmit
CA
Must be air cooled and not over 12 years old.
Urgent. Give full details. Box 274E, BROAD4516
.North Libby,
. KYFM,
la
amplifier
Ok
Oklahom
1000 watta fmCity,

ter
transmitto
are looking for a used-vhf-tv power
We
5
to be used as a standby unit. Any
Hughes,
Rudy
Write,
red.
conside
be
will
kw
O. Box 186,
P. na.
r, WCSC-T
Enginee
Chief ton,
oli
Charles
South
CarV,
Need used 5820 Image Orthicon tubes. Please
di
Muncie,
In
of service Pathours a.
n, andan
conditio
state price,
rick S. Finnegan. Chief Engineer, WLBC-TV,
Mass.
Used consoles wanted (two). Give model age,
condition and price. WTXL West Springfield,

MISCELLANEOUS
market station northwest
option
BROADCASTING.
195E,small
S Box
ULease
d, discharged
Wanted— investors. Gl, 25, marrie
for small radio station.
g investors
soon seekin
.
h
s
a
W
onics business experience. Exelectr
Previous
cellent investment. Write P. O. Box 754, Richland, ,
ia
and radio
ion .
28,
, televis
Bowleyrn
Reitterfo
Von li
H M.Ca
bingo game sheets. P. O. Box 1871, Hollywood
May 12, 1958
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INSTRUCTIONS

RADIO

FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2. 821 - 19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. G.I. approved.
Phone FLeetwood 2-2733. Elkins Radio License
School, 3605 Regent Drive, Dallas. Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting June 25, September 3, October 29. For information, references
and reservations write William B. Ogden Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
RADIO
Help

TO

THE

(And

Wanted

YOUNG

the young

in heart)

The Plough, Inc. Stations are always looking for men who love
to perform — men capable of
projecting a warm and enthusiastic personality. You furnish
us with enough sound professional experience and an irrepressibly, friendly personality.
We will show you how to use it
to your best advantage and ours
at one of the Plough, Inc. Stations :

Immediate openings! Send all
tapes and resumes to :
Gene Plumstead
National Program Director
Plough,

IS TALENT IN YOUR FUTURE!
We invite you to contact us. Husband and wife
team, experienced every phase music end show
biz, deejays two years. Sing, create jingles,
choose records by listening, not from charts.
Enjoy keeping housewives and sponsors contented. Money isn't everything. Available soon.
Box 255E, BROADCASTING
NEED
A D. J.?
B. C A. Placement Service has them . . . with
and without experience. All eager to please
anel make yoa moneyl Best trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas. Thoroughly
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1639 Broadway, Capitol Theatre Bldg.
N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1918. No charge for either party.
Production-Programming, Others
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
Total 13 years experience with net affiliates
and independent. Last 2'/2 years with McLendon Chain in Texas as D. J. and Program
Director. Creative, audience building ideas
with plenty of sales appeal. Promotion and
production minded, 30 year old, family man
looking for new opportunity.
Box 241 E, BROADCASTING

TELEVISION
Help

Wanted

Radio-TV Creative Manager
Plus Top level man4 A Agency, New $25,000
York City.
agement and client contact experience; broad
campaign planning; talent, etc.; under 45.
HENRY SCHAPPER AGENCY
Personnel for the Communication Arts
15 East 40th Street, New York 16, N.Y.
Murray Hill 3-8626
Paul Baron For Radio-TV-Film- Advertising
FOR

SALE

Stations

Inc. Stations
WMPS

Memphis

Page 110
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AVAILABLE

IMMEDIATELY

Complete Volkswagen Mobile Unit —
good condition, including three-channel
console, turn tables, PA system, Powerstar, 3/4 ton air conditioner, Transmitter
and receiver (15 Wwatt
output — frequency
PDQ
range 100 to 10,000
cps, 160 MC).
Drive it home — ready to go . . .
#2,250.00 cash. Contact

J

Jacksonville, Florida

*

Western

Electric

FOR
most

in America's
—
SALE
Market Miami,
Dynamic

M-A
M-Top
X Excellent
SignalWwith
CovfSfe
erage. All new equipment: 15
acres on 8 lane Palmetto Byx Pass: Small studio-transmitter

*j building. Priced reasonable.
Write or Wire — Keith Moyer,
Owner: TU 7-0161.

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION
AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS— ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS
MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

Type

Program-Operated
Peak Limiting Amplifiers

*
*
* Identical to W.

*

E.

* Peak Limiting Amplifiers. Manu- *
* factured for the United States £
*
*
J
*
*
*

Army Signal Corps. These amplifiers are new in the original
cases. Each consists of; an amplifier, control panel and regulated power supply. Arranged for
19 inch rack mounting.

J Never again at this low price —
* $160.00 each.
Metropolitan

£
*
*
*
*
*
*

Telephone

Supply Corp.
964 DEAN STREET
BROOKLYN 38, NEW YORK
NEVINS

8-5900

XTAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies
Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN — ELECTRO
ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
EMPLOYMENT

Management

Outstanding Opportunity
for aggressive salesmanager or top salesman with management potential as salesmanager of fine station in single station
market of 30,000. Must like small city life.
Career opening. Eastern college city with
unusually pleasant living conditions.
Great Lakes area. Substantial new prestige organization planning to purchase additional stations. We expect to pay S7500$10,000 or better on a good base plus
strong incentive basis for the right man
who can attain reasonable sales objectives. Present billing over $100,000. Must
be available immediately or shortly.
Please write or wire full details to Box
318E, BROADCASTING.

Equipment

A nnonnccrs

WCOP
Boston

WMPS
Memphis

SALE— (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted

WCAO
Baltimore

WJJD
Chicago

FOR

COME

SERVICES

SOUTH!

Mississippi Broadcasters Association, membership over 60 stations,
have openings for all phases of
broadcasting, including management. If you would enjoy living in
leisurely mild climate with excellent working conditions and good
pay ers
contact
Mississippi
Placement
Service Broadcast(no fee),
Mississippi.
Paul Schilling, WNAT, Natchez,

Anyone knowing the whereabouts
of Joseph H. Hill, please contact
Sheriff Les Bird, Adams County,
Hettinger, North

Dakota.
Broadcasting

MILESTONES

106
FOR THE RECORD continues from page
gs on or before May 19
reolv or rebuttal findin
Triangle Publications Inc.
re application of New
Haven, Conn.
(WNHC-TV ch. 8),
Examiner
By Hearing
29:
Charles J. Frederick on April
<"rantPd petition by Broadcast Bureau tor
29 to May 13 to. file
ex?ension o/to e froniandApril
red
ngs requitted
reply findibe
ngs
sed findi
ftVpropo
submi
tn be Submitted bv May 13 shall
% " on
Va.n of Williamsburg
on Mav
burg,catio
iamsappli
Willam
. Co.,
Bcstg
By Hearing Examiner
H. Grfford Irion on April 30:
au for exr-i-antPd netition bv Broadcast Burefindi
ngs and
g proposed
tension of?fme for s filin
April 30
suggested correction to transcriptes from
am applitn Mav 5 and to May 19 for repli re .Sout
andville, heast
Co.,erson
. Jeff
hsids.e Bcstg
of NortBcstr
cation!ana
Ind.
Inc.,
em Indi
BROADCAST ACTIONS
cast Bureau
by Broad
Actions of May 2
WFDF Flint, Mich.— Granted license to use
old main trans, as alternate main trans, at presenKTTEinLtufakfn,^ex.-Granted license to use
trans, at present loas auxiliary
trans, trans,
old maincation of main
and operate transmitter by
Neb.-Granted mod. of
reKNOPCNor?h Platte,
and studio locations; change
cn to change trans, kw,
13 kw, ant height
aur..
9
ERP to vis 25
and otherof
ant 3.613(b)
trans
'of.
type
change
ft
630
Sect.
change; waived
equipment
rega, Tenn— Granted
rUWDOD-FM Chattanoo
deleted.
auest to cancel license. Call letters nted
reMo.-Gra
Jefferson City,
Q KWOS-FM
Call letters deleted.
nuest to cancel license.Tex.—
authority
Granted
Spring,
Big
Q KTXC
silent pending
for 30-day extension to remain
Litteral
completion of sales contract with Ronchange
granted New Aioany,of
were WLRP
stations
COFoUowing
shown:
as
si°n-off time
Aug., exm. CDST, May ; 1 through
Ind 7 00 pspecial
WADK Newport
broadcasts
cept for
28 and
April
30 p.m. EDST, beginning
it I
Ala
e^
Greenvill
30; WGYV
Sept.
nation
term
local standard time, from Mayp.m15
6 00 Dm
Taft, Calif., 6:00
througrf August 31; KTKR
for period of 60 days pending
banning April 24 applicati
on for limited hours
ol formal
action
.
be filed within two weeks.
to
complegranted extensions ofaign
Following werewn:W
111.
CHU (TV) Champ
tion dates 8sho
Pa. to ll-ld,
-TV Johnstown,
to 11-19' WARD
9-15.
to
C,
S.
ille,
WFBC-TV Greenv
ed authority to
KGAS Carthage, Tex.— Grant
by remote control.
operate trans, Actions
of May 1
WISV Viroqua, Wis.— Granted license for am

ed signlicensPM
up to1:00
contin
ion mayPittst
operatWPTS
May
when
on,ue Pa.,
off time;
Middletown, Conn., 6.00
through Sept.; WCNXr month
31.
Aug.
g
summes of Aprils 28endin
PM, EST, for Action
tion of
WCMA Corinth, Miss.— Granted acquisithroug
h
on
by Aaron B. Robins
positive control
k.
G. Murdoc
CecilGranted
fromTex.—
of stock
purcha
assignment
Tvler,
kt TVse (TV)
of licenses to Lucille Ross Buford, et al d/b as

►

► Mrs. Frances Minton, San Francisco,
honored at testimonial dinner given by
broadcasting industry of Northern California. Mrs. Minton marks 35th year in radio

C1WBOY -TV0' Clarksburg, W. Va.— Granted license for tv station; ERP vis. 120 kw, DA, aur.
66KVIO-TVAEureka, Calif.— Granted license for
studio location
redescribe
and— no
as station
trans, site
change).
. . ,. (same
.„„
tv
for
license
d
Grante
C—
N.
WMDE Greensboro,

"Ann
broadcasting and 30th year as radio's

fnkAPR0Douglas, Ariz.— Granted license for am
StKGUL-TV Galveston, Tex.— Granted mod of
Houston,
license to specify station location mstudio
locaTex.; mam
Galveston, Bldg.,
ofPrudential
lieu
Tex. in
Houston, Tex. m
tion as 1900
Tex.
Galveston,
lieu of 11 Video Lane,
WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W. Va.— Granted cp to
change studio location from Pinnickinnick Mt.,
Clarksburg, W. Va. to 912 W. Pike St., ClarksWRTI-FM Philadelphia, Pa.— Granted cp to
increase ERP to 790 w, installation new trans,
and make
by remote control
operate trans,
125 ft.
system; ant. height
changes inV ant.
of cp to
mod.
Granted
York, Pa.—
WNOW-T
change
change ERP to vis. 10.2 kw, aur. 6.03 kw;
type of transmitters and make other equipment
Granted mod.
ClKRTV (TV) Great FaUs, Mont.—
of cp to change ERP to vis. 0.6 kw, aur. 0.3 kw;
make other equipment
change type transmitters,
changes and change name to Rocky Mountain
BCWDBO-FM Orlando, Fla.— Granted mod. of cp .
to install new type ant.; conditions
d change of
Following stations were grante
Peoria, 111., 7 00
sign-off time as shown:andWPEO
7:00 AM to 7:00 PM
PM DST, weekdays
gan, Wis.,
Sundays effective 4-28; WSHE Sheboyperiod
endve 4-27 for
6 -30 PM local time effectiprogra
of public
except ford sign-offmming
ing August to
time. .
license
interest up
on of
WCKR-FM Miami, Fla.— Granted extensi
nal 90 days
additio
authority to remain silent for

StKAJO Grants Pass, Ore.— Granted license for
license covering
amtJEF1Jennings, La.-Granted
1 kw.
increase in daytime power from 500 w cpto to
ined
-Grant
Calif.
,
Angeles
Los
KPLA
trans, at presas alternateandmain
stall new trans,
remote
by
operate
trans,
ent location of main
Boston, Mass.— Granted cp to install
COWBZ-FM
new type trans.; conditions.
of cp to
WTVJ Miami, Fla.— Granted mod.trans.
of mam
modify modulation system
KYW-FM Cleveland, Ohio— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
WLOL-FM Minneapolis, Minn.— Granted mod.
to conduct background music service on multicomplegranted extensions of Mont,
Following were
to
tion dates as shown: KOPR-TV Butte
WSCM
6-15,
to
Calif,
rgh,
11-11- KATT Pittsbu
Panama City Beach, Fla., to 6-30; WPCF Panama.
Oxnard, Calif, to 11-21,
City, Fla. to 5-20; KOXR
FM
, Va. to 11-19; KGMSWSIG Mount Jackson
KNOB Long Beach,
Sacramento, Calif, to 8-16;Ithaca,
8:19;
to
Y.
N.
FM
WVBRCalif, to 6-27;
Ohio to 9-24; WNSM ValparaisoWMUB le,Oxford,
Fla. to 8-30.
Nicevil
authority to
Neb.— Granted
Omaha,
KOOO
August
CST, Mayr through
sign-off at 6:30 PM,
due to economic and manpowe problems.
Actions of April 30
KXLW Clayton, Mo.— Granted acquisition of
through
positive control by Richard J. MillerBcstg.
Co.
Radio
purchase of stock of Big Signal
der of licensee) from
(controlling stockhol
Inc.
g.
George En
.. ... .
KGLC Miami, Okla.— Granted acquisition of
et al as
positive control by John A. Robinson George
L.
surviving trustees under the will of
purthrough
privity,
in
a group
Sr., asfrom
Colemanchase of stock
Stevenson.
John R.
Granted license for
amKWPR
station.Claremore, okla.—
WHYL Carlisle, Pa. — Granted mod. of cp to
change ant.-trans. location and type trans.
KMCS Seattle, Wash.— Granted authority to
operate trans, by remote control.
KGLA Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted authority
to operate trans, by remote control.
Actions of April 29
Pa.— Granted change of . reWICKmote Scranton,
control authority.
change of signwere granted
stations WMIL
Milwaukee, Wis., 8:00
time as shown:
offFollowing
PM DST, May through August; KJAN Atlantic,
Iowa, 7:00 PM May through August: WSWW
Platteville, Wis., 6:30 PM, CDST, effective May 1
30, except for special programand ending
Cameron, Tex., 6:00 PM, CST, for
ming; KMILSept.
period ending Sept., except for special events
Broadcasting

WEW St. Louis observed 37th anniversary April 26.

extension
Pa.— Granted .
frwQAL
completionPhiladelphia,
date to 11-19
„„;„_of
extension
WYLD New Orleans, La.— Granted
of completion date to 7-15.

► Elmer A. Knopf, acting general man." WFDF Flint, Mich., honored for 25th
Holden
ager,
year of station service.
► John Schneller, tv mixer for CBS-TV in
Hollywood, and Ed Olds, transmitter engineer for KNX Hollywood, mark 20th anniversary in broadcasting. Both men joined
Hollywood engineering staff of CBS in 1938.

► Twenty years ago Dr. Allen B. DuMont
introduced America's first commercially
available electronic tv receiver.
► WEWS (TV) Cleveland presented its
520th consecutive Sunday amateur program, Giant Tiger Amateur Hour, yesterday. Occasion marked 10th year with same
sponsor, Giant Tiger stores.
► Walter L. Dickson, vice president in
charge of operations for Hildreth stations
in Maine, has entered 20th year with WABI
Bangor.
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THE

IMAGE

Believable as the re-awakening

OF

of nature, a child's

wonder, a mother's love. That is WWJ-TV

in Detroit.

Eleven years of superior television service to southeastern Michigan— strict adherence to the public
interest— have given WWJ-TV

such dominant

stature that every advertiser enjoys a priceless advantage, every product a cordial
acceptance that quickly leads to sales.
ASSOCIATE AM-FM STATION WWJ
Firtt in Michigan
owned 5 operated by Trie Detroit News
National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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MONDAY

MEMO
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/row BEA ADAMS,
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Don't
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a

vice president, radio-tv, Gardner

lose
maze

your
of

commercial

elaborate

Sometimes the Big Promise isn't so
tangible. Sometimes you must demon
strate with feeling rather than fact.
The current Zest commercials are good
examples. There is no demonstration
is unof product-ingredient. But there
deniable demonstration of consumer
benefit— the Big Promise. What you
get out of the Zest commercial isn't

message

I

production

There is evidence that tv advertisers,
fact, but feeling. A promise of somewill
year,
us
nscio
my-co
econo
thing wonderfully refreshing, even
this
iri
cials.
commer
their
spend even more for
though you can't put it into words.
the
it's
Always, the Big Promise must begin
found
e
they'v
Why? Because
isadvert
their
makes
and end with the consumer, with what
commercial that
ing investment pay off.
the consumer wants and why, and how
So far so good. But where is the
your product can satisfy those wants
extra money going? Judging by some,
and why. Too many commercials seem
cprodu
ate
to be more the product of shotgun
it's going into more elabor
it
tion. I question that that's where
weddings than planned parenthood beought to be going.
cause the Big Promise is given with
such reluctance.
Certainly, the tv commercial must be
created with the reluctant consumer in
The Big Promise is the specific benefit.
mind. But does it follow that this
The Common Touch is what transforms
must then be the age of the elaborate
the commercial from intruder to
cular?
specta
rcial
comme
the
tion,
produc
friend. For both you need a tremendous
—
idea
al
gener
the
be
to
seems
That
amount of human understanding. I've
-and I say, watch it! You just could be
said this before, and I guess I'll never
frightened into creating commercials
stop saying it: You can know your
space
into
out
go
l
so stupendous they'l
product from here to hereafter, but
without ever making contact with the
you'll never create great commercials
coveted consumer. Some will make a
until you know your customer at least
big noise and not even get into orbit.
as well. Advertising's big job is to make
When an unstupendous fellow like
contact with hidden desires.
lisc
terrifi
Lawrence Welk can rate a
MEETING THE MIDDLE MILLIONS
tenership, when an easy-going guy like
When you can begin to see your
Como can keep packing 'em in, when
fatherthe
and
rner
weste
lonely
the
product and its potentials through the
who-knows-best can continue to corral
eyes of the Middle Millions, when you
some
isn't
there
really understand these people who buy
if
r
wonde
viewers, I
hidden power in simplicity.
most of the things that most of the
tighter
this
in
danger,
a
there
Isn't
people have to sell, you'll find many
economy, of trying so frantically to
ways to put the Common Touch into
achieve the terrific that we lose sight
your tv commercials.
of the target? Isn't there a danger of
One way is with words. Not the
getting so panicky that we forget the
crunchy kind you'd feel silly using face
two basic ingredients that give a tv
to face. But the warm, pungent kind.
e?
commercial its power to persuad
Words that by their shape and sound
The two ingredients to which I refer
and association have meanings for the
are (1) The Big Promise and (2) The
Middle Millions. Meanings beyond dicCommon Touch.
tionary definitions.
The Big Promise — the basic selling
Having the right words, you'll see
proposition — is the core of your comthey're delivered right, too. By the
that
e
tangibl
ing
someth
it's
mercial. Maybe
person. Not someone with a
right
that you can demonstrate dramatically.
pretty face and dandy diction, but
Right now, in one tv commercial, a
someone who can project the Common
watch is being battered about in a
Touch. And that calls for more heart,
mixer and sloshed around in a tank
of water to demonstrate how shockwater-proof it is. It's draproof and
matic. And believable. But what I
miss is the connecting link — the things
that happen in a consumer's life to
make such a watch wantable.

1

Adv., St Louis

less hammer,
oration.

more

1

naturalness, less

i

And that brings us to the tv commercial family, the people who eat
wax the floors, shampoo the
food,
the
hair. Again your casting must be
done with the Middle Millions in mind.
Select people who can help the viewer

1
i

ed. Your best conget personally involv
sumer should be able to recognize himself in your commercial — or someone
he'd like to be, or like to know. Please,
let's have a little less accent on glamour,
a little more accent on consumer identification.
That same bit of advice applies to
clothes, props, settings and, above all,
what happens on the screen. Is it
natural? Is it real? Does it touch the
consumer's life, if only the reachable
day-dream part of it? It should.
Although I've talked about words
first, the vital video really comes first.
And this isn't a solo job. Writer, art
director, producer — all should work together thinking it out, dreaming it out,
acting it out, always keeping in mind
the exciting tools of the medium —
camera angles, lighting that contributes
its own special magic, nostalgic sounds,
music that gives your words or pictures added emotional values.
Sometimes it's best to shoot film without a script, or at least to shoot the
film before you cut the sound track.
This is especially desirable when you
want to show babies or dogs, because
who can predict what memorable things
the camera will catch? The audio can
always be written to fit. And I suspect,
if we had more time and faith, more tv
commercials would be produced this
way, and would hit new potency.
Amidst all of 1958's commercial
,
spectaculars, I predict that the simple
slice-of-life commercial with the Big
Promise and the Common Touch will
win by more than a whisker.

Bea Adams, b. Belleville, III. First job in direct
mail advertising there. Then to St. Louis and
Stix, Baer & Fuller department store ad department. Miss Adams next wrote fashion column
for St. Louis Star-Times under name Frances
Faye. Joined Gardner Adv. in 1935 as copywriter, became successively member of executive committee, member of board of directors,
creative director. Now v. p. and radio-tv creative director. Past president, Women's Ad
Club of St. Louis. Named Ad Woman of 1950.
Member Gamma Alpha Chi, Theta Sigma Phi.
I
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EDITORIALS
Seven-Year

Hitch

THE questioning of FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley by members
of the Senate Commerce Committee last Wednesday was
gentle enough to suggest that Mr. Bartley's nomination to a second
term on the FCC will not be obstructed.
There is no reason that it should be.
In the six years he has served as a commissioner. Mr. Bartley has
compiled an enviable record of principled consistency in an
agency where principle and consistency sometimes have been
subordinated to other considerations. We have not invariably
agreed with Mr. Bartley's views. We doubt that we will invariably
agree with his future decisions.
But for the good of broadcasting and the people it serves, Mr.
Bartley should be promptly confirmed for reappointment to a
full, seven-year term. He is a man who can be trusted to vote
his conscience even when it conflicts, as it often does, with the
votes of an FCC majority.
Radio

and

ASCAP

broadcasters everywhere can take heart from the earnestness displayed by a little band of them when, 10 days ago in
Los Angeles, they met to organize for the forthcoming ASCAP
radio music license negotiations.
The group was small in size, totaling about 100, but it was big
in determination to stand up and fight for the best deal radio can
get. These were men who remembered — many of them from firsthand experience — the time nearly two decades ago when ASCAP's
outlandish demands forced them to go for months without ASCAP
music and, in self-defense, to organize their own Broadcast Music
Inc.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hlx

RADIO

The terms finally negotiated in settling that unpleasantness are
now, after an automatic renewal nine years ago, about to run out.
The contracts expire Dec. 31 of this year.

To conduct radio's negotiations for new licenses, the group at
Los Angeles authorized the formation of an interim committee,
headed by Robert T. Mason of WMRN Marion, Ohio. This will
lead into a permanent committee after a ballot in which all radio
stations are eligible to vote. The only voting strings attached are
that a station must agree to help underwrite the committee's legal,
research and other expenses.
Stations can hardly wish to do less. The committee's job is a
back-breaking one. To get lower ASCAP rates — and there was
no question after the Los Angeles session that a rate cut is what
the broadcasters are driving for — will not be easy. As Dwight
Martin of WAFB-TV Baton Rouge pointed out to the radio group,
on the basis of two protracted negotiations for ASCAP tv licenses,
the broadcast contracts are financially the most important ones
ASCAP has, and ASCAP consequently will do its utmost to get
the best deal it can.

Mr. Martin made another point. If broadcasters give their
committee anything less than "unqualified support," the committee's difficulties will be multiplied. Broadcasters should not let
this point escape them. They should remember, too, that they
are not bound to accept whatever terms the committee finally
recommends. They can accept or reject as they wish, and —
happily — they can ask the courts to set the fees if that seems the
only way to get reasonable terms.

Propaganda

and

ASCAP

HE broadcasters who are now preparing to negotiate new
A radio contracts with ASCAP have an advantage they would
have lacked if the negotiations had begun a few months ago.
The advantage is that the ASCAP campaign to discredit if not
outlaw BMI, ASCAP's
has begun to crumble.

only significant rival in music licensing,

For this happy circumstance broadcasters may thank Rep.
James Roosevelt (D-Calif.) and Sen. George Smathers (D-Fla.)^
though for entirely different reasons.
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"Well, we're one account who can talk about making a switch without
giving you agency boys the jitters!"
Rep. Roosevelt was chairman of a House Small Business Subcommittee which, after hearing several ASCAP members complain
of discrimination among the membership, requested the Dept. of
Justice to investigate the organization.
Sen. Smathers is the author of a bill to prohibit broadcasters
from engaging in music publishing or in the phonograph record
business. Although it did not so specify, the bill was intended
to knock the pins from under BMI.
Hearings on the Smathers bill have been held, off and on, for
weeks. They began with witnesses recruited by ASCAP leaders
and with testimony which gave a false, indeed fraudulent, impression of monopoly domination of music by television and
radio. That impression was later overcome by witnesses presented
by As
BMI.
of now, the record compiled by the Communications Subcommittee ofthe Senate Commerce Committee shows clearly that
BMI and ASCAP are in healthy competition, that if either is in a
position of dominance it is ASCAP, that if a danger of monopoly
exists it would only be intensified by any artificial weakening
of BMI.

This turn of events is not what Sen. Smathers expected when,
at the urging of who knows what ingenious ASCAP members, he
introduced his bill to scuttle BMI. Yet, as we say, Sen. Smathers
has done broadcasters an inadvertent service by triggering a full
presentation of the ASCAP-BMI case.
Having done so, he would be making a graceful gesture if he
withdrew his bill, although that action is hardly necessary to assure
its death. It has already been proved invalid by the testimony it

provoked.
No

License

for

Hooliganism

FOUR years ago striking members of NABET sabotaged the
equipment of KPlX (TV) San Francisco. It was an effort at
bargaining by violence. Both before and after the KPIX incident,
NABET and other unions had resorted to goon-gang tactics.
The FCC suspended the licenses of three of the KPIX operators
for 90 days. An appeal was taken. The U. S. Court of Appeals in
Washington now has held the three guilty of "highly sophisticated
sabotage" and ruled that a labor dispute is "no license for hooli-

The immorality and illegality of sabotage in broadcasting, long
established legislatively, is now confirmed by high court decree.
Unions can no longer contend they are not responsible for the acts
ofganism."
their members. If they cannot control membership their usefulness asunions would seem to end.
Broadcasting
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It happened May 7th, at 6 p.m. WTIX took over
the 690 spot on the dial, and increased its power
20 times— to 5,000 watts. Result? Over 1,000,000
new listeners added ! Now WTIX's 24-hour service
extends over the entire Gulf area — from Texas to
Florida. Now, more than ever, the big New Orleans buy is WTIX — the station which even before the change was more popular than the next

3 stations combined

816,700
1,526,020
50
2,822 ,1 20

(Hooper) , and— first in every

daytime Pulse % hour, and— first in 462 of all
504 Pulse quarters.* Talk 5,000 watts and 690 kc.
to Adam Young ... or WTIX General Manager
Fred Berthelson.
* Jan.-Feb., 6 a.m.-midnight

WTIX
first . . . and getting firster . . . and
now 20 times more powerful ivith
5,000 watts on 690 kc.
NEW ORLEANS

Minneapolis St. Paul
WD6Y
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
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TOBACCO
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Mail Pouch and Kentucky Club are two
of the nationally famous buy-words
which help contribute to the super
market value of the WTRF-TV area.
These and other quality tobacco products are manufactured by The Bloch
Brothers Tobacco Company of Wheeling, West Virginia . . . with 500
employees influenced by the programming of WTRF-TV ... in an area of
425,196 TV homes, where 2 million
people spend
annually.

"I have - been working for the Bloch
Brothers people for 22 years, and it's
part of my job to help protect the quality
of our tobacco products. Even away from
work I'm conscious of quality — in food, in
clothing, in just about everything. That
includes TV-viewing, too, which is why the
favorite station at our house is WTRF-TV."

2XA billion dollars

For availabilities, call Bob
— • network color
INK
316,000 watts ■U
Ferguson, VP and Gen. Mgr.,
or Needham Smith, Sales Manager,
at CEdar 2-7777.
National Rep., George P.
WHEELING
7, WEST VIRGINIA
Hollingbery Company.
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T
KRLD-TV
Texas' tallest tower
1,685 feet above average terrain

COUNTIES

KRLD-TV, Channel 4, telecasting with maximum power from atop
Texas' tallest tower, sends its strong clear signal into 47 Texas counties . . .
plus 5 in Oklahoma. This is the greatest area coverage of any Texas television station. BUT . . . what is more significant is KRLD-TV's coverage in
terms of PEOPLE, INCOME, RETAIL SALES and TV HOMES. In
those terms, a map such as just above gives a more accurate picture. The
KRLD-TV Texas area contains 2,570,500 people who spend $3,332,054,000 annually of a Consumer Spendable Income of $4,270,706,000. There
are more than 644,000 TV homes in this area. Truly, KRLD-TV CBS
television for Dallas-Fort Worth, is the biggest buy in the biggest market
in the biggest state.
Sources: Consumer Markets, Dec. Jo,
1957. TVTV Reports.
homes based on
«Texas

KRLD-TV is the television service
of The Dallas Times Herald, owners
and operators of KRLD Radio, the
only full-time 50,000 watt station in
Dallas-Fort Worth. The Branham
Company, national representatives.
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market

in the BIGGEST

State

JOHN W. RUNYON, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
MAXIMUM

POWER

CLYDE W. REMBERT, PRESIDENT

closed

TOLL GATE • While question of pay-tv
field testing has been dormant since Senate
and House Committee actions inveighing
against approval pending Congressional
consideration of policy question, it's entirely possible that House Commerce Committee may take more positive position this
session. FCC has said merely that it won't
process applications (none is pending) until
30 days after Congress recesses, but House
Committee may implement its previous
action by advising FCC that it should not
consider any applications until some fixed
date, late March or April of 1959. This
would give Congress time to legislate.
•

Question immediately arose in Washington whether death of Comdr. E. F. McDonald Jr., chairman of Zenith (story
would put damper on pay tv
93),
page
crusade. He spearheaded drive from start,
and, while others have gotten in on act,
Mr. McDonald and pay tv came to be
synonymous.
COMMUNITY PROBLEM • Mushrooming of community antenna television systems is beginning to give music licensing
organizations problem — and it's apt to be
vice versa pretty soon. BMI, which till
now has collected from only those CATV
systems that originate programs, almost
certainly is going to re-examine its policy,
probably in relatively near future. At
ASCAP, where CATV policy during "experimental stages" is less clear, question
is said to be in hands of legal department,
whose officials report that ASCAP "definitely" plans to try collecting from community systems using ASCAP music.
•
Radio-tv planners of D'Arcy Adv. Co.,
St. Louis, are highly gratified with response
to Budweiser spot drive built around theme,
"pick-a-pair of 6-paks," even though only
recently launched. They report heavy
dealer activity and laud air media for
tremendous impact of announcements on
400 radio-tv stations. In words of one
executive, "We have never seen anything
like it." Campaign to run through July.
*
DIGGING

DEEPER

• Federal grand jury
probing Miami ch. 10 case last week interrogated Miami bank officers on accounts
of former FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack
and his friend, Miami attorney Thurman
Whiteside, as well as insurance company
and holding company in which Mr. Mack
had interests, both gifts from Mr. Whiteside. Also appearing last week was financial officer of National Airlines Inc. and
Washington attorneys A. Harry Becker
and Leo Resnick, who represented losing
Miami ch. 10 applicants North Dade Video
Inc. and L. B. Wilson Inc. respectively
during FCC hearings.

Broadcasting

In recent weeks witnesses appearing before federal grand jury in Washington have
been asked series of questions relating to
personal social life of former Comrs. Mack
and George C. McConnaughey as well as
other present and former FCC officials.
Queries have even alluded to deportment
•
of officials at social gatherings.

DOUBLE DICKER • Two-station tv
sale may come to pass soon. Kenyon
Brown, Bing Crosby and their associates
in ownership of KCOP (TV) Los Angeles
are negotiating with J. Elroy McCaw for
acquisition of KTVR (TV) Denver (ch. 2)
and KTVW (TV) Seattle-Tacoma (ch. 13).
Discussions have been in progress some
weeks. Latest word is that agreement
seems near, with price in $2 million-plus
category.
•
With 52 post-1948 films sprung for tv
last year, giving United Artists Television
Inc. 91 films to sell in 1957, company is
understood to have more than doubled
gross tv sales. In annual report to be
issued Tuesday, it's understood, UA will
claim 1957 gross tv sales of $4.7 million —
from gross $2 million in 1956 on its first
packet of 39 pictures.
•

LOOKING FOR MERGER • Geyer Adv.,
with offices in New York, Dayton and Detroit, is considering merger. It reportedly
has been talking with number of agencies,
principally firms with balanced industrial
and package goods accounts. At one point
last year Geyer was understood to have
been approached by Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
during that agency's quest for expansion,
but reportedly nixed deal on grounds it
would be "buried" within large agency
framework. Currently billing about $20
million, Geyer has had special success with
American Motors Corp. (Rambler), only
Detroit automaker not singing recession
blues.
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer is slated
to head U. S. delegation to International
Telecommunications Union administrative
conference on telegraph and telephone to
be held in Geneva starting Sept. 29. It's
expected chairman will be abroad for
several weeks.
•

CONFIRMATION • While Senate Commerce action on approval of nomination of
lohn S. Cross to be member of FCC (story,
reported as unanimous, it's
page 74) d was
there was considerable discusunderstoo
sion at executive session last Wednesday
regarding possible further hearing. Committee reportedly was of view that appointment, to fill vacancy created by forced resignation ofRichard A. Mack, was not "optimum" but that his background and record
nevertheless merited confirmation. In case

circuit

of Democrat Robert T. Bartley to succeed
himself for seven-year term, committee
voted unanimously and with enthusiasm
on favorable report, • it's understood.
Mr. Cross, will be sworn in this Friday
(May 23) — probably by Chairman John C.
Doerfer. He will serve until 1962. Comr.
Bartley, reappointed for seven-year term
until 1965, probably will take his new
oath immediately upon expiration of his
present term on June• 30.
CATV

POLICY

• Before FCC

is called

to appear before Senate Commerce Committee in its second go-round on tv allocations, formal Commission policy study
announced on subject of combe
will
munity antenna systems. Senate Commerce Committee is scheduled to renew
its look into tv allocations, CATV, and
other matters beginning May 27. FCC's
plans, it is understood, envisage general
hearing on what position Commission
should take on regulating CATV operations— with parties on both sides of question being asked to submit policy and
legal arguments. After this Commission
hopes to make up its
• mind.

Shortly to be announced will be centralization ofoperations of John W. Kluge
stations, with Ernie Tannen as managing
director headquartered in Washington, and
Harvey Glascock as national sales director,
headquartered in New York. Mr. Tannen,
now manager of WEEP Pittsburgh, will
direct operations of all five stations under
new setup, headquartering with Mr. Kluge,
principal owner. Stations are WEEP,
WGAY Silver Spring-Washington, WINE
Buffalo, WKDA Nashville and KNOK
Fort Worth-Dallas. Mr. Kluge also owns
substantial interest in• WLOF-TV Orlando.
D.A. RIDES AGAIN • Rep. Oren Harris,
who was once district attorney, has taken
over actual functions of chief investigator
for his Legislative Oversight Subcommittee.
While Baron Shacklette still has title, Rep.
Harris personally has been giving investigative staff both travel and Washington
assignments with Mr. Shacklette familiar
only with those he himself is assigned.
"Sensational" developments promised for
this week [Lead Story, page 35] will inother regulatory agencies in advolve
ditiontwo
to FCC.
•

Commercial tv station —

U. S.-style —

with "welcome"
Formosa governmen
works for
is
t. Key
t Chinese
of inNationalis
figure is James Chiang, ex-colonel in
Nationalist army who is recent graduate
and teacher at East Texas Baptist college,
Marshall, Tex., where he now has Texaco
gas station.
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Danger Signs in Radio — Cunningham & Walsh's Jerry
Feniger warns D. C. Ad Club that jukebox programming is
inducement to listener boredom. Page 39.

Another Tempest? — House Oversight Committee casts
jaundiced eye on FCC tv grants; questions application of
comparative criteria and policy on approving station sales.
Harris hints -'sensations" which may cost some broadcasters
their licenses. Page 35.

Akerberg Leaving CBS-TV — Veteran of 30 years with CBS
nt connetworks resigning
sultancy. Page 66. and will open radio-tv manageme

Caesar Steps Down — AFM President James Petrillo says he
won't run again, feels tired, thinks it's time for a younger
man. The highlights of his stormy career. Page 66.
Senate Approves — Bartley, Cross confirmed by Senate day
after Senate committee unanimously approves nominations to
FCC. Page 74.

Tv Broadens Its Horizons — International Tv comes of age
as 10th annual convention of International Advertising Assn.
takes up topic of global (commercial) video for first time.
Page 37.

Patent Policy Defended — FCC commissioners go before
Harris subcommittee; further witnesses promised as antitrust
issue arises again. Page 76.

Slick Chick, Neat Trick, Video Pic— Doyle Dane Bernbach
and Transfilm Inc. bring the high-fashion print ad to tv via
an ingenious stop-motion commercial idea for Chemstrand
nylon. Page 38.

Boston vs. Rock V Roll, Round # 2— D. J. Alan Freed
surrenders in Boston to be arraigned on two counts of inciting
to riot as Hub City d. a. presses fight. WINS New York,
d rock 'n' roller who
however,
Page 86.rs re-hiring embattle
resigned. reconside

Another Merger — Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford merges
with Hilton & Riggio to become $15 million Kastor, Hilton,
Chesley & Clifford with offices in New York, Toronto, and
Harrisburg, Pa. Page 40.

Comdr. McDonald Dies — Board chairman of Zenith Radio
Corp., a militant industry figure, passes away. His four-decade
electronic career included leadership of fight for pay-tv. He
of NAB when association was formed in
president
was
1923.first
Page
93.

Clean Shave for Warwick & Legler — After seven months
of legal battling, Schick Inc.'s former ad agency wins permanent injunction against electric shaver firm; federal court
decision in Philadelphia enjoins Schick and Benton & Bowles
from appropriating "cotton test," maintains unused ad ideas
are property of agency, not client, thus frees W&L to sell idea
elsewhere. Page 40.

Cool Summer for D-F-S — Frigidaire's $6 million account
moves to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample July 1, with agency opening Dayton office. Decision marks final shift of General
Motors business from Kudner. Page 40.

Educators' Tv Role — Problems of commercial and non-com
mercial stations discussed by broadcasters and educational
Ohio State U.'s Institute for Education by
at annual
officials V.
Page 98.
Radio-T

Mutual Self-Interest — Both newspapers
and television have a stake in tune-in ads,
the former because of the revenue they
bring in, the latter for the audience they
bring in. Grey's R. David Kimble analyzes
the subject in Monday Memo. Page 1 1 7.
MR. KIMBLE

DEPARTMENTS

Mr. Ford in for Godfrey — Tennessee Ernie Ford is picked
by Ford Div. as replacement for Arthur Godfrey on automobile advertiser's Road Show on CBS Radio. Page 46.

Primer on Film Commercials — Kudner's Edgar Kahn describes duties of the agency producer and hazards which can
befall him. Page 52.

CBS-Tv Departments Split — Cowden, Means, Oppenheim
named to head departments serving stations div.; Steinberg,
Bristol get posts in network div. Other appointments to follow. Page 62.

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES . .
AT DEADLINE
AWARDS
BUSINESS BRIEFLY
CHANGING HANDS
CLOSED CIRCUIT
COLORCASTING
DATELINES
EDITORIAL
EDUCATION
FILM
FOR THE RECORD
GOVERNMENT
IN REVIEW
INTERNATIONAL
LEAD STORY
MANUFACTURING
MONDAY MEMO
NETWORKS

37
9
99
44
88
5
18
90
H8
98
52
104
74
22
95
35
93
117
62

OPEN MIKE
OUR RESPECTS
PEOPLE
PERSONNEL RELATIONS
PLAYBACK
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES ...
PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
PROGRAM SERVICES
RATINGS
STATIONS
TRADE ASSNS
UPCOMING

15
30
113
66
97
98
100
84
48
84
90
113
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Why

is

WDGY

first

Paul?
Minneapolis-St.
(HOOPER & PULSE)

in

the

. . . because

it's

50,000

station

with

the

watt

50,000

personalities

watt

. . .

TP—

f

-

You need coverage — -you get coverage
with 50,000 watt WDGY. But it takes more
than coverage to get you audience. A 50,000
watt station needs 50,000 watt personalities, like
Dan Daniel, here. Dan's the tall, thin, friendly, contest-minded, heavily-sponsored Texas
c- FboidtUrighi Ifranklin Ibutler
drawler, who has made the Twin Cities safety
conscious. Dan is typical of the sound that has^
made WDGY
first all-day per Hooper and
Pulse . . . and of the "response-ability" that is^ 0°rt (hamiltonIhmdin Igrundy
giving WDGY its biggest billings ever ! Talk
coverage and audience to the Blair man
or WDGY g.m. Jack Thayer.

5o'oo° watts
DGY
MINNEAPOLIS-ST.
PAUL

TODAY'S

j^TODD STORZ,

x^-/vnr
9 c~^>
RADIO
FOR
TODAY'S

PRESIDENT

• HOME

OFFICE:

rsj
SELLING

OMAHA,

NEBRASKA

WDGY
Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

Broadcasting
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NBC-TV

Starts Summer

Planning:

Eight New Shows, 20 Reissues
Eight new shows and repeats of some 20
old ones will make up substantial part of
NBC-TV's summer nighttime schedule, details of which were announced Friday.
Network officials noted there is at least
one new program for each night except
Wednesday. They are: Steve Allen Presents
Eydie Gorme and Steve Lawrence (Sun. 8-9
p.m., July 13-Aug. 31); Haggis Baggis
(Mon., 7:30-8 p.m., June 30-Sept. 15); Pick
a Winner (Tues., 7:30-8 p.m., June 24-Sept.
16); Investigator (tentative title; Tues., 8-9
p.m., June 3-Sept. 16); Program to be announced (Tues., 9-9:30 starting July 1); Jody,
western film series (Thurs., 9:30-10 p.m.,
starting July 3); Big Game quiz show (Fri.,
7:30-8 p.m. starting June 13); Bob Crosby
Show (Sat, 8-9 p.m., June 14-Sept. 6).
Series from which repeats are scheduled
include Noah's Ark, No Warning, filmed
anthology reruns under title to be announced,
Restless Gun, Wells Fargo, Goody ear- Alcoa,
Suspicion, Bob Cummings, Californium,
Wagon Train, Father Knows Best, This Is
Your Life, You Bet Your Life, Dragnet,

People's Choice, Life of Riley, M Squad,
Thin Man, People Are Funny, Max Factor
Theatre of filmed anthology repeats.
Writers, Networks Agree
On Two-Year Pact, 7% Raise
Writers Guild of America announced
Friday new two-year contract with CBS,
ABC and NBC calling for approximately
7% increase in salary rates. One important
provision, according to WGA, is agreement
covering live freelance tv writers which
says no changes will be made in dramatic
script by producer unless writer approves
at time script is purchased.
Weekly salary of news writers at CBS
and ABC with at least two years' experience
rise from $170 to $182, plus time-and-ahalf for work over 40 hours, and at NBC,
from $189 to $202, with no extra pay for
overtime. Base weekly pay of continuity
writers at three networks after two years
jumps from $171 to $183. Minimum fee
for one-hour live tv script is increased to
$1,500 from $1,100. Pact applies as of
April 1. Old contract expired March 31.
McDonald

Funeral

Services

Today

Funeral services to be held today (Mon.)
at 10 a.m. for Comdr. E. F. McDonald Jr.,
founder-president and recently board chairman, Zenith Radio Corp., who died Thursday evening (story page 93). Requiem high
mass to be celebrated at Assumption Roman
Catholic Church, 313 W. Illinois St., Chicago, followed by burial at Queen of
Heaven Cemetery and Mausoleum, 1400 S.
Wolf Road, Hinsdale, 111. Zenith offices to
be closed Monday.
Pallbearers for services are (from ZeBroadcasting

deadline

nith) Hugh Robertson, president; Carl E.
Hassel, assistant vice president-secretary;
Joseph Wright, executive vice president, and
others, including Hays MacFarland, board
chairman, MacFarland, Aveyard & Co.
(agency); E. Norman Rauland, president
of Rauland Corp., Zenith subsidiary; Frank
A. Miller, Francis I. Dupont & Co., investment broker; W. S. Woodfill, retired hotel
owner, and Judge John Barbaro, personal
friend. All save jurist are Zenith directors.

Named General Executive
O&O-Spot Sales Div.
Raymond W. Welpott, vice president of
WKY Television System Inc. and manager
of WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City, will
join NBC Owned Stations and Spot Sales
Div. in June in general executive capacity,
president in charge of diviP. A. Sugg, vice ng
sion, is announci
today (Mon.).
Mr. Sugg is himself alumnus of WKY
Television System (WKY-AM-TV, WTVT
(TV) Tampa, WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala.).
Mr. Welpott moved to WKY last June after
some 19 years with General Electric Co. and
its stations. He joined GE in 1938 and
shortly was named broadcasting accountant
for KOA Denver and KGO San Francisco,
then owned by GE; WGY-WRGB (TV)
Schenectady and five GE shortwave stations.
He was named assistant to station manager
for radio and television in 1946, and short
time later became assistant manager of
WGY-WRGB. In 1955 he took over managership of WRGB.
He has been active in NBC affiliate affairs, serving as vice chairman in 1957 and
as head of tv affiliates' compensation committee in 1951. For his work on that committee in developing supplementary compensation plan for affiliates he was presented
silver service by NBC-TV stations. He also
has been active in NAB, and recently

Welpott
In NBC

played key role in organizing Oklahoma
Television Assn., which he served as first
chairman.

Kerns to Head Storer's WAGA-TV
J. Robert Kerns, who has been with
Storer Broadcasting Co. nearly 20 years, appointed Friday by George B. Storer Jr., tv
operations vice president, to be vice president and managing director of WAGA-TV
Atlanta. He succeeds Glenn Jackson, who
has resigned and will announce plans in near
future. Mr. Kerns has been vice presidentmanaging director of WVUE (TV) Wilmington-Philadelphia and before that was at
WBRC-TV Birmingham.
Freed

on

BRIEFLY
BUSINESS
Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 37.

PROTECTION PROBLEM • Brown &
Williamson, through Ted Bates & Co., N.Y.,
alternate sponsor of Lineup on CBS-TV
10-10:30 p.m.) preceding 1Ed Mur(Fri., Person
row's
to Person (10:30-1 p.m.),
has been pushing CBS-TV for product protection against P. Lorillard (see page 46),
on alwhich is expected to sponsor Murrow
ternate weeks. CBS-TV, however, has firmly
pointed to its policy, announced year ago,
whereby alternate-week exchange commercials cannot have product protection. Week
that Brown & Williamson goes on with
Lineup, alternate sponsor with Lorillard,
Florists Telegraph Delivery Assn., will
underwrite Murrow show.

DOUBLE FEATURE • Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J., planning major-minor sponsorship of Cheyenne and
Sugarfoot (which alternate in Tues. 7:308:30 p.m. spot on ABC-TV) and in addition is buying six minutes in ABC-TV
e
daytim shows. Latter programs still to be
picked. Young & Rubicam, N. Y., is agency.
• Liggett &
Myers and RCA Whirlpool have renewed
alternate week George Gobel and Eddie
Fisher shows, Tues., 8-9 p.m. on NBC-TV.
Agencies: McCann-Erickson and Kenyon
& Eckhardt.

GOBEL-FISHER

AGAIN

IN FOR HALF • Whitehall Pharmacal Co.,
through Ted Bates & Co., both N. Y., planning to sponsor alternate weeks of Steve
& Myers, through McCanyon with Liggett
Can -Erickson, inThurs. 9-9:30 p.m. spot
on NBC-TV, effective early fall.
DOUBLE-TAKE • Bymart-Tintair, N. Y.,
kicking off tv spot drive in approximately
100 major markets June 1 for minimum
six-week period. Agency, Product Services
Inc., still buying. Unusual wrinkle of drive:
instead of minute spots, Tintair will feature
actress Terry Moore in two 1 -minute announcements spaced apart, first commercial
showing application of Tintair, second showing results after using product is aired later
in evening.

Bail in Boston

Alan Freed, rock 'n' roll exponent and
former WINS New York disc jockey, Friday was released on $2,500 bail in Boston
but still has to face two charges resulting
from riot following his "Big Beat" show
May 3 (story page 86).

BACK

TO

'OASIS' • Liggett &

Myers

(Chesterfields), N. Y., renewed sponsorship of Club Oasis (NBC-TV, Sat., 9-9:30
McCannAgency:
next season.
p.m.) for
y night period
e Saturda
. Alternat
Erickson
open, with Max Factor not expected to renew Polly Bergen Show.
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WILLIAM S. HEDGES, NBC vice president in charge of general services, reported
Friday to be convalescing satisfactorily at
New York Hospital following operation

deadline

earlier this month. He's expected back at
his desk after Memorial Day.

PLEA
DAYTIMERS'
OPPOSE
CCBS
WBC,
limited
to
interference
problems of 14 clears
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. voiced
belonging
to
organization,
said engineering
strong opposition Friday in comments to
studies show "conclusively" that proposal
FCC on Daytime Broadcasters Assfi.'s petiwould destroy all clear channel service in
tion to standardize operating hours of daywinter and partly in spring and fall — service
time am stations. Clear Channel Broadcast
relied on by 25 million people. Loss of
ing Service is among those who will take
groundwave
would be equally serious, 88%
FCC
proposed
same vigorous stand against
to
WCAU
Philadelphia,
for instance.
rulemaking on DBA proposal today (Mon.),
CCBS said interference also would be
deadline for comments.
substantial to non-CCBS clears, all Class
Several individual stations also filed opI-B, unlimited Class II and III stations and
comments
positions Friday and number filed
added potential damage would be caused
supporting DBA petition (story, page 78).
of
adoption
indicates
study
said
WBC
by future daytime stations on Class I channels. Fulltime regionals (Class III) would
rulemaking would cause interference by
be most affected, CCBS said.
WPEO Peoria and WCIL Carbondale, both
CCBS said listener letters to FCC were
Illinois, to its KDKA Pittsburgh; WGPA
inspired by daytimers, using their own
Bethlehem, Pa., and WLBB Carrollton, Ga.,
broadcast frequencies and without advising
to its KYW Cleveland; WLIB New York,
listeners of technical difficulties. Proposal
WANN Annapolis, Md., and KGYW Vallealso would violate international agreements,
jo. Calif., to WBC's WOWO Fort Wayne
CCBS
said.
and KEX Portland, Ore. Also cited was inIndividual
stations opposing: WLEE
terference to WBC's WBZ Boston and
Richmond;
WKBN
Youngstown, Ohio;
WIND Chicago.
WEAN
Providence,
R.
I.;
WLS Chicago, and
Westinghouse said proposal would destroy
WFNC
Fayetteville,
N.
C.
secondary skywave service of KDKA, WBZ
Individual stations supporting: WLDS
and KYW and skywave service by all clear
Jacksonville,
111.; WSKN Mt. Marion, N. Y.;
channel stations would be destroyed, reWCUE
Akron;
WMIX Mt. Vernon, N. Y.;
sulting in loss of all radio service to more
WHFB
Benton
Harbor, Mich.; KIBE Palo
said
WBC
S.
U.
of
area
than half land
Alto.
Calif.;
WELS
Kinston, N. C; KNLR
Canada
with
s
NARBA and other agreement
North Little Rock, Ark.; WCEF Parkersand Mexico would be violated and that adburg, W. Va.; WVPO Stroudsburg, Pa.;
ditional service resulting would be limited
WSMI Litchfield, 111., and WARU Peru,
to "few miles" from daytimers' transmitters.
Ind.
CCBS' 120-page, 147-exhibit comments,
Kansas

City IBEW

Technicians

Off, On Again at KCMO-AM-TV
Technical employes of Local 1259, IBEW,
were returning to work late Friday at
KCMO-AM-FM-TV Kansas City after
agreeing to new two-year contract. They had
shut down stations at 12:01 a.m. Friday,
with notation on log that audio and video
transmitters were off "due to strike."
KCMO-AM-FM-TV and KMBC-AMTV, WDAF-AM-TV and WHB have been
negotiating new contract jointly since April.
KCMO was notified at 11:30 p.m. Thursday
by technicians that transmitters would be
silenced. Tv service normally runs to 2:30
a.m., with allnight radio programming.
KCMO radio service was resumed at 4 a.m.
Friday and tv at 6:55 a.m., using supervisory
personnel. IBEW accepted new contract
during day, with $6 weekly raise first year
and $5 second. Base is $131.
Only KCMO stations were affected by
"strike." All stations had been operating
under extension of former contract from
May 1 expiration date to May 15. Walter
L. Reed, IBEW business agent, notified
KCMO early Friday that technicians had
not struck but were "taking a vote," according to stations. No picket line appeared.
Page 10
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Local-National Rate Question
Raised at North Carolina Meet
North Carolina broadcasters questioned
practice of Ford dealers and J. Walter
Thompson Co. in demanding local rate for
broadcast placements during Friday session
of North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters at
Southern Pines (see page 91). Members
also voiced concern over power of local
dealers to prevent dealers in nearby cities
covered by stations from buying time in
their territory.
Don DuMont of JWT Atlanta office discussed station rate practices and explained
advantages of large agency where campaigns are national in concept but local in
execution.
Mr. DuMont mentioned a newspaper rate
card practice in the South, with half of the
newspapers in Georgia and Florida represented on one rate card. He said some newspapers have a local rate higher than national
because the latter can be handled easier.
Thad H. Brown Jr., NAB tv vice president, speaking Thursday night at banquet,
said broadcasters have been probed and
probed for years. He added it was "marvelous that after the smoke clears away, broadcasting comes out with a clean bill of

ROBERT C. LaBONTE, commercial manager, KPOJ Portland, Ore., appointed general manager of KERG Eugene, Ore., succeeding L. W. TROMMLITZ, retired.
SYD KAVALEER, sales manager for
WATV
(TV) Newark, which became
WNTA-TV May 7 when National Telefilm
assumed ownership, appointed general sales
manager of WNTA-TV.
JOHN C. IANIRI, formerly account supervisor at Grey Adv., N. Y., on R. H.
Macy & Co. and account executive on
Chock Full o'Nuts coffee, to Leo Burnett
Co. as account executive.
Rolaids Signs Consent Decree
On 'Doctor' Tv Commercials
"Man

in the white coat" may be appear-

ing less and less on nation's tv screens
following consent decree signed by American Chicle Co. on its Rolaids tv commercials. Federal Trade Commission announced
today signing of consent order which prohibits American Chicle from implying without proof that Rolaids is endorsed generally
by medical profession.
FTC's complaint in 1957 charged American Chicle tv commercials false and deceptive. Cited in complaint was one scene
showing man in doctor's white coat (and
addressed as "doctor") recommending
product to another actor as relief for indigestion. This falsely implied, FTC said,
that doctors or medical profession prescribe
or recommend Rolaids. Company must also
discontinue claims that stomach acid or concentrated stomach acid is capable of burning hole in cloth napkin.
Three

Sales Filed: $611,085

Applications for am station sales totaling
$611,085 were filed with FCC Friday. They
include:
Sale of KGKO Dallas by oilmen H. H.
Coffield and W. L. Pickens to H & E Radio
Corp. (Harry and Elmer Balaban), Atlantic
Brewing Corp. (Harold Lederer, president)
and others, joint venturers, for $450,000
[Closed Circuit, May 5]. Balaban stations
are WIL St. Louis, WRIT Milwaukee,
WICS-TV Springfield, 111., and WTVO-TV
Rockford, 111. Atlantic is associated in ownership of WIL and WRIT and owns 25% of
KFBI Wichita. Mr. Coffield has interest in
KMIL Cameron, Tex. Independent KGKO
is 5 kw day, 500 w night on 1480 kc.
Sale of 52.95% of KGLC Miami, Okla.,
by trustees for estate of George L. Coleman
to multiple owner Kenyon Brown for $82,085. Mr. Brown already owns 22.15% of
KGLC. KGLC is 1 kw on 910 kc.
Sale of WKAI Macomb, 111., by William
Schons and Edward Schons to newspaper
publisher-theatre owner William H. Rudolph for $79,000. William Schons retains
90% of KRSI St. Louis Park, Minn., and
Edward Schons 10% of WDUZ Green Bay,
Wis. WKAI is 250 w day on 1510 kc.
Broadcasting
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If You Want to Reach

THE

ADULTS

OF THE

DETROIT-GREAT

LAKES

AREA, REACH

WIT

Radio Programs with Adult Appeal

On an average day, 41 percent of the adult listeners
specify WJR as their radio station. This was learned
from an Alfred Politz Research, Inc. survey of an area
where 196 other stations were heard.

WHEREVER

These

PROGRAMMING
WJR programming

MAKES

THE

are heard

ARE,

only on WJR

DIFFERENCE

is designed to satisfy the more than

17,000,000 people in WJR's primary coverage area. To
do this, local programming is emphasized and for good
reason: Programming with just the right touch of exclusive personalities and features has won for WJR an
overwhelming

personalities

THEY

WILLIAM SHEEHAN
News Editor

JAN WYNN
Vocalist

MARSHALL WELLS
Farm Editor

JAY ROBERTS
Announcer

JIM VINALL
Newscaster

BOB REYNOLDS

DAN KIRBY
Newscaster

HARRY SAFFORD
Orchestra Director

popularity among all listeners. In terms

of adult audience, it has won the dominant share . . .
assembled the purchasing power into one huge package
that's easy for an advertiser to reach. Such programming
is a skillful blend of information, entertainment, and
public service that gets close to the interests and attitudes of people, so that they will remain close, loyal

Sports Director

listeners to WJR. And that's just what they are— close
and loyal and numerous— as proved by successes of
WJR advertisers. This was confirmed by Alfred Politz in
a listener survey of the Detroit-Great Lakes area.

..'1

r

BUCK MATTHEWS
Feature Personality

ADULTS

FRED KENDALL
Vocalist

BUD GUEST
Feature Personality

STAY

BILL BARBER
Announcer

ART JAMES
Announcer

JIMMY CLARK
Music Director

JACK HARRIS
Feature Personality

CLOSE

GEO. KENDALL
Newscaster

BRUCE CHAPMAN
The Answer Man

TO

CHARLEY PARK
Chief Announcer

VALTER POOLE
Assoc. Conductor
Detroit Symphony

V\M

R

RENE
McKAY
Vocalist

PAUL CAREY
Asst. Sports Director

DON LARGE
Choral Director

JIM GARRETT
Announcer

M

n

Plus the best of CBS
~
0
n to network stars and
In additio

j. p. McCarthy
Announcer

seleca fine public
offers
their tionshows,
taries,
of news WJR
documen
affairs programs, special events,
dramatic plays, serials, westerns,
and mysteries.

MARTY McNEELEY
Feature Personality

MRS. PAGE
Women's Editor

JACK HAMILTON
Newscaster

TED STRASSER
Announcer

WJR

9s

dominance

gives

the

you

America's

fifth

in

reach

effective

greatest

richest

market

In its primary signal area, WJR's voice penetrates America's
fifth richest market which accounts for 10% of almost anything —
people, income, sales. Daytime coverage is shown above, as
compiled by the WJR Engineering Department with approved
field-strength measuring equipment. At night, coverage includes
most of the 48 states and a major portion of Canada. Mail authenticates the tremendous reach of WJR.

V\/J

R

reaches

the

people

most

with

the

most

buying

power

Eighty-one percent of the purchasing power in the Great Lakes
area is controlled by people 30 years of age and older. In this
age group (again, according to Alfred Politz Research, Inc.) WJR
has more listeners than the next six Detroit radio stations combined.

That's

why

products

that

mean

business

advertise

on

WJR!

If you want to reach buying power effectively— the adults of the
Great Lakes area— contact your nearest Henry I. Christal representative for all the convincing facts.

RADIO PROGRAMS

WITH ADULT APPEAL
R

Detroit

50,000 Watts
THE GREAT VOICE OF THE GREAT LAKES

DPtN MIKt

Needed:
editor:

A Tape on Videotape

Thank you for the article on our videotape activity. [Lead Story, May 12.] While
there are still many problems to be resolved,
we feel that videotape represents the future
of the live tv industry. Much misinformation has been circulating regarding this important new tool. Articles based on actual
videotape production will help clear the air.
George K. Gould
Telestudios Inc.
New York City
Read Everywhere
EDITOR :

I am convinced that everybody reads
Broadcasting. The taped interview that
appeared on my 25th anniversary [Stations, April 28] was, I thought, unusually
well done, and the comments that I have
had from friends and associates in the business have really been overwhelming.
John Blair
John Blair & Co.
New York

Art Directors' Kudos
EDITOR :
On behalf of the Art Directors Club of
New York I would like to express our appreciation for your great report on our tv
awards of our 37th annual exhibition
[Awards, April 7]. We all enjoy your splendid publication and we believe it is of great
interest to all of the advertising business
people.
Walter Grotz
President
Art Directors Club of New York
New York
Where's
editor:

[EDITOR'S NOTE: Written by Abigail Van
Buren, the column is distributed by McNaught
Syndicate to about 250 newspapers. However,
there is no broadcast version.]
of a Border

conmissile-firing vessels, is one of the blue chip industries that
tribute substantially to the economy of the 13-county area

SERVED

AND

SOLD

It's a $1,110,896,000 market*
eastern New Hampshire.

'Abbey'?

There is a syndicated newspaper column
called "Dear Abbey," a sort of advice to the
lovelorn thing, which one of our people insists isalso on radio. Can you tell us whether
fact or hallucination, and, if fact, on
is
this
what network it is aired?
Marie T. Ehrlinger
Director, Library Research Dept.
The Joseph Katz Co.
Baltimore, Md.

Troubles

n. The Bath Iron
Shipbuilding in Maine is older than the Natio
Works, builders of destroyers, destroyer escorts and, presently,

NCS

#2

Channel

and
6 wide

BEST

comprising

the later Pulse and
margins

BY

of coverage

ARB
and

WCSH-TV

southern

area

and

Maine

studies all give

viewer

preference.

(*Preliminary data Sales Management Survey of Buying Power subject to final revisions)

NBC-TV

affiliate
Weed-Television

Station

editor:
There is a problem for us and other Canadian border stations. As a member of
MBS we carried the Game of the Day all
last season but could not get the World
Series. We did not know how to go about
it. The network that did have the show
fed it to Canada and we were forced to
listen to a Canadian station. It did not sit
well with us nor with our listeners. The
network stations that did have the series
were heard very unsatisfactorily here beBroadcasting

TV
E
H
MAIN
,LAND
PORT
CS
W
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news

office
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a screening
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for
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is still red-hot.
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But

world

especially

reporting-edited

to subscribing

a day

complete

of fast-moving,
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Sped

wildfire!
processing

large

?
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coverage.

spot

like

news

to four
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guarantees

newsfilm

Moreover,
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of 400 -plus

correspondents

globe

the

round

when-

breaks-or

news

the

where

matter

No

to newsfilm.

harriers

no

are

place

and

Time

product

of some

programs.

of CBS

News,

to all stations.

FILM

SALES,

. . the best film programs

INC.

for all stations

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit,
Boston, San Francisco, St. Louis, Dallas,
Atlanta; in Canada: S. W. Caldwell, Ltd.
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OPEN MIKE CONTINUED

1

cause they suffer from interference from
|higher-powered] stations on adjacent channels.
Now a major Canadian station has the
Game of the Day live. We carry the game
on playback because of daylight savings
time in the East. This Canadian station
beats us from 30 minutes to an hour right
in our own territory.
The major networks in the U. S. feed
their best shows (and the Canadians take
only the best) in competition with U. S.
stations ... It would seem a good subject
for discussion ... or a fit subject for the
FCC.

WBUF
NIAGARA

1
r

FRONTIER
i

MARKET
POPULATION
1 .264.300
TV

HOMES

SERVED

Western
editor:

KEN HEBERTON
VICE PRESIDENT
WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH
WASHINGTON

2 71.000
EFFECTIVE

Radio

BUYING

INCOME
$2,128,367,000
TOTAL

RETAIL

SALES

f 1.501.178,000
TOTAL
$

FOOD

SALES

369.942,000

TOTAL

AUTOMOTIVE

SALES
$

249,254.000

TOTAL
$

DRUG

SALES

45,626,000

TOTAL
%

GASOLINE

SALE

84,947,000

in Time

Teamwork

"Letter from the Editors" in May 12
issue was particularly pleasing to us
in Western Union in that we are honored TO BE MEMBERS OF YOUR TEAM AND
CONTRIBUTING A PART IN GETTING THE NEWS
WHILE IT IS STILL NEWS TO YOUR IMPORTANT readers. The Joe Wallises and
MANY OTHERS LIKE HIM TAKE PRIDE IN YOUR
ASSIGNMENTS OF GETTING THE NEWS FROM
YOUR CAPABLE EDITORS ON THE SCENE
THROUGH TO BROADCASTING HEADQUARTERS.

Bert Wick
KDLR Devils Lake, N. D.

BY WBUF

Union's

CO.

of Emergency

editor:

Where

Last month in Florida tornadoes whipped
the state from coast to coast, first near
the Tampa area, then to the east coast at
Fort Pierce.
People were panic stricken; phone lines
were jammed. It was such a serious situation the Red Cross, the Weather Bureau
and civilian defense authorities have established these basic rules when tornado bulletins are again necessary:
Listen to a local radio station and follow
instructions, stay off the telephone and stay
out of your car.
Leslie Boyd, local Red Cross manager,
said, "If people will listen to their radios
they will get more information faster than
we could ever give it to them."
Robert Wasdon
Vice President
WALT Tampa, Fla.

EDITOR:

Howard

We at WIND,

Works
as does the industry, rely

on Broadcasting to keep us abreast of happenings. We have always found accuracy
and speed in the magazine. My compliments.
But . . . may I raise one slight objection.
Primarily because it happens all too frequently. Irefer to Changing Hands, of
April 28. Item: "WFOX Milwaukee, Wisconsin .. . Sold to Howard Miller, WBBM
Chicago disc jockey . . ."
Howard is on WBBM a total of 75 minutes per week. Howard is on WIND a total
of 990 minutes per week. Thus, it would
seem that Howard is a WIND Chicago disc
jockey.
David C. Croninger
Program Director
WIND Radio

I
O

LOR

C

The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows
(all times EDT)
RH

CBS-TV

May 20, 28 (9:30-10 p.m.) Red Skelton
Show, S. C. Johnson & Son through
Foote, Cone & Belding and Pet Milk
through Gardner Adv.
NBC-TV

May 19-23, 26-28 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors.
May 19, 26 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Speidel through Norman, Craig &
Kummel and RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
May 20 (8-9 p.m.) George Gobel Show,
McCann-ErickLiggett & Myers through
son, RCA- Whirlpool and RCA Victor
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
May 21, 28 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television
Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through J.
Walter Thompson Co.
May 22 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES

I

N

RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt
and Warner-Lambert through Lennen &
Newell.

May 22 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
May 24 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
May
24 (10:30-11 p.m.)
Your Hit
Parade, American Tobacco Co. through
BBDO and Toni through North Adv.
taining.
May 25 (7-7:30 p.m.) Noah's Ark, susMay 25 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
S. C. Johnson & Son through Needham,
Louis & Brorby, U. S. Time Corp.
through Peck Adv. and Greyhound Corp.
through Grey Adv.
May 25 (9-10 p.m.) Chevy Show,
Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
May 27 (8-9 p.m.) Eddie Fisher Show,
Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson, RCA-Whirlpool and RCA Victor
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Broadcasting

Covering

the country

"UNITED

RESERVED

GIVES
FAST

from

AIR

WARD'S

FASHION

a central

point

FREIGHT

CUSTOMERS

SERVICE"
"THIS CUSTOMER has made her selection in our
Oakland, Calif., catalog department. Her order is
promptly relayed to us in Chicago. We have regular reserved air freight space with United— so it's
just a matter of making the plane."

— T. C. HOPE
Genera/ Traffic Manager
Montgomery Ward, Chicago

'JERRY MILLS, United's account executive, sees
that the individual shipment is received and loaded
fast
United's
aboard
with
day. Just
the next
in Oakland
The dressofis others
DC-6A.hundreds
like having a flying warehouse!"

UNITED

FREIGHT

AIR

ARE

RATES

LOW

7.70
to PHILADELPHIAper 100 $pounds*
16.20
SALT LAKE CITY to DETROIT
17.70
DENVER to NEW YORK

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO
"Our distribution center for mail order fashions is in
Chicago. Yet we give overnight delivery in key cities
coast to coast, thanks to the speed of United Air Freight.
But speed alone isn't the whole story. The personal attention we get from United is equally important to us.
Their dependability, too.

United

delivers on time."

For service, information, or free Air Freight booklet, call the nearest United Air Lines Representative orwrite Cargo Sales Division, United Air Lines, 36 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago 3, Illinois

IT COSTS

Broadcasting

NO

MORE

FOR

EXTRA

AKRON

to SOUTH

....

BEND

to SEATTLE

21.05
22.20

"These are the rates for many commodities. They are often lower for
larger shipments. Rates shown are for information only, are subject to
change, and do not include the 3% federal tax on domestic shipments.
LOW RATES are only part of the story of Air
V
Freight's advantage. Even more saving is reflected
in reduced inventory, economical packaging and
insurance. United speed and 80-market service
offer you distinct competitive advantages.

DEPENDABILITY—

ON

UNITED,

THE

RADAR

LINE
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■ through sole sponsorship
of top-flight, half' [E hour
programming and
from
20th Century-Fox
I Desilu Studios, two of
the foremost producers of
film entertainment.

SATURATION
in an initial line-up of 115
TV stations, reaching
96.9% of U.S. TV homes,
accounting for 95.6%
of all U.S. retail sales.

PENETRATION
in constant repetition
in three great programs, at
three different times,
reaching three different
television audiences.

FLEXIBILITY
thanks to no "must-buy"
station lists, providing
greater adjustability
to your own sales
and distribution pattern.

LOWER
COSTS
in the elimination of
costly coaxial cables . . . and
through the lower time
charges of NTA's Film

America's

newest

media

concept . . .

ION

MULTI-VIS
It consists of three great television programs, reaching

television homes at a lower expenditure than ever be-

three different audiences, at three different times . . .

fore. The practical response to today's needs of spon-

providing the nation's advertisers and their agencies

sors . . . beset by split audiences, split sponsorship and

with five virtues not obtainable with just one program.

murderously high costs . . . it's an integrated solution to
these formerly insoluble problems.

Retaining
MULT

for the sponsor,

IDENTIFICATION

I -VISION

produces

SATURATION

PENETRATION... with wider
all this at much

LOWER

time, late time, and

and

FLEXIBILITY...

COST ... in prime

day-time.

If you're a television sponsor who finds the wired TV
networks

becoming

increasingly unsuited

to your

needs, look into this new frontier in network television
open to you now in the multi-visual approach of the
NTA

Film Network.

In an era when every dollar must stretch as far as posenables

Visible conclusion: today, display some multi-vision

advertisers and their agencies to spread their sales

of your own... and hear the full story of this far-sighted

sible for maximum

messages

impact, multi-vision

over a maximum

number

of unduplicated

NTA

new concept from. . .

FILM

NETWORK

Coliseum Tower, 10 Columbus Circle, New York 19, N. Y.

•Copyright, 1958. NTA Film Network, Inc.

JUdson 2-7300

IN REVIEW
PHIL SILVERS ON BROADWAY
. . . was brassy enough to remind many

:-.f.vVV'

a viewer of tv's early days when unbridled
slapstick reigned supreme over videoland.
The greatness of Phil Silvers is unquestionable. He has an inexplicable way of projecting himself to the very marrow of man's
funny bone. Master of the adlib, the preposterous, exasperating and insane, Mr.
Silvers — like the 1958 Pontiac Bonneville —
can stop and turn on a dime.
Still, this corner cannot wholly endorse the
proceedings on CBS-TV between 10 and 11
p.m. last Wednesday. For one, Mr. Silvers
lacked writing support. Some of the sketches
were purely alien corn. But others — such
as the woodwind quartet sequence and the
satire on "Old Man River," both dependent
on Phil Silvers rather than on continuitywere brilliant flashes of inspired wit.
Stripped of his khaki peel, the Top
Banana apparently had a whale of a fine
time indulging in a lot of nonsensical horseplay. His troupe parodied that tv cliche, the
Sunday night variety show, by featuring a
glee club that had somehow forgotten to
wear pants, acrobats who defied both
gravity and reason and a benevolent auto
advertiser which masochistically agreed to
the billing of Potniac.
However commendable may have been
their intentions, Mr. Silvers' producers
draped Arthur Godfrey's frayed talent scout
mantle about their man's shoulders so that
he could "discover" a young singer named
Gloria Krieger. While Miss Krieger may be
a good looking dish who sounds good, too,
selection of "Je Suis Titania"
the serious
seemed
woefully out of place.
Production costs: $40,000.
Sponsored
John &
11 p.m.
Producer:
Hobin;
and Mr.

by Pontiac through MacManus,
Adams on CBS-TV May 13, 10Allan Sherman; director: Bill
writers: Joe Stein, Will Glickman
Sherman.
CAMERA

KOSI

GETS

ACTION

Everyone responds to KOSI's magic formula . . . playing
host to more Denver families than any other station. Pulse
reveals KOSI

Number

One

Independent

in a 16-station

market. No wonder, Denver air is so refreshing . . . it's
filled with the music Denver families like. Pulse, Hooper,
Nielsen all agret: . . . Denver ears are tuned to KOSI.
Full impact . . .no double spottingl

THREE

Over a two-week period this month —
May 4-11— CBS-TV's Camera Three prohot coals of the Saccogram raked
its aftermath; by doing so,
and the
trialover
Vanzetti
CBS-TV clearly demonstrated the schizoid
personality of network television. Just a
month or so ago, the network cautiously exorcised the spirit of Sacco and Vanzetti
from the Playhouse 90 version of Thurber
and Nugent's "The Male Animal," lest it
antagonize viewers; apparently CBS-TV
thinks people aren't as easily stirred up Sunday morning. They are wrong: witness the
Boston Herald's vitriolic review of the May
4 program, calling it "the most biased tv

I

5,000

watts

Denver "12KOSI -land

with
KOSI

Mid-America
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Sit in

Broadcasting

Petry
Company

your
man.

seen."
first program, Camera Three
ever the
During
show
imaginatively telescoped the lengthy trial
and the eight appeals, capturing — through
dramatic re-creation — the impatience and
the bias on the part of the prosecution, the
defense's bumbling and self-righteous plead-

ing, and the eloquence of Vanzetti ("You
can kill me only once . . ."). On May 11,
the histrionics were left behind for an impassionate review of the sociological and
case. The
legal aspects of the 1920-27
Broadcasting

Never before in the \
history of St. Louis has a
radio station scored
such solid audience gains
in such little time.
St. Louis fell in love with

JHMEflE^fiL I

Wonderful WIL Radio's
bright, happy personalities
.... enjoyable music

I

HOOPER> March> April, 1958
TRENDEX, Feb., 1958 — t

news
complete
|.. .. 24
]
-hours a day.

WIL, now in its 37th -year,
was reborn in 1958, when
it became a
Balaban Station.
The result:
Sell St. Louis
"hottest"

station

with
in ihe

the

Instantaneous Combustion.

4-

Midwest

St. Louis,

. . .. . .

Mo

Yes, wonderful WIL is
setting this great
midwestern market on fire!
So, get hot with WIL radio.
Add Motion to Promotion!
For instantaneous action,
call John Boxdrj
your Adam Young man.

JOHN
1

1

HZEG^

Broadcasting

_[Spld Nationally by
ADAM YOUNG, INC.

F. BOX, JR., Executive Vice-President

Balaban

Stations

. . . in

tempo

with

the

timjUj-

Copyright S1958 ■ The Boloban Stations
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IN REVIEW CONTINUED
indictment made was not so much one of the
guilty verdict but of "11 narrow years" in the
of Massachusett's judicial history.
2S0 years
11 these conditions were prevailing in this day
and age then CBS certainly would have to
stand justly accused of bias; but judicial
shortcomings have been rectified. So being,
CBS may be "accused" of only one thing:
of teaching civics on the Sabbath and of
daring to stick its neck out beyond the turtle
shell that surrounds a good deal of tv "public affairs" programming. The network and
WCBS-TV New York — which has produced
Camera Three over five seasons — have fully
realized the responsibilities of their craft.
Production costs: Approximately $8,000.
Sustaining on CBS-TV Sun. 11:30 a.m.-12.
Produced by WCBS-TV New York Dept. of
Public Affairs with N. Y. State Education Dept. Producer: Lewis Freedman;
director: Clay Yurdin; writer: Clair
Roskam.
Cast (May 4): A than Karas, Reuben Singer,
Lester Rawlins, Leo Penn, Geoffrey
Lumb and Arthur Hill.
STARS

FIRST

in

Chattanooga
PROUDLY
ANNOUNCES

VENARD

RINTOUL

&

McCONNELL

OUR

AS

HAPPY

STEVE
CARLIN
* HOOPER

Page 24
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FRENCH
FRENCH

PULSE
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JAZZ

If you dig jazz, hot or cold, Dixieland or
progressive. Stars of Jazz is for you.
This half-hour program, which started
last month on ABC-TV but is nearing its
second anniversary on KABC-TV Los Angeles, isan unpretentious telecast which always tries and usually succeeds in living up
to its title by presenting each week individuals and ensembles who are headliners in
the world of popular musical entertainment.
Bobby Troup, pianist-singer-composer who
is host-narrator for the series, confines himself to introducing the guest performers and

the

station

OF

to explaining what kind of jazz is being presented. To Mr. Troup's everlasting credit,
his explanations are brief and lucid.
Last week (Mon. 10:30-11 p.m. on
KABC-TV, Fri. 8:30-9 p.m. on the network) the featured band was the "Fire
House Five Plus Two Plus One." Between
musical numbers, Mr. Troup traced the
renaissance of Dixieland jazz.

But mainly the show was music, Dixieland jazz, blown and sung as Dixieland
should be. And, since this was television,
it must be said that the show was photographed as Dixieland should be. Technical
director Gene Lukowski and his cameramen know just how to show a soloist at
work, moving in for a closeup or drawing
back to reveal the musician putting his whole
.
body into the music he's blowing
Since its Los Angeles debut, Stars of Jazz
has been honored as "having contributed
most to West Coast jazz," as the best new
local show and the best tv show of modern
music, topped by an Emmy as the "best
It
local entertainment program" of 1956.
should win like acclaim in the national
arena. It should also duplicate nationally
the sponsored status it has had locally almost from the start.
Production costs: Approximately $3,500.
Sustaining on ABC-TV, Fri. 8:30-9 p.m.
Executive producer: Peter Robinson; producer: Jimmie Baker; director: Hap Weyman; annotator: Robert A. Bogast.

. . . that's how

many

times

Owen Spann estimates that
his alter ego, John Q. Pixie,
has

interrupted

him

as he

introduces the finest in recorded music, gives weather,
news

and comments on anything and everything!

This gremlin reads insulting letters, swaps gag lines,
and owes his existence to the
high falsetto at which

Owen

can pitch his voice.
For commercials that will
be delivered in an attentionriveting manner, place your
clients' sales messages

on

either "Spann-The-MorningMan" or "Spannland" ... or
both!

Alabama's
Alabama's

Oldest
Newest

Station
Program

WAPI
BIRMINGHAM
The NEW Voice of Alabama
Represented
by
Henry
I. Chris+al

Broadcasting

ANEw5>f#fclS

BORN!

The Sequel-Without-Equal to TV's most
Sensational Feature film Success.-

Available
time

for the first

on TV: 20 full-length

classics of thrill-and-chill
with a built-in entertainment
wallop that's sure to score a
knockout in the rating lists !
Such

top-scoring

top-scaring

greats of the screen as
"HOUSE OF DRACULA",
"BEFORE

I HANG",

"INVISIBLE MAN'S REVENGE",
"BLACK FRIDAY" and
"BRIDE

OF FRANKENSTEIN"!

GEMS,
INC.
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF
COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
NEW YORK
DETROIT
CHICASO
HOUSTON
HOLLYWOOD
MIAMI
TORONTO

Broadcasting
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On

a cost-per-proof -of -purchase,
basis

WMGM

of

produces
radio

measurable
action
station

at

actual

results-yes,

the

in

or

the

lowest
New

cost
York

sales,

or

including
of

any

ratings,

too-

any

metropolitan

WMGM— The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Radio Station in New York— 1050 kc
400 Park Avenue
Phone MUrray Hill 8-1000
Represented Nationally by George P. Hollingbery Co.

other

area,

j
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Only

Proves

RCMC-TV

Del

to Serve
It's Keyed
the Area
ED & UNDUPLICATED
DUPLICAT
SPECIAL RESEARCH in DAYTIME PERIODS containing
PROGRAMS establishes KCMC-TV complete .dominance in the hardest test of all!

ARB

Telephone
TEXARKANA
(Miller - Bowie Counties)

Coincidental

Conducted

in Cities

Mon. thru Fri., March 17-21. 19-58

Indicated Below
CLARKSVILLE,
TEXAS
(Red River County)

11-11:30 a. m. (Duplicated CBS Network
between KCMC-TV and
Programming
Station
B)
KCMC-TV
18.5
75.2%
Station B
1.5
6.1%
Station C
4.6
18.7%

7 3.3%
1 1 - 11 30 a m
(Duplicated CBS Network
Programming
between
KCMC-TV
Station B)
I 4% and
KCMC
0.3
Station CB
Station

11:30 - 11:45 am
(KCMC-TV
ming
Locally;
Stations
B & C
Network Shows)
KCMC-TV
13.6
Station B
4.6
Station C
6.4

25.3%
8.1%
11.30 • TV
11.45 a m. (KCMC-TV
Different
ming
Locally.
Stations
B
&
C
15
7
Network Shows)
Program81.9%
KCMC-TV
172
10.0%
Station B
17
52 71
Station C

Program
Different
55.3%
18.7%
26.0%

11:45-12 Noon (KCMC-TV Programming
Locally; Stations B & C Different Network
ShoWs)
KCMC-TV
14.4
68.0%
Station B
2.5
11.8%
Station C
4.3
20.2%

KCMC-TV

HZ2

STATION

B (CBS OUTLET)

STATION

C (NBC OUTLET)

3-3:15 p.m. (KCMC-TV Programming
Shows)
Locally. Stations B & C Different Network
KCMC-TV
21.7
85.4%
Station B
1.4
5.5%
Station C
2.3
9.1%

3-3:15 p.m. (KCMC-TV Programming
Locally; Stations B & C Different Network Shows)
67.4%
7.9
20.2
KCMC-TV
26.3%
Station B
6.3%
Station C
1.9
3:15-4 p.m. (Duplicated CBS Network
Programming between KCMC-TV and
Station B)
81.5%
24.2
6.7%
KCMC-TV
2.0
Station B
11.8%
Station C
3.5

DALLAS
189 Miles

11:45-12 Noon (KCMC-TV Programming
Shows)
Locally; Stations B & C Different Network
KCMC-TV
19.9
90.3%
Station B
0.3
13%
Station C
2.1
8.4%

3:15 -4:00 p. m. (Duplicated CBS Network
Station
B)
between KCMC-TV
Programming
87.9% and
21.8
Station
KCMC-TVB
3.6%
8.5%
Station
2.1
0.9
LITTLE ROCK

ARK.

AREA
ESTABLISHED

CLARKSV1LL
84% Total Overall
Share of Audience
in periods surveyed
TEXARKANA
73.5 r,'i Total Overall
Share of Audience
in periods surveyed

158 Miles

GEOGRAPHICAL
LOCATION
BY

SHREVEPORT
78 Miles

ARKANSAS
— SOUTHWEST
TEXAS
NORTHEAST
THIS IS THE EXCLUSIVE
& COMMERCIALS
PROGRAM
FOR YOUR
DELIVERS
KCMC-TV
MARKET

KCMC
RICHARD M. PETERS
100,000 WATTS — CHANNEL 6
General Manager
TEXARKANA, TEXAS - ARKANSAS
Represented by Venard. Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.
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to Ralph

106%

IT BEGAN as a breakfast ritual in the home of Ralph Carson, president of Carson/
Roberts, Los Angeles advertising agency.
"Have a happy day," he'd tell his children. "A happy day is a good day, a day
in which you get things done. If you're not going to have a happy day you might
as well go back to bed, because you'll be no good to yourselves or anyone else."
It worked at home and he felt it would work outside. "Have a happy day" became
his morning greeting to the staff. Now it greets telephone callers to the agency.
Stickers, mail enclosures and outdoor posters, embellished with a happy-faced man
drawn by Mr. Carson's partner, Jack Roberts, spread the message to all Los Angeles.
"We'd like to spread it farther," Mr. Carson says. "We've worked out a radio
formula — happy news, happy history and that sort of thing — for syndication to one
advertiser in each community who wants to promote his company personality."
"Have a happy day" illustrates Ralph Carson's conviction that advertising's communications potentialities go far beyond the sale of commodities. "Advertising is
perhaps the only means of really free expression we have today," he asserts. "Make
a public statement and it's excerpted, revised and edited a dozen times before it
gets on the air or into print. But when you pay for time or space to present your
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Carson

in

out exactly as you want it to."
message, init goes
Milwaukee May 12, 1914, Ralph graduated from high school in deep
Born
depression days. He organized College Boys Butter & Egg Co. (buying dairy products
from farmers, peddling them door-to-door) to finance a semester at the U. of Wisconsin, then went to Boston U. on a scholarship. In Boston he attended classes in the
morning, sold shoes in the afternoon and at night earned $3 for a 7-11 stint writing
and announcing at W1XAL (now WRUL), international station.
Graduated in 1937, he bee-lined for New York, where a letter to a Boston U.
alumnus, A. A. Schechter, then shaping the mold of broadcast journalism as
director of NBC's news department, got him a job with the network.
From NBC he moved to Ted Christie Advertising, where he recorded interviews
with visitors to New York for use on their home town radio stations. Then to WRJN
Racine, Wis., as announcer-writer; to Chicago where he wrote and acted on the
Household Finance network program and was a member of Blair Walliser's daytime
drama stock company at WGN, to the U, of Minnesota for graduate work in speech
and advertising (working meanwhile at WCCO Minneapolis and at KUOM, the university station). Three weeks as a reporter in Lincoln, Neb., were enough to send him
back to business at Chapman's Department Store in Milwaukee and then to John
Irving Shoe Co. (where he'd worked in Boston) as assistant manager in Norfolk, Va.
In pre-war January 1941 he joined the Air Force, but by April he was back with
Irving Shoe. Then came Pearl Harbor; by January 1942 he was in the Sea Bees.
Confusion was rampant; morale was low; he thought a camp paper might help
and launched the weekly mimeographed Bee-Lines. A copy caught an admiral's
eye. Bee-Lines became the official paper of the corps. Yeoman Carson was commissioned and sent to Casablanca.
There he met Andre Baruch, veteran announcer, and in no time the two had a
radio station on the air entertaining service personnel in North Africa with scrounged
phonograph records and shows written by Carson and produced by Baruch. Mr.
Baruch also introduced Ensign Carson to an Army Nurse, Maida Berger, who
became Mrs. Carson in Oran Oct. 27, 1943 (Navy Day). Two years later Ralph
(then a lieutenant) would up the war as a combat correspondent in Europe.

THE CARSONS planned on settling in New York but a family visit took them
to California and there they stayed. First he worked for six months in the
advertising department of Packard-Bell, then opened his own agency, Ralph Carson
Advertising ("RCA for short").
In January 1950 he and Jack Roberts formed Carson/ Roberts. Their accounts
range from ceramics to electronics to tv programs (Mark VII, producer of Dragnet)

WILS
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ASSOCIATED WITH WPON
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN
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to toys. Under C/R guidance, Mattel Inc. has become one of the country's largest
toy makers and the first to break the pre-Christmas only advertising pattern and
become a year-round advertiser. One of the original sponsors of ABC-TV's Mickey
Mouse Club, Mattel has just signed a $1 million contract for once-a-week sponsorship
of that program for the year starting in October.
But most C/R clients are in the California fashion field. To date they have used
mostly print media but Ralph Carson thinks this will soon change. Color television,
he believes, will be the fashion medium of the future.
The Carsons and their children, Carey, 11, and Janice, 9, live in the Los Angeles
hills overlooking the UCLA campus. Ralph's favorite sport is tennis, but he devotes
more time to his duties as den father of a Cub Scout pack.
Broadcasting
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Rep. Oren Harris of the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee has his eye
on tv licensees. He may put his finger on
some of them this week.

. . . that a transfer proceeding before the

Getting up steam after a relatively-peaceful interlude, the subcommittee last week
heard testimony that (1) the FCC is inconsistent inapplying criteria for tv licenses and

for the license itself," the witness stated.
"Frequently the price factor was completely
ignored [in Commission approval] . . . Such
payment is not a compensation for developing a successful station, but reward for

(2) "pro forma" station transfers subvert
FCC decisions by awarding channels without comparative hearing.
Even more headline-provoking was Rep.
Harris' hint that he is about to disclose "sensational facts" about improper approaches
to the FCC by tv applicants. Further, it was
learned the subcommittee feels that several
station owners stand to lose their licenses
as a result of illegal activities.
The subcommittee last Thursday did the
spadework for this week's "eye-openers"
with testimony on 20 comparative cases and
sales of tv stations by two staffers (see
right). Rep. Harris promised there will be
interesting information developed and that
it "probably will open the eyes of a lot of
people as to whether the law has been followed," particularly by litigants before the
Commission.
He vehemently denied that recent repeated "whitewash" charges against the subcommittee, appearing in the Knight newspaper chain and syndicated columns, had
anything to do with the current phase of
hearings.
Witnesses scheduled to appear before the
subcommittee — outside of its own staff — ■
have been and still are a jealously-guarded
secret. Rep. Harris would say only that witnesses would be called.
[Tuesday and Wednesday of last week
were devoted to testimony from the FCC
on patents (story page 76).]
Robert McMahon, a recent addition to
the subcommittee staff and a candidate for
a PhD in Communications, gave a lengthy
report on the transfer of tv stations. "Of all
the methods and means whereby an individual or corporation is awarded a license to
operate a radio or television station, the
bestowal of license through the back door of
transfer stands out as perhaps the most
significant," he said.
"With few exceptions, the FCC transfer
approvals since 1952 have been pro
forma," Mr. McMahon charged. The demand for vhf channels and inflation in station prices "are encouraged by knowledge
Broadcasting

FCC is a mere formality," he said.
"Exorbitant prices are demanded for stations with a substantial premium being paid

merely acquiring a license."
Also, Mr. McMahon charged, the "exorbitant" prices lead to over-commercialization
and poorer programming. "It is obvious that
there is no necessary relationship between
the person willing to make the largest investment and the most competent operator."
"A further outgrowth of excessive price is

LICENSES

transfers
to

Commission

rived from each transfer could be required.
The Commission could impose its own discretionary limitation on excessive sale prices
without doing violence to legislative authority. In addition, the Commission could and
should be more willing to consider evidences
of trafficking.
"There have been occasions when, after
long and complicated comparative hearings
have been held to choose the best applicant
for a tv channel, the winning applicant has,
soon after receiving the grant, transferred
his permit for construction and dissipated
the very grounds for the Commission's decision." [He cited KLZ-TV Denver.]
"Stations have been sold for large sums
of money where actual operation has barely

THE TWENTY CASES IN HARRIS' SIGHTS
The House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee staff last
week served notice of displeasure with what has happened in 20 tv cases. It cited six as examples of licensees
(sometimes losing applicants) getting into markets
through station purchases, and 14 as cases which demonstrate unreliability of FCC criteria in making original
channel awards.
THE SIX: St. Louis (involving chs. 2, 4 and 11); KLZAM-TV Denver; WVUE (TV) Wilmington, Del;
KMGM-AM-TV Minneapolis; WANE-TV Fort Wayne,
and the Providence, R. I., merger.
THE FOURTEEN: Sacramento ch. 10; Boston ch. 5; Hartford ch. 3;Indianapolis ch. 13; St. Louis ch. 11; Miami
ch. 7; Jacksonville ch. 12; Tampa ch. 8; Denver ch. 7;
Seattle ch. 7; Madison ch. 3; Knoxville ch. 10; Norfolk
ch. 10; New Orleans ch. 4.

stimulation of trafficking in licenses," Mr.
McMahon determined. "Trafficking raises a
serious threat of inferior and mediocre
standards of broadcasting . . . There is grave
inconsistency in providing elaborate procedures for licensing to determine the best
qualified applicant only to have the basis for
the decision shattered by a transfer."
Mr. McMahon made the following conclusions:
"Even without additional legislative guidance and standards, the FCC could considerably strengthen its regulation of transfers. A
showing of some public benefit to be de-

begun, and where indications were that
buyer was basically purchasing a channel
allocation since seller had little else to sell."
[He cited KLZ-TV.]
"Stations have been sold such a short
time after original grants have been made as
to question the applicant's good faith in
applying."
[Again, KLZ-TV.]
"In one substantial
case, a successful applicant in a comparative hearing soon afterwards entered into an agreement with some
of the unsuccessful applicants with the result that an applicant which the Commission decided originally was not qualified to
May 19, 1958
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TV LICENSE PROBE continued

receive the grant was given the channel and
the original grantee purchased an existing
outlet in the same "community." [He cited
the St. Louis case. The "unqualified" applicant referred to (220 Tv Inc.) actually
was found "qualified' by the FCC but did
lose the contest.]
"There are instances of an increasing
tendency toward vertical integration in the
communications industry and its component
distributors, producers, and exhibitors of
programs." [He cited KMGM-TV Minneapolis.]
"There are numerous instances of increasing concentrations of ownership of
broadcast facilities in major markets.
"The Commission's responsibility to decide which applicant is the most 'qualified'
among applications for mutually exclusive
grants has on a number of occasions been
taken out of its hands by various 'deals'
among competing applicants. In some cases
one is "bought off" by the other, or makes
certain promises and arrangements for the
other's withdrawal. Often these deals are
made in the name of 'getting television
service more quickly to the public'."
Mr. McMahon discussed in detail the
sale of KLZ-TV Denver to Time Inc. (four
months after the station went on the air)
and the CBS purchase of ch. 4 (KWK-TV)
St. Louis soon after the network had received a grant for ch. 11 there over four
competing applicants.
He will be back tomorrow (Tuesday) to
finish his testimony on other cases prepared
(see box) and to give additional information
on ch. 2 St. Louis — under direct mandate
McMahon's
of Rep. Harris. During Mr.
testimony, Rep. Harris said it appeared the
applicants at times decide for themselves
who is to get a channel through "chicanery
and skullduggery." Rep. John Moss (DCalif.) said it appeared the FCC had "voluntarily abdicated" its functions to CBS
in the St. Louis case and that the network
had forced an affiliate (KWK-TV) to
"knuckle under."
Mr. McMahon also entered documents
into the record which showed (1) comparative tv cases in which competing applications were dismissed because of mergers or
other agreements; (2) a time study of comparative cases before the FCC since July
1954; (3) pattern of ownership in top 100
markets, and (4) a record of tv station sales
since January 1956.
James P. Radigan Jr., on loan to the subcommittee from the Library of ^Congress,
gave a detailed study on reasons for FCC
decisions in 14 comparative tv cases. "It
is apparent that the FCC decisions are not
governed by the rule of stare decisis," he
said.
The Commission rules contain no provisions for making tv grants, as do those
for am, Mr. Radigan pointed out. He listed
these criteria as those followed by the FCC
in comparative tv cases: local ownership,
integration of ownership and management,
participation in civic activities, diversification of occupations, broadcast experience,
past broadcast record, planning and preparation (for proposed station), program
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policies, program proposals, studio proposals, staff proposals and diversification of
control.
In each of the 14 cases studied, he said,
"it would have been impossible to predict
in advance the degree of weight which would
the foregoing criteria."
of representative
given to each the
be
In summarizing
cases, he
attempted to prove that in one instance, for
example, a grant was made because an applicant owned a local newspaper while in
another instance* the grant was denied for
the same reason.
In other cases, he said, applicants were
both successful and unsuccessful because
they owned other broadcast properties. The

FCC's defense has been that it is necessary
to decide each case on an individual basis,
with certain criteria more applicable in
some instances than others.
Rep. Harris said it will be necessary for
the FCC to show why each case must be
considered on an individual basis.
Mr. Lishman observed that the witness
study raised "serious doubts as to whether
there is any consistency in the application of
any standard" by the FCC. Rep. Harris
promised that other witnesses, as yet unnamed, will further develop Mr. Radigan's
study. Specifically mentioned were Denver
ch. 7, Miami ch. 7 and St. Louis chs. 2, 4
and 11.

scrutiny
under
merger
Transfers,
There were five station sales and one
ship before licensee may sell; vertical inmerger agreement submitted to the House
tegration of broadcast stations and comLegislative Oversight Committee by Robert
panies which have other business to which
D. McMahon,
committee staff employe.
priority is given; and antitrust issue (NTA
is subject
They are:
of
Justice). of antitrust complaint by Dept.
KWK-TV St. Louis, sold to CBS in 1958
for $4 million, with CBS relinquishing its
WINT (TV) Waterloo, Ind. (now WANETV Fort Wayne), sold in 1956 to Universal
cp for ch. 1 1 St. Louis to 220 Television
Inc., which in turn issued $200,000 in 3%
Broadcasting Co. (Bruce McConnell) for
debentures to other unsuccessful applicants,
$500,000, who in two months sold WINT,
St. Louis Telecast and Broadcast House Inc.
plus other Universal properties (WISHAM-TV Indianapolis, WANE Fort Wayne)
Question raised is whether the FCC should
permit a tv channel to be turned over to
million tong J. H. Whitney & Co.'s
for $10 Broadcasti
Indiana
Corp. Questions raised
an applicant found less competent.
tion
involve
diversifica
criteria and whether
KLZ-AM-TV
Denver,
Colo., sold in
that station be
established
be
ts
requiremen
1954 to Time Inc. subsidiary for $3.5 milheld
a
minimum
period
before
selling.
lion, after winning comparative hearing in
The merger involved Providence, R. I.,
1953. Question raised is whether action
ch. 12 which was granted in 1953 to Cherry
renders Commission hearing processes
"meaningless" when winning applicant can
& Webb Broadcasting Co., following a mersell station to entity which would not have
ger agreement with other applicants, Hope
original
which
on
Broadcasting Co. and Greater Providence
measured up to standards
Broadcasting Co. Part of the agreement
grant was made.
involved an option held by Cherry & Webb
WVUE (TV) Wilmington, Del., sold in
to buy back for $205,000 plus a $62,500
1955 to Paul F. Harron (WIBG-AM-FM
consultancy the 20% interest in merged
Philadelphia) for $3.7 million and in 1957
company held by Greater Providence prinall three stations sold to Storer Broadcastcipals Robert T. Engles and C. George
ing Co. for $5.6 million. Question raised
Taylor. Questions raised involve private
involves city straddling.
commercial transactions with high profits
Minneapolis, Minn.,
KMGM-AM-TV
obviating need for hearing; whether Sec.
sold in 1956 to United Television Inc. for
1.366 permitting dismissal of applications
$1.5 million and in 1957 75% of KMGMwithout requirement for FCC permission is
TV sold to National Telefilm Assoc. for
conducive to strike applications, quickie
$650,000. Questions raised involve whether
FCC should set minimum period of ownergrants or "pay offs."
in conflict
criteria
with
1 4 cases

These are the 14 "representative" comparative tv hearing cases used as illustrations by House Legislative Oversight committee staff employe James P. Raddigan
his data, secured from FCC
(using
Jr.
):
records
Sacramento, Calif., ch. 10 — Granted Sept.
29, 1954, to Sacramento Telecasters Inc.
(now KBET-TV) and denying McClatchy
Broadcasting Co. Sacramento was preferred
on the ground it was free from ties with
other mass media in Sacramento and Central Valley of Calif. Examiner recommended
grant to McClatchy.
Boston, Mass., eh. 5 — Granted April 24,
1957, to WHDH Inc. (now WHDH-TV)
and denying Greater Boston Television
Corp., Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc..

and Allen B. DuMont Labs. WHDH
(Boston Herald-Traveler) preferred on
ground . its showing overall overcame its
weak showing in mass media factor. Examiner recommended grant to Greater
Boston.
Hartford, Conn. ch. 3 — Granted July 18,
1956, to Travelers Broadcasting Service
Corp. (now WTIC-TV) and denying Hartford Telecasting Co. Travelers preferred on
superiority of all comparative factors except that of mass media diversification. Examiner recommended grant to Travelers.

Indianapolis, Ind., eh. 13 — Granted
March 6, 1957, to Crosley Broadcasting
Corp., (now WLWI [TV]) and denying Indianapolis Broadcasting Inc., WIBC Inc.,
and Mid-West Tv Corp. Crosley preferred
because of past broadcast record and exBroadcasting

pericnce. Examiner recommended grant to
Mid-West.
St. Louis, Mo., ch. 11— Granted March
27, 1957 to CBS and denying 220 Television Inc., St. Louis Telecast, Broadcast
House Inc. and St. Louis Amusement Co.
(which dropped out of case during hearing).
CBS preferred because of past operation of
station KMOX St. Louis and superior overall comparative showing. Examiner recommended CBS.

ADVERTISERS S AGENCIES

Miami, Fla., ch. 7 — Granted Jan. 18,
1957, to Biscayne Television Corp. (now
WCKT [TV]), denying East Coast Television Corp., South Florida Television Corp.
and Sunbeam Television Corp. Biscayne
preferred on integration of ownership and
management, broadcast experience, civic activities and past broadcast records of principals. Biscayne is combination of Cox and
Knight newspaper-broadcast interests plus
Niles Trammell, former NBC president.
Examiner recommended Biscayne.
Jacksonville, Fla., ch. 12 — Granted Aug.
29, 1956, to Florida-Georgia Television Co.
(now WFGA-TV), denying City of Jacksonville and Jacksonville Broadcasting Corp.
Florida-Georgia preferred on broadcast experience, integration of ownership and management and diversification of business background of principals. Examiner recommended Jacksonville Broadcasting Corp.

Television — "the fabulous infant" — last
week made its official debut on the agenda
of the 10th annual convention of the International Advertising Assn. in New York.

Tampa, Fla., ch. 8 — Granted Aug. 4,
1954, to Tribune Co. (now WFLA-TV),
denying Pinellas Broadcasting Co. and
Tampa Bay Area Telecasting Corp. Tribune
Co. preferred because of overall superiority.
Examiner recommended Tribune Co.
Denver, Colo., ch. 7 — Granted June 26,
1953, to Aladdin Radio & Television Inc.
(now KLZ-TV), denying Denver Television
Co. Aladdin preferred on superiority in all
factors except diversification. Examiner
recommended Aladdin.
Seattle, Wash., ch. 7 — Granted July 25,
1957, to Queen City Broadcasting Co. (now
KIRO-TV), denying KXA Inc. and Puget
Sound Broadcasting Co. Queen City preferred on past performance, awareness of
local needs. Examiner recommended Queen
City.
Madison, Wis., ch. 3 — Granted Dec. 7,
1955, to Radio Wisconsin Inc. (now WISCTV), denying Badger Television Co. Radio
Wisconsin preferred on diversification of
mass media factor. Examiner recommended
Badger Television.
Knoxville, Tenn., ch. 10 — Granted Jan.
11, 1956, to Radio Station WBIR Inc. (now
WBIR-TV), denying Scripps-Howard Radio
Inc. and Tennessee Television Inc. WBIR
was preferred on its established broadcast
record. Examiner recommended WBIR.
Norfolk, Va., ch. 10— Granted May 29,
1956, to Portsmouth Radio Corp. (now
WAVY-TV), denying Beachview Broadcasting Corp. Portsmouth preferred on comparative superiority in all factors except
diversification. Examiner recommended
Beachview.
New Orleans, La., ch. 4 — Granted July
11, 1956, to Loyola U. (now WLW-TV),
denying Times-Picayune Publishing Co. and
James A. Noe & Co. Loyola preferred on
past broadcast record and diversification of
mass media. Examiner recommended TimesPicayune.
Broadcasting
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exhibits by U. S., Latin organizations

Though tv has been talked about on-and-off
over the past three years at IAA conventions, such talk had usually been confined
to the corridors where international media
organizations and other service groups
staged their exhibits. This year, even the
exhibits grew in size and scope as MCA-TV
International and a number of Latin American broadcasting organizations left radio
far behind, stressing tv and syndicated film
programming.
Furthermore, more than 800 advertising
and agency executives representing over 50
nations filed into the grand ballroom of the
Hotel Roosevelt Thursday afternoon to
listen to some serious talk about international tv from a group of U. S. broadcast
executives.
Statistically, tv at last qualifies as "a
global medium." Since the start of 1957,
200 new tv stations have gone on the air
to make a world-wide grand total of 530
tv stations (outside of U. S.) according to
Television Bureau of Advertising, whose
national sales director, Halsey V. Barrett,
addressed the delegates Thursday. This 60%
jump in stations-on-air was complemented
by a 52% gain in set usage, from 4.9
million to 7.4 million. With U. S. station
count included, world sets-in-use may surpass 69 million. Outside of U. S., there are
21,615,750 sets in use (last official census
having been made in February this year)
of which Canada claims 2.9 million.
Noted Mr. Barrett: "This is a far greater
rate-of-increase than the current growth of
U. S. television which added 6.2% new
stations in 1957 and enjoyed a 12% increase
sets."rapid growth, explained the broadin Tv's
casters, has necessitated some "drastic evaluation" of world-wide media.
David Polinger, an ABC-TV account executive, former general manager of WAPATV and commercial manager of WKAQ
(TV), both San Juan, P. R., cast a critical

eye on the current practices and needs of
international television.
Among his findings: that many syndicators of dubbed tv films and their international distributors "occasionally price a series
not consistent for an equitable purchase in
the market;" that much impact is wasted
abroad because international advertisers are
emulating their domestic colleagues by overemphasizing ratings (". . . many afternoon,
late evening and other lower-rated periods
can provide an excellent cost efficiency and
do deserve closer scrutiny"); research information isfine but not enough: what is
"needed, but often lacking" is sales promotion information. Also, Mr. Polinger
pointed out,ternational"since
many decisions
for intv are consulted
and finalized
in the U. S., it is in the interest of the tv
station by means of kinescopes, program
material, pictures of local personalities, releases regarding film purchases, to make
easy the job of buying international television. Advertisers should expect more and
more of this type of service and the stations should provide it." Mr. Polinger also
urged stations to take the pains to explain
to international advertisers the reason for
rate card changes.
Mr. Polinger's "pet peeve" is the advertiser "who suddenly blasts into your market
saying, 'Gentlemen, we're going to spend a
lot of money in your market! Let's have
the best deal, and I don't mean rate card.' "
Commented the ABC-TV sales executive:
"Tv management is proud of its medium
and the selling job it consistently performs,
inexpensively reaching and selling a large
market. How insulted would this same advertiser be if he were informed his product
was absolutely worthless and that it should
be sold for at least half the price. A tv station's product is time and it's as sacred to
the station as a consumer product is to the
manufacturer, wholesaler or retailer. . . .
And the advertiser who approaches international television (in such a manner) certainly neither respects the medium nor is
assisting in providing the standardization of
international operation necessary for the
industry." Confidence in a station, he as-

QUARTER'S
SPOT
TV UP
1.8%
The first-quarter spot total this year
Spot television spending in the first
compares with $116,935,000 in the first
quarter of 1958 continued to move upquarter of 1957. While this came to a
ward, rising 1.8% over the same period
of 1957 to reach a total of $119,gain of of
1.8%,
Cashreporting
said that
"an
anaylsis
275 Mr.
stations
during
062,000, President Norman E. Cash of
TvB is announcing today (Monday).
both the first quarter of 1957 and 1958
Mr. Cash said that "with
1958 reports in other media
clines, television is the only
advertising medium to show

first-quarter
showing demajor mass
an increase

over the same period last year."

showed an increase of 2.4%."
The quarterly spot reports are compiled for TvB by N. C. Rorabaugh Co.
A breakdown showing expenditures by
leading advertisers will be issued shortly.
May 19, 1958
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serted. can only be built through tv "success stories." It cannot write them nor will
station management write them — via providing such extra ••pluses" as trade mailetc. — unless it has won the client's
respectings, to
begin with.

Mr. Polinger also blasted the "concept"
— practiced especially in certain Caribbean
and Latin American markets — of having
large advertisers set up one-man house
agencies which, "by sheer weight of the

bracelets

to

tremendous dollar volume to be spent in
the market demand . . . the [15%] agency
commission. This type of advertiser plays
one station against the other, succeeds with
one and literally forces the others into this
unethical practice . . ." These same advertisers. Mr. Polinger maintained, "here in
the U.S. employ the largest advertising
agencies, and my question here is why
should the international tv station be embarrassed in this manner?"

Mr. Polinger,

noting that this is "an obvious violation of
the principles upon which [the IAA] exists,"
urged the association to make a "concerted
effort" to regulate the commission system
abroad where U.S. companies are involved.
Mr. Barrett, while placing considerable
emphasis on the "commercial angle" of
international television's
global tv, stressed
sociological,
political and moral aspects. He
called on the delegates "to see to it that
this powerful social force helps to surmount

here

madlvMnew

that's your trick, you're an / un-hip / chick
"Some girls think summer- / means stockings goodbye. If newest
shoe / have twice as many dresses as the
here's why (1) She may have spent a fortune on the
unless
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...
man
a
dazzle
could
shape is madly new / Though she's sporting a tan that
. . . (6) . . unless her legs are too!"

preview

DDB'S

high

fashion

art

moves

into

television

Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York, is no stranger to the
high-fashion, ultra-slick and sometimes avant-garde school of
visual advertising. Its trademark: lots of white space, big, black
and bold type faces, and a minimum of copy (and that the
relaxed kind).
Come June 13, DDB partisans will see the latest effort, a
virtual transplanting of the high-fashion print ad to network
television. Premiering on Chemstrand Corp.'s Jefferson Drum
(Fri., 8-8:30 p.m., NBC-TV) will be a 60-second spot on behalf
of Chemstrand nylon yarn which, in effect, is little more than a
series of glamorous still photographs of model Betsy Pickering
by freelance fashion photographer Bill Helburn, synchronized
with a musical jingle and played off in a fast, stop-motion sequence so as to give viewers the illusion of motion.
Chemstrand Corp. is not mentioned until the very last three
seconds; the rest of the sell dwells on nylon stockings and the

underwritten by the National Assn. of Hosiery Manufacturers
Inc.
According to DDB vice president-copy chief Phyllis K. Robinson, who wrote the commercial with composer Mitch Leigh,

fact that "a lady isn't dressed unless her legs are too." While
there's a
the commercial initially will be seen on network, campaign
distinct possibility that it will be used in a tv spot

the pictures do most of the "talking." Her Broadway-type musical introduction sets the mood, but it's the visual impression
that does the selling.

only key words of the "sell" are repeated visually to "accentuate the visual" and to "create an exciting staccato effect"
which "also gave us frame-by-frame control." DDB art director
Bob Gage got together with Transfilm Inc.'s John Cuddy to
devise a system whereby black animation cells would slowly
focus viewer attention to the model's legs, while Transfilm
cameraman Eli Levitan worked out a means with photographer
Helburn whereby still photos could be made to behave like
running film. Others playing a large part in the production:
DDB producer Don Trevor and his Transfilm contemporary, Bob
Bergmann.
Mrs. Robinson hewed to the traditional DDB

policy of letting
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the confusions and limitations of the language barriers and the 50% illiteracy that
still blights the human race." He also
touched on the overwhelming success in
Moscow of Texas pianist Van Cliburn and
in New York of Sol Hurok's imported
Moiseyev Ballet Troupe. "Consider for a
moment the goodwill and understanding . . .
(should) . . . television be able to further
this flow of cultural exchanges . . ."
The TvB executive, in tracing tv commercial history in the U.S. and recounting such
tv success stories as that of Lestoil, also
talked sales-sense. Just because tv "is a
very powerful advertising medium . . . does
not mean that it is an easy medium to use."
His advice to "our international friends" —
"walk before you run in television." He
suggested that foreign advertisers and agencies look upon the past decade of U.S. trialand-error tv as a "laboratory" where one
may learn from "our mistakes." He counseled, "Please do not let the size of U.S.
television disqualify our successes and our
failures in your mind. In truth, all tv is as
local as the hearthside it reaches and U.S.
tv commercial sponsorship ranges from the
country grocery store in . . . Vermont,
spending $50 a week to draw customers
into the store (increasing sales volume from
$2,500 to $6,000 a week) to Procter &
Gamble Co. which last year spent over
$72 million in network and market-bymarket tv because, as the president of P&G
says, 'Television sells goods economically'."
Alfred R. Stern, director of international
operations for NBC, found that after "completing a40,000 mile trip around the world,
visiting tv systems in . . . Britain, Austria,
Germany, Japan, Hong Kong, Malaya, the
Philippines and Australia," he came away
with "one conclusion: that state-owned and
operated tv is not enough and that privatelycontrolled, e.g. commercial, television is
needed to round out the wealth of cultural
programming with mass entertainment." Private or commercial tv, Mr. Stern pointed
out, also "provides the competition which
adds so much vitality to tv programming."
He cited as an example the titanic rivalry
between BBC and Independent Television
Authority in Great Britain. Though Europe
is perhaps more sophisticated about commercial tv than other foreign areas, he said,
an Italian advertiser — because there are
only "four commercial positions available
each day" on Italian government tv —
"might have to wait two years before getting
a commercial on the air," and that "when
a campaign is over, one has to go to the
end of the line and wait one's turn again."
He told the international gathering that
tv's costliness (as against radio's relative
economy) makes state responsibility for tv
development illogical and prohibitive. Only
private capital — and commercial operation
— can aid the growth of international tv,

LOOK
CALCULATING
Texaco products are sold effectively by
intensive radio spots and by the quiet approach of Metropolitan Opera broadcasts,
according to the agency executive who buys
time for Texaco — Jerome Feniger, vice
president of Cunningham & Walsh, New
York.
But Mr. Feniger is unhappy about radio,
model 1958, and he handed out a sound
spanking last Tuesday at the Radio Month
luncheon of the Washington Ad Club.
What annoys him most are jukebox programming that can bore the 75% of people
who are over 14 years of age, and the overcrowding ofcommercials.
These and other radio danger signs moved
Mr. Feniger to offer a set of suggestions

A

AT

'58

RADIO

designed to increase the medium's attractiveness to advertisers and to avoid reduction of its effectiveness.
RADIO— SUCCESSFUL

SALESMAN

A year-and-a-half ago, Mr. Feniger recalled, Cunnigham & Walsh faced the problem of introducing Texaco's new Sky Chief
Su-preme gasoline from coast to coast in
gradual stages. "This called for a new creative platform," he said, "and C&W turned
one out that we're very proud of — The
Tower of Power. With catchy commercials
we rapidly established The Tower of Power
as the place to buy this great new gasoline."
The campaign used radio saturation
flights of four weeks each, 80 to 100 spots
per market per week, scheduled to reach
men primarily since they buy most of the
gas and oil. Besides spot radio C&W used
heavy spot tv and announcement-type newspaper ads. "This media mix seemed to do
the job quickly, efficiently and effectively,"
he said.
In contrast, the Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts sponsored by Texaco on Saturday afternoon for 18 years have included
less than two minutes of total commercial
time (modest sponsor identification only) in
four hours of broadcast time. Mr. Feniger
continued:
"We know that these broadcasts direct
from the stage of the Met do a threefold
job — selling Texaco products in addition
to the good work they do in the institutional
and brand image areas. This fall the Met
broadcasts will be on CBS and we know
that even more listeners than ever before
will be hearing these performances."
And radio is creative, Mr. Feniger said,
citing the impact when listeners were told
"that Contadina did indeed put eight great
tomatoes in that itty-bitty can. Wild — sure
it is— but it sold a hell-of-a-lot of tomato
our client."
paste
He for
emphasized
the selling power of the
human voice — the local personality with
listener confidence who can direct them to

C&W'S JEROME FENIGER
HE MIXES COMPLIMENTS AND CRITICISMS
have confidence in the ability of such talent
to do a great job of personalized selling for
As to spot, he said, "Spot broadcasting
offers great flexibility and the opportunity
to move in, do the selling job and move
out, or move on to use a revolving budget
fund in other markets. For accounts like
Colgate, Jergens, Sunshine biscuits, Narragansett beer and many others, we've found
this technique most effective."
C&W finds sports broadcasts do "a real
you." for Narragansett beer and Texselling job"
aco, using regional baseball, football and
sports news wrap-ups, he said.
RADIO DANGER SIGNS
Local radio is facing the boredom problem, in Mr. Feniger's opinion. "I feel that
many local facilities are being down-graded,
milked, over-commercialized and programmed at the mythical level of the 8th
grade
mind — which we all know is a fallacy,"
he said.
"Let's face it, the radio station that's run
like a jukebox, programming a never-ending
procession of the so-called top 40 tunes
with little or no news or service programming, is certainly a bastardization of the
medium."
the observation
trueHepotential
recalledof the
by Mitch

said Mr. Stern, in reading a "commercial"
on behalf of NBC International Ltd. which

the product. "We're using Arthur Godfrey
right now to sell Sara Lee cheese cake, coffee cake, chocolate cake and brownies on

Miller, of Columbia Records, that the "preshave crowd" make up 12% of the population but "0%" of the buying power except
adding:
for
juvenile items [Stations, March 17],

recently has "invaded" such countries as
Yugoslavia to help, via counsel and private
investment, to set up new tv stations.

the CBS Radio network and he's doing a
grand job," he said. "We give him the copy
platform and he sells the goods. You can

"This is strong language but it bears some
thoughtful perusal. Certainly, a lot of the
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
music on the radio today is designed to
build up a boredom factor among many of
the 75% of the people in the country over
14 years of age. Certainly, anything that
tends to increase the boredom factor in
radio is bad for advertisers, agencies, broadcasters and listeners alike."

Mr. Feniger continued, "It's bad for the
broadcasters for they can eventually commit a form of hari-kari on the goose that's
been laying some very golden eggs in recent
years. It's bad for the listener because a
great force in entertainment, enlightenment
and information can be diluted in what it
offers him."
And then the matter of too many commercials: "There are some radio stations
around the country that make a tough job
even tougher by trying to make a real killing
every day," he said. "Little do they know
that in this process they may be killing off
the effectiveness of the medium. I'm talking
about the operator who schedules six or
even seven commercials every quarter-hour.
We recently found one station that carried
1 1 commercials in one morning quarterhour. It's probably not necessary to tell you
that this particular station doesn't carry
any of our business now.
"The human mind can absorb just so
much in a brief period of time. Commercials scheduled back to back — regardless of
how well they're written — really only cancel
each other out and tend to turn radio into
a background medium instead of a selling
that I'm talking
medium. You may feel radio
operators. I
about a mere handful of
wish that I were. More and more we see
stations programmed like a jukebox, scheduling little or no news of any consequence,
jamming commercials together and letting
the cash register tinkle its merry tune.
"To my mind this tinkle can stop in a real
hurry when the agencies and advertisers sit
down to analyze sales results. The unfortunate part is that, in many cases, the condemnation won't be directed at any group
of stations but at the medium as a whole."
HOW

RADIO

CAN

IMPROVE

Mr. Feniger offered these six suggestions:
"Program for the whole audience — not the
rock and rollers alone.
"Schedule news regularly, thoughtfully
and effectively. Let's not forget about operating in the public interest, convenience and
necessity.
"Be different in your approach. What's
great for your competition isn't necessarily
the end-all for your property.
"Hire talent that can sell your client's
product in an effective and convincing manner.
"Give the commercials a chance to sell
by sticking to reasonable limits in the number of spots you'll run in an hour.
"Give the agencies and advertisers some
valid research to show not only how many
listen but who they are, what they buy and
how your station can sell them."
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Frigidaire's
Lands

at

$6

D-F-S

July

three agencies. Hotpoint will continue hearing formal agency presentations
the next two weeks, it was learned Thursday,
before naming a single agency to handle its
business, now placed through Maxon (appliances), J. R. Pershall Co. (trade) and
Needham, Louis & Brorby (tv receivers).
While maintaining healthy radio-tv activity
D-F-S had its ups and downs in 1957, picking up two accounts and dropping three
[Advertisers & Agencies, Dec. 30, 1957].
D-F-S was formed 35 years ago as

among

Million
1

The $6 million Frigidaire account of General Motors Corp. will move to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample July 1 .
The appointment, announced Wednesday
by Herman F. Lehman, Frigidaire general
manager and GM vice president, ended
weeks of speculation about the account,
which had been with Kudner Inc. almost
three years.
D-F-S last Thursday still was busy setting
up the handling of media for its newest account. All of Frigidaire's broadcast business
will be placed through the agency's headquarters inNew York. D-F-S is establishing
a Dayton office to service other phases of
account activity.

Ironically, a key D-F-S executive once
associated with Frigidaire returns to the account as its top supervisor: Dr. Lyndon O.
Brown, vice president in charge of media,
merchandising and research at the agency.
Dr. Brown is a former vice president of the
old Lord & Thomas agency (predecessor to
Foote, Cone & Belding) that had the account
from 1935 through 1955.
While D-F-S had been considered among
several "top ten" agency candidates for the
Frigidaire business, favorite contenders had
included Benton & Bowles, Compton Adv.
and Tatham-Laird.
Frigidaire has been active in network tv
(primarily as alternate-week sponsor of the
ABC-TV Patrice Munsel Show with Buick)
and to a lesser degree in spot television. Its
national billings are understood to be considerably dwarfed by a reported $10 million
co-op allocation (non-commissionable) . At
one time Frigidaire reportedly billed as much
as $12 million.
The Frigidaire announcement, issued from
Dayton, Ohio, said Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample would handle its "major appliance advertising" for household refrigerators, food
freezers, electric ranges and dryers and automatic washers. D-F-S is expected to formulate and administer advertising, sales promotion and training programs, with emphasis
on merchandising directed to retail and
wholesale sellers.
D-F-S' overall billing, according to an informed estimate, currently is running at
about $82.5 million, with the radio-tv billing
accounting for more than half. The agency,
in fact, has a strong radio position and is
active in both network and spot in tv and
radio. It has ranked consistently in the
top 10 broadcast agencies throughout the
50's.

Frigidaire represents the second multimillion dollar account added by D-F-S in
the past five weeks. Last month it was appointed to handle certain Swift & Co. products (Pard dog food, Swift'ning, Jewel oil
and shortening), worth perhaps $2 million.
Leo Burnett Co. obtained other Swift products. [Advertisers & Agencies, April 14].
The Frigidaire appointment automatically
pulls D-F-S out of the running, if indeed it
was a contender, for the competing Hotpoint "White Goods" account now split

Blackett-Sample-Hummert. The name was
changed in 1945. It has had General Mills
as an account all through that period. Other
veteran accounts (25 years or more): Procter & Gamble and Sterling Drug. Its leading
tv network accounts include American
Chicle, General Mills, Liggett & Myers,
L&M cigarettes, Nestle Co., P&G, Peter
Paul and Sterling Drug.
Frigidaire's history has been an interest& Belding's
Cone
Foote,was
antedating
ing one,
tenure
when
the account
serviced
by its
predecessor Lord & Thomas, starting about
23 years ago. FC&B was summarily dismissed in the summer of 1955 and Kudner
took over under an overall General Motors
advertising realignment program. Kudner
also inherited several Frigidaire advertising
personnel.
Kudner was notified of its dismissal "in
the best interest" of all concerned last
March, along with the loss of the GMC
Truck and Coach Div. account.
McCann-Erickson subsequently landed the
Buick and GMC Truck and Coach Div.
business, adding about $25 million in new
General
Motors' billings [Advertisers &
17].
Agencies, April 21, March 31, and Feb.
At one time, despite denials of high-level
officials, McCann-Erickson was felt in some
circles to be in the Frigidaire picture, notwithstanding its association with Westinghouse (also white goods). Among other
candidates for Frigidaire were D'Arcy Adv.,
Campbell-Ewald, Grey Adv. and Fuller &
Smith & Ross.
Kastor,
With

Farrell

Hilton

&

Ties
Riggio

Two well-known advertising agencies
united under a new name Thursday. Effective June 1, Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford, an agency specializing in pharmaceutical advertising, will merge with Hilton
& Riggio, dominant in package grocery
goods advertising, to become Kastor, Hilton, Chesley & Clifford, a combination exto be billing approximately $15 million pected
annually.
The new agency will headquarter at
400 Madison Ave., New York, present site
of KFC&C, and will continue to use the
Harrisburg, Pa., office that principally
services the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania account.
A liaison arrangement between Hilton &
Riggio and Bradley, Venning, Hilton Ltd.,
Toronto, for such accounts as ShirriffHorsey Corp. Ltd. (foods) also will be continued.
Among

the

broadcast-using accounts:
Broadcasting
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From

Library

MGM

the Award-Winning

of Shorts...

new
3

great

series

m

progra

for

TV

local

stations!

52 hilarious subjects never before shown on television. A
perennially popular series that has enjoyed fabulous success
everywhere and has a pre-sold viewer audience. Now start
programming newer subjects than have ever been shown
before— and watch the moppets skyrocket your ratings!

offers unlimited runs on these
versatile films. Run singly as quarter-hour
shows, or combined into half-hours ... a
natural any hour of the day . . . morning,
noon or night.

MGM-TV

makes
48 exciting crime stories with a point-of-view that
to
stacca
y
them ever-timely. Dramatized in a documentar
evening
style that provides perfect entertainment for prime
names as Laraine Day,
hours. Starring such famous MGM
others!
Robert Taylor, J. Carroll Naish, Van Johnson and
MGM-TV suggests that since each film runs
only 21 minutes, they can be programmed
as a 25-minute series, offering stations an
extra profit -making 5 -minute segment in
which to slot news or weather reports. Ideal
k. or leaving
wor
the
before joining
spotting just
for net

69 breath-taking

adventures

in science, history, medicine

or

flair
geography . . . scripted and narrated with the dramatic
family
a
for
d
that made John Nesbitt famous. Designe
audience. Packed with prestige for bank, utility or insurance
Sponsorship.
MGM-TV considers these 10-minute films

just right for the advertiser with a longerto-tell message in a quarter-hour segment.
Or follow these audience-winners with a
2-minute sponsored weather bulletin for
extra profit pick-up.

WRITE... WIRE
TO

LOCK-UP
BEFORE

OR

YOUR

PHONE
MARKET

IT'S SOLD!

mgmStv
A Service of
Loew's Incorporated

JUdson 2-2000
Richard A. Harper, General Sales Mgr. 1540 Broadway, New York 36, N. Y. •
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's moAmerican Molasses Co. (Grandma
lasses), Amstel American Corp. (beer),
Wilbur-Ellis Co. (Southern Star Bonito
canned fish), Concord Hotel, Stop 'n Save
Trading Stamp Corp., Vermouth Industries
of America, New York Journal American,
Drug Research Corp.. Duff Baking Mix
Corp.

Converted

Clients

H. Kastor Kahn, present board chairman
of KFC&C will continue in that post in the
n, president-treasnew agency. Peter Hilto
urer of H&R, becomes president of KHC&C;
Charles E. J. Clifford, now president of
Kastor, Farrell, becomes vice chairman
and W. S. Chesley Jr., chairman of the
executive committee, continues in that post

Sing

About WLBR-TV
Psalms
A Pennsylvania uhf station took the
mountain to Mohammed last week, in a
reverse-English effort to sell even bigger
mountains.
Instead of the orthodox junket in which
stations take timebuyers to see the local
markets, WLBR-TV Lebanon bundled some
65 of its local advertisers and their wives
into buses, took them to New York and
showed them off to the Mohammeds of
Madison Avenue.
Officials of Triangle Publications, of
whose station group WLBR-TV is a member, felt the ch. 15 outlet was not getting
as much national business as it should.
They were satisfied the uhf station could
sell goods and they had 122 local advertisers
to offer as proof. Their problem, then, was
to convince national advertisers and their
agencies.
Out of this situation came WLBR-TV's
new twist to one of the oldest problems in
sales promotion. How better to convince
national buyers, they reasoned, than to let
them talk to local advertisers who knew
from experience what a station could do?
Triangle and WLBR-TV officials accordingly arranged a reverse junket. They sent
out invitations to their local advertisers to
spend a day and evening in New York, to
mix and mingle with timebuyers and other
agency people at a cocktail and dinner
party.
Some 65 advertisers accepted. Last
Wednesday, accompanied by their wives,
they moved into New York, spent the afternoon at the Yankees-Orioles baseball game
or at Broadway matinees. At 5:30 they converged at the Sheraton East Hotel, where
they were joined by some 200 agency people
for a cocktail party and then buffet dinner
starring Pennsylvania Dutch foods with all
the trimmings.
They told their stories in conversation,
and after the dinner when WLBR-TV Manager Joe Zimmerman was making a little
talk of greetings and thanks, a few of them
arose to break in — like reformed sinners at
an evangelistic meeting — and offered special
testimonials. A Zenith dealer told how many
space helmets he had sold in 13 weeks
through WLBR-TV advertising; an investment company official said he was "happy
to be on WLBR-TV" and an RCA Victor
distributor said simply that "it's wonderful."
To make sure nobody missed the point,
the station also had kits available, filled
with copies of letters from WLBR-TV users,
and key market data displayed on the wall
amid the balloons and other decorations.
Broadcasting

and also assumes that of treasurer. Other
corporation officers: Lloyd G. Whitebrook,
executive vice president; Robert L. Haag,
senior vice president; Jack B. Peters,
media-research vice president, and Franklin Ferry, merchandising vice president.
Hilton & Riggio will close its offices at
4 W. 58th St. the end of this month.

& Bowles get
0) of Ted Bates & Co. and Irv Wilson (r) of Benton
and client viewpoint on WLBR-TV from (I to r) Joe f^cTof
on Valley Petroleum Co of
general manager of the station; Harry L. Meyer, Leban
rt Darmstaetter of ^rmstaetters
Lebanon, sponsor of Crayon Capers, and R. Harcou
ncement schedule of WLBR-1V.
Department Store, Lancaster, which has an annou

GREG SULLIVAN
^management

(I) of Benton & Bowles and Bill
AROUND A TABLE and over a drink. Mike Donovan
WLBR-TV users I to rJohn Heisey
SnUthYc) of Lennen & Newell get the word from
half-hour Celebrity Playhouse, Walter
Sterling Wholesale Corp., Lebanon, sponsor of annou
ncement schedule, and John H.
an
Hartz Philco dealer in Lebanon who runs
in
Insurance Agents Assn., which carries participations
on le.
Leban
of ll
memberbaseba
er, -TV
Sprech
schedu
the WLBR

t (I) of J. M. Mathes
TWO OTHER WLBR-TV clients give their views to Edna Cathcar
& Mather. They are ' Howard
Inc. and Ann Janowicz (second from r) of Ogilvy, Benson
in Lebanon and Wayne L.
Store
re
Furnitu
Zackroff (second from I) of Klopp & Cetron
cement schedules.
announ
iting
underwr
both
Shelly, DeSoto and Plymouth dealer,
The Triangle group was headed by Roger
W. Clipp, Triangle vice president and general manager, while WLBR-TV General
Manager Zimmerman headed the station
delegation. John Blair of the Blair radio and
television representation firms, Ed Shurick

of Blair-Tv and Richard L. Foote of Blair-TV, also
Tv Assoc., representing WLBRng
columns
were on hand. In accompanyi
are
isers
some of the visiting local advert
shown with some of the agency people they
had come to sell.
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BUSINESS

FATHER'S MUSTACHE? • Schick Inc.,
Lancaster, Pa., planning four- or five-week
television spot schedule to promote Schick
electric shaver for Father's Day, June 12,
in over 100 markets. Benton & Bowles, New
York, is agency.
'BLITZ' FOR CAPRI o $l million multimedia "blitz," with heaviest expenditures in
network and spot tv, was launched May 15
by Paper Mate Co. for its new Capri Mark
III "no skip" ballpoint pen. Commercials
during eight-week campaign are being aired
on Groucho Marx You Bet Your Life,
Arthur Godfrey Talent Scouts, Art Linkletter House Party, Your Hit Parade and
Wingo network tv shows; on Gillette
Cavalcade of Sports (radio and tv), and in
heavy spot tv drive in major tv markets.
Three separate film commercials feature
sportscaster Mel Allen, announcer George
Fenneman and tv personality Linkletter.
Agency is Foote, Cone & Belding. (Paper
Mate is subsidiary of Gillette Co.)
SOTHERN

EXPOSURE

WHO'S

BRIEFLY

• General Foods

BUYING

WHAT,

WHERE

nouncements on NBC-TV's Jack Paar Show
(Mon.-Fri., 11:15 p.m.-l a.m.) starting June
3, and 21 one-minute announcements on
ABC-TV's American Bandstand (Mon.-Fri.,
3-3:30 p.m.) starting June 5 Agency: N. W.
Ayer & Son, Phildelphia.
OUTDOORS OUT WEST • Ames, Harris,
Neville Co., San Francisco, (Camplete
sleeping bags and tents), on May 17 started
10-week sponsorship of Let's Go Places on
25-station CRPN, Sat. 11:55-12 PDT. Agency: Cappel, Perra & Reid, Orinda, Calif.
15th ROUND • Gillette Safety Razor Co.,
Boston, through Maxon Inc., N. Y., has renewed Gillette Cavalcade of Sports Boxing
on NBC-TV Fridays 10 p.m. to conclusion
for 52 weeks effective July 4. Program startC&C
OF

TV

BUYS

HAZEL

60%

BISHOP

• Spector gets $3.8 million

Corp., New York (Maxwell House division and Post division), will sponsor Ann
Sothern Show starting Oct. 6, Monday
9:30-10 p.m. on CBS-TV. Desilu Inc.,
Hollywood, will produce series. Miss Sothern will star as the assistant manager of

• Fox tells 'tv bank' plans
In a surprise transaction last week C&C
Tv Corp. purchased for a reported $3.8
million all the common and preferred stock
of Hazel Bishop Inc. held by Raymond
Spector, president, who owned over 60%

New York's Barclay Hotel. Benton
Bowles, New York, is agency.

of the company's voting stock. Mr. Spector
has entered a five-year agreement with Matthew Fox, president of C&C Tv Corp., to
continue with Hazel Bishop as president
and chief executive officer. In addition, Mr.
Spector will continue to run and head his
own advertising agency, Raymond Spector
Inc.
The advertising plans for Hazel Bishop,
although not set yet, will, it is understood,
include a tremendous tv spot campaign
utilizing
time periods obtained by C&C Tv
Corp.

&

SWEET STUFF • Pet Milk Co., St. Louis,
and General Foods Corp., White Plains,
have announced mutual recipe promotion
campaign on radio-tv and in magazines on
behalf of ice cream topped with "ice cream
sauces" made of Pet Milk and Jell-0 instant
puddings. Network tv-radio programs (Edge
of Night, DoYou Trust Your Wife? Grand
Ole Opry, etc.) will carry messages prepared
jointly by Young & Rubicam (GF) and
Gardner Adv. (Pet).
FUN & GAMES o Ideal Toy Corp. has
started its annual television spot schedule in
seven snajor cities, Melvin Helitzer, director
of advertising, announced last week. Campaign uses up to 19 spots weekly, and will
run until mid-July, promoting the new miniature Shirley Temple doll and Tyrannosaurs
Rex Dinosaur hobby kit. Grey Adv., New
York, is agency for Ideal Toy.
TASTE TEST • Wilshire Club Beverages,
Los Angeles, will start^ spot radio drive June
15 in Southern California, using 106 spots
weekly for 1 3 weeks on KBIG Avalon (Catalina), KFOX Long Beach, KABC and
KLAC Los Angeles, KXLA Pasadena,
KDAY Santa Monica. Jingles are being
produced by Del Porter; campaign is placed
by MacManus, John & Adams, L.A.
CANINE

CARE

• Polk Miller Products

Corp. (Sergeant dog care products), Richmond, will launch three-month summer campaign, using total of 17 one-minute anPage 44
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Mr. Fox said all other stockholders of
Hazel Bishop Inc. will within 90 days get
an offer no less favorable than that made to
Mr. Spector. Conversion of Mr. Spector's
preferred stock will represent 836,000
shares to C&C at approximately $4.50 per
common share.
In explaining the basis on which the sale

ed on network Nov. 8, 1946, and stemmed
from local sponsorship on WNBT (TV) New
York starting Sept. 29, 1944, claiming to be
nation's first sponsored boxing telecast. Renewal marks sponsor's 15th year in tv.
CRACKLY CORNER • General Mills
(Wheaties), through Knox-Reeves Adv. Inc.,
both Minneapolis, has signed for sponsorship
of ABC-TV's The Baseball Corner, (Sun. 99:30 p.m.) effective with program's debut
June 1 .
SUMMER STOCK • Six participating sponsors for NBC-TV's Bob Crosby Show (Sat.
8-9 p.m.), which will replace Perry Como
Show from June 14 through Sept. 16 [At
Deadline, May 14], were announced last
week by network. Sponsors, with agencies
in parenthesis, will include (on various
dates) American Dairy Assn. (CampbellMithun); Kimberly-Clark Corp., for Kleeadvertising expenditure ratio, despite its
wide acceptance by the consuming public.
We believe by combining forces we will correct that deficiency and provide for substanThe new directors of the corporation in
tial growth."
addition to Messrs. Fox and Spector are
Gen. James A. Van Fleet, USA (Ret.), director of 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.;
William Zeckendorf, chairman of Webb &
Knapp Inc.; Charles F. McKhann, director
of Stanley Warner, American News and
Chemway (and brother-in-law of Serge
Semenenko, Boston banker); Wickliffe
Shreve, partner of Hayden Stone and director of Air Express Agency and Knott
Hotels, and Morris Forgash, president of
U. S. Freight Co.
Hazel Bishop was the first major cosmetic
firm to go into network television. The firm
started in 1950 with a 15-minute show
featuring Kate Smith. In 1952 it sponsored
Freddy Martin for 26 weeks, then shifted
to Stop the Music and in September 1952
it underwrote the This Is Your Life show
on NBC-TV for 3Vz years. In September
1955 the cosmetic firm sponsored the first
NBC-TV spectacular with Betty Hutton,
followed by the Martha Raye show. The
next year the firm shifted to CBS-TV and
two daytime shows, Garry Moore and Beat
the Clock. HB currently is sponsoring M

was made Mr. Fox said: "Raymond Spector
has built a great brand name in the cosmetic
Squad on NBC-TV.
field for Hazel Bishop. We in
C&C have built a vast bank
of tv time across the nation
HAZEL BISHOP company
PROFIT PICTURE
As compiled by
which will be used to promote the sale of Hazel Bishop
sources
YEAR
TV BUDGET
HB SALES
products. Advertising is the
PROFITS
HB *
(BEFORE TO
TAXES)
life blood of an effective mar1950
keting operation. We intend
$346,000
$714,000
1951
$1,400
to add new strength to the
1,200,000
25,000
2,815,000
1952
149,000
Hazel Bishop organization,
4,550,000
1,900,000
1953
enabling it to gain a growing
1,987,000
9,908,000
3,300,000
share of the cosmetic market.
1,859,000
4,600,000
11,957,000
1954
1955
"It is common knowledge
11,462,000
1,000,000
5,600,000
that the earnings of Hazel
*1956
Bold
10,270,000
4,800,000
1,263,000
1957
Bishop have been adversely
4,300,000
10,006,000
1,012,000
face
indicates
loss.
affected up to now by its inability to achieve a healthy

Broadcasting

nex products (Foote, Cone & Belding);
Knomark Mfg. Co. for Esquire shoe
polishes (Emil Mogul Co.); Noxzelma&
Chemical Co. (Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwel
Bayles Inc.); RCA and Whirlpool Corp.
(Kenyon & Eckhardt) and Sunbeam Corp.
(Perrin-Paus.).
VOICE AT THIRTY • Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co., Akron, renewed its Voice of
Firestone for next season on ABC-TV
(Monday, 9-9:30 p.m.). Program ends its
season June 2 and will resume next September. Voice, which completes its 30th
year of continuous broadcasting Dec. 3,
claims to the longest-running commercially
sponsored music program in broadcast field.
Agency: Sweeney & James Co., Cleveland.
NEW FALL LOOK • Aluminum Co. of
America has renewed its sponsorship of
Alcoa Theatre, Monday, 9:30-10 p.m. on
NBC-TV effective Oct. 6. Production will
be new next year with Screen Gems producing series and Harry Ackerman, former
CBS vice president in charge of west coast
programming, as executive producer of
Alcoa Theatre and alternating show, Goodyear Theatre, sponsored by Goodyear Rubber Co. Agency for Alcoa is Fuller Smith
& Ross, New York. Agency for Goodyear
is Young and Rubicam, New York.
SIPPING & SEWING • Singer Sewing Machine Co. and Thomas J. Lipton Co., both
through Young & Rubicam, have renewed
NBC-TV's The Calif ornians (Tues., 1010:30 p.m.) for 1958-59 season.

ROUNDUP • ABC Radio recorded more than $1.1 million in new and
renewed business within past two weeks,
John H. White, director of national sales,
Christian Reformed
Thursday.
reported
Church, through Stoetzel & Assoc. will spon-7,
sor Back to God Hour beginning Sept.
for 52 weeks. Time will be announced.
Gospel Broadcasting Assn. through R. H.
Albert Co., renewed sponsorship for 52
weeks of Old Fashioned Revival Hour
(Sun., 4-4:30 p.m.). Sponsors to sign for
new and renewed Breakfast Club segments
and various newscasts include Clairol Inc.
through Foote, Cone & Belding; Glamorene Inc., through Garfield-Linn & Co.;
Jell-O Division
Corp.
Foods
General
Niagara Mfg.
am;
Rubic
&
Young
h
throug
& Distr. Co., through George Massis Adv.;
Savings & Loan Foundation, through McCann-Erickson, and Van Nuys Savings &
Loan Assn. through J. W. Raymond Adv.

RADIO

TWO DOWN • Chrysler Corp., Detroit,
last week notified CBS-TV it would drop
Climax! and once-every-f ourth-week
Shower of Stars programs (Thurs., 8:309:30 p.m.) at end of current season. Leo
Burnett Co., Chrysler's new agency, indicated last week that "no decision" had been
reached by automaker regarding 1958-59
network tv plans. CBS-TV meanwhile has
announced it will switch Zane Grey Theatre,
now seen Fridays, into the 9-9:30 p.m. half
of 60 minutes vacated by Chrysler; Zane
Grey will be sponsored by General Foods
Corp. and S. C. Johnson & Son.
Broadcasting

into mirror
look
in some hours with print media. He reads
a median five books a year.
Standard of living: 87% own their own
homes, median cost, $19,600. The middle
Minneapolis adman also owns V/3 cars, VA
tv sets and 1 Vz noncar radios. He has a good
share of freezers, washers, dryers, boats,

men
ad
Minneapolis
Minneapolis' Madison Avenue is nothing
like the Ad Row described in books and
the movies. The Advertising Club of Minneapolis has surveyed 382 specialists and come
up with a conservative type representing
the typical Minneapolis adman.
With interest running high in what John
Q. Public thinks of the advertising world
[Special Report, April 28; Advertisers &
Agencies, Jan. 6, et seq.], the Minneapolis
ad club decided to find out how the local

boat motors, typewriters, power lawnmowers, workshop equipment, hi-fi systems and
other goods. Of those surveyed, 55% never
employ personal or household servants, 36%
rarely to occasionally, 14% frequently and
1% full-time.
Church-going is a frequent-to-regular
activity with 42% of the Minneapolis ad
group and 26% never miss services. Other
organized activity includes membership in
civic, professional, fraternal, social and
cultural groups, the median respondent belonging to one of each.
A high participation in golfing, hunting
and fishing also appears in the profile, with
a handful of other sports listed.
Politically the group split 22% liberal,
22% independent and 14% conservative,
with Republican Party affiliation for 57%,
Democrat for 13%, no Communists and no
Socialists.

adman analyzes himself. "Outstanding"
and family man — that's
citizen,heworker
is, the club is convinced, after
what
tabulating replies to some 70 questions
answered anonymously by Ad Club members.
Moreover, in Minneapolis the advertising
professional is well educated, sports-minded,
community and church minded and busy.
Mr. Average Minneapolis Adman is a
native son, college educated (55%), 37.5
years old (median age) and is supporting a
wife and 2.8 children on a $10,000 median

yearly income. Respondents to the Minneapolis questionnaire were divided mainly
between advertising agencies and media with
job tenure a median 3.8 years.
The Minneapolis adman works 39 hours
a week at the office and 4.9 hours a week
at home. Still he has time to watch television
7% hours (a median, individual, not a
family figure) and listen to radio 4Vi hours,
with news shows favored on both radio
and tv. Other shows tuned on tv (in order of
westerns, variety, culpreference): drama,
tural or educational, situation comedy,
movies and musical shows. On radio: classical music and disc jockey fare.

s adman's perAs for the Minneapoli
sonality, ifhe runs with the pack (43%), he
is "an extroverted introvert (self-taught)."
Only 7% of respondents called themselves
introverts, 25% or extroverts and 18%
ambiverts.
Business and social clothes for the median

Reading was tabulated in terms of publications rather than hours, but from the number
of newspapers and magazines listed, it is
obvious that the Minneapolis adman puts

HOW

busiinclude 0.8 gray flannel suits, 5 sother
ness suits or outfits, 0.4 tuxedo or dress
suits, 1.1 hats or caps, 3.3 pair of shoes and
1.4 topcoats and overcoats (not raincoats).
Other questions in the survey cover how
the adman broke into the field, use of alcohol, vacation practices, travel and military
service.

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

weekpeople in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the
There were 124,943,000they
time:
their
spent
May 4-10. This is how

67 8%
56 6%
83 4%
30 3%
18 2%
24.8%

(84,711,000)
(70,718,000)
(104,202,000)
(37 851,000)
(22',740,000)
(30,928,000)

spent 1,660.3
975.3
spent
spent 409.7
168.2
spent
spent 241.7
124.4
spent

watching television
hours
listening to radio
...
rs
hou
g newspapers
readin
...
hours
g magazines
readin
rs
hou
million hours . watching movies on tv
attending movies*
million hours

million
million
million
million

Pa., and published
These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park,
random dispersion
e,
48-stat
a
on
based
are
exclusively by Broadcasting each week,
ger's weekly and quarterly
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlin
furnishes comprehendrawn,
" Activity'' report, from which these weekly figures are
shows the duplicated
and
ies,
categor
other
sive breakdowns of these and numerous
ght 1958 Sindlmger
Copyri
.
icated audiences between each specific medium
&andCo.undupl

Sb°r within 2-7 days of the interviewing week.
data shows: (1) 107,850,000
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of May 1, Sindlinger
in that age group) ;
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.3% of the people
tv sets in use in U. S.
(2) 41 779 000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 46,019,000
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
Factor 'Hi-Society' Account
Goes to Anderson-McConnell
Max Factor & Co. last week gave another
piece of its advertising to Anderson-McConnell, the second dividend this Los Angeles
agency has received from the cosmetic firm
since the decision to part company with
Doyle Dane Bernhach on July 1 [Advertisers & Agencies, March 31]. Creme Puff
was the first Factor product to have its advertising transferred from DDB to A-McC.
Now. the new Hi-Society lipstick is added
to Curl Control. Sof-Set, Dri-Mist, Sebb,
Sebb shampoo (dandruff control), Facial
Bath and, of course, Creme Puff.
Hi-Society lipstick is now undergoing a
test campaign in Toledo. Ohio, with tv,
newspapers and Sunday supplements as the
media. So far the test is having a spectacular success, according to Nelson Gross,
director of U. S. advertising for Max Factor,
who says "They're going like hot cakes. I
think we've started a new trend in lipsticks."
Bruce Altman, vice president of Andersupervisor on His
son-McCon el iaccount
Society. Jim Mackin is account executive.
Walter Tibbals, radio-tv director of the
agency, is also active on this new account.
Max Factor executives are now studying
the questionnaires returned by more than
30 agencies soliciting the balance of their
advertising [Advertisers & Agencies, May
12] and expect to announce the appointment of one or more new agencies about
June 1, Mr. Gross said.

Identifying Those Smoke Rings
May Cause Brand Loyalty Crisis
Sponsor brand loyalty may face its
severest test in broadcasting history next
fall should P. Lorillard sign — as has been
reported — for Ed Murrow's Person-to-Person interview series next fall on CBS-TV.
For Mr. Murrow, an inveterate chainsmoker (two packs a day), has been puffing away at Camels (R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.) for over a quarter of a century.
Lorillard would share the tab on Persons-Person with Florists Telegraph Delivery
Assn. effective Oct. 3, Time Inc. (Life magazine) having cancelled as of the end of the
current Person-to-Person cycle June 27.
Mr. Murrow was unavailable for comment Thursday, but his office said that he
has never shown a pack of Camels on the
air. The question remains: Will Mr. Murrow switch to Kents and if not, is it possible to distinguish a non-filter Camel from
a filtertip Kent on a video screen?
Meanwhile, CBS-TV hadn't yet found a
replacement show to go into the summer
period. One property under consideration
is another Murrow vehicle titled Channel
One — described by colleague Jesse Zousmer
as "a filmed anthology of the best of worldwide television."
Southern Agency Names Officers
Chief executive officers of the new advertising firm of Liller, Neal, Battle &
Lindsey Inc. of Atlanta, Richmond and New
York have been announced. They are C. K.
Liller, chairman of the board; William W.
Neal, president; James L. Battle, senior vice
Page 46
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president, and Dan W. Lindsey, vice president and manager of the Richmond office.
Liller, Neal, Battle & Lindsey is a consolidation of separate Atlanta, New York
and Richmond firms. The new agency calls
itself "one of the South's largest advertising
firms, serving 50 regional and national accounts with fully-staffed offices in Atlanta
and Richmond and a service office in New

Shulton Blames 'Eve Arden'
Quarterly Earnings Drop
InYork."
Shulton's abortive sponsorship of CBSTV's Eve Arden Show earlier this season in
the Tuesday, 8:30-9 p.m. slot was cited as
one of the reasons why the toiletries-cosmetics firm's net earnings were down during
the first quarter.
President George Lightfoot Schultz, explaining to stockholders why Shulton's first
quarter earnings dropped from $479,865 in
1957 to $177,612 in 1958, said that "high
advertising costs due to the weekly Eve
Arden tv show [which it shared with Lever
Bros.] increased our expenses substantially
during this period as compared with those
for a year earlier, and together with the
additional burden of a growing organization, have resulted in disproportionate

the client did not "buy" the idea, but later
revived the "cotton test," placed on the air
last fall in one NBC-TV Dragnet episode
and used once in Look magazine; thereafter, Judge J. Cullen Ganey instructed
B&B to withdraw these campaigns pending
final adjudication.
With the permanent injunction issued,
Warwick & Legler now is free to continue
negotiations with the shaver division of
Remington - Rand (Sperry-Rand Corp.)
which has expressed interest in purchasing
the "cotton test" idea for use by its agency,
Young & Rubicam. Judge Ganey noted, in
his conclusions, that he was unconvinced
that Benton & Bowles had, as Schick had
claimed, conceived on its own a similar "cotton test," and that therefore the idea belonged to W&L.
Schick left Warwick & Legler officially
on June 15, 1957, after having notified that
agency of its intent to quit April 1 . On Sept.
28, after hearing that B&B had worked up
its own version of the disputed "cotton test,"
H. Paul Warwick, agency president, asked
for a hearing. After Judge Ganey in October that year granted W&L injunctive relief, Schick instituted a $1.5 million countersuit against Warwick & Legler. The suit
apparently has been dropped quietly.

charges against earnings for this tradition-

Tennessee

slow quarter."
ButallyMr.
Schultz was not blaming television; while Shulton — through Wesley Assoc.
— canceled Arden this winter, as did Lever,

Ford's Godfrey on CBS Radio
The future broadcast plans of Ford Motor Co.'s Ford Div. next season on behalf
of its 1959 automobile models were still
quite loose last week, although a few more

Mr. Schultz noted "a new program is being
planned to carry our tv messages to the
fall and Christmas seasons."
for the Shulton
public
Additionally,
has prepared a blitz
spot tv program on behalf of Old Spice
men's toiletries that will be aired before
Father's Day in June. It may also be expected to turn to spot as soon as it completes diversification moves in the household products field, begun recently with
the acquisition, from B. T. Babbitt Co., of
the Bridgeport Aerosol products line. Shulton also retains Foote, Cone & Belding for
its Fine chemicals division. However, the
report showed that for the three-month
period that ended March 31 net sales were
down only $2,252 from the 1957 first quarter of $5.7 million.
'Cotton Test' Is Positive
In Favor of Warwick & Legler

Warwick & Legler, New York, has been
sustained in its seven-month long quest to
answer a burning question: When a client
switches agencies, who owns title to unpublished orun-aired copy and art ideas?
A federal district court judge in Philadelphia on May 9 granted W&L the permanent injunction it sought against Schick
Inc., prohibiting the ex- Warwick & Legler
client from using the controversial "cotton
test" advertising idea through its current
agency, Benton & Bowles. [Advertisers &
Agencies, Oct. 28, 1957, et seq.] The "cotton test" idea, claimed W&L, was conceived
personnel for Schick at a time the
its
by
Lancaster, Pa., electric shaver firm was
placing its business through that agency;

Ernie Replaces

pieces in the "puzzle" were fitted.
• Unannounced but confirmed is Ford's
signing of Tennessee Ernie Ford as the
replacement for Arthur Godfrey (who had
asked to be relieved) in the Godfrey portion of the $4 million-plus, 52-week package
on CBS Radio entitled, Ford Road Show.
Mr. Ford takes over June 2. Mr. Godfrey's
Monday-Friday stint is on the network,
5:05-5:30 p.m. Reports are the Tennessee
Ernie slot will be cut by about 10 minutes.
• There is liklihood that Tennessee
Ernie's show on television (NBC-TV),
which Ford sponsors on an alternate week
basis, will continue next season. The fact
he has been signed for the radio package
strengthens this report.
Already announced is Ford's pickup of an
alternate week sponsorship of Wagon Train
on NBC-TV, relieving its sister division,
Edsel, which has participated in the program this season.
Out of Ford's plan for the coming season:
alternate week of Zane Grey Theatre (CBSTV) and Suspicion (NBC-TV) in which
this season is sponsored 12 hours of 25
from September through March.
The $4.2 million net billing package on
CBS Radio runs through Aug. 31 of this
year. The question of whether or not Ford
will pick up the option it holds for another
13 weeks to carry the package through the
end of the year apparently rests with Dearborn's assessment of marketing-media plans
for its next year's models.

J. Walter Thompson, New York, is Ford's
agency.
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
Motivations
Analyzed

from

Commercials

at Chicago

VIDEODEX

Seminar

Recall of sales points is not adequate to
measure a television commercial's impact
and sales force, representatives of Social
Research Inc.. Chicago said a fortnight ago
at the Fred Niles seminar in Chicago. The tv
production meeting was sponsored by Fred
A. Niles Productions Inc., Chicago producer of film shows and commercials.
Dr. Burleigh Gardner, executive director
of Social Research Inc., and Dr. Sidney J.
Levy, director of psychological research for
the firm, described a new tv commercial
evaluation service by Social Research. Explaining the application of motivation research to commercial evaluation, Dr. Gardner said his firm's system analyzes tv commercials assymbolic communications, avoiding "the dead hand of superficial evaluation
— the like-dislike concept — which can lead
to the kind of commercials whose communicative aspects are completely inadequate for the purpose of the advertising."
Dr. Levy said the MR-oriented evaluation is useful at all stages of commercial
production, including the story board. He
gave some criteria used in the Social Research evaluation process:
"First, we concern ourselves with the
'overall' or gestalt of the commercial — the
meaning to the viewer of both the face
values and the underlying symbols. Then
we examine: the 'phantasy and energy'
stimulated by the commercial (Do the viewers identify themselves with the product and
to what degree?), the 'psychological distance' (Does the presentation bring the
product 'home' to the viewer?) and the
'symbolic fertility' (Are the symbols being
used really communicating with meaning
and authority?). Finally, we test for change
in brand image and determine whether this
change is favorable or unfavorable."
Gardner

Adv.

Adds

Two

to Board

Gardner Advertising, St. Louis, has reelected seven board members, and added
two, David P. Ferriss and Warren Kratky,
the agency has announced. Incumbents:
Elmer G. Marshutz, board chairman;
Charles E. Claggett, president; Roland L.
Martini, head of the New York office and
executive television director; Herbert S.
Gardner, secretary-treasurer, and vice presidents William L. Spencer, John H. Leach and
Champ C. Humphrey. Mr. Ferriss is vice
president and account supervisor for three
divisions of Monsanto Chemical Co., Jack
Daniel Distillery and Grove Labs. Mr.
Kratky, also a vice president, is supervisor
on the Duncan Hine Special Baking Mixes
account of Procter & Gamble Co.
Ludlum

to Head

Kudner

Tv-Radio

The appointment of Stuart D. Ludlum as
director of television and radio of Kudner
Adv., New York, was announced last Thursday by C. M. Rohrabaugh, president. Mr.
Ludlum, formerly director of tv-radio for
C. J. La Roche & Co. and vice president of
its west coast office, succeeds Myron Kirk,
who resigned from Kudner last December.
Page 48

TOP

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS
No
Tv Report for April 1-7
Homes
Rank
(000)
1. Gunsmoke
14,061
argo
2. Perry Como
13,980
4.
3. Tales of Wells F
12,887
Danny Thomas
12,771
5.
11,339
7. Wyatt Earp
Restless Gun
6.
11,057
8. Dinah Shore
9. Bob
10,996
LineupHope
10,840
10.
10,804
Have Gun, Will Travel
10,271
1.
Homes
Rank
Perry Como
40.0
2.
Gunsmoke
39.5
4.
3. Tales of Wells Fargo (NBC)
37.3
35.8
Danny Thomas
35.0
5. Wyatt Earp
6. Restless Gun
33.5
7. Bob Hope
32.0
31.5
8. Dinah Shore
Lineup
(CBS)
30.8
9.
10.
29.7
Have Gun, Will Travel
Videodex Inc.
Copyright 1958
ARB
TOP
Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS
Rating
Tv Report for April 8-14
47.2
41.4
36.8
36.1
35.5
35.1
34.3
34.1
33.9
33.7

Gunsmoke
Perry Como
Wyatt Earp
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz
I've Got A Secret
You Bet Your Life
Price Is Right
Have Gun, Will Travel
Wagon Train
Cheyenne

Rank
1. Gunsmoke
2. Perry Como
3. Lucille Ball-Dezi Arnaz
4. Wyatt Earp
5. Cheyenne
6. Have Gun, Will Travel
7. Steve Allen
8. Real McCoys
9. Wagon Train
10. You Bet Your Life

No. Homes
(000)
49,580
49,310
40,450
38,370
36,220
35,950
35,890
35,520
35,440
33,440

Copyright 1958 ARB

TOP

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for April 6-19
TOTAL AUDIENCEf
Rank
1. Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz
2. Gunsmoke
3. Perry Como Show
4. Emmy Awards— 10:00
5. Emmy Awards — 10:45
6. lerry Lewis Show
7. High Adventure-L. Thomas
8. Tales of Wells Fargo
9. Danny Thomas Show

No. Homes
(000)
19,508
18,913
16,193
16,108
15,683
15,428
15,215
15,130
15,003

10. Have ' Gun, Will Travel

14,748

Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

% Homes*
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz
46.7
Gunsmoke
45.4
Perry Como Show
39.0
Emmy Awards — 10:00
38.9
Emmy Awards— 10:45
37.7
Jerry Lewis Show
37.5
High Adventure-L. Thomas 36.9
Tales of Wells Fargo
36.6
Danny Thomas Show
35.9
Restless Gun
35.9
average audience:|:

Rank
3.
1. Gunsmoke
5.
2. Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz
10:00
Tales ofAwards
Wells —Fargo
4. Emmy
Have Gun, Will Travel
9.
6. Emmy Awards — 10:45
7. Danny Thomas Show
8. I've Got a Secret
Restless Gun
10. GE Theatre
2.
Rank
4.
1. Gunsmoke
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz
6.
3. Emmy Awards — 10:00
Tales of Wells Fargo
5. Have Gun, Will Travel
Awards — 10:45
7. Emmy
Danny Thomas Show
Restless Gun
8. I've
Got a Secret
9.
10. GE Theatre

imu. nuiricb
(000)
I1 o,^ l UJ
lJ,jjj
14 Toy
TOO
1/1
14,1
jj
H,Zjo
14,110
14,068
13,728
13,600
12,580
43.5
36.2
34.4
es"
% Hom
34.4
33.9
34.3
33.7
33.6
32.6

30.7
(f) Homes reached by all or any part of the
program, except for homes viewing only
1 to 5 minutes.
(J) Homes reached during the average minute
of the program.
* Percented ratings are based on tv homes
within reach of station facilities used by
each program.
Copyright 1958 A. C Nielsen Co.
in alphabetical order,
in this
week's
BACKGROUND:
The appear
following
programs,
Broadcasting tv ratings roundup. Information is in following order: program name,
network, number of stations, sponsor,
agency, day and time.
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz (CBS-191): Ford
(JWT), Tues. once monthly 9-10 p.m.
Cheyenne (ABC-99): General Electric
(Y&R): Tues. 8:30-9 p.m.
Perry Como Show (NBC-182) : Participating sponsors., Sat. 8-9 p.m.
Emmy Awards (NBC-130) : Pontiac (MacManus, John & Adams), Procter & Gam(Grey), April 12, 10-11; April 15
(10-11blep.m.).
G. E. Theatre (CBS-154) : General Electric
(BBDO),
Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-161): Liggett & Myers
(D-F-S), alternating with Remington
Rand (Y&R), Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-125): Lever
Bros. (JWT) and American Home Products (Bates), Sat. 9:30-18 p.m.
High Adventure -Lowell Thomas (CBS144): General Motors Corp. (CampbellEwald), April 19 9-10 p.m.
Bob Hope Show (NBC-157): Johnson Motors (JWT), Dutch Masters Cigars
(EWR&R), Sat. April 5, 9-10 p.m.
I've Got a Secret (CBS-198): R. J. Reynolds (Esty), Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.
Jerry Lewis Show (NBC-165) : Oldsmobile
(D. P. Brother), Tues. 8-9 p.m.
Lineup (CBS-162): Brown & Williamson
(Bates), Procter & Gamble (Y&R), alternating, Fri. 10-10:30 p.m.
Price Is Right (NBC-118) : RCA Victor
(K&E) and Speidel (Norman, Craig &
Kummel), Mon. 7:30-8 p.m.
Restless Gun (NBC-107) : Warner Lambert
(SSC&B), Mon. 8-8:30 p.m.
Dinah Shore Show (NBC-144): Chevrolet
(Campbell-Ewald), Sun. 9-10 p.m.
Tales of Wells Fargo (NBC-147): Buick
(M-E), American Tobacco (SSC&B)
Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Danny Thomas Show (CBS-158) : General
Foods (B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Wagon Train (NBC-152) : Lewis Howe
(M-E), Drackett (Y&R), Edsel (FC&B),
alternating, Wed. 7:30-8 p.m.
Wyatt
Earp
(ABC-103):
General
Mills
(D-F-S),
Procter
& Gamble
(Compton),
Tues. 8:30-9 p.m.
You Bet Your Life (NBC-177): DeSoto
(BBDO), Toni (North), Thurs. 8-8:30
Broadcasting
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THE origination of package shows and
the decline of agency-produced programs has led many an agency producer
into a new field — producing filmed commercials. In most instances this transition
from shows to commercials has been not
only a gradual but also a reluctant one.
Why reluctant?
Well, having been in on the actual production and direction of shows, having
experienced the tremendous sense of exhilaration and satisfaction which results
from the successful presentation of a television program, it is perhaps only natural
that these producers feel the production
of commercials not only somewhat beneath
them, but also just about as far removed
from show business as it's possible to get.
It is the writer's contention that this is
true only insofar as the individual producer
wants it to be.
The production of commercials can be
as exciting — as rewarding an experience —
as the production of a show itself. For the
only way in which a commercial can be
satisfactorily produced is by treating it in
exactly the same fashion as if it were a
show.
This is no simple task. Perhaps the
complexities can best be described by following the step-by-step production of a
commercial.
At Kudner it is established practice that
the creative department and the tv
film producers work hand in hand. This
is much more than a lip-service sort of
cooperation.
Almost all ideas originate within the
creative group, since its members are most
familiar with the client's basic wishes and
philosophy. But new ideas are welcomed —
are indeed solicited — from all parts of the
agency. When a new commercial is requisitioned, ameeting is held at which all
conceivable ideas are kicked back and
forth. No suggestion is too wild, none too
remote, to be considered at this time.
Once a fundamental concept has been
arrived at and the general approach decided upon, the creative department puts
the commercial into script form. This then
becomes the subject of another meeting
at which every scene is reviewed from all
angles. Will it play? Does it contribute
to the overall commercial, to the sales
point in question? Is there another approach which might be preferable?
The creative group then puts the script
into final form, incorporating whatever
changes may have come from this meeting.
After client approval is received, the agency
producer is then ready to select a production
company. [Mr. Kahn expands on the
selection problem in a separate story,
page 54].
Once the producing organization has
been selected, the producer is ready to
Page 52 • May 19, 1958
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Kudner's

go ahead with actual production. From here
on he and the script should be inseparable.
He must take that script and figuratively
walk around it, look at it from all sides
and from all angles before deciding upon
his final approach. He must live with it,
eat with it, sleep with it, for this is his
basic tool, the cornerstone upon which
his entire effort depends.

Edgar

Kahn

But what happens when this same producer is given a commercial to produce?
All too often he accepts the script as gospel
and makes no real effort to add to the
basic concept as provided by the writer.
Then, to compound the problem, the producer fails to follow through on every
detail and leaves many decisions to the
director simply because he doesn't stay
in close enough contact with day-to-day
production problems. The result? A commercial which reflects the ideas and decisions not of the agency producer but of
the director — a director who, no matter
how talented he is, may be completely
unfamiliar with the sales points in question.
One of the first times in which agency
producer must exert a guiding hand is dur-

Above all, the commercial script must
be treated just like a show script and
handled with the same degree of loving
care.
The average agency commercial producer
certainly means to contribute everything
possible to all stages of the production.
But in too many instances — and without his
even knowing exactly how it
happens — he loses control
somewhere between the start
of actual photography and the
time when the finished commercial isin the can.
This brings us to the production-direction-editing area
which forms the other major
problem for the agency producer.
THE director supplied by
the producing organization
has been carefully selected for
his talents. In most instances
he has a background of many
years experience in films, has
a better than working knowledge of cutting and editing
and, most particularly, is
noted for a creative, imaginative approach to his work.
All of this is of inestimable
value to the agency producer.
But it does not mean that he

THE

AUTHOR

(facing camera) is director of radio and

tv commercial production for Kudner Agency. Mr. Kahn's
views on the role of the commercial producer and his
dealings with film companies come from long personal experience. Before getting into the agency field he was with
NBC for 17 years, producing and directing such shows as
All-Star Review, Tallulah Bankhead Show, Martin Kane
and One Man's Family. From 1954-1957 he was manager
of Kudner's Hollywood office.

should place himself completely in the hands of the
director. The agency producer
who is worth his salt sticks
his neck out a hundred times
on every job he does. And
since it is his neck, his job,
and in the end his final responsibility, he
must be the one to make the final decisions.
When his principal concern was with
the production of actual programs, the
agency producer would under no circumstances accept an original script without
giving it the closest possible scrutiny. He
would make absolutely certain that the
script was in the best possible shape — that
it had a beginning, a middle and an end —
and, above all, that it would play. He would
cast with the greatest of care, pay particular attention to sets, wardrobe, makeup,
technical requirements. Above all, he'd try
several different approaches to the same
scene in order to be absolutely sure of his
interpretation.

ing the production meeting. This meeting is
usually attended by the producer, director,
writer, assistant producer, unit manager, designer, script girl and assistant director.
When available it is well to have the cameraman (director of photography) also present.
Every detail concerned with the production must be settled at this time. The agency
producer starts the meeting by giving a general outline of the commercial under consideration and briefly describing each scene
(actual shots are not nailed down until later).
Following this he outlines the requirements
of each set as called for in the script and
describes his ideas for each. The designer
then takes this information and two or three
Broadcasting
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Every once in a while someone comes
up with the suggestion that agencies do
their own production of commercials.
This idea is based upon the philosophy
that the film production company makes
no contribution other than a purely
physical one. After all, they argue, why
not save the middle-man's profit for
your client? All you need is a stage,
a director, director of photography, designer and gaffer and you're ready to
go. Nothing could be further from the
truth.
The one thing which cannot be put
together in a hurry is organization. Organization tofind a talented staff; organization to find the right stage at the
right time; organization to work with
optical houses and laboratories; organization to get the job done.
The only way in which an agency
can produce good film commercials without the use of a production company
is by forming a unit within the agency,
which in effect is a small film producing
organization. In most cases such a procedure isimpractical, particularly in the
case of small agencies, although in some
instances agencies have made working
agreements with production houses.
At Kudner our procedure is to use
several film producers rather than tying
up with any particular organization. Our
reasoning is that such a policy prevents
the commercial from falling into a set
pattern and aids in maintaining a certain
degree of freshness.
As previously stated, the majority of
film production companies do a highly
competent technical job. Where then can
we find those small differences which can
swing the choice in favor of one or the
other? The final choice is usually based
on the following:
Talent and imagination: It cannot be
emphasized too strongly that basic decisions and responsibility must rest with
the agency producer. On the other hand,

days later submits several sketches to the
agency producer for final selection.1
Prior to the production meeting the assistant producer has made a complete breakdown of all props used in the commercial.
This list is distributed to all those in the
meeting and each item is discussed in minute
detail. Will the agency supply artwork?
Should lettering be white-on-black or blackon-white? Should letters be block or script?
What is the size and type of the cigarette
lighter? Must it be one which can be operated with one hand?
Then there is a discussion of various
problems such as rehearsal times, special
makeup, wardrobe, use of doubles, hand
1 Set design is a problem which mainly concerns
the agency producer and the designer. Considerable time may be saved by having a> preproduction meeting between these two and
settling set problems prior to the actual production meeting. This also gives the designer time
to prepare preliminary designs and elevations
which are then available for discussion by all
those present at the meeting.
Page 54
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we are all brain-pickers and unless there
is real talent available, the picking will
be awfully slim. An organization which
is dependent upon picking up a designer,
director, cameraman, gaffer, editor, etc.,
for each specific assignment can hardly
come up with top talent on every occasion. Holding such key personnel on a
permanent basis obviously means a
greater overhead and may result in somewhat higher charges to the agency, but
they are more than compensated for
by the end result.
Ability to work with the agency producer: This is one of those seemingly
small items which can be of the greatest
importance to the producer. Adequate
editing and screening facilities must be
available during preliminary cutting stages
and the editor must be relieved of all
other assignments so that he is free to
work with the producer at all times.
Service: Most clients have the tendency
(and, incidentally, the right) to make
last-minute commercial changes. These
may involve editing, opticals, changes in
dialogue, scheduling, shipment of prints
to local dealers, etc. Revisions of this
type are usually tied in with a running
ad campaign and must be made very
quickly or their value is lost. The producing organization which makes the
most important contribution in this regard is the one which commences working with the agency at the first production meeting and never stops until
production is completed and the final
prints have been delivered.
Financial responsibility: As in all business dealings, it is well to deal with a
company which has a sound financial
structure. In the case of commercial
production this is true to a greater than
normal extent since there are many intangible and unforeseen items which the
producing organization may be called
upon to handle before production is
completed.

models, stand-ins, sound effects, stock shot
requirements if any, special effects, etc. The
production meeting will have served its
purpose only if everyone involved comes
away with a complete working knowledge
of the commercial and of exactly what he is
expected to contribute.
BEFORE

the start of principal photography, the agency producer and the director must meet once again and go over
every shot with an eye to just what they
want to see. It is usually advantageous for
them to work out their ideas independently
before this get-together, so that each will
have the advantage of the others thinking.
But, as always, the final decision must rest
with the producer. ■
Incidentally, it is quite often possible to
save important money by shooting out of
sequence and a shooting schedule should be
decided upon by producer and director be-

fore the start of photography. When shooting
out of sequence particular attention must
be paid to editing problems. Unless the
director keeps the story-line well in mind
it is quite possible that the completed commercial will not cut and performers may
appear to make awkward moves or jump
back and forth within the frame.
Even though he has decided on the content of each shot, the producer must not
relax his attention even for a moment. The
only way in which he can be sure of getting
exactly what he wants is by actually looking
through the camera, and this he must do for
each and every shot. And while he is looking
he must never stop thinking. Is the product
displayed to its best advantage? Is this the
best possible picture composition . . . the
best lighting? Does this scene contribute to
the overall commercial? Are all the technical
requirements of television film fulfilled?
It should also be remembered that the
cheapest thing the producer has is film. If,
even after repeated preliminary discussion,
there remains a conflict of opinion about the
interpretation of a scene, it should be shot
both ways. There will be plenty of time to
make a final decision in the projection room,
without taking the time of the entire crew.
Dailies are usually viewed by the agency
producer, director, assistant producer,
unit manager, director of photography and
editor. At this time the producer must decide which takes are to be used. If a great
deal of footage is involved, several screenings may be needed before a choice can
be made. The producer should view the
film in the most critical manner possible
and solicit suggestions from all concerned
before making his final decision.
THEN comes editing, recording, scoring
and dubbing. At this stage the editor becomes the most important man in the whole
production. He now goes into a huddle with
the agency producer and the director to
discuss specific ideas on how to cut the picture. Armed with this information the editor
retires to his cutting room to make the first
rough cut. In making this rough cut he uses
those suggestions made by the producer and
director as a starting point to which he contributes editorial ideas of his own. This often
involves trying several different approaches
before he can come up with the best possible
finished product. A good, imaginative editor
can make a tremendous contribution to any
Once the agency producer has approved
picture.
the rough cut, the editor makes any suggested revisions or changes, trims the picture
to overall length and orders whatever opticals are required.
While the picture is going through
these stages, the agency producer must
see that the sound is not neglected.
If there is additional recording to be done
he must be present to approve the reading
and select the take to be used. If stock
music is to be used he must work with
the sound cutter on its selection. If the
music is to be original he must work with
the composer in order to be sure of achieving the right mood and accenting those
things which he wants to point up. The
agency producer must also be present at
Broadcasting
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When all the elements of both picture
and sound are finished, the various sound
tracks are mixed together at the dubbing
session. This again requires the presence
of the agency producer, since only he can
make the final decision on whether the
balance is correct.
When both sound and picture are in
their final forms, the editor sends them
to the laboratory for a composite print.
Delivery of this first answer print marks
the first time that the agency producer
actually sees the commercial in its final
can
form. (Additional printing • corrections

lights
still be made by changing printer
the
ing
on individual scenes.) In view
mind
in
answer print it is well to keep
ision
the technical limitations of the telev
t exists
reproducing system. If any doub should
it
t
prin
about the quality of the
be run on closed circuit before acceptance
and before ordering quantity printing.
film producer
THE successful ageency
and expend the
must take the tim
effort necessary to gain a good basic
technical background. Only in this way
can he be certain that the producing company is satisfactorily fulfilling its function.
But he must never, under any circumstances, allow this technical know-how to
It must be used
dominate his thinking.
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Production

pitfalls

POOR: Lack of detail and contrast
in background causes loss of facial
detail during transmission.

GOOD: Break-up of background
result in
and plenty of video signal ion.
much better home recept

VERTICAL STAGING: Moves toward
camera (#2 in diagram) rather
than across stage (#1) permit
tighter camera angle, better composition. Note camera angle determined by size of shot of key
performer in picture below.

POOR: Detail in interior of car
lost as it is blackest portion of
picture. Front detail lost as it is
peak white part of picture.
Broadcasting

h
simply as a solid foundation upon whic
to base his efforts (see story below).
Utilizing this knowledge as the first step,
he must then lend his every effort toward
creative thinking— toward adding to those
ideas which the creative writing group has
put into the script. He must remember at
— a
all times that a successful commercial
thing
commercial which has that "some
extra"— doesn't just happen. It is the result
constant atof continuous application, of
tention todetail, and, above all, of a studied
effort to think creatively.
Only in this way can the agency producer be sure that he has made the maximum contribution and that the results of
efforts will reflect credit upon himself
his
and his agency.

them
dodge
to
how
DENSITY: The agency producer
should be aware that a film which
looks good on a projector and
screen will not necessarily produce
the desired results when seen at
home by the ultimate viewer. In
order to achieve these results the
following points should be kept
in mind:
1. Print contrast range should
not exceed 50 to 1 nor be less than
25 to 1.
POOR: Loss of detail in dark gray
a
in
and white areas due to insufficient
lights
high
on
2. Density
negative
density.
0.2
than
print should not be less
nor greater than 0.3; density in
the darkest areas should not exceed 2.0. (Overall range —1.7)
3. Density of human faces in
a print should lie between 0.55 to
0.75 for best reproduction.
4. Average density of normal
pictortoial1.3.prints should lie between
0.9

LIGHTING: When special lighting effects are necessary producers
should keep the following television
POOR: Loss of detail in light gray
requirements in mind:
and white areas due to too great
1. The maximum contrast in a
negative density.
be no greater than
sceneto should
20
1.
2. Backlight should be used
liberally in order to make performers stand out.
3. If faces are too bright they
will lose detail when broadcast; if
too dark they will tend to go black
when broadcast. In addition,
areas behind perbrightly lighted
formers' faces may cause them to
become objectionably dark.
4. Large dark areas should not
GOOD: . Note detail in gray areas
density
be used to create moody or low
resulting from correct negative
areas
dark
key effects. Instead,
should be broken up with alternate
If
someone in closeup at all times.
patterns of light and shadow. will
detail
facial
done
not
is
this
BLACK - AND - WHITE REFERalso be lost.
ENCE: Simply, all this means is
5. Spotlight effects should be
every scene should include
that
handled with extreme care. The
something which (to the camera)
subject should be kept in closeup
is black and which contains nonand the background broken up with
essential picture information, and
light.
something which (to the camera)
VERTICAL STAGING: Use of
ns non-esis white and also contai
wide angle camera shots should
sential picture information. These
be kept to a minimum. Television
two reference points can then be
is essentially a closeup medium;
used by the video control operator
remember that the picture which
for setting black and white peaks.
picyou see on a 12-ft. screen in
This automatically places the you
which
with
tion
informa
seen
ture
rarely
is
GOOD: Video operator can set
room
ion
project
the
at home on a receiver larger than
are most concerned between those
white peaks on sky, black peaks
g
on shadows, automatically placin
21 inches. Whenever possible make
peaks — in the area where it will be
use of vertical staging to keep
car in middle picture range.
received to best advantage.
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33.9% 16.4%

■i i»

WTVJ

CHANNEL
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FILM CONTINUED
firms, produced and directed by Alfred
Wagg, and written by Joe DiMona. It is
being distributed by the Wagg firm at 7801
Woodmont Ave., Washington 14, D. C.
WCBS-TV

Buys

700

Films

MCA-TV Film Syndication offered its
Paramount features package to all seven
New York stations last week and within 48
hours, WCBS-TV New York bought the
700 pictures for a reported price of over
$8 million. Contract was signed by Lou
Friedland, vice president in charge of sales
for MCA-TV film and Sam Cook Digges,
general manager of WCBS-TV and Hal
Hough, program director for the station.
This marks the third sale for Paramount
Pictures by MCA-TV. Two previous sales
were to WBZ-TV Boston and KETV (TV)
Omaha.

Paramount

SCRIPTS of New York Confidential, new TPA series under production, are checked by
Clarence F. Niessen (seated I), advertising-sales promotion manager of D-X Sunray Oil
Co., which is sponsoring the series in 50 midwestern markets this fall; Michael M.
Sillerman, executive vice president, Television Programs of America Inc. (seated r);
(standing, I to r), Eugene Dennis of Potts-Woodbury Inc., D-X Sunray advertising
agency; Leon Fromkess, TPA vice president and executive producer of New York
Confidential, and Walt Plant, TPA western division manager. The show, starring Lee
Tracy, starts for D-X Sunray in 13 states Sept. 8.

AAP
In

Stock

Trust

to

Until

be

Held

Trial

New York State Supreme Court Judge
Aron Steuer Jr. last week granted a temporary injunction that will hold controlling
stock in Associated Artists Productions in
trust pending the outcome of litigation. The
complaint by National Telefilm Assoc. filed
early in the year [Film, Jan. 20] was heard
on April 29.
United Artists Corp. is enjoined from
carrying out its plan to take over assets of
AAP until a trial is held. No date has yet
been set for trial. The history of the AAPNTA-UA squabble is a long one. It began
in November when NTA announced it had
contracted to buy more than 50% of AAP
common stock from a shareholders' group
headed by Louis Chesler, then AAP board
chairman, and Maxwell Goldhar, then an
AAP director and vice president. These
principals later repudiated the report transaction and NTA in December filed suit in
New York State Supreme Court asking
$200,000 in damages each against UA and
five officers of UA and AAP. UA, meanwhile, had announced that month that its
subsidiary, Gotham Television Corp., had
purchased 700,000 shares of AAP stock for
$8.5 million.

Because of Gotham's creation subsequent
to the time NTA had filed its original damage suit, a new action was filed in January
and it is this action on which the judge has
granted the injunction. NTA renewed its
claims for damages in its January filing
providing the stock is turned over to NTA.
If not turned over, then NTA seeks $18
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million in damages. Defendants: UA,
Gotham, AAP, Elliot Hyman (AAP president), and Ray Stark and Henry J. Zittau
(AAP directors), Chemical Corn Exchange
Bank, Manufacturers Trust Co., United
Artists Associated Inc. and its sole stockholder, Herman Robbins.
Feld Elected

Guild

Films V.P.

Irving Feld, general sales manager of
Guild Films, has been elected vice president for sales as well as a member of the
board of directors
and appointed a
member of the executive committee,
John J. Cole, president of the company, announced last
week. Prior to joining Guild Films, Mr.
Feld was with Motion Pictures for
Television as eastern
MR. FELD

sales
manager,
eastern
sales southmanager, and southwestern sales manager; before that he was with Dragnet Productions.
Wagg

Offers Short Film on Asia

Alfred Wagg

Pictures, Washington, is

offering a 1 3 -minute film, "Challenge in
Asia," to stations for use without charge.
Narrated by Lowell Thomas, "Challenge in
Asia," shows Philippine President Carlos
P. Garcia at work and at home, giving his
answer to the Asian challenge. The public
service film was commissioned by four oil

Earnings

Up

Paramount Pictures Corp. reports an
estimated consolidated net earning of $1,045,000 in the first quarter of the year includes a net income of more than $8.3
million. Nearly $7 million reportedly was
special income that represented installment
sale of films and other special transactions
after deduction of Federal Income taxes.
The earnings represented 75 cents per share.
In the corresponding quarter last year, Paramount reported earnings of $1,299,000 or
66 cents per share. Paramount's board voted
a quarterly dividend of 50 cents per share
on common stock payable June 13 to
holders of record May 26.
FILM SALES
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. has announced itbought 52 four-minute films of
new Animaland film package for showing
on its five tv stations. Films are produced
by Telescene Film Productions Co., N. Y.
Series is said to be filmed from "real life,
yet the animals act out the story . . . and
acquire human voices." WBC transaction
was pre-release sale and package is now
available to stations throughout country.
Associated Artists Productions, N. Y., has
sold Warner Bros, cartoon library to Hearst
Corp. for its owned WBAL-TV Baltimore
and WISN-TV Milwaukee. Library also
was sold to WNEM-TV Bay City, Mich.;
Popeyes to KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo., and
Jupiter group of Warner Bros, features to
KTVU (TV) San Francisco; WISC-TV
Madison, KTNT-TV Seattle-Tacoma and
WROC-TV Rochester, N. Y. Additional
films in AAP library were purchased by
., WHCT-TV Hartford and KENS-TV San
Antonio.
"
Associated Artists Productions reports sale
of its full Warner Bros, feature library
(more than 700 motion pictures) to Storer
Broadcasting Co. for WJW-TV Cleveland
and WSPD-TV Toledo, both Ohio. AAP
also reported Vanguard group (52 Warner
features) was purchased by WOOD-TV
Grand Rapids and WDAF-TV Kansas City,
and groups of Warner pictures to WHDHTV Boston and WBBM-TV Chicago.
KBET-TV Sacramento, Calif., extended its
contract for added runs of its pictures
from AAP's Gold Mine library.
Broadcasting
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NETWORKS

CBS-TV

SPLIT

SHUFFLES

The creation of separate service departments for CBS-TV's newly split network'
and stations' divisions got under way last
week [Closed Circuit, May 12].
In the CBS-TV network division, headed
by President Louis G. Cowan, the downthe-middle separation got under way with
the appointment of Charles Steinberg, director of information for CBS Radio, as director of information services for the tv
network, and of George Bristol, director of
sales presentations for CBS-TV as operations director, sales promotion and advertising.
On the CBS-TV stations division side,
President Merle S. Jones announced the
setup will include:
• John Cowden, who has been operations director of the CBS-TV sales promotion and advertising department, will be
vice president in charge of sales promotion
and advertising for the stations division.
• Thomas Means, director of promotion
service for CBS-owned television stations,
will be director of sales promotion and advertising.
• Charles Oppenheim, CBS-TV director
of information services, will be director of
public relations.
• A controller and a director of engineering for the division, both to be announced
in the near future.
• Heads of other components of the
CBS-TV Stations Div. will continue as follows: Craig Lawrence, vice president in
charge of CBS-owned stations and CBS-TV
Spot Sales; Leslie Harris, vice president in
charge of CBS-TV Film Sales Inc.; William
Weiss, vice president and general manager

CBS

INC.

INCOME

UP

CBS Inc.'s consolidated net income for
the first quarter of this year rose 10.3%
over the same quarter of 1957.
The CBS income rise was announced
Wednesday by Board Chairman William S.
Paley after a meeting of the board of directors. Consolidated net income for the
period this year totaled $6,518,039 compared to $5,907,323 for that quarter a year
ago, or an increase of $610,716.
Net revenues and sales for the quarter
totaled $103,296,857, as compared with
$95,946,932 for the same period in 1957.
This represents a gain of 7.7%. Current
earnings are equivalent to 83 cents a share
as against earnings of 77 cents in the 1957
first quarter. Average number of shares outstanding this year is 7,881,400; last year
(for the first quarter) there were 7,651,446.
At the meeting the board declared a cash
dividend of 25 cents on Class A and Class
B stock payable June 13 to stockholders of
record at the close of business May 29.
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president,
at the company's annual stockholders meeting earlier [Networks, April 21] had noted
that first-quarter figures could be expected
to show "a slight improvement in both sales
and profits in spite of the prevailing general
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rector of promotion service for owned tv
stations in 1955.

POSTS

of Terrytoons; Sydney Rubin, director, CBS
Television Enterprises, and John Schneider,
general manager, CBS-TV Spot Sales.
Mr. Jones also reported that several departments will continue to serve both the
network and the stations divisions. These
include legal, editing, operations, personnel,
office services and photo departments.
The new departmental lineups represent

BRISTOL

STEINBERG

television
ity of the
sales promotion and
newdivision."
Cowden,
Mr.
for the stations
president
vice
ng
advertisi
division, has been with CBS since 1938. He
started in the promotion department, later

was promotion manager of KSFO San Francisco, in 1946 was named director of CBSowned stations promotion, and in 1951 became operations director, CBS-TV sales
promotion and advertising.
Mr. Means started with CBS in 1943 as
a promotion department copywriter, became
director of promotion service for CBSowned stations in 1949, and was named di-

IN
IM

Mr. Steinberg, whose successor as press

COWDEN

an extension of the principle of separating
the two divisions, put into effect last March
[Networks, March 17]. The move was
attributed to "the growth, size and complex-

1 U.3%
f\

Mr. Oppenheim, who joined the CBS program promotion department in 1948, became director of program promotion the
following year; administrative manager of
the sales promotion and advertising department for CBS Radio in 1951, and director
n
of
1954.informatio services for CBS-TV in

QUAK
tK
FD
aiiaIdT

MEANS

OPPENHEIM

information director for CBS radio had
not been set late last week, joined CBS in
that post in early 1957. Before that he
had been associated with Warner Bros, for
14 years in several publicity posts. He
formerly taught in secondary schools and
colleges and was director of education for
the Book-of-the-Month Club. He is the
author of The Mass Communicators, a
book on public relations which is being
Harper's.
weekbeenby with
this has
published
Mr. Bristol
CBS 12 years,
serving successively as promotion copywriter, senior sales presentations writer, and
for four years as director of sales promotion
and advertising for CBS Radio. He was
named director of sales presentations for
CBS-TV in 1955.

ous opti"cautihad
g of
mism,"
commenting
that
nothing
hapCBS' feelin
reaffirmed

the first quarter of 1958
economic conditions and intense competition Pened during
the IBEW strike) to
perhaps
in all areas of the company's business." At (other than
the time of that meeting, Dr. Stanton had alter this attitude.
Three Months Ended
March 30, 1957(13 Weeks)
March 29, 1958 (13 Weeks)2
$95,946,932
$103,296,857
net revenues and sales
Deduct:
operating
expenses and
$66,709,321
$70,807,743
cost of goods sold

selling, general and adMINISTRATIVE expenses . . .
PROVISION FOR DEPRECIATION
AND AMORTISATION OF FIXED
assets

17,532,967

1,370,447

MISCELLANEOUS INCOME, LESS MISCELLANEOUS
DEDUCTIONS
INCOME BEFORE FEDERAL TAXES ON INCOME . .
.
PROVISION FOR FEDERAL TAXES ON INCOME
EARNINGS PER SHARE1

14,979,540

1,683,252

89,711,157
13,585,700

83,372,113
12,574,819

582,339
14,168,039
7,650,000

72,504
12,647,323
6,740,000

$ .83

$ .77

0 in 1958
1. Earnings per share are calculated on the average number of shares, 7,881,40
periods.
month
three
e
respectiv
the
during
ing
outstand
1957,
in
6
and 7,651,44
results are subject to year end adjustments and to audit by Lybrand, Ross
2. The
& Montgomery.
Bros. 1958
Broadcasting

Cleveland?
What's

news

in

The Sohio Reporter with award-winning Warren
Guthrie is news. Continuously on WJW-TV since 1950,
it is the most important news show in Ohio. Aside from
all the news-wire and photo services, this one is highlighted by storyboards and animations — animations
that add creative movement to the big story of the day.

City Camera, the latest addition and most challenging approach to newscasting, is news. Full-time
news camermen, using fully equipped station wagons,
are on the go getting the Cleveland news for rapid-fire
screening by two on -the -air veterans. "Camera" is
followed by Cleveland's only network newscast —
Doug Edwards with the CBS world and national picture.

Represented nationally by The Katz Agency, Inc.
*T™11 iZmi Hi

& i
r°M?t!f

Broadcasting

WJW-TV
Cleveland

WJBK-TV
Detroit

WAGA-TV
Atlanta

WVUE-TV
Wilmington- Philadelphia

WSPD-TV
Toledo
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It's a fact worth repeating: 40% of all network sponsored time is on the NBC Radio Network. That's 33%
more than the second network— a lead of 13 commercial hours per week. NBC

is the only network

to show

an increase in sponsored time in the past year!
The number of advertisers has leapt ahead, too . . .
from 26 in 1956 to 115 in 1957 . . . more advertisers

than any other network. Thirteen of the top pre-television blue chip advertisers are now back on NBC Radio.
Credit this growth to NBC's

imaginative program-

ming aimed at increasing radio's usefulness for advertisers and audiences. Concepts like STARDUST which
brings big star excitement back to radio; public service
features like NEWS

ON

THE

HOUR

which attracts

DID

YOU

KNOW
NBC

THAT
RADIO

HAS
33%
IN

A

LEAD

SPONSORED
Yes

more listeners than any other radio show; constantly
changing NIGHTLINE, aimed at the perceptive adult
audience. No wonder NBC advertisers are the mostlistened-to in all network radio! Month after month
they are attracting the medium's
audiences according to Nielsen.

In television, NBC

s.
One position nighttime in the nation's major market
d
towar
surge
the
joins
rk
Netwo
Radio
NBC
Now the
new peaks of advertiser and audience acceptance with
33%

more sponsored time than the second network,

biggest cumulative

has forged into the Number

NBC

RADIO

NETWORK

NETWORKS continued
Akerberg
To

Set

Leaving

Up

CBS

Consultancy

Herbert V. Akerberg, CBS-TV station relations vice president, is resigning after almost 30 years with the CBS organization
and will open offices as a radio-tv consultant.
He said he would
start his consultancy
in about two weeks,
with CBS as one of
his clients. He currently is completing
recuperation from a
leg ailment at Doctors Hospital in
New York.
Mr. Akerberg said
his offices would be
in New York and
MR. AKERBERG
that he would offer
to radio-tv management a consultant service
extending "from the preparation of FCC
applications right on through" the full
range of broadcast problems.
Mr. Akerberg joined CBS in 1929 as an
engineer, subsequently served as chief engineer and as research and development

engineer before he was named vice president in charge of station relations in 1936.
He headed station relations for both radio
and television until 1953, when he switched
to television exclusively.

vice president in charge of station relations
for ABC-TV. WCHS-TV operates on ch. 8
with 158 kw serving the Charleston-Hunt-

During his station relations tenure the
number of CBS affiliates has grown, he recalled, from 13 radio stations to some 200,
and from two tv stations to more than 200.

NBC-TV

Before joining CBS Mr. Akerberg built
the old WPAL Columbus, Ohio, in 1923
and operated it until 1926. He also served
as manager and chief engineer of the
former WAIU Columbus, and did experimental work with Bell Labs.
In the current station relations structure

ington market.
Puts Games,

Serials

In Daily 2-4 P.M. Time Slots
NBC-TV will introduce four new shows
when it re-programs part of its Mondaythrough-Friday afternoon schedule starting
June 30, it was announced last week by
Robert F. Lewine, vice president, NBCTV network programs. Two of the shows,
set for the 2-3 p.m. period, will be in
color. The 3-4 p.m. programs will replace
Matinee Theatre, live color drama series.

at CBS-TV, William B. Lodge is vice president in charge of both station relations and
engineering, and Edmund Bunker is vice
president and director of station relations.

New programs include: 2-2:30 p.m..
Lucky Partners, featuring five contestants
and merchandise prizes; 2:30-3 p.m.,
Haggis Baggis, a game program in which
four contestants attempt to identify the

WCHS-TV

concealed photo of a well-known personality; 3-3:30 p.m., Today Is Ours, the story
of Laura Manning, assistant high school

Set As

ABC

Primary

On July 1 WCHS-TV Charleston, W. Va.,
will become the 85th primary affiliate of
ABC-TV, it was announced last week by
John Gelder Jr., station vice president and
general manager, and Alfred R. Beckman,

principal in the town of Bolton, and 3:30-4
p.m., From These Roots, the story of the
Fraser family in a contemporary American
town. All will originate live in New York.

S

N
PERSONNEL RELATIO
PETRILLO

CODA

PLAYS

•

Musicians'

national

president

•

Will continue, however,

James Petrillo tossed in his trumpet last
week as the American Federation of Musicians' Little Caesar — and sounded very
much as though he meant it. If he sticks
by his decision to quit the presidency of
the musicians' union next month, broadcasters and allied interests can claim the end of
an era — 18 years of dealing with one of the
most powerful labor personalities of all
time.
Mr. Petrillo made the historic announcement last Wednesday and made plain he
will not reconsider his decision, notwithstanding appeals from some locals that he
permit himself to be renominated again
at the AFM's national convention in Philadelphia June 2. His action took members of
AFM Local 10 in Chicago by surprise. The
announcement was contained in a letter to
AFM members.
At a news conference in Chicago, Mr.
Petrillo also:
(•
• Stated he would continue as president
of the Chicago Federation of Musicians
(at an annual salary of $26,000). He was
re-elected to a new five-year term last January and is starting his 37th year.
• Reported he plans to resign as vice
president of the AFL-CIO 29-member high
command — "I won't stay on any longer than
help it."
I can
• Chastised Cecil F. Read, head of the
newly-formed rebel Musicians Guild of
America, as someone "who grew rich off the
labor movement" and turned on the parent
AFM.
» Declined to recommend his successor
Page 66
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says

to conduct

ON
no

AFM

JOB

encore

Chicago

local

as AFM president — "that would be suicide
for I have a lot of good friends."
Mr. Petrillo is resigning a post that paid
him $20,000 annually but retaining another (that of the CFM) at $26,000 (tax
free). He also revealed that starting in
August 1959, he will be entitled to an annual pension of $10,000 under an AFM
plan to become effective later.
Mr. Petrillo has been identified with the
labor movement for 42 of his 66 years and
an AFM officer since 1932. Before assuming the presidency of the Chicago AFM in
1922, he was vice president of the Chicago
local for three years. He was president of
the Independent American Musicians Union for three years before it amalgamated
with the Chicago federation. He served on
the AFM's international executive board
from 1932 to 1940 when he was elected
president. In 1951 he was elected vice president of the AFL and has been re-elected
yearly since then.
Why is Mr. Petrillo playing a coda after
so many years? He stated:
"I cannot say that I am sick man but I
am a tired man and I do not seem to have
the recuperative powers I used to have. My
doctor advises me that if I continue as president, Iwould have to take things easy. I
just can't take it easy in this position withI love."
organization
the foes
out hurtingand
Friends
alike have
noticed a
mellowing of the onetime stormy Petrillo
personality in recent years.
The AFM czar revealed he had considered
resigning at the 1957 AFM convention in

Denver "but I reconsidered because of the
lawsuits instituted in Los Angeles against
the AFM. Since then our attorneys have
advised me that these lawsuits could go on
He evidently referred to suits by a group
of
musicians (members of Local
years."
forHollywood
47) seeking $8.5 million damages from the
parent union for 6,000 musicians in the
phonograph recording industry and $4.5
million from the national AFM for 2,400
employed in motion pictures. The suits have
been on docket since November 1956. Los
Angeles Superior Court granted their petition for a preliminary injunction to prevent
California-based recording companies from
making payments on 21% of the current
recording wage scale. The court also denied
the group's request for similar injunctions
against trust fund payments based on royalties from sale of phonograph records and
on payments by motion picture companies
into trust funds for the privilege of using
theatrical films on tv. The rebel group
claimed the monies in these payments actually belong to musicians employed in the
manufacture of records and motion pictures
[Personnel Relations, Jan. 13].
Mr. Petrillo claimed the AFM presidency
is becoming "more difficult" every year,
requiring great patience, partly because of
laws "restricting labor unions." He added,
"there are no longer any easy decisions. All
decisions now require long deliberation and
the conclusion of a problem often takes
weeks and sometimes months. The position
requires a vigorous, younger man with
bright new ideas, and I am sure that we
have not only such a man but several such
men . . . who could ably fill this position."
Mr. unions
Petrillo
"While
other
now pointed
are facedout
withthat,
automation
destroying their jobs, we have had automaBroadcasting

the

way
one
only
and

to
cultivate
the "five-county-city
. . . America's
farm-rich
oil-rich
industry-rich
family-rich
pioneer
country-

It always does. U. S. Steel's decisions have long been
watched as an index of future business activity.

Its early decision to renew

its distinguished dramatic

series on the CBS Television Network*
its investment

and to increase

in television with a program

in the daytime**

-indicates its confidence in the nation's economy.
It also suggests its confidence in network
No mere

patron of the arts, Steel knows

from network

television -and

television.
what to expect

gets it.

that television's audience is constantly growing.
It knows that the audience to its own dramatic program

It knows

(an audience which averages more than 20,000,000 for each
broadcast) grows increasingly responsive.

It knows

that three out of every four adults in the nation

have seen the program

and that those who watch it have

an even higher opinion of Steel's products and policies
than those who don't.
It knows

that to open up new markets, expand old ones

and maintain

a favorable image in the public mind,

there is no more powerful medium
network

at its command

than

television.

Like Steel, other major television advertisers who mean
business have announced their renewals for the coming
season: Allstate Insurance, American
Soup, Kimberly-Clark,

Tobacco, Campbell

Socony-Mobil, and Westinghouse.

And like Steel they employ the medium

that provides the

largest nationwide audiences in all advertising.

*The United States Steel
Hour, the award-winning
series of live dramatic
programs produced by
the Theatre Guild.
** Beginning on June 4, the
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Wednesday reports of
the CBS Morning News
with Richard C. Hottelet.
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS continued

tion for over 30 years through the recordings we make, which do not help the employment situation in any local."' He
described the AFM as a good, solid, strong
labor organization" and the "best organized
union in the labor movement today."
Specifically, the musicians' president notified the AFM membership. "The time has
come when 1 must decline to accept the

nomination" as president of AFM during its
61st annual convention in Philadelphia. He
expressed a hope that delegates would respect his wishes by not placing his name in
nomination or "if nominated by permitting
me to withdraw."
Mr. Petrillo remarked that "too many
labor leaders . . . have made the vital mis-

Some

of

ELECT

take of remaining on the job when their
usefulness to the organization they represent is a thing of the past. The result is that
their organizations suffer many setbacks that
could have been avoided had they retired
at the proper time."
Despite resolutions at three different conventions seeking to oust him as AFM national and Local 10 president, delegates
unanimously elected him, Mr. Petrillo
noted. Last January he won out again as
Local 10 chief without opposition.

It was in that capacity that broadcast-o
ers had their first brush with Mr. Petrill
back in January 1932, antedating more extensive and bitter altercations with the networks and recording industry on a national
scale in later years. Chicago stations held

the moments
PLEASE!

in

firm against Local 10 demands and negotiated new pacts averting a strike.
Mr. Petrillo flexed his muscles in 1937
as CFM czar by forbidding members to
make recordings save under special conto avert "canned"
designed
a move
ent to
of unemploym
the threat
and
music ditions—
national
the
year
same
musicians. That
AFM called for a minimum of musicians
employed at broadcast stations lest they
lose their musical programs and later an
AFM strike was averted when network
affiliates agreed to spend an additional $1.5
million yearly for staff musicians. In 1938
non-network stations were further drawn
into the AFM employment picture when the
union demanded that recording companies
bypass stations without union licenses. (An

a momentous
By Rube Goldberg.

career
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THIS was a familiar pose of the fiery
AFM president — with clenched fist for the

C> Petrillo

VICE-PRESIDENT
Chicago Federation of Musicians
LOCAL
A 1'".FOR
of M.
A I .SO OANo.'
N IK 10DATE

opposition.

jXj

DELEGATE to the
Chicago federation of Labor
Elect Wn Day Tuexday D<«-mt>er 3. WFPoSIs Open (rum li A. M to 9 V Si.

CAESAR was yet to become famous on the national
scene when this 1919 poster was
circulated.

JAMES

MR. PETRILLO was a favorite cartoon subject.
The New York Sun printed this one in October 1944 after President Roosevelt asked him
to lift the recording ban.

HIS STATUS as an ex-trumpet player was the basis for many gags, like this duet
with President Harry Truman at an AFM convention.
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PETRILLO as he left his Chicago office last
Thursday after saying he will retire.
Broadcasting
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS continued
independent radio network affiliates group
was organized the previous year to deal
with AFM.) A national committee of independent broadcasters negotiated an agreement with AFM in 1938.

Mr. Petrillo stepped in as national AFM
president in June 1940, succeeding Joseph
Weber who retired after 40 years service.
He started throwing his weight around
in February 1941, ruling that AFM members
could not perform with any instrumentalist
not an AFM member. In June 1942, AFM
notified recording companies that, as of Aug.
1 . no AFM member would be permitted to
record. It also rescinded permission given
some members for making commercial transcriptions for onetime air use. A Petrillo
ruling in July forced NBC to cancel broadcasts from the National Music Camp at lntcrlochen, Mich., and the Justice Dept.
stepped in that August with an injunction
when Mr. Petrillo refused to cancel his
strike against recordings.
A Chicago federal district court dismissed
the government suit in October 1942 and
AFM President Petrillo rejected a Senate
Commerce Committee request that he lift
his recording ban during the war. He agreed,
however, in January 1948 to consult the
AFM board, looking toward resumption of
work on recordings, and the union suggested
a fixed fee for each pressing be siphoned
into a union unemployment fund — the price
for ending the strike.
Recording firms rejected the plan in
March 1943 and an impasse developed in
union negotiations lasting through the summer, with transcription companies appealing to the War Labor Board for help. Mr.
Petrillo's edict seemed final: "No more
transcriptions for anyone at any time." A
plan for paying performance fees to the
union for record broadcasts and for copyright legislation protecting recording artist
and company elicited little favor among
broadcasters. That October NAB denounced
the principle of direct payments to the union
as "vicious" after six transcription firms had
signed with AFM to pay royalties.
The War Labor Board found Mr. Petrillo
and AFM balky on the matter of ending the
strike against the recording firms and referred the matter to the Office of Economic
Stabilization in August 1944. Even President
Roosevelt's personal appeal to the AFM
czar to end the recording strike against
RCA, CBS and NBC was rejected by Mr.
Petrillo. All three subsequently capitulated
on royalty payments. L
In January 1945, with television "just
around the corner," the AFM chief warned
union members not to appear on tv until
further notice. He went even further in
October with an edict to networks that dual
broadcasting on am and fm violated their
contracts. In April 1946, after President
Truman signed the Lea Act (dealing with
union "featherbedding" practices), the AFM
decided to test its validity. It defied the act
in May and Mr. Petrillo told members not
to play for combined am-fm programs.
AFM struck WAAF Chicago in June because of its refusal to hire three additional
"musicians" as librarians. He told the AFM
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convention that if the Supreme Court upheld the Lea Act, he would forbid musicians
to play on network programs after Jan. 31.
1947 — expiration date for contracts.
After transcription firms acceded to
AFM wage demands, Federal District Court
Judge Walter Labuy in December upheld
the Petrillo AFM camp, ruling the Lea Act
unconstitutional (later the U. S. Supreme
Court reversed this point) and dismissing
charges against the union in the WAAF
strike.

In February 1947, the AFM chieftain
announced money paid by the recording
firms would be allocated for free public concerts— about $2 million at the time. In
May the U. S. Senate voted to ban unioncontrolled "slush funds," specifying that
such payments would have to be jointly
administered by union and management
alike. The government renewed its prosecution of Mr. Petrillo in October, filing an
amended bill of criminal information in
Chicago District Court; Mr. Petrillo, in
turn ordered his members to "never again"
make transcriptions and recordings. Networks and the AFM began new contract
discussions.
Ten years ago— in 1948 — AFM-broadcast industry relations struck a new dissonance. Mr. Petrillo yanked all AFM members out of recording studios, which claimed
two-year backlogs on hand. Judge Labuy
again found Mr. Petrillo not guilty of violating the Lea Act, which raised a howl of
anguish from its author, Rep. Clarence F.
Lea (D-Calif.). The union leader dropped
his ban against musicians performing for
programs duplicated on fm and extended network pacts for 60 days. Later he
offered to end the recording ban, suggesting
royalty payments be made directly to a
disinterested trustee, thus circumventing
Taft-Hartley prohibitions against direct
payments to unions. Record firms and the
AFM reached agreement on royalties to
such a trustee in October and that December signed five-year pacts with the union.
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, onetime president of
WFIL Philadelphia, was selected trustee and
recording peace was near.
Industry relations with the aggressive
Mr. Petrillo were comparatively tranquil
until June 1953 when he served notice on
the tv networks that there might be trouble
with the American Federation of Television
& Radio Artists and that he would brook
no encroachments on the AFM domain involving dual membership requirements. (To
this day, some AFM members who perform
as talent hold AFTRA cards, though the
trillo.)
practice is firmly discouraged by Mr. Peam

Today internal strife is the sour note
in the AFM score.
In 1956 the long-smouldering revolt by
Hollywood AFM Local 47 finally erupted
against the parent union's $14 million trust
fund, leading to the expulsion of Local
President Cecil Read. Mr. Petrillo's counterpoint with broadcasters and allied industry
segments, by contrast, has been harmonious
the past two years.

NABET
For

Signs

ABC,

NBC

Peace
Force

NBC and ABC signed a new three-year
contract last week with the National Assn.l
of Broadcast Employes and Technicians*
covering more than 2,000 workers but sidestepping temporarily a decision on 98 non
engineering employes who had declined to
ratify the pact.
Neither officials of the union nor the networks would give details of the contract butj
a network spokesman acknowledged that the
"approximated" those of CBS'
provisions
with the International Brotherhood of
pact
Electrical Workers, signed last month after
a two week strike [At Deadline, April 21]. 1
There were no work stoppages at ABC and
NBC (except for a quickie walkout at KGO
San Francisco last week), though negotia-1
tions had been conducted since early Jan- ;
uary. Terms of the new contract will be retroactive tolast Feb. 1.

A network spokesman said "an impartial
umpire" has been chosen to rule on the
merits of the case presented by the 98 nonengineering employes at the two networks
proposal earlier this month. 1 ,400 workers
The contract covers almost
at NBC and about 650 at ABC. Based on the
CBS-IBEW agreement, which was made
public, it is believed that the NABET pact
calls for raising the base pay immediately
from $171 to $185 weekly for the top-salaried technicians and climbing again to $190
per week on Aug. 1, 1959. Top base
der the new contract reportedly
reached after three years (instead of
the old pact), with the lowest pay
at about $96 weekly.

pay unwill be
four in
starting

It was reported that the networks, which
earlier had refused to sign a "piecemeal contract" (one not including the non-engineering
personnel), agreed finally when assurances
were given by NABET that a strike or work
stoppage by non-signers would not be supported bythe union.
Strike Interrupts KGO Operations
A wildcat strike kept KGO San Francisco
off the air for five hours Monday morning,
from 5:30 to 10:30 a.m., when some
NABET members employed at the station
walked off their jobs and set up picket lines
which other NABET members respected.
About 150 employes were involved in the
stoppage. Once the national office of
NABET learned of the walkout, union machinery started to work and the men were
back on the job in short order. John Pace,
managing director of KGO and general
manager of KABC Los Angeles, both ABCowned radio stations, said he expects no
further trouble at either station.
SEG

Re-elects Officer Slate

A complete slate of Screen Extras Guild
officers has been re-elected for another
year. They are, all unopposed, Franklyn
Farnum, president; Jeffrey Sayre, first vice
president; Tex Brodus, second vice president; Paul Bradley, third vice president;
Kenner G. Kamp, treasurer. Paul Christy,
recording secretary, defeated Sandee Marriott by a vote of 972-260.
Broadcasting
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SENATE

OKAYS

The U. S. Senate on Thursday approved
the nominations of Robert T. Bartley and
John S. Cross to be commissioners of the
FCC. The action was taken on a voice vote
and came one day after the nominations of
both men had been approved by the Senate
Commerce Committee.
Mr. Bartley was reappointed for a new
full seven-year term which expires June 30,
1965. The Texas Democrat became a commissioner March 6, 1952.
Mr. Cross, assistant chief of the State
Dept.'s Telecommunications Division, was
named to succeed former Comr. Richard
A. Mack whose term expires June 30, 1962.
Mr. Mack resigned early this year following exposure of his financial dealings wth
Miami attorney Thurman A. Whiteside. Mr.
Cross is a native of Arkansas and also a
Democrat.
Both nominations were approved unanimously by the Senate committee.
Mr. Bartley's re-appointment begins July
1. Mr. Cross' appointment is immediate.
At week's end, no arrangements had been
announced on Mr. Cross' swearing in. Both
Mr. Bartley and Mr. Cross were attending
a Radio Technical Committee on Marine
[communications] meeting in Philadelphia
last week.
When Mr. Cross is sworn in, the Commission will be at full strength for the first
time since March 3 when Mr. Mack resigned. It has been operating since then
with six commissioners.

Mr. Bartley, 48, began government service in 1934 — with the FCC. He was chief of
the Commission's Telegraph Div. when he
left to join the Securities & Exchange Commission. He then became a vice president
of the Yankee Network, and was director
of war activities and later of government
relations of NAB. He was secretary-treasurer of Fm Broadcasters Inc. and, when
NAB's fm
FMBI merged with NAB, of1952
he was
From 1948 to
department.

CROSS

CHECK

Last Tuesday, new FCC Comr.
John S. Cross was the subject of four
tightly packed, small-print pages of
the Congressional Record. The material— a reprinting of the biographical material Mr. Cross had submitted
to the Senate Commerce Committee
at his appearance — was inserted in the
Record by Sen. Wayne Morse CDOre.). Sen. Morse in April had caused
to be reprinted a letter to the editor,
published in the New York Times,
critical of Mr. Cross' nomination to
be an FCC commissioner, on the
ground that he was not well known.
Mr. Cross furnished his dossier to
Sen. Morse to answer allegations that
he was an obscure government official,
and Sen. Morse on May 13 submitted
the whole document on the floor
of the Senate in the interest of fairness.
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automatically leaves the FCC when his
term expires. There is no provision made
for him to continue until a successor has
been chosen. In the past, this has resulted
in the Commission being short-handed for
weeks and even months at a time. Most
recent example occurred last June when
George C. McConnaughey was not reappointed. His successor, Frederick W. Ford,
was not approved until August.

CROSS

BARTLEY,

Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) has introduced a bill in the House which, among
other things, gives the President removal
powers [Government, April 21]. Proponents of both bills discussed the inclusion

COMR. CROSS

COMR. BARTLEY

of a provision for rotating the FCC
manship among the seven members.
was not included in either measure,
ever, and the power to appoint the
man remains with the President.

chairThis
howchair-

administrative assistant to his uncle, House

A "lengthy discussion" also was held by
the committee on a bill (S 2119) introduced

Speaker Sam Rayburn (D-Tex.)
Mr. Cross, 53, was born in Birmingham,
Ala. An electrical engineer (Alabama Tech,
1923), he worked with the state highway
departments of South Carolina and Michigan, as construction superintendent for the
S. S. Kresge Co. chain, with the Studebaker
Corp., and with the federal government
(National Park Service and after World War
II in his present post at the State Dept.). He
was a Navy captain during the war.

by Sen. Magnuson, which would allocate
up to $1 million to each state for educational tv. No action was taken and it will
be discussed again at a committee meeting

FCC

permit non-profit commissions and foundations to participate in operation of etv stations. As now drafted, it requires that management be vested in the state public school
education governing body.

GETS

TERM

BILL

COMMITTEE

• President
• Agency

gets
laws

NOD

removal
now

power

uniform

wanted to "study it further." In its final
form, the etv measure will be amended to

FCC

The Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee, in executive session
Wednesday, approved a proposed bill which
would permit a member of the FCC to remain in office, after expiration of his term,
until a successor has been appointed and
approved. The bill also would give the
President authority to remove a commissioner from office for "inefficiency, neglect
malfeasance."
duty, orlast
of Drafted
March [Government,

this Wednesday. "I think it's safe to say it
will son
besaid.passed unanimously," Sen. MagnuAll except one member of the committee
were in agreement on the bill and he merely

March

17], the bill will be introduced as a committee report by Chairman Warren Magnuson
(D-Wash.). The committee's action kills a
second draft which would have abolished
the FCC and replaced it with a Federal
Communications Administrator and a threeman Communications Court of Appeals.
The bill actually makes uniform the laws
covering the FCC, FTC, Interstate Commerce Commission, Federal Power Commission and Civil Aeronautics Board. Acts
establishing the ICC and FTC already contain both the above clauses and the CAB
Act contains a removal provision.
Whether the President has the legal power to remove a member of the FCC became
a moot question at the time Comr. Richard
A. Mack was under fire in the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee investigation in the grant of ch. 10 Miami to National Airlines. Mr. Mack subsequently resigned.
Under the present law, a commissioner

Asks

For Leeway

Senate
With

Appropriations
Added

Funds

The FCC last week asked the Senate Appropriations Committee for help in unshackling its hands from a House Appropriations Committee command.
FCC officials appeared before Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of
a Senate Appropriations Committee subcommittee and only member present at the
hearing, on the FCC's 1959 budget of $8.9
million. This is $600,000 above last year's
budget.
The House approved the $8.9 million appropriations for the FCC's July 1, 1958June 30, 1959, fiscal year last March. It also
adopted a directive that the Commission
use the extra money exclusively to reduce the
backlog in radio application processing and
in safety and special services application
processing.
The FCC has intended to apportion
new positions this way: 8V2 for Broadcast
Bureau, 14 for safety and special services,
13 for field engineering and monitoring, 5.3
for technical research and frequency allocation, 5V2 for common carrier and 3Vi for
executive staff and services.
If the House command sticks, the FCC
told Sen. Magnuson, other Commission
work will suffer. In answer to one question,
the FCC said that it could reduce the backlog of cases in the radio and safety-special
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT continued
services lines to a current status by the end
of fiscal 1959 if it was given an extra
$246,000.
There are more than 350 applications in
the am radio processing line. A staff of
eight engineers handle about 25-30 cases
a month — which means that applicants
wait for a year to 14 months before their
applications are processed (not always
granted). The bottleneck was essentially one
of engineers. For the past few months, it is
understood 14 engineers have been working
on radio applications and they have reached
a peak of 60 cases per month. This still
means that applicants must wait about six
months before learning the disposition of
their applications.
Hearing

Ordered

on Ch. 10 Bid

A hearing was ordered last week by the
on an application by KLFY-TV Lafayette, La. (ch. 10), to move its transmitter
from a site 2.1 miles west of Lafayette to a
site 1 1 miles northwest and increase its antenna height from 440 to 940 feet. The
hearing was consolidated with a proceeding
in which KTAG-TV Lake Charles, La. (ch.
25), has asked to trade that uhf channel for
vhf ch. 3 and two other firms — Evangeline
Broadcasting Co. and Acadian Tv Corp. —
have asked for ch. 3 in Lafayette. The proposed KLFY-TV move would bring that
station nearer to Lake Charles. Channel 3

FCC

was dropped in at Lafayette-Lake Charles
by the FCC last year.

DEFENDED
POLICIES
PATENT
FCC
FCC Comrs. John C. Doerfer and Rosel
patent regulations and antitrust violations.
Doerfer said the problem of whether
Comr.
in
H. Hyde were hard pressed last week
some patent holder is in a position of patent
attempting to explain the FCC's patent
domination must be "subordinate to the
policy to the House Legislative Oversight
duty and responsibility of the Commission
Subcommittee. They were called to answer
to adopt a standard that will result in the
charges by William H. Bauer, former Commission attorney, that FCC rules are such
public securing the best service obtainable."
that RCA has a monopoly in broadcast
Comr. Hyde asked: "What is wrong with
standards set up by the Commission if they
equipment [Government, April 28]. In
a new pleading to the subcommittee last
world?"
in the counsel,
best tv service
provide
RoberttheLishman,
subcommittee
week in the form of a letter, Mr. Bauer
as well as members of the subcommitee,
maintained the Commission has the authority
to cancel NBC's broadcast licenses because
of alleged patent abuse by its parent, RCA.
Comr. Doerfer countered that the FCC
cannot take action in cases where the parent
is found guilty of antitrust violacompany
tions if the court itself does not revoke the
license.
In an opening statement, Chairman Oren
Harris (D-Ark.) said: "The refusal of the
FCC to adopt a rule requiring disclosure to
it of patent information and the court decisions concerning antitrust duties of the
Commission raise very serious questions.
... If the actions or inactions [of the]
FCC tend to erect an 'iron curtain' around
independent invention, research and development, then it is our duty to inquire into
the situation and ascertain the justification
for such action or inaction."
Throughout their testimony, the FCC
spokesmen maintained that it is up to the
Justice Dept. and not the FCC to police

dethe Commission's
questioned
repeatedly
cision not to
require licensees
to file owned
patents with the FCC [Government, April
25, 1957]. Comr. Doerfer replied it would
be impossible to require this information
because of the workload and need for
trained personnel and that the matter could
better be considered on a case-to-case basis.
The counsel also attempted to show that
the FCC did not require patent information
in establishing its standards for am and fm
and black-and-white and color tv — contributing to the alleged RCA monopoly. This
contention was hotly disputed by Comrs.
the FCC "did
stated not
and Doerfer
Hydeadvertently
not
and who
certainly
with intent
any manufacturer."
hands of brought
play
It into
was the
successfully
out by Mr.
Lishman that, under present standards, no
broadcast station could be built without
the use of several RCA patents. FCC General Counsel Warren Baker pointed out,
however, that at the time the standards were
adopted it also would have been necessary
to use patents of several other manufacturers. Mr. Lishman attempted to show that
RCA has, by one means or another secured
the patents of its competitors since standards
were established. Comr. Doerfer said he
had no personal knowledge of this.
"The quality of equipment — not ownership of patents — is the prime FCC consideration," he said.
Comrs. Doerfer and Hyde were dismissed
after testifying Wednesday; they return in
two weeks however, since Mr. Lishman
said he had "a lot more questions." Rep.
Harris said that Comrs. Robert E. Lee and
Robert T. Bartley, both of whom dissented
to the FCC's April 1957 patent decision,
also would be required to testify. In addition, he said, an RCA spokesman will
be heard "in about 10 days."
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WMYR Drops Protest Against WBRD
WMYR Fort Myers, Fla., dropped its
protest against WBRD Bradenton, Fla., last
week — claiming any further proceedings
would amount to a "pyrrhic victory."
WMYR won a court decision last January
ordering the FCC to hold a hearing on the
claim of the Fort Myers outlet that WBRD
Bradenton interfered with its coverage. The
FCC turned down the WMYR
protest,
but had scheduled it for hearing when the
court reversed the denial. WMYR said last
week that no "consideration" is involved
and that it is withdrawing its protest because
of the expenses of additional FCC proceedings plus the difficulty of getting WBRD off
the air now that it is in operation.
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT continued
Congressmen
In

Daytimers

Enlisted
Push

Indications up through last Thursday were
that most interested broadcasters would
wait out the deadline today (Monday) in
the FCC's proposed rulemaking on the Daytime Broadcasters Assn.'s petition to standardize the hours of daytime am stations.
But a check of FCC records last week
made one thing certain: The daytimers have
done a bang-up job of making their case
known to their congressmen — with goodly
results.
Two senators and 1 1 representatives,
jogged by letters from broadcasters, civic
and government groups and listeners back
home in the past 10 weeks, have gone on
record at the FCC as favoring the DBA
daytimers' broadcast hours
to set
proposal
from 5 a.m.
or local sunrise (whichever is
earlier) to 7 p.m. or local sunset (whichever
is later).
No congressman has opposed the DBA
proposal, although some express reservations: Sen. Frank J. Lausche (D-Ohio)
acknowledges he's heard only one side of
the question and Sen. Dennis Chavez (DN. M.) feels regional stations do the "best"
job, although the daytimers perform good
services, too. Many, while not taking a
position, feel the daytimers' case should be
given every consideration, and some avoid
the issue entirely except to express an "interest."
Those congressmen directly favoring the
DBA petition, as revealed in letters up to
last week: Sens. Thomas E. Martin (RIowa) and William Proxmire (D-Wis.) and
Reps. William H. Ayres (R-Ohio), Alvin M.
Bentley (R-Mich.). John H. Dent (D-Pa.),
Robert W. Hemphill (D-S. C), Elmer J.

Holland (D-Pa.), Otto E. Passman (D-La.),
James T. Patterson (R-Conn.), Antoni N.
Sadlak (R-Conn.), William L. Springer (R111.) and Basil L. Whitener (D-N. C).
Accompanying the trickle of station comments which had been filed up to last
Thursday since March [Government,
March 24] were a number of letters from
local civic organizations and government
groups favoring the DBA proposal. One
national rural organization, the National
Grange, opposed it.
Supporting: WHOW Clinton, 111.; WEJL
Scranton, Pa.; WLIP Kenosha, Wis., and
KCLE Cleburne, Tex.
Opposing: WDEL Wilmington, Del.;
WORK York, Pa., and KSRO Santa Rosa,
Calif.
Chief Weatherman

Disclaims

Responsibility for Inaccuracy
Radio and tv often give inaccurate
weather information but in such cases their
source is not the U. S. Weather Bureau, its
chief told a House Appropriations Subcommittee last week. Dr. Francis W.
Reichelderfer made the statement after Rep.
Prince H. Preston (D-Ga.) observed that tv
has dramatized the weather situation with
the public depending on the medium for its
forecasts.
"Much could be said" on this subject,
Dr. Reichelderfer said. He felt there are
too many weather programs and that announcers "ad lib [on forecasts] a good bit."
The Weather Bureau chief was testifying
on behalf of his agency's proposed 1959
budget.
Adler Reverses Booster Stand;
Seeks Withdrawal of Comments
Adler Electronics Inc. — which only last
December favored authorization of lowpower vhf tv booster stations — reversed itself two weeks ago and called on the FCC
to deny adoption of rules proposing the tv
"repeaters."
Ben Adler, president of the firm which
manufactures tv translators, asked for withdrawal of Adler's comments of last Dec. 12
[Government, Dec. 23, 1957] which urged
authorization of vhf tv boosters along with
"relaxations" in proposed requirements for
establishment and operation of the boosters.
The FCC proposed rulemaking last summer to authorize low-power vhf tv booster
stations with the provision that they not interfere with the signals of licensed broadcast stations [Government, Aug. 5, 1957].
A vhf tv booster is an unlicensed (and thus
unauthorized) receiver-transmitter in a sparse
or mountainous area which receives and retransmits locally the signal of a distant vhf
tv broadcast station on the same frequency
as the originating station.
Mr. Adler said last week his company

PETITIONS representing organizations
with millions of members along with thousands of individual petitions were filed with
FCC Friday by Daytime Broadcasters Assn.
Richard E. Adams (I), WKOX Framingham. Mass.. DBA president, and J. R. Livesay. WLBH Mattoon, III., board chairman,
pile the stacks of documents in boxes for
delivery to the Commission.
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engineering staff's studies and those of other
engineers indicate that "the trend in illegal
booster activities is so appalling that unless
checked immediately, this cancerous growth
threatens the foundation of all tv broadcasting as a public service."
Adler's findings: (1) the number of illegal
boosters has doubled in the past six months;
(2) many operate with transmitter powers of

5 to 30 w or more; (3) with increases in number, proximity to each other and power, they
are interfering with each other, with fringe
reception from the mother tv stations and
with community antenna systems and licensed uhf translators at vhf pickup points;
(4) many booster operators appear to be unwilling to accept proposed FCC rules to restrict power and equipment design and Adler feels some have no intention of complying
with any FCC restrictions.
Rex Tv Co. Gets Ch. 10 Duluth;
Ch. 5 Lubbock May Go To College
The FCC last week granted Rex Television Co. ch. 10 in Duluth, Minn. The Commission also directed preparation of documents which would grant the application of
Texas Technological College for ch. 5 in
Lubbock, Tex. A supplemental initial decision of last April had looked toward this
action [Government, April 21].
Among the am construction permit grants
made by the Commission last week:
<» Plainview Radio, Plainview, Tex., to
operate on 1050 kc with 1 kw, day. At the
same time the Commission denied the application of Star of the Plains Broadcasting
Co. for a new station on the same frequency
with 250 w, day, in Slaton, Tex. An initial
decision in the spring of 1957 had looked
toward the grant of the Star of the Plains
application and denial of the Plainview
Radio bid.
• Winter
ter Haven,
1 kw, day;
• M. R.
to operate
• Loris
to operate
Grants

Haven Broadcasting Co., WinFla., to operate on 1360 kc with
engineering conditions.
Robbins, Rocky Mount, N. C,

on 1490 kc with 250 w.
Broadcasting Co., Loris, S. C,
on 1570 kc with 1 kw, day.
of construction permits for fm

stations made by the FCC
cluded:

last week in-

• The Moody Bible Institute, Cleveland,
to operate a Class B fm station on 103.3 mc
with 21.5 kw; engineering condition.
• Richard F. Lewis Jr. Inc., Carlisle, Pa.,
to operate a Class A fm station on 101.7 mc
with 760 w; engineering condition.
For other FCC actions of the past week
see For The Record, page 104.
KSTF (TV) Blocks Alliance Tv
An initial decision which, according to
FCC rules, would have finalized last week
the grant of ch. 13 in Alliance, Neb., to
Western Nebraska Television Inc. was ordered held open by the FCC "pending
further review by the Commission of recently filed petitions in this proceeding."
The petitions came from ch. 10 KSTF
(TV) Scottsbluff, Neb., which asked the
FCC for further hearings on Western Nebraska's "character and financial qualifications." KSTF has pending in the U. S.
Court of Appeals its case against the FCC
for refusing to allow the station to be a
Nebraska's
on Western
party to a hearing
application.
KSTF also
had requested
that
the Commission stay its decision on ch. 13
in Alliance pending decisions on a further
hearing or on the case in court.
Broadcasting

Up goes Los Angeles into the number
Angeles the new number
coverage

two market

two spot! Steadily-rising retail sales have made

in the nation, up from third position last year. In the knxt

area, retail sales have increased

effective buying income
Tell your story on knxt,

621

million dollars in a single year. Television

have shot up, too. . .making
Southern

metropolitan

a combination

California's number

which

Los

9-county

homes

and

can send your sales zooming.

one advertising medium,

reaching nearly 60%

of all California's people and wealth! Last year, this year— a/ways— knxt tops all competition in 7-station
Los Angeles, currently with a 29% share of audience and a 21% lead over the nearest competition.
knxt market data (and % of California reached): population 8,000,300 (56.0); television homes 2,478,318 (53.5); retail sales $11,567,162,000 (58.3); food store
sales $2,805,427,000 (56.5); drug store sales $379,078,000 (59.5); general merchandise sales $1,410,067,000 (61.9); effective buying income $16,971,399,000 (56.2).
Sources: Sales Management "Survey of Buying Power," May 10, 1958; L. A. Nielsen, January 1957 through March 1958; Television Magazine, March 1957-March 1958.
CBS Owned MM K| \Jf ■■■ Channel 2, Los Angeles- Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

How
OA

many
when

does

puffs
sales

in

a

break-

station

resistance

become

resentment

?

Here's another place where film comes into the picture
i . because pre-testing is easy With commercials on film—
lets you test to your heart's content before you show them.
Important, too — film gives you full control of time and
station . . . keeps you in the driver's seat all the way.
Use black-and-white — or color . . . there's an Eastman
Film for every purpose.
Be sure to shoot in COLOR . .

For complete information write to:
Motion Picture Film Department

You'll be glad you did
EASTMAN

KODAK

COMPANY,

Rochester

4, N.Y.

If,

GOVERNMENT continued
Hassle

for Tv Grant

Shapes

Up

Between Applicant, CATV Group
Not all television broadcast applicants
shy away from battling it out with local
community television systems. One such
instance is building up in the little northern
New Mexico farming community of Farmington (pop. 15,000).
There are two applicants for ch. 12 in
Farmington — Four Corners Broadcasting
Co. and Farmington Broadcasting Co. Four
Corners is comprised of three local businessmen, headed by attorney Wade Beavers.
Farmington Broadcasting is one-third owned
by the local CATV company, one-third by
KVBC Farmington, 16%% by KIUP Durango, Colo., and 16%% by multiple radio
station owner Jack W. Hawkins (KVFC
Cortez, Colo., KIUN Pecos, Tex., and
others). The Farmington CATV company
feeds Albuquerque's three signals to subscribers. The signals are brought in via microwave common carrier relay.
Last February the FCC sent the Farmington Broadcasting Co. a McFarland letter raising the question whether the possible
grant of ch. 12 to a group including the
community tv system might not violate the
"spirit" of the duopoly rules. This forbids
the ownership of more than one station
in the same market by a single person or
company. The Farmington Broadcasting
group replied in April, emphasizing that
CATV operation could not be deemed a
broadcast operation and also pointing up
that the CATV operators owned only onethird of the applicant and therefore could
not be considered in control.
Early in May Four Corners filed a statement with the FCC, upholding the implication that a grant to Farmington Broadcasting
would violate the duopoly rule. It also made
plain its belief that it could compete successfully with the local CATV system.
Basically the Four Corners applicants feel
that they can succeed because the rates of
the local antenna system are too high. The
local antenna system, they said, charges
$135 connection charge plus $6.12 a month
for service.
They also raised the spectre of the community system originating closed-circuit
programming and selling advertising if a
broadcast license is issued to the company
in which it is a part owner.

East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y.
Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive, Chicago 1 , III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films,
Fort Lee, N.J.; Chicago, III.; Hollywood, Calif.

U. S. Group Heads for Moscow
U. S. delegation to Study Group 11 (tv),
International Radio Consultative Committee, left last weekend for Moscow where
representatives of more than 40 countries
will meet to develop and recommend
technical standards for television in preparation for the international telecommunications conference to be held in Geneva,
Switzerland, in 1959. Head of the U. S.
delegation is Edward W. Allen Jr., FCC
chief engineer. Other members are Florence
Dowling, State Dept., vice chairman; James
E. Barr, FCC; Axel Jensen, Bell Labs.; C. G.
Mayer, RCA (London), and J. R. PopkinClurman, Telechrome Mfg. Corp. Among
the subjects to be studied are the use of uhf,
color tv, international compatibility, test

signals for networking and video recording.
The tv group's session is scheduled to run
from May 28 to June 10. The full CCIR
meeting is scheduled for next April in Los
Angeles.
Smothers Bill Opponents Slated
To Resume Testimony Wednesday
The next-to-last round in hearings on a
bill to divorce broadcasters from ownership in BMI and/ or recording companies
will be held this Wednesday by the Communications Subcommittee of the Senate
Commerce Committee. Hearings on the
measure (S 2834), introduced by Sen.
George Smathers (D-Fla.), have been held
on-and-off since last March [Government,
May 12, et seq.].
Witnesses this week, all in opposition to
the bill, will include Eric Johnston, president of the Motion Picture Assn. of America; Goddard Lieberson, Columbia Records
president; Richard S. Salant, CBS vice
president; George Marek, RCA Victor Records vice president and general manager,
and William K. McDaniel, NBC vice president.
The hearings will conclude with rebuttal
statements from both opponents and proponents of the bill. Date for this testimony
has not been scheduled but probably will
be taken late in June or July, according to
the subcommittee.
Potter Announces

for New

Term

Sen. Charles Potter (R-Mich.), a member
of the Senate Commerce Committee and
chairman of its Communication Subcommittee during the 83rd Congress, last week
formally announced that he will seek a
second term. Sen. Potter, the only Republican holding a statewide elective office in
Michigan, said that his campaign "will be
vigorous and positive. We will preserve the
two-party system in our state." He will be
opposed by Michigan's Democratic lieutenant governor, Phillips A. Hart.
Boese Returns as FCC Engineer
William C. Boese, former FCC engineering executive who has been senior staff engineer at Johns Hopkins U., Baltimore,
since 1956, has returned to the FCC as assistant chief engineer and chief of the Technical Research Division. Mr. Boese served
from 1952-56 at the FCC as assistant chief
engineer in charge of the Technical Research Division. He joined the FCC in
1937 as a radio inspector and later became
a member of its Washington engineering
staff.
WORD

Sale Up for Hearing

WORD Spartanburg, S. C, which applied to the FCC to be sold for $136,000 to
WMRC Inc. [Changing Hands, March 24]
has received a McFarland letter from the
Commission. The application for transfer of
control of the station indicates the necessity
of hearing, said the FCC, because of possible concentration of control and overlapping of existing stations.
May 19, 1958
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JUDGES

• Jurists polled by student
• Illinois newsmen get study
Most Illinois jurists — county and circuit
— apparently approve bans against radio-tvphoto coverage of court proceedings.
At least that's the finding based on a
survey laid before the Illinois News Broadcasters Assn. during its clinic sessions at the
U. of Illinois' Allerton Park Conference
Center May 10-11. Results were contained
in a study by a University graduate student
in journalism and communications, Gerald
Cashman. of Bethlehem. Pa., who reported
the findings to radio-tv newsmen. Percy
Tannenbaum, assistant research professor at
the University's college of journalism and
communications, aided with statistical analysis.
Mr. Cashman said the study was conducted to ascertain the possibility in Illinois
of modifying Canon 35 of the American
Bar Assn.. which is considering revised
wording of Canon 35 but has deferred action until later this year.
Mr. Cashman's survey, prepared under
the supervision of Marlowe Froke, news
director of WILL-TV Urbana, U. of Illinois
educational station, was formulated and
sent to 173 county and circuit judges in
Illinois. Their views were solicited on 13
different questions, 10 of them requiring yes

Proposal

to Place

Excise Tax

On Co-op Advertising Assailed
Two Southern California organizations
have written their congressmen in protest
of an Internal Revenue proposal which
would place an excise tax on cooperative
advertising.
In letters to the two California senators
and congressmen from its area, the Southern California Broadcasters Assn. said the
co-op plan is a "great boon for the local
retailer." Such a ruling would greatly constrict his ability to advertise — necessary to
continue the present level of economy — the
letter said.
The Hollywood Advertising Club, in writing to Rep. Joe Holt (R-Calif.), said the
tax would be a blow against "free speech
and free press." In many instances, from
30-50% of a radio station's revenue comes
from advertising for which the costs are
shared by manufacturer and retailer, the
club stated. "Tax it, and not only are retailers and media hurt but the public itself
is less well informed than it is now," the
Ad Club letter concluded.
FCC

Denies

WDAM-TV

Move

The FCC last week denied rule-making
proposed by WDAM-TV Hattiesburg, Miss.,
to move its ch. 9 assignment to the larger
city of Baton Rouge, La., and delete its
commonly-owned ch. 28 (WAFB-TV) at
Baton Rouge, WDAM-TV, controlled by
WDSU-TV (which also controls WAFB-TV)
New Orleans, also sought approval of an
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and no answers. A total of 66 jurists responded anonymously, with 95% contending that radio-tv equipment is "physically
distracting" and 100% holding such equipment was "psychologically disturbing."
"One striking feature of the responses . . .
is the jurists' almost unanimous regard of
photo-radio-tv coverage as psychologically
and physically distracting in the courtroom,"
the study contends.
Another feature was that "while considering photo-radio-tv reporting techniques distracting, asmall (but yet surprising) percentage of the respondents indicated a need
for an informed public by saying they would
permit
Cashman such
found.coverage techniques," Mr.
Without regard to jurists' exposure to
demonstrations, the study found that 31%
would permit tape recordings of proceedings; 11 % would permit live radio-tv coverage of court cases, and 48% would grant
live coverage in adjoining corridors. (Some
jurists did not respond on certain questions.)
A second part of the survey was categorized by jurists who had been exposed to
demonstrations or discussions of radio-tv
courtroom coverage, exposed to both, or exposed to neither. Among judges exposed to
either or both, 100% considered such equipment as "distracting" and "disturbing." Mr.
Cashman held the fact that respondents exposed to both were "more agreeable" to
live radio-tv coverage in corridors outside
courtrooms was most significant.

agreement with WTLM (TV), permittee of
ch. 7 in Laurel, Miss, (about 30 miles from
Hattiesburg), for WTLM to operate from
the present site of WDAM-TV after the proposed change.
CATV

Firm Seeking

Relay System

Potomac Valley Telecasting Corp., Cumberland, Md., has asked the FCC to authorize a $62,877 tv microwave relay system
for its community antenna tv system to
bring in the signals of the four Washington,
D. C, tv stations— WRC-TV, WTTG (TV),
WMAL-TV and WTOP-TV— to Cumberland. The relay would be located on Mount
Cacapon, W. Va., and the terminal point
would be Irons Mountain, near Cumberland. The CATV system already carries the
programs of the four tv stations.
Bulb Firm Ads

Forbidden

by FTC

Michigan Bulb Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.,
has been forbidden by the Federal Trade
Commission to misrepresent the types and
quality of its nursery stock and merchandise
guarantee, as the FTC contends it has in
the past on radio, in newspapers, magazines and other media. The order adopts
an earlier initial decision by an examiner
[Government, Oct. 28, 1957]. Named are
Gerald C. Forrest and Louis Lang with their
partnership, the Holland Bulb Co. Michigan
Bulb does more than $1 million business
annually, the FTC said, and also trades as
Dutch Bulb Importers, Rapid Specialties
Co. and Flower of the Month.

Three
In

FTC

Claims

Settled

Monitor

Cases

The Federal Trade Commission has closed
the file on the first three complaints developed by the radio-tv monitoring unit —
those against three muscle-rub compounds
— with consent orders announced last week.
Omega Chemical Co. (Omega oil),
Mentholatum Co. (Mentholatum Deep Heat
rub) and American Home Products Corp.
(Whitehall Infra Rub and Heet) signed the
agreements not to claim they offer an effective treatment for arthritis, rheumatism
and related diseases.
The original FTC complaints [At Deadline, April 1, 1957, et seq.] challenged
radio commercials and newspaper advertising of all three firms and network television
advertising of Mentholatum and Whitehall
Pharmacal Co. (subsequently made a division of American Home Products Corp.)
Other claims the advertisers have agreed
not to make: that they penetrate below the
skin, that the products relieve pain for any
specific number of hours or that they provide a new or more extensive type of relief
than competing products. Although the
orders forbid saying the preparations penetrate below the skin or have a substantial
direct effect on body structures underlying
the area of application, claims that they
temporarily relieve minor aches and pains in
the underlying structures are permitted.
The consent orders are for settlement
purposes and are not admissions of violations.
Program Logging Requirements
Due to be Changed by FCC
Major changes in program information
will be included in a rule-making notice
due to be issued by the FCC in the next
week or two proposing a revision of the
Commission's license renewal forms.
Recognizing current practices in radio
and tv, the Commission will suggest the following, among other changes:
• Program listings for radio will be required only from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
• Program listings for tv will be required
only from 6 p.m. to 11 p.m.
• Program segment is reduced from 1416.
minutes to 14 minutes. This will permit a
program to be classified as sustaining when
it is essentially non-commercial, even though
a one-minute spot follows the program.
• Promotion advertising will not be
counted, as commercial if the station does
not charge for it.
Request to change the format of license
renewal forms was instituted more than a
year ago and was taken up by the Broadcasters Advisory Committee and the Budget
Bureau's Office of Statistical Reports. The
broadcasters' committee submitted proposed revisions to the FCC late last year.
Appeals

Court

Backs

Ch. 9 Grant

The FCC's 1957 grant of ch. 9 Orlando,
Fk., to WLOF-TV was upheld by the U. S.
Court of Appeals last week. The court in
an unsigned opinion found no basis for reversing the FCC's grant. The grant was appealed by losing applicant WORZ Inc.
Broadcasting

Appeals
St.

Louis

Court

Hears

Ch.

1 1 Case

The U. S. Appeals Court for the District
of Columbia was asked last week by St.
Louis Amusement Co., a former competing
applicant for ch. 1 1 in St. Louis, to declare
the ch. 1 1 construction permit vacant and
return it to the FCC for new applications.
But the FCC, answering this argument, told
the court that St. Louis Amusement has no
standing in the case because it had already
"scratched in a five-horse race" for ch. 11.
The arguments were the latest in a series
of developments in the ch. 1 1 case which
began in 1953. The case resulted in the
award of ch. 11 to CBS Inc. in March 1957.
CBS, however, instead of building a ch. 11
facility, bought KWK-TV St. Louis (ch. 4)
later that year for $4 million and turned
over the ch. 11 construction permit to 220
Television Inc., one of three remaining applicants for ch. 11.
St. Louis Amusement had withdrawn as
an applicant for ch. 1 1 before award of the
grant to CBS after concluding that it had
no chance of winning against CBS Inc.,
which it considered head and shoulders
above the three other applicants — 220 Tv
Inc., St. Louis Telecast Inc. and Broadcast
House — in qualifications.
St. Louis Telecast and Broadcast House
agreed to assignment of ch. 1 1 to 220 Tv in
exchange for payment of $200,000 each by
220 Tv or one-third interest each in the
ch. 11 facility. In the meantime, the FCC
authorized CBS to consummate its purchase
and operate ch. 4 (now KM OX-TV), at the

Wired Music Vs. Copyrights
Clarified by Pa. Court
Precedent ruling clarifying the music
copyright situation in the wired music field
was made last week by ludge John W. Lord
Jr., U. S. District Court for the eastern district of Pennsylvania. Judge Lord ruled
for the first time that a wired music operator
was "performing publicly for profit" within
the meaning of the copyright law by sending music from its studio over leased telephone lines to customers.
The court also held the customer of the
wired music service liable as a copyright
infringer.
Three publisher members of American
Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers were awarded judgment in the case.
Plaintiffs Leo Feist Inc., De Sylva, Brown
& Henderson Inc., and Williamson Music
Inc. were awarded judgment for $1,000
plus court costs and attorney's fees, against
Muse-Art Corp., a Philadelphia wired music
operator, and its subscriber, the Lew Tendler Tavern Inc., operator of Lew Tendler's
restaurant.
House Unit Split on Sports Bill
The House Judiciary Committee was divided Thursday over a bill (HR 10378) designed to exempt most phases of professional baseball, football, basketball and
Broadcasting

same time, putting ch. 1 1 on ice until sometime within 60 days after the ch. 11 court
proceeding is finally resolved [Government, March 3.]
St. Louis Amusement charged that after
the ch. 11 grant to CBS in March 1957,
CBS then began negotiations to "rearrange
almost all" the television setup in St. Louis
by purchasing the more desirable ch. 4
(KWK-TV) and making a "gift" of ch. 11
to 220 Television Inc. instead of returning
the permit to the FCC. Such a "rearrangement," St. Louis Amusement Co. suggested,
should be the function of the FCC, not of
CBS.
The firm withdrew from the FCC proceedings on ch. 11, St. Louis Amusement
said, because it felt competition for the
facility with the FCC would have been

Appeals

Court

to

FCC:

'Ch, 10 s All Yours'
The U. S. Court of Appeals told the FCC
last week that the federal agency has full
command of the controversial Miami ch. 10
case.
The court's action was taken in a response to a request for clarification of its
remand order by the FCC last month
[Government, April 28]. The court remanded the case to the FCC early in April
for further hearings to determine whether
(1) former Comr. Richard A. Mack should
not have voted in the contentious case, and
(2) whether any applicants improperly atsioners. tempted to influence any of the commisThe FCC can not only make findings
based on the evidence it hears in a new
hearing, the court said, but can affirm the

fruitless: "We did not engage in a futility
and waste our money," the firm said, adding that the "only thing that can be said
against us is that we were not fools."
The FCC told the court that St. Louis

original grant (to National Airlines' subsidiary Public Service Television Inc.), reverse it, or make a new grant.

Amusement "has no right" to be before the
court and is "no way interested" in the
case now that it has withdrawn its application. At one time St. Louis Amusement had
the same rights as the other applicants, the
Commission said, but in a five-horse race

Actually the court denied the FCC's request for clarification, but stated that the
Commission's understanding of its position,
as specified in the clarification petition, was
correct. The FCC asked whether it was
under a court command to act as an agent

for the facility decided to "scratch." The
FCC now has only one thing to decide —
whether the transferee or assignee of the
construction permit is qualified to operate
in the public interest by FCC standards,
they added.

of the court in the role of "special master"
or whether it retained its authority to decide the case. It assumed that it maintained
its regulatory authority, the Commission
said.
The FCC granted the Florida vhf channel
to what is now WPST-TV Miami in 1957.
WKAT Inc. (A. Frank Katzentine) challenged the grant in the appeals court. Also
appealing was Eastern Air Lines Inc., which
hearing.
sought to intervene in the comparative FCC

Judge Henry W. Edgerton presided at
the Monday session with Judges Warren E.
Burger and Wilbur K. Miller.

hockey from antitrust regulation. A 15man minority of the 32-man committee
broke with Chairman Emanuel Celler (DN. Y.) over language in the bill. At issue
were the words "reasonably necessary" in
the bill. Organized baseball proponents
argue this language would encourage large
numbers of lawsuits testing the baseball
reserve clause binding a player to one team.
The exemptions would free broadcasting
rights from antitrust control.
IRS Rules Surplus Ad

Funds

May be Subject to Federal Tax
Funds left over from the advertising
budget of an incorporated, non-profit organization of area dealers in cars or other
goods are subject to federal taxes, if the organization iauthoriz
s
ed to spend the money
for purposes other than advertising, the Internal Revenue Service has ruled.
The ruling, published by the IRS last
week, was made in answer to a question
by an area automobile dealers' group. In
its answer, IRS distinguishes between an
organization using funds solely for advertising and one which may use money for
other purposes. Funds of the former are
not treated as income, whereas the latter
must pay tax on any surplus at the end of
the year. Dealers may deduct contributions
as business expenses, the IRS added.

Following the disclosures of pressures
brought by various applicants in the case —
which became public during the hearings
before the House Legislative Oversight
Committee and which resulted in the
resignation of Comr. Mack — the Commission asked the court to remand the case so
it could look into the charges.
The court's remand included instructions
for the Commission to report back on what
it is doing in six weeks and also to inform
the attorney general of the U. S. so that
the Dept. of Justice may participate if it
wishes.
Besides WKAT, other losing applicants
were North Dade Video Inc. and L. B.
Wilson Inc.

Marinette

Sale to Get

Airing

The FCC last week refused to postpone
the March 19 effective date of the sale of
WMAM
and WMBV-TV (ch. 11) Marinette, Wis., by William Walker and others
to the Morgan Murphy interests, Norman
M. Postles and Walter C. Bridges, but ordered ahearing on the sale based on protests
and petitions by WFRV-TV (ch. 5) and
WBAY-TV, both Green Bay, Wis. FCC approval of the sale [Changing Hands,
March 24] had been protested by the two
on charges of "economic leverage" by the
new owners [Government, April 28].
May 19, 1958
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PROGRAM SERVICES

STATIONS

Am Personality Plan Replaces
Outlawed Storecast Fm Service

DuMont

The FCC's May 1 deadline against use
of supersonic signals in fm background
music programming put Storecast System
out of the in-store commercial business,
had
but the package-services firm already
merchanlearned that its subsidiary in-store
dising service had become the tail which
wagged the dog.
sell inStorecast started as a service to
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ture and it gives tie participating stations
a store-merchandising plan to offer their
regular advertisers.
Stanley Joseloff, Storecast Corp. of
cast
America president, said the new Store
sing"
em concept is called "Merchanti ts
syst
and will begin with almost 500 supermarke
of the Acme Markets American Stores Co.,
First National Stores and National Tea Co.
chains and will be made available to all
retail grocery outlets within the cooperating
stations' primary area- Stations joining in the
project initially are WCFL Chicago, WICC
Bridgeport, Conn., WCAU Philadelphia and
WHAY New Britain, Conn.

DuMont Broadcasting Corp. last week
reported that its financial upturn [Stations,
April 14] is continuing with increased revenues and income for the 13-week period
ended March 29. Also, stockholders approved achange in corporate name to the
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. Management had wanted the new name "as being
more descriptive of the corporation's activities in owning and operating broadcast-

New

C-C

Tv Network

Name

Revenue

Change

Gross revenues for the 13 weeks totaled
$3,363,469, or $1,822,430 more than for
the same period in 1957. Net income before
depreciation and amortization was $461,542
and $56,021 after. The latter figure compares with a net loss of $70,656 after depreciation and amortization for the 13-week
period last year. Because of a tax loss carried forward, Metropolitan does not have to
provide for federal income taxes.
Last year, the firm chopped off $243,460
from its tax loss carried forward from 1956
(at the end of 1957, there was an over $1.3
million loss remaining to be applied against

Gains;

Approved

profitable operations this year and in future

ing stations in metropolitan centers."
Metropolitan Broadcasting owns and operates WABD (TV) and WNEW
New
York; WTTG (TV) Washington, and WHK
Cleveland. The name change was desired
also to eliminate an apparent confusion
with Allen B. DuMont Labs. (DuMont
Broadcasting was created Sept. 12, 1955,
to take over the broadcasting facilities of
Allen B. DuMont Labs after the liquidation
of the former DuMont Network. In December of that year, it was separated completely from its former parent company).

Also last week, Metropolitan Broadcasting announced the appointment of a new
general manager for its WHK (purchased
for $700,000 from Forest City Publishing
Co. in late February). He is Henry W. (Bud)
Simmen. Mr. Simmen, account executive
at Metropolitan-owned WNEW for the past
three years, takes over on June 1.

TLF NEWSMEN

AT

A change in the board of directors:
years).
David Mahoney, president, Good Humor
Corp., replaces Dr. Allen B. DuMont. Officers were re-elected except for Paul Raibourn, Paramount Pictures' vice president,
who was succeeded by Richard Geismar,
formerly secretary, as treasurer. Mr. Raibourn continues as a member of the board.
President
Dedication

Eisenhower

to Attend

of WRC-AM-TV

Plant

President Eisenhower is scheduled to
dedicate the new NBC Washington plant
next Thursday. An NBC coast-to-coast
simulcast will carry the ceremonies, 2:30-3
p.m. EDT. It is described by the network
as the first time a President has appeared on
live color from the nation's capital.
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC president, will

HEADQUARTERS

Plan

Being Offered by GiantView
GiantView Network, a division of Meilink
Steel Safe Co., Toledo, Ohio, has announced
a closed-circuit tv network plan which it
claims will save 10-20% on overall network costs.
The network plan is a franchise arrangement with dealers in major markets who
own or lease a Meilink tv projector (made
by Tela Electronics, a division of Meilink).
The company reports that this eliminates
two of the big cost problems — transportation of equipment and the hiring of local
service crews to install and operate the projectors. The local dealers service their own
equipment.
Another advantage to the plan, says
GiantView, is that "with locally available
projectors networks can be set up on short
notice and the danger of an equipment failure before or during a meeting because of
damage in transit is minimized."
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News directors of the radio and television stations of Time Inc.'s TLF Broadcasters held a four-day meeting in New
York and Washington last week to discuss common problems and exchange
ideas for improving news coverage.
In New York they also sat in on Time
and Life story conferences and conferred
with editorial executives. On Friday,
third day of the meeting, they moved to
Washington to tour Time-Life's bureau
there and discuss Washington news coverage with staff correspondents. They
had a luncheon with congressmen from
their respective station areas and were
guests at a reception attended by senators and cabinet rank officials.
Weston C. Pullen Jr., Time Inc. vice
president for broadcasting, called the
meeting "an important step in our radiotelevision program to increase the scope

and improve the coverage of news in
depth at both the local and national
Above, Garry Osborne (1) briefs the
group . on teletype facilities of TimeLife's central wire room, which handles
a level."
million words of copy each week. Continuing (1to r) the group includes Bill
Roberts, head of TLF's radio-tv desk in
Washington; Jack White, KDYL-KTVT
(TV) Salt Lake City; Sheldon Peterson,
WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis; Dick Cheverton, WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids;
Jim Bennett, KLZ-AM-TV Denver, who
accepted his Sigma Delta Chi award for
distinguished service in journalism (tv
reporting) at the SDX awards dinner in
New York Thursday night; E. Gilbert
Forbes, WFBM Indianapolis, and George
Morrison, WFBM-TV Indianapolis.
Broadcasting

ERNEST B. VORDERMARK,

"Picture

Chief Engineer, WMBR-AM,

quality

That's

why

comes

we

use

FM, TV, Jacksonville, Fla., SAYS:

first with

G-E camera

WMBR-TV.

tubes!"

"T^OR nine years we've served Jacksonville and nearby areas with topflight television. We've built up a critical and exacting audience —
our viewers want ever-better programs and picture quality.
"In order to provide superior TV, we equip our studios, mobile
unit, and transmitter with the finest components money can buy. It was
this policy which led us to install General Electric Broadcast-Designed
camera tubes, like the one I'm pointing to in the illustration.
"These

tubes do a fine job for us. Their resolution is sharp, with

good contrast and 'gray scale' — advantages which

carry right through

to owners' screens. Image burn-in is at a minimum.
value in terms of long tube life.
"WMBR-TV

can recommend

We

get full dollar-

General Electric camera tubes in every

way, based on experience with them under all telecasting conditions!"
*
*
*
Your

nearby G-E

tube distributor has Broadcast-Designed

camera

tubes — gives fast service. Phone him! Distributor Sales, Electronic
Components Division, General Electric Company, Owensboro, Kentucky.
996 FEET HIGH, WMBR-TV 's lofty
Channel 4 antenna stands close to
T^ogress fs Our Most
GENERAL

A

Important

Product

ELECTRIC
f r.i 2-302

the population center of Jacksonville. Consequently, television reception isunsurpassed throughout
the north-Florida metropolis, and
for many miles around.

STATIONS CONTINUED
they will cease their activities as of the
first of next month to "concentrate on their
personal interests." It was announced at
the same time that plans have been completed for a new organization comprised
of some of the firm's clients to service "the
majority of the stations formerly represented
by Bulmer and Johnson Inc." The new
organization, Wayne-Evans & Assoc., will
be managed by Bud Sitt, with Pat Clements,
longtime Bulmer and Johnson executive,
as an associate.

BEFORE the year is out. WKJG-AM-TV Fort Wayne, Ind., will move into a
new plant now being built (model shown) at 2633 W. State Blvd. Edward G. Thorns,
general manager and vice president of WKJG Inc., announced last week that work
had started on the quarter-million-dollar plant.
Situated on a 22-acre plot, the new building will have 15,000 square feet of floor
space. The WKJG stations expect to occupy the building by fall; at present they are
in the Purdue Building.

introduce the President and throw a switch
converting the telecast from black-and-white
to color.

Appearing on the speaker's platform with
the President and Mr. Sarnoff will be Brig.
Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman;
John L. Burns, RCA president; Carleton
D. Smith, NBC vice president-general manager for WRC-AM-TV Washington, and
government officials.
The President is to tour the $4 million
broadcasting center before the ceremonies.
The plant is described as the first one
designed and built from the ground up for
color telecasts. It is located on a seven-acre
site at 4001 Nebraska Ave., N.W., about
three miles from downtown Washington.
Vice President Richard M. Nixon installed the cornerstone of the new facility
a year ago in ceremonies telecast on the
NBC-TV Today program.
Frank

Bremer

to Be Consultant

Frank V. Bremer, vice president of
Bremer Broadcasting Corp., which operated
WAAT-AM-FM and WATV (TV) Newark,
N. J., resigned that
position this month
when National Television Assoc. took
over the stations and
changed call letters
to WNTA-AM-FMTV. He will act as a
consultant for National Television
Assoc., Marine Enterprises and Multiplex Research, Inc.
MR. BREMER
The Bremer
Broadcasting Corp. was formed in 1926
with Mr. Bremer as president, operating
WAAT; WAAT-FM was added in 1947,
and WATV (TV) in 1948.
Mr. Bremer has been in radio for 48
years, starting as an amateur operator of
FB in Jersey City in 1910. In 1919 he operated as amateur 2-1 A and began his first
commercial broadcast under this call letter
from the Jersey Journal in 1921.
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D.J. Freed

Surrenders

In Boston 'Riot7 Case
The case of Boston vs. disc jockey Alan
Freed [Stations, May 12] entered round
two last week as the ex-WINS New York
rock-and-roll personality surrendered to
Suffolk County (Mass.) authorities on Friday to be arraigned on two charges. Indicted a fortnight ago on a charge of
inciting to riot under a commonwealth
"anti-anarchy law," Mr. Freed last Wednesindicted a second time for "causing
day was in
a riot
which persons suffered bodily
harm." Like the "anti-anarchy law," this
ancient statute also dates back to the early
colonial days of British jurisprudence. Both
charges stem from the May 3 teen-age
imbroglio following a Boston Arena R&R
"concert" in which 15 persons were beaten,
robbed or stabbed.
Mr. Freed's surrender was demanded
Wednesday by Boston District Attorney
Garrett H. Byrne of Paul T. Smith, a
Boston criminal lawyer retained for the
case by Mr. Freed's personal counsel in
New York, M. Warren Troob.
Meanwhile, in New York Thursday,

Charlie

Peace,

Carolinas

Broadcaster-Publisher

Charlie Peace, 54, broadcast and newspaper executive in Greenville, S. C, died
Thursday at a Greenville hospital. He had
been in ill health for a year. Funeral services were held Friday morning in Greenville.
Mr. Peace was vice president and general
manager of Greenville News Piedmont Co.,
publishing Greenville News and Piedmont,
and 48% stockholder in WMRC Inc., operating WFBC-AM-TV Greenville. He was
president and a director of WMRC Inc.
and of Asheville, N. C, Citizen-Times Publishing Co., publishing the Asheville papers
Asheville. The
WWNC
operating
and
Greenville interests have an application
pending for purchase of WORD Spartanburg, S. C.
Active in civic affairs, Mr. Peace was

widely known in the South. He held prominent posts in community organizations.
Despite declining health he had been working at his office in Greenville.
Surviving are his wife and a daughter.

Hoberman

to WABC

him after the Boston fracas hit the nation's
headlines. "We had no such intention,"
asserted WINS.
Regional

Rep

Firm

Reorganized

Vivian H. Bulmer and Ella May Johnson, who founded the "first regional radio
and television representative organization
in the upper Midwest," Bulmer and Johnson Inc. in Minneapolis, have announced

from

Detroit,

Taking Over as General Manager
Ben Hoberman, a sales executive at
WXYZ-TV Detroit, has been appointed general manager of WABC New York, according to Leonard H.
Goldenson, president

of American Broadcasting -Paramount
Theatres Inc. Both
stations are owned
and operated by the

WINS officials indicated that Mr. Freed's
sudden resignation May 9 [At Deadline,
May 12] was the result of a "misunderstanding," and that WINS would "not be adverse" to rehiring Mr. Freed. Said WINS
President Elroy McCaw, "We are sort of
keeping an open mind about all this."
He said that the outcome of Mr. Freed's
legal conflict with the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts would have no bearing on
the issue of reemployment. It was learned
that Mr. Freed tendered his resignation
because he feared WINS would discharge

54, Dies; Was

ABC division of ABPT.
The move, linked
to the recent appointment to ABC
executive vice presidency of James G.
Riddell, president and general manager of
WXYZ-AM-TV, was preceded last week
with the resignation of Stewart Barthelmess,
incumbent general manager of WABC. Mr.
MR. HOBERMAN

he will "shortly" anindicated
ss future
Barthelmenounce
plans.

Mr. Hoberman joined WXYZ in 1950
after having served as assistant manager of
WELI New Haven and general manager of
WDET Detroit. During World War II, Mr.
Hoberman was in charge of the French
operations of the American Forces Network
(AFRS).
Broadcasting

Storer First Quarter Report
Shows Decline in Earnings
Storer Broadcasting Co., Miami Beach,
Fla., has reported first quarter earnings of
$751,203 after taxes, compared with $1,286,445 for the same period last year. Pershare earnings respectively were 30.4 cents
and 51.9 cents.
The decline is attributed principally to
operation of WVUE (TV) Wilmington,
Del., the company's most recent acquisition.
W1BG Philadelphia, acquired at the same
time as WVUE, however, reported revenues exceeding any other Storer radio station, the statement said.
Earnings of the Storer stations owned for
both years or longer showed a slight increase
this quarter over the first quarter of 1957,
it was pointed out. These are WGBS Miami, WSPD-AM-TV Toledo, WJW-AM-TV
Cleveland, WJBK-AM-TV Detroit, WAGAAM-TV Atlanta and WWVA
Wheeling,
W. Va.
Christal Names

AW

BEAUMONT
ORANGE

Sales Managers

PORT

ARTHUR

The appointment of Thomas C. Harrison
as sales manager and the promotion of Philbin S. Flanagan to eastern sales manager
are being announced today (Monday) by
Henry I. Christal Co., radio station repreAngling

for

greater

Beaumont-Port
area?

You

covering
MR. HARRISON

MR. FLANAGAN

sentative. Messrs. Harrison and Flanagan
will make their headquarters in New York.
Mr. Harrison, widely known in broadcasting, was vice president in charge of
sales for ABC Radio until a few weeks ago.
Mr. Flanagan has been with the Christal
Co.'s New York staff since 1952.
Tele-Broadcasters

to Name

Fm

1,000,000

K

F

D

M

CBS

only

oil-rich

prosperous
Beaumont

facility

market

Texans-

Radio

&

TV

See PETERS-GRIFFIN-WOODWARD,

ABC

INC.

United

Press

Facsimile

United

Press

Movietone

Newspictures

Newsfilm

Clinic Starts Friday

The Wisconsin Fm Clinic opens Friday
on the U. of Wisconsin campus in Madison.
Fm station operators, equipment manufacturers, advertising agency representatives
and radio dealers will be present at the
Broadcasting

of

the

Arthur-Orange
the

this

in

Another

A new underwriter will be named in the
near future to handle the 40,000-share
offering by Tele-Broadcasters Inc., H. Scott
Killgore, president of the multiple station
company, announced last week. Sinclair
Securities Corp., the underwriter named in
the report submitted to SEC, has been dismissed, Mr. Killgore said. The stock will be
offered at $3.25 per share (par value 5$),
subject to non-registration authorization by
the Securities & Exchange Commission
[Stations, May 12]. Tele-Broadcasters owns
stations including WPOW New York, N. Y.
Wisconsin

need

sales

and Ratings
ri_b |Build
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day's discussions on fm trends, hi-fi broadcasting, programming, multiplexing, dealer
and audience promotions and agency relationships. Harold A. Engel of WHA-FM
Madison is in charge of local arrangements.

is located near Orion, 111., on one of the
highest points in the Rock Island area.
WHBF-TVs old 500-ft. tower and transmitter in downtown Rock Island are being
maintained on a standby basis.
To promote its new coverage, WHBF-TV
organized the 1,000 Foot Club. Viewers were
asked to join by sending post cards describ-

WHBF-TV Signal Going Out
From New 1,000-Ft. Tower
WHBF-TV Rock Island, 111., was scheduled to switch to new top-power transmitting equipment and a maximum-height
antenna yesterday (Sunday), it was announced by Ben H. Potter, president of
WHBF-AM-FM-TV, and Les Johnson, vice

CHANGING

HANDS

The following sales of
hinii
wuihv,cu
statio
inter
ANNOUNCED
.n
.
ests were
announced last week. All are subject to
FCC approval.
KULA HONOLULU, HAWAII • Sold to
Jack Burnett by his former partners in the
station, Arthur B. Hogan, Richard C.
Simonton and Albert Zugsmith. The price
was in the neighborhood of $150,000.
Mr. Burnett has been general manager of KULA since 1947, of KULA-TV
since it began operation in 1954. KULATV was sold to Henry J. Kaiser for approximately $685,000 a few days ago [Changing Hands, May 12]. KULA operates on
690 kc with 10 kw and is affiliated with
ABC.

ORIGINATION point for the new talltower signal of WHBF-TV Rock Island,
III., is the remodeled Telco Building downtown, done over inside and out for radio
and tv studios. The new tv tower rises
1,000 feet above high terrain near Orion, III.
president and general manager. The new tv
transmitter and 1,000-ft. tower were put up
at a cost of a half-million dollars.
In addition, the Telco Building, home of
the Rock Island studios, has been remodeled inside and out.
WHBF-TV figures its coverage gain at
88% with the new transmitter and tower,
reaching a total of 449,000 tv homes in a
15,000-sq.mi. area in Western Illinois and
Eastern Iowa. It has been operating at top
power, 100 kw on ch. 4, since 1954.
The RCA color-monochrome transmitter

Cincinnati's

goes to Mr. Thomas' Marterto Productions, and 10% to Eli Parker, the comedian's business manager. Mr. Haymond will
continue as general manager of KGEE.
KGEE operates on 1230 kc with 250 w.
WAAN
WGLO

watts

MARLBORO, MASS. • Sold to
Inc., Lew Sargent president, by

Clernew Broadcasting Corp., Arthur Newcomb president, for $17,000. Haskell
Bloomberg handled the sale. The station
will operate on 1470 kc with 1 kw, day.
The following transfers of

APPROVED

station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions see For The Record, page
104.

KWK ST. LOUIS, MO. • Sold by Robert
T. Convey, St. Louis Globe-Democrat, El-

Most

Independent
50,000

KGEE BAKERSFIELD, CALIF. • Sold
to tv star Danny Thomas by C. Dexter Haymond for sum reportedly in excess of
$175,000. Of the stock in the station, 90%

of SALES

Station

POWER
CINCINNATI,

WC

On the Air everywhere
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KY

STATION

24 hours a day— seven days a week

opened far in the future.
WHBF-TV,

a CBS-TV

affiliate, will be

eight years old in July. WHBF Radio celebrated its 33rd anniversary last February.
TRACK RECORD ON STATION SALES, APPROVALS
zey Roberts, KSTP Inc. and others to KWK
Radio Inc. for over $1 million.
KWK Radio Inc. is owned 74% by
Convey.
WEMP Milwaukee, and 26% by Mr.
WEMP is 25% owned by Andrew M.
Spheeris, 20% by Hugh K. Boice Jr., 20%
by John C. Gagliano, 6% by Mrs. Robert
A. LaFollette, and the balance by WEMP
employes. Mr. Convey stated that he has
offered other KWK Inc. stockholders the
opportunity to purchase from him a prorata share of his stock in the buying comKWK was established in 1927 and operpany.
ates on 1380 kc with 5 kw.
WTWO
WLBZ

(TV) BANGOR, ME. • Sold to
Television Inc. by Murray Carpenter and Assoc. for $600,000. Adeline
B. Rines, president of WLBZ Television
Inc., is majority stockholder of WRDO
Augusta, WLBZ Bangor and, as trustee,
WCSH-AM-TV Portland, all Maine.
WTWO is on ch. 2 and is affiliated with
CBS.
WKXP-TV LEXINGTON, KY. • Sold by
Frederick Gregg Jr., Charles H. Wright and

NEW

CONTEST

Immediately after the FCC approved the $1,025,000 sale of KWK
St. Louis by KWK Inc. to KWK Radio Inc. which is principally owned
by WEMP Milwaukee (see Changing Hands, above), 220 Television Inc., holder of ch. 11 in St.
Louis, filed a complaint in the state
circuit court of St. Louis. 220 Tv
Inc. claims it has right of first refusal
in the purchase of the 5 kw independent- on 1380 kc and that it was not

Powerful
Radio

ing reception in their neighborhoods. The
cards are being microfilmed and sealed in
a metal box on top of the tower to be

OHIO

given the opportunity to exercise this
agreement. The St. Louis ch. 11 grant
was turned over to 220 Television Inc.
by CBS after the network bought
ch. 4 KWK-TV St. Louis (now
KMOX-TV) for $4 million and gave
its cp to the losing applicants. The
other two losers in the four-cornered
ch. 11 comparative hearing, St. Louis
Telecast Inc. and Broadcast House,
have $200,000 debentures in 220 Tv
Inc., which can be converted, under
certain circumstances, into one-third
ownership. This transfer is now in
litigation (see page 83).
Broadcasting

Speedy service is only one of the many advantages
of motor transport — only one of the reasons why
trucks move three out of every four tons in industry, agriculture and commerce in America.
. . . Other important advantages: motor transport is flexible, covers out-of-the-way places with
the same dispatch it serves cities and towns; it

provides an easier ride, thus is kinder to cargoes ;
its constant, continuous performance makes it
possible to maintain a smooth, even flow of goods
and thus eliminate the need for maintaining large
inventories. . . . The steady, substantial growth
of the motor transport industry is a measure of
the vital importance of trucks to all America.

INDUSTRY
TRUCKING
AMERICAN
American Trucking Associations, Inc., Washington 6, D. C.
THE WHEELS

Broadcasting

THAT GO

EVERYWHERE
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STATIONS CONTINUED
REPRESENTATIVES

APPOINTMENTS

Harry C. Feingold to Radio Cincinnati Inc.
for about $200,000. including about $100,000 in obligations. Radio Cincinnati Inc. is
licensee of WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati
(same ownership as Cincinnati Times-Star) ,
and owns WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio;
WBRC-AM-TV Birmingham, Ala., and has
a minority interest in WBIR-AM-TV Knoxville, Tenn. WKXP-TV is on ch. 27.

Golden Empire Broadcasting Co. (KHSLAM-TV Chico and KVCV Redding, both
California) appoints Art Moore & Assoc.
as representative for Pacific Northwest.
McGavren-Quinn has been named national
representative for KHSL and KVCO.

WHBS HUNTSVILLE, ALA. • Sold to
M. D. Smith III for $125,000 by The Huntsville Times Co. Renewal of license also
was granted by the FCC. The sale approval
is without prejudice to such action as the
Commission may determine is warranted,
if any, as a result of its pending inquiry
into alleged violations by television stations

WKIS(FM) Orlando, Fla.; WAPX Montgomery, Ala.; KLOS Albuquerque, N. M.;
WJRD Tuscaloosa, Ala., and KLYN Amarillo, Tex., appoint Bob Dore Assoc., N. Y.

of the Commission's policy concerning editorializing by broadcast licensees. Mr.
Smith, former vice president of WBRCAM-TV Birmingham, Ala., owns WJIG
Tullahoma, Tenn., and WBYE Calera,
Ala. WHBS operates on 1550 kc with 5
kw and is affiliated with ABC.

^%

A

TP |P I

MIF^^

KOVR-TV
Sacramento-Stockton, Calif.,
names Blair Tv Assoc. affective June 1.

REPRESENTATIVES

SHORTS

Station Representatives Assn. has moved
into new offices at 366 Madison Ave., N. Y.
17. Telephone number: Yukon 6-9390.
Donald Cooke Inc. has moved to Tishman
Bldg., 666 Fifth Ave., N. Y. Telephone:
Judson 2-2727.

Newsworthy

News

Coverage

by Radio and Tv

TAMPA BAY AREA — The news department
of WSUN-AM-TV St. Petersburg had to
cope with two big stories within 60 minutes
last Tuesday when an Air Force bomber exploded in mid-air and a tornado headed into
the area. News photographer Wilbur Pilsbury of WSUN-TV arrived quickly on the
crash scene to provide an immediate beeper
phone report to WSUN. Broadcast eyewitness interviews followed and WSUN

financial secretary of the United Auto Workers local at Douglas Aircraft, when a messenger rushed into UAW headquarters to notify
Mr. Haywood of last-minute negotiations
postponing the strike deadline. The news
was bulletined and other aircraft plants were
checked meanwhile by Mr. Kenneally and Al
Downs, night editor, for a complete broadcast report at 1 1 p.m.

wrapped up the story at 6 p.m., with WSUNTV following at 6:40. The stations supplied
reports and film footage to WWIL Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., WIBG Philadelphia,
WCKT-TV Miami and ABC-TV.
At the time crash coverage was underway,
WSUN newsmen were acting on a Conelrad
Alert for tornado conditions, giving instructions to listeners and rounding up reports
from authorities. Later the bad weather
lifted and the stations broadcast an all-clear.

CINCINNATI — Teamsters awaiting the word
on an impending strike in three Cincinnati
plants heard the walk-out decision given by
a union official over a WSAI Cincinnati
microphone. WSAI reporter Larry Phillips
was ready with the microphone at Federal
Mediation Board where officials were trying
to avert the 1,800-worker strike. Another

LINCOLN — A three-man news team from
WOW-AM-TV Omaha is in Lincoln, Neb.,
to cover the trial of Charles Starkweather,
charged with first-degree murder. WOW-TV
is furnishing newsfilm to other area stations.
WOW News Director Jim McGaffin is providing direct reports for WOW-TV and
WOW newscasts, with supplemental coverage by WOW-TV Chief Photographer Bill
LaViolette and Ralph Fox, Lincoln correspondent.
KFAB Omaha has posted veteran crime
reporter Tom Henry outside the Lincoln
courtroom to broadcast directly from the
corridor. The station is participating in a
statewide broadcaster campaign to repeal the
Canon 35 ban on microphones and cameras
in the courtroom.
LOS ANGELES — When aircraft workers canceled amidnight strike 90 minutes before it
was to start, KNX here had the story as it
happened. Bill Kenneally, station newsman,
was on the telephone with Al Haywood,
Page 90
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highlight of the week's news on WSAI was
an immediate report on the death of an
automobile crash victim. Newsman Howard
Blaney, after covering the story on the spot,
telephoned the hospital for word on the
driver's condition. The attending physician,
asking Mr. Blaney to wait while he checked,
returned to say the patient had just died.
DUBUQUE — WTOP Washington, following
two area scientists in their balloon flight
40,000 feet over Minnesota, gave hometown
listeners a direct report soon after their safe
landing in Dubuque, Iowa. Newsman Steve
Cushing contacted the men by telephone for
an interview broadcast later on the WTOP
Washington News Report.
RIO DE JANEIRO — A half-hour after the
first UP bulletin on a May 8 Brazilian train
crash, KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex., put an
eye-witness account on the air. By transoceanic telephone, News Director Dave
Dary contacted John Alius of the UP Rio
bureau directly after his return from the
crash scene where more than 100 lives were
lost. His beeper report was broadcast immediately.

NAB,

AMST

$75,000.00

Ask
for

TASO

A plea for $75,000 to permit the Television Allocations Study Organization to
complete its work was made to tv stations
last week by NAB and the Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters.
The TASO board also has asked EIA,
Committee for Competitive Television and
the Joint Council on Educational Tv to
contribute. All organizations are represented on TASO's board.
The added financial support is needed,
TASO said, to permit the correlation and
evaluation of a mass of technical data on
uhf and vhf propagation and equipment
studies. TASO was established in 1956 to
do a technical study of tv for submission
to the FCC. It came into being at the
height of the bitter uhf-vhf deintermixture
problem. Dr. George Town, Iowa State
electronics professor, is TASO executive
director. Data has been compiled with the
aid of 230 engineers from 130 organizations. Itis estimated that between $500,000
and $650,000 in money and manhours already has been donated to TASO.
One of the main reasons for the need
for more finances, it was explained, is that
the correlation and evaluation of raw
data was to have been done by the National Bureau of Standards. NBS, however,
had to withdraw its offer because of the
press of other work. TASO also wants to
run some tests on vhf directional antennas
and on circular polarization. Funds also
are needed for publication of the completed
report due at the end of this year.
L. A. Ad

Club

Hears

Hallamore,

Sees New 'Sellevision' Device
Television began as a working tool for
industry and there are many who believe
that industrial tv will eventually be a much
larger field than entertainment tv, Lloyd
Hallamore, president, Hallamore Electronics Div., Siegler Corp., told the Los Angeles
Advertising Club last Tuesday.
Industrial television developed, he said,
as a tool for inspection and control of
processes too dangerous for humans to
handle in person, with early systems installed in atomic energy sites and on rocket
and missile engine tests stands. Then it
entered the gimmick stage, when industrial
tv installations were derided as snooping
devices of the "Big Brother is watching
you" variety. Now, industrial tv is in the
"working tool stage," used to monitor
gauges at points difficult to reach, to inspect
hot steel as it leaves the rolling mill, freight
cars at the far end of a railyard or underwater locations for positioning drill bits.
"In the field of communications," Mr.
Hallamore said, "we see industrial television
servicing as the company magazine and actively building employe morale," as at the
Hallamore plant, where a simplified tv studio, operated by one man, is coupled with
some 76 receivers throughout the plant.
Touching on another field, Mr. Hallamore asserted that pay tv offers a great
Broadcasting

field for tv expansion. He predicted that in
metropolitan areas pay tv will develop by
neighborhoods or communities (he foresees
73 such local systems in Los Angeles), with
homes of subscribers connected by wires or
cable to points of program origin.
The Hallamore one-man tv studio set-up
[Manufacturing, July 1, 1957] was demonstrated to the advertising luncheon by
Mr. Hallamore and a bevy of Powers models, who also assisted him in presenting a
new device, named "Sellevision." This is
an indoor display unit which, Mr. Hallamore said, offers a store operator the chance
to use in his store the same sight-sound-andmotion advertising which the national advertiser uses so effectively on tv.
Sellevision also offers the national advertiser of automobiles and other high priced
merchandise a chance to let his top salesman help every dealer to make that difficult sale, its inventor stated. By film and
Sellevision, that top salesman can be present in the dealer's establishment, ready to
talk when called on. The units displayed
resembled large-screen tv receivers. They
were said to be different from other store
displays of that type in that they could be
operated in brightly lighted locations without shielding.
Chicago BAC to Discuss P.R.
At Closed-Membership Meeting
Industry public relations will be discussed
at a closed-membership luncheon meeting
of the Chicago Broadcast Advertising Club
May 21 by a panel of speakers including
Donald N. Martin, public relations assistant
to the president of NAB. The meeting will
be held at the Sheraton Hotel.
Appearing with Mr. Martin will be Dr.
Leonard Kent, vice president and research
director of Needham, Louis & Brorby, and
Dale O'Brien, president of Mayer &
O'Brien, public relations counsellor, and of
the Chicago chapter of the Public Relations
Society of America.

NCAB

Session

Spotlights

Sales, Regulatory

DONALD H. McGANNON (r), president of
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. accepted the
RTES president's gavel last week from John
C. Daly, ABC vice persident-newscaster and
outgoing president of the New York group.
governors were Ted Bergmann, Parkson
Adv.; Ernest Lee Jahncke Jr., Edward Petry
& Co.; Winfield R. Levi, Broadcasting; Alfred L. Mendelsohn, Universal Pictures,
and David Channing Moore, Transcontinent
Television Corp. In addition, Josef C. Dine,
Dine & Kalmus, was named for one year to
fill an unexpired term. Other governors,
with terms expiring next year, are Robert
Jay Burton, BMI; Robert J. Leder, WOR
New York; Mary McKenna, DuMont
Broadcasting Co., and Sam J. Slate, WCBS
New York.

From

Home

Office

Problems

Sales and regulatory problems dominated
the meeting of North Carolina Assn. of
Broadcasters held at Mid-Pines Club,
Southern Pines. E. Z. Jones, WBBB Burlington, NCAB president, presided at opening
business sessions Thursday, with over 100
in attendance.
Warren Boorom, Radio Advertising
Bureau, listed 16 ways of improving station sales. A panel titled "My Major Sales
Problem" comprised Bill Currie, WRAL
Raleigh; Tom Harrell, WSTP Salisbury; Lee
Hodges, WCPS Tarboro and Dallas Mackey,
WEYE Sanford. Douglas Coxe, of the
North Carolina State Fair, spoke on the
topic "How to Spell Sales."
Thad H. Brown Jr., NAB tv vice president, spoke at the Thursday banquet, reviewing Washington problems.
A. C. Edwards, executive vice president
of the North Carolina Farm Bureau, lauded
broadcasters for their role in disseminating
farm news and promoting sale of farm commodities. The bureau plans awards to stations for farm broadcasts. Ted Hyman, of
the Division of Agricultural Information,
described a new weekly tape service offered
by N. C. State College. The tape is suitable
for sponsorship.
Brig. Gen. William M. Gross, chief of
staff of the Tactical Air Command, U. S.
Air Force, was Friday luncheon speaker.

to Service Station,
SINCLAIR is

Mr. Martin will discuss NAB's public relations program and problems facing that
industry today. Developments in public
opinion research will be canvassed by Dr.
Kent, while Mr. O'Brien will talk on the
growing stature of public relations in business.
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer is scheduled as speaker for BAC's final 1957-58
luncheon meeting June 20.
McGannon

Named

For 1958-59,

Head

Succeeding

of RTES
Daly

Donald H. McGannon, president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., was named president of the Radio & Television Executives
Society in New York last week. He succeeds
John Daly of ABC.
Other officers named in the annual balloting were Geraldine Zorbaugh of CBS Radio
as first vice president; Don Durgin of NBC
and Frank E. Pellegrin of H-R Representatives as vice presidents; Omar F. Elder Jr.,
ABC, secretary, and Jay Smolin, Associated
Artists Productions, treasurer.
Named to two-year terms on the board of
Broadcasting

"Spot is doing a great job for Sinclair. And," adds James

J.

Delaney, Sinclair Refining Company's Advertising Manager,
"we now boast the biggest campaign for size, scope and

duration, in spot radio history. It's been so successful that
a questionnaire sent to Sinclair marketers and distributors
t
o
brought
a resounding
95% request
InbcI spot sales
for continued use of Spot Radio!
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
Glenn Ramsey, SESAC, and Ray Galloway,
North Carolina division, U. S. Brewers
Foundation, were hosts at a Wednesday
reception. Wallace Cochrane and Carroll
Ogle, RCA broadcast sales and recorded
program service, were Thursday hosts.
WLS' Salzman Elected Head
Of Illinois News Broadcasters

Salzman. WLS Chicago, was
elected president of Illinois News Broadcasters Assn., suceeding Ralph Smith,
WSOY Decatur, at a two-day clinic at the
TJ. of Illinois' Robert Allerton Park. Both
the AP and UP Illinois Broadcasters' groups
met concurrently with INBA May 10-11.
Others elected by INBA were John
Rhodes, WRRR Rockford, vice president,
and Al Rowe, WSOY Decatur, secretarytreasurer, plus these directors: Bill Spangler,
WFRX West Frankfort; Fran Booton,
WLBK DeKalb; George Martin, WTHI
Terre Haute, Ind., and Mr. Smith. Mr.
Spangler was elected president of the UP
group and Bill Ellison, WHBF Rock Island,
of the AP unit.
Panelists reported on broadcasting and
economic developments during the clinic,

Hoffman

At Chicago

Convention

This Week

H. Leslie Hoffman, president of Hoffman Electronics Corp., Los Angeles, will
receive the 1958 Medal of Honor Thursday
at the 34th annual convention of Electronics Industries
Assn., to be held
Wednesday - Friday
at the Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Mr. Hoffman is a
former broadcaster,

Harold

including results of a graduate student's survey of Illinois judges on Canon 35 and station awards by the AP broadcasters' group
(see page 82). Newsmen from downstate
stations also reported on coverage and public service aspects of tornado coverage
earlier this year.

on distribution and merchandising, with
Robert E. Hilbrant, vice president, ColgatePalmolive Co., as moderator, is planned for

EIA Honor

to Receive

having sold KOVR
(TV) Stockton,
Calif., and is applicant for a tv station
on ch. 39 in Bakersfield, Calif. Paul V.
MR HOFFMAN
G a 1 v i n, EIA past
of Motorola
chairman
board
and
president
Inc., will make the presentation to Mr. Hoffman as "Electronics Man of the Year."
Over 30 business sessions, two membership luncheons and the Thursday awards
dinner are on the EIA convention schedule,
according to James D. Secrest, executive
vice president. The five EIA divisions will
elect officers and directors. The board of
directors will meet Friday, electing a president and other association officers.
Leslie F. Muter, president of The Muter
Co., Chicago, is in charge of the convention
committee. Group meetings will be held
Wednesday and Thursday. EIA underwent
its change from Radio-Electronics-Tv Mfrs.
Assn. into a more efficient industrywide as-

Duncan Notes Electronics 'Upswing'
The electronics industry is experiencing

sociation during Mr. Hoffman's term as
president. The Hoffman firm employs over
2,500 people and its sales have been over
the $40 million mark for each of the last

"a very definite upswing" following the
slump in the last half of 1957, D. C. Duncan, president, West Coast Electronics
Manufacturers Assn., said Friday. Speaking at the WCEMA spring board meeting
in Denver, Mr. Duncan said, "Reports
from throughout the country indicate sales
increases ranging from 10% to 40% since
January. U. S. electronics volume should
approach $14.5 billion this year compared
with the $13.2 billion recorded for 1957."
Mr. Duncan is general manager of Beckman Instruments Helipot division, Newport
Beach, Calif.

five years. He has pioneered many developments in the electronics industry, including
sponsored telecasts of sports in the West.
FTC's Kintner to Address TGA
Earl W. Kintner, chief counsel of the
Federal Trade Commission, will address
the opening day meeting of the annual
Toilet Goods Assn. convention at Poland
Spring, Me., June 25-28. A panel discussion

the final day of the convention. Panel members will be Marshall F. Chapman, vice president of A. C. Nielsen Co.; Edward A. Loring, vice president of Gilman Bros. Inc.,
wholesale druggists; Richard Lockman, vice
president and general manager of Emil
Mogul Co., and others to be announced.
Fisher Heads

the

TV

Market

53 COUNTY

GEORGIA

the Metropolitan Area
IN THE TOP SO OF ALL 262 METRO AREAS IN PERCENTAGE OF GROWTH IN
• POPULATION
• E. B. I.
• RETAIL SALES
Source: Sales Management, Marketing on the Move, November 10, 1957

COVERAGE AREA
TV Homes

197,344

Population
1,195,100
Families
295,600
E.B.I
$1,288,883,000
Retail Sales . . . $828,816,000
Source:
Television
March, Data
1958 Book
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the Station
LEADS IN 380 OUT OF 419
QUARTER HOURS . . . TIED 5
Source: Metro Pulse, January, 1958

WRBL-TV
CHANNEL
CALL HOLLINGBERY COMPANY

4

Group

The Assn. of Broadcasting Executives of
Texas has elected Howard Fisher, radio-tv
director of Rogers & Smith Advertising
Agency, Dallas, president for 1958-59. He
succeeds Paul Girard of Tracy-Locke Co.,
Dallas. Wallis Ivy, The Katz Agency, Dallas,
is vice president.
Re-elected were Mrs. Frances Banister, ,
Crook Adv. Agency, Dallas, secretary, and
Gene Cuny, KLRD-TV Dallas, treasurer.
Directors: Mike Shapiro, WFAA-TV Dallas; Dan Hayslett, KIXL Dallas; George
Utley, WFAA; Bob Stuart, Clarke Brown
Co., Dallas; Jack Sellers, The Sellers Co.,
Dallas; Bob Stanford, Seven-Eleven Food
Stores, Dallas; Bill Jones, The Frito Co.;
Jack Rogers, WBAP-TV Fort Worth; Mr.
Fisher; Mr. Girard, and Mr. Ivy.
More than 100 North Texas radio and
television advertising executives belong to
ABET, which is just over a year old.
Burnett, Helffrich on

PR Panel

An agency president and a network executive will participate in a panel discussion on "Advertiser-Media Relationships"
this Thursday at an annual forum sponsored
by the Public Relations Society of America
and the U. of Minnesota. The forum will
be held at Calhoun Beach Hotel in Minneapolis. Panelists include Leo Burnett,
president of Leo Burnett Co.; Stockton
Helffrich, NBC director of continuity acceptance; James P. Selvage, president of
Selvage & Lee, public relations consultant,
and William I. Nichols, editor and publisher,
This Week magazine. Moderator will be
Dean I. W. Cole, Medill School of Journalism, Northwestern U.
Calif. AP

COLUMBUS,

Texas

Group

Picks Thornley

Hank Thornley of KBET-TV Sacramento,
Calif., has been elected chairman of the
California AP Television-Radio Assn., succeeding Sam Zelman of KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles. Pat O'Reilly of KABC Los Angeles
was named vice chairman of the group at
its May 10 meeting in Sacramento.
Sig Mickelson, CBS vice president in
charge of news and public affairs, was
featured speaker at the luncheon meeting.
Also on the luncheon bill were news awards
to member stations (see Awards). Panelists
for a discussion of radio-tv news problems

were Mr. Thornley, Mr. O'Reilly, Mr. Zelman, Henry Schacht of KNBC San Fran
Cisco and Charles V. Berlin of KSCO Santa
Cruz:
Broadcasting
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ZENITH'S

COMDR.

•

Pioneer

in broadcasting,

•

Manufacturer

was

McDONALD

electronics and

formidable

Comdr. Eugene F. McDonald Jr., 72,
board chairman of Zenith Radio Corp. and
pioneer broadcaster, died late Thursday in
U. of Chicago's Nathan Goldblatt Memorial
Hospital after an extended illness.
A broadcaster for 35 years, he maintained his interest in Zenith's WEFM (FM)
Chicago, oldest fm outlet on the air, and
pursued a campaign to launch pay tv as a
broadcast medium. He was the first president of NAB, having been elected at the
association's organization in 1923. He had
founded WJAZ Chicago that year.
He ruled Zenith 3Vi decades with an iron
hand. A strong personality, he led many industry movements. Controversial and colorful, he had long been active in the move to
launch pay tv and directed the
active campaign to develop
congressional, FCC and public sentiment for the medium.
The immediate cause of
death was bone cancer.
Comdr. McDonald is understood to have been in a coma
for a week.
After leaving the Navy in
1918 with the rank of lieutenant commander, he became
interested in amateur radio
and formed a partnership,
Chicago Radio Labs. On New
Year's Eve 1920, he heard
music on a broadcast receiver
and bluntly observed, "That's
COMDR.
my business." This remark
guided his career.
With his partners, he operated a radio
business which in 1923 became Zenith Radio Corp., a sales adjunct for ham equipment. The term Zenith was derived from
his ham call letters, 9ZN, which was the
source of the trade name Z-Nith and then
Zenith. Manufacture of broadcast receivers
was begun by Zenith in 1925.
Comdr. McDonald felt the Secretary of
Commerce, Herbert Hoover, had too much
power as czar of radio and in 1925 he
jumped to a Canadian frequency. The government prosecuted him and lost the case,
an important factor in drafting of the Radio
Act of 1927, predecessor to the Communications Act of 1934.
In 1923, as NAB

president, he agreed to
help Doubleday Page dispose of an overprint of a radio magazine. The publisher
paid $1,000 a month to NAB as WJAZ,
WOC Davenport, Iowa, and other stations
carried magazine announcements. This convinced him that broadcasting had a commercial future and the incident is a landmark in early broadcast history.
During his career as a manufacturer,
Comdr. McDonald emphasized quality and
development of new ideas in broadcast
equipment. He is credited with developing
the first all-electronic receiver and the first
automatic tuner. He developed the subscripBroadcasting

proponent

first NAB

DIES

A Public Service Film Available For

head

Any 10-Day Period Without Charge

of pay television

tion tv idea in the early 30's but did not
demonstrate it until 1947 when a telephone
line served as a carrier for unscrambling
signals. The term Phonevision was applied
to the system. Commercial pay tv was demonstrated in1951 in Chicago.
McDonald-sponsored fm experiments
prior to World War II showed the coverage
ability of signals in the 40 mc band. After
the war Comdr. McDonald bitterly fought
the shift of fm to the 88-108 mc band.
Deaf in one ear, he voiced resentment at
the high cost of hearing aids and put out a
low-cost device. Zenith still leads this field.
A militant competitor in the electronics
industry, he filed patent suits against RCA
in 1946. The litigation was settled last year
with an award of $10 million
to Zenith.
Born March 11, 1886, in
Syracuse, N. Y., he was educated at Syracuse U. In 1931
he married the former Inez
Riddle, who survives. Two
children survive, Eugene F.
Ill and Mrs. Guntram Weissenberg, of Haverford, Pa.,
and a sister, Mrs. Wilson
Towns, of Chicago.
He entered business in Chicago in 1910 as a pioneer in
the field of writing commercial automotive paper. He became alieutenant commander
in the Navy in 1917 and held
MCDONALD
the same rank in the reserve
after World War I. He maintained his interest in ships and owned over
30 in his career, including the yacht Mizpah
which served as his home. He often took
broadcasters for lake cruises.
Comdr. McDonald was a member of a
number of Arctic expeditions, including
the MacMillan expedition of 1923 which he
outfitted with shortwave radio. In 1925 he
was second in command of the MacMillan
National Geographic Expedition to the
Arctic and commander of the shortwaveequipped SS Peary. He had persuaded
the Navy to put shortwave radio on its
1925 goodwill expedition into the Pacific
and talked from a point 11 degrees from
the North Pole to the naval ships 12,000
miles away at Tasmania.
Besides his Zenith position he was
president of Seneca Securities Corp.; president-director ofWincharger Corp., Sioux
City, Iowa (towers), and director of Hospital Service Corp. He was author of a
book, Youth Must Fly, published in 1941
by Harper.
He was especially proud of his ability
to pick and train executives, leaving his
office several months each year and keeping in touch by shortwave radio. Zenith
earnings for the first quarter of 1958 hit
an alltime high.
Comdr. McDonald was a fellow in the
Royal Geographic Society of London. He

"CHALLENGE

Narrated by
Lowell
IN

Thomas
ASI
A"

♦ A 13 minute film short on today's challenge in Asia. Will the
Philippine people and their President,
with their English-speaking, Christian heritage on an Oriental background provide a fresh means of
Peace in Asia and understanding with
the West? In this film President
Garcia gives his answer.
♦ Here is an inside look at President
Garcia at work in Malacanang Palace,
the Philippine White House. The film
includes a special sequence on his role
as host to the SEATO conference,
which helped firm up the anti-Communist alliance in Asia. There are live
sound statements by Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles and Philippine President Garcia, also intimate
glimpses into the workday and the
private home life of President Garcia
. . . including Cabinet Meetings, as
host at a state dinner for SEATO
foreign ministers . . . receiving a
newly appointed ambassador . . .
talking with a delegation of American
boys . . . welcoming world-renowned
personalities, Marian Anderson and
others . . . relaxing with his family
. . . playing chess . . . with a final interview of broad impact on tomorrow in
Asia!
♦ A remarkably different public service film for the TV program director
seeking to give his viewers a fresh
insight into Asia and President Garcia's objectives for the betterment of
Philippine-American understanding.
♦ Produced by Alfred Wagg Pictures,
narrated by Lowell Thomas, directed
by Alfred Wagg, written by Joe
DiMona, photographed in 35mm black
and white, and 16mm prints are available, with synchronized sound and
music.
For additional information,
please write or wire:
ALFRED
7801

WAGG

PICTURES

Woodmont

Washington

Avenue

14, D. C.

Telephone: Oliver 6-3161
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MANUFACTURING cont.nued
(Monday) at the Assumption Church,
Chicago. It was requested that flowers be
omitted but contributions be made to the
Henrotin Hospital, Chicago.
Haley Heads Investment Fund,
Missiles-Jet & Automation

G. Haley, Washington communications attorney and prominent in astronautics, ispresident of a new open-end
investment fund which has registered with
the Securities & Exchange Commission.
The fund is Missiles-Jet & Automation
Fund Inc. The offering proposed is 500,000
shares with a par value of $l at an offering
price of $10 per share. The stock will be
sold through a nationwide group headed by
Ira Haupt & Co. Investment adviser to the
fund is Templeton, Dobbrow & Vance Inc.
Other principals are Dr. Theodore von
Karman, aeronautical and space expert,
chairman; directors: James S. Landis, attorney and former dean of the Harvard Law
School, former chairman of SEC and CAB;
Sir Robert A. Watson-Watt, father of radar;
Bertram M. Goldsmith, Ira Haupt & Co.;
Francis H. Crissman, Columbia Gas System
Inc.; Roy S. Heavner and William S. Palmer,
Templeton, Dobbrow & Vance Inc.; Arch
C. Scurlock, Atlantic Research Corp.; Malcom A. Sedgwick, Home Insurance Co. A.
Bernstein, former Navy captain and an investment dealer, is vice president of the
fund, and Michael H. Bader, attorney with
Haley, Wollenberg & Kenehan, is secretarytreasurer.
Andrew

FLANAGAN

WILLIAM F. FLANAGAN, formerly
with General Electric Co.'s Schenectady office, has been appointed to head
the newly-formed GE distribution
sales office in New Orleans. The new
office represents expansion of electric
components marketing in the South
and will cover the major trading areas
of New Orleans, Memphis and Jackson, Miss., according to C. B. Farmer,
regional sales manager. David N. Piatt,
formerly with the Owensboro, Ky.,
office has been appointed new sales
manager in Atlanta, and E. Kyle
Cooper, previously in marketing training assignments in New York City,
has been named district manager for
the Birmingham office.

was a member of the Racket, Tavern and
Chicago Athletic Clubs, in Chicago, as
well as Mackinac Island Yacht Club, Royal
Canadian Yacht Club and Explorers Club
of New York.
Services for Comdr. McDonald today

Announces Expansion Goal
Shure Bros., electronics components
manufacturer, announced plans Thursday
for acquisition of another electronics firm,
primarily one engaged in high fidelity sound
reproduction and industrial automation.
The decision was reported by S. N. Shure,
president of the Evanston (111.) firm, at a
which marked its 33rd
managem
ry. meeting
anniversaent
Shure

,— _____

THE

r3fK^

POWERFUL

HAND

in Pennsylvania's^3rd

market

Shure produces a complete line of microphones, hi-fi phonograph tone arms and
and magnetic tape recording heads
ges
cartrid
for the consumer, laboratory and industrial
markets. Mr. Shure predicted stepped-up
development of the electronics industry in
the next 10 years and claimed acquisition
of new products will help Shure "stay in
front of this trend."
WNEP-W
Ch. 16
Scranton

Wlff-TV
Ch. 34
Wilkes-Barre

• best possible coverage of the nearly
2,000,000 people in the prosperous
Scranton— Wilkes-Barre trading area
• combined operation with identical
programming— ABC-TV basic affiliates
Symbol of Service

It] transcontinent television
corporation
WR0C-TV,
Rochester • WGR,• WGR-TV,
Buffaloby• Peters.
WSVA,
WSVA-TV. Harrisonburg
Represented
Griffin & Woodward • WNEP-TV (formerly WARM-TV), Scranton
WIIK-TV, Wilkes-Barre • Represented by Avery-Knodel. Inc.
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Symposium Set on Stereo Discs
What is said to be the first comprehensive
symposium on stereophonic disc recording
will be held Friday by the Audio Engineer-,
ing Society at the RCA Victor Studios,
New York. Speakers will include William
H. Miltenburg, chief engineer and manager
of recording, RCA Victor, New York; Edwin A. Dickinson, manager of motion picture equipment, Westrex Corp., Denville,
N. J., and William S. Bachman, director of
research and development, Coengineering Records,
New York.
lumbia
MANUFACTURING

SHORTS

Ampex Corp. has announced shipment of
magnetic tape recorder VR-1000, which

can produce tv sight as well as sound, to
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex. Company reports
KDUB-TV is 25th station in country to
receive equipment, which is black-and-white
system that can be converted to color.
Electro-Voice Inc. and Fairchild Recording
Equipment Co. have announced cartridges
to play new Westrex 45-45 stereophonic
disc recordings. Electro-Voice said it is now
producing Model 21-D ceramic pickup with
0.7 mil diamond needle to sell at $19.50
and comparable Model 26-DST which
features in addition turnover 3.0 mil sapphire needle for playing regular 78 rpm
records. Latter sells for $22.50. Fairchild
will start delivery this month of its XP-4
coil pickup based on its original Model 603
stereo cartridge. XP-4 will sell for $79.50
with Model 282 stereo arm listed at $42.50.
All pickups will play regular monaural discs
as well. Fairchild also is producing Model
248 stereo preamplifier at $239.50.

Hallicrafters Co., Chicago, announces four
new microwave amplifier models with
"periodically focused" traveling wave tubes
for "minimum size and maximum performance." Models (HMA 1-2-3-4) cover 1,00011,000 mc range and are designed to meet
high gain microwave amplifier needs. Among
special features are self-contained video detectors, separate inputs and outputs for
greater operational versatility, regulated
power suppies and parallel input jacks, plus
protection against crystal burnout of wide
band crystal video receivers.

Audio Devices Inc., N. Y., has issued 12the Satelpage booklet, "You Can Record
lites," which describes modifications to radio
equipment that will enable radio amateur or
professional to receive and record informa-is
tion about phenomena in space. Booklet
available without charge from company dealers throughout country.

Symphonic Electronics Corp., N. J. manufacturer of package hi-fi equipment, tape
recorders, and phonographs, moves to new
in Coliseum Tower, 10 Coheadquarters
lumbus Circle, N. Y.
Piclear Inc., Mamaroneck, N. Y., has announced that General Electric Co. has
been named distributor of its Piclear device
to television stations. Piclear claims that
its device, when attached to film projector,
enables abrased films to be telecast free
of any defects. Company reported that
more than 50 tv stations are using Piclear
attachment.
Audio Devices Inc., N. Y., manufacturer
of Audiotape, has published brochure which
tells how to receive satellite radio signals,
record them on tape and interpret signals.

German production: West German television set makers report their inventories
are at zero. Their original production goal
for 1958 of 1.2 million to 1.3 million is
expected to be increased second time this
year. Retailers report almost all of many
different models (few American sets among
them) are sold without much promotion.
Exports are up 20% over corresponding
1957 period.
Broadcasting

INTERNATIONAL
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•

Gains

RADIO-TV

explored

at CARTB

BOOMING

sessions

in Montreal

Radio receivers sold in the first three
months of 1958 totaled 99,781 compared
with 119,543 in the same 1957 period. Sales
of portable sets were up from 5,887 in the
1957 period to 7,615 in the first three
months of this year. Ontario accounted for
40,662 sets in the January-March 1958 period, Quebec for 25,470 sets, Alberta for
8,359, with the balance sold in the rest of
Canada.

Tv sales power, radio's resurgence prime topics
Booklets on the history and activities of
Television as Canada's number one salesman and the resurgence of radio as a naprivate Canadian radio and television stational, regional and local merchandising
tions, ahandbook for speakers on broadmedium were stressed by Canadian and
casting in Canada, a national anthem recording in both French and English, and
United States broadcasters and advertisers
on
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production
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sales
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,
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A.
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Maymankind."
8 during
Karl
with
vision
e
rector of the CARTB, giving the audienc
variety of press releases and institutional
a Radio Day speech presented over Radio
facts and figures on Canadian television
promotion on stations and in Canadian
Moscow, according to Radio Liberation,
which monitors Soviet broadcasts.
coverage, viewing habits and the growth of
publications.
advertising expenditures since tv came to
Radio Liberation last week circulated a
Canada in September 1952. Last year nain Radio-Tv Set Sales
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summary
of the broadcast in which D. I.
tional tv advertising amounted to about
Continues in Canadian Market
Chesnokov, chairman of the state commit.$40,000,000.
tee for radio and television broadcasting
continued
sales
set
television
and
Radio
of
Ray Peters, commercial manager
attached to the Council of Ministers, was
to drop in the first three months of 1958
CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ont., introduced
quoted as saying "It is with a feeling of
A
stories.
speakers who gave local success
according to figures released by the Radiospecial gratitude that we pronounce the
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name of the great Russian scientist, Alexof Canada. Sales of tv sets in the Januarya panel of Canadian authorities, with Murander Stepanovich Popov, who discovered
March 1958 period totaled 97,313 units
ray Brown, CFPL-TV London, Ont., as
radio for mankind." Mr. Chesnokov went
compared with 108,478 in the first three
chairman. Others on the panel: Spence Caldon to say that "we are proud that not only
months of last year. Of the total, 35,449
well, of S. W. Caldwell Ltd., Toronto, Ont.,
sets
were
sold
in
Ontario,
22,548
in
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the first radio signals on earth were transJONC
advertising agency; Don Jamieson,
mitted by our great compatriot, Popov, but
and
Columbia
British
in
8,626
province,
TV St. John's, Nfld.; Ralph Snelgrove,
also that the first radio signals transmitted
the remainder in the rest of Canada.
CKVR-TV Barrie, Ont.; Blair Nelson,
CFQC-TV Saskatoon, Sask.; Mrs. G. Myers,
Screen Gems (Canada) Ltd., Toronto; Hugh
Horler, MacLaren Adv. Ltd., Toronto; Warren Reynolds, E. W. Reynolds & Co., Toronto, advertising agency; William Inch, General
Foods Ltd., Montreal, Que., and W. L.
Charland, McKim Adv. Ltd., Toronto.
The afternoon radio workshop under the
chairmanship of Howard Caine, CHWO
Oakville, Ont., had Worth Kramer, WJR
Detroit, Mich., as keynoter. Mr. Kramer
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U
M
U
asked Canadian broadcasters and advertisers
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to study their entertainment programming,
news, commercials and rate card integrity, to
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see if they could not be improved. He urged
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selective public."
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E. R. Fisher, advertising manager of Pepi
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his company's emphasis on radio because
of its flexibility in programming and in buyPOPEYE
ing time on stations to meet needs of local
as well as regional company franchise holders.
Ben Dobrinsky, advertising director of
32.4
marfood
chain
Steinberg's Ltd., Montreal
In Detroit, the kids love Channel 9.
kets, told how radio is the key to food merThere
isn't a more loyal group of
successful
chandising. He dealt with various
Y
TV
fans
than those that watch
N
BUN
campaigns, and with the current campaign
CKLW-TV cartoons. The ratings
BUGS
show it . . . the response proves
Steinberg's is using involving 300 one-minit! You'll be amazed at some of the
ute commercials a week on 1 5 radio stations
sales success stories. Ask our repat a cost of $125,000 a year.
325,000 Watts
resentative orwrite direct.
Young
Kenneth H. J. Clarke, Canadian sales
21
manager of International Nickel Co. of
GUARDIAN BLDG.
Canada, Toronto, and Donald H. McGanTelevision Corp.
DETROIT 26, MICH.
non, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., New
National
CKLW
i . £. Compeow
puba
as
York, dealt respectively with radio
Representative
lic relations medium and its adjustment to
prcudent
television.
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from the depths of the universe were signals

take some responsibility for the television

coming from Soviet satellites."
Mr. Chesnokov also reported, Radio Liberation said, that the average daily volume
of Soviet radio broadcasts now amounts to
almost 600 hours; there are 46 tv centers in
operation throughout the country, and by
the end of 1958, their number will increase
to 70.

system and "not to put too much pressure
on straight commercial considerations." He
hoped they would "help leave some room
and some opportunity for trying new ideas
and for honest attempts for progress that
will throw the lie in the face of those who
try to say that the whole influence of tv is
deadening and tending to force the minds

RADIO-TV'S
OUTLOOK
DUNTON
BY
UP
SIZED
• CBC

chief speaks

• Three-day

meet

to ACA
in Toronto

Competitive television stations in major
Canadian cities, more export of Canadian
tv programs and growth of tv sets in the
next decade from the present 3,000,000 to
5,000,000, were among the forecasts made
by A. D. Dunton at the 43rd annual meeting of the Assn. of Canadian Advertisers at
Toronto May 7.
Mr. Dunton, chairman of the board of
governors of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., traced the growth of CBC in the fiveand-one-half years since television came to
Canada. He told the audience of Canadian
advertisers and agency executives that in

that time CBC's staff has grown from 1 ,200
to 6,300 persons, that last year Canadian
advertisers spent about $40,000,000 on Canadian tv and that over 70% of all Canadian families now have tv sets and spend
nearly four hours daily looking at tv programs. There are at present eight CBC
stations and 38 private stations affiliated
with the CBC network in operation in Canada.
The CBC chief forecast competitive tv
stations for a number of Canadian cities in
the next few years and expressed the hope
that those new stations would come into
being in such a way as to stimulate the production of a reasonable number of Canadian programs. Such competitive stations
would make it possible, he hoped, for viewers to choose between Canadian and imported programming.
In the next ten years, Mr. Dunton estimated tv production would increase to about
$150,000,000 a year, about double the present expenditure. He urged advertisers to

BROADCASTER'S

of people into one mold of conformity."
He felt that because of Canada's expanse
of space, small population and two national
languages, there was need for a government
system that now exists in Canada along with
private stations. "For pure economic reasons I do not think that private operations
alone can produce much significant tv work
by Canadians for Canadians on a national
scale without the help of the public agency

berly-Clark Corp. of Canada, Toronto, was
elected president of ACA succeeding T. M.
Atkinson, advertising manager of Du Pont
Co. of Canada, Montreal. J. J. McGill, Imperial Tobacco Co. of Canada, Montreal,
was elected executive vice president. Five
vice presidents were elected: E. T. Gater,
Sterling Drug Mfg. Ltd., Windsor, Ont.;
J. W. Cook, Shawinigan Water & Power
Co., Montreal; K. J. Farthing, Canadian
Westinghouse Co. Ltd., Hamilton, Ont.; P.
J. McGinnis, Bell Telephone Co. of Canada,
Montreal, and J. C. Miller, Ford Motor Co.
of Canada, Toronto. A. S. Yeates, Prudential Insurance Co. of America, Toronto,
was elected vice president and treasurer,
and B. E. Legate, secretary and general
manager of ACA with offices at Toronto.
Einar V. Rechnitzer, president of MacLaren Adv. Co. Ltd., Toronto, was awarded

and the public funds that support it," he
stated. "Nor can the CBC do its national
job of serving all possible Canadians with-

the ACA

stations."
the private
Heout told
advertisers that it now costs CBC
about two-and-one-half cents per day per
tv family to operate its national service. He
did not anticipate early color tv for Canada,
hoped it would come by 1965. He anticipated consolidated, efficient production centers at Toronto and Montreal for CBC's national service in the near future.

service in the field of Canadian advertising."

The three day meeting, May 5-7, featured
an array of Canadian and United States advertising talent who spoke on various aspects of advertising as the creative force in
marketing. Speakers included E. H. Walker,
president of General Motors of Canada,
Oshawa, Ont.; David W. Wallace, president
of Standard Brands Ltd., Montreal; Ben H.
Wells, vice president of Seven-Up Co., St.
Louis; Dr. R. P. Dinsmore, vice president
of Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron;
Dr. Ernest Dichter, president of the Institute of Motivational Research, Crotonon-Hudson, New York; Dr. Virgil Reed,
vice president of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York; Elton M. Johnson, president of
Canadian Assn. of Advertising Agencies
and chairman of Stanfield, Johnson & Hill,
Ltd., Toronto; T. W. Kober, marketing director of Vickers & Benson Ltd., Toronto;
R. J. Eggert, marketing research manager
of Ford Motor Co., Detroit, and F. Hugh
Horler, radio-tv director of MacLaren Adv.
Co. Ltd., Toronto.
H. E. Whitehead, vice president of Kim-

FIRST

GATES

CHOICE

gold metal "in recognition and appreciation of outstanding leadership qualities shown during his long and distinguished

Canadian Agency Plans N.Y. Shop
James Lovick & Co., Vancouver, B. C.
advertising agency, plans to establish a New
York office in the new Canada House, in
June, the first time that a Canadian advertising agency has had a New York office.
The agency has offices in eight Canadian
cities and San Francisco. It is now the third
largest agency in Canada. The New York
office is to be under the supervision of Don
Agnew, a vice president in the Toronto,
Ont., office. G. Douglas Hall will be manager of the New York office, moving there
from Toronto.

ABROAD

IN

BRIEF

AUSTRIAN INVITATION: The Austrian
Television Service, which is only a few weeks
old, has announced it will add commercial
time segments to its otherwise non-commercial broadcasting schedule when sufficient viewers have been reached. The first
commercial experiment was staged during
the Vienna Spring Fair when advertisers
got time for a nominal rate covering outlay
of the Vienna station.
NEW

TACTICS: The West German Newspaper Publishers' Assn. has decided to stop
legal action against Bavarian Radio and its
Munich tv station. The suit, pending for
some months, claimed Bavarian Radio, as
a state-operated and non-profit organization,
should not invade private business and advertising. The association's switch came with
the explanation that negotiations with the
West German Government have been successful. No details were given. German observers believe that the Bonn Government
may prohibit commercial operations for
government-operated monopoly stations and
clear a sufficient number of uhf channels for
private commercial broadcasts.
THEATRE TV: A television projector which
can illuminate the entire screen of a motion
picture theatre was demonstrated in Zurich,
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Switzerland. The projector is an Eidophor
type, built around an arc lamp rather than
the usual cathode ray tube found in conventional models. The new projector's blackand-white picture is claimed to be better
quality than movies. It is expected to reach
wide circulation in Europe where movie
houses take tv broadcasts (mainly special
events) off the air and show them before
paying audiences.

GAIN: The number of commercials broadcast by a network of television stations in Southern Germany in
March went up 50%. Participating stations
are generally non-commercial but have set
aside 30-minutes daily for commercial
operations. In March 75.8% out of total
available time was sold out, against 52.2%
in January and February. There were 98

GERMAN

commercials in the combined January-Febin
March. ruary period against 169 commercials

SALES IN SWEDEN: Latest statistics indicate retailers sold more than 100,000 television receivers last year. That was at a
time when Swedish tv broadcasts were still
in an experimental stage. Sweden now has
switched to regular tv broadcasts.

PLAYBACK
i
I

QUOTES

BY

PRE-SOLD

i

TELEVISION

Edward F. Lethen Jr., manager, network sales development, CBS-TV, speaking before the Fifth District Conference
of the American Federation of Advertisers May 2 in Mansfield, Ohio:
Network television advertising is producing a revolution in merchandising,
the long-term results of which will be to
reduce the cost of distributing goods.
More important to consumers is the fact
that it will reduce the cost of goods themselves.
A substantial amount of merchandise
is today being sold to self-service stores
or semi-self-service stores. In these
stores the influence of salesmen is almost nil and customers are almost entirely pre-sold by advertising. It is very
significant, then, that television was preferred by three-quarters of the store
managers interviewed [in a special CBS
survey]. The implication of this low-cost
distribution through the selling power
of tv is spreading and will in time have
its effect on the method of distribution
of almost all manufactured products.

WHICH

FAITHFUL

AUDIENCE?

The reported move of two Denver
area radio stations to a "Top 40" formula of "tribal music and artificial icons
fashioned by teenage girls" touched off
an explosion from Thompson R. Watt,
radio-tv editor of the Denver Post. Blaming the "jukebox" programming trend on
Madison Avenue and "its devotion to inconclusive ratings," the FCC, public
apathy and "the station owner willing to
for get fulness," Mr. Watt
such
exploit
column:
in his
said

I
I
I
1
i

The industry points to figures revealing an all-time high in receiver sales, and
indicates more people are listening to
radio than ever before. We argue they're
listhe same people — "mostly young" — and
tening over and over, to the same
the same; listening so intently they have
little time to earn money for sponsor
products. More people, too, are watching more television than ever before, buy-

Broadcasting

WORTH

REPEATING

ing more hi fi sets than ever before, reading more than ever before.
There are more people than ever
before.
. . . We ask ourselves, why in common sense do we devote cherished newspaper space to a daily radio log when
it serves little purpose other than to
allow a handful of disc jockeys to see
their names in print?
. . . We have a real fear that if imagination and creativity continue to disappear from radio, its reasoning adult
audience will lessen correspondingly. . . .
HEADLINE

HUNTERS

NAB President Harold E. Fellows, in his
annual address to the membership at the
NAB Los Angeles convention, defended
the participation of FCC members in the
industry's meeting. Here are excerpts
from his speech:
I do not believe that the broadcasters
of this nation are insensitive to the part
that devoted government workers have
played in this great experiment, nor do I
believe that the public itself thinks this
magic has been wrought without honest
purpose and pure endeavor.
These Commissioners and their staffs,
and those who preceded them, have contributed their parts to the service of our
people in developing Americas free
that
and I don't believe
broadcasting —should
be derogated by the
fact can or
careless and thoughtless and questionable
charges of young and eager headline
hunters.

'FUN WHILE IT LASTED'
Some of those in the advertising profession have grown fat and lazy from easy
pickings brought about by hard work
from their predecessors, but now in this
period of recession they will have to work
— bring forth newer and more creative
ideas — to survive themselves and to combat threats to the economy, Paul Harvey,
ABN commentator, said in an address
(carried on ABN) to the Racine (Wis.) Ad
Club. Mr. Harvey said in part:
It is interesting to note that the motiva-

tion analysts wanted to know why women
will pay $2.50 for skin cream but only 25
cents for soap. You know what they discovered? Skin cream promised to make
them beautiful. They weren't buying a
product, they were buying a promise. So
they promptly re-wrote the soap ads.
We don't buy oranges, we buy vitality.
We don't buy a car, we buy prestige. And
it's been fun while it lasted. Yet as surely
as we have developed new techniques of
persuasion, our secrets become known
and their effectiveness diminishes. And ad
men are called upon for newer, better
ideas.
If this sounds as if I'm blaming the advertising profession for the business recession— maybe I am. It's a cinch industry
has recently produced more than you
have sold! But if you did let that happen,
you can also reverse the trend.
TIME FOR A NEW LOOK?

Adman Maxwell B. Sackheim, whose
agency of the same name has helped
build CBS Inc.'s Columbia Records Club
via "hard-sell," speaking before The
Premium Club of New York May 13:
Let's cut out the foolishness and put
more sell in our advertising. When the
going is easy and profits are high, practically everybody's advertising is good.
Nobody criticizes it. Nobody complains.
notices foolishness when it's
Nobody
covered by soaring sales. But when times
get tough some advertisers wake up and
demand results. Their advertising takes
on a new and strange look. Gone are the
pretty pictures and sweet talk. Off comes
the kid glove and on go the brass
knuckles. Some of them even change
their advertising agencies. In short, they
cut out the foolishness and put more sell
into their advertising. That's what usually
happens when business comes to a crisis
— a labor crisis, a stockholder crisis, a
sales crisis or a crisis of any kind.
But some advertisers seem to care
little about their advertising regardless of

1

1
I

conditions. They never change. It is difficult for me ... to reconcile this attitude with good business. . . .
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Daniels

Heads

EDUCATION

Brokerage

Firm

The formation of a community antenna
brokerage firm, the first specializing in this
field, was announced a fortnight ago. The
firm is Daniels & Assoc., Denver, Colo., and
it will handle both sales and financing of
community antenna systems. Daniels &
Assoc. is headed by Bill Daniels, a community tv operator in Casper and Laramie,
Wyo., and Farmington. N. M. Mr. Daniels is also a principal of Televents Inc., engaged in furnishing CATV operators with
motion pictures and other program material
for their own origination. He is past president of the National Community Tv Assn.
and is a present member of the board of
directors of the trade association.
Promotion

Assoc.

Moves

Office

Promotion Associates, media sales and
audience firm, has moved its headquarters
to 734 15th Street N. W., Washington 5,
D. C. Branch offices remain in Boston and
Alexandria. Va. Among the services offered:
singing station breaks and intros, trade
paper advertising layout and design and
"specialized advertising novelties."
Effective immediately. Promotion Assoc.
will represent WFAX Falls Church, Va., a
daytime independent on 1220 kc.
PROFESSIONAL

SERVICES SHORTS

Communications Counselors, McCannErickson subsidiary, has consolidated its
Los Angeles and Hollywood offices into
Southern California office. Harry Bennett,
vice president of CC and head of Los Angeles office, will be in charge of consolidated
office. Margaret Ettinger, vice president, also
becomes general executive with responsibility topresident for special assignments.
Jane Winne Inc., Norfolk, Va., announces
PBM, Planned Broadcast Merchandising
service, operating from Norfolk and New
York. PBM is being offered broadcast organizations tohelp them meet "increasing
demands of national and regional sponsors."
Norfolk headquarters is at 340 Dunmore
St.; telephone: Madison 5-1779.
Earl S. Peed Public Relations, N. Y.,
has announced addition of Los Angeles
office located at 3511 W. Sixth St. Telephone: Dunkirk 5-6724. Joan Owen named
manager of new office.
Audits & Surveys Co., N. Y. market research firm, has moved to new headquarters at640 Fifth Ave. Telephone: Judson 2-5800.
S. Jay Reiner Co., national contest and merchandise consultant, has moved into own
building at 155 Mineola Blvd., Mineola,
N.Y., and plans to open new office in Chicago.
Wolcott & Assoc., public relations, announces move of its S. F. office to 47
Kearney St. and appointment of Grady
Galloway as S. F. office manager.
Art Blum Public Relations & Adv. Agency
has moved to new and larger headquarters
at 700 Montgomery St., S. F.
Page 98
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ETV's

ROLE

PROBED

AT

OHIO

MEET

Commercial and educational television
broadcasters met on common ground last
week at the 28th Institute for Education

ship techniques of the commercial," he
said. "Educational tv must compete not
only on the programming level but in the

by Radio-Tv, held at Ohio State U.. Columbus. They agreed in general they can help
each other solve common problems and
provide improved public service.
Four days of general sessions and panels
probed many phases of education, particularly the role broadcasting can take in
solving the current educational crisis. J.
Keith Tyler, institute director, presided at
the sessions.
Educational stations should complement

promotional field. It isn't good enough to
have a good program or series — you must

rather than compete with commercial stations, A. James Ebel, vice president-general
manager of KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb., told
the Monday night general session. He contended the educational station should educate in depth while the commercial station educates in breadth, adding, "While the
commercial station must teach a little to
the many, the educational station should
teach much to the few. He pointed to the
need for more program research and welltrained people in educational broadcasting.
John F. White, general manager of
WQED (TV) Pittsburgh, speaking as an
etv station operator, predicted that within
10 years every independent etv outlet will
be operating on more than one channel.
He said transmission power and other costs
will be low and demand by schools for
tv service will be so great that stations
"cannot afford for the long pull not to
operate additional channels." He added
there are "thousands of uhf channels and
no reason educators can't be assigned
number we require."
anyLooking
into the future again, Mr. White
said independent etv outlets will have a
budget of at least a million dollars a year
and telecast at least 75 hours a week.
Mr. White said "some of the finest educational and cultural programming on the
airways today comes not from the educational stations but from commercial outlets."
He contended telecasting of sports, public
information and high-level entertainment
is not the sole prerogative of the commercial station.
Richard Wolfson, administrative assistant
to the president of WTVJ (TV) Miami,

tellLeon
the world
aboutvice
it."president of WMCA
Goldstein,
New York, said educators should practice
their right to editorialize, pointing out that
since etv outlets "have a point of view
about things, they should express it."
Richard Hull, radio-tv director of Ohio
State U., regretted the small number of
etv stations in the nation. He said, "Until
there is standard availability of educational
programs across the country, this will have
to remain a curiosity. We need stations
everywhere
— quickly."
At a Tuesday
session Quincy Howe, president of Assn. of Radio-Television News
Analysts, said public service broadcasting
"offers a greater sense of satisfaction,
achievement and power than any other
medium of human communication."
Recalling a public service report by William Costello, on behalf of ARTNA, he
said there is a dearth of information on the
subject of public service broadcasting. Mr.
Costello found, according to Mr. Howe,
that '"the future of the news analyst, in radio or tv, depended on the future of public service broadcasting which not only
includes all news operations but which also
embraces programs of religion, discussion,
and — above all — education."
As to pay-tv, Mr. Howe cited the Costello
report's finding that while "there may be
a case for pay-tv, neither the FCC nor the
He added
that case."
has made
industry
that
ARTNA
was alone
in suggesting
the
FCC
the

impose on pay-tv the same requirement it imposes on free television to serve
public interest, convenience and

Mr. Howe said the report takes the
necessity."
position the FCC should enlarge its authority over programming, a step he contended
would promote public service broadcasting.
"The most important single fact revealed

Fla., said etv stations "shouldn't care whether
the majority of people turn them on once
a week or once a month. They should not
care about the majority at all." Taking
issue with Mr. White, he said the educational station, except in large metropolitan
areas, can't be independent but must depend
on tax money. He said WTVJ carries a
daily five-minute program taking an editorial
stand on local affairs.
Jerome Reeves, general manager of
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, said, "Sooner or
later the viewer wants to do more than
just enjoy television. This is where the
educational station has its job." He advocated closer cooperation between the commercial and educational broadcaster. "It
is in close working arrangements that educational stations can master the showman-

S. NOVIK (c), New York radio-tv
MORRIS nt,
consulta
presided at the Institute for
Education by Radio-Tv panel on community problems, held at Columbus, Ohio.
Major speakers included Jerome Reeves (I)
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, and John F. White,
WQED (TV) Pittsburgh.
Broadcasting
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AWARDS

by the Costello report," Mr. Howe said,
"is that nobody yet knows enough about
public service broadcasting to talk about
it intelligently or to outline a rational,

Education

realistic policy."
Two Wednesday night speakers contended educational television won't put competent classroom teachers out of work, even
if it becomes commonplace. Cliff Mitchell
director of a Dade County (Miami, Fla.)

etv project, said "not a single
been discharged" because of
Miami experiment. Actually,
using tv to teach large classes in

teacher has
the Greater
he said, by
certain areas

lending themselves to this techniquesize"we
of
have found it possible to reduce the
classes in areas in which pupils need more
individual attention. Etv is a challenge to
teachers to upgrade their teaching just as
teaching is being upgraded before the
camera."
Dr. Grant W. Smith, of the National Science Foundation, said well-planned tv instruction can be just as effective as instruction in person and even "superior to poor or
average instruction in person."
Dr. Smith said equipment improvements
and moderate-cost color should help tv
instruction. "The teacher should become
acquainted with instructional television's
potentialities," he said. "He need not fear
the use of this medium, if he is a competent teacher. There will always be a demand for competent teaching by competent
teachers. The need will be great whether
or not instruction by television becomes
commonplace."
Edward H. Bronson, NAB tv code affairs
director, said organized viewer groups
should encourage audience selectivity and
spontaneous viewer criticism. He said there
is no substitute for "intelligent, articulate
and constructive criticism of programming

and advertising."
Ben Hudelson, production manager of
WRCA-TV New York, told a program clinic
how the station developed its Hi Mom
program and how it interested the trade
and public. The promotion included mailing
of diapers to Madison Avenue and in general drumming up interest.
George A. Heineman, program manager
of WRCA-TV, told how the station developed a stockpile of programs as film
material encroached on local programming.
A program planning board was formed,
auditions were held and kinescopes and recording of proposed programs were made.
A six-week seminar was held for the staff
and a 3y2-hour segment was developed for
Sunday morning broadcast.

all Inquiries, confidential
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In Ohio

Shows

State

Cited

Awards

The annual Ohio State U. awards for
educational radio and tv programs were announced last Monday. The awards are sponsored by the Institute for Education by
Radio-Tv and were made at the 22nd
American Exhibition of Educational Radio
& Tv Programs, held at Ohio State U., Columbus (see page 98). Following are winners and categories:

SPECIAL GROUP: Both radio and television.
Special recognition: Know Your Schools, NBC
Owned Stations Div. and U. S. Dept. of Health,
Education and Welfare.
RADIO AWARDS
GROUP I: Programs. heard nationally by network or transcription
Class 1: Directed to special interest groups
(women's agriculture, etc.).
First award: Summer Fallow, CBC; honorable
mention: National Farm Radio Forum, CBC.
Class 2: Religious.
First award: The Eternal Light, Jewish Theological Seminary of America and NBC; honorable
mention: Songs of Praise, CBS, and The Ave
Maria Hour, Graymoor Friars and WMCA New
York.
Class 3: Cultural— Drama, science, literature,
music (not straight music).
First award: The International Geophysical
Year, CBC; and The American Theatre of the
Air, U. S. Information Agency, Voice of America
and American National Theatre; honorable
mention: The Sacred Note, V. of Chicago and
WBBM Chicago.
Class 4: Dealing with personal and social problems.
First award: Horizons '57, United Nations Radio, and The Hour of St. Francis, The Hour of
St. Francis; honorable mention: Mind Alone,
Bureau of Health Education, American Medical
Education, and The Marshall Organization Inc.
Class 5: Public affairs: forums, round tables,
news interpretation.
First award: Update, CBS; honorable mention:
Footloose, CBC.
Class 6: Special one-time broadcasts.
First award: The Galindez-Murphy Case: A
Chronicle of Terror, CBS; honorable mention:
Southern Exposure, CBC.
Class 7: Children and youth (out-of -school
listening).
First award: Voyage Into Space, CBC; honorable mention: National Boy Scout Jamboree at
Valley Forge, CBS.
Class 8: Designed for in-school use by pupils
in primary grades.
No awards.
Class 9: Designed for classroom use by pupils
in intermediate grades.
No awards.
Class 10: Designed for in-school use by pupils
in junior and senior high school.
First award: Our Canadian Bookshelf, CBC; no
honorable mention.

GROUP II: Regional networks, regional organizations and regional and clear-channel stations
(5-50 kw).
Class 1: Directed to special interest groups
(women's, agriculture, etc.).
No first award; honorable mention: University
Explorer, KNX Radio and U. of California at
Los Angeles.
Class 2: Religious.
First award: And There Was Light, WBBM
Chicago; honorable mention: Scrolls from the
Dead Sea, WHA (U. of Wisconsin) and the Wisconsin State Radio Network.
Class 3: Cultural— Drama, science, literature,
music (not straight).
First award: L'Histoire du Canada (History of
Verdun, Quebec;
Limited,
CKVL
Canada),

honorable mention: Pacific Portraits, WHA
(U. of Wisconsin) and the Wisconsin State Network.
Class 4: Dealing with personal and social
problems.
First award: Judgment, KNX Los Angeles;
honorable mention: Counterpoint, WNEW New
York.
Class 5: Public affairs.
First award: Witness, WSB Atlanta; honorable
mention: Report to the People, WMCA New York.
Class 6: Special one-time broadcasts.
No first award; honorable mention: The New
Class, WRCA New York.
listening).
Class 7: Children and youth (out-of -school

First award: The Pied Piper, WOSU (educational) Columbus, Ohio, and Young Book Reviewers, WMCA New York; honorable mention:
Handy Andy, KTAR Phoenix, and Let's Listen to
a Story, WMCA New York.
Class 8: Designed for in-school use by pupils
in primary grades.
First award: Playtime, CBC Atlantic Network;
honorable mention: Tell Me a Story, KTIS Minneapolis and Minneapolis Public Schools.
Class 9: Designed for classroom use by pupils
in intermediate grades.
First award: Standard School Broadcast, Standard Oil of California over western station;
honorable mention: Songs to Remember, New
York Board of Education over WNYE New York.
Class 10: Designed for in-school use by junior
and senior high school pupils.
First award: French Revolution, CBC Regional
Network, and When Men Are Free, WHA Madison
and Wisconsin State Network; honorable mention: The Teller and the Tale, New York Board
of Education over WYNE New York, Twelfth
Night, CBC and Newfoundland Dept. of Educa-
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tion. Social Studies, CBC
Dept.

School Broadcasts

GROUP III: Local organizations and local stations
(less than 5 kw).
Class 1: Directed to. special interest groups.
No awards.
Class 2: Religious.
No awards.
Class 3: Cultural.
First award: Minstrel of a Thousand Years,
V of Texas and KURV Edinburg, Tex., andof
Stars of Tomorrow, Div. of Music Education
ls on WRCV PhiladelPhiladelphia Public Schoo
phia; no honorable mention.
Class 4: Dealing with personal and social problems.
First award: Prison Document, University
U. over
Broadcasting Service of Florida State on:
The
menti
able
honor
e;
hasse
WFSU-FM Talla
Minds of Men, U. of Texas and KNOW Austin,
Tex., and The Smoking and Health Issue, WAER
Syracuse, N. Y.
Class 5: Public affairs.
First award: The Valleij Health Storxj, WADS
Ansonia, Conn.; no honorable mention.
Class 6: Special one-time broadcasts.
First award: Trial of General Porter, WUOM
Ann Arbor, Mich., honorable mention: Listen
to Los Angeles, KLAC Los Angeles.
en and youth (out-of -school
Class
ng).7: Childr
listeni
First award: Stories 'N Stuff, WILL Champaign,
111.; no honorable mention.
Class 8: Designed for in-school use by pupils
in primary grades.
No awards.
Class 9: Designed for classroom use by pupils
in intermediate grades.
First award: The Book Fair, educational KUSD
Vermillion, S. D., and six commercial stations;
honorable mention: History Writes a Song, Baltimore Public Schools and WBAL Baltimore.
Class 10: Designed for in-school use by pupils
in junior and senior high school.
First award: It's Your World, Indiana School
of the Sky, Indiana U. Radio & TV Service;
honorable mention: Getting and Spending, also
Indiana School of the Sky, and Portraits for
Today, also Indiana School of the Sky.
KNX-KNXT (TV) Cited by AP
For State Honors in California
The California AP Television-Radio
Assn. award for overall general excellence
in news presentation this year went to KNXKNXT (TV) Los Angeles. This was the
top award of 79 conferred at the associa-

IN AKRON,

tion's annual meeting

in

Sacramento

May
10. Paso Robles and KSCO Santa
KPRL
Cruz took certificates of excellence in the
AP news origination category.
Other awards included:

Excellence in news programs — KABC
Los Angeles, KWIP Merced, KNXT and
KBET Sacramento.
Excellence in farm programs — KNX,
KWIP and KBET.

Excellence in sports programs — KCBS
San Francisco, KNX, KCAL Redlands and
KABC-TV Los Angeles.
Excellence in special events — KNX,
KACE Riverside, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
Excellence in documentary — KNX,
KACE, KNXT, and KBET Sacramento.
Excellence in commentary — KPOL Los
Angeles, KWKW Pasadena and KTTV.

WMIX, WBBM Dominate Roster
Of Illinois AP Assn. Awards
Awards of the Illinois AP Radio Assn.,

'Country America'

Female principals of KABC-TV Los Angeles' country-western music show, Country
America (Sat., 7-8 p.m. PST), delivered 20
picnic baskets to local newspaper-magazine
executives on the show's first anniversary
May 1. The baskets contained products of
Country's sponsors wrapped in checkered
cloths topped off with a country-style straw
hat.
RAB

Details Radio-Movie

Radio Advertising Bureau currently is
distributing to members a five-page bulletin
to stimulate campaigns by local movie exhibitors as tie ins with national movie promotion. The bulletin aims to "educate"
stations to problems faced by movie exhibitors, equip members with advertising
and promotional ideas as well as "how-to"
tips on creating various types of commercials for specific movies; acquaint stations
with the Council of Motion Picture Organizations Inc.-Motion Pictures Assn. of
America national promotion campaign, and
supply exhibitors with case histories from
RAB files on successful use of radio for
movie advertising.

Non-metropolitan stations named best in
class:
Local news show, WMIX; local farm
show, WMIX; local special events coverage,
WTVH (TV) Peoria; documentary, WTAX
Springfield; editorial or commentary, WLPO
La Salle, and general excellence of new presentation, WSOY Decatur.

Everything that goes over the air on
WIP Philadelphia is recorded on tape also,
according to a recent announcement from
the station. The tape project, made possible
by a special SoundScriber recorder which
can store 24 hours of playing time on one

Metropolitan winners:
Local news show, WMAQ Chicago; local
farm show, WBBM; local sports show,
WBBM; documentary, WBBM-TV Chicago;
editorial or commentary, WMAQ, and general excellence of news presentation, WBBMAM-TV.
WCMY Ottawa took a special certificate
for outstanding cooperation in supplying
news stories and tips to the AP.
The association also elected officers at the
meeting held concurrently with the Illinois
News Broadcasters Assn. meeting at the U.
of Illinois May

WIP

Tapes

It All Day

and

Night

five-inch reel of tape, has "benefits and advantages .. . [which] far outweigh the expense involved," according to Benedict
Gimbel Jr., WIP president and general
manager.
Color Comes to Ark. -La. -Tex.
The colorcasting of a style show from
a Shreveport, La., department store April
25 by KTBS-TV there reportedly was the
first live color show in the area. The
broadcast, lasting 45 minutes, was carried
through remote facilities.
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MAYFLOWER II, in port at Washington, D. C, through mid-June, was
visited by WTTG (TV) Washington's
Cap'n Tugg (c). He presents the station's Popeye series from aboard the
studio ship, Channel Queen (Mon.Fri. 6:30-7 p.m.) and is pictured here
with members

•

Tie In

given at the organization's spring meeting,
were dominated by WMIX Mount Vernon in
the non-metropolitan division and WBBM
Chicago among metropolitan stations.
WMIX took two first places and WBBM
three.

WAKR
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of Mayflower's crew.
Broadcasting

KCOP (TV) To Take Up Doerfer's
'Start Editorializing' Plea
ChairResponding to the plea of FCC
man John C. Doerfer for stations to voice
their views on questions of importance
[Lead Story, May 5], KCOP (TV) Los Angeles last week announced that within a
month it will start editorializing. It is the
first of the city's seven tv stations to take
such a position. (KMPC Los Angeles also
is currently editorializing.)
In making the announcement, Kenyon
Brown, KCOP president, said that the station's "policy will be to deal principally
with local issues not guided by partisan
principles." Community interest will be the
determining factor in the selection of editorial topics, he stated. "Our editorials will
not be applied to those subjects which do
not stimulate conscientious debate. We accept the FCC's encouragement to develop
editorials that provoke adult interest — pro
and con."

Gardner

Introduces

Media

Staff

A pocket-size booklet explaining "Who's
Who in the Media Dept." is being distributed
by Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis, to media
representatives throughout the country. The
booklet lists Gardner clients, media supervisors assigned to overall media supervision
c accounts and various timebuyers
specifi
of
-—all designed to apprise media representatives of "who's the best person for you to
see" and to save time of media and agency
representatives in personal contacts.
Says Robert R. Riemenschneider, the
agency's media director: "While it is naturally our policy to encourage appointments,
we are aware of the problems of the media
representative, and we recognize that his
time is just as important as ours." Under
Gardner policy, media supervisors work
with time, space and outdoor buyers on
specific media recommendations, and coordinate marketing information and media
plans with client and agency personnel.
KMOX-TV

Books

Army

Footage

KMOX-TV St. Louis soon will begin
programming filmed interviews with area
soldiers overseas. The footage is being
secured, Leon Drew (KMOX-TV program
director) announced, through the cooperation of Capt. Joseph D'Amico, public information officer for the 11th Army Corps
(Missouri-Illinois). The CBS-owned station
thus reportedly becomes one of the first in
the country to take advantage of a new
Army service. The Army is shooting 90second interviews overseas with men doing
jobs considered interesting or outstanding,
KMOX-TV explains.

XEG

Marathon

Scores Communism

Sen. James O. Eastland (D-Miss.), Maj.
Gen. Charles A. Willoughby, former FBIman Dan Smoot and Sword of the Lord
editor Dr. John R. Rice, participated in an
eight hour spectacular April 25 on XEG
Monterrey, Mexico, which was beamed to
Broadcasting

POPULACE
Chattanooga

WSAI-AM by newscaster Al Schottelkotte
in the evening.

POLLED

is most

proud

of

Lookout Mountain. Chattanooga's
scenery, beauty and tourist attractions
are what its people boast about when
they travel. This was the prize-winning reply in a contest which grew
out of a request by Bruce Chapman,
Mutual's Answer Man, that WAGC
Chattanooga General Manager John
Sanders fill him in on the city for an
upcoming program.
Mr. Sanders and Tom Boylan, manager of the Chattanooga Convention
and Visitors Bureau, decided to pass
the questions on to the people via
WAGC. A five-week "saturation" of
daily announcements over the station
followed. The resulting "hundreds of
letters" required two weeks of reading by the Visitors Bureau which narrowed the field to approximately a
dozen which were submitted to the
judges.
First prize consisted of an expensefree trip for four to a Florida resort.
All contestants received free passes
to the city's leading scenic and historic
attractions.

the U. S. The marathon was titled "Communism Shall Not Win" and was sponsored
by evangelist Billy James Hargis through
White Advertising Agency of Tulsa, according to the agency's president, Pete White.
This special XEG program was held in
connection with the current fund-raising

Under the two column head "WSAI
Is Praised for News Beat," the Cincinnati
the stations "gave
Enquirer anreported
listeners
objectivethat
report on which they
could base their own

NBC-TV Focuses on '600 School'
NBC-TV will present a special filmed
documentary May 25 (6:30-7:30 p.m.) on
the 600 School, set up in New York to
handle "difficult or problem" children. At
Brooklyn Public School 613, Chet Huntley
and reporter William Hill will interview two
of the boys, a parent and members of the
school administration, and will show classroom and other activities.
CHUM

Airs Weekend

Buys the Champagne

WALT Tampa, Fla., delivered magnums
of champagne to local advertising agencies
recently to celebrate the winning of three
"major" national awards. The station won
first place for audience promotion in 1957
and second place for sales promotion in an
annual competition sponsored by a national
magazine. WALT also reported that it was
notified by the National Safety Council that
it was one of four Florida radio stations to
receive the NSC's plaque for outstanding
public service broadcasting in 1957.
WSAI

Praised

for News

Beat

An editorial campaign on WSAI-AM-FM
Cincinnati was considered responsible by
the stations in getting permission to carry
the full hearings of a committee that had
previously been announced as being held
in camera.
The killing of a fleeing Negro boy by
Cincinnati police was branded excessive
brutality by the National Assn. for the Advancement of Colored People and the city
set up a committee to examine the charges.
WSAI-FM broadcast the hearings without
comment; taped highlights were aired on

Holiday

Hints

CHUM Toronto, Ont, is airing a weekend travel format Holiday With CHUM,
that starts at 4 p.m. Friday and continues
at various times till midnight Sunday. The
programming includes special road reports,
data on fishing and hunting, weather forecasts, safety messages and traffic reports
from some 400 stations throughout the
Ontario area. Holiday also carries special
highway information from the Toronto police department, travel tips, news about special events in southern Ontario, and special
messages from government officials. The
program
is sponsored by a gasoline chain
and a bakery.

campaign for the sixth annual "Bible Balloon Project," in which portions of the
Bible are floated by balloons into Iron
Curtain countries.
WALT

conclusions."

SAN

1ST music station
DIEGO'S
KSON
1ST in PROGRAMMING
1ST in NEWS
1ST in COMMERCIAL
STANDARDS
1st in RESULTS
at. the lowest cost

KSON
RADIO
SAM

DIEGO

Rates are still LOW

can FOR JOE!
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued
WPTR
LOYALTY
Can a radio show stay off the air three
months and keep audience and accounts
intact? Tom McCarthy, Cincinnati radio
personality for 20 years, kept both on the
string from Jan. 30, when he resigned
from WCPO Cincinnati, until April 28,
when morning broadcasts from his farm
resumed over WNOP Newport, Ky.
Less than a week after leaving WCOP,
the commentator bought space for a
Tom McCarthy shoppers' column in the
Cincinnati Post. The column included
advertisements by old radio sponsors
who followed him into print. At the same
time Mr. McCarthy recorded announcements and bought spots on Cincinnati
stations WKRC and WSAI, telling listeners to look for him twice weekly on the
radio page of the Post. In the column he
kept readers posted about life on his

Veterinary Surgery on KWSC
Some 250 veterinarians watched surgical
operations on animals over closed-circuit tv
on KWSC Pullman, Wash., the State College
of Washington's educational station. The occasion was the annual Spring Conference for
Veterinarians and the fourth consecutive
year that KWSC has used its cameras to
show the conferees close ups of surgical techniques. The demonstration, running for more
than four hours, was directed by Cal Watson,
the college's radio-tv services production
manager; several of his class members helped
produce the show.
WBBM-TV

Tells of Public Service

Broadcasts "in the public interest, convenience and necessity" — that's the theme of a
new booklet being circulated by WBBM-TV
Chicago, calling attention to its community
service efforts during 1957. According to
the station, it carried some 1,239 programs,
307 partial program features and 6,843 announcements, totaling nearly 300 hours and
valued at $2,406,949.69 last year. Public
service activity encompassed several areas,
including education, religion, government,

ALLIED

always

IMMEDIATE

\tubV®
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has

TEST
300-acre farm, site of his radio show
for eight years.
With the column established, Mr. McCarthy went on to sign with WNOP
across the Ohio River from Cincinnati
to resume broadcasts to the Ohio Valley audience from his farmhouse. In
the weeks between the time the new
radio contract was announced and the
time he went on the air, Mr. McCarthy's
column promoted his new radio address
at WNOP. On April 28, he resumed his
two-hour front-porch broadcasts, with
some of the same sponsors, and on April
30 the shoppers' column was laid to rest.
Mr. McCarthy, a former columnist for
the old Washington Post, joined WCOP
in 1938, moving to WKRC in 1942 and
back to WCPO in 1956. His resignation
this year followed the station's adoption
of a new programming formula.

agriculture, public welfare, national security,
charities, civil defense, public safety and the
various cultural arts. Among the programs
cited: Orbit, Chicago Report, The Lord's
Staff, Camera Two, The Friendship Show,
I'd Like to Be, Farm Daily, This Way Up,
Operation New Horizon and Vision.
KITO's Klaas on 'Rough' Job
A month's vacation has been granted to
Joe Klaas, merchandising-sales director,
KITO San Bernadino, Calif., so that he can
search for four beautiful girls in Louisiana.
The assignment is in connection with the
filming of Mr. Klaas' book Maybe I'm Dead
[People, Nov. 11, 1957] that is currently
at the 200,000 sales mark. The girls he selects will be considered for roles in the
movie of the book and three other pictures.
Mr. Klaas flew from Hollywood to New
Orleans yesterday (Sunday) in a plane
placed at his disposal by Mardi Gras Productions, Beverly Hills, Calif. Movie-tv
stars James Whitmore, Robert Culp and
Robert Ryan are recording appeals for girls
with movie aspirations to come forward.
The recording will be aired on various
Louisiana stations.
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Helps

Preserve

1,000

Jobs

A vigorous editorial campaign by WPTR
Albany, N. Y., is credited by the station
with having saved the jobs of about 1,000
workers at the Naval Supply Depot in Scotia,
N. Y. The Navy was in the process of shutting down the depot when WPTR, over the
past several months, broadcast a series of
daily one-minute editorials, pointing up the
need for the depot in the Albany-Schenectady area. The Navy subsequently rescinded
its order. Local 907, National Federation of
Federal Employes thanked the station and
reportedly commented, "We had not realized
until the campaign the impact and power of
radio in contrast to the printed word as a
medium

of communication."

KINSfolk

Tour Town

in Caravan

A KINSland Caravan was organized by
KINS Eureka, Calif., May 3 to publicize its
change of call letters from KHUM [Stations, May 5]. The caravan, consisting of
the station's disc jockeys and a band leading a bevy of bathing beauties, toured KINS
coverage area giving away gifts.
CBC

Film to be Shown

at Brussels

A half-hour documentary film program on
the Peace River country of western Canada
has been prepared by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., for showing on the Belgian
national television system, Institut National Beige de Television. Commentary will
be in French and Flemish. The film is to
be televised in Belgium on August 25, the
day set to honor Canada at the Brussels
Universal and International Exhibition.

Program 'Unique Sound'
WAQE
WAQE Towson, Md., formerly WTOW,
conducted a heavy promotion and direct
mail campaign when it changed call letters
and format. The outlet is programming a
sound "which features a well-balanced
variety of standard and popular music with
no rock 'n' roll." Intense local and world
news coverage is also part of the station's
new sound, it was noted. The station's
slogan: "Wide-A WAQE."

WBAI (FM) Presents 'Alice'
A special three-hour presentation of
Lews Carroll's classic, Alice In Wonderland, was carried over WBAI (FM) New
York May 10 (1-4 p.m. EST). It was read
and sung by actor Cyril Ritchard, with an
original music score by Alec Wilder played
by the New York Woodwind Quintet.
Piscatorial Promotion

From

KNX

The opening of the fishing season is observed by KNX Los Angeles by tagging 20
trout in a local lake with the station's call
letters. Fishermen who snag the marked fish
are awarded a new fishing rod, reel and accessories. The station reports two trout already have been caught.
Broadcasting

KMLA (FM) Answers Fm Skeptics
FM time salesmen, after years of trying
to prove that anyone who owns an fm set
uses it. now have to contend with the argument that "well, maybe people do tune in
fm but only for background music — no one
really listens to it." For such skeptics,
KMLA (FM) Los Angeles found an answer.
One 30-second announcement offering program information for Scores and Encores
(melodies of top Broadway musicals) pulled
172 requests in less than a week. The mailing
list for advance Scores and Encores information reportedly tops 800 families in over
100 Southern California communities.
'Word

of Life' Set for Garden
Mutual's Word of Life Hour (Sat., 7:308 p.m.) celebrates its 18th anniversary on
the air June 7 with a special program at a
rally in Madison Square Garden. Originated
by lay preacher Jack Wyrtzen in 1939, the
program is inspirational in content and
aimed at the youth of America. The sponsor
is Word of Life Fellowship, New York,
with Walter F. Bennett Co., Philadelphia,
the agency.

Jones

Issues List of Stations

Vane A. Jones Co., Indianapolis, is offering stations bulk shipments of its new quarterly publication Jones North American
AM-FM Radio-Tv Station Listings. The
publication lists more than 5,000 stations in
the U. S. and possessions, Canada, Cuba,
Mexico and the West Indies. The back
cover is blank so that stations may overprint their program schedule or other local
information. Single copy: 50 cents; 50 copies: $16.50; 100: $30; 1,000: $250.
Danish

Debuts

on KRHM

(FM)

Tuborg Breweries Ltd., Copenhagen, Denmark, made its broadcast debut last week
by assuming sponsorship of Around the
World in Hi-Fi on KRHM (FM) Los Angeles, Wed.-Sun., 6-7 p.m. To herald the
five-hours-a-week account, KRHM is broadcasting all of its station breaks in Danish
for a full week. Frank Evans, host of the
program, and Paul Skjoldborg, special Los
Angeles representative of the Danish brew-

QUID

PRO

QUO

The cultural exchanges in the news
gave KING Seattle and CKWX Vancouver, B. C, an idea to get international publicity for civic events in their
areas. Disc jockeys Jim French
(KING) and Bill Davis (CKWX)
each crossed the border to swap stations and shows for three days. Mr.
French promoted Seattle's Seafair
(built around the Gold Cup hydrofrom behind CKWX's
plane
s, races)
while Mr. Davis plugged
turntable
British Columbia's 12-month centennial celebrations on Mr. French's
KING'S Open House.
Broadcasting

KABC Contest 'Mystifies'
A "Mystery Voice" contest on KABC Los
Angeles got underway last week with entrants required to identify a mystery voice
and tell in 25 words or less why the listener
"has switched to KABC for . . . radio entertainment." The first prize in the contest,
to run through May 19, will be a two-week
Hawaiian vacation, including a cruise to
the islands aboard the S. S. Lelani and other
features.
i i

i

More

HARRY S. TRUMAN'S daily walk was
interrupted one morning during his
visit to Yale U. by "Happy," WNHCTV New Haven's clown. Happy, who
is seen on the station Monday-Friday,
10 a.m., gave the ex-President some
toys for his grandson, Clifton Daniel.

ery, have cut special station promotion
spots. Business was placed by Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff and Ryan, N. Y.
On-Air

Plugs Save Philly Fair

Philadelphia's radio-tv stations last week
staged a combined public service effort to
help the City Fair recover from being a
washout.

Four days of continual rain had considerably dampened the city's effort at honoring its 28,000 employes (in whose honor
the fair is given), so Philadelphia's Div. of
Public Information invited all 17 radio-tv
outlets — including fm and non-commercial
— to an emergency meeting. It was decided
to continue the fair into the following week
and the stations agreed to promote the
event to the hilt. Personalities from the
stations also promised to appear at the
fair.
The Div. of Pubic Information reports
that city officials are so pleased at the interest shown in the fair following the broadcasters' plugs that they plan to use the
medium extensively again next year.
WMGM
Times

Renames

Great White

Square, New

York

Way

'Victory' Music

Coming

volume of Richard Rodgers'
A second
music
originally scored for Victory at Sea,
tv film series distributed by Victory Program Sales Div. of California National
Productions, will be issued this September
by RCA Victor. The first volume, recorded
by Robert Russell Bennett with the NBC
symphony orchestra, was a best seller. Mr.
Bennett will record other sections from the
scoring of the 26-episode series for the
second volume.
Tv Goes

Into Baltimore

Court

Television coverage of a federal court
proceeding was permitted for the first time
in Baltimore May 1 when WMAR-TV that
city recorded the entire proceedings in
connection with observance of "Law Day,
U. S. A." Forty-five new citizens were
naturalized.

A

BILLION
DOLLAR

MARKET*

DOMINATES

City, was

changed (temporarily) to Happiness Exchange Square by WMGM
there as part
of the celebrations for Big Joe Rosenfield's
ninth anniversary on the air. Mr. Rosenfield, whose Happiness Exchange is heard
on WMGM
midnight-3 a.m., was assisted
at the renaming ceremony by playwrights
Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse.

How Not to Be a Sucker — WJBK-TV
Local tie-ins with the rackets exposed on
WJBK-TV Detroit's Racket Squad are given
by William J. Hathaway, assistant prosecuting attorney for Wayne County. At the end
of each Monday, Wednesday and Friday
show he appears for 90 seconds live to cite
a similar local case and point out how to
avoid becoming involved.

ARB — Nielson prove it!
Ask your Petry man for details
*. . , 46 counties and
NBC
parishes in East Texas,
~~
~~~ South Arkansas and NorthABC
West Louisiana,

KTBS-TV

7

SHREvePORT, LOUISIANA
E. Newton Wray, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
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Authorizations,

Station

Applications

As Compiled by BROADCASTING
May 8 through May 14
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification
n pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
DA — directional antenna, cp — constructio
mit. ERP— effective radiated power, vhf— very
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auant.
frequency,
high frequency, uhf— ultra high
thorization. SSA — special service authorization
kilo—antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw—
STA — special temporary authorization. *— educ.
watts, w— watt, mc— megacycles. D — day. N—
New
HOWARD B. HAYES
Vice President and General Manager
Like
of

Hundreds

Broadcasters
Vice

President

General

and

B.

HAYES

OK

O

Albany, N. Y.
and
Chief
LLOYD

ACTION

Engineer

W.

SNOWDEAL

Selected
STAINLESS

TOWERS

BY FCC

Co. of OregonTrans-V
Ore.—
, 27
Portlandch.
ERP 19.2 kw vis., 10.4
mc)ideo
(548-554
Granted
1,000
kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain tion
construc
ft, above ground 229.4 ft. Estimategd cost
$96,250,
cost $47,270, first year operatin
Stark
revenue $110,000. P. O. address 1220 S. W.location
and trans
St., Portland 5, Ore Studio
Portland, Ore. Geographic coordinates 45 30 00
N Lat 122° 42" 30" W. Long. Trans. RCA, ant.
, Portland, Ore.
GE Legal counsel C. E. Wheelock
r Wally Matson Portland,
Consulting enginee
(55.5%) and
Ore Owners are Wallace J. lMatson
others. Mr. Matson, electrica engineer, 8. also has
May
ed
Announc
interests
real estate

Manager

HOWARD

W

. . ■

Tv Stations

APPLICATIONS

Clearwater, Fla.— West Coast Telecasting
mc); ERP 8.93 kw
Corp., uhf ch. 32 (578-584height
above average
vis., 5.12 kw aur.; ant.
ft. Estiterrain 282.7 ft., above ground 297.15 year
opmated construction cost $130,534, first
P. O. ad$75,000. Clearwate
revenue
$60,000,
cost
erating
r.
Bldg.,
dress 26 Manson Arcade
Studio-trans, location 121 N. Osceola Ave Geographic coordinates 27° 58' 00" N. Lat., 82° 48 04
W Long. Trans-ant. GE. Legal counsel Maurice
John
Barnes, Washington. Consulting engineer
Thus far there are ed11
Mullaney, Washington.total
Announc
50%.
of
owning
stockhol
9. ders
May
Waycross, Ga.— State Board of Education,* vhf
158
ch. 8 (180-186 mc); ERP 316 kw vis., 1032
kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain tion
Estimated construc
ft., above ground 1086 ft. operatin
g cost $82,000.
year
cost $418,000, first
State Office Bldg.,
219,
Room
P O address
Atlanta. Studio location 1007 Mary St., Waycross.
WaresTrans, location 2.5 miles S. of Hasty in JN.
Lat.,
12
31°nt.13 RCA.
tes
coordina
hic
Geograp
boro.
Legal
Trans.-a
Long.
W.
26"
82° 34'
Con& Jorgensen, Washington
counsel Krieger
engineer8.A. Earl Cullum Jr., Dallas.
sultingMay
Announced

Existing

Tv

CALL

Stations

LETTERS ASSIGNED

KEZY (TV) San Diego, Calif.— SherriU CorMinneapolis, Minn. — United TeleWKSMP-T
vision VInc., ch. 9. Changed from KSMP (TV),
effective May 13.
WSOK-TV Cincinnati, Ohio — Robert Rounsaville, 1.ch. 54. Changed from WQXN-TV, effective
May
Translators
ACTIONS

LLOYD W. SNOWDEAL,

Chief Engineer

LEARN WHY MANY BROADCASTERS CHOOSE
STAINLESS TOWERS
Call or Write
for Informative
Literature.

Mohave County Board of Supervisors, Chloride
Ariz.—
Valley-Hualpai Mt. Park, stations;
and Big Sandy
Granted cps for two new tv translator KLRJ-T
V
e programs of
74 to translat
one on ch.Henders
on, Nev., and other on ch. 75
(ch 2),
.
program
to translat
cede May
Announ
8. s of KTVK (ch. 3), Phoenix
Granted cp
Canby T. V. Club, Canby, Calif.— 76
to transstation on ch.
for new tv translatorKVIP-T
V (ch. 7), Redding.
lateedprograms
May of8.
Announc
Conewango Valley Tele., Inc., North Warren,
Pa.— Granted cp for new tv translator station
e programs of WJAC-lV
on ch. 74 to translat
(ch. 6), Johnstown. Announced May 8.

New

Am

Stations
ACTIONS

NORTH
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BY FCC

BY FCC

Co.— Grant, Ga.— Evans County Bcstg.
Claxton
705 Second St.,
ed 1470 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address
$10,921,
cost
ction
Vidalia, Ga. Estimated constru
revenue $42,000.
ng cost $36,000,
operati
first yearGilreat
owner, is manager, WVOP
Howard. Announh,cedsoleMay
9.
Vidalia

Albany, Ky.— Albany Bcstg. Co.— Granted 1390
kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address % Cecil Speck, Albany.
Estimated construction cost $12,666, first year
operating cost $36,000, revenue $48,000. Equal
partners are Wallace Allred and Cecil Speck,
who have theatre interests. Announced May 8.
Clare, Mich. — Gateway to the North Bcstg.
Corp. — Granted 990 kc, 250 w unl. P. O. address
% John E. Cobb, 436 W. Fifth St., Clare. Estimated construction cost $13,385, first year operating cost $33,000, revenue $43,000. Principals
are V3 owners, Mr. Cobb, local furniture store
employe, and Dan and Genevieve McDonald,
operators nounced
of Mayautomobile
sales-service firm. An8.
Babylon, N. Y.— WGLI Die— Granted 1290 kc,
1 kw unl. P. O. address Livingston at Madison
Ave., Babylon. Estimated construction cost $54,512, first year operating cost $58,000, revenue
$78,000. Principals are: Pres. William H. Reuman
(30%),
WWRL-AM-FM
Woodside,
N.
R.; president
vice pres.of Benton
R. Bartlett
(10%),
WWRL chief engineer; Treas. Fred Barr (30%),
WWRL program manager, and Secy. Edith Dick
(30%),8. executive secy, of WWRL. Announced
May
Farmville, N. C. — Atlantic Bcstg Corp. — Granted 1050 kc, 250 w D. P. O. address % Bert M.
Montague, Box 1841, Raleigh, N. C. Estimated
construction cost $20,496, first year operating cost
$26,500, revenue $31,500. Mr. Montague, assistant
to Chief Justice of Supreme Court of North
Carolina, J. A. Raines, stockholder WCDJ Edenton, N. C, and Ray A. Childers, president WCDJ,
are equal partners. Announced May 8.
Murphy, N. C. — James Childress — Granted 1390
kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address 34 Maxwell St.,
Asheville, N. C. Estimated construction cost
$11,761, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue
$42,000. Sole owner Childress also owns 25% of
WMSJ Sylva, N. C. Announced May 9.
Lorain, Ohio — Sanford A. Schafitz — Granted
1380 kc, 500 w daytime. P. O. address Box 150,
Farrell, Pa. Estimated construction cost $11,650,
first year operating cost $36,000, revenue $40,000.
Mr. Schafitz
nounced Mayis8. owner WFAR Farrell, Pa. AnAPPLICATIONS
Denver, Colo.— Robert Cahill 1470 kc, 1 kw D.
P. O. address 350 Sansome St., San Francisco.
Estimated construction cost $53,149, first year
operating cost $54,000, revenue $65,000. Sole
owner Cahill, construction executive, also has
applied for
nounced new
May 14. am cp in Gatesville, Tex. AnMiami, Fla. — Continental Telecasting Corp.
860 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 1050 Montecito Dr.,
Los Angeles. Estimated construction cost $30,474,
first year operating cost $75,000, revenue $90,000.
Los Anof KRKD-AM-FM
licensee
Applicant,
geles, is owned
by Albert
Zugsmith (56.4%)
and
others. Mr. Zugsmith's other broadcast interests:
KVSM San Mateo, Calif. (37.5%); KBMI Henderson, Nev. (17V2%); WREX-TV Rockford, 111.
(25%), andnouncedKULA-AM-TV
Honolulu (25%). AnMay 8.
Bellefonte, Pa.— Bald Eagle-Nittany Bcstrs.
1390 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address Box 888, State
College, Pa. Estimated construction cost $14,940,
first year operating cost $36,000, revenue $40,000.
Owners are W. K. Ulerich (60%) and others. Mr.
Ulerich owns 38% of WMAJ State College, Pa.,
and 21% of Progressive Publishing Co., which
is licensee of WCPA Clearfield, Pa. and WJCM
Sebring, Fla. Announced May 9.
State College, Pa.— Suburban Bcstg. Corp. 1390
kc, 500 w D. P. O. address 4201 Jefferson St.,
Hyattsville, Md. Estimated construction cost $18,173, first year operating cost $36,000, revenue
$48,000. Leon Pamphilon, employe of U. S. Government,Maywill14.own approximately 53%. Announced
Shelbyville, Tenn. — Bedford County Bcstg. Co.
1580 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address Box 18, Pleasant
Hill, Tenn. Estimated construction cost $19,722,
first year
operating
cost $25,000,
revenueformerly
$29,000.
Mrs.
Juanita
Cunningham,
sole owner,
now deceased
with her
ber business.
Announced
May 14.husband's lumassisted
White River Junction, Vt. — White River Enterprises Dae. 910 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address % Alfred
Guarino. Estimated construction cost $18,336, first
year operating cost $27,000, revenue $35,000.
Owners are Mr. and Mrs. DuRay Smith Jr.
(each 25%) and Mr. and Mrs. Philip Smith Jr.
are retired. Philip
The former
(2i\'2%
Smith iseach).
announcerprogram director, WTSV
Claremont, N. H. Announced May 14.
Broadcasting

WMRC

FCC's

TIME

TO

REST
August is a sabbatical month at the
FCC. "As has been its practice of the
ion
years," the Commiss
past several there
will be no hearings
announced,
or oral arguments during August, with
the exception of one meeting at a
date yet to be determined. Different
commissioners will be present during
summer's warmest month to keep the
but the reagency's machinery oiled,the
FCC, as
cess will still stand, said
a "convenience to vacation and other
planning by those who do business
with the Commission."

Inc.,
necessity of hearing. Announced Mayindicates
8.
KIWW San Antonio, Tex. — Granted change of
facilities from 1540 kc, 250 w D, to 1310 kc, 5
kw DA-D; engineering conditions. Announced
May 8.
APPLICATIONS
KDAY Santa Monica, Calif. — Mod. of cp (auth.
increase in power, install DA-D and new trans.)
to make nounced
changes
May 14. in direction ant. pattern. AnWL.SI Pikeville, Ky. — Cp to increase power
from 1 kwnouncedto
May 8.5 kw and install new trans. AnWHLM Bloomsburg, Pa. — Cp to increase power
from 500 w to 1 kw and make changes in daytime directional ant. pattern. Announced May 14.
WLAT Conway, S. C— Cp to increase power to
5 kw and install new trans. Announced May 13.
KVEL Vernal, Utah — Cp to change frequency
from 1250 kc to 790 kc; make changes in ant.
(increase height) and changes in ground system.
Announced May 14.
New

Fm

Existing

Am

Stations

ACTIONS

BY FCC

WGWC Selma, Ala— Granted change from unl.
time to specified hours. Announced May 8.
WICC Bridgeport, Conn.— Designated for
hearing application to increase power on 600
5 kw-LS,
kc from 500 w, 1 kw-LS, DA-2, to 1 kw,
DA-2, with change in DA pattern; made WEEI
Mass., party to proceeding. Announced
Boston,
8.
May
Granted change of facilWKIC
1 kw D, to 1390 kc, 5 kw D;
1430 kc,Ky.—
ities fromHazard,
remote control permitted. Announced May 8.
WFGM Fitchburg, Mass. — Granted change of
facilities from 1580 kc, 1 kw D, to 960 kc, 1 kw
DA-2 unl.; engineering conditions. Announced
May 8.
. ,
WGUY Bangor, Me.— By letter, denied request
for waiver of Sec. 1.354 (h). Announced May 8.
WJMB Brookhaven, Miss. — Granted change
from unl. time to specified hours. Announced
May 8.
WORD Spartanburg, S. C. — Is being advised
that application for transfer of control to

HATION-WIDE

BY FCC

San Francisco, Calif. — RKO Teleradio Pictures
Inc.— Granted 106.1 mc 71 kw unl. P. O. address
1313 North Vine St., Hollywood 28, Calif. Estimated construction cost $53,772, first year operating cost $13,050, revenue none. KRO Teleradio Pictures Inc., also owns WOR-AM-FM-TV
Boston, KHJWNAC-AM-FM-TV
York,
New
AM-FM-TV Los
Angeles, KFRC San Francisco,
Tenn., and WGMSMemphis,
WHBQ-AM-TV
AM-FM
Washington,
D. C. RKO Teleradio also
owns Donnounced Lee
and
Yankee
Networks. AnMay 8.
Haverhill,
Inc.—30
Granted
92.5 Mass.—
mc, 20 WHAV
kw unl. Bcstg.
P. O. Co.
address
How St., Haverhill. Estimated construction cost
$13,795, first year operating cost $2,000, revenue
is also
$5,000. Applicant
Haverhill.
Announced
May 8.licensee of WHAV
Austin, Tex. — University of Texas*— Granted
90.7 mc, 4.1 kw. P. O. address Box 8038, Austin.
Announced May 8.
APPLICATIONS
Athens, Ala. — Athens Bcstg. Co. Inc., 104.3 mc,
1.056 kw. P. O. address Box 386, Athens. Esti-

NEGOTIATIONS
RADIO

•

Existing

Fm

Stations

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED

Stations
ACTIONS

mated construction cost $7,206, first year operating cost $4,200, revenue $4,500. Applicant is
licensee of WJMW Athens. Announced May 14.
San Mateo, Calif. — San Mateo Bcstg. Co., 107.7
mc, 3.44 kw. P. O. address 517 Vista Del Mar
Dr., Aptos, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$12,200, first year operating cost $23,600, revenue
$24,000. Sole owner Grant Wrathall and his
family
May 8. own KSAY San Francisco. Announced
Lancaster, Ohio — Hocking Valley Bcstg. Corp.,
% WHOK
O. address cost
kw. P.
15.9Estimated
95.5 mc, caster.
construction
$22,000, Lanfirst
year operating cost $17,295, revenue $24,018. Applicant
is licensee
of WHOK Lancaster. Announced
May 14.
Lubbock, Tex. — Jack Blankenship, 96.3 mc,
3.59 kw. P. O. address 503 Great Plains Life Inc.
Bldg., Lubbock. Estimated construction cost
$13,245, first year operating cost $15,000, revenue
$15,000.
Soleandowner
is in commercial music
radio Blankenship
paging. Announced
May 14.

•

TELEVISION

KBIQ
Los from
Angeles,
— KPLA Inc.,
104.3
wc. (FM)
Changed
KPLACalif.
(FM).
KAJS
(FM)
Newport
Beach,
Calif.— Arnold
Stone, 103.1 mc.
KVFMCo.,(FM)
San Fernando, Calif.— Valley Fm
Bcstg.
94.3 mc.
WGHJ-FM Lawrence, Mass. — Lawrence Bcstg.
Co., 93.7 mc. Changed from WCCM-FM.
KFMQ
95.3
mc. (FM) Lincoln, Neb.— Herbert Burton,
WYNS
101.1
mc. (FM) Youngstown, Ohio — Myron Jones,
WPEL-FM Montrose, Pa. — Montrose Bcstg.
Corp., 96.5 mc.
Ownership

APPRAISALS

•

NEWSPAPER

EASTERN

CENTRAL

MIDWEST

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

NEW ENGLAND
INDEPENDENT

500-WATT
DAYTIMER

FULLTIME
REGIONAL

ARKANSAS
DAYTIMER

ROCKY
MOUNTAIN

$115,000

$195,000

$650,000

Single-station market. Low overhead.

260,000 people in
home county. Adjacent to one of U. S.
1 a r ge s t markets.
High potential.
Mostly cash wanted.

#1 station in metropolitan market.
$100,000 in cash and
account receivables
to go along with
deal.

$85,000
1 kw. Single-station

$100,000
500 w. fulltime regional. Only station
in county. Fine
record of earnings.

Just right for salesminded owner-manager.

\

PT

market.

BY FCC

KTKN Ketchikan, Alaska — Granted assignment of license to Midnight Sun Bcstg. Co.
(KABI
Ketchikan, KFAR-AM-TV
Fairbanks,
and KENI-AM-TV
Anchorage; consideration
$50,000; conditioned
that assignment
consummated until assignee
has disposednotofbeKABI.
Announced May 8.
KRUX Glendale, Ariz. — Granted assignment
of license to Don G. and Otilie Owsley; consideration $200,000. Announced May 8.

FINANCING
•

Changes

ACTIONS

Good

fre-

quency. Netting over
),000 per year.

29%

down

and 5-

year payout.

WEST
NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA
$230,000
Kilowatt fulltime in
excellent diversified
agricultural and industrial market.

[

DD

LI

Washington, D. C.
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456

Broadcasting

Cleveland
2414 Terminal Tower
TO 1-6727

Chicago
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754

Atlanta
1515 Healey Bldg.
J A 3-3431

Dallas
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175

San Francisco
I I I Sutter St.
EX 2-5671
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COMMERCIAL

STATION

As Reported by FCC

Planning

a

Radio

Station?

BOXSCORE

through April AM30

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

FM

43
3,196
82

1o
521

A ">
430
3,321
107
252
537
34

620
80
1A
14
46

2860
1

600
22
2
221

TV
415
A 1 CI
106
/4
661
CA
54
41
128
55
140
3

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
Compiled by BROADCASTING through CPMay 14
total applications
ON AIR
Lie.
For new stations
Not on
air
84
48
AM
Cps
66
82
21
548
521
3,196
FM
107
TV (Commercial)
129
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through May 14
vhf
uhf
total

51 1*
86
425
Commercial
31*
7
24
Non-Commercial
1 There are, in addition, eight tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
which were on the air at one time but are no
2 There are, in addition, 35 tv ep-holders
4151
operation.
one which has not started
operation and
longer in have
been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
"There
14* There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.

RCA can help you with equipment and planning. For example, three basic floor plans,
for three different size stations illustrate how the very
latest equipment

can be

arranged to perform efficiently with a minimum of
capital and personnel.

assignment
KFPW Fort Smith, Ark.— Grantedconsid
eratio
ich;
T. Hernre
to George
nced May
. Annou
of license
. n_
8.
$75,000
of
KOWL Bijou, Calif.— Granted assignment
presFreeh,
J.
(Ed
Inc.
Bcstrs.
Tahoe
to
license ident and another stockholder, have minority
); conKFRE-AM-FM-TV Fresno
interests in
8.
sideration $41,453. Announced Mayassignm
ent of
REAP Fresno, Calif— Granted
Co.
license from B. L. Golden to REAP Bcstg.
er
Inc (Herbert J. Edelman, president; subscrib
Bakersinterest in KAFY
Tullis has Bernard
Howard L.KFXM
ino, and Mortimer
San
field and
); consideraLos Angeles
owns KLAC ed
W. Hall
8.
May
tion $150,000. Announc
acquisition of
Granted
Fla.—
,
WBIL Leesburg
positive control by Duane F. McConnell (now
of additional Ys inYa owner)
T. Hodgson; consideration
from Clyde purchase
terest through
$4,000. Announced May 8.
WAHR-AM-FM Miami, Fla.— Granted assignment of licenses from Alan H. and Yvette Rosenson to Community Service Bcstrs. Inc. (Fred L.
president); consideration $150,000.
Bernstein,
Comr.
Lee dissented. Announced May 8.
WFOM Marietta, Ga. — Granted assignment of
L. Jones
license from Fred B. Wilson and Albert
to Woofum Inc. (Mr. Jones sole stockholder);
consideration $95,000 for Mr. Wilson's % interest,
also Mr. Jones to pay $15,000 to assignee corpora-

tion. Announced May 8.
KCLN Clinton, Iowa — Granted transfer of control from John R. Livingston, Errett G. Zendt
and Kenneth M. Parker to Rock River Bcstg. Co.
(W. E. Walker, president, has interest in WMAM
and WMBV-TV Marinette,
Wis.; WBEV Beaver
962
Dam, Wis., and other stockholders have various
radio interests); consideration $600 for 75%, plus
agreement to pay Mr. Livingston, as trustee for
shareholders of licensee corporation, $15,000 for
liabilities. Announced May 8.
WAIN Columbia, Ky.— Granted acquisition of
positive control by S. C. Bybee (now 49% owner)
through purchase of additional 1.7% interests
from Roy Stotts for $600. Announced May 8.
KENT Shreveport, La. — Granted assignment of
license to Radio Shreveport Inc. (Troy Kaichen
sole stock owner) ; consideration $110,000 and
assignor sultanttofor $50,000.
be employed
for five
Announced
Mayyears
8. as conWKBX Corinth, Miss. — Granted assignment of
license to Rebel Radio Inc. (C H. Quick, president, has interest in WSUH Oxford, Miss.); consideration $50,000. Announced May 8.
WAZF Yazoo City, Miss. — Granted transfer of
control from E. O. Roden, W. I. Dove and G. A.
Pribbenow to David B. Highbaugh; consideraMay 8.tion $125,000. Comr. Lee dissented. Announced
KIMO Independence, Mo. — Granted assignment
Midwest

Southwest

Complete brochure, including
t requirefloor plans, equipmen
ments and discussion of current
trends now available. For your
free copy, write to RCA, Dept.
FC-22, Building 1 5-1 , "Camden,
N.J.
RADIO

CORPORATION
of AMERICA

8 SO. OOO.

SOJ.OOO.OO

OO

This single-station market prop-

Local fulltimer in three-station
market. This property has suffered
from absentee ownership and is

erty has excellent potential for
both earnings and capital gain.
Minimum $30,000 cash required

ideal opportunity for owner-operator. $20,000 down.

with good terms on balance.

Exclusive
J^Lackburn

I

^

with
Gompani]

NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS
CHICAGO
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C
—
H. W. Cassill
Clifford B. Marshall
i
James W. Blackburn
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Healey Building
Washington Building
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576
STerling 3-4341
wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm®
Broadcasting
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PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
xecutive Offices
735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-541 1
offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
fashington, D. C.
FEdesral 3-4800
Member AFCCE *

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

ommercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
JTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCB •

A. D. RING

RUSSELL

P.

MAY

Sheraton Bldg.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

1 14th St., N. W.
ashington 5, D. C.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCB*

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE*

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE *

— Established
PAUL

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antennas

GODLEY

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE*

STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177

Member AFCCE*

Member AFCCE*

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Cvmcuic
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.

KEAR

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

Member AFCCE*

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

JOHNSON

CONSULTING
DIRECTORY

& Culver

Member AFCCE •

Member AFCCE*

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601

H. MULLANEY

Lohnes

Member AFCCE*

PAGE, CREUTZ,

PETE

Broadcasting

CO.

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

JOHN

16 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

SERVICE

1926 —

Member AFCCE *

B. HEFFELFINGER

101 Cherry St.

& ASSOCIATES

30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE *

GUY

EO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
ilO Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
ecutive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE •

OHN

Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE *

CARD

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

PHONE:
D I. 3-7503

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242
NEptune 4-9558

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 79,497* Readers
—among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
Member AFCCE*
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FOR THE RECORD continued
of license to KIMO Inc. (Glenn G. Grlswold,
Kevin B. Sweeney and Kenyon Brown, who
have individual interests in KBYE Oklahoma
City, Okla.; KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach, Calif.;
KCOP-TV Los Angeles, Calif., and KGLC Miami,
Okla.); consideration $87,400 plus 550,400 for 10perto assignor
year land
contract
itive for
non-compet
and $60,000
services and
sonal lease
for 10 vears. Announced May 8.
KJUN Kedmond, Ore. — Granted assignment of
license to Orlo M. and Thelma D. Bagley, d/b
as Radio Station KPRB; consideration $37,000.
own
Assignees nounced
May 8. KOMB Cottage Grove, Ore. AnWABV Abbeville, S. C— Granted assignment
to Abbeville Bcstg. Co. Inc. (Mr. Gallicense
of
and George VV. Settles Jr.); consideration
limore
$8,900 for 44. 5% interest. Announced May 8.
WDDY Gloucester, Va. — Granted assignment
of license to Cape Radio Inc. (Arthur Lazarow,
president); consideration $65,000. Announced
May 8.
. . ,
WTRW Two Rivers, Wis. — Granted transfer of
control from Francis and Cleo Schmitt and Don
\ Olson to WTRW Inc. (Kenneth A. Daum,
president); consideration $35,000. Announced
May 8.
APPLICATIONS
WERH Hamilton, Ala. — Seeks assignment of
license from Hugh Fite to Kate Fite according
to will of Mr. Fite, deceased. Announced May 14.
KVFM (FM) San Fernando, Calif. — Seeks assignment of cp from Walter Gelb, William Morgan and Ted Bolnick, d/b as Valley Fm Bcstg.
Co. to Messrs. Gelb (60%) and Bolnick (40%).
Mr. Morgan received $200 for his relinquished
35% interest. Announced May 13.
assignMass.—TvSeeks
(TV) Greenfield,
WRLP
ment of license
from Greenfield
Bcstg. Corp.
change.
to Springfield Tv Bcstg. Corp. Corporate
No control change. Announced May 9.
KSUM Fairmont, Minn. — Seeks assignment of
license from Fairmont Bcstg. Co. to John Hyde
Jr. for $237,500. New owner Hyde also has 50%
interest in KDHL Faribault, Minn. Announced
Mav 9.
_ „ . , ,.
WINE Kenmore and WILY (FM) Buffalo, both
New York — Seek assignment of license and cp
from John Kluge to Mr. Kluge (90%) and
Marcus Austad (10%), for $15,000 d/b as Western
New York Bcstg. Co. Mr. Austad also has interest
in WEEP Pittsburgh, Pa. (10%) and has agreed
to sell his interest in KOME Tulsa (see below).
Announced May 8.
WWGP-AM-FM Sanford, N. C— Seeks assignment of license from Sandhills Bcstg. Corp. to
owners
WWGP Bcstg. Corp. for $42,500. New is
with
are Mr. and Mrs. Frank Abbott Jr. He
Radio Free Europe; she free lances for Louisville
Courier- Journal. Announced May 14.
— Seeks assignment of liKMUS Muskogee, Okla.
cense from Eastern Okla. Bcstg. Corp. to Horace
Boren for $125,000. New owner Boren is with
Braniff Airways. Announced May 8.
KOMA Oklahoma City, Okla. — Seeks assignment of license from Burton Levine, Myer Feldand Harold
man, Arnold Lerner, Donald Rubin
Thurman, d/b as Radio Okla., to Messrs. Levine
and Thur(15%), Lerner (30%) and
(30%), Feldman
Bessie
man (5%), plus Raymond Ruff (10%)
Mr. Ruff,
Okla.
Radio
as
d/b
(10%),
Zamft
Von
$35,000 to partKOMA manager, will contribute
will be partnership s
nership, $13,167 of which Zamft
will personally
Von
Bessie
debt to him.
$3,500 investhis
for
Rubin
Donald
reimburse
ment. Announced May 9.
Okla. — Seeks assignment of liTulsa,
KOMEcense from
John Kluge and Marcus Austad, d/b
as Oil Capital Sales Co. to Charles Holt (60%),
Holt'sandbroadcast
for $250,000.
others,WHSY
and
WHNY
g (51%)
HattiesburMr.
interests:
Mississippi; WHXY y, Boga(60%), both
McComb
Ala.
Montgomer
(59%), and WHHY
lusa,
. .
(70%).La.Announced May 8.
KLAD Klamath Falls, Ore. — Seeks assignment
of license from Burton Levine, Rose Lerner,
Melanie
Myer Feldman, Bessie Von Zamft and Feldman
Thurman, d/b as KLAD Bcstrs., to Myer

(30%) Rose Lerner and Bessie Von Zamft (each
25%) and Daniel Lerner and Gene Riesen (each
PhilMr. Lerneris isKLAD
KLADed Bcstrs.
as civil
10%). d/b
Riesen
. adelphia
. Mr.
servantMay
salesman
Announc
9.
„„<„»,
ipnown, Pa.—
AllcntPenn-A
(FM) from
WFMZ
Bcstg. s Co. to
Ucn Sec-k
of license
ment
Mr.
be
will
WFMZ Inc. for $8,500. New owners
and Mrs. Raymond Kohn (75%) and "ar"L
helm or
Dower (25%). Mr. Kohn has been at
FM-TV (tv station
and 17% owner of WFMZ-attorne
y. Announced
now inactive). Mr. Dower is
M'\VRIK-TV Ponce, P. R— Seeks assignment of
William Cortada
license from George asMayoral,
Ponce Tv Partnership to
and Luis Ferre d/b
change.
Corp. Corporate
change.
May 14.
_ No
, control
„„i—
Ponce TvAnnounced
assignSeeks
—
IR.
FM Providence,
WPFMCorp. to
ment of license from Plantations Bcstg.
New owners are
Golden Gate Corp. for $10,000.
n) and
Harold Arcaro (68% pfd.. 66% commoof
\VK1K
th
others. Mr. Arcaro also owns one-six
nce.
ced May
(TV), both. Provide
. +____
13.
Announ
of WNET
and 30.66%
transSnyder, Tex.— Seeks involuntary(Snyde
KSNY
r
fer of negative control of licensee
Fora
Mrs.
to
Hughes
T.
J.
Bcstg. Co.) from
Hughes,
estate
, execut
Hughesed.
nced ofMay
14. of Mr.
Annourix
deceas
Hearing

Cases

INITIAL DECISIONS
ner Elizabeth C. Smith issued
Exami
Hearing
ng applid granti
g towar
on lookin
initia
n to
new statio
ey for
H. Whitl
of Fred
r-itionl dlcisi
and
.
l.C
K
Dallas
in
D.
kw,
1
operate on 960 kc
ation of Wayne
ive applicsame
ly exclus
g mutual
denyin
y
n
freque
on
n
M. Nelson for new statio
with 500 w, D, in Concord, N. C. Announced
Irion issued
MHearing Examiner H. Giffordgrantin
g applitoward
n looking
dlcisio
initial cation
fornew am
Inc
Co
Bcstg
of Westbrook
5 kw, D, m
station to operate on 1440 kc,
g application of
Westbrook, Me., and denyin
Sherwood J. Tarlow for new am station on same
May 12. 500 w, D, in Saco, Me. Anwith
frequency nounced
OTHER ACTIONS
denied petition by
Bv order, Commission (WTV
W Evansville
Evansville Television Inc.
denial of
for review of hearing examiners Commis
for additional Ind , sion
WTVW's requestpate
show
in Evansville,
counsel to partici
ssion report and order
cause proceeding. (Commi
of Feb 26, 1957 contemplated, among other
illee to
Evansv
7 from to
ch. WTVW
g ing
things,ville shiftin
ch. 31
on Louisoperat
and requir
in lieu of ch. 7). Announced May 8.
andum opmion and order, commismemor
Bv sion
denied that portion of protest by Alvarado
ch. 7), AlbuTelevision Co. Inc. (KOAT-TV,
g
querque, N. M., requesting evidentiary hearin
proceeding
on "economic injury issue" in protest
es
Independent Theatr
on application ofof cpVideo
Fe,
of KVIT (ch. 2) Santanced
Inc., for mod.
etc. Annou
power,
se
increa
trans.,
to move
issued
Irionordering
H. Gifford that
M Hearing Examinerwhich
ordered
second supplement
in
decision
initial
1956
31,
clause in his Jan.
beas
remain
proceeding
7,
ch.
Y.,
Buffalo,fore N.
Initial decision looked toward granting
Television Inc., for
application of Greatch. Lakes
7 in Buffalo and denying
new tv station on
applications of Greater Erie Bcstg.
competing
and WKBW-TV Inc. Announced May 8.
Co.
KVAR (TV) Mesa, Ariz.— Granted waiver of
Sec. 3.652 to permit KVAR (TV) to identify itself
Comr. Ford disas Mesa.
wellMay
as Phoenix
Announced
8.
sented. as
rg Bcstg. Co.,
Mecklenbu
tr/as
Cole,
L.
John
Chase City, Va.— Designated for hearing appli-

cation for new am station to operate on 980 kc,
500 w D- made WAAA Winston-Salem, N. C,
d May 8
party to proceeding. Announce
Austin Radio Co., Austin, Tex.— Designated for
am station to ophearingerate onapplicati
970 kc, 1onkwforDA,newD. Announced May 8.
James W. Milles, Milford, Conn.; WGNY
Orange County Bcstg. Corp, Newburgh, N. Y.;
Vincent De Laurentis, Eastern State Bcstg. Co.,
Hamden, Conn. — Designated for consolidated
LauMiller,
of Mr. for
hearing rentisapplicatio
am Destations
new Mr.
and Easternns States
Orange
DA-D, and
1 kw from
1220 ofkc,WGNY
operate on
to increase
1 kw to 5 kw
power
to
1220 kc D. Anon
operation
g
DA, continuin
nounced May 8.
Union Bcstg. Co., Elizabeth, N. J.; Alkima
Bcstg. Co., West Chester, Pa.; Lion Bcstg. Co.
Inc., Dover, N. J. — Designated for consolidated
hearing applications for new am station to operate on 1510 kc, 1 kw; Union and Alkima for
operation and Lion to operate unl.
daytime
time with DA-1; denied Union request for
further extension of time to reply to 309 (b)
letter; denied request of Mrs. Betty Presser, et
al., to defer hearing designation; made WLAC
Nashville,nouncedTenn.,
party to proceeding. AnMay 8.
Electronic Music Co., WSBC Bcstg. Co., Chicago, 111.— Designated for consolidated hearing
B fm station to
applications for new Class Electronic
request
on 93.1of mc;
operate
for extension
time denied
to complete engineering
changes and amend application. Announced
May
8.
Pompano
Beach Bcstg. Corp., Pompano Beach,
Fla.; Voice of South Miami Bcstrs. Inc., South
Fla.; Louis G. Jacobs, Miami-South
Miami,
Miami, Fla. — Designated for consolidated hearMr. Jacobs
am stations;
applications
and ingSouth
Miamifor tonewoperate
on 990 kc, 5 kw
DA-1, unl.; Pompano to operate on 980 kc, and
Voice of South Miami on 970 kc, both with 1
kw DA-D. Announced May 8.
Grady M. Sinyard, New Boston, Ohio; States
Bcstg.
System Inc.,hearing
St. Marys,
Ohio— Designated
for consolidated
application
for new
am stations May
to operate
on 1010 kc, 500 w DA-D.
Announced
8.
Eleven Fifty Corp., Capitol Heights, Md.; Nick
J. Chaconas, Gaithersburg, Md.; Tri-County
Bcstg. Co., Laurel, Md.; TCA Bcstg. Corp., College Park, Md. — Designated for consolidated
hearing applications for new am stations to operate on 1150 kc; Eleven Fifty with 1 kw DA-D;
Chaconas and Tri-County with 500 w, 1 kw-LS,
DA-2,
and May
TCA 8.with 500 w, 5 kw-LS, DA-2.
Announced
Routine

Roundup

By of
order,
Commission
waiver12 of
3.293
its rules
to extendgranted
from May
to Sec.
Oct.
1 continued fuctional music operations on simplex basis by fm stations KDFC San Francisco,
Calif.;
York, N.
Y.; WDDS-FM
Syracuse,WBFM
N. Y., New
and WMUZ
Detroit,
Mich., and
on its its own motion, extended such operations
of KFMU Los Angeles, Calif.; KUTE Glendale,
Calif.; WEAW-FM Evanston, 111.; WLDM Oak
Park, Mich.; WNAV-FM Annapolis, Md.; WKJF
Pittsburgh, Pa., and KITT San Diego, Calif.,
to June 13 pending consideration of their requests for Announced
further extension.
dissented.
May 8. Chairman Doerfer
Petition for Rule Making Filed
Forrest City Bcstg. Co., Forrest City, Ark. —
Request allocation of ch. 8 to Forrest City,
from Jonesboro, Ark. Announced May 9.
Ark., by reassignment
Petition for Rule Making Granted
Federal Civil Defense Administration, Battle
Mich. — Petition requesting amendment
Creek,
of
Sec. 12.254 of rules as follows: Delete words
"drill" or "test" and replace with word "exercise" so that last sentence would then read: "All
messages which are transmitted in conection
with such drills and tests shall be clearly identified as such by the use of word 'exercise' in
body of such messages." Announced May 9.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chairman Doerfer on May 12
On Commission's own motion, corrected transscript of oral argument on am applications of
Plainview Radio, Plainview, Tex., and Star of
the Plains Bcstg. Co., Slaton, Tex.
F. French
on May Millard
13
By Hearing Examiner

Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time from May 14 to May 26 tc > file
re am application of WNAH
proposed findings
Inc. (WNAB) Bridgeport, Conn.
Scheduled prehearing conference on May 28
ns of Mid-America Bcstrs. Inc.,
applicatio
re fmMutual
Bcstg. System toe, San Francisco,
and
Calif.
By FCC
\
by
petition
Commission on May 8 granted
WKST Inc. (WKST-TV) New Castle, Pa., and
Continues on page 112
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Broadcasting

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<f per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word— $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30<f per word — $4.00 minimum. * DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help

Wanted

Wyoming station needs 2 solid salesmen. No hipressure
selling.manRadio
Alsoor opening for combo
withandfirsttelevision.
phone, call
write
M. V. Ernst, KRTR, Thermopolis, Wyoming.
Herb Oscar Anderson, WMCA, New York wants
help for Frankie's label. "He Was A Good
Man.",
Johnny
Jackson. soon.
P.S. Look for my
newest by
release
on Frankie
Stations selling mailorder specialties to senior
citizens send rates. Vern Baker, Elyria, Ohio.
Management
Top-rated local So. California station needs
crackerjack asst mgr to work with owner on
sales, run 3-man sales staff. Station tops in prestige, acceptance. $500 plus 15% on own sales
above $1,000 monthly. Send complete resume to
Box 390E, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Commercial manager for leading network station
in medium size midwest city. Substantial weekly
salary plus commission on billing. This is exceptional position. Send experience resume and
recent picture to Box 270E, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager wanted with solid experience
sales ideas and push — unlimited future with 5
kw
in Florida. $5200 plus over-ride. Box 342E,
BROADCASTING.
Texas opportunity for radio salesman. Salary
and bonus. List experience, billing, education,
etc. Box 344E, BROADCASTING.
Offering sand, sea and security to a man or
woman who can sell, service and survive in
competitive market. Air work and sales or copy
and sales
most beautiful beachrequired.
city. BoxNorth
346E, Carolina's
BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager with small market experience, some announcing. Established Texas station. Start $4,800.00, advancement for producer.
Box 382E, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
At once! Hard sell, versatile deejay! Experienced! News, music station, gimmicks. Send tape,
background.
Salary open. Box 267E, BROADCASTING.
South Georgia full time independent has immediate opening for competent top quality announcer. $90.00 weekly. Box 276E, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer for 1000 watt daytime station in
central Pennsylvania. Our man must be conscientious, promotion-minded. Send tape, details,
now. Box 323E, BROADCASTING.
Fast growing eastern chain needs experienced
announcers with executive potential. Require
minimum one year commercial experience.
Chain operate stations in small — medium and
metropolitan markets. Above average wages,
good working conditions. Modern equipment.
Eventual personal interview a must. Send tape,
photo, resume immediately. Box 324E, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for married staff announcer. Send
resume. ABC Network. Texas. Box 345E„
BROADCASTING.
Industrious announcer-continuity writer. Proggressive station anywhere. Box 348E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Good dj, minimum five years experience, possibility of chief announcer. Metropolitan market near New York City. Good starting salary. Box 393E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced sportscaster wanted for high school
and junior college football, basketball and staff
announcing. Send resume, tape and salary requirements. Frank O. Myers, Manager, KCMC,
Texarkana, Texas-Ark.
Broadcasting

RADIO
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

New 1,000 watt daytime station going on air latter part of June. Need two announcers. Send
tape and full details first letter. KSRC, Box
1277, Socorro, New Mexico.
Metropolitan market station going up wants live
wire man to go along. Must have quality voice
plus ideas. Send tape, resume, salary. Fred Epstein, KSTT, Davenport, Iowa.
KTLU, Rusk, Texas,
good paying
combo-announcer-engine r. Tneeds
his is the ahighest
job
in east Texas. We want a good, permanent man
with pleasing personality. Salary depends on
you. E. H. Whitehead, Rusk, Texas. ,
Excellent opportunity experienced morning man
for small town full time independent. Should
be from south or southwest and no tv ambition.
Permanent
freeliving
hospitalization, with
mountain paid
lake vacation,
cottage, low
cost.
Prefer send tape with resume and references.
Telephone Prospect 7-3601. General Manager,
KXAR, Hope, Ark.
Announcer — modern station needs young, fast
paced, live wire with A-Z knowledge pop music
biz including yesterday. Need snappy production ability — energy — tough market — competition
rough.
If you're
for— us
for to
future
— rush tape
— resume
pic and
and looking
references
Bill
Clark, WHOO, Orlando, Florida.
Announcer — first phone — little maintenance. See
ad above but will compensate for first phone.
AC-tape,
Florida. resume. Bill Clark, WHOO, Orlando,
Morning and afternoon announcers. Top Hooper
and Pulse station. Combo operation. Adult music
and news with excellent library. Tape, resume,
and actual salary expected with first letter. Tapes
returned. WRTA, Altoona, Pennsylvania.
Technical
Chief engineer single market southern network
stationtial.using
control. Inquiries confidenBox 214E,remote
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st phone, control room, maintenance,
immediate, permanent. Lutheran church-owned,
non-commercial, religious, educational station.
Reply ments
fully,
stating KFUO,
experience,
salary
requireto Manager,
St. Louis
5, Missouri.
Chief engineer — young — must know studio amfm transmitters like the back of his hand, first
phone, meticulous and neat, experienced in supervising others, salary based on ability $100 up.
Send pic, complete resume, references Bill
Clark. WHOO, Orlando, Florida. ,
Production-Programming, Others
Mr. News Director! Can you see beneath the
surface news — get behind handouts? Are you a
newsman
who aalways
on?
We
need such
man. knows
Why notwhat's
apply going
and discuss your ideas? Send resume, photo Box 179E,
BROADCASTING.
Executive secretaries with knowledge and experience in the fields of radio and television
broadcasting. Must be able to assume office responsibilities as right hand to top executives in
major broadcast
Stimulating,
esting, rewarding operation.
work for qualified
girl9 interwith
extensive backgrounds in this field. Please furnish detailed resume in reply. All inquiries in
strict confidence. Box 253E, BROADCASTING.
Sales promotion manager for top-flight major
market, radio-television operation. Must be thoroughly experienced in all phases of sales promotion, advertising and research. This is an
excellent and rewarding opportunity for qualified man in this field. All replies held in confidence. Box 254E, BROADCASTING.

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

Continuity. Able to write copy that sells, make
up books, etc. Leading metropolitan independent
station, north central region. Permanent position. Send complete resume of background and
experience, samples of copy, present and expected salary, and references, which will not be
contacted without your consent, and attach small
photo. Confidential. Box 297E, BROADCASTING.
Continuity director needed for top station in
two million market. If you're production minded, can write selling copy, send picture, resume
and samples immediately. Tremendous opportunity for right person. Box 350E, BROADCASTING.
Newsman, ability to know news as well as
write. Must take active part in community
affairs, top wage to top man. Send audition tape
and full background story to Manager, WABJ,
Adrian, Mich.

News director wanted immediately. Send tape,
experience, references. WFAH, Alliance, Ohio.
Top flight copywriter, man or woman, creative
ability a must. Salary open. Send samples and
picture to Manager, WABJ, Adrian, Michigan.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
Manager, presently employed. 16 years experience radio manager, program director, television
manager, commercial manager, also network
and agency. Best references all employers. Box
948D, BROADCASTING.
General manager: Established industry recognized ability and experience with top personal
sales record, four major markets, fifteen years.
Now sales manager metropolitan vhf. Radio —
make me an offer. Box 309E, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager 20 years experience at
profitable top ten market 5 kw. Supervised sales,
programming, network relations, personnel, lobor negotiations. Available due to sale of station. References from executives in agency,
representative network and local fields. Box
341E, BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales manager. Young, energetic, strong
on sales gimmicks, business background, know
all phases of radio management, must be permanent position. Box 353E, BROADCASTING.
Formulas don't faze me. Successful record ideaful programming 250w-50 kw. Currently— net
flagship operation visiting southwest, coast July.
Competition minded? Let's talk. Box 384E
BROADCASTING.
Manager. 15 years radio all phases, 8 as general
manager. 36, married, family. Western states.
Gene Ackerley, 1231 Toluca, Alliance, Nebraska.
36 year old, married, radio veteran, 12 years
experience, desires managerial spot, with good
market potential, in desirable community to raise
large family, with possible lease or option to
buy, in the future. Write or call Larry L.
Shepard, Mena, Ark.
Sales
Go-getter, experienced, seeking good potential.
Prefer deal including air work. Can run own
board.
All-around
man — what you're looking for.
Box 174E,
BROADCASTING.
Attention Florida stations — Settled family man
three years sales experience in top 50 market
desires permanent Florida location. Box 347E,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman and/or manager with first phone. Good
producer. Wants small or medium market in
Texas or midwest. Box 358E, BROADCASTING.
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RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Wanted — (Cont'd)
Situations Announcers

Available. Hard driving, creative salesman, a
well-liked,
real "heavyweight", early thirties,
television sales
well-known. Ten years radio and national
. Have
and
regional
experience: local,
agency
ly every advertis.ing(Actually
contacts in practical
in New York. Sales record— excellenteveryone in
it s tremendous) know just about
d seeking new assignthis field. Now employevicinity.
Excellent referment in New York or
ences. Box 387E, BROADCASTING.

permanent poer,ce,desires
Experiesitionnced
specialize in hillbilly,
experien
six yearsannounc
nce m
have
news, of coursebut willexperie
eospel, and
best.
Block TINGdo
Martin DCAS
dod
. my __
Box am
362E,not BROA

ble
Announcer with 3 years experience, dependa
offer Peter
first reasonable esville,
family man. Accept
Va.
J Ward, Rio Trailer Park, Charlott
Call 3-1928.
Technical
20 years am-tv-fm, administration, personnel.
al mainteeconomic
Offer
50 kw. and
l toconstruction
Technicanance,
for
. Looking
operation
ASTBROADC
ING.
a change after 7 years. Box 260E,

Announcers

nced.
Vacation problems? College student. Experie
Third-class
Announcer, record-librarian,ernews.
1. Tape, resume
permit. June 1 thru Septemb
imd references. Box 114E. BROADCASTING.
50,000 watt
DJ/announcer, previous experience three
Pulse
metro-indie. Afternoon shift in topSalary
open.
references.
ratings. Best agency
Box 125E, BROADCASTING.
Negro dee jay. Good board man. Fast patter,
re looking
smooth production. I'm the one you
BROADCAST172E,
Box
resume.
and
Tape
for
.
G
N
I
Girl d.j. announcer. Go anywhere. Readyno now
bad
Run own board. Can sell, too. Steady—
achabits. Love to build audiences and grab
173E, BROADresume. Box
Tape and IN
G.
counts
ST
CA

cials, gimmicks,
Personality-dj strong commereager
to please. Go
etc. Run own board. Steady,
anywhere. Box 175E, BROADCASTING.
radio
Country dj. Outstanding air personality,
ed in the
and tv, sincere selling, highly respect
who
r
employe
present
trade. Eight years with referen
ces. Box
highest
will furnish DC
ASTING.
BROA
Young staff announcer strong dj. Thoroughly
board ^ Tapes
trained in all phases. Run own BROADC
ASTand resume available. Box 285E,
ING.
all phases
Reporter-newscaster, competent inradio
and/or
radio coverage, seeks larger city
television. Box 291E, BROADCASTING.

e. Experienced anMarried, college graduat
employnouncer, news, record-librarian. Desires
October 1, or major
through
30
ment from June
Tape, resume and references. Box
part
310E, thereof.
BROADCASTING.

want a first class dj with experiStop! Doence'you
Then I'm your man. Write now! Box
315E, BROADCASTING.
years exstandards, staff, IV2
Announcer, pop, graduate
, young, willing able,
perience, college
position with opexempt. Desire
single, draftportunities.
Available June 2. Box
You got one?
.
ASTING
335E, BROADC
This is the second ad in the series. These are
experience, personality anthe facts — 4 years
nouncer. Presently employed desires to relocate.
Maryland, Delaware and Virginia, preferred.
and references. Let's get this boy a
Resume,job!tape
Box 336E, BROADCASTING.
good
Announcer 1 year experience, first phone, Don
Martin graduate, single, veteran, strong news
voice, no sales please, west coast only. Box
340E, BROADCASTING.
Well rounded in all phases of radio. Strong in
news and sports with executive experience in
management and sales. Desire opportunity with
solid station in the Tennessee- Virginia area.
No tv experience but am interested. Personal
interview only. Box 349E, BROADCASTING.
Young announcer-engineer, 2 years experience
first phone, all types music, top teenage show.
Married, California desired. Box 352E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Recent grad, A.B., radio major.
Single, 4A. Will travel or relocate. Box 354E,
BROADCASTING.
Florida,ience.1st
phone-announcer.
8 years
experDesire to
relocate in Florida.
Construction
and sales experience. Available June 9th. Box
357E, BROADCASTING.
Deejay, pops-standards. Newscaster. Experienced, married. College. Minimum $70. Relocate
Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, eastern states. Negro.
No accent. No jivetalk. Box 360E, BROADCASTING.
Beginner — gal, mature, dj, announcer. News,
commercials. S.R.T. gTad, college education. Box
361E, BROADCASTING.
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doctor— Seattleite. Needs western recNo witch
ords and turntable. Box 363E. BROADCASTING.
jockey.
ce, newsman, disc
Play-by-playrunexperien
Box
ous, loyal.
Industri
board.AST
3rd ticket.
ING
BROADC
364E,
morning dj
Attention major markets. Top-rated change.
ce desires
experienAST
years ADC
ING. box
with 12
365E,
BRO

Experienced disc jockey, three years good comCASTING.mercial, knows music, family. Box 366E, BROADdependable announcer.
Versatile, hardworking,
to relocate
experience wants .
with six months AST
ING
to 20,000. Box 370E,
8,000
ADC
market
small
BRO
Prefer

G.
ST
CA
as announcerall phases
ence,IN
5 years experi
engineer, first phone. Married. Box 371E, BROAD"combo" dee-jay. Have
Experienced personality
jazz-pop record collecve
extensi
and
1st phone
tion (No rock and roll!). Young, married, willing
permanent position m metrobut desire
to travel politan
market or college .town. Minimum $110.
ASTING
BROADC
Box 373E,
No Martin Block or
West coast, here I come!
Bill Stern, but if you need a good dj announcer
and play-by-play man, then look no further
Vet married, 2 years experience all phases, and
advice .so
i ASTING
taking
Am Box
2youyears
BROADC
374E,Horace's
the date.
namecollege.

; veterans; diverse pubExperienced dj, newsman
und. Desire permanence withNew York City. Top references. Box
miles backgro
inlic100contact
375E, BROADCASTING.
personality prefers
Presently employed young
night show. Good voice, 1st class ticket, 5 years
all-around. Part-time colexperien
Immediate opening desired. Box
student.Capable
legece.
378E, BROADCASTING.

Summer replacement. High caliber well seasoned
staff man needs respite from southwest. Married.
Good working conPrefer mountains or west.
ditions important. Box 380E, BROADCASTING.
Terrific sportscaster. Sports director. Employed.
experience. References. Box 381k,
5 yearsSTING.
BROADCA

DJ-personality. Sales/promotion minded.. Also
er. Experienced. Tape available Box
copywrit
BROADCASTING.
391E,
No rock and roll machine stealing bubble gum
rs. Major market radio change from baby-sitte
emcee desires change. Box 396E, BROADtv
CASTING.

Engineer. Eight years high powered directionals,
progressive operaphone.BoxSeeking
First
and fm.
337E, BROADCASTING.
future.
tion with
.
BROADCASTING
Experienced engineer-announcer. Box 355E,
ING.
Need work. Have 2nd phone, 1st soon. Light
broadcast experience. Box 359E, BROADCASTyears. First phone Chief enfourteen
Engineer gineer,
announcing experience. Box 376E,
BROADCASTING.

experienced construction, mainFirst phone,
tenance operation. Have tools, test gear, transsober, fammature,
graduate
portation. College
news delivery.
r, ; good
announce
ily man. Fair
P. O. Box 322,
Deep south
Ga. only. C. G. Huey,
Rome,
Production-Programming, Others

Experience on program deNeed a girlpartment,Friday?
as record lib., in news, and typing in
small station. Box 263E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio newsman, 2 years. Writing,
Currentlyinem-tv
work.Interested
air G.
Some market.
tapes.
editing,
TIN
metropolitan
ployed
CAS
furnews, also. Married, 24. SDX, AFTRA. Can
nish resume, tape and photo. Box 281E, BROADNewsman; gather, write, deliver authoritative,
intelligent newscasts. 6 years solid experience,
rafamily. Prefer
graduate;
College
all phases.
n. Presently
dio-tv news
combinatio
employed
TING.
BROADCAS
major market. Box 312E,
Woman continuity director. Production, hard
radio-tv. Can
11 years experience
copy. traffic.
sell
May 16th. Box 343E,
supervise
ING. Available
BROADCAST
Morning man who's been waking up people with
music for 5 years at present location
happy
seeks new position. Local news, tv experience.
Family, 30, degree. Box 367E, BROADCASTING.
News director. 13 years experience every phase
of radio-television. Solid family man. Veteran.
market. Excellent
in top
College. Presently
aftertenJune 15th. 150 per
Available
references.
369E, BROADBox
week. East-midwest only.
CASTING.

operation? University stanew soft-sell
Startingpd interested
. All-around but long on music.
tion
pe. Top referand church-ty
Temperate
STING.
389E, BROADCA
ences.,Box family

desires. "sellenced, Resume
experi
Box
ation.
Copywriter-d
announj,ce"35,combin
write397E, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

Announcer— 8 years experience all phases radio
including national sports— 31, marand television
prefer south, southwest. Box 398L,
ried BBA,
STING.
BROADCA

Help Wanted

doing 3 hour show with
Mature p.m. d.j.ofNow
the top 10 markets m the
50 kw in one
ded operation I have
country. Want a jazz-min
about you? Write 399E,
how
story,
success
aBROADC
ASTING.
Announcer: Looking for radio or tv opportunity
years radio
with progressive organization. Three
in profession, can.
experience, no tv yet. Happysale
motivated this
and will produce. Recent
ad. Multiple station market in south or west.
Available when needed. Box 400E, BROADCASTING.
Money not important, experience is, for June
grad Michigan State U. with B.A., M.A.,anydegrees
posiWill consider
production.interest
in radio-tvanywhere.
in sports, dj, and
High
tion,
,
news Excellent reference. Alan Cudworth
#2, Williamston, Michigan. Lansing Ph.
Route7-7292.
ED
Announcer-dj, 1st phone. Recent graduate.
Permanent Bill Lambert, 911 W. Poplar Ave.,
Porterville, California.
Married announcer with 4 years experience.
Lienhart, National 3-7426, Hot
Contact Charles
Ark.
Springs,

Sales

naSales representatives for local sales and
, fulltional sales. Medium market, mid-south
STING.
BROADCA
power vhf. Box 338E,
the south
up! Somewhere to inbecome
Ready to move salesman
a tv
ready
there is a radio
ower,
maximum-p
are
We
account executive.
CBS vhf in rich southern market. This man
will call on local and regional accounts with
guarantee and commission, expense account,
and man company benefits. If you know how to
sell but have limited potential in your market,
send full resume, snapshot, to Box 356E,
BROADCASTING.
Productions-Programming, Others

Television producer-director need thoroughly
with versatility and imagiqualified young man
radio-tv operanation for work at progressive
to produce, direct and coable
tion. Should be
ordinate local live and network programs. Experienced. College background preferred. Scale
Salary commen40-hour week.
starts $85
Write
and background.
surate withforexperience
phone W. P. Williamson, Jr., WKBN-TV
or
Youngstown, Ohio. STerling 2-1145.
Broadcasting

RADIO
TELEVISION

FOR

SALE — (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted

Stations

Managerial

New England medium market station $100,000
total, 29% down; monopoly market station,
$100,000. Chapman Company, 17 E. 48th, New
York.

Manager, 16 years experience as television manager and commercial manager, as radio manager and program director. Increased billing on
all stations over 100%. Also agency and network
experiences. Best references. Box 780D, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Four years television production, announcing
with present employer. Desiring sales, or salesBROADCASTING. man-announcer. Family, settled. Box 379E,
Announcers
Dependable, ambitious, news, commercial, staff
announcer. Trained in all phases of radio-tv 1st
phone, vet, family. Desires 1st job. Film, photo.
Box 377E, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Mature chief engineer desires to make change.
Experienced in planning, construction, operation, maintenance am-fm-tv, directionals, measurements. Prefer supervisory position. Box 273E,
BROADCASTING.
TV engineer 1st phone. Studio or transmitter
work. Will relocate. Closed circuit experience.
Box 385E, BROADCASTING.
Broadcast technician. First phone, veteran. Desires position in tv or radio. Will relocate. Resume, references on request. Box 386E, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Photographer, newsman with own sound, silent,
and still equipment. Presently working in tv,
looking for more opportunity. College, single,
willing to travel. Box 277E, BROADCASTING.
Projectionist or film position desired. College,
two-year tv production course. Available June
20. Box 305E, BROADCASTING.
Cameraman-reporter, commercial and documentary. 11 years worldwide experience. Black and
white;
color. Best references. Box 383E, BROADCASTING.
TV-radio news director. Eleven years experience
all phases. Newscasts consistently top-rated.
Prefer combined tv-radio news-room operation
or tv-news. Box 394E, BROADCASTING.
FOR

SALE

1958 radio station plan book. Five complete floor
plans. Practical, economy minded, proven. $3.75
postpaid. Station Planning Service, Box 2001
Station A, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Stations
Small market station, north Alabama. Good
gross, excellent equipment, in growing market.
$65,000—29% down. No brokers. Box 107E,
BROADCASTING.
Growing markets — 250 watt full time in Virginia —
$50,000.00 potential. Owner must sell due to failing health. $10,000.00 will handle with terms. Box
368E, BROADCASTING.

Idaho, quarter-kilowatt. $95,000.00 29% down.
Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8630 W.
Olympic, Los Angeles.
Waiting buyers, listings wanted, Hollingsworth
Co., Inc., 514
"Guess
The Lucky
Secret
Word,"
Program.
Hempstead
Ave. W.
Hempstead,
N. Y.
Oregon, quarter-kilowatt $55,000.00. $20,000 down.
Exclusive. Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates,
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles.
Virginia single station market, $39,750 total,
$10,000 down; secondary market station $100,000.
Chapman Company, 1182 W. Peachtree, Atlanta.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals!
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Former radio and television owners and operators.
Oregon, quarter-kilowatt network $125,000.00
Terms. Exclusive Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles.
Low overhead daytimer. $70,000. 29% down
Great potential. Melvin Stone, Falmouth Hotel
Portland, Maine.
Broadcasting

STATIONS

California,
daytimer
$55,000.00.
down. 8630
Exclusive Wilt
Gunzendorfer
and$20,000
Associates,
W Olympic, Los Angeles.
Florida coastal medium market with steady income record, controlling interest $150,000 with
$40,000 down. Chapman Company, 1182 W. Peachtree, Atlanta.
West coast major market fm station, $100,000
with V4 down. Chapman Company, 33 W. Micheltorena, Santa Barbara, California.
Equipment
Pultec program equalizer (EQP-1) new condition $300. Two heavy duty mike booms with
wheels, extra long extension up and forward
$100 each. Ampex 600, 300 hours full track good
condition $375. Box 351E, BROADCASTING.
One Western Electric 250 watt am transmitter,
good condition, with spare set FCC tubes, $325.
Our No. 0207. May Brothers, Binghamton, N. Y.
Motorola 30-D two-way mobile equipment.
Transmitter, receiver, speaker, mike, cable. Suitable for remote broadcasts. $150.00. Box 1001,
Griffin, Ga.
One REL one-kilowatt fm transmitter in good
condition and presently operating. Model 510BDL, serial 6924 with spare set FCC tubes, $4,150.
Our No. 0206. May Brothers, Binghamton, N. Y.
Collins 300F 250 watt am transmitter, in good
condition, meets FCC proof of performance requirements. Now in operation on 690 kc ready
for sale in two months. $750.00. KBBA, Benton,
Arkansas.
WE 5 kw transmitter, type 104C modified to 5C
with crystal for 740 kc. $1,500 Florida location.
May Brothers, Binghamton, N. Y.
4 — Gates CB-11 3-speed turntable chassis at $85
each. In excellent condition. Write M. E. Case,
KVOL, Lafayette, Louisiana.
Weather warning receivers — for Conelrad and
dsiaster weather warnings. Air Alert II — $46.50;
Air Alert I— $89.50. Write Miratel, Inc., 1080
Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minn.
12 assorted towers, 165-300 ft. All makes. Most
like new. Priced $1,000 to $6,000. Write for list.
May Brothers, Binghamton, N. Y.
Just received: The all-new Ampex 351 studio
recorder. Features: New printed circuits "Plus
8"
output.
Two channels
Remoteor
control
(optional).
Write for (optional).
free literature
call collect for additional information. We ship
prepaid anywhere in United States. Also: have
... 1 Ampex 350 console (slightly used; with
monaural record, stereo playback) ... A $1700
value, only $1250 — Complete stock of all parts
and accessories. High Fidelity Unlimited, 935 El
Camino Real, Menlo Park, California. Phone:
DAvenport 6-5160.
One Western Electric type 104C transmitter, 5
k modified to 5C, complete with one crystal for
740kc, all extras and some spares. All packed
and ready for shipment, .$1, 500. Our No. 0140.
May Brothers, Binghamton, N. Y.
WANTED

TO

New England or New Jersey. Must be currently
profitable. Box 339E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted,
am doing
grosssouth.
in single
or 2 station
market$60,000-$80,000
east or near
Box
388E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced operator wants best deal $20,000
will buy. Confidential reply. Box 395E, BROADCASTING.
Responsible young man desires leasing arrangement with option to buy, am station now on air.
No
brokers, please. Reply to Box 401E, BROADCASTING.
Equipment
FM frequency and modulation monitor. FM
transmitter 3 kw or higher. 5 kw am transmitter.
Box 372E, BROADCASTING.
1000 watt fm amplifier. KYFM, 4516 North Libby,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Need used 5820 Image Orthicon tubes. Please
state price, condition, and hours of service. Patrick S. Finnegan. Chief Engineer, WLBC-TV,
Muncie, Indiana.
10 kw fm power amplifier for use with RCA
BTF-3B transmitter. WNIB, Chicago 24.

SALE

NORTHWEST
1 . Excellent station in good market.
Top dial position. Long established.
$50,000 down.
2. Exclusive full time. Property included. Gross over $70,000. Down
$30,000.
3. Daytimer. Expanding market.
Small operation. Only $6,250
down.
— Ours is a Personal Service —

ROCKY

MOUNTAIN

1. Exclusive. Daytimer. Well accepted. Grossing close to $4,000
month. Only $8,000 down. Balance
in 10 years at 4%.
2. Good daytimer in small market.
Absentee owned. Owner wants to
sell and will make a good deal for
buyer. $8,000 down.
3. Wonderful town to live in. Fine
station to own and operate. Gross
close to $85,000. $30,000 down.
— Ours is a Personal Service —

TOP

25

MARKETS

1 . East. Daytimer. $50,000 down.
Price $275,000.
2. East. Top market. Price $475,000. 29% down.

SOUTHWEST
1. Excellent daytimer in one of the
fastest growing towns. Stock purchase of 70% will control operation. Gross $130,000. Only $36,500 down for mentioned stock.
— Ours is a Personal Service —

MIDWEST

BUY

Stations

FOR

We are offering many excellent
properties ranging from $45,000
to $1,500,000. Be sure to let us
know just what you want.

JACK
&

L. STOLL

ASSOCIATES

A NATIONAL

ORGANIZATION

for

the sale of Radio & TV Stations
6381 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
LOS ANGELES 28, CALIF.
Hollywood 4-7279
May 19, 1958
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INSTRUCTIONS

ence
FCC first phone preparation by correspond
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington. D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2. 821 - 19th Street, N. W.. Washington, D. C.
Guaranteed
FCC first phone license In six weeks.
approved.
instruction by master teacher. G.I.
License
Radio
Elkins
Phone FLeetwood 2-2733.
School, 3605 Regent Drive. Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. EnSeptemrolling now for classes starting June 25,references
ber 3, October 29. For information,Ogden
Radio
B.
William
write
and reservations
1150 West Olive
ng School,
Engineeri
al
Operation
Avenue, Burbank, California.

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announce) s
I claim to be
The Best Announcer In The Country.
Just
Bill write
Rose,
6041 70 Street, Maspeth,
Queens, New York City
Phone Newtown 9-3677.

FOR THE RECORD continues from page 108
extended time for filing comments in proposed
rule making to change tv channels in Pittsburgh,
Pa Clarksburg, W. Va., and Youngstown, Ohio,
from May 12 to May 19, and extended time for
filing reply comments from May 22 to June 2.
By Commissioner Robert T. Hartley on May 9
Radio
Granted petition by Town & Country
answer to
111., for leave to file
Inc., Rockford, Co.
on
ng
proceedi
in
reply
Inc.,
Bcstg.
Plough
Town & Country's am application.
By Hearing Examiner
12 Neal Huntting
on MayAnnie

Granted petition by Palm Springs Community
Television Corp. for continuance and dates
designated for various procedual steps in the
Palm Springs, Calif, tv translator proceeding
Data for exchange of
are postponed as follows: requests
for witnesses
written objections and
in Washination
cross-exam
for
produced
be
to
TELEVISION
MISCELLANEOUS
ington from May 19 to June 10, and hearing
from May 26 to June 17.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on May 9
Bingo Time U.S.A. printers of personalizedn
Continued further hearing to 2:00 p.m., May
AVAILABLE JUNE I
bingo tvpe game sheets for radio and televisio
type
insionprivate
19,
tion
programs. We also distribute Vi hr. bingo ties.
istra
Admin
proceeding.line-leased facility-data transmisBusiness
personali
enced in Product Planning
film series, mc'd by popular film
Experi
By
Commissioner
Robert T. Bartley on May 7
HollyTel:
1871, Hollywood 28, Calif.
P.O. Box
wood 2-4038.
Granted petition by Nevada Telecasting Corp.,
Engineering Consulting
for extension of time to May 19 to file exceptions to initial decision in matter of revocation
red Professional Engineer (DC)
Registe
RADIO
of tv cp of KAKJ (ch. 4) Reno, Nev.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper on May 8
IRL T.NEWTON, JR., Haddon£™N.SJ.
Grantedtension ofpetition
by Broadcast
time from
May 9 to Bureau
May 19 for
to exfile
Help Wanted
proposed
findings
of
fact
and
conclusions
of
law
FOR SALE
and
from
May
19
to
May
29
for
filing
reply
or
Sales
rebuttal findings in proceeding on application
of Triangle Publications Inc. (WNHC-TV ch. 8)
ZXiC
New Haven, Conn.
SALESMAN WANTED
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
on dates shown
a's
Americmi,
—Marin
LE
's
SA
R
FO
earnings North Florida
Mia
ket
c
Above average station
Granted
motion by Great Lakes Tele. Inc., to
ami
Dyn
t
mos
High
ndent.
indepe
leading radio
correct transcript in all respects as suggested
Florida.
except
one in
Nielsen and Pulse. Salary plus commisAction May
7. Buffalo, N. Y., ch. 7 proceeding.
5000 Watts
sions and expenses. Opportunity to
Granted motion by Westbrook Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
advance.
1260 K.C.
Westbrook, Me., for various corrections to record
W-M-M-A
Florssee,
Tallaha
in
proceeding on its am application and that of
WTAL
Paul Meyer,
Saco, Me. Action May 8.
ida, Drawer A. Main Post Office
i Excellent Signal with Top Cov- ^ Sherwood J. Tarlow,
on May Hugh
6
By
Hearing
Examiner
B. Hutchison
:
15
ent
ipm
equ
new
erage. All
to
Bymet
Pal
e
lan
Production-Programming, Others
8
on
es
acr
Granted petition by Radio Anthracite Inc., to
accept its late filing of notice of appearance in
Small studio-transmitter
Pass:
proceeding on am application of Ottoway StaPriced reasonable,
tions Inc. (WDOS) Oneonta, N. Y.
building.
radio-television ^ >S
head
you
§ Can
er,
Moy
th
Kei
e
—
Wir
or
te
Wri
BROADCAST ACTIONS
local news department? ImmediOwner: TU 7-0161.
ate opening.
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of May 9
TV
AMX
KWT
WCMS Norfolk, Va.— Granted assignment of
WACO, TEXAS
license and cp to WCMS Radio Norfolk Inc.
TAPE RECORDERS
KRCT Pasadena, Texas — Granted assignment
c
All
Professional
Makes
Bosti
N.
M.
51.
6-44
Plaza
& Phone
of license and cp to Industrial Bcstg. Co.
New— Used— Trades
WICU Erie, Pa. — Granted transfer of control
of Dispatch Inc. (parent corporation) from
Supplies— Parts— Accessories
Edward
Lamb to Edward, Prudence H., Edward
CO.
ART
ELECTRO
STEFFEN
RADIO
H. Lamb, et al, as family group.
4401 W. North Avenue
WICU-TV Erie, Pa.— Granted transfer of conMilwaukee 8, Wise.
trol from Edward Lamb to Edward, Prudence
H.,
Edward H. Lamb, et al, as family group.
Situations Wanted
MI-193
TWX:
1-8150
Uptown
KROS Clinton, Iowa — Granted involuntary acAmerica's Tape Recorder Specialists
quisition of positive control by B. M. Jacobsen,
individually and as co-executor with William
Callender of estate of Mrs. A. J. Hammond, de—
NEED
A D. J.? —
ceased.
SERVICE
EMPLOYMENT
B C. A. Placement Service has them . . . with
WTAE Pittsburgh, Pa. — Granted mod. of cp
All eager to pjeaso
to change type of trans, and other equipment
and without experience.Best
anywhere,
trained
and make change in ant. system.
and make you money!
y
run own boards. No prima donnas. Thoroughl
WPCF Panama City, Fla. — Granted mod. of cp
e For
A Specialized Servic
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
rs
to make changes in directional ant. pattern.
Manage
Managers CommercialManager
s
Program
Chief Engineer
WFBM Indianapolis, Ind.— Granted authority
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
to operate aux. trans, by remote control while
DENTIAL CONTACT
CONFI
ates
Associ
ng
Coachi
ast
Broadc
using nondirectional ant.
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
WRBL Columbus, Ga. — Granted change of remote control authority.
1639 Broadway, Capitol Theatre Bldg.
SERVICE
NT
PLACEME
WVMI-TV Biloxi, Miss.— Granted extension of
BROADCASTERS EXECUTIVE
N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
completion dateActions
to 10-1.of May 8
JUdson 6-1918. No charge for either party.
Washington 7, D. C.
KXRO Aberdeen, Wash. — Granted involuntary
transfer of control from Harry R. Spence to
Helen G. Spence, executrix of Estate of Harry
jpiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiimiiHiniiiiiiiHNiiiiu
R. Spence, deceased.
WEDR Birmingham, Ala. — Granted assignment
of license to WEDR Inc.
|
KSUE Susanville, Calif. — Granted involuntary
BIG EARNINGS!
MEAN
BIG MARKElTS
I
assignment of license to James E. McKahan and
Marguerite Wemple Hallowell as executrix of
will of Nolan Hallowell, deceased, d/b as Home
j Appliance Store.
OUR SALESMEN EARN MORE THAN $14,000 A YEAR !
1
KACE AM-FM Riverside, Calif. — Granted asj
signment of cps
to K-ACE
Inc. change of
AW
DR
AL
LIBER
—
SSION
COMMI
15%
Following
stations
were Radio
granted
|
sign-off time as shown: KSIB Creston, Iowa,
6:00 p.m., CST, during months April 28 through
YORK - CHICAGO - ST. LOUIS - INDIANAPOLIS - NORFOLK - WILMINGTON (Del.) | Sept., inclusive; KJIM Fort Worth, Tex., 7:00
|
p.m., or later within limits of station license
| for
period ending 7-31; WCWC, Ripon, Wis.,
Join the fastest-growing radio-tv sales organization in the country with a record 384% increase
1
7:00 p.m., CDT, May through Sept. 30.
|
national
manager,
sales
to
ent
advancem
for
ty
opportuni
provides
WSD-FM Atlanta, Ga. — Granted extension of
in sales! Staff expansion
1
to remain silent for additional 60 days
pro- | authority
executive
Most
chain.
radio-tv
8-station
an
of
markets
major
in
manager
station
or
to and including 7-4.
and
sales
I
KSIG Crowley,
— Granted license covering
confidential. Don't wait. _
installation
of new La.
trans.
l sales personnel. All applications kept :
motions made from successfu
|
|
Actions
of May 6
to
earnings
billing,
of
history
and
photo
resume,
Send
|
WVMC
Mt.
Carmel,
111.—
Granted authority to
j
Tim Crow, Rollins Broadcasting. 414 French St., Wilmington, Del.
|
sign-off at 6:30 p.m. or later within limits of
station license for period ending 8-31.
KEAR San Francisco, Calif.— Granted authority
^
11111
mm
iuii
iiii
immi
iiii
iiii
iMii
imii
iiim
liii
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PEOPLE
to remain silent for a period of 30 days from
May 1 to complete construction of increased
power.
Actions of May 5
KSJO-AM-FM San Jose, Calif.— Granted assignment of licenses to Santa Clara Bcstg. Co.,
California corporation.
KIRT Mission, Tex. — Granted acquisition of
negative control by Ray V. Jensey and L. O.
Austin through purchase of stock from Robert
F. Pool III and R. F. Pool Jr.
WELM Elmira, N. Y. — Granted acquisition of
positivechase ofcontrol
by John
stock from
Edwin S. D.Riggs
Lonie.through purWWJ-TV (aux. ant.) Detroit, Mich.— Granted
extension of completion date to July 11.
Actions of May 2
WRON Ronceverte, W. Va. — Granted authority
to sign-off 7 :00 p.m. nightly for period of six
months, except for special events.
Following stations were granted renewal of
license: ,
WAYX Waycross, Ga.; WBRC-TV (main and
aux. trans. & ant.) Birmingham, Ala.; WEZB
Homewood, Ala.; WGIG Brunswick, Ga.; WPNX
Phenix City, Ala., Columbus, Ga.; KOTN Pine
Bluff, Ark.; KPLC Lake Charles, La.; KREH
Oakdale, La.; KSLO Opelousas, La.; KTSH Little
Rock, Ark.; KTIB Thibodaux, La.; KVCL Winnfield, La.; KVPI Ville Platte, La.; KVSA McGehee, Ark.; KWAK Stuttgart, Ark.; KWHN Ft.
Smith, Ark.; KWKH KWKH-FM, Shreveport,
La.; KWRF Warren, Ark.; KXJK & aux. Forrest
City, Ark.; KXRJ Russellville, Ark.; WABG
Greenwood, Miss.; WABO Waynesboro, Miss.;
WACR Columbus, Miss.; WAIL Baton Rouge,
La.; WAML Laurel, Miss.; WCBI Columbus,
Miss.; WCMA Corinth, Miss.; WELO Tupelo,
Miss.; WHOC Philadelphia, Miss.; WHSY Hattiesburg, Miss.; WHXY Bogalusa, La.; WIKC
Bogalusa, La.; WJMB Brookhaven, Miss.; WJPR
Greenville, Miss.; WROA Gulf port, Miss.; KAMS
(FM) Mammoth Spring, Ark.; WBRL (FM)
Baton Rouge, La.; KAMO Rogers, Ark.; KANE
New Iberia, La.; KAOK Lake Charles, La.;
KBHS Hot Springs, Ark.; KBOK Malvern, Ark.;
KBTM & KBTM-FM Jonesboro, Ark.; KCIL
Houma, La.; KCLA Pine Bluff, Ark.; KDLA DeBidder, La.; KDMS El Dorado, Ark.; HELD El
Dorado, Ark.; KENA Mena, Ark.; KENT Shreveport, La.; KEUN Eunice, La.; KFFA Helena,
Ark.; KFSA Fort Smith, Ark.; KHOG Fayetteville, Ark.; KLFT Golden Meadow, La.; KLUE
Shreveport, La.; KLYR Clarksville, Ark.;
Newport, Ark.; KNEA Jonesboro, Ark.; KNBY
KNLR
North Little Rock, Ark.; KNOC Natchitoches,
La.; KOKA Shreveport, La.; KOKY Little Rock,
Ark.; KOSE Osceola, Ark.; KOSY Texarkana, '
Ark.
UPCOMING
May

May
field.19-20: Illinois Broadcasters Assn., of SpringMay 19-21: National Retail Merchants Assn.,
sales promotion division, national convention.
Palmer House, Chicago.
May 20: Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn., Planklnton
Hotel, Milwaukee.

May 21-23: Pennsylvania Broadcasters Assn..
Galen Hall, Wernersville.
May 22: New Jersey Broadcasters Assn., spring
management meeting, Fairleigh Dickinson U.
campus.
May 22: Magnetic Recording Industry Assn., distribution congress, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
May 23 : Connecticut Broadcasters Assn., Waverly
Inn, Cheshire.
May 24: Florida UP Broadcasters-Telecasters
Assn., Silver Springs.
May 26-28: American Management Assn., annual
packaging conference. Hotel Statler, New
York.
May 26-28: Conference on Educational Tv and
Related Media, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Washington.
May 26-30: National Packaging Exposition, New
York Coliseum, New York.
May 28-29: Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., Sheraton-Seelbach Hotel, Louisville.
June
June 3-6: 36th
conference, National Industrial annual
Advertisers Assn.,
Chase and Park
Plaza Hotels, St. Louis.
June 4-6: Armed Forces Communications and
Electronics Assn. Exhibit, Sheraton Park Hotel
Washington, D. C.
June
5-7: Western
Assn.Alta.
of Broadcasters, Banff
Springs,
Hotel Banff,
June 6-7: Colorado Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Antlers, Colorado Springs.
June 7: UP Broadcasters of Connecticut, Colonial House, Hamden.
June 8-11: Advertising Federation of America,
national convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel,
Dallas.
June 14: UP Broadcasters of Pennsylvania, Holiday Motor Hotel, Mechanicsburg.
Broadcasting

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

COMINOS

JAMES G. COMINOS, director of radio-tv department, Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago, promoted to v.p. in charge of
all radio-tv operations.
He recently was elected
to membership
in agency's
board
of directors.
SCOTT
KEEK, assistant director,
succeeds Mr. Cominos as
radio-tv director.

BRUCE L. ALTMAN, account
supervisor, Anderson-McConnell, L. A., and
MERV OAKNER, head of agency's retail food division, elected v.p.'s.

S. F., promoted
to administrative head of agency's
Hollywood
tv staff.
CORY D. CLARK JR., formerly with Compton Adv.,
L. A., as senior account supervisor, joins StarKist Foods Inc., Terminal Island, Calif., as
advertising manager.
PAUL LeMAY, head of finished art studio, Kerker
Peterson Hixon Hayes Inc., Minneapolis, takes
on additional duties as radio and tv production
chief.
JAMES S. REIFSNYDER, media department, Gray
& Rogers, named director of that department.
A. J. BREMNER, v.p. and copy director, Foote, Cone
& Belding, Chicago, appointed to newly-created
position of creative director for agency's Chicago
office. He also will become permanent member
of agency's plans board.
NICK WEBSTER, director of
Filmways Inc., N. Y.,
elected vice president of
creative activity for Filmways,
SAGE, and
unitRICHARD
manager,R.
elected as secretary.

LISEC
THOMAS R. HORAN, art director, Merritt Owens
Adv., Kansas City, Kan.; FRANK S. LISEC, account
executive, and FRANK W. RICKEY, radio-tv director, promoted to v.p.'s.
GEORGE GORDON, formerly with John Sutherland
Productions, joins Le Ora Thompson Assoc.,
Hollywood, as v.p. and executive production
manager.
SAM GERSHUNY, formerly owned marketing and
merchandising consultant business in Chicago,
joins McCann-Erickson, Chicago, as account executive. CHARLES BLAKEMORE, formerly with creative staff, Foote, Cone & Belding and Needham, Louis & Brorby, both Chicago, joins
McC-E in same capacity.
WILLIAM K. FOSTER', Taylor-Norsworthy Agency,
Dallas, to Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., as account
executive.
KENNETH N. BACON, advertising and sales promotion manager, American Enka Corp. (RayonNylon), and former Young & Rubicam account
executive, to Anderson & Cairns, N. Y., as account executive, effective June 1.
EDITH KRAMS WHALEY, media buyer at AndersonMcConnell, L. A., has joined Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie, L. A., in same capacity.
FRANK E. CHEESEMAN JR., 49, v.p.-art, Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, died May 10 in
Geneva, 111.
KARL GRUENER, tv account executive and commercial producer with Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli,

ROBERT A. SCHMID, vice
president in charge of
station relations for NTA
Film Network, has reWEBSTER
signed. Mr. Schmid, who
recently acquired ownership of WESC Greenville, S. C, plans to devote
himself to further station acquisitions and other
business interests in allied fields. LYNNE KRAUTHAMER, director of station servicing for National Telefilm Assoc., N. Y., named to new post
of director of film operations for NTA and its
sub-divisions, NTA Film network and NTA Pictures.
PHIL COOPER, westcoast television producer-distributor, joins Atlantic Television Corp., N. Y.,
as western sales executive, with headquarters in
Hollywood. He will represent Atlantic in 11
western states, Hawaii and Alaska.
ROBERT HART, chief of studio construction for
Transfilm Inc., N. Y., producer of tv film commercials and industrial motion pictures, appointed technical supervisor of company.
JOHN BUSHELMAN, film editor of Bel-Air Productions, Hollywood, to Jurato Productions, Hollywood.
ROBERT MOONEY, southeastern sales executive for
C & C Corp., and ROBERT MONTGOMERY, Associated Artists Productions, to Guild Films, as members of sales staff. Mr. Mooney will work in New
York office and Mr. Montgomery in Dallas area.
NETWORKS
mmmmmmmm
mm i
ROBERT D. DAUBENSPECK, manager of research
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PEOPIE CONTINUED
services. NBC Radio, N. Y., appointed manager
of sales development and presentations in television sales, NBC Central Div.

WINNIE AHRNS, WGAF Valdosta, Ga., and DICK
BROWN, WRAD Radford, Va., join WBLU Salem,
PATRON

OF

THE

ARTS

MARY KAY MURPHY, assistant manager of literary rights division of ABC. promoted to manager of division.

Wesley I. Dumm, president of KXA
Seattle and gem connoisseur, has presented a carved black star sapphire,

FRANK JORDAN, formerly overnight editor with
NBC News. N. Y., appointed assistant director
of NBC Central Div. News Dept., Chicago.

one of the world's largest, to the Pasadena, Calif., Art Museum for its permanent collection. The gem, worth
$60,000 in its original state and now
considered priceless, was carved into
a madonna and child, surmounted by

CLAIRE MANN, radio-tv personality in N. Y., appointed director of women's activities for Concert Network, interstate fm network consisting
of WNGN-FM New York, WBCN-FM Boston,
WHCN-FM Hartford, Conn., and WXCN-FM
Providence. R. I.
STATIONS

W. R. LITTLE, secretary-treasurer of Evening Star
Broadcasting Co. (WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington), resigns, effective June 1, after serving in
that capacity for 20 years. He also retires as
comptroller of Washington Evening Star, parent
corporation, and plans to move to Florida. FRED
S. HOUWINK, general manager of WMAL-AM-FMTV. elected to fill vacancy on company board.
Other elections include JOHN H. KAUFFMANN,
treasurer; WILLMOTT LEWIS JR., secretary; RICHARD
STAKES, assistant treasurer. THEODORE N. MCDOWELL, program director of WMAL-TV, is assistant secretary.
R. PETER STRAUS, program
director WMCA New
York, to v. p. in charge of
programming. Prior to
joining station this springMr. Straus was director
of Washington branch,
International Labor
Office.
SOL RADOFF, public relations director and account
executive, WMIL MilSTRAUS
waukee, and OLIVER W.
to executive
promoted
executive,
account
WEST,
v.p. and sales manager, respectively.
ALBERT J. FILES, sales manager, WCAW Charleston,
W. Va., named general
manager. Mr. Files joined
WCAW in 1950 as announcer and became sales
manager in 1957.
nfffri

FILES

JOHN I. HYATT, general
sales manager, KTVI
(TV) St. Louis, has resigned. Mr. Hyatt has not
announced his future

plans.
CLAUDE E. WHEELER, with WCHS Charleston, W.
Va., sales staff since 1951, has been appointed
general sales manager of WCHS-TV.
WARREN SAUNDERS, assistant manager, KTIX
Seattle, Wash., promoted to station manager.
ED LYTLE, KTIX manager, moves to KALI Pasadena, Calif., in line with Tele-Broajicasters' expansion of its Spanish language radio activities.
G. MAX KIMBREL promoted from regional sales
representative to station manager of WGTO
Haines City (Cypress Gardens), Fla., Florida
Broadcasting Div. of KSTP Inc.
JERRY FRIEDMAN, formerly account executive,
KYA San Francisco, joins KOBY San Francisco
as sales manager.
DICK OSBURN, radio salesman, joins KJIM Fort
Worth, Tex., as sales manager.
TONY KRAEMER, formerly advertising and promotion manager of WRCA-AM-TV New York,
joins Crosley Broadcasting Corp. as sales development director. He replaces ANNE HETFIELD,
recently resigned because of illness.
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the stone's star, by sculptor Harry
Derian. Mr. Dumm acquired "The
Madonna of the Star" from the Kazanjian (Harry G. and James M.)
Foundation, Los Angeles, for a "substantial" contribution. The stone
weighed 1,100 carats before carving
and 545 after Mr. Derian finished.
GEORGE W. MAMAS, WCUE
Akron, Ohio, promoted to
local sales manager. Mr.
Mamas joined WCUE
sales staff in 1955 and before that was branch
store advertising manager
for M. O. Neil store (May
Co.) and account executive with Akron station.
JACK
DECKER, operations
manager
and chief copyMAMAS
writer, WVET Rochester,
N. Y., named program director, succeeding PAUL
C. LOUTH ER, recently named station manager.
RON JUERGENSEN (DOUGLAS), formerly with
KBKC Mission, Kan., as announcer, joins KLWN
Lawrence, Kan., as program director.
WILLIAM SHARTON, general
manager, KIOA Des
Moines, Iowa, named director of national sales
for Public Radio Corp.
(KIOA and KAKC Tulsa),
and RAY CARNAY, KIOA
mobile news units director, promoted to director
of public relations for
station.
HORACE LOGAN, formerly
SHARTON
chief announcer-program
director, KWKH Shreveport, La., joins KCUL
Dallas, as program director.
NAT ALBRIGHT, Dodgers sportscaster, named director of sporting events for WINX Rockville,
Md.

Va.
CARL E. GEORGE, v.p. and general manager of
WGAR Cleveland, named group chairman of
Greater Cleveland's United Appeal.
W. FRANK HARDEN, managing director, WIS
Columbia, S. C, elected v.p. of local sales Executive Club.
F. C. (MIKE) STRAWN, director of promotion and
publicity for KCMO Kansas City, Mo., elected
president of local Press Club
PATTI SEARIGHT, program director, WTOP Washington, Club.
elected second v.p. of local Women's
Advertising

LOUIS J. LINK, 55, chief engineer, WSUN-AM-TV
St.
Petersburg, Fla., died May 11 following brief
illness.
REPRESENTATIVES
CYRUS N. OSTRUP JR., most recently with MCA-TV,
joins McGavren-Quinn Co., L. A., as account
executive.
MANUFACTURING
CURTIS W. SYMONDS, formerly with Raytheon
Mfg. Co., Newton, Mass., in accounting superInc.'s
Electric Products
Sylvania Woburn,
visory post, to division,
semiconductor
Mass., as controller.
DR. WILLIAM H. DUERIG, formerly manager of engineering research and development division,
Electro-Mechanical Research Inc., appointed
v.p. for engineering and research at Midwestern
Instruments Inc. (including Magnecord Div.),
Chicago.
HARRY SCHECTER, formerly
general manager of Motorola division of WarrenConnolly Inc., N. Y.,
named general manager
of Zenith Radio Corp., of
N. Y. He assumes full
charge ofsubsidiary
Zenith's whollyowned
which,
from headquarters in
N. Y., handles distribution of Zenith products in
greater
N. Y. metropoliSCHECTER
tan area, L. I. and four
counties in upper N. Y. state. ROBERT L. ANDERSON, formerly director of market research for
home products division of Rheem Mfg. Co., joins
Zenith Radio Corp. as manager of company's

JACK F. JOYNER, formerly with WBIR and
WNOX Knoxville, Tenn., joins WSIX-AM-TV
Nashville as news director.

CHARLES H. (HANK) POINTEL, WSJS Winston-Salem,
N. O, named news supervisor of WSJS-AM-TV.
BOB RUNYON, news director, WKHM Jackson,
Miss., joins WKMH Dearborn, Mich., in same
capacity.
JOE KLAAS, executive manager, KCSB San
Bernardino. Calif., joins KITO San Bernardino
as director of merchandising and national sales.
JAMES K. WILSON, formerly with CampbellMithun, Minneapolis, joins WCCO Minneapolis
as account executive.
W. E. (BILL) MADDOX, sales staff, Universal Film
Exchange, Oklahoma City, joins KWTV (TV)
Oklahoma City as salesman.
KENNETH E. CONWAY, announcer-newsman, joins
WHTN-TV Huntington, W. Va., news photography staff of station's Charleston studios.
JOHNNY WALKER, radio personality, joins WEJL
Scranton, Pa., announcing staff.
DICK HAYNES, d.j., KLAC Los Angeles, joins
KXLA Pasadena, Calif., effective June 2.

INDUSTRY COMMISSION: Richard
C. Grahl (1), radio-tv timebuyer, William Esty agency, New York, presents
his own oil painting made especially
for Venard, Rintoul & McConnell,
New York, station representative, to
two of the partners, Jim McConnell
(c) and Steve Rintoul. The picture will
be hung in the reception room of the
firm's new offices. Painted discreetly
on the work is a street with Venard's
saloon, McConnell's palm reading
parlor and Rintoul's laundry.
Broadcasting

another

hit

in Washington, D. C.
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noon to 10 p.m. Mondaythrough Friday ... without
a hint of loading ratings ... is
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wmal-tv
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SALES TALENT at WPEN Philadelphia is being backed up with a new policy of
putting local salesmen under contract for three years, as announced by William
B. Caskey (2nd from r), WPEN executive vice president. With him (1 to r): Erwin
Rosner, general sales manager; Clayton S. Staley, Jules Corotis, and Edward F.
Callahan, all of local sales. Local salesmen have been put under contract "to
guarantee advertisers the best in service after the sale," Mr. Caskey explains, adding
that service to accounts is a WPEN trademark. Members of the local sales corps
have been with the station from two to five years.

market research and sales statistics department.
ARTHUR A. CURRIE, formerly merchandising manager of tv division, Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
joins Zenith as district sales representative for
Charlotte and Raleigh, both North Carolina;
Knbxville, Tenn.; Norfolk, Va., and Columbia,
S. C.
JOHN T. THOMPSON, presently manager of distributor sales for GE's electronic components division, to Raytheon Mfg. Co. as manager of newly-formed distributor products division June 1.

Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, director, and directors whose terms have another year to run are
STEVE ROONEY, WAMP; CY ACKERMAN, WTRF-TV,
and JAY REICH, Jay Reich Adv.

M. A. J. (TIM) HEALY, member of Production Code
Administration staff, Motion Picture Assn. of
America, named Hollywood director of Advertising Code Administration, succeeding SIMMON
LEVY, who has retired after 25 years in that post.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

FREELON M. FOWLER, manager of public relations
programming, ABC-TV, appointed public relations director for Institute of High Fidelity
Mfrs., N. Y.

WAYNE WILLE, formerly manager of tv press
information CBS, Chicago (WBBM-TV), to account executive staff of Aaron D. Cushman &
Assoc., Chicago public relations firm.
LOU SIEGEL, resigns from Frank Cooper Assoc.,
talent agency, to devote his activities to tv
production.
TRADE ASSNS.
AUGUST NELSON has been named v.p. in charge
of relations activities for American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies, succeeding RICK SCHEIDKER, recently named senior v.p. and transferred
from relations activities to region, council and
membership.
J. PAUL SCURLOCK, Bell Telephone Co., elected
president of Pittsburgh Radio & Tv Club for
1958-59. He succeeds BILL KELLEY, KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, who becomes director. LES STERNE of
Smith, Taylor & Jenkins is new first v.p. Other
officers include SID BERLIN, WWSW, second v.p.,
M. J. (DUTCH) ALTENBAUGH, Bell Telephone Co.,
third v.p.; DOROTHEA PEFFERMAN, Joseph Home
Co., secretary; ELEANOR M. SMITH, Friedman &
Rich, treasurer; MAX REILLY, KDKA-TV, director;
ALICE JOHNSON, WCAE director; BILL MORRISSEY,

WMAL-TV
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4

OF AUDIENCE
31.7%
when
28.9%all 4
noon to 10 p.m.
31.3%
29.3%
28.7%
Monday-Friday
stations compete
Sunday-Saturday
24.7%
13.9%
11.1%

ARB/April 8-14, 1958
represented by H-R Television, Inc.

LOUIS BENITO, Tampa (Fla.) advertising agency
president, elected to governor of fourth district
Advertising Federation of America. H. NEEDHAM SMITH, sales manager, WTRF-TV Wheeling,
W. Va., has been elected governor of fifth
district of AFA, succeeding SYDNEY E. COWLIN,
Eaton Mfg. Co., Cleveland. Mr. Cowlin was
named district board chairman.

ERNEST MORTENSEN, manager of Packard-Bell's
Albuquerque, N. M., office named manager of
new regional sales headquarters established in
Dallas.

G. WARREN CARHART, midwest district manager,
Standard Rate & Data Service, to Allen Kander
& Co., station-newspaper broker, as head of
Chicago office.

SHARE

PERSONNEL RELATIONS :
SEYMOUR BERNS, director of CBS-TV's Shower of
Stars and Red Skelton Show, was elected president of Radio & Television Directors Guild, L. A.,
succeeding JACK DONOHUE. WILLIAM A. BENNINGTON was elected vice president; TOM BELCHER,
secretary; MISS MAURY ORR, treasurer. New council members are BOB BANNER, JOHN FRANKENHEIMER, BUSS KULIK, PAUL NICKELL and ALAN YORKIN. Continuing for another year as councilmen
are SAM GARY, BOB HENRY, LEONARD HORN.
INTERNATIONAL •
CHARLES M. TIERNEY promoted to general sales
manager and promotion manager of CKVR-TV
Barrie, Ont., with RICHARD CUTLER as regional
sales supervisor. EDWARD DELANEY to regional
sales manager of CKVR-TV and CKBB Barrie,
and ERIC JACKSON as sales supervisor of CKBB.
ARTHUR P. FITZGIBBONS, station and sales manager,
CKMI-TV Quebec City, Que., named director of
City.
operations for CFCM-TV and CKMI-TV Quebec
FRITZ SHARP, reporter of Kirkland Lake (Ont.)
Northern Daily News to news department of
CHEX Peterborough, Ont.

The

nation's
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group
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Indianapolis

is

big

. . . Its

Where else in this whole country will you find satellite
markets that total 33% richer and 50% bigger than the
metropolitan trading zone itself? Or a universe that has
such a big, rich central market and such important
satellite markets ?
where

else . . .

— does a central market exert such an economic pull on
so many specific areas that are retail trading centers
in their own right ?

— do you find such a widespread marketing area covered
from one central point . . . and by WFBM-TV!
— can you buy 4ust one station with no overlapping
penetration by basic affiliates of the same network ?

satellites

bigger

!

% w°°0° Indianapolis itself- Major retail
area for 18 richer-than-average counties. 1,000,000 population-350,600 families with 90% television ownership!

12 Satellites -Each a recognized
WFBM-TV's basic
marketing area -and welleswithin
Marion • Anderson •
area of influence. Includ
Muncie • Richmond • Bloomington • Vincennes •
Terre Haute • Danville, Illinois • Lafayette • Peru
• Logansport • Kokomo.
Represented

Nationally by the KATZ

Agency

Only here -in Indianapolis on WFBM-TV — can
you buy more honest market penetration, more consumer influence, for fewer dollars expended than anywhere else. Now it will pay you to take another, longer,
better look! We are proud of our current ARB.
The Nation's
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13th Television Market
... with the only basic NBC coverage
of 750,000 TV set owning families.
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Advertising Age recently headlined,
"If Daily Hits Tv Show, Pull Ads,
Gardner Says," and went on to quote
syndicated columnist Hy Gardner as
stating, "If I had a show which was
being lambasted with great glee and
regularity by a newspaper's television
critic ... I'd yank my ads for that
show out of that paper quicker than
you can drop an option."
The same week, under the heading
"Do-It- Yourself," Editor & Publisher
editorialized approvingly on a "helpstamp-out-tv" telephone "survey" conducted by Ernest A. Doepke Jr. of the
Harrisburg (Pa.) Patriot-News, in which
Mr. Doepke determined that "only
147 or 30%" of the 474 Harrisburg
citizens called were tuned in to the
President's missile message on tv.
I'm afraid Mr. Doepke and E&P
are spitting into a hurricane, and Hy
Gardner had better move his glasses
down and take another look around.
The double-barreled truth is: (1) No
successful television operation can
realize optimum audiences for many of
its programs without the use of newspaper tune-in advertising; (2) no newspaper "anti-tv" effort can stop the fantastic and continuing surge of television
. . . and newspapers may as well take
the age-old advice and "relax and enjoy
it." Ironically enough, tune-in advertising billings from television stations, networks and sponsors this year may well
spell the difference between total linage
gain and loss for many newspapers.
First, a look at tune-in advertising for
broadcasters. It rates second only to onthe-air promotion in the judgment of
most professional broadcast promotion
men. And most sponsors and their
agencies agree. You just can't ignore
57,805,445 tv log pages a day, distributed to the viewers of America by
some 1,750 daily newspapers.
Furthermore, these log pages are
read by more than 50 million people a
day, making them one of the best-read
sections of the newspaper — better than
most general news pages, the women's
section, the amusement pages, any page
in the sports section except page one,
or even the obituaries.
More important, of course, is the attention accorded the program tune-in
ads themselves. Television program ads,
whether placed by the broadcaster or
the sponsor, are better read than any
other category of national display ad-

Broadcasting

and

newspapers

tune-in

need

each

vertising. Better than one out of four
men newspaper readers, and one out
of three women readers, look at the
average
mighty
Most
this can

400-line tune-in ad. That's a
sweet ratio going for you.
important of all is whether all
cause the dials to click on for

you. This is the multi-million dollar
question. Nobody knows for sure, but
this much we do know: few regular
television programs (or "specials" for
that matter) have ever really gotten off
the ground without the use of at least
some newspaper advertising. Possibly
this is true because with the stakes as
high as they are, few broadcasters
and/ or sponsors care to take the risk of
not using newspaper log page ads.
CAN'T

SAVE

A

TURKEY

Certainly, no amount of newspaper
or any other kind of advertising can
draw viewers back to a real turkey
which they've sampled and turned away
from. On the other hand, there are
numerous instances where well-planned
newspaper advertising (integrated with
equally well-planned on-the-air and
other promotion) has had a reasonably
traceable effect upon ratings. Among
the "specials" which could be cited
from our own experience are Jack &
The Beanstalk, Annie Get Your Gun,
the Jerry Lewis shows and the Shirley
Temple Storybook series. And among
the regular NBC programs, certainly
a portion of the success of such varied
hits as Wagon Train, Perry Como, The
Price Is Right, Steve Allen, Restless
Gun and Polly Bergen could be attributed to the strong newspaper advertising support NBC has given them.
It is undoubtedly true, of course, that
some tune-in advertising is wasted, with
little or no effect upon the viewer's
actions. To which dilemma we can only
take consolation from John Wanamaker's droll admission, "I know half
of my advertising is wasted; the only
trouble is that I don't know which half."

ads:
other

Now, let's take a look at what the
newspapers are getting out of this.
Last year $17,987,000 was invested
in newspaper advertising to promote
tune-in to network and local television
and .radio programs. This is more
money than 51 out of the 65 categories
(measured by Media Records) put into
newspaper advertising — bigger than
agriculture, amusements, tires, confections, coffee and tea, soft drinks, hotels
and resorts, furniture and furnishings,
insurance, cigars, dentifrices, toilet
soaps, railroads and many other supposedly more important businesses.
Furthermore, this radio and television
tune-in dollar volume was up 25.3%
over 1956 — $3,635,000, the greatest
dollar volume increase of any type of
business. In just five years, newspaper
advertising linage placed by stations,
networks and sponsors has more than
doubled— from 14,345,125 lines in 1952
to 31,119,665 in 1957— and may double
again within the next five years ... resulting, ironically, in newspapers' biggest competitor ranking among their
half-dozen biggest clients. Tune-in advertising represents possibly the biggest
single linage opportunity of the year.
But opportunity knocks most often
at doors that seem most inviting, and
many newspapers would do well to
issue a few invitations. Such as applying
local line rates to local station tune-in
advertising. And for the network and
the national sponsor (and other national
advertisers, for that matter) volume and
frequency discounts like those the local
advertiser earns. And, with the increasing importance of color tv programming, the planned and regular use of
ROP color on the television log page.
Television and newspapers are indisputably competitive — for the public's
time and for the advertiser's dollar. At
the same time, they need each other
— today more than ever before. So come
out fightin' fellas ... but let's lace each
other's gloves.

R. David Kimble, senior account executive for NBC,
Grey Adv., N. Y. Schooling: Knox College and Chicago
Theological Seminary. Began writing promotion for
NBC Central Div. in 1946. Switched to WBBM Chicago in 1950 as promotion director. Joined Radio Advertising Bureau in 1952 as national promotion director,
moving to New York. Joined Grey in 1956. Member of
Sales Executives Club, Radio-Television Executives
Society, Broadcasters Promotion Assn. While at WBBM,
eliminated competing promotion manager at
WIND by marrying her. Keeps her hopelessly out of
competition with four children in Crestwood, N. Y.
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EDITORIALS
Film
THE
works.

Frenzy

news out of the television network programming departments inspires a whimsical suspicion that the NTA Film Network is in for some stout competition this fall — from the live net-

They're cutting back on live and adding film. On the basis of
current planning it is safe to say that, taking all the networks
together, regularly scheduled nighttime programming in the 1958-59
season will have the highest film quotient since television grew up.
Kraft Television Theatre, Studio One and a number of other
long-time live programs will be gone, replaced entirely or in part by
film entries. Only at ABC-TV is there a clear likelihood that film
usage will not increase, but already ABC-TV uses film much more
freely than CBS-TV or NBC-TV.
This is not to belittle films. The substantial percentage of time
devoted to these programs is in itself proof enough of their importance. Without them, networks and stations would be painfully
beset, and audiences the poorer.
Yet there is reason to regret the trend, if that is what it is. For
with the passing of the Studio Ones and the Kraft Theatres the area
for experimentation and development is narrowed. If it is a trend,
and if it continues, there is a danger that uninventiveness, a sort of
program rigor mortis, will set in — not from the films themselves
but from the fact that experimentation has been restricted.
Films, however high their value to the program structure, have
never been noted as a medium for experimentation. To live and be
lively, television must make sure that it sets aside time in which to
try the new and different. Out of experimentation come the program
hits of the future, the further development of television; eliminate
it and mediocrity necessarily follows.
Oversight

Derailed

Again

INSTEAD of getting "back on the track," the House Oversight
Committee has been derailed again. It has been agitated into resuming an investigation of purported influence-peddling in contested
television cases when its stated objective was to determine whether
administrative agencies were following the congressional intent.
How was the committee goaded into resumption of the investigation of individual television cases? Probably by published reports
attributed to Rep. Moulder (D-Mo.), former chairman of the
embattled subcommittee, that the present chairman, Oren Harris
(D-Ark.), was trying to kill the inquiry and sweep the misconduct
allegations under the rug.
We do not question the right of the subcommittee to examine
television licensing, case by case. But if it devotes its energies to
that, and follows through on complaints made by every disgruntled
applicant, it is undertaking a job that could run 10 years. It will
be duplicating the functions of the FCC and, indeed, of the courts,
to which most of the aggrieved go anyway. Besides, a Federal
grand jury is already inquiring into alleged improprieties.
The only surcease members of the FCC have had from the
congressional strafing came at the NAB convention in Los Angeles.
There they received a vote of confidence from the nation's broadcasters, and the encouragement they sorely needed. It wouldn't
surprise us to hear certain Oversight Committeemen criticize FCC
members for attending that convention on grounds of "fraternizing."
NAB President Harold E. Fellows must have anticipated this,
because in his forthright annual address, he thanked the FCC
members for attending and said he thought it "proper that they
should be here." He paid tribute to them for their contributions, and
those of their predecessors, to the development of America's free
broadcasting. It was the right note, perfectly timed.
The charge of fraternizing is clap-trap. Most members of Congress know this because there is no greater body of fraternizers,
including a good measure of freeloaders, than in Congress.
The Oversight Committee has a useful mandate. That is in
overseeing the independent agencies and determining whether they
are following the will of Congress. So far, under the chairmanship of both Moulder and Harris, this has been sidetracked into
the areas that make headlines but not legislation.
Isn't it time for the House leadership to step in? It should
insist that the subcommittee proceed under its specific mandate.
The alternative would be to cut off its appropriation.
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Drawn for BHOADCASTIXG by Sid Hix
"/ hear it's one of the few uhf stations that's actually making a profit."
Chicago

Could

Be

Worse

FOR the first time, NAB's annual convention can be viewed in
retrospect with the aid of factual analysis as well as from social
and commercial aspects. A serious and professional effort to find out
what is good and what isn't so good about the convention was made
by The Pulse Inc., on commission by Broadcasting.
NAB's board will find support in the Pulse survey for its plan
to limit future conventions to top ownership and management
delegates. A majority — 57% — of station delegates polled at the Los
Angeles meeting voiced their approval of the board's decision to
cut the convention down to top-brass proportions.
But the board will find food for reflection in the Pulse findings
dealing with the annual equipment and station-service exposition.
Here the sentiment is in sharp contradiction to the board's plan
to allow equipment exhibits but to shut the doors to film, transcription, news, research and other service enterprises that regularly
do business with radio and tv stations.
The Pulse surveyors, who

of all delegates
registered April 28, found that only one out of five — 19.5% — of
station delegates are in favor of the board's relegation of service
exhibitors to the circuit-riding schedule of eight autumn conferences,
with 63.1% advocating that NAB retain its exhibition format.
Even if the board sticks to its freeze-out of service exhibitors, the
policy may be partly frustrated by the expressed intention of many
associate members to set up unofficial quarters at Chicago next
year in non-convention hotels.
A fortnight ago at Los Angeles the main convention problem
was the scattering of functions and delegates over the vast Los
Angeles territory. It could happen again at Chicago if the desire
of broadcasters to associate with their associate members is ignored.
Caesar

Lays

interviewed 13.7%

Down

His

Scepter

AFTER 18 years as the self-perpetuating president of the Ameri- can Federation of Musicians, James Caesar Petrillo has decided to mute his trUmpet. He won't be a candidate to succeed
himself next month.
is not a sick man, but that he is "tired." Tired,
he suit
filed by the former members of Hollywood
of the
doubt, says
no Jimmy
Local 47 seeking about $13 million in damages growing out of his
"make-work" program; tired of the secession of members of Local
47 and the organization of a competitive union, to reap the rewards
of their labors from film and other recording, and from reruns on tv.
There comes the end of the dynasty of every despot. Jimmy
isn't waiting until he is deposed. It is to be hoped that his successor will have learned a lesson from Jimmy's turbulent reign,
notably that made-work cannot legally control the economics of
broadcasting.
Broadcasting
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southern city. Busy distribution point for America's southeast. Cultural center of art, literature, education.

Atlanta loves Bartell Family Radio ... its companionable
music, neighborhood news with thoughtful editorial capsules,
its sentimental reminiscences, exciting games for family fun.
More than a decade of Bartell radio leadership has produced
programing based upon local customs, tastes under local management.

Uniquely Atlanta in quality and manner, WAKE radio bears the
Bartell Family Radio stamp of scholarship, showmanship, salesmanship.
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ALTERNATE

OUTLET

• What is labelled as first "alternate" affiliation contract with CBS-TV has been effected with
ch. 5 WHDH-TV Boston, which has primary affiliation with ABC-TV. Primary
CBS affiliate is ch. 7 WN AC-TV, whose
present affiliation contract with that network runs until March 31, 1959.
•
Under CBS affiliation criteria filed with
FCC at Barrow Network hearings alternate
affiliation becomes effective if primary affiliate does not accept program offered by
network within 72 hours. Agreement with
WHDH-TV led to speculation in Boston
that major tv affiliations might shift in next
few months.
•
CUE

FROM KELLOGG • All eyes of station representatives will be glued this week
on Leo Burnett to see which way Kellogg
turns in fall buying plans. On behalf of
$11 million-plus tv customer, agency is
reappraising network-spot picture, in which
renewal of ABC-TV children's strips and
other network shows are at stake. Of
concern to reps is whether cereal firm
will revert, in small or large measure,
to heavy spot schedule (about $5 million)
it curtailed last summer for ABC-TV series
Superman, Sir Lancelot, Wild Bill Hickok,
Woody Woodpecker and The Buccaneers.
Kellogg in 1957 spent $2.8 million in spot,
$7.9 million in network (with ABC-TV
package representing well over half of
latter).
•
While American Medical Assn. is taking
"let's-improve-our-liaison" attitude with
media (stoiy page 32), it's known that pressure for better self-corrective action on
drug advertising is building up among
AMA's members and governmental agencies. Favorite observation runs like this —
"If media don't improve voluntary controls, then government will do the job."
angle of agitators' pressure is their
furious
refusal to concede that medical products
and advertising claims should be subjected
to corrective action before they reach
media.
•
CRUMBLING

FOUNDATION

• After

some 17 months' operation, People-toPeople Foundation, organized at President
Eisenhower's suggestion to build program
of international friendship and communications on people-to-people rather than government-to-government basis, is set to fold
at end of this month. Reason: inability
to raise funds. But President Charles E.
Wilson, former General Electric head,
and other officials hope that many of
foundation's 42 committees will be able
to continue. Example: sports committee,
which can raise its own funds through
tickets for sports events it sponsors. Radiotv committee, headed jointly by CBS Presi-

Broadcasting

dent Frank Stanton and NAB President
Harold E. Fellows, is another question.
But it's pointed out that broadcasters engaged in international exchange before as
well as after foundation's formation and
undoubtedly will continue to do so,
whether through this committee or not.
•
With passing of People-to-People Foundation (see above) some widely-known radio-tv names may be heading back into
broadcasting. Two of chief ones are George
V. Denny, former moderator of America's
Town Meeting of the Air, who is Foundation's program vice president, and Col. Edward M. Kirby, former Army radio-tv chief
and also former publicity head for NAB,
who is P-to-P public relations director.
•
REVLON SPOTS • Revlon Inc. is understood— after radio-tv testing — to be ready
to unveil multi-million dollar national drive
on behalf of Hi-and-Dri roll-on deodorant,
marking cosmetics-toiletries house's first
major national spot effort. Product also
will be billboarded on Revlon network
shows and in print. It's reported Revlon —
through Emil Mogul Co. — is using lot of
spot to catch up with rivals Ban and Trig
(Bristol-Myers) and other roll-on deodorants now splurging in spot.
•
William Esty Co., New York, is one
agency understood to be aggressively
against tv stations triple-spotting (see story,
page 31). Agency, in fact, spells out its
warning to stations in insertion orders
which refer specifically to "triple spotting"
and contain words "not acceptable." R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Esty handles all of
its cigarette brands) said to be partly responsible for policy — report which agency
refuses to discuss.
•
PROGRAM SOCIETY • New radio-tv
trade association has been organized quietly and expected to unveil plans within
few weeks. It's National Assn. of Radio
& Tv Program Executives, with some 110
reportedly in founding group. Officers
are James E. Kovach, Hearst radio and
tv, president; Bob Martin, WJBK Detroit,
radio v.p.; Chuck Gay, WHIO-TV Dayton, tv v.p.; Doug Elleson, KRON-TV
San Francisco, West Coast v.p.; E. Marvin
Camp, WOR-AM-TV New York, secretary, and Ed Hamilton, KENT Shreveport, treasurer. Formation of program
managers group such as this has been
long-time objective of Vic Campbell, himself a radio program manager for many
years and now one of producers on NBC
Radio's Monitor.
•
NBC Radio's Monitor, which was bad
word to some stations before advertisers
got busy putting money into it, is due for
expansion. Matthew J. Culligan, vice presi-

circuit

dent in charge of network, is planning
Monitor Holiday, in which Monitor weekend service will be adapted to six major
holidays. Thus instead of regular programming on these days, Monitor will also be
heard on Labor Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year's, Memorial Day and July
4. Plan set to start Labor Day.
•
DRY DRIVE • Having just presented their
case before Senate [Government, May 5],
temperance leaders now are after House
Commerce Committee Chairman Oren
Harris (D-Ark.) to schedule hearings on
proposed ban of liquor advertising in interstate commerce. Rep. Harris is holding
off on ground proponents have nothing
new to present. Drys want hearings based
on charge all alcoholic beverage advertising is "false and misleading." Rep.
Harris has agreed to poll members of
committee by letter to see if majority
wants new hearings on much heard subject.
•
Reports keep cropping up about organizational changes afoot at Young & Rubicam. Top officials won't confirm, but at
other executive echelons feeling of uneasiness is apparent and sometimes admitted.
Said one member of this group: "We natives are restless tonight."
SAFETY

PLAN • House Commerce Committee is understood to have decided to

place before Congress after Decoration
Day recommendations of House Subcommittee on Traffic Safety, which recently
heard testimony from MBS, NAB and
individual broadcasters on how radio can
better be used to improve traffic safety
and overcome driving hazards. It is believed Congressional resolution will follow
endorsing subcommittee's conclusions
which include recommendations that governor of each state arrange for coordination of facilities within state for interchange of information; assignment of
traffic clerk on 24-hour duty to make
traffic and weather information available
to radio stations and also to make this
data available to sister states, thus establishing national network for weather and
road conditions.
•
Will Eastern Air Lines, confirmed yearround radio spot user in its 30-market area
in Eastern U. S., expand into spot tv this
summer? Eastern, according to industry
estimates, spends approximately $600,000
per year in radio, but is reportedly thinking
of using tv to show off its new Lockheed
"Electras" — first U. S. made jet-prop airliners slated for delivery within two months.
Eastern has restricted tv activity to date to
Miami and Atlanta, would like to expand to
Chicago and New York. Fletcher D. Richards, New York, is agency.
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THE
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BRIEF

ANA Lashes Triple-Spotting — Survey shows "important
segment of advertisers" are triple-spot victims, reveals methods
used by some sponsors to combat abuse. Page 31.

Spot-Network Tv's Quarterly Gross — It's near the $263
million mark. Page 33.

Bulova's "Time Bomb" — Watch company, which has invested
about $4 million in spot tv this broadcast year, is cancelling
extensive schedule as of June 15 and is undecided about its
future participation in spot tv. Page 36.
Breakfast in a Bowl — How

and why General Mills is using

television to hypo Hi-Pro's introduction. A case history of a
new cereal that is using tv to "demonstrate" a theme. Page 39.
Warm wardUpasks to
Spot Radio
Peters, Griffin,
Woodadvertisers
to —do That's
in the what
summertime.
A drive
for
new business and increased budgets in the hot months opened
by station representative. Page 40.
The Poof That Refreshes — Tv stations are alerted to hot

Views on Extended Hours — More than 250 comments flood
FCC on daytime proposal; as expected, daytimers favor, clears
and regionals oppose. Page 78.

FCC Wants Information — Commission asks how catv systems— and boosters, translators and satellites — impinge on
local tv outlets; seek also policy and legal suggestions on
dealing with problem.
Page 80.

Tougher Conflict of Interest Law — Rep. Celler introduces
measure which would bar former government employes from
ever representing in civilian life a case they handled while
in government. Bribery laws also would be strengthened.
Page 82.

Presidential Dedication — New $4 million plant of NBC
Washington formally opened Thursday by President Eisenhower, first president to be presented on live color tv from
nation's capital. Page 83.

Editorials Make News All Over — Stations criticized, lauded,
backed for editorial stands. The developments come from
four cities. Page 84.

success story of 1958 as Parry Labs' Myomist looks to tv
spot to carry mouth spray clear across the country. Page 40.
Have Networks Grown Sterile? — Pat Weaver believes so,
and he draws both argument and support. Page 58.
Electronic Records — Production at alltime peak during fiscal
year, delegates at Electronic Industries Assn. convention are
told in Chicago. Tv is down but military, radio and phonograph business is offsetting this trend. Page 62.
Radio Is Good, But! — Richard Borden, Atlantic Refining
Co., figures it is a fine medium but it could be better. Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters hears some tips. Page 68.

Adjacency Plan Offered at Barrow Hearing — SRA members submit plan to give them prime time network adjacencies
on tv stations while leaving option time intact. They and
another independent rep ask that networks be shorn of their
spot sales representation, while tv affiliates represented by
their networks defend this activity. Page 70A.
FCC Warns Crosley of Violation — Commission tells Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. it believes the firm used threats to NBCTV to keep tv network's programs off other stations, says it
will not act "at present," but will associate rule violation with
Crosley 's FCC record. Page 71.

Oversight's Probes Another Grant — Harris subcommittee
accuses top Republicans of improperly influencing FCC
on grant of ch. 2 Springfield, 111. Promised this week —
more ex-parte contacts in several different St. Louis tv cases,
all to be tied-in with Springfield decision. Page 72.

BMI Supporters Testify — Final round of testimony taken
from anti-Smathers bill witnesses, winding up several weeks of
hearings. NBC, CBS and their recording arms heard last
week. Page 76.

Let Meany Rule on VTR — That's proposal SAG makes to
AFTRA relative to jurisdiction over video tape recording.
Page 89.

Etv In New York — Its future hangs in balance as Metropolitan Educational Television Assn. suspends operations June
1 due to a lack of funds. Page 90.

Allard Stays — Canadian broadcasters reappoint executive
squelching dismissal talk. Group re-assumes
vice president,
Assn. of Broadcasters name. Page 91.
Canadian

Something More Than Madison Ave. —
A man who used to work there tells the
world about how the other half lives: the
agencies who don't work in New York.
It's in this week's Monday Memo, written
by J. Harvey Howells of Fitzgerald Adv.,
New Orleans.
Page 109.
MR. HOWELLS

DEPARTMENTS

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
AT DEADLINE
BUSINESS BRIEFLY
CHANGING HANDS
CLOSED CIRCUIT
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32
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70A
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109
58

OPEN MIKE
OUR RESPECTS
PEOPLE
PERSONNEL
RELATIONS
...
PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
PROGRAM
SERVICES
STATIONS
TRADE ASSNS
UPCOMING

14
26
96
89
92
60
83
62
93
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You reallv can't get anything out a
good time on WQAM.
Take Pulse: WQAM is first 432 out of
midnight).
432 quarter hours! (Mon.-Sat., 6 a.m.Hooper? WQAM is first with 38.6%
of the audience — three times the next
station's listenership. And 259 of 262
daytime Hooper quarters belong to
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the Hooper. And, finally, WQAM is
first on the latest Southern Florida
Area Pulse which measures the listening habits of 31.5$ of the state's
Get the details from those good time
population.
at Blair ... or WQAM GenCharlies
eral Manager Jack Sandler.

quarter hours.
WQAM
covering all of
Southern Florida
with 5,000 watts
on 560 kc.
and radio #\ in
MIAMI

WDGY
Minneapolis St. Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
S

TODAY'S
TODD STORZ,
Page 8
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TAT

RADIO
PRESIDENT

FOR
• HOME

I o

rsi

s

SELLING
TODAY'S
OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG

INC.

WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
Broadcasting

at

Magnuson Committee All Set
For New Allocations Hearings
List of witnesses released today (Mon.)
for Senate Commerce hearings on allocations and tv service to small communities,
starting tomorrow, bear out feeling majority
of time will be devoted to community antenna tv problems [Government, May 5].
Beyond FCC and NAB, all scheduled witnesses are broadcasters facing CATV competition and others directly connected with
problem.
Hearings actually are continuation of
committee's overall tv study begun in 83rd
Congress. Kenneth Cox, special counsel during much of prior inquiry, returns to conduct current phase. Allocations-CATV
probe scheduled for Tuesday-through-Thursday this week but indications are study will
continue into following week.
Committee is scheduled to begin hearings
June 2 on S 376, introduced by Sen John W.
Bricker (R-Ohio), placing networks under
direct regulation of FCC. Schedule will be
set back if allocations-CATV hearings are
not completed this week.
FCC will open testimony tomorrow in
Room G-16 of Capitol, according to Sen.
Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman.
Other witnesses:
WEDNESDAY: Vincent Wasilewski, NAB manager
of government relations; Barclay Craighead,
KXLJ-TV Helena, Mont.; Frank Reardon, KGEZTV Kalispell, Mont.; Ed Craney, KXLF-TV
Butte, Mont.; Lou Moore, KXGN-TV Glendive,
Mont.; Art Mosby, KSMO-TV Missoula, Mont.;
D. N. Latus, Helena tv equipment wholesaler;
Gordon Glasmann, KDIX-TV Twin Falls, Idaho;
D. N. Layne, KID-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho; Tom
Bostic, KLEW-TV Lewiston, Idaho; Bill Grove,
KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo.; Dwight Dahlman,
secretary, Wyoming Public Service Commission;
Marshall H. Pengra, KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex.,
and William Smullen, KBES-TV Medford, Ore.
THURSDAY: Edwin C. Johnson, former Colorado
governor and senator (and ex-chairman of
Senate Commerce Committee) who has openly
defied rules of FCC on boosters and satellites;
E. Stratford Smith, National Community Tv
Assn.; Milton J. Shapp, Jerrold Electronics
Corp.; Cliff Collins, Pacific Northwest Community Tv Assn.; Archer S. Taylor, Montana
Community Antenna Tv Assn.; Charles Crowell,
Wyoming Community Tv Assn.; Wallace M.
Bradley, Committee for Competitive Tv; George
R. Town, Tv Allocations Study Organization, and
Pat Beacom, Fairmount, W. Va.
NBC-TV

Frowns

With

Rest

NBC joined other tv networks Friday in
going on record against triple-spotting, target
of blast being loosed by Assn. of National
Advertisers (story page 31). NBC said:
"NBC and the NBC Affiliates Board of
Delegates agree that the practice of triplespotting in station breaks is undesirable
and have consistently opposed it. With the
growing recognition on the part of the
NBC affiliates of the adverse effects of
triple spotting, the practice has been reduced
to relatively few cases and all efforts are
being made to have it terminated in these
cases."
ABC-TV and CBS-TV
similar positions.
Broadcasting

already had taken

deadline

Comr. Cross Takes Oath;
FCC Back at Full Strength
FCC

stands at full seven members today

following swearing-in of John S. Cross Friday by FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer before large audience of government officials
and friends. Mr. Cross takes place of former
Comr. Richard A. Mack, who resigned under fire, with term running to 1962.
New commissioner is former assistant
chief, State Dept.'s Telecommunications Div.
He was born in Birmingham, Ala., in 1904;
received B. S. in electrical engineering from
Alabama Polytech. in 1923; worked in various capacities with Studebaker Corp., Realty
Trust Co. (Detroit), S. S. Kresge Co., Michigan State Highway Dept. He entered federal
government service in 1931 with National
Park Service. He was Navy captain (communications) during World War II, after
which he joined State Dept. As State Dept.
telecommunications expert, Mr. Cross was
associated with FCC in many international
conferences.
Mr. Cross is married to former Ruth Fuller of Eureka Springs, Ark., has two sons. He
is Democrat and Presbyterian.
Staffing his office (Room 7235 Post Office
Bldg.) are Miss Rose Hahlen, formerly in
FCC's common carrier division and since
1945 with State Dept. where she was Mr.
Cross' secretary, as confidential assistant;
Misses Frankie Fox and Lilian Watson, secretaries.
UP, INS

Merger

Said

in Works

Merger of United Press Assn. and International News Service was in offing at weekend, with formal announcement expected
Sunday, according to UP wire service. Dow
Jones service said deal had been confirmed
by spokesman for William Randolph Hearst
Jr., head of INS, but Mr. Hearst's office
denied any such statement had been made.

STATISTICAL
Look

for Adam

DEFENSE
Young, one of

defenders of rock 'n'
outspoken
mostmusic
roll
on radio, to cite Pulse statistics garnered in 10 top U. S. markets
in move to spike "myth" that "modern
radio" fans are mostly youngsters devoid of purchasing power. Station rep
next week will publish special report
on audience composition, will claim
84.9 % of "modern radio" audience in
Monday-Friday 6 a.m.-6 p.m. periods
is adult; that teenagers comprise
11.7% and children 3.4%. Figures
represent "average" composition of
Los Angeles, New York, Chicago,
Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Milwaukee,
Atlanta, Miami, Seattle and New Orleans.

BRIEFLY

BUSINESS

Late-breaking items about broadcast
earlier news, see Adverbusiness;tisers &for
Agencies, page 31.

PRO-BROADCAST

OUTLOOK

• Though

Co.'s adPharma-Cr
formed,
still beingvertising
year (starting
fiscal aft
budget for next
in June) probably will channel more dollars
to broadcast media. Sales and advertising
strategy covered with its two agencies, J.
Walter Thompson and Cohen & Aleshire, at
Atlantic City meeting
Craft makes Coldene
deodorants, last fiscal
than $5 million out of

last week. Pharmamedicines and Fresh
year allocated more
$7 million budget to

radio-tv (tv getting about $3.5 million). Allocation expected to be increased next year,
particularly on behalf of Coldene.
BINGO BUYERS • Associated Products
(5-Day deodorant pads), N. Y., and Hazel
Bishop will sponsor Music Bingo (Thurs.
10:30-11 p.m.) on NBC-TV effective May
29. Show replaces Jane Wyman, sponsored
by Bishop alone. Agency for Associated
Products is Grey Adv., for Hazel Bishop
is Raymond Spector, both N. Y.

GETTING TOGETHER, APART • CBSTV close to solving tobacco product protection problem between P. Lorillard and
Brown & Williamson with following plan:
B&W expected to drop out of Lineup (Fri.,
10-10:30 p.m.) preceding Person to Person,
which will be sponsored by Lorillard. Brown
& Williamson will sponsor Number Please
(Tues. 8-8:30 p.m.) starting July 22, and
continue half of Top Dollar, Saturdays, 8:309 p.m. until fall when it will underwrite The
Texans in same period. Meanwhile, Lorillard
expected to sponsor Wanted Dead or Alive
(Thurs., 8:30-9 p.m.). Agency for B&W is
Ted Bates & Co.; for Lorillard, Lennen &
Newell.
NEWS FOR TWO • General Foods Corp.
(Jell-O) and P. Lorillard (Kent cigarettes)
each signed for packages of 24 weekly newscasts on CBS Radio. GF schedule effective
today (Mon.) on alternate-week basis. Lorillard starting June 30. Jell-O agency is Young
Kent, Lennen & Newell, both
Rubicam;
&
N. Y.
SATURATED FLAVOR • Good Humor
Co. of California has ordered saturation
campaigns on KABC Los Angeles, KDAY
Santa Monica, and KBIG Avalon, directed
to teenage and adult markets. Agency: Cole,
Fischer & Rogow Inc., Beverly Hills.
SHEER DELIGHT • Penick & Ford, N. Y„
will introduce new product, My-T-Fine
Chiffon pie filling, in New York market
June 2 with saturation spot schedule on
seven New York radio stations and one
tv station. BBDO, N. Y., is agency.
May 26, 1958 &
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WILLARD BENNER, copy group head,
Ted Bates & Co., N. Y., elected vice
president. JAMES H. O'NEIL JR. and
CHARLES N. CRITTENTON, both account executives, elected assistant vice presidents.

deadline

at

EIA, Iowa Broadcasters
Ask Census Set Count

WNAB Bridgeport; ex officio, Charles Bell
Jr., WHAY New Britain.

Inclusion of am-fm radios, phonographs
and vhf-uhf set breakdown in 1960 decennial census asked by Consumer Products
Div. of Electronic Industries Assn. at Chicago meeting (early story, page 62). EIA
has agreed to resume breakdown of fm sets
in monthly manufacturing data, starting in
July.
EIA board Friday re-elected James D.
Secrest as executive vice president and secretary, and Leslie F. Muter, of Muter Co.,
as treasurer and finance chairman. William
L. Reynolds was re-elected general counsel.
Board voted to extend drive for reduction
of 10% excise tax on receivers to grassroots level, with manufacturers working
through employes. Board endorsed proposal
of H. Leslie Hoffman, recipient of 1958 EIA
Medal of Honor, for federal tax credit as
research incentive and aid to economy.
Funds for development of EIA guidebook
on educational tv were voted, directors feeling broadcast and closed-circuit etv offer
vast new market potential. Code of ethics
for receiving tube section was approved. Dr.
W. R. G. Baker, formerly of General Electric Co., was re-elected director of EIA
engineering department.
Plea for set count in 1960 census also
came up Friday at Iowa Broadcasters Assn.
meeting. Iowans followed lead of Illinois
and Wisconsin associations earlier in week.

FCC

Koehler

Heads

Pa. Broadcasters

George Koehler, WFIL Philadelphia, elected president of Pennsylvania Assn. of
Broadcasters Friday at Wernersville meeting
(early story, page 68). Other officers:
Cecil Woodland, WEJL Scranton, first vice
president; Milton Bergstein, WMAJ State
College, second vice president; Thomas
Metzger, WMRF Lewistown, secretary; J.
Robert Gulick, WGAL Lancaster, secretary.
Albert Matamoros, associate economist of
Armstrong Cork Co., told PAB broadcasters had tremendous responsibility to keep
nation informed and to give citizens proper
prospective toward world events. He voiced
prediction that current recession would hit
bottom in two or three months and then
start gradual recovery lasting two or three
years.
Conn.

Assn.

Elects Schwartz

Julian Schwartz, WSTC Stamford, elected
president of Connecticut Broadcasters Assn.
Friday at meeting in New Britain (early
story, page 64). Other officers elected were
Walter Johnson, WTIC Hartford, vice president, and Peter Kenny, WNBC (TV) New
Britain, secretary-treasurer. Directors elected
for two-year terms were Sol Robinson,
WLAD Danbury, and Ed Waller, WTOR
Torrington; one-year, Ed Taddei, WNHCAM-TV New Haven, and John L. Ellenger,
Page 10
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Grants

Eight Translators

granted six new translaFCC on FridayMillar
d County, Utah, to
tor stations to
translate programs of Salt Lake City outlets KUTV (TV), KSL-TV and KTVT (TV)
to five communities. Chs. 70, 80 and 74
will serve jointly communities of Fillmore,
Meadow and Kanosh and chs. 83, 72 and 77
will serve Delta and Oak City. Mohave
County Board of Supervisors received ch.
73 to translate programs of KLRJ-TV Henderson, Nev., to Peach Springs, Ariz., and
Seaside Video Club was granted ch. 75 to
translate programs of KOIN-TV Portland
to Seaside, Ore.
Also Friday. WCNY-TV Carthage, N. Y.,
received FCC permission to identify ch.
7 outlet with Watertown, N. Y., as well.
Tampa-St.

Petersburg

Case

Set

on Friday designated for consolidated hearing six applications for ch. 10 in
Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla. All asked for
new station except WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, which wants to move from ch. 38.
Others:
Florida Gulfcoast Broadcasters Inc. (Times
Publishing Co. interests); Suncoast Cities
Broadcasting Corp.; Tampa Telecasters Inc.
(chief stockholder Kenneth R. Giddens has
interests in WKRG-AM-FM-TV Mobile,
Ala.); WSTP-TV Inc. (WSTP St. Petersburg and other Rahall broadcast properties),
and Bar Area Telecasting Corp. (Louis
Fried, former CBS-TV President J. L. Van
Volkenburg and others).

GROVER J. ALLEN, formerly executive
producer-director at WBKB (TV) Chicago,
to Geoffrey Wade Adv. there as associate
radio-tv director.

KENNETH FLEMING, member of account service group, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, to McCann-Erickson there as account
executive.
GEORGE J. RAPP, formerly with John
Blair & Co., Chicago, appointed account
Television Spot Sales'

executive in CBS
Chicago office.

FRANK GIANATTASIO, formerly timebuyer with Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New
York, to WOV New York as sales representative.
JOHN

C. McCRUDDEN, formerly in research department, Benton & Bowles, N. Y.,
joins research department, Calkins &
Holden, N. Y. In past he was with Henry
Stampleman Co., merchandising consultants,
and with Ted Bates.

FCC

CBS-TV

Slices Story Department

CBS-TV has cut its story department
in half, from 20 persons to 10, with readers
of free lance offerings predominant among
those let go. Reason assigned is that with
Studio One and Climax! departing, much less
script reading is necessary. Among those
leaving is Ed Roberts, who as eastern story
editor headed department. He's succeeded
by William G. Morwood, who held that
post before becoming executive producer
in network programming department in
September 1956.
Mutual

Sets Status Report

Mutual has invited more than 100 advertising agency executives in New York to
luncheon at Hotel Roosevelt Wednesday to
hear progress report from Armand Hammer,
network board chairman, on MBS' first year
of streamlined operation, featuring twicehourly news broadcasts. Formal anniversary
date is June 2. Mr. Hammer plans to present statistics on "impact and efficiency" of
network approach, plus data on its station
pre-clearance method.

DuMont

Unveils

1959

Sets

Two new series of tv receivers in "fine
furniture styling" and line of stereophonic
and monaural phonograph sets introduced
Friday for 1959 by Allen B. DuMont Jr.,
manager, television receiver division, Allen
B. DuMont Labs., Clifton, N. J. New portable tv receiver features all wood cabinet
while other new tv set features include
permanent fine tuning and remote control
units.
Skyland

Buys

KATT

for $300,000

KATT Pittsburg, Calif., bought by Skyland Broadcasting Corp., operating WONE
Dayton, Ohio, for $300,000 from Les Malloy & Assoc., subject to FCC approval.
Broker: Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining &
Assoc. Station operates on 990 kc with 5
kw. Ronald B. Woodward, president, and
Louis Froelich, vice president, represented
Skyland in transaction. They said Jack Grant
would continue as KATT general manager
with Benny Strong as operations manager.

Local 47 Appeals

Vote

Decision

47 of American FedLocal
Hollywo
s Friday
appealed ruling
Musician
eration ofod
of Judge Bayard Rhone of Los Angeles Superior Court, who had ordered new election
of directors of Musicians Club (story page
89) to be held June 26.

proceComplying with regular electionment
of
dure, Judge Rhone ordered appoint
election
of
call
nominating committee and
on June 9, nominating committee to report
June 12, election to be held June 26 and
new board to be seated July 3.
With national AFM convention starting
June 2 at Philadelphia, Officers of Local 47
might be unable to return home by June 9.
Broadcasting

This

is

the

kind

of

You meet people face to face and heart
to heart here — the growing-up and
grown-up people of 747,640 T.V. homes.
These are nourishing and happy homes,
in the thriving 41 counties in the 3 states
of the WHIO-TV market. Our loyalty
is expressed in our programming, in
public service —

ONE

in such little things as

OF

AMERICA'S

hold

no triple
through
which we
These

our

station

has

spots. Theirs we learn about
mail counts and ratings in
consistently excel.
people comprise one of the

most rewarding areas you can reach —
both in quality and size. Let National
Representative George P. Hollingbery
tell you all about them.

GREAT
Reaching

AREA

2,881,420

People

on

people

whio-tv
CBS
channel

daytoi
ohio
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1900

TAPPAN RANGE
PFAFF SEWING MACHINE
IN-SINK-ERATOR DISPOSER

ROPER RANGE
$100.00 U.S. SAVINGS

BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE— 20 vols.
HELBROS WRISTWATCH
POLAROID LAND CAMERA
COLUMBIA FIREARROW BICYCLE
WESTINGHOUSE ROASTER OVEN
WITTNAUER CAMERA
KROMEX PANTRY SET
CABIN CRAFTS SPREAD &
CURTAINS
PROCTOR ELECTRIC SET

WESTINGHOUSE VACUUM CLEANE
MBIA 's DIAMOND RING
COLULuchow
LUCIEN PICCARD WRISTWATCH
SCHIAPARELLI PERFUME & CASE
RONSON SHAVER
MIRROMATIC ALUMINUM SET
ELECTRIC ITEMS from Meika Glasse;

GARCIA "MITCHELL" FISHING
REEL
INGRAHAM ELECTRIC CLOCK

BOND

from

TRUNK "SOCIALITE"
U.S. LUGGAGE
SHIP'N SHORE WARDROBE of
6 blouses
harkerware pottery
McGregor golf bag
west bend aluminum set

This is the jackpot for Chicago. Our prize department (a division
of Radio Features, Inc.) will get you the biggest jackpot possible,
depending on the size of your market. (No extra charge for this—
it is part of the TUNE-TEST service.)

!#4

//
BY

programm.ng..
than
ever...

THE

'

PRODUCERS

OF

TELLO-TEST,

RADIO'S

MOST

POPULAI

RADIO

INC.

FEATURES,
Walter Schwimmer,
75 E. Wacker
Phone

Phone

Dr., Chicago

FRanklin

527 Madison

President

2-4392

Ave., New

ELdorado

York

5-4616

OPEN MIKE

Support All the Way
editor:

With

the Catalina

You Can Take
VACATION

Station

It With

You!

TIME... when

KBIG. always a GOOD j
radio buy in Southern Cali
fornia, becomes a MUST
buy for advertisers who
want to keep their sales message before their prospects!

As I read the four editorials in the May 12
issue, I found myself nodding my head in
enthusiastic agreement with all four positions.
First and foremost, as a former associate
of FCC Comr. Robert T. Bartley while at
the NAB, I have the highest personal and
professional respect for him. As I read the
other three editorials . . . "Radio and
ASCAP" . . . "Propaganda and ASCAP"
. . "No License for Hooliganism" ... I
was reminded again how fortunate we are
in this business to have such an alert, courBroadageous and virile trade journal as
casting to represent our point of view.
Lewis H. Avery

it's the statourists, because take
with
tion you fan
you... from L. A. to Vegas,
£m-4 Laguna to Arrowhead,
Ensenada to Santa Barbara.
Mail tabulation of current contest
entries confirms the surveys : KBIG has
listeners in 234 communities of all eight
Southern California counties, plus the
huge tourist bonus.
FOR STAY-AT HOMES, _^=^
KBIG provides a daily
musical vacation, weaving sjaailsp
the magic of romantic ^^gfi;
Catalina into every program . . . conjuring up visions of honeymoon and holiday on the isle which
symbolizes attainable escapism to
Southern Californians.
KBIG SUPPLEMENTS its great musical

Thank you for the story on Max Factor's
search for an agency [Advertisers & Agencies, May 12]. But a chide to you for not
the Hollywood Advertising Club
ting
credi
with the meeting at which the story was
the Los Anpresented. Broadcasting had d.
geles Ad Club as the springboar
Hollywood is discrete from Los Angeles
in advertising circles . . . Many agencies
have both Los Angeles and Hollywood
offices.
Main problem is that the Advertising
Assn. of the West at its annual convention
gives credit to member clubs for publicity
materials generated. While the Hollywood
club is buddy-buddy with Los Angeles in
want them to get credit
ways,
manywhat
did.don't
we we
for
George Burtt
Managing Director
Hollywood Advertising Club
Hollywood

Why Is It an Obligation?
editor:

Page 14
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TV

162,799

HOMES

kode-tv in the Joplin market covers
a 4-state area with 162,799 TV homes,
669,800 population and $776,919,000
buying power.

center of 11 comthe urban
Joplin is munities
in an 18-mile radius with a
combined population of 97,750.
kode-tv in the Joplin market is 28
percent taller, and 29 percent more
powerful than any competitor.

* Television Mag. Set Count — May '58

H

CREATED

BY

The recent chidings at the broadcasting
industry in general for "lagging" (behind
lize
newspapers) in the "right" to editoria
reflects an apparent insensitivity to the
media ... It would seem to be a fair distinction that while broadcasters are likely
to consider it their right, many would also
contend it is not their obligation. While the
newspapers consider their right to editorialize sacrosanct (and there's no denying editorial importance), the radio and tv media
have their own peculiar problems which
are not always easily resolved.
Radio is unique in its immediacy between

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-3105
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company

Kans.

Club

Teed Off With Wrong
editor:

newsprograms with award-winning which
casts and hot-weather specials
are hot summer buys!
■ FISH & GAME REPORTS
■ MARINE WEATHER REPORTS
■ BEACH WEATHER REPORTS
■ JIM HEALY SPORTS REPORTS
■ HOURLY NEWS HEADLINES
A KBIG summer feature may be
tailor-made for you. Ask your station
or Weed contact for details.

MARKET

Avery -Knodel Inc.
New York

THE CATALINA STATION is The Vacation Station for millions of southlanders
and an additional million out-of-state
^^^^
^.j*^— _

D
TVS
THIR
I'
R
U
O
MISS

subject and listener. This "group" intimacy
has bred what is understandably radio's
greatest sensitivity: not to offend. The
broadcast industry is dealing with a mass
heterogeneous audience — one which cannot
turn a page and exercise individual selectivity. The raw, gruesome details pictured
by the printed word are never as jarring nor

MM

■

WW

mm

JOPLIN,

TV
MO.

Rep. by
Harry 0. Burke,
VP&GenLMgr.
A member
Friendly
of theGroup

Avery-Knodel

WSTV WSTV-TV, Steubenville; WB0Y, WB0Y-TV, Clarksburg;
K0DE KODE-TV, Joplin; WPAR, Parkersburg; WPIT, Pittsburgh;
KM LB, Monroe, La.; Colmes-Werrenrath Prod., Inc., Chicago «.

Broadcasting

NO

SWEAT

. . . when

you come to the Shreveport Market.

Simply run down
WHICH

TV

STATION

this quickie check list:

IN SHREVEPORT

. . . Dominated
. . . BASIC

HAS

. . .

every survey made?

affiliation with CBS

Television?

. . . Well-established local shows and talent?
. . . Integrated itself more fully into its community?
. . . Unexcelled full-power engineering facilities?
. . . Longer on-the-air experience?
. . . Full scale promotion?
. . . Twice as much

national spot?

The answer to each, of course, is KSLA-TV.
Next step? A "no sweat" session with your Raymer man
. . . and then on to the next market on your list!

channel

i2

shreveport,

Represented by PAUL

Broadcasting

H. RAYMER

la.

CO., INC.
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SHARP

HISTORY

ON

FOCUS

I soared into orbit, the story, was first
11
flashed to a waiting world by NBC News. Such speed,

When

they have helped NBC
other news

are characteristic. This year,

News

win more awards

service in the broadcasting

The Sylvania "Best Network

News

than any

industry.

Award"

was given

The

Overseas

"Best

Radio

Press Club honored

for

of Foreign

NBC

Cairo, for

cited Welles

Du Pont honored

Hangen,

"Best Radio or Television Reporting

News

Chet Huntley

or Television Interpretation

with news than it has ever done before."

for Distinguished Achieve-

for show-

and television news coverage."

Affairs," and

award

News

ing "independence of editorial opinion . . . symptomatic
of the general emergence of NBC as the leader in radio

to the NBC News department "because it has taken a
big step in 1957 in doing more things and greater things

The Saturday Review

HAPPENS

IT

ment in the Public Interest went to NBC

Explorer

responsibility and drama

AS

in Chicago,

commentator

from Abroad."

Clifton Utley, of NBC

"for his authoritative, intelligent,

j responsible and literate reporting and analysis" and
because "he epitomizes the best in American news."

the American Council for Better Broadcasts. "Outlook"
was honored by the National Conference of Christians
and Jews

and by the National

'• Eight of the fifteen National Press Photographers Anc nual Awards went to NBC News cameramen. Maurice

Radio and Television.

0 Levy, with his film of a tornado in Dallas, won a Headliners Award for the best coverage of a news event.

More and more, America

■ The NBC

News

series with Chet Huntley

11 Brinkley was voted the best news
r in the annual Look-Listen

Opinion

program

and David
on the air

Poll conducted

NATIONAL

by

Association

for Better

is turning on its broadcast dials:

for the sight and sound of history as it happens. NBC
News

provides that history with a force, clarity and conviction that have made it, this year, the most honored

news-gathering

organization

BROADCASTING

in broadcast

journalism.

COMPANY

OPEN MIKE CONTINUED

SE
ON
'CAU
KYW's
CL

R

RADIO

ARE

RATINGS

OUT

OF

THIS

WORLD!

1

No

Asterisks

No

Averages

No

or

Ifs, Buts,

Exceptions

as easily offensive as the communal voice
of radio.
Furthermore, there are structural differences in the makeup of broadcasting stations in general (as opposed to newspapers)
which presents an understandable reluctance
to tackle editorials. In many instances it
would mean an increase in staff. Radio is
not solely in the news-gathering business
and its budget restrictions therefore are
frequently a rigid restriction to news growth.
Radio's heritage (in part self-assumed
and in part dictated by the FCC) has been
to report the news objectively and accurately on the premise that a well-informed
public is able to reach its own conclusions.
There are those who would say that radio's
scope ends here, and there are those who
would argue that given the needed tools
it need not. Penetrating analysis is concomitant to honest editorializing. In short, it
seems to me that editorial-broadcasting
while not an obligation, is certainly a right
which broadcasters have the option of assuming or discarding.
It's my personal opinion that it's not
so much a question of how far broadcasting
should go (in this regard) with programs of
enlightenment . . . but how far is it equipped
to go and still do an honest job. And this
is the problem of the individual station.
George Reading
Night News Editor
WROW Albany, N. Y.
It Was
editor:

Flat to Some

Cute as the May 19 editorial page cartoon
may be, let's not add to the old-guard stereotypes of uhf . This is the type of thing which
does little good for 92 uhf stations, most of
which have done quite well.
Wallace Bradley
Executive Director
Committee for Competitive
Television
Washington, D. C.

PULSE 'HOOPER -NIELSEN
ljn'
Just

"I hear ifs one of the few uhf stations
that's actually making a profit."
In Total Agreement
editor:

You have treated the community antenna
subject [Special Report, May 12] very
thoroughly and quite accurately.
William C. Grove
General Manager
KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo.
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PRESENTING

. . .

THE

ULTIMATE

MAGNETIC
LIGHTING

FOR

AND

IN

AMPLIFIER

LOADS

UP

TO

10,000

DIMMERS
WATTS

NOW

... a radically new concept in Magnetic Amplifier design, specifically
developed by LUMITRON for TV and Stage Lighting Control.
Featuring totally inert components, the modularly designed LUMITRON
Magnetic Amplifier has a unique universal load ratio. Comparison proves
that this new Magnetic Amplifier provides nearly twice the load capacity
of competitive Dimmers. Comparison also proves that the
LUMITRON Dimmer offers the multiple advantages of a Magnetic Amplifier in
a more compact, infinitely superior unit which costs less, weighs less and
takes up much less space. Guaranteed for three years.
COMPARE

. . . and you will find the dependable, economical

LUMITRON

Magnetic Amplifier to be the only logical choice for low cost,

high quality Lighting Control.

LUMITRON
MAGNETIC

MAGNETIC

10,000 Watts
1-10,000 Watts
1 .4 cubic feet

6300 Watts"A"
AMPLIFIER
210-6300 Watts
2.7 cubic feet

6300 Watts"B"
AMPLIFIER
210-6300 Watts
2.1 cubic feet

LINE VOLTAGE
REGULATION

for
146±2%
pounds*
voltage
±15%
line

158 none
pounds*

OUTPUT CURVE
CONTROL

from linear
tight to exactly
linear
voltage
as specified

slight arbitrary
adjustment

slight arbitrary
adjustment

competitive*

competitive*

competitive*

SPECIFICATIONS

Magnetic
Amplifier

POWER
CAPACITY
LOAD RANGE
SIZE
WEIGHT

PRICE

156 none
pounds*

*Nofe that the price and weight of
the LUMITRON 10,000 Waft Dimmer
is compared with the other 2 units of
6300 Watt capacity. It is, therefore,
less expensive and lighter.
Because of the size, weight and rugged construction of the LUMITRON
Dimmer, a system utilizing it can
satisfactorily.
be supplied which will "troupe"
C. L, Schuler, Inventor
PATENTS PENDING

CREATIVE ENGINEERING FOR THE LIVING THEATRE BY..,

LUMITRON

DIVISION

METROPOLITAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO.
LONG ISLAND CITY 5, N. Y.
•
2252 STEIN WAY AVENUE

LIGHTING CONTROL SINCE 1892
METROPOLITAN
ASTORIA 8-3200

MPLIPHASE

TRANSMITTER

AM

KW

50

New

WINS/

York

"Installation
month

"I have

been

Chicago

WGN,

previous

AR#

vonKunits:

transmitter

has saved

are on-air 24 hours

plus $1000

per

a day, 7 days a week."

Bill Sadler:

very much

• Says

WINS

impressed

Carl

features

by its long-term

stability."

Meyers:

were

a definite advantage

in changing

our

installation."

Detroit

i "Tuning

We

• Says

"Its space-saving

Paul

• Says

of this new

on power.

St. Paul

KSTP,

WC

stations

major

at

rating

top

earns

• Says

up the RCA

Jim

Balmer:

BTA-50G

for the first time might

be compared

to

aligning a receiver — it's just that simple."

The distinguished

RCA

BTA-50G

Transmitter,

designed

with Ampliphase

Modula-

tion, isthe only new 50 KW AM Transmitter that has been proved in station operation ... further evidence of RCA leadership in the broadcast equipment field.

RCA 50 Kilowatt AM Transmitter— BTA-50G
designed with the Ampliphase system of modulation.

Some

of

the

Reasons

Why

They

ECONOMICAL TO OPERATE — Ampliphase cuts operating
costs by substantial margins. Power consumption is
approximately 100 KW at average modulation. Only two
high power tubes are required . . . long-life RCA 5671
Triodes proved many times over in 50 KW service.
EASY TO INSTALL— No wiring trench is required. Shielded
built-in wire duct is used along the back, at top of cabinets.
No external blowers. No bulky modulation transformers
or reactors. No costly water cooling systems. Install while
your present transmitter is in operation.
SIMPLE TO OPERATE— Only one daily adjustment is needed
(the power output control). Retuning is not required with
tube change. Interelectrode capacities have negligible
effect on broad RF circuits. Designed for unattended
operation ... it is simply a matter of turning the selector
switch and operational control circuits are transferred to
a remote control terminal bus.
RELIABLE— Proved and improved in daily operation at
five stations.*
*Including DZXL

Bought

the

RCA

BTA-50G

:

MORE PROGRAM COVERAGE— Its ability to achieve and
consistently maintain a higher average of modulation,
with minimum distortion and excellent response assures
more program coverage.
SOUND

ABILITY — The BTA-50G provides faithful transmission of the input audio signal. To be competitive you

need this advantage of the BTA-50G,

to deliver the "best

sound possible."
SPACE SAVING— Ampliphase reduces floor space. The
BTA-50G is housed in four cubicles. It eliminates half
of present power tubes, along with bulky components, such
as modulation transformers, reactors and accessories.
Transmitter :
7 5 sq. feet.
ers : 12 sq.
Transformfeet. Switch
gear: (Wall
Mounted) —
requires no
floor space.

Manila, Philippine Islands
Your RCA Broadcast Representative will gladly furnish
more information. In Canada: Write RCA VICTOR Company
Limited, Montreal.
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CAMDEN, N.J.
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AMERICA

EQUIPMENT

IN REVIEW
OUTLOOK
With a shoe-string budget and an obvious
feeling of admiration, NBC's news and public affairs department last week focused its
camera eyes on the decade-old state of
Israel. The picture it brought back on Outlook May 18 was indeed heartening, for in
the words of commentator Chet Huntley,

8th (from 19th) among all CBC
shows! Outrates "Have Gun
Will Travel", "Dinah Shore",
"Disneyland", etc.
Network

rating higher every

rating period, now

21%

increase

41.0!

in homes

reached !
increase

30%

in viewers!

Pre-tested as popular movie and
through dozens of famous Saturday Evening Post stories, TUGBOAT ANNIE helps Lever
Brothers Limited of Canada win
friends and influence sales. Lever
Brothers' success story gives
proof of greater profit than ever
for you in your own market. Of
course, the American premiere
market showing is swamping
all competition too !

"the real importance of Israel's 10th anniverthere is one."
14) is that
sary (on Mayskirting
the two explosive issues
Carefully
of (a) the "lop-sided" economy and (b) the
"refugee problem," NBC found in the hills
of Galilee a latter-day, modern-dress version
of the David v. Goliath legend. It is the story
of a "stiff-necked people" (Exodus, 33:3)
who, in 10 short years, have conquered both
nature and a hostile set of neighbors through
sheer brains — agriculture and nucleonics —
and brawn — a "citizen army" comprised of
"every able-bodied Israeli" up to the age
of 49.
The role of both atom and army in Israeli
life today was the focal point of Outlook.
It took 2,500 work hours to cull through
45,000 feet of film to come up with 6,200
feet of used footage; there was little waste.
Whatever was said was said forcefully and
to the point. For the outlook on atomic
energy, Mr. Huntley and fellow reporters
Piers Anderton and Reuven Frank went to
Dr. David E. Bergmann, Israel's counterpart
to our AEC's Lewis Strauss; for that on the
army and the socio-military part it has in
the growth of the state Outlook talked with
38-year old Maj. Gen. Chaim Laskov, Chief
of Staff of the Israeli Army.
NBC was indeed fortunate to have come
upon two men who could carry the conversational ball so well; after they were
through, there was little else that needed
saying.
There was considerable food for thought
offered by this 90-minute program — more
so by the fact that NBC was able to bring
back this comprehensive report on the atom
and the army for no more than $35,000 —
including transportation, billets and actual
production.
Production costs: $35,000
Sustaining on NBC-TV

Sun. May 18, 4-5:30

Producer: Reuven Frank; director: Jack
p.m.
Sughrue; cameraman: Tom Priestley;
writers: Piers Anderton, Chet Huntley,
Reuven Frank; film editors: Walter
Kravetz, Gerald Polikoff.
the adventures

of
KRAFT

TUGBOAT

4HN1E

THEATRE

It is a good thing that Kraft Theatre is
going off the air. Were its future not so neatly labeled "Retirement, fall 1958," this veteran of the tv boards might be heading for
the type of second coming that sometimes
hits show business veterans after lean years.
It is much simpler that this is not to be; it
saves viewers from wasting their time anticipating any live excitement from that corner
next season, and viewers are obviously much
more pliable when not subject to undue excitement or stimulation.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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Prompting this fruitless speculation is
Kraft's most recent offering under the aegis
of David Susskind's Talent Associates — a

Men.
two-part dramatization of All the King's
It was not the be-all and end-all of live
drama. There is some doubt whether any
production, and especially one as dependent
on characterization and mood as this one,
can successfully be strung over two weeks.
One did not sit down to the second half of
King's Men with intensity intact from a
week before, and part of the second hour
had gone before the empathy developed
There were problems inherent in the
again.
vehicle which the television dramatization
did not fully overcome. Robert Penn Warren's Pulitzer-prize winning novel, and the
excellent movie made from it, told the harsh
and ugly story of Willie Stark, a red-necked
hick who learned about politics so well that
nothing could stop him except the final bullet
that left him sprawled on the steps of the
state capitol. Of the people involved and
what Willie's career did to them the tv
adaptation could not completely detail; because of this, some of the impact of the final
scenes did not ring true.
Whatever the faults of this two-hour essay
on demagoguery, one must still fall back on
a bromide of sorts: this was live theatre, and
as such, it had a compelling excitement.
An excellent adaptation by Don Mankiewicz got top-notch support all the way.
Hair falling in his face, collar pulled open,
shirt ballooning over his waistline, the Willie
Stark of Neville Brand changed effectively
from a raw country boy with big ideas to a
lecherous, manipulating little Caesar. Maureen Stapleton as Sadie Burke and Fred
Scollay as Jack Burden, who "made" Willie
Stark governor and stayed on to learn what
they had wrought, gave fine performances.
Camerawork and production abetted the
effectiveness of the program, suggesting the
excitement of a clamoring crowd, magnifying the hold of a man over individuals and
a crowd, etching the face of chicanery and
fear and disillusionment.
Tight direction gave form and pace, and
excellent musical background underscored
the action to its relentless and inevitable end.
So it was good. Worth watching, worth
even thinking about a few moments, perhaps, after the final commercial. Which may,
after all, have gotten in the way of concentrating on This is Your Life, whose particular brand of drama follows Kraft Theatre. And certainly it is unfair for a program's
effectiveness to impinge on another's, or to
offer a. challenging comparison. It is a good
thing that Kraft Theatre is going off the air.
Production costs: $100,000.
Sponsored by Kraft Foods Co. through J.
Walter Thompson on NBC-TV Wed.,
May 14 and 21, 9-10 p.m., live in color
and black-and-white.
Production by Talent Associates; executive
producer: David Susskind; producer:
Robert Herridge; director: Sidney Lumet;
assoc. producer: Charles Schultz; asst. director: Claire Sheridan; musical director:
John Geller.
Cast: Neville Brand, William Prince, Frank
Conroy, Robert Emhardt, Maureen
Stapleton, Anne Meacham, Fred Scollay,
Perry Wilson.
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COMING
WGR

EAST to the New York State Thruway, you pick up

RADIO loud and clear, way out in Ohio.

GOING WEST

on the Thruway, you pick up WGR

RADIO

loud and clear, just past Syracuse.
Station.

IF YOU WANT

maximum

coverage in the $4 billion Western

New York market (plus big bonus audience in Canada
and on the Thruway) buy WGR RADIO. 1,000,000
homes... 1,000,000 cars.

ABC Affiliate. Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
"Thruw

ay

99

WGR
BUFFALO'S

SYMBOL OF SERVICE

A

TRAN

SCO

NTI

N

E

FIRST

NT

STATION

STATION

WROC-TV, Rochester • WGR Radio, WGR-TV, Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg
WNEP-TV/WILK-TV
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To sell Indiana,
you need both
the 2nd and 3rd
ranking markets.

NEED

YOU

NOW
ONE

in

BILLING

TWIN

Indiana

!

BUY

delivers both —
AT

A

10%

SAVINGS!

•

Now,

a new, two-station

TV

South

Bend-Elkhart

Fort Wayne

healthy

chunks

and

of Southern

buy

blankets

Michigan

both the

markets,
and

plus

Western

Ohio. Over 1.6 million population — $2.8 billion Effective Buying Income. Alert buyers are covering these
rich markets in combination — and saving 10% ! They're
buying them right along with Indianapolis — thus covering all the best of Indiana
two buys!

from

within — with just

■m

m

see
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SILVERNAIL, dean of broadcast advertising media men, has become a consultant to Broadcasting.
Mr. Silvernail has already begun advising Broadcasting editors in the preparation of the new Broadcasting Yearbook
which will be published next September.
He will also be available for consultation on special projects for the weekly
Broadcasting magazine.
Most of our readers know Frank Silvernail, personally or at least by reputation.
He retired as manager of station relations at BBDO, New York, last March
31 after 33 years of association with
broadcasting and advertising.

FRANK

By conservative estimate Mr. Silvernail bought $25 million in radio and
television station time during his 20
years as an agency man.
He has served as chairman of the
Standing Committee on Broadcast Media
of the American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies
and as member
of the AAAA's
Media Relations
Committee.

asting's editors
of Broadc
MANYhave known
Mr. Silvernail intimately during his distinguished service

as an agency media man and have called
upon him frequently for advice and information. We are delighted, of course,
to formalize that long association.
Having Mr. Silvernail as a consultant
is made the more pleasurable by our
unanimity of attitude toward the relationship of television and radio. It is Mr.
Siivernaii's view (and ours) that tv and
radio, although operated competitively,
are thought of jointly by the buyers of
broadcast advertising. Together radio and
tv constitute the broadcast media and
as such are a single province of responsibility within most agencies.
At one period of television evolution,
there was a trend toward divorcement
of television and radio functions within
some major agencies. That trend has disappeared, and accordingly the new
Broadcasting Yearbook will contain
complete details about both television
and radio.
Our promotion people are calling it
the "one-book library of television and
radio information." With the considerable
help of Frank Silvernail, we editors are
working to prove the soundness of that
slogan.
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□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number
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□ Bill

PTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS CHANGES: Send
iDCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St.,
Washington 6, D. C. On changes, please include
and new addresses.
SOADCAST1NG* Magazine was founded In 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title: BROADCASTING*— The News Magazine of the Fifth Estate.
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932, Broadcast
Reporter In 1933 and Telecast* in 1953.
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1958 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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MORE

THAN

100%
Greater

Listening Audience

OUR
to Frank

r

7:00
12:00Friday
Noon 12:00 Noon— 6:00 P.M.
MondayA.M.—Thru
Monday Thru Friday
WILS
60.5
58.3
21.2
Sta. B
25.6
9.8
7.7
Sta. C
Sta. D
3.7
3.2
C. E. Hooper,

March-April, '58

WATTS
W

MORE
THAN

LISTENERS

ALL OTHER

HEARD

STATIONS

IN LANSING

COMBINED

businessman in a
IN AUGUST 1950 Frank Fogarty, at 45, was a successful
no
responsible post with a well-known, active wholesale company. There was
hint that he was about to take on a brand new career.
s,
Then came a telephone call from Washington. His friend Francis P. Matthew
was
he
if
Frank
asked
Omaha,
then Navy Secretary and a stockholder in WOW
n.
interested in succeeding the late John Gillin as head of that broadcast operatio
He was.
manager of WOW-AM-TV,
Eight years later, now vice president and general
In addition to his Omaha
career.
new
his
in
ed
tablish
well-es
is
Fogarty
Frank
m clinic circuit, serves
progra
Inc.
duties he is a veteran of the Broadcast Music
is a board member of
ee,
committ
ve
on the Radio Advertising Bureau executi
the CBS Radio Affiliates Advisory Assn. and is on the NAB Freedom of Information committee.

Mr. Fogarty took over the WOW operation in 1950 he wasn't going
WHEN
in completely blind. Butter-Nut used radio and, in some respects, had built
the coffee brand through radio advertising ("although I never bought radio
time for Butter-Nut I saw radio's results on the selling side").
Mr. Fogarty finds it "hard to imagine a more interesting field" than broadcasting— -"it's omnipresent." Invariably in any group, the conversations turns
to radio and tv, he says, "usually on programming." From these comments, Mr.
Fogarty, who is sensitive to what the public thinks of his commodity, forms
judgments of his own. In fact, the station keeps a record of every phone call

CONTACT
VENARD

from a listener and whenever any reaction or comment "assumes a significant
pattern" the station looks into the subject — "we keep a close ear to the ground."
The WOW stations, noted for their news and farm service, emphasize organization: the tv station has three mobile units, 12-14 photographers and reporters
and 100 stringers in a territory that reaches as far as 150 miles; WOW has a
farm service department which annually conducts the now famous farm tour

&

McCONNELL,

Fogarty

At that date Mr. Fogarty entered community service, traveling with various
trade groups as an Omaha Chamber of Commerce official to conventions where
he "sold" Omaha as the next convention site. In 1939 he became the chamber's
general manager, worked on the War Dept. in Washington to locate military
installations and plants (the Omaha area received several installations). In 1944
he went to Paxton & Gallagher Co. in Omaha (markets Butter-Nut, a leading
coffee brand, and wholesales a line of groceries, hardware and liquor), was sales
manager of the grocery division and active in department store planning and
counseling (for retailers).

¥

RINTOUL

Philip

Frank Philip Fogarty was born Jan. 23, 1905, a son of Omaha letter carrier
Frank Fogarty and Elizabeth Costello. When he was 1 1 he began his business
career as a lamplighter. It was a twice-a-day job— at dusk he climbed the poles
to light the gas lamps, and at dawn climbed them again to put them out. It was
room clerk at U. S. Rubonly one of the many odd jobs— paper boy, shipping
be^ etc. — he did while soaking up an education at Omaha schools.
Mr. Fogarty earned his Bachelor of Arts at Creighton U., Omaha, in 1926
of
(English, philosophy, history and a year of law). He was managing editor
he
finances
out
round
To
team.
debating
the
the school paper and captain of
became secretary to the dean of the arts college and in his senior year investigated insurance prospects for a local credit firm. Upon graduation he became
in alumni work and an instructor in public speaking, then left the
engaged
school in 1929.

5000
LIVELY

RESPECTS

INC.

and made the two documentary radio shows and films on which the stations'
two Peabody awards were based.
WILS

^

*eiQ

c^yfc
81

ASSOCIATED

WITH WPON, PONTIAC,
MICHIGAN

Mr. Fogarty 's community interest extends to his wife: he was married in 1936
to a girl from Omaha, Patricia Scanlan. They have four children, Kathleen, 21;
Sharon, 20; Frank Jr., 17, and Tish, 7.
He is past president of the Omaha Chamber of Commerce (only Omaha
citizen to serve first as paid and later as voluntary officer), and is a former president of the Omaha Rotary Club and Omaha Mfrs. Assn. He is president of
United Community Services there. Principal away-from-the-desk occupation is
Broadcasting
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We

knew

would

these first TARGET

be

beginning.
over

100

available

ratings

fabulous!

It's just the

TARGET

is terrific in

markets.
in yours.

It still may

be

IN

FIRST

SHOWING

!

mm

N
)D E TV
JffiKLZ-

R
E
V
Sat. 8:30 P.M.

AS
K LAS-TV

20.8

34.8
Beats: Wyatt Earp, Perry Mason,
Burns & Allen, Wells Fargo, Groucho
Marx, Steve Allen, Loretta Young,
Dinah Shore, Playhouse 90, Cheyenne and many others.
Pulse Apr. '58

Beats: Lawrence Welk, Father Knows
& Allen, The
Best, Dragnet, Burns Zorro.
Studio
Millionaire, Climax.
One, I Love Lucy, People Are Funny,
and many others.
ARB Apr. 58

VEGAS
Fri. 9:30 P.M.

23.5

Temple's
Man, Shirley
Thin Schlitz
Beats: ok,
Playhouse. Kraft
Storybo
Zorro, The MilTheatre, Studio One, Tunes,
Lawrence
lionaire, Welk's Top
Welk. Big Record and many others.
ARB Arp. '58

O

I

K BO I-TV

S
E
Fri. 9:30 P.M.

Sh

PORTLAND
Tues. 10:00 P.M.
KOIN-TV

S.
,
(88) CHARLESTON
Tues. 7:00 P.M.
WUSN-TV

19.2
23.7
Beats: Twenty One, Dinah Shore.
Steve Allen, The Millionaire, G. E.
Theatre, People Are Funny, U.S. Steel
Hour, Robin Hood, Big Record, Your
Hit Parade, and many others.
ARB Apr. '58

WEEK

i

17.9
Beats preceding and following shows
and tops: Colt .45, Your Hit Parade,
Jim Bowie, Alcoa Theatre, Amateur
Hour, Truth or Consequences, Top
Dollar, Navy Log and Patrice Munsel.

Beats: $64,000 Challenge, Thin Man,
Top Dollar, Rosemary Clooney, Studio
One, Your Hit Parade, 20th Century,
Jane
Wyman Presents,
Frank Sinatra
and Amateur
Hour.

Pulse Apr. '58

ARB Apr. '58

AFTER WEEK . . .

GREAT

STARS!

PAT O'BRIEN
CESAR ROMERO
BONITA GRANVILLE
DAVID BRIAN
GENE BARRY
HOWARD DUFF

GREAT

IMPACT

MARIA RIVA
JOHN IRELAND
STEVE McNALLY
MARIE WINDSOR
HANS CONRIED
SKIP HOMEIER

STORIES!

LOLA ALBRIGHT
KENT TAYLOR
NEVILLE BRAND
HUGH MARLOWE
ADOLPHE MENJOU, Host
and many more.

ZIV

C

35
YEARS

OF

PROGRESS...
AND

A

NEW

BEGINNING

The official dedication of WRC's new studios took
place on May 22nd. With its new facilities,
Washington's

first radio station will continue to be

Washington's

favorite radio station.

WRC-980
Represented by NBC Spot Sales
NBC Leadership Station in Washington, D. C.
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The powerful Assn. of National Advertisers moved last week to bring a longsimmering pot of trouble to a quick boil.
In a report being announced today, the
ANA let it be known that triple-spotting
in tv — a source of aggravation for years —
has got to go.
Its language was not quite that direct,
but its intent was plain. The announcement
carried examples of contract devices that
ANA said are used by some advertisers to
protect themselves against abuse — examples
that other advertisers and agencies presumably are free to copy in their own
timebuying negotiations.
The announcement said a survey of ANA
members showed that "an important segment of advertisers are victims of the triplespotting abuse in television." Of 115 advertisers who responded to the survey,
ANA said, 32 "complained of triple-spotting in recent months." Sixty were "reasonably certain" they had not been triple-spot
victims, and the rest didn't know.
George Abrams of Revlon, chairman of
the ANA Radio-Tv Committee, which conducted the survey, told Broadcasting the
big complaint was that network advertisers
get less time than they pay for when stations triple-spot, because the multiple announcements eat into the network program
time.

TRIPLE-SPOTTING

ON

WAR

OPENS

turns

better

up

station

32

discipline,

time, but acknowledged that any violation
is too much.
The code as it now stands stipulates that
"more than two back-to-back announcements plus the conventional sponsored 10second station ID are not acceptable between programs or within the framework
of a single program. Announcements scheduled between programs shall not interrupt
a preceding or following program."
Although both the ANA announcement
and Mr. Abrams indicated prime concern
was for preservation of the network advertiser's full allotment of time, the preventative
measures cited by ANA seemed more applicable to spot schedules.
One big but Otherwise unidentified tv
user who has not had trouble with triplespotting, according to ANA, reported that

Bowles

"2. Station agrees that in the instance of
within-program participations, no other advertiser will be scheduled immediately adjacent to this advertiser.
"3. Station agrees to advise agency, in
writing, in advance of any change of adMr. Abrams told Broadcasting that few
advertisers currently employ this sort of
jacencies." protection against triple-spotting
contractual
but that he expected the practice to spread.
Observers were inclined to agree — especially
since ANA is putting the samples out for
all advertisers to see.
Mr. Abrams also noted that agencies

excess

commercialism

chief
on

tv

deplores
and

radio
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code and an agreement, between the networks and their affiliates, as to the amount
of time that is available for sale by local
stations after a network program has been

"The schedule covered by this order is
automatically cancelled in the event any
announcement in the schedule is broadcast
in sequence with more than one other
commercial announcement. The agency will
not pay for an announcement so scheduled."
Strictly applied to include the sponsored
10-second ID, this proviso would clearly be
more stringent than the NAB code. ANA
authorities said, however, that the advertiser in this case did not object to the ID
in addition to one other commercial besides
his own. They said this also was true in
the case of the other protective measure
noted in the report.
This second device to avoid being caught
in a triple-spotting situation, according to
ANA, is in the form of an agreement which
one advertiser said his agency makes a part

32

huddles

it objects
Page

the following statement is stamped on all
of his time orders:

code

"1. Station agrees that this advertiser will
share between program periods with only
one other advertiser.

media

"Ultimately," it said, "it would seem that
what is needed is a revision of the NAB

were guilty of clipping network advertisers'
Broadcasting

NAB

of all spot tv contracts:

&

announcement pinned the responsibility for corrective action on stations,
networks and the NAB.

ordered, and that when triple-spotting clips
off any of the network advertiser's time it
must be stopped.
NBC had no immediate comment pending study of the ANA statement, but officials
of both CBS-TV and ABC-TV said they
were doing everything possible to stamp
out this type of spotting. They claimed
that actually very few of their affiliates

abuses

spot

tightened

Benton

The ANA

bought by a network advertiser."
The networks generally agree that it
was the responsibility of themselves and
their affiliates to deliver to each network
advertiser the amount of time he had

of tv

'victims'

to
32

appear to be taking a stronger stand, pointing to reports that some agencies have cancelled schedules, because of triple-spotting.
Leading agencies checked by Broadcasting said they do not write a special triplespotting provision into their contracts and
gave little indication that they plan to —
although they were unanimous in condemning the triple-spot practice.
J. Walter Thompson Co., according to
officials there, has cautioned buyers to
"watch out" for commercial abuses.
In addition to triple-spotting short commercials, JWT — like many other agencies
— is concerned about insertions of full oneminute spots between network shows, which
is impossible to do without clipping the
network advertiser. As yet, however, JWT
authorities said they had not inserted preventive provisions in contracts.
The views of Benton & Bowles, one of
May 26, 1958
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ADVERTISERS 8 AGENCIES continued
the most active triple-spot foes, have been

DOCTORS

PRESCRIBE

The American Medical Assn. is concerned over "offensive and misleading
advertising" of drug products and last
week decided to do something about it.
A secret meeting attended by advertising and media representatives was held
in New York last Monday by AMA.
After an all-day discussion, the National
Better Business Bureau was invited to
draw up an informal program to meet
the problem.
Broadcast, newspaper and magazine
groups attended the meeting along with
representatives of American Assn. of
Advertising Agencies, American Assn.
of Newspaper Representatives, Assn. of
National Advertisers, Proprietary Assn.
and the business bureau.
The problem is all-media in scope, it
appeared at the meeting. AMA voiced
the opinion that voluntary action might
be effective in cleaning up misleading,
deceptive advertising.
and
distasteful
Leo A. Brown, AMA assistant general
manager and public relations director,
presided at the Monday meeting. Member complaints and resolutions from medical groups continue to demand steps to
prevent advertising that might endanger
the public, he said.
Representing broadcasters at the AMA

CAN

50

TV

PURGE

session were Stockton Helffrich, NBCTV; Herbert Carlborg, CBS-TV and Edward Bronson, NAB tv code affairs director. The network officials explained
how copy and claims are screened. Mr.
Bronson outlined operation of the NAB
tv code.

No specific medium was singled out
for criticism by AMA. The Proprietary
Assn. described its work in previewing
ads and labels for its members.
The atmosphere at the meeting was in
contrast to a stinging resolution adopted
recently by the House of Delegates of
the Medical Society of New York. This
resolution criticized "adroit references
to doctors" who use or prescribe "nostrums." The New York Times carried an
editorial May 16 based on this action
and calling on networks and sponsors to

to be the human anatomy."
Said the Times, "It is a sorry commentary on our enlightenment when the old
'snake oil' technique can be used on
millions of persons to make millions of

"Six members report that their agencies
monitor for them and two advertisers use
commercial monitoring organizations.
"Of the 60 members who are reasonably
certain that they have not been victims of

dollars in profits." The newspaper called
for voluntary industry action "to take
these phony 'doctors' off the air."

FIT

IN

30?

Mr. Rich. He said: "Unfortunately the
number of commercials that one hears
on radio between the hours of 7 and 9

"unethpractices
ical during prime
tv hours and fails

improvement in this area through research that shows that listening levels in
other than these supposedly prime periods are not as low as we had formerly
thought.
"The situation as it exists today requires ameeting of the minds. If there
are values which can accrue to the advertiser, your customer, from this practice of triple-spotting, they can only be
brought to the fore by working together
towards a better understanding of the

procedure."
"It is inconceivable to me how 50 seconds of commercial time can be placed
between network television programs
when only 30 seconds are allocated for
local sale," he said.
Mr. Rich explained B&B's clients
"agree with the steps we have taken to
curb this overcommercialization" and
added, "We will continue to exert all our
efforts towards eliminating this unhealthy

in the morning and 5 and 7 in the evening is enough to stagger the imagination. Imust admit that in this area the
advertiser and agency must share some
of the blame.
"However, no matter whose fault it is,
the very number of commercials in these
heavily trafficked hours can only serve to
diminish the effectiveness of any single
commercial. I think there has been some

Mr. Rich said consecutive spotting affects not only the community and adproblem."
vertiser but the stations as well because
"viewers and listeners drift away and

practice."
Radio, too, drew sharp comments from
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Kemp said that "too many stations are
triple-spotting and if anything can be done
to reduce the practice, it would be good for

do "some badly needed housecleaning."
The newspaper criticized "outrageous
and nauseating charts of what purports

SECONDS

MR. RICH

At Compton Adv., also in the forefront
of the fight against commercial excesses,
vice president and media director Frank

both he and Bert Mulligan, head
theBut
industry."
timebuyer, saw little need to write triplespotting into contract. "Wherever we find
triple-spotting," said Mr. Mulligan, "we
move our commercials to another time."
Methods of detecting commercial offenses also were explored in the ANA survey. The association reported:
"Of the 32 members who complained
about triple-spotting, 20 monitor their shows.
"Ten of these members have informal
systems of checking programs through their
own advertising personnel, distributors or
salesmen.

"Multiple consecutive spotting in any
manner cannot be condoned," Lee N.
Rich, vice president and media director
of Benton & Bowles, New York, said
last Wednesday.
Addressing the
Pennsylvania
Assn. of Broadcasters [PAB
story, page 68],
Mr. Rich said his
agency considers
triple - spotting

to see "any justification in this

put on record a number of times, most recently by vice president and media director
Lee Rich in a speech before the Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters last week (story,
this page) .

ultimately so will the advertiser."

triple-spotting, 18 rely on monitoring."
One advertiser who uses contract safeguards against triple-spotting, ANA said,
also reported "that his field sales force continually sends in criticisms or commendations on the spot program. His agencies find
that competitive stations are the first to inform them if anything such as triple-spotTheting other
advertiser whose contract conhas occurred."
ditions were cited by ANA reported that "as
a safeguard against such contract violations
as might occur, the agency frequently conducts field monitors to determine whether or
are adhering to this contract."
notAtstations
the networks the advertisers seemed
assured of cooperation.
ABC-TV was challenged a few months
ago by Compton Adv., which charged that
12 ABC-TV affiliates were triple-spotting
before or after Wyatt Earp, which Compton
services for Procter & Gamble. At that time
ABC-TV officials said they had contacted
the affiliates and that all had agreed not
[Advertisers & Agencies,
triple-spot
to
March
17].
In a statement last week Oliver Treyz,
.president of ABC-TV, reiterated the network's stand against triple-spotting. He said:
"ABC is very much aware of the adverse
effects of triple-spotting, and it has been discussed with our affiliates on many occasions.
Last January the managers of all ABC affiliates were alerted that triple-spotting poses a
serious problem and if it continues is bound
to have an adverse effect on all of us. We
pointed out that it was impossible to triplespot between network programs without
cutting into the time which had been contracted for by our network advertisers and
that the cutting into the advertisers' time in
Broadcasting

that the cutting into the advertisers' time in
this fashion was a violation of our affiliation agreement with the stations. We asked
for the cooperation of all stations in the
elimination of this spotting.
"We are confident that virtually all ABCTV affiliated stations now are cooperating
toward the elimination of this practice."
At CBS-TV Edmund Bunker, vice president and director of station relations, agreed
that where triple-spotting cuts into the time
ordered by a network advertiser, it must be
stopped. He said the network has reason to
believe that only "a relatively tiny segment
of stations" are guilty, but that CBS-TV is
"doing everything in our power to detect
such instances and to stop them."
Though seemingly apt to be brought to a
head by the ANA move, overcommercialization generally and triple-spotting specifically have been under attack for years.
Three years ago John P. Cunningham,
president of Cunningham & Walsh, had
publicly protested that "I have counted as
many as five commercials at station break
time, one right after another." He agreed
that "the advertisers and the agencies also
are at fault with the broadcasters — except
that the broadcasters have the veto power"
[Advertisers & Agencies, Dec. 5, 1955].
In April 1957 Arthur Pradoll, media
group director at Foote, Cone & Belding,
warned in a speech that "when 20 or more
one-minute and 20-second commercials are
crowded into an hour, the effectiveness of
radio is seriously vitiated." He said that although he was talking about radio, the same
views could be applied to television [Advertisers & Agencies, April 29, 1957].
At the NAB convention earlier this month
Marion Harper Jr., president of McCannErickson, told the broadcasters that although only 2% of station breaks went beyond code allowances last year, "a simple
statement of these proportions can be misleading— for the effect of violations is far
more serious."
The issue has been analyzed in other
forums.
In a Monday Memo written for Broadcasting almost exactly a year ago, Emil
Mogul, president of Emil Mogul Co., saw
the overloading of commercials as one ugly
head of a "three-headed monster" confronting spot broadcasting [Monday Memo, May
27,
Andanother
last fall
Benton Memo
& Bowies'
Lee 1*957].
Rich, in
Monday
for
this magazine, lashed out at triple-spotting
specifically, just as he did again last week
at the Pennsylvania broadcasters' meeting.
In his Monday Memo Mr. Rich also proposed a solution virtually identical to the
one advanced last week by ANA. He said:
"It seems that there are two ways to control properly the amount of time available
for local sale between network programs.
The first is a further revision of this portion of the NAB code in order to provide a more concise definition of a station's obligation. The second is the agreement, and its strict observance, between the
networks and their affiliates as to the amount
of network program time to be utilized by a
15-minute, half-hour or hour program and
the amount remaining for sale by the local
station." [Monday
Broadcasting

Memo,

Nov. 11, 1957].
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healthy, up 1.8%

Advertisers spent $262,766,116 for network and spot television time during the
first quarter of 1958 — almost 8% more
than they did in the same period a year ago.
This gain in the face of general economic
recession is shown in compilations of spot
and network totals released last week and
today (Monday) by Television Bureau of
Advertising.
The figures showed first-quarter network
time sales amounted to $143,704,116, or
13.5% ahead of the 1957 first-quarter
total of $126,540,198.
First-quarter spot sales were placed at
$119,062,000, up 1.8% from the $116,935,000 recorded in the first three months
of 1957.
The network figures are compiled for
TvB by Leading National Advertisers and
Broadcast Advertisers Report; the spot
figures by N. C. Rorabaugh Co. All figures
are gross.
Norman E. Cash, TvB President, said
that while this year's first-quarter data on
spot spending, based on reports from 333
stations, represented a 1.8% increase, an
analysis comparing 275 stations which reported in both years reflected a 2.4% gain.
The network statistics represented the
first complete quarterly report since TvB
signed LNA-BAR to make the compilations. Included were estimated expenditures
of the top 25 network spenders by both company and brand, network gross billings by
day parts, and estimated expenditures by
product classification, plus data on March
alone. The spot figures included first-quarter
expenditures by the top 100 spot users,
spending by product classification, and
spending by time of day and type of spot
activity (see accompanying tables).
At the same time TvB also released results of a study showing that television was
gaining in terms of viewing hours as well
as advertising outlays.

Harvey Spiegel, TvB assistant research
director, said the new study, based on A.
C. Nielsen Co. data, showed that during the
12 months from April 1957 through March
1958 the average tv home spent 5 hours 13

BILLING

QUARTER

above

1957

pace

over last year

minutes a day watching television — a gain
of 12 minutes per day per tv home as compared to the preceding 12-month period.
"Eleven of the last 12 months," he added,
"were all-time highs for the amount of time
the average tv home spent with their television set each day."
In another report TvB noted that audiences, too, are gaining. This report said that
during the first four months of 1958 the
average audience gained 7% in the case of
nighttime shows and 14% for daytime programs. The average weekday daytime program was reaching 489,000 more homes
per broadcast than in 1957, and the average
evening program was reaching 655,000
more homes than a year ago. Current totals:
average evening program 9,741,000 homes;
average daytime program 3,978,000 homes.
In the first-quarter spot report, being
released today (Monday), President Cash
noted substantial increases in expenditures
in six product categories: ale, beer and wine
up from $8.5 million in the first quarter of
1957 to $9.4 million in first quarter 1958
(10%); dental products from $1.5 million
to $3.3 million (112%); cosmetics and
toiletries from $10.7 million to $11.5 million (8%); clothing, furnishings and accessories from $2.2 million to $2.9 million
(33%); consumer services from $3.2 million
to $3.5 million (10%) and household
laundry
products from $3.7 million to $8.6
million (132%).
Five advertisers joined the top 100 spot
spenders for the first time: Comstock Foods,
Heublein Inc., International Milling, Lewis
Food Co. and Tidy House Products. Procter
& Gamble again led the list with almost
$7.8 million, followed by Lever with more
than $3.5 million and Colgate-Palmolive
with just under $3 million.
In network spending P&G also was first
by a wide margin for the first quarter:
almost $12 million. General Motors was
second with almost $5.4 million and
Chrysler third with $5.2 million. Tide ($2.3
million), Ford passenger cars ($2.1 million)
and Anacin ($2 million) were one-two-three
among brands for the quarter.

SPOT
FOR
SPENT
100
TOP
THE
WHAT
PHILIP
MORRIS
14.
1. PROCTER & GAMBLE
..
$7,768,700
15. AVON PRODUCTS
2. LEVER BROTHERS
3,565,500
16. ANDREW JERGENS ....
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
2,981,300
17. COCA-COLA BOTTLEBS
4.
3. GENERAL FOODS
2,847,700
18. CARTER PRODUCTS ....
5. BROWN & WILLIAMSON .
2,589,000
19. BULOVA WATCH
6. ADELL CHEMICAL
2,217,300
20.
7. CONTINENTAL
CHARLES ANTELL ....
BAKING . . 2,141,600
21. SHELL OIL
MILES LABORATORIES
. . . 2,127,000
9.
STANDARD BRANDS ....
8. P. LORILLARD
1,843,600
10.
22. ROBERT HALL
23.
WARNER-LAMBERT ....
1,506,800
24. AMERICAN CHICLE
n. STERLING DRUG
1,457,500
12. AM. HOME PROD. CORP. .
J. A. FOLGER
1,392,700
25.
13. NATIONAL BISCUIT
1,238,900
May 26, 1958

TV
$1,184,700
1,151,000
1,121,700
1,082,100
1,047,100
1,034,000
968,100
966,000
955,500
947,200
934,100
840,100
CONTINUED
•
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$791,300
26. INTL. latex
27. CHESEBROUGH- PONDS
723,700
720,200
28. GENERAL MOTORS
720.100
BOTTLERS
29. PEPSI-COLA
717,600
BAKING
30. WARD
698,500
FORM
31. EXQUISITE
637.500
32. LIGGETT & MYERS
636.300
33. FOOD MFGRS.
617.600
PROD. REFINING
34. CORN
611,700
...
35. R. J. REYNOLDS
610.000
.
36. FALSTAFF BREWING
595.000
37. wander co
589,700
38. MARATHON CORP. . .
588,600
39. BRISTOL-MYERS
569,700
40. ANHE USER-BUSH
556,100
41. plough
42. esso standard oil .... 553,200
532.600
43. wrigley
530.900
44. borden
504,000
45. texize chemicals ....
500,900
46. SWIFT & co.
47. salada-sherriff-horsey 493,000
489,800
4R. dumas-milner
486,400
49. texas co.
478,600
50. standard oil of ind.
475,400
51. peter paul
468,700
52. piel bros
465,400
53 AMERICAN TOBACCO
458,500
54. U. S. BORAX & CHEM
439,700
55. MAYBELLINE
425.600
RESEARCH
56. DRUG
57. TEA COUNCIL OF U.S.A. 418,700
413,900
58. HAROLD F. RITCHIE
406,800
5.CS. COMSTOCK FOODS, INC. . .
405,500
..
BAKERIES
60. INTERSTATE
405,300
61. m. J. b. co
402.100
62. FORD MOTOR
396,500
63. QUAKER OATS
394,700
64. BLOCK DRUG
.. 391,000
65. NORWICH PHARMACAL
371.900
66. ALBERTO-CULVER
370,400
67. h. J. heinz
68. phillips petroleum . .
363,400
69. hills bros. coffee .... 361,500
70. carlings brewing
.... 356,200
71. best foods
354,700
72. p. ballantine
345,000
73. burgermeister brew. . .
341,600
74. nestle
334,800
75. tidy house prods
329,700
76. general cigar
328,100
77. pacific tel. & tel
319,200
78. grove laboratories . . .
318,400
79. nehi corp. bottlers ... 315,400
80. wm. b. reily & co
312,100
81. associated prods.
306,100
82. theo. hamm brewing
.
300,300
83. general mills ...... 297,800
84. great a & p tea .... 294,600
85. paxton & gallagher . .
291,400
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

american bakeries . v. '.
minute maid
international milling .
duncan coffee
safeway stores
kroger co
national brewing
...
KELLOGG
robert curley
j. schlitz brew
e. & j. gallo winery . .
lewis food
HEUBLEIN
G. WIEDEMANN BREW. . .
WESSON OIL & SNOW DRIFT
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290,100
279,600
277,200
276,800
270,900
270,600
266,300
263,000
262,400
261,400
257,100
256,300
255,800
255,200
243,800

SPOT

TV

BY

BUYING

PRODUCT

AGRICULTURE
$ 388,000
FEEDS, MEALS
188,000
MISCELLANEOUS
200,000
ALE, BEER & WINE
BEER & ALE
wine

9,399,000
8,490,000
909,000

AMUSEMENTS,

84,000

ENTERTAINMENT

2,089,000
AUTOMOTIVE
3,000
anti-freeze
15,000
batteries
1.536,000
cars
tires & tubes
225,000
17,000
trucks & trailers
miscellaneous accessories
& supplies
293,000

MATERIAL, EQUIPMENT, FIXTURES, PAINTS
FIXTURES,
PLUMBING,
SUPPLIES
MATERIALS
PAINTS
POWER TOOLS
MISCELLANEOUS

BUILDING

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS,
ACCESSORIES
CLOTHING
FOOTWEAR
HOSIERY
MISCELLANEOUS
CONFECTIONS
DRINKS
CONFECTIONS
SOFT DRINKS

2,879,000
2,489,000
286,000
94,000
10,000

& SOFT

CONSUMER SERVICES
DRY CLEANING & LAUNDRIES
FINANCIAL
INSURANCE
MEDICAL & DENTAL
MOVING, HAULING, STORAGE
PUBLIC UTILITIES
RELIGIOUS, POLITICAL, UNIONS
SCHOOLS & COLLEGES
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
COSMETICS &
TOILETRIES
COSMETICS
DEODORANTS
DEPILATORIES
HAIR TONICS & SHAMPOOS
HAND & FACE CREAMS,
LOTIONS
Day

514,000
143,000
165,000
111,000
10,000
85,000

6,278,000
3,249,000
3,029,000
3,481,000
25,000
419,000
632,000
48,000
121,000
1
847,000
242,000
35,000
112,000

11,544,000
2,300,000
790,000
51,000
2,159,000
932,000

Spot Tv Expenditures
By Time of Day, Type of Activity
(1st Quarter)
33.2%
56.9
$ 39,543
67,798
Night
Late Night
11,721
9.9
100.0%
$119,062
70.3%
83,760
Announcements*
11.8
14,037
17.9
Programs
21,265
100.0%
$119,062
ID's
Includes Participations

CATEGORIES

HOME PERMANENTS &
COLORING
$ 1,464,000
PERFUMES, TOILET WATERS,
ETC.
135,000
RAZORS, BLADES
25,000
SHAVING CREAMS, LOTIONS,
ETC.
481,000
TO! LET SOAPS
3,000,000
MISCELLANEOUS
207,000
DENTAL PRODUCTS
DENTR1FICES
MOUTHWASHES
MISCELLANEOUS

3,263,000
2,966,000
90,000
207,000

DRUG PRODUCTS
COLD REMEDIES
HEADACHE REMEDIES
INDIGESTION REMEDIES
LAXATIVES
VITAMINS
WEIGHT AIDS
MISCELLANEOUS DRUG
PRODUCTS
DRUG STORES

1 1 ,560,000
2,712,000
2,063,000
2,566.000
846,000
969,000
303,000

FOOD & GROCERY
PRODUCTS
BAKED GOODS
CEREALS

3

COFFEE, TEA & FOOD DRINKS
CONDIMENTS, SAUCES,
APPETIZERS
DAIRY PRODUCTS
DESSERTS
DRY FOODS (FLOUR, MIXES,
RICE, ETC.)
FRUITS & VEGETABLES, JUICES
MACARONI, NOODLES, CHILI,
ETC.
MARGARINE, SHORTENINGS
MEAT, POULTRY & FISH
SOUPS
MISCELLANEOUS FOODS
MISCELLANEOUS FROZEN FOODS
FOOD STORES
GARDEN

SUPPLIES

1,916,000
185,000

3,331,000
7,031,000
2,254,000
8,778,000
1,128,000
1,539,000
1,009,000
1,819,000
1,466,000
515,000
2,440,000
1,440,000
115,000
1,478,000
290,000
2,029,000

&

EQUIPMENT
GASOLINE & LUBRICANTS
GASOLINE & OIL
OIL ADDITIVES
MISCELLANEOUS

251,000
5,177,000
4,905,000
227,000
45,000

HOTELS, RESORTS,
RESTAURANTS

84,000

HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS,
CLEANSERS, POLISHES,
WAXES
1,987,000
CLEANERS, CLEANSERS
FLOOR & FURNITURE POLISHES, 1,365,000
WAXES
314,000
GLASS CLEANERS
93,000
HOME DRY CLEANERS
SHOE POLISH
97,000
21.000
MISCELLANEOUS CLEANERS
97,000

HOLD
HOUSE
NCES EQUIPMENTAPPLIA
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS
beds, mattresses, springs

1,083.000
661,000
497,000

Broadcasting

FURNITURE & OTHER
FURNISHINGS

$

HOUSEHOLD LAUNDRY
PRODUCTS

8,643,000
1 0^9 000

PACKAGED SOAPS, DETERGENTS
MISCELLANEOUS

7,149,000
465,000

HOUSEHOLD PAPER
PRODUCTS
CLEANSING TISSUES
FOOD WRAPS
NAPKINS
TOILET TISSUE
MISCELLANEOUS

1,284,000
335,000
195,000
83,000
262,000
409,000

HOUSEHOLD, GENERAL
BROOMS, BRUSHES, MOPS, ETC.
CHINA, GLASSWARE, CROCKERY,
CONTAINERS
DISINFECTANTS, DEODORIZERS
FUELS (HEATING, ETC.)
lNbc-L. 1 lL.lL/t.o, KUUrilN l lLiuco
KITCHEN UTENSILS
MISCELLANEOUS
NOTIONS
PET

1 64,000

1,058,000
159,000
7,000
359,000
152,000
42 000
33,000
3Uo,UUU
65,0UU
1 Ann c\f\c\
1 ,47 /,000

PRODUCTS

PUBLICATIONS

300,000

SPORTING GOODS, BICYCLES,
TOYS
BICYCLES & SUPPLIES
GENERAL SPORTING GOODS
TOYS & GAMES
MISCELLANEOUS
STATIONERY, OFFICE
EQUIPMENT

10,000
216,000
34,000
36,000

&

WATCHES, JEWELRY,
CAMERAS
CAMERAS, ACCESSORIES,
SUPPLIES
CLOCKS & WATCHES
JEWELRY
PENS & PENCILS
MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS
TRADING STAMPS
MISCELLANEOUS PRODUCTS
MISCELLANEOUS STORES
TOTAL
Broadcasting

666,000
268,000
168,000
220,000
10,000
1,362,000
77,000
1,044,000
21,000
211,000
9,000
1,444,000
162,000
527,000
755,000
$119,062,000

TV

BUYING

BY

HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT
& SUPPLIES
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS
INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS
INSURANCE
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS & CAMERAS
MEDICINES & PROPRIETARY REMEDIES
OFFICE EQUIPMENT, STATIONERY & WRITING SUPPLIES
POLITICAL
PUBLISHING & MEDIA
RADIOS, TELEVISION SETS, PHONOGRAPHS,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES
SMOKING MATERIALS
SOAPS, CLEANERS & POLISHES
SPORTING GOODS & TOYS
TOILETRIES & TOILET GOODS
TRAVEL, HOTELS & RESORTS
MISCELLANEOUS

260,000

TELEVISION, RADIO, PHONOGRAPH, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
342,000
ANTENNAS
77,000
RADIO & TELEVISION SETS
49,000
RECORDS
207,000
MISCELLANEOUS
9,000
TOBACCO PRODUCTS &
SUPPLIES
8,072,000
CIGARETTES
7,400,000
CIGARS, PIPE TOBACCO
603,000
MISCELLANEOUS
69,000
TRANSPORTATION
TRAVEL
AIR
BUS
RAIL
MISCELLANEOUS

CATEGORIES
PRODUCT
March
Jan.-March
1958
1958
AGRICULTURE & FARMING
$ 865,611
13,066
$ 408,269
APPAREL,
FOOTWEAR
& ACCESSORIES
15,264,539
AUTOMOTIVE, AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES & EQUIPMENT
5,321,245
BEER, WINE & LIQUOR
592,910
1,791,245
237,509
BUILDING MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT & FIXTURES
357,293
CONFECTIONERY & SOFT DRINKS
851,523
2,512,450
CONSUMER SERVICES
385,475
1,250,787
ENTERTAINMENT & AMUSEMENT
212,616
212,616
FOOD & FOOD PRODUCTS
26,952,336
9,179,795
158,241
GASOLINE, LUBRICANTS & OTHER FUELS
690,559
115,098
57,120
HORTICULTURE
NETWORK

2,041,349
261,460
1,688,933
480,666
750,794

1,666,212
66,174
453,925

111,180
723,958

2,171,465

4,974,782
5,519,606
i /y,zzz

14,556,716
16,135,043
1 JO

8,693,826
222,322
594,355

24,731,359
616,845
1,751,276
$143,704,116

$49,459,337
Gross Time Costs Only

Daytime
Mon.-Fri.
Sat. & Sun.
Nighttime

TV BILLING
MARCH
Change
1957
1958
+ 8.0
+ 9.1
$13,092,877 $14,135,538
+ 3.2
22
11,583,4
260
10,619,
6
+ 15.6
2,552,11
617
2,473,
30,560,118 35,323,799

TOTAL

$43,652,995

NETWORK

GROSS

LNA-BAR:

5,258,599
1,631,295
2,308,345
15,617,567

5,149,104
663,077

Total
LNA-BAR:

5,491,882
789,655

$49,459,337

BY

DAY

PARTS

JANUARY-MARCH
1958

Change
%
++ 10.0
10.7

1957
$38,164,945
31,847,391

$41,992,436
35,240,580

6,317,554
88,375,253

6,751,856
101,711,680

+ 6.9
+ 15.1

+ 13.3 $126,540,198 $143,704,116

+13.5

Gross Time Costs Only

25
TV'S TOP
NETWORK
r
Quarte
1st
ny,
By Compa
... $11,933,899
T. PROCTER & GAMBLE
5,391,337
2. GENERAL MOTORS
5,232,263
. . . .;
3. Chrysler
5,165,950
4. GENERAL FOODS
5,070,603
5. LEVER BROTHERS
5,020,935
.
.
.
ALMOLIVE
COLGATE-P
6.
7. BRISTOL-MYERS
4,842,986
4,683,316
AM. HOME PRODS
3,725,625
9. ford motor
3,591.865
10. r. j. reynolds
3,393,602
11. GILLETTE
2,966,246
ogg
12. kell
13. AMERICAN TOBACCO
.... 2,830,380
14. LIGGETT & MYERS TOB.
. 2,817,789
15. PHARMACEUTICALS INC.
. 2,489,475
16. STERLING DRUG
2,071,018
17. P. LORILLARD
2,052,309
18. general mills
2,036,713
19. revlon
1,976,432

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

1,964,719

NATIONAL DAIRY PRODS.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON
RADIO CORP. OF AM. . .
EASTMAN KODAK
PHILIP MORRIS
GENERAL ELECTRIC
...

LNA-BAR:

1,761,773
1,590,932

1,455,448
1,452,858
1,351,383
Gross Time Costs Only

NETWORK
TV'S
By Brand, 1st Quarter

TOP

25

1. tide (P & G)
$2,325,404
2. FORD PASS. CARS
2,152,418
.... 2,060,660
3. ANACIN (WHITEHALL)
2,056,099
4. BUFFERIN (b-m)
. . 1,820,088
(REYNOLDS)
5. WINSTONS
6. CHEVROLET PASS. CARS . . . 1,669,850
7. PLYMOUTH PASS. CARS . . . 1,667,917
1,649,153
8. DODGE PASS. CARS
1,351,992
9. viceroy (b&w)
10. l & m's
1,205,213
CONTINUED
May 26, 1958
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.
24.
25.

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM $1,157,837
(LEVER) 1,112.979
WISK DETERGENT
1.083,972
.
.
G)
&
GLEEM (P
5
1,058,17
)
llard
(lori
KENTS
16
1,036,9
p)
(cfab
1,026,170
prudential ins
1,015,086
chesterfields (l & m)
989,356
g)
&
(p
cheer
970,956
CAMELS (REYNOLDS)
PALL MALLS (AMERICAN) 966.255
GERITOL
964,497
(PHARMACEUTICAL)
(AMERICAN) 906.880
HIT PARADES
KODAK CAMERAS 895,487
EASTMAN
888,381
MERCURY PASS. CARS
858,387
EMS
BELL TEL. SYST

LNA-BAR:

Gross Time Costs Only

TV'S
NETWORK
By Company, March
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

15

$4,013,873
PROCTER & GAMBLE
1,883,133
S
FOOD
GENERAL
1,849,755
RS
MOTO
GENERAL
1,762,715
CHRYSLER
1,709,742
BRISTOL-MYERS
1,693,638
LEVER BROTHERS
1,686,581
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
1,487,854
AM. HOME PRODS
1,294,950
R. J. REYNOLDS TOB
1,221,464
FORD MOTOR
1,192,565
GILLETTE
1,013,586
TOBACCO
AMERICAN
927,805
KELLOGG CO
917,064
.
.
PHARMACEUTICALS INC.
893,702
LIGGETT & MYERS TOB.

LNA-BAR:

Gross Time Costs Only

NETWORK
By Brand, March
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

TOP

TV'S

TOP

tide (p & G)
bufferin (b-m)
dodge pass, cars
ford pass, cars
anacin (whitehall)
winstons (reynolds) ....
plymouth pass. cars
chevrolet pass. cars ....
viceroys (b & w)
.
colgate dental cream
prudental ins
kents (lorillard)
gleem (p & g)
wisk detergent (lever)..
salems (reynolds)

LNA-BAR:
Chevron

15

$825,427
738,622
663,597
637,864
612,129
611,784
555,570
544,996
502,269
395,921
383,968
372,892
363,876
360,879
361,787

Gross Time Costs Only
Sets Spot Campaign

California Oil Co., Perth Amboy, N. L,
will send $2 million in a 26-week radiotv-newspaper campaign, which starts this
week in eastern states from Maine to North
Carolina. The schedule is to promote the
change of name from Calso to Chevron
gasoline. Tv spots featuring the cartoon
character Hy Finn, an American motorist who becomes a satisfied Chevron customer, will run about $800,000 and radio
spots will cost about $200,000. Agency is
BBDO, New York.
Page 36
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SPOT

TV

• Summer
• Future

summer season is "the slowest in the watch
business" and indicated that the company's
sales, like others in the hard-goods field,
had been affected by the current recession.

BRAKES

BULOVA

SLATE
sales lag blamed

Bulova is considered one of the world's
bigger watch firms along with U. S. Time
Corp. (Timex) and Gruen.
Since 1948, Bulova has been a consistent
user of spot tv on a 52-week basis using
largely 20-second IDs and some 10-second
spots. As far back as July 1941, Bulova used
spot tv on WNBT (TV) (now WRCA-TV)
New York but stepped up its participation
in the medium seven years2 later. It is be*
in virtually
lieved the company bought time
every tv market in the country.
Bulova's decision caught station representatives bysurprise but they declined to
comment on the action, hoping the move
is a temporary one only for this summer.

course undecided

Bulova Watch Co., New York, which has
a history of spot broadcasting dating back
to 1929, is cancelling its current spot tv
schedule amounting to $4 million this year
as of June 15 — and is undecided about its
future plans.
Bulova, which dropped out of spot radio
several years ago after a lengthy and profitable association, notified station representatives of its latest decision in a letter from its
advertising agency, McCann-Erickson, New
York. The letter gave no indication of
Bulova's future plans but pointed out that
although watch sales are seasonal, the company in the past has been using spot tv
on a 52-week basis. This year, the letter

Bates

A spokesman for Bulova later told
Broadcasting
that the company would be
months."
back in television this fall "in one form or
another," but could not specify the type of
tv participation. In addition to the spot tv
schedule amounting to about $4 million this
broadcast year (usually beginning in September) Bulova also has invested about $2.5
million on network specials — co-sponsorship
of 10 Frank Sinatra Show programs on
ABC-TV and several musical shows on
NBC-TV. The Bulova official said he could
not speculate on the fate of spot tv for the
future at this time, pointing out that meetings are scheduled for the next three weeks
between representatives of the company and

vice
Co.,
vice
the

MR. HILL

MR. MacNELLY

McCann-Erickson, during which Bulova's
advertising considerations will be evaluated.
The Bulova spokesman stressed that the

HOW

Hill, MacNelly

E. L. Hill and C. L. MacNelly Jr.,
presidents and directors of Ted Bates &
New York, have been elected senior
presidents. Mr. Hill has been with

continued, Bulova has decided "to cancel
all spot tv for the low selling summer

ACTIVITY

Promotes

agency for 10 years, and before that was a
brand manager with Procter & Gamble. Mr.
MacNelly has been with Ted Bates for
eight years.

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 124,943,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
May 11-17. This is how they spent their time:

68.5% (85,586,000)
56.4% (70,468,000)
81.7% (102,078,000)
29.8% (37,233,000)
19.3% (24,114,000)
24.9% (31,124,000)

watching television
spent 1,713.4 million hours
listening to radio
991.5 million hours
spent
newspapers
reading
hours
407.0 million
spent
reading magazines
160.8 million hours ....
spent
spent 275.1 million hours watching movies on tv
attending movies*
126.0 million hours
spent

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's weekly and quarterly
"Activity" report, from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated
and unduplicated audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger
& Co.

for the week with exception of the "attending
• All figures are average daily tabulations
total for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are availmovies" category which is a cumulative week.
able within 2-7 days of the interviewing
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of May 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 107,850,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.3% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,779,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 46,019,000 tv sets in use in U. S.
Broadcasting

STATION

SELECT

S

REPRESENTATIVE

proudly

its appointment

announces

as

representative

for

TV

WUSNCharleston,

Carolina

South

NBC-Channel

Effective

June

2

1 , 1 958

Represented by:

Select Station Representatives
Simmons
James

Broadcasting

Associates
S. Ayers

in New

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington

in Boston, Chicago and the West Coast
Company

in Atlanta and Charleston
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as

basic

as

the

alphabet

EGYPTIAN
Searching for the ancient
ancestor of our letter C,
many scholars eye with favor
picture-sign for
Egyptian
the
corner
or angle.
PHOENICIAN
With the passage of time,
far-traveling Phoenician
merchants adapted the corner sign and let it stand for
the first sound of game/ —
precise meaning of which
is not certain.
GREEK
The Greeks changed game/
to gamma and wrote it in
various ways. The form
pictured here was officially
adopted by the Athenians
in 403 B.C.
ROMAN
From one of the Greek
gamma forms, the Romans
created two Latin letters.
One was our letter G; the
other, our letter C.
Historical data by

Dr. Dona/d J. Lloyd, Wayne State University
into customers is much easier
when you buy WWJ. Nearly thirty-eight years of quality
radio service to Detroit and southeastern Michigan have
built a tremendously loyal audience which accepts
WWJ-advertised products quickly and enthusiastically.

Changing

listeners

campaign here— with the WWJ
Melody Parade, WWJ News, with popular personalities
and
like Hugh Roberts, Faye Elizabeth, Bob Maxwell
Jim De Land. It's the basic thing to do!

Start your

c ream

of the

Michigan

market

of Michigan's
y per cent
Seventation
commanding 75
popul
per cent of the state's buying
WWJ's
within
powerme lives
ry coverage
dayti
prima
area.

_

_

_ mm

radio

jm

mm

mm

AM and FM

RADIO
WWJ
WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION
Owned and operated by The Detroit NeWS
NBC Affiliate

National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Jnc.

Page 38
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it off
to get
on shelf; tv's out
goes
cereal
new
Mills
General
The
company
(which
had
sales
of $527.7
low
and
City
York
New
as
markets
such
in
As shoppers filed into grocery stores dotmillion
last
year)
has
two
kingpins.,
Cheerios
ting a wide eastern slice of the U. S. on
in frequency in some "secondary" markets.
and Wheaties, and also markets Kix (a cornMay 1 (a Thursday), their buying moves
(D-F-S is buying its tv spot on "rating
points"). How long will this be kept up?
puff) and Jets and Trix, sugar-coated cereals.
were being watched closely by one group of
other
In
needed.
What
GM has not but Kellogg's has (on the
executives in Minneapolis and another set
Simple — as long as it's
so simple.
Not
country?
the
of
parts
for about two years) is a premiummarket
of strategists in New York. That was "IHi-Pro
of
s
re-order
are
there
ng
Assumi
priced cereal (Hi-Pro retails in the 27-29
Day" (introductory day), the beginning of
at a sufficient rate and as the product bea test of a marketing plan three years in
cent range). Kellogg's entry is Special K, a
comes available and capacity permits, the
rice-tasting nutritive-packed package that
the making.
rates sixth in sales tonnage (topped by Corn
southand
d
l
westwar
Genera
of
march
debut
will
n
official
campaig
May 1 was the
Flakes, Cheerios, Wheaties, Post Toasties,
expanan
go
ward. With it presumably will
Mills' new entry in the cereal mart, a packsion of radio and tv spot.
and Rice Krispies) and third in dollar volume
age of high-protein breakfast food called
(Corn Flakes and Cheerios precede it).
Hithe
in
Another 'image" is being used
Hi-Pro. It is the first cereal of any consePro advertising for the first time in any
General Mills developed Hi-Pro over a
quence to enter the super-competitive cerebrand of General Mills' cereals: Betty Crockthree-year span, most of the food laboratory
als food area in two years.
er. The name appears on the box in support
work conducted by a highly respected food
That anxious look from Minneapolis
of the Hi-Pro target: to influence women
from
and
research laboratory, Wisconsin Alumni Re(head offices of General Mills)
search Foundation, and with consultation by
greatest
the
have
"who
children),
just
(not
DancerMadison Ave. (head offices of
Betty
welfare."
and
concern of family health
a leading expert in the nutrition field, Dr.
Crocker has been a leading personality in
Fitzgerald-Sample, agency on Hi-Pro) will
F. J. Stare of Harvard.
Hi-Pro
the
continue. As of last week,
the food field, is looked to by GM customers
D-F-S knew where it wanted to go in mefor tips on recipes and baking (General
watchers saw "encouraging reports" in
cethe
But
dia for good reason. It is generally conceded
.
Mills is the leading milling company in the
movement of the new product
to
this
than
more
need
real campaigners will
the agency was assigned Hi-Pro because of
U. S.) but more importantly is known for
the
be
will
its
influence in consumption of food for
go on. The curse or the blessing
with Cheerios. nowits spectacular success in
sales percentage
pushing Corn Flakes
nutritional value (the whole advertising base
future strength of re-orders. In a drive to
increases
substantial
shown
the
has
kind,
(Cheerios
this
of
t
produc
new
a
establish
of Hi-Pro's appeal).
ent
subsequ
as
nt
importa
as
not
is
sale
initial
As explained by an executive: Hi-Pro is over the last three years). Since tv's arrival
sales — wiH the customer come back for
on the advertising scene, Cheerios has ala whole breakfast in a bowl. It is for today's
more?
located between 80-85% of all its media
"economy-minded person — the woman who
dollars to broadcasting, with television getwants a whole breakfast in convenient form
General Mills and D-F-S think try-out
— a substantial meal but no time to prepare
ting the major share.
customers will become repeaters. They are
Television
turned out to be a genie for
supporting this faith with a television canCheerios.
General
Mills is rubbing the lamp
that
media)
General
other
to
by
important is Hi-Pro
nonade (backed up
How Very.
Mills?
repeats a copy theme of a "whole breakfast
in a bowl" and "three times the high quality
again.
protein" of any other cereal and demonstrates just how nutritious a breakfast HiPro can be (see tv commercial).

The same day the campaign opened (distribution machinery already had Hi-Pro
stocked on the shelf), General Mills and
D-F-S laid down the tv spot barrage that
now covers the box-like sector etched out of
the U. S. East. The introductory territory
runs generally west to Chicago north to the
U. S. -Canada border and as far south as
Washington, D. C.
There are perhaps some 50 major market
areas in this section where the Hi-Pro tv
"message" is being seen and heard (mostly
one-minute announcements with some 20second spots). In addition to the tv spot
umbrella, General Mills called on longrange (or national) advertising support in
the form of cut-ins in the network tv shows

it."

it sponsors (ABC's Wyatt Earp and American Bandstand, CBS's Verdict Is Yours and
Beat the Clock).
Starting June 1 General Mills and D-F-S
will bring up additional advertising to supplement the yeoman chore delegated to tv.
A radio spot schedule is being placed in
about the same markets where tv has been
running [Closed Circuit, May 12].
What's the budget? The silence on "budgets" in the cereal field is deafening. The talk
is on product, not money. This much is
known, however. Tv and radio are getting
two-thirds of the Hi-Pro introductory ad
budget; television alone is receiving approximately twice the amount that goes into print.
Television spots are running at a high rate
Broadcasting

Hi-Pro's

tv

pitch

for you and your family a new breakfast. (2) It's Hi-Pro . . . new protein flakes
(1) Now
with at least . . . (3) . . . three times the high quality protein of any leading
of Hi-Pro and milk . . . gives you as much protein
rea'dy-to-eat cereal. (4) A serving
as an egg and two slices of bacon. (5) A combination of more of the important vitamins
than many fruits. (6) More of the important minerals than tfwo slices of whole wheat
toast. (7) So much balanced food value . . . it's called a "whole breakfast in a bowl,
corn
(8) And Hi-Pro is such a welcome change of taste in the morning . . . wheat, with
and rice blended into each crisp, man-sized flake. (9) Hi-Pro, the new breakfast
at least three times the high quality protein of any leading ready-to-eat cereal.
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PGW

FORECASTING

HOT

RADIO

• Slump
• New

SUMMER

is myth,

salesmen

say

kit offers proof for am

Advertisers ought not to put their spot
radio plans into the deep freeze during the
summertime. And. for those who have a
few radio plans frozen for the time being,
the summer period is just the time to defrost.
A drive for new spot radio business on

phasis on the fact that 87.5% of the more
than 5 million cars sold last year were radio-equipped); 25.7% of annual retail sales
in the U. S. are made during the summer
months (Commerce Dept. figures).
PGW notes that 32% of all radios travel
with people in the summertime. Cited are
surveys of the percentage of portable radios taken along on weekends and on weekdays by certain groups to outdoor events

and the percentage of these portables in
use.
In specific fields (food-grocery stores,
hardware-appliance retailers, gas stations
and lumber-building material dealers), PGW
observes that retail sales during the summer
months go over the average for the nation.
Against all these "summer facts," PGW
asks the advertisers to "check your media

objectives."

the basis of the summer's attractiveness
comes from Peters, Griffin, Woodward, station representative. PGW looks, too, to the
advertiser already using spot radio and is
urging him to maintain schedules and perhaps to increase.
The whole PGW pitch is contained in a
new kit, called "in the Big New Summerlime." The firm's radio salesmen are being
equipped with the kits to aid them in their
selling rounds at agencies and to advertisers. This week the salesmen met with
Robert H. Teter, PGW vice president and
director of radio, at a "Summer Clinic"
to go over the problem of the "Myth of the
Summer Slump," which Mr. Teter says the
evidence in the kit "explodes."
Basically, the material prepared by PGW
attacks the myth by stressing statistically the
importance of the summer months — June,
July and August — in consumer habits and
buying.
PGW cites National Industrial Conference Board figures which show that half
of the people take their vacations at times
other than the summer (50% in the summer,
20% in the fall, 20% in the spring and
10% in the winter). Very few families, according to NICB, are away "all summer"
and 80% of Americans are away from
their homes and jobs for less than three
weeks out of the entire year.
Thus, says PGW, "the balance of the
summer is like any other time of the
year. . . . People go to work, buy things
they want, enjoy themselves." Chief difference, the station representative notes, is
that people spend more time outdoors and
they drive their cars more and "radio goes
with them wherever they go."
In pointing up time spent with radio,
PGW includes figures showing the total
time individuals spent with media (from a
Sindlinger & Co. survey). Radio, according
to these figures, has the highest "score" for
June, July and August compared with
other media. Another set of figures (taken
from Pulse) emphasizes radio's use in and
out of the home in such widely separated
markets as New York, Chicago, New Orleans and Los Angeles. Compared are both
winter and summer listening according to
average quarter-hour sets in use from six
in the morning to midnight. In each of the
markets, the summer average topped the
winter figure.
Other sets of statistics probe various
markets in the U. S., showing further
summer and winter listening comparisons
and radio summer use growth; increase in
summer travel on the highways (with emPage 40
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MYOMIST and the people who launched its campaign on WRCA-TV New York (I to r):
Jay Heitin, sales manager, WRCA-TV; Shari Lewis, m.c. of the Hi, Mom show; Ted
Braude, account executive, Joseph Katz Co.; Harry W. Bennett, senior vice president,
Katz; Josie McCarthy, culinary expert, and Alfred Kovnat, Parry marketing chief.
Tv

gets

a

hot

prospect

goes national
as Myomist
Attention, tv station sales managers:
there's a new spray wafting your way which
may leave you breathless in more ways than
one. Called Myomist, the new antiseptic
oral spray — which is packaged by Parry
Labs, New York, in a small (2% -inch high)
portable, infantry-blue plastic squeeze bottle,
— is hellbent on achieving national distribution within 60 days and is banking primarily on tv to put it over.
To date, Myomist has been introduced
in only a few selected markets, but where
it has made its bow, its impact has been
clearly felt. Precisely how successful its
sales have been in the six months Myomist
has been sold no one can tell, least of all
executives at Parry Labs, who know but
won't talk. Conscious of the threat of a
Bristol-Myers or Colgate-Palmolive — both
of which have had long-established, intricate
networks of distribution and marketing
pipelines — Parry, founded only late last
year by a nucleus of ex-Helene Curtis employes, also has instructed its agency, Joseph
Katz Co., to keep "absolutely mum." But
station people who have watched Myomist
debut in their market are unreservedly enthusiastic about the product's progress.

Myomist "premiered" in Cleveland last
January on WEWS (TV) and WJW-TV;
shortly thereafter, it popped up in Washington, using all four stations there — WTOPTV, WRC-TV, WMAL-TV and WTTG
(TV). Then it tested Chicago on WNBQ
(TV) and WBKB (TV), switched to Philadelphia's WFIL-TV. But not until a fortnight ago did Myomist truly get underway.
It signed a 52-week schedule on WRCA-TV

New York under that station's "Double
Dividend Plan," agreeing to spend no less
than $325,000 at the outset. It also bought
supplementary time on WPIX (TV) and
WABC-TV New York. Next week, Myomist
should enter Baltimore, using WMAR-TV
there.
From all indications, Parry Labs' buying
strategy can best be called erratic; aside
from WRCA-TV, it has bought no set
schedule in terms of 13 weeks. In some of
"out".
"in" andproduct.
the above
The
reason:markets,
Myomistit went
is a pioneer
While it may be "competing" with other
oral hygiene preparations, it has no peer
in that it's a mouthspray that one may easily
carry around on one's person, thus has "no
track record" it can follow.
So far, Parry Labs reportedly is spending upwards of $1.3 million in five markets,
85% in tv spot. It is understood to be considering barter but when questioned, a Parry
executive said that most of its time purchases will be "for cash." While its number
one market potential is with the businessman who
•
can't gargle or brush his teeth
after a garlic-flavored luncheon session —
thus using early morning and late night tv
— Parry Labs will make a concerted effort
to "reach" the groom-conscious teenager.
It is presently considering buying its first
participation in ABC-TV's
network
can Bandstand.

Ameri-

Quo vadis Myomist? Notes one leading
station representative: "With over $1 million being spent in tv in only a handful of
cities and apparently meeting with phenomenal consumer reaction, can you imagine
what they'll [Parry Labs] be spending in
only a few months' time? Why, this may be
the Lestoil story of 1958!"

Broadcasting

talk

Neal

Welch

General Manager

Even

Radio/TV

a few minutes

with

Neal Welch will give you an inkling of the major

role that the Paul H. Raymer Company
ment of WSBT

to

as the dominant

property in South

has played in the develop-

. . . overwhelmingly
Bend.

dominant . . .

In national spot, Raymer

Representation delivers better than 80%

of all the radio business

and grabs more than fifty percent of all the TV schedules in this
hot 3-station market. No one can tell you better than Neal Welch
how

intelligent management,

programming

showmanship

and

aggressive representation can make a station the buy . . . the only
buy ... in a major market.

then
WSBT

talk

to

Raymer

has been represented by Raymer for twenty-three years . . .

a unique record in station representation (most representatives
haven't even been in business that long). Perhaps it would pay
you to talk to Raymer and find out for yourself what it is that
makes

Raymer

Representation

tick . . . and stick. Certainly it

would help you decide if your representative is doing for you what
Raymer

Representation has done for WSBT.

THE PAUL H. RAYMER

COMPANY,

Exclusive National Representatives
Since 1932
New York • Chicago • Hollywood
San Francisco • Dallas • Detroit
Atlanta mow

INC.

Still is. In television the competition never lets up. It keeps going
day and night, 52 weeks a year. And each year it gets tougher.

With the final Nielsen Report now in for the October to April
season (the period of peak audience competition among
it is now clear that all three networks
audiences than ever-an

networks)

have delivered larger

average of 14% more at night and 15%

more during the day.
It is also clear that during this season the CBS Television Network
-again attracted the largest average audiences in broadcasting—
816,000 more homes at night and 115,000 more homes during the
day than any other network

with a full daytime schedule

the season's largest audience for a single program-

-achieved

the 23 million homes

that watched

a Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz show

-presented

more of the most popular programs

network-a

monthly

-won

than any other

average of 6 of the top 10

the largest number

of program

awards for adding new

dimensions to the presentation of entertainment

and the promotion

of public information and understanding- a total of 60
-earned

a 16% larger investment

from advertisers than the

second largest advertising medium.
Whether

you consider it in terms of the biggest audiences, the

most important awards, or the largest advertising investment, the
decision is plain. The winner and still champion

in every round,

as it has been for the last 68 consecutive Nielsen Reports, is still. . •

THE

CBS

TELEVISION

NETWORK

ADVERTISERS S AGENCIES continued

BUSINESS

WHO'S

BRIEFLY

BUYING

WHAT,

reportedly has order in for alternate halfhour of show. Program could premiere in

WHERE

Tuesday night spot. Understood other advertisers (unidentified) have bids in for par-

AMOCO SIGNS • American Oil Co., N. Y..
has launched its annual 13-week summertime radio-tv campaign with theme, "More
Gas per Gallon." Drive got underway May
12 on 150 radio and 35 tv stations on East
Coast from Maine to Florida. Additionally,
Amoco, through Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.
and Baltimore, has signed for 17th consecutive year to sponsor Washington Redskins
pro football games this fall over regional
radio-tv network.

(Wed. 5-5:30 p.m.) effective April 30.
Order, placed through Harry Eisen Adv.,
N. Y., is for 22 weeks.

BAT GUANO BOOM • Purex Corp. is extending its advertising campaign for Bat
Guano through 1 1 western states, following
successful introductory campaign in Southern California. Radio and newspapers will
be used with something more than 50% going to radio, according to Ben Potts, president. Potts-Ray & Assoc., agency for Bat
Guano advertising. One-minute transcriptions will be used from 4 to 40 per station
per week during 13-week campaign. On
June 2, radio spots will start on 24 stations, adding two more June 16. Three stations will pick up schedule June 23, five
June 30, four more on July 1. Plant food
campaign also is continuing on seven Southern California stations, plus three additional outlets coming in June 2.

• Bristol-Myers Co., N. Y.,
has signed to sponsor new half-hour adventure tv film series Pete Gunn over NBC-TV
(9-9:30 p.m.), starting in fall. Precise starting date and products to be advertised will be
determined later. Agency: Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, N. Y.

ON BINGO CARD • Associated Products,
West New York, N. J., through Grey Adv.,
to sponsor ABC-TV's new
N. Y., has signedhome
participation musical
audience and
quiz Music Bingo (Fri., 8:30-9 p.m.) when
show debuts June 6.

WHEATIES

WARM-UP

FORD SHUFFLE • Ford Div. of Ford
Motor Co. and Ford Dealers of America
through J. Walter Thompson, New York, to
sponsor new filmed western Buckskin as
summer replacement for The Ford Show
(Tennessee Ernie Ford) on NBC-TV (Thursday, 9:30-10 p.m.), starting July 3 with Ford
to resume Oct. 2. At same tirne, CBS Radio
confirmed that Tennessee Ernie Ford will
reolace Arthur Godfrey in late afternoon
segment of The Ford Road Show effective
June 2 with time period cut 10 minutes, now
5:05-5:20 p.m., Mon.-Fri. [Advertisers &
Agencies, May 19]. Buckskin will be produced by Betford Productions and filmed by
Revue Productions in Hollywood.
HERO WORSHIP • The Sweets Co. of
America (Tootsie Rolls, Tootsie Roll Pops,
Caramels and Fudge and Rockwood Chocolate confections), Hoboken, N. J., has
signed to sponsor ABC-TV's Superman
(Mon. 5-5:30 p.m.) and Wild Bill Hickok
•
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HAS

GUNN

• Procter & Gamble Co.
has extended sponsorship of NBC-TV Suspicion (Mon., 10-11 pm.) for additional 12
weeks through Sept. 22. Agency: Benton &
Bowles, N. Y.
P&G

EXTENDS

SMOKE

SCENE

• P. Lorillard Co., through
Lennen & Newell, N. Y., has signed to sponsor ABC-TV's Rough Riders (Thurs. 9:3010 p.m) effective Sept. 18.

POPULAR COMIC • If new hour-long
Garry Moore show goes into prime evening
time on CBS-TV next season as currently
contemplated by network, it will not lack
Shulton Inc. (men's
sponsorshipN. interest.
toiletries),
Y., via Wesley Assoc., N. Y.,

LUCKY SEVEN • NBC-TV recorded $7
million in gross daytime business during
past week, by five advertisers, according to
Walter D. Scott, vice president, NBC-TV
network sales. Advertisers placing order:
Alberto-Culver and Miles Labs, through
and
Chesebrough-Pond's
Wade,
Geoffrey
Mentholatum
through
J. Walter Thompson
and Standard Brands through Ted Bates. ,
Ad

Council

Political

to

Fund

Back
Drive

Public service advertising in radio-tv and
other media will be used experimentally this
political " campaigns. A
finance
year
"Don't toPass
the Buck — Give a Buck" drive
was previewed last weekly the Advertising
tion. \
Council and American Heritage Founda-

Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, board chairman
of RCA and the foundation, introduced the
campaign to Washington newsmen Wednesday. The idea was developed by Philip L.
Graham, publisher of the Washington Post
& Times-Herald (WTOP-AM-FM-TV) .
In essence, the campaign is based on contributions bya large segment of the public,

• General Mills

Inc. (Wheaties) will sponsor NBC-TV's new
quarter-hour program The Wheaties Sports
Page to be programmed preceding major
sports events telecast on network during
1958 and 1959. Program, which will start
June 14, will precede each Saturday afternoon Major League Baseball Game, all-star
baseball game, July 8, World Series starting
Oct. 1 and football Game of the Week in
fall. Knox Reeves Adv. is agency for GM.

Page 44

RIFLE AMMO • Procter & Gamble, (Tide)
Miles Labs and Ralston Purina Co. will
sponsor The Rifleman during fall season
on Tuesdays, 9-9:30 p.m. on ABC-TV.
Starting date will be announced later. Agency for P&G is Benton & Bowles, for Miles,
Geoffrey Wade and for Ralston Purina,
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli.

ticipation.
DAYTIME IN MIND • H. J. Heinz Co.,
Pittsburgh, planning to participate in four
quarter-hour daytime shows on NBC-TV.
Specific shows still being selected. Maxon
Inc., N. Y., is agency.

PREVIEW

Sailors

mutiny

for

new

Chevrolet

Capt. Pat Boone is faced with mutiny
in a new Chevrolet commercial when
his men refuse to mop the decks although they "truly love to mop" and
want to "leave the sea" because they
have "fallen in love with something sweet

After getting Capt. Boone to try the
convertible, the sailors succeed in selling
him on it. Throwing away his cap and
whiskers, he sings: "If this be mutiny . . .
It's mutiny for me . . . Drive a Chevrolet
soon . . . You will throw your anchors

The musical commercial is one of
on land."
new "fun series" entitled
Chevrolet's
"She's All Fun." The idea is to compare
the fun of driving the new Chevy with
the fun of outdoor sports.
Although Capt. Boone is skeptical, the
sailors get him to inspect the Chevrolet
and tell him to "Take a little pleasure
trip in this lovely highway ship and
you'll want to take 'er away . . . For
she's all fun and all one could ask for.
She's the smooth-sailing, new Chevrolet."

The spot will be used on the May 29
Pat Boone Chevy Showroom and later
on the Dinah Shore Chevy Show.
A. J. (Pete) Miranda produced the
away."
commercial for Campbell-Ewald (Chevy
agency) under the supervision of Phil
McHugh, tv vice president, and Hugh
Lucas, tv supervisor of the account. The
music was written by Gene Forrell, the
lyrics by Fred Lounsberry. Van Praag
Productions filmed the commercial in
Fox Movietone's New York studios.
Broadcasting

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES cont.nued
urging citizens to "come to the aid of their
parties." Media will provide promotional
impetus and the political parlies will conduct nationwide door-to-door solicitation
for contributions or $1 or more.
Gen. Sarnoff explained that only 2% of
the American people contribute financially
to a political party. He said this "is not a
healthful condition." The idea is endorsed
by both Republican and Democratic National Committees as well as by President
Eisenhower.
Volunteer contributions of free time and
space will provide the basis of the project.
David N. Laux. vice president and account
supervisor of Foote, Cone & Belding, New
York, said his organization as volunteer
agency for the campaign will use radio
and tv stations and networks, outdoor, newspapers, consumer and house journals, business magazines and other media. Michael
P. Ryan, advertising director of Allied
Chemical Corp., is volunteer coordinator
and advertising manager of the project.
The Advertising Council and the Foundation have cooperated in several registerinform yourself-vote campaigns but have
never before asked the public through
Council advertising to contribute money to
political candidates or parties.
Theodore S. Repplier, Council president,
said. "It is not too illogical that the Advertising Council, which conducts voluntary
fund-raising campaigns for the colleges,
the Red Cross and the community chests,
should now also endeavor to come to the
aid of the parties." John C. Cornelius, Foundation president, described the program as
"an investment in clean politics, a movement to free our elected representatives
from the necessity of seeking campaign
contributions with political strings attached.
It will bring the parties closer to the people
and reduce the present dangerous dependence on relatively few sources of support,
many with axes to
The Council and
duced radio-tv spots
animated tv spots.
uted to stations and

grind."
task agency have proof varying length and
These will be distribnetworks.

Timebuyer Scanlan Leaves BBDO
Elenore Scanlan, spot broadcast buyer at
BBDO, New York, for the past 22 years,
has resigned. Miss Scanlan is one of the
first radio timebuyers in the business. During the course of her activity with the
agency, she serviced almost every major
account handled by BBDO. Her future
plans are expected to be announced shortly.
William

B. Henri

Dies at 71

Funeral services were conducted this past
weekend for William B. Henri, 71, retired
founder-president of Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago advertising agency. He
died in Passavant Hospital Wednesday after
a short illness. A pioneer in advertising
and merchandising, Mr. Henri founded the
agency in 1914 and retired in 1956, leading
to a reorganization, with Martin Zitz elected
president. The agency bills in the $10-$ 12
million range.
Survivors include a daughter, Mrs. Helen
Ladewig, and a son, William H., account
executive at H&M.
Page 46
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FILM

TV

HAUNTS
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Stockholder

20TH-CENTURY

questions

preoccupied

with

MEET

subject

regrets cooperation with 'great competitor'
that renders a greater service to the public
The "spectre" of television hung heavily
over the annual stockholders meeting Tuesthan
To motion
questionspictures."
from the floor, Mr. Skouras
day afternoon at 20th Century-Fox Film
replied that the studio's 1957 advertising
Corp.'s New York home office. Most of the
budget (including radio-tv allocations) had
open floor session — questions posed to 20th
shrunk
$1.1 million from 1956's $6.6 milCentury President Spyros P. Skouras — was
lion for domestic promotion.
devoted to "our great competitor" and the
He maintained, to another stockholder,
profoundest anguish was voiced by Mr.
Skouras himself.
that had Hollywood resisted the blandishments of commercial tv by refusing to sell
Though reporting consolidated 1957 film
pre-1948 films to tv, "box office attendance
rental earnings (including tv) of $117,537,would
be 25-40% better today than it is."
070— a gain of $4,756,201 over 1956
He admitted that much of the pre-1948
film now seen on tv would have rested in
film rental revenues — Mr. Skouras "deeply
regretted our role" in selling to tv. (For
the vaults but that the income from "occathe first quarter of 1958 — 13 weeks that
sional re-issues" would have been "substanended March 29 — the studio's film rental
income, also including tv, dropped $704,206
Would 20th Century Fox now stop disfrom 1956's figure of $30,898,398.)
tributing its film to tv? "No," said Mr.
Skouras. "We can't afford to." But he felt
Though noting that 20th Century-Fox
is expanding its tv operations via its whollythat "we sell to tv too cheap," maintaining
that "we are practically giving away our
owned tv production subsidiary, TCF Productions Inc. and that it has signed a refilm" to stations who in turn capitalize on
lease "deal" with National Telefilm Assoc.
the product by selling it to advertisers. Why
as well as a production contract for two
not, tial."
asked another shareholder, up the price
new NTA series, Mr. Skouras left no doubt
tag on film-to-tv? "Because," said Mr.
Skouras, evoking considerable laughter,
to the position of his loyalties and sentias
ments.
"then nobody would buy it."
Another round of laughs followed this
"Tv," he said, "is largely responsible for
the decline in motion picture attendance.
exchange between Mr. Skouras and a stockWe ourselves have contributed to our loss
holder. The latter felt it was "a mistake"
by selling to tv. To me, this was a great
to "dignify" comparison between theatrical
film quality and film seen on tv, saying that
mistake. We have supplied our great competitor with great films. I only hope we
"the mechanical reproduction is bad, it's
all small screen black-and-white . . . and
won't repeat our mistake with post-1948
films." The "we," he added, was meant
it's constantly interrupted by advertising."
Mr. Skouras agreed in principle, but asked,
on an industry-wide scale rather than 20th
Century individually.
"Tell me, if it was so bad, how come you
stayed to watch the pictures on tv . . . why
Via TCF, the studio now has on the air
did you see the film [a pre-1948 20th CenNBC-TV's Broken Arrow Tuesday nights on
tury Fox Film starring Will Rogers] if you
128 stations for Miles Labs and RalstonPurina Co.; My Friend Flicka is sustaining
didn't
it?"
Mr. like
Skouras
pinpointed the opposition
on 77 NBC-TV stations Sunday evening.
not as tv stations or advertisers but as "60
The studio's special-tv 20th Century Fox
million theatres." He meant living rooms.
reas
seen
being
are
Hour episodes now
runs on the NTA Network (financed partly
Asked by Broadcasting to break down
20th
Century Fox film rental earnings into
by the studio). Additionally, TCF is protheatrical
and tv film categories, Donald
ducing for NTA How to Marry a Millionaire and Man Without a Gun — two new
A. Henderson, company treasurer and secretary declined to do so on grounds of
series of 39 episodes each. NTA also is the
•

Skouras

sole tv distributor of 20th's pre-1948 film
product.
Mr. Skouras explained that the studio
went into tv "reluctantly . . . and out of
necessity." He blamed competitors for
"starting the trend," and "fervently" prayed
that his colleagues would continue to resist
the pressure of the guilds. Their demands
he asserted, "are beyond reason," and would,
if met, force 20th Century to increase its
earnings by 165% before it could hope to
break even on its post- 1948 product.
He urged the theatrical exhibitors to
"unite into one strong organization" which
would appeal to Congress to (a) enact
"some sort of protective
grant "subsidies" to the
dustry. "I don't believe,"
"that there's any other

legislation" or (b)
motion picture inMr. Skouras said,
private enterprise

"policy."

ROSE

AMONG

THE

THORNS

20th Century-Fox President Spyros
Skouras admits that television may
also help the movie making business.
In
of reciting
20th's meeting,
tv woes
at the
themidst
annual
stockholder
Mr. Skouras noted that the studio had
production-direction contracts
signed such
with
tv creators as Martin
Manulis (Playhouse 90) and Martin
Ritt (Studio One). "We are happy to
have taken something from tv, as
well," he declared. "It has given us
some benefits, too."
Broadcasting

Suddenly

problems

that have

for years are gone! Work
be done
THE

PRESTO

800 Professional Tape

Recorder is the answer. Its singleaction individualized controls mastermind each detail— deliver a higher rate
of production at significantly lower operating costs.
For example: Separate switches provide correct playing tape tension even
when reel sizes are mixed. Three rewind
speeds are push-button selected. Cue
switch allows hand-winding and cueing
without fighting the brakes. Pop-up
playback head shield for right-hand

s «• • •

.... *»

much

more

plagued

recording

engineers

that usually takes costly hours

can

efficiently — at far less cost.

head disappears in STOP and FAST,
completely exposing all heads for easy
sweep loading and fast, sure editing.
Five color-coded illuminated switches
provide interlocked relay control of the
five basic functions. Spring-loaded playback head can be adjusted for azimuth
even with snap-on head cover in place.
Safe tape handling with top speed is
assured because interlocked relay control prevents accidental use of record
circuit.
If you've done your share of editing,

one thing is clear . . . the recorder you
have to have is the PRESTO 800 Professional. Available in console, portable
and rack-mounted models, in stereo or
monaural. For facts and figures, write,
or wire collect to Tom Aye.

Paramus, New Jersey
A Subsidiary of The Siegler Corporation

TURNTABLES • TAPE RECORDERS •
DISC RECORDERS DISCS • S T Y L I '
FIDELITY CABINETRY
HIGH
AND

8

800

800

PROFESSIONAL
EXCLUSIVE:

PROFESSIONAL
EXCLUSIVE:

PROFESSIONAL
EXCLUSIVE:

Edit switch allows onehand runoff during editing and assembly of master tapes, eliminates
messy tape overflow.

New linen-base, phenolic drum brake system features double
shoes, eliminates brake
maintenance headaches.

Four-position plug-in
head assemblies offer
optimum flexibility.
Can be instantly interchanged without realignment.

FOOD

FOR

in America

THOUGHT:
today. Because

GET

AGE

the GET

homes
AGE

comprise the most valuable audience

(the years between

16 and 49) includes

families when they're young and growing . . . when their wants and appetites are
most prodigious . . . whose buying habits have yet to jell. It includes, too, families at
the very peak of their earning power
again. GET

AGE

— who

are buying more

than they ever will

families spend an average of one-third more money,

than any other age group.*

♦Source: Alfred Politz, "Life Study of Consumer Expenditures," 1957. **Average audience based only on homes with housewife as classified by A. C. Nielsen.
***Average audience and program cost data based on A. C. Nielsen, January-February, 1958 (Sunday through Saturday, 7:30-10:30 P.M., NYT). Cost per thousand
homes per commercial minute for housewife homes (16-49 years of age) based on programming costs prorated to include all A. C. Nielsen housewife-classified homes.

per household,

COLD

FACTS:

72% of ABC

Television's average audience**

is made

up of GET

AGE homes. Corresponding figure for each of the other two networks is 64%. What's
more, cost per thousand for GET AGE householders on ABC-TV is $3.92. The other
two: $4.95 and $4.55.***
Household for household, GET
else. They

buy far more home

AGE

families buy far more groceries than anyone

appliances, far more automobiles,

everything that's advertised on television. And

You

get

them

far more of almost

remember:

at the

GET

AGE

v

abct

FILM CONTINUED
UA

TV

Revenue

Up
SINCERE

By

Million

$2.7

A "healthy continuation of the record of
growth" of United Artists Corp. was noted
last week by UA Board Chairman Robert
S. Benjamin and UA president Arthur B.
Krim. One figure cited was the $4.7 million
racked up in 1957 on sale to tv of a total
of 91 post- 1948 feature films [Closed
Circuit, May 19].
In UA's first annual report to stockholders issued Tuesday. Messrs. Benjamin and
Krim announced 1957 gross revenues of
$70,371,170 representing an increase of
$5,599,386 over 1956 gross revenues. Tv
earnings in 1956 were announced at $2 million; thus UA — which formed a tv subfall— upped its television busiidiary last
ness $2.7 million last year.
Declaring that "it is obvious that there is
room for major expansion in this [tv] direction," UA talked about "a large number of
television projects [now] under analysis."
One of them was announced last week as
being ready for the 1958-59 season: a series
of 30-minute films produced by ex-CBS and
producer-director-writer Fletcher
MGM
Markle titled The Young In Heart. This new
program series, packaged under the Aries
banner for UA-TV, will feature actress
Mercedes McCambridge (Mrs. Markle) and
will deal with collegiate life. The first pilot
film will arrive in New York today (Monday), UA announced last week.
UA became a public corporation a year
ago last month after being taken over by a
new management group in 1951. It went
into television in 1956 with a packet of 39

post-1948 films and distributes only post1948 products. Since taking over seven years
ago, Messrs. Benjamin, Krim and partners
have "insisted wherever possible on a grant
of television rights in its distribution agreements with feature film producers." During
the past six years, UA noted, it has acquired
such rights for over 250 motion pictures,
some of which now are being shown on tv.
It is expected that at UA's annual stockholder meeting June 10 there will be considerable stress played on UA's relationship
with exhibitors vis-a-vis tv distribution.
NTA

Appoints

Lester Krugman

The appointment of Lester Krugman as
executive director of advertising, promotion
and merchandising for National Telefilm
Assoc., New York,
was announced last
week by~01iver A.
Unger. NTA president. Mr. Krugman
has been publisher
of the Cooperative
*i
v
'
■ v
in,
w,

Advertising Newsletter and earlier had
served as advertising
director of the BuUna Watch ( i>.
ot Decca Records.

K
AtiHk
i«
MR. KRUGMAN
jn
Qew ^
he
will be responsible for the operations of
the divisions, with Kermit Kahn, director
of advertising, and Martin Roberts, director
of promotion, reporting directly to him.
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The

Guild's

SELL

television business that has

changed the nature of the film industry in Hollywood also is affecting the
role of the California film maker. In
an unusual turn about, Sam Marx, executive producer of MGM-TV, arrived in New York last week and began making the rounds of agencies
s with a pilot of MGMadvertiser
and
TV's Min and Bill tv series.
MGM-TV reasoned that the man
heading production ought to be able
to best give Madison Avenue the details on a new series. For Mr. Marx,
onetime story editor for MGM, it was
a first time change of hats, to that of a
salesman. The pilot film was produced
sometime ago but MGM-TV has had
it on the shelf since last November
(the series was withdrawn from sale at
that time).

Four
$28

Star

Films

Million

Plans

Season

Four Star Films, Hollywood production
company owned by three actors, Dick
Powell, Charles Boyer and David Niven,
expects to produce $28 million worth of
tv films during the 1958-59 season.
This figure is the estimated time-andtalent cost of 312 half -hour programs in

preparation for six series, with the possibility that three new series will be added.
All of the programs will be filmed at
the Western Avenue studio of 20th CenturyPowell, Four Star President, anFox, Mr.
.
nounced
He said that Four Star will be the sole
occupant of the studio, which holds seven
sound stage plus production buildings and
offices.
The rental agreement could eventually
evolve in Four Star's purchase of the studio,
Mr. Powell stated.

In addition, the arrangement makes available to Four Star the 20th Century-Fox
2,000-acre ranch at Malibu, Calif., the
western street at the main studio and whatever other main studio space may be
needed. Four Star has also purchased the
Hertz-Topange Ranch in the San Fernando
Valley, for its own use as a location site
and for rental to other producers.

Two Four Star series, Dick Powell's Zane
Grey Theatre and Trackdown, have been
renewed for the coming year by their
d,
present sponsors; two new series, Wante
Dead or Alive and The Rifleman, have been
sold and the company anticipates that
Richard Diamond, Private Detective, will
be renewed. The Anthology series, sponsored last season by Goodyear and Alcoa,
will be offered to a new sponsor, and a
new Jeannie Carson show and an Alaskan
Adventure series, Johnny Risk & MacCready's Woman, starring Jane Russell, are
also ready for sale. William Morris Agency
is sales representative for all the Four Star
programs.

Cole

Reports

Film Sales Policy
New
In an annual report for stockholders,
James J. Cole, president of Guild Films
Co., last week announced a new sales policy,
summarized the accomplishments of the
past two months under his supervision and
reported the financial status of the com-

Under the new sales policy the firm will
pany.
concentrate on the sale of television film
for time spots on the stations, under the
barter system. This move, Mr. Cole pointed
out, "would put the company in two businesses: production and sale of film to tv
stations and the securing of time for sponcontract." Mr. Cole said
under statistics,
In sors
thealready
financial
that the new management has cut operating
expenses to $18,000. The report also showed
that some $2,200,000 in income previously
included was eliminated due to contract
cancellations earlier this year and that approximately $560,000 in accounts receivable
were written off as uncollectible. As a result, the company showed a loss of
$463,228.
Among the accomplishments reported by
Mr. Cole was the elimination of some $193,500 in cash payments per month. Of this
amount $143,000 was eliminated through
an agreement with C & C Television Corp.
and Reynard International, by which monies
owed them for acquisition of film would
be paid off in television spot time rather
than cash.
The remaining $53,500 a month was
eliminated by voiding a stock purchase
plan under which prior management had
agreed to acquire Robbins International,
173,000 shares of Guild stock held by that
company.

In the foreign field, Mr. Cole explained
that the total revenue to Guild Films during the past five years was only $350,000.
Other companies, he said, report as much
as 25% or more of their annual income
in this field. He revealed that he was currently in negotiation for a distribution company which he hoped would be a "most
beneficial arrangement" for the company.
Mr. Cole also announced that Guild
would no longer tie up its cash in the
production of an entire series of programs
for syndication. "We will concentrate on
sales to national sponsors before undertaking, production of any series. The company," he added, "presently has in preparation 10 one-half hours for which pilot films
will be made."
AAP Releases April-May Figures
Associated Artists Productions, New
York, grossed $4 million in two months
(April and May), W. Robert Rich, general sales manager, announced May 19.
Release of the figures is a sudden departure
for AAP, which in the past has been reticent
to reveal sales figures, and can be attributed
in part to one of its largest sales just concluded to the Hearst Corp. for its WBALTV Baltimore and WISN-TV Milwaukee
[Film, May 19].
Broadcasting
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Flav-R-Straws Buys Texas Show
To Run in New York Via VTR
What claims to be the first use of Ampex
videotape recording to syndicate a live program in new markets was to begin over the
weekend as WOR-TV New York scheduled
Don Mahoney and His Kiddie Troupers in
the Saturday noon-12:30 p.m. period under
sponsorship of Flav-R-Straws Inc, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. It is a test for Flav-R-Straws,
which is re-entering tv following corporate
reorganization and which may use the program in additional markets via VTR.
is recorded at KENS-TV San
The program
where Mr. Mahoney has a live
Antonio
series. The cowboy star flies several thousand
miles weekly throughout Texas to present
live ranch parties on seven stations. The
WOR-TV show is his first via VTR .
Flav-R-Straws dropped out of tv last
summer after spending $3 million in tv over
a 12-month period and having exhausted its
working capital in over-production of product inventory, according to Lee Wagner, an
original stockholder who temporarily has
been retained by the firm to help its re-entry
into tv. Mr. Wagner was the original publisher of Tv Guide. Flav-R-Straws now is
headed by Victor Kendall, former executive
vice Dresident of Diamond Match Co., with

BUT
FACT

Barney O'Brien as national sales manager.
Since January Flav-R-Straws has been buying into children's programs on tv and now is
using three stations on the West Coast and
three in New England in additional to WORTV. Agency for the WOR-TV purchase is
WABE Inc., New York, headed by station

THE
IS .

representative Charles Bernard.
K-NUZ

-

PULSE

(Jan.-Feb. 1958) Places
K-NUZ in No. 1 position Monday thru Friday for total
broadcast day average 6 A.M.
to 12 midnight.

(Jan.-Feb. 1958) Places
K-NUZ in No. 1 position Monday thru Friday 6 A.M. to 6
NIELSEN
P.M. for total broadcast day
average.

"On-The-Go"

RADIO

in HOUSTON

National

Reps.:

Tv Brings Most Income — Disney
With television credited as the largest
source of income, Walt Disney Productions
reports a consolidated net profit of $1,633,250, or $1.06 a share of outstanding common stock, for the six-month period ended
March 29, after provision for taxes. For the
corresponding period the previous year, the
net was $1,532,391, or $1.03 per share.
Gross income, including that from the
Disneyland Amusement Park, shown for the
first time, was $22,499,750, compared to
$16,457,933 for the six-month period ended
March 30, 1957. Television was the largest
source of income for the Disney organization, bringing in $7,886,027 in the six
months, compared to $7,707,280 for film
rentals, ' $3,876,686 from Disneyland and
$3,029,757 from other sources.
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Re-elected

AAP

Head

Eliot Hyman was re-elected president of
Associated Artists Productions Corp. (a
major distributor of feature films and cartoons to tv) at a board meeting in Wilmington, Del., last week. The board met after
a special stockholders session at which Mr.
,
Hyman, Raymond Stark, David B. Stillman
Louis Stillman and Henry J. Zittau, were
re-elected members of AAP's board. Mr.
Zittau was re-elected secretary-treasurer of
the corporation.
Broadcasting

Ambassador

with

a

clarinet

. . .

His portfolio carries only a sheaf of music — his credentials:
more than twenty years as one of the greats of American music.
Benny Goodman is his name, and all this week he and his
orchestra will be swinging in the American Theatre at the
Brussels World's Fair in a series of concerts presented and
produced by the Westinghouse Broadcasting Company.
Music speaks every man's language. It is a way of communication that overrides many barriers and brings people closer
together. Jazz has become one of our country's prime exports
in the field of popular culture. When Benny Goodman's clarinet
speaks, it sounds out a message of goodwill that has made
friends for the United States all over the world. Last year, when
Goodman toured the Far East for the State Department, the
Saturday Review called it "... a brilliant piece of statesmanship
for America."

Communications is WBC's business, too . . . communicating
through sight and sound, with ideas and entertainment on its
radio* and television stations. Westinghouse Broadcasting Company is proud to be contributing to building the American
Performing Arts Program at the Brussels World's Fair.
* Incidentally, the Goodman concerts from Brussels will be
broadcast nightly on the WBC radio stations.
Your future is great in a growing America.
WESTINGHOUSE

BROADCASTING

COMPANY,

INC.

Boston. WBZ + WBZA. WBZ-TV • Baltimore WJZ-TV • Pittsburgh. KDKA. KDKA-TV • Cleveland. KYW. KYW-TV • Fort Wayne. WOWO • Chicago. WIND • Portland. KEX • San Francisco, KP1>
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MARKETS

IN MARCH

FROM the monthly audience surveys of American
Research Bureau, Broadcasting each month lists the
10 top-rated syndicated film programs in 10 major
markets, selected to represent all parts of the country
with various degrees of competition. Despite all precautions, occasional errors will occur in these tables,
due to use of the same program name for both a syndicated and a network series and the practice of some
stations of substituting local titles (such as {advertiser]
Theatre) for real program names.

Rating

NEW YORK seven-station market
Rating
Sta.
Rank Program
Distr.
Day & Time
26.6
1. Sea Hunt
(Ziv) Sat.
10:30 WCBS-TV
(Ziv) Mon.
2. Highway Patrol
17.5
7:00
WRCA-TV
18.8
3. Honeymooners
(CBS Film) Tues.
7 :00 WRCA-TV
4. If You Had a
17.0
Million
Sat.
(MCA-TV) Tues.
17.0
7:00 WCBS-TV
Mike Hammer
(MCA-TV)
14.1
10:30
WCBS-TV
Wed.
5. Code 3
(ABC-Film l Wed.
10 :30 WRCA-TV
13.9
6. Death Valley Days (PacificBorax)
7:00 WRCA-TV
12.8
7. Silent Service
(NBC Film) Fri.
7:00 WRCA-TV
8. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film) Thurs.
Sun.
11.7
WABC-TV
6:00
5:00
9. Woody Woodpecker (AAP)
WABC-TV
10.1
WPIX
10. Popeye
(AAP) M-F
6:00
5:30
Sat.

LOS ANGELES seven-station market
Rank Program
Distr.
Day & Time
1. Death Valley Days
Borax ) Thurs.
Mon.
7:00
7:30
2. Whirlybirds (CBS(PacificFilm)
3. Sea Hunt
(Ziv) Mon.
Mon.
9:00
4. Highway Patrol
(Ziv)
7:30
7:30
5. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA) Sat.
7:00
6. 26 Men
(ABC Film) Mon.
6:00
7. Amos 'n' Andy
(CBS Film) Sun.
Thu., Tues.,
Thurs.
8. Men of Annapolis (Ziv) Mon.,
8:00
9. Studio
57
(MCA-TV) Sat.
7:30
Little Rascals
(Interstate)
7:00
10. Susie
(TPA) M-F Fri.6:15
Search for Adven. (Bagnall) Thurs.
7:00

CHICAGO four-station market
Rank Program
Distr.
1. Silent Service (NBC Film)
2.
Trooper (MCA-TV)
3. State
Sea Hunt
(Ziv)
4. Sky King
(Nabisco)
Annie Oakley (CBS Film)
Brave Eagle (CBS Film)
5. Woody Woodpecker (AAP)
6. Honeymooners (CBS Film)
Highway Patrol
(Ziv)
7. Cisco Kid
(Ziv)
8. Western Marshal (NBC-Film)
Whirlybirds (CBS Film)
9. Bugs Bunny
(AAP)
10. Flash Gordon
(Guild)

WASHINGTON
four-station market
Time
Distr.
Sta. Rating
Day &
Program
Rank
24.0
6
1. 26 Men
(ABC Film) Sun.
21.7
7 00 WMAL-TV
2. Highway
Patrol (Ziv) Sat.
WTOP-TV
17.5
18.7
00
6
3. Science Fiction Theatre (Ziv) Fri.
7 00 WMAL-TV
16.9
Sun.
4. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film) Sat.
17.2
30 WTOP-TV
15.7
5. Gray Ghost (CBS Film) Thurs. 107 30
00 WTOP-TV
6. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA) Mon.
WRC-TV
6 00
7. Sheena
(ABC Film)
15.5
6 00 WMAL-TV
8. Jungle Jim
(Screen Gems) Thurs.
13.9
Thurs.
5 :00
00 WMAL-TV
9. Woody Woodpecker (AAP)
WMAL-TV
Sun.
10. Tales of Texas
15.1
5
Rangers
(Screen Gems)
WMAL-TV

Sta.
Day & Time WNBQ
WNBQ
9
Tues.
9 30
Wed.
8 30
Wed.
Thurs.
6 00 WGN-TV
6 00 WGN-TV
Fri.
6 00 WGN-TV
Tues.
WGN-TV
5 00 WBKB
Thurs.
9 30
Thurs.
8 00 WGN-TV
Fri.
6 00 WGN-TV
Mon.
6 00 WGN-TV
Wed.
9 00 WGN-TV
Thurs.
WGN-TV
6
M-F
WGN-TV
8 :30 WNBQ
Sat.
12
Sun.

Rating
24.0
22.2
17.2
17.0
17.0
14.1
14.0
13.9
14.0
13.1
13.1
12.8

Sta.

22.1
15.6

KRCA
KTTV
KHJ-TV
KTTV
KTTV
KRCA
KNXT
KNXT
KTTV

15.2
14.6
13.9
13.3
11.9
11.1
10.8
10.8
10.5

KHJ-TV
KTTV
KCOP

10.5

11.8

MINNEAPOLIS-ST. PAUL four-station market
Rating
Rank
Distr.
Program
Day & Time:00* Sta.
23.2
23.0
1. State Trooper (MCA-TV) Tues.
9:30 KSTP-TV
30*
2. Death Valley Days (Pacific9:30
WCCO-TV
Sat.
Borax)
5:30 WCCO-TV 16.3
3. Popeye
(AAP) M-F
4. Sky King
(Nabisco) Sat. 9:00 WCCO-TV 15.2
5. Highway
Patrol (Ziv) Thurs. 10:30 KSTP-TV 14.7
6. Harbor Command
(Ziv) Thurs. 9:30 KSTP-TV 14.5
7. Studio 57
(MCA-TV) Wed. 9:30 KSTP-TV 13.1
8. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film) Sat. 5:30 KSTP-TV 12.8
9. Waterfront (MCA-TV) Fri. 10:45 KSTP-TV 11.9
4:30 WCCO-TV 11.8
10. Bugs Bunny Time (AAP) M-F

SEATTLE-TACOMA five-station market
Sta. Rating
Distr.
Program
27.3
Rank
Day & Time
Thurs.
35.8
7:00
1. Highway
Patrol (Ziv) Sun.
KOMO-TV
6:30
2. Honeymooners
(CBS Film)
26.4
KING-TV
27.2
3. Gray Ghost
(CBS Film) Sun.
KING-TV
9:00
25.4
Borax)
6:00 KOMO-TV
4. Death Valley Days (Pacific- Thurs.
7:00
5. Sea Hunt
(Ziv)
22.9
7:00 KING-TV
Sun.
6. Search for Adven. (Bagnall) Mon.
KING-TV
19.7
7:00
Tues.
7. Kingdom of the Sea (Guild) Sat.
KOMO-TV
6:00
7:30
19.3
8. Silent Service
(NBC Film) Mon.
7:00 KING-TV
9. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA)
18.8
17.5
7:00
10. 26 Men
(ABC Film) Sat.
KING-TV
Mon.
KOMO-TV

CLEVELAND three-station market
Distr.
Day &
Rank
Program
1. Popeye
(AAP) M-F
2. Frontier Doctor (H-TV) Mon.
3. Silent Service
(CNP) Sat.
Thurs.
4. Death Valley Days (Pacific(Borax)
5. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film) Sat.
6. Honeymooners
(CBS Film) Tues.
7. Capt. David Grief (Guild) Wed.
8. Highway Patrol
(Ziv) Tues.
9. Kit Carson (MCA-TV) Sun.
10. Code 3
(ABC Film) Tues.

Time
5:30
7:00
10:30
7:00
6:30
10:30
7:00
7:00
6:00
10:30

Sta.
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
WJW-TV
KYW-TV
WJW-TV
KYW-TV
KYW-TV
WJW-TV
WEWS
WEWS

ATLANTA three-station market
Rank Program
Distr.
1. Amos 'n' Andy
(CBS Film)
2. Honeymooners
(CBS Film)
3. If You Had a
Million
(MCA-TV)
4. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA)
5. Whirlybirds (CBS Film)
6. Code 3
(ABC Film)
7. Casey Jones (Screen Gems)
8. Highway Patrol
(Ziv).
9. Gray Ghost (CBS Film)
10. Boots and Saddles (NBC Film)
Woody Woodpecker (AAP)

COLUMBUS three-station market
Rank
Program
Distr.
Day &
1. Honeymooners
(CBS Film) Sat.
2. Death Valley Days (PacificBorax) Sun.
3. Highway
Patrol
(Ziv) Tues.
4. Casey Jones
(Screen Gems) Tues.
5. Frontier Doctor (NBC Film) Tues.
6. The Tracer
(MPA) Tues.
7. Whirlybirds
(CBS Film) Thurs.
8. Sfcy King
(Nabisco) Fri.
9. Sheriff of Cochise (NTA) Fri.
10. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film) Mon.

Time
7:00
9:30
10:30
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:00
6:30
10:30
6:00

Rating
Sta.
WBNS-TV 28.2
WBNS-TV 26.0
WBNS-TV 25.6
WTVN-TV 23.2
WTVN-TV 22.6
WTVN-TV 21.2
WTVN-TV 20.7
WBNS-TV 20.1
WTVN-TV 19.8
WBNS-TV 19.5
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Rating
27.0
26.7
26.2
22.5
21.3
20.6
19.0
18.5
18.2
17.6

BOSTON three-station market
Program
Distr.
Rank
(CBS Film)
1. Whirlybirds
2. Silent Service
(CNP)
(H-TV)
3. Frontier Doctor
(CBS Film)
4. Honeymooners
5. Highway Patrol
(Ziv)
6.
Official Detective
(Official)
7. Decoy
(NTA)
8. Gray Ghost (CBS Film)
9. 26 Men
(ABC Film)
10. Annie Oakley
(CBS Film)
Harbor Command
(Ziv)

Sta. Rating
Day & Time
25.6
6:00
24.8
7:00 WSB-TV
Fri.
M-F
WSB-TV
24.7
7:00
Mon.
23.8
21.4
7:00 WSB-TV
Tues.
21.8
7:00
Wed.
10:30 WSB-TV
20.6
7:00 WSB-TV
Mon.
Sat.
WAGA-TV
Fri.
WAGA-TV
19.2
7:00
Wed.
7:30 WAGA-TV
7:00
15.3
15.3
5:00 WAGA-TV
16.5
Fri.
WLWA
Thurs.

Day & Time
Tues.
7:00
Fri.
Thurs.
7:00
10:30
Sat.
Sat.
7:00
Mon.
7:00
10:30
7:00
Wed.
Sun.
7:00
Sun.
5:00
Sun.
Sun.
7:00*

28.1
Rating
26.9
WBZ-TV
27.1
WBZ-TV
25.7
WBZ-TV
WNAC-TV
24.6
WBZ-TV
25.2
WBZ-TV
24.3
24.0
WBZ-TV
WBZ-TV
20.3
19.5
WBZ-TV
WNAC-TV
19.5
WNAC-TV
NDICATES A.M.
Sta.

Broadcasting

38-story bronze skyscraper at 375 Park Avenue designed by Mies van der Rohe and Philip Johnson. Associate architects:
Kahn & Jacobs. General contractor: George A. Fuller Company. Architectural metals fabricator: General Bronze Corp.

BRONZE

Age-old

copper

alloy in a brand

There's a striking new face adorning Manhattan's skyline these days. It's
the world's first bronze building. Radiating warmth and color, the 38-story
office building at 375 Park Avenue brings forth intriguing new concepts
in building design. Massive masonry walls have given way to lightweight
"curtains" of glass and architectural bronze.
For bronze endures and endures . . . ages ever so gracefully. But, until
recently, architectural bronze extrusions were unknown in the large sizes
needed for a building like this. Formerly, bronze extrusions were confined
commercially to those whose cross-section would fit in a six-inch circle.
The extrusion problem was studied intensively by Anaconda's American
Brass Company. Working closely with the architects and the architectural
metals fabricator, Anaconda men found the answer. Then, as principal supplier, The American Brass Company used its specially designed dies and
modern extrusion equipment to produce the 26-foot-long I-shaped bronze
mullions and many other extrusions that helped transform a pace-setting
architectural concept into a functional and beautiful reality.
Creativity with bronze is just one more illustration of how Anaconda uses
its technology to serve industry. Ranging from aluminum to uranium,

new

setting

The

AnacondA
Company

The American Brass Company
Anaconda W/re & Cable Company
Andes Copper Mining Company
Chile Copper Company
Greene Cananea Copper Company
Anaconda Aluminum Company
Anaconda Sales Company
International Smelting and
Refining Company ■

Anaconda's many areas of endeavor lead the way to ever-expanding
uses for non-ferrous metals and mill products . . . and to important attainments in America's pattern of progress.
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NETWORK

®

NETWORKS

HAVE

TV

Weaver

Pat

says

NETWORKS
they

Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver, former NBC
president and board chairman, believes that
"a declining television program vitality and
a disintegrating motion picture business"
can trigger a revolution in entertainment
and possibly pave the way for pay tv.
He said so last Tuesday in an address at
Emerson College, Boston, on Annual Broadcasting Day. It was one of his rare public
Septemappearances since leaving NBCinginfield
and
ber 1956 to enter the consult
with plans to embark upon a specialized
mming service to a tailore progra
creativnetwork
.
made
Mr. Weaver disclosed that his own new
programming operation is dormant. "The
slashing of time rates by the networks, in
effect, although disguised as discounts, put
he said.
shelf for anow,"
on thedescribed
this planWeaver
plan he had
Mr.
evolved with Henry J. Kaiser and the late
Mike Todd designed toward reshaping the
entertainment business [Program Services,
Nov. 11, 1957]. This involved the building
of 25 or so Kaiser aluminum domes to
cover trading areas where over two-thirds
of all retail sales are made. Into these houses
would be booked great attractions on films,
plus other motion picture spectaculars, as
well as symphony orchestras and recitals and
personal appearances (whether Harry Bellefonte or Elvis Presley, Jackie Gleason or
Victor Borge, in Mr. Weaver's words).
In discussing the "immense profits" of
NBC, Mr. Weaver departed from his prepared address to comment that in the two
years he headed NBC, the network passed
CBS in total revenue. NBC, he said, made

"close to $85,000,000 in two years" which
he asserted was more than the total investment.
In relation to NBC, he said: "I had believed and had worked toward making NBC
the power that catalyzed this revolution [in
communications] since it could have done
so, while always increasing its already immense profits. The facilities psychology,
however, is not sympathetic to the bold,
the imaginative. Indeed the very scope and
size of the profit possibilities act as a brake
on conventional management, who wrongly
believe that safety lies in repeating what
they have done before, or in appealing to
the sure audiences or markets, rather than
opening up new ones. In the pkst two years
I have regretfully come to the conclusion
that my plans for this glowing future communications complex cannot be implemented through the network operation."
As to pay television, Mr. Weaver said he
believed several years ago that it would
come over the wires and that he had been
opposed to its invasion of the broadcast
frequencies. Then he alluded to the possibility of using frequencies not now usable
in commercial broadcasting — the uhfs in
cities of multiple vhf stations.
He concluded his address this way:
"It is important to have a sound national
Page 58
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have

and

gets

agreement

network service free to the homes, and to
have it advertising supported. It is important to have the theatre and the motion
picture house. But dwarfing these is the absolute indispensability of a full, complete
communications service to our people, in
their home and out of it.
"We cannot depend on the good will of
managements to throw bones to us in television, afew good things on a largely trash
base, or in movies an occasionally fine picture on creature-feature and pap foundations. We will have a gross national product
of way over four hundred and fifty billion
dollars in 1958. We can afford to spend a
certain amount of that on the exciting world
of adult interests that is just beginning to

MR. WEAVER

STERILE?

GROWN

MR. FOREMAN

intrigue and attract most of us and that in
20 years will be more important to us than
anything else. Nothing is as obsolete as the
present interests in this whole field, and the
sights of their managements are not on the
targets that their obligation to the public entitles the public to demand.
"Something has got to give. In my opinion, itwill not be the present interests, but a
repetition of the old, old story, and a new
enterprise, or many of them, will show the
way to this exciting new world, the enriching new service to all of us in all of our
moods and all of our persons. This new service starts on the premise that each of us must
receive service of value and importance to
him or her, and that each of us is many
persons in interests, activities, arts and pas-

on Programming
Forum
sions."
Network programming for the new
broadcast year is good, or bad, depending
upon where you sit.
Robert Foreman, executive vice president
in charge of tv and radio at BBDO, New
York, believes that creative programming

is "sadly lacking" for the new year.
Producer David Susskind, head of Talent
Associates, thinks that "tv, circa 1958, is
an ocean of mediocrity and inertia, with
few islands of quality."
Alan Courtney, director of night programming NBC-TV New York, says the
was changed a bit to
programming
in
tempo
help sagging ratings, but that next year's

and

dispute

at forum

ghetto." at
ual expressed
intellect
"noothers
These ming
views isand
were
program
a free-swinging forum on "'The Status of
Creative Programming" at the Annual
Broadcasting Day at Emerson College, Boston, last Tuesday. Moderator was Frank
Tooke, general manager of WBZ-TV Boston. Among the auditors was Henry
Schachte, advertising vice president of
Lever Brothers, and a trustee of Emerson.
Mr. Schachte is also chairman of the Broadcasting Advisory Committee of Emerson,
which has a major sequence in radio and tv
broadcasting, including closed-circuit tv and
aural broadcast facilities.
Mr. Foreman lamented the sad programming situation, but said advertising does not

MR. SUSSKIND

MR. COURTNEY

programs to uplift, but to sell prodpay for with
ucts, audience size the major criterion.
He said it was practically impossible to
evaluate tv and prove whether it sells or not.
"Tv has the worst features of Las Vegas
and the Preakness combined," he said. An
advertiser gambles $2.5 million on 26 halfhours after looking at one pilot film. The
cost per thousand is still the best yardstick.
But Mr. Foreman hasn't despaired of all
programming next year. He felt the greater
use of the old spectaculars, or specials —
"one-time-shots," he called them — would
improve the value of tv in the new year.
Mr. Susskind, exponent of live television,

upbraided the networks for "the travesty
of bad taste" in next year's schedules. He
said the networks were being programmed
by "a bunch of salesman." He yearned for
the days of Pat Weaver, who as NBC president' until about two years ago, was responsible for much of the creative programming on that network.

Mr. Susskind countered Mr. Courtney's
argument that the network gives the public
what it wants with the comment that the
networks underestimate the public. The
public, he said, has an appetite for quality.
But "the public has no choice between what
will sell."
and what
they
Mr.want
Courtney
wrapped
it up with the ob
servation that he was glad NBC had such
programs as Restless Gun and Wagon Train
which enabled his network to afford the
creative luxuries espoused by Messrs.
Weaver and Susskind.
Broadcasting
j

F.R.P.*

HAS

INTEGRITY

F. R. P. is many things . . . and F. R. P. has integrity. . .
The willingness and the necessity to meet fully our
responsibility as the largest, the most trusted, the most
important radio station in Maryland . . .

A sure knowledge
from WBAL

that you demand

and must receive more

than any other station in the entire state . . .

A firm belief shared by all of us as individuals
and performers

engineers
we must
that
.
.
.
executives
and
. . . salesmen

perform functions for our listeners that only WBAL

can . . .

A tight control over the quality of products and services
offered our listeners . . . careful scrutiny of the claims made
for them . . » advertiser assurance of listener satisfaction
in everything we sell . . .

The rigid control of length of commercial
minute announcement

copy, so that a

is no longer than 60 seconds

and a newscast is never over-commercialized.
The certainty that we bring our listeners every event
important to their lives . . . presidential addresses, political
conventions and the like
regardless of the cost to us

The right to say with conviction and truth "WBAL
is one of America's great radio stations".
F.R.P. is integrity and you'll find F.R.P. only on \YB ALII A DIG . . . the station that expects you to expect more.

RADIO

WBAL

BALTIMORE,
*FULL

RANGE

PROGRAMMING

MARYLAND

* 50,000 WATTS

'NBC Affiliate— Nationally Represented by
THE HENRY I. CHRIST AL CO., INC.
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NETWORKS CONTINUED

GOLDENSON
AB-PT
• Outlook

REPORTS

'IMPROVEMENT'
good for 2nd

• Credit due ABC-TV,

quarter

he says

Business to date in the second quarter of
1958 is paralleling that of the first quarter
when volume and earnings were higher than
for the comparable period of 1957, Leonard
H. Goldenson, president of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres, reported
to stockholders at the company's annual
meeting in New York last Tuesday.
Mr. Goldenson said that both broadcasting and theatre business for the second
quarter is running ahead of last year and
based on these results, he predicted that
AB-PT will "show some improvement again
for the full second quarter, compared with
the same period of 1957."
He credited ABC-TV with having played
the dominant role in improved earnings in
the first quarter of this year, pointing out
that the radio and theatre operations were
not up to last year's figures.
Mr. Goldenson cited these accomplishments for ABC-TV during 1957-58: -'Higher
earnings and expanded program schedule,
greater recognition by advertisers of the
network's ability to gain audiences, better
program ratings and new primary station affiliations inkey markets, which have materially boosted the direct 'live' coverage of
ABC-TV programs."
He told stockholders that the ABC Radio

ing" had been
concept of "live programm
abandoned because advertisers and stations
did not support this approach. He explained
that the radio organization has been streamlined and costs "materially reduced," and
that the company is attempting to establish

an operation that "will best serve the public,
attract advertisers, retain and gain important station affiliates who generally have
seen greener fields as independent stations."
In other areas of the company's business,
Mr. Goldenson reported, Am-Par records
continue to show "fine progress"; Disneyland Park is "doing well," and the electronic
companies in which AB-PT has an interest
have been expanding their product lines.

"The long range outlook for the nation's
economy and for the broadcasting business
is upward despite current uncertainty in the
economic picture," he asserted.
Mr. Goldenson replied to a stockholder's
for ABC-TV's enon the byprospects
question
saying that the company
try into color
did not consider the time "ripe" yet for
colorcasting but is laying the groundwork
now for the future. He said that there is
only slight interest in color tv by sponsors
because of the paucity of color television
sets and he voiced the belief that by the fall
of 1960 the time would be "right" for ABCTV's entry into color.
Mr. Goldenson added that, as reported
earlier, the network is prepared to invest
$20 million initially and "a substantially
larger amount later" to convert to color tv.
He stressed, however, that if the breakthrough in color comes earlier than anticipated. ABC-TV will "not be caught short."
the company's owned
He explained that at WBKB
(TV), its new
station in Chicago,
constructed
and
studios were so designed
be simple
would
tv
color
to
conversion
that
said, are
he
and swift. Similar precautions,
new studios
for the company's that
being taken and
will be
Los Angeles
in Detroit
six
next
the
within
under construction
months.
Stockholders re-elected current directors
to serve for the coming year. They are Earl

E. Anderson, A. H. Blank, John A. Coleman, E. Chester Gersten, Leonard H. Goldenson, Robert Hinckley, Robert L. Huffines
Jr., Sidney M. Markley, Walter P. Marshall,
H. Hugh McConnell, Edward J. Noble,
James G. Riddell, Simon B. Siegel and Robert B. Wilby.
Fetter Elected

ABC

V.P.

Ted Fetter, ABC-TV program director, has
been elected a vice president of ABC. He will
continue as program
director, a post he
has held since joining ABC-TV in
1956, and will report to Thomas W.
Moore, vice president in charge of
programming for the
network. Before joining ABC-TV he was
a
producer
CBS-TV from with
1953
MR. FETTER
to 1956, and was
with BBDO from 1950 to 1953.
Elmer Davis Memorial

Held

Funeral services and a memorial service
were held in Washington last week for
Elmer Davis, 68, ABC news commentator, writer and head of the World War II
Office of War Information, who died May
18 at George Washington U. Hospital,
Washington. He had been hospitalized
March 17 with a stroke and complications
followed. Poor health had forced Mr.
Davis to restrict his broadcast activities in
recent years. Beginning as a newspaperman
and later a free lance writer, Mr. Davis
started broadcasting in 1939 for CBS. After
wartime service with the OWI, he joined
ABC.

PROGRAM SERVICES
Telemovies
Officially

System

Expires

The world's first Telemovies operation
will go dead June 6. The Bartlesville, Okla.,
closed circuit community tv-subscription tv
system will close down next month after
eight rocky months — and an investment of
over $100,000 [Special Report, May 12].
The announcement was made by Robert
L. Getter, manager of the Bartlesville theatres for Video Independent Theatres Inc.
While the system has continued to gain
customers in recent weeks, he said, "its aclittle and too late."
ceptance has been
Mr. Getter
said too
that the reason for the
shutdown order was the lack of a metering
device.
Equipment will be left in homes, he said,
on the assumption that when a proper meter
is perfected the system might be resumed.
He said that Telemovies has 800 subscribers at the present time. This occurred,
it was pointed out, when the monthly fee
was cut from $9.50 to $4.95. At the same
time the program was cut from first runs
and reruns to a single feature picture on
Page 60
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one channel — with a Muzak-type music
program on the other channel. The system
also was used to provide catv service of
the three Tulsa stations.
In the last few months, the Bartlesville
experiment has been losing as much as
$10,000 per month.
The Telemovies operation began with
high hopes in September 1957. In December
the first crisis appeared, when subscribers
dropped from a high of 500 to less than
300. It was then that the fee was cut and

and a construction permit for ch. 2 in
Santa Fe, N. M. A Video Independent subsidiary, Vumore Co., runs the catv systems.

the programming modified.
Henry Griffing, president of Video Independent Theatres, said that the major
problem was lack of meters; people would
not pay a flat fee for viewing feature films.
He also laid some of the blame at the door
of Tulsa tv stations, which have more than
doubled their feature film broadcasts.

A. Green, president of Audio.
Audio coverage of the three-day golf event
will consist of two-minute and 30-second reports transmitted to stations by conference
call-beeper telephone.
After the special-events offering, Audio
will pick up its original plan [Program
Services, July 22], offering a basic news
service 24 hours a day. Plans are to cover
national and international news live. Service
charges, still to be determined, probably will
run to $10 a day plus toll charges, Mr. Green
said.
Stations interested in subscribing may address Audio-Radio for Modern America
Inc. at P. O. Box 14, Tulsa.

Video Independent operates 12 community tv systems in the Southwest, mostly in
smaller towns and cities. It is also building
or planning eight new ones. It has invested
about $2 million in these catv operations.
Video Independent also operates about 150
theatres in the Southwest, and holds a 12.5%
interest in KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City,

Audio-Radio
As

Sets National

First Offering

Open

to Stations

Audio-Radio for Modern America has incorporated inOklahoma and as its first program service is offering hourly reports on the
U. S. Golf Assn. National Open Championship to be played June 12-14 at Tulsa. The
announcement was made last week by Kenny
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If

Railroads

did

exist—

have

to

invent

the

not

U.S.

would

them!

From a recent editorial in the
Canton (Ohio) REPOSITORY

y in the United
ybod
that toever
OS
SUPP
n for
esEwere
the first time
lear
Stat
about a marvelous method of transportation called a railroad.
The idea would be sensational.

High-speed tractors running on steel rails
laid on privately-owned rights-of-way, with
minimum curves and grades, would be capable of pulling long processions of trailers
full of merchandise. Imagine!
Trains of trailers would be kept rolling
day in and day out until they reached their
destinations. They would be shuttled into
and out of vast marshaling yards, where the
trailers would be grouped in the right combinations. Of all things!
Everything connected with the procedure,
moreover, would be subject to taxation. It
would be expected to pay for itself. What a
switch that would be!
The high-speed tractors on their twin ribbons of steel could even haul human beings,
in addition to freight. If necessary, the
human beings could be bedded down and
hauled from one place to another in special
cars with comfortable seats and all the
comforts of home.
It would be an absolutely revolutionary
idea — railroading. Provided it had just been
invented, that is.
All the progressives and the folks who try
to lend a helping hand to get new ideas off

Association

the ground would be 100 per cent for it.
All the politicians and administrators
would be 100 per cent for it.

As for the militarists and hard-headed
security planners, they would be 150 per
cent for it, because it would represent a mode
of transportation more dependable for longhaul movement of heavy cargo than anything
ever dreamed of heretofore.
The whole country would welcome the
useful stranger with open arms and be alert
for opportunities to give it a boost.
Cities and counties would tumble over one
another to build things for it and to make
free land available for its terminals.
Politicians would get into higher mathematics tosubsidize it with financial gimmicks.
Nothing would be too good for the railroads if the idea of transporting things on
steel rails were brand new. . . .
All railroads want is a chance to be as
good as they know how to be if they are
unshackled — set free from regulations that
were designed to curb them when they were
new and threatening to abuse a monopoly in
high-speed, straight-line transportation.
Railroads should be born again.
That is what would have to happen if
they went out of existence.
If they did not exist, the United States
would have to invent them. . . .

of American

Railroads
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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TRADE ASSNS.

ATMOSPHERE

BULLISH

AT

• Total industry figures up despite recession
• Hull succeeds Baker as president; Hoffman
The electronics manufacturing industry
has reached an all-time peak of $7.5 billion
for the 1957-58 fiscal year though tv set
production and sales have declined.
Electronic Industries Assn. was told by
speakers at its annual convention in Chicago
last week that a phenomenal increase in the
radio and phonograph markets has offset the
tv set production drop from 6.7 million to
6.1 million units. This occurred despite the
recession in sale of automobiles which
brought a 14% decline (5.6 million to 4.8
million auto radios).

EIA's board elected David R. Hull, defense vice president
of Raytheon Mfg.
Co., as association
He R. sucpresident.
ceeds Dr. W.
G.
Baker, who retired
vice preslast yearidentasof General
Electric Co. and this
year concluded his
second term as EIA
president. Dr. Baker
was unable to attend

No abra-kadabbra necessary, just say
5

"yes" to the West Texas Television
Network

Your picture simultaneous-

ly lights 314,508 sets! For the magic

5
details conjure up your

Branham

genie or call ole "Aladdin" Hassett
in Lubbock

K E D Y-T V
BIG SPRING, TEXAS
PRESIDENT & GEN. MGR.. W. D. "DUB" SOGERS
NAT"l. SALES MGR.: E. A. "BUZZ" HASSETT
NATIONAl REPRESENTATIVE: THE BRANHAM COMPANY
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the Chicago meeting because of illness.
Mr. Hull is a retired electronics engineering officer and naval captain. He has been
an electronics industry executive for a decade and had previously been vice presidentdirector of Federal Telecommunication
Labs, IT&T subsidiary, and executive vice
Corp.
president-director of Capehart-Farnsworth

H. Leslie Hoffman, president of Hoffman
Electronics Corp., Los Angeles, was awarded
the 1958 EIA Medal of Honor at the Thurstion of his contribuday banquet in recogni
tions to the advancement of the electronics
industry. Mr. Hoffman is a former principal
of KOVR (TV) Stockton, Calif., and is applicant for a new station.
In his acceptance speech Mr. Hoffman
proposed a federal tax credit as an incentive
to commercial research and stimulus to the
economy. He said the plan would help create
a $600 billion gross national product. Corporations would be given a direct credit on
taxes amounting to 35% of the
federal
their
amount they spent on approved research and
development of commercial products and
services, under the Hoffman plan. Expenditures allowable would be limited to 1% of
gross sales and the tax credit would be
limited to 35% of such expenditures or
$500,000 each year, whichever was the
lesser.
Mr. Hoffman estimated the total potential
tax credit at $900 million, or a third of the
$3 billion budget currently allocated by the
government for military research. The new
research investment would go into projects
that would raise the living standard and sustain an expanding economy, he explained.
Tv receiver inventories have been maintained at or below normal levels during the

EIA

MEET

honored

past fiscal year despite the drop in production and sales, according to Robert S. Bell,
Packard-Bell Electronics Corp., Los Angeles, chairman of the EIA Consumer Products Div. He said "industry stability has
been achieved in the face of reduced conthe recession."
from radio
resulting
Mr. sumer
Bellbuying
said
that while
sales also
have suffered, "they remain lively and promising for the future. The popularity of the
transistor radio has made portables a profitable item, and the resurgence of fm has sharpof fm-am receivers.
the sales improvements
ly stepped up technical
Remarkable
have
resulted in record sales of phonographs, and
new developments, such as stereophonic reproduction of sound, make the outlook for
radio-phonographs very encouraging inThe consumer products unit unanimously
agreed to continue the drive toward repeal
or reduction of the radio-tv-phonograph excise tax; continue to study the problem of
increased radio imports; fight municipal bans
on the sale of metal tv cabinets; cooperate
deed."
with all segments of the radio-tv industry in
promoting consumer interest in the purchase
of new receivers, and continue to make
equipment available on favorable terms to
the EIA-initiated educational tv project at
Hagerstown, Md.
Frank W. Mansfield, Sylvania Electric
Products, chairman of EIA's Marketing
Data Policy Committee, said total billing of
the electronics industry is about $12.5 billion compared to $11 billion in the previous
fiscal year. The figure includes distribution,
service, installation and broadcast revenue
as well as manufacturing.
Dr. Baker said in a statement read for
him by James D. Secrest, EIA executive
vice president, that the electronics industry
has expanded 12-fold since World War II.
He added, "And we are just on the threshold of the electronic era." Military orders
have not taken up the slack in employment
and plant capacity but most signs point to
an economic upturn later this year, he said,
adding, "The electronics industry should be
in the forefront of this recovery."
Home entertainment business dropped
from 58% to 20% of total electronic sales
in five years while military rose from 20%
to over 52%, Dr. Baker said. He lauded
EIA's sponsorship of the Hagerstown project, where 473 tv receivers and five fully
equipped studios are serving 23 schools and
12,000 pupils. He forecast intensive promotion of educational tv by EIA members
during the coming year.
Kenneth H. Brown, Westinghouse Electric
Corp., chairman of EIA's Service Committee, said the servicing industry has nearly
tripled in the last seven years. He described
EIA's campaign to improve radio-tv servBroadcasting

TOUCH

DOWN...

f OK

The weather has closed in. You peer out the window and
see nothing - perhaps not even the wingtip.
You are orbiting. "Stacked" over the airport. Waiting
your turn to land.

THIRTY

SECONDS

further instructions - nothing except the electronic information he sees before him on the instrument panel, and

the meaningful "beeps" in his earphones.
Another "first" for IT&T
"We will land in 12 minutes"
IT&T has long been a pioneer in radio aids to air navigation.
IT&T laboratories developed the first radio compass. The
The Captain's reassuring words come over the intercom.
first distance-measuring equipment. For the Navy and the
"We will land in 12 minutes."
Force they developed and perfected TAC AN (Tactical Air
Air
Now you are being brought down in easy stages-safely
—over the Outer Marker Beacon . . . the Middle Marker . . .
Navigation), the system that gives military aircraft their
the Inner Marker . . . then touchdown ... on the runway.
pinpoint position in the air— at every instant of flight.
Last year the Civil Aeronautics Administration accepted
Every 30 seconds, somewhere in the free world, a plane
VORTAC
- an application of TACAN for all civil aircraft. The
is landed safely by "ILS," the Instrument Landing System
CAAhas awarded to IT&T the contract
in
installed
developed by IT&T, and
to
build 132 VORTAC ground stations
abroad.
and
every major airport here
throughout the U.S. Thanks to VORTAC
Air passengers relax-pilots too!
the nation's airways will soon be ready
for the fastest jet transports.
Air passengers everywhere know this
The next time you are aloft in bad
feeling of security.
weather. . .remember IT&T and relax.
The pilot likes it too. Because he
.electronic
. . the largest
American-oivned
xvorld-zvide
and telecommunication enterprise,
Your skilled pilot will bring you to a
controls the landing at all times. Once
zvjth 80 research and■
manufacturing
units, 14
I"
V
"
operating
companies
and
128,000
employees.
■
he is on the glide-path he needs no
smooth touchdown . . . with "ILS."
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
CORPORATION
67 Broad Street, New York 4, N. Y.
FA RNS WORTH ELECTRONICS COMPANY ■ FEDERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION ■ FEDERAL TELECOMMUNICATION LABORATORIES • FEDERAL TELEPHONE AND RADIO
COMPANY ■ IT&T COMPONENTS DIVISION • IT&T INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION • INTELEX SYSTEMS. INC. • INTERNATIONAL STANDARD ELECTRIC CORPORATION
KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD
AND SUPPLY COMPANY • ROYAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION
• AMERICAN CABLE
RADIO CORPORATION
- LABORATORIES AND
MANUFACTURING PLANTS IN 20 FREE-WORLD COUNTRIES
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
icing and to encourage training courses for
servicemen.
FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee said over twothirds of broadcast stations have made arrangements to take part in the new Emergency Weather Warning system authorized
last December. He said the U. S. Weather
Bureau reported the system has been used
times during the current torvely
effectinado
season.25
Comr. Lee said an ideal home receiver

would be portable; have rechargeable batteries and provision for solar cell operation;
alarm; volume control at minimum
ad
Conelr
muting switch for Conelrad
level;
e
volum
alarm, and self-contained alarm clock for
use when operated from an ac source. He
observed that Conelrad will warn the general public of an impending enemy attack
by the same means by which weather warnings are issued.
Carroll to NAB

Radio

Board

Joe D. Carroll, KMYC Marysville, Calif.,
was elected to represent NAB District 15
(No. Calif., Nev., Hawaii) on the association's Radio Board. He won over W. K.
Foster, KLX Oakland, Calif., in a mail
election to fill a vacancy. Two directors to
represent radio networks were appointed
last week, NAB announced. They are Edward DeGray, ABC radio vice president,
and Armand Hammer, MBS presidentboard chairman, representing their respective networks.

PROGRAMMING
CITED

AT

• Mickelson

CBA

NEEDS
MEET

stresses news

• Harris urges

improvements

A five-point program for overcoming
broadcasting's lack of equality as a news
medium was advanced by Sig Mikelson,
vice president of CBS Inc. and general manager of CBS News, in a speech prepared for
delivery Friday to the Connecticut Broadcasters Assn.'s annual convention.
CBA Friday also heard Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) warn of pitfalls that programming irresponsibility can cause.
Mr. Mickelson told the group, meeting at
Cheshire, Conn., that stations should put
more emphasis on:

nel ("many sta1. Improved news person
tions are doing a superb job . . . but I am
afraid that there are still too many stations
relying on ex-disc jockeys, former saxophone players or inexperienced recent college graduates to provide a quality news
service.") .
2. Original reporting ("A station or snetwork simply cannot depend on rewrite of
wire services . . . being on the scene day
after day, hammering at the door, is more
likely to succeed than a torrent of speeches,
complaints or resolutions. And the listener
or viewer gains the benefits of first-hand

reporting.") .

on

ih&bi

don'tif
we ve,
("Ifobjecti
3. Oualit
are not
if we mance
integriyty,perfor
have
we don't have some sense of showmanship,
at least to the extent of making facts interesting, then our job of purveying information is hopeless. If our staffs don't have
these qualities, then we'd better recruit
) .
replacements."financial
footing ("It is almost
4. Sound
impossible [for a network] to operate an
international newsgathering agency on a
break-even basis [but] stations are generally
more favorably situated . . . and indeed the
records show many substantial money
makers among the better and larger news
operations. It stands to reason that the news
department of a broadcasting station which
can operate on a break-even, or profit, basis
is in a better position to serve the community.").
5. Greater respect for news operations
among station management, and greater

unity among broadcasters "when we are
under attack." ("It seems to me one of the
most damaging elements in our quest for
prestige and equality is the low esteem in
which broadcast journalists are held by
some station operators ... the press sets
up a clamor when it is attacked. We have
a tendency to sit back supinely until the
storm blows itself out.").
Mr. Mickelson noted that NAB's Freedom of Information Committee "has fought

vigorously against the American Bar Assn.'s
Canon 35 and not without some success."
But, he added, "I wish it would broaden
its efforts to include a major campaign
for equality of access to a far greater diversity of government agencies — national,

way.

state
the Radio & Television News
saidlocal."
He and
Directors Assn. "has also been effective on
but that RTNDA "has its
many fronts"
weaknesses, too, stemming largely from
the fact that it does not have nearly the
support from management it needs and that
its membership of some 400 is pitifully low
when compared to the total number of
broadcasting stations in the U.S."
"an organizaWhat broadcasting needs isprestige
of the
tion with the strength and

American Society of Newspaper Editors,"
he asserted, "but as of now we don't have
it and prospects for the immediate future
do not seem very bright."
Rep. Harris, chairman of the House Commerce Committee, described an "awful"
dream Friday as he addressed the Connecticut Broadcasters Assn. in New Britain.

dream, which he labeled "Nightmare 1960," stemmed from an editorial he
had read in "a widely read" trade weekly,
"Nightmare 1958", [Editorial, April 28].
"It gave me pause," Chairman Harris
said. "It made me think about the relationship between the Congress and the broadcasting industry, and what the future may
hold if some of the trends which I believe
can be observed today continue to run their
The
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19, N. Y.

His nightmare, he said, is concerned "with
the possibility that by 1960 economics in
broadcas
course."ting may be seriously affected if—
Broadcasting

NOTICE TO EDITORS— This advertisement currently appears in
leading national magazines. For more than 30 years, Metropolitan
Life has sponsored similar messages on national health and safety.
advertiseof these radio
matter
subject
thenews
of public interest
Because Metropolitan
news
(including
editors
offersin all
ments.
editors), free use of the text of each advertisement in this series.

The

The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
phase ofanditssafety,
health

shark's
of the
case
strange
. . . and some important facts about yours

Had Mother Nature made the same provisions for
our teeth as she did for the shark's, good dental
health would be no problem.
For when a shark loses a tooth, a new one soon
grows in its place. Once we lose a tooth, however,
it is gone for good.

teeth

Even the smallest break in the enamel can pave
the way for infection inside a tooth. The dentist
can usually detect such trouble by X-ray and
check it before serious damage occurs. Healthy
teeth ... for children as well as adults . . . depend
upon three things.

Yet, our second set of teeth is strong enough to
last a lifetime ... if we give them proper care. Unfortunately, too few of us do so.

1. Diet— which should supply all the elements
for good teeth, especially calcium and vitamins
C and D.

In fact, the American Dental Association reports that only 40 percent of all Americans get
reasonably adequate and regular dental care.
The rest get emergency care or none. Moreover,
one out of seven adults has never been to a dentist.

2. Cleanliness— or proper brushing, which
should be done after meals and always before
retiring.

There is more to be gained from regular dental
care than simply keeping the teeth clean, bright
and healthy. For when decay strikes, a center of
infection is established from which germs may enter the blood stream and cause disease in other
parts of the body.
COPYRIGHT

Metropolitan

195S METROPOLITAN

3. Check-ups— which should be made every
six months or as often as your dentist recommends.
If you see your dentist regularly, he will get to
know your individual dental requirements and
how they can be met to your best advantage. If you
cooperate with him, your chances will be far
better to keep most of your teeth most of your life.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

Life Insurance
(A MUTUAL COMPANY)

Company

1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
and that is a big if— there should be a considerable drop in the number of hours which
the average American family spends in viewing television programs."
Look at the auto industry. Chairman

Harris suggested. "The year 1958 could very
well go down in history as the year in which
many people of this country began to tire
of being offered by most automobile makers
the same long, low, expensive, chrometrimmed and expensive-to-operate car."
That helped inspire his "Nightmare 1960."
His dream went like this: "I am wondering how long it may take before some people discover that not unlike the car makers,
most broadcasters are offering substantially
the same fare on their stations."
conThe chairman indicated he wasn't
vinced that ratings are the exact answer to
the public's preferences, noting the rising
popularity of foreign cars, which he said are
"different."
"Do you, the broadcasters, stand ready to
public something "different"?" he
offer the
adding:
asked,
"Most broadcasters appear to be aiming
at the maximum number of shows with the
highest rating. The result may be that if
many people decide that they want to see
something else and if they are unable to find
something else by turning the knob to another station, they may decide to turn the
knob of their sets to the 'off' position, and
they could decide to leave it in that position
for prolonged periods of time."
Chairman Harris told broadcasters, "The
responsibility for proper programming
under the Communications Act is yours."
He reminded that pending legislation before
Congress would control price methods in
the auto industry but said it could not tell
factories how to build the type of attractive,
safe and useful vehicle the public will buy.
"It is the same with broadcasting," he explained. "The FCC may adopt regulations
and Congress may pass laws designed to
eliminate undesirable concentration of control by networks. However, the Commission
and the Congress must leave to the individual broadcaster the problem of presenting
to the public the kind of programs which
appeal to the viewer." He suggested editorializing as a means of making programming more diversified (see editorializing
story, page 84).
RAB

Lays Out

Its Tasks

Expansion of the "money-making bulletin" series, plans for a "promotion bible" of
selling ideas and distribution of "advertiser
information sheets" covering 12-15 fields
has been announced by the Radio Advertising Bureau following the semi-annual meeting of its plans committee in New York.
Second-half 1958 plans reported by RAB
President Kevin B. Sweeney, Vice PresidentGeneral Manager John F. Hardesty and Promotion Director Miles David also involve
several new projects including "The News
Era," presentation on radio news program
d
composition and audience; "Why Weekenuse
Radio?" advertiser success stories in
of weekend radio, and "Your Future Is
Sound," presentation unveiled at the NAB
convention which uses recorded sound to
sell radio-style.
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RAB

SCHEDULES

REGIONAL

Radio Advertising Bureau last week announced details of seven regional management conferences scheduled by the organization for 1958. The series of two-day sessions for radio station owners and managers
will be held throughout September.
The format of the conferences will be
similar to the one employed in the past two
years, according to Kevin Sweeney, RAB
president. The four half-day sessions will
cover "management areas that relate to selling more radio advertising," and will include
programming, promotion, managing the sales
department and general management. Attendance again will be limited to a maximum
per session, Mr. Sweeney said,
stations
of 60
with a $25 per person registration fee.

Income,

Membership

Ever': RAB
'Higher Than
Radio Advertising Bureau income rate

"higher than ever,"
and membership are
Kevin B. Sweeney, RAB president, told
the organization's semi-annual board meeting in New York last week. Present annual
income rate, Mr. Sweeney said, is at $913,000 and he estimated target income figures
will bring the bureau's income to $915,000
annually by June, $930,000 by September
and $950,000 by January, 1959.

a new servMr. Sweeney also announced will
aid them
ice to member stations which
in putting on formal presentations to local
advertisers. "Projection and sound equipment, slides, tapes and tailor-made taped
commercials will be made available to stations on a below-retail-cost basis through
this service," he explained.
Among the major national and local
presentations RAB has planned for the
rest of 1958 are quarterly spot and network
advertiser reports, started by the bureau at
the end of 1958's first quarter; weekend
tv awareand nighttime radio studies; radioness tests; full-scale presentations designed
to attract more drug store and supermarket
to radio, and advertiser informaisers
adverttion
sheets.
RAB regional management conferences
will be held this year in seven areas, Mr.
Sweeney said, adding that last year there
were only six such conferences, but increased membership has warranted addition
. The national radio advertising
seventh
of a
clinic will be held in mid-November at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York,
he announced.
Attending the board meeting were Hugh
K. Boice Jr., WEMP Milwaukee; Kenyon
Brown, KGLC Miami, Okla.; Richard D.
Buckley, WNEW New York; Henry B. Clay,
KWKH Shreveport, La.; Edward DeGray,
ABC Radio, New York; Herbert Evans,
Peoples Broadcasting Corp., Columbus,
Ohio; Simon Goldman, WJTN Jamestown,
N. Y.; Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio,
New York; John S. Hayes, Washington Post
Broadcast Div., Washington; Frank M.
Headley, H-R Representatives Inc., New
York; Elroy McCaw, WINS New York;
Boston;
WHDH
B. McGrath,
William

MEETS

The schedule for the conferences follows:
Sept. 4-5, the Ponte Vedra Inn, Ponte Vedra
Beach, Fla.; Sept. 8-9, Rickey's Studio Inn,
Palo Alto, Calif.; Sept. 11-12, Hotel Moraine-on-the-Lake, Highland Park, 111.; Sept.
15-16, The Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.; Sept. 22-23, Western Hills
Lodge, Sequoyah State Park, Okla.; Sept.
25-26, St. Clair Inn and Country Club, St.
Clair, Mich., and n,Sept. 29-30, The Princeton Inn, Princeto
N. 1.

Mr. Sweeney reported that an extra session has been added this year to accommodate additional stations. He said that six
sessions last year had a turnout of more than
98%, with 355 station executives in attendance out of a possible 360.
Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion; Weston
C. Pullen Jr., Time Inc., New York; Don
Searle, Farm & Home Radio, Grand Island,
Neb.; Lester Smith, KJR Seattle; Ben
Strouse, WWDC Washington; Donald W.
Thornburgh, WCAU Philadelphia; Allen
M. Woodall, WDAK Columbus, Ohio, and
Adam J. Young Jr., Adam J. Young Inc.,
New York.

Not present at the meeting were Edward
Breen, KVFD Fort Dodge, Iowa; Charles
C. Caley, WMBD Peoria, 111.; Matthew J.
Culligan, NBC Radio, New York; Victor
C. Diehm, WAZL Hazleton, Pa.; Frank
P. Fogarty, WOW Omaha; Alex Keese,
WFAA Dallas; Donald H. McGannon,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., New
York, and William E. Rine, Storer Broadcasting, Miami Beach.

Illinois

Assn.

Covers

Census
ASCAP,
Wages,
last week
Assn.
ers
The Illinois Broadcast
went on record regarding set data in the
1960 census, ASCAP-industry music license
negotiations and small market station exemptions from wage-hour law overtime provisions.
IBA members also heard discussions on
national and local station rates, broadcast
coverage of a murder trial, recruiting graduates for broadcast careers, Conelrad weather
warning system techniques and plans for the
1959 industry-wide Voice of Democracy
contest, plus talks on employer-employe relations. The spring meeting was held at the
St. Nicholas Hotel in Springfield, May
19-20.

The state broadcasters' group adopted
resolutions favoring (1) exemption of small
market broadcasters from the overtime provisions of the wage-hour law; (2) exemption
of radio station revenues derived from newssports-special events shows not requiring use
of licensed music before determining the
basis for license fees payable to ASCAP,
and (3) appropriation of funds by Congress
to the Census Bureau for incorporating data
on "the number of am and fm radio receivers and vhf and uhf television receivers
lds on a county-by-county basis"
in househo
in its 1960 census. The resolution pointed
out that such information is "extremely
Broadcasting

ew,

IS

all-new

SMALLER,

LIGHTER-

G-E

AND

You are looking at a "break-through" in broadcast engineering
— the first color television camera ever built with printed circuits
and transistors replacing bulky wiring and tubes.
Result: a remarkable new camera that's smaller on the outside,
yet gives more elbow room on the inside for easier maintenance
— that's 75 pounds lighter, yet is more ruggedly built — that produces truer colors yet uses a simpler optical system and needs

Q

New optical system reduces shading, eliminates astigmatism, spherical aberration, and ghosting. @ Printed circuits and transistors increase reliability, simplify and miniaturize video preamps, eliminate this

source of microphonics. Q Maintenance simplified by "lazy susan"
mounting of optics and image orthicon. Chassis swings out, assemblies
Fast alignment with controls concentrated on the camera
plug in.

GENERAL

color

DEPICTS

TRUER

camera

COLORS!

only one small cable to do its work!
Wei are providing interested parties with complete data, price
information, etc. on this new camera and its associated equipment. May we reserve a set for you? Call your Broadcast Equipment Sales Manager, or write General Electric Company, Section
558, Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y. In Canada, Broadcast
Equipment Sales, 830 Lansdowne Ave., Toronto.

and the ability to view difference signals on the 7" viewfinder. @
Maneuverability. The single cable is 1-1/16" diameter; camera has
25% less weight, 33% less volume (34" x 18" x 22") than current
cameras. Q Sure, stable registration results from special design of
deflection and other circuitry. Q Competitively priced.

ELECTRIC

TRADE ASSNS. continued
important to the broadcasting and electronic
manufacturing industries."
Monday's opening session was devoted to
talks by Lars C. Christensen, Springfield
meteorologist, on the Conelrad weather
warning system; by Carl Nicholson, chief
of state radio division, on monitoring the
police radio system for weather forecasts
and emergencies, and by a panel on recruiting and training college personnel.
H. V. Cordier, radio-tv chief of the U.
of Illinois' College of Journalism and Communications, and Buren C. Robbins, radiotv department chairman and director of the
Southern Illinois U. broadcasting service,
urged broadcasters to assist them and other
schools offering radio tv courses in recruiting and training individuals for jobs. At the
suggestion of Mr. Cordier, Charles R. Cook,
WJPF Herrin and IBA president, appointed
a three-man committee to work with university personnel. It comprises George C.
Biggar, WLBK DeKalb; William Holm,
WLPO LaSalle and Vernon R. Nunn, WIZZ
Streator, 111.
Possibilities of employing a paid staff
member in IBA were explored and a committee including Leslie C. Johnson, WHBFAM-TV Rock Island; Vernon Nolte, WJBC
Bloomington, and Merrill Lindsay, WSOY
Decatur was appointed to study the proposal.
Jim Firmin, WMOK Metropolis, reviewed
his station's success in airing taped broadcasts of a murder trial, while Duane A.

Sign-On to Sign-Off —
Sunday thru Saturday
KFSA-TV

53.9

Station B

- 37.1

All others

KFSA-TV
of the

KFSA-TV
of the

14.4
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TOP

1 0 shows

leads
TOP

in 9

in 17

20

For Cfio/ce Availabilities,
Contact —

shows
NBC-ABC

Fort Smith
Arka nsas
Represented Nationally by
Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.
Regional Representative:
Clyde Melville Company, Dallas
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Illinois'
of the U.
director discussed
, Music,
Branaganof
the ofpossibility
School
of IBA member stations carrying the university's taped music programs.
Other speakers Monday were Mr. Nolte,
Illinois chairman for the Voice of Democracy contest; R. Karl Baker, WLDS Jacksonville and Thomas S. Land, WFIW Fairfield, on national and local rate structures,
and Raymond I. Cheney, WMIX Mount
Vernon. Daytime Broadcasters Assn. met
Monday evening under DBA Chairman J.
Ray Livesay, WLBH Mattoon.
Charles H. Tower, NAB employer-employe relations manager, said current practices under the Fair Labor Standards Act
impose impractical burdens on operators of
broadcast stations in small markets. He said

legislation (HR 12095) introduced in Congress by Rep. Thomas G. Abernethy CDMiss.) offers hope for relief. The bill would
exempt from overtime provisions of the
law any radio or tv employe of a station
not located in a standard metropolitan area.
WBA

Attendance

At Milwaukee

Record

Set

Spring Meet

The Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn. held
its annual spring meeting in Milwaukee
last Tuesday and a record turnout of over
125 members attended the all-day session.
Talks by Merrill Lindsay, executive vice
president of WSOY Decatur, 111., and John
Meagher, NAB vice president in charge of
radio, were featured. Mr. Lindsay spoke
on am radio and cited the strength of independent radio, reviewing some of his station's activities. Mr. Meagher discussed the
current ASCAP-BMI music licensing situa-

tion. In addition, Milwaukee Mayor Frank
Zeidler was a special guest.
A $500 student scholarship was presented
to Wayne E. Vander Putten, 21-year-old
junior at St. Norberts College, West Depere,
Wis., and a plaque for "meritorious service"
to actor Pat O'Brien, a native of Wisconsin,
for his "outstanding record" in radio and
tv nationally. The presentations were made
at a noon luncheon by Hugh K. Boice Jr.,
WBA president and vice president-general
manager of WEMP Milwaukee. These were
the first such awards made by WBA and
will be an annual event.
Program arrangements were handled by
Bruce Wallace, WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee;

WAUX Waukesha, WBA
Mig Figi,
urer, and Mr. Boice.

RESTORE

treas-

GLAMOUR

RADIO— BORDEN
TO
• Atlantic ad chief faces PAB
• Waslewski

cites music crisis

Radio is doing an effective job, along
with tv, for Atlantic Refining Co., but radio
stations could enlarge their influence and
attract more advertising if they improved
their promotion, according to Richard Borden, advertising manager of the oil com-

Addressing the Pennsylvania Assn. of
pany.
Broadcasters meeting Thurday at Wernersville, Mr. Borden offered a series of promotion tips for radio stations. He contended
restore "some of radio's
they wouldandhelp
glamour"
"make it wanted by the local
"I am sure that a great deal of the sucenjoyed in Pennsylvania can
cess we have
"
merchant.
be attributed to the effectiveness of the
broadcast media," Mr. Borden said. He
added that Atlantic is using 125 radio and
42 tv stations on a regular basis in its susthe company's
effort in area.
advertising
17-state tained
eastern
marketing

Atlantic's sports include the Phillies and
Pirates baseball for the 23rd straight year
in Pennsylvania, using both radio and tv;
the Red Sox in New England, and the Yankees on radio throughout New York state.
Other broadcasts include year-round
weather in 33 tv markets and radio newscasts in 30 markets. Short spot campaigns
include over 250 radio stations.
Atlantic's agency, N. W. Ayer & Son,
and his media men may study a market
and find that radio is clearly the most effective for the job, Mr. Borden said, but
dealers may not want radio because "they're
carried away by the aura of glamour that
has grown around tv." He continued, "They
think that anything on tv will do a better
I'm not deprecating
them.
for we
job
that there are a lot of
knowAgain,
tv but
things on tv that won't do the job that
radio will do for many retail outlets, paron wheels."
our customers
ticularly withmerchant,
to Mr.
according
The retail

Borden, doesn't read the trade press "about
the re-birth of radio." He conceded radio
stations have done much effective promotion for short-range projects, such as building an audience for a time slot or boosting
Broadcasting

a personality, but he argued "little is done
for the medium as a whole."
Radio Advertising Bureau does "a fine national job," he believes, asking, "Isn't there
a job to be done at the local level?" He said
he never sees anything in newspapers or
hears anything on the air about "the great
comeback radio has made."
Here, Mr. Borden contended, is "a real
opportunity" to sell the value of the medium, to get the interest of local merchants
and to re-educate them to "the tremendous
power of radio." Then the advertising buyers "will have the courage to buy it," he
suggested, since "home office people must
buy the programs that will get maximum
from our local retail outlets." He
support
said
Atlantic provides radio scripts and
plans in its training courses for dealers.
Mr. Borden asked, "Are radio people
acting confident and proud?
"I know of some markets where radio
station personnel have done a wonderful
sales job on the community to a point where
our dealers and sales people are fully convinced that it is the only medium for them,"
he said. "This has been accomplished by
hard work, but also by the way the people
at the station exude enthusiasm. They believe in radio and its contagiousness.

home

We

a lot from

such

town

or on a "drop by" chat, and we learn
visits.
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order

technique
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with
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travel rconstantly
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yo
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down
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area. Mail

the market

and

is not good

enough.

"We need your help on this if we are to
allocate to radio the full share of advertising
dollars this important medium deserves."
The PAB was told Thursday by Vincent
T. Wasilewski, NAB government relations
director, that the radio industry faces "most
serious negotiations" this autumn in negotiating a new music license contract with
ASCAP. Pointing out that the negotiations
are the first since 1941 and will be handled
by an all-industry committee outside NAB,
he said the project deserves the support of
the industry if it is to succeed. The committee was organized at an all-industry
session during the NAB convention in Los
Angeles.
Mr. Wasilewski discussed the problem of
broadcaster property rights in connection
with community tv antenna systems, predicting acourt decision will eventually hold
that delivering of copyrighted programs
into private homes for a fee, without permission, isa copyright infringement.
The Pennsylvania group, meeting Wednesday-Friday atWernersville, awarded plaques
to three past presidents — Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations; Roy Thompson, former owner of WRTA Altoona, and
George Coleman, formerly of WGBI
Scranton.
Lawrence Webb, managing director of
Station Representatives Assn., urged stations
to supply accurate information about their
national and regional spot business on a
monthly or at least a reliable quarterly
basis. He said newspapers and magazines
have exact and continuing reports on how
they are doing and where they are going
whereas "we are flying blind."
Warren Boorom, member service director
of Radio Advertising Bureau, said broadcasters must "sell ideas — advertising and
promotion ideas that have worked for other
retailers with sales problems similar to your
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prospect's."
Norman Cash, president of Television
Broadcasting
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Bureau of Advertising, spoke on "Television,
the Hard-Sell Medium." He narrated an
outstanding tv success story — the rise of
Lestoil through video promotion.
Laurence Roslow, associate director of
The Pulse Inc., outlined qualitative studies

made by the service "to get at the factors
that are important in determining the radio
audience in general and the specific station
audience in particular."
RADIO-TV
RETAIL
• Cash:

PITCH

MERCHANTS

Make

use of discounts

• Sweeney: RAB offers financing
Both radio and tv, as well as print media,
got in their licks at a retailers' meeting in
Chicago last week, with store executives on
the receiving end.
The occasion was the sales promotion
convention of the National Retail Merchants
Assn. at the Palmer House Monday through
Wednesday. Key speakers included Kevin
Sweeney, president of Radio Advertising
Bureau, and Norman E. Cash, president of
Television Bureau of Advertising.
Department and specialty store retailers
were told that:
• They should "earmark at least 15% of
your media budget for television — as a
starter" and that "there is no recession in
• RAB is prepared to help finance any
tv."
store in a one-year radio campaign (putting

In

Upstate

Lip S2 for every dollar allocated by the
to prove radio's efstore, up tofectivenes$64,000)
inmoving merchandise.
• Retailers should not "pull in their promotional horns" because of recession fears.
• "There is more than enough room in
this country for any advertising medium
that serves the people."
Mr. Cash, discussing costs, suggested retailers check their local tv stations for discount arrangements covering multiple time
usage. Retailers should take a leaf from
national advertisers, now spending over $1
billion annually in the visual medium, and
get into tv, Mr. Cash urged. A store gets
top billing in television, without "distracting
influences from competitive advertising,"
and reaches out into areas "with greater
depth than local newspapers," he claimed.
Mr. Cash showed filmed examples of retailers effectively using the medium.
Over and above a minimum 15% outlay
for tv, Mr. Cash suggested, department
stores should allot more funds to reach a
specific audience. He noted retailers have
in
in the co-op
a "large
which
all potential
media allowances
run field,"
about $2
billion annually, and tv's share is increasing
steadily. He suggested stores consider services (filmed commercials, etc.) provided by
manufacturers in this field and check TvB's
co-op department for assistance.
Mr. Sweeney chided retail department
stores for "shortchanging themselves by
their concentration on one-media promo-

New
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Separate
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Cost

York

Markets
of

One!

By itself, WSYR-TV delivers 70,000 more homes
than its major competitor — making it far and away
the best buy in a %2l/2 billion market.
In addition to that . . . when you buy WSYR-TV,
you also get its power-packed satellite, WSYE-TV,
delivering big plus coverage of the Elmira-Corning
area. You get a complete additional market at no
additional cost!
L
. . . and, incidentally, if ratings fascinate you, read the
current ARB report for Syracuse, showing WSYR-TV's
clear margin of superiority from sign-on to sign-off.
Get the Full Story from HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS

WfYR^TV
Channel 3 • SYRACUSE, N. Y. • 100 KW
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N. Y.
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tion and by their refusal to scientifically
analyze advertising media in relation to
their problems." He noted that while radio
devoted a good deal of time to department
stores from 1953 to 1956, "today radio is
nowhere near as interested in department
store dollars as we were three years ago."
Discussing radio's advantages, Mr. Sweeney
stressed that "no combination of the daily
newspapers in any city can reach as many
as 80% of the families in the city and the
retail trading zones" and that stores are not
effectively reaching the suburban market.
"Stores are not using even the minimum
amount of radio and television that they
responstores'
should,
siblelargely
advertising because
executivethe
is not
doing what
he should to push the use of these media,"
Mr. Sweeney also charged. He suggested
stores need at least three fulltime experienced personnel to go into either radio or
tv on a basis "which will materially increase your
Under
itstotal
new advertising
financing effectiveness."
project, Mr.
Sweeney explained, RAB proposes to invest up to $64,000 in radio advertising
time for a store doing $30 million or more
worth of business over a 52-week period.
RAB would select the stations, write the
copy, help select the items and have access
to advertising results for later publication.
"Radio will not revolutionize your store,"
Mr. Sweeney said. "But radio is an essential
part of department store advertising and we
are prepared to prove it by putting our
is."
our mouth
where
money
Mr. Sweeney observed
problem,
As one
that few advertising agencies are geared to
handle department store radio properly.
The only way stores can use the medium
successfully, he remarked, is to "have people
equipped to do the job or to pay an advertising agency a fee over and above its 15%
— if you're lucky enough to find an agency
that knows enough about retailing to be able
to distinguish between a markdown and a

Appearing on a media panel with Messrs.
Cash and Sweeney Monday morning,
mark-on."T. Lipscomb Jr., president of the
Charles
rs Assn.'s
Publishe
er called
Newspap
n advertisi
Americaof
to
on retailers
ng,
bureau
take a more "positive, aggressive, creative
rly
approach to sales promotion," particula
newspaper advertising. Retailers still rely
primarily on newspapers as their basic advertising medium, with local advertisers
spending over six times as much as in radio
and eight times as much as in tv during
1957, he said.
Robert E. Kenyon Jr., president of Magazine Publishers Assn., said that "far from
fading as an influence," the magazine industry has enjoyed its greatest growth during
tv's rise and radio's comeback over the past
10 years. Circulation has risen, he said,
from 135.6 million to 181.4 million and
advertising revenue from $440.1 million to
$741.4— a 68.5% gain.

Other speakers during the three-day convention included E. R. Richter, vice president and supervisor of retail products, Grey
Adv. Agency, N. Y., and Sylvan Freund,
president, National Assn. of Display Industries.
Broadcasting

GOVERNMENT

NETWORK

SRA

SUBMITTED

AT

ADJACENCIES
BARROW

for non-network

•

Provides

•

Divorce of CBS, NBC

from

A brand-new plan to give non-network
sales and program people access to network
program adjacencies in prime evening television time while retaining intact the networks' option time practices was the feature of testimony last week before the FCC
on the Barrow Report.
The plan, presented by Station Representatives Assn., came as the FCC wound
up broadcast industry testimony with hearings all day Monday and Tuesday and on
Thursday morning. Tentative plans for the
next phase, before the FCC takes up consideration of the controversial document,
are to bring back its author, U. of Cincinnati Law School Dean Roscoe L. Barrow,
and perhaps Dr. Jesse Markham, Princeton
U. economics professor who was a member
of the Barrow staff, for testimony sometime
next month.
Testimony last week was principally on
the Barrow Report's recommendation that
CBS and NBC should be divorced from national spot sales representation of affiliates
not owned by the networks. Considerable
testimony was given on network option time
practices by six independent national spot
representatives in tv — five testifying under
the aegis of SRA and one, Edward Petry
& Co., on its own viewpoints.
Defending network representation of
affiliates in national spot sales were Jay
W. Wright, KSL-TV Salt Lake City, and
Glenn Marshall Jr., WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla., who are represented by CBS
Spot Sales, and Nathan Lord, WAVE-TV
Louisville, by NBC Spot Sales.
SRA member witnesses who opposed network spot sales representation were Lloyd
Griffin, Peters, Griffin, Woodward; Lewis
H. Avery, Avery-Knodel; Frank Headley,
H-R Television; Eugene Katz, The Katz
Agency, and John Blair, Blair Tv and
Blair Tv Assoc. Mr. Katz offered SRA's
new "Station Reserved Time" plan, which
would earmark for non-network use an hour
of time adjacent to network programs in
option time during each of the four seg-

mr. voynow
Broadcasting

MR. WRIGHT

programs

PLAN

HEARING
next to option time

spot representation

discussed

ments of the tv broadcast day. This time
would be effective in markets of three or
more tv outlets where the stations have the
normal three-hour option time contracts.
The reserved hour would be reduced in the
case of fewer option hours or fewer stations
in a market. The plan was a modification
of one proposed by 10 SRA members two
years ago in replies to a Barrow staff query.
Edward E. Voynow, Edward Petry & Co.,
testified in behalf of that representative
firm, defending network option time but
opposing national spot representation by the
networks.
John W. English, WSEE (TV) Erie, Pa.,
and WNAO-TV Raleigh, N. C. (both uhf),
and chairman of the Committee for Competitive Tv, representing a group of uhf stations, called for FCC authorization of a
five-year network affiliation period, and
William L. Putnam, WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass., and WRLP (TV) Greenfield,
Mass. (both uhf), also representing CCTV,
urged the FCC to do something about allocations to make tv stations competitive
in each market.
Five tv outlets— WCSH-TV Portland,
Me., WFLA-TV Tampa, Fla., KVAR (TV)
Phoenix-Mesa, Ariz., WLAC-TV Nashville,
and KFDM-TV Beaumont, Tex. — defended
network option time and must-buys and
opposed the Barrow recommendation for
reinstatement of the former FCC "Avco
Plan" on station transfers.
Presiding was FCC Chairman John C.
Doerfer, with Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde, Robert T. Bartley, Robert E. Lee, T. A. M.
Craven and Frederick W. Ford. Questioning were Robert Rawson, chief of the
Broadcast Bureau's hearing division, and
Herbert Schulkind, assistant chief of the
rules and standards division.
Stations supporting the network spot
sales arms saw benefits in the small number of outlets each network represents and
in the general similarity in their network
program structure for spot sales purposes,

MR. MARSHALL

MR. PUTNAM

while SRA

witnesses took the view that

there is "no magic number" for optimum
representation by one firm and that station
program situations vary in desirability in
different markets because of different ratings
and other factors.
All the SRA members castigated the
practice of film bartering, saying that it
not only is a "reprehensible" practice akin
to time brokerage, but that it affects a licensee's public interest responsibilities by
requiring him to accept commercials he
may not want and depriving him of dollar
income to improve his programming. Mr.
Headley called attention to his remarks
against film bartering in a debate with Erwin H. Ezzes of C & C Tv Corp. last January [Advertisers & Agencies, Jan. 27].
Last week's testimony:
charged the Barrow Report's
Mr. Wright
that networks should be proconclusion
hibited from spot sales representation is
based on "inferences and presumptions"
rather than facts. The eight tv affiliates represented byCBS Tv Spot Sales and the seven
represented by NBC Spot Sales account for
only 3% of total tv stations and only 4.1%
and 3.6% of the affiliates of the respective
networks, he said.
The eight CBS affiliates represent only
5% of the nation's national spot revenue,
Mr. Wright said. They are not concentrated
in the largest markets and seven are in markets of at least two tv stations.
He said CBS Tv Spot Sales activities do
not place independent representatives at a
disadvantage, as claimed in the Barrow
Report, because independent reps represent
95.9% of all the network's affiliates and
because CBS has a policy of not expanding
its station list.
The eight stations, he said, think CBS
Spot Sales does a better sales job than any
other rep because of its separation of radio
and tv spot sales, its high type personnel,
the small number of stations represented
compared to many independent reps, excellent liaison between station and rep,
leadership in research, effective sales promotion, sales development and sales service.
Mr. Wright didn't feel any of the affiliates' relationships with CBS Tv Spot Sales
had affected their stability of affiliation
with the network and he did not believe
the network had ever attempted to influ-

MR. LORD
MR. ENGLISH
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ence the choice of a national rep by any
of the eight.
Mr. Wright held strongly to his opinion
that CBS Spot Sales and CBS-TV Network
arc entirely different organizations competitively, though commonly owned, and
at one point caused the usually mild-mannered Mr. Schulkind to snap back, "Let's
not quibble over semantics!"
Mr. Marshall disputed the Barrow Report's conclusion that representation of
CBS-TV affiliates by CBS Spot Sales restrains competition between national spot
business and the network business.

Radio affiliates in top southern and midwestern markets to form their own national

Mr. Headley said SRA feels national spot
representation by a network is not in the

representation organization, but he "couldn't
get
it off the ground." "I'd still like to," he
added.

public interest. He said it is "difficult" to
see why CBS and NBC, which "so throughly dominate" network tv gross billings,
should be allowed to participate in national

Answering the report's charges that CBS
Spot Sales and CBS-TV Network exchanged
information on rates and that CBS waged

and spot advertising's importance to station
programming.
During questioning, he said the ideal is
for a station's national spot rate to be slightly less than the network rate for that station.
He knew of no present scarcity of good
film and thought some of the present supply
is comparable to network program quality.
He felt a rep firm prefers a network affiliated station as a client because network

a "campaign to equalize national spot and
network rates," Mr. Wright said the CBS
policy is that the two entities shall not cooperate and that the network shall not
discuss with the affiliate the latter's spot
rate. He submitted tables to show that the
spot rates for the eight affiliates are higher
in 75% of the time periods weekly and are
identical in only 5% of the periods. Another table showed a "greater similarity"
between the two rates of affiliates represented by independent reps.

Mr. Marshall said the Barrow Report's
finding that CBS Spot Sales and the CBS
Network compete at the "operating or working level" is enough to disprove its "presumption" that competition is modified at
the "policy" level.
Mr. Lord said WAVE-AM-TV once were
represented by Free & Peters (now Peters,
Griffin, Woodward), but became concerned
as the rep kept adding more station clients,
feeling WAVE-AM-TV were not getting
"their share" of the national spot business
and that the Louisville stations "were lost
in the large number of stations represented
this company."
by After
conducting its own investigation,
Mr. Lord said, his company quit PGW and
negotiated a contract with NBC Spot Sales
on its own initiative [at this time, in 1953,
PGW represented 10 tv stations and NBC
Spot Sales 11, including owned stations].
He said his company believes it would suffer financial reverses if compelled to disassociate from NBC Spot Sales.
Mr. Lord felt NBC Spot Sales offers "a
homogeneous NBC service rather than varied services" — that the salesman is under no
compulsion to state that NBC is better in
Market A, CBS in Market B, ABC in Market C, etc., based on ratings or other information. The Louisville stations also prefer NBC Spot Sales because the stations it
represents all are in major markets and because it employs more people per station

Mr. Griffin led off the SRA presentation by describing the role of the national
representative in tv broadcasting. Denying
that the SRA testimony is "anti-network,"
he described the rep association's position
as "pro-national spot advertising."
He described the evolution of national
apparatus of national representation, its
functions, advantages of spot broadcasting

programs attract larger audiences.
Mr. Avery summed up "the position of
the networks in television" in preparation
for Mr. Katz' later testimony on SRA-supported recommendations on network option
time.
Networks in 1956, through their owned
stations, through sale of network time and
sales for 15 owned tv stations and 16 tv
affiliates represented that year and through
incidental broadcast revenues, were responsible for 62% of all tv revenue, according
to FCC records, Mr. Avery said.
They control 18 tv station licenses (soon
19), with CBS owned stations able to reach
30.3% of the 41.4 million tv homes, NBC
30.2% and ABC 29.1%, he said. CBS,
with its owned stations and the eight affiliate stations represented by CBS Spot Sales,
can reach 37.5% of tv homes for a national
spot campaign. NBC, with owned stations
and seven represented affiliates, can reach
37.4%.
Network

programs

on 299 stations in

over 100 markets (including a "small proportion" of ABC programs) occupy 78.2%
of evening option time and 35.5% of evening (6-11 p.m.) non-option time, Mr.
Avery continued, with option time reaching
96.4% of prime time in the top five markets and 90% in the top 50.

spot — "the only facet of the business which
is Acompetitive
network
television."
conflict ofwith
interest
is involved
in the
formulation of network rates and spot rates
if a station is represented by CBS or NBC
Spot Sales, he said, and "the dominant interest of CBS and NBC is network revenue."
He felt the Barrow Report's description of
a "campaign" by a network to equalize spot
and network rates was "no more than an
incident," but that it clearly indicates the
conflict which SRA feels should make separation of networks from national spot sales
mandatory.
Mr. Headley estimated 65% to 75% of
a station's income comes to it if it is both
affiliated with and represented by the network and that this cannot fail to influence
the affiliate to subordinate other considerations to his network relationship.
Mr. Katz presented SRA's "Station Reserved Time" plan to provide a period or
periods of station time, exclusively for nonnetwork programs, adjacent to programs in
network option time.
This proposal (SRA would retain the
FCC's division of the tv broadcast day into
four segments: 8 a.m.-l p.m., 1-6 p.m., 61 1 p.m. and 1 1 p.m.-8 a.m.) would operate
as follows:
In markets of three tv stations or more,
in each segment of the broadcast day, one
hour on each station would be designated as
"station reserved time" to follow the regular three-hour network option time period.
During this one-hour reserved period no
program of any network could be broadcast.
If placement of network option hours in
the time segment forced all the one-hour station reserved time period over into another
segment, then the reserved time period would
precede the option time period in the same
segment. The station reserved time period
would be split to fall both before and after
option time if the network option time period
left, for instance, only a half-hour following the option time period for a particular
broadcast segment; for example, if network option time occupied the 7:30-10:30

"than any other representative organization
we studied."
thatThe
Louisville stations executive told
commissioners flatly that "we'll quit" if
NBC Spot Sales adds stations to its list
which are not NBC-TV affiliates, and that
he'd like to see NBC Spot Sales add three
or four more stations in the top 50 markets,
but if it goes beyond that, "we'll quit."
He said he once tried to persuade a group
of NBC-TV affiliates and regional NBC
Page 70B
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TESTIMONY in behalf of Station Representatives Assn. at FCC's hearings last week
on the Barrow Report were (I to r) John Blair, Blair Tv and Blair Tv Assoc.; Lloyd
Griffin, Peters, Griffin, Woodward; Eugene Katz, The Katz Agency; Frank Headley,
H-R Television, and Lewis H. Avery, Avery-Knodel.
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Stories

Success

One

of a series of salutes to successful TV

stations across the nation . . . and
Northwest School graduates who
tributed totheir success.

to the

have con-

KEPR
Radio

and

TV

Pasco, Washington

MONTE L. STROHL, General Manager

was the first satellite TV station authorized bythe FCC and the first in operation in the

KEPR

satellite, KBAS
added. Now

in Ephrata, Washington,
broadcasting on

KEPR

another nationwide "first". In 1957 still another

"Inland Empire" market.

Here is what
Monte Strohl says
about his experience
with Northwest

Dale Hall is KEPR's newest Northwest employee. Hired 4 months
ago as studio assistant, Dale is
now in charge of the Prop De-

Floor
is KEPR's ons.
Rudy Vsetec
r for kaStudio
Operati
Manage
Just 15 months ago this Northwest grad joined the station as
production assistant.

"We

153 kilowatts,

operates with a staff of 25 and two full
camera chains plus two additional cameras for
remote facilities, covering the rich Southern

country — "orbiting" on December 28, 1954.
Within a year, KEPR had its own studios and
its own satellites, KLEW in Lewiston, Idaho —

Dick Gassaway was one of the
first Northwest graduates hired
by KEPR, joining the station a
year and a half ago as an announcing assistant. He is now
Sales Manager for the city of
Kennewick.

was

staff. and on KEPR's announcingpartment

are certainly more than pleased with the Northwest

graduates that

have been in our employ, and have found them all to have a sound understanding ofour business. I would not hesitate to recommend your students

School graduates:

or to hire more graduates."
For further information on Northwest training and graduates available in your area, write, phone or wire

SCHOOLS

NORTHWEST
1

1221 N. W. 21 ST AVENUE,

9, OREGON

PORTLAND

Phone CApitol 3-7246
737 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago
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p.m. period, then station reserved time
would be 7-7:30 and 10:30-11 p.m.
If the network option time were only two
hours, station reserved time would be reduced to 45 minutes, and if less than two
hours, such reserved time would be only
30 minutes.
In two-station markets the one-hour
period of station reserved time would be reduced to 45 minutes, the 45-minute period to
30 minutes and the 30-minute period to
15 minutes. In one-station markets there
would be no provision for station reserved
time.
Station reserved time would apply to
only six days of the week and operation of
such requirements could not prevent "completion of a special event, or special sports
spectacle, etc., which might run into 'station reserved time'."
Mr. Katz said the SRA proposal represents a modification of the position taken
by 13 SRA members who, answering a questionnaire in 1956, charged that option time
is "harmful" to them as non-network sellers
of time, and the position of 10 of the 13
that network option time should be kept
at three hours for each segment of the
broadcast day, but that consecutive network
programming should be limited to W2
hours per segment and that one half-hour
of each two hours of network option time
should be set aside for non-network programming.
The Katz Agency head said SRA now opposes elimination of option time because
it has had time to study the problems involved over the two years since the 1956
Barrow staff questionnaire. SRA "agrees"
that networks "need" option time and feels
that healthy networks with stronger programming increase the value of the time
representatives sell.
SRA believes, Mr. Katz said, that its
plan would remove the threat of network
exemption from a significant number of
time periods and thus allow local elements
to develop programs without fear their investment "will be wiped out" by exercise
of a network option.
He said SRA "perceives" a "tacit argument" by networks that nothing should be
done about option time because a present
softness in network tv has left plenty of
time available. But it is such periods of
recession when the present effect of option
time brings the most adverse results, he
said, for although a network may be unable
to supply enough commercial programming
to the station, option time prevents other
organizations from "stepping into the
breach."
He acknowledged that the SRA station
reserved time plan "can undoubtedly be improved" by constructive criticism and comments and asked the FCC to invite such
comments from within the broadcast industry..
During questioning by Mr. Rawson, Mr.
Katz said stations accept many network programs in non-option time because they feel
they should cooperate with the network and
thus may move non-network programs "reluctantly." He said he "knows," but could
cite no instances, that networks sometimes
Page 70D
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return optioned periods to the station in exchange for non-option time.
He did not question the fact station representatives' business has expanded the
past few years despite option time, but
said the reps would have sold even more
time had they had "free access" to station
time.

Questioned on whether the SRA station
reserved time plan might not, in effect, be
a form of option time itself by restricting
the reserved time periods from use by
all other sources except the one to whom
such a period is under contract, including
all the networks, Mr. Katz said that in a
three-station market the plan would provide atotal of 36 half-hours weekly in each
broadcast segment for the various non-network program sources. He felt this is a
substantial amount and would furnish time
periods to many programs sources, while
leaving plenty of time for networks.
Mr. Katz warned against complete elimination of option time. The result of such
he said might be more network
action,
an
programming than ever on many affiliate
stations because the burden of bargaining
for every program would fall on the affiliate
and many affiliates would not be able to
counter the network bargaining position
effectively.

Mr. Blair presented SRA's catch-all views
on all Barrow Report recommendations except those on option time and network spot
sales representation. SRA opposed most of
the recommendations, but felt that if Sees.
and Regu3.658 (a) and (b) of FCC Rulesintima
ted in
lations have been violated, as
riapprop
then
13,
Recommendations 5 and
ate action is recommended.
On Recommendation 7 to retain the twoyear affiliation period, SRA felt a longer
period would be desirable but thought the
present rule has worked out well in practice. SRA supported Recommendation 10
which would retain the right of affiliates
for first call on network programs.
On Recommendations 15-19 involving
rates, SRA felt networks can be restrained
from influencing both network and spot
rates through enforcement of present rules
rather than adoption of a requirement for
publication of rate-making procedures.
Mr. Blair said SRA's viewpoint on mustbuy is that while this practice is advantageous to the network, the minimum buy
rule contemplated should prove no obstacle
to successful networking. He said SRA is
in favor of any step to make line facilities
available to stations on as reasonable a basis
as possible (Recommendations 25-26).
SRA opposed all other recommendations.
the Petry
Mr. Voynow
and
timefirm's
networkd option
ment of presente
endorse
its opposition to network spot sales representation of non-network owned stations.
The Petry executive vice president, appearing for Mr. Petry who is recovering
from surgery and was unable to testify,
said, "To cripple the networks and the stations through a further restriction of network
option time would do a disservice to every
person in the country now enjoying the
wonders of television."
Option time, he said, provides order and

to a station's schedule.
supplies efficiencysupported
earlier network
Mr. Voynow
testimony that abolishment of option time
would result in "gradual erosion" of the
network schedule through "checkerboarding" of clearances all over the country.
He felt that if a network were to lose a
time period it could never be recaptured
without option time because the national
spot sales contracts filling such a period
terminate on different dates, on different
stations and in different cities.
Mr. Voynow
indicated hetheir
didn't
networks
have influenced
spotbelieve
sales
organizations in setting national spot rates
of stations, but felt they have cooperated
in other ways.
His explanation of this was not entirely
clear, but his point seemed to be that a network's ownership of stations in the larger
markets makes this group attractive to an
affiliate station which would like to be included in such an elite list for spot sales
representation. He agreed also that a network might be able to gain an advantage
over an independent representative in a
"four-station" market by using its power
to affiliate or disaffiliate with a station.
The Petry official didn't feel the small
number of stations represented by CBS and
NBC should be considered in gauging the
extent of their operation. He cited 1957
estimates showing that combined hourly
rates and percentage of U. S. tv homes covered by the CBS and NBC owned and represented lists of stations each exceeded
Petry's, although they included less than
half as many stations as Petry's list of 30.
Mr. Voynow thought there is now and
will be a sizable supply of "good" syndicated film next fall. He acknowledged that
network "straddle" programs have the "effect" of extending option hours. He didn't
feel Petry is "hindered" by having a large
number of station clients and felt the variance of ratings from one market to another
are a consideration in spot sales.
He was quite skeptical of statements by
Messrs. Wright and Lord on the respective
sizes of the CBS and NBC spot sales staffs.
He felt the two firms concentrate most of
their salesmen on sale of the major market
stations to the detriment of stations which
they represent in smaller-sized cities.
Referring to the difference between the
spot rates of CBS-represented stations
(96.4% of network rate) and those of NBC
(84.7% of network rates), Mr. Voynow
told the FCC that either "CBS told the stations their true worth or NBC was not too
The Petry executive said the company
had informed its network-affiliated clients of
its
position on option time and they engenerous."
dorsed this stand.

is up to the FCC to "protect"
He saidntit reps
independe
from network spot sales
competition because "you gave them [netin superior markets."
works] stations asked
Mr. English
the FCC to authorize
extension of affiliation contracts from the
present two years to five, saying the present
two-year limitation has worked out in most
instances to benefit of networks only.
He said uncertainty of continued network
Broadcasting

affiliation has "certainly been a factor aggravating the uhf problem"; that a five-year
contract would not solve that problem, but
would be helpful in many instances in enabling stations to establish themselves and
"to face and plan the expenditure of large
sums of money necessary in any sort of a
mixed market to establish a uhf facility."
Mr. English said he sent questionnaires
to 50 uhf stations which have gone off the
air and received 13 replies, which he thought
a good average for such inactive firms. Of
the 13 which replied, 7 said network affiliation problems contributed to their demise.
WN AO-TV (ch. 28) recently went off the
air.
Mr. Putnam indicted the present allocations system and the lack of three competitive tv stations in each market for uhf
Barrow Report's
troubles. He thought the
conclusions are sound but they are not the
answer to "more or better television serv-

ice."
Mr. Putnam said the FCC's allocations
have not been as effective in practice as
they "looked on paper" and that an improvement in this area will render moot
the "whole matter of network relations."
The problem of making changes in network operations is small compared with the
r problem of allocations, which,
greate
far
Mr. Putnam said, "this Commission know-

ingly perpetuates day after day."
Mr. Putnam revealed that WWLP, WRLP
and the company's translator stations in
Claremont, N. H., and White River, Vt.,
have a combined rate of $700 and that the
company is making a profit and employs
76 people.
The joint statement by WCSH-TV,
WFLA-TV, KVAR (TV), WLAC-TV and
KFDM-TV defended network option time
and must-buys and opposed Barrow recommendations onpublication of affiliation contracts and on re-instatement of the Avco
Rule governing station sales.
The statement said option time is lawful
and essential to networking and its abolishment would have a serious impact on live
programming. It added that the Barrow Report suggests no substitute to assure live programming.
It favored the must-buy practice and said
the practice is to be preferred to a "minimum-buy" practice because the latter would
er the power to determine
advertis
give each
the composition of the network for his show.
The statement said rate and compensation
negotiations with networks are legitimate
secrets and should not be disclosed by the
FCC to competitors.
The stations said FCC experience with the
Avco Rule has demonstrated it is a
"thoroughly mischievous doctrine leading
and confusion" and opposed
only to delays
the Barrow recommendation to reinstate it.
FCC
Of

Accuses

Crosley

Intimidating

NBC

The FCC last week told multiple-owner
Crosley Broadcasting Corp. it believes the
Crosley tv stations in Ohio have violated
Sec. 3.658 (b) of Commission Rules & Regulations in an "understanding" with NBCBroadcasting
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274,101
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A man's living room is the best place in the world to
make friends for your company and customers for your
products. The families you meet in the Jackson, Mississippi,
market have an average of $5,735° 0 to buy what they want.
Why not make them want what you have? They're inin-a
tremendous period of economic growth, with spendable
come up 40% since 1950 and retail sales up 125% since 1947!
Get your foot in the door now! Need more sell? Call
Hollingbery or Katz for a fact file.
"Television Magazine " "Sales Management 1957 Survey of Buying Power
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TV, but is taking no action on the matter
"at the present time."
But, added the FCC in a letter to Crosley,
'the correspondence and material concerning said violation are being associated with
the Commission's files for the Crosley stations for such further consideration as your
future operations may warrant."
Sec. 3.658 (b) prohibits a tv licensee from
making an agreement with a network which
would prevent another station in the same
or a different community from carrying a
program of the network. (The section does
not prohibit affiliates from using their "first
call" rights, however.)
Crosley tv stations are WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, WLWD (TV) Dayton and WLWC
(TV) Columbus, all Ohio; WLWA (TV) Atlanta and WLWI (TV) Indianapolis.

The alleged Crosley violation was cited
in the Barrow Report but the principals
were not identified.
The FCC noted last week that it wrote
Crosley April 23 charging Crosley threatened NBC with canceling a number of NBCTV programs on its stations if NBC placed
programs on other stations. The FCC did
not identify the Crosley station nor the other
stations involved.
This, the FCC charged, "deterred NBC
from placing its programs on other stations
and therefore resulted in an understanding
between Crosley and NBC which prevented
or hindered the presentations of NBC's programs not taken by Crosley stations."
The FCC cited Crosley's reply May 6 to
the Commission in which the multiple owner
said that ". . . in our opinion we have at all
times complied with the provisions of the
Commission's Network Rules." Crosley
noted it had made a statement of policy to
the FCC Feb. 25, but that it was adding its
"formal assurance" that it would not engage
in violation of Sec. 3.658 (b) and that the
firm further assured the FCC it would "see
to it that personnel charged with the handling of such matters are so informed."
The FCC noted that the Crosley letter
was signed by John T. Murphy, Crosley vice
president for television, "who was the individual mentioned in the Commission's letters concerning this matter."
FCC

Grants

Chooses

Texas

Onondaga

Tech. Ch. 5,
Tv Applicant

The FCC last week finalized a supplemental initial decision granting Texas Technological College tv ch. 5 at Lubbock, Tex.
At the same time a majority ofvthe Commission directed preparation of a document
looking toward granting applications by
Television Corp. of Michigan Inc. and the
State Board of Agriculture for new tv stations to operate ch. 10 on a share-time basis
in Onondaga, Mich. This grant would be
subject to the condition that the State Board
of Agriculture would surrender its permit
for ch. 60 WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich.,
and the denial of competing applications of
Triad Television Corp., Booth Broadcasting
Co., and Jackson Broadcasting & Television
Corp., seeking the same channel in Parma,
Mich. An initial decision in the spring of
last year had looked toward this action.
Page 72
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SPRINGFIELD
•

Harris subcommittee

•

Top GOP

names

GRANT

TV

hears charges

mentioned

Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) — through
staff attorney Stephen J. Angland — Thursday revealed the first of several cases in
which his Legislative Oversight Subcommittee charges the FCC made comparative
tv grants on the basis of exparte contacts
rather than established criteria [Lead
Story, May 19].
The case in question was the June 1956
grant of ch. 2 Springfield, 111., to WMAY.
Top Republican names were high on the
list of those charged with working behind
the scenes on behalf of WMAY, which was
competing for the channel with Sangamon
Valley Tv Corp. (40% owned by WTAX
Springfield). Among the charges:
• Comr. Robert E. Lee changed his vote
on the day instructions were given to the
staff after learning that he had voted for "a
bunch of New Dealers."
• Orville Hodge, former Illinois auditor
now serving a prison term for embezzling
state funds, was responsible for swinging
the grant to WMAY.
• Leonard Hall, then chairman of the
National Republican Committee, at the
urging of Mr. Hodge, was active in working for WMAY.
• Reps. Leslie C. Arends and Sid Simpson, both Republicans of Illinois, also were
brought into the case on behalf of WMAY
by Mr. Hodge.
Mr. Angland barely had time Thursday
to begin his report, which follows several
weeks of research on the ch. 2 grant and
the St. Louis tv situation. Other facets to be
covered: (1) the subsequent move of ch.
2 to St. Louis and Terre Haute, Ind., and
its grant to KTVI (TV) St. Louis; (2)
the grant of ch. 1 1 St. Louis to CBS and the
network's later purchase of ch. 4 KWK-TV
St. Louis; (3) assignment of ch. 11 to 220

PROBED
on vhf grant

as exerting influence
ter to Rep. Arends went on to relate:

"This employe reported that Comr. Lee
had returned from a luncheon with you and
asked the staff why he had not been told
that the WTAX [Sangamon Valley] applicants were a bunch of New Dealers. He
then announced he was changing his vote
in favor of WMAY." The examiner's initial decision had favored Sangamon.
Mr. Hodge was accused by several individuals interviewed by Mr. Angland of being the "mastermind" behind the alleged
political influence web. Mr. Hodge himself,
when interviewed in the Illinois State prison
where he is serving 10-15 years, said that
he was asked to intervene in the case by
close personal friends Louis and Herman
Cohen. Richard Cohen, son of Louis, is
vice president-18% owner of WM AY-TV.
Mr. Hodge admitted talking to Reps.
Arends and Simpson and Sen. Everett Dirksen (R-Ill.) on behalf of the WMAY application. He said he did not remember talking to Mr. Hall but "may have," and that
he had never met any member of the FCC.
He refused to give a sworn statement because his firm would build the plant.
Mr. Keller was quoted as saying that
Leslie C. Johnson, vice president-25%
owner of WHBF-AM-TV Rock Island, 111.,
stated Mr. Hodge told him (Johnson) that
he (Hodge) was supporting WMAY because his firm would build the plant if that
application was successful.
The losing applicant also stated that,
after learning of Mr. Hodge's activities, he
and three other Sangamon principals went
to see Sen. Dirksen. All four confirmed
that Sen. Dirksen stated Mr. Hall also was
active in the behind-the-scenes skirmishes

Tv Inc., a competing applicant of CBS's
for the facility, and (4) the St. Louis Globe
Democrat purchase of an interest in KTVI
after selling its stock in KWK-TV to CBS.
Rep. Harris said the St. Louis actions
all are intwined with ch. 2 Springfield grant
and will show an FCC pattern of grants
based on illegal contacts. Subcommittee
Chief Counsel Robert Lishman said that he
was deliberately reserving several questions
on the entire matter. "It would appear," he
stated, "that the ex parte pressures were
more responsible for the decision than the
announced standards themselves. . . . The
so-called standards and reasons for decisions apparently have no substance in
reality." Mr. Lishman said he was prepared
to prove the charges "beyond a reasonable
Comr. Lee's name came into the case
doubt."
via
a letter from Loring C. Merwin, publisher of the Bloomington (111.) Pantagraph,
to Rep. Arends. In it, Mr. Merwin quoted
Oliver Keller, president of Sangamon, as
saying an unnamed FCC employe stated
Rep. Arends had taken an active part on
behalf of the WMAY application. The let-

INVESTIGATOR

ANGLAND
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his office when in Washington. He said he
did not remember if ch. 2 was ever discussed and he had "no recollection in any
shape or form" of ever contacting FCC.
Although he did not vote on the decision, former Comr. Richard A. Mack also

for ch. 2. Mr. Keller also stated that Sen.
Dirksen told him one unnamed commissioner had committed his vote to Mr. Hall.
Mr. Keller said the only political activity engaged in by Sangamon was to try
to counteract the "New Dealer" tag. The
record on this respect shows that all Sangamon principals are active Republicans
Ernest Ives (sister of two-time
Mrs.
except
Democratic presidential nominee Adlai
Stevenson), whose family owns less than 5% .
Mr. Keller said that his Washington
counsel, on Thanksgiving Eve 1955, told
him that a preliminary vote had gone against
Sangamon but advised him it would be improper to try to approach the commissioners.
Entered into the record was a telegram
from Mr. Hall to C. H. Lanphier, a Sangamon stockholder, in which the Republican chairman denied taking any role in
the ch. 2 Springfield case.
Replying from Chicago, where he was
addressing an EIA meeting, Comr. Lee
stated: "I don't know anything about it.
To my knowledge, I have never met any
of the parties to this case nor did I ever

was involved in Mr. Angland's presentation
of the Springfield case. Two letters from
Florida attorney J. Kenneth Ballinger were
read into the record. They consisted of a
character recommendation for Lee Ruwitch,
executive vice president-general manager of
WTVJ (TV) Miami. Mr. Ruwitch also is a
vice president of WMAY-TV (which is not
on the air on its presently assigned ch. 36)
and was to become the new station's general
manager. Mr. Ballinger said that "from
time to time" industry friends asked him to
contact another friend — Comr. Mack.

MR. McMAHON
to give WMAY "a fair shake." He said the
commissioner replied the case would be
judged on its merits. A short time later, Rep.
Arends said, Sangamon contacted him and

discuss the merits with anyone."
[Comr. Lee's office said Friday that a
thorough check of FCC records in the
ch. 2 cases disprove the charge that Comr.
Lee ever switched his vote from Sangamon
to WMAY.]
Rep. Arends admitted that Mr. Hodge
asked him to intercede with the Commission and that he in turn asked Comr. Lee

"LIVE"

he immediately called the FCC to "get completely neutral." He added that he did lunch
with Comr. Lee but had no knowledge of
the politics involved and did not call anybody "a bunch of New Dealers."
Rep. Simpson said that he was a good
friend of Mr. Hodge, who frequently visited

FROM

Also made a part of the record were several telephone calls between then Comr.
Mack and Tampa, Fla., attorney Sam Bucklew, plus a memorandum on the Springfield
contest prepared for Mr. Mack for relay to
Mr. Bucklew. The Tampa attorney loaned
the resigned commissioner money in the
past, according to committee records.
Mr. Angland testified that Mr. Bucklew
stated he was merely getting information for
a friend on the ch. 2 case. He refused to
identify the friend but stated he has given a
sworn statement to the Justice Dept.
Mr. Angland will be back on the House
Caucus Room stand today (Monday) to con-

COLUMBUS

In 1945, Bill Corley started his successful sportscasts for WBNS
Radio. His Monday thru Friday program is one of the top 10 shows
in the market with 8.7 Pulse. Continuing sponsorship and loyal listeners attest to Bill's acceptance in the rich Central Ohio area.
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GOVERNMENT continued
tinue his testimony on the Springfield and
St. Louis tv cases. Mr. Lishman stated that
there are instances of numerous other exparte contacts with the FCC on these and
many other cases, all to be made part of a
pattern of "improper" Commissiond grants.
Staffer Robert McMahon returne to the
witness stand Tuesday and Wednesday of
last week to complete his testimony on six
station sales [Lead Story, May 19], plus
shift of ch. 2 from Springfield to St. Louis.
Cases discussed last week: CBS grant of ch.
11 St. Louis and subsequent purchase of
ch. 4 KWK-TV St. Louis; Storer Broadcastging Co. purchase of WVUE (TV) Wilmin
ton, Del., and W1BG-AM-FM Philadelphia;
United Tv Inc. purchase of KMGM-AM-TV
Minneapolis; the sale of Universal Broad-
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ies (WISH-AM-TV Incasting "Co. propert
dianapolis and WANE-AM-TV Ft. Wayne,
Ind.) to the J. H. Whitney & Co.'s Indiana
Broadcasting Co., and the Providence, R. I.,
ch. 12 merger agreement.
Mr. McMahon cited the Providence case
in charging that the FCC permits huge
"windfall profits" and "pay-off" that benefit "shrewd operators and not the public."
He said two Providence men, Robert T.
Engles and C. George Taylor, dropped their
application for an "apparent profit of $200,000 on no investment."
He charged this case "stands out as one
of the more striking examples of so-called
'pay-offs' and 'quickie grants' in recent
years." Mr. Lishman added that this was
possible through FCC rules which are "conducive to quick profit and no risk." He said
there are many cases where an application
is filed "apparently solely for the purpose of

and getting out."
a quick
makin
said the Communications
an profit
Mr.g Lishm
Act forbids broadcast licenses to be treated
as private property. Rep. Harris stressed a
channel allocation is private property. "The
question for Congress is should the FCC
permit trafficking of these awards as anyone
sees fit," he said.
Rep. John Moss asked that the n subcom
mittee staff begin an investigatio of the
Commission action granting KOVR (TV)
Stockton, Calif., permission to move its
transmitter to a site where it could place a
Grade A signal into Sacramento. This
action, he said, caused ch. 40 KCCC-TV
to lose its ABC affiliation with the result the
station went dark.
investigaRep. Peter Mack asked for an decision
s,
tion of all FCC deintermixture
with special emphasis on ch. 2 Springfield.
He called the shift of ch. 2 to St. Louis a
"breach of contract." Mr. Lishman said that
a staff study on deintermixture already had
been instituted.
staff to sumRep. Harris orderedonthe
the transfer and
marize its conclusions
comparative cases it has studied and submit
them to the FCC for comment.
KLIF Gets Boost to 50 kw

The FCC last week granted KLIF Dallas,
Tex., an increase in daytime power from
5 kw to 50 kw with directional antenna,
engineering conditions. The station will continue to operate on 1190 kc, with 1 kw
night. KLIF is licensed to the McLendon
Investment Corp.

FCC

ACTS

MIAMI

CH.

TO

REHEAR

10

GRANT

|

• Staff asked to draft order
• Issues set in court remand
FCC last week instructed its staff to draw
up an order on the controversial Miami
ch. 10
for "expeditious"
hearing oncase
the setting
issues itspecified
by the U.
S.
Court of Appeals.
The order, being drawn by the Commission's Office of Opinions & Review, is expected to be issued this week.
Basic issues are expected to be (1)
whether former Comr. Richard A. Mack
should have voted on the grant and (2)
whether there was undue influence on any
commissioners in behalf of any of the
The Commission is also expected to set
applicants.
as one of the issues whether the grant of
ch. 10 to Public Service Television Inc.
(subsidiary of National Airlines) should be
voided.
It was understood that the Commission
feels that it can accept testimony given
under oath before the House Legislative
Oversight Committee without recalling these
witnesses to retestify before the FCC.
It was still not certain how the Commission will handle this hearing — whether it
will appoint an examiner to sit on this
case, or someone else.
The court also told the Commission to
inform the Dept. of Justice of the hearing, and to permit it to participate if it
desires. It also told the FCC that not only
all original parties must be permitted to
participate, but also all persons who might
be involved in the allegations of impropriety in one way or another with the right
of cross examination and rebuttal.
The case was remanded to the FCC last
month by a U. S. Appeals Court.
The FCC granted the contested ch. 10
to the National Airlines subsidiary in 1957.
This was appealed by WKAT Inc. (WKAT
Miami), one of the unsuccessful applicants.
The other two unsuccessful applicants were
North Dade Video Inc. and L. B. Wilson
Inc. An appeal also was lodged in the appeals court by Eastern Airlines. Eastern
was refused permission by the FCC to intervene, in the comparative hearing.
The court retained jurisdiction of the case
and ordered the FCC to report the status
of the proceedings within six weeks.
Early this month the FCC asked the
court to clarify certain aspects of the rewhether the Commismand, principally
sion should
act with full authority to make
a decision after the hearing or whether it
was only to act as a fact finding body for
the court. The court informed the FCC
that it could proceed with full control.
The Miami ch. 10 case was the object
of an intensive investigation by the House
subcommittee earlier this year, resulting
in the resignation of Comr. Mack and the
interrogation of a number of principals
by the committee. In March a federal
grand jury was impaneled by the Dept. of
Justice with orders to look into the case
for possible criminal indictments.
Broadcasting
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SUPPORTERS

BMI

WIND

Six witnesses testified last Wednesday
against a bill to divorce broadcasters from
ownership in BMI and/or recording companies before a subcommittee of the Senate
Commerce Committee, winding up pro
and con testimony that began over two
months ago [Government, March 17].
The latest dissenters — from CBS, NBC
and their owned recording companies and

the movie industry — again hit proponents'
charges that broadcasters are discriminating
against ASCAP songs in favor of BMI tunes,
or that any monopoly exists in the music
business.
Subject of the lengthy hearings has been
S 2834, introduced last summer by Sen.
George Smathers (D-Fla.). Several score of
witnesses, including famous personalities,
composers, educators, station owners and
one disinterested spectator [Government,
May 12] have testified during the course of
the hearings.
Still to be heard, probably sometime in
July, is rebuttal and sur-rebuttal testimony.
Also expected to give their views on the proposed legislation at that time are the FCC
and Justice Dept.
Testifying for CBS, Vice President Richard S. Salant strongly defended the network and its Columbia Records affiliate
against discrimination charges. He likewise
refuted point by point the testimony of many
proponents for the bill.
The network is testifying "for the right
to continue its stock ownership in BMI
[9%] for precisely the reason that CBS went
into it in the first place: to assure, to the extent that is proper, the maintenance of continued competition in the music licensing
field," Mr. Salant stated.
"We do not care, and we could not afford
to care, whether the music is BMI or ASCAP. Indeed, management does not get into
the choice of particular pieces of music
at all." Since 1954, he said, music performed
on both the CBS radio and tv networks has
been from 74-80% ASCAP annually, while
BMI performances have never been more
than 19% for any given year.
In answer to charges of discrimination
against ASCAP, he pointed out that since
1952 CBS-TV has broadcast six programs
devoted to saluting ASCAP. "We will not
jeopardize our most valuable assets — our
licenses and our audiences — for the sake of
the possibility of a few extra dollars on the

MR. LIEBERSON
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MR. MAREK

UP

DEFENSE

recording side through free plugs," Mr.
Salant said. "We must cater — not pander —
to the public taste."
Goddard Lieberson, President of Columbia Records, told the subcommittee how
ownership by CBS has permitted the recording arm to make financial commitments for
valuable, if unprofitable, recording programs which otherwise would have been impossible. Also, he said, Columbia's development of long-play records in 1948 was
made possible through cooperation with
CBS laboratories.
Charges of discrimination against ASCAP
are "patently false ... a self defeating business practice," he said, and pointed out that
Columbia has no direct dealing with
ASCAP, BMI or any licensor of performance rights. Mr. Lieberson cited the following figures to show the "incredibility" of
the charges:
In 1957, CBS recorded 60.2% ASCAP
music and 39.3% BMI. Since 1940, 72.6%
of Columbia's popular recordings have been
ASCAP songs, 15.7% BMI.
Joseph A. McDonald, NBC assistant general attorney, said that existing laws are
adequate to take care of any "abuses of the
sort to which the bill seems to be directed.
Most important is the fact that the alleged
abuses simply do not exist and there is no
practical prospect that they ever could

He said proponents' charges of discrimination are refuted by "common sense and
exist."
economic facts of life in the broadcastthe
ing industry." Pointing out the high percentage of ASCAP songs played on radio
and tv, Mr. McDonald said that if broadcasters are attempting to favor BMI, "theirs
lly inept performance."
fantastica
is a
vice president and genMarek,
R.
George
eral manager of the RCA Victor Record
Div., used several charts to illustrate points
are asked to bein opposing S 2834. "We the
public sit in
lieve the argument that
front of their radios or phonographs or tv
sets, hungering for music which we, the allpowerful record companies, deliberately
suppress — and that all the public gets from
us is an inferior type of music which we
foist upon them for one reason only — that
we get some kind of economic advantage

MR. SALANT

from this inferior type of msuic," Mr.
Marek said of proponents' charges.
". . . We have no incentive whatsoever
to do anything of the kind. Even if we had,
it would have to be supposed that we are
powerful enough to ram down the throats
of the public music that they don't want,
and to do this through association with a
NBC could not show favoritism toward
RCA Victor recordings even if it wanted
network."
to, Mr. Marek testified. He said two things
pointed out the fallacy of a proponent's
charge RCA entered the phonograph business to record music controlled by NBC,
through BMI, and exploit those recording
on NBC stations:

(1) RCA acquired Victor Talking Machine Co. in 1929, 10 years before BMI was
formed; (2) NBC did not permit the use of
phonograph records on network broadcasts
until 1949 and was one of the last holdouts
against records on its owned stations.
Eric Johnston, president of the Motion
Pictures Assn. of America, told the subcommittee that "restrictions on business expansion and diversification are unwise where
no legal wrong exists." He said this is the
age of diversification in American business
and asked: "Does it make sense to prohibit
diversification in such allied and closely related fields as music, broadcasting and film
He cited the "outstanding" record of
movie and theatre chains which also own
making?"
broadcasting
properties, recording and publishing companies. "Instead of using a rifle
to bring down their targets, the proponents
are firing a 12-gauge shotgun blast which,
in its scattering, would wound many, including hapless bystanders."
opposes the Smathers bill for three
principal reasons, he said. These include:
(1) "It would establish a new philosophy
running directly contra to our basic ecoMPA

nomic system. . . ."
(2) It would proscribe a certain class of

persons from being licensees "in a manner
heretofore rejected by this very committee
[he cited newspaper ownership of radio-tv
stations, expressly approved by the Senate]."
(3) "The remedy proposed would do a
greater harm than the wrong complained
of— in fact there is no such wrong. The bill
would create a tighter and more grievous

MR. TOLCHIN

mr. Mcdonald
Broadcasting

monopoly than the one alleged to exist
now. . . ."
Arthur M. Tolchin, vice president of
New York, testified for Joseph
WMGM
Vogel, president of Loew's Inc., which owns
WMGM, M-G-M Records and three music
publishing firms. "No one has ever charged
that in the operation of our radio station we
have abused our position as a licensee of
FCC by favoring our record or music publishing interests," Mr. Tolchin stated.
"Yet this proposed legislation assumes
that we have been guilty of such abuses.
There is no basis whatsoever for requiring
our company to surrender the operation of
WMGM, or in the alternative to divest itself of its record business and music inter-
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The U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington last week, in a two to one decision,
ruled that the FCC "erred" in granting the
applications of WJMR-TV New Orleans to
broadcast simultaneously on ch. 20 and
(experimentally) on ch. 12 in that city. The
court remanded the case to the Commission
for a hearing on the allegations of ch. 12
WJTV (TV) Jackson, Miss., that WJMRTV was "not proposing a bona fide experiment" with its dual operations in New
Orleans.
Early last year [Government, March 4,
1957] the Commission decided, with no
objections at the time being raised, that
ch. 12 should be added to New Orleans.
Both Supreme Broadcasting Co., licensee of
ch 20 WJMR-TV, and Oklahoma Television Corp., licensee of ch. 9 KWTV (TV)
Oklahoma City, among others, applied for
regular commercial operation on ch. 12.
WJMR-TV also made what proved to be
a successful move by requesting Commission permission to construct an experimental
station on ch. 12, to transmit simultaneously
its entire ch. 20 program schedule, in order
to test directional antenna limitation of
radiation and the providing of a basis for
comparative coverage studies of picture
quality. WJMR-TV began its simultaneous
operation of vhf-uhf last autumn [Government, Oct. 7, 1957.]
Although the order allocating ch. 12 to
New Orleans specified that any transmitter
on that channel must be the minimum of
190 miles from the ch. 12 transmitter at
Jackson, the WJMR-TV experimental application showed its transmitter as falling
twenty eight miles short of the minimum
(later modified by a lower tower and less
power). The Commission granted WJMRTV a modification of its experimental construction permit without a hearing, although
both KWTV and WJTV asked for one.
The Court unanimously held that KWTV,
one of three applicants for ch. 2 New
Orleans, "lacks standing" in this case. Other
besides WJMR-TV's
applicant for ch. 12, tion
to be changed
request for authoriza
from ch. 20 to ch. 12, is Coastal Television
Co.
Broadcasting
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DAYTIME

COMMENTS

FORECAST

HASSLE

• Close to 300
• Opposing

filed with FCC

forces in majority

The battle lines were drawn at the FCC
last week when more than 250 comments
were filed on the proposal that daytime am
stations should be permitted to extend their
hours of operation.
These were in addition to the 30-odd comments filed before the deadline last Monday
[Government, At Deadline, May 19].
Opposing forces — clear channel stations,
regionals, networks and group owners — had
about a 1 Vi to 1 lead over those favoring —
all daytime stations.
The gist of the arguments of those favoring was that local listeners need local station broadcasts for local news, weather, farm
and business reports, and civil defense.
Proponents of the FCC's proposal — which
was issued late last year following a petition
by Daytime Broadcasters Assn. — included
in almost every instance letters of support
from local government and civic leaders.
Opponents maintained that the extension
of daytime operating hours would defeat the
allocation principles, would cause interference to listeners to clear channel and regional stations at night hours, and would not
be as good for daytimers as they believe because they too would receive interference
from other stations on the same frequencies.
The daytime broadcasters ask that the
FCC permit them to operate from 5 a.m.
or sunrise to 7 p.m. or sunset whichever is
longer. Daytime stations are now limited to
local sunrise-sunset operation.
Representative comments filed last week
follow:
The Daytime Broadcasters Assn. filing was
an out-and-out attack on the principle of
clear channels. Fifty-nine clear channels —
only 2% of the U. S. stations — occupy 42%
of the entire am band, the organization
said.
There are, DBA said, 1,475 daytime stations forced to operate on "severely restricted
schedules only because of the artificial and
unnatural scarcity created by the clear channel philosophy."
The situation is due to an "outmoded and
obsolescent" radio philosophy that is 35
years old, DBA said.
Skywave service is no longer reliable, the
organization stated. And, it added, skywave
service is no longer necessary, since there are
other and more stable signals now available.
Clear channel stations do not serve the
rural public, DBA averred, because they are
all located in metropolitan cities and have
no interest in bringing agricultural, weather
and local news to farmers and rural dwellers.
And even those which do have such programs, DBA stated, cannot give varying
communities the local news and advice they
need.
The fluctuating hours of operation by the
daytimers, DBA said, causes difficulties in
management, staffing, weather service, civil
defense.
Extended hours of operation for daytime
stations would cause a minimum of interferPage 78
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ence to clear channel stations, DBA stated.
And, this interference would occur for only
a few months of the year (winter months),
it said.

DBA also suggested that if the Commission approves the extended hour proposal,
regionals now required to switch to directional operation at sunset be given permission to continue non-directional operation
for the same hours as daytimers operate.
WLBH Mattoon, 111., owned by Ray Livesay, chairman of the DBA organization,
enumerated the fluctating hours of operation it is subject to because of its sunrisesunset operation.
WLBH recited its experience when it
began operating pre-sunrise in 1952 and
continued for four years without complaint.
In 1956 the FCC ordered the station to cease
pre-sunrise operation because of complaints
of interference from Class 1-B 1170 kc stations KVOO Tulsa, Okla., and WWVA
Wheeling, W. Va. When these stations were
asked to approve pre-sunrise operation by
WLBH they refused. FCC rules permit a
daytime station to operate pre-sunrise if
there is no interference to the dominant stations.

quoted a 1956 Nielsen survey indicating that 65% of the people in Coles
County, Illinois, listened to the local Mattoon station, but that at night a much smaller
number listened to Chicago full time stations, 180 miles away. Percentages of night
listening amounted to as low as 2% to one
Chicago station and as high as 14% to another Chicago outlet.
KMMJ Grand Island, Neb., made its approach on the sentiment that "people should
take precedence over outmoded engineerWLBH

The dominant station on its 750 kc is
rules."
the Grand Island station said,
WSB ingAtlanta,
coverage has deand for years WSB's listener
clined. In 1946, the station said, WSB had
a large night time audience extending to
within 480 miles of Grand Island. In 1952,
WSB coverage had shrunk so its listenership
was 650 miles from Grand Island. In 1956
this distance had increased to 740 miles from
Grand Island.
ABC said that the impact on the vast

servnumbers of people receiving skywave would
ice would be heavier than those who
gain a primary service. Daytimers have
failed to understand, ABC said, that they
too will receive interference from clear
channel and regional stations during the
Proposal complinight hours they operate. case,
the daytime
cates the clear channel
to NARBA
contrary
is
and
skywave case
the nett,
agreemen
o
S.-Mexic
U.
and the
work stated and would have an adverse
effect on fm. It also presented studies showing what the move would mean to WABC
New York and WXYZ Detroit.
CBS. said that the daytime petition cannot be granted within the framework of
present allocation principles which insure
maximum service to the maximum number
of people. CBS alluded to daytimers' pleadings as a "plethora of claims and a minimum of facts." In an engineering study,
CBS deduced that daytime stations would
definitely not be serving the same number

of people at night as in the day.
NBC said that it opposed the DBA proposal because it would cause more loss to
the public than would be gained. Through
an engineering study of 660 kc, NBC
showed that WRCA New York would lose
more than 6 million people and more than
49,000 square miles in its groundwave coverage if daytimers extended hours of operation in December, while the three daytime
stations on the same frequency (WESC
Greenville, S. C; KSKY Dallas, Tex., and
KOWH

Omaha, Neb.) would gain all together a little over 1 million people and
4,300 square miles. WRCA-TV would lose
skywave service affecting 321,300 people
in an area of 6,340 square miles.
The Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
comments, consisting of 120 pages of text
and 147 exhibits, cited interference to 25
stations plus two share-time radio outlets.
The CCBS comments [At Deadline, May
19] said engineering studies show "conclusively" that the revision would destroy
all clear channel service in the winter and
partly in the spring and fall, depriving 25
million people of service. CCBS also cited
loss of groundwave and said interference
would be substantial to all Class I-B, unlimited Class II and II stations and that additional potential damage would be caused
with the grant of future daytime stations on
Class I channels.

WISH Indianapolis, Ind., a Class III-B
station on 1310 kc, using 5 kw daytime and
1 kw night, opposed the daytime proposal
because of destructive mutual interference
among daytimers which this move would
cause. It also emphasized that the daytime
broadcasters knew they were unequivocally
limited to sunrise-sunset operation when
they applied. WISH also said extended
hours would violate international agreements
(NARBA and U. S.-Mexico agreement).
Meredith Publishing Co. said the proposed revision would cause interference to
its KPHO Phoenix by KBIM Roswell,
N. M., reducing its nighttime interferencefree area 62% from the present 2,170
square miles coverage and that 11% of its
31,160 population coverage would lose primary service; that interference to its KRMG
Tulsa by WBAM Montgomery, Ala., would
reduce its 1,373-square-mile coverage 63%
and 92,448 population 30%. Interference
to its WOW Omaha by WRAG Carrollton,
Ark., and KBHS Hot Springs, Ark., would
result in loss, to its 1.4 mv/m contour, of
91.6%. of its 40,665-square-mile coverage
and 72% of its 1,160,559 population coverage, Meredith said.
Storer Broadcasting Co. said a revision
would reduce clear channel and regional
stations to the status of local outlets and
that the FCC station classification theory
to insure nationwide radio service would be

Storer said interfer"largely abandoned."
ence to its WSPD Toledo is typical of the
effect on more than 700 unlimited regional
5-kw WSPD's
stations. The 19 daytimers on
1370 kc frequency within 600 miles would
push the station's 11.0 mv/m contour back,
shrinking service from 3,094 to 556 square
miles and coverage from 647,682 people to
367,121 for six hours daily in the winter
Broadcasting
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You'll find that most of the executives of importance to you

those who influence as well as those who activate today's
broadcast decisions— consider Advertising Age "required reading." For here they find not only the news of their fast-changing
fields, but trends, developments and sharp analyses which help
them select markets and media.
Take Robert Hall Clothes, for example. The nation's largest
family -clothing chain (260 stores), the Robert Hall concern
also ranks as the major user of broadcast media in the retailing
field— with spots placed in about 150 markets. (During 1957,
this firm earmarked more than $4,900,000* for spot television
alone. ) Every week, advertising planners at Robert Hall, along
with decision-makers at their agency— Frank B. Sawdon, Inc.,
depend on Ad Age to keep abreast of marketing developments
affecting them.
Add to this AA's more than 40,000 paid circulation,
dous penetration of advertising with a weekly paid
currently reaching over 12,000 agency people alone,
readership by top executives in national advertising

its tremencirculation
its intense
companies

— and you'll recognize in Advertising Age a most influential
medium for swinging broadcast decisions your way.

FRANK

B. SAWDON

Mr. Sawdon has been associated with Robert
Hall Clothes since it was founded in 1941. As
the only vice-president, he handles diversified
responsibilities in both advertising and sales,
and also chooses new-store sites for this coastto-coast organization. Before joining Robert
Hall, he operated his own advertising agency
—Frank B. Sawdon, Inc., which is still a "going
concern," numbering among its accounts the
Robert Hall chain. Mr. Sawdon continues to
hold the title of president at the agency and,
in addition, is a member of Burke-Stuart Co.,
Inc., station representatives. Outside the business world, he is active in several charities and
pursues his favorite recreation— golf.

Ad
Advertising

Age
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*N. C. Rorabaugh Co. for Television Bureau of Advertising.
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GOVERNMENT cont.nued
months and to a lesser degree toward summer. Other disruption would be caused to
13 other fulltime stations on 1370 kc and
the same thing would happen to stations on
the 40 other regular frequencies, Storer said.
All 160 unlimited stations on clear channels would be reduced in service and clear
channel service would be reduced to a
"shambles" in the winter, Storer added,
the whole effect being to "scuttle" daylight
rural service and "prejudge" the clear channel and daytime skywave matters before
the FCC.
A. Earl Cullum Jr., Dallas consulting
engineer, stated that if daytimers were
allowed to begin operating before sunrise
and continue after sunset, the public would
suffer since the ability to listen to clear
or regional stations would be affected, as
would the ability to hear the local daytimer which would be receiving interference
from these other stations.
If the FCC should decide to permit daytime stations to extend their hours of operation, Class 1 stations should be required
to cease skywave radiation at 6 a.m. and
be permitted to resume at 7 p.m. This
would protect daytime stations from disastrous interference from clear channel stations during the transition period from
nighttime to daylight. This proposal was
made by Lee Hollingsworth of Hollingsworth Co. Enterprises Inc. (electronics),
West Hempstead, N. Y.

FCC

ASKS

FOR

CATV

The FCC last week asked for guidance
on the community tv system problemIt asked for comments on a host of questions by June 27.
After it reviews the comments, the Commission said, it will be able to make up
its mind as to what to do, if anything, on
the situation.
The Commission action came less than
a week before it is scheduled to appear before the Senate Commerce Committee for
a resumption of hearing on tv allocations.
Community tv operations are on the committee's agenda. The FCC is due to appear
before the Senate committee tomorrow
(Tuesday).
The impact of catv systems on small town
tv became a vital subject of discussion last
month at the NAB convention in Los Angeles, which resulted in the establishment
of a special committee. It was fed in more
recent weeks by a group of northwest
broadcasters who asked the FCC to reconsider an April 3 decision holding that catv
operations are not common carriers, and by
the charges that a Kalispell tv station had
to close down because of competition from
the local catv system; that a Helena, Mont.,
station might close down if the FCC permits a local catv system to bring Spokane,
Wash., signals to that city via microwave
relay; that a $600,000 station purchase col-

COMMENTS

lapsed at the threat of the establishment
of a catv system in Great Falls, Mont.
[Special Report, May 12].
The catv problem, the Commission said,
raises two types of questions: jurisdictional
and policy. The central problem, the Commission said, was the evaluation of the economic impact exerted by small town television facilities of the various kinds on the
construction and successful operation of
regular tv stations. There are about 550
catv systems serving 500,000 homes.
The alternatives facing the Commission,
the notice said was this:
If the catv system or other small town
program distribution facility is obliged to
discontinue, the local residents would be
deprived of two, three, four or five services
which these facilities can provide them.
They would thus be reduced to a single
source of programs — the local station —
which in many cases cannot provide even
the amount of network programs which
the catv or other local system brings in over
a single channel. As against this the continued operation of catv systems, repeaters
and translators is charged by some as
threatening and in some cases causing the
demise of local stations. This not only removes a local outlet for the broadcast of
local events, but also deprives service to
persons who may be within the reach of the
regular tv station but are not served by the
catv system or other types of local service
facilities.
. . ." the FCC
The questions
are these:

wants answered

1. In which communities, and to how
many persons are 1, 2, 3 or more tv program services provided by (a) catv systems;
(b) boosters and unauthorized translators;
(c) authorized translators, and (d) satellite
tv stations?
2. In which of the communities under
(1) are there (a) tv stations authorized but

WAVE-TV
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NBC SPOT SALES, EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
WFIE-TV, Channel 14, the NBC affiliate in Eyansville, is now owned and operated by WAVE, Inc.
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not yet operating; (b) tv stations in operation; (c) tv stations built but now off the
air, and (d) foreseeable opportunities for the
operation of one or more tv stations?
3. How many persons receive their only
satisfactory tv service from regular tv stations located in or near communities in
which catv systems, boosters or translators
are operating?
4. How

many of the communities under
(1) had no local tv station but receive satisfactory direct reception from a tv station
in a nearby city or town?
5. In what ways and to what extent do the
operations of catv systems, boosters, translators and satellites affect the ability of existing and potential tv stations to obtain
revenues and programs? What significant
light has been cast on this question by experience to date in the operation of regular
tv stations in communities where catv systems, boosters and translators have been in
operation? areas and populations receive
6. What
no tv service of any kind and what steps
would it be desirable for the Commission
to take to encourage and foster the provision
Broadcasting

of service to such areas and populations?
7. In what circumstances, if any. would
public interest considerations justify prohibiting or limiting the operation of catv
systems, boosters, translators or satellites?
8. Could the Commission justifiably distinguish between communities which have
or "do not have regular local tv stations, in
determining whether the public interest
would be served by the provision of one
or more program services by local catv
systems, boosters or translators?
9. If the choice had to made, would it
be more in the public interest to maintain
the only service provided to people living
in rural areas by a tv station, or to permit
the provision of multiple program services
to a smaller number of persons residing in a
town served by a catv system, boosters or
translators at the cost of or at serious risk
to the continuation of service to other persons wholly dependent on the local tv station?
10. What specific kinds of limitations and
restrictions might it be in the public interest
to impose on catv systems, boosters or translators, and what standards or criteria should
govern the imposition of such limitations or
restrictions?
11. What basis, if any, is there for the
assumption by the FCC, under present law,
of licensing and regulatory powers over
catv systems?
12. Would it constitute a legally valid
exercise of FCC's regulatory jurisdiction

over common carriers to deny authorization
for common carrier microwave, wire or
cable transmission of tv programs to catv
systems on the ground of adverse competitive impact on the construction or successful operation of local or nearby tv stations?
13. Can economic injury to a tv station
be a valid public interest justification for
denial of authorization to local program distribution services which compete with a
local regular tv station?
14. What legislative recommendations

might it be appropriate to submit to Congress in respect to FCC jurisdiction over
catv systems?
ORDERED

HANDS-OFF
ON

IN-STORE

PLANS

• Practice discriminatory

• Seven

firms, networks

named

Broadcasters no longer can offer sponsors
chain-store-only display premiums without
subjecting the sponsor to a federal offense.
This is the effect of a Federal Trade Commission ruling made last week — not against
stations— but against seven large grocery
suppliers which used store merchandising
benefits offered by network-owned stations
in New York, Boston and Chicago.
The FTC has ordered the manufacturers
"to stop granting illegal promotional allow-

Ut

R/vat

The FTC's oblique attack on chain-store
merchandising by stations began nearly
two years ago [Lead Story, July 30, 1956].
Named in the decision are ABC, CBS and
NBC. Contracts for time-plus bonus promotional displays with network-owned stations
were illegal the FTC held, because smaller
merchants were given no chance to participate in the time-for-display space swap. The
FTC said that the manufacturers by buying
time on the stations offering the in-store
premium were in effect financing free air
time for favored stores.
Typical amounts paid in a year by the
seven manufacturers ranged from about
said. Con$122,000 to $210,000, the FTC
tracts cited in the action went back to 1951.
In 1955 it was estimated by one surveyor
that about 34% of television stations in the
country offereed some sort of display merchandising. Itis likely that as many or more
radio stations at that time had store promotion plans.

F/teorto

IN

The February '58 ARB reports —

ances to favored customers through the major radio-tv networks." Using broadcast instore promotion-aids involving "favored grocery chains" violates anti-discrimination
provisions of the Robinson-Patrnan Act, the
trade commissioners have ruled.
Respondents are General Foods Corp.,
Groveton Paper Co., Hudson Pulp & Paper
Corp., P. Lorillard Co., Piel Bros. Inc.,
Sunkist Growers Inc. and Sunshine Biscuits
Inc.

TOTAL

From Sign-on to Sign-off
Sunday through Saturday
KMJ-TV leads with 213 quarter-hour firsts

RATED

TIME

while Station A has 158, and
Station B has 98
PERIODS
The Katz Agency,
KMJ-TV
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GOVERNMENT continued
Celler

Asks

In Conflict

New
of

Teeth

Interest

Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) is out to
make is rough on government employes who
might use their official knowledge to promote private business careers. In a stringent
proposal to amend the conflict of interest
laws, he moved:
• To prohibit former government officials
from ever representing before their former
agencies any case in which they had a hand
while in federal employ. (The existing limitation is for two years.) Penalty for violation:
Not more than $10,000 fine, not more than
one year in jail, or both.
• To prohibit former government officials
for two years from prosecuting any case
before their former agency. (There is no
such prohibition at all now.) Penalty for
violation: Not more than $10,000 fine, not
more than one year in jail, or both.
Rep. Cellefs amendment also would
change the bribery statutes. Among other
things, it would empower the President to
declare void any "contract, license, grant,
subsidy or other benefit" gained through a
bribe and, in addition, would give back to
the U. S. whatever had been awarded. In
the case of a radio or tv assignment this
apparently would mean the channel would
revert to its status before hearing.
In introducing the bill (HR 12547), Rep.
Celler said that present laws are "confused
and inadequate," adding that they contain

"loopholes for the agile and unscrupulous
andThepitfalls
for the
but tounwary."
measure
was honest
referred
the House
Judiciary Committee of which Rep. Celler
is chairman.
Holland
To

Gets

Census

Reconsider

Radio

The Census Bureau, under prodding by
Sen. Spessard Holland (D-Fla.), has agreed
to re-evaluate its decision not to include a
radio ownership survey in the 1960 census
[Government, May 12]. Bureau Director
Robert W. Burgess agreed to reconsider the
decision to omit a radio set ownership count
while appearing before a Senate appropriations subcommittee in an effort to have
restored a House $1.3 million cut from a
recommended $8.93 million budget.
Sen. Holland, chairman, asked why the
radio question had been cut and was told
it no longer was considered necessary since
homes had reached a 96% saturation in
1950. When informed a tv survey would

Loomis

Succeeds

Button

As Director of VOA
The Voice of America got a new chief
last week when Henry Loomis was named
to succeed Robert E. Button as director
of VOA. Mr. Button has been assigned as
public affairs adviser to U. S. Ambassador
W. Randolph Burgess, U. S. representative
to the North Atlantic Council. The announcements were made by George V.
Allen, director of U. S. Information
Agency.
Mr. Loomis returns to USIA from the
White House where he was staff director to
Dr. James R. Killian Jr., scientific adviser
to the President. Mr. Loomis was with
USIA in 1953 as director of research and
intelligence.
Mr. Button, who will assume his new
duties in Paris July 1, became director of
VOA in 1956 after serving as deputy assistant for radio and Soviet orbit operations
for one year.

be taken, Sen. Holland replied: "It seems to
me that the committee would be very loath
to have Census complete this very important

Court Orders
On WSPA-TV

compilation of facts for the television industry and leave the radio industry without

The FCC last week was told to hold another hearing — its second — on the contenchange.tious Spartanburg, S. C, ch. 7 transmitter

similar
information."
He said
several other senators also were
concerned because no radio ownership survey was contemplated and that the 96%
figure in 1950 "might not be at all accurate
as to the present situation."

New FCC Hearing
Transmitter Move

The U. S. Court of Appeals by a two
to one vote remanded the four-year-old
case on the ground that the FCC's July
1957 decision failed to justify the service
curtailment
resulting
WSPA-TV's
transmitter move
from from
Hogback
Mt. to

SSlW*

q%

CMC

Paris Mt., and the "excusability" of the
misrepresentation issue. It declined to order
WSPA-TV off the air pending the outcome
of a new hearing.
The FCC last July affirmed its 1954

it

.
See how it adds .up,. Smidley?
This
too, ioi
Cascade TV is a "must" buy with
our time-buyers. One of the nation's top 75 markets, it's the biggest single TV buy in the West.
Where else can you grab an exclusive, four-station, three-state
market? This is it, Smid; all signed,
sealed and delivered by KIMA-TV
with its top-flight network. From
why.
now on, old man, we'll buy Cascade ... or I'll know the reason
Quite a market

. . .

E. B. I
Drugs

$981,563,000
$22,603,000

Source.- 1957 "Survey of Buying Power"

Ki
MA-TV
YAKIMA,
WASHINGTON
with its satellites
KEPg-TV, Pasco, Wash.
KUW-TV, Lewistoa, Idaho
end KB AS- TV
tphrata, Moses lake. Wash.
CASCADE
BROADCASTING COMPANY
NATIONAL REP: WEED TELEVISION
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grant permitting WSPA-TV to move its
transmitter to Paris Mt. The case began in
1954 when WSPA-TV secured Commission
approval to move its transmitter from Hogback Mt., outside of Spartanburg to Paris
Mt., which is nearer Greenville, S. C. This
move was protested by WGVL (TV) Greenville and WAIM-TV Anderson, both South
Carolina. The FCC refused to entertain the
protest and the two protesting uhf stations
appealed. In March 1955 the court remanded the case to the FCC with instructions that a hearing be held. The decision
last July resulted from its hearing.
In its July 1957 decision the FCC said
that the loss of service to Spartanburg due
to the move was compensated by the increased service available to other areas.
The misrepresentation, the Commission
said, was not willful, and therefore not disqualifying. The misrepresentation issue, the
that WSPA-TV
was that
alleged,
protestants
failed to inform
the FCC
the move to
Paris Mt. was necessary in order for it to
gain a CBS-TV affiliation.
Last week's decision was written by Circuit Judge David P. Bazelon for himself
and Chief Judge Henry W. Edgerton.
Judge Charles Fahy dissented on the
ground that the FCC had found the misrepresentation was not a deliberate desire to
commit wrong and therefore not a disqualifying factor.

Broadcasting

STATIONS

Eisenhower

does

the

A $4 million NBC broadcasting plant
was dedicated in Washington Thursday afternoon by President Eisenhower. Impressed
by the complexity of the facilities and the
service potentiality of the medium, he said:
"I think all of us realize that in these
fast moving times it is highly important that
our nation's capital should be attached to
every single citizen in this country by the

honors

for

WRC

tract on one of the highest spots in the District of Columbia. Contemporary in style,
the exterior consists of gray modular brick,
limestone and colored porcelain enamel.
The antenna reaches 849 feet, highest in the
area. Parking space is provided for 150
cars. Three radio studios can be operated

simultaneously from three interchangeable
control rooms.
A second tv studio is 60x40 feet, with
control rooms separating it from the larger
studio. A community room will be available
to civic and social organizations.
Carleton D. Smith, NBC Washington vice

president and general manager of the stations, opened the ceremonies with greetings
to guests.

very fastest kind of communications."
As Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA board
chairman, and his son, Robert W. Sarnoff,
NBC president, participated in the ceremony, broadcast coast-to-coast on NBC
radio-tv networks, the President added:
"Decisions of a nation and of a government that at one time could tolerate three
or four weeks of study now demand almost
instantaneous reaction. So it is again apparent that unless our citizenry can be informed of the things that happen in the
world and are reflected through the eyes of
legislative and executive leaders in such a
way that they may understand exactly what
these things mean, then the United States
cannot react as it should."
The President said the maze of equipment reminded him somewhat of the radar
room in a battleship or some other complex
thing entirely beyond his comprehension.
He had tinkered with the tv controls in a
pre-ceremony tour of the plant, located
several miles northwest of downtown Washington near the intersection of Massachusetts and Nebraska avenues.

Gen. Sarnoff addressed the studio audience, including many figures in high government places, recalling he had served under
the President in both war and peace. Noting
the President's close attention to the color
monitors in the studio, Gen. Sarnoff referred
to "some persons in the world who may
not be very keen about being seen in their
true and natural colors. Happily this is not
so in America. Here we fear no revelations.
We have nothing to hide. On the contrary,
we want everyone in the world to see
America in its true and natural colors."
Robert Sarnoff observed that presidents
have contributed many chapter headings to
broadcast history. He recalled President Wilson was the first to try radio; President
Harding the first to speak over a network
(three stations); President Coolidge the first
to broadcast from the White House; President Roosevelt the first to use the fireside
chat and President Eisenhower the first to
appear in live color from the capital city.
He said the color program was being
taped on two recorders in Burbank. One
copy will go to the President, the other to
the Library of Congress. A plaque commemorating the dedication was mounted on
a wall.

when he toured the
THE PRESIDENT took a turn at controls in the WRC technical center
(I), NBC vice
new studios last Thursday. With him in the photo above are Carleton Smith
W. Sarnoff, NBC presipresident and general manager of WRC-AM-FM-TV , and Robert
at left)
dent. A plaque carrying the President's likeness was pointed out to him (picture
by Brig. Gen. David Sarnoff, RCA
board chairman, and Robert Sar*j* *
\SF-MW^3S^Nk "%
noff. The picture below shows the
front elevation of the $4 million
broadcasting plant.

The new plant, housing NBC, WRC-AMFM and WRC-TV offices, was described as
the most modern color facility ever installed
in a tv station. The main color studio is
100x60 feet.
The building is located on a seven-acre
Broadcasting
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STATIONS CONTINUED

HECTIC

WEEK

Broadcast editorials were damned, praised,
probed and supported last week.
• In Berlin. New Hampshire, a station
was sued for libel and had its assets attached
after an editorial criticizing a local theatre.
• In Washington, D. C, a station was
praised for stirring judicial action against a
wave of child molesting cases.
• In Providence, R. I., the state legislature started an investigation of a station
editorial saying there was drinking in legislative committee rooms.
• And in New Britain, Conn., a U. S.
congressman advised broadcasters to shoulder the editorial burden and its accompanying responsibility.
The details follow.
BERLIN,

N.H.

WKCB Berlin, N. H., found itself without enough money to pay its employes last
week. It had been sued for libel resulting
from an editorial blast at a local movie
house.
Richard B. McKee, owner of the 250 w
Berlin independent, said that a writ of attachment on all assets had been secured by
John Voudoukis, owner of the Princess
Theatre in Berlin. The attachment included
the station's bank account. The writ of attachment isthe first step in a damage suit
in New Hampshire, and indicated that the

FOR

EDITORIALIZING

station was to be sued for $150,000 damages.
The attachments and the forthcoming suit
resulted from a series of editorials on juvenile delinquency which ran on the station
during the past few months. The station
carries a 10-minute editorial daily at 12:10
p.m., sponsored by the local community tv
system. This has been a regular feature of
WKCB since November 1957 when Mr.
McKee bought the station from John W.
Guider for $165,000. This also included
Mr. Guider's WBNC Conway, N. H.
The specific editorial involving the alleged libel was broadcast two weeks ago and
mentioned a theatre (the Princess is one
of two there) as the hangout for a gang of
young hoodlums. The editorial stated that
the theatre permitted young rowdies to
play pinball machines and jukeboxes and
to engage in fornication on the premises.
The juvenile delinquency series has
brought threats of bodily harm and of
death to Mr. McKee and other station personnel, Mr. McKee said. He added that on
one occasion the station was invaded by a
gang of hoodlums.
Mr. McKee said that local merchants
have begun paying their bills in cash in
order to help him meet his payroll — even
though payment is not due until the first
of the month.
According to his lawyers, Mr. McKee

said, he will not have an opportunity to have
the writ set aside until July. There is some
possibility that the court will accept a bond
in order to dissolve the attachment writ,
he said.
Notwithstanding his present plight, Mr.
McKee has nothing but good to say of
editorializing by radio stations. "It has made
us a force in the community." He pointed
out that Berlin has no local daily newspaper
and no other local radio service. Although
he has only been in the area since last
November, the station's forceful editorials
have won him a place in the community.
He is president of the Whitefield, N. H.,
Chamber of Commerce and a director of
the Berlin Community Club. The station
has even dared to criticize the Brown Co.
(paper products), the major manufacturing
company in the city, Mr. McKee stated,
and has won the respect of the company
officials. In fact, he added, the Brown Co.
asked him to mediate a strike several weeks
ago, but this fell through when the union
insisted on a federal mediator.
WASHINGTON,
D.C.
A sustained editorial campaign by WWDC
Washington was credited with adoption of a
"get-tough policy" in the District of Columbia toward persons charged with sexual
molestation of children.
Last week Assistant U. S. Attorney Edward O'Connell asked $25,000 bond in the
case of an offender accused of an indecent
act with a 10-year-old girl. Judge John
Lewis Smith Jr. of Municipal Court agreed,
ordering the accused held for grand jury
action.
Starting last March WWDC broadcast a
series of one-minute editorials calling attention to the lax handling of these cases by
public officials and the hazards of releasing
offenders on low bail for a trial many
months in the future.
WWDC supported its editorials, carried as
often as 10 times a day, with a direct mail
campaign. Copies of air editorials dealing
with child molesters were mailed to court
and law officers, officers of community associations and others.
This particular campaign began when a

Lr
AND if you want results ... try KJEO-TV. KJEO-TV
consistently serves Fresno and the fabulous San Joaquin
Valley better for less. Call your BRANHAM man for
complete details. We GUARANTEE you'll save your
energy, get more for your money on KJEO-TV. ACT
TODAY!
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mother phoned WWDC to report her 6-yearold daughter had been molested. Police had
released the accused on $2,000 bail and he
was back in the neighborhood the next day.
The mother was afraid to let her three
school-age children leave the house.
Joe Phipps, WWDC news director, started
looking into the subject. He contacted police,
the district attorney's office and others. An
air comment brought a call from Don Feldman, assistant counsel for the Senate District
of Columbia Committee. That led to contacts
with psychiatrists and others familiar with
the subject as well as police.
After three weeks of research, Mr. Phipps
felt the station was ready to undertake the
campaign. Public reaction was prompt. Last
week's increase of D. C. bond to $25,000
resulted. This figure is accepted as "no
bond," since few bondsman will risk that
Broadcasting

sum. Large numbers of approval letters have
been received from civic groups.
WWDC recently extended its am editorial
schedule to its fm affiliate, which programs
separately with a background music format.
The editorials on fm are concentrated in
evening hours.
Ben Strouse, WWDC president, presents
the editorials on the air after this introduction, "For the Record — Here is WWDC's
president with a 60-second editorial of opinion." A somewhat similar signoff is used.
Final decision on editorials is made by
Mr. Strouse after consulting Norman Reed,
program vice president, Mr. Phipps and
other staff members. All staffers are encouraged to suggest editorial ideas.
By running editorials 10 times a day, rofigures it
tated and staggered, WWDC
reaches the "habit audience" as well as "dialgrazers." The frequency is equivalent to a
saturation commercial campaign.
Editorial subjects have included support
for the President's Pentagon reorganization
plan, with time granted opponents; support
of a candidate for school superintendent;
Potomac River drownings and opposition to
building a highway along the Potomac bank.
"Editorializing requires a dedication to
principle," Mr. Phipps said. He added, on
the basis of results, that it's "commercially
good," stirring up interest in the station
even among listeners who disagree. Library
and research facilities are needed in documenting and preparing editorials. "An image
of the station as someone the troubled person can turn to is created," he said. "We intend to keep it up."
PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.

WICE Providence, R. I., an Elliot station, was editorializing normally last week,
unruffled by a legislative storm that followed
an editorial carried May 15. The controversial broadcast had referred to a

PERSON-TO-PERSON
to

IGOR

GREGORIAN

The same day Russia launched Sputnik #2, KWFT listeners
heard the voice of Igor Gregorian, Russian government official,
chatting by telephone from Moscow with Dave Dary, KWFT News
Director.
The Cuban revolt . . . the Starkweather killings . . . the Mike
Todd crash ... all were reported BY PHONE FROM THE SPOT,
over KWFT.

Alert reporting by Dave Dary and Bill Ritchie . . . backed by
AP, UP, and over 50 correspondents . . . makes KWFT's daily
newscasts uniquely exciting . . . and puts solid impact behind sponsor commercials !
LEARN MORE . . . about the Southwest's selling est radio staBen Ludy
tion !Call your H-R man !
President & General Manager
LOW
FREQUENCY

"shocking" legislative situation — presence
of liquor in committee rooms while official
business was being conducted by the legislature.
A special five-man bipartisan legislative
committee held a May 17 hearing on the
editorial. John F. Crohan, WICE vice president and general manager, appeared voluntarily before the committee. He explained
the editorial position was taken in the hope
the General Assembly would act to prevent
continuation of the practice.
Mr. Crohan refused to back down from
the editorial position or to tell who was
responsible for the editorial. He explained
it was not a blanket indictment.
The special committee took no action last
week. Rumored suggestions that the legislature censure the station did not lead to
action.
WICE has been editorializing thriceweekly for a year, as has its sister station,
WCUE Akron, Ohio. An editorial board
directs the WICE editorializing. Last Tuesday a follow-up editorial was broadcast, explaining the drinking in the Capitol is known
to many and expressing hope the legislature
leaders insist on a set of ground rules to
stop the practice.
General reaction to the drinking editorials
Broadcasting
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WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse, N. Y., will move into these new quarters at 1030 James St.
June 22. it was announced last week by E. R. Vadeboncoeur, president and general
manager. New building, estimated to cost in excess of $1 million, will house complete
broadcast operations including studios, executive and sales offices and engineering
personnel. Up to now, the stations have been at two separate sites.
The week following the opening will be devoted to a series of special guest events
for various civic and industrial and business groups, as well as the press, clients
and staffers' families. Families living immediately adjacent to the new broadcast
center will also be hosted. Open houses for the public will be held June 28-29.

"But

has been good, according to Mr. Crohan.
A number of comments have been carried
on the Speak Up Neighbor program and
many advertisers have lauded the station
for its stand, he said.
Boss

. . .

reform Traffic Court???"
"Certainly! We have
always taken an editorial
interest in civic
©4a
affairs."
"But Boss, pop off on
politics? Think of CITY
HALL! Why not play it
=s*n
safe like everybody else?"

"That's not hoiv we got to be
FIRST ino4~Cincinnati!"

Come to think of it,
I guess he's right.
But Gosh . . . City Hall...

CINCINNATI
GORDON BROADCASTING COMPANY
SHERWOOD R. GORDON, BOSS
SOLD NATIONALLY BY ADAM YOUNG, INC.
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CONN.
BRITAIN,
NEW
Broadcasters should editorialize freely,
observing "the rules of fairness imposed by
the Communications Act," Chairman Oren
Harris of the House Commerce Committee
said Friday in an address to the Connecticut
Broadcasters Assn. in New Britain.
Chairman Harris predicted editorializing
will have an important side effect as broadcasters shoulder responsibility for such programs, thus relying less on ratings and to
a greater extent on their own proper sense
of values. "Such increasing self-reliance,"
he said, "will, I hope, give you the courage
to offer to different segments of your listeners and viewers the kind of programs which
learn to
they
increasing diversification
thislike."
suggested
He may
of programming "may help to avoid the
debacle now experienced by most automobile manufacturers who insisted on offering

to too many too much of the same."
Bagwell Named
For WKY-AM-TV

Station Manager
Oklahoma City

Co.,System:parent firm of the WKY
lishing vision

Tele-

Jim Terrell, WKY-TV commercial manager, to assistant station manager; John
Moler, director of radio operations, to assistant station manager of WKY; John M.
Haberlan, WTVT commercial manager to
assistant station manager (announced by
Eugene B. Dodson, vice president-station
manager of WTVT), and Carter Hardwick,
manager of WSFA-TV, named a director of
the WKY Television System.
Plough Radio Stations Sales
Increase 1 1% in First Quarter
Sales of the four radio stations in the
Plough Inc. group are running 11% ahead
of last year's record level, Plough executives
were told at a Wednesday-Thursday conference held at the Sheraton-Belvedere
Hotel, Baltimore.
Harold R. Krelstein, president of the
Plough stations (WCAO Baltimore, WJJD
Chicago, WMPS Memphis, WCOP Boston),
said the sales increase was based on the
first 20 weeks of 1958. They also were
told WCOP now has highest ratings in its
history. The executives discussed plans to
improve local radio selling and to explore
new business sources in their communities.
Officials considered methods of promoting

P. Bagwell, business manager of
WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla„ has been appointed station manager of WKY-AM-TV
Oklahoma City and a director of the WKY
Television System Inc. (WKY-AM-TV,
WTVT and WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala.)

appreciation of the nighttime radio audience; ways to integrate the Plough stations
into community affairs; program plans, and
the strengthening of news programming.

The appointment of Mr. Bagwell, former
administrative assistant at WKY, fills a
vacancy created by the resignation of Raymond W. Welpott, WKY Television System
vice president and manager of WKY-AMTV, who is joining the NBC Owned Stations
and Spot Sales Div. in a general executive
capacity [At Deadline, May 19].
Other personnel changes announced by
E. K. Gaylord, president of Oklahoma Pub-

In 'Lone Ranger' Promotion

Norman

KMBC-TV's

Davis Cops Top Award

Donald D. Davis, general manager, commercial manager and promotion manager
of KMBC-TV Kansas City, Mo., has won
the top award for the best local campaign
conducted by any U. S. tv station in connection with the 25th anniversary of The
Lone Ranger and the forthcoming United
Artists theatrical release, "The Lone Ranger
Broadcasting

and the Lost City of Gold." Mr. Davis will
receive a cash award of $2,500 for his
winning campaign, one of 22 prizes totaling
$10,000 to be distributed this week to tv
station promotion managers by the Jack
Wrather Organization, owner of the veteran
radio-tv series.
General Mills and American Bakeries,
who sponsor The Lone Ranger on ABC-TV
and CBS-TV. and United Artists Corp. are
participating with the Wrather firm in the
awards.
Second of the promotion manager awards,
for $2,000, was won by Burt Toppan,
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla. Roy Pedersen,
WD AY-TV Fargo, N. D. will receive the
third prize of $1,500 and Gene Godt of
WCCO-TV Minneapolis, Minn., the $1,000
fourth award.
Two awards of $500 each will go to
D. M. Kelly Jr., WJBF-TV Augusta, Ga.,
and Chuck Olson, WREX-TV Rockford, 111.
Five $250 awards will be distributed to
Robert Peel, WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y.;
Charles R. Garrison, WSLS-TV Roanoke,
Va.; Joseph A. Haeffner, WBEN-TV Buffalo, N. Y.; Vera Schulte, WCPO-TV Cincinnati, and William Adams, WSB-TV Atlanta.
Four $100 awards will be given to Hughes
Drumm, WWL-TV New Orleans; Walter
Paschall, WSB-TV Atlanta; Gwen Bird,
KFRE-TV Fresno, Calif., and Harvey Tepfer, KBET-TV Sacramento, Calif.
Additional awards for $50 each will go
to Henry Clark, WREC-TV Memphis;
George Lord, WTCN-TV Minneapolis;
David Mosier, WNTC-TV Greenville, N. C;
Tony Picha, WMAR-TV Baltimore; Mel
Richardson, KID-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho;
Whiteford Smith, WBTW-TV Florence,
S. C, and David H. Witherspoon, WRALTV Raleigh, N. C.
Miller, Joyce Named Katz V.P/s;
Gunst Retires as Chicago Head
Roy Miller, who joined The Katz Agency,
station representative, in 1942 as Chicago
radio sales manager, succeeds Gerald H.
Gunst as vice president in charge of Katz'

l/et&atile

bep&tc/able.

CEC0*
SUPPORT

Vidicon
EQUIPMENT

gives top performance — Indoors or Outdoors

Expressly designed for the ever
increasing TV field, this equipment
consists of a pan and tilt Tripod
Head with internal Balancing spring.
Vidicon Cameras with electronic
viewfinder can be easily mounted and
operated. The head mounts on the
CECO Professional Tripod (or any
other standard mounting flange)
and the CECO Pro Senior Collapsible
Three Wheel

Dolly makes

this a

complete versatile package.

Professional Jr.
Spring Head

CECO

Ideal for Viewfinder Vidicon Cameras weighing up to 35 lbs. Interna! balancing spring.
Built-in spirit level.
Fits standard Pro Jr.

FRANK

(Jflm€Rfl equipment
Dept.

MR. GUNST

C. ZUCKER

^

Tripod, Baby and HiHot (low mount).

MR. MILLER

trademark of
Camera Equipment CO mpany

B

(o., inc

315 West 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

MR. JOYCE

office. Mr. Gunst's retirement
Chicago June
1 was announced last week.
effective
Also announced was the election of
William Joyce to a vice presidency. Mr.
Joyce is Chicago tv sales manager; he has
been with the representation firm since
1945.
Mr. Gunst joined The Katz Agency in

United

Press

news

produces!

1919, opened the firm's Atlanta office in
1920 and then returned to the New York
office. He took charge of the Chicago office
in 1940. Mr. Miller continues as Chicago
radio sales manager in addition to his new
duties.
Broadcasting
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CHANNEL

4-SIGHT

PRESENT for the inauguration of New York market activity by WNTA-TV Newark, N. J., was Averell Harriman (c), governor of New York, with Oliver A. Unger
(I), president, and Ely A. Landau, chairman of the board of National Telefilm Assoc.,
owner of WNTA-TV. The ceremony took place at NTA headquarters in New York.

WCKR-AM-FM

Brings $800,000

In Sale to Sun Ray WPEN-AM-FM
WCKR-AM-FM Miami was sold last
week for $800,000 (see Changing Hands,
below) to the Sun Ray Drug Co., owner
of WPEN-AM-FM Philadelphia. Ch. 7
WCKT (TV) Miami, the WCKR sister
station, stays under the ownership of Biscayne Tv Corp., Niles Trammell president.
The sale is, of course, subject to FCC ap-

No need to flirt with success on
the great Golden Spread. Get
jet-propelled results with Channel 4-Sight.
More than 100,000 TV sets in
a vaslly healthy and wealthy
market.
Power:

Visual
Aural

100 kw
50 kw

Antenna Height 833 feet
above the ground

COLO

KANSAS
Otri A MO^AA
TttAS

:

In the announcement of sale, by Sun
proval.
Ray Drug-WPEN executives Harry S. and
William H. Sylk, it was noted that the sale
agreement includes all facilities of WCKR
and use of its present building, housing the
offices, studios and transmission equipment.
Sun Ray is leasing the radio portion of the
Biscayne plant under a 10-year arrangement
at $18,000 a year as part of the overall
transaction. Of the $800,000 paid for the
Miami stations, $700,000 was borrowed on
a bank note.
The new licensee of WCKR will be the
Dade Broadcasting Corp., with Harry S.
Sylk as board chairman, William H. Sylk

/^U AM/^IM/^
v^r1Anli3lllM\9l
ANNOUNCED
announced last
FCC approval.
WCKR-AM-FM

'

J ■ L**'•—......

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL
4
AMARILLO,

CONTACT
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TEXAS
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The following sales of
station interests were
week. All are subject to
MIAMI,

FLA.

• Sold to

Sun Ray Drug Co. (which owns WPENAM-FM Philadelphia) for $800,000 by
Biscayne Tv Corp., licensee of ch. 7 WCKT
(TV), which is jointly owned by principals of
Miami Herald and Miami News with Niles
Trammell, former NBC president, present
general manager and 15% stockholder.
WCKR operates on 610 kc with 5 kw;
WCKR-FM on 97.3 mc with 15 kw. WCKR
is an NBC affiliate.
WSUZ PALATKA, FLA. • Sold by Carmen
Macri to Ray P. McMillin for $80,000. Mr.
McMillin is Jacksonville, Fla., businessman.
Mr. Macri also owns WWOK Charlotte,
N. C, and WZOK Jacksonville, Fla. The

as president and William B. Caskey as executive vice president. Mr. Caskey, former
president of the Philadelphia Radio and
Television Broadcasters Assn., has been executive vice president of WPEN.
Eastman,

Former

ABC

Radio

Head,

Opens Own Representation Firm
Robert E. Eastman & Co., new station
representation firm, opened New York offices last week at 527 Madison Ave., telephone Plaza 9-7760, and plans to open
June 2 in the Russ Building in San Francisco and at 333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.
The company, which already has signed
a nucleus group of client stations [Closed
Circuit, May 12], is headed by Robert E.
Eastman, former president of ABC Radio
and before that executive vice president of
John Blair & Co., station representative.
Mr. Eastman said Dick Arbuckle, former
Chicago manager of NBC Spot Sales, would
be midwest manager for the new firm and
that Dick Schutte, former sales manager
of KCBS San Francisco, would be western
manager.

TRACK RECORD ON STATION SALES, APPROVALS
wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
sale was handled by Blackburn & Co.
WSUZ operates on 800 kc with 1 kw, day.
WCHF CHIPPEWA FALLS, WIS. • Sold
by Walter F. Kean to Stephen P. Bellinger,
Morris K. Kemper, Joel W. Townsend, Ben
H. Townsend, T. Keith Coleman, Vernon
R. Nunn and Charles H. Green for $76,650.
All of the buyers have interests in WVMC
Mount Carmel, 111. All of them, with the exception of Mr. Green, are also stockholders
in WRAM Monmouth, 111., and WWIZ
Streator, 111. The sale was handled by Allen
Kander and Co. WCHF operates on 1150
kc with 5 kw, day.
KWEL MIDLAND, TEX. • Sold to P. D.
Johnson, co-owner of KVWC Vernon, Tex.,
by Jerry Covington for $60,000. Hamilton,
Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc. handled the
sale. KWEL operates on 1580 kc with 1
kw, day.
Broadcasting

PERSONNEL RELATIONS
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
To Television Stations Only

MEANY
LET
SAG:
The Screen Actors Guild has proposed
that its dispute with the American Federation of Television-Radio Artists over jurisdiction in video tape commercials be arbitrated by George Meany, president of the
AFL-CIO.
The SAG proposal was made in a letter
to be air mailed last night from the SAG
board to the AFTRA board in New York
and to AFTRA Chicago and Los Angeles
sections.
SAG stipulated that both unions agree
in advance to be bound by Mr. Meany's decision.

VTR
ON
RULE
recent informal discussions between us you
have recognized that the guild should cover
all video tape television commercials produced by motion picture studios as we have
recognized that AFTRA cover all such
commercials produced by television network
and station broadcasting studios.

The SAG letter stated in part: "At this
moment we two actors' unions are faced
with a division of opinion as to how to
divide our negotiating activities in the video
tape television commercial field.
"SAG has proposed that AFTRA cover
all such work done at television stations and
networks and that SAG cover all such work
done outside television stations and networks.

"We therefore wish to propose that in
lieu of a long, expensive and possibly bitter
fight before the NLRB, the question of
whether AFTRA or the Guild should have
jurisdiction over work done in the disputed
area above described be determined by
arbitration, and we hereby offer to arbitrate
the matter and propose that the president
of the AFL-CIO, Mr. George Meany, be
the sole arbitrator, both sides agreeing to

"You disagree. However, the area of our
disagreement, as we see it, is not great. In

SHOWDOWN
IN

UNION

• Hollywood

DELAYED

WRANGLE
dispute hangs fire

• Action delayed for AFM meet
Showdown between the administration and
anti-administration forces within Local 47,
Hollywood, of the American Federation of
Musicians has been postponed until after the
AFM national convention, starting June 2 in
Philadelphia. Following the announcement
of AFM President James C. Petrillo that
he would not be a candidate for the office he
has held since 1940 [Personnel Relations,
May 19], the AFM put off its investigation
of the local's suspension of seven members
on charges of dual unionism, which was to
have begun May 15, until sometime in June.
Also put off until the union's delegates
have had a chance to elect a new national
leader is the National Labor Relations Board
hearing of the application of the Musicians
Guild of America, newly formed rival to
AFM [Personnel Relations, March 31],
for the right to challenge AFM's representation of the musicians normally employed by
the major motion picture studios, but out on
strike [Personnel Relations, Feb. 24].
The hearing, set to begin last Tuesday in
Los Angeles, was postponed until June 12.
June 1 2 also is the date now set for a new
election of directors of the Musicians Club,
originally scheduled for June 5 but, like the
other actions, delayed until after the AFM
convention. Six of the seven suspended members of Local 47 were elected directors of
the Musicians Club, which controls the real
estate and bank deposits of the union. Before they were seated, however, they lost
their membership in the local, a requirement
for membership in the Musicians Club, on
charges that they had supported the cause of
MGA and so were guilty of dual unionism.
When the suspended musicians protested
Broadcasting

"We propose that this division be mutually confirmed. This leaves as the only area
in dispute between us the following: taped
commercials produced by studios devoted
to this purpose and not engaged in production in either of the above excluded
areas . . .

abide by his decision."

to the Los Angeles Superior Court, Judge
Bayard Rhone issued a preliminary injunction ordering the local not to interfere with
the employment opportunities of these men
until they had been given the opportunity of
appealing their suspension within the AFM
itself [Personnel Relations, May 12]. Mr.
Daniel subsequently filed an appeal to Judge
Rhone's injunction which in effect stays its
provisions until a hearing has been held, according to a spokesman for Local 47.
The AFM's investigation of the suspension
of the seven members of Local 47 will be
conducted by Los Angeles attorney George
E. Bodle, appointed by the national union as
referee in this matter.
Essentially, MGA's President Cecil Read
and his supporters are rebels against policies
they attribute to Mr. Petrillo personally.
Now that he has announced his intention to
retire at the June convention, there may be
a new AFM president, new AFM policies.
A reconciliation between the opposing forces
is possible, with a modification of trust fund
policies to give musicians employed in films
and recording a larger share of the moneys
expended by companies in these fields for
the employment of their services, with reinstatement of the rebels into the national
AFM and Local 47, and MGA dissolution.

's members
Localion47 motion
willTonight
vote on(Monday)
an administrat
that
the local's delegates to the national convention be instructed to fight for four changes
in national policy: removal of the 5%
charge on new tv film [a trust fund payment
required if AFM members are employed];
resumption of payment of $25 for the re-use
of theatrical motion pictures on tv to individual musicians, instead of to the trust
fund; that the 21% increase in scale on
phonograph records be paid to the individual
musicians instead of to the trust fund and
that "no contracts be entered into without
the ratification of the individuals affected
thereby."

A Public Service Film Available For
Any 10-Day Period Without Charge

"CHALLENGE

Narrated by
Lowell
IN

Thomas
ASI
A"

♦ A 13% minute film short on today's challenge in Asia. Will the
Philippine people and their President,
with their English-speaking, Christian heritage on an Oriental background provide a fresh means of
Peace in Asia and understanding with
the West? In this film President
Garcia gives his answer.
♦ Here is an inside look at President
Garcia at work in Malacanang Palace,
the Philippine White House. The film
includes a special sequence on his role
as host to the SEATO conference,
which helped firm up the anti-Communist alliance in Asia. There are live
sound statements by Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles and Philippine President Garcia, also intimate
glimpses into the workday and the
private home life of President Garcia
. . . including Cabinet Meetings, as
host at a state dinner for SEATO
foreign ministers . . . receiving a
newly appointed ambassador . . .
talking with a delegation of American
boys . . . welcoming world-renowned
personalities, Marian Anderson and
others . . . relaxing with his family
. . . playing chess . . . with a final interview of broad impact on tomorrow in
Asia!
♦ A remarkably different public service film for the TV program director
seeking to give his viewers a fresh
insight into Asia and President Garcia's objectives for the betterment of
Philippine-American understanding.
♦ Produced by Alfred Wagg Pictures,
narrated by Lowell Thomas, directed
by Alfred Wagg, written by Joe
DiMona, photographed in 35mm black
and white, and 16mm prints are available, with synchronized sound and
music.
For additional information,
please write or wire:
ALFRED
7801

WAGG

PICTURES

Woodmont

Washington

Avenue

14, D. C.

Telephone: Oliver 6-3161
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EDUCATION

N.Y.

ETV

HINDERED—

NO

MONEY

The situation was nip-and-tuck late last
week in New York educational tv circles
following an announcement Wednesday by
the Metropolitan Educational Television

for META's suspension. He also scored
New York state legislators for their "general
disinterest" in educational tv. Dr. Brown admitted that the current recession also had

Assn. that it would be forced "with profound regrets" — to suspend active production operations as of June 1. META president Dr. Alan Willard Brown said his ac-

"something to do with our situation," explaining that people on whom META had
depended for financial aid now were taking

tion was irrevocable "unless emergency
funds could be raised within the next 10
days." The suspension was deemed

tem-

porary."
Though prospects for a sudden windfall
to meet outstanding bills and salaries seemed
"highly remote" — prompting META to
pinkslip its entire working staff of 45 effective May 30 — the financial S.O.S. was answered 24 hours later. META confirmed reports that a number of aroused viewers had
responded with gifts; one New Yorker sent
in a check for $2,000, another a personal
pledge for $5,000, and several high school
students in Englewood, N. J., pooled their
allowances and sent in $18. With $6,000 already in the coffers as a result of an intensive
6-week fund raising drive, META detected
"a glimmer of hope on the horizon" but
confessed that these funds represented "only
a drop in the bucket."
Dr. Brown, head of New York's embryonic non-profit etv production center,
blamed lack of financial and civic support

The

a "long, hard look at the tax-deductible dollar." He put META's needs for the next six
months at $200,000. Its annual budget has
been $400,000 (supplied wholly by grants).
Supporting foundations have been the Avalon Foundation, Rockefeller Bros. Fund,
Old Dominion Foundation, Fund for Adult
Education, New York Foundation and Carnegie Foundation for the Endowment of
Peace, which together had initially supplied
META with $650,000.
Three of these groups jointly have
pledged $100,000 but the pledge will remain
unfilled until calendar year 1959. META
began operations last Sept. 25 after building
from scratch a $100,000 telecenter (with
feed lines to various New York stations) and
spending $250,000 on equipment. The telecenter will black out June 1. META thus
is left with only $300,000 to meet expenses
running $400,000.
A few months ago, the Board of Regents
of the State of New York (under whose
charter META exists) was granted $600,000 by the state legislature, these monies to

Sound

of

Quality

ETV

S.O.S. ANSWERED

Public-service conscious WMCA
New York
META's
S.O.S.
last was
weekquick
and tobyheed
Friday
had
gone on the air with an intensive volunteer spot radio drive to solicit public
contributions for META. WMCA
President Nathan Strauss explained:
"Education is a basic community
responsibility. Etv is not licensed, as
a commercial operation and cannot
exist without public support. When the
fact is made clear that META is a nonprofit educational enterprise, we think
the public will act accordingly. There is
no competition between commercial
radio and educational television.
WMCA is happy to donate its facilities
in order to make the public aware of
META's

great need."

be used for etv in greater New York. The
regents earlier had sought to purchase ch.
13 (WATV [TV] Newark), now WNTATV, but terminated negotiations shortly before the take over by National Telefilm
Assoc., present owners. The regents then approached WOR-TV (ch. 9) as a possible etv
outlet, requesting that the station turn over
the daytime hours which are generally low
on commercial sponsorship. WOR-TV in
exchange was to have received the $600,000
for time and programming this fall, but
META was reported to have slated $365,000
of this allocation to pay for production and
programming. The balance was to be WORTV's. Station Vice President-General Manager Gordon Gray acquiesced, agreed to
turn over the Mon.-Fri., 9 a.m.-5 p.m. hours
after rejecting the initial regents request for
8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
But with the fate of META in doubt,

In a quality market of 14 counties where
A
quality rural
598,800 people spent $1,016,738,000
market of 28,520 farm
— a per capita average of
homes with a gross in$1,885.00.
($204 above
come of $377,957,000 — a
the national average. )
per farm average gross income
of $14,307.00.
Census - U.S. Department of Agriculture

Salesmanagement's
"Survey
of Buying
XI Power — 1957"

NIGHT
*

fa
(D
.0

For over 35 years the Quint-Cities' senior station
(Davenport and Bettendorf, Iowa — Rock Island, Moline and East Moline, Illinois)
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager
Mark Wodlinger, Sales Mgr.
WOC

RADIO

H

Tri-City Broadcasting Co., Davenport, Iowa
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Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

Mr. Gray said Thursday, it "would seem, I
nothing will come of this"
that now
suppose,META
unless
were suddenly to get a transfusion.
The programs now seen on WPIX (TV)
and those planned for WCBS-TV will black
out June 1. The filmed and/ or kinescoped
etv shows aired on WABC-TV and WNTATV will end with the current cycle.
NAEB, Government Convening
First Media Meeting in 8 Years
The future course of television and other
media in relation to education will be explored starting today (Monday) at a conference co-sponsored by the National Assn.
of Educational Broadcasters and the U. S.
Office of Education in Washington, D. C.
Nearly 100 specialists from education and
educational radio-tv are expected to attend
the three-day sessions at the Dept. of Health,
Education & Welfare. They will exchange
views on etv's current status and trends.
Speakers will represent the NAEB, Joint
Council on Educational Television, Educational Television & Radio Center, and tv
committees of the American Council on
Education.
The conference will be the first such
meeting in nearly eight years.
Broadcasting
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ALLARD
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HEAD

RETAINED
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CARTB

• Group's name reverts to CAB
• Need to form networks stressed
Jim Allard remains for the present as
executive vice-president of the Canadian
Assn. of Broadcasters, with the incoming
board of directors left the job of finding
a paid president to take his place. Although
corridor gossip at the CAB convention at
Montreal, May 11-14, hinted that Mr. Allard
would not be reappointed, it was left for
the Atlantic Assn. of Broadcasters to word
a resolution at a closed business session to
leave the matter of his successor to the
incoming board. Mr. Allard's dismissal had
been urged by a group in the association last
month [International, April 28].
The association decided at its closed meeting that the CARTB should again become
the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters. CARTB
had been in use since 1953.
The CAB emphasized going after the
right to establish independent networks as
quickly as possible, and members were urged
at the closed business session to develop
program production and network operating
standards so that the CAB member stations
can form networks when its directors can
obtain the necessary authority. A committee to look into all phases of network operations is to be formed by the new CAB
board.
Despite an announcement on May 12 by
the Canadian government that a new agency
is to be established for control of both the
Canadian

CJAD Montreal, Que.; W. H. Stovin,
CJBQ Belleville, Ont; W. N. Hawkins,
CFOS Owen Sound, Ont.; Murray Brown,
CFPL London, Ont., and R. T. Snelgrove,
CKVR-TV Barrie, Ont.; for the three
prairie provinces, R. J. Buss, CHAT Medicine Hat, Alta.; D. Dawson, CKCK Regina,
Sask.; J. O. Blick, CJOB Winnipeg, Man.,
and Norman Botterill, CJLH-TV Lethbridge, Alta.; for British Columbia, J. A.
Sayers, CFUN Vancouver, B. C; A. B.
Seabrook, CJIB Vernon, B. C, and D. M.
Armstrong, CHEK-TV Victoria, B. C.
State Dept. Asks Proposals
For Russian Radio-Tv Exchange

The State Dept., implementing the EastWest exchange agreement signed with the
U.S.S.R. [Government, Feb. 3], has asked
interested parties to notify the department
what programs they wish to offer the Soviet
government for sale or exchange.
Broadcast subjects covered by the agreement are science, technology, industry, agriculture, education, public health, sports,
music, dramatic and literary shows. Programs on international political problems
must be discussed in advance and may be
rejected by either government, the agreement specifies.
Program lists submitted to the State Dept.
will be transmitted to the Soviet government and similar lists from the Soviet Union
subsequently will be made available to interested companies in this country.
The department has asked that lists con-

Broadcasting Corp. and inde-

pendent stations, the broadcasters' group
convention passed a resolution regarding
separation of the regulatory and actual
broadcasting functions of a state-operated
broadcasting system. Such separation, the

JACKSONVILLE'S

tain a brief description of contents and
broadcast time for each program. Proposals
should reach the State Dept. Office of EastWest Contacts not later than June 1.
State Budget

Estimate

for CBC

Up $20 Million for 1958-59
Budget estimates of the Canadian government for the 1958-59 fiscal year included
$61,358,135 for the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., as compared with $42,294,222 in the
fiscal year which ended March 31, 1958.
Included in the sum requested is more
than $39,000,000 towards anticipated
operating deficits of the CBC for both radio
and television, more than twice the figure
granted last fiscal year. CBC receives the
15% excise tax on manufacturers' sales
of radio and tv sets and parts, which this
year is expected to yield $12,000,000, a
drop of $4,000,000 due to a drop in sales
of receivers. CBC also will receive in its
grant from the federal treasury $8,414,000
for capital expenditures, up from last year's
$6,572,490.
INTERNATIONAL SHORTS
ABC-TV's comedy-panel show Make Me
Laugh (Thurs. 10-10:30 p.m.) will be
presented on British commercial television
next fall, it has been announced by Mort
Green and George Foster, creators of program, and Jack Hylton, president of Jack
Hylton Tv Productions, London. Program,
purchased by Associated Rediffusion, will:
feature English comedians.

FAVORITE

COWBOYS

. . .

resolution stated, would "permit the best
service to the public by both the state
operated broadcasting agency and the large
non-government broadcasting industry."
The CAB also went on record favoring
the establishment of second television staapplicants
"in best
any
area tions
of by non-government
Canada consistent
with the
interests of the community" as soon as possible and on "a basis of equality with existing stations as to regulation and obligations
in order to encourage full development of
the television medium in the best interests
of the Canadian public, and so as to best
serve those areas of Canada within the
reach of competitive U.S. broadcasting."
At the convention, Vern Dallin, CFQCAM-TV Saskatoon, Sask., was re-elected
president, with Phil Lalonde, CKAC Montreal, Que., as vice-president for radio, and
Geoff Stirling, CJON-TV St. John's, Nfld.,
as vice-president for television. Regional directors elected were, from the Atlantic region, J. A. Manning, CKCL Truro, N. S.;
D. M. Neill, CFNB Fredericton, N. B., and
Mr. Stirling; for the French-language group,
D. A. Gourd, CKRN Rouyn, Que.; Roland
Couture, CKSB St. Boniface, Man.; Mr.
Lalonde, and Tom Burham, CKRS-TV
Jonquiere, Que.; for Ontario and Englishspeaking Quebec stations, J. A. Dupont,
Broadcasting

These "Six Gun Saturday" ranch hands are riding right into the hearts of Jacksonville viewers and corraling top brand results and ratings.
Take a bead on these wild and wooly ratings —
Sunrise Ranch with Gene Autry — average rating for the hour from 7:30-8:30
AM was a high riding 17.3*.
Cartoon Corral— rating for this 8:30-8:45 AM show was a blistering 19.8*.
Prairie Playhouse with Roy Rogers — the average rating for the hour from
9:00-10:00 AM was hotter than a blazing six gun at 22.5*.

better saddle-up and flip the old sales lariat around one minute
So Pardner, you'd
availabilities
on these low cost per thousand shows.
Call Ralph Nimmons in Jacksonville at ELgin 6-3381 or contact your nearest
P.G.W. "Colonel". They'll be happy to put your brand on these top one minute
availabilities.
Represented by Peters, Griffin,
* March 1958 ARB Ratings
Woodward, Inc. NBC — ABC

iA.T
W
WWrf
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Jacksonville, Florida
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PROGRAMS 8 PROMOTIONS
GOOD

RESPONSE

National Radio Month, successor celebration to the annual week-long event, entered
its final week with the array of promotional
efforts ranging from community events to
the nationwide campaigns of NAB. Electronic Industries Assn., Radio Advertising
Bureau and related organizations.
The cumulative impact of the month-long
drive was generally described as much greater than the effect of the Radio Week of the
past. In practically every community radio
stations individually and in concert staged
promotions that ranged from special programming to spectacular stunts.
Congressional leaders joined in paying
tribute to radio. Speeches were made in both
the House and Senate. Legislators included
radio references in their broadcasts back
home and in reports mailed to constituents.
President Eisenhower and Vice President
Richard M. Nixon led government officials
in recognizing the industry's achievements.
Radio today "may be said to be the very
breath of life in the first amendment to the
Constitution of the U. S.," Rep. John McCormack (D-Mass.) told his colleagues from
the House floor in a speech honoring National Radio Month.
"When the Constitution enjoins the Congress from making any law abridging the
freedom of speech it extends the infinite
blessings of the prohibition by the very nature of things to the electronic miracles of
communication," Rep. McCormack said.
"Without electronic communication, as we
live today, it is almost impossible to think
either of the democratic process or modern
civilization in the free world. It is for these
reasons that I attach such great importance
to National Radio Month during May.
"Radio stands out as a phenomenon unparalleled inits time, unless it is by tv, in
the acceleration of modern industrial progress. ... A self-governed people can never
in the future say that inadequate communication was responsible for any of its ills."
The House majority leader congratulated
the radio industry proper and the NAB for
a commendable job and pointed out that
"this durable, tireless, relatively inexpensive
device . . ." reaches 97% of all American
homes. Personal research on radio, Rep.
McCormack stated, "reveals a wealth of
further data that is, on the whole, illustrative of superior management by private industry . . . with enlightened regulation by
government.
NAB President Harold E. FeHows and
staff executives of the association carried
the radio message to many audiences. In
addition NAB supplied elaborate kits that
included speech material for use by member
and non-member stations. RAB, too, sent
promotional kits to stations. Kevin B.
Sweeney, RAB president, led that organization's staff in addressing Radio Month meetings.
President Fellows described radio's circulation and impact in his Washington, D. C,
talk, delivered to the Ad Club, including a
statement that 27.1 million people now live
in homes with fm receiving equipment. He
Page 92
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observed that radio and other media "can
help to convey to Americans everywhere
a Hue understanding of the world in which
we live." He added that understanding brings
positive action in all the aspects of human relationships.
Mr. Fellows added, "Those in both advertising and communications can help keep
this country's economy strong by salesmanship which will keep the flow of goods and
services moving through the market place."
Other broadcasters joined Mr. Fellows in
explaining
the industry's part in the nation's
welfare.
Varied station promotions sparked the observance. KMOX St. Louis reported success with its listener contest. The station gave
away four Zenith radios a day all through
May for the best postcards explaining why
listeners like the station. WWJ Detroit had a

Stevens, who is the commission director.
Each Tuesday during May the three stations in Tallahassee, Fla. — WTAL, WMEN
and WTNT — broadcast a three-station
musical program with a d.j. from each station as host. The public was advised to place
three radios around a room to obtain a
stereophonic effect. Cooperative announcements have been carried in newspapers and
on the air.
A combined luncheon of the Pittsburgh
Ad Club and Radio & Television Club was
addressed by RAB President Sweeney.
Art Holbrook, managing director of the
Southern California Broadcasters Assn., has
addressed numerous organizations in the
region, starting with a May 5 talk to the
Santa Barbara Advertising & Merchandising
Club. WJAM Marion, Ala., cooperated in a
Dream-Come-True promotion of local businessmen, with a seven-day trip to Miami
Beach for four as the prize.

tieup with high school students aiming at radio careers and gave them disc jockey experience. The station also gave away radios
at its two remote locations at shopping centers.
Programming included such events as a
WPEO Peoria, 111., forum with three executives of major national advertising agencies.

WGN Chicago's observance included a
spot campaign in cooperation with the Electric Assn. to combat dangerous and faulty
electric wiring in homes. Personalities from
the four Fort Wayne, Ind., stations —
WANE, WGL, WOWO
and WKJG—
paraded in a 31-car caravan. Civic officials
and leaders participated. Radio personalities
were dressed in fashions of the 1920s.

A sample promotion was "The Big Surprise"
of KCMO Kansas City, with 81 radios given
away each week for two weeks to listeners.
In Washington, D. C, stations donated 36
transistorized radios at an Ad Club luncheon
— two from each station in the area. Another
agency idea was used by KNX Los Angeles,
which is giving prizes, including a sailboat,
to agency executives.
The Flint (Mich.) Radio Broadcasters
Assn. is running a contest with a two-week
vacation at a Lake Huron cottage as the
prize. The winner and family will have free
use of a boat, free food, free meals out and
many other types of service and products.
The Tawas (Mich.) Chamber of Commerce
is cooperating with WAMM,
WBBC,
WFDF, WKMF, WMRP and WTAC in the
promotion. Over 50,000 entry blanks were
distributed around Flint stores. The blanks
have provision for information on family
size, home and car radios and listening habits.

At Vero Beach, Fla., WTTB staffers are
wearing sport shirt-short outfits with call
letters on the back, plus labeled pith helmets.
They are known as the Knobby Knees Club.
Special feature programs have been broadcast, including the arrest of two staffers for
indecent exposure.
WXYZ Detroit offered space age news

WDON Wheaton, Md., staged two contests, sending out Earl Robbin, disc jockey,
to prepare pancake breakfasts as one attraction. American U. radio students ran the
station for a day. KBKC Kansas City loaned
staffer Chuck Goodman to a high school or
college girl for an evening as a contest
award.
KGFJ Los Angeles carried salutes from a
dozen major movie-radio-tv stars. KRIZ
Phoenix, Ariz., held a daily KRIZ Quiz
based on radio's history, with retail stores
participating. Radios were given as prizes.
KVOO Tulsa sent scores of regular advertisers bouquets of May flowers via high
school girl graduates.
The Southern Baptist Radio & Television
Commission presented personalized public
service awards to 460 stations which carry
its Baptist Hour each week. Vocal presentation was made on the program by Paul M.

maps, drawing a quick response.
ABA
A

Offers Booklet on Canon

35

transcript of the special Canon

35

hearing during the American Bar Assn.'s
House of Delegates meet in Atlanta, Feb.
24, is being offered by ABA to "interested
editors, publishers, broadcasters or others in
press, radio and television industries." A
stenographic summary of the hearing has
been published in booklet form, including
full statements by proponents and opponents
of the canon, which prohibits radio-tv photography coverage of courtroom proceedings.
The booklet also contains a reprint of
American Bar Foundation committee's report recommending a re-phrasing of Canon
35. The House of Delegates deferred action
on a proposed new version until ABA's annual meeting in Los Angeles, Aug. 25-29.
Report is being made available as a public
service to media representatives and bar
members.
Views on Every Newscast on WKMH
Editorials on state and locals affairs are
presented on every newscast over WKMH
Dearborn, Mich. Two editorials are prepared daily and Bob Runyon, news director, presents them alternately on the
station's hourly newscasts. He reads both
editorials on the 7:45 a.m. and 6 p.m.
editions.
Broadcasting

WREX-TV MEANS ROCKFORD AND
A BILLION DOLLAR MARKET NETAMERICAWORK AT THE CROSSROADS OF MID-

BROADCAST promotion by WTAR Norfolk, Va., turned out a 30,000-person live
audience for its 35th anniversary Water Thrill Show. Tommy Bartlett, owner of the
water troupe, acknowledged the record turnout resulting from two weeks of daily
spots on WTAR, with preliminary contests to pick an Aqua Queen and award boats,
water skis and bathing suits. (The telecast version of the show over WTAR-TV was
sponsored by a local department store featuring Jantzen bathing suits.) The WTAR
water event was the first in a series of promotions celebrating the station's 35th birthday Sept. 21.
WTIC, WOOD

in Old Car Drives

WTIC-AM-TV Hartford, Conn., and
WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., find
classic automobiles excellent vehicles on
which to hang attention-getting promotions.
The WTIC stations May 8 joined the
Hartford Automobile Dealers Assn.'s Parade of Progress in connection with the 10day "Drive into Summer — First Class" sales
campaign. The stations' staffers rode in such
cars as a 1903 Stanley Steamer and a 1910
Thomas Flyer that were interspersed between the 1958 models. The parade was telecast by WTIC-TV and a commentary given
over WTIC.
WOOD-AM-TV and the Grand Rapids
chapter of the Horseless Carriage Club of
America staged their fourth Antique Auto
Tour over the weekend. This is a 115-mile
excursion in which more than 100 ancient
cars tour WOOD'S coverage area. The parade's start and finish were carried on the
stations, as were remotes from the inn where
the entourage stayed over Saturday night.
KOA Staffer Tends '1891 Store'
Members of early Colorado surrounded
KOA Denver personality Pete Smythe when
he broadcast from an "1891 Country Store."
The store was resurrected at the downtown
office of the Industrial Federal Savings Co.,

in connection with its 67th anniversary celebration. Mr. Smythe minded the store during the noon hour for a week at the beginning of the month. Authentic merchandise
and decor were culled from old stores in the
Colorado mountains and such goods as
hoarhound candy and licorice whips (three
cents a quarter-pound) were on sale at 1891
prices.
KFXM

The sales coverage,
power ofspans
WREX-TV's
combined
market
portions of 23 countries in Illinois
and Wisconsin. Brings preferred
CBS-ABC network programs to
over 260,000 television homes.
Rockford's metropolitan area is
the sales jewel in the WREX-TV
market crown . . . 55,760 households— $6,949 sales potential per
household 16th in national ranking
of C.S.I, per household
J. M. BAISCH, General Manager
REPRESENTED BY
H-R TELEVISION, INC.

WREX-TV
CHANNElI
ROCKFORD

Airs Building, Steel News

Newscasts of interest to people in the
construction and steel industries are aired on
KFXM San Bernardino, Calif., in Construction News (Mon.-Fri. 7-7:05 a.m.) and Steel
News and Views (Mon.-Fri. 4:55-5 p.m.).
Construction is sponsored by Tri-City
Transit Mix Concrete Co., San Bernardino
and narrated by Jimmie Williams, manager,
Allied Construction Industries Inc. Steel is
sponsored by Fontana Steel Co., Fontana,
Calif., with Dale Ware, public relations man
for the company, as newscaster.
WTTW

(TV) Seeks New

Tv Writers

A national competition for tv scripts is being jointly sponsored by WTTW (TV) Chicago, non-commercial station, and VideoStage '58, radio-tv unit of a newly-formed
dramatic organization. The contest is open
to amateur and professional writers. Winners will be able to see and hear their scripts
in complete professional production on

another

in Washington, I). C.
the top station from
noon to 10 p.m. Mdnday„w^^^
through Friday ... without
a hint of loading ratings ... is

wmal-tv
SHARE

WTTW's six-program series starting next
December. Scripts may be original tv plays,
original stage plays adapted for tv or adaptations of other literary forms. The contest

ALL

INQUIRIES

Broadcasting

CONFIDENTIAL

hit

OF AUDIENCE
31.7%
28.9%
31.3%
noon
to 10 p.m.
when all 4
Monday-Friday
29.3%
stations compete
28.7%
Sunday-Saturday
24.7%
13.9%
11.1%

is designed to give writers "on camera" experience intv writing and help develop new
writers for television.

WMAL-TV
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4

Deadline for scripts is Oct. 31, 1958. Information may be obtained from WTTW,
1761 East Museum Drive, Chicago 37, or

ARB/April 8-14, 1958
represented by H-R Television, Inc.

Video-Stage '58, 161 E. Erie St., Chicago
1 1 . Network tv officials will be selected later
to serve as judges.
May 26, 1958 ®
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued
Radio-Tv 'Bulletin' To Cover
American Medical Assn. Meeting
A series of 1 0 special radio and tv broadcasts will be offered at the American Medical
Assn.'s annual meeting in San Francisco
June 23-27 as a means of keeping physicians
and the public informed on convention
activities.
Produced by the California Academy of
Sciences in cooperation with Merck, Sharp &
Dohme, pharmaceutical firm, the programs
are titled AMA Daily Bulletin of the Air
and will be tied in with a newspaper to be
distributed daily at the convention. Half of
the bulletins will be aired on KQED (TV)
San Francisco, educational station, and the
halance on KROW that city. The series is
described by AMA as a "new type of radiotelevision journalism." The opening program
wll be an hour-long telecast June 22. AMA
plans to edit kinescopes of the telecasts into
a film on convention highlights for distribution to state and county medical societies.
Procedures

Set for Royal Visit

Accreditation procedures for the forthcoming visit of Princess Margaret to Canada
in July and August have been announced at
Ottawa. News reporters, cameramen, photographers, sound engineers and others covering the tour must apply through an executive of their station or publication to Mr.
G. E. McElroy, Accreditations Office, Royal
Visit 1958, Government
mittee, Department of
INTRODUCING

Hospitality ComExternal Affairs,

:

THE
COMPLETE
COLLAPSIBLE
PORTABLE
STUDIO
FOR ALL
SPECIAL
EVENT
REMOTES

Ottawa, Canada. Photographers and cameramen are required to accompany the application with passport-type photos. Accreditations must be picked up in person and
applications should state where it will be
picked up. For those covering only the
British Columbia section, where the Princess will go first in connection with the
centennial celebrations of the province, accreditations can be applied for through Mr.
A. H. Williamson, 475 Howe St., Vancouver 1,B. C.
WNEW
WNEW

•

Folds Flat —

Fits in a Car Trunk

Highest Fidelity — 4-Channel
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
WRITE

FOR

SHOPPER
NORTHWEST
BANK
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Humor

Game

New York, in association with the

Good Humor Corp., Brooklyn,
gan a promotional give-away
"Lucky Listener Card Game."
dealers distribute cards with

last week becontest called
Good Humor
numbers and

pictures of WNEW personalities. The winning cards will be drawn each day at the
station for cash prizes.
WMTW

(TV) Hosts Food Dealers

A party of food distributors from Maine,
Vermont and New Hampshire was hosted by
WMTW (TV) Poland Spring, Me., Saturday. The station plans a series of promotions
aimed at wholesalers and distributors in all
fields. Guests golfed during the day and
met the station staff at dinner in the evening.
Film Buyer Wins

Trip From

Comet

Dick Woollen, film buyer, KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles, threw the lucky dart in the
Comet Distributing Corp., Hollywood, Space
Patrol contest at the NAB convention. CDC
asked conventioneers to write their names
on a dart and throw it at a map of the world.
The film syndication company announced
that the person whose dart came closest to
a pre-selected, but undisclosed, locality
would be given airline tickets for two to that
place. The locality was eventually disclosed
as Mauritius Island (in the Indian Ocean)
and, as Mr. Woollen's dart was closest to it
on the map, he wins the trip.
KTRK

(TV) Looking for Tv Star

Warner Bros. Pictures Inc., Tv Div., Burbank, Calif., has asked KTRK (TV) Houston
to aid it in a search for "The Texan," a new
western tv star. Men aged 23-33 who aTe
6 ft. or over may send the station their
photos before May 23. Those entering are
eligible for screening by local judges and an
interview. WB will send a representative to
select, from the men chosen by the judges,
the ones who will receive an expense-paid
trip to Warner's studios for a screen test.
CBS

•

Plays Good

Issues Essays in Brochure

CBS Radio is issuing a 54-page illustrated
brochure titled "Listening to Radio," that is
designed as a guide to classroom and community radio listening. The brochure, which
contains an introduction by Arthur Hull
Hayes, CBS Radio president, consists of essays by prominent figures in the fields of information, drama, public affairs, music,
news, sports, the community and schools.

Students Operate KVOO For a Day
Activities of the students from the five
Tulsa, Okla., high schools who — since 1936
— have been annually invited to operate
KVOO there for a day, will be greatly expanded this year. Students will not only do
on-air work but more than 74 students will
participate in the sales, engineering, continuity, programming, traffic, promotion and
news gathering departments. KVOO is giving
the schools five half-hour segments to sell to
sponsors (three one-minute spots at $15
each); the money will go into the schools'
activity funds. The 9:05-9:30 segment will
feature a drama written, produced and performed by students.

KTTV (TV) to Run 'Gable Week'
A new method of presenting old movies
on tv will be launched by KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles June 2, when "Clark Gable Week"
starts on KTTV's First Show feature movie
series (Mon.-Fri. 10:40 p.m.) On Monday,
KTTV will broadcast "The Secret Six," with
Mr. Gable supporting Jean Harlow and Wallace Beery, followed on successive evenings
by "Men in White," "Love on the Run,"
"Too Hot to Handle" and "Homecoming."
Each picture features Mr. Gable and will be
repeated one night later on KTTV's Second
Show (12:05 a.m.). During the week of
June 9, KTTV will broadcast the five "Thin
Man" movies with William Powell and Myrna Loy and a movie history of Jean Harlow
will
week occupy
of June KTTV's
16.

late evening time the

On The Square
WABC

New

York

is programming

its

weekday d.j. program, the Ed Jordan Show,
from a storefront on Times Square for the
two weeks ending Friday. Origination point
is the Regal Shoe Store window at 44th St.
and Broadway. Record albums and pictures
of the station's disc jockeys are displayed
in the window studio.

TV

TOLL:

$80

TILL

Fred Redford was late one night
relieving his wife at their Miami, Fla.,
neighborhood store because he just
couldn't tear away from White Hunter
on WPST-TV Miami. Leaving after
the show, he arrived at the store to
find his wife had had an adventure of
her own. A robber had made off with
$80 from the till.
It was the latest blow in a season of
sickness, operations (Mr. Redford's
leg still was in a cast) and another
earlier robbery. But the sponsors of
White Hunter, reading in the paper
of Mr. Redford's devotion to their
show, were unwilling to let him suffer
for it. The Ejax Oil Co. and the
Johnnie and Mack Paint and Body
Shop, co-sponsors, pre-empted their
time on the next White Hunter show
to make a tv presentation of $80 to
the Redfords.
Broadcasting

Tiger's 10th Birthday on WEWS (TV)
of them planned for the future.
The success of a group of Cleveland
About 5,000 performers have appeared
stores known as Giant Tiger can be dion WEWS Giant Tiger Amateur Show
attributed to
the firm's
of an rectly
amateur
talent
show sponsorship
on WEWS
(Sun., noon-1 p.m.) during its run.
The sponsor finds that, as the stores are
(TV) there.
The two have run parallel. When Lou
open on Sundays, there is a definite in-

Two

More

why

Channel

choice
TOM

Reasons
2

is

of St. Louis

DAILEY

first

families.

SHI

11:30 A.M. -12:30
Monday through Friday
Tom is tops ... a popular
personality and a hard-selling MC on
audience
show.his new live-

FRED

M0EGLE SHOW
Saturday
1 l:OOA.M. -12:00

A brand new show . . . filled
with
liked fun,
Fredcartoons
Moegle. and well-

CHANNEL

SAINT
2

Weisberg, in 1948, hired entertainment
veteran Gene Carroll (pictured above
making his entrace on a show) to emcee a
weekly variety program, Mr. Weisberg
had one small store. Now, 520 shows and

crease in sales for merchandise specifically mentioned by Mr. Carroll on the
show. WEWS and Giant Tiger are experimenting with mail orders and report that

a decade later, with 50%

full credit: "the success of Giant Tiger
stores can be traced to our . . . WEWS tv

of the com-

pany's ad budget allotted to the show,
there are 10 Giant Tiger stores, with more

results are "exceeding all hopes."
Ed Baer, supervisor of GT stores, gives

ONE
FIRST

LOUIS

OF

100

THE
MARKETS

program."
KLIN Joins Wedding

Party

To prove further that radio is everywhere, KLIN Lincoln, Neb., has offered
the following:
When a young couple wanted to be the
first married in the new chapel of the Vine
Congregational Church, but learned that an
organ had not yet been installed, they contacted KLIN for help, asking the station to
play the wedding march.
As a result, the station interrupted its
programming to play the music at the exact
time the couple walked down the aisle and
it was picked up on a small radio in the
church. The station reports it received a
great deal of favorable comment from its
listeners.
WHCT

(TV) to Air Golf Tourney

For the fourth consecutive year WHCT
(TV) Hartford will carry the $28,000 Insurance City open golf tournament. The
match, which attracts some of the nation's
top golfers, is being sponsored, as it has
previously, by the Connecticut Bank & Trust
Co.
Broadcasting

Boston

Pops to Air WCRB

Themes

**4S THE B
<<

WCRB-AM-FM Boston good music outlet, is broadcasting a total 15 hours of stereophonic music a week as part of its 10th anniversary celebrations. The stations play
host to advertiser and agency contacts June
1 when it takes over Symphony Hall for the
Boston "Pops" Symphony. That afternoon
the Symphony will present a program based
principally on WCRB program themes. The
station is selling any remaining tickets to
its audience.
ABC

Furthers News

WHBF
RADIO

Competition

ABC Radio last Friday announced it
would begin competing with CBS Radio and
NBC Radio on a world-wide news roundup
scale by adding remote pickups from abroad
to its News Around the World shows, Mon.Sat., 8-8:15 a.m. The network has hired veteran CBS newsman Bill Shadel, who will act
as anchor man to reporters Robert Sturdenvant (Paris), Yale Newman (London), Mel
Davis (Rome), Ray Falk (Tokyo), Charles
Arnot (Cairo), Omer Anderson (Bonn) and
George Bailey (Vienna).
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ministration, and W. B. POTTER, director of adverA WEEKLY
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AND
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PEOPLE
RICHARD M. DONNELLY promoted from assistant
account executive to account executive, Gardner
Adv., St. Louis.

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
ROBERT T. ENGLES, former
president of Intercity Broadcasting Co., and presently
with Cherry & Webb Broadcasting Co., elected to board
of directors of CreamerTrowbridge Co. and will
maintain executive offices in
Providence, R. I.

ROBERT B. JARVIS, manager of Prestige Inc., and
ALAN BERGER, director of radio and tv, Stiller,
Rouse. Berggren & Hunt, join Dreyfus Co. as
account
tively. executive and radio-tv director, respecm.

ROBERT W. BODE, executive art
director, Kudner Adv., N. Y.,
and ROBERT M. HAIG, co-copy
MR. ENGLES
chief, elected v.p.'s of Kudner. DONALD GIBBS, v.p.-co-copy chief, named
member of executive committee.
ROBERT L. DE lunger, v. p. and account supervisor,
Grant Adv., Hollywood, appointed vice president
and manager
of agency's
Dallas office. He succeeds JACK EDWARDS,
retired.

HECK

STERN

POMERANCE

HOMER HECK, director of broadcasting. Foote,
Cone & Belding, Chicago; EDWARD M. STERN, director of media department and EUGENE C. POMERANCE, director of research, elected v.p.'s.
W. M. STARKEY, account supervision on Rexal
Drug account, BBDO, L. A., has been elected
v.p. of agency. He joined firm in 1948.
MAYNARD H. PATTERSON, general manager of international division, Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co,.
St. Paul: ROBERT W. MUELLER, general manager of
industrial trades tape division, and LYLE H. FISHER,
director of industrial and personnel relations,
elected
HAROLD
F. LARSON,
general office
manager,v.p.'s.
elected
assistant
treasurer.
ROBERT R. ROY, formerly supervisor of merchandising
and sales training on Chrysler Div. account, Ross Roy
Inc.. Detroit, elected v.p. and
member of executive board.
KENNETH FLEMING JR., member
of account service group, Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago, joins
McCann-Erickson, Chicago,
as account executive.

EDWARD KOGAN, executive tv producer and N. Y.
office manager, Edward H. Weiss & Co.. to
Joseph Katz Co., N. Y., as radio-tv director, succeeding BOB SWAN. Mr. Swan will announce his
future plans shortly. Mr. Kogan's post at Weiss
has been filled by PEGGY SCHILLING, promoted
from tv commercial producer.
A. J. BREMMER promoted from v.p. and copy director to creative director at Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago.
HOWARD C. SCHELLENBERG, formerly assistant radio-tv director with Buffalo (N.Y.) agency, joins
Comstock & Co., Buffalo, as creative director.
Other appointments: DAUNE PALMER, with Comstock & Co. for several years, named creative
writer on special account group; MICHAEL
DANYLA, formerly copywriter with BBDO, Cleveland; STUART F. LEVIN, tv producer for WEWSTV and WJW-TV, both Cleveland, and JOSEPH
PETRINO, art director with another Buffalo
agency, join Comstock radio-tv department.
GEORGE DRAKE, creative v.p. at Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff
& Ryan, Chicago, appointed copy director.
CALVIN HOLMES, formerly senior writer at Erwin
Wasey & Co. (now Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan), to M. M. Fisher Assoc., Chicago, as copy
chief.
GEORGE STANTON, formerly assistant media director at Tatham-Laird Inc., Chicago, to Leo
Burnett Co. as media group supervisor.
AUGUST TONNE, formerly associate production
manager, Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago, to Keyes,
Madden & Jones, Chicago, as production manager. JOHN H. BAXTER, creative vice president of
Ludgin agency, also resigns.
ALFRED W. deJONGE, formerly with Harold M.
Mitchell Inc. and Vick Chemical Co., to BBDO,
N. Y., as European coordinator in international
department.
DONALD A. PEMBER, member of advertising department of Swift & Co., Chicago, to research,
marketing and creative department of RICHARD
CRABB ASSOC., agricultural advertising agency,
Chicago.

Powerful
Radio

of SALES

i STATION
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NETWORKS
SID GARFIELD, director of exploitation
Radio since September 1951, appointed
of press information for network. Mr.
succeeds CHARLES S. STEINBERG, named
of information services for CBS-TV.
GOLDEN, director of sales presentations
since June 1954, to CBS-TV in similar

24 hours a day— seven days a week

for CBS
director
Garfield
director
RICHARD
for CBS
capacity.

HARRY BUDINGER, turnable operator at NBC Chimember of network's original National
Farm cago& andHome
Hour orchestra, died May 10.
STATIONS

iiisiiiiiiesiiai
HERBERT EDELMAN, formerly
with KDAY Santa Monica,
Calif., has taken over as
owner-general manag
er of
KEAP Fresno, Calif.

RICHARD JOSEPH BUTTERFIELD,
station manager, KCRG-TV
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, joins
KMSP - TV Minneapolis-St.
sales. as v.p. in charge of
Paul
MR. EDELMAN

P. HOWARD EICHER, assistant
local sales manager, WSAI
Cincinnati, Ohio, promoted
to v.p. and general manager.
He joined WSAI in 1956 as
account executive and prior
to that spent seven years as
freelance announcer and actor.
WILLIAM J. MUELLEN, formerly
sales manager of WPOR Portland, Me., named national
sales manager of Hildreth
Network (WPOR, WABIAM-TV Bangor and WAGMAM-T.V Presque Isle, all
Maine)
ROBERT E. EVANS, manager of
WELO Tupelo, Miss., has
been named general manager
of Mid-South Radio Network,
succeeding BOB McRANEY. Mr.
McRaney resigned to head
Southern Electronics Co.,
which holds interests in
WROB West Point, WAMY
Amory, both Mississippi.
RICHARD P. KEPLER, veteran
of 19 years in broadcasting,
joins leansWJMR-TV
New Oras station manager.

POWER

WCKY
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PETER DEL NEGRO, previously midwestern sales
representative, UPA Pictures Inc.. to MGMTV's commercial division as sales representative
for company's tv film commercials in Midwest.

MR. EVANS

Station

j CINCINNATI,

On the Air everywhere

AL MARKIM, former CBS producer-director, to
Telestudios Inc. as executive assistant to president. Mr. Markim will work closely with Telestudios' expanding VTR operations [Special Report, May 12].

GERALD B. ZORNOW, formerly director of sales for
apparatus and optical division of Eastman Kodak
Co.; THEODORE F. PEVEAR, director of sales ad-

Most

watts

REED BINGHAM promoted to executive v.p. at Bill
Burrud Productions. JACK HEINTZ, formerly station manager, KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, joins
Burrud as business counselor.

FILM

Independent
50,000

BERNARD WEITZMAN, with Desilu Productions,
Hollywood, for past four years, named v.p. in
charge of business affairs.

AUSTIN E. TREWORGY joins Brooke, Smith, French
& Dorance creative staff.

JAMES P. DODD, Shering Ethical Pharmaceutical Corp., joins Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., as account executive
and will work on drug products and allied items.
EDWARD J. GOING, marketing executive, N. W.
Ayer & Co., joins SSC&B as account executive
and will be on cigarettes and tobacco accounts;
DONALD J. MOONE, Snow Crop marketers, will be
account executive on grocery and foods products.

Cincinnati's

JACK M. BEAVEN, formerly director and copywriter, KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, Tex., joins Reast
& Connolly Adv., South Orange, N. J„ as assistant account executive.

tising, appointed v.p.'s.
ARTHUR SPIRT, Television Programs of America,
elected v.p. for central division. He will continue
to report to MICHAEL M. SILLERMAN, executive v.p.,
TPA, inN.Chicago.
Y. TPA's central division headquarters
are

OHIO

CARL ZIMMERMAN, manager of
WISN Milwaukee, has acappointment
as managercepted
of WFOX
Milwaukee,
date to be announced.
MR. KEPLER
DICK GIFFORD, sales manager
of Dallas office. KFJZ-TV Dallas-Fort Worth,
named national sales manager, succeeding JOE
EVANS, who joined WVUE-TV Wilmington, Del.,
as general sales manager.
EARL W. WELDE, administrative assistant to tv
sales manager, WSUN-TV St. Petersburg, Fla.,
Broadcasting

a subliminal

MR. KAHN

MR. HILTON

MR. CLIFFORD

re
MR. WHEELER

MR. WHITELAW

MR. SMUCKER

SEYMOUR WHITELAW, CBS Radio Spot Sales account executive, appointed sales manager
of KCBS San Francisco, succeeding RICHARD H. SCHUTTE,
who has joined Robert E.
Eastman Co., radio representative, as west coast manager.
RAY C. SMUCKER, veteran in
show business and broadcasting, joins KTAR and
KVAR (TV) Mesa, Ariz., as
sales manager. Mr. Smucker
formerly was manager of
KYTJM Yuma, Ariz., and will
continue to have charge of
overall operations of that
station in addition to his
new post.
BILL EXLINE, tv sales head of
Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
S. F. office, joins KIRO-TV
Seattle-Tacoma, Wash., as
sales manager.
MEG KINGBAY, radio personality, WCCO Minneapolis-St.
Paul, joins WPBC Minneapolis-St. Paul as manager of
station's
Southdale branch
office.

the

by the
r

latest
it

fa §

JOHN CORPORON, formerly United Press bureau manager in New Orleans, joins WDSU-TV
New Orleans as fulltime Washington correspondent.
WILLIAM S. GAILMOR, veteran of 20 years as newspaper man and radio commentator, joins WPEN
Philadelphia as news editor.

if
ARB

Feb.-Mar.

'58

WAYNE GRIFFIN, head of own travel organization, appointed travel editor at WBKB (TV) Chicago.
KEITH RYAN, formerly news and sports announcer,
WKDA Nashville, Tenn., to WCKY Cincinnati,
Ohio, as news announcer.

A

BETH ROBINSON, formerly account executive,
KPRO Riverside, Calif., joins KRHM (FM) Los
Angeles as sales representative.

HAZARD

THAT

NEVER

SLEEPS

ED FLEMING, newscaster, WPIX-TV New York,
joins
KNXT (TV) Los Angeles as tv news personality.

A daily occurrence —
Radio and TV Stations
are accused of

HARRY BIRRELL, WNOE New Orleans, La., joins
KCBQ San Diego as d.j., effective June 1.

LIBEL — SLANDER
PIRACY — PLAGIARISM

ZOEL P. SILVERMAN, formerly with KQV Pittsburgh, joins KDKA Pittsburgh sales staff.

SCOTT MUNI, formerly announcer for WAKR Akron, Ohio,nouncingtostaff. WMCA New York musical an-

ALAN EATON, formerly on publicity staff of ILLINOIS GOV. WILLIAM STRATTON, appointed manager
of radio press information at WBBM Chicago.
BILL MASLOWE, Chicago newspaperman, to WBBMTV Chicago in similar press information capacity.

JIM PASSANT, sports publicist at Cleveland's
Western Reserve U., joins KYW-AM-TV Cleveland publicity staff.

INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
through act of station,
staff, announcer, speaker,
talent, commentator, sponsor.
THE

ANDREW M. ROWLEY, veteran oil writer (52 years)
for Tulsa Tribune and featured for many years
as "Mr. Oil" on KVOO Tulsa, died May 14.
MANUFACTURING
PERRY R. ROEHM, formerly president and director of Norden-Ketay Corp., Stamford, Conn.,
appointed director of marketing for International
Telephone & Telegraph, N. Y.

JOHNWFPG
STRUCKELL,
formerly
v.p.
of
Atlantic
City and
manager of WOND Pleasantville and WWBZ Vineland, all New Jersey, joins
WKDN Camden, N. J., as program director.
He succeeds DAVID A. MOSS, who has been appointed commercial manager of WKDN.

MICHAEL BALOG, general manufacturing manager
for Sylvania Electric Products semiconductor
division appointed to new post of manager of
manufacturing and engineering for division. Also
appointed were DR. SUMNER MAYBURG, division
manager of research and materials, to division
chief engineer; and THEODORE R. BUNNELL, division industrial engineer, to manager of manufacturing services.

program direcSIDNEY GABY, formerly assistant
tor at WNEW New York, to WGR Buffalo as
program director.

DERMOT A. DOLLAR, previously manager, RCA
Camden, N. J., showroom, to newly created post

Broadcasting

share

MARVIN HUGHES, Dot recording artist, joins WSM
Nashville, Tenn., as musical director.

EDWARD W. PARO, WEAR Pensacola, to WILZ St.
Petersburg Beach, both Florida, as commercial
manager.

~ JB
MR. ..BLOYD

largest

of audience

CHARLES MINNEHAN, assistant manager of marketing for Los Angeles Examiner, joins KABCTV Los Angeles as director of marketing, succeeding ROBIN ROSEFIELD, who resigned to go
to England and study acting.

JACK BROWN, formerly with KOBY San Francisco, joins KGO San Francisco sales staff.

JAMES E. BLOYD, engineer and
engineering supervisor with
WEWS (TV) Cleveland, promoted to chief engineer. Post
is newly-created because
JOSEPH B. EPPERSON, engineering v.p. of Scripps-Howard
Radio Inc. had served as
chief engineer of all S-H
radio-tv stations.

have

I 111
if t

JIM HARDEN, formerly newscaster with KWWL
Waterloo, Iowa, joins KLWN Lawrence, Kan.,
as news director.

Belleville,

LEE COFFEE, announcing staff, WIBV
111., named promotion manager.

we
MR. CHESLEY

ABOVE are the top echelon of the newly-created advertising agency, Kastor, Hilton,
Chesley & Clifford Inc. [Advertisers & Agencies, May 19]. They include H. Kastor Kahn, chairman of KHC&C; Peter Hilton, president; Charles E. J. Clifford, vice
chairman, and W. S. Chesley Jr., chairman of the executive committee and treasurer.
The agency was formed when Kastor, Farrell, Chesley & Clifford merged with Hilton
& Riggio.
promoted to tv sales manager, succeeding BARNEY KOBRES, who resigned to form his
own advertising agency.
CLAUDE WHEELER, sales staff,
WCHS Charleston, W. Va.,
named general sales manager for WCHS-TV. He has
been with WCHS sales staff
since 1951.

ad

SPOKEN

WORD

IS MASTER!

BUT
you
can
INSURE
against embarrassing loss
by having our unique
Excess
Policy
at amazingly low cost.
Write for details and rates

EMPLOYERS
REINSURANCE

CORPORATION
2 1 WEST TENT H STREET
. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Saii Francisco,
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175 W.
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PEOPLE CONTINUED
of director, exhibits, RCA. Named to assist Mr.
Dollar were RICHARD H. HOOPER, as manager,
special exhibits; RICHARD F. NORDHORN, as manager, RCA Chicago
showroom; Hall.
HARRY N.P. Y.,
O'BRIEN
as manager,
RCA Exhibition
and
JOHN H. SCHAAF as manager, RCA Camden
showroom.
Marshall A. WILLIAMS, formerly with Philco
Corp., appointed director of marketing for Farnsworth Electronics Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.
GEORGE O. CROSSLAND, formerly manager of
distributor development and trade relations at
General Electric's Owensboro, Ky., plant appointed central regional equipment sales manager in Chicago for GE's receiving tubes.
PERSONNEL RELATIONS
MARY ELIZABETH MITCHELL. 50, membership secretary of Chicago chapter of American Television
& Radio Artists, died following heart attack
May 8. She had entered Henrotin Hospital, Chicago, for physical checkup three days earlier.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES m
WALTER L. WEST, formerly with RCA government
service department, joins Page Communications
Engineers. Washington, as head of its new Land
and Structures Dept.
PROGRAM SERVICES
WILLIAM P. GALLAGHER, national sales director of
Columbia Records, named director of sales for
company, succeeding HAL COOK, who joins
Warner Bros. Records, Burbank, Calif., as v.p.
and director of sales. Other personnel changes
announced involved WALTER L. DEAN of company's
legal department, appointed director of business affairs; ROBERT EARL, St. Louis branch manager, promoted to merchandise manager, and
DALE PEYTON, salesman in St. Louis, named
branch manager there.
DON BLOCKER, formerly with Hart Distributors,
joins Liberty Records as national promotion
director.

FOR a "decade of dedication," Mark Evans, WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington personality, was given a scroll and testimonial dinner on this tenth anniversary as director of WTOP Washington Area Housewives' Protective League. At the pressentation (1 to r): Lloyd Dennis, WTOP vice president; Ed Wood, general manager
of the Housewives' Protective League, New York; George Marshall, owner, Washington Redskins football club; Mr. Evans; Jules Dundes, vice president, CBS Radio,
and Gordon Hayes, general manager, CBS Radio Spot Sales. A group of business,
civic and government leaders saluted Mr. Evans as "broadcaster, businessman,
church member, citizen, club man, director of the HPL program, family man,
foods man, lecturer, reporter, salesman and traveler . . . [and] friend."
May

:>:..:■
'
"
S. (Fla.)
ASSNTampa
TRADE
LOUIS BENITO,
advertising
agency
president, elected to governor of fourth district
Advertising Federation of America.
ROBERT GAGE, art director, Doyle Dane Bernbach, elected second v.p. of Art Directors Club,
N. Y., WILLIAM DUFFY, tv art director, McCannErickson named ADC secretary and LOUIS DORFSMAN, art director, CBS Radio, appointed member
of executive committee.
ARNOLD KATINSKY, promotion writer at Radio Advertising Bureau since February 1956, named
assistant to member service director. Mr. Katinsky will be responsible for processing requests
for information, research and other data for
RAB's membership.
INTERNATIONAL

... a fully transistorized, batteryoperated, portable tape recorder
of network recording quality.

AMAZING OPERATING EFFICIENCY . . .
No other recorder can do the job of
Minitape. Where you go, Minitape
goes, with its own power and precision recording unit in one compact
aluminum case. Minitape, weighs only
13 pounds and equals the finest
AC-operated units in recording quality.
• Automatic volume control by transistor
amplifiers holds constant full recording
level from lip distance to 10 ft.
• Flat frequency response to 10,000 cycles
at 7% ips.
• 2 hours continuous recording on one
charge. Lifetime nickel cadmium battery.
Write for prices and specifications
Cable Address: STANHOFF
♦trademark registered
I
J1|,
Hollywood
38, MI
California
921 N.j;
Highland
Avenue
gS»)l!l.lJ
N|B(
^|
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WILLIAM JEYNES, chief engineer of CHCH-TV
Hamilton, Ont., won Col. Keith S. Rogers Memorial Award for "his contribution to the technical advancement of television, for the development of an excellent and inexpensive
special effects was
generator
picturedinner
mixing."of
Presentation
made for
at tvannual
Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters at Montreal on
May 12 by Canadian General Electric Co. Ltd.,
Toronto.
DON SMITH, All-Canada Radio & Television Ltd.,
Toronto,
elected
treasurer of Advertisers' Guild
of Toronto,
for 1958.
CLAY HAWKINS, 39, sales manager of CKNW New
Westminster, B.C., and formerly of CKY Winnipeg, Man., died April 17 of pneumonia.
J. ALAN SAVAGE, radio-tv director of Cockfield
Brown & Co. Ltd.. Toronto advertising agency,
elected director, along with ROSS W. BOOTH and
HARRY C CLARKE, account group managers at
Toronto office, and R. H. COOPER and J. McBRIDE,
account executives of Montreal office.
JOHN G. BUTLER, formerly with MacLaren Adv.
Ltd., Toronto, to advertising manager of Philco
Corp. of Canada Ltd., Toronto.
ARTHUR C. HARRISON to manager of Toronto office
of Jos. A. Hardy & Co. Ltd., station representative, and GUY DAVIAULT to manager of Montreal
office.
JOSEPH G. MORGAN, formerly with Columbia Pictures Inc. distribution organization in Britain,
appointed sales representative of Fremantle of
Canada Ltd., distributor of tv film programming
in Britain.

UPCOMING

May 26-28: American Management Assn., annual
packaging conference, Hotel Statler, New
York.
May 26-28: Conference on Educational Tv and
Related cationMedia,
Department
of Health, Eduand Welfare,
Washington.
May 26-30: National Packaging Exposition, New
York Coliseum, New York.
May 28-29: Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., Sheraton-Seelbach Hotel, Louisville.
June
June 3-6: 36th annual conference, National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Chase and Park
Plaza Hotels, St. Louis.
June 4-6: Armed Forces Communications and
Electronics Assn. Exhibit, Sheraton Park Hotel,
Washington, D. C.
June 5-7: Western Assn. of Broadcasters, Banff
Springs, Hotel Banff, Alta.
June 6-7: Colorado Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Antlers, Colorado Springs.
June 7: UP Broadcasters of Connecticut, Colonial House, Hamden.
June 7-8: Broadcasters Assn. of Texas, Town
House Hotel, San Angelo.
June 8-11: Advertising Federation of America,
national convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel,
Dallas.
June 14: UP Broadcasters of Pennsylvania, Holiday Motor Hotel, Mechanicsburg.
June 19-20:
water Inn, Virginia
Irvington. Broadcasters Assn., TideJune 19-21: Maryland-D. C. Radio & Tv Broadcasters Assn., Stephen Decatur Hotel, Ocean
City, Md.
July of Broadcasters, CoJune 19-21: Florida Assn.
lonial Inn, St. Petersburg Beach.
June 22-28: Advertising Assn. of the West, annual
convention, Vancouver, B. C.
July 19: Conference on Tv for Women in Home
Economics, Business and Education, UCLA,
Los Angeles.
111. 21-25: National Assn. of Educational BroadJuly
casters, seminar, Allerton House, Monticello,
August
Aug. 1-2: Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn., Lake
Texoma Lodge, Lake Texoma.
Aug. 4-23: Summer Tv Workshop, College of
Communication Arts and WKAR-TV Michigan
State University, East Lansing.
Broadcasting

Station

Authorizations,

Valley-Hualpai Mt. Park, Ariz.— Mohave County
Board of Supervisors.
K76AL Canby, Calif.— Canby Tv Club.
TvW74AA
Inc. North Warren, Pa. — Conewango Valley

Applications

As Compiled by BROADCASTING
May 15 through May 21
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction per- night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification
mit. ERP— effective radiated power, vhf— very trans.— transmitter, uni. — unlimited hours, kc —
uhf— ultra high frequency, ant. kilocycles. SC A— subsidiary communications auhigh frequency,
— antenna, aur. — aural, vis.— visual, kw — kilo- thorization. SSA— special service authorization
STA— special temporary authorization. *— educ.
D — day. N —
mc— megacycles.
watt,
w—
watts
New

Tv Stations
ACTIONS

BY FCC

Duluth, Minn.— Rex Television Co.— Granted
ch. 10 (129-198 mc); ERP 316 kw vis., 158 kw aur.;
ant. height above average terrain 688 ft., above
ground 576 ft. Estimated construction cost $641,882. first year operating cost $400,000, revenue
$480,000. P.
N. Farwell
Ave.,Trans
Milwaukee 2, O.
Wis.address
Studio2230location
Duluth.
location St. Louis County. Geographic coordinates 46° 48'RCA.
08" Legal
N. Lat.,
92° 06'Conn
39" &W. Marks,
Long.
Trans. -ant.
counsel
Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer Lohnes
& Culver, Washington, D. C. Principals include
L. F. Gran (25%), Louis Caster (50%), and Bruce
R. Gran (25%) who have sold interest in WREX
TV Rockford,
ni. though
mated.
Announced
May 15. sale not yet consuLubbock, Tex. — Texas Technological College*
—Granted ch. 5 (76-82 mc); ERP 11.1 kw vis.,
5.55 kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain
444 ft., above ground 485 ft. Estimated construction cost $88,189, first year operating cost $36,000.
P. O. address % Dr. E. N. Jones, president.
Studio location Texas Tech. campus. Geographic
coordinates 37° 17' 26" N. Lat., 107° 54' 42" W.
Long. Trans, and ant. RCA. Legal counsel Eliot
C. Lovett, Washington. Consulting engineer
Frank H. Mcintosh & Assoc., Washington. Announced May 21.
APPLICATION
Durango, Colo. — Farmington Bcstg. Co., vhf
ch. G (82-88 mc); ERP 10.5 kw vis., 5.25 kw

NATP-WIDE

EASTERN
NEW ENGLAND
INDEPENDENT
$115,000 ,
Single-station market. Low overhead.
Just right for salesminded owner-manager.

aur.; ant. height above average terrain 723 ft.,
above ground 138 ft. Estimated construction cost
$41,820, first year operating cost $25,000. P. O.
address 407 West Broadway, Farmington, N. M.
Studio location Farmington, N. M. Trans, location Top of Perins Pk., Durango. Geographic
coordinates 37° 17' 26" N. Lat., 107° 54' 42" W.
Long. Trans., ant. RCA. Legal counsel Smith and
Pepper,
Washington.
Consulting engineer
Van-is
divere and
Cohen, Washington.
Application
for satellite to station applied for by applicant
in Farmington (ch. 12) and is contingent on
grant thereof. Announced May 16.
Existing

Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KSTP-TV St. Paul, Minn. — Granted waiver of
Sec. 3.652 to permit KSTP-TV to identify itself
as Minneapolis as well as St. Paul. Announced
May 15.
KHQA-TV Hannibal, Mo. — Granted waiver of
Sec. 3.652 to permit KHQA-TV to identify itself
as Quincy,nounced111.,
May 15. as well as Hannibal, Mo. AnTranslators
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
K72AP, K76AK and K80AM Window Rock,
Ariz. — Navajo Tribal Council.
K74AN and K75AI Chloride and Big Sandy

•
NEGOTIATIONS
RADIO
•
TELEVISION

New

Am

Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Winter Haven, Fla. — Winter Haven Bcstg. Co.
—Granted 1360 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 51 Fifth
St., S.W., Winter Haven. Estimated construction
cost $19,636, first year operating cost $51,600,
revenue $54,000. Angelo Fazzari, sole owner, is
in tv service. Announced May 15.
Belzoni, Miss.— Roth E. and Lucille Hook, d/b
as Humphreys County Bcstg. Co.— Granted 1460
kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address % Mr. Hook, Aliceville,
Ala. Estimated construction cost $13,112, first
year operating cost $24,000, revenue $36,000. Mr.
and Mrs. Hook will be equal partners. Mr. Hook
owns 49% WRAG Carrollton, Ala., 45% WMAG
Forrest, Miss., 75% WRUS Russellville, Ky., and
20% WDOB Aliceville. Mrs. Hook owns 30%
WDOB. Announced May 21.
Rocky Mount, N. C. — M. R. Bobbins — Granted
1490 kc, 250 w unl. P. O. address 202 Peoples
Bank tionBldg.,
Rocky
Estimatedcostconstruccost $34,981,
firstMount.
year operating
$60,000,
revenue $70,000. Sole owner Robbins is in insurance, banking, etc. Announced May 15.
Loris, S. C. — Loris Bcstg. Co. — Granted 1570
kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address Box 317, Tabor City,
N. C. Estimated construction cost $11,235, first
year operating cost $25,000, revenue $30,000.
Ownership: Terrell Rozier, appliance and insurance man (40%); publisher M. Horace Carter
(30%), and Winston Vaught, attorney (30%).
Announced May 15.
Plainview, Tex. — Plainview Radio — Granted
1050 kc,Estimated
1 kw D. construction
P. O. addresscost
Box $19,815,
322, Plainview.
first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $48,000.
Equal partners: Earl S. Walden, 50% owner of
KERB Kermit, Tex.; Homer T. Goodwin, pastor,
and Leroy R. Durham, farmer. Announced
May 15.
APPLICATIONS
Willcox, Ariz. — Paul Merrill, 1340 kc, 250 w unl.
P. O. address 105 Yucca Dr., Safford, Ariz. Estimated construction cost $10,662, first year operatingowner,
cost $18,000,
revenue interest
$24,000. Paul
Merrill, sole
has
in KGLU
Safford, KWJB-AM-FM Globe, KCKY Coolidge,
KVNC Winslow and KCLP Clifton, all Arizona.
Announced May 15.

FINANCING
•
NEWSPAPER

•

APPRAISALS

MIDWEST

SOUTH

SOUTHWEST

WEST

MICHIGAN
FULLTIMER

FULLTIME
REGIONAL

REGIONAL
DAYTIMER

MAJOR
INDEPENDENT

NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA

$100,000

$650,000

$175,000

Recently established.
Now going into black.
Single station market. Ready to show
good profit for owner-operator.

#1 station in metropolitan market.
|100,000 in cash and
account receivables
to go along with
deal.

$100,000
Excellent facility
showing good profits. In growing secondary market with
diversified income
and above - average
retail sales.

$230,000
Kilowatt fulltime in

CENTRAL

Daytime
1 kw
tion well
in stathe
black. Fair real estate and some net
quick assets. 29%%
down. 7 years on
balance.

excellent diversified
agricultural and industrial market.

D

Washington, D. C.
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456

Broadcasting

Cleveland
2414 Terminal Tower
TO 1-6727

Chicago
Tribune Tower

Atlanta
1515 Healey Bldq.

DE 7-2754

JA 3-3431

Dallas
Fidelity Union Life Bldq.
Rl 8-1175

San Francisco
I I I Sutter St.
EX 2-5671
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FOR THE RECORD continued

Plannin

g

a

Radio

Station?

Clearwater, Fla. — Radio Clearwater Inc., 860
kc, 500 w D. P. O. address Box 1876, Clearwater.
Estimated construction cost $48,866, first year
operating cost $65,000, revenue 875.000. Charles
Adams and Gene Robinson, both of WTAN
Clearwater,
at21. present own 44% each. Announced May
Easton, Md.— Easton Bcstg. Co., 1460 kc, 500
w D. P. O. address 3855 N. 30th St., Arlington,
Va. Estimated construction cost $21,900, first year
operating cost $38,000, revenue $45,000. Owners
are Mary and Richard Cobb (50'; each). Mother
and son are in frozen foods. Announced May 15.
Caro, Mich.— Tuscola Bcstg. Co., 1360 kc, 500
w D. P. O. address 2168 1st St., Bay City, Mich.
Estimated construction cost $22,988, first year operating cost $46,000, revenue $52,000. Robert
Benkelman (2/3 owner) is operations manager
and announcer, WWBC Bay City. Announced
May 15.
East Grand Forks, Minn. — Merlin Obie, 1590
kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 715 5th St., W.W.,
Wadena. Estimated construction cost $15,945,
first year operating cost $38,000, revenue $52,000.
Sole owner Obie owns one-third of KWAD
Wadena. Announced May 21.
Existing

Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WCAS Gadsden, Ala.— By letter, denied request for waiver of Sec. 1.354 (c) of rules and
immediate grant of application to change facilities on 570 kc from 5 kw D, to 500 w, 5 kw-LS,
DA-N. Announced May 15.
KAGE Winona, Minn. — Granted change in
frequency from 1570 kc to 1380 kc, continuing
operation with 1 kw D; remote control permitted. Announced May 15.
KABQ Albuquerque, N. M. — Granted change
of facilities from 1340 kc, 250 w unl., to 1350 kc,
500 w, 5 kw-LS, DA-N; engineering conditions;
remote control permitted during daytime hours
only. Announced May 15.
APPLICATIONS
WTWA Thomson, Ga.— Mod. of license to
change Sunday specified hours from 7 :25 a.m. to
7:15 p.m. to 7:25 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Announced
May 15.
WPRT Prestonsburg, Ky.— Cp to increase power from 1 kw to 5 kw; change ant. -trans, and
studio location, install DA-D, make changes in
ground system and install new trans. Announced
May 15.
KJOE Shreveport, La. — Cp to increase power
from 1 kw to 5 kw; change ant. -trans, location,
install directional ant. for daytime use, make
changes
in ground
Announced
May 20.system and install new trans.
RCA can help you with equipment and planning. For example, three basic floor plans,
for three different size stations illustrate how the very
latest equipment
arranged

can be

to perform

effi-

ciently with a minimum

of

capital and personnel.

WCAP Lowell, Mass. — Cp to increase power
from 1 kwnouncedtoMay 19.
5 kw and install new trans. AnKPLK Dallas, Ore. — Cp to increase power
from 500 w to 1 kw and install new trans. Announced May 15.
WKOK Sunbury, Pa.— Cp to change frequency
from 1240 kc to 1550 kc; increase power from
250 w to 1 kw; change ant. -trans, location; install directional ant. night and day (DA-1);
make changes in ground system and install new
trans. Announced May 15.
KVNU Logan, Utah. — Cp to increase daytime
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new trans.
(610 kc). Announced May 20.
KRSC Othello, Wash.— Cp to change frequency
from 1450 kc to 1400 kc; increase power from
100 w to 250 w, make changes in ant. (increase
height) and ground systems. (Contingent on
grant of KFDR frequency change.) Announced
May 20.

New

Fm

Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Cleveland, Ohio — Moody Bible Institute of Chicago—Granted 103.3 mc, 21.5 kw U. P. O. address
820 N. LaSalle St., Chicago 10, 111. Estimated construction cost $22,269, first year operating cost
$45,000. Expenses to be met by funds on hand
plus donations.
tion. AnnouncedApplicant
May 15. is non-profit organizaCarlisle, Pa. — Richard Field Lewis Jr. Inc. of
Carlisle— Granted 101.7 mc, 760 w unl. P. O.
address Radio Station WHYL, Carlisle. Estimated
construction cost $6,000, first yearr operating cost
$4,000, revenue to be included with am station.
Applicant nounced
is Maylicensee
of WHYL Carlisle. An15.
APPLICATION
Alameda, Calif. — Patrick Henry and David
Larsen, 92.7 mc, .275 kw. P. O. address 6515
Mountain Blvd., Oakland. Estimated construction cost $5,760, first year operating cost $12,000,
revenue $16,000. Mr. Henry (75%) is KROW
Oakland announcer-engineer. Mr. Larsen is radio
and
tv information
Announced
May 19. man in U S Marine Corps.

Ownership

Changes

ACTIONS

BY FCC

WHBS HuntsviUe, Ala.— Granted (1) assignment of license to Smith Bcstg. Inc. (WJIG
Tullahoma, Tenn., and WBYE, Calera, Ala.);
consideration $125,000 and (2) renewal of license;
grant is without prejudice to such action as
Commission may determine is warranted, if
any, as result of its pending inquiry into alleged
violations by television stations of Commispolicy concerning
editorializing
castsion'slicensees.
Announced
May 15. by broadKJML (FM) Sacramento, Calif. — Granted assignment of license and cp from William T.
White and Virgil J. Nugent to Town & Country
Bcstrs. Inc. (Messrs. White, Louis and Gerlinger
and James Crow equal owners); consideration
$15,000. Announced May 15.
WKXP-TV Lexington, Ky.— Granted assignment of cps to WTAF Inc. (Radio Cincinnati
Die, sole owner, is licensee of WKRC-AM-TV
Cincinnati, Ohio, WBIR-AM-FM-TV, Knoxville,
Tenn., WBRC-AM-FM-TV, Birmingham, Ala., and
WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio); consideration $100,000 which includes $35,000 for agreement not to
compete for 5 years. Announced May 15.
WTWO (TV) Bangor, Me.— Granted assignment
of licenses to WLBZ Television Die. (Adeline B.
Rines, president, is majority stockholder of
WRDO Augusta, and WLBZ Bangor, and as
trustee, of WCSH-AM-TV Portland, Me.); consideration $600,000. Announced May 15.
KWK St. Louis, Mo. — Granted assignment of
licenses to KWK Radio Inc. (A. M. Spheeris,
president, and others have interests in WEMP
Milwaukee,
nounced Wis.);
May 15. consideration $1,025,000. An-

ma

Complete brochure, including
floor plans, equipment requirements and discussion of current
trends now available. For your
free copy, write to RCA, Dept.
FD-22, Building 15-1, Camden,
N.J.
RADIO

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KIKO Miami, Ariz.— Willard Shoecraft, 1340 kc.
WMET Miami Beach, Fla. — Community Service
Bcstrs. Inc., 1490 kc. Changed from WAHR, effective May 19.
WCLA Claxton, Ga. — Evans County Bcstg. Co.
WCRM Clare, Mich. Gateway to the North
Bcstg. Corp., 1450 kc.
KPRB Redmond, Ore. — Radio Station KPRB,
1240 kc. Changed from KJUN.
KOBH Hot Springs, S. D.— Fall River Bcstg.
Corp., 580 kc.

West

South

$400*000.00

$3009000.00

A top facility in one of the
major markets. Excellent
and potential. Now showing
profit. Reasonable terms can
ranged.

west's
assets
some
be arExclusive

CORPORATION
Of AMERICA
m

This is a combination offering of
two southern properties, both in
major markets. Both are top-rated
stations, with excellent earnings.
Terms to responsible buyers.
with

^BLackburn
FINANCING
NEGOTIATIONS
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Washington Building
Sterling 3-4341

Clifford B. Marshall
Stanley Whitaker
Healey Building
JAckson 5-1576

mpanij
• APPRAISALS
CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Financial 6-6460
Broadcasting
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CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
ME. 8-5411
1735 De Sales St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
FEderal 3-4800
Washington, D. C.
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Dl. 7-1319
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
JACKSON 5302
r. O. BOX 7037
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

RUSSELL

P.

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television

MAY

Sheraton Bldg.
711 14th St., N. W.
REpublie 7-3984
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY

CRestview 4-8721
P. O. Box 32
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230
Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

•401 Cherry St.

C. HUTCHESON

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

— Established
PAUL

AFORGE C DAVIS
mKKIII TIKIfi ENGINEERS

1926—

GODLEY

CO.

1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone
STateAFCCE
7-2601
Member

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177
Member AFCCE

RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

KEAR

&

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antennas

JOHN

H. MULLANEY

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

Skyline 6-1603
1316 S. Kearney
Denver 22, Colorado

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE

SERVICE

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
Kansas City, Mo.
P. O. Box 7037
Phone Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LTININt

L.. j/vlLDT

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

J. G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas
_

VIR

& Culver

_

—

-" ;

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Engineei
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applicationt
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

Lufkin, Texas
KJEn».,r.o A.A")A0
'MEotune 4-9558

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 79,497* Readers
— among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

Contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.
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FOR THE RECORD continued
WCRE Cheraw, S. C. — Granted assignment of
license from E. G. Robinson Jr., and William it.
U.igner to Pee Dee Bcstg. Co. (WATP Marion,
S. C.); consideration $20,000. Announced May 15.
KNEI. Brady, Tex. — Granted assignment of
license to Gene M, Burns (son); consideration
$17,700. Announced May 15.
APPLICATIONS
WTCB Klomaton, Ala. — Seeks transfer of control of licensee (Trl-City Bcstg. Co.) from present
stockholders to Andrew Lee and George llaskcw
Sr. (50'';chant:each)
for $47,500.
Lee Jackson,
is retail merMr. Haskew
was Mr.
WPBB
Ala.
manager. Announced May 21.
Kl'BA from
PineW.Bluff,
Ark. tr/
— Seeks
assignment
license
L. Kent
as Radio
Pine Bluffof
to Radio Pine Bluff Inc. Corporate change. No
control change. Announced May 19.
KAFA Colorado Springs, Colo. — Seeks assignment of license and cp from Taylor Bcstg. Co. to
General Bcstg. Corp. for $89,700. New owners
(one-third each): John Hunter, WCMP Pine
City. Minn. (58%) and KOWB Laramie, Wyo.
(81)',): Kenneth
Palmer,
v. p.,Jr.,Intermountain
Network,
and Robert
Donner
no previous
occupation. Announced May 21.
KULA-TV Honolulu, Hawaii— Seeks assignment of license from Television Corp. of America
Ltd. to Kaiser Hawaiian Village for $685,000.
Purchaser, licensee of KHVH-AM-TV Honolulu,
will dispose of that station if present application
is granted. Announced May 15.
WKAI Macomb, HI. — Seeks assignment of license from Macomb Bcstg. Co. to WKAI Bcstg.
Co. for $79,000. Owner-to-be is William Rudolph,
publisher, Macomb Daily Journal. Announced
May 21.
KMNS Sioux City, Iowa — Seeks assignment of
license from William Johns Jr., William Johns
Sr., Patricia and Penrose Johns and Robert
Flynn d/b as Siouxland Bcstg. Co. to Siouxland
Bcstg. Inc. for $175,000. New owner James Stuart,
president and director of Stuart Investment Co.,
has authority to vote 100% of stock of KFOR
Lincoln and KRGI Grand Island, both Nebraska.
Announced May 19.
WAAN Marlborough, Mass. — Seeks assignment
of cp from Clernew Bcstg. Corp. to WGLO Inc.
for $17,000. Assignee is owned by Lewis Sargent
152',) andWKOX
others.Framingham,
Mr. SargentMass.
is commercial
manager.
Announced
May 21.
KOOO Omaha, Neb. — Seeks assignment of license from Central Plains Bcstg. Co. Inc. to
KOOO Corp. for $200,000. New owners: Clifford
Bowers, M. D. (26.6%); James Fenlon, KTRI
Sioux City salesman (16.6%); Eugene, John and
Fred Kelly, 25% interest in KTRI apiece (each
12.5%); Anthony Kelly, M. D. (12.5%), and Wallace Huff, attorney, (6.6%). Announced May 19.
WOOW Washington, N. C. — Seeks assignment
of license from John Gallagher to WOOW Inc.
Corporate change. No control change. Announced May 19.
KGLC Miami, Okla. — Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee (Miami Bcstg. Co.) by
Kenyon Brown, who now holds 22.15%, through
purchase of 52.95% from M. K. Hurts, George
Coleman and John Robinson for total of $82,085.
Mr. Brown has interest in KCOP-TV Los Angeles (25%), KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach (17%)
and KIMO Independence, Mo. (40%). Announced
May 21.
Tenn. Parks
— Seeksandassignment
of WTRO
license Dyersburg,
from Hamilton
Franklin
Pierce d/b as Southern Bcstg. Co. to William
Davis and Pinkney Cole Jr. (each 50%) for
S74.000. Mr. Davis is chief engineer and Mr. Cole,
announcer-manager, with WTRO. They have
simultaneous application incorporate under name
of Southern General Bcstg. Co. Inc. Announced
Mav 20.
KBTX-TV Bryan, Tex. — Seeks relinquishment
of positive control of licensee (Brazos Bcstg.
Co.) by KWTX Bcstg. Co. through issuance of

COMMERCIAL

STATION

As Reported by FCC

FM

BOXSCORE

TV

through April 30
am

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

521
19
80
620
46
14

43
82
3,196
430
3,321
107
537
252
34
286
0
1

22
600
TV

2
221

106
74
54
661
14
128
41
55
0
3

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM,
Compiled by BROADCASTING through May 21
total applications
CP
ON AIR
For new stations
Lie.
Not on air
AM
50
87
548
Cps
3,196
FM
21
521
65
108
129
TV (Commercial)
84
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through May 21
total
VHF
UHF
Commercial
425
86
Non-Commercial
24
7
1 There
licenses.
2 There
longer in
1448 There
uhf).
4 There

are, in addition, eight tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
415'
are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders
which were on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.

25 shares of unissued stock to Harry Gillam,
station manager. Announced May 19.
KMBL Junction, Tex. — Seeks assignment of
license from Kimble County Bcstg. Co. to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Evans, d/b as Junction Bcstg.
Co., for $24,000. Mr. Evans has been announcer
with KORA Bryan, Tex. Announced May 16.
KGKO Dallas, Tex. — Seeks assignment of license from Lakewood Bcstg. Co. Inc. to Radio
Station KGKO for $450,000. New owners are
H & E Radio Corp. and Atlantic Brewing Co.
(one-third each) and others. H & E is wholly
owned subsidiary of H & E Balaban Corp. which
has interest in: WIL St. Louis (one-third), WRIT
Milwaukee (50%), WICS-TV Springfield, 111.
(50%), and WTVO-TV Rockville, 111. (50%).
Atlantic is associated in ownershiD of WIL (onethird) and WRIT (50%) and owns 25% of
KFBI Wichita, Kan. Announced May 19.
KWEL Midland, Tex. — Seeks assignment of license and cp from Great Western Radio Co. to
Petty Johnson for $60,000. Mr. Johnson owns
67% of KVWC Vernon, Tex. Announced May 21.
KSUB Cedar City, Utah — Seeks acquisition of
positive control of Beehive Telecasting Corp.
(which holds control of licensee [Southern Utah
Bcstg. Co.] by Samuel Nissley through issuance
of stock
to him for cancellation
of Beehive's debt
to
him. Announced
May 15.
WBCR Christiansburg, Va. — Seeks assignment
of license from Montgomery Bcstg. Co. Inc. to

WBCR Inc. for $60,000. A. Hundley Griffith Jr.,
98.9% owner of assignee, is account executive
with Modern Teleservice.
Announced May 15.
962 Wash.— Seeks acquisition of
KITN Olympia,
negative
control of licensee (KITN Corp.) by
Harold Singleton (now 49.5%) through purchase
of 5% from Donald Whitman (now 50.5%) for
$150. Announced May 21.
511s
KLAN Renton, Wash. — Seeks involuntary
transfer of control of licensee (Interlake Bcstg.
Corp.) from Ralph Sander to Ralph Sander Jr.,
executor of May
estate
Announced
15. of Ralph Sander, deceased.
KLAN Renton, Wash. — Seeks assignment of license from Interlake Bcstg. Co. to Mesabi Western Corp. for $200,000 (contingent on grant of
above application). New owners are to be Pacific
National Bank of Seattle, trustee (80%), and
William Boeing Jr., Bertha Boeing and Donald
Drew, executors of estate of W. E. Boeing, deceased, (20%). William Boeing Jr. owns one-third
of KWLK Longview, Wash. Bertha Boeing and
Donald Drew are in timber. Announced May 19.
Hearing

Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS

Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman issued
an initial decision which concluded that Dec. 9,
1954, grant of application of Sacramento Telecasters Inc., for mod. of cp to change trans, and
studio site of KBET-TV (ch. 10) Sacramento,
Calif., change type ant. and make other equipment changes, would serve public interest, convenience and necessity. Court of Appeals remanded case to Commission, but did not stay
effectiveness
of Dec. 9, 1954 grant. Announced
May
20.
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of Albany Bcstg. Corp. for new am station
to operate on
Announced
May99020.kc, 250 w D, in Albany, Ore.
OTHER ACTIONS
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission dismissed petition by WKBW-TV Inc., for
clarification of April 2 memorandum opinion and
order which permitted company to change
trans, site, ant. height and power and make
other necessary engineering and financial
changes in its application for new tv station to
operate on ch. 7 in Buffalo, N. Y., which is in
consolidated hearing with Great Lakes Television Inc.,
nouncedand
May 21. Greater Erie Bcstg. Co. AnBy memorandum opinion and order, Commission (1) granted request by Coastal Television
Co. for leave to answer reply, and (2) denied
motion by Oklahoma Television Corp. to enlarge issues in New Orleans, La., tv ch. 12 comContinues on page 106
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<f per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word — $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO

RADIO

RADIO
Situations Wanted

Help

Wanted

Wanted: Station manager for new kilowatt daytimer opening soon in Murphy, North Carolina.
Also salesmen, announcers, engineers, copywriters. Write Jimmy Childress, Box 1114, Sylva,
North Carolina.
Sales

Commercial manager for leading network station
in medium size midwest city. Substantial weekly
commission on billing. This is excepsalary plus
tional position. Send experience resume and
recent picture to Box 270E, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager wanted with solid experience
sales ideas and push — unlimited future with 5
kw in Florida. $5200 plus over-ride. Box 342E,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Experienced salesman for radio station
in rich midwest market. All applications confidential. Good salary plus incentive plan. No
pressure. Write Box 472E, BROADCASTING.
Fulltime salesman for top New England market.
Want man who will shake bushes. Do not want
prima donnas or talkers. Need doers. Gene Morrison, Assistant General Manager, WWCO, Waterbury, Conn
Announcers

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Chief engineer-announcer. Excellent position,
ideal working conditions. Number one station
in market in beautiful Florida. Good pay and
opportunity for advancement. Box 444E,
BROADCASTING.
Need chief engineer for newly acquired station
in major Pennsylvania market. Must have
thorough knowledge of disc recording and studio
engineering directional experience helpful. Prefer young man with progressive ideas. Send
full background, references and salary requirements. Box 451E, BROADCASTING.
Frequentneers.
openings
first class
engiDirectional experienced
antenna; studio
operation.
Union scale $135.00 base. KOBY, 340 Mason
Street, San Francisco.
Immediately. Chief engineer. Experienced amfm remote operation. Maintenance, construction, full charge. Must be capable announcer.
Rush tape, resume, references. Advise when
available and salary expected. KSON, San Diego.
Opening soon for chief engineer 1000 watts
Gates-equipped station. Excellent spot for sober
man with experience. Send complete resume.
WCLB, Camilla, Georgia.

Opportunity for married staff announcer. Send
resume. ABC Network. Texas. Box 345E,
BROADCASTING.

Transmitter engineer. Contact Jerry Norman,
WIIN, Atlanta, Ga. TR 5-8453.

Ajnnouncer with sales experience, 20 hour announcing shift, upper midwest, guarantee
commission, established staweek,furnish
perpermanent
$115.00tion,
references and resume
of experience. Box 448E, BROADCASTING.
Brand new station in greater Pittsburgh market
needs experienced announcers with executive
potential. Require minimum one year commercial experience. Above average wages, good
working conditions, finest equipment. Personal
interview necessary. Send tape, photo, resume
immediately. Box 450E, BROADCASTING.

Need man with first class ticket. No experience
necessary. Physically handicapped person preIllinois. ferred. Apply Roger Moyer, WTIM, Taylorville,

Experienced sportscaster wanted for high school
and junior college football, basketball and staff
announcing. Send resume, tape and salary requirements. Frank O. Myers, Manager, KCMC,
Texarkana, Texas- Ark.
Old, 23 years, well established 5000 watt, independent station, KIUP, Durango, Colorado, has
opening for a dependable, experienced engineerannouncer, accent on announcing no maintenance. Must have 1st ticket. Floaters, drunks,
glamour boys, do not apply. References will be
thoroughly checked. Send tape, resume of background and salary expected to KIUP, P. O. Box
641, Durango, Colorado.
Announcer for radio station KLEA, Lovington,
New Mexico, population around 11,000. Would
consider
graduate.
tape and recent
resume "radio
to Hoytschool"
Caldwell,
KLEA, Send
Box
877, Lovington, New Mexico.

Production-Programming, Others
Mr. News Director! Can you see beneath the
surface news — get behind handouts? Are you a
newsman who always knows what's going on?
We need such a man. Why not apply and discuss your ideas? Send resume, photo Box 179E,
BROADCASTING.
Executive secretaries with knowledge and experience in the fields of radio and television
broadcasting. Must be able to assume office responsibilities as right hand to top executives in
major broadcast operation. Stimulating, interesting, rewarding work for qualified girls with
extensive backgrounds in this field. Please furnish detailed resume in reply. All inquiries in
strict confidence. Box 253E, BROADCASTING.
Sales promotion manager for top-flight major
market, radio-television operation. Must be thoroughly
phases ofThis
sales ispromotion,experienced
advertising inandall research.
an
excellent and rewarding opportunity for qualified man in this field. All replies held in confidence. Box 254E, BROADCASTING.

Just a good, solid announcer. 40 hours per week,
Sundays off. $100.00 per week. KRFO, Owatonna,
Minnesota.

Radio and tv opportunity for experienced news
man who wants to locate in Iowa. Immediate
opening,tions. good
salary,
working
All replies
heldexcellent
confidential.
Box condi460E,
BROADCASTING.

Metropolitan market station going up wants live
wire man to go along. Must have quality voice
plus ideas. Send tape, resume, salary. Fred Epstein, KSTT, Davenport, Iowa.

News director wanted immediately. Send tape,
experience, references. WFAH, Alliance, Ohio.

New

York. Experienced, versatile Negro announcer for full-time summer replacement
now. Here's an opportunity to establish with
an 8 station radio-tv chain. Rush tape to Hal
Walton, WNJR, P. O. Box 1258, Newark, N. J.
Experienced announcer needed immediately for
local news beat in fabulous hunting and fishing
area, in upstate New York. Salary open. Contact
Tom Leighton, WSLB, Ogdensburg, New York.
Technical
Chief engineer single market southern network
station using remote control. Inquiries confidential. Box 214E, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

Continuty director. WRFD, Worthington, Ohio,
looking for man who can write imaginative copy
that sells. This is a permanent position with
Ohio's
radio benefits.
station. Ideal
workingoutstanding
conditions regional
and fringe
Send
complete resume of background and experience,
present and expected salary, copy samples and
references. All replies held confidential. Write
direct to Phil Sheridan, Program Director.
Immediate opening radio-tv film producer. Want
man who can write motion picture, shoot and
edit single and double system sound. V3 time
in radio planning and announcing programs.
Prefer man with masters degree. Good salary,
month vacation, federal retirement plan. Contact or visit Ken Thomas, Radio-TV Department,
Kansas State College, Manhattan, Kansas.

Available immediately due to unusual circumstances. Contact Jerry Berens, Radio Station
WRIC, Richlands, Virginia.
Management
Formulas don't faze me. Successful record ideaful programming 250w-50 kw. Currently— net
flagship operation visiting southwest, coast July.
Competition minded? Let's talk. Box 384E,
BROADCASTING.
Management or sales. Small to medium market.
One fifty minimum. Box 420E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced broadcaster — 26, desires to learn
management. 1st class license, promotion minded. Holds executive position with large firm —
willing to work. Box 425E, BROADCASTING.
7 years experience. First phone, announcing,
traffic, copy, supervision. Desire managership
or position with future. Box 428E, BROADCASTING.
With 15 years experience in radio, known as a
good executive, with a law background, now
disposing of present radio ownership and looking for the unusual opportunity of working with
a good organization in the states, Puerto Rico
or Hawaii. Family man. Looking for the right
location and the right organization. Available
this fall. Write Box 437E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted! Managership of a station in Texas or
Arkansas that needs the guidance of a man who
has spent 30 years in radio. Major, medium and
small markets. Fine record for longevity. Sales,
programming, production, promotion, personnel,
continuity. Always a step ahead of the trend.
Now employed, as always. Box 445E, BROADCASTING.
Manager/commercial manager. Specializes in
selling. 24 years radio experience. Nine years
manager, ten years commercial manager. Small
and medium markets, network and independent.
Interested turning problem station into profitable, solid operation. Desire stock purchase
privilege from profit participation after proof
of performance. Prefer medium or small southeast market. Age 43, married, two children. Box
449E, BROADCASTING.
Young, aggressive manager, experienced in all
phases, desires position in the south. Available
immediately. First phone. Box 467E, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Go-getter, experienced, seeking good potential.
Prefer deal including air work. Can run own
board.
All-around
man — what you're looking for.
Box 174E,
BROADCASTING.
Available. Hard driving, creative salesman; a
real "heavyweight", early thirties, well-liked,
well-known. Ten years radio and television sales
experience: local, regional and national. Have
contacts in practically every advertising agency
in New York. Sales record — excellent. (Actually
it's tremendous) know just about everyone in
this field. Now employed seeking new assignment in New York or vicinity. Excellent references. Box 387E, BROADCASTING.
First phone announcer. Six years experience all
phases including chief. Ready to learn sales your
way.
Presently employed. Box 427E, BROADCASTING.
Young woman with five years experience radio
sales seeks sales or sales management position
with sound mid-western indie. Box 434E,
BROADCASTING.
Excellent radio sales-management record. Interested in small market management, sales, salesprogram combination or television sales. South
only. Box 475E, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Negro dee jay. Good board man. Fast patter,
smooth production. I'm the one you're looking
for.
ING. Tape and resume. Box 172E, BROADCASTGirl d.j. announcer. Go anywhere. Ready now.
Run own board. Can sell, too. Steady — no bad
habits. Love to build audiences and grab accounts. Tape and resume. Box 173E, BROADCASTING.
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Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Starting and startling! Voice swell for all sell.
Have staff? Say dj? Glib adlib! No trite when I
write. Vet with knowledge gained from college
with well sent talent! Box 454E. BROADCASTING.

Production manager, art director, photographer,
promotion, set designer and carpenter, kid show
personality, 5 years experience. Married, 3
children. 12 years in staging and show business.
Can boost your market dollars. S. O. F. and art
samples on request. Box 408E, BROADCASTING.
Experience in announcing, copywriting, traffic,
news, music dept. Familiar with programming
duties. Will begin very reasonably for opportunity as p.d., or job leading toward same. References. 25 years old. 3 years radio. Dry climate
essential. Box 414E, BROADCASTING.

A nnouncers
Personality-dj strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc. Run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 175E, BROADCASTING.
Young staff announcer strong dj. Thoroughly
trained in all phases. Run own board. Tapes
and
ING. resume available. Box 285E, BROADCASTWell rounded in all phases of radio. Strong in
news and sports with executive experience in
management and sales. Desire opportunity with
solid station in the Tennessee-Virginia area.
No tv experience but am interested. Personal
interview only. Box 349E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Recent grad, A.B., radio major.
Single, 4A. Will travel or relocate. Box 354E,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced disc jockey, three years, good comCASTING.mercial, knows music, family. Box 366E, BROADTerrific sportscaster. Sports director. Employed.
5 years experience. References. Box 381E,
BROADCASTING.
Mature p.m. d.j. Now doing 3 hour show with
50 k\v in one of the top 10 markets in the
country. Want a jazz-minded operation. I have
a success story, how about you? Write 399E,
BROADCASTING.

Prefer northeastern seaboard. Presently emmature
boards,ployed— smooth,
pops, classics,
news,delivery.
spots. BoxOperate
455E,
BROADCASTING.
Negro dj dying ... to make money for your
station. Eager to please easy to mold. Try me
and see. Have tape, will travel. Box 456E,
BROADCASTING.
Deep, resonant voiced announcer with working
knowledgemercial,of
the business.
Prefer news,
dj. Available
immediately.
Box com457E,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer seeks permanent position in Long Island, New Jersey area. Box 459E,
BROADCASTING.
1st class phone announcer some experience.
BCA-RCA grad. Conn. -Rhode Island- VermontNew Hampshire. Box 462E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio announcer seeks permanent
position in, or near New York state. Box 466E,
BROADCASTING.

desires "sellexperience
-dj, 35,combinati
Copywriterounce"
on.d, Resume. Box
write-ann
BROADCASTING.
397E.
College graduate, 21, married, draft exempt, 3
years radio experience as announcer and mansoutheast as announcerjob in Tape
ager. or
Desires
salesman
manager.
on request, excellent
references. Box 406E, BROADCASTING.

First phone announcer, eighteen months experience.Single,
Classical,
pop, gospel,
No maintenance.
college.
Formerlynews.
Noriolk
good
music station. South. Available immediately.
Box 470E, BROADCASTING.

Staff experience 250-50 kw, news, d.j., console,
all phases operation-parttime Los Angeles area,
$1.50 hour. Box 407E, BROADCASTING.
D. J., news, continuity. Run board. Likes work.
Looking for spot to grow in. Tapes and resume.
Box 409E, BROADCASTING.

Staff announcer, five years experience some
sales, talent, qualified to manage station. Locate
anywhere U.S.A. Personal interview only. If
you have immediate opening call 2166 Whitesburg, Kentucky, before 8:00 A.M. or after 5:00
P.M.
If no answer try 610 Harriman, Tenn., ask
for Ray.

Announcer salesman, experienced, currently employed. Excellent references. Married. South or
west. Box 411E, BROADCASTING.

Available immediately. Presently employed.
Telephone Gene Romance (Dickens-3-8233)
Charleston, West Virginia.

Disc jockey, 3V2 years experience. Would like to
settle within 200 miles of Chicago. News, operate
board, tape recorders. 25, married, veteran. Can
you help me? Box 412E, BROADCASTING.

Quality dj announcer: June 58-Sept. 59 or summer work anywhere. College grad. Experienced.
Top references. Art Top, Box 115, Concordia
Seminary, St. Louis.

Experienced announcer, newscaster, deejay, desires permanent position. Excellent references.
Box 415E, BROADCASTING.

Swinging dj now doing daily two hour show on
KGGM Radio and TV Albuquerque desires to
relocate southeast. Do voices and personality or
straight show. After June first contact: Stan
"The Record Man" Vainrib, 2151 — 15th Avenue,
South, Birmingham 5, Alabama, ALpine 1-3082.

Summer
full announcing
time, you major.
"auto"
try
me. 2 replacement
years college, orradio
Prefer midwest or California, but will accept
anywhere.
CASTING. Say when. . . . Box 417E, BROADAnnouncer, restricted ticket. Well-trained negro.
College background. Handle all-round staff job.
Operate board. Will travel anywhere. Tape,
resume on request. Box 421E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-disc jockey. News commercials, operate board. Tape and resume. Box 422E,
BROADCASTING.
Top flite jockey, newsman desires position in
larger
ING. market. Ticket. Box 426E, BROADCASTTwelve years broadcast experience. First phone.
Available June. Prefer south. Box 430E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced young announcer wants job with
future. Reliable. Very good sell. Veteran. Prefers
relocation in the south. Box 431E. BROADCASTING. Newsman, dj, sports. Know all phases radio
work. Available June 8. Married. College. Box
435E. BROADCASTING.
Foreign language man. English, French, German,
Italian. Rumanian. M. A. Degree Northwestern
University. First phone license. Have had own
radio programs. Age 40, married, two children.
Knowledge of classical, pops and foreign music.
Box 438E. BROADCASTING.
Highly recommended announcer-deejay needs
employment. Versatile, all phases. Negro. Box
446E. 'BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, first phone, professional
newscast, bright dj, college, married. Box 452E,
BROADCASTING.
Versatile — conscientious announcer. Experienced
500 to 50 kw. First phone. Negro. Box 453E,
BROADCASTING.
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Experienced news, sports announcer; gathering,
writing, play-by-play. Family man, will work,
$90. Box 473E, BROADCASTING.

Technical

Production-Programming, Others

Program and news director, 250 watt independent, desires relocation central New York state.
B.S. Speech and Drama, M.S. Radio-Television;
Married, family; veteran. Interested educational
broadcasting. Available July first. Empire Services, 219 Green Street, Syracuse, New York.
TELEVISION
Help

Wanted

Announcers
Experienced announcer for booth and on-camera
work. Medium mid-south market. Full power
vhf. Box 129E, BROADCASTING.
Imaginative, experienced on-camera strong,
hard-sell commercial announcer. Good ad fibbing a must. State salary requirements. Send
recent photo and tape along with references.
Large southeast market. Box 469E, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Assistant to chief engineer, midwest station,
E.E. degree, demonstrated technical ability as
well as administrative and organizational experience, salary open. Box 440E, BROADCASTING.
Large southwestern university requires assistant
engineer for educational tv station. Must have
1st class license, preferably married, over the
age of thirty. Salary $5200 per year. Send resume
and references to Box 441E, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
TV copywriter, female. Must write good sell
copy tion.
andBox perform
other duties. California sta419E, BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer: One with creative ideas with
top rated NBC television station in midwest. This
is an opportunity to put your commercial ideas
to work in a production minded station. Write
Box 424E, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer. Interested in technical directorship for group ownership in Carolinas or nearby
areas. Box 405E, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

Transmitter position, two years experience, dir.
experience, car, 1st radiotelephone. Box 443E,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted

Chief engineer, fifteen years experience all
phases radio broadcasting from 250 thru high
power directional am and fm. Limited announcing if desired. Future and security desired. Box
463E, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone. Experienced. Transmitter,
studio and recording. No announcing. Box 464E,
BROADCASTING.
Good combo man wants work in southwest U.S.
Ten years radio; four broadcast. Country, pop,
news. Prefer chief. First phone, good technician.
Hamp Clark, WCLB, Camilla, Georgia. Call
2776 Camilla, before one P.M.
First class FCC license. No experience, but willingland
and Ave.,
anxious
learn. C. J. Stoll, 5304 ParkDallas.to Texas.
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman; gather, write, deliver authoritative,
intelligent newscasts. 6 years solid experience,
all phases. College graduate; family. Prefer radio-tv news combination. Presently employed
major market. Box 312E, BROADCASTING.
News director. 13 years experience every phase
of radio-television. Solid family man. Veteran.
College. Presently in top ten market. Excellent
references. Available after June 15th. $150 per
week. East-midwest only. Box 369E, BROADCASTING.

Management
Builder of human machinery. 12 years experience in tv and
sales, and
programming,
and administration ofam
stations
groups of stations,
including working with advertising agencies and
clients. With this is combined a faith that the
greatest need in being competitively successful
is high morale in own outfit. Know how to build
such morale, breathe confidence and fun into
daily work so that all olay above their heads and
win. Am fundamentally a seller, not a buyer;
dramatic background, so that talking with people from one to a group is pleasure not burden.
Education: B.A. and Phi Beta Kappa. Married. 3
children. Age 38. Box 423E, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager: Constructive planning now will
pay fall-winter dividends. I offer: substantiated
personal top sales volume; highly regarded
industry reputation,
/ability
sales use
staffof organization/training, and an
exclusive
six year
industry proven selling procedure guaranteeing
sales results. I'm a dedicated, efficient, experienced sales executive in my 40's, possessing
quality acceptance, top industry references.
College, married, two youngsters. Now employed
sales manager leading vhf. Intelligent reason for
seeking new association. Confidential. Box 461E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Talented tv-radio announcer, fifteen years professional experience. $125.00 week and up. Box
433E, BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
1st phone, married, RCA graduate. Ten years
same company radio-television. Audio, projection, switcher, some maintenance. Interview July
vacation.
References. Box 429E, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, CTI grad. Midwest or
southwest, preferably maintenance and construction. Experienced with RCA and GE equipment and micro-wave, also operations. Box 432E,
BROADCASTING.
10 years am-tv experience. 3 years chief and 4
years supervisory. Desire chief or supervisory
position. Box 447E, BROADCASTING.
TV technician, first phone. Willing to travel, resume upon request. Box 465E, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Wanted tv production! R-tv graduate B.S. Single,
vet, 24. AFRTS/experience, will consider other
suitable openings, can relocate. Box 439E,
BROADCASTING.
Television producer, and director: Six years experience, al phases
television
production.
lent references.
Married,
one child,
33 yearsExcelold.
Box 442E, BROADCASTING.
Sales service, client relations. Graphic arts, like
production. BKG weatherman. Box 458E,
BROADCASTING.
Program nouncer,
director,
production
andirector. Can
fill any manager,
of these jobs.
Pesently in medium market as head of program
department. Looking for permanent location.
Box 474E, BROADCASTING.
FOR

SALE

1958 radio station plan book. Five complete floor
plans. Practical, economy minded, proven. $3.75
postpaid. Station Planning Service, Box 2001
Station A, Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Stations
Daytime station in major mid-west market. Not
a powerhouse, but a good operation with potential under local ownership-operation. Present
owner leaving area. Terms available but approximately $40,000 down payment required.
Information will be given to qualified people
only. Write Box 436E, BROADCASTING.
Top rated station. Northeast U. S. 250 w. full
time. Good signal in vacationland city of 20,000.
Trading area 100,000. Price of $250,000 with 29
pet. down includes real estate. Cash throw-off
to
owner near $50,000 a year. Box 476E, BROADCASTING.
California-daytimer. $55,000.00. $20,000.00 down.
Exclusive. Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates,
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles.
Waiting buyers, listings wanted, Hollingswortii
Co., Inc., 514
"Guess
The Lucky
Secret
Word,"
Program.
Hempstead
Ave. W.
Hempstead,
N. Y.
Metropolitan market, growth area south, price
of $225,000 is within 6 times owners income, 29%
down. Chapman Company, 1182 W. Peachtree,
Atlanta, Georgia.

FOR

SALE— (Cont'd)
Stations

Oregon. 3 station-market. Quarter-kilowatt
$125,000.00. Exclusive. Wilt Gunzendorfer and
Associates, 8630 W Olympic, Los Angeles.
Equipment
Tape recorders: replacing with new. 3, PT6-AH.
2, PT6-M. 2, PT6-J, Magnecorders in service less
than
years. 2 PT-6
AH need
somemounted.
repair,
othersthree
in excellent
condition.
Rack
$900 buys all, no partial sale. Contact Richard
Tuck Enterprises, KBEC Waxahachie, Texas.
For sale— WE 310 B 250 watt transmitter 1240 kc
excellent condition with external voltage control. Just removed from service — complete set
spare tubes. Ideal for spare unit or Conelrad.
$500 FOB. Bert Wick, KDLR, Devils Lake, N.
Dak.
Transmission line. 15-20 ft. lengths 3V8 inch —
51.5 OHM equivalent RCA MI 19113 flanged,
pressurized. Has not been gassed but stored
dry clean. Best offer FOB. KSTP. St. Paul,
Minn.
Tower
— 115'never
new erected.
self -standing
Dresser-Ideco.
In
crates,
Complete
drawings.
KTWO-TV, Casper, Wyoming.
Weather warning receivers — for Conelrad and
disaster weather warnings. Air Alert II — $46.50;
Air Alert I— $89.50. Write Miratel, Inc., 1080
Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minn.
WE 5 kw transmitter, type 104C modified to 5C
with crystal for 740 kc. $1,500 Florida location.
May Brothers, Binghamton, N. Y.
Two (2) Magnecord PT6-AH tape transport mechanisms, complete with audio and power cables
in carrying cases. Just overhauled and in excellent condition with new heads. $225.00 each, one
or both. Guaranteed. Radio Engineering & Maintenance Corp., 208 W. Third Street, Lexington,
Kentucky. Phone 2-4432.
12 assorted towers, 165-300 ft. All makes. Most
like new. Priced $1,000 to $6,000. Write for list.
May Brothers, Binghamton, N. Y.
WANTED

TO

New England or New Jersey. Must be currently
profitable. Box 339E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced operator wants best deal $20,000
will
buy. Confidential reply. Box 395E, BROADCASTING.
Small market station, southwest or Texas. Prefer
fm. Give complete information first letter. Box
410E, BROADCASTING.
Ad agency exec wants small, medium market
radio station. Give details, terms. All replies
confidential. Box 471E, BROADCASTING.
Equipment
Transmitter, 5 kw am air cooled, not over 10
years old. Give details. Box 413E, BROADCASTING.
Tower — 150' Windcharger type 300 or any guyed
tower over 250'. Send information to Box 418E,
BROADCASTING.

Wanted, two vised camera friction heads and one
field tripod for use with a Raytheon KTR-100
microwave system (4 ft. dishes). Contact CE,
WIS-TV, 1111 Bull Street, Columbia, S. C.

Midwest large market station $275,000, monopoly
market, $80,000. Chapman Company, 1182 W.
Peachtree, Atlanta; 17 E. 48th St., New York, or
33 W. Micheltorena, Santa Barbara, California.
Broadcasting

RADIO
Help
Looking

Wanted

for

NEW

TALENT?

PRODUCTION PERSONNEL?
Leading Radio and TV studios call
Leland Powers School for well-trained
talent and production personnel. Competent young men and women skilled in
radio and TV techniques including programming and production, announcing,
acting, make-up, copywriting, script and
continuity writing. Graduates recognized
throughout the industry for sound, comprehensive training.
Write Graduate Relations Department
today. Placement service free to employer and graduate. 54th year.
LELAND
POWERS
SCHOOL
OF RADIO
TELEVISION
AND THEATRE
25 Evans Way, Boston 15, Mass.
Production-Programming, Others

Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Former radio and television owners and operators.

Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States,
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Bingo Time U.S.A. printers of personalized
bingo type game sheets for radio and television
programs. We also distribute V2 hr. bingo type
film series, me'd by popular film personalities.
P.O. Box 1871, Hollywood 28, Calif. Tel: Hollywood 2-4038.

Stations

1000 watt fm amplifier. KYFM, 4516 North Libby,
Oklahoma City, Okla.

California daytimer. Grossing $120,000.00. Wilt
Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8630 W. Olympic,
Los Angeles.

MISCELLANEOUS

BUY

Oregon quarter-kilowatt.
$55,000.00.
Exclusive. Wilt Gunzendorfer
and Terms.
Associates,
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles.

Florida small market stations (7) priced from
$33,000 to $75,000 and can be handled with as
little as $5,000 cash. Chapman Company, 1182 W.
Peachtree, Atlanta, Georgia.

INSTRUCTIONS—
(Cont'd)
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting June 25, September 3, October 29. For information, references
and reservations write William B. Ogden Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.

INSTRUCTIONS
FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821 - 19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. G.I. approved.
Phone FLeetwood 2-2733. Elkins Radio License
School, 3605 Regent Drive, Dallas, Texas.
A job for you! The National Academy of Broadcasting starts summer term June 5. Many radio
and tv jobs are offered to professional graduates
as announcers, disc jockeys, news and sports
directors,
managers of women's programs, traffic and sales.

NEWS

DIRECTOR

KFSD AM & TV
SAN DIEGO
Newsman with "Nose for News", extensive
newspaper, radio, and TV background,
authoritative voice, journalism degree,
administrative ability. If your experience
includes only newscasting and re-write
DON'T answer. If you KNOW news, how
to really dig for it, rush tape, resume,
picture, salary requirement, and theories
on radio news to Lee Ellis, KFSD, Radio,
San Diego 12, California.
Situations Wanted
jC/~.
Ss^. -O^.
ss~. '^/"' -tyABILITY - VERSATILITY - STABILITY
§ Twelve years radio and TV, 250 watt to 50 K.
Announcer, writer, producer, entertainer, P-B-P,
& salesman. College Grad. Family man, 36, active
^ in civic affairs. Finest personal and professional
& references. An abundance of ideas, plus the
% ability and drive to put them to work for you.
^ Manager, Assistant Manager, Program Director?
jl The title isn't important. Opportunity is.
§
Box 416E, BROADCASTING

§
&
J
\
&
^
s
§

—
NEED
A D. J.? —
B. C. A, Placement Service has thern , . . with
and without experience. All eager to please
and make you money! Best trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas. Thoroughly
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1639 Broadway, Capitol Theatre Bldg.
N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1913. No charge for either party.
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TELEVISION
Help

Wanted

Production-Programming, O titers
SALES PROMOTION AND MERCHANDISING
MANAGER WANTED
Mid Atlantic major market
network,
l);i>ic network allilialc need* in. in >tron^
in men li.indi-in^ anil alile In direct Mall
of >i\ people in di-partnicnl. Fine upX portunity. Send resume to
Box I68E, BK(>\I)C\ST1NC
11
StV!
VV—
FOR

SALE

Stations
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION
AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS — ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS
MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
Equipment
RADIO

AND TELEVISION STATIONS
YOUR SOURCE FOR:
HIGH CONDUCTIVITY ELECTROLYTIC
Bonding
1" to 12"copper
widths strapping — .016" to .064" thick
Copper ground wire — #8 — #10 — #12 gauge
Copper expanded screen mesh — .026" x 8' x 24'
Write for quotation — advise footage needed
J. t. Clark Metals Co. 2108 S. Ashland Ave.
Chicago 8, III.
Haymarket 1-4533
TAPE RECORDERS
AH Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
INSTRUCTIONS
SELECTED
ANNOUNCERS
AVAILABLE
Trained, reliable men and women,
graduates of the School of Announcing are interested in acquiring experience. Complete information including
audition tapes sent on request. Let us
help you find the right man for your
staff. There is no charge for this service. Write or phone
DETROIT SCHOOL
of
ANNOUNCING AND SPEECH
5840 Second Blvd., Detroit, Mich.

Dollar

for

Dollar

you can't beat a classified ad in

jetting top-flight personnel.
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FOR THE RECORD continues from page 102
parative proceeding. Announced May 21.
By order, Commission denied appeal petition
by Video Independent Theatres Inc. (KVIT ch.
2) Santa
Fe, N. byM.,NewandMexico
sustained
grant
o£ request
Bcstg.examiner's
Co. Inc.,
and Alvarado Television Co. Inc., Albuquerque,
N. M., protestants, for subpoena duces tecum for
various documents and materials in KVIT proceeding. Announced May 21.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied petitions by Joseph M. Ripley
x
Inc., to strike exhibits and grant its application
for new am station in Jacksonville, Fla., and to
enlarge issues in proceeding on its application
ji and that of Dan Richardson, Orange Park, Fla.,
but granted
Mr. Ripley's
alternative
allow
the examiner
to enlarge
issues request
relative to
to
sufficiency
of
available
funds.
Announced
May
21.
By separate memorandum opinion and order,
Commission granted petition by Dan Richardson
and enlarged issues in above proceeding to include availability and adaptability of Ripley's
proposed
in compliance
with May
Commission's
rules and site
standards.
Announced
21.
Majority of Commission on May 21 directed
preparation of document looking toward granting applications of Tv Corp of Mich. Inc., and
State Board of Agriculture for new tv stations
to operate on ch. 10 on share-time basis in
Onondaga, Mich., subject to condition that State
Board of Agriculture shall surrender its permit
for station WKAR-TV (ch. 60) East Lansing
Mich., and denial of competing applications of
Triad Television Corp.. Booth Bcstg. Co., and
Jackson Bcstg. & Tv Corp., seeking same channel in Parma, Mich. Initial decision of Mar. 7,
1957, looked toward this action.
By order. Commission denied petition by
Circle Corp. (WKLZ) Kalamazoo, Mich., to enlarge issues in am proceeding, and, on Commission's own motion, ordered stricken, for noncompliance with Sec. 1.13 of procedural rules,
supplement to opposition filed by William Kuiper
and William Eugene Kuiper, d/b as Dowagiac
Bcstg. Co., Dowagiac, Mich., response thereto
21.
by Circle Corp.,Hyde
and dissented.
Kuipers' reply
to response.
Commissioner
Announced
May
By order, Commission made effective immediately initial decision and granted application of
Greylock Bcstg. Co. to change trans, location and
make changes in ant. system of am station
WBRK Pittsfield, Mass. Announced May 21.
Ordered that initial decision which looked toward grant of application of Western Nebraska
Television Inc., for new tv station to operate on
ch. 13 in Alliance, Neb., which would have become effective on May 15 pursuant to Sec. 1.153
of rules, shall not become final pending further
review by Commission of recently filed petitions
in this proceeding. Announced May 15.
Commission scheduled proceeding on applications of Albuquerque Bcstg. Co. (KOB) Albuquerque, N. M., for oral argument on May 26.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission granted protests and petitions by Valley
Telecasting Co. (WFRV-TV ch. 5) and Norbertine Fathers (WBAY-TV ch. 2), both Green Bay,
Wis., to extent of designating for hearing application for transfer of control of M & M Bcstg.
Co. (WMAM and WMBV-TV ch. 11) Marinette,
Wis., from William Walker, et al., to Evening
Telegram Co., Norman M. Postles and Walter C.
Bridges, but denied request for postponement of
effective date of Mar. 19 grant of application;
made protestants
nounced May 15. parties to proceeding. AnCommission designated for hearing application
of Camellia Bcstg. Co. Inc., to change trans, site
of KLFY-TV Lafayette, La., from 2.1 miles west
of center of Lafayette to about 11 miles northwest of that city, near Bristol, La., and increase
ant. height from 440 ft. to 940 ft., in consolidated
proceeding with applications of KTAG Associates for mod. of cp of KTAG-TV Lake Charles,
La., to specify operation on ch. 3 instead of ch.
25, and Evangeline Bcstg. Co. Inc., and Acadian
Television Corp., for new tv stations to operate
on ch. 3 in Lafayette. In same order, Commission granted in part and denied in part various
petitions by Evangeline and Acadian; denied
petition by Camellia for rule making proceedings to determine whether ch. 3 should be assigned to Lafayette or Lake Charles, or to assign that channel to Lake Charles-AbbevilleKaplan, in lieu of Lafayette-Lake Charles; and
set forth new issues to supersede previous
designation order. Announced May 15.
North Star Bcstg. Co., Windom, Minn.; KCHA
Radio Die, Charles City, Iowa — Designated for
consolidated hearing applications of North Star
for new am station to operate on 1580 kc, 250 w
DA, D, and KSHA to increase power from 250
w to 500 w, continuing operation on 1580 kc D;
made KLGA Algona, Iowa, party to proceeding.
Announced May 15.
Wilson Bcstg. Corp.; E. Anthony & Sons Inc.;
Eastern States Bcstg. Corp.; New England Tele.
Co. Die, New Bedford, Mass. — Designated for
consolidated hearing applications for new tv stations to operate on ch. 6; made United States
Coast Guard party to proceeding. Announced
May 15.
Routine Roundup
Commission on May 21 instructed its staff to
prepare order setting for expeditious hearing
matters specified by U. S. Court of Appeals for

District of Columbia, in remanding Miami, Fla.,
ch. 10 cases to Commission.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
on May Herbert
16
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman
granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time from May 19 to May 26 to file
proposed findings of fact and conclusions and
for replies from May 29 to June 5, in proceeding
on am application of Capitol Bcstg. Corp.
(WCAW) Charleston, W. Va.
By Hearing Examiner
on May H.
16 Gifford Irion
Hearing conference scheduled for 10 a.m..
May 20 is continued to 1:45 p.m., same date, in
Erie, Pa., ch. 66 proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner
J. Frederick
on MayCharles
16
Reopened hearing record in proceeding on am
applications of Enterprise Bcstg. Co., Fresno,
Calif., Air Waves Inc. (KONG) Visalia, Calif.,
and Radio Dinuba Co. (KRDU) Dinuba, Calif.,
for purpose of hearing oral argument on petition by Enterprise to reopen record and accept
additional engineering statement; oral argument will commence at 10 a.m., May 21, and the
parties will be limited to 10 minutes each with
provisions that such proper parties as may
desire may reserve any amount of their allotted
time for rebuttal.
By Hearing Examiner
on MayAnnie
16 Neal Hunttlng
Continued from May 20 to June 6 hearing on
am application of Pierce Brooks Bcstg. Corp
(KGIL) San Fernando, Calif.
BY FCC
Commission on May 14 granted motion by
Plains Television Corp. (WICS ch. 20) Springfield, 111., for extension of time from May 20 to
June 9 to file responses to petition by Lafayette
Bcstg. Inc. (WFAM-TV ch. 59) Lafayette, Did.,
for rehearing and reconsideration of April 7 report and order in Lafayette-Terre Haute, Did.,
tv rule making proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on May 15
Granted motion by J. B. Fait Jr., Sheffield,
Ala., for continuance of time to June 23 for
exchange of exhibits and to July 8 for further
prehearing conference in am proceedings.
Dismissed as moot motion for continuance and
opposition thereto in proceeding on am application of Hardin County Bcstg. Co., Silsbee, Tex.
on May Hugh
14 B. Hutchison
By Hearing Examiner
Granted petition by Logansport Bcstg. Co. for
leave to amend its application for new am station in Aurora-Batavia, 111., to show that its
proposed equipment would be purchased rather
than leased and to submit modified plan of
financing construction of station.
By Elizabeth C. Smith on May 15
Scheduled prehearing conference on May 23
on applications of Williamsport Radio Bcstg.
Associates Inc., for cp and mod. of cp of WARC
Milton, Pa.
By Hearing Examiner
F. French
on MayMillard
15
Scheduled prehearing conference on June 5
on am application of Birch Bay Bcstg. Co.,
Blaine, Wash.
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman
on May Herbert
15
Scheduled prehearng conference on June 5
on am application of Mecklenburg Bcstg. Co.,
Chase City, Va.
By Commissioner
H. Hyde
on May Rosel
13
Granted petition by Marshall County Bcstg.
Co., Arab, Ala., for extension of time to June 2
to oppose
petitiona for
reviewto ofquash
examiner's
ing sustaining
motion
noticerulof
Walter G. Allen, Huntsville, Ala., of taking depositions in am proceeding.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on dates shown
Scheduled hearings on the following am applications on dates shown: July 10 — Mecklenburg
Bcstg. Co., Chase City, Va.; Pompano Beach
Bcstg. Corp., Pompano Beach Fla., et al. July
14 — Union Bcstg. Co., Elizabeth, N. J., et al.;
Nick J. Chaconas, Galthersburg, Md., et al.; July
16 — Grady M. Sinyard, New Boston, Ohio, and
States Bcstg. System Inc., St. Marys, Ohio;
James W. Miller, Milford, Conn., et al.; July 17 —
Austin Radio Co., Austin, Tex.; July 18 — Bridgeport Bcstg. Co. (WICC) Bridgeport, Conn., and
fm applications of Electronic Music Co. and
WSBC Bcstg. Co., Chicago, Dl. (Actions May 12.)
Denied petition by WBRB Inc. (WRBR) Mt.
Clemens, Mich., to intervene in am hearing on
applications of Binder- Carter - Durham Inc.
(WAMM) Flint, Mich., et al. Action May 13.
Continued indefinitely prehearing conference
set for May 14 on am application of Hardin
County Bcstg. Co., Silsbee, Tex. (Action May 14.)
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on May 13
Pursuant to informal conference, extended
time to file supplemental proposed findings to
May 26 in proceeding on application of New
Broadcasting

Co. for new tv station to opHanover Bcstg.
erate on ch. 3 in Wilmington, N. C; granted
United Bcstg. Co. Inc., leave to participate in
pleading procedure.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of May 16
covWJBK-TV Detroit, Mich. — Granted license dated
authorized in STA
facilities
4-25-56 ering
as ant.aux.
ant.
KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif.— Granted license
facilities, installation direccovering change of new
change ant. loca(DA-2),changestrans.,
tionalandant.make
in ant. and ground
tion
,
_
system.
control perWNIK Arecibo, P. R. — Remote mitted.
,,
„
Following stations were granted change of
remote control authority: WHHY Charles W.
Holt, Connie I. Holt and Robert N. Robinson,
ry, Ala., while using non-directional
Montgome
• WCNX, Middlesex Bcstg. Co., Middletown,
ant
WHEC, Inc. (main & aux.)
WHEC,
Conn.;
using non-directional
Rochester, N. Y. while Co.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.,
ant.; WKZO Fetzer Bcstg.
ant.
tional
while using non-direc
WGFS Covington, Ga. — Granted authority to
at 6:00 p.m. except for special events
sign-off
from 6-1 to 9-30.
Actions of May 15
(TV)* San Francisco, Calif. — Granted
KQED
license for noncommercial educational tv station; ant. 1210 ft.
m
■
KETA (TV)* Oklahoma City, Okla.— Granted
license for noncommercial educational tv station.
license covKEPR-TV Pasco, Wash. — Granted
in tv station; ERP vis. 97.7 kw,
ant. height 1250 ft.
kw,changes
aur. 49ering
Granted license covWJBK-TV Detroit, Mich.— (main
trans. & ant.);
ering changes in tv station
on of aux. trans,
installati
covering
license
and main
trans, site.
at
WNBF-TV, WFIL-TV Bmghamton, N. Y., and
Philadelphia, Pa.— Granted cps to install aux.
.
.•
_
•
trans, at main trans, site.
KPCS (FM)* Pasadena, Calif. — Granted cp to
install new type ant., increase ERP to 370 watts,
to 540 ft. of noncomant. height
and decrease
fm station.
mercial educational
Pa.— Granted license
a,
WFIL-TV Philadelphi
covering changes in tv station; ant. 1090 ft.
KATO Reno, Nev. — Granted ep to change ant.-

trans.
location and make changes ,in, ground
system.
KPLO-TV Reliance, S. D.— Granted cp to
change ERP to vis. 100 kw, aur. 60 kw; type of
trans, and other equipment change.
WJBK-TV Detroit, Mich. — Granted cp to replace expired cp which maintains ant. facilities
authorized in STA dated 4-25-56 as aux. ant.
WF'LN Philadelphia, Pa. — Granted mod. of cp
type trans, and make changes in
to change ant.
directional
system.
WNBE-TV New Bern, N. C. — Granted extension of completion
dateof toMay10-9.14
Actions
WCNR
Bloomsburg,
Pa. — Remote control permitted.
Actions of May 13
WMIA Arecibo, P. R. — Granted acquisition of
positive control by Manuel Pirallo Lopez, et al.,
as a family group, through purchase of stock
from Jose Donate Casanova and Gloria Ramos
de Donate.
WCMW Canton, Ohio — Granted transfer of negative control from Geneva P. and Richard
Schultz as special administrators of estate of
J. Irvin Schultz, deceased, to Geneva P. and
Richard W. Schultz as trustees of trust funds
created by will of J. Irvin Schultz, deceased.
WWOL Buffalo, N. Y. — Granted cp to install
new main trans.
KRSI Hopkins-Edina-St. Louis Park, Minn. —
Granted mod. of cp to change type trans.
WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn. — Granted extension
of completion date to 11-21.
Actions of May 12
KLOR-TV Provo, Utah— Granted transfer of
positive control from Samuel B. Nissley, James
R. Winterton et al., to Samuel B. Nissley through
acquisition of stock.
Granted licenses for following fm stations:
KSFR Hanon Nathan Levitt, San Francisco,
Calif.: WBZ-FM Westinghouse Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Boston, Mass.; WEBH Buddy Black Bcstg. Co.
Inc., Chicago, 111.; KFMK James R. Corry, Houston, Tex.
WPTF-FM Raleigh, N. C. — Granted license covering increase in ERP, ant. height and change
of type trans.
KFAC-FM Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted license
covering installation of trans, as aux. trans.
Pa. —
WKPA New Kensington- Tarentum,
old main trans, as aux.
install site.
Grantedat cp
mainto trans,
trans,

WARE Ware, Mass.— Granted cp to replace
cp which authorized change hours
expired
operation.
. . of
WLNA Peekskill, N. Y. — Granted cp to install
main trans,
trans, as
site.
„
,trans,
,
new
alternate main
at present
WACL Waycross, Ga.— Granted cp to make
changes in ant. system.
WD3X Utica, N. Y. — Granted cp to install new
auxiliary trans, and increase power to 1 kw.
WNEW-FM New York, N. Y.— Granted mod. of
cp to decrease ERP to 0.54 kw, change type
trans, and type ant., increase ant. height to 1360
ft.; remote control permitted
WEBY type
Milton,
Fla. — Granted mod. of cp to.
change
trans.
n, Pa. — Granted
Elizabethtow
s. mod. of
cpWEZN
to change
type tran
.
KZOL Muleshoe, Tex.— Granted authority to
sign-off at 4:00 p.m. for period ending July 15.
comextensions
grantedWEDU
Following
Tampa, ofFla. to
as shown:
pletion dateswere
11-19 and KPAX (FM) San Bernardino, Calif,
to Following
12-31.
stations were granted renewal of
license ;
KAPK Minden, La.; KBBA Benton, Ark.;
KCLP Rayville, La.; KDBS Alexandria, La.;
KFAY FayetteviUe, Ark.; KG AN Bastrop, La.;
KHOZ Harrison, Ark.; KLIC Monroe, La.; KLLA
Leesville, La.; KLOU Lake Charles, La.; KLPL
Lake Providence, La.; KLRA Little Rock, Ark.;
KRLW Walnut Ridge, Ark.; KTCS Fort Smith,
Ark.; KTML Marked Tree, Ark.; KTRY Bastrop,
La.; KVOM Morrilton, Ark.; KWCB Searcy, Ark.;
WAZF Yazoo City, Miss.; WBIP BooneviUe,
Miss.; WBOK New Orleans, La.; WCPC Houston,
Miss.; WDSU & aux. WDSU-FM New Orleans,
Hattiesburg, Miss.; WGVM GreenLa.; WFOR
ville, Miss.; WKOZ Kosciusko, Miss.; WLAU
Laurel, Miss.; WLCS & aux. Baton Rouge, La.;
WLOX Biloxi, Miss.; WMIS Natchez, Miss.;
WNAT Natchez, Miss.; WNAU New Albany,
Miss.; WNSL Laurel, Miss.; WOKK Meridian,
Miss.; WQBC Vicksburg, Miss.; WROB West
Point, Miss.; WSJC Magee, Miss.; WSUH Oxford,
Miss.; WTPS New Orleans, La.; WVMI Biloxi,
Baton
Miss.; WWL New Orleans, La.; WXOK
Miss.; WYLD
Rouge, La.; WXXX Hattiesburg,
La.;
Rouge,
Baton
WAFB-TV
La.;
New Orleans,
CoWCBI-TV
La.;
Rouge,
Baton
WBRZ (TV)
lumbus, Miss.; WDAM-TV Hattiesburg, Miss.;
KHBM Monticello, Ark.

IN PUBLIC INTEREST

BIG ASSIST • KYW-AM-TV Cleveland
presented a check for more than $13,000
to parents who lost five of their six
children in an April 10 fire at their Cleveland
home. A three-day appeal to listeners and
viewers resulted after the stations contacted the family's minister for his approval
to establish a fund in the family's name.
HIGH WATER • KCNY San Marcos,
Tex., broadcast emergency announcements
and assisted- the dispatching of National
Guard troops May 2, after eight inches
of rain flooded the Blanco river in the
San Marcos area. When necessary, flood
bulletins warned listeners to evacuate from
danger areas.
CLEAN

PASTURES

• WEJL

Scranton,

Pa., is supporting an anti-litter and clean-up
campaign sponsored by the Scranton Century Club and the City of Scranton. With
regularly scheduled interviews and heavy
spot announcements, the station is reminding listeners to live up to the campaign
slogans: "Keep God's Dooryard Clean" and
"Over Hill, Over Dale, Please Don't Leave
a Messy Trail."
WEEKEND APPEAL • WICU-TV Erie,
Pa., tallied more than $80,000 in pledges
May 10-11 in a 17-hour telethon drive for
funds to build a training home for exceptional children in behalf of the Erie Assn.
for Retarded Children. Cash contributions
from an estimated 10,000 children who filed
through the studios on Mother's Day to
meet Cochise of ABC's Broken Arrow were
Broadcasting

expected to raise the campaign total to more
than $100,000. National stars on the telethon included Eddie Bracken, Virginia Graham, Juanita Hall, Denise Lor and Billy
Lee. A total of 68 amateur and professional
acts from the Erie area performed in the
spectacle.
HIGH LIVING • KMAN Manhattan,
Kan., announcer Shel Smith raised his goal
of $2,500 for the Manhattan Park Development Assn. during a two-day stay on the
catwalk of the city water tower. Provided
with a sleeping bag, shelter halves, and a
telephone with which to take pledges, Mr.
Smith lived on his 115-foot high perch until
his goal was reached April 29.

Seattle, Wash, offers
the driving public a special radar report
several times each morning on the King's
Klock show. The announcements, in cooperation with the Seattle Police Dept., give
the location of one police radar check point
each day. The reports emphasize that the
police are not out to trap motorists but are
actually trying to protect the unsafe driver,
program director Jack Link explained.
NO

TRAP

• KING

STORM

CARD • KMOX St. Louis presented 6,000 copies of the KMOX RadioTornado Disaster Storm Card to the mayor
of Glendale, Mo., for distribution to residents in that city. The card explains proper
safety rules to follow in the event of tornadoes and windstorms. KMOX is the key
area station in the nation-wide radio broadcasting plan whereby Conelrad signals are

used to alert the public when severe storms
are imminent.
A NEW

LIFE • KTTV

(TV) Los Angeles

newsman George Putnam appealed to listeners to aid the family of a would-be-robber whose wife had appeared on the program Confidential File, prior to his newscast.
The woman's husband had attempted to
hold up a Los Angeles bank in order to
provide for his destitute family. Immediate
response was received by the station with
offers of money, food, clothing, employment, a used car and down-payment on a
house.
"ASK THE DOCTOR" • KFOX Long
Beach, Calif., has a new series of programs
featuring answers to medical questions provided by physician David Ascher. Questions
from listeners are answered in layman's
language by Dr. Ascher five times a day,
Monday-Saturday.

CIRCULATION

GUARANTEE

The Red Cross is advising people in
bad weather zones to pay close attention to radio and television during
the tornado season at hand. Attending
to radio and television during the next
five months may mean the difference
between life and death, Robert Edson,
national director of Red Cross disaster services, warns. The admonition
is contained in a list of safety rules
issued for residents of tornado danger
areas.
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EN-TV

WB

land

In this busy area . . .
most television viewers
watch WBEN-TV
most of the time
The independent Trendex
program- rating service made more
than 100, 000 telephone calls in this
area during its latest AREA study.
It found that WBEN-TV was in
FIRST PLACE in 7 20 out of 156
MEASURED HALF HOURS.
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WBEN-TV was first in 76.9% of
the time periods measured.
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Quality programming, the foremost network shows
from CBS, balanced entertainment for the entire family,
perfect pictures and perfect sound — all for more than
4 million people on Channel 4.
TV viewers of Buffalo, Western New York, nearby Pennsylvania
and Canada have voted overwhelmingly in favor of the entertainment,
educational, cultural and informative programs presented as a
community responsibility — year in year out —
by WBEN-TV on Channel 4.

Represented nationally by

Proof again — your TV dollars count for more on Channel 4.

HARRINGTON,

V
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1
H
A
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more

i

There's

is;

In 1946 I achieved the goal of every
advertising aspirant. Madison Avenue.
At Fifty-Seventh Street, to be precise.
I immediately fell in love with New
York.
How could I help it? J. Walter
Thompson and Ted Bates were my
agencies. Louis & Armand's and the
Stork were my corner drugstores. My
secretary — my own secretary — could
get tickets for a hit show three hours
before curtain time. Raoul Dufy prints
on the walls of my office. Wow! I was
a $10,000 a year millionaire.
What a wonderful town Manhattan
is. Any civilized person must love it.
It is the fountainhead, the center of the
United States — perhaps of the world.
When you think of finance, banking,
the theatre, culture, the tv networks
(cultural every now and then), book
publishing, magazine publishing — you
think of New York.
And, of course, when any man,
woman or child in this country thinks
of advertising, he thinks of Madison
Avenue. But since leaving New York
a year ago, a disturbing thought has
been growing on me.
Is it possible that an advertising man
located in New York is a little atypical
of the rest of the country?

For only one example, he doesn't
eat much home-cooked food. He lunches
and dines out a great deal, probably
more in a month than the average
American does in five years. He loves
the theatre, modern art, $150 suits,
clams, oysters and Bloody Marys. It's
a little removed from the staple American diet of mashed potatoes, ground
meat, half a bottle of catsup, and
"Hurry up, Maw, or we'll be late for
the basketball game."
Mark you, he wasn't born to this
luxury. He was probably born in Maine
or Virginia or Indiana or even Scotland.
But it takes a strong man to avoid
becoming a New Yorker. It's a delightful sybaritic trap. I know, because I
fell in.
As a cub in the early '40's, I joined
with other cubs in a semi-humorous attempt to get my old boss, Neil McElroy,
to move the advertising department
of P & G from Cincinnati to New York.
"Look at the money and energy it
would save, Mac. We spend all our
time traveling back and forth to our
New York agencies — "
Of course we got nowhere. Mac had

a one-word reply:

Broadcasting

"Perspective." We

a

to

New

reformed

life

than

Yorker;

Madison

could not get around the fact that an
advertiser with one foot in America
and one in Manhattan had a better
idea of the needs and desires and habits
of the average U. S. citizen.
This suggests a very happy hunting
ground for new business for a nonNew York agency — New York itself.
Certainly there are more prospects
there, just as there is more of everything, including more good advertising
and more bad advertising.
New York has more creative talent,
but not better creative talent. And I
submit that quantity of creative talent
is a snare and a delusion. What an
advertiser needs is quality of creative
talent. And New York has not cornered
that. How could it? Creativity has
nothing to do with geography. Creativity is in a brain, not in an avenue.

BRAINS, NOT GEOGRAPHY
If I were advising a manufacturer,
today, on selection of an agency, I
would tell him to look for one with
creativity, and not to be bound by the
unnecessary crimp of geography. I
would tell him that if he could find
creative brains outside Madison Avenue,
he would get some valuable pluses.
First and foremost, he would get
the plus of perspective. His agency
would probably not let him run a tv
spot I saw recently. It was selling a
national gasoline because it had the
power to pull a car up a hill in heavy
snow. This in New Orleans where there
are no hills, and a one-inch snowfall
Feb. 17 was the heaviest of the
last
century.
He would also get the plus of stability
in agency personnel. Job insecurity is
the great hidden waste in New York
manpower today. If an account man
years,
job four
same owns
stays inin the
the
of he's
a piece
a rut,
either

Ave.

a client's
married
agency,r. or
daughte
Butisoutside
Newto York there
is more stability and consequently less
need for small boys to shout, "Watch
" Not
your
people
outsideback,
New Mister!
York are
nicer that
than people
in it. It's just that the business climate
is nicer, more equable, less given to
extreme changes.
The third plus that the non-New
York agency seems to offer is creative
daring. Who comes to mind when you
think of creative daring in New York?
David Ogilvy and Bill Bernbach. Any
more? Come outside New York, and
there's Leo Burnett and Marlboro.
There's Knox-Reeves and Wheaties.
Fitzgerald Advertising and Wesson Oil.
Campbell-Mithun and Hamm's beer.
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli and RalstonPurina. The bright sparkle of truly creative advertising seems to be coming
from somewhere West of Madison
Avenue.
This is not surprising when you
analyze it. The nature of the business
in New York breeds stereotypes. Men
go from one agency to another and
sometimes back to the first, taking their
stereotypes with them. It's positively
incestuous.

But your agency man outside New
York has to be original. If he copies
Madison Avenue trends he's dead. He
must create his own trends or he loses
his reason for existence, and his account
to New York.
An advertiser can get a good job done
on Madison Avenue. Perhaps he can get
an even better job done if he has the
or South of Madicourage to lookIf West
he can find the brains
son Avenue.
with marketing creativity somewhere
West of Madison Avenue, he may get,
in addition, the invaluable pluses of
daring.
perspective, stability and creative

J. Harvey Howells, b. May 1, 1912, Glasgow, Scotland. Arrived America 1938.
Trained by Procter & Gamble Adv. Dept.
Ad manager of Standard Brands Grocery
Dept.; Good Luck Div., Lever Bros.; Lever
Div., Lever Bros. In 1956 became creative
director, Wesson Oil products, for Fitzgerald
Adv., New Orleans. Won Writers Guild
Award for comedy 1956, with "Goodbye
Grey Flannel" on Robert Montgomery Presents. His first novel, The Big Company
Look, to be published by Doubleday in Aug.
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EDITORIALS
Fall

Springboard

AT

THE urging of t heir own consciences, their leaders and the
government, more and more broadcasters are beginning to
editorialize.
They are also beginning to run into trouble because ol it.
Some of them are wondering il the rewards of editorializing
are worth the difficulties it provokes. At this point there is a very
real danger that a good many broadcasters may retreat from the
course they have so recently, and tentatively, chosen.
I ins dangei must be faced and overcome il radio and television
are to mature to their potential as the principal organs of journalism.
Like all dangers, this one may be faced more comfortably by a
group than In an individual. The broadcaster who receives a
letter from the FCC questioning his treatment of an editorial subject will be less alarmed if he knows his colleagues will assist in
his defense. He cannot cede to them his own responsibility for
editorial presentation, but he can take comfort in the awareness
that the\ accept with him the general obligation to protect the
rights of broadcasting to editorialize.
To date, editorializing has been largely an individual development occurring here and there around the country. As such it lacks
the cohesiveness necessary to establish national acceptance of radio
and television as editorial forces.
If enough individuals persist in developing sound editorial programs, the sum of their effort will eventually be the elevated
prestige of all radio and television. That process, however, will be
painfully slow. It could be dramatically hastened if all the broadcasters who wish to accept the risks and rewards of editorializing
were to unify their efforts.
What editorializing broadcasters need now is a place to exchange ideas and experiences and an organization loose enough
to assure individual freedom but tight enough to provide a strong
defense against the attempts which inevitably will be made to
weaken or destroy the right of broadcasting to editorialize.
An opportunity for the creation of that kind of structure will
begin with the eight NAB regional conferences this fall. It seems
to us that editorializing should occupy an important part of the
agenda at each conference.
Every serious broadcaster who has tried editorializing has quickly
realized that he is moving into largely unexplored ground. At this
stage of editorial development, a whole conference program could
be built from editorializing experiences. How more quickly can
the novice learn to editorialize than from mistakes of others?
It is within the NAB's power to advance substantially the evolution of radio and television editorializing by doing no more than
putting the subject on the agenda of the fall meetings and giving
it a chance to be thoroughly explored.
Where

Legislation

is Needed

MEMBERS

of Congress now are registering surprise and indignation over the sudden "discovery" that a number of
television stations came into being by way of mergers and the

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"This commercial introduces their new cake mix for stag parties . . .
the blond is an ingredient!"
Members

of the House Oversight Committee also suddenly have

discovered that "trafficking" in stations goes on; that stations are
sold at figures far in excess of the value of the physical plant and
equipment. Here again it is a matter of law, with little or no discretion left to the Commission. Congress alone can remedy this condition. The question is how.
Admittedly, something is askew when a television station authorized after a comparative hearing involving several qualified applicants, issold after a few months for a substantial price to another party who did not have to stand the rigors of hearing, and
who probably could not have won if he had. That has happened
many times. Yet the FCC has no legal basis on which it can reject such transfers when the purchaser in all respects is qualified.
The answer is not to be found in a return to the so-called Avco
procedure of open bidding for station properties, or some variation
of it. That inevitably would mean that the most desirable stations
would go to those with the most money.
The answer might be found in legislation that would require
the grantee to retain the station for a specified minimum period —
perhaps for the duration of the license term which now runs three
years, but which should be at least five years. There, of course,
should be an escape to cover extenuating circumstances, such as
death, illness or economic reverses and inability to carry on. Or
perhaps transfers should be considered only at the time of license
renewal.
Here is an area in which the Oversight Committee can do good
through enactment of affirmative legislation that will correct shortcomings in the existing law and abuses that stem from them.

elimination of contestants through what are now called "pay-offs."
The surprise element is about as convincing as a tomato surprise
on a luncheon menu. All these gentlemen had to do was to look
at the published record — and perhaps their own office records.
There were mergers and payment of out-of-pocket expenses (and
more in some cases) because the pressures came from people in
public life to get new stations on the air. It would be hard to prove
but it was widely known that s&me people entered television cases

ALMOST every news program
week paid tribute to Elmer
who died on May 17 at 68. His
(R-Me.) said on the House floor
bered as a news broadcaster.

with "strike applications" intended either to delay a grant or force
a merger or pay-off.
Wholly repugnant but nevertheless lawful pay-offs were made to
strike applicants because Congress, in 1952, adopted the so-called
McFarland Amendments which gave any applicant standing and
the automatic right of hearing. The only way to get a new service
on the air without delay that might run several years was to pay
off the strike applicant, or cut him in, or both.
There was nothing secret about these transactions. So far as we
are aware, all mergers or pay-offs growing out of strike applications
were known in the trade. Certainly this journal reported the events
as they occurred, and in detail. At the same time we editorially condemned the provisions of law that made pay-offs to irresponsible
applicants possible by tieing the hands of the FCC.

Yet Mr. Davis' career as a broadcaster actually covered a span of
only a few years, as against a virtual lifetime on newspapers and as
an author. He was with CBS from 1939 until 1942, when President
Roosevelt appointed him director of the Office of War Information.
In those three years he earned the respect and the confidence of
more people than anyone on the air before or since. After leaving
government in 1945 he returned to the air over ABC.
Elmer Davis made the transition from the printed page to the
spoken word overnight. He talked the way he wrote. The public
believed him. He made the five-minute newscast the standard.
Tangible recognition should be given for what Elmer Davis
did for radio. An award in his name would be appropriate, even
though in life he was disposed to regard awards as so much
nonsense.
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Elmer

Davis

Legacy

and newspaper editorial page last
Davis, the distinguished journalist
life-long friend, Rep. Robert Hale
that he would be longest remem-
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an incredible average of 3,217 cards per day
At the present time, KSTP-TV has a few choice availfor this one prize.
abilities in the news cut-ins within the Today Show
(7:00-9:00 am, M-F) and in the popular Treasure
And, a few weeks ago, Treasure Chest offered a
Chest (12:20-1:00 pm, M-F.) But rather than just
$500 Easter wardrobe to the person who guessed the
quote you a few ratings, let us show you the astounding
number of Easter eggs in a jar.
response these shows can deliver — for you\
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Recently, KSTP-TV commentator George Grim,
2,968 per day.
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stated Mr. Paul W. Limerick, Western

Ad-

vertising Agency, in his letter below, for which
we are very grateful.

CHICAGO 1. ILLINOIS
33 E Wockor Drive

RACINE/WISCONSIN
010 Wlaconuln Avenue

WESTERN

ADVERTISING AGENCY
INCORPORATED
CHICAGO 1. ILLINOIS
April 30, 1958

Mr. W. A. Roberts
Vice-Pres. in Charge of Radio
Radio Station KRLO
Dallas, Texas
Dear Mr. Roberts:

I imagine it is rather unusual to have a client that
expresses his appreciation for cooperation and excellent
service like I intend to do in this letter. However,
think it would be much out of line if I did not write Ithis.

Our
has
the
the

association with you and A. B. Jolley and your station
been most pleasant and I cannot speak highly enough of
personalized cooperation that has been shown our client,
DeKalb Agricultural Association.

We have found Mr. Jolley more than anxious to cooperate with
our sales organization in the field and always ready to obtain
localized news which has made the program exceedingly jfgctiv
e.
The writer has made several trips with Mr. Jolley and has noted
with much pleasure that he is probably the best known agricultural
commentator in the State of Texas andis affect] -™-+n1 r rnllod
°y hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of farmers when
they see hijn on the street. He has never failed to appear before
our Dealers Meetings
on field trips and has
worthwhile ideas that and
have consistently paid off.originated many

The management of your station, which of course
you, can also
be highly commended for their excellent spirit ofis coopera
tion.
Our advertising job would be made much easier if the managem
ent
of all of our media would be as much concerned with making advertising pay, as you have been.
Again let re express the sincere appreciation of both your efforts
and Mr. Jolley, from our client
Sincer
andelyfrom
,
ourselves.

PWL:GH

\

Paul WrXiraerick

MEMBER OF AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ADVERTISING ACEN CIES

KRLD

Radio, the only full-time 50,000 watt stati
on
operating in Dallas-Fort Worth, is the radio
station
of The Dallas Times Herald, owners and
operators
of KRLD-TV, Channel 4. For full information
concerning the JOLLEY
The Branham
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WATTS

DALLAS-FORT

WORTH
John W. Runyon, Chairman of the Board — Clyde W. Remberf,
President
Broadcasting

closed

MAJOR MOVE • There's bound to be
heavy opposition to proposal, now secretly
before FCC, to shift all television to one
contiguous band of 25 channels beginning
with present vhf ch. 7 (story page 27).
But it's doubted any opposition will come
from military. More than year ago it
became known that military was interested
in ch. 2-6 space for future use in telemetering and long-range communications
[Lead Story, April 1, 1957]. If tv were
moved out of low-band vhf, government
would be happy to move in.
•

First authenticated television circulation
data in two years, showing county and
city breakdowns, will be made available
in late June to Advertising Research Foundation members. Figures are being compiled by ARF with aid of latest Census
Bureau nationwide sampling plus Nielsen
data. Circulation will be based on March
1958 tv homes. NAB members and others
affiliated with ARF, including media and
advertiser groups, will receive copyrighted
data. Publication of figures will not be
permitted until Sept. 15.
•

Proposal for new 25-channel television
band was submitted in confidence to FCC
A. M. Craven. It's thought
by Comr. T.
that other sources may also suggest that
proposed band be widened to take 11
more channels, making total of 36 —
enough, engineers believe, to create places
for thousands of tv stations — all capable
of reception on sets that would be no more
sive to make than present vhf-only
expeners.
receiv
•

NETWORK REGULATION • FCC again
tomorrow (lune 3) goes to Capitol Hill to
tell Senate Commerce Committee what it
thinks about Bricker bill (S 376) to place
networks under direct regulation. Commerce Committee gave FCC $250,000 to
conduct network inquiry (Barrow study)

RUSSELL RETIRING? • Frank M.
(Scoop) Russell, Washington vice president
of NBC since 1929, reportedly is on verge
g vice presidency. It's beof relinq
he will continue to represent NBC
lieved uishin
and its parent, RCA, as Washington consultant. No successor to Mr. Russell's vice
said. Washpresidency will be named, it's
ington activities of NBC are under general
supervision of David C. Adams, executive
vice president.
•
Mr. Russell, who will be 63 on June 23,
has been more than NBC representative
in Washington during his nearly 30 years
with company. He also has represented
RCA and other subsidiaries. When he
changes status from officer to consultant
of NBC, he will also resign directorship
in NAB, post he has held since 1930. He's
had longest continuous term of any NAB
director.
•

NOTHING SPECIAL? • ABC-TV re
searchers have prepared statistical blast, to
be loosed soon, at so-called "specials"
which dot other tv networks' schedules
but not ABC's. Study, based on Nielsen
figures, will claim once-a-month continuing specials have average cost-per-thousand per commercial minute of $4.29
compared to $3.39 average for all halfhour weekly evening programs and as
low as $2.83 for average quiz and audience participation show and $2.62 for
average evening western. Study concludes
that "specials" are effective for introducing
new product, say, or for celebrating special occasion, but fall short of week-in
week-out programming as regular advertising vehicle.

Broadcasting

comthree yearsits ago, and FCC hasn'tt yet
pleted work, with importan program
phase still in investigatory stage.
•
It's expected FCC, through testimony
of Chairman John C. Doerfer, will suggest to committee that it give directives
to Commission, after report of status is
given committee. View is held that committee might coordinate its network views
in final report on overall television investigation which has been under way,
ofj-and-on, for some four years.
•

FIRST WEEK • FCC Comr. John S.
Cross, who took office last Monday, has
picked engineering assistant — Bruce S.
Longfellow, chief, Technical and Allocations Branch, Broadcast Bureau. He'll
choose his legal assistant this
probably
week.
•

Comr. Cross, who assumed his new
office only last Monday, has already set
one new mark — for nonchalance. He
dozed through most of Senate Commerce
Committee hearing on tv allocation last
Tuesday — his second day on job. And as
head table guest at Federal Communications Bar Assn. luncheon same day, he
had tough time keeping his eyes open during address by his colleague, Comr. Fred
W. Ford.
•

NOW IT CAN BE TOLD • Zenith's late
chairman, Comdr. Eugene F. McDonald,
called his long time adversary, Gen. David
Sarnoff, chairman of RCA, after settlement of Zenith's $16 million suit against
RCA last September, suggesting they let
bygones be bygones. Comdr. McDonald
said he wanted to call personally on Gen.
Sarnoff and would do so the next time
he was in New York. He was never able to
make the trip.

circuit

NBC-TV

and CBS-TV

expect to hear

today (June 2) whether American Tobacco
Co., will renew Your Hit Parade on NBCTV (Sat. 10:30-11 p.m.) or— after eight
years on NBC-TV — move show to CBSTV (Fri. 7:30-8 p.m.). Advertiser has been
looking for earlier time berth. Agency is
BBDO, New York.

RENEWAL FORMS • Further consideration is being given to proposed changes
in licensee renewal forms [Government,
May 19], after broadcaster's committee
at May 19 meeting with Budget Bureau
and FCC representatives determined that
although some revisions were desirable,
changes in entirety were unsatisfactory.
Last week Commission agreed to withhold further action pending additional discussions. Steering group of broadcasters
meets today to organize next step.
•
At root of broadcaster objection to
changes is fact that proposed new form
keeps virtually intact all program classifications in original form. Also rousing
broadcasters' ire (some even threatened
to resign from committee if FCC went
ahead with plans to issue proposal) is fact
that single time is listed for measurement
of commercial announcements (and these
are most desirable commercial hours)
rather than full broadcast day. Commission planned to ask for commercial spot
count for 6 a.m.-6 p.m. for radio, 6-11
•
p.m. for tv.
CASUALTY • One network casualty that
can be attributed to recession is expected
to be Monsanto's Conquest science series.
Ten shows over two-season spread had
allocation of $2 million — one-third of
it's
— and
ad budget
Monsanto's
learned that total
advertiser
and its
agency,
Gardner Adv., St. Louis, this week will
notify CBS-TV they won't pick up secondyear option. Reason: Monsanto, leading
supplier of resins for auto body paints
and other products used in motor industry,
has been hurt by auto market slump,
deems corporate advertising as luxury at
this time.
CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton and
Mrs. Stanton, unostentatiously left for
Europe on May 14 to take in Brussels
Fair and otherwise work and play. Scheduled return is about mid-June.
SPOTS OVER

KOVACS • Pabst Blue Ribbon beer, Chicago, which had been considering sponsorship of Ernie Kovacs network show, has decided against it and will
put good portion of advertising budget in
television spots in selective markets. Norman, Craig & Kummel, N. Y., is agency.
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WOW

area

the economic
Cash

a luxuriant

maps*

from

finds

farm

the

big

Oasis

on

of the U.S.A.
marketings

$700 million with Nebraska

hit over

up 35%

and

Iowa up 14%. Cattle's about $25. The
ponds and creeks are loaded, too.

SAC

(which

annually

lion into Omaha

pumps

area payrolls

chases) will spend
for missile bases.

$30 miland

an extra $25 million

This'll make 1958 construction
up to a quarter of a billion.
Sow your
Radio Omaha
Call John

pur-

ad dollars

total

in the WOW

Oasis.
Blair now.

New WOW-Land "boom" news is the Strategic Air
Command's $25 million world missile bases project.
This'll bring 1958 construction (private and state) to
the quarter-billion mark. All this and good farm, too!

*See FORTUNE— April 1958, FORBES — May 15, 1958 and
RAND McNALLY'S Map of Business Trends for May 1958

CBS
AFFILIATE

WOW

FRANK P. FOGARTY, Vice President and General Manager
BILL WISEMAN, Sales Manager
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY, Representatives

WOW
WHEN

Meredith Stations —
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and WOW-TV,

and WHEN-TV,

affiliated with Better Homes

OMAHA

• KPHO

and

KPHO-TV,

SYRACUSE • KCMO and KCMO-TV,
KRMG, TULSA, OKLAHOMA
and

Gardens

PHOENIX
KANSAS

CITY

and Successful Farming Magazines
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THE

WEEK

IN

BRIEF

Tv Reallocation Studied— FCC considers secret proposal to
consolidate all tv into single 25-channel band. Objective: to
lick the uhf problem and create chance for vast expansion in
number of operating stations. Page 27.
How Do Agencies Price Their Work?— New Study by Assn.
of National Advertisers turns up. Among many other things —
samples of actual contracts in use by agencies and advertisers.
Page 27.

not cured problem, hints that some relaxation of engineering
standards may be in order although other commissioners urge
pause until TASO report is in. Page 68.

FCC Orders New Miami Ch. 10 Hearing — Acting on remand from Appeals Court, FCC starts machinery for new
hearing to decide if its 1957 grant of ch. 10 to National Airlines should be voided because of alleged illegalities and improprieties. Page 72.

sevenMore Productive Advertising— That's the goal of
volume report on three-year, $200,000 study of advertising
management, being issued this week by Assn. of National
Advertisers. Page 28.

Confirmed as Justice Eyes Deal — FormaUP-rNS Merger
tion of UPI from consolidation of two wire services formally
announced. INS-Telenews not involved. Justice Dept. looks
for possible antitrust violation. Page 75.

bureau decides to reRadio Back in 1960 Census— Federalcount.
Page 30.
verse decision that had deleted radio

Adam's Pulse — Station rep Adam Young hurls statistical
missiles at "modern radio" critics, says radio reaches more
than teenagers and attempts to "set the record straight."
adults
Page 77.

and Adams — MacManus, John & Adams' Charles F.
Up
Adams blasts conformity and sterility in current ads, blames
"motivational mumbo-jumbo" and other research for making
creativity "a dirty word." Page 35.
Agencies in the Know? — Two executives from agency row
urge advertisers to include their agencies in marketing plans,
observe that agencies in the know can perform more effectively
in advertising-sales objectives. Page 36.
C-P-M of What? — Media researchers challenged by author
Martin (Madison Avenue USA) Mayer to show what they're
counting when they cite "cost-per-thousand" statistics; only
thing mass consumers have in common, he notes, are "bellybuttons." Page 38.

Sold: Hal Roach Studios — Scranton Corp. purchases all outstanding stock in Hal Roach Studios, the first major producer
of feature films which converted to tv film production in 1948.
Sales price will be "in excess of $12.5 million." Page 44.

Magnetic Striped Newsfilm— Newly developed film printer
of CBS Newsfilm enables "high fidelity" sound track of magnetic striped film to be used in news syndication field. Page
48.
Why They Shoot Film Overseas — One thing, Philip Krasne
points dout, it isn'tg to save money. He discusses procedures
involve in shootin abroad. Page 54.
The CATV Problem — Telecasters ask that community antenna systems — and translators and boosters — be related to
local tv stations; Senate Commerce Committee hears dozen
broadcasters and rebuttal by catv representatives. Page 56.
Pressure Charges Still Fly — Legislative Oversight hearings
continue on St. Louis-Springfield, 111., decisions. WHDH-TV
Boston challenges subcommittee's authority to subpoena its
records in investigation of Boston ch. 5 grant. Page 64.
Senate Committee Reopens Old Wounds — Allocations.
FCC Chairman Doerfer agrees selective deintermixture has

Broadcasting

The Best Advertising Buy — Harry K. Renfro, D'Arcy Adv.
Co. radio-tv director,' says night radio offers best dollar-fordollar buy in media field. Praises radio, and offers some
pointed
Page 82. suggestions, in talk to Kentucky Broadcasters Assn.

Educators Explore New Methods — Radio-tv specialists confer at U. S. Office of Education, with National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters cooperating. Educators and commercial
broadcasters cooperating more effectively, delegates told.
Page 86.

Reprieve for Etv — New York's Metropolitan Educational
Television Assn. wins temporary stay as Ford Foundationsupported educational tv-radio center at Ann Arbor comes
through with financial transfusion; other sources — all private
— also swell META coffers. Page 86.

What Price Attention? — President John G.
Petrik of Petrik & Stephenson, Philadelphia,
thinks it's too high in many current tv commercials, especially when it's achieved by
gimmicks which obscure the sales pitch.
See Monday Memo.
Page 105.
Illlli «T <
MR. PETRIK
DEPARTMENTS

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES . .
AT DEADLINE
AWARDS
BUSINESS BRIEFLY
CHANGING HANDS
CLOSED CIRCUIT
COLORCASTING
DATELINES
EDITORIAL
EDUCATION
FILM
FOR THE RECORD
GOVERNMENT
IN REVIEW
INTERNATIONAL
LEAD STORY
MANUFACTURING
MONDAY MEMO

28
9
87
35
80
5
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79
106
86
4*
91
56
17
88
27
85
105
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20
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS
84
PLAYBACK
90
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75
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77
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82
UPCOMING
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Sure, WHB is consistently and
dominantly first in total audience
every hour of the day.* But you
want to know about men and
women? Great!

It's a Don Loughnans
Noon, Too!
Noon to 2 . . . Don talks to 53%
of all the men and women who
listen to the top 4 Kansas City
stations. This remarkable record
may be attributed to Don's deep,
resonant, easy-going air voice
and the professional air approach
which characterizes everything
WHB does.
L

CZ>
TODAY'S
JT°_°D STORZ>

Page 8
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Of all the men and women who
listen to the top 4 Kansas City
radio stations . . . 51.7% listen
to first place WHB. (Nielsen,
Nov. -Dec, audience composition
analysis, 6 a.m. -6 p.m. average.)
And every hour of the day more
men and women listen to WHB
than to any other station.

1 1 >v
1

RADIO
PRESIDENT

— I—
I

FOR
• HOME

I f — "X IV 1 * — «*.
I
|XJ S3

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE; OMAHA, NEBRASKA

Talk to a Blair man
General

Manager

...

or WHB

George W.

Arm-

strong about WHB's tremendous 96county coverage plus fantastic audience appeal.

'Whether you're talking about Metro Pulse,
Trendex or Hooper . . . Area Nielsen or Pulse. Xielsen,

WHB
10,000 watts • 710 kc.
KANSAS

CITY, Missouri

WDGY
Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR «c CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAMNTEDMiami
REPRESE
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

Broadcasting

at

KTNT

ANTITRUST

SUIT

ASKS

$15

deadline

MILLION

HIT
SWITCH
AFFILIATION
KIRO;
fied KTNT-TV it would end its affiliation
Triple damage antitrust suit asking $15
tBroadcas
7, 1958. CBS then affiliated with
City
Feb.
Queen
and
million from CBS
in
KIRO-TV effective Feb. 8, 1958, suit coning Co., Seattle (KIRO-AM-FM), filed
ThursWash.,
Tacoma,
court,
federal district
tinues, charging Queen City made it "condition of continuing to affiliate its radio
day by Tribune Publishing Co., Tacoma
(KTNT-AM-TV). Also named defendant was
station KIRO with CBS Radio Network."
Saul Haas, president and majority stockMr. Haas, according to suit, "has parholder of Queen City.
ticipated in and has caused Queen City to
Suit charges that condition of 1948 KIRO
do the acts described" and is party to conradio affiliation with CBS provided Queen
spiracy to restrain trade and attempt to
Tribune alleges damages
ize.
monopol
CBS-TV
for
chance
first
have
City would
amount to $5 million, asking $15 million
affiliation in area if it received tv station
treble damages. Tying agreement , it is
grant, offering similar first refusal to CBS.
KIRO's clear channel facility (710 kc) was
charged, "fenced out" competition for tv
affiliation in Tacoma-Seattle area. KTNTdescribed as important element in negotiation.
TV contends it has been at disadvantage in
sale of time to advertisers and its value as
In 1952, suit charges, CBS asked Queen
but
pledge
City to eliminate tv affiliation
going concern has declined.
Counsel for KTNT-TV are J. H. Gordon
latter allegedly refused to release network
signed
of Tacoma and Lloyd N. Cutler of Washfrom its promise. CBS and KTNT-TV
ington. Mr. Cutler, specialist in antitrust
affiliation pact in 1953, agreement specifypractice, has been counsel to Richard A.
ing either party could end it on six-months
Moore, KTTV(TV) Los Angeles, in Mr.
notice. Queen City received tv grant for ch.
concomplaint
1957,
Moore's presentation of antitrust charges
25,
7 from FCC luly
notitv networks before Senate and FCC.
network
against
1957,
7,
tinues, and on Aug.
OF

CBS,

BRIEFLY
BUSINESS
Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 28.

GB&B

billing placed on NBC-TV's daytime programming during May, according to Mr.
Scott.
Aid-to-ETV

Passes

Senate

Senate Thursday passed unanimously, by
voice vote, and sent to House bill (S 2119)
authorizing federal grant of $1 million to
each state for educational tv (story page
70). Bill was introduced by Sen. Warren
Magnuson (D-Wash.) and received cosponsorship of Sen. John Bricker (R-Ohio).
Proponents of measure predict House approval during current session.
Broadcasting

FCC's Opinion on Editorials:
Give Other Side Equal Chance

FCC believes editorializing is fine but reasonable fairness requires presentation of
other side of controversy same evening or at
some time shortly after editorial program.
Dicta given in May 28 letter to WAPI,
WAFM (FM) and WABT (TV) Birmingham, Ala., which had licenses renewed after
being held up on question regarding anti-pay
tv editorial evening program last January.
Commission's phraseology: "A standard
of reasonable fairness would call for the
presentation by a proponent of subscription
tv during the same evening or at approximately the same time on a week day shortly
WABT "put on discussion program three
thereafter.
days later in morning program, with two
station employes taking position of pro-pay
tv adherents. Commission's action in renewing license taken as token of attitude
toward other stations and networks it had
complaint by Skiatron's
queried following early
this year [GovernJames M. Landis
ment, Feb. 24]. Comr. Craven dissented to
contents of letter to Birmingham stations.
WHOO-AM-FM

Sold for $350,000

Sale of WHOO-AM-FM Orlando, Fla.,
to Donald J. Horton of Lexington, Ky., announced bv Ted Estabrook and Red Weiss,
owners. Price was $350,000. Paul H. Chapman Co., station broker, handled sale. Mr.
Estabrook will remain at WHOO as general
manager and Mr. Weiss as sales manager.

RIVAL

• Rival Packing Co.

(dog food), Chicago, appoints Guild, Bascom
& Bonfigli, S. F., as advertising agency,
at estieffective Sept. 1, with budget fixed
mated $1.7 million, covering sponsorship
of spot tv programs and printed media,
at a Thursday luncheon in New York.
being handled by McCannAccount now
Erickson,
N. Y.

THIRD FOR JOHNSON •SC. Johnson
Inc. (waxes), Racine, Wis., already having
added alternate-week sponsorship of Zane
Grey to its Red Skelton program, has picked
up third alternate-week buy on CBS-TV in
Thursday, 8:30-9 p.m. slot this fall. Though
is set, network hopes to conno program
vince Johnson to share tab with P. Lorillard
Co. (moved out from Saturday, 9-9:30
p.m.) on new Wanted: Dead or Alive series
[Business Briefly, May 26].
• Armour & Co.
(Dial soap), Chicago, understood to have
signed for three-month campaign on Mutual,
utilizing 50 ten-second adjacencies to newscasts per week, starting June 16. Agency:
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.

DIAL'S

P&G Sinks $13 Million
Into NBC-TV Daytime Shows
New and renewal business by Procter
& Gamble, Cincinnati, amounting to $13
million in gross billing on NBC-TV daytime schedules, being announced today
(Mon.) by Walter Scott, NBC vice president, television network sales. Orders are
effective July 1 for 52 weeks and call for
sponsorship of three 15-minute segments per
week on Today Is Ours (Mon.-Fri., 3-3:30
p.m.); four quarter-hour periods per week
of From These Roots (Mon.-Fri., 3:30-4
p.m.), and renewals on daily quarter-hour
portions of Tic Tac Dough (12 noon-12:30
p.m) and Queen for a Day (4-4:30 p.m.)
and two 15-minute segments of It Could
Be You (Mon.-Fri., 12:30-1 p.m.).
New orders were placed through Benton
& Bowles, New York, and renewals through
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York. P&G
business raises to almost $24 million gross

GETS

ON

MUTUAL

FACTOR ON NBC-TV • Max Factor &
Co. (cosmetics), Hollywood, has signed for
Opening Night, filmed dramatic series, for
summer on alternate weeks over NBC-TV
(Sat, 9-9:30 p.m.), starting June 14.
Agency has been Doyle Dane Bernbach,
N. Y., changing this month to Kenyon &
Eckhardt (see page 31).
TWO FOR CBS • General Mills (Hi-Pro),
Minneapolis, and Hearst Publications (Good
Housekeeping) N. Y., signed with CBS Radio, through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N. Y., and Grey Adv., N. Y., respectively.
Hearst will sponsor ten IVi -minute units of
daytime dramas June 28-30; Hi-Pro will
have ten 5-minute units of daytime serials
for eight weeks, beginning June 4.
SPIKE

FOR

OASIS

Tobaccov(Oasis
Spike Jones on
during summer
ule (NBC-TV,
Cann-Erickson,

• Liggett &

Myers

filter cigarettes) will feature
its Club Oasis time period
on alternate Saturday sched9-9:30 p.m.). Agency: McN. Y.

HALO PURCHASE • Colgate-Palmolive
Co. (Halo), N. Y., has purchased two segments weekly for four weeks of American
Bandstand on ABC-TV (Mon.-Fri., 3-3:30
p.m. and 4-5 p.m.). D'Arcy, N. Y., is
agency.
June 2, 1958
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PEOPLE

at

JOHNSON
Former

CHARLES E. DENNY, 25-year veteran of
radio station management, has joined
WBNY Buffalo as general manager. He has
served in executive capacities with WHO
Des Moines, WSYR Syracuse and WERC
Erie, Pa. He retired two years ago from
WSEE-TV Erie, which he had built and

deadline

BLASTS

Senate Commerce

FCC

Committee

chairman Thursday charged FCC with "outrageous" conduct in not taking jurisdiction
over community tv systems.
Former Sen. Edwin S. Johnson CDColo.), who was until two years ago governor of Colorado, appeared in behalf of
broadcasters group importuning Senate
Commerce Committee to force FCC to
exercise authority over CATV operations
— and also to limit use of translators and
boosters where they adversely affect regular, local tv station operation (story page
56).
Committee completed two days testimony
Thursday with completion of broadcasters'
side of argument. Community antenna representatives will testify in rebuttal at later
date. Committee also plans to ask FCC
to return for further examination on allocations (maybe this week).
Sen. Johnson declared tv industry cannot
exist "half regulated and half unregulated."
CATV operations, if unregulated, will destroy local tv service, he said. FCC has
closed its ears to pleas for help "by design
or by happenstance," Sen. Johnson declared.
Former Colorado governor — who "authorized" unlicensed boosters in his state
in defiance of FCC's ban in 1956 — urged
on-channel boosters be authorized by FCC.
He said translators were too expensive and
not reliable enough because they used uhf
channels. He cited Comr. T. A. M. Craven's
report last year which held that boosters
could be considered receiving equipment.
He said there are now 32 boosters operating

INACTION

ON

CATV

in Colorado (in communities ranging from
15 homes to small cities with 1,500-2,000
population), but that only 14 are "licensed"
by state.
Community antenna systems will not go
into smaller communities, Sen. Johnson
stated, because it is unprofitable. Since they
can put local stations out of business, this
discriminates against rural viewers who cannot be connected profitably to cable system.
Commission has had knowledge of this
situation since 1952, Sen. Johnson recalled,
yet has done nothing.
Other witnesses testifying Friday:
Dwight Dahlman, Wyoming Public Service Commission, related experiences of his
state group in trying to regulate CATV
operators. These are still in litigation.
J. Patrick Beacom, holder of cp for onceon-air WJPB-TV Fairmont, W. Va., told
committee how cable company carried his
uhf station for two days then deleted it
in favor of Pittsburgh's then WDTV (TV).
William L. Putnam, WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass., appearing for Committee on
Competitive Television, denounced FCC and
Congress for delays in meeting problems
like CATV and uhf-vhf allocations problem,
and stated that Television Allocations System Organization would come up with
technical information already known and
which would be of no help to Commission
— since it must make "political" decision.
Wallace M. Bradley, Committee for Competitive Television, urged committee to order
FCC to move more quickly and completely
along selective deintermixture road.

operated.
RAY MILLER JR. elected president of
WERE Cleveland, succeeding his father,
RAY MILLER SR., who is retiring to devote full time to law practice.
JOHN DOSCHER, with NBC's sales staff
since 1953, appointed to N. Y. account
executive staff, John Blair & Co. He fills
vacancy left by WILLIAM O. TILENIUS,
veteran of more than 25 years in broadcast
field.
ALLAN EMIG, formerly with engineering
and artists & repertoire staff of Capitol Records, Hollywood, named director of Columbia Records west coast recording department.

BENJAMIN M. SEIGER, formerly director
of marketing, Pharmaceuticals Inc., N. Y.,
to "Journal of Lifetime Living" (pharmaceuticals subsidiary) as executive director.
ROBERT M. FLANIGAN, midwest manager and national sales representative for
Storer group and before that with WOV
New York, to John E. Pearson Co., Chicago office, as salesman.
Gen. Matejka Leaves ODM Post
Maj. Gen. Jerry V. Matejka (USA ret.)
has resigned as assistant for telecommunications to Office of Defense Mobilization Director Gordon Gray. ODM spokesman said
Thursday post will remain vacant for undetermined period because of pending reorganization of Defense Dept. and its components. Gen Matejka in 1956 served on
four-man board which, at request of FCC,
conducted study of spectrum.
Five Ams
FCC

FCC Opens Gates to 1 Kw Bids
FCC Thursday announced it will accept,
after July 7, applications from Class IV
(local) am stations to increase power up to
1 kw daytime maximum. NARBA agreement, currently pending Senate ratification,
removes 250 maximum for Class IV daytime operation for all outlets located more
than 62 miles from the Mexican border. No
action will be taken on applications until
coordination of NARBA agreement can be
effected among North American ^countries.
Also Thursday, Commission invited comments by July 7 on proposal to abandon
Class B fm allocation plan which, Commission feels, has outlived its usefulness. Plan
first promulgated in December 1945 as temporary guide for allocating Class B fm frequencies.
WOAI-AM-TV Stock Shift Filed
WOAI-AM-TV San Antonio filed with
FCC Friday to buy 24% of stock in licensee
held by National Jewish Hospital, Denver,
for $1,145,000 and retire shares to treasury.
This would give Hugh Halff Jr., 40% stockholder, control with 52%.
Page 10
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Vanda to JWT Hollywood Tv Post
Charles Vanda, vice president in charge
of television, WCAU-TV Philadelphia, joins
J. Walter Thompson Co. in Hollywood as
director of tv programming July 15. Mr.
Vanda, 23-year veteran in broadcasting, will
report to Dan Seymour, vice president and
director of radio and tv, JWT (N. Y.). Mr.
Vanda headed programming for CBS on
West Coast for 14 years, joining WCAUTV in 1949. Cornwell Jackson heads
JWT's Hollywood office.
FIRST

VTR

PILOT

What is claimed to be first pilot film
shown simultaneously on film and
video tape and to be offered in either
form is being shown to agencies this
week by Video Varieties Inc., which
plans to syndicate Times Square
Varieties to stations either as film or
VTR presentation. Pilot was filmed
Wednesday in New York by Telestudios Inc.

Granted

by FCC

Thursday announced following new

am grants:
Elba, Ala. — To Howard Parrish Jr. (general manager, WOZK Ozark, Ala.) for
1350 kc with 1 kw daytime.
Flagstaff, Ariz.— To Eldred O. Smith
(33VS% owner KHEY El Paso, Tex.) for
1290 kc with 1 kw daytime.
Charlotte, N. C— To Queen City Broadcasting Co. (T. C. Wood Jr.) for 1310 kc
with 1 kw daytime.
Grafton, N. D.— To KGPC Co. for 1340
kc with '250 w.
Bellefonte, Pa.— To Bellefonte Broadcasting Co. (Cary H. Simpson) for 1330
kc with 500 w daytime. Mr. Simpson owns
WTRN Tyrone, Pa., and has interests in several other Pennsylvania stations.
Justice Holding Off on UP-INS
Victor Hansen, antitrust chief of Justice
Dept., said Thursday Justice plans no action "at present time" on merger of United
Press and International News Service (story
page 75). In letter to UPI president, Frank
H. Bartholomew, Mr. Hansen said Justice
concluded consolidation "falls squarely within the failing corporation exemption" of
Clayton Antitrust Act.
Broadcasting

me
sold
never
"Advertising
are sold to more people for less money.
We've all heard that one before. Often.
But it's not true.

Fact i^, whether we know it or not — or
admit it or not— advertising has sold
something to every one of us.
And that's all to the good.
In the first place, a basic function of advertising isto inform. To convey news.
News about products. What they are.
Where to get them. How much they cost.
Through this function alone, advertising
sells great quantities of goods.
Secondly — even people like the little lady
above, who make a conscious effort to
reject advertising, are made to want the
things advertised. Sooner or later, that
leads to a sale.
Finally, there is a third and much broader
way in which advertising sells us things.
It creates so much demand that mass
production is possible; hence, more goods

Yes, it's all to the good, because it makes
the wheels go 'round. Advertising makes
possible the high-speed distribution that
is the key to our economic system. With-

anything!"

out it, capitalism as we know it would
be impossible.

So, Madam, think what you will. Meanwhile, you can keep enjoying the things
made available because of advertising's
vast contribution to our economic and
social system.

ADVERTISING AS A SOCIAL FORCE

It's a
Madam.
will, freedom
you that
say what And
And country!
, too,
is
free
"Advertising nourishes the consuming
power of men. It creates wants for a
better standard of living. It sets up
before a man the goal of a better
home, better clothing, better food for
himself and his family. It spurs individual exertion and greater production. .. . The business of advertising
has a big part to play in the future
a speech by Sir Winston Churchill,
world."
of the—from
delivered before the Advertising Club oj London, 1924

tradition of which advergreat real
part oftisingthe
isa very
part.
Advertising is our business, and we take
it
one of America's ten largest
pride in it.weAs are
grateful to play a part,
agencies,
along with our clients, in the dynamic
growth of the world's economy.

Benton & Bowles, Inc.
666 Fifth Avenue, New York
Advertising and Marketing counsel to leaders
in American business

The 23 clients of Benton & Bowles, in order of our length of service to them: Genera. Foods Corp. • Procter & Gamble Co. .^Pepperell ]
^7^2^ Of New
tion of American Railroads ■ American Express Co. ■ Avco Manufacturing Corp. • Norwich Pharmacal Co. • Carhng BrewmgCo., I- • Ph.hp ""^^^J^™
York • Continental OU Co. • H. C. Moores Co. • Railway Express Agency, Inc. • International Business Machines Corp. • S-^o^^^^^^^
Alhed Chem.cal Corp. The Eversharp Pen Co.
General Aniline & Film Corp. • Western Union Telegraph Co., Inc. • Borden Company • Kentile, Inc. ■ Schick Incorporated •

OPEN MIKE
Seconding
i m i or:

fnost

Broadcasting is to be congratulated in
prevailing upon Frank Silvernail to become
its consultant [ Letters from the Editors].
This will certainly make an already good
magazine even better.
Frank Kemp

HAPPY
SPONSORS
•elect these fine Radio Stations

Fertilizer dealer, food chain, brewer
and apparel shop — all are finding local Radio today's reliable, low cost
selling medium. Big city or small,
East, South or Midwest — sponsors
are most happy with their commercials tailored from the Lang-Worth
RADIO HUCKSTERS
& AIRLIFTS
SERVICE.
KAWL,
JERRY

YORK,
BRYAN

NEB.:
REPORTING—

A Lang-Worth Huckster Fertilizer
jingle, run as a service spot, was
bought off the air by Miller Seed &
Supply Co., leading to an increase of
their KAWL schedule by 30 spots a
week. Campaign so successful it was
cited in T-F-D national farm journal.
WPEN, PHILADELPHIA, PA.:
MURRAY
ARNOLD REPORTING—
WPEN's

imaginative selling and production resulted in a Huckster jingle
being the base of giant Penn Fruit

Vice President — Dir. of Medici
Compton Adv.
New York City
editor:
I am delighted to know that you have
engaged Frank Silvernail as a consultant on
Broadcasting. Certainly there is no one better equipped than Frank to give the agency
viewpoint in any discussions concerning our
industry. Congratulations to you for your
foresight and best wishes to you both for
a happy association.
Vera Brennan
Broadcast Coordinator
Sullivan, Stauffer Colwell & Bayles
New York City
editor:
Congratulations
Broadcasting and
marriage recently
will be beneficial

reported

by W.

B.

WHLF, SOUTH BOSTON, VA.:
PRESTON YOUNG REPORTING—

Station's efforts resulted in another
Huckster jingle becoming the base of
a large Company's campaign. Richbrau Beer subsequently increased
their schedule on WHLF 50% and expanded the campaign to other markets in the area.
WJLK, ASBURY PARK, N. J.:
JOE MENZZOPANE
REPORTING—

WJLK

solved Grayson

Stores

local

outlet's clamor for a hard-hitting jingle with the Radio Hucksters service.
An innovation: a talented WJLK announcer sings, hums and mixes commercial with the jingle — for that
custom-built sound!
i^^fe' jjjjjjjjn, J&lk.. Jlife. t^ittk.
These and many other progressive stations combine their top production and
sales know-how with Radio Hucksters
& Airlifts to win most happy sponsors.
Let Radio Hucksters 4 Airlifts make
the difference to your station. ContactLANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS, INC.
1755 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.
Page 14
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are in order to both
Frank Silvernail for the
completed. Believe this
to all interested in the

broadcasting field because of the long experience of both the publication and Mr.
Silvernail.
Frank Coulter
Associate Media Director
Young & Rubicam
New York City

Supermarkets' "biggest value ever"
promotion. Result : a big spot schedule for WPEN and other stations and
"solid success"
Doner agency.

Silvernail

editor:
Your reputation for astuteness was again
re-enforced when I learned that Frank
Silvernail had joined Broadcasting as a
consultant. I commend you for selecting one
of the outstanding men of our industry to
join your already excellent staff. Few, if
any, men in the agency business have contributed more to ethical relations than has
Frank. I know that he will make a material
contribution for many years to come.
P. A. Sugg
Vice President
NBC New York

Handouts
editor:

in Program

elements of skill and overt response. But
plain and simple handouts are a reflection
of programming bareness and ownership
wealth. Timebuyers should be on guard.
Sol Panitz
President
WQSN
What's
editor:

Charleston, S. C.

Watt?

What makes Thompson R. Watt, radio-tv
editor of the Denver Post such a great expert on the complicated business of local
programming [Playback, May 19]?
... If radio stations were to follow the
suggestions of Mr. Watt and his ilk, the
medium would be right back where it was
five years ago when all the same experts
predicted it was dead and buried because
tv had become a reality. Of course, radio
is a "mostly young" advertising medium.
Of course, most of the listening to radio is
done by people under 45 years of age. Is
this damning? This same group happens to
buy more of everything than the older people and then the children who spend all
their time reading comic books and watching tv.
It is irritating for us to see so much
space of your fine publication wasted, crusading for what some of the older broadcasters don't understand and therefore must
assume it is a horrible thing that should be
stamped out.
How about some constructive suggestions.
The stations that too many of these ignorant
critics are talking about also happen to be
commanding the attention of more radio
listeners in the major markets than local
programs ever reached before. Would these
critics . . . suggest a heavy load of symphony music, polkas, talk shows, or just
what? Invariably, these same people have
no real interest in radio programming that
will get the attention of the masses. They
only think that they will run the radio industry and further their own selfish causes by
using meaningless cliches.
As always, the people have the final say
in what they want. Mr. Watt and others
like him can stop worrying about one or two
stations playing music. In Denver there are
enjoy.
at least 10 more that he can turn to and
Arthur H. McCoy

Guise

Jerome Feniger of Cunningham & Walsh
hit a couple of targets, but not all, in his
excellent appraisal of radio '58 [Advertisers & Agencies, May 19].
He put his finger on over-commercialization, top 40 programming and general
lack of imagination.
I wish Mr. Feniger would use his forum
once again to examine another factor in recent programming: the money wheels and
the bountiful giveaway. This practice of
buying audience, and therefore ratings, has
not been given enough scrutiny by agencies.
I recognize legitimate contests embodying

Executive Vice President
John Blair & Co.
N-ew
York City

Evening
editor:

Reading

Habit

. . . Broadcasting is one of my favorite
publications and I read it religiously at
home. I think everyone connected with it
should feel mighty proud of your newsgathering service. There is a terrific timeliness. Broadcasting is certainly getting the
news and reporting it to readers fast.
Edmund L. Cashman
Vice President
Foote, Cone & B elding
Hollywood
Broadcasting
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1 . N ew York
2.
3.
4.
5.

Los Angeles
Chicago
Philadelphia
Detroit

6. BostonManchester
7. San Francisco
8. Pittsburgh
9. Cleveland
10. New Haven
11. St. Louis
12. Washington, D.C.
13. IndianapolisBloomington
14. MinneapolisSt. Paul
15. Providence
16. CHARLOTTE
17. HartfordNew Britain
18. Baltimore
19. Atlanta
20. KalamazooGrand Rapids
21. Dallas-Fort Worth
22. Cincinnati

Ardent

advertisers
success

Television

Magazirre

689,882

from

enjoying

the Nation's

credits the Charlotte-WBTV

sets, making

Re-evaluate

are now

the sweet
Sixteenth

kiss of sales
Television

Market!

Television

Market with
this the Sixteenth Television Market in the Nation . . . First in the South!

your expenditures.

Call CBS

Television

Spot

Sales

for a date !

Source: Television Magazine Set Count. May, 1958
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IN REVIEW
IN
SEE

IT NOW

British Prime Minister Harold MacMillan,
a skilled diplomat of the "old school," is no
Disraeli or Gladstone or Churchill. Quiet,
short on witticism and a dispassionate conversationalist, Harold MacMillan as a personality is the Tory's answer to Labor's
Clement Attlee. Thus, any lengthy interview
with Mr. MacMillan is apt to be, for lack of
any other description, colorless.
On May 12, Edward R. Murrow joined his
colleague, Charles Collingwood (since
Howard K. Smith's reassignment stateside,
CBS European bureau chief) at 10 Downing
St., the traditional residence of British prime
ministers. The half-hour discussion (no
doubt culled from much more footage)
touched on a goodly number of topics such
as open v. secret diplomacy, summitry, recognition ofcommunist China, the European
common market, West German renaissance
and the parallel decline of the British empire.
Messrs. Murrow and Collingwood asked
the right questions and Mr. MacMillan fielded them with a great deal of aplomb. There
was little news to be had in this chat with the
exception of Mr. MacMillan's revelation
that had Britain not been facing the brunt
of "Operation Sea-Lion" (which somehow
never got out of Hitler's order of battle
room), the A-bomb would have been developed at Harwood instead of in the squash
court at the U. of Chicago. "We have a
great moral claim to it," said the British
Prime Minister, not without a trace of remorse.
In one basic respect, however, the talk
with Mr. MacMillan proved of great benefit.
That was in his scorn for the word "problem"
as applied to world conflicts. His comments
are worth noting here:
"When we were children ['problem']
meant something to which there was an
answer— an algebraical problem . . . you
either got it or else you got it off a friend
of yours or you looked it up at the end of the
book where it said 'with answers.' It was a
thing capable of a precise solution. Now, we
misuse this word 'problem' to mean one
of the conditions [to which] there are no
precise solutions . ... . there's the handling
of a situation day-by-day and year-by-year
and generation-by-generation until it— if it's
control — doesn't
reasonable
kept
burst in
into some
disaster
... I believe that one of
our troubles in the whole of our journalism
... is the misuse of the word 'problem.' "
be duly noted by tv's CassanIt .should
dras
. .
Production costs: $5,000.
Sustaining on CBS-TV Fri. May 23, 7:30-8
p.m.
Producers: Edward R. Murrow and Fred
Friendly; cameraman: William McClure.
FRANCE

AT

THE

BRINK

In David Schoenbrun CBS News (and for
that matter, radio-tv journalism in general)
has a brilliant, astute and profoundly observant reporter on French affairs. A former
romance language teacher and OWI propagandist-turned-newsman, Mr. Schoenbrun
Broadcasting

has been pounding the Parisian beat since
V-E Day, first as bureau chief of overseas
news agency and since 1947, for CBS. In
that time he has rubbed shoulders with
many of those who make up that singularly
confusing cast of characters that is now
playing the denouement to the fourth
French Republic.
Thus it would seem rather mawkish that
43-year old Dave Schoenbrun a week ago
Sunday night felt compelled to whip out
his credentials in order to prove to the
American viewer that he, indeed, knew what
he was talking about. Certainly those who
have read his award-winning As France
Goes (Harper & Bros., 341 pp.) published
last fall needed no reassurance as was offered by his frequent "I know Gen. Salan"
or "I have talked to Pierre Pflimlin. . . ."
Mr. Schoenbrun was flown in from Paris
by CBS to report first-hand on the conspiracy that is tearing France asunder "in the
shadow of a man on horseback." Though
it would seem an awesome task within the
short span of 25 minutes to analyze the
events since May 13, Mr. Schoenbrun made
it seem terribly simple.
In his book, Mr. Schoenbrun last year
contended that the French people— ultrasensitive to one-man rule as typified
their stormy history by the
out
through
Bourbons, Richelieus, Robespierres and
Bonapartes — "have become convinced that
they have a vested interest in weak and
unstable government." The special report
on CBS indicated that the attitude is more
of a vested disinterest and that, ironically,
this public lethargy has created a vacuum
into which an autocrat could easily step.
Though Mr. Schoenbrun insisted Gen. DeGaulle is neither fascist nor dictator, the inference was clearly drawn.
In detailing the stakes both factions have
in the current imbroglio and running down
the "dramatis personae" Mr. Schoenbrun
may have wanted to be thoroughly impartial. It must have been terribly difficult for
a man who professed stanch admiration for
the crack professionals helmed by the insurgent Brig. Gen. lacques Massu. But to
balance the scorecard, Mr. Schoenbrun
voiced open dismay for the mystic from
Colombey-les-Deux-Eglises whom he typified as "a Hamlet . . . who cannot seem to

make up his mind."
By exercising a crisp and authoritative
command of the situation-at-hand, Mr.
Schoenbrun once again underscored a
—
famed Murrow maxim that there's more ng
much more — to tv journalism than trundli
out a good looking announcer who reads
well. Mr. Schoenbrun thinks well.
Production costs: $9,000.
Sustaining on CBS-TV Sun. May 25, 6-6:30
Producer: Leslie Midgeley; director: Verne
Diamond.
p.m.
reid. nts: David Schoenbrun, Eric SevaParticipa
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8th (from 19th) among all CBC
shows! Outrates "Have Gun
"Dinah Shore",
Will Travel"
land",, etc.
"Disney
Network

rating higher every

rating period, now

21%

increase

41.0!

in homes

reached !

30%

increase

in viewers!

Pre-tested as popular movie and
through dozens of famous SaturTUGPost stories,
day Evening
helps Lever
BOAT ANNIE
Brothers Limited of Canada win
friends and influence sales. Lever
Brothers' success story gives
proof of greater profit than ever
for you in your own market. Of
course, the American premiere
market showing is swamping
all competition too !
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ADVERTISING

by

James Playsted Wood, The Ronald Press
Co., 15 East 26th St., New York 10, N.Y.
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IN REVIEW CONTINUED

512 pages. $6.50. May 26, 1958.
From the town crier of medieval England
to television today is the scope of this welldocumented survey of advertising. The
growth of magazine and newspaper advertising in the U. S., rise of the advertising
agency and the advent of radio are detailed
and illustrated by Mr. Wood. The volume
is neither a critique nor a defense, but does
highlight advertising's contributions during
the two great world wars. A six-page bibliography plus index make the book valuable
to the student or researcher.
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New Orleans

CO.
• Atlanta

June

June 3:6: 36th annual conference, National Industrial Advertisers Assn., Chase and Park
Plaza Hotels, St. Louis.

«V

in

UPCOMING

In Houston:
Call Dave Morris
J A 3-2581

jLm,e
Electronics
*4"6:- ArAmed
Forces Communicati
Assn. Exhibit,
onsHotel
and
Sheraton Park
Washington, D. C.
June 5-7: Western Assn. of Broadcasters, Banff
Springs, Hotel Banff, Alta.
June 6-7: Colorado Broadcasters Assn., Hotel
Antlers, Colorado Springs.

June 7: UP Broadcasters of Connecticut, Colonial House, Hamden.
June 7-8: Broadcasters Assn. of Texas Town
House Hotel, San Angelo.
June 8-11: Advertising Federation of America,
national convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel
Dallas.

June 10-12: National Community Television Assn
Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C.
June 14: UP Broadcasters of Pennsylvania Holiday Motor Hotel, Mechanicsburg.
June 19-20:
water Inn, Virginia
Irvington. Broadcasters Assn., TideJune 19-21: Maryland-D. C. Radio & Tv Broadcasters Assn., Stephen Decatur Hotel, Ocean
City, Md.
June 19-21: Florida Assn.
July
Broadcasters Colonial Inn, St. Petersburgof Beach.
June
22-28:on,Advertisin
conventi
Vancouvger,Assn.
B. ofC. the West, annual
July 19: Conference on Tv for Women in Home
Economics, Business and Education, UCLA,
Los Angeles.
July 21-25: National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, seminar, Allerton House, Monticello,
August
Aug. 1-2: Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn., Lake
Texoma Lodge, Lake Texoma.
Aug. 4-23: Summer Tv Workshop, College of
Communication Arts
WKAR-TV Michigan
State University, Eastand
Lansing.
Aug. 13-16: Affiliated Advertising Agencies Network, annual international meeting, Lord Baltimore Hotel, Baltimore.
Aug. 19-22: Western Electronic Show and Convention, Pan Pacific Auditorium, Los Angeles.
Calif.
Aug. 24-Sept. 4: National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, Conference on Televised Instruct.on. Purdue U., Lafayette, Ind.
Aug.
26-27: Georgia Broadcasters Assn., St.
Simons.
September
Sept. 5-6:
Texas
AP
velt Hotel, Waco. Broadcasters Assn., RooseSept.
5-7: West
Broadcast
ers Assn.,
Greenbrier
Hotel,Virginia
White Sulphur
Springs.
Sept. 19-21: International Sight & Sound Exseventh annual High Fidelity Show
and Musicposition's
Festival,
Palmer House, Chicago.
Sept. 21-24: L'Assn. Canadienne de la Kadio et
de la Television de Langue
Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que. Francaise, Alpine
Sept. 22-23: Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters,
Townhouse Motel, Lafayette.
October

Oct
5-7: Inn,
Central Canada Broadcasters Assn.,
Alpine
Ste. Marguerite, Que.
Oct. 8-10: IRE Canadian convention, Exhibition
Park, Toronto.
Oct.
National
Electronics Conference.
Hotel13-15:
Sherman,
Chicago.
Oct. 28-29: Central Canada Broadcasters Assn.
Westbury Hotel, Toronto, Ont.
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. . . SELLS for th ese sponsors:
Ambassador Hotel
Bardahl Oil Additive
Glendale Federal Savings
Interstate Bakeries
Marina Federal Savings
Sakrete Cement
Sally Shops
Simca Auto Sales
Troy Laundry
Union Pacific
Union Maid Bakeries
Von's Grocery Co.
. . . WON AWARDS
from these organizations:
Advertising Association of the West
Calif. Assoc. Press Radio-TV Ass'n
Los Angeles Advertising Women
Radio-TV News Club of So. Calif
Radio Advertising Bureau
... IS NOW AVAILABLE
for a few additional advertisers who
can utilize the class approach
to
Southern California's seven-million
mass. Ask your KBIG or Weed contact for the full quality story.
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JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-3205
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company
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What

is a Pulse

Rad

io Survey?

The PULSE is the trade name given
radio surveys conducted by PULSE, Inc.to
PULSE. Inc. has been taking radio surveys
for seventeen years and is conside
red the
most authoritative radio audience measuring company in the broadcast industry
Proof of this, is the fact that PULSE reports are used by more radio stations than
any other method and/or company.
Unlike an "independent" survey PULSE
is an authent
ic, researched method in
which the radio audience in a particular
city is correctly measured.
endent"
surveys are more often than"Indep
not surveys
taken by radio stations themselves and
the
coefficient of error is very, very high! Besides that very important fact, radio stations often take these surveys in a method
which clearly slants the answer and. of
course, could only come out one way
Their way.
A PULSE report is usually ordered by a
group of stations in a particular city or
area. The date of the actual survey is not
released to the stations involved but the
survey month is usually known. Each subscribing station pays their proportionate
part. Part of the cost of a PULSE report
is borne by (90) ninety of the leading national advertising agencies. Clearly, the
advertising agency is interested in knowing the share of radio audience
by each station, since this report enjoyed
is used
as a basic yardstick in determining which
station will carry its client's message. Because this is most important, the ninety
major advertising agencies subscribe to
PULSE for its known reputation and
authenticity.
Subscribing radio stations are free to use
the final results of a PULSE report to sell
local and national accounts. Understand,
that whether or not a station subscribes,
has no bearing upon the final outcome of
a PULSE survey. The radio stations surveyed are not the only subscribers. Agency
subscribers paying a share of the report
are interested in the exact deposition of
the audience too. and that is exactly what
they get.
^

The foregoing quotation spearheads an
advertisement by a radio station famous for
its quality, integrity, and leadership.
Naturally we are pleased. But the important aspect is that this station's typical
reaction explains the fundamental reason
why Pulse has grown from one-market
coverage back in 1941 to more than 200
markets in 1958.
And the first quarter of 1958 is our best
in Pulse's entire history.
For pioneering an exclusive plus, out-ofhome radio, correctly additive to in-home
radio, per 15-minutes, per station, per program, the American Marketing Association
gave Pulse a special award for its 1948-49
exploration. Since then, the out-of-home
millions have been correctly reported by
Pulse.

Currently Pulse finds that watching television out of home adds 4% to the in-home
audience. As the service with the^most subscribers, count on Pulse to incorporate this
important and exclusive TV out-of-home
when it becomes an important consideration for Pulse subscribers.
PULSE,

Fifth Ave nue,
New York 19

Los Angeles, Chicago, London
June 2, 1958
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Goal:

end

of

would

plan

problem,

uhf

A long-range proposal to reallocate lstele-is
vision into a single band of 25 channe
being explored by the FCC.
The proposal would eliminate the present
channels 2 through 6 and create a single
band starting with the present ch. 7. An
orderly transition period of seven to ten
years is contemplated.
The objective would be to cure the problems created by the present allocation of
television into two widely separated bands
vhf and uhf. Under the proposal, a vast
of the number of television staexpansion
tions is envisioned.
It was learned authoritatively last week
that the proposal was submitted to the FCC
May 21 by Comr. T. A. M. Craven, internationally recognized allocations expert. Mr.
Craven was understood to have submitted it,
in memorandum form, as a starting point
for discussion of a new allocations policy.
Because of the FCC's preoccupations with
s memohearings, Mr. Craven'study,
congressionalwas given
but
only cursory
randum
it constitutes a major item of unfinished
business.
Aware that talk of new allocations evokes
volatile reactions, Mr. Craven emphasized
to his colleagues that his memorandum was
exploratory and his suggestions intended
as a basis for discussion rather than espousal
of a cause.

TV

IS

NOW

all tv

vast

increase

of spectrum

in operating

stations

memorandum has not been made public.
Here, however, are its main suggestions.
In Mr. Craven's view the evolution toward
eventual reallocation of television could
proceed in three phases:
Phase 1 (immediate): The creation of at
least three "comparable" facilities in major
markets now lacking them. Presumably this
would be done somewhat along the lines

future): The reallocation of all television
broadcasting into 25 channels, each six
megacycles wide, in a band beginning at
174 mc and ending at 324 mc. Those parts
of the vhf band now occupied by chs. 2
through 4 (54-72 mc) and chs. 5 and 6
(76-88 mc) would be diverted to other services. So would the entire uhf television band
(470-890 mc).

ation" proposal of
of the "junior realloc
ABC-TV which seeks outlets competitive to
the affiliates of CBS-TV and NBC-TV in
the nation's major population centers.
ABC-TV has proposed the creation of at
least three "comparable" stations in each
major market through a combination of
de intermixture (to make markets all-vhf or
all-uhf), reduced mileage separation and
directional antennas.

Moving tv into a single band, it is said,
the present "scarcity" factor
would eliminate
in the vhf range and would simplify the
manufacture of receivers capable of receiving all the channels allocated to tv.
It would be no more expensive to make
sets capable of receiving the 25 contiguous
channels than to make sets that now are able
to receive only the 12 existing vhf channels.
At the moment, with vhf and uhf television
spaced so widely through the spectrum, the
manufacture of receivers capable of accommodating both vhf and uhf ranges imposes
problems in design which raise production
costs.
In addition to easing the problem of set
manufacturing, the block allocation of 25
contiguous channels would also provide
greater uniformity of broadcast service
then now is the case, in the view of some en-

SCATTERED

THROUGH

The dislocations of non-broadcasting servgineers.
ices now occupying portions of the 174-324
mc region, to which all tv would be confined,

SPECTRUM

THE

850

900

850

900

83

H

CH^Tl3

Chi. 2-6

area

one

into

Phase 2 (short-range): An extension of
Phase 1 to create an opportunity for competitive facilities in the first 150 markets.
Phase 2 would not begin until the Television
Allocations Study Organization has completed its technical report which is targeted
for the end of this year. TASO, which is
financed and staffed by broadcasting and
manufacturing interests, has been conducting extensive engineering studies to test the
soundness of the technical standards for tv
established by the FCC in its 1952 Sixth
Report which set up the present tv system.
Phase 3 (seven to ten years in the
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would not impose severe difficulties, according to the memorandum.
Television (chs. 7-13) now occupies the
174-216 me portion ot the proposed is
preserve. I he 216-324 me area is occupied
bj the government, by amateurs and h\
some industrial communications.
I here is no assurance at this stage thai
the Craven memorandum will get off the
ground.
I he FCC has been unable to agree on
such relatively simple readjustments as localized deintermixture, except in a lew instances. Itis therefore doubted whether the
present membership of the FCC could agree
on so revolutionary a project as a general

reallocation — unless a mandate came from
Congress, the White House or both.
The Craven memorandum underscores
the long-range nature of any complete reallocation. Plans would have to be evolved
for transition operation, permitting dislocated stations to broadcast on both their
old and new frequencies until old receivers
become obsolete and new sets substituted.
A reallocation plan would also take into
account the need for amortizing existing in\cstments in both receiving and transmitting
apparatus and for an orderly method of
design and manufacture of the new equipment.
Comr. Craven last year proposed that the
FCC drop its fable of Television Assignments as a means of introducing flexibility

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

A

ANA

report

LOOK

shows

how

AT

THE

agencies,

I he Assn. of National Advertisers today (Monday) is taking the
wraps off its three-year. $200,000 advertising management study,
hailed by ANA President Paul B. West as "the most significant
step ever taken toward more productive advertising."
Results of the study are compiled into seven volumes, to be
known as "Practical Guides and Modern Management Practices
tor Better Advertising Management." or, less formally, "The Guidebook Series."
The guidebooks reflect the experience and thinking of many
leading advertisers on basic advertising problems, officials pointed
out. In addition to exploring these problems in detail, they offer
numerous case histories and examples which show how specific
advertisers handle specific situations, thus furnishing a guide to
others seeking assistance.
Announcement of the publication of the series coincides with
the issuance today of Volume 5, on the always-sensitive question of
advertiser-agency relationships (see separate story). The first four
volumes — "Principles of Advertising Management," "Advertising
Organization." "Advertising Plans: Preparation and Presentation"
and "Advertising Budget and Cost Control" — were released earlier.

How

Mr.

Craven,

in his memorandum,

de-

Mmrnmrnii

$200,000

Massive

into the placement of new stations in underserved markets [Broadcasting, March II,
1957, et seq]. He later withdrew the plan
after opposition from educational interests,
which protested the elimination of reserved
non-commercial assignments, and from the
Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters,
which contended the Craven Plan would
break down existing standards and lead to
the degradation of present service.
The new Craven memorandum despairs of
any basic solution through the deintermixture process — a view in which he was joined
by FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer in testimony last week before the Senate Commerce
Committee, which has been investigating tv
allocations (see page 68).

AD

BUSINESS

advertisers

play their hands
The remaining two — "Advertising Personnel Management" and
"Evaluating Advertising Effectiveness" — will be released in the near
future. The seven-volume set is available to agencies, media and
other non-members of ANA at $1.50.
Henry Schachte of Lever Bros., chairman of the ANA Advertising Management Committee, described the major objective of the
study thus: ". . . To show how advanced principles of management
could be applied to the advertising function. We have
gathered the
best of all modern practices in every phase of the management
of advertising — including its new marketing assignment — so that
all of us can improve the productivity of advertising."
Importance of the study also was stressed by a number of leading officials in both advertiser and agency circles in statements
issued by ANA. These were Frank O. Prior, president of Standard
Oil (Indiana); Melvin Brorby, senior vice president of Needham,
Louis & Brorby: J. Davis Danforth, executive vice president of
BBDO and chairman of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies; Clarence Eldridge, management consultant, and Marion
Harper Jr., president of McCann-Erickson. Russel H. Colley, management consultant, was retained by ANA as editor for the series.

agencies
set
their
prices
Outside of their 15% commission — or
mission (or requires the client to make up
the difference if the media commission is
whatever commission it is. in those cases
not 15%). Radio and tv production charges
where it isn't 15% — what price tags do
and talent are billed to the client at cost
agencies hang on their services'?
(before cash discount) plus 15%.
Services and prices of one of the top raAmong the radio-tv services that the
dio-tv agencies. Young & Rubicam, are
spelled out and those of a number of other
basic 15% pays for are "the placing of raagencies, mostly unidentified, are dealt with
dio [or tv] advertising, the creative planning
and repairing of radio [or tv] programs,
at length in Vol. 5 of the Assn. of Nasupervising their production, the procuring
tional Advertisers' new "Guidebook" series
being announced today (Monday).
of artists and other persons used in connection with programs . . . and such other
The 374-page volume, on "Advertising
services as may be incidental to the manAgency Relations," delves into such phases
as advertiser-agency plan of operation, plan
aging of a radio [or tv] campaign. . . ."
In the area of special charges, the Y&R
of organization, the living as Well as the
manual notes these relating to the broadcast
contractual relationships, how to select an
media:
agency and how to appraise its performance,
key points to look for in contracts, agency
"When Y&R plans the broadcast there
no
charge for writing commercials. However,is for
services and compensation and the financial
commercials prepared for broadcasts on which
relationships between advertiser and agency.
we receive no commission (for example, comInevitably, attention is attracted to compenmercials prepared for a program placed and
station and other financial arrangements.
paid for locally by a dealer), writing time is
chargeable at the rate of $11.50 per hour with
Young & Rubicam's charges and billing
no commission added. Layout time on finished
procedures, incorporated in text as revised
tv story boards which are presented to the client
is charged at $5 per hour plus 15% commission
Oct. 1. 1956, include these highlights reon shows placed by Y & R, and $9 per hour
lated to radio-tv:
plus 15% commission on shows on which we
Y&R gets the traditional 15% media comreceive no commission. No charge is made for
1958
June
Paae 28

working drawings which are not presented to
the client.
"Y & R provides editorial
and cutting
room facilities in connection services
with the preparation, handling, integration, etc., of motion picture films. The charge for this service is at the
rate of $7.50 per hour plus 15%. Costs incurred
by Y&R for storage of client-owned film outside Y & R's premises are billed at cost."
Y&R also performs publicity and public relations service for clients on request, billable to
the client "at separate hourly rates for general
publicity and radio/television publicity services
of staff members plus 15%," and "for out-ofpocket expenses at cost plus 15% except in the
case of travel, postage, entertainment, etc..
which are billed at cost without commission."
The Y&R booklet also notes that "any advertising prepared by Y & R and placed paid
for directly by the client is fully commissionable" and "that part of dealer advertising prepared by Y & R and paid for by the client,
either directly to media or through
reimbursement to the dealer, is fully commissionable."
An Anderson & Cairns manual presented by
ANA shows that A & C— like most of the agencies cited in the book— also uses the
15%
media commission system. Among thebasic
services
and materials which the client may either secure for himself or have A & C supply, the
following customarily are billed at net cost
(after discounts) plus 17.65%, if secured by the
agency,vance : unless an amount is agreed upon in ad"Radio performances, i.e., actors, singers, musicians, announcers, package programs or acts,
radio rights, dramatic or musical continuities,
auditions, scripts, directors, sound effects, special orchestrations, musical arrangements, music
rights, electrical transcriptions, pressings of
electrical transcrip
tions, etc.
"Submission recordings of commercials after
Broadcasting

scribed deintermixture as no more than
•'nibbling" at the allocations problem and
said it had little value even in the short
range.
Whether the Craven suggestions have the
endorsement, actual or implied, of the Office
of Defense Mobilization, which functions
directly under the White House, is not
known. It was stated, however, that on
March 24 the ODM suggested that it and
the FCC could jointly pursue long-range
planning on future use of the spectrum by
this country, and jointly provide guidance
and substance both at the technical and
is the FCC's
Comr.andCraven
policy levels.
is chairman of the
with ODM
liaison
all-important engineering policy committee
planning for the International Telecommu-

approval. Talent: announcers, actors, singers,
ns, sound men, music arranger's fees,
musicia
etc.; sound effects charges, studio rental, music
rights, etc.
for broad"Wiring and engineering chargesfacilities
. [In]
casting, or other sepcial services or
television, (a) all elements required to televise
comand broadcast television programsof including
commercials),
mercials (except the writing
either live or by film, including announcers,
performers, directors, technicians, scripts, rights,
music, studio arrangements and equipment
es, filming from kinerental, scenery, properti
scope for further distribution, etc., [and] (b)
cable and radio relay charges when not included in television broadcast charges."
Turning from agency to advertiser arrangements, the ANA report quotes a "sugGeneral Electric
gested guide" prepared by ralize
d operating
Co. for its some 50 decent
departments. This specifies that the agency,
on authorization by the client, will — among
other things — "make all necessary arrangements for the preparation, rehearsal, production and broadcasting of radio and television programs in accordance with authorized plans and station schedules; the agency
service to include procurement of and contracting inits name for radio and television
time and facilities and talent at the most
advantageous rates, supervision of all elements of program planning and production
and of publicity and program merchandising, check and verify performance in accordance with contracts, and make payments
to media in time to earn any available cash

discounts."
The GE guide calls for payment of the
15% media commission, or its equivalent,
to the agency.
For certain additional materials and services to be secured by the agency from other
suppliers, the form provides for paying the
agency its net cost (before cash discount)
plus 15%. These include special writing
talent; radio, talent, scripts, announcers,
musical arrangements and productions and
electrical transcriptions; television materials
and services purchased or rented (such as
studio rentals), use of facilities including
kinescope, talent, announcers, set-up and
take-down work, rental of properties, artwork and painting, costume rental, makeup,
sets, carpentry and construction and all
other television production items . . ."
This guide also says that, on co-op material prepared by the agency, the advertiser
will pay to the agency 15% of the share of
local space or time charges assumed by the
advertiser.
A sample contract supplied by Reynolds
Metals Co. incorporates the 15% media
Broadcasting

nication Conference in Geneva next year.
ODM proposed that it and the FCC appoint an executive from each group to give
policy guidance to the technical allocations
groups of the FCC and the Interdepartment
Radio Advisory Committee, which sits
for the government. These steps would
place the allocations planning at the highest
level.
Presumably it also would augur against
s of the identical resoCongres
by introduced
adoptionlutions
last year by Sen. Charles
Potter (R-Mich.) and Rep. William Bray
(R-Ind.) for the appointment of a three-man
commission to investigate the utilization of
frequencies allocated to the federal government [Broadcasting, June 24, 1957]. Sen.
Potter and Rep. Bray were disturbed over

possible demands by the military for a
larger slice of the radio spectrum, particularly the lower vhf band— the very channels 2-6 that would be involved if the
were implemented.
Craven memorandum
f a former naval
himsel
,
Craven
Comr.
does not believe
,
officer
ions
nicat
commu
that the military is now using more spectrum space than it requires for peacetime
operations. He also recognizes thathisbroadlongcasters will be disposed to regard
advised
range plan as impractical. But he has
his FCC colleagues he feels that, if properly coordinated and planned, the plan is

as a logical solupossible of achievement alloca
tion problems
tion of many of the
pment and
develo
tv
which have cramped
are urgently in need of FCC action.

commission to the agency. The agency also
would get cost plus 15% — unless a different
amount is agreed upon in writing — on certain services and materials purchased elsewhere, including: "radio and television talent and programs or package shows, radio,
television and other scripts or continuities,
musical arrangements, electrical transcriptions, television film commercials and program and commercial production."
Another contract, submitted by an unidentified advertiser, specified that travel expenses of the agency must be absorbed by
the agency — except that "traveling expenses
of any of your personnel engaged with the
production of radio or television programs
only."
are to be billed to us at the net cost
Another advertiser's contract, also unidentified, made no such exception.
ANA cited one contract to show the detail in which a method of payment for radio-tv time and programming was spelled
out. Also from an unidentified advertiser, it
said in part:

adver"All ideas, suggestions and plans for and/or
radio
tising and/or merchandising, forteriza
for
tions
television programs, or charac
imor
es
packag
ts,
ed produc
present or propos
provements in existing products or packages,
as well as the embodiment of any of theseandm
sketches, layouts, copy, scripts, programs you,
designs which may be submitted to us by
desigshall except when otherwise specifically
sion, be undernated at the time of such submis
stood to be available to us for our free use
fee or
without payment of any royalty, license
other payment and without condition. by us of
"Upon the adoption, approval or use
any of the above, all right, title and interest
y, and
therein shall be our exclusive propert
thereafter we shall have the full andbyfree
us
deemed
right to use same in any way
to be desirable, indirectly through agents or
and without regard to the continuotherwise
ance of this contract. and without payment of
except as herein spesation
any compen
provided. to you
cifically
"In your performance hereunder you will
engaged in work in confrom time to time be and
television programs,
nection with radio
of
characters, personalities and tradeyounames
nor any
ours It is understood that neither
of your employes or any third parties may by
of our propvirtue of any such work with orany
interest therein.
erties acquire any right, title
ion desired
protect
the
"You agree to assure
paragraphs by securing
by us in the last twoemploye
s engaged m any
from each of your
by
work on our behalf a written agreement any
the terms of which the employe surrenders
of the
and all right, title or interest in any
items referred to in either of these paragraphs.
all
"We shall pay you as full payment for for
services and expenditures hereunder, (a)word
radio and television station time, printed
space and all other media, the cost to agency
for authorized commitments made in our behalf
less any and all space, quantity and frequency
discounts earned by us and any cash discount
CONTINUED

NEW LOOK AT
It was Media Day
sales representatives at
in St. Louis May 22.

GARDNER
for some 400
Gardner Adv.
The occasion:

agency's
unveil the
to expanded
house and
Open
modernized
quarters in
theThe
city's
downtown
area.
extensive
remodeling
program
provides about 40% more floor space
and added facilities for new client
services, notably in the broadcast media department. Major revisions incorporated there reflect the fact that
60% of the agency's $22 million billbe in radio-tv.
ings in 1958thewillrenovation
Under
program,
several departments previously spread
over half a dozen floors at 915 Olive
St. have been integrated, largely on
two floors. Three different viewing
areas have been set up for viewing
commercials and filmed shows. A
workshop and two-way projection
room serves two of them.
Pictured: The reception room of

Gardner's new quarters and three of
top officials (1 to r): Presithe agency's
dent Charles E. Claggett, Board
Chairman Elmer G. Marshutz and
Secretary-Treasurer Herbert S. Gardner Jr. The receptionist is Shirley Stafford.
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where payment to you is made within the time
specified for cash discount. In the event that
any advertising media does not allow advertising agency commission, we shall pay you 15";
of the cost incurred on our behalf in the use of
such advertising media: (b) for radio and television talent and production, package shows, announcers, lines and loops, testimonials, baseball rights and printed word production in advertising media, the amounts paid by you to
third parties therefore plus 15"; thereof as your
compensation except that for package radio
and television shows which are paid for in advance of date of broadcast, the 15% commissions
will not be due and payable to the agency until
the month of broadcast of each episode: furthermore, when the contract with the producer of the
show provides for one or more repeat broadcasts, the cost will be allocated to all broadcasts of the same episode in such proportion
as we feel is proper and our decision in this
matter shall be final, and commission will be
paid during the month of broadcast based on
the costs allocated to that period.
"In the case of radio or television media contracted for by one agency but allocated in part
to another agency, the billing agency will prepare an analysis and make the proper transfers of commission to the other agencies concerned in accordance with the following plan:
(a) Agency commission for time and facilities
will be allocated on the percentages of commercials used by each product, (b) Commission
on "package shows" for talent and production
costs, prints and license fees will be allocated
25% to the contracting agency to cover its
out-of-pocket costs, with the balance divided
between agencies on the basis of the percentages of commercials used by the products of
each agency, (c) All commission on talent and
production costs on agency produced shows will
be allocated 100% to the producing agency, (d)
In the case of a live show, where one agency
handles all of the billing for the presentation
s
of commercials for other agencies the producing
agency will retain 25% of the commission on
billing for network commercial production facilities, home economists and related charges, (e)
In the case of a film show, the agency handling
such film show will retain 100% of the commission earned on billings through that agency
on handling and splicing other agencies' film
commercials into such show. Payment shall be
made within 30 days after month of broadcast.
"If [blank] co-spon
a show with
company or if part ofsors
a show is sold by another
us, the
amount of commission, if any, to be paid to our
agency, will be determined by us in each individual case by review of the existing facts and
desires of the parties concerned."
Yet another contract specifically identified the agency people who would be in
charge of tv and radio production for the
client.

Another gave a precise picture of the
method of compensation for each agency
assignment; in the case of radio-tv adver-

c
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The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows
(all times EDT)

NBC-TV

for

L-

June 2-6, 9-11 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee Theatre, participating sponsors.
June 2, 9 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Speidel through Norman, Craig &
Kummel and RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
June 3, 10 (8-9 p.m.) The Investigator,
Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson and RCA-Whirlpool through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
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"[Net cost plus 15% for] program and commercial scripts by outside specialty writers, when
authorized by client; story boards when authorized by clients; cost of production and talent
for programs, spots and commercials (special
musical arrangements, singing commercials,
jingles, tunes, lyrics, writers, directors, announcers, producers, actors, musicians, royalties, special fees, films, rights, properties, scenery, haulage, etc.). when authorized by client.
"ICost
plus 15%commercials
for] specialized
talent to produce
when agency
authorized
advertiser allowed
a 16Vi%
by Another
client."
commission in lieu of fees.
One advertiser, on the other hand, submitted a contract which employed the fee
rather than the media commission system
of compensation. It agreed to pay the agency
$375,000 a year, and commissions received
by the agency were to be applied against
that figure.
In presenting these various contracts,
ANA made clear that "circumstances vary
widely from one advertiser-agency relationship to another" and that "it is difficult, if
not impossible, and in any event unwise, to
attempt to recommend standard or model
forms of advertiser-agency contracts for indiscriminate use." Yet it was felt that "the
experience and thinking of others can always be used to advantage, provided it is
not slavishly followed," and the examples
of actual contracts were offered "in that
limited sense only."
Aside from these advertiser and agency
examples of working arrangements, ANA's
Volume 5 contains sections contributed by
A

S

T

1

N

®

June 4, 11 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Theatre,
Kraft Foods Co. through J. Walter
Thompson Co.

CBS-TV

Colorcasting schedule suspended
summer.

tising placed by the agency, it is as follows"[No charge, except as indicated by note which
follows, for] supervising the selection of programs, reading and checking scripts and supervising rehearsals, supervising each telecast or
radiocast, television ideas and scripts for commercials, radio ideas and scripts for commercials,
selection of stations and contracting for time.
Note: On programs and spots broadcast or telecast over stations which are members of the
I blank] network, the agency receives from client
a service fee as mutually agreed upon based on
cost to agency plus 15%. On programs and spots
brcadcast or telecast over stations which are not
members of the I blank] network, the agency
receives the regular agency commission on time
from the radio or tv station. If the station allows less than 15% agency commission, agency
receives from client the difference between 15%
and the agency commission allowed by such
station.

June 5 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt
and Warner-Lambert through Lennen &
Newell.
June 5 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
June 7 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Como Show,
participating sponsors.
June 7 (10:30-11 p.m.) Your Hit Parade,
Toni through North and American Tobacco through BBDO.
taining.8 (7-7:30 p.m.) Noah's Ark, susJune

June 9 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show,
through CampbellEwald. Chevrolet

such agency leaders as Marion Harper Jr.,
president of McCann-Erickson; Charles H.
Brower, president of BBDO; Robert D. Holbrook, chairman of Compton Adv., and
George N. Farrand, treasurer of Young &
Rubicam.

Advertisers who contributed case histories
included National Biscuit, Monsanto Chemical, Olin Mathieson Chemical, General
Mills, Hamilton Watch, International Harvester and Quaker Oats, in addition to GE
and Reynolds Metals.
The principal conclusions of the ANAcommissioned "Frey Report" on agency-advertiser relationships and methods of compensation [Special Report, March 3] also
were incorporated.
Volume 5 was prepared by the ANA
Agency Relations Subcommittee of the advertising subcommittee. Donald S. Frost of
Bristol-Myers heads the subcommittee.
COUNT
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• Bureau

RADIO

1960

reverses

SETS

CENSUS

former

edict
• Holland spearheads movement
The 1960 decennial census will tabulate
the number of U. S. homes with radio and
television sets, following a pattern set in
1950 when tv was a relatively new medium.
Radio had been deleted from the census
earlier last month when the Census Bureau
decided there was no point in making a
costly national count inasmuch as nearly
every home has one or more radio sets
[Government, May 12].
Last week, however, the bureau reversed
itself "pursuant to a request made by Sen.
Spessard Holland (D-Fla.), chairman of the
Senate Appropriations Subcommittee,"
handling the Dept. of Commerce and Census Bureau budget [Government, May 26],
according to Sen. Holland's office, which
announced the bureau decision after receiving a letter from Dr. Robert W. Burgess,
census director.
The radio count was returned to the 1960
census after several days of fast maneuvering. Sen. Holland voiced polite amazement
that radio was not to be counted when the
subcommittee was questioning Dr. Burgess
May 2 1 . The director gave two reasons — the
1950 census figure of 96% radio saturation is
still valid; it is not technically feasible to
count these receivers.
At that point Sen. Holland noted that tv
had induced a radio slump which in turn
was followed by a radio resurgence. He
challenged the propriety of supplying facts
to the tv industry and not to aural broadcasters. He explained a "great volume" of requests for radio data had been received by
the subcommittee. Dr. Burgess then promised to review the matter.

Sen. Holland added his only desire was
to have determined the number of American
homes with radio and tv sets and the number having access to broadcast service. He
said the set audit was important because of
the needs of those beyond tv range who
need radio weather forecasts, farm information and similar services as well as civil defense information.
Last Tuesday the Census Bureau reached
Broadcasting

its decision to restore radio to the 1960
census, issuing this statement:
"Since the announcement in April that it
is proposed to include a question on television in the 1960 census, the bureau has received many requests that a question on
radio should also be included. Although
nearly every household reported a radio set
in 1950, there may still be significant differences from area to area as well as changes
in some areas since 1950.
"Accordingly the bureau has re-examined
its position. Director Burgess states that
in view of the great importance of radio as
a communications medium, it is now
planned to include a question on radio in
the 1960 census in order to provide up-todate information on the number and location
of households reporting radio. Information
reon types of radio receivers will not be
inforsuch
of
quested because the collection
mation would be unduly time consuming and
expensive."E. Fellows, NAB president, wrote
Harold
Dr. Burgess Wednesday that the radio
count "will result in securing information
nued
which is vital to this country's conti
and will
economic progress and well-being"
contribute "to radio's continued ability to
that
serve the country." He voiced regret
vers
recei
fm
and
wered
ry-po
batte
on
data
an
would not be collected. NAB conducted
on broadactive industry campaign calling
casters to state their position to legislators
and the Census Bureau.

PREVIEW

Old-country

flavor

for

Heidelberg Brewing Co., Tacoma,
Wash., is stepping up its radio-tv advertising today (Monday) with a special onemonth saturation campaign in 40 markets in the Pacific Northwest to promote
the company's new label. The agency is
This

M

LOOK FOR THE >

a

modern

beer

Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco.
Commercial copy on radio and television is built around the theme of
"Look for the Round Triangle," to exploit the company's new bottle label
design. A spokesman said the advertising
being put behind the new label design
is the largest concentrated advertising
effort in the history of Heidelberg, and
includes newspaper advertising as well as
the expanded radio-tv effort.
On radio, the campaign will include
announcements on Heidelberg's regular
news, weather and sports programs in
15 northwestern markets, plus a special
spot saturation effort on a total of 40
markets in 30 cities. On tv, the company
, half-hour travelng Treasure
sponsori
is
e film
series in 15 markets.
adventur
The Heidelberg tv spot below features
the beer's bottle and label superimposed

precedes

this

on a print of Hieronymos Bosch's "The
Jugglers," which hails from the 16th
Century. It will run on the Treasure show
beginning June 11.

Factor's $3 Million Account
Lands at Kenyon & Eckhardt
After a two month period of carefully
viewing a number of agency presentations.
Davis Factor, chairman of Max Factor &
appointCo., Hollywood, announced thehandl
e the
ment of Kenyon & Eckhardt to
2.
June
tive
$3 million cosmetic account, effec
the
for
y
g
agenc
tisin
K&E will be the adver
following Max Factor products: Natural
Wave hair spray, Hi-Fi fluid make-up and
d," Mr.
the fragrance lines. "It is anticipatects
will
Factor said, "that additional produ
be assigned later." Kenyon & Eckhardt, Los
Angeles, will service the account.
Anderson - McConnell, Factor's other
agency, will continue to handle Curl Control, Facial Bath, Creme-Puff and a new
lipstick.
Approximately $2.5 million of the Max
Factor advertising budget went into television last season with sponsorship of the alternate-week Polly Bergen Show on NBCTV. The show was not renewed for next
season.
Max Factor had been with Doyle Dane
Bernbach, New York, until two months ago
when they jointly terminated the association.
Smith, Greenland

Leave

Taking Half of Agency

Gore,
Billings

In an unexpected situation becoming
rarer in this day of the agency merger,
Gore/ Smith/ Greenland, New York, has
been dissolved as a triumvirate, with Messrs.
Martin L. Smith and Leo Greenland walking out with roughly 50% of the G/S/G
billings in their pockets. Effective June 1,
Smith/ Greenland Co. hangs out its shingle
Broadcasting

at 420 Madison Ave. (Plaza 9-5656)— the
present address of G/S/G.
With the $2.5 million in billing that will
go into the new agency are some $900,000
in broadcast allocations, principally in the
food product line. Of the less-than 50 people
currently employed by G/S/G, approximately 30 are slated to leave with Messrs.
Smith and Greenland.
Involved in the switch of advertisers are
the following broadcast accounts: Hercules
Chemical Co. (tv), Hires Bottling Co. root
beer (radio), Melnor Industries garden equipment (tv), Milady frozen food products
(radio-tv), Osrow Products Co. brushes (tv),
Roman Products Co. frozen foods (radio),
Seabrook Farms frozen fruits and vegetables
(radio-tv), Sau-See foods (radio), Louis
Sherry preserves (radio), Weldon Farm
Products' Alba non-fat dry milk (radio)
and Zausner Foods cheese products (radio).
Standard-Triumph Motor Car Co. (foreign

autos), one of G/S/G's major accounts,
will stay with Chester A. Gore, although
it's been reported that the British automaker
would like a larger agency. (Understood to
be pitching for Triumph: Kudner Agency,
which recently lost GM's Buick.)
Mr. Gore, now in Europe on vacation,
apparently did not learn of the split until
told last week by cable, but the two departing partners maintained they had told
Mr. Gore of their plans before he went
abroad. It was learned the rupture stemmed
from "personality conflicts" between the
three owners — a report more or less confirmed by the remark of one agency officer
who termed the divorce as "very per-

Gore/ Smith/ Greenland came into being
sonal ..." upon the merger of Mr. Gore
last August
(then president, Gore/Serwer) with Mr.
Greenland (his vice president) and Mr.
Smith, head of Martin L. Smith Adv.
June 2, 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED

M-E

Reassigns

McAvity

on

Two

Haight,
Coasts

George Haight, vice president in charge
oi tv-radio programming tor McCann-Erickson, and Thomas A. McAvity, corporate vice
president and general executive tor tv-radio.
have been assigned new posts, it was announced last week bj C. Terence Clyne.
senior vice president tor corporate tv-radio
services.
Effective June I. Mr. Haight will become
vice president in charge of tv-radio programming services for the West Coast. His duties
will include production responsibilities for
.ill HolKwood originations, new program
development on the West Coast, and responsibility for McCann-Erickson's film productions m Hollywood.
Mr. McAvity will become vice president
in charge of the home office tv-radio programming.
The new assignments of Mr. Haight and

MR. HAIGHT

MR. McAVITY

Mr. McAvity, Mr. Clyne pointed out, were
brought about by the agency's expanded
tv-radio volume and its forward planning.
A large portion of the agency's programming, including Westinghouse Desilu Playhouse, Steve Canyon, Eddie Fisher, Wells
Fargo, Bob Hope, Death Valley Days, Chesterfield Supper Club, etc., will originate
from the West Coast — as well as program
ideas and pilot films.
Mr. Haight and the agency's west coast
tv-radio staff will be located at 915 North
La Brea Ave.. Los Angeles. Mr. McAvity
will move to the agency's home office at
485 Lexington Ave. He had been at 50
Rockefeller where the corporate offices are
located.
Kellogg, Chrysler Fall Tv Plans
Await Burnett Recommendations
Fall tv plans of two blue-chip advertisers
—Chrysler Corp. and Kellogg Co. — were
still in abeyance last week, pending recommendations of their agency. Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago.
Kellogg has been reappraising its network-spot picture involving ( 1 ) possible
renewal of an ABC-TV children's strip; (2)
a reported sizable spot tv schedule in key
markets [Closed Circuit, May 26], and
( 3 ) purchase of one or more other network
tv properties. During the first quarter of
1958. Kellogg spent an estimated $2.9 million on network and $263,000 on spot. If
Page 32 • June 2. I95S

Kellogg renews the ABC-TV across the
board children's series, it's understood that
two of the five programs — Sir Lancelot and
The Buccaneers — will be replaced. Burnett
is expected to present its recommendations
to the cereal client by week's end. Sources
close to the account indicate Kellogg will
step up its spot activity at least in some
measure.
Also still hanging in the balance is Chrysler Corp.'s network tv alignment for fall.
The company already has notified CBS-TV
it will drop Climax (and its once-a-month
Shower of Stars) after the current season
ends. The Burnett agency has been screening several network show properties.

Defendants
FTC

May

Allowing

Appeal

Ruling

One or more of six large manufacturers
(and top radio-tv advertisers) may decide to
appeal a Federal Trade Commission ruling
against chain-store merchandising by stations
[Government, May 26].
Cyrus Austin. New York attorney who
represented the manufacturers before the
FTC, indicated last week that probably one
or more of the firms will take an individual
appeal to the courts (presumably to the U. S.
Appeals Court). Mr. Austin said, however,
that no final decision had been yet made by
any one of the companies. There is no time
limitation for an appeal and there are other
procedural courses open, he said. He did not
discount the chance that the firms would file
compliance reports with the commission and
not appeal the ruling.
The firms are General Foods Corp.,
Groveton Paper Co., Hudson Pulp & Paper
Corp., P. Lorillard Co., Piel Bros. Inc., Sunkist Growers Inc. and Sunshine Biscuits Inc.,
all large grocery suppliers which used store
merchandising benefits offered by networkowned stations in New York, Boston, and
Chicago. Six of them had appealed the initial
decisions but were denied at the same time
the commission affirmed its examiner's ruling. Sunkist earlier had signed an FTC consent order agreeing not to use any discriminatory store promotion plans.
The FTC has ordered the respondents to
discard practices of granting promotional
allowances to favored customers "through
the major radio-tv networks," noting that
broadcast in-store promotion-aids involving
"favore
d grocery chains" violate federal antitrust law.

This decision drew scattered interest in
New York City where network-owned stations have been active in in-store promotion. Aside from NBC, which had a formal
statement, other networks were quiet. CBS
said its attorneys were examining the FTC
action and its possible import but would
have nothing to say.
NBC

said the decision did not affect its
"Chain Lightning" plan. In a formal statement. P. A. (Buddy) Sugg, vice president
in charge of NBC-owned stations and NBC
Spot Sales, noted that the ruling "relates
to an earlier form of the Chain Lightning
plan which has been superseded by a broad-

ened plan offering participation opportunities to all food retailers regardless of type
and size." WRCA New York operates it
"with more than 3,300 individual participating stores. Of this number," he continued.
"55% are independents and cooperatives
and 45% are chain stores."
Apparently whatever use was made of
this type of merchandising by WABC-AMTV New York (ABC-owned) in the past,
the stations now are not so engaged. The
network had no comment as to what extent other ABC stations or affiliates were
using in-store merchandising plans.
A canvas of Chicago stations — network
and independent — indicated they would not
be affected, directly or indirectly, by the
FTC decision prohibiting limited in-store
Feature Foods, a pioneer food merchandising organization, which has about a dozen
plans.
clients among radio and tv stations, pointed
out that it offers its services equally to chain
and independent stores. The firms stressed
that in fact, most of its work is with independent stores.

Spot Radio Racks
Up
Record
First Quarter

National spot radio revenue for the year's
first quarter totaled an estimated $46,171.000, or a gain of 4% over the $44,41 1.000
revenue for the same period of a year ago.
Lawrence Webb, managing director of
Station Representatives Assn. which released
the figure last week, said the estimate represents the largest first quarter ever recorded
for national spot radio business.
Similarly, Radio Advertising Bureau is
announcing today (Monday) a first quarter
4% increase for both spot and local radio
as compared to the first three months of
1957.
Mr. Webb predicted that if this trend
continues, 1958 would prove the best year
for national spot radio on record (1957 was
the top year in revenue from national spot
radio). Last year's total was more than
$183.9 million, a 26,5% increase over 1956.
Figures released by SRA are based upon
reports of members which are audited by
Price Waterhouse & Co.
The RAB estimate is based on a 21 -man
panel of industry executives who are members of RAB's board of directors and plans
committee. The panel represents stations in
markets of all sizes, stations of various
power ratings and a variety of regional economic situations.
The panel, or "jury" as RAB refers to the
group of executives, was polled by RAB
during a semi-annual meeting. Figures show
national spot up 5% and local radio ahead
2.9%. Polling breakdown: national spot —
15 estimated spot average a 10.6% increase, five estimated an average decrease
of 11%, and one reported no change; local
— 12 estimated an average 11.6% boost,
eight estimated a 9.6% decrease, one reported no change.
Broadcasting

We've

got

Iowa

PACKAGE!

40

OF

AMERICA'S

200 best farm counties

are in Iowa! They're the cream of American
agriculture — help give Iowa farmers an
average income

of $11,800

NON-agricultural

income

accounts

74.5% of Iowa's total!
Radio reaches practically ALL
WHO
Iowa's 826,100 rural AND

,: -

per year. Yet
for

of

urban families — is

"heard regularly" by more Iowa families than
the next four commercial stations combined!

Unless you have lived or worked

in Iowa,

you can hardly imagine the impact that this
unique radio operation has on our entire
State. Let PGW

WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company, which also owns
and operates WHO-TV. Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO
for Iowa

Des Moines

PLUS!

. . . 50,000

Affiliate

Watts

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Broadcasting

tell you!

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
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BROADCASTING'S
. . . aptly describes
the new 1958 BROADCASTING One
Yearbook & Marketbook to be published this September. For
23 years BROADCASTING has produced a Radio Yearbook (February) and a TV Yearbook (issued in August).
This year, in one handy reference volume, both the radio
& tv Yearbooks will be merged, fulfilling countless subscriber and buyer demands.

The new Yearbook will have the help of Frank Silvernail,
Dean Emeritus of the Timebuyers, who recently retired
from BBD&O. As one of the Nation's leading buyers who
conservatively placed over $25 million in station time,
Frank was a constant user of BROADCASTING Yearbooks. Working closely with our editors, he has suggested
changes that will make the 1958 Yearbook a far more valu-

Book

able tool forrenc
buyers of
Refe
& tv. ary
e radioLibr

. . . .

A few of the many features: (1) radio & tv audiences,
their size and composition; (2) radio & tv time sales — by
network, spot and local, nationally and by individual markets; (3) market information such as retail sales, households, drug sales, passenger car registrations, food sales —
all by counties; (4) analyses of specialized radio programming— foreign language, Negro markets, multiplexing,
stereophonic broadcasting; (5) a review of how advertising
agencies have grown in radio & tv; plus separate radio and
tv station directories and other standard features which
have made BROADCASTING YEARBOOKS the most
authoritative, closely-read reference work in radio & tv for
the past 23 years.

Advertising deadline is July 14 for proofs; July 28, final deadline, no proofs.
Regular rates. 16,000 circulation.
Reserve your space today!

Advertising

Subverted

By 'Gimmickry— Adams
A no-holds-barred attack on today's role
of research in advertising was made Wednesday in Toledo, Ohio, by Charles F. Adams,
vice president and Cadillac motor car account supervisor at
MacManus, John &
Adams, Bloomfield
Hills, Mich. Addressing the Advertising Club of Toledo, Mr. Adams
noted that "imitation is the sincerest
form of suicide,"
and that "the advertising lookalikes have
approached that
MR. ADAMS
point of perilous perfection where potshots are being taken at
all advertising."
Describing some of the current ads — in
print as well as television — Mr. Adams said,
"Here is boredom at its best, the most expensive sedatives in the history of communication . . . magnificently produced advertising that does everything but arouse inpays the freight."
terest in the
He went
on: product that
"It takes a trained observer to tell whether
the product involved is to be eaten, rubbed
in the hair, ridden in or smoked. 'Mildness
makes the difference' covers everything
from chainsaws to toilet tissues . . ."
Advertising today, he asserted, is "beautiful .. . and sterile"; it does nothing for the
consumer or the client.
Who is to blame for "this virtual collapse
of persuasive power" at a time of economic
recession? Mr. Adams blamed "gimmickry"
— the "sure thing" that abolishes the "basic
insecurity of creativity," ergo saves an advertiser from making the wrong guess. The
implementers : "researchers . . . pseudoscientists . . . head-feelers" [who] "proposed
to guarantee the results of advertising."
This playing of the "confidence game," Mr.
Adams charged, has resulted in "creative
men becoming carpenters hammering together mass-produced ingredients. And because the ingredients were mass produced
and for sale to any advertiser, the resulting
ads became as alike as Sundays in Philadelphia .. . and every bit as stimulating."
"Creativity," said Mr. Adams, "became
a dirty word in some agencies and it became
fashionable to be known as a marketing
agency or a merchandising agency or a
motivation research agency. Anything except, God forbid, a creative agency." You
cannot force a consumer to want some-

thing, noted Mr. Adams. "All the motivational mumbo-jumbo, all the Freud-happy
figures assembled since Herr Doktor Dichter
was knee high to a couch cannot make the
public's taste-buds tingle or its ego pant for
a new car. . . . The public just doesn't give
a damn how much research went into the
preparation nor will it buy blindly to bail
the economy out of a slump."
Bring back creativity, he urged, and delBroadcasting

("not as
egate research to its rightful place
a drunk uses a lamp post . . . but to light
way"); follow the "inspired hunch" as
the
did the Leo Burnett agency with Marlboro.
Concluded Mr. Adams: "If creativity is to
conquer the head shrinkers, the prime force
is not likely to come from 10,000 speakers
at 10,000 luncheon clubs ... but it will
come from the man with the bankroll, the
client. And I believe the average advertiser
is rapidly becoming disenchanted with the
sterile, play-it-safe advertising. He is about
to lower the boom . . . and high time."
Aiello Goes

to MJ&A

in July

One of the principal sparkplugs on the
Buick Motor Div. account during its long
stay at Kudner Agency, New York, will

BUSINESS

remain instrumental on General Motors
Corp. tv advertising. Vincent F. Aiello, a
high-echelon Kudner executive who voluntarily took a back seat at the agency following the loss of Buick to McCann-Erickson, is
shifting in July to MacManus, John &
Adams, Bloomfield Hills, Mich.-New York,
in a policymaking post. MJ&A is one of
— servicing both PonGM agencies
principal Cadillac
auto accounts in addition
tiac and
on NBC-TV's
to GM institutional advertising at
MJ&A deWide Wide World. Officials
as did
move
clined comment on Mr. Aiello's
Mr. Aiello himself. Both indicated that an
be "forthcoming."
would
announcement
With
Kudner since
1944, Mr. Aiello had
been executive vice president and copy
chief on Goodyear Tire & Rubber, Buick
and GM institutional accounts.
WHO'S

BRIEFLY

TROOPERS RUSHED IN • Falstaff Brewing Corp. has renewed State Trooper,
MCA-TV film syndication show, in 66
markets for third successive year, through
its agency, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
MCA Tv Ltd. will go into production
immediately for third series of State Trooper
to meet requests by advertisers for additional half hour shows. New programs will
104 number of segments available
to
bring
for regional and local sponsorship.
OLDSMOBILE SONG • Oldsmobile Div. of
General Motors Corp., Detroit, through
D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit, will sponsor
CBS Radio's The Patti Page Show when
singer begins Tues.-Sun. series of five-minute
programs June 17. Miss Page will be heard
Tues.-Fri. 8:25-8:30 p.m.; Sat. and Sun.,
7:30-7:35 p.m., and Sun. 8:55-9 p.m.

RADIO

ROAST

DAY

AND

• Six new advertisers

have ordered schedules on NBC-TV's Today and Tonight shows: Amity Leather
Products Co., West Bend, Ind., for Rolfes
leather goods (Edward H. Weiss & Co.,
Chicago); Liftsavers, N. Y. (Product Services Inc., N. Y.); Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co., Akron (Campbell-Ewald, Detroit);
RCA-Whirlpool, N. Y. (Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y.); American Optical Co., Buffalo, for Cool-Ray sunglasses (SunderlandAbbott, Buffalo); Fifth Ave. Color Labs,
N. Y. (Maxwell Sackheim Inc., N. Y.).
PILLSBURY

MILLIONS

• Pillsbury Mills
Inc., Minneapolis, last week placed 52-week
daytime order amounting to more than $2
million in gross revenue on NBC-TV. Purchase calls for sponsorship of alternate-week
quarter-hour segment of six daytime weekday programs starting in fall. Agency is
Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
EAGER FOR BEAVER • Miles Labs, Elkhart, Ind., and Ralston Purina Co., St. Louis,
will sponsor Leave It to Beaver when series
moves from CBS-TV to ABC-TV starting
Oct. 3 (Fri. 8:30-9 p.m.). Agencies are
Geoffrey Wade, Hollywood, for Miles Labs,
and Gardner Adv., St. Louis, for RP.

WHAT,

WHERE

• Borden Co. (Rich Roast

coffee), N. Y., has launched 12-week campaign on eight radio stations in New York
metropolitan area, using 109 one-minute
spot announcements per week. Agency: Doherty, Clifford,. Steers & Shefield, N. Y.
STEVERINO

STAYS

• Greyhound

Corp.

has renewed its sponsorship of NBC-TV's
Steve Allen Show (Sun. 8-9 p.m.) for 195859 season. Agency for Greyhound Corp.:
Grey Adv., N. Y.
SUMMER

WRAP

• Dow

Chemical Co.

(Saran Wrap), Midland, Mich., currently is
conducting 13-week tv spot drive in nine
central and eastern U. S. markets, expiring
in July. MacManus, John & Adams, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., is agency.
AMERICAN

NIGHT

BUYING

COMBO

• Four advertisers

have signed to sponsor segments of ABCTV's American Bandstand (Mon.-Fri., 45 p.m.). They are Minnesota Mining & Mfg.
Co. (Scotch Brand tape), St. Paul, through
BBDO, N. Y.; Polk Miller Products Corp.
(Sergeant's dog remedies), Richmond,
through N. W. Ayer & Son. Phila.; Shulton
Inc. (toiletries), Clifton, N. L, through
Wesley Assoc., N. Y., and Vick Chemical
Co., N. Y., through Morse International
Inc., N. Y.
CONTINUALLY CONTINENTAL • Continental Baking Co., N. Y., renewed its
sponsorship of Howdy Doody Show on
NBC-TV, Saturdays, 10-10:30 a.m. for 52
weeks effective June 24. It marks seventh
year that Continental Baking will be sponsor of series. Show itself has been on air,
first as daily strip, now weekly, for past 10
years. Agency for Continental is Ted Bates
6 Co., N. Y.
RETURN OF ZORRO • AC Spark Plug
Div. of General Motors Corp., Flint, Mich.,
and Seven-Up Corp., St. Louis, renewed
sponsorship of Zorro on ABC-TV for fall
season (Thurs. 8-8:30 p.m.). AC Spark Plug's
agency is D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit, and
Seven-Up's, J. Walter Thompson, Chicago.
June 2, 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
Give
In

Agencies

Marketing

Voice
Strategy

Advertising agencies apparently are becoming increasing!) conscious of the advertiser's marketing problems and in doing so
want to be counted in on marketing plans.
The point was emphasized in recent speeches
by three advertising executives.
A blunt appeal that advertisers "let their
agencies do a full job" was made last week
by Harold L. McClinton. president of
Reach, McClinton & Co.. New York, in an
address before the 65th annual meeting of
the Canadian Life Insurance Officers Assn.
in Quebec. He opined that agencies find it
impossible to perform their function when
frequently advertisers do not include the
agency as "a real part of the marketing
team."
Mr. McClinton urged that marketing procedures be brought up to date, that effective
marketing strategy be emphasized and the
company's advertising director be placed
on the "first team." He cited Reach, McClinton's relationship with The Prudential
Insurance Co. of America as an example
of an effective marketing strategy bearing
on insurance sales objectives.
A Cunningham & Walsh executive. May
22, called on advertising companies to bring
their agencies into marketing plans.
The agency spokesman was William V.
Mulvey, senior vice president, member of
the executive committee and of the board.
Also speaking at a session of the New York
chapter of the American Marketing Assn.
was George Frost, vice president and advertising manager of Cannon Mills and chairman of the company's advertising-merchandising-sales committee. Both presented views
on how far an agency should go in preparing marketing strategy for its clients.
Mr. Mulvey said the agency should be
called on for marketing service because it is
a "selling weapon to be used" to keep an
edge over competitors,
and it is economical
for the client. Use of agency marketing
services would result in more effective advertising and add a perspective (the agency
would render "a most unbiased opinion of
industry developments" because it is not
hampered by internal company pressures).
Mr. Mulvey said that "if the advertising
agent is going to be held responsible — to the
point of being canned by the client — for
sales failures, then it is important that he
have a voice in every phase of the distributional pattern of that product."
Mr. Frost warned advertiser^ that despite
the extent of agency marketing aid, it is still
the responsibility of the advertiser and not
the agency to make the final decision on the
overall marketing plan. He said there is
need for spelling out in writing the specific
areas of marketing responsibility to be assumed by both the agency and the advertiser.

Accas

Joining

Grey

Media Staff
Gene Accas, vice president in charge of
sales development for ABC-TV, has resigned
to join Grey Adv., New York, as associate media director, reporting to Larry
Page 36
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Deckinger, vice president in charge of media
for the agency, effective June 14. Mr.
Accas has been with ABC since February
1957, and before that was with Television
Bureau of Adv. for a year. Prior to that
he was with ABC for a number of years and
also served with NBC and Foote, Cone &
Belding.

Weekly Radio Audience Up 8%
Over Last Year, Nielsen Finds
Rebounding radio business got a new
push forward last week.
The A. C. Nielsen Co., in a special report
for release today (Monday) said radio's
weekly audience is up 8% over a year ago.
The findings were drawn from a special
study, made annually by the Nielsen company.
The study showed that during "a typical
mid-winter week" this year 89.5% of all
U. S. radio homes used their household
radio sets. Nielsen said this audience, total-

TELLING

TIME

AND

ing more than 43.5 million different homes,
over 3 million (8%) ahead of the figures for
a year ago.
A total of 655 million home-hours of
radio listening were recorded during the
week, according to the study. Listening was
distributed during the day as follows: 40%
occurred during the morning hours, 6 a.m.
to noon; 34% during the afternoon, from
noon to 6 p.m.; 21% during the evening, 6
p.m. to midnight, and 5% after midnight.
The report found that during a single
week more than 24 million homes use their
radio during the single hour between 8 and
9 p.m. on weekdays. During the evening,
the greatest weekly audience is between 6
and 7 p.m., when more than 20 million different homes tune in across the week.
A total of 55% of all in-home listening
is done during the weekday (6 a.m. to 6
p.m.), Nielsen reported. Evening listening
and listening after midnight account for
26%, while 19% is done during the daytime on weekends.

MAKING

operations for WRCAAM-TV, suggested the innovation. He felt 10-second station break announcement within Today
could be sold as time signal commercials just as
was the practice in radio.
William Davidson, general
Last year WRCA-TV
New York decided to add
"a new wrinkle to an old
look" and, as an experiment, started to sell "electronic time signals" — 10second, early-morning station breaks presenting time
of day and a commercial.

manager of WRCA-AMTV, and Max Buck, sales
director, agreed.
The presentation to
agencies and advertisers
pointed out that time
checks are valuable to
working people, the commuter, the housewife and
children.
It added that

The experiment's success has prompted a decision to offer the plan to
NBC's owned and operated tv stations, more than
100 network affiliates
carrying the Today show
(Mon.-Fri., 7-9 a.m.) and
to other affiliates presenting early-morning local
programming.
WRCA-TV officials acknowledge the plan is no
gold mine, but point out
that by June 24, when the
first anniversary of the
electronic time signal rolls
around, the technique will
have brought in about
$100,000 — an overwhelming portion of which is
"found money." As of
May 1, income totalling
$76,200 had been billed by
the station $40,750 from
advertisers who had never
used WRCA-TV.
Peter Affe, director of

MONEY
message (see cuts).
The upsurge in business
can be gauged by a comparison of station-break
time sold before the electronic time signal was introduced (10%) and now
(80%). A total of 12
spots are available daily on
Today. The price to an advertiser is$250 for five station breaks a week, minimum purchase, and $750
for 15 breaks a week, the
maximum. Sponsors who
have signed up for heavy
schedules include Tropicana orange juice (340
spots over 68 weeks), Myomist (260 spots over 52
weeks), Dove soap (130
spots over 26 weeks) and
Delta Airlines (435 spots
over 41 weeks).
The track record of the
electronic time signal plan
so impressed P. A. (Buddy)

these time signal breaks
combine a visual and
audio announcement of an
advertiser's product plus
an actual on-camera clock
showing the exact time.
The cost of WRCA-TV: an
electric clock.
The time signal consists
of that clock adapted to a
device for use in a teloptican projector with a
card constructed in the
same way as any telop.
Photographs, art work,
hand lettering, hot press
and film have been used in
presenting the commercial

Sugg, vice president of
NBC owned stations and
NBC Spot Sales, that he
recommended other NBC
tv stations consider it. A
presentation outlining
W R C A-T V's experience
was mailed to affiliated
stations last week.

Creams while you wash
Broadcasting

more,

people

Successfully reaching more people has met only half of Bartell
Family Radio objectives. Attracting and holding more different people
young and old, all over town, in every walk of life — has been a
continuing accomplishment. A programing of broad appeal, locally
accented, is in the Bartell pattern of audience composition. Here is
professionalism based upon more than a decade of scholarship,
salesmanship, showmanship. This is
bartell

family

radio

AMERICA'S FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING 15 MILLION BUYERS
Sold Nationally by Adam Young, Inc. for WOKY The KATZ Agency
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
DOES

C-P-M

MEAN
ACTIVITY

BELLY-BUTTONS?
• Mayer

questions

tv research

• Author

addresses

market

men

An awesome challenge was hurled at media researchers last week by an " outsider":
when you talk about cost-per-thousand,
what are you counting — "belly-buttons?"
The outsider: Martin P. Mayer, author
of the best-seller Madison Avenue, U.S.A.
The insiders: members of the media research discussion group of the American
Marketing Assn.. hearing Mr. Mayer's talk
at a Thursday luncheon in New York.

Mr. Mayer's argument is one of "comparability ofunits." He contends that while
researching his book
he was shown numerous C-P-M studies of all media —
which "connone of tained
a hint that
these figures dealt
with cost-per-thousand of potential
customers." Thus,
he asked, if media
can't tell through
such slide-rule findMR. MAYER
ings the makeup of
its audience, how can it hope to persuade
advertisers that they are getting their
money's worth?
"This is not a technical question," said
Mr. Mayer. "The comparability of units
technically is itself a massive problem. But
even ... if you could measure television
audiences against outdoor audiences and
come up with a scientifically valid analysis,
you would still leave a vast area open for
the exercise of plain brute judgment."
He explained: "No advertiser seeks audience for its own sake. Bald men by the
thousand may wistfully watch your hair
tonic commercial but not many of them
will buy your product. And those who do
cannot be regarded as long-term customers,
anyway. The question is not how many
do you reach. It is, always and inescapably,
whom do you reach."
Mr. Mayer suggested that researchers consider the proposition of breaking down audiences into "abstract categories." The way
Mr. Mayer envisions them: (1) The person
who believes in the product and uses it (the
"most desirable"); (2) the person who
doesn't use the product but is ready to try
it: (3) the person who has no prejudice
either for or against the product and is
willing to try something new,kj(4) the person who uses another brand but who might
be convinced to switch; (5) the person who
has used the product once but switched
to another brand for reasons he himself

doesn't know; (6) the person who doesn't
use the product at all and who won't spend
the money for it; ( 7) the person who thinks
the product is "no good."
This proves, Mr. Mayer felt, that there
is no such animal as a "typical consumer."
Certainly, he said, a tv advertiser cannot
hope to address a "certain specific income
group." When a manufacturer sponsors an
Page 38 • June 2, 1958

HOW

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 124,943,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
May 18-24. This is how they spent their time:

66.9% (83,587,000) spent 1,655.9 million hours
993.2 million hours
56.5% (70,593,000) spent
412.4
million hours
82.5% (103,078,000) spent
196.0 million hours
33.1% (41,356,000) spent
254.6 million hours
18.8% (23,489,000) spent
134.1 million hours
26.2% (32,702,000) spent

WAICIIING I'ELEVISION
LISTENING TO RADIO
. . . . READING NEWSPAPERS
READING MAGAZINES
WATCHING MOVIES ON TV
ATTENDING MOVIES*

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's weekly and quarterly
"Activity" report, from which these weekly figures are drawn, furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and shows the duplicated
and unduplicated audiences between each specific medium. Copyright 1958 Sindlinger
& Co.
• All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with exception of the "attending
movies" category which is a cumulative total for the week. Sindlinger tabulations are available within 2-7 days of the interviewing week.
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of May 1, Sindlinger data shows: (1) 107,850,000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.3% of the people in that age group);
(2) 41,779,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 46,019,000 tv sets in use in U. S.

expensive program or buys a full-page advertisement he is reaching mass and somewhere in that "dense forest" may lurk the
person who will buy the product.
A. C. Nielsen Granted Patent
For Instantaneous Audimeter
A patent covering its new tv instantaneous
measurement device has been issued to
A. C. Nielsen Co. — the most recent in a
series of over 40 involving radio-tv audience
measurements assigned to the market research organization.
The Nielsen-developed device currently
is being tested in "pilot stage operations"
at its Chicago headquarters and is being
refined for eventual industry use, probably
sometime before year's end. It is similar
in objective to American Research Bureau's
Arbitron, with certain variable features, and
is called the Instantaneous Audimeter [Advertisers &Agencies, April 7].
The patent (No. 2833859) covers use of
the Audimeter for measurement of television
audiences at a central point remote from
homes being monitored and transmission of
telemetering information over leased lines.
The device prints total number of homes
using tv and total number viewing each
program by each minute of the program
day. The patent also covers devices for
recording data necessary "to make more
comprehensive audience studies such as
viewing by various market sections, audience flow and other viewing trends required
by the industry." It was issued and assigned
May 6.
Three

New

Directors for Bates

Three new directors were elected for one
year terms by Ted Bates & Co., New York,
it was announced last week by William H.
Kearns, president of the agency. They are
Edward A. Grey, vice president and direc-

tor of media; Dan Rodgers, vice president
and account group supervisor, and Allen
M. Whitlock, vice president and account
group supervisor. Mr. Grey and Mr. Rodgers have been with the agency for three and
a half years, Mr. Whitlock for eight.
Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap
Takes Over Chicago Agency
Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap Inc., Milwaukee agency specializing in agricultural
accounts, will absorb facilities and personnel
of Critchfield & Co., with the latter agency
becoming its Chicago office. The move
becomes effective this week. Among Critchfield's 20-plus accounts are such radio clients
as Allgauer Restaurants, Chicago Federal
Savings & Loan Assn. and Crow's Hybrid
Corn Co. with agency billings of over $2
million. Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap bills
an estimated $10 million. As part of the consolidation, Edward Nesbitt, president and
owner of Critchfield, will serve as consultant
and Charles Nesbitt, executive vice president, becomes Chicago office manager.
'Challenge'

Over

After Summer

The fate of Revlon's The $64,000 Challenge apparently has been resolved, with the
show — now seen Sundays, 10-10:30 p.m. —
slated to leave CBS-TV the end of this
summer. In its place, Revlon hopes to
schedule The $64,000 Question, alternate
sponsor P. Lorillard Co. willing. (Lorillard
had expressed great interest in The Magnificent Montague with Vivienne Segal, but
Revlon declined to stamp its approval.)
Though deDrived of Question's long-time
Tues., 10-10:30 p.m. berth on CBS-TV by
next season's scheduling of the new Garry
Moore Show (10-11 p.m.), Revlon has
signed to sponsor the 10-10:30 half of the
program.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTIN

Two

as

show

businesses

radio-tv

boosts

get

Ice

Radio and tv are great entertainment
media, as everybody in show business will
readily admit. No one in advertising will
argue that the broadcast media are not
great advertising media. Yet, when it comes
to advertising show business, radio and tv
have traditionally been relegated to the back
row, well behind print media.
This seemed all wrong to George Irwin,
vice president of Heintz & Co., Los Angeles,
account supervisor of advertising for Ice
Capades, and to John Thackaberry, account executive for this touring ice show.
In the past, advertising for the traveling ice
attraction has been divided among newspapers, car cards, radio and tv. But last
year the Heintz executive persuaded John
Harris, owner of Ice Capades, and Jack
Sidney, advertising and publicity director
for the show, to change that formula and
put the emphasis on radio and tv.
The new approach was first tested in
Boston. The results were sensational: seat
sales increased one-third; gross revenue was
up $180,000 over the Ice Capades' visit to
Boston the previous year. Obviously, the
prescription was more of the same for the
Los Angeles run.
So, in January, the Heintz executives
called on the radio and tv stations in Los
Angeles, told them that Ice Capades was
to open in that city April 30 but that its
1958 stay would be only 2Vi weeks instead
of the usual four weeks. Again departing
from tradition, they did not tell the stations
how much money they had to spend but
asked them "What will it take for you to
sell out the house for this limited run?"

together

Capades

sales

"The reaction was great," Mr. Thackaberry said last week. "The stations gave us
elaborate proposals, listed scores of availabilities, suggested planned program positions for our spots, offered merchandising
and publicity tie-ins, reported on ratings
and successful use of similar plans by other
advertisers. They couldn't have been more
Responding in kind, the agency men didn't
helpful."In virtually every instance, the stahaggle.
tion's proposal was either accepted in full
or turned down. Time for Ice Capades was
placed on tv stations KABC-TV, KNXT,
KTLA and KTTV. In radio, KDAY, KFAC,
KGIL, KMPC, KNX and KWKW were
used.
Heavy emphasis was put on 10-second
ID's in both radio and tv, starting April 7
and building to a peak during the week
preceding the April 30 opening and the first
week of the Los Angeles run, then tapering off to May 11. By then, the advertising
had done its job. The last week of the run,
which ended May 18, was virtually sold out
before it commenced.

"We used spots as short as seven seconds
and as long as full minutes," Mr. Thackaberry said, "but we used shorter ones most
in the belief that Ice Capades was well
known to the Los Angeles public and that
our main job was to announce that Ice
Capades was coming to town April 30 and
that it was staying for only 2Vi weeks, the
shortest Los Angeles run in Ice Capades
history. This was the theme of every announcement."
Supporting the spot campaign, the sta-

tions all broadcast interviews with Ice
Capades stars, conducted contests with
tickets to the Ice Capades as prizes. One of
the most successful contests was that of
KNX, whose morning disc jockey, Bob
Crane, asked listeners to write their names
on postcards and send them to the station
for a chance to win an Amana food freezer.
More than 10,000 responded. Each day he
broadcast a mystery jingle with clues to an
object frozen in the freezer, then telephoned the writers of cards picked at
random until the object was identified as
the coif worn by Bette Davis, now narrator
of a daytime serial on KNX-CBS, in her
movie portrayal of Queen Elizabeth I. Calls
were made through the entire KNX broadcast day; each person called got two tickets
to Ice Capades in addition to a chance to
guess at the mystery object.
In addition, Mr. Crane, his wife and their
son learned to ice skate in the weeks preceding April 30, their progress being fully reported on his morning programs. (KNX's
outstanding promotion for Ice Capades can
be attributed (1) to the opportunity to build
audience for Bob Crane, a comparatively
recent arrival at the station, and (2) to the
fact that KNX received about 25% of the
Ice Capades' total broadcast appropriation.)
The Cranes demonstrated their new skat-

ing skill on May 1, "second premiere night"
of Ice Capades, during a special half-hour
program put on by radio and tv stars before
the regular Ice Capades performance.
KTLA's remote unit picked up the broadcast
talent show and put it on the air for the home
tv audience. KTTV also did a remote telecast from Ice Capades on opening night.
"All the stations cooperated wonderfully
with special promotions of one kind and
another," Mr. Thackaberry reported. "They
all helped make the campaign the big success
it was." He cited, among others, the promotion Spanish-language KWKW
gave the
Carmen ice ballet, top spectacle of the Ice
Capades performance, to effect an unusually
large sale of tickets to the city's Latin American population.
In cold figures, Ice Capades' 1958 Los
Angeles broadcast budget was virtually
doubled over 1957, while the print media
received about the same each year.

The results: ticket sales for this year's
28 performances topped those for last year's
35 performances by 25%. (Final dollar
figures are not yet tabulated.)

Lambert

EVERYBODY'S

IN THE

ACT

IN LA.

. . . and the sponsor likes it. John Harris, owner of the Ice Capades,
with the ticket response to such stunts as the family act put on by is obviously pleased
the Bob Cranes in
conjunction with the radio-tv campaign in that city (see story).
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& Feasley Gets Hudnut

Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co. and
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New
York, have announced that by mutual
agreement Hudnut hair preparation brands,
now being handled by the agency, will go
to Lambert & Feasley. The shift will be
effective Aug. 1 . SSC&B, however, will continue to serve Warner-Lambert as marketing
consultant on new products as they are
developed in research. Hudnut hair preparations has had a budget of nearly $2 million.
SSC&B had served the account for the past
year; prior to that it was with Kenyon &
Eckhardt.
Broadcasting
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FILM
SCRANTON

BUYS

•

Price reportedly

•

Tv production

in excess

ROACH

of $15.5

firm to operate

The purchase of all outstanding stock of
Hal Roach Studios. Culver City, Calif., by
the Scranton Corp.. Scranton, Pa., was announced last week at a news conference in
New York by Alexander L. Gutermu. board
chairman of the F. L. Jacobs Co., Detroit,
major stockholder of the Scranton Corp.;
Harold Megargel, president of Scranton,
and Hal Roach Jr.
Purchase price was not divulged but Mr.
Roach said it would be "in excess of $15.5
million." He added that he could not make
the figure more specific because there were
numerous legal ramifications that could not
be explored at this time. It is believed that
Mr. Roach will receive a certain sum of

STOCK

million

as wholly-owned subsidiary
Charlie ( hase comedy short subjects, plus a
limited group of feature films. The company also has developed 10 new tv film
series which it is hoping to sell to networks
or stations.
The huge backlog of tv films and motion
picture product released to tv by Roach
gave rise to speculation that one reason for
the vagueness about the sales price is that
at present a definite value cannot be assigned to the product because much of it
is re-run film, depreciation value of the
product is uncertain and the ultimate sales
results are not predictable.
Mr. Guterma said the move is in line

cash, long-term notes, participation in sales
and a substantial stock interest in the Scranton Corp. as his share of the transaction.
Mr. Roach places a value of $12.5 million
on the physical plant of the Hal Roach
Studios alone.

Mr. Guterma reported that present plans
call for major expansion of Hal Roach
Studios activities in new fields and said the
acquisition by the Scranton Corp. will provide additional capital for such expansion
moves. These will include an increase in the
present schedules of production of films for
tv and feature-length motion pictures for
theatre distribution, including production
activity in Paris and London. Plans also
encompass the setting up of a national distributing organization for tv films.
Hal Roach Studios was organized in 1921
and under the supervision of Hal Roach Sr.
produced more than 600 features, short subjects and comedy films until 1942 when the
U.S. Army leased the property. In 1948,
the studios converted to tv film production
exclusively and in 1955 Hal Roach Jr. acquired ownership.
The Roach tv film properties include
Oh! Susanna, The Stu Erwin Show, Racket
Squad, My Little Margie, Public Defender,
Passport to Danger, Screen Directors Playhouse, Code 3, The Charlie Farrell Show,
Blondie, Telephone Time and Love That
mi.

In addition to the film series produced
especially for television, Roach motion picture properties syndicated to tv include the
"Our Gang" comedies released to tv as
Little Rascals, the Laurel and Hardy and
Page 44
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Paramount plans call for 39 half-hour
films for the first year, starting with an orbiting space-wheel satellite launched by the
U. S. The man on the satellite will travel to
the moon to establish a space station. The
second year of the series calls for space
men's trips to Mars and Venus and the third
year, the establishment of a space station on
Mars.
Rip Van Ronkel, writer of "Destination
Moon" screenplay, is working on Conquest
of Space. The series will be filmed at Paramount Sunset Studio.
Mr. Schulke plans to go to New York
early this month with a pilot of the series to
confer with networks and potential sponsors. "If the expected sale is not made, Paramount will still go ahead with the series,"
Mr. Schulke said.
He added that Paramount had been promised the technical aid and cooperation of the
Air Force in all details and that "there
probably won't be anything shown during
the first year that won't actually happen
within the next 25."

As a result of the acquisition, Hal Roach
Studios will be operated as a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Scranton Corp. Mr. Roach
will continue as president and executive
producer of this division and will join Scranton as a member of its board of directors.
He revealed he has a five-year contract
with the new owners, plus options to renew
the agreement.
In turn, Scranton will receive all the properties belonging to the Roach organization,
comprising the 18-acre studios in Culver
City, all existing tv and motion picture properties and the entire film library of the
company.

a space fiction documentary, which will look
back to the present era from a half-century
in the future.

Film Producers

ACQUISITION of all outstanding stock in
the Hal Roach Studios, Culver City, Calif.,
by the Scranton Corp. was announced by (I
to r) Alexander L. Guterma, president and
board chairman of the F. L. Jacobs Co.
(major stockholder of Scranton); Hal Roach
Jr., president of Hal Roach Studios, and
Garland L. Culpepper, vice president of the
Scranton Corp.
with diversification plans of Scranton and
F. L. Jacobs. Scranton, he explained, is a
local manufacturer primarily but also is
active in the manufacture of electronic parts
and tents. F. L. Jacobs is an automobile
parts manufacturer and recently acquired
symphonic Electronics Corp., manufacturer
of conventional and high fidelity phonographs.
Gross sales of Scranton Corp. in 1957
amounted to about $7 million and the company reported a loss of about $360,000.
Gross volume of business by Roach in 1957
was about $10 million, and, according to
Mr. Roach, the company operated "verymuch in the black." F. L. Jacobs' gross
volume in 1957 approximated $50 million
and the company "operated at a profit," according to Mr. Guterma.
Paramount

to Enter Tv

With

Space

New

Series

Jim Schulke, vice president and general
manager of Paramount Sunset Corp., has announced that Paramount will enter the television production field with a series entitled
The Conquest of Space. The format will be

Assn.

Contracts

For Videotape Jurisdiction
The Film Producers Assn. of New York
announced last week that agreement has
been reached with the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employes concerning
jurisdiction over videotape. A dispute over
videotape led 5,000 members of IATSE to
conduct a one-day strike against FPA on
May 5 [Personnel Relations, May 12].
Though IATSE always had jurisdiction
over videotape in contracts with FPA members, the dispute arose primarily over
IATSE's insistence for protection in the
event that producers sub-contracted videotape work to companies that may not have
a contract with IATSE or if producers established subsidiary companies. The settlement
reached provides that producers shall subcontract only to firms who hold IATSE contracts, "except where there are no
subcontractors available to offer servicessuchat
competitive prices." FPA also agreed to
grant tape jurisdiction to IATSE in the event
producers establish subsidiary companies.
FPA stipulated, however, that if an FPA
member sells his firm to a company holding
a contract with a union other than IATSE,
IATSE will have no right to jurisdiction.

The ' terms of the agreement have been
incorporated into a basic contract which
takes effect as of May 22 and expires on
Dec. 31, 1960. It also provides for a trial
period until Dec. 31, 1959 during which
producers and various union crafts will
work together to determine rates and working conditions to apply in the industry.
FPA, which consists of leading producers
in New York of tv film commercials and
industrial films, has two members with VTR
equipment. They are Elliot, Linger & Elliot
Inc. and Filmways Inc. Six other producers
plan to install equipment "as soon as is pracBroadcasting
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* December Bride, Dick Poivell's Zane Grey
Theatre and the Danny Thomas Show,
which has been in the Top Ten ever since
it moved to the CBS Television Network.
:*The Ann Sothern Show.

No one in the food business does
more advertising than General Foods.
No one in the food business uses
more television. And

no one in the

food business has more customers.

For the past six years General
Foods has consistently placed most
of its television advertising on the
CBS Television Network -where
this season it presented three of the
most popular nighttime programs?
Each

of these programs

attracted

a iveekly average of more than
30 million people. Combined,

they

brought General Foods 235 million
advertising impressions a week

General

through the October-April season.

Foods
Next season General Foods will add
a fourth program** to this nighttime
schedule. Its reasoning is simple and

asks

for

direct: The more people reached
as potential customers, the better
its chances for sales. Television

a

offers the biggest potential audience,

helping

so television gets the biggest share
of the company's

And

advertising dollar.

since the television audience

keeps on growing each year, it is
only natural that General Foods'
investment should grow too.
Like General Foods, other leading
advertisers such as Westinghouse,
U. S. Steel, Prudential, Procter &
Gamble and General Motors' Delco
Division will also profit by the
expanding television audience. They
have joined an impressive wave
of renewals on the network

which

for 68 consecutive Nielsen Reports
has provided the largest nationwide
audiences in advertising.

CBS

TELEVISION

NETWORK

fourth

FILM CONTINUED

FOUND:
THROUGH

QUALITY

NEWSFILM

SOUND

OXIDE

STRIPING
METHOD
way.
A thin stripe of iron oxide along one
gear with magnetic heads included is underedge of regular If) mm movie film is slowly
revolutionizing the television newsfilm busiNBC-TV, which does not have the print
ness. It is a kind of "magnetic tape" sound
problem since it is not involved in syndicatrack applied to the film, resulting in "live"
tion, also has been converting to magnetic
quality sound in contrast to the "rain barrel"
si ripe sound tracks over the past year and
effect found in some newsreel clips using
about H0'/( of all news footage is in the
the traditional hut lesser-quality photonewer medium. NBC-TV has installed new
graphic sound track.
projectors in New York, Washington, ChiThere hasn'l been much talk about this
cago and Los Angeles to handle the film
significant development because of the slow
and is converting and acquiring new film
pace of introduction among tv station and
camera equipment. NBC syndicated its
other users who must adapt existing equipnews films for six years, dropping out of
ment and procedures and because of the
this phase in 1953.
highly technical nature of the innovation.
ABC-TV does not have its own news
There is also an element of slight extra cost,
film crews like CBS and NBC. instead reranging from 1 1 2 to 2V2 cents per foot
taining INS-Telenews as basic supplier.
for the striping.
Produced by Hearst Metrotone, Telenews
But CBS Newsfilm, under the direction
uses the photographic sound system but has
of Manager Howard L. Kany, has come
up with a key unit of equipment which
may well be the turning point for wider
acceptance of the magnetic stripe and the
distinctly higher quality sound film it makes
possible. This equipment is a continuous
contact film printer, designed and produced
under the supervision of R. C. Rheineck,
CBS Newsfilm chief engineer. This equipment, now at Du Art Labs., CBS Newsfilm
processing plant in New York (see picture),
permits the production of syndication prints
involving magnetic stripe in a single operation and in the same fast time as ordinary
photographic sound prints.

netic "when the users want it." Since all
stations can project optical sound and very
few can handle magnetic, UP feels any big
demand for magnetic is still a long way in
the future. Even foreign-language users of
UP Movietone are not asking for magnetic
stripe, content to voice-in live over film the
local dialect, rather than use dubbing.
The principal projector makers, RCA,
Eastman Kodak and Bell & Howell, are
reported making magnetic adaptors available to tv stations for their existing equipment and CBS engineers say the conversion
job is fairly simple and can be handled by
station personnel.
Why does "rain barrel" sound occur in
some news films using photographic sound
and not in theatrical movies or feature news
films using the same process? The difference
is that spot news films, because of the precious time element, are shot by "single system" whereas the higher quality theatrical
and feature films are done by the much
slower "double system." In the single sys-

The printer is the only one of its kind
but it soon will be duplicated in other
CBS Newsfilm distribution centers at Washington, Chicago and Los Angeles, and later
Seattle and St. Louis. The printer licks
the one major bottleneck in newsfilm, especially syndication: the element of time.
The magnetic stripe offers several factors
which enhance the quality of the sound
track over the optical system. These include improved frequency response, greater
signal-to-noise ratio and lower harmonic
distortion. Magnetic stripe in addition provides the operational advantage of permitting the camera crew to monitor the pickup
during filming and to adjust sound controls
immediately. There is also some reduction
in size and weight of gear the camera
crew must carry on any assignment.
CBS News began practical use of magnetic stripe in November 1956 in footage
for Douglas Edwards With the News. CBSTV Network use has expanded since then.
CBS Newsfilm, which syndicates a minimum of 60 stories weekly to 109 stations
in the U. S. and 16 foreign countries,
shipped its first optical prints made from
magnetic stripe originals earlier this year,
the first story being Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Benson's April 24 news conference. About 40% of all footage now is
being shot with magnetic stripe and is expected to hit 100% by the end of the year,
Mr. Kany predicted. Conversion of existing camera gear and acquisition of new
June 2, 1958
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HOWARD L. KANY (left), manager of newsfilm, CBS News, nearns from inventor R. C.
Rheineck, chief engineer, CBS News, how this custom-built prototype of a magnetic
stripe film printer operates at Du Art Film Labs., New York. Mr. Rheineck's right hand
is pointing to assembly which makes magnetic print directly from magnetic original
(both film picture and magnetic sound stripe). Assembly below this makes regular optical
sound-and-picture print from magnetic original.

been considering magnetic stripe and will
supply it when there is sufficient demand,
according to Manager Robert H. Reed. A
limited amount of footage for foreign consumption issupplied in magnetic stripe to
permit language voice dubbing. Telenews'
New York processor, Deluxe Labs., which
handles magnetic stripe in the theatrical
field, explained it must still use a double
process to produce magnetic stripe prints.
Telenews entered tv news syndication in
1948 and now serves over 100 stations in
the U. S. and some 20 foreign markets.
UP Movietone, which has been syndicating to tv since 1951 and supplies 94
stations domestically and abroad, sees the
photographic system long entrenched as far
as syndication is concerned but will go mag-

tern, both the picture and accompanying
sound track are captured on one piece of
film simultaneously. Only one film needs to
be processed and only a single step is required to make a print.
However, the quality of the sound track
may suffer since development of the negative and the making of the print is keyed to
production of the best quality of picture. In
spot news situations, both the lighting conditions and sound pickup conditions are
highly variable and require different processing treatment to achieve the optimum.
With both portions on the same piece of
film, meeting the demands of both variables
is difficult. Under the double system two
films are used, one for picture, one for
sound, and the variables can be closely conBroadcasting
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FILM CONTINUED
Reverse
MOVIE

PR'S UTOPIA

Critics of the "cuffo plug" for Hollywood films on U. S. television would
be dismayed to learn of the hunger of
European tv station executives for just
that kind of programming, according
to Roger H. Lewis, United Artists
Corp.
national advertising director.
Mr. Lewis, who returned May 19
from a two-week survey of tv stations in France. Italy, Spain. Great
Britain and Germany, noted that where
U. S. stations are clamping down on
using Hollywood-produced promotion
shorts, the budding tv industry in Europe is "hot" for anything that the
Hollywood publicity machines grind
out in way of promotion films and personal interviews of stars. But he admits that "this can't last." Predicts Mr.
Lewis: just as soon as tv stations
abroad accelerate programming content, they will begin rejecting the
"puff" that now serves the vital purpose of filling airtime.

trolled. Double system product usually
comes out of studio production anyway,
further assuring complete overall quality.
With magnetic stripe, the whole photographic attention can be devoted to production of the highest quality picture, since the
sound portion can be monitored as it goes
onto the tape portion, inherently a better
medium for the sound track to begin with.
Even theatrical production is swinging to
magnetic, but still under the double system.
Lack of a single system printer which
would produce optical and/ or magnetic
prints from magnetic negatives has been
the stumbling block to the use of magnetic
in tv syndication. The CBS Newsfilm invention licks this problem. What formerly required days to produce enough syndication
prints can now be done within hours or
minutes, just as the present photographic
system.
CBS Newsfilm, through Mr. Rheineck's
department, took a Bell & Howell model
continuous film printer and had the film
equipment manufacturer's Chicago office
design to specifications an additional unit
which would print a magnetic positive print
from the original magnetic negative. Then a
second unit was added, designed to specifications by J. M. Developments Inc., New
York, which produces a positive print with
regular photographic sound, without loss of
sound quality, directly from the" original
magnetic negative. This composite unit,
under development by Mr. Rheineck and his
staff since 1955. now is in regular operation at Du Art Labs, making both types of
prints in one fast operation. J. M. Developments is headed by John Maurer, former
camera manufacturer.
Mr. Kany said the magnetic stripe means

"high fidelity" has arrived in the news film
field and is as significant a development
as the long playing record was over the old
phonograph.
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Stock

Split

Sought
by C & C Tv
C & C Television Corp., New York, will
ask stockholders at a special meeting June
1 7 to approve proposals for a one-for-ten
reverse stock split and for reduction in the
authorized share of stock from 10 million
to 3 million. If approved, the transaction
will have the end result of authorizing the
company to raise an extra $2 million in
stock sales.
A spokesman explained that the par value
of stock now outstanding is 10 cents per
share or a total amounting to $1 million.
The stock has been selling at $1 per share
on the American Stock Exchange in recent months, and, according to the company
spokesman, the exchange initiated the onefor-ten reverse split. This means that if the
plan is approved, there will be one million
shares outstanding at $1 a share. If the
second proposal is passed, C & C would be
authorized to add an extra 2 million shares
at $1 per share. The spokesman stressed
the company merely is seeking the authorization but has made no immediate decision
to make the added two million shares available for sale.

Stockholders also will be asked to change
the name of the company from C & C Television Corp. to Television Industries Inc.
in order to "reflect more accurately the purpose of the company." C & C Tv owns the
RKO library of feature films and other
motion pictures, which it makes available
to stations in exchange for time. The time
is sold to International Latex Corp. under
terms of a five-year agreement which reimburses C& C in the amount of an estimated $20 million over that period. C & C
recently acquired control of Hazel Bishop
Inc.
In its annual report mailed to stockholders, C & C Tv reported a new income from
television operations in 1957 of $937,323
but a combined net loss from the year of
$205,257. The loss took into consideration the operation on non-tv subsidiaries
which were transferred to National Phoenix
Industries Inc. under a reorganization dated
July 31, 1957.
It was explained that up to last July, a
company called C & C Super Corp. was in
existence, which consisted of C & C Television Corp. and National Phoenix Corp.,
the latter composed of Lorraine Mfg. &
Power Products and Nedick's Inc. Last
July 3 1 , C & C Super stockholders voted to
spin off National Phoenix Industries and
establish a new company for television activities, C& C Television. The spokesman explained that it was the deficit operation of
Phoenix Industries for the first seven months
of 1957 that resulted in the combined net
loss shown by C & C Tv for 1957.

Stereotoons Formed to Produce
Three Dimensional Animations
Stereotoons, a new company specializing
in the production of three-dimensional animated motion pictures for tv and theatres,
has been formed by Don Hillary, retiring
business agent for Motion Picture Screen

Cartoonists, 1ATSE Local 839, Hollywood.
Stereotoons is at 1546 No. Highland Ave.,
Hollywood; telephone: Hollywood 3-2326!
Associated with Mr. Hillary in the new
company are Dave Fleischer, veteran producer-director ofsuch animated films as
the Betty Boop and Popeye series, and Jack
Paar, a Disney animator for 19 years.
The company's first production, a 20second public service tv film, is now being
distributed to tv stations by mental health
groups across the country. A theatrical
short film, "Li'l Pedro and Tasty Taco,"
will be premiered in June in 36 Arizona
theatres.
NTA

to Extend

Trade Ads

On Fall Programming Plans
National Telefilm Assoc., New

York
has reported that its advertising campaign on behalf of the NTA Film Network
has been "so well received" that the effort
will be extended two more weeks. Originally
the campaign in consumer and trade publications was scheduled to cover 1 1 advertisements ina three-week period. It is being
lengthened to encompass 14 advertisements
over five weeks and will involve expenditures of about $200,000.
The decision is said to have resulted from
"favorable response to the impact created
by the campaign among advertising agencies
and advertisers," which are now receiving
full-scale presentations on the network's fall
programming plans. The campaign was conceived by Kermit Kahn, director of advertising for the NTA Film Network and Ely
Landau, board chairman, in association with
Moss Assoc. Inc., New York, the company's advertising agency.
UPA

Inaugurates

Friendly Pitch:

Open Houses, Seminars to Order
UPA Pictures Inc. this week will begin
"telling" advertising agencies that there's
more to commercial animation than merely
to illustrate the Piel Bros. — Bert and Harry
— two of UPA's "clients."
At the request of agencies, UPA will
conduct "seminar screenings," bicycling
around town, as it were, flying squads of
UPA people helmed by a studio producer.
The UPA "team" will show five or six reels
of animated film, cartoons and commercials,
then answer any and all questions posed to
it by attending agency personnel. One major
agency, Compton Adv., already has requested two such seminars for its executives.
Furthermore, UPA will hold "open house"
each Wednesday afternoon at 5 p.m. at
its New York headquarters, 60 E. 56th St.,
for all "communications workers" interested
in seeing what animation is all about and
how best it can be used for selling purposes. The screenings will be accompanied
by late afternoon coffee.
Both programs are under the direct
supervision of Paul Garrison, transferred
from Burbank to take over the sales operations of the New York office. He succeeds
Eli Feldman, who resigned a fortnight ago
to become vice president of sales at Pelican
Films Inc., New York.
Broadcasting
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FILM CONTINUED

Why

they

shoot

and
why
saving
Any saving in the cost of day-to-day
shooting of tv films abroad is quickly dissipated by the added expense of doing business so far from home base, according to
Philip N. Krasne, partner in the tv film
production-syndication firm of GrossKrasne Inc.

"Hollywood is the best place in the world
to make tv films," Mr. Krasne declares.
"Unless there's an overriding reason for
doing the production abroad, it's much
better, much easier and no more expensive
to do it at home.
Producers who think
they can go anywhere else and get
saleable product
more cheaply are in
for a big surprise."
Last summer,
Gross-Krasne
entered into a coproduction arrangement with Kenya
Productions Ltd.,
KRASNE
British company with
permanent production facilities in Nairobi,
where two tv series, African Patrol and The
Adventures of a Jungle Boy, are in production for American syndication by G-K.
From this experience, Mr. Krasne notes:
Actors: Leads and main supporting players, cast in London, work in Nairobi under
a portal-to-portal plan which, despite the
lower salary scale, gives each London actor
total earnings more than his Hollywood
counterpart would get for the identical role.
Casting: Parts are cast in London under
the supervision of Guy Thayer, executive
vice president of Gross-Krasne Ltd., G-K's
English subsidiary, and Donald Hyde, vice
president who was producer of the Lone
Wolf and O. Henry Playhouse tv series, to
insure that characters and accents are of
the kind that are readily accepted by American audiences. Messrs. Thayer and Hyde
also supervise all scripts for the same reason.
Production: Kenya Productions does the
physical production, but Hal Klein, formerly G-K production supervisor, has been
in Nairobi since last May as the G-K onthe-scene representative.
Editing: All film is processed and edited
by G-K editors and Mr. Krasne gives the
films a final inspection in Hollywood.
Transportation: Round-trip plane fare,
London to Nairobi and return, amounts
to about $1,000 per actor. Air freight costs
for shipping equipment from here to there
and for sending film back also add up.
In addition might be added a sizable item
of executive supervision. Mr. Krasne went
to Africa last summer to set up the physical
operation, a task which entailed working
out a sort of lend-lease arrangement for

approximately
$150,00
0 worth"
ment. His partner.
Jack
Gross, of
hasequipbeen
spending about half his time in London,
Page 54
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films

overseas,

product, with only 14% left for
imported pictures. "This means
$5,000 per episode in film rentals that would otherwise not be
available," he says, noting that
with only a limited amount of

money
isn't
why
as part of what Mr. Krasne calls "the inquality British-made tv films there's a
surance (actor in getting the quality product
"healthy
sellers' market."
The situation
is quite the other way for
we're after."
U. S. tv films, which are forced into intense
The authentic jungle backgrounds needed
competition for the limited amount of Britlor these jungle tv programs provided the
main incentive for going to Africa to film
ish air time available to them, he explains.
"Our only U. S.-made tv series to get into
them. Mr. Krasne says. "We could have
the United Kingdom was O. Henry Playstayed in Hollywood and used stock footage
house and we got only $2,000 an episode
and a stage jungle, but if we had we'd have
for it, which is the top price for American
wound up with "B" pictures broadcast at
"B" times, before 6 p.m. or after 1 1 p.m.,
tv films as far as we know."
By providing most of the financing for
and we'd have to sell them at "B" prices.
We're asking, and we're getting, top prices
the African films, Gross-Krasne receives
the United Kingdom rentals on them, in
for African Patrol because it's a good
enough show to play in top time. We
addition to exclusive distribution rights in
the Western Hemisphere, which so far
couldn't do this with an African series made
means the U. S. and Canada, although G-K
anywhere but in Africa."
Mr. Krasne predicts that this series on
is planning to invade Latin America in the
near future and eventually to get worldits first United States run will gross about
wide distribution for its tv films.
the same as O. Henry Playhouse did, $1.6
million. He does not expect widespread re"We believe that adventure films with a
runs, but does expect some, and rather
South African background have a universal
quickly, in some markets. There is one ecoMr. Krasne states. "In African
appeal,"there
nomic advantage in filming abroad: the
Patrol
are all of the elements that
foreign-made films are not subject to the
make good westerns popular as adult escapist
rerun fees required in contracts with the
entertainment, played against a background
U. S. guilds, saving up to $2,500 per epithat is more strange and therefore more exsode by third rerun, Mr. Krasne estimates.
citing than the too-familiar western hills and
prairies. Jungle Boy, which is being filmed
"To make top quality adult programs of
in color, might be described as an African
the type we are having made takes the kind
of budget that needs a worldwide market
Lassie, only the boy's pet is a cheetah instead
to be repaid. We couldn't absorb the entire
costs out of the proceeds of U. S. syndicaWith no particular wish or intention of
tion alone," Mr. Krasne states.
of a dog."
specializing exclusively on "adult AfriFilms made under a British production
cans," Gross-Krasne believes that this is a
field that can profitably be worked for some
set-up automatically qualify as "quota pictime to come. Production is now well along
tures" in the United Kingdom, he says,
for a third series, based on the adventures
pointing out that 86% of tv film playing
of Trader Horn.
time in Britain is restricted to British-made

THIS SHOT of an Arab dhow at anchor in Mombasa harbor, Kenya,
is an example of
the authentic background material which draws Gross-Krasne crews
Patrol series.
African
overseas for the
Broadcasting
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rules for both
microwave,

• Permit tv stations to own and operate
their own microwave relays in order to
bring network programs to their communities. At present FCC allows this, but cautions that such service belongs to common
carriers and broadcasters must be ready to
amortize this investment in a short period.
• Amend present translator rules — and
incorporate in prospective low powered,
vhf booster rules — to preclude translators
or boosters from bringing in outside tv
programs which would adversely affect existing local tv stations. And, to provide that
such services go out of business if a local tv
station is established.
The FCC, one broadcaster said, should

and must regulate the radio signal "from
the studio to the home receiver."
The question of catv, booster, translator
and satellite impact on hometown tv began
Tuesday afternoon, with FCC Chairman
John C. Doerfer making an impassioned
plea that the Commission remain out of
this picture. He strongly emphasized that
the Communications Act provides that
broadcasting is a competitive Enterprise.
He asserted that this meant the FCC should
not intervene to protect the economic status
of tv stations.

"The FCC's primary duty is to prevent
interference and to aid in the devel
opment
of a good and efficient service," Mr. Doerfer asserted.
If Congress thinks that the Commission
should weigh the economics of broadcasting, then it should amend the Communications Act, Mr. Doerfer said, to make it plain
that broadcasting is not an unregulated industry in free competition.
•
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broadcasters,

poaching

Small town tclecasters mainly from the
wide-open spaces of Montana, Idaho and
Wyoming went gunning last week for community tv operators.
Their hunting ground was the Capitol
chamber of the Senate Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
A dozen tclecasters told the committee
that the FCC ought to take control of
catv systems so that they play under the
same rules that apply to tv stations.
Many of them also urged that the Commission be required to weigh the impact on
existing tv stations of translator or booster
services. And. that translators or boosters
be required to shut down when a local tv
station is established.
The broadcasters told the committee that
small town tv operation is threatened by the
unregulated establishment of community
antenna systems which bring into their backyards three or more tv signals from distant,
big city markets.
They asked that the FCC:
• Regulate catv systems so that broadcasters and antenna operators operate under
the same rules.
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BRAND

plagued by the inability of the committee
staff to find a senator to preside. Sen. Allen
Bible (D-Nev.) presided for half of the
afternoon session, but was called away.
Kenneth Cox, Seattle attorney who is special counsel for the committee on tv matters, presided for a half hour, but was
forced to declare a recess when a member

CATV,

TELL
antenna

HILL
operators

boosters, translators

aired

Mr. Doerfer referred to "disgruntled"
broadcasters who run to the Congress when
they are in trouble. Presumably he was referring to economic trouble.
Mr. Doerfer referred to the catv inquiry
now underway by the FCC and said that
the FCC would prefer to gather the facts
on catv, boosters, translators and satellites
and then present them in a package to ConThe Commission invited interested pargress.
ties to submit by June 27 answers to a list
of 14 questions regarding the impact of
these services on tv stations [Government,
May 26].
Mr. Doerfer's statement outlined the problems involving the impact of catv operations on tv stations and the Commission's
doubts regarding jurisdiction. He repeated
the arguments in the Commission's notice
of inquiry two weeks ago — that aside from
the jurisdictional question, there is a question whether the Commission should deprive small town viewers who are receiving
a choice of multiple programs through catv
operations to a single network or perhaps
two from local stations alone.

On the other hand he acknowledged that
catv operators — and translators and boosters
and satellites — do have an impact on local
tv station operations and that they do affect
the allocations picture by bringing in distant signals to small communities not contemplated tobe covered by metropolitan tv
outlets.

Mr. Doerfer did say that the Commission's policy was not to authorize a satellite station where a regular broadcast outlet was operating.
The Wednesday afternoon session was

ON

WAYS

The complexities of telecasting in
the wide-open spaces of the west were
never better exemplified than in the interconnection methods used by broadcasters testifying last week before the
Senate Commerce Committee.
Item: KXLF-TV Butte, Mont., picks
up network programs off-the-air from
KID-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho, which in
turn picks them off-the-air from Salt
Lake City stations. KXLF-TV pays a
monthly sum to the Salt Lake City
stations and to KID-TV.
Item: KSMO-TV Missoula, Mont.,
picks up network signals from KXLYTV Helena via its own microwave system. It pays KXLY-TV $500 a month
for this privilege.
Item: KLIX-TV Twin Falls, Idaho,
picks up network programs off-the-air

TO

of the staff of Sen. John Bricker (R-Ohio)
objected to the absence of a senator. Finally, Sen. John Pastore (D-R.L), who is
chairman of the Commerce Committee's
communications subcommittee, took the
chair and insisted that all statements be
placed in the record unread. He promised
that the remaining broadcasters (eight had
not had the opportunity to testify)
would be placed in
the witness chair for
cross examination on
Thursday.
Mr. Cox introduced into the record a 1952 FCC
common carrier bureau staff memorandum holding that
the Commission had
the authority to regMR. cox
ulate catv operations.
Sen. Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.), the opening witness, related his concern with the
catv problem and expressed the hope that
the committee would find a means of solving the dilemma. Sen. Mansfield said he
had received over 20,000 letters on the subject— both pro and con catv.
Broadcaster viewpoints were given by:
Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB government relations manager — NAB believes "uncontrolled" development of catv presents
threat to allocations plan and to survival of
small-market tv broadcasting. FCC should
assert jurisdiction over applications for
common carrier microwave to bring big
city tv signals to small town catv systems
to take into consideration effect on allocations systems and public interest. Also catv

SKIN

A

from

KID-TV

CAT

Idaho Falls, Idaho,
which in turn picks them off-the-air
from Salt Lake City stations. KLIXTV pays the Salt Lake City outlets
$500-$550 a month for this service.
Item: KBOI-TV and KIDO-TV
Boise, Idaho, pick up network shows
off-the-air from KLIX-TV Twin Falls.
KLIX-TV picks up network programs
from KID-TV Idaho Falls, which in
turn picks them up from Salt Lake
City outlets.
Stations using their own microwave
relays (on temporary authority of the
FCC) spend about $15,000 in building them and from $50 to $100 a
month in operating them. Common
carriers have asked anywhere from
$1,200 to $2,000 a month for the
same service.
Broadcasting
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MR. MOSBY

MR. CRAIGHEAD

operators should pay for programs used.
Ed Cranly, Montana multiple broadcaster
—Fears that all rural and some urban areas
of Montana are due to be "blacked out" because of impact of catv systems. Refers to
fact he and group just forfeited $50,000 in
cancelling the purchase of KFBB-TV Great
Falls, Mont. [Special Report, May 12].
Expresses fear that all tv can be obliterated
except for two stations — one in New York
and the other in Hollywood — brought to
the populace of the U. S. via catv systems,
boosters, translators and satellites.

"Microwave-fed" catv's "true pay tv."
These operations discriminate against rural
population, serve only heavy concentrations of a city's population. "Here is pay
tv for the wealthy city dweller and nothing
for the poor man and the rural dweller."
Catv operators have no requirement to
serve the public with local originations, local news, and weather, local public service
programs.
FCC should exercise jurisdiction over
radio signals from the studio to the home receiver. Itnow exercises only partial control
over radio transmissions.
Mr. Craney asked that FCC:
• Impose freeze on microwave grants.
• Require that catv, booster and translator operators get permission from originating station to rebroadcast signals.
• That stations be permitted to build and
operate their own microwave systems —
with no cutoff date.
• That translator operation in the grade
A service area of a local station be prohibited ifit brings signals from a station
outside the home community.
Tom Bostic, KLEW-TV Lewiston, Idaho
— Opposes establishment of translators or
boosters in communities where regular tv
station operates. KLEW-TV suffered economic boycott by promoters of translators
in Lewiston after it filed protest with FCC,
received cancellations amounting to $3,000
per month.
After
withdrawing protest,
L

MR. WASILEWSKI
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KLEW-TV lost $120,000 in 1957, with
monthly advertising revenues amounting to
$7,700. KLEW-TV cost "more than a quarter of a million dollars" to build Translator
group, whose stations are not yet on the air,
took over operation of an illegal, unlicensed
booster in Lewiston which FCC had ordered
shut down. Translators plan to pipe two
Spokane, Wash., stations into area.
If translators actually begin operating and
divide market into three pies, KLEW-TV
will have to delete all local, live programs
and reduce staff.
Mr. Bostic urged that the FCC:
• Deny authorization to any translator
operating within the Grade A or B contour
of an existing regular station.
• "Come to grips" with problem of illegal
boosters and require compliance with law.
• Require common carriers which transmit regular tv signals to catv systems to
have the approval of originating station.
Arthur J. Mosby, KMSO-TV Missoula,
Mont. — Telephone company asked $7,800
a month to interconnect. Private microwave
company, feeding Missoula catv with Spokane signals, asked three-year contract at
$2,000 monthly charge. KMSO-TV just
wanted 1957 World Series games. Now
uses its own microwave facilities from
KXLY-TV Helena.
Cable company puts KMSO-TV on cable,
but changes channel from ch. 13 to ch. 5
resulting in "deteriorated" picture at receiver. Receivers hooked into cable cannot
receive
KMSO-TV or any other station offair.

KMSO-TV lost almost $50,000 in last
six months of 1954, when it started operating. In 1955 operating loss was over $50,000. In 1956 this was cut to slightly over
$10,000. Cable company began operating
in November 1956, and in 1957 KMSOTV again lost over $50,000.
Antenna companies are "parasites." They
don't pay for programs they pick up and
sell for profit.

MR. BOSTIC

MR. LAYNE

MR. REARDON

MR. CRANEY

Mr. Mosby asked that Congress either
tell FCC to exercise jurisdiction over catv
systems and microwave companies or amend
Communications Act to give Commission
this authority.
Gordon C. Glasmann, KLIX-TV Twin
Falls, Idaho— Urges that FCC assert jurisdiction over catv systems, treat them under
same regulations under which tv stations
must operate, and require that catv operators and microwave companies furnishing
catv with outside signals obtain permission
of station whose signals they are using.
Spent over $400,000 building KLIX-TV,
which serves 117,800 people. Furnishes all
three networks to area, picking up Salt
Lake City stations via KID-TV Idaho Falls,
Idaho.
If KLIX-TV loses $4,000-$5,000 monthly to catv operators, station will be in red.
If local cable company (now serving 94
subscribers) expands as projected to serve
4,000 customers mostly all in concentrated
area of Twin Falls, 82% of area population
will be deprived of tv service if station
folds. Not only that but KBOI-TV and
KIDO-TV, both Boise, Idaho, will lose only
source of network programs (they pick up
off-air KLIX-TV network shows).
William C. Grove, KFBC-TV Cheyenne,
Wyo. — Has spent over $500,000 in building Cheyenne and Scottsbluff, Neb., stations.

Catv systems in "heart" of stations' coverage area — in Laramie, Rawlins, and Pine
Bluffs, all Wyo.; Scottsbluff, Alliance, Kimball, and Sidney, Neb., and Sterling, Colo.
Most all being fed Denver tv signals via
microwave relay systems connected with
catv systems. Advertisers know of this
"bonus" coverage and aren't interested in
buying Cheyenne and Scottsbluff time.
Key to problem is that catv operators
are not required to secure permission to
pick up and transmit over wire regular stations' signals. This is violation of property
rights. . Catv systems have paid no attention to legal notices forbidding them to carry

MRS. ERNST

MR. PENGRA
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ers. Ultimate result will be reduction of
KLTV staff to engineers, elimination of
local live shows entirely. Catv connections means viewers cannot receive KLTV
oil air.

KFBC-TV programs.
Low power vhf boosters, it authorized,
should be licensed on case-by-case basis,
required to use signal of nearest station and
provision must be made to shut them down
when regular station comes on air serving
same area. They too must receive permission to use signals of" regular stations.
There is a need for catv systems, but only
to lill in bad spots in station coverage; not
to bring in distant big city signals.
Small stations also need to own microwaves, not temporary permission as at present.

In American Research Bureau survey, it
was found that out of 83 cable-connected
viewers watching specific program, 28 were
vouching Dallas station and only 14 KLTV.
In same survey of non-cable connected viewers, 57 of 63 viewers were watching same
program via KLTV.
Catv systems are part of broadcast industry and should abide by same rules and
regulations. Catv systems must secure permission to use programs and signals of stations. Tyler antenna company has disregarded orders from stations, networks and
film companies forbidding use of program
material.

Marshall H. Pengra, KLTV (TV) Tyler,
Tex. — Catv system had 4.000 subscribers,
20% of Tyler homes, feeding two Dallas
and one Fort Worth station in October 1954
when KLTV began operating. In August
1956, local catv engaged in $100,000 expansion, adding KTBS-TV Shreveport, La.,
plus KLTV to cable. Changed KLTV channel from ch. 7 to ch. 6, with degraded picture. Cable viewers have choice of three
NBC pictures— WBAP-TV Dallas, KTBSTV Shreveport and KLTV; of two CBS pictures, from KRLD-TV in Dallas and
KLTV, and of two ABC pictures, from
WFAA-TV Dallas and KLTV.
In July 1956, CBS cut network rate from
$225 to $50, based, it is presumed, on field
study indicating extensive cable viewing.
Thus, KLTV lost six topflight network programs—still available to cable viewers but
lost to non-cable customers and rural view-

FCC has authority to regulate catv operations, and must consider these systems on a
case-by-case basis. Some catv operations are
worthwhile and perform a function in serving underserved areas — but where they impinge on existing station they must be
weighed against loss of service provided by
local station.

Also filing statements were Barclay Craighead, KXLJ-TV Helena, Mont.; Mrs. Mildred Ernst, KWRB-TV Riverton, Wyo.; Fred
Weber, WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W. Va., and
C. N. Layne, KID-TV Idaho Falls, Idaho
and Frank Reardon, KGEZ-TV Kalispell,
Mont.

LAREDO SHOWDOWN
KHAD-TV Laredo, Tex., has asked
the FCC to set for hearing an application by Mesa Microwave Inc.
for authority to establish a common
carrier radio relay system to bring San
Antonio tv signals to Laredo to be fed
to a proposed community tv system.
The ch. 8 Laredo station began operation Jan. 5, 1956. It has been feeding network programs to Laredo viewers via kinescope and film. This July
it will begin bringing network programs to its viewers live, by an offthe-air pickup from San Antonio
through AT&T installations. The cost
will be $1,892.50 per month with a
three-year guarantee of $31,300. The
station will provide the land, building
and tower for the terminal installation,
it pointed out. This will permit it to
boost operating hours from the present 52 hours weekly to 119 hours
weekly, the station said.
KHAD-TV lost $38,000 in 1956
and $3,000 in 1957, the petition stated.
Mesa Microwave, a subsidiary of
southwestern movie chain Video Independent Theatres Corp., proposes to
construct the 150-mile relay for $145,000, and to feed the San Antonio tv
programs to a catv company proposed
to be built by Vumore Inc., also a
subsidiary of Video Independent.
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Attacks
Changes

FCC Comr. Frederick W. Ford last
Tuesday attacked some of the principal
elements of the 1952 amendments to the
Communications Act. Mr. Ford made his
observations in a speech to the Federal
Communications Bar Assn. in Washington.
This was the first public address by Mr.
Ford, who was appointed to the FCC last
August, as a commissioner.
He made a strong plea for a revision of
the separation of functions amendment
which bars the Commission from consulting even its own general counsel. He also
suggested that the review staff be permitted
to confer with commissioners in deciding
adjudicatory proceedings and called for a
change in the protest rule, which "has added
more red tape and delay in the processing
line." Mr. Ford questioned whether Congress really meant to forbid commissioners
from seeing parties to comparative hearings
because, he pointed out, the Senate-House
conferees deleted that portion of the House
bill which prohibited ex parte discussions.
And, Mr. Ford said, he was confused by
the "inconsistencies" in the elaborate due
processes established for deciding between
competing applicants for a facility and the
lack of standards for approving a sale of
a broadcast station. He also said he opposed
suggestions that commissioners be required
to write their own decisions. This does not
make for a well-rounded decision, he said,
and would further delay matters at the
FCC.
Broadcasting
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HEARS
charges

SPRINGFIELD

exchanged

politicos accused

Two days of hearings were
week by the House Legislative
Subcommittee on efforts of the
testants for ch. 2 Springfield. 111.,

in award
held last
Oversight
two conto gain a

"fair advantage" over the other.
Also a part of the record was a stall" report on the FCC's exchange of ch. 2 Springfield for ch. 36 St. Louis and assignment of
ch. 2 to KTVI (TV) St. Louis.
And. alter many charges of political pressure and counter pressures had been aired,
plus hints of a "deal," the only positive facts
were that WMAY-TV Springfield had received the ch. 2 grant over Sangamon Valley Tv Co. and that KTVI had ended up
with the channel in St. Louis with WMAYTV getting ch. 36.
Outside the hearing room, a fight exploded over the subcommittee's authority
to subpoena the records of WHDH-TVBoston Herald-Traveler concerning its
grant of ch. 5 (see page 66).
Following last week's testimony on alleged pressures brought to bear on the FCC
concerning the ch. 2 grant, Rep. John Bell
Williams (D-Miss.) said he has decided all
any applincant wants before the Commission is a "fair advantage" and the question
is "how far will they go to obtain this advantage." Accused of applying pressures
were Orville Hodge, former Illinois state
auditor serving a prison term for embezzlement of state funds; Leonard Hall, former
Republican National Chairman; Sen.
Everett Dirksen (R-Ill.), and Reps. Sid Simpson and Leslie Arends (both R-Ill.) [Government, May 24].
Subcommittee Chief Counsel Robert
Lishman also made evident he is convinced
(1) that WMAY-TV made a "deal" with
KTVI, (2) that the station made no effort
to retain its right to ch. 2 and (3) that
WMAY-TV has no intention to build and
operate a ch. 36 station. From their questioning, many of the subcommittee members
appeared to share Mr. Lishman's beliefs.
WMAY-TV witnesses strongly defended their actions and intentions and just as
strongly denied the allegations made by
Sangamon principals and the subcommittee
staff.
Subcommittee Chairman Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) said that still to be introduced
are a whole series of letters which show a
"pattern of interference" with the FCC,
in this case and others.
The

Springfield-St. Louis hearings resume today (Monday) at 10 a.m. in the
House Caucus Room with KTVI President
Harry Tenenbaum as the first witness.
Others scheduled to testify include Paul F.
Peltason, executive vice president of KTVI,
and Lee Ruwitch, executive vice presidentgeneral manager of WTVJ (TV) Miami
and also a stockholder in WMAY-TV and
scheduled to become that station's general
manager when it goes on the air.
On Monday, the subcommittee called
five Illinois witnesses to substantiate the
previous testimony of staff attorney Stephen
Page 64
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Angland. L. C. Merwin. publisher of the
Bloomington (111J Pantograph, stated that he
received most of the information for an
editorial in his paper from Oliver J. Keller,
Sangamon president, and Rep. Leslie Arends
(R-Ill.). The editorial decried behind-thescenes pressure in the ch. 2 case and charged
that Messrs. Hodge and Hall were actively
working for WMAY.
Four Sangamon stockholders — Mr. Keller. Charles H. Anphier, C. W. Campbell
and George W. Bunn Jr. — told of a Chicago
meeting with Sen. Everett Dirksen (R-IU.).
They stated that Sen. Dirksen first told them
Mr. Hall was active in the case and they
were left with the "impression" the senator
obtained this information from an unamed
commissioner.
None could state, however, the source of
information that one commissioner had
shifted his vote because Sangamon was a
"bunch of New Dealers." Also, they said,
the name of Comr. Robert E. Lee was not
mentioned in this connection in the Dirksen
meeting or at any other time. Mr. Lanphier
stated Sen. Dirksen was "extremely upset
that Mr. Hall should be interfering in
Illinois political problems without any word
to the senator."
Mr. Keller said Sen. Dirksen announced
plans to talk to Mr. Hall about the ch. 2
case but that the senator did not report if
such a talk was held. When asked Thursday
if he actually did discuss the case with Mr.
Hall, Sen. Dirksen said: "I don't think it's
anybody's business." He said it was a
matter between himself and his constituents.
Mr. Hall, in Mineola, N. Y., last week
again denied "absolutely, flatly" that he
played any role in the Springfield ch. 2
case or any other matter before the FCC.
Monday afternoon, Mr. Angland gave a
report on the FCC action in shifting ch. 2
to St. Louis and ch. 36 to Springfield. He
also discussed the St. Louis ch. 4 grant (to
KWK-TV, which merged with two competing applicants) and its subsequent sale to
CBS last winter after the network had received agrant for ch. 1 1 St. Louis. Of the
ch. 2 case, Mr. Angland said:

"I believe that when this hearing is completed on ch. 2, the Commission will have
reason before it to set aside the award to
WMAY-TV and to set aside the deintermixture order sending ch. 36 to Springfield and
ch. 2 to St. Louis."
Rep. Peter Mack (D-Ill.), whose district
includes Springfield, termed the deintermixture decision "a gross violation of the
basic law by the FCC." Both Mr. Angland
and Mr. Lishman repeatedly accused
WMAY-TV of abandoning its right to ch.
2 and of having no intention of building
a ch. 36 station.

Mr. Angland said that there is no request
on file at the Commission that ch. 36 be
shifted from St. Louis to Springfield, yet
this was added to the FCC rule-making of

March

1, 1957. Also, he said, despite the
fact "the Commission expressly disavowed
any intention of changing Signal Hill's
1 KTVI] authorization to ch. 2 . . . the
Commission actually did give ch. 2 to
Signal Hill. ...
"Some 15 months have elapsed since the
move of ch. 2 was made for the ostensible
purpose of 'enhancing the opportunities
for more effective competition among
a
greater number of stations.' Actually, no
more stations have resulted." Mr. Angland
continued that if the shift had not been
made, there would be a second station
operating today in Springfield — on ch. 2.
Mr. Angland charged that "every action
taken by Signal Hill throughout the proceeding reflected its absolute confidence not
only that ch. 2 would be moved to St. Louis,
but also that it would get the channel." He
introduced a contract signed with General
Electric on Jan. 25, 1957, by KTVI for ch.
2 equipment. "It is significant . . . that the
Commission moved ch. 2 from
St. Louis
and gave it to Signal Hill on Feb. 26, 1957,"
he said. [Broadcasting, in its Jan. 21, 1957,
Lead Story, reported that ch. 2 would go
to KTVI in St. Louis.]

Negotiations for vhf equipment were
begun by KTVI with GE as early as
October 1956, according to documents introduced byMr. Angland.
An October 1953 letter from then FCC
Chairman Rosel Hyde to White House Assistant Sherman Adams was entered into
the record by Mr. Angland. Comr. Hyde
sent Mr. Adams a status report on the St.
Louis ch. 4 and Flint, Mich., comparative
tv cases. A followup letter in April 1954
from Comr. Hyde to Mr. Adams told of
the St. Louis ch. 4 grant made possible by a
merger of the competing applicants.
Of the Hyde-Adams letters, Mr. Lishman asked: "If this is an independent agency, what is he [Hyde] doing here writing
these letters in the first place?" Comr. Hyde
said Tuesday he did not remember the
specific letters but that they were the type
the FCC would send to any citizen in answer
to a legitimate request.
Mr. Angland also read a January 1954
memorandum prepared by attorney Andrew
G. Haley relating to a proposed merger
among the three St. Louis ch. 4 applicants
— KWK St. Louis Globe-Democrat, KXOK
St. Louis and Missouri Valley Tv Co.
(Stanley Hubbard and associates). The merger later was completed and made possible
the 1954 grant.

With

the hearing recessed Tuesday,

WMAY-TV principals had their "day in
court" Wednesday. They were represented
by former U. S. Sen. and Democratic majority leader Scott Lucas, plus Washington
counsel Marcus Cohn.
The three witnesses — WMAY-TV President Gordon Sherman, Vice President
Richard S. Cohen and Springfield restaurateur Herman Cohen (who has no stock interest)— each denied applying political pressures on behalf of WMAY. Without mentioning Mr. Angland by name, Mr. Sherman
charged that "by omitting certain relevant
facts, a distorted picture has been painted
Broadcasting
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Harris
won't
take
'no' for an
answer
reconcile" Mr. McLaughlin's action reRep. Orcn Harris (D-Ark.), chairtelephone calls and trips made by Herman of the House Legislative Oversight
ald-Traveler personnel to Washington
garding the telephone calls "with any
proper, or indeed with any honest, inand several other points since January
Subcommittee, last week denied a request
1955.
by WHDH-TV-floi/0/7 Herald-Traveler
vestigatory purpose." He said it is obto quash a subcommittee subpoena for
vious the telephone calls deal with "matThe hotly-contested grant, currently
the subject of a court appeal, long had
the newspaper-station records — in no unters completely unrelated" to the subcommittee's stated purpose.
certain terms.
been rumored as one the subcommittee
would
look
into
in
its
investigation
of
"The
legal
question involved," Mr.
The request came in a strongly-worded
Dempsey stated, "is whether the Fourth
letter from attorney William Dempsey of
the FCC. Last week's flare-up was the
Amendment to the U. S. Constitution
first public confirmation that such an
WHDH-TV, owned by the Herald-Trawhich
safeguards the private affairs of
inquiry is underway.
veler. Mr. Dempsey maintained that a
citizens
from prying by the government
subcommittee investigator, Francis X.
In his letter to Rep. Harris, Mr. Dempapplies as a limitation on the investigaMcLaughlin, had acted improperly and
sey stated: "As you are well aware, your
tory powers of congressional commitcommittee's
activities have been plagued
that the subcommittee's request was irrelevant and unconstitutional under the
tees." The WHDH-TV attorney then
and persons victimized by smears in
cited several Supreme Court decisions
Fourth Amendment.
slanted news stories and columns based
on leaks from members of your staff. To
which he said "demonstrate your subMr. Harris' immediate reply last Monturn over files and records which have
day, during hearings on the ch. 2 Springpoena to be complet
invalid."
In a memorandum ely
prepared for Rep.
no relevance to the committee's function
field, 111., grant to WMAY-TV: "The
Harris, investigators McLaughlin and
committee has no intention of withdrawto your staff under these conditions would
O'Hara emphatically denied the charges
ing any subpoena at all. . . . The combe as foolish as it would be craven." Mr.
made by Mr. Dempsey. The Choate
mittee will not tolerate any undue and
Dempsey specifically took exception to
question
s were not put in writing, they
unnecessary and such arbitrary moves
the following alleged actions by Mr. Mcstated,
on the instructions of the subdesigned to prevent the committee from
Laughlin, who was accompanied to Boscommittee chairman and chief counsel.
O'Haraton by
obtaining information that it is justified
Jr.:staff investigator Joseph P.
Also under instructions of the chief
in receiving." He said that several other
counsel the subcommittee denied
He did not tell WHDH-TV the subsubpoenas have been issued in connecWHDH-T
V use of the toll slips, which
tion with an investigation of the grant of
committee's purpose in seeking admitalso had been subpoenaed, until it had
tance
to
its
records
and
those
of
the
ch. 5 to WHDH-TV and "there seemed
Herald-Traveler.
answered the original subpoena. Messrs.
to be some reluctance on the part of
He
said
the
subcommittee
was
interMcLaugh
lin and O'Hara maintained that
those who have the information to perthey advised Mr. Choate and other
mit the staff to obtain it."
ested only in the company's stock transfer records and left instructions with the
WHDH-TV principals that the subcomFollowing Mr. Dempsey's Monday
mittee was making a full investigation
letter to Rep. Harris and the congresstelephone company that WHDH-TVHerald-Traveler was to be denied access
of the ch. 5 grant and denied Mr. Mcman's subsequent statement, a meeting
Laughlin stated that only stock transfers
to long distance toll slips.
was held Tuesday between WHDH-TV
were of interest.
He
sought
to
interview
WHDH-TV
counsel and the subcommittee. Rep. HarPresident Robert Choate, who also is the
In denying to dismiss the subpoena or
ris again rejected a WHDH-TV request
accede to writing out questions in adHerald-Traveler publisher, and refused
that the subpoena be dismissed.
vance, Rep. Harris stated the subcomto submit in advance a list of proposed
It was served May 20 and called for
mittee could not be told how to conduct
its
inquiry.
compliance by May 26. Specifically, the
questions.
subpoena seeks all information about
Mr. Dempsey said it is "difficult to
concerning the adjudicatory hearing for ch.
2 . . ." in previous testimony.
He expressed "amazement" that it had
not been pointed out to the subcommittee
that the grant was made to WMAY by a 5-1
vote, with Comr. John C. Doerfer being
the dissenter. He said the hearing examiner,
Millard French, was trying his first tv case
and "had no background whatsoever in the
field of communications." The examiner's
decision failed to cover all the facts, Mr.
Sherman said, while the Commission's decision did, making "inevitable a grant to us."
He strongly denied WMA^-TV "had
changed its position overnight" on deintermixture, contending it had fought to the
end to retain ch. 2. Mr. Lishman took sharp
issue with this point and questioned the
witness at length on various pleadings filed
by WMAY-TV with the FCC and courts.
Mr. Lishman entered into the record a
January 1958 letter from Springfield Mayor
Nelson Howarth to Mr. Keller expressing
concern over WMAY-TV's alleged lack of
effort to retain ch. 2.
A condition placed on WMAY-TV's receiving a grant for ch. 36 was that it not
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fight for retention of ch. 2 in the courts,
Mr. Sherman contended. He said for this
reason, and on advice of counsel, WMAYTV did not appeal to the courts the FCC's
shift of ch. 2.
Mr. Sherman told of attempts to consummate a merger with the Sangamon interests even after WMAY-TV had secured
the grant. He denied this was a move to
cause Sangamon to relinquish its legal rights
to continue its appeal of the grant.
WMAY-TV has not abandoned plans to
go on the air, Mr. Sherman maintained, and
has been actively seeking a network affiliation. He said that if WMAY-TV was to be
stuck with a uhf channel, it preferred ch. 36
because used equipment for that channel
could be purchased from General Electric.
Under questioning by Rep. John Moss
(D-Calif.), Mr. Sherman admitted the equipment in question was formerly used by
KTVI when that station operated on ch. 36.
The witness further stated that Messrs.
Peltason and Tenenbaum visited him in
Springfield in the spring of 1956 and the
KTVI owners told him ch. 2 would be
shifted to St. Louis.

Mr. Sherman said that he, in the company
of Richard Cohen, had met with Mr. Hodge
on three occasions. He denied, however,
that any WMAY-TV stockholder ever asked
Mr. Hodge to intercede and that he personally had no knowledge of any steps taken
by Mr. Hodge. When asked whose idea it
was to bring Mr. Hall into the case, Mr.
Sherman replied he did not know the promon it."
Republica
n was "in
Mr. inent
Cohen
testified
that he asked Mr.
Hodge for "advice" on what WMAY-TV
could- do to counteract the "strong political
position" of Sangamon. He denied, however,
that he asked Mr. Hodge to intervene in
any way personally or to talk to members
of Congress or the FCC. Mr. Hodge, according toMr. Angland, stated that Richard
Cohen asked him to contact the Illinois
congressional delegation.
Mr. Cohen testified Mr. Hodge never told
him what, if anything, he had done on behalf of WMAY-TV's application. He said
Mr. Hodge only stated: "I'm your bookkeeper. I'm working for you." Rep. Moss
told the witness he was a "very naive young
man" to think that, when Mr. Hodge asked
for all the details relating to the case, the
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then Illinois auditor did not plan to take
action.
Herman C ohen testified that he and his
brother, Louis (father of Richard) had
loaned WM AY-TV $13,000 to purchase a
site for the proposed station. Also, he said,
the Cohens planned to build a $175,000
physical plant and lease it to the station. He
said he had never discussed the WMAY-TV
application with Mr. Hodge, Mr. Hall, or
anyone else outside the WMAY-TV stockholders.
He denied any knowledge of two $7,200
entries in Mr. Hodge's "brown envelope"
hank account — one a check by Mr. Hodge
in payment to a Louis Cohen and the second a deposit to the account by a "Mrs.
Cohen" of Grant City, 111.
McConnaughey, L'Heureux
Dissolve D. C. Law Firm
Former FCC

Chairman

George C. Mc-

Connaughey and Robert D. L'Heureux, his
administrative assistant at the FCC, who
have operated a law partnership in Washington since leaving the Commission last year
[Government, July 1, 1957] have announced they are dissolving the firm.
Mr. McConnaughey explained the partnership is being dissolved because Mr.
L'Heureux has decided to devote the bulk
of his time to the teaching and practice of
law in Washington. The former FCC head
said that since Mr. L'Heureux has been "on
the scene" to work "on legal matters that I
had in Washington" and since Mr. L' Heureux no longer will be available for this
work, "I have decided to handle both my
Columbus and Washington practice from
my Columbus law office."
The Columbus firm, in which Mr. McConnaughey also has been a partner since leaving
the FCC, is McConnaughey & Stradley. Mr.
McConnaughey said that his Columbus law
practice has demanded "virtually all of my
time since I left the FCC."
Mr. McConnaughey said he and Mr.
L'Heureux and George O. Sutton had
shared the same suite of offices in the National Press Building in Washington, with
the two partners paying rent to Mr. Sutton,
and that the three had a law firm (McConnaughey, Sutton & L'Heureux) in name
only. "Our arrangement with Mr. Sutton
has been ended by mutual consent," he said.
The Ohio Republican was FCC chairman
from Oct. 4, 1954, to June 30, 1957. Mr.
L'Heureux joined the FCC as his aide in
January 1956 after several years' service as
counsel on the Senate Commerce Committee
and other congressional committees.
Goldwater

to Oppose

McFarland

Sen. Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.) last week
announced that he would seek a second
term in the Senate. Sen. Goldwater's opponent will be the man he defeated in
1952 who currently is Democratic governor
of Arizona, Ernest W. McFarland. Gov.
McFarland was majority leader of the Senate and chairman of the Commerce Committee when defeated by Sen. Goldwater
in 1952. He is the author of the 1952
amendments to the Communications Act,
which bear his name.
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RELAXING
NEEDED

OF
TO

ENGINEERING

ALLOW

FOR

FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer told
Congress last week that some relaxation of
tv engineering standards is necessary in
order to add more vhf channels to top markets, thus equalizing facilities.
He also hinted strongly that the FCC and
the President's Office of Defense Mobilization would sit down soon on an exploration
of the whole spectrum, including television
allocations.
The FCC chairman testified before the
Senate Commerce Committee last Tuesday.
He was flanked by the entire Commission
plus aides. The Senate committee was chairmanned by Sen. Frank J. Lausche (D-Ohio),
who for the most part is the only senator
present. Kenneth Cox, Seattle attorney who
supervised the 1957 hearings on tv allocations, was again special counsel.
The inquiry was ordered to determine
what progress the FCC has made in the
uhf-vhf allocations problem. It also looked
into the impact of community tv systems,
boosters, satellites and translators on small
town regular tv stations (see page 56).
Deintermixture has yielded little results
and has no future, Mr. Doerfer told the
Senate committee. It is only a partial answer to the problem, he said, adding that as
far as he is concerned "it's too little and too
Mr. Doerfer declared there must be some
flexibility in applying the engineering standards. For example, he said, suppose a third
late."
vhf channel can be allocated to a city but
it is only 167 miles from its co-channel station. Since the rules require a 170-mile separation, the Commission is stymied. There
must be flexibility, he iterated, and that includes such other techniques as directional
antennas and cross polarization.
Other commissioners, however, differed
with Mr. Doerfer. Most insisted that no
change be made in present engineering
standards until the results of the Television
Allocations Study Organization investigation is submitted. This is due late this
When the report of the Television Allocayear. tions Study Organization is submitted, by
the end of this year, Mr. Doerfer said, the
FCC

will have the "tools" to grapple seriously and from a long range viewpoint with
the allocations picture.

In the course of his testimony, Mr. Doerfer referred several times to the recent "invitation" issued by ODM for the two groups
to sit down and take a long range look at
the future use of spectrum space in the U. S.
ODM acts for the President in assigning
frequencies to government agencies, including the military services.
The FCC and ODM in 1956 attempted
to work out a method of trading uhf frequencies for more vhf channels, but this
was turned down by ODM in April of that

Mr. Doerfer reviewed the work of the
year.

RULES

VHF:

DOERFER

FCC

in grappling with the allocations television situation. He referred to the June 25,
1956, FCC memorandum which suggested
the ultimate solution might be the change
over of tv from vhf to uhf for the whole
country or for the eastern half of the nation.
This, the Commission held, should await
an intensive engineering study of the potentials of uhf as a mode of propagation and
its equipment. This is under study by TASO
now.
As a short-range first step, the Commission in 1 956 suggested a program of deintermixture— unmixing areas where uhf and
vhf channels had been assigned together.
Mr. Doerfer reported that the FCC has
deintermixed 12 areas, denied 12 petitions
for deintermixture and has pending 14

petitions.
The FCC also has shifted channels in 44
cases, denied 4 and has 13 such petitions
still pending, the chairman said. He also
said that the Commission had acceded to
requests to delete educational reservations
in six instances, and denied such petitions in
three. There are two such petitions still
pending, Mr. Doerfer said.
Craven

Takes Long View

Comr. T. A. M. Craven told the committee that a basic problem is the difficulty
of manufacturing tv receivers which are required to cover wide spreads of the spectrum. He alluded to developments on the
horizon which would require a portion of
the 25-890 mc band for longe range communications and for national security.
(Later, Mr. Craven said he was referring to
tropospheric scatter propagation for space
flight communications and telemetering.)
He urged immediate deintermixture in major markets so that there are comparable
facilities. He suggested that any intermediate steps be deferred until the TASO report has been completed. The long range
approach must await a study between FCC
and ODM, he said. Mr. Craven was the
author last year of a plan to permit the
establishment of at least three vhf channels
in the top major markets in order to
comparable facilities.
Other commissioners said that uhf
not be abandoned and that it is a
while service where uhf stations are
direct conflict with vhf stations.

ensure
should
worthnot in

Mr. Cox questioned whether the FCC
could not make some move now to alleviate
the plight of uhf broadcasters without waiting for the TASO report. The special counsel also read a portion of a letter from an
unidentified network official to his salesmen
which brought out ABC-TV's "risky" position regarding station clearances and which
was to be used in selling advertisers against
ABC-TV. This showed, Mr. Cox said, that
one network was not averse to using ABCTV's lack of vhf affiliates in top cities
against that network.
Broadcasting
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Storer
For

Gives

Up

ings and legal delays implicit in a May 22
decision by the U. S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia promises to make

Plan

Experimental

Tv

Storer Broadcasting Co. last week dropped
its proposal lor an experimental tv station
on ch. 12 in the Wilmington, Del. -Philadelphia antenna farm area. Storer, licensee of
ch. 12 WVUE (TV) Wilmington, had asked
permission for the experimental station to
make a year's test of a new type of directional antenna at an operating cost of
$ I ;>().()()().
The Storer proposal met ohjections from
ch. 12 WNBF-TV Binghamton. N. Y.. under common ownership with WFIL-TV
Philadelphia, on grounds this would reduce
the mileage separation between WVUE and
WNBF-TV below the minimum permitted
by the FCC and would cause objectional interference tothe Binghamton station. Among
others objecting were WPRO-TV Providence. R. 1. (on interference grounds),
Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters (objection to below-minimum mileage) and
WIP Philadelphia. Storer, in submitting its
petition last February [Government, Feb.
24], proposed to broadcast the regular programs of WVUE on the experimental station.
In asking for dismissal without prejudice
of its application last week, Storer said it
had been prepared to spend more than
>750.<>(>() lor the test to help the FCC reach
a "sound solution" to the tv allocations
problem. But the likelihood of lengthy hear-

/W

Oft

tic

the
experimental
tv station "impracticable,"
Storer
claimed.
Storer added that WVUE would continue
to serve the "greater Delaware Valley from
its present transmitter location at Pitman.
The May 22 court decision ruled that the
FCC "erred" in granting, without hearing,
J."
anN.application
by WJMR-TV New Orleans
for experimental operation on ch. 12 (Government, May 26]. The experimental
transmitter was less than the minimum required mileage from co-channel WJTV
(TV) Jackson, Miss., which had charged
WJMR-TV was "not proposing a bona fide
experiment." WJMR-TV (ch. 20) was
broadcasting its programming simultaneously on ch. 12.
Five More Legislators Favor
Re moving Excise Tax From Sets
Congressional sentiment for removal or
suspension of the excise tax on radio and
television sets and other commodities
has reached a new high. Three such bills
have been introduced in the House, while
two senators indicated relief for the consumer is on the way.
Rep. William Bray (R-Ind.) and Rep.
Frank Osmers Jr. (R-N. J.) both introduced
bills which would repeal the 10% excise
tax on all radio-tv sets as well as other
electrical appliances. Rep. Osmers' bill, like
a measure introduced by Rep. Harold R.
Collier (R-Ill.), also would remove the 10%
tax on communications.

Pteui

All three bills were referred to the Ways
& Means Committee, which now has pending eight bills to remove the tax on all tv
sets. In addition, the committee has pending
four bills which would exempt all-channel
(uhf) sets only from the tax; three to reduce
the tax on all tv sets to 5%; one to reduce
the tax to 5% on all-channel sets only, and
one bill which would suspend the 10% levy
on all receivers for one year.

Federal

ETV

Subsidy

Backed
by Committee
The Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee last week unanimously
approved a bill (S. 2119) introduced by its
chairman, Sen. Warren Magnuson (DWash.), which would provide up to $1 million for each state to aid in the development
of educational television.
Sen. Magnuson predicted that the Senate
would take speedy action on the measure,
introduced a year ago last week [Government, May 27]. Hearings were held in
April [Government, April 28], with only
the Health, Education & Welfare Dept. —
which will have the responsibility of administering etv grants to states under the bill
— expressing opposition.
The bill, as reported out. included one
important change from the original draft. It
was amended to make it possible for etv
stations operating under non-profit organizations to receive federal grants. Originally,
the bill provided that a station must be
under the direct supervision of the state
supervisor of public schools.
Sen. John W. Bricker (R-Ohio), ranking
minority member of the committee, cosponsored the bill with Sen. Magnuson.
Under provisions of the bill, a state may
receive more than one grant for etv, "but
the total of such grants to any state shall
not exceed $1 million." The District of
Columbia, Hawaii and Alaska also are
eligible for federal assistance.
Action

on Slow

Uhf Builders

Urged by L. A. Tv Applicant
William E. Sullivan, former announcer
at several midwestern radio stations and
partner with Frederick Bassett in a contested application for ch. 34 in Los Angeles,
last week called on the FCC to deal more
harshly with uhf permittees who
luctant to build their stations.

are re-

Mr. Sullivan charged the FCC has "unwittingly caused the failure of a truly nation-wide competitive television industry,
due to a lack of attention and other work

On the other side of the Capitol, Sen.
Norris Cotton (R-N. H.) proposed a "moratorium" of excise taxes to promote a "nationwide bargain sales." The tax suspension should last until the end of this year
or early 1959, he said. Sen. Styles Bridges
(R-N. H.) also noted the need for adjustments in excise taxes, including those on
radio and tv sets.
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Firm Settles FTC

Charge

Famous Window Co. of Pennsylvania,
Pittsburgh, has agreed not to use bait advertising for its storm windows, screens and
doors. A consent order signed by the firm
was announced last week by the Federal
Trade Commission. The action grew out of
an FTC complaint a year ago charging
that Famous Window used misleading bait
techniques in advertising on radio, tv and in
newspapers. The consent order is for settlement purposes and is not an admission of
violating the law.

The FCC early last month again considered, but took no action on, the question
pressures."
of
uhf permittees who have repeatedly asked
for renewed extension of the date on which
they are required to complete construction
to retain their permits; also considered were
those uhf's which have gone off the air, but
which are holding their construction permits
in the hope uhf competitive and economic
problems will be alleviated.
'The Commission," Mr. Sullivan said,
"is passively backing the now monopolistic
holders of government-granted uhf facilities
and new prospective competitors have no
opportunity to use the locked-up channels."
Some permittees have held permits for six
years, he said.
He asked allocation of more uhf channels
to the 10 major cities and called on the
FCC to enforce its rules by which a permittee forfeits his grant if he doesn't build
in
maximum period of eight months
afterthegrant.
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT CONTINUED

JUSTICE

IN

ON

CI \.

The headline-making Miami eh. 10 television case was designated last week for
hearing by the FCC, acting upon a mandate
by the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia remanding the case to the
Commission [Government, April 21].
The FCC membership (new Comr. John
S. Cross not participating) ordered a prehearing conference in Washington June 23
on lour issues involved in the 1957 grant
of ch. Id in Miami to Public Service Television Inc., a subsidiary of National Airlines.
The Commission, significantly, also ordered that the presiding officer at the hearing permit the Justice Dept. to participate
in the hearing, "upon request made," as
amicus- curiae. The appeals court in its decision had said Justice should be a party.
The four issues:
( 1 ) Whether any FCC member who participated in the ch. 10 grant should have
disqualified himself from voting.
(2) Whether any one influenced or attempted to influence the FCC in the award
of ch. 10 "in any manner whatsoever except by the recognized and public processes
of adjudication."
(3) Whether any party to the proceedings "directly or indirectly secured, aided,
confirmed, ratified or knew of any misconduct or improprieties. . . ."
(4) Whether, from these issues, the grant
was "void ab initio [from the beginning]"
and if not whether it was voidable and
should have been set aside; whether any
of the four applicants "was and is disqualified" for a grant, and whether the conduct
of any applicant, even if not disqualifying,
has been such as "to reflect adversely upon
such applicant from a comparative standpoint."
Last week's FCC action was the latest
development in a furor over the ch. 10 grant
which had its beginning when the House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee began
hearings last February [Government, Feb.
10] and developed testimony charging that
former Comr. Richard A. Mack sold his
vote to the winning applicant in Miami for
$2,650 [Lead Story, Feb. 17].
The climax was when Comr. Mack resigned [Government, March 10]. His resignation from the FCC came after internal
wrangling among the members and staff of
the House subcommittee brought the resignations ofits chairman, Rep. Morgan Moulder (D-Mo.), and its chief counsel, Dr.
Bernard Schwartz, over how the investigation should be conducted. The House subcommittee, now headed by Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), also questioned other commissioners about fraternization with members of the broadcast industry. The committee probe is still going.
The FBI entered the case when it was
revealed that money and other considerations had been given to Comr. Mack by
Thurman A. Whiteside, Miami attorney,
whom Mr. Schwartz had described as a
"fixer" working in behalf of National Airlines, winning applicant.
A federal grand jury in Washington bePage 72
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HEARING

gan closed sessions immediately after Comr.
Mack's resignation, hearing testimony from
Mr. Mack, Mr. Schwartz, Mr. Whiteside,
all the four applicants in the contest and
FCC representatives. Its investigation also
is still going and has reached out into cases
involving other FCC grants.
Attorney General William Rogers noted
last week that the appeals court specified
i hat the Justice Dept. should be a party to
I he upcoming FCC hearing and added, "We
will comply with the request of the court."
He said Justice's role as amicus curiae will
be announced formally in a few days.
In announcing the hearing last week, the
FCC said consideration will be given to
holding hearing sessions at locations other
than Washington, leaving open the possibility some or all the sessions may take place
in Miami or elsewhere. "All parties to these
cases" before the FCC may participate if
request is made by June 5, with opportunity for cross-examination and rebuttal
testimony, the FCC said.
The FCC, in issuing its order last week,
did not specify that it would be held by one
of its regular FCC hearing examiners, but
by "a presiding officer." Although the Commission has not made a choice of who will
hear the case, it is understood a search is
on for an outstanding jurist — a state or municipal judge, a retired judge, an outstanding lawyer, or perhaps an examiner from
another government agency. If the FCC is
unable to find such a presiding officer, it
was said, one of the FCC's examiners may
be assigned to the case. The person selected
would have to agree to submit to the Civil
Service Commission for special appointment to ensure proper legal safeguards.
The idea of using a retired federal judge
was dropped after it was realized that the
case is on remand from a federal court which
still retains jurisdiction over the outcome
and that such retired federal judges are on
tap for further work as needed by the federal courts.
The three other applicants for Miami ch.
10 in addition to the National Airlines subsidiary are WKAT-AM-FM Miami, L. B.
Wilson Co. (WCKY Cincinnati) and North
Dade Video Inc. The National Airlines
station, WPST-TV, has been on the air
since last Aug. 1.
J. Frank Katzentine, owner of WKATAM-TV, and George T. Baker, president
of National Airlines, charged each other in
testimony at the House subcommittee hearings with using "pressure" in Washington
before the FCC grant was made.
Pittsburgh Asks Additional

ETV

NEWEST MEMBER of the FCC, Comr.
John S. Cross (r), is sworn into office
during Commission ceremonies by
Chairman John C. Doerfer [At Deadline, May 26].
by WTVQ (TV) which has never begun
operating but which still holds a construction permit. Recently WQED asked the
FCC to assign ch. 22 to Pittsburgh, and
last week's application was filed contingent
on the Commission making that move. It
plans to build the uhf station for $150,000
and spend $40,000 a year in operations.

WHAS-TV

Back Before FCC
With Fifth Tall Tower Proposal
WHAS-TV Louisville, which has been
trying for four years to increase its rural
coverage in Kentucky and southern Indiana,
last week asked the FCC to approve its
latest (fifth) proposal for a tall, tall tower.
The Louisville station's proposal for a
tower 1,859 feet above ground to be located
at a site 17 miles northeast of the city
was turned down by the Washington Airspace panel last February. Four other tall
tower proposals have been rejected by either
that group or the New York Regional Airspace Subcommittee, the first in 1954.
Last week Victor Sholis, vice president
and director of WHAS-AM-TV, requested,
in hearing before FCC Hearing Examiner
Charles J. Frederick, that the FCC approve
the proposed tower despite the airspace
groups' disapproval and the opposition of
aviation interests. WLEX-TV and WKXPTV Lexington (both uhf) and WKRC-TV
Cincinnati, stations which object to the
increased coverage WHAS-TV would have
in their directions.
Supporting the WHAS-TV proposal were
Orrin Towner, chief engineer, who described
plans for lighting and marking the tower
which are looked upon by broadcasters as
unusualr Prof. H. Richard Blackwell, director of the U. of Michigan's visual research lab, who testified in the hearing
last week that the proposed lighting will
satisfy visibility standards more than adequately, and Lowell Wright, independent
aviation consultant.
Mr. Sholis said WHAS-TV has examined
27 tower sites and has had six sites under

The Pittsburgh educational tv organization last week asked the FCC for permission to operate a second non-commercial,
educational tv station in that city. It filed
an application for ch. 22, to be operated
for direct broadcasts to school rooms, in
addition to its present WQED (TV) on
ch. 13.

option. WHAS-TV's earlier site proposals,
planned for a "more logical" area southeast of Louisville, also were turned down

Last July the educational station asked
the FCC for ch. 47 in addition to ch. 13
[Government, July 1, 1957]. Ch. 47 is held

by the airspace groups. WHAS-TV witnesses
testified Monday through Thursday. Opponents will be heard when testimony resumes tomorrow (Tuesday).
Broadcasting
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Back in Court Following Appeal
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Who says there is no rest for the
effect when published. Others will be subto eliminate cooperative advertising as a
weary— the FCC and its 1958 trips
ject to three-year retroactivity, but unless
m Congress, that is. For what little
price discount for manufacturers' excise
amount
s involved are large, this is not likely
taxes
met
vigorous opposition at a hearing
encouragement it is to the Hill-weary
to be enforced, an IRS spokesman said.
in Washington last week. A total of 41, rep(or wary) FCC, House Speaker Sam
resenting manufacturers, advertisers and
Rayburn (D-Tex.) predicted last week
Rep, O'Hara Leaving Congress
agencies attended, and others filed protests
that Congress would adjourn by Aug.
To Enter Private Law Practice
against the proposed tax ruling.
15 — leaving only 2VS more months
I he Advertising Federation of America
for that body to question and investiRep. loseph P. O'Hara (R-Minn.), a memon behalf of 30. 000 members said a definigate the FCC.
ber of the House Interstate & Foreign ComRep. Rayburn made the prediction
merce Committee and its Legislative Overtion of price which fails to allow advertising
when asked if he agreed with an
discounts is in effect a tax on money spent
sight Subcommittee, has announced that he
earlier Republican statement that Conwill retire from Congress at the end of his
lor advertising and therefore a tax on adcurren
t term. He plans to enter private law
gress would be read\ to go home by
vertising. "This, of course, will have a
practi
ce
either in his home state or in Washseriously damaging effect on industry as a
Aug. 10. "I would say they are at
whole and it will be particularly damaging
ington, D. C.
least five or six days optimistic," the
Speaker commented.
An 18-year veteran of Congress, Rep.
to local advertising media where it is estiAnd, even adjournment by Aug.
O'Hara surprised colleagues with the
mated as much as 90 cents of the cooperaannouncement. He is second-ranking minority
15 would constitute an extra long
tive advertising dollar is spent," AFA said.
member of both committees and woul
election year session for Congress,
Witnesses agreed in objecting that the
d
have
"Inch usually gets adjournment fever
stepped up to ranking Republican next
proposal reverses earlier rulings by the IRS
in early June of the even numbered
January. Rep. Charles A. Wolverton (Rand Congressional intent.
(election) years.
N.
J.), chairman of the committee during
Electronic Industries Assn. endorsed presthe
83d Congress, had announced his retireent IRS rulings allowing a manufacturer to
ment several months ago.
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alhe was acting as agent for the tax-exempt
Rep. OHara, as a member of the comlowances are deducted, saying these have
group, fulfilling part of his job, which enmittee in 1952, played an active role in
become settled law and cannot be reversed
tails fund-raising.
adoption of the McFarland Amendment to
"by mere administrative action." EIA and
the Communications Act.
IRS denied the reasoning, saying the winAFA both referred to interpretations made
nings constitute gross income not to the orWanamaker Stymied Again;
for the House excise tax subcommittee in
ganization but to the executive director who
1956.
EIA
cited
a
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ent of the House
Mistrial Ruled in Oklahoma
therefore owed taxes on the amount. In pracsubcommittee report that the forthcoming
tice the only tv winnings that go without
Mrs. Pearl A. Wanamaker, former WashIRS ruling would confirm the current interbeing taxed by the U. S. Treasury are small
ington state superintendent of public inwinnings turned over to charity or some taxpretation with "no change recommended."
struction, has suffered another setback in
The tax clarification originally was deexempt source and which do not push the
her multi-million dollar libel suit agains
t
manded bythe House Ways & Means excise
affiliates of MBS.
donor's total contributions over the 20-30%
subcommittee headed by Rep. Aime Forand
limitation. IRS has made one exception. If
In Oklahoma City, federal District Judge
(D-R. I.).
a member of a religious order pledged to
W. R. Wallace on May 21 declared a mislifetime poverty wins money on a tv show,
The Federal Excise Tax Council said,
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to an agreement. Mrs. Wanamaker
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The chain libel suit is based on a broadyears
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The FCC has been upheld in its refusal
The National Assn. of Manufacturers was
cast by MBS commentator Fulton Lewis
last September to move ch. 3 from Philaamong those protesting the excise proposal
Jr. in January 1956. Mr. Lewis linked Mrs.
delphia toAtlantic City, N. J., requested by
and individual manufacturers represented,
Wanamaker with Communism [GovernDavid E. Mackey (holder of ch. 52 there).
included Columbia Records, CBS Hytron!
ment, Jan. 16, 1956]. The Washington ofA unanimous three-judge Washington apGeneral Electric, Raytheon, Sylvania, Philficial (she since was defeated for re-election
pellate court ruled that the FCC acted
co and RCA-Whirlpool.
to her school post), filed suit against more
properly in denying the petition. PhilaFor manufacturers acting under prior
than 30 MBS affiliates for damages of $2
delphia's ch. 3 is assigned to WRCV-TV.
million. Early in 1958 the suit in Baltimore
resulted in a hung jury. A verdict for $10,000 in Mrs. Wanamaker's favor in Walla
Walla, Wash., is awaiting a ruling on
Cincinnati's
a
Most
Powerful
motion for a new trial. Mr. Lewis has filed
a counter claim against Mrs. Wanamaker
Independent
for malicious litigation.
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Am

Grants

Finalized

The FCC last week finalized two previous
initial decisions and made am grants to
Jackson County Broadcasting Co. for a
new outlet on 1320 kc with 500 w, day,
in Maquoketa, Iowa, and to Philip D. Jackson for a new am on 800 kc with 1 kw,
day, in Weed, Calif. In the case of the
Maquoketa grant, the Commission also
denied a petition by Jackson County Broadcasting to strike exceptions of KROS Clinton, Iowa.
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Bartholomew

made

UP-INS
MERGED
by Hearst Metrotone Inc.

chief; Justice Dept. investigates

The consolidation of International News
Service with United Press Assns. to form
United Press International was confirmed in
an announcement May 24 [At Deadline,
May 26].
The fate of the INS-Telenews operation,
which supplies tv nevvsfilm and programming to stations throughout the country,
was clarified later in the week: the organization will be continued by Hearst Metrotone Inc. It was explained that Telenews was
not involved in the merger because the
organization is owned 50% by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and 50% by the Hearst Corp.,
which also owned INS and International
News Photos, both of which were covered
in the consolidation.
The announcement of the merger did
not touch upon the financial considerations
involved but it was reported that an undisclosed amount of UP stock will be paid
to the Hearst Corp.
Frank H. Bartholomew, president of
United Press, becomes president of UPI.
Kingsbury Smith, general manager of INS,
will serve as vice president and associate
general manager. The board of UPI will be
enlarged to include William Randolph
Hearst Jr., editor-in-chief, Hearst Newspapers; J.D. Gortakowsky, chairman of the
board of Hearst Consolidated Publications
Inc., and G. O. Markuson, vice president
and treasurer of the Hearst Corp.
Mr. Bartholomew said that "the consolidation of the two services will assure a
stronger competitive news and pictorial
news-report to newspapers, radio and tele-

vision stations through the entire civilized
world." He indicated that "economics" was
an "important factor" in the merger, citing
"steadily rising costs."
Attorney General William Rogers said
Tuesday the Justice Dept. should be able
to announce its position within the "next
few days" on whether it feels a violation
of the Clayton Antitrust Act is involved in
the merger, following a meeting last Monday of Assistant Attorney General Victor
Hansen, antitrust chief, and Justice lawyers,
with UPI President Frank H. Bartholomew
and counsel. Mr. Hansen said he heard rumors of the merger and sent telegrams to
UP and INS officials asking that the merger
not be consummated until Justice had studied the plans. Mr. Bartholomew replied that
the merger had been reached May 16,
but was not announced at that time pending
various operational arrangements.
Chairman Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.) of
the House Judiciary Committee said Monday the merger emphasizes the need for
passage of his bill (HR 7698) to require that
the Justice Dept. be notified of mergers beforehand. The bill was reported to the
House by the Judiciary Committee May
27, 1957, but has been held up in the House
Rules Committee since then.
He felt that competition may have been
"substantially" lessened as that term is used
in the Celler-Kefauver Amendment to the
Clayton Act, and that "undoubtedly, the
public's opportunity to get news has been
'substantially' diminished."
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) said Tues-
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FINAL negotiations of the UP-INS merger were consummated by (standing I to r) Raymond McCauley, INS general counsel; Harvey Upton, INS attorney; Joseph R. Fawcett,
UP attorney; Glen Offenbacher, UP attorney; J. D. Gortatowsky, Hearst Consolidated
Publications Inc. board chairman; J. Kingsbury Smith, INS general manager; Mims
Thomason, UP vice president-general business manager; Robert L. Frey, UP executive
assistant to president; (seated I to r) E. K. Bryan, UP attorney; Frank H. Bartholomew,
UP president-general manager; Richard E. Berlin, Hearst Corp. board chairman, and
Lee Keller, UP vice president-general sales manager.
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day he had asked the Justice Dept. to "seriously consider" seeking a preliminary injunction against the merger. He also urged
passage of prc-merger-notification legislation now before the Senate Antitrust &
Monopoly Subcommittee of which he is
chairman.
An INS official estimated that only about
10% of the total INS force of about 600
editorial, business and operational employes will be retained by UPI. UP said none
of its staff would be discharged.
The United Press was created in 1907
by E. W. Scripps, who also was the founder
of the Scripps-Howard Newspaper Group.
Controlling interest in the UP and the
newspaper group is still retained by E. W.
Scripps Co. INS was founded in 1909 by
the late William Randolph Hearst. It was
wholly-owned by the Hearst Corp.
UP services about 1.900 radio-tv station
clients. No figure was available on INS'
station list but it is estimated to be "less
than 100" and includes the four radio networks. The INS wire reportedly was used
by stations largely as a supplemental wire.
A UPI official said all INS contracts will
be assumed by the new agency. He stated
these contracts will be "negotiable" between
UPI and its clients, where duplicate coverage existed. He said in the event that stations subscribed to both UP and INS,
UPI would attempt to sell the station a supplementary wire, such as sports, business,
or local, that the client might not already
have.
Telenews was regarded as probably the

most active broadcast unit of the Hearst
Corp. Telenews serviced 158 stations and
ABC-TV with daily newsfilm strips running
from five to 12 minutes; a weekly news review program of 15 minutes and a quarterhour "this week in sports" program. The
organization also supplied a 15-minutc farm
news filmed show, which recently completed
a 13-week cycle on 64 stations under the
Corp.
sponsorship of The American Cyanamid
Robert H. Reid, who was television sales
manager of INS, covering Telenews, has
been named general sales manager of Hearst
Metrotone's Telenews operation. He was in
the process of assembling a staff, since
former Telenews salesman had been on the
INS payroll and had been discharged. It
is likely that some of the INS personnel will
be hired by Mr. Reid.
Hearst Metrotone also distributes "news
of the day" newsreel to theatres.

Telemeter's Novins Confident
That Pay Tv Still Has Future
Shutdown of the Bartlesville, Okla.,
closed-circuit community toll tv system after
eight months [Program Services, May 26]
has not discouraged International Telemeter
Corp., developer of the Telemetering coinbox system of pay tv. On the contrary,
Louis A. Novins, ITC president, said last
week that the Bartlesville experience with
service offered for a flat monthly fee confirmed Telemeter's belief that "an effective
pay television system must (1) identify each
program purchased by each subscriber; (2)
provide the means for varying prices depending on the attractiveness of the entertainment offered and (3) provide the viewer
with complete freedom of choice as to
the selection of his programs."
Mr. Novins asserted that "around the
end of this year, Telemeter will be in

This is another WMT spectacular.

operation in several communities" with such
a system. His office declined to identify
these communities until all details for the
installations have been fully worked out.
This caution is not surprising after the
experience of ITC and Skiatron in Los
Angeles where, after fighting for months
to get city franchises to install their systems, they then found themselves faced with
a public referendum battle and surrendered
their franchises instead [Program Services,
March 3].
Commenting that one conclusion of the
operator of the Bartlesville toll tv system
was that other types of programming than
motion pictures are needed for success, Mr.
Novins said: "Telemeter is now actively
engaged in organizing a separate corporation with experienced personnel to develop
and obtain a wide variety of live programs,
both local and national. In a matter of
weeks. Telemeter will make announcements
signifying that pay television is moving from
conversation into hardware, from planning
into the market place."

(WMT is that CBS radio station in Eastern Iowa
whose mail address is Cedar Rapids, and whose
national representative is The Katz Agency.)
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Goodson-Todman Set Busy Summer
Goodson-Todman Productions, New
York, has announced it will have 22 halfhour programs running weekly on the tv
networks this summer (up from last sum-

mer's 17 half-hours weekly), claiming this
to be a record for an independent package
producer. Seven live and two film series
are involved. The firm has sold Number Please to CBS-TV for the Tuesday
8:30-9 p.m. period starting in early July
as the replacement for Wingo, now defunct.
Other series set this summer include Beat
the Clock, Play Your Hunch, To Tell the
Truth, I've Got a Secret, Undercurrent and
What's My Line, all on CBS-TV, and The
Pi 'ice Is Right and Jefferson Drum on
NBC-TV.
Weaver Gets Double Tv Exposure
On Camera and as Film Producer
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr., former
NBC president and board chairman and
now a tv consultant, will get a "double exposure" this week, on tv itself and as the
supervising producer of a new live tv film
series being offered for sale next season.
Mr. Weaver will be the guest on next
Sunday's (June 8) Mike Wallace Interview
on ABC-TV (10-10:30 p.m.) Mr. Wallace
currently is host of a special series on the
theme of "Survival and Freedom" presented
by ABC-TV in association with The Fund
for the Republic. Said Mr. Wallace, "We
plan to ask him how well he feels television
is living up to his idea, expressed several
years ago, that it must be the instrument
which prepares us for progress into tomorrow's good society or steels us to fight
for our democratic way of life."
Mr. Weaver's new live tv series — a pilot
will be made today (Monday) in New York
— is called Are You a Star? The series, starring comedian Jim Backus, is being prepared by Mr. Weaver's Program Service
Inc., which is responsible for production
supervision, and is aimed for the fall season.
Producer is George McGarrett. The series
will have fledgling actors or actresses competing with one another in comedy sketches
in which professional talent will be employed.
Truman
Urges Toll Tv Trial
In Letter to Virginia Paper
Ex-President Harry S. Truman last week
reiterated his belief that pay tv should be
given a trial because it has "great possibilities." In a letter to his old Democratic
friend, Clayton Fritchey, publisher of the
Northern Virginia (Arlington) Sun, Mr.
Truman said "there is no reason why this
could not be accomplished under proper
safeguards
established
by the voiced
FCC." these
Last October
Mr. Truman
views in a talk to the NAB regional meeting
in Kansas City [Trade Assns., Oct. 14,
1957]. At that time he told broadcasters he
felt they should "at least have the opportunity to conduct pay tv" since they are
subject to federal regulation. He contended
the public should make the ultimate choice.
He told broadcasters at that time that he
knows little about subscription tv and "probMr.ably Fritchey
cares less." is a former editor of Democratic Digest, party organ, and held the
top Defense Dept. public relations post
during the Truman administration.
Broadcasting
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A 24-page study designed to dispel the
"myth" that '"modern radio" caters mainly
to rock 'n' roll-loving teenagers is being released today (Monday) by Adam Young
Co. [At Deadline, May 26].

The special report on "The Audience of
Modern Radio" — based on a Pulse study
conducted last fall in 10 major markets —
contends that: (A) the audience of "modern"
radio stations is predominantly adult
(84.9% as against 11.7% teenagers and
3.4% children); (B) "modern" radio stations reach more adults than "oldline" network affiliates (50% more in the 6-9 a.m.
period, 80% in the 9 a.m.-3 p.m. period,
60% in the 3-6 p.m. period); (C) "modern"
radio stations reach more impressionable
than "old-line" network
womenmore).
younge
affiliaters (85%
Markets in which the Pulse study was
conducted were Los Angeles, New York,
Chicago, Minneapolis, Cincinnati, Milwaukee, Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans and
Seattle. Only in the latter market did the
Young companies pick on a "compatible
affiliate," KING Seattle — a station that,
says President Adam Young, programs
"similarly to independent stations." KING
is an ABC Radio affiliate. In the nine other
markets the study contrasted an independent
with a network affiliate.
"We picked Pulse," Mr. Young said last
week, "because in most agencies station buying is done according to Pulse. We felt
their [Pulse's] findings would impress agency
buyers."
Mr. Young further explained that while
his report concentrated on major markets,
sample surveys conducted in smaller mar-

YOUNG'S

1.

PREMISES

The audience of 'modern' radio
stations is predominantly adult.

kets (e.g., Greensboro, N. C.) tended to
bear out his feeling that listening habits
don't change very much in non-metropolitan
areas.
The Young companies represent stations
in five of the 10 markets analyzed but the
findings in those five were not confined to
client stations, Mr. Young points out.
In releasing the study, Mr. Young said
he resents the "muddled thinking" that
equates modern radio withAlthough
rock 'n' roll
music.
his
personal tastes in
music don't include
R & R he maintains
a Voltaire-like attitude towards it. He
will defend to the
death a station operator's right to include R & R in his
music selections assuming such programming can be justified in terms of the
broadest mass audience appeal and, through
it, advertiser impact.
MR. YOUNG

"Our salesmen found," he explained, "too
many agency timebuyers who picked stations not on up-to-date market and audience factors but on reputations the stations
had built over a period of years. Apparently
it made little difference to these buyers that
their image of stations had long been shattered by the arrival of modern radio."
Rock 'n' roll, according to Mr. Young,
is but "one small facet of modern radio
today." Granted, he said, that the single
most important element of modern radio

2 . 'Modern' radio stations reach
than 'old-line'
more adults
network
affiliates.
6-9 a.m.

is the kind of music that inevitably determines station popularity, by itself music
is not the total answer to the development
of modern radio. A modern station, as opposed to "traditional" independents and network affiliates, also will stress local public
service and news programming and will
innovate "where others have feared to
tread," Mr. Young asserted. In the realm
of news broadcasts, a modern radio station
will open with local news — usually delivered
by on-the-spot reporters — and will rely as
little as possible on wire service copy, he
said.
Another thing, according to Mr. Young:
modern radio station management must con"unlast record
to the veryprogram
trol
music policy
less it wishes
to surrender
dictates
to the likes and prejudices of its various disc
jockeys." A traditional radio station, said
Mr. Young, will depend almost primarily on
the Top 40, thus wind up with a station
that has no personality of its own. People
today must have a reason to turn to any
given station; "people no longer listen to
stations per se . . . they pick a station because they expect something."
Not only does Mr. Young feel that Top
40 is a misnomer when thought of as R & R
("After all, the No. 1 hit at WINS New
York last week was the non-R & R All I Do
Is Dream' . . .") but that it is a complete
fallacy that stations can buy audiences by
means of gimmicks.
"No station has enough money to 'buy'
its audience . . . Furthermore, in the final
analysis no station can keep its audiences —
assuming for a minute that it can buy listeners— unless it services their likes and
As regards the rock 'n' roll controversy,
Mr. Young feels that it has been "fostered
byneeds."
the trade press and a certain radio net-

3. 'Modern' radio stations reach
more of the impressionable
women than 'old-line'
network
younger affiliates.
{showing % mote women 16-35 yeors o< oge ■
by 'modernbyreoched
'old-line'
affiliates] stations than ate reached

[ihowmg
% moreare odulls
by 'modern'
stoilons lhan
reachedreached
by "otd-l.ne'
affiliates)

AVERAGE NUMBER OF YOUNG WOMEN REACHED PER '1. HOUR

9 a.m. -3 p.m.
MS
OL

MS-Modern Stations

OL-Old-Line Affiliates

notions.

The Young-Pulse tabulations of the
10 markets showed the modern radio
station with adult audience ranging
from a high of 88.8% in New York to
a low of 79.6% in New Orleans.

Broadcasting

The modern station was ahead of
the "old-line" in all instances save
three, all during the 6-9 a.m. period,
in
kee.Atlanta, Los Angeles and Milwau-

The modern radio lead in the eight
markets tabulated (New York and
Seattle were omitted from this section) ranged from 233% in Cincinnati to 29% in Los Angeles.
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work vice president" whom he identified
as NBC Radio's Matthew J. Culligan. Also
serving as targets for Mr. Young's slings
and arrows: Columbia Records' artists and
repertoire director Mitch Miller ("who is
against R & R because he's pushing album
sales and sees Columbia and the other big
firms being murdered by the new singledisc firms . . .") and Cunningham & Walsh's
Jerome Feniger ("who in a recent talk
IAdvlrtiskrs & Agkncies, May 19] criticised the people who were implementing the
verv things he recommended at the outset
. . .").
The severest critics of modern radio. Mr.
Young went on. "fail to realize that programming today is no mere hit-or-miss proposition; programming today is based on long
and careful study for how else do you explain that when a modern radio operator
enters a new market, sets in use increase by
a fantastic percentage?" These critics, he
contends, "are those who have never had
the problem of running a station or of
building local audiences."
Much of the anti-modern radio fire emanates. Mr. Young charged, "from the networks who in olden days of radio were the
"haves' and today find themselves playing
the part of "have-nots' in terms of audiences. These are the men who are accusing
independent station operators of doing the
same things they themselves tried to do . . .
but unsuccessfully. The successful affiliate
operators today are those who on station
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time emulate their independent rivals."
One reason Mr. Young gives for the
"passions" inherent in the current controversy is that "rock 'n' roll does not allow
indifference; people either love it or they
hate it." He believes those operators who
are currently playing R & R "to the hilt"
(and "R & R is just a passing fad . . . look
at the Top 40 today as against the Top 40
of six months ago
soring eye" on the
selections. He also
frain"' that R &. R
tributing factor to

. . .") exercise a "cenmore blatant and vulgar
dismisses the "tired reprogramming is a conthe alarming growth of

juvenile delinquency: "I feel that tv shows
that glorify crime should take most of the
blame ... if any blame is to be apportioned
to broadcasting."
Mr. Young questioned the "hypocrisy"
of some people who charge R & R is catering to a distinct minority, thereby ignoring
the wants of most listeners: "What do you
think WQXR (New York) and other classical music stations are doing but catering
to a distinct minority, I ask you?"

WMGM's
Backfires

'DeGauMe' Interview
as Plug for WINS

WMGM
New York last week found itself the victim of a classic hoax: its facilities were used to plug rival WINS New
York by someone purporting to be Gen.
Charles DeGaulle of France.

WMGM's troubles began last Tuesday
when it placed a direct overseas call to the
home of Gen. DeGaulle in Colomby-lesDeux-Eglises; there was no answer. The
station tried again Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
DST. At 10:30. the telephone rang; would
WMGM now be ready to talk with M. DeGaulle? It would, and was. WMGM's Bill
Edmonds rushed into a studio equipped with
beeper phone and tape recording equipment as the engineer began cutting tape.
After establishing contact with "De
Gaulle" (who conveniently agreed to talk
in English), Mr. Edmonds identified
WMGM, in answer to lengthy questions
that finished with the voice on the phone
finally saying "but my favorite station in
New York is WINS . . . vive la France!"
(click.)
WMGM, checked the New York telephone company and found that its call had
not gotten through. It immediately went on
the air with an announcement confessing it
had been "'taken." It then called WINS
Vice President Jock Fearnhead. Mr. Fearnhead denied any complicity by his station.
WMGM's associate director, Ray Katz,
said that the FCC has taken the case under
advisement and WMGM has asked it to take
"whatever action it deems appropriate."

Swezey Protests Legislators
Decision for Secret Session
The Louisiana Legislature's decision to
hold a closed session for consideration of
the state's fiscal situation and teachers'
salaries was protested Wednesday by Robert
D. Swezey, executive vice president and
general manager of WDSU-AM-TV New
Orleans.

He said he was "shocked" by the decision
"to shield deliberations from the open view

of the public and the press," adding the ac- \>
tion was in violation of the spirit and purpose of the state's public meeting law. The
excuse of the legislature that more work j
can be accomplished in secret "is the same I
excuse that totalitarian governments use to>J
justify secrets and censorship," he said.
WDSU has covered past legislative sessions by live, film and tape facilities.

L. A. Broadcasters
Delayed

Oppose
Disaster Reporting

Proposal that broadcasters delay carrying news of disaster long enough to permit
police, firemen, ambulance crews and other
emergency persons to do their work without hinderance from
curious spectators
alerted by radio and tv found no endorse- j
ment from Los Angeles broadcasters. A spot *
check by Broadcasting revealed station ex- i
ecutives sympathetic with the public serv- »
ants whose work is hampered by idle onlookers but unanimously opposed to the

suggested
solution.
The plan
for delayed reporting of air j
crashes, fires and other disasters was made
Tuesday by Los Angeles County Supervisor
Burton Chase at a meeting of the board of
supervisors. The matter was referred to L. J
S. Hollinger, chief administrative officer.

Several broadcasters expressed the opinion '
that prompt reporting of such news as the
Hancock Oil fires (see page 79) kept away
many who might otherwise have seen the
heavy smoke and gone to investigate its
cause. They agreed that emotional reporting
of the "this-is-the-worst-scene-in-the-world

'
"
'
^

. . . you can't-imagine-how-bad-it-really-is" e
variety would attract people to the scene '
but they termed such reporting a thing of '
theButpast.
more public education is still needed.
he declared. He urged broadcasters to impress on listeners and viewers that they can
learn much more by listening and watching
radio-tv than by rushing to the scene.
Such a campaign, he indicated, would
be of more value to authorities than withholding news of a disaster.
"Calm unemotional reporting of the facts,
coupled with requests to the public to stay

'
[
j
j
(

;

away,
finds most
people
cooperative," :
Robert
Forward,
program
director of
KMPC said. He cited the fire at Malibu
where policemen assigned to keep the public out of the way found themselves with
little to do because listeners had followed 1
broadcast instructions and stayed away.

"Certain former privileges have to be i
given up when people elect to live in large I |
cities like Los Angeles, and running after

I

fire engines is one of them," Arthur C.
Hohman, deputy police chief of Los Angeles
said. "The solution is not withholding news
but controlling the manner in which it is
presented, he declared, pointing out that
Sigalert was developed for that purpose.
Sigalert is a system whereby emergency
police bulletins are received by radio stations in the area and either broadcast immediately or taped for subsequent use. The
matter of fact police reporting, devoid of
excitement or emotion, has made Sigalert
a successful tool that aids rather than hinders. Chief Hohman said.

]

1

Broadcasting

l

DATELINES

Newsworthy

LINCOLN — The five-man news team dispatched byWOW-AM-TV Omaha to cover
the Starkweather trial wound up its work
with delivery of the first-degree murder verdict in Lincoln, Neb. After broadcasting this
bulletin, the stations featured interviews
with key trial figures, including defendant
Charles Starkweather.
WOWO Fort Wayne had its Lincoln correspondent on the telephone as the jury filed
in and their decision was relayed seconds
later to Fort Wayne listeners. Tapes of the
broadcast were sent to other Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. stations in Pittsburgh,
Boston, Cleveland and Portland, Ore.
KETV (TV) Omaha broadcast the verdict bulletin and within 30 minutes had a
special five minute program on the air.
Among film and tape interviews presented
was one with the governor of Nebraska who
was reached by telephone minutes after his
return from the Florida governors' conference. Another interview was with the defendant's attorney, T. Clement Gaughan.
Earlier, a filmed interview with Mr. Starkweather was obtained by KOLN-TV Lincoln through a jail cell window. One of
KOLN-TV's four-man team covering the
court proceedings, cameraman-reporter Don
Wright managed to talk to Mr. Starkweather
(until chased away by a jailor) during a
noon trial recess. The station's staff artist,
Bob Regler, illustrated the trial for KOLNTV viewers.
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex., got its coverage of the trial via beeper reports from
KFOR Lincoln. The Texas station carried
direct reports at the time of the murders
and of the confessed murderer's capture.
LONG BEACH — It got hot on Signal Hill,
Long Beach, Calif., May 22, but this time
it wasn't the all-jazz programming of KNOB
(FM) on top of the hill. For the first time,
the station had to pre-empt its jazz-only
schedule, when studios were rocked by a
series of explosions at the Hancock Oil Co.
at the foot of the hill. Announcer Chuck
Niles put the news on the air 40 seconds
after it broke. For 12 hours, until sign-off,
KNOB worked with Signal Hill police,
broadcasting warnings to people in the area
and reassurances to families of oilworkers
who came to the studios. As things cooled
down KNOB went back to jazz the next day.
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles started remote
coverage in the afternoon and kept it up
periodically through the evening. KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles kept its remote units with
the $15 million blaze until 1:10 a.m. KMPC
Los Angeles reports it got a tip on the fire
from a listener 10 minutes before the Los
Angeles County firemen received the call.
A KHPC mobile unit was on its way to
Signal Hill less than an hour later.

SHREVEPORT — Al Crouch, news director
of KENT Shreveport, La., was credited last
month with obtaining news of an International Geophysical Year satellite-tracking
station in that city. The AP carried the story
May 21, crediting KENT with breaking it
May 20 in an exclusive interview with Ed
Nuttall, supervisor of electronics for the
Broadcasting

News

Coverage

by Radio and Tv

research department of United Gas, which
installed the IGY secondary tracking station.
KENT also recorded the sounds of Sputnik
III.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
To Television Stations Only
A Public Service Film Available For
Any 10-Day Period Without Charge

"CHALLENGE
MIDDLETOWN — Reports of the Nike explosion, in Middletown, N. J., were fed to
more than 25 stations by WJLK Asbury
Park, N. J. The station also kept its own
listeners informed, as well as giving commentaries to MBS and several Canadian
stations, via beeper reports from newsmen
Line Harner, Andy Parrish, Dan Akens and
Frank Wilgus.
PARIS — WEWS (TV) Cleveland, Ohio, has
sent two staffers here to cover the French
government crisis and the Algerian rebellion. Men on the scene are Newsreel Manager George Grant and newsman Jack
Moffitt. (The latter had only returned from
a three-week European trip — in connection
promotion of WEWS' One O'Clock
with —a two
Club
days before being given the
assignment.) Messrs. Grant and Moffit's
daily reports will be telecast on WEWS
newscasts.
KDKA Pittsburgh's News Director, Jim
Snyder, is here reporting the French political scene for Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. stations. He was diverted to Paris while
on his way to Brussels to cover the Benny
Goodman band's WBC-sponsored concerts
[Abroad
in Brief, April 28; Stations, Feb.
IV].
LONG BEACH — Six newsmen of KFOX,
equipped with miniature tape recorders,
staged their own raid on a gambling establishment in nearby Huntington Beach,
Calif., May 16, collecting evidence of
alleged illegal gambling operations and possible police corruption. One staffer tape recorded the words of the operator of the
he told reporters he'd never be
place as
raided
because he was paying for protection.
Pat Michaels, KFOX news manager,
said that he telephoned a formal complaint
to Huntington Beach police and subsequently broadcast the recording. Now, reports
KFOX, Mayor Earl Irby and Police Commissioner Ray D. Bryant have launched a
full-scale investigation of the town's police
department.
Another expose by the station — narcotics
traffic in the Orange County Jail — earned
a commendation by Rep. Craig Hosmer (RCalif.). The legislator telephoned from
Washington to commend KFOX.

FORT WORTH — Working from a longrange flood coverage plan, KFJZ-TV Fort
Worth, Tex., as the current flood season
got underway, placed its entire facilities at
the disposal of Civil Defense authorities.
Shortly after Civil Defense ordered a 24hour watch of river and lake levels, KFJZTV stationed a mobile unit at CD headquarters, telecasting hourly water level
readings and a CD officer's statement of
conditions. Then when an evacuation became necessary at 1:30 a.m., it was orderly,
calm and efficient, KFJZ-TV reports.

Narrated by
Lowell
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♦ A 13 xk minute film short on today's challenge in Asia. Will the
Philippine people and their President,
with their English-speaking, Christian heritage on an Oriental background provide a fresh means of
Peace in Asia and understanding with
the West? In this film President
Garcia gives his answer.
♦ Here is an inside look at President
Garcia at work in Malacanang Palace,
the Philippine White House. The film
includes a special sequence on his role
as host to the SEATO conference,
which helped firm up the anti-Communist alliance in Asia. There are live
sound statements by Secretary of
State John Foster Dulles and Philippine President Garcia, also intimate
glimpses into the workday and the
private home life of President Garcia
. . . including Cabinet Meetings, as
host at a state dinner for SEATO
foreign ministers . . . receiving a
newly appointed ambassador ...
talking with a delegation of American
boys . . . welcoming world-renowned
personalities, Marian Anderson and
others . . . relaxing with his family
. . . playing chess . . . with a final interview of broad impact on tomorrow in
Asia!
♦ A remarkably different public service film for the TV program director
seeking to give his viewers a fresh
insight into Asia and President Garcia's objectives for the betterment of
Philippine-American understanding.
♦ Produced by Alfred Wagg Pictures,
narrated by Lowell Thomas, directed
by Alfred Wagg, written by Joe
DiMona, photographed in 35mm black
and white, and 16mm prints are available, with synchronized sound and
music.
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CHANGING

HANDS

°>
D
CE
station
interests
were
ANNOUN
announced last week. All are subject to
FCC approval.
kill SAN \\ IONIC), TEX. • Sold to
Connie B. Gay. multiple station owner, by
Charles W. Balthrope for $250,000. Mr.
Balthrope will retain ownership of K.ITEFM and will serve as consultant to KITE.
The sale was handled by Hamilton. Stubblefield. Twining and Assoc. KITE is on 930
kc with 1 kw, day.
KSO DES MOINES, IOWA • Sold to N.
L. Bentson. Joseph R. Floyd, Edmund R.
Ruben and Tony Moe by KSO Inc., Lyman
S. Ayres, president, for $202,500. Messrs.
Bentson. Floyd and Ruben also own WLOL
Minneapolis, KELO-AM-TV Sioux Falls,
KDLO-TV Florence, and KPLO-TV Reliance, all South Dakota. Anton J. Moe,
sales manager of WDAU-TV Scranton, Pa.,
will be general manager of KSO, it was announced. Sale was handled by Allen Kander
and Co. KSO is on 1460 kc with 5 kw.

KGEE BAKERSFIELD, CALIF. • Sold by
Carl E. Haymond and associates to comedian Danny Thomas and his manager. Eli
Parker, for $150,000 plus assumption of
liabilities totaling almost $70,000. Mr.
Thomas will own 90%, Mr. Parker 10% of
the 250 w, 24-hour independent on 1230
kc. C. Dexter Haymond will remain as manager of station under consulting contract
for one year.
KLYK SPOKANE, WASH. • Sold to
Harold Lampbell. 50% owner of KINK
Phoenix, for $120,000 by D. Gene Williams
and Delbert Bertholf. multiple station owners. The sale was handled by Jack L. Stoll
and Assoc. KLYK, formerly KSPO,
operates on 1340 kc with 250 w.

WGOL GOLDSBORO, N. C. • Sold to
Better Advertising Inc. of Kinston, N. C,
headed by William S. Page, president, and
Jack P. Hankins. secretary and general
manager, for $35,000 by Wayne Broadcasting Co. Messrs. Page and Hankins own and
operate KELS Kinston. The sale was
handled by Paul H. Chapman Co. WGOL
operates on 1300 kc with 1 kw, day.
The following transfers of
APPROVED
station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions see For The Record,
page 91.

WTVP (TV) DECATUR, ILL. • Sold by
W. L. Shellabarger and others to businessmen headed by George A. Bolas, media
director, Tatham-Laird Inc., Chicago agency, for $200,000 for stock and debentures
plus lease of premises for $20,000 a year for
five years with the opportunity to buy for
$225,000. The station is on ch. 17 and is
affiliated with ABC-TV.
KOMA OKLAHOMA CITY • Sold 10%
to Raymond Ruff, acting manager, by the
other partners for $35,000. The FCC also
approved the transfer of 10% of KOMA
June 2, 1958
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to Bessie von Zamft for $3,500 in a giftpurchase transaction with Donald S. Rubin,
a partner in the station and a relative of
Mrs. Zamft. Other partners are Arnold
Lerner. Burton Levine, Myer Fcldman and
Harold Thurman. KOMA operates on 1520
kc with 50 kw.
KDBX (FM) LOS ANGELES • Sold con
struclion permit to Radio Beverlv Hills
(KBCA [FM] Beverly Hills), Saul R. Levine,
president, by James W. Hartford, Lucie
Miltcnberg and Rube Goldwater for $3,625
plus $8,875 for equipment. Mr. Levine is
permittee of KBCO-FM San Francisco and
25% owner of KCAL Redlands, both Calif.
This sale is conditioned that prior to its consummation, assignee disposes of KBCA
(FM). KDBX operates on 105.1 mc with
17 kw.
KRIB MASON CITY, IOWA • Granted
assignment of license to Western Broadcasting Co., William F. Johns Jr. president and
51% owner, in a stock transaction. Mr.
Johns has interests in KIHO Sioux Falls,
S. W., WMIN St. Paul, Minn., WOSH-AMw.
TV Oshkosh. Wis., and KMNS Sioux City,
Iowa. KRIB operates on 1490 kc with 250

Stations

Not

in Tampa

Sale

The purchase of the afternoon Tampa
(Fla.) Daily Times by the morning Tampa
Tribune at an undisclosed price was announced last week, with the new owners to
take over June 2. No transfer of real estate
was involved. WDAE-AM-FM Tampa,
owned by the Times, was not involved in
the sale and will continue under the same
management, it was announced. The Tribune owns WFLA-AM-FM-TV Tampa and
the David Tennant Bryan family, majority
owner, also is majority owner of the Richmond (Va.) Times-Dispatch and NewsLeader (WRNL-AM-FM). Allen Kander &
Co., Washington, handled the transaction.

RADIO

A

SUCCESS

It may be that tv is the consuming
Saturday night interest in many households, but even in the video age WWVA
Wheeling, W. Va., has radio enthusiasts
flocking into the Virginia Theatre for the
WWVA Jamboree. It's a live audience
habit of 25 years standing.
After the show's 25th anniversary
broadcast early in May the quartercentury box-office was figured at $2.2
million. This was racked up by more
than 2 million paying guests, with broadcast revenue— hundreds of thousands
worth — not taken into account.
The anniversary audience was a typical
one with visitors from 16 states present
for the 7:30 p.m.-2 a.m. show. The
weekly influx from the 25-state signal
radius has meant several millions in
business for Wheeling merchants over
the last quarter-century.
Cognizant of this, the Wheeling City

COMEDIAN Danny Thomas (r) signs
agreement by which he and his manager, Eli Parker, buy 250 w, 24-hour
KGEE Bakersfield, Calif., for $150,000 plus assumption of liabilities of
almost $70,000. C. Dexter Haymond
(1) remains as manager of the 250 w independent one year (see Changing Hands). for

D.J. Ted

Steele Signs with

WMCA

Veteran New York disc jockey Ted Steele
was signed last week to a three-year contract
by WMCA New York which reportedly will
pay him $60,000 a year. He will handle two
shows daily (except Sunday) at 11 a.m.1 p.m. and 5-7 p.m. effective June 2. Mr.
Steele, for nearly 20 years a New York
radio-tv music fixture, will continue with his
WOR-TV New York program until June 13.

WBBF

Declares Single Rates

WBBF Rochester, N. Y., has published a
new single-rate card, eliminating separate
local and national rates. The station, under
direction of Kenneth M. Cooper, noted current publicity on the local-national question
and stated that the single rate card "is the
only truly bold and real solution." The

IN VIDEO AGE
Council and the Ohio Valley Board of
Trade sent congratulatory resolutions to
the Storer station on the show's 25th
birthday. The governor transcribed
greetings for the broadcast.
The Jamboree's country and western
stars — more than 750 of them so far —
have drawn listeners from 575-600 counties to see the broadcast. (WWVA figures its coverage in the country's northeast quadrant amounts to about 39%
of the country's total population.) At
last count two years ago, it was found
that listeners had driven 250,000 miles
to and from Wheeling for Jamboree.
The 25th anniversary of the WWVA
Jamboree attracted not only a full complement oflisteners and visitors but also
wide publicity both in print and on the
CBS network (which regularly carries a
Jambo
ree y segmen
— Countr
Style).t on its Saturday Night
Broadcasting

10
WBBF card lists three types of rates, the
flat rates
am -3 p.m. daytime plan, (with
for 6-10 a.m. and 3-7 p.m.), evening plan
e news
and separate news rates for five-minut
headlines, all with freshows" and news
quency discounts.

GE Realigns Executives
At Schenectady Stations

WITH Adds Audit Service
As Food Merchandising Aid
Food store audits every two weeks now
e food merare part of the WITH Baltimor
chandising program, it has been announced
of the
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retai
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on Air; WTIX

Moves

General Electric's broadcast operation
B (TV) Schenec(WGY-WGFM (FM)-WRGalign
ment.
new
a
has
tady, N. Y.)
In the new plan announced last week by
broadJ. Milton Lang, general manager of Reid
casting station operations, Robert F.
of
manager of WGY, becomes manager
ger
mana
ha,
Galus
marketing, and Merl L.
.
of WRGB, becomes manager of operations
sales,
t
direc
will
post
new
his
Mr. Reid in
traffic and promotion, and Mr. Galusha will
ing and techbe responsible for all programm
nical operations for all stations.
Mr. Lang noted that the new alignment
organization and maxiwould permit a fluid
mum use of talent in both media. He also
said that Frank A. Pasley, Caleb Paine
and Willard J. Purcell continue in their
,
respective posts of manager of accounting
adof
head
and
ce
servi
c
director of publi
vanced technical planning and research for
all of the stations.

to 690

inent
Todd Storz, president of Mid-Cont
ally preBroadcasting Co., last month form
sented the Orleans Parish school board with
station
WNPS the city's new educational
Continent's
that uses the facilities of MidWTIX [Programs & Promotions, May 12;
on
Education, Feb. 10]. WNPS operates
stran
er
WTIX' old 1450 kc, while the latt
comion
fers to 690 kc. The educational stat
menced operating at 6 p.m. at a dedication
ceremony that included the mayor of New
ident
Orleans, Dr. James F. Redmond, pres
Mr.
of the Orleans Parish school board and
Storz.

Berkmans Named to Top Offices
In Chicago Greeting Card Firm
Louis and Jack N. Berkman, president
and vice president, respectively, of the
top
Friendly Group stations, have taken
ers
Print
d
Unite
of
tion
offices in a reorganiza
and Publishers Inc., Chicago greeting card
and calendar producer.
Louis Berkman, also president of the
Follansbee Steel Corp., Follansbee, W. Va.,

ihsdh.

eo
KBIQ (FM) Gearing for Ster
t
New highpower transmitting equipmen
for
on
Wils
t
Moun
at
lled
insta
g
now is bein
call of staKBIQ (FM) Los Angeles, new (FM)
. When
A
KPL
nated
desig
ly
former
tion
er,
summ
this
installation is complete, late
onic broadKBIQ will start daily stereoph
casts in conjunction with its am affiliate
,
KBIG Avalon (Catalina), John H. Poole
d
stations, announce
of both
president
and
Otherwise, Mr. Poole said, KBIG
y.
entl
pend
KBIQ will be programmed inde
ined
comb
a
at
time
The stations will offer
package rate, however.
New

Broadcasting

REPRESENTATIVES

APPOINTMENTS

KAKE Wichita, Kan., has appointed Venard
Rintoul & McConnell, N. Y.

Calif., has named
Eureka,
N uinn
KDAen-Q
Gavr
Corp.

Mc-

WWCO Waterbury, Conn., has appointed
Jack Masla Assoc.
SHORTS

STATIONS

WRCA-TV New York reports its most successful April in station's history— 13% increase in total billings over that month last

staWABD (TV) New York has reduced its
emthree
by
6
June
year.tion personnel effective
ployes-all assigned to Nightbeat interview program which is slated to go off air
for summer. Affected are Norman Gelb,
Morton Silverstein and Ellen Schapiro.
WPOW New York reports increase in overall monthly billing since December 1957
amounts to 250%.
KM MI Grand Island, Neb., announces it
has increased power from 1 kw to 10 kw.

way

SESAC

TRANSCRIBED
LIBRARY
N-2201

NOVELTIES

#

Series "N"

BOB
HIS

AND

John Blair Calculator Out

Blair & Co.'s satA third edition of John
uration calculator (first issued nearly two
e to agenyears ago) is being made availabl
theme is
's
firm
The
cies and advertisers.
and ciron
rati
satu
that in spot radio, it is
culation which make up what it terms
"satureach." The calculator permits the user
48
to see at a glance the cost of 12, 24,
maror 96 announcements weekly for five
kets or more (grouped by fives) up to 150.
ium
Also included are the costs under prem
time plans.

d
was elected chairman of the board of Unite
chaired
Printers. Jack Berman was elect
man Friendly Group stations are WSTVAM-TV Steubenville, Ohio; KODE-AMY-AM-TV ClarksTV Joplin, Mo.; WBOParke
rsburg, W. Va.;
WPAR
Va.;
W.
burg,
WPIT Pittsburgh, and KM LB Monroe, La.
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TRADE ASSNS.
NIGHT

RADIO

CITED

AT

KBA

• D'Arcy's Renfro
• Kentuckians

VALUE
RAB

MEET

boosts

am

hear appraisal

Radio stations should sell their night
hours "as the best dollar-for-dollar value in
advertising." in the opinion of Harry K.
Renfro.
radio-tv director of D'Arcy Adv.
Co.,
St. Louis.
Addressing the Kentucky Broadcasters
Assn. luncheon meeting at Louisville Thursday, Mr. Renfro described radio as "the
quickest and most effective way of reaching
people." He topped his appraisal of the
medium with suggestions designed to increase its effectiveness.
Field trips of D'Arcy executive and Pulse
surveys demonstrate radio's power as an
advertising medium, he said. The Pulse
figures, he explained, show no difference in
the quality of prime time and nighttime radio audiences.

"The night cost-per-thousand is often
lower than prime time." he added, suggesting stations that concentrate on selling only
the 7-9 a.m. and 4-6 p.m. periods are shortsighted. He said it's difficult to operate at
a profit if most of a station's income comes
from a few hours a day.
Mr. Renfro said the Pulse study shows
"greater advertising impact and sponsor
renewal factor in the commercially uncrowded night hours." He suggested night
radio also offers "greater separation from
competing product commercials and more
freedom of choice of commercial locations."
Besides attractive discounts, he continued,
night (6-10 p.m.) radio averages as many
adult listeners as daytime radio (7 a.m.-6
p.m.) although more homes are tuned in
during the early period. He said radio delivers more audience than tv each hour
between 7 a.m. and 5 p.m. — "10 of the
17 hours in the broadcast day."
"Day or night," he said, "more than 85
out of every 100 radio listeners are adults."
He offered this formula to stations — sell
night as the best dollar-for-dollar in advertising and sell daytime in packages coupled
with night spots.

D'Arcy is placing radio advertising for
the Budweise
r account on 300 stations in
180 markets, with its campaigns receiving
many citations, Mr. Renfro said. The commercials were created "to blend with today's radio."
The agency's field studies showed that
"some operators sold their souls to the
record companies and gave their stations
to the disc jockeys," he told the KBA
session, adding, "I have nothing against
disc jockeys." He was concerned because
stations "sweat over their engineering standards, work to build a good sales staff, hire
a good representative and then turn over
their programming to disc jockeys."
As to music, he said, "Music should be
controlled by policy, not by personal whim.
Radio music should be compatible with the
products advertised in various time segments.
Morning music should be different from
June 2, 1958
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MATRICULATING

SALESMEN

Radio time salesmen will leave New

and general manager of RAB, should the

York's media "street" June 15 to go back
to school — a one week course to be
given for the first time by Radio Advertising Bureau in a pilot schooling operation, called "Graduate School of Radio

prove "effective,"
aexperimental
similiar effortschool
will be made for RAB
members in other sections of the country
next year.

Selling."
Kevin Sweeney, RAB's president, ran
through the details last week. About 20
station salesmen will spend the week,
made up of "hard work and nightly homework" under the direction of I 1 members of RAB's staff and six guest "experts." at the Shorehame Club at Old
Greenwich, Conn.
Scheduled are 39 different subjects
ranging from a simplified version of
radio engineering to basics of grocery
store and furniture advertising and to
lectures on radio's principal media competitors.
Says John F. Hardesty, vice president

Purpose of the "school" is to aid sales
personnel experienced in other fields and
new to the practice of selling time. Observes Mr. Sweeney: "79% of the most
effective station salesmen now selling
radio time had no prior radio selling experience, a survey of our members indicated last year. In small markets it
runs over 92%. But even the stations in
the largest markets find over 70% of
their best men coming without prior radio experience."
From
whence this "raw material"?
Mr. Sweeney says the people are being
recruited from such diverse fields as
Fuller brush and office systems sales,
from
advertising
agencies, newsnnner
classified departments and stores.

afternoon music; stormy day music from

networks — which

that of a sunny day."
Mr. Renfro said many stations show a
lack of aggressive management. He said
commercials should be based on catchy
copy, colorful language and attractive claims
ability.
—
all presented with sincerity and believe-

worsening of the situation nationally."
The tabulations reported for the survey
week included 161 murders, 60 "so-called
'justifiable killings'," 2 suicides, 192 attempted murders, 83 robberies, 15 kidnappings, 24 conspiracies to commit murder,
21 jailbreaks, 7 attempted lynchings, 6 dynamitings, 11 extortions, 2 cases of arson and
2 instances of physical torture. NAFBRAT
said that no count was made on the "innumerable prolonged and brutal fights, the
threats to kill, the sluggings or the many
times when characters in the crime shows
manhandled their victims, including women

"The best commercial is lost if not dihe said. rected to the proper market or consumer,"
Less than one-third of all the millions of
sets being bought by the public are for replacement, Mr. Renfro said, the balance
being "new places to listen."
NAFBRAT

Lashes out at Tv

For Increased 'Violence7
The National Assn. for Better Radio &
Television last week lashed out at tv for its
"increasing incidents of violence." During
the week of May 3-9, the organization monitored the crime programs shown before 9
p.m. on seven Los Angeles tv stations and
reports that incidents of violence portrayed
on these programs included 223 killings of
human beings.

Clara S. Logan, NAFBRAT president,
said that "our report indicates that crime on
tv has reached an all-time peak and the prospect ahead is even more frightening because
the networks have taken the lead from the
independent broadcasters in presenting death
and sadism on the programs which reach
millions of youngsters each week." She cited
the NBC station in Los Angeles and said
that during its survey week this year, 500%
more killings occurred than in the 1952
survey made by NAFBRAT. Mrs. Logan
claimed that the three Los Angeles network
stations accounted for 61% of the deaths
tabulated, compared with 39% for the four
independent stations. In 1952, the network
stations presented only 22% of the killings.
"Thus we see," she said, "increasing care on
the part of some independent broadcasters,
but a complete dropping of the bars by the

indicates a

continuous

results
andThe
children.
" of the survey were sent to
broadcasters, the FCC, "325 of the most influential sponsors" and to J. Edgar Hoover
at FBI headquarters.
National

Community

Tv Assn.
First Convention June 10
First convention of the National Community Tv Assn. in Washington will be held
at the Mayflower Hotel June 10-12. The
three-day meeting will feature a reception
and demonstration for congressmen and
senators on June 10 and a discussion by
NCTA general counsel E. Stratford Smith
on the attacks on catv systems by tv broadcasters. The convention will be opened by
Sen. Allen Bible (D-Nev.), and will also
hear FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer, Sen.
J. W. Fulbright (D-Ark.), and Wendell B.
Barnes, administrator of the Small Business
Administration. New officers will be elected,
with George J. Barco, Meadville, Pa., the
retiring president. Convention-goers will
also hear Joseph Roberts, Muzak; Jack
Schwartz, telephone solicitor expert; C.
Hamilton Moses, Arkansas Power & Light
Co. Management session will be moderated
by Martin F. Malarkey Jr., Pottsville, Pa.;
technical sessions will be moderated by Ray
Schneider, Williamsport, Pa., and Archer
S. Taylor, Missoula, Mont., consulting enOpens

gineer.

Broadcasting

NETWORKS

s Fellows

NAB
Five

Board

Names

Committees

Five NAB board committees were appointed effective June 2 by President Harold
meetE Fellows. The board's semi-annual
ing will be held June 18-20 in Washington,
a June 16 briefing session for
ded by
precemembe
rs.
new
The new tv convention, tv finance and
17.
general fund committees will meet June
ttees
commi
d
boar
new
the
of
ers
Memb
follow:
Convention— J. Frank Jarman, WDNC
Durham, N. C; John H. DeWitt, WSM
Nashville; William Holm, WLPO LaSalle,
Dearborn,
111- Fred A. Knorr, WKMH
nghouse
Westi
ino,
Baud
Mich ; Joseph E.
KOINLane
Broadcasting Co.; C. Howard
KKTV
ll,
Russe
D.
James
Ore.;
and,
TV Portl
Wrede
C.
;
Colo.
gs,
(TV) Colorado Sprin
Corp.
ng
casti
Broad
thian
Corin
r,
Petersmeye
Mr. DeWitt and Mr. Russell will serve as
liaison members with the Broadcast Engineering Conference Committee. The vice
chairman of the Radio Board and the Television Board will be co-chairmen of the
Convention Committee. Mr. Fellows will act
as chairman until the boards elect their vice
chairmen during their meetings.
General Fund Finance— Alex Keese,
WFAA Dallas, chairman; Raymond V.
Eppel, KORN Mitchell, S. D.; Robert T.
Marion, Ohio; Merrill
Mason, WMRN
Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, 111.; William C.
Grove, KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.; Robert L.
Pratt, KGGF Coffey ville, Kan.; John E.
Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.; Payson Hall, Meredith Publishing Co.; C.
Howard Lane, KOIN-TV, Portland, Ore.
Membership— Ben B. Sanders, KICD
Spencer, Iowa, and Joseph J. Bernard, KTVI
(TV) St. Louis, co-chairmen; Thomas C.
Bostic, KIMA Yakima, Wash.; J. R. Livesay,
WLBH Mattoon, 111.; Daniel W. Kops,
WAVZ New Haven, Conn.; Robert J. McAndrews, KBIG Avalon, Calif.; J. M.
Higgins, WTHI Terre Haute, Ind.; Henry B.
Clay, KTHV (TV), Little Rock, Ark.;
Dwight W. Martin, WAFB-TV Baton Rouge,
Willard E. Walbridge, KRTK-TV
La.;
Houston.
Television Finance— C. Howard Lane,
KOIN-TV Portland, Ore., chairman, John
E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.;
Payson Hall, Meredith Publishing Co., G.
Richard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S. C;
C. Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian Broadcasting Corp.
By-Laws — Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., chairman; Harold
Hough, WBAP Fort Worth; Hugh M. Smith,
WCOV Montgomery, Ala.; Jack S. Younts,
WEEB Southern Pines, N. C; Payson Hall,
Meredith Publishing Co.; Dwight W. Martin,
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, La.
Service Meet

to Hear

its kind, is expected to attract more than
cians to Miami's Municipal Au1,000 techni
ditorium for four days starting Thursday.
Mr. Winner said more than $1 million
worth of the latest electronic equipment
will be shown and demonstrated.
Stations, Talent to Benefit
From Videotape, ATAS Hears
Videotape will enable tv stations to go
after local advertising dollars now spent
promostly in newspapers, Jack R. Hauser,
motion manager, Professional Products
Div., Ampex Corp., said Monday in a
speech to the Los Angeles chapter of the
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences.
Big-space newspaper advertisers like department stores, furniture stores, supermarkets and chain stores have not appeared on

Bartley

Comr. Robert T. Bartley will be
Elecprincipal speaker at the Southeastern
tronic Service convention banquet in Miami,
Saturday night, Lewis Winner, convention
chairman and producer, announced last
week. The convention, described as first of
FCC

Broadcasting

'In the Black'
MBS
At First Year Mark
With the new business now under contract, Mutual is operating "in the black,"
board chairman Armand Hammer last week
told more than 100 advertising agency executives attending a luncheon meeting in
New York commemorating the first annivership.
sary of the network under its present owner-

tv "to any considerable extent," Mr. Hauser
said. "One important reason is that tv stations have not solicited this business because
of their own scheduling and production
g an example from KRLD-TV DalCitin
ems."
probl
las, Tex., Mr. Hauser said that "an auto
dealer wanted 10 spots a week scheduled at
different times each day and of a type which
called for two live cameras. A two-camera
crew could not be made available for live
production during each of the 10 desired
availabilities, except on an awkward and expensive overtime basis. This would have
priced the customer right out of the market.
"Solution: the spots are regularly taped,
all at once, and scheduled freely according
to station time availability and sponsor desires. This is work that local talent would
have lost, yet the cost of taping, both for
the sponsor and the station, is less than live
production would have been. This does not
automomention the problems of moving peak
load
biles in and out of studios during
t to Address Colorado Meet
Allot
times."
Sen. Gordon Allott (R-Colo.) will address the June 6-7 meeting of the Colorado
Broadcasters & Telecasters Assn. at the
Antlers Hotel, Colorado Springs. Other
speakers include W. D. Rogers Jr., KDUBf, TeleTV Lubbock, Tex.; Walter g;McNif
Revill Fox,
vision Bureau of Advertisin
head of Revill Fox Adv. Co., Denver; David
Button, KMIN Grants, N. M.; A. Prose
Walker, NAB engineering manager, and
Tom Morrissey, consulting engineer. Presiding will be Robert H. Dolph, KFTM Fort
Morgan, CBTA president. James A. McKenna, of McKenna & Wilkinson, Washington law firm, will moderate a panel discussion. Officers will be elected.
Kan.

Radio

Assn.

Elects Booth

Lawrence, was
elected president of Kansas Assn. of Radio
Broadcasters at its May 24 meeting in Topeka. He succeeds Grover Cobb, KVGB
Great Bend. Tom Bashaw, KFH Wichita,
was re-elected to the board and Max Falkenpresstein, WREN Topeka, was electedbevice
held at
ident. The 1959 meeting will
Wichita.
Arden

Booth, KLWN

Mr. Hammer attributed the networks
economically feasible method of operation to
its formula of stressing news, music, sports
and special events programming. He ac"in the
had
of this year
hs been
four lmont
firstthat Mutua
red" for the knowledged
point" for
-even
at s"a ofbreak
opera
afterlast
Mr. Hammer
1957.
month
fiveting
the
indicated that network radio operations cannot operate economically with "lavish programming," and contended that affiliated
, sports and spestations prefer news, music
cial events shows from a network.
He reported that MBS now is receiving
90% clearance on its network shows from
its more than 400 affiliates.
Robert F. Hurleigh, MBS vice president
ington ofin charge of news and the Wash
fice, served as toastmaster for the affair.
newsbeat,"
MBS's "operation
He described perso
nnel of affiliated stations
under which
t
serve as MBS correspondents for significan
rk's new
news developments, and the netwo
s
special service department, which begin
in
,
tment
depar
This
5.
June
on
g
functionin
u
essence, will serve as a Washington burea
st,
reque
on
for affiliated stations, providing,
MBS
special coverage in the capital for the
outlets.

CBS

News

Appoints

Horton

ion
Michael Horton, director of informat
of
post
d
eate
at NBC, will assume a newly-cr
on
News
CBS
of
ion
rmat
director of info
June 8, Sig Mickelson, vice president of
CBS Inc., announced Thursday. In the new
post, Mr. Horton will be responsible for
planning and developing a public relations
and promotion program for CBS News and
will act as liaison with press information,
sales promotion and advertising units of the
various CBS divisions.
Mr. Horton joined NBC in 1953 after
a member of
eight years in Europe. He was ne
European
the New York Herald Tribu
staff 1946-51, serving also as Paris correspondent for MBS.
Manno

Named

to ABC

Radio

Post

Charles Manno, assistant national program director of ABC Radio, has been
named eastern program director for the network, Edward J. DeGray. vice president in
charge of ABC Radio, announced last week.
Mr. Manno has been with ABC Radio since
June 1949, was associate staff director for
four years and became assistant national
program director in November 1957. Before
he joined the network, he was in sales for
a year with the New York Herald Tribune
and before that in sales and promotion with
Capital Records.
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PERSONNEL RELATIONS

Stirrings of Renomination

Draft

Squelched by Petrillo's Stand
A movement to draft James C. Petrillo
for renomination as president of the American Federation of Musicians was under-

way last week prior to the union's annual
convention in Philadelphia starting today
(Monday) — but it apparently will fall on
deaf ears.

Mr. Petrillo made plain early last week
in Chicago he will not reconsider his decision to quit the parent AFM helm after 18
years service | Personnel Relations, May
19]. He also declined again to recommend
his successor, though his endorsement would
be tantamount to election. Among candidates mentioned for the AFM presidency
are Al Manuti. AFM Local 802 (New
York); Charles Bagley, AFM vice president,
and Herman kenin. hoard member from
Los Angeles. Mr. Petrillo did indicate a
preference, however, for a member of the
union's present executive committee.
Evidences of a "draft" movement were
reflected in claims by some AFM officials
that they have canvassed enough delegates
on Mr. Petrillo's behalf. The outgoing
AFM czar acknowledged he has been urged
to reconsider his announcement of May 14,
adding:

"They can do all the drafting they want
but they need a younger man for the job
and that's what they are going to get. Our
executive board
is loaded with talent but
my favorite son candidate will not be known
until after the election."
Little Immediate Effect Seen
If SDG Strike Materializes
If Screen Directors Guild calls its members off their jobs at studios producing
films for tv today, the action would have
little immediate effect a survey made
Wednesday by Broadcasting revealed.
Some of the tv film companies said they
already have enough programs in the can to
take them well into next winter. 20th Century-Fox has completed 30 episodes each
of How io Marry a Millionaire and Man
Without a Gun, both scheduled to start in
fall on the NTA Film Network. Four Star
Films has completed its main shooting schedule and is out of production until July.
Screen Gems also is currently not in production. NBC's National California Productions iswithin the last week of completing
its new Silent Service series. McCadden Productions also is within a week of finishing
its two series, Bums & Allen and No Warning.

Tv-Radio Arm, WGAW, Najmes Slate
Don Mullally was elected president of
the Tv-Radio Branch of the Writers Guild
of America West at the group's annual
meeting May 15. Other officers for the coming year are Leonard Freeman, vice president, and Anthony Ellis, secretary-treasurer
Board members elected for two years are
Arthur Alsberg, Richard Collins. Samuel
Newman and David Victor, with Kay Lenard winning a one-year term. Ken Englund
was elected president of the screen writers
branch of WGAW, with Ben Roberts, vice
president; Winston Miller, secretary-treasPage 84 • June 2, 195S

urer; Herbert Baker, Isobel Lennart, Mel
Shavelson, lames Webb, two-year term directors; Lewis Meltzer and Charles Hoffman, one-year term directors.
Parent Firm Brings WEDC
Under Labor Law, NLRB Says
The combined gross revenue of WEDC
Chicago and the Emil Denemark inc. automobile business must be included in the
Denemark firm's income by the National
Labor Relations Board in deciding whether
WEDC comes under the national labor
law, according to a May 26 NLRB ruling.
The board sustained a decision by its examiner which held that IBEW Local 1220
was entitled to a WEDC technical staff vote
to decide if it should represent the employes
in collective bargaining.
NLRB's decision noted that Emil Denemark Inc. conducts a retail automobile sales
operation and also owns and operates
WEDC. "A substantial portion of the broadcast time is devoted to advertising the employer's automobile operations," the board
held. "Both phases of the employer's business are located in the same building and are
serviced by the same administrative office.
During 1957 the gross revenue from the
radio station amounted to $57,000. For the
same year, the employer's total indirect inflow for its automobile operation exceeded
million." does not assume jurisdiction
$2 NLRB
where an employer's income is less than
$200,000.
Other studios like Revue which are currently producing for tv indicated that, if
necessary, other workers like cameramen
and film cutters could be assigned directorial
duties provided, of course, that their unions
did not order them not to replace directors
on strike. This was considered unlikely as
cutters and cameramen belong to IATSE
unions affiliated with AFL-CIO, whereas
SDG is an independent union.
Some producers might themselves take
over the direction of the tv film. But unlike the situation at CBS during the recent
IBEW strike, when network executives
performed the duties of engineers, motion
picture producers-directors retain their
membership in SDG. While as company officials they are fighting the union demands,
they are not considered apt to engage in
any personal strike breaking.
There was no certainty Wednesday that
there would be an SDG strike. Negotiations
were still in progress between the guild and
producers of film for tv and theatre exhibition. New contracts would succeed those
which expired in March (for theatrical pictures) and April (for tv). But the guild
some weeks ago [Personnel Relations,
May 12] set June 2 (today) as the deadline
date.

AFTRA

Local Reports Low Wages
Nearly four-fifths (79%) of the members of the American Federation of Television-Radio Artist's Los Angeles local earn
less than $2,000 a year, according to the
union's annual report, which shows 5,275
paid up members as of Feb. 1, a gain of
383 since that date in 1957. There are 4,143
members in the lowest earning group, below

$2,000 annually; 495 members earning up
to $5,000; 259 earning up to $10,000; 200
up to $20,000, 129 up to $50,000 and 49
earning more than $50,000 a year. By
categories, 83% of the actors fall in the
group earning $2,000 or less per year, as do
74% of the singers, half of the announcers
and 90% of the dancers and specialty acts.
Local 47 Musicians

Close Ranks
To Defeat Fund in Philadelphia
Administration and rebel forces in the
Hollywood local (47) of the American Federation of Musicians united last Monday to
instruct the local's delegates to the AFM
national convention, starting today (Monday) in Philadelphia to fight for the rights
of individual musicians in all payments for
their services. Specifically, the local 47 delegates were ordered to ask the convention to
remove the 5% payment on new tv films,
to resume paying the $25 fee for the use
of theatrical films on tv to the musicians
rather than the trust funds, and also to pay
the 21% raise in recording scale to the
musicians instead of the trust funds.
The local's membership adopted almost
unanimously a motion urging their delegation to oppose any attempt of the convention to draft President James C. Petrillo for
a new term of office. He has announced his
retirement.
The rebel faction of Local 47 won a
major victory over administration supporters when the meeting voted to instruct convention delegates to urge the AFM to agree
to early NLRB elections with the Musicians
Guild of America to determine representation of the musicians now on strike against
the major motion picture studios [Personnel Relations, Feb. 24 et seq.] Delegates
also were instructed to ask the national
AFM to institute proportional representation and the secret ballot on convention
business and to curtail the powers of the
union's
president and international executive board.

An administration motion to authorize
an increase in the work tax from 1 Vi % to
2% for the last six months of 1958, to replace dues and work taxes from the studio
musicians, was defeated.
Sidney Heads SDG Eighth Term
George Sidney has been elected to his
eighth term as president of Screen Directors
Guild, the membership overriding his protests that he had served too long already.
Other officers for the coming year are
George Stevens, first vice president; John
Sturges, second vice president; John Rich,
secretary and Lesley Selander, treasurer.
Assistant directors elected Richard Moder
president of their council; Ridgeway Callow,
first vice president; Robert Vreeland, second
vice president; Jack Berne, secretary; and
Henry Brill, treasurer.
PERSONNEL RELATIONS SHORT
National Labor Relations Board has ordered
election among employes of WFLA-AMTV Tampa, Fla., to determine whether they
desire to be represented in collective bargaining by International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. Board laid down rules covering eligibility of specific employes.
Broadcasting

MANUFACTURING

share, on sales of $22,042,000 based on
hourly film demonstration of the tv-fm home
distribution system.
895,756 shares of common stock outstandwas
show
parts
Era
the
of
ght
ell
highli
ing on March 31, 1958.
Another
Predicts Hard-S
keepfor
plan
CARI
General Electric's new
Westinghouse Electric, Metuchen, N. J., has
The picture of a "hard sell" era for manu
tically supplied with
automa
tors
distribu
ing
announced line of six basic portable phonofacturers and a "buyer's market" for distribtv receiving tubes and controlling invenutors was painted at the annual electronics
since
graph models, ranging in price from $29.95
tories. Details of the plan in effect
forta
ago
Chic
in
. Line includes high-fidelity model,
$89.95
show
to
rs
ibuto
parts distr
January, were revealed at the parts show.
night ago.
45 rpm model and both automatic and
Various hi-fi stereo developments also
manual four-speed phonographs.
At the same time the functions of elecng
includi
show,
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SHORTS

Magnavox Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., has reported decline in earnings to $791,000 or
81 cents per share on sales of $20,854,000
for third fiscal quarter ended March 31.
For similar period of 1957 Magnavox had
net income of $924,000 or 94 cents per

Represented by John E. Pearsor
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EDUCATION

ETV

STILL

IN

INFANCY,

I he use ol television as a means of educating students and the general public is
still in an early stage of development, a
group of educators generally agreed last
week at a conference held at the U. S. Office Of Education in Washington. National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters cooperated in the Monday-Wednesday meeting.
Techniques and problems of electronic
Visual education were explored in detail.
Marion B. Folsom, Secretary of Health.
Education and Welfare, set the tone of the
meeting in his message of welcome by pointing to the broad possibilities for enrichment
of future classrooms opened up by educational t\.

"li is an exciting prospect," Secretary
Folsom said, "that through television an inspued teacher may reach unlimited numbers
Of students, and with teaching materials at
her fingertips that heretofore could not be
given general classroom use. We know that
there >s no substitute tor the devotion and
capabilities of a good teacher — but television maj bring greater opportunities for the
good teacher to reach more children."
The largest modern activity, according to
Marshall McLuhan, editor of Explorations,
Toronto. Ont.. is "the consuming of information electronically processed." He
said. "Globally mankind is now a community of conscious learning. And our industrial
establishment is setting up higher and higher
educational programs for its top executives.
For decision making today calls for exact
knowledge of almost universal group dynamics."
Frederick H. Garrigus, NAB manager of
organizational services, said informational
and educational programming on both commercial and educational broadcasting stations are going through an upgrading process. More ingenuity, thought and planning
now go into the presentation of programs
on commercial stations, he said.
Mr. Garrigus said educators and commercial broadcasters are showing more willingness to communicate. He found an increased awareness of the need for more ingenious and thought-provoking programs
along with a growing response on the part
of the audience to educational programs
presented on commercial stations when the
programs are thought-provoking and professionally presented.
John E. Ivey, vice president of New York
U., proposed formation of a national ETV
network supported in part by federal funds.
Dr. Novice G. Fawcett, president of Ohio
State U.. described television as "not just
another teaching device but a medium of
communication of extraordinary power and
versatility. Even the three-year-old child today learns to tell time sufficiently well to
turn on his favorite 'noise' and if you doubt
the impact of the medium on his life, listen

for a short time to his vocabulary."
He suggested the home and community
"can increasingly re-enforce the work of the
school and. with the use of the television
Page 86
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CONFEREES

AGREE

medium, might appropriately begin to capture some of the responsibilities that the
schools have been forced to assume in the
David C. Stewart, assistant executive director. Joint Council on Educational Television, said the 32 operating tv stations serve
an area of more than 50 million people, with
the number of stations expected to reach 50
in another
past." two years. Addition of etv facilities in Washington. New York, Cleveland
and Los Angeles would add 26 million people to the audience, he said.
Leonard Marks, communications attorney, said broadcasters are showing growing
awareness of their responsibility in forming
public opinion. He suggested that educators,
with a vast reservoir of talent, should ask
for time on commercial stations.
Edgar Dale of the Ohio State U. educational research bureau outlined trends in
educational tv and the need for more facilities. He said some stations will need more
than one channel, citing WQED (TV) Pittsburgh as an example. WQED has applied to
the FCC for a uhf facility to supplement its
vhf service.

Ford

Foundation

Gives

META

Partial Reprieve
Metropolitan Educational Television Assn.,
New York, has received a last-minute reprieve out of the coffers of the Ford Foundation. META less than a fortnight ago
announced its intention to dissolve as of
June 1, because of a lack of funds [Education, May 26].
But last week, the Ford Foundationsupported Educational Television - Radio
Centre at Ann Arbor, Mich., assigned
META a contract to produce several series
of filmed programs during this summer,
keeping New York's budding etv production center alive— at least for the immediate
future. But META will stick to its decision
to suspend all live programming June 1, a
move which it said it had "intended" to
make in the first place in order to give its
employes summer vacation time.
While META officials were highly reticent to divulge the financial aspects of the
ETRC deal, it was learned that the contract
calls for an initial $50,000 worth of production, plus an "implict commitment" for
further funds to cover additional production of the series after July 3 1 .
Additional funds from private sources
also have bolstered META's finances.
META President Dr. Alan Willard Brown
expects on or about June 7 to announce the
amount of privately-donated emergency dollars, now understood to be approximately
$15,000. Dr. Brown said that the on-air appeals by WNCA, WRCA-TV and WCBSTV, all New York, have netted "a larger
volume of mail than cash," but donationsranging from $1 to $200— have run into
"several thousands of dollars."
The three series ordered for ETRC include 13 half -hour filmed programs on
astronomy, an unspecified number of aca-

demic discussion programs titled Dialogue
and 17 half-hour programs on Unity of the
Arts with Rutgers U. professor-poet John
Ciardi.
Of the 45 employes slated for unemployment, only 13 now will be let go and these —
explained a META spokesman — "are mainly secretarial and non-production assistants."
Though Dr. Brown is hopeful of resolving
the META status vis-a-vis New York State
Board of Regents "long before
—
meaning that a Regents stamp of August
approval
would further prolong META's life — he is
still somewhat pessimistic about the longterm future. He said the lack of operating
funds for the balance of 1958 was "acute
as ever," and that META still "had a long
way to go" before realizing its needed $200,000 with which to meet expenses
through
Dec. 31.

KUHT

(TV) Marks

Fifth Year

KUHT

(TV) Houston, Tex., pioneer educational television station of the U. of
Houston, celebrated its fifth anniversary
a fortnight ago with a special 8 p.m. telecast
presenting educational tv leaders.
On the program, as announced by KUHT
Acting Manager Roy Berthold: Richard B.
Hull, director of radio and television, Ohio
State U., who formerly was president of
the National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, executive director of the Joint Council on Educational Television and manager
of WOI-TV Ames, Iowa; Dr. John C.
Schwarzwalder, first general manager of
KUHT, now manager of educational station KTCA-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul; Jack
Harris, general manager of KPRC-TV
Houston, representing the university tv advisory committee and Houston's commercial telecasters, and others. Friday was declared Educational Television Day by the
mayor of Houston.
EDUCATION

SHORTS

U. of Illinois, Urbana, announces its program for Ph.D. in Communications has
been revised. Student may specialize within
either field of group or social communications process (which covers theory, philosophy policies and structures of communications, public opinion and attitude formation
and advertising) or field of individual communication (covers interpersonal communication, psycholinguistics, linguistics and experimental phonetics). Complete information may be obtained by writing to Dallas
W. Smythe, chairman of Committee on
Graduate Study in Communications, 119
Gregory Hall, U. of Illinois, Urbana.
National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters
reports it has awarded nine summer scholarship grants of $250 each as "part of its
program to improve professional qualifications of educational broadcasting personnel

national
ly." Public Relations Assn., N. Y.
Ameri
can
chapter, has set up $500 scholarship for
upperclassman in School of Journalism,

School
Accounts & Finance'
NYU, of
whoCommer
has ce,
majore
d in public relations and plans to enter that field upon
graduation.
Broadcasting

AWARDS

WINN

Names

Three

Winners

In Timebuyer Rating Contest
d
WINN Louisville. Ky., has announce
guess
to
rs
buye
time
names of the three first
a
the stations identity from clues given in
Rena
t.
emen
rtis
May 12 Broadcasting adve
,
Mayer of Campbell-Ewald Co., New York
of
Kay
ard
Leon
.
prize
first
$250
took the
McCann-Erickson. Chicago, second ($150)

won
pect named Santo Rodriguez. WBZWKOX
in the 5 kw and more station class,
for stations under 5 kw.

Engstrom Given Research Medal
Dr. Elmer W. Engstrom, senior executive
RCA, was awarded the Invice president,
dustrial Research Institute Medal for 1958,
Institute's annual meeting
presented at the
in Colorado Springs, Colo., May 20. Dr.
ed leadEngstrom was cited for "distinguish
ership in industrial research, combining
rare qualities of humility, understanding and
vision to organize creative talents in the
achievement of major research objectives;
for his correlation of research with engineering and commercial production to provide new electronic services to industry
and the public."
AWARDS

SHORTS

Jacksonville, Fla., has received
"Certificate of Achievement Award" from
Third Army for its "comprehensive and accurate news coverage" of area recruiting office activities and for aid in securing enlistments for regular army. Station also awarded certificate of appreciation from 11 local
Lions Clubs for "invaluable services and

WFGA-TV
MISS MAYER

&
and Frank W. White of Kirkland, White
Schell, Atlanta, third ($100).
The three were first to post airmail replies
to WINN's teaser ad stating that a 250 w
independent in the top 50 markets had
achieved a record listenership rating. A
total of 459 correct replies was received
from timebuyers of recognized national
advertising agencies.
WTMJ-AM-TV
In Milwaukee

Get 9 Awards
Competition

The Milwaukee Radio and Television
l
Council May 22 announced its fifth annua
h
Jewis
local
the
in
heon
lunc
a
awards at
Staal
Journ
Communitv Center, with the
tions (WTMJ-AM-TV) capturing nine of the
20 honors.
The awards by station and program type:
Radio — WTMJ for children's, social and
personal problems and public issues: WISN
for recorded music and WFMR (FM) Glendale, Wis., for cultural programs.
Television— WTMJ-TV for young children's, children's literature, children's
science, women's, religious, and panels on
controversial issues; WISN-TV for teenagers, community information; WXIX (TV)
for public issues, controversial issue interviews and college credit courses; WITI-TV,
,
social and WMVS-TV (educational outlet)
for travel and study, cultural, and non-credit
colleges courses.

Broadcasting

Pittsburgh has received human relations award from local branch of National
Assn. for Advancement of Colored People
for station's weekly NAACP series.

KDKA

Des Moines, Iowa, has received
"Washington Freeman Peck Award" from
Medical Society for station's
Iowa State
live telecast of heart operation in May 1957.

KRNT-TV

KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., has received
award of merit for its High Time for providing "entertainment to combat juvenile
Lower Columbia River
delinquency" from
Peace Officers Assn.

rd
WOW Omaha, Neb., has received "Awa
of Merit" for "outstanding community servAkice performed during the year" from
-wide civic service organizaSar-Ben, sate
S for series, City Salutes,
tion. AwardIwas
which "promoted inter-community understanding throughout Nebraska."

politan area.
WJA, Junior Achievement Co. of WMC
Memphis, named Memphis "Company of
the Year" from among 48 local miniature
companies.

WGY Schenectady, N. Y., Junior Aichevement Co. known as "Voice of Junior
veAchievement," has received "Top Achie
ment Award" as "best of 16 JA companies
in Schenectady area."
J. A. Broadcasting Co., Junior Achievement
group counselled by WNBH New Bedford,
Mass., named first place winner in local
J A awards competition.
NBC's Life and the World received placque
from American Cancer Society in recognition of program's "service in informing the
public about cancer research."
ient
Drewrys Ltd., U. S. A. Inc. was recip
S.
U.
from
tion
ecia
appr
of
e
of certificat
sponsor support of The
Navy for brewery's
Silent Service film series on WLWI (TV)
o,
Indianapolis and WKZO-TV Kalamazo
Mich.

Charles M. Skade, senior v. p., administra
ved
recei
Y.,
N.
Ross,
&
tion, Fuller & Smith
, given annually to memLeffingwell Medal
ber of National Office Management Assn.
who "through distinguished work or some
outstanding contribution or accomplishment
in the broad field of office management, is
deemed worthy of the award."
Richard Woodies, New England manager of
representaHenry I. Christal Inc., station
tives, was awarded plaque as outstanding
alumnus of Emerson College Broadcast Department at school's Annual Broadcasting
20. He graduated in 1950 with
Day May asting
first broadc
class.
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WBZ, WKOX Get Mass UP Awards
The 1958 Tom Phillips Awards of the
UP Broadcasters Assn. of Massachusetts
for the best news stories broadcast in the
commonwealth were awarded May 15
to WBZ Boston and WKOX Framingham.
UPBAM President Arthur King, news director of WEEI Boston, cited WBZ newscasters John Grubbs and Art Gardner for
their coverage of the Little Rock integration crisis during President Eisenhower's
summer vacation in Newport, R. I., and
WKOX newsman Les Levinson for his interview of a wrongfully-jailed murder sus-

cooperation" in organization's aid-to-theblind and sight conservation programs.

Edu(TV) New York, Metropolitan York
cational Television Assn. and New
City Board of Education were cited by
Manufacturing Chemists Assn. for "their
cooperative efforts in the advancement in
scientific education. Citation is for "Sciencein
Corner," "Science Club" and "Careers
ams of station's The Living
Focus," progr
Blackboard educational series which is piped
directly to over 1,000 classrooms in metro-

WPIX

co
Da
U
o
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city
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INTERNATIONAL

BBC's

$16.8

begins

taking

million
shape

The following status report on BBC's television city was written for Broadcasting by
Ernest Chisholm Thomson, London journalist and commentator who was the BBC's
first tv press officer in 1936. It was arranged
through the British Information Services.
A mass of steel and concrete is beginning
to take shape on London's western outskirts
towards the airport. It is the British Broadcasting Corp.'s new Television Center at
Shepherds Bush. West London.
When completed in the next two or three
years, at a cost of more than £6,000,000
($16,800,000), it will be the largest "Television City" in Europe. Four of its seven
studios will be bigger than any others now
in use in Britain. All will be equipped with
the most advanced television camera channels, including provision for color.
A television city has been the BBC's dream
since it opened the world's first public television service in 1936. Accommodations
then were limited to two studios measuring
70 x 30 x 25 ft. at Alexandra Palace, a 50year-old amusement pavilion in London's
northern suburbs. Since those days, various
film studios have been converted for television purposes and new ones opened in
various parts of the country. The independent television companies, which did not begin
operating until 1955, have strewn Britain
with studios of their own. But the BBC's
television city will be the first specially-built,
self-contained and completely functional
grouping of studios, scene shops, restaurant
and offices in the United Kingdom.
BBC's architects designed the
ng so
that studios, all at ground level, buildi
splay outwards, fan-fashion, from an inner ring. The
design is both pleasing to the eye and functional— to keep things moving fast and
smoothly.

Hub of the television city is the central
courtyard, already enclosed in the nine-story
main block. The open space, 150 ft. in
diameter, will be laid out as a garden with
fountain and statuary.
Encircling the garden are a colonnade,
dressing rooms and a two-story main entrance hall which can be used for televising

television
on

London

city
outskirts

the arrival of VIP's. The ground floor and
basement together will contain 120 dressing
rooms for about 550 people, with adjoining
make-up rooms. Artists will enter the studios
from the inner ring, those with basement
dressing rooms travelling by escalator.
Also in the basement will be a lecture
theatre, band practice rooms and a telephone
exchange big enough to serve a small town.
All equipment, props, scenery and the like
will be brought in from a runway skirting
the studios at the outer end.
The biggest studio — and the last to be
completed — will be No. 1. Measuring 108
x 100 x 54 ft., it will have a 7 ft. 6 in. pit

RADIO

Architect's sketch (I) and model of $16.8 millio
n plant.
which can be flooded as a swimming pool
inner ring, most of the space will be used
for aqua shows. The floor is designed to
for offices, topped by a roof garden for the
staff.
carry a team of elephants. No. 1 will accom odate astudio audience of 600.
A great "spur" or "tail" will eventually
Studios 2, 3, 4 and 5 will come into servrun north from the main block, but construcice in 1961 as the first operational unit.
tion of this and a works block must be postStretched in a great arc around the first
poned until the easing of restrictions on
floor of the inner ring will be the control
capita
l
investment. By 1960, however, the
rooms, each looking down on its particular
main block will stand complete, and will go
studio from about 14 feet above floor level,
into operation less than a year later.
with windows extending the full width of
each studio.
The nerve-center linking all studios will
be in a segment called the central wedge, between studios 3 and 4, where the flow of
program material from all sources will be
controlled. It also will contain the announcer's presentation studios. The central

LUXEMBOURG
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From the third floor up in the main block's

BBC's TV PALACE

GERMANY
Another

wedge will function like the editorial desk
of a newspaper.
Connected by covered runways to the
main block is the already-completed scenery
block, a steel-framed structure occupying an
acre and enclosing a vast storage area for
scenery and properties. Scenery will be assembled ina workshop (26 ft. high) next to
the studios, flanked by carpentry and plaster
shops. Alongside is the scenic artists' studio,
big enough to take painted backcloths 30 x
70 ft. The artists don't have to work from
scaffolds; they stand on an intermediate platform and the screens are moved up and
down electrically.
A restaurant seating 750 diners, along
with a self-service cafeteria, is northwest of
the main block and linked to it by a bridge
and tunnel.

Hurry!
1493

Kc

MU 5-1300
370 Lexington Ave., NY

17

JWT Canadian Market Survey
Profiles Rich, Expanding Area
Market statistics on Canada compiled by
the J. Walter Thompson Co. have been published in a 178-page volume by McGrawHill. In the marketing study, called The
Canadian Markets, the agency says Canada
"provides an extremely rich and well-developed market based on a high level of pur-

chasing power."
In a section on advertising media, the
agency notes that the broadcast media reach
practically every Canadian home— 186 am
stations as of Jan. 1, 1957, and 39 tv stations
currently on the air. Tv can reach 80% of
Canada's 16 million population, the book
points out.
Among the many findings: the higher income group is expanding— 1 out of 10 taxpayers were making $5,000 or more in 1955
but this ratio will climb to 4 out of 10 by
1980; domestic investments jumped 90%
from 1947 to the present; younger and
older age groups are growing fast; population has increased 15% in five years and by
Broadcasting
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INTERNATIONAL continued

1980 should show a 90% gain, or more than
26 million.
The hook, calls attention to plans underway in Canada for a microwave network
that will ultimately connect all tv stations
from coast to coast.
To permit comparisons on a national or
provincial scale, the volume employs an arrangement of data under 12 market indicators.
WBC-Backed
Steals

Goodman

Brussels

Show

The propaganda battle between U. S. and
U. S. S. R. "cultures" was being won for the
first time in many months by America —
thanks to Benny Goodman and his sponsor,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
After finding visitors to the U. S. Pavilion at the Brussels World's Fair walking
awaj disappointed, and seeing the Soviets
outscore and outperform the Americans on
practically every entertainment front, the
U. S. had a hit last week, as pavilion guides
had to turn away hundreds from the Benny
Goodman jazz concerts, staged at the American Theatre and promoted by WBC.
Not only were the various Goodman aggregations— trio, quartet, sextet, band and

Benin playing solo with the Belgian State
Symphony — wowing 'em at the fair, but a
special telecast last Tuesday night via Eurovision, the Western Europe tv network, went
out to an estimated 8 million viewers.
A radio broadcast Thursday night was
carried by the Belgian Radio Network and
relayed behind the iron curtain via Voice of
America transmitters. Last Thursday, too,
the Westinghouse radio stations in the U. S.
-WBZ Boston, WBZA Springfield. KYW
Cleveland, K.DK.A Pittsburgh, WOWO Fort
Wayne, KHX Portland and WIND Chicago
—began carrying, each night through this
coming Wednesday, the tape recordings of
the May 25-31 jazz programs under the
catch-all title of Benny in Brussels. One
non-WBC station, municipally owned and
operated WNYC New York, also is carrying the series. WBC intends to make available later this summer to its tv stations
-KYW-TV
Cleveland, KPIX
(TV) San
Francisco,
KDKA - TV
Pittsburgh and
WIND-TV Chicago — filmed reports of the
jazz programs. Columbia Records Div. of
CBS Inc. has recorded the concerts' highlights and plans to issue an "lp".
WBC officials explaining why WBC agreed
to underwrite the Goodman one-week stand,
said it was a "needed public service" that

prompted WBC President Donald H. McGannon to propose the show. They pointed
out last week that the Goodman troupe's
phenomenally-successful trip through the
Far East in December 1956 was jointly
sponsored by the State Dept. and the American National Theatre & Academy, and that
such support was now "conspicuously lacking at a time when such aid of the arts is
more vital than ever." Privately, they hoped
that "le jazz hot" might take out some of
the sting of Nikita S. Khrushchev's anticipated visit to the fair later this summer,
pointing out that " not one American official
of high government rank has yet visited the
fair. . . ." Writes About
Russian

A GEOGRAPHICAL

EQUALIZER?

Television is one of the means through
which a Southerner could he elected
president, Gov. Leroy Collins (D-Fla.)
declared May 21 during an interview with
Dave Garroway on NBC-TV's Today
which originated from the 50th annual
Governor's Conference in Miami Beach.
Gov. Collins said in part:
I think this machine right here is the
great geographical equalizer. I think the
American people aren't basically concerned with where a man comes from
geographically. They are concerned with
that man himself, what his character is
and what his background is, and whether
or not he has basic competence and
qualities of leadership. And through television and public communication generally— through increased interest of the
press — I think that any man, from any
spot in the United States, can have an opportunity toaspire to any public office.
L
CANADIAN CONFLICT

F. Hugh Horler, vice president and
director of radio and television, MacLaren Adv. Ltd., Toronto, speaking to
the Assn. of Canadian Advertisers
last month:
It has been quite clearly established
that the advertiser will be a full-time
partner fin the expanded, competitive tv
system]. For the first time in a Royal
Commission report we read that "Advermmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm®
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WORTH

ON

in the
space
in an
Elec-

tronics titled "Russian Proposes Global Tv."
The article is a summary of data compiled
by a Soviet engineer, V. Petrov, who suggests that space satellites could pick up signals from stations on earth, bounce them to
other satellites for more distant relay, and
thereby enable nearly every tv station on
earth to pick up a single broadcast.
wmmmmmn

REPEATING

tising is a positive contributor to living
standards of economic activity and should
not be regarded as a regrettable and even
deplorable part of our public broadcasting system." This, in contrast with
two previous commissions which branded
broadcast advertising as both regrettable
and deplorable.
While we are welcomed as a partner
it's sometimes with reluctance. Ironically,
in my opinion, advertising and the Canadian attitude to a broadcasting system
are almost incompatible. Our job is to
sell goods and services at the lowest
possible cost. Which means relatively
inexpensive programs, most of which
must come from foreign lands, or the
next choice — the type of program that
has so far been discouraged — the giveaways, the roller derbys and the other
relatively inexpensive shows.
HUXLEY

Tv

The possibility of global television
future by using especially constructed
satellites as transmitters is explored
article in the current issue of Popular

PLAYBACK
QUOTES

Global

MADISON

AVENUE

Aldous Huxley, controversial author
(Brave New World) and outspoken critic
of modes and manners, on The Fund for
the Republic's
ABC-TV,
said: Mike Wallace Interview.

. . . advertising plays a very necessary
role, but the danger, it seems to me, in a
democracy is this. I mean, what does a
democracy depend on? A democracy depends on the individual voter making an
intelligent and rational choice for what
he regards as his enlightened self-interest

in any given circumstances. But what
these people are doing ... is to bypass
the rational side of man and to appeal
directly to his deeply unconscious forces
below the surface. So that you are, in a
way, making nonsense of the whole democratic precedure which is based on conscious choice on rational ground. . . .
NEWS

BUDGET

Sig Mickelson, vice president and general manager of CBS News, speaking
at the awards luncheon of the California
AP Television-Radio Assn., recommended a high place for news in the broadcast scheme of things, saying:
Radio and television newsmen are certainly a more competent and aggressive
group now than they were 10 years ago,
but I am afraid that there are still too
many stations relying on ex-disc jockeys,
former saxophone players or inexperienced recent college graduates to provide
a quality news service . . .
[Noting that one station had promoted
its news director to promotion manager,
he continued] ... If promotion manager
is a notch higher than news director in
the opinion of station management, the
station can never climb higher than
serving as a conduit for someone else's
news and runs a real risk of serving inaccurate or distorted news with the consequent loss of public confidence and even
danger of libel suits.
Broadcasting

lications
Station Authorizations, App
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
May 22 through May 27
ng
in existingup.stations, ownership changes, heari
on,, changesrouti
new stati
Includes data& on
round
ne
and
ges
chan
s
dard
stan
cases rules
Abbreviations
, r « LS - local sunset, mod. — modification
night.
perion
struct
cp-con
a,
antenn
al
ection
DA-dir
vhf— very
— transmitter, unl.— unlimited hours, kc—
trans.
mit ERP— effective radiatedhighpower,
aufrequency, ant.
les. SCA— subsidiary communications
kilocyc
high frequency, uhf-ultravis.-visuah
i«tto»
kw-kiloSoriiation. SSA-special service »«ttor
aur.-aural.
Antenna,
educ.
STA— special temporary authorization. •—
watts. w— watt, mc— megacycles. D— day. J*—

Existing Tv Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
(TV) Gainesville, Fla.* — U.
WUFT

of Fla.,

(TV) McCook, Neb.— Central Kansas
ChKOMC
City, Okla.-Malco TheTVKMPT-TV
atres Inc., ch."Oklahoma
19.
Translators

Peach
Mohave County Board of Supervisors,
new tv translator
SpTingtr Ariz -Granted cp forprogr
ams of KLRJ73 to translate
n on2) ch.
statio(ch
Henderson, Nev. Announced Mayd 23.
TV
Grante cp
Ore.—
e,
Seasid
Seaside Video Club,
to transstation on ch. 75 Portla
for nlw tv translofatorKOIN-T
nd.
(ch. 6)
V
late programs
Announced
May 23.
n/niinrri
Millard
of
Commission granted applications O. Box b,
County Utah (% Dale Ashman, P. stations
to
Fmmore) for six new tv translator
stations
City
Lake
Salt
of
programs
™late
KUTV (ch 2), KSL-TV (ch. 5) and KTVT (ch. 4)
70, 80 and 74) to jointly serve com—three (chs
and
munities of Fillmore, Meadow and Kanosh Delta
to jointly serve
72 and 77) May
(chs. 83, Announced
threeOak
23.
City.
and
New

Am

Stations
ACTION

BY FCC
Auburn, N. Y.— Herbert P. Michels— Granted

NATlWlDf

EASTERN

1590 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address 204 Texas Lane,
Ithaca N. Y. Estimated construction cost fH.dbl,
$43,000, revenue $48,00^
first year operating, costengine
IW
s is
Michel
Mr.
May 22. er, WHCU-AM-r
cedchief
Announ
Ithaca.
APPLICATIONS

Co.,
Redwood City, Calif.— Redwood Bcstg. Ave
5759 Riverton
1430 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address
ction cost
North Hollywood. Estimatedcostconstru
$70 00C I, revenue
823^844, first year operating
al owner Ashley Ro*ison (71%)
flOO.OOO. Princip
has interest in KOVO Provo, Utah (75%), ' XEAK
nto (50%).
(37V2%), KCCC Sacrame
Tecate, Mex.Enid,
WREX (TV)
Okla. (25%)cedandMay
KOCO-TV
22.
Rockford 111. (15%). Announ
1-5 kw
kc
1290
n,
Huffma
ilmer
kan.-W
Pratt
486, Pratt. Estimated
LS unl P O. address Box first
ng
operati
year
construction cost $61,766,
Huffman
owner
Sole
$68,000.
revenue
$60,000,
cost
is CP. A. Announced May 22.
Park Press
South Toms River, N. J. -Asbury Press
Plaza,
w D. P. O. address cost $55,200,
Inc., 1350 kc, 500
Asbury Park. Estimated construction
S24.000.
e
first year operating cost $60,000 revenu
May 26.owns WJLK Asbury Park. AnApplicantnouncedalso

Existing Am

Stations

ACTIONS BY FCC
KBLA Burbank, Calif.-Granted change of
facilities from 1490 kc, 250 w unl., to 1500 kc 10
conditions. Anunl.; engineering
kw DA-1
"WKAI Macomb, Ill.-Designated for hearing

•
TOOTTlM
• ■ ■ ■ TELE
RADIO
■ VISI
-■ ■■ - ON -

SOUTH

NEW ENGLAND
INDEPENDENT

MICHIGAN
FULLTIMER

FULLTIME
REGIONAL

REGIONAL
DAYTIMER

$115,000

$100,000

$650,000

$100,000
Excellent facility
showing good profits. In growing secondary market with
diversified income
and above - average
retail sales.

Just right for salesminded owner-manager.

#1 station in metropolitan market.
$100,000 in cash and
account receivables
to . go along with
deal

Fm

Stations

ACTIONS BY FCC
San Juan P. R. — El Mundo Bcstg. Corp.—
Granted 104.1 mc, 350 w unl. P. O. address Box

•

APPRAISAL

NEWSPAPER

MIDWEST

Single-station market. Low overhead.

New

FINANCING

CENTRAL

Recently established.
Now going into black.
tion marSingle-sta
ket. Ready to show
own-29%
good profits for er-operator.
down.

151C I kc,
to change facilities D;from
application
made W1ZZ
250 w D, to 1250 kc, 1 kw DA,ding.
Announced
Streator, 111., party to procee
of liMWOV New York, N. Y. — Granted mod.
cense to identify WOV as Carlstadt, N. J., as
City. Comr. . Ford dissented.
York22.
d May
Announce
well as New
KLIF Dallas, Tex.— Granted increase in daywith DA-2,
time power from 5 kw to 50kc kw,
1 kw N; engion on 1190
continuingneeringoperati
May 22
conditions. AnnouncedGranted
change of
KUEN Wenatchee, Wash.—
w
facilities from 1410 kc, 1 kw D, to 900 kc . 500 22.
D; remote control permitted. Announced May
APPLICATIONS
WALM Albion, Mich.— Cp to increase power
daydirectional ant.install
from 1 kw to 5 kw;s install
time, make change in ground system,
Ann.
locatio
new trans, and change studio
n°WHEY Miilington, Tenn.— Cp to increase power
from 250 w to 500 w and install new trans. Ann°KLGN Logan, ' Utah— Cp to change hours of
operation from D to unl., using power of 500 w,
ant. for nighttime
directional
use.
22.
.
LS; installMay
1 kw Announced
e
increas
to
Cp
Va.—
WCAW Charleston, W.
diin
changes
make
kw,
10
to
power
daytime rectional ant. system and change from DA-1 to
DA-2 and install new trans, for daytime use
of fre(Contingent on grant
(to main trans.). Announ
ced May 22.
quency change.)
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KWCL Oak Grove, La.— Carroll Bcstg. Co.,
1280 kc.
Corinth, Miss.— Rebel Radio Inc., 1330
kc.WCRR
Chan ged
from WKBX, effective June 1. kc
WGLI
WKRK Babylon, N. Y.-WGLI Inc., 1290
Murphy, N. C— James Childress, 1390
kc.
Dakota
N. D.—
ck, KB
. Bcstrs.„', „ 1350
Bismar
MK
from
,
kc.KQDI
Chan ged
WWIZ
d
WATD Lorain, Ohio— Sanfor Schafttz, 1380 kc.
S. C— Pee Dee Bcstg. Co.,
1420 kc. Cheraw, from
WCRE, effective June 1.
Changed

SOUTHWEST
MAJOR
INDEPENDENT

WEST
NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA

$175,000

1 kw
tion well
in stathe
Daytime
real esblack. tateFair
and some net
29s xk%
quick. asset
on
year
7 s.
down
balance.

$150,000
1 kw. daytimer
showing excellent
volume and profit in
a substantial agricultural economy.
29% down.

Q

Cleveland
Washington, D. C.
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
2414 Terminal Tower
TO 1-6727
EX 3-3456

Broadcasting

Chicago
Tribune Tower

Atlanta
1515 Healey Bldq.

DE 7-2754

JA 3-3431

San Francisco
Dallas
Ml Sutter St.
Fidelity Union Life Bldq.
EX 2-5671
Rl 8-M75
June 2, 1958
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FOR THE RECORD continued
APPLICATIONS

1072, San Juan, P. R. Estimated construction cost
less than $5,000; this fm will duplicate existing
am service, 100' ; . Owner is Angel Ramos (99.88%)
and others. Mr. Ramos is president and 73.64%
owners of WKAQ San Juan, P. R. Announced
May 22.
MWlston, Me. — President and Trustees of Bates
College*— Granted 91.5 mc, 10 w. P. o. address
Norman E. Ross, Bates College, Lewiston. Estimated construction cost $1,488, first year operating cost $300. Bates president is Dr. Charles
Phillips. Announced May 22.
APPLICATIONS

WERH Hamilton, Ala. — Seeks involuntary assignment of license from Hugh Fite, deceased, to
Kate Fite, executrix of estate. Announced Mav
26.
KIST Santa Barbara, Calif.— Seeks assignment
of license from Radio KIST Inc. to Western
States Radio for $197,500. A. R. Ellman, CP .A.,
ind a. C". Morici, canner, are equal partners in
States. Announced May 26
Western
WCKR-AM-FM Miami, Fla.— Seeks assignment
of license and cp from Biscayne Tv Corp. to
Dade Bcstg. Co. for $800,000. New owners are
Harry and William Sylk (50% each), who have
minority interest in Sun Ray Drug Co., which
owns WPEN-AM-FM Philadelphia. Announced
26. Ocala, Fla.— Seeks transfer of control
MayWHYS
of licensee (Marion County Bcstg. Inc.) from
W. H. Martin, W. C. Berry, Ellis Hutto, R. H.
<;ibson, Harold Cullison, John Martin, C. A.
Martin, Sara Upchurch and John Papandrea to
Norman Bowles and Charles Sterno, 50% each,
for $55,000. New owners are in linen service!
Announced May 27.
WDZ Decatur, 111.— Seeks transfer of control
(61%) of licensee (Mid-States Bcstg. Co.) from
Charles Caley and Harry Witherell to Frank
Schroeder Jr. for $91,500. Mr. Schroeder is WDZ
general manager. Announced May 26.
WIOS Tawas City-East Tawas, Mich. — Seeks
assignment
cp from Roger Underhill to Water
Wonderland ofBcstg.
Co. Inc. for amount not to
exceed $35,000. Water Wonderland is licensee of
WWBC Bay City, Mich. Announced May 22
KADY St. Charles, Mo.— Seeks transfer of control of licensee (KADY Inc.) from Harmon
Moseley II to William Cady Jr. through acquisition of voting rights on preferred stock held by
Mr. Cady. Announced May 22.
KIHO Sioux Falls, S. D. — Seeks transfer of
control (51%) of licensee (Sioux Empire Bcstg
Co. Inc.) from James Saunders to William Johns
Jr. for $9,000. Mr. Johns, whose ownership will
be increased to 81%, also has interest in KMNS
Sioux City, Iowa (72%), WOSH Oshkosh, Wis.
St. Paul, Minn (20%). An(51%) and
nounced WMIN
May 22.

Lansing, Mich.— Gross Telecasting Inc., 97.5
mc. 45.63 kw. P. O. address 2820 E. Saginaw St..
Lansing. Estimated construction cost $38,550, first
year operating cost $12,000, revenue $15,000. ApMay 23. plicant is owner of WJIM Lansing. Announced
Klmira, N. Y. — Elmira College*, 88.1 mc, 10 w.
P.
O. addresscostr, Harold Throop Jr. Estimated
construction
$21,712, first year operating cost
$1,750. Announced May 23.
Edmonds, Wash.— King's Garden Inc., 105.3 mc,
17.3 kw. P. O. address Seattle 33, Wash. Estimated construction cost $44,700, first year operating cost $18,000, revenue $24,000. Applicant
owns KG
Edmonds. Announced May 22.
Existing

Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WHOO-FM Orlando, Fla.— Granted
waiver of Sec. 3.293 of rules to extendfurther
from
May 12 to Oct. 1 continued functional music operation on simplex basis. Announced May 22.
WCLM (FM) Chicago, 111.— Granted SCA to
engage in functional music operation on multiplex basis to Dec. 1. Announced May 22.
WMUZ (FM) Detroit, Mich.— Granted
mod. of
SCA to engage in functional music operation on
multiplex basis to Oct. l. Announced May 22.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KFILmc. (FM) Santa Ana, Calif.— Phillip Brestoff,
106.3
WMET-FM Miami Beach, Fla.— Community
93.919.mc. Changed from
Inc-.May
,,?H!ce .BcstrsWAHR-FM
effective
WTFM (FM) Babylon, N. Y. — WGLI Inc., 103 5
mc. Changed from WGLI-FM.
WCHF (FM) Cleveland, Ohio— Moody Bible
Institute
of Chicago, 103.3 mc.

Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KHBM Monticello, Ark.— Granted
nt
of license from James A. West Jr., assignme
et al to
James R. Baker, tr/as Baker Bcstg.
sideration S22.500. Announced May 22 Co.: conWRWH Cleveland, Ga.- Granted assignm
ent of
cp to Newsic Inc. (D. J. Stewart, presiden
consideration $1,570. One stockholder, H. t);L
Webster, has majority interest in WSNT Sandersville, Ga. Announced May 22.
WKLY Hartwell, Ga.— Granted assignment of
license to Max G. and Edna Morris
Pfaender
and Sue Morris Hudson, d/b as WKLY Bcstg
Co., to settle estate. Announced May 22
WARU Peru, Ind.— Granted transfer of
from Wendell Hansen to Stark Bcstg. control
(WCMW Canton, Ohio); consideration $8,736 Corp
plus
employment of transferor as consultan
t
10
years at total of $24,500. Announced May for
22
KBAL San Saba, Tex.— Granted assignment of
license from Gilbert T. and J. Earl Webb to
H. a. Stephens and Reuben Senterfitt, d/b as
S20.000.
Announced
22. Co- consideration
foannnnaSaAa
C°Un^\,May
Bcstg-

NARBA

Notifications
CANADIAN

List of changes, proposed changes, and corrections in assignments of Canadian broadcast stations modifying appendix containing assignments
of Canadian broadcast stations attached to recom endations of the North American
Broadcasting Agreement Engineering Regional
Meeting
800 kc
1941.
30, Montreal,
Jan.
CJAD
Que.— 10 kw DA-1 vail.; Class5
II. Slight change in pattern only. EIO 12-15.58.
950 kc
CKBB Barrie, Ont.— 5 kw D, 2.5 kw N; DA-1
unl.; Class III. Change in nighttime power from
that notified on List 1130
114. EIO
kc 12-15.58.
CKWX Vancouver, B. C. — 50 kw DA-1 unl.;
Class I-B. Now in operation.
1150 kc
CKTR Three Rivers, Que. — 5 kw D, 1 kw N
DA-2 unl.; Class III. EIO 4-15-59 (PO: 1350 kc'
1 kw DA-1).
1230 kc
CKDM Dauphin, Man.— 0.25 kw ND unl.; Class
IV. Delete assignment1470
— vide
kc 730 kc.

CHOW Welland-Port Colborne, Ont. — 0 5 kw
DA, D; Class III. Assignment of call letters.

Midwest

Southwest
$275*000.00

is

Powerful regional located in
small market, but covering a
large part of a rich agricultural
state. 29% down, balance on
favorable terms.

Profitable top-rated regional
facility located in one

of the

Southwest's great growth markets. Half cash required.
Exclusive with

J5Lackburn

&

Gompany

NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING
WASHINGTON, D. C.
ATLANTA
James W. Blackburn
Clifford B. Marshall
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
Washington Building
Healey Building
Sterling 3-4341
JAckson 5-1576

• APPRAISALS
CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Financial 6-6460
Broadcasting

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-541 1
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
FEderal 3-4800
D. C.
Washington,Member
AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Dl. 7-1319
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
JACKSON 5302
P. O. BOX 7037
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL

P.

m 14th St., N. w.
Washington 5, D. C.

Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television

MAY
Sheraton Bldg.

Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

C. HUTCHESON

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antennas

PAUL

GODLEY

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. MofFet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone
STateAFCCE
7-2601
Member

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177
Member AFCCE

H. MULLANEY

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
TIME
FULL
A
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

CO.

N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Upper Montclair,
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE

SERVICE

1926 —

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

JOHN

1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

—Established

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Cnmcula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commissions
STANDARD ACTUARIAL WARRANTY CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes

& Culver

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

KEAR

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

Member AFCCE

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

LOWELL
R. WRIGHT
Aeronautical Consultant
serving the radio & tv industry
on aeronautical problems created
antennaWash.
towers
Munseyby Bldg.,
4, D. C.
District 7-1740
(nights-holidays
telephone
ELmwood 6-4212)

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

NEprune 4-9558

Contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities
Jane 2, 1958
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FOR THE RECORD CONTINUED
CUBAN
Notification of new Cuban radio stations, and
of changes, modification and deletions of existing
stations, in accordance with Part III. Section f
of the North American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement. Washington.
D. C.. 1950.
620 ICC

t'amaguey— 25tl k.\ ND mil ; Class
IV.I'liiiaKiny.
6-23-58. New.
710 kc
(Mill
(.ll.lllt.lll.lllli.. Oil, 111, ... Ml
Class II. 6-23-58.
1030 ki
CMGO Colon, Matanzas— 25 kw ND unl.; Class
II. 6-23-58.
1 1 mi kc
l MMV Santa Clara, l.as Vegas— .25 kw ND
unl.; Class IV. 6-23-58
1230 ki
('MUM
Santiago
(I.unl.; Class IV. 6-23-58.( uli. i. Orwnlr— .25 kw ND
1320 kc
Moron, Caniaguey— 250 kw ND unl.; Class IV.
6-23-58. New.
Hearing

Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS

Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of North Dakota Bests. Co. Inc., for new tv
station to operate on eh. 11 in Fargo, N. D. Announced May 27.
Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick issued
initial decision looking toward granting applications of Golden Valley Bcstg. Co. to increase
power of KKAK Stockton, Calif., from 5 kw to
50 kw and change from DA-N to DA-1. continuing unl. time operation on 1140 kc and Radio
Santa Rosa for new station to operate on 1150
kc. 5 kw LS. 500 w N. DA-2. in Santa Rosa, Calif.
Announced May 27.
Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of Birney Imes Jr., to change facilities
station WMOX Meridian, Miss., from 1240 kcof
250 w unl.. to 1010 kc. 10 kw LS, 1 kw N. DA-2]
and denial of application of Mississippi Bcstg.
Co. for new station to operate on 1010 kc. 5 kw
D. DA. in Carthage, Miss. Announced May 22.
OTHER ACTIONS

Florida Gulfcoast Bcstrs. Inc., Largo, Fla ;
City of St. Petersburg (WSUN-TV), St. Petersburg, Fla.; Suncoast Cities Bcstg. Corp., St.
Petersburg, Fla.; Tampa Telecaster
s Inc., Tampa.
Fla.; WTSP-TV Inc., St. Petersburg, Fla.; f.a.\
Area Telecasting Corp., St. Petersburg, Fla.—
Designated for consolidated hearing six applications for tv operation on ch. 10 assigned to
Tampa-St. Petersburg. All are applications for
new stations except WSUN-TV which wants to
shift from ch. 38. Announced May 23
Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp., Royal Oak-Clawson,
Mich.: Van Wert Bcstg. Co., Van Wert, OhioLake Huron Bcstg. Corp. (WKNX), Saginaw
Mich.— By order, denied request
Huron
for extension of time to reply to of309Lake
(b) letter
and designated three-mentioned applications for
1220 kc daytime operation for consolidated hearing (Metropolitan with 1 kw DA. Van Wert with
250 w. and WKNX to increase power from 1 to 10
kw; made WAHL Hastings, and WMPC Lapeer
both Michigan, parties to proceeding
. Announced
May 22.
Pan American Radio Corp., Tucson, Ariz.\ ernon G. Ludwig, Benson, Ariz.— Designated

COMMERCIAL

STATION

As Reported by FCC

through April 30

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

TV

FM

BOXSCORE

19
521

am43
3,196
82

106
620

430
3,321
107
537

661
74
54
128
41
14
55
0
3

46
80
14
60
22
0
22
2
1

252
34
2860
1

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
Compiled Lie
by BROADCASTING through May 27
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
For new stations
Not CP
on
85 air
AM
87
550
Cps
FM
21
129
108
66
3,196
51
521
TV (Commercial)
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through May
VHF
UHF
Commercial
425
86
Non-Commercial
24
7
licenses^
2 There
longer in
M^^uhf)'
• There

TOTAL

27

arC' in addition> ei6ht tv 415"
stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
are, in addition. 35 tv cp-holders
on the air at one time but are no
operation.
started were
operation and one which has not which
haVC bCen' ^ additlon* 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.

for consolidated hearing applications for new
am stations to operate on 1600 kc, 1 kw D. Announced May 22.
By letter. Commission denied petition by
Storer Bcstg. Co. for reconsideration of Commission action of Feb. 12, 1958, which denied
Storer's
requestwithforitsissuance
of tax
certificateof
in connection
assignment
of licenses
WBRC-AM-FM-TV Birmingham, Ala., to WBRC
Inc. Announced May 22.
By memorandum opinion and order, denied
petition by WKOX Inc., for immediate consideration and grant of its application to modify license of WKOX Framingham, Mass. (1190 kc, 1
kw D) to specify limited time operation to local
sunset at Fort Wayne, Ind. Announced May 22
WCNY-TV (ch. 7) Carthage, N. Y. — Granted
waiver of Sec. 3.652 to permit WCNY-TV to
identify
itselfMay
as Watertown
as well as Carthage
Announced
23.

Routine Roundup
By order, Commission amended Sec. 1.342 (b)
of procedural rules governing filing of contracts
relating to ownership or control by broadcast
permittees and licensees, to make clear
that contracts for assignment of broadcast license or
permit are also required to be filed. Amendment
is effective June 18. Announced May 23

ACTIONS

ON

MOTIONS

Commission on May 22 granted motion by
KCOR Inc., San 962
Antonio, Tex., for extension of
time to May 29 to file replies to oppositions to
KCOR petition for partial reconsideration
11*
Feb. 26 memorandum opinion and order (whichof5
denied tv rule making petition of KCOR)
further request for institution of rule making andto
amend tv table of assignments in San Antonio.
By ChiefCunningham
Hearing Examiner
on May 23James D.
Scheduled hearings on following am applications on dates shown: July 24— Pan
Radio Corp., Tucson, Ariz., and Vernon American
G. Ludwig, Benson, Ariz.; Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp
Royal
Van Huron
Wert Bcstg'
Co., VanOak-Clawson,
Wert, Ohio, Mich.;
and Lake
Corp. (WKNX), Saginaw, Mich.; July 28—Bcstg!
Macomb Bcstg. Co. (WKAI), Macomb, 111.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on May 23
Scheduled
hearing on am applications of
Hardin County Bcstg. Co., Silsbee, Tex.,
June 16, and Walter G. AUen, Huntsville, Alaon
and June
Marshall
26. County Bcstg. Co. Inc., Arab, Ala!
on
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion on May 23
On request of applicant, advanced hearing date
from July
17 to
13 on am application of
Austin
Radio
Co.,June
Austin,
Tex.
Granted petitions by applicants for certain
corrections to transcript re am applications of
Northsid Bcstg. Co., and Southeastern Indiana
Bcstrs. eInc.,
Jeffersonville, Ind.
By Hearing

on May Elizabeth
23
Examiner

C. Smith

*Sc,h5,d,ulecl hearing on June 26 re applications
?,f„
Williamsport
Radio Bcstg. Associates Inc.
(WARC),
Milton, Pa.
Granted petition by Granite State Bcstg. Co.
Inc. (WKBR), Manchester, N. H., for continuance of hearing on its application to June 3.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper on May 23
(KBCH),
,i£>r^nted Oceanlake,
motion by Ore.,
Lincoln
for Electronics Inc.
of
evidentiary
hearing from May 26continuance
to June 6 re
(KSLM),
Salem, and
Ore. that of Oregon Radio Inc.
,^o?^?!lcation
By FCC
„,?<LI?lmission on May
22 granted
by
Wichita-Hutchinson
Co. Inc.
(KTVH),motion
Hutchinson Kan., for extension of time from May 22
to June 2 to file reply comments in tv rule makKan.
ing proceeding involving Wichita-Hutchinson,

Whatever your broadcast needs, go
straight to Collins
Page 94
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
Checks and money orders only.
Payable in advance.
date. Display-Tuesday preceding publication date.
. DEADLINE: Undisplayed-Monday preceding publication
254 per word-^2.00 mtntmum.
D 204 Per word-^2.00 minimum . HELP WANTED
. aTOATIONS WANTE
. Ml other classifications 30, per
Washington 6, D. C.
. No charge for blind box number Send rcpk« J™^^^^^
^tely, please) All tran.cnpt.ons, photos, etc., sent to
se^t^f ow^^Sk^BS^^^pfessf; repudiates Ly liability or responsibi.ity for the.r custody or return.
Apples :

RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted
Management
position with ex$13,000 plus sales management
tion to staquick l promo
ity for severa
cellent 'opportun
stations, leaders
tion manager. I own
an outstandwith
need a man
in their markets. , I especi
to
ally in selling radio
ing sales record
no radio
aper but $13,00
using newsp
large accounts
or
0
y
Mone
on.
locati
Attractive eastern
Amount to be paid
more depending on the man.
man.
than getting the .right
Sss important to , mepictur
e, full details This will
Send sales record
mysel
and
you
en
IXnd\ed toectl/ betwe 507E. BROADCAST! in
complete confidence. Box
.
_____
ING.
Sales
Commercial manager for leading network station
in medium size midwest city. Substantial weekly
is eexcepbilling.
sion on
salary plus
and
resum
ence This
experi
nosition Send
tional commis
NG.
recent picture to& Box 270E, BROADCASTI
radio salesman Salary
Texas opportunity for ence,
billing, education,
and bonus. List experi
etc. Box 344E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted— Experienced salesman for radio station
tions confiin rich midwest market. All applica
ive Plan No
phis inc^ent
dential. Good salary 472E,
BROADCASTING.
pressure. Write Box

salesfor radio
Immediate opportunity money
Michiga
Rush all
mann.interested in making good and
Box
photo.
ility
availab
ing
details includ
481E, BROADCASTING.
See "$13,000 pJu^ad
ent plus.
Sales managemmanagem
ent. Box 506E, BROADabove under
.
CASTING

Two salesmansalesman.
straight immedi
one Needed
Wantedcers.
ately by regional
announ
earnings and
nt
Excelle
.
market
good
station in
young,
chance for advancement with strong,
ation. Full particulars
multiple station organiz
535E,
Box
needs.
photo
includ
NG. and salary
CASTI
BROADing
Nebraska
Wanted— Salesman-announcer central
dependable and desire
location. Must have ideas, Handle
early morning
to make more than $500.
you are the man
shift and sell from active list. If photo
to Kww,
tape,
e resume,
send complet
, Nebrask
a.
Kearney

for salesman with top rated
Good opportunity station
. Excellent salary and
CBS 10,000 watt
resume, picture WCOV, MontSend
commission.
Alabama.
gomery,

Help

Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

er able to do
Wanted: Young, ambitious announc
Good starting salary for
newscast and dj shows.
Box 484k,
station. .
ADC
GeorgiaING
BRO
southAST
a 5 000 watt,
ced, L. I. radio
Radio announcer, fully experien
Box 498H,,
nities. .
ING
opportu
AST
Excellent
station ADC
BRO
_____

We're
market.
litanmornin
metropolity
our persona
We're second
g jockey
for aintop
looking
music. Experience
and likes good
who is naturalDC
Box 499JL,
TI
tape. .
and NG
resume
BR
nothing. SendAS
means OA
combination.
Sports director and disc jockey
sports, including the
Wonderful opportunity. Allsend
e and
^pictur
tape
Please
.
university football
diately.
resume to Box 532E, BROADCASTNG imme-

for eastern Pennsylvania staProgrationm Willmanage
have rcomplete authority subject only
three years experience
to manager. Must have
as staff announcer. Must be good board man
to justify further advanceto Thiswork
willing ment
is anhardexcellent opportunity for an
into manageannouncer who is ready to move
le for
availab
be and
musttape
applicants
All interview.
ment
Box
. perresume
Send
sonal
536E, BROADCASTNG.
Sports announcer, must have first phone . ticket
Must
-play schedule
sports, play-byvoice
Heavy localsales
maturity. Start
ability,
have air
photo.
details, references, tape,
$430 00
BROADCASTING.
542E,Send
Box
school
Experienced sportscaster wanted for high
and junior college football, basketball and staff
and salary reannouncing. Send resume, tapeManager
Myers, Ark,.KCMC,
quirements. Frank O.asTexarkana, Tex
Do you want to five in the southern Oregon
an
vacation land? If you have a good voice, are
or second phone,
air personality, and have a firstJohnson
, Manager,
send tape and photo to Ray
conditions,
KMED Good pay, excellent ,working
on.
Oreg
top station. KMED, Medford
r. 40 hours per week,
Just a good, solid announce
es
KRFO, Owatonna,
week. a.
Mi
perot
off. $100.00
Sundays nn
up wants live
Metropolitan market station going
wire man to go along. Must have quality voice
Fred Epsalary.
tape,rt,resume,
Send
plus ideas.
a.
Iow
Davenpo
stein, KSTT,
2-4671.
Bensman, GL .
immediate. con
ticket,an,
DJ— firstSheboyg
sin
Wis
WSHE,
Technical

of the
e, one
executiv
Sales account
n,
operatiotop
hournation's
, 24
stations
dent radio
indepen
execuch
top-not
a
needs
ratings,
with highest
m
s
Earning
nce.
experie
tive-type, with radio-tv
Jim Nathan,
excess of $12,000 yearly. Contact
Sales Manager, Radio Station WINN, Louisville,
Ky. Now — repeat — now.

d station
Need chief engineer for newly acquire
. Must have
in major Pennsylvania market
and studio
thorough knowledge of disc recordinghelpful
Preexperience ideas.. Send
directional progres
engineering man
sive
with
fer voung
require
and salary
cesDCAS
. -_
TING
full backgr
BROA
451E, referen
ments. Boxound,

nce willing
Men with sales and broadcast experie
financially stable
workers of good character andExperie
nce m this
for media brokerage work. as we prefer
to tram
particular field unnecessary
n. We want men who
in our principles of operatio
as
are sufficiently sold on their ownof abilities
their own
salesmen to invest to the extent
and
ly
national
ng
time and efforts. Now expandi
our
several territories open. Happy to give anyas of
referemDlovees past (only two) or present,
ence Contact Paul Chapman, 1182 West Peachtree, Atlanta.

nia independChief engineer-announcer, Califor
rboth, but accent engineereent Must be good attape,
salary
ces,
referen
ing' Send resume,
NG.
CASTI
BROAD
quirements Box 482E,
ence unnecesExperi
with first ticket. 42V2
Engineer
hours. Address.
sary Pennsylvania. $70.00NG.
CASTI
BROAD
488E,
Box
cer and
be able announ
r. Must
Chief enginee
of 250 watt full
maintenance
complete IN
ranable ofST
G.
CA
time" station Send resume to Box 492E, BROAD-

Announcers

d
First phone engineers needed for newly acquire
onSend educati
vania.
Pennsyl
in eastern
station
to
letter
ment background first
and employ
BROAD CASTING.
Box al 555E,

for married staff announcer. Send
Opportu.nityABC
resumeCASTING. Network. Texas. Box 345E.
BROAD
market
Brand new station in greater Pittsburghexecutiv
e
needs experienced announcers with
year comm one wages,
minimuaverage
Require
potential.mercial
good
experience. Above
finest equipment. Personal
working conditions,
photo, resume
interview necessary. Send tape, CASTING
.
immediately. Box 450E, BROAD
Broadcasting

nced amImmediately. Chief engineer. Experie
ance, construc
on. Mainten
operatiMust
fm remote
er.
announc
capable
be
tion full charge.
when
Advise
ces.
referen
resume,
tape,
Rush
available and salary expected. KSON, San Diego.
nt.
- announcer. Permane
Experienced engineer
to WDBL,
tape .
and
Send resume
Good pay.
see
nes
eld, Ten
Springfi

RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Mr. News Director! Can you see beneath the
surface news— get behind handouts? Are you a
what's going on?
newsman who always knows
such a man. Why not apply and disneed
We
BROADCASTING.
cuss your ideas? Send resume, photo Box 179E,
Medium market vhf seeking good copy writers,
directors, and production people. Mid-south. Full
power operation. Box 262E, BROADCASTING.
Program man, California. Music selection, logging, copywriting, announcing. Want experience,
salary
maturity, no pop dj. Send tape, resume,
requirements. Box 483E, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening radio-tv film producer. Want
man who can write motion picture, shoot and
edit single and double system sound. Vs time
and announcing programs.
in radio planning
Prefer man with masters degree. Good salary,
federal retirement plan. Conmonth vacation,
tact or visit Ken Thomas, Radio-TV Department,
Kansas State College, Manhattan, Kansas.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
With 15 years experience in radio, known as a
good executive, with a law background, now
of present radio ownership and lookdisposing
ing for the unusual opportunity of working with
a good organization in the states, Puerto Rico
or Hawaii. Family man. Looking for the right
Available
location and the right organization TING.
this fall. Write Box 437E, BROADCAS
ING^
ST
CA
experienced m all
e manager,
aggressiv
Young,
phases, desires position in the south. Available
immediately. First phone. Box 467E, BROAD-

Is your station bogged down in sales, overhead,
Young,
personnel, and out-moded programming? to
give
well experienced radio executive ready
conideas, modern
new life. Have
your station
incentive.
plus
$12,000TING
Minimum
cept,ability.
.
DCAS
BROA
Box'520E
building management,
If youBoxwant
BROADCASTING.
522E,audience
write

tern station
Manager-engineer desires southeas
part ownership 11
to manage and invest in Family
wanting
man
vears experience in south.
permanency. Box 531E, BROADCASTING.
naand 5441!.,
localBox
, experie
Sales manager
market.
tive with
competinced
tional contacts;
BROADCASTING.

perPresently employed office manager, seeking
managen
n-statio
promotio
sales
in
manency
Charles
ment. Excellent references. Call or write
y.
mediatel
Salem. Virginia. Available imRead, WBLU,
Sales

nt record. InterExcellent radio sales-managemeent,
sales, salesmanagem
ested in small market or
South
television sales. .
ion
nroeram combinat
TING
DCAS
only. Box 475E, BROA
Go-getter, experienced, seeking good potential.
Prefer deal including air work. Can run own
looking
you're
. for.
ING
man— what
nd ADC
AST
All-arou
board505E,
BRO
Box

(top 25),
Sales manager, in metropolitan market
or manager in
is interested in similar capacity
smaller market. Well experienced in all phases
including first phone. Strong on sales and sales
organizing. Box 543E, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
CASTING.
disc jockey, three years ^ good comExperienced
mercial, knows music, family. Box 366E, BROAD-

Employed.
Terrific sportscaster. Sports director. Box
381E,
5 years experience. References.
BROADCASTING.
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RADIO
RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
A nnouncers

Viiiiounccr salesman, ■•xp.-r
c(1. currently . inployed. Excellent references.i,-ihMarried.
South or
west. Box 411E. BROADCASTING.

Top rated, experienced dj seeks major market
slot. Married, dependable, will relocate anywhere. Box 547E, BROADCASTING.

21,

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Engineer available immediately radio or television. No announcing. Call LO 5-2271, Mercedes
Texas.

Vers«Ule— conscientious announcer. Experienced Experienced i .dio personality news, disc jockey. Experienced first engineer desires employment in
Philadelphia
or around Square,
programming. Box 548E, BROADCASTspecial
phone. Negro. Box 453E,
MnrAwriip
BROADCASTING.
ING.
Newtown
Penna.area. E. J. Bushf Box
TV
or
radio
engineer.
1st phone. Recent graduate
Starting and startling! Voice swell for all sell.
Character-actor type dj with salesmanship.
of technical school, looking for first and perHave staff? Say dj? Glib adhb! No trite when I Morning man with get up and go. Presently
manent
job.
Will
travel anywhere. Married
write. Vet with knowledge gained from college
employed. Box 549E, BROADCASTING.
Veteran. Les Kiehn, 210 Eastwood Blvd., Centerreach,
New
York.
ING
SeDt tal<i'nU Box 4*4E> BROADCASTRadio and tv school graduate. Seeks initial position. Experienced dj, news commercial, copy,
Have first class license, seven years radio-tv
Experienced announcer seeks permanent posisports, operates own board. Holds restricted
service experience. Want maintenance job with
ticket. Young, single, veteran, travel anywhere.
no announcing, will relocate. H. Norman Lane
Box 550E. BROADCASTING.
b^roadcXsti'ng"11' New Jersey area Box 459E'
Neoga, Illinois.
Announcer, salesman. 28, family.
Graduate radio and tv school. Seeks first posiyear radio
First class FCC license. No experience, but willexperience, eight years selling.OneWorkin
tion. Trained dj. News, commercials, copy, operg
in
ing and anxious to learn. C. J. Stoll, 5304 Parktwenty thousand market, want to go up ladder
ates own board. Young, single, veteran. Reland Ave., Dallas, Texas.
Good voice, warm and friendly
air work Top
CASTING.stricted ticket. Will travel. Box 551E, BROADProduction -Program m in g, Others
Tap<? aVai'able B°X
480Ee>BROA^^
Young, ambitious, family man — seeks radio anAnnouncer, experienced, veteran, family, young
Programming is my specialty. Quality, integrity
nouncing, dj work as career. Radio school graduate. Salary second to opportunity. Box 552E,
and originality, stimulates business. Size of marBROADCASTING.
ket secondary. Guarantee results. Box 523E
'490^
aItin^. sports position B"*
Iroadce,
Availabl
Prefer Florida position ad-lib morning man. No
experienced announcer-disc jockey
'
v. ith hi st class ticket, married,
BROand
ADC
Program
top 40. Acceptable voice, strong production, five
news AST
director, ING
250 watt .
independexcellent
reputation. Would like to discusscollege
years experience. Want to establish and advance.
ent, desires relocation central New York
my
ability
and
state
qualifications with a good, progressive station.
Florida resident, married vet., one child. InterB.S. Speech and Drama, M.S. Radio-Televisionview desired. Box 553E, BROADCASTING.
Married, family; veteran. Interested educational
£,"„reJ?l
and
kept
confident
Box
les answered
ial.
493E.
BROADC
ASTING.
broadcasting. Available July first. Empire
ServPersonality dj with 8 years experience. Desires
ices, 219 Green Street, Syracuse, New York
Announcer, experienced. College student seeks
position with freedom to produce own show.
summer work. Can sell and write
$500 monthly. Expert on music selection. Hard
sports. Box 494E. BROADCASTING. also, long on
TELEVISION
sell with sincerity. Box 554E, BROADCASTING

Negro deejay, good board man, fast patter
smooth production. I'm the one you're looking
ING TaPe resume' Box 502E- BRO ADC ASTGirl dj announcer. Go anywhere. Ready now
Run own board. Can sell too. Steady, no bad
habits.
Love to
audience
and' grab
actounts.
andbuild
resume.
Boxs 503E,
BROADCASTINGTape
.

Personality-dj, strong commercials, gimmicks
etc., run own board. Steady,
eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 504E, BROADCA
STING

First phone. Desire California hep on pop music,
AFRS experience
Box 508E, BROADCASTING.
Hooperache? Pulse faint? Sick of no-talent deejays? Top
personality. Expensive. Box 509E
BROADCAS
TING.

Announcer-first phone, experienced pops thru
classics; college degree; plays piano, drums,
vibes; writes pop music; 27, excellent appearance: now dj in major eastern market: wants
well paying job in radio or television. (Grateful
to anyone even suggesti
how best to capitalize
on above abilities.) Box ng510E,
BROADCASTING
Sportscaster-staff, experienced. Desire sound
station with good sports program. Looking for
permanent location. Box 512E,. BROADCASTING
Great voice, no. Know music, write copy intelligent, yes. 2 years experience, toil any shift
Prefer adult shows, can
do hops. Good aDoearance. single, n°w employed. Box 513E. BROADCASTING.

Beginner announcer. College, intelligent, serious,
stable, mature, wants announcing position
anywhere in the USA, Hawaii. Lived and studied
abroad. 32. good looking. TV okay. Want station
with creative and intelligent minds. Have cultural speaking voice. Want job with future and
one year contract. Plain announcing or interview desire type show.
subordinate to
job. Available latter partMoney
of June. Box 514E
BROADCASTING.
Newsman-radio, newspaper experience. Now employed. Competent reporter, writer, professional
delivery. College. Best references. Radio
and/or
tv. Box 518E. BROADCASTING.
Need a jazz dj? Know modern jazz, backward
and forward. Have library and many taped interviews with famous jazz personalities
metropolitan area. Will send tape on requestin
Hold 3rd class ticket. Box 525E, BROADCASTING.

Look at this ad. Disc jockey. 1 year experience
college,
single. STING
Aim to please. Tape, nhoto'
Box 527E,vet.,BROADCA

Have experience, will travel, negro personality
dj-sales appeal. High Pulse rating. Available immediately. Box 530E. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, personality; California assignment
Experience. 12 years New York independent
Box 545E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-dj, sales minded. News, commercials
Operate board. Tape
available. Box 546E
'
BROADCASTING.
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Fourteen years broadcast experience every
in "swingin" market. Best
phase. Top-rated
recommendat
ions. dj
Want security in top operation. Family. Write-wire Box 4056, North Las
Vegas, Nevada.
First phone. Up to date on pop music: Desire
college town. Two years college like to continue
Jim
fornia.Horner. 1659 252 Street, Harbor City, Cali-

Staff announcer recent Pathfinder
Good board operator. Fred Jobe. Route graduate.
#2 Mebane, N.C. Telephone LO 3-4825. Start at $50.
Swinging dj now doing daily two hour show on
KGGM Radio and TV Albuquerque desires to
relocate southeast. Do voices and personality
or
straight show. After June first contact: Stan
"The Record Man" Vainrib, 2151— 15th Avenue
South, Birmingham 5, Alabama, ALpine 1-3082
Technical

Engineer, first phone. Experienced. Transmitter,
studio and recording
BROADCASTING. . No announcing Box 464E

Station going non-directional. Have engineer
that will be looking for job. Has first
phone will
travel. Box 487E, BROADCASTING

Florida: Engineer, 1st phone, presently working
5 kw— desire to locate in sunshine state Announce if required. 28 years old, married, excellent references. Box 489E, BROADC
ASTING.

Help Wanted
Announcers

Imaginative, experienced on-camera strong
hard-sell commercial announcer. Good
ad Jibbing a must. State salary requireme
Send
recent photo and tape along with nts.
references
Large southeast market. Box 469E, BROADCASTING.
Technical

Experienced engineer. All-around man on studio
and transmitter capable of becoming
technical
director of medium market, mid-south full-powe
r
vhf. Box 171E, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for small Rocky Mountain network vhf. Consider capable experienced engi-

Production-Program t0 ^ Others
B°X 539E'
BROADCASTING m°Ve UPming,
TV copywriter, female. Must write good sell
copy tion.
andBox perform other duties. California sta419E, BROADCASTING.
Continiuty writer: One with creative ideas with
top rated NBC television station in midwest This
is an opportunity to put your commercial ideas
BROADC
424E, T,^
Box
ASTING
.
station. Write
Product
i? w<3£kT,m
ion minded
TELEVISION

Chief engineer at southern station, two years experience with directional array. Would like

Situations Wanted

4%^Eng|^OADCASyTINCailable * °™ m0nth- B°X
Engineer or combo vacation replacement 1st

Experienced general and commercial manager
who has worked serving network, national spot
and local business, desires position with compensation commensurable with results. Married
References. Box 537E,
BROADCASTING.
Television manager/sales manager, experience
in all phases of production and sales. Know
now to make radio and televis
pay dividends
Jr-roven track record in personalionsales
in addition
lamny,
Young
1? ■:!nar4
u s.
, energet
ic,
aSerial
degreecapaci
withties.
graduat
e work.
Seeking

CA°STiNGyearS experience- Box 511E- BROADEngineer, FCC license, directional antenna expH'en,ce' desires position. Phone Glenmore 3b31oaBdcasjting: Y' Ask for Vann' or Box 496EEmployed radio-television engineer, 24, first class
license, 8 months commercial experience, no announcing. Interested in combo-man or engineer
position with station in New YorkNew England
area. Box 515E, BROADCASTING
S

TR^ASTING"^0 St3ti0n iQ eaSt- B0X
Mfllstrati
Admini
on, construction, maintenance Over
future
after %S
tenChi6fyears.SeekiAg
Light armouncing
fut,yr.ar^t12
opportunity sales
with
Build^ operate new station, salary, percentage"
percentage.
528E, BROADCASTING
Box
Combo man 1st phone, prefer no maintenance
ING031"' Available now- Box 540E, BROADCAST-'

Management

Sales

BRPOADCASTmG progressive station. Box 541E°
Available.
Hard driving, creative salesman- a
nown- Ten years radio and television sales
w,?iV . heavweight". early thirties, well-liked
contacts
in practica
Have
national
regiona
local- lly
™,?+ lence:
every
l and
adverti
sing .agency
m New York. Sales record-excellent. (Actually
everyone in
just about
know
tlfc £e^en£
in Newous)
York
or vicinity
.NGExcelle
nt references. ment
Box
387E,
BROAD
CASTI
new assignseeking
employe
\t N°w
f„
m^t
d,
Announcers

Talented tv-radio announcer, fifteen years pro-

^TSLflffigfag*5*0

an« UP- B°X
Broadcasting
W6ek

TELEVISION

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
area sports situation. Ex-.
Want major collegeyears
y-play
Big Ten play-b
perience :TV, sixADCAST
ING.
Box 526E, BRO
Technical
4
10 vears am-tv experience. 3 years chief and
chief .or supervisory
years supervisory. Desire
position. Box 447E, BROADCASTING.
, practi4 years college B.A. Degreetion
First calphone,
and
training camera, lighting, produc
ces.
referen
nt
Excelle
travel.
to
Willing
directing
Box 501E, BROADCASTING.
udio engineer, 24, first
Employed tv transmitter-st
class license, 8 months commercial experience;
desires employment with tv station in New 'YorkNew England area. Box 516E, BROADCASTING.
ity, profesProduction manager— 5 years univers
27, marnce, age
experie
, full St.,
sionalS.entertainer
ille,
Thomasv
B,
Apt.
Dawson
ried 120
Georgia.
Production-Programming, Others
Wanted tv production! R-tv graduate B S. Single
conside
will e.
ence, relocat
experi
24.e AFRTS/
439t,
vet,
Boxr othergs, can
openin
suitabl
BROADCASTING.
Television news director medium market desires
large-market news doperabetter with
staff job orExperien
over
ced photographermm(filme
tion
editor and
1300 local stories this past year);
ns
relatio
writer of daily newscast. Also public
vetsinge,
Young,
nce. 497E,
experie
cing
and announ
LA&ie. Box
graduat
college
eranN
. BROAU
G
I
two years exFloor manager, production, ,talent,
graduate.
station tv college
perience. Midwest tvFuture
more important than
Available at once!
salary. Box 500E, BROADCASTING.
Need solid staff man? Production chief? Chicago
tv aeencv writer-producer anxious to get bacK
to creativity of station tv work. 21 years experience
one of
Director-announcer, 31, five years with -Avail.Relocate east
medium market538E,
the best inintervie
.
ASTING
BROADC
w. Box
able for
Fourteen years radio-tv announcing; direction;
sales. Thorough knowprogramming; reply.
production; top
week ministations ons. $200
how Only
Write-wire Box
endati
mum Best recomm
4056, North Las Vegas, Nevada.
FOR

FOR

WANTED

SALE — (Cont'd)

Equipment
0.1 watt
RCA microwave STL complete-7000 mc,
Includes
color-corrected, excellent condition. Available
heads.
tilt
four ft. dishes, tripods, pan
immediately. Box 533E, BROADCASTING.

3, PT6-AH.
Tape recorders: replacing with new. service
less
2 PT6-M 2, PT6-J, Magnecorders insome
repair,
need
AH
PT-6
2
years.
three
than
others in excellent condition. Rack mounted.
$900 buys all, no partial sale. Contact Richard
Tuck Enterprises, KBEC Waxahachie, Texas.
For sale— WE 310 B 250 watt transmitter 1240 kc
external voltage conexcellent condition with
trol Just removed from service — complete set
or Conelrad.
spare tubes. Ideal for spare unit
Da
Wick, KDLR, Devils Lake, N.
$500 FOB. Bert k.

TO

BUY

Stations

small, medium market
Ad agency exec wants
All replies
radio station. Give details, terms.
confidential. Box 471E, BROADCASTING.
Mountain
AM broadcasting station in RockyIdaho,
Utah
area: Montana, Wyoming, Colorado,
preferred, Oregon or Washington possibly Prefer
ed. Adeconsider
outlet; g daytime
ial.
fulltime
confident
e. Replies
availablstation
nuate financin
.
ASTING
BROADC
486E,
Box
No brokers please.
wants staOwner-operator
or east.AST
MiddlewestADC
.
more
ING
l
BRO
tion or cp. Financially qualified. Potentia
important than billing. Confidential. Box 519E,

co.
Tower— 115' new self -standing Dresser-Ide
In crates, never erected. Complete drawings.
KTWO-TV, Casper, Wyoming.

n MTR-50 trans50-watt microwave, Raytheo
receiver, with two 10-foot dishes.
, andAnderson
WCBC-TVmitter
Indiana.
Gates turntable, mod CB-11 cue panel $75.00. 2
Type 212 A-l
RCA 70-D turntables each $150.00.409
U-2 power
Collins console, Inc. Relays and
r $90.00. PT6
supply $275.00. PT6 AH Magnecorde
FOB Galesburg, 111. Ray
J amplifier $75.00. Prices Galesburg,
Illinois.
Bevenour, C.E., WGIL,

i

Equipment

Transmitter, 5 kw am air cooled, not over 10
Give details. Box 413E, BROAD.
CASTING
years old.
STL audio link 925 Mc. band. Give full details.
Box 495E, BROADCASTING.
t
Wanted: Used kw transmitter and all equipmen
and price
for installation. State condition history
NG.
CASTI
first letter. Box 521E, BROAD

4 by 5 Balop projector. Call collect, KRTV, Great
Falls, Montana, Glendale 3-2433.
4516
.North Libby,
KYFM.
la
amplifier.
Ok
Oklahom
1000 watta fmCity.

good condiamplifier, little used,
FM 1 kw GEGE rack
two program and one monitor
tion also
and accessories GE
jack panels
amplifier, rtwoconsole.
Contact Manager, WLNA,
transmitte
Peekskill, N. Y.

ies.sts,Gene
and TVaccessor
tv cameras
Vidicon
Grant
639 O'FalSpeciali
Industrial
lon & Sons,
St., Denver 3.

Gates BC1E 1 kw transmitter 31B console, WLSI,
Pikeville, Kentucky.

ondence
preparation by corresp
FCC first phoneclasses.
Our schools are located in
or in resident
D C.
ton,
Washing
and
nia
Califor
Hollywood,
Desk
write Grantham School,
For free booklet,
D. C.
ton,
Washing
B2, 821 - 19th Street, N. W.,

PT6-P/PT6-PS. Recently facOne (1) Magnecord
$350,000 F.O.B. Radio Station
overhauled.Ky.
WTCR,toryAshland,
Commercial crystals and new or replacement
crystals for RCA, Gates, W. E. and Bliley holders;
servM. Monitor praise
etc. Also A.testimonials
repair,unsolicited
regrinding,
ice. Nationwide
our products and service! Send for catalog.
Eidson Electronic Co., PR 3-3901, Temple, Texas.
Weather warning receivers — for Conelrad and
warnings. Air Alert II— $46.50;
weather
disaster
Air
Alert
I— $89.50. Write Miratel, Inc., 1080
Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minn.

INSTRUCTIONS

eed
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guarant
approved.
instruction by master teacher. G.I.
License
Radio
Elkins
2-2733.
Phone FLeetwood
School, 3605 Regent Drive, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
. Enlicense. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required
June 25, Septem-s
rolling now for classes starting
ber 3, October 29. For information, reference
and reservations write William B. Ogden Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.

SALE

Stations

Daytime station in major mid-west market. Not
potenon with
operati
a goodhip-op
but owners
use,local
a powerho
n. Present
eratio
tial under
but
le
availabt requireapTerms paymen
area. down
owner leavingproximately
d.
$40,000
qualified people
Information will be given toCASTI
NG.
BROAD
only. Write Box 436E,
stern full time
For sale . . . Profitable southwe
purchaser. Box 524E,
to responsibleTI
radio station DC
NG.
AS
BROA
For sale 1 kw daytimer in Lexir^ton Kentucky.
Fast growing town. Box 534E, BROADCASTING.
Northeast profitable monopoly market station
, sec$275 000- major market suburban, $200,000
Chapman Commarket, $60,500, Terms.
ondary
pany 17 E. 48th New York.
wanted, Hollingsworth
Waiting buyers, listings Lucky
Secret Word
Inc., "Guess The
Co
Hempstead Ave. W. Hempstead,
m. 514 .
Progra
N. Y
Florida major market profit history $500,000 on
terms. Cash discount. Chapman Company, 118*:
W. Peachtree, Atlanta, Ga.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
radio and television owners and operaFormer
tors.
ing
Write now for our free bulletin of outstand
radio and tv buys throughout the Unitedd States,
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywoo Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Rocky Mountain local station $90,000, some terms.
Chapman Company, 33 W. Micheltorena, Santa
Barbara, California.
Low overhead daytimer. $70,000. 29% down. Great
Portpotential
land,.Maine.Melvin Stone, Falmouth Hotel,
Deep south one and two station markets (5) some
$35,000 to $125,profitable, some not. Price range 1182
W. PeachCompany,
Chapman
Terms.
000.
tree, Atlanta.
Broadcasting

A

Successful

To

Help
"ONE

You

Is Available

Time

Rep

Your

National

Build

OF THE FINEST TIME SALESMAN

Spot

Business

IN THE BUSINESS

Who says so? The top agency media
rep salesmen listed below say so.

men

. . ."

and

He has long years of top experience.
His reputation is excellent. His contacts are the best. He has sold over
$10,000,000

worth

of Time

in the

past. He hopes to sell a lot more in
the future. Will consider opportunity
outside New

York City.

15 TOP AGENCY AND REP PEOPLE RECOMMEND HIM
OR WRITE
FACTS
SPECIFIC
FOR
US
OF
ANY
CALL
BOX
4 8 5 E, BROADCASTING
Joe Ruggiero
Bill Dollard
Frank Fitzpatrick
Tom Lynch
Norman Chester

Newman McEvoy
John McSweeney
Jerry
Lyons
Ted Kelly
Lorraine Ruggiero

Gert. Scanlon
Ed Coughlin
Chet Slaybaugh
Bob Muth
Tom Lynch

June 2,. 1958

INSTRUCTIONS—

A Job for you! The National Academy of Broadcasting starts summer term June 5. Many radio
and tv Jobs are offered to professional
graduates
as announcers, disc Jockeys, news and sports
directors,
managers of women's programs, traffic and sales.

Situations Wanted

FCC first phone license July-August tutoring
course.
2-4622. 105 E. 16th Street, BrookY. BU KofTer.
lyn, N. Monty

NEED
A D. J.?
B C. A. Placement Service hot them . . . with
and without oxporienco. All oagar to pkxrte
and mako you monoyl Bast trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas. Thoroughly
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1639 Broadway, Capitol Theatre Bldg.
N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1918. No charge for either party.

MISCELLANEOUS

Bingo Time U.S.A. printers of personalized
bingo type game sheets for radio and television
programs. We also distribute U hr. bingo type
film
mc'dHollywood
by popular film personalities.
P.O. series,
Box
1871.
28. Calif. Tel: Hollywood 2-4038.
RADIO

A nnouncers

EMPLOYMENT
Help

H
U.
p
g
4g
|5S
:gj

SERVICE

Wanted
A Specialized Service For
Managers Commercial Managers
Chief Engineer Program Managers
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE

Management

f

FOR THE RECORD continues from page 94

RADIO

(Cont'd)

WANTED — YOUNG SALESMAN
ON THE WAY UP
Unufual opportunity for top-notch, aggressive
youngstation
salesman
ready for sales managership of
hne
in pleasant
small Eastern college
n?4rk»« of 30,000. Married and must like small
city life. Career opening. Excellent advancement
possibilities. stations.
Substantial
organization buying
additional
We will pay a substantial
base P'u> strong incentive. The right man able
to attain reasonable sales objectives will gross
>->00-S10.000 or better. Present billing over
M 00.000 with excellent potential. Write or
v. ire (nil details, photo if available. Suite
3500.
40 Wall St,. New York 5. N. Y.
Sales
SALESMAN WANTED
Above average earnings North Florida's
leading radio station independent. High
Nielsen and Pulse. Salary plus commissions and expenses. Opportunity to
advance.
Paul Meyer, WTAL Tallahassee, Florida, Drawer A. Main Post Office

I
?
:S
I
§

1
p
*:
§

BROADCASTERS EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington 7, D. C.
FOR

Equipment
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
America's Tape Recorder Specialists

Dollar

Announcers
RADIO NEWSMAN
Number One rated 24-hour news and
music station in midwest metropolitan
market. Must report, write and delivery
fast moving, colorful newscasts. Rush
tape, photo, experience and salary expected.
Box 556E, BROADCASTING

FOR

SALE

for

Dollar

you can't beat a classified ad in

getting top-flight personnel.

SALE

TV MOBILE UNIT— real eye-catcher, ready for
installation of field
equipment. Can accommodate up to four camer
as, lots of storage
space. Top platform suitable for mounting cameras.
Reasonably priced
Address all
225 East Miner Avenue
Stockton, California
inquiries to:
HOward 6-6981
Page 98
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By Commissioner Robert T. Bartley on May 22
Granted petition by J. E. Willis, Lafayette,
Ind., for extension of time to June 2 to file reply
to exceptions to initial decision in proceeding
on its am application and that of Crawfordsville
Bcstrs. Inc., Crawfordsville, Ind.
Granted petition by Walter G. Allen, Huntsville, Ala., for extension of time to June 2 to
file reply to petition of Marshall County Bcstg.
Co. Inc., Arab, Ala., for enlargement of issues in
proceeding on their am applications.
Granted petition by Acadian Television Corp.,
Lafayette, La., for extension of time to May
29
to respond to petition by KTAG Associates
(KTAG-TV), Lake Charles, La., for revision of
issues and request for mod. of hearing procedure
in Lake Charles-Lafayette, La., ch. 3 proceeding.
By Chairman John C Doerfer on May 21
Granted
motion by Broadcast
Bureau for
various corrections to transcript of oral argument in proceeding on am application of Jackson County Bcstg. Co., Maquoketa, Iowa.
By ChiefCunningh
Hearingam Examiner
on May 15James D.
Scheduled hearings on dates shown in following proceedings: matter of voluntary transfer of
control of M & M Bcstg. Co. (WM4.M and
WMBV-TV), Marinette, Wis., on July 15- New
Bedford, Mass., ch. 6 proceedin
g (Wilson Bcstg.
Corp., et al.), and proceeding on am anDlications
of North Star Bcstg. Co., Windom, Minn., and
Radio Inc., Charles City, Iowa, on July 22.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on dates shown
Granted petition by David M. Segal, Boulder,
Colo., for leave to amend his am application
specify the frequency 1550 kc with 1 kw powerto
D, amended,
rather thanis 1360
kc, 500
w D,
and application'
as
removed
from
hearing
status
returned to processing line. Action May 19 and
Scheduled prehearing conference for June 5
on am applications of Pompano Beach Bcstg
Corp., Pompano Beach, Fla., et al. Action
May 20
Ordered that further prehearing conference
scheduled for 10 a.m., June 2, is rescheduled for
11:30 a.m., the same date, on am application of
Kenneth G.
and Misha S. Prather
Boulder, Colo. Prather
Action May 22.
Ordered that further hearing scheduled for
May 22 is rescheduled for June 16 in proceeding
on am applications of Binder-Carter-Durham
Inc. (WAMM), Flint, Mich., et al. Action
May 22.
Granted petition by Enterprise Bcstg. Co.,
Fresno, Calif., to extent that proffered Exhibit
No. 5 is received in evidence except for last
paragraph thereof which is hereby rejected, and
denied in all other respects; record then closed
in proceeding on am applications of Enterprise
et al. Action May 23.
By Hearing Examiner
20
on May Millard
F. French

Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time to June 4 to file proposed findings
in proceeding on am application of WNAB Inc
(WNAB), Bridgeport, Conn.
By Hearing Examiner
20
on May Herbert
Sharfman
Granted motions by Broadcast Bureau and
Sacramento Telecasters Die. (KBET-TV), Sacramento, Calif., to correct transcrip
respects m proceeding on applicatiton inforvarious
mod
of cp of KBET-TV.
on MayAnnie
22 Neal Huntting
By Hearing Examiner

Granted
for leave
station to
\°
of FCC
V s5e"fy

petition by Illiana Telecasting Corp
to amend its application for new tv
operate on ch. 2 in Terre Haute, Did
new
Formsite301.and to substitute new Section
BROADCAST ACTIONS
ByActions
Broadcast
Bureau
of May
23

KOMA Oklahoma City, Okla.— Granted assignment of licenses to Burton Levine, et al., d/b
under same name.
:v
KL,AD* of license
Klamath Falls, Ore.— Granted assignunder ment
same name. to Myer Feldman, et al d/b
WAAA Winston- Salem, N. C— Granted relinof negative control by Arnold
Schneidman quishment
through sale of
stock to Seymour
WHAN Charles
ton, Colange
S. C—lo Grante
cp A.
and dMark
to
Vincent
Abbott
change
ant. '-trans,
in ant. and
ground locatio
system.n and make changes
WSSC Sumter, S. C— Granted cp for changes
m ant. system (increase height) and ground
KAFE (FM) Oakland, Calif.— Granted
of
cp to change ant.-trans. location; ERP to mod.
1 5 kw
ant. height to 1,080 ft.; remote control permitted1
Actions of May 22
engineering condition.
'
WMFJ Daytona Beach, Fla.— Granted request
,Sf 111.—
3? for
alternate
mainchanges
trans,
in»5Mw-?tl,0i1
^
Llt.chfield,
Granted
cp for

en~
PiCkUPcp ant'):
WJAR ring^
Providence,
con^iti'o3
R. L— ^Granted
gineT
to change
newIma^naltxansPWa' Pa-Granted <*> to install
ne?mm^S',fr°m DA"2 to DA"N; remote control
KITT (FM) San Diego, Calif.— Granted cp to
usins nonmam studio whlle
SSi^T
Broadcasting

and
increase ERP to 46 kw, install new trans,
ft
ant. and decrease ant. height to 168.2mod.
cp
ot
Granted
WOAI San Antonio, Tex.—
.
to install new trans.; engineering condition
Following stations were granted extension of
WIRE Enspecified3 hours—
operate a.m.
to Ala.,
authority terprise,
p.m. week days
to
5:30
June 30;
until
s
Sunday
and 7 am. to 9 p.m.
through SaturKA.PA Raymond, Wash., MondayPST,
for period
day 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.,
eIKFBKS-FM Sacramento,
Calif .—Granted extension of authority to remain silent for period
ending June 26.
.. ,
authority to
Following stations were granted
g
beginnin
remain silent— KHCD Clifton, Ariz.,
1 and ending Sept. 1; WDAE-FM Tampa,
June
Fla., from May 14 to July 31.
to
Following stations were granted authority
on Court
sign off as shown: WCHO Washingt
ending
period
House, Ohio, at 7 p.m., EST, for ming;
WKOV
8-31 except for special program
through
period
for
p.m.,
7
at
Ohio,
Wellston,
8-31 EST, except for special programming when
sign-off
to licensed
up at
continueOre.,
may Burns,
operation
6:30 p.m. from
KRNS
time6 p.m.,
at
Term.,
Sparta,
WSMT
8-24;
to
5-24
for period ending 8-31.
KFMM Tucson, Ariz.— Granted request to
cancel mod. of cp dated 4-23 and revert to authority of 11-21.
KNAC-TV Fort Smith, Ark— Granted mod. of
cp to change studio location (same as trans,
location).
cp to change
WSEE Erie, Pa.— Granted mod. ofof Sec.
3.613 (a)
location and for waiver
studio
of rules.
g were granted extensions of compleFollowin
tion dates as shown: WIS-TV Columbia C.,
to 12-4; KAYS-TV Hays, Kan., to 9-1; WSIX-TV
(main trans, and ant.) Nashville, Tenn., to 12-2;
WOAI San Antonio, Tex., to 11-28.
Actions of May 21
Buffalo,
WINE Kenmore, N. Y.; WILY (FM) to
John
N. Y.— Granted assignment of licenses
d/b
Evans),
Kluge and Marcus J. Austad (Mark
as Western New York Bcstg. Co.
WFBL Syracuse, N. Y.— Granted cp to change
Town of Destudio location to Collamer Road,
(same as trans, redescnbed) and
Witt,
install N.
newY. trans.

WRFK Richmond, Va.— Granted cp to increase
ERP to 3.6 kw, decrease ant. to 110 ft., install
ant.-trans.,
and change
ant., remote
and and
type trans,
new
control point oi
location
and studio
station.
noncommercial educational fm
KRON-FM San Francisco, Calif .—Granted
mod of cp to increase ERP to 13.5 kw, and
to condition that grant
change type ant., subjectwhatever
action may be
is without prejudice to
necessary as result of decision in case of
Radio and Television Co., a corporaStandard
tion v. The Chronicle Pub. Co., a corporation,
et al., Superior Court, Calif.
KEYM Santa Maria, Calif.— Granted mod. of
change ant. height
cp to decrease ERP to 3.2 kw,
to minus 135 ft., change type trans, and ant.;
engineering condition.
extensions of comFollowing were granted
Calif.,
pletion dates as shown: KAMP El Centro, WSBAto 9-1;
Calif.,
e,
Riversid
to 8-1- KQXM
11-22.
TV York, Pa., to
Actions of May 20
WRLP Greenfield, Mass.— Granted assignment
Bcstg. Corp.
of license to Springfield Television
KBIC-TV Los Angeles, Calif— Granted cp to
new tv station.
replace expired cp for Granted
cp to install new
WJR Detroit, Mich.—
control permitted
remote tion.
trans.;condi
main ing
„
. ; , engineer. „
mod. ot
Granted
—
Mich.
Jackson,
WIBM-FM
cp to change type trans.
Actions of May 19
KIKK Bakersfleld, Calif— Granted assignment
of cp to Valley Radio Corp.
Granted licenses for following stations: KZOK
Prescott, Ariz; KDGO Durango, Colo; WAUC
Ga.; WXLI
Wauchula, Fla.; WAZA Bainbridge,
N. H.; WALO
Dublin, Ga.; WSMN Nashua
KFKF
Va.;
,
Humacao, P. R.; WAGE Leesburg
Wash.; WRAJOthello,
KRSC
Wash.;
,
Bellevue
FM Anna, 111.
WLAN-FM Lancaster, Pa.— Granted license
covering change in type trans.
, Ark.— Granted license coverKNBY Newportof
new trans.
ing installation
license coverMont.— Grantedchange
KXLJ Helena,
in studio
ing installation of new trans., remote control.
by
location and operate trans,

WHMS Charleston, W. Va.— Granted license
covering installation of new trans.
KWTX Waco, Tex. — Granted license covering
installation of old main trans, as aux. at main
trans, site; remote control permitted.
KYSM-FM Mankato, Minn.— Granted license
to cover cp to reduce ERP.
WAWK Kendallville, Ind.— Granted license
covering change to nondirectional ant.
WAVN Stillwater, Minn.— Granted license covtrans. ering increase in power and installation of new
Granted license covWLOK. Memphis, Tenn.—
resistor)
ering change in ant. system (remove series
KYA-FM San Francisco, Calif.— Granted extension of completion date to 8-19.
License Renewals
of
Following stations were granted renewal
Ark.; KDQN DeQueen,,
license: KAMD Camden,
Abbeville
KROF
Ark.;
as,
Pocahont
Ark ■ KPOC
rt La^
La.; KXAR Hope, Ark.; KZEA Shrevepo
Miss.; WBLE
WABL Amite, La.; WAPF McComb, Miss.;
WLSM
Batesville, Miss.; WHNY McComb,
st, Miss.;
Louisville, Miss.; WMDC Hazlehur
Miss.;
Jackson,
WN AG Grenada, Miss.; WRBC
a,
Miss.; KALB-TV KAlexandri
WSSO Starkville,Little
Rock, Ark ; AT V Pine
La.; KARK-TV
Shreveport, La.; KTBSKSLA-TV
Ark.; rt,
Bluff,Shrevepo
La.; KTHV Little Rock, Ark.;
TV
Meridian, Miss.; WSGN Birmingham,
WTOK-TV
• WLAQ Rome, Ga.; WKDK Newberry, S. C;
Ala
e, Ore.;
K70AA Bishop, Calif.; K70AI Prinevill
g,
Ellensbur
K71AA Plant
Okla.;
Boise City,
K70AO• K72AC
Camp,
e Power
Brownle
Wash
Ore ''K72AD Alturas, Calif.; K72AE Needles,
City, Ariz.; K72AF Battle MounandNev.; Gas
Calif.,tain,
Sopris
K73AA Bishop, Calif.; K73AB K73AF
Havre, Mont.;
and area, Colo.; K73AC Madras,
Ore.; K74AC
Rawlins, Wyo.; K74AB
near Pagosa
Bayfield and Ignacio, Colo.; K74AD
Prineville, Ore ; K76AC
Springs, Colo.; K76AA Camp,
BayK77AA
Ore.;
Plant
Brownlee Power
field and Ignacio, Colo.; K77AB Alpine and
K83AB
Marfa, Tex.; K77AF San Saba, Tex.;
Santa Rosa, N. M.; W82AA North Warren, Pa.;
WDMG Douglas, Ga.; WMEN Tallahassee, Fla.

PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
WHDH-TV

Prison Film Praised;

WNTA-TV Repeats Documentary
A half-hour documentary film program
on prison life produced by WHDH-TV
Boston and presented on that station May 7,
received such favorable response from viewers and community leaders that WNTA-TV
Newark sought and received permission to
telecast the film yesterday (Sunday).
A spokesman for the station indicated
that the documentary, "Inmate — The Walwill be made availpole State Prison sStory,"
able to tv station that request it, provided
clearances can be obtained from unions involved in the production. The film was produced within the walls of the prison by
WHDH-TV's news staff in cooperation with
the Massachusetts Dept. of Correction. In
order to get "the feel" of prison life, three
WHDH-TV staffers — producer-writer Joe
Levine, director-editor Matt Connolly and
associate producer Jim Harrington — spent
The
24 hours in the prison as "inmates."
actual filming, with a staff cameraman and
a sound engineer joining the team, took
eight days in jail.
The station was beseiged with congratulatory messages from government and community leaders, including Gov. Foster Furculo of Massachusetts.

KRCA

(TV) Viewer

Wins

Trip

For guessing most nearly the number of
impressions made by the tv commercial cartoon characters, Mr. Gaffers and Mr. Satthe audience of KRCA (TV) Los
on
tler,
Angeles during February and March, Harold Lamberth won a trip for two to Hawaii given by Utility Appliance Corp., Los
Angeles. Contest was conducted among
Broadcasting

dealers in Gaffers & Sattler products and
their employes to stress the change in name
that identifies all Utility appliances as Gaffers & Sattler, following the success of the
tv cartoon characters in selling ranges
[Advertisers & Agencies, Dec. 23, 1957].
Mr. Lamberth, a serviceman for Anthony
Bros, refrigeration sales and service of Inglewood, Calif., guessed that the pair had
made 41,221,404 viewer impressions during
the two-month contest period, only 13,196
off the official total of 41,234,600. This
figure was arrived at by averaging the ratings of Pulse and Nielsen for the KRCA
programs in which or between which the
G & S commercials appeared, multiplying
this average by the number of tv homes in
the KRCA signal area (approximately 2.3
million, KRCA told contestants) and that
figure by two (average number of viewers

Mr. Lamberth arrived at his
was not disclosed. Utility's
winning figure
agency is Robinson, Jensen, Fenwick &
Haynes, Los Angeles.

per set). How

Thousands

Search

for KMYR

Check

Change of ownership and new policies
for KMYR Denver are being publicized by
one of the most intensive promotional campaigns ithas ever conducted.
The station has just concluded a "$50,000
Treasure Hunt" which was written-up in local papers and Time magazine. (KMYR
ed that if the prize wasn't located by
stipulat
May 12 it would depreciate to $1,000.)
First clues to the location of the $50,000
check were aired May 1 ; that morning Denverites awoke to find the city had been
ng the conplastered with posters announci
test. Among other stunts to promote the

WASHINGTON
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AND
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS CONTINUED
contest: A helicopter load ot git is ( ranging
from a cigarette lighter to a $100 bill) fitted
with small parachutes were dropped and two
trucks loosed over 10.01)0 gift certificatebearing balloons. A dozen models were
hired by KMYR to give out numbered leallets plugging the treasure hunt. Numbers
were broadcast and prizes given to the people who presented the corresponding leaflets. Color movie trailers were placed in six
downtown theatres and many thousands of
livers were given out by stores in the station's
coverage area.
Clues to the check's location led a large
number of hunters to converge on a residential section (a housing contractor has instituted aclaim against KMYR for $40,000
for damage done by zealous hunters) and the
check was eventually found in that area.
Due to the length of time taken to find the
prize, the check was for $1,000. At one point
during the hunt, a temporary restraining
order was issued by a local judge to stop the
station airing further clues as searchers were
trespassing and damaging property. KMYR
subsequently sent a squad in a truck to help
clean up the area.
Helicopter Reports for WJBK
Detroit motorists driving to and from
work are being aided by WJBK Detroit with
a series of traffic-copter reports.
Each Monday. Thursday and Friday
during the morning and afternoon rush hours
the station's program director. Bob Martin
takes a mike up in a helicopter and broadcasts traffic conditions on the city's main
arteries. The reports are heard on Monday's
Morning Express and the afternoons on McLeodsville, U. S. A.
How to Sell Men's Wear — RAB
Radio Advertising Bureau is distributing
to its membership a seven-piece information
kit on men's wear retail trade which the
bureau claims was researched and compiled
in the shop over a four-month period at a
cost of $10,000. Included is a booklet titled
"Your Store Can Get Results Like These
With Radio." a 15-page analysis of the

NEWS

ON

THE

WING

WFBM-TV Indianapolis engaged
10 homing pigeons to rush film back
to the studio from the Indianapolis
Motor Speedway Friday. Prohibited
from picking up the Memorial Day
500-mile race live. Bill Fagan,
WFBM-TV assistant program director, arranged to shoot the event on
special 10-frame rolls of 35mm film.
The film was to be rolled into capsules and strapped on the birds' backs
before their release at trackside for a
six-mile flight to the tv studios.
WFBM-TV secured its feathered
news corps from the Indianapolis
Homing Pigeon Club. Marlin Reid.
club secretary, conducted intensive
flight training from the studio roof
before the race.
Page 100
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successful radio strategy used by 15 different
men's wear retailers throughout the U. S.
Markets covered vary in size from small
towns such as Watertown, S. D. (pop. 13,000) to major cities such as New York (pop.
9 million).
Grocers

See Convention

KFMB-TV

On Film

San Diego contributed toward

the city's efforts to attract conventions last
month by filming activities in connection
with the meeting of the Western States
Chain Grocers Assn. at the Hotel de Coronado.
For the third consecutive year KFMB-TV
produced films of the convention and presented them at the conclusion of the sessions.
This year the group adopted a resolution expressing thanks to Dan Bellus, head of the
promotion department of the station, who
directed the film production. The grocers
also voted to return to the Coronado next
The time factor was a handicap to hurdle
inyear.
getting footage of the last evening session
on the film for showing later that night.
The last foot of film was taken at 8:15 p.m.
and delivered across the bay to the station
lor processing, editing and splicing. The
completed film was returned to the convention hall in time for the 10:30 p.m. showing
to more than 225 delegates and their wives.
WITH

Aids Straw

Hat Revival

A cooperative venture to revive the "Straw
Hat Day" tradition in Baltimore was conducted May 15 when Dick Skeen, president
of Warner & Co., men's store there, dramatized the occasion by inviting WITH Baltimore to broadcast from the window and the
front sidewalk of the store from 10 a.m. to
8 p.m.
Baltimore men were made straw hat conscious again by the guests who were interviewed during the day. Celebrities participating atthe revival event included political
candidates for governor and for the U. S.
Senate, and singing star Julius LaRosa.

WISN, WRIT Go Stereophonic
Two Milwaukee radio stations, WISN and
WRIT, are cooperating on a weekly series of
sterephonic broadcasts and report excellent
response. Both tracks of stereotape are
played on special equipment at WISN, with
one fed via telephone line to WRIT and
aired simultaneously with the WISN signal
(all WISN station break commercials are
aired on WRIT). Listeners are advised to
place two radios about eight feet apart and
equate volume of both receivers. Program
is aired Tuesday, 10:30-45 p.m., and sponsored by Standard Electric Co.

ABC-TV

to Focus on Youth

ABC-TV announced last week it will this
fall present Youth Anonymous, an hour-long
filmed and live study of teenagers and juvenile delinquency problems. The report,
part of the network's newly inaugurated
series of which Prologue 1958 and Report
Card 1958 were forerunners, will feature
ABC News head John Daly. Washington bu-

A WEEK'S vacation for two in Honolulu will be awarded the KNXT (TV)
Los Angeles viewer who submits the
best name for the above cartoon
character. The caricature introduces
the station's Early Show (Mon.-Fri.,
4:30-5:55 p.m.) and the show's commercials. ("His job," says KNXT, "is
to sell the commercial — which then
sells the product.") The contest closes
May 30.

reau chief John Secondari and commentators Edward P. Morgan, Quincy Howe, Don
Goddard and Robert Fleming.

WGN

Searching

for Opera

Talent

WGN Chicago is cooperating with the
Illinois Opera Guild in a four-month search
for new talent, with winners to appear on a
new series, Opera Auditions of the Air,
starting Nov. 1. The search will be conducted in five midwestern states and is designed to find the "wealth of undiscovered
talent" not yet heard on the air. The winner
will receive a $1,000 prize from the guild
toward advancement of his career. Contestants may enter by requesting entries from
WGN Inc., 441 N. Mighigan Ave. Deadline
for entries is Sept. 30, with an age range of
18-30.

Mobile

Unit Shown

by WBKB

(TV)
A mobile telecasting unit, claimed to
house features previously found only in large
stationary installations, was displayed to the
trade and public by ABC o&o WBKB (TV)
Chicago May 21. Included are a complete
director's control and dual channel audio
console, capable of originating two tv programs simultaneously. It may be equipped
with as many as five cameras and manned
by a crew of 7 to 1 1 technicians if desired.
Intricacies of the equipment are explained to
visitors by Frank Genereux, WBKB engineer. The mobile unit, over 34 feet long
and less than 10 feet high, was on display in
front of ABC Chicago headquarters at 190
N. State St.
Broadcasting

Test signal is thin line between frames. All test
transmitted during vertical blankcan ofbe program.
signals
ing portion

VERTICAL
BLANKING
TEST

INTERVAL

SIGNAL

KEYER

The Teiechrome Model 1008-A Vertical Blanking Interval Keyer is a selfcontained portable unit that makes
possible transmission of television
test and control signals between
frames of a TV picture. Any test signal (multiburst, stairstep, color bar,

VERTICAL BLANKING INTERVAL
TEST SIGNAL KEYER
mountrack supply.
or standard
Portable
ned power
ing. Self-contai

etc.) may be added to the composite program signals. The
s
keyer will operate anywhere in the TV system and operate
from composite video, sync, or H & V drive. The test signals
ons
are always present for checking transmission conditi
without impairing picture quality. The home viewer is not
aware of their presence.
These continuous reference signals may be used in connection with various Teiechrome devices for automatic
correction of video level, frequency response, envelope delay,
differential gain and differential phase.

1003-C VIDEO TRANSMISSION
TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR

Completely self-contained, portable. Produces multi-frequency burst, stairstep,
modulated stairstep, white window, composite synch. Variable duty cycle. Regurack
lated power supply. 12Vi" standard
mounting or in carrying case. Integrates
withabove model 1008-A Test Signal Keyer.
■

am

Broadcasting

test signal inmultiburstwave
Video picture
serted, as seenwith
on ordinary
monitor.

IMPORTANT:
Checking after programming is costly and at best highly
inefficient since conditions constantly vary. The Telechrome Vertical Interval Keyer minimizes post-program
checking and overtime expenses. It provides instant

indication of deteriorating video facilities so that corrective measures can be undertaken immediately—
manually or automatically during programming.
Now in use by CBS, NBC,
ABC, BBC ITA (Brit.)

Write for Specifications & Details
The Nation'* Leading
Supplier of Co/or
TV Equ/'pmenf
28 RANICR DRIVE
AM1TYV1LLE, N. Y.
Lincoln 1-3600

Cable Address: COLORTV
Calif., State 2-7479.
Nuys,
Van
ion- 13635 Victory Blvd..
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PEOPLE
DOUGLAS C MANSON, former v.p., Benton &
Bowles, to Joseph Katz Co.. New York and Baltimore, as direcor of public relations.
NORTON T. GRETZLER, account executive, Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove. Pittsburgh, transfers to
N. Y. office where he will supervise radio-tv
activities.

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES

MAURICE G VAUGHN, v.p.. Ross Roy Inc.. Detroit,
elected to executive board and named creative
director. JOSEPH G. MOHl, v.p. on West Coast for
Ross Roy. appointed account executive of Dodge
Truck account and ROY M MARSHALL, formerly
with Brooke. Smith. French & Dorrance. joins
Roy agency as account executive.
RAYMOND W HEFFRON, account executive with N.
W. Ayer & Son. Boston, elected v.p. and manager
of office succeeding E. CRAIG GREINER, who will
retire on July 1 after 41 years of service with
Ayer. Mr. Heffron has been with agency since
1942.
MURRAY BOLEN, in charge of
radio and television production. Benton & Bowles.
Hollywood, elected v.p. Mr.
Bolen has been with agency
for past 10 years.
EMORY WARD, copy group
head, Sullivan. StaufTer, Colwell
v.p. & Bayles. N. Y„ elected
E. M. SINCLAIR, account executive at Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago, elected v.p. and director and member
of operating committee of Leo Burnett Co. of
Canada Ltd., Toronto.
MR BOLEN

WALTER A. SPIRO, director of advertising for Gimbel's, Philadelphia, joins Lavenson Bureau of
Adv. Inc., Philadelphia, as executive v. p., effective July 15.
TYLER DAVIS, senior v.p. of Endorsements Inc.,
N. Y., appointed executive v.p. and chief administrator of company. Mr. Davis also will confunction
tinue toecutive
committee. as chairman of company's exDONALD C. HEATH, formerly v.p. of William C.
Remington. Springfield. Mass., joins Jackson
Assoc.. as executive director.

PHILIP MORRIS, formerly in sales promotion with
Digest
Boston. Publishing Co., joins Ray Barron Inc..
NORBERT J. DELVILLE, advertising manager. Allied
Chemical
& Dye
International
International
Div., Corp.'s
MacManus,
John & Div.,
Adams,to
N. Y., on Dow Chemical Co. (Export) and assistant to International Div. v.p. JACK BYRNE.
FILM
EARL D. AUSTIN, manager of Alexander Productions Alexander Film Co. production department,
promoted
to resident v.p. in Los Angeles area
for company.
THOMAS V. McCUE, director of physical operations
for NTA Pictures, joins Atlantis Films Inc., New
York, as general manager.
ALLEN HUNDLEY, sales specialist, Katz Agency,
Dallas,
manager.joins Gross-Krasne as southwest division
HERBERT B. PEARSON, sales manager WPEN Philadelphia, and before that with WRAL Raleigh,
joins Guild Films as eastern division manager.
CHARLES ZAGRANS, veteran motion picture industry executive, joins NTA Pictures as mid atlantic
district manager, headquartering in Philadelphia.
RICHARD T. THACKER JR., head page, ABC. Hollywood, named supervisor of guest relations, radio-tv. for ABC in Hollywood. He succeeds late
PAUL GATES.

ALEX SHERWOOD, formerly with RKO Television
as southern representative, joins ABC Film as
south and southeast account executive.
LOU KRAVITZ, 35, v. p. and sales manager of Fred
A. Niles Productions Inc., died following heart
attack May 25.
MERRIMAN HOLTZ, northwest-Alaska representative for Guild Films, died last month following
heart attack.
STATIONS
WILLIAM H. RINES, v.p.-general manager of
WCHS-AM-TV Portland, Me., named president
of Maine Radio & Television Co. (WCHS-AMTV), Maine Broadcasting Co. (WLBZ Bangor
and organized to operate WLBZ Television,
parent company of present WTWO [TV]
Bangor) and WRDO Inc. (WRDO Augusta). All
stations are in Maine. ELMORE B. LYFORD, formerly
with NBC, has been named Mr. Rines' executive
assistant. Mr. Rines succeeds MRS. HENRY P.
RINES, who has retired and is expected to be
active in advisory capacity to Rines stations.
FRANCIS H. CONWAY, account
executive, WDAU-TV Scranton, Pa., named general sales
manager, succeeding TONY
MOE, who has joined KSO
Des Moines, Iowa, as general
manager.
MALCOLM W. DALE, local sales
mana
WILK-TV
Wilkesger
-Barre, ofPa.,
named
sales manager of WNEP and
Barre.
WILK-TV Scranton-WilkesMR. CONWAY

WILSON EDWARDS returns to KSDO San Diego
as executive v.p. of San Diego Broadcasting Co
He has been "on loan" to Breast-O'-Chicken
tuna for past year as special marketing consultant. Other appointments: VERN MILTON to station manager; NORMAN KAY to general sales
manager, and PETER ANTHONY McMAHON, director
of national sales.

ROBERT R. OSMUN, manager of audio-visual department, Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., joins
Wilding Picture Productions, Cleveland sales
office, as account executive.

Ml

THE

LEADER

I

JOSEPH A. FLAH1VE named
manager of national sales in
N. Y. for WGN-TV Chicago
and HARRY MILLER, assistant to
general sales manager of that
Flahive'
station. Mr.pointment
s apsignaled separation of radio and tv sales
staff in New York. Mr. Flahive, formerly with George

^k^OMgn^^
Hollingbery
Co., station
' m 'Mii
representative, & reports
to
general
sales
manager.
Mr.
MR.
FLAHIVE
BRADLEY
BIDMANN,
WGN-TV
Miller was promoted from national tv sales coordinator toMr. Eidmann's assistant in Chicago.
JOHN CUMMINS, assistant general sales manager, KFMBTV San
Diego, joins Fla.,
WFGA-as
TV
Jacksonville,
local sales manager.

ATTENUATORS

VICTOR A. BUCHANAN, commercial manager of KRSI St.
Louis Park, Minn., joins
WCCO Minneapolis-St. Paul
as supervisor of merchandis-

MR. CUMMINS
A am
mSCAWOOD
LEDFORD, sportscaster for WHAS-TV Louisville, Ky., promoted

MONOPOLY

FOR

28

YEARS
Write for the most complete catalog
on attenuators in the world.
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Liaison between the Huntington,
W. Va.. Chamber of Commerce and
the Junior Chamber is going to be
simple this year. Robert R. Tincher,
vice president and general manager
of WHTN-AM-FM-TV Huntington,
W. Va., has been elected president of
the senior organization. His Jaycee
counterpart is George Saunders, account executive at WHTN-TV. Election of the two Cowles Broadcasting
Co. executives is reported to mark
the first time two men from the same
firm have been chosen to head the
Huntington chamber organizations
concurrently.

Broadcasting

••
• • director
KS POSTER, formerly
of sales deNETWORR.
HENRY
velopment, promotion advertising and research
for Mutual, to CBS Radio as director of sales
presentations.
HOWARD L, KANY, manager of CBS Newffilm,
of New York profeselected president
N Y„ sional
chapter of Sigma Delta Chi, national
fraternity.
honorary journalism

THE new general manager of KIMO
Independence, Mo., Leo R. Morris, is
welcomed (above) to that city by an
Independence celebrity, ex-president
Harry S. Truman. Mr. Morris resigned
from WBBZ Ponca City, Okla., to
join KIMO, a newly-acquired Kenyon
Brown station.

to sports director for WHAS-AM-TV.
HAROLD WINSLOW returns to WOW-TV Omaha,
Neb., as tv director after serving two years in
U. S. Army.
JAC LeGOFF. newscaster, WJBK-TV Detroit, appointed general news editor-manager.
HERB HARRIS, WSAI Cincinnati, Ohio, named day
news editor.
JIM BROWN, formerly with KFSD San Diego,
joins KGB San Diego as news editor; ADELE
MALOTT, formerly editor of Chicago magazine,
named KGB news coordinator, and DAVE ALLEN,
formerly Associated Press correspondent and
Esso Reporter in Maryland, becomes news writer
for KGB.

picture diMILTON C. STEWART, formerly motion
rector for Black Studio, Schenectady, N. Y., and
freelance news photographer, joins WSPA-TV
Spartanburg, S. C, as chief photographer.
JOHN WOLFE, account executive, Killingsworth
Adv., joins KFWB Los Angeles in same capacity.
ALLEN DORAN, specialist with McKesson & Robbins
Drug Co., and RON TOMSIK, business development
representative for First Western Bank & Trust
Oakland, Calif., join KOBY San Francisco
Co.,account
as
executive.

REPRESENTATIVES
G. WARREN CARHART, midwest district manager,
Standard Rate & Data Service to Chicago office,
Allen Kander Co., station-newspaper broker,
reporting to RICHARD SHAHEEN in charge.
IRVING WILSON, media buyer, Benton & Bowles,
N. Y., and formerly with Biow Co. and Young
& Rubicam, to Adam Young Inc., N. Y„ as
account executive.

TRADE ASSNS. rr:: • v..v
RALPH N. WEIL, executive v.p. -part owner of
WOV New York, elected president of New York
Pioneers. Other officers inBroadcast
chaptercludeofARTHUR
SIMON, Radio-Tv Daily, first v.p.;
JEFF SPARKS, United Nations staff, second v.p.;
EDWARD SHURICK, Edward Petry & Co., third v.p.;
CHARLES WALL, Broadcast Music Inc., treasurer,
and MEYER SHAPIRO, BMI, secretary.

LUCILLE MASON, head of casting department,
Compton Adv., N. Y., elected president of New
Women in Radio
York city chapter of American HALL,
reporter on
& Television, succeeding HELEN
newly-elected
NBC Radio's Monitor. OtherWALKER,
Hill &
officers for 1958-59 are MARY
Knowlton, first v.p.; FRANCES FOLEY GANNON,
MARY ALCOMWNYC New York, second v.p.; RUTH
VISCOUNT,
BRACK, NBC, recording secretary;
General Foods Corp., corresponding secretary,
and VIOLA BECKER, V. S. Becker Productions,
treasurer.
VERNON RICHARDS of Baltimore, Md., was reelected chairman of Southern Baptist Radio-Tv
Commission.
WALTER KAITZ, San Francisco attorney, named
counsel for California Broadcasters
legislative
Assn.

'
'
PROGRAM SERVICES . •
RICHARD W. HUTTER promoted frcm account execuRecords'
tive to sales manager of Columbia L.
LYONS
transcription division, Chicago. ALVIN
.
to same office as account executive
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PAUL L. WILCOX, formerly with KPOA Honolulu,
joins KGU Honolulu as account executive.
FRANK GIANATTASIO, timebuyer with Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather, joins WOV New York as
sales representative.
ALAN REED, formerly d.j., WINS New York
joins WABC New York in same capacity and
will conduct Monday-Friday 7:15-11 p.m. show.
PHILIP E. GALLIGAN, freelance photographer, joins
WBZ-TV Boston production staff.
STEW REAMER, well-known announcer of stock car
WCCO (TV) Minneapolis to anraces, joins
nounce races from Raceway Park in that city.
Races will be carried on Sunday, 2-3:45 p.m.,
when home baseball games can't be televised.
DONALD W. THORNBURGH, president-general manager, WCAU-AM-TV Philadelphia, re-elected to
serve for third term on board of directors of
local Chamber of Commerce.
J. B. FUQUA, president-general manager, WJBF
(TV) Augusta, Ga„ re-elected to Georgia House
of Representatives. This will be his second term
as member of legislature.
LLOYD E. YODER, NBC v.p. and general manager of
WRCV-AM-TV Philadelphia, elected member of
board of directors for local Chamber of Com-

EUGENE W. WILKIN, sales manager, WPRO-TV
Providence,vertisingR.Club. I., named v.p. of Providence AdNORAH ADAMSON YARDLEY, publicity and sales
promotion director, WCOP Boston, died at Elliot
Hospital in Manchester, N. H., May 16.
Broadcasting

MEL FELDMAN,

THE National Father's Day Committee
last month named Dr. Milton S. Eisenhower (1), president of John Hopkins
U., "Father of the Year" and CBS
newsman Walter Cronkite, "Radio
Father of the Year" at an award
luncheon. The committee is using "Integrity Starts in the Home" as the
theme of Father's Day, which will be
celebrated June 15.

Chief Engineer

LEARN WHY MANY BROADCASTERS CHOOSE
STAINLESS TOWERS
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Literature.
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Why

Chrissie

in

slept

the

basement

She did it on advice of counsel — conked off
promptly at eight in the southwest corner.

If you would have your advertising believed, associate itwith people whose word is accepted at face

Counsel in this case was

value — like WOOD and WOOD-TV
like Frank Slaymaker.

a weather

counsel

WOOD-TV's Frank Slaymaker who is looked at and
listened to with confidence by all WOODlanders.
When Frank broadcasts in tornado season, it'd be
well to sleep in the southwest corner of the basement
out of harm's way — down
other sensible WOODlanders
nosed mutt named Nick).

goes Chrissie and all
(including that needle-

personalities —

WOOD-TV

is first— morning, noon and night,
Monday through Sunday — November '57
Grand Rapids ARB
WOOD-AM

is first — morning, noon and night,
Monday through Sunday — April '57 Grand
Rapids Pulse

Everybody in Western and Central Michigan is a WOOD

watcher!

■VI

WOOD

WOODIand

Center,

TV
%

Grand

Rapids,

Michigan
WOOD-TV - NBC Basic for Western and Central Michig
an: Grand Rapids,
Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Lansing. WOOD Radio - NBC.

MONDAY
from JOHN

MEMO

delphia
G. PETRIK, president, Petrik & Stephenson, Phila

Don't

let

gimmick

the

The other evening we watched a
television commercial which showed a
deep sea diver getting into his gear
and then being lowered into the briny.
As he descended we could see frothy
little bubbles being manufactured in the
water, a length of air hose unreeling,
and a pump operating above.
All this activity consumed perhaps 20
seconds of a 1 -minute commercial. Just
when we were getting interested, all
a-twitch at the prospect of leading a salvage expedi'ion for sunken treasure, the
announcer sprung it: Surprise!! He was
selling oil pumps. Not deep sea diving
suits, or skin diving sets, or even an oil
pump for motor boats — but an oil pump
for our automobile.
To say that we felt let down is to
understate the case by several fathoms.
A bit of quick mental arithmetic
seemed in order. Boat, gear, diver, men
— all had to be rented and hired; throw
in an expensive time slot, plus the time
wasted trying to attract the viewerhow high was it all costing per second
of commercial?
Lots more than it should.
Nor is this high cost of attention an
isolated case in television commercials.
There are the prancing cigarettes. There
are also the fancy-dancy boys and girls,
pirouetting and arabesquing over, around
and under television consoles with a

vision producers are paying more attention to the act of attracting attention than to the business of furthering
the "purchase sequence" which, they
would appear to be saying, is only a lot
of antiquated nonsense anyway.
If the creators and producers of commercials are lavishing so many precious
seconds out of every commercial (and
make no mistake — tv time is valuable)

precious irrelevancy strictly for balletomanes, and certainly for the birds.
All of which brings us to what this
little piece is about — attention, gentlemen. Are television advertisers paying
too much attention to "attention"? busy
Back in the days when we were
avidly sopping up the A-B-C's of good
salesmanship and learning the ground
rules of advertising technique, the notion was commonly held that attracting
attention is a scientific process which,
assiduously adhered to, would almost
certainly lead to the much-desired, ultimate objective — the sale.
Attention, we were quaintly told, was
a means to an end. It should be caught
instantly. After that, there was more
work to be done, with a big spade,
before the sales transaction could be
consummated, or desire for your particular brand excited in an advertisement.
It was all that simple. Step 1, 2, 3,
4. Play the game according to the
lose.
rules and you couldn't
How archaic was that notion.
Today, somewhat older and possibly
wiser, we wonder and wince as we
watch advertisers' messages.
Attention is no longer a means, it is
in danger of becoming the end. Tele-

Broadcasting

s
of getting the viewer'
on the techniquemuch
time is left over
attention, how
for the other important steps. Such as
arousing genuine interest and, most important, motivating the prospect.
Count us among the first to declare
for more creativity in commercials. But
equally vital is the need for a better
sense of proportion in creating. What
price ingenuity if it be ingenuity wasted
on self-love. For that is what the current obsession with the attention process
happens to be.
COSTLY

INFATUATION

know
doesn't
which Like
is ingenu
This or
a heady,
to stop.
when ity
where
with a glamourprolonged infatuation
ous mistress, it can be a costly affair.
True, an analysis doesn't occur to
most sponsors, but a breakdown of his
tv commercials would likely reveal that
he is paying an exorbitantly high price
solely to get attention value.
Which is to say he is paying for motivation and getting an "opening gimmick" instead.
Let us ask another question at this
point. Would a manufacturer or his
sales manager, unless he is crazy in the
head, long tolerate a salesman, genius
though he might be at opening doors,
but who did not know how to "close"?
Or take tv's kissin' cousin, print advertising.

What knowing creative director or
account executive — or what sane client
— would okay an ad which spent 80%
of its effort (which is not necessarily
the same as 80% of its space) to arrest
attention with an irrelevant picture de-

the

pitch

ring — all
vice, or expensive hand-lette
?
ation
motiv
of
nse
at the expe
Measured in terms of potential return
per ad dollar spent, this is indeed a
prohibitively high cost of selling.
Print ad dollars aren't donuts; the
cost of tv isn't tripe, either. The advertiser isentitled to the good cut of
meaty motivation for which he has
forked over the price of admission.
And please don't misunderstand. By
meaty motivation we don't automaticalrememly mean hard-sell. Primeas meat,
well as juicy.
ber, is soft and tender
We can hear our worthy opponents
tv is different. The
protesting "But
viewer must be held lest he ceases to
remain a captive. Attention gimmicks
are a necessary fact of video life."
.
s pardon
emen'slice
gentlyou
thesethick
beg how
them,
No Wematter
attention devices which are not properly
and pertinently related to the product
message are not alone tasteless, but
couldn't sell pink lemonade at a kiddy
tent show. And here's something for
the gimmick proponents to ponder.
There are two ways by which you
can make a tv captive resent his captivity. One, of course, is to ram an
ed chunk of perunpalatable, over-siz
tinent hard-sell down his tender throat.
atThe other is to parade a far-fetchedeyes,
tention-getting device before his
straining to make its point, and succeeding only in rendering the selling message fuzzy as a London fog.
We feel that the typical viewer, as
a price for his captivity, expects his
commercials to entertain him. He also
expects that someone will try to sell
him something, not necessarily the
Brooklyn Bridge. And he is prepared
to accept this fact, if not with anticipated pleasure (although even this is
possible), at least good-naturedly.
Creating the kind of commercials
that really go to work for the sponsor
calls for some saner thinking on part

Let's
and client.
, onproduc
perspective.
of agency
in itserproper
attenti
put

John G. Petrik, b. 1908, Philadelphia. High school
and prep school there. Began as office boy, Barrett-Kneibler agency, then to Oswald agency production. Advertising, Philadelphia Record and
Inquirer. Account executive Ferry-Hanley agency,
New York, handling Johnson & Johnson, A. G.
Spalding and Tek. Account executive for Proctor
Electric with John Falkner Arndt agency, Philadelphia. Organized own agency there in 1949.
Services General Electric appliances and tv. Nationwide Insurance, Honeywell and American
Motors accounts on both local and regional basis.
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EDITORIALS
Spotted

Fever

TN THE current to-do about triple-spotting, broadcasters have been
1 pushed into an unbecoming position — they're damned if they do
and at least darned it" they don't.
Let us say right here that we have no intention of defending
over-commercialism. We're against any practice that dilutes the impact of legitimate commercials or deprives a network advertiser of
broadcast time that he's entitled to, as triple-spotting
il the commercials are of more than fleeting duration.surely must do

But it's a problem that has to be considered in perspective and
this, we contend,
the Assn. of National Advertisers did not do when
it let loose its blast a week ago [Lead Story, May 26]. The ANA
report arrogated to advertisers all the rights and assigned to broadcasters all the responsibility — an apportionment which marketing
experts among the ANA membership ordinarily would refer to as
uneven distribution.

Advertisers and their agencies have a responsibility as well as a
right. Broadcasters have a responsibility, but they also have a right
— the right to expect advertisers and agencies to cooperate in correcting whatever abuses exist. Too often it doesn't work that way.
Even once would be too often, but more than one broadcaster
can testily to advertiser and agency pressures to get commercials
scheduled within periods that were already filled. So why don't the
Niations refuse? It's a simple question, but it gets immeasurably complicated when the stations are threatened with the loss of other
schedules unless they also accommodate this new one, as has been
known to happen.
This is an area where the responsibility lies first with the advertiser and the agency. The extreme pressure of threatening to
cancel running schedules is unusual and untypical, but it has happened and when it does it is no less an abuse than triple-spotting
itself. Certainly, agencies and advertisers who insist on getting into
sold-out periods no matter what — and who on occasion may even
wave a threat or two— have no right to complain about the evil of
over-commercialization.

Broadcasters also are being handed another millstone which they
should not have to carry alone. The American Medical Assn. wants
to clean up -offensive and misleading advertising" [Adver
&
Agencies, May 26], a commendable desire except that tisers
the good
doctors seem to want media to do most of the broom-swinging
.
They invited advertisers and agencies as well as media to their meeting, but privately they're said to discount the theory that the advertising should be cleaned up before it gets to media.
Like triple-spotting and other forms of over-commercializatio
n
this is a problem for all hands to work on. Broadcasters should not
be expected to do it alone. Advertisers and agencies who do
not
work with them are automatically working against them.

Reallocation:

Major

Convulsion

ICENSEE blood pressures boil whenever the prospect of a television reallocation is mentioned. Blood pressures have boiled
innumerable times since the FCC's "final" allocation of 1952.

It's happening again and is destined to happen several
times between now and the adjournment of Congress in about mid-Au
gust
But it is no longer mere conversation; the FCC is approa
ching
6 the
end of the line.
The locale last week was the Senate Commerce Commi
ttee scene
of most previous eruptions. The FCC made anothe
r
Commissioners seem to agree only that deintermixtu appearance
re is not th^
major solution. They are likewise agreed that the
existing 12 vhf
channels cannot accommodate a nationwide compet
itive system
Almost forgotten has been the Ad Hoc Commi
ttee of engineers
named by the Senate Committee in 1955 to evalu
ate the vhf-uhf
allocations. The chairman is Edward L. Bowles,
consulting engineer
of Boston and MIT. The committee report, which
has been kept
under wraps, is not unanimous. But it will be explo
sive From what
we are able to glean, it goes far beyond technical
planning and into
the whole economic structure of tv on the notio
n that everythin«
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that has been done is wrong. It isn't the approach that is likely to
win support either from the FCC
or broadcasters.
Understandably, members of the FCC have turned to their
learned engineering colleague, Comr. T. A. M. Craven, for guidance on the allocations enigma. Comr. Craven in his previous tenure
on the FCC, both as an engineering executive and a commissioner
(1928-1944), had been a key figure in evolving broadcast allocations. As a former naval communications officer he has knowledge
of military-government requirements. He is the FCC's liaison with
the Office of Defense Mobilization and the military.
Purely as a basis for discussion, Comr. Craven has prepared a
memorandum designed to stimulate FCC thinking. It recognizes
that the solution must be long-range, to permit amortization of the
multi-billion dollar investment of the public, government and industry inthe existing television complex. His thinking is in three
phases ( 1 ) to provide for three comparable services in major markets; (2) to improve competition in the first 150 markets; (3) longrange though radical changes in allocations.
It is phase 3 that will stimulate discussion — and violent repercussions. Itwould delete channels 2-6, leave channels 7 to 13 as is,
and add 18 channels beginning at 216 mc. This would provide a
contiguous band of 25 6-mc. channels. The some 270 assignments
now on chs. 2-6 would move into the new bands.
Such a project, in Comr. Craven's view, would entail a
year transition. There would be no differentiation between 7-10
uhf
and vhf. (The proposed new band would begin at 174 mc and run
to 324 mc. The present uhf allocations begin at 470 mc and run to
890 mc.) Existing services in the new band would move to the 470
mc space. A contiguous band would make possible the design and
manufacture of an efficient "all-channel" receiver, more reasonably priced than existing models which must by-pass the jumos
between channels 2 through 6 and 7 through 13 and thence
into
uhf through ch. 83.

Comr. Craven has emphasized to the FCC that his memorandum
dose not constitute a plan, but simply a starting point for
discussion. But plan or memorandum, it is controversial in the extreme.
What are the alternatives? Some one may come up with a
better
plan. Some genius may devise a scheme to split channels so that
the
present 12 could become 24.
But will Congress wait? Can television progress in a climate
of
scarcity? Are the alternatives more rigid controls, or
sharply
reduced separations that will downgrade service?

These are questions to be pondered by the FCC and by the
licensees. Whatever solution is decided upon, it will be a major
convulsion. Ifthe Craven "memorandum" does no more than stimula
te
constructive thought, it will have made a major breakthrough in
the television allocations impasse.
Broadcasting
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WSAZ-TV

'(Zl't&SmAu-J. Wa,m./A.'\L , I
HUNTINGTON-CHARLESTON, W. VA.
Affiliated with Radio Stations
WSAZ. Huntington & WKAZ. Charleston
LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
C. TOM GARTEN, Commarclal Manager
Represented by The Katz Agency

in America's
Only WSTV-TV

37th

TV

market

Channel 9 gives advertisers greater coverage at lower rates, delivers more hor

cost. Highest tower (by over 500 feet) in rich upper Ohio Valley beams over 70 top cbs-abc shows
to 575,910 TV

homes*

in Steubenville- Wheeling

television market . . . 150,500 more than competing

Wheeling station . . . penetrates deeper in 39 high-income, densely populated counties with
retail sales of $3,159,860,000. Only WSTV-TV

offers "Shopper-Topper"

merchandising

service

for products sold in food stores . . . moves more products in America's Steel and Coal Center.

A Member

of the Friendly Group

52 Vanderbilt Ave.. N.Y. • 211 Smithfleld St., Pittsburgh
Represented by AveryKnodel, Inc.

-TV
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CHANNEL TV
9 • STEUBENVILLE-WHEELING
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everywhere!

Radio makes lunch breaks more relaxing, even for aerialists
like these . . . keeps millions of other workers company on the
job all day, every day. You can reach them, you can sell
them with Spot Radio ... and a Petry Radio Representative
can help you set it up in America's most important markets.
He'll make sure you know what you've got when you buy Spot !
Radio Division

New York • Chicago

the original station representative
Atlanta • Boston • Detroit • Los Angeles • San Francisco • St. Louis
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FOR
THE
CHOICE
OF

CUT

THE

SIOUXLAND
MARKET

A MARKET
PROVIDE

The choicest cut of the entire Siouxland
TV market is the Sioux City metropolitan
area — Sioux City and Woo'dbury County.
Ili ic 109,000 people have over "$197 million to spend. And in 1957 they spent
over $153 million in retail sales**
enough to put Sioux City in 7th place in
the nation for retail sales based on population. 1958's going- even better— March
data from Chicago's Federal Reserve

IN WHICH

A HEALTHY,

AGRICULTURAL
DALANCED

Bank survey shows department sales in
Sioux City up 9% over last year.
Some of the richest farm land in the
state of Iowa is also in KVTV's coverage
area. And in 1957, average gross income
per Iowa farm was $11,752—66% above
the national average. This healthy bal™!,,»f coverag
ru™l eandarea
urban
in
KVIVs
adds income
up to a
prosperous, buying market.
SEE

AND

URBAN

INCOMES

ECONOMY
Prime programming makes KVTV the
most watched station in this market.
People get the shows they enjoy most.
The most popular network, syndicated
and local live shows are all seen on
KVTV. (See Jan. Pulse and A.R.B. for
rating data.) Your product'll go great
on KVTV. Your Katz man has the
details.

YOUR

KATZ

MANHE
REPRESENTS

V*

KVT

**SRDS Consumer Market Data, May 10,
1958

* KVTV CHANNEL

9 SIOUX CITY, IOWA.

DON D. SULLIVAN, GENERAL

MANAGER:

PEOPLES BROADCASTING

CORPORATION
BOB DONOVAN, COMMERICAL MANAGER."
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INLAND
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CALIFORNIA

western

nevada)

.RAo,°

iBEELINE

Fast, accurate news coverage is one
reason Beeline stations deliver a large
onand responsive audience in the Billifive
Dollar Valley of the Bees. The
Beeline stations have their own news
staffs for on-the-spot local news
stories.
Clatchy
able
to their

fiA^ClodbcJUAJf

They work closely with Mcnewspapers and tie into availnetwork news shows to add depth
coverage.

o
As a group purchase, these radi
s
home
o
radi
e
mor
ver
deli
stations
than any combination of competitive
stations ... at by far the lowest cost(Nielsen & SR&D)
per-thousand.

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
Paul H. Raymer Co.,
National Representative
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WGAL-TV

And there's a reason.
This pioneer
station is foremost in the three standard
metropolitan markets in its coverage area:
Lancaster, Harrisburg, York, as well as
in numerous

other

AMERICA

1 Oth

MARKET

cities— Gettysburg,

Hanover,

Lebanon, Chambersburg,
Carlisle, Lewistown, etc. In short
, you

find that WGAL-TV's

multi-city coverage costs you less than buying single-city
coverage. Put your advertising dolla
r to
work producing more— on WGAL-TV.
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NBC

STEIN MAN

and

R,
CBS

PA.
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closed

DEAL BREWS • Philadelphia pioneer station WIP (established 1922) will
pass from Gimbel Bros, to Todd Storz
ownership for about $2.5 million cash if
negotiations in progress past fortnight are
completed. Negotiations are being handled
personally by Mr. Storz and Louis Broido,
executive vice president of Gimbel Bros.,
and Benedict Gimbel Jr., president-general
manager of WIP. At week's end, it was
understood number of aspects remained to
be cleared before contract could be completed.
•

WIP

Radio won't be alone in overall 1958
gains (see above) if latest TvB estimates
prove correct. These, worked up last week,
anticipate net expenditures in television
time, talent and production will come to
about $1.44 billion or 9.5% ahead of last

It was learned that prior to Storz negotiations, Plough Inc. had discussed possible
acquisition of station but that conversations terminated at figure of about $2 million. Purchase of WIP would give Storz
Stations their fifth am outlet. Others are:
WDGY Minneapolis-St. Paul, WHB Kansas City, WT1X New Orleans and WQAM
Miami. WIP operates on 610 kc with 5 kw
full time and is currently MBS affiliated.
W1P-FM (established 1942) operates on
93.3 mc with 20 kw.
•

McLENDON BUY • Purchase of WGRC
Louisville for approximately $750,000 will
give McLendon group its fifth radio outlet.
R. McAgreement reached by Gordon Northsi
de
Lendon with stockholders of
Broadcasting Corp. will be filed with FCC
this week in application for transfer. Principal stockholders of Northside are Charles
L. Harris, vice president and general manager, 36%; Robert S. Davis, vice president,
31% and J. Porter Smith, president,
nearly 12%. McLendon stations are KLIF
Dallas, KILT Houston, KTSA San Antonio and KEEL Shreveport. WGRC,
established in 1946, operates on 790 kc
with 5 kw day and 1 kw night. Messrs.
Davis and Smith are principal stockholders
of WJPS Evansville, Ind.
•
Larry Field, who retired as radio sales
manager of Edward Petry & Co. in 1954
after career in spot sales, is coming back
to radio — but at network level. There'll be
announcement this week by Armand
Hammer, president of MBS, that Mr. Field
is joining network as assistant to president
in charge of sales.
UP BEATS • Radio stations are looking
for brighter business picture in second
half of 1958. That's word from President
Kevin Sweeney and other RAB officials
on basis of talks with more than 150
stations in past 30 days. They report local
business — especially automotive and appliance— has begun to come back, and
say local outlook is for light gains, 5 to
10% on average, for second half over
same period last year. They look for
similar gains in network and spot — in
order of 7 to 9% for all national business for 1958.

Broadcasting

By category, TvB's
$1,315,000,000.
year's estimate
breaks down as follows
1958
net(with 1957 figures in parentheses): spot
work $740 million ($667 million):
$385 million ($367 million) and local $315
million ($281 million). NAB survey of radio-tv business prospects released last
week (story page 78) also predicted gains
for both, but not as large as RAB and TvB
are predicting.
•

ALLOCATIONS • Community antenna
interests get their turn at bat June 24, it
has been tentatively determined by Senate
Commerce Committee staff. Committee is
also due to hear Dr. George Town, executive director of Television Allocations
Study Organization, and is thinking seriously of having FCC return for clean-up
testimony.
•

Because of pending proceedings involving its jurisdiction over community antennas, FCC for third week has passed
over several applications for microwave
relays by CATV operators. Usually such
applications are granted as routine at staff
level.
•
LESTOIL

BOOM

• Lestoil (household

one of television's greatest succleaner),
cess stories and now spending over $6
million in spot tv, is pushing its budget
up to $7 million. Lestoil is now shipping
out as many cases in one day as it did
in one year in 1953 before it started its
tv campaign. Advertiser currently concentrates all of its budget in one medium
— television. Agency for Lestoil is Jackson
Assoc., Holyoke, Mass. Donald C. Heath,
vice president of William B. Remington
Inc., Springfield, Mass., joins agency this
week in newly created post of executive
director.

Operating on theory that broadcasting
is overlooking "house ad" opportunities
utilized by printed media, Mutual this
week reported to be beginning on-air
campaign, suggesting that old-line users of
radio as well as non-users consider possibility of utilizing network time and lor
local station time. Copy will be direct
"pitch" with off-beat humor, pointing up
value of radio, and asking that inquiries
be sent to MBS headquarters in New York.
Both one-minute and 20-second announcements planned during• unsold periods.
PINCH ON PAY-OFF «> In wake of
House Legislative Oversight Committee
criticism of "pay-offs" in television cases,
wherein surviving applicant has paid vary-

circuit

ing sums to those who drop out, FCC is
considering proposal by Comr. Fred W.
Ford that such transactions be limited to
actual reimbursement for expenses. Specifically, Ford proposal would require
sworn statements on expenses actually
incurred for lawyers, engineers, prosecution of applications, etc. by non-surviving
parties. This presumably would put FCC
in position of determining reasonableness
of professional fees and what actually
constitutes legitimate• expenses.

Legislative Oversight Subcommittee's investigation of Pittsburgh ch. 4
grant is "98%" completed and hearings in
all probability will be held next week. Federal grand jury in Washington has been investigating Pittsburgh case for several
months, at behest of Dept. of Justice. Also
House

due for hearing next week is applicants'
side of alleged ex parte pressures (subcommittee charges page 68) in Miami ch. 7
•
grant.

CH. 10 REVISITED • So far, FCC hasn't
had much luck in finding retired jurist to
preside at court ordered re-hearing of
Miami ch. 10 case. Several ex-judges have
been considered but were unavailable. If
FCC is unsuccessful in finding outside
jurist, its chief examiner, James C. Cunningham, likely will sit on new proceedings which get under way on pre-hearing
conference basis June 23. Meanwhile key
staff officials conferred with Justice Dept.
attorneys last week, scanned FBI reports
for leads in developing roster of witnesses
to be called or documents and papers to be
subpoenaed.

o

Triple damage suit filed by Tribune Co.
(KTNT-AM-TV Tacoma-Seattle) against
MQueen City Broadcasting Co., (KIRO-A
TV) and CBS [At Deadline June 2] has
caused sensation in Washington regulatory
circles. It's contended $15 million suit in
essence challenges propriety of joint operation of both am and tv networks and of
am and tv stations.
HOW'S

BUSINESS?

• WGN-TV, Chicago
independent, enjoyed its biggest month in
ten years of operation last May, being
12% over May 1957, according to Ward
Quaal, vice president and general manager. WGN was up 5% over May of a
year ago.

•

Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati, expected
to sign up for full half -hour weekly sponsorship of Tic Tac Dough, Monday,
7:30-8 p.m. on NBC-TV. Show is now
Waron Thursday night and sponsored by
ner-Lambert until end of August. Specific
P&G

agency not yet assigned.
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THIS 2 LB. KANSAS CITY STEAK
is prime strip sirloin taken from purebred American Hereford. Kansas City
exports tons of it every day.
PhotO: CPI
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YOUR

STAKE

IN

And a whopping big stake it is in the steak capital. Survey after survey, KCMO-TV has more
quarter-hour firsts (according to ARB and Nielsen) than any other station.

And KCMO-TV reaches its dominant-size audience in the million-population Kansas City mar-

KANSAS

CITY

ket by broadcasting at maximum power from the
world's tallest self-supported tower. Your message is delivered with full electronic impact.
Stake your claim here. Do it with Mid-America's
No. 1 station in size of audience, picture clarity
and sales success.

Kansas City, Missouri
Joe Hartenbower, General Mgr.
Sid Tremble, Commercial Mgr.
/
KANSAS CITY
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA

KCMO
WHEN
KPHO
WOW
KRMG

KCMO-TV
The Katz Agency
WH EN-TV
The Katz Agency
KPHO-TV
The Katz Agency
WOW-TV John Blair & Co.— Blair-TV
John Blair & Co.

Represented nationally by Katz agency.
Meredith Stations Are Affiliated with
BETTER HOMES and GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazines.
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BRIEF

e Dept. tells
FCC Justice Dept. Flank Networks— Justic
violations
FCC option time and program tie-ins are antitrust
w hearon face but that Commission should complete Barro
ings; Doerfer explains to Senate Committee that when Comt findmfssion completes present network study, it will submi
31.
Page
act.
then
n;
ings to Justice for opinio
E.
Revlon's Split— 26 years and $100 million later, Martin t
and Charles H. Revson come to parting of ways on accoun
ences." Revlon realigns prodof unexplained "personal differ
uct assignment among agencies. Page 32.

PharmaceutiGleason and Moola— That's what Lever and
ted live
budge
t
highes
be
well
cals are using for what could
nute
30-mi
on
Gleas
half-hour series yet on record. New
set
ry
delive
with
d
seale
spectacular has been signed and
for October on CBS-TV. Page 33.
Gene
Go West . . . Fletcher D. Richards Inc.'s president.
return
to
agency
quits
stakes,
eastern
up
pulls
Harrington,
to California whence he came and will buy into HonigCooper, Harrington & Miner, $15 million west coast agency;
"amalgaF. D. Richards re-assumes presidency as agency
mates" with new Canadian operation, Tandy-Richards Adv.
Ltd. Page 34.

their PresParamounfs Prognosticating— Stockholders hear
alleged
tv's
rcial
ident Balaban on pay television, comme
come
pictur
n
Motio
tv.
color
and
g
ammin
troubles in progr
pany asserts pre- 1948 features on tv are going to be used
e any later
up in three years and Hollywood won'td releas
ones; hints pay tv may be the much-neede filler for tv when
programming sources dry up. Page 42.
Film Finesse — AAP plays its cards profitably despite shuffling
in and out of court. Uncertain: the next deal. Page 46.

Tv Networks This Season Up in Billings — Latest figures
released on gross time charges show tv networks fattening up
15.8% and 14.1%, respectively, in April and for first four
months of this year. ABC-TV still moving ahead of last
year at 30% -plus clip. Page 86.
ABC Lands Crosby — "The Groaner" signs to do at least two
90-minute live tv specials a year and to work in partnership
with ABC in producing and developing 10 new program
series over five-year period. Price put unofficially at $2.5
million minimum. Page 87.

Weaver Slaps Networks — Former NBC chief claims network managements are "degrading" television, warns that
pay-tv or other developments may force them to change their
ways. Page 88.

predic— Barney
DuMont?iced
Tune-U
Can tionColor
employing
year 's
sets thisBalaban
ity pof lower-pr
on availabil
the
90. Lawrence tube means: DuMont's finances, currently in
poor shape, could rebound via single-gun breakthrough. Page

NAB Directors to Meet — Combined boards to converge on
troubled Washington scene for semi-annual meeting. Regulaheadaches to be studied. Plans for anlegislative
tory andconvention
up for review. Page 91 .
nual

Ratings Folks — Southern California BroadRoastingcastersfor
Assn. sales clinic blames ratings makers for sorry
state of audience research. Page 93.

FCC's Power Over CATV — Colorado broadcasters told that
Commission has basis for regulation of community antenna
that way it should ask Congress
feel 95.
if it doesn'tPage
and authority.
systems
needed
for

Bricker Bill Dissents — Networks oppose legislation to put
them under direct FCC regulation; Doerfer objects also to
intent of bill. Page 54.

is
FCC Digging Into Allocations — On top of heap today
n
petitio
ABC
new
and
system
tv
all-vhf
foral
Craven propos
to
to modify mileage separations and ban on directionals
permit more vhf drop ins. Page 66.

tion of
Petrillo Succeeded by Kenin— At the recommenda
of Los
Kenin
D.
n
Herma
o,
Petrill
C.
retiring President James
Musiof
tion
Angeles is elected president of American Federa
n
betwee
breach
heal
to
efforts
le
redoub
to
s
pledge
cians and
74.
Page
47.
s
Local
federation and Los Angele
Strike Service — Philadelphia radio and tv stations step up
news service and special broadcasts as Bulletin and Inquirer,
strike-bound, publish without advertising and lose delivery
service. Page 78.

Who Said There's a Recession? — Survey of radio and tv
stations, conducted by NAB, shows that typical station m
each medium expects 1958 business to be better than last
year, judging by first-quarter business. Page 78.

Should Star Be Pitchman? — Yes and no,
says Colin Campbell, executive vice president of Campbell-Ewald, who cites Chevrolet's experience. The reasons for and against
are outlined in Monday Memo. Page 109.
MR. CAMPBELL
DEPARTMENTS
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39
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80
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39
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96
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42
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103
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54
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75
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97
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31
89
MANUFACTURING
113
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Sim

86
22
28
101
74
99
76
78
91
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1,000,000

new

listeners?

Sure
20

. . .

times

the

power

WTIX — already dominant
now with 5,000 watts, on

first —
690 kc.

Result? Over 1,000,000 new listeners added! Now
WTIX's 24-hour creative programming extends
over the entire Gulf area— from
Texas to Florida
Now,^ more than ever, the big New Orleans buy
is WTIX — the station which even before the
change was more popular than the next 3 stations combined, (32.2$ all-day average, current

Hooper) . . . and first in every daytime Pulse
quarter-hour . . . and first in 462 of all 504 Pulse
quarters.* Talk 5,000 watts and 690 kc. to Adam
Young ... or WTIX General Manager, Fred
Berthelson.
*Jan.-Feb., 6 a.m.-midnight

THE

NEW WTIX
NEW
ORLEANS
first . . . and getting firster . . .
5,000 watts
•
690 kc.

STATIO
INI S
TODAY'S
TODAY'S
RADIO
SELLING
OFFICE; OMAHA, NEBRASKA
TODD STORZ, PRESIDENT •
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WDGY
Minneapolis St
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR Paul
& CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR Sc CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

Broadcasting

at

OVERSIGHT

HEARING

GETS

TWO

deadline

VERSIONS

INTRODUCTION
CHOATE-McCONNAUGHEY
Friday Mr. Choate said he did not know
Sharply contrasting testimony as to how
HeraldBoston
any other commissioner except for one
Robert Choate, publisher of
Bosmeeting with Comr. Robert E. Lee.
TV
social
Traveler and president of WHDHton, met former FCC Chairman George
Mr. Choate denied that he or any emtestiFriday
ploye had made any ex parte contacts on
McConnaughey highlighted
behalf of ch. 5 application or sought to have
mony before House Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee in Boston (early story page
others exert political pressures. Asked about
68).
several telephone calls to government officials while case was pending, he replied he
McCon
Mr.
met
he
d
testifie
Choate
Mr.
had no recollection or memoranda of calls.
naughey athis own instigation in May 1956
5
ch.
for
ation
applic
ler
At start of Choate testimony his counsel,
while Herald-Trave
rce
Washington attorney William Dempsey,
was pending. He denied former Comme
to
him
uced
Secretary Sinclair Weeks introd
took sharp issue with opening statements
then FCC chairman.
Thursday by Acting Chairman John Bell
m
Willia
stand,
to
Williams (D-Miss.). Mr. Dempsey denied
Following Mr. Choate
and
er
publish
D. Taylor and John I. Taylor,
ever exerting pressures in 18 years of practice before Commission and said statement
treasurer, respectively, of opposition Boston
Weeks
ry
Secreta
that
oath
under
said
Globe,
would be grounds for criminal libel if it did
told them he had introduced Mr. Choate to
not have Congressional privilege. Rep. WilFCC
other
all
and
ey
naugh
liams told Mr. Dempsey that statement that
McCon
Mr.
commissioners. Globe sought to intervene in
"a WHDH counsel" had exerted pressures
was not directed at him.
ch. 5 case before Commission.
discuss
to
Mr. Choate denied he tried
Rep. Williams told Thomas Joyce, Boston
McConattorney for Mr. Choate, he was not familiar
pending application with Mr.
naughey and said he sought meeting only
enough with subcommittee evidence to clear
Mr. Joyce of same charge.
to discuss pending legislation in Congress
Herald-Traveler and WHDH-TV agreed
radioof
ip
ownersh
relating to newspaper
tv stations. Mr. McConnaughey had testito comply with challenged subpoena issued
fied earlier before committee that Mr.
by subcommittee for records pertaining to
Choate did try to discuss case.
ch. 5 grant [Government, June 2].
OF

Scoop Russell Resigns NBC Post,
Will Set Up Own Consultancy
Frank M. (Scoop) Russell is resigning as
NBC Washington vice president to set up
own independent consulting business, with
NBC as client under five-year contract, effective July 1 [Closed Circuit, June 2],
NBC President Robert W. Sarnoff is announcing today (Mon.).
Mr. Russell, widely known throughout
radio-tv field, joined NBC in 1929 at invitation of network's first president, late Merlin
Aylesworth. Born June 23, 1895,
(Deac)
H.
at Lohrville, Iowa, he studied agriculture
and journalism at Iowa State College, entered newspaper work after World War I.
Moved to Washington in 1921 as assistant
to close friend, Charles Pugsley, who had
been named assistant secretary of agriculture. In organizing and running Agriculture Dept.'s press services he set up what has
been described as first radio news service
in government. He subsequently served as
assistant to agriculture secretaries Wallace
(the elder), Gore, Jardine and Hyde before
moving to NBC

New

Blood

in Revlon Advertising

As expected, Revlon Inc. is realigning its
advertising department from outside firm.
With Coty's Bill Siegel moving in as adverBroadcasting

tising director (see page 32), Revlon Friday
announced hiring of David North, advertising director, Martinson's coffee, New York,
as Revlon product ad manager. Other appointments seem likely.

AFTRA

Loses WCKY

Strike

Nine -month AFTRA strike against
WCKY Cincinnati officially ended Friday
after union withdrew from proposed election. AFTRA notified regional director of
National Labor Relations Board that all
its members had been replaced on station's
staff and that it no longer sought to represent WCKY employes. Non-union staff has
operated station throughout long dispute
with AFTRA.
Storer Closes in S. F.; Grubb

Out

Storer Broadcasting Co. Friday announced closing of west coast national sales
office in San Francisco headed by Vice
President Gayle V. Grubb. Storer said Mr.
Grubb has not announced future plans.
Office was established several years ago to
service west coast accounts when Storer
owned KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., but
since sale of station "the need for a west
coast operation has been eliminated," firm
explained.

BRIEFLY
BUSINESS
Late-breaking items about broadcast
see Adverearlier
business;tisers &for
es, news,
Agenci
page 32.
L-O-F DECIDING • Libby-Owens-Ford expected to make decision early this week on
television plans for next season. Advertiser
probably will retain part sponsorship of
NCAA football games on NBC-TV but may
drop out of portion of Perry Mason on
CBS-TV until next January. Fuller & Smith
& Ross, N. Y., is agency.
TALKING TERMS • Financial and advertising circles are wondering how long it will
take Colgate-Palmolive to pull wraps off
its diversification program. Soap firm is
known to have talked terms to numerous
existing companies, some of them in foods
line. Move, if made, would be in direction
of rivals Procter & Gamble (Jif, Big Top
peanut butters, Duncan Hines foods, Fluffo
shortening) and Lever Bros. (Good Luck,
Imperial margarines, Spry shortening,
Lucky Whip dessert topping).
STRIPE MAY SPOT • Toothpaste that
squirts out of tube with pink stripe, appropriately labeled Stripe (marketed by Lever's Pepsodent Div.), has come out of spot
tv "testing" stage. Up to now, Stripe in introductory period has embraced print media
with idea of using spot tv. It's
but flirted
been known for some six months that Stripe,
via J. Walter Thompson, N. Y., has tested
spot in two unidentified cities [Business
Briefly, Dec. 30, 1957; Advertisers &
Agencies, Jan. 20]. JWT is non-commital
but reports are reliable that Stripe has been
buying spot tv schedule for June through
October in certain eastern markets.
COMPTON GETS HOTPOINT • Hotpoint
Inc. (tv sets, white goods), Chicago, appoints Compton Adv., same city, to handle
$3.5 million account. Compton replaces
three other agencies: Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Maxon, J. R. Pershall. Look for
Hotpoint to reconsider return to network,
either radio or tv. It's understood broadcast media will get serious study in 1958-59
advertising plans, with campaign built
around company's new electric kitchen.
FILBURT'S BUSINESS • J. H. Filburfs
(Filburt's margarine), Baltimore, buying
spots in 100 radio markets and 50 television
stations, effective June 11 for eight weeks.
Agency: Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
N. Y.

LOOKING FOR PASSENGER • Don't be
surprised if Ford Div. of Ford Motor Co.
comes up soon with another national advertiser toshare in Ford's unique $4 millionk package on
52-wee
plus Ford Road Show contin
ues
on page 10
June 9, 1958
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PEOPLE

at

Senate

deadline

Unit Moves

FCC

Money

Senate Appropriations Committee has
acquiesced in House recommendation that
FCC yet $8.9 million tor fiscal 1959, $50.000 less than President asked. Senate said
FCC should have fle\ihilit\ in assigning
personnel in order to clear backlogs: this
was in response to House condition that
SI 00.000 be used to clear up am backlog.
Just where this leaves FCC it' Senate adopts
appropriations without further clarification
is unknown. Senate committee also recommended $6 million for Federal Trade Commission, up $50,000 over House approved
funds, but $25,000 less than President requested.
RCA

Declares

Two

Dividends

Two dividends announced Friday by
Brig. Cien. David Sarnolf. RCA board chairman, lollowing regular board meeting:
quarterly dividend of 25 cents per share on
common stock payable July 28 to holders
01 record June 20. and dividend of SIVi
cents per share on first preferred stock for
period July I -Sept. 39 payable Oct. 1 to
holders of record Sept. 8.
Cross Picks Longfellow,

Stephens

FCC

Comr. John S. Cross Friday appointed Bruce S. Longfellow his engineering assistant [Closed Circuit, June 2] and
Louis C. Stephens his legal assistant. Mr.
Goodfellow, chief, Technical & Allocations
Branch. Broadcast Bureau, has been with
FCC since 1938; Mr. Stephens, who joined
FCC four years ago as legal assistant to
former Comr. Frieda Hennock, has handled
major rulemaking proceedings, congressional liaison and special projects as legal counsel. Broadcast Bureau.

BUSINESS

ANDRE MEYER and PAUL M. MAZUR,
both New York Investment Bankers, named
Friday to NBC board of directors, replacing CHARLES R. DENNY, who has moved
up from NBC to RCA, and GEORGE L.
HARRISON, who died short time ago. Mr.
Meyer is senior partner of Lazard, Freres &
Co.; Mr. Mazur is partner in Lehman Bros.
Both also serve on RCA board.

BRIEFLY

continues from page 9
CBS Radio. First year's contract runs out
Aug. 31. Ford holds option to continue
through rest of year, but can, of course,
renew for another 52 weeks starting in
September. Plan to have another advertiser pick up part of tab is under consideration. J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y., is
Ford agency.
L

PARTNERS IN RISK • Though none of
principals (General Foods, Benton &
Bowles and MGM-TV) will detail purchase
of tv rights to Father of the Bride (see page
36). arrangement is seen as "share-the-risk"
plan. Contract understood to call for cofinancing of pilot by GF and agency with
producer MGM. (Pilot cost could fall anywhere between $50-90,000.) Advertiser,
agency get options to series, profit rights
including residuals. If General Foods drops
out and series is re-sold, contract reportedly
Page 10 • June 9. 1958

DER

BINGLE'S

MAGIC

I; didn't take long. Almost on
heels of disclosure that it had signed
Bing Crosby to long-term exclusive
tv-radio contract (see page 87). ABCTV announced Friday that Oldsmobile Div. of General Motors had
signed for sponsorship of two Crosbystarring 90-minute specials in 1958-59
season, first of which is slated in October or November. ABC-TV officials
said announcement of Crosby availability touched off "enormous" sponsorship interest among advertisers but
that Oldsmobile — which also is set
to sponsor Patti Page Show on ABCTV (Wed.,. 9: 30- 10 p.m. starting in
September) — got there first. Agency:
D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit.

Three Stations Sold: $270,000
Station sales announced Friday:
KMON Great Falls, Mont. • Sold by
Montana Farmer Inc. and Standard Examiner Publishing Co. to Salt Lake City
Broadcasting Co. (KALL Salt Lake City)
for $160,000. Salt Lake City Broadcasting
(George Hatch) also owns KOPR Butte,
Mont., and Intermountain Network, and
has interconnecting interests with KIMN
Denver, Colo.; KLO Ogden and KUTV
(TV) Salt Lake City, both Utah; KLIXAM-TV Twin Falls and KGEM Boise,
Idaho. Montana Farmer (Lester Cole)
publishes semi-monthly Montana Farmer
Stockman; Standard Examiner (A. L.
Glasmann)
publishes
Ogden Standard-

provides for GF to get its investment back
under financial arrangement. MGM-TV has
been talking to other agencies along this
share-risk vein, is reportedly hoping to set
trend.

IMPORT BUSINESS • Look for Volks
wagen G. m. b. H., Wolfsburg, Germany,
to make sizeable splash in spot radio-tv
this year, its first advertising effort in U. S.
Unlike some American auto manufacturers
who are cutting back on spot allocations,
German-made car reportedly has hiked its
total U. S. budget from initial $750,000
to $2 million and through J. M. Mathes Co.,
New York, will go all out in co-op broadcast campaigning.

TV FOR CADILLAC • Cadillac Motor Car
Div., General Motors, which last year spent
estimated $500,000 in radio announcements
and few tv network participations, this
fall reportedly will turn to spot tv during
new model announcement time — first time

RUDOLPH MONTEGLAS, senior vice
president and director, Ted Bates & Co.,
N. Y.. elected to executive committee.

SAMUEL E. GILL, agency veteran, named
vice president in charge of media for
Fletcher D. Richards Inc., New York. He
had been vice president for media-research
at Carl S. Brown Co., before that was director of media-marketing for number of
agencies including Sherman & Marquette,
Biow Co. and Lord & Thomas.

FRANK DEROSA, account executive,
named manager of NBC Radio Spot Sales,
Chicago. He succeeeds DICK ARBUCKLE^
resigned to become midwest manager for
Robert E. Eastman & Co., station representative.

Examiner. KMON is 5 kw on 560 kc, is
affiliated with ABC and MBS.
KMOP Tucson, Ariz. • Fifty per cent interest sold to Richard N. Jacobson and
Howard A. Kalmenson for $60,000 by Ray
Odum and A. V. Bamford. Mr. Jacobson,
now with WABC New York, will be president-general manager of KMOP; Mr.
Kalmenson, now with WABC-TV, will be
sales manager of Tucson station. Messrs.
Odum and Bamford remain as 50% stockholders. KMOP is 500 w day on 1330 kc.
Broker: Allen Kander & Co.
WLBS Birmingham • Sold by Faye N.
Puett to E. C. Atkerson and Thad Holt for
$50,000. Messrs. Atkerson and Holt own
wholesale electronics business and Mr. Holt
is radio-tv consultant and adviser to Voice
day.
of America, besides having real estate investments. WLBS is on 900 kc with 1 kw

ever. Reason: 1959 Cadillac is understood
to be completely restyled. It's unlikely,
however, that total ad budget will be hiked,
but some tv money may come out of print
allocations. Agency: MacManus, John &
Adams, N. Y.

REYNOLDS FIRMS TWO • R. J Reynolds Tobacco, Winston-Salem, N. C, has
settled two network tv shows for next season (one alternate week sponsorship).
Reynolds has decided to place Lawman,
western series, in Sunday 8:30-9 p.m. period
on ABC-TV, directly following Maverick.
Advertiser since January has backed Scott
Island in that time period, with Anybody
Can Play, quiz-type, as summer replacement. On NBC-TV, Reynolds has renewed
alternate weeks of People Are Funny for
third straight season (Sat., 7:30-8 p.m.).
Alternate sponsor also renewing for next
season is Toni Div. of Gillette, through
North Adv., Chicago. William Esty, N. Y.,
is Reynolds agency.
Broadcasting

RIGHT

COMBINATION

There's a lot of money

piled up in the Pacific Northwest

Here's the combination
the dial to 8 — 5 — 2.

that opens it to you: just twist

market.

We'll spell it out for you. Turn west to KREM-TV,
Spokane, west again to KING -TV, Seattle, and south a bit
to KGW-TV, Portland.
For the combination

that clicks, you can count on the

Crown Stations. Turn to KING-TV,
most Northwest viewers do.

KGW-TV

and KREM-TV-

THE

CROWN/

STAT

IONS

fOF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST

in

it's

law.

. .

Blackstone

IN

TV

AND

RADIO

-

EVERYBODY

COUNTS

ON

BROADCASTING

YEARBOOK!

It's a logical dependence. Just as those other venerable
volumes are respected as fountainheads of information
in their respective fields, so too is the broadcasting
yearbook recognized as an authority without
the business of television and radio !

peer in

Why? First of all, there's nothing else like it. Here is
the most complete compendium of accurate facts available. It's handy as well as helpful . . . handier than ever
this year because the 1958 broadcasting yearbook combines both TV and radio within a single set of staunch
covers. Furthermore, you can't beat its established
reputation for reliability. For 23 years now, these information-crammed source books have held
importance on the desks and bookshelves of
person in TV-and-radio advertising. Few
volumes get dog-eared and thumb-printed so
many makers of decisions as a broadcasting

a place of
every key
reference
fast by so
yearbook.

Now... right around the corner... is the publication
date of the bigger -than- ever broadcasting yearbook
for 1958 - bigger because (1) it contains more, and
(2) it covers both electronic media in a single edition.
The publishers of Blackstone, Gray's Anatomy, and
Bowditch have life easy compared with the editors of
this great yearly sourcebook. The former concern them-

selves with static facts that change little from year to
year. But television and radio are phenomena that today
move as fast (and unpredictably) as a greased rabbit.
Only the largest, most experienced and most competent
editorial staff in the TV-radio business publication field
is equipped to assemble such a wealth of up-to-date data
...to check and correlate, prepare and recheck . . . and
then present the facts in comprehensive, useable manner. In short, only BROADCASTING can produce the broadcasting yearbook!

The 1958 edition is scheduled for September publication,
will be snapped up by 16,000 busy people with the stakes
of their livelihood in television or radio... or in both.
And because they make broadcasting yearbook a
working partner, day after day, this remarkable volume
becomes a powerful, long-lasting medium for your advertising. This year, the NEW combined
sents agreater value than ever.

format

repre-

Mark these dates, large and loud, on your calendar.
Deadline -for advertising if proofs are desired:
July H.
If no proofs, July 28. Regular rates and mechanical
specifications apply. Write, wire or phone your reserva
tion before another day's sun has set. The NEW 1958
broadcasting yearbook is too good a bet
to miss !

THE

NEW,

YEARBOOK

BROADCASTING

TWO-IN-ONE
OFFERS

FEATURES

LIKETHESE:

* * Latest working information about both television and radio (thus eliminating the need
for separate Yearbooks as previously) .

** Directories restyled for faster reference giving facilities and key personnel of advertising agencies, networks, stations, station
representatives, program suppliers, equipment sources, and many other organizations related to TV-radio business.
** Definitive round-up

introductions, report-

ing on progress in each major
tivity covered by a directory.

area of ac-

** Special articles and reports on such important developments as —

DEAN

OF

AMERICA'S

SILVERNAIL-PUTS
TV KNOWLEDGE

33 YEARS

BEHIND

THE

TO

MAKE

OF

NEW

CASTING YEARBOOK... AIDS
CONSULTANT

- FRANK

TIMEBUYERS

THIS

BOOK MORE VALUABLE THAN
CAST ADVERTISING BUYERS!

RADIO
1958

BROAD-

ITS EDITORS
GREAT
EVER

FOR

AND

AS

SOURCEBROAD-

castAware that even the best can be made better, broad
ing has enlisted the help of Frank Silvernail, outstanding timebuyer who retired March 31 as manager of
station relations at BBDO, to act as consultant in preparing the new combined tv-radio broadcasting yearbook. Throughout his illustrious career in broadcast
advertising . . . extending back to 1925 and involving the
of over $25,000,000 in station time ... Mr.
ng's
Silvernail has been a constant user of broadcasti
for
ped
equip
ntly
emine
is
he
Thus
ooks.
many Yearb
of
value
the
know
this assignment. Not only does he
broadcasting yearbook with the respect of a top advertising executive, but he also brings to it the practical
wisdom of his tremendous background in the advertisplacement

. . . radio and TV audiences, their size
and composition.
. . . radio and television time sales - by
network, spot and local — nationally
and by individual markets.
. . . market
county.

information

for every U.S.

. . . trends in the use of feature and syndicated film.

. . . analyses of specialized radio programming-foreign language, Negro
market, multiplexing, stereophonic
broadcasting.
... a review of how advertising agencies
have grown with radio and television.
**PLC/S- all the many

other standard

fea-

tures which have made broadcasting yearbooks the most authoritative, most closelyread reference work in radio and television
for the past 23 years !

s,
ing field. Working closely with broadcasting's editor
this
make
will
that
es
chang
many
he has suggested
year's expanded BROADCASTING YEARBOOK a far more
valuable tool for buyers of TV and radio.
During his career, Mr. Silvernail has been associated
for a decade and a half with BBDO, served as chairman
of the Standing Committee on Broadcast Media of the
American Association of Advertising Agencies, been a
member of the AAAA's Media Relations Committee,
president of the New York Chapter of Broadcast Pioneers and vice president of the national body. His experience includes previous duties with Young & Rubicam,
Pedlar & Ryan, and the National Broadcasting Company.
The roll-call of sponsors for whom he has handled radio
and television campaigns includes many of the largest
names in American business, embracing every type of
product from soap to automobiles.

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1T35 DeSales Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
A member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations

Sylvester

and

sees

Red

"Hippity

Hops"

to new

sales

peak!

Sylvester Scott, Jr., juvenile market timebuyer, credits soaring client's sales
to WJAR-TV's
unique children's program, "Hippity Hop, the Cartoon Cop"
— a typical example of WJAR-TV's highly effective creative approach to special programming.

In

the

PROVIDENCE

MARKET

WJAR-TV
is cock-of-the-walk
in

CHANNEL
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R.I. • NBC-ABC

creative

• REPRESENTED

programming

BY EDWARD

PETRY

!

& CO., INC.

Broadcasting

IN REVIEW
IN

SHIRLEY

TEMPLE

STORYBOOK

In adapting such well known and well
"
loved stories as "Beauty and the Beast,
book
Story
e
Templ
y
Shirle
the
d
which opene
tv series last January [In Review, Jan. 20]
and "The Sleeping Beauty," yesterday's
story, Producer Alvin Cooperman and his
aides have adhered to one major principle:
"Stay as close to the original as possible."
That philosophy paid off handsomely with
"Beauty and the Beast" and again with "The
Sleeping Beauty." Neither contained any
foreign element to disturb the memories of
the oldster for whom the story was being
repeated for the more-than-a-thousandth
time. Both held all of the classic enchantment for youngsters to whom the stories
were brand new.
This is not to say that the adapters needed only to make a literal translation of the
fairy tale from printed page to tv camera.
Turning a story that can be read or told in
10 minutes into an hour-long production,
building characters that were merely identified in the story into people or fairies or
witches that are believable on the tv screen
takes a lot of imagination, skill and hard
work.
But the results make it worthwhile, as
"The Sleeping Beauty" proved. From the
opening lines to the final fadeout everything
was fitting and proper. The language was
pure fairyland: "Once upon a time," Miss
Temple began, "there lived a king and
queen who were as rich as they deserved to
be and as loved as they deserved to be. But,
because they had never been blessed with a
child, they were not as happy as they deserved to be."
There was the christening scene, when
the uninvited Black Fairy, wonderfully
played by Judith Evelyn, shocks the court
with her "gift" of a sleep that will spare the
girl from the pains of womanhood until a
"true prince" shall waken her. Then, challenged that the good fairies — Garnet, Opal,
Topaz — might undo her magic, she scornfully stares them down with a curt "Not
not semi-precious fairies."
They're
they.
The three suitors — self-admiring dandy,
bragging huntsman and greedy miser — were
developed by the script and portrayed by
Phillip Pine, Pernell Roberts and Robert
Quarry, respectively, as characters acceptable to any child as typifying three vices of
the adult world. For older viewers, the trio
e as caricatures of inwere equally acceptabl
dividuals we all have known.
An extrafine touch was added at the

story's end, when the "true prince" was
revealed as the princess' childhood playmate, the gardener's boy. Combining youthful adoration of royalty and love of democracy, the Black Fairy satisfied all conventions— and all viewers — with her words: "I
promised you a true prince. If he lacks noble
blood he had what is far better, a noble
heart."
Production costs: Approximately $150,000.
Sponsored by John H. Breck Co., Hills Bros,
coffee and Sealtest Div. of National Dairy
Products Corp., all through N. W. Ayer
& Son, on NBC-TV, Sun., June 8, 8-9
Broadcasting

6

MONTHS:

p.m. EDT. Filmed in Hollywood.
Production by Henry Jaffe Enterprises, in
association with Screen Gems. Producer:
Alvin Cooperman; director: Mitchell
Leisen; script writer: Margaret Fitts;
associate producers: Norman Lessing,
Shelley Hull; conductor: Morris Stoloff;
photographer: Gert Andersen; supervising editor: Richard Fantl; film editor:
Henry Batista; costume designer: Gwen
Wakeling; set decorator: James M.
Crowe.
Stars: Judith Evelyn, Alexander Scourby,
Nancy Marchand, Olive Deering, Anne
Helm, Vernon Gray.
Hostess: Shirley Temple.
THE

BASEBALL

CORNER

That baseball is more than a sport and
that baseball players are more than athletes
was admirably demonstrated a week ago
Sunday on the premiere of The Baseball
Corner. At the end of 30 minutes, the
viewer knew that baseball is a science and
that its major league players are intelligent,
articulate citizens, more at ease before a
camera than many a statesman or actor.
With Buddy Blatner, who played in the
New York Giants infield a decade ago, as
host, and with such guests as Frankie
Frisch, Peewee Reese, Duke Snider and
Bob Feller, the pace of the program sometimes reached bewildering speeds. It was
not a show for the casual, once-a-month
grandstand manager; it was a show for the
dyed-in-the-wool bleacher fan who knows
the average of the league's leading batter,
the earned run average of its leading
pitcher, and the probable percentage of
sending a righthand batter to pinch hit in
the eighth inning against a lefthand pitcher
when you are two runs behind.
The five experts discussed such currently
intriguing issues as the Los Angeles Coliseum, with its left field wall only 250 feet
from the batter's box, and differences between the game 20 years ago and now.
"Uncle" Frisch defended the glory of yesterday eloquently, growing wistful as he

talked of the "good old days."
Film clips of the guests were shown to
the accompaniment of often wry comments
(Snider, who has hit only two home runs
this season, reacted to a scene of his hitting
one far over the wall in Brooklyn by saying: "We miss that ball park — at least I

do.")
There were, in addition, demonstrations
by Snider of his batting grip and by Feller
of his finger grip while pitching. But primarily the show's atmosphere was that of
several good friends sitting around a crackerbarrel chatting about something they
lived and loved — baseball.
One problem may arise as a result of the
announced intention to have four different
guests every week. The producers will be
hard put to equal the informality and
breeziness which made the premiere of
The Baseball Corner such a delight.
Production costs: $10,000.

Sponsored

by

General

Mills (Wheaties)

NATIONALLY!

8th (from 19th) among all CBC
shows! Outrates "Have Gun
"Dinah Shore",
Will Travel
, etc.
yland"",
"Disne
Network

rating higher every

rating period, now

21%

increase

41.0!

in homes

reached !
30%

increase

in viewers!

Pre-tested as popular movie and
through dozens of famous SaturTUGPost stories,
day Evening
helps Lever
BOAT ANNIE
Brothers Limited of Canada win
friends and influence sales. Lever
Brothers' success story gives
proof of greater profit than ever
for you in your own market. Of
course, the American premiere
market showing is swamping
all competition too !

the adventures

of

TUGBOAT

f pa
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Here, Art Barrie receives the
American Legion Community
Award

Service

from Lucas County

Commander

Charles Phillips.

outstanding

. for

the

to

services

J?

. . "\
community.
Only four times in 39 years has a community service
been of such significance as to merit the Lucas County,

Ohio, American

Legion Community

Service Award,

recognized as the highest local award. This rare honor
has just been awarded to Art Barrie, People's Opinion
Program, and WSPD Radio in Toledo.
"The People's Opinion program was singled out,"
according to Commander Phillips, "because it provides
any citizen easy and ready access to express an idea or
"Defiopinion. Such expression receives wide coverage.
nitely," Phillips continued, "our citizens in this area can
be and are more informed on local and national issues
than others in communities which do not utilize such a
medium

for a free exchange of ideas. Barrie and WSPD

have given re-birth to "town meetings." Our commu"
nity can only profit from this imaginative radio service.

"Famous

on

the

local

scene

National Representative: The Katz Agency
M. E. McMurray
National Sales Director:
Chicago
625 Madison Ave., N. Y. • 230 N. Michigan Ave.,

WSPD
Toledo

WJBK
WJW
Cleveland Detroit

WWVA
WIBG
Philadelphia Wheehng

WAG A
Atlanta

WGBS
Miami

IN REVIEW CONTINUED
through Knox Reeves on ABC-TV
9-9:30 p.m. EDT.
Producer:
Tubbs.

Jim

THE

Colligan;

Sun.,

director: Carl

INVESTIGATOR

Whatever else can be said for or against
The Investigator, it is live. As such, NBCTV's hour-long mystery series is a welcome
recruit to the dwindling ranks of live television.

NEGRO

PROGRAMMING

The series offers another dividend. Private eye Jeff Prior (played by Lonny
Chapman) has an asset not often encountered in this milieu — a father (played
by Howard St. John) who adds the experience of a completed newspaper career
to the efforts of his energetic boy in getting
to the crux of the "case."
The initial episode (June 3) was a
drawing-room thriller, i.e., the emphasis
was on talk. And much talk was needed
to explain an intricate scheme by a disbarred lawyer out to discredit (and frame)
his gem-importer cousin Donald Aldrich,
so he could inherit their aunt's fortune. A
stripteaser turned nightclub operator was
unwittingly involved in the diabolical plan
and in due course she fell for the investigator. Meanwhile, the rich aunt was
persuaded to change her will and subsequently was done in by her villainous
nephew. At length the elder and younger
Priors caught up with the criminal.

WGR-TV now leads all Buffalo stations with
the largest share of the viewing audience
from sign-on to sign-off seven days a week.
Source: ARB. ABC Affiliate. Call Peters,
Griffin, Woodward for availabilities.

WGR-TV
ABC CHANNEL 2
SYMBOL OF SERVICE
A TRANSCONTINENT STATION
WROC-TV, Rochester • WGR Radio. WGR-TV,
Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg

It was a point of law that put the finishing touches on the case and provided an
opportunity for some resourceful camera
work. An extensive search of lawbooks,
given vitality by some interesting closeups and camera angles, revealed to the
sleuths that the old lady's will as rewritten
was void. A re-enactment of the crime
provided another chance for visual interest.
Such occasions were scarce in the drawingroom script.

OF

ITS

BROADCAST

TIME

WLIB — has more Negro listeners
than any other New York radio station—network or independent
(PULSE)
WLIB -only New York radio station with studios in Harlem1"

WLIB -first New York station
broadcasting Negro community
news and special events on a regularly scheduled basis-every hour on
the half hour

WLIB -only New York station
de%-oting 87% of its broadcast time
to Negro programming.

Harlem Radio Center • Hotel Theresa
2090 Seventh Ave., N. Y. 27, N. Y. MO 6-1800
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Though the unfolding plot kept the
viewer on his toes, more was needed in the
way of character development. Greater
interest would have been generated had the
participants emerged more as living and
breathing, as well as talking, beings. Possibly in weeks to come the Priors, their
friends and their adversaries will emerge
as full-dimensional personalities.
Production costs: $35,000.
Sponsored by Liggett and Myers through
McCann-Erickson, and RCA and RCAWhirlpool, through Kenyon and Eckhardt, on NBC-TV Tues. 8-9 p.m. EDT,
live in color and black-and-white. Started
June 3.

Director: William A. Graham; associate
producer: William M. Altman; writer:
Henry Kane.
Cast: Lonny Chapman and Howard St.
John, to appear each week; Gretchen
Wyler, Gene Lyons, Alan Hewitt, John
McGiver, Bernard Kates, Marjorie Gateson and Kathleen Comegys, in premiere
cast.

another

hit

in Washington, D. C.
the top station from
noon to 10 p.m. Monday
through Friday ... without
a hint of loading ratings ... is

wmal-tv
SHARE

OF

AUDIENCE
3129.7.3%%
28.9%
28.7%
31.3%
noon
to 10 p.m.
when
all 4
Monday-Friday
stations
compete
24.7%
Sunday-Saturday
11.1%

13.9%
WMAL-TV
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4

ARB/April 8-14, 1958
represented by H-R Television, Inc.

Broadcasting

WBAP-TV
FORT

TEXAS

WORTH,

Now in the 4th year of color telecasting with
weekly.
Tk hours of locally originated color programs

Color Shows

PIUS

All NBC

PIUS

Special Events

in color-casting

look to

5 in the Fort Worth-Dallas

Market

for experience
Channel

Test your product on one of these Local Color
Shows on WBAP-TV
High Noon News

m

|

12:00-12:30 P.M. Monday thru Friday §

Kitty's Wonderland .12:30- 1:15 P.M. Monday thru Friday ||
Margret McDonald
|1

Show

1:15- 1:30 P.M. Monday thru Friday

m

BASIC

AMON CARTER
Fou„d«r

Broadcasting

NBC

FOR

NORTH

TEXAS

CRANS
HOUGH I GEORGE CRANSTON
HAROLD HOUGH
I
I AMON CARTER, JR.
Manager
I
D-Cor
President I
I
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.-National Representatives

!]

ROY BACKS
Commercial Manager
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ADVERTISER

AND

AGENCY

PERSONNEL

WIN

A

LUXURY

FOR

CRUISE

CARIBBEAN

valuable

ZSZZT

TWO

"MILLION

VACATION

DOLLAR

MOVIE

CONTEST"

The contest is built around the Multi-Million Dollar Package of films to be shown on "Million Dollar Movie"
this fall — "Million Dollar Movie's" 5th and greatest season on WOR-TV. The 16 films in the package are
the strongest week-in, week-out, all-season-long lineup ever shown on any movie program in New York.

... All the

... 8

out

...The

films

of the

first

from

pre-SAG

"Citizen

Kane",

. . . Hollywood's
Humphrey
and

16

first-run

are

post-SAG

post-1948

post-SAG's

...Great

are

RKO

films- the

only

a major

Hollywood

studio

pictures
and

biggest
Bogart,

Marilyn

films

like

"Murder

"Hunchback

stars-James

Charles

of

My

Sweet",

Notre

Dame"

Cagney,

Laughton,

Jane

Russell

Monroe

In short, a lineup designed to further strengthen "Million Dollar Movie's" position as New York's highestrated television program— DELIVERING MORE DIFFERENT HOMES THAN ANY OF THE TOP 10
NETWORK
PROGRAMS**

On the facing page are the 16 movies to be featured on "Million Dollar Movie" (Sept. 22, 1958-Jan. 11, 1959)
along with 16 quotes from reviews of the film from major New York newspapers and Cue Magazine.
To
enter the contest, merely match the quote to the film by placing the number for the appropriate
quote in
the box alongside the title of the film. For example, as shown, Quote #1 is for the film "Godzilla".
L
Now
m

ja

m

rai^Him

m

n

WO
R-T
V
X£$
9
*Refers
to
the
1948
contract
between
Screen
Actor's
Guild and major Hollywood studios
**Nielsen, average week. February, 1958
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. . . match

the remaining 15 . . .

A Division of

TeleradlO Pictures, Inc.

Broadcasting

OFFICIAL
"MILLION

ENTRY

BLANK
CONTEST

MATCH -THE- MOVIE
MOVIE"
DOLLAR
(A facsimile of this blank will also be accepted)

pR|ZES:
1st— Luxury Cruise to Nassau for 2
2nd— Air conditioner
3rd— Portable Television Set
4th-16th— Movie Cameras, Waring Blendors,
Electric Shavers

AND THE
ANDROCLES
I— II Vic
I
Victor Mature, Jean Simmons

LION

MAIL

Multi-Million Dollar Movie
V
WOR-T
ay
1440 Broadw
New York 18, N. Y.

I "Makes King Kong look like a midget."
2 "Huge spectacular version of
production, well acted."

CITIZEN KANE
Welles, Joseph Cotten
Orson
|—J CITIZEN KANE
l—l CLASH
BY NIGHT
| | Paul Douglas, Barbara Stanwyck, Marilyn Monroe,
Robert Ryan
I— I CRIME SCHOOL
I I Humphrey Bogart

TO:

ENTRIES

*'s novel . . . magnificent

ed."
3 "Large, exciting Indian-fighting western; well produc
* romps merrily. This comedy hit of^_ *'s cannot
4. "
miss being one of the big ones of the season."
5 "Unbelievable ... She looks like a loaded pistol with the safety
catch off as she moves among her admirers."

i— I DANGEROUS
MISSION
I I Victor Mature, Piper Laurie
GODZILLA
Raymond Burr

Hardwi
CedricNOT
on, Sir OF
REcke DAME
Laught
ACK
HUNCHB
[— |Charles
MACAO
Russell, Robert Mitchum
Jane
— | MACAO
|
MY SWI
MURDER
Claire
Powell,
Dick
SWEET
MY Trevor
j— | MURDER
AT
WAVE
NEVER
Douglas
Paul
Russell,
d
Rosalin
AT A WAC
WAVE
|—| NEVER
PUBLIC E
James Cagney
|—j PUBLIC ENEMY
SPITFIRE
Katharine Hepburn, Robert Young
— | SPITFIRE
|
UNDERV
Jane Russell
|—| UNDERWATER

6 "The very last word on the subject of gang pictures."
7 "An absorbing, brilliantly conceived, magnificently acted
drama . . . One of the great films of this or any year."
... a thrilling tale. New York's newest
8 "Spectacular is the word
monument to womanhood is slightly smaller than the Statue
of Liberty, but as luck would have it, far more buxom and not
as fully clothed."
9 "Lavish production. The story unfolds with

* humor and

."
intact
irony of
the most soundly written films of the year, one of the
lO "One
best directed, one of the most brilliantly played."
II "It makes for thoughtful, provocative and exciting entertainment. The frustrations of life, love and the inevitable triangle."

12 "Exciting story of a manhunt ... a tale well told."
*. Don't miss
13 "You will be thrilled and deeply moved by
* is good — more than good, even magnificent."
it. Miss
14 "Will have you on the edge of your seat . . . something to
remember . . . engrossing thriller."

VALLEY
«
Hardwicke
Cedric
N
James
Ball,
THE SirSU
OF Craig,
VALLEY
|—|Lucille

15 "Superior piece of tough melodrama . . . sure cure for low blood

I— I WE ARE
I I Paul Muni

16 "Something you won't want to miss! Well worth going out of
pressure."
way to see. The most rowdily entertaining melodrama
your
since
the early .

NOT

ALONE

|I
— II James
WHITE
HEAT
Cagney,
Virginia Mayo

CONTEST

RULES

Proper name deleted.
PLEASE

PRINT

OR TYPE

NAME
1. Open to all advertising and media personnel in any
McKittrick-listed agency or advertiser.
2. Only one entry per person
POSITION.
tely.
comple
out
filled
be
must
blank
Entry
3.
COMPANY.
ht
4. All entries must be postmarked no later than midnig
June 20, 1958
ADDRESS
the event of ties, the earliest postmark will determine the
5. In
winner.
final.
6. In all cases the decision of the WOR-TV judges will be
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OPEN MIKE
McNamara's
EDITOR :

RADIO
SAN

SAN

DIEGO

DIEGANS

LIKE KSON

PROGRAMING

ADVERTISERS

on Bandwagon

In the past few issues I found it
IHkoaix \siing] not only interesting but informative, especially with such articles as
those on ASCAP and videotape. They are
very helpful in the area of tv and radio in
which I work.
Jane A. McNamara
McCann-Erickson
New York City

LIKE KSON

COMMERCIAL
STANDA

'Golden
editor:

RDS

ALWAYS

SEPARATED

ARE
BY A

Robert W. Ferguson
Exec. Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.
editor:
. . . [The editors of] Broadcasting . . .
are pretty knowledgeable people to start

RADIO

with, but with [Frank Silvernail's] advice
they should never make a single mistake
from here on.

SAN
DIEGO
represented nationally by
FORJOE

NOW!

FROM

WHBF-TV

IN THE QUAD-CITIES

.. .

Frederic R. Gamble
President
American Assn. of Advertising

1000

FT.

Lawrence H. Rogers II
President
WSAZ Inc.

TOWER

Huntington-Charleston, W. Va.
editor:
BIG

100

KW

POWER

EXPANDED
REGIONAL
COVERAGE

. . . The industry's top trade magazine has
now been bolstered by a top guy in every
single respect.
Cecil Woodland
General Manager
WEJL Scran ton, Pa.
editor:

bring a new
era of
television
to prosperous.
WesternandIllinois
Eastern Iowa

Frank Silvernail's association with Broadcasting isgood news . . .
There is not the slightest doubt about
television and radio being thought of jointly
by the buyer . . .
Wilbur M. Havens
President
WTVR

(TV) Richmond, Va.

The Public's Taste Comes
editor:

WHBF-TV
CBS FOR THE QUAD-CITIES
REPRESENTED BY AVERV KNODEL
Page 22
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Appeal

Charge

I am tired of the continuing baseless criticism of music and news radio stations voiced
by some industry people ... on the notion
that such stations appeal only to the socalled "pre-shave" set. But never has one
of these critics produced the facts to substantiate this fantasy.

The reason is simple. All research evidence available confirms that these "modern"
radio stations not only have a predominately adult audience but consistently draw
more adult listeners than the old line soap
opera network stations.
Frank G. Boehm
Vice President-Dir. of Research
Adam Young Inc.
New York City

Why Do They Do
editor:

editor:
A real golden spike that Silvernail. Three
cheers to you . . .

NEW

Limited

EDITOR :

Agencies
New
York City

g3
t\

Larry H. Lau
General Manager
KV AN
Vancouver, Wash.

Denies

as consultant. It's reassuring that the many
services he has made to the industry will
continue . . .

COMPLETE MUSICAL SELECTION

It's not what you like or what I like, or
even what Mr. Feniger likes. It's what the
public likes that is all important . . .

Spike That Silver-nail'

Congratulations to both Frank Silvernail
and Broadcasting on his new assignment
MINUTE ANNOUNCEMENTS

obviously want. Heaven help him if he ever
steps down from his ivory tower and tries
to run a radio station!
The fact that the independents have made
their greatest audience gain at the expense
of the network stations would suggest that
it's the network that should do some soulsearching.

First

. . . Jerry Feniger of Cunningham & Walsh
[Adv. & Agencies, May 12] would undoubtedly prefer to program what he thinks the
public should have, rather than what they

It?

I'm a real old radio fan who started with
a crystal set and kept going until not so
long ago I took up television. My wife and
I enjoy most of the programs but we can't
figure out why. . . [there] are so many
unnecessary things. We don't object to
commercials although lots of them are
crude and noisy and, in our opinion, don't
cater to good taste or interest. What we
object to:
The ballyhoo of so many masters of
ceremonies which is usually overdone and
resembles old-style low comedy. . .
Permitting audience applause to override introductions. . .
Interrupting a program for a commercial seems to have established a standard
form of speech. Are there no other expressions than "right now"?
The blast of raucous music between
scenes which obviously have changed. Music
as such is well appreciated but not as a
sound curtain to separate tv scenes when
it often interferes with what follows. . .
An unseen announcer introducing the
master of quiz and panel shows as "our
star" when
erator. . . actually he is the host and mod-

Emcees

seeking audience applause by

the little girl a big hand" . . .
crying
reminisc"give
ent of the old amateur nights in
vaudeville.
Live audiences [which are not] kept in
Broadcasting

16 mm magna-stripe Raw Stock is motion picture
film with pre-applied magnetic sound stripe . . .
perfect mate for Auricon filmagnetic Sound-OnFilm Recording Cameras.

Mail convenient coupon or attach to your business
letterhead for free information on Soundcraft
MAGNA-stripe Raw Stock and all Soundcraft magnetic recording films.

Professionals everywhere prefer Auricon filmagnetic Sound-On-Film Recording Cameras for lipsynchronized Talking Pictures and Music Quality _ using Soundcnaft magna-stripe Raw Stock.
They go together to give you living sound !
Mail coupon for free information
filmagnetic Cameras.

AURICON DIV.. BERNDT-BACH. INC.
6900 Romaine St., Hollywood 38. Califsend newn. filmagnetic Cam□ Please
era Informatio

REEVES SOUNDCRAFT CORP.
10E.52ndSt., NewYork 22, N. Y.
Name.

install filmagnetic on my
I want to Model
□ Auricon

Title_
Firm.
Street.
City_

on Auricon

.Zone.

State.

Name.
Title_
Firm_
Street.
City_
_Zone.

_State.
R32
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OPEN MIKE CONTINUED
"jAxie*

s/iys,

"You

II get TOP

results

from

these TOP rated shows"
ROMPER ROOM with Miss Penny and POPEYE
PLAYHOUSE with Skipper Al ore hitting them
hard with the /owest-cosf-per-thousond children's shows in Jacksonville's rich $1 Vl billion market.
Miss Penny's ROMPER ROOM came up with
an
average rating
13.0" for
the fullFriday.
hour
19:00-10:00
AM) ofMonday
through
Add to that an average rating of 24.2" for
Monday through Friday's POPEYE PLAYHOUSE (5:00-5:45 PM) and you'll see that
a top audience can be reached through one
minute availabilities on these shows.
For further information concerning one minute availabilities on these top children's shows, call Ralph
Nimmons in Jacksonville at
ELgin 6-3381 or contact
your nearest P.G.W. "Colo-

FLORIDA'S

- ABC

12
Channel
Jacksonville, Florida
Jacksonville. Florida

COLORFUL

[EDITOR'S
Mr. Butman,
now a consultant, served NOTE:
as secretary
of the former
Federal
Radio Commission.]

That's Not Wright
editor:

Wright submitted tables "to show that the
spot rates for the eight affiliates [represented by CBS Tv Spot Sales] are higher

Represented by Peters,
Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

A.TV
C\§r%
F■
W
' «
W
'■
\JI
rt

Their
applause toisn't
. .
We relayed
shall continue
lookneeded.
and listen,
although we may have to continue wondering why they do these things.
Carl H. Batman
National Press Blclg.
Washington

In its coverage of the FCC hearings on
the Barrow Report, Broadcasting states
[Government, May 26] that Mr. John

March, 1958
nel".
AR8 ratings.

NBC

the background or hushed up completely.

STATION

in 75% of the time periods weekly."
Actually, the tables referred to were
submitted as part of my testimony and
showed that the network rates — not the
spot rates — of these stations are higher in
75% of the time periods.
Glenn Marshall Jr.
President
WMBR-AM-FM-TV Jacksonville,
Fla.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Marshall is right; it was
he, not Mr. Wright, who submitted tables to
show that the network rates for the eight affiliates are higher in 75% of the time periods
and the snot rates higher in only 19%, while
rates were identical in 5% of the periods.]
Viewer

Aversion

to Meter

Tv

editor:
Your Special Report on community
antenna tv May 12 was read with interest
inasmuch as we are right in the middle of
this hot subject.

DISCRIMINATING
buyers consistently buy the consistently proven lead TV station (KJEO-TV) in the fabulously rich Fresno and San
Joaquin Valley market. Consult your Branham man now for
further fascinating details. We GUARANTEE you'll save your
energies . . . get more for your monies ... on KJEO-TV
Fresno. ACT TObAY!

J. P. Wilkins, president and general manager of KFBB-AM-TV, presented several
reports on free versus pay tv and what
might be expected in the way of service
from both. These reports were simulcast
and the response has been tremendous.
Over 21,000 people wrote the station protesting any CATV or pay tv systems. Many
thousands of these people outside the Great
Falls metropolitan area realize that any
local CATV system which endangers the
ability of a local tv to survive would, in
effect, deprive these urban thousands of
television, should the local station discontinue operations. Of the 21,000 writing, less
than 25 said they were dissatisfied with
KFBB-TV service ... a record that any tv
station could be proud of.
These letters were sent to Sen. Magnuson
May 21. Since that time, despite the fact
there have been no further broadcasts on
the subject, an average of 200 letters are
received daily from people concerned over
the threat that CATV and pay tv systems
William E. Spahr
Assistant Manager
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pose.

KFBB-AM-TV

Great Falls, Mont.
Broadcasting
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Mobile.
No Question About Who's Leading The Field In
.. .
WKRG-TV is lengths ahead (Nielsen, ARB and Pulse)
continues to pull further and further in front.

NEW,

TALLER TOWER

ADDS

GREATER

g
height tower sends WKRG-TV's better programmin
onal
additi
of
booming into tens of thousands
.
Mid-Gulf homes ... as the map below clearly shows
For full details of WKRG-TV's lead, call
Jr.,
your Avery-Knodel man ... or C. P. Persons,
V.P. and Gen'l Mgr. of WKRG-TV.

ALABAMA

Andalusia

•

L

O

sacola

WKRG-TVs old 40 DBU area
Extra 40 DBU area added
by WKRG-TV's new tower
Past and present 40 DBU area

of Station "X"
TV

WKRG-

MOBILE,
Reps.

Broadcasting

COVERAGE

families
Even before, Nielsen gave WKRCx-TV -46 ,000 extra
in the Mobile Market. Now, a new, maximum-

SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription for 52
$7.00. Annual subscription including Yearweeklybookissues
Number $11.00. Add $1.00 per year for Canadian
Subscriber's occupation required
and foreign postage.
Regular issues 35< per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS CHANGES: Send
to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St..
6, D. C. On changes, please include
N.W., oldWashington
both
and new addresses.
BROADCASTING*
Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title: BROADCASTING*— The News Magazine of the Fifth Estate.
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932, Broadcast
Reporter in 1933 and Telecast* in 1953.
•Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1958 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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past year... including

Bulova

Watch,

of its major

California
Liggett

Spray-Chemical

& Myers,

National

Corp.,
Biscuit,

Oil and Coca-Cola

Esso Standard

Good spot to be in! As you'll
discover for yourself when you join
McCann-Erickson... and the 328
different national
with

current

spot advertisers

spot campaigns

the 14 stations

on

and the regional
by. . .

network

represented

CBS

TELEVISION

SP®T

SALES

wcbs-tv New York
whct Hartford
wcau-tv Philadelphia
WTOP-TV Washington
wbtv Charlotte
wbtw Florence
wmbr-tv Jacksonville
wxix Milwaukee
wbbm-tv Chicago
kmox-tv St. Louis
kgul-tv Houston
ksl-tv Salt Lake City
koin-tv Portland
knxt Los Angeles
and THE CBS TELEVISION
PACIFIC NETWORK
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For the entire month of March,

o

1958, Pulse, Inc., conducted a tele-

O
•

vision audience study in Lubbock,

3

o
Texas, based on 100,800 quartero
o

hour reports. The results of this

a

Pulse study show that KDUB - TV
vl

o
o

continues to command

the major

share of television viewing in the

o
v)•

Lubbock market with seven of the

o
•

top ten once-a-week shows.

o
•
N
o

o

o
o
o

APRIL SET
KDUB-TV:
KPAR-TV:
KEDY-TV:

COUNT
157.726
91.994
67,826

o
s

TOTAL: 317,546
o
a
o
o
o
o
o

o
KDUB
stations

KDUB-TV
LUBBOCK, TEXAS

o

KPAR-TV
ABILENE - SWEETWATER
*
o

KEDY-TV
BIG SPRING, TEXAS
NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES:

THE BRANHAM COMPANY

Pr»*"d»nt and Gen. Mgr., W. D. "DUB" ROGERS
National Sale* Mgr. E. A. "Buii" Haiwtt
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to David

Charming

Moore

WHEN
the Schocllkopf cousins (Paul and Fred) of Buffalo were setting up the
new Transcontinent Television Corp. in late 1955 their attention was directed
to David Channing Moore of New York, a former official of International Business
Machines who had just completed an important Pentagon assignment.
Mr. Moore had carried a bureaucratic title whose functional importance was well
understood in Potomac circles — Special Assistant to the Assistant Secretary of Air,
Materiel.
The Schocllkopfs and their associates had a definite set of specifications as they
looked for the right man to serve as TTC president and as operating head of the
yoLing broadcast group. They wanted a president to direct the enterprise toward
an important goal — the maximum allowable number of radio and tv station operations. They had in mind a man around 40 who combined business experience with
a thorough knowledge of U. S. markets, executive ability and a sound backlog of
service in sales and administration.
They offered the job to Dave Moore — a tall, suave, well-dressed and personable
man who has been described as "a top-flight executive who looks the part." At the
time Mr. Moore was enjoying a two-month breather after the Pentagon assignment
and was considering an offer to return to IBM. Having spent his entire business life
at IBM. the prospect of a young enterprise looked attractive. He accepted.
As a college student young David Moore had been interested in business, spending
his summer vacations from Brown U., Providence, R. I., in New York as a junior
salesman for IBM. At college he had served on the football squad and glee club
besides holding high scholastic posts.
After receiving his Ph.B. degree in 1934 he went to work fulltime in the IBM
assembly department at Endicott, N. Y., moving to the general sales department in
1935 and through successive steps as senior salesman, branch manager and eastern
district manager. By 1941, when he took a leave of absence to join the Army, he
had risen to assistant sales manager of an IBM division. He served three years
in the Army Air Corps, entering as a second lieutenant and being discharged after
31 months overseas service. Currently he is a lieutenant colonel in the Air Force
Reserve. He holds the Bronze Star, awarded by Maj. Gen. Claire Chennault for
meritorious service and ground operations against the enemy. His assignments took
him to Brazil, British Guiana, Ascension Island, the West Indies, India and China.
After World War II he returned to IBM and was named national sales manager
of the time equipment division, a position he held until his Pentagon call in 1955.

AS

TTC president, Mr. Moore runs a fast-developing electronic empire that comprises WROC-TV Rochester, N. Y.; WGR-AM-TV Buffalo; 50% of WSVAAM-FM-TV Harrisonburg, Va., and 60% of WNEP-TV Wilkes-Barre and Scranton,
Pa. This electronic cluster was acquired over an 18-month period, "Quite a history of
acquisition," he feels.
Mr. Moore was born Sept. 20, 1919. His line of descent is distinguished, going
back to Richard Channing Moore, an Episcopal bishop in Virginia, and Col.
T. W. C. Moore, aide de camp to Gen. Sheridan. His great-grandfather, Gen. Francis
E. Spinner, was Treasurer of the United States for 14 years, serving under Presidents
Lincoln, Johnson and Grant. Moore Street in lower Manhattan was named after
the family, which had large holdings on the island extending from the Battery to
City Hall Park. The Moores sold holdings at West Point to the government for the
Military Academy.

One of Mr. Moore's hobbies is music. He is a contract member
Broadcast
Music Inc. In 1929 Bert Lown, now CBS station relations executive of
on the West
Coast, plugged a Moore composition, "I Can't Understand," when the Lown band
was appearing at the Biltmore Hotel, New York. Other compositions include "The
Squadron Story," popular with Air Force personnel during World War II, and
"This Is Bermuda," still a best-selling record on the island. His "Remember Bermuda" also was recorded.
He married the former Harriet Hamilton. They have three children— Mrs. William Little White; Ashley, a student at Briarcliff College, and T. Channing Moore,
a junior at Hotchkiss School. They live in Bronxville, New York.
Mr. Moore is active in a number of clubs and social organizations. The list
includes Circus Saints & Sinners, New York; University Club of New
York City
St. Nicholas Society; Radio & Television Executives Society (board of governors
)'
Grand Central Art Gallery; Young Men's Republican Club of Bronxville; American
Legion, and 14th Air Force Assn. He is active in many civic groups in
Bronxville
In 1954 he was campaign treasurer for Rep. Ralph W. Gwinn (Republic
an).
Broadcasting
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Both packages at the special price of

SESAC INC.
10 Columbus Circle
New York 19, N. Y.
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(
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If you currently sponsor
NOW,

YOU

TRIPLE

CAN

YOUR

AUDIENCE

IN

WASHINGTON!

NBC leadership Station
in Washington, D. C.
Sold by NBC Spot Sales

4

on any of Wash-

ington's TV
4
stations, you can triple (or quadruple,
even quintuple!) your weekly unduplicated audience
with WRC-TV's
50%

14/50

Plan -14

discount. Here's an example:

</2-HR. NIGHTTIME TV PROGRAM
Percentage of homes reached per week 1 7.7
Number of homes reached per week 89,500
Average frequency per home per week 1.0
Total net cost per week
The

WRC-TV

a program

spots a week

at a

(Source: a. c. Nielsen Co.)

'/2-HR. PROGRAM PLUS 14/50 PLAN
Percentage of homes reached per week 55.0
Number of homes reached per week 287,100
Average frequency per home per week 2.0

$1,590 Total net cost per week

$2,210

only further proof you need is a hard-selling
14/50 Plan of your own on WRC-TV. Arrange for
it now with your NBC Spot Sales representative.

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
Vol. 54, No. 23
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FCC

•

Justice

tells

•

Agrees

it won't

The FCC and the Justice Dept. admitted
last week that they have joined forces for
an out-of-court prosecution of the networks
on antitrust charges.

Confirming what had been reported earlier [Closed Circuit, May 12], FCC Chairman John Doerfer testified that Justice feels
option time and purported tie-in practices
by the networks are violations of the antitrust laws. For now, however, Justice is letting FCC carry the ball — until conclusion of
the latter's current inquiry into network
practices (Barrow study).
Confirming in turn what the FCC chairman said, antitrust chief Victor R. Hansen
told Broadcasting that "We are working
with the FCC — we're not trying to impede
it," Mr. Hansen said Justice and the Commission were now studying questions raised
during the April huddle disclosed by the
FCC chairman during testimony before
the Senate Commerce Committee last week.
It was believed he referred to the liaison

option

lower

time,

boom

with the Commission

tie-ins

program

until

FCC

makes

is, according to Mr.

Doerfer, that the Commission's action could
come much more quickly than if Justice had
to file an antitrust suit and fight it out in
the courts.
It was also pointed out that, disregarding
the question of antitrust violations, the FCC
had the power to prohibit any network practice it finds against the public interest — and
thus if it rules this way on option time, or
program tie-ins, the question of antitrust may
never come into the open to face litigation.
On the other hand, Mr. Doerfer stressed
that if the Commission were to find that
option time is needed by the networks in
order to function and that it is in the public
interest — and if the Justice Dept. formally
rules that the practice is illegal — then the
Commission must follow the Justice Dept.

violation of the antitrust laws per se . . ."
One of the reasons why Justice believes it
would be better for the FCC to continue its
present network proceedings and to work
Broadcasting

are
own

illegal
findings

interest in a program before it would buy it
became illegal in the light of this dominance.
The programming section of the Barrow
Report was never included in the massive
two-volume document issued last October.

This material is being collated and processed by the present network staff, and is
scheduled to be issued as a separate report
in the fall.
This newest development, it is believed,
may set this schedule back further, perhaps
until some time late this year, although
Chairman Doerfer indicated last week that
he hoped it would be available in "three or
Mr. Doerfer also told the committee that
four months."
it was planned to conclude the present Barrow hearings with Dean Roscoe L. Barrow
and Dr. Jesse Markham, Princeton U. economics professor. This may be in July.
He also added that after the formal proceedings are completed, "it may take a considerable time to prepare the findings."
Rep. Celler unloosed his salvo at the FCC
on Tuesday, with charges that the Commission was dilatory "in what appears to be a
deliberate effort to refrain from taking action to ban these various restrictive and anti-

now established with the Commission's network study staff working on the still-unpublished programming section of the Barrow Report.
Chairman Doerfer revealed the liaison in
testifying before Sen. John W. Bricker (ROhio) on the latter's bill to bring networks
directly under FCC jurisdiction (see page
54). He said that although Justice feels the
two practices in question constitute antitrust violations, it was agreed to let the FCC
complete its own study and decide whether
they are in the public interest. The FCC
then will submit its findings to Justice for an
official ruling on antitrust violations.
If Justice then formally recommends that
the two practices are illegal, the Commission
will have no alternative but to declare them
so, Mr. Doerfer stated.
(Also last week, Rep. Emanuel Celler
[D-N. Y.] loosed a blast threatening renewed
hearings by his antitrust committee unless
the Commission moves quickly to ban option time, must buys and alleged program
tie-ins. See below.)
The FCC-Justice meeting everybody was
talking about occurred April 24. The Justice
officials opened the conference, Mr. Doerfer said, with the statement that "their informal opinion was that option time was a

NETWORKS

FLANK

DEPT.

JUSTICE

competitive practices."
"Further foot-dragging
by the FCC on
these vital matters can no longer be countenanced," Mr. Celler declared.
He stated that the committee will reopen

JUSTICE'S HANSEN
FCC'S DOERFER
THE NETWORKS WERE IN THE MIDDLE

recommendation, but can ask Congress to
specifically exempt this practice from the
antitrust laws.
Mr. Doerfer emphasized that it was his
feeling that the Justice Dept.'s opinion on
the illegality of option time and tie-ins was
"in the sense of a tentative conclusion."
There are about 60 witnesses, Mr. Doerfer
observed, who have made charges with the
Justice Dept. against network practices.
Some of them have asked to remain anonymous, he said.
"I objected to the use of that evidence
unless they would submit themselves to cross
examination," Mr. Doerfer explained.
Mr. Doerfer explained that it was his
that the Justice
understand
based first on the fact
titude wasing
time gives networks a dominant
the industry, and that the alleged
requiring that the network be

Dept.'s atthat option
position in
practice of
allowed an

hearings "should there be further unjustified
the Commission."
delay
Mr. byCeller
referred to the 1956-57 hearings by his House committee and its report
of June 10, 1957, which found that option
time "appears" to have a marked similarity
to block booking practices in the movie industry outlawed by the Supreme Court.
Judge Hansen appeared before the Celler
committee in 1956. At that time he stated
that antitrust lawyers in his office thought
that option time may be a violation of the
antitrust
statutes [Government, Sept. 17,
1956].
In November 1957, Judge Hansen told
Broadcasting that the government was still
investigating network practices and still felt
that option time and alleged program tie-ins
were illegal, but. that he felt that the Commission should be permitted to conclude its
network study and rule itself on these practices before the Justice Dept. should step in
[Government, Nov. 11, 1957].
June 9, 1958
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ADVERTISERS i AGENCIES

REVSONS

SPLIT;

The split-up of the Revson brothers of
Rcvlon Inc.. expected for some time, was
made formal last week. Charles H. Revson.
president of the firm, announced the resignation of Martin E. Revson as executive vice
president, attributing it to personal differences.
A two-sentence news release reported the
end of a close relationship in which the two
had worked to spiral Revlon Inc. from a
one-room lab into a sprawling cosmetics
empire with annual net sales estimated in
excess of SI 00 million.
Behind this announcement lay deep
speculation about what had led to the
rupture between the brothers Revson after
26 years — a split that was said to have direct bearing on future advertising plans and
policies. To he certain, last week's mysterious manipulations at Revlon headquarters
in Manhattan tended to lend further
magazine's recent contenTime brother
credence
tion thattoolder
Charles Haskell
Revson was perhaps "the most feared,
cheered and jeered advertising client since
the late George Washington Hill . . ."
Though no one at Revlon Inc. or its
numerous agencies would comment officially, there was no doubt that only one man
could actually say what had led to the
break and that man was not talking. Word
of the impending split had been making the
rounds of New York's advertising precincts
for over a month. Recently Wall Street
informants reported that Charles had bought
Lip his brother's share of the 950,000
Revlon holdings the brothers were reputed
to have owned jointly — shares estimated at
total worth of about $25 million — out of
the firm's total 2.7 million shares. And
led
while the phrase "personal differences"
to all sorts of speculation, reliable sources
suggested last week that the areas of conflict could be narrowed down to two
spheres: (a) advertising operations and (b)
product diversification.
Neither sphere seemed clearly defined.
But seasoned advertising executives, long
exposed — directly or indirectly — to Charles
Revson's predilection for the flamboyant,
felt that the friction, long abuilding might

have grown out of Martin Revson's conservative and scientific approach to the business. One put it succinctly: "There's room up
there for only one genius — and that's
Charles." Martin Revson leaves open the
post of marketing chief — advertising, merchandising, sales promotion and diversification.
No sooner had the first Shockwave died
on Madison Avenue than a secfrnd tremor
was being felt by Revlon's agency quintet.
Twenty-four hours after announcing Martin
Revson's resignation came news release No.
2 stating Revlon had hired a sixth agency
and that, furthermore, it would shuffle products among the others. The newcomer is an
agency known primarily for its work in direct mail and inquiry response advertising
techniques.
Maxwell B. Sackheim & Co., New York,
which now will take over Clear-O-Dan
shampoo (a product originally assigned to
Emil Mogul Co.) can be called a "dark
Page 32 • June 9, 1958
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INTACT

horse." Its work in the package goods field
has been, to all intents and purposes, insignificant. Heavy on publishing firm ac"clubs" (CBS Inc.'s
counts,
mail order
Columbia Records
Club, The Literary Guild,
Music Treasure's of the World, etc.), Sackheim has made little use of tv-radio but
when it has. it has been "remarkably
effective," according to one major client.
Time Inc. (It is a little known fact that
while Young & Rubicam is credited with
being Time Inc.'s agency, it is Sackheim that
has handled Time magazine's radio drives).
For Time and for Jackson & Perkins (rose
growers), Newark, Sackheim has perfected a
form of "direct mail radio" campaigning
that Rcvlon now hopes to use on behalf of
Clear-O-Dan. Its billings at the outset will
be "small'' but should jump considerably
after undergoing test runs on radio-tv.
Of the five remaining agencies, only one
shop will be left unaffected by the latest
Revlon gyrations: Charles W. Hoyt Co.,
New York, which inherited Revlon's ethical
advertising billing from Noyes & Sproul,
New York, last January.

now on Sundays, is dropped effective September). W&L also will service the new
Bid '/(' Buy panel quizzer that takes a tryout run this summer in the former Question
Tuesday night period on CBS-TV. Should
this show "make it" — says advertising vice
president George J. Abrams — Warwick &
Legler will place the show this fall.
LaRoche, last year's agency of record on
the abortive ABC-TV-Desilu Walter Winchell
CBS-TV'sagency
20th responsibility
Century-Fox
Hour File
will and
be assigned
for the new Garry Moore Show on CBS-TV
next season. The Tuesday, 10-11 p.m. program seeks a co-sponsor with Revlon.
The surprising divorce of the Revson
brothers ends the family enterprise that
began in a one-room office in 1932 when
the two teamed up with a third brother,
Joseph (now retired), and chemist Charles
Lachman — the "L" in Revlon. They parlayed a$300 investment into a multimilliondollar cosmetic empire, claimed to be the
world's largest. Its success was predicated
on the theory that cosmetics should be promoted as style items, not mere beauty aids.
In that time, advertising expenditures were
hiked from zero to an estimated $20 million
of which tv-radio takes more than 50% .
Primarily a network advertiser, Revlon in
1958 promises to use more spot on behalf of
such products as Hi and Dri roll-on deodorant and Clear-O-Dan.
Speculation centered late last week on
Martin Revson's successor. Most likely
candidate seemed to be Mr. Abrams but he
dismissed these reports as "premature." Advertising's voice in Revlon's future management is slated to be louder: for example,
William Mandell, advertising manager, has
quietly moved up to assistant to the president. Succeeding Mr. Mandell is William
F. Siegel, advertising director of Coty Inc.
Should Mr. Abrams move into the executive

REVSONS IN HAPPIER DAYS
CHARLES (1) WILL GO IT ALONE
Emil Mogul Co., New York, will increase
aggregate billing despite its losing Aquamarine spray and Silken Net spray. It will
gain Satin Set — currently Revlon's No. 1
hair product — and Top Brass deodorant for
men. ft already has Top Brass hair cream.
Gaining Aquamarine spray (Mogul retains
the rest of the Aquamarine line) as well as
Silken Net is C. J. LaRoche & Co., which is
giving up Satin Set. It also loses Clean and
Clear facial cleanser, which goes to Warwick & Legler as do Silicare lotion and hand
cream (out of Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone).
DR&J gains no new product at this time, but
LaRoche is due for two new facial creams,
presently unnamed.
Warwick & Legler, which last fall inherited the plum of the Revlon billings from
BBDO [Advertisers & Agencies, Sept. 23,
1957], remains the pivotal nucleus of Rev.
Ion's agency set-up, gaining a third product,
also a face cream. W&L remains agency of
record on CBS-TV's $64,000 Challenge,
which next season moves into the Sunday,
10-10:30 p.m. time slot with P. Lorillard Co.
(companion program. $64,000 Challenge,

vice presidency, as has been suggested, Revlon would probably go outside of the corporation for a new advertising vice president.
As to Martin Revson's plans, there was
only conjecture. Following Wall Street reports that Mr. Revson had bought 'substantial holdings" in Parke-Davis & Co., Detroit, there were reports he would be joining
that pharamaceutical house. Another report
had it Mr. Revson would purchase an interest in an advertising agency. Neither
could be substantiated last week.
This Is Revlon's Agency Team
And Products Serviced by Each
With Revlon's
rapid expansion
ficult by the day
dles what. Here

product line undergoing
it is becoming more difto keep tabs on who hanis an agency breakdown:

• Warwick & Legler: Futurama lipsticks
and nail enamels, Touch 'n' Glow eye makeup, rouges and manicuring aids, Clean and
Clear silicare lotion and hand cream, Living
Curl hair spray and unnamed face cream,
Christmas gift sets. (Tv functions: "tune-in"
ads for Revlon's network programs, production on Question and Bid 'n' Buy.
• C. J. LaRoche: Clearaway acne preparation. Seven Wonders face cream, Love
Pat, Moon Drops creams, Liquid Asset face
lotion, Intimate colognes and Aerosol sprays,
Broadcasting

WHO'S

ON

SECOND?

Status of Bid 'n' Buy— New Revlon
show slated to go into the Tuesday,
10-10:30 p.m. slot on CBS-TV in lieu
of $64,000 Question, on hiatus this
summer — was "very much up in the
air" Thursday. Warwick & Legler,
Revlon agency, charged with production on the new John Guedel-Flying-A
package quiz, admitted that "nothing
was set" but claimed that the decision
"was between Revlon and CBS." Apparently the network feels Bid 'n Buy
isn't of substantial strength to go out
under the CBS label and late Thursday
Revlon advertising officials were understood to be closeted with CBS officials in an effort to arrive at a solution. W & L's position: "Until we're
notified otherwise, Bid V Buy is
scheduled for Tuesdays."
Revlon "treatment" cosmetics (Second Nature, Build Up, White Sable), Aquamarine
spray, Silkenet hair spray, two new facial
creams. (Tv functions: agency of record
on Garry Moore Show.)
• Emil Mogul Co.: Aquamarine lotion,
Top Brass deodorant for men, Top Brass
hair cream for men and future men's line
stage, Hi and Dri rollproducts now in labwomen
, Home Beautiful
on deodorant for
room deodorizer, Esquire shoe cleaners and
waxes (Knomark Mfg. Div.) and Satin Set
spray. (Tv function: participation in network
camprogramming plus placing radio-tv test
paigns in spot.)
• Dowd, Redfield & Johnstone: Eye Fresh
eye drops, Thin Down reducing pills, Sun
Bath sun oil, Baby Silicare powder and
lotions, Hi-Gloss lacquered hair spray. (Tv
function: see Emil Mogul Co.)
• Maxwell B. Sackheim & Co.: Clear-ODan medicated shampoos.
• Charles W. Hoyt Co.: Femicin menustral pain reliever and ethical advertising
(Thayer Labs Div.).
Of indefinite status are the following
products, either temporarily shelved or
about to be reassigned: Fine and Handy
liquid detergent (temporarily at Warwick &
Legler), Fire and Ice fragrances (presently
at LaRoche), and sponge cake makeup (now
assigned to DR&J).

the Swift & Co.'s $1.5 million as well as the
new Borden business. Applying the general
breakdown used by the agency of 60% of
its billing in broadcast media, its radio-tv
billing now shoots over the $50 million
mark.
Lever, Pharmaceutical
Comeback
Back Gleason
• Half-hour 'spectacular' set
• Budget near $100,000 per show

Two major advertisers — Lever Bros, and
Pharmaceuticals Inc. — next fall will back
what reportedly will be the most expensive
regularly scheduled live half-hour television
series in tv's history.
The program will mark the return to tv
of comic Jackie Gleason (his services are
under contract to CBS-TV). As explained
last week, the show
will "telescope" the
former hour Jackie
Gleason Show into a
30-minute, but
"spectacular," format. Lever and Pharceuticals will place
the comedy-variety
program in the Friday 8:30-9 p.m.
period on CBS-TV,
starting Oct. 3.
MR. GLEASON
They will sponsor
the show on alternate weeks.

The program's cost (production-talent, not
time) will fall somewhere between $70100,000 per show — and a spokesman last
week placed the figure "closer to $100,000
than $70,000." Up to now the highest-budgeted regular five half-hour program series
have been estimated in the $55-60,000
range. The advertisers have signed for 26
weeks. Taking $90,000 as a possible production cost for a single show, the entire
series would call for a budget over the
$2.3 million mark.
Agency negotiating for Lever was J.
Walter Thompson, New York (Lever has
six agencies handling its 18 products). Although JWT services Lever on four products— Rinso, Lux Liquid, Lux toilet soap
and Stripe toothpaste — other products as
s can voice
represented by Lever's division
interest in participation on the show.
Pharmaceuticals, via Parkson Adv., will
use Geritol, Sominex and some of its J. B.
Starlac Account Puts D-F-S
Williams' product line on the program.
Near $100 Million Billing
Pharmaceuticals, not as weighty in network
tv as Lever but nonetheless a major netDancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York,
work tv advertiser, has been active in
last week picked up the $2 million Starlac
reforming its lineup of shows for next fall
account from Young & Rubicam, New
Circuit, May 5].
[Closed
York, which handles most of the Borden
The advertiser has had approximately $14
Starlac is Borden's nonCo.'s advertising.
million in network tv this year, a figure exfat dry milk product.
pected to be higher next year. The company
Though not a coup of the Frigidaire varinext fall gives up its Saturday 10-10:30
ety, the Starlac acquisition is noteworthy as
in
p.m. slot on NBC-TV; Ted Mack Amateur
the third new account acquired by D-F-S
now in that period runs through this
Hour
less than two months. It sets the D-F-S billsummer. Its entry into an alternate-week
ing pace nearer the select $100 million per
year category.
arrangement for Jackie Gleason reflects
is
billing
yearly
of
rate
uticals' trend toward that type of
Pharmace
current
D-F-S
sponsorship. Once the sole sponsors of To
ng in Frigidaire's
over $90 million, counti
and
May
in
ed
acquir
Tell the Truth (CBS-TV, Tuesday, 9-9:30
$6 million (national)
Broadcasting

p.m.), Pharmaceuticals now has sold off
alternate weeks to Philip Morris for Marlboro cigarettes. Its only single sponsorship
remaining is Twenty One on NBC-TV which
on Thursdays 8-8:30 p.m. next
will
fall. be seen

It was learned last week that Pharmaceuticals isnegotiating for additional time on
CBS-TV, a nighttime half-hour show and
certain daytime periods.
Details of format and cast are still to
be worked out on the new Gleason series.
Mr. Gleason will be returning to network
tv after an absence of 16 months. His
former Saturday night series on CBS-TV
was termistarted in September 1952 and
nated at his request in June 1957.
'Specials'
ABC-TV

No

Bargain,

Study

Holds

tv "special" isn't really anything
special in terms of cost efficiency, theedABClast
TV research department contend
in a special report [Closed Circuit,
week 2].
June
The

the cost-per-thousand per commercial minute for the average half-hour
weekly program is $3.39, the report asserted,
the comparable cost for the average noncea-month special is $4.29, A. C. Nielse Co.
cost analysis data was cited as source for
the figures.
Where

peravera
the minut
, al
types
ramcomm
progper
y
By and
weekl
e geforcosterci
thous
half-hour shows was given as follows: western drama $2.62; quiz and audience participations $2.83; general drama $3.14;
situation comedy $3.45; suspense drama
$3.62; variety $4.28 and adventure $3.67.
The cost of four weekly half-hours is
approximately the same as the cost of one
special the report asserted putting the cost
of the former at $344,724 and the latter
at $353,600. "But four weekly programs
reach far more different homes than does
On
one special," the report continued.
this score the number of different homes
reached in four weeks was placed at 18,771,000 in the case of the average weekly
half-hour and 15,838,000 for the average
In .terms of sales impressions, the report
special
said the average evening half-hour makes
101,640,000 in four nights as against 80,498,000 for the once-a-month special.
The research department — whose network is light on specials as compared to
its competitors, despite ABC signing of
Bing Crosby last week for two specials a

page
year (see story
that there is no place
said:
"Specials serve a
attention, are useful

87)— did not concladudeit
for specials. Inste

function — they attract
for introducing a new
etc.
product, celebrating a special occasion,when
ive
effect
are
ls
specia
,
words
In other
a
they are truly special. However ... as
effort,
ising
advert
nuing
conti
regular and
ada series of weekly telecasts is a superior
conven
more
this
vertising vehicle. It is
adveran
s
tional programming that allow
tiser to place his sales message before the
greatest number of prospects the greatest
number of times at the lowest costs "
• Page 33
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Harrington
To

Be

West-Bound

HC&M

Chairman

Eugene I. Harrington, who eight years
ago merged his San Francisco agency with
Richards Inc.. last week quit
the New York agenCJ and its presidency
(earned in 1955) to
return to the West
Coast. The move
admittedly caught
agency Chairman

I,

JBH
■

In S 11 t pDr.isRei.charHdes
Fletcher
ied Mr. Harnrgingdeno
t n
leasi
on

i\
MR. HARRINGTON

account of a "rift"
In pointing out that
Mr. Harrington had
received "a most attractive offer out there."
The offer: hoard chairman of Honig.
Cooper & Miner. Los Angeles, which on
July 1 becomes Honig-Cooper, Harrington
& Miner. It would he that agency's third
name change this year, having originally been
Honig-Cooper until its merger with the Dan
B. Miner Co. The $15 million agency has
ollices in Los Angeles, San Francisco and
Seattle, servicing such broadcast advertisers
as Procter & Gamble's Clorox Div. and
Star-Kist tuna.
Mr. Harrington said that "they (HC&M)
made me a very attractive offer. . . . All
of this has happened quite suddenly."
Mr. Richards will assume the presidency

TV'S

HARDIEST

of the Richards agency for the time being.
He said it was not a "pro-tem" office but,
on the other hand, "nothing permanent,
either." Reports that Sherwood Dodge, exFoote. Cone & Belding New York general
manager who joined Richards as executive
vice president last summer, would be named

Multiple-Set Question
Goes
Into 1960
Census
The radio and tv homes count in the
1960 decennial census of the United States
will show multiple-set homes.
On top of the announcement by the
Census Bureau that radio had been restored
to the 1960 enumeration after it had been
thrown out a few weeks before [Advertisers &Agencies, June 2], the bureau disclosed that the 1960 broadcast question
will provide for the first time this addition10-YEAR

MARK

phie Tucker, Walt Disney, Victor Borge,
Margaret Truman, Ben Hogan and
Johnnie Ray.
In conjunction with the celebration,
Kenyon & Eckhardt, agency for Mercury,
is conducting an Ed Sullivan tenth anniversary station promotion managers
contest in which the top award will be
a 1958 Mercury Commuter station

9-city list. It's now on 200 stations.
Mercury came in as sponsor in March
wagon. The agency's media department
1949, now is in its 10th season.
has divided the stations into four cateThe show will formally celebrate its
gories. For the best proof-of-promotion
10th anniversary on June 22. Among
in each category the winners will rethe stars to honor Mr. Sullivan on the
ceive $500. In addition, one of the $500
show will be Jackie Gleason, Phil Silvers,
winners, judged the best over-all, will receive the station wagon for his station.
Teresa Brewer. Maurice Chevalier, SoED SULLIVAN AND CHORUS: THEN AND NOW

HOME-RUN

In a day when a too-cautious attitude towards advertising is poor business, asmall realty firm in Cleveland
showed positive thinking and hit a
radio bonanza of nearly a million dollars worth of home sales. The results
were accomplished in two weekends
with a radio spot campaign placed by
Paul C. Warren Adv., Cleveland.
Fazio Realty, a two-man office,
came to Warren Adv. with a modest
advertising budget for a housing development. The agency scheduled 85

president were dismissed as "decidedly
premature" by Mr. Richards.
Meanwhile. Fletcher D. Richards announced the amalgamation of Tandy Adv.
Agency Ltd., Toronto, with the Richards
office in Montreal. The result is a new agency. Tandy-Richards Adv. Ltd.
The "amalgamation" — so called because
Tandy-Richards Adv. is a Canadian-chartered firm "affiliated" but not owned outright by Fletcher D. Richards — combines
three major Canadian accounts, all broadcast time users; Sun Oil Co. (Tandy),
Studebaker-Packard Corp. (Tandy) and
U. S. Rubber Co.'s Canadian subsidiary,
Dominion Rubber (Richards).

MAKES

After 10 years, $35 million advertising
dollars and 520 tv programs, Ed Sullivan
last night (Sunday) clocked a milestone
on the longest run in commercial television— a decade of continuous sponsorship by a single advertiser on an hourlong network show.
The show started June 8, 1948, with a

RADIO

spots on Cleveland's WDOK, WHK
and WJW the first weekend, with
Fazio subsequently reporting 26 homes
sold. The next weekend a package
of 50 spots ran on WDOK and a
"sold-out" sign went up at the development. Final tabulations by Warren Adv.: 50 homes sold @ $17,500;
cost to the client: $1,020.

al data on homes with
dio and/ or tv set.
The radio-tv questions
include check blanks for
or-more sets. This will

more than one ra-

will be phrased to
none, one and twobreak down each
type of home — non-radio or tv, single radio or tv set; multiple sets — by metropolitan
areas, counties and states.
A new compilation of estimated tv sets
by cities, counties and states is being completed by Advertising Research Foundation. It is based on Census Bureau samples
of tv homes plus Nielsen and other data
[Closed Circuit, June 2], and will be
ready in a few weeks.
NAB and broadcast stations generally
have requested that the 1960 census include circulation figures for fm, battery
portable and auto radio receivers. They have
also asked color tv and uhf-vhf breakdowns.
The Census Bureau has said informally
that the cost and trouble involved in counting fm, uhf-vhf and color sets would be
prohibitive and it has applied a similar
argument to suggestions that battery
portables and auto sets be counted.
Several weeks ago FCC Comr. Robert
E. Lee, defense commissioner, asked the
Census Bureau to include battery portables
and fm receivers in the 1960 census. The
bureau turned down his request.
Tv

Audience

Nielsen

Up

Survey

5.4%,
Shows

Television gained 5.4% in viewing
audience and 10% in viewing hours during
the past year, A. C. Nielsen Co. reports in
a study announced today (Monday).
The report shows that 95% of all U. S.
television homes use their sets during a
typical week. This comes to 40,163,000
households as compared to 38,082,000
in the comparable winter week of 1957.
The average home, according to Nielsen
figures, watches television 43 hours and 12
minutes a week for a total of 1.74 billion
hours of home watching per week. A year
Page 34
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ago the average came to 41 hours and 31
minutes per week and the weekly total was
1.58 billion hours.
The study distributes the weekly tv activity thus: 12% is done in the morning between 6o'clock and noon; 27% between
6 p.m.; 57% between 6 p.m. and
and
noon
midnight, and 4% after midnight.
Although after-midnight viewing repre-

LATEST

Rating

PROGRAMS

10 NETWORK

Tv Report for April 26-May 10
TOTAL AUDIENCEt
No. Homes
(000)
Rank
1. Gunsmoke
18,834
2. Tales of Wells Fargo
17,071
3. Ed Sullivan Show
15,007
15,007
4. I've Got a Secret
14,663
5. Danny Thomas Show
14,620
6. Perry Como Show
7. Have Gun, Will Travel
14,405
8. Wagon Train
14,362
9. Restless Gun
14,319
10. Cheyenne
13,674
Rank
44.9
1. Gunsmoke
% Homes*
40.8
2. Tales of Wells Fargo
3. Ed Sullivan Show
35.7
4. I've Got a Secret
35.6
5. Restless Gun
35.4
35.1
6. Danny Thomas Show
34.8
7. Perry Como Show
34.6
8. Have Gun, Will Travel
9. Wagon Train
34.5
34.3
10. Cheyenne
AVERAGE AUDIENCEt
Rank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

No. Homes
(000)
Gunsmoke
Tales of Wells Fargo
I've Got a Secret
Danny Thomas Show
Have Gun, Will Travel
Restless Gun
Wyatt Earp
Twenty-One
GE Theatre
Red Skelton Show

Rank
1. Gunsmoke
2. Tales of Wells Fargo

17,931
16,039
13,932
13,717
13,674
13,158
12,642
12,513
12,470
11,782
es*8
% Hom42.
38.3

BACKGROUND: The following programs,
appear in this
in alphabetical order,
week's Broadcasting tv ratings roundup.
g order: proInformation is in followin
of stations,
gram name, network, number
time.
and
day
agency,
sponsor,
1): particiAmerican Bandstand (ABC-8
pating sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 3-3:30, 4-5 p.m.
oo (CBS-114): participaCaptain Kangar
ting sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 8-9 a.m.
4): participating spon-.
(CBS-15
CBS News
sors, Mon.-Fri. 7:30-7:45 p.m.
al Electric
Cheyenne (ABC-99): Gener
(Y&R), alt. Tues. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
(NBC-163): participaPerry Como Show
ting sponsors, Sat. 8-98)p.m.
December Bride (CBS-17 : General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9:30-10 p.m.
General Electric
GE Theatre (CBS-154):p.m.
(BBDO), Sun. 9-9:30
er &
Guiding Light (CBS-118) : Proct12:45-1
Mon.-Fri.
(Compton),
Gamble
G!s%-°s?, ximffi:B»$Jf).^ss:

Alfred

Hitchcock

Broadcasting

weekday audience mounts up to 13 million
different homes in the course of a week.
During the average minute of this hour
some five million homes are watching.
The tv report is a counterpart to the
1958-vs.-1957 report on radio listening,
issued a week ago, in which Nielsen
found the weekly radio audience up 8%
[Advertisers & Agencies, June 2].

RATINGS

NIELSEN

TOP

sents arelatively small percentage of total
viewing, Nielsen officials said, almost 22
million different homes — more than half
of all tv homes — do watch television after
midnight at some time during the week,
averaging three hours of post-midnight
viewing per week.
The study also notes that during the
single morning hour from 8 to 9 a.m. the

(CBS-145) : Bristol-

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

I've Got a Secret
Have Gun, Will Travel
Danny Thomas Show
Restless Gun
Wyatt Earp
GE Theatre
Twenty-One
Red Skelton Show

33.1
32.9
32.8
32.5
31.2
30.4
29.9
29.3

(f) Homes reached by all or any part of the
except for homes viewing only
program,
1 to 5 minutes.
reached during the average minute
($) Homes
of the program.
* Percented ratings are based on tv homes
within reach of station facilities used by
each program.
Copyright 1958 A. C. Nielsen Co.

Multi-Weekly
Rank
17.0
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Mickey Mouse Club
CBS News
Price Is Right
Art Linkletter
American Bandstand
Queen For A Day
Captain Kangaroo
Guiding Light
Search For Tomorrow
Verdict Is Yours

10.8
10.0

11.2
10.1

9.3
9.5
9.5
9.3
Copyright 1958 Pulse Inc

9.4
9.7
9.5
9.8

VIDEODEX

TOP

PULSE

12.4
April
11.3
11.7

March
12.5
17.6
11.7
11.4

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for May 1-7

TOP NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv Report for April Rating
Once-A-Week
Rank
March
1. Gunsmoke
2. Perry Como
3. Danny Thomas
4. Playhouse 90
5. Loretta Young
6. Have Gun, Will Travel
Alfred Hitchcock
1.
8. Lineup
9. Tales of Wells Fargo
10. Restless Gun
11. Person To Person
12. Wyatt Earp
13. Phil Silvers
14. Cheyenne
15. Groucho Marx
16. What's My Line
17. Dinah Shore
18. GE Theatre
19. December Bride
20. Maverick

39.9
April
38.6
31.2
30.9
29.5
29.4
28.8
28.8
28.5
28.1
27.3
27.1
27.0
26.6
26.6
26.1
26.2
26.2
26.0
25.5

37.3
38.7
32.6
36.6
29.2
28.8
26.8
27.1
26.1
26.1
27.7
28.8
28.1

(Y&R), Sun. 9:30-10 p.m.
Myers
Got A Secret (CBS-198): R. J. ReyI've
nolds (Esty), Wed. 9:30-10 P-m.
Lineup (CBS-162) : Brown & Williamson
r & Gamble (Y&R), al(Bates), Procte
ternating, Fri. 10-10:30 p. m.participating
Art Linkletter (CBS-114):
sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 2:30-3 p.m. (TathamGroucho Marx (NBC-179): Tom
Laird), Desoto (BBDO), Thurs. 3-8:30
(ABC-72) : Kaiser Industries
Maverick
(Y&R), Sun. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
: participaClub (ABC-94)
Mickey Mouse
ri. 5-6 pjn.
ting sponsors, Mon.-F
179): Time Inc.
Perroi to Person (CBSGas (Katz), Hamm
Amoco
(Y&R),
10:30-11 p.m.
Brewing (C-E), Fri.134):
participating
90 (CBSpulyhouse
9:30-11 p.m.
Thurs.(NBCrs,Right
sponsoIs
participating
:
118)
Price
sponsors. Mon.-Fri. 11-11:30 a.m. ipapartic
Queen For a Day (NBC-152):
p.m.
Fri. 4:30-5r-Lam
rs. Mon.ting sponso
bert
Warne
Restless Gun (NBC-107): p.m.
8-8:30
(SSC&B), Mon.
z
Schlit
141):
(CBSe Playh
SchUt
(JWT)
Fri.ouse
9:30-10 p.m.
„ beer
Search For Tomorrow (CBS-129) :. Procter
&
12:45Gamb
p.m.le (Burnett), Mon.-Fri. 12:30-

No. Homes
<°00)
Rank
13,697
1. Perry Como Show
13,193
2. Gunsmoke
12,494
3. Tales of Wells Fargo
11,850
4. Danny Thomas Show
11,337
rp
5. Wyatt Ea
10,842
6. Restless Gun
10,547
up
7. Line
8. Have Gun, Will Travel 10,530
10,416
9. I've Got a Secret
10,155
10. Schlitz Playhouse
Homes
%
nk
Ra
39.3
1. Perry Como Show
2. Gunsmoke
36.2
37.2
3. Tales of Wells Fargo
4. Wyatt Earp
35.3
5. Danny Thomas Show
6. Restless Gun
33.6
30.5
8. Have
Lineup Gun, Will Travel
33.1
7.
29.6
30.1

9. Schlitz Playhouse
10. I've Got a Secret

Copyright

1958

29.1

Videodex Inc.

Dinah Shore Show (NBC-179): Chevrolet
(C-E), Sun. 9-10 p.m.
Red Skelton Show (CBS-190): Pet Milk
S. C. Johnson & Son (FC&B),
(Garner),
Tues.
9:30-10 p.m.
Show (CBS-174) : Mercury
Ed8-9 Sullivan
p.m.
„ .,
(K&E), Eastman Kodak (JWT), Sun.
(NBC-147): Bmck
Tales of Wells Fargo
Tobacco (SSC&ts),
America
(M-E), 8:30-9
Mon.
p.m.n
Show (CBS-158): General
Danny Thomas
Foods (B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
(NBC-150) : Pharmaceuticals
Twenty-One
p.m.
Inc. (Parkson), Mon. 9-9:30 partici
pating
Verdict Is Yours (CBS-118):
p.m.
3:30-4
ri.
sponsors, Mon.-F
Lewis Howe
Train (ABC-152):
Wagon
, Edsel (FC&B),
(Y&R)
tt
Dracke
(M-E),
30
Wed. 7:30-8: p.m.
(CBS-157) :_ Helene Curtis
Line m.
My p.
What's
10:30-11
(M-E), Remington Rand (Y&R), Sun.

Mills
al_ on),
: Gener
(ABC-1
m.
Earp
Tues.
8:30-9
p.
Wyatt
e (Compt
Gambl
r &03)
Procte
(D-F-S),
r
Loretta Young Show (NBC-163): Procte
& Gamble (B&B), Sun. 10-10:30 p.m.
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Tv

Turns

the

Tide

For Dodger's
Stadium
On Sunday, June I, something new was
added to television and to politics. At 5:30
p.m. the Tax Payers Committee for Yes on
Baseball began an eight-hour telethon on
K I IV (TV) I. os Angeles I he purpose: To
persuade the viewer voters of the city to
ratify the deal their city council had made
with Walter O'Malley. owner of the I os Angeles Dodgers, for a parcel of land in
( havez Ravine as a stadium site.
With Joe E. Brown, wide-mouthed comedian, ardent baseball fan and chairman of
the committee as master of ceremonies, the
"Dodgerthon'" presented an assortment of
not, ililes that included Jack Benny. E. Talbot Callister of the Los Angeles Chamber
of Commerce, l.araine Da\ . Chester Quon
oi the Chinese Chamber of Commerce,
Cieorge Burns. Dr. Lyman A. Brewer of the
County General Hospital. Jerry Lewis,
councilvvoman Rosalind Wyman, Debbie
Reynolds and scores of singers, actors,
athletes, musicians, sportscasters and representatives ofcivic, patriotic and political organi/ations. A few sang or performed but
the great majority just presented their reasons for favoring approval of the contract.
From time to time the show left the
KTTV studio for the airport where announcer Steve Bailey let individuals from
the crowd assembling there to welcome the
Dodgers home from a road trip ask ques-

tions of Mr. O'Malley, who answered them
before a camera in another studio. Another
interlude in the studio activities took viewers
for a filmed tour of Chavez Ravine. A little
after 9 p.m. the program shifted to the airport where the crowd (by now numbering
more than 75.000) sang, cheered and crowded around the tv cameras until the plane
brought the Dodgers in for a triumphal
welcome (from a losing tour). The players
were interviewed one by one as they
alighted from the plane while the crowd
cheered again and again.
When they were all off the plane the
Dodgerthon ended with the request for
viewers to call their friends to tell them it
would be repeated on tape beginning immediately— and, with a few deletions it was.
The Dodgerthon, live and tape, ran for
8 hours from 5:30 Sunday to 1:30 a.m.
Monday. It cost the committee between
$7,000 and $8,000 as a paid political
broadcast.
Was it worth it? The answer given by
Los Angeles voters June 3 was a decided
"yes." The previous week political prognosticators had estimated that Proposition
B for baseball on the primary ballot would
be defeated by about two to one. Instead
it was approved by a 25,000 majority. The
Dodgerthon was the only apparent reason
for the change.
Ironically, the Dodgers, who refused to
allow their first Los Angeles games to be
telecast — holding out for pay tv — owe their
future home to the medium they snubbed.

PREVIEW

Selling
dog
care
for 'dog
days'
to launch this new product this summer.
No one probably feels the "dog days"
of summer more keenly than the dogs
"Poor 'Scratchy' is leading a dog's
themselves. Accordingly, Polk Miller
life . . . and it's so unnecessary. Guess
Products Corp., Richmond, Va. (Serhis owner hasn't heard about this great
geant's dog care products), has launched
new product — "Flea and Tick Spray' —
a three-month campaign, on NBC-TV's
from Sergeant's . . . One easy-to-use
aerosal can do six jobs. Just press the
Jack Paur Show (Mon.-Fri.. 11:15 p.m.button and Sergeant's new 'Flea and
1 a.m.) and ABC-TV's American Bandstand (Mon.-Fri., 4-5 p.m.) to impress
Tick Spray' goes to work (see cut) . . .
to kill fleas and ticks . . . kills bacteria
on viewers the needed summertime dog
care.
and soothes the skin . . . brightens your
The one-minute announcements are
dog's coat . . . and stops doggy odors!"
a combination of live and film. ComThe campaign was conceived by N. W.
mercials stress how easy it is to take
Ayer & Son, Philadelphia and New York,
with Robert H. Chase as film produccare of the family dog with Sergeant's
tion supervisor; Barbara Peabody as
products — and the copy is dashed with
humor. For instance a commercial for
copywriter, and David Lyons as art director. The film sequences were proSergeant's "Shampoo" and "E-Z Groom"
duced
by Herbert Kerkow Inc., New
products points out:
York.
"Now . . . let's meet the"well-known
world traveller and best-dressed male
specimen you ever saw — His Lordship
Abercrombie Groomwell. Fresh from
his triumphant vacation on the Riviera.
Notice the rich silky gloss of his coat . . .
the healthy twinkle in his eyes ... the
brisk clean look. (Pause). Explanation.
Groomwell ... is groomed — you might
say — with products designed specifically
for dogs. He's groomed with Sergeant's."
Similarly, an announcement for Sergeant's "Flea and Tick Spray," designed
Page 36
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Tv Whips
Papers
3-1
In CBS
Tv Spot Study
Comparisons of potential audience for
similar money placed in spot tv and newspapers have been released by CBS Television Spot Sales which in its survey used
CBS-TV stations in the top 15, 30, 45, 60
and 75 markets. Spot Sales concluded that
the potential audience ratio is nearly 3 to 1
in favor of spot tv. (The study is based on
costs for three nighttime spots against %
page ads and 12 daytime announcements
against Vz page ads in the same newsLeading
The
figures:
papers.)
Ve Page Ad
3 Nighttime
Announcements
Newspaper
CBS Station
TOP 15 MARKETS
Cost
$27,630
Potential Audience
$24,656
(Coverage vs.
21,918,000
Circulation)
7,599,621
Delivered Audience
12,788,000
Leading
(Families Reached)
TOP 60 MARKETS
Cost
Potential Audience
Delivered Audience
TOP 30 MARKETS
Cost
Potential Audience
Delivered Audience

3 Nighttime
Announcements
CBS Station

Va Page Ad
Newspaper

$54,195
36,009,000
24,538,000
12 Daytime
Announcements
CBS Station

15,866,646
Leading
$59,351

$20,096
28,181,000
21,181,000

V2 Page Ad
Newspaper
$19,725
10,887,548

TOP 75 MARKETS
Cost
$51,070
17,899,840
Potential Audience
37,327,000
$55,353
Delivered Audience
32,917,000
No attempt has been made to estimate newspaper
delivered audience. Starch averages, however, show only
category.
30% average noted for ads in 5/s to full page size
** No attempt has been made to estimate newspaper
delivered audience. Starch averages, however, show only
19% average noted for V2 page ads.

'Father of Bride' Bought

Early

By GF in Five-Year Rights Pact
General Foods Corp., New York, through
Benton & Bowles, same city, has announced
that it has purchased five-year television
rights to the tv film series Father of the
Bride from MGM-TV for network showing
during the 1959-60 season.
The buy is an unusual one, and is one of
the rare occasions where an advertiser has
bought the rights to a tv series so far in advance of air date. Work will begin immediately on shooting the first pilot.
Negotiations for the five-year package
were handled by Ed Ebel, vice president of
advertising, General Foods Corp.; Tom McDermott, vice president in charge of radio
and television, Benton & Bowles, and
Charles (Bud) Barry, vice president in charge
of television for Loew's Inc., parent company of MGM-TV. Father of the Bride, a
novel by Edward Streeter, was produced as
a theatre feature by MGM in June 1950.
"By planning more than a year in advance, we not only have bought a valuable
property, we have bought time — time to develop a television series based on a highly
successful novel which became an outstanding motion picture with an enviable box
office record," Mr. Ebel and Mr. McDermott explained.
Broadcasting
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Channel 2, Baltimore
Sunpapers' Television
"MARYLAND'S PIONEER
TELEVISION STATION"

No medium that we have ever
used has brought us such congood results as
WMAR-TV.sistently
For almost ten
years . now we have been
broadcasting our Skarie
Power Tool Demonstrations.

No little share of the credit
for the success of this advertising should go to vour excellent staff from which we
have received splendid cooperation. Anyone planning
to sell anything in the Balti
more market would do we
in my opinion, to earmark a
of his advery large portion
vertising budget for use on
WMAR-TV.

EUGENE SKARIE
President

MAR-TV
W
Channel 2, Baltimore
sion
Sunpapers' Televi
'•MARYLAND'S
PIONEER
TELEVISION STATION

SUCCESS
TEE STORY
WeiSS MOTOR CO.
Unlike
manv automobile
dealers these days, our client
— Weiss Motor Company —
reports no pain or strain.
Weiss sales figures for 1958
Fords are definitely on the
healthy side. Naturally,
Wciss's Ford
position
as Maryland's
largest
dealer
has played
an important part in their
success. .Another kev contributing- factor has been their
sponsorship of the 1 I P.M.
News on WMAR-TV every
Wednesday and Friday nijht.
Both Weiss and this agency
are convinced that this program is proving an ideal
"showcase"
for the Weiss
Ford story. We especially
wish to commend announcer
Matt Thomas for his fresh,
forthright delivery.
THE JOSEPH
KATZ
COMPANY
Advertising

BaSeoft-Blumberg
Sunpapers
MAY 3

_

TV

Baltimore-New York-New Orleans

TV

WMAt-

WMAR-TV
Channel 2, Baltimore

Sunpapers' Television
"MAR
YLAND'S PIONEER
TELEVISION STATION"

Sunpapers
APRIL 26

Sunpapers
MAY 17

wis*}*'

In Maryland,
UlNPttPEBS

TELEVISION

WMAR
most people watch
ISION
TELCV
M A 8 Y LAND
BALTIMORE

Telephone Mulbe-ry 5 5670
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Why Maid

Durkee

Director of Sales &

Advertising Selects

WLW

Radio and

Elmer L. Weber
Director of Sales & Advertising
The Miami Margarine Company

Call your WLW Stations Representative . . . you'll be glad you did!
WLW-T
Television
Cincinnati
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WLWA
Television
Atlanta

Network Affiliations: NBC; ABC; MBS • Sales Offices: New York, Cincinnati, Chicago, Cleveland • Sales Representat
ives: NBC Spot Sales:
Los Angeles, San Francisco. Bomar Lowrance & Associates, Inc., Atlanta, Dallas . . . Crosley Broadcasting Corporation,
a division of AvCO
June 9, 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued

BUSINESS

WHO'S

BRIEFLY

STANDARD SHIFT • American Tobacco
Co., N. Y., after eight years on NBC-TV,
(Sal 10:30-11 p.m.) moves its Your Hit
Parade to CBS-TV (Fri., 7:30-8 p.m.) effective early next fall [Closed Circuit,
June 2] for Hit Parade cigarettes. Program
is one of oldest musical shows in television;
it started in radio April 1935 and in tv July
1950. BBDO, N. Y„ is agency.

WHAT,

WHERE

four live musical spectaculars and four
NBC-TV
filmed science spectacularsbe on
produced by
next fall. Live shows will
Henry Jaffe Enterprises, filmed ones by
Warner Bros. Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son,
N. Y.

FORD RENEWS FORD • Formal renewal
by Ford Div. of Ford Motor Co. of The
Ford Show with Tennessee Ernie Ford for
next season announced by NBC-TV [Advertisers &Agencies, May 19]. Show is
9:30-10 p.m. Renewal order,
day
Thurs
seen
effective Oct. 2 and for 52 weeks, marks
third consecutive season for Ford and Tennessee Ernie, who also is on CBS Radio's
The Ford Road Show Monday-Friday. 3.
Thompson
Walte
agencyr.

BUYING

Co., N. Y., is Ford's

PUSH • Philip Morris, N. Y., to introduce new soft pack for Marlboro cigarettes, last week began alternate week sponsorship of To Tell the Truth on CBS-TV
(Tues., 9-9:30 p.m), will introduce package
on June 17 program. Firm is intensifying
tv and radio spot drives for two-month period, continues other 52-week schedules on
CBS Radio and CBS-TV. Pegged at well
over $1 million monthly, new drive represents largest expenditure for any single
brand in company history. Television gets
about 60% of total budget, remaining portion being split among radio, newspapers,
magazines, trade and outdoor. Agency: Leo
Burnett Co., Chicago and N. Y.

PM

DITTOES 'DOTTO' • Colgate-Palmolive
Co. will sponsor nighttime version of Dotto
effective July 1 (Tues., 9-9:30 p.m.). Advertiser also sponsors daytime version five
times a week on CBS-TV. Agency is Ted
Bates & Co., N. Y. Jack Narz, m.c. on daytime show, also will handle evening series.

Schick Files Bid With Court
To Re-Open Case Won by W&L
The Schick-Warwick & Legler contest
over ownership of advertising ideas may
not be settled after all. Counsel for Schick
intends to reopen the case, although a
Philadelphia federal district court sustained
the former Schick agency in its quest for
a permanent injunction against Schick and
its current agency, Benton & Bowles, prohibiting the advertiser from using an idea
conceived by W&L [Advertisers & Agencies, May 19].
Schick counsel, Dunnington, Bartholow
& Miller, has filed an application with Judge
J. Cullen Ganey, asking that he set aside

's arthe judgment of early May. DB&M
gument isthat it has a number of key witnesses who could substantiate the defendant's claims — witnesses who, the court had
commented, were not available at the time
of the hearing.
Support

Radio-Tv
Urged

for New

C-P FOR TESP' • Chesebrough-Pond's
(Vaseline products, Pond's beauty products)
will sponsor ABC-TV's ESP (extra sensory
perception) when program debuts July 11
(Fri., 9-9:30 p.m.). Richard Hayman, musical director and advisor for Mercury Records, signed as musical director for program. McCann-Erickson is C-P's agency.
FOX PLUGS FLICKER • 20th CenturyFox Film Corp., N. Y., buys two weekend
campaigns end of June on MBS newscasts
to reach out-of-home listeners to promote
new release of "The Bravados" with Gregory
Peck and Joan Collins. Agency: Charles
Schlaifer & Co., N. Y.
HALF-AND-HALF • American Telephone
& Telegraph Co., N. Y., planning to sponsor
Broadcasting

by Dealers
Sealy Promotion

Dealers handling Sealy Inc.'s Golden
Sleep mattress products distributed by its 28
licensed plants throughout the country are
being encouraged to buy radio and tv spot
ny's
announcements in support of the compa
"Golden Values" national promotion this
summer.
Both radio and television "will be used for
maximum support," according to Gerald
Shappell, Sealy advertising manager, though
the firm plans no national spot purchases

April 21].
AGENCY

Ceylon office.
Whitehall Labs., division of American Home
Products, has named SSC&B, N. Y., to
handle its new dandruff corrective called
Resdan.
Plough Inc. of Memphis

has appointed
Hume, Smith, Mickelberry of Miami to handle Solarcaine sunburn relief product.
Charles Gulden Inc. (Gulden's mustard)
names Paris & Peart.
International Shoe Co., St. Louis, has appointed Krupnick & Assoc. for its Friedman-Shelby and Peters divisions.

Berry T. Refining Co. (Hy-Test 303 fuel
oil), Chicago, appoints H. W. Kastor &
Sons, that city.
Rainbow Crafts Inc. appoints Farson, Huff
& Northlich Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio, for its
Play-Doh modeling compound.
Wilbur-Ellis Co. (Southern Star Bonita and
other canned fish products) leaves merged

I

NG

Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through J.
Walter Thompson Co.
June 12 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
Warner-Lambert through Lennen & Newell, and RCA Victor through Kenyon &
Eckhardt.

The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows
(all times EDT)
CBS-TV

Colorcasting schedule suspended
summer season.

APPOINTMENTS

Shell Oil has appointed Grant Adv. to
handle its account through Colombo,

OLORCAST

DROPPING OUT • Thomas J. Lipton Inc.,
N. Y., alternate sponsor of Talent Scouts
8:30-9 p.m.) on CBS-TV, will drop
(Mon.,'
show June 16. Budget may go into print or
possibly another network show next year.
Young & Rubicam, N. Y., is agency.

for the present. Filmed and recorded spots
are being offered to dealers as promotion
aids for use on stations carrying local programs, or for individual dealer time buys.
A special 60-second tv film incorporates
two salesmen with contrasting approaches —
the
the "pitchman" or medicine man and and
"soft-sell" salesman. Brief film spots
two new recorded radio announcements,
with live tags to be supplied by Sealy dealers, have been produced by Sealy's national
agency, J. Walter Thompson Co. The
"Golden Values" promotion is a followup to
Sealy's major spring campaign for its Posturepedic mattress, with spots featuring
celebrities Arlene Dahl, Eddie Albert and
Mercedes McCambridge [At Deadline,

for

NBC-TV

June 9-13, 16-18 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee Theatre, participating sponsors.
June 9, 16 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Speidel through Norman, Craig &
Kummel and RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
June 10, 17 (8-9 p.m.) The Investigator,
RCA-Whirlpool through Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson.
June 11, 18 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Television

June 12 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show Starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
June 14 (8-9 p.m.) Bob Crosby Show,
participating sponsors.
taining.
June 15 (7-7:30 p.m.) Noah's Ark, sus-

June 15 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
S. C. Johnson & Co. through Needham,
Louis & Brorby, U. S. Time Corp.
through Peck Adv. and Greyhound Corp.
through Grey Adv.
June 15 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through CampbellEwald.
June 9, 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
Kastor, Hilton, Chesley & Clifford and appoints Cole, Fischer & Rogow, all New
York.

CHANNEL

4-SI6HT

Caled Products Co. (soaps, detergents, spotters and specialties for dry cleaning), Brentwood, Md., names W. B. Doner & Co.,
Baltimore.
Pilsner Brewing Co., Cleveland, names
North Adv., Chicago.
Johnnie Ryan Bottling Co. appoints Jay
Victor & Assoc., Newark, N. J.
Little Crow Milling Co. (Coco Wheats cereal
and Miracle Maize corn bread mix), affiliate
of Golden Mix Inc. (griddle cakes and
waffle mixes), names Edward H. Weiss &
Co., Chicago, for products of both companies.
Oak Farms Dairies (division of Southland
Corp.), Dallas, names Glenn Adv.

A. M. Karagheusian Inc. (Gulistan carpets,
N. Y., has named Foote, Cone & Belding,
N. Y., effective June 1. Account is currently
serviced by Fuller & Smith & Ross, N. Y.

Brown's
Velvet
Dairy
Products, New
Orleans, has appointed Fitzgerald Adv.,
effective July 1.
Francis Pope & Sons Foods Inc., Chicago,
appoints Keyes Madden & Jones, that city,
as agency for new line of frozen foods.
Dreyfus, Ashby & Co., N. Y. (wines and
liquers importer), appoints Chernow Co.,
N. Y., for Carpano vermouth and Punt e
Mes aperitif.
No need to flirt with success on
the greot Golden Spread. Get
jet-propelled results with Channel 4-Sight.
More than 100,000 TV sets in
a vastly healthy and wealthy
market.
Power:

Visual
Aural

100 kw
50 kw

Antenna Height 833 feet
above the ground

Fitzgerald Brothers Brewing Co., Troy,
N. Y., names Goldman & Walter Adv.,
Albany, N. Y. Moser & Cotins Inc., Utica,
N. Y., previously handled account.
Phil Altbaum

AMARILLO,

CONTACT
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TEXAS

Ivan Frederics and

ACTIVITY

HOW

R. D. Webb & Co., Cos Cob, Conn., has
appointed Geer, DuBois & Co. Company
manufactures food flavors and oils.

National Steel Cabinet Co., Chicago, has
named Bozell & Jacobs, that city.
United Federal Savings & Loan Assn., Des
Moines, appoints Nelson Adv. there for
public relations and advertising.
Hyrol Chemical Co. (industrial lubricants),
and Cole-Parmer Instrument & Equipment
Co., both Chicago, appoint Holtzman-Kain
there for advertising and public relations.
Planters Cotton Oil Co. (manufacturers of
fertilizers and cotton by-products), Rocky
Mount, N. C, appoints Houck & Co., Roanoke, Va.
V. La Rosa & Sons (food products), N. Y.,
names Hicks & Greist, N. Y.
Midland Bakeries Co., names Rutledge &
Lilienfeld, St. Louis. Company produces
complete line of bakery products under
Harvest and Toastmaster brand names for
markets throughout Illinois, Missouri and
Indiana areas.

Fanners Insurance Group, L. A., appoints
Honig-Cooper & Miner Sept. 1.
Cigarette

Tv Spot Bill Figured

Executives' Radio Research Service,
Larchmont, N. Y., reported last week that
spot radio expenditures by major cigarette
companies in the top 100 markets amounted
to more than $3,758,000 during the first
quarter of 1958. ERRS said it had surveyed
about 700 stations for its compilation.

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

There were 124,943,000 people in the U. S. over 12 years of age during the week
May 25-31. This is how they spent their time.
65.2%
56.3%
83.4%
32.1%
18.3%
28.7%

KGNC-TV
CHANNEL
4

Inc.,

Elaine Terry, California fashion houses,
appoint The Dreyfuss Co., L. A.

(81,463,000)
(70,343,000)
(104,202,000)
(40,107,000)
(22,865,000)
(35,801,000)

spent 1,459.8 million hours
watching television
spent
945.4 million hours
listening to radio
spent
415.4 million hours
reading newspapers
spent
190.3 million hours
reading magazines
spent
241.5 million hours . . . watching movies on tv
spent
148.0 million hours
attending movies*

These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park,
Pa., and published
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-stat
e, random dispersion
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's
weekly and quarterly
Activity report, from which these weekly figures are drawn,
furnishes comprehensive breakdowns of these and numerous other categories, and
shows the duplicated
and unduphcated audiences between each specific medium.
Copyri
ght 1958 Sindlinger
& Co.
• All figures are average daily tabulations for the week with e-ir^^+i™
«, ..4.
movies" category which is a cumulative total for the ^eek ^ndfir^P? £h,SL*he attendme
bmdhnger tabulations are available within 2-7 days of the interviewing week.

SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of June 1, Sindlinger data shows(1) 107 850 000
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.3% of the people in that age'gro
up)(2) 41,779,000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 46,019,000 tv sets
in ufe in U S.
Broadcasting
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FILM
division sales, has been transferred from
BALABAN

SETS

PARAMOUNT

Paramount Pictures "is Irving to make
it (that is, money) over the ground, under
the ground and through the air," its stockholders were informed last week at the
company's annual meeting in New York.
I his was the picturesque way Paramount
executives, including President Barney Balahan, underscored the motion picture comwit:

pany's increased and diverse operations. To

• "Over The Ground" — Use of the main
studio lot ( Paramount Studios ) lor conlinued production of motion pictures for release to theatres and utilization of the Paramount-Sunsct Lot (operated by subsidiary
Sunset Corp.) in leasing facilities for both
tv motion picture production as well as
Paramount Sunset's own tv production efforts. The first of this tv film series will be
' The C onquest of Space'' [I n m. June 2|.
• "Under The Ground" — Oil well drilling
On Paramount-owned acreage in Hollywood
(including a section of 60 acres of which
the Paramount Lot covers 32). Actual drilling on the latter acreage will begin "no later
than" the week of June 16.
• "Through The Air" — Pay tv and a subsidiary company working on space satellite
equipment. (The "air" also will be carrying
more of pre-194S Paramount features acquired and now being sold by MCA. Subsidiary International Telemeter Corp., in
which Paramount holds a 90% interest. Mr.
Balaban reminded, will be in operation in
some communities by the end of the year.
In his comment on International Telemeter, Mr. Balaban went a hit further than
IT President Louis A. Novins' statements
made a few weeks ago in Hollywood [Program Services, June 2]. Mr. Balaban said
the pay tv closed circuit system would be
installed "in two communities in the U. S.
and one in Canada." He would not identify
the communities by name, however, other
than to indicate they would be located near
metropolitan areas.

Paramount's interests are spread along
a w ide and diverse segment of the entertainment-electronics economy. It has its Hollywood studios; is in tv film production: has
a pact with MCA on the sale of its pre1948 feature backlog; has a pay tv system;
owns KTLA (TV) Los Angeles and 22%
of Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.; holds
26% of manufacturer Allen B. Dumont
Labs; has a chromatic div. that is associated
with the Lawrence Color Tv Tube (see
story, page 90); owns outright Dot Records
Inc.. that it acquired last year and the Autometric Corp. (engaged in defense work).
And its subsidiary, Telemeter Magnetics
Inc., is engaged in digital data storage work
in the electronics field.
In a news-producing appearance before
his stockholders, Mr. Balaban provided
these highlights among others:
• Paramount is selling its library of
shorts and cartoons (200-250) for $1.7 million (before taxes) in short installments and
its New York newsreel laboratory for SI. 2
million in cash, also before taxes. Later,
the buyers were identified, respectively, as
Page 42
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Harvey Publications, publisher of comic
books, and Consoldiated Labs (owned by
Republic Pictures).
• Paramount's management "knows of
no major company today considering the
sale of post- 1948 features to television. Mr.
Balaban asked: "What happens to television
when the available supply of motion pictures
has been run and re-run a number of times
and then is exhausted? It is estimated that
all . . . pre-1948 feature films will be used
up within two or three years." He said tv
"would seem to be facing some serious
problems" because of this and such crucial
factors as "production costs of live programming rising constantly . . . with the
current alarming mortality rate of live
shows." The Paramount chief found the
"brash newcomer" had its problems "temporarily alleviated by the transfusion" of
"lour to five thousand" feature pictures into
tv programming in the past two years. But
he. warned, a single tv station market can
consume in a couple of months "the 600odd hours of entertainment produced annually (of feature films) by Hollywood."
• Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. (formerly Dumont Broadcasting Corp.) now is
a "profitable operation" and "we anticipate
continued and orderly growth." Metropolitan, operation of WTTG (TV) Washington,
WABD (TV) New York, WNEW New York
and WHK Cleveland (purchase pending
before FCC), has had a financial upturn,
last year chopped off $243,460 from its tax
loss carried forward from 1956 [Stations,
April 14]. A remaining $1.3 million deficit
will be applied against profitable operations
in this and in future years.
• After the meeting, Mr. Balaban said
he doubted if second-quarter share earnings for Paramount Pictures this year would
be less than the same period in 1958 when
a net of $1,060,000 or 53 cents a year
was reported. (During the meeting, he reviewed the company's continued stock reduction program which has permitted the
company to retain a $2 dividend rate annually despite debt retirement and expanding investments. In fact, the stockholders
later voted approval for a proposal to retire
an additional 126,400 shares of stock.)
Mr. Balaban asserted that the motion
picture business has become "volitile and
rugged ... the chips we deal with keep
getting bigger all the time and the difficulties and risks grow with the investments."
He said the so-called "block buster" motion
picture (of the "Ten Commandments"
variety) does more business in the world
market today than ever before, but that
the general level of business in averagebudgeted features has declined. Too many
of the latter, he said, have made it difficult
for the studio to recoup costs and attempt
to show a reasonable return on the investment made.

Gross-Krasne Opens S.F. Office
Television film distributor Gross-Krasne
Inc. has opened its seventh regional headquarters, this one in San Francisco. Robert
H. Hill, vice president in charge of western

the firm's Hollywood home office to direct
operations at the new location. Address:
7-2682.
155 Montgomery St.; telephone: Exbrook
Gross-Krasne divisional offices also are
in New York, Chicago, Minneapolis, Dallas,
Miami and Los Angeles.
Screen Gems Hits New Record
For Latin American Film Sales
Screen Gems Inc., New York, has announced that a total of 41 program sales
were completed in Latin America during
the first quarter of 1958, which it described
as "record business." The sales were made
to nine Spanish-language countries and to
Brazil (Portuguese-speaking).
The largest number of sales, according
to William Fineshriber Jr., director of international operations, were made in Cuba
where nine programs were bought. The
second largest number of sales were made
in Puerto Rico, where eight programs were
purchased. Other transactions were to stations and advertisers in Argentina, Venezuela, Guatemala, El Salvador, Mexico, Columbia and Brazil.
Mr. Fineshriber revealed that 218 additional half hours of Screen Gems programming will be dubbed into Spanish at
studios in Mexico, and said that within six
months, the company will have a total of
600 half-hour tv. films with Spanish sound
tracks. Program series dubbed into Spanish
include Rin Tin Tin, All Star Theatre, Circus Boy, The 77th Bengal Lancers, Father
Knows Best, Tales of the Texas Rangers,
Jet Jackson, Jungle Jim and Suspense.
On

Film Inc. Creates

Tv Arm

On Film Inc., Princeton, N. J., producer
of television commercials and industrial
motion pictures, announced last week the
formation of Filmsmiths-Tv, a new
division to concentrate exclusively on
production of tv
commercials. Headformed
company
ing the
newlywill be Mel London,
a
withproducer-director
On Film for
the past three years.
Filmsmiths - Tv,
MR. LONDON
which will continue
production of all commercials previously
done hy the parent company, will shoot
commercials in Princeton but will maintain
client service at 10 E. 49th St., New York
City. Tv clients include RCA Victor, Dan
River fabrics, Sanka coffee and Charles of
the Ritz.

'Burns & Allen' Reruns

Set

Screen Gems Inc., New York, has announced that the company has purchased
the negative rights to 240 half-hours of the
Burns and Allen Show from McCadden
Productions, Hollywood. The purchase price
was reported to be about $6 million.
The program has been carried on CBSBroadcasting

's

WTVJ

AL
TOT
RAGE
COVE

1

Look at ratings and cost, of course— but most
important, investigate WTVJ's total coverage
of 437,400 South Florida homes and retail
sales of $2,466,271,000. WTVJ delivers the
Coast.
only unduplicated coverage of the entire Gold
ed by
dilut
is
Coverage of other Miami VHF channels
.
duplicated network programming in Palm Beach
showing WTVJ
Proof? Ask your PGW colonel for the latest ARB
Beach!
overwhelmingly first in both Miami and Palm
i/est r~<- Q
Market data from Sales Management, May 1958
Key West

WTVJ

•

CHANNEL
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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complete, entire."

as "whole amount,
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A scene from "Assignment: Junk ie's Alley."
one of the series of powerful documentary-xtyhd
dramus presented by Armstrong Circle Theatre.

HOW

ARMSTRONG

COVERS

AMERICA®*®

Cork will start its 31st year in network broadcasting and
its ninth in television by concentrating its entire television advertising
effort on the CBS Television Network where it has just renewed its
Armstrong

notable series of hour-long actuality dramas.

Armstrong Cork's leadership in its field is grounded in a firm conviction
about the sales effectiveness of television. This conviction is reflected
not only in the character of its programming, but in the expressed
attitude of the Company

itself :

"People who purchase Armstrong

products do so at long intervals, which

is why we are primarily concerned with the impact of the program itself
as well as its commercials. This means putting quality ahead of quantity
—program character and audience composition ahead of audience sizesince Armstrong is sure to reach everybody over a span of years. A good
the
program can contribute to the impact that its commercials have on
sponsor's
audience, and thus become allied in the viewer's mind with the
effective
arly
product. We find the CBS Television Network a particul
frame for delivering this impact."
It seems clear that the CBS Television Network

is delivering the same

kind of impact for other advertisers as well - including General Foods,
Westinghouse, U. S. Steel and Prudential.

their renewals on the network
that for 68 consecutive Nielsen Reports has been delivering the largest
ORK
nationwide audiences in advertising. CBS TELEVISION NETW
Like Armstrong,

they have announced

FILM CONTINUED
TV since the fall of 1950 but will not be continued in its present format because of the
retirement plans of Grade Allen. SG plans
to syndicate reruns and it is expected the
films will be offered to stations for a fall
start.
AAP
IN

MAKING

FACE

OF

• April-May
• Ownership

PROFIT
STRIFE

gross: $4 million
battle unresolved

Associated Artist Productions Corp.. now
two years old, is navigating a profitable
course. A $1 million profit logged in 1957
and $4 million gross reported for April
and May this year serve to underline the
fact.
1 he financial sturdiness exists despite
past dangers of running aground. An internal
dispute last winter nearly ripped the company from stem to stern, while a related
controversy on eventual stock ownership of
the company threatened to cut AAP adrift
(a situation still locked in litigation).
Evidence at hand shows AAP made over
$1 million in profit last year. AAP's announcement ofa $4 million gross for April
and May was unusual for a company
normally reticent to drumbeat sales figures.
AAP primarily exists because of and for
television. The corporation operates AAP
Inc., Associated Artists Enterprises (merchandising) and Dominant Pictures Corp.
as wholly-owned subsidiaries. The firm, in
business for only two years, receives the
bulk of its revenue from distribution of the
whole pre- 1948 Warner Bros, feature library
and cartoons and Popeye cartoons from
Paramount pictures (also see new Paramount
shorts sale, page 42.)
AAP purchased the Warner Bros, library
(features and cartoons) for $21 million,
financed by $7 million on hand, a $9 million bank loan and a $5 million deferred
payment to Warner Bros. (Later the bank
assumed the Warner obligation and consolidated the debt, a loan that AAP has
been paying off.) The Popeyes (from Paramount Pictures and King Features) were
acquired for $2.25 million, financed by the
sale of convertible sinking fund debentures
which provided capital.
According to AAP's report for 1957, the
company's gross sales since July 1956 hit
$35,348,000 last December 31. During the
calendar year alone, sales totaled $20,672,000. Net income for last year was reported
at $1,191,789. The year before, net income
amounted to $360,606 (lower *ince it reflected only five months of selling after
acquisition of product).
The $4 million gross for April and May
is attributed in part to one of AAP's largest
sales yet concluded (to the Hearst Corp.
[WBAL-TV Baltimore and WISN-TV Milwaukee] for Warner Bros, films and
cartoons) .
Nearly six months ago, AAP's very
existence had been threatened. As one
official during that period expressed it, "It
is difficult to assess which way AAP will
go. Each office [at its headquarters on
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New

York's Madison

Ave.] has its own

meeting of lawyers."
The trouble arose apparently over failure to reconcile two stockholder and operational groups of the corporation. One faction was represented by Louis Chcsler,
Maxwell Goldhar and H. Mac Schwcbel,
then members of AAP's board of directors,
sole members of its executive committee
and respectively board chairman, vice
president-secretary-treasurer and vice president. Mr. Chcsler is a wealthy Canadian
industrialist with extensive mining and real
estate holdings. The others were his associates. This trio reportedly had sought
continued profit taking.
The other faction, with AAP's President
Elliot Hyman in the driver's seat, purportedly sought a slow corporate build-up
and retention of the corporation as a distributor of the valuable Warner Bros,
product to tv.
The situation came to a head in November of last year when National Telefilm
Assoc.. New York, a leading tv film
distributor, operator of a tv film network
and owner of tv stations, announced it had
contracted to acquire "more than 50%"
of stock outstanding in AAP and had plans
to purchase the balance of the stock. Price
of the purchase was estimated then at $7.5
million. Significantly, the shares were those
held by Messrs. Chesler and Goldhar.
Just before last Christmas, there was a
development at AAP. United Artists Corp.
through a subsidiary created for the purpose (Gotham Television Film Corp.)
purchased 700,000 shares of AAP's capital
at $12 per share, or a total of $8.5 million,
half of it in cash (or $6 per share). UA's
Board Chairman Robert S. Benjamin indicated then that his company could be expected to purchase additional shares and
assume eventual majority control of AAP.
(UA financed and distributed independently produced theatrical films for nearly
50 independent producers and now leases
post- 1948 features to tv.)
Mr. Hyman at once issued a victorioussounding message, welcoming "the added
experience of the executives of United
Artists" in furthering AAP's tv and motion picture activities. The CheslerGoldhar-Mac Schwebel trio resigned from
AAP.
This was the AAP story outside of court.
But the internal tug-of-war and subsequent
actions of NTA and UA landed early in
litigation. Soon after NTA's purchase announcement the first action was filed by five
minority AAP stockholders asking for a
temporary injunction to stop the sale of
NTA. Aside from various legal charges,
the main contention was that the sale had
been made by the Chesler group without
regard to minority stockholder rights. NTA
then entered court with a cross-complaint
against UA and AAP principals. The gist
of this action: defendants were charged
with "inducement to break a contract and
unfair competition."
After the UA purchase announcement,
NTA went to the courts again, renewing
its claims for damages providing stock be
turned over to NTA; otherwise NTA seeks

$18 million in damages. In that filing (New
York Supreme Court), NTA also asked
that UA be enjoined from taking over the
assets of AAP until the NTA suit can be
tried. A few weeks ago [Film, May 19]
Judge Aron Steuer Jr. granted the NTA
In that action, UA had demanded impetition. mediate trial, asking NTA to post a $5
million bond, on NTA's contention that it
had a previous contract to buy the majority
stock of AAP. The judge denied UA's
requests and granted NTA the time to take
depositions and set bond at $50,000.
Of AAP's value, the judge stated: "The
opportunity of exploiting them by way of
television has made the films and hence
the stock of the owner valuable." At that
point, the first reels in AAP's continuing
story were played out. The next episodes
are to come.

Universal

Retains

For Opinion

Sindlinger

on Film Re-issues

The post '48 films-to-tv controversy is
likely to get hotter — or cooler — depending
on the findings of Sindlinger & Co., Ridley
Park, Pa.
Sindlinger, on long-term retainer by Universal Pictures Co. (Universal-International
Films), has been charged with feeling the
public's pulse on the prospect of re-issuing
theatrical films originally released between
1948-52
film
vaults.and currently residing in U-I's

The business analysis firm has already
questioned over 2,200 theatrical exhibitors
on how they would feel about re-scheduling
a list of 53 films (41 in technicolor); it is
currently asking its national sample of
movie-goers (who, incidentally, all are televiewers) whether they would wish to see
these ostensibly "dead" films. U-I General
Sales Manager Henry H. Martin last week
indicated that exhibitor response has been
which
"most way.
encouraging." He did not say in
But U-I generally admits that its intent
in gauging exhibitor and public reaction to
so-called played-out films was born of the
"post '48" dilemma now facing all major
Hollywood studios. "We want to find out
for certain," a U-I spokesman declared
last week, "whether there's something to
the argument that these films still have a
box-office potential." But when asked
whether U-I might conceivably alter its
stand on giving post '48 films to tv should
Sindlinger discover that these films are
"dead," the company official said, "decidedly not. We are going along with the
rest of the studios. . ."
Though it is as yet too soon to determine
industry reaction to the Sindlinger reports
— scheduled for "final collating within four
weeks" — this much is certain: any findings
by Sindlinger favorable to re-issues may
be expected to stiffen opposition to tv
leasing in that it would provide factual ammunition to the contention of such film
executives as 20th Century-Fox's Spyros
Skouras who asserts that his firm would have
accrued "substantial" earnings from theatrical re-issues [Film, May 26].
Broadcasting
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Detroit ranks as the United States' second largest
import-export gateway. The Detroit River
today is the world's busiest waterway.
It carries more freight than the Suez,
Panama and Kiel Canals combined.

DETROIT

BANDSTAND

One in a series of local personalities and features
complementing the fine CBS Program lineup, that
make WJBK-TV a vital force in Detroit.
Basic CBS • 100,000 Watts • Full color facilities

HOT!"
REALLY
on the teen-agers
It all started when we turned our cameras
over by
of Detroit and southeastern Michigan, presided
gh Friday;
Dale Young . . . 5:00 to 5:30 PM, Monday throu
Saturday, 5:00 to 6:00 PM.
IT'S

good availabilities still open on this
rsation piece
Number One afternoon show that's the conve
about seeing
in Detroit and southeastern Michigan. How
Some

mighty

your Katz man soon?
* April Pulse 17.4 average

^QW^'

Represented by the katz agency

-TV
WAGA
WJBK-TV
Atlanta
Detroit

WVUE-TV
Wilmington - Philadelphia

PD-TV
WSToledo

Cleveland
W-TV
WJ

22 • 230 N. Michigan, Chicago 1, 111.
National Sales Offices: 625 Madison Ave., New York

FILM CONTINUED

Guild,
Set

Up

Texas

Company

Overseas

Unit

Standard Sulphur Co., stockholders, meeting in Houston last week, voted to acquire
from Guild Films Inc., all of the foreign
residual property and distribution rights to
its library of some 2500 programs, and to
change the name to Inter-World Tv Films
Inc.
I he agreement pro\ ides that out ol a total
capitalization of 5 million shares of common
stock, Ciuild will receive for its tv properties
and distribution rights, 3,400,000 shares of
common stock and $5 million in ten-year
7% debentures, which will be redeemable
out of 50% of the company's net income.
In announcing the agreement consummated at the stockholders' meeting. John J.
C ole, president of Guild Films Inc., who
also became chairman of the board of InterWorld, explained that to start off its international distribution activities, the new company will have a stockpile of 1100 RKO
short subjects, the "Minutes of Prayer"
library and 20 specially produced tv series,
representing in excess of $25 million in production costs. These properties are owned by
Guild.
Inter-World, according to Mr. Cole, will
immediately establish permanent distribution
headquarters in 1 8 countries, named by local
staffs experienced in the requirements of
the local market. Facilities will be provided

to dub film for independent producers as
well as deal with all of the manifold problems of censorship, import, licensing, etc.,
that arise in the distribution of any product
so far away from home.

WN AC-TV Boston and CKLW-TV DetroitWindsor. It will be marketed under the title
of Adventures in Sherwood Forest.

"What we propose to do is provide a total
service," Mr. Cole said, "to the owners of
tv properties, but who are without access to

Jan. 1, 1958, was "excellent," amounting to
about $4.5 million gross. He said business
for the first three months of the present fiscal

the very remunerative foreign field."

year "was down from last year," but added
there has been "a pickup since and we are
hopeful that the second half will be at least

CBS-TV Buys Two Official Series;
'Robin Hood' in Syndication
Official Films Inc., New York, announced
that CBS-TV has purchased its new halfhour tv film series, The Invisible Man,
and a new cycle of the Robin Hood serial
for showing on the network, starting in the
fall.
Harold Hackett, president of Official, told
a news conference in New York that CBSTV is considering placing the two programs
in the 7:30-8 p.m. periods on Monday,
Wednesday or Friday or Sunday, 6:30-7 p.m.
Mr. Hackett added that CBS-TV bought
Robin Hood even though the current sponsors of the series on that network — Johnson
& Johnson and the Wildroot Co. — have announced they will not renew the show for
the fall.
Mr. Hackett also reported that Official is
offering for syndication to tv stations 143
half-hours of Robin Hood. He said this programming already has been bought for a
total of $600,000 by four stations— KCOPTV Hollywood, KRON-TV San Francisco,

""

-C-t-

M...

Get it, Smidley . . . EXCLUSIVE!
This KIMA-TV with its satellites is
not just number one in the market
. . . but the ONLY one in the market. Ever see such a neat, one-buy,
four-station, three-state package?
A big market — over 500,000. A
wealthy market — nearly a billion
dollars. It's enough to make the
average time-buyer do flip-flops.
Right, Smidley? Right!
Qu/fe a market . . .

Mr. Hackett said business for Official's
first six months for the fiscal year ended

as good as for the same period last year."
RANDOM

SHOTS

Screen Gems reports its new adventure
series Dial 116, scheduled for fall release,
has been retitled Rescue 8 after telephone
company
officials expressed concern over
title.
Television Programs of America has announced that re-runs of Lassie will be shown
on tv under new title of Jeff's Collie. TPA
placed series into syndication May 1. Network run on CBS-TV will continue to run
under sponsorship of Campbell Soup Co.,
through BBDO, N. Y.
Ziv Television Programs, N. Y., has reported that half-hour episode from The
New Adventures of Martin Kane has been
shipped to State Dept. and State Dept. requested film because of "the accuracy and
authenticity employed in dealing with frauds
on U. S. passports."
Comet Distributing Corp.* which handles
sales of Space Patrol, is planning new tv
series, Mail Patrol, based on stories in files
of U. S. Post Office, firm has announced.
Fred A. Niles Productions, Chicago-Hollywood, reports 20% increase in gross billings
for first half of 1958 over same period last

Filmways Inc., producer of filmed tv commercials, has moved its executive, sales,
year.
creative and editing facilities to 18 E. 50th
St., N. Y. Company's 54th St. studios will be
devoted solely to actual production and production staff, Filmways reported. Company

Eating and drinking. ...$45,1 26,000
Lumber and
building materials..$87,656,000

also reports it has signed exclusive agreement for New York representation with
Playhouse Pictures, Hollywood, firm specializing in animation commercials. Filmways said it now could offer agencies headquartered inNew York either live action or
animated commercials or integration of
two. Filmways also has Hollywood facilities

Source. 1957 "Survey of Buying Power"

Pyramid Productions, N. Y., has announced
acquisition of television rights to "Crime
Club" from Derel Producing Assoc., N. Y.
Series includes over 1,600 titles.

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA, WASHINGTON
with its satellites
KEPR-TV, Pasco, Wash.
KLEW-TV, Lewisten, Idaho
aod KB AS- TV
Epbrata, Moses Lake, Wash.

CASCADE
BROADCASTING COMPANY
NATIONAL REP: WEED TELEVISION
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Movielab Color Corporation, N. Y., has
issued special "Movielab Memo," describing
10 different color processes for production
of 35mm and 16mm release prints. Memo
also includes special chart material dealing
with various processes. Copies are available
from
company at 619 West 54th St., N. Y.
19.

Don Fedderson Productions has moved its
publicity-advertising department to 6357
Broadcasting

TV

STATION

CLICKS

OFF

BIG

PROFITS

l: "We're the independent
The experience of this station manager is typica
ge including
in a four station market. Our cost for the Popeye packa
We broadcast one
prints and AFM is $75,567 plus a participation.
premium over our
half-hour a day, seven days a week, and get a 20%
to $75 per
card rate for Class B time ($100 per minute for one time,
Sunday
minute for 260 times). Except for a few Saturday and
availabilities, we're completely
"In the first seven

months,

sold out.
we grossed

$51,420.39,

of income,
about $7,347 per month. And, at this rate
reach the break-even point in a little over three
more months. That means we'll show a 17% profit
on the cost at the end of the first year! With
two

more

cartoons
$264,492!

years at the same rate of income,
will net $188,925 on a gross of
This is money

Popeye

is making

for us— not spinach!"

'Nuff said? For details about

availabilities

in your area— write, wire or phone.

inc.

Distributors for Associated
345 Madison Ave., MUrray Hill
75 E.Wacker Dr., DEarborn
1511 Bryan St., Riverside
9110 Sunset Blvd., CRestview

Artists
6-2323
2-2030
7-8553
6-5886

Productions Corp.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DALLAS
LOS ANGELES

Popey

averaging
we'll

ON

POPEYE

Once again, Chicago's most respected jury of
advertisers, agency representatives and broadcasters has heaped its highest honors on WNBQ

Tele-

vision and WMAQ
banquet

on May

Radio programs. At its annual
28th, the Chicago

Advertising Club bestowed

Federated

eight "First" and four

* First Award, Educational and Documentary: WNBQ's "Know Your Schools." * First Award, Weather: WNBQ's Clint Youle. * First Award, Commentary:
WNBQ's Clifton Utley.
* First Award, Interview Program: WMAQ's "Chez Show with Jack Eigen." * First Award. News Commentary: WMAQ's Clifton Utley. * Special Award, Music:
WMAQ's "Music at

Page 50
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"thanks,

fellas . . ."

"Special" awards on Chicago's Leadership Stations,
more First awards than any other broadcasting
operation in Chicago. Quality programming

Broadcasting

still

offers advertisers the best buy in Chicago
WNBQ
CHICAGO'S LEADERSHIP STATIONS

on

* WMAQ
REPRESENTED BY NBC SPOT SALES
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FILM CONTINUED

ADD

the

CALIF.-ORE.

TV

& sell one of the top 70
markets with exclusive VHF
coverage.

U.S.
Population: Rank:
397,600

Richmond,

381,600

Va

Bro wnsvilleHarlipgen-McAllen, Tex.
Wilkes-BarreHaileton, Pa

57
58

. 375,100

59

372,200

60

370,200

61

Tenn

California-Oregon

Trio 369,970
367,300

62

Wheeling, W. Va.Steubenville, Ohio

.... 357,200

63

Flint, Mich

355,800

64

Salt Lake City, Utah . . . 353,100

65

Charleston, W. Va

339,000

66

. . 338,100

67

Tulsa, Okla

337,600

68

Fresno, Calif

336,000

69

Poughkeepsie-NewburghBeacon, N. Y

334,500

70

Wilmington, Del

334,100

71

Knoxville,

Grand

Tenn

Rapids, Mich.

THREE

MARKETS— ONE

BILLING

TV 2-Oregon
TV 5-Oregon
KIEM@»KBES@«KOTI©i"
TV 3-Calif.
Klamath Falls
MecJford
Eureka
MARKET

FACTS

Population

369,970

Families

119,660

Tv Families

102,532

Retail Sales

$485,139,000

Effective Buying Income

$639,960,000

for CALIF.-ORE. TV TRIO L
THE SMULLIN TV STATIONS
call Don Telford, Mgr.

Phone Eureka, Hillside 3-3123
TWX EK16

s /uu
ate
onalves
oci
natitati
%&i
\R~
inc.0>trepresen
BLA
or as|j ass
New York, Chleago. San Francisco. Seattle. Lot Anseles.
Dallas, Detroit, Jacksonville
, St. Loula, Bolton.
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Brent Cunts Productions, Baltimore, announces ithas begun new consultation service for advertising agencies, advertisers and
radio and tv stations. It will cover fields of
programming, production, selling, promotion
and allied radio-tv creative activities.
FILM SALES

Fall RiverNew Bedford, Mass.

Nashville,

28. Telephone:

Shamus Culhane Productions (producer of
animated and live-action films for television)
has re-opened its Chicago office at 75 E.
Wacker Dr. Telephone: State 2-7728.

TRIO

Standard
Metropolitan
County Areas:

Sclma Ave, Hollywood
Hollywood 2-0821.

June 9, 1958

Screen Gems reports sale of its Casey Jones
half-hour tv film series to Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for telecasting on Englishspeaking tv network and of SG's "Triple
Crown" group of 52 feature films for presentation on CBC's CBWT-TV Winnipeg.
Gross-Krasne, Hollywood, reports sale of
African Patrol to WTVC (TV) Chattanooga, Tenn.; WCSC-TV Charleston, S. C;
WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio; WESH-TV
Daytona Beach, Fla.; WSIX-TV Nashville,
Tenn.; KVAR (TV) Mesa, Ariz., and KLORTV Provo, Utah.
Regis Films, L. A., reports sales of new
Crusader Rabbit series WBBM-TV Chicago;
WHDH-TV Boston; KPIX-TV San Francisco; WMAL-TV Washington; KRCA-TV
Sacramento, Calif.; KTVH (TV) Wichita,
Kan.; KVAR (TV) Mesa, Ariz., and KGMBTV Honolulu. New Crusader Rabbit series
also sold to Rochester Bread Co. for
Rochester, Minn., Eau Claire and La Crosse,
both Wisconsin. Additional sales reported
include Ringside With the Rasslers to XETV
(TV) San Diego and original Crusader Rabbit series to KOAM-TV Pittsburg, Kan.

Calif. National Productions reports that
Lee Optical Co. has signed for regional sponsorship of Union Pacific on 15 stations in
Texas. Lee's lineup: KRLD-TV Dallas;
KTRK (TV) Houston; KONO-TV San
Antonio; KZTV (TV) Corpus Christi;
KCMC-TV Texarkana; KGBT-TV Harlingen; KPAC-TV Beaumont; KDUB-TV
Lubbock; KSYD-TV Wichita Falls; KPARTV Sweetwater; KEYD-TV Big Springs;
KFDA-TV Amarillo; KOSA-TV Odessa;
KLTV (TV) Tyler and KCEN-TV Temple.
National Telefilm Assoc., N. Y., reports that

its "Champagne Package" of 58 20th Century-Fox films has been sold in total of
more than 100 markets, with latest sales to
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh; WLWA (TV) Atlanta; WSIX-TV Nashville, Tenn.; WBAL-TV
Baltimore, Md.; WKRC-TV Cincinnati
Ohio; WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.; KPRC-TV
Houston; WTRI (TV) Albany-Schenectady
N. Y.; WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.;
WKBN-TV Youngstown, Ohio, and KEYT
(TV) Santa Barbara, Calif.

Associated Artists Productions reports purchase of 350 additional Warner Bros, features by WSYR-TV Syracuse and WABTTV Birmingham; Vanguard and Jupiter
groups (both packages of 52 WB features)
to WBAY-TV Green Bay and WKRC-TV
Cincinnati. Other AAP sales: Vanguard to

KCSJ-TV Pueblo; Warner cartoons to
WRGB (TV) Schenectady; Popeyes to
KODE-TV Joplin. WDSM-TV Duluth extended its contract period on Warner features and Popeyes; WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass., purchases the Gold Mine library (800 features) and WBIR-TV Knoxville anumber of Movieland features.

Flamingo Telefilm Sales, N. Y., reports sale
of seven foreign feature movies to WRCATV New York.
FILM DISTRIBUTION

MGM-TV is offering three packages of
MGM pre- 1948 short subjects which include Our Gang Comedy package, containing 52 of Hal Roach one-reelers produced
for MGM from 1938-44; Crime Does Not
Pay, with 42 such films which run about
21 minutes long, and group of 65 John
Nesbitt Passing Parade shorts, with average
running time of 11 minutes. Crime series
will be marketed under plan to permit stations to program them in half-hour format.
Company reported that stations will be
offered each package on multiple run or
library basis.

Screen Gems Inc., N. Y., reports that group
of 78 two-reel comedies, starring "Three
Stooges," has been placed into syndication
for fall start on tv stations. Columbia Pictures produced more than 1 80 short subjects
starring trio, and it is expected that remainder of comedies will be offered to tv
at later date. SG also has announced new
group of 20 "horror" feature films are
being released to tv under title of "Son of
Shock." New group includes both Columbia
and Universal pictures, covering such titles
as "Bridge of Frankenstein," "House of
Dracula," "The Mummy's Curse," "The Invisible Man's Revenge," "The Devil Commands," "Night of Terror," "The Man They
Could Not Hang" and "The Man With Nine
California National Productions has announced that it is offering for syndication
new tv film series, Danger Is My Business.
Lives."
CNP
has assumed distribution of series that
has Lt. Col. John D. Craig (USAF Ret.) as
host-narrator-producer. He authored best
seller of same title. Seven half-hours already filmed out of total 39 episodes to be
offered in black-and-white or color. Each
episode is action documentary about person
with perilous occupation. All shooting is on
location and no actors used.
ON

CAMERA

Sol Lesser Productions, Hollywood, has announced that pilot film of new Tarzan halfhour series has been completed and was
flown to N. Y. for screenings by several advertising agencies and advertisers, who have
expressed interest in sponsorship. Development and production of series is under supervision of Sol Lesser, who has produced
14 "Tarzan" feature films in 15 years.
Pyramid Productions, N. Y., has announced
production of pilot film for tv series based
on stories about N. Y. District Attorney's
office
and titled Indictment.
Broadcasting

This

house

has

over

571,000

neighbors

in Washington

year, Washington, D. C.'s
Talk about a building bonanza ! As of the first of this
8 added in the last eight
metropolitan area had 571,065 dwelling units — 164,71
than seven out of ten
years alone. That means growth— 36% since 1950. Better
. That means stability.
of these recent dwelling units were single family homes
15 years of age or less.
One half of Washington's total dwelling units are only
That

means

a young

city. It all means

a going, growing

market

for you.*

e? We
How best to get into all these houses with your sales messag
as
submit that WWDC Radio is as frequent and welcome a visitor
in every
you can find. We have been first or a mighty close second
formula—
PULSE of 1957 and thus far this year. We have a simple
station
ional
promot
a
and
e,
audienc
our
to
to be a listenable station
The mutually
to our hundreds of national and local advertisers.
creasing
happy result — ever-increasing listeners for us, ever-in
sales for you.
WWDC

^Economic Development Committee, Washington Board of Trade

Broadcasting

represented

nationally

radio Washington

by JOHN

BLAIR & CO.
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GOVERNMENT
NETWORKS
IN

JOINED

OPPOSITION
•

No

good

•

Witnesses

purpose

TO

would

Sen. Bricker's bill, introduced Jan. 9,
would amend the Communications Act to
put the word '"networks" into the description of FCC regulatory jurisdiction. The act
now only speaks of radio stations.
The hearings, at which Sen. Bricker presided and at which except for brief moments
he was the only senator present, ran two
days last week— Tuesday and Wednesday —
and heard four witnesses, all in opposition.
They were Mr. Doerfer and CBS Staff
Vice President Richard S. Salant. NBC
Executive Vice President David C. Adams
and ABC Vice President-General Counsel
Mortimer Weinbach.
The hearings recessed Wednesday afternoon, to be resumed at the call of the committee. Sen. Bricker told reporters that the
record would be discussed in executive session by other members of the committee and
that the committee would decide what to do
next.
He said, however, that he had no serious
intention of seeking Congressional action
this year. He added that he thought the hearings served a useful purpose in compiling a
record to be used if legislation should be
sought at the next session of Congress.
Testimony of the witnesses follows:
-

FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer declined
to commit the FCC on S 376 until completion of all phases of the Barrow Report.
During his testimony, however, he took several swipes at provisions of the bill, raising
the ire of Sen. Bricker and Committee
Counsel Kenneth Cox.
He pointed out the issues of the Barrow
Report, including those relating to network
regulation, are now before the FCC. "In
this circumstance," Comr. Doerfer said, "the
Commission considers that it would be premature for it to take a position either in
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DOERFER

be served, hearing

Television networks objected strongly last
week to the merits of a bill to put them under direct FCC regulation.
Appearing before Sen. John W. Bricker
(R-Ohio), who presided at Senate Commerce
Committee hearings on his bill (S 376), representatives ofall three tv networks urged
that no action be taken at this time because
(a) no useful purpose would be served, (b)
networks are now regulated, albeit indirectly, bj the FCC. (c) the bill is vague and
general and might put the FCC into the role
ol regulating tv business practices (such as
rates, alliliation policies, programming and
advertising), and (d) legislation now is premature since the FCC is still considering
the recommendations of the Barrow Report.
Even FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer
asked that the bill be held in abeyance at
this time since the Commission still has the
Barrow recommendations under study. He
also said the bill was not specific enough as
to what purported evils it is designed to
eradicate.

WITNESS:

BY

BILL

critics say

of proposed

law

support of or in opposition to S 376 at this
time.
"It is clear that the Commission has exercised considerable authority indirectly to
prohibit network organizations from engaging in practices in certain areas. . . . Our
concern is with maintaining broadcasting,
including networking, as a nationwide, competitive industry and with removing such
restraints as prevent the attainment of this
objective.
"The position which the Commission ultimately takes on this question of direct
regulation will depend on its findings (a)
whether such additional rules as it may conclude are desirable in the public interest necessitate the grant of additional authority
and (b) whether the enforcement of its existing and proposed rules can be effective
without such additional authority."
Comr. Doerfer cited difficulties in obtaining programming information relating to the
Barrow Report as the reason no firm date
could be given for final decision on its recommendations. He said hearings will be concluded in 3-4 weeks, but it will be some time
before definite conclusions can be reached.
He agreed with Mr. Cox that it would be no
later than January 1959.
Comr. Doerfer cited a recommendation
in the Barrow Report that FCC ask Congress for legislative authority such as that
contained in the Bricker bill.
Also, he pointed out, a large majority of
those testifying have been opposed to this
recommendation. Mr. Cox asked if there
would be any advantage to applying network
rules direct rather than through owned stations. Comr. Doerfer again said the FCC
had no comment at this time. He said it is
clear Sec. 3.658 of Communications Act is
intended to govern many network practices,
including affiliation, rate influence, program
clearances
and network ownership of stations.

include film syndicators and non-network
advertisers.
Mr. Cox claimed there is a well-defined
industry distinction between networks and
syndicators, but Comr. Doerfer said he is
unaware that such a clear distinction exists.
WITNESS:

Richard S. Salant

CBS Vice President Richard Salant said
he was appearing to explain why his network is "so deeply troubled" by the Bricker
bill. "Let me affirm at the outset that CBS
does not oppose all direct regulation of networks." he stated. "As far as our own attitude and conduct are concerned, we
assure you that the existing regulations are
very effective.
"I would emphasize what is so often
overlooked when proposals to bring networks under regulation are made: As a
practical matter, we are already rather comprehensively regulated. Two of our most
valuable assets are (1) the licenses of the
stations which we own, and (2) our affiliates,
who are licensed. Without each of these, a
network cannot operate. We would, obviously therefore, do nothing to jeopardize
our own licenses or those of our affiliates.
Hence, the Commission already has — and
exercises — very considerable regulatory
powers over us as a network.

"The issue presented by S 376, then, is
not whether networks should or should not
be regulated, since we already are. The
question, rather, is whether the scope, degree and nature of regulation should be
expanded.
"What troubles us about the bill is that
it does not define the areas, scope or extent
of potential regulation. We are forced to
deal not with specifically defined proposals,
but with the broadest kind of authority under which the most pervasive kind of regulation may at some time in the future be
adopted by the FCC. ..."
Mr. Salant, whose testimony was interrupted atfrequent intervals by Sen. Bricker
and counsel Cox, said the rate situation
would be "quite unpredictable" if a federal agency had the final say-so in a review
of rates. He cited the possibility of a "big
guy" being charged six times more than the
"small guy" as an aid to small business.
He took issue with a statement by Sen.
Bricker that a network could switch its
affiliation, thereby forcing a station off the
air and in essence, could put one product
before the public to the exclusion of another. Mr. Salant said a grant from the FCC
is not a guarantee of economic success and
took issue with the contention that netsuccess.work affiliation is tantamount to financial

Comr. Doerfer maintained that the bill,
as presently drafted, leaves many questions
unanswered and a final bill should "deal
more concretely with the purpose of network regulation and the scope of the Commission's authority. . . ." The bill, he said,
is silent as to its purpose. "Nowhere does it
spell out the specific evils which the bill is
designed to correct or the standards to be
used in making regulations. . . ."
He said the present language is so broad
that a number of interpretations can be
drawn, which would lead to controversy.
Sen. Bricker retorted: "I don't see the validity of your argument. I don't see what you
are driving at." The senator said there is
bound to be controversy in an industry such
as broadcasting.
Comr. Doerfer also maintained the bill

Mr. Salant gave a rundown of proposals
made in the Barrow report. "Underlying
all these proposals . . . are charges of
abuse or of potential abuse by the networks. . . . We are confident that careful
examination of the evidence will establish
that there is no such abuse as to justify

contains "ambiguities" in its provisions and
that there is no clear definition of a network.
He said "network" could be construed to

even the specific regulatory proposals," he
stated. At the same time, he said, there is
no question of government authority to
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In the land west of the Alleghenies known as Central
Ohio, lives a fearless gang of ranch hands.
Stirrup to stirrup with their favorite television
station, they keep this territory a safe and happy
place to grow up in.

Like all traditio

is noted for his loyalty. Once

you earn it, you have

a lasting friend. That's why WBNS-TV has a very
special policy. Every communication from a child receives prompt and full attention. "Yes" to requests for
speakers is automatic. And when the youngsters visit
our studios, the reception committee provides red carpet service. You can measure the standing we have
built with the 2-gun set by more than 48,000 requests

for the WBNS-TV "Fun to Do" children's book.
The rest of the family rates comparable treatment.
Born and raised in Central Ohio, WBNS-TV has a
sure native sense for the programming tastes of our
people. This superlative local showmanship combined
with the CBS television network has built so big an
audience that media professionals say succinctly: "If

WBNS-TV
CBS television in Columbus, Ohio
Market center of 2,000,000 people

Recipient of the 1958 Alfred P. Sloan Radio-TV Award
for outstanding public service to highway safety.
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regulate networks and that CBS is not
arguing this point.
CBS' basic concern, he said, is that S 376
proposes to "issue a virtual blank check
to the administrative agency [FCC]. It is
not clear that any general programming
decisions, any business practice, any affiliation determination, or any other activity of
a network would have immunity from federal review and control under the power
suggested." He said the concept of proponents of S 376 is "dangerously close to public
utility regulation of networks. Clearly the
danger would be present because, as we
have seen, the broad power would be there."
Mr. Salant maintained this public utilities
concept would not be in the public interest
"for public utility regulation is a substitute
for. and not a spur to. competition."
the bill
network's
current
objection
to He
the said
Bricker
is the same
made
in the
early 194()'s on the issue of direct regulation or licensing of networks. Then, as now,
he said. CBS preferred specific legislation
"rather than the constant threat of indirect
attack which might seriously impair our
operations."
S 376 appears to grant the Commission
broad and undefined power over the networks, Mr. Salant said. "We oppose the
grant of any such authority. If the Commission needs more power than it now has,
it should be granted only in specific terms,
limiting its authority to areas where controls have been determined to be essential
to permit operation of the broadcast media
in the public interest."
He said the bill appears to give the FCC
unlimited and indefinite power over the
networks in their relations with advertisers,
in their business decisions with affiliated
and other stations and in the field of programming. "I would make one final — and
we believe overriding — point which is fundamental tothis whole idea of network regulation," Mr. Salant emphasized. "The
very nature of networking is such that
uniquely, it has its own inherent system of
checks and balances which, in general, are
far more effective than external governmental regulation."
If the history of broadcasting teaches any
lesson, he maintained, it is that penalties for
abuses are far more effective and expeditious
than government regulation could be. "The
quick reaction of advertisers and stations
to any suspicion of high-handed dealing,
the quick response of our viewers to what
they like and what they do not like . . .
makes crystal clear that advertisers, stations and the public are fully able to take
care of themselves," Mr. iSalant stated.
"The kind of regulation which seems to be
contemplated by S 376 is, in the special
circumstances of our business, not only
harmful but totally superfluous."
WITNESS:

David C. Adams

David C. Adams, executive vice president of NBC, told the committee that the
Bricker bill to authorize the FCC to regulate networks directly was an "unwise"
and "unnecessary" measure.
The bill, he said, was radical and sweepPage 58
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ing in its effect. It would, he added, extend government supervision to a whole new
area of private enterprise in the fields of
entertainment, information and advertising.
By this he meant, he said, that the FCC
would be authorized to regulate the services, economics and business dealings of
networks. This is a dangerous extension of
federal control, he said.
Government jurisdiction over radio-tv
stations is due to the fact that they use
frequencies; networks do not, Mr. Adams
said. Federal intervention into the field of
entertainment, news and information raises
the danger of interference with freedom
of expression, he said.
Networks. Mr. Adams emphasized, pro\ ide programs to stations. Stations broadcast these programs to the public. But, he
continued, networks are not the only sources
of programming for stations — there are
film syndicators, motion picture distributing firms, program packagers and advertising agencies. Should they too be regulated? he asked.
Mr. Adams expressed the fear that the
Commission would involve itself with a
network's business practices — advertising
rates, affiliations, sales policies, financial
arrangements with affiliates.
If networks are subject to regulation, Mr.
Adams asked, does not such an argument
also indicate the regulation be imposed on
newspapers and magazines?
A network, Mr. Adams said, does not
charge the public for its service; it holds
no government franchise; it uses no broadcast frequencies. "Placing networks under
government control would be regulation
for the ecutive
sake
said. of regulation," the NBC
WITNESS:

Mortimer

ex-

Weinbach

Mortimer Weinbach, vice president and
general counsel, ABC, told the committee
that the Commission now has ample power
to protect the public interest through its
indirect control over networks (via
its authority to license network owned stations); that consideration of the Bricker
bill is premature, since the Commission is
still considering the Barrow Report. Mr.
Weinbach also stated that if legislation is
necessary it should be done by a "comprehensive" law designed specifically for
that purpose.

"Allocation, not regulation is the answer,"
Mr. Weinbach stated in conclusion. He
referred to ABC's allocations proposal submitted June 2 to the FCC (see page 56).
The power now exercised by the FCC
over stations (network owned or affiliated),
is as effective as any which the bill proposes, Mr. Weinbach said.
The ABC executive also questioned the
vagueness of the bill. It would merely give
the FCC power to regulate networks — and
the Commission would be setting forth on
an uncharted sea, he said. For one thing,
Mr. Weinbach illustrated, the Commission
might start off with licensing networks.
That would be discrimination, he said,
unless the FCC also was empowered to

license other program sources (program
packagers and film syndicators).
WITNESS:

John W. Bricker

In opening the hearing Tuesday morning,
Sen. Bricker stated that present FCC chain
broadcasting regulations, under which indirect control over the networks is exercised,
"seem needlessly involved and awkward."
He said previous congressional hearings,
"demonstrated clearly that a number of
practices of the networks adversely affect
interests of independent tv stations, independent program producers, local and regional advertisers and the general public."
Sen. Bricker said he did not see how the
Commission can ignore the "substantial
unanimity on key points" of three recent
reports (the Barrow report and House Judiciary and Senate Commerce Committee reports) critical of the networks. To carry out
recommendations of these reports, he said,
direct
regulation of the networks will be
necessary.

"I want to make it clear that I recognize
fully the tremendous contributions made to
our system of television by the networks,"
Sen. Bricker stated. "However, it seems to
me that the record now makes clear that
problems have arisen in connection with
network operations which can only be handled, in the public interest, if the Commission is given the power of direct regulation
over what all must admit are the dominant
forces in broadcasting today."
Sen. Bricker several times declared that
he would be more sympathetic to the networks' attacks if they had not raised the
same cries of danger when the chain broadcasting rules were adopted in 1941.
At other times, Sen. Bricker repeated that
networks do use public frequencies, via stations, and that therefore the argument that
they should not be regulated does not hold
up. "If there was no public frequency," the
Ohioan stated at one point, "the networks
wouldn't be in business." This was in answer
to contentions that since networks did not
use frequencies they should not be regulated.
One segment of the industry (stations) is
under regulation, Sen. Bricker observed at
one point, while the other (networks) is not.

"No one wants to damage the public or
the broadcasting industry," Sen. Bricker declared. The industry and the networks have
done "a magnificent job," he added. But.
he went on, the sincerity of the networks'
position is questionable because there is a
widespread belief in the industry that the
Ohio Senator introduced his bill to permit
the FCC to regulate networks out of personal pique. That, he said, was out of whole
cloth. The bill was introduced, he stated, inl
full sincerity and in the public interest — an
attempt to permit the FCC to do directly
what it now does by indirection.
At another point Sen. Bricker said he understood the tendency of anyone under regulation to anticipate dangers whenever any
changes are proposed, but he added, those
dangers are really not there, they are all
theoretical.
Sen. Bricker listed his reasons for submitting the bill to regulate networks as havBroadcasting
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ing come from his observation of the industry; the awkwardness of the FCC having
to regulate network practices through rules
applying to stations; the fear that such a
powerful force as television can be used to
propagandize the American public or promote one product to the detriment of another.
The Ohio senator said that he wasn't sure
ili.it legislation might be enacted, or that
what may be enacted will be exactly what is
in his bill. But. he said, the hearings have
been worthwhile lor the Congress, the public
and the industry .
Sen. Bricker said he has been impressed
with the arguments that the bill is too vague
and "open-ended." He said he does not want
to give the FCC carte blanche. Regulation,
he continued, must be specific and kept to a
minimum.
WITNESS:

Kenneth

Cox

Kenneth Cox, special counsel to the
Senate Commerce Committee, emphasized
several times that the bill does not give the
FCC any more power over networks than
it already exercises over stations. This was
in answer to fears expressed that the Commission might get into regulation of rates.

programs, business practices, affiliations, and
advertising.
He explained that his concept of the bill
was that the FCC would intervene in network practices only if there was a complaint tiled.
In answer to the ABC approach that many
of the abuses allegedly complained of would
disappear if there were at least three comparable facilities available in major markets,
Mr. Cox disagreed. He said there still would
be concentration since other program producers would still be unable to secure favorable time on stations. He agreed that if there
were four or more facilities available, the
"abuses" might disappear.
Court
On

Hears

Craven

Dispute by WIBC
Indianapolis

Tv Vote

The U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington
last week heard WIBC Indianapolis argue
that FCC Comr. T.A.M. Craven should
not have been allowed to vote in the 1957
Indianapolis ch. 13 decision which gave
that vhf channel to Crosley Broadcasting
Corp.
WIBC, one of the three unsuccessful applicants, said that Comr. Craven should
not have voted in the case because of conflict of interest. It claimed that Mr. Craven's
engineering firm was engaged by WIRE
Indianapolis in preparing its application for
the city's ch. 13 frequency, and that this
foreclosed Mr. Craven from voting. The
third unsuccessful applicant was Mid-West
Tv Corp., composed of local businessmen,
which had been recommended for the grant
by a hearing examiner.
The grant was made March 8, 1957 on a
four to three vote, with Comrs. Rosel H.
Hyde, Robert T. Bartley and Robert E. Lee
dissenting. Comr. Craven at first abstained,
as he has in all cases in which former clients
are involved, but the Commission ordered
him to break the tie. Mr. Craven received

THREE FORMER CHAIRMEN of the
Senate Committee on Interstate &
Foreign Commerce are involved in the
problem of community antenna systems and their impact on local tv stations, subject to hearings before that
same committee two weeks ago [Government, June 2]. Shown here are
(I to r) former Sen. Burton K. Wheeler
(D-Mont.). former Sen. Edwin C.
Johnson (D-Colo.) and Sen. John W.
Bricker (R-Ohio). Sen. Wheeler is
counsel for the tv broadcaster? during
the current controversy. Sen. Johnson
appeared as a witness to describe what
he had done about boosters as governor of Colorado (to which he was
elected after retiring from the Senate
in 1955) and sided with the broadcasters on the evils of catv. Sen. Bricker is
senior Republican on the committee.
Sen. Wheeler was a member of the
Senate from 1923 to 1947; Sen. Johnson from 1936 to 1954. Sen. Bricker
was first elected to the Senate in 1946.
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a formal legal opinion by the FCC's general counsel that it was his duty to vote to
break the tie.
The argument was heard by Chief Judge
Henry W. Edgerton and Circuit Judges
Wilbur K. Miller and John A. Danaher.
FCC General Counsel Warren E. Baker
argued for the Commission; Duke Patrick
for Crosley; and Harry Ice, Indianapolis
attorney, for WIBC.
SEC

Reports for May

Common stock transaction by officers
and directors of companies in the radio-tv
and allied fields, reported by the Securities
& Exchange Commission last week were as
follows:
Avco Mfg. Corp. — James D. Shouse sold
450 shares in April, retains 500 shares;
Curry W. Stoup bought 100 in October,
1957, retaining 250 shares.
C&C Television Corp. — Matthew Fox
bought 1,400 shares in April, sold 1,700
shares in April, retaining 615,300 shares.
CBS Inc.— Henry C. Bonfig bought 200
shares June 1957, holds 200 total; Louis G.
Cowan bought 100 shares in March 1958,
holds total of 100 shares.
Guild Films Co. Inc. — John J. Cole
bought 30,000 shares in private transaction

in April 1958, holds total of 30,000 shares;
Nicholas Reisini for Robin International
Inc., sold 4,700 shares in March 1958, with
Robin
International
retaining 173,000
shares.
Loew's Inc. — Charles C. Barry bought
100 shares in April 1958, holding total of
200.
National
Telefilm
Assoc. — E. Johnny
Graff sold 300 shares in November 1956,
bought 1,000 and sold 100 in December
1956. bought 700 in May 1957. sold 200
in February 1958, sold 200 in March 1958,
with total holdings now at 1,500.
National Theatres Inc. — B. Gerald Cantor bought 1,000 shares in April 1958,
boosting holdings to 110,00 shares; T. H.
Sword sold 600 shares in April 1958, reducing holdings to 200.
Storer Broadcasting Co. — John E. McCoy sold 500 shares in April 1958, reducing
holdings to 5,500 shares.
Court

Hears

New

Protest Ch. 4 Grant

Orleans

Losers

to Loyola

Two losing applicants for ch. 4 in New
Orleans argued last week that the winner,
Loyola U. (WWL-AM-TV New Orleans),
should not have been granted the tv facility.
Their appeal was argued before the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
James A. Noe & Co. (WNOE New Orleans) said Loyola is ineligible because the
Communications Act prohibits the grant
of a license to "an alien or a representative
of an alien." WNOE said the president of
Loyola receives his appointment through
the head of the Roman Catholic Society
of Jesus (Jesuits), who is a Belgian residing
in Rome.
The other losing applicant, the TimesPicayune (WTPS New Orleans), did not
contend that Loyola is ineligible for a tv
license, but thought the FCC reached an
incredible conclusion when it held that
Loyola is independent from the Society of
Jesus for legal and practical purposes.
The FCC granted ch. 4 to Loyola July
11, 1956, primarily on the performance
record of WWL (50 kw on 870 kc), which
the university has operated since 1922 on
a commercial basis, with CBS affiliation.
Loyola also was favored in the area of
diversification of communications interests
[At Deadline, July 16, 1956]. The FCC
grant reversed a hearing examiner's initial
decision favoring the Times-Picayune, issued a year earlier [Government, July 11,
1955]. WWL-TV has been on the air since
Sept. 1, 1957.

Town

to Report TASO

Progress

Dr. George Town, executive director of
the Television Allocations Study Organization, will address the Washington Chapter
of the Institute of Radio Engineers on
Tuesday, June 24, on the progress thus far
made by the TASO organization. The meeting will be held at the Perpetual Building
Auditorium, 11th and E Sts., N. W., at
8 p.m.
Broadcasting
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EDITORIAL

FINE

I »OINTS

Broadcasters are studying carefully the
implications of the latest FCC pronouncement on the tine points ot editorializing
over the air, following the Commission's
discussion
when
it renewed ofthelicensees'
licenses responsibility
of the Newhouse
stations in Birmingham. Ala., two weeks ago
[At Deadline, June 2].
The Commission renewed the licenses of
\\ AIM. WAFM (FM) and WABT (TV) Birmingham after holding them up while investigating complaints that the station
presented a biased editorial against toll tv.
This was one of a number of inquiries instituted bythe FCC following a formal complaint Feb. 17 by James M. Landis, counsel
for Skiatron Television & Electronics Corp.
against all three networks and many of their
affiliates.
The Birmingham renewals were accompanied by a Commission letter which reviewed the pay tv programs and implied
that the licensee had not dealt fairly with
the subject. Comr. T. A. M. Craven dissented from the contents of the letter.
WABT presented an anti-pay tv discussion by its news director on Jan. 31, between 6:15 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. Three days
later, on Feb. 3, three station employes
participated in a 25-minute informal discussion, with two "taking the viewpoint of
the protagonists."
The FCC expressed displeasure that the
news director's editorial called on those
listening to write their congressmen, while
no such appeal was made on the Feb. 3
discussion program.
The Commission said that the station
failed to offer its facilities to a "known
proponent" of subscription tv and that the
counter-balancing arguments in favor of
pay tv were not offered in the same time
period that the anti-pay tv editorial was
broadcast — or at approximately the same
time on a week day shortly thereafter.
The Commission said, however, that a
review of the station's operations over the
last license period (three years) does not
indicate that there has been anything "otherwise" remiss in the overall operations or
that there have been any other instances
in which the stations have "deviated" from
the standards established for editorializing.
The right of broadcasters to editorialize
was directly challenged early this year
when Mr. Landis, charged that all three
tv networks and their affiliated stations had
broadcast unfair, partisan, one-sided programs on the subject of subscription tv.
What hurt most, the Skiatron counsel
implied in a Feb. 17 letter to J?CC Chairman John C. Doerfer, was that congressmen and senators were inundated with
letters opposing virtually unanimously the
establishment of toll tv.
The FCC forwarded copies to the tv
networks and the stations identified in the
letter and asked for comments. The replies
came in during April and May.
WJBK-TV Detroit (Storer station) said
it presented a question and answer program
on pay tv on Jan. 24. No editorial opinion
was expressed. On Feb. 2 it presented a
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kinescope of CBS' Rif-ht Now program
featuring a debate between Richard S.
Salant, CBS vice president, and Robert Hall,
Skiatron official.
WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N. C, on Jan.
27, in conjunction with WSOC-TV Charlotte, simultaneously broadcast the 30-minute Now ft Can Be Tolled program opposing pay tv. On Feb. 2 WBTV broadcast
the CBS Salant-Hall debate, and on Feb.
7 it devoted 30 minutes to a mass press
interview on pay tv between newspaper
reporters of six area newspapers and Harold
Fellows, NAB president. This program was
fed to other area stations (WFBC-TV
Greenville, S. C; WFMY-TV Greensboro,
N. C; WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C; WSPATV Spartanburg, S. C, and WSJS-TV
Winston-Salem, N. C). On Feb. 28, both
WBTV and WSOC-TV wired toll tv proponents Skiatron, Zenith and International
Telemeter Corp. offering free time to state
their side of the controversy. None accepted.
Three local congressmen and one senator
asked for and received time to speak on
the subject.
ABC-TV broadcast only one network
program on the subject. That was Jan. 12
when Ted Leitzell, Zenith, and Dr. Dallas
Smythe, U. of Illinois communications professor who opposed subscription tv, were
interviewed. On Feb. 1, ABC's owned
KABC-TV Los Angeles and KGO-TV San
Francisco presented a pay tv program on
Your Decision, a regional west coast program. The program was moderated by State
Senator Jack McCarthy and included three
San Franciscans, one in favor, one opposed
and the third favoring pay tv if it was regulated. On Nov. 8, 1957, ABC's WBKB (TV)
Chicago presented Ted Leitzell, Zenith,
in two interviews the same day.
NBC told the FCC that it took no editorial
position on pay tv in any of its broadcasts.
It pointed to a Feb. 13 broadcast over
WRCA-TV New York in which Rep.
Emanuel Celler (D-N. Y.) and Robert Hall,
Skiatron, were interviewed by Tex McCrary.
CBS said that it had presented the SalantHall debate over the network on Feb. 2
and no other. It had presented news reports
during the House hearings.

Final
On

Action

Long

Closer

770-kc

Case

Action in at least one phase in the FCC's
tentative proposals in the clear channel case
[Lead Story, April 21] seemed in the making last week when the agency ordered preparation of documents looking toward affirming an examiner's initial decision in the 17year-old KOB Albuquerque-WABC New
York squabble over the 770 kc frequency.
The initial decision by Hearing Examiner
Hugh B. Hutchison, issued four months ago
[Government, Feb. 10], recommended that
770 kc be changed from a 1-A to a 1-B
frequency, accommodating both KOB and
WABC and with both using directional antennas to protect each other. Each would
have unlimited time with 50 kw.
The FCC went along with this suggestion

in revealing last April its tentative
duplicate 660 kc, 770 kc, 880 kc,
and 1 180 kc. Comments are due in
ceeding by July 15, with replies

plans to
1100 kc
this pro45 days

later.
The action last week was the latest in an
imbroglio which began in March 1941,
when KOB, in operation since 1922, was assigned 1030 kc (still its legal assignment)
with 10 kw. Later in 1951 the FCC decided KOB's service area would be more
extensive and on its own motion modified
KOB's special service authorization to specify 770 instead of 1030 kc. The station
already had received permission to boost
power to 50 kw day, 25 kw night.
Soon afterward WABC New York (then
WJZ) began its 17-year-old fight to get
KOB off its 770 kc Class 1-A channel.
In 1951 the U. S. Court of Appeals acted
on WABC's appeal, upholding FCC authority to issue SSA's for limited
but
holding continuance of the KOBperiods
SSA was
a "modification" of WABC's license and afforded the New York station no opportunity
for a hearing. The FCC in 1955 decided to
continue KOB on 770 kc until resolution
of the now- 12-year-old clear channel proceeding. WABC again appealed and the
court ruled that WABC would have to be
protected; whereupon, the FCC ordered
KOB to directionalize at night. The station
has been using a directional antenna since
April 26, 1957.
KOB has changed hands twice during the
long battle, being sold (both KOB and KOBTV) by T. M. Pepperday to Time Inc. and
the late Wayne Coy in 1952 and resold to
KSTP-AM-TV Minneapolis in 1957 for $1.5
million.
KOB, licensed on 1030 kc with 10 kw unlimited, operates under SSA on 770 kc with
50 kw day and 25 kw with directional antenna at night. WABC is licensed on 770
kc with 50 kw unlimited.
WBZ Boston, Class 1-B station assigned
1030 kc with 50 kw and directional antenna,

is a party to the case in objecting to KOB's
assignment of 1030 kc. KATR Corpus
Christi, Tex. (formerly KWBU), is a limitedtime secondary station on 1030 kc and also
is a party in the case.

Tall Tower

Standards

Unchanged

Criteria for judging whether tall towers
are hazards to air navigation were extended
for one year, to June 3, 1959, it was decided last week. The agreement was worked
out by FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee and CAA
Administrator James T. Pyle, co-chairmen
of the Joint Industry-Government Tall
Structures Committee, and concurred in
by all members of the committee. Standards for determining whether towers are
hazardous or not were established in 1957
and were accepted by broadcast and aviation interests for a one year trial. JIGTSC
comprises representatives of broadcast and
aviation interests, with the following broadcast representatives as members: Robert
E. L. Kennedy, Assn. of Federal Communications Engineers; Robert M. Booth Jr.,
Federal Communications Bar Assn.; A.
Prose Walker, NAB, and Cyril M. Braum,
Joint Council on Educational Tv.
Broadcasting

you can buy against long periods of interrupted service. With an elevator, it's possible to get a technician
up on the tower fast . . . and in almost any kind of weather ... to
locate and correct trouble. This kind of fast action is just not
possible without an elevator, especially at night or during icy
winter weather.
Best insurance

Easy to give on-the-spot supervision. When there's work being
done way up the tower, an elevator enables you to supervise and
inspect the job yourself, get a first hand close-up view of equipment in safety and comfort.
Greatly simplifies routine maintenance. Light bulb changes,
fastener and paint checks, periodic inspections all take less time,
less effort, cost less money. An elevator puts men on the job
fresh and ready to work, not tired after a long climb.

TOWER

ELEVATOR

speedy,

assures

inspection

and

safe

service,

maintenance

Dresser-Ideco elevators are engineered and built for complete
safety and simplicity of operation and maintenance. A single
switch moves the car up or down, or stops it at any point on the
tower. The system is completely equipped with automatic safety
devices. A radio control system eliminates the need for elevator
wiring circuits on the tower, greatly simplifies installation and
maintenance.

An elevator is practically a "must" on a tall antenna tower.
Dresser-Ideco recommends that all towers in the 700-foot height
range, or higher, be elevator-equipped, and suggests under certain
circumstances that an elevator would be a practical investment
in a tower of lesser height.
Plan on a Dresser-Ideco elevator for your new tower or investigate the possibilities of adding an elevator to your present
tower ... be ready for safe and speedy service, inspection and
maintenance^ Write us for Elevator Bulletin T-2.

Write for this new Dresser-Ideco Tower
Catalog T-57 . . . the first complete broadcast
antenna tower story.

Dresser-Ideco
One of the Dresser Industries

Company

TOWER DIVISION, DEPT. T-82
875 MICHIGAN AVE., COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
Branch 8909 So. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles 44, California

A toggle switch con(above) trols
elevator car movements. The standby system
switch is located to the right
of the battery meter,
(right) Car is fitted with
spring-loaded nylon rollers
which engage the guide
rails, prevent car sway and
insure smooth operation.

(right)
for a
load of Rated
750 pounds,
will comfortably actwo people. Car commodate
stops
automatically if door
is
opened,
start
untilwillit notis
closed. Supported by
a double
set one
of ca-of
bles, either
which will hold the
car and its full load.

GOVERNMENT CONTINUED

CRAVEN,

ABC

PLANS

I he ICC will meet today to discuss viul.
long-range tv allocations policy — and high
on the agenda is FCC Comr. T. A. M.
Craven's plan lor a breakthrough of the
uhf-vhf muddle through the establishment
of a single, contiguous vhf band of 25 channels [Lead Story, June 2].
I he C ommission also will have before it
the latest plea by ABC to establish parity in
the top, major markets of the country. This
was tiled b\ the network last week.
As before. ABC suggests a revision of
mileage separation standards, as well as the
use of directional antennas to accomplish
drop-ins.
ABC said it has completed engineering
sur\eys ol 14 two-vhl markets and has I omul
solutions in 12 of them.
They are: Louisville, Ky., add ch. 7;
Syracuse, N. Y.. delete ch. 8, add chs. 9 and
1 I ; Rochester, N. Y., add ch. 3: Providence,
R. I., delete ch. 12. add chs. 8 and 13;
Jacksonville. Fla.. add ch. 10; Knoxville,
Tenn.. add ch. 2 or ch. 8: Mobile, Ala.Pensacola, Fla.. add ch. 3; Birmingham,
Ala., add ch. 3; Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo,
Mich., add ch. I I or ch. 13; Oklahoma City,
Okla., move ch. 5 from Enid; Shreveport,
La., delete ch. 3, add chs. 2 and 4. or move
ch. 10 from El Dorado, Ark., or ch. 5 from
Alexandria, La.; Greensboro-W i n s t o n
Salem-High Point. N. C. add ch. 8.
Studies are being continued, ABC said, of
Wheeling, W. Va.-Steubenville, Ohio, and
Toledo, Ohio, as well as "four other important two-vhf markets.
In three of the 12 cities. ABC said, dropins of vhf channels can be accomplished in
accordance with present mileage separations. These are Syracuse, Oklahoma City
and Greensboro-Winston Salem-High Point.
In six others, the network continued,
channels can be allocated in accordance
with present mileage separations, but transmitter-transmitter separations will require
some reduction in these standards.
These are Louisville, Rochester, Providence, Mobile-Pensacola, Birmingham and
Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo.
In the remaining three markets, mileage
reductions are required not only to assign
the channels to these communities, but also
to enable the transmitters to be sited competitively.
These are Jacksonville, Shreveport and
Knoxville.
The maximum mileage reduction is the
assignment of ch. 7 to Louisville, ABC said.
In order to meet present mileage factors,
the ch. 7 transmitter would have to be located 40 miles from the center of Louisville and the signal would not be competitive
with other stations in Louisville. However,
ABC pointed out, through the use of a directional antenna and precision offset, ch.
7 can be situated nearer the city in order
that its signal be comparable with other vhf
stations there.

Where
suggested
allocated,
termixing
authorize

there are one-vhf markets ABC
that no second vhf channel be
but that the FCC consider deinthe community to all uhf, or to
simultaneous uhf-vhf operation in
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order to prepare the way for later transition
to all-uhf.
Comr. Craven's proposal is a long range
goal, and would be dependent on the cooperation of the Office of Defense Mobilization. It's basic premise is that a contiguous
25-channel band would enable manufacturers to make all channel receivers as cheaply if not more cheaply than present vhfonly sets.
As envisaged by Comr. Craven, an acknowledged allocations expert, the present
chs. 2 through 6 would be dropped and the
single band would begin at what is now ch.
7 (174 mc) and extend in an unbroken
band to 324 mc. This would accommodate
25 six-mc tv channels.
Given ODM approval — and the Commission isplanning to sit down with defense

list. At that time the FCC said it had received information that the kinescopes
"may have been used by said stations without complying with the Commission's
The Commission

began the investigation

after a complaint by AFL-CIO that NAM
underwrote the cost of the films. The films

covered the Senate group's March hearings
onRules."
the United Auto Workers strike against
the Kohler Co. in Sheboygan, Wis.
The list of stations:
WPIX (TV) New York; WCSH-TV Portland,
Me.; KTTV (TV) Los Angeles; WJBK-TV Detroit; WOOD-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.; WISN-TV
Milwaukee; WFRV-TV Green Bay, Wis.; WDAYTV Fargo, N. D.; KMOT (TV) Minot, N. D.;
KNOX-TV Grand Forks, N. D.; KELO-TV Sioux
Falls, S. D.; KPLO-TV Reliance, S. D.; WJTV
(TV) Jackson, Miss.; KTVC (TV) Ensign, Kan.;
WATR-TV Waterbury, Conn.; WVUE (TV) Wilmington, Del.; WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass.; KYWTV Cleveland; WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.;
WKOW-TV Madison, Wis.; KSTP-TV St. Paul;
KFYR-TV Bismarck, N. D.; KARD-TV Wichita,
Kan.; KDLO-TV Florence, S. D.; KTRK (TV)
officials .for a "long look" at allocations in ! Houston;
KVAR
(TV)
Mesa-Phoenix, Ariz.;
the near future — the transition to the all(TV) Williston, N. D.
vhf band would be accomplished over a I KUMV
seven- to ten-year period.
WFLB-TV Withdraws Protest
Also part of Mr. Craven's proposal are
Of WTVD (TV) Antenna Change
two earlier steps: The first is an immediate
move to create at least three comparable
WFLB-TV Fayetteville, North Carolina's
facilities in the top markets; and the second
only operating uhf outlet, withdrew its prois a short range extension of this to provide
test against a proposed antenna height incompetitive facilities in at least the first 150
crease and move of transmitter by WTVD
markets. This second move, however, would
(TV) Durham— one week after WFLB-TV
not begin until the report of the Television
won its request for a hearing on the grant
and a matter of hours after the FCC had set
Allocations Study Organization has been
submitted, expected the end of the year.
a date for the hearing. The FCC subseFCC Puts Stations on Carpet
For Not Identifying NAM Films

The FCC has asked — or is getting ready
to ask — 27 television stations to explain why
they carried kinescopes of hearings several
weeks ago by the Senate Labor-Management
Committee on the Kohler strike without
disclosing that the films were paid for by
the National Assn. of Manufacturers [Government, April 21].
Involved is Sec. 3.654 of the FCC Rules
requiring (a) that when a station carries a
program in return for "money, services or
other valuable consideration," the station
must announce that the program is "sponsored, paid for, or furnished" with identification of the source; and that (b) when
films, records, transcriptions and other material are furnished involving a political program or discussion of "controversial issues,"
the station must identify by announcement
the person furnishing them.
NAM has furnished the FCC with a list
of the 27 tv outlets which carried films of
the hearings made by Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. (formerly DuMont Broadcasting Corp.). In a letter to the FCC dated
May 26, NAM said, "In the interest of
public service and specifically offered as
such by representatives of NAM's regional
offices throughout the country, prints of
one-hour kinescopes, exactly as prepared,
edited and telecast" by Metropolitan's
WTTG (TV) Washington, were shipped, one
print to each of the 27 stations.
The FCC on May 15 had asked NAM for
a complete list after requesting it from
Metropolitan and receiving only a partial

quently granted WFLB-TV's petition to
withdraw and made final WTVD's grant to
make the antenna-transmitter changes.
The FCC on April 2 granted WTVD
(ch. 11) permission without a hearing to
increase antenna height and move its transmitter nearer Raleigh and Fayetteville. But
WFLB-TV protested and the Commission
on May 28 stayed the effective date of
the grant and ordered a hearing, last
Wednesday setting the hearing for July 3.
Then later Wednesday, the FCC taking
immediate action on WFLB-TV's request,
asked preparation of documents looking
toward dismissal of the protest, clearing the
way for WTVD to go ahead with its former
plans. WFLB-TV gave no official reason
for withdrawing its protest.
In ordering the hearing the FCC had denied WFLB-TV's request to make "premature construction" (at the proposed new
transmitter site) an issue and had placed
the burden of proof on WFLB-TV for the
following issues:
(l) the effect of the WTVD grant upon
WFLB-TV; (2) areas and populations which
would gain or lose the WTVD signals and
programs, the other tv service available to
such areas and their need for WTVD signals
to be gained or lost; (3) whether the move
would tend to make WTVD a Raleigh-Durham station rather than a Durham outlet
and if this would better serve the public
than at present; (4) whether the grant is in
the public interest in the light of facts to be
developed from the foregoing issues.
It was brought out in WFLB-TV's original
protest that that station "picks up" four
hours
WTVD. weekly of CBS-TV programs from
Broadcasting
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KTVH

appoints

Inc. as their

Blair

exclusive

national representatives. To Sell Kansas . . . Buy
KTVH - Ask your Blair representative about
KTVH today!
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OVERSIGHT

OATH OF OFFICE for Comr. Robert
T. Bartley (r) was administered
Wednesday by Chairman John C.
Doerfer for a new seven-year term
beginning July I. Present tor ceremonies were the Texas Democrat's
wife, Ruth; sons Robert T. Jr. (Buck),
19, Tom, 10, and daughter Jane,
17. C omr. Bartley was nominated to
his first term March 6, 1952, by
President Truman to succeed the late
Wayne Coy. who had resigned as
chairman to join Time Inc. as a
partner in that firm's first radio-tv
ownership venture.

Court

Denies

Pleading

WITV

Miami

(TV) Appeal

Ch.

10

Injury

The FCC's allocation of and authority
to grant ch. 10 in Miami have been upheld
in a unanimous decision by the U. S. Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia.
The court denied an appeal by WITV (TV)
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., 25 miles away,
claiming economic injury. WITV's license,
the court said, "contained no express or
implied terms insuring financial success or
freedom from hurtful competition." The
court said the FCC already has considered
in other related proceedings the WITV
contention that if it were forced off the
air by competition from ch. 10 the Communications Act's provision for equitable
distribution of facilities among states and
communities would be compromised thereby.
The FCC

in a 4-3 vote on Thursday

denied WITV's petition asking reconsideration of the Commission's dismissal of the
station's request for experimental operation
on ch. 6 in Miami to compare simultaneous
uhf and vhf operation.
Court

Rules Against

WLDB

Judgment for copyright infringement
against Leroy and Dorothy Bremmer,
owners of WLDB Atlantic City-? has been
obtained by members of ASCAP. The plaintiffs alleged that copyrighted songs were
performed by the station without authorization. Plaintiffs were Frank Loesser, Matt
Dubey, Harold Karr, New World Music
Corp.. and Mayfair Music Corp. The U. S.
district court for New Jersey restrained the
defendant from publicly performing the
songs in the future, and awarded damages
of $250 for each unauthorized performance
together with court costs and attorney's
fees.
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SUBCOMMITTEE

DIGS

DEEPER
INTO
FCC
'PRESSURES'
sonal and telephone contacts between Mr.
Purported influences in the Miami, St.
Louis and Boston tv cases continued to
Fuqua and Comr. Mack while the ch. 7
decision was pending.
occupy the spotlight of House Legislative
Mr. Angland further quoted Mr. Knight
Oversight Subcommittee hearings held last
as stating he asked Sen. John W. Bricker
week in Washington and Boston.
(R-Ohio) to check with then FCC Chairman
Chairman Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.)
George C. McConnaughey as to when a final
opened the Monday morning hearing in
decision would be issued by the FCC. Mr.
Washington with the announcement the subKnight said he understood Sen. Bricker did
committee hopes to complete its FCC intalk to Comr. McConnaughey but he does
vestigations bythe end of this month. This
not know the outcome.
will be followed by legislation designed to
In a telephone interview with Mr. Angcure the "ills" discovered by the subcommitland, South Florida principal Jack C. Stein
tee in FCC operations. The chairman expressed hope Congress would act on the
was quoted as saying he considered that aplegislation before adjournment, probably
plicant's chances "dead" when Frieda Hennock left the Commission in June 1955.
sometime in August (Government, June
2].
Miss Hennock was replaced by Comr. Mack.
Mr. Stein said that Sen. George Smathers
Following the committee's interim report
last April [Lead Story, April 7], Rep. Har(D-Fla.) advised him to be on the lookout
ris introduced HR 11886, which would: (1)
for "pressures" from the White House and
that he hired Mr. Whiteside to find out
require the FCC to adopt a code of ethics;
(2) prevent the payment of honorariums to
where the alleged pressures were coming
commissioners; (3) strengthen the law refrom. "We were just trying to get informagarding ex parte contacts, and (4) give the
tion, not a vote," Mr. Stein stated.
President power to remove a commissioner
Contacts also were made by John D. Penfrom office. Rep. Harris also has announced
nekamp, associate editor of Knight's Miami
plans to sponsor legislation requiring the
Herald, Mr. Knight and Leonard Reinsch
seller of a station to pay a transfer fee
executive director of the Cox stations, acto the government.
cording to Mr. Stein's telephone interview.
Subcommittee attorney Stephen J. AngHe specifically charged that Mr. Reinsch
land last week presented testimony purport"used every source at his command to bring
ing to show several instances of ex parte
contacts in different comparative cases. Of
pressures
on said
the FCC."
Mr. Stein
South Florida was unable
the four applicants for Miami ch. 7, Mr.
to
establish
any
actual
White House presAngland claimed, all except Sunbeam Tv
sures but that he still is "suspicious." He
Corp. brought pressures to bear against the
said Mr. Whiteside told him before the ComCommission. The winning applicant was
mission vote that the grant was "going to the
Biscayne Tv Corp. (Cox and Knight newsnewspapers" and that Comr. Mack called
papers and former NBC President Niles
Mr. Pennekamp for instructions on how to
Trammell). The two losing applicants were
vote.
Corp.
East Coast Tv Corp. and South Florida Tv
South Florida considered bringing Roy
Cohn, New York attorney and controversial
Mr. Knight was quoted as saying BisSenate
counsel during the Army-McCarthy
cayne had cause to be concerned because
hearings, into the case, Mr. Stein stated to
Thurman A. Whiteside, Miami attorney
Mr. Angland. This arrangement was to be
who figured prominently in the Miami ch.
10 investigations, was working actively for
made through William O'Neil, owner of
WKSP Miami and brother of Thomas F.
South Florida. When asked what commissioners he had talked to, Mr. Trammell was
O'Neil, head of General Teleradio, who was
going to buy an interest in South Florida
quoted as replying: "I guess I made the
if
Mr. Cohn came in, Mr. Stein stated. Mr.
rounds." None of the principals testified in
person last week and all statements were
O'Neil assured South Florida, Mr. Stein
said in the Angland interview, that Mr.
those Mr. Angland said had been given him.
Cohn could get the grant but it was decided
Mr. Knight told Mr. Angland, according

to the attorney's report of an interview with
the publisher in Chicago, that Ben Fuqua,
vice president of the Florida Power & Light
Co., was asked to help in the ch. 7 case
with the knowledge that he (Fuqua) was a
close personal friend of then Comr. Richard
A. Mack. Like Mr. Whiteside, Mr. Fuqua
also participated ex parte in the ch. 10 case.
Mr Fuqua was quoted by Mr. Angland
as saying he visited Comr. Mack at least
twice while the ch. 7 case was active — once
before the final decision and once after
the court had remanded the decision to the
Commission. Mr. Fuqua was quoted as
saying Comr. Mack indicated Biscayne had
nothing to worry about. Mr. Angland introduced into the record 24 written, per-

not to bring him in because "we were naive
enough to believe the case would be decided on its merits."
Working ex parte for East Coast, according to Mr. Angland's testimony, was Tampa,
Fla., attorney Miles H. Draper. Mr. Draper
was quoted as saying he "did a little missionary work for a couple of applicants before
the FCC." He was paid a $5,000 fee by
Scharfeld, Jones & Baron, Washington law
firm representing East Coast.
A prominent Florida Republican, Mr.
Draper said he was asked to help because
"I might have some Republican interest
somewhere. I traveled quite a bit and I was
just asked to move around and find out what
the situation was with respect to these
Broadcasting

Three little future accountants seem to be amazed at the
budget. Their
figures their father is showing them in the family
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Baer, through long

Where

does

the budget more in stride.
experience, appear able toin take
the General Office of Standard Oil
Mr. Baer is an accountant
Company where Standard's annual budget is prepared.

the

Reviewing family budgets, pleasant or not, is a task every
family has to face at some time. And every business, too. In a
way, company finances are a lot like personal financial problems.

money

go?

Companies, too, must watch the pennies. Like you, Standard Oil
and its subsidiary companies took in a certain amount of money
last year. And here's what happened to it.

Voo ore we/come fo o copy of our 32-page 1957 Annual Report
Just write to Standard Oil Company, 970 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 80, III.
1. Things we bought and used... 59.5%
Most of the money we took in went for things we had to buy, such as
crude oil, materials and services, plus charges made for wear and tear.
These costs are roughly comparable to your living expenses. We buy
32,000
everything from paper clips to structural steel from more than
communities. While
independent companies in hundreds of American prices
of oil products
our costs have skyrocketed in the past few years,
period!
same
the
in
slightly
only
up
gone
have
2. Taxes paid ... 1 8.7%
Our next biggest item— even bigger than our payroll— was for taxes,
for
including our own taxes, and those we collect from our customers
national, state and local governments. All together this,, totaled
87. And
$447,048,4
taxes
everyone
pays!that figure does not include the many "hidden
3. Wages, salaries, benefits... 15.5%
Then there were wages, salaries and benefits for our 49,680 employees.
Standard Oil employees enjoy one of the most progressive benefit programs in any industry. Back in 1903, when retirement plans were virtually unheard of in industry, Standard Oil started its retirement plan.
It was among the first industrial companies in America to do this.
4. Profits used for improvement... 4.0%
After all costs of doing business were taken care of, 6.3% was left. This
is profit. We used part of this, or 4.0% of our total income, to expand

facilities and to improve our products and services for the millions of
people who depend on us for petroleum products.
5. Profits paid to owners... 2. 3%
rdividends to our 148,400 shareholdeThe
The balance, or 2.3%, went as dividends
for 64 consecutive years.
owners. Standard Oil has paid
value of dividends paid in 1957, including a special fourth quarter
dividend, was $2.11 per share. We try to pay share owners a dividend
equal in value to approximately half of earnings each year, reinvesting
the remainder for future growth in the interest of shareholders, employees and the public.
6. And that's where our money went!
service staAll the money we took in has been accounted for. At our
tions, our plans and investments face the final test, for our millions of
customers are the bosses. Through our subsidiaries, we serve all
America. Our products are sold in 48 states.

What makes a company a good citizen? To be a good citizen
a business must be frank and open— with employees, stockholders,
customers, the public. In advertisements like this during the year,
we at Standard Oil publish reports to our neighbors so you will
know how we work, something about our Standard Oil family,
where our money goes, and the part we play in the prosperity of
the communities in which we five and work.

STANDARD

OIL
COMPANY
the sign of progress.
(INDIANA)
RESEARCH
MARKETING SUBSIDIARIES: AMOCO (The American Oil Company) . UTOCO (Utah Oil Refining Company) TH ROUGH
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GOVERNMENT continued
cases." (He also received a $5,000 fee in the
Ch. 12 Jacksonville case.)
In an August 1955 letter to Comr. Mack,
read into the record. Mr. Draper stated: "I
hope that you will not be unmindful of the
fact that you received this appointment [to
the FCC] through the cooperation of the
Republican organization in Florida and
Washington and that you would not knowingly take part adversely to the friends who
were helpful to you." The letter further declared "surprise" that Comr. Mack had
participated in preliminary phases of the
ch. 7 vote and expressed fears that if the
newspapers got the grant. Republicans would
be unable to "get favorable hearing time
for what broadcasts we might wish to make
Mr. Draper also stated in the letter that
he had told friends in East Coast Television
that "because this is a Miami station which
was mill. iied before your appointment, that
\ou [Comr. Mack] would undoubtedly abstain from participation therein."
Mr. Angland testified East Coast attorney
Arthur \V. Scharfeld said Mr. Draper was
hired to get publicity and not to do aything
.it the FCC. "Mr. Scharfeld would not pinpoint the type of publicity wanted of Mr.
Draper." Mr. Angland stated.
Mr. Angland also testified on non-record
contacts with the FCC in several other tv
cases. Mr. Lishman termed them a "sufficient number of cases" to show a pattern
of ex parte pressures in every major comparative tv case. Rep. Harris said this definitely proved the ch. 10 Miami situation
was not an "isolated case," and that witnesses would be called to further develop
the cases, especially Miami ch. 7. Other
ex parte contracts brought out by Mr. Angland:
Jacksonville Calls
In the Jacksonville, Fla., ch. 12 contest
among five applicants, Comr. Mack on two
different occasions telephoned a Jacksonville attorney asking an opinion on the
merits of the individual applicants, Mr.
Angland said. Also, according to the witness, Comr. Mack visited in the home of
Mitchell Wolfson, stockholder in winning
applicant Florida-Georgia Tv Co., while the
Commission was considering the case. Several letters and telephone calls to commissioners on behalf of various Jacksonville
applicants were cited.
In the Miami ch. 6 case, still pending
before the Commission, Mr. Angland cited
a memorandum from White House assistant
Gerald Morgan to Comr. Doerfer inquiring
about the current status. Enclosed with the
memorandum was a letter to President
Eisenhower from Leslie B. Bain, described
by Mr. Angland as an applicant for the
channel. Mr. Lishman said this contact
raises a question about the independence
of the Commission and that the Bain letter,
coming from the White House, has much
more effect than if it had been sent direct
to the FCC.
Also cited was an April 11, 1958, memorandum from Robert Weston, engineering
assistant to Comr. Robert E. Lee, to the
commissioner. Mr. Weston stated that Mr.
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Bain had been in the commissioner's office
and made what he considered "most inappropriate" representations. Mr. Angland
stated that Mr. Weston called Mr. Bain's
attorney following the visit telling the lawyer
to keep s.the applicant away from the commissioner
Mr. Angland read a statement of legal
fees paid by ch. 2 KTVI (TV) St. Louis
which showed the station had paid out
$107,000 and still owes $84,000. The statement, filed by attorney Clark M. Clifford,
also showed that a $55,000 fee had been
paid former FCC Comr. Robert Jones.
Roberts & Mclnnis, Washington counsel for
KTVI, according to Mr. Angland, did not
know Mr. Jones had been retained by
KTVI. Also, Mr. Angland said, Mr. Jones
was
not an attorney of record at the Commission.
Mr. Angland told about the activities of
radio-tv personality Tex McCrary in the
ch. I 1 St. Louis grant to CBS. Testimony
alleged that Mr. McCrary, after talking to
William S. Paley, CBS Inc. board chairman,
and CBS President Frank Stanton, personally talked to Comrs. Doerfer, McConnaughey and T. A. M. Craven. Mr. McCrary also attempted unsuccessfully to see
Comr. Lee.
Had

on Reporter Hat

Mr. McCrary said, according to Mr.
Angland, that he was acting as a reporter
and not on behalf of CBS and asked the
commissioners why it was taking so long to
decide the ch. 1 1 case. Mr. McCrary said
Comrs. Doerfer and McConnaughey were
very "guarded" during the individual discussions. Comr. Craven was "ice" during
the interview and said at the outset it was
improper to talk about the case, according
to Mr. McCrary's version as told by Mr.
Angland.
Mr. Paley was quoted as telling Mr.
Angland that Mr. McCrary was not representing CBS and was paid no fee, although
he did report back to Dr. Stanton on the
meetings. Mr. Angland said he was told by
Mr. Paley that relationships with commissioners had always been informal.
Other ex parte contacts mentioned by Mr.
Angland included letters written regarding
contests for ch. 7 Buffalo, N. Y., ch. 10
Parma, Mich., ch. 7 Denver, ch. 5 Cheboygan, Mich., and ch. 9 Orlando, Fla.
Under a special resolution passed Wednesday by the parent House Commerce Committee only two members of the Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee were present for
the Boston hearings. Ordinarily, six members of the 11 -man subcommittee would be
necessary to constitute a quorum. Rep. John
Bell Williams (D-Miss.), as acting chairman,
and Rep. Charles Wolverton (R-N. J.) conducted the Boston sessions.
In an opening statement Thursday, Rep.
Williams also said:
"We are here today to define by the testimony of witnesses subpoenaed and otherwise the areas of relevancy within which
the subcommittee may obtain pertinent documentary evidence from the files of both
the Boston Herald-Traveler Corp. and
WHDH Inc. and the records and writings of

their officers, directors, employes or representatives which pertain to ch. 5. The subcommittee's investigation of the tv ch. 5
award involves the ascertainment of what
factors influenced the decisions and whether
there was any corruption, maladministration or inefficiency in carrying out the
FCC's statutory duties. . . .
"It [t he subcommittee] has information
about the Boston Herald-Traveler Corp., its
directors, officers, counsel and employes
and other persons working with them which
indicate, they have brought such outside influence to bear on the FCC so as to induce
it to award tv ch. 5 in Boston to a subsidiary
of the Boston Herald-Traveler Corp. It has
information that since Jan. 1, 1955, directors, officers, counsel and employes of the
Boston Herald-Traveler Corp., have made
trips to Washington, D. C, in furtherance
of its plans to exert such outside influence
in the FCC. It also has information that
since Jan. 1, 1955, the directors, officers,
counsel and employes of the Boston HeraldTraveler Corp. made telephone calls to persons in Washington, D. C; St. Louis, Mo.;
Columbus, Ohio, and Manchester, N. H, in
furtherance of the same plan."
Rep. Williams also said that House Legislative Oversight subcommittee records show
that firms owned by Boston industrialists
Bernard Goldfine paid a hotel bill for Presidential Assistant Sherman Adams, two senators, members of the House and other high
government officials "which indicate the
possibilities political pressures were used to
gain favoritism before regulatory agencies."
Rep. Williams made this latter statement
when relevancy of information sought by
the subcommittee was challenged last Thursday in Boston during the hearings. The subcommittee shifted its hearing site from
Washington to Boston last week when it
ran into difficulty securing supoenaed information relating to the FCC's grant of
Boston ch. 5 to the Herald-Traveler and
related matters before the Federal Trade
Commission and Securities & Exchange
Commission.
File Contents Guarded
The subcommittee was careful to divulge
only the bare necessities of what is contained in its Boston files as further hearings
on alleged political pressures will be held
later in Washington. However, it was
learned the files definitely tie Mr. Goldfine's
activities into the ch. 5 grant to the HeraldTraveler and also that case with matters
underthe jurisdiction of the FCC and FTC.
Thursday's testimony concerned the financial dealings of Mr. Goldfine. Relevancy of
the subcommittee's requests were challenged by Washington attorney Roger Robb
who was representing witness Mildred Paperman, a bookkeeper for several firms
owned by Mr. Goldfine. Mr. Robb pointed
out that Mr. Goldfine long had been a personal friend of Mr. Adams and that one of
the senators formerly was the industrialist's
counsel. Mr. Robb challenged the subcommittee to prove any instances of political
pressure against the FCC and other agenBroadcasting

i

cies had been instigated by Mr. Goldfine.
The subcommittee resumes its hearings in
Washington today (Monday) on the Springfield. 111., -St. Louis tv situation [Government, June 2], Scheduled to testify are Harry Tenenbaum and Paul E. Peltason, top
KTVI executives, and Lee Ruwitch, executive manager of WTVJ (TV) Miami and
also a stockholder in W MAY-TV Springfield.
No hearings are scheduled this week beyond two days because of executive meetings on other matters of the parent House
Commerce Committee.
Attending the Boston hearings as FCC
observers were Joe Sitrick, administrative
assistant to the chairman, and Nathan A.
Hallenstein, engineer in charge of the Boston division of the Commission.
Justice
Of
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dominates Oklahoma's
KVOO
No. 1 market — a billion-dollar
market area with Tulsa right at
its center.

What's

more,

this

dominant "Voice of Oklahoma"
reaches beyond state boundaries
to bring you bonus coverage in
Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.
Get your full share; get the No. 1
market — all of it; get on KVOO!

The Justice Dept. — not unexpectedly —
made known last week its intention to take
part as amicus curiae in the Miami ch. 10
case [Government, June 2]. Justice made
public its letter of Wednesday to FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer replying in the
affirmative to the FCC chairman's query as
to whether Justice "deems it advisable" to
participate.
The Justice Dept. letter, signed by Attorney General William P. Rogers, said the
department's Antitrust Div. has been designated to represent Justice. Mr. Rogers noted
that the Antitrust Div. "has not and will
not" participate in presentation of evidence
to the grand jury investigating the ch. 10
case and that the amicus staff has been instructed not to make use of or have access
to proceedings before the grand jury, such
functions belonging to Justice's Criminal
Div.
Although Mr. Rogers did not name the
Justice representative for the ch. 10 hearing it was learned that the task will go to
Robert A. Bicks, first assistant to the chief
of the Antitrust Division.

Mr. Rogers noted that the U. S. Appeals Court for the District of Columbia,
in remanding the case to the FCC, had "apparently concluded that to insure the facts
are fully developed this Department, without prior connection with, or stake in, this
proceeding, should appear as amicus."
The Antitrust Div.'s amicus role, Mr.
Rogers said, would help Justice in drawing
attention to any instance in the FCC hearing
where use of compulsory process may
"thwart criminal justice." On the other
hand, Mr. Rogers said, "fairness requires
that grand jury processes not be employed
to gather data for our use in the Commission hearing."
Meanwhile, North Dade Video Inc., one
of the four applicants for ch. 10 in the reopened case, has urged the FCC not to let
the hearing be turned into a "Roman holiday," requesting that no one except the
original parties in the case (the four apthe right of cross-examination. plicants) be allowed
The FCC, acting upon what it believes
Broadcasting
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to be a court mandate, reopened the ch. 10
proceedings and in so doing announced

KENIN

that anyone about "whom evidence may be
received in the said hearing shall be permitted to cross-examine and to submit
rebuttal testimony" if he asks [Government, June 2].
North Dade felt the court didn't intend
this interpretation and said admission of
such a lengthy list of parties would extend
the proceedings to "a point beyond the
stamina and financial endurance of other
participants." It asked deletion of the
words "cross-examine" from the order.
Public Service Tv Inc., subsidiary of
National Airlines and one of the four applicants, filed opposition last week to a request by rival Eastern Airlines to be permitted to intervene in the case [Government, June 2], Eastern lost its chance to

ELECTED

•

West

coast candidate

•

Former

lawyer

AFM
wins

expected

With the blessings of retiring president
James C. Petrillo, Herman D. Kenin, west
coast representative of the American Federation of Musicians, last week was elected
president of the union at the 61st AFM
convention in Philadelphia.
Mr. Kenin won by a two-to-one majority
over his opponent, Alfred Manuti, president
of New York Local 802 of the AFM. Mr.
Petrillo had declined renomination for his
19th consecutive term [Personnel Relations. May 19].
Observers believe Mr. Kenin will adopt a

intervene by not acting "three years" before the grant in 1957, Public Service said.
The FCC awarded ch. 10 to Public
Service Tv Inc. over three other applicants
in February 1957. The U. S. Appeals Court
for the District of Columbia remanded the
case to the FCC [Government, April 21]
after an appeal by WK.AT Miami, one of
the applicants. The ch. 10 grant was the
subject of hearings by the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee resulting in
the resignation of former Comr. Richard
A. Mack.

Tv Satellite, New

Am

Granted

The Nebraska firm Bi-States Co. was
granted a construction permit for ch. 3
Sterling, Colo., by the FCC last week. BiStates intends to operate its channel 3 outlet as a satellite of ch. 13 KHOL^TV Kearney, Neb. Bi-States is currently operating
ch. 6 KHPL-TV Hayes City, Neb., as a
KHOL-TV satellite.
The Commission also last week granted
The Rough River Broadcasting Co., Leitchfield, Ky., a construction permit for a new
am outlet on 1580 kc with 250 w, day. At
the same time the FCC finalized two initial
decisions and granted Century Radio Corp.,
Baldwinsville, N. Y., a new am station to
operate on 1050 kc with 250 w, day, and
Radio Blakely, Blakely, Ga., an am on 1260
kc with 1 kw, day.
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post with

to adopt

Petrillo blessing

conciliatory attitude

more conciliatory attitude than Mr. Petrillo
in labor-management relationships. Mr. Kenin was a practicing lawyer in Portland, Ore.,
before he accepted his post with the AFM
in Los Angeles in 1956, and also served on
the union's international executive board for
14 years. He had been president of the Portland local for 20 years until he went to Los
Angeles.
Other officers re-elected are Charles L.
Bagley, Los Angeles, vice president; Leo
Cluesmann, Newark, secretary, and George
V. Clancy, Detroit, treasurer. E. E. Stokes,
Houston, was elected to fill the vacancy on
the executive board created by Mr. Kenin's
assumption of the presidency.
Mr. Kenin, in his acceptance speech, expressed determination to restore unity within the strife-torn AFM, which is faced with
high unemployment lawsuits and a secession
movement among its Los Angeles members.
Both Mr. Manuti and Eliot Daniel, president of Los Angeles Local 47, pledged to
cooperate
ward unity.with Mr. Kenin in his effort toTwo of the dramatic interludes at the
convention involved Mr. Petrillo. On Tuesday, a movement to nominate him despite
his announced decision not to run again
swept through the convention hall. Placards

U. S. -Canadian

Tv Setup Modified
The FCC has announced the assignment of ch. 8 to Oliver, British Columbia,
and Cornwall, Ontario, by the Canadian
government following an exchange of correspondence with Canada revising the
Canadian-U. S. A. television agreement. The
new assignments caused revision of ch. 13
•offset-carrier listings in Edmunston, N.B.;
Pembroke, Ont.; La Sarre and Three Rivers,
Que. In assigning ch. 8 to Cornwall, the
Canadian government agreed that the transmitter site there will be at least 170 miles
from the transmitter site of U. S. ch. 8
stations WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y., and
WMTW
(TV) Poland Spring. Me. (Mt.
Washington) and that the Cornwall station's
power will not exceed the equivalent of 50
kw from an antenna 500 ft. above average
terrain over a sector comprising the northern
and southern limits of Lake Champlain.

HEAD

AFM'S

KENIN: Man
bows in

bearing such pleas as "Stay, Jimmy," and
"Jimmy, You're the Most," were waved in
the throng. Mr. Petrillo, tears in his eyes,
could not be shaken from his position and
recommended Mr. Kenin as his successor.
On Wednesday, a resolution was introduced
to extend his $20,000-a-year salary as AFM
president and $3,000 yearly expense allowance for life but Mr. Petrillo, again, with
tears in his eyes persuaded the delegation to
withdraw the resolution at least until he retires as president of the Chicago local. Mr.
Petrillo will continue in that post at $26,000

with bow

a year.

ANOTHER

EX-BANDSMAN

Like his predecessor, who stopped tooting a trumpet more than 40 years ago,
Herman David Kenin, the new president
of the American Federation of Musicians,
stopped playing the fiddle in 1930.
That was the year he was admitted to
the Oregon bar. But Mr. Kenin kept his
card in the union and from 1936 until
1956, he served as president of the Portland local of the AFM. He was named
west coast representative of the union
in 1956 at an annual salary of $15,600.
The presidency of the AFM has paid Mr.
Petrillo $20,000 yearly, but there is sentiment within the union to raise the salary
to $35,000.
Mr. Kenin is regarded as sharply different from Mr. Petrillo in personality.

AT

HELM

Whereas the retiring president is colorful,
explosive, unyielding at times, Mr. Kenin
is pictured as a subdued individual who
uses reason and conciliation to achieve
results.
A slim man of middle height, Mr. Kenin is 56 years old. He was born in Vineland, N. J., but was raised in Portland.
He was a jazz violinist while attending
Reed College and Northwestern College
of Law, and also led his own band. In
1936 he married Maxine Bennett, who
had been a Rockette at the Radio City
Music Hall. They have two boys. For
the past two years the family has lived in
Los Angeles but now will move to New
York, where the AFM has its headquarters.
Broadcasting
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Reprinted with permission from Newsweek
The vast future needs of the world and the United
States for electrical energy . . . will greatly exceed
the available fuel sources in the foreseeable future.
Fuel-poor countries like Britain already feel the
pinch. The United States has a maximum of 25
years and a minimum of 15. But in the United
States we shall be consuming twice the electrical
energy now used, although that has been increased
enormously since 1946.

Thus the development of nuclear power, for which
the sources of fuel seem illimitable, is of profound
concern to American power producers. To meet that
future, private companies have done, are doing and
will do a great deal at a large cost, without financial
profits, in research, in experimentation with pilot
plants, and in real power-producing units. For a
reactor is just another means of producing heat,
which makes steam that drives conventional machinery toproduce electricity.

fortunate than the Pacific Northwest, the Mountain
states and the states near coal in the Appalachians.
The privately owned electric industry spent $35
million in 1957 on nuclear plants and $5 million in
research. This per-year expenditure will rise rapidly
in years to come.
Five atomic reactors are now producing electricity, inthree of which considerable private money
was invested: the AEC-Westinghouse-Duquesne Light
Company plant at Shippingport near Pittsburgh with
68,000-kilowatt capacity; a General Electric-Pacific
Gas and Electric plant at Vallecitos, California, with
5000; an AEC-Southern California Edison plant
with 6500; the AEC's plant at Argonne Laboratory
near Chicago; an Army package plant at Fort
Belvoir, Virginia. There are several prototypes in
AEC installations.

The big goal is to reach the cost level which will
be comparable with conventional sources— coal, oil,
gas and falling water. From what I have learned,
the cost of power from the atom is eight or ten times
—perhaps somewhat more— than that to be obtained
from fossil fuels: coal, oil and gas. The cost of the
installation is more than doubled, that of fuel is
very high.
Against this differential there must be calculated
the rising and future costs of the present sources.
Even water power will be much, much higher because
of materials, labor and the diminution of good dam
sites even in the Pacific Northwest. An offset of
some size can be made in the case of coal because
of greater efficiency in its use. Inflation will hit
both atomic and other sources, to be sure, and that
is indeterminate. But the best estimate of the coming
of comparable— not necessarily equal or competitive
—costs is somewhere between 12 and 20 years.
There will be variations among regions according
to the availability of sources. New England is less

America's

Broadcasting

Independent

Electric

The following are under construction at present:
The Power Reactor Development Company's plant
nat Monroe, Michigan, 100,000 kilowatts; Commo
idated
Consol
0;
180,00
s,
Illinoi
of
Edison
wealth
Edison of N. Y., 275,000; and the Yankee Atomic
Electric Co. plant with New England companies participating, 134,000. These are scheduled for production in 1960. By then the United States will have
more than 650,000 kilowatts from these plants alone.
In addition there will be the several government
There can be no argument about the necessity
plants.
for considerable government help. The bill is just
chartoo much for private investors to bear. The
some
of
subject
a
is
help
that
of
amount
and
acter
controversy. Certainly it should be clear to all except zealots for Federal public power that no Federal
crash program would be tolerable in a free economy.
It would be monopolistic, excessively costly and
technically foolish. For we simply do not know what
reactor type, what form of fuel and what other components are the best answer.

Light

and

Power

Companies

*Company names on request through this magazine
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SDG

Strike Anticipated

Although no agreement has been reached
between the producers of films for theatres
and tv and the Screen Directors Guild and
the guild's June 2 deadline has passed, the
general feeling in Hollywood late last week
was that there would be no strike of directors.
Following an extended negotiating session on Monday, the SDG board met Tuesday evening and issued this statement:
"Unable to reach agreement after hearing
the negotiating committee report on the
producers' the
latestcommittee
proposal, totheseek
board
has
authorized
further
and final clarification of unresolved points."
Film Guild

Re-elects Magwood

The re-election of Howard T. Magwood
as president of the Screen Directors International Guild was announced last week
b\ the union. Others elected to serve until
May 1959: Charles H. Wasserman. first
vice president: Joseph R. Kohn. second vice
president; Jack Glenn, secretary, and Jean
H. Lenauer. treasurer.
SDIG is composed of more than 300 directors of i\ film commercials and industrial and educational films in the New York
area and other eastern cities. The union

is seeking to set up negotiations with the
Film Producers Assn. of New York for a
contract covering directors.
WTVJ

(TV) Gets NLRB

Order

An examiners finding that WTVJ Inc.,
Miami, had engaged in unfair labor practices but had not refused to bargain collectively was upheld Monday by National Labor Relations Board. WTVJ (TV) was ordered to cease discouraging membership in
IBEW Local 349; quizzing employes about
their union activities "in a manner constituting interference, restraint or coercion" and
threatening "reprisals" for union activities.
WTVJ was directed to offer full reinstatement to five employes — Joseph DeSimone.
George H. Schwartz. D. N. Alexander, Wilson Griffith and Lloyd Gaynes and make
good any loss of pay they may have suffered.
WGAW

Considers

CBS

Strike

LAST

BLATANT

NOTE

Retiring President James C. Petrillo of the American Federation of Musicians [see story, page 74] last week
was charged with trying to "crush"
the National Music Camp at Interlochen, Mich., by the camp's president
and founder, Dr. Joseph E. Maddy,
music professor at the U. of Michigan. He testified before a House labormanagement relations subcommittee
that Mr. Petrillo has placed the camp
on AFM's "unfair list" for the past 13
years. Dr. Maddy, who was kicked
out of AFM and has feuded with the
AFM president for 30 years, said
AFM forced cancellation of an invitation to the camp's high school
band to play at the dedication of the
Mackinac Straits Bridge June 27.

The Council of Writers Guild of America,
West and the guild's Tv-Radio Branch Board
will meet this evening (Monday) to consider
strike action against CBS, affecting West
Coast staff news and continuity writers for
both radio and television. The meeting was
requested by the WGAW negotiating committee following an impasse in its talks

with CBS for a new contract to succeed the
one that expired May 31. CBS and WGAW
have been discussing terms since April including increases in base salaries and additional fees for other duties beyond writing,
acting editor fees, program fees and other
provisions.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Lang-Worth, Davis Productions
Get Together on Mobilux Deal
Affiliation of Robert Davis Productions
Inc. with Lang-Worth Feature Programs
Inc. was announced formally last week,
putting the 23-year old radio transcription
firm in the television business.
The Davis organization processes "Mobilux." a tv film system that provides an animated tv mat service for local and national
advertisers as well as tv stations. LangWorth, while not engaging in actual
"Mobiluxing." will provide the Davis group
with a permanent sales organization and
traffic network. Robert Davis Productions
will quit its New York offices at 21 E. 63rd
St. to move into Lang-Worth headquarters
at 1755 Broadway, and will seek larger
studio space elsewhere in Manhattan.
While it does not now envision installation
of video tape recording apparatus — VTR
being an integral part of the Mobilux
process — it was learned that Davis seeks an
alliance with "several tv networks" whereby the networks would grant Davis use of
VTR facilities in exchange for Mobilux
service.
L

Mobilux essentially is a new process embodying the principles of light reflection
via a specially patented flexible mirror that
is said to enable advertisers to get animation
in tv film commercials at Vz less than the
cost of a regular animated film. Mobilux
does not require frame-by-frame art work,
can be shot in live-action and thus cuts
production costs considerably.
To date, it has been used by Chevrolet
Div. of General Motors Corp. (CampbellEwald Co.) in its "teaser" campaign on
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NBC-TV's Dinah Shore Chevy Show last
fall. Other advertisers — national and regional— who have used or are now readying
Mobiluxed commercials include Kellogg
(Leo Burnett), Lever Bros. (J. Walter
Thompson), Union Carbide (William
Esty), Olympia Brewing (Botsford, Constantine & Gardner), and Standard Oil of
Indiana (D'Arcy Adv.).
Mr. Davis last week announced that
Gene Deitch, former executive producer
at UPA Pictures Inc., New York, and
CBS-Terrytoons Div., New Rochelle, had
joined his firm as consulting art director.

No Break in Telenews Service,
Hearst Metrotone Tells Clients
Telenews newsfilm will continue to be
supplied stations with no interruption, William Randolph Hearst Jr., president of
Hearst Metrotone News Inc., New York,
formally assured tv station clients last week!
The operation was not involved in the
merger of International News Service with
United Press Assns. that formed the new
United Press International [Program Services, June 2; At Deadline, May 26].
One change is being made, however. INS,
before it was dissolved, had been exclusive
sales agent for Telenews programs for tv.
Now distribution will be handled by the
Hearst Corp. Hearst Metrotone News also
produces "News of the Day," a theatrical
newsreel distributed by MGM which partly
owns Hearst Metrotone (50% by
MGM,
50% by Hearst Corp.).
Tv stations using the various Telenews
newsfilm services were told by Mr. Hears
t

that the newsfilm producer is "in no way
involved in the INS-UP merger and it will
continue production and service uninterruptedly to its many clients."
PROGRAM

SERVICES

SHORTS

Broadcast Music Inc., has awarded total of
$11,750 in prizes to 11 young American
composers in sixth annual competition for
student composers. Individual cash awards
were of various amounts, with top award of
$2,000. BMI established competition in
1951 in cooperation with music educators
and composers. This year's competiti
will
make $9,250 available for awardson next
spring.

Charles Michelson Inc. (tv-radio transcriptions), N. Y., have placed 1,300 episodes
of Portia Faces Life on market. Series is
produced from original Mona Kent scripts
by
arrangem
Foods
Corp. ent with title owners, General
Hardric Productions Inc. has been formed
by Ralph F. Craig and Hale Rood, both
independent music producers. Company is
located at 510 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22,
and will specialize in creation and production of musical commercials for broadcast
media.
John H. Lerch of John H. Lerch & Assoc.
(radio documentary productions), Columbus, Ohio, leaves for Brussels World Fair
Wednesday to record series of 15-minute
reports. Set of six open-end reports may be
obtained from Lerch, 243 E. Ninth Ave.,
Columbus. Price: $60.
Broadcasting
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Wissahickon

STATIONS

NO

•

RECESSION

FOR

STATIONS—

NAB

Survey

shows typical radio increase of 2% for this year
• Tv station gain put at 3.5%; both off 1% from '57 increase
million. The FCC last week approved the
There's no recession in the broadcasting
business, judging by time sales at a majority
Dcna huy-in.
of radio ami tv stations.
A new corporation is to be formed between Mr. Sinatra and the Kayes which
The typical radio station expects total
broadcast revenue in 1958 to run 2.0%
will split the ownership of the stations on
ahead of 1957, which is below the estimated
an even 50-50 basis. This is the first ven3% 1957 gain over 1956. according to a
ture of these entertaniment personalities into
surve\ conducted by NAB.
broadcast ownership. Mr. Sinatra originally
purchased the three stations from Lester
The typical tv station anticipates a 3.5%
W. Smith and Lincoln Dellar [Changing
increase in 1958 but the figure is below the
Hands,
March 24]. Mr. Smith will remain
estimated 4.5% 1957 gain over 1956.
as
general
manager of the outlets.
The survey shows that 54.6% of radio
stations expect their total broadcast revenue
to increase in 1958, with 22.2% expecting
Long Term Contract with Blair
a decline and 23.2% figuring there will be
Arranged by Triangle Radio-Tv
no change compared to 1957.
New long-term contracts for representaTwo out of three tv stations — 66.8% —
tion of radio-tv properties of Triangle Pubexpect 1958 revenue to exceed that in 1957.
lications with Blair have been signed, Roger
with I9.4r; expecting a decline and 13.8'.
Clipp,
vice
president and general manager
no change.
for Triangle's broadcasting operation, and
NAB's survey, conducted by the emJohn Blair, president, John Blair & Co., announced last week.
ployer-employe relations department, indicates radio stations are making the best
WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia in Deshowings in markets over 2.5 million popucember 1954 were the first Triangle stations
lation. In television the best showing is apto be represented by Blair. They were folparent in markets under 25.000 and the
lowed by WNBF-AM-TV Binghamton, N.
least increase is expected in markets over
Y., in August 1955; WFBG-TV AltoonaI million.
Johnstown in November 1956 and WNHCThe NAB 1958 comparisons are based on
TV Hartford-New Haven, last May. The
stations' first-quarter business.
am stations are represented by John Blair
The 1958-57 and 1957-56 comparisons
& Co., the tv by Blair-Tv. Another Triangle
for radio and television stations (total broadstation, WLBR-TV Lebanon, Pa., has been
cast revenue) follow:
represented by the third Blair unit— Blair
1958
1957
Television Assoc. — since May 1957.
Size of
over
over
Mr. Clipp pointed up the Triangle-Blair
1956
Market
1957
association as having been "most profitable
and pleasant," noting operational advanRADIO
tages inconcentrating Triangle's major facil5.1%
6.3%
OVER 2.5 MILLION
ities with one representative for national
3.9
2.4
sales.
1-2.5 MILLION
1.7
500,000-1 MILLION
6.3
6.0
3.4
250,000-500,000
4.8
1.9
100.000-250,000
3.5
50,000-100.000
3.4
4.0
25.000-50.000
2.4
1.7
10,000-25,000
2.4
2.1
3.0
UNDER 10,000
2.0%
3.0%
NATIONWIDE MEDIANS
TELEVISION
OVER I MILLION
500.000-1 MILLION
250.000-500.000
100.000-250,000
25,000-100,000
UNDER 25,000
NATIONWIDE MEDIANS

1.5%
4.0
5.9
2.7
4.5
3.5%

8.5
Comedian

4.3%
3.7
3.7
5.1
6.3
/
19.8
4.5%

L

Buys In With

Sinatra
Dena Pictures, owned by Danny Kaye
and wife Sylvia Fine, has purchased 49%

of Frank Sinatra's recently acquired KJR
Seattle, KNEW Spokane, both Washington,
and KXL Portland, Ore. The cost of these
stations to Mr. Sinatra's Essex Productions
firm had been in the neighborhood of $2
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FINAL DETAILS of new contract are set
by (I to r) John Blair, president of the
representative firms bearing his name; Roger
Clipp, vice president and general manager
of Triangle's broadcast properties, and Edward P. Shurick, Blair-Tv executive vice
president.

Paschall

Switches

to KFXM

In a realignment of executive personnel of KAFY Bakersfield and KFXM San
Bernardino, both California, Benton
Paschall is leaving the general managership
of KAFY to serve as general manager
of

KFXM and Glenn D. Lockhart, assistant
general manager of KFAY, has been advanced to general manager of that station.
The two 1 kw independent stations are
owned by Mr. Paschall, Howard Tullis,
president of the Tullis Co., Hollywood agency, and John Hearne, Hollywood attorney.
The changes were made so that Mr. Paschall
can concentrate on the operation as general
manager of KFXM as well as take on the
additional duties of handling national business of both stations in cooperation with
the stations' national representative, McGavren-Quinn.
Stations
From

Take

Phila.

Load

Newspapers

Radio and tv stations in Philadelphia expanded their news service and provided advertising facilities for business firms during
the strikes that crippled two major newspapers— Inquirer and Bulletin.
A feature of the week was the vocal reading of the papers by the broadcast stations
affiliated with the struck journals — WFILAM-TV for the Inquirer; WCAU-AM-TV
for the Bulletin. The stations carried detailed descriptions of the contents of the
advertising-less newspapers, with both radio
and tv outlets covering news, features and
comics.
The strikes started the night of May 30
when the teamsters union failed to deliver
the May 31 morning edition of the Inquirer.
Members of the American Newspaper Guild
refused to cross picket lines. Their Inquirer
contract expired at midnight May 31. Both
unions were still out last Friday, with executive personnel and editors handling the news.
The Inquirer has carried no advertising and
its editions have been sold only at the news-

paper's plant.tin was struck Satur
The Bulle
day by
teamsters. Its editions, also without advertising, have been sold only at the plant. The
Bulletin had a full editorial complement
since the news staff does not have a guild
contract.
The Camden (N. J.) Courier-Post, across
the Delaware River from Philadelphia, also
was hit by the strike. The Philadelphia
Daily News, tabloid, published as usual.
A man-on-the-street survey conducted by
Research Inc., Philadelphia, showed that
54% of those interviewed were listening to
radio more and watching tv more because
of the newspaper strikes.
WFIL-AM-TV augmented its news staff
when the strike started, adding frequent
news reports. A Sunday feature was "a trip
through the Sunday Inquirer." Similar
"trips" have been carried each evening. Programs were revamped to accommodate the
requests of department stores, special stores,
food, entertainment, automobile, real estate
and other advertisers deprived of their print
media. Lit Brothers, Snellenburg's, John
Wanamaker's and Strawbridge & Clothier
head the list of department store sponsors
who bought extensive broadcast time.
WFIL-AM-TV sent out three news cruiser
units that provided beep reports.
WCAU-AM-TV read the Sunday Bulletin, using both station and newspaper perBroadcasting

for Adam Young Inc.
to represent WOKY Milwaukee, effective immediately, is finalized by (1 to
r) Gerald A. Bartell, president, Bartell
Broadcasters; Stephen A. Machcinski,
Adam Young executive vice president;
Morton J. Wagner, Bartell executive
vice president, and Adam Young, president of the firm bearing his name.
The move brings all Bartell stations
under Young representation. Others
are WAKE Atlanta; WYDE Birmingham, Ala.; KCBQ San Diego, Calif.;
KYA San Francisco, and WILD
Boston.
AGREEMENT

sonnel on the air. Charles Shaw, news
editor, was anchor man for the reports.
Sales of the Bulletin have been heavy
despite the fact that it is available at only
one place. The stations have carried numerous spots promoting the availability of the
Bulletin. Radio service included shopping
guides, short newscasts and half-hour roundups of Bulletin features.
WRCV and WRCV-TV quickly revamped their schedules to offer emergency
news schedules. News headlines were superimposed on the bottom of the tv screen in a
"crawl" effect during local and network
entertainment programs. Breaks into local
and network programming were made when
news justified. A United Press International
photo facsimile machine was installed. As
with other stations, heavy emphasis was
placed on local news, sports, business items,
features and traffic conditions.
WPEN augmented its news staff and went
on a 24-hour alert schedule. All five-minute
newscasts were expanded to eight minutes,
and the half-hourly newscasts from one to
two minutes. Stock market reports and a
theatrical directory were broadcast. A 120
sq. ft. show window in front of WPEN
was equipped as a giant bulletin board.
Thousands of "Newsgrams" were distributed
through hotels and restaurants.

14
out of 15
I
ROCHESTER

322
out

FAVORITES

141
OUT
NIGHTTIME

FIRSTS
of

COMPETITIVE

455

QUARTER

HOURS

FIRSTS
OF

168

QUARTER

181

HOURS

FIRSTS

OUT OF
DAYTIME QUARTER

HOURS

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
The Boiling Co. WVET-TV
Everett McKinney WHEC-TV

While all the city's radio stations were
joining the citywide expansion of news service, commercial staffs met the demand for
time as quickly as possible. Shopping guide
programs helped fill the needs of advertisers,
and announcements were fitted into schedules. Heaviest time purchases went to radio
because of the medium's greater flexibility.
Efforts to settle the strikes were begun
during the week. A federal mediator entered
the scene and was expected to continue
conferences Friday.
Broadcasting
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STATIONS CONTINUED
Lebanon

Honors

Elder Rahall

At June

8 Testimonial

Dinner

Nicholas Rahall, 74, received the Lebonese Civic and Education Medal from
Ambassador Nadim Dimechkie at a June
8 testimonial dinner in Beckley, W. Va. The

EXECUTIVES of Plough Inc. discussed plans to improve local radio selling at their
meeting at the Sheraton-Belvedere Hotel in Baltimore May 21-22 [Stations, May
26]. At the conference table were (1 to r) Cicne Plumstead. national director of
programming: Roy Whisnand. vice president and general manager, WCOP Boston;
I red Harm, vice president and general manager, WJJD Chicago; Jim Jordan, sales
manager, WJJD; Bernie Millenson, vice president and general manager, WCAO
Baltimore; Peggy Stone, president. Radio-Tv Representatives; Harold Krelstein,
president, the Plough Stations and vice president Plough Inc.; Charles DeVois, vice
president and general manager. WMPS Memphis; Rodger May, sales, WMPS; and
Ed McCann. sales manager, WCOP.
KMOX-TV

On

to Air Editorials

Occasion

Basis, Wilkey

Says

CBS o&o KMOX-TV St. Louis probably
will join the growing ranks of stations airing broadcast editorials. Gene Wilkey, its
general manager, indicated last week.
Addressing the St. Louis Advertising
Club Tuesday. Mr. Wilkey said he favored
tv editorials and that KMOX-TV would

activities, and, of course, interested in good,
wholesome, worthwhile entertainment."
KSAY

Names

Wassenberg

KSAY San Francisco has named Roman
W. Wassenberg general manager in line
with the independent station's plans for
program revamping. Mr. Wassenberg was
previously executive vice president and general manager of KSFO, and program manager for KPIX (TV), both San Francisco.

award was in recognition of Mr. Rahall's
contribution to betterment of living conditions in his native El-Kfier, Lebanon, including a school chemical laboratory and
library and funds for a city hall. The dinner
was given by his sons, N. Joe, Farris and
Sam Rahall, whose stations consist of
WWNR
Beckley, WTSP St. Petersburg,
Fla., WKAP Allentown and WNAR Norristown, both Pennsylvania, and WFEA Manchester, N. H. Rahall officials, Gov. Cecil
Underwood of W. Va., and members of
Congress were in attendance.

CBS-TV

Affiliates Re-elect Three
To One-Year Terms on Board
Three directors have been re-elected for
one-year terms to the CBS-TV Affiliates
Board from three eastern districts, it was
announced last week. Re-elected were Paul
Adanti, WHEN-TV Syracuse, N. Y.Richard Borel, WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio,
and Glen Marshall Jr., WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla. They will serve until 1959 at
which time a complete new board will be
elected for three-year terms. The board
comprises nine district directors, plus two
others under the CBS-TV Extended Market
Plan for eastern and western districts.
Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.,
is president of the CBS Television Affiliates
Assn.

occasionally editorialize on "'important, local, state or national matters but stick pretty
closely to local or regional issues". Editorial
views of the station at the national news
level may be aired only "insofar as they
affect our local community", he told Broadcasting.
Mr. Wilkey has no definite plans for immediate launching of broadcast editorials,
he said, but they will be carried "on occasion," reflecting middle ground between
the "extremes" of the "vituperative" and
the "Casper Milquetoast" variety. Views of
KMOX-TV will be determined by an editorial board consisting of the general manager, news directors and other representatives, he added.
Mr. Wilkey 's announcement followed the
tack of the parent CBS network, which has
favored station editorializing over a period
of recent years. It was presumed the plan
also would be extended to KlvTOX Radio.
He stressed in his talk tv's role at the
community level, noting that tv advertising
is making important advances because of
this realization: "Our educational systems,
our great newspapers, magazines and broadcasting media, our mobility as individuals —
all have produced an average American
who is intelligent, wide awake and interested in self-improvement, interested in
economic and social advantages for his
children, interested in news events and their
interpretation, interested in new leisure time
Page 80
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CHANGING

HAND^

station interests were
s of
owinS sale
follare
The.All
ced
oun
ann
ANNOUNCED last week.
subject to
FCC approval.

WFTL FT. LAUDERDALE, FLA. • Sold
to New York investment group headed by
Joseph C. Amaturo (20% owner of WESO
Southbridge, Mass.) by Ft. Lauderdale
Daily and Sunday News for $300,000. Mr.
Amaturo formerly managed WESO and he
will manage WFTL. The station operates
on 1400 kc with 250 w.

WLAK LAKELAND, FLA. • Sold to the
Florida Central Broadcasting Co. by S. O.
Ward for $300,000. Florida Central Broadcasting isheaded by CBS executives Frank
W. Nesbitt, director of network sales development, and Howard W. Cann, account
executive. The sale was handled by Allen
Kander and Co. WLAK operates on 1430
kc with 5 kw, day, 1 kw, night, and is an
NBC affiliate.
WWOK CHARLOTTE, N. C. . Sold by
Carmen Macri to Sherwood Tarlow, Joseph
Kruger and Allan Roberts for $190,000.
Buyers own WHIL Medford (Boston) and
WARE Ware, both Mass.; and WHYE

Mmmmmmmmmmmmmmikmmmm®
JRACK RECORD ON station sales, approvals
Roanoke, Va. Mr. Tarlow also controls
WLOB Portland, Me. This leaves Mr.
Macri with WZOK Jacksonville, Fla. The
day. was handled by Blackburn & Co.
sale
WWOK operates on 1480 kc with 1 kw,

station interests were approved by the FCC
of
For fers
other
win8. trans
f°lloweek
The last
ED
ROV
APP
t actio
dcas
broa
ns see For The Record,
page 103.TULSA, OKLA. • Sold by John
ROME
W. Kluge and Mark Evans to Charles W.
Holt and associates for $250,000. Mr. Holt
owns WHSY Hattiesburg and WHNY McComb, both Mississippi; WHXY Bogalusa,
La., and WHHY Montgomery, Ala. Mr.
Kluge continues his interests in WEEP
Pittsburgh, WGAY
Silver Spring, Md..
Nashville,
KNOK Fort Worth, WKDA
WINE Buffalo and WLOF-TV Orlando,
Fla. KOME is 5 kw day, 1 kw night directional on 1300 kc.
KSUM FAIRMONT, MINN. • Sold to
J. E. Hyde Jr., 50% owner of KDHL
Faribault, Minn., by Frank W. Endersbe
and Leo Seifert for $237,500. KSUM on
1370 kc with 1 kw, is affiliated with MBS.
Broadcasting

KGW-TV

on

counts

to

get

930

and

the

931

news

on

Richard Ross, News Director of KGW-TV, Portland,
film
Oregon, says that his station has used Du Pont
for newsreels since it started operations in December,
1956. "Despite some rough assignments, it has never
let us down," says Mr. Ross about DuPont Rapid
Reversal Film. "It was certainly a powerful factor
in our news programs having been listed by the
American Research Bureau as the top multi-weekly
s.
news program in several consecutive rating period
"One of the reasons we get our news on the air
so fast is the rapid drying time of DuPont 930 and
931. They dry at least five minutes sooner and those
five minutes mean smoother editing, more professional treatment of the coverage."

(SUPp)
1EG. U. S. PAT. OFF*

ugh Chemistry
Better Things for Better Living . . . thro

the

air

fast!

Portland has frequent rains during the winter
and spring, with dull skies, early darkness and very
film has
poor lighting conditions. "We find that 931
make
the necessary speed, resolution and contrast to
ions.
good, usable pictures under extreme condit
With the added bonus of fast processing, you can
see why DuPont is one of the vital tools in our
operation," concludes Mr. Ross.
For more information on DuPont films for every
TV need, contact the nearest DuPont Sales Office
2432-A
or write DuPont Photo Products Department,
In
Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware.
)
(1956
Canada: DuPont Company of Canada
Limited, Toronto.

STATIONS CONTINUED
Kluge Stations Set Disc Policy
At Three-Day

Organization

Meet

The five outlets in the Kluge Radio Stations group will set up a top-management
liaison with the record industry. Kluge managers decided at a May 30-June I meeting
at the Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington.
This policy is based on the premise that
"radio is show business" and the record industry is radio's
'major entertainment
source." It is designed to solve many of the
problems involving the two industries.
In formally organizing as a group, the
station resolved that each is to become "the
nerve-center of the community." John W.
Kluge. of Washington, head of the group,
and the managers took the position that
public service provides a challenge to sell
goodwill and increase audiences. A peopleto-people policy was adopted by which
"people in community activities will personally sell their public service in the same
manner commercial products and services
are sold by radio."
Kluge stations are WGAY Silver Spring.
Md.; WEEP Pittsburgh: WKDA Nashville;
WINE Buffalo and KNOK Fort Worth.
Leonard H. Marks, radio attorney for the
group, discussed legal and regulatory problems at the meeting. Jack Hardesty, vice
president of Radio Advertising Bureau, gave
a sales presentation. Bernard Howard, president of Stars National, representative,
reviewed national sales developments.

Gov.
New

Knight Helps Dedicate
Plant of KFSD Stations

The new million-dollar Broadcast City
home of KFSD-AM-FM-TV San Diego
was officially dedicated last month on the
am outlet's 32nd anniversary. California
Gov. Goodwin J. Knight particip
ated in
on-the-air ceremonies, dedicating the structure with more than an acre of floor space
plus two outdoor tv studios to the people
of San Diego.
In line with the stations' new title, "Your
Harbor Bell Stations," the program introduced a new song. "The Harbor Bell,"
composed especially for the tv station by
James Lee MacDonald and Wilhelmine
Frances Weber. Gov. Knight presented
William E. Goetze. stations' vice president
and general manager with a California
State
flag as part of the ceremonies.

AT DEDICATION of KFSD Inc.'s new
Broadcast City: Gov. Knight and Mr.
Goetze.
Page 82
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MANAGEMENT EXECUTIVES of Kluge Radio Stations met May 30-June 1 in Washington, with John W. Kluge directing discussion of group problems. Left to right (seated
in hack) Ted Dorf, WGA Y Silver Spring; Bill Dalton, assistant controller; James Hensley,
management staff; Bernie Howard, Stars National; William W. Jefferay, management
Staff; Jack Stapp, WKDA Nashville; Stuart Hepburn, KNOK Fort Worth. Foreground,
Alfred Johnson, controller; John F. Hardesty, Radio Advertising Bureau; Harvey
Glascock, radio sales manager; Mr. Kluge, and Ernie Tannen, now WEEP Pittsburgh,
who will be reassigned as general manager of the group with headquarters in Washington.

C-C Expands Pureed Duties;
Labunski Now WMCA
Gen.

Mgr.

Robert M. Purcell, president and general manager of KFWB Los Angeles, last
week was appointed director of radio for
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., retaining
his duties at C-C's KFWB. At the same
time, it was announced in New York that
Stephen B. Labunski, joins WMCA New
York today (Monday) as general manager
after having served in the C-C post now
taken over by Mr. Purcell.

Concurrent with Mr. Labunski's appointment was the election of Peter Straus,
WMCA program director, to executive vice
president.

Freed Contests Validity of Law
Governing Massachusetts Charge
Disc-jockey Alan Freed Wednesday contested the validity of the Massachusetts
"anti-anarchy law" under which the commonwealth hopes to throw the book at him
as a result of a May 3 "rock and roll" riot
in Boston. His attorney, Paul Smith, asked
dismissal of two indictments based on two
ancient Massachusetts statutes charging Mr.
Freed, formerly of WINS New York and
now with WABC New York, with inciting
an assembly to riot, property destruction and
other violence.
Mr. Smith, cognizant of reports that 15
"bystanders" reported being assaulted,
knifed and robbed, asked for a bill of particulars, including naming the victims and
those alleged to have perpetrated the disorders. He stated that the anti-anarchy act
was unconstitutional as applied to his client
for the law specifically covered intent to
overthrow the government.
Meanwhile, in New York, WABC General
Manager Ben Hoberman announced that the
station this weekend inaugurated "the first

phase of a new six-day-a-week programming concept" by giving Mr. Freed a
Saturday program in addition to a MondayFriday Series at 7:15-11 p.m.

Weed

Asks Colleges to Improve
Radio-Tv Courses, Award Degree

U. S. college courses in radio-tv were
termed "second-rate" Friday by station representative Joseph Weed. The president of
Weed Radio and Tv Corps., New York,
speaking before 100 students, faculty and
staff members of Iowa State College and its
owned and operated WOI-AM-TV Ames,
called upon universities to improve their
broadcast curricula to the point where
degrees would be offered. He went on:
"I would like to see you take leadership
in creating here curricula for training young
people in all of the facets of this great
profession: programming, selling, management, in order that here and elsewhere we
may look to the time when degrees can
be offered in this field of professional en"In viewing the future potential of television we must bear in mind not only the
deavor."
program
content," Mr.
said, "but
also the commercial
effortWeed
that makes
that
program content possible. It means that our
young people who show talent for selling
must be given as much attention and as
much encouragement as our young people
who show talent for producing and creatReber

Joins Cascade

Bcstg.

Jack Reber, former manager of NBC Spot
Sales, has joined Cascade Broadcasting Co.
as executive coordinator, it was announced
last week by Tom Bostic, general manager
of the
ing."northwest radio-tv stations. Mr. Reber, prior to his 1952-58 association with
NBC Spot Sales, was sales manager of
WNBT (TV) New York for two years after
Broadcasting
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example from AA's
Norman, Craig & Kummel is just one top
agencies in broadthe
g
nationwide audience. Ranking amon
ngs in
cast, N.C.&K. placed about $10,300,000 in radio-tv billi
cast -minded
1957.* Included in its accounts are such broad
Co., Ronson
ng
Brewi
advertisers as Colgate-Palmolive Co., Pabst
Corp. and Speidel Corp.
keep
Every week, 28 paid -subscription copies of Ad Age
and
news
the
with
up
Norman, Craig & Kummel executives
- subscription
developments affecting them. Further, 89 paid
of advertising
copies get a going-over at the offices and homes
mentioned.
and marketing professionals at the companies
Add to this AA's more than 40,000 paid circulation,
dous penetration of advertising with a weekly paid
currently reaching over 12,000 agency people alone,
readership by top executives in national advertising
—and you'll recognize in Advertising Age a most
medium for swinging broadcast decisions your way.
* Broadcasting Magazine 1957 Report.
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JOHN

B. MORRIS

A graduate of Harvard College, where he was
versatile enough to make Phi Beta Kappa and
the varsity basketball team, Mr. Morris has
seen marketing from both sides of the advertiser-agency fence. From 1933 until he became
an Air Corps officer in 1942, he progressed
from a junior sales executive to acting sales
manager of the Eagle Pencil Company. On his
return from military service in 1946, he
accepted the position of general sales manager
of the Helbros Watch Company.

m
m
Wf:.

In 1950, Mr. Morris joined Norman, Craig
& Kummel, Inc. to head up the marketing
department. Subsequently, he was assigned
additional responsibilities in merchandising,
media and research. He became a vice-president in 1952. Still showing marked signs of
versatility, Mr. Morris says his hobbies include
working with boys' clubs at a settlement house,
raising plants in a New York City apartment
and sports of all types— both as a participant
and a spectator.

.Advertising Age

11. ILLINOIS
CHICAGO
• NEW YORK 17. NEW YORK
I Year (52 issues) $3
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STATIONS CONTINUED

Newsworthy

serving as station program director. Cascade
Broadcasting Co. includes K.1MA-AM-TV
Yakima. Wash.; KEPR-AM-TV Pasco,
Wash.; KLEW-TV Lewiston. Idaho: KWIQ
Moses l ake. Wash., and K.BAS-TV EphrataMoses Lake, Wash.

WASHINGTON — WMAL-TV Washington,
originating station for the ABC-TV coverage of the Memorial Day services at Arlington Cemetery, reports it is the only tv outlel in the country to carry the event live.
Other network affiliates broadcast videotape versions. For the 3-4:15 p.m. EST
WMAL-TV pick-up. Richard Stratton directed six cameras and Jim Christenat was
production supervisor.

New $1.4 Million Bldg. to House
WNHC-AM-FM-TV New Haven

Plans for a $1.4 million building to house
WNHC-AM-FM-TV New Haven, Conn.,
were announced last week by Roger W.
( hpp, vice president of the Radio & Tv Div.
of Triangle Publications Inc.
The WNHC Radio & Tv Building will
be located in the heart of the $40 million
Oak St. development area, part of a $130
million redevelopment and highway program undertaken by the city of New
Haven.
The new broadcasting studio facilities will
include modern equipment from present
studios plus an outlay of more than $150,000 for latest radio and tv transmission
advancements. The Union New Haven
Trust Co. branch office will occupy space
in the building, as will other selected business firms.

Other stations operated by Triangle
no WFIL-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia,
WNBF-AM-FM-TV Binghamton. N. Y.,
WFBG-AM-TV Altoona-Johnstown, Pa.,
WLBR-TV Lebanon, Pa., and owns 50%
of WHBG Harrisburg, Pa.

MONTREAL — CJMS here, although thwarted in attempts to make telephonic contact
with Gen. Charles DeGaulle and Algerian
supporters, found plenty of local reaction
to the French government crisis. Frenchy
Jarraud, CJMS' morning man, contacted
DeGaullists in and around Montreal conducting aseries of interviews on developments in Paris. In all, several dozen of the
general's Canadian fans were interviewed
by CJMS.
MINNEAPOLIS — Listeners to WCCO's
daily Foshay Tower Weather News (5:556 p.m.) last Wednesday here were among
the first to have knowledge of the tornadoes
that killed approximately 30 and injured
more than 100 in eastern Minnesota-western
Wisconsin. The program is originated from
a tower in the city by staffer Dean Montgomery. He announced that forming over
the area were "the biggest thunderheads
I have ever seen." At 6 o'clock the station got orders to begin Conelrad tornado
warnings. This was followed by WCCO's
own system of reporting approaching twisters: sounding a klaxon horn and announcing the official alert.
News staffers Jim Borman, Jerry Rusholt, Hugh Smith and Bill Carlson fed WCCO
and eight other outlets with beeper reports
from the station's mobile unit while touring the area.

SEEING

THEMSELVES

in the middle of
New Haven's redevelopment area are H.
George Carroll (I), general manager of
WNHC, and Edward D. Taddei (r), general manager of WNHC-TV, as Mayor
Richard D. Lee pinpoints the future location of their stations' new building.

News

Coverage

by Radio and Tv

DATELINES

WICHITA FALLS — An eyewitness account
of the May 22 students' riot in Panama City,
Panama, was broadcast by KWFT Wichita
Falls, Tex., when its news director, Dave
Dary, contacted Reece Smith of the Panama
American for a beeper report. The station
carried the account just 20 minutes after
the first bulletin, it was reported. The sound
of gunfire served as a background to the

story as Mr. Smith described activities of
the rioters.

SAVANNAH— WSAV-TV here spent three
hours covering one of the biggest downtown fires in the Georgia city's history.
From a vantage point across the street from
a burning department store WSAV-TV
cameras trained on the blaze 15 minutes
after it was discovered. The coverage was
mentioned on local radio stations throughout
the area as the fire progressed, WSAV-TV
reports.

NEAR BRUNSWICK, MD.— Among stations
covering the airplane collision near Brunswick, KDKA Pittsburgh dispatched a newsman to the scene by air. KDKA newscaster
Mike Levine flew by private plane to the
crash site and provided direct telephone reports on the Capital Airlines-military jet disaster throughout the afternoon of May 20.

ORLANDO — A bulletin that a gunman had
shot the driver of an automobile to death
was soon aired by WHOO here, for the car
crashed through a store window just
four doors from the station's studios. Red
Weiss, sales manager, heard three shots
and dashed out to get the story. He reported iton the air five minutes after the
event occurred. Bill Clark, news director,
that evening interviewed an injured passenger inthe victim's car at a local hospital.
LINCOLN— A filmed interview with convicted-murderer Charles Starkweather was
obtained by KOLN-TV here— through a
jail cell window. One of KOLN-TV's fourman team covering the court proceedings,
cameraman-reporter Don Wright managed
to talk to Mr. Starkweather (until chased
away by a jailer) during a noon trial recess.
The station's staff artist, Bob Regler, contributed courtroom sketches to illustrate
the trial for KOLN-TV viewers.
KWFT Wichita Falls, Tex., got its
coverage of the trial via beeper reports from
KFOR Lincoln. The Texas station carried
direct reports at the time of the murders
and of the fugitive's capture.

REPRESENTATIVE

APPOINTMENTS

KJR Seattle; KXL Portland, Ore.; and
KNEW Spokane appoint McGavren-Quinn.
CFCL-AM-TV Timmins., Ont., and CKOSTV Yorkton, Sask., appoint Devney Inc.
KIXL Dallas and KJIM Fort Worth appoint
Richard O'Connell Inc., N. Y.

WELI New Haven, Conn., appoints Harry
Wheeler & Co., Boston, for New England.
STATION

SHORTS

KELE (FM) Phoenix, Ariz., which has
been duplicating KONI Phoenix programs,
resumes independent broadcasting June 14.
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the stations' building

ill look upon completion.

WQXR

New York reports sales for January
Broadcasting

1

CHANNEL

APPOINTMENT of W. B. Doner &
Co., Baltimore, as advertising agency
for WBAL-AM-TV there, was announced May 15 by Leslie H. Peard
Jr., vice president and general manager of the stations. Mr. Peard (1) is
pictured shaking the hand of Herbert
D. Fried, vice president of W. B.
Doner, after the announcement that
effective June 1 the agency will handle
all audience promotion and trade advertising for both stations.
through April were 12.7% ahead of same
period in 1957. Income from spot announcements was up 8V2 % and income from programs increased little over 10%, station
reported.
WHAY New Britain, Conn., has announced
it has leased studios at 54 Pratt St. in
Hartford and plans to originate number
of programs from studios in future.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Newton

Opens

Engineering

Firm

Irl T. Newton Jr., broadcast antenna and
tower equipment manager, RCA Broadcast
Tv Equipment Div.,
has opened his own
radio - tv consulting
office in Washington.
Before joining RCA
six years ago, Mr.
Newton was an associate engineer with
Commercial Radio
Equipment Co.,
Washington. He has

CD 'WEATHER"

GRAPH*

KHQA-TV

BENDIX
lets

TV

viewers

"WEATHERMAN"
weather

see

record

itselfl

The Bendix "Weatherman*" will give your
audience greater accuracy in weather reporting
and a clearer picture of weather happenings,
to make an important public service even
better. Weather conditions can be read
instantly from large and easy-to-read dials,
showing outdoor temperatures, relative humidity, rainfall, atmospheric pressure, wind speed,
and wind direction.
Such stations as WFIL-TV, Philadelphia;
KHQA-TV, Hannibal, Mo. and Quincy, 111.
and KWTV-TV in Oklahoma City, have
found that this new presentation of the

weather by the "Weatherman"
esting than relayed information.
Bendix "Weatherman" every
unique because the dials can be
many different positions.

is more interAnd with the
installation is
arranged in so

With the exception of the barometric pressure unit, each indicator is actuated by a
remote (roof top) transmitter and is connected
electrical cable. "Weatherto the transmitter byand
transmitters can be
man" indicators
obtained as individual units.
The "Weatherman" is made by Bendix
Friez, makers of weather-data instruments for
eighty-two years. For further information,
write direct to this division, 1324 Taylor
telephone
Avenue, Baltimore 4, Maryland, or *REG.
TRADE MARK
VAlley 3-4040.

KWTV-TV

participated in planning most of the
MR. NEWTON
multiple tv antenna
installations in the U.S. and Cuba.
The new consulting office is located at
422 Washington Building.

Boston PR-Management

Firm Opens

Joseph V. Carroll Jr., formerly in personal
management and public relations in Chicago
and Washington, is opening a new public
relations-personal management firm, Tempo,
in Boston. Initial clients are McKee Broadcasting Co. (WKCB-WKCQ [FM] Berlin
and WBNC Conway, both New Hampshire) ,
pianist Helen Manning and singers Pat
Buckley and Lindy Rogers. Tempo is located
at 6 Beacon St., Suite 1127; telephone
Lafayette 3-0427.
Broadcasting

WFIL-TV

Friez
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UP

ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
TOTAL

TELEVISION GROSS
BILLINGS
Source: LNA-BAR
APRIL
1958

1957
S 6,682,786
19,385,098
15,154,388
S41,222,272
JANUARY

ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
TOTAL

FOR

YEAR

April's 15% lead caps four-month gain over 1957
January-April network gross exceeds $191.4 million

Network iv gross time billing increased
$23.7 million or 14. \r'c the first (our months
of this year as compared to the JanuarvApril period in 1957.
Each of the tv networks chalked up gains
in April and for the first four months, according to latest figures released by Television Bureau of Advertising. The network
figures are compiled for TvB by leading national advertisers and Broadcast Advertisers
Report.
Total gross for all networks for the fourmonth period was a little over $191.4 million this year. ABC-TV is up 35.3% for the
four months: CBS-TV is ahead 6.8% and
NBC-TV is showing a 14.3% increase. In
April time charges? ABC-TV was 30.8%
above that month last year, its total for April
at the $8.7 million level. CBS-TV, 6.9%
ahead in April, had a gross billing in the
$20.7 millions, and NBC-TV, with a hefty
20.6% increase for April, was at the $18.2
million monthly level.
The monthly billing figures for the January-April period shows two months — January and March — close to the $50 million
level, the other months of February and
April at $44.6 million and $47.7 million respectiveh .
The full table released by TvB:

NETWORK

14%

1957
S26,422,703
78,097,833
63,241,934
$167,762,470

S 8,739,456
20,716,491
18,283,379
$47,739,326
-APRIL
1958
$35,752,460
83,432,317
72,287,402
$191,472,179

MONTH BY MONTH — 1958
TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
JAN. ABC$9,168,609 S22, 094,015 $18,344,111
FEB.
8,441,988 19,410,741 16,785,315
MARCH*
9,402,407 21,211,070 18,874,597
APRIL
8,739,456 20,716,491 18,283,379
" Figures revised as of 6/5/58

CBS Announces
To Alma Maters

TIME

P. Munro. assistant to president. CBS International); Columbia U. (Ralph F. Colin,
board member. CBS Inc.; Irving J. Gitlin.
public affairs director of CBS News; Richard F. Hess, assistant to vice president in
charge of station administration. CBS Radio, and Milton L. Maier, director of real
estate services. CBS Inc.); Cornell U. (Joseph Bambara, vice president reconnaissance
and electronics systems, CBS Labs, and Jay
Eliasberg. CBS-TV research director); Dartmouth College (Robert V. Evans, assistant
general attorney. CBS-TV legal staff).
Harvard College (Kenneth W. Hoehn, director of taxes, finance and management
services. CBS Inc., and Cornelius F. Keating, general attorney, Columbia Records);
Iona College (Walter P. Rozett, director of
financial and administrative operations, CBS
Radio); Massachusetts Institute of Technology (John M. Hollywood, scientific aide
to president of CBS Labs); New York U.
(Richard Golden, presentations director,
CBS-TV); Ohio Wesleyan U. (Preston
Pumphrey. assistant to the vice president,
CBS Radio business affairs department);
Princeton U. (Richard A. Forsling, assistant general attorney, CBS-TV legal department, and Cornelius V. S. Knox Jr., sales
manager. CBS Radio in Detroit); Wesleyan
U. (Arthur C. Elliot, midwestern sales manager, CBS-TV Stations Division).
Bernstein

%
Change

+ 30.8
+ 6.9
+ 20.6
+ 15.8
%
Change

+
-1+
-j-

35.3
14.3
6.8
14.1

TOTAL

$49 606 735
44 638 044
49 488 074*

47,739,326

Annual Grants
of Executives

CBS Foundations Inc., the agency for
making educational and charitable granls
for CBS Inc.. announced last week that 11
privately-supported colleges, from which
CBS executives were graduated, will receive
a total of $34,000 for the 1958-59 academic
year. The grants amount to $2,000 on behalf
of each executive.
The institutions receiving grants and the
executives cited are: Colgate U. (William
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to NBC

Lester Bernstein, associate editor of
Time magazine, will join NBC July 14 as
director of information, it was announced
Friday by Kenneth
W. Bilby, executive
vice president of
public relations. Mr.
Bernstein succeeds
Michael Horton,
who has joined CBS
News as information director [Networks, June 2].
Mr. Bernstein, 37,
has been with Time
since 1948 first as
MR. BERNSTEIN
film critic, then as
foreign correspondent in Rome and London,
and since his return to New York in 1956
has covered tv-radio-press and other "backof-the-book" sections. Before joining Time,
he was with The New York Times drama
desk.

Mutual

Simplifies Clearances
Mutual has placed into effect a new
system for clearing affiliated stations for
network advertisers, which is designed to cut
costs and simplify procedures.
Under the plan, MBS stations are required tofile with the network a semi-annual
affidavit on the network programs it takes
and wire MBS at times it will deviate from
this schedule. Under the old system, the

affiliates had to report at the end of each
month the deviations from the schedule.
According to Armand Hammer, MBS president and board chairman, the new system
"precludes the time, effort and costs incumbent on the station each time Mutual
secures a national client and seeks to determine station clearances for that client."
Vogel

Of

Bowing

MBS

Exec.

Out

V.P.

Resignation of George Vogel as executive vice president of MBS is being announed today (Monday) by Armand Hammer, Mutual board chairman. Mr. Vogel
will return to his own merchandisingpromotion company. Ethos Organization,
New York, which has been retained as
consultant to Mutual, with Mr. Vogel as
account executive. A successor to Mr.
Vogel at the network has not yet been
announced.

Mr. Vogel was brought in at Mutual by
Mr. Hammer during a shakeup in February
— said to be at the request of stockholders —
when Paul Roberts and Bertram J. Hauser
were dropped as MBS president and executive vice president respectively [At Deadline, March 3]. Mr. Vogel then also was
elected to the board. At the time, Mr.
Hammer stressed that more emphasis at
Mutual would be put on basic programming
of music, news, special events and increased
attention on merchandising and promotion
for clients and stations, a field in which
Mr. Vogel is a veteran.
Since that time, Mr. Vogel has been acting in merchandising-promotion as well as
working very closely with Mr. Hammer.
But health conditions and medical advice,
it was said, have forced Mr. Vogel to leave
an active post at Mutual and seek to ease
his workload. His future association with
Mutual will be in merchandising-promotion
only via his own firm, with Charles Godwin.
MBS' director of station special projects,
acting
assistant. as Mr. Hammer's administrative

Mr. Vogel started in radio in Manila,
managing KZRM and KZRF during World
War II and later returned to commercial
broadcasting, producing and directing of
radio and tv programs. He formed and
owns Ethos with his wife and has served as
merchandising consultant on tv for William
Esty, and for six years consulted in the
merchandising and promotion activity of
Household Products Div. of ColgatePalmolive Co.
CBS to Carry Giants' Schedule
CBS Radio announced last week it will
broadcast the entire schedule of the New
York Giants during the 1958 football
season, according to William MacPhail,
director of CBS sports. The contract is for
one year. Arrangements were negotiated by
the network and John Vincent Mara, president of the team. Approval of the agreement was made by Bert Bell, president of
the National Football League. Last year the
Giants' games were carried on WINS New
York and on a regional network.
Broadcasting
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CROSBY,

ABC-TV

SET

PACT
$2.5 MILLION
• Live specials in plans
• Question

on CBS

Prodelin

Pioneers

an

Mdtfertm/

option

Bing Crosby, one of the entertainment
world's top holdouts from tv. will jump into
television with both feet next fall under an
exclusive, long-term contract announced
last week by ABC.
Thomas W. Moore, ABC-TV programming vice president credited with making
the deal, said Mr. Crosby will do at least two
90-minute specials each season, starting next
October or November, and in addition will
produce in partnership with ABC the pilots
for 10 new tv series over five years.
The specials will be live — the format in
which Mr. Crosby has had most success in
his relatively few television appearances.
The series he develops may be done either
live or on film or tape, and according to officials may be musicals, comedies, dramas or
of some other type, the agreement specifying only that they be "entertainment" in
half-hour or hour lengths. The announcement said Mr. Crosby "will take an active
role in the production of these new shows
and will be available to star in them."
Financial details were not made public,
but informed sources said the contract
would mean "from $2.5 million up" to Mr.
Crosby, depending upon various factors including the degree to which the shows he
develops are sold, as well as the extent, if
any, to which he performs in them, etc.
The contract was described as retaining
the singer's services in both radio and television, but there was no indication of ABC

QsA®M
*

CONNECTORS
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CONNECTOR
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AND

90%

Less
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Shite

Line

Transmission
Work

/
NUT

with

Assembly

• Consistent,

Low

VSWR

Here's Prodelin's revolutionary design approach to coaxial transmission line connectors . . . Spir-O-lok! Its unique construction
makes assembly with the Prodelin combination many times
faster than with any other line and connector assembly in the
industry . . . while providing consistently reliable VSWR.

See how

Radio's plans for him. Authorities said this
will depend upon the plans of the ABC
Radio Network, whose programming at
present has been cut back substantially.
There may be another complication regarding his ABC Radio appearances. Mr.
Crosby currently is under contract to CBS
Radio for daily segment of the Ford Road
Show package on that network, and officials
there said the contract — which expires in
September — contains a clause giving CBS
Radio the right to renew for another 52
weeks. CBS Radio officials also have plans

easy a Spir-O-lok installation is:

CUT - With a common tubing cutter, cut the outer conductor of the
Soir-O-line. Remove. The soft aluminum tubing cuts cleanly and easily.

TRIM - With an ordinary jack knife, trim the six dielectric tubes flush
to the outer conductor. This is Prodelin's unique construction that
assembly while affording best broadband persimplifies connector
formance, highest power handling, lowest attenuation and VSWR. The 6
tubes keep the Spir-0-line inner conductor perfectly centered on bends.
ASSEMBLE - So simple, one man can do it in a few minutes. Slide the
nut assembly on cable, hold body while tightening nut with wrench.
distort outer aluminum
This forms a pressure-tight joint that cannot
sheath. The connection can be re-made repeatedly without redressing
cable or affecting VSWR. Insert inner conductor connector.
MATE WITH ANY EIA (RETMA) OR MILITARY SPEC CONNECTORS

for another "Sing With Bing" special production next Christmas.
In announcing the signing, Mr. Moore
said ABC-TV's "greatly increased" lineup of
stations for live clearances justified the
"large expenditures" involved in the Crosby
contract. He said ABC-TV now is clearing
live on stations covering 90% of the U. S.
The singer's signing with ABC occasioned
some surprise, because in the past he has
been more closely identified with CBS.
After the announcement, reports circulated
that he had gone to CBS with a proposal
and, when it was turned down, had then
taken it to NBC before going into the negotiations which led to ABC's signing. These
reports, not officially confirmed, said some
of his offered terms included a $150,000
fee to him for each of the specials in which
he stars; a per-show budget in an amount
to be negotiated, and investment by the network in the series to be developed by him.
Broadcasting

ELIMINATE TERMINAL CONNECTOR;
SIMPLIFY CONNECTION PROCEDURE
Incorporate Spir-0-lok in original design
of equipment panel or bulkhead to save
time, trouble and expense later.
PATS. PENDING
Spir-O-line and Spir-O-lok . . .
ALL-AMERICAN FROM DESIGN TO MANUFACTURE
1**V. NEWJERSEVjii

WRITE TODAY FOR TECHNICAL BULLETIN
Kearny, N. J.
307 Bergen Avenue
Dept. B-6
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NETWORKS CONTINUED

WEAVER

FIRES

ON

Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr.. who used
to be one of them, has charged members
of network managements with "degrading"
television. He did it
on a network tv proThe former NBC
gram.
president and board
chairman, now an
advertising consultant, made the accusation in a Mike
Wallace interview
Survival and Freedom program prerecorded for broad£ast ]ast njght (Sun.

MR. WEAVER
day) on ABC-TV.
He warned that if television managements do not change their ways, other
forces — perhaps including pay tv — may
make them do so.

He said he is "disappointed in what's
been happening in the last couple of years,"
which he described thus:
"I think it is going from open forums to
closed forums. It is lacking in balance. It
is really reducing its overall mission to doing nothing but being largely a story-telling
medium. That is, all the shows are really
either game shows or story-telling shows."
Mr. Weaver, noted for his imaginative
programming at NBC, said television should
reflect
of our
magic
York

"the whole richness and pluralism
society. . . . We should have all the
of live performances in the New
theatre, the great issues in documentaries and telementaries. . . . We should
have all of the people passing across our
sets.
"It is a porthole through which you can
look out on the entire world, but if you aim
it only at a film projector and show the
cans out of Hollywood, together with some
game shows that can be presented cheaply
and get pretty good audiences on a commercial value, you are degrading a service
and I'm afraid that's what's happening."
Asked to pin the blame, he said:
"No matter which group I discuss I'll be
speaking of my closest personal friends so
I guess I can just start making enemies from
the top. But I am afraid, as a former advertiser, former
a
agency head of the radio
and television department twice and a network man twice, both in early radio and
television, I know the needs of different
units and I am afraid that I must point the
finger at the managements of the television
networks."
He said the advertiser-agency job is to
sell goods and that "the only force that
can balance programming and give us what
we should have in the home and be responsible for the influence the set has is the

management."
It has been proved, Mr. Weaver said, that
"you can get advertising support for fine
things and for information programs and
for controversial things."
He said "a retreat" is occurring in television, asserting that NBC-TV alone had
I I live hour dramas when he left the netPage 88
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work in late 1956 but that these will all be
gone by summer.
Back in 1949, he

said, advertisers

"wanted game shows and cheap shows" and
"didn't want to spend any real money."
'But management," he continued, "is
supposed to overcome those things and get
what they think is the right thing as far
as television is concerned."
He noted that Ed Murrow was on CBSTV on Tuesday nights under sponsorship for
"a couple of years" but is no longer in that
spot. "I just can't believe that there wasn't
a solution, a more intelligent solution than
putting him on Sunday afternoon once a
month," he declared.
Mr. Weaver suggested that in the public
affairs field "we should have a great important report to the nation at least once
a month by each of the networks, at night
in premium time. . . . We should have
a news service that really spends a lot of
money in developing coverage of this country and everything that happens in it, live
and with tape. That is far beyond what we
are presently doing. I think that beyond the
information programs — there should be all
sorts of informational telementaries — we
should be going into the cultural field and
showing all the good things that we know
people when they have a chance . . . will
be become interested in . . . their tastes upHe

graded and their standards elevated."
commended CBS-TV for its interview with Russian Premier Khrushchev and

said "they should do it much more often."
He did not feel that there is enough editorial comment on television, but said that
"just to use the right to editorialize, to let
somebody write an editorial who may not
have the stature of most of the major reporters or commentators is less important,
it seems to me, than to use the mechanism
of television to bring into every home in the
country the product of the best minds on the
situation as they see it."
"Frankly," he said, "I would rather hear
what Walter Lippmann has to say than most
television commentators."
He rejected a suggestion that Congress
should require stations to devote certain
prime periods to political discussion. "I am
usually against the law stepping in to try
to solve all problems," he said.
Mr. Wallace wondered at one point
whether Mr. Weaver wasn't "saddling" television with "too much social responsibility."
Mr. Weaver replied:

"The record is very clear as far as I am
concerned. We made an awful lot of money
at NBC-TV starting back in 1951 ... and I
started running it in 1949. I am sure they
would love to have the profits that I made,
today. I think that a business must be an upward-thinking, going business and when you
try to not only program down but try to
solve everything on a business basis you are
liable to get into some rather difficult things

Television's businessmen,
said, don't
really understand their mediuhe
m as well as
they might.
To another question he said he did not

see "very many" instances of "restrictions
on freedom" — influence of pressure groups,
censorship, etc. — during his tv career. He
acknowledged that "all kinds of kicks are
made" and that special-interest groups are
active but that "I think the networks are
and have and will continue to resist those
Network management, he continued, "is
the only group really that has the central
position"
pressures."to fight off censorship pressures.
Any management that "locks up the television set" will in time be changed, he felt.
"But in the meantime the competition, the
pressure on the networks will come from
other ways of distributing [programs]. Pay
television is one way. Another way is
through the theatres themselves. . . ." In
short he thought that "some new enterprise
will move in and take over" what he called
"the vacuum created as the networks abdicate certain areas of culture and informa."
ABC tion . .Slide-F
ilm Pitch Equates
Summer Season With Radio Sales

ABC Radio is optimistic about its prospects for 1958 and is selling hard this summer with a new slide-film presentation to
advertisers and agencies to prove that "Summer Means Sales on the American Air" —
the title of the film.
The network Thursday said "the outlook,
as evidenced by increased billing since the
first of April, is good for 1958." More than
$2 million in new billings have been sold
in the past month alone, it was noted.
The slide film presentation buries the old
ghost about a summer slump in business
generally and radio specifically by pointing
out that during the summer quarter (JuneJuly-August) grocery sales and retail sales
actually increase, with drug sales only slightly off. Sales of tires, batteries and accessories
are well up, as are gas station sales and the
business of eating and drinking places. With
people on the move, the total radio audience
actually gains through more use of portables
and car radios, the presentation details.
The ABC Radio slide film also shows how
tv advertisers can gain economical additional and unduplicated audiences through radio
campaigns during the summer period.

Skelton

in New

5-Year

Pact

The signing of Red Skelton to a new,
five-year exclusive contract with CBS-TV
was announced last week by Louis G.
Cowan, president of CBS-TV network division. Mr. Skelton will continue his present
Tuesday night series next season (9:30-10
p.m.) under the same sponsorship — Pet
Milk Co. and S. C. Johnson & Son.

WTAO

Becomes

ABC

Affiliate

WTAO Cambridge, Mass., has joined
ABC Radio as a primary affiliate, effective
immediately, it was announced last week
by the network. The station is owned and
operated by the Middlesex Broadcasting
Corp. and broadcasts with 250 w on 740 kc.
Wallace Dunlap is general manager. The
network now has 296 affiliates.
Broadcasting

MANUFACTURING
STEREO

GEAR

INDUSTRY
• RCA

SPOTLIGHT

unveils

• Admiral

TAKES

full line

shows

portables

Stereophonic gear for radio, discs, tape —
and even tv — is taking a prominent place in
the electronic display window. Manufacturers opening new dimensions in sound and
sight the past two weeks include RCA in
the East, Admiral Corp. and Zenith Radio
Corp. in Chicago and Ampex Corp. in California.
RCA launched a major effort in the
stereophonic market. Its full stereo line,
unveiled at a news conference in New York,
includes 55 discs, 15 Victrola phonographs
(which play both stereo discs and single
soundtrack records), 32 stereo tape cartridges, two tape playback-stereo recording
instruments and seven auxiliary speaker
systems.
Robert A. Seidel, executive vice president, RCA consumer products, said the
new line represents "the key to providing
stereophonic music for the American home,
for it puts stereo at last within the price
range of the average music lover." George
R. Marek, vice president-general manager,
RCA Victor Record Div., predicted that
stereo disc sales alone might add 20% to
record sale volume for the entire industry
in another year.
Prices for the Victrola stereo record player start at $129.95. Stereo discs are $5.95
and tape cartridges about a dollar more.
Auxiliary speaker systems range from $9.95
to $125.
The new Admiral line of stereo phonographs includes a portable unit and oneand two-unit consoles. Dealers were shown
these and new radio-television lines last
week. A tv-stereo phonograph combination
was billed as a "dual channel stereophonic
theatre" at a suggested retail price of
$399.95. With inclusion of 100-degree deflection tubes in all tv receivers this year,
Admiral President Ross D. Siragusa noted,

is able to combine "hi-fi tv"
the
and company
a stereo record player in a cabinet. A
special dual channel amplifier is integrated
in the chassis, giving 5 w tv power and 10 w
for the phonograph.
Mr. Siragusa predicts a 25% sales increase for the hi-fi industry this year over
the estimated $200 million in 1957. By
1963 total sales will reach $750 million, he
forecasts. Only 4% of all U. S. homes are
now equipped with hi-fi, which offers an almost unlimited sales potential, he said.
Zenith Radio Corp. at its 40th anniversary convention for distributors last week
exhibited 119 new tv, radio and phonograph units, including 31 new tv models.
Zenith hi-fi record players are designed for
monaural records in four speeds — 33V^, 45,
78 and 16% rpm.
A basic difference in Zenith and Admiral
tv sets is circuitry. Zenith last week stressed
hand-wired chassis units, claiming ease of
part replacement, servicing and economy.
Admiral adhered to printed circuitry in
which it pioneered. Neither manufacturer
brought out new color tv models.
Ampex has incorporated three-way stereo
Broadcasting
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MANUFACTURING continued
sound in all its console music systems, it
has been announced by Phillip L. Gundy,
president of Ampex Audio Inc., Sunmvale.
Calif., subsidiary of the Ampex Corp., Redwood City Calif. Stereo console components
are a two or four-way tape deck, disc pla\er
and am-fm tuner.
With the stereo console. Ampex feels it
has achieved "the widest range of choice of
music — both stereo and monaural — offered
in any home music system today." In the
console: Universal A (900 series) tape deck,
magnetic-type precision 45/45 disc player,
built-in AM-FM tuner, twin preamplifiers
and input connection for exterior tuner.
DUMONT
COLOR

TO

PUT

TUBE

• Report comes
• DuMont

hopes

Allen B. DuMont

IN

from

OUT
'58

Paramount

to cut losses
Labs will have color

sets utilizing the single-gun Lawrence tube
on the market by the end of 1958.
This was the official estimate of Paramount Pictures President Barney Balaban
at his stockholders meeting in New York
last week (see story, page 42). Paramount
is presumed to be knowledgeable on DuMont's color planning by virtue of Paramount's 269r interest in DuMont's manufacturing operation and its full ownership
of Paramount subsidiary Chromatic Labs,
research and development unit that has an
agreement with DuMont to design a commercial color set for mass manufacture of
the sets.
Unofficial estimates on the suggested
price for the color set are in the $350-400
bracket.
He said the receiver would be of the same
size and "conformation" as a black-andwhite set "with a similar sized 21-inch picture." The viewer would have only one additional control knob on his set for controling the intensity of color, it was explained.
DuMont's job has been to reduce the laboratory models of the Lawrence tube (developed by Chromatic) to a mass production prototype. According to Paramount
officials. DuMont engineers report they see
"no problems to such mass production
which were not normally incident to mass
tube and electronic equipment production."
Said Mr. Balaban: "We believe the solution
of the production problem is close at hand."
Asked when a prototype of the set could
be demonstrated, Mr. Balaban predicted
perhaps within the next month, but then
amended his statement remindieg that attempts in the past to set such targets later
had to be revised.
Mr. Balaban also had a few things to say
about Allen B. DuMont Labs' future. The
company's revenue has slumped anew with
the arrival of the recession and this year
again is operating in the red.
Noting that for the last six months of
1957, DuMont's operation was in the black,
Mr. Balaban pointed out that "during 1958
[DuMont] has been hit extremely hard."
DuMont lost $943,000 in the first quarter
of this year and sales were off slightly,
Page 90
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prompting DuMont President David T.
Schultz to label this as a reversal of an upward trend. He blamed the national economy and a slowdown in defense contracts
[Manufacturing, May 12].
Three things "can happen to improve the
situation." said Mr. Balaban: "(1) that an
improvement in general conditions will favorably affect DuMont; (2) that the production and marketing of new color sets incorporating the Lawrence tube will be a real
stimulus to DuMont's business, and (3) that
a constructive merger or consolidation can
be worked out." Mr. Balaban did not amplify what he meant by the third possibility.
Allen B. DuMont Labs, once the owner
of a tv network that it gave up a few years
ago, also dropped its station ownership by
spinning off its broadcast interests in September 1955. Created was an independentlyowned new corporation, DuMont Broadcasting Co. (now called Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.).
DuMont Labs has been living grimly with
deficits for some years now. Last year DuMont lost $535,000. In 1956, after reduction by a tax carryback, the deficit was $3,887,000 for the year. This year's first quarter loss of $943,000 was on sales of $9,806,000 compared to a 1957 first quarter
loss of $353,000 on sales of $10,059,000.
NETWORKS
ON

COLOR—

AT

FAULT

ADMIRAL

The three major networks — primarily
ABC-TV and CBS-TV and to a lesser degree, NBC-TV — were lashed last week by
a top electronics executive as the big
obstacle to public acceptance of color tv.
In a surprise statement to the company's
distributors and salesmen, Ross D. Siragusa,
president of Admiral Corp., blamed the
whole thing on the "selfish attitude — the
public-be-damned attitude — of the . . .
money-hungry, profit-hungry television networks." He claimed manufacturers — primarily RCA and Admiral — have spent
"huge sums" on sets and made "serious
marketing efforts" to put tint tv across. Networks, however, are not doing their part in
programming, he contends.
As a result Admiral will not bring out
new models this year but hopes to unveil a
new tv chassis and merchandising techniques around June 1959. "We hope by
then," Mr. Siragusa added, "the networks
will go hand in hand with the manufacturers
to make color really take off. We are going
to spend more money on color research than
ever before, and we have invested heavily
to date." Mr. Siragusa's statement:
"The American people can thank the networks for the lack of imagination and guts
that it will take to bring beautiful color into
their home.

"The most important reason for the lack
of color television sales is the selfish attitude
—the public-be-damned attitude — of the TV
networks. The manufacturers of television
receivers, and I particularly point to Admiral and one other manufacturer, have
been spending huge sums to bring the

wonder of color television to the American

"The manufacturers have time and time
people.
again made serious marketing efforts. However, the money-hungry, profit-hungry television networks have refused to make any
really serious effort toward heavy color programming. NBC stands almost alone, and
its color programming shows up more in
publicity than it does in actuality; CBS has
done nothing worth mentioning; ABC nothing at all.
"We dare not bring out new color television sets with our technological advances
while the networks filter out the rainbow."
ORRadio Reports 10% Increase
A 10% increase in net earnings for the
1957-58 fiscal year has been announced
by ORRadio Industries Inc., Opelika, Ala.
President J. Herbert Orr, of the firm that
manufactures Irish brand magnetic recording tape, presented the report for the year
ending Feb. 28, 1958, and which showed
net earnings after taxes amounted to $113,836 with sales totaling $2,284,400. Previous
year figures were $103,118 and $1,528,931.
respectively. Mr. Orr pointed out that
ORRadio's new plant went into production only one month before the end of the
fiscal year and the increased production
load on the old plant raised manufacturing
costs. Construction of new plant and other
equipment additions has increased ORRadio's net investment in fixed properties
from $220,948 to $724,153, he said.

'Texan7

Translator

on

Market

Richard R. Hayes, owner of the Texan
Translator & Tv Network, has announced
production of its "Texan" translator (typeapproved by FCC). The transceiver, rated
at maximum legal power of 10 w peak video
will handle color.
The equipment is sold only with a special
receiving bay of 6 mc band width and 24
db gain to preserve full capability. Transmitting antennas will be tailored to each
locality. Remote control units are available
for tone or DC operation to control up to
three translators individually or over a pair
of wires or by radio.
The company's address is 438
Crockett St., San Antonio 2, Tex.
MANUFACTURING

East

SHORTS

Sylvania Electric Products Inc., N. Y., reports company directors have declared dividend of 50 cents per share on its common
stock and $1 per share on $4 cumulative
preferred stock, both payable July 1 to
stockholders of record at close of business
on June 10.
Ampex Corp. announces the shipment of
VR-1000 videotape recorders to KOTV
(TV) Tulsa and WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va.
General Precision Lab. Inc., Pleasantville,
N. Y., appoints Smith & Purdy Assoc.,
Needham Heights, Mass., as New England
sales representative. LeeMark Assoc.,
Kansas City, Mo., appointed for Kansas,
Missouri and Nebraska.
Broadcasting

TRADE ASSNS.

FULL

AGENDA

FACES

NAB

BOARDS

the program and film fields from exhibiting
at industry conventions.
A survey of delegates, conducted at the
recent NAB convention in Los Angeles,
showed that a majority (57.8%) approved
the board's plan to cut down the size of
conventions but a larger ratio (63.1%) want
the exhibition to continue including program and film displays as well as broadcast
equipment [Broadcasting, May 12, 5], The
survey was conducted for Broadcasting by
The Pulse Inc.
The separate radio and tv boards and the
combined directors will discuss 1959 convention plans as well as programming of
the eight fall regional conferences, which
open Sept. 18 at Biloxi, Miss.
Indication that NAB is now taking
the community antenna (CATV) problem
seriously came with the calling of a meeting of the NAB Community Antenna Committee, headed by Howard Lane, KOIN-TV
Ore. The meeting will be held in
d,
Portlan
Washington June 16. Committee members
are Thomas E. Bostic, KIMA Yakima,
Wash.; William C. Grove, KFBC-TV
Cheyenne, Wyo.; Henry W. Slavick, WMCT
(TV) Memphis; George B. Storer Jr., Storer
Broadcasting Co.; Omar Elder, ABC, and
Harry Olsson, NBC.
While committee members will be alerted
to the potential of the community antenna
industry as a basis for an easy-to-start paytv system, the top problem is expected to be
the matter of broadcast property rights in
programs and signals.
NAB has been looking into CATV operations to find a test case by which the courts
can determine what rights broadcasters have
in programs they originate and which
CATV systems resell to the public for
monthly fees.
The association feels CATV offers a
threat to the tv allocations of the FCC and
to small-market tv broadcasting. It holds
FCC should take jurisdiction over commonparto
carrier microwave facilities carrying broadstarting in 1959, but given the right
ticipate in fall conferences.
cast tv signals to CATV systems.
to
found
was
The committee will report to the NAB
Later the board's action
by-laws.
the
under
standing
have doubtful
Board. Messrs. Lane, Grove and Bostic, of
An amendment giving the board the right
the committee, are board members.
to determine the rights of associate members
The NAB Tv Code Review Board's stern
was adopted by an overwhelming industry
the code's adverwarning to violators of
vote (947 to 59). The board now has
come before the Tv
will
provisions
tising
in
authority to exclude associate members
Board. The code group opens a three-day
Washington session today (Monday) at
which decisions will be reached on a number
of cases.

NAB's Combined Boards of Directors
will seek solutions to pressing industry problems next week in the probe-saturated surroundings of the nation's capital.
The semi-annual session finds Washington
teeming with investigations, hearings and
assorted conferences that involve the
economic and engineering future of stations
and networks.
Against this backdrop the boards will
review a wide range of association and
industry developments that include such
matters as tv allocations, pay tv network
regulation, station transfers, technical developments, community antenna systems,
news broadcasting and labor legislation.
The directors will take up internal association operations such as election of
chairmen and vice chairmen of the radio
and tv boards; budget items and plans for
the fall regional conferences as well as the
1959 industry convention.
There isn't much the boards can do about
many of the legislative and regulatory crises
that haunt the industry, other than to take
policy stands, but they will have full authority to shape the association's operations in
the light of developments at the FCC, Dept.
of Justice and on Capitol Hill.
The weeklong series of board events will
open with a June 16 briefing session for
new directors elected during the spring. The
board's convention, tv finance and general
fund committees will meet the next day.
Scheduled June 18 is an all-day meeting of
the Tv Board, followed the next day by a
Radio Board meeting. Combined boards will
meet Friday. Sessions will be held at the
Mayflower Hotel.
NAB's convention situation will be carefully scanned. Last January the directors
decided to reduce the size of NAB's annual convention by limiting attendance to
ownership-management delegates and limiting the exhibition to broadcast equipment
displays. Program and film service groups
were to be excluded from conventions,
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342 Madison Ave., N.Y.C. OX 7-7788
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Code violations center around multiplespotting, excessive commercial time in programs and personal product advertising.
The code board announced April 29 that
code privileges will be withdrawn from some
violators unless they correct practices.
Roger W. Clipp, WFIL-TV Philadelphia,
is code board chairman.
The editorializing problem will come before the board as NAB's Freedom of Information Committee reports on its proposed
news manual (see page 92). The manual
will serve as a guide to operation of radio-
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
tv station news departments. It contains a
chapter on editorializing, including a list of
examples of station editorial procedures.
The editorializing problem Was complicated
by a May 28 FCC letter calling on broadcasters to use reasonable Fairness in presenting "the other side" of controversies [At
Deadline, June 2].
Besides the top-interest tv allocation situation, the directors will hear technical reports
on the status of remote control and automalic operation of stations. Another technical topic is the request of Television Allocations Study Organization (TASO) for
additional funds. TASO needs funds for
studies of circular polarization and directional antennas. A repon \sill be given on
the revised NAB Engineering Handbook,
scheduled for release late this year. Copy
for the first section has been sent to the
printer. The handbook is a standard reference work for broadcast engineers.
The Radio Board will hear a report on
progress of the All-Industry Music Licensing Committee project. Steps to negotiate
new ASCAP contracts to replace the present
contracts, which expire Dec. 31, 1958, will
be reviewed. The all-industry project was
set in motion May 1 at the NAB Los
Angeles convention. A similar negotiation
formula was used last year in negotiating
new ASCAP television contracts.
A review of National Radio Month, first
month-long promotion, will be given. Results of the May campaign indicate the new
month-long formula was highly successful.
Plans for radio participation in the annual
NAB Fall Conferences will be outlined.
Fm can be expected to draw more Radio
Board attention in line with the medium's
evidence of growth and the increased public interest in stereo and hi-fi. Monthly
factory figures showing production of re-

ceivers with fm tuning facilities will be published by Electronic Industries Assn., starting with July output, at the request of NAB.
The
fm multiplexing situation will be reviewed.
The Standards of Good Practice for radio
broadcasters, now being promoted by visual
and audio devices, will be on the board's
agenda. Several hundred stations have
pledged adherence to the standards and
have
ordered the association's promotion
kit.
NAB
On

Manual
Coverage

Issued
Conduct

A news manual for radio and tv stations, including codes of conduct covering
public proceedings and court trials, was
completed last week by the NAB Freedom
of Information Committee, which met
Wednesday in New York.
John S. Hayes, WTOP-AM-TV Washington, chairman of a subcommittee that
developed the manual, submitted the document to the full committee which approved the provisions. Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans, committee
chairman, said the manual will be submitted
to the NAB Combined Boards June 20.
The manual states the high ideals of
broadcast news presentation and describes
in detail the operation of a news department. A preface describes the responsibility
of informing the public as "the highest
duty of broadcasters." Chapters cover the
history of broadcast news, organization of a
news department, editorializing and the
right to cover public proceedings. An appendix includes news provisions of the
NAB Tv Code and Standards of Good

Practice for Radio Broadcasters.
Chairman Swezey reviewed NAB's fight
to obtain access to court trials. American
Bar Assn. will review the subject at its
Aug. 25-29 meeting to be held in Los AnIn addition to Messrs. Swezey and Hayes,
committee members attending the session
geles.
were Edward F. Baughn, WPAG Ann
Arbor, Mich.; Joseph L. Brechner, WLOF
Orlando, Fla.; Carl J. Burkland, WAVYTV Norfolk, Va.; Richard O. Dunning,
KHQ Spokane, Wash.; Harold Essex,
WSJS-TV Winston-Salem, N. C; Henry
H. Fletcher, KSEI Pocatello, Idaho; Frank
P. Fogarty, WOW Omaha, Neb.; Joseph
Herold, KBTV (TV) Denver; Daniel W.
Kops, WAVZ New Haven, Conn.; H.
William Koster, WEAN Providence, R. I.;
Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio;
Robert L. Pratt. KGGF Coffeyville, Kan.;
Lawrence H. Rogers II, WSAZ-AM-TV
Huntington, W. Va.; John Daly, ABC,
Sig Mickelson, CBS; William R. McAndrew, NBC; and Theodore F. Koop,
CBS, representing the Radio-Television
News Directors Assn.
Attending from the NAB staff were
Harold E. Fellows, president; John F.
Meagher, radio vice president; Thad H.
Brown Jr., tv vice president for television;
Howard H. Bell, assistant to the president
for joint affairs; Vincent T. Wasilewski,
manager of government relations; Douglas
A. Anello, chief attorney, and Donald N.
Martin, assistant to the president for public
relations.

BPA

Adds

Following

16 Members
May

to Group
Membership Drive

Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. added 16
members during May, raising its list of station and affiliated organization subscribers
to 28 during the current year, it was announced last week.
BPA reported these new members: Morris Wattenberg, WABC-AM-TV New
York; John G. Chapman, KTRK-TV Houston, Texas; Hughes Drum, WWL-TV New
Orleans, La.; Robert Edell, WJBK-TV
Detroit; Louis O. Hertz, WAGA-TV Atlanta, Ga.; Edward J. Hirschberg, WEDO
McKeesport, Pa.; Clarence S. Mugge,
WMBD-AM-TV Peoria, 111.; Arthur R.
Garland, WGY Schenectady, N. Y.; James
G. Hanlon, WGN

THE SENATOR from Michigan, Charles E. Potter, Republican member of the Communications Subcommittee, with Mrs. Potter (1) received members of American
Women in Radio & Television and congressional radio-tv-press galleries at the Capitol
last month. Beryl Hines, Washington AWRT president, is greeted by Mrs. Potter as
the senator and Vera R. Glaser, his news officer, look on. Feature of the reception was
a screening of NBC-TV's Wide Wide World show, "Washington, the Headline City."
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Chicago; David W. Meis-

ter, WEEK-AM-TV Peoria, 111.; Byron A.*
Taggart, WFLA-AM-TV Tampa, Fla.; H.
Wynn Bussmann, A. C. Nielsen Co., Chicago; Bud Kirvan, WXYZ Detroit; Duncan
Miller, WMAL Washington, D. C; W. B.
Colvin, Television Bureau of Advertising,
New York, and WSRS Cleveland, Ohio
(person not identified).
Elliott W. Henry of ABC Chicago, and
BPA

president, attributed recent member-

ships to the organization's May drive. The
campaign will be reviewed at the BPA
board meeting at the Chase Hotel in St.
Louis June 14, along with plans for its
third annual seminar there Nov. 16-19.
Broadcasting

MISUSE
• Over
• On

ROASTS

PANEL

SCBA

OF

100

RATINGS

crowd

agenda:

Radio

Clinic

sales, promotion

Ratings, always a hot topic when broadcasters get together, more than lived up to
their controversial reputation Thursday at
the second annual sales clinic of Southern
California Broadcasters Assn. Rating users
were more blamed than the rating makers
for the sorry state into which audience research has fallen.
"There are only five really qualified timeok,
buyers in Los Angeles," Richard Hasbro
manager of the Los Angeles office of The
broadKatz Agency, told the more than 100 rest
of
casters and guests at the clinic. The
caught
the city's timebuyers, he asserted, are
in "the numbers racket." They consider
ratings to be absolute figures rather than
indicators, he said, and will buy a rating of
5.0 because it's better than a 4.9, regardless
of any other considerations. Representatives,
accused of not selling creatively, can't do
so because "we're stymied at the agency
level," he stated.
Charles Helfrich, media director of
Donahue & Coe, Los Angeles, agreed with
this condemnation and blamed it on the
fact that media buying is considered clerical
work in Los Angeles. Jess M. Johns, partner
in Eisaman-Johns Adv., Los Angeles, said
that broadcasters had set their own rating
trap by selling too exclusively on ratings
and overlooking other approaches. Robert
Anderson, head of his own agency, called
for a "cash register rating service" for local
accounts. "That's the way a local agency is
rated by its cilents," he said. "Our ads either
through."
produce sales or we're sole
research thinkBroadcasters whose
out of date,
are
rch
resea
ing is of audience
Kenneth Harwood, chairman of U. of
Southern California's telecommunications
department, said. Many types of research
developed in the past decade might prove
more relevant to station problems, he noted.
Ratings began as a confidential service for
program directors, he recalled, adding that
perhaps they should have stayed that way.
Radio selling methods could stand a lot
of improvement, broadcasters were told by
a trio of agency executives comprising a
panel on "The Agency Looks at Radio."
Wally Seidler, radio-tv director of Edward
S. Kellogg Co., noted that the usual call
from a station salesman begins with, "How
about lunch?" "Take away their Diners Club
cards and they'd lose their greatest sales
tool," he declared.
Jon Ross, partner in Ross-Reisman Co.,
said that every radio time salesman he sees
has the same plea, "Give us a chance and
we'll do a job for you" but in too many
cases the job seems to begin and end with
selling him a schedule and no consideration
whether it meets the need of the advertiser.

"Sell creatively," he urged. "I want to buy
because I can't make any money by not
. When I don't buy it's because I'm
buying
not convinced that what is offered will work

on direct mail and to increase their trade
paper advertising. Too much of their mail
promotion has "too many smiling faces,
too many graphs but very little to say and
results in too much wasted time for agencies," he said. In contrast, he said, the better business papers get agency attention because they contain the kind of information
the agencies want and need.
Trade paper promotion for stations was
also strongly advocated by Daren McGavren, of McGavren-Quinn Co., station representative firm. Stations that consistently use
this type of promotion are thought of as

"eager, ambitious stations," he said. Citing
WITH Baltimore, he said that because of its
heavy use of trade paper advertising (between $50,000 and $75,000 a year) this
250 w station is generally thought of as a
50 kw operation and its annual billings are
more than $1 million.
Another critic of radio sales techniques
was the luncheon speaker, George Irwin,
vice president of Heintz & Co., Los Angeles.
Mr. Irwin cited his agency's successful use
of radio and tv to sell tickets to Ice Capades
[Advertisers & Agencies, June 2] and
urged broadcasters to widen their perspective
and look for other new sources of advertising revenue for radio. He mentioned community centers and the distributing business
(western distribution of products manufactured in the East) as good prospects largely
ignored by radio. "Radio is way behind in

added.
getting in on institutional advertising," he
Los Angeles and Chicago metropolitan
areas are comparable in population and in
number of radio stations but not in station
rates, Bruce Robertson, West Coast editor
of Broadcasting, told the clinic. Los Angeles broadcasters have not kept their rates
in line with the area's increase in population,
he noted, citing this as a major cause for
Los Angeles to lag behind Chicago in spot
revenue, although well ahead of the midwestern metropolitan area in local time
sales.
Semantics might explain some of the difference, he said, and Los Angeles broadcasters report as local business some accounts
like breweries, which are regarded as spot
advertising in the East. A third reason for
Los Angeles not to get its fair share of spot
advertising is the failure of its broadcasters
to adequately promote to eastern buyers.
Southern California's outdoor life and the
universal use of autos for commuting and
shopping which result in more time spent
with radio than in other parts of the country.
More detailed Southern California listening statistics were given during the concluding panel session of the all-day clinic.
Terry Mann, KHJ Los Angeles, presented
the SCBA analysis of the radio audience.
Felix Adams, KLAC Los Angeles, pointed
out that staggered factory hours produce
large audiences for radio at any hour of the
day and night. Between midnight and 3 a.m.
Los Angeles County has 150,000 out-of-
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for my client."
Mr. Anderson urged stations to cut down
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home listeners, he reported, and the figure
is 190.000 for 3-6 a.m. Vertical saturation
campaigns, with spots distributed over the
whole 24 hours, are good huys for advertisers in Southern California, he declared,
as well as good sales for stations.
Morrie Webster, commercial manager of
KNX Los Angeles and CRPN. said that
too few buyers appreciate how good nighttime radio is although 46' '< of the audience
of Los Angeles stations is at night. More
homes have their radios on in any quarterhour at night than the metropolitan circulation of any Los Angeles newspaper, he reported.
Radio is the best way to reach Southern
California's Spanish-American residents who
have average family incomes of $5,000 a
year. George Allison, media director of
Young & Rubicam, Los Angeles, reported.
Many" ofresidents
the 500,000-600.000
Spanishspeaking
of the Los Angeles
area
are unable to read either Spanish or English
and more than 95% of them depend on
radio for their news and entertainment, he
reported.
Two Speakers See Future Threat
Of Florida Advertising Tax
Florida may be faced with an advertising
tax next year unless state legislators are convinced that it is undesirable, Henry Quednau. chairman of the board and president
of Henry Quednau Inc., Tampa, told members of the Florida Newspaper Adv. Executives Assn. at their spring meeting at Winter
Park.
"We must return to our home towns and
start laying the groundwork now to oppose
such legislation [in 1959]," he stated. Mr.
Quednau did not say who the sponsor of the
ad tax would be. but he added, "I don't
think that the members of legislature would
be in favor of such a tax if they were given
the whole picture."
In addition to Mr. Quednau's stand
against the tax, Charles Rovetta, dean of
Florida State U.'s School of Business, last
week told a group of motel operators meeting in Tallahassee that "such a levy would
be detrimental to the basic interests of
Florida." He added that advertising is a
strong stimulant upon which the state
is
depending "to accelerate the economy and
an ad tax would slow the rate of recovery
in basic areas."

Film Group to Open Tv Showcase
The Film Producers Assn. of New York
will hold its second "Television Commercial
Showcase," a presentation of outstanding tv
film commercials produced during the past
year, on Thursday at the Avon Preview
Theatre in New York. Approximately 500
advertising executives have been invited to
attend. A special feature will be a panel
discussion on "The Practical Application of
Videotape to Tv Commercials." Speakers
will include a tv film commercial producer.
FPA's labor relations committee head, two
network representatives, an agency production executive and an FPA affiliate member, representing the laboratory, recording
and processing industries.
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EIA
In

Reinstates

Production

Fm
Report

Monthly figures showing factory production of broadcast receivers with tuners
for the fm band will be collected by Eleci ionic Industries Assn.. James D. Secrest,

fund raising drive, was cited for a most
successful campaign, which raised $255,000
compared to $243,000 for the previous year.
RTRA certificates of appreciation were given
to others, who helped the organization raise
funds for distribution to eight charities from
members of the broadcasting, advertising

executive vice president, announced Tuesday. First figures, scheduled to appear in
July.
August, will show factory fm output in

and recording industries. RTRA's one drive a
year relieves its members from continuing
demands for contributions from individual
charities.

Mr. Secrest said best industry estimates
indicate 11.8 million fm receivers are in
the hands of American consumers. The

Florida Station

EIA data, he said, "will help to keep this
figure up-to-date by providing the yardslick upon which the growth and prosperity
of this industry can be measured."
EIA had collected and published monthly
fm figures for many years but discontinued
the service several years ago on the ground
interest in fm didn't warrant the expense.
NAB has been seeking a revival of the
information on fm sets for some time.
Recently Vice President John F. Meagher
met with EIA officials to discuss the problem.
In announcing EIA's action, Mr. Secrest
said manufacturers realize there are 72 fm
construction permits outstanding compared
to 23 station projects a year ago, with 540
commercial and 145 non-commercial fm
stations now on the air.

"These stations are being built because
it is felt the public wants the service fm
broadcasting can provide," Mr. Secrest said.
"Fm receiver manufacturers and EIA know
that accurate statistics on production of
this segment of the consumer products industry are important to its continued

The collection of monthly fm set data
will be conducted by William F. E. Long,
growth."
manager of EIA's marketing data department.

Alexander Re-Elected RTRA Head;
Gobel Cited for Fund Drive
Actor Ben Alexander was re-elected president of Hollywood's Radio-Television Recording-Advertising Charities for the year
May 1958-May 1959 at the group's annual meeting last month. Other officers
for the coming year include John K. West,
vice president in charge of NBC's Pacific
Div., executive vice president; Emmett C.
McGaughey, executive vice president, Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, vice president;
Dan Bonbright, vice president, Capitol Records, secretary, and Cy Pearson, vice president, California Bank, and Hollywood manager, treasurer.
Directors of RTRA, in additional to the
officers, are H. Bruce Baumeister, counsel
for KTTV (TV) Los Angeles; Sanford Cummings, manager, ABC-TV Program Dept.,
Hollywood; Guy della Cioppa, vice president and program director, CBS-TV, Hollywood; Lou Edelman, executive producer,
Martero Productions; Frank Nelson,
AFTRA board member, and Loyd Sigmon,
vice president, KMPC Los Angeles.
George Gobel, chairman of the 1957-58

Network

Men

Hurricane

to Discuss
Service Plan

A Florida hurricane warning service connecting every radio and tv station in the
state is projected by Florida Assn. of Broadcasters. Details will be developed at the
FAB's spring meeting, to be held June 20
at St. Petersburg, according to James L.
Howe, WIRA Fort Pierce, association
president.
Under the plan, network lines would be
taken over throughout the state by the
Miami Weather Bureau — 12 hours before
until 12 hours after a hurricane. The forecast would go on the air regularly with
storm warnings. Gordon Dunn, chief forecaster at Miami, called the project "the
most progressive step yet taken to alert
people in case of hurricane."
Media

Play $10

Million Part

In Council 'Confidence'

Drive

The nation's media contributed more than
$10 million worth of time and space to the
Advertising Council's anti-recession campaign up to June 1 and the total is expected
to reach $40 million by mid-August when
the project ends, Robert M. Gray, Esso executive and volunteer coordinator on the
drive, has announced.
Mr. Gray termed the campaign "one of
the largest public service efforts ever undertaken by the council." The project, formally
called "Confidence in a Growing America"
began in mid-April [Advertisers & Agencies, April 14].
Forty national advertisers, according to
Mr. Gray, have offered network tv time on
their shows to reach an estimated 878 million viewers during coming weeks. During
the first two weeks of May, he added, more
than 150 independent radio stations pledged
"wholehearted" support for the drive.

Virginia Assn. to Meet

June

18

Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters will meet
June 18-20 at The Tides Inn, Irvington. The
VAB board meets on the opening day, with
social events also on the schedule. A business
session the morning of June 20 will wind
up the meeting. Speakers to be heard June
19 include Charles H. Tower, NAB employer-employe relations manager; C. Wallace Martin, WMSC Columbia, S. C, discussing sales; Robert A. Wilson, of Cargill
& Wilson Adv. Agency, Richmond, speaking
on programming, and Lt. Gov. A. E. S.
Stephens, of Virginia. Carl L. Lindberg,
WPIK Alexandria, is president.
Broadcasting

CATV

ADVISED

COLORADANS
• McKenna
• Walker

LAW,

ABOVE

NOT

cites present law

states NAB's

stand

The FCC can regulate community antenna
television systems (CATV) under existing
authority and the Constitution itself, James
A. McKenna. Washington communications
attorney, suggested in a panel talk scheduled
Friday at the weekend meeting of Colorado
Broadcasters & Telecasters Assn.
Mr. McKenna told the association at its
Colorado Springs session that if the FCC
has any doubt about its powers to regulate
CATV, it should ask Congress to provide
the necessary authority.
A. Prose Walker, NAB engineering
manager, agreed with Mr. McKenna that
uncontrolled development of CATV can
offer a threat to the FCC's tv allocations
plan. He described CATV as a hazard to
survival of small-market tv broadcasting.
NAB has taken the position that FCC
should assert jurisdiction over applications
for common-carrier microwave facilities
bringing big-city tv signals to small-town
CATV systems, Mr. Walker said, basing
this on the effect on the allocations systems
and the public interest.
Mr. Walker reviewed broadcast technical developments, including the proposal
of Comr. T. A. M. Craven that the vhfuhf bands be consolidated into a single
band of 25 channels between 174 and 324
mc [Lead Story, June 2]. He said such an
allocation would simplify tv receiver problems. On the international front he discussed
the NARBA and U. S.-Mexico agreements
and allocations problems to be reviewed in
the summer of 1959 at the international
telecommunications conference to be held
at Geneva, Switzerland.
Mr. McKenna said the question of FCC
jurisdiction over community antenna systems hasn't been fully explored. He contended the "supremacy clause" of the Constitution (Article VI). raises the contention
that Congress "has occupied the field,
leaving no room for parallel state or conflicting state legislation." He cited also the
argument that Congress pre-empted the
broadcasting field by enacting the com-

YOU'VE
LIBEl—

"The impact of CATV operations on our
television broadcasting is so immediate and
direct that in my opinion they should be
subject to regulation," Mr. McKenna said,
adding this regulation should be federal
rather than state.
FCC can regulate CATV through its
authority over the tv stations whose signals
are carried on CATV, he suggested, contending "the Commission is not required to
accept the theory that a broadcaster can be
a party to frustrating and perhaps even
nullifying the normal expansion of television in other areas by permitting his signal
to be used by community antenna systems
in areas where local television might other-

Here's a few of
the new:

KSHO-TV
Las Vegas, Nev.
KUTY
Palmdale. Calif.

WJJL
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

thought to the identity (at least in a philosophical sense) of your replacement, then
perhaps you are not fulfilling the most necessary function in television station management today." Allott (R-Colo.), in an adSen. Gordon
dress scheduled Saturday, described broadcasters as "the most influential and most
powerful set of lungs in Colorado. . . . News
and special events comprise the greatest
measure of public service for which radio
and television receive their basic rights to
operate in the first place. The good news
editor and news analyst must have a broad
background plus a keen knowledge of pub-

COMMITTED

OF PRIVACY

COPYRIGHT

UTILITY

additional legislation from Congress."
W. D. Rogers Jr., KDUB-AM-TV Lubbock, Texas, told CBTA delegates there is a
tendency to over-emphasize the growth of
facilities and to under-emphasize "the contribution made by the people."
He justified the position this way, "If a
tube is worth $5,000 and it wears out after
a given number of hours of service, what is
a person worth? What are you worth, as a
manager, and can you be replaced? If you
cannot be, and if you have not given serious

- PLAGIARISM

INVASION

HIGHER

Contending the FCC has broad powers to
fashion."
regulate "to a substantial degree many
phases of CATV operations," Mr. McKenna
added, "If experience shows that those
powers are inadequate to insure local live
free television stations in small communities,
the Commission should at that point seek

SLANDER

PIRACY

AND

develop and prosper."
Mr.wise McKenna
said FCC can in all
probability attach conditions to tv licenses
recognizing the property right in the use
of their signals and program material, thus
requiring licensees to use these rights in a
manner that would avoid "frustrating the
Commission's over-all objectives." He said
the Supreme Court has stated that Congress conferred regulatory powers on the
FCC "in a broad and not a niggardly

SAY

THEY

WHEN

HIGHER

munications laws of 1927 and 1934.

VIOLATION

lic affairs."
ion promises a means of upgradTelevis
ing our education system, according to Sen.
Allott. Visualizing the tv school of tomorrow, he said televised lessons will originate
from remote studios and be carried into
classrooms all over the school or the entire
city or the state. The top educators will be
"everybody's teacher," he said, and help
will be given in solving the teaching shortage. "It is no secret that the know-how for
research and development will come from

Be ready with our unique
INSURANCE
ng loss
Adequate protection against embarrassi
at amazingly moderate cost. Write!

REINSURANCE
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21 W. Tenth, Kansas City, Mo.
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commercial television," he said.
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TRADE ASSNS. continued

White House on Week's Agenda
For Washington SMPTE Section
The Presidential news conference on television and relationship of motion picture
and television arts to dissemination of news
from the President's office will be discussed
by a group of speakers at a meeting of the
Washington section of the Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers Wednesday at the White House.
An actual Presidential news conference
will be screened and subsequently the
speakers will discuss various phases of this
ictivity. Lt. Col. George J. McNally. White
House Signal Agency, will touch upon the
problems concerned in the methods of news
dissemination as the art of communication
changes; James C. Haggeriy, press secretary to the President, will cite difficulties
confronting him in his effort to provide the
maximum flow of information from the
President to the American people; Robert
Montgomery, actor-producer and adviser to
Mr. Eisenhower on tv activities, will discuss
the approaches that have been used to make
the President's tv appearances effective;
Charles Shutt. Washington bureau manager,
Hearst Metrotone News and Telenews, will
speak about newsreel coverage of White
House events, and Julian Goodman, manager, news and special events for NBC,
Washington, will devote his remarks to the
problems faced by networks in coverage of
Presidential developments.
McLendon Backs Editorializing;
Three Win Ky. News Awards
Competent news coverage brings prestige
and believability, with listeners feeling more
confidence in the radio station and its advertisers, Gordon McLendon, head of the McLendon station group, told Kentucky Broadcasters Assn. at Louisville May 30 [Trade
Assns., June 2]. He reminded that the news
job must be done by trained personnel, not
by disc jockeys.
Mr. McLendon said editorials are powerful weapons, with his stations taking a
position "only when there is something to
editorialize about" in contrast to newspapers'
need to fill the same space every day. "Don't
mince words," he advised, advocating oneminute editorials as a general rule.
First annual broadcast news awards of U.
of Kentucky and Associated Press went to
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville for "distinguished
leadership in one of the most significant
services of broadcasting, local news coverage and the comprehensive presentation of
public issues"; to WVLK Lexington for
overall news coverage, and to WSAC Radcliff for coverage of a single stopy. Presentations were made by Oliver Gramling, AP
assistant general manager.
Neb.

Broadcasters

Elect Slate

New officers were elected at the midMay meeting of the Nebraska Broadcasters
Assn., held in Scottsbluff. They are David
W. Young, KSID Sidney, president; Jack
Gilbert, KHOL-TV Holdrege, vice president, and Richard W. Chapin, KFOR
Lincoln, secretary-treasurer. Radio directors elected were Virgil Sharpe, KOWH
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Omaha, and Paul Fry, KBON Omaha. Tv
directors elected were Owen Saddler, KMTV
(TV) Omaha, and A. James Ebel, KOLNTV Lincoln. Mr. Sharp was named NAB
representative.
National

Association

Formed

By Independent Program Heads
Formation of the National Assn. of Independent Program Directors has been announced by Dick Lawrence, WKBW Buffalo, director of programs, promotion and
publicity. Until permanent officers can be
elected, NA1PD will function under a
coordinating board comprising the association's five pioneer members: Chuck Blore.
KFWB Hollywood; Russ Syracuse, WNDR
Syracuse, N. Y.; Phil Ladd, CHUM
Toronto; Charles Simms, KVLC Little
Rock. Ark, and Mr. Lawrence.
The board will set policy and pass on
applications for membership. Though original membership plans are for just one station per market, all interested parties are
invited to contact Mr. Lawrence or any
other member of the board.

Wis. UP Group Picks Bernhardt
News Director Gene Bernhardt of WEMP
Milwaukee has been elected president of
the UP Broadcasters of Wisconsin. Elected
to serve with him: Jerry Harper, news director of WMTV (TV) Madison, vice president for television, and Chuck Neinas of
WBEV Beaver Dam, vice president for
radio. Ray Doherty, Wisconsin UP manager, is executive secretary of the group.
Outgoing president is Roger Grimsby, news
director of WXIX (TV) Milwaukee. Some
40 delegates at the UPBOW spring meeting in Milwaukee tentatively selected Green
Bay as the site of the fall meeting, but
no date was set.

Volger

Heads

Iowa

Broadcasters

George Volger, KWPC Muscatine, Iowa,
was elected president of the Iowa Broadcasting Assn. at its May 22-23 meeting held in
Iowa City. He succeeds Kenneth S. Gordon,
KDTH Dubuque. Other officers elected
were William White, KFJB MarshaUtown,
vice president, and Glen Stanley, KBOE
Oskaloosa, secretary-treasurer. Elected to
the board were Don Sullivan, KVTV (TV)
Sioux City; Ernest Sanders, WOC Davenport; Gene Claussen, KXIC Iowa City, and
Mr. Gordon.

TvB to Have

Sales Committee
Plans for formation of a Television Bureau
of Advertising sales advisory committee, to
coordinate the bureau's overall sales strategy
and check effectiveness of its "researchoriented selling ammunition," have been
announced by TvB President Norman E.
Cash. Committee members, expected to
number 12 to 14, will be chosen from sales
heads of TvB member stations and will meet
regularly with TvB officials in New York.
Mr. Cash said the bureau also plans a series
of member sales clinics to introduce TvB's
latest selling tools and their application to
local sales problems.

New

ETV

Network

Being

Formed

Formation of a New England educational
tv network that will have each of the area's
m\ states pooling and exchanging programs
is underway. Representatives of the participating states met in Boston for organizational work, according to an announcement last week by Hartford Gunn Jr.,
WGBH-TV Boston general manager, who
issued the invitations. Another meeting is
slated for early fall to work out actual
network arrangements and make further
program plans.
WMCA

Head

Backs

META

Drive

WMCA New York put some teeth in its
saturation radio spot campaign urging its
listeners to come to the financial aid of
the ailing Metropolitan Educational Television Assn. [Education, June 2]. Its president, Nathan Straus, announced May 30
on his regular weekly Editorial broadcast
that he had sent META a personal check
for $5,000. META had announced receipt
of a contract from the Educational Television-Radio Center at Ann Arbor, Mich.,
that will permit operations to continue
through the summer months but that it
needed many more dollars to regain its
health.

WJZM
WJZM

Sends

Scholar

to College

Clarksville, Tenn., has awarded

a full one-year scholarship to the U. of
Tennessee to David Wright, a local high
school graduate. WJZM's scholarship winner is selected annually by a committee of
businessmen. The young man this year will
receive funds for tuition, books, room,
board, fees, laundry and spending money.
Financial aid is continued in later college
years
if the student's own efforts are not
sufficient.
EDUCATIONAL

SHORTS

WCBS-TV New York, will present summer
session of Sunrise Semester, early-morning
educational television program, in association with New York U. Series of 44 halfhour lectures on tragic dramas of Greece
and Rome will be offered for degree credit
on program. Course, to be offered Monday
through Friday (7-7:30 a.m.) from June
16 to Aug. 15, will be known as "Classical
Civilization 43" and will be taught by Dr.
Lionel Casson, associate professor of
classics, NYU's Washington Square College.
U. of Maryland, College Park, reports
closed-circuit television facility will be available for student instruction in September.
Council
of Churches,
National Capital
Area, in cooperation with American U.,
Sept. 18 begins sponsorship of The Life
and Teachings of Jesus, course in religion
over WMAL-TV Washington. High school
graduates completing the course will receive two hours of academic credit.
Broadcasting

INTERNATIONAL

Canadian
3,074,000

Survey
Tv

Shows

Homes

There are 3,074,000 television households in Canada out of a total 4,102,000
households, the Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, estimates in its spring
population and households study, released
last month. The estimates, as of March
1958, show Canada with a population of
16,799,900, not including the population of
the Yukon and Northwest Territories, where
there are no tv stations or receivers. The
survey shows that 75% of the households
in Canada's 10 provinces have tv receivers.
By provinces the estimates show Ontario
leading with 1,247,000 tv households representing 85% of all households in the province. Quebec follows with 874,400 tv households, 84% of all households; British Columbia is third with 285,300, or 67%; Alberta
has 185,300 tv households, 60%; Manitoba
141,600 tv households, 63%; Nova Scotia
119,900 tv households, 72%; Saskatchewan,
111,900 tv households, 47%; New Brunswick 74,700 tv households, 60%; Newfoundland 22,700 tv households, 28%, and
Prince Edward Island 11,300 tv households, 49%.
The survey is broken down by counties
or census divisions and metropolitan areas.
Greatest saturation is in the Montreal metropolitan area, population 1,690,400, with
400,100 tv households, or 94% of all households. The Toronto metropolitan area has a
population of 1,433,200 with 331,100 tv
households, or 92%.
RFE Airs Bruges College Show

As means of contributing toward "closer
cultural and intellectual ties between the
western world and satellite East Europe,"
Radio Free Europe last week started to
broadcast a group of special radio courses
from College of Europe, Bruges, Belgium,
over RFE transmitters to Czechoslovakia,
Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria and Romania.
Three 20-minute programs are broadcast
weekly covering courses in European civilization, contemporary social science and
contemporary political, scientific and cultural activity.
Lapointe Heads French Stations
Rene Lapointe, CKBL-AM-TV Matane,
Que., was elected president of the Assn.
Canadienne des Radiodiffuseurs et Telediffuseurs de Langue Francaise (FrenchLanguage Radio and Television Broadcasters Assn.), succeeding D. A. Gourd, CKRN-

ALL

INQUIRIES. CONFIDENTIAL

Broadcasting

AM-TV Rouyn. Que., at the annual meeting held in Montreal. Marcel Leboeuf,
CKCV Quebec City, was elected vice president, with Andre Daveluy CKAC Montreal, as secretary-treasurer. Directors elected were: Tom Burham, CKRS-AM-TV
Jonquiere, Que.; Maurice Boulianne, CJSO
Sorel, Que. and Maurice Dansereau, CHLN
Three Rivers, Que.
Radio-Tv
New

Revenue

Figures From

Up Overseas,
INS Show

The growth of both television and radio
advertising in foreign countries is highlighted in a memorandum circulated by INS
to its foreign representatives. (INS has
merged with UP since the report.)
In Europe, total advertising in Britain in
1957 was placed at $1.04 billion, up 12.5%
from 1956. Television advertising was estimated at $98 million, jumping by 133%
over the 1956 volume. Total advertising
in Italy in 1957 was fixed at $122.5 million,
up 12.5% over 1956, with tv recording
$5.3 million as against nothing in 1956,
while radio edged up to $10.6 million from
$9.3 million in 1956. A total of $714 million
was reported for West Germany for all
forms of advertising in 1957, with only $2.1
million allocated to tv, a reflection of official
government restrictions on tv advertising.
Total advertising in Japan increased by
25% in 1957 to $261 million. Television's
share tripled to $16.6 million, although
there are only five tv stations and about
one million sets in operation. Radio advertising revenues increased 15% over those
of 1956. In Australia, tv and radio figures
are combined, accounting for 20% of an
estimated total of $110 million in 1957.
Venezuela

Tries Teaching

Radio, Tv Have Peace Mission,
Communist Broadcasters Declare

Radio and television are "duty bound"
to promote peace among the nations of the
world, according to an announcement from
the 16th session of the General Assembly
of the International Broadcasting Organization (OIR), held in Moscow May 12-22.
Ralph Steetle, executive director of the
Joint Council on Educational Television, attended the Communist bloc meeting as an
American observer. Films were shown during the session by JCET.
OIR decided at its meeting to hold an international competition next year for the
best musical broadcast entitled "Peace and
Friendship." A future contest for the best
television film also was mentioned. An appeal to UNESCO to promote a conference
of representatives of the existing associations
and unions of broadcasting was adopted.
D. I. Chesnokov, OIR chairman, presided
over general Assembly and administrative
council sessions. Vasily Ivanov of Bulgarian
broadcasting was elected chairman of the
administrative council for the current year.
The Egyptian radio arm of the United Arab
Republic was accepted unanimously as a
member of the organization.
INTERNATIONAL

SHORT

D. A. Grout to Jos. A. Hardy & Co. Ltd.,
Toronto, Ont, station representative, as
radio times sales representative.

by Tv

Educational television was launched in
Venezuela last week when a two-week demonstration ofdaily in-school telecasts began
in Caracas high schools. Programs feature
well-known Venezuelan teachers on biology,
chemistry, physics, mathematics and teacher
training from 11:15 a.m.- 12: 15 p.m. every
day during the demonstration period. The
experimental series is part of a study of the
possible use of radio-tv for education in
Venezuela. It was initiated by $30,000
grant from the Creole Foundation (Creole
FounPetroleum Corp.) to the Broadcasting set
up
dation of America, an organization
exm
progra
to facilitate international
change.

Canadian Tv May Debut on ABC
Canadian television dramas may debut on
the American Broadcasting Co. tv network
next fall, according to H. G. Walker,
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. assistant director of Ontario and English networks.
An agreement has been reached by CBC
and ABC to use CBC one-hour live dramas
on the ABC network, providing a reasonable amount of sponsorship can be found
for the series in the United States. Both
ABC and Showcase Productions are interested in the series, Mr. Walker stated.
If plans materialize, it would be the first
time that a live Canadian tv series appeared
regularly on a U. S. network.
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AWARDS

M-E's Margot Sherman Named
Advertising Woman of Year
Margot Sherman, vice president of McCann-Erickson, New York, was named
Advertising Woman ol t he Year by the
Women's council on advertising clubs of the
Advertising Federation of America, last
week during its convention held in Dallas, Tex.
The 1958 honor
was awarded Miss
Sher m an for her
triple role as vice
president, chairman
of the creative plans
board, and administrative director of
|hc crcatjve division

MISS SHERMAN
of McCann-Erickson.
In nominating her as their candidate, the
\d\ ci-tising Women of New York said. "To
our knowledge, no other woman holds such
a high level of responsibility in relation to
Mich an immense volume or variety of advertising."
As chairman of McCann-Erickson's creative plans board, Miss Sherman has helped

the agency's clients pioneer and profit in
television, now accounting for half of the
agency's
billings. Creative
her administration
won 83 advertising
merit awardsunder
for
M-E in 1947.

Agencies, Stations
Chicago Federated

Receive
Ad Awards

Eight national advertising agencies shared
honors for the best radio and tv commercials in the 16th annual advertising awards
competition of the Chicago Federated Advertising Club, it has been announced. Eight
Chicago stations also took program awards.
Among winners in the radio category
were Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc. (for
Ac'Cent International Div., International
Minerals & Chemicals Corp.). for network
commercials and Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.
(Lincoln-Mercury Dealers Assn.) for regional announcements.

between April 1957 and March 31, 1958.
They were announced at the CFAC annual
awards banquet May 28. Other categories
were general consumer magazines, industrial and business magazines, farm publications, newspapers, outdoor and transportation, direct mail and point-of-purchase.
Radio station awards were divided as follows:
WGN — four awards (for local music, agriculture, sports news reporting, and public service)
and one honorable mention (disc jockeys);
WMAQ — six (local music, special music features,
disc jockeys, news (two), news commentary, plus
special
"for generous
time for citation
public service
programs contribution
of high qual-of
ity": WBBM — eight awards (music variety, comedy, audience participation, story-teller, news,
sports news reporting I two], religious programs),
plus an honorable mention (disc jockeys) and a
special citation for time contributions to public
service. A special congratulatory award was
presented to ABC-WLS Chicago's Breakfast
Club for its "25 years of continuous activity on
theTvair."programming awards were presented
to:
WGN-TV
for children's
shows,
music
and
variety,
religious
programs and
special
events;
WNBQ (TV) for education-documentary, commentary, weather program, quiz and panel;
WBBM-TV for news (plus an honorable mention
for children's fare, and to WBKB (TV) (honorable mention) for education-documentary.
AWARD

Radio-tv commercials and programs
constituted one of nine major classifications
set aside by CFAC for awards, based on
the "best advertising" produced in Chicago
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tifying the am outlet in that station's
"Who Are
We?" contest [Awards,
June 2]. Presenting the check are
John Tormey (left), director of radio
sales for Avery-Knodel Inc., WINN
representative, and Richard M. Stone.
A-K salesman.

SHORTS

AI Kaye of WBZ-TV Boston received Second Annual Tv Newsreel Photographers
Award from Magna Film Productions Inc.,
Boston, for his newsfilm The Capture.
WDRC Hartford given award of merit by
New England Committee for CARE in
recognition of the station's ". . . essential
public service function" for CARE.
WWSW Pittsburgh received award from
Newspaper Executives Assn. for "outstanding newspaper advertising."
Don G. Mitchell, board chairman and president of Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,
N. Y., Friday was to receive honorary

Doctor of Science degree from U. of Cincinnati.
WLIB

New York recipient of citation from

Police Athletic League for "outstanding
service to PAL. . . ." WLIB donated more
than $2,000 in air time to league during
"PAL Month."
Dave

Campbell, sportscaster, WAPI Birmingham, Ala., cited by National Water
Safety Congress for his contribution to
water safety through his Sports Outdoors
show.
Twin Cities Federal Savings & Loan Assn.,
was awarded North Star Award by Minnesota Centennial committee for its sponsorship of Minnesota Milestones over WCCO
Minneapolis
[Programs & Promotions,
Jan.
27].
Raymond M. Wilmotte, former Washington
consulting engineer and now consulting scientist on staff of W. L. Maxson Corp., N. Y.,
electronic research and development firm,
awarded Doctor of Science degree from
Cambridge U., England, for his contribution
in field of electronic engineering.

In television, Leo Burnett emerged with
the best 60-second dramatized commercial
(for Philip Morris' Marlboro cigarettes) and
60-second plus live announcement (for
Pillsbury Mills), plus an honorable mention for 20-second dramatized spots (for
Commonwealth Edison). Other winners:
Radio — 60-second local commercial. W. B
Doner
apparel) &. Co. (for William A. Lewis women's
Television — dramatized ID commercial, W B
Doner & Co. (Wisconsin Independent Oil Co.);
dramatized 20-second commercial. Young &
Rubicam (Northern Paper Mills); dramatized
60-second spots (honorable mentions), Young
& Rubicam (Northern Paper Mills)
Foote,
Cone & Belding (Kimberlv-Clarkandtissues);
straight-sell ID commercial, Needham, Louis &
Brorby, with Kling Film Enterprises (Peoples
Gas Light & Coke Co.); straight-sell 60-second
commercial, North Adv. Inc., with Kling Film
Enterprises (Toni Co. Div. of Gillette Co.)., and
i honorable mention) Edward H. Weiss & Co
(Sealy Inc.); straight sell, over 60-second commercial. Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc. (Whirlpool
Corp.).

FIRST PRIZE WINNER Rena Mayer,
of the Campbell-Ewald, New York,
timebuyin^ staff accepts her $250
from WINN Louisville, Ky., for iden-

REV. CLAYTON T. GRISWOLD (left),
who served for a decade as executive
director of The United Presbyterian
Church in the United States of America's radio-tv department, was honored
last week at a meeting of the general
assembly in Pittsburgh. Presenting Dr.
Griswold with a plaque expressing
gratitude for service since the department's inception in 1948, are Clair R.
McCollough (Steinman Stations),
chairman of the department, and Rev.
Lawrence W. McMaster (center), who
succeeded Dr. Griswold.

Mai Hansen, farm service director with
WOW Omaha, Neb., has been awarded
Creighton U. Professional Journalism
Achievement Award for "professional
achievement and community service in

Dorothy
Looker and Evelyn Davis, projournalism."
ducers of WTOP-TV Washington's Ask-It
Basket, have received citation from American Assn. of University Women for teenage
science show's "rewarding content and outstanding contribution to science education."
WEJL

Scranton, Pa., awarded plaque by

Lackawanna

United Fund for "outstanding

citizenship."

Broadcasting

PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
WKRC-TV

Puts 20 on Star Train

WKRC-TV Cincinnati ran a "CBS Star
Train" to carry 200 viewers from its home
area to New York a fortnight ago for three
days of tv sight-seeing to promote CBS-TV
and WKRC-TV's local programs. For a
month preceding the trip the station conducted contests in connection with five programs, each show offering a free trip as first
prize each week. In addition, some 180
other viewers paid $87.50 for the round-trip
junket, which included a reception at which
the Cincinnati tv fans met CBS-TV personalities. En route home the "Star Train"
stopped in Washington for five-hour sightseeing tour of the capital.

WEZE

Airs Traffic Situations

WEZE Boston last week began operating
an aerial traffic spotter service, consisting
of ten bulletins per day made directly from
an airplane flying over major traffic arteries
in the greater Boston area. Service, which
began over the Memorial Day weekend, will
be used on all summer weekends and will be
extended to cover additional day on long
holiday weekends.

WMGM

Programs

Faith Series

WMGM New York today (Monday) began programming a series of short religious
messages by clergymen representing all religious faiths during the course of regular
daily programming, as a public service. The
feature, called "Take A Break" will be integrated anumber of times throughout the
day and night and will consist of one minute
messages of inspirational content by clergymen from the five boroughs — Westchester,
Long Island, upstate New York, New Jersey
and Connecticut. Raymond Katz, associate
director in charge of programming at the
station, created the feature with the cooperation of the Protestant Council of the City of
New York, the Archdiocese of New York
and the New York Board of Rabbis.
WSOU

(FM) Picks Safety Tips

Such advice as, "Those who 'rev it up —
seldom live it down," was collected in the
safe-driving slogan contest recently concluded at WSOU (FM) South Orange, N. J.
The two-week contest at the educational
station operated by Seton Hall U. closed
with judges awarding electric razors donated by Remington Rand. The station forwarded some entries to the National Safety
Council for possible use nationally.
Rites for Cardinal

Stritch Aired

Chicago radio-tv stations June 3 pooled
facilities to cover the funeral of Samuel
Cardinal Stritch. WGN-TV originated pickups from along the procession route and in
the cathedral. The Rev. John Banahan,
radio-tv coordinator of the Chicago Archdiocese, did the narration. It was carried on
WBKB (TV), WGN and WCFL. WBBMTV and WGN-TV aired programs reviewing
Cardinal Stritch's life and works.
Broadcasting

KJOT

TURNS

TO

PAST

The songs of Gene Austin, the Dorsey brothers, Paul Whiteman, Bix
Beiderbecke, John McCormack, the
Casa Loma orchestra, Hal Kemp and
the voices of Woodrow Wilson, Babe
'n'
Lindbergh, Amos
Ruth, CharlesVallee
and Will Rogers
Andy, Rudy
entertained listeners of WJOT Lake
City, S. C, May 29-30. Business returned to yesteryear in price and merchandise as Lake City went "all out"
to celebrate "Old Market Days."
The station announced that programming was exactly as it was in the
20s and 30s and that an old type car
was used as a mobile unit to go after
events surrounding the return to the

awarded the baby with a $100 savings bond,
a 100-piece layette and 100-day supply of
baby foods. The following week the family
was escorted to the capital where Governor
Freeman designated the Centennial Baby as
the first citizen of the second century of the
state.
Flies Script To Hotel
WCKT-TV Miami used a helicopter to
rise above the traffic problem in originating
newscasts from the 50th Annual National
Governors' Conference at the Americana

WCKT-TV

Hotel, May 19-20.
The 6:30 p.m. news show opened with
shots of the helicopter pilot taking the
script from news director Gene Strul and
followed with the landing at the Americana
where newscaster Bill Shadel stood by. Use
of the "chopper" permitted the news staff
e late-edition and localto prepare a complet
ly-angled program.

past.

Rutgers Offers Radio News Show
The Radio Center at Rutgers U., New
Brunswick, N. J., is offering to New Jersey
stations a five-minute weekly news program
featuring "straight" news stories of activities
in the various colleges and branches of
Rutgers. Rutgers Dateline is designed especially for stations using the "music and
news" format to meet the demand of broadcasters for "short items" which can be easily
tailored to that programming style.
WCCO

Selects Centennial

Baby

WCCO Minneapolis honored Minnesota
Statehood Day May 11 by giving the title
of "WCCO Centennial Baby" to the son of
a Bloomington, Minn., couple, born at 3:17
p.m. that day.
The station's desire to name the baby
born nearest to the time of day that President Buchanan signed the act officially
making Minnesota a state was complicated
by the discovery that the exact time was
never recorded. Accordingly, the judges put
121 capsules containing the minutes between
2 and 4 p.m. (the hours when President
Buchanan usually signed bills) in a baby
bottle. The first capsule to be poured out
set 3:17 as the lucky minute. The station

Safe-Cracker at Work
WRCA-TV New York, in a promotion on
behalf of yesterday's (Sunday) Movie 4
presentation of "Rififi," staged a legal safecracking competition in New York. For the
preceding the showing, a safe,
week
entire
containing $1,000, was left at 51st St. and

Quiet!

y, for passers-by to "take a crack"
Broadwa
the combination. Numerals, not necesat
sarily in proper sequence, were broadcast
several times each morning on WRCA's
Pulse program (Mon.-Fri. 6-10 a.m.).

WCBS

Chooses

Miss N. Y. Radio

Loretta M. Sharkey, assistant supervisor
of talent billing, Ted Bates & Co., New
"Miss New York Radio"
named
was by
York,week
a board of judges consisting
last
of WCBS staff's Galen Drake, Bill Hickey,
Bill Leonard and Jim Lowe. Month-long
contest, sponsored by the station, was held
to find the "most attractive female employed at an advertising agency in the
New York area." Contest was part of station's National Radio Month celebration.
Runners up included Patricia Getz, ReachMcClinton & Co.; Ruth Hennessy, BBDO;
Glory Ickes, J. M. Mathes; and Jean Malone, Doyle, Dane, Bernbach.
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued

Negroes Buy Top Quality Goods,
Survey by Rollins Bcstg. Shows
Contrary to popular belief, the American
Negro uses lop quality products, according
to a survey conducted by Rollins Broadcasting Inc.
The 32-page report, representing the
preference of 12,828 Negroes in the major
markets of New York, C hicago, St. Louis,
Indianapolis and Norfolk, covers 114 consumer categories and a total of 3,313
brands.
The survey reveals that 86% of the
grocery buying by Negroes is done in supermarkets, reaching a regional high of 91%
in the South. Nearly 60% of the Negroes
in the U. S. see a movie at least once a
month with attendance reaching a peak of
84.4% in the West.

AovtRmiNo cues: You may !»• lotting big profit* bj
ignoring tin- Kuhurh* with your present advertisiuj;
i. r^i nrv*>|>.i|-*r'* |»-m-tri!iun ul the .miIwiiI*- l> <>u\\ hull .1
p ..I- 11- penetration of the central city. The avenge K*Hio
91 at le:wl ai* well often much better in the suhurlM than
central city. *m»*,^l*i<k***t»!w*it«*m* »■■■ ,un

ADVERTISING CUES:
Some like it hot
etipechjlly
.nhci ttsera.Sirtnroer
licason: Radio

CARD

Examines

Health

Colorful design and personalized
copy are combined on a series of
jumbo size cards (11 x 8V2 in.) to
stimulate sales through direct mail
campaigns this summer. For a more
local touch stations apply their own
messages on the back side of the
cards.
Each "Cue" card tips off potential
advertisers and agencies of the power of radio to find the audiences
they wish to reach. The reasons
are backed up with recognized
source findings.

ADVERTISING CUES:

series examining the shape of the world's
health. The initial presentation ("The Magic
Amulet") traced the history of the world
health movement and introduced aspects of
later programs which will include the creation of the World Health Organization,
modern medical detective methods, disease
classifications field study progress and population problems.
Guests interviewed by producer-moderator Stuart Finley on the series opener were
Dr. Murdock Head. GWU Hospital surgeon
and author of '"World Health Problems in
International Law," and Dr. Myron Wegman. Secretary General, Pan American Sanitary Bureau of the World Health Organization. Documentary films accompany interviews on each show.

DAY OR NIGHT

Expecting increased sales via the
bright post card route, stations oversubscribed the initial press-run of
5,000 sets. RAB doubled the order,
but by last week was down to the
last 2,000.

testants for the program, according to Don
Fedderson, Do You Trust Your Wife producer. Previously, Mr. Fedderson said,
screening of 500 couples (amount screened
in first three weeks of the promotion) was a
task requiring several months.

Old Vic Co. Set for CBS-TV
A 90-minute production of "Hamlet,"
by England's Old Vic Company, is being
planned for presentation by CBS-TV early
in 1959 on the DuPont Show of the Month
series. Broadcast date will be announced.

ABC-TV

Finds Food

Fair Fine

ABC-TV's Do You Trust Your Wife
(Mon.-Fri., 3:30-4 p.m.), and the Food
Fair stores of the New York metropolitan
area, staged a promotion throughout the
grocery chain several weeks ago to increase
Saturday traffic and sales in Food Fair
stores and screen possible contestants for
the daily quiz show. A "contestantmobile"
was parked in front of Food Fair stores
where the program's hostess Cindy Lindt
interviewed husbands and wives to evaluate
their interest in appearing on the program.
The mutual promotion has resulted in increased sales for Food Fair stores and a substantial backlog of husband and wife conJune 9, J95i
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SELL

shows how in its latest series of "16
Reasons for toUsing
Radio," stations.
now in
distribution
its member

on Tv

George Washington U.'s international affairs program. The Other Two Billion, on
WRC-TV Washington, has started a 14-week

ADVERTISING CUES:

Facts and figures can look attractive. Radio Advertising Bureau

Rollins Broadcasting Inc. stations include WNJR Newark. N. J.: WBEE Chicago; KATZ St. Louis; WRAP Norfolk.
Va.; VVGEE Indianapolis; WAMS Wilmington. Del.: WJWL Georgetown, Del., and
WPTZ-TV Plattsburgh, N. Y.
GWU

:>

KQED

(TV) Has

5-Day

Auction

KQED (TV) San Francisco last week
staged its fourth annual tv auction with
more than 500 volunteers working in six
Bay Area counties in support of the community-owned educational station.
For five consecutive nights items donated
by area merchants were auctioned off to
viewers who placed bids by telephone. Top
donation was a Rambler station wagon
driven directly from the Wisconsin plant of
American Motors Corp. to San Francisco
and contributed by AMC's zone manager.
Last year all brand new products sold for
an average of 75% of actual value.

CFRS Keeps Soldiers in Picture
CFRS Simcoe, Ont., produces a weekly
one-hour broadcast of local Canadian news,
tapes the broadcast and adds to it greetings

and news from other stations of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters, and sends the
entire program to the United Nations Expeditionary Force in the Middle East, where
Canadian troops are serving. The program
gives Canadian soldiers a look at Canadian
news and doings at home, airs music Canadians like, gives sportscasts and other information about life in Canada from week
to week.
KRIZ Enters 'Living' Event
KRIZ Phoenix participated for the first
time in Red Book magazine's celebration of
"Easy Living Days" May 12-22, an annual
event co-sponsored with the Park Central
Shopping Center. "Easy Listening" was promoted on the Rob Robbins Show broadcast
daily direct from a special glass studio at the
Park Central. Models distributed thousands
of KRIZ' survey sheets listing top Phoenix
tunesdisplays.
to the shoppers and visitors attending
the

'p0|ka' Replaces Welk June 23
ABC-TV will program a new folk music
series, Polka-Go-Round, in the segment being vacated by Lawrence Welk's Top Tunes
Broadcasting

and New Talent (Mem. 9:30-10:30 p.m.),
starting June 23. The polka show will be a
videotape rebroadcast of the program originated by the network's o&o WBKB (TV)
Chicago the previous night (Sun., 10-11
format to It's Polka
p.m. CDT). Similar in network
in past seaTime, carried by the
sons, the upcoming series will feature polka
songs and dances with Bob Lewandowski,
Chicago radio personality, as m.c.
WNDU-TV Offers Film to USIA
WNDU-TV South Bend, Ind., is supplying
to the U. S. Information Agency for use in

PEOPLE
ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES t

JAMES N. COOKE, v.p., Sterling Drug Inc., N. Y.,
last week was named president of National
Brands Div., and STANLEY I. CLARK, also Sterling
Mr.
v.p., was appointed executive v.p. of division.
Cooke has been in charge of marketing and sales
promotion for company since 1955; Mr. Clark has
been senior v.p. of National Brands Div. since
its formation two years ago.
WILLIAM G. OHME, formerly director of marketing,
Harold F. Ritchie, Inc., New Jersey, appointed
of marketing and member of board of
v.p.
directors.
VINCENT F. AIELLO, executive
v.p., Kudner Agency, to MacManus, John & Adams, N. Y.,
as senior v.p. and director of
creative planning, confirming
of new asearlier reports
sociation [ADVERTISERS &
AGENCIES,
June 2].
JAMES J. TENNYSON, copy
Staufgroup head, &Sullivan,
Bayles, N. Y.,
fer, Colwell
elected v.p.

Y.,
JOHN SCHOEFFLER, G. M. Basford Co., N.
as corporate and
to Donahue & Coe, same city,executiv
e.
industrial division account
HELEN NICKERSON, assistant account executive,
William H. Weintraub Inc., N. Y. (now Norman,
(public relationsKummel)
Craig & ing),
S. ,F, to Art Blum
advertis
JAMES C ARMSTRONG, formerly with N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc., S. F., to Young & Rubicam Inc.,
L. A., as account executive.
CHARLES J. SNELL, creative group copy chief, Ross
Roy Inc., Detroit, named account executive.
WILLIAM G. KING, acting advertising manager,
White King Soap Co., L. A., named advertising
manager.
JOHN ROCKWELL, v.p. for Doherty, Clifford, Steers
tive as& Shenfield, N. Y., named administra
sistant to president. He continues as Pharmaco
Inc. account supervisor.
RICHARD E. GOEBEL, management consultant, S.GarF.,
field Adv. Inc., S. F., to Compton Adv. Inc.,
as administrative assistant.
director,
BARBARA REINKER, formerly women'sBuschman
WJW Cleveland, Ohio, to WellmanCo. there as director of radio-tv activities.
WAITER K. RHOADS, to Henry Quednau Inc.,
Tampa, Fla., as radio-tv director.
EDWARD T. SULLIVAN, formerly with Al Paul
Lefton Co., joins James Thomas Chirurg Co.,
Boston, as radio-tv director. He will service
clients for both Boston and N. Y. offices.

ERNEST H. CLAY, research director, American
Bureau, Beltsville, Md., named developResearch
ment and research director.
ADDISON YEAMAN, formerly with Ryan Aeronautical Co., San Diego, and previously with BBDO
in S. F. and N. Y., to Grant Advertising, I_. A.,
as media director. He succeeds LOIS GREEN, who
resigned to get married.
Broadcasting

Europe its film coverage of Austrian Chancellor Julius Raab's visit to the U. of Notre
Dame, May 22. The seven-minute film includes the chancellor's acceptance of an
honorary degree of Doctor of Laws from
the Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C.,
university president.
Burns & Allen to Re-run Daily
WCBS-TV New York has purchased 240
half-hour episodes of The George Burns and
Grade Allen Show from Screen Gems Inc.,
New York, and will carry the programs on

A WEEKLY

REPORT

a Monday-through-Saturday basis, 5-5:30
p.m., starting Sept. 15. The films are re-runs
of the program presented over CBS-TV for
the past several years.

St. Louis Opera

GREG SHERRY, v.p., account executive, Grant
Adv., Dallas, promoted to account supervisor for
Dr. Pepper Co. and Comet Rice Mills and is
being transferred to agency's Chicago office. JOE
K. HUGHES, will assume direct responsibility for
ion of account in
administration and supervis
Dallas as account executive.
AL PLAUT, advertising-sales promotion manager,
Dorothy Gray Div., Lehn & Fink, N. Y., to
Joseph Katz Co., drug and toiletries division,
N. Y. and Baltimore, as account supervisor.
MARIE O'MEARA, radio-tv timebuyer, Fitzgerald
Adv. Inc., New Orleans, to Whitlock, Swigart &
Inc.,
Evans ment
head. there as radio-tv timebuying departJACK MARSON, former chain store specialist, S. C.
Johnson & Sons Inc., (Household & Gardening
Products Div.), Racine, Wis., to Geyer Adv.,
N. Y., as marketing executive on Boyle-Midway
Div., American Home Products Corp.
ARTHUR LIPTON, formerly commercial copy chief,
WQXR New York, to William Warren, Jackson
& Delaney, N. Y., as radio-tv copy chief.
RALPH E. KELLER JR., formerly with Outdoor Adv.
Inc., to Zimmer, Keller & t.Calvert Inc., Detroit,
market research departmen

for CBS

A weekly series of operetta and musical
comedy titled Summer in St. Louis, has returned on Saturdays to CBS Radio for its
eighth season. The program, containing excerpts chosen from the summer season
of the Municipal Opera in St.
ation
present
Louis, will be heard 7:30-8 p.m. EDT.

OF FATES AND

LOY R. LEE, merchandising director, Earle Ludgm
n Adv. Inc., Greento Henderso
& Co.,ville,Chicago,
S. C, in similar
capacity.

Again

FORTUNES

account executive with Telestar Films Inc.,
N. Y., tv film distributor.
CHRIS ISHII creative director, TJPA Pictures Inc.,
N Y has resigned to join Pelican Films, N. Y.,
tor. Mr. Ishn deon June 30 as designer-direcials,
among them,
commerc
signed number of& tv
of Young &
behalf
Harry on
Piel Bros.' Bert
Rubicam.
LARRY JOHNSON, formerly with United World
Films N Y. appointed creative director of
N. Y., tv film production
Pearson
Lloydconsult
ing Assoc.,
and
firm.
JOHN ROBINSON, writer, Four Star's Trackdown
series, to Malcolm Productions as producer of
Dead or Alive, joint venture between
Wanted,
Star and Malcolm.
Four
GENE DEITCH, executive producer at CBS-Terrytoons, to consulting art director, Robert Davis
method.
Productions Inc., inventors of "Mobilux" tv
LP's LP's LP's LP's LP's LP's LP's
MR.

STATION

OWNER:

Here is our answer to your problem,
LP's

EDWARD J. MILLER, formerly with traffic department Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, and before that
appointed to traffic-production
Ted
with
& Holden, N. Y.
at Calkins Bates,

WHERE
TO PUT

LP's
LP's
LPL'Ps's

ROGER BACCIGALUPPI has transferred from S. F.
Miner to agency's field
Honig-Cotoper
office of departmen
service
in L.& A.
LINTON H. BALDWIN, formerly with Young &
, appointed to copy departRubicam, Hollywood
ment of N. W. Ayer & Son, Phila. Other new
are JUDITH C.
members of Ayer's copy staff Thompson
Co.,
TERRY, previously with J. Walter
creative direcF. WHITE, formerlyDowling
N Y and BUDD
Adams,
tor for tv and radio for Burke
N. Y.

and SALLY
JUNE M. HILFERTY, MARGARET A. HOLT
J KRUEGER have joined copy department of
formerly
N W Ayer & Son, Phila. Miss Hilferty
Miss
was with Triangle Publications, Phila.;
Holt with Grey Adv., N. Y., and Miss Krueger
with Macy's, N. Y.
WILLIAM F TREADWELL, v.p. of public relations, Leo
t
Burnett Co., Chicago and N. Y„ will represen
Relations
U S at first World Congress of Public
at Brussels, June 21-28. Mr. Treadwell will relay
delegates from Presworld ,congress
s toEisenhower
messageident
Vice President Nixon and
other top government officials.

JOSEPH GEORGE FISHER JR., formerly midwestern
apsales manager, National Telefilm Assoc., Vic,
*
ntative
represe
sales
n
•
midwester
FILM pointed
division of California NaSales,
Program
tory
s.
Production
tional

NICHOLAS BJORN, formerly with the sales staff
of Authenticolor Labs. Inc., N. Y.„ appointed

LLPP''ss
LP's

FOR

LP's
m
Model GS4812
Shown
Model GS2412
Model GS3612
Model GS4812

24" wide - $69.50
36" wide - $84.50
48" wide - $99.50

LP's
LP's
LP's
LP's
LP's
LP's
LP's
LLPP''ss
LP's
LP's
LP's
LP's
LP's

Prices include Crating & Freight prepaid
sLP's
LP' LP's
in U.S.A.
by motor truck anywhere
LP's
5% Discount if Check Accompanies Order
LP's
LP's
Phone collect, Paris, Ohio — UN 2-3951
LP's
LP's
CO.
FIXTURE
GRINNAN
LP's
LP's
OHIO
MINERVA,
LP's
LP's
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PEOPLE CONTINUED
mam
DOROTHY HECHTLINGER,
story editorInc.,
for inCBS-TV's
Climax!,
to Desilu Productions
similar
capacity.

CHARLES ASHLEY, formerly news director, WEEI
Boston, and CBS correspondent, to WSUN-AMTV St. Petersburg, Fla., as news director.

HERMAN RUSH, president of Flamingo Telefilm
Sales Inc.. N. Y., elected president of Parents
With A Purpose Inc.. non-profit agency established to help parents of mentally retarded
children.

WILLIAM CODDING, studio supervisor, WSUN-TV,
named chief engineer for WSUN-AM-TV, succeeding late LOUIS J. LINK. CARL SHIRLEY, studio
engineer, WSUN-TV, succeeds Mr. Codding as
ludio supervisor. WARREN (BILL) PAGE, formerly
field campaign director, American Heart Assn.,
joins WSUN sales staff.

HENRY E KNAUP, formerly with commercial production department of Young & Rubicam, N. Y.,
to PintolT Productions, N. Y., as promotion and
sales representative.
STATIONS
JOHN D PRUITT, president-general manager, Virginia-Carolina Broadcasting Corp. (WDVA Danville. Va.i. named chairman of board of directors.
EMERSON J PRYOR, v.p.-general manager, WDVA,
succeeds him.
MAX SHERMAN, account executive, WWDC Washington,
promoted to local sales manager. Mr. Sherman has been
with WWDC as account executive since 1947.
HERBERT M. ROSS to KELE
(FMl Phoenix, Ariz., as general manager.
HARV MORGAN, program manager, WHMS Charleston, W.
Va.. to WMNI Columbus.
Ohio, as program manager.

MR. SHERMAN

ROBERT A. KLEIN, general manager and secretary. WDAS
Philadelphia, for past seven
years, named executive v.p.
in charge of operations.
NORMAN P. BAGWELL, business
manager. WTVT (TV) Tampa,
Fla.. to WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City. Okla., as manager
succeeding RAYMOND W. WELMR. KLEIN POTT who resigns to join NBC.
JIM TERRELL, commercial manager. WKY-TV, and JOHN MOLER, director of
radio operations, WKY, named assistant station
managers [STATIONS, May 26].

ROBERT EDWARDS, disc jockey-announcer, WFIN
Findlay. Ohio, to WCSI Columbus, Ind., as program director.

BOB DREWS, formerly with KOIL Omaha, joins
WAMP Pittsburgh as morning man.
BILL CALDER to KSJO San Jose, Calif., as disc
jockey.
REX ROVANG, program director, KWYR Winner,
S. D., to KLO Ogden, Utah, as disc jockey.
BOB (COFFEEHEAD) LARSEN, disc jockey, WEMP
Milwaukee, resigns to do programming and tv
work.
DICK HAYNES, disc jockey, joins KXLA
Calif., as personality.

PHIL SMITH, student at DePauw U.. to continuity
department of WLWI (TV) Indianapolis, succeeding BOB BARRETT, resigned to join advertising department of Hook Drug Co., same city.
GEORGE CARSON PUTNAM of KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles signed by producer Walter Wanger to
portray himself in Figaro Inc. -United Artist
Theatrical film, "I Want to Live!"
HENRY P. JOHNSTON, president-general manager,
WAPI-WABT (TV) Birmingham, Ala., until his
resignation in 1957, appointed to Jefferson
County (Ala.) Personnel Board.
GENE WILKEY, general manager, KMOX-TV St.
Louis, Mo., elected to board of directors. Better
Business Bureau of St. Louis.

Denver, Colo.,
KGMC Engleas commercial
respectively.

MORT RUBENSTEIN, CBS-TV art staff, appointed
art director and MARVIN FUCHS, assistant production manager for advertising and sales promotion
department, named production manager.

CLYDE W. JOHNSON, program director, and RICHARD E. DAUGHERTY, salesman. WFIN, Findlay,
Ohio, named station manager and sales manager,
respectively.

ANDREW ROSS, formerly art director, American
Broadcasting Co., N. Y., appointed art director,
sales planning, NBC-TV network sales.

HARRY WHITTEMORE. chief engineer, WNAC-TV
Boston, to RKO Teleradio headquarters staff as
engineering manager. HERBERT MAYES, formerly
assistant controller of RKO Teleradio, named
controller for work division of company.

MR. KAPLAN

m

Pasadena,

MR. MOLER

TED HAAS, formerly with KOA
and GLENN BELL, formerly with
wood. Colo., to KUDY Denver
manager and program director,

FANK W. WALKER promoted from Hollywood office, regional manager to v.p. -government sales
manager of Motorola Communications & Electronics Inc., wholly-owned sales subsidiary of
Motorola Inc.. with offices in Washington, D. C.

PERRY ALLEN, disc jockey, KTLN Denver, Colo.,
to WKBW Buffalo, N. Y., as assistant program
director. Mr. Allen will have d.j. duties in future.

NETWORKS • mm
mmmmmmmmmmmm
BERNARD S. KRAUSE, business manager of tv-radio
department, Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y., for
past
three years,
department
in N. joins
Y. CBS-TV's business affairs

MR. TERRELL

A. B. McCLOSKEY, formerly v.p. in charge of general area sales. Westinghouse Electric International Co., N. Y., appointed v.p. of marketing.
R. L. JEANS, formerly v.p. in charge of general
apparatus sales for company, to v.p. of products.
Both will report to J. DE CUBAS, executive v.p.

DICK LAWRENCE, WBNY Buffalo, N. Y., joins
WKBW motion
Buffalo
as director of programs, proand publicity.

THEODORE PEIXOTTO, 49, maintenance supervisor,
KSFO San Francisco, died May 26 following heart
attack.

MR. BAGWELL

MANUFACTURING

ZARO CALABRESE, formerly art director, WABCTV New York, appointed art director of ABC-TV.
E. D. LESHIN, film production manager, CBS-TV,
named production aide to NORMAN MACDONNELL,
producer of network's Gunsmoke series.

SAM KAPLAN, v. p. -treasurer,
Zenith Radio Corp., elected
member
of corporation's
board of directors.
Mr. Kaplan joined Zenith in 1923.
J E. BROWN, assistant v.p.
and chief engineer, Zenith,
named v.p. in charge of engineering, succeeding late
GILBERT E. GUSTAFSON. Mr.
Brown joined Zenith in 1937.
RICHARD J. STAFFORD, Home
Electronics Div., Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., sales
administrator, adds sales
orders and marketing statistics to post. CHARLES L. HUBBARD, product planning coordinator to product planning manager and JOHN E.
LAU, sales promotion mandioagerandto sales
high manager
fidelity. of ra-

MR. BROWN

WILLIAM E. KRESS, mid-west
marketing
manager, Philco
Corp., Phila., resigns to move to southwest.
IRWIN GOLDMAN, formerly manager of technical
planning, Sylvania Research Labs, N. Y., named
associate director of chemistry and metallurgy
research. DR. R. G. HUTTER, formerly manager of
Physics Lab., appointed associate director of
physics research.
CRAIG HOWRY, general manager, San Diego Employer's Assn., San
Diego, Calif.,
to Kin Tel
there as director
of industrial
relations.

PROGRAM SERVICES

wmmmmm

BOB KLEIN, formerly account executive, Compton
Adv., L.A., to Freburg Ltd., there, as general
manager.
HARRY TR1MBORN, manager, INS, New
named manager of UPI there.

Orleans,

ALFRED V. CALI, formerly advertising representative for hong Island (N. Y.) Press, named to
sales staff of S. J. Reiner Co., Mineola, N. Y.,
merchandising consultant to advertisers, agencies
and radio-tv stations on national and regional
contests.
TRADE ASSNS.

mmm

ROBERT F. LEWINE, NBC v. p., tv network programs, elected president of N. Y. chapter of
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences for 195859. He succeeds MARK GOODSON, partner in Goodson-Todman Productions, N. Y. Other officers
elected: HUBBELL ROBINSON JR., CBS executive
v. p., network programs, 1st v. p.; WALTER CRONKITE, CBS news correspondent, 2d v. p.; ROYAL E.
BLAKEMAN, attorney and tv producer, secretary;
HENRY WHITE, director of program procurement,
Screen Gems. Inc., treasurer, and ROBERT M.
CARR, television and theatre accountant, assistant
treasurer.

C. R. WATTS, formerly with WFMY-TV Greensboro. N. C, to KROD-TV El Peso, Tex., as
assistant general manager.

NORMAN FELTON, alternate producer of CBSTV's Studio One in Hollywood, named executive
producer in charge of several live and film programs for network.

DAVID H. POLINGER, account executive, ABC-TV,
to WNTA-AM-FM Newark. N. J., as sales manager.

P. A. (BUDDY) SUGG, NBC v. p. for owned stations
and NBC Spot Sales named to represent that
network on Television Bureau of Advertising
Board of Directors.

ROGER O'CONNOR,
York, to WCAE
succeeding ALAN
(TV) Pittsburgh

account executive, ABC New
Pittsburgh as sales manager,
W. TRENCH, who joins WTAE
in similar capacity.

HERBERT BRAVERMAN, 42. for several years associate producer for NBC-TV in Hollywood, died
following heart attack June 2.

IRA LAUFER, general manager, KFOX Long Beach,
Calif., to KLAC Los Angeles as account executive.

FRANK C. BURT, 38. writer for Dragnet, Four-Star
Theatre and Restless Gun tv series, died May 31
following heart attack.

PAT O'REILLY, radio-tv news director, ABC western division, elected to president. Radio & Tv
News
of Southern California, succeeding
JOSEPH Club
MICCICHE.

JIM BATH to KALB Alexandria, La., as station
director, succeeding JIM GAINES who takes over
duties of sports director-announcer.

AINSLEE PRYOR, 37, died May 27 in L. A. of brain
cancer.
Mr. Pryor was in NBC-TV's Hiram Holliday series.

LUCILLE LIETS, co-partner, Liets Advertising Illustration, Hollywood, named executive secretary,
Hollywood Advertising Club.
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GARRY MOORE, radio-tv network personality, appointed national chairman for 1959 Easter Seal
campaign
by National Society for Crippled Children & Adults.

Broadcasting

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
May 28 through June 4
ownership changes, hearing
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations,
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations
ion
pertion
construc
cp—
night. LS — local sunset, mod. —d modificat
DA— directional antenna,
vhf— very
trans.— transmitter, unl.— unlimite hours, Kc—
mit. ERP— effective radiated power,
frequency, ant.
subsidiary communications auhien frequency, uhl— ultra highvisual,
kilocycles. SCA—
kw— kilothorization. S A— special service authorization
—antenna, aur.— aural, vis.—
N—
day.
watts, w— watt, mc— megacycles. D —
STA— special temporary authorization. * — educ.

New

Tv

Stations

APPLICATIONS
Bakersfield, Calif.— Valley-Desert Bcstrs. Inc.,
aur.; ant.
ch. 39 (620-626 mc); 213 kw vis., 116 kw ft.,
above
height above average terrain 638
tion cost $343,around 515 ft. Estimatedg construc
$300,000, revenue
664 first year operatin cost 3068,
Bakersfield.
$330 000 P. O. address Box
Trans, location
Studio location 101 Union Ave. hic
coordinates
3 miles N. of Oildale. Geograp
Trans.35° 27' 41" N. Lat., 119° 00' 47" W. Long.WashingJoseph Zias,ial Radio
ant RCA. Legal counsel
ton. Consulting engineer Commerc
Washington. D. S. Stncklen
Equipment isCo.,
in sales and service and rental of4.
sole owner,
ed June
trucks and automobiles, etc. AnnouncCo.
Inc., ch.
Terre Haute, Ind.— Livesay Bcstg.
158 kw aur.;
10 (192-198 mc); ERP 316 kw vis.,1,000
ft above
ant. height above average terrain
tion cost $401,oround 935 ft. Estimated construc
cost $600,000 revenue
450, first vear operating Box
322, Mattoon, 111.
$750 000 P. O. address
Trans location
Studio location Terre Haute.
Kansas, 111. Geographic coordinates 39 30 08
Trans. GE, ant.
N Lat., 87° 52' 55" W. Long.
Washington.
Alford Legal counsel Ben Cottone,
Mattoon.
Consulting engineer J. R. LivesayBcstg.
Co.
Principal stockholder is Mattoon
WLBH Mattoon.
of
licensee
is
which
(50.63%)
Announced June 4.
Yakima, Wash.— John Powell, ch. 23 (524r530
ant. height
mc)- ERP 21 kw vis., 10.5 kw aur.;
above average terrain 957.6 ft., above ground
f. <J.
$63,000.
151 ft Estimated construction costStudio location
address 2108 Mac Laren, Yakima. Trans,
location
Yakima (street undetermined).
Ahtanum Ridge, S. of Yakima. Geographic co-

NATION-WIDE

Long
ordinates 46° 31' 56" N. Lat., 120° 30' 30" W Harold
Trans. RCA, ant. GE. Consulting engineer
Singleton, Portland, Ore. Mr. Powell, sole owner,
production manager. Anis KIMA-TV
28.
nounced May Yakima
Translators
ACTION

BY FCC

Pass,
California Oregon Television Inc., Grants
translator
Ore— Granted cps for two new tvprograms
of
stations— one on ch. 72 to translate
KBES-TV (ch. 5) Medford, and other on ch. 74
of KOTI-TV (ch. 2) Klato translate programs which
it is licensee. Anof
Falls, Mayboth
math nounced
29.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED

K73AJ Peach Spring, Ariz.— Mohave County
Board of Supervisors.
K75AJ Seaside, Ore.— Seaside Video Club.
K77AJ and K83AF Delta, Utah.— MilK72AQ,
lard County.
K74AO and K80AN Fillmore, UtahK70BD,County.
Millard

Am

New

Stations
ACTIONS

BY FCC

Elba, Ala.— Howard Parrish Jr.— Granted 1350
Ala. Estikc 1 kw D. P. O. address Rt. 2, Ozark,
opermated construction cost $13,388, first yearParrish,
Mr.
ating cost $18,000, revenue $21,000.

NEGOTIATIONS
•

RADIO

TELEVISION

EASTERN

CENTRAL

MIDWEST

NEW YORK
INDEPENDENT

MICHIGAN
DAYTIMER

FULLTIME
REGIONAL

$115,000.

$195,000

$650,000

Exclusive market.
Diversified industry
and agriculture.
Presently showing a
profit and will do
much better.

45,000 population in
retail trading zone.
Home county over
250,000. Retail sales
over $45,000,000.
Good potential.

#1 station in metropolitan market.
cash and
in
,000
$100
account receivables
go
to
deal.

•

along with

Ozark, will be sole
general manager. WOZK
owner. Announced May 29.
Flagstaff, Ariz. — Eldred O. Smith — Granted
1290 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 3701 E. Pasadena,
$13,Phoenix, Ariz. Estimated construction cost
nevenue
045, first year operating cost $32,000,
owner
V3
$47 000. Mr. Smith, furniture dealerbe and
sole owner.
of KHEY El Paso, Tex., will
■
.
Announced May 29
Weed, Calif.— C. E. Wilson and P. D. Jackson
Granted 800 kc, 1
d/b as Independent Bcstrs.—
kw D P. O. address % Mr. Wilson, Box 1109,
on cost $28,Medford Ore. Estimated constructi
588 first year operating cost $42,000, revenue
partners m KBOY
$50,000. Principals are equal Klamath
Falls, Ore.
Medford, Ore.,
Announced
May and
28. KLAD
Blakely, Ga.— Radio Blakely— Granted 1260 kc,
conBlakely.
address first
1 kw D. P.structionO.cost $17,497,
operating cost
year Estimated
(75%),
Jr.
Woodall
C.
W.
$25 000 revenue $30,000.
50% WDWD Dawson, 40% WMGE Madison,
Winder, 25% WGRA Cairo, 16.6%
3% WIMO
33
Fort Valley, all Georgia, and 37.5%
WFPM
WGWS Greenwood, S. C, and H. A. Felder
furniture and
auto, Announced
(25%),
. will
4. dealer,
Junehardware
owners.
be
Robert
Maquoketa, Iowa— Nathan L. Goetz,
Goetz and Merlin J. Meythaler d/b as500Jackson
w D.
County Bcstg. Co.— Granted 1320 kc,
Wis. Estimated
P O address Box 358 Monroe,
construction cost $22,337, first year operating cost
theatre,
$40 000, revenue $48,000. Goetzes haverental
inand
furniture store t.
ice cream store,
d
Announce
accountan
is
r
terests. Mr. Meythale
May 28.
Baldwinsville, N. Y. — Century Radio Corp.—
Granted 1050 kc, 250 w D. P. O. address 35 OsY. Estimate
ille,firstN. year
Baldwinsv
wega St., struction
cost
operatindg concost $16,651,
are Robert L.
Owners
$42,000.
$36,000, revenue
Stockdale (75%) and Donald C. Menapace (25%).
ng and public relaMr Stockdale is in advertisi
real estate, insurance
tions. Mr. Menapace is in ed
June 4.
Announc
ion.
and construct
Bcstg. Co.—
City
Charlotte, N. C— Queen
Granted 1310 kc, 1 kw D. P. O address 1749
Estimated construction
Sterling Rd., Charlotte. operatin
g cost $35,000,
cost $18,288, first year
l
revenue $42,C00. Principa owner T. C. Wood Jr.
communications29. service
(58 33%) owns two-wayAnnounc
ed May
and parts company.
Grafton, N. D.-KGPC Co.— Granted 1340 1 kc,
Box 471, Grafton. Esti250 w unl. P. O. address
year operatmated construction cost $13,914, firstLargest
single
ing cost $45,000, revenue $55,000.

FINANCING
•

•

APPRAISALS

NEWSPAPER

SOUTH
REGIONAL
DAYTIMER
$100,000
Excellent facility
showing good profits. In growing secondary market with
diversified income
and above - average
retail sales.

IT

SOUTHWEST

WEST
NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA

MAJOR
INDEPENDENT
$175,000

in station well
the
1 kw
Daytime
black. Fair real estate and some net
quick assets. 29%%
down. 7 years on
balance.

$150,000
1 kw. daytimer
showing excellent
volume and profit in
a substantial agricultural economy.
29% down.

\
D

Washington, D. C.
1737 DeSales St., N. W.
EX 3-3456

Broadcasting

, u
Cleveland
2414 Terminal Tower
TO 1-6727

Chicago
Tribune Tower

Atlanta
1515 Healey Bldq.

DE 7-2754

JA 3-3431

Dallas
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175

San Francisco.U
I I I Sutter St.

June 9, 1958

EX 2-5671

•
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FOR THE RECORD CONTINUED
stockholder is farmer-tavern owner Theodore
M i (t son (12.5'; i. Announced May 29.
itriiriniur. l'.i — i s . ■ 1 1 ■ i, mi, i:i Co.— Granted
1330 kc. 500 w D. P. O. address WTRN Tyrone,
Pa. Estimated construction cost §10,325, first

Planni

ng

. n»>uv .v««.inB Spring,
all
will be sole owner. Announced
MayPennsylvania)
29.
APPLICATIONS

a

Radio

Station

?

Plan "A"

incorporates

many programming

fea-

tures and permits operation with a minimum

of

personnel. While ideal
for most small stations,
it is just one of three
basic floor plans that
can be modified to suit

Paris, Ark. — Logan County Bcstg. Co., 1400 kc,
500 w D. P. O. address 434 W. 2nd St., Corning,
Ark. Estimated construction cost $11,300, first
year operating cost $24,000, revenue $30,000. Equal
partners Eulls and Bob Cochran are in retail
merchandising. Announced May 28.
Carmichael, Calif.— Radio Carmlchael, 1430 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address 605 N. Sunnyslope Ave.,
Pasadena. Estimated construction cost $59,364.
first year operating cost $125,000, revenue $150,000.
Principal stockholder Joseph Gamble (75%) owns
KJOY Stockton
and May
KWIP28. Mereced, both California. Announced
Goleta, Calif.— Goleta Bcstg. Assoc., 1290 kc,
500 w D. P. O. address % T. J. Davis, 600 Calif.
St., San Francisco. Estimated construction cost
$25,700, first year operating cost $35,000. revenue
$44,000. Equal partners are Thomas Davis Jr.,
v.p., Kern County Land Co., and Robert Sherwho is concentrating
on developing
new
radio man,
stations.
Announced June
3.
Boise, Idaho— Boise Bcstg. Assoc., 790 kc, 1 kw
D. P. O. address Box 8, Menlo Park, Calif.
Estimated construction cost $27,218, first year
operating cost $37,000, revenue $45,000. Owners
June
4.
are realtor
Carl Hansen and his wife. Announced
Independence, Iowa — Plains Bcstg. Corp., 1220
kc, 250 w D. P. O. address 107 E. Green Bay St.,
Shawano. Wis. Estimated construction cost $25,000, first year operating cost $45,000, revenue
$48,000. One-fourth owners: H. Darrel Shanklin,
supervisor-engineer, KCRG Cedar Rapids, Iowa;
Ray Gruetiinacher, salesman-manager and Sherwood Lorenz, salesman-announcer, both with
WTCH Shawano, Wis., and Jeanne Donald, owner
of WTCH.
Announced May 29.
Brunswick, Md. — George Fishman, 1410 kc 1
kw D. P. O. address 332 S. 19th St., Philadelphia.
Estimated construction cost
$19,560, first year
operating cost $38,000, revenue $48,000. Mr. Fishman, sole owner, is in public relations and construction financing. Announced May 29.
Toledo, Ohio— WPNO Bcstg. Co., 920 kc, 1 kw5 kw LS. unl. P. O. address Box 105, Bowling
Green, Ohio. Estimated construction cost $57,019,
first year operating cost $73,000, revenue $105,000.
Howard Ward, sole owner, also owns WTLG
Bowling Green. Announced June 4.
Rapid City, S. D. — Black HUls Radio Inc., 920
kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address 3640 West St. Patrick
S>t., Rapid City. Estimated construction cost
$21,751, first year operating cost $40,000, revenue
So5,000. Owners are Arthur Jones (29%), Charles
Lien (22%) and others. Mr. Jones is KOTA-AMTV Rapid City announcer-promotion director.
Mr. Lien nounced
is Junein3. gravel and crushed rock. AnCarthage. Tenn.— Carthage Bcstg. Co. Die, 1350
kc, 500 w D. P. O. address % Bill Parsons. Estimated construction cost $17,400, first year operating cost $31,200, revenue $41,000. Principal stockholder. Bill Parsons (52%) is part owner of
Livingston Motor Co. Announce
d June 4.
Eau Claire, Wis.— S. M. Supply Co., 1550 kc,
5 kw D. P. o. address 413-15 Galloway St., Eau
Claire. Estimated construction cost $25,550, first
year operating cost $120,000, revenue $140,000
F. B. Clements & Co. (100%) also owns and
operates nounced
KYSM-A
June 2. M-FM Mankato, Minn. An-

Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KWSD Mount Shasta, Calif.— Granted change
of facilities from 1340 kc, 250 w unl., to 620 kc,
1 kw D; engineering
condition. Announced
May
29. Carson City, Nev. — Granted change of
KPTL
facilities from 1400 kc, 250 w unl., to 1300 kc, 500
w, 5 kw LS, DA-N; engineering conditions. Announced May 29.
WMSR Manchester, Tenn. — Granted change of
frequency from 1580 kc to 1320 kc, continuing
operation with 1 kw D; remote control permitted. Announced May 29.
APPLICATIONS
KPER Gilroy, Calif.— Cp to increase power
from 500 w to 1 kw and install new trans. Announced June 4.
WIOU Kokomo, Did. — Cp to increase daytime
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, make changes in
daytime directional ant. pattern and install new
trans. Announced May 29.
WTLG Bowling Green, Ohio — Mod. of cp to
change ant. -trans, and studio location to Bates
Rd., North of Ford Rd., Perrysburg Township,
Ohio and change station location to Perrysburg,
Ohio. Announced June 4.
WrTOD Toledo, Ohio— Cp to increase power
from 1 kw to 5 kw, install directional ant. daytime and new trans., and make changes in
ground system. Announced May 29.
KLOO Corvallis, Ore. — Cp to change frequency
from 1340 kc to 1350 kc; increase power from
250 w to 1 kw, change hours of operation from
unl. to daytime and install new trans. Announced June 4.
KWWJ Portland, Ore.— Cp to increase daytime
power from 10 kw to 50 kw; change ant. -trans,
and studio location; make changes in daytime
directional ant. pattern, changes in ground system and install new trans. Announced June 4.
WRIO Rio Piedras, P. R.— Cp to change frequency from 1320 kc to 1150 kc. Announced
June 2.
WIVI Christiansted, V. I. — Cp to change frequency from 1040 kc to 970 kc; increase power
from 250 w to 1 kw; install new ant. system,
make changes in ground system and install new
trans. Announced June 3.
New

Fm

Stations
ACTIONS

BY FCC

Ventura, Calif. — Coast Ventura Co. — Granted
100.7 mc, 12 kw unl. P. O. address 405 Central
Tower Bldg., 703 Market St., San Francisco.
Estimated construction cost $20,073, first year
operating cost $18,000, revenue $25,000. Principals
include Carroll R. Hauser (45.3%), John P.
Hearne and wife (20.9%) and others. Mr. Hauser
owns KHUM-AM-TV Eureka, Calif. Mr. Hearne
owns 33.33% of KAFY Bakersfield, Calif., 5% of
KUAM-AM-TV Agana, Guam, and minority interest in KCOK Tulare, Calif. Announced May
29.
Ventura-Oxnard, Calif. — Tri-Counties Public
Service Inc. — Granted 95.1 mc, 24 kw. P. O. address Box 1411, Ventura. Estimated construction
cost $26,200, first year operating cost $25,000, revenue $25,000. Owners are Virginia Wallace (50%),
William Rea Jr. (20%) and others. Mrs. Wallace
is married to manager of KUDU Ventura-OxMr. Rea ownsMay20%29. of CHEK-TV Victoria,
B. C. nard.
Announced

your needs.

Complete brochure, including floor
plans, equipment requirements and
discussion of current trends now
available. For your free copy,
write to RCA, Dept. GB-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
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Appr&isals
Tax, estate and many other personal problems create the need for
an independent appraisal. Extensive experience and a national organization enable Blackburn & Company to make accurate, authoritative appraisals in minimum time.

CORPORATION

of AMERICA

|
Tmk(s) ®

J5lackblurn
^
Glompnij
NEGOTIATIONS
FINANCING • APPRAISALS

WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Washington Building
STerling 3-4341

ATLANTA
Clifford B. Marshall
Stanley Whitaker
Healey Building
JAckson 5-1576

CHICAGO
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Financial 6-6460

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
FEderal 3-4800
D. C.
Washington,Member
AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Montcla
Upper
ories,ir, Great Notch, N. J.
Laborat
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Dl. 7-1319
L BLDG.
INTERNATIONA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
JACKSON 5302
p O BOX 7037
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

Republic 7-2347
Pennsylvania Bldg.
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

National 8-7757
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
Executive 3-5670
710 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

P.

MAY
Sheraton Bldg.

RUSSELL
711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpubllc 7-3984
Member AFCCE

Engineers
Fort Evans
Washington 6, D. C.
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721 |
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
D. C.
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, 3-5851
Executive
Executive 3-1230
Member AFCCE

JOHN

C. HUTCHESON

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
NA. 8-2698
610 Evans Bldg.
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

B. HEFFELFINGER

Hiland 4-7010

8401 Cherry St.
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antennas

JOHN

H. MULLANEY

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

—Established
PAUL

1926—

GODLEY

CO.

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WILLIAM

E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone
STateAFCCE
7-2601
Member

CARL

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

KEAR

&

1302 18th St., N. W.
WASHINGTON

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
TIME
FULL
A
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

CAPITOL

RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
engiPractical Broadcast, TV Electronicscourses.
neering home study and residence
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

Hudson 3-9000
6, D. C.

Member AFCCE

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

J. G. ROUNTREE,

E. SMITH

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

MERL

DIRECTORY

KENNEDY

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
4900 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland 3, Ohio
HEnderson 2-3177
Member AFCCE

PETE

SERVICE

& Culver

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

JR.
T. NEWTON,
Consulting Engineer
422 Washington Bldg.,
15th and N. Y. Ave., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
Telephone: EXecutive 3-7165

IRL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-9558
NEptune 4-4242

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 79,497* Readers
— -among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
facsimile ipfacilities.
fm, tv gand Readersh
for am, Continuin
Study
*ARB
June 9, 1958
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FOR THE RECORD continu
COMMERCIAL

STATION

BOXSCORE

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Appucations for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

TV

FM

As Reported by FCC through April 30
AM43
82
3,196

521

Allocations
106

537
252
34

19
620
80
46
14
60
22
0

661
74
54
41
128

2860
1

2
22
1

0
553

3,321
430
1IV;
07

14

SUMMARY OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
Compiled by BROADCAST INC through June 4
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
For new stations
. ..
Uft
Cps
Nol on air
AN|
3,196
51
96
551
FM
62
521
21
90
132
TV (Commercial) 415'
96108
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through June 4
total
VHF
UHF
Commercial
425
86
Non-Commercial
24
7
licenses*
i„!.Tnere
longer in
144 uhf?
•There

3re'
addition' eight tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
are> in- additi°n. 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not siarted operation
haVC bee"' ln addltion- 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.

Oklahoma City, Okla.— Music ord Inc. — Granted
92.3 mc. 6.6 kw. P. O. address 117 N.W. 23rd St.,
Oklahoma City. Estimated construction cost
S18.000. first year operating cost $10,000, revenue
$18,000. One-third owners William Jackson, Cecil
Friedlander and It. Kent Ogilvie are in wired
music sales, etc. Announced May 29.
Woodbridge, Va.— S & W Enterprises Inc.—
Granted 105.9 mc, 11 kw unl. P. O. address Carroll W. White, 1721 DeSales St., N.W., Washington. Estimated construction cost $19,000, first
year operating cost $10,000. revenue $15,000. Owners are Carroll W. White (53.6';) and others.
Mr. White is manager of mobile radio communications, RETMA. Announced May 29.
West Bend, Wis.— West Bend Bcstg. Co.—
Granted 92.5 mc. 6.2 kw unl. P. O. address Box
60. West Bend. Estimated construction cost $8.350, first year operating cost $15,000. revenue
$20,000. Applicant is licensee-owner of WBKV
West Bend. Owners are August C. Perkholtz
(62'; ) and others. Mr. Perkholtz is theatre and
hotel
owner. Announced May 29.
APPLICATION

New York, N. Y.-WMGM Bcstg. Corp., 100 3
mc, 19 kw. P. O. address 400 Park Ave..
NYC
Estimated construction cost $42,050, first year operating cost $25,000, revenue to be included with

Stations

ACTIONS

BY FCC

WMTW-FM Mt. Washington, N. H.— Waived
Sec. 3.205 (a) of rules and granted authority to
move main studio to Poland Spring,
station
will continue to identify itself as Mt.Me.;Washing
ton station. Announced May 29.
WCAU-FM Philadelphia, Pa.— By letter granted request for further waiver of Sec. 3
the rules to extend from June 1 to Oct 1,293con-of
tinued functional music operation on simplex
basis. Announ
ced May 29.
APPLICATION

WHYL-FM Carlisle, Pa.— Mod. of cp to change
ueqo.e„ncy
from 101-7June
mc> 2.ch- 269 to 102.3 mc
ch.
272. Announced
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KFRCFM San
co, Calif.— RKO
radio
Pictures
Inc..Francis
106.1 mc.

Tele-

WASHINGTON

ALLEN
AND

KANDER
COMPANY

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 8-1990
NEW
YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
RAndolph 6-6760
DENVER
1 700 Broadway
AComa

Pace

June

1958

2-3623

By orders, Commission finalized rule making
and amended tentative allocation plan for Class
B fm stations as follows:
Deleted ch. 290 from Washington, D. C, and
added it to Woodbridge, Va.
Deleted ch. 223 from Milwaukee, Wis., and
!i In West Bend, Wis.
Added ch. 236 to Ventura, Calif., substituted
Ch. 260 for ch. 236 in Santa Barbara, and ch. 223
i 260 in San Luis Obispo.
Deleted ch. 286 from Sharon, Pa., and added it
Salem, ch.Ohio.
415' to Added
226 to Hayward, Wis.
Substituted ch. 299 for ch. 300 in San Diego,
( alii.;
and added ch. 279 to San Diego.
Comission
invites comments by July 7 to
notice of proposed rule making looking toward
abandoning its Tentative Allocation Plan for
Class B fm broadcast stations, because this plan
has outlived its usefulness.
Plan was first promulgated Dec. 19, 1945, as
temporary guide for allocating Class B fm channels (for metropolitan and rural service)
throughout country. It was not embodied in
rules. It appears no longer necessary in view of
been set up by establishpattern that has since
ment of Class B fm96""stations.
Besides, now increasing number of applications for this class of fm service could be more
quickly processed by thus amending procedual
rules to conform to comparable rule for am
broadcast, which has no geographic allocation
pattern. This would eliminate frequent and protracted rule-making proceedings which have
been necessary to make changes in fm
allocation
table. Present Sec. 3.313 prescribes method
for
determining interference, if any, between existing or proposed fm operation.
Class A fm stations, which serve communities,
have never had geographic allocation plan. Allocations for noncommercial educational fm stations are separate.

New511"

am station. Applicant is licensee of WMGM
York. Announced June 4.
Existing Fm

LV-FM
Haverhill, Mass. — WHAV Bcstg
Co. Inc., 92.5 mc.
WHYL-FM Carlisle, Pa.— Richard Lewis Jr
Inc. of Carlisle, 101.7 mc.
WKAQ-FM San Juan, P. R— El Mundo Bcstg
Corp., 104.7 mc.

Ownership

Changes

ACTIONS

BY FCC

KDBX (FM) Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted assignment of cp from James
Lucie
Miltenberg and Rube GoldwaterW. toHarford,
Radio Beverly Hills (fm station KBCA Beverly Hills). Saul
R. Levine, president, is permittee of KBCO-FM
San Francisco, and V4 owner of KCAL Redlands
Consideration $3,625 plus $8,875 for equipmentconditioned
that prior to consummation assignee
31*
disposes
of KBCA. Announced May 28
WTVP (TV) Decatur, 111.— Granted
of
control from William L. Shellabarger,transfer
et al to
Mr. Shellabarger, George A. Bolas and 12 othersconsideration $200,000 for stork and debentures
plus lease of premises for $20,000 a year for 5
years withnouncedopportunit
y to buy for $225,000. AnMay 28.
KRIB Mason City, Iowa— Granted assignment
of license to Western Bcstg. Co. Inc. (Mr. Johns,
president and 51% owner); stock transaction
Mr. Johns has interest in KIHO Sioux
Falls
SI D.; WMIN St. Paul, Minn.; WOSH Oshkosh,
Wis., 28.and KMNS Sioux City, Iowa. Announced
May
KMUS Muskogee, Okla.— Granted assignment
$125,000. Announced May 28.
t0 Horace C. Boren; consideration
?iohCr,f,n
WLBG s!Laurens,
S. C— Granted transfer of
control from Charles W. and
R. Dowdy to
Laurens County Bcstg. Co. (C.Alice
W. Hogan, president); consideration $63,000. Announced May 28.
WAEW Crossville, Term.— Granted transfer of
control from Arthur Wilkerson to H. F. Lawson
(interest in WCLC Jamestown, Tenn.)- consideration $50,000. Announced May 28.
WSSV
Petersburg, Va.— Granted assignment
of license to Petersburg Bcstg. Co. Die
(Roger
Announce
A.
Beane,d May
president)
28. ;
consideration $175,000
APPLICATIONS
Af^EN"T7
Atl}erton, Calif.— Seeks assignment
John
Wickett
Peninsula
to these
ill en«s,?
fr<im d/b
JamesasGabbert,
GaryFm,Gielow,
and
for
$9,000. Announced
I e!Lpll's
Keluleth Warren
June 4.who is buying 15';;
KFMB-AM-TV San Diego and
TV
Bakersfield, both California, and KYATKEROYuma,

fw«7^eA,
transfBcst«contro
license
e
er of !ne.)
l ofMaria
TT'^Y
from
Al^reL
inc. to J»IDMariet;Y5athe
and Corp.
Edward
Petry by& Mr
Co.
ta Divest
r Jr-ment
owned
Wrather (63 7/11%) and Petry Co. (36 4/11%)
Maria
Alvarezcedis June
to receiv
share. Announ
4. e $2,916,750 for her
of
license from James McKahan
and Marguerite
nAwL
Calif.— Seeks
assignment
Haliowell asSusanville,
executrix
will of Nolan Hallowll, .
deceased, d/b as Home ofApplicance
Store, to Mr!
Continues on page 110

Broadcasting

ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
date.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<J per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25<J per word— $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30<f per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch.
6, D. C.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washingtontranscriptions,
photos, etc., sent to
All
please)
separately
remittance
(Forward
mailing
for
charge
$1.00
submitted,
packages
bulk
or
transcriptions
If
AppiicantsApplicants. ^oxwnaunmcbr^u°^ s°ent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibly for their custody or return.

RADIO

RADIO
Help

Wanted

Management

for aggressive
Do you love to sell? Opening
manager m fine
station manager-commercial college
market of
middle Atlantic states, small
with expanding substan25.000. Career opening
tial organization. Present gross over $100,000,
Requirements: age JU-40
excellent potential.sales,
good knowledge small
family, strong on
town radio operation, like small town life
plus big incentive will gross $8,000-$10,000
Base
or better Write or wire full details, photo,
present income to P. O. Box 300, Grand Central
Station, New York.
Sales
. Two salesman
salesmantely
one straight immedia
Wanted ers.
by regional
Needed
announc
and
earnings
t
Excellen
station in good market.
chance for advancement with strong, young,
tion. Full particulars
multiple station organiza
56i>&,
salary needs. Box
including photo and
ING.
AST
ADC
BRO
$8,000-9,000 opportunity for commercial manager,
network outlet in market of 75,000. Send application Box 612E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced area salesman. Draw against 50%
that. Handle all
of first thousand, 25% over radius.
Write full
costs and copy. Cover 50 mile
details KHAS, Hastings, Nebraska.
Men with sales and broadcast experience, willing
financially stable
workers of good character andExperienc
e m this
for media brokerage work.
prefer to tram
particular field unnecessary as we want
men who
We
in our principles of operation.
as
are sufficiently sold on their ownof abilities
own
their
extent
the
to
invest
to
salesmen
time and efforts. Now expanding nationally and
several territories open. Happy to give any of our
two) or present, as referemployees, past (onlyChapman,
1182 West Peachence. Contact Paul
anta.
tree, Atl
Announcers
Brand new station in greater Pittsburgh market
needs experienced announcers with executive
minimum one year comRequire
potential.mercial
experience. Above average wages, good
equipment. Personal
working conditions, finest
resume
interview necessary. Send tape, photo,
STING.
BROADCA
450E,
Box
ly.
immediate
to do
Wanted: Young, ambitious announcer able
salary for
newscast and dj shows. Good starting Box
484E,
a 5,000 watt, south Georgia station.
BROADCASTING.
staania only
Pennsylv
for eastern
Program
subject
authority
have complete
tion Willmanager
years experience
to manager. Must have three
as staff announcer. Must be good board man
to justify further advancework
to This
willing ment.
is anhardexcellent opportunity for an
to move into manageready
is
who
r
announce
for peravailable
be and
s musttape
applicant
All
ment.
resume. Box
Send
sonal interview.
NG.
AST
536E, BROADC
Sports announcer, must have first phone ticket
play-by-play schedule. Must
Heavy local sports,
Start
have air sales ability, voice maturity. photo.
$430.00. Send details, references, tape,
Box 542E, BROADCASTING.
t posihasly.twoOnepermanen
Virginia
for announcer
immediate
available station
tions 250w
knows how to voicewith mature voiceownwhodeejay
show. The other
sell and run his
who knows how to
editor
news
local
is for
really write and air local news. Both must be
and looking for permaexperienced, settled southerne
rs (without acnent homes. Prefer small photo,
and complete
cent). Rush tapes,
BROADCAST566E,
Box
on at once to
informati
ING.
Program director-dj. Wanted for wonderful
Wisconsin. Man who knows music-news operapaced,
tion Fast and
re
. . you full
on the y.airIf . you're
sellpersonalit
can top
of ideas,
our man. Prove it to us with a tape, picture,
BROAD572E
expected. Box
resume and salary
CASTING.
Combo man with maintenance and announcing.
Opening now.
Must be good at both. $85 starting. ING.
Send tape. Box 587E, BROADCAST
Broadcasting

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

aned Box
wants experienc
ntfternoon
Maryland nouncerindepende
disc shows.
for morning-a
592E, BROADCASTING.
Have immediate opening for seasoned announcer-salesman in one of Alabama's fastest
day-timer in the county.
growing markets. Only and
resume. Box 619E,
snapshot
Send tape,
TING.
BROADCAS

KBUD, Athens, Texas needs experienced, mature
. Personal interannouncer with sales experience
Chance
view, audition
nt.required. Salary $325.00.
for advanceme
Do you want to live in the southern Oregon
vacation land? If you have a good voice are an
phone,
air personality, and have a first or secondManager,
send tape and photo to Ray Johnson, conditions,
KMED Good pay, excellent working
top station. KMED, Medford, Oregon.
Metropolitan market station going up wants live
wire man to go along. Must have quality voice
Fred Epsalary.
tape, ,resume,
Send
plus ideas.
a^
stein, KSTT,
Davenport
Iow

settled, top-notch
Immediate opening! Mature,
Interview necesannouncer for Arkansas 5 kw.
sary Bob Webber, KXJK, Forrest City.
Announcer— first class license essential— Send
and tape to WMIC, P. O. Box 306, Monresume
roe, Michigan.
Experienced, sincere, happy-soundmg announcer.
One
good.quick
you're tape
talent ifShoot
good salary
Very
largerplusmarkets.
Nation's
of WMNI,
to
Columbus, Ohio.
Immediate opening for an announcer who knows
production. Excellent oppormusic, news, tight
and
tunity in ideal climate. Send tape, resume,
with first letter to WSGA,
nts
requireme
salary
Savannah, Georgia.
News-music dj (first ticket). No maintenance.
WSHE, Sheboygan, Wise.
immediately for
Experienced announcer needed
local news beat in fabulous hunting and fishing
open. Contact
Salary
area, in upstate New York.
Tom Leighton, WSLB, Ogdensburg, New York.
Mature announcer with news gathering and
writing experience plus ability to do a selling,
production-type disc show with real music,
newspaper and network
wanted by Michigan
Send tape, resume, photo to PD, WTTH,
affiliate.
Port Huron, Michigan.
Technical

First phone engineers needed for newly acquired
a. Send education-to
station in eastern Pennsylvani
first letter
al and employment background
Box
555E, ING^
BROADCASTING.
CAST
Engineer, first class ticket. Box 561E, BROAD-

Chief engineer-announcer. Pleasant, cooperative
staff, television closed circuit, Gates dualux
plus $400 monthly
equipment, pension trust plan
start, vacation wonderland. Phone, air mail
photo, tape, KPRK, Livingston, Montana.
Immediately. Chief engineer. Experienced amMaintenance, construcfm remote operation.
tion, full charge. Must be capable announcer.
Rush tape, resume, references. Advise when
available and salary expected. KSON, San Diego.

r. Permanent.
Experienced engineer - announce
Good pay. Send resume and tape to WDBL,
Springfield, Tennessee.
Chief engineer— Thoroughly familiar with all
combo man but not
phases of radio. Prefer
essential. Excellent climate, pay, and future.
Send references, resume, salary requirements
with first letter to WSGA, Savannah, Georgia.
Combination engineer-announcer or top-notch
announcer. Ten-year-old station with room for
employee advancement. Send tape, resume,
to Program Director,
salaryN. expected
photo,'
C.
Wilson,
WVOT, and

RADIO
Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Mr. News Director! Can you see beneath the
surface news — get behind handouts? Are you a
newsman who always knows what's going on?
We need such a man. Why not apply and discuss your ideas? Send resume, photo Box 179E,
BROADCASTING.
News director. Wisconsin five kilowatt needs
hard hitting news director to set up, maintain,
Music-news
news department.
and manage
tion. Send resume,
tape, salary
expected stato
Box 571E, BROADCASTING.
Sales service— Difficult job in small Rocky Mountain market. Must have the tact and business
knowledge of a salesman plus the creativity of a
copywriter. This market has no agencies. Would
have girl assistant for clerical duties and would
time with accounts. Photospend considerable
graphic experience helpful but not necessary.
salary requirements. Box 590E, BROADState
CASTING.
Problem: Influx of new management with rock
'n' roll format has set city on ear, rating wise.
We won't copy. Need program consultant who
has overcome this in his market. Fee and expense basis. Box 598E, BROADCASTING.
RADIO

Situations Wanted
Management

General manager experienced in local and national sales desires position in eastern or central part of country. Excellent references. Box
564E, BROADCASTING.
General manager midwest top rated independent seeks re-affiliation as manager/asst. manager in Arizona, New Mexico, or Colorado.
with present
Age 32. Ten years radio— eightrelocate
fall
group. College graduate. Must references.by Perindustry
Top
health. necessary. Confidential. Box
for wife's
sonal interview
569E, BROADCASTING.
Successful commercial manager in highly competitive market seeking management opportunity. Family man. Excellent references. Box
577E, BROADCASTING.
Manager or sales manager. Eighteen years exstation
television
and with
in radio and
national
and manageregional
ment andperiencesales,
best recthe
of
one
Offer
advertising agencies.
industry. Young, late thirties, aggresords in the
sive and mature. Devoted family man. Prefer
metropolitan area radio station that needs help.
With present station ten years; 1957 earnings
future $28,000.00. New association must offer good
on
and opportunity, and compensation based599E,
Box
results.
and
ability
experience,
BROADCASTING.
Presently managing successful operation in very
small town, family man 33 desires management
in medium market. Experienced in all phases,
1st phone.
Have school
sales.before
in location
specializemanent
fall.
next perstartsDesire
Box 602E, BROADCASTING.

Change desired. Manager for past ten years in
small market and still at it. Desire move to
larger market as manager or assistant No
over. Know
hurrv, plenty of time to think ofit broadcasting
at all phases
and 'have worked
of well
grad.
College
.
engineering
than
other
known university. Married and two children.
37 years old. Civic leader. Prefer the east. Box
613E, BROADCASTING.

part owner
program
Young
nt.
radio manageme
to managerdesires ereturn
vhf-tv aggressiv
for seekreason
nt
Intellige
.
southwest
Must be
ing change. Box 617E, BROADCASTING.
June 9, 1958
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RADIO

RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Co-Kfttrr, experienced, seeking good potential.
Prefer deal including air work. Can run own
board.505E.
All-around
man — what you're looking for.
Box
BROADCASTING.

Combo man experienced first phone. Permanent
position desired: will travel. Box 606E, BROADCASTING.

(rcali\e -.ales director. 33. ten years radlo-tv
experience. Seeks opportunity with station. Rep.,
or group of stations with New York office or
with sincere interest in establishing New York
office.
Best references. Box 614E. BROADCASTING

Top vuuni; New York negro disc jockey, seeks
job in radio. Great voice experienced. College,
vet. travel. Box 608E. BROADCASTING.
Sincere, familiy man, 26, vet. 3 years staff and
mupromotion-minded
Wants
personality.
sic and news
station,
east, midwest,good
Florida.
Box C09E, BROADCASTING.

A nnouncers
Terrific sportscaster. Sports director. Employed.
5 years experience. References. Box 381 E,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer seeks permanent position in Long Island, New Jersey area. Box 459E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, salesman, 28. family. One year radio
experience, eight years selling. Working In
twenty thousand market, want to go up ladder.
Good voice, warm and friendly air work. Top
monev maker in sales field. Tape available. Box
480E. "BROADCASTING.
Negro deejay, good board man, fast patter,
smooth production. I'm the one you're looking
for.
ING. Tape and resume. Box 502E. BROADCASTGirl dj announcer. Go anywhere. Ready now.
Run own board. Can sell too. Steady, no bad
habits. Love to build audiences and grab acCASTING.counts. Tape and resume. Box 503E, BROADPersonality-dj,
strong
commercials,
gimmicks,
etc..
run own board.
Steady,
eager to please.
Go
anywhere. Box 504E. BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster-staff, experienced. Desire sound
station with good sports program. Looking for
permanent location. Box 512E. BROADCASTING.
Newsman-radio, newspaper experience. Now employed. Competent reporter, writer, professional
delivery. College. Best references. Radio and/or
tv. Box 518E, BROADCASTING.
Good dj, announcer. Married. 29. family. Looking for good opportunity. Box 562E, BROADCASTING.
Experiencedat announcer.
years.
Currently
250. Desire Seven
to move
up. Mid-20's.
DJ. all
types of music also sports and news writing
experience. Eventual administrative capacity.
Box 574E. BROADCASTING.
Ace deejav-real showman seeks am-tv operation. Salary plus talent only. Box 575E, BROADCASTING.
Adult minded dj, staff announcer, experienced,
lively news and sports delivery seeks advancement, l'i years midwest city of 175,000, radio
and
tv, have delivery.
me'd network
show. preferred.
Hard or soft
commercial
Midwest
25,
single. Box 580E. BROADCASTING.
Available
soon, one Box
of western
New York's top
radio
personalities.
582E, BROADCASTING.
Available immediately, inexperience my only
bad feature, trained by pros, told have good
potential. Box 583E, BROADCASTING.
P D, dj, first phone, four years experience. No
top 40 please. Box 585E. BROADCASTING.
1 hate rock and roll! Would like to do my morning show with bright standards. 5 years experience in top market, both radio and television.
Presently
employed.
Top 40 P.D.'s
need not apply.
Box $120
588E,minimum.
BROADCASTING.
Factotum extraordinary with incredible stamina
(from longtime swimming in drool of blithering
idiots). Unsound winner of many whipping boy
prizes. Still sober: mostly sane; iron stomach.
8 years combo; MA plus varied educ: 35: wife,
2 kids. Box 589E. BROADCASTING.
U
Interested in dj with music "know how" and
"sell
HavePresently
good radio
background.
years appeal"?
experience.
employed.
Married.3
Interested medium or large market. Box 595E,
BROADCASTING.
Two years experience as staff announcer and dj.
Presently employed, wish to grow with reliable
station. Box 600E, BROADCASTING.
Dynamic d. j. announcer, beginner, will take
summer replacement. Trained by Pat Kelly, college grad., family, tapes available. Box 601E,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced sportscaster, news, disc jockey, program director desires change. Permanent! Family. Box 603E, BROADCASTING.
Page 108
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.lack of all trades, master of some — morning
show—
ING. sports— 3 years. Box 610E, BROADCASTExperienced, pleasant voice. First phone. No
Maintenance. Good News. D-J. Box 611E,
BROADCASTING.
Veteran dj and music expert. Want position to
fulfill creative ability. Hard sell plus sincerity.
Can produce sparkling show, appealing to adults
plus Kids. Good men are hard to find. Make an
offer. Box 615E, BROADCASTING.
College graduate,
to broadcasting
perience 7 years
immediately. Box

28, teacher, desires to return
permanently. Announcing exradio. 3 months TV. Available
620E, BROADCASTING.

Crisp, friendly, authoritative hourly news announcer, 29. Six months suburban Washington
day-timer. Also commercials. Desire similar stint
secondary market anywhere. No board work.
State salary. Box 622E. BROADCASTING.
Women's director, commentator, interviews,
panels, light news, music director. Any or all.
Box 623E. BROADCASTING.
Two years last job. announcer, dj relocating
Florida vicinity. Degree: non-technical first
phone — copy; news; sports — Family. Box 628E,
BROADCASTING.
Double your sales quick! Personable, versatile,
experienced d. j. desires permanent position in
good, large market as afternoon disc jockey.
Equally effective with gimmicks or straight sell!
Six years d. j. plus tv experience. For details,
call Youngstown, Ohio, Sterling 8-0468.
Sports announcer, dj, good salesman, 2 years experience, married, vet, family, fully experienced
play-by-play all sports, remotes, interviews, sochops, young, stable. Box 627E, BROADCASTING.
Versatile disc jockey (country-pop), First phone,
no maintenance. Prefer mid-south or mid-west.
Box 171, Maumee, Ohio.
COMBO. 1st class license. Prefer Florida or
southwest. Married, will travel. Thomas Shockley, Jr., Homer, Ga.
Technical
Experienced engineer, combo am-fm hi-lo power
announcer. Box 560E, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Experienced all phases radio
broadcasting, construction, maintenance, direcING. tional remote control. Box 573E, BROADCASTBroadcasting engineer seeks position in middle
or southern California. Eight years experience
in tv-am-fm. Two way radio, directionals and
construction work. All replies answered, but no
combo work is desired. Reoly Box 584E, BROADCASTING.

Engineer first class license, 5 years experience
am-fm, 2 years television. Troubleshooting, directionals, equipment design and maintenance
E. E. graduate. Professional degree, N. C.
College. Desires work in radio, televisionState
or
with consulting engineer. Salary not important
—must locate in North Carolina. South Carolina
or Georgia. Box 597E, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 17 years experience all phases including remote control installations. Desires chief
engineer position, preferably southwest.
man, age 37. Box 621E, BROADCASTING. Family
First phone-combo man. Will travel Recent
radio-tv school graduate. Married, veteran, 26
John
Pardmi,
3-8979.1006 N. Mariposa, Los Angeles'
Calif. No.
Engineer available immediately radio or teleTexas. vision. No announcing. Call LO 5-2271, Mercedes

Engineer, 50, single, sober, experience 250w to
pO kw, available emergency fill transmitter operation or where some maintenance,
is
needed. Wallace V. Rockefeller. Wood initiative
River Nebrask.'
First class FCC license. No experience, but willing and anxious to learn. C. J. Stoll, 5304 Parkland Ave., Dallas, Texas.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Career radio, family man . . . wishes settle
southern market . . . 30,000-50,000. Preferably
Florida. Experience, professional ability in programming and news. Can combine station management, air work. Box 586E, BROADCASTING.
Newsman, write and air. Networks both coasts.
Employed. Twenty years experience at 39, newspapers, radio, tv. National award winner. Metropolitan only. Box 593E, BROADCASTING.
Program and news director, 250 watt independent, desires relocation central New York state.
B.S. Speech and Drama, M.S. Radio-Television;
Married, family; veteran. Interested educational
broadcasting. Available July first. Empire Services, 219 Green Street, Syracuse, New York.
News director seeking secure lifetime position.
Eleven years experience includes several world
scoops, twice winning RTNDA awards, McLendon background, Bar Association award.
Married, 26, draft-exempt, references, tape.
Harvey
Texas. Tate, 401 West Lynwood, San Antonio,
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Announcers
Announcer for leading western Massachusetts
station. Must be top commercial man exnerienced. Needed immediately. Call or write Jerry
Barnes, WWLP, Springfield, Mass.
Prod uction-Program m ing, Others
TV copywriter, female. Must write good sell
copy and perform other duties. California station. Box 419E, BROADCASTING.
TV Production Manager — VHF small tv station
needs mature man able to coordinate efforts of
copy, projectionist, switcher and live studio
personnel. This would be a supervisory position,
but man must be capable of handling any production problem that might come up between
4:00
ING. p.m. and sign-off. Box 591E, BROADCASTGood morning man needed. TV experience not
necessary. Must have radio background, strong
on agriculture and farm reporting. Send S. O. F.
or tape, recent picture and resume to Bob Grossman, WXEX-TV, Petersburg, Virginia.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Technical
10 years am-tv experience. 3 years chief and 4
years supervisory. Desire chief or supervisory
position. Box 447E, BROADCASTING.
Maintenance and control room operation. 1st
phone, good training and experience background. Single. Available July 1st. Box 604E,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Sales service, client relations. Graphic arts, live
production. BKG weatherman. Box 458E,
BROADCASTING.
Director-announcer, 31, five years with one of
the best in medium market. Relocate east. Available for interview. Box 538E, BROADCASTING.
Young man, 28, college grad with B.A. in music
education. Korean vet and former high school
music . teacher. Graduate of SRT with training
in all phases of tv. Would like job in production end of tv with commercial or educational
tv station. Box 563E, BROADCASTING.
FOR

SALE

Stations
For sale . . . Profitable southwestern full time
radio
station to responsible purchaser. Box 524E,
BROADCASTING.
For sale — 500 watt Texas daytimer. Single station market. 11,000 population. All new equipment. Celebrates tenth anniversary in August.
Netting $1,400 monthly plus during past 17
months. Will take $20,000 down: Your note
$50,000,
15 years
4% simole interest. No brokers.
Box 570E,
BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting
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FOR

WANTED

SALE— (Cont'd)
Stations

TO

.!',V,;i>.ff(:

BUY

Situations Wanted

Stations

Northeast single station market. 250 fulltime
combination office, studio, transmitter, tower.
Sales $38,000. Absentee ownership. Ideal one
man operation. Have $33,000 cash offer. Can
vou top it? Sale by cash only. Will make sale
this month. Box 576E, BROADCASTING.

AM broadcasting station in Rocky Mountain
area: Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Idaho, Utah
preferred, Oregon or Washington possibly. Prefer
fulltime outlet; daytime station considered. Adequate financing available. Replies confidential.
No brokers please. Box 486E, BROADCASTING.

Florida daytime station — exclusive market, $50,000 terms. Good local acceptance and billings.
Box 607E, BROADCASTING.

Small station billing least $2500. Want full story
including salaries, programs relations, potential.
Box 568E, BROADCASTING.

Northwest small market station $90,000. ChapSanta Barman
bara,Company,
California. 33 W. Micheltorena,
Northwest . . . exclusive. Full time. $7,500 down.
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood, Los
Angeles 28, California.

Waiting buyers, listings wanted, Hollingsworth
Word,"
Secret
The Lucky
"Guess
Co., Inc., 514
Program.
Hempstead
Ave. W.
Hempstead,
N. Y.

Will absorb up to $10,000 losses of any radio
station for 51% of ownership. Bix 578E, BROADCASTING.
Small radio station, experienced men, more
interested in potential than past performance,
or will lease. Box 581E, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Used kw transmitter and all equipment
for installation. State condition history and price
first letter. Box 521E, BROADCASTING.

Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Former
radio and television owners and operators.

Wanted, tv kinescope equipment, cameras, power
supply etc., etc. Box 618E, BROADCASTING.

Carolina medium market stations (2) $40,000 &
$75,000 terms. Chapman Company, 1182 W.
Peachtree, Atlanta.

Vidicon
tv cameras
and TVaccessories.
lon & Sons,
Industrial
Specialists,Gene
639 O'FalGrant
St., Denver 3.

Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States,
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

INSTRUCTIONS

Rocky Mountain. Gross $7,000 month. Full time.
$25,000 down. Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381
Hollywood, Los Angeles 28, California.

Tower — 115' new self -standing Dresser-Ideco.
In crates, never erected. Complete drawings.
KTWO-TV, Casper, Wyoming.
UHF equipment, used but in perfect condition.
GE TT25A 12KW transmitter including filterplexer, TY25D 5-bay antenna with PY19B feed
adapter, 4TX7A dummy load, sweep oscillator
and General Radio monitors, GE TV-21 visual
demodulation. Also 430 foot Stainless type G
tower with lighting, 400 feet 7V2 x 15 inch wave
guide, 600 feet 3V8 inch VHF coaxial cable and
hangers. Presently installed at Jacksonville,
Florida. Contact Beecher Hayford, WESH-TV,
Daytona Beach, Florida.
Gates turntable, mod CB-11 cue panel $75.00. 2
RCA 70-D turntables each $150.00. Type 212 A-l
Collins console, Inc. Relays and 409 U-2 power
supply $275.00. PT6 AH Magnecorder $90.00. PT6
J amplifier $75.00. Prices FOB Galesburg, 111. Ray
Bevenour, C.E., WGIL, Galesburg, Illinois.
For sale . . . One Blaw Knox 150 ft. self-supporting tower in excellent condition. If interested,
contact Radio Station WKWK, Wheeling, W. Va.
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Box 625E, BROADCASTING

SALES MANAGER
26 year-old family man presently emby a major
market instation
in
the east ployedwishes
to relocate
medium
market in sales management capacity.
N More than 3 years experience in sales
with a proven record, more than substantial billing, and the best of references. Active in. civic affairs. I believe
5; in promotion and am not afraid to
$ burn the midnight oil. Complete story

Cameras, 2 used Dage model 300-C cameras,
with lens, camera controls and regulated power
supply. Will consider offers on one or both.
Contact Beecher Hayford, WESH-TV, Daytona
Beach, Florida.
Television monitors — broadcast and industrial —
cabinet, rack, custom chassis models — 8"-$195.00;
14"-$215.00;
17"-$219.00;
Write Miratel,
Inc.,
1080 Dionne
St., St21"-$259.00.
Paul 13, Minn.
WE 5C D-94992 am 5 kw broadcast transmitter.
Everything there, like new. One-t>ackage deal
$3,000 on truck. Our no. 0246. May Brothers,
Binghamton, N. Y.
Broadcasting

$
S}
$
S

Experienced

in four

years

relocating
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting June 25, September 3, October 29. For information, references
and reservations write William B. Ogden Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
iiC

Bingo Time U.S.A. printers of personalized
game sheets for radio and television
bingo type We
programs.
also distribute Vz nr. bingo type
film series, mc'd by popular film personalities.
P.O. Box 1871, Hollywood 28, Calif. Tel: Hollywood 2-4038.
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SALESMEN

15%

1

EARN

interested

in New

in

England

Announcers
NEED
A D. J.?
B. C. A. Placement Service has them . . . with
and without experience. All eager te please
and make you money! Best trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas. Thoroughly
screened. Write or wire eollect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1639 Broadway, Capitol Theatre Bldg.
N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
•Hudson 6-1 91 8. No charge for either party.

Must know whereabouts of Chuck Stevens.
Now seeking radio or tv employment as announcer, floorman or director — Contact Box
567E, BROADCASTING.

MARKETS

sales

624E, BROADCASTING.
ZXiC

MISCELLANEOUS

BIG

Radio

as general manager
of
small station. Reply to Box

FCC first phone license July- August tutoring
course. Monty Koffer, 105 E. 16th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. BU 2-4622.

1
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MEAN

THAN

MORE

—

COMMISSION

BIG
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EARNINGS!

$14,000

LIBERAL

A YEAR

|

!

DRAW

NEW YORK ■ CHICAGO - ST. LOUIS - INDIANAPOLIS - NORFOLK - WILMINGTON (Del.)
|
H Join the fastest-growing radio-tv sales organization in the country with a record 384% increase
|| in sales! Staff expansion provides opportunity for advancement to sales manager, national
1 sales and station manager in major markets of an 8-station radio-tv chain. Most executive proAll applications kept confidential. Don't wait.
personnel.
successful
from and
made photo
motions
§
= Send
resume,
history sales
of billing,
earnings to:

|

^

manager who upped bill- f
ings from $50,000 to $250,000

FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. G.I. approved.
Phone FLeetwood 2-2733. Elklns Radio License
School, 3605 Regent Drive, Dallas, Texas.

mi

^

DOC

FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, wTite Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821 - 19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

=ymmiimiui

^^

^ on request.
Box 616E, BROADCASTING
>£ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ2ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ2ZZZZZZ2.

Gates BC1E 1 kw transmitter 31B console, WLSI,
Pikeville, Kentucky.
EMI British battery operated tape recorder used
only 2 hours complete with microphone cables.
Cost to us $500. Will sell for $350 first come.
WPOW, 41 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

I
|

DIRECTOR

jj|
Responsible for of
policy
making
and
H administrations
large
media decisions
department
in top New York agency. Have been member
jj; of plans board and have wide experience
« with client contact. Know all and have purchased all forms of Media for leading na& tional advertisers including millions of dollars
worth of spot and network time. Would like
tg position with growing, vital agency. Will
2} send references and resume on request.

Equipment
Will trade 17'
inboard boat
for fm
transmitter
and Chris-Craft
monitors, broadcast
equipment,
or test equipment. Box 579E, BROADCASTING.

MEDIA

Equipment

Pennsylvania medium market, $130,000, 29%
down; monopoly market $65,000, Chapman Company, 17 E. 48th, New York.

Florida medium market stations (4) price range:
$141,750-$236,250. Terms. Chapman Company, 1182
W. Peachtree, Atlanta.

I
$
EXPERIENCED

|
=
|j
=

=

Tim Crow, Rollins Broadcasting. 4T4 French St., Wilmington, Del.
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FOR THE RECORD continues from pane 106
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Technical

TRAINED

TV

PERSONNEL

TV Transmitter-Studio Engineers,
Complete AM, FM, TV background, including Colo; TV —
Many have FCC Licenses. Graduates of one of America's largest
technical Radio-TV Schools. Resumes upon request.
Write to
Box 626E, BROADCASTING.

FOR

SALE

Stations

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION
AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS— ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS
MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

Equipment

America'

TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
Tape Recorder Specialists

MeKuhan for $33,282. Mr. McKahan will increase
ownership from 50 to 100r; . Announced June 4.
KHIL from
Brighton,
Seeks
of
license
Harry Colo.—
Hill to
Johnassignment
Babcock for
$78,000.castMr.
Babcock
owns
and
operates
BroadRecording Service. Announced May 28.
WWNS Statesboro, Ga. — Seeks assignment of
license from Robert Thompson Sr., tr/as Statesboro Bcstg. System, to WWNS Inc. for $100,000.
John, Donald and William McDougald are new
one-third owners. John and Donald, are acnouncedcountants:
June 3.William is Journalism professor. AnKSO lie* Moines, Iowa — Seeks transfer of control oi licensee (KSO Inc.) from Lyman Ayeres,
et al to N. L. Bentson. Joseph Floyd, Edmund
Kiibcii and Anton Moe for $202,500. Purchasers
also
own Sioux
WLOL Falls.
Minneapolis,
Minn.,Florence
and KELOWI-TV
KDLO-TV
and
KPI.O-TV
ReUance( all South Dakota. Announced
June
4.
KS1R Wichita, Kan.— Seeks assignment of cp
from John Bozeman to KSIK Inc. No control
change. Announced June 4.
WMBC Macon, Miss. — Seeks assignment of license from Robert Cliisholm Jr., tr/as Macon
Bcstg.
Co. to
Confederate
Bcstg.Butler
Co. Inc.
$20,000. New
owners
are Ned
andforJames
Hemphill (50'; each) who also share ownership
of WJHB nounced
andJune 4.WTLS, both Talladega, Ala. AnKNIM
Maryville,
Mo.— Seeks
of control of licensee
corporation
(KNIMtransfer
Inc.) through
sale
of
all
outstanding
stock
bv
Leslie
and
Ruth
Ware and C. Willard Max to Harold Eck (51%)
and Wayne Hatchett (49';) for $30,797. Mr. Eck
is in home furnishings; Mr. Hatchett, chief engineer and commercial
Iowa. Announced
May 29.manager, KSIB Creston,
WTYN Tyron, N. C. — Seeks assignment of license from Harry Bartol Jr., Graves Taylor and
Joseph Kerby d/b as Polk County Bcstrs. to
Messrs.
Taylor
who 20%
will interest
own 50',;in
each. Mr.Bartol
Kerbyandgave
up his
return
for
his
original
investment.
Announced
June 4.
KLI'.M Minot, N. D. — Seeks involuntary transfer of control of licensee (Minot Bcstg. Co.) from
John Cooley to Ethel Cooley, Carroll Baker and
Merchants Natl. Bank and Trust Co. as co-executors
of estate
nounced
May 29. of Mr. Cooley, deceased. AnWGRV-AM-FM Greenville, Tenn.— Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee (Radio
Greenville Inc.) through sale of 8.33% bv C. B.
Austin to Paul Metcalfe for $450. Mr. Metcalfe
thus increases
nounced May 28.his ownership to 58.33%. AnWOAI-AM-TV San Antonio, Tex.— Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee (Southland Industries Inc.) by Hugh Halff Jr. whose
ownership is increased from 40 to 52% as result
of corporation's purchase and removal from cirAnnouncedculation of stock
June 4.held by Nat'l. Jewish Hospital.
KDWT Stamford, Tex. — Seeks assignment of
license and cp from David Ratliff to A. Boyd
Kellev for $50,000. New owner Kelley has interest in KPLT Paris (45%) and KTRN Wichita
Falls (92',{ ), both Texas. Announced June 4.
KLVK Spokane, Wash. — Seeks assignment of
license from D. Gene Williams and Delbert
Berthlof to KLYK Inc. for $120,000. Harold
Lampbell, new owner, also owns 50% of KINK
Phoenix. Announced June 4.
WSAU Wausau, Wis. — Seeks assignment of license and cp from Wis. Valley Tv to WRIG Inc.
for
$56,000. Purchasers are Mr. and Mrs. Duey
28.
Wright Sr., music store owners. Announced May
Hearing

FOR SALE
5 kw channel number 12 tv transmitter. Air cooled, color modified,
excellent operating condition. Accessories and spare parts included —
reasonable. Contact Chief Enginer
WICU-TV Erie, Pa.

Dollar

for

Dollar

Cases
FINAL DECISION

getting top-flight personnel.

ORAL ARGUMENTS SCHEDULED
June 16
Northwest Bcstrs. Die, Bellevue, Wash., and
Rev. Haldane James Duff, Seattle, Wash.; and
Gillespie Bcstg. Co. (KNAF), Fredericksburg,
Tex.
June 23

By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied petition by National Bcstg. Co. Inc.
(WAMP), Pittsburgh, Pa., for reconsideration of
Mar. 14 order which denied earlier NBC petition
to reopen record in proceeding on application of
Hocking Valley Bcstg. Corp., to increase power
of WHOK Lancaster, Ohio, from 500 w to 1 kw,
continuing operation on 1320 kc D. By separate
decision, Commission granted WHOK application. Initial decision of July 10, 1957, looked
toward this grant. Announced May 28.
INITIAL DECISION

Huntington-Montauk Bcstg. Co. Inc., to change
location of trans, site and main studio of WGSM
from Huntington, Long Island, N. Y., to Deer
Park, Long Island, and
Pillar of Fire to modify its license to increase
number of
specified hours of operation of KPOF
Denver,
Colo.
Commission scheduled Mayaguez, P. R., tv
ch.
3 comparative
proceeding for oral argument
on June
30.

Hearing Examiner Millard F. French issued
initial decision looking toward denying protest
by WDMG Inc. (WDMG), Douglas, Ga., and
affirming Feb. 20. 1957 grant of application of
Fernandina Beach Bcstrs. for new am station
(WSIZ)
to operate
June 2. on 1310 kc, 1 kw, in Douglas
Announced

Commission amended its am broadcast rules,
effective July 7, to permit, under specified conditions, use of daytime power of 500 w or 1 kw
by. Class IV (local) stations.
North American Regional Broadcasting Agreement, to which United States is signatory, places
250 w ceiling on power of Class IV stations.
Recently signed agreement between United
States and Mexico concerning am broadcasting
permits use of daytime power up to 1 kw in all
areas of United States more than 62 miles from
Mexican border. Neither of these agreements
has formally entered into effect but, in accordance with note appended to Sec. 3.28 (b) of
Commission's
rules; no assignments will be made
ments.
which would be inconsistent with these agree-

OTHER

you can't beat a classified ad in

censed on 1030 kc, 10 kw unl., and is operating
under SSA on 770 kc, 50 kw LS, 25 kw N. WABC
is licensed on 770 kc, 50 kw unl.)
tig petition by Plough Bcstg. Co. Inc.
(WJJD Chicago, 111.) to reopen record for
further hearing on application of Town and
Country Radio Inc., for new am station to operate on 1150 kc. 500 w D, DA, in Rockford, 111.
ting request by Fayatteville Bcstrs. Inc.
(WFLB-TV, ch. 18, Fayetteville, N. C.) to dismiss its protest, and to finalize April 2 grant to
Durham Bcstg. Enterprises Inc., for mod. of cp
Of WTVD (eh. 11) Durham, N. C, to move trans,
site and increase ant. height.
Commission on May 28 directed preparation of
document looking toward denying protest by
Community Bcstg. Service Inc. (WWBZ), Vineland, N. J., and affirming actions in granting
and in declining to stay grant of application of
liclsea Bcstrs. for new am station (WDVL) to
operate on 1270 kc, 500 w D, DA, in Vineland.
Initial decision of Oct. 22, 1957, looked toward
this action.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission grantedch.protest
by F"ayetteville
Inc.
(WFLB-TV,
18), Fayetteville,
N. C,Bcstrs.
and postponed effective date of April 2 grant to Durham
Bcstg. Enterprises Inc., for mod. of cp of WTVD
(ch. 11) Durham, N. C, to move trans, from site
9 miles north of Durham and 20 miles north of
Raleigh to about 32 miles southeast of Durham
and 10 miles southeast of Raleigh, and increase
ant. height from 1010 ft. to 1510 ft., pending
evidentiary hearing; made WFLB-TV party to
proceeding. Announced May 29.
Commission
three onmoremultiplex
SCA's forbasis
func-—
tional music granted
operations
H. Quentin Cox (KQFM), Portland, Ore.; Marti
Inc. (KCLE-FM), Cleburne, Tex., and Chronical
Publishing Co. (KRON-FM), San Francisco,
Calif. Latter is subject to condition that grant
of application is without prejudice to whatever
action necessary as result of decision in case of
Standard Radio and Television Company (a corporation) v. The Chronicle Publishing Company
(a corporation), et al., Superior Court, California.
KTJS, Alfred Ray Fuehs, Hobart, Okla.; KGFL,
KGFL Inc., Roswell, N. M.; Garrison-Huntley
Enterprises, Lubbock, Tex.; Joseph S. Lodato,
Santa Rosa, N. M.; Clarence Wilson, Hobbs, N. M.
— Designated for consolidated hearing applications for new am stations of Garrison and Lodato to operate on 1420 kc D; Wilson on 1430 kc
D (Garrison with 500 w, Lodato with 1 kw and
Wilson with 5 kw); KTJS to increase power
from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on 1420
kc D; and KGFL to change facilities from 1400
kc, 250 w unl., to 1430 kc, 1 kw, 5 kw LS, DA-N,
unl.; made KPEP San Angelo, Tex., party to
proceeding. Announced May 29.
WEMB, Unicoi Bcstg. Co., Erwin, Tenn.; Mace,
Groves and Mace, South Gastonia, N. C. — Designated for consolidated hearing application of
Mace for new am station to operate on 1420 kc,
500 w D; and Unicoi to increase power of WEMB
from 1 to 5 kw, continuing operation on 1420 kc
D; made WLET Toccoa, Ga., WMNC Morganton,
N. C, WCRE Cheraw, S. C, and WEGO Concord,
N. C, parties to proceeding. Announced May 29.
Annapolis Bcstg. Corp., Annapolis, Md.; Belvedere Bcstg. Corp., Baltimore, Md. — Designated
for consolidated hearing applications for new
Class B fm
to operate on 107.9 mc. Announcedstations
May 29.

ACTIONS

Commission on June 4 directed preparation of
documents looking toward:
Affirming
of hearing examiner's
initial decisionconclusions
to change designation
of am clear
channel 770 kc from Class 1-A to Class 1-B and
order Albuquerque Bcstg. Co. and American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc., to show
cause why authorizations of their
stations— KOB at Albuquerque, N. respective
and
WABC New York City— should not be M.,
modified
to operate as Class 1-B clear channel stations on
/70 kc, 50 kw unl., with directional antennas at
night to afford mutual protection. (KOB is li-

Routine

Roundup

Accordingly, although applications contemplating use of 500 w or 1 kw power for daytime
operation of Class IV stations will be accepted,
they will be held without action until appropriate coordination of rule change can be effected with other North American countries.
When this is accomplished, Commission will conBroadcasting

sider amending rules note with respect to understanding reached. Announced May 29.
By order. Commission postponed for another
year — to June 1, 1959 — effective date of rules
requiring tv stations to have type-approved frequency and modulation monitors at station
whenever trans, is in operation. Accordingly,
Sees. 3.690 (a) and 3.691 (a) of rules were
amended to reflect new date. In view of continued development of more stable frequency
control circuits in am. fm and tv trans., Commission is considering review of its requirements regarding continuously operating frequency monitors to ascertain whether such apparatus is still needed or is adequate to ensure
that operating frequencies of broadcast stations
are maintained within prescribed frequency
tolerances. If it appears that rules relating to
such monitors should be amended, rule-making
proceeding will be initiated. Announced May 29.
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING FILED
Barbary Coast Records Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.
—Calif.
Request allocation of ch. 293 at San Diego,
William E. Sullivan, Hollywood, Calif. — Request immediate allocation of more uhf channels
to following ten major cities: New York City,
Chicago. Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Detroit,
Cleveland. Baltimore, St. Louis, Boston and Pittsburgh; also to force all uhf grantees holding
cp to go on-the-air in next six months — those
not complying should automatically forfeit grants
as set forth in FCC regulations.
Joseph D. Worth, Pasadena, Calif. — Request for
amendment
by In
adding
"A
Class B Station
Area following
II Will Notprovision:
Be Licensed
With An Effective Radiated Power Greater Than
75 Kilowatts."
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING DENIED
Camellia Bcstg. Co. Inc., Lafayette, La. — Petition requesting amendment of Table of Allocation by institution of rule making so as to assign ch. 3 to Lake Charles-Abbeville-Kaplan,
La. in lieu of Lafayette-Lake Charles.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing Examiner
D. Cunningham on June James
2
Granted petition by Knorr Bcstg. Corp.,
Lansing, Mich., for dismissal without prejudice
of its am application and retained in hearing
status applications of Capitol Bcstg. Co., East
Lansing and W. A. Pomeroy, Tawas City-East
Tawas (both Mich.).
Scheduled hearings on dates shown in following proceedings: Durham Bcstg. Enterprises Inc.
(WTVD, ch. 11), Durham, N. C. on July 3; am
applications of Alfred Ray Fuchs (KTJS), Hobart,
Okla., et al., on July 28; am applications of
Unicio Bcstg. Co. (WEMB), Erwin, Term., and
Mace, Groves and Mace, South Gastonia, N. C,
and fm applications of Annapolis Bcstg. Corp.,
Annapolis, and Belvedere Bcstg. Corp., Baltimore, both Maryland, on Sept. 2.
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman on
June Herbert
2
Ordered that instead of hearing as now scheduled in proceeding on fm applications of KWG
Bcstg. Co., and Valley Bcstrs. Inc., Stockton,
Calif., a prehearing conference will be held on
June 16,tinued and
that tothebe scheduled
hearing will
is conto a date
set. No evidence
be
taken on June 16.
By Hearing ExaminerJuneCharles
J. Frederick on
2
Scheduled a hearing conference for June 20
re mod. of cp of Capitol Bcstg. Co. (WJTV,
ch. 12), Jackson, Miss.
By Hearing Examiner
June H.
3 Gifford Irion on
Granted petition by Austin Radio Co., Austin,
Tex., for leave to amend its am application in
order to show the extension of contract between it and Twin Star Industries Die.
By Commissioner Robert T. Bartley on May 29
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time to June 10 to file replies to petition by KTAG Associates (KTAG-TV, ch. 25),
Lake Charles, La., for revision of issues and
request for mod. of hearing procedure in Lake
Charles-Lafayette, La., ch. 3 proceeding.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on June 2
Granted petition by Vincent G. Cofey and Benjamin A. Oswalt, co-partners, WMRO Aurora,
111., for leave to intervene in am proceeding with
reference to the application of Logansport Bcstg.
Corp., Aurora-Batavia, 111.
By Hearing Examiner Hugh B. Hutchison on
dates shown
Granted petition by Huntington-Montauk
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Huntington, N. Y., for continuance of hearing from June 17 to July 1 and from
June 9 to June 24 for exchange of exhibits and
related information in proceeding on fm applications of Huntington and Riverside Church
in City of New York, New York, N. Y. Action
May 29.
Granted petition by Ottaway Stations Inc.
(WDOS), Oneonta, N. Y., for continuance of
hearing from June 2 to June 5, in proceeding on
its am application. Action June 2.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick on
May 29
Rescheduled further prehearing conference
presently scheduled for June 2 to July 8 in
proceeding on am application of Kenneth G.
Prather and Misha S. Prather, Boulder, Colo.
Broadcasting

Rescheduled prehearing conference for 9 a.m.,
June 5. which was scheduled for 10 a.m. the same
date, in proceeding on am applications oi'
Pompano
Fla., et al. Beach Bcstg. Corp., Pompano Beach,
By

Hearing

ExaminerMay Elizabeth
C. Smith on
29
Granted motion by James A. McKechnie, North
Syracuse, N. Y., requesting that schedule previously fixed in proceeding on its am application, et al. be extended as follows: Exchange of
direct affirmative cases, on June 10; further
prehearing conference on June 17; and commencement of evidentiary hearing on July 14.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French on
May 29
Granted petition by the Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to June 10 to respond to
petition by KTAG Associates (KTAG-TV) for
amendment of its application in Lake CharlesLaayfette, La., tv ch. 3 proceeding.
By Chief Cunningham
Hearing Examiner
in May 26James D.
Scheduled hearing for July 28 in Tampa-St.
Petersburg, Fla., ch. 10 proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman on
May Herbert
27
Scheduled prehearing conference for June
18 on am application of Macomb Bcstg. Co.
(WKAI), Macomb, 111.,
Granted
petition by Capital Bcstg. Corp.
(WCAW), Charleston, W. Va. for certain corrections to transcript re its am application.
By Hearing Examiner
Millard F. French on
dates shown
Granted petition by Mutual Bcstg. System Die,
San Francisco, Calif., for continuance of prehearing conference from May 28 to June 6 in
proceeding on its fm application and that of
Mid-American Bcstr. Inc., San Francisco. Action
May 28.
Granted petition by WNAB Inc. (WNAB),
Bridgeport, Conn., to reopen the record for
limited purpose of offering and receiving in
evidence corrected exhibit; record then closed
in proceeding on its am application. Action
May 27.
Granted petition by Acadian Television Corp.,
Lafayette, La., for extension of time to May 29
to respond to petition for amendment filed by
KTAG Associates (KTAG-TV), Lake Charles, La.,
in
Lake May
Charles-Lafayette,
La., ch. 3 proceeding
Action
23.
By Hearing ExaminerMayThomas
H. Donahue on
28
Ordered correction
to order
hearing
examiner's
memorandum
opinion and
of May
26 on
am application to Jefferson County Bcstg. Co.,
Pine Bluff, Ark.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion on May 27
Scheduled further hearing for June 6 re fm applications of Herbert Muschel, New York, N. Y.,
et al.
By Hearing ExaminerMayAnnie
26 Neal Huntting on
Scheduled prehearing conference for June 10
in proceeding on am applications of James W.
Miller, Milford, Conn., et al.
Granted petition by Florence Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Brownsville, Tenn., for continuance of date for
exchange of exhibits from May 20 to June 25;
for further prehearing conference from June 4
to July 2 and hearing date from June 16 to a
date to be determined at prehearing conference
in proceeding on Florence's am application.
By Hearing Examiner
Sharfman on
May Herbert
26
As will appear from the transcript of the
further conference of May 23 in proceeding on
application of Video Independent Theatres Inc.
iKVIT), Santa Fe, N. M., hearing scheduled for
May 26 was continued to June 9.
By Hearing ExaminerMayThomas
H. Donahue on
26
On own motion, hearing on am application of
Jefferson County Bcstg. Co., Pine Bluff, Ark., is
continued from May 27 to July 1.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of May 29
KNEZ Lompoc, Calif. — Granted assignment of
cp to KNEZ Inc.
WNOX
Tenn.— Granted cp to install
new
main Knoxville,
trans.
WTAE Pittsburgh, Pa.— Granted cp to install
aux. trans, and ants, at main trans, site.
KRNO San Bernardino, Calif.— Granted cp to
install new trans.
WLDS Jacksonville, 111. — Granted cp to install
new type trans.
Following were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WISK St. Paul, Minn., to
7-1; WFLN Philadelphia, Pa., to 9-20; WCMR
Elkhart, Did., to 9-29; KVNA Flagstaff, Ariz., to
10-1; WDVL Vineland, N. J., to 7-31; WUTV
Charlotte, N. C, to 11-15; WCOC-TV Meridian,
Miss., to 12-1.
Actions of May 28
WBBQ-FM Augusta, Ga.— Granted assignment
of license including SCA and cp to Musicast of
the South Inc.
WOOW
Washington,
C. — Granted assignment of licenses
to WOOWN. Inc.
WJBF Augusta, Ga.— Granted cp to decrease
aur. ERP to 50 kw.
KPRC-TV Houston, Tex.— Granted cp to mod-

modulation system of vis. trans, (main trans,
and ify
ant.).
WNEP-TV Scranton, Pa.— Granted mod. of cp
to change ERP to vis. 316 kw, aur. 158 kw, ant.
height 1240 ft.; change type ant., make minor
equipment changes, correct coordinates (second
only) and make change in ant. system.
WAD A Shelby, N. C— Granted mod. of cp to
change
trans,location.
and specify studio location
as same type
as trans,
Following stations were granted change of
sign-off time as shown: KRPO Owatonna, Minn.,
6:00 p.m. CST, for period ending Sept. 30; KASI
Ames, Iowa, 7:00 p.m. CST, for period ending
Aug. 31; WRSA Saratoga Springs, N. Y., 6:00 p.m.
EST, for period ending Aug. 31; WLPO La Salle,
111., 7:00 p.m. or later 'within limits of station
license
Aug. 31. (CDST) for period from June 1 through
Actions of May 27
WLWA Atlanta, Ga. — Granted cp to change
trans, location; change ERP to vis. 275 kw. aur.
138 kw; install new ant. system; make minor
equipment
changes and change ant. height to
1040 ft.
Actions of May 26
KLAN Renton, Wash. — Granted involuntary
transfer of control from Ralph J. Sander to
Ralph J. Sander Jr., executor of estate of Ralph
J. Sander, deceased.
KSNY Synder, Tex. — Granted involuntary
transfer of negative control from J. T. Hughes
to Mrs. Flora D. Hughes, executrix of estate of
J. T. Hughes, deceased.
KBTX-TV Bryan, Tex.— Granted relinquishment of positive control by KWTX Bcstg. Co.
through issuance of shares of treasury stock to
Harry L. Gillam.
KSUB Cedar City, Utah — Granted acquisition
of positive control of Beehive Telecasting Corp.
(corporation holding control of licensee corporation) by Samuel B. Nissley through issuance of
treasury stock to Samuel B. Nissley, for cancellation
obligation of Beehive Telecastingof current
Corp.
License Renewals
Following stations were granted renewal of
license (Commissioner Ford absent):
KARK Little Rock, Ark.; KBTA Batesville,
Ark.; KFNV Ferriday, La.; KPEL Lafayette, La.;
KRMD, KRMD-FM Shreveport, La.; KSIG Crowley, La.; KWYN Wynne, Ark.; WBKH Hattiesburg, Miss.; WGCM Gulfport, Miss.; WJBO
Baton Rouge, La.; WJMR New Orleans, La.;
WNLA Indianola, Miss.; WOK J Jackson, Miss.;
WPMP Pascagoula, Miss.; WSLI Jackson, Miss.;
WSMB and aux. New Orleans, La.; WRCM (FM)
New Orleans, La.; WWMT (FM) and SCA, New
Orleans, La.; KASU (FM-ED) Jonesboro, Ark.;
WJTV (TV)
Orleans,
La. Jackson, Miss.; WDSU-TV New

UPCOMING
June
June 8-11: Advertising Federation of America,
national convention, Statler-Hilton Hotel.
Dallas.
June 10-12: National Community Television Assn.,
Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C.
June 14: UP Broadcasters of Pennsylvania, Holiday Motor Hotel, Mechanicsburg.
June 18-20: NAB Combined Boards of Directors,
Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C.
June 19-20:
water Inn, Virginia
Irvington. Broadcasters Assn., TideJune 19-21: Maryland-D. C. Radio & Tv Broadcasters Assn., Stephen Decatur Hotel, Ocean
July
City, Md.
June 19-21: Florida Assn. of Broadcasters, Colonial Inn, St. Petersburg Beach.
June 22-28: Advertising Assn. of the West, annual
convention, Vancouver, B. C.
July 19: Conference on Tv for Women in Home
Economics, Business and Education, UCLA,
Los Angeles.
July
National Assn. of Educational Broad111. 21-25: casters,
seminar, Allerton House, Montieello,
August
Aug. 1-2: Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn., Lake
Texoma Lodge, Lake Texoma.
Aug. 4-23: Summer Tv Workshop. College of
Communication Arts and WKAR-TV, Michigan
State University, East Lansing.
Aug. 13-16: Affiliated Advertising Agencies Network, annual international meeting. Lord Baltimore Hotel, Baltimore.
Aug. 19-22:vention,
Western
ShowLos and
ConPan PacificElectronic
Auditorium,
Angeles,
Calif.
Aug.
24-Sept. 4:tv National
of Educational
Broadcasters,
instructionAssn.
conference,
Purdue
U. Lafayette, Ind.
Aug.
26-27: Georgia Broadcasters Assn., St.
Simons.
September
Sept. 5-6: Texas AP Broadcasters Assn., Roosevelt Hotel, Waco.
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executive vice president, Campbell-Eivald,

the

star

These days of super stars, spectacular
shows and stupendous costs have
brought a new concern to agencies, networks and clients. Can the star of a
program be used profitably, and fittingly, to deliver the sponsor's selling
message? Can he do commercials without losing the luster that sets him apart,
and still be effective in terms of moving
those goods or services that make the
whole thing possible anyway?
"Yes he can," answers one school of
thought, and points with pride to supersalesmen entertainers. Hardly a network
day goes by that one of these personalities doesn't speak up for any one of a
dozen different products, and does it
with dignity and that additional effectiveness generated by his own prestige
as a star.
"It doesn't usually work that well,"
retorts an equally influential body of
counter opinion. The more the average
star becomes a salesman, the more he
loses as an entertainer. The larger investment in the star himself is jeopardized by short term, and rather indefinite, commercial gain.
Well, just what is the answer?
Over the years our client, Chevrolet,
has pioneered in the broadcast media.
The company has been a consistently
large and important user of air time.
It was the first automotive sponsor of a
commercial program on tv in 1946. It
is natural that we have developed a
philosophy to handle the problem, a
philosophy tested in operation with
some of the top talent in the country.
The philosophy is simply that each case
is different, because each depends on
the answer to these three points:
1. Who is the star?
2. What
vehicle?

type of program

is the

3. What is the product?
Perhaps the last question is of greatest importance for in a sense it determines the type of show and the personality— and, of course, you can't sell
cars the same way you sell toothpaste.
Chevrolet sells cars, so naturally we
have done a lot of searching for the
reasons why people buy cars. We find
that in America today the automobile
has a sociological meaning far beyond
its actual ability to perform on the road.
A man's car not only represents his
second largest lifetime purchase (his
house is first), it also expresses his
stature in the community and reflects his
personality. Naturally, since the buyer
knows all this, his car must, as far as it
is able, project those images which he
wants associated with him. These de-

Broadcasting

give

Detroit

the

commercial?

sired images naturally vary with individuals. Some wish to assume prestige
and position. Others to project a picture
of the buyer as an astute shopper who
succeeds in getting more performance
and more styling at a price that is less
than his neighbor paid.
Knowing this about its product and
its sales situation, Chevrolet is ready
to choose talent for television and radio,
and to decide whether they should even
be asked to deliver commercial
messages.

mercial automobile selling. Were she
to do so we are convinced Dinah would
rapidly lose effectiveness both as a
woman and an entertainer, and something very valuable to Chevrolet would
be destroyed.

THE SHORE,

their performance, their "nuts and
bolts." It is natural to Pat Boone's personality that he talk easily and well
about the Chevrolet automobile. His
selling. and enthusiasm reflect the exyouth
citement and vitality of the car he is

BOONE

CASES

Let's consider Miss Dinah Shore,
perhaps
Chevrolet's
single
most over
valuable
television
and radio
force
the
years. Dinah is warm, friendly, intelligent and sincere. She is perfect to represent Chevrolet to the listening and
viewing public. We were delighted with
her long before ratings put her Chevy
Show in the top classification. Probably
more than any other entertainer, Dinah
Shore is identified with
product. Her singing of
in Your Chevrolet" is
to millions than many a

her sponsor's
"See the USA
more familiar
pop tune. Yet

we're still to get our first complaint
that Dinah lowers herself by pitching
our product.
The reason is simple. We said that
Dinah represents Chevrolet. She does
just that. She often states her enthusiasm for Chevrolet both on and off the
air. She frequently does musical leadins to the actual commercials. On occasion she will perform special singing
commercial material (her "Fugue for
Tin Horns" musical talk about Chevy
was repeated by viewer demand). But
never is Dinah asked to deliver the kind
of "nuts and bolts" sell, the kind of
hard factual talk about performance
that forms the real core of today's com-

Now let's consider Pat Boone, a
brand new and increasingly valuable
Chevrolet star. Pat almost extraordinarily typifies the young American male.
He has loved automobiles since boyhood. He talks confidently and knowledgeably about them, their features,

So we have the same product, sold
on two similar-type programs, by two
different stars. Both contribute importantly to the selling of the product, each
in the manner best suited to preserving
the star personality and still providing
maximum advertising effect.
But Chevrolet uses other types of
broadcast personalities. Currently and
since July 1954 we have sponsored
some of the top names in news broadcasting. The news programs of Robert
Trout and Allan Jackson are now doing
an excellent selling job for Chevrolet,
yet we have never asked one of these
men to deliver a commercial. We recognize that this would be a breach of
good taste. It would reflect on the impartiality of their newscasts, which
is precisely the property Chevrolet buys.
So, in brief, this is how we handle
the problem of star versus sell. Together with our clients, we believe that
careful study of the personalities of
both star and product can develop
satisfactory individual solutions.

\
Colin Campbell, b. July 24, 1908, Walkerville,
Ont. Michigan U. graduate. Joined CampbellEwald in 1926. Assigned to Chevrolet account in
1933, made account executive in 1945. At present
is executive vice president, member of executive
committee and review board and member of
board of directors in addition to being supervisor
on Chevrolet. Serves as chairman of Michigan
Council of American Assn. of Advertising Agencies and member of its board of governors. Also
vice chairman and on board of governors of
Direct Mail Advertising Assn. Mr. Campbell
lives in Detroit suburbs with his wife Rosemary,
daughters Cynthia and Heather and son Colin.
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EDITORIALS

of 'Modern'
Meaning
OOME ot our readers have misinterpreted our motives in presentO ing stories quoting critics ot" rock and roll music.
These readers assume that we ourselves are doing the criticizing
and that the object ot the criticism is independent radio, or "modern
radio" as some of them now call it.
It is wrong, we think, to connect rock and roll (or criticism of it)
with all ot" modern radio (or criticism of it). The problem resides
in the definition of the term, "modern radio." itself.
Used as some use it, to describe specific stations which have
broken from established programming forms, "modern radio" is
an unfortunate term. It connotes the presence also of "old-fashioned radio."
In America "old-fashioned" has an unattractive meaning. It suggests something which is obsolete. Not all the established programming forms of radio are obsolete by any means. Do the advocates
of "modern radio" suggest there is no longer any place for the radio
news broadcast with live pickups around the world?
To us modern radio means 3,247 am and 542 fm stations, the
total on the air. Among this number there are many variations of
character and equally numerous variations in audience appeal.
If modern radio is to flourish, it cannot become a regimented
mass of stations all having the same sound. It must consist, as it
does, of thousands of individual stations with individual characters.
Ii must serve many different kinds of audiences. And the station
serving one kind of audience well is performing as significant a
service as its neighbor which serves another kind.
It rock and roll is enjoyed by a certain kind of audience, the
station aiming at that audience has the absolute right to program
rock and roll, just as another station aiming at a different audience
may choose to program other kinds of music. The only obligation
which both stations have in common is that of programming in good
taste and keeping their audiences informed as well as entertained.
Sense

in the

Census

rPHE Census Bureau's restoration of the radio question in the
A I960 decennial census provided a dramatic conclusion to National Radio Month. Thanks to Chairman Holland (D-Fla.), of
the Senate Appropriations Subcommittee, and to NAB's diligence,
a serious media oversight has been averted. Accurate comparisons
of both radio and tv saturation with 1950 census figures are now
assured.
Unfortunately the bureau has decided it cannot enumerate radio
or tv homes to show am-fm and vhf-uhf breakdowns, ascribing
this ruling to the cost of collecting such data and the difficulty of
obtaining accurate information from respondents when the census
enumerator calls. Similarly the bureau will not collect information
on portables or phonographs.
Director Robert VV. Burgess, of the Census Bureau, heeded the
argument of broadcasters and Sen. Holland that radio set data
from the 1950 census is obsolete and that the medium's importance
in the nation's communications requires a periodical tabulation of
radio saturation. Both Director
Burgess and Sen. Holland were
influenced by the demonstration of interest as shown by letters
and telegrams from the public, civic groups, the business world and
broadcasters themselves.

The bureau has wisely decided to add a new and important element to the broadcasting portion of the 1960 census — multiple
radio and tv homes. In the past the information has been confined
to a mere listing of radio-tv and non-radio-tv homes. By the simple
technique of putting this phrase in the census question "0, 1, 2.
or more sets" — the bureau will provide the entire advertising' world
with important marketing information.
While this realistic approach to the needs of commerce is helpful,
there still remains the expressed need of census information showing
the number of battery portables, auto sets, fm receiving facilities",
uhf-vhf tuners and color tv receivers. The
Census Bureau shudders
at the thought of making enumerators search out all this information, citing the cost of collecting data, the training problem and the
living-room complications at interview time.
However, the bureau would do well to heed the official request
of FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee, defense commissioner, for a census
report that will show where people can be reached when the
power
is off during emergencies. This need can be supplied by a count
of
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix from an idea submitted by Bart Ferris of WFAX
Falls Church, Va.
"Just as this invisible shield protects me, so Gardol protects . . ."
battery portables and auto receivers. Then, too, there is a need for
official circulation data covering the fast-growing fm medium, now
entering the stereo stage. Those who believe fm, portables, uhf-vhf
and color receivers should be tabulated should let their legislators
know why the figures are important.
Where

Justice

Is Due

IT WAS officially confirmed last week that the Justice Dept. has
told the FCC that network option time violates the antitrust laws.
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer testified before the Senate Commerce Committee that the Justice Dept. opinion was conveyed by
Asst. Atty. Gen. Victor Hansen in a meeting with the FCC April 24.
Mr. Hansen was quoted as saying that Justice would defer action,
however, until the FCC completes its network study.
Now that the news is official (it was reported in this magazine's
Closed Circuit, May 12), it is appropriate to comment on the
strange way that the Justice Dept. is trying to use the FCC as a
substitute for the federal courts.

The inference to be drawn from Mr. Hansen's visit with the FCC
is that Justice hopes the FCC will revise its own rules to wash out
option time and thus relieve Justice of the job of testing its opinion.
If the FCC followed that procedure, it would be making life
easier for the Justice Dept., but justice — in the broader sense —
would be dealt a hard blow.
There is no shadier area of the law than the antitrust area. It is
seldom simple to decide whether a practice is or is not an antitrust
violation.

The option time practice is no exception. Attorneys of equal
competence have vigorously testified on both sides. Indeed the findings of the FCC's own Network Study Group and
of
expert witnesses have been in basic disagreement onthethetestimony
legality of
option time.
Can it be assumed that the FCC is more capable than a federal
court to make a wise decision in so subtle a problem of law?
For more than a year and a half, the Justice Dept. has been muttering about allegedly illegal network practices. It started in September 1956 when Mr. Hansen told the House Antitrust Subcommittee the networks were under investigation. At intervals since then
Justice Dept. officials have let it be known that they felt option
time and other practices were probable violations of the antitrust
laws.

If the Justice Dept. really believes that networks are acting illegally, itis time for Justice to quit making the charge and start trying
to prove it.
And the place to prove — or disprove— a delicate charge of that
kind is in formal proceedings before the courts.
If Justice does not wish to test its case in the appropriate location,
it should have the grace to get off the networks' necks.
Broadcasting
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MANUFACTURING

"After a day of looking
at thousands of tubes
going through our pro0

with television. My family
duction lines, I relax
enjoys WTRF-TV

because

it keeps us up-to-the-minute on local news, and gives us
the best of network programs."

Chances are this very morning you
used tooth paste or shaving cream
squeezed from a Wheeling-made
tube. For the Wheeling Stamping
Company of WTRF-TV-land is one
of the nation's largest manufacturers
of collapsible tubes. This Wheeling
company, with its 500 employees
and $2 million annual payroll, is
another reason why the WTRF-TV
market is a great one for smart advertisers ... a market of 425,196
TV homes, where 2 million people
spend $2V2 billion annually.

More

Proof

of WTRF-TV

Popularity:

STATION SHARE OF SETS-IN-USE SUMMARY
WHEELING-STEUBENVILLE METROPOLITAN MARKET
(APRIL A.R.B. SUMMARY)
WTRF-TV
STA "A"
STA "B"
47.4
32.6
15.8
FROM SIGN-ON TO SIGN-OFF

For availabilities, call Bob
Ferguson, VP and Gen. Mgr.,
or Needham Smith, Sales Manager,
at CEdar 2-7777.
National Rep., George P.
Hollingbery Company.
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stated Mr. Paul W. Limerick, Western Ad\
vertising Agency,

in his letter below, for which

we are very grateful.

CHICAGO 1. ILLINOIS
33 E .Wsclcer Dnvi

RACINE.WISCONSIN
eio WlBconmn Avenue

WESTERN

ADVERTISING AGENCY
INCORPORATED
CHICAGO I. ILLINOIS
April 30, 1958

Mr. W. A. Roberts
Vice-Pres. in Charge of Radio
Radio Station KRLD
Dallas, Texas
Dear Mr. Roberts:

I imagine it is rather unusual to have a client that
expresses his appreciation for cooperation and excellent
service like I intend to do in this letter. However,
think it would be much out of line if I did not write Ithis.

Our
has
the
the

association with you and A. B. Jolley and your station
been most pleasant and I cannot speak highly enough of
personalized cooperation that has been shown our client,
DeKalb Agricultural Association.

We have found Mr. Jolley more than anxious to cooperate with
our sales organization in the field and always ready
Sin
localized news which has made the program exceedingly toeffectiv
e.

The writer has made several trips with Mr. Jolley and has noted
with much pleasure that he is probably the best known apr^nt.,,^ ,
H,T^t0r
thB and
Statehundreds
°1' lg*asandandhundreds
is affectionately
called
A.B." by hundreds
of farmers Wien
they see him on the street. He has never failed
to appear before
worthwhile ideas that have consistently paid off.
w^th^r.H96*1!1?8 ^ °n field tripS Md haa °rigiK many
h-eH,^teement
°f ?Tfor station>
whicn «f spirit
^urse ia you, can also
be
highly commended
their excellent
of cooperation.
Our advertising Job would be made much easier
the management
of all of our media would be as much concerned ifwith
makinf advertising pay, as you have been.
*

^iLl8^
?? eDcp^ess
the sin=ere
Sincer
appreciation
and
of both your efforts
Mr. Jolley,
elyfrom
from our
,
client
and
ourselves.

PWL:GH

I

Paul wrXiiaerick

MEMBER OF AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ADVERTISING
ACENCIES

KRLD

Radio, the only full-time 50,000
watt station
operating in Dallas-Fort Worth,
is the radio station
of The Dallas Times Herald, owne
rs and operators
of KRLD-TV, Channel 4. For full
information concerning the JOLLEY FARM NEWS, che
ck with
The Branham Company, national
representatives.
Page 4
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50,000

CBS

NETWORK

FOR

WATTS

DALLAS-FORT

WORTH

John W. Runyon, Chairman of the Board - Clyde W. Rember
t, President

Broadcasting

closed

ABOLITION MOVEMENT? • Could
President Eisenhower's action Friday proposing creation of new Federal Aviation
Agency, which would involve abolishing
CAA, be harbinger of drastic moves in
other fields, including communications? In
informed quarters it is felt that another
scandal of magnitude of that involving
Richard A. Mack of FCC, could well
bring "ripper" legislation to abolish FCC,
with new agency to absorb its functions.
Being watched particularly is payment of
inordinately high legal fees in television
cases to attorneys who were not of record.
Question being asked: Where did that
money go?
has happened to federal grand
jury investigation of purported influencepeddling in contested FCC television cases?
Jury, sitting in Washington, has examined
more than dozen individuals reportedly in
respect to widely publicized ch. 10 case
in Miami and ch. 4 grant in Pittsburgh.
Some highly placed observers anticipate
two or more indictments.
•
What

WHAT'S IN A NAME? • NAB's name
change may cause consternation for NAB
Board at its meeting here this week. (Last
Jan. 1 shift was made from NARTB to
former title of National Assn. of Broadcasters.) Conflict is with Peter Goelet's
National Audience Board, functioning as
program listening post for past several
years. It adopted NAB as its copyrighted
nickname after trade association changed
name to NARTB in 1951. Mr. Goelet,
who publishes NAB Newsletter under registered copyright, already has had his
counsel confer with NAB counsel regarding conflict (there have been two meetings within past fortnight). Mr. Goelet
founded WGNY Newburgh, N. Y., in
1933 but subsequently sold it. He is son
of Robert Goelet, pioneer New York
banker and property owner.
•
Possible nickname conflict associated
with NAB recalled to old timers situation
which developed in mid-20's following formation of National Broadcasting Co.,
which automatically became NBC. But
prior claim to those significant initials was
held by National Biscuit Co. What transpired isn't known but latter subsequently
became "Nabisco." •

DEINTERMIXTURE • Far from writing
off deintermixture, FCC for past two
weeks has seriously considered transforming two additional markets to uhf-only
through transfer of single vhf's in each city
to other areas. California's San Joaquin
Valley is receiving deintermixture consideration on contention that it's ideally suited
for uhf operation, having flat area hemmed
in by high mountains. To execute this,
Fresno and ch. 10
ch. 12 KFRE-TV

Broadcasting

KERO-TV Bakersfield would be earmarked for uhf after appropriate rulemaking proceedings. If ordered, this
would precipitate protracted litigation, possibly running years. But nothing will be
study of uhf penetration is comuntil
done
pleted, and all other • factors evaluated.

Key figure in preliminary discussions
which might lead way toward long-range
tv reallocations to provide continuous band
of 25 channels (running from 174-324 mc)
(Lead Story, June 2) is Paul Goldsborough, communications adviser to Secretary
of Defense Neil McElroy. Capt. Goldsborough (USNR), former president of
Aeronautical Radio and recognized allocations expert, is understood to have counselled with FCC Comr. T. A.M. Craven,
also renowned allocations authority. This,
together with basic research by Comr.
Craven, resulted in preparation of memorandum on new single band now before
FCC as its unfinished
• business.
ABC-TV DAY DEAL • In dramatic bid
to entrench itself in daytime programming
at virtually one swoop, ABC-TV is offering agencies plan involving big chunks
of daytime quarter-hours into which they
could place not one or two but several
clients as sponsors. As offered, plan would
move ABC-TV's daytime sign-on up to
11 a.m. from present 3 p.m. Young &
Rubicam is one agency reported to be
actively considering. Acceptance by any
major agency probably would mean
swinging business from other networks to
ABC-TV. Programs for expanded daytime hours not set but network has feelers
out and expects number of shows to be
r.
•
ready to go by Septembe

Cunningham & Walsh has about completed field work, next will tabulate mateannual "Videotown" surits 11th
rial, forresults
to be out next fall. Study
vey,
itself last year found New\ Brunswick,
N. J. (Videotown), viewers excited about
very little on tv [Lead Story, Dec 9,
1957], but C & W hasn't lost its interest
in continuing project. Survey as usual will
concentrate on tv's effect on social habits
but for first time will drop census of tv
trends.
•
set ownership and buying
STEPPING STONE • New approach to
hinterland tv is revealed by radio-community tv antenna operator P. B. McAdam, president-general manager of
KPRK Livingston, Mont. Delegate to
CATV convention in Washington last
week, Mr. McAdam said his community
could not support conventional tv so he
went into CATV to bring in dollars on
rental to permit him to enter regular tv
later on through "back door." He said
he knows several other CATV operators
who embarked on similar projects.

circuit

Community operators, hurt at being
attacked by broadcasters, nevertheless are
frank about subject of regulation: They
don't mind being regulated, but don't want
to be pushed into it. Some CATV men
conviction they'd rather
expressed definite
be regulated by FCC than state utility
commissions. (Story on CATV convention,
Page 76).
MERGER & TALK • Merger of three
competing applicants for Weston, W. Va.,
ch. 5 is in sight. Two applicants have already agreed to merge, they're wooing
third. Two who have worked out agreements are J. Patrick Beacom and Telecasting Inc. Mr. Beacom is cp-holder of ch. 35
WJPB- TV Fairmont, W. Va., now dark;
Telecasting Inc. is owner of ch. 16 WENS
(TV) Pittsburgh, (also now dark). Third
applicant is West Virginia Radio Corp.
(WAJR Morgantown, W. Va.). FCC made
ch. 5 available for commercial use in
educational reser1956 when it changed nt.
vation to uhf assignme
•

// Celler "conflict of interest" bill (HR
12547) — which would severely restrict officials who leave government in representing clients before their former agencies
— begins to show signs of passage, look
for wholesale resignation of lawyers and
possibly engineers from FCC. Bill would
mean that practitioners who left FCC
could not represent any client before FCC
for two years. They'd be prevented for
case that was belife from acting in any
fore them when they •were on Commission.

OF POCKET • Somebody at National Assn. of Manufacturers must be
blushing: First four station replies to FCC
inquiry on use of kinescopes of Senate
Labor Committee hearing on Kohler
strike were negative. None used kinescopes, whose duplication and mailing
were underwritten by NAM. Commission
wrote to 27 stations asking whether films
were used and whether they were prop•
t, June 9].
erly identified [Governmen

OUT

President Eisenhower and at least five
members of FCC have something in common: They sport new keyrings with genuine jade pendants. FCC members (excluding Comrs. Craven and Ford, who were
absent at time) received them last week
as souvenirs from Armand Hammer, who
acquired control of MBS last year and
who is one of country's foremost art
collectors (Hammer Galleries of New
York). How President Eisenhower got his
is mystery, but apparently it was given to
him by someone in public life who had
received it from Mr. Hammer. Mr. Hammer, incidentally, attends his first NAB
Board Meeting this week
representative.
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THE

WEEK

IN

BRIEF

Allocations Up Again— FCC starts major reappraisal of allocations tangle, tells staff to see what's wrong now, how proposed revisions would help. Lending urgency to problem is
announced closing of NBC's uhf WBUF (TV) Buffalo, N. Y.,
which found it couldn't make it against multiple v competition. Page 31.

"Radio in Telurbia" — Special RAB study finds radio set
purchase running much higher in heavily saturated tv areas
a whole. Nine out of ten are "extra sets"
in country
than rooms
where asthe tv set is not located. Page 34.
for

Lever "Stripes" Spot Tv — New pink-and-white toothpaste
goes where Pepsodent's yellow went — to spot television. Objective: greater share of sales in competitive toothpaste product field. Lever calls schedule a "good" one, another spokesman describes it as "substantial." Page 34.

Madison Avenue Moves South— Dallas, Tex., becomes the
advertising capital as nearly 1,000 American Federation of
Advertising members meet in the organization's 54th annual
convention. Admen and women face issues of recession
economy and governmental threats. Page 35.

Triple Spotting— NAB's Tv Code Board, after reviewing advertiser-agency complaints about multiple announcements, reaffirmed present code provision permitting
two back-to-back announcements and 10-second ID as adequate protection against objectionable practices. Page 36.

Radio Success Story — How Sunday became a working day
for WJQS Jackson, Miss., and how the station went from
$65 a week to $9,000 a month in one year. Page 60.

Tenenbaum Tells of Contacts— Witness at house hearing
denies any attempt to influence them on KTVI (TV) St.
Louis use of ch. 2. House subcommittee also questions him
about hiring of Robert Jones as counsel without being made
an attorney of record. Page 66.

Next on Hill Griddle — Senate Commerce Committee schedules hearings on rating services; Sen. Monroney, outspoken
advocate
Page
72. for such an inquiry: "Certainly is high time."

Operators Huddle — They tell their side of controversy with broadcasters to senators and congressmen. NaTv Assn. convention in Washington draws
tional Community
300. Page
76.

CATV

Panel Discussion: VTR Commercials— High hopes are held
out for the future of videotaped commercials in talks by
before session called by Film Producers Assn.
panel
of
Newspeakers
York. Page 79.

More

Pat Weaver's Vapor Trail— ABC-TV deletes portions of
taped telecast interview of ex-NBC president. Network and
Mike Wallace's production unit offer differing versions as to
which of them was responsible, but everybody concerned
cite belief that
agree that no "censorship" was involved, Page
81.
deleted statements may have been libelous.

Up & Up— Philip Morris brand shifts to Leo Burnett this
autumn from N. W. Ayer & Son, putting Chicago-based
agency within reach of $100 million billing mark. Switch
may pressage return of PM to broadcasting media. Page 39.

Selling By Tape and Film— The Headley-Reed Co., station
representative, completes an experimental year of demonstrating the advantages of the radio-tv stations on its roster
via tape and film presentations to agency media personnel.
Page 40.

No Tears at UA — United Artists Corp. stockholders meeting proceeds quietly and orderly, is marked by total absence
of heated talk of "tv's inroads" as management reports
nothing but good news. Page 46.

Olive Branch to Rebels— AFM's Kenin announces pact
with Revue Productions that seems to ease tension between
union and Hollywood rebel faction. Page 50.

n of Station RepresentSpot Package Plan — Chicago divisio
atives Assn. projects plan to recapture network program
accounts by providing rate-card discounts for strips where
advertisers supply half-hour syndicated programs. Page 52.

Broadcasting

Case for Madison Avenue — Lee Bristol
Jr. of Bristol-Myers takes issue with J.
Harvey Howells (Fitzgerald Adv., New
Orleans), who had plumped for outsideNew York agencies, criticized Ad Row. The
rebuttal is in Monday Memo. Page 109.
MR. BRISTOL
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Why

on

is

the

WDGY

latest

first

Hooper

&

in

Minneapolis-St.

Pulse?

. . . because

50,000
station

50,000

Paul

it's the

watt
.

.

. with

the

watt

personalities

You need coverage — you get
coverage with 50,000 watt
WDGY. But it takes more than
coverage to get you audience. A
50,000 watt station needs 50,000
watt personalities, like Don Kelly,
"*"uirnM^pn;iii.'i.v»*
here. Don's the "Morning Mayor" 'of
WDGY's 50,000 watt coverage area ... the
happiest man in radio. This "Smilin' Irishman"
is a singer and wit, in the bargain. Don is typical of
the sound that has made WDGY first all-day per Pulse
WDGY
and Hooper ... and of the "response-ability" that is
giving WDGY its biggest billings ever! Talk coverage
50,000 watts
and audience to the Blair man ... or WDGY
g- m
Jack Thayer.
MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL

WDGY
Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR
& CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
TODAY'S
JODD STORZ,
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RADIO
PRESIDENT

FOR
. HOME

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE; OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WQAM
Miami
REPRESENTED BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

Broadcasting

at

CBS-TV

EASES

DAYTIME

Liberalized rate, contiguity discount and
product protection policies have been developed byCBS-TV for its daytime programming and are slated to go into effect in fall.
Highlights of new plan, already sketched
to affiliates, as described Friday include:
• Contiguous rate policy, now applicable
only to multiple-segment buys scheduled on
same day, will be extended in modified form
to apply also to different days. At present,
sponsor of two or more quarter-hours, for
example, gets first one for 40% of hour
rate and each additional one for 20% of
hour rate if all are scheduled on same day; if
he schedules each on different day, each costs
40% of hour rate. Under new plan, effective
Sept. 1, contiguous rate continues unchanged
on same-day segments, but advertiser also
may schedule them on different days of same
week and, while paying 40% of hour rate
for first, get those on other days at 25 instead
of present 40% of hour rate. This applies
proonly to daytime and only when "first"
CBS-TV
gram is quarter-hour or longer. that
rate
officials said they were confident
adjustments necessary under plan would be
more than offset by additional business.

Stations Sold: $110,500
Station sales announced Friday:

Two

WSTN St. Augustine, Fla. (1420 kc 250
w), from James D. Sinyard to St. Croix
Broadcasting Co., owned by Wesley J. Wentworth, Robert D. Howley and John H.
Vondell Jr. Mr. Vondell is general manager
of WREB Holyoke, Mass., and coordinator
of WKXL Concord, Mass., WKNY Kingston, N. Y., WKNE Keene, N. H., and
WKVT Brattleboro, Vt. (construction permit). Price: $77,500.
KADO Marshall, Tex. (1410 kc 500 w
daytime), by Virgil E. Stone and J. D.
Johnson to Marshall Broadcasting Co.,
headed by Harvey Pate, broadcast newsman
in Southwest. Price: $33,000. Broker: Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc.
Move

Afoot

to Aid Colleague

William L. Putnam of WWLP (TV)
Springfield, Mass., Friday offered to put
up $1 000 on condition other broadcasters
make up rest of total $10,000 needed by
fellow broadcaster Dick McKee, operator
of WKCB Berlin, N. H., as collateral for
bond in libel suit against Mr. McKee. Suit
was filed in Superior Court of Coos County.
on
New Hampshire, as result of editorial
March
air
on
red
juvenile delinquency delive
19 [Stations, May 26]. Under state law,
Putwrit attaches assets of defendant. Mr.
permit
would
nam said $10,000 in cash
Mr. McKee to continue in business. Court

Broadcasting

RATES,

deadline

POLICIES

• Class B time, which costs 75% of Class
A time, will be converted to Class C time,
whose cost is half of Class A. Class B time
will be eliminated. This now is 2-6 p.m.
Saturdays, 1-6 p.m. Sundays and 5-6 p.m.
weekdays. Change to be effective Sept. 28,
after close of network's Game of the Week
baseball series.

• Product protection on daytime programs to be liberalized so that on most weekvity"
day series, advertiser will have "exclusi
competitors
only on day he is sponsor — his program
on
will be able to buy into same
days he is not on. This will not be true, however, in personality shows such as daytime
Linkletter and Godfrey programs, because of
personal selling angle. Minimum quarterion between competing adverhour separat
tisers will be continued.

NBC officials had no comment on CBSTV move, but observers generally felt that
network would have to make comparable adjustments to "keep competitive." Situation
at ABC-TV is different; ABC-TV currently
doesn't start daytime programming until 3
p.m. Its daytime rate is one-third of nighttime.

hearing is set for October (damages of
$100,000 sought by local movie theatre).

& P Opens Atlanta Office
Marchalk & Pratt has opened Atlanta
office at 800 Peachtree St., N. E., it was
announced Friday by Marion Harper Jr.,
ckson. Mark
president of parent McCann-Eripast
two years
for
er
manag
Jr.,
an
Bollm
B.
presivice
be
will
,
office
a
of M-E's Atlant
dent and general manager of new M & P
Atlanta office. M-E's Atlanta office will continue as service office under supervision of
John F. W. McClure, vice president. Office
will serve following accounts: S.S.S. Co.,
Mead-Atlanta Paper Co., National Pool

M

BRIEFLY
BUSINESS
Late-breaking items about broadcast
news, see Adverfor earlier
business;
ies, page 34.
tiser & Agenc

COMPANY • Look for announcement this week that three-year association of McCann-Erickson and Mennen
Co. is at end. It's understood that Mennen
will reassign its men's shaving product line
to Grey Adv., which already handles baby
products, and to Warwick & Legler— Grey
to get shaving creams and talcums, W & L

PARTING

and new men's cologne,
to get Sking.Bracer
Over $2 million in billing is
now testin
said to be involved, with most of it in tv.
sWedne
ABC-T
nmentwillonprobab
assig
Grey.
Agenc
go to
lyV's
Fights
dayy Night
will
iary,
Marschalk & Pratt, M-E subsid
Speed Stick and Mennen's men's
retainant.
deodor
INCHING

BACK

• Kudner Adv., N. Y.,

advertising for Interhandle
appointed tocontinental
Hotels Corp., N. Y., amounting
marking Kudner's
in billing,
million
to $1accoun
tion since agency lost
t acquisi
first
$23 million Buick business last December.
Intercontinental is wholly-owned subsidiary
of Pan-American World Airways, operates
15 hotels throughout world. Radio, newspapers and magazines to be used.
WILSON'S DEAL • Wilson & Co., regional
meat packer, considering buy of three-perfive-minute interday, 15-per-week filmed basis
in about 30
view programs on strip
contiguous
of
ges
advanta
seeking
,
markets
disrates. Agency (Kenyon & Eckhardt) has
cussed plan with representatives, who report
stations would be agreeable. Client hopes to

line up strip for about same cost as half-hour
advertisprogram, maintaining only modest
ing budget. It's seeking daytime segments,
with series beamed to women's audience.
ABC BUSINESS • Four orders for new
business and three renewals announced Friance
Appli
day by ABC Radio. Angostura-Wupperman
Equipment Co., Westinghouse
rises.
Enterp
ast
Southe
and
Corp., Elmhurst, N. Y. (Foote, Cone &
Sales Co.
Belding, N. Y.); Armour & Co. for Dial
soap, Chicago (Foote, Cone & Belding,N.ChiStanley Heads Tall Corn Group
Y.
cago); Hudson Vitamin Products,
y-Fox
Centur
Glen Stanley, KBOE Oskaloosa, elected
20th
and
(Pace Adv., N. Y.),
Film Corp., N. Y. (Charles Schlaifer & Co.,
president of Iowa Tall Corn Network at
He
ji.
Friday meeting held at Lake Okobo
N. Y.) have purchased new orders. Renew
for Italian
allna
Marsh
Campa
by
KFJB
,
placed
White
were
als
iam
Will
eds
succe
town. Other officers: E. M. Horning, KSIB
Balm, Batavia, 111. (Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff
W.
t
Rober
dent;
presi
vice
rn
weste
Class,
Creston,
& Ryan, N. Y.), and Radio Bible
vice
&
rn
Camp
easte
M.
k,
(John
Keoku
Mich.
,
KOKX
Rapids
Grand
Erickson,
l,
111.).
Carrol
on,
M
Wheat
KCI
Co.,
,
president; Leo R. Mayr
secretary; Jenny Owens, KXIC Iowa City,
PICKING REPLACEMENT • Chrysler
treasurer. Twelve stations were represented
Corp. reported considering two network
at two-day session that wound up Friday
respectaculars for remainder of 1958 as
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at

deadline

FCC Leaves Pay Tv Door Open
For Post-Congress Action
FCC does not know what action it will
take concerning pay tv after Congress adjourns. Chairman John C. Doerfer stated in
letter to Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of House Commerce Committee, released Friday. Rep. Harris has warned FCC
not to approve pay tv test after Congress
adjourns and plans to call committee into
special session if such action is taken
[Government, April 14].

ACADEMIC

VTR is rinding staunch supporters
among New York U. professors and
assistants who for past two semesters
have had to arise each weekday at
4:30 a.m. to make early-bird (7-7:30
a.m. ) Sunrise Semester educational
series produced jointly with and
carried by WCBS-TV New York.
Classical Civilization 43, which kicks
off this morning (Mon.), will be first
videotaped program and will set pace
for rest of course. Dr. Lionel Cassin
(successor to Prof. Floyd Zulli Jr.) is
spared ordeal of early rising, tapes
his lectures in advance three at a clip
Mondays and Wednesdays in afternoons.

" It is difficult, without knowing the precise nature of such action as Congress might
take in the interim, to anticipate what
future action by the Commission would
be appropriate," Doerfer wrote. He added
that FCC still feels it has authority to
authorize test. FCC has announced it will
act on applications for pay tv 30 days
after Congress adjourns [Government,
Feb. 10].
Comr. Doerfer. in answer to Rep. Harris
question as to what Commission plans to
do. pointed out that no applications meeting announced requirements have been filed
"It is conjectural whether such applications
would or would not be submitted
should
the current Congress adjourn without adoptwrote.ing specific legislation," Comr. Doerfer
Comr. Doerfer asked that if further resolutions be adopted by either House or Senate ordering continuance of status quo by
FCC, such resolutions embody a terminal
date. He said leaving action on pay tv indefinitely up in the air "creates obvious
difficulty."
Commerce Committee has sent Commission resolution advising it not to authorize
pay tv test until Congress acts on subject.
Senate Commerce Committee has reported
out similar resolution which is pending full
Senate. Neither resolution sets deadline for
Congressional action.

AFTRA

Again Invites SAG In
American Federation of Television &
Radio Artists today (Mon.) released contents of letter, sent to Screen Actors Guild,
in which AFTRA reiterates desire to effect
merger between two unions. At same time,
AFTRA rejected SAG's proposal that jurisdiction over videotape be divided, and socalled "grey areas" be submitted to arbitration. SAG recently called on ATTRA to
settle threatened dispute over videotape by
continuing present set-up, with SAG holdin" jurisdiction at film studios, AFTRA
at networks, stations and live program packagers, except that new companies, producing
solely for videotape, be decided bv arbitration. Donald F. Conaway, AFTRA's national executive secretary, asserted that in
view of SAG's continued refusal to discuss
merser, AFTRA plans to proceed with its
petition to National Labor Relations Board
for representation election among actors.
June 16, 1958
Page 10

ASSISTANT

AFM,

MGA

Await

NLRB

Decision

On Which Represents Musicians
National Labor Relations Board elections
will be held shortly, probably within month,
to determine whether AFM or MGA shall
represent musicians in bargaining with
major motion picture studios, against which
they are now on strike. Attorneys for both
unions and Assn. of Motion Picture Producers agreed Friday for vote to be taken
among musicians employed by AMPP members for minimum of two days in Los
Angeles County within 15 months prior
to strike, roughly Nov. 21, 1956 to Feb.
19, 1958 (see early story, page 50).
Cecil Read, MGA president, hailed "consent election" as victory for his union which
had petitioned NLRB for right to battle
AFM for representation of studio musicians.
Henry Kaiser, AFM attorney, stated that
only AFM could consent to prompt election. He explained that AFM did so to get
its members back to work promptly, abandoning "its rights to
board hearing
which, I am convincedfull
, would result in
victory for AFM and dismissal of Read's
petition." But which might take four to
eight months to reach decision.

RCA

Pushes

Educational

Plan

RCA's intention to advance use of tv as
educational medium pointed up over weekend as RCA announced appointment of
Pinckney B. Reed, vice president of RCA
International Sales, to new post of vice
president, educational electronics. Mr. Reed
will take charge of what RCA describes as
"broad educational program, utilizing a
wide
range of RCA-produced educationa
l tools,
including closed-circuit television, sound,
tape, film and other types of recordings." At
same time, RCA disclosed (in line with overall program announced at May 6 annual
stockholder meeting by RCA President John
L. Burns) that it would build, with New York
U.. educational tv workshop.

J. MIRANDA III, production supervisor, named N. Y. manager of tv-radio
department, Campbell-Ewald Co. Other promotions: JAMES O. BEAVERS transfers
from Hollywood office to Detroit as tvradio account executive for Chevrolet Motor
Div ; JERE B. CHAMBERLIN moves from
Detroit to Hollywood as tv producer
THOMAS E. ARMSTRONG,
Detroit,
named tv-radio account executive for Kroger
Co.
WILLIAM W. SHAUL elected senior vice
president, Ross Roy agency, Detroit, succeeding CARROLL F. SULLIVAN, who
retires June 30.
STEPHEN J. McCORMICK, MBS White
House correspondent, appointed news editor of network's Washington
. BILL
COSTELLO, chief diplomaticbureau
reporter of
MBS, succeeds Mr. McCormick in White
House assignment.
RUDY BEHLMER, senior director for tvradio operations. Grant Adv., Hollywood,
appointed tv-radio director of Grant, N. Y.,
succeeding WILLIAM PATTERSON, who
has resigned. ED KIRBY, public relations
director, People-to-People Foundation,
N. Y., has joined Grant's public relations
staff, N. Y.

EVERARD MEADE, special consultant to
Young & Rubicam, scheduled to join Ogilvy,
Benson & Mather, N. Y., on special assignarea. ment in tv commercials and programming
JOHN

E. FETZER, president of Fetzer stations (WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo; WJEFAM-FM Grand Rapids, Mich.; KOLN-AMTV Lincoln, Neb., and minority WMBDAM-TV Peoria, 111.) last Saturday was to
receive honorary LL.D. degree from Western
Michigan U. in recognition of his "many
contributions to the radio and televisi
on industry as a pioneer broadcaster."
RAY DIAZ, former national director of
programs for ABC Radio, has joined Mutual
as head of station services department, which
encompasses station relations functions and
supervision of MBS' new "perpetual invenclearances.
tory" system of keeping track of station
BOB

FIERMAN, for past two years commercial producer, Ziv Television Programs,
Hollywood, appointed sales and client relations representative for MGM-TV's commercial and industrial division, Culver City,
Calif. Mr. Fierman has been producer on
Hallmark greeting card commercials for
Foote, Cone & Belding for two years; also
unit
for two years with NBC-TV
Y.
in N.manager
JUNE ADAMS, account executive on Lanolin Plus at Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan
Chicago, elected vice president. She joined
agency in 1948.
WILLIAM LACAVA, who joined Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y., last year from Compton Adv., N. Y., elected today (Mon.) as
vice president in charge of commercial tv.
heading up commercial production, art and
general service. Other past agency associaBowles. tions: McCann-Erickson and Benton &
Broadcasting
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MAKING

MISSILES

MISS

Missile warfare may never come . . .
BUT IF IT DOES - then what?
Is there something we can do to stop, deflect or destroy
an enemy missile screaming down from outer space - at
a speed that staggers comprehension-carrying a warhead
that can obliterate its target?

...TO

SAVE

YOUR

LIFE

countermeasures exist today. Others are being perfected.
Still others are being started from scratch-to be ready for
whatever tomorrow may bring.
Many tools — many skills

Many tools are being used - radar, infrared, chemicals,
others. Many skills are required - in physics, metallurgy,
We've only a few minutes to act. Can we send an elecastronautics, as well as electronics. And thousands of IT&T
tronic bullet into its computing, calculating brain? Can we
technicians and artisans are working in these fields.
blind its radar eyes? Can we throw a meteroic roadblock
This is one of the big assignments the Department of
in its path? Can we fool it into committing suicide?
Defense has asked IT&T to tackle. Guiding and controlling
The answers are found in secret devices and systems
our missiles is another. Testing and launching them,
too,
called "countermeasures'-designed to make missiles miss.
and building communications between missile facilities.
Electronic counter-measures. Other kinds, too
The Air Force has even turned over to IT&T the all-imporMany brilliant minds are working on
tant job of operating and maintaining
the Distant Early Warning radar netthe problem - including top scientists
and engineers at IT&T who have been
work inps
the Arctic,
(the "DEW LINE").
Perha
the missil
es will never
researching, devising, inventing ... for
come. But if they do - countermeasmore than 15 years. Today, no less
ures will be needed to make them miss.
than 156 engineers at one"-IT&T laboIT&T is working day and night to make
ratory alone are working on counter. . . the largest American-owned xvorld-zvide
ready.
sure the countermeasures will be
electronic and telecommunication enterprise,
measures and nothing else.
with
80
research
manufacturing
units,
14
This much can be told. A number of
operating companies and 128,000 employees.
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Voices: Spiritual and
editor:

Mortal

It was the end of Radio Month. It was
the last day of a three day Memorial Day
Holiday. To prepare for a busy Monday, I
the MFA Mutual Invisited my office in
surance Co. building.

As I passed through a corner of the office
ng cusbuilding, I noticed that the buildi
todian had left his desk to make his rounds.
On his desk were two objects. One was a
radio. The other was an opened Holy Bible.
How better could one illustrate Radio
Month? Or year?
W. Judd Wyatt
Director of Advertising
MFA Mutual Insurance Co.
Columbia, Mo.

THE WATCHMAN'S PREOCCUPATION
Should
editor:

identification card, would refer to "Bulova
When Time."
this idea was first proposed to
Watch
stations, Terry Clyne, John Ballard and the
writer were told by at least one big network
that they "would never prostitute their
by such vulgar advertising."
identification
The
first to accept this type of advertising
was WGN-TV Chicago which didn't feel
quite so high and mighty.
Shortly thereafter, all other stations, sensing a source of revenue, began selling their
identification pattern with the Bulova watch
or clock incorporated as part of the pattern.
Incidentally, the use of the running clock
was brought about by the fact that in the

, timing wasn't suftelevision
ofaccurate
early days
that you could tell exactly
ficiently
when a program was going to end or what
the exact time would be, hence the synchrotime."
give athenew"actual
Thisnizedisclock
farto from
idea ... I get a
little bit burned up when I see one of the
major networks outlining a new and revolutionary thing when they were one of the
parties to its being suppressed at the time
the idea was originally conceived.
C. A. (Fritz) Snyder
George P. Hollingbery Co.
New York City
[EDITOR'S NOTE: We certainly did not intend
to take anything away from Bulova or the
people who pioneered the time signal for Bulova.
The "new wrinkle to an old look" is quoted from
station authorities at WRCA-TV New York.l

It Be Restricted Data?
Wants
editor:

I have a problem. I refer to requests
[to our station] from advertising agencies
wanting information regarding comparative
spending of their clients' competitors. My
first impression is that to divulge such information isviolating an advertiser's right
to privacy. It's like asking a station, "How
much did you gross last year?" or '|How
you in the bank?"
much money have
What is the attitude of the sponsor who
finds out that his competitor knows what
he is spending?
What is the attitude of the agency? Outside of BC and Stanback we haven't had
a patent medicine account in our history.
The same goes for soap powders. Will the
agency think this is a virgin market or
else
will they bypass us because no one
is using us?
Name Withheld
asking more
r EDITOR'S NOTE: Agencies are
stations as they
information each year from
this a P'»n
Is
isers.
plan campaigns for advert
a routine, acceptable
fern for stations? Or nis isit invited
.J
practice? Your opinio
Bulova's
editor:

Clock

Man's

Confession

J. Harvey Howells' "Confessions of a
Reformed New Yorker: There's More to
Life Than Madison Ave." [Monday Memo,
May 26] interests us. We believe we could
use it in our agency promotion if reprints
are available.
J. R. Van Arsdale
Executive Vice President
The Rumrill Co.
Rochester, N. Y.
Our Technical
editor:

Innovation

There is something wrong with this cartoon [Broadcasting, May 19]. . . . You
have vhf antenna on top of a uhf installation.
Bert K. West
Manager

WTVP

(TV) Decatur, Ala.

on Early Tv

There should be a note of clarification
... to "Telling Time and Making Money"
[Advertisers & Agencies, June 2]. Going
back to the very earliest days of television
in the late forties, Bulova Watch Co. developed and put into use what you now
characterize as something "new."
Bulova submitted a device wherein the
identification card of each station would
have superimposed on it a running clock,
and the voice as well as a portion of the
Broadcasting

Agency

"I hear it's one of the few uhf stations that's
actually making a profit.'
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many advertisers as any other local station.
row.
Baltimore radio station . . . today and tomor

Presentation" -a 32-page book
We will be happy to send a free copy of "The Charles Center
100 requests received. Drop
first
the
-to
$7
for
selling
handsomely lithographed in h colors and
St., Baltimore 3, Md.
ton
Lexing
E.
7
a line to Tom Tinsley or R. C. Embry -W-I-T-H,

National Representatives:
Associates in Chicago and Boston;
Select Station Representatives in New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Simmons
Seattle, San Francisco, Los Angeles
in
-Quinn
McGavren
Orleans;
New
Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, Miami,
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MONTHS:
SING

ALONG

The ok) cinema sing was not such a
bad idea. Nor is the new television sing.
When CBS-TV asks viewers to Sing Along
NOW

with Jim Lowe and friends, it's a pleasure.
It's about time somebody admitted that
people like to sing along and often do
anyway, whether invited or not.
Leaders of the living-room sing move
around a folksy set that features a reproduction ot Jim Lowe's family front porch
in Springfield, Mo. It seems as appropriate
a place as any to sing, with the possible

NATIONALLY!

exception of the bathtub. Words are provided in a number of ingenuous ways — on
hat boxes carried by a chorus of girls or

8th (from 19th) among all CBC
shows! Outrates "Have Gun
Will Travel", "Dinah Shore",
"Disneyland", etc.

superimposed any handy place in the picture. It seemed a waste, though, at one
place in the opening show; that was for
■He's Got the Whole World in His Hands."
A lot of dittoes would have done as well.

Network

rating higher every

increase

songfest, treading easily between too much
enthusiasm and the other extreme. His ease

in homes

at the upright is a decided asset in this
format. Tina Robin and the rest also be-

reached !
30%

increase

strikes a happy note in the

41.0!

rating period, now
21%

Mr. Lowe

in viewers!

Pre-tested as popular movie and
through dozens of famous Saturday Evening Post stories, TUGBOAT ANNIE helps Lever
Brothers Limited of Canada win
friends and influence sales. Lever
Brothers' success story gives
proof of greater profit than ever
for you in your own market. Of
course, the American premiere
market showing is swamping
all competition too !

long on the asset side of the ledger. Somethin' Smith and the Redheads, after years
of stewardship in community singing, however, deserve more than some of the abbreviated choruses they were kissed off
with on the opening show.
Sing Along should be diverting these
summer evenings and relaxing to the plotweary veteran of the mystery-western circuit.
Production costs: Approximately $19,000.
Sustaining on CBS-TV,
Started June 4.

7:30-8 p.m. EDT.

Executive producer: Lester Gottlieb; producer: Lee Cooley; director: Mel Ferber;

writers: Norman

Barasch and Carroll
Moore: associate producer: Richard Brill;
associate director: Roland Vance; program assistant: Stuart Erwin Jr.; technical
director: Charles Grenier; scene designer:
John Ward; set decorator: Ken Krausgill;
lighting director: Hal Anderson.
Stars: Jim Lowe, Tina Robin, Florence
Henderson. Somethin' Smith and the
Redheads; Music: Harry Sosnik and
orchestra.
P.O.W. — A STUDY

"This is a painful story ... it will revive
some bruising memories." So saying, Edward R. Murrow, on behalf of CBS News,
re-opened the case of the prisoner of war
in the Korean conflict.
On Nov. 24, 1957, CBS-TV took up the
case of the political prisoner of the Soviet
state (The Twentieth Century: Brainwashing). To most Americans, this subject was
too remote to be fully understood. But in
tackling the case of the prisoner of war,
CBS may have hit home. Its report last
Monday night may have struck some as
being unnecessarily brutal; certainly, it will
be hard to forget the voice of one exP.O.W. who described how close he came
to eating the raw flesh ("it looked to me
like a nice-looking roast beef . . .") off an
amputee's stump because he could no longer
endure the hunger. Be this as it may, it was
compelling listening.

In presenting this hour-long report, "Unit
One" of the Public Affairs Div. (responsible for such other ear-openers as Chronicle of Terror: the Galindez-Murphy Case
and Who Killed Michael Farmer?) let the
listener draw his own conclusion from eyewitness accounts.

"We didn't know how to cope with it,"
said one of the eye-witnesses brought under

COLORCAS

the adventures

of

TUGBOAT

4NNIE

Page 18
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The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows

Theatre, Kraft Foods Co., through J.
Walter Thompson Co.

(all times EDT)

June 19 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
Warner-Lambert through Lennen &
Newell and RCA Victor through Kenyon & Eckhardt.

CBS-TV
Colorcasting schedule suspended for
summer.
NBC-TV
June 16-20, 23-25 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee
Theatre, participating sponsors.
June 16, 23 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Speidel through Norman, Craig
& Kummel and RCA Victor through
Kenyon & Eckhardt.
June 17, 24 (8-9 p.m.) The Investigator,
RCA-Whirlpool through Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson.

TELEVISION PROGRAMS OF AMERICA, INC.
488 MADISON . N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100

IN SURVIVAL

June 18, 25 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Mystery

June 19 (10-10:30 p.m.) Lux Show starring Rosemary Clooney, Lever Bros,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.

June 21 (8-9 p.m.) Bob Crosby Show,
participating sponsors.
taining.
June 22 (7-7:30 p.m.) Noah's Ark, susJune 22 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
S. C. Johnson & Son through Needham,
Louis & Brorby, U. S. Time Corp.
through Peck and Greyhound Corp.
through Grey Adv.
June 22 (9-10 p.m.) Chevy Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald
Broadcasting

The

man

26

with

voices...

CBS

Radio

newsman

Frank

Goss is a highly talented man.
So are the many other CBS
Radio Pacific personalities here
in Hollywood.
and something
The

26:

CALIFORNIA
KERN Bakersfield
KHSL Chico
KHUM Eureka
KFRE Fresno
KNX Los Angeles
KM BY Monterey
KCMJ Palm Springs
KVCV Redding
KROY Sacramento
KFMB San Diego
KCBS San Francisco
ARIZONA
KCKY Coolidge
KNOG Nogales
KOOL Phoenix
KOLD Tucson
WASHINGTON
KEPR
KIRO
KXLY
KIMA

Kennewick
Seattle
Spokane
Yakima

They

have this

else m common.

They speak with. the impact and
authority of 26 voices . . . the 2^
stations that make up the CBS
Radio Pacific Network, feach
station is a powerful, respected
voice in its own community airing programs that only a radio
network can provide. Together
these stations offer 252,000
watts of power to blanket
500,000 square miles of the
West with the completeness,
efficiency, economy and authority that no other tvestern regional medium, broadcast- or
print, can match. If your market is here, you can't do better
than with the

OREGON
KERG Eugene
KFLW Klamath Fall
KYJC Medford
KFIR North Bend
KOIN Portland
KRNR Roseburg
NEVADA
KOLO Reno

Broadcasting

Represented by CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
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820
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Sales

and

Shopping
Patterns
*%> /
SHOPPING
DAYS
RETAIL STORE HOURS

RETAIL
MON. TUES.

PER CENT OF DALLAS' RETAIL SALES
MADE TO NON-RESIDENTS OF DALLAS

WED.

THURS.

TOTAL RETAIL SALES $1,079,457,000
(CITY OF DALLAS)

FRI.

SAT. SUN.
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1
2
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4
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6
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Source: Sales Management

7

r
Source: WFAA Research

1
2
3
4
5
6

OPENING
DOWNTOWN
Thursday Night
Open
9 P.M.
Closed'tilSundays

SUBURBAN
Thursday & Saturday

roi

y

1
2
3
4
5
6

STORE

•

Open
9 P.M.
Closed'tilSundays

OD

RETAIL

FOOD STORES
Safeway and
Tom Thumb are
open 7 days a week
ASP and Wyatt are
open < days a week

CLOSING

BUYERS
WFAA-820

WFAA-570

Population
Families

4,998,200
1,464,100

Buying Income
Retail Sales
WFAA

$7,350,303,000
$5,690,194,000

Food Sales

$1,286,755,000

Eating & Drinking

$ 275,079,000
$ 697,216,000

General Merchandise

RADIO
570
TEXAS

$ 269,415,000
Apparel
Furn., Hsld., Appl., & Radio $ 240,026,000
Automotive
$1,420,478,000
s
Station
e
Servic
ne,
Gasoli
$ 483,399,000
Lbr., Bldg., Hdw.
$ 437,068,000
Druas
$ 188,161,000

IN

WORKERS
50

60

Buying Income
Retail Sales
Food Sales

$5,189,063,000
$4,039,972,000
$ 911,048,000

Eating & Drinking

General Merchandise
Appl., & Radio
l
Furn.,
AppareHsld.,
Automotive

Gasoline, Service Stations
Drugs Bldg., Hdw.
Lbr.,

DALLAS

THOUSANDS

Source: Texas Employment Commission

THOUSANDS
8:00 A.M.
8:30 A.M.
9:00 A.M.

2,661,900
1,027,600

$ 199,402,000
$ 549,068,000
$ 194,714,000
168,477,000
$1,007,804,000

$
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IN REVIEW CONTINUED
cloak of anonymity to the CBS mike. 'When
we faced it, it hit us like a flash . . . and
we were in for it." He was one of those
ex-G.I.'s who survived the subtle brutalities of Camp 5 (Pyoktong), North Korea.

With

the Catalina

You Can Take

Station

It With

You!

VACATION TIME. ..when
KBIG, always a GOOD
radio buy in Southern Cali- j^^fft^T
fornia, becomes a MUST Cf^Ji
buy for advertisers who
want to keep their sales message before their prospects!
THE CATALINA STATION is The Vacation Station for millions of southlanders
and an additional million out-of-state
tourists, because it's the station you can take ivith
you . . . from L. A. to Vegas,
Laguna to Arrowhead,
Ensenada to Santa Barbara.
Mail tabulation of current contest
entries confirms the surveys : KBIG has
listeners in 234 communities of all eight
Southern California counties, plus the
huge tourist bonus.
FOR STAY-AT HOMES,
KBIG provides a daily
musical vacation, weaving
the magic of romantic
Catalina into every program. . . conjuring up visions of honeymoon and holiday on the isle which
symbolizes attainable escapism to
Southern Californians.

•fvr

,

KBIG SUPPLEMENTS its great musical
programs with award-winning newscasts and hot-weather specials which
are hot summer buys!
■ FISH & GAME REPORTS
■ MARINE WEATHER REPORTS
■ BEACH WEATHER REPORTS
■ JIM HEALY SPORTS REPORTS
■ HOURLY NEWS HEADLINES
A KBIG summer feature may be
tailor-made for you. Ask your station
or Weed contact for details.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-320S
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company
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The report showed that whatever punishments were inflicted upon the prisoners
were effected out of a spirit of seeking
their political conversion, their psychological
subversion. Segregation was enforced according to rank, nationality and color, thus
the Communists effectively destroyed the
only means of resistance — a military chain
of command, an esprit de corps behind
barbed wire.
While many of CBS' findings are not new
— having been amply covered in voluminous
studies by the Pentagon and semi-public as
well as private research bodies — they served
to haunt those Americans who regard themselves as safe on "the home front." The
inference to be drawn is that there no longer
exists a home front; everyone is vulnerable.
If any particular point was made, it was that
individual defeats suffered in Camp 5 and
the other 19 North Korean prison compounds had their beginnings long before
June 25, 1950 — on the school playing field
in Middletown, U.S.A.

there's

first

like

Production costs: approximately $3,000.

no

place

place!

BIG

Sustaining on CBS, June 9, 8-9 p.m. EDT.
Producer-writer: George Vicas; associate
producer: Arthur Rabin; narrator: Edward R. Murrow; a CBS News (Public
Affairs) presentation by "Unit One."
WIN

BOOKS
THE MASS COMMUNICATORS
by
Charles S. Steinberg, Ph. D., Harper &
Bros., 49 E. 33d St., New York 16. 470

IN

PLACE

PHILLY

WRCV-TV
PHILADELPHIA
ARB FIGURES

pages, $6.
This book should provide a useful tool for
the public relations practitioner as well as
any radio and television executive whose activities impinge upon PR. The volume presents an historical and analytical evaluation
of the mass media of communication, including radio-tv, and stresses that public relations men must understand the techniques
of informing, influencing and persuading
used in this field, if the practice is to grow
in stature and be invested with professional
recognition.
Mr. Steinberg combines the rare experience of a teacher and a working public
relations practitioner and is able to comment penetratingly on the broad areas of
public relations as well as provide suggestions on specific PR considerations. At the
time he wrote his book, Mr. Steinberg was
director of press information for CBS Radio
but recently was appointed director of information services for CBS-TV [Networks,
May 19]. He has been a secondary school
teacher, a lecturer at the College of the City
of New York and co-director of the program in communication and public relations at the New School for Social Research, New York.
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BIG RASCALS
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5.6
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BJG RASCALS
SUSIE
Station C

8.2
2.0
2.0

BIG
#

RASCALS
133 RKO

...
Comedies

featuring Leon Errol

GUILD

FILMS
CO»r*NT. inC

460 PARK AVE. N. Y. 22, N. Y. MU 8-5365
IN CANADA: S. W. CALDWELL LTD., TORONTO
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Underneath

it all. diplomacy might well be describ-

ed'as the fine art of persuasion. And sooner or later,
art here in
every top diplomat plies this beguiling
Washington,

D.C. So, by the way, do artful adver-

mosttisers who invariably turn up on Washington's
listened-to station . . . XX>TOP

ttJVDtO
An affiliate of
The CBS Radio Network
Operated by
The Washington Post
Broadcast Division
Represented by
CBS Radio Spot Sales
Nielsen/Pulse
1958 reports to date
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Plastics

is only one of the new

industries that rocketed

Sanford,
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Broadcasting

...9 out of the 10 broadcasting outlets
are on the United Press International
news wires— KAFY. . . KBIS . . .KERN . . .
KGEE . . . KIKK . . . KMAP. . . KPMC
. . . KB AK-TV. . . KERO

-TV

It's pretty much the same in other California cities, too. KCSB . ..KFXM . ..KITO
make it 3 out of 4 in San Bernardino.
And U.RI. has 5 out of 7 in San Diego KCBQ . . . KFMB . . . KGB . . . KSDO . . .
KSON— not to mention three more just
across the Mexican border— XEAK...
XERB...XETV— also reaching the San
Diego market. State-wide, U.PI. is a runaway first.
Nation-wide, too, with by far the most
stations. They know it pays to use U.PI.
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Ervin

SHORTLY after Thomas E. Ervin joined NBC's legal department in 1948, a staff
producer sought his counsel. The producer was interviewing the cast of a
Broadway play and wanted them to perform some excerpts from the play. He
didn't have permission from the play's owners and wondered if it was "all right."
Mr. Ervin, exercising an attorney's prerogative to weigh the problem carefully,
replied he would call back later. But then the producer added: "We're going on
the air in five minutes."
Today, as vice president and general attorney for NBC, Mr. Ervin has become
accustomed to these exigencies — and, in fact, enjoys them. (As to what he told
this particular producer, he only smiles.) There is a constant necessity for splitsecond decision which challenges an attorney's skill and judgment.
that,
practicing law for an organization like NBC, Mr. Ervin comments, Beyond
is a multifaceted occupation, covering such diverse fields as libel, real estate, taxes, contracts,
FCC and other governmental agency activity, and copyright. Trite but true, there's
"never a dull moment."

^ Mr. Ervin's selection of law as a vocation wasn't unusual. His father, Edgar
Ervin, was a practicing attorney in Ohio and once served as a Common
Pleas judge
in Meigs County, Ohio. Thomas Edgar Ervin was born in Middleport, Ohio, Nov.
28, 1911, and was educated in the public schools of that community and of Columbus before attending Ohio State U. He received his AB degree (summa cum laude)
and Phi Beta Kappa key there in 1932 and his LLB degree from Columbia U
in 1935.

Following law school he worked for the firm of Cotton, Franklin, Wright &
Gordon, New York, and remained there until 1938 when he accepted a position
in the appellate section of the Lands Div., Dept. of Justice. From April 1939 until
April 1941, Mr. Ervin was an associate of the law firm of Bleakley, Piatt & Walker.
New York, where he devoted himself exclusively to litigation matters.
For the next five years, Mr. Ervin served in the U. S. Army, starting as a private
in April 1941 and leaving active duty as a lieutenant colonel in May 1946. He was
commissioned as an anti-aircraft artillery officer but transferred to the Military
Intelligence Service, which he served both in Washington, D. C, and in the Pacific.
As a civilian lawyer, Mr. Ervin served as deputy to Brig. Gen Telford Taylor
in charge of prosecuting the second series of war crimes trials at Nuremberg, Germany, starting in June 1946. He also was chief prosecutor for the U. S. in one of
the trials before resigning his post in November 1947 to return to this country.
IT WAS upon the recommendation of Charles Denny, then head of NBC's law
department and now an RCA vice president, that Mr. Ervin was hired at the
network. Mr. Denny had become acquainted with Mr. Ervin back in 1938 when
they were colleagues in the Dept. of Justice. Mr. Ervin's rise at NBC has been
rapid: nine months after joining the legal department he was promoted to assistant
general attorney and in March 1953 was named vice president and general attorney.
His NBC associates consider Mr. Ervin to be one of the highly popular executive
s
at the network. They say he combines "a rare wit with extreme modesty" and
attribute his success to his exacting legal craftsmanship, an unusually consider
ed
judgment and an ability to organize and delegate responsibility.
Mr. Ervin commutes at least twice a month to Washington on NBC
matters
related to the FCC and Congressional sub-committees. The growth of broadcas
ting
over the past 15 years, he points out, has led to Congressional moves to regulate
more closely the practices of the industry.

CONTACT
RINTOUL

Edgar

WITH WPON, PONTIAC, 81
MICHIGAN
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The pressure of his position appear to" have had no telling effect.
is a
relaxed, friendlys individu
al who spends his time away from business at his He
summer
home at Fire Island, L. L, with his wife, the former Norma Murray
of Milford
Mass., and their son, William Edgar, 10. They were married
in 1943 after a
courtship that began in Washington, where both were attached
to the Military
Intelligence Service. Mrs. Ervin is a Wellesley graduate who
interested her husband
in malacology (shell-collecting). They make their home
in Peter Cooper Village
in Manhattan but hie off to Fire Island as soon as the weather
becomes pleasant.
Mr. Ervin is a member the American Bar Assn. and the
Assn. of the Bar of the
City of New York. He enjoys playing bridge and listening
Bro.adcasting
to jazz records
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bubbling mixture of music and interviews
originates in the Sheraton Casino every weekday from 6 to 9 a.m. It's a
one more reason why WKMH can
with visiting celebrities . . . plus interviews with important local people. Ross is
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help you "land the big ones" when you cast your line in the rich Detroit
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sales success.
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mood,

The dilemma of tv allocations, never far
in the background, was smack out front
again last week.
It was in the open in Buffalo, N. Y.,
where NBC said it would have to fold its
uhf WBUF (TV) for failure to keep up with
the vhf competition, despite a $2 million
investment and all the promotional and
other forces the network could muster to
back it.
It was behind closed doors in Washington, D. C, where the FCC told its staff to
get down to business analyzing (1) the current quandary and (2) the various suggestions on how to get out of it.
In inverse order, here's what happened:

v's, throws

tells

staff

to

MAY

in towel
chart

Comr. Ford's position, it is understood,
is to push forward on a broadall deintermixintermixed
ture front in order to make
markets either all vhf or all uhf. Mr. Ford
did not spell out the specifics of his sug-

gestion.
The ABC hierarchy met with FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer and all commissioners
except Robert E. Lee, plus Broadcast Bureau
chief Harold Cowgill and network study
chief Warren Baum.
Representing ABC were Leonard H.
Goldenson, president; Oliver Treyz, tv president; Alfred Beckman, tv stations relations
vice president; Frank Marx, tv engineering
vice president, and Robert H. Hinckley,
ed
THE FCC last week started a full-fledg
Washington vice president.
reappraisal of its television allocations
The ABC officials pressed for adoption
philosophy.
of that network's latest allocations plan,
It took the first step to line up a broad
suggests adding a third vhf channel
which
base on which to judge the present tv servcommunities where there now are
top
14
in
sugbeen
ice and the alternatives that have
only two vhf outlets.
gested by ordering its staff to begin imThe third vhf channel could be added to
mediately acomplete review of the techthe following cities through the use of
nology, the social and the economic philosoor direcphy of tv allocations.
lower mileage separations and/ Louisvill
e,
ABC maintains:
antennas,
tional
later
urgency
added
given
was
move
The
ce,
Providen
Y.),
was
Syracuse, Rochester (N.
in the week with the news that NBC
Jacksonville, Knoxville, Mobile-Pensacola,
Buffalo.
in
station
uhf
its
down
closing
Birmingham, Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo,
The exigency of the uhf-vhf problem
was hammered home in a 90-minute private
Oklahoma City, Shreveport, Greensboros
sioner
Winston-Salem-High Point, Wheeling-Steuconference between FCC commis
benville and Toledo.
and top ABC executives who came to Washington last Thursday.
Principals in the hastily-arranged conference (the appointment was made MonStaring the FCC in the face was the
to comment.
Senate
refused
the
day)
second call to appear before
ood that the bulk of the
underst
was
It
actions
its
detail
to
tee
Commerce Commit
ABC's clearance probmeeting dealt with
on the allocations problem. The Commislems in communities where the network
sion is scheduled to appear June 26, the
shares affiliation with other networks, or
second time within as many months.
where it has a uhf station as an affiliate.
The Commission at its all-day allocaThe Buffalo situation was brought into
tions meeting Monday had two specific
the conversation as an example of the
intramural proposals before it. One was by
a networkComr. T. A. M. Craven, the other by Comr.
virtual impossibility of even equally
with
owned uhf station competing
Frederick W. Ford. It also had the ABC
stations.
vhf
two
proposal submitted earlier this month
The Comm'ssion did not commit itself
[Government, June 9].
the discussion with ABC, it was learned.
in
threea
s
Comr. Craven's plan propose
The Commission directed the staff to
step program which would begin by estabdraw up a basic foundation of existing tv
lishing three comparable facilities in all
patterns and overlay this with problems and
major markets which do not now have them;
the
by
extend this to the top 150 markets
proposed solutions.
No specific approach was directed.
end of this year when the final report of
One request was to draw up a list of all
the Television Allocations Study Organizalong
a
on
intermixed markets and to show what other
tion has been completed, and
range basis (with a 7 to 10-year transition
vhf signals are entering from outside tv staBroadcasting

for

WBUF

problems,

period) reallocate all tv into 25 vhf channels
in the 174-324 mc band.

FCC

SPUR
(TV)

solutions

tions. Another suggestion was that the staff
show how the deletion of a vhf channel or
channels would leave viewers now being
served, and whether they would lose service
completely or receive an inferior signal.
The staff was also instructed to use the
various plans that have been submitted as
a guide in developing alternatives on community, regional and nation a! base-.
It also was told to consider such technical developments as precision offset, cir-

Disillusioning

curves

[This chart portrays the hard facts of life
of NBC's Buffalo uhf try. Despite boosting
set conversion to 80%, the share-of-audience
curves remained depressingly low. The full
story is on page 32-33.
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IV ALLOCATIONS CONTINUED
Clllar polarization, directional antennas and
reduced mileage separations.
Some thought is being given, it is understood, to the establishment of an FCC
task force to attack the extensive task.
Although the staff was not given a deadline for submission of this material, it's
understood the Commission
indicated it

would like to see the bulk of the study in
three or four months.
It is felt, that the TASO report can be
integrated into the FCC study whenever it
is submitted. The TASO report on propagation factors plus information on potential
developments in equipment is scheduled to
be completed by the end of this year.
TASO has just contracted with the U. of
Texas to complete the analysis of its data
(see page 80).

Uhf
no
go
against
multiple
v's — NBC
Uhf reached a new crossroads last week.
ABC shows until ABC could get a full-time
NBC was instrumental in putting it there
outlet, assuming this occurred within a
by announcing plans to abandon its uhf
reasonable" length of time.
station in Buffalo, ch. 17 WBUF (TV). The
[The "reasonable time" presumably would
reason: Despite years of trying and a $2
depend on how soon the FCC grants Bufmillion investment in plant and promotion,
falo's now-unoccupied ch. 7. There are three
NBC could see no chance that WBUF
applicants: Great Lakes Tv Inc., Greater
would be a successful operation even five
Erie Broadcasting Co. and WKBW-TV Inc.
Great Lakes was favored in an initial deciyears from now. Aside from the $2 million
investment. WBUFs operating losses were
sion issued by Hearing Examiner Gifford
Irion
in 1956, and again in 1957 when the
reported unofficially to total at least $1 million to date.
case was remanded to the hearing examiner
for further hearing. The contest was reObservers felt this action, probably more
manded for further testimony and the hearthan any other to date, dramatized the probing was closed last February and reopened
lems of uhf operators faced with vhf combriefly in April. A third initial decision
petition, and should spur FCC into definiagain
favoring Great Lakes was issued last
tive action on allocations. Whether it brightmonth.
ened the chances of the pending plan for
The first remand was concerned with the
reallocating all television into a mostly new
financial
qualifications of WKBW-TV Inc.
25-channel vhf band, suggested by FCC
The
examiner
found that it was qualified.
Comr. T. A. M. Craven as a starting point
The second remand involved differences in
for FCC discussion [Lead Story, June 2],
coverage among the proposals, but this was
appeared moot.
clarified when amendments were permitted
NBC was hopeful its move would help
to equalize all the applications.
rather than hurt uhf. Officials stressed that
Great Lakes is a combination of the Buftheir belief that a uhf station could not comfalo Courier-Express, WKAL-WKTV (TV)
pete against multiple v's should not be
Utica,
N. Y. (Kallett Theatres), and WPIT
stretched to imply that uhf cannot compete
Inc.
(Berkaman-Laux)
interests. Greater
in any circumstances. They hoped their
Erie
is
WWOL
Buffalo,
and
WKBW-TV Inc.
failure in Buffalo would point up to FCC
is WKBW Buffalo.]
the need for "selective deintermixture" to
The first question in many minds when
avoid further repetitions of the many inNBC made known its decision to darken
stances in which u's have succumbed to
WBUF was what, if anything, this might
multiple v's. They felt that in any event
continuing to carry the station at a loss
mean in relationship to NBC's ownership
of uhf WNBC (TV) New Britain, Conn,
could contribute nothing to the overall welfare of uhf.
(ch. 30), and CBS-TV's ownership of uhf
stations in Milwaukee (WXIX, ch. 19) and
They also announced that NBC is invesHartford, Conn. (WHCT, ch. 18). None of
tigating other markets with an eye toward
these u's has been overwhelmingly successacquiring another u — but under more favorful.
able competitive conditions.
NBC officials pointed out, however, that
They also said they would not have detheir New Britain-Hartford situation is difcided to drop WBUF if they could have
seen a reasonable chance of getting into the
ferent inthat there are two u's (WNBC and
WHCT) in competition with a single local
black in one, two or even three years.
v (WTIC-TV Hartford), plus one v in nearThe WBUF closure is set for Oct. 1, and
on that date NBC will affiliate with WGRby New Haven (WNHC-TV). They said
TV Buffalo. WGR-TV, on ch. 2, currently
they naturally were "watching the situation
is affiliated with ABC-TV, and David C.
closely," as they do with all owned stations,
Moore, president of Transcontinent Televibut that WNBC was "doing very well," maksion Corp., owner of WGR-TV, said his
ing "a very small profit" and running not
too far behind the national average in
station would continue to carry ABC programs to the extent of approximately 50%
ratings. They thought it was not a "good"
situation
but hoped it would remain a "liv— perhaps a little more — of its prime nightable" one.
time schedule if a third vhf station were not
They denied reports that they had a
moved into Buffalo and put on the air by
Oct. I.
"stand-by" affiliation agreement with WTICTV.
Mr. Moore said that although he was
CBS officials reacted cautiously, but said
pleased to re-affiliate with NBC, WGR-TV's
they
had no present plans to dispose of
relationship with ABC had been "happy"
either WXIX or WHCT. It is understood
and that he was glad to cooperate and conthat WXIX is slightly on the profit side.
tinue to carry a substantial proportion of
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Without confirming this report, CBS-TV officials said WHCT is "doing even better
than Milwaukee."
In announcing NBC's decision to drop
WBUF and re-affiliate WGR-TV, Harry
Bannister, network vice president for station relations, described the situation thus:
"NBC's experience in Buffalo demonstrates that this uhf station cannot compete effectively against multiple vhf stations
in the same market, and its situation will
worsen when the third vhf station assigned
to Buffalo comes on the air.

"The company has devoted maximum efforts and resources to develop a productive
uhf service in Buffalo. Nevertheless the station is not succeeding, either competitively,
financially or as a service to the public and
the advertisers.
"NBC is investigating various other markets looking toward the possible acquisition and operation of a uhf station where the
competitive handicaps are not so extreme
and where there may be a reasonable expectation of an effective operation."
David C. Adams, NBC executive vice
president for corporate relations, visited FCC
last Tuesday to break the news and explain the network's reason b-fore the decision was made public. He was armed with
extensive facts and figures compiled under
the direction of Hugh M. Beville Jr., planning and research vice president.
NBC officials made clear that they had
done their best to develop WBUF. Their
efforts included building a new studio plant,
boosting power to a megawatt, raising tower
height, improving programming and conducting acontinuing promotion campaign.
The net result was to boost set conversions to 80% — but with little progress in
share of audience. WBUF's share of audience in all tv homes went from 15% to
19% between October 1956 and February
1958, while the two Buffalo v's are understood to have approximately 40% each. In
uhf homes WBUF's share dropped from
26% to 23% in the 16-month period, but
total uhf homes had gone up from 57%
to
time.80% of all tv homes during the same
As another indicator, NBC checked
WBUF's ratings on key network programs
against the national ratings for those programs. In 33 three-station basic markets,
of which Buffalo is one, the average share is
about 35%. WBUF, "by far the lowest" of
all these 33, is 18.7. WNBC New Britain's,
by comparison, is about 29.5.
Where The Price Is Right had a national
rating of 32, its rating in Buffalo was 14.
The Fisher-Gobel Show scored 30 nationally, 9 in Buffalo (for other examples, see
opposite page).
NBC

authorities attributed these differences to technical reasons. Among them:
The heavy snows and high winds in Buffalo tend to disorient receiving antennas
slightly, which hurts uhf but not vhf reception; deterioration of lead-ins has far more
damaging effect on uhf pictures than on
vhf; the oscillator tube in uhf sets may have
a shorter life than other tubes and viewers
who can continue to get vhf stations are less
quick to replace it when it goes.
NBC officials emphasized that in their
Broadcasting

unique.''
view the Buffalo situation was "not
They singled out the Norfolk. Va., area as
e, they said,
one "parallel example." VTher
(ch. 15). despite
their uhf affiliate WVEC-T
heavy promotion, had its share of audience
cut from 16% in November 1955 to 7%
in November 1957, when a second v, ch.
10 WAVY-TV in nearby Portsmouth, commenced operations. WAVY-TV, an ABC
affiliate, had a 39% share, they reported.
(Another vhf channel has been reassigned
to this area and WVEC-TV is one of the
applicants for it.)
There are approximately eight markets,
aside from Buffalo, in which u's are up
against multiple v's.
These include Hartford-New Haven-New
Britain and the Norfolk-Portsmouth-Newport News-Hampton situations; Knoxville,
Tenn. (ch. 26 WTVK vs. two v's, WATE
TV and WBIR-TV); Miami-Fort Lauderdale (ch. 17 WITV vs. three currently operating v's, WCKT, WPST, and WTVJ); Milwaukee (WXIX vs. three v's, WISN-TV,
WITI-TV and WTMJ-TV); San Antonio
(ch. 41 KCOR-TV vs. three v's, KENS-TV,
KONO-TV and WOAI-TV); San FranciscoKSAN-TV vs. four v's
Oakland (ch. 32 KRON
-TV and KTVU),
KGO-TV, KPIX,
Tampa-St. Petersburg (ch. 38 WSUN-TV
vs. two v's, WF LA-TV and WTVT).
Cities in which u's have gone dark in opposition tomultiple vhf competition in their
own or nearby markets include, since January 1957, Jacksonville; Miami; Pittsburgh;
Portland, Ore.; Raleigh, N. C; Sacramento,
Calif., and Winston-Salem, N. C.
Present personnel at WBUF, NBC authorities reported, will be reassigned within
the NBC organization insofar as possible on
closing of the station. Charles C. Bevis Jr.
is general manager.
NBC hopes it will find a customer for the
WBUF physical facilities in the new ch. 7
management, when that case has been decided by FCC. There was speculation NBC
might make the WBUF stand-by transmitter
available for an educational tv operation in
Buffalo, for which ch. 23 has been assigned
to WTVE (TV).
NBC bought WBUF in March 1955 from
Sherwin Grossman and Gary L. Cohen for
$312,000. The station had commenced operations in August 1953. It went dark in February 1955 but resumed operations a month
later coincident with the NBC purchase. The
network took over the ownership in December 1955, and WBUF became a full-time
NBC outlet in August 1956 when the network's contract with WGR-TV expired.
In announcing the re-affiliation of WGRTV last week, effective Oct. 1, NBC's Bannister said it would mean resumption of "a
relationship which in the past proved most
beneficial to all interested parties — the public in the Buffalo area, the advertisers, the
stations and the network."
Mr. Moore, said "all of us at WGR-TV
are delighted to re-affiliate with NBC. We
es
are confident that our station's vhf faciliti
will enable many more viewers in this area
to receive NBC's excellent programs. WGRTV was affiliated with NBC originally when
it went on the air in August 1954. It will
continue to carry selected ABC-TV programs until such time as the establishment of
another vhf tv facility in the community."
Broadcasting
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'Telurbia' study envisions

status in 1960

•
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Advertisers
this week at
I960, when
tougher than

Island communities

and agencies will get a look
how radio may be doing in
tv competition will be even
now.

It'll be growing even more rapidly than
it did last year, if results of a special study
conducted for Radio Advertising Bureau
is any guide.
RAB wanted to know how well radio
stacks up, from the audience point of
view, against "the ultimate" in tv competition— in area, where television is most
heavily entrenched and saturated. It picked
Levittown and Wantagh, Long Island, for
its testing ground.
In these two communities — which RAB
dubbed "Telurbia" — tv set saturation is
90.1%, or some 6.8 points ahead of the national average and the proportion of children
is high, which means — according to A. C.
Nielsen Co. data cited by RAB — that time
spent watching television also is above average. This "Telurbia" also is served by seven
tv stations, the maximum.
The study was made for RAB by FactFinders Assoc., New York, which interviewed 775 housewives selected at random
outside supermarkets in the two communities. Highlight findings as disclosed by RAB
in a report being released today (Monday):
« More than half — 400, or 51.6% — of
the "Telurban" families reported they bought
new radio sets last year. This, RAB estimated, is 68.6% more than the national
average last year. Actually the bureau feels
the difference is even greater, because the
"national average" was computed on the assumption that each of the 15.4 million radio

WHERE

NEW

RADIOS

for special project

sets sold last year went into a different home
—that no homes bought more than one.
• Nine out of ten of the sets bought in
Telurbia were "extra sets" in homes that already had from one to six radios. Almost
nine out of ten of them went into non-tv
rooms (see illustration). Less than 9% were
bought to replace existing sets; only 1%
were "first" sets.

• The sets were not bought for lack of
tv sets. More than 99% of the families who
bought new radios are also television set
owners.
• Nine out of ten families are listening to
radio as much as or more than they did a
year ago.
• The average price paid by Telurban
families for new radios was $32.93 in the
case of home sets and $70 for auto sets.
RAB Promotion Director Miles David
said expenditures of this size are "the most
powerful evidence possible of active, wideawake listening interest in radio. You don't
spend this kind of money for something you
don't plan to use.

"And the Telurbia study shows these
families already had radios — were buying
additional sets because they wanted to have
more places in which radio listening could be
accessible to them. Only 1% were buying
their first radio — newlyweds, we imagine."'
The report estimates that tv saturation in
Telurbia is about a year and a half to two
years ahead of that nationally, based on tv's
recent growth rates. Thus RAB feels radio
activity in this area should be "a good index
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to what radio trends will be when the rest of
the U. S. catches up."
The report does not undertake to ascribe
causes for the increased radio set buying in
Telurbia as compared to the national average, except to point out that Telurbians obviously want, through additional sets, to
have radio available to them in more places.
Brochures based on the report, titled "Radio in Telurbia," will be distributed to advertisers and agencies, as well as to RAB
members, starting this week.
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tv now has been brought into Lever
six-month-old drive to capture a
share of toothpaste sales.
marketing-advertising on behalf of
Lever's newest toothpaste entry, Stripe (it's
striped pink and white, has a spearmint
flavor), is being handled by the company's
Pepsodent Div., an old hand at both toothvision. paste selling and advertising with spot tele-

Although Lever and its agency for Stripe,
J. Walter Thompson, New York, would not
reveal full details on how many spots are
being run nor in how many markets, a
spokesman for the company noted it was a
"good schedule." Another executive close
to the spot campaign described it as "substantial." Iis
t known that the schedule (minute and 20-second spots) is being run in
markets where the toothpaste now is being
introduced (currently about half the U. S.,
according to a rough estimate). Generally,
the spots have been placed starting this
month and availabilities ordered through
September.
Originally, Stripe followed a pattern last
fall of breaking into initial markets with
print media only, although two cities were
used as test spot tv markets as early as last
December [Business Briefly, Dec. 30,
1957]. The toothpaste contains hexachlorophene, claimed as a bacteria killer. Copy
theme: Stripe gives the benefits of a mouthwash and a toothpaste, combats bad breath
and tooth decay.
By mid-January of this year [Advertisers
& Agencies, Jan. 29], Stripe, still allocating
its budget in newspapers, moved the product's distribution and advertising into metropolitan New York, parts of Illinois (including Chicago) and Wisconsin. As of this
month, the Stripe introduction has fanned
out to about half the country's selling areas,
according to Lever.
A report that Stripe might be moved into
the high-budgeted Jackie Gleason vehicle
being prepared on an alternate week sponsorship basis for Lever and Pharmaceuticals
for next fall on CBS-TV was shrugged off
by Lever as premature. No Lever products
have been set for the show [Advertisers &
Agencies, June 9].

The Pepsodent Div. broke into spot tv
on behalf of Pepsodent toothpaste in a big
way a few months ago [Advertisers &
Broadcasting

Agencies, March 3] installing tonnage use
of spot tv (saturation buys averaging 50
ID's per week in about 50 markets). The Pepsodent schedule now varies from 50 to 75
markets. Agency is Foote, Cone & Belding,
New York.
Lever readily admits that Stripe will compete with Pepsodent. Both have the same
price level. But Lever is banking on Stripe
being treated as a product different from
Pepsodent in its appeal to the consumer.

Stripe is seen as Lever's added "plus" in the
toothpaste market. (Pepsodent ranks No. 3.
Colgate-Palmolive's Colgate is first, Procter
& Gamble's Gleem ranks second and BristolMyer's Ipana is fourth.)
Lever's tv investEstimated figures of any
is moving up
ments indicate the comp
rate. In
rapid
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at
n
colum
tv
in the spot
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invest
it
year
this
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er
quart
the first
some $5 million in network tv (ranking No.
5, according to Television Bureau of Advertising) and another $3.5 million in spot tv

listing).
(placing it No. 2 on TvB's inspot
network tv
Last year, Lever was fifth
with $16.2 million-plus and seventh in spot
tv with over $7.6 million.
Newman

Exits Kudner

for MJ&A

Paul Newman, former Kudner Agency
executive, has joined MacManus, John &
Adams, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., and New
York, becoming the
second high-echelon
Kudner veteran to
go to MJ&A. Mr.
Newman, an executive vice president
and executive art director atKudner, becomes senior vice
president and director of creative services at MJ&A. He
left Kudner shortly
MR. NEWMAN
after that agency
lost the Buick account to McCann-Erickson.
While at Kudner he was active on the GM
institutional, GM Truck & Coach, Fisher
Body and Frigidaire accounts. MJ&A services GM institutional (television), Pontiac,
Cadillac and the imported Vauxhall accounts. Mr. Newman was preceded a fortnight ago by Vincent F. Aiello, former Kudner executive president and copy chief, who
joined MJ&A as senior vice president and
director of creative planning.
MPAA's Radio Drive Stalls
Motion Picture Assn. of America, slated
to kick off a nationwide radio spot drive
July 1 to build theatre attendance, has been
"indefinitely" its target
forced to postpone
date due to lack of funds with which to

order availabilities. Officials at MPAA's
advertising agency, Donahue & Coe, N. Y.,
pointed out last week that the fate of the
radio part of the campaign would be decided at a meeting of exhibitors and distributors slated for "later in July." These
film sales and booking agents had pledged
a specified amount of cash (initially $300,000 for all media out of a planned budget
of $2.3 million) but many of them have
not been fulfilled.
Broadcasting
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admen
Ebel says integrity can defeat criticism of

Nearly a thousand of the Advertising
Federation of America's 30,000 membership met in Dallas, Tex., last week to assess
advertising's place in the current economy
and plot strategy for the legislative-regulatory battleground. The Dallas meeting was
the AFA's 54th annual convention.
Delegates returned the AFA's top echelon
to office and elected a new corps of vice
witnessed presentapresidents. They also
tion of the annual club achievement awards
to 25 advertising clubs and the Advertising
Woman of the Year title bestowed on

Margot Sherman, McCann-Erickson vice
president [Awards, July 9]. Two deceased
advertising pioneers were give places in the
AFA Hall of Fame. Honored were Albert
D. Lasker, president of Lord & Thomas
agency (now Foote, Cone & Belding) , who
died in 1952, and Orlando Harn, founding
member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations, who died in 1955.
Federation member organizations all over
world were represented in Dallas.
ng introThe Sunday-Wednesday meeti
duced the AFA theme for the coming year,
"Look up . . . think up . . . through advertising." Ad men and women dealt not only
advertising's
with current issues but with
long-range future as well. A large part of
one day was given to advertising education,
discussed in committee reports and speeches
r-old stuby university educators. A 17-yea
dent, Cynthia Smith of Miami, Fla., was
awarded a $500 national prize for her winning essay on "What Advertising Means to
At Sunday's opening session, C. James
Proud, president and general manager of
the federation, said advertising tax threats
during the past year inspired the formation
Me."advertising clubs everywhere. He reof new
ported AFA clubs totaled 123, in addition
to 16 national-affiliated organizations and
1,000 company members.
Getting down to topical business on Monday, the AFA was advised by U. S. Sen.
Robert S. Kerr (D-Okla.), to make politics
"in
more and more a part of its business—
more
do
you
ss
"Unle
ess."
fact, every busin
in the future than you have in the past," the
wind up with
legislator warned, "you might and
more and
less and less representation
more taxation." Sen. Kerr challenged, "You
can stay out of politics, if you want to, but
ss,
you can't keep politics out of your busine
of
one
fore,
There
do.
you
what
r
matte
no
to
is
e
futur
the
in
your most important jobs
And
cs.
politi
in
felt
ence
influ
make your
who is better equipped or more able to do

thisAt than
outset of his speech, Sen. Kerr
the you?"
greeted the 700 lunchers by paying tribute
to admen's accomplishments "for Hadacol,
corn plasters and sodium acetylsalicylate
acid— both before and after it was Bufferined." "But," he added, "the most amaz-

ing promotion by any group in 50 years is
what the Madison Avenue boys have done
since '52 down at the White House."
James S. Fish, vice president and advertising director of General Mills, Minneapolis, presided at the Monday luncheon.
Strategists on the "Advertising Battleground" session Monday afternoon were
Edwin W. Ebel, vice president of General
Foods Corp.; Harry A. Babcock, executive
director of the Federal Trade Commission;
Whitman Hobbs, BBDO vice president;
Geoffrey Baker, vice president, Ralston
Div., Ralston-Purina Co., and others. AFA
General Counsel John Dwight Sullivan dealt
with attacks and taxes on advertising at all
government levels.
Mr. Ebel, referring to advertising as pictured in popular books, asked, "Is our skin
getting too thin?" He urged admen in their
zealousness to answer attacks on the profession not to overlook "what advertising may
be doing to itself." "Are we doing things
which lessen public confidence in advertising— or are we doing all we can to build
public confidence, for as long as there is
public confidence in advertising, it will be
difficult for its adversaries to make their
criticism stick," Mr. Ebel counseled.
keep the public's conAdvertising must
fidence by keeping messages believable, he

ing use of the "super-superlasaid, deplor
tive," "weasel words" and asterisks referring
to "the qualifying phrase in wee little cootie
Slaps at False Advertising
Director Babcock of the FTC called for
AFA support in eliminating fictitious pricing and bait advertising. He commended the
AFA for the "brains, energy and capacity"
its project to cooperate with the govbehind
type."
ernment for honesty in advertising.
Whitman Hobbs, BBDO vice president,
called for an end to advertising "blandness"
and for advertising "to shake people up and
thems buy."
make
Mr. Baker told how a "small
Ralston'
advertiser with big ideas" can make sales
headway in a competitive field. Ralston's
four-point "Operation Bootstrap" for its
cereals through Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli

e teleagency entailed (1) use of nighttim
vision (an area shunned by other cereals) to
reach adults, (2) a respectful approach to
with a successthe customer, (3) persistenceservice.
Gardner
ful formula and (4) public
help
with
Adv. was credited by Mr. Baker
in achieving Purina Dog Chow sales success.
AFA General Counsel Sullivan, referring
to federal billboard legislation, condemned
efforts to coerce state and individuals
through federal grants. He also touched on
the federal tax situation and local advertising taxes, concluding, "I think it timely to
suggest that leaders of the industry join with
AFA in devoting some hard thought and
June 16, 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
hard work to the business of selling advertising itself to the public and to government.
Formation of the American Academy of
Advertising "to advance professional interest in advertising education" was made
public Tuesday. AFA Chairman Ralph M.
Feemster, executive committee chairman of
the Wall Street Journal, emphasized advertising's educational challenge, saying, "The
nation's greatest need for the future is not
to make more but to market more." The
new Advertising Educational Foundation
will work through the AFA to raise funds
for education programs, it was announced.
Philadelphia financier Alfred M. Greenfield sounded another challenge in a call
for a large-scale urban redevelopment program. He asked advertising help in coping
with what he believes is the most crucial
economic problem of the coming decade
and recommended that President Eisenhower create a cabinet-status office for
metropolitan renewal problems.
Radio and television emerged at the final
day's AFA sessions as the media best able
to weather a recession. Kevin B. Sweeney,
president of Radio Advertising Bureau,
predicted a 5-7% volume increase for radio
this year, saying, "We think the recession
is helping radio." Mr. Sweeney took the
occasion to announce a series of monthly
RAB awards to regional advertisers for
radio commercials.
President Norman E. Cash of the Television Bureau of Advertising told of a
paradoxical situation of revenue increased
this year but spread more thinly because
of more tv stations and longer broadcasting
hours.
Robert L. Moore, vice president of the
Bureau of Advertising of the American
Newspaper Assn. and Robert Kenyon, president of the Magazine Publishers Assn.,
both reported reduced advertising volume,
blaming it on automobile cutbacks.
In a panel session, "The Boss Looks at
His Advertising Program," Don G. Mitchell,
president of Sylvania Electric Products,
cautioned against cutting budgets and said
his firm is holding the line on advertising
and promotion. "The company that crawls
into a corner these days may never get
out of it." Mr. Mitchell warned. An advertiser should increase expenditures as long
as gross income attributable to advertising
exceeds the cost of the advertising, he advised.
Donald C. Power, president of General
Telephone Corp., recommended that top
management "take a practical and intimate
interest in the company's advertising."
Effects of the recession on advertising
were noted by AFA President Proud, who
called attention to increasing use'-of a hardsell approach, and James S. Fish, General
Mills vice president and advertising director,
who said his firm is stressing the economy
angle in copy.
AFA officers re-elected were Mr.
Feemster, chairman of the board of directors; Mr. Fish, vice chairman, and Mr.
Proud, president and general manager.
David H. Kutner, merchandising manager. Motorola Inc., Chicago, was elected
treasurer, and Ruth M. Volckmann, office
Page 36
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manager. Sawyer, Ferguson, Walker Co.,
New York, was named secretary.
Nine executives were elected to AFA's
board of directors. Incumbents re-elected
to two-year terms are Mary E. Busch, executive vice president, Emery Advertising
Corp., Baltimore; Robert M. Gray, manager,
advertising and sales promotion, Esso Standard Oil Co., New York; Joseph E. Hobbins,
advertising manager, The Anaconda Co.,

New York, and Mr. Kutner, treasurer.
Newly-elected directors are Thomas
D'Arcy Brophy, former chairman, Kenyon
& Eckhardt Inc.. New York; Mr. Ebel of
General Foods; Worth Kramer, vice president and general manager, WJR Detroit;
Walter D. Scott, vice president in charge of
television sales, New York; and J. C. Williams, senior vice president, Fuller & Smith
& Ross Inc.

TRIPLE-SPOTTING

CLEARS

I riple-spotting within terms of the NAB
Television Code was reaffirmed last week

fects not only the community and advertiser but the stations as well because "viewers and listeners drift away and ultimately

by the association's Television Code Review
Board in the face of formal criticism by
the Assn. of National Advertisers [Lead
Story. May 26] and informal objections by
some advertising agencies.
The code board, through Chairman Roger
W. Clipp, Triangle Stations, said the code
statf "was constantly alert through its monitoring activities to seek out and correct any
instances of chipping away at the opening
or closing of programs."
This "chipping away" statement apparently was based on ANA statements and
an observation by Lee N. Rich, Benton &
Bowles vice president-media director, that
some broadcasters are crowding "50 seconds of commercial time between network
tv programs when only 30 seconds are
allocated for local sale" [Advertisers &
Agencies, May 26].
The NAB Tv Code (Par. 6) states, "More
than two back-to-back announcements plus
the conventional sponsored 10-second station ID are not acceptable between programs or within the framework of a single
program. Announcements scheduled between programs shall not interrupt a preceding or following program." The board
felt this language "provides adequately and
clearly against this violation."
The Code Board reviewed the whole
question of multiple-spotting, including published articles purporting to show that advertisers and agencies have selected Denver,
Colo., as a test tv blackout city in an effort
to frighten the television industry away from
this practice.
Several New York agencies are understood to be writing a triple-spotting ban in
some of their spot contracts [Closed Circuit, May 26].
Hugh B. Terry, president-general manager, and Jack Tipton, station manager-sales
director of KLZ-TV Denver, told Broadcasting they are not aware of any agency
television blackout in Denver.

"We have had no major change in our
advertising schedules," Mr. Tipton said.
"We have lost only one spot schedule in
which multiple-spotting could have been a
factor. KLZ-TV operates within the limits
of the NAB Tv Code."
Mr. Rich, as an active opponent of triplespotting, told the Pennsylvania Assn. of
Broadcasters May 21 his agency considers
triple-spotting "unethical during prime tv
hours." He said he fails to see "any justification in this procedure."
He contended consecutive spotting af-

TV

CODE

so ANA
will the
advertiser."
issued
a report May 26 making
known its belief that triple-spotting is no
longer acceptable. It claimed a survey of
ANA members showed that an important

segment of advertisers "are victims of the
triple-spotting abuse in television." George
Abrams of Revlon, chairman of ANA's
Radio-Tv Committee, said the big complaint was that "network advertisers get
less time than they pay for when stations
triple-spot, since multiple announcements
eat into network program time."
NAB's Tv Code Board will report on its
triple-spotting discussion when the association's Television Board meets Wednesday
in Washington. Members of the code group,
besides Chairman Clipp, are Mrs. Hugh
McClung, KHSL-TV Chico, Calif.; Richard A. Borel, WBNS-TV Columbus, Ohio;
Donald H. McGannon, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., New York, and E. K.
Hartenbower, KCMO-TV Kansas City.
NAB staff members who took part in the
Monday-Tuesday code meeting were President Harold E. Fellows; Thad H. Brown,
tv vice president; Edward H. Bronson, tv
code affairs director; Douglas Anello, chief
attorney; Don Martin, public relations assistant tothe president; Robert K. Richards,
NAB consultant, and Charles S. Cady, assistant to Mr. Bronson.

'Big Brother' Check Offered
On Market Research Interviews
Enter Big Brother in the field of market
research.
Marketing Impact Research Inc., New
York, has been circulating a letter among
research directors of advertisers and agencies and to agency presidents detailing its
"third party" method of validating interviews, or "at last — a real safeguard against
interviewer cheating."
MIR, in existence for about a year and
numbering several agencies, advertisers and
magazines among its clientele, explains its
system this way:
"Third party validation makes use of the
thousands of Western Union offices spread
throughout the nation. When interviews are
completed and submitted to our office, we
immediately compile a roster of persons
interviewed. These are grouped by interviewer and presented to Western Union for
direct telephone verification by the Western
Union operators in each local community.
"Western Union systematically contacts
each name provided to determine whether
Broadcasting

er

Alexand

Ben
Officer

Frank

Smith

tells how

to go into business

for yourself

"People who know me as Officer Frank
Smith on Dragnet are always' surprised to
discover I'm a businessman as well as an
actor.
"My 'business career' started back in
1945. I had been a radio announcer in
Hollywood for years before the war. But
when I got out of the Navy, the only outfit that would give me my old job back
was Union Oil. I was rehired to announce
their Point Sublime radio show.
"In April of 1946 I bought a Union Oil
station. It did so well I bought another in
October. I ended up with four of them.

BEN AND DON MYERS, STATION MGR.
"Then I branched out into the motel
business and bought my place at Franklin
and Cahuenga in Hollywood.
"The next step was my car agency in
Highland Park. I opened another in
now I'm dickering for
Upland, and right
the third one in Redondo Beach.

.
'creating jobs gives me more satisfaction than acting
time before we hired a manager for the
"Maybe acting isn't enough. Or maybe
simply that creating jobs for other
it's
the
car agencies, I'm on
motel. At my
floor with the other salesmen, but they
people gives me more satisfaction than
sell.
I
g
anythin
on
ion
get full commiss
# ever# played."
*
*
any part I've
"Sometimes people ask me why I bother
Ben Alexander could have left his money
"My wife and I made the beds and
with all the additional work when I'm
scrubbed down the bathrooms for a long
n.
doing well in televisio
in the bank, or buried it in his back yard.
Instead, he invested it at his own risk and
DEALERSHIP.
BEN TAKES DELIVERY ON A TRAILER-FULL OF CARS AT HIS
created jobs for 135 people.
As long as people who can save money
have the incentive to put it back to work,
our economy will prosper.
That incentive is profit. It creates
thousands of new businesses in this
year. It is the backbone of
every economy.
country
the American

"I've always made it a point never to go
into a business until I had learned it
thoroughly. At the service stations, I
worked right along with the boys. I can
lube a car or wash a windshield with the
best of them.

YOUR COMMENTS ARE INVITED. Write: The
Chairman of the Board, Union Oil Co., Union
Oil Center, Los Angeles 17, Calif.

Union

Oil

MANUFACTURERS

Broadcasting

Company
OF ROYAL TRITON, THE AMAZING

OF

CALIFORNIA

PURPLE MOTOR

OIL
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as

basic

as

the

alphabet

EGYPTIAN
Long before an alphabet
was created, the Egyptians
used a picture-sign like this
as the symbol for door.
PHOENICIAN
Leading merchants of the
Mediterranean, the Phoenicians converted the Egyptian
sign into a triangle representing the first sound in
daleth (door).

V

GREEK
Later, the Greeks turned the
letter upside down, called it
delta, and used the name to
describe the spreading mouth
of a river.
ROMAN
From an early variant of the
Greek delta, the Romans
reshaped the letter to form
the modern D we use today.

D

Historical data by
Dr. Donald J. Lloyd, Wayne State University

Dealers are pleased when you place radio
advertising on WWJ. They know that WWJ
moves
merchandise — that the station represents modern radio
at its best in the Detroit Southeastern Michigan market.
Start your radio campaign here — with the
WWJ Melody Parade, the WWJ features originating at
Northland and Eastland Shopping Centers, the popular
WWJ Highway Holiday programs— with salesminded
personalities like Hugh Roberts, Faye Elizabeth, Dick French,
Bob Maxwell, and Jim DeLand. It's the basic thing to do!
D ollars and people
are concentrated here
Seventy per tent of Michigan's
population commanding 75
per cent of the state's buying
power lives within W WJ's daytime primary coverage area.

WWJ

RADIO

WORLD'S FIRST RADIO STATION
Owned and operated ty The Detroit News
NBC Affiliate

National Representatives: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
or not the interview was conducted, and to
obtain details which reveal adherence to
the survey procedures and interviewer instructions."
Besides the checking service, MIR also
conducts market surveys on its own. Among
its projects: copy testing. Max Bonfeld, formerly aresearcher for Dun & Bradstreet, is
president. Richard Brehl, MIR vice president, was with the Bennett-Schaikin research
firm.

Emery Develops Questionnaire
On Radio Audience Composition
Emery Advertising Corp., Baltimore, has
developed an evaluation questionnaire to
select radio stations for clients.
The form, mailed to all stations under
consideration in a given market, is designed
to reflect programming and music policies,
news coverage and depth of promotion and
merchandising service. Marshall Hawks,
Emery radio-tv director, explained that the
evaluation form will supplement ratings
with information on audience composition
of stations. "We are attempting to secure
programming information so that we can
temper statistical information with judgment
in order to deliver the type audience our
clients' products need," Mr. Hawks said.
The form also includes questions on commercial scheduling and number of accounts
by product types.

Sponsors Stick With 'Mouse Club'
Five pioneer advertisers, who have sponsored ABC-TV's Mickey Mouse Club since
its inception in 1955, have renewed the
program (Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 5:30-6 p.m.) for
1958-59. They are Bristol-Myers Co.
(Ipana), N. Y., through Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, N. Y.; General Mills Inc.
(cereals), Minneapolis, through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample Inc., N. Y.; Mars Inc. (candies), Chicago, through Knox-Reeves Adv.,
Minneapolis; Mattel Inc. (toys), Los Angeles, through Carson-Roberts Inc., Los Angeles; Miles Labs, (Bactine and One-a-Day
vitamins), Elkhart. Ind., through Geoffrey
Wade Adv., Chicago. Two current sponsors
who have renewed Mickey Mouse Club for
1957-58 are the Gold Seal Co. (Glass Wax
and stencils), Bismarck, N. D., through
Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis, and General
Foods (Baker's products), White Plains,
N. Y., through Young & Rubicam, N. Y.
Terrill Heads C-M in Chicago
Election of Lee Terrill as executive vice
president and manager of the Chicago office
of Campbell-Mithun Inc. was announced
last week by Ray O. Mithun, president and
board chairman of the Minneapolis-based
agency. Mr. Terrill, who joined the Chicago
office May 23, has been with CampbellMithun since 1947 and had been administrative vice president in Minneapolis. The
appointment was made following the resignation of G. Bowman Kreer, effective July
1, who served as co-manager with Phelps
Johnston until last May. Mr. Johnston resigned that post with Mr. Terrill's arrival
and continues as vice president, director,
account supervisor and head of all creative
services.
Broadcasting

PM'S

$5

MOVES

MILLION
TO

PREFERS

BURNETT

JUNGLE

What does Nairobi have that Madison Ave lacks? More than four months

Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, last week was
within fingertip's reach of the $100 million
billing mark as a result of the reassignment
by Philip Morris Co., New York, of the
Philip Morris (regular and king-size)Soncigato
rette account from N. W. Ayer &
Burnett. The Philadelphia-based agency
will lose PM — currently billing an estimated
$5 million — "sometime this fall."
Although Philip Morris preferred to leave
the impending move unexplained beyond

of Dancer-Fitzago Stanley Hamer
gerald-Sample took off for the Dark
had earned as
he
Continent on a trip
contest
Hunter
White
winner of the
conducted last year by KYA San Francisco. After completing the safari arranged for him by KYA, Mr. Hamer
did not return to New York as expected but at last report was still
in Africa, with no
eingming.
happilyn sightse
of homeco
mentio

of cignoting that it seeks "consolidation" rumored
arette advertising, the switch — long
— has led to speculation that Burnett may
apply the same aggressive creativity that it
has shown in radio-tv on behalf of Marlboro. The Chicago agency has been servicing this leading filter brand as well as corporate PM advertising since 1955.
Once a broadcasting heavyweight in terms
of allocations, Philip Morris has been out
of radio-tv since early spring, the chief
reason being its declining sales. The PM
brand dropped from 5th place in 1955 to
7th in 1956 to 9th last year, since '55 has
seen sales slip 29%. The regular-sized PM
dropped from 29 billion cigarettes in 1948
to 10 billion in 1957; king-size, introduced
in 1953, from 8.5 billion to 5 billion. Its
most recent tv venture, sponsorship of The
Milke Wallace Interview on ABC-TV, was

be pinned down as to broadcast plans. Its
executives pleaded, "Give us time to draw

make way for PM's
curtailed quietly
brand, towhich moved into the
Parliament
then Saturday, 10-10:30 p.m. timeslot.
While it's almost a certainty that Burnett intends to give PM brand a new
"image" — possibly through applying the
same motivational research techniques that

. . ." seeks consolidation
plan Morris
a battle
up While
Philip
of brand advertising for its two top items —
much along the lines of P. Lorillard's switch
last year from Young & Rubicam to Lennen
& Newell — it intends to let the other brands
stay where they are. Benton & Bowles,
which recently lost the $400,000 Benson &
Hedges account to Doyle Dane Bernbach,
keeps the $3 million Parliament account;
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather retains the $1.5
million Spud (mentholated) cigarette account. Philip Morris employs no agencies
for its luxury-priced Philip Morris English
Ovals and the Dunhill brand (made specifically in the U.S. for Alfred Dunhill of
London Inc.). Nor are changes planned for
the miscellaneous pipe tobacco advertising

"changed the sex" of Marlboros, once a
woman's favorite — the agency would not

HOW

REAL

assignments. Overall PM advertising currently isestimated at $22.9 million (approximately $9 million in spot, considerably less
in network).

PEOPLE

SPEND

THEIR

TIME

during the week
There were 125,117,000 people in the U.S. over 12 years of age
June 1-7. This is how they spent their time.

64 0%
56.9%
81.3%
31.7%
19.4%
34.7%

(80,200,000)
(71,192,000)
(101/759,000)
(39^662,000)
(24,273,000)
(43,436,000)

watching television
spent 1,409.8 million hours
listening to radio
rs
hou
million
971.9
spent
NEWSPAPERst
reading
s
hour
million
398.7
spent
reading magazines
185.7 million hours
spent
spent 269.7 million hours . . watching movies on tv
attending movies*
181.0 million hours
spent

and published
These totals, compiled by Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa.,
, random dispersion
exclusively by Broadcasting each week, are based on a 48-state
and quarterly
sample of 7,000 interviews (1,000 each day). Sindlinger's weekly
comprehens
furnishe
"Activity" report, from which these weekly figures are drawn,
duplicated
the
shows
and
es,
categori
other
s
numerou
and
sive breakdowns of these
ht 1958 Smdhnger
and unduplicated audiences between each specific medium. Copyrig
& t'O
per readership is attributed
t Approximately 1.5 million of the decrease in individual newspa

able within 2-7 days of the interviewing week.

data shows: (1) 108,403,000
SINDLINGER'S SET COUNT: As of June 1, Sindlinger
m that age group);
people over 12 years of age see tv (86.6% of the people
tv sets in use in U. S.
(2) 4? 001 000 U. S. households with tv; (3) 46,268,000
June 16, 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued

Headley-Reed
Put

Station

Pitches

in the

Act

Head ley-Reed Co., New York, station
representative, decided about a year ago to
add spice to its presentations by taking a
part of a station's programming and commercial approach to the desks of agency
media personnel.
Headley-Reed officials reasoned that conventional presentations, with their emphasis on station coverage and sundry
market statistics, can be a deadly, albeit
valuable, tool. They felt that a station's
personality could be communicated more
dramatically to timcbuyers and media executives if the latter could see and hear
excerpts of the programming and commercials carried on the stations that HeadleyReed represents. The outcome: a tape presentation for radio stations and a film presentation for tv outlets, believed to be a
unique tool among station representatives.
The company invested in 10 portable

In-home
do

tape recorders and nine tv film projectors for
its seven offices. Selected stations were
asked to supply tapes and film strips of
programming and commercials.
During the past year, 14 of HeadleyReed's 36 radio and 5 of its 19 tv stations
have been represented by the tape-film presentations. The results have been so satisfactory that the techniques will be employed
for Headley-Reed's complete station roster,
according to Jack Hardingham, sales vice
president. He offers the following evaluation of the sales aide:
"By furnishing a wealth of data plus allowing the timebuyer to actually hear the
station, we have increased sales in our pilot
markets by over 61%. This increase is
over and above the normal 27% for the
industry as a whole.
"Buyer acceptance has been excellent.
Comments have ranged from 'Why didn't
this happen long ago?' to 'It's by far the
most complete pitch we have seen to date.'
"The project has also built a closer working relationship between the rep and the

demonstrations
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job

for

television

gas-electric
utility
months of last year, showing an 11.6%
There's magic in the way a modern
increase in sales of freezers for this area,
electric range lets a housewife garden
while she cooks with no worry that things
opposed to a 7.7% decrease for the nation. The report also showed Northern
will burn or boil over, according to one
California 3.9% ahead of the nation in
of the tv commercials in the new series
completed for Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
refrigerator-freezer sales, 22.3% ahead in
range sales and 36.1% in the sale of
And there's magic in the way tv demonstrations ofmodern appliances move them
water heaters, and commented that "sales
of appliances in the PG&E area were up,
off dealers' shelves and into the homes of
whereas sales nationally were down. The
California viewers, according to PG&E
and its agency, BBDO, San Francisco.
only major change in the company's advertising during this year was the new tv
"Everyone connected with the apshow." PG&E also makes "generous use"
pliance business knows that the most
of newspapers, regional magazines, outeffective way of selling an appliance is
door advertising and bill enclosures.
to demonstrate it," Harry Burton, account
PG&E is a public utility. It does not
group supervisor, told Broadcasting.
sell appliances, just gas and electricity.
Why then does it advertise appliances on
"Before the war, when manpower costs
tv? The answer, according to Mr. Burton,
were less, many dealers and utilities acis that the company can do more business
tually sent squads of salesmen out into
the field to ring doorbells and demononly by getting more customers or by getting its present customers to use more gas
strate. The Hoover vacuum cleaner salesand electricity.
man is a classic example.
Gross-Krasne Inc., producer of O.
"Lately, however, the cost of such
Henry Playhouse, made the PG&E comdemonstrations in homes is quite promercials last year and also those being
hibitive. Agood substitute is proving to
used with a new syndicated film program,
be home demonstrations via television.
Big Story, sponsored by PG&E on the
Beginning in 1957, PG&E sponsored a
same stations in the same time slots. "The
half-hour weekly television^ show, O.
only reason we are changing from O.
Henry is that Gross-Krasne decided not
Henry Playhouse, on eight stations in
Northern and Central California. On these
to make more than the first 39 shows,"
Mr. Burton explained.
shows the company used commercials
demonstrating appliances.
The new commercials are shot against
a neutral cyclorama and the appliances
"It is always difficult to prove how a
are placed in front with a minimum of
certain advertising program for a utility
props. The general effect is to make the
is reflected in precise sales figures," Mr.
Burton noted. He cited a report of Northappliance the star, almost floating in midern California Electrical Bureau on sales
air. Helen Parrish, attractive actress who
of major appliances during the first nine
gives the commercials, is also careful to
Page 40

sales

via

THE PITCH: Barry Kelt (I), radio salesman
for Headley-Reed, New York, gives a tape
presentation to James Clinton, media supervisor in Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample's New
York office. Object: L&M business for a
Headley-Reed radio station.
station. In many instances the material
compiled for national sales has been of
valuable aid to the stations in their own
local
sales effort." before launching its elecHeadley-Reed,
tronic sales tool, prepared a written sales
presentation for each of its pilot markets,

let the appliance be the star.
The commercials were written by Mary
Kenney; sets were designed by John
Norall; Joel Goldfus handled production
details; Ted Goetz was agency producer
on the set. (Mr. Goetz is from BBDO's
Hollywood office; the others are in the
agency's San Francisco office.) All commercials were written and produced under
the direct supervision of A. James McCollum, PG&E advertising manager.
Testifying to the sales appeal of the
commercials is a letter Mr. McCollum
sent last month to Gross-Krasne:
". . . we are eminently pleased with
this year's batch of tv commercials. You
will be interested in knowing that one of
the . . . spots won the first award for tv
sales advertising in the 1957 Public Utilities Advertising Assn. Better Copy contest. This means that it was adjudged the
best of all commercials submitted by
utility companies in this classification . . .
and we all feel our new Helen Parrish
commercials are better yet." The award,
for one of G-K's 1957 commercials for
PG&E, was made early in May in Pittsburgh.
As the largest gas and electric utility
in the country, PG&E is "very much
interested in the prosperity and progress
of other utilities," Mr. Burton said. Accordingly, PG&E is making its tv commercials available to any other businessowned utility free of charge (except for
actual print costs at G-K and the re-use
payments required by Screen Actors
Guild to Miss Parrish and other actors
appearing on the commercials). Included
among the commercials available is a
safety spot which won first place last June
in the Advertising Assn. of the West competition asthe best commercial produced
by a regional advertiser.
Broadcasting
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WOV's roots in the Negro community go back to the
faraway days of Alan Courtney's "Understanding
Through Music," and the establishment of the "WOV
1280 Club" seventeen years ago. These were pioneering programs withspecial meaning for the Negro
segment of New York.

As its population and income level grew, the Negro
family left its few traditional neighborhoods. Today
it is an important segment of the entire 17 county
area. The present market encompasses 427,054
radio families in New York, New Jersey and Connecticut. Itssize has increased 41% in the* last

Broadcasting

7 years alone and is still growing. So are its tastes
and income levels as well.
WOV programs to this entire metropolitan Negro
market 11 hours a day. It is the only New York
Station that reaches this market in its entirety. And
the rating trend continues as strongly as ever in its
favor. Let us brief you on these facts and on the
recent es.success stories of advertisers using WOV's
faciliti

WOV

-NEW

YORK
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II: For the sponsor whose chief aim is all-out
PLAN
penetration and saturation. It offers one commercial
our
minute in every one of NTA's great new half-h
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programs . . . plus full Hour
of Stars." A total of
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10 commercial minutes every week . . . which
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MISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
tailored to the tape-film presentation. These
booklets average about 35 pages for each
station and are encased in transparent plastic folders. Pages can be inserted as changes in programming, ratings or market data
occur. It covers the data included in conventional presentations but places a special
emphasis on the station's programming and
personalities. A Headley-Reed salesman
delivering the sales pitch pauses when he
reaches this portion and turns on the recorder or places the film projector into
operation.
The tape or the film, featuring executives
and personalities of the station involved,
presents examples of the news and musical
programs and introduces the announcers of
the outlet delivering a commercial for a
sponsor. As new programs are launched on
the station, new tapes and films are supplied
to coincide with changes in the written
presentation. The tapes or film run from
seven to ten minutes.
Each Headley-Reed salesman arranges
for an average of one electronic presentation a week. The company attempts to set
up a meeting with five or six timebuyers and
media directors at a time, both for convenience and to bring its story to a group
representing a variety of accounts.
The presentations are compiled by Mel
Trauner and Howard Selger of HeadleyReed's research staff in consultation with
the company's executive and field employes.
There's nothing like a salesman making
a personal call on a prospect, according to
Mr. Hardingham, but, he adds: "Electronic
salesmanship adds a dash of drama, excitement and enthusiasm to a personal
call."
Monsanto

Signs CBS-TV

Order

For Two More 'Conquest' Shows
Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis, apparently has undergone a last-minute change
of heart. Though reported last month as
being ready to drop its option for the CBSTV Conquest science documentary series
alter the backlash of Detroit auto troubles
[Closed Circuit, June 2], four weeks of
intensive negotiations on the part of the
network's sales and public affairs (CBS
News) departments have paid off.
Monsanto will pick up two additional
Conquest programs this fall (a cutback
from the three shows called for under terms
of the original option) and will "study"
the possibility of continuing into 1959.
Thus, while Conquest has had a slight
reprieve, terms under which the show is
being renewed by Gardner Adv., St. Louis,
are not exactly those the network had hoped
for. Says a CBS official, "You can't really
call it a case of an option being picked up
for another season . . . rather an extension
of the 1958 schedule."
AGENCY

APPOINTMENTS

Chr. Hansen's Labs, "Junket" Brand Foods
Div., Little Falls, N. Y., appoints Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, Inc., for new
grocery product now in test markets.
Brown-Graves Co. (manufacturer-distributor of wood windows), Akron, and Ruger
Page 44
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WHO'S
BUSINESS
CHIPS

IN RADIO

BRIEFLY

• New Era potato chips

is following up last year's "highly successful" radio spot campaign with summer-long
drive in markets from Pittsburgh to Chicago
and including portions of Ohio, Indiana
and Michigan. Otto & Abbs Adv., Detroit,
New

Era's agency, has ordered minute announcements on five-per-day basis in most
markets.

•FAME'S' THE SAME • Hallmark Cards
Inc., Kansas City, has renewed Hallmark
Hall of Fame series for next season on
NBC-TV, beginning Oct. 13, and marking
its seventh year with program on that network. Next season's productions — all to be
colorcast — will include five 90-minute programs and original one-hour Christmas
show. Series includes scheduling of live repeat of award-winning Green Pastures on
March 23 (9:30-11 p.m. NYT). Milberg
Productions is producer. Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago, is agency.
DEALERS' CHOICE • Chevrolet Dealers
of Northern California and Western Nevada
are co-sponsoring (with Falstaff Brewing)
18-game schedule of San Francisco FortyNiners on KSFO San Francisco and Golden

Home

BUYING

WHAT,

WHERE

Products Corp. (Anacin), both New

York, will sponsor ABC-TV's John Daly
and the News (Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri.,
10:30-10:45 p.m. NYT). Contract is effective September 15. Agencies are Lenen &
Newell, N. Y., for Lorillard and Ted Bates
& Co., N. Y., for Whitehall.

LAST MISSION • Billy Graham Evangelist
Assn., via Walter Bennett, Chicago, has purchased additional half-hour Saturday evening time on ABC-TV for one-shot June 21
(10-10:30 p.m. EDT). Evangelist, since early May has been in 10-11 p.m. period on
14).
network;
this series ended Saturday (June
DARE GOING NETWORK • Look for
announcement this week that Garrett & Co.
(Virginia Dare wines) will turn to network
radio for first time. Longtime radio spot
advertiser (though off air for past few years),
Garrett reportedly has bought four CBS
Radio 60-minute remote "specials" direct
from Newport, R. I., 1958 Jazz Festival
July 3-6. Full network has been ordered,
subject to refusal by stations in dry states.
Agency: MacManus, John & Adams, N. Y.

PALL

DALY DUO • P. Lorillard Co. (tobacco
products) and Whitehall Div. of American

MALL IN 80 • American Cigar &
Cigarette Co., N. Y., for Pall Mall, planning six-week radio schedule, effective July
3 in more than 80 markets. Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y., is agency.

Equipment Inc. (manufacturer hydraulic
cranes), Uhrichsville, both Ohio, appoint
Penn & Hamaker Inc., Bedford, Ohio.

will retain Kemble name and will be located
at 109 East De la Guerra St. in Santa
Barbara. Merger was reportedly made to

Mincom Div., Minnesota Mining & Mfg.
Co., appoints Reach, McClinton, L. A.
Mincom, manufacturer of tape recorders
and electronic equipment, formerly was
serviced by McCarty Co., L. A. Minnesota
Mining bought manufacturing facilities from
Bing Crosby Enterprises late in 1956.

"offer completely coordinated public relations and advertising service to tri-counties
of Ventura, Santa Barbara and San Luis

West Network. Agency for Chevrolet Dealers: Campbell-Ewald, S. F.

California Beef Council, S. F., appoints
Hoefer, Dieterich & Brown Inc. there.
Cavalier Co. (shoe-leather dressings), Baltimore, appoints A. L. & G. Adv. Inc. there.
Blue Star Auto Stores, Chicago, appoints
M. M. Fisher Assoc. there.
Fairchild Controls Corp., N. Y., appoints
Burt Anderson & Assoc., Chicago, for nine
midwest states.
A&A

SHORTS

Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan has announced that its Cincinnati, Ohio, office now
is operating under administrative direction
of agency's eastern division in New York.
Cincinnati branch previously was included
in EWR&R's western division, Chicago,
but "increase in work load" carried by
Chicago office was cited as main reason for
shift.

Kemble Co., Santa Barbara, Calif., advertising and public relations firm, has announced
merger with public relations organization,
Bradford A. Evans & Assoc. Company will

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N. Y.,
will move to new and expanded offices at
575
Lexington Ave. this summer where
Obispo."
agency will occupy four full floors.
Geer, DuBois & Co., N. Y., has moved to
366 Madison Ave. Telephone: Yukon 68980.
Joseph Katz Co., N. Y. and Baltimore, has
leased additional 2,200 sq. ft. in its N. Y.
headquarters at 555 Fifth Ave., and will
move media department back from its
temporary offices at 2 W. 46th St.

Airman- Yaffe Inc. (formerly J. H. Altaian
Adv.), Detroit, announces move to new and
enlarged
quarters on 4th floor of Fox Bldg.
in
that city.

Mike Fadell Adv., Minneapolis, reports it
will take over most of main floor of Treasure
Masters Bldg., 605 Fourth Ave., South,
effective June 1.
Hunter & Willhite, L. A., has moved its
headquarters from 1540 N. Highland to 721
N.
7353.La Brea Ave. Telephone: Webster 3-

Harry Bortnick Adv. Agency has moved
to new and larger quarters in Empire Bldg.,
13th & Walnut Sts., Philadelphia 7, Pa.
Broadcasting
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As for many years past, 1958 Pulse figures
again show that WD AY-Radio gets —
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FILM

SMOOTH

GOING

•

Only question

•

Tv movies

FOR

TV

raised at stockholders

AT
meeting

bring $4.7 million of $70.4

There was a total absence of heated dehate between shareholders and management
of United Artists Corp. on the company's
position in television at last week's annual
stockholder meeting in New York. Where
at other recent stockholder meetings of
motion picture firms — 20th Century-Fox,
Paramount — management has had to answer
for its actions in selling backlog films to
tv. there seemed to be no such call at UA.
However, there were some questions about
UA's purchase of 700, 000 shares of Associated Artists Productions Inc. ($6 cash
plus $6 in debentures in United Artists
Assoc.. UA subsidiary) for a total value
of $8.4 million — a purchase being contested
m the courts by National Telefilm Assoc.
UA's position as the only major Hollywood power actively engaged in tv sale
of post- 1948 film product apparently has
paid off in terms of earnings, UA board
chairman Robert S. Benjamin reported. Out
of a total 1957 world-wide gross of $70.4
million, film rentals on two major tv packages totaling 91 features came to $4.7
million. Net income for the first quarter of
1958 was up 1 1.7%, tv film rentals in U. S.
and Canada accounting for $700,000. (UA
this past spring released an additional
izrouping of seven
films, the "UA-65"
packet, announced at
the NAB convention,
but this does not
show up in the first
quarter report ) .
Regarding the UAAAP-NTA situation,
Mr. Benjamin declined to discuss "all
MR. BENJAMIN
the legal ramifications" of the case, noting that UA attorneys
had appealed the NTA petition of last

UA

MEET

is AAP

million 1957

deal
gross

parts at other major film companies. In
"a comment on the general nature of the
motion picture business," Mr. Krim said
that Hollywood today is making bigger
films in terms of gross sales ("films grossing
$10 million are becoming more commonplace . . .") and is enjoying patronage of
greater and more selective audiences for
these '"blockbusters."
Mr. Benjamin admitted that B and C films
were not faring too well and also indicated
that "if a film is a failure today it's a much
greater and costlier failure than it would
have been a few years ago." But, he indicated, the UA "experiment" has "left no
doubt" that films and tv can live freely with
one another without threat of mutual extinction.

LISTENERS
UA,

AND

like most

LOOKERS
film companies,

usually limits its "preview list" to a
selected group of newsmen and critics.
But last week. UA used two of New
York's woman radio commentators
to attract as many housewives as possible to a screening of the new Frank
Sinatra-Tony Curtis film, "Kings Go
Forth," slated for release next month.
UA suggested to Martha Deane
(Marian Young Taylor) of WOR and
WWRL's Alma John that they ask
their listeners to write to the station
if they wished to attend the showing,
slated next Thursday at Toew's neighborhood theatres. The film deals with
miscegenation and should have Negro
audience appeal, UA said in explaining the role of WWRL, which caters
to New
market.

York's

extensive Negro

month and were pressing for "quick trial"
[Film, June 9].
Nor would President Arthur B. Krim
disclose UA's plans to gain additional public financing (to pay in part for the AAP
deal) through Moating a new stock issue.
He said, "We have only discussed it so
far and have not yet drafted a final plan."
Mr. Benjamin indicated the firm would
file a plan with SEC within the month."
Underwriting agents will be F. Eberstadt
& Co.. New York.
Two proposals by managementwere overwhelmingly approved by the shareholders
who — either directly or by proxy — constituted a quorum with 83.2% of outstanding shares present. The first called for
re-election of the present slate of directors;
the second asked for adoption of a restricted
stock option plan whereby UA executives
could purchase a greater interest in the firm.
Mr. Krim, noting that "our investments
in tv are modest at this time, but our hopes
substantial," offered rebuttal to his counterPage 46
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WGN-TV to Offer 'Ding Dong'
On Tape Starting in August
Stations equipped with Ampex videotape
machines will be offered Dr. Frances Horwich's Ding Dong School series by WGNTV Chicago for local across-the-board programming late in August, it is being announced today (Monday) by Ward L.
Quaal, vice president and general manager
of WGN-AM-TV.
The announcement confirms earlier reports that this and other WGN-TV children's series may be slated for distribution
to interested independent stations as part of
the Chicago Tribune station's syndication or
regional
network project [Stations, March
24].

Mr. Quaal claimed that the action on
Ding Dong School also "represents the first
time a Monday through Friday strip pro-

gram has ever been made available on tape
to television stations."
Twenty-three stations, not counting "key
network outlets," are equipped with Ampex
machines to handle black-and-white programs on magnetic tape, it was stated.
Master tapes will be completed by the
WGN-TV engineering department in time
for initial showing starting Aug. 25. WGN
Inc. described the plan as a move to "pioneer marketing with Ampex." The series is
being made available in response to inquiries from stations throughout the country, according to Mr. Quaal.
Expansion
In Offing

Program
at

CNP

California National Productions last
week was reported to be on the verge of
announcing a new expansion program that
includes plans to increase its production
facilities by bringing additional outside
packagers under its syndication aegis.
Though CNP, a wholly-owned film subsidiary of NBC, was keeping its planning
board covered, reports in Hollywood and
in New York pointed to a lifting of production sights.
Unconfirmed, but expected, is the appointment of Frank Cleaver, NBC-TV director of film programs on the West Coast,
to head CNP's production. Robert A.
Cinader, CNP vice president, has resigned
as production chief to join Hal Roach
Studios as a vice president. Fred Hamilton,
manager of film programs at the network,
is to succeed Mr. Cleaver at NBC-TV.
Also lending insight in future activity
was an apparent CNP agreement with
George Cohan, a production executive
formerly reporting to Mr. Cinader, for independent tvfilm production in association
with California.
CNP now operates NBC Television Films
and Victory Program Sales as two separate
sales units. Both are engaged in tv film
syndication, VPS concentrating on older
properties including off-network reruns.
Biggest sales getter for CNP is Silent
Service (now in second year and second 39
episodes now in production) followed by
Boots & Saddles — The Story of the Fifth
Cavalry, and Union Pacific (latest CNPproduced film series offered for syndication). First new step in outside packaging
or production was the new tv film series,
Danger Is My Business, for which CNP
has assumed distribution [Film, June 9].
Three

New

Series Syndicated

To Stations by Telestar Films
Telestar Films, New York, announced last
week it is releasing three new half-hour tv
film series for syndication to stations. They
are Counterspy, an adventure-suspense
series filmed on location throughout the
world; Parole, a documentary serial based
on actual case records in California and an
untitled program featuring country-music
personalities.
David H. Savage, executive vice president,
reported that 26 programs in the Parole
series already have been produced by Flagg
Broadcasting
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FILM CONTINUED
films. Hollywood, and they will be made
available tor immediate sale. The Counterspy and the eountry-music series are
scheduled for fall release. In connection
with the properties. Telestar Films held a
meeting in New York a fortnight ago with
its representatives from San Francisco, Los
Angeles. Dallas. Chicago, Atlanta and
Pittsburgh to brief them on the advertising
campaign set for the new programming,
as well as price schedules and sales patterns. The new series boosts the number
of half-hour shows handled by Telestar to
nine.
CBS

Tv Films Sales Gross

Soars

Ciross sales of CBS Television Film Sales
have risen 56% for the first four months
of 1 S> 5 S over the same period last year,
John F. Howell, general sales manager,
announced. The January to April period
produced a $3.9 million gross compared
with S2.5 million for the same span last
year. Mr. Howell credits the rise to a wellrounded portfolio of programs and "designed for season" type of sale. For example during the summer, normally a lump
season, the distributor has sold the The
Brothers to American Tobacco Co., as a
summer replacement for the Jack Benny
Show. The recent Terrytoons package sale
lor almost $1 million to Baker's Instant
Chocolate & Sweets Co., was designed to
take advantage of summertime.

39 New

Shows

to Be Filmed

In ABC '26 Men' Syndication
A new series of 39 additional episodes of
26 Men will go into production tomorrow
(Tuesday) in Phoenix, according to William
S. Clark, vice president of ABC Film Syndication, distributor of the series. He said the
first series now is being telecast by 189
stations in the U. S. and abroad.
Russel Haydcn, producer, said the new
series, representing an investment of more
than $1,250,000, will be filmed completely
in Arizona as was the first series. Tris Coffin continues as star, with Kelp Henderson
featured. Reg Browne will direct the initial
group of episodes, being filmed at various
locations throughout Arizona and at Cudia
City Studios in Phoenix. A staff of 10
writers is working on the series, which is
based on exploits of the Arizona Rangers
at the turn of the century.
Tytla Opens Studio in New York
Opening of a new studio in New York
for the production of animated tv commercials, public relations and entertainment
films was announced last week by William
Tytla, formerly with major Hollywood
studios. The studio is at 40 W. 57th St.,
New

York. Mr. Tytla started as an animator in the late twenties with Paul Terry,

producer of Aesop's Fables and Terrytoons.
Joining the Walt Disney Studios in 1934 he
is' credited with creating Dumbo,

the flying

elephant, and was animating supervisor on
several Disney productions. Mr. Tytla directed anumber of animated series at Paramount and 20th Century-Fox Studios on
the West Coast.
Fedderson

Consolidates

Staff

Don Fedderson Productions is moving
during June and July from its five Holly- |
wood and Beverly Hills locations to consolidate in the Desilu (RKO) studios on
Gower St., Hollywood. The departments
include production staff of The Millionaire,
executive offices, story, editorial and public
relations director. The company will continue New York offices at 28 W. 44th St.,
and accounting offices in the Taft Bldg.,
Hollywood.
Paramount

Lab Work

Assigned

All black-and-white processing of Paramount Pictures' theatrical and tv productions, both in New York and in Hollywood,
now will be handled by Consolidated Film
Industries, a division of Republic Pictures
Corp. The provision is part of the purchase agreement in which Consolidated has
acquired Paramount's New York film
processing laboratory (544 W. 43d St.).
Price was reported at $1.2 million [Film,
June 9]. Consolidated last week said it now
will have four laboratories, two in New
York, another at Fort Lee, N. J., and one
in Hollywood.

PERSONNEL RELATIONS
NEW

AFM-REVUE

GETS

READ

• Minimum
• Move

APPROVAL

employment

may

PACT

ease

set

local rift

AFM offered an attractive olive branch
to its rebellious Hollywood members last
week. Herman Kenin in his first public
statement since his election as AFM president [Personnel Relations, June 9] announced an agreement with Revue Productions which guarantees the expenditure of
$2 million for the employment of live
musicians to make tv films in the next three
to five years. Contract also provides for
10% increase in scale at the end of third
year. In addition to work on new programs,
musicians also will be employed to replace
recorded music with live scoring on GE
Theatre and other Revue programs.
The Revue

agreement, Mr. Kenin as-

serted, "guarantees that there will be approximately 40,000 individual paychecks
handed to musicians for recording typical
half-hour tv shows." Pact was made possible
by reducing Revue's trust fund payment
from 5% to 1% of the costs of company
tv films, he said.
"Under the terms of the agreement with
Revue, approximately $1 million committed
to the trust fund will instead be applied
solely to new employment of musicians,"
Mr. Kenin said. "The corporation has agreed
to match that $1 million so that a total
Page 50
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of $2 million will be paid to live musicians
in the making of its new tv film within a
period of from three to five years."
Cecil Read, whose leadership of the
Hollywood revolt against the AFM trust
fund policy cost him his AFM membership,
hailed the announcement as the first tangible
proof of victory. Hollywood musicians will
receive this $2 million he said, as a result of 2V2 years of hard work. During this
time Mr. Read and his supporters have
not only financed a long drawn legal battle
but, this spring, organized Musicians Guild
of America as a rival union to AFM.
MGA's petition for an election to determine whether it or AFM should act as
bargaining agent for the musicians employed
in motion pictures is now before the NLRB.
Hearings commenced last Thursday in Los
Angeles but ran into legal snags over definitions of "bargaining unit" and "eligibility"
dampening hopes for a quick "consent election" to settle the issue.
Mr. Kenin in announcing the AFM agreement with Revue said: "As you know, the
long-standing policy of the federation has
been that it would gladly revise the 5%
tv film trust fund policy in exchange for
guaranteed live work for our members.
Revue Productions is the first tv film
producer who was willing to grant such a
guarantee in exchange for which we have
drastically changed our formula."
Mr. Kenin also noted that, "we have
underway other conversations with additional large users of music on film. We

have reason to anticipate success in these
negotiations too. I assure you that we are
prepared to revise so-called formulas, when,
and if, guaranteed employment is provided."
AFTRA
With

Girds
SAG

for Battle

Over

Videotape

For the first time in its history, the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists
has hired a full-time public relations director, Richard A. Jackson, to publicize the
union's stepped-up activities, covering its
upcoming jurisdictional battle with the
Screen Actors Guild over videotape, its national convention next month and network
contracts negotiations, starting in two weeks.
Mr. Jackson's appointment as national
public relations director was announced last
week by Donald F. Conaway, national executive secretary of AFTRA. Mr. Jackson
formerly was public relations director of
WOR-AM-TV New York.
The creation of the public relations post
with Mr. Jackson as its head reportedly
stems, in large measure, to the growing
troversy between SAG and AFTRA
videotape jurisdiction. SAG members
form in film commercials and programs
AFTRA artists in live commercials

conover
perand
and

The NLRB last week set June 24 as the
programs.
date for a preliminary hearing in New York
between AFTRA and SAG to determine
whether an election should be held among
workers concerned. AFTRA had petitioned
for an election.
Broadcasting
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case of Kellogg is its children's strip comprising Superman, Sir Lancelot, Wild Bill
Hickock, Woody Woodpecker and The Buccaneers, on ABC-TV Monday-Friday. 55:30 p.m. EDT. Kellogg is identified with
a different program each day, underwriting
partial sponsorship on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Friday. The cereal firm cut back its
spot tv expenditures last summer to buy the
ABC-TV package, spending $2.8 million in
spot tv for the year, compared with $7.9
million in network.

hours for advertisers. Generally, it's envisioned the method would apply mainly to
non-prime-time periods of individual stations, thus inviting speculation over possible effects on network option time.
Under the SRA-Chicago rate concept,
advertisers would buy half-hour syndicated
programs and place them on a spot basis
through their respective agencies, much as
film syndicators sell packages to clients,
then proceed to line up stations.

SPONSOR-SUPPLIED

•

Advertisers

•

Stations

would

surveyed

buy

on

willingness

The Chicago Div. of Station Representatives Assn.. on the basis of a tv station survey, has produced a spot tv formula based
Oil film programs plus some features of network strip campaigns.
In essence, the SRA-Chicago plan pro\ ides that advertisers buy half-hour syndicated programs and place them on a spot
basis through their advertising agencies.
Discounts for bulk program purchases
would be combined with program contribution discounts, permitting a reappraisal
Of station rate cards to include multiple
package programs.
The idea was based on a 185-station survey by an SRA-Chicago committee that included Harry Smart, Blair-Tv. chairman,
and executives of Blair Television Assoc.,
Adam Young Inc., The Katz Agency and
Peters, Griffin, Woodward.
This survey purportedly showed that
about 80% of the stations contacted were
agreeable to the new rate formula in principle or to a variation of the idea.
Submitted to Burnett
Based on this support, the plan was submitted to Leo Burnett Co. in connection
with current media planning by Kellogg Co.
The cereal sponsor is deciding whether to
continue its children's adventure strip on
ABC-TV; to buy a similar strip on NBC-TV,
or to return to spot which it abandoned a
year ago in favor of network television.
At stake is up to $9 million in time and
talent, representatives estimate. Burnett
made its recommendations to Kellogg in
Battle Creek, Mich., Thursday.
Under the plan submitted to Burnett, stations would offer 20-30% discounts to advertisers supplying half-hour syndicated
properties. The 20% discount would apply
to three weekly half-hours; 25% for four,
and 30% for five or an across-the-board
strip buy. The 5-7 p.m. time period was sugences. gested in line with Kellogg's time prefer-

While the formula might not be as economical as a network strip, it would have the
expressed advantages of spot flexibility and
in the end would provide a better cost-efficiency buy for slightly more moijey.
Acceptance by Kellogg of the SRA-Chicago formula, it was suggested, would influence other national advertisers.
The 185 station acceptances of the idea,
it was emphasized, were not commitments
for time clearance but verbal agreements to
revise rate structures to provide the package discounts.

In the survey, completed about mid-May,
stations were asked (1) Can you clear a
half hour between 5 and 7 p.m.? and (2)
Will you sell it on the basis of this formula?
June 16, 1958

NETWORKS
FILM

film to place on

A group of station representatives set out
last week to recapture important tv business
from networks.

Page 52

of the network-spot battle in the

quartered or agency-serviced in the Midwest, to follow suit — such firms as Kraft
Foods, Mills Labs, Swift & Co. and others.
Feeling of the SRA-Chicago spot development group was that other representatives (members and non-members of
SRA) and their stations would stand to
benefit, in the long run, from any new
Kellogg business and from any other new
spot business placed by national advertisers.
While the rate formula in Kellogg's case
is geared to the 5-7 p.m. segment, it was
explained that the program contribution
technique need not be limited to those

INTO

PLAN

stations

to adjust

rates

They were then urged to reappraise their
cards with a view toward revising them to
include package rates for bulk program
time purchases, during daytime and evening
hours.
Nub

Both ABC-TV and NBC-TV are involved
in the current bidding, the latter seeking a
renewal and the former reportedly offering
a 7:30-8 p.m. across-the-board segment for
a similar series. Regardless of what materializes, it's agreed that two of the properties— Sir Lancelot and The Buccaneers —
will be replaced by other film properties this
fall.
There was conjecture that Burnett might
use the representatives' program contribution technique as a lever in its dealings with
the networks for its client or adopt a combination ofnetwork and spot strips to fill out
its market pattern.

The Chicago representatives' study among
stations on their collective lists revealed
a willingness of tv broadcasters to go along
with the formula in all but one (New York)
of the top 25 tv markets, it was understood.
There was some reluctance, it was learned,
among operators in one and two-station
markets. Several small stations with low
rate cards were not solicited for their
views.

Spotting Films Not New
Placing film properties on a spot basis
is not a particularly new development in
itself. For several seasons the Burnett
agency bought Wild Bill Hickok for Kellogg
and slotted it on a spot basis. Also handled
this way: Wander Co. for Captain Midnight, Mars candy for Buffalo Bill and several others. Other agencies have made
similar purchases.

The SRA-devised rate concept was
presented informally to Burnett representatives afew weks ago after completion
of the station study. The contingent included Mr. Smart and Arthur Stringer,
Blair Television Assoc.; William Condon,
The Katz Agency; Arthur Curtis, Peters
Griffin, Woodward, and representatives
from Weed Television and Adam Young.
They met with Leonard Matthews, vice
president-media; Dick Kuhns, media group

Included Affiliates, Indies
Network-affiliated and independent stations alike were represented, plus a smattering of network o&o outlets, as well as
facilities in large, medium and small size
markets. The SRA-Chicago spot development group acknowledged an enthusiastic
response from independent stations.
The proposed rate formula for Kellogg
was understood to offer firm 13-week
cycles with the possibility of additional
frequency discounts (perhaps as much as
10%) for a continuous 52-week commitment. Stations were represented as eager
to avail themselves of the opportunities
for prime adjacency sales around Kellogg,
taking advantage of the programs' audience
appeal and favorable ratings.
Hope was expressed that if Kellogg
bought the proposed spot tv package, even
at admittedly higher rates than for network, the door would open for other national advertisers, specifically those head-

PURCHASE of an Ampex videotape recorder by WTAR-TV Norfolk, Va., said
by the station to be the first in the
state, is finalized by Campbell Arnoux,
WTAR-TV president. Looking on are
(1 to r) station Vice Presidents Bob Lambe
and John Peffer, Chief Engineer Dick
Lindell and Charles Luscombe of Ampex.
Broadcasting
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STATIONS CONTINUED
supervisor, and agency timebuyers from
Leo Burnett Co.
An $11 million broadcast advertiser in
1957, Kellogg spent nearly $8 million in
network tv last year. It recently bought
into Arthur Godfrey's daytime (tv only)
stanza for 52 weeks and dropped The Big
Record in favor of What's My Line? It also
has sponsored Wild Bill Hickok on CBSTV. Circus Boy on ABC-TV, Art Linkletter's House Party on CBS-TV and Name
That Time on CBS-TV. Kellogg also is in
select major markets with tv spot schedules.
The cereal firm reportedly has toyed
for years with the idea of placing film
properties on a strip basis in select markets
but never could make much headway. In
this instance, according to one report,
Burnett buyers personally contacted several
Stations in major markets on the feasibility
of such a plan, before contacting Chicago
sales re p rese n 1 at ives .
KING Finds 'Most Russians'
Prefer Classics Over Presley
Will Elvis Presley create a national controversy in Russia? How do the Russians
feel about rock and roll? What is the reaction to the U.S. State Department announcement that broadcast programs by Presley
would be included in those which will be
exchanged across the Iron Curtain? KING
Seattle, in an exclusive telephone interview
with Constantine Orlov of Radio Moscow,
learned that individual taste is the criterion
there as in the U. S.
KING d.j. Ray Briem was told by Mr.
Orlov that rock and roll is played a great

HANDS
CHANGING
The
following
sales of
ANNOUNCED
station interests were
announced last week. All are subject to
FCC approval.

TRACK record on st/vtion s/vles< approval
KOKA SHREVEPORT, LA. • Sold to
Southwest Broadcasters by John M. McLendon and Assoc. for $85,000. KOKA
operates on 1050 kc with 250 w.

WALT TAMPA, FLA.
Arnold, Robert Wasdon

KGEN TULARE, CALIF, o Sold to Robert
O. McMahan and George T. McMahan by
Robert T. McVey and Gene V. Mitchell

• Sold by E. J.
and associates to

c [earwater, I- la., businessman Bruce Taylor
and associates for approximately $500,000.
WALT is on 1110 kc with 1 kw day. The
Arnold-Wasdon group also owns WINN
Louisville, Ky.; Mr. Arnold owns 100%
W1IN Atlanta and 50% WFMJ Daytona
Beach.
KVII-TV AMARILLO, TEX. • Sold to
Television Properties Inc. by Southwest
States Inc. for around $425,000 including
obligations for close to 80% of the station with an option to buy the other 20%.
Jack C. Vaughn of Dallas is president of
Television Properties; with him are G. H.
Vaughn Jr. and Cecil L. Trigg. Mr. Trigg
is the general manager of another Television Properties station, ch. 7 KOSA-TV
Odessa, Tex. KVII-TV operates on ch. 7
and is an ABC affiliate.
KZEA SHREVEPORT, LA. • Sold to John
M. McLendon and Assoc. by Edward E.
McLemore for $100,000. The McLendon
Negro-programmed stations include KOKY
Little Rock, Ark., WOKJ Jackson, Miss.,
and WBCO Birmingham, Ala. (See below
for sale of KOKA Shrev^Dort.) KEZA
operates on 980 kc with 5 kw.

for $75,000. The McMahan's own KMAK
Fresno. The sale was handled by Allen
Kander & Co. KGEN operates on 1370
kc with 1 kw, day.
WRSA SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. Y. •
35% sold to Jack Oranch by Richard
O'Connor for approximately $10,000. Mr.
Oranch, who will take over as manager of
WRSA, has been associated with WMBA
Ambridge, WPAM Pottsville and WLSH
Lansford, all Pennsylvania. The sale was
handled by Haskell Bloomberg. WRSA
operates on 1280 kc with 1 kw, day.
The following transfer of
station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions see For The Record,

APPROVED

page 94.
KULA-TV
HONOLULU,
HAWAII •
Sold to Kaiser Hawaiian Village Television
Inc. by Television Corp. of America for
$685,000, conditioned that the assignee dispose of his interest in ch. 13 KHVH-TV
Honolulu, prior to the acquisition of KULA-

deal, but "our young people don't go crazy
over it. Most people would prefer to hear
American classical music."
Told of the success of Russian groups
touring the U.S., such as the Moiseyev Folk
Dancers, Mr. Orlov said that these are only
the initial steps which will be followed by
greater exchange in practically all fields of
cultural exchange. In answer to the question
of Presley becoming controversial Mr. Orlov
said, "He is not known well enough to be
a focal point of any controversy."
Peoria

Council

Opens

Meetings

The Peoria, III., city council has abandoned its "executive session" policy following refusal of WIRL Peoria to agree to a gag
rule procedure. Executive meetings of the
council were started six months ago during
the long search for a city manager. When
the council agreed to admit news media to
sessions provided they would not divulge
what happened, George Barrette, WIRL
newsman, refused to accept censorship. He
was backed up by Robert Frudeger, WIRL
president, who said Illinois law forbids secret
hiring of city employes.
Eastman

Firm in SRA

Fold

Robert E. Eastman & Co., New York,
new station representation firm headed by
the former ABC Radio president, has joined
the Station Representatives Assn., it was announced last week by Lawrence Webb, managing director of SRA. The Eastman firm
becomes SRA's 22d member
June 16, 1958
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company.

TRANSFER of WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City, Mo., from the Kansas City -Star Co.
to National Missouri Tv Inc., subsidiary of National Theatres Inc., for $7.6
million [Changing Hands, April 28] was simulcast in special ceremonies over
the two stations. Shown at the simulcast are (seated, 1 to r) Harry Bannister,
vice president of NBC; Elmer C. Rhoden, president of National Theatres Inc.,
and Roy A. Roberts, president of The Kansas City Star.
Standing (1 to r) are H. Dean Fitzer, who is retiring after 33 years as managing director of the Star's broadcasting operations; Charles L. Glett, president
of National Film Investment Inc., also a subsidiary of National
Theatres, and
president of the new National Missouri Tv, and William A. Bates, who will
be general manager for the new owners. The Star had operated WDAF since
its founding in 1922 and ch. 4 WDAF-TV since its inception in 1949. WDAF
operates on 610 kc with 5 kw; both stations are affiliated with NBC.
Broadcasting
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TV. KULA-TV
affiliate.

is on ch. 4 and is an ABC

KGKO DALLAS, TEX. • Sold to Radio
Station KGKO, a joint venture, composed
of H & E Radio Corp. (subsidiary of H & E
Balaban Corp., that has interests in KFBI
Wichita, Kan.; WBMG [TV] Birmingham,
Ala.; WICS [TV] Springfield, 111.; WMCN
[TV] Grand Rapids, Mich.; WRIT Milwaukee, and WTVO [TV] Rockford, 111.), Atlantic Brewing Co. (interest in WIL St.
Louis and WRIT Milwaukee), Maurice
Schraeger, Herbert Schoenbrod and Eli E.
Fink by Lakewood Broadcasting Co. for
$450,000. KGKO is on 1480 kc with 5 kw,
day, and 500 w, night.
KOOO OMAHA, NEB. • Sold to KOOO
Corp., J. J. Fenlon, president, by Central
Plains Broadcasting Co. for $200,000.
Mr. Fenlon and associates also own KPIG
Cedar Rapids and KTRI Sioux City, both
Iowa. Comrs. Robert Bartley and Frederick
Ford dissented in this decision, on the
grounds that this constitutes too high a concentration of singly owned stations in the
area. KOOO is on 1420 kc with 500 w, day.

SCRANTON, PA. • Sold to
WARM
WARM Broadcasting Co. by Northeastern
Pennsylvania Broadcasting for $195,000.
Louis J. Appell Jr., president of WARM
Broadcasting has interests in WSBA-AMTV York, Pa., and WCTC New Brunswick,
N. J. WARM is on 590 kc with 5 kw.
KMNS SIOUX CITY, IOWA • Sold to
Siouxland Broadcasting Inc., 100% owned
by Stuart Investment Co. (KFOR Lincoln
and KRGI Grand Island, both Nebraska)
for $175,000 by the William F. Johns
family and Robert J. Flynn. KMNS is on
620 kc with 1 kw.
KSLR OCEANSIDE, CALIF. • Sold to
Walter N. Nelskog (interests in KQTY
Everett, Wash., KQDY Minot and KMBK
Bismarck, both North Dakota, and KUDI
Great Falls, Mont.) and Darrell R. Anderson (interest in KING-TV Seattle, Wash.)
doing business as Pacific Broadcasters for
$168,000, by San Luis Rey Broadcasting
Co. KSLR is on 1320 kc with 500 w.
KGLC MIAMI, OKLA. • Sold positive
control to Kenyon Brown through purchase
of remaining 77.84% stock from trustees
for George L. Coleman Sr., deceased, for
$120,666. Mr. Brown has interests in
KCOP-TV Los Angeles, KFOX-AM-FM
Long Beach, Calif., and KIMO Independence, Mo. KGLC is on 910 kc with 1 kw.
KMOX

to Broadcast

not

"according to local needs." It will include
two pro and two con opinions by local
leaders in each half-hour program, according to Mr. Hyland. The KMOX position will
be determined by an editorial board composed of station executives and will be stated
as part of the program.
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Negotiators for the Purchase
of Radio

Editorials

KMOX St. Louis will air editorials this
summer in a new series, KMOX Radio
Takes a Stand, it was announced last
Wednesday by General Manager Robert
Hyland. The opinion program will be timed
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How

Sunday

can

A new kind of "SOS" went out from
WJQS Jackson, Miss., last week. It meant
-Sold Out Sunday."
For Lew Hcilbroner, general manager,
the news was Exhibit A testifying to the success of a programming and sales policy
which in one year brought WJOS from a
station billing $280 a month in March 1957
(when it was purchased for $75,000 by industrialist R. E. Dumas Milner) to one
which brought in just under $9,000 in April.
This is how it happened:
When the Milner management took over
WJQS the station was grossing $65 a week
from one national and two local sponsors.
One-minute spots in the market were selling
for as low as 50 cents apiece, "ridiculously
low." as Mr. Heilbroner puts it. With CBS
taking up much of WJQS' daytime programming, spot times were limited. Since
the competitive picture precluded rapid
rate increases, another way had to be found
to get revenues up. There seemed one answer: sell programs, and sell them in the
fringe times that were not in demand for
spots.
The decision to concentrate on Sundays
was prompted by several beliefs:
1. That both working men and women,
off on Sundays, were available in larger
numbers for radio listening.
2. That these people, purposely seeking
to relax on Sunday, would welcome music
of a relaxing nature.

3. That not only are adults not responsive to rock and roll on Sunday, but that
they actually resent it, and would be loyal to
a station that programmed to their taste.
4. That as a result of the above reasons,
the firms sponsoring sweet music on Sundays
would receive more institutional and direct
advertising value than on any other day in
the week.
Starting at 8:30 and running until church
time at 1 1 the station set up a sweet music
program called Our Sunday Best, dividing
the 2V2 hours into 30-minute segments for
sponsorship. At noon, following the services, programming was split into six 30minute segments until 3 p.m. and an hour
period from 3 until 4. These afternoon
periods each follow different formats, featuring predominantly sweet music with occasional dashes of up-tempo music to prevent monotony. (The pre-8:30 a.m. times
are sold on a participating basis, as are post
8 p.m. hours.)
The sponsors bought it. The first was Sid
Jones Inc., exclusive furniture and decorating firm, which took the 3-4 p.m. segment. The show. The Sid Jones Hour, is
now in its third 13-week period.
Other sponsors (see accompanying Sunday schedule) also have come back for
more. Typical of their reactions is this one
from Charles Saums, head of Security Builders in Jackson: "We took a Sunday morning half-hour on WJQS because other advertising had not produced results. We advertised our development, 'Woodland
Page 60 • June 16, 1958

be

a

working

Homes,' and saw good results almost immediately. In one week we sold 10 homes.
We feel that most of these prospects were
sent to us by radio."
Sunday is now the top revenue-producing day of the week at WJQS, bringing in
50% more than Fridays, usually accepted as
a top day for business.
This development of Sundays is only a
part of the WJQS story. The rest of the
week had to be made to pay, too, and Mr.
Heilbroner will testify it's been no easy job.
When Howard S. Cohoon, president of
the station and also president of Milner's
Pine Sol and Perma Starch manufacturingdistributing organization, hired Mr. Heilbroner for the general managership last
August, he gave him a free hand with sta-

SOLD

OUT

SUNDAY

(Pre-8:30 a.m. and post-8 p.m. are sold
on spot participations basis.)
TIME

PROGRAM-SPONSOR
CONTRACT PERIOD

day

for

radio

tion policy. But one fact was made clear.
The station had to be put across without
financial splurging. Costs of setting up new
studios and equipment already had proven
high.
The station had been programming rock
and roll. No curse there, Mr. Heilbroner
says, except that there already were two
successful R&R stations in Jackson and two
others were using it heavily. "It wasn't hard
to see that we had to do something different," he says.
The first step was to drop R&R for daytime, confining it to an evening segment
from 7:30 to 10. Good music was installed
on all local daytime programs, and WJQS
tagged itself as "Jackson's Good Music StaA sales department had to be built. It
was necessary to train salesmen as experienced ones were at a premium. This was a
tough job, Mr. Heilbroner recalls, especially in the first months. The station was in
sixth place in a 6-station market, and pubtion."
lic acceptance wasn't there. Turndowns were
the rule rather than the exception, and sales
trainees became discouraged.
Improving a station's programming is
one thing. Convincing would-be sponsors
that it would pay is another. While many
expressed approval of the ideas WJQS was

8:30-9 a.m.

Our Sunday Best
J.D.'s Automotive Service
13 weeks

9-9:30 a.m.

Our Sunday Best
Security Builders
13 weeks

9:30-10 a.m.

using, most took a "wait-and-see" attitude.
They knew what the other stations could do
for them, and WJQS was an unknown

Our Sunday Best
Madison County Dairies
One Year

quantity.
Business improved gradually during the

10-10:30 a.m.

Our Sunday Best
Barnes Brothers Nursery
One Year

fall months, but most of it was on a week's
trial, or for two or three weeks at the most.
In the early months some of the trials

10:30-11 a.m.

Our Sunday Best
Goodyear Service Store
Month

didn't pay enough to suit the advertisers,
and they came off. This created a period

11 a.m. -noon

Church Services
Northside Baptist Church
Three years

of "panic selling" to keep business on the
station — bad policy, but necessary at the
time. Then, in November and December,

Noon-12:30 p m. Clyde C. Scott Hour
Scott Real Estate-Insurance
and Scott Builders
One Year
Show Time
12:30-1 p.m.
Jackson Steam Laundry &
Cleaners
One Year
1-130 p.m.
P. Lorillard Hour
Kent and Newport
cigarettes
Until
Dec. 31

thingsfigures
began were
to take
hold. respectable.
Those months'
sales
at least
Then in early January came the "shock
period" that many stations feel in varying
degrees at that season. At WJQS it was
staggering, Mr. Heilbroner recalls. Firms
suffering from decreased volume either
canceled or failed to renew, and for three
weeks sales nose-dived.
Then, late in January, with the addition of
a new local salesman and extra pushing
from the sales staff on hand, sales suddenly

1 :30-2 p.m.

Southern Airtime
Southern Airways
One Year

2-2:30 p.m.

Advance Finance Hour
Advance Finance Co.
13 weeks

2:30-3 p.m.

Fox-Everett Hour
Fox-Everett
Insurance
Agency
One Year

of February, and April showed an increase of more than 20% over March.
The station was in the black.
Mr. Heilbroner (with an assist from The

3-4 p.m.

Sid Jones Hour
Siddecorating)
Jones Inc. (furnitureOne Year

Branham Co., national representative) intends to keep it that way. He now has 103
local and three national accounts on the

4-7 p.m.

CBS Radio
Commercial

rolls (compared with the two local, one national of last March) and others are coming
in every week. The station held undisputed

7-8 p.m.

Church Services
Northside Baptist Church
Three years

began improving. February showed a substantial increase. March sales jumped ahead

last place a year ago; now it claims to average from second to fourth in most time segments, has ranked first in some.
The policy's paid off.
Broadcasting
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Newsworthy

News

Coverage

by Radio and Tv

DATELINES

MINNESOTA-WISCONSIN — K.STP-AMTV St. Paul, WDGY
Minneapolis and
WISN-AM-TV Milwaukee were among the
stations that sent newsmen into the tornado
area here last week.
KSTP-AM-TV had newsmen, cameramen
reporters and mobile units on duty all night.
The stations' helioplane shot more than
1.000 ft. of film while flying over the devastated area. Reports were supplied to NBCTV's Today, the network's newscast and
overseas newsreel and a complete round-up
was presented on KSTP-TV less than 21
hours after the tornado had struck.
WDGY's Dan Daniel and Jim Ramsburg
toured some of the worst struck areas in a
newscruiser an hour after the tornado hit.
Both newsmen were on the scene throughout
the night supplying reports to Civil Defense
authorities and public.
The WISN stations' filmed coverage was
taken to an airport by motorcycle and flown
to Milwaukee for processing. Sister station
WBAL-TV Baltimore received 200 ft. of
film via air express from WISN-TV. Inquiries about the tornado were received at
WISN Broadcast Center from as far away
as British Columbia, San Jose and San
Antonio.
ELDORADO — KFH Wichita, Kan., was on
the spot with both news and engineering
staff after Eldorado, Kan., 37 miles away
was struck by a tornado Wednesday. As
news editor George Doyle handled coverage.
Chief Engineer Les Campbell and his assistant, Delbert Keeling, worked for hours
helping KBTO Eldorado get back on the air.
KFH cooperated through the night with
Manager Jim Piatt of KBTO relaying messages to tornado victims and emergency
workers. Direct reports went out from KFH
to radio stations across the West and in
Canada as well as to the AP.
SCRANTON — Cameraman Jack Scanella of
WDAU-TV here was attacked by a prisoner
who was being escorted to a Pennsylvania
jail June 4. The un-handcuffed prisoner (exLt. Col. Charles S. Tucker who had been
sentenced to two years for receiving "gratuities" during construction of $33 million
Tobyhanna, Pa., Signal Depot) broke away
from his lone deputy escort and — while Mr.
Scanella was filming him — thrust his hand
against the camera, knocking it askew:
Airing of the incident on WDAU-TV
brought attention to the absence of Chief
Deputy U. S. Marshal Frank P. Foley who
also was assigned to accompany ^the prisoner.
The marshal was reprimanded. The Scranton Tribune reproduced frames from the
footage in its coverage of the episode.
BOSTON — Local police placed an emergency call to the news department of WBZTV here in an effort to notify the parents of
a child who was injured by an automobile.
A description of the unidentified child was
bulletined by the station. The child's mother
was watching WBC-TV and, recognizing
the description, notified the police. WBZ-TV
sent a newscruiser to the scene of the accident in time to film the mother being taken
Page 62
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to her critically injured child in a police car.
GROTON — WTIC-TV Hartford, Conn.,
covered the launching of the nuclear-powered submarine Skipjack off Groton, Conn.
The station reports it was the first to broadcast the news that the submarine's two predecessors had set undersea records. WTICTV newsman Larrye deBear flew film to the
studios in time for a newscast less than two
hours after the launching.
WRUL Expands Latin Shows
For Inter-American Network
Broadcasts to Latin American nations in
Spanish and Portuguese tongues will be
expanded by WRUL Boston-New York and
its Inter-American Network following recent evidence of antagonism toward the
United States and demonstrations against
Vice President Richard M. Nixon.
Walter S. Lemmon, head of WRUL and
the network, said the CBS-TV network's
June 15 (yesterday) Latin American telecast
(5:30-6:25 p.m. EDT) was carried live on
the Latin radio network and later repeated
in Spanish and Portuguese. Howard K.
Smith moderated the program, telecast from
the Pan American Union, Washington.
Political and economic developments were
reviewed during the program by Dr. Pedro
Beltran, publisher of La Prensa, Lima, Peru;
Dr. Golo Plaza, ex-president of Ecuador;
Samuel C. Waugh, president-chairman of
the Export-Import Bank, Washington, and
Herbert Matthews, New York Times. Guillermo Caram, WRUL newscaster, accompanied Vice President Nixon on his South
American tour, reporting nightly to Latin
nations via telephone to WRUL and the
network.
10

Buy

KMTV

KMTV

(TV) Rochester; KFMB-TV San Diego;
KBTV (TV) Denver; KVAR (TV) Phoenix;
CHCT (TV) Calgary, Alta., Canada; KVTV
(TV) Sioux City; WMT-TV Cedar Rapids;
WHO-TV Des Moines, and WSB-TV Atlanta.
Taft Station Staffers Meet
To Plan Cooperative

Taft stations held their first annual promotion meeting June 3-4 at the Hotel Sinton,
Cincinnati. The meeting, attended by 25
station promotion executives, was called by
David G. Taft, executive vice president, Radio Cincinnati Inc. He stressed that the aim
of Taft stations is to promote as a group,
pointing out that the acquisition of WBRCAM-TV Birmingham and WKYT-TV Lexington necessitated close cooperation on
promotional projects.
Spokesmen from each outlet described
successful promotions conducted by their
stations. Featured speakers at the meeting
were Oliver Blackwell, assistant sales manager, The Katz Agency, New York, and
Roy Miller, vice president, Katz, Chicago.
Taft stations are WKRC-AM-FM-TV
Cincinnati; WTVN-AM-TV Columbus,
Ohio; WBIR-AM-FM-TV Knoxville, Tenn.;
WBRC-AM-TV and WKYT-TV.

DeWitt

to Attend

(TV) Omaha

CLAIMSMOBILE

Hardware Mutuals Insurance Co.,
Stevens Point, Wis., used radio-tv
spots and newspaper ads to tell policyholders the location of a mobile claims
office it had moved into tornado-struck
Colfax, Wis. The emergency announcements, part of the company's
program to expedite claims payment
in the wake of major disasters, proved
effective and it plans to employ similar
measures in the future.
Roche, Rickerd & Cleary Inc., Chicago, is Hardware's agency.

Parley

ing the Aug.of12-20
convention
the
International Astronomical Union in
Moscow. Dr. Carl
Seyfert, WSM
weather forecaster
and Vanderbilt U.
astronomer, also will
be a delegate.
Mr. DeWitt made

has copyrighted the

SPOTTED

Moscow

John H. DeWitt Jr., president of WSMAM-TV Nashville, Tenn., will be a member of a U. S. delegation of astronomers
and scientists attend-

(TV) Promotion

station's "Mayco Plan," a promotion introduced recently to induce department stores
to advertise on television on a long-term
basis rather than the usual spot promotion
[Stations, April 28], it was announced
last week. Ten television stations have responded to the offer to purchase the syndicated promotion plan package, KMTV
said. They are KYW-TV Cleveland; WVET

Promotions

space history in 1946
as a lieutenant-colonel in the Signal Corps when he supervised
MR. DeWITT

the Army's first radar contact with the
moon. The official report of this important
electronic event stressed the "possibility
of radio control from the earth's surface
of space ships venturing thousands of miles
from the earth, and the radio reporting of
astronomical data electronically computed
aboard such vessels."
WIIC

(TV) Names

Mortenson

E.V.P.

WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh General Manager
Robert A. Mortenson was appointed executive vice president of WIIC Inc., Chairman
of the Board O. M. Schloss announced last
week. Mr. Mortenson joined the ch. 1 1
station in October 1955 after 19 years'
with N. W. Ayer advertising agency.
REPRESENTATIVE
WGMS
Washington
Assoc., N. Y.
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You reach Northeastern Ohio's real
buying audience through WGAR.
Because WGAR surrounds your
commercials with radio for grownups ... of all ages.
For example, this fall, WGAR presents professional football at its exciting best featuring the Cleveland
Browns. Dynamically reported for
Northeastern Ohio's big sports-minded
radio audience by top sportscaster Bill
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large

Ohio

share

buying

McColgan

. . . whose colorful game
descriptions are seats on the 50-yard
line for thousands of the Browns' faithful and enthusiastic fans.
WGAR maintains this policy in all
its programming . . . good music . . .
variety shows . . . sports . . . accurate
news coverage . . . drama — featuring
performers from top CBS talent.

So reach your real buying audience
through WGAR.

STEUBENVILLE

of
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Radio
for grown-ups
... of all ages

WGAR
OHIO
CLEVELAND
The Peoples Broadcasting Corporation
WRFD-Worthington, O. • WTTM-Trenton, N. J.
S. D.
WNAX-Yank
W. Va. •City,
WMMN-Fairmont,
KVTV-Sioux
la. fon,
Represented by the Henry I. Christal Company
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WESTERN

ELECTRIC

U. S. ARMY. Blast off -and a Nike Hercules streaks skyward. Inside a battery control van the Army crew scans
radar scopes, as the Western Electric-made guidance and control system directs the Nike missile to its target.

AND

THE

U.S.

ARMY'S

NIKE

been
Designed to counter today's threat from the air, the Nike guided missile system has
and
out
operational -actually on duty -now for more than four years . . . able to seek
, the Army's prime
destroy the most advanced types of enemy aircraft. From the beginning
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your
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Electric
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systems
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r
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Nike guided missile system recently welcomed a
powerful new partner — Nike Hercules, a major improvement over the original Nike Ajax.

The

Hercules is faster, boasts greater range and altitude,
and carries a bigger payload than the first Nike. When fitted
with an atomic warhead, Hercules can destroy entire formations of supersonic enemy planes. The Army's Nike
battalions across the country are presently being equipped
with this improved missile system.

The ground guidance and control equipment for Nike
Hercules, along with the guidance assembly in the missile,
is made by Western Electric at our three plants in North
Carolina. The Nike missile itself and the launching equipment are produced by Douglas Aircraft, and the development of the complete system was engineered by our
teammates at Bell Laboratories. Western Electric field

WESTERN ELECTRIC. Our factories in WinstonSalem, Greensboro and Burlington, N. C, make guidance and control equipment for the Nike systems,
as well as other electronic products for military use.

engineers help set up the missile batteries and train Army
Nike men.
at Western Electric were asked to take on the Nike
assignment because of our store of specialized experience
in communications. Through our constant teamwork with
the Bell Laboratories we have learned to blend research
We

with production, so that ideas become working realities
quickly . . . efficiently. It is this kind of experience and
know-how that have helped make possible the deadly new
Nike Hercules - and give promise of even more effective
Nike guided missiles yet to come.

In addition to the Nike guided missile system,
Western Electric defense projects include the recently
completed DEW Line of radar stations, the White
Alice Alaskan communications system, SAGE, and
the manufacture of other military electronic equipment. These and other projects - on which Western
Electric is prime contractor — are an important part

BELL LABORATORIES. The Nike system was designed and developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories. Their continued research will play an important part in the even better Nikes of the future.

of our contribution to the nation's security.

MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY

UNIT OF THE BELl SYSTEM.

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT. Nike missiles, equipped
with Western Electric guidance mechanisms, are
made for W. E. by Douglas Aircraft. Douglas has
worked closely with us since the Nike project began.
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LOUISANS

FACE

The House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee last week continued its investigation
of the FCC's St. Louis-Springfield. Mo., deintermixture action with testimony from
KTVI (TV) St. Louis owners Harry Tenenbaum and Paul E. Peltason.
KTVI. formerly operating on ch. 36, has
been accused by the subcommittee of using
ex parte contacts, political influence and
undercover agreements to get the Commission to shift ch. 2 from Springfield to
St. Louis and assign it that vhf channel
[Government, June 9], This move was
made by the Commission in February 1957.
AKo lasl week, the subcommittee stirred
up a national controversy with charges that
Presidential Assistant Sherman Adams used
influence in helping Boston industrialist Bernard Goldfine avoid compliance with Federal Trade Commission and Securities &
Exchange Commission regulations. The
subcommittee cited several instances where
a firm owned by Mr. Goldfine had paid
Boston hotel bills in $50 and $65 suites for
Mr. Adams. Both principals immediately
denied that any influence had been used by
Mr. Adams on behalf of Mr. Goldfine.
Mr. Tenenbaum readily told the subcommittee of many letters, telephone calls and
personal visits he made with commissioners
supporting the proposed ch. 2 shift. He
maintained his actions were entirely proper
since the proceeding was of a rule-making
nature. He denied ever seeking ch. 2 for
KTVI without a comparative hearing or
contacting commissioners while the KTVI
ch. 2 application was in a competitive status
with Louisiana Purchase Co.
The KTVI president also vehemently denied that he used Comr. Robert E. Lee's
office as "headquarters" during numerous
visits to Washington (the subcommittee said
there were 37 trips while the deintermixture
case was pending). Mr. Tenenbaum said
he had taken practically all of the commissioners to lunch at various times.

Doesn't Remember Specifics
On the stand for various periods during
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Mr.
Tenenbaum was questioned at length about
his visits with the commissioners. He repeatedly said he could not remember specific
conversations, that he did not attempt to
influence the FCC and that he was interested only in the overall uhf problem, not
merely the St. Louis-Springfield situation.
"I'm not trying to be evasive," he said
at one point during an exchange with Chair
man Oren Harris (D-Ark.). "But you are,"
retorted the chairman. At another point,
Rep. Harris asked Mr. Tenenbaum, if he
did not, in fact, influence the FCC's decision whereby KTVI was granted authority
to operate on ch. 2. "I don't think I did,"
the witness replied.
Subcommittee counsel Stephen Angland
quoted from one Tenenbaum letter to commissioners maintaining that ch. 2 in St. Louis
would serve more people than if left in
Springfield. Chief counsel Robert Lishman
said this was important because it constituted an off-the-record argument and opponents of the proposal did not have a
June 16, 1958
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chance to answer. Mr. Tenenbaum made no
comment.
Mr. Tenenbaum denied that he sought
any intervention by government officials
on behall of KTVI, specifically by Sen.
Stuart Symington (D-Mo.). Mr. Angland
cited several Symington contacts with then
Comr. Richard A. Mack while the deintermixture case was pending. When asked if
he sought help by Charles Steadman, Cleveland attorney who was mentioned prominently during the subcommittee's investigation of the ch. 10 Miami grant, Mr. Tenenbaum replied. "Absolutely not."
Messrs. Angland and Lishman questioned Messrs. Tenenbaum and Peltason
at length on their negotiations with General
Electric for ch. 2 equipment. They admitted preliminary talks were begun in the
fall of 1956, several months prior to the
March 1957 grant. Mr. Tenenbaum cited
articles in Broadcasting [Lead Story, Jan.
21, 1957] and Television Digest as his first
knowledge that KTVI would get ch. 2 and
as proof action was common knowledge
long
before the Commission's action was
announced.
He later testified that "someone in Washington" called him on Jan. 18, 1957, the
same day a contract was signed with GE,
telling him of the pending Commission decision. Both KTVI principals denied that
efforts were made to keep the contract
secret or that delivery was refused prior to
formal announcement of permission for
KTVI to operate on ch. 2. In rebuttal, Mr.
Angland quoted from a letter to GE by
KTVTs chief engineer stating: "We do not
feel it advisable to have any of the equipment on the ground before authority is
granted." The contract, Mr. Peltason stated,
specified a March 15, 1957, delivery date.
A lengthy explanation "unsatisfactory" in
the view of one subcommittee member, also
was given by Mr. Tenenbaum of his action
in hiring former Comr. Robert F. Jones as
counsel. Mr. Jones was hired in September
1956, the KTVI president stated, because
of a difference in opinion between the station's other Washington attorneys, Monroe
Oppenheimer and William A. Roberts.
Mr. Jones was paid a $5,000 retainer
when hired and an additional $50,000 nine
months later, Mr. Tenenbaum stated. Mr.
Roberts, partner in Roberts & Mclnnis, has
been paid only $5,000 of a $25,000 fee, the
KTVI owner told the subcommittee. He
said Mr. Oppenheimer was consulted on
the hiring of Mr. Jones but Mr. Roberts
was not because "he might resent bringing
in another communications expert."
The former commissioner was not made
an attorney of record at the FCC, Mr. Tenenbaum stated, because counsel advised him
it was not necessary. He denied emphatically
an Angland suggestion that Mr. Jones was
hired to get the FCC to shift ch. 36 to
Springfield, thus giving an excuse for assigning ch. 2 to KTVI.
Mr. Angland pointed out that the FCC received no formal request to shift ch. 36 to
Springfield and that Mr. Jones was retained
by KTVI just before the Commission made

PAUL

PELTASON

this proposal a part of the rule-making proceeding. He also cited several Jones contacts with Comr. Mack in October 1956.
Mr. Tenenbaum denied that Mr. Jones
made any representation to the Commission
regarding ch. 36 and professed he had no
knowledge of any Mack-Jones talks. He
said he first learned the Commission was
considering the ch. 36 shift when a commissioner— "I don't remember who" — told
him about it in the fall of 1956. Mr. Jones
assisted Mr. Oppenheimer in preparing various pleadings and briefs, Mr. Tenenbaum
stated in answer to numerous questions as to
why Mr. " Jones was hired. He also denied
that an effort was made to keep Mr. Jones'
participation a secret.
Peltason-Tenenbaum Co., an investment
firm, has purchased stock in the Boston
Herald - Traveler Co. since March 1957,
Mr. Tenenbaum stated. A total of 5,949
Broadcasting
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To qualify in the race to place the stations one represents
on every important radio and TV schedule calls for more than
a hard driving sales force armed with the usual station and
market statistics. We believe that every station on our list
possesses many inherent qualifications, that are not always
obvious, that makes them logical selections by buyers of time.
The research and market study facilities needed to track
down these hidden, but significant, selling superiorities, has

FRANK HEADLEY, President
DWIGHT REED, Vice President
FRANK PELLEGR1N, Vice President
PAUL WEEKS, Vice President

always been an important part of H-R service. Of even greater
importance to our stations however, is our ability to take
these findings and convert them into extra sales.
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RADIO

. . . We always send a man
35 E. Wacker Drive
Chicago 1 , Illinois
Financial 6-6440
416 Rio Grande Bldg.
Dallas 2, Texas
Riverside 2-5148

Broadcasting

155 Montgomery Street
San Francisco, Calif.
YUkon 2-5837

1065 Penobscot Bldg.
Detroit 26, Michigan
WOodward 1-4148

1182W. Peachtree, N. W.
Atlanta 9, Georgia
TRinity 5-9539

to do a man's job''''

380 Madison Ave.
New York 17, N. Y.
Oxford 7-3120
DeGeorge Bldg.

6253 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
Hollywood 2-6453

3520 Montrose Blvd.
Houston, Tex. JAckson8-l 601

JAckson 2-3917

910
StreetLa.
New Royal
Orleans,
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GOVERNMENT cont.nued
shares have heen purchased on the advice of
another St. Louis stockhroker, he said, some
for the firm and some for customers. He
denied ever discussing the Boston ch. 5

that they will not seek re-election, and is the
third top minority member of the Commerce
and Oversight Committees to announce retirement. The other two are Reps. Charles

tives are drafting and voting upon," he said.
"As long as these standards are applied to
the executive arm of government, then they
should apply equally to the legislative arm.

case (granted to the Herald-Traveler's
WHDH) with commissioners or with Robert Choate. publisher of the Boston paper
and president of WHDH-AM-TV.
KTYTs affiliation agreement with ABCTV. signed in December 1956, also was
questioned by the subcommittee. Mr. Tenenbaum denied that KTVI assured the network its channel soon would be changed
from ch. 2 to ch. 36 during negotiations for
the affiliation. He said when the contract
was signed, there was no assurance that
KTVI would get ch. 2.
The subcommittee will devote this week
to the Adams-Goldfine case. Members of
the FTC are scheduled to testify today
(Monday) with the SEC to be called tomorrow .Also scheduled to appear tomorrow is
Mildred Paperman, treasurer for several
firms owned by Mr. Goldfine. She appeared
under subpoena last Tuesday but refused to
furnish records subpoenaed by the subcommittee [At Deadline, June 9]. Rep.
Harris gave her a week to reappear with the
records or face contempt proceedings. Her
counsel, Roger Robb, stated last Wednesday that she would furnish only those records considered "pertinent" to the subcommittee's inquiry.
So far, neither Mr. Goldfine nor Mr.
Adams has been linked to the Boston ch.
5 case, although members of the subcommittee have stated privately that such a tiein will be made. Mr. Lishman said last week

A. Wolverton (N. J.) and Joseph P. O'Hara
(Minn.), number one and two ranking Republicans, respectively.
Only one Democratic member of the
House Commerce Committee, Rep. Martin
Dies (Tex.), has announced that he will not
seek re-election. Rep. Dies is not a member
of the investigating subcommittee.

The senator stated he had some grave
reservations about the need for continuance
of certain aspects of existing conflict-ofinterest statutes. However, he said, the present code will never be reviewed until Con-

that the subcommittee has "even juicier" information in the Adams-Goldfine file than
has been released thus far.
Although dates for hearings have not been
scheduled, it has been learned the subcommittee has practically completed its investigations ofalleged influence and ex parte
contacts in several other comparative tv
cases. These include Boston ch. 5, Miami ch.
7 and Pittsburgh ch. 4. Further hearings
also are planned in the St. Louis-Springfield
case.

Heselton,

Wigglesworth

Say

They Don't Plan to Run Again
Two more members of the House, both
Republicans of Massachusetts who have
been active in broadcasting matters, have
announced their retirement at the end of
85th Congress. They are Rep. John W.
Heselton, a member of the Commerce Committee and its Legislative Oversight Subcommittee now investigating the FCC (story,
page 66), and Rep. Richard Wiggtesworth,
member of a dissension-wracked select committee which investigated the Commission
in 1944.
At that time. Rep. Wigglesworth accused
the FCC, White House and others of "obstruction, intimidation and underhand tactics in a continuous attempt to sabotage the
work of the committee." In 1948, while
chairman of an appropriations subcommittee, he again called for a select committee
to investiagte the FCC.
Rep. Heselton joins a long list of Republican congressmen who have announced
Page 68
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Neuberger Measure Proposes
Standards for Congressmen
Sen. Richard L. Neuberger (D-Ore.)
Wednesday introduced a bill (S 3979) which
would place members of Congress under the
same ethical standards imposed on appointed
government officials, including members of
the FCC.
In a speech delivered at the time the measure was introduced. Sen. Neuberger told the
Senate that "we have no right to demand of
Presidential appointees any higher standard
of morality and ethics than we are willing
to set for ourselves." He pointed out that
a government official is required to sell stock
holdings in corporations doing business with
federal departments administered by the
official. "Yet, members of the Senate and
House can own shares or partnerships of
businesses that are directly affected by legislation which these senators or representa-

EXPENSE

BALL

gress "swallows some of its own medicine.
. . . The inconsistency between the rules
which Congress, with a great show of righteousness, applies to executive officials, and
its failure to apply identical rules and standards to its own members, undoubtedly has
reflected adversely on the reputation of Congress in the public
mind."
Possibilities
for conflict-of-interest
on the
part of legislators are created by the "distressing pressure to accept large campaign
contributions in order to pay for television,
radio and other huge expenses of political
campaigning," Sen. Neuberger said.
Under the bill, members of Congress
would be barred from representing parties
with claims against the government (similar
to present restriction on former members
of FCC) for two years after leaving office;
from carrying on any business with the U. S.
government or any state, and would be required to report all outside sources of income and financial interests. If the bill becomes law, the many members of Congress
who have radio-tv interests would be forced
to sell their holdings.

PASSED

The comptroller general of the U.S.
has bowed out of deciding the ticklish
question of whether there is anything
illegal about a government official having his official travel and expenses paid
by private individuals or corporations, it
was learned last week.
Joseph Campbell, comptroller general,
told Chairman John R. Durfee of the
Civil Aeronautics Board, that the law
(Sec. 1914 of the U.S. Code) forbidding
a government employe from being paid
for doing his job by private sources was
a criminal statute and therefore it was
up to the attorney general to determine
whether violations have occurred and if
so whether to prosecute.
Mr. Campbell made his remarks in
a May 20 letter to Mr. Durfee. This
was in response to an inquiry by the
CAB chairman on the legality of CAB
officials, as well as other government officials and congressmen, in accepting invitations to participate as guests in inaugural flights by air lines. Mr. Durfee
also raised the question of wives accompanying their husbands on such flights.
The practice of industry paying the
expenses of government officials to conventions and other meetings was condemned in one of the charges brought
against FCC officials by the House
Legislative Oversight Committee earlier
this year. The House committee contended the comptroller general ruled that

TO

JUSTICE

this violated the dual-salary law and
that the practice could be considered an
"unauthorized augmentation of appropriations." Mr. Campbell's comments in
December 1957 were in response to a
committee inquiry.
In his latest letter Mr. Campbell referred to a 1922 ruling by the attorney
general which held it was proper for
an organization to pay travel and expenses of a government official while
traveling on duty status.
The Justice Dept. said it had received
a copy of Mr. Campbell's letter, but it
had no cases pending which raised a
question of possible violation of Sec.
1914.
Mr. Campbell's letter, which has been
circulated to all government departments
and agencies, emphasized that "while in
frequent instances during the past we
have discussed this particular statute, and
on many occasions have cautioned
against possible violations of its provisions, we have many times explained
that Sec. 1914 is a criminal statute" —
and thus enforceable only by the attorney
general and the Dept. of Justice. The
letter continued:
"We have no authority to make a binding determination as to the proper interpretation of this statute. Therefore any
contrary construction of our role in this
area is and should be regarded as in-

correct."

Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT continued
Rep. Roosevelt Queries FCC
On Station Program Standards
What is the FCC doing to make sure radio stations fulfill their programming obligations? That was the question asked of the
Commission last week by Rep. James Roosevelt (D-Calif. ) in a letter citing the recent
FCC query of several stations' editorials on
pay tv [Government, June 9].
Rep. Roosevelt wrote that particularly in
"these times of stress ... all radio stations
should be made to completely fulfill the obligations assumed when they obtain their
licenses and they should be informed that

Which

lip service will not suffice." He asked the
FCC if it makes a systematic check of station programming and whether the record
is reviewed when a license renewal is considered.
He questioned whether stations throughout the country are "conforming to the
seven basic criteria of the FCC. ... I do
believe that the FCC has a definite responsi-

gets

your
vote?

Rofessionally speaking, which in
your opinion would sell the most
soup ? Ask four people— and you'd
probably get as many answers!
With film, on the other hand, you
can really pre-test. Test with all
the impartial audiences you want,
efficiently, economically.
Your commercials on film put
seat. You're
driver's
in the for
you
in control
time and station
throughout the land . . . know
your message's impact— know it
won't be changed. And you can
use black-and-white or color
There's an Eastman Film for every
purpose!
For complete information write to:
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue
New York 1 7, N. Y.
Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1 , III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Galif.
W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films,
Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III.;
Hollywood, Calif.

bility to pinpoint the existing violators. . . ."
Rep. Roosevelt took a swipe at stations that
"just play records for a 24-hour period" at
the expense of religious discussions, agricultural material, general news and "a vast
number of other fields."
"The question, therefore, arises whether
the Commission believes that it has available today sufficient legislative authority to
act and (a) if so, whether it is fulfilling this
obligation and (b) if not, what enabling
legislation it feels necessary to properly fulfill its basic concept," Rep. Roosevelt said
in the letter to FCC Chairman John C.
Doerfer.
Tax Extension Passes Hurdle,
But Still Faces Senate Fight

The Senate Finance Committee Thursday reported out an Administration-backed
measure to extend corporation and federal
excise tax levels at present levels for another year. An identical measure already
has been passed by the House.
Committee approval of the bill did not
come without opposition and a stiff floor
fight for excise tax reductions is promised
when it comes under full Senate consideration. At Thursday's closed-door session,
Sen. Paul Douglas (D-Ill.) attempted to
supplant the bill with a $6 billion tax
cut proposal as an anti-recession measure.
The Douglas move was tabled by a voice
vote.

Sen. George Smathers (D-Fla.) has announced plans to propose a tax-reducing
amendment (on transportation only) when
the bill reaches the Senate floor. Several
other senators have called for a reduction
in excise taxes, including the 10% on radio
and tv sets.

Florida Supreme

Court Hears

Appeals in Miami Camera Case
The right of tv stations to take pictures
in a courthouse corridor despite a judge's
prohibition is at stake in a case before the
Florida Supreme Court. The case follows
a contempt order handed down in Dade

County (Miami) court last November by
Judge Vincent C. Giblin.
WTVJ (TV) and WCKT (TV) Miami arc
appealing the contempt citations against
Robert Brumfield and Ben Silver, tv cameramen who were arrested after violating
the judge's anti-picture order.
Counsel for the stations argued at a
May 29 hearing that the stations had as
much right to be in the corridors and to
operate their film cameras as newspaper
reporters who observed and then wrote
stories. They contended the cameras give
a faithful version whereas written stories
might be distorted.
The stations contended that persons accused of crimes have no right of privacy.
On behalf of the attorney general it was
argued that a judge has a duty to protect
his courtroom from disturbing camera
lights and action and to protect a defendant
from pictorial exploitation.
$8.9 Million FCC

Bill Okayed

By Senate, Sent to Joint Group
The Senate last week approved an FCC
budget of $8.9 million for fiscal 1959. This
is the same figure voted by the House, but
there is a disagreement between the two
bodies as to how the Commission is to use
a $600,000 increase over the 1958 appropriation.
The House bill stipulates that the extra
money is to be used to reduce the backlog
in processing radio, safety and special services applications. The Senate-approved
measure gives the Commission flexibility in
assigning personnel to its workload. Several
other independent offices appropriations
were included in the bill and it will go to a
joint committee for settlement of discrepancies.
The Senate version appropriates $6 million to the Federal Trade Commission, $50,000 more than the figure voted by the
House but $25,000 less than recommended
by the President. The FCC's $8.9 million
is $50,000 below the amount requested for
fiscal 1959 by the White House.
Cecil B. DeMiile

to Face

Hill Labor-Management

Hearing

Veteran motion picture producer-director
Cecil B. DeMiile, an advocate of right-towork laws since a labor union forced him
off the Lux Radio Theatre in 1945, will
testify today (Monday) at 10 a.m. before
the House Subcommittee on Labor-Management Relations.
Mr. DeMiile was producer-host for Lux
Radio Theatre on radio for nine years prior
to running afoul of his labor union, then
American Federation of Radio Artists. He
refused to pay a $1 political assessment
demanded by the union and, according
to Mr. DeMiile, was forced off the program. The ban has remained in force all
and also has kept him off
years
these
television, Mr. DeMiile maintains. Soon
after leaving the radio program, Mr. DeMiile
organized a foundation bearing his name
which has helped to secure right-to-work
laws in 18 states.
June 16, 1958
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NEXT

ON

HILL

GRIDDLE:

One of the few uninvestigated phases
of broadcasting during the current session of Congress was set for hearings
last week when
the Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee scheduled
a public airing of
radio and tv rating services, beginning June 26.
Announcement
of the hearings,
which will follow by one day
windup of the SEN- MONRONEY
Senate committee's current foray into
tv allocations was made Thursday by
Chairman Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.).
Sen. A. S. (Mike) Monroney (D-Okla.),
committee member, long has been
pushing
for an investigation
of the
Third Vhf

for Providence

Wiped Aside by Commission
The FCC last week directed preparation
of a document which would withdraw all
proposals and terminate the proceeding
which had contemplated the placing of a
third vhf channel in Providence, R. I., by
making various channel changes. Providence, which already has vhf chs. 10 and
1 2, would have been assigned chs. 8 and
13 and ch. 12 would have been moved to
New Haven, Conn., among other allocation
changes.
The Commission also last week invited
comments by July 14 to its proposal to
amend the tv table of assignments by
changing the uhf channels in Milwaukee
from chs. 19, 25 and 31 to chs. 18, 24 and
30; Ludington, Mich., from ch. 18 to ch. 33;
Beaver Dam, Wis., from ch. 37 to ch. 51,
and Chilton, Wis., from ch. 24 to ch. 31
(both of which are educational). At the
same time the FCC ordered the following
Milwaukee stations to show cause why they
should not shift channels accordingly:
WXIX (TV) from 19 to 18, WCAN-TV
from 25 to 24, and WFOX-TV from 31 to
30 (the last two stations are not operating).
The purpose of this proposal, according to
the Commission, "is to avoid present second
harmonic interference to the reception of
ch. 19 WXIX (TV)."
Also last week, the FCC invited comments by July 14 to a proposal by Community Television Corp. to add oh. 12 to
Pembina, N. D., which does not presently
have an assignment.

Court

Hears

Against

FCC

WFMF (FM) Plea
Multiplex Rule

The first court challenge of the FCC's requirement that fm stations multiplex functional music operations was argued before
the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia last week.
WFMF (FM) Chicago, which has been
in the functional music business since 1949,
exchanged arguments with the Justice Dept.
June 16, 1958
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poll takers. James Seiler, director of
ARB, will be the lead-off witness. He
will be followed by spokesmen for Trendex, A. C. Nielsen Co. and Pulse Inc.
In announcing the hearing. Sen. Magnuson said that a number of complaints
about rating services have arisen "giving
rise to certain questions as to the possible effect of such ratings upon the procram services being furnished the pubSen. Monroney, who has written newspaper articles on the alleged effect of
ratings on the success of programs, said
it "certainly is high time to find out
what lic."
effect they have on programming."
He said a program's rating has become
"almost a life and death matter" as to
its continuance.
While length of the inquiry has not
been announced, the Oklahoma Democrat said the subject is "too important to
ignore or confine to one day." He said
(which argued in behalf of itself and the
FCC) before Judges Henry W. Edgerton,
David Bazelon and John A. Danaher.
The Chicago outlet appealed (1) the

FCC's rule-making requiring that functional
music (background music, storecasting and
transitcasting) be transmitted on a multiplex
basis (i.e., on the subcarrier of the same
channel it uses for regular broadcasting); (2)
the FCC's denial of WFMF's petition for
rehearing of the Commission order which
turned down various requests asking that
the multiplex requirement be deleted or
waived until a later date; (3) the FCC's subsequent denial of WFMF's petition for renewal of its authorization to simplex functional music operations.
The FCC has maintained several years
that the functional music aspect of fm stations isnon-broadcast in nature, but has allowed simplexing up to this year because of
difficulties in developing multiplexing equipment and for other reasons, including station financial troubles. All fm outlets simplexing functional music have had to make
individual requests since last March 1 for
short extensions, first showing they are taking steps to convert to multiplexing.
FCC

Instructions Revised:

770

Ke to Retain

1-A Status

The FCC last week announced that it is
amending its instructions to staff in the
preparation of documents affirming an examiner's initial decision in the nearly two
decade old KOB Albuquerque-WABC New
York battle over the 770 kc frequency
[Government, June 9], Hugh B. Hutchison's initial decision had recommended that
770 kc be changed from a 1-A to a 1-B
frequency with unlimited time and 50 kw
for KOB and WABC, which would both
use mutually protective directional antennas.

The amendment announced last week
concerns the previously-issued instructions
to eliminate the proposed reclassification of
770 kc from Class 1-A to Class 1-B. Under

he could not see how "someone in New
York can interview 150 set owners and
tell me what I want to watch the next
day." Sen. Monroney said he will press
for future testimony from the networks,
advertisers and agency executives.
The June 26 hearing will center on
the mode of operation of rating services,
basis of operation, size of sample and
how taken, different types of reports
made to subscribers, effect on programming, areas covered, criteria in developing methods used and correlation with
other services. Also due to play an important role in the hearing: alleged misuse of survey results by individual stations in their advertising and promotion
and contests conducted when a station
knows that a survey is being taken.
In March 1957, Sen. Magnuson sent
a questionnaire to the principal survey
firms asking many of the above questions. All have since supplied answers
which, it is felt, long since have become
outdated.
the revised instructions this channel will
retain its 1-A classification.
The Commission points out that the "1-A
classification will facilitate preservation of
the degree of protection against interference
from stations in other countries provided
for by international agreements on this
Tampa Area Tv Applicants Seek
Waiver of Minimum Separation
subject."
Five of the six applicants for ch. 10 at
St. Petersburg-Tampa, Fla., have laid down
their hatchets long enough to ask the FCC
to waive minimum mileage requirements and
let the winner build his transmitter 185 miles
from co-channel 'WPST-TV Miami.
The five applicants have the backing of
the Washington Airspace Panel, which asked
the FCC to allow the St. Petersburg-Tampa
ch. 10 transmitter to be located on an antenna farm south of Tampa where the transmitters of two tv stations are already.
This antenna farm is 185 miles from the
WPST-TV transmitter — 35 miles less than
the minimum mileage co-channel separation requirement of 220 miles established by
the FCC for Zone III (the Gulf Coast area)
in the Sixth Report & Order. This is the
biggest difference in mileage requirements
that any tv applicant has asked to be waived
since the Sixth Order was issued.
The five applicants are City of St. Petersburg (WSUN-TV), Suncoast Cities Broadcasting Corp., WTSP-TV Inc. and Bay Area
Telecasting Corp., all St. Petersburg, and
Tampa Telecasters Inc., Tampa. Florida
Gulfcoast Broadcasters Inc., which originally specified St. Petersburg, has amended its
application to specify Largo, Fla., and did
not join the other applicants in the joint
request to the FCC.
The FCC allocated ch. 10 to the TampaSt. Petersburg area on June 3, 1957, specifying an area 24 miles north of Tampa and 33
miles north of St. Petersburg. All the applicants proposed tower heights over 900 feet.
This height has been disapproved by airBroadcasting
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space groups, as have maximum proposals
by the five petitioning applicants of 849 feet
which they feel is necessary to serve hoth
Tampa and St. Petersburg with a city grade
signal. The Washington Airspace Panel set
a minimum height of 549 feet above sea
level, which was agreed to by Florida Gulfcoast Broadcasters when it specified Largo.
The five other applicants maintain that a
waiver of the minimum separation requirements would result in a total interference
loss of service to only 2,600 persons from
both the Miami and Tampa-St. Petersburg
ch. 10 stations because the interference area
is mainly "swampy land, which will never be
occupied by any substantial number of peoAll five say that if the FCC denies such a
waiver they will amend to specify Largo
with 549 feet, although they do not believe
a Largo station can give a city grade service
to both Tampa and St. Petersburg, as they
feel was intended by the FCC.
ple." on the competing applications
Hearings
are scheduled to begin July 28.
KLAS-TV

Microwave

Approved

The

FCC last week approved an application by KLAS-TV Las Vegas, Nev.,
for a private, $30,000, three-link microwave relay system to bring in CBS-TV programs from KNXT (TV) Los Angeles.
KLAS-TV, which expects to complete construction in30 days, received CBS programs
over one of the two AT&T circuits to Las
Vegas until April 29, when ABC-TV exercised pre-emption rights to make the line
available fulltime to its Las Vegas affiliate,
KSHO-TV, newly on the air. NBC-TV had
used the other AT&T circuit to feed programs to affiliate KLRJ-TV Henderson
(Las Vegas).
KLAS-TV has been broadcasting CBSTV programs on a delayed basis since
ABC-TV took over the AT&T circuit.

Final Charleston

Tv Grant

Closer

An initial decision recommending affirmation of the FCC's grant August 1957, of ch.
4 in Charleston, S. C, to WTMA-AM-FM
there was issued last week by FCC Hearing
Examiner Thomas H. Donahue. The FCC
designated the case for hearing Sept. 25,
1957, on a protest by WUSN-TV Charleston, on issues of WTMA's financial qualifications to build and operate the tv station.
FCC

PASADENA • LOS ANGELES
V
Spanish Language
x.
Station y

S. F. — Theo. B. Hall
N. Y. — Nat'l Time
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Sales

Approves

Storer Renewals

The licenses of Storer Broadcasting Co.
stations in Miami (WGBS-AM-FM) and
Atlanta (WAGA-AM-FM-TV) were renewed last week after being held up pending
explanations by Storer of FCC queries
about editorializing on the subject of pay
television. Comr. Robert E. Lee, although
voting to renew, maintained that the FCC
should write a letter to Storer similar to
that sent the previous week to WAPI,
WAFM (FM) and WABT (TV) Birmingham
[Government, June 9]. The FCC letter
to the Birmingham stations indicated they
could have been more fair in broadcasting
a discussion on pay tv.

Court

Hears

From

Madison

WTVO

(TV) Appeal
Allocation Action

Arguments were held Thursday before
the U.S. Appeals Court for the District of
Columbia on an appeal by WTVO (TV)
Rockford, 111., against the FCC's 4-3 decision in 1957 to drop its plans to make
Madison, Wis., 55 miles north, an all-uhf
market hy deintermixture.
The Rockford uhf outlet (ch. 39) argued
that the Madison deintermixture case was
similar to cases in Peoria and Springfield
where the FCC did deintermix and was
sustained by the courts. The original FCC
rule-making proposal was to swap Madison's
educational reserved ch. 21 (WHA-TV) for
its only vhf, commercial ch. 3 (WISC-TV),
or to shift ch. 3 to Rockford for use as a
commercial facility in place of WTVO's
ch. 39.
The FCC said last week it decided not
to make ch. 3 an educational assignment
because "the history" of educational tv in
Wisconsin showed "little likelihood" that
necessary public funds could be acquired
for WHA-TV to move from uhf to vhf.
The Commission decided against moving
ch. 3 to Rockford, it was explained, because this would have created substantial
"white areas" in the rough terrain north
and southwest of Madison which could not
have been served by uhf. Besides that, the
FCC said, the Madison commercial uhfs
would have been put in competition with
"at least one and possibly two" Rockford
vhfs instead of one Madison vhf.
WISC-TV, as intervenor, supported the
FCC in its arguments last week before
Judges Wilbur K. Miller, Thomas Washington and Warren E. Burger.
The FCC said a key factor making the
Peoria and Springfield cases different from
the Madison case was that the problem was
not as significant in the former cases because the "entire area" was flat in each
instance and thus "highly favorable for
optimum uhf propagation."
Denton Ch. 2 Petitions Denied
Petitions to make non-commercial educational ch. 2 in Denton, Tex., available for
commercial tv were denied last week by the
FCC, which said such an action would
"frustrate" the efforts of educators to build
an educational tv facility in Denton. Gregg
Television Inc., Longview, had asked that
ch. 2 be deleted from Denton and reassigned to Longview for commercial use,
with substitution of ch. 71 in Denton. Harwell V. Shepard of Denton asked that ch. 2
be made commercial and that ch. 17 there
be reserved for educational use.
Daytime Reply Deadline Extended
The date for filing reply comments in
the FCC's proposed rulemaking on daytime broadcasting was extended last week
from June 18 to July 21. Daytime Broadcasters Assn. had asked extension to July
21 and Storer Broadcasting Co. had asked
extension to July 2. Both DBA and Storer
cited the need for extra time to study
comments filed May 19 [Government,
May 26, 19].
Broadcasting
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KING-SIZE in COVERAGE _ KOA-Radio
blankets 302 counties in 12 states, reaches
and ;el!s over 3Vi million westerners.

KING-SIZE in POWER — KOA-Radio
speaks to these Westerners with the
50,000 Watt voice they understand and
have trusted for over 33 years.
KING-SIZE in AUDIENCE ACCEPTANCE — By programming in character
with its area... and providing a strong
lineup of NBC programs, KOA-Radio has
established audience leadership throughout the West.

KING-SIZE in VALUE -KOA-Radio delivers more for your money, day and
night, seven days a week. It's your best
buy in the RICH WESTERN MARKET.
Represented by
Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.

>

One of America's great radio stations
50,000
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CAPITOL
convention

lost in retaliating against

Small market broadcasters, mainly from
Montana. Wyoming and Idaho, charge that
unregulated cable antenna operations
threaten local tv stations and endanger the
tv allocations plan.
The entire first day of the NCTA meeting was given over to a call to arms by
officers of the association. They urged members to acquaint their senators and congressmen with the CATV side of the controversy.
Item: All of Tuesday afternoon was
devoid of formal meetings so NCTA members could call on senators and congressmen. They did.
Item: Late Thursday afternoon, a cocktail party was given with senators and congressmen and members of the FCC as
principal guests.
Liaison with the opposition was not overlooked. A small group of community tv
operators, including some who are also
broadcasters, met with NAB President
Harold Fellows and NAB Government Relations Manager Vincent Wasilewski.
Mr. Fellows, it is understood, iterated
NAB's position that microwave relays bringing distant tv signals into a small communities are unfair competition to the local
broadcasters, and that CATV operators
should be required to secure permission to
receive and distribute a station's broadcasts on a property right basis.
The CATV operators also heard FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer inveigh against
pressures — including those from congressional committees — and imply what some
cable operators considered a reaffirmation
of his views on community tv regulation
(that the FCC has no jurisdiction, doesn't
want jurisdiction, and that competitive protection for broadcasters is against the public interest).

DENVER

AT

rally at Washington

Community television operators — 300
strong — rallied in Washington last week and
lit a backfire on Capitol Hill against television broadcasters.
The occasion was the seventh annua!
convention of the National Community Tv
Assn. It was held in Washington just two
weeks after a group of western broadcasters opened fire on CATV systems before
the Senate Commerce Committee and six
weeks after the same telecasters generated
serious NAB consideration of the situation
[Government, June 2; Lead Story, May
5].

KING-SIZE

LIT

Speaking extemporaneously, Mr. Doerfer said he thought the FCC would stand
firm against pressures, but that it would
have an open mind in its review of the
CATV question.
Arthur A. Gladstone, FCC Common
Carrier Bureau official, explained the "deep
frost" now in existence at the FCC on common carrier microwave grants to feed
CATV systems.
He said applications for CATV common
carrier relays are being accepted and processed at the FCC, but no grants are being
made until the Commission comes to a

NAB fight
decision on its study of the CATV situation. Existing grantees can build and begin
operating, he said, and existing microwave
systems can make minor changes (but none
significant enough to change the system
seriously — like adding a new point to be
serviced, or adding a new customer).
Last month the Commission issued a
notice of inquiry into the scope of commu-

nity tv operations and the FCC's legal
right to assert jurisdiction. The 14 questions propounded included the matter of
CATV operations and their effect on telecasting and the status of CATV microwave
relays and their impact on local broadcasting [Government, May 26]. The Commission asked for answers by June 27.
NCTA members also heard the association's general counsel, E. Stratford Smith,
review the history of regulations and the
events of the last few years which culminated in Senate hearings earlier this month.
He scoffed at arguments that CATV operations could be regulated, lashing out also
at broadcasters who, he said, are trying to
"regulate cable companies out of existence"
so that they can enjoy local monopolies.
Mr. Smith referred to allegations in the
Kalispell, Mont., situation as false, but said
that the Tyler, Tex., problem was real and
should be corrected.
In Kalispell, KGEZ-TV went dark early
in May, with the station complaining that
it could not compete against the local CATV
system. The local cable operator, owning a
minority interest in KGEZ-TV, charges
that the complete story was not told.
In Tyler, KLTV (TV) has asked the FCC

LIKELY

LOBBYISTS

To a CATV operator who is a fairly big frog in the smaller ponds of
America (Liberal, Kan.; Montgomery, Pa.; Salidas, Colo.; Rogers, Ark.,
are some samples), playing the game
of Washington lobbying was a great
adventure. For amateurs, they didn't
do so badly either. Most got to their
congressmen easily enough, and many
even got the ear of their senator, or at
least his administrative assistant. But,
even among neophytes there are some
who have the savvy — either innately
or professionally — and they made the
cocktail party pay off.
Among those present at the NCTA
cocktail party (billed as a "reception
and demonstration") were Sens. Lyndon Johnson (D-Tex.), majority leader; Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.); Estes
Kefauver (D-Tenn.); Reps. Lindley
Beckwith (D-Tex.); Carroll D. Kearns
(R-Pa.); John Bell Williams CDMiss.); FCC Comrs. T. A. M. Craven,
Frederick W. Ford and John S. Cross;
congressional aides and secretaries,
and FCC staff members.

Broadcasting

58 counties which include five rich
metropolitan markets when you buy
WCIA, Channel 3 — the only single
medium covering Central Illinois and
Western Indiana.

WCIA, Channel 3 puts more than
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J. Holland Rannclls began his Cumberland, Md., CATV operation seven years
ago. in 1951. He now has more than
10.000 subscribers to his five-channel
system, feeding them the four Washington, D. C, stations on a 100-mile off-theair pickup.
Some years ago, Mr. Rannells tried
originating local programs on his vacant
fifth channel, but he didn't fare too well.
First the operation of studio facilities
encompassed more than he was willing to
spend. Secondly, local merchants failed
to flock to the new advertising medium in
sufficient numbers. He dropped local
programming.
He has just set up a new method of
using that vacant channel. He has made
to prohibit a microwave service aimed at
bringing Dallas-Fort Worth signals into its
four-city area. The tv station had its rate
cut by CBS from $225 to $50 presumably
because of cable connections which reduced
its viewing potential. The cable system not
only carries three Dallas-Fort Worth stations, but also a Shreveport, La., station.
KLTV is also carried on the cable system,
but charges that its picture is degraded because the CATV operator has changed its
signal from ch. 7 to ch. 6.
George J. Barco, Meadville, Pa., cable
operator and president of NCTA, told association members that there is no legal
basis for regulation of CATV operations or
a prohibition from operating in competition with broadcast stations. He declared
that CATV systems bring multiple tv signals
to areas where tv is not easily available.
He said CATV now reaches 1.5 million
people.
Mr. Barco said that demands for regulation of antenna operations come from "a
few small broadcasters whose concerns were
either insufficiently capitalized or had inadequate markets to support their stations."
Other highlights:
• Sen. J. W. Fulbright (D-Ark.) called
on cable operators to use their facilities for
closed-circuit educational tv. He said the
use of CATV could alleviate the problem
of teacher shortages.
It is understood that there are a number
of CATV operations with educational tieins. Among them are Fayetteville, Ark.;
Pocatello, Idaho; Ithaca, N.Y., and Ellensburg, Wash. In general the school institutions originate the programs with their own
cameras and studio gear and feed the signals
into the cable companies which deliver
them via wire to receivers in both schools
and homes.
• Means to feed subscribers locally originated background music service, on unoccupied CATV channels, or on channels
where the relayed station does not begin
operating till late in the day, were offered
to CATV operators by Muzak Corp., New
York; Alto Fonic Music Systems Inc., Palo
Alto, Calif.; and Background Music MidState Corp., Syracuse, N.Y.
Muzak and Alto Fonic offered tape liPage 78
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CUMBERLAND

arrangements with three nearby tv stations so that they can feed their programs
into Cumberland (and sell time to Cumberland merchants too). He hopes they
will include items of local interest in
their segments. The stations are WJACTV Johnstown, Pa., ch. 6, 50 miles away,
sign-on to noon; WSVA-TV Harrisonburg, Va., ch. 3, 85 miles away, noon to
8:30 p.m.; WFBG-TV Altoona, Pa., ch.
10, 60 miles away, 8:30 p.m. to sign-off.
The new system began last Monday.
He also plans to intersperse these programs with special sports programs not
carried on Washington stations from
these stations and others like KDKA-TV
Pittsburgh, ch. 2 and WGAL-TV Lancaster, Pa., ch. 8.
braries. Background Music offered its BeamCast system in upper New York state where
it owns fm stations WBNY-FM Buffalo
and WDUS-FM Syracuse. The stations are
already serving several cable companies in
these areas. The cable companies are paid
for this service to Beam-Cast clients.
• An automatic picture and sound generator, utilizing the flying spot scanner
principle, for originating 35-mm slides was
shown by B&K Manufacturing Co., Chicago. The generator includes a slide unit
capable of holding up to 28 transparencies.
It is also capable of being joined with a
tape playback mechanism which is used to
provide the aural portion of a commercial
message and which changes slides automatically through sub-audible tones.
B&K advertised the generator at $895 to
transmit special announcements or spot advertising invideo and audio "when tv stations are off the air, or during station
breaks. . . .

equipment shown at the manufacturers' exhibit held in conjunction with
the convention were ( 1 ) Jerrold Electronics
Corp.'s new 12-channel wideband rf amplifier, with push-pull output stage, $495; allband cascader covering 12 channels plus fm
band, priced at $285; (2) Westbury Electronics Corp.'s transitorized rf amplifier in
a 1314 x 3% x4V4-in. metal case, using 2.5
w from line, delivering 30.000 microvolts
for each of five channels, with 45 db gain.
Amplifier includes an emergency battery
which will run for 30 hours if outside power
fails. Price: $325; (3) Entron Inc., Bladensburg, Md., showed a new remote transformer ($29.50-$64.50) and a new remote
amplifier ($160-$225).
• NCTA's convention also held meetings
on radiation, public and community relations, direct mail selling, translators, advertising and sales, legal and other matters.
CATV systems pick up regular tv signals
and feed them via cable lines to the homes
of subscribers. Subscribers pay from $3 to
$11 per month for this service plus, in many
cases, a $100-$ 150 connection charge.
There are about 600-700 such systems in
existence, serving from a few hundred to
10,000 customers.
CATV

Assn.

Elects Calhoun

Lloyd A. Calhoun, Hobbs, N. M., community tv operator, was elected president of
the National Community Tv Assn. at its
convention in Washington last week. Mr.
Calhoun, whose system serves about 3,000
homes with signals from Roswell, N. M.,
and nearby Texas tv stations, succeeds
George J. Barco, Meadville, Pa. Other
officers elected: A. L. Malin, Laconia,
N. H., vice president; W. Randolph Tucker,
Clarksburg, W. Va., secretary; Clive Runnells Jr., Houston, Tex., treasurer. A new
board member elected was Charles Clements, Waterville, Ore.

IN attendance at the NCTA convention in Washington last week were eight broadcasters who are also cable antenna operators. They are (seated, I to r): Bruce Hamilton
and Archer Taylor, both with KBTK Missoula and KGEZ Kalispell, Mont.; Stan
Stephens, KOJM Havre, Mont., and A. J. Malin, WWNH Rochester, N. H. Back row,
standing (same order): Robert S. McCaw, KLOQ Yakima and KALE Richland, Wash.;
Paul McAdam, KPRK Livingston, Mont.; Larry Boggs, KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City,
Okla., and Martin F. Malarkey Jr., WRTA Altoona, Pa.
Broadcasting

Webb,
4A

Cominos

Regional

Elected

Chairmen

James D. Webb, chairman of the board
of C. J. La Roche & Co., New York, and
James G. Cominos, vice president and radiotv director of Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago, have been elected chairmen of
the eastern and central regions of American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, respectively.
Other officers elected in the eastern
region were: Wallace W. Elton, vice president of J. Walter Thompson Co., to vicechairman and John Mather Lupton, president of John Mather Lupton Co., to
secretary-treasurer.
Governors for the region, in addition
to the officers are: George I. Chatfield,
executive vice president, William Esty Co.;
A. W. Fargo Jr., vice president, Charles
W. Hoyt Co.; Henry O. Pattison Jr., vice
chairman of the board, Benton & Bowles;
Sidney M. Weiss, president, Lewin, Williams
& Saylor.
Chairmen of the five local 4A's councds
in the region are also governors, ex officio,
as follows: Joseph Katz, president, The
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore, Chesapeake
Council; Lendell A. Layman, president,
Henry A. Loudon Adv., Boston, New
England Council; L. E. McGivena, president, L. E. McGivena & Co., New York
Council; Allen C. Smith Jr., president,
Aitkin-Kynett Co., Philadelphia Council;
and Robert C. Lowe Jr., partner, Lowe
& Stevens, Atlanta, Southeast Council.

Newly elected vice chairman of the central region is Larry Wherry, president,
Wherry, Baker & Tilden. Alexander H.
Gunn III, vice president of J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago, has been re-elected
secretary-treasurer.
Central Region governors are: George
J. Callos, president, Klau-Van PietersomDunlap, Milwaukee; William A. Marsteller,
president, Marsteller, Rickard, Gebhardt &
Reed, Chicago; Milton H. Reynolds, partner,
Allen & Reynolds, Omaha; and Richard
W. Tully, vice president, Foote, Cone &
Belding, Chicago.
Five local council chairmen for the region,
also serving as governors, ex officio, are:
Joseph M. Greeley, vice president in charge
of marketing, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago
Council; Theodore Fremd, vice president,
Harold Walter Clark. Denver, Rocky
Mountain Council; Marvin McQueen, vice
Counpresident, D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis Locke
Tracynt,
preside
Hite,
cil: Morris
Co., Dallas, Southwest Council; and Robert
W. Stafford, executive vice president, Knox
Reeves Adv. Minneapolis, Twin City
Council.
Elect Mays
Roderick A. Mays, president, Mays &
Co., Los Angeles, has been elected president
of Western States Advertising Agencies
Assn. for the coming year. Other 1958-59
officers: Jack Johnstone. Guerin, Johnstone,
Jeffries Inc., Los Angeles, first vice president; Stan Brown, General Advertising Los
Angeles, second vice president, and Carl
Falkenheimer, Carl Falkenheimer Adv., Los
Angeles, secretary-treasurer.
Broadcasting

Western

Agencies

new president of *e Colorado
HARRY HOTH, KRDO-AM-TV Colorado Springs
W. D. Rogers Jr KDUB-AMBroadcasters & Telecasters Assn., is congratulated by groups meeting [Trade Assn.,
TV Lubbock, Tex., one of the speakers at the state
, past president, James
June 91 Left to right: Robert H. Dolph, KFTM Fort Morgan
Revill Fox, president of
;
A McKenna, Washington attorney; Mr. Hoth; Mr. Rogers
TV Denver.
KOAky,
Revill Fox Advertising Co., Denver, and Ralph Radets

FILM

MEN

HOST

SESSION

As part of its "Tv Commercials Showcase" conducted for advertising agency executives in New York last Thursday, the
Film Producers Assn. of New York presented apanel discussion on the application
of videotape to television commercials. Almost 400 agency and film producer personnel attended the session.
Stephen Elliot, partner in Elliot, Unger
& Elliot, served as moderator during the
panel session, which featured Martin Ransohoff, president of Filmways Inc.; Walter
Lowendahl, president of Transfilm Inc.; Saul
Jeffee, president of Movielab Film Labs
Inc.; Chris Valentine, director of radio-tv
commercial productions for McCann-Erickson in New York; William Trevarthen, director of engineering operations for ABC
and William Unger, partner in Elliot, Unger
& Elliot. Panelists were asked by Mr. Elliot
to reply to a question he posed covering the
ramifications of videotape.
Mr. Ransohoff asserted that videotape will
not replace film, as television will require
the use of both forms. But he said that as a
firm had inproducer of commercials, his becaus
e there
vested in videotape equipment
will be an increasing use of vtr for live programming. Accordingly, he said, he foresees on expanding utilization of tape for
commercials. He offered the opinion that a
tape commercial inserted on a live tv program lessens the possibility of a fluff and
still retains the quality of a live commercial.
Mr. Unger replied to a question on the
possibility of achieving special effects on
tape, as is common in film. He acknowledges that technical considerations at present are such that the special effects on film
cannot be duplicated on tape but said research now underway will enable vtr "within the next two years to achieve many of the
effects." Mr. Unger conceded that some of
the film effects probably will not be attained
at all through tape, but suggested that some
of the effects that are likely to be achieved

ON

VTR

through vtr will be beyond the reach of
film.
Mr. Jeffee, as a representative of the film
laboratory industry, was asked if videotape
would affect the film business seriously. He
expressed the belief that there "is room for
sion," as there
and film
tape "room
both
and film shows up
livetelevi
for in
has been
to now." Mr. Jeffee added that many of the
film service companies are improving their
facilities so that they may offer quality film
to their clients.

Mr. Lowendahl, who heads FPA's labor
relations committee, reported that contracts
with unions have been formulated to keep
independent producers (FPA members)
competitive with networks and stations,
which also will be producing tape commercials. He noted that FPA holds a contract
with the Screen Actors Guild covering actors, but cited the upcoming hearings before
the National Labor Relations Board (see
and the American
page 50) between SAG
Federation of Television & Radio Artists as
moves that might resolve the tug-of-war
between the two unions over videotape.
Mr. Trevarthen said there is no problem
involved in placing on the network a tape
produced on the outside by an independent
producer. In a reply to a question, he said
there is only "a slight difference" in the
quality of a copy of a videotape from the
with the producoriginal but conceded that,
tion of two, three or four copies, there is
"a degrading" of the quality. He said "technically" tape can be edited but acknowledged it is not easy to keep the sound and
picture in synchronization.
Mr. Valentine indicated that McCannErickson was "very high" on tape because
of "the high quality of the picture and the
sound, the speed of playback and the economy." He estimated that a one-minute
costs about one-half
videotape commercial
of its film counterpart. By shooting four
tape commercials during a day, a company
June 16, 1958
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saves from 15% to 25% of the cost of
shooting the four commercials over four
days, Mr. Valentine reported. He said the
agency has been producing 30% of the
Westinghouse commercials on VTR over
the past several months.
Preceding the discussion, FPA screened
35 film commercials produced during the
past year by FPA members.
Canon 35 Often Disregarded,
Texas UP Broadcasters Told
The American Bar Assn.'s anti-broadcast code (Canon 35) has little significance
in Texas, delegates to the Texas United
Press Broadcasters Assn. were told at their
meeting held over the June 8 weekend in
San Angelo.
Homa S. Hill, Fort Worth attorney and
chairman of the State Bar of Texas public
information committee, said there are "few
attempts to enforce the canon in the state."
Harry Van Slycke, KITE San Antonio,
was elected president of the group succeeding David Smith, KVET Austin. Other
officers: Stan McKenzie, KWED Seguin,
first vice president; Tom Matts, KTEM
Temple, second vice president; Joe Treadway, KPEP San Angelo, third vice president.
Awards were presented to Tom Matts,
KTEM Temple, best feature story; Walter
Vaughan, KRRV Sherman, best news story.
Awards for most stories, by population
group: KLIF Dallas; KEYS Corpus Christi;
KWFT Wichita Falls; KTEM Temple;
KADO Marshall.
SMPTE

Names

Foreign Chairmen

The Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers announced last week the
designation of national regional chairmen
for countries outside the United States and
Canada. These chairmen are expected to
stimulate the flow of technical papers from
foreign nationals for publication in the society's Journal. Countries in which regional
chairmen were appointed are Argentina,
Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, Venezuela, Denmark, France, Germany, Great Britain,
Italy, The Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, India, Japan, Philippines, Australia,
and New Zealand.
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Tv Board,

work's replacement for Mr. Russell. P. A.
(Buddy) Sugg, who joined NBC recently
as vice president for owned-stations, replaces Mr. Adams on the Radio Board.
NAB's combined boards meet in Washington this week [Trade Associations, June
9], with a number of new directors attending their first meeting. They will be
given an advance briefing today (Monday)
at NAB headquarters.
Among radio station directors attending their first meeting are J. M. Higgins,
WTHI Terre Haute, Ind.; Joe D. Carroll,
KMYC
Marysville, Calif.; Robert J.
McAndrews, KBIG Avalon, Calif., and
Frederick A. Knorr, WKMH
Dearborn,
Mich. Dwight W. Martin, WAFB-TV Baton
Rouge, La., is a new member of the Tv
Board as is G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV
Columbia, S. C, who rejoins NAB's directing body. Mr. Shafto has served a number of terms in past years and is a past
chairman of the NAB Tv Code Review
Board.
The NAB Community Antenna Committee meets today, on the heels of last week's
convention of the National Community
Television Assn. in Washington (see page
76). The committee will consider the question of broadcasters' property rights in the
programs they originate, plus possible competition to broadcasting from the 600,000
homes receiving community tv service.
NAB finance and convention committees
will meet Tuesday.
LAB Opposes La. Music Bill
Louisiana broadcasters have voiced opposition to a House bill (281) that purports
to prohibit ASCAP, BMI, SESAC and other
copyright groups from imposing any charge

the BROADCAST

DELIVERY

to NAB

Sugg Replaces on Radio Board
Changes in the NAB Radio and Television Boards were announced last week
as Frank M. Russell, NBC Washington
vice president who resigns his post effective
July 11, completes 28 years continuous
service as a director of the association. Mr.
Russell becames NBC's consultant in Washington with a five-year contract.
David C. Adams, NBC executive vice
president and a member of the NAB Radio
Board, moves to the Tv Board as the net-
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on any radio or tv station for the use of
music in the state. Kierrell Hamm KLFYTV Lafayette, president of Louisiana Assn.
of Broadcasters, said the legislature's bill
doesn't prohibit copyright owners from refusing permission to stations to perform
their music publicly for profit. The net
effect, he said, either prohibits stations from
using music or requires them to pay fees
to "countless thousands of copyright owners." This, he contends, would increase the
cost of music.

Texas U. Engineering Unit
To Analyze TASO Findings
The U. of Texas' Bureau of Engineering
Research will analyze uhf and vhf propagation data which has been collected by the
Television Allocations Study Organization
and those working with TASO, Dr. George
Town, TASO executive director, announced
last week.
Heading the project will be Dr. Alfred
H. LaGrone, associate professor of electrical
engineering at the university, who is organizing a group to work with him on the task.
Dr. A. W. Straiton, director of the university electrical engineering research laboratory, will have general supervision.
Groups which have taken field strength
measurements, upon which will be based
new propagation curves applicable within
the service range of television transmitters,
include Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters, CBS-TV, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., the FCC and individual uhf and
vhf stations and their engineering consultants. TASO Panel 5, on analysis and theory,
is responsible for analysis of the data and
the U. of Texas work will be one part of
Panel 5's activities.
Financing of the U. of Texas phase will
come from industry contributions and the
TASO board of directors recently began a
drive to raise a special fund of $75,000 to
$100,000 to finance the U. of Texas project
and other technical tasks planned by TASO.
More than $58,000 already has been contributed by the broadcast industry, including the three tv networks.

Anti-Pay Tv Veterans Expand
American Citizens Television Committee
Inc., formed by officials of several veterans
organizations in November 1957 to oppose
pay tv, last week announced it is asking for
individual memberships and will begin publishing anewsletter next fall. The organization (address: 1000 Connecticut Ave.,
N. W., Washington 5, D. C.) said it is
stepping up its activities to find ways to
improve tv programming to forestall "the
pay-tv promoter."
AFA Takes Ad Topics to 'Summit'
Invitations have been sent by the Advertising Federation of America to 5,000 top
management executives of the U. S. adver-

tising industry to attend a "summit conference" this summer at which only 150 may
It is styled the "first" National
participate. for
Institute
Advertising Management,
Agencies and Media and will be held Aug.
18-23 at Michigan State U.'s Kellogg Center,
East Lansing, Mich. Dean Gordon Sabine,
Broadcasting

AWARDS

College of Communication Arts, and John
W. Crawford, advertising lecturer, school of
the "faculty" for
journalism,
will probe such topics as
institute.areItorganizing
the
•'Changing Patterns in American Society,"
"The New World of Science" and "Advertising's Responsibility in Foreign Affairs."
Ackerman Successor to Sullivan
In National Academy Presidency
Harry Ackerman, vice president in charge
of production. Screen Gems, has been
elected president of the National Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences for a one
year term of office beginning June 1, it was
announced last week by Ed Sullivan, retiring president. Robert F. Lewine, NBCTV vice president for network programs,
was elected first vice president. Mr. Ackerman and Mr. Lewine are presidents of the
Los Angeles and New York chapters of
the academy, respectively.
Mr. Sullivan announced the election of
Sheldon Leonard, producer of CBS-TV's
The Danny Thomas Show, as second vice
president; Walter Cronkite, host of CBSTV's Twentieth Century, secretary, and
Loren Ryder, head of Sound Studios, treasurer.

Other Academy officers re-elected to New
York and Los Angeles boards of governors
for a two-year period: William J. Bratter,
Evelyn F. Burkey, W. Fenton Coe, Mr.
Lewine, Mr. Sullivan, Wayne Tiss, Henry
S. White and Jane Wyatt. Newly elected
for two year terms were Lou Edelman and
Paul Weston.

Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC president, received
honorary Doctor of Laws degree at PennsylCollege's commencement exvania
ercises inMilitary
Chester, Pa. Mr. Sarnoff was cited
for his "bold espousal of a new and powerful mode of communication; for his steadfast support of the humane arts, and for
his unstinting service to our nation in
peace and war."
Bill Michaels, v.p. -managing director,
WJBK-TV Detroit, recipient of annual
"Businessman of the Year" award from U.
of Detroit's chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi.
Sunne Miller, station manager, WTOD
Toledo, Ohio, named Advertising Woman
of Year by Women's Ad Club of Toledo.
Mrs. Miller was elected president of club.
WBT Charlotte, N. C, presented with Dept.
of Defense Reserve Award during National
Radio Month by Assistant Secretary of Defense Murray Snyder.

Benedict Gimbel Jr., president-general manager, WIP Philadelphia, given Keystone
Award for "22 years of service in the prevention of juvenile delinquency and crime."
Pauline Frederick, United Nations correspondent, NBC, presented honorary Doctor
of Humanities degree at American U.,
Washington, D. C.

NETWORKS

Weaver

Tv

Interview

Fire
Temporary
Sparks
ABC-TV on June 8 deleted some 90
seconds of a program featuring Sylvester
L. (Pat) Weaver Jr. The act — said to be
Weaver'sd
Mr. constitute
in the belief
justified remarks
have
may that
deleted
network
another
of
libel or defamation
was prelude to a week of verbal shuffle—board.
Mr. Weaver, former NBC president and
board chairman and now an advertising
consultant, was on the Mike Wallace Survival and Freedom series, June 8, 10-10:30
p.m. He was interviewed for his thoughts
on tv and a free society.

In that broadcast, pre-recorded on videotape about two weeks before, Mr. Weaver
ment with "decharged network managethat
unless there
grading" tv and warned
was a voluntary change, other forces might
bring about a reversal [Networks, June 9].
Two portions of the telecast were deleted.
A standard "Please Stand By" sign was
inserted when both picture and sound
were dropped and at another point the
sound was faded though the viewer could
see Mr. Weaver talking. It was understood
that in one instance Mr. Weaver had referred to a sales practice of another network and in another, had made personal
reference to a script clearance problem or
situation.
The shuffleboard game of letter, statement and comment followed but by Thurs-

EIA to Publish Complete List
Of World Frequency Assignments

Frequency assignment lists will be published by Electronic Industries Assn. for
general circulation. Fourteen separate lists
will detail frequencies in numerical order,
showing date of issue and call signs, geographical locations by town or city and
state, coordinates in longitude and latitude,
and technical information as to emission
and power.
In announcing the spectrum project, EIA
said the association's participation will be
on a non-profit basis. It explained FCC is
unable to comply with public requests for
this basic information.
The new lists by EIA will follow the
same registry form used by the FCC. Broadcasting will be covered by an am-fm-tvinternational list ($4.97) and an auxiliary
broadcast list ($4.64). Price for the total
volume will be $157.38.

Buyers Pick Bernarducci
Frank Bernarducci, National Export Advertising Service, was elected president of
the newly-formed International Media Buyers Assn. at a luncheon meeting in New
York June 3. Other officers elected were:
Pat Petrino, Robert Otto & Co., vice president; Karin Hiort, Foreign Advertising &
Service Bureau Inc., secretary; Annette
Young, Fuller & Smith & Ross, treasurer,
and Henry Cordillo, Joshua B. Powers Inc.,
honorary chairman.
Media

Broadcasting
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NETWORKS CONTINUED
day interest had dwindled considerably and
nobody was excited. All parties — The Fund
for the Republic that co-finances the series
with ABC-TV. the network. Mr. Wallace
and others close to the incident — were
agreed that a question of libel connotation
was involved and not "censorship."
But unresolved were the questions of at
whose insistence were the deletions made,
and on whose responsibility.

week by Dr. Thomas E. Coffin, NBC research director. Marvin W. Baiman, supervisor, surveys, since January 1957. has been
named manager, research studies; Jack B.
Landis, research projects manager since January, 1957, as manager, research development, and William S. Rubens, supervisor,
ratings, since June 1957, to manager, audience measurement.

ABC-TV president Oliver Treyz said the
cuts were made because of a decision by

Riggio in New CBS Radio Post
As Network Sales Administrator

Newsmaker Productions. Mr. Wallace's production operation. But Mr. Wallace laid

Louis J. Riggio, sales consultant with CBS
Radio since May 1957, has been appointed
to the newly-created position of director of
sales administration
for the network, it
was announced last

responsibility with ABC's legal department.
In a separate comment, ABC Vice President
John Daly, in charge of the network's
news and public affairs, agreed in effect
with Mr. Treyz.
Background of the incident can be laid
to financial participation (estimated $50,000 for the 13-week series) of The Fund
for the Republic, a non-profit, multimillion-dollar foundation. Sensitive to such
matters as free expression (it has dedicated
itself to a continued study of freedoms),
the fund originally was abashed at the
treatment it thought it was getting from
the network but by Thursday of last week,
the fund apparently had been mollified
and the whole incident closed.
NBC

Appoints

Three

Appointment of three managers in NBC
research and planning was announced last

week by Ben Lochridge, CBS
national sales Radio
manager.
At the same time,
Mr.

Lochridge announced the appointment to the network sales staff of
G. E. (Buck )Hurst,
sales manager of
WCBS New York,
since May 1956. On Thursday, Sam J. Slate,
general manager of WCBS, announced the
appointment of Thomas J. Swafford as sales
manager of WCBS succeeding Mr. Hurst.
Mr. Swafford formerly was account executive with CBS Radio Spot Sales.

Field Returns

to Broadcasting

In Sales Managership

of Mutual

After an absence of four years from
radio-tv, Lawrence Field, one-time sales
manager and sales promotion and research
director for Edward
Petry & Co., New
York, is joining Mutual today (Monday) as sales manager and assistant
to the president
[Closed Circuit,
June 9], Mr. Field
has been serving as
director of advertising and assistant to
Ill
the
president
of the
MR. FIELD
Lubman Corp., Miami, aluminum manufacturer.
Mr. Field started his career in radio in
1930 as a salesman for the National Radio
Advertising Co., Chicago, station representative, and remained with that organization until 1934 when he joined the Petry
company in New York. He resigned as
sales manager of Petry in 1954 and became
associated with Lubman in 1955.

NBC-TV

Color

Slate Increases

NBC-TV reported last week that it will
have more color on the air this summer
than it did during the hot months of last
year — a total of YlVi hours weekly in
July and August this year compared to
9Vz hours weekly for those months in 1957.
The network noted that it will have some
color programming every night of the week
and at least a full hour in the MondayFriday daytime schedule during the two
summer months. Once again this summer,
CBS-TV will not program any color, taking
a hiatus from last May 28 until the start
of the fall programming, a policy followed
by CBS-TV last summer. ABC-TV does
not telecast in color. Networks a fortnight
ago were blasted by Admiral Corp.'s Ross
Siragusa for what he claimed was insufficient color programming [Manufacturing, June 9, also story page 85].
WRUF

Affiliates With

NBC

Effective July 1, WRUF Gainesville, Fla.,
will become an affiliate of NBC Radio, according to Harry Bannister, vice president
in charge of NBC station relations. WRUF
is a commercial station, operated as an
auxiliary of the U. of Florida. It operates
with 5 kw on 850 kc. Kenneth Small is director.-

NETWORK

SHORT

Keystone Broadcasting System has announced addition of 13 new affiliates, bringing total members to 1,044. New affiliates:
KZOK Prescott, Ariz.; WNOG
Naples,
Fla.; KVNI Coeur d'Alene, Idaho; WTIG
Massillon, Ohio; WRON Ronceverte, W.
Va.; WELC Welch, W. Va.; WHVF Wausau, Wis.; WAXE Vero Beach, Fla.; WMNC
Morganton and WEEB Southern Pines, both
North Carolina; KWPR Claremore and
KTLQ Tahlequah, Okla., and WEER Warrenton, Va.
Page 82
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Radio-Tv
Lags

Set

in First

Output
Third

Radio and tv set production declined in
April, with four-month output also showing
a drop, according to Electronic Industries
Assn.
Factory output of radio sets totaled 697,307 in April compared to 1,115,813 in the
same 1957 month. The four-month total
for 1958 was 3,532,066 radios compared
to 5,075,180 in the same 1957 months.
Production of tv receivers totaled 302,559 in April compared to 342,386 in April
1957. Output for the four months totaled
1,523,858 tv sets compared to 1,835,975 in
the same 1957 period.
Of the 302,559 tv sets turned out in April,
22,296 had uhf tuners compared to 42,374 uhf models produced in April 1957.
Retail sales of radio sets totaled 402,283
in April and 1,895,951 in the first four
months of 1957 compared to 543,092 and
2,362,069 in the same 1957 periods. Retail
sales of tv sets totaled 243,132 units in
April and 1,690,101 for the four 1957
months compared to 337,965 and 2,020,876 in these 1957 periods.
Radio and tv factory production figures
for April and the first four months of
1958 follow:
Television
Jan.
433,983
Feb.
370,413
March
416,903
302,559
April
Total 1,523,858
Tv Receiver
Pettegrew

Auto Radio
349,679
268,445
234,911
190,435
1,043,470

Total Radio
1,026,527
876,891
931,341
697,307
3,532,066

Sales to Spurt,

Tells Distributors

Sales of television sets will increase sharply in the second half of 1958, Marion E.
Pettegrew, a senior vice president of Sylvania Electric Products predicted last week.
Mr. Pettegrew, addressing a national distributors convention in Buffalo, said 1958
will be "the biggest new product year in
the history of Sylvania's home electronics
division."
"The recent decline in consumer spending for durable goods has halted and there
are clear indications that such spending,
especially for tv sets, will be up sharply
during the second half of this year," he told
the group. For this reason, he explained,
Sylvania Home Electronics has plans to introduce "more new products this year than
in any 12-month-period since 1949."
Sylvania introduced several products at
the convention, including 21 tv models,
two of them with basic cabinets less than
10 inches deep; a completely redesigned line
of table and clock radios, and compatible
stereophonic-high
gineered to play
phonic records.
Mr. Pettegrew
of television sets

fidelity phonographs eneither regular or stereo-

predicted that retail sales
would exceed six million
units this year, despite an over-all sales
decline in the first four months of the year.
Sylvania, which doubled its tv set sales
volume last year, he said, already has improved its industry position over the comparable period of 1957.
The general economic outlook has imBroadcasting

proved in recent weeks, he told the group,
"with the expectation that gross national
product will be in the upswing in the third
quarter and by the fourth quarter will be
approaching the record set in the third
quarter of last year." Inventories are declining rapidly and production must be increased shortly to meet demand, he said.
Trimmed

Inventories

May

Spur

'58 Set Sales, Bernard Reports
Radio-tv set manufacturers may be able
to record higher sales in this recession year
than they did last year should an upturn
in the economy permit them to realize their
full profit potential. Reason: most manufacturers have streamlined, tightening budget (cost) controls and reducing inventories.
The inventory situation in particular has
plagued the industry in the past two years.
In the main, this is the analysis provided
for the industry by the Arnold Bernard &
advisers in the firm's latest
Wall Street
Co.
investment
survey report.
Notes Bernhard: "Some of the tv manufacturers may be able to hold, or even imIt is pointed out
earnings."
1957makers
prove
on
that the set
have been struggling
with inventories since 1956 but now have
them "down to more manageable proportions. ... A sharp fourth quarter upturn
could actually carry tv sales above 1957
Of bellwether RCA, the report finds it
results." that the company will be able to
doubtful
"break even" this year on color activities
and notes that RCA's "modest decline in
earnings" last year was tied "as a matter
of fact" to color tv losses as one of the
basic factors. Sales of black-and-white sets
at RCA, the report observes, can be expected to be lower this year.
AIEE to Meet June 22-27
The 1958 summer general meeting of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers
will be held at the Statler-Hilton Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., June 22-27. Sessions on broadcasting will take place June 25, with Oscar
W. B. Reed Jr., Washington consulting engineer, presiding at the morning session, and
Raymond F. Guy, NBC, at the afternoon
meeting.

"But

Music

Boss

. . .

by???7'
WHAT
to do "Musi
c to sell by.
Balanced music. Music for
the whole family."
"But Boss, we gotta

play more of that crazy
stuff. We gotta rock V roll
like everybody else."

"That's not hoiv ive got to be
FIRST in Cincinnati!"
Come to think of it,

RCA

Meet

Set for Brussels

Top RCA executives from the U. S. and
from associated companies in Europe will
hold a conference this Wednesday and
Thursday in Brussels. John L. Burns, RCA
president, heads the delegation from the
U. S. The meeting, first international conference of its kind for RCA, brings together
heads of RCA associated companies in
Great Britain, Italy, Spain and West Germany, as well as European managers of
RCA Service Co. and RCA Communications, in addition to representatives of RCA
record distributors from 14 nations. To be
discussed: Plans for RCA activities under
the new European common market and to

I guess he's right.
But Gee . . . what'll I tell my motorcycle .

CINCINNATI
GORDON BROADCASTING COMPANY
SHERWOOD R. GORDON, BOSS
SOLD NATIONALLY BY ADAM YOUNG, INC.

introduce RCA's new stereophonic records
to European manufacturers.
June 16, 1958
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MANUFACTURING continued
Tv Set Shipments Down in '57,
Census Bureau Figures Confirm

FjVOLUTION of Philco's new "SF" (Special Form) tv lube is illustrated (I to r) by the
70-degree deflection tube (1950), two 90-degree tubes (1955 and 1956), the 110-degree
lube ( 1957), and the SF Philco tube, described as the thinnest on the market this year. The
SF tube is only 10 11/16 inches deep.
Philco 'Brief Case'
At

New

Tv Debuts

Radio-Tv-Phono

companion
mahogany.

models in woods

other than

Showing

Philco Corp.'s 1959 receiver line has been
introduced and includes (1) a new "brief
case" size 17-inch portable tv and (2) "the
world's first" television receiver with picture tube and chassis completely separated.

Adler

the

KBTV

RCA

is Denver's

Station!
to offer advertisers the
highly successful MAP*

Plan —

Denver's only grocery and drug
in-store merchandising plan.
*MAP stands for Merchandis-

ing-Advertising-Promotiorl. Call
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,
today for availabilities and the
merchandising that goes with
your schedule on KBTV, Denver!
a
Channel
KHY.
John C. Mullins. Pres.
Joe Herold. Sta. Mgr.
Represented Nationally by
Peters. Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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"BRIEF CASE" PORTABLE bears the name
"Slender Seventeener" and has Scan-Tenna
rotating handle antenna.
RCA Planning Heavy Promotion
For 1958 Line of Tv Receivers

DIFFERENCE

June 16, 1958

Offers

Relay

Unit

Ben Adler, president of Adler Communications Labs., New Rochelle, N. Y., said

Price on the "brief case" portable starts
at $179.95. In its new Predicta line, eight
basic 21 -in. receivers and two 24-in. consoles are available at prices ranging from
$259.95 to $425.95 plus an extra $10 for

makes

Communications

Spectrum-Saving

Unveiling was at the the company's National Distributor Convention a fortnight
ago in Philadelphia when new lines in tv,
radio, phonograph and high fidelity were
shown.

MERCHANDISING

Television receivers shipped by radio
manufacturers in 1957 had a factory value
of $809 million for the 6.3 million sets, according to a June 1 1 analysis by the U. S.
Census Bureau. This was a drop of 16%
in number of sets and 12% in value from
factory shipments in 1956.
Radio and radio-phonograph combination sets (except auto radios) totaled 9.3
million units valued at $235 million in 1957
compared to 9.6 million sets valued at $213
million shipped in 1956. Auto radio shipments rose from 4.9 million units valued at
$126 million in 1956 to 5.6 million units
valued at $145 million in 1957.
The Census Bureau figures, obtained from
manufacturers, follow closely the production
data compiled by Electronic Industries
Assn. [Manufacturing, Feb. 10].

Victor television division will use

"one of the broadest, most comprehensive
advertising schedules yet" to introduce its
new RCA Victor black-and-white and color
television receivers, J. M. Williams, advertising and sales promotion manager of the
division, said following unveiling of the
new line a fortnight ago.
The campaign will kick off in July and
will include the new Bob Crosby Show,
summer replacement for The Perry Como
Show; The Investigator and The Price Is
Right, ail on NBC-TV, and spots in NBC
Radio's Monitor as well as ads in print
media. Distributors also are expected to
make extensive use of tv and radio at the
local level, Mr. Williams said.
RCA officials said most dealers will
offer a special 93-day warranty on both labor and parts for the full new line, without
extra cost. Some models are priced slightly
higher this year than last, but authorities
said this was because of added improvements. Overall, they estimated prices were
"about the same" as last year. Among a
number of advances announced was a
transistorized "Wireless Wizard" electronic
remote control unit which by radio signals
operates all controls on a color set from
anywhere in a room.

last week that his firm's tv translator equipment has proven so successful it now is
offering a new spectrum-saving relay unit,
based on the same heterodyne principle of
operation, which can be used for off-air
pickup, intercity relay and remote pickup.
Adler has applied to FCC for the usual
experimental authority to field test the new
relay anywhere in the U. S. Called the RT3 tv relay, the unit operates unattended in
the 2000 mc tv relay band. Price: $7,500.
Mr.

Adler

explained that the RT-3

operationally is similar to Bell Telephone's
transcontinental TD-2 tv repeater in that
it relays a tv signal, both visual and aural
portions, without the steps of demodulation,
separate visual and aural signal amplification and re-modulation which usually are
required of conventional relays now
operating in the other tv relay bands at
6000 and 13000 mc. He said the RT-3
represents a practical and economical means
to "re-open" the 2000 mc band, now little
used. Originally, he said, FCC allocated
channels 17-mc wide in this lower band
because existing equipment was not stable
and the signals drifted. But the new RT-3,
he explained, is stable enough to permit two
channels to operate in the same 17-mc
channel, using a 2.5 mc guard band.
The heterodyne principle in receiver operation means using a local oscillator to "beat
down" the detected broadcast signal to a
specific lower frequency for amplification
and use. In the Adler translater, the detected vhf signal is "beat up" to the higher
uhf channel and then fed into a linear amplifier without demodulation. Having perfected this technique in translator operation,
Adler developed the RT-3 relay on the
same principle. The RT-3 produces 10 w
output, uses 450 w, 110 v.
MANUFACTURING

SHORT

Sanford Electronics, N. Y., appointed distributor for Bell & Howell Co., tape recorders in New York-Newark areas.
Broadcasting

General Electric will begin manufacturing
tv tubes in Augusta, Ga., starting in fall
for replacement market in south. GE will
take over and enlarge existing building
there to cover approximately 60,000 sq. ft.

earnings (taking into account tax benefits
derived from the Radio Receptor consolidation) were $1,020,840, equal to 74 cents
per share, as compared with $505,407 (37
cents per share) for the previous fiscal year.

Sylvania Home Electronics, Buffalo. N. Y„
has introduced its "Smart Set" 1959 line
of newly-designed table and clock radios.

Data Storage Devices Div. of Midwestern
Instruments, Tulsa, Okla., announces small
lightweight magnetic drum head for use
with transistorized circuits. Among features
claimed for unit are balanced low impedance
windings, low record current and high playback voltage.

Table radios carry manufacturer's suggested
list prices ranging from $17.95 to $39.95
and clock radios range from $24.95 to
$54.95.
Emerson
Radio
&
Phonograph Corp.,
Jersey City, N. J., reported consolidated net
profit for Emerson and its subsidiaries of
$649,716 before taxes, and $165,090 after
taxes. Period covers 26 weeks ended last
May 3. Profit is equal to eight cents per
share on 1,980,887 shares outstanding. For
like period last year, net profit after federal income taxes totaled $66,900, or three
cents per share on same number of shares
outstanding.

Reeves Soundcraft Corp., N. Y., announces
introduction of "Magna-See," solution that
repeatedly makes visible sound track recorded on magnetic tape. Magna-See Type
"SO" (for sound recording) provides "a
. . . method for maintaining a constant
check on the performance of a tape recorder." Since sound can be seen, Reeves reports, editing is easier. Magna-See kit
includes solution magnifier, eye-piece and
roll of pressure-sensitive tape with glass
slides to make permanent copies of visual
tracks. Price: $11; refills $4.25.

Victor Radio and Victrola Div., Camden, N. J., will place on market next month
seven-band, all-transistor radio, which
weighs less than 12 pounds and operates on
flashlight batteries. Nationally advertised
price: $195.

RCA

General Instrument Corp., New York, announces consolidated sales for fiscal year
ended Feb. 28, 1958 (including those of
Radio Receptor Co. Inc., acquired during
year) totaled $39,195,749, as compared
with $33,254,735 for previous year. Net

Symphonic Electronic Corp., New Brunswick, N. J., announced that majority control
of stock of company has been purchased by
F. L. Jacobs Co., Detroit. No change in
present management
templated.

General Instrument Corp., Newark, N. J.,
has announced creation of special new
product development division. Lawrence R.

truth

be to
there may
of
president
charges by Ross Siragusa,
are
networks
that
Corp.,
Admiral
the
dragging their feet on color [Manufacturing, June 9], the record shows that
Chicago — Admiral's hometown — is probably the most color-conscious city in
the country.

One indication is in the form of
tistics for the Chicago area sales and
gramming. This area reportedly
more tint tv models per capita than
other such area, including New York

staprohas
any
and

other cities, on the basis of figures supplied to Edward Dodelin, vice president
of RCA Victor Distributing Corp., Chicago. And last year more color units
Broadcasting

i

ARB — Nielson prove it!
Ask your Petry man for details
*. . . 46 counties and
parishes in East Texas,
~
~~~ South Arkansas and NorthABC
west Louisiana.
NBC

Hill, formerly chief of Westinghouse's materials and new products engineering section, Pittsburgh, appointed manager of this
division.
Panoramic Radio Products Inc., (electronic
measurement-anaylsis instruments), Mount
Vernon, N. Y., announces 1958 "Catalog
Digest" includes many instruments new to
field. Panoramic instruments give graphic
displays of waveform content. Broad bands
may be examined for overall picture or
highly resolved narrow bands selected for
analysis. Summaries of more than 50 instruments and their applications are listed
in catalog.

SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA
E. Newton Wray, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.

Prestoseal Manufacturing Corp., Long
Island City, N. Y., announces Model 300.1
combination butt weld-overlap splicer that
is reportedly suitable for any type of magnegtic material (mylar or acetate). Unit,
requiring no adhesives, is designed to splice
videotape and other tapes used in sound
or impulse type recording up to 2% inches
wide.
Fairchild Recording Equipment Corp., Long
Island City, N. Y., reports delivery of its

CHICAGO— CAPITAL
Whatever

of Symphonic is con-

DOMINATES

FOR

COLOR

were sold in that city than in any other
in the country.
About 40 hours of color programming
are made available to Chicago viewers
each week by three of the city's four
stations— WNBQ (TV), WGN-TV and
WBBM-TV. Most of the fare is provided
by NBC

and WNBQ, though independent WGN-TV has boosted its total
to about six hours weekly. WBBM-TV
carries no color since CBS-TV suspended
that activity for the summer.
RCA figures supplied at its Camden,
N. J., headquarters plant show 48,000
color tv sets in metropolitan Chicago,
compared with 42,000 in New York, 40,000 in Philadelphia and 35,000 in Los
Angeles.
June 16, 1958
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first cutter system for making stereo recordings by 45/45 method to Van Gelder
Recording Studios, Hackensack, N. J. Cutter is supplied as complete system, including
amplifier and equalization, at price of $4,900. Fairchild also announces availability of
its Model 660, new limiting amplifier designed for use in recording studios and

Vern

broadcasting stations. Model 660 has "fast
attack time to catch short transients without audible or observable thumps."
Magnecord Div. of Midwestern Instruments
Inc. announces new portable professional
tape recorder (Model 728) with carrying
case, designed for "versatility and convenience." The firm also unveiled "portable
trio," newest member of its Magnecordette Stereo family, consisting of portable
tape recorder in carrying case, plus matching speaker-amplifiers in luggage case. Combination is designed for traveling sound
men and recording artists and on-the-spot
communications personnel.
Ortho Filter Corp., New Jersey, has published new catalog containing technical data
on its line of toroids, plug-in filters, band
pass networks, high frequency band pass
networks, antenna filters, rf attenuators,
high temperature transformers, and magnetic amplifiers. In addition, catalog contains table of operational functions, diagrams, and information of useful relationships for network designs. Copies can be
obtained from Ortho Filter Corp., 196
Albion Avenue, Paterson 2, N. J.
Animation Equipment Corp., New Rochelle,
N. Y., announces shipment of Oxberry animation stand with specially-designed aerialimage rear-projection unit, to Alpha Film
Studio (PTY, Ltd.), Johannesburg, South
Africa.

Fairchild Recording Equipment Co., Long
Island City, N. Y.. has announced engineering service available to owners of all
Ampex Model 600, 601 and 601-2 tape
recorders to convert their present machines
from IV2 ips to 15 ips. Owners must ship
unit to Fairchild factory in Long Island
City. Cost of conversion is $100.

As

Dallin

Resigning

President

of

CAB

Vern Dallin, CFQC-AM-TV Saskatoon,
Sask., president of the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters, has tendered his resignation
in a letter to members of the CAB board,
on ground of business demand. Mr. Dallin
was elected to a second term as CAB president at the mid-May meeting of the CAB
at Montreal.
His election in 1957 was unexpected, he
explained, and since then he has spent most
of the year on CAB business, attending regional meetings, visiting stations, to the
neglect of his work at CFQC-AM-TV.
Choice of Mr. Dallin's successor is before
the CAB board. Likely candidates are
Vice-Presidents Geoff Stirling, CJON-AMTV St. lohn's, Nfld., and Phil Lalonde,
CKAC Montreal, Que.
CBC Wins Disney to Contract
After Failure Five Years Ago
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and Walt
Disney Studios have reached a new agreement under which CBC will integrate Disney
films into its children's programs. CBC announced at Toronto that it will choose 52
hours of Disney films for its Junior Magazine and other children's programs.
Dr. Fred Rainsberry, supervisor of CBCTV children's programs, pointed out that
"the Disney organization has been impressed by our progress in five years and
is confident of the ability of the CBC program department to integrate the Disney
film wisely with our own material. Back
in 1954, when we first approached them
for the right to use their cartoons in our
programs, they would not hear of it. More
programs (with integrated Disney films) will
be created in the future and one such new
show will appear in the fall schedule."
Among Disney films which CBC will use
in part will be "Beaver Valley," "Wind in
the Willows," "Treasure Island," "Nature's
Half Acre," "Seal Island," "Man in Space,"
"Legend of Sleepy Hollow," "When Knighthood Was In Flower," "Stormy," "The Thoroughbred," "Robin Hood" and "Man and
the Moon." CBC also will use such full-

length Disney films as "Dumbo." "Cinderella" and "Alice in Wonderland" on special
occasions. Under the new agreement CBC
started the Mickey Mouse Club series on
June 9.
Swift Canadian Ad Head
To Helm of Measurement

George S. Bertram, advertising manager
of Swift Canadian Co. Ltd., Toronto, has
been elected president of the Bureau of
Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, at the
annual meeting held at Montreal. Ross A.
McCreath, television time manager, AllCanada Radio and Television Ltd., Toronto,
is the new bureau vice-president and Charles
J. Follett, Toronto, was re-elected secretarytreasurer.
Executive vice-president is Charles C.
Hoffman, and Wilfred L. Hudson, research
and development director. Chairman of the
advisory committee is Horace N. Stovin.
Stovin & Byles Ltd., Toronto.
Directors from advertising agencies, advertisers and stations elected: Robert M.
Campbell, J. Walter Thompson Co. Ltd.,
Toronto; W. H. Poole, Young & Rubicam
Ltd., Toronto; T. Ralph Hart, Spitzer &
Mills Ltd., Toronto; William E. Trimble,
Baker Adv. Agency Ltd., Toronto; Leslie
F. Chitty, BBDO, Toronto; Fred L. Woods,
General Foods Ltd., Toronto; R. B. Collett,
Lever Bros. Ltd., Toronto; A. M. Sanderson, Whitehall Pharmacal (Canada) Ltd.,
Toronto; W. W. Vanderburg, Coca-Cola
Ltd., Toronto; E. Lloyd Moore. CFRB
Toronto; W. C. Wingrove, CFPL-TV London, Ont.; W. N. Hawkins, CFOS Owen
Sound, Ont., and Andre Daveluy, CKAC
Montreal, Que.
RCA

Color Tv Cracks

Most

Independent

Europe (color is being shown at the American Pavilion at the Brussels World's Fair).
Programming is live with a special studio
built in the pavilion. A live color camera
and 12 RCA Victor color receivers are be-

50,000

watts

of SALES

Station

POWER
CINCINNATI,

WC

KY

OHIO

STATION
WCKY
CINCINNATI

On the Air everywhere
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24 hours a day— seven days a week

SHORTS

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. television
microwave network is to be extended to

Powerful
Radio

Curtain

Color tv is being demonstrated by RCA
in Poznan, Poland, at the Polish International Trade Fair June 8-22, Dermot A.
Dollar, director of exhibits for RCA, has
announced. Mr. Dollar said this is the
first RCA color tv showing behind the Iron
Curtain and the second color exhibit in

ing shown.
INTERNATIONAL

Cincinnati's

Elected
Bureau

^

island province of Newfoundland this summer. When network is in operation, CBC
will give consideration to establishment of
stations along microwave circuit.
National Telefilm Assoc., N. Y., has expanded its foreign operation to include
representation in Japan, Australia and the
Philippine Islands. New NTA representatives
abroad and areas they represent are: David
Yaffa, Yarra Syndicate, Sydney, Australia;
Akim Shimizu, Pacific Television Corp.,
Tokyo; Felipe Ysmael, Quezon City, Manila,
P. I. NTA also maintains representation
in Canada, London, Paris, Rome and
Brussels.
Broadcasting

EDUCATION

Returns
In New

Called Disappointing
York Campaign for Etv

Public response to various appeals by
New York radio-tv stations to help finance
educational television has been "disappointina," officials of the Metropolitan Educational Television Assn. disclosed last week.
META, which needs a large sum to sustain
operations past the summer, has realized
$102,000 since the emergency gong was
sounded in May [Education, May 26].
Two grants — one amounting to $50,000
the other $42,000 — were announced Tuesdav. The Avalon Foundation, one of six
that helped
organizations
philanthropic
build META last year, has come through
with the $50,000, while the other sum
represents an advance from the Educational
Tv and Radio Center (via the Ford Foundation), Ann Arbor. Mich., on film work to
be done this summer for ETRC by META
[Education, June 2].
The remaining $10,000 is broken down
in two groups: (a) $5,000 contributed by
President Nathan Straus of WMCA New
"driblets" reYork and (b) $5,000 from
ceived from the public at large. Among
the latter, one New Yorker (anonymous)
contributed a personal check for $2,000,
thus actually placing public contributions
solicited by the on-air announcements by
WRCA-AM-TV, WCBS-TV and WMCA at
no more than $3,000.
Dr. Alan Willard Brown. META president, said last week that after "reevaluating" META's needs he has had to
revise earlier estimates of how much it
would take to keep META going. At the
time Dr. Brown and associates sounded
their S.O.S., the figure given was $200,000;
despite contributions of $102,000, the figure
as of last week still stood at $200,000 or
$102,000 more than originally estimated.

SWING

SHIFT

general manager of WNBQ and WMAQ, on
The Business and Management of a Color
Station" (June 26) and John Keys, WNBQ
advertising-promotion director, who will discuss "Getting Ready for Color Television"
(at the opening session June 24). Mrs. Betty
Ross West, public affairs and education
supervisor at NBC, Chicago, and Dr. Charles
Hunter, associate professor of radio-tv at
Northwestern, are co-directors of the sym-

STUDY

A project described as "a new cononal tv" has been ancept in educati
nounced jointly by Gerald O. Kaye,
president and general manager of
WNTA-TV Newark, and Dr. Peter
Sammartino. president of FarleighDickinson U., Rutherford, N. J. It
entails on-the-air instruction over
WNTA-TV plus campus study sessions at Fairleigh-Dickinson U.
The initial course, Math 1 1 (introductory college mathematics), will be
presented every Tuesday and Thursday evening from midnight to 1:15
a.m. for eight weeks, starting June 24.
Students seeking academic credit will
meet one evening a week with their
college instructors and will pay $83
for the course.
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EDUCATION

*

SHORT

New York U. has announced it will offer
two new courses of study leading to master
of arts degree in television, radio and motion pictures beginning this fall in school
of education. One course is intended for
teachers of media, other for persons who
have professional interest in educational,
ental or commercial areas of radiogovernm
tv
and motion pictures.

EXPERIENCE

SERVICE

Given

The Alabama Education Tv Commission,
es a three-station
Birmingham, which operatequip
ment valued
state network, received
Birmingham,
(TV)
WABT
at $11,000 from
film chain,
tv
a
was
gift
last week. The
slide
35mm
and
tor
projec
including a 16mm
unit. The etv network has received two

NBC Central Div. will cooperate with
Northwestern U. for the 17th consecutive
year in offering summer courses in broadcast training, with plans for a color television symposium June 24 to Aug. 1.
Several WNBQ (TV) Chicago executives
and staff members will speak to a limited
group of advanced students competing for
university credits. Executives scheduled to
participate include Henry Sjogren, assistant

OUR

ETV

IS YOUR

KEY

TO

DEPENDABILITY

Insurance Body Underwrites Etv
In Second ONSET Film Series
The second in a series of programs produced by the newly-formed Organization
for National Support of Educational Television under its corporate "patron" or sponsor concept started Friday on WTTW (TV)
Chicago, non-commercial station.
The new series explores the fundamentals
of life insurance, under the working title.
Project: Security. It is being made possible
by a grant from the Institute of Life Insurance, New York, which has agreed to help
underwrite production costs.

ONSET conceived the "patron concept
earlier this year, seeking industrial financial
support of educational television programs
relating to economic interests of American
families. The plan provides on-the-air recognition for the "patron," as required by
FCC regulations but sidesteps any product
mentions. The purpose is to build etv programming, recognition and prestige. An
initial 13-week series dealt with The World
of Medicine under a grant from the Schering Corp. and was distributed to 23 other
etv stations throughout the country [Education, Feb. 10]. The newest project comprises nine kinescoped programs.
Broadcasting
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS

Midwestern
To Stereocast

Stations Combine
Music

Signals

More and more midwestern stations —
in am, fm and tv combinations — are capitalizing on public interest in high quality
sound by airing radio-tv stereocasts. The
development accompanies manufacturers'
introduction of new stereo lines [Manufacturing, June 9].
... a fully transistorized, batteryoperated, portable tape recorder
of network recording quality.

AMAZING OPERATING EFFICIENCY . . .
No other recorder can do the job of
Minitape. Where you go, Minitape
goes, with its own power and precision recording unit in one compact
aluminum case. Minitape weighs only
13 pounds and equals the finest
AC-operated units in recording quality.
• Automatic volume control by transistor
amplifiers holds constant full recording
level from lip distance to 10 ft.
• Flat frequency response to 10,000 cycles
at 7% ips.
• 2 hours continuous recording on one
charge. Lifetime nickel cadmium battery.
Write for prices and specifications
♦trademark registered Cable Address: STANHOFF
HOFFMAN

STANCIL921 N. Highland Avenue

Hollywood 38, California
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WTMJ and WTMJ-TV Milwaukee promise a live, hour-long stereophonic broadcast
of a symphonic concert June 22. The stereocast will feature the Milwaukee Pops Orchestra from Radio City Auditorium studio and
will climax a series of "extensive experiments" by the Milwaukee Journal stations
in recent months. Eight microphones are
utilized.
In Chicago WFMT (FM) and non-commercial, educational station WTTW (TV),
have announced a series of twice-weekly
stereo concerts, to be sponsored by MusiCraft high fidelity store in that city through
Calkins & Holden, starting tomorrow (Tuesday). A high fidelity telephone line will
connect WTTW in the Field Bldg. with
WFMT in the LaSalle-Wacker Bldg. and
each station will transmit a side of the
orchestra.
Laclede Gas Co. has sponsored several
stereocasts in St. Louis since last Christmas
and now is making plans, through D'Arcy
Adv. Co., for a series of 12 band concerts
this summer from parks throughout St.
Louis, utilizing am and fm facilities. The
initial Christmas stereocast was aired on
KSD and KSD-TV. Since then, Laclede has
carried St. Louis symphony and municipal
opera stereocasts and other special programs.
CKCW

Hosts Lobster Party

CKCW-AM-TV Moncton, N. B., gave
its annual lobster party at the Royal York
Hotel in Toronto, Ont., on June 4 with
about 400 advertising agency and radiotelevision industry executives attending.
Fred Lynds, owner of stations, and senior
members of his staff were on hand to greet
guests.
WFAA-TV

Series Goes

to ABC

An interview program in which the subjects interviewed are convicted criminals,
titled Confession, will be presented on ABCTV Thursdays (10-10:30 p.m.) beginning
June 19. Series will originate from WFAATV Dallas where it has been a local feature
for two years. A varying panel comprising
a clergyman, lawyer, psychologist or psychiatrist and penologist or sociologist, will
participate.
WBS Offers 'Match-a-Tune'
World Broadcasting System announced
last week it will release today (Monday)
Match-A-Tune, a series of features designed
to "build station audiences as well as store
traffic for sponsor." To play Match-A-Tune,
listeners must obtain game sheets from
sponsor's outlet or dealer. Using drawings
on sheets as visual clues they must identify
mystery tunes aired on the station, for

PHILIPPINE President
cia (center r) who is
U.S. this month, was
a copy of the Alfred

Carlos P. Gardue to visit the
presented with
Wagg Pictures

documentary, "Challenge in Asia," by
James Buckley (1), Catawba Corp.,
New York, at its preview in
Malacanang Palace, Manila. The
film is being made available to tv
stations without charge through the
courtesy of San Jose Oil Co. (subsidiary of Catawba), Manila. Others
at the presentation (1 to r) : Alfred
Wagg of Wagg Pictures, Washington;
Mrs. Garcia, and (far r) Chester A.
Baird, president, San Jose Oil Co.
The 1 3 -minute documentary "seeks
to give ... a fresh insight into Asia
and President Garcia's objectives for
the betterment of Philippine-American
understanding."
prizes. Series, according to World, is adaptable as a separate program or feature to be
incorporated in an established program.
World also announced last week availability of Space Age Sounds, a series of
"unique sound recordings" to be integrated
in programs or commercials.
WINS D.J.'s Aid Family Month
WINS New York is celebrating Family
Month by helping to pay family bills. Each
week various d. j. shows on WINS pitch
in to pick up part of the monthly tab for
four lucky families. Any family can register
for these WINS family month awards by
mailing a postcard to "Family," WINS, New
York 23, N. Y., with their name, address
and phone number on the back. They must
also specify the d. j. they want to help foot
the bills. Winning families are announced
each Friday by the d.j.'s, and at the end
of June a monthly winner will be chosen.
The lucky family will have its rent, food,
gas, electricity, phone, laundry and cleaning bill, all paid for by WINS.
NBC

Schedules

New

Tv Game

NBC-TV will program Concentration, a
new "entertainment game" in the Monday
through Friday 11:30 a.m.-12 noon time
slot, replacing Truth or Consequences, efBroadcasting

fective July 28, it was announced last week
by Carl Lindemann Jr., director, daytime
programming. Concentration, which is based
on the children's game of the same name,
will be produced for the network by Barry
& Enright, New York.
WZIP Programs Religious Series
WZIP Cincinnati has scheduled a series
of religious readings. Moments of Meditation, 14 times daily, according to General
Manager Ed Weston. The 200 readings,
produced by Len Goorian with the cooperation of the Council of Churches, are taken
from the Scriptures and run from 15 to 40
seconds. Negotiations are underway with a
film distributor for transformation of the
series for tv stations, Mr. Weston said.

Fans

Compete

in Sports Contest

Listeners to St. Louis Cardinals' baseball
broadcasts on the team's regional network
are getting a chance during June to compete for 360 prizes in three "Mr. Mystery
being conducted by AnSports Contests"
heuser-Busch for its Busch Bavarian beer,
baseball sponsor. Listeners enter by identifying clues to the name of a well-known 20th
Century sports personality and submitting
the last line to a Busch Bavarian jingle. First
a 16-ft. "Speedship"
prize in each
motor isand trailer or a 1958
with contest
runabout
Rambler automobile. Clues are presented
during the baseball broadcasts. Other prizes
consist of hi-fi sets, transistor radios and big
league autographed baseballs.

MBS

Man

Wins

KMSP

(TV) Contest

JOVISP (TV) Minneapolis' contest for advertisers and timebuyers to guess the total
rating points of the station's night movie
programs was won by Lee Dubow, advertising manager, Emporium department
store, St. Paul. Mr. Dubow's first prize was
a silver champagne bucket, 12 crystal
champagne glasses and six bottles of PiperHeidsieck champagne. His prediction of
92.6 compared with the actual ARB rating
of 92.8, according to KMSP.

"Better Homes Show" May 24-25 by using
a tv set and film. Attached to the WTRF-TV
booth was a 30-inch tv screen behind which
a projector was able to show pictures on the
screen by the use of a mirror. The station
received one film commercial from each of
its advertisers and ran these continuously
one after another. Signs beside the viewing
screen read, "Familiar friends in your
home!"

DOCUMENTARY FILMING
OVERSEAS
News • Features • Top Crews
PICTURES
ALFRED WAGG
■7801 Woodmonf Ave., Wash. 14, D. C. —
Oliver 6-3161
35mm • 16mm • b & w • color •
sound • stills
Broadcasting

another

hit

first anniversary
the
and-music
format, of
theMutual's
networknewslast
week sent 24 "Happy Time" roses in
a vase to each of 150 advertising
agencies in the New York area. A
novel twist: the roses were sent to
secretaries of agency executives. The
promotion was conceived and executed by the Ethos Organization,
New York, promotion-merchandising
counsel to Mutual, which is planning
similar gambits to impress agencies
and advertisers with the MBS format.
Ethos is headed by George Vogel,
who resigned recently as executive
vice president of MBS [Networks,
June 9].

in Washington, D. C.
the top station from
noon to 10 p.m. Monday
through Friday . . . without
a hint of loading ratings ... is

wmal-tv
SHARE

WIP

Pleads for Big Band

Return

WIP Philadelphia dedicated a full day's
programming June 2 to salute the American
Federation of Musicians when that group
held its first convention there in 58 years.
The schedule, midnight to midnight, was
turned over to the sound of the big bands,
WIP's plea for
old and new, to spearhead sound
on radio.
a return of the live-band
WIP served as federation information center
throughout the four days of the convention.
Show

WMAL-TV
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4

OF AUDIENCE
31.7%
29.3%
28.9%
31.3%
noon to 10 p.m.
when all 4
Monday-Friday stations
28.7%
compete
24.7%
Sunday-Saturday
11.1%
13.9%

ARB/April 8-14, 1958
represented by H-Jl Television, Inc.

Films Soviet Series

NBC-TV's Youth Wants to Know program (Sun., 3-3:30 p.m.), will film five
programs in Moscow this summer, with
American students there interviewing leading Soviet personalities, Edward Stanley,
NBC director of public affairs, announced.
Films will be shown at later date on program. In return, Youth Wants to Know
unit started last week filming five programs
with Soviet students quizzing U. S. leaders.
Their films will be shown on tv in Russia.
ABC-TV

WTRF-TV Displays at Home Show
WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va., attracted
visitors to its booth at the Ohio County

SUSIE

As a means of calling attention to

Youth
Ad

WOOS

Takes

LA.

Court

Series

Dramatic re-creations of traffic cases,
presented in a realistic Los Angeles traffic
court setting, will be programmed on ABCTV Wednesday (June 18, 9:30-10 p.m.).
Titled Traffic Court, the series will feature
Edgar Allen Jones, Jr., assistant law school
dean of U. of California at Los Angeles,
presiding regularly as judge. Program was
originally seen locally on KABC-TV Los
Angeles.
RAB

Reports on Sales Barrage

Some 411 presentations in 26 U. S. markets were made by Radio Advertising Bureau
in its newly completed six-month "regional
sales barrage," according to RAB President
Kevin B. Sweeney. Between December 1957
and the first week in June 1958 the Bureau
claims over 50% attendance by company
presidents, in all types of markets.

because...
• 27.4% more daytime circulation than
the other Rochester channel (NCS #2)
• Greatest power
• Unsurpassed local programming
and personalities
• Stable labor market with one of
the highest per capita incomes
• Best merchandising —
best advertising results

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

V
WROC-T
NBC-ABC
Channel 5
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
irp| SYMBOL OF SERVICE
" A TRANSCONTINENT STATION
c
WROC-TV, Rochester • WGR Radio, WGR-TV.
Buffalo • WSVA Radio, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg
WNEP-TV/WILK-TV, Scranton / Wi I kes-Barre
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued
Faye Emerson

Joins Weekday

Show

Faye Emerson, tv and radio personality,
has joined NBC Radio, according to Jerry
A. Danzig, vice president of network programs. Miss Emerson will narrate True
Confessions ( Mon.-Fri., 2:05-2:30 p.m.
EDT), starting today (Monday), when the
daytime drama initiates a new policy of
presenting complete stories each day, instead of using a serial format.
WSB

Tickets Safe Drivers

WSB Atlanta has announced that "as
part of a continuing safety campaign" it
keeps a prowl car on the road during the
time of peak traffic to find safe drivers.
Those who obey the law strictly have their
license numbers read on the air. If the
owners phone the station they are awarded
theatre tickets. One of the safe drivers who
recently called in and received his pair of
tickets, WSB reports: J. P. Dwyer, vice
president and business manager of WLWA
(TV) Atlanta, one of WSB-TV's
tors.
Mich.

Tv Outlets

competi-

TIMEBUYERS

TEMPTED WITH BINGO
number under the letters on the next
WNBQ (TV) Chicago claims syndiline, and finally fill in arithmetical
cated Bingo-at-Home has caught the
progressions downward (9, 8, 7, etc.)
fancy of local viewers, and the station
from
each digit. After Mr. Douglas sets
has set out to convince agency timebuythe pre-determined pattern for
ers that it's a good buy for clients.
B-I-N-G-O, he calls off numbered pingOn two occasions the past fortnight
(May 27, 29) the NBC o&o outlet held
Donballs.
Keller, Leo Burnett Co. timepong
Bingo parties (refreshments, buffet lunch
buyer,
won
an RCA transistor radio
and an opportunity to win prizes) for
during
the
telecast
May 29. Other agentimebuyers in a bid for sponsorship on
cy winners in post-program studio coma total or participating basis or in 15petition were Harry Furlong, J. Walter
minute segments. The program has
Thompson Co.; Helen Davis, Clinton E.
caused considerable comment in other
Frank Inc., and Virginia Caldwell,
cities, including New York (on WABD
George
H. Hartman Co., all receiving
[TVJ), Philadelphia and Los Angeles.
similar prizes. WNBQ closed-circuited
On WNBQ Mike Douglas, m.c.-vocalthe program to NBC spot sales personnel
ist, conducts three games each day
in New York a fortnight ago. The series
during the 12:30-1:30 p.m. show, offeris syndicated by Bingo Time Inc.
ing 75 prizes to home viewers and studio
WNBQ reported Tuesday it had reaudience guests and following the format
ceived 137,000 entries in the first 12 days
utilized in other cities. Contestants write
of Bingo-at-Home play. On one day
B-I-N-G-O across the top of their cards,
alone (June 3), 46,164 mail pieces poured
into the station.
then five digits of a selected telephone

Cross-Promote

A cross-promotion arrangement was used
between WJIM-TV Lansing and educational
station WKAR-TV East Lansing, Mich.,
May 25, when WJIM-TV carried a special
NBC telecast of Briefing Session, ordinarily
produced by NBC and the Educational
Television & Radio Center.
WJIM-TV announced at the program's
close that viewers could see the program
later on the area's etv outlet. WKAR-TV
had used spot announcements earlier to
promote the one-time broadcast on the
commercial station.
CBS-Tv Program 'Ruble War'
A special hour-long report on The Ruble
War — Russian's Economic Threat to America will be presented by CBS news on CBS

MECHANICS of WNBQ (TV) Chicago's Bingo-At-Home program are explained by
Henry T. Sjogren (second from r), assistant general maanger of the NBC o&o station,
to an agency group comprising Andy Anderson (I), Geoffrey Wade Adv. and Harry
Furlong and Ed Fitzgerald, both J. Walter Thompson Co.

television and radio networks "on or about
July 10," News Director John F. Day has
announced. On the theory that Russia's
expanding foreign aid and trade programs
represent the "most serious challenge ever
faced by this country in peacetime," he

Finest

said, six of CBS News' most experienced
correspondents and camera crews have been
assigned to spend the next six weeks on this
story. Correspondents will assemble in

Feature

Films...

ON
L
AKRON

WAKRTV

during

PEAK

EVENING

McGAVREN-QUINN CORP
New York, Chicago, Detroit, Hollywood
San Francisco.
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New York to make in-person reports. They
are Daniel Schorr of the Moscow bureau;
David Schoenbrun, Paris; Ernest Leiser,
Bonn; Winston Burdett, Rome; Peter Kalischer, Tokyo, and Richard C. Hottelet, who
will report on Soviet economic penetration
in South America.

KDKA

Sponsors

Summer

Symphony

KDKA Pittsburgh is co-sponsoring and directing the promotion and publicity of the
American Wind Symphony for its six-week
concert season in Pittsburgh and other Ohio
River valley communities this summer.
Gathering for the second-annual event
in Pittsburgh are 57 music majors from

hours
or KEN KEEGAN
PO 2-8811 Akron

the nation's colleges and universities to
present two concerts a week on a new
theatre barge anchored off Point State Park.
A ten-day tour, ending in Cincinnati, follows
the Pittsburgh stand. Other sponsors of the
AWS are the Howard Heinz Endowment
and Duquesne U.
Broadcasting

1 w

KWKH

to Originate

CBS

Series

Louisiana Hayride, a showcase for country music talent originated by KWKH
Shreveport, La., for several years one of
regular
five participating shows on CBS' become
Saturday Night Country Style, will
a weekly CBS network series July 12.
The new feature broadcast from the
Shreveport municipal auditorium (7:35-8
p.m. CDT) will present a nationally known
artist headliner every Saturday. The KWKH
program through the years has developed
such performers as Hank Williams, Webb
Pierce and Elvis Presley.
WCAR

Starts 24-Hour

VIRGINIA

VALUES

Norfolk's 12 radio and tv stations
were credited by merchants last week
with enabling them to set all-time
record sales in their anti-recession
Norfolk Value Fair. In fact, they
would like to repeat the event next
year, WTAR-TV Norfolk reports.
An estimated 100,000 consumers
jammed roped-off Granby St. after the
stations had aired 1,300 public service
spots in seven days. In addition, the
radio stations provided shoppers with
music
and entertainment during the
day.

Service

WCAR

Detroit has begun 24-hour broadcasting on a "never close" basis. The addition of a second transmitter enables the
station to avoid the usual weekly shutdown
for servicing. WCAR started operation in
1939 as a 1 kw daytime station in Pontiac,
Mich., and now broadcasts with maximum
power of 50 kw.
WBT-AM-TV Sponsors Water Show
WBT-AM-TV Charlotte, N. C, hosted
the "Tommy

Bartlett Water Skiing and
Mercury Jumping Boat Show" for the sec-

Most stations originated live coverage from the main business artery,
where 72 of 115 new cars on display
were sold. One department store exceeded its previous one-day record by
10%. WTAR's Trafton Robertson
broadcast the Value Fair from a store
marquee. With him was Norfolk's
"Miss Portable Radio" to plug National Portable Radio Week.
ond consecutive year. The six performances
in Charlotte attracted more than 60,000

WREX-TV MEANS ROCKFORD AND
A BILLION DOLLAR MARKET NETAMERICAWORK AT THE CROSSROADS OF MID-

V's
WREX-T
powere, of
ed coverag
The sales
combin
spans
market
Illinois
in
es
countri
23
of
s
portionWisconsin. Brings preferred
and
CBS-ABC network programs to
over 260,000 television homes.
Rockford's metropolitan area is
the sales jewel in the WREX-TV
housemarket crown . . . 55,760 al
holds— $6,949 sales potenti per
household 16th in national ranking
of C.S.I, per household
J. M. BAISCH, General Manager
H-RREPRESENTED
TELEVISION, BYINC.
V
EX
13-T
WR
ROCKFORD
CHANNEL

spectators.

IN PUBLIC INTEREST
TELETHON FOR LEUKEMIA • WABD
(TV) New York collected more than $800,000 in pledges and contributions for leukemia research in the 19-hour "Dean Martin
Telethon" presented May 24-25, it was announced last week by Arthur H. Konvitz,
co-ordinator of the telethon. Guest stars
included Steve Allen, Phil Silvers, Ed Sullivan, Lucille Ball, Pat Boone and Sid Caesar.

HIGHWAY PATROL • WMTN Morristown, Tenn., broadcasts daily safety announcements recorded by the area's five
state troopers, who end a plea for driving
caution with the following: "If you are
reckless we'll get to you before the undertaker does . . . maybe." Also, regardless
of the time, accident reports are broadcast
minutes after they occur.

Thursday evening and continuing through
Monday, KBUZ and Coca-Cola invited all
highway travelers to drive safely and stop
in at the station's studios to have a free
coke with the KBUZ "Music Makers."
More than 1,500 cokes were downed by
drivers seeking the pause that refreshes.
In addition, traffic safety and highway
bulletins were given every 15 minutes over
the holiday weekend.

TELETHON PREMIERE • KMTV (TV)
Omaha raised over $50,000 for the local
Multiple Sclerosis chapter through the station's first telethon. Host for the two-day
telethon was Dennis O'Keefe, who was aided by Buff Cobb, Roger Coleman and Betty
Johnson. During the 48-hour campaign
KMTV stars Captain Ben and Hawk persuaded more than 7,000 Omaha youngsters

SAFETY THIRST • KBUZ Mesa, Ariz.,
combined with the Coca-Cola Bottling Co.

to participate in a "Drive-up, Drop-in"
MS project.

of Phoenix to help "death take a holiday"
during Memorial Day weekend. Starting

OPERATION
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ICentral Ohio)
UP 117.5% on Sunday, 6:00 to 10:00
p.m. in Charleston!
UP 64.9%, Monday

through Friday,

Bay City,

6:00 to 10:00 p.m. in Charleston!
UP 32.4%, Monday through Friday,

Mich., rallied its listeners to financial support of a destitute family whose three-yearold child needed a heart operation. A plea

6:00 to 1 0:00 p.m. in Huntington ! And
so on, according to ARB figures for
November 1957!

over WBCM's program, Sound Off, brought
in $300 to assist the parents in paying
medical and doctor bills. More than 200

With so many viewers leading

HEART

• WBCM

pieces of mail resulted from one spot announcement about the family's plight.

ALL

UP
AGAIN

RECORD DONATION • KGFJ Los Angeles donated 200 popular records and a
supply of classical albums to the National
Foundation for the Junior Blind, a training
center for children between the ages of 7
and 21.

the way, it's easy to see why
more and more smart time
buyers are switching to

N-T
CHANNEL
13 V
WHT
A C0WLES STATION • ABC BASIC
W. Va.
Huntington-Charleston,
Nationally represented by
W
Edward Petry Co., Inc.
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TOM McDERMOTT, v.p. in charge
of radio-tv, Benton & Bowles,
N. Y., elected to board of
directors. Mr. McDermott
has been with firm since 1942.

JULES HERBUVEAUX, NBC v.p. and general manager
of WNBQ (TV) Chicago and WMAQ Chicago,
elected to board of directors, National Better
Business Bureau, N. Y. He has been vice chairman of Chicago BBB since 1956.

JOHN J. NEVILLE, director of
merchandise services, Scott
Paper Co., Chester, Pa., has
resigned to form Neville &
Ronald Inc. New advertisingmarketing
1530 Locust agency's
St., Phila.address:

LOU SPOSA, former associate producer of Chance
of a Lifetime, High Finance and author of "Television Primer," named director of ABC-TVs
ESP (Fri. 9-9:30 p.m.) which debuts July 11.
THOMAS E. COFFIN, director of research, NBC,
elected to president of Radio & Television Research Council, N. Y., Others elected: MARY McKENNA, director of research and sales development, WNEW New York, v.p., and MARIAN JACKSON, media research supervisor, Foote, Cone &
Belding, secretary-treasurer.

JOSEPH A. MAYNARD, E. MAURICA NUGENT and S. JOSEPH
HOFFMAN to Ingalls-Miniter-Haughey Co., Boston,
as v.p., treasurer, and creative director-account
executive, respectively.

WILLIAM D. TYLER, plans board chairman, Leo
Burnett & Co., Chicago, to Benton & Bowles,
N. Y., as v.p. -director.
CHARLES J. LICK, executive v.p. in charge of operations. Pabst Brewing Co., X.. A., has retired,
succeeded by ROBERT SHLAUDEMAN, v.p. Mr. Lick
continues as director of company.
GEORGE H. GUINAN, formerly v.p., Robert W. Orr
& Assoc. (now defunct) who joined Burke Dowling Adams, N. Y., year ago this month, elected
v.p.
THOMAS A. GULLETTE, executive on StudebakerPackard and Mercedes-Benz of North America
Inc. motor accounts, Burke Dowling Adams Inc.,
N. Y., named v.p.

ROBERT T. HAYES, art director, Ralph H. Jones Co.,
named v.p. of art.
G. BOWMAN KREER, co-manager, Chicago office,
Campbell-Mithun Inc., resigns. He has not announced future plans.
HELEN ALEXIEVE, radio-tv director, Cole & Weber
Inc., Portland, Ore., resigns.
ROBERT L. FRENCH, formerly director, Air Force
Operator Laboratory, appointed director, Marketing-Social Research Div., Psychological Corp.,
N. Y.
JAMES HASKELL, formerly writer-consultant on
health and medicine with Young & Rubicam,
N. Y., appointed copy director of professional
division of Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, N. Y.

CHARLES A. BROCKER, associate media director,
Lennen & Newell, N. Y., to Joseph Katz Co.,
New York-Baltimore-New Orleans, as media
director.

MARVIN A. KEMPNER, managing director, WINE
IONS " ' Buffalo, N. Y., rejoins Richard H.
STATWILY-FM
and
Ullman Inc. there as executive v.p. after year's
leave of absence. HARRY GLASCOCK, general manager, WKDA Nashville, succeeds him as manager of stations.

DICK SCHEELE joins KODE-AM-TV Joplin, Mo.,
as regional sales manager. LEE GEORGE, d.j.,
WMBH Joplin, to KODE in similar capacity.
MARTIN T. DOOLING JR., salesman, Dooling Jewelers, St. Louis, Mo., to KMOX-TV St. Louis as
sales service manager.

HOMER GRIFFITH, manager, KEAR (FM) San
Francisco, appointed general manager of KCAL
Redlands, Calif.
CHARLES L. BROOKS, sales-executive position,
KTBC Austin, to KRGV-AM-TV Weslaco, both
Texas, as general manager. FRED NOBLE, production
KTBC, joins stations as operations manager,
manager.

FRED MOSIMANN, commercial manager, WROY
Carmi, 111., to KGVO Missoula, Mont., as general manager.

BARNEY HALL joins station as d.j., succeeding
LARRY NIXON.
B. A. HUBLEY, station manager, WBTN Bennington, Vt., to WCSH Portland, Me., in similar capacity.
C. R. (DICK) WATTS, general
sales manager, KROD-TV El
Paso, Tex., named assistant
general manager. Mr. Watts
joined Roderick Broadcasting
WV
J;
Co.
1952. (KROD-TV's licensee) in

*
A
MR. WATTS

CHET ZANESKI, KOVR (TV)
Stockton, Calif., to WHDHAM-TV Boston as account
executive.

WILLIAM HARKNESS, formerly
sales manager, Heil Motors Inc., to WSAI Cincinnati as account executive.
CHARLES E. KNOWLES, Washington-Batlimore district sales supervisor, Purex Corp., to WRC-TV
Washington as account executive.
MARK ADAMS, news director, Rocky Mountain
Network, Denver (under name of DON ALIEN),
to KYA San Francisco in charge of news operation. SEAMUS O'HARA, d.j., WOKY Milwaukee,
and JIM SPARROW, d.j., KRUX Glendale, Ariz.,
join station in similar capacities.
PETER H. HAHN, CBS South American correspondent, to WTOL Toledo as news director.
BILL DENTON, manager, KOZI Chelan, Wash.,
to KREM Spokane, Wash., news staff.
ELIZABETH BAIN, formerly manager of film department of WBBM-TV Chicago, appointed director of film programming, WABD (TV) New
York and WTTG (TV) Washington, succeeding
JACK LYNN, appointed program director of
WNTA-TV Newark, N. J.
DENNIS KING JR., assistant film producer, RolandReed Films, Hollywood, to KFSD-TV San Diego,
as director. JOHN WAYNE ABERNETHY, manager,
Rancho Market Basket, joins station as merchandising manager.
PAUL McDUFFIE, film and traffic manager, KFDMTV Beaumont, Tex., to KBTV (TV) Denver,
Colo., as traffic director, succeeding MAE SUNADA
resigned.

J. NATHAN TUCKER, film director, WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C, named assistant program man-

BUD ARKELL, engineer-announcer, WANS Anderson, S. C, named chief engineer.
JOHN A. WEBER, chief accountant, Transcontinent
Tv Corp., Rochester, N. Y., named assistant controller.

ager.
GENE SMITH, assistant manager, WIFM Elkin,
N. C, named manager, succeeding Willerwinl
resigned to move to Morganton. Bill Shreve, announcer takes on additional duties of salesman.

EDMOND TAYLOR, named Paris correspondent for
WTOP-TV Washington. His reports also will be
on WMBR-TV Jacksonville, Fla.
ELLIOTT LITT, program director-host, KPAL Palm

HARRY W. MORRIS, operator of his own agency
in S. F., to Heintz & Co. there as account executive.
JAMES R. McEDWARDS, assistant media director,
Tatham-Laird Inc., joins NBC Central Div. tv
network sales staff as account executive. JOHN
F. BROOKMAN becomes sales planning-promotion
assistant in same department.
JOHN M. MAUPIN, general sales manager, WINS
New York, to BBDO, N. Y., as account executive
on Plastic Sales division of the Polychemicals
Dept., E. I. du Pont de Nemours account.
EDDIE DEERFIELD, writer-director, WGN-TV Chicago, to Oscar Katov & Co. there as head of
radio-tv department.
^
EDWARD G. GALLAHER, copy staff of N. W. Ayer
& Son, Phila., promoted to head of creative
group of Ayer's Detroit office.
WILLIAM NOLAN, formerly assistant general manager of Pacific Indoor Adv. Co., and DAVID
CALLAHAN, formerly salesman, Procter & Gamble,
to Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Los Angeles, as merchandising executives.
SID RENDELY, creative staff, Compton Adv. Inc.,
N. Y., transfers to S. F. office.
CURTIS GRAM, formerly research project director
at North Adv. Inc., Chicago, to research department, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.
there.
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INDIANAPOLIS had one of its largest agency personnel shifts when four former
Keeling & Co. vice presidents joined Carlson & Stassen Inc. (Latter agency formerly
was Robinson, Carlson & Stassen Inc. Herbert Carlson [seated] acquired W. R.
Robinson's interest in firm.) Vice presidents pictured with Mr. Carlson, president
of
C&S, are (1 to r) M. P. (Bob) Jenkins, Robert Stassen, Raymond G. Sweeney, Victor
G. Varno and Jackson Hazlewood.
Broadcasting

Springs, Calif., to KRHM (FM) Hollywood as
newscaster and host of own show.
HUGH M. TINER, president, Pepperdine College,
A., to KFMB-TV San Diego as news comL.
mentator.

STAN DALE, d.j., WAIT Chicago, assumes added
duties of public relations director.
HY LIT, formerly d.j., with WRCV Philadelphia,
WHAT there and NBC, to WCAU-TV Philadelphia as host of Block Party.
JOHN P. COLLINS, program and sports director,
WBTA Batavia, N. Y., to KFMB San Diego, Calif.,
as announcer.

MORTON CRIM, formerly news director at WCBCAM-TV Anderson, Ind., to WTVO (TV) Rockford,
111., as announcer.
HARRY MITCHELL joins KERO-TV Bakersfield,
Calif., as announcer.
J. LEONARD REINSCH, executive director of Cox
Radio & Television Stations, has been appointed
member of Transportation & Communications
Committee of Chamber of Commerce of U. S. for
coming year. Last year he was named to
vacancy created by death of RALPH W. HARDY.
CBS Washington v.p.
ERNEST FELIX, formerly general manager, WMTV
(TV) Madison, Wis., and JACKIE PIERCE, hostess,
WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., were married June 4.
Mr. Felix is part owner-officer of WEHT (TV)
Henderson, Ky., and WEOA Evansville, Ind.
Mrs. Felix has been hostess at WTVJ since it
went on air in 1949.
HARVEY J. STRUTHERS, general manager of WHCT
(TV) Hartford, Conn., elected to v.p. in charge,
community improvement department, Hartford
Chamber of Commerce.
JOE PHIPPS, news operations director, WWDC
Washington, June 19 will address Conference of
International Council of Industrial Editors at
Shoreham Hotel, Washington. Mr. Phipps will
talk on "Gathering and Writing a Story."
SacraHANK THORNLEY, news director, KBET-TVCaliforni
a
mento, Calif., elected to chairman of
ng
succeedi
Associated Press Radio-Tv Assn.,
SAM ZELLMAN, pacific coast news director, CBSTV. PAT O'REILLY, news editor, ABC Radio,
elected to vice chairman of association.

CHUCK BILL, farm director and m.C at WBKB
(TV) Chicago, to head American delegation of
industrialists on European tour June 2830
Julyfarm
19.

HartTOM EATON, news director, WTIC-AM-TV
Connecticut
ford, named secretary-treasurer,
Council on Freedom of Information.
JAY JASIN, newscaster-d.j., KDAY Santa Monica,
to KPAL Palm Springs, both California, as member of "Fabulous Five" d.j. team.
JACK LATHAM, newscaster on KRCA (TV) Los
Angeles, leaves tomorrow (Tuesday) for sixtour of Europe, includweek, 10,000-mile motor Czechosl
ovakia, Poland,
ing such countries as
will
Russia, Rumania and Bulgaria. Mr. Latham back
send filmed, cable and radio phone reports
p.m.,
to KRCA for use in his Mon.-Fri., 6-6:15
s which
6-45-7 pm and 11-11:15 p.m. newscast
will be handled by LEE GIROUX in his absence.
T F (FRANK) STUBBS, 53, general manager, KLMS
Neb., killed in automobile accident May
Lincoln,
25.

. mm
MANUFACTURING " mmmmmmm
DONALD J. O'REAR, midwest regional manager,
Philco Corp., Phila., named western regional
manager, succeeded by JOHN D. TEMOYAN of comO'Rear and Tepany's Dayton office. Messrs. Alto,
Calif., and
moyan headquarter in Palo
vely.
respecti
Colo.,
Colorado Springs,
manager, merchandisingJOSEPH T HOULIHAN, Distri
butor Products Dept.,
entertainment tubes,
on, N. J., - ProDiv.,
RCA Electron Tube centralHarris
district, distributor
moted to manager,
sales of same division, Chicago.
WHITNEY L. GARRETT, manager,
trict, RCA Electron Tube Div.
manager, east central region,
succeeding CARL V. BRADFORD,
rector of regional operations.

central sales dis, Chicago, named
RCA, Cleveland,
promoted to di-

DONATO J. BRACCO, chemistry laboratory manBroadcasting

ager, Sylvania Electric Products, N. Y., named
planning manager. DANIEL LAZARE, head of physics laboratory engineering services, named project administration divisional manager. BENJAMIN W. LEAVITT, government agencies technical
liaison manager, given additional assignment of
technical coordination of division's research
program.
WILLIAM H. CHASE, formerly with Easy Laundry
Appliances Div., Murray Corp. of America, appointed merchandising coordinator for Norge
Div. of Borg-Warner Corp., Chicago.

A. H. BAEBLER, sales representative, Alexander
Film Co., Colorado Springs, Colo., named St.
Louis
Mo. resident v.p., headquartering in Normandy,

That bright spot you see on the
economic map is Eastern Iowa.
That picture vou see on the tv sets
in Eastern Iowa is WMT-TV's.

ROBERT A. CINADER, v.p., programs, California
v.p.
National
Productions, to Hal Roach Studios as
IRVING ASHER, producer, TCF Productions, tv
subsidiary of, 20th Century-Fox Film Corp.,
named executive v.p. of sales.
BARNEY L. KEMENDO, formerly merchandising
manager, NBC, to Interstate Tv Corp., Hollywood, as central division manager, headquartering in Dallas.
RITA ANDERSON, office manager, Guild Films, Hollywood, named assistant to president.
GABRIEL GEORGE BAYZ, formerly head of creative
services and (tv) film production supervisor,
Robert Lawrence Productions, N. Y., to Klaeger
Film Productions, N. Y., as tv commercial and
industrial producer.
HERMAN GARRIS, print booker with AAP since
1956, named booker for eastern division, succeeding SOPHIE GLANTZ, resigned.

(WMT-TV is CBS Television for
Eastern Iowa; the mail address is
Cedar tive,Rapids;
national representaThe Kate Agency.)

mm&
TRADE ASSNS. m wmmmmm
PATTI SEARIGHT of WTOP Washington elected
local president of American Women in Radio &
Tv succeeding BERYL DENZER HINES. Other officers
elected: MARY LOIS DRAMM of WRC, v.p.; ELLEN
WADLEY, CBS, publicity chairman; HAZEL MARKEL,
NBC, and MARY ANN GUYOL, National League of
Voters, program chairmen; NAN H ANWomen NUM,
Courtland Ferguson Agency, hospital
chairman; HELEN JEAN ROGERS, ABC, membership chairman, and CHARLOTTE HUBBARD, United
Givers Fund, project chairman.
CARL H. HENDRIKSON, v.p.-general manager of
Crossley S-D Surveys Inc., N. Y., elected president of New York chapter of American Marketing Assn. for 1958-59. He succeeds ROBERT E.
KAHL, marketing coordinator, Borden Co.
GEORGE STEVENS elected to president, Academy
of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, succeeding
GEORGE SEATON. Mr. Seaton continues on board
of governors.

=v. wmmmmmmmmmm
REPRESENTATIVES < —
JIM LUCAS, account executive, KALI Pasadena,
Calif., has opened station representative office at
1350 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif.
RICHARD D. FOERSTER, account executive, WBBMTV Chicago for past two years and at one time
in research and promotion and later timebuyer
with Leo Burnett Co., joins Chicago office of
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, station representative,
as tv account executive.
FRANK J. HONOSKI, salesman, Radio-Tv Representatives, N. Y.. named account executive for
Simmons Assoc., N. Y., station representative.
ROGER HUTZENLAUR, media
department, Young & Rubicam, N. Y., to sales and research staff, McGavrenQuinn Corp., N. Y.

MR. POHLE
1953, appointed v.p.

JACK D. POHLE, formerly national sales representative,
KNX Los Angeles, to CBS
Radio Spot Sales, L. A., as
salesman.
THOMAS CARROLL, with Radio
T.V. Representatives since

COLUMBUS
radio
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r^OPLE CONTINUED

FOR THE RECORD

THOMAS CARPOU, with Radio Tv Representatives since 1953, appointed v.p.
EDWARD L. McLEAN, formerly senior presentation
writer
editor ofappointed
Radio Advertising
weekly and
newsletter,
director ofBureau's
special
presentations for CBS Radio Spot Sales, N. Y.
FREDERICK WALLIN, formerly with creative staff
of Slide Graphic Studios, appointed head of visual and mechanical production in sales development department, John Blair & Co., N. Y.
EDUCATION
JOHN C. CRABBE, radio-tv director,
Pacific, appointed general manager
California
Educational
Tv this
Corp.'s
Stockton, due
to go on air
fall.
served as executive secretary of
since last December.

College of
of Central
channel
Mr. Crabbe6,
corporation

ROBERT O. HAIL, head, cinema department-associate professor, education and cinema. U. of
Southern California, L. A., to Educational Tv &
Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich., as program
associate while on year's leave of absence from
university.
GLENN T. SEABORG, chemistry professor-nuclear
chemistry research director, U. of California,
elected to board of directors, Educational Radio
& Tv Center, Ann Arbor, Mich.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

■

KARL A. SMITH, Washington communications attorney with Hogan & Hartson for past 25 years,
has retired from active practice. Mr. Smith,
native Washingtonian, was with Law Dept. of
FCC from 1930 to 1933, and before that was with
Washington's Police Court.
WILLIAM E. CAMPEAU, formerly with General Public Relations Inc., to Harshe-Rotman Inc., L. A.,
as account executive.
PROGRAM SERVICES
JOHN PAUL JONES, producer-director, ABC-TV, to
Jules Power Productions Inc., N. Y., as creative
planning-production supervisor.
PETER CARDOZO, N. Y., has compiled and edited
second edition of Wonderful World for Children.
Book published by Bantam Books, N. Y., is "upto-date compilation of all known sources of free
and nearly-free material of educational and entertainment value for children from 5-11.

Station Authorizations,
Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
June 5 through June 11
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset mod. — modification
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auhigh frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant.
thorization. SSA — special service authorization
— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kiloSTA — special temporary authorization. * — educ
wat s, w — watt, mc — megacycles.
D — day. N —
New

Tv Stations
ACTION

BY FCC

Sterling Colo.— Bi-States Co.— Granted ch. 3
(60-66 mc); ERP 28.2 kw vis., 15.1 kw; aur.; ant.
height above average terrain 669 ft., above
ground 602 ft. Estimated construction cost $205,833. first year operating cost $36,000, revenue
$80,000. P. O. address 414-16 East Ave., Holdrege,
Neb. Studio location Sterling, Colo. Trans, location 13 miles east of Sterling on US 6. GeographicTrans.
coordinates
40° GE.
40' 41"Legal
N. Lat.,
102" 58'John
13"
W. Long.
-ant.
counsel
Southmayd,
Perpetual
Bldg.,
Washington.
Consulting engineer, Commercial Radio Equipment
Co., International Bldg., Washington. Owners are
F. Wayne Brewster (55.5%) and others. Bi-States
owns KHOL-TV Kearney and KHPL-TV Hayes
Center, both Nebraska. Mr. Brewster has hospital and livestock interests. Announced June 5.
Translators
ACTION

BY FCC

K80AD Lone Pine, Calif. — Granted (1) acquisition of negative control of tv translator station
by Ernest F. Lasky (50%) and Donald H. Branson
(50%) through the purchase of stock from
Edward A. Barmore and Elmer C. Butler; consideration $8,000; and (2) renewal of license.
Announced June 11.
Allocations
CHANNEL

CHANGE

DENIED

ALFRED WALDRON, 57, veteran United Press Movietone photographer, died in Miami June 6 after
long illness.

By report and order, Commission denied petitions by (1) Gregg Television Inc., Longview,
Tex., to reallocate ch. *2, now reserved for
educational use in Denton, Tex., to Longview
for commercial use and assign ch. 71 to Denton
for educational use and (2) Harwell V. Shepard,
Denton, to make ch. 2 available for commercial
operation in Denton and reserve ch. 17 for educational use there; and terminated proceedings.
Commissioner Lee dissented. Announced June 5.

GOVERNMENT

New

ROBERT P. SPEER, formerly UP correspondent and
with U. S. Information Agency, Washington,
for past year, named director of press and publications.
INTERNATIONAL
ALMA VENABLES, specialist in child-appeal advertising for radio-tv, to creative director of
Baker Adv. Agency Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
GORDON FRASER, sales manager, Shelly Films,
to Caldwell Lab, Toronto, Ont., as manager.

Am

Stations
ACTIONS

BY FCC

Tampa. Fla. — Radio Tampa — Granted 1010 kc,
50 kw DA, D. Post office address 216 W. Jackson
Blvd., Chicago, 111. Estimated construction cost
$98,250, first year operating cost $102,000, revenue
$140,000. For principals, see Final Decisions, below. Announced June 11.
Leitchfield, Ky. — Rough River Bcstg. Co. —
Granted 1580 kc, 250 w D. P. O. address % Ernest
Spurlock, Bright Shade, Ky. Estimated construction cost $10,120, first year operating cost $24,000,
revenue $32,000. Equal partners Ernest Spurlock
and Edward Corley are employes of WWXL

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
7 735 DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.
PLEASE
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MY
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NEXT
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$ 7.00
11.00
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address
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APPLICATIONS
Atascadero Calif. — Radio Atascadero, 1490 kc,
100 w unl. P O. address Box 569, Canoga Park,
Calif. Estimated construction cost $13,502, first
year operating cost $28,000, revenue $42,000.
Jeannette
Arment, sole owner, also owns KDXU
St. George, Utah. Announced June 11.
Red Bluff, Calif.— Mount Lassen Radio and Tv
Bcstg. Co., 1360 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address Box
806, Red Bluff. Estimated construction cost
$14,774, first year operating cost $28,000, revenue
$54,000. Edward Beck, USAF recruiting sgt., and
Harry Shelby, chief engr., KBLF Red Bluff, each
own 48%. Announced June 6.
Lyons, Ga.— Toombs County Bcstg. Co., 1360 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address North State St., Lyons.
Estimated construction cost $13,900, first year
operating cost $30,000, revenue $36,000. R. L.
Home Announced
Jr., sole owner,
dealer.
June 11.is automobile-tractor
Laurel, Md.— Interurban Bcstg. Corp., 900 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address 3700 Kanawha St., N.W.,
Wash. Estimated construction cost $43,400, first
year operating cost $48,000, revenue $60,000. Onethird owners Dr. and Mrs. I. Lewis Sandler and
Robert Blum have interest in Valley Forge Distributing Co. Announced June 4.
Existing

title/ position*

3
c
o
o
a

Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC

WLAY Muscle Shoals, Ala.— Granted renewal
of license. Announced June 5.
WOTR Corry, Pa.— Granted change of facilities
from 500 w D, to 500 w N, 1 kw-LS, DA-N, continuing operation on 1370 kc; remote control
non-DA
during
permittedneering
engi5.
Junehours;
Announced
conditions.daytime
WENO Madison, Tenn. — Granted increase of
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation
on 1430 kc, D. Announced June 5.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KYSN Colorado Springs, Colo.— Taylor Bcstg.
Co., 1.1460 kc. Changed from KAFA, effective
July
Sebring, Fla.— Radio Sebring, 1340 kc.
kc.WSEB
WINT Winter Haven, Fla.— Winter Haven
Bcstg. Co., 1360 kc.
WAUB Auburn, N. Y.— Herbert Michels, 1220
WBTL Farmville, N. C— Atlantic Bcstg. Corp.,
1280 kc.
WRMT
1490
kc. Rocky Mount, N. C— M. R. Robbins,
WLSC Loris, S. C— Loris Bcstg. Co., 1570 kc.
New

□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING
□ 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number
□ Enclosed
□ Bill
name

Manchester, Ky. Announced June 5.
Islip, N. Y. — Great South Bay Bcstg. Co.
(WRBSaddress
[FM])— Granted 540 kc, 250 w D. Post
office
P. O. Box 361, Islip, Long Island,
N. Y. Estimated construction cost $18,930, first
year operating cost $48,000, revenue $60,000.
Principals include President George E. Klein
Jr.
(%), Officer, Psychological Warfare Center, Ft.
Bragg, N. C; Vice President George E. Klein Sr.
(V3), electrical contractor, and Secretary-Treasurer nounced
Malman (i/3), real estate. AnSeymour
June 11.

Fm

Stations

ACTIONS BY FCC
Redondo Beach, Calif. — South Bay Bcstg. Co.
—Granted 93.5 mc, 1 kw. P. O. address 4020 Arch
Dr., North Hollywood, Calif. Estimated construction cost $15,917, first year operating cost $38,000,
revenue $42,000. Sherman Somers and Robert
William Crites are 50% partners. Both are in
phonograp
h record distribution. Announced
June
5.
San Diego, Calif. — Broadmoor
Corp.,
103.7 mc. 11.5 kw unl. P. O. addressBcstg.
U. S. Grant
Hotel 326 Bdwy., San Diego. Estimated constructions cost $12,500, first year operating cost $3,600.
revenue $3,600. Jack Gross, sole owner, has been
owner of KXOC Chico, Calif. Announced June 5.
APPLICATION
Rio Piedros, P. R.— Fidelity Bcstg. Corp., 95 9
mc, .84 kw. P. O. address Box 89,
Piedros.
Estimated construction cost $12,130,Riofirst
year
operating cost $12,000, revenue $15,000. Enrique
Sampayo
(50%)
is
businessman
.
Announced
June 4.
Broadcasting

$237,500.
Minn.); consideration
KOHL Faribault,
, .
_
June 5.
Announced
WWGP-AM-FM Sanford, N. C— Granted asPROPOSED CHANGES
signment of licenses to WWGP Bcstg. Corp
J. Abbott Jr., president); consideration
(Frank Announced
Commission invites comments by July 7 to
$42,500.
June 5.
making to amend allocation plan
proposed rule
KQOI Bismarck, N. D.— Granted assignment
for Class B fm stations as follows:
Paul Crain,
from Walter
of cp Bertholi,
Mr.
to DelGene Williams
and N.D.Nelskog,
To add ch. 282 to Athens, Ala.; delete ch. 238
bert
and
Holt,
W.
Lancaster,
to
Darrel
it
add
Williams,
and
Mr.
Ohio,
Bertholf.
from Columbus,
add ch.
Ohio; add ch. 235 to Cleburne, Tex., and
Robert Eubanks, d/b as Dakota Musicasters;
300 to both Redlands and Lancaster, Calif.
tion $1,250
considera
June to11. each withdrawing partner. Announced
KOOO Omaha, Neb.— Granted assignment of
to KOOO Corp. (J. J. Fenlon, president);
license
ns
Statio
Fm
Existing
Bartley and Ford
consideration $200,000. Comrs.Announced
June 11.
dissented. Comr. Lee absent.
ACTION BY FCC
KGLC Miami, Okla.— Granted acquisition of
WCHA-FM Chambersburg, Pa.— Granted apby Kenyon Brown through purpositivechase control
fm
plication to change from Class A to Class toB 95.1
of remaining 77.84% stock from trustees
mo
95.9
from
frequency
station; change
for George L. Coleman Sr., deceased; considerain KCOPfrom 700 w to 2.8 kw; ant. 240 ft.; remC; ERP
tion $120,666. Mr. Brown has interest-FM
mote control permitted. Announced June 5.
Long
TV Los Angeles, Calif.; KFOX-AM
Independe
KIMO
and
Calif.,
Beach,
. nce, Mo.
June 11.
Announced
KOME Tulsa, Okla.— Granted assignment of
Ownership Changes
licenses from John W. Kluge and Marcus J.
ACTIONS BY FCC
Austad (Mark Evans) to Charles W. and Connie
N. RobinI. Holt, William R. Tyler and Robert Mr.
assignment
Granted
Calif.—
KSLR Oceanside,
Robinand
Holts
$250,000.
consideration
son;
(interest
Nelskog
N.
Walter
to
cp
of license and
son are licensee of WHHY Montgomery, Ala., and
and
Minot,
KQDY
and
Wash.;
Miss.,
rg,
Everett,
in KQTY
have interests in WHSV Hattiesbu
KMBK Bismarck, N. D., and KUDI Great Falls,m
BogaWHXY
in
interests
individual
have
Holts
Mont.) and Darrell K. Anderson (interest
Comrs.
lusa, Ala., and WHNY McComb, Miss.
d/b as Pacific Broadd June 5.
Announce
KING-TV Seattle, Wash.)
dissented.
Ford
and
Bartley
absent.
Lee
Comr.
casters; consideration $168,000.
Granted (1) reWFMZ-FM Allentown, Pa.—
Announced June 11.
newal of license and (2) assignment of license;
t
assignmen
Granted
Calif.—
t,
Ridgecres
KRKS
to WFMZ Inc. (Raymond F. Kohn, president)
of license to Gilson Bcstg. Inc. (Leland J. Gilhad 17.3% interconsideration $8,500. Mr. Kohn
Anconsideration $13,850.
m WFMZlette,
est in WFMZ-FM and has like interest
June 5.
t
nouncedpresident);
on). Comr. Lee
transacti
in
involved
(not
TV
assignabsent. Announced June 11.
KULA-TV Honolulu, Hawaii — Granted
Hawaiian Village Telment of license to Kaiser
WARM Scranton, Pa— Granted assignment of
evision Inc.; consideration $685,000; conditioned
to WARM Bcstg. Co Inc. (Louis J Aplicenses
KHVH-TV
in
interest
of
that assignee dispose
Comr.
KULA-TV.
president, has interest m WSBA-AM-1 V
acquiring
Jr.,
to
pell
prior
Honolulu,
Lee
absent. Announced June 11.
York, Pa., and WCTC New Brunswick, N. J.);
Comr. Lee absent. Anconsideration
WKAI Macomb, 111.— Granted assignment of
11.
nounced June$195,000.
H. Rulicense to WKAI Bcstg. Co. (William
KGKO Dallas, Tex.— Granted assignment of
dolph); consideration $79,000. Announced June
license to Radio Station KGKO, joint venture,
composed of H & E Radio Corp. (interest mCo.4
11KMNS Sioux City, Iowafamily
— Granted
Robert J.
and assignment
tv and 2 radio stations), Atlantic Brewing
of license from Johns
Milwauand WRITSchoenbr
Flynn to Siouxland Bcstg. Inc., 100% owned by
in WIL St. Louis, Herbert
(interest
od
kee), Maurice Schraeger, tion
Stuart Investment Co. (KFOR and KRGI, LinComr.
$450,000.
considera
Fink;
E.
conEli
and
respectively);
Neb.,
coln and Grand Island,
11.
June
Lee absent. Announced
sideration $175,000. Announced June 11.
KZEE Weatherford, Tex.— Granted assignment
KSUM Fairmont, Minn— Granted assignmentof
owner
(50%
of license to Horace Boren; consideration $75,000.
of licenses to John E. Hyde Jr.

Allocations

NATION-WIDE

•
NEGOTIATIONS
TELEVISION
RADIO

EASTERN

CENTRAL

MIDWEST

NEW YORK
INDEPENDENT

MICHIGAN
INDEPENDENT

FULLTIME
REGIONAL

$115,000.

$60,000
Fulltime in singlestation market.
Showing profits
which can be increased substantially by experienced
owner-operator. xk
down.

$650,000

Exclusive market.
Diversified industry
and agriculture.
Presently showing a
profit and will do
much better.

#1 station in metropolitan market.
cash and
in
$100,000
account receivables
to go along with
deal.

Announced June 5.
Granted assignWBCR Christiansburg, Va- (A.
Grif- .
Hundley...
to WBCR Inc.
ment of license
nounced June 5.
fith Jr., president); consideration $60,000. AnKITN Olympia, Wash.— Granted acquisition of
negative control by Harold C. Singleton through
Donald F. Whitman
purchase of l',2 shares from
each will have 50% interest.
that 11.
for $150edso June
Announc
WTKM Hartford, Wis— Granted assignment of
license to Times-Press Radio Inc. (J. J. Shinners,
ation11. $37,000. Comr. Lee abconsider
t);Announced
presiden
June
sent.
APPLICATIONS
of conWBCO Bessemer, Ala.— Seeks transfer
Bcstg. Co.
trol (100%) of licensee (BessemerJohn
M. McInc ) from J. E. Lanier, et al., to Mr. McLenLendon & Assoc. Inc. for $61,083.
interests: 50% of WNLA Indianbroadca
don's
99%
WOKstJ Jackson, both Mississippi;KOKA
ola and
Rock, and 99.5% of
Little
of KOKY
Shreveport, La. Announced June 11.
KWHN Fort Smith, Ark.— Seeks transfer of
Bcstg. Co. Inc.) fromJ.
36 8% of licensee (KWHN
Bershof and
Virginia Whiteside to Maurice
transaction Mr.
H Friedman for $32,500. After
n, 28.9%.
Friedma
Mr.
39.5%,
own
will
Bershof
ed
11.
June
Announc
of conKBOK Malvern, Ark.— Seeks transfer
e (Malvern Bcstg. Co.)
trol (98.4%) of license
and
from J. C. Cuffman to Kermit Richardson
for $28,375. Mr. Richardson is
Wheat
Ralph
.store mgr. .
Announced
Mr. Wheat is_ retail
mgr.; 11.
gen. June
KBOK
assignment
Seeks
Fla.—
ale,
Lauderd
WFTL Ft.
of license from Gore Pub. Co. to WFTL Bcstg.
$200,000. New owners are Joseph AmaCo. for
(25%), Walter Dunn (25%) and others. Mr.
turo
in WESO SouthAmaturo is 20% stockholder
Mass.;
bridge,
ed Mr.
11. was with H-R Keps,
June Dunn
Announc
Inc.
transfer of conWLAK Lakeland, Fla.— Seeks nd
Bcstg. Corp.)
trol (100%) of licensee (Lakela
to Florida
from S O., Dorothy and Jane Ward equal
partNew
Co. for $300,000.
Central areBcstg.
Cann Jr.,
Howard
and
Nesbitt
Frank
ners
both of CBS. Announced June 11.
assignment of liWSUZ Palatka, Fla— Seeks
cense from Raymao Die. to Raymond McMillm
000. Mr. McMillin is in manufacture and
for $80
sale of folding boxes. Announced June 11.
WGRC Louisville, Ky.— Seeks assignment of
license from Northside Bcstg. Corp to McLendon
McLendon staately $750,000.
Corp. for
KILT Houston, KTSA
KLIF DaUas,
tions areapproxim
Announced
rt.
Shrevepo
KEEL
and
San Antonio

FINANCING
NEWSPAPER

SOUTH
REGIONAL
DAYTIMER
$100,000
Excellent facility
showing good profits. In growing secondary market with
diversified income
and above - average
retail sales.

•

APPRAISALS

SOUTHWEST

WEST
NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA

MAJOR
INDEPENDENT
$175,000
Daytime
1 kw
tion well
in stathe
black. Fair real estate and some net
quick assets. 29%%
down. 7 years on
balance.

$150,000
1 kw. daytimer
showing excellent
volume and profit in
a substantial agricultural economy.
29% down.

i

17
J

4

U d
Clev
,elan
Washington, D. C.
Tower
nal
Termi
2414
1737 DeSales St.. N. W.
7
1-672
TO
EX 3-3456

Broadcasting

Chicago
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754

San Francisco
» 1
Atlanta
Fidelity Union Life Bldg. 1 1 1 Sutter St.
1515 Healey Bldg.
EX 2-5671
JA 3-3431
Ri 8-1175
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FOR THE RECORD continued
June 11.
WARE Ware, Mass.— Seeks acquisition of positive control (51%) of licensee (Central Mass.
Bcstg. Corp.) to Sherwood Tarlow as result of
sale of 45% to corporation by Bertram Roberts
for $19,950. Announced June 9.
WIDE Biddeford, Me.— Seeks assignment of license from Biddeford Bcstg. Corp. to BiddefordSaco Bcstg. Corp. for $55,000. New owners are
J. Alan Jasper, M. Chester Ball and Louis Borgatti, eacli \'3. Messrs. Jasper and Ball are with
WWNH
Rochester, N. H. Mr. Borgatti is major
owner of Louis J. Borgatti Inc., station representative. Announced June 24.
WMIN St. Paul, Minn.— Seeks transfer of control of licensee (Franklin Bcstg. Co.) to William
Johns Jr. who increases ownership from 20 to
100% through purchase of 80% from his parents
for $43,051. Announced June 9.
WNNC Newton, N. C— Seeks transfer of control of licensee (Newton-Conover Bcstg. Co.
Inc.) from Earl and Phyllis Holder and R. M.
and Willie Mae Dellinger to William Bryan for
$80,000. Mr. Bryan recently sold interest in
KGMO Announced
Cape Girardeau,
Mo., and KCOB Newton,
Iowa.
June 10.
KITE-AM-FM San Antonio, Tex.— Seeks transfer of control (100%) of licensee (Radio KITE
Inc.) from Charles Balthrope to Connie Gay for
$250,000. Mr. Gay is sole owner of WTCR AshJune land,
11. Ky., and WFTC Kinston, N. C. Announced
KOZI Chelan, Wash.— Seeks acquisition of positive control of licensee (Lake Chelan Bcstg.
Corp.) by Stuart Maus who will purchase 50%
from Mark Sorley for $12,000, thereby increasing
ownership from 50 to 100%. Announced June 4.
WHAR Clarksburg, W. Va- Seeks transfer of
control of licensee (Harrison Corp.) from Mason
and Maruma Deaver to Charles Gaylord who is
purchasing 50% for $15,875. Mr. Gaylord is employe of WHAR. Announced June 4.
WCHF Chippewa Falls, Wis. — Seeks assignment of license from Chippewa Falls Bcstg. Co.
Inc. to Stephen Bellinger (25%), T. Keith Coleman (25%) and others, d/b as Radio Cheppewa,
for $73,000. Mr. Bellinger has interest in WVMC
Mt. Carmel (30%), WIZZ Streator (22.5%) and
WRAM Monmouth (10%), all Illinois. Mr. Coleman has interest in WIZZ (11.5%) and WRAM
(15%). Announced June 9.
WFOX Milwaukee, Wis.— Seeks assignment of
license from Business Management Inc. to Wisconsin Bcstrs. Inc. for $157,500. New owners are
Howard A. Miller (55%) and others. Mr. Miller
is radio and
nounced Junetv9. performer, producer, etc. An-

Plan "A"

incorporates

many programming

fea-

tures and permits operation with a minimum of
personnel. While ideal
for most small stations,
it is just one of three
basic floor plans that
can be modified to suit

Hearing

Cases
FINAL DECISIONS

By decision, Commission granted application
of Great South Bay Bcstg. Co. Inc., for new am
station to operate on 540 kc, 250 w D, in Islip,
N. Y., and denied competing applications of Stern
Bcstg. Co. (540 kc, 1 kw D, DA) and American
Family Bcstg. Co. (540 kc, 500 w D, DA), both
Ridgewood, N. J. Comrs. Craven and Cross not
participating. Initial decision of Mar. 26, 1957,
looked toward this action. Announced June 11.
By order, Commission, on request by applicants, made effective immediately initial decision, as modified by Commission, and granted
application of Richard M. Seidel, Bernice
Schwartz, Harold H. Meyer and Rand Bcstg.
Co., d/b as Radio Tampa, for new am station to
operate on 1010 kc, 50 kw DA, D, in Tampa, Fla.,
and dismissed competing application of Rand
Bcstg. Co. Two applicants merged. Announced
June 11.
By order, Commission granted request by Fay-

etteville Bcstrs. Inc. (WFLB-TV, ch. 18, Fayetteville, N. C.) to dismiss its protest; terminated
proceeding and made effective immediately April
2 grant to Durham Bcstg. Enterprises Lie, for
mod. of cp to WTVD (ch. 11) Durham, N. C, to
move trans, from site 9 miles north of Durham
and 20 miles north of Raleigh to about 32 miles
southeast of Durham and 10 miles southeast of
Raleigh, and increase ant. height from 1010 ft
to 1510 ft. Announced June 6.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue issued
initial decision looking toward affirming Aug. 1
Bcstg. Corp.'
Coast (WTMA-TV)
Atlantic
grant of cp
1957,Charleston
of
for tonew
tv station
to operate on ch. 4 in Charleston, S. C, which
was protested by Southern Bcstg. Co. (WUSNTV, ch. 2), Charleston. Announced June 10.
Hearing Examiner Millard F. French issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of WNAB Inc., to change facilities of WNAB
Bridgeport, Conn. (1450 kc, 250 w unl.) by moving trans. -ant. location approximately 2\'2 miles
and increasing overall tower height
to 344 ft.
Announced June 10.
OTHER

ACTIONS

Commission on June 11 directed preparation of
documents looking toward:
Denying petition by Frontier Bcstg. Co.
(KSTF, ch. 10), Scottsbluff, Neb., for further
hearing and to be named party intervenor and
petition for stay in proceeding on application of
Western Nebraska Television Inc., for new tv
station to operate on ch. 13 in Alliance, Neb.
Denying petition by WOV Bcstg. Corp. (WOV),
New York, N. Y., for stay of May 7 decision
granting application of WGLI Inc., for new am
am station to operate on 1290 kc, 1 kw DA-1,
unl., in Babylon, N. Y., pending action by Commission on WOV petition for rehearing or until
conclusion of any further proceedings ordered in
response to petition for rehearing.
Amended instructions issued to staff June 4
for preparation of final decision in KOB proceeding affirming conclusions of hearing examiner's initial decision under
KOBat
would be assigned to 770 kc as Classwhich
I station
Albuquerque, N. M., protecting and receiving
protection from WABC assigned to 770 kc in
New York City. Only change in previously issued instructions is to eliminate proposed reclas ification of770 kc from Class 1-A to Class
1-B. Under revised instructions, channel will
retain its I-A classification. Retention of the I-A
classification will facilitate preservation of degree of protection against interference from
stations in other countries provided for by international agreements on subject.
Hemet-San Jacinto Valley Bcstg. Co.; L & B
Bcstg. Co., Hemet, Calif.; KSLR, San Luis Rey
Bcstg. Co. Die, Oceanside, Calif. — Designated
for consolidated hearing applications for new
am stations of Hemet to operate on 1340 kc, 250
w unl., and L & B to operate on 1320 kc, 500 w
DA, D, and KSLR to increase daytime power
from 500 w to 1 kw, change from DA-1 to DA-2,
on 1320 kc, 500 w N. Ancontinuingnouncedoperation
June 5.
WLBE Leesburg-Eustis, Fla. — Designated for
hearing application to increase daytime power
from 1 to 5 kw and change from DA-1 to DA-N,
continuing operation on 190 kc, 1 kw N; made
WSUZ Palatka,
nounced June 5. Fla., party to proceeding. AnWJAZ, James S. Rivers Inc., Albany, Ga.; F.
Keith Brown, Cuthbert, Ga. — Designated for
consolidated hearing applications of Brown for
new am station to operate on 960 kc, 1 kw D,
and WJAZ to change facilities from 1050 kc, 1
kw D to 960 kc, 5 kw DA, D; made WGOV Val-

your needs.

Complete brochure, including floor
plans, equipment requirements and
discussion of current trends now
available. For your free copy,
write to RCA, Dept. GC-22, Building
15-1, Camden, N.J.
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A profitable and growing combined network operation located
in an outstanding western market. Properties can be handled with
29% down and balance
money and profits.

CORPORATION

on long term
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of AMERICA
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NEGOTIATIONS
FINANCING • APPRAISALS
ATLANTA
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
James W. Blackburn
Clifford B. Marshall
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
Healey Building
Washington Building
333 N. Michigan Avenue
JAckson 5-1576
STerling 3-4341
Financial 6-6460
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CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

GEORGE

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
1735 De Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
FEderal 3-4800
Washington, D. C.
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. AAcNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Upper Montclair
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Dl. 7-1319
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
JACKSON 5302
P. O. BOX 7037
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. RING & ASSOCIATES
30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

RUSSELL

P.

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting
Radio & Television

MAY

Sheraton Bldg.
711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY

CRestview 4-8721
P. O. Box 32
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON. TEXAS

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

JOHN

C. HUTCHESON

B. HEFFELFINGER

Hiland 4-7010
8401 Cherry St.
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antennas

1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

—Established
PAUL

GODLEY

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

KEAR

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.

& Culver

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.

Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

OLiver 2-8520

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone
STateAFCCE
7-2601
Member

E. SMITH

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
NA. 8-2698
610 Evans Bldg.
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
Tel.: JAckson 6-4386
P.O. Box 68
Member AFCCE

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

A. I TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
RALPH
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Results in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

DIRECTORY

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL

C. DAVIS

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION

CO.

National 8-7757
1052 Warner Bldg.
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

PETE

SERVICE

1926—

CAPITOL

RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C
engiPractical Broadcast, TV Electronicscourses
neering home study and residence
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

CONSULTING

ENGINEERS

KANAWHA HOTEL BLDG
CHARLESTON, W. VA.

IRL

MERL

JOHNSON

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

T. NEWTON,

JR.

Consulting Engineer
422 Washington Bldg.,
15th and N. Y. Ave., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
Telephone: EXecutive 3-7165

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242
NEptune 4-9558
SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 79,497* Readers
■ — among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
June 16, 1958
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FOR THE RECORD CONTINUED

COMMERCIAL
/l J ivtJ/U/ ItU

PAUL GODOFSKY,
President & General Manager
Like
of

Hundreds

Broadcasters

President

&

PAUL

General

. . .

Manager

GODOFSKY

WHLI-WHLI-FM
Hempstead, Long Island, N. Y.

STATION
is j M V-'

BOXSCORE

till Istigft

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs DELETED

iviuy AMj <
40
3,208
92
406
3,340
126
532

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM,
Compiled by BROADCASTING through
42
ON AIR
Cps
Not
Lie.

AM
FM
TV (Commercial)

524
3,208

21

248
41
289
0
1

TV
87
524
17
628
40
J.1 O8
58
27
0
27
2
0

108
663
64
37
127
17

54
0
1

FM, TV
June 11
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
on air For new stations
95
542
85
60
109
129

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through June 11
VHF
UHF
Commercial
424
86
Non-Commercial
24
7
1 There
licenses.
2 There
longer in
3 There
144 uhf).
4 There

FM

415l

TOTAL

are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
4151
are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.

and
Vice-Pres. &
FRANK

Chief Engineer
KNAACK

Selected
STAINLESS

FRANK

TOWERS

KNAACK, Vice-President
and Chief Engineer

LEARN WHY MANY BROADCASTERS CHOOSE
STAINLESS TOWERS
Call or Write
for Informative
Literature.

NORTH
Page 98
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dosta,
June 5. Ga., party to proceeding. Announced
KBR Stations Inc., Keene, N. H.; Kenneth E.
Shaw, Newport, N. H. — Designated for consolidated hearing applications of new am stations to
operate on 1010 kc D; KBR with 1 kw and Shaw
with 250 w. Announced June 5.
By order, Commission granted request by
Robert Hecksher (WMYR), Fort Myers, Fla., to
withdraw his petition for reconsideration of Dec.
19, 1956, grant to Sunshine State Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
of cp for new am station (WBRD) to operate on
1420 kc, 1 kw D, in Bradenton, Fla., which had
been remanded to Commission by court; and
terminated proceeding. Comr. Ford dissented.
Announced June 11.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commispetition
of Huntington-Mantauk
Bcstg. sion
Co.denied
Inc.,
Huntington,
N. Y., to enlarge
issues in proceeding on its application and that
of Riverside Church of City of New York, N. Y.,
for new fm stations; Commission, on suggestion
of its Broadcast
nounced June 11. Bureau, enlarged issues. AnBy order, Commission denied petition and supplement by Nevada Telecastig Corp. to remand
the proceeding on revocation of cp of its tv station KAKJ (ch. 4) Reno, Nev., to examiner and
to reopen
record to
in evidenceJune
an affidavit of Robert
C receive
Fish. Announced
11.
Commission granted request by its Broadcast
Bureau for postponement of oral argument from
June 23 to June 30 on application of Pillar of
Fire to modify its license to increase number of
specified hours of operation of KPOF Denver,
Colo.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied requests for waiver of Sec. 3.293 of
rules to permit continued functional music operation on simplex basis by fm stations KFMU
Los Angeles, KITT San Diego, KUTE Glendale
all California; WEAW-FM Evanston, 111.; WKJF
Pittsburgh, Pa.; WLDM Oak Park, Mich., and
WNAV-FM Annapolis, Md. Authority of these
stations to simplex expires on June 13, but they
may continue their present operation on simplex
basis to July 3 to permit orderly termination of
such operation. Chairman Doerfer voted for
grants.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied petition for reconsideration by
Gerico Investment Co. (WITV, ch. 17), Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., directed against Feb. 26 action
which dismissed its application to operate experimental tv station on ch. 6 in Miami at present site of WITV trans, for purpose of making
direct comparison of simultaneous uhf and vhf
operation. Chairman Doerfer and Comrs. Bartley
and Craven voted for grant. Announced June 5.
Routine Roundup
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING FILED
TOT Industries Inc., Medford, Ore. — Request

allocation of ch. 10 to Medford, Ore.
American Broadcasting Co., New York, N. Y.
— Request immediate adoption of policy permitfor limited purpose of
ting mileage reductions
952 channel in each of markets
providing third vhf
within first 100 which are presently allocated
only two vhf commercial channels. Also requests
amendment of Sec. 3.610 to permit these addi- 5103
tional assignments.
E. L. Cord, Reno, Nev. — Request allocation of
ch. 11 to Reno, Nev., involving following
changes:
4, 8, *21, 27; proposed
channels present
4, 8, 11, channels
21, 27.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By ChiefCunningham
Hearing Examiner
D.
on June James
9
Scheduled hearings in following am proceedings
on dates shown: James S. Rivers Inc. (WJAZ),
Albany, and F. Keith Brown, Cuthbert, both
Georgia; WLBE Inc. (WLBE), Leesburg-Eustis,
Fla.; KBR Stations Inc., Keene, and Kenneth E.
Shaw, Newport, both New Hampshire, on Sept.
24; Hemet-San Jacinto Valley Bcstg. Co., L & B
Bcstg. Co., both Hemet, and San Luis Rey Bcstg.
Co. Inc.
Sept.
29. (KSLR), Oceanside, all California, on
Scheduled oral argument on petition of Connecticut Radio Foundation Inc., to intervene in
proceeding on am applications of James W.
Miller, Milford, Conn., et al., for June 10.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on June 10
Continued hearing from June 16 to June 17 in
proceeding on am application of Hardin County
Bcstg. Co., Silsbee, Tex.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper on June 6
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for continuance of further prehearing conference from
June 9 to June 17 in Houma. La., ch. 11 proceeding (St. Anthony Tv Corp., and WTVJ Inc.).
Granted petition by St. Anthony Tv Corp., for
leave to amend its application for new tv station to operate on ch. 11 in Houma, La., to make
certain corrections in the program log and program log analysis.
Granted petition by Oregon Radio Inc.
(KSLM), Salem, Ore., to dismiss its petition to
enlarge issues in proceedings on its am application and that of Lincoln Electronics Inc.
(KBCH), Oceanlake, Ore.
By Hearing Examiner
Annie
on June
9 Neal Huntting
Scheduled a prehearing conference for June
19 on am applications of Metropolitan Bcstg.
Corp., Royal Oak-Clawson, Mich., et al.
By Hearing Examiner
H. Donahue
on JuneThomas
9
Granted requests by Atlantic Coast Bcstg.
Corp. of Charleston (WTMA), and by Southern
Bcstg. Co., for corrections of transcript of record
Continues on page 102
Broadcasting

ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
Checks and money orders only.
Payable in advance.
Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
date.
publication
preceding
Monday
—
DEADLINE: Undisplayed
WANTED 25<f per word— $2.00 minimum.
HELP
•
minimum
$2.00
word—
per
SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf
All other classifications 30<)i per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch.
. No charge for blind box number. Send replies to BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance «^rtj:-1P^^LtS^^on8' P'10t°3' 6tC" ^
Applicants: If transcriptions
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or icturn.

RADIO
Help

Wanted
Sales

Texas opportunity for radio salesman. Salary
and bonus. List experience, billing, education,
etc. Box 344E, BROADCASTING.
$8,000-9,000 opportunity for commercial manager,
network outlet in market of 75,000. Send application Box 612E, BROADCASTING.
tv time salesmen— If you're tired of
Radio
the sameandold problems, day after day, and youyoure
earning less than $10,000 per year, and if
also believe that given the right opportumty
and if you
you could exceed $10,000 per year being
in the
enjoy
honestly believe you would
securities,
t
investmen
ng
distributi
of
business
then you are invited to get in touch with us.
Complete training is given locally. If you are
interested in a permanent career basis write for
an appointment. In your letter state in simple
terms why you believe you could be successful
BROADCASTin
ING.the investment field. Box 650E,

Salesman for Rocky Mountain growth area indeScaled compendent station. Potential, terrific.
689E, BROADCASTING. mission. Give references. Box
50%
Experienced area salesman. Draw against
of first thousand, 25% over that. Handle all
full
Write
radius.
mile
50
Cover
copy.
and
costs
details KHAS, Hastings, Nebraska.
salesman one of Indiana's top 20 marFulltime
kets. Unusually progressive city nearing 30,000.
Will consider personable, married announcers
wishing to make the change to higher income
potential in fulltime sales. Guarantee against
15% in town, 20% out of town. Modern salable
stable group. Jim
Expanding,
programming.
Kauper, WCSI, Columbus, Indiana.
Salesman with considerable experience for top
music and news station WMFJ Daytona Beach,
Florida. Send complete resume, immediate openi
ng.
Adding proven salesman to top Hooper and Pulse
city poprated station. Three station market,
ulation 88,000. Limited network, adult music,
contact Lou Murray, WRTA, Altoona.
Announcers
announcer able to do
ambitious
Wanted: Young,
newscast and dj shows. Good starting salary for
a 5,000 watt, south Georgia station. Box 484E,
BROADCASTING.
stania only
Pennsylva
for eastern
Program
subject
authority
have complete
tion. Willmanager
three years experience
to manager. Must have
as staff announcer. Must be good board man
hard to justify further advancework
to This
willing ment.
is an excellent opportunity for an
announcer who is ready to move into managebe available for perapplicants
ment.
Sendmusttape and resume. Box
sonalAll interview.
536E, BROADCASTNG.
ent wants experienced anMaryland nouncerindepend
for morning-afternoon disc shows. Box
592E, BROADCASTING.
Baltimore independent looking for experienced
disc and newsman. Position now open. Send
tape, resume and salary requirements to Box
634E, BROADCASTING. Ne beginners please.
on 1,009
Experienced news, music announcerBox
638E,
independent.
southwestern
watt
BROADCASTING.
Announcer— salesman— New California daytimer
market— choice coast losingle station
booming cation.
Must be good salesman. Include tape,
Box 649E, BROADexpected.G^
and salary
resume
TIN
CAS
Announcer one year experience or more. Need
two men interested in news gathering and
Southern Indiana
sports play-by-play. Also dj.
Area. Box 678E, BROADCASTING.
Local network station desires announcer on or
about August 1st. Some experience necessary.
insurance
Permanent position. Paid vacation,
and many other advantages. Apply to Box
703E, BROADCASTING.

Colorado
r. dCool
n announce
televisio
Radio andsecond
and 'stv
radio
combine
market
greatest
Send
tv.
and
radio
rs,
operation needs announce
desired and picture
resume of experience, wages
Box
.
arranged
be
in first letter. Interview can ING.
716E, BROADCAST
Broadcasting

RADIO

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

in major market seeks
affiliate
CBS with
Top
accent on news and capable
announcer
staff power
show. Minimum five
record
music
of doing adult
years experience. This is an opportunity to step
of big time radio. Include backup to threshold
ground and picture with representative audition
tape. Box 725E, BROADCASTING.
KBUD, Athens, Texas needs experienced, mature
Personal interannouncer with sales experience.
view, auditiont.required. Salary $325.00. Chance
for advancemen

for good salesman-announcer. KPAP,
Good pay California.
Redding,
Job immediately for 1st radio-telephone operator-announcer. Salary based on experience. Contact Norm Bauer, KSPT, Sandpomt, Idaho.
exAnnouncer wanted. Personality and able to
pedite station music policy. Operate own board.
KVOS, BelSend tape
$100.00 plus.
. and resume.
lingham,
Washington

operain radio-tv
with ideas for work Manager
dj Salary
Bright tion.
, KWWL,
, Iowa.open. Contact
Waterloo
of
Looking for staff announcer to fill position
man leaving for the Army. Some experience
Good working conditions, paid vacanecessary.
tion, insurance and regular hours. Write WARK,
Hagerstown, Md.
Sharp medium market station hunting dj with
Must
some experience looking for bigger things. hops.
plus
love tight production. Good salary
Immediately tape, photo and resume to Bob
Edwards, PD, WCSI, Columbus, Indiana.
WFRL, Freeport, Illinois has immediate opening
for experienced staff announcer. 48 hour week,
inPaid vacations, .freeWrite
over 40 hours. daytime
overtime surance.
operation
Morning shift,
or call Bud Walters.
— Send
Announcer— first class license essential
an.
306, MonP. O. Box
, toMic
WMIC, hig
roe
and tape
resume
first opening in
Morning personality. We have
our morning schedule in four years and need
personan experienced, friendly, down to earth indie
ality. Sorry, no "top 40" dj types. 1 kw Applica-m
market.
station full
s 20,000
prosperou
details, photo,
kw. Include
for 5 single
tion pending
tape in first letter. WMIX, Mt. Vernon, Illinois.
immediately for
Experienced announcer needed
local news beat in fabulous hunting and fishing
area, in upstate New York. Salary open. Contact
Tom Leighton, WSLB, Ogdensburg, New York.
Mature announcer with news gathering and
writing experience plus ability to do a selling,
real music,
production-type disc show with and
network
newspaper
wanted by Michigan
affiliate. Send tape, resume, photo to PD, WTTH,
Port Huron, Michigan.
Technical

Capable experienced studio-transmitter engineer
station. Personal interfor 5 kw Ohio regional
view desirable. Box 220E, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer for New England fulltime independent. Must be capable announcer,
but accent on engineering responsibility. Send
resume, tape and references. Excellent living
conditions, top pay. Box 636E, BROADCASTING.

Florida station wants man with first class ticket
that is better than average announcer. Prefer
vounger man who desires to grow with a young
organization. Reply Box 653E, BROADCASTING.
cooperative
Chief engineer-announcer. Pleasant,Gates
dualux
staff television closed circuit,
monthly
equipment, pension trust plan plus $400 air
mail
start, vacation wonderland. Phone,
photo, tape, KPRK, Livingston, Montana.
Engineer-announcer. Daytime consolidated 500
Forty
watt Need man with first class ticket. WPCC,
hours announcing. Write Ted Prevatte,
Clinton, S. C.

4°

RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Mr. News Director! Can you see beneath the
surface news — get behind handouts? Are you a
who always knows what's going on?
newsman
We
need such a man. Why not apply and disBROADCASTING.
cuss your ideas? Send resume, photo Box 179E,
Rocky Mounin small
job the
Difficult
service—
Sales tain
market. Must
tact and business
have
knowledge of a salesman plus the creativity of a
copywriter. This market has no agencies. Would
have girl assistant for clerical duties and would
spend considerable time with accounts. Photographic experience helpful but not necessary.
. Box .
590E,~ BROADState salary requirements
CASTING
Eastern Pennsylvania daytimer needs experienced male copy writer, who can do some air
ING.
work.
Must be good typist. Salary, extra for air
work. Profit sharing. Box 702E, BROADCASTProgram director. Experienced. Southeast metropolitan market. Must be creative with salable
audience building ideas, excellent production,
good air personality. Must have ability to handle
men and make good ratings even better.
Wonderful opportunity for right man. Box 722E,
BROADCASTING.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
10 years management experience including ownership. Record of success over competition.
Strong on sales and promotion. Proven ability
covers all phases of radio operation. Many new
program and sales ideas. Highest references.
Prefer southeast. $12,000 minimum plus on profit
increase. Box 642E, BROADCASTING.
Commercial manager. Knows local and national
sales.
Larger markets only. Box 665E, BROADCASTING.
Manager, 7 years present location. Looking for
further advancement in larger market. Present
employer best reference. Experienced program
director — disc jockey — sports — sales — copy — engineering. Box 677E, BROADCASTING.
Desire to relocate due to ownership change. Exwork to managefrom airprominent
all phases
ment.periencePresently
managing
medium
market station. Salary requirement approxiinterested west coast
Especially
mately $8,500.Write
or southwest.
Box 679E, BROADCASTING.
Mr. Station Owner: Young southerner, 9 years
radio, all phases, desires to manage your station. Qualifications: chief engineer, 5 years, announcer 3years, assistant manager 2 years, can
train staff, 2 years college, member Kiwanis,
Jaycees. Box 681E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced general manager, 10 years in radio,
background.
. mostly sales
. . Presently
aggressive
young,
Wants to
move up.
employed 5 kw
network station in \W million market. Just completed best month in two years. Need more
money and guarantee results. Have some capital
to invest. Prefer personal interview. Box 682E,
BROADCASTING.

esman availmanager-sal
market in
Top notch
all phases radio. Not
Experienced
able now. small
Louisiana,
Arkansas,
price.
the
worth
but
cheap Oklahoma or Missouri area. Box
688E,
Texas,
BROADCASTING.
Manager-engineer desires change in south. Highwith know-how.
good
Family and Prefer
station market.
three salesman
two lyorsuccessful
BROADCASTING.
references. Box 698E,

Young production minded executive, first phone
all phases, inlicense, seven years experience,
cluding supervisory, desires managership or
other permanent employment. Good salary, and
advancement. Civic-minded, sober, family man.
Write P. O. Box 252, Wichita Falls, Texas.
June 16, 1958
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Have experience— will relocate. Salesman, copywriter, remote announcer. Midwest. Box 671E,
BROADCASTING.

Sports announcer-staff, copy ... 3 years experience, univ. grad.; done everything in small station; not enough sports here. Prefer station
heavy on sports. Tape and resume on request.
Box 661E, BROADCASTING.

••Looking for a future" Fine young sports man,
d.j., news, sales. College Speech Degree. 22,
family man. 5 years experience same station.
Will send tape and data anywhere. Write or call
Jim Schlotthauer 11171& 8th Street, Greeley,
Colorado, or El 3-0044.

College grad, speech and radio. Family man
with 7 years aggressive selling experience, 2
years teaching and parttime announcing with
board work. Seeking career radio-tv sales. Have
bag, will travel. Box 712E, BROADCASTING.
A nnouncers

Do you need a service minded deejay with
ideas-gimmicks to lick morning competition?
Top production man. Single, veteran, college
graduate. Box 669E, BROADCASTING.

Terrific sportscaster. Also dj, announcer, news,
sales, employed. Experience galore. Box 381E,
BROADCASTING.

Sports director in metropolitan station, desires
west or midwest. Must have play-by-play. Only
good offers need apply. Box 670E, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer seeks permanent position in Long Island, New Jersey area. Box 459E,
BROADCASTING.
Negro deejay, good board man, fast patter,
smooth
production. I'm the one you're looking
for.
ING. Tape and resume. Box 502E, BROADCASTGirl dj announcer. Go anywhere. Ready now.
Run own board. Can sell too. Steady, no bad
habits. Love to build audiences and grab acCASTING.counts. Tape and resume. Box 503E, BROADPersonality-dj, strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 504E, BROADCASTING.
Go-getter, experienced, seeking good potential.
Prefer deal including air work. Can run own
board.
All-around
man — what you're looking for.
Box 505E,
BROADCASTING.
Adult minded dj, staff announcer, experienced,
lively news and sports delivery seeks advancement. l\'z years midwest city of 175,000, radio
and
tv, have delivery.
me'd network
show. preferred.
Hard or soft
commercial
Midwest
25,
single. Box 580E, BROADCASTING.
Jack of all trades, master of some — morning
show — sports — 3 years. Box 610E, BROADCASTING.

Top-rated sportscaster, newsman, dj . . . can sell.
11 years experience north and south. Deep voice
. . . pleasant personality. Married . . . available
now. Box 676E, BROADCASTING.
Dependable young announcer with limited experience desires permanent position preferably
in the south. Veteran. Good potential. Box 680E,
BROADCASTING.
First class license — young man who knows his
pop music wants night or graveyard announcing
shift. Currently employed as day announcer. Box
686E, BROADCASTING.
Consider solid personality talent? Deejays, husband and wife, quality voices, interesting contrast, easy humor, live songs, jingles. Tv too?
Start now or September. Sponsor references,
tape. Box 691E, BROADCASTING.
Sports, staff announcer — play-by-play, pd, 5
years experience, college graduate, 24, married,
employed, excellent references. Southeast or
southwest. Box 693E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, also qualified as newsman, desires
return to Florida. 28, single, well educated.
Available
immediately. Box 697E, BROADCASTING.
Hustler; experienced sports and news, good contact man, 2>2 years. Ohio or neighboring states.
Box 700E, BROADCASTING.

Experienced staff announcer; mature, reliable.
Presently employed; seeks move to larger market. 30, single, college graduate, 3V2 years experience. Box 629E, BROADCASTING.

Radio's answer to static? 2' yrs. radio-speechwriting
CASTING.major. Vet., single. Box 701E, BROAD-

Announcer, colored disc jockey. Light experience, strong ambition. Tape available. Box 633E,
BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer desires change to better
support growing
family.
ticket.
No maintenance. References,
tape 1stupon
request.
Box
707E, BROADCASTING.

Take me to your leader! Am an out-of-thisworld dj with galaxy of listeners. Have supersonic rating, will Blast Off! Box 639E, BROADCASTING.
Ambitious, radio school grad. Operates own
board. Married. Relocate. Tape, resume, photo
upon request. Box 640E, BROADCASTING.
DJ announcer have voice, ideas, personality,
versatility.
Don'tBROADCASTING.
have experience, yours to
mold. Box 648E,
Young, versatile dj announcer. Summer replacement midwest, or steady anywhere. Reliable,
married, no bad habits. Good board, sales experience. News, gimmicks. Resume. Box 654E,
BROADCASTING.
Radio, tv staffer — strong news, commercials.
Available immediately. Resigned because employer is of ill-repute, time juggler, excels in
breaking nacularverbal
contract.
you'reBROADCASTin this verpass up this
ad. BoxIf 657E,
ING.
Creative, imaginative, spontaneous, productive,
audience-holding, thinking morning personality.
Best music, no r&r. Over 5 years experience.
Also interested in tv. Married, 1 child, veteran.
$150 week. Box 658E, BROADCASTING.
Is your station heavy on sports and light on
sports announcers? Have man, 25, 3 years experience, university grad., good copywriter, lives
and loves sports, needs better sports opportunity
than our daytimer can offer. Tape .and resume
on request. Box 660E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, modern sound, experienced. Styled
for California, Boston, Washington, Philadelphia.
Box 662E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj, likes sales, promotions. News,
commercials. Operate board. Tape. Box 663E.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced up to 50 kw. Versatile negro anCASTING. nouncer with first phone. Box 666E, BROADExperienced — top rated newsman— can do sports
— commercials — interviews — special events and
sales.
Radio or television. Box 667E, BROADCASTING.
Mature, experienced announcer wants position
in Europe. Will send tape and complete details
upon inquiry. Box 668E, BROADCASTING.
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Experienced girl dj. Excellent voice, tan, attractive, New Yorker. Box 708E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj, Negro. Network affiliate experience. Working in metropolitan area as news
director. Assistant pd. Seeking position with a
future.
Available in August. Box 709E, BROADCASTING.
Three years experience, prefer Orange or Rockland County, New York or nearby. References.
Available
immediately. Box 711E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced dj seeks top major market. Sincere,
friendly approach. Top rated in present market.
Box 713E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer — 6 years in radio, large
and small markets. Well qualified in air work.
Good morning man — using only choice music.
Will sell. Desirous of returning west — small or
medium market ok. Want security and longevity.
Steady, reliable, sober family man, 33, vet. Please
state salary and earning potential. Prefer New
Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, California. All particulars available. Box 720E, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster, network references. In service until September 15. College grad. Tape and resume
available. Ron Menchine, Glen Arms, Md.
Handsome 21-year-old dj wants to play rock
'n' roll and build teenage audience. Will accept
top 40 station, but must do own programming.
Will also consider tv bandstand show. College
graduate
Bond, 635
West
174th St., (Columbia
New York '58).
33, N.Bernie
Y. Lorraine
8-7599.
Money not important, experience is, for June 20,
grad. of Michigan State University with B.A.
and M.A. degrees in radio-tv production. Will
consider any position — anywhere. High interest
in sports, dj, news and advertising. Excellent
references and will travel constantly if positron
requires. Alan Cudworth, RFD #2, Williamston.
Michigan. Lansing phone ED. 7-7292.
Ex-English and music teacher desires announc
ing job. Fred Himelwright, Orange, Virginia.
Announcer, 4 years experience. All types operations. Married. Charles Lienhart, National 3-7426,
Hot Springs, Arkansas.
Announcer — 1st phone. Fully trained in radio.
Wants first job. Go anywhere. Available immediately. Resume and tape. Daniel Miller,
2425 South Sixth Avenue, Arcadia, California.

Staff announcer with 5 months experience avail2-5827.
able immediately. Glen L. Willman, 812 13th
Ave., South, Minneapolis 4, Minnesota. Federal
Two years last job, announcer, dj relocating
Florida vicinity. Degree; non-technical first
phone — copy; news: sports — Family. Stuart
Snyder, % Miller, Room 212 Maxine Hotel,
Miami Beach 39, Florida. Jefferson 8-2555.
Technical
Broadcasting engineer seeks position in middle
or southern California. Eight years experience
in tv-am-fm. Two way radio, directionals and
construction work. All replies answered, but no
combo
work is desired. Reply Box 584E, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer available immediately, prefer
midwest or south. Sober, dependable, familv
man, 5 years experience am and fm. Capable
technician, can announce. Box 637E, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone. 41, married. 10 years experience to 10 kw. Future and security desired.
Box 645E, BROADCASTING.
Have first phone, some transmitter and studio
experience, desire employment in or around
D. C. area. Personal interview requested. Box
655E, BROADCASTING.
1st class engineer desires job in Texas or middle
eastern states. Married. Sober. Experience in
5000 watt station. No announcing. Box 687E,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, first phone, experienced, transmitter,
studio and recording. No announcing. Box 699E,
BROADCASTING.
Broadcast engineer, first class FCC license, Veteran. Desires position in television or radio. Box
704E, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced music librarian and news researcher with top
dj's.Slight
Recently
completed
effective
speaking
course.
cerebral
palsy handicap.
Resume, references upon request. Box 125D,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman-editor. 5 years experience collecting,
writing and reporting news. Stories on local, national and international scenes. On-the-spot
coverage, interviews and special features. More
than just a rewrite newscaster. Delivery far
above par. Minimum $115.00 per week. Box 705E,
BROADCASTING.
Young J- School grad desires news reporting and
writing of all kinds. Capable of airing newscasts
and farm news. Presently employed on faculty
of midwest
college stations.
having produced
tape north
services to commercial
Wish to locate
or west. Available after August 1. Box 721E,
BROADCASTING.
Program manager, other supervisor. Nine years
experience radio-tv, administrative man with
good background station and radio network
operations. Presently traffic supervisor major
50 kw in principal market. Box 723E, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help

Wanted

Management
Assistant manager wanted for Canadian television
station located in Moncton, New Brunswick — just
three hours from Boston. This an excellent opportunity for the right man, strong in sales and
desiring a nice family town to settle in. We want
an ambitious man with good knowledge of tv
operations, not afraid to shoulder plenty of responsibility and build sales. Good starting salary
and liberal incentive with plenty of opportunity
to advance. Send resume of background and experience to Fred Lynds, President, Moncton
Broadcasting Ltd., Moncton, N. B., Canada.
Broadcasting

TELEVISION
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Now working for a national rep? You have a
proven sales record, no drinking problems, experience in tv. You want good living and excellent pay in high, cool Colorado Springs. Send
picture."
details
Robert D. Ellis, KKTV, Colorado all
Springs,
Colo.

naSales representatives for local sales and fulltional sales. Medium market, mid-south,
power vhf. Box 338E, BROADCASTING.
Now working for an eastern tv station? You have
exa proven sales record, no drinking problems,excelperience in tv. You want good living and
lent pav in high, cool Colorado Springs. Send
Ellis, KKTV, ColoRobert D. o.
details
picture,"
Springs,
Col
rado all
Now working for a western tv station? You have
a proven sales record, no drinking problems, exYou want good living and expay inintv.high, cool Colorado Springs. Send
cellentperience
Robert D. Ellis, KKTV, Colodetails
all
picture,
rado Springs, Colo.
CBS-TV affiliate in one of top 15 markets needs
an experienced salesman with proven successful
salary
background in local television sales. Good
plus commission on all sales. Send resume and
picture All replies confidential. Box 684E,
BROADCASTING.
Now working for a midwest tv station? You have
exa proven sales record, no drinking problems,
exand Send
good living
wantColorado
You cool
perience inintv.high,
Springs.
cellent pay
Ellis, KKTV, Colpicture, all details Robert D. o.
orado Springs, Col
Salesman wanted by high powered CBS-ABC
Exagency accounts.
regional and group
station for opportunity
operating several
with
cellent
TING.
BROADCAS
stations. Box 724E,
Now working for a southern tv station? You
sales record, no drinking probhave alemsproven
experience in tv. You want good living
and excellent pay in high, cool Colorado Springs.
Send picture, all details Robert D. Ellis, KKTV,
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Announcers

Announcer for leading western Massachusetts
be top commercial man experiMust
station. enced.
Needed immediately. Call or write Jerry
Barnes, WWLP, Springfield, Mass.
Technical
with
Engineer. Experienced preferred. Grow Studio
new television station in Pennsylvania.
659E,
Box
ce.
maintenan
transmitter operation
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others

TV Production Manager — VHF small tv station
needs mature man able to coordinate efforts of
copy, projectionist, switcher and live studio
personnel. This would be a supervisory position,
any probut man must be capable of handling
duction problem that might come up between
sign-off. Box 591E, BROADCAST-00 p.m. and G.
4IN
Tv copywriter. Live in the most beautiful city
Work for the most progressive telein Colorado.
vision station. Send resume of experience to
Box 714E, BROADCASTING.
Tv traffic. Interested in escaping the summer
comfortable Colorado.
heaf Try cool, colorful,market
is interested m a
A station in the second
exresume of Box
ly. Send first
girl immediate
tv traffic perience
letter.
and wages desired in
715E, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

FOR

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
A nnounceis
Staff announcer with 4 years radio and television experience. Seeks position as announcer,
newscaster or tv booth announcing. Also tv
camera and floor manager knowledge. Box 631E,
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Maintenance and control room operation. 1st
and experience backtraining
phone, good
ground. Single.
Available July 1st. Box 604E,
BROADCASTING.
Have first phone, some transmitter and switchdesire employment in or around
ing area.
experience,
D. C.
Personal interview requested. Bo::
656E, BROADCASTING.
Tv technician.
phone.
Closed
experience. References1stand
resume
uponcircuit
request.
Box
706E, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others

n-di-e
product'o
man desires
-weather
nnotmcer
Arection
experienc
Radio-tv
market.
medium
Pres.
Television
M.S.
Radio,
A.B.
years.
three
ently employed in overstaffed leading station.
al, personal
nal,
F nest professio
TING. ref644E, BOADCAS
Box education
erences. Married.
staTV weatherman— additional talents. 5 years
tion experience. Versatile. Dependable. Box
6*SE, BROADCASTING.
Alert, imaginative, young tv director. Family.
Experienced. Presently employed top market.
more
. Desires
production
All phases
G.opporASTIN
tunity. Box 641
E, BOADC

Can write, shoot, edit, narrate motion pictures.
, newsFormer radio news director, announcer
paperman, public relations. Degree. Seeking
to utilize varied talents. Box 692E, BROADplace
CASTING.
FOR

SALE

Stations

fulltime
Northeast single station market. 250
combination office, studio, transmitter, tower.
one
Sales $38,000. Absentee ownership. Ideal Can
man operation. Have $33,000 cash offer.
sale
make
Will
you top it? Sale by cash only.
this month. Box 576E, BROADCASTING.
1 kw daytimer in Lexington, Kentucky. Fast
growing town. Box 672E, BROADCASTING.
Midwest daytimer for sale. 250 watts. $75,000,
Combination oper29% down, terms on balance.
ation New Gates equipment, excellent freING.
quency No Brokers. Box 696E, BROADCASTindustrial medium markets (4) mid-south, priced
Company,
Chapman a.
Terms. ant
to $90,000.
from
, Atl
1182 W.$50Peachtree
ng
Write now for our free bulletin of outstandi
United States,
radio and tv buys throughout the
6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Associates,if.
L. Stoll &Cal
Jack
Los Angeles,
__
Massachusetts monopoly market station $125,000,
Company, 17 E. 48th, New
29%
York. down. Chapman

SALE — (Cont'd)

Stations
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport. Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Former radio and television owners and operators.

also
Florida profitable fm station major market,
Cahfornia major market fm station. Chapman
Company, 1182 W. Peachtree, Atlanta; 33 W.
Micheltorena, Santa Barbara, California.
wanted, Hollingsworth
Waiting buyers, listings Lucky
Secret Word,
Inc., "Guess The
Co.,
N. Y.
514 Hempstead Ave. W. Hempstead,
Program.

Oregon. Quarter-kilowatt. $55,000.00. $20,000.00
rfer and Asso. Wilt Gunzendo
Exclusive
down ciates,
8630 W. Olympic,
Los Angeles.
Telcvis'on — several stations in smnll and meTerms. Chapdium markets both uhf and vhf. Atlanta;
17 E.
ma^ Company. 1182 W. Peachtree, ia.
forn
Bt.rbara,
York; 33 W. Micheltorena, Santa
4£th, NewCali

California thousand-watt daytimer. $55,000.00
fer and AssoWilt Gunzendor
Exclusive.
terms. ciates,
8630 W. Olympic,
Los Angeles.

Mexico $125,000; PennKentucky $55,000; New
sylvania $100,000; Florida, $36,000; Michigan
$35 000; West
$70,000; Virginia $75,000; Texas Florida
$60,000;
Virginia $60,000; UHF $160,000;
$135,000;
Carolina
North
$160,000;
vania
Pennsyl
New York
Michigan $450,000; Florida $300,000; g,
Station
Bloomber
$275,000. Please writet Haskell
setts.
Massachu
Lowell,
Broker, 208 Fairmoun St.,
Equipment
supRCA No. 76 C console with external t power
Excellen condition.
IN
immediat
For
ply. ST e sale.G.
CA
Best offer f.o.b. New Jersey. Box 717E, BROAD-

complete. Good
Three Raytheon mobile units, W.
Underwood,
offer. Stuart
Make Mis
souri.
condition.
Clinton,
KDKD,

250 lbs number 10 medium hard
Approximately
drawn bare copper wire at 35<t per pound. About
at 55? per lb Prices
100 lbs 3 Mil. 2" copper strap
Contact U. L.
. .
Nebraska
City,
Central
FO.B.
are
ka
as
br
Ne
l Director, KMMJ, Grand Island, .
Lynch, Technica
deco.
Tower— 115' new self -standing Dresser-I
drawings.
In crates,
, never
ming.
WyoComplete
Casper, erected.
KTWO-TV

UHF equipment, used but in perfect condition.
ng filter12KW transmitter includi
GE TT25A
PY19B feed
plexer TY25D 5-bay antenna with
oscillator
sweep
load,
adapter, 4TX7A dummy
visual
, GE TV-21
Radio monitors
and General
G
s
demodulation. Also 430 foot Stainles type
wave
inch
15
x
7V2
tower with lighting, 400 feet
guide 600 feet 3Vs inch VHF coaxial cable and
hangers Presently installed at Jacksonville,
WESH-TV,
Hayford,a.
Beecher rid
Florida Contact
Beach, Flo
Daytona
2 RCA type BQ-2B, three speed turntables, each
forgs.microand heads
arms vertical
with 2 and
equipped standard
$425
recordin
groove,
Florida.
Miami,
WGBS,
pair,
the
for
each or $800
sion line, 52
flexible transmis.
RG-18-Uli
1000 feet ro
naBill Birchfield,
Ca
Contact
ohms, best offer prevails.
Chief Engineer, WHAN -Radio, Charleston, South

NEWSMEN

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted

WE

EDITORIALIZE

Management

ce.
Film manager, excellent eastern experien
664E,
large city. Box
$8,500. Any
Minimum ADC
ASTING.
BRO
announcOperations manager, experienced sales,
married, seek1st phone, st.
graduate,
ing, college
tWi>^,
Box
ing better opportunity southea
BROADCASTING.
Sales

years radio-tv
Creative sales director, 33, ten
with station^ Rep.,
experience. Seeks opportunityNew
York office or
or group of stations with
with sincere interest is l establishing New .York
614E, BRO ADCAa 1 ces. Box
referen
office. Best
.
G
N
I
Broadcasting

Editorial conscious

experienced

newsmen

wanted

by one

ns. Don't delay
of America's top large market news statio
news, have
edit
and
t
collec
ials,
if you can write editor
ng chain of
strong air personality. Join successful growi
resume, tape,
independents. Openings immediate. Send
replies confidential
and picture. All tapes returned. All
ad.
this
of
knows
staff
and

Box

641E, BROADCASTING
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SALE — (Cont'd)
Equipment
RCA 76-B5 console. Good condition, immediately
available — best offer over $500.00. Recorded Publications Laboratories, 1558 Pierce Avenue,
Camden 5, New Jersey.
Weather warning receivers — for Conelrad and
disaster weather warnings. Air Alert II — $46.50;
Air Alert I— $89.50. Write Miratel, Inc., 1080
Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minn.

FOR

Cameras, 2 used Dage model 300-C cameras,
with lens, camera controls and regulated power
supply. Will consider offers on one or both.
Contact Beecher Hayford, WESH-TV, Daytona
Beach, Florida.
WANTED

TO

FOR THE RECORD continues from page 98

RADIO
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

SALESMAN WANTED
Great opportunity for experienced salesman.
Eastern Massachusetts radio station, market of
T* 200,000. Top Pulse Nielsen ratings. Salary, «[
commission, expenses. Opportunity to advance.
Present staff knows of this opening.
Box 695E, BROADCASTING

BUY

Stations
AM broadcasting station in Rocky Mountain
area: Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Idaho, Utah
preferred, Oregon or Washington possibly. Prefer
fulltime outlet; daytime station considered. Adequate financing available. Replies confidential.
No brokers please. Box 486E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio man with first class license
wishes to buy into going radio operation in
south. Operation should be small. Family man
with best of references, both professional and
personal. Will consider buying into cp. Box 674E,
BROADCASTING.
Around $25,000.00 down payment on small market
am
ING. station in midwest. Box 719E, BROADCASTEquipment
Wanted: T-V cameras and accessories. Gene
O'Fallon
& Sons,
Industrial
T-V Specialists, 639
Grant Street,
Denver
3.

RADIO

Management

MORE

MAKE

MONEY

with a personable young (26) sales manager who thoroughly knows FM broadcasting, has successfully sold FM time; knows
music; can write and produce; knows
advertising and promotion. B.A. Radio,
M.B.A. Advertising, Syracuse Univ.
Available about July 1 due to release from
military service. Put experience to work
for you. Write today for details, resume,
references. Box 643E, , Broadcasting.

STL audio link 925 mc band . . . also Gray 3B
telajector. Box 1928, Springfield, Mass.
INSTRUCTION
FCC first phone preparation by correspondence
or in resident classes. Our schools are located in
Hollywood, California and Washington, D. C.
For free booklet, write Grantham School, Desk
B2, 821 - 19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. G.I. approved.
Phone FLeetwood 2-2733. Elkins Radio License
School, 3605 Regent Drive, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting June 25, September 3, October 29. For information, references
and reservations write Wilham B. Ogden Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
MISCELLANEOUS
Bingo Time U.S.A. printers of personalized
bingo type game sheets for radio and television
programs. We also distribute V2 hr. bingo type
film
mc'dHollywood
by popular
P.O. series,
Box 1871,
28, film
Calif.personalities.
Tel: Hollywood 2-4038.
RADIO
Help

Wanted

Announcers

^X)OOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQ5
o
O
o
O
AIR SALESMAN
DEE-JAY
O
8
O
o
o #1 station in San Antonio needs O
o
o
o top man for top spot. Must be ex- g
o
o perienced in music-news format. Q
g Person that sells, yet must be able §
g to take direction. Can you quality? ^
O Rush tape, photo and resume to §
8 Herb Carl, KONO Radio, San An- g
O tonio, Texas.
9
0
8
XDOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOd2
OOOOC
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1 muiiuuii iiininiimiiiiuiiiMiiiiiinji iioiih rumi niriimiiiuiiiaiim imm nitu ma Mimininm niiiiiiuiiiiDiiiiiiiiiint
CALLING ALL CALIFORNIA STATIONS!!!
I MANAGER who can list four stations that went [
1 quickly from red to black in small and medium |
I markets. TOPS in Soles, Programming/ credit |
I management, personnel administration, budget |
I control and overall organization. Let me tell you |
whole
story.makeI'veit made
for earnings
all the iI
II the
others,
let me
for you.money
Current
I over $10,000 with bonus. Make offer.
|
Write Box 690E, BROADCASTING.iiiiiirciiiiiiimiiioiinmimiLlimaiiiiiB
) Dim mil 11 ■■ [i- 1'
Announcers
GENERAL
ANNOUNCER
Tell me you need a polished announcer or
a scrambling newsman and I'll prove you
need me. English degrees, four years experience all aspects radio-tv production,
trained resonant voice. Prefer major markets from Detroit east. YOU AUDIO HIRE
NOW! Box 694E, BROADCASTING.
NEED
AD.
J.?
B. C. A. Placement Service has them . . . with
and without experience. All eager to please
and make you money! Best trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas. Thoroughly
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1639 Broadway, Capitol Theatre Bldg.
N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1918. No charge for either parry.
FOR

Hearing scheduled for 10 a.m., June 16, is
rescheduled to commence at 9:30 a.m., on that
date in proceeding on fm applications of MidAmerica Bcstrs. Inc., and Mutual Bcstg. System
Inc., San Francisco, Calif.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on June 9
Continued further hearing presently scheduled
for June 16, to date to be specified later, and
denied petition by Northern Indiana Bcstrs. Inc.
(WIMS), Michigan City, Ind., for continuance of
hearing insofar as it requests continuance to date
certain, in proceeding on am applications of
Binder-Carter-Durham
Inc. (WAMM), Flint,
Mich., et al.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on June 6
Scheduled prehearing conference for 9:15 a.m.,
June
19, onN.amJ., applications
of Union Bcstg. Co.,
Elizabeth,
et al.

Situations Wanted

STATIONS

in proceeding on application of Atlantic Coast
Bcstg.
Corp. S.
of C.Charleston (WTMA-TV, ch. 4),
Charleseton,
By Hearing Examiner
F. French
on June Millard
6

SALE

Equipment
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North. Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
America's
Tape Recorder Specialists

Commission on June
10 granted petitions by
By FCC
Storer Bcstg. Co., and Daytime Bcstrs. Assn.
Inc., for extension of time from June 18 to July
21 for filing reply comments in the matter of
proposal to extend daytime am station operating
hours.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on dates shown
Ordered that Hearing Examiner H. Gifford
Irion, in lieu of Hearing Examiner Hugh B.
Hutchison, will preside at hearing on June 11 in
proceeding on am applications of Fox Valley
Bcstg. Co., Geneva, 111., et al. Action June 6.
Granted petition by Mutual Bcstg. System Inc.
for dismissal without prejudice of its application and retained in hearing status application
of Mid-America Bcstrs. Inc., both for new fm
stations in San Francisco, Calif. Action June 6.
By Hearing Examiner
B. Hutchison
on JuneHugh
5
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for continuance of further hearing from June 5 to 2
p.m., June 16 in proceeding on am application of
Ottaway Stations Inc. (WDOS), Oneonta, N. Y.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
on June 5
Granted motion by James A. McKechnie,
North Syracuse, N. Y., for extension of time
from June 10 to June 23 for exchange of direct
affirmative case and from June 17 to June 30 for
further prehearing conference in proceeding on
McKechnie's am application, et al.
By Hearing Examiner
F. French
on June Millard
5
Scheduled further prehearing conference for
July 1 and continued hearing from June 25 to
July 10 in proceeding on am application of Birch
Bay Bcstg. Co., Blaine, Wash.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on June 5
Granted request by applicants in HamptonNorfolk, Va., ch. 13 tv proceeding for rescheduling of hearing and that (a) exchange of written direct case exhibits shall be effected on or
before June 16; (b) further prehearing conferMISCELLANEOUS
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★A-*
%
AGENCY
$
*
EXECUTIVE
+
Wants radio station management with
J west
purchase
agreement. "Will invest. Prefer -|c
j
jf
coast.
J
Box 65 IE, Broadcasting £
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

A Specialized Service For
Managers Commercial Managers
Chief Engineer
Program Managers
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
BROADCASTERS EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington 7, D. C.

SOUTHERN NEGRO DISC JOCKEY!
Advance to bigger towns . . . greater future . . .
better pay — NOW. Many job openings in major
southern cities. If you are now dissatisfied with
a small city job— — send tape, photograph and
letter now to EBONY RADIO EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY, Room 514, Lamar Life Building, Jackson,
Mississippi. No employment fee — this service free!
Broadcasting

ence is continued from June 19 to June 27, and
ment of hearing is continued from
(c) commence
24 to July 21.
June
Annie Neal Huntting
By Hearing Examiner
on June 5
Granted request by Pierce Brooks Bcstg. Corp.
(KGIL), San Fernando, Calif., for continuance
June 6 to July 1 on its am apof hearing
. from
plication
By FCC
Commission on June 4 granted request by
Pa., for extenDispatch Inc. (WICU-TV),5 toErie,
June 25 to file opsion of time from June
Corp.
positions to petition by Summit Radio ration
(WAKR-TV), Akron, Ohio, for reconside
d
of April 25 report and order which terminate
Pa.;
tv rule-making proceeding in volvingandErie,
Weston,
Akron-Cleveland, Ohio; Clarksburg
W. Va.; Flint- Saginaw-Bay City, Mich.
Sharfman
By Hearing Examin
on er
June Herbert
3
Extended time for exchange of exhibits from
proceeding on am applicaJune 16 to June 18 inRadio
and Star Bcstg. Corp.,
Historyland
ofksburg,
tions
Frederic
Va.
er H.3 Gifford Irion
By Hearing Examin
on June
Scheduled oral argument for June 12 at 2
p m on certain pleadings in proceeding on am,
applications of Charles R. Bramlett, Torrance
Latin-American Bcstg. Corp., Monterey Park,
Anaheim and AnaRadio Orange County Inc.,Inc.,
Anaheim-FullerBcstg. Co.
lerton
heim-Ful
ton, all California.
F. French
By Hearing Examin
on er
JuneMillard
4
June 24
Scheduled prehearing conference forGrady
M.
tions of
in proceeding on am applica
Sinyard, New Boston, and States Bcstg. System
Inc", St. Mary's, both Ohio.
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee on June 4
ast Bureau for exGranted petition by Broadc
to Petitension of time to June 12 to fileof replies
Chief Hearing
tion by WBRB Inc., for review
order in proceeding on am applicaExaminer's
tions of Binder-Carter-Durham Inc. (WAMM),
Flint, Mich., et al.
ast Bureau for exGranted petition by Broadc
replies to motension of time to June 12 to file
Inc. (WDRF) Chester,s
tion by Eastern Bcstg. inCo.procee
ding on Eastern
Pa to enlarge issues
am application, et al. Announced June 5.
t Sharfman
er Herber
By Hearing Examin
on June
5
Extended from June 5 to July 14 time for filing
in proceeding on
reply findings and conclusions
Bcstg. Corp. (WCAW),
applica
am
ton,tion
Va. Capitol
W. of
Charles
B. Hutchison
By Hearing Exami
4
JuneHugh
onner
June 11 in
Postponed hearing from June 9of]o Fox
Valley
tions
applica
am 111.,
on
ding
procee
et al.
Bcstg. Co., Geneva,
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of June 9
KHAT Phoenix, Ariz.— Granted assignment of
cp to Radio K-HAT Inc.

Actions of June 6
WERH Hamilton, Ala.— Granted involuntary
to Kate F. Fite, executrix
assignment of license
of estate of Hugh J. Fite, deceased.
Riverton, Wyo.— Granted license
KWRB-TV
kw.
for tv station; ERP vis. 58.9 kw, aur. 29.5 license
KPLC-TV Lake Charles, La.— Granted
for tv station.
WLWA Atlanta, Ga.— Granted license covering
station; ERP vis.L 316 kw, aur.
in tv .
158 kw
changes

KVFM (FM) San Fernando, Calif.— Granted
assignment of cp to Walter Gelb, et al.. d/b
under same name.
WYES-TV New Orleans, La.— Granted license
for noncommercial educational tv station
Granted licenses for following am stations:
n, Miss., and specify studio locaWDAL andMeridia
remote control point; KTCN Bcrryville,
Ark •tionWEZL Richmond, Va., and specify studio
location and remote control point; WEUC Ponce,
P R ; WQIC Meridian, Miss.Granted license covWBEL South Beloit, 111.—
ering change of station location, main studio
operation, DA and ground syslocation
trans, oflocation.
tem,and hours
Granted license covering
Fla.—
Miami,
WCKR
aux. trans, from
change of trans, location,to ofpresent
main trans,
old main trans, location
site
license coverWACL Waycross, Ga.— Granted
as alternate
of old main trans,
ing installation present
location of main trans.
main trans, at
coverWDMG Douglas, Ga.— Granted licenseinstalla
operati
hoursant.of nightti
in onal
ing
me.on and
directi
tion ofchange
coverlicense
Wausau, Wis.— Granted
WSAU
ing changes in ant. system (decrease height).
KFOX Long Beach, Calif .—Granted license
, installans. location
ant.-tra
of and
changeant.
coverintiongof new
control
remote
trans.;

N. Y.— Granted license covYork,
WABDering New
changes in
tv station.
rque, N. M. — Granted liKNME-TV Albuque
cense for noncommercial educational tv station.
KYFM Oklahoma City, Okla.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type trans.; condition.change of
Following stations were granted
sign-off time as shown: WYTI Rocky Mount, Va.,
Aug. 31; KPLK Dallas,
7 00 p.m.. EST, through
and July:
Ore., 7:00 p.m. each evening in June
WAIN Columbia, Ky., 6:00 p.m., CST, through
Lexington, Neb., 7:15 p.m., CST,
Aug.;
during KRVN
months of June and July.
WDCR Hanover, N. H.— Granted authority to
during summer recess of Dartsilent
remain mouth
College, or from midnight, Saturday, May
31 to Monday morning, Sept. 15.
y to
WSAJ Grove City, Pa.— Granted authoritSept.
remain silent beginning June 7 and ending recess.
20 in order to observe the college summer
permitte
WPIX d.New York, N. Y.— Granted cp to install
Actions of June 5
aux. ant. at main trans, site.
WLNA-FM Peekskill, N. Y.— Granted mod. of
WC4X-TV Burlington, Vt.— Granted mod. of
studio location and waived
change
to
to change studio location and remote control
cp
license
mam
Sec. 3.613 of the rules.
point; waived Sec. 3.205 of rules to permit
Cortlandt,
Terrace, type
at Radio change
Reconsidered acto be located
studio
WLAN-FM Lancaster, Pa.—
trans,
Y.;
N.
County,
ter
Westches
tion granting fm license covering cp, and set
same aside pending filing of amendment. _
and type ant.; and increase ERP to 20 kw; conditions.
into
cp
Calif.— Granted
KFMU Los Angeles,
mam
present
at
trans,
aux.
as
KTKN Ketchiken, Alaska— Remote control
new trans,
trsns stallsits
of
mod.
permitted.
KFSA-TV Fort Smith, Ark.— Granted
comple-to
ons ,of Tex.,
extensi
granted
ng aswere
Followi
Lubbock
KSEL
shown:
tion dates
20.9 kw, aur. 11.7 kw,
cp to change ERP to vis. changes
system
in ant.
270 ft.; make
ant.
12-23; WHYL Carlisle, Pa., to 10-31; KDAY Santa
and height
equipment change.
Monica, Calif., to 12-10.
mod.
Granted
Calif.—
Maria,
Santa
M
KSMA-F
extension of
KQIK Lakeview, Ore.— Granted
to sign off at 7:00 pm through June 30
y
of cp to increase ERP to 27 kw, change type
authorit
itio
ft.:
cond
„ height
, , to -£>/.
decrease ant.
and ns.
for s.specified hours due to severe
type ant.
trans.,
pending c filing
economi
condition
of
mod.
ed
.—Grant
Calif
Actions of June 2
KPUP San Francisco,
cp to increase ERP to 18 kw, change type trans,
m, 111.— Granted authority to
Effingha
WCRA
dition. , .
and type ant.; remote control permitted; consign off at '7:00 p.m., CDST, through Sept. 30.
ex30 days
Grantedfiling
Tex.—
Spring,
KTXC tensionBig
KCBQ-FM San Diego, Calif.— Granted Mod of
of forms
pending
silent
to remain
c.
m
. 107.7
frequency from 107.9.mc to
for transfer of ownership.
cp to change
extensions of comFollowing were granted KUOW
(FM) Seattle
pletion dates as shown:FM Riverside
Calif., to
Wash., to 5-30; KACEto 11-30.
Calif.,
s,
Angele
Los
(FM)
KDBX
12-16;
KNEL Brady, Tex.— Remote control permitted.
perWBMK West Point, Ga.— Remotemitted. ' control
'
.
Granted change o±
r, Mass.—
Gardneauthorit
WGAWcontrol
y.
remote
Granted change of
ce, Mass.—
Lawrenauthorit
WCCM control
nation's
The
y.
remote
Actions of June 3
d assignment
WPSR EvansviUe, Ind.— Grante
tion.
of license to Evansville School Corpora
audiencement of
WRAM Monmouth, 111.— Granteder,assign
d/b
al„
et
group
Negro
to Stephen P. Belling
licensessame
under
name.

UPCOMING
June
ned Boards
Combi
NAB
June 18-20:
Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D.
Virginia Broadcasters
June
Irvington.
Inn, 19-20:
Tiinp 19-21- Maryland-D. C. Radio
City ?s AsX'stephen Decatur
calte

of Directors,
C.
Assn., Tides
.
& Tv BroadHotel, Ocean

Broadcasters, CoAssn.
June 19-21
sburgof Beach.
Peter
St. da
lonial: Inn,Flori
of the West, annual
g Assn.
tisin
22-28:
June
uver,
, Vanco
ntionAdver
conve
July B. C.

Women in Home,
rence on Tv forEduca
July 19: Confe
tion, UCLA
and
ness
Busi
s,
omic
Econ
es.
Dos Angel
^°^?'
Assn. of ^catl0^
National Allerton
July 21-25: seminar,
House, Monticello.
casters,
111.
Broadcasters Assn.,
Julv 27-29: South Carolina
Holiday Lodge Hotel, Myrtle Beach.
August
rs Assn., Lake
Aug 1-2: Oklahoma Broadcaste
.
Texoma
Lake
Lodge,
Te'xoma
a„<t 4 93- Summer Tv Workshop, College of
WKARft™rt
Ac!,m
ng. TV, Michigan
, sEastandLansi
University
State munic
ies NetAdvertising AgencLord
Aug 13-16: Affiliatednatio
Balwork,
Baltimore.nal meeting,
Hotel, Inter
timoreannual
*„<* io.»- Western Electronic Show and ConA^nt\onapa^ PacTfic Auditoriuin, Los Angelesl
Educationa
Aug. 24-Sept. 4: National Assn. of
Broadcasting

conference, Purdue
instruction
d.
sters,
tte. tvIn
U.
Lafaye
Broadca
„.
St.
Assn.,
sters
Broadca
Georgia
Aug.
.
Simons26-27:
September
Assn., RooseTexas
Sept 5-6:
Waco.AP Broadcasters
velt Hotel,
SeDt 5-7- West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur Springs.
gSept 9-11:
Weiser.Broadcasters Assn., Washin
ton Hotel,Idaho
Exl Sight & Sound
Internationa
Sept 19-21: position's
y Show
seventh annual High FidelitChicago
.
House,
Palmer
l,
Festiva
Ina Music
et
SeDt 21-24: L'Assn. Canadienne de lase,Radio
Alpine
de la Television de Langue Francai
Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que.
Assn. of Broadcasters,
Sept 22-23: LouisianaLafayet
te.
Townhouse Motel,
asters Assn. ManBroadc
sippi
Sent 26-27 : Missis
versity. agement Conference, U. of Mississippi, UniOctober
nr-t 5-7- Central Canada Broadcasters Assn.,
Alpine ' Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que.
Oct. 8-10: IRE Canadian convention, Exhibition
Park, Toronto.
13-15- National Electronics Conference.
Oct
Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Assn., St.
Broadcasters
Oct.
Louis.16-18: Missouri
Canada Broadcasters Assn.
Oct 28-29: Central Toront
o, Ont.
Westbury Hotel,

EBONY

S-t-si-tJor^s

Represented by John E. Pearson
* Subject to F.C.C. Approval
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KLZ-TV

dominates

Denver's

"Top

100" programs — more shows (49)
than any other Denver station —
according to latest 4-week
A.R.B. averages.
And

26 of the

KLZ-TV

Denver's "Top
produced
or

in

KLZ-TV's local
leadership in

26 shows

. .

3 shows

Stat. 'B' . .

3 shows

Stat. 'C . .

0 shows

Stat. 'D' . .

In local programming,
leads with highest rated
* Morning

KLZ-TV

News

* Afternoon
* Night

shows

100" are locallysyndicated film

shows. Compare
and
syndicated
Denver:
KLZ-TV

(April)

News

News

* Week-end
* Weather
* Sports

News
Show

Show

* Remote

Feature

Use KLZ-TV's proved
CBS-TV
network,
shows, and local
sell the Denver

programs — to
market. Jack

Tipton, station manager, or your
KATZ man will show you how.
CBS

IN

eadersrii

leadership —
syndicated

DENVER

2.
3.
4.
5.

Frontier Doctor . .
Medic .......
Casey Jones . . .
Sheriff of Cochise

6. Highway Patrol .
7. Studio 57 ...
8.
9.
10.
11.

Badge 714 .....
Honeymooners . .
Target
All
Star/. . . ....
Death Valley

12. Sea Hunt .....
13. Harbor Command
State Trooper ...
Boots and Saddles

Represented

Page 104
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by the KATZ

28.8 KLZ-TV
28.4 KLZ-TV

25.2 KLZ-TV
24.5 KLZ-TV'C*
27.4 Stat.
23.7 KLZ-TV
23.5 KLZ-TV'B'
24.2 Stat.
22.5 KLZ-TV
22.5
21.4
21.3
21.1
20.7
20.4

Stat. 'B'
KLZ-TV
KLZ-TV
KLZ-TV
Sta
KL

Agency.

Broadcasting

MONDAY

MEMO

from LEE BRISTOL JR., director of public relations, Bristol-Myers, New

Rebuttal

An

from

advertiser

Who gets your vote for coming up
with the understatement of the year?
Mine goes to J. Harvey Howells for his
recent comment: "An advertiser can
get a good job done on Madison
Avenue."
Coming as it did from a distinguished
adman whom I admire, the comment

was as surprising as it was, I'll bet,
tongue in cheek. Mr. Howells made the
comment in an article [Monday Memo,
May 26] extolling the virtues of ad
agencies outside New York. In his
article, Mr. Howells, who is now working in New Orleans [Fitzgerald Adv.],
criticized Madison Avenue for lacking
both perspective and what he called
"creative daring."
Certainly, Mr. Howells has every
right to take pardonable pride in what
agencies outside of New York are accomplishing these days. The advertising
business has had a meteoric postwar
couldn't
growth. Manhattan Island
possibly hold the many agencies which
have come into being. Local agencies
across the country perform an important
function these days not only in servicing their share of great national accounts, but in doing those highly important local jobs as well — for that
bank in St. Paul, for example, that
dairy in Omaha, or that regional store
chain. Those out-of-town local or
regional setups have oftentimes become
sizeable operations.
I cannot, however, go along with his
reasons for criticizing Madison Avenue.
Few of us would quarrel with his
contention that it is quality, not quantity, which the advertiser seeks in his
creative talent, but what oasis has
attracted or produced more quality in
creative talent than New York? After
all, who could give the full history
of great American advertising without
mentioning the names of New York
giants like Bruce Barton, James Orr
Young or Ralph Starr Butler?
Few of us would claim that Madison Avenue has a mortgage on per-

spective, but I like to think there's more
than one Man from Cunningham &
Walsh. New York admen do leave
their desks and spend time in the field.
And besides, where outside of New
York can you be as close to current
information on the trends and changes
in markets and media as you can be
along Madison Avenue?
Few of us would quarrel with Mr.
that the battle
contention
Howells'

Broadcasting

Madison
defends

York

Avenue:

N.

for jobs in advertising in New

Y.

York

one, but hasn't
be a ofrugged
can matter
this
job turnover been a bit
overplayed — like the lavish "wet
lunches" and the abused expense accounts? Sure, the jobs are highly competitive along Madison Avenue, but
can't this be considered all to the good?
Doesn't this tend to keep us on our
toes? Long tenures are not rare enough
phenomena for columnists to byline
mug shots of John Q. Adman the way
the movie books would do it: "Happily
to the same firm for 15 years!"
marriedrecords
Such
are not that rare.
KEEPING THE HERRING FLIPPING

Toynbee's
Arnold
you therecall
Do about
? Off the coast of
herring
story
Plymouth, the best herring were to be
found far out at sea, but most fishermen could not catch those fish without
having them die on the long trip back
to port. As a result, most of the herring
had to be caught close to shore where
the poorer fish were to be found. Only
one fisherman managed to catch the
better herring way out at sea and bring
them alive to shore. His secret: He put
several catfish in with the herring.
Fighting the catfish for their lives, the
herring put up such a struggle that few
of them died on the trip back to shore.
To be sure, Madison Avenue has its
endless waiting list of job applicants,
but can't this competition prove stimulating? Oftentimes it does keep the
employed herring flipping!

agencies

the evening. But at a time when selfdiscipline, craftsmanship and imagination are at such a high priority, can't
this conscientiousness beyond five
o'clock speak well for the Manhattan
adman?
I am not certain what Mr. Howells
means by Madison Avenue's lack of
"creative daring," although he does
concede that David Ogilvy and Bill
Bernbach have their share. As I understand "creative daring," however, I
would ask: what about those recent
campaigns for Maxwell House, Campbell's Soup, White Horse scotch, Pepperidge Farms or Piel Brothers? Are
these so hum-drum, conventional and
uninspired?
What Paris is to the fashion world,
London to men's pipes, and Los
Angeles to Heaven knows what next,
certainly Madison Avenue remains the
irrefutable center of the ad world, no
matter how much the glib novelists and
tv writers jibe. It is a happy privilege

"counsel for the deto speak outto as
hail the much maligned
fense" and
populace of Madison Avenue as they
deserve to be hailed — as stimulating,
keen-witted and articulate a group as
one is likely to find anywhere — even in
New Orleans!

Sure, Manhattan doesn't lend itself
so much to the four o'clock golf game
as to that crowded adman's local which
pulls out of Penn Station at seven in

Lee Hastings Bristol Jr., b. April 9, 1923, in New
York City. B.A. Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.;
honorary degree Los Angeles Conservatory of
Music and Arts; graduate study at U. of Geneva.
First job in 1948 was assistant to president, Bristol-Myers, for one year. Then joined NBC-TV
production department until 1950 when he moved
to Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield. In 1951
he returned to B-M as assistant
Then was
advertising manager.
advertising manager
appointed
and now director of public relations. Composer (religious songs),
lives in
Bristol
Mr.
author.
Princeton, New Jersey, with his
wife Louise and three children.
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EDITORIAL
The

Buffalo

Story

FIGURING $50 as the average cost of converting vhf television
sets for uhf reception, we estimate that the people of Buffalo.
N. Y., spent nearly $14 million in the past few years to receive
WBUF (TV), the uhf station which NBC is giving up Oct. 1.
Those people will take small comfort in the knowledge that they
spent their $14 million to participate in an interesting experiment.
Yet the money, we suggest, was not entirely wasted. The
Buffalo case is so dramatic an illustration of the television allocations mess that it may well lead to an earnest and sensible attack
on the problem.
It is not a problem which can be easily or quickly solved.
But it is not as formidable a problem as the FCC faced when it
drew up its Sixth Report that established the present allocations.
In its considerations preceding its issuance of the Sixth Report,
i he FCC lacked much of the television operating and engineering
knowledge that is now at hand. The Sixth Report assumed (and a
majority of industry opinion agreed) that vhf and uhf stations
could operate competitively.
The Buffalo case is the latest and most dramatic proof that a
uhf cannot survive against the competition of two or more v's.
NBC poured $2 million into plant, engineering and audience promotion to build the best uhf station and the biggest uhf audience
possible. Yet the handicap of competing against two vhf stations
was so great that the network was unable to project anything but
operating losses in the future.
Uhf outgunned by vhf got as good a try in Buffalo as it is ever
apt to get. It is now useless for anyone to pretend that profitable
operation of a uhf outnumbered by v's is possible.
It would be wrong, however, to conclude that the Buffalo case
means that uhf, as a service, is useless. There are several markets
where uhf stations are doing well in competition with one another.
These markets lack heavy vhf penetration. They argue for the
creation of more all-uhf islands, for selective deintermixture to
enlarge the number of markets having three or more competitive
facilties.

But deintermixture, however desirable, will provide no more
than part of a solution to the allocations problems. If television is
not to be permanently laced in an allocations straight-jacket, a
general reallocation plan must be devised.
It must be a plan that assures an orderly and adequate transition
period to give the public and station owners a chance to amortize
present investments in equipment.
It must be a bold but realistic plan which sets out definite stages
of television evolution from the present system to one which is
limited only by the potential of the American economy and not by
the figures on an engineer's drawing board.
It cannot be a plan which encourages indefinite nibbling at the
problem, of the kind which has been going on for several years
and which has cost the people of Buffalo $14 million.
Color

Smear

IT was in poor grace for the Admiral Corp. to blame the networks
for slow public acceptance of color television.
Ross D. Siragusa, Admiral president, intemperately accused the
networks of taking "a public-be-damned attitude," of being "money
hungry" and "profit hungry." We know of nothing Mr. Siragusa
has done lately or any time that would indicate he's running an
eleemosynary institution. We wonder whether he is making the
accusations to placate disconsolate stockholders because his company has dropped from the frx>nt runners and isn't introducing
&
new models this year.
Admiral did follow the lead of RCA in offering color sets.
But
unlike RCA, it didn't put its money where its mouth is by advertising its sets via color television. Moreover, NBC, subsidiary of
RCA, is colorcasting extensively even during the summer season.
CBS-TV has suspended color for the summer but resumes in the
fall
If anyone is at fault for color's slow start it has to be the manufacturers, other than RCA. That portion of the public which is
exposed to color likes it. So do the advertisers. But other manufacturers have done nothing to stimulate color development
Desultory efforts have been made by Hoffman and Emerson
in
addition to Admiral, through limited production of color models
Last year set manufacturers did a business of $1.5 billion
If
June 16, 1958
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Drawn for BROADCASTING

by Sid Hlx

"Let's keep the voice down while they're putting . . . okay?"
only 5% of that amount were spent in consumer advertising, the
figure would be $75 million. How much of that advertising money
found its way to the broadcast media? Only RCA and, to a lesser
degree, General Electric and Westinghouse, used national schedules
on the air — spot and network.
Set manufacturers are in a lock and key relationship with broadcasters. Without programs, manufacturers would have no market.
If the manufacturers spent most of that $75 million in programs,
they would be creating a new market for their new products,
whether color, black-and-white, am or fm. With the few exceptions
mentioned, they are getting free rides on the air, while investing
heavily in the printed media with no significant results in this
cloudy economic period.
There are now some 325 stations equipped to carry network
color — more than half of the total in operation. Nearly 100 are
equipped for local color slides or color film. Some 40 are equipped
for local live color.

Here is a wide open market. General advertisers will buy color
when there's the circulation to justify it. Manufacturers have the
most to gain in ramrodding color. They can cash in on color as
they did on radio and later on black-and-white tv. They can
benefit from the new fm resurgence. But first they must invest
their own dollars in advertising and programming on the air,
instead of waiting to ride in on the coattails of the broadcasters
and those few set makers who know the merchandising facts of
life and who, incidentally, are the front runners today.
Bartlesville

and

Baseball

WHAT

conceivably could Bartlesville and baseball have in common? The answer should become apparent in the ensuing
paragraphs because of events during the past fortnight.

Bartlesville: Because its "cable theatre" pay-tv project fell on its
face for want of public support, even at the bargain price of
$4.50 per month and with first-run pictures. The noble experiment that was to prove the feasibility of the home box-office and
snatch the motion picture exhibitors from the lethal competition of
free tv, died after an incubation of nine months.
Baseball: Because the Dodgers which moved to Los Angeles
from Brooklyn to reap the big pot of gold at the end of the wired
pay tv rainbow, were saved from oblivion by free tv — the medium
owner Walter O'Malley snubbed in his quest for the box-office
buck. An eight-hour telethon over KTTV (TV) Los Angeles turned
defeat in a city-wide referendum on donation of the Chavez
Ravine site for a new Dodger stadium into victory by a 25,000
majority. Prior to the telethon, paid for by a taxpayers' committee, the prediction had been that the baseball site would be

lost 2-1.
Together, these incidents provide little cheer for advocates of
subscription television. They demonstrate the great audience appeal
of free television and the extreme uncertainties confronting anyone
who wants to charge the public for home television.
Broadcasting

Radio

WJR

knows

Programs

that adults are the folks who

buy

products. This little nugget of wisdom seems to have
escaped many radio stations. WJR also knows that
if you want adult listeners you must feature programs with adult appeal— instead of just spinning
records hour-after-hour-after-hour. To please adult
tastes WJR specializes in programs that are informative, educational and entertaining. To further please
adults, WJR emphasizes "live" programs. This, of
directors, producers, news,
course, requires writers, W
J
farm, sports and women's editors, well-known

Radio

with

Adult

Appeal

personalities— in fact, a whole slew of talented people
who are expensive — but not too expensive for WJR.
It's obvious that adult-programming

pays off. The

important question is "How much does it pay off?"
The facts are found in a survey conducted by Alfred
Politz Research, Inc. Facts that will interest everyone with a product or service to sell in this area.
Why not sit down with your nearest Henry I.
Christal man and see for yourself why WJR is the
No. 1 radio station in the Detroit-Great Lakes area,
the fifth richest market in America!

CBS
50,000 WATTS I
ETRO T
D
^
|
Programs with Adult Appeal

WJR's— over
primary
coveragepeople
area
17,000,000

P

Ts/LX

BARTELL

FAMILY

RADIO

began almost eleven years ago here at

America's heart-land. Heavy industrial center of international
importance — dramatized by the St. Lawrence seaway project. Set
gracefully upon the curve of Lake Michigan's shoreline.
And the people . . . Not fancy, understand, but bedrock citizens
with remarkable instincts for progress and propriety. Firm
loyalties are woven into the fabric of their lives — for home,
family, church, community. Fundamental kinship with these
concepts has been the basis of programing which
REACHES MORE PEOPLE and more different people,
producing maximum buyership.

AMERICA'S

FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING
Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG

15 MILLION
INC.

BUYERS

JUNE

23, 1958

THIRTY-FIVE CENTS

"
7
2 WZ
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Why

choose

agencies

Sarnoff

reports

monitoring

CBS-TV,

calls

Exclusive:

'foul'

Full

text

on

filmed

over

newspapers'

of Craven's

Folks in the Twin Cities . . . Kansas City
. . . New Orleans . . . and Miami know
there's never a let-down on a Storz Station .. .

that's why ... in each of these tour
major markets . . . more people
listen to the Storz Station than to
any other.

close

in on

live
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is now first morning . . . first afterMININEAPOLIS-ST PAUL . . . WDGY
noon first . . . a'll-day Hooper average. First on Pulse, too. 50,000 watts plus
50,000 watt personalities. Talk to Blair, or General Manager Jack Thayer.
is first all-day. Proof: Metro Pulse, Nielsen,
KANSAS CITY . . . WHB
All-day averages as high as 48.5% (Nielsen).
Pulse.
Nielsen,
Trendex, Hooper; Area
Remember— you get coverage and audience on WHB. See Blair or General Manager
George W. Armstrong.
. . with 5,000 watts
NEW ORLEANS . . . WTIX is 20 times more powerful . too
In fact, WTIX
Pulse,
(32.2%)—
Hooper
Proof:
all-day.
on 690 kc. First . . .
is first in 462 of 504 Pulse quarter-hours, and first in every single daytime quarter.
See Adam Young or General Manager Fred Berthelson.

is first . . . all-day. Proof: Hooper (40.1% . . . and first
. WQAM
MIAMI
-hours) . . Southern
in 264 of 264 quarter-hours) . . . Pulse (432 of 432 quarter
Jack Sandlei.
Manager
General
or
...
Blair
See
Trendex.
.
.
.
Pulse
Area
Florida
WDGY
Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB, Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.

M TEDMiam
WQA
BY iJOHN BLAIR & CO.
REPRESEN

And

has

the

Emmys

to prove

it.
on the

Confirming the public's enthusiasm for his programs, two
Douglas-KCOP productions this year were awarded coveted

tube. Four years ago, we purchased Jack's first origination,
/ Search for Adventure, which has been a triumphant

Emmys by the Television Academy.*
But those who have already seen it claim Seven League

smash not only in Los Angeles where it's consistently
knocked off the week's highest local ratings — but also in
virtually every major city in America.
One success often breeds others: In quick succession, the
dynamic Mr. Douglas created Golden Voyage and Kingdom
of the Sea (which he later sold), developed Bold Journey tor
one of the networks, and recently introduced his finest
effort, Seven League Boots.

Boots is destined to top them all. Douglas personally underwrites camera crews that tour the world seeking exciting,

Jack Douglas is the man who put Travel-Adventure

•GOLDEN
I SEARCH

VOYAGE

provocative footage . . . and they've found it !
To give Boots the showcase it deserves, we've just made
available a choice Tuesday night time-slot. Any sponsor/

agency seeking a selling vehicle with the audience-winning
Douglas touch, could do little better than to step into Seven
League Boots.

— "Best local entertainment."

FOR ADVENTURE — "Best local station production seen also outside of Los Angeles.
LOS ANGELES'

1000

NO. CAHUENGA,

HOLLYWOOD

38

- REPRESENTED

MOST

NATIONALLY

POWERFUL
BY

EDWARD

TELEVISION
PETRY

STATION

& CO., INC

Photo by Hamill-Solazzo

Michigan's

Great Area Station - Strategically Located

to Exclusively Serve LANSINGwith a Dominant

100,000

located between

FLINT- JACKSON

watt signal from its new 1023' tower

Lansing

and Flint . . . NBC—

Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward,

CBS— ABC

Inc.

your

advertising
dollar

more

produce

sales

on

WGAL-TV

And there's a reason. This pioneer
station is foremost in the three standard
metropolitan markets

in its coverage area :

Lancaster, Harrisburg,
in numerous
Hanover,

other

AMERICA'S

lOth

TV

MARKET

York, as well as

cities — Gettysburg,

Lebanon,

Carlisle, Lewistown,

Chambersburg,

etc. In short, you

find that WGAL-TV's

multi-city cover-

age costs you less than buying single-city
coverage. Put your advertising dollar to
work

producing

more — on

WGAL-TV.

v
al-t
wg
LAN
CASTER,
PA.
NBC
STEINMAN

and

STATION
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McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER
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WHITE TO BLACK • NAB s ban on
tv white-coat advertising (story, page
33) may meet general approval of medical
profession but there's practical side to
situation. Agencies using actors in dramatized commercials will face considerable expense if they refilm spots for such
products as Anacin, Rolaids and Carter.
Most Madison Avenue executives remained tight-lipped last week when asked
reaction to NAB Tv Code amendment
barring any use of white-coat spots unless
actual members of medical and dental professions perform in films. But some agency
men said off-record they were delighted
by NAB action.
•
Unclear in white-coat decision by NAB
Tv Board is amount of time available for
replacement of banned commercials. While
NAB's Tv Code Board hasn't any specific
rules, general policy is to allow codesubscribing stations and networks reasonable time to adjust to new requirements.
Unofficially it was indicated that code
enforcers weigh general performance of
subscribers and their cooperation in complying with new rules. Best guess would
be six-month adjustment period.
•
FETZER BUY • All but consummated
is transaction whereby Fetzer Broadcasting
Co. will acquire ch. 13 WWTV (TV)
Cadillac, Mich, for about $1 million. Station, established in 1954, is ABC and CBS
affiliated, and is owned 100% by Sparton
Broadcasting Co., subsidiary of Sparton
Corp., electronic equipment manufacturers. Negotiations have been direct.
Under Fetzer ownership, subject to usual
FCC approval, no changes in personnel
are contemplated. John E. Fetzer is 100%
stockholder of Fetzer Broadcasting Co.
which operates WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo; WJEF-AM-FM Grand Rapids, Mich.;
KOLN-AM-TV Lincoln, Neb. and onethird of WMBD-AM-TV Peoria.
•
Look for Leo Burnett Co. to issue policy
statement shortly on triple-spotting practices of stations carrying network properties. Chicago-based agency is prepared to
"get tough" and has gone so far as to
request complete station logs for couple
of network shows involving clients reported to be "very concerned." Burnett
was one of first agencies to voice concern
over practice. (See story, page 31.)
•
TALE-BEARING

• Advertising agency,
film company, talent agent executives interrogated over past year by Justice Dept.'s
Anti-Trust Div. investigators — seeking
knowledge about network operations — are
quietly being asked by letter to consent
to delivery of this confidential material to
FCC. Several agency officers have instructed their attorneys to insist upon seeing

Broadcasting

transcripts first before okaying their transfer. One law firm, representing live major
ad agencies (of which two got letters in past
fortnight) has advised clients to approve
without seeing transcript on basis of "if
they were willing to talk freely to Justice
investigators, we see no reason why this
material shouldn't be • seen by FCC."
One

major advertiser keen for FCC

study
of network
it's understood,
is Firestone
Tirepractices,
& Rubber
Co., which
feels Voice of Firestone was unceremoniously dumped from tv. Justice Dept. request for "clearances" comes almost two
months after secret FCC-Justice Dept.
meeting on subject and three weeks after
FCC Chairman Doerfer referred to Justice
Dept. data before Senate Commerce
mittee [Lead Story, June 9].
e
DAY

Com-

AND

DATE • It's announcing
there's no doubt NBCbut
now,
nothing
TV will follow CBS-TV's lead in readjusting daytime cost structures to make daytime more appealing to advertisers [At
Deadline, June 16] — but with some variations of its own. Details probably will be
made public within 10 days or two weeks.
•

To illustrate effect of NBC-TV's new
daytime cost structure: If it had continued
to sponsor Wide Wide World next year,
General Motors could have saved as much
as $400,000 over full season. Despite
prospect of this saving, however, GM
decided not to continue WWW (story, page
34). Budget, it's understood, probably will
go into some tv plan
• stressing hard-sell.
JELLO AND
& Rubicam

ABC-TV • Details of Young
plan — reportedly originated
by Pete Levathes, vice president and director of media relations — for opening up
big chunks of daytime air on ABC-TV
[Closed Circuit, June 16], reveal client
is General Foods' Jello division. Option
for ABC-TV and General Foods is until
July 1. If GF puts budget into ABC-TV
daytime operation, it reportedly would
drop participations in Price Is Right, Truth
or Consequences, Treasure Hunt, all on
NBC-TV, and Arthur Godfrey on CBSTV.

Last meeting of FCC before adjournment for vacation month of August has
been scheduled for Aug. 1. Regular Commission meetings will resume Sept. 3. During August, one commissioner will always
be on duty to handle routine matters requiring official sanction.
•

DEINTERMIXTURE • Startling 180-degree change in attitude toward vhf dropins has become apparent at FCC. Last
week, on routine proposal to add second

circuit

v to Columbus, Ga., four commissioners
balked and spoke up for deletion of city's
single v to make market all uhf. The four:
Comrs. Hyde, Bartley, Lee and Ford.
Previously Commission was loath to delete
v where doing so might deprive viewers of
service. It is estimated 35,000-40,000
viewers now receiving ch. 4 WRBL-TV
Columbus may find empty air if deletion
goes through. Commission plans to take
up case again next •week.
Columbus, Ga., deintermixture case (see
above) started out as routine request in
June 1957 by ch. 28 station there (now
WTVM [TV]), to make Columbus all uhf
by moving ch. 4 to Dothan, Ala., or
Panama City, Fla. In January this year,
WTVM proposed that Commission add
chs. 3 and 9 to Columbus and move ch.
4 to Dothan as replacement for ch. 9
there. Commission issued rule-making
notices in both instances and last Wednesday took up the case. Added complexity
is that ch. 10 WALB-TV Albany, Ga.,
has application pending seeking to move
transmitter closer to Columbus — thus foreclosing use of ch. 9 there (too close to
adjacent ch. 10).
•
HONOLULU IN '64? • NAB Board of
Directors at Washington meeting last week
was urged to consider Honolulu for 1964
annual convention. Present established pattern provides for Chicago in 1959-60; East
Coast (Washington or New York) 1961;
and Chicago again for 1962-63. Hence
next "West Coast" conclave would be
1964.
•

Suggestion for Hawaiian Convention
was advanced by Alex Keese, WFAAAM-TV Dallas, who recently returned
Henry
to islands.
tripVillage
from
, Mr. Kaiser's
Keese
executives
Hawaiian
reported, told him they would have at
least 5,000 rooms available by 1964 and
adequate accommodations to handle even
heavy exhibits.
•
REVISING RENEWALS • Revised broadcast license renewal application form (303)
in works for past two years, will get final
review by Committee on Radio & Television Broadcasting of Advisory Council
on Federal Reports at meeting in Washington July 8 at call of Chairman Ben
Strouse, WWDC. Evolved in cooperation
with Bureau of Budget, which must approve all government forms, and FCC
license renewal staff, headed by Joseph
N. Nelson, chief. Renewal & Transfer
Division, proposed form is said to be decided improvement over existing requirements. Hope is to have proposal before
FCC prior to its recess for month of
August.
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LEFT: 18-story addition to Headquarters Building of
Northern Natural Gas Company in Omaha.

$250

Million

in Construction

Slated

for Omaha

Metropolitan

This all-time record construction budget for Omaha

Area

this Year!

tells only a part of the

city's success story. New industry will create 3,000 new jobs, adding $15 million annually to Omaha payrolls.
Business is Good

in Omaha!

Bank clearings are up 4%, bank debits up 6.5%

in the first quarter. Retail sales are up 2%
eight major livestock markets
a whopping

are off an average of 1%, Omaha

in Omaha!

Get your share of this big, healthy market

one sales station — WOW-TV!

WOW-TV
1 FRANK P. FOGARTY, Vice President and General Manager
. I
FRED EBENER, Sales Manager
WOW
WHEN

and WOW-TV,

and WHEN-TV,

OMAHA

SYRACUSE
KRMG,

Meredith Stations are affiliated with Better Homes
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receipts show

5.5% increase!

Business is Good
the number

from a year ago. And although the

with

_

fi
BLAIR-TV
W
Representatives ^^^^r

• KPHO
• KCMO

and KPHO-TV,
and KCMO-TV,

PHOENIX
KANSAS

CITY

TULSA, OKLAHOMA
and

Gardens

and Successful Farming Magazines

Broadcasting

THE

WEEK

IN

BRIEF

Double Whammy on Triple-Spotting — Broadcast Advertisers Report publicizes report on who's triple-spotting in
top markets as well as how much. CBS-TV asks affiliates to
accept contract amendment to prevent clipping network
time for local or national spots. Other safeguards also
Page 31.
sought.
Blackout on White Coats— NAB's Tv Board bans use of
actors in video commercials to portray physicians, doctors
and dentists. Revision of Tv Code language meets objections
by medical profession. Page 33.

Corporate Advertising— Does it pay to perpetuate image
building? General Motors Corp. says "not at this time,'"
drops $4.5 million Wide Wide World as other corporate
advertisers review their "luxury budgets". Page 34.

— That's
This Week
s uting
y Figure
y-by-nCount
NCS
of word
CountNielse
portionthe
the first
is distrib
which
from
runs
data
No. 3 (tv only). Schedule for release of other
to August. Page 35.
Battle at Battle Creek— Kellogg's $7.5 million account
undecided as new spot proposal is countered by ABC presentations. Page 36.
tv
Reynolds' Smoke Rings— Winston tops the network
and
brand list in April billing, followed by P & G's Tide able
Whitehall's Anacin. Detroit's Big Three show remark
proximity in monthly billing for passenger cars. Day parts
are up, P & G is over $4 million mark, foods and toiletries
product groups hit $8 million-plus level. Page 39.

shows
Films vs. Live Commercials— Broadcasting survey
prein
ques
rendition techni
why agencies choose between Page
40.
paring advertising campaigns.

WLOSC&C Package Sale Upheld— New York judge denies
TV motion which sought to annul film purchase as illegal
block-booking tactic. Page 44.

Commerce ComActivityns— Senate
tee locatio
Commit
Magnuson
hearings tomorrow and
CATV-al
mittee resumes
Wednesday with testimony from community operators and
be placed on griddle Thursday
services
RatingPage
FCC:Friday.
60. to
and

Oversight Looks at Others — FCC, tv applicants get
prieve" as House investigators shift inquiry to other regulatory agencies. Investigation has been completed on several
tv grants allegedly involving improper contacts, but dates
for public airing have not been set. Page 61.
Stern Selected — Retired Pennsylvania Supreme Court chief
justice appointed to sit in Miami ch. 10 review; pre-hearing
conference begins this morning. Page 62.
That NBC-Westinghouse Swap — U. S. Supreme Court
agrees to review power of Justice Dept. to bring antitrust
suit after FCC approval of stations exchange. Appeals court
renewals of NBC's
standing to protest
says Philco Corp.
M-TVhasPhiladelphia.
WRCV-AM-F
Page 62.
NAB's Future Charted — Combined boards review plans for
annual convention; tv directors impose ban on white-coat
medical advertising. Radio directors call for better liaison
with Radio Advertising Bureau and endorse steps to promote Radio Standards of Good Practice. Page 68.

WBC's Own Rep — Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. expects to
strike forth next summer with its own organization for national sales representation on behalf of its full complement
of tv-radio stations. Current national representation firms
will be dropped. Page 74.
Sherwood Stakes — Fund for the Republic parcels out total
of $14,000 in cash to five tv shows in annual awards competition on subject of freedom and justice in America.
WRCA-TV and WBZ-TV win $5,000 apiece. Page 84.

Here Somewhere — As Welk becomes fixture on television set, John Gaunt,
tv-radio vice president of Grant Adv., tells
why. The producer, veteran of television at
several brow levels — high, low and middle
that of Joe Citizen, in Monday
gaugesPage
—Memo.
101.

Moral

Robert Sarnoff,
Newspaper Tactics Against Tv— NBC s
intermedia
-ply
three
on
r
finge
puts
ss,
addre
Syracuse
in
assault. Page 48.
Henry
'Survival and Freedom' Series— Interview with
cancels
V
ABC-T
Cabot Lodge doesn't survive to air time and
of semantics obscures issue of tv "freedom"
show.
in
new Battle
go-round. Page 49.

re-

MR. GAUNT
DEPARTMENTS

a new Television
Quality Tv from New York— That's goal of
ction of
Action Committee, organized to promote produ
First Step: A move to build
quality television in New m.York.
Page 52.
a television city in Gotha
director and a
Silence is Not Golden— A free-lance tv
after
CBS-TV floor manager are dismissed from their posts
or present memthey decline to answer questions on past
ns before the
sessio
g
durin
Party
t
bership in the Communis
York.
House Un-American activities committee in New
Page 54.

ion in Detail— Here's text of FCC
Craven's Tv Solut
missioner's reallocation proposal. Page 56.

com-
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Station

"B"

Sure, WHB is consistently and dominantly first in total audience every hour

It's a Bob Robin
Afternoon, Too!
Bob holds sway from 2 to 4
p.m. every afternoon, and
look what happens: From 3
to 6, WHB reaches 60.5%
of all men and women who
listen to the top 4 Kansas
City stations.
Bob is a young, eager and
soft-spoken air personality
who is known
as thefrom
"Sentimental Gentleman
the
South." (He calls Memphis
home.) He's firmly established as the "housewife's
friend."

of the day* But you want to know
about men and women? Great!
Of all the men and women who listen to
the top 4 Kansas City radio stations . . .
50.2% listen to first place WHB. (Nielsen, April audience composition analysis,
6 a.m.-7 p.m. average.) And every hour
of the clay more men and women listen
to WHB than to any other station.

STAT
TODAY'S
TODD STORZ,
Page 8
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RADIO
PRESIDENT

FOR
• HOME

IONS
TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE; OMAHA, NEBRASKA

ie.3%

Talk to a Blair man

...

or WHB

General

Manager George W. Armstrong about WHB's
tremendous 96-county coverage plus fantastic
audience appeal.
*Whether you're talking about Metro Pulse, Nielsen, Trendex or Hooper . . . Area Nielsen or Pulse.

WHB
10,000 watts • 710 kc.
KANSAS CITY, Missouri

WDGY
Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR St CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.
Broadcasting

at

NAB

VOTES

EDITORIALIZING

NAB

will conduct study of broadcast
editorializing to provide guides to membership in problem of taking policy stands on
news programs, Combined Boards decided
Friday at conclusion of three-day Washingtion meeting (stories, pages 33 and 68).
Association's directors decided ad hoc
committee of board members should be
named to direct study. Among problems
are recent FCC comments to stations about
purported bias in programs relating to pay
tv, and observation by Chairman John C.
Doerfer at recent NAB annual convention
that editorializing offers broadcasters "one
of the best opportunities for performing
v/orthwhile local public service." (See FCC
editorializing comment to WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C, page 64.)
Combined Boards approved NAB operational guide for news broadcasts, produced
by Freedom of Information Committee.
Guide contains suggested rules of conduct
for newsmen in covering trials and public
events.
Alex Keese, WFAA Dallas, submitted finance committee report covering approximately $975,000 budget for year started
last April 1.
NAB 1959 Convention Committee cochairmen will be G. Richard Shafto, WISTV Columbia, S. C, Tv Board vice chairman, and Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio, Radio Board vice chairman. New
committee will carry out revamped program plan for convention (story, page 70).
Proposed legislation to give blanket antitrust exemption to professional sports was

Videotape Pitch
American Federation of Television &
Radio Artists was reported Friday to have
delivered its contract proposal covering
videotape to three tv networks in advance
of its negotiation sessions this Friday.
AFTRA's proposal is said to be "revolutionary" in that it is highly simplified, running about one-third of standard network
contract. AFTRA understood to be asking
for same rate of payment for program commercial, regardless of length of show, deviation from AFTRA's previous pacts. With
few exceptions pay rate will be same for
on- and off-camera presentations. Provision
is made for re-use payment on downward
sliding scale.

AFTRA

FCC Admits Eastern
To Miami Ch. 10 Case
FCC Friday authorized participation of
Eastern Airlines in Miami ch. 10 hearing,
scheduled to begin this morning (Monday)
in Room 1420 Post Office Bldg., Washington, with former Pennsylvania Supreme
Court Chief Justice Horace Stern presiding.
Broadcasting

deadline

STUDY

opposed because of restrictive provisions
limiting radio and tv broadcasts of sports
events. Present "reasonable restrictions"
were favored rather than arbitrary limitations provided in legislation.
Directors lauded Gilmore Nunn, WBIRTV Knoxville, Tenn., for service as NAB

delegate to Inter-American Assn. of Broadcasters. He resigned post after 12 years of
service.
Ben Strouse, WWDC Washington, chairman of advisory committee on federal reports, said FCC has delayed rule-making
procedure governing license renewal forms
pending agreement with broadcasters on
points of difference.
J. Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham, N. C,
was named by Mr. Fellows as co-chairman
of NAB committee to improve liaison with
Radio Advertising Bureau (see early story).
Other NAB members are Arthur Hull Hayes,
CBS Radio, and Alex Keese, WFAA Dallas.
In other actions directors changed name
of NAB Employer-Employe Relations Dept.
to Dept. of Broadcast Personnel & Economics; picked Mayflower Hotel, Washington, as site for June 1959 board meeting;
reviewed project for recess study on employment incooperation with Assn. of Professional Broadcast Education and proposal
for management training; directed President
Fellows to look into proposed Broadcasters
Hall of Fame project; adopted resolution
paying tribute to late Comdr. E. F.
McDonald Jr., first NAB president; considered plans for autumn regional conferences.

Eastern Airlines' right as party, however,
was limited to issue whether any commissioner voted who should not have (obviously
referring to former Comr. Mack). Eastern
Airlines tried unsuccessfully to intervene
before 1957 decision, opposing grant to
National.

Commission also Friday turned down
North Dade Video motion that cross examination be limited to original four parties
order, according to petition, to
in
case
to
keep hearing from being turned into
"Roman holiday."
Counsel scheduled to participate in this
morning's pre-hearing conference before
Judge Stern are as follows: National Airlines, A. G. Hardy and Norman E. Jor genInc., Paul A. Porter; L. B. WilWKAT
sen;
son Inc., Paul M. Segal and Robert A.
Marmet; North Dade Video Inc., A Harry
Becker; Eastern Airlines, Harold L. Russell;
Dept. of Justice, Robert A. Bicks; FCC
General Counsel's Office, Warren E. Baker,
Richard A. Solomon and James Brennan;
FCC Broadcast Bureau, Harold G. Cowgill
and Robert J. Rawson.

BRIEFLY
BUSINESS
Late-breaking items about broadcast
news, see Adverfor earlier
business;
es, page 31.
tiser & Agenci

mMAJOR BUYER • P. Lorillard's phenodivenal success with Kents will be paying
idends for networks this fall, Lorillard last
week adding two more orders to what now
is triple-network spread this fall. Originally
slated to share Thurs., 8:30-9 p.m. slot on
CBS-TV with S. C. Johnson & Son, Lorillard now will move to NBC-TV that night,
Arthur Murray
picking up refurbished
Party at 10:30. It's also ordered Mon.,
but hasn't
NBC-TV
on sting
p.m.yet.slotIntere
10:30 it
wrinkle: while
filled
cigarette brand assignment is yet to be made,
filter — heretofore
mint-flavored
Newport
y showcased
activel
be
will
—
solely spot user
along with O. G. Straights and Kents. CBS's $64,000
TV lineup: alternate of30Revlon
p.m.), and Ed
Question (Sun., 10-10:
Murrow's Person to Person (Fri., 10:30Rough Riders
11 p.m.); on ABC-TV:
(Thurs., 9:30-10 p.m.) and John Daly News
four week nights, 10:30-10:45 p.m. Lennen
& Newell indicated Friday spot activities
won't be curtailed.
INSTITUTIONAL

RENEWAL

• One ad-

vertiser happy with tv network "institutional selling" (see page 34) is American
Gas Assn., which Friday reportedly ordered
third-season renewal for its portion of CBSTV's Playhouse 90. AGA, through Lennen
& Newell, has had 9:30-10 p.m. portion of
90-minute series.
TUSSY TO Y&R • Tussy Cosmetics Div.
of Lehn & Fink, N. Y., with $1 million advertising budget, appoints Young & Rubicam, N. Y., effective Jan. 1. Although
Paul Carey, vice president of parent company and general manager of Tussy said
relationship with Grey Adv. over past year
had been "a pleasant one," Arthur Fatt,
Grey president, noted in memo to his staff
that loss of account was "a bitter pill" and
that he was "of the impression that we were
doing well with Tussy ... but the client
wanted to make a change and that is the
client's prerogative." Tussy formerly was
spot radio-tv advertiser, currently is out of
broadcast.
NESTLE TRIES NETWORK • In its first
use of network radio, Nestle Co., White
Plains, N. Y., is launching six-week
campaign on Mutual, starting today (June
23) to promote its Nestea instant tea.
Company buying 18 five-minute newscasts
per week, plus one participation daily on
Kate Smith Show (Mon.-Fri., 10-10:30 a.m.)
and sponsorship of Bill Stern Sports Show
(Mon.-Fri., 8:30-8:35 p.m.). Agency:
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
June 23, 1958 • Page 9
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Ch. 13 Trustee Operation Asked
WIBC Indianapolis Friday asked FCC to
establish joint trusteeship for that city's
ch. 13 in light of last week's federal court
order vacating 1957 grant of vhf facilities
to Crosley Broadcasting Corp. (now WLW1
[TV]). Court said that since Comr. Craven
voted without having heard oral argument Commission should schedule new
argument with Mr. Craven participating
(see page 68). WIBC immediately offered
to buy ch. 13 facilities from Crosley, and
at week's end filed further pleading for
joint trusteeship on grounds Crosley has
no right to operate station even temporarily
since case is now in hearing status before
final decision. Court's order, issued June
16, will be delivered to FCC formally June
30 unless Commission takes legal steps for
review or appeal. Commission has not yet
made up mind what to do.
Anti-Influence Bills in House
Three bills, designed to strengthen laws
regarding ex parte contacts with members
of FCC and other agencies, were introduced
in House late Thursday by Rep. Steven B.
Derounian (R-N. Y.), member of Interstate
& Foreign Commerce Committee.
HR 13035 would (1) make it unlawful for
any person to attempt to influence Commission decisions in off-record manner, including seeking of aid from members of
Congress; (2) prohibit commissioner or staff
member from engaging in personal or business transaction with litigants; (3) prohibit
payment of honorariums to commissioners
and "unusual hospitality uncalled for and
unwarranted. . . ." Bill, referred to Commerce Committee, provides for $2,000 fine,
three years imprisonment, or both.
HR 13036 prohibits communications with
Commission after case has been set for
hearing "unless upon notice and opportunity
for all parties to participate." HR 13037
would strengthen criminal laws relating to
bribery, graft and conflict of interest. Latter
two bills referred to Judiciary Committee.
Multiplex for Networking
Unique use of fm multiplexing approved
by FCC Friday. Commission gave KDKAFM Pittsburgh permission to use multiplexing to feed local Pittsburgh Pirates baseball
games to 20 am and fm stations in surrounding region. This off-air pick-up o)f play-byplay coverage by Westinghouse station via
multiplex operation means that KDKA-FM
can continue to broadcast its regular good
music program to its listeners at same time
it is feeding ball games to other stations.
In previous years, Westinghouse's KDKAFM had to interrupt its regular programming to feed games to these stations. Although some commissioners felt fm multiplexing rules permit its use only for functional music operations, FCC majority
agreed that proposed use by Westinghouse
was proper.
Page 10
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HOWARD STALNAKER promoted to sta
tion manager,
KPHO-TV
Phoenix and
GENE SPRY nameJ station manager of
KPHO. Both have been assistant managers
for past two years.
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AARON BECKWITH, since 1957 account
executive with ABC-TV and before that
director of business development for NTA,
NOTHING'S EASY
FCC Comr. John S. Cross Friday
made first speech since joining FCC,
but carefully avoided committing himself on any question of policy.
In luncheon address to Chicago
Broadcast Advertising Club, Mr. Cross
described number of major problems
now before FCC but advanced no
opinions of his own about any of
them.
Mr. Cross said television allocations
were "one of the foremost problems
facing the FCC today." Since joining
FCC, he said he had learned that
"developing facts in this business . . .
is about the hardest thing I know."
WPLH,

KBIZ

Bring $160,000

Station sales announced Friday, both
subject to FCC approval:
WPLH Huntington, W. Va., sold by
Huntington Broadcasting Co. (Cy N. Bahakel) to Tierney Co. (WCHS-AM-TV,
Hawthorne D. Battle, president) Charleston,
W. Va., for "in excess of $100,000." MBSaffiliated WPLH is on 1420 kc with 5 kw.
Mr. Bahakel owns WRIS Roanoke and
other southern stations. Transaction handled by Allen Kander & Co.
KBIZ Ottumwa, Iowa, sold by James J.
Conroy and associates to KDAL-AM-TV
Duluth, Minn., group for $60,000. Buyers,
all equal partners, are Dorothy LeMasurier,
Odin Ramsland, Robert Dettman, W. John
Grandy, all of KDAL stations, and Harry
S. Hyett, Minneapolis station representative, and G. La Verne Flambo, owner of
WQUA Moline and WQUB Galesburg, both
III. Same partners, except Mr. Dettman,
also own WECL Eau Claire, Wis. KBIZ is
250 w, 1240 kc. Affiliation: ABC, MBS.
Virginia Assn. Elects
Milton Henson, WREL Lexington,
elected president of Virginia Assn. of Broadcasters Friday at conclusion of three-day
meeting held at Tides Inn, Irvington. Other
officers elected were Thomas P. Chisman,
WVEC-AM-TV
Hampton-Norfolk, vice
president, and Robert Walker, WCHV
Charlottesville, secretary-treasurer. Elected
directors: Carl Lindberg, WPIK Alexandria,
retiring president; Campbell A r n o u x ,
WTAR-AM-TV Norfolk; Hamilton Shea,
WSVA-AM-TV Harrisonburg; E. S. Whitlock, WRNL Richmond; Charles Blackley,
WTON Staunton, and Grayson Headley,
WNNT Warsaw.
VAB

voted to hold 1959 meeting at Tides

Inn. Speakers at last week's session included
Lt. Gov. A. E. S. Stephens; C. Wallace
Martin, WMSC Columbia; Robert A. Wilson, vice president, Cargill & Wilson, Richmond agency, and Charles H. Tower. NAB
employer-employe relations manager.

appointed program sales manager of ABCTV effective immediately.
HARRY LANGE, executive vice president
and general manager, Kling Film Productions, Chicago, resigns in mid-July to join
radio-tv department of McCann-Erickson
Inc., same city.
TONY RHOADES, formerly with Ursula
Halloran & Assoc., N. Y., public relations
firm, appointed press relations manager for
WNTA-AM-TV New York.
ALAN N. EATON, formerly radio press
information director at CBS Chicago
(WBBM) and broadcast consultant to Illinois
Gov. William G. Stratton, appointed promotion and public relations director of WISHAM-TV Indianapolis. He succeeds JIM
BUCK, who becomes assistant commissioner of probate court for Marion County,
Ind.
HERBERT BAYARD SWOPE, 76, Pulitzer
Prize winner, member of CBS board from
1932-1949, and later public relations consultant for RCA, died Friday in Doctors
Hospital, New York.
LEROY ERWIN, 33, writer-actor for
radio-tv, died of heart attack last week while
on vacation in Mexico. Writer of many
Rin Tin Tin programs and actor on
Maverick and Bengal Lancers, Mr. Erwin
in 1953 revealed to House Un-American
Activities Committee details of Communist
infiltration among Hollywood writers
learned when he posed as Communist undercover agent for FBI.

Florida Assn. Elects
Charles J. Fernandez, WKXY

Sarasota,

elected president of Florida Assn. of Broadcasters Friday, succeeding James L. Howe,
WIRA Fort Pierce. Larry Rollins, WSIR
Winter Haven, continues as vice president.
Tom S. Gilchrist Jr., WESH-TV Daytona
Beach, was elected as new vice president.
Frank W. Hazelton, WTNT Tallahassee,
was elected secretary-treasurer, and J. Kenneth Ballinger, Tallahassee, continues as
executive secretary and counsel. New board
of directors was to meet Saturday morning.
Purification Proceeds
CBS-TV's plan to write into its affiliation contracts specific safeguards against
affiliate triple- or other spotting that eats
into network program time (story page 31)
appears to be meeting little opposition. Network officials said Friday that in fortnight
since amendments were sent out, they've
received about 80 back; that few stations
had some questions but none seemed seriously opposed and that none has refused
to sign. Network takes position that amendment merely spells out specifically what has
been implicit in contract all along.
Broadcasting

They're
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Listening
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OPEN MIKE
Calling Them
EDITOR:
Broadcasting

as They Are
is to be complimented for

presenting both sides of the rock 'n roll controversy with fairness and impartiality. In
spite of attempts from both camps to hush
up the issue, Broadcasting as always has
presented the facts.
1 don't wear one, but if I did, my hat
would be off to you.
Peter M. Bardach
Foote, Cone & Belding
New York City

I gave it, and who later presented it to the
President, that for thousands of years the
people of the Orient have considered that
rubbing a piece of jade has the triple attribute of soothing the nerves, calming the
emotions and bringing good luck.
I sincerely hope that these legendary
properties still inhere in our domestic jade,
and that our President derives the benefits
from rubbing this jade.
Armand Hammer, President
Mutual Broadcasting System
New York
P.S.: Just received a letter from the Presi-

Overseas Correspondent
editor:
This is a belated note of congratulations
upon your acquisition of Frank Silvernail
as a consultant.
My tardiness is due to the fact that I
was happily vacationing in Paris. And, as
a matter of fact, I actually covered the first
DeGaulle press conference serving as your
accredited news correspondent, Card Number 880. It was a lot of fun bulling through

Baitin

g

for

Rating

s?

the police lines, but there didn't seem to be
any startling developments to cable to you.
T. J. McDermott
Vice President, Radio & Tv
N. W. Ayer & Son
New York City

BIG

[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
Mr. McDermott's
press card
was
given him
in recognition
of his cooperation
with BROADCASTING editors in preparation of
many stories. 1
BIG

PATINGS

$150 Is The Price
editor:
We appreciate the excellent reporting on
the publication of the ANA Advertising
Management Guidebook series. However, as
a result of a misplaced decimal point in your
story, some readers have been ordering sets
with checks for $1.50. We are now informing these people that the price is $150.
Alvin A. Dann
Director of Press Relations
Assn. of National Advertisers
New York City

dent, saying in part: "Did I understand correctly that it possessed some magic charm
that automatically took care of the
worries that a person can accumulate? If
so, this particular piece of jade has a tremendous task for itself."
A Plea for Cooperation
editor:
. . . Our organization is faced with a
problem which can be solved with your
help. When a DXer logs a DX station, it
is common for him to write to the tv station
seen for verification. Such long-range loggings are often used in scientific studies
and verification is a must. But many tv
stations will not bother to check their logs
to see if the information supplied really
clicks. Some do, but many send a form
letter which in effect "thanks for the report"
which is essentially valueless. But if all tv
stations understood why the requests for
verifications were sent, I'm sure most of
them would cooperate. At least, I think
answer.
they would all answer. Some

don't even

Gordon E. Simkin
American Ionospheric Propagation
Assn.
P.O. Box 201
Loma Linda, Calif.
His Honor
editor:

Wants

Closer Look

I would appreciate a tearsheet of the
Story Behind
editor:

Some of your readers have asked me for
further details about the item [Closed
Circuit, June 16] regarding my giving

WHEELING

away jade key rings.

5:30-6 P.M.
ARB-MARCH
air
on
week
First
Tues—
WTRF-TV
BIG RASCALS
Mickey Mouse
Station C

the Story

18.2
16.0
5.0

133 RKO Comedies featuring Leon Errol

It was my good fortune to acquire recently anewly discovered jade mine which
occupies the top of a mountain in Wyoming.
As far as I know, this is the only commercial jade mine in the western hemisphere.
In seeking to increase the popularity of this
semi-precious stone in this country, I have
made it a practice, on meeting new acquaintances, to present them with a jade
key ring as a souvenir.

CUILD^FILMS
COM' ANT INC
460 PARK AVE. N. Y. 22, N. Y. Mil 8-5365
IN CANADA: S. W. CALDWELL LTD., TORONTO
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The

mystery of how President Eisenhower acquired his must remain a secret.
However, I did inform the official to whom

story about the FCC's opinion on editorializing [At Deadline. June 2]. . . .
Edwin F. Radel
Mayor
Kingston, N. Y.
Misinterprets
editor:

Freedom

of Air

Today's mail brought a packet of various
material from a radio preacher who will
have a campaign in upstate New York. Of
course, they desire my station and others to
include the script in our newscasts . . . He
wants us to help him gratis. Yesterday the
newspapers of the area carried paid ads for
him.
The material was filed in my wastebasket!
Walt Gaines
WLFH Little Falls, N. Y.
Broadcasting
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Double

Take

Washington,

or Jacksonville,

D. C. . .

Florida.

There's a family resemblance
where stations of the
Washington
Division

Post Broadcast
are concerned.

All enjoy the largest audiences
in their communities...
a capital thing for today's
hard-shell advertisers to
keep in mind.

POST
THE WASHINGTON
DIVISION
BROADCAST
WTOP RADIO and WTOP TELEVISION
WASHINGTON, D. C.

TELEVISIONand WMBR
RADIO NVILLE
WMBR JACKSO
, FLORIDA
Represented by CBS RADIO
and CBS TELEVISION SPOT SALES

■< *

MB ^

IN REVIEW
THE
Emmet

JEFFS

BOB

CROSBY

SHOW

Kelly, sad-faced circus clown,

was first to greet Bob Crosby's audience
June 14 (NBC-TV, 8-9 p.m.) and was, as
usual, charming and delightful. What followed was an equally charming attempt to
keep Perry Como's fans happy while Mr.
Como relaxes through the summer.
Basic format of the Como replacement
is that of a musical-comedy-variety show

COLLI

similar to Mr. Como's year-round top-rated
hour. Mr. Crosby was an amiable emcee and
presented a spirited group of performers including comedian Joey Bishop and rock and
rollers The Everly Brothers.
Gretchen Wyler, his vivacious co-star,
should afford many an enjoyable moment
in the weeks to come. Other regulars, including the Carl Hoff orchestra, Clay Warnick singers and Peter Gennaro dancers,
provided colorful musical background. A
highlight of the show was a Dixieland
number
Bobcats.

featuring Mr.

Crosby's famous

Production costs: Approximately $25,000.
Sponsored on NBC-TV, Sat., 8-9 p.m. EDT,
by various firms. Started June 14.
Producer: Louis Dapron; director: Cort
Steen; technical director: Henry Bamberger; writers: Hugh Wedlock and
Howard Snyder; announcer: Kenneth
Roberts.
MEMBER

Lassie will help you get a big
profit bite out of your market
locally, as JEFF'S COLLIE, just
as she has done for her network
sponsors. There Lassie trounced every program series placed
against it, regardless of what
it was ... quiz .. . comedy . . . drama
. . . adventure . . . Live or film.
Lassie always won out. In fact,
Lassie's share of the total audience usually equalled the share
of all the other regular network series placed in opposition — put together! Alr.eady
JEFF'S COLLIE has been signed
up for New York,- Chicago, Los
Angeles, Philadelphia, Detroit,
Atlanta, Dallas, New Orleans,
Houston, Boston, Salt Lake City,
Miami and over 100 markets. For
your own market, phone or wire
collect Michael M. Sillerman,
Television Programs of America,
Inc., 488 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22,
PLaza 5-2100.

TPA
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OF

THE

WEDDING

When "Member of the Wedding" was
chosen as the final Du Pont Show of the
Month for this season, the producers had
one major asset — a story with which every
adult viewer could identify. Furthermore,
the Carson McCullers drama, which in
1950-51 ran for 501 performances on
Broadway and won the highest critical acclaim, needed no major changes for its
move from stage to tv studio.
But the selection also posed a major problem, finding an actress skillful enough to
portray the emotional pre-adolescent while
looking no older than 12. On Broadway,
Julie Harris succeeded admirably. On tv,
a tougher assignment with its revealing
closeups, Collin Wilcox was not so successful. Face, figure, voice all showed her
to be a young lady in her 20's. Perhaps
this could not be helped. But there is no
excuse for the direction that made her
imitate, speech by speech, move by move,
Miss Harris' portrayal of the role of
Frankie Adams. What was right for Miss
Harris gave a false ring
performance. Only in the
formally attired schoolgirl
chums, football and class
she believable.
None of this applies to

to Miss Wilcox'
final scene, as a
prattling of girl
assignments, was
Claudia McNeil.

As Berenice, the Adams' cook, she was
superb. She made the role her own. Dennis

moon. Frankie's unguided choice of a
tawdry evening gown as proper garb for
the wedding, her attempt to leave with
the newlyweds and her bodily removal from
the honeymoon coupe; these are the material for high tragicomedy and as delineated by Miss McCullers they overrode
the flaws in execution to produce an interesting, if not thoroughly enjoyable, 90
minutes.

Production costs: Approximately $100,000.
Sponsored by DuPont Co. through BBDO
on CBS-TV, Thurs., June 12, 9:30-11
Producer: David Susskind for Talent Assoc.
Ltd.; adapted by Jacqueline Babbin and
Audrey
Gellin from play by Carson Mcp.m.
Cullers.

Production supervisor: Murray Susskind;
associate producer: Audrey Gellin; director: Robert Mulligan.
KRAFT

MYSTERY

THEATRE

The premiere dramatization in the new
Kraft Mystery Theatre, summery live drama
dish served by Kraft Foods Co. on NBCTV, was "Killer's Choice," a selection that
was penetrating and a good notch above
the ordinary whodunit presentation.
The story got off to a chilling pace: a
young, pretty woman was shot down in
cold blood. The woman, who worked in
a retail liquor store, was victim of a seemingly aimless act of mayhem. From there
on, adapter Alvin Boretz (original story
by Evan Hunter) sustained the viewers'
interest; in swift strokes rounding out
characterization and filling in detail on the
dead woman. By midway through the program, the viewer became sharply aware that
several people had reason to kill her.
Emphasis in this production was on the
greys — the dead woman was not seen as
totally "evil" nor as simply "good" but
as somewhere in between. The process of
building a character was accomplished without the loss of credibility.
Even though the plot showed its threads
because of much former wear in print,
on the movie screen and on tv, the commonplace storyline was placed in unusual
and dramatic perspective through crisp direction, clever camera handling and sound
development of characterization. Even the
unveiling of the killer and the arrest by
two detectives in the program's closing
minutes came off with believability and
minus the histrionics which mar many a
superior cops-and-robbers production.
This new series sponsored by Kraft is
the last gasp of live drama for the advertiser
before the reincarnation next season of
Milton Berle and a half-hour western. It
is sad for drama-loving viewers that the
Tv Theatre should be this killer's choice.
Production costs: Approximately $50,000.

Kohler, as John Henry, Frankie's little boy
neighbor, was acceptable, but the part
seemed cut to a minimum in tv.
What held the home audience was the

Sponsored by Kraft Foods Co. through J.
Walter Thompson
on NBC-TV, Wed.,
June 11, 9-10 p.m.

story of the 12-year-old who, trying so desperately to find somebody or something to
identify with, convinces herself that when

Produced by Talent Assoc., adapted by Alvin Boretz, directed by Paul Bogart.
Cast: Michael Higgins, Staats Cotsworth.
Joanne Linville, Martin Rudy and Joan

her soldier brother gets married he'll take
her, along with his bride, on the honey-

Copeland.
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o for a big, choice market. Here it is:
KWFT HALF-MILLIVOLT
Radius: Nearly 250 miles in Texas and
Oklahoma
Population: 3,915,393
C.S.I. Per Household: $5,359
Total Retail Sales: $4,924,376,000
(Source: Consumer Markets, SRDS, 11-1-57)
NOTE: NCS #2 shows KWFT has 41% more
daily circulation than the other two Wichita
Falls stations combined!
Call your H-R man.

BEN LUDY
President & General
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Manager
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BROADCASTING* Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title: BROADCASTING*— The News Magazine of the Fifth Estate.
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932, Broadcast
Reporter in 1933 and Telecast* in 1953.
*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1958 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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RCA Image Orthicons have been serving
TV stations faithfully— since the announcement of
the original RCA-5820 design in 1949
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HOURS

OPERATION

at

WSB-TV

WSB-TV:
Reports Chief Engineer Robert A. Holbrook,
"As far as the RCA-5820 tube is concerned, we are well satisfied
with the performance we are able to get in our operation. We are quite
particular about our picture quality and have had several tubes run
well over 2000 hours bejore it was necessary to replace them.
Our record performance was Serial S-1400 which ran 2688 hours.
With performance like this, our cost-per-hour for
operation has been reduced appreciably."

The report from WSB-TV

is another instance of the extended life that

many station men are getting from RCA Image Orthicons-beyond
the normal life span of the tube. For improved performance and longer
life, it pays to specify RCA-the Image Orthicon with
MICRO-MESH and SUPER-DYNODE design.

For faithful tube service, rely on your RCA
RCA

Time-Proved

RADIO
4> Electron

Image

Orthicon

Industrial Tube Distributor.

Design -for longer life

CORPORATION
Tube Division

OF

AMERICA
Harrison, N. J.
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HOW

FROM

TO GET

RCA

THE

IMAGE

MOST

ORTHICONS

Allow 5820 to warm up for 1/4 to V2 hour with camera
lens capped and with Grid-No. 1 voltage adjusted to
range small amount of beam current
give
Hold temperature of 5820 within specified operating
1 Make sure alignment coil is properly aligned
Check
illumination and uniformity of illumination
before scene
televising
Determine proper operating point with target voltage
adjusted to exactly 2 volts above target cutoff
Select lens stop to permit operation with highlights
just above the knee of the Light Transfer Characteristic
. Use lowest beam current for best signal-to-noise ratio
and gray-scale reproduction
. Adjust beam-focus control for best usable resolution
. Cap lens (or cut off voltage applied to photocathode
and bias target negative) and keep beam on during
standbys, to prevent unnecessary aging of 5820
. Condition spare 5820's by operating several hours once
each month
■ Don't force 5820 into its shoulder socket
» Don't operate 5820 without scanning
> Don't underscan the target
• Don't focus 5820 on a stationary bright scene
» Don't turn off beam while voltages are applied to photocathode, Grid No. 6, target, dynodes, and anode during
warm-up or standby periods
• Don't operate a 5820 having an ion spot
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MICHIGAN
to Sherman

AUDIENCE

Richard

In 1941, Don Belding, western head
ing) was the target of a direct mail
man in Salt Lake City. Each month
month a box of Utah celery, another

1 00 A M —12 00 Noon
Monday Thru Friday
WPON

39
24.1
1 1.9
10.0

Sta. B
Sta. C
Sta. D

12 00 Noon-6 00 P.M.
Monday Thru Friday
46.5
14.0
8.1
5.4

C. E. Hooper, May, 1 958
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Slade

of Lord & Thomas (now Foote, Cone & Beldcampaign emanating from a young newspaperthe mailman would bring him a package — one
a basket of Utah peaches. With it would be a

letter saying, in effect: "Here's a sample of one great Utah product. Why not try
another one, me?"
When Mr. Belding went on a trip, at each stop he'd be handed a telegram urging
him to add Sherman Slade to his staff. At length he gave young Slade a try-out on a
field job in Utah. This led to an interview and the interview to a job with the agency.
"I'll never forget that date," Mr. Slade says. "It was Saturday, Dec. 6, 1941. The next
day was Pearl Harbor Day."
Sherman Slade was then 24. Born in San Francisco, July 13, 1917, he'd been named
Sherman Richard Slade, but the "Richard" was lost during his peripatetic boyhood,
when he lived briefly in Denver, Reno, Fort Worth and Los Angeles, among other
western cities. "My father was a restless man," he comments.
Changing schools so frequently seems to have accelerated rather than delayed
Sherman's educational progress, for he received his B.S. from the U. of Utah on the
eve of his 20th birthday. While in the university, he was the second student in its
history to edit both the yearbook and the college newspaper. This proved his acumen
as well as his journalistic ability, for the editor and business manager divided the
profits of the school publications. The yearbook, he recalls, netted him more than
$1,000 at the end of the year, in addition to a $5 weekly stipend.
After graduation, he entered advertising in the classified department of the Salt
Lake Tribune-Telegram. This led to a term as a reporter and that to a job in the
newspaper's promotion department, where he stayed until he landed a berth with
Lord & Thomas in Los Angeles. Even that did not immediately get him inside the
agency, however. His first assignment was to spend three months as a sales service
man for Sunkist, installing store displays and window cards in retail groceries in
Detroit and Indianapolis.
In the spring of 1942, Sherman Slade at long last was actually working inside an
agency, writing radio commercials for Purex, then sponsoring Boake Carter's newscasts, and for Carnation to use on its Secret Legion dramatic series. But the dreams
of youth had to give way to the realities of war and a year later it was Pvt. Slade.
aviation cadet; then Lt. Slade, navigator of 30 missions in Europe, then Capt. Slade
of Air Transport Command in the Pacific, until in August 1945 he was turned back
into Mr. Slade of Foote, Cone & Belding.
And that's what he was for the next 1 1 years, while he progressed from copywriter
to account contact to account supervisor, winning his vice presidency in 1948. Accounts he supervised at Foote, Cone & Belding included Acme and Rheingold beers,
Arden Farms, B&B Pen, Hoffman Electronics, Interstate Bakeries, Paper Mate and
Union Oil.
In 1956, Mr. Slade terminated his 14-year stay at Foote, Cone & Belding to join
Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles, as vice president and board member. A year later,
when the Mayers Co. became the Los Angeles division of Cunningham & Walsh, he
was appointed senior vice president of C&W in Los Angeles and a member of the

CONTACT

VENARD

RINTOUL

& McCONN_ELL,

Associafed with Lansing's

INC.

agency's national management committee. Last April, following the decision to
terminate the Mayers-C&W affiliation and shortly after the Miner agency had
merged with Honig-Cooper Co. of San Francisco,- he assumed his present post of
executive vice president and manager of Honig-Cooper & Miner, Los Angeles.
Mr. Slade has been described as an advertising "generalist," a man who is thoroughly grounded in all aspects of advertising without being a specialist in any of them.
At H-C&M, he sits in on creative meetings on all of the agency's accounts, although
only one is under his direct supervision. That is Interstate Bakeries, whose advertising
is chiefly in the broadcast media and outdoors. Woody Woodpecker spots for Weber's
bread have made "WaWaWaWaWebers" a standard juvenile chant in its distribution
area.

WILS

ttftf^ news
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In 1940, Mr. Slade married Afton Johnson, whom he'd met on campus at the U.
of Utah. With their three children — Jeffrey, 12, Rickey, 9, and Sharon, 3 — the
Slades live in Beverly Hills. Gardening, golf, Boy Scout work and playing left field
for the Honig-Cooper & Miner team in the Los Angeles agency league are his chief
out-of-office activities. He's a member of Beta Theta Pi, the Los Angeles Ad Club
and a past board member of the Southern California Chapter of AAAA.
Broadcasting

SWEAT

NO

you come to the Shreveport Market.
Simply run down this quickie check list:

. . . when

WHICH

TV

STATION

IN SHREVEPORT

. . . Dominated
. . . BASIC

HAS . . .

every survey made?

affiliation with CBS Television?

Well-established local shows and talent?
Integrated itself more fully into its community?
. . . Unexcelled full-power engineering facilities?

. . . Longer on-the-air experience?
. . . Full scale promotion?
. . . Twice as much

national spot?

The answer to each, of course, is KS LA-TV.
Next step? A "no sweat" session with your Raymer man
... and then on to the next market on your list!

basic

channel

See our service advertisement in Standard Bate & Data Service

Broadcasting

shreveport,

Represented by PAUL

H. RAYMER

la.

CO., INC.
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IN PUBLIC INTEREST
TORNADO RELIEF • WCCO Minneapolis
broadcast an appeal for food and clothing
that resulted within six hours in 50 tons of
relief supplies for Wisconsin tornado victims. It was the largest shipment of help
to the area where 30 were killed and 600
homes demolished, WCCO said. Relief
workers told WCCO that the campaign
"probably is the fastest action that has been
taken in any similar disaster."

(.overage is not enough! This time buy KJEO-TV

WEATHER PROFITS • WSOC -TV Char
lotte, N. C, weathermen Jimmy Kilgo and
Jack Callaghan ventured into temperature
prediction and thereby contributed the
year's first donation to the Charlotte United
Appeal Campaign. Each day the men attempted to guess the day's high, penalizing
themselves a half dollar for each degree
they were off. After 15 days and 75 dollars,
Piedmont Natural Gas Company, sponsor
of the 6:40 Weather Show, matched the pot,
and the total became the initial contribution
to the United Appeal.

and

get FULL coverage for your money. KJEO-TV consistently serves Fresno and the fabulous San Joaquin Valley
better for less. Call your BRANHAM

man for complete

PUBLIC EYE • KOLN-TV Lincoln. Neb.,
reported on its Lincolnland News program
the alleged defrauding of a farmer by a
magazine salesman. The Better Business
Bureau in Lincoln forwarded the details to
Central Registry in New York. The farmer
got his money back, and KOLN-TV news
was informed that its story led directly to
the happy ending.

details. We GUARANTEE you'll save your energy, get
more for your money on KJEO-TV. ACT TODAY!

HIGH PRAISE • KCMJ Palm Springs,
Calif., received high official praise recently

Everyone

but

Score*

.

ymSm&tyl

booted one of the nation's top 75
markets. Why, I'll never know. But
they won't let you forget it, Smid.

CLASSICAL ASSIST • WBT Charlotte,
N. C, is playing a major part in enabling
the Charlotte Symphony Orchestra Assn.
to obtain a full-time director for the next
season. Albums made from tape recordings
of WBT concert broadcasts during the past
year are being given free to contributors
to the Charlotte Symphony Orchestra Assn.
It is expected that the musical bonus will
enable the symphony group to hire its first
full-time director in more than a year.

Believe me, they won't.
Quite a market . . .

EDITORIAL

Yup — everybody on the team. But
what in blazes happened to timebuying? They were all counting on
you to grab this KIMA-TV combination. They were banking on this
big, exclusive TV buy — this billiondollar bonanza. But you just flat

Population
563,875
Automotive sales $1 1 6,239,000
Source: 1957 "Survey of Buying Power"

KIMA-TV
YAKIMA, WASHINGTON
with its satellites
KIPR-TV, Pasco, Wash.
KLtW-TV, lewistea, Idaho
aid KB AS- TV
Ephreta, Moses Lake, Wash,
CASCADE
BROADCASTING COMPANY
NATIONAL REP: WEED TELEVISION
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from the city's manager for its consistent
programming of local news and public service. Singled out for particular commendation was News Editor Phil Stone, who has
headed that department nearly 10 years.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST:

MOORE & ASSOCIATES

STAND

• WIS

Columbia,

S. C, inaugurated its editorial policy on important local events this spring by advocating an affirmative vote for a tax increase
to benefit the city schools. In introducing its
first editorial listeners were advised that
WIS editorially would advocate a definite
position on issues deemed in the best public
interest. An editorial board has been named
to select key topics.
RAILROAD FILM • WJZ-TV Baltimore
presented a special safety film June 22 on
the dangers of trespassing on railroad property. As the result of recent tragedies involving children and high tension wires in
the Baltimore area, WJZ-TV scheduled the
30-minute movie, produced by the Pennsylvania Railroad. It depicted the dangers
of playing around railroad yards and trains.
Broadcasting
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study

reveals

extent

The first public insight into the extent
of agency and advertiser involvement in
triple-spotting is contained in an analysis,
being released today (June 23), based on
actual monitoring of stations.
It shows that agencies and advertisers of
virtually all sizes are caught up to some
degree in this practice for which, especially
in recent weeks, television broadcasters have
been roundly criticized by both advertisers
and agencies [Lead Story, May 26].
This study came to light as a new attack
on the triple-spot problem was being waged
on yet another front. CBS-TV, it was
learned, has asked its affiliates to sign affiliation contract amendments expressly stipulating "that the station shall not delete any
part of any CBS Television network program, including commercial messages,
credits and network identification." In addition, CBS-TV is revising its affiliates'
weekly reporting form to include an affidavit attesting that none of this network
material has been clipped for local or national spot announcements or other purposes. (Story on CBS action, page 32.)
NBC-TV also was reported at work on

Who's

ON

DOUBLE-WHAMMY

on

third,

how

of

practice

as

SPOTS

TRIPLE

CBS-TV

acts

to

stamp

It out

plans to put new bite into its anti-triple spot
drive. These plans are slated for submission
to the NBC-TV Affiliates Board of Delegates at a meeting in mid-August.
The monitoring analysis, based on material gathered by Broadcast Advertisers
Reports in its regular monitoring service,
turned up case after case in which an extra
commercial for one spot advertiser or another intruded on time which had been
bought by network advertisers. The study

time between network shows. This is highly

encompassed a week's monitoring in 20 of
the nation's top markets, plus a scattering
of smaller cities. The monitoring weeks
varied from city to city, but all fell within
the last three months.
This study was not able to identify in
any instance the specific spot announcement
that caused the "overcommercialism." This
generally would require knowledge of the
order in which the spots were bought ■ in
each case. But authorities held that in most
cases at least one of the advertisers should
have known — at the time he bought — that
he was creating or getting into a triple-spot
situation. These authorities reasoned thus:

Agency sources contended the answer is
practice.
not so easy. It is often difficult, they said,
to know at time of purchase exactly what
the situation is— or is apt to become.
These sources noted among agencies a

desirable time, usually bought to specification. Advertisers and agencies buying it
would know — or should be able to find out
— what other products already were in it;
and if they insisted on getting into already
occupied periods, or if advertisers already
in these periods knowingly remained when
other clients were added, then they necessarily were condoning or encouraging the

recent upsurge of special efforts to "find
out whether our spots are being tripleIn making BAR monitoring reports available, President Robert Morris told Broadcasting:
spotted."
"Triple-spotting is not something that can
be charged exclusively to any one group —
stations, advertisers or agencies. Actually,
CONTINUED

The study was limited to the station-break

often

The following, based on the analysis of BAR reports, shows by
agency and product the number of times each was involved in a
"triple-spot situation" — instances in which all of the spots between
two network shows totaled more than the generally allowable 30
seconds — during one monitored week. The records do not differentiate
between those whose purchases actually created the triple-spot situation and those who were legitimately in the station breaks but who
became the victims, knowingly or not, when other purchasers bought
into the same periods. Triple-spots in local programming and in
breaks between a network program and a local program have been
excluded, but it was not possible to determine and eliminate instances
where stations were able to accommodate the extra spot or spots
by deleting — for valid reasons — network program promotion spots.
N. W. AYER & SON
sealtest products : 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
BENTON & BOWLES
crest toothpaste: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
maxwell house coffee: 8 spots, 4 stations, 3 markets
parliament cigarettes: 9 spots, 5 stations, 4 markets
pepto-bismol: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
BBDO
zest soap : 3 spots, 1 station, 1 market
burgermeister beer: 12 spots, 6 stations, 4 markets
cream of wheat: 6 spots, 3 stations, 3 markets
hormel meat products: 2 spots, 1 station, 1 market
scotch brand tape: 11 spots, 6 stations, 6 markets
u.s. steel: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
Broadcasting

overleaf

TED BATES & CO.
Colgate dental cream: 13 spots, 8 stations, 7 markets
continental bakery products: 15 spots, 10 stations, 8 markets
domino sugar: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
kool cigarettes: 5 spots, 4 stations, 3 markets
viceroy cigarettes: 28 spots, 11 stations, 8 markets
BEARDON-THOMPSON-FRANKEL
orkin exterminating: 2 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
GORDON BEST INC.
comstock food products: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
THE BIDDLE CO., DES MOINES
quick starch: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
BROOKE, SMITH, FRENCH & DORRANCE
folger coffee: 9 spots, 5 stations, 3 markets
D. P. BROTHER
oldsmobile: 2 spots, 2 stations, 1 market
LEO BURNETT
allsweet margarine: 7 spots, 4 stations, 4 markets
jif peanut butter: 2 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
kellogg's products: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
maytag appliances: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
pace home permanent: 2 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
CAMPBELL-MITHUN
hamms beer: 2 spots, 1 station, 1 market
CAPLES CO.
union pacific railroad: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
CARGILL & WILSON
holiday cigarettes: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
CONTINUED
June 23, 1958 •
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
it probably is the fault of 'the system" —
advertisers want their spots in high-rated
positions and agencies therefore do their
best to get the best.
"But in all the fuss that has been made
over this subject, the stations are the ones
who largely have been held to blame, which
is certainly not the whole story.
"We feel that our reports, by showing to
just what extent triple-spotting has occurred
in the markets we monitor, will help to
show that it is a three-way problem. The
reports do not show who is 'guilty,' but that
is not the purpose anyway. Those who are

guilty' know it without looking at this
study; others, if they are involved in triplespot situations without knowing it, may be
glad to find out."
The study showed a wide variation in the
extent to which individual products were
involved in triple-spot situations during a
week. Many were found in overcrowded
breaks only once in a week, several were
there a dozen or more times. Highest was
Viceroy cigarettes, through Ted Bates &
Co., a total of 28 times on 11 stations in
8 markets.

ilvy, Benson & Mather, and Burgermeister
beer (12), through BBDO.
Benton & Bowles, which has been one
of the most outspoken critics of triple-spotting, and which cancelled Procter & Gamble
and General Foods spots in Denver a short
time ago on triple-spot grounds, had five
brands that were up against triple-spot situations in the analysis of the BAR data.
Compton, another vocal opponent of triplespotting, had three.
The latest furor over triple-spotting was
touched off a month ago by a blast from
the powerful Assn. of National Advertisers.
ANA said 32 out of 115 advertisers responding to a survey complained of triplespotting "in recent months."

How
to

CBS-TV

kill triple

is acting
spots

Triple-spotting or other local commercial practices that eat into a network advertiser's time will be barred by contract
under a new plan submitted to its affiliates

No. 1 Spotter

by The
CBS-TV.
network has asked its stations to

Bates, No. 1 spot tv-radio agency, had
two other clients whose commercials turned
up in more than a dozen breaks exceeding

sign affiliation contract amendments stipulating that they will not delete any part

the NAB code's limits: Continental Bakery
products were found in 15 such situations;
Colgate dental cream in 13.
Runner-up Viceroy in the too-much-company category was Kent cigarettes, through
Lennen & Newell. Kent's score was 23.
Others in the dozen-and-up class included
Bulova watches (16) and Nabisco Products
(13), both through McCann-Erickson; Dr.
Pepper beverage (13), through Grant Adv.,
Dallas.; Dove Toilet bar (13), through Og-

of any CBS-TV program, "including commercial messages, credits and network
identification."
In addition CBS-TV has told the stations
its plans to incorporate into their weekly
reporting forms a section in which, under
oath, they must specify any instance in
which such network material has been cut
or eliminated.
Edmund C. Bunker, CBS-TV vice president and director of station relations, outlined the plan in a four-page letter sent

Who's on Third continued
COHEN & ALESHIRE
four-way cold remedy: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
COMPTON ADV.
duncan-hines cake mixes : 3 spots, 3 stations, 3 markets
fizrin instant seltzer: 3 spots, 3 stations, 3 markets
royal crown beveraqes: 8 spots, 5 stations, 3 markets
CUNNINGHAM & WALSH
jergens: 4 spots, 3 stations, 2 markets
sears, roebuck: 10 spots, 3 stations, 2 markets
texaco products: 6 spots, 3 stations, 2 markets
woodbury products: 3 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
DANCER-FITZGERALD-SAMPLE
bayer products: 2 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
falstaff beer : 5 spots, 3 stations, 2 markets
peter paul inc.: 6 spots, 6 stations, 6 markets
phillips products: 1 spot, 1 statiorvl market
D'ARCY ADV. CO.
budweiser beer : 5 spots, 3 stations, 2 markets
DOHERTY, CLIFFORD, STEERS & SHENFIELD
ipana toothpaste: 6 spots, 3 stations, 3 markets
DOWD, REDFIELD & JOHNSTONE
cott: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
DOYLE DANE BERNBACH
gallo: 2 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
MONROE F. DREHER INC.
dazzle laundry products: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
WILLIAM ESTY
ben-gay rub : 4 spots, 1 station, 1 market
June 23, 1958
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out to atliliates almost a fortnight ago and
made public last week.
In it he recalled that William B. Lodge,
vice president in charge of station relations and engineering, had covered the
problem in detail at the general conference
of CBS-TV affiliates in January.
"The vast majority of our affiliates deliver
the full time period and do not cut short
or 'clip' network programs in order to
stretch the time available for national spot
or local commercials," Mr. Lodge was
quoted. "But, in some instances, we have
received complaints about affiliates who
have taken some of the time purchased
by the network advertiser and substituted
local commercials. This is obviously unfair
to the sponsors of the network program, and
is unfair to the CBS Television network,
which represented to the advertiser in all
honesty that it would make available the
full time period contracted for."
Since then, Mr. Bunker continued, CBSTV has received additional complaints from
"several agencies" who said their surveys
indicated the practice was still going on.
Embarrassing

Complaints

"Frankly," he said, "the complaints we
have received were difficult to answer. For
instance, according to one agency's survey, in a recent major dramatic program
one of our affiliates broadcast three 60second spot announcements in the station
break between program segments. Obviously,
this station failed to carry the complete
network program. In the same survey, other
stations 'stretched' the break between commercial program segments to 50, 60 and
even 75 seconds, with obvious time loss
to either or both adjacent network sponMr. Bunker said one agency complained
sors. . . ."

salem cigarettes: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
winston cigarettes: 8 spots, 4 stations, 2 markets
FITZGERALD ADV.
snowdrift shortening: 3 spots, 1 station, 1 market
FOOTE, CONE & BELDING
pepsodent toothpaste: 10 spots, 3 stations, 3 markets
tidewater gasoline: 2 spots, 1 station, 1 market
REVILL J. FOX ADV., DENVER
coors beverages: 3 spots, 1 station, 1 market
ALBERT FRANK-GUENTHER LAW
buitoni foods: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
GRANT ADV., DALLAS
dr. pepper beverages: 13 spots. 4 stations, 2 markets
GREY ADV.
exquisite form : 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
greyhound: 6 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
necchi sewing machines: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
GUILD, BASCOM & BONFIGLI
sxippy peanut butter: 2 spots. 1 station, 1 market
GEORGE H. HARTMAN CO.
mystic tape: 2 spots, 1 station, 1 market
HIRSCH, TAMM & ULLMAN
old judge coffee & tea: 2 spots. 1 station, 1 market
HIXSON & JORGENSEN
richfield products: 2 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
HONIG-COOPER
clorex: 2 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
Leslie salt: 6 spots, 5 stations, 4 markets
qwip: 3 spots, 1 station, 1 market
Broadcasting

that "if [this] is an example of the kind
of treatment our programs are getting across
the board, we have uncovered a monster. . . .
Are we guilty of overlooking quality controls in network tv? Have we taken too
granted?"
much
Mr. for
Bunker
continued:
"Two other related matters have been
raised by agencies recently. They concern
(a) the number of spot announcements
inserted before, after and during breaks
in network programs, and (b) the problem
of announcements adjacent to network programs for products competitive to those of
the network client.
"The advertiser's concern with multiple
spots is simply that this practice causes
significant audience loss, a result which is
harmful to all concerned. We have replied
that the network has no right to require
its affiliates to program locally in any
particular manner. We have stated, however,
that we would pass on the agencies' comments concerning multiple spotting and adjacent commercials for competitive products
for the station's consideration and that we
would note that the NAB code provides
that more than two back-to-back announcements plus the conventional sponsored 10second station ID are not acceptable between programs or within the framework
of a single program.

UNFROCK
TO
OUT
NAB
The synthetic white coat is now out of
style in medical tv commercials.
A fiat directive against appearances of
actors garbed as doctors, dentists and nurses
was written into NAB's Television Code last
Tv Board of Dithe(Otherassociation's
week by rectors.
board stories begin page 68).
This action against an advertising practice that has been the object of violent criticism was taken by the Tv Board on the
recommendation of the NAB Tv Code Review Board, directing agency that enforces
the code of ethics. The board also banned
use of subliminal perception techniques.
One of the most drastic bans added to
the code since its adoption in 1952, it follows the recent Federal Trade Commission's
consent decree limiting American Chicle
Co. in its use of man-in-the-white-coat
advertising commercials to factual evidence
that doctors endorse Rolaids [At Deadline,
May 19]. FTC, however, did not impose a
general ban against Rolaids use of whitecoat techniques.
NAB's tv ban was construed in some
medical circles as a "death knell" for the
white coat, a technique used with less
frequency in the last several years.
The original NAB code language specified that dramatized commercials should

"... I wish to emphasize the importance
of these matters in relation to the need
for continued high standards of television
operation. The CBS Television network
and its affiliates are dependent on their
clients — network, spot and local — for their
economic livelihood. It is fundamental that
we continue to have their confidence that
they are receiving full value for what they

clearly indicate the fact that fictitious characters portray professional people. This
did not specify how the dramatization
should be explained to the public.
In February 1957, the NAB code group
adopted new language requiring a 10-second
overlay, "A Dramatization," in a highly visible manner at the opening of a commercial.
Last week's action provides: "Dramatized advertising involving statements or

'DOCTORS'

THE WHITE COAT may become just a
memory. This is a still from the old Rolaids
"dramatization" condemned by the Federal
Trade Commission.
purported statements by physicians, dentists
or nurses must be presented by accredited
members of such professions."
White-coat agitation has been heard on
Capitol Hill where a subcommittee of the
House Government Operations Committee is
"definitely interested" in the practice. American Medical Assn. and American Dental
Assn. have indicated to the subcommittee
they favor hearings on the subject. A pharmaceutical group has claimed that tv commercials create huge demands for a product
left on retailers' shelves
stocks are
but
whenlarge
advertising
is discontinued.
The New York Times carried an editorial
in its May 16 issue calling for discontinuance
of "snake-oil techniques" used by "tv doctors." The Times based its editorial on a
resolution adopted by the New York State
Medical Society calling on American Medical Assn. to take additional steps to stop

pay."

BRYAN HOUSTON
A J ax cleanser: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
CHARLES F. HUTCHINSON, BOSTON
habitant soups: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
M. H. KELSO CO., LOS ANGELES
nesbitt beverages: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
KENYON & ECKHARDT
brylcream : 5 spots, 4 stations, 4 markets
mercury dealers: 3 spots, 3 stations, 3 markets
pepsi-cola : 2 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
KEYES, MADDEN & JONES
raleigh cigarettes: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
LENNEN & NEWELL
ad detergent: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
kent cigarettes: 23 spots, 14 stations, 11 markets
old gold cigarettes: 3 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
MACMANUS, JOHN & ADAMS
pontiac dealers: 2 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
MCCANN-ERICKSON
bulova: 16 spots, 12 stations, 10 markets
coca-cola: 1 1 spots, 4 stations, 3 markets
nabisco products: 13 spots, 10 stations, 9 markets
rival dog food: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
NORMAN, CRAIG & KUMMEL
maiden form: 1 spot, 1 station. 1 market
pabst beer: 4 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
NORTH ADV.
lanvin products: 2 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
OGILVY, BENSON & MATHER
dove toilet bar: 13 spots, 6 stations, 5 markets
Broadcasting

PARIS & PEART
a&p: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
PERRIN & PAUS
sunbeam products: 4 spots, 1 station, 1 market
SANDERS ADV., DALLAS
continental trail ways : 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
TATHAM-LAIRD
parker pens and pencils: 2 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
J. WALTER THOMPSON
aunt jemima coffee cake mix : 2 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
aunt jemima oatmeal bread mix: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
kraft cottage cheese: 5 spots, 4 stations, 3 markets
tip top baked goods: 3 spots, 2 stations, 3 markets
GOEFFREY WADE ADV.
alka-seltzer : 2 spots, 1 station, 1 market
WAYNE, TUCKER & CO., ATLANTA
creomulsion cold remedy: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
WARWICK & LEGLER
ex-lax laxative : 2 spots, 1 station, 1 market
WEISS & GELLER
bon ami: 2 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
YOUNG & RUBICAM
borden's ice cream: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
borden's milk: 8 spots, 3 stations, 1 market
bufferin: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
gulf products: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
northern paper products: 3 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
sanka coffee: 1 spot, 1 station, 1 market
sniders products: 4 spots, 3 stations, 3 markets
taystee bread: 3 spots, 2 stations, 2 markets
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
abuse of the word "doctor" in radio and tv
commercials.
AM A sponsored a secret May 19 meeting
of media, advertising and pharmaceutical
groups at which the white-coat technique
was an issue [Advertisers & Agencies,
May 26].
Most of the complaints about white-coat
advertising referred to NAB code officials
are understood to have involved Carter
products and Anacin. NAB and AMA have
maintained a liaison on advertising claims
since the code was adopted. At times, AMA
has pointed out what it considered objectionable commercials.
In a new code paragraph on subliminal
perception, the NAB Tv Board approved an
amendment proposed by the Tv Code Review Board, of which Roger W. Clipp, Triangle Stations, is chairman. The new language reads:
"The use of the television medium to
transmit information of any kind by the use
of the process called 'subliminal perception',
or by the use of any similar technique
whereby an attempt is made to convey information tothe viewer by transmitting messages below the threshold of normal awareness, is not permitted."
U. S. Steel Puts Faith in Army
In Shooting Topical Film Spot
The United States Steel Corp. is taking
a calculated risk on a three-minute tv film
commercial in the expectation that one of
the top news events in the Army's guided
missile program will proceed as scheduled
June 30-July 1. The event is the two-day
"Project Ammo" demonstration, which is
expected to result in widespread tv radionewspaper coverage. An institutional commercial being produced for U. S. Steel by
Transfilm Inc., New York, will depict the
event and in spot-news style, will refer to
"Project Ammo" as occurring "yesterday."
The commercial is set for presentation on
CBS-TV's United States Steel Hour July 2.
If an "Act of God" blocks the Army's demonstration, the commercial undoubtedly will
be scrapped and another film substituted.
Maj. Gen. Sam C. Russell, commanding
general of the U. S. Army Air Defense
Center, permitted a Transfilm crew to shoot
a run-through of the event last week on
location. The actual missile launching will
be stock footage, but new close-ups of the
devices and preparations for the launching
will be shown. Gen. Russell will appear in
the commercial, which deals with the role
of the steel industry in the guided missile
program. The agency for U. S. Steel is
BBDO, New York.
GE Renews 'Theatre' on CBS-TV
General Electric Co. has renewed General Electric Theatre (Sunday, 9-9:30 p.m.)
on CBS-TV for a fifth season. The show will
have several changes in 1958-59 season,
with one week out of every month devoted
to half hour "specials" as distinguished from
regular dramatic shows. Another innovation
will be use of material from Paramount
Pictures literary stockpile of more than
500 stories. A third change will be the introduction of "live" music on the show.
Agency for GE is BBDO.
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GM

PARES

TELEVISION

•

Decision

on 'corporate' ads

•

Billings lost to MJ&A;

BUDGET

to cost tv $4.5 million

'Wide, Wide

World'

not renewed

General Motors Corp. — the world's
largest advertiser with more than $160 million in billing — last week decided that "institutional advertising" was an unnecessary
luxury in times of economic recession and
has yanked $4.5 million out of tv in "corporate" sponsorship.
While it won't renew Wide, Wide World
on alternate Sundays, which had been rescheduled on NBC-TV next season from
4:30-6 p.m. to 5-6 p.m. (the idea for
shrinking it to a 60-min. program coming
from GM and not NBC), GM stays in tv
so far as its various auto divisions go.
Buick, through McCann-Erickson, will
sponsor a number of Bob Hope programs
on NBC-TV; Oldsmobile, through D. P.
Brother & Co., will pick up Patti Page
and some Bing Crosby programs on ABCTV; Chevrolet will stick with the Dinah
Shore Chevy Shows on NBC-TV and Pontiac
will pick up a tentative six specials, four
on CBS-TV and two on NBC-TV. Still to
be decided: to what extent, beyond automobile "introduction time," the GM divisions
will use tv spot.
The decision to cancel most, if not all,
GM institutional advertising (in all media)
was reached late Tuesday at a Detroit meeting of top GM brass. While no NBC-TV
officials were on hand to hear the bad news,
two high-echelon admen — Ernest A. Jones,
president, and Henry G. Fownes, New York,
vice president of MacManus, John &
Adams — sat in on the conference. MJ&A
became GM's agency for tv institutional
advertising last fall.
MJ&A loses more than $4.5 million from
1958 billing; Pontiac earlier this year canceled its tv spot schedules — estimated at
$2 million — and is slated to cut back its
print advertising for the 1959 model as well.
Wide, Wide World premiered on NBC-TV
Oct. 16, 1955, under the aegis of then-president Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr. Until last
season it was basically a vehicle for such GM
divisions as Delco-Remy and United Motor
Service Divs. (Campbell-Ewald) and A. C.
Spark Plug and Guide Lamp Divs. (D. P.
Brother). The only GM auto division on
WWW was Pontiac during the series' second
season. In October 1957 WWW became a
showcase for all GM cars and services.

GM's corporate retreat from tv caught
many industry officials by surprise in that
it had seemed a "sure bet" that WWW
would alternate with Robert Saudek Assoc. 's
Omnibus next fall on NBC-TV. Status of
the latter show is still being determined,
NBC-TV Programming Vice President
Robert F. Lewine said Thursday afternoon.
It has been reported that CBS-TV would
like Omnibus to return to that network.
It also was learned that MacManus, John
& Adams, which principally serviced an
NBC-TV "package," had been proposing
some show ideas of its own to GM. One
major proposal: that GM switch from afternoon programming to nighttime, thus being
assured of greater audiences. Another: that

GM'S CORPORATE LOGO
RECESSION CASUALTY FOR TV
GM air a series of "specials" in the style
of last November's 50th Anniversary Spectacular. But GM, which had already earmarked a tv budget of $40 million for
the 1959 model line (excluding spot and
WWW)

regarded these proposals as economically unsound at this time.
The reason is apparently quite simple:
where GM divisional budgets are predicated
on future unit sales — roughly $35 per auto
sold — the corporate budget (administered
through the public relations department)
is basically allocated on a "left-over" basis.
With GM and other carmakers more concerned now with moving the product out
of the dealer's showroom than in building
"community-dealer relations," it would
seem that any "left-overs" might be kept
aside for the divisions should they encounter
tough sledding next year. (GM in 1957
did away with co-op dealer advertising,
tunneling these funds into an "emergency
fund" which was left untouched.)
Both Ford Motor Co. and Chrysler Corp.
have to all intent and purposes dropped
corporate tv salesmanship. Ford two seasons ago bowed out of network tv by dropping NBC-TV's Producers Showcase. Chrysler last month pulled out of Climax! on
CBS-TV and seems unlikely to return with
such an outlay next season.
GM's revised modus operandi for tv is
for its various agencies to estimate the
1958-59 ad budgets to a low index, so
that should Detroit sales shift into high,
additional monies may be allocated rather
than curtailed, as was the case last year.
Though MJ&A's GM account billings
have shrunk, the agency will sink an estimated $3 million into a six program spread.
Having already signed humorist Victor
Borge to an exclusive Pontiac contract
calling for three shows in that many years
— at a tab of $675,000 — Pontiac will place
its first 60-minute program Oct. 15, its
second with Mr. Borge in November, a
Mary Martin Rodgers & Hart Songbook
produced by Leland Hayward in December
and a Phil Silvers Intimate Review in January— all on CBS-TV. Perry Como's Roncom
Productions Inc. will package two NBCTV programs, slated for February and
Broadcasting

March. Should sales gain, MJ&A is ready to
add two additional specials in April and
May.
With GM out of institutional tv, speculation renewed on what the intentions are
of the remaining tv institutional advertisers.
Spokesmen for J. M. Mathes Inc., Union
Carbide Co. agency, Thursday noted "they
up in the air" concerning
were completely
Omnibus renewal and hinted there would
be some "second thinking" now. UCC, like
Monsanto Chemical Co. (which drastically
cut back its sponsorship of CBS-TV's Conquest), provides a number of chemicals and
raw materials used by Detroit automakers.
So does Aluminum Ltd., the other Omnibus
sponsor which, through J. Walter Thompson
Co., likewise has yet to reach a decision.
In the past few years a number of institutional tv advertisers have put more hard
sell into their sponsorship by (a) promoting
specific products rather than services as in
the case of Aluminum Co. of America
which dropped the institutional See It Now
on CBS-TV for the consumer-oriented Alcoa
Playhouse on NBC-TV, and (b) dropping
network tv for network radio segmentation
and tv spot in the manner of Dow Chemical
Co., which canceled Medic on NBC-TV
and went into tv spot on behalf of Saran
Wrap. E. I. DuPont de Nemours, on the
other hand, a sometime spot user, dropped
the "little show" concept (30-minute Cavalcade of America on ABC-TV) for the "big
show concept" (90-minute DuPont Show
of the Month on CBS-TV) but is pushing
specific DuPont-made products. The chemical combine has renewed on CBS-TV as has
U.S. Steel Corp, which too is paying more
attention to consumer-slanted copy, for U. S.
Steel Hour.

became GM's agency for tv institutional advertising last fall, though Kudner Agency — until this spring the major
GMC agency — had been assigned the GM
50th anniversry show previously.
MJ&A

New

Armour

Ad

Post for Skillin

Armour & Co., Chicago meatpacker, has
announced the promotion of Kenneth L.
Skillin from general manager of advertising
and sales promotion for food to national
advertising director, with responsibility for
all product divisions. He will coordinate
advertising for meat, soap (Dial), chemical
and other products in all media, including
television in which Armour last year spent
an estimated $4.3 million (most of it in

NCS-3
Ready

Tv
to

Set
Go

Data

This

Week

The A. C. Nielsen Co. plans to distribute
Nielsen-Art county-by-county tv set ownership data to clients this week.
The county data prepared by A. C. Nielsen in conjunction with the Advertising Research Foundation is part of a schedule for
eventual distribution of Nielsen Coverage
Service No. 3 later this summer. The next
portion of NCS No. 3 to be published will
be complete station reports. Circulation reports will follow, with all data slated to be
in the hands of subscribers by the end of
August.
The coverage studies measure and report
by counties throughout the U. S. both the
locale and intensity of established station
and network audiences. They differ from
other Nielsen services which measure individual program audiences or ratings
achieved by individual broadcasts. First
NCS was mapped out in 1951 at the request
of advertiser, agency, network and station
clients, and the first overall county-bycounty measurement of radio and tv set
ownership, station coverage and circulation
was released in the spring of 1952. Four
years later NCS No. 2 was issued. NCS
No. 3 is limited to tv only.
Field work for NCS No. 3 started in
mid-February and ended last April with
analysis and computation following in May
and June. According to Nielsen, No. 3
ended up with more than 200,000 ballot
which it characterizes as an "allresponses,
high in total sampling used for a tv
time
coverage study." The mail ballot response
was near 75%. Pre-publication subscribers
in NCS No. 3 include 38 advertising agencies, five advertisers, 105 tv stations and
the three tv networks.
The studies are designed to provide
measurement of daily, weekly and monthly
audience coverage of tv stations and networks, and to answer such questions as the
size of a station's market (including number
of homes and how many have tv); the number of families listening to a given station or

network; location of the families (countyby-county or by county group); the frequency that the families listen and what
other frequencies and how well tv stations
serve a given market.
Image Must be Upgraded,
Davis Tells Californians
Just as advertisers are trying to upgrade
the product or brand image with the public
to create a favorable sales atmosphere, so
station salesmen should try to upgrade
the radio image held by agencies if they
want radio to get a greater share of the
media diadvertising dollar, Paul Davis,
rector of McCann-Erickson, Los Angeles,

Radio
M-E's

of Southtold Thursday's luncheon meeting
ern California Broadcasters Assn.

Too often, agency people don't think
too highly of radio, he stated, because of
seems
doesn't
("whiceh most
mming
agencie
40 progra
Topdeliver
of audienc
the kind
to
are looking for and even if it isn't as
widespread as it is thought to be isn't
m factor
doing radio any good"), the boredo
(created by all stations sounding alike),
overcommercialization (leading to doubts
that a commercial can be created which
would stand out and sell in competition to
its partners in a triple-spot situation) and
selling below rate card (which only helps
to downgrade radio).
Mr. Davis urged broadcasters to upgrade
n
image by putting more imaginatio
radio freshness
into their programming, by
and
being "a little less greedy" and by sticking
to their rate cards.
Fred Ruegg, general manager, KNX Los
Angeles and CRPN, was elected chairman
of SCBA for the coming year. Other new
officers: vice chairman, Ernest Spencer,
KWIZ Santa Ana; secretary, Herb Cornstock, KAVL Lancaster; treasurer, Cliff
Gill, KBIG Avalon. Elected directors: Felix
Adams, KLAC Los Angeles; Norman Ostby,
Don Lee Broadcasting System : Robert Purcell, KWFB Los Angeles; Calvin Smith,
KFAC Los Angeles. Loyd Sigmon, KMPC
Los Angeles, retiring chairman of SCBA,
automatically becomes a board member for
the coming year.

network). Coincident with Mr. Skillin's appointment are the elimination of separate
g
advertisin departments for each product
category and the establishment of product
managers, an Armour spokesman said.

Drugs

Spend

More

in Radio-Tv

Drug and toiletries advertising expenditures rose 14% in 1957, according to Drug
Trade News, a trade journal. It reported
drug and toiletries manufacturers spent
$475,411,000 in consumer advertising last
year of which $168,880,000 (18.5% increase) was in network tv; $88,665,000
(15.9% increase) in spot tv; $27,046,000
(25.2% increase) in spot radio, and $22,080,000 (9.7% decrease) in network radio.
Broadcasting

BROADCASTERS meet with Nielsen executives in a pre-publication session on NCS
No 3-Tv. Clockwise: Leonard DeNooyer, CBS; George Blechta, A. C. Nielsen;
Richard Allerton, NAB; Hugh Beville, NBC; Jay Eliasberg, CBS; Warren Cordell,
Nielsen; Ingrid Kildegaard, Advertising Research Foundation; Al Lehman, ARF; Lee
Aarons, Television Bureau of Advertising; John Churchill Nielsen, and Tom Coffin,
NBC.
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KELLOGG

MONEY:

•

ABC

presentations

•

Kellogg-Burnett

cause

WHITHER
further thought

considering

Network and spot forces were still battling at Battle Creek last Thursday over $7.5
million Kellogg cereal advertising dollars.
On Monday, Leo Burnett Co. called a
meeting of Chicago station representatives
and announced Kellogg had decided to
place that amount into spot television. The
client, agency media executives told representatives, was prepared to go along with a
sponsor-supplied film placement plan encompassing individual station discounts of
20% to 30%.
By mid-week, however, "new developments had arisen" and Kellogg-Burnett were
busy reappraising the whole picture, after
fresh ABC-TV presentations involving the
network's current children's adventure strip.
In the balance is not only the Kellogg
decision but the future of a formula devised
by members of the Station Representatives
Assn.'s Chicago group. It suggests rate card
revisions by stations to include package
rates for bulk program time purchases. Its
backers feel such a plan, with varying discounts based on the number of film shows
advertisers place in a week under the "program contribution" technique, will appeal
to other national advertisers. As in the case
of Kellogg, clients would provide their own
half-hour syndicated properties for multiweekly use [Stations, June 16].
One proposal under study by Burnett
Thursday, it's understood, was a combined
network and spot program, with Kellogg retaining asimilar children's strip on ABCTV in about 75 or 80 (mostly smaller)
markets and buying spot in 15-20 others
(including the larger metropolitan cities).
ABC-TV's emphasis on cost efficiency factors— and a selected, flexible station lineup
— was reported to be getting serious consideration atthe agency.
Spot proponents pointed out, however,
that even if this development materialized,
spot television would stand to gain appreciably in terms of dollar volumes.
Peters, Griffin, Woodward was known
to have made a separate sales presentation
— both to Burnett media and Kellogg representatives— designed to compare the relative advantages and disadvantages of network vs. spot in certain time segments, including the present Monday-Friday 5-5:30
p.m. strip on ABC-TV. Kellogg now sponsors a children's strip of Superman, Sir
Lancelot, Wild Bill Hickok, Woody Woodpecker and The Buccaneers in that segment, giving the client a different program
identification each day.
One of the points at issue, it's understood,
is whether Kellogg could obtain clearance
from ABC-TV of the 6 p.m. period on the
West Coast; it's reported the network was
prepared to guarantee such clearance.
Under the original spot formula submitted by SRA-Chicago members and presented by Burnett to Kellogg, five individual
programs were not necessarily dictated.
One suggestion lineup, it was understood,
Page 36
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BOUND?

on shift to spot

network-spot

combination

included two weekly Hickoks, one Superman and Woodpecker and a series of Tom
6 Jerry cartoons.
The original formula, which suggested
discounts of 20%, 25% and 30% for three,
four and five programs per week, respectively, was understood to be flexible and
tentative. Thus Kellogg conceivably could
place as few as one or two shows per week
on any given station and still realize benefits
from the spot tv formula — provided stations would go beyond their previous verbal
agreements to adjust rates as indicated in
the SRA-Chicago station survey.
It's emphasized that the formula is not
binding on stations, including those belonging to SRA, but was offered as a working
plan to benefit spot tv business in general.
As such, it could be modified into a more
concrete working formula as a guide for
stations in the process of reappraising their
rate cards to cover bulk program time-buys
as well as participations.
About 80% of the 185 stations contacted
in the survey — represented by Blair-Tv and
Blair Television Assoc.; Peters, Griffin,
Woodward; Weed Television; Adams Young
Inc., and The Katz Agency — indicated initially they would clear time between 5 and
7 p.m. and were agreeable to the rate concept, or a variation thereof.
The Burnett agency told representatives
Monday that Kellogg had approved the spot
formula in principle and that it would work
out the mechanics in the next two weeks
before seeking availabilities. It was reported
at that time that Kellogg would place a
series of programs in 171 top markets —
that it would buy 30-minute segments on
a one to five day per week basis on any

CO

LORC

TAKING advantage of the business
recession of past months, the Ralph
Bing Adv. Co., Cleveland, Ohio,
mailed more than 1,000 Army surplus
gas masks to present and prospective
clients. The message: "Business Stink?
Call Ralph Bing Adv. at Superior 12773." The mailing contained a canister, filtering chemicals, mask, instruction book and canvas carrying bag.
The stunt was so successful that Bing
plans to send periscopes this month
with this message: "Hope business is
looking up."
given station, depending on the market. By
buying 171 markets, Kellogg thus planned
to cover about two-thirds of all U. S. tv
homes.
Burnett media
were understood
perhaps the top
a-week, another
and so on down

representatives at one time
to be thinking in terms of
30 or 40 markets for five30 or 40 for four-a-week,
the line.

The spot campagin was to have gone into
effect about Sept. 29, but Ralph P. Olmstead,
Kellogg vice president in charge of advertising, said last Wednesday that "no definite
decision has been made yet" and that "a
newBurnett
situation
developed."
people
huddled not only with
Kellogg but ABC-TV and station representatives agood part of last week. Involved in
negotiations at Burnett are Roy Lang, vice

A 'Ip: T

I
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The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows
(all times EDT)

Mystery Theatre, Kraft Foods Co.
through J. Walter Thompson Co.
June 26 (7:30-8 p.m.) Tic Tac Dough,
Warner-Lambert through Lennen & Newell and RCA Victor through Kenyon &
Eckhardt.

Colorcasting schedule suspended for
summer.

June 26 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Lever Bros, through J. Walter
Thompson Co.

NBC-TV
June 23-27 (3-4 p.m.) Matinee Theatre,
participating sponsors.

June 28 (8-9 p.m.) Bob Crosby Show,
participating sponsors.
taining.
June 29 (7-7:30 p.m.) Noah's Ark, sus-

CBS-TV

June 23 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Price Is Right,
Speidel through Norman, Craig & Kummel and RCA Victor through Kenyon
& Eckhardt.
June 24, July 1 (8-9 p.m.) The Investigator, RCA-Whirlpool through Kenyon
& Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers through
McCann-Erickson.
June

25,

July

2

(9-10

p.m.) Kraft

June 29 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen Show,
U. S. Time through Peck, Greyhound
through Grey and S. C. Johnson & Son
through Needham, Louis & Brorby.
June 29 (9-10 p.m.) Chevy Show,
Chevrolet.
June
30 (7:30-8 p.m.) Haggis Baggis,
sustaining.
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Detroit
to

is
a

listening

new

sound!

Michigan's result-producing independent radio station is now first and only with regularly scheduled
stereophonic sound— & new world of listening pleasure!
The superb mike-side fidelity of this dimensional
sound is capturing the attention and enthusiastic
endorsement of all Detroit.
WJBK's added acceptance bonus captures a greater
measure of this vast market of millions . . . WJBK —
first in news, music and sports— now in modern sound!

amous

THE

on

MODERN

the

local

SOUND

scene'

OF RADIO

IN

DETROIT
Represented by THE

KATZ

AGENCY,

INC.

o

WJBK
WSPD
Detroit Toledo

Broadcasting

WJW
Cleveland

WIBG
Philadelphia

WWVA
Wheeling

WAGA
Atlanta

WGBS
Miami
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To sell Indiana,
you need both
the 2nd and 3rd
ranking markets.

YOU

NEED

TWO

TO

TUNE

UP

NOW
ONE

sales

BUY

in

Indiana!

delivers both —
AT

A

10%

WKBtBmBBSBm

In this rich, diversified interurbia, automotive manufacturing isonly one of many reasons for bulging
purses.

Fertile

farms

and

varied

business

each

contribute their share. Over 1.6 million population —
$2.8 billion Effective Buying Income! There are two
major markets in this live sales sector — South BendElkhart and Fort Wayne. You can cover both from
within, with one combination
Add

•

buy, and save 10%!

Indianapolis — get all the best in just two buys!

call your
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued

president and broadcast representative on
Kellogg; Dick Coons, media group supervisor, and Joe Hall, timebuyer. Leonard S.
Matthews, vice president in charge of media,
and Tom Wright, manager of the media
department, are in charge of overall planning.
Representatives offering the SRA-Chica-

BUSINESS

go formula include Harry Smart, Blair-Tv
and head of the SRA spot development committee; Arthur Stringer Jr., Blair Television
Assoc.; George Lindsay and Edward Podolinsky. Weed Television; Al Parenty, Adam
Young; William Condon, The Katz Agency,
and Arthur Curtis, Peters, Griffin, Woodward.

BRIEFLY

SWEEPSTAKES PURSE • Canada Dry
Corp.. through J. M. Mathes Inc., both
N. Y., is placing its second annual "Silver
Dollar Sweepstakes" promotion this summer via radio-tv and other media. Co-op
funds will go to local bottlers for radio-tv
spot drives (one-minute radio, 20-second tv
spot) in 100-150 markets July 8-Aug. 30,
and Canada Dry also will participate on a
130-station lineup on NBC-TV's Today
July 21 -Aug. 22.
COOL MILLION • Remco Industries Inc.
and American Character Doll Corp., both
through Webb Assoc., N. Y., are placing
approximately $1 million in spot tv in over
60 markets for 13-week campaign starting
in fall.
ETERNAL VARIETIES • H. J. Heinz Co.,
Pittsburgh, has ordered 52-week participation contract with NBC-TV, billing $2.5
million gross in number of daytime shows
starting this September. Deal was set
through Maxon Inc.
ANTI-ANTS

• Scott Paper Co., Chester,
Pa., is launching all-radio campaign for CutRite wax paper on 296 stations just before
July 4 holiday-picnic weekend. J. Walter
Thompson Co. is saturating CBS and independents, covering 202 cities at cost exceeding $60,000. Thomas B. McCabe Jr.,
Scott advertising director, believes this is
most intensive such campaign that firm has
ever sponsored.

HALF MILLION WEEK • New business
for CBS Radio last week came to $500,000,
as announced by network Sales Vice President John Karol. New purchases were by
Standard Brands' Chase & Sanborn coffee
(Compton Adv.) and Royal Gelatin desserts
(Ted Bates); Sterling Drug's Bayer aspirin
(Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample); Dr. Peter
Fahrney Sons' proprietary drugs (Bozell &
Jacobs), and Home Insurance Co. (Albert
Frank-Guenther Law Inc.). Involved are
daytime participations and Douglas Edwards
nightly newscasts.
NEW TRIO • ABC-TV recorded three new
daytime contracts last week by Eastco Inc.,
Johnson & Johnson and National Biscuit
Co. Carter Products has renewed its daytime program schedule on American Bandstand. Agencies are Lennen & Newell for
Eastco; Young & Rubicam for J&J; Kenyon & Eckhardt for Nabisco, and Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colewell & Bayles for Carter.
NBC-TV'S DAY • Three advertisers have
bought total of 72 participations on NBCTV's Today (Mon.-Fri. 7-9 a.m. EDT) and
The Jack Paar Show (Mon.-Fri. 11:15 p.m.Broadcasting

WHO'S

BUYING

WHAT,

WHERE

1 am.) in past two weeks. Highlighting
sales effort was purchase of 30 participations on Today and 30 participations on
Paar by Stephan Distributing Corp. (hair
products), Fort Lauderdale, Fla., through
Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y. In addition,
Aldon Rug Mills, N. Y., and Drexel Furniture, Drexel, N. C, both through Arndt,
Preston, Chapin, Lamb & Keen, Philadelphia, have ordered, respectively, six participations of Today and one on Paar, and five
participations on Today.
Tv Ads

Serve Constructive
Visual

Chicago

Conference

End,
Told

Despite examples to the contrary, television advertising is done "with constructive
aims of selling useful products," a research
a visual communications' conspecialistferencetold
in Chicago.
The view was expressed by Dr. Sidney
J. Levy, director of psychological research
of Social Research Inc., in a talk June 13
on "Television Symbols of Substance, Source
and Sorcery." The conference was presented
by the U. of Chicago's University College
and sponsored by the Chicago Art Directors
Club and Society of Typographical Arts.
"Although viewers complain plentifully
about commercials, they rarely express conviction that advertisers are a dishonest
group, or that they are continually subjected to commercials which distort or deceive them," he asserted. "This complaint

LATEST

RATINGS

ARB
TOP
1.
Rank
3.
2.
4.
5.
6.
8.
7.
9.
10.
1.
Rank

10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv Report for May
No. Viewers
(000)
Gunsmoke
47,010
Perry Como
39,790
Tales of Wells Fargo
39,190
Have Gun, Will Travel
36,440
Danny Thomas
35,380
I've Got a Secret
34,650
34,630
Wagon Train
Father Knows Best
33,990
Restless Gun
Rating
33,190
Wyatt Earp
31,470

Gunsmoke
2.
4. Tales of Wells Fargo
3. I've Got a Secret
Restless Gun
5. Father Knows Best
6. Have Gun, Will Travel
Como
8. Perry
Red Skelton

46.8
39.9
36.9
36.8
36.5
35.2
35.2

FLORIDA Gov. LeRoy Collins and his
wife had two young callers when the
stars of a series of commercials for
the Big Story over WCKT (TV) Miami
paid them a visit. The commercials,
produced by Bishopric/ Green/ Fielden
Inc., Miami, for the Miami Heraldsponsored show, are designed to illustrate how the newspaper influences
the activities of a typical Miami family
of which the children are members.
appears in one comThe governor
mercial being interviewed by the
youngsters for their school paper.
is most likely to come from upper middle
class people and intellectuals who strive
to defend their individuality against persuasion and who . . . assert the responsibility
of mass communications to do something
about [the materialistic side of American
Among others speakers at the two-day
conference
culture]." in the Congress Hotel were Suren
Ermoyan, senior vice president and visual
director, Lennen & Newell; Louis Cheskin,
head of Color Research Institute; Pierre
Martineau, research director, Chicago Tribune, and Leo Rosten, author-lecturer and
member of Look magazine's editorial board.
9. Price Is Right
10. Danny Thomas
33.3
34.2
Copyright 1958 American Research Bureau
BACKGROUND: The following programs,
in alphabetical order, appear in this
week's Broadcasting tv ratings roundup.
Information is in following order: program name, network, number of stations,
sponsor, agency, day and time.
Perry Como Show (NBC-163) : participating sponsors, Sat. 8-9 p.m.
Father Knows Best (NBC-105): Scott Paper (JWT),(CBS-161)
Wed. 8:30-9
p.m.
Gunsmoke
: Liggett
& Myers
(D-F-S), Remington Rand (Y&R), alterternating, Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-125) : Lever
Bros. (JWT), American Home Products
(Bates), alternating, Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
I've Got a Secret (CBS-198): R. J. Reynolds (Esty), Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.
Price Is Right (NBC-118) : participating
sponsors, Mon.-Fri. 11-11:30 a.m.
Restless Gun (NBC-107) : Warner-Lambert
(SSC&B), Mon. 8-8:30 p.m.
Red Skelton Show (CBS-190): Pet Milk
(Garner), S. C. Johnson & Son (FC&B),
Tues. 9:30-10 p.m.
Tales of Wells Fargo (NBC-147): Buick
(M-E), American
Tobacco (SSC&B),
Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Danny Thomas Show (CBS-158) : General
Foods (B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Wagon Train (ABC-152): Lewis Howe
(M-E), Drackett (Y&R), Edsel (FC&B),
Wed. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Wyatt
Earp
(ABC-103)
: General
Mills
(D-F-S),
Procter
& Gamble
(Compton),
Tues. 8:30-9 p.m.

34.4
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ADVERTISERS 8 AGENCIES continued

Why

they

decide

Are live commercials better than film?
Are film commercials better than live?
You can get good arguments from advertising agencies for both sides. Some like
their spots delivered by local personalities.
Others prefer films. Still others use both,
depending on stations and circumstances.
With all the uncertainty and variety of
answers usually produced by informal contacts, Broadcasting decided to clear the
atmosphere by going directly to leading
agencies. A survey was conducted, yielding
a total of 129 usable questionnaires.
The study showed that three out of every
five advertising agencies use more filmed
spots than live commercials in their tv
campaigns. These agencies agree, however, that live spots offer many important
advantages (see complete results below).
Figures showing the reasons agencies select either live or film spots are broken down
by first, second, third and fourth choices.

QUESTIONS,
ON

USE

OF

on

film

This procedure supplies a broad insight into
the thinking that lies behind agency decisions.
In showing a preference for filmed spots,
29%

of agencies specified "guaranteed performance" as their first reason; 21% mentioned "accuracy insured"; 17% named
"flexibility of production," and 17% cited
"assurance of identical commercials in all
The opportunity of using popular local
markets."
personalities
dominated the thinking behind
selection of live spot commercials — 53% of
the responding agencies giving this as their
main reason. One out of six agencies
based the choice of live rendition on the
"sense of immediacy" obtained and one out
of nine cited the opportunity to make lastminute copy changes.
About half (47%) of the agencies felt
local personalities do a better job for the
advertiser than films. Three out of five agen-

ANSWERS
FILM/LIVE

SPOTS

QUESTION 1: What are your four main reasons for using films
spot commercials?
Reasons
2nd (% of Agencies)
1st
%
%
%
3rd
12.2
FLEXIBILITY
OF PRODUCTION
17.0
9.9
NO PROBLEM WITH PERFORMERS MISSING
3.2
10.2
5.9
LINES
NO PRODUCTION PROBLEMS ONCE THE
9.6
11.9
16.3
FILM LEAVES YOUR HANDS
21.8
21.3
ACCURACY INSURED
19.4
28.7
15.8
GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE
14.3
6.9
3.2
ECONOMY
9.2
PERSONALITY SELL ON NATIONWIDE
7.1
BASIS
9.9
ASSURANCE OF IDENTICAL COMMERCIAL
17.0
11.3
17.9
IN ALL MARKETS
100

100

100

for
4th
%
13.1
9.5
19.0
11.9
9.5
11.9
8.3
16.8

100
COMMENTS — Live commercials are often impossible for station to handle;
no local announcer talent fees; flexibility of placement; top talent use of
top-grade music; animation; some ideas cannot be presented live; time
and program adjacencies; requires less aircheck; supervision important;
repeat value and use on multiple stations; can obtain effects on film not
possible live.

QUESTION 3: What percentage of all spot commercials prepared by your agency would you
say are live?
% of Live
% of
Commercials
Agencies
0-5 %
L- - • ■ 14.4
5-10
13.6
10-20
12.0
20-40
19.2
40-60
12.0
60-80
13.6
80-100
15.2%
100%

QUESTION 4: In a recent survey among tv stations, 95% had three or more local personalities
whom they can use for live national spot announcements; many of the stations surveyed
believe that local personalities will do a better
Page 40
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/live

commercials
cies said they prepare live and filmed commercials for different markets in a campaign
for a particular account.
Five out of every eight agencies said they
put supervisory people on the road when
they buy live commercials on tv stations.
Only 23% of the responding agencies
said they have confidence in the way live
commercials are produced in at least three
out of every five stations. The rest show
varying degrees of doubt as to the calibre
of live spot production at tv stations.
Advertisers do not play an overly important role in agency decisions to use live
and/ or film spots, the survey shows. Nearly
half of the agencies report the client's influence as "not at all" or "slightly." A third
describe the client's role as "50-50" and one
out of six agencies say the client has "considerable" influence. Less than 1% of clients make the entire decision.
The results follow:

QUESTION 2: What are your four main reasons for using live
commercials?
Reasons (% of Agencies)
1st
2nd
3rd
%
%
%
15.7
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF POPULARITY OF
LOCAL PERSONALITY
52.7
15.6
FEEL A SENSE OF IMMEDIACY IN LIVE
16.5
ANNOUNCEMENTS
14.6
11.1
CAN MAKE LAST-MINUTE COPY
CHANGES
11.0
18.8
20.0
16.7
MORE SPONTANEITY IN LIVE
4.4
COMMERCIALS
10.0
CAN ADAPT COMMERCIALS TO DIFFERENT
19.8
5.5
20.0
MARKETS MORE EASILY
BELIEVE
"ALL SALES
LOCAL,"
THEREFORE
LOCAL ARE
PERSONALITIES
SHOULD BE USED
FOR RESEARCH PURPOSES, TESTS OF
DIFFERENT APPEALS CAN BE USED
FOR TEST MARKETS, DIFFERENT
COMMERCIALS ARE USED
CHEAPER

4th
%
13.1
9.8
16.4
19.7
11.5

11.1

11.5

4.2

4.4

2.1
3.0

3.3
4.4

8.2
4.9
4.9

2.2

5.2

1.1
1.1
5.5

...

spot

100
100
100
COMMENTS — Economy (mentioned by 21 respondents); more convincing
demonstration as with Polaroid and Timex; speed; usually able to get
longer commercial as announcers drag it out, ad lib; actual demonstration;
faster adaptability; client's sales force can better merchandise good local
personality; live quality far surpasses film; production techniques such
as slide-on-slide supers, matched dissolves, sound on tape, film clips, etc.,
are far more effective and flexible than film; limited schedule doesn't warrant expensive productions; effective for local clients; more believability;
easily adapted to various station personalities.
100

job for an advertiser than film. Do you agree
or disagree?
AGREE
DISAGREE

% of
Agencies
47.1%
52.9%
100%

COMMENTS — Choosing live or film is a matter of
casting commercial to product; the quality of
live commercials is sometimes so low as to be
incredible; local personalities do not have the
salesmanship of network personalities; the
glamour of a big-time announcer adds prestige
to a product; until girls are allowed to remove
their clothes while spieling, only the top personalities can beat film from a really good film
agency; I question the "95% with three or more
local live shows (personalities)"; most local
stations are sharper on production than given
credit for; many local personalities are not up
to a first-rate polished job; live commercials
without agency supervision are seldom successful; it depends on personality; particularly effective for kid appeal; many live personalities do

an outstanding job; the few good personalities
can deliver a better job but there are so many
really poorsentativeones;
if ancan
advertiser's
field a repreor agency
work with
local
personality and even get him a talent fee, you
will get advertising and personal handling which
will far surpass a cold film commercial especially
if he has a powerhouse station production crew;
a combination of live tie-in and film causes a
fine remembrance factor; local announcer plugs
so many products he loses credibility.
QUESTION 5: For a given account, do you ever
prepare live commercials for one market and
filmed commercials for another?
yes
no

% of
Agencies
61%
39%
100%

COMMENTS — Markets where we personally control live production; quality of local talent; size
of account plus space used; test areas, local
Broadcasting

personalities, budget; product distributors; film
is flat, ineffective; will use live where we feel
the station will take a personal interest; will
always use live locally since we can make it
really sit up and talk whereas film production
is big, useless hassle; strength of local personalities, price variation; some need agency supervision making it necessary to provide films in
markets away from our area; ability of local
talent coupled with sales sense; timeliness or
special events; local conditions peculiar to
market.

QUESTION 6: When you do buy live commercials on tv stations, is it your agency's practice
to send supervisory people on the road?
% of
Agencies
yes
62.4%
no
37.6%
100%
COMMENTS— Sometimes to inject enthusiasm, understanding of product, problems product has,
concept behind campaign; if only for goodwill;
depends on budget; only where definite direction
is absolutely needed; on a long-term contract;
standardizes production; depends on distributor's
monitoring; only for the first program; we believe this is a "must"; too costly; only for tricky
production.

QUESTION 7: How many stations do you have
confidence in as producers of your live spot
commercials?
Have Confidence
% of
Agencies
in Stations
8.7%
up to 5%
5-10
7.7
10-20
H-5
22.1
20-40
40-60
26 9
I4-4
60-80
80-100
8-7
100%

QUESTION 8: To what extent do your clients
influence the agency's decision as to live or
filmed spot announcements?
% of Clients
Extent of
Influencing Agencies
Influence
NOT AT ALL
36.8
l
SLIGHTLY
33.6
50-50
*■
CONSIDERABLY
0.8
CLIENT MAKES ENTIRE DECISION
100%

Gage/Booth & West Created
By California Agency Merger
C. B. Juneau Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.,
has merged with Allen & Marshall, Los
Angeles, to form Gage/ Booth & West Inc.,
former president of Juneau has
Ray Gage,
announced.

Mr. Gage is president of the new company. C. A. Booth and Herbert M. West,
r
forme Allen & Marshall officers, become
executive vice president and secretarytreasurer of G/B&W, respectively.
Other appointments: Ted Baillie has been
named vice president-account supervisor;
Ed Bodine, vice president-industrial division
head; Anona D. Hansen, print media vice
president. All formerly were associated with
Juneau. Jack Duff and Betty Meade, formerly with A&M, have been appointed
marketing vice president and radio-tv vice
president, respectively.
Gage/ Booth & West is at 8447 Wilshire
ly Hills. Telphone: Olive 3Blvd.,
1770. Bever
Broadcasting

Shepard
To

Lists

Motivate

9

Ways

Consumer

If you want to devise commercials that
will sell, marketing campaigns that will put
over a new product or push an old one to
new sales heights, forget recognition and
recall tests, like and dislike comparisons and
go back to Freud, Pavlov and the great
military strategist Clausewitz, Al Shepard,
executive vice president of the Institute for
Motivational Research, said last Monday.
Speaking at the biweekly luncheon of the
Hollywood Ad Club, Mr. Shepard presented nine guides to marketing strategy in
today's ever changing consumer climate:
1. Consumer identification — Communication is a two-way street. The successful
commercial sets up an interaction between
itself and the viewer or listener, an element
of identification that convinces him it's talking to people like him, an element of participation that gets him to enter into the
commercial.
2. Integration — All elements of the commercial should pull together, not oppose
each other.
3. Inter-relation — Each commercial
should be related to all others in the continuing campaign, to the commercials for
other products in the company's line and to
commercials for competing products and
to all the commercials to which the viewerlistener is exposed.
4. Activation — The commercial must
trigger a desire that can be satisfied only by
purchase of the product, rather than leave
the
only. viewer-listener satisfied as a spectator

BENTON & BOWLES will be Benton
vs. Bowles this week. Both William
Benton (1) and Chester Bowles are
candidates for the Democratic nomination for the U. S. Senate from Connecticut, to be decided at the Democratic convention Friday and Saturday
in Hartford. Both have been active
in politics since leaving B&B, Mr.
Benton as a senator and Mr. Bowles
of Connecticut and amas governor
bassador to India. They organized
B&B in 1929; Mr. Benton retired in
1936, Mr. Bowles in 1941. The agency
founders faced constituents in a pree on WTICntion
conveHartf
ord.political debat
TV

Those are the four prime factors of effective communication, Mr. Shepard said.
They can be amplified by the following five

someone else does, as Gents before
produceral
Foods did with Sanka coffee.

points:
5. Marketing strategy is a unique thing.
The exactly right strategy for one product
may be just as exactly wrong for another

channels of communica9. Coordinate ,allpublic
relations, publicity
tion— -advertising
— to pull together and not to work against
each other.

similar product. It can't be copied; it must
be originated for the particular product to
be sold.
(Mr. Shepard illustrated this point with
the story of Pepsodent's I.M.P. campaign.
A survey disclosed that most people thought
I.M.P. was a government agency and, when

In presenting his nine points, Mr. Shepard emphasized that these are guides, not
rules, and that they are intended to serve
as stimuli to creative thinking, to be "springboards, not straitjackets," and in no way
e the judgment and imagination
replac
to
tising.
which combine to create the best adver-

asked about Pepsodent's advertised ingredient, recalled Irium, which had not been
advertised for some years. The agency,
Foote, Cone & Belding, took this information and developed the "wonder where the
yellow went" campaign and put it primarily on radio, with spectacular results.)
6. Define your market target. Pinpoint,
don't scatter your shot.

7. Anticipate changes. Watch
ing trends. Motorists' dreams
sporty convertibles while buying
dans, revealed in 1941, led auto

for emergof driving
sedate semakers to

develop today's big selling hardtop convertible. Housewives' desire for cereals that
would provide essential protein to the diet
of their husbands and children led to Kellogg'sSpecial K and others of that type.
8. Discover your own weaknesses and
exploit them yourself by introducing new

Copeland, Garnitz Join Forces
Reorganization of Allan J. Copeland Adv.
into Allan Copeland & Garnitz Inc., Chicago, effective July 1, was announced last
week by the principals involved. Howard
Garnitz, member of the Copeland agency,
becomes vice president and board member
of the new organization, which retains
offices at 75 E. Wacker Drive. Copeland
Adv. billed about $300,000 in the past
12 months, according to Mr. Copeland, a
co-founder and past president of the Mutual
(formerly Midwestern) Advertising Agency
Network. Mr. Copeland started his advertising career with the old Lord & Thomas
agency. Mr. Garnitz has been associated
with several Chicago agencies as account
executive. He will be primarily responsible
for C&G new business activities.
June 23, 1958
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ADVERTISERS 8 AGENCIES continued

REYNOLDS

LEADS

•

TvB releases tv data showing

•

Top

15 spenders

carry over

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco's Winston cigarettes led the brands in network tv lor April
with a hefty gross time of $731,077. The
cigarette firm's Camel also appeared among
the top 15 (No. 11 spot) brand spenders.
A leading tv investor. Procter & Gamble,
moving along at a near $4.5 million clip
for several products in network television
in April, placed three of them in the top
15 brands: Tide in second place. Gleem in
14th and Cheer in 15th.

NETWORK

9%

April jump

from

March

over '57
blue-chip

• Increases were scored along the line in
network tv advertiser gross investments
(time charges) for April in both daytime
and nighttime billing. All periods jumped
at least 9% (Sunday and Saturday daytime
billing went up 21%) for the month as
against April of last year.

TOP

NETWORK

By Company

April, though ranks changed. The more-than$1 million but less-than-$2 million per
month class was led by Colgate-Palmolive.
Of interest in the automobile ad field:
Plymouth, Ford, Chevrolet, Dodge and
Oldsmobile were the only Detroit brand
names listed in the top 15 and each followed the other in spending. The range was
a high of $575,568 for Plymouth, which
placed No. 4, and a low of $449,556 for
Oldsmobile, No. 8 in the list. Difference in
time purchases between these two: $126,012.

work television during April are highlighted:

advertisers' gross billing estimates and the
estimated expenditures of network tv advertisers by product classification.
These trends and developments in net-

15

• The top 15 tv advertisers on the networks stabilized in identity from March to

list

• Two automotive companies — Chrysler
Corp. and General Motors — each figured in
the listing of the top 15 brand spenders on
behalf of two of their cars, while Ford
Motor Co. entered its Ford passenger car
as No. 5. GM was No. 2 network tv advertiser inApril with a more than $2 million gross billing; Chrysler was fifth with
over $1.6 million and Ford No. 12 with a
little more than $1 million. The two GM
brands: Chevrolet (No. 6 among the brands)
and Oldsmobile (No. 8). For Chrysler:
Plymouth (No. 4) and Dodge (No. 7).

These spending estimates of the top 15
brands were released for April by the Television Bureau of Advertising and are based
on a report by Leading National Advertisers
and Broadcast Advertising Reports.
Data includes also the top 15 network

• As in March, there were 12 advertisers
in April (compared to 10 in February and
13 in January) that spent $1 million or
more at gross rates for network tv time.

PACK

SPENDING

• Running nearly equal in share of network tv billing in April were two product
categories, foods and toiletries; the former
at the $8.8 million level, toiletries at $8.1
million. For the first four months, foods
were in front by about $3 million. Second
level in April (around $5 million) was made
up of autos and soaps; third level (around $4
million) by smoking materials, medicinesproprietary remedies.

By Product

APRIL 1958
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

PROCTER & GAMBLE
GENERAL MOTORS
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
GENERAL FOODS
CHRYSLER
LEVER BROS.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
BRISTOL-MYERS
GILLETTE
KELLOGG
FORD MOTOR
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
AMERICAN TOBACCO
PHARMACEUTICALS INC.

$4,429,251
2,037,069
1,742,670
1,671,113
1,621,281
1,614,766
1,454,553
1,446,465
1,354,771
1,181,987
1,112,399
1,054,572
889,959
873,816
844,879

AuKlLUL 1 UKh & rAKJVllrNLi
ArrAKtL, rUUl WlAR & ACLcoSORIES
AUTOMOTIVE, AUTOMOTIVE ACCESSORIES & EQUIPMENT
BEER, WINE & LIQUOR
BUILDING MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT & FIXTURES

191,262

ENTERTAINMENT & AMUSEMENT
FOOD & FOOD PRODUCTS
GASOLINE, LUBRICANTS & OTHER FUELS
HORTICULTURE

INSURANCE
JEWELRY, OPTICAL GOODS & CAMERAS
MEDICINES & PROPRIETARY REMEDIES

APRIL 19S8
1. WINSTON CIGARETTES (REYNOLDS) $ 731,077
2. TIDE (P & G)
710,112
3. ANACIN (WHITEHALL )
U
4. PLYMOUTH
PASSENGER CARS
(CHRYSLER)
5. FORD PASSENGER CARS
6. CHEVROLET PASSENGER CARS (GM)
7. DODGE PASSENGER CARS (CHRYSLER)
8. OLDSMOBILE PASSENGER CARS (GM)
9. BUFFERIN
(B-M)
10. VICEROY CIGARETTES (B & W)
11. CAMEL CIGARETTES
(REYNOLDS)
12. EASTMAN KODAK CAMERAS
13. FAB DETERGENT (COLGATE)
14. GLEEM TOOTHPASTE (P & G)
15. CHEER DETERGENT (P & G)
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710,081
575,568
544,282
531,300
480,611
449,556
448,078
447,168
443,707
436,161
398,619
377,433
366,675

5,157,637
444,381

CONSUMER SERVICES

INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS

By Brand

33,622
395,610

CONFECTIONERY & SOFT DRINKS

HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS

15

$

198,841
708,156

HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

TOP

Categories
1958
APRIL

OFFICE EQUIPMENT, STATIONERY & WRITING SUPPLIES
POLITICAL

8,868,276
306,675
159,456
2,016,194
338,489
1,583,091
720,192
1,094,259
4,601,180
615,276

PUBLISHING & MEDIA

126,956

RADIOS, TELEVISION SETS, PHONOGRAPHS,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES
SMOKING MATERIALS

506,127

SOAPS, CLEANERS & POLISHES
SPORTING GOODS & TOYS
TOILETRIES & TOILET GOODS
TRAVEL, HOTELS & RESORTS
MISCELLANEOUS
Total
LNA-BAR:

1958
JAN-APRIL
$

46,688

1,270,000
20,466,072
2,235,626
556,134
3,220,606
1,442,049
212,616
35,833,722
997,234
274,554
7,508,076
1,128,144
6,851,724
2,351,487
3,402,604
20,218,747
2,281,488
66,174
580,881

4,794,561

2,677,592
19,351,277

5,715,860
167,661

21,850,903
552,737

8,123,759
271,661

32,855,118

600,144

2,351,420
$191,472,179

$47,739,326

888,506

Gross Time Costs Only
BROADCASTING

ht

oug

you
be
to
in

you

can

be,

on

movie

WRG-TV's library of exciting feature films will make you
a star where it counts — in the big Washington selling
picture! You can't miss with your sales message appearing
on hit motion pictures like The. Shocking Miss Pilgrim
starring Betty Grable, Sands of Iwo Jima starring John
Wayne, The Wild Blue Yonder starring Wendell Corey,
and Dakota Incident starring Linda DarnelL These are the

- 4

(10:30

P. M., SUNDAYS)

Movie • 4 features for July alone. And they're the reasons
WRC-TV's Movie • 4 brings in ratings as high as 18.3!
Now Movie* 4 is available/through September, on any
one of WRC-TV's low-cost discount plans. Call WRC-TV or
NBC Spot Sales and make yourself a star on Movie * 4!

• 4
WRC-TV
Sold by NBC Spot Sales NBC Leadership Television Station in Washington, D.C.

FILM

WLOS-TV,
C&C
PACT
RULED
VALID
• Court refuses to annul barter deal for RKO films
•

Effect seen

on

pending

block-booking

antitrust suit

A court decision that has possible bearing on the block-booking civil antitrust suit
pending against major distributors of feature
films to television was handed down June
1 3 when New York Supreme Court Justice
Edgar J. Nathan Jr. denied a motion by
Skyway Broadcasting Co. (WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C.) in an action against C&C
Films Inc., New York.
Skyway sought to have its agreement for
the RKO library of feature films abrogated

ing block-booking by major distributors of
features, is pending in the federal courts.
The Skyway contract follows the conventional C&C pattern, with the station buying
the 740 RKO features under a 10-year licensing arrangement and paying C&C in
spot time to be utilized by International Latex Corp. In addition, the station, under the
terms of its 1956 contract, agreed to pay
C&C $45,000 in cash for prints and other
services.

on the grounds the contract constituted "the
illegal practice of block-booking." C&C
Films Inc., subsidiary of C&C Television
Corp. which distributes the RKO library
in the U. S., sold it April 1956 to Skyway.
In his decision in favor of C&C Films,
Justice Nathan referred to the Paramount

C&C, in April of this year, started arbitration proceedings as called for in the contract
when Skyway declined to make the required
cash payment, according to a spokesman for
the company. Skyway thereupon moved to
challenge the entire contract by filing the
motion in New York Supreme Court, charging block-booking.
Skyway is controlled by Charles B. Britt

Picture anti-trust case which was won by
the government and held that block-booking
was illegal. But Justice Nathan pointed out
that the U. S. Supreme Court ruled also
that "block-booking was not illegal per se"
and "films may be sold in blocks when
there is no requirement, expressed or implied, for the purchase of more than one
film." Justice Nathan continued:
"The practice of licensing a large part or
all of a library of films for television use
as a condition of obtaining any one or more
selected films may very well constitute an
illegal form of block-booking. Certainly such
a practice would appear to lessen such competition inselected features and enlarge the
copyright monopoly beyond its permissible
bounds. On this motion, the court cannot
make a judicial determination that the holding in the Paramount case is applicable to
the fact disclosed in the moving papers. The
affidavits before the court are wholly inadequate for such purpose.
"Moreover, the affidavits fail to raise a
substantial issue as to the petitioner's claim
that it was forced to take all the films as
a condition to exhibit any one. There is no
evidence in the agreement or otherwise that
petitioner negotiated for or was refused a
license covering selected films. In the absence
of such a showing, no triable issue is presented."
Arnold Stream, counsel for the film distributor, hailed the decision as "a possible
harbinger of the outcome of the civil antitrust Justice Dept. action." The suit, allegC&C

NOW

TV

INDUSTRIES

Stockholders of C&C Television
Corp., New York, last week approved
proposals to change the name of the
company to Television Industries Inc.,
authorize a one-for-ten reverse stock
split and reduce the authorized share
of stock from 10 million to 3 million
[Film, June 2], A spokesman said the
name of the company was being
changed to "reflect more accurately
the purpose of the company."
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and family, with Mitchell Wolfson's WTVJ
Inc. (WTVJ [TV] Miami, Fla.) owning
36.9%. The Wolfson ownership will increase to 100% if a pending application
filed with the FCC last March is approved.
The Wolfson group owned 16.85% of the
WLOS stations in June 1957 but increased
its holdings to its present 36.9% ownership over the period, laying out over $550,000 for stock and options. It also will assume
obligations of $341,000.
NTA Upheld in Injunction
Against UA in AAP Purchase
The appellate division of the New York
State Supreme Court last week unanimously
affirmed a court order granting National
Telefilm Assoc., New York, a temporary
injunction pending trial of its suit against
United Artists Corp. and others.
Last month, Supreme Court Justice Aron
Steuer granted a motion temporarily enjoining United Artists from proceeding with
its plans to take over assets of Associated
Artists Productions until a suit brought by
NTA can be tried [Film, May 19]. The
defendants appealed this decision and the
appellate division's ruling last week upheld
the original order.
Early this year NTA brought action
against United Artists, Associated Artists
Productions and others, contending that
NTA had signed a contract for the purchase of majority stock in AAP before
that company sold its assets to UA. At
stake is the Warner Bros, film library and
the Popeye cartoons. NTA is seeking to
enforce its contract with AAP or in the
alternative asks $18 million in damages.
NTA

Acquires

40

Warner

Films

National Telefilm Assoc. has acquired
40 hour-long re-run programs produced for
television by Warner Bros., it was announced last week by Oliver A. Unger,
NTA vice president, and Benjamin Kalmenson, executive vice president of Warner
Bros. The hour dramas were presented
several seasons ago on ABC-TV under the

YANKS GO 'OME
The "tremendous" effect of American television in small territories such
as Hong Kong is a subject of concern
to Britian's Independent Tv Companies Assn. So much so that, according
to G. R. Shrosbee, the association's industrial advisor, it is "even willing to
face a loss" in its tv program sales to
these countries in an effort to stop the
influx of U. S. tv. "We naturally want
them to see the British rather than the
American
Shrosbee.

way

of life," said Mr.

title of Warner Bros. Presents. They will
be made available for distribution to stations
by NTA and others will be carried on the
NTA Film Network as part of its Tv Hour
of Stars next fall.
MGM

Pre- 1948

Shorts

Sold

By MGM-TV in 14 Markets
MGM-TV soon will confirm the first
cluster of sales of the pre- 1948 library
of MGM short subjects offered to stations
[Film, June 9]. The library, announced
by MGM-TV General Sales Manager Dick
Harper, is in three packages, including
the "Our Gang Comedy" package of 52
of Hal Roach's one-reelers produced for
MGM from 1938-44; "Crime Does Not
Pay" (42 films) and the John Nesbitt "Passing Parade" shorts (65). Reportedly the
short subjects now have been sold in 14
markets, representing total sales of more
than $500,000.
New purchasers included the NBC-owned
and operated division for WRCA-TV New
York and WRCV-TV Philadelphia (the
"Our Gang" package); CKLW-TV WindsorDetroit, (all three packages); WWJ-TV Detroit, WJZ-TV Baltimore ("Our Gang") and
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles ("Parade" and
"Gang").clusive
Contracts
are for three years' exshowing.
Other station which have bought various
packages since offered: WOW-TV Omaha;
WLAC-TV Nashville; WDSU-TV New
Orleans; KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash.; KFBCTV Greenville, S. C; KBET-TV Sacramento,
Calif., and KAKE-TV Wichita, Kan.
AAP Reveals Profitability
Of Merchandising Popeye

Film

Popeye is proving to be a strong royaltygetter- for Associated Artists Productions.
The film distributor has released figures on
merchandising tie-ins with manufacturers of
-children's games and stations telecasting
Popeye cartoons.
The merchandising program is handled
by a wholly-owned subsidiary, Associated
Artists Enterprises. An example of one of
the highest Popeye licensees in terms of
royalty pay is Colorforms Inc., Norwood,
N. J.
AAP reports that 950,000 Popeye Colorform games were sold in the six months that
it has been affiliated with the New Jersey
manufacturer in a merchandising tie-in.
Colorforms receives regular weekly promoBroadcasting
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High fidelity equipment and telephone
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tape machines
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deliver delayed broadcasts of news scoops,
interviews, network
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area for news stories ... all equipped
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RADIO
WBAL
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND ★ 50,000 WATTS
NBC Affiliate— Nationally Represented by
THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC,

FILM CONTINUED

PROGRAM SERVICES

tional rotations on the AAE "merchandising
network" of 32 stations. (Popeyc is heing
telecast by 133 stations.) In turn, the manufacturer has bought air time on WPIX (TV)
New York: WFIL-TV Philadelphia; WNHCTV New Haven, Conn.; CKLW-TV Windsor-Detroit, and KFJZ (TV) Fort Worth.
Paul Kwartin, executive vice president of
AAE who drew up the agreement with
Colorforms last November, said that in the

Miller Gets
As National

UPI Appointment
Radio News Manager

The promotion of
national radio news
Press International was
by UPI.
Mr. Miller

post established as
a result of the recent
merger of United

six months, Colorforms' sales climbed from
an animal level of $4 million to S12 million.
In all. AAE
ing tie-in i.

now has 48 Popeye merchandisFILM

DISTRIBUTION

ABC Film Syndication reports it has placed
re-runs of The Adventures of Jim Bowie
into station syndication. Half-hour film
series has been carried on ABC-TV for
past two years under sponsorship of American Chicle Co. Seventy-six half-hour episodes are available for distribution.
FILM SALES
Ziv Television Programs, N. Y., has announced that its Highway Patrol series has
been bought for presentation in Finland,
Belgium, Germany and Italy. Series will be
dubbed in languages of countries (Flemish
in Belgium). Ziv also reported that Procter
& Gamble, Cincinnati, has signed for five
series to be telecast in Mexico City as acrossthe-board programs. List consists of Harbor
Command, Man Called X, Cisco Kid, Dr.
Christian and District Attorney.
————
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advanced to several executive posts until last
summer when he was named central division
radio news editor. He makes his headquarters in Chicago where the radio department
is based. In his new post, Mr. Ahrens will
work in the field, coordinating operations of
the UPI desks with the needs of client stations and in administering the expanded
operations.
In additional changes of assignment resulting from the merger, Paul Allerup,
formerly managing editor of INS, has been
named features editor and director of special
news projects for UPI, and Edwin C. Stein,
formerly editor of International News
Photos, appointed associate picture editor
of United Press International Photos.

Midwest

Stations Sounded

Out
On Nighttime Football Coverage
More than 40 radio stations have tentatively agreed to carry a proposed series of
weekend nighttime college football broadcasts by the Midwestern Sports Network, it
was reported Tuesday.
Stations are being offered a choice of
two college games on Friday and Saturday
nights and Thanksgiving, with one to be
selected on the basis of station and sponsor
interest, according to Eddie Einhorn, the
network's managing director and play-byplay sportscaster. Each package features
top teams in the nation, according to their
1957 performances. Midwestern previously
aired the 1958 NCAA basketball championships on stations in about 20 states as its
initial network offering. The new series is
billed as Football Under the Stars. The two
suggested packages vary as to scheduling.
Stations are given the alternative of merely
clearing time and setting a net price per
game, while permitting the network to sell
it or selling the time itself at a suggested
network rate.

Retail

Average*
See

Dean C. Miller to
manager of United
announced last week
succeeds Charles E.
Ahrens, who has
been named to a
new administrative

Two

ASCAP

Suits Filed

The American Society of Composers,
Authors & Publishers reported the filing of
court actions in two different sections of the
U. S. In the city court of New York,
ASCAP's suit against J. Elroy McCaw,
former owner of KORC Mineral Wells,
Tex., charges him with breach of license

agreements alleged to have been in effect
between ASCAP and Mr. McCaw. ASCAP
claims the defendant failed to report and
pay license fees during the time he owned
the station. ASCAP is asking for damages.
The other suit by five ASCAP members was
filed in the U. S. district court for the
western district of Missouri against Twin
City Adv. Agency, owner of KPRS Kansas
City, charging copyright infringement.
Stein Announces
In Worldwide

MCA

Shuffle

Expansion

Program

Music Corp. of America and its companies, in line with its expanding international operations and worldwide service to
clients, is carrying out a major realignment
of its executive staff it has been announced
by Jules C. Stein, founder and chairman
of the board.
Lew R. Wasserman, president of MCA,
becomes executive chairman and chief executive officer of the companies.
Lawrence R. Barnett, head of the band
and act department, succeeds him as president of MCA. Maurice B. Lipsey, vice
president in charge of finance, becomes
president of Management Corp. of America. Herbert I. Rosenthal, head of MCA
Artists, was elected president of MCA
Artists Ltd. Taft B. Schreiber, executive
officer of MCA, becomes president of Revue
Productions Inc. David A. Werblin, head
of MCA-Tv, was elected president of MCA
Tv Ltd.
Charles Miller, treasurer, was appointed
to the executive committee. Karl Kramer,
head of Revue Productions, was named
honorary chairman of Revue Productions,
Inc. The following were named senior vice
presidents: Dave Baumgarten to MCA;
George Chasin to MCA Artists Ltd.; Alan
J. Miller to Revue Productions Inc.; Michael
J. Rockford to MCA Tv Ltd., and Morris
M. Schrier to Management Corp of
America.
Crash

Kills Two

CATV

Men

Two community tv operators were killed
in a plane crash June 14 returning from the
National Community Tv Assn. convention
in Washington two weeks ago. They were
Larry Peay, president, and Gilmore R. Harrison, general manager, Community Tv
Systems of Colorado Inc., Salida, Colo.
Community Tv Systems operates five systems in Colorado: Salida, Alamosa, Antonito, La Jara and Monte Vista, with three
under construction (Pueblo, Gunnison and
Center). The five operating systems serve
approximately 2,000 tv homes. The men
were killed when their privately-owned
Beechcraft Bonanza crashed into the 3,500ft. Alleghany Mt. near Elkins, W. Va.
CNP Licenses 'Cavalry' Game
Two new merchandising arrangements
have been announced by California National Productions' merchandising division.
Developed from the tv film series, Boots
and Saddles — The Story of the Fifth Cavalry, is a new large board game manufactured
by Gardner & Co., Chicago, which has
been licensed by CNP. Another licensing
pact: Dell Publishing Co. for use of The
Life of Riley (NBC-TV) comic book.
Broadcasting
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WSYR-AM-TV Syracuse, N. Y., dedicated its new radio-tv facilities last Tuesday.
The principal address, by NBC President Robert W . Sarnoff, was a sleeper. Instead
of a routine speech, Mr. Sarnoff chose to deliver a major call to action against what he
considers a deliberate attack by newspapers against the competing medium of television.
He also described the hard-sell situation facing broadcasting in a recession market.
Broadcasting's editors consider it a significant speech. It is condensed below.
In addition to the ceremonies last week, the WSYR stations today (Monday) will host
the New York Assn. of Broadcasters at a preview-cocktail party. An open house for the
public will be held the following weekend.

THE industry, and networks in particular,
are under more concerted attack from
more sources today than at any time in their
history. The networks are being investigated,
subpoenaed, interrogated, rebutted and
counter-rebutted by congressional committees, government agencies study groups and
college deans. The networks have spent
heavily in money and man hours in the past
year to marshal files, prepare testimony,
and shuttle legal and executive battalions
between Washington and New York. The
cost to NBC alone exceeded that of creating
26 film episodes of the television epic. Victory at Sea.
On the one hand, there is an insistent
government demand that we relinquish certain controls over programming; on the
other, we face a rising clamor among critics
against network abdication of program control to sponsors, advertising agencies and
program syndicators.
There is another area of latent conflict
which has not been publicly ventilated:
whether some newspapers, under the stress
of intensified competition for the advertising
dollar, are not taking calculated aim on
television in terms of its effectiveness as a
communications instrument and as a sales
tool. One hears the question in swelling
chorus, plus the corollary thought that broadcasters should perhaps use their own facilities to carry their story to the people. It is
surely not unreasonable for a broadcaster
to speak of the press with the same candor
that the press speaks of broadcasting.
The broadcaster is questioning some newspaper coverage of television in terms of
three sections of the paper. One is the main
news section which carries reports of alleged improper conduct in Washington.
The broadcaster says he does not object in
the slightest to Washington investigations of
any aspect of broadcasting or government
administration. But he has begun to ask
whether any leaked story from Washington
concerning television is not a surer avenue
to page one than a trunk murder.
To illustrate, on June 1, the New York
Times carried a front-page article about the
Justice Department's insistence that the
FCC eliminate three basic elements of networking for antitrust reasons. Apart from
the fact that the Justice Department had
expressed itself on these network operations two years ago, the point the broadcaster questioned was the play given the
story. It was the lead domestic news story.
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Only the agony of France overshadowed it.
The second newspaper section under question is television show criticism. The broadcaster understands the panning of an individual western or quiz show. The movies
and the theatre get that, too. But why, he
asks, must that panning be coupled with a
characterization of the entire television
service as degraded and with the incorrect
claim that we are losing millions of disenchanted viewers? Why must the fact that
the tv channels carried this past season the
greatest number of informational, cultural
and educational special programs in television's history be submerged in the backwash of things wrong?
The third newspaper section under the
broadcaster's questioning gaze is the business section, particularly the advertising
news columns. Here he reads that television costs are soaring, that advertisers are
switching from television to the print media
who contend they are more efficient, more
economical buys. Why should the annual
meeting of newspaper advertising executives
be covered like a summit conference?
Over the past 10 years, most broadcasters say they have tended to ignore or
shrug off print hostility. Television was
growing so enormously, the sponsor demand
for time so great, the growth of audience
so rapid, that most executives did not
allow their sense of well-being to be ruffled.
But this has changed as the economy has
changed.

The impact of a recession has specific,
and different, realities for television. Unlike
the print media, who reduce their number
of pages when advertising dwindles, television must continue to program its time
periods whether programs are sponsored
or unsponsored. A handful of prime evening time periods left unsponsored can
transform the figures on any network's
ledger from black ink to red ink.
Last year I wrote a letter to radio-television news editors supporting a Newi York
Times story about the new hard-sell era
facing television. Many in the industry considered it an unfair news article, but its
prediction has been more than borne out.
Our selling problems now make those of
last season mild by comparison. By this
date, two of the three television networks
normally have sold out their full nighttime
schedule for the fall. But this June finds all
the networks with substantial amounts of
open time — sufficient time, if it continues

THREAT

triple-thrust

at tv

unsold, to have a profound effect upon their
annual balance sheets.
The solution most often volunteered us
is to introduce fresh, bright and imaginative
new shows which could capture greater
audiences and thereby induce additional
sales. And indeed we have a backlog of
programs, and new ones on the drawing
board, of the calibre that would bring forth
critical hosannas if they were aired in prime
viewing time. Every network has tried hard
to sell them — the Project 20's, the See It
Nows, the operas, the Outlooks. But many
sponsors and many agencies, when faced
with substantial advertising commitments
in unsettled times, prefer to place their
money on tested mass audience attractions.
Most broadcasters admit they do not
cherish every program their sponsors or their
audiences do, but this is not unique. A
New York publisher recently expressed embar as ment atthe amount of headline space
the paper ventures,
devoted
Lana
misadbut said tothat
the Turner's
paper had
no
choice if it were to maintain its circulation.
While there is no relationship between the
Turner story and a popular program, except size of audience, the broadcaster says
he, too, has some obligation to give his
audience what it wants. He operates a mass
medium. He has nothing to sell but circulation. If the people find westerns and quiz
shows and comedies enjoyable, and if sponsors find advertising messages in these shows
effective, he bebeves he must continue to
program them. He fervently hopes, in fact,
that he can continue to sell enough of them
to supportcializedhisappeal.non-sponsored shows of speHow

would the broadcaster present television's case if he were to use his own
facilities to do so?
He would probably start off by explaining that television as a commercial service,
has just completed its first decade. After
its phenomenal early growth, it appears to
be approaching a plateau. There are 45.5
million sets in American homes. Sight signals
reach more than 97% of the population.
Interest and support of the medium continue to an astonishing degree. In the broadcast season just ended, more Americans
spent more time watching television than
ever before. The average set was turned on
nearly six hours daily, an increase of 4%
over the prior season.
Concerning our Washington problems,
he would probably introduce the subject by
describing television as a compound of newness and bigness, of private enterprise
touched by government regulation — a vast
and complex mechanism motivated by
simple aims: to entertain, to instruct, to inform a nation. He might express the hope
that out of the government investigations
will emerge better understanding and with
it a reasonable pattern of procedure beBroadcasting

tween those who are regulated and those
who regulate.
To the charge that television is pricing itself out of the market, the broadcaster will
say bluntly and factually that its cost in
terms of advertising coverage is going down,
not up. True, the sponsor finds his total
dollar outlay greater, but in exchange for
that dollar increase he receives a far greater increase in viewers reached. His cost per
thousand declined in the past year. It continues to be the most result-producing cost
per thousand of any advertising medium.
He would probably show you sponsor
documentation on how television commercials for a new product have galvanized national demand for that product almost overnight. He would insist that television can
and does play a formidable role in stimulating the process of consumption. There was
evidence of this during the economic dip of
1954 — the year in which the McGraw-Hill
publications say, "Advertising helped kill a
business recession." The broadcaster has a
hunch, though he can't prove it, that the
final blow was struck by television. While
advertising in all media increased 5% that
year, television advertising was stepped up
33%.
In any controversy, grievances, real or
fancied, are not exclusive. If moved to do
so, newspapers could point out that they
give enormous coverage to television programs through log listings, through feature
stories and interviews, through pictures of
stars. This helps their circulation but it helps
television's circulation too.
Newspapers can say justifiably that television aspects is big news, and that includes
its relationships with government as well
as its programs. They can assert with further justification that many programs are
routine and undistinguished entertainment
and that there is room for improvement in
the quality of our service. I agree, and I
also feel newspapers serve a valuable gadfly
role in constantly reminding us of it.
Finally, newspapers can well ask: why,
since many of us own television stations,
extremely profitable stations, would we
spite our corporate face by cutting off our
broadcast nose?

But if there are grounds for conflict between the nation's two primary instruments
of communication, then it is my belief that
the sources of the conflict should be openly
discussed and not allowed to simmer underground.
In terms of television's future, I personally
hope its bulldozer power to move product
mountains can play a significant role in
reversing the current decline. One hopeful
sign is that non-durable goods, which give
the lion's share of their advertising to television, have held a relatively strong sales
curve while durable goods, which have
placed a minority of their advertising with
television, have suffered most.
The formula for conquering a recession
must be to sell your way out of it. Inventories of finished products are down substantially. Consumer savings now are at the
highest in history. All advertising media
face the challenge of luring out those savings. There are two ways we can all go at it.
First, we can attempt to create a proper
psychological climate by dramatizing the
basic strength of our economy and its vividly
hopeful prospects for the future. Nothing
tightens a purse string like fear; nothing
loosens it like hope.
I think many newspapers and magazines
are now doing an effective job in emphasizing affirmative economic news, and in contributing advertising space to the "buy now"
and "confidence" campaigns of the Advertising Council. On the network level, we
are attempting to match their effort by giving air time to support the theme of a
growing and vibrant economy. At NBC we
are donating more than a million dollars
in spot announcements to the campaign
this summer and we expect to register a
billion different viewer impressions.
Secondly, we should muster our total
resources for selling — selling the advantages
of our own media, yes; but, more important,
selling the value of advertising as the essential lubricant of a healthy economic machine.
The NBC research department forecasts
a gross national product by 1962 of $535
billion, a $100 billion increase over the

1957 level. We expect national advertising
expenditures to total nearly $13 billion, up
$2 billion over the current outlay. We think
television will get about half that increase,
but we think newspapers and magazines
will increase their volume too.
ABC-TV,
TO

FUND

REACH

• Weaver
• Lodge

TRY

AGREEMENT

rocks 'Wallace'
all but

boat

scuttles it

The Fund for the Republic and ABCTV last week sought ballast for a coproduced Sunday night tv series which
veered way off course.
A spokesman for the fund said the
non-profit foundation would seek a common understanding with the network in an
attempt to iron out difficulties. He said the
fund thought its Mike Wallace Survival
and Freedom interview series on ABC-TV
(Sundays, 10-10:30 p.m.) has been "successful." The future of the series, once
it runs through the summer, has not been
decided, he commented thus injecting the
possibility that the programming (or some
form of it) might be aimed for fall showing.
Exactly one week after friction between
the fund and ABC-TV over the deletion
of certain portions of a pre-recorded interview with ex-NBC executive Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver Jr. because of suspected libel
[Networks, June 16], a more serious blowup followed the outright cancellation June;
15 by ABC-TV of an interview with Henry
Cabot Lodge, the U. S. Ambassador to
the United Nations (all of the interviews
are taped in advance of airing).
No sooner did ABC-TV cancel the program than a battle of semantics erupted,
extending beyond responsibilities of program
control and into the realm of interpretation. The issue: should a program of this
type be classified as a journalistic — that is
news type
— program.
show, or as a purely "educational"
At times, so much smoke was thrown
up that the "clarifying" statements tended
more to obscure what issues might be at
stake.
In canceling the half-hour program
(Damon Runyon Theatre was shown in its
place), ABC-TV said that deletions Mr.
Lodge had insisted on constituted editorial
censorship, which would have violated the
network's policy. Spokesman for the network was John Daly, vice president in
charge of news, public affairs and special
events.
Mr. viewDaly
saidrecorded
that Mr.several
Lodge'sdays
interhad been
in
advance of the scheduled telecast, that the
company

AT LAST WEEK'S dedication of the WSYR radio-tv center in Syracuse (I to r): E. R.
Vadeboncoeur, WSYR president-general manager; S. I. Newhouse, publisher-owner of
the Newhouse stations; Robert W. SarnofJ, NBC president; Thomas Knode, NBC station relations vice president, and Harry Bannister, NBC vice president in charge of
station relations.
Broadcasting

had agreed that it could be reviewed in the light of subsequent events
but that Mr. Lodge wanted certain cuts
made "in the public interest about some
areas of the discussion." ABC agreed in one
instance but did not go along with others
as involving "national security or the public interest." (Mr. Daly had explained that
under the network's policy ex post facto
editing was not permitted except for libel,
slander, bad taste or national security.)
In the recorded interview, Mr. Lodge
June 23, 1958
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Few companies demand

of

as much

mass advertising as Procter & Gamble,
the nation's largest distributor of
soaps and detergents. Its market is
the whole population. Every one
uses soap. Every housewife buys it.
And P&G wants to reach every one
of them day after day.
Because television is the greatest
the

of mass communication

means

world has ever known,

spends

P&G

more of its advertising dollars on
television than on any other medium.
And

because P&G

finds daytime

television the most economical way to
reach most housewives
P&G

over and over

again, it invests $30 million of its
47-million-dollar network television
budget in daytime programs.

has

Most of this investment

is on the CBS

Television Network.
an

for

eye

the

Today the average daytime program
is reaching bigger audiences than
ever before. On the CBS Television
Network

it reaches a 14 per cent larger

audience than a year ago.
ladies

has

These factors explain why P&G
recently renewed
5 programs

its weekly schedule of

a day, Monday

through

Friday (in addition to its weekly
nighttime commitment) .

They also help to explain the recent
daytime renewals of American

Home

Products, Colgate-Palmolive, General
Mills, Pet Milk, Pillsbury, and Standard
Brands — as well as new orders from
Sterling Drug and Miles Laboratories.

If you have an eye out for housewives,
you can be sure of reaching more of
them— day or night— on the world's
largest single advertising medium.
The

CBS

Television

Network

NETWORKS CONTINUED

presented a view that the U. S. should give
up the idea of winning popularity abroad
and seek international respect instead.

DRIVE

Formation of Television Action Committee— New York to advance city tv production was announced last week at a news
conference by David Susskind, committee
chairman, and executive vice president and
producer of Talent Assoc., New York.

Mr. Hutchins objected to ABC-TV's action, saying the program was educational
in nature and that other programs in the
series (the Lodge interview was eighth in
a series of 13, the Weaver program seventh)
had been revised. He found Mr. Daly's
decision "incomprehensible"; asserted Mr.
Lodge was within his rights in refusing a tv
network official to determine what statements should be telecast and felt that Mr.
Lodge should not be compelled by either
the fund or ABC-TV "to say things he
did not wish to say."
The new rumpus stirred up the Weaver
episode all over again. Mr. Hutchins, in
drawing upon that incident, asserted that
the network was inconsistent in its policies.
He noted, for example, that ABC-TV made
it appear on the program that the deletions
in the Weaver interview were as a result
of mechanical failure and not because of

Among the committee's immediate plans
is the arrangement of a meeting between
Mayor Robert Wagner of New York, Gov.
Averill Harriman and officials of the tv
networks for the purpose of discussing and
creating a plan for building a Television
City. Part of the problem of increased production in New York, according to Mr.
Susskind, is "the deplorable shortage and
inadequacy of studio facilities."
The committee, Mr. Susskind said, intends to "wage a vital public relations campaign to make tv audiences aware of the
increasing loss of quality programs, and to
enlist their outspoken support of the development and presentation of better pro-

said: "Mr.
Hutchins
(Mr.that
libel.later
possible said
ABC officials told
Weaver
him. after his interview had been videotaped, that he 'did not come off well' and he
'should do it over again.' " This reference
apparently was aimed at showing that ABCTV in the case of Mr. Weaver was suggesting a retape, but in Mr. Lodge's instance, canceled the show entirely).
Mr. Hutchins himself is slated to be interviewed on the program July 20. Yesterday (Sunday), the series was to present an
interview of Msgr. Francis J. Lally, editor
of the Roman Catholic newspaper The
Boston Pilot and a member
board of directors.

Well-known personalities who have joined
the Television Action Committee, as listed
bygrams."
Mr. Susskind, are actors Steve Allen,
Ralph Bellamy, Polly Bergen, Carl Reiner,
Ezra Stone and Tex McCrary, producer Herbert Brodkin, playwrights Paddy Chayefsky,
N. Richard Nash and Reginald Rose, theatrical producer-realtor Robert W. Dowling,
directors Elia Kazan, Robert Lewis, Sidney
Lumet and George Schaeffer, tv critics John
Crosby and Harriet Van Home.
Mr. Susskind said the committee would
be concerned with expanding "quality programming, which is traditionally associated

of the fund's

with New York," but pointed out that this
does not eliminate "film programs of high
quality." But, on the whole, Mr. Susskind
directed his fire largely against "sameness
and copy-catism" of film shows produced
in Hollywood, covering westerns, mysteries
and situation comedies, although he criticized the "low quality" of live quiz shows
everywhere.
He pointed out that for the 1958-59
season, the networks already have scheduled
72 half-hour film shows, of which 32 are
westerns. Only 27 live half-hour segments
are set to originate from New York next season, covering drama and variety, whereas in
1954, 56 live programs came from New

The fund also said it expected that the
time period canceled would be worked out
somehow- — possibly an additional half hour
would be provided. It was not known
whether the Lodge interview would be retaped for future presentation.

KCAL

in ABC

Network

Line-up

KCAL Redlands, Calif., has joined ABC
Radio as an affiliate. The station, which
operates with 1 kw on 1410 kc, is owned
by Southwest Broadcasting Co., with Homer
Griffith as general manager.

Nation's
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SAVE

N.Y.

TV

York in prime evening time alone, Mr.
Susskind asserted.
He blamed the networks primarily for
"loss of quality production and high purpose" in television. He claimed the result is
that the viewing public is becoming "disenchanted with tv," sponsors and agencies
are growing "increasingly skeptical" about tv
as an advertising medium and the networks
are left "with more unsold prime broadcast
hours this selling season than ever before
in tv history." Mr. Susskind claimed that
networks still have 17 hours in prime time
unsold for next season.
Mr. Susskind summarized the committee's
Publicize the need for a Television City
program:
in New York; acquaint the public with "the
story of the decline and fall of good
television," and persuade viewers to make
their desires known to networks, advertiser
and agencies; enlist the aid of individuals
employed in New York tv to serve as
spokesmen for the revival of New York
television; a research program to document
the loss of tv production in New York and
of quality programming to tv.
CBS-TV

Curtails Summer

Output

CBS-TV will "go black" this summer in
the early-morning hours with the weekday
Capt. Kangeroo strip (Monday-Friday, 88:55 a.m.) taking a summer hiatus between
June 27-Sept. 29. However, a special videotaped summer version of Kangeroo will be
aired Saturdays, 11 a.m.-12 noon. The 8-9
network slot (8:55-9 a.m. now filled by CBS
News with Richard C. Hottelet) will temporarily revert to station time. The 9-10 a.m.
period had been station time.

1

IOWA,

KVTV,

Retail

Sales

Above

National Average*
See your KATZ
man
Sales Management, June 6, Page 118
Page 52

TO

PERFORMANCE

CITY,

Home
Highest

UNDERWAY

SECRETARY in NBC's owned stations
and spot sales division, Carol Anne
Redling, is pictured with network
personality Ed Herlihy after being crowned "Miss NBC" June 6. The
occasion was NBC's annual spring
dance at the Hotel Waldorf Astoria,
New York. Miss Redling's prizes inwatch. cluded atrip to Bermuda and a wristBroadcasting
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TV
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•

Packagers

•

CBS-TV

of NBC-TV

drops

Papp

FIRED
'Twenty-One'

following

IN
discharge

House

RED
Dubin

committee

QUIZ
as director

questioning

The director of the NBC-TV quiz program Twenty-One and a floor manager at
CBS-TV were tired last week immediately
after appearing as uncooperative witnesses
before sessions of the House Committee on
Un-American Activities, investigating alleged communist infiltration of the entertainment industry.
Charles S. Dubin, the director, employed
by Barry & Enright, packager of TwentyOne, and Joseph Papirofsky (known professionally as Joseph Papp), the CBS-TV
floor manager, were among a group of 18
show business figures who appeared before
the committee in New York last Wednesday
and Thursday. Without exception, witnesses
invoked the First Amendment (free speech)
and/ or the Fifth Amendment (self-incrimination) to the Constitution in refusing to
answer questions on present or past membership in the Communist Party.
Messrs. Dubin and Papp were the only
witnesses who were associated with television as their main source of livelihood.
Others were employed in the Broadway
theatre or in the music field.
Shortly after Mr. Dubin completed his
testimony on Wednesday, NBC issued the
following statement, which led to his dismissal by Barry & Enright:
"The National Broadcasting Co. does
not knowingly employ communists nor permit their employment on programs broadcast over its facilities. Persons who refuse to
testify as to their present or past affiliation
with the Communist Party render themselves unacceptable as regular employes on
NBC programs.

"The further use on NBC programs of
Charles Dubin, who refused to answer certain questions in his appearance before the
House Un-American Activities Committee,
is therefore unacceptable to NBC. Mr.
Dubin is not an employe of NBC but is a
free-lance director currently employed by
several program packagers whose programs
are broadcast over NBC facilities. We are
notifying these packagers of our decision."
Shortly thereafter, Barry & Enright reported that Mr. Dubin had been dismissed
as director of Twenty-One. Mr. Dubin also
is one of several directors of The Investigator, a summer replacement program presented on NBC-TV. In accordance with the
terms of the network's statement, he undoubtedly will not be used on the series.
He has been a television director~for eight
years, serving at ABC-TV for one year and
as a free-lance director since that time. Mr.
Dubin directed several of the Omnibus programs on CBS-TV and The Pulitzer Prize
Playhouse on NBC-TV, among others.
Mr. Dubin invoked the First and Fifth
Amendments 22 times. He denied present
membership in the Communist Party but
refused to answer about membership before
May 8 of this year.
Shortly after Mr. Papp's uncooperative
testimony on Thursday, CBS dismissed him
Page 54
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Radio President Arthur Hull Hayes and
Mr. Dundes. Others taking part included
James M. Seward, executive vice president,
CBS Radio; Louis Hausman, vice president
in charge of advertising and promotion,
CBS Radio; James T. Aubrey, vice president in charge of creative programming,
CBS Inc.; Howard Barnes, vice president
in charge of network programs, CBS Radio;
Irving Gitlin, director of public affairs,
CBS News; John F. Day, director of CBS
News, and Gordon F. Hayes, general manager of CBS Radio Spot Sales.
Additional CBS Radio executives taking
part were Harlan Dunning, supervisor of
network programming; Gerry Maulsby, manager of network broadcasts; Ben Lochridge,
national sales manager; I. S. (Zac) Becker,
vice president in charge of business affairs:
Geraldine Zorbaugh, vice president and
general attorney; Robert Dunne, assistant
general attorney; Harper Carraine, director
of research; Walter Rozett, director of
financial and administrative operations;
Richard F. Hess, assistant to the vice president in charge of station administration,
and Ed Hall, administrative manager of
affiliate relations.

QUIZ SHOW director Charles A. Dubin
stood by his lawyer, Hubert T. Delany, to
take his oath at the House Un-American
Activities Committee hearing. NBC later
dismissed Mr. Dubin for refusing to tell the
investigators whether he has a Communist
record. He invoked the First and Fifth
Amendments 22 times.

Station program dierctors taking part included Allen Ludden, WCBS New York;
Pede Worth, KCBS San Francisco; Robert
Sutton, KNX Los Angeles; Ken Ovendon,
WEEI Boston; Art Thorsen, WBBM Chicago, and Paul Douglass, KMOX St. Louis.

from the staff with this terse announcement:

Russia Blocks CBS' Schorr
From Return to Moscow Post

"The circumstances surrounding the case
of Mr. Papp are such that we have decided
to dismiss him from our employment."
Mr. Papp testified he has been employed
at CBS-TV since 1951 as a floor manager
(an assistant to a director). He said he
functions in this capacity on several programs, including I've Got a Secret. Mr.
Papp testified he is not now a member of the
Communist Party but declined to say if he
was a party member before 1955.
CBS also announced that Arthur Lief,
American guest conductor of the Moiseyev
Russian Ballet, will not appear with the
troupe on the Ed Sullivan Show June 29.
Instead, the ballet company's regular conductor, Samson Galperian, will appear with
the troupe on the show. Mr. Lief, who was
a recalcitrant witness before the committee
on Wednesday, has been serving as a guest
conductor for the ballet company during its
appearances in this country.
CBS Radio Executives Swap
Ideas with Program Directors
An exchange of ideas on effective programming highlighted the agenda of the first
program directors' conference of CBS-owned
radio stations in New York a fortnight ago
as the programming executives met with network officials. Local news coverage and
editorializing problems were other topics
covered at the closed-door sessions at the
Hotel Berkshire, it was reported by Jules
Dundes, vice president in charge of station administration for CBS Radio.
Carroll Hansen, program coordinator for
CBS-owned radio stations, presided at the
meetings which also included talks by CBS

Daniel Schorr, CBS correspondent assigned to Moscow, is unable to return to
his post after a leave of absence because
of visa problems. The Moscow government
has not yet granted a re-entry permit though
Theodore F. Koop, CBS Washington news
director, applied last February.
Mr. Schorr had taken a Jan. 1-April 1
leave of absence to go on a lecture tour
in this country. Paul Niven, assigned to
Moscow

temporarily as Mr. Schorr's replacement, has been in the Soviet capital
six months, instead of the anticipated threemonth tour. Soviet officials refuse to comment on the delay in the Schorr case.

MIKHAIL'S MONUMENT
A Russian named Mikhail Romanosov last week emerged as the discoverer of color tv — according to
Soviet propagandists who claim Russian ingenuity invented everything
but time. Comrade Romanosov lived
long before Karl Marx — back in the
18th century — but apparently this
didn't stop him from tinkering with
the "basic principles" of tint tv,
reports NBC Moscow correspondent
Irving R. Levine. Mr. Levine, in one
of his NBC Radio dispatches, also
pointed out that the Soviet set count
covers only black-and-white receivers,
listing no more than 2 million of
those (about 1/20 of the U. S. total).
The U.S.S.R. is expected to start
transmitting color soon.
Broadcasting
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Just a month ago (May 21) the FCC took its first look at a
memorandum prepared by Comr. T. A. M. Craven proposing a
new approach to the allocations dilemma. It ended the era of
shadow-boxing with the problem. It precipitated a full-scale reappraisal of tv allocations by the Commission, ordered at a special
meeting June 9.
In its June 2 issue Broadcasting gave lead story prominence to
the Craven Memorandum, which urged exploration of a threephase program having as its goal the transition of tv from the
existing scattered assignments in the vhf-uhf range to a new band
of 25 contiguous channels in the range 174 to 324 megacycles. All
except the last three of these channels are in what is classified as
the vhf range under allocations terminology. The existing allocations provide 12 vhf and 70 uhf channels.
Published for the first time in this issue is the full text of the
Craven Memorandum. Comr. Craven, an allocations expert who
has been a principal architect in the devising of broadcast allocations for more than 30 years, makes it abundantly clear that his
Memorandum is exploratory and is intended to provoke discussion
rather than espouse a cause.
The FCC has before it, in addition to the Craven Memorandum,
many other proposals drafted by its staff, or proposed by private
licensees, including the networks. A number of plans, looking
toward immediate rather than long range solutions, also have been
submitted during the past several years to the Senate Commerce
Committee in its inquiry into the tv allocations enigma, which has
found uhf stations in many instances at a competitive disadvantage.
At its June 9 session, the FCC specifically considered the Craven
Memorandum and the proposal of Comr. Frederick W. Ford that
the FCC move ahead on its selective deintermixture program
geared toward making all intermixed markets either all vhf or all
uhf. It also had before it the proposal of ABC-TV which would
add a third vhf channel in 14 top communities, thus making it more
competitive with the older tv networks. Top executives of ABC

Item No
General Agenda
For Commission
Action
May 21, 1958
FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
Washington 25, D. C.
58692
May 15, 1958
INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM
for: General Agenda**
to: The Commission
from: Comr. T. A. M. Craven
subject: Television Allocations
recommended action: Discussion of Policy
GENERAL
1 . The purpose of this memorandum is
to provide a basis for discussion in an endeavor to formulate a new ^Commission
policy with respect to television allocations.
Any suggestions made herein are solely exploratory in nature, and do not constitute
firm proposals or plans.
2. The basic cause of the difficulties
which have been encountered in the Commission's endeavor to foster a nationwide
competitive television broadcast service is
the present allocation of radio spectrum
space to television. In short, the present
wide range of frequencies between tv ch. 2
and tv ch. 83 is not compatible with the
Page 56
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TO
plan

TV'S

for

DILEMMA

allocations

reshuffle
espoused prompt action
at a meeting with the FCC
on June 12, on the heels
of NBC's announcement
that it was giving up the
battle on WBUF (TV)
Buffalo, its uhf outlet in a
market
with
two vhf's,
and would
reaffiliate
Oct.
1 with ch. 2 WGR-TV,
now an ABC-TV outlet.
The FCC this Wednesday scheduled to appear

before the Senate Commerce Committee again to
give an accounting of its
stewardship on tv allocations. At that session, the Commission will be in a position to
tell that committee of the affirmative steps it has taken in instructing
its staff to undertake a complete analysis of the technology and
the social and economic philosolphy of tv allocations.
In the FCC's appearance last month [Government, June 2]
before the Senate Committee, Comr. Craven alluded to his
Memorandum, but in guarded fashion. At that time it had not
been considered by the Commission. Now that the FCC has given
the staff definitive instructions, it is logically expected that Comrs.
Craven and Ford will be subjected to questioning on their projects.
While the Craven Memorandum espouses a 25 channel contiguous band in the long range transition (7 to 10 years), others
have suggested that the quest should be for a greater number of
channels to provide adequate spectrum space for future expansion.
One informal proposal is that the band should be widened to embrace an additional 11 channels, from 324 to 400 megacycles,
making a total of 46 contiguous channels.
The Editors

design, production, and marketing of a reasonably priced, efficient all-channel television receiver. While there are other problems inherent in the existing television
structure, including wide differences in the
propagation qualities between the various
television channels, these problems are susceptible of solution, once the basic difficulty
has been overcome.
3. Before proceeding further, it is only
fair to state that the basic difficulty is not
the fault of the Commission which made the
original allocation. The fault stems from
conditions resulting from the rapid development and huge investment in radio utilizing
spectrum space immediately above 100 mc
by the Civil Aviation Authority and by the
military establishments during or immediately after World War II. This government
could not logically scrap this investment
in equipment and seek new huge appropriations for new equipment for use in other
portions of the radio spectrum merely to
accommodate television broadcasting.
4. As will be discussed hereinafter the
basic fault of the present television allocation structure cannot be corrected immediately. Any attempt to make radical changes
in the present allocation of radio spectrum
space to the various services including tele-

vision isessentially a long range project in
which amortization of the present investment in radio equipment on the part of the
government, radio industry and the public
is an important factor. Consequently, such
long range planning must take into consideration methods by which existing investments can be amortized; while at the
same time providing methods for the introduction and use of new equipment.
5. There are certain steps which can now
be taken within the framework of the present spectrum allocation structure to alleviate
or to solve in part some of the problems
which exist. For example, I have concluded
that there are at least three steps which
the Commission might take in securing certain desirable improvements in the present
situation. These are:
A. Immediate alleviation in some of the
more important major markets in order to
secure a better competitive situation in these
markets. This step would at the same time
afford a necessary improved competitive
situation among the three leading nationwide network systems. The major markets
are those in which at present there are two
vhf stations and one uhf station operating
such as in Providence, R. I.
B. Short range improvements. This would
Broadcasting
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embrace an improvement in the competitive
situation in all of the first 150 markets in
which the existing competitive facilities are
unequal. This step should not be undertaken
until TASO has completed its work in securing acceptable evidence to serve as a basis
for modification of the Commission's present technical standards.
C. Long range solution. This would embrace aradical change in the allocation of
radio spectrum space to television. This
step cannot be undertaken until much coordination has been accomplished in both
the national and international fields. It involves cooperation between government and
industry and the public, and must include
not only agreed-upon methods to accomplish the changes but also must provide for
a period of transition.
SOME

IMPORTANT

POLICY

FACTORS

Tv Channel Assignment Policy
6. It may be recalled that last year I
proposed that the Commission rescind the
Table of Television Channel Assignments
in order to facilitate the establishment of
competitive facilities in some of the important markets. The Commission accepted
this suggestion to the extent of ordering
rulemaking proceedings in which comments
from interested parties were invited.
7. Comments were filed by many parties
both for and against the proposal. I gave
careful consideration to all the comments,
and as a result was convinced that a large
majority of the parties opposed the proposal
because they felt there were insufficient technical facts to support generally acceptable
now engineering standards for allocation
purposes. In other words, while the proposal
envisaged flexibility in the geographic placement of the television stations within the existing technical rules of the Commission,
the opposition feared that economic pressures would be so great as to force the Commission to abandon existing standards prior
to the accumulation of more modern engineering data. It was also felt that departures
from existing standards, without any knowledge of what the results would be, constitute
a dangerous step into the unknown
8. While I believe the Commission could
hold the line with respect to existing technical standards, I nevertheless recognized
the validity of some of the opposing arguments and concluded that my proposal was
untimely from the standpoint of industry
acceptance. I felt the Commission would encounter such resistance that the accomplishment of the immediate alleviation I had
envisaged would be so delayed as to be of
no value. I thereupon withdrew that proposal.
9. There have been several proposals to
modify the Table of Assignments in individual markets. Some of the proposals tend to
equalize competitive facilities by deintermixing into vhf only while others would
make the facilities in a specific market all
uhf. In the latter case many of the proposals
offer no real solution for the market in question because the area would be covered by
vhf stations in nearby markets. In my opinPage 58
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ion the present process of "nibbling" at the
problem offers no basic solution or even a
short range step of any value.
TELEVISION ALLOCATION
ORGANIZATION (TASO)

STUDY

10. I have been impressed with the sincerity of purpose and the progress being
made by TASO to secure improved engineering knowledge relating to the basic allocation problems. TASO was organized by
industry at the suggestion of the Commission
to secure technical data which would be of
assistance to the Commission in making a
determination as to its future television allocation policy. While TASO got off to a
slow start because of the unforeseen problems with respect to antitrust matters which
had to be resolved with the Department of
Justice before TASO could proceed with
its work, I can now state that TASO is proceeding rapidly toward the accomplishment
of its assigned tack. The engineering studies
of TASO are being carried on by six panels
of engineers and by some two dozen committees of those panels. Over 230 competent
engineers from over 130 organizations serve
on those panels and committees. These men
represent all branches of the television industry.
11. Since Jan. 1, 1957 there have been
92 meetings of the Board of Directors of
TASO, the panels, and panel officers, plus
numerous meetings of the committees. As a
result, a large amount of work has been accomplished, although considerable work remains to be done. All panels except the one
dealing with "Analysis and Theory" are
working toward the completion of their
active work by the middle of 1958, and
toward the completion of their final reports
by Aug. 31, 1958. The report of the panel
on "Analysis and Theory" and the overall
report of TASO are expected to be completed by the end of 1958.
12. A total of $56,554 has been expended by TASO through March 31, 1958,
and the budget calls for the expenditure of
an additional $37,219 by the end of 1958.
It is estimated that the total expense of
TASO to the television industry to date has
been between $500,000 and $650,000. Recently the Board of Directors of TASO undertook to raise an additional fund of $75,000 to carry out certain necessary panel
projects.
13. In my opinion the Commission
should continue to give active support to
TASO and should await the completion of
the work of TASO prior to undertaking any
change in existing engineering standards designed to afford changes in allocation policy
under Step No. B discussed hereinbefore.
25-890 MEGACYCLE HEARING
11,997)

(DOCKET

14. Perhaps the most important problem
confronting the Commission is the difficulty
inherent in the present allocation of spectrum space to all radio services using frequencies between 25 and 890 mc. As the
Commission is aware, there is great crowding in the land mobile service, a need for

additional channels for aviation, and a need
for the use of spectrum space between 100
and 1000 mc by common carriers, and an
urgent need for expanded use of the spectrum by certain safety services. Moreover,
the Air Modernization Board is interested in
this portion of the spectrum, and is in the
course of a study of methods to simplify
and make more efficient the use of radio for
aids to air navigation and air traffic control.
Finally, the military establishments of the
government recognize the desirability of a
long range look with respect to the use of
this portion of the spectrum with the objectives of increasing the efficiency of military
communications and use of the spectrum.
15. Those factors are mentioned because,
in my opinion, the time is now opportune
for the Commission to make a long range
evaluation of the radio spectrum uses between 25 and 890 mc. I cannot urge too
strongly that the Commission proceed at an
early date to conclude the hearings in Docket 11,997.
FCC-GOVERNMENT

RELATIONS

16. In making a long range evaluation
of uses of the radio spectrum space between
25 and 890 mc the Commission must coordinate itsefforts with those in the Government which use radio spectrum space. The
method by which the coordination now takes
place is handled between the Commission
and the Office of Defense Mobilization.
Some of the details of this coordination are
handled by the Commission's staff and the
Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee.
17. Recently, on March 24, 1958, the
Office of Defense Mobilization suggested
that ODM and the FCC could jointly pursue
and as necessary provide guidance for long
range planning in the future use by the
United States of the radio spectrum. It was
stated that it was the consensus of the Executive Branch of the government that a fruitful
effort to plan ahead for the United States
use of the radio spectrum required joint
action and guidance between the FCC and
ODM. Specifically, it was recommended that
the Commission review the following as
possible aids:
"A. That joint consideration and planning
by the FCC and ODM for future long range
U. S. use of the radio spectrum is necessary
and desirable in order to achieve fruitful results; and
"B. That the FCC and ODM should jointly give guidance and substance to this effort
at both the technical and policy levels."
The ODM suggested that the Commission
review the following as being an acceptable
procedure in order that the aims in A and
B above might be achieved:
"A. That the Commission's technical frequency allocation group meet periodically
with the IRAC technical frequency allocation group for future planning (SSFA) for
the purpose of planning U. S. future long
range radio spectrum usage. The joint group
to meet initially for the purpose of producing suitable terms of reference, chairmanships and so forth to guide its endeavors;
and
"B. The FCC

and ODM

to appoint an
Broadcasting

tion to state that certain military operations
are not essential to the defense of the
country? Since the answer to this question
appears to be in the negative, it must be
admitted that the use of the radio spectrum
space for communications to support these
military operations is essential.
22. It has been suggested that there be a

individual from each organization for the
purpose of providing joint FCC-ODM policy
guidance to the joint technical group as necessary."
In my opinion these suggestions of the
ODM merely constitute a better use of the
existing machinery governing the joint administration ofthe radio spectrum. Heretofore most of the negotiations between the
FCC and the government have been handled by a lower echelon of officials. The
details of such joint administration have not
received the day-to-day policy guidance
from officials in the higher echelon of government. The lack of such day-to-day policy
guidance has not been conducive to solutions of the joint allocation problems on a
broad basis. The proposal of the ODM
merely rectifies this fault.
18. The Commission has not yet responded to the suggestion of ODM. I
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have expressed the view that such administration should be imposed solely in the FCC.
Others have suggested that an additional
Commission be established which would
have sole jurisdiction in this field replacing
both the President and the FCC. It is my
opinion that any single organization charged
with the administration of the allocation
of the radio spectrum space to all users
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27. I consider the Geneva Radio Conference to be more in the nature of a short
range project than one which will afford a
permanent solution to the many problems
confronting all nations involved in the field
of radio spectrum allocations. Much of the
Geneva conference will be involved by the

CH. 7-13

cH. 2-

HOW

single authority with respect to the allocation of radio spectrum space to all users
nincluding both government and non-gover
ment entities. Some of the Commissioners

SCATTERED

NOW

26. At the Geneva Conference, it is anticipated that we will be confronted with
s
proposal from other nations to make room
for ionospheric and tropospheric scatter
communications and to make room for additional communications facilities for aircraft flying international routes as well as
for international standardization with respect to aids to air navigation. Also, we will
be confronted with proposals with respect to
for
the use of the additio
-nal frequencies
i
vessels
oing
communication with ocean-g
and for the control of ship traffic in con-
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recommend urgently that it respond favorably to this suggestion.
19. There are many who believe that
the military is now utilizing more radio
spectrum space than actually required for
peacetime operations, and that such wasted
ernspace should be assigned for non-gov
ment civilian use. I cannot subscribe to this
viewpoint because our country is not enjoying peace in the sense contemplated in the
past. The present condition is one which is
"short of war." We are on minutes' notice
of a possible attack. Many of our defense
forces are on a continuous operational basis.
20. Moreover, our radar networks and
the communications systems which support
them as well as other military operations
are broadband types of radio operation
which inherently require much more spectrum space than realized by those who hold
n that the military is wasting
opinio
the
spectrum space. While technical improveto
ments are now possible with respect
equipment performance, resulting in some
improvement over the previous inefficient
use of spectrum space by various radio systems, the pressures of the "short of war"
condition indicate that such improvements
should be utilized by additional systems.
21. Finally, who, other than the President and the Defense Dept. are in the posiBroadcasting

would still be bound to allocate spectrum
space to support military communications.
It is entirely possible that such a single
authority would be compelled to give greater
weight to military requirements than to the
requirements for a communications system
to support the civilian economy.
23. In my opinion the present machinery
of the government with respect to the
joint administration of the radio spectrum
space with the FCC insisting upon the necessity for the allocation of radio spectrum
space to support the civilian economy, is
more likely to achieve a proper objective
than any single agency.

present world-wide conditions which are
short of war and hence emphasis may be
placed upon the military uses of the radio

INTERNATIONAL COORDINATION
24. As the Commission is aware any
basic change in the allocation of spectrum
space must be accomplished with international cooperation.
25. At the present time the Commission
is cooperating with the Dept. of State in the
preparation for the forthcoming internaaltional radio conference at Geneva where
location problems will be discussed and possible solutions agreed upon. The Commission isfamiliar with the details of the progress in this preparatory field so I will not
elaborate on this subject in this memorandum.

Immediate Alleviation

spectrum.
28. Nevertheless, the Commission should
suggestions from other govbe preparedernmentsfor
with respect to the necessity for
taking a longer range look at the allocation
of radio spectrum space. Consequently, it
is again important that the Commission conclude its hearings in Docket 1 1 ,997 as well
as to formulate long range policies in other
portions of the spectrum.
SUGGESTED
TELEVISION

SOLUTIONS

FOR

29. The Commission should either formulate new rulemaking proceedings or resolve
existing rulemaking proceedings to provide
equal competitive facilities in some of the
major markets of the country. I suggest that
the Commission review the proposal of the
American Broadcasting Company in this
respect as a basis for further discussion.
Short Range

d heretofore the Com30. Asmissionsuggeste
should continue to support all of
TASO, and upon completion of the work
of that organization the Commission should
June 23, 1958 • Page 59
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continued

immediately establish a new allocation
policy, promulgate new engineering standards to support such a policy, and take such
steps as are necessary to place the new
policy in effect.
31. It is believed that this short range
step could provide a much more effective
nationwide competitive system than is possible under the existing policies and standards.
Long Range
32. In order to stimulate discussion with
respect to a long range television allocation
policy and for the purpose of effecting the
necessary cooperation and coordination between the government and industry, it is
suggested that the future allocation of the
radio spectrum for television be from 174
mc to 324 mc. This would involve deletion
of television channels 2-6, leave channels 7
through 13 undisturbed, and add 18 additional channels beginning at 216 mc. The
result would be a single block allocation of
25 television channels.
33. A total of 12 mc now allocated to
television below 100 mc would be reallocated by the Commission to services other
than television. The space 690 mc to 890
mc (a total of 200 mc) would likewise be
reallocated by the Commission to services
other than television.
34. Eighteen megacycles of spectrum
space or below 100 mc and the space from
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470 to 690 mc (a total of 238 mc) would
be allocated by the President for use by the
United States government in return for the
total of the aforesaid 108 mc required by
th 2 Commission from the government for
future television use.
35. It is realized that this long range suggestion iscontroversial, and at the moment
many will believe it to be impractical, particularly the broadcasters. Nevertheless, I
am certain that if properly coordinated and
planned it is possible of achievement as a
logical solution of many of the allocation
problems which are urgently in need of
affirmative Commission action. At least,
those users of radio other than broadcasters would welcome the opportunity thus
presented for needed improvement for existing services.
36. Naturally such a plan could not be
made effective short of seven to ten years in
the future. We must recognize the necessity
of amortizing existing investments, the necessity to provide for transition operation,
and the necessity of providing an orderly
method of making the changes effective
from the standpoint of new investment and
of planning by manufacturers, in the design,
production, and marketing of new equipment.

37. I know of no other course of action
open to the Commission which would solve
the basic problem with respect to telecommunications except possibly new developments with respect to multiplexing of television channels. While there has been some
research in the laboratories of this country
1 in the field of multiplexing, I am not impressed with the practicality of securing
much relief from the application of this possible development.
|

38. I wish to re-emphasize that the specific suggestions contained herein are designed to serve merely as a basis of discussion
|
and to illustrate principles rather than details.
j
T. A. M. Craven
Commissioner

FCC Rejects Two
I
In Early Portland
I

Applications
Tv Skirmish

Two applicants for dropped-in ch. 2
at Portland, Ore., were denied waiver of
minimum adjacent channel mileage separation by the FCC last week. At the same
time, the FCC notified two other applicants
of the necessity for hearing.
Tribune Publishing Co., which is licensee
of KTNT-AM-FM-TV Tacoma, Wash., and
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., now on ch.
12 and which has filed an application to
change to ch. 2, were told that the antenna
sites they propose are less than 60 miles
from KSLM-TV Salem, Ore., on adjacent
ch. 3. Both applicants may amend to specify
sites which will conform to the minimum
mileage separation.
The other applicants are Fisher Broadcasting Co., controlled by KOMO Seattle
which in turn controls KOMO-TV Seattle,
and KPOJ-AM-FM Portland.
Both Tribune Publishing and KPTV in
asking the waiver specified sites on an antenna farm near Portland.

Allocations,
Up

for

Ratings

Senate

Inquiry

Hearings on two phases of broadcasting
are scheduled this week by the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee
— one on allocations, which the committee
has had under scrutiny off-and-on for several years, and the second on rating services,
an entirely new matter for congressional
inquiry.
The allocations hearings will resume
Tuesday (tomorrow) and run through
Wednesday with emphasis on community
antenna tv systems. Proponents and operators of CATV will testify tomorrow with
the FCC to be called back Wednesday.
Hearings on the same subject were held
late last month [Government, June 2] with
testimony taken from the FCC and smallmarket broadcasters opposed to CATV.
At that time, the broadcasters claimed
CATV

operators have an unfair competitive advantage and that the Commission
must regulate them. On the other hand, the
FCC maintained it cannot guarantee the
economic success of tv stations and should
remain out of the picture.
The Commission also will face questioning about its overall allocations policy,
which
of late (see
has page
been 56).
high on the FCC's
own agenda

Sen. A. S. (Mike) Monroney (D-Okla.),
committee member and bitter critic of the
rating services, long has championed an
airing of their effect on tv programming.
He maintains current programs are inferior
because their continuance and/or success
depends on ratings.
The ratings inquiry is scheduled for
Thursday and Friday with James Seiler,
director of ARB, the first witness. Others
scheduled to testify include Edward C.
Hynes, Trendex president; Albert Sindlinger, president of Sindlinger & Co.; Allen
Jay, vice president-general manager of
Videodex, and unnamed spokesmen for A.
C. Nielsen Co. and The Pulse Inc.
Tuesday witnesses on CATV will include
E. Stratford Smith, National Community
Tv Assn.; Cliff Collins, Pacific Northwest
Community Tv Assn.; Arches S. Taylor,
Montana Community Antenna Tv Assn.;
W. L. Reiher, Cable Vision, Twin Falls,
Idaho; Charles Crowell, Community Tv
Assn. of Wyoming; Milton J. Shapp, president of Jerrold Electronics Corp.; George
R. Town, executive director, Television
Allocations Study Organization; Paul McAdams, president of Montana Community
Antenna Tv Assn.; Glenn Flynn, Tv Inc.
of Tyler, Tex.; Charlotte Brader, Havre,
Mont., and Randolph Tucker, Fairmont,
W. Va.
Action Demanded

on Allocations

In the wake of NBC's announced dropping of uhf station WBUF (TV) Buffalo
[Lead Story, June 16] the Committee for
Competitive
Television
in Washington,
D. C, sent a letter last week to all
members of the FCC demanding that the
Commission "establish ... a competitive
and non-monopolistic television system in
Broadcasting

the United States." The FCC should "move
forward with utmost vigor on de-intermixture proceedings," CCT said.
The letter was signed by John W. English,
chairman of CCT, and Wallace M. Bradley,
the organization's executive director.

FCC
By

Overshadowed
Adams-Goldfine

Applicants before the FCC in comparative tv cases whose actions have been questioned by the House Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee received a "stay" last night
when the subcommittee centered its activities on non-broadcast matters before the
Federal Trade Commission.
The subcommittee, established in March
1957 to investigate six regulatory agencies,
had been on a one-track FCC inquiry since
January with public hearings on several
cases. Hearings this week and for an undetermined time in the future will continue
Presidential Assistant Sherman
on
to center
Adams, New England industrialist Bernard
Goldfine and matters before the FTC and
Securities & Exchange Commission.
Asked Thursday when the subcommittee
would return to FCC matters, Chairman
Oren Harris (D-Ark.) replied: "When we
get through with this [Adams-Goldfine inquiry]." The subcommittee staff has completed or is nearing completion the investigations of tv grants in Boston (ch. 5), Miami
(ch. 7), Pittsburgh (ch. 4) and Indianapolis
(ch. 13). Further testimony also is scheduled
on the FCC's shift of ch. 2 Springfield, 111.,
to St. Louis and assignment of that facility
to then ch. 36 KTVI (TV) [Government,
June 16].
In a history-making appearance, Mr.
Adams testified before the subcommittee
last Tuesday on his relations with Mr. Goldfine. The President's right-hand man admitted that Mr. Goldfine, a close personal
friend, had given him several expensive
gifts, had paid his hotel bills and that he
had interceded on behalf of Mr. Goldfine
at the FTC. He admitted that he may not
have acted "prudently," but denied any
attempt to influence the agency's decision.
"I have no excuses to offer. I did not
come up here to apologize to you and your
committee," Mr. Adams told Rep. Harris.
Mr. Adams said under questioning that he
participates in appointment of commissioners and final clearance comes through
his office. Without elaborating, he also admitted he has in the past asked members of
regulatory agencies to resign. (At the time
Comr. Richard A. Mack resigned under
fire for the role he played in the Miami
ch. 10 grant. [Government, March 10],
there were widespread reports that the
White House had demanded his resignation.)
Rep. Harris asked Mr. Adams if he
thought the President should have the authority to designate the chairman of the
FCC and other agencies. The witness replied that he had not studied the matter
and did not wish to take a position.
"If I understand your question correctly,
truth,"
be further from the
nothing couldreplied
when asked if one of
Mr. Adams
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT CONTINUED
his missions is to appoint a "certain type"
of official to the regulatory agencies.
The SEC said Thursday it has heen asked
to testify hefore the House group tomorrow (Tuesday), bill this has not been confirmed by the subcommittee. Rep. Harris
slated this week's program would be announced over the past weekend.
Two

Adverse

Decisions

On NBC,
Philadelphia
NBC found itself on the middle of two
law rulings last week — both involving its
WRCV-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia.
The Supreme Court agreed to review a
lower court's dismissal of a government antitrust suit against NBC and its parent company RCA. The suit related to the 1955 exchange of stations between NBC and Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
The U. S. Court of Appeals told the FCC
that the Philco Corp., Philadelphia, had
standing to protest the renewal of the licenses of the Philadelphia NBC stations.
The Supreme Court decision — the case
will be heard sometime next term — will
answer the significant question whether the
Dept. of Justice is barred from filing an antitrust suit after the FCC (or any other federal
agency) has approved an action complained
of.
The FCC okayed the controversial swap
of stations (NBC's Cleveland outlets for
Westinghouse's Philadelphia stations plus $3
million to Westinghouse) in December 1955.
The Justice Dept. filed suit a year later. The
suit was dismissed by Philadelphia District
Judge William H. Kirkpatrick in January
of this year on the ground that the Justice
Dept. should have intervened before the
FCC, or filed its appeal in the courts within
the required time after the final FCC approval. The Justice Dept. directly, as was
its right, asked the Supreme Court to rule
on its jurisdiction to bring Sherman Act
suits in the federal courts, even after a
federal agency has approved the disputed
action.
In the Philco case, a split appeals court
ruled that since Philco was a competitor of
RCA in the home appliance manufacturing
field, it has standing to file a protest.
Philco protested renewal of the licenses
of WRCV-AM-FM-TV Philadelphia last
year. It charged that RCA's ownership of
the Philadelphia stations constituted an unfair competitive advantage over Philco in
the Philadelphia market. The Commission
said Philco had no standing. The court held
that Philco's allegations that RCA was using
its facilities in Philadelphia injuriously to
Philco was sufficient to give that company
standing.
The opinion was written by Circuit Judge
Charles Fahy for himself and Judge George
T. Washington; Judge J. Warren Madden, of
the U. S. Court of Claims sitting by designation, dissented, arguing that giving Philco
standing was an act of "generosity . . .
completely unjustified." He said the problem
was actually a broad one whether a radio
or tv network should be permitted to be
owned by the owner of any other business.
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FCC
TO

PICKS
REHEAR

• Retired

STERN
CH.

10

Pa. chief justice

• Proceeding

starts tomorrow

The FCC picked a Philadelphia lawyer to
preside over the tainted Miami ch. 10 case.
Judge Horace Stern, 79, of Philadelphia,
will preside in the controversial ch. 10 hearing as a full-fledged FCC hearing examiner,
the Commission announced last week.
An eminent and erudite jurist, Judge Stern
was Chief Justice of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court from 1952 until he retired last
year. He was a justice of the state Supreme
Court since 1935. Before that he was presiding judge of the state Court of Common
Pleas, having been appointed to that court
in 1920.
The Miami ch. 10 trial was ordered by a
federal appeals court last April following
the disclosure that private lobbying had
taken place by some of the applicants.
Comr. Richard A. Mack resigned as a result
of testimony before a Congressional committee regarding his vote in the Miami case.
A grand jury is still investigating the evidence unearthed by the House Legislative
Oversight Committee and the FBI.
The hearing was ordered after the U. S.
Court of Appeals in Washington remanded
the case to the FCC. The February 1957
FCC decision granting ch. 10 to a subsidiary of National
Airlines had been

JUDGE STERN

appealed by WKAT
Inc. (A. Frank Katzentine), one of the
three losing applicants. The others
are L. B. Wilson
Co. and North Dade
Video Inc.
The FCC ordered

the hearing to investigate the following issues:
• Whether any
FCC commissioner
voted in the final decision who should not
have.
• Whether any improper ex parte influence was brought to bear on any of the
FCC commissioners.
• Whether any parties to the case knew
of improprieties or misconduct in connection with the comparative hearing proceedings.
8 Whether the ch. 10 grant to what is
now WPST-TV was void originally, or
should be made void; and whether any of
the applicants was or is disqualified, and
whether the conduct of any applicant although not disqualifying reflects adversely
on the character of the applicant.
Eastern Airlines, which sought unsuccessfully to intervene in the original FCC
proceedings, is also seeking to be made a
party to the new hearing. Eastern opposes
the grant to National Airlines.
The attorney general of the U. S. also is
an amicus curiae party to the new hearing.
The hearing is scheduled to get underway today (Monday) with a pre-hearing

conference in Hearing Room

1420 of the

FCC.

The Commission in last week's announcement indicated that some hearings,
if it is found necessary, may be held outside of Washington. Judge Stern will serve
as an official FCC hearing examiner at
Grade 15 ($11,610).
Judge Stern was born in Philadelphia
August 7, 1878. He was graduated from
the U. of Pennsylvania with a B.S. degree
in 1899, and received his LL.B. summa cum
laude also from the U. of Pennsylvania in
1902. He practiced law with the firm of
Stern & Wolf in Philadelphia from 1903
to 1920. In World War I he was a major
in the ordnance department of the Army.
Holder of numerous honorary degrees,
Judge Stern's standing in his community
may be judged by his affiliations: American
Bar Assn.; Pennsylvania Bar Assn.; Philadelphia Bar Assn.; American Judicature
Society, American Law Institute, Academy
of Political and Social Science; Historical
Society of Pennsylvania, Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Society, American Jewish Historical Society,
American Legion, Phi Beta Kappa, Beta
Gamma Sigma, Order of the Coif. He is a
member of the Lawyers, Contemporary,
Midday Philobiblon and University Clubs.
He is a Republican and a Mason. Judge
Stern lives on Rittenhouse Square in Philadelphia.
Morse
On

Asks

Federal

Senate
Agency

Inquiry
Practices

Sen. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.) called for
an inquiry into the policies and practices of
federal regulatory agencies last week after
a slashing attack on the lack of integrity
and "judicial" propriety among some government officials. He spoke to a luncheon
meeting of the Federal Communications
Bar Assn. in Washington.
Sen. Morse urged establishment of a select
Senate committee to inquire whether
agencies have been unduly influenced by the
industries they regulate as well as whether
these agencies have properly applied the
powers granted to them by Congress.
He said he would support a requirement
that all communications from congressmen to the FCC or other regulatory agencies
be made part of the public record of a case.
He also said he was in favor of requiring
all public officials — congressmen as well as
government executives — to file a public disclosure of their income and its sources
and gifts each year.
Sardonically, the Oregon senator stated
that the "judicial" element of quasi-judicial
authority "has been eroded to the proportion of pebbles where boulders of integrity are to be expected." Government
regulatory officials must observe the same
ethical standards as judges, Sen. Morse
said. These officials, he continued, must be
independent of political pressures and the
agencies must be made attractive in terms
of prestige and income to be careers in
themselves and thus obviate the relationship between the specialized agencies and
the employment opportunities for officials
in the industries that officials of these
agencies regulate.
Broadcasting
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. OVERNMENT cont.nued
Court
Of

Vacates

Crosley

Grant

WLWI

(TV)

The U.S. Court of Appeals last week
vacated the FCC's March 1957 grant of ch.
13 Indianapolis to Crosley Broadcasting Co.
because Comr. T. A. M. Craven cast the deciding vote although he did not sit for oral
argument. The court ruled Comr. Craven
should not have voted without first hearing
oral argument and ordered the Commission
to set the case for argument.
In vacating the Crosley grant, the court
told the Commission it could take steps
deemed necessary to maintain uninterrupted
service on ch. 13. now WLWI (TV). The
court did not rule on whether Comr. Craven
is disqualified from voting in the case, stating
that any final FCC order could be appealed
lor review in a new proceeding.
WIBC Indianapolis, one of three losing
applicants for ch. 13, appealed the grant on
the grounds Comr. Craven should not have
been allowed to vote since, while a consulting engineer, he assisted WIRE Indianapolis
in preparing its ch. 13 application. The
Commission ordered Comr. Craven to vote,
breaking a 3-3 tie, and he received a formal
legal opinion by the Commission's general
counsel that it was his duty to break the tie.
The fourth ch. 13 applicant was Mid-West
Tv Corp., which received a favorable initial
decision.
Two days after the court handed down its
Monday decision, WIBC offered to purchase the physical plant and facilities of
WLWI for the "reasonable replacement
cost, less depreciation."
Of the present Commission, only Comrs.
Craven and John C. Doerfer voted for
Crosley. Comrs. Robert T. Bartley, Rosel H.
Hyde and Robert E. Lee dissented. Also
voting for Crosley were Comrs. George C.
McConnaughey and Richard A. Mack, who
no longer are members of the Commission.
The decision was handed down by Chief
Judge Henry W. Edgerton and Circuit
Judges Wilbur K. Miller and John A.
Danaher.

Commission

did not weigh this impact on
uhi operations and on other questions including the need for vhf in Providence.
Ch. 3 Hartford was awarded to WTIC
there in 1956 and WTIC-TV went on the
air in September 1957.
The court's decision was written by Circuit Judge E. Barrett Prettyman for himself and Judges David L. Bazelon and
Walter M. Bastian.

FCC Renews WCRT License
Over Dissent of Comr. Lee
The FCC last week renewed the license
of WCRT Birmingham, Ala., which has a
format of "good music" and news, but
Comr. Robert E. Lee dissented because he
wants more information developed on
whether a solely music-news schedule should
be considered as "program imbalance," even
though the music is of the "good" variety.
Comr. Lee said he dissented because he
felt a vote for renewal might be "prejudging" the case of the eight Atlanta stations which the FCC has asked to explain
their straight music-news schedules [Closed
Circuit, March 31, et seq.]. Even though
the WCRT music is "good," Comr. Lee
said, there is a question of whether the
task of broadcasting agricultural, religious
and public service announcements should
fall on other stations in the community
which do not have all music-news formats.
Jefferson

Stations

Rebuked

By FCC on Editorial Policy
The licenses of Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.'s WBT and WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N. C, and WBTW (TV) Florence, S. C, were renewed last week, but

only after the FCC wrote a letter chastising
the company for inadequacy in treating
both sides of the subscription tv question in
its broadcasts, which the FCC said, were
"weighted unreasonably" against pay tv and
in favor of the present system.
The licenses nevetheless are being renewed, the FCC letter said, because a review of operations during the last license
period "does not indicate that you have
been otherwise remiss in your over-all
operations." The FCC said it found no other
instances "in which you have deviated"
from the Commission's report on "Editoby Broadcast
Comr. rializing
T.A.M.
Craven Licensees."
dissented from the
FCC letter on the same grounds as he did
in the FCC letter to the Newhouse station
in Birmingham on subscription tv editorializming.ing [Government, June 9]: that the FCC
should not interfere with station program-

Three Hit WVEC-TV Application
For Temporary Use of Ch. 13
A request by WVEC-TV Hampton, Va.
(ch. 15), for special temporary authority to
operate on ch. 13 — pending the outcome of
a contest for the vhf facility with two other
applicants is being assailed on three fronts.
WAVY-TV Portsmouth (ch. 10)— which
WVEC-TV claims is causing "dangerous
electrical interference" to its visual signal
through harmonic radiation from tv sets
tuned to WAVY-TV — has attacked the
WVEC-TV request. So have WTOV-TV
Norfolk (ch. 27) and Virginian Tv Corp.,
competing with WVEC-TV for ch. 13. Both
of these applicants promptly filed for temporary operation on ch. 13 themselves.
WVEC-TV told the FCC it has had

Court Upholds FCC Refusal
To Delete Hartford Ch. 3
A federal court last week upheld the
FCC's 1957 refusal to delete ch. 3 from
Hartford, Conn.
In a unanimous opinion, the U.S. Court
of Appeals in Washington said the FCC
had not only followed the procedural requirements for rule-making but had also
come to its conclusions not to move ch. 3
from Hartford to Providence, R.I., "not
only [on] rational but reasonable [grounds]."
The court pointed out that ch. 3 was
assigned to Hartford in 1952 when the tv
freeze was lifted and the uhf stations appealing "took their licenses with full knowledge of the situation . . ."
The appeal was made by Springfield Television Broadcasting Corp. (WWLP [TV]
Springfield, and WRLP [TV] Greenfield,
both Mass.). The appeal claimed that the
uhf stations would be destroyed by the
operation of a second vhf outlet in the
area — WNHC-TV New Haven already was
operating on ch. 8. They also claimed the
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THE new Savings Bond Peace Patrol designed to promote sale of U.S. savings bonds,
was inaugurated Monday by the Lone Ranger, radio-tv-film star, during a Washington appearance with Jack Wrather Jr., operator of KFMB-AM-TV San Diego,
Calif., and other broadcast properties as well as head of Jack Wrather Productions
Inc. Left to right: Mr. Wrather; Lone Ranger; Vice President Richard M. Nixon;
William Shay (rear), vice president of Jack Wrather Productions; Mrs. Jack
Wrather Jr. (Bonita Granville); Jack Wrather III (rear); Mrs. William Shay; James
M. Stiles Jr., national director of Treasury's Savings Bonds Division.
Broadcasting

complaints from viewers of interference
since WAVY-TV went on the air Sept. 1,
1957, and that an engineering study revealed the interference came from sets
tuned to ch. 10.
Both WAVY-TV and Virginian charged
that the WVEC-TV application was irregularly made out and thus "fatally defective."
They noted that WTOV-TV had been turned
down by the FCC last year in a similar request for temporary operation on the vhf
channel. Virginian charged such operation
would prejudice its rights in the hearing
on the case set to begin July 24.
Howell
In FCCs

ING"

^"PULL

Akm/o/

WRAL-TV
radiating effectively from the
RALEIGH -DURHAM
area

Files First Comments
Inquiry Into CATV

The first comments on the FCCs factfinding inquiry on community antenna tv
systems, translators, satellites and boosters
[Government, May 26] were filed last
week by Rex Howell, president-general
manager of KREX-TV Grand Junction,
Colo., and satellite KFXJ-TV Montrose.
Comments are due by this Friday.
Meanwhile, the National Community
Television Assn. has asked an extension to
Aug. 1 of the date within which comments
must be filed and extension to Aug. 22 for
replies. NCTA said questions posed by the
FCC require extensive study and that
NCTA, as the only national organization
serving community antenna operators, has

W
from Greensboro to the Coast, from Virginia
to the South Carolina line — a r,ales-active
area with more than 2 million population

a "task of tremendous scope" in filing comments and replies to meet the deadline.
Among Mr. Howell's points: (1) tv stations, their satellites and legal translators
should get priority over CATV systems and
illegal boosters in the FCCs consideration
of which are best for the public interest;
(2) the FCC has the duty to protect a tv
licensee from economic injury from CATV
and illegal boosters if such injury would
adversely affect the licensee's maximum
service; (3) the FCC is legally empowered
to regulate CATV systems; (4) the FCC
should require CATV systems to get permission from the originating station and
network for programs retransmitted and
CATV systems bringing in a station signal
from another state should be considered as
common carriers in interstate commerce;
(5) CATV systems, to receive equal consideration with broadcasters, should be required to make showings of their plans
to serve rural as well as city areas.
Mr. Howell said KREX-TV declined to
take part in the construction of an illegal
booster to serve Glenwood Springs, 75 miles
away, fearing its license would be jeopardized. The booster was built and gets its
signals from an out-of-state station on the
same channel as KREX-TV (ch. 5), resulting in interference to KREX-TV, he said.
The FCC in an April 3 decision washed
its hands of the CATV issue by finding that
such systems are not common carriers and
thus are not under FCC jurisdiction. But
a wave of protests from western tv stations
— smarting under competition from a system which is entirely unregulated and which
even uses the signals from regular tv stations— came to a head during the NAB
convention [NAB Convention, May 5],
with the result that the FCC issued its factBroadcasting

A brief one-week contest on our Cap'n Five program . . . with a modest
prize of a Lone Ranger and a Tonto plastic figurine . . . requiring a real
labor of love effort (making the most words from the letters in CHANNEL
FIVE) pulled 5000-plus entries* from
253 post offices — -in 45 counties
in North Carolina, Virginia and South Carolina
That's just a sample of our area coverage and audience responsiveness.
Test for yourself the buying power — and buying desire — of the WRALTeleviewers in this land of pleasant living.
i'The winning Miss had 392 words, verified by our best unabridged dictionary)
FULL POWER

CHANNEL
REMOTE

5

UNIT AND

NBC AND

LOCAL

COLOR

VIDEOTAPE

WRAL-TV
First in every ARB survey of the Raleigh-Durham area
(largest share of audience, sign-on to sign-off)
RALEIGH,

N. C.

REPRESENTED

BY H-R, INC.
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GOVERNMENT continued
finding order later that month. The western
tv operators put their case in testimony
before the Senate Commerce Committee
[Government, June 2],

three other phases of professional football,
baseball, basketball and hockey.
Rep. Keating said the new version will
be offered as a substitute for HR 10378,

l-B,

introduced by Rep. Emanuel Celler (DN. Y.), when it comes up for House consideration. Opponents of the Celler measure

Regional

Am's

To Fight Super-power
Organization of a group of radio stations

object to the words "reasonable and necessary," contending they will lead to endless
court litigation.

— Class I-B's and regionals — to oppose the
grant of higher power than the present 50
kw maximum was
announced last week
by F. C. Sowell,
WLAC Nashville,
Tenn.
Mr. Sowell made
the announcement in

Rep. Keating claimed all four sports involved have announced their support of the
new legislation. Minor leagues have complained bitterly in the past that the majors,
through radio and television, have encroached upon their territorial rights. Lengthy
hearings were held last summer by Rep.

Washington, following a special meeting
June 17 of representatives of 25 stations.
The new organizaMR. SOWELL
tion is named Radio
Allocations Study Organization (RASO),
with Mr. Sowell as temporary chairman.
The call for an organization meeting
is going out to all Class I-B, II and III
stations over Mr. Sowell's signature. The
founding group hopes to hold a meeting
in Washington this fall, at which time also
legal representation and engineering study
may be authorized.

The group feels that FCC's clear channel
proposed rule-making, issued last April
[Government, April 21] — proposing to
break down 12 clear channel Class 1-A
frequencies — "suggests the utilization of
power in excess of 50 kw . . ." and that
"the concept of super-power will have a
serious adverse effect upon the radio broadindustry as it now exists. . . ." The
wordscastare from a resolution adopted at
the June 17 meeting.
In his letter covering a copy of this
resolution, Mr. Sowell said: "It seems incredible that any agency would entertain
for a moment the idea of placing so much
power in the hands of so few — 12 stations
out of a total of more than 3,000! Both
from the standpoint of economics and share
of audience it is totally unsound."
Mr. Sowell believes that a different
method than super-power of filling in socalled "white areas" to provide primary
service can be developed.
Four Bills Introduced in Conflict
With Celler Antitrust Measure
Four congressmen last Wednesday introduced identical bills which would exclude
"the regulation of rights to broadcast and
telecast" professional sports events from
antitrust laws. The bills were introduced the
same day a highly-controversial measure,
which would exempt only those phases of
professional sports found to be "reasonable
and necessary," was cleared by the Rules
Committee for House action.
The four new bills were introduced by
Rep. Kenneth Keating (R-N. Y.), Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), Rep. William E. Miller (R-N. Y.) and Rep. Francis Walter CDPa.). They exclude, in addition to radio-tv,
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Celler's Judiciary Committee, which last
month favorably reported out HR 10378
by a small majority. Rep. Keating, ranking
minority member of the committee, and 14
other members joined in signing dissents at
that time.
Essentially, the new measure would leave
television or broadcasting major league
games into minor league territory at the
discretion of the individual clubs. Rep.
Celler charged this would give club owners
blank checks to act as they please, even
engage in "barbarous" activities to the detriment of players and the public alike.
Under current Supreme Court decisions,
baseball has been declared exempt from
antitrust laws, but other professional sports
have not.
Maine Republicans Renominated;
Senate, House Commerce Members
Sen. Frederick G. Payne and Rep. Robert
Hale, both Republicans of Maine and members of their respective Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committees, last week were renominated bythe GOP in Maine's primary
elections. Sen. Payne, seeking his second
term, defeated Herman Sahagian by a 5-1
majority. He will be opposed in the Sept. 8

SEEKS

THAT

OUNCE

WDSU-AM-FM-TV New Orleans,
which has received its lumps from the
"equal opportunities" provisions of the
Communications Act on political broadcasts, last week took the precautionary
measure of asking the FCC for clarification on two points involving Sec. 315
about which it is in doubt.
The first was on Sec. 315's express
prohibition against censorship of a candidate's speech. WDSU said it carries
broadcasts only by candidates for major
offices of interest to the greater part of
its audience, but that often these candidates have candidates for minor offices
appearing on their broadcasts, which
would require WDSU to give equal time
under Sec. 315 not only to opponents of
the candidate for the larger office, but
also to opponents of the candidates for
smaller offices not of general interest to
WDSU-AM-FM-TV audiences. WDSU
wanted to know if it could refuse a larger

general election by Democratic Gov. Edward S. Muskie.
Rep. Hale, also a member of the House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, received the nomination in a close three-way
contest. His Democratic opponent will be
James Oliver, who ran against him in 1956
and still is contesting that election. A July 8
recount of the 1956 ballots has been ordered
by the House. Mr. Oliver served in the
House as a Republican congressman from
1937-43.
Tampa Applicants
On Bids to Waive

Meet Protests
Mileage Rule

A joint request by five applicants for
ch. 10 in the Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.,
area — asking the FCC to waive its minimum
mileage separation [Government, June 16]
— met opposition last week.
Opposing the joint petition were the sixth
applicant, Florida Gulfcoast Broadcasters
Inc.; the Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters, and the Broadcast Bureau.
The five applicants in the joint petition
had asked a declaratory ruling that the
minimum mileage requirement be waived
so the winning applicant could give full
coverage to Tampa-St. Petersburg. The antenna farm site they specify is 185 miles
from co-channel WPST-TV Miami, 35 miles
less than the minimum separation required.
Florida Gulfcoast said last week that the
joint petition is an improper procedure; that
such a waiver would modify WPST-TV;
that the five should have decided on the action before applications were designated for
hearing; that they want to re-argue the rulemaking which resulted in the drop-in of ch.
10 in the area and want to reallocate it to
Tampa-St. Petersburg (Florida Gulfcoast
has specified the town of Largo, Fla., for its
antenna site); that the new location would
be against the public interest; that the FCC
has denied such waivers in past cases, and
that the proposed site would

OF

"eliminate

PREVENTION

office seeker the privilege of letting candidates for other offices speak during the
former's allotted time without interfering to "an unacceptable extent" with his
right to use the time as he chooses.
WDSU also wanted to know if it could
set up rules to require candidates to use
their time on a non-cumulative day-today basis. Under such a rule, WDSU
said, candidates would be required to use
the time available to them under the
"equal opportunities" provision of Sec.
315 as pro-rated by WDSU on a day-today basis, and the stations would not be
swamped in the late part of the campaign
by "equal
time"notdemands
dates who had
used as from
much canditime
as their opponents during earlier stages
of the campaign.
WDSU
was FCC
put in
on 1951
"temporary"
license by the
under Sec.
315's censorship prohibitions after the
station refused to carry parts of a candidate's speech which it considered libelous.
Broadcasting

MAX

H. BICE, Director of Engineering, Station KTNT-TV, Tacoma, Washington, SAYS:

"With

real-life

G-E

camera

lighting

for

the motto
BEST over Puget Sound' . . . that's with our
of KTNT-TV, and we keep faith
many viewers by paying close attention to every
detail that affects picture quality.
"Lighting is more than a detail— it's fundamental; so we try for studio lighting that is
natural and unforced. It must show persons and
objects as they are, without the harsh whites
and inky blacks that can ruin realism.
"You

need a top-quality camera tube to pick

up all the close light gradations in KTNT-TV's
kind of real-life studio pictures. G-E image
orthicons— like the ones I'm facing and pointing to, in the photograph— have fine sensitivity
and an exceptionally good gray scale.

tubes,

our

we

can

studio

use

programs!"

"Also, they're free from

burn-in, or image

retention. We've found them dependable. It's
only fair to give General Electric camera tubes a
good share of credit for the quality and success
of our local television programs."
*
*
*
General

Electric Broadcast-Designed

camera

tubes are stocked right in your area — by your
G-E tube distributor. Phone him! Distributor
Sales, Electronic Components Division, General
Electric Company, Owensboro, Kentucky.

Tkogress Is Our Most Important Product
GENERAL®

ELECTRIC

TRADE ASSNS.

GOVERNMENT continued
uhf" in the area (WSUN-TV St. Petersburg,
one of the five applicants, is on ch. 38).
AMST, which has a record of opposing
waivers of minimum mileage separations,
said a waiver would "undermine" the
minimum mileage separation principle and
that the FCC is not required to abandon
its mileage separations to make satisfactory
use of ch. 10 in Tampa-St. Petersburg.
Ch.

13 WQED

(TV) Seeks

U Also

WQED (TV)l Pittsburgh — a noncommercial educationa tv station on ch. 13 which
wants an additional facility on uhf in that
city [Govern men t, June 2] — last week took
advantage of the demise of a commercial
uhf permittee there to ask for a uhf reshuffling which would leave WQED with
ch. 16.
The Pittsburgh educational station earlier
had asked that ch. 22 be assigned to Pittsburgh for its use, but when ch. 47 WTVQ
(TV) Pittsburgh last week turned in its
permit, WQED asked instead that dark ch.
16 WENS (TV) Pittsburgh be moved to ch.
22 or to ch. 47. The WQED request was
accompanied by written WENS agreement
for such a shift.
WQED and WENS announced at the
same time that the educational station has
purchased WENS equipment contingent
on approval of the change proposed by
WQED.
WAPI

Power

Boosted

to 50

Kw

The FCC last week granted an increase
in daytime power for WAPI Birmingham,
Ala., from 10 kw to 50 kw and a change
from the station's night-only directional antenna to a directional antenna with a different pattern for day and night. WAPI
will continue to operate on 1070 kc with 5
kw, night. The grant included engineering
conditions.
At the same time the Commission denied
petitions and requests by WIBC Indianapolis, WVOK Birmingham, and WDIA
Memphis for a hearing on the WAPI application. Comrs. Robert Bartley and Frederick Ford were absent.
FCC

Denies

KTSF

(TV) Protest

The FCC has turned a deaf ear toward ch. 10 KTSF (TV) Scottsbluff, Neb.,
in that station's bid for a rehearing of the
ch. 13 Alliance, Neb., grant to Western
Nebraska Tv Inc. The Commission issued
staff instructions denying a hearing, requested on Western Nebraska's "character
and financial qualifications" [Government,
May 19]. KTSF also has an appeal pending
in the courts.
Mid

America

Favored

for New

Fm

An initial decision favoring Mid-America
Broadcasters Inc., for a Class B fm station
on 95.7 mc in San Francisco was issued last
week by FCC Hearing Examiner Millard F.
French. MBS was a competing applicant
for the facility, but withdrew the week before, leaving the way open for a grant to
Mid-America. Mutual said its withdrawal
was due to a change in policy.
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NAB

ADOPTS
•

Combined

•

Engineering

3-DAY

Boards

approve

conference

NAB's 1959 convention will be cut down
to a three-day program with a limited exhibit format under a plan submitted Friday
and approved by the Combined Boards of
Directors. Its essentials had been drafted
Tuesday by the NAB Convention Committee (see Radio and Tv Board stories, this
Film, transcription and other program
page).
service firms that have historically exhibited
at NAB conventions will be welcomed in
1959 — provided they leave their merchandise at home and maintain hospitality suites
without scantily dressed models or other
carnival trappings.
The
at the
The
follow

convention will be held March 16-18
Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
annual Engineering Conference will
the general pattern of recent years.

NAB's directors held three days of meetings last week. The Tv Board, meeting
Wednesday:
• Placed a firm ban against white-coat
advertising of medical products in the Tv
Code (see page 33).
• Endorsed proposed litigation to test
broadcast property rights in programs carried over community tv antenna systems.
• Called on the staff to ask FCC not to
grant microwave relays to community systems unless they have consent of stations
to carry specific programming.
The Radio Board, meeting Thursday:
• Ordered better liaison with Radio Advertising Bureau.
• Approved a month-long radio promotion in 1959 similar to National Radio
Month, observed in May.
• Endorsed the Radio Standards of Good
Practice campaign, with 533 radio stations
adhering to its provisions and utilizing promotional material.
Though the board had decided last January to limit attendance at the 1959 convention to ownership-management delegates plus engineers, the new formula calls
for wide-open attendance of those engaged
in
the numerous facets of the broadcasting
industry.
There's a catch to this broad guest list,
however. The convention will be featured
by two types of meetings — general assembly
sessions and separate radio-tv managementownership business sessions. Any registered
delegate will be eligible to attend the general assemblies, but only accredited management-ownership delegates, bearing special badges, will be allowed to attend the
private
meetings.radio and tv management-ownership
The new format as proposed by the committee calls for a Monday (March 16) noon
general assembly and luncheon, featured by
the annual NAB keynote award and keynote address. Closed radio and tv ownership-management conferences will be held
Monday afternoon and Tuesday morning.
A general assembly and luncheon Tuesday

CONVENTION
limited exhibit plan

will follow

past format

noon is to be addressed by the FCC chairman.
Tuesday afternoon will be left open for
attendance at exhibits and hospitality suites.
A general assembly Wednesday morning
will be featured by the annual FCC-industry roundtable. The NAB president will address the Wednesday noon general assembly
and luncheon, followed by the annual convention business session for adoption of resolutions. Ownership-management radio and
tv business meetings will be held Wednesday
afternoon. The annual banquet will be held
Wednesday night, closing the convention.
The equipment show will be confined to
NAB associate members who produce equipment used in the technical operations of
stations or networks. Any registered delegate or associate member will be eligible
to maintain hospitality rooms or suites, subject to availability of hotel accommodations.
This new format places film, transcription and program service firms on the same
basis as station representatives.
NAB
For

Radio
Close

Board
RAB

Acts

Liaison

NAB and Radio Advertising Bureau will
be brought closer together in their promotion of the aural medium under action taken
Thursday by the NAB Radio Board.
President Harold E. Fellows, of NAB,
was directed to name three members of the
Radio Board to a joint NAB-RAB committee. RAB independently promotes radio
as an advertising medium, a function that
was part of NAB activity until the late '40s.
RAB has participated in the annual NAB
conventions, staging a sales clinic each
year. The clinic was poorly attended at the
recent NAB convention in Los Angeles,
with many delegates ascribing this to the
complications of the convention schedule
and its widely scattered meeting places.
RAB has not taken part in the annual
NAB fall regional conferences in recent
years. Television Bureau of Advertising, on
the other hand, has staged sales clinics at
the fall conferences as well as at the annual
convention.
The NAB Radio Board was told by John
F. Meagher, radio vice president of the
association, that 533 member radio stations
have signed pledges of adherence to the
Radio Standards of Good Practice. These
stations pledged to observe the standards'
provisions governing advertising and programming and to promote the standards
by using visual and audio symbols supplied
by the association.
Promotional kits produced by NAB are
supplied adhering stations. The kits include
a plaque, special disc with an audio symbol
orchestrated by Percy Faith, spot announcements, news releases, a speech test and mats
for printed material.
Promotion of the radio medium by a
Broadcasting

National Radio Month, as in May of this
year, instead of an annual week, was endorsed by the Radio Board. Donald N.
Martin, assistant to the president for public
relations, said 61% of radio members surveyed by NAB favored a month-long observance; 81 % endorsed the slogan "Radio
Is Close to You"; 98% used NAB's spot
announcements during May; 83% used
the broadcast news release; 76% used
program and promotion ideas, and 70%
employed the fact sheet in their observance.
Fm radio is having an excellent year, with
more stations on the air, more manufacturers producing receivers and transmitters,
and more listeners, the board was told by
Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM
Washington,
board member and a member of the NAB
Fm Committee.
The board adopted a resolution asking
the NAB Am Committee to investigate ways
of getting more radio sets into hotels and
motels.

Radio membership totals 1,431 am stations, 344 fm and all four networks, according to Ben B. Sanders, KICD Spencer,
Iowa, co-chairman of the NAB Membership
Committee, and William Carlisle, NAB
station relations manager. They reported
on results of a spring membership drive.
J. Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham, N. C,
co-chairman of the 1958 convention, and
Mr. Meagher reported on the Los Angeles
meeting. Simon Goldman, WJTN Jamestown, N. Y., speaking for the Radio Research Committee, said the NAB study of
radio audience measurement techniques had
aroused interest among advertisers, agencies and research groups. He said the goal
is "a total measurement of radio's growing
audience."
Robert T. Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio,
who has been directing the all-industry
radio music copyright negotiations, reported
on progress of the project begun at Los
Angeles. Mr. Meagher reviewed developments in the NAB effort to obtain a radio
question in the 1960 decennial census. At
present, the Census Bureau plans call for
a count of single and multiple-set homes but
the association is still pressing for inclusion
of fm and battery-powered receivers. Efforts
to obtain exemption from wage-hour overtime for small-market stations and the
status of the North American Regional
Broadcast Agreement were reviewed.
Attending the Radio Board meeting:
Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven,
Conn.; Simon Goldman, WJTN Jamestown, N. Y.; Donald W. Thornburgh,
WCAU
Philadelphia;
Jack
S. Younts,
WEEB Southern Pines, N. C; Hugh M.
Smith, WCOV Montgomery, Ala.; F. C.
Sowell, WLAC Nashville, Tenn.; Robert
T. Mason, WMRN Marion, Ohio; J. M.
Higgins, WTHI Terre Haute, Ind.; William
Holm, WLPO LaSalle, 111.; Ben B. Sanders,
KICD Spencer, Iowa; Raymond V. Eppel,
KORN Mitchell, S. D.; Robert L. Pratt,
Alex Keese,
Kan.;
Coffeyville,
KGGF
WFAA Dallas; George C. Hatch, KALL
Salt Lake City; Joe D. Carroll, KMYC
Marysville, Calif.; Robert J. McAndrews,
Broadcasting
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NAB
In

Backs

Hot

CATV

Court

Test

Dispute

NAB will support test litigation designed
to establish broadcast property rights in
program material carried on community
antenna tv systems, the association's Tv
meeting.
Board decided Wednesday at its Washington
The tv directors authorized appropriation

MR. LANE

MR. SHAFTO

VETERANS

MR. JARMAN

ELECTED

TO

NAB

MR. MASON

CHAIRS

Chairmen and vice chairmen of the
NAB Radio and Tv Boards were elected

1953-55. At one time he was a director
of Broadcast Measurement Bureau.

al last week's meeting of association directors.

J. Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham,
N. C, and Robert T. Mason, WMRN
Marion, Ohio, were elected chairman and
vice chairman respectively of the NAB
Radio Board. Mr. Jarman, who had been

C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland.
Ore., was elected chairman of the Tv
Board and G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV
Columbia, S. C, was elected vice chairman.

vice chairman, succeeds Merrill Lindsay. WSOY-AM-FM Decatur, 111. He
joined the board in 1954 and is a past
president of North Carolina Assn. of
Broadcasters.

Mr. Lane succeeds John E. Fetzer,
head of the Fetzer Stations. Mr. Shafto
fills a post held by W. D. (Dub) Rogers,
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex. Besides serving on the board of Assn. of Maximum
Service Telecasters and Oregon State
Broadcasters Assn., Mr. Lane is chairman of the CBS Television Affiliates
Assn. board.
Mr. Shafto is a former chairman of
the NAB Tv Code Review Board and
served NAB board terms 1942-50 and

Mr. Mason is a past president of Ohio
Assn. of Broadcasters and has served
on many NAB and Radio Advertising
Bureau Committees. He was an NAB
director 1947-48 and 1951-53. He is
active in Advertising Federation of America and U. S. Chamber of Commerce.
Like Mr. Shafto, he served on the BMB
board.

KBIG Avalon, Calif.; Thomas C. Bostic,
KIMA Yakima, Wash.
Harold Hough, WBAP Fort Worth; John
H. DeWitt Jr., WSM Nashville, Tenn.; J.
Frank Jarman, WDNC Durham, N. C.Frederick A. Knorr, WKMH
Dearborn,
Mich.; William C. Grove, KFBC Cheyenne,
Wyo.; J. R. Livesay, WLBH Mattoon, 111.;
Ben Strouse, WWDC-FM
Washington,
D. C; Merrill Lindsay, WSOY-FM Decatur, 111.; E. J. DeGray, ABC-Radio; Arthur
Hull Hayes, CBS-Radio; Armand Hammer,

Mutual

Sugg, NBC-Radio.
Attending from the NAB staff:
Harold E. Fellows, president, Messrs.
Meagher, Martin and Carlisle; Everett E.
Revercomb, secretary-treasurer; Howard H.
Bell, assistant to the president for joint
affairs; Vincent T. Wasilewski, manager of
government relations; Douglas A. Anello,
chief attorney; A. Prose Walker, manager
of engineering; and Tom Coulter, assistant
to Mr. Meagher.
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of funds for NAB's role in a test case and
directed the staff to file comments urging
FCC not to grant microwave authorizations to community tv installations without
proof the system has obtained consent from
the station whose signal is utilized.
A report on the problem was given by
C. Howard Lane, KOIN-TV Portland, Ore.,
chairman of the NAB Community Antenna
Committee which met last Monday. William C. Grove, KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo.,
and Douglas A. Anello, NAB chief attorney, also submitted reports on the subNAB President Harold E. Fellows was
directed to name a Television Music Advisory Committee to review economic problems involved in the use of music by tv
ject.
stations. He was directed to name another
committee to study ways of promoting the
television medium via tv station promotion.
NAB plans for promotional tv spots were
outlined by Donald N. Martin, assistant to
the president for public relations. A 13%minute film is being produced to show tv's
impact on the public. He discussed the
promotional campaign for National Television Week, Nov. 16-22.
Washington regulatory and legislative developments were reviewed by Thad H.
Brown Jr., NAB tv vice president, and
Vincent T. Wasilewski, manager of government relations. A. Prose Walker, NAB
engineering manager, outlined plans for
the 1959 meeting of International Telecommunications Union in Geneva, Switzerland.
William Carlisle, station relations manager, reported membership now includes
328 tv stations, 37 uhf and 291 vhf stations
plus the three networks. A total of 308
stations and the three networks subscribe
to the Tv Code.
Attending the Tv Board meeting:
Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; John E. Fetzer, WKZO-TV
Kalamazoo, Mich.; Payson Hall, Meredith
Publishing Co.; Mr. Lane; Dwight W. Martin, WFAB-TV Baton Rouge, La.; James
D. Russell, KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs,

Colo.; G. Richard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S. C; J. J. Bernard, KTVI (TV) St.
Louis; Henry B. Clay, KTHV (TV) Little
Rock, Ark.; C. Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian Broadcasting Corp.; Willard E. Walbridge, KTRK-TV Houston; Alfred Beckman, ABC-TV; William B. Lodge, CBSTV; David C. Adams, NBC-TV.
NAB

Luncheon

Salutes

Russell

Frank M. (Scoop) Russell, who has retired from NBC as Washington vice president to set up a consulting business, was
guest of honor Friday at a luncheon tendered by the NAB combined boards. Mr.
Broadcasting

NOTICE TO editors— This advertisement currently appears in
leading national magazines. For more than 30 years. Metropolitan .
Life has sponsored similar messages on national health and safety
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editors), free use of the text of each advertisement in this series.
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ble to editors as one
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to

succeed

getting

'Yes," said the doctor, "you have a stomach ulcer.
If you want to get over it, you must slow down and
quit worrying."
"But how do I do it?" the patient asked.

"You've got to work at it. You can't change overnight. About your worries— talk them over with
someone you trust. When problems seem insurmountable, leave them awhile— spend a few hours with a
book or putter around your garden.

"Let some things wait until tomorrow. After some
rest and a good night's sleep, you may view your
troubles next day more calmly and clearly."
And so this man . . . convinced that tension and
strain are his worst enemies ... is well on the way to

getting over his ulcer.

Many factors contribute to ulcers— too much
But
heavy, spicy food and irregular meals and sleep.

over

a stomach

ulcer

emotional stress seems to be the chief culprit.
When an ulcer is discovered early and treated
promptly, however, most patients can relieve their
symptoms by diet, acid-neutralizing medicines, and
mental or emotional discipline.
Since ulcers tend to recur, patients who have had
an ulcer should have periodic medical supervision.
If unchecked, an ulcer may undermine general
health ... or it may penetrate the wall of the affected
organ and require immediate surgery.

Fortunately, operations for these complications
are successful in most cases.
Should an ulcer occur, recovery depends largely
's adon the patient himself. If he follows his doctor
vice about diet, medication and a normal daily routine, he stands an excellent chance of overcoming
his ulcer and living his normal life.

Company
Life Insurance
(A MUTUAL COMPANY)
1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

Metropolitan
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FRADE ASSNS. CONTINUED
Russell had been a board member nearlj
three decades, longer than an\ other director.
The luncheon was held at the Mayflower
Hotel, Washington, where the association
directors held a three-day meeting. Mr.
Russell was presented a portrait bearing the
signature of his board colleagues and a
citation.
BPA Board Approves New Plan
To Distribute Success Stories
Broadcast success stories will be compiled and distributed to members of the
Broadcasters' Promotion Assn. under a
plan approved by its board in St. Louis.
The idea was proposed by BPA's special
projects committee under the chairmanship
of John F. Hurlbut. promotion manager of
WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis. The series
will offer analyses of successful sales, programming and promotion campaigns "in
depth," according to Elliott W. Henry Jr.,
ABC Central Div., and BPA president.
The board met at the Chase Hotel June
14 to review plans for BPA's fall convention-seminar and results of its current membership drive. The convention will be held
Nov. 16-19 in St. Louis.
A report on convention planning was
delivered by Mr. Hurlbut as program chairman and Don Curran, KTVI (TV) St.
Louis, as facilities manager. Mr. Curran
reported that facility arrangements are 80%
complete. Mr. Hurlbut promised "one of
the most startling and provocative programs
ever developed by a broadcast trade association." James M. Kiss, WPEN Philadelphia, reported 39 new BPA members
this year thus far. BPA officers attending
were Mr. Henry, Charles A. Wilson, WGNAM-TV Chicago, first vice president; Montez Tjaden, KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City,
second vice president, and William E. Pierson, WBKB (TV) Chicago, secretary-treasurer.

Florida
Ready

Stations
to Go

Have

System
for Storm Warning

Florida's statewide hurricane warning
service, created and financed by the state's
radio and tv stations, is ready to go into
operation, delegates to the 23rd annual convention ofthe Florida Assn. of Broadcasters
were told Friday at a weekend meeting held
at the Colonial Inn, St. Petersburg Beach.
FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee told the FAB
banquet that Florida broadcasters were
performing an important public gervice in
creating the warning facilities. All Florida
stations will be linked by fm and Florida
highway communications units with weather
officials and the governor's office.
The warning service will go into operation within 12 hours of the expected arrival of hurricanes. Military bases will
monitor the warnings for their own
guidance.
The FAB meeting heard Fred A. Palmer,
sales consultant, in a daylong series of
clinics and talks. Network affiliates met
Thursday and members met Friday.
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Matthews
Of AAAA

Appointed Chairman
Broadcast Committee

Leonard Matthews, vice president in
charge of media, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago,
has been named chairman of the standing
committee on broadcast media of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies for the
year 1958-59, it was announced last week.
He succeeds Frank Silvernail, formerly manager of station relations, BBDO, New York,
and now consultant to Broadcasting magazine. Vice chairman of the committee is
Ruth Jones. J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York.
John F. Devine of JWT was reappointed
chairman of the 4-A standing committee
on television and radio administration with
Hildred Sanders, Honig-Cooper & Miner,
Los Angeles, reappointed vice chairman.
Edward Battey, Compton Adv., New York,
was reappointed chairman of the standing
committee on research with Peter Langhoff,
Young & Rubicam, New York, reappointed
vice chairman.
The

4-A board of directors also announced the chairmen of the six committees
of the board, chosen from among 4-A directors-at-large, and their respective committee vice chairmen. They are:
Advertiser relations — chairman, Ernest
A. Jones, MacManus, John & Adams,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.; vice chairman, Edward A. Cashin, BBDO.
Agency administration — chairman,
Lawrence R. Nelson, Campbell-Ewald, Detroit; vice chairman, John A. Cairns, Anderson & Cairns, New York.
Agency personnel — chairman, Raymond
F. Sullivan (reappointed), Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, New York; vice chairman,
Ray O. Mithun (reappointed), CampbellMithun Inc., New York.
Government, public and educator relations— chairman, Otto Kleppner (reappointed), Kleppner Co., New York; vice chairman, A. E. Aveyard, MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago.
Improvement of advertising content —
chairman, Edwin Cox (reappointed), Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York; vice chairman,
Robert E. Allen (reappointed), Fuller &
Smith & Ross, New York.
Media relations — chairman, Robert E.
Lusk, Benton & Bowles, New York; vice
chairman, J. Kenneth Laird, Tatham-Laird
Inc., Chicago.

Broadcast News Can Be Salable,
Sharkey Tells Carolina Newsmen
Financial returns from a live-wire news
department can be "very high" though costs
of operation are relatively low, Samuel M.
Sharkey Jr., NBC news editor, said in a
talk prepared for delivery June 21 before
the Radio & Tv News Directors of North
and South Carolina.

Newsmen can't double as salesmen, engineers and boom operators and still do a
news job, he told the group at its Asheville,
N. C, meeting. He outlined simple ways
of equipping remote units, explaining they
will stimulate "a tremendous local appetite
for live coverage." He added, "Where there's
an appetite, there's a sale to an advertiser."
Mr. Sharkey said the NBC Radio hourly

news programs have been consistently sold
out and have a waiting list of customers.
He said that NBC as a network does not
editorialize but features commentaries by
experienced newsmen. "There is a vast
difference between exhorting and commenting," he reminded. "We permit newsmen to make solid deductions on the basis
of fair and objective analysis of all essential
facts, to draw conclusions, to point the way
to where events can or might lead next.
They are answering the biggest single question our audiences ask: The Big Why'."

Pope's 'Mandate' on Radio-Tv
Keynotes Catholic Convention
An "unequivocal mandate" from the Vatican to intensify the "cause of Catholic
communication" in radio-tv media served as
the keynote for the Catholic Broadcasters
Assn.'s 10th annual convention in Chicago
last weekend.
Program promotion, radio-tv as entertainment media, religious radio, news and
interview programs, educational tv and
current Catholic radio-tv productions were
among the topics explored at the conclave
in the Conrad Hilton Hotel June 19-21.
In another keynote message, the Rev.
Gabriel Ward Hafford, Milwaukee, described the convention as that of a "service
organization" and welcomed priests, nuns
and others "who have taken the fourth
vow of communications." At one point he
asked, "Why worry yourself sick on a 250
w station when you can learn to get ulcers
on a network?" He urged more Catholic
radio-tv productions, notwithstanding cost
considerations.

The "mandate," as expressed by the Rev.
Michael Montoya, CBA president, is that
stemming from Pope Pius XII's encyclical
on radio, tv and motion pictures last Sept.
8. At that time the Pope issued instructions
for the Catholic episcopacy on the moral
and social responsibilities of those engaged
in broadcast as well as other media. As a
result, the scope of the Episcopal Committee on Motion Pictures was broadened
to include broadcast media [Trade Assns.,
Nov. 25; Networks, Sept. 16, 1957].
Featured banquet speaker Friday evening
was Danny Thomas, CBS-TV and night
club personality. Among panelists on the
three-day agenda were Martin Hogan, general manager of WCFL Chicago, local
American Federation of Labor station; David Croninger, program director of WIND
Chicago, and Len O'Conn
NBC Chicago
newscaster. A business or,
meeting, including
election, was set for Saturday.
Audience

Board

Names Committee
The National Audience Board, viewer
organization, has set up a previewing committee for its Chicago chapter, it has been
announced by Peter Goelet, president.
Mrs. Joseph Hector, Illinois state chairman of the board, heads the committee conducting previews for leaders of 46 organizations. Directors of other preview committees are Carol Rollinson, New York;
Vera Kaplan, Los Angeles, and Hal Light,
San Francisco.
Broadcasting

PERSONNEL RELATIONS
Five MGA

Musicians

File Suit

Asking $250,000 From AFM
Five musicians who were expelled from
Hollywood Local 47 of the American Federation of Musicians for dual unionism have
filed a $250,000 damage suit against the

AFM, Local 47 and three of the local's
officers in Los Angeles Superior Court. The
suit also asks an injunction to prevent the
union and its officers from interfering with
employment of the plaintiffs: Justin Gordon,
Ted Nash and Larry Sullivan, co-founders
of the Musicians Guild of America, and
Leonard Hartmann and Uan Rasey, supporters of MGA.
Complaint filed Monday by attorney
Richard A. Perkins, charges that Local 47
is attempting to blacklist the plaintiffs and
to interfere with their employment on a
local or casual basis and points out that
NLRB regulations protect their work in
radio, tv, motion pictures and recording.
Cecil F. Read, MGA chairman, in announcing the suit, asserted the determination of the new musicians union to provide
protection for musicians who openly support MGA. This is the fourth suit to charge
the AFM with unlawful interference with
musicians' employment, he said, pointing
out that eight others, including himself,
are working in local employment under injunctive protection.
NLRB's

Los Angeles regional office has

set July 9-10 for an election to determine
whether MGA or AFM shall represent musicians employed by the major producers of
theatrical motion pictures as their bargaining agent [At Deadline, June 16].
WBBM

Writers

Ask

Pay

Hike

Writers Guild of America East is negotiating with CBS for a 15% increase in
WBBM-AM-TV Chicago news writers' 5year-top pay scale, WGAE attorney Irving
d. The present maxiMyers mum inhas
this announce
bracket is $125 a week.

CBS has offered the stations' nine 5-yearmen a $7.50 a week increase across the
board with $1 added to the present $3
"overnight" (midnight-7 a.m.) premium, the
union spokesman said. The offer was made
at a WGAE-CBS meeting June 12. No
decision was reached.
WGAW

Wins

New

CBS Pact

Staff news and continuity writers for CBS
Radio and TV in Los Angeles will receive
a 7% increase in base salary, plus other
concessions, under a new 22-month contract negotiated with the network by
Writers Guild of America, West. An increase in acting editors' fees, special holiday
provisions, hospitalization cost sharing, experience and program fees are among benefits won by the writers.

AFTRA

Strikes at WINS;

IBEW

Men

Halt

Before

Pickets

WINS New York was struck last Monday
by 10 announcers and program performers
because of a contract dispute between the
station and the New York local of the
American Federation of Television & Radio
Artists. The tie-up had not been settled by
late Thursday night, despite several mediation sessions during the week, but the station
operated continuously with supervisory personnel.
Kenneth Groot, executive secretary of
the New York local of AFTRA, said there
were four main areas of disagreement in
the contract dispute and he described them
as "job security, fees for announcers on
commercial programs, pension and welfare
fund contributions and increased duties for
staff announcers, new broadcasters and disc
jockeys." A station spokesman said it had
offered to guarantee announcers an income
of $16,000 annually, said to be an increase
of $3,000 over provisions in the old contract, which expired on April 1.
Fourteen station engineers belonging to
local 1212, International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, declined to cross picket
at WINS' stuup by the strikers
setin mid-Manhattan,
lines dios
at the studios off
Central Park on Manhattan's West Side and
at the transmitter in Rutherford, N. J.

■
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full time
farm editor has all the facilities of the Agricultural Department

of the AAcClatchy Broadcasting

Company

with AAcClatchy newspaper
KMJ-TV in the Billion-Dollar
Valley of the Bees

KMJ-TV
Broadcasting

• FRESNO, CALIFORNIA

-KAAJ

TVs

at his disposal. He also works

farm editors. This, coordinated

with on-the-spot film coverage, results in farm programming
without

peer in Fresno.

• AAcClatchy Broadcasting Company

• The Katz Agency, National Representative
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STATIONS

WBC

TO

TAKE

ON

Wcstinghouse Broadcasting Co. is announcing today (June 23) its decision to expand its sales organization to include national sales and drop its present national
representatives.
WBC operates six radio and five tv stations in top U. S. markets. The radio outlets
are independents; the tv stations, network
affiliates. All rank among leading commercial stations in their markets.
The move, which will not become effective until the summer of 1959, will affect
three leading station representatives in the
radio-tv field: Peters, Griffin, Woodward
Inc.. the Katz Agency and Blair-Tv.
PGW represents the bulk of the WBC
stations. WBZ-WBZA and WBZ-TV Boston;
KDKA-AM-TV Pittsburgh; KYW-AM-TV
Cleveland; WOWO Fort Wayne and KEX
Portland, Ore. The Katz Agency represents
RPIX (TV) San Francisco, and Blair-Tv,
WJZ-TV Baltimore. WIND Chicago, another WBC property, is represented by Am Radio Sales, of which WBC is a substantial
owner.
In announcing WBC's projected expansion, A. W. Dannenbaum Jr., vice presidentsales, lauded the three representation firms
for an "excellent sales job over the period of
the relationship."
Details of organizational structure, personnel and location of offices for the new
Westinghouse national sales organization
will be worked out over the year's time.
PGW in a formal statement observed it
had known that Westinghouse had looked
with increasing interest toward its own
national sales organization "as they [WBC]
acquired more stations and their national
spot billings increased." "Consequently,"
PGW stated, "we are well prepared for it."
The station representative found it
"gratifying that our national spot billings
in both radio and television for the Westinghouse stations are at an all time high
now." It noted that, excluding WBC stations, PGW represents 27 radio stations,
including six that started with the creation
of the firm in 1932. In tv, PGW represents
29 stations in addition to the WBC outlets.
In a statement, Edward P. Shurick, executive vice president of Blair-Tv, said: "During the past 1 1 Vi months of Blair-Tv representation, we have found the management
of WJZ-TV and Westinghouse headquarters personnel most aggressive and cooperative in advancing their Baltimore, property
into a position of leadership."
In that time, he said, WJZ-TV's national
spot billings has tripled.

"This decision comes particularly as a
surprise," said Mr. Shurick, "since the trend
in recent years has been away from 'house
representation'. Television with its multiplicity of detail and increasing diversification
of sponsorship including short flight schedules requires the quality of personnel that
economically only a major representative
can afford in order to gain maximum effectiveness for the station."
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OWN

REP

WILD-MILD

CHORE

SESSION

The broad subject of radio broadcasting will be explored by Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. during management meetings in French Lick,
Ind., opening tomorrow (Tuesday)
and continuing through Friday. WBC
held a similar meeting for the company's television management in
Savannah, Ga., last December.
One highlight of the meeting will
be a panel discussion on "Which Way
Music — Wilder or Milder." Participants will be Mitch Miller, Columbia
Records; Robert Allen, songwriter;
Howard Miller, WIND Chicago, and
Joe Finan, KYW Cleveland.

One Rep Reports It's Good
Business of Adam Young station representative companies was "better than ever"
for the month of May, Mr. Young has told
Broadcasting. May's billings were "highest in our 15-year history." he said, noting
a 54% gain over May 1957.
Storz Stations

Adopt

New

The Storz Stations announced

Name
June 17

that because of corporate changes the company name has been changed to Storz Broadcasting Co., with no ownership changes involved. The company's stations are WDGY

DATELINES

Minneapolis-St. Paul, WHB Kansas City,
WTIX New Orleans and WQAM Miami.
The latter was operated as a wholly owned
subsidiary of the parent Mid-Continent
Broadcasting Co. until Dec. 31, 1957, when
the Miami Broadcasting Co. was dissolved
and its assets taken into Mid-Continent. On
May 26 Mid-Continent's name was changed
to Storz Broadcasting Co.
WTRL

NEAR FT. WAYNE — Recapture of a bank
robber who shot his way out of an Indiana
jail June 10 was filmed by WPTA (TV) Roanoke, Ind., newsman Tom Atkins. The
coverage was Mr. Atkins' reward for a threehour vigil at a road-block near the town
where the fugtitive eventually was cornered
and shot. WPTA's staffer interviewed police
who apprehended the criminal and filmed the
wounded man's arrival at the hospital.
JACKSONVILLE — A 24-minute news scoop
over the competition is claimed by WFGATV Jacksonville, Fla., in its reporting of the
end of the local bus strike June 1 1 . The sta-

105%

in Year

Under New 'Point Four' Formula
A business increase of more than 105%
is reported by WTRL Bradenton, Fla., for
its first year under ownership of Blues Skies
Broadcasting Corp. The independent station's billing for the first five months of
1958 was $53,794.96, compared with $25,919.80 for the same period last year it
was announced last week.
Dick Doty, Blue Skies president-general
manager, who took over WTRL June 1,
1957, attributes the station's rise to its
"Point Four" formula: programming for
specialized audiences; continual promotion;
"pregnant" selling and pride in community.
Among promotions and programs featured
on WTRL: A "Boost Bradenton Business"
week that, according to Bradenton Merchants Assn. figures, increased the city's
business 20% over preceding weeks; Breakfast With the Queen, a live audience-participation show from an old Mississippi river
boat; frequent editorializing, and the "Four
Point News" format, which consists of
half-hourly local, national, international and
weather news (only four newscasts a day
are longer than the four-minute standard).

Newsworthy

MILWAUKEE — A chance remark by Lt.
Gen. S. E. Anderson, director of Air Research-Development Command, that the Air
Force would try to hit the moon in August
was filmed by WXIX (TV) here. The statement was made at a news conference at
which the station was reportedly the only
representative of the broadcast media. In
Washington the Pentagon denied that a shot
at the moon was contemplated. The general
declined to comment to other stations requesting an interview. But the newsfilm of
the prediction was broadcast around the nation over CBS-TV.

Sales Jump

News

Coverage

by Radio and Tv

tion covered the 79-day strike with daily
sound-on-film interviews of principals in
the dispute. WFGA-TV reports it aired offthe-cuff statements by four management-union negotiators and the city council president
at the final settlement conference.
WATERBURY — Descriptions of a multiplealarm fire which broke out opposite WATR
Waterbury, Conn., studios were being broadcast before fire apparatus arrived. Apart
from describing the conflagration which
claimed one life and caused heavy damage
to a large building, WATR was used by
city officials to ask people not to come to
the area, the police to reroute traffic and the
Red Cross to contact members of families
evacuated from nearby apartments. Occupants from the burning building were interviewed while other Connecticut stations
were fed reports by WATR.
SPRINGFIELD — A "first" is claimed by
WMBD-TV Peoria in its coverage of an
Illinois State Legislature session here. The
sound-on-film highlights of Gov. William
Stratton's speech aired by the station reportedly are the first to be taken by a tv
station at a meeting of the legislature of Illinois.
Broadcasting
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says DOUGLAS L. SMITH
Advertising and Merchandising Director
S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc.
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I'd give up last."

No matter how they phrase their acceptance of Advertisexecuing Age, one thing's sure: most of the advertising nsable
tives of importance to you consider it an indispe
working tool. For week in, week out, Ad Age functions
as the adman's information center— reporting, analyzing
and clarifying the news and trends of particular interest
ce as well as those who activate marwho influen
to those
decisions.
ket and media
At S C. Johnson & Son, Inc., for example, broadcast gets
the lion's share of the firm's advertising. A leading producer of waxes, polishes and other household, commercial
and industrial products, the 72-year-old Racine concern
spent about $7,000,000 for time and production charges
on network tv alone during 1957. A similar appropriation
for network tv appears in the 1958 budget. In addition,
tv allocations for this year call for the use of about
spot
80 markets.
Every week, 21 paid-subscription copies of Ad Age keep
market-interested executives at S. C. Johnson & Son
posted on the developments affecting them. Further, every
Monday, 386 paid-subscription copies blanket Foote, Cone
& Belding, Benton & Bowles, Inc. and Needham, Louis
and Brorby, Inc., the agencies handling Johnson accounts.
Add to this AA's more than 40,000 paid circulation, its
tremendous penetration of advertising with a weekly
paid circulation currently reaching over 12,000 agency
people alone, its intense readership by top executives m
e m
national advertising companies— and you'll recogniz
swinging
for
medium
al
influenti
most
a
Age
Advertising
broadcast decisions your way.
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L. SMITH

Mr. Smith started in the advertising business
in the mid-thirties, and has gained considerable experience in his profession both from
agency positions and as an executive for
several leading advertisers. After a posthigh school stint as a printer's devil, he took
a job in the advertising department of a
wholesale house while attending the University of Minnesota. Armed with a B.A.
degree (1938), he went into sales work for
the U. S. Gypsum Company until World
War II. Mr. Smith rose from private to major
in the infantry during the war, after which
he got his first agency job— with MelamedHobbs, Inc. in Minneapolis. While associated
with this agency, he also did graduate work
in business. In 1949, he joined Swift &
Company in Chicago as a product manager,
remaining there until 1953, when he moved
to New York as an account executive for
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn. He came
to S. C. Johnson & Son as advertising
manager in 1955, and the following year
he was advanced to advertising and merchandising director. Mr. Smith is active in
the A.N.A. and the Advertising Research
Foundation. Outside the field of marketing,
he devotes time to creative writing and the
study of American history.

11, ILLINOIS
CHICAGO
• NEW YORK 17. NEW YORK
1 Year (52 issues) $3
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STATIONS
6

CONTINUED

to 60

RADIO

RAHALL

Rahall stations appeal to all . . . and we
"sell 'm all" from 6 to 60. Colorful news
reporting, music for every mood by outstanding personalities. Try the top-rated morning
shows.

BEFORE
fAUE/i/rovm PA. /
Again #1 Hooper, morning and afternoon,
April and May. Morning shows 5 to 9 a.m.
with Sammy Anderson, Dopey Duncan and
Paul Galgon.

Top Pulse, Manchester, Concord, Nashau markets. Morning shows 5 to 10 a.m. with Chuck
O'Neill and Norm Bailey.

Top Pulse in St. Petersburg-Tampa areas.
Morning show 7 to 9:30 a.m. with Johnny
Simpson.

B£CKL£XW.\/A7
#1 Hooper, morning, noon and night. Morning shows 5 to 9:45 a.m. with Russ Cooke
and Gary Dent.

wwcrowA/,

PA. /

Top Pulse in rich Montgomery County market.
Morning shows 6 to 9 a.m. with Tony Beckus
and Don Jones.

sold nationally
WEED

thru
& CO.

Joe Rahall, President
"Oggie" Davis, Gen. Manager
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THE

STORM,

Nearly as quickly as a tornado strikes,
broadcasters and weathermen are mobilizing
to let the public know. Bad weather warnings have become almost instantaneous in
recent months with conversion of Conelrad
to meteorological duty.
Just before the start of this year's tornado
season, the FCC authorized use of the
Conelrad defense warning system for
Weather Bureau bulletins. Already the system has been used at least 30 times, many
of these in the St. Louis area, also in
Minnesota-Wisconsin, Kansas, Louisiana,
Florida and elsewhere.
After the FCC order permitting stations
to use Conelrad for weather alerts [At
Deadine, Dec. 9, 1957; Government, Dec.
16, et seq.] stations didn't wait for the
Weather Bureau to call them— they quickly
got in touch with the local weatherman to
volunteer participation. To date the bureau
has organized more than 3,000 stations in
a system coordinated by 250 Weather Bureau offices across the country.
This is how the weather warning works:
When a regional weather official learns
a twister (or blizzard or hurricane) has been
sighted, he calls the area "key station," a
skywave, 24-hour outlet, which then activates the Conelrad signal on all receivers
in the neighborhood. This includes all commercial stations and hook-ups on other
broadcast bands which are required to maintain the Conelrad warning device. The signal
consists of a five-second carrier break, a
thousand-cycle tone and another five-second
break, followed by the emergency announcement. Stations repeat this over the air.
KMOX St. Louis, a Conelrad key station and one which urged the FCC to convert
the defense warning system for weather
use, repeats the Conelrad storm routine
twice at intervals after the first warning,
in order that other stations may tape the
information. For this, KMOX omits its ID.
Participants in the system — stations,
manufacturers and others — have enthusiastically rallied around with refinements and
extensions of the warning service. Stations
have instructed schools and institutions in

THE

WARNING

installing their own Conelrad alarm systems.
Manufacturers report considerable interest in Conelrad receivers and attachments
for ordinary receivers. A Conelrad receiver
stays tuned during the day and/ or night
with the speaker muted until it is activated
by the 1,000-cycle Conelrad tone.
Weather officials are pleased with the
weather-warning score so far. Commercial
broadcasters are enthusiastic not only about
the chance to serve the community but
also because of the coverage opportunities
the technique affords.
A tornado is the acid test of the instantaneous warning system. One can come and
go in half an hour, with victim communities
completely unaware until it's on the horizon.
Now, with an electronic assist, the town
has a head start in its race with the elements.
U.S.

Tv

Weather

Stations
Daily

Make

Staple

What are television stations across the
country doing in weathercasting? How are
they presenting weather news? And how
great an inroad has the "weathergirl" made?
These and other questions were raised in
a survey by Warren R. Crofoot of Athens,
Ohio.
A total of 115 tv stations from 42 states
-!gZZ2ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ£,
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Khome
VTV,
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Broadcasting

were represented in the study (58% of 200
stations sent the questionnaire).
Highlights of the survey:
The greater number of outlets report a
preference for two daily weathercasts.
One station airs a 30-second weather capsule every hour. Another carries 11 daily
weather programs. Twelve of the tv stations do not schedule any separate weather
shows.
No station reported any programming of
weather news of less than five days a week
to Mr. Crofoot. Those presenting separate
weathercasts seven days a week: 26%; six
days a week: 17%; five days a week:
56% . Nearly all forecasts are of five-minute
duration.
Any belief that women are taking over
weathercasting chores from the men is contradicted bythe results of this survey. Only
5% of the weathercasters represented in
the study are women.
Before the UP-INS merger, few of the
polled stations used INS. The 85% stations
using a news wire for their weather information were fairly evenly distributed between UP and AP. In addition to the wire
services, 89% of the stations use U. S.
Weather Bureau information. Other means
of garnering data: Civil Aeronautics Administration at local airports; U.S. Air
Force bases; U.S. Coast Guard stations;
highway patrols, and college weather ob-
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Unduplicated

NBC-TV

COVERAGE

WITH

S 48 COUNTY

WOC-TV

MARKET

- 531,200
Homes*
398,800
TV Homes* __
.97,101
Farm Homes**.
♦Sales Management "Survey of Buying
Power — 1958"

CBS-TV COVERAGE

(NDC)

— POPULATION*

Eastman, president of the representative firm. Standing are (1 to r) William
McKibben, assistant to the vice president, Balaban Stations; Stanley N.
Kaplan, sales assistant to the vice
president, Balaban Stations, and Richard Arbuckle, midwest manager,
Robert E. Eastman Inc. Balaban Stations include WIL St. Louis and
WRIT Milwaukee, plus KGKO Dallas
which the Balaban group takes over
about July 15 [Closed Circuit,
May 12].
Broadcasting

1,727,100

54,912
TV Farm Homes**
Effective Buying Income* ..$2,852,363,000
- $2,076,120,000
Retail Sales*
**U. S. Census of Agriculture — 1954
Col. B. J. Palmer
President
Ernest Wodinger,
C. Sanders,
Mark
Res. Mgr.
PETERS,
Res. Sales Mgr.
GRIFFIN.
WOODWARD,

The Quint-Cities
Station — Davendorf portinand BettenIowa:
Rock
Island,
line and MoEast
Moline in Illinois.

REPRESENTATION contract for the
Balaban Stations is signed with Robert
E. Eastman Inc., New York, at this
St. Louis gathering of principals.
Seated are John F. Box Jr. (1), executive vice president and managing director of Balaban Stations, and Mr.
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Unduplicated
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W
NATIONAL
Channel
•Maximum Power • Basic NBC
^M.III.4|l,lllLIII..IJ.|iymUllJ.»
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Company
ing
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Central
of
WOC-TV - Davenport, Iowa is part
also owns and operates WHO-TV and WHO-Radio-Des Moine*
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it's

in

Blackstone

medicine...

IN

it's

Gray's

Anatomy

TV

AND

RADIO

—

EVERYBODY

COUNTS

ON

BROADCASTING

YEARBOOK!

It's a logical dependence. Just as those other venerable
volumes are respected as fountainheads of information
in their respective fields, so too is the broadcasting
yearbook recognized as an authority without
the business of television and radio!

peer in

Why? First of all, there's nothing else like it. Here is
the most complete compendium of accurate facts available. It's handy as well as helpful . . . handier than ever
this year because the 1958 broadcasting yearbook combines both TV and radio within a single set of staunch
covers. Furthermore, you can't beat its established
reputation for reliability. For 23 years now, these information-crammed source b~boks have held
importance on the desks and bookshelves of
person in TV-and-radio advertising. Few
volumes get dog-eared and thumb-printed so
many makers of decisions as a broadcasting

a place of
every key
reference
fast by so
yearbook.

Now ...right around the corner... is the publication
date of the bigger-than-ever broadcasting yearbook
for 1958 - bigger because (1) it contains more, and
(2) it covers both electronic media in a single edition.
The publishers of Blackstone, Gray's Anatomy, and
Bowditch have life easy compared with the editors of
this great yearly sourcebook. The former concern them-

selves with static facts that change little from year to
year. But television and radio are phenomena that today
move as fast (and unpredictably) as a greased rabbit.
Only the largest, most experienced and most competent
editorial staff in the TV-radio business publication field
is equipped to assemble such a wealth of up-to-date data
...to check and correlate, prepare and recheck...and
then present the facts in comprehensive, useable manner. In short, only broadcasting can produce the broadcasting yearbook!

The 1958 edition is scheduled for September

publication,

will be snapped up by 16,000 busy people with the stakes
of their livelihood in television or radio... or in both.
And

because

working

they make

broadcasting

yearbook

partner, day after day, this remarkable

a

volume

becomes

a powerful, long-lasting medium for your advertising. This year, the NEW combined format represents agreater value than ever.

Mark

these dates, large and loud, on your calendar.
Deadline -for advertising if proofs are desired: July 11+.
If no proofs, July 28. Regular rates and mechanical
specifications apply. Write, wire or phone your reservation before another day's sun has set. The NEW 1958
broadcasting yearbook is too good a bet to miss !

STATIONS CONTINUED

THE

NEW,

servation departments. Many stations have
their own weather instruments.
Within the five-minute format most stations devote one minute each to national

BROADCASTING
FEATURES LIKE THESE:

TWO-IN-ONE
OFFERS

YEARBOOK

mm
* * Latest working information about both television and radio (thus eliminating the need
for separate Yearbooks as previously) .

** Directories restyled for faster reference giving facilities and key personnel of advertising agencies, networks, stations, station
representatives, program suppliers, equipment sources, and many other organizations related to TV-radio business.
** Definitive round-up

introductions, reporting on progress in each major area of activity covered by a directory.

** Special articles and reports on such important developments as —

. . . radio and TV audiences, their size
and composition.
. . . radio and television time sales - by
network, spot and local — nationally
and by individual markets.
. . . market
county.

information

for every U.S.

. . . trends in the use of feature and syndicated film.

. . . analyses of specialized radio programming-foreign language, Negro
market, multiplexing, stereophonic
broadcasting.
... a review of how advertising agencies
have grown with radio and television.
— all the many other standard features which have made broadcasting yearbooks the most authoritative, most closelyread reference work in radio and television
for the past 23 years !

** PLUS

BROADCASTING
THE

BUSINESSWEEKLY

OF

TELEVISION

AND RADIO

1735 DeSales Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
A member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations

i

r news with two minand regional weathe
utes for local conditions. The remaining
minute is commercial time. The 10-minute
lly broken down into threeshow sis genera
minute each for national, regional, local.
is commerThe remaining minute again occasio
nally
cial. A mere 4% report they
area
an
broadcast a weather report from
other than their studios.
Less than half the tv stations replying
to Mr. Crofoot's questionnaire reported
their weatherman had received any meteorological training. Most weathermen (89%)
have other duties at the station such as
announcing and newscasting. Some smaller
stations report that executive personnel present weather news.
Visual aids (generally designed by the
station) range from paper maps through
elaborate electric data boards. Few stations
use special effects.
A substantial group of advertisers have
been sponsoring weather news from six
months to three years. After five years,
though, there is a decided drop in sponsorship of the same program.
The survey indicates that 73% of the
stations carry one commercial during each
weathercast. Two spots are presented per
show by 21% of the stations.
Audience surveys conducted by 78% of
the stations show that reaction usually is
very favorable to weather programs.
Mr. Crofoot's survey, compiled for a
thesis, "An Analysis of Weather News Presentation by Selected Tv Stations Throughout the U.S.," indicates that "many stations
are making a conscientious effort to present
weather news in an interesting manner."
KHJ-TV
Draws

Offers Videotaping,
Up Rate Card

for Service

Don Lee Video Service has been organized
by KHJ-TV Los Angeles to offer a videotape
service for tv advertisers, agencies and producers, and has issued a special production
rate card for this service, believed to be the
first such rate card published. The card includes four kinds of fees: videotape recording charge for machine and operator and
one playback at $225 for 30 minutes or $400
for 60 minutes; studio production crew
(director, technical director, stage manager,
audio, two cameras, light man, video man,
use of studio and existing sets) at $300 for
first 30 minutes and $150 each additional
30 minutes; videotape playback charge of
$75 for 30 minutes or $100 for 60 minutes,
including use of conference room and
monitors; videotape purchase, including reel,
for tape taken from premises and not erased
within 28 days, of $225 for 30 minutes and
$435 for 60 minutes. All charges are commissionable.
The new rate card was described as experimental by James Higson, KHJ-TV
program director, who also is heading up
the new videotape service. Having acquired
Ampex Corp. VTR facilities, KHJ-TV is
anxious to make the fullest use of them, he
said. These rates apply to outside buyers,

STATIONS

CHANNEL

CONTINUED

4-SIGHT

AN ASSIST from behind was necessary to get KING'S Klunker Karavan rolling
after Lt. Governor John Cherberg of Washington flashed the green flag to start
the station's traffic-safety drive.
KING

Power: Visual
100 kw
Aural 50 kw
Antenna Height 833 feet
above the ground
:

This was the premise of KING Seattle
in its "KING Klunker Karavan," staged
in cooperation with the local safety
council.

In a heavy on-air promotion KING announced that the old cars would be

Mr. Higson stated, noting that there is a
different time and facilities rate card for
advertisers who are KHJ-TV clients. He
pointed out that KHJ-TV goes on the air
at 2 p.m. and so has all facilities available
in the morning hours for videotape recording.

KiNS*S

*•.

REPRESENTATIVE

KRHD Duncan and KNOR Norman, both
Oklahoma, appoint Robert S. Keller Inc.,
N. Y.
STATION

TEXAS
CONTACT
ANY
KATZ MAN
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SHORTS

4

AMARILLO,

WABC-TV New York reports billings for
second quarter of this year were 35%
above same quarter year ago.
WTIC-TV Hartford, Conn., has purchased
Ampex VR-1000 videotape recorder.

WHEC-AM-TV

The patrolman riding with staffer Jim
French turned in • the best report and
the d.j. was declared the winner. The cars
were auctioned after the Karavan, with
proceeds donated to a summer traffic
safety education campaign by the safety
council.

ating from its new building at 191 East Ave.
in downtown Rochester.
KALI Pasadena, Calif., reports increase of
15% in billings in May.

WKMI Kalamazoo, Mich., now is operating
on 24-hour schedule.

Assoc.

KCAL Redlands, Calif., appoints John E.
Pearson Co.

CHANNEL

driven 140 miles by the d.j.'s accompanied by a state patrolman to check
on the drivers' observance of safety
regulations. The trek was covered by
KING with direct-line reports from along
the route.

APPOINTMENTS

KBAB San Diego names Simmons
Inc., N. Y.

KGNC-TV

KARAVAN

drive to encourage car owners to have
their vehicles checked.

is KING'S frequency) to buy a car. Local
hot rod clubs pitched in to make the old
cars eligible for safety stickers from the
Seattle-King County Safety Council. (In
Washington safety checks on automobiles
are on a voluntary basis.) The Karavan
promotion was timed to coincide With a

in a vastly healthy and wealthy
market.

KLUNKER

Safe-driving campaigns can be fun and
as such are more effective.

The idea was to show that any automobile, regardless of age, can be safely
driven. With this in mind, the station
gave five of its disc jockeys $10.90 (1090

No need for telescopic vision
to see the results you will reap
from the use of Channel 4 on
the great Golden Spread.
More than 100,000 TV sets

COLO
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Rochester, N. Y., is operBroadcasting

MANUFACTURING
New

Transistor

Demonstrated

Use
by

Bell

The revolutionary impact of the transistor
on electronics and its role in such specific
new developments as the transmission of
television signals on a group of seven ordinary paired telephone wires by means of
pulse code modulation were highlighted last
week by scientists of Bell Telephone Labs at
Murray Hill, N. J. The occasion was the
tenth anniversary of the transistor, a Bell
Labs development which now affects virtually every phase of electronics.
Pulse code modulation is described as an
old concept made operationally practical by
the transistor because of its small size, low
power requirements and cost. PCM means
that ordinary telephone cable, originally designed to carry telephone conversations, can
be made to handle 12 times as many telephone calls or a complete tv signal by the
addition of small transistorized regenerative repeaters every half-mile along the
cable. Unlike vacuum tube repeaters requiring local power supplies, the transistor
repeater can be powered through the cable
itself.

Bell representatives said PCM is "being
explored" and a field test will be held soon,
but declined to discuss possible practical application to the tv relay field or any timetable as to its availability. Said to be in
final stages of development for telephone
applications, it was apparent that PCM initially would function as a telephone plant
system for exchange trunks and other shorthaul situations where it is desired to step
up the traffic capacity of existing facilities.
PCM is not expected to find tv applications,
according to Bell Labs spokesmen, until sufficient customer demand arises to make such
service commercially practicable.
In PCM, continuous or analog information such as a tv signal is coded into discrete bits of information which are transmitted over wire or radio link by means of
"groups" of simple electrical pulses. With
seven paired wires available to provide
seven simultaneous pulse channels, any of
128 amplitude levels of analog information
may be represented by the presence or absence of pulse in each group. At the receiving end, the groups are decoded and reconstructed into the tv signal. As many as 10
million pulses per second may be transmitted on any one of the seven channels.
Since the pulses degenerate quickly at this
speed, the transistor repeaters must be
placed about every half-mile of cable. Each
repeater regenerates a completely new pulse
regardless of how deteriorated the pulse was
when it arrived, thus making the system
rugged and able to function over long distances despite high levels of cross talk, noise
or other distortion. Because the PCM elements are simple, it is easy to maintain and
economical.
PCM for tv relay was demonstrated in
principle by a test signal over a half-mile of
ordinary paired wire cable with the signal
displayed on oscilloscopes (see picture). Although acomplete picture transmission was
not shown on a tv screen, Bell Labs officials
Broadcasting

K
PCM-TV REPEATER LIN
RegenerahveRepeater^
Signaf Pulses

BELL LABS pulse-code modulation repeat links is demonstrated here by R. L. Carbrey (I)
and A. J. Rack. Incoming pulses are shown both before (I) and after they have passed
through a half-mile of cable and been amplified by a transistorized regenerative repeater.
said it would take "an experienced observer
to distinguish between the original tv picture
and a picture which has gone through the
coding and decoding process. Similarly, the
quality of voice signals would be maintained

."
process
decodi
a codingJ. and
during
president,
BellngLabs
Kelly,
Dr. Mervin
us
speaking to newsmen about they tremendo
advance of transistor technolog during the
first 10 years, said it is now "technically
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Detroit
Area!

POWER The most powerful Broadcasting-Telecasting
combination in the market! Power in both radio and
TV to reach the primary, secondary, and fringe areas
of this 5th largest market with a signal strength
that assures maximum reception.
*
***
COVERAGE The TV and RADIO coverage of CKLW'S powerful twins is second
to none in the market. If you tell more people ... you sell more people!—
and in this region you do both with either CKLW radio or TV.
does the
SUPER SELLING News and music presented by Detroit's most able radio personalities
a most
attract
features
movie
full-length
first-run
tremendous
CKLW-TV's
selling job better on CKLW.
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MANUFACTURING continued
possible for semiconductors to do about
70% of the work done by electron tubes.
He predicted that by 19d5 the dollar volume of transistor and semiconductor diode
sales will be greater than that of electron
tubes and by 1975 semiconductors will serve
W< ol electronic devices and tubes the remaining 10%.
The basic transistor inventions represent
the work of three Bell Labs scientists, Walter H. Brattain, John Bardeen and William
Shockley. who shared the 1956 Nobel Prize
in physics for this work. Dr. Kelly said their
contribution to semiconductor electronics
technology is as basic as that of Dr. Lee
DeForest to electron tube technology.
In outlining semiconductor progress to
date, Dr. Kelly noted that tubes operate in
systems over an 1 1,000 mc frequency range
and transistors "could be designed over a
frequency range of 1,000 mc but within
that latter range, perhaps 90 percent of electronic systems operate." He added that recent research shows it appears possible that
semiconductor amplifiers will be obtained

A ONE-MAN, portable control panel is a feature of Allen B. DuMont Labs' new
closed-circuit educational television package announced today (Monday). Two
cameras are included in the package. The control station has a monitor for
each camera and a line monitor — a standard tv set (extreme r)— that shows
the picture being distributed to classroom receivers. From the control panel
the operator can effect one of three lens changes, move one camera up or
down, left or right and switch cameras. The other camera has a fixed, wide-angle
lens for an over-all scene. The equipment is on dollies and tripods. Price: $7,000.

for frequencies "as high or even higher than
attained with advance design electron tube
structure."
Dr. W. J. Pietenpol, Bell Labs director of
development for semiconductor devices, predicted that the cross-over point when the
price of the transistor becomes equal to that
of the vacuum tube for auto radios, for example, "will appear within the next two
years." He reviewed the rapid transistorization of all kinds of radio, tv and other entertainment units. He said the "vigor of the industry isparticularly illustrated by the fact
that even conservative estimates show a
doubling of transistor business during 1958
— a recession year."
Dr. John A. Morton, director of device
development, Bell Labs, said, "It may well
be that the extensions to man's mind made
possible by solid state electronics will yet
have a greater impact upon society than the
nuclear extension of man's muscle." He
cited the possibility of transistorized computers which might perform a type of "thinking" and that models with speeds from 10
to 100 times that of today "are almost a
certainty." He predicted that the transistor
and semiconductor market will top a billion
dollars within the next ten years.

Cincinnati's

Jerrold Electronics Corp., Philadelphia,
released to shareholders last week its third
annual report as a publicly-owned corporation. Milton J. Shapp, Jerrold president,
reported at the annual meeting that the corporation has a contract backlog of approximately $1 million to construct master tv
antennas and closed circuit tv antennas and
closed circuit tv systems.
Jerrold's net sales and services revenues
for the fiscal year ending Feb. 28 were
$6,055,647. up from $5,142,702 for 195657. The company reported income before
taxes amounted to $132,322, down from
$299,510 reported in 1957. Income after
taxes decreased to $105,281 from $166,133.
Income before taxes is equal to 12 cents
per share on 1,096,660 common shares outstanding, compared to 27 cents on 1.097,460 shares in 1956-57. Net profit after

Most

Independent
50,000

Jerrold Corp. Reports Gross Up,
Net Income Down in Fiscal Year

watts
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STATION

24 hours a day— seven days a week

During the past year installations of
closed circuit systems were completed at
Fort Huachuca, Ariz., the Pennsylvania
Eastern Psychiatric Hospital and at New
York's Hudson Guild. The operations division last year acquired community antenna
systems in Richland, Walla Walla and
Wenatchee, all Washington, making a total
of nine owned and operated systems.

Reed

Hails RCA

Export Growth;

Foreign Reps See Stereo Line
RCA export sales to Europe during 1957
exceeded those of 1956 by approximately
40%, P. B. Reed, vice president, International Sales, told a meeting of RCA executives in Brussels last week.
Mr. Reed's report was given during a twoday conference, attended by top RCA
officials and managers of RCA's associated
companies in Great Britain, Italy, Spain,
Switzerland and West Germany. Other discussions centered around the company's
activities under the European Common

Powerful
Radio

federal and state income taxes is equal to
10 cents per share, compared to 15 cents
per share on 1,097,460 common shares outstanding last year.

OHIO

Market and the introduction of RCA's new
line of stereophonic records to European
manufacturers.
RCA's stereo line later was shown to representatives of RCA record distributors in
14 countries. A company spokesman estimated that since these manufacturers began
to produce RCA records in 1953, sales of
its discs in Europe have increased more than
sevenfold.
Other RCA executives in attendance included John L. Burns, president; Charles
M. Odorizzi, executive vice president, sales
and services; George R. Marek, vice president and general manager, RCA Victor
Broadcasting

INTERNATIONAL
Record Division; G.
sales manager. RCA
M. Folsom, chairman
mittee of the board

H. Pruning, records
International; Frank
of the executive comof directors; D. C.
Lynch, managing director, RCA International; W. G. E. Vreeland. director, export
operations: E r w i n Schuller, director,
finance, RCA International and Joseph
Morse, assistant treasurer.
Miner

in Ampex

Planning

Post

To handle planning for proper exploitation of the overseas market for videotape
recording equipment and the business potential in the non-tv field and to prepare plans
also for the marketing of the new
four-track stereophonic tape for
sound recording,
Corp. has
Ampex
created a new market planning department in its professional products division. Robert A.
Miner, marketing
will beMR. MINER
manager,
come market planning manager on July 1, concurrent with the
establishment of the new department. Russell
J. Tinkham, audio products manager, Ross
H. Snyder, video products manager, and
Nairne F. Ward, Jr., market analyst, will
transfer to the new department, reporting to
Mr. Miner, who in turn will report to Neal
McNaughten, manager of the professional
products division. Thomas E. Davis, national
sales manager of Ampex' instrumentation department, succeeds Mr. Miner as marketing
manager of professional products.

New

Radto-Tv

Sets Down

for Year

Factory shipments of radio and tv sets
to dealers during the first four months of
1958 are below 1957 figures, according to
Electronic Industries Assn.
Radio shipments in the first four months
of 1958 totaled 1,751.347 sets compared
to 2,167,016 in the same four months a
year ago. Radio figures do not include auto
sets, which move directly to auto manufacturers.
Tv shipments in the first four months
of this year totaled 1,570,279 sets compared to 1,787,346 in the like four-month
period of 1957.
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July 1 Marks Canadian Opening
Of Continental Microwave Relay
Canadians from coast to coast will be
brought closer together on July I when
the world's longest single microwave system
comes into full service. Stretching from
Sydney. N. S., to Victoria, B. C, the 3,900mile line, with spur lines adding several
hundred more miles, goes into operation
on Dominion Day with live programs being
fed into it from various points across
Canada.
The system will be used by 48 Canadian
tv stations, eight owned by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., which controls the network, and 40 by private interests. There
are two additional tv stations at U. S. Air
Force bases at Goose Bay, Labrador, and
Harmon Field, Nfld., which will not be
connected with the network at present. A
Newfoundland link will go into operation
later this year when the 70-mile open water
link across Cabot Strait is spanned.
The 3,900-mile network, started in 1955,
has more than 30 relay points an average
distance of 30 miles apart. The link across
the Rocky Mountains was completed this
spring with 13 relay stations, 10 of them
on mountain tops and the highest 6,700
feet above sea level. Two aerial tramways
had to be built to reach the mountain
relay stations. That at Dog Mountain, B. C,
is two miles long and one of the biggest
aerial tramways in the world. The towers
range in height from 50 to 350 feet, and
are all built to withstand 100-mile-an-hour
winds.

On July 1 a videotape relay center at
Calgary. Alta., also goes into operation to
make possible recording of live tv programs
from the east for retelecasting at a later
hour the same day. Previously only kinescope recordings were available for western Canada, and similarly for eastern Canada
of programs originating in the west.
The tv microwave network was built
by the Trans-Canada Telephone System,
comprising seven major Canadian telephone
systems as well as the Canadian National
and Canadian Pacific telegraph communication system. The latter two organizations
operate the microwave network in part of
Quebec province and southwestern Ontario
province, while Canadian National Telegraphs will build the system connecting the
mainland with Newfoundland.
The inaugural hour-long program for the
transcontinental network on July 1 will
carry live shows and speakers from Charlottetown, Halifax and St. John on the
Atlantic coast, Quebec City, Montreal,
Ottawa. Toronto, Niagara Falls, Winnipeg.
Saskatoon, Regina, Edmonton, Calgary in
the central section and Vancouver and Victoria on the Pacific coast. Some 3 million
Canadian tv sets will be able to tune in
the program.
Canada

Tv Sets Up, Radios

A month long study

by Pulse, Inc. has revealed that KDUB-TV
possesses latch-keys to
7%

more women

viewers

(per 100 viewing homes)
than the other single competing

channel.
25%

Add this to KDUB's

greater coverage and

you have the scandulous advantage.
KDUB set count-. 161,084
fDV
KDUB

B\

stations: 326,027

ns \
statioV
KDUB-T
LUBBOCK,
TEXAS
K P A- SWEETWATER
R -T V
ABILENE

Down

Television receiver sales in Canada were
up in April, while radio receiver set sales
were down, according to figures of the
Canadian Radio-Electronic-Manufacturers
Assn., Toronto. During April 24,558 tv sets

BIG
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Y-TV
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AWARDS

INTERNATIONAL continued
were sold, as against 22,093 in the same
month last year, and 39.470 radio receivers
as compared with 45,077 a year ago.
In the first four months of 1958 tv receiver sales totalled 121,871 units as against
130,571 in the 1957 period, while 139,251
radio receivers were sold in that time as
against 164,620 the previous year.
Ontario province accounted for largest
number of sales in the January-April period
with 44,947 tv sets and 57,280 radio sets.
ABROAD

IN

BRIEF

TELE-SAAR KAPUT: An order from the
West German Government will close TeleSaar. the commercial tv station operating
in the Saar area between France and
Germany, July 1. By a Franco-German
agreement, the once independent country
has been turned over to Germany. The
Postal Ministry order that closed Tele-Saar
maintains the station operates on a frequency not allocated to it under the Stockholm Frequency Plan. The station uses the
French 819-line standard, but 80% of the
receivers in Tele-Saar's area have fourstandard tuners. These provide for reception
of most continental stations.
AUSTRIA TO FOLLOW SUIT? Although
there is no commercial television in Austria,
there is a chance that the country's smaller
tv stations may adopt the practice — used
by West Germany and Italy — of setting
non-commercial segments aside for sale to
NOW!

FROM

WHBF-TV

IN THE QUAD-CITIES

NEW

1000

. . .

FT.

TOWER

BIG

100

KW

POWER

advertisers. An estimated 100,000 Austrians
watch nearly 50,000 tv sets daily. Manufacturers expect sets in use will total 100,000 around the spring of 1959 and that they
will have sold 80.000 by the year's end.
TV OUTSELLS: More television sets than radio sets were sold in West Germany last
April. Licensed tv sets numbered 1.574,433
May 1; an increase of 61,000 over the
previous month. Registered radio sets
totaled 14,680,191 on May 1. German radio set manufacturers hope to stimulate
business (table model sales are down 15 to
20% compared with last year) with their
new portables and export model lines unveiled this month. The downward trend is
compensated by the booming export business.
NEWS

WITHHELD:

An item that was not

aired with newsmen's usual celerity this
week was the Joel Reitman kidnap incident
in Montreal. The 2Vi -year-old heir to a
women's retail clothing chain was reported
last Monday to radio-tv stations, wire services and papers as being held for $10,000
ransom. The child had been missing since
Saturday. At police request however, news
media did not release the report until Tuesday. The boy was found abandoned later
that same day.
Tax

Dropped

on Canadian

Canadian producers of taped radio programs have won a tax concession from the
Canadian government in order to compete
with imported taped programs, especially
from the United States. The 10% sales tax
has been dropped on the talent and other
production costs of one-time taped programs
used on a national selective basis. The tax
will only apply in future on the actual
cost of recording the show, not on the
total cost of the show. The sales tax will
be paid by the recording company in future,
not by the production organization. Recorded shows produced for permanent
usage, not on a one-time basis, will still
be subject to the 10% sales tax on total
production cost.
INTERNATIONAL

EXPANDED
REGIONAL
COVERAGE

bring a new
era of
television to prosperous
Western Illinois
4s THE

and Iowa
Eastern

REPRESENTED BY AVERY-KNODEL
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SHORTS

Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan Ltd., London and Newcastle, appointed as agency for
Tynes-Tees Television Ltd., new commercial tv station at Newcastle, scheduled to go
on air Jan. 15, 1959.
Bruce Butler & Assoc., station representative, has moved to 219 Bay St., Toronto
and 1500 St. Catherine St. W., Montreal,
Que. Recently-formed firm represents
CHLT-AM-TV and CKTS Sherbrooke,

CKLG
Que.
ronto.

BF-TV
W
CBSH
FOR THE QUAD-CITIES

Shows

North Vancouver, B. C, has appointed Stephens & Towndrow Ltd., To-

CKAR Huntsville, Ont., began broadcasting
on June 14 on 590 kc with 1 kw power.
Station manager is James Dean, formerly
of Los Angeles, and v.p. is G. Norris MacKenzie, Toronto, who operates radio-tv program production center in Toronto.

WRCA-TV,
WBZ-TV
SHARE
TOP
AWARD
• Take

Sherwood

honors

• Special goes to CBS-TV
Two tv stations shared equally in the
$10,000 top prize awarded last week in
the Showcase Robert E. Sherwood Television Awards competition, sponsored in its
third consecutive year by the Fund for the
Republic.
WRCA-TV New York shared first prize
with WBZ-TV Boston for their respective
The Open Mind series and the Let Freedom

Ring project.
A special award recognized "The Lady
from Philadelphia" that was telecast on
CBS-TV last December as a See It Now
production. Awards of $1,000 each went
to The Trophy on ABC-TV in cooperation with the American Jewish Committee; "Light in the Southern Sky" on NBCTV's Frontiers of Faith; Concept; Freedom
presented by the Metropolitan Educational
Tv Assn. on WCBS-TV New York, and
"Migrants
Outlook.

in Chicago"

on

NBC-TV's

Presentations were made Thursday in
New York by Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt.
Winners were selected by a panel of jurors
voting for the shows dealing most dramatically and effectively with the subject of
freedom and justice in America. Details on
the winners:
The Open Mind — Produced and moderated by Richard Heffner, directed by Marshall Stone. Plaque to WRCA-TV General
Manager William Davidson.
Let Freedom Ring — (WBZ-TV produced
at least one program on the subject of freedom and justice daily for a full year.)
Frank Tooke, general manager; Chet Collier, producer (now WBC executive producer); Herbert Cahan, programming;
Ray Hubbard, assistant program manager,
and James Allen, sales manager. Plaque to
Richard Pack, vice president of WestingTV).
house Broadcasting Co. (operator of WBZSee It Now — (Special award for "outstanding excellence"; filmed documentary
on singer Marian Anderson's State Dept.sponsored tour through southeast Asia.)
Plaques to Miss Anderson, producers Edward R. Murrow and Fred Friendly and
CBS-TV President Louis G. Cowan (sponsor was International Telephone & Telegraph
through J. M. Mathes, its advertisingCo.agency).

"Light in the Southern Sky" — (Life story
of Negro educator Mary McLeod Bethune.)
Written by William Branch, produced by
Doris Ann and directed by Martin Hoade.
Plaque to Edward Stanley, NBC-TV director of public affairs.
The Trophy — (About anti-semitism in
college fraternities.) Written by Irv Tunick,
directed by Jack Sameth and produced by
Wiley Hance for ABC and Milton Krents
for the AJC. Plaque to John C. Daly, ABC
vice president, and special citation to Irving
Engel, AJC president.
Concept: Freedom — (Two-hour program
Broadcasting

Get
presented honorary degree of Doctor of
Business Administration at Yankton (S. D.)
College.
Paul Myers, assistant managing director,
WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., received award
from Polio Fund Drive for his efforts during 1958 polio drive.
John L. Kelley, engineering supervisor of
KTNT-TV Tacoma, Wash., has received
Naval Air Reserve certificate of merit for
his efforts in filming station's annual Weekend Warriors documentary last January.
Patti Searight, program director, WTOP
Washington, has received Kappa Kappa
Gamma Alumnae Achievement Award.

RESULTS!

lA A_A-J. h

Buy

l\ A n A (^J /\ A

RADIO

DIEGO

SAN

SAN DIEGANS LIKE KSON
PROGRAMING

ADVERTISERS

LIKE KSON

COMMERCIAL

FRIEND-RE1SS Adv. Inc., New York,
received first place awards for two
of its radio-tv commercials (Art Crayon and Cameo Curtains accounts)
from Trans-America Ad Agency Network at TAAN's 20th annual convention held June 4-11 in New York.
Lee Friend (r), president of the prizewinning agency, is pictured with Edmund Bunker, CBS vice president-director of station relations, who was
one of the judges. Friend-Weiss also
received awards for ads in other media.
TAAN's second place tv award went
to Wendt Adv. Inc., Great Falls,
Mont., for Beatrice Foods Co. commercials. Second and third place radio
awards went to E. Frederick Baker
& Assoc., Seattle, for Arden Farms
and Hansen Baking commercials, respectively. L.C. Cole Co., San Francisco, received an award for programs
over five minutes (Jenkel-Davidson
Optical Co. account).
on individual liberties in U. S.) Produced
by Richard Heffner and directed by Frank
Jacoby. Plaque to Sam Cook Digges, WCBSTV general manager, and special citation
to Dr. Alan Brown, META president.
Migrants in Chicago — (Documentary on
problems of southern white migrants to
Chicago area.) Chet Huntley, commentator-editor; John Chancellor, correspondent;
Piers Anderton, writer, and Reuven Frank,
producer for NBC News. Plaque to William McAndrew, vice president in charge
of news, NBC-TV.
AWARDS

SHORTS

Norman Knight, president, Yankee Div. of
RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc., awarded citation of "Knight of the Brush" from John
Donnelly & Sons outdoor advertising firm.
Mr. Knight was cited for his public service
activities in community.
Herbert E. Evans, v.p.-general manager,
Corp., Columbus,
Broadcasting
Peoples

OVERSEAS DOCUMENTARY FILMING
News • Features • Top Crews
. ALFRED WAGG
PICTURES
I"7801 Woodmonf Ave., Wash. 14, D. C. —
Oliver 6-3161
I
35mm • 16mm • b & w • color •
sound • stills
Broadcasting

George Gingell, program director, WRBLTV Columbus, awarded Honorary State
Farmer Degree by Alabama Future Farmers of America for Chattahoochee RFD

STANDARDS

weekly show, for his judging of FFA contests and for assisting in clinics for teachers
of vocational agriculture.

MINUTE ANNOUNCEMENTS
ALWAYS

ARE
BY A

SEPARATED

COMPLETE MUSICAL SELECTION

John W. Goodman, news director, WLIB
New York, last week received honorary degree of Doctor of Social Science from Lincoln U., Oxford, Pa.

_

t fljj * ill

Li

ft ah

Walter Cronkite, CBS newscaster and
Arthur G. Peck, manager of CBS Radio
RADIO

network operations, presented with "awards
of accomplishment" from Auto Racing Fraternity of Greater New York for having
made "outstanding contributions to the
progress of auto racing." Messrs. Cronkite
and Peck broadcast various auto racing
events over CBS Radio during past year.
Bert Parks, host of NBC's Bert Parks' Bandstand, received 1958 Sportsmen's Club
"Torch of Hope" award for his "humanitarianism and assistance to those less
fortunate."
Hugh Beaumont, radio and television personality and star of CBS-TV Leave It to
Beaver has received annual American
Baptist Convention Television award.
Award was presented to Leave It to Beaver
for "illustrating and encouraging the moral,
social, and spiritual growth of children."
Dan Daniel, WDGY
named "Best D. J. of
area by local chapter
tion of Television &
RCA

Minneapolis-St. Paul,
1958" in Twin Cities
of American FederaRadio Artists.

has been awarded Navy certificate of

DIEGO
SAN
represented nationally by
FORJOE

the

highest

rated
111 jPii
iljll
Jill

ROANOKE
station

in

hit r
VIRGINIA'S

biggest

television

merit for "development of the first completely automatic missile firing and guidmarket
ance system."
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, was
honored by Chicago Assn. of Commerce &
Industry with plaque for its half-century
support of Chamber of Commerce organization, in terms of funds and personnel.
Anderson-McConnell Adv. Inc., Hollywood, has awarded advertising scholarship
on behalf of its clients to marketing student at U. of Southern California.

. . .

811 1 H
mv&
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MORE

TV
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PEOPLE!
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HOMES!

KYW-TV Cleveland, Ohio, given 1957
Twyla M. Conway award for its public
service program, Breakthrough.
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
MARVIN D. McQUEEN, v.p. and supervisor of
accounts in St. Louis for D'Arcy. and WILLIAM
Coffice,
EDWARDS,
manager
of agency's Chicago
named v.p.to and
board
of directors.
CLIFFORD SPILLER, senior v.p.. Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles. N.Y., elected director of
agency. He formerly was director of marketing
for Maxwell House division of General Foods
Corp.
DELMAR E. GURLEY, Western Adv. Agency. Chicago,
named
Chicago. to executive board of agency's office in
J. HOWARD KING, account executive, Creamer-Trowbridge
Co., Providence, R. I., elected
v.p. He joined agency in
July 1955 and before that was
with former Horton-Noyes
agency for 10 years.

0

TOM BURCH, v.p. of Young &
Rubicam and account supervisor on Hunt Foods, plans
to retire July 1 and live in
Palm Desert, Calif. ROL RIDER
will succeed him on Hunt account.

MR. KING

REPORT

OF FATES AND

FORTUNES

ins D&C. Mr. Brady was with BBDO. General
Foods Corp. and Lever Bros. Co.
NINA FLINN, formerly with Fuller & Smith &
Ross, N. Y., joins Webb Assoc., N. Y., as tv
director.
BARBARA EDDES, formerly with H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. and Edward H. Weiss & Co., Chicago,
to Powell, Schoenbrod & Hall Adv., Chicago, as
assistant radio-tv director.
VINCE BENNETT, media buyer, Joseph Katz Co.,
N. Y. and Baltimore, to associate media director
with emphasis on American Oil Co. (Amoco)
account.
ARMOND FIELDS, formerly assistant research director at McCann-Erickson. Chicago, to MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., Chicago, as research
director.
JAY M. RUSSELL, advertising-sales promotion manchain, chain
to Chock
Full O'packer.
Nuts
Corp.. ager.
N. Grand
Y., Union
restraurant
and coffee
Prior to joining Grand Union, Mr. Russell was
tv-radio director, Koretz Adv., Newark, and
public relations director, WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh
(now KDKA-TV).
BETTE DOYLE (Mrs. William Boyman), treasurer,
Edward Petry & Co., on June 13 gave birth to
boy.
FILM

BURT COCHRAN, v.p. of McCann-Erickson. L. A.,
retired June 15.
BRUCE F. STAUDERMAN, tv director, Meldrum & Fewsmith
Inc.. Cleveland, elected v.p.,
tv-radio-film.
THOMAS DOYLE, former print
media director, Parkson Adv.,
N. Y.. to Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, N. Y., as senior
media buyer.

MR. STAUDERMAN

ROBERT A. GILRUTH, account
executive. Young & Rubicam.
Chicago, joins Buchen Co.,
Chicago, in same capacity.

JAMES ROSE, formerly producer-director at Vidicam Pictures Corp., N. Y., appointed director
with Transfilm Inc., N. Y., producer of tv film
commercials and industrial films.
GENE DEITCH, former executive producer of UPA
Pictures Inc., and CBS-Terrytoons division., to
Robert Davis Productions, N. Y., as consulting
art director.
JOSEPH MORRIS, formerly assistant general counesl
of Du Mont Broadcasting Corp., N. Y., and
ROBERT GOLDSTON, attorney with Screen Gems
Inc., N. Y., have joined legal staff of National
Telefilm Assoc., N. Y.
NETWORKS

DOUGLAS E. RUNNELS, W. A. Sheaffer Pen Co.,
Fort Madison, Iowa, appointed national sales
manager, succeeding F. E. TROY. Mr. Troy moves
to executive position with another company in
consumer goods field. HUGH C. GREEN, district
manager of southern division, named regional
sales manager for central and western divisions.
HARRY W. FOSTER succeeds Mr. Green as southern
district manager.
CHARLES H. BRENNAN promoted to copy supervisor of Chicago office of N. W. Ayer & Son, replacing EDWARD A. KANDLE, who is returning to
company's copy department in Philadelphia.
GEORGE'
TYCHSEN, formerly
of copy
staff of
radio-tv A.department,
Philadelphia,
transferred
to Chicago.

MR. MINAHAN

MARTIN J. DWYER, v.p. and account executive,
Lennen & Newell, N. Y., to Whitehall Labs, division of American Home Products Corp., as product manager in charge of Anacin.
R. P. FOLEY, formerly area manager (Caribbean),
export sales operations of Ford International
Div.'s general marketing office, named sales promotion andnew
planning
for marketing
division's
sales office,
name manager
for general
unit. He will be responsible for advertising, sales
promotion and sales planning, and analysis departments under general sales manager.
RICHARD T. O'REILLY, v.p. of Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Detroit, has been named supervisor of service
on Plymouth account for N. W. Ayer & Son,
Detroit.
JOHN E. BRADY, senior account executive, Donahue & Coe, N. Y., to advertising director, Americon Airlines Inc., succeeding SHEPARD SPINK. Latter, former advertising director of CrowellCollier Pub. Co., resigned last month to become
president of Tycoon Typing Co. Prior to joinPage 86
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MISS SHIELDS

MICHAEL J. MINAHAN, business
manager of ABC Radio, has
been appointed budget officer
of ABC-TV. Named to succeed him in ABC Radio post
is CLAYTON SHIELDS, who has
been assistant business manager of radio network since
1956. Mr. Minahan joined
radio network
in January
1957. Previously he had been
with Scotstown Granite Co.
Ltd., Montreal and International Civic Aviation Corp..
Montreal. Miss Shields joined
ABC Radio in 1952 and has
served as assistant office
manager and budget and
office manager of network's
program department.
RICHARD LEWINE named director of special programs
for CBS-TV and JOHN FLEMING HALL appointed coordinator of special programs.
MR.
LEWINE
CBS-TVin
in 1949
and joined
has served

various programming capacities, including supervisor of network daytime
programming and more recently as executive
producer. MR. HALL has been member of network's program department since 1954, and in
his new post, he will report to Mr. Lewine.
JACK BRYNER, former advertising salesman for
Look magazine, to CBS Radio as account executive.

ducer and director of network's The Ford Show
for 1958-59 season.
ROBERT I. QUEEN, former director of radio-television for Greater New York Fund, appointed
copy
editor
of CBS Radio's Press Information
Dept.
STATIONS
JOSEPH KIRBY, formerly manager of WKRS Waukegan. 111., joins Jayhawk Broadcasting Corp.
(KFBI Wichita, Kan.) as v.p. and general manJACK WYMER elected v.p. in charge of special
ager.
events for WING Dayton, Ohio, and DALE MOUDY,
assistant to president of ABC, named general
manager of WING.

FRANK ZALNOSKI has joined WHSY
Miss., as general manager.

Hattiesburg,

HUGH BARCLAY, formerly with
WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla.,
appointe d manager of
WJDM-TV Panama City, Fla.

MR. BARCLAY

JIM BALLAS named manager of
KCOW Alliance. Neb. Other
changes at KCOW include
LARRY OSTERMAN to program
and sports director; FRANK
ALLEN, news director; LEE
ROCKWELL, announcer, and
RICHARD BOWMAN, chief engineer.

STEVEN SAFION, previously staff announcer with
WBAI-FM New York, to operations manager of
station. JANET BAKER-CARR, formerly assistant program director of WXHR Cambridge, Mass., has
joined WBAI-FM staff.
BENJAMIN A. HUBLEY, station manager, WBTN
Bennington,
Vt., to WCSH Portland, Me., in
similar
capacity.
ERNEST T. ROBARGE, chief engineer of WKNE
Keene, N. H., takes on additional duties as
engineering supervisor of WKNE, WKXL Concord, N. H., and WKNY Kingston, N. Y. ED GRAY
and GARY HOWARD have joined WKNE sales
force.
DEAN L. OSMUNDSON, account executive, WMC
Memphis, Tenn., named program manager, succeeding JOHN A. MclNTOSH JR., who has entered
public relations work.
JOHN SCOTT, Boston radio personality, joins
WILD Boston as program manager.
J. W. COLLINS JR., assistant managing directorsales director, WAGA-TV Atlanta, plans to resign July 1 and will accept executive capacity in
broadcasting industry in Atlanta.
NANCY McCANN appointed traffic director at
WBBM-TV Chicago, succeeding PAT DANNEMAN,
who becomes film director.
BILL MINSHALL, night news editor, WHAS Louisville, Ky., to WIS-TV Columbia, S. C, as news
director, succeeding GREN SEIBELS, who resigns
to do free lance news work.
WARREN RHYNER, formerly with KLIF Dallas, joins
KUSN St. Joseph, Mo., as news director and d. j.
JIMM SEANEY, formerly program director of WDZ
Decatur, 111., joins KLZ-AM-TV Denver as publicity director.
LIBBY CALAMI A, formerly art editor for Dell PubY., appointed art director for
lishing Co., N. New
WABC-AM-TV
York.

KEN LEWIS, formerly art director of WOW-AMTV Omaha, joins KETV (TV) Omaha in same
capacity.
WILLIAM CULLENWARD, director of press information and public service, KCBS San Francisco,
joins KFRC San Francisco as account executive.
CHARLES W. BARRICKMAN, formerly with Revlon
as account exInc.,
ecutive.to KHJ-TV Los Angeles

THEODORE M. DOUGLAS JR. and JACK H. MANN appointed account executives for ABC Radio. Mr.
Douglas formerly was account executive with
NBC-TV and Mr. Mann has been radio-tv program packager for past two years, serving earlier with WRCA-TV New York and with NBC
Radio and CBS Radio as account executive.

DICK BIONDI, d. j., WHOT Youngstown, Ohio,
joins WKBW Buffalo, N. Y., in same capacity.

ROBERT S. FINKEL, producer of NBC-TV's Perry
Como Show for past two years, signed as pro-

CLETE ROBERTS, who left KNXT (TV) Los Angeles
last month, has been signed by KRCA (TV) Los

JACK ELLIOT joins
early-morning
d. j. WCPO

Cincinnati, Ohio, as

Broadcasting

VIC RAWLAND, press relations manager of Capitol
Records has boon Heeled president of Publicity
Angeles for 1958-59. Other new offiClub cersofare Los
BUD HOPPS, Security-First National Bank,
S. DE ARMOND, public relafirst V.p.; CHARLOTTE
tions counsel, second v.p.; RICHARD LARRICK,B.
Ramo-Wooldridge Corp., treasurer; LOIS
GAINES, Scandinavian Airlines System, secretary.
JUNE BARTH, Carson/Roberts; WILLIAM HERRMAN,
Hodman Electronics Corp., and NANCY STANFORD, Van de Kamp's Holland Dutch Bakers, are
new directors.
BEN WOLFE, chief engineer, WJZ-TV Baltimore,
Md.. named vice chairman of Institute of Radio
Engineers, Baltimore.
MISS BROWN

MR. BARBER

FOUR new vice presidents were elected
at Compton Adv., New York, last week.
They are Julia B. Brown, Walter Barber,
Henry Clochessy, all associate media directors, and Joseph R. Cross, who is an
account executive.
Miss Brown joined Compton in 1938
as a statistician and has been associate
media director since 1955.
Mr. Barber has been with the agency

six-week series of sound-onfor special
Angeles
from Europe.
reports
film
MARY K. THOMAS, formerly with Reuben H. Donnelly Co., N. Y., to WHLI-AM-FM Hempstead,
L. I., continuity department.
tJAMES GERITY JR., president of Gerity Broadcas
Adrian,
ing Co. (WNEM-TV Bay City, WABJ left
New
WPON Pontiac, Mich.) and Mrs. Gerity,
York June 6 for six-week flying tour of Europe.
London, Brussels (for World's
They will visit
Spain and Portugal before returnFair),ing to Paris,
New York July 19.

SAM COOK DIGGES, general manager of WCBSTV New York, elected to three year term as
directors for Manhattan-of
member of board of Nationa
l Conference
region,
Westchester
Christians and Jews.

WAYNE ROTHGEB, farm director, WKJG-AM-TV
Fort Wayne, Ind., is on tour of Europe for 10
days this month.
Los Angeles newsJACK LATHAM, KRCA (TV)
caster left June 17 to begin tour of Russia and
will
Iron Curtain countries for five weeks. Hephone
send sound-on-film, silent film and radio
reportsts.back to KRCA for his regular daily
newscas

JAMES GERITY JR., president of Gerity Broadcasting Co named to board of directors of newlyformed' Toledo (Ohio) Clinic Foundation.
REPRESENTATIVES

JIM A. LUCAS, account executive, KALI Pasadena,
Calif resigns to open Regional Radio Rep. Co.,
s at 1350 N. Highland Ave.,
"headq
with
28, Calif.
ood uarter
Hollyw
VINCENT J. RISO, account executive with Radio
two years, to NBC Spot
Advert
Sales. ising Bureau for

ROGER HUTZENIAUB, media department,ch Young
staff,
& Rubicam, N. Y., to sales and resear
McGavren-Quinn Corp., N. Y.
MANUFACTURING

CHARLES L. BAXTER, formerly v.p. in charge of
sales for Central Electronic Manufacturers Inc.,
subsidiary of Nuclear Corp. of America, N. Y.,
and markets
appointed manager of new products ent
division,
compon
ITT
of
ment
depart
for tube
, N. J.
Clifton
RICHARD HELLEDY, who has been with radio and
tv stations in St. Louis for past five years, joins
St.
Ampex Corp. as district sales manager ofmanLouis area. GERALD MILLER, formerlyof sales
Calor Gas
ager of gas equipment subsidiary
of dealer
er
manag
as
x
Ampe
Co S F., joins
relations for professional products division.
ComHARRY G BOYLE, sales manager, RCA MobileB. Dumunications Equipment Div., joins Allen
division
Mont Labs, Clifton, N. J., as assistant
Broadcasting

MR. CLOCHESSY

MR. CROSS

24 years starting as an assistant timebuyer and becoming associate media
director in 1951.
Mr. Clochessy joined Compton in 1942
as a member of the media research
group and in 1951 was named associate
media director.
Mr. Cross, with Compton since 1949,
became an account executive in 1953
and now handles Jacob Ruppert account.

sales in firm's Industrial
industrial Div.
manager
& MilitaryforEquipment
DR. FRANCES E. CLARK, 98, who joined RCA Victor
in 1911 as director of education department and
music consultant since retirement in 1947, died
June 12 in Salt Lake City.
PERSONNEL RELATIONS
RICHARD A. JACKSON, formerly director of public
relations for WOR-AM-TV New York, named
national public relations director for AFTRA.
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

INTERNATIONAL
GORDON REID to president of KVOS (Canada)
Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.
R. S. WILSON, formerly of Armstrong Cork Co.,
to manager, TelePrompTer of Canada Ltd.,
Toronto,
Toronto. affiliated with S. W. Caldwell Ltd.,
W. C. TIERNEY to assistant general manager of
National Broadcast Sales Ltd., Toronto, whose
new address is 430 King St. West.
direcJ. DOUGLAS NIXON, CBC regional program
tor for British Columbia, to assistant director of
radio network programming, Toronto.
COLM O'SHEA, formerly commercial manager for
CHEK-TV Victoria, B. C, appointed Canadian
of ABC Film Syndication's
account executive
ed office in Toronto at 48 Lorindale
newly-open
Ave.

music director of CFRN-AMFARMERn, toAlta.
HARRYEdmonto
TV
FRED RAINSBERRY, supervising producer of CBC
on
tv children's programs will represent toCBCJapan
UNESCO east- west cultural mission
this summer, leaving July 13 from Vancouver
been memand returning in mid-August.forHetwohas years.
While
ber of UNESCO committee
in Japan he will discuss exchange of Canadian
Tokyo, and
and Japanese programs with NHK, farmers
and
will film interviews with Japanese
millers for CBC farm broadcast department.
BILL TINGLEY to CKCW-TV Moncton, N. B., sales
staff.

GEORGE McMURRAY, account supervisor, Dine &
Kalmus, N. Y., public relations firm, to Carl
Byoir & Assoc., N. Y., as press representative
for
TV). Hallmark Hall of Fame tv program (NBCIRENE FOLEY, formerly writer at Young &
commentator on
Rubicam, N. Y., and women's
Rocky Mountain radio stations, to Chicago staff
relations firm.
public
national
of Harshe-Rotman,
PROGRAM SERVICES

New OrCHARLES D. ENGLE, formerly manager ofComposers
leans office of American Society of
of ASCAP's
manager
named RAY
& Publishers,
who has
CARPENTER,
office, replacing
Detroit
Miami
society's
of
manager
been
office.
Beach appointed
servRALPH L. HARLOW, v.p. in charge of station
ice of Broadcast Music Inc., N. Y., married
MRS. CHARLES VAILL in Framingham Centre, Mass.,
May 25.

JOHN E. CRAMER, on faculty of Arkansas State
TeachersIONCollege,
Conway, joins WILL, U. of
••
EDUCAT non-commercial station, succeeding
Illinois
PROF. DON BROWN as news director. Prof. Brown
fulltime to teaching in U. of Illinois'
will devote
College of Journalism and Communications. JIM
TURPIN, who graduates from U. of Illinois in
supervisor of sports broadbecome
August,casts forwill
WILL,
replacing LON KRAMER, resigned.

ASSNS. - director of promotion-publicity,
TRADEF. BREMBECK,
JACK
KABC-TV Los Angeles, named president of
Hollywood Ad Club. Other officers include
FELIX ADAMS, v.p. of KLAC Los Angeles, to first
v.p. in charge of radio-tv
ED CASHMAN,
v.p.;
operations
in Hollywood for Foote, Cone &
Belding. as second v.p.; CLIFF GILL, v.p. -director of
operations for KBIG Santa Catalina, to treasurer;
BRUCE ROBERTSON, senior editor in charge of
West Coast for Broadcasting Publications Inc.,
public relaof Club's
charge named
named tions,v.p.
and JANin VICTOR,
secretary of organization.
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OGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
Radio-Tv
Fast

Promote

Economic

Upturn

Radio-tv stations around the country report no tie-up in local efTorts to chase
gloom from the nation's economic picture
[Stations, March 31 et seq.; Programs &
Promotions, March 24].
WMGM New York listeners were offered
up to $100 refunds on purchases. Listeners
became eligible by sending sales slips to
the station and listening for a broadcast
"buy word" to repeat when telephoned by
WMGM. In the Far West, KFMB-TV San
Diego. Calif., paid its employes part of
their salaries in silver dollars and told them
". . . go out and plunk down hard cash
for your purchases and say that you earned
this money at KFMB and KFMB-TV."
Silver dollars also were used by WKRC
(TV) Cincinnati, where $3,000 was paid
employes for use in a "Let's Keep 'Em
Rolling" campaign.
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh aroused consumer
spending with the slogan. "Now Is the
Buy Word," featured in jingles, slide spots,
posters and newspaper ads. WTAG Worcester, Mass., added the slogan "Don't buy
by and by; buy and buy now," and donated
time for announcements and interviews.

FORTY Chicago advertising agency staffers and Petry radio and tv representatives
accepted the invitation of WANE-AM-TV Fort Wayne, Ind., to spend "A Day
With WANE" June 4. The group was shown the city and guided on tours of the
new WANE Broadcast Center. At one stop, R. Morris Pierce, the Corinthian stations' vice president and general manager, explains camera operation to (1 to r)
Dorothy Budzynski, McCann-Erickson; Nora Marcus, Edward H. Weiss & Co.;
"Frosty" Blair, Edward Petry & Co.; Beverly Miller, Wherry, Baker & Tilden, and
Andy Zeis, Compton Adv.

WJBK-TV Detroit joined a "Keep Detroit
Dynamic" effort by contributing 148 spots,
68 station ID's and shared 720 ID's. KJCK
Junction City, Kan., scheduled 168 spots in
10 days during the "You Auto Buy Now"
campaign.
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N. C, informed
the public of the economic situation in that
state by using 20-second announcements to
give the "facts." The Tennessee Assn. of
Broadcasters conducted a drive to eliminate
recession-mongering with the slogan,
"Tennessee Means Business." Member stations joined with spots to emphasize industrial development. WSGN Birmingham,
Ala., broadcast five times daily one-minute
interviews with businessmen who are doing
"good business." WKAB Mobile, Ala., conducted daily two-minute interviews with
executives describing area business.
The seven-station Dixie Network mailed
large posctards proclaiming, "The Recession
Ends . . . Where Buying Begins" to 1,500
Ratings

Galore

business firms. KCSJ Pueblo, Colo., handled
production and transcription of spots for
other stations in the market during a campaign by Pueblo's New Car Dealers Assn.
Six-hundred cars were sold in 10 days.
KMHT Marshall, Tex., made on-the-spot
reports
during week -long "Auto Buy Now"
campaign.
WLWD (TV) Dayton, Ohio, scheduled
public service announcements for positive
business facts during "good sign" campaign.
WPEN Philadelphia urged businesses to
send wires to its news center and received
so many items of good business that station
employes began to wonder whether there
is really a recession.
KING

on

Seattle's promotion plan calls for

Channel

If you're in the market for ratings, then there's no need to look any further than
Channel 4, WRBL-TV, in the rich Columbus, Georgia market. There are ratings
Galore on Channel 4.
MGM

Gold en Era Theatre
PACKAGE 1

Sundays — 2:00 p.m. to Finish
Sundays — 11:00 p.m. to Finish

Fridays — 11:20 p.m. to Finish
CHANNEL

BATING
RATING
COMBINED RATING
PACKAGE 2
RATING

27.2
26.3
53.5
28.5

AVAILABLE FOR PARTICIPATIONS!
PACKAGE 1: Both Impressions Flat $70.00
PACKAGE 2: Flat Rate
$40.00
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mitted by entrants for "Instant Prosperity"
will be sent to members of Congress for
possible action on a national level. WSAM,
WSGW and WKNX, three stations in Saginaw, Mich., pooled their facilities and
personnel to promote that city's antirecession campaign.
- With the use of the
WSGW mobile unit, the stations aired
J
simultaneous d.j. programs featuring top
talent from each during "Carnival Days."
KSFO

Promotes

Baseball

To promote the San Francisco Giants
games on KSFO San Francisco, the station
hired an attractive model to deliver
sponsors' product packs to Bay Area radio
columnists and sports editors before the
opening game. The products were carried
in a sponsoring airlines travelbag and especially ticketed for each recipient. In addition
to giving editors the packs, the model pinned
Giant lapel pins on them. She was dressed
in black and wore an orange poppy in her
hair to- "Calif ornia-ize the Giants' colors."

For Further Information On This And Similar Great Buys
CALL HOLLINGBERY COMPANY
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listener participation. The best ideas sub-

WADS-Soviet

Exchange

Set

WADS Ansonia, Conn., has reported that
the Russian embassy in Washington has received approval of an exchange of radio
programs between the U.S.S.R. and WADS.
Manager Sydney E. Byrnes suggested the
idea in a letter to the embassy. He pointed
out that he "understood negotiations were
underway between the U.S. and Russia and
that he in no way wanted to interfere with
these negotiations but that he felt it is important the Russians hear the type of radio
programmed especially for the people of a
Broadcasting

embassy official
" An feel
community.
given
the same way
the Russians
stated that
and that he would see that a series of
programs was produced and sent to WADS
for airing. The shows will be in English and
typify community programs as heard in
Russia, it was reported. Mr. Byrnes has
offered to send locally produced programs
on public health, housing, highway safety,
etc.
KYW-AM-TV 'Party Package'
Featured as Summer Promotion

TAXMAN'S WINDFALL
Revenue collector Frank G. Knaus
is wondering how he is going to convince his children that money doesn't
grow on trees. As a faithful follower
of WDSU-TV New Orleans' "$1,000
Treasurer Hunt" clues, he took advantage of a day off to follow a hunch.
It paid off when he located the $1,000
certificate tied to a tree in a local

Questioned as to how he planned
Cleveland is integrating
park.
to spend his prize the man from Inprogramming, product promotion and public service in its summer promotion camternal Revenue Service replied: "First
I'll have to figure the tax and pay
paign, "Party Package." The idea came
it. . . ." An item high on the list was
after meeting with the Parent-Teachers
a new tv set.
Assn. and other organizations which
pointed out there is a need to show parents
and children how to enjoy themselves as
a family unit at home and away, KYW
many categories, were presented to sponsors for advertising programs prepared by
reports.
The Party Package programs will be
and for themselves. The special grand award,
held at a different shopping center in the
an expense paid trip to Hawaii aboard the
Cleveland area throughout the summer and
S. S. Leilani, was won by Mr. and Mrs.
will feature station personalities, leading
W. R. Hagebush of Figurama Inc.
recording artists and music. No admission
is charged to attend the party, but everyone
CBS Tells 'All About Women'
is asked to contribute food, toys, candy or
A brochure entitled "All About Women"
clothes so that "those less fortunate can
has been issued by CBS Radio Spot Sales
that details the earning power of women,
also enjoy a Party Package." All of the
items collected will be turned over to
the influence they have on buying, when and
orphanages.
where they listen to radio and when they
The first of these summer programs was
shop, in addition to other information. The
held this month by KYW-AM-TV and the
study credits women with 92% of all grostation reported 7,500 attended the twoauto purcery purchases, 79% of family
hour performance. Over 50 cartons of clothchases and 75% of all radios. It also states
ing, toys and food were collected. The
that 93.7% of housewives and 94.7% of the
items collected were placed in a large truck
single working women listen to radio each
decorated like a package and were disweek. The study lists the stations CBS Spot
tributed to the orphanages. The truck will
Sales represents and the number of radio
be in the vicinity of each Party Package
homes in each basic service area.
location one week before the event and
on the night of the program to collect the
KJIM Mails Out Rock and Roll
items.
KJIM Fort Worth, Tex., in a move to
KYW stations encourage people to bring
publicize its new music programming mailed
the advertised products to each party and
rock and roll records to advertisers and
a contest is being held to offer viewers and
agencies to emphasize that the station is
listeners an opportunity to win prizes for
KJIM rewriting why each advertised product is through with it. From now on,
pleas"Only
Adults."
for
"Music
ports, itis
preferred.
jar the
doesn't
that
music
familiar
ant,
In addition, the stations are using mersenses" will be played.
chandising tie-ins, billboards and car cards.
KVAR (TV) Viewers to Sleep More
KORE Advertisers Win Contracts
KYW-AM-TV

KORE Eugene, Ore., recently concluded
its "Do-It- Yourself" advertising campaign
contest with the awarding of seven prizes.
Six prepaid contracts, for excellence in as

When KVAR (TV) Phoenix, Ariz., shifted the starting time of its late movie to the
earlier time of 10 p.m., the station placed
newspaper ads based on tv commercials.
Viewers responded to messages that read,
for example, "A Doctor Speaks (A Dramatization)— The early late show is perscribed
as a health measure, allowing viewers to see
a good picture and still get a good night's
sleep . . ."
WAVE Inc. Commissions

ALU

INQUIRIES. CONFIDENTIAL

Broadcasting

Opera

WAVE Inc. (WAVE-AM-TV Louisville),
has commissioned a new opera to be simulcast when the stations' new radio and tv
center is dedicated in 1959. WAVE-AMTV granted $25,000 for the opera and a
composer will be selected by a committee
headed by Moritz Bomhard, director of the

MADISON
1

AT 52ND

Barberry Room
1
ities
celebr
the
Where
go after theatre \Vj3»oTp?i;
M

A

HAZARD

THAT

NEVER

SLEEPS

A daily occurrence —
Radio and TV Stations
are accused of
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PIRACY — PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION

through act of station,,
staff, announcer, speaker,
talent, commentator, sponsor.
THE
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WORD
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can
BUT you
INSURE
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Policy
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued
Kentucky Opera Assn. It will be produced
and recorded by the association and will
be one of the recording series released by
the Louisville Philharmonic Society. Construction of the radio-tv center will start
this summer.

of a satellite orbit, the earth satellite program, the generalized orbit of the Explorer,
a polar map of world affairs, and gives
relative diameters of the planets with the
sun.

Talkative Women Make News,
Draw Crowds for WTIK Account

Shoe Sponsor
By Making

the station's listeners to call in to maintain
they could do better.
So WTIK arranged for the local branch

Garroway's Today show.
According to the station's latest report,
one of the ladies has established a new
record — 72 hours and 3 minutes of continuous patter.
KDKA

Gives Audio

for Telethon

KDKA Pittsburgh program manager Guy
S. Harris worked out a "companion programming" plan for carrying the audio
portion of the Variety Club telethon on
KDKA-TV June 21. KDKA covered the
event from its own studio adjoining the
tv center. The am personalities reported
on the progress of the fund raising drive
for Camp O'Connell, a summer home for
handicapped and underprivileged children,
and interviewed the telethon stars.

WDBJ-TV

to Give

Russian

Course

WDBJ-TV Roanoke, Va., will inaugurate its Russian language instruction series
July 5 at 6 p.m., under the title Russian —
So to Speak. The half-hour classes will be
taught by George Solonevich, a local freelance commercial artist born in "Russia and
a specialist in scientific and space subjects.
WDBJ is considering a request that the
series be made available for college credit.
WTVJ

(TV) News

V.

P. Honored

Ralph Renick, vice president in charge of
news, WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., was honored
for his tv newscasting May 29 when the
South Beach Men's Club declared "Ralph
Renick Day on Miami Beach." A day-long
program ended with a testimonial
dinner
meeting for club members.
Page 90
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Personal

Appearance

Appearances on KVTV (TV) Sioux City,
Iowa, have made a local celebrity of H. O.
Rasmussen, manager of the Diamond Shoe
Store, a sponsor of the weekday program,
Kids Korner, 4:30-5 p.m. The station reports
children and grown-ups now go to the
Diamond store so they can buy their shoes
from Mr. Rasmussen who appears twice

An announcement over WTIK Durham.
N. C, that a woman had talked for 53
hours. 1 I minutes, to win a cash prize from
a Jacksonville, N. C, furniture store, goaded

of
McMillan's
sponsor a
contest
similar Furniture
to the oneCo.itstoJacksonville
branch had run. The company offered
$ 1 ,500 as first prize plus a $500 consolation
prize to the woman who could break the
previous record. The first two of the 27
entries that were received started talking
at the store at 9 and 9:05 a.m. June 16.
Two other women who applied were kept
in reserve. WTIK had permission to switch
to 24-hour operation to air five-minute
commentaries every half-hour.
At 2:11 and 2:16 p.m. respectively, last
Wednesday they had spoken continuously
for the specified 53 hours, 11 minutes and
were still going strong. During the promotion the station reports the store was continually crowded, newswires telephoned in
for reports and photographers from NBCTV photographed the contestants for Dave

Finds Tv Success

weekly on the show as "Mr. Hi, the old
shoe professor who knows everything about
shoes." Program host Jim Henry (Canyon
Kid) follows up the sales talk by advising
viewers to visit the store.
Mr. Rasmussen calls the tv advertising
campaign, "a terrific success." His success
story was printed in The Commentator,
monthly journal published by the International Shoe Co., St. Louis.

WHEN the call letters of WECT-TV
Wilmington, N.C., were changed
from WMFD-TV in February, the station decided to use a Pirate Girl
trademark to promote its coastal
coverage area. Martha Rae Williams,
Myrtle Beach, S. C, was selected
during an April contest to pick the
Miss WECT-TV Pirate Girl. The 23year-old, 5 ft.-9 in. (37-24-37 in.)
title winner now is serving as official
representative of WECT-TV at festivals and celebrations in the Carolinas.
The station also uses ID slides showing Miss Williams in her pirate suit.
She was awarded a $500 wardrobe
and a week's vacation for two at one
of the coastal resorts.

Best Letters Win
WHDH

Wedding

Music

Boston has been conducting a

June promotion, called "Play at Your
Wedding Contest," in which couples planning marriage this month may win the
services of Ray Dorey and the WHDH
Orchestra. Contestants are required to write
a letter, stating why they would like the
orchestra to play at their wedding. The best
letter each week receives the services free
of charge. One winning couple, according to a WHDH
spokesman, answered
the question with a one-word response:
"poverty."

WDRC

Offers Space

Age

Map

WDRC Hartford, Conn., is jumping on
the space-age bandwagon with an offer of
a Rand, McNally & Co. "Space Age News
Map." The map costs a dollar in stores,
but WDRC is offering it to listeners for
25$. The station reports that it will handle
the map exclusively in its area as a public
service. The map gives information on new
weapons for the space age, establishment

WCKT

(TV) Issues Brochure

WCKT (TV) Miami has issued a 37-page
brochure entitled "In the Public Interest"
which explains its operations and policies.
The booklet lists the NBC shows WCKT
carries; public service programs and projects in civic affairs, world affairs, agriculture, education, government, health, charities and religious series. A chart featured in
the brochure credits WCKT with 6,286 public service announcements last year. In addition, the station lists 154 of the agencies
that shared in public-service broadcast efforts during the year.
KFMB-TV

Celebrates

Birthday

When KFMB-TV San Diego celebrated
its ninth birthday May 16, ceremonies on
the Early Show featured Beverly Jean
Shorrs, who was selected "Miss Ch. 8" when
she was born a few minutes after the station went on the air in 1949. She was presented with her first watch by Bob Dale, host
of the show and Monte Hall, station's western personality, gave her a $100 Savings
Bond on behalf of KFMB-TV's staff and
management. Miss Shorrs has received a
bond from the station every year since her
first birthday.

Stamp

Cancellation

Honors

CKCH

The 25th anniversary of CKCH Hull,
Que., received free advertising this month
from its competitors. Postal authorities at
Ottawa, Ont., and Hull, twin cities divided
by the Ottawa River, used a special cancellation early in June marking the CKCH
1933-58 milestone, and the 45th anniversary of the daily newspaper Ottawa Le Droit
1913-58. The cancellation was used on
metered mail from the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., which operates CBO, CBOT
(TV) and CBOFT (TV) all Ottawa and
covering the Ottawa-Hull area.
Broadcasting

FOR THE RECORD
Translators

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
June 12 through June 18
Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction pernight. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
trans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf — very
high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant.
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications authorization. SSA — special service authorization.
— antenna, aur. — aural, vis. — visual, kw — kilowat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles.
D — day. N —
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
New

Tv

Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Mankato, Minn. — Two-States Television Co. —
Granted ch. 12 (204-210 mc); ERP 316 kw vis., 158
kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain 1,038
ft., above ground 1,113 ft. Estimated construction
cost $523,860, first year operating cost $330,000,
revenue $315,000. P. O. address New Ulm Journal,
New Ulm. Minn. Studio location Mankato, Minn.
Trans, location near Lewisville, Minn. Geo43° 56' 14" N. Lat., 94° 24'
graphic coordinates
41" W. Long.
Trans., ant. RCA. Legal counsel
Frank Stollenwerck, Washington, D. C. Consulting engineer Commercial Radio Equipment Co.,
Washington. D. C. Owners are KNUJ Inc. (60%)
and others. KNUJ Inc. is licensee of KNUJ New
Ulm, Minn. Walter K. Mickelson is president of
KNUJ Inc.; Mr. Mickelson and Mont Appel each
own 49.82% of KNUJ. Announced June 12.
Alliance, Neb. — Frontier Bcstg. Co. — Granted
ch. 13 (210-216 mc); ERP 25.894 kw vis., 12.947 kw
aur.; ant. height above average terrain 355 ft.,
above ground 337 ft. Estimated construction cost
$80,175, first year operating cost $25,000, revenue
$35,000." enne,
P. Wyo.
O. Trans,
address location
2923 E. 12
Lincolnway,
Chey-of
miles north
N.
07"
14'
Geographic coordinates 42°
Alliance.
Lat.,
103° 00' 41" W. Long. Trans. DuMont, ant.
RCA. Legal counsel Koteen & Burt, Washington.
Consulting engineer, none. Applicant operates
KFBC-AM-TV Cheyenne and KSTF (TV) Scottsbluff, Neb. Announced June 18.
Existing
KLAS-TV

Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Las Vegas, Nev.— Granted applica-

NATION-WIDE

ACTIONS

BY FCC
Television for Gallup Assn., Gallup, N. M. —
Granted cp for new tv translator station on
of KGGM-TV (ch.
ch. 83 to translate programs
13) Albuquerque, N. M. Announced June 18.
Orangeville, Utah— Granted cp
translator station on ch. 74 to serve
new County,
forEmery
, Castle Dale, Ferron, and HuntingOrangeville
ton, by translating programs of KUTV (ch. 2)
City. Emery County presently operSalt Lake
ates tv translator stations K78AA and K70AR
serving these communities by translating pro(ch.
grams of Salt Lake City stations KSL-TV
11.
5) and KTVT (ch. 4). Announced LaJune
Barge, Wyo.
La Barge Community Tv Inc.,
stations
—Granted cps for two new tv translator
to serve La Barge, Big Piney, and Pacific NW
Lake City
of Saltprograms
programs
translating
Camp by one
of
to translate
on ch. 72
stations—
translate
to
81
ch.
on
other
and
4)
(ch.
KTVT
programs of KUTV (ch. 2). La Barge Communipresently operates tv translator staty Tv Inc.,
tion K78AF serving 'La Barge and Big
Piney by
of KSL-TV (ch. 5), also
programs
translating
Salt Lake City.
Announced June 11.

tions for private tv intercity relay system for
off-the-air pickup of programs of KNXT (ch. 2)
Los Angeles, Calif. Chairman Doerfer abstained
from voting. Announced June 12.
KPTV (ch. 12) Portland, Ore.— By letter, denied request for waiver of minimum adjacent
channel mileage separation requirement of Sec.
3.610 (c) (1) and dismissed application for mod.
of cp to change from ch. 12 to ch. 2. Announced
June 18.

New

Allocations

RADIO

•

AM

APPRAISALS

FINANCING

•

•

TELEVISION

WESTERN

Stations

ACTIONS BY FCC
Rea Radio & Electronic
Palatka,1480Fla.—
East Granted
kc, 500 w D. P. O. address 9
Lab.—
PL, Brooklyn, N. Y. Estimated construcMarconi
tion cost $15,089, first year operating cost $10,000,
Conare Peter,
partnersPeter
EqualCorrado.
revenue
is employe
Anthony
cetta and$16,000.
Transit Authority City of New York; Anthony
Bendix Aviation, and Concetta
engineer,
is
Announced June 18.
housewife.
is flight
Marianna, Fla.— The Chipola Corp.— Granted
980 kc 1 kw D. P. O. address % C. Davis Turner,
construction
N Wynn St., Marianna. Estimated cost
$46,000,
cost $17,780, first year operating Mr. Turner,
revenue $58,000. Principals include
10% each. The owners
seven others,
and merchants.
30%,
are local
Announced June 12.
Millen, Ga.— Jenkins Bcstg. System— Granted
w D. P. O. address Box 114, Newing1570 kc, 250
ton, Ga. Estimated construction cost $11,588, first
$24,500, revenue $36,000. W.
year operating
Brannen,costdepartment store owner, will
Herbert
be sole owner. Announced June 18.
Somerset, Ky.— Pulaski Bcstg. Corp.— Granted
1480 kc, 1 kw D. P. O. address % Oris Gowen,

By notice of proposed rule making and orders
to show cause. Commission invites comments by
July 14 to its proposal to amend tv table of assignments by changing uhf channels in Milwaukee, Wis., from chs. 19, 25 and 31 to chs. 18, 24
and 30; Ludington, Mich., from ch. 18 to ch. 33;
Beaver Dam, Wis., from ch. 37 to ch. 51, and
Chilton, Wis., from *24 to *31. It ordered following Milwaukee stations to show cause why they
should not shift channels accordingly — Columbia
Bcstg. System Inc., station WXIX from 19 to 18,
Lou Poller station WCAN-TV from 25 to 24, and
Business Management Inc., station WFOX-TV
from 31 to 30 (latter two stations are not opproposal is to avoid present
erating). Purpose ofinterference
second harmonic
to reception of
station WXIX on ch. 19. Comr. Lee absent.
Commisof proposed
notice
By sion
invites comments
by rule
July making,
14 to proposal
by
Community Television Corp. to amend tv table
of assignments by adding ch. 12 to Pembina,
which does not have assignment. Comr.
N. D.,
Lee
absent.

NEGOTIATIONS

Am

NEWSPAPER

AND

VHF

$750,000

important properties are affiliated with a major network. Welldiversified retail sales. Sizable fixed assets including real estate. Financing

These

available to qualified buyer.

A prospectus is available through any office.

n
\
□

D

Washington,

D. C.

Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St., N.W.
EX 3-3456

Broadcasting

Cleveland
Jackson B. (Jack) Maurer
2414 Terminal Tower
TO 1-6727

Chicago
Ray V. Hamilton
Tribune Tower
DE 7-2754

Atlanta

San Francisco

Dallas

1515
Healey Bldg.

W. R. (Ike) Twining
1 1 1 Sutter St.

JA 3-3431

EX 2-5671

Dewitt (Judge) Landis
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175
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FOR THE RECORD continued

Plannin

g

a

Radio

Station?

Plan "A"

incorporates

many programming

fea-

tures and permits operation with a minimum of
personnel. While ideal
for most small stations,
it is just one of three
basic floor plans that
can be modified to suit

Columbia, Ky. Estimated construction cost $19,C00, first year operating cost $30,000, revenue
£45,000. Mr. Gowen (20%), program director,
IVAIN Columbia, Ky.; Ervin T. Buis (20%),
farmer and timber buyer; Rexford C. Vaught
i Hi' , i, farmer; Andrew W. Spaw (16%), farmer;
Ethridge D. Elmore (16%), farmer, and Warren
G. Adamsnounced(12%),
June 12. farmer will be owners. AnLouisburg, N. C. — Franklin Bcstg. Co. — Granted 1480 kc, 500 w D. P. O. address % Joseph T.
Lane, Box 23, Rt. 6, Raleigh, N. C. Estimated
construction cost $21,702, first year operating
cost $24,000, revenue $30,000. Equal partners are
Mr. Lane and George E. Peterson, both employes
of WNAO-TV Raleigh. Announced June 12.
Lookout Mountain, Tenn. — Lookout Bcstrs. —
Granted 1070 kc, 1 kw LS, DA-2. P. O. address
Cyril Brennan, 2775 Fairmont Rd., Montgomery, Ala. Announced June 18.
APPLICATIONS
Del Mar, Calif— Norman Kay, 1490 kc, 250 w
unl. P. O. address 1852 Powell Dr., El Cajon,
Calif. Estimated construction cost $16,844, first
year operating cost $53,000, revenue $65,000. Sole
owner Kay is general sales manager, KSDO San
Diego. Announced June 17.
Oceanside, Calif. — Benjamin Brown, 1260 kc,
1 kw D. P. O. address 1665 Loma Vista, Pasadena.
Estimated construction cost $37,540, first year
operating cost $50,000, revenue $60,000. Sole ownt - Mr. Brown is engineer, KRKD Los Angeles.
Announced June 17.
Americus, Ga. — Dr. Raleigh Althisar, 1250 kc,
500 w D. P. O. address Box 510, Quitman, Ga.
estimated construction cost $15,710, first year
ooerating cost $24,000, revenue $36,000. Sole owner. Althisar is optimetrist. Announced June 18.
Winfield, Kan.— James Williams, 1210 kc, 250 w
D. P. O. address Box 85, Roswell, N. M. Estimated construction cost $11,340, first year operating cost $18,900, revenue $23,625. Sole owner
Williams nounced
is Juneengineer,
KSWS-TV Roswell. An18.
Watertown, N. Y. — Thousand Islands Bcstg. Co.
Inc. 1410 kc, 5 kw D. P. O. address 560 W. Main
St., Watertown. Estimated construction cost
$33,539, first year operating cost $52,000, revenue
$65,000.
Two-thirds
Johnston, is
housewife.
Announcedowner,
June Francis
17.
Dallas, Tex. — Continental Telecasting Corp., 700
kc, 250 w D. P. O. address 1050 Montecito Dr.,
Los Angeles. Estimated construction cost $20,367,
first year operating cost $75,000, revenue $90,000.
One-third owners: Albert Zugsmith, KRKD-AMFM Los
Angeles
KULA-AM-TV
Honolulu (25%),
KVSM(56.4%),
San Mateo,
Calif. (37.5%),
KBMI Henderson, Nev. (17.5%), and WREX-TV
Rockford, 111. (25%); Frank Oxarart, 21.8% of
KRKD-AM-FM, 10% of KVSM, and 17J/2% of
KBMI; John Feldman, 10% of KVSM, 171/2% of
KBMI, 18.and 21.8% of KRKD-AM-FM. Announced
June

KDMA Montevideo, Minn. — Granted change of
facilities from 1450 kc, 100 w, U, to 1460 kc, 1 kw,
unl.
engineering conditions. Announced
June DA-1;
12.
WHBT Harriman, Tenn. — Granted change of
facilities from 1230 kc, 250 w, U, to 1600 kc, 5
kw, D;12. remote control permitted. Announced
June
WILA Danville, Va. — Denied request for immediate grant of application to increase power
from 500 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on
1580 kc D, and designated same for hearing;
made WHEE Martinsville, Va., party to proceeding. Announced June 18.
KBRC Mount Vernon, Wash. — Granted increase
of daytime power from 1 to 5 kw, continuing
operation on 1430 kc, 1 kw-N, DA-N; engineering
condition. nounced
Comrs.
June 18. Bartley and Ford absent. AnWELB
WAAY
kc.
KGPC
WLCH
580 kc.
New

CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
Elba, Ala.— Howard Parrish Jr., 1350 kc.
Huntsville, Ala.— Smith Bcstg. Inc., 1550
Grafton, N. D.-KGPC Co.
Lawrenceville, Va. — Harry Epperson Sr.,
Fm

Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Fresno, Calif. — McMahon Bcstg. Co. — Granted
95.5 mc, 26 kw. P. O. address 945 Van Ness Ave.,
Fresno. Estimated construction cost $27,799, first
year operating cost $3,000, revenue to be included with am station. Applicant is licensee of
KMAK Fresno. Announced June 12.
Santa Barbara, Calif. — Sherrill Corwin — Granted 107.9 mc, 29.5 kw. P. O. address 12 S. Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles. Estimated construction
cost $28,700, first year operating cost $25,000,
revenue $20,000. Sole owner Corwin has numerous broadcast interests. Announced June 12.
Santa Barbara, Calif. — Tri Counties Bcstg. Co. —
Granted 99.9 mc, 3.1 kw unl. P. O. address 25
West Anapamu, Santa Barbara, Calif. Estimated
construction cost $14,380, first year operating cost
$15,000, revenue $22,000. Owners are William H.
Buckley and Richard Barrett Cuetara (each 50%).
Mr. Buckley is in music franchising; Mr. CuetaTa
is partner with Mr. Buckley in music firm and
has been
manager,
KEYT Santa Barbara. promotion
Announced June
12.
APPLICATION
Gainesville, Tex. — Gainesville Bcstg. Co. 94.5
mc, 2.48 kw. P. O. address Box 222, Gainesville.
Estimated construction cost $9,195, first year
operating cost $10,000, revenue $12,000. Applicant
is licensee of KGAF Gainsville. Announced June
9.
Existing

Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WLDM (FM) Detroit, Mich.— Granted application to modify
its SCA to multiplex basis. Announced June 18.
WDDS-FM Syracuse, N. Y. — Granted application to modify
its SCA to a multiplex basis. Announced June 18.
KMCS (FM) Seattle, Wash.— Upon request for
reconsideration, Commission, by letter, reaffirmed its March 12 denial of waiver of Sect.
3.293 of its rules to permit functional music operation on a simplex basis. Chairman Doerfer
voted for grant. Announced June 18.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KJPO
(FM) Fresno, Calif.— John H. Poole,
99.5 mc.
KFRC-FM
San Francisco, Calif.— RKO Tele-

Existing

Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WAPI Birmingham, Ala. — Granted increase of
daytime power from 10 kw to 50 kw and change
from DA-N to DA-2, continuing operation on
1070 kc with 5 kw-N; engineering conditions. By
letters, denied petition and requests by WIBC
Indianapolis, Ind., WVOK Birmingham, Ala., and
WDIA Memphis, Tenn., for hearing on WAPI application.JuneComrs.
nounced
18. Bartley and Ford absent. AnWETU Wetumpka, Ala. — Granted increase in
power on 1250 kc from 1 to 5 kw, D. Announced
June 12.
WTWA Thomson, Ga. — Granted mod. of license
(1240 kc, 250 w, S.H.) to specify additional Sunday hours of operation. Announced June 18.

your needs.
Complete brochure, including floor
plans, equipment requirements and
discussion of current trends now
available. For your free copy,

CORPORATION
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®
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j
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regional facility in a medium market. Now profitable under absentee ownership, this station has great potential for an
owner-operator.
Terms can be
arranged.

of over 100,000.

29% down and the balance on reasonable terms.
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si 3.1.000.00

Profitable fulltime station in a

write to RCA, Dept. GD-22, Building
15-1, Camden, N.J.
L
RADIO

Florida

New England
S'JOOJtOO.OO

&

Company
FINANCING
NEGOTIATIONS
APPRAISALS
ATLANTA
CHICAGO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Clifford B. Marshall
H. W. Cassill
Jack V. Harvey
William B. Ryan
Stanley Whitaker
Washington Building
Healey Building
333 N. Michigan Avenue
Sterling 3-4341
JAckson 5-1576
Financial 6-6460
Broadcasting

Jr

iCV

JT

Vy

\3

JLj

\3

A

\J

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
ME. 8-5411
1735 De Sales St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
FEderal 3-4800
Washington, D. C.
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. RING

RUSSELL

P.

1^1

PAUL

& ASSOCIATES

1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evons
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.

C. HUTCHESON

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230
Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

CO.

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GODLEY

Republic 7-6646
Washington
5, D. C.
Member
AFCCE
<LY±
fc, III' KJ XL- I ill
V-^ A-J

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, II!.
(A Chicago suburb)

\J>

JLJ'

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO 8. TELEVISION

1926 —

N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Upper Montclair,
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
lvi
m
r jr\r
IWpmhpr
A "PC*\* \*CPEj

711 14th St., N. W.
Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
REpubllc 7-3984
Member AFCCE

jt\. JCV

\u

JU

— Established

Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

MAY

jl\

501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes

& Culver

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE
[
KEAR

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208

1

1
JOHN

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antennas

JOHN

H. MULLANEY

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
I nis imr\m *i-Ar"\r\r\

1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
Tel.: JAckson
■ ■ 6-4386
1
M i- -J -I iP.O.
T < Box 68
Member AFCCE

A.E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE
SERVICE

D IRECTORY

KANAWHA

ENGINEERS

HOTEL BLDG

CHARLESTON, W. VA.

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037
Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St.. N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course

IRL

PHONE:
Dl. 3-7503

T. NEWTON,

JR,

Consulting Engineer
422 Washington Bldg.,
15th and N. Y. Ave., N. W„
Washington, D. C.
Telephone: EXecutive 3-7165

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
Suit* 298, Arcade Side-, St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"For Resultt in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations ■ Applications
Petitions • licensing Field Service 1

MERL

JOHNSON

CONSULTING

J. G. ROUNTREE,

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

NEptune 4-9558

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 79,497* Readers
—among
them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
•ARB Continuing Readership Study
June 23, 1958

•
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FOR THE RECORD continued
radio Pictures Inc., 106.1 mc.
KVEN-KM
Ventura, Calif .—Coast Ventura Co.,
100.7
mc.
KUDU-FM
Ventura-Oxnard,
Calif.— Tri-Couniie>>
Public Service
Inc.
WKJK (FM) Lewistoii, Me— President and
Trustees of Bates College, 90.3 mc.
WHKV-FM West Uend, Wis — West Bend lScstg.
Co., 98.5 mc.
Allocations
Commission invites comments by July 18 to
proposed rule making to amend allocation plan
for Class B fm stations as follows: Add ch. 298
to Winston-Salem, N. C; Add ch. 233 to Gainesville, Tex., and substitute ch. 246 for ch. 236 in
Sherman, Tex.; and Add ch. 293 to San Diego,
Calif.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WEBH Hamilton, Ala. — Granted assignment of
license to Kate F. Fite; settles estate of deceased Mr. Fite. Comrs. Bartley and Ford absent.
Announced June 18.
KAFA Colorado Springs, Colo. — Granted assignment of licenses and cp to General Bcstg.
Corp. (John C. Hunter has interests in WCMP
Pine City, Minn., and KOWB Laramie, Wyo.,
Kenneth *E.sideration
Palmer Comrs.
and Robert
Donner Jr.); consent. Announced$89,700.June
18. Bartley and Ford abWSAU Wausau, Wis. — Granted assignment of
license to WRIG Inc. (Julia and Duey E. Wright
Sr.); consideration $56,000. Comrs. Bartley and
Ford absent. Announced June 18.
APPLICATIONS
WLBS Birmingham, Ala. — Seeks assignment of
license from WLBS Inc. to American Electronix
Inc. for $50,000. New owners are Thad Holt and
E. C. Atkerson, both of whom are in radio supply.
Announced June 9.
WTCB Flomaton, Ala. — Seeks transfer of control 100%
(
) from W. L. Kline, et al, to Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Lee and Mr. and Mrs. George
Haskew for $47,500. Mr. Lee is retailer; Mr. Haskew manager WPBB Jackson, Ala. Announced
June 18.
WNPT Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Seeks acquisition of
positive control by Mr. and Mrs. William Harris
through purchase of 30 shares from Mrs. Allie
Todd for $24,000. Buyers own one-third of WJBB
Haleyville, Ala. Announced June 18.
KMOP Tucson, Ariz. — Seeks transfer of negative control (50%) of licensee (Bamray Bcstg.
Co.) from Ray Odom, A. V. Bamford and Bamray Bcstg. Co. to Richard Jacobson and Howard
Kalmenson for $60,000. Mr. Jacobson is WABC
New York account executive; Mr. Kalmenson is
account executive-merchandising manager,
WABC-TV. Announced June 16.
KTCN Berryville, Ark. — Seeks assignment of
license from Americas New Era Radio to T. W.
Rogers, Fred Ward, and Mel Lymberry d/b as
Ozark Radio & Equipment Co. for $40,000. Mr.
Rogers is banker; Mr. Ward is engineer; Mr.
Lymberry is announcer, KARK-TV Little Rock.
Announced June 13.
WHOO-AM-FM Orlando, Fla.— Seeks transfer
of control of licensee (Brownstone Properties
Inc.) from Edwin Estabrook Jr. and Maurice
Weiss to Donald Horton and G. D. Kincaid for
$15,000. Mr. Horton has minority interest in
WVIK Lexington and WFKY Frankfort, both
Kentucky. Announced June 13.
WSTN St. Augustine, Fla. — Seeks assignment
of license from Stanmark Inc. to St. Croix Bcstg.
Co. for $77,500. New Owners: Robert Hawley, accountant. (44.46%); John Vondell Jr., radio station coordinator, (27.77%), and Wesley Wentworth, 16.general contractor, (27.77%). Announced
June
WALT

Tampa, Fla.— Seeks assignment of li-

COMMERCIAL

As Reported by FCC

AM
FM

AND

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS

•

June 23, 1958

TV

87
628
40
18
58
27
0
27
2
0

108
663
64
63
17
127
37

0
541
4151

18
TOTAL

are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
operation and one which has not started operation.
have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.

NEW
YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
RAndolph 6-6760
DENVER
1 700 Broadway
AComa

Page 94

248
289
0
1

17
524

SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
Compiled by BROADCASTING through June 18
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
Cps
Not on air For new stations
Lie.
42
101
542
3,208
127
21
88
58
524
110

cense and cp from Tampa Bcstg. Co. Inc. to
West Coast Bcstg. Corp. for approximately $500,000 New owners are Clearwater businessman
Bruce Taylor and associates. Announced June 17.
Americus, Ga. — Seeks transfer of conWDEC
trol (100%) of licensee (Americus Bcstg. Co.)
from T. O. Marshall Jr., et al, to Charles Smith
for $21,000. Mr. Smith is WDEV v. p. Announced
June 16.
WNIB (FM) Chicago, 111. — Seeks acquisition of
positive control of licensee (Northern 111. Bcstg.
Co. Inc.) by William Florian through purchase of
25 shares from Edward Merritt for $500. Mr.
Florian increases ownership from 49.3 to 52.8%.
Announced June 16.
KCRB Chanute, Kan. — Seeks assignment of license from Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Roberts to Mr.
and Mrs. James Roberts for $16,400. James Roberts
has been news director, WREI Farmington, Mo.,
which is owned by his father, Cecil. Announced
June 13.
WIPA Annapolis, Md. — Seeks transfer of control of licensee (WASL Bcstg. Co.) from Robert
Kent to William and James Calomiris and Max
Reznick for $86,200. Calomiris brothers (25%
each) are realtors. Mr. Reznick (50%) is producer and talent-account executive, DuMont
Bcstg. Corp.
nounced June and
13. WARL Arlington, Va. AnWHWL Nanticoke, Pa. — Seeks assignment of
license from Radio Anthracite Inc. to Wyoming
Radio Inc. for $75,000. New Owners are Mr. and
Mrs. E. D. McWilliams (50%) and Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Philip (50%). Mr. McWilliams is in

COMPANY

ADVISERS

AM40
3,208
92
406
3,340
126
532
41

(Commercial) 4151
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through June
VHF
UHF
Commercial
425
86
Non-Commercial
24
7

KANDER

FINANCIAL

through May 31

TV

1 There
licenses.
2 There
longer in
3 There
144 uhf).
* There

FM

BOXSCORE

1 k i-nsi i) ( all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs DELETED

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 8-1990
ALLEN

STATION

2-3623

farming and truck design; Mr. Philip is lawyer
and realtor. Announced June 17.
KTXN Austin, 2Tex. — Seeks assignment of license from Radio
96 Austin Inc. to Jage Inc. for
$200,000. New Owners are Giles E. Miller, Dallas
businessman, and Jack Schatz, one-third owner of
Chez Paree, Chicago. Announced June 18.
KBEN Carrizo Springs, Tex.— Seeks assignment
13
of license from Walter Herbort Jr. and Roy 51
Herbort d/b as Radio Station KBEN, to Walter
Herbort Jr. for $1,500. Announced June 16.
KTIX Seattle, Wash.— Seeks transfer of control
of licensee (Tele-Broadcasters of Wash. Inc.)
from
Tele-Broadcasters Inc. to Hugh LaRue for
approximately $133,000. Until recently Mr. LaRue
was KTVR Denver executive. Announced June
Hearing

Cases
FINAL DECISION
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied petitions by Frontier Bcstg. Co..
(KSTF ch. 10). Scottsbluff, Neb., for further
hearing and for stay in proceeding on application of Western Nebraska Television Inc., for
new tv station to operate on ch. 13 in Alliance,
Neb. Comr. Cross not participating. By separate
order. Commission, on petition by applicant,
made effective immediately initial decision, as
modified by Commission and granted application of Western Nebraska Television Inc., for
new tv station to operate on ch. 13 in Alliance,
Neb. Comr.
Cross not participating. Announced
June
18.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner Millard F. French issued initial decision looking toward granting application
of Mid-America Bcstrs. Inc., for new Class B
fm station to operate on 95.7 mc in San Francisco,
Calif. Announced June 18.
Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of KLAD Bcstrs to change facilities of
KLAD Klamath Falls, Ore., from 900 kc, 1 kw, D,
to P60 kc, 5 kw, D. Announced June 17.
Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond issued initial
decision looking toward granting application of
New Hanover Bcstg. Co. for new tv station to
June
operate16. on ch. 3 in Wilmington, N. C. Announced
OTHER ACTIONS
By order, Commission granted petition by
Plough Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WJJD), Chicago, 111., to
reopen record in proceeding on application of
Town and Country Radio Inc., for new am station to operate on 1150 kc, 500 w D, DA, in
Rockford, 111., and remanded proceeding to hearing examiner for further hearing on issues specified in order and for issuance of further supplemental initial decision. Comr. Craven not
Continues on page 98
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
Checks and money orders only.
Payable in advance.
Display— Tuesday preceding publication date.
date.
publication
preceding
Monday
ed—
DEADLINE: Undisplay
$2.00 minimum.
SITUATIONS WANTED 20<* per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word—
All other classifications 30c1 per word— $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch.
6, D. C.
No charge for blind box number. Send replies to BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington

—

L4=s

^r^A^^
RADIO

RADIO

Help Wanted
including manager and an-n
Need fullnouncersstaff,
with first class tickets, for Michiga
tion, bend
vacation-area davtimer underBayconstruc
City.
resume and tape ?,e WWBC,
Management
for sales-mmded executive
Unusual opportunity ment
metropolitan market.
in eventual manage
Box 762E, BROADCASTING.
r— experienced manager or comGeneral manage
mercial manager ready to manage. Mustmanbe
strong on sales with proven record. Family
with car seeking home in small town and future
AlaJasper, Write
Position open WARF profits.
with chain.
bama. S125.00 week plus percent , of Alabama
.
Cullman
WKUL,
Millar.
Hudson
Sales
ed m increasing his
interest
n
Successful salesma
d ambitious
income Excellent income for n qualifie
New Jersey.
worker. Permanent positioand inexperien
ce. Box
Write stating qualifications
764E, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager for 250 MBS in small N. Carolina
rnmnetitive market. Draw, commission, car exBox 735E,
bonus.
5% net profit
^ BROADG^
IN
ST
CApenses
announcer
Wanted— Experienced salesmanl or
station m the
salesman at top quality regiona
a. Prefer a
Piedmont section of North Carolin
general area.
man who is now employed in this
advance
Excellent earnings with chancethisforad. Box ment.
7401L,
Our personnel know about
BROADCASTING.
has openings for
Boomingest market in Texas
plus
=ales manager and salesmen. Incentive plan
makes this an
outstanding fast-growing market rs.
If you have
excellent opportunity for go-gette
complete resume, all
proven sales ability, send billings
earnings,
and
present
g
details includin
in first letter. Box 772E, BROADCASTING.
pay
Sales manager with sales experience. High
F. P. Cerniglia, KLIC,
person. Write Dr..
right
to
Monroe, La
with aggresKentucky. Good sales opportunityres^e
referSend
ation
organiz
growing
sive,
WBLG, Box
Radio
ments.
require
ences, earning
1417, Lexington.
in small
The man I'm looking for is now working
up Excellent
market and ready to make his step
opportunity to make money and advance m
If you're imaginative
of stations
group
growing
there .is a future for you with
to sell,
have ability
New York market.
state
up
Rich
group.
our radio
Phone collect, Morgan M. Brown, Sales Manager,
WENE, Endicott, N. Y. 5-3351.
Salesman: Age 25 to 31, married, who enjoys
anwrite copy that sells, do ces
work whonouncing ifcan
necessary. Must supplyew.referen
above
If
intervi
l
persona
and be fvailable for
requirements cannot be met, do not apply.
WHAW, Weston, West Virginia.
s eighth marsalesman for nation'and
Experienced to
retail accall on agency
ket wanted
counts. Must have success story. Size of market
commisrtant. Salary or 15% Send
working in unimpo
picsion whichever is greater. Age 24-35.
St., MeMarket
516
WMCK,
to
resume
and
ture
Keesport, Pa.
Adding proven salesman to top Hooper and Pulse
market city pop. Three station
rated station
network, adult music,
ulation 88,000. LimitedWRTA,
Altoona.
contact Lou Murray,
Announcers
cer able to do
Wanted: Young, ambitious announ
starting salary for
newscast and dj shows. Good
a 5 000 watt, south Georgia station. Box 484E,
BROADCASTING.
stamanager for eastern Pennsylvania
Program
t only
tion Will have complete authority subjec
to manager. Must have three years experience
as staff announcer. Must be good board man
hard to justify further advanceto Thiswork
willing ment
is an excellent opportunity for an
into manageannouncer who is ready tobemove
perble for
availaresume
musttape and
ants
All applic
ment
. Box
sonal interview. Send
536E, BROADCASTNG.
.
news, music announcer on roon
Experienced weste
south NG. rn independent. Box 638E.
watt CASTI
BROAD
Broadcasting

Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

e or more. Need
Announcer one yeard experienc
two men intereste in news gathering and
play-by-play. Also dj. Southern Indiana
sports
Area. Box 678E, BROADCASTING.
Local network station desires announcer on or
about August 1st. Some experience necessary.
insurance
Permanent position. Paid vacation,
to Box
s. Apply .
advantageTING
otherDCAS
and many
BROA
703E,

r for North CaroExperienced announce
Wanted —regional
station. Must be able to handle
lina
news plus
regional
and
local
heavy schedule of
TING.
details to Box 741k,
BROA
Send complete
dj work.DCAS
Florida. Need experienced personality pop dj.
Above average salary. Promotion minded station.
Send tape, background. Box 750E, BROADCASTING.

Experienced staff announcer for small market
Georgia. Good oppor5 000 watt station in north
man.
tunity and permanent position for right nts.
requireme
salary
and
resume,
photo,
Send
.
TING
Box 752E, BROADCAS
I am looking for a top morning man. Eastern
pay in
market, in a fast growing market. Toptape
and
the market for top personality. Send
background resume Box 782E, BROADCASTING.
Need announcer. First class ticket essential 40
work
hours
. week. Good pay. Box 789E, BROADCASTING
First class combo-man. Must be sober, married
wants
or single. Pay tops for a good man who condiNice market, good living
to get tions.ahead.
Call: KLEE Radio, Ottumwa, Iowa, Mgr.

n-announcer.
salesmarni
for goodifo
a KPAP,
Good pay
, Cal
Redding
Excellent opportunity for announcer with 1st
Texas. Good workphone. Highest salary in eastplease.
E. H. WhiteNo drifters,
conditions.
inghead,
KTLU, Rusk,
Texas.
Midwestern indie needs a good, sober, reliable
Call now:
Top pay, plus , commission.a.
salesman. KLEE,
Ottumwa Iow
Manager,

work in radio-tv ^operawith ideas for
Bright dj Salary
Contact Manager, KWWL,
o, Iowa.open.
Waterlotion.
Looking for staff announcer to fill position ceof
man leaving for the Army. Some experien
paid vacaconditions
working
Good and
y.insurance
necessar
hours. Write WAHK,
regular .
tion,wn,
Hagersto
Md
New modern sound requires fast paced, alert,
build audience
stable dj who can music
experienced, and
policy. If
follow planned
and sponsors
radio.
modern
you
teach
we'll
,
potential
you have
, PD, WCSI,
Edwardsa.
Bob an
resume.
di
Tape,
s, In
Columbuphoto,

Wanted immediately experienced combination
sales. Staannouncer-salesman with accent on
Excelopport,unity!
ful
wonder
,
expanding
tion
Clme,
Clay
Contact
lent working conditions.
na.
oli
Car
North
lle,
WDBM, Statesvi
WFRL Freeport, Illinois has immediate opening
week,
for experienced staff announcer. 48 hourfree
ins,
40 hours. Paid vacation
overtime over Morning
n. Write
operatio
daytime
shift,
surance.Wa
s.
er
lt
or call Bud
al— Send
class license essenti
Announcer— first
an.
, toMic
306, Monroe
P. O. Box
WMIC. hig
and tape
resume
Morning personality. We have first opening in
our morning schedule in four years and need
.personan experienced, friendly, down to earth indie
1 kw Applicain
40" dj types.
ality. Sorry, no "top
station market.
nrosoerous 20,000 single
details photo,
tion pending for 5 kw\ Include fullVernon,
Illinois.
tape in first letter. WMIX, Mt.
Technical
Chief engineer wanted for 250 watt station in
with
be familiar 7851!.,
market. Must,
large ealtern
nt. Box
.
equipme
ING
and studio
AST
10 kw fmADC
BRO

etc.. sent to

"

RADIO

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Mr. News Director, this ad will run until we find
the right man. We need a newsman who gets
gonews; iswhoourknows
surface
behind
important
most what's
in depth
ing on.theNews
service. Good salary and facilities. Write Box
179E, BROADCASTING.
experiEastern Pennsylvania daytimercanneeds
do some air
enced male copy writer, who
work. Must be good typist. Salary, extra for air
ING. Profit sharing. Box 702E, BROADCASTwork.

metroExperienced. Southeast
Program director. Must
be creative with salable
politan market.
audience building ideas, excellent production,
good air personality. Must have ability to handle
men and make good ratings even better.
Wonderful opportunity for right man. Box 722E,
BROADCASTING.
News director to build local news department
and hire other radio newsmen hungry for news
fast and first. Must be married and ready to
settle in small market for permanent well paying
No clock watchers please. Box 730E,
position.
BROADCASTING.
Program director-air salesman with flair to write
sound-inNewest expanding!
spots. format
gimmick
and with
situation
winning
station
town
backphotos,
Right man well paid! Auditions,
ground required. Box 759E, BROADCASTING.
I need a pro . . . under 35 who can supervise
traffic, write continuity and do air work as dj.
I'll pay such a man an excellent salary plus
talent. I need this man now. Call, wire or write
immediately. H. K. Crowl, WAVI in Dayton,
Ohio "America's 38th market." Baldwin 2-1291.
— editor job with some announcing.
News
full information, and audition tape to
Send reporter
WJTN, Jamestown, New York.
RADIO
Situations Wanted

New announcers! 8 Pathfinder graduates. Good
board operators. Start $50.00 week. Southeast,
mid-west.
Carolinas,
Kentucky,
D. C.or
N.W., Washington,
737 11th St. Tennessee,
Management

Mr. Station Owner: Young southerner, 9 years
to manage your staradio, all phases, desires engineer,
anyears, can
chief manager 25 years,
tion. nouQualifications:
assistant
ncer 3 years,
train staff, 2 years college, member Kiwanis,
Jaycees. Box 681E, BROADCASTING.
employed major market,
Manager: Presently
tired of rat-race big station. Looking for small
and available
experienced
Completely
market.
as husband-wife team to make your property
money. Box 736E, BROADCASTING.
General manager with first phone and ten years
wants small upper midwest market.
experience
Box 738E, BROADCASTING.
Write

Manager for medium market. Married, children,
sales management
32 impressive appearance, ING
top rated
.
account man Box
AST
. Currently
background
BROADC
751E,
station one of first eight markets.

and
Strong on sales experienced in both local eastmarket m
like small
fields. WouldPercentag
nationalstates.
e based on results
Salarv—
ern
produced. Box 776E, BROADCASTING.
Sales
seeking good potential.
ed,
experienc
,
Go-getter
Prefer deal including air work. Can run own
board All-around man — what you're looking for.
Box 505E, BROADCASTING.
Four years selling experience (insurance). Want
Resume
my career.
to makequest.radio
NG.on reCASTI
Box 726E,sales
BROAD
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RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Creative air personality that communicates and
sells. Now chief engineer. Ten years experience,
construction, maintenance, microwave to mobile
remote. College, family. Goal: Management. Next
step: Sales. Desire: Relocate stable operation
needing chief engineer — air salesman, offering
advancement opportunities: opportunity to learn
sales. Trained replacement, available now. Tape,
resume, references. Phone 1260, Jerry Servatius,
Box 46, Ottawa, Kansas.
Announcers

Help! I need a job. 1st phone, go anywhere. Box
755E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, engineer, program director, station
manager.
See "Most useful
man," BROADCASTtv situations
wanted management.
Box 777E,
ING.

Terrific sportscaster. Also dj, announcer, news,
sales, employed. Experience galore. Box 381E,
BROADCASTING.
Negro deejay, good board man. fast patter,
smooth
I'm Box
the 502E.
one you're
looking
for. Tapeproduction.
and resume.
BROADCASTING.
Girl dj announcer. Go anywhere. Ready now.
Run own board. Can sell too. Steady, no bad
habits. Love to build audiences and grab acCASTING.counts. Tape and resume. Box 503E, BROADPersonality-dj, strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 504E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, colored disc jockey. Light experience, strong ambition. Tape available. Box 633E,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced up to 50 kw. Versatile negro announcer with first phone. Box 666E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced — top rated newsman — can do sports
— commercials — interviews — special events and
sales. Radio or television. Box 667E, BROADCASTING.
Radio's answer to static? 2' yrs. radio-speechwriting
CASTING.major. Vet., single. Box 701E, BROADAmbitious high school senior, good announcerdj.
Summer work, tape. Box 727E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer d.j., negro, capable, competent. Experienced. Good commercial deliven'. Tape. Box
728E, BROADCASTING.
Nightowl with first phone wants midnite to dawn
or night announcing job. Presently employed
by CBS affiliate as deejay and announcer. Box
729E. BROADCASTING.

First phone, combo-man. Will travel. Married,
veteran. John Pardini, 1006 N. Mariposa, Los
Angeles, California, No 3-8979.
Experienced, announcer. Versatile. Will gladly
send tape, resume upon request. Call collect
from anywhere in the U. S. Newtown 9-3678. Rip
Rogers,
54-08 Roosevelt Avenue, Woodside L. I.,
New York.
Married, combo man, trained by top Chicago
freelance
announcer.
Strong
on' hardsell,
copy and all
music. Desire
permanent
positioncold
in
upper midwest. Philip Bernath, 5909 W. 93rd
Street, Oak Lawn, Illinois.
Announcer — 1st phone. Fully trained in radio.
Wants first job. Go anywhere. Available immediately. Resume and tape. Daniel Miller,
2425 South Sixth Avenue, Arcadia, California.
First phone, combo man, available, experienced
with all types of equipment. Call Neon, Kentucky 2465, Bill Cordell.
First phone combo man. Short on experience,
married, no children. Bob Raucher, KOPR,
Finlen Hotel, Butte, Montana.
Production-minded, personality dj and news
man, wants work with sharp station within
200 miles of St. Louis. Three years experience,
some college, good references. $100.00 weekly.
Box 787E, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Have first phone, some transmitter and studio
experience, desire employment in or arounc!
D. C. area. Personal interview requested. Box
655E, BROADCASTING.
Combo experienced chief. AM-FM, hi-lo power.
Box 731E, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer: 1st phone, 17 years experience
250-5000 watts. DA. Married, prefer midwest.
Box 733E, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, 20 years experience broadcasting
operation, maintenance, construction. Desires
chief engineer position in Florida. Age 39. Box
747E, BROADCASTING.

Young experienced announcer desires night shift
in music, news station. Currently employed, excellent references. Box 734E, BROADCASTING.

Constructing new radio or tv station? See "Most
useful778E,
man,"BROADCASTING.
tv situations wanted management.
Box

Country and western and pop d.j. -with news.
3 years experience, 6 months as assistant manager. Air check, personal references, etc., available. Prefer west or southwest areas; will consider all offers anywhere. Box 737E, BROADCASTING.

FCC first phone license; July- August preparation. Monty Koffer, 105 E. 16th Street, Brooklyn,
New York. Bu 2-4622.

Announcer, negro. Sparkling air personality.
Light experience. Ambitious. Tape available. Box
743E, BROADCASTING.
Three years, wants Orange or Rockland county
New York or nearby. Box 744E, BROADCASTING.
Radio. Any broadcasting capacity: Announce,
write, strong news, record show, commercials.
College graduate, major communications. Capable, serious, hardworking. Draft deferred. Box
753E, BROADCASTING.
Warm and enthusiastic personality. Strong on
"sell".
radioanywhere.
school graduate
prefers Promotion-minded
south, but will travel
Salary
secondary. Tape sent promptly. Box 761E,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced top pop personality dj. 27, vet,
married. To relocate in Florida, New Orleans, or
any large market. Box 788E, BROADCASTING.
Music man. Know all types of broadcasting. Experienced, available immediately. Box 768E,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer — young, married, veteran. Good
music and news. Dependable and ambitious. Prefer east coast. Box 769E, BROADCASTING.
Competent sports, newsman, 2V2 years, all phases,
family man. Desires connection with reliable
station. Box 771E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj. 3 years experience. Consider all
offers. Box 773E, BROADCASTING.
EatingI can
purpletastefully
people isn't
my around
alley . . a.
but
chewright
my upway
record show, news gathering and delivery. An
eight-year veteran of radio and tv, last six in
top Connecticut tv station, desires staff announcing spot in New England or New York area.
Box 774E BROADCASTING.
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Production-Programming, Others
Program manager, other supervisor. Nine years
experience radio-tv, administrative man with
good background station and radio network
operations. Presently traffic supervisor major
50 kw in principal market. Box 723E, BROADCASTING.
PD, 8 years experience, 33, married, family.
Prefer PD or good staff position. Box 748E,
BROADCASTING.
Available now. Experienced copywriter — knowledge of traffic, programming. Sample copy,
resume on request. Box 754E, BROADCASTING.
Program director-announcer, top station in market, five years experience, first phone, married,
not afraid to work. Desire relocation west coast.
Box 757E, BROADCASTING.
Organist. Wide experience. Creative. Own programs. Classics through jazz. Background music.
Union. Own organ. Box 758E, BROADCASTING.
Ideas— copy— sales— disk jockey. This gal's great.
Hire me— why wait! Box 765E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted opportunity as news man-dj -promotion
man or combination for Goud Hill, of our staff.
Feel he deserves advancement to larger operation. Leaving voluntarily. Available after July
19. Recommend highly. Call or write, KJFJ,
Webster City, Iowa, for full enthusiastic details.
TELEVISION
Help

Wanted
Sales

Now working for a western tv station? You have
a proven sales record, no drinking problems, experience in tv. You want good living and excellent pay in high, cool Colorado Sorings. Send
picture, all details Robert D. Ellis, KKTV, Colorado Springs, Colo.

TELEVISION
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Now working for a national rep? You have a
proven sales record, no drinking problems, experience in tv. You want good living and excellent pay in high, cool Colorado Springs. Send
details
picture,rado all
Colo. Robert D. Ellis, KKTV, ColoSprings,
Now working for an eastern tv station? You have
a proven sales record, no drinking problems, experience in tv. You want good living and excellent pay in high, cool Colorado Springs. Send
picture, all details Robert D. Ellis, KKTV, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Now working for a midwest tv station? You have
a proven sales record, no drinking problems, experience in tv. You want good living and excellent pay in high, cool Colorado Springs. Send
picture,oradoallSprings,
details
Colo.Robert D. Ellis, KKTV, ColNow working for a southern tv station? You
have a proven sales record, no drinking problems, experience in tv. You want good living
and excellent pay in high, cool Colorado Springs.
Send
picture,
all details
Colorado
Springs,
Colo. Robert D. Ellis, KKTV,
Management
Assistant manager wanted for Canadian television
station located in Moncton, New Brunswick — just
three hours from Boston. This an excellent opportunity for the right man, strong in sales and
desiring a nice family town to settle in. We want
an ambitious man with good knowledge of tv
operations, not afraid to shoulder plenty of responsibility and build sales. Good starting salary
and liberal incentive with plenty of opportunity
to advance. Send resume of background and experience to Fred Lynds, President, Moncton
Broadcasting Ltd., Moncton, N. B., Canada.
Announcers
Experienced announcer for booth and on-camera
work. Medium mid-south market. Full power
vhf. Box 129E, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening, southeastern full power vhf,
major market, excellent living and working conditions. Only qualified persons need apply . . .
permanent position with opportunity for advancement . . . send photo, tape and resume
with initial reply. Box 790E, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Management
As your new sales manager I pledge: 1. To be a
selling sales manager, not the ivory tower warming type. 2. Work with and not in competition
with my men, increasing their income first and
my own second. 3. Do away with all house accounts as soon as possible in order that I can
work toward a happier, more prosperous and
therefore more productive sales staff. I have
proved these 3 tenets can work, if honestly and
industriously applied. I can prove them for you.
Stockholders know of this ad. Write Box 739E,
BROADCASTING.
Most useful man. Thoroughly experienced, competent all broadcasting fields — air performance,
sales, management, engineering. Seeking opportunity utilize capabilities developing broadcast facility with commensurate compensation.
$7500 minimum, or equivalent incentive. State
situation requirements and other considerations
in reply. Will submit personal data, arrange for
interview on propositions most likely result
mutually beneficial association. Box 781E,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
UHF operation in difficulty? Versatility required?
See "Most useful
man," BROADCASTING.
tv situations wanted
management.
Box 780E,
Announcers
Personable Englishman, tv-radio graduate,
trained all phases, some experience Europe, photogenic, specialist good music, writer, programming, commercials, dj, news, announcing. Sell
specialized markets with good music. Great untapped potential. Box 760E, BROADCASTING.
Six years experienced tv announcer-producer.
College graduate. Married. Seeks settled station
to
ING.live and advance in. Box 766E, BROADCASTSportscaster: Six years tv, radio, Big Ten playby-play. Box 783E, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Have first phone, some transmitter and switching experience, desire employment in or around
D. C. area. Personal interview requested. Box
656E. BROADCASTING.
Broadcasting

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

Six years broadcasting, color, nemo, transmitter,
first 'phone.
midwest,
will consider
elseBox 745E,
References.
Family man.
where. Prefer
BROADCASTING.
Automatic switching experience, 2 years with
network, 6 years in broadcasting. All operations,
Young marincluding transmitter, maintenance. consider
elsemidwest . . . will
ried manwhere.desires
Box 746E. BROADCASTING.

engineer, first class FCC license. VetBroadcast
eran Desires position in television or radio. Box
767E, BROADCASTING.
Trained tv personnel — tv transmitter — studio
technicians. Complete am, fm. tv background,
including color tv. Many have FCC licenses.
largest technical
of America's
of one Resume
Graduatesschools.
Write to
upon request.
radio-tv
Box 775E, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others

eastof film operations atgeneral
Available. Supervisor
ern independent. Control room, studio,graduate.
administrative experience. College
Family man. Box 770E, BROADCASTING.
TV news, weatherman, sports, production manager See "Most useful man," tv situation wanted
management. Box 779E, BROADCASTING.
Versatile sports director and caster in major tv
and am market with proven past record, desires .
same capacity. Excellent references . . .BA . .
Box 786E,
and professional
NG. sports background.
BROADCASTI
FOR

SALE

Stations

Southwest medium market stations (2), $45,000
first. Chapman
and $66,500, $10,000 will handle Atlanta,
33 W.
Peachtree,
Company, 1182 W. Barbara,
California.
Micheltorena, Santa
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States,
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Gulf south state metropolitan market station
$80,000; small
$125,000; medium market station, Company,
1182
market station, $35,000. Chapman
W. Peachtree, Atlanta.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
purchases, appraisals,
Davenport. Iowa Sales,discretion.
Experienced.
handled with care and
radio and television owners and operaFormer
tors.
Large raa"1">t stations, midwest $200,000, middle
Chapman Company, 17 E. 48th,
Atlantic
New York.$275,000.

Two Pacific-Northwest quarter-kilowatts $90,000
Wilt Gunzendorfer and Asand $125,000.
W. Olympic, Los Angeles.
sociates, 8630Terms.
Rocky mountain. Exclusive . Full time. Full
Terms. Jack L. Stoll and Associprice $35,000.
ates, 6381 Hollywood, Los Angeles 28, California.
Negro race station, southern medium market,
$20,000 down. Chapman Company,
$85,000
Peachtree, Atlanta.
1182 W. total,
Midwest. Exclusive. Daytimer. Excellent gross.
and Associates, 6381
$50,000 down. Jack L. Stoll
Hollywood, Los Angeles 28, California.
California kilowatt-daytimer $55,000. Terms. Wilt
Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8630 W. Olympic,
Los Angeles.
Equipment
$500 or
250A Gates transmitter. Good condition.
trade for fm transmitter. Available immediately.
Box 763E, BROADCASTING.
Available immediately 200 foot self supporting CN
tower. Six years old. WWIN, BaltiBlaw Knox
more 1, Maryland.

console
Magnecord M-90, c/w remote k.control,
Also portable
cabinet, 7V2/15 ips, half-trac
Audio
Pacific
cases. Demonstrator, save $600.
Supply, 818 State St., Santa Barbara, Calif.
500 ft. I.D.E.C.O. tower comSelf support8ing
plete with bay Federal fm antenna. 1100 ft.
Erected in 1948 at a cost of ap3Vb coaxial line.
proximately $(!8,000, is standing and like new.
it. J. D. Williams, 571 New
takes
First $10,000
Phone Wa. 2-5661, San Antonio
Hiway,
Laredo
11, Texas.
Broadcasting

FOR

SALE— (Cont'd)

Equipment
UHF equipment, used but in perfect condition.
TT25A 12KW transmitter including filterGE
plexer, TY25D 5-bay antenna with PY19B feed
adapter, 4TX7A dummy load, sweep oscillator
and General Radio monitors, GE TV-21 visual
demodulation. Also 430 foot Stainless type G
tower with lighting. 400 feet 7'/2 x 15 inch wave
guide, 600 feet 3»/8 inch VHF coaxial cable and
hangers. Presently installed at Jacksonville,
Florida. Contact Beecher Hayford, WESH-TV,
Daytona Beach, Florida.
Presto 900R1 3-head tape deck. Good condition.
Stuart W. Underwood, KDKD, Clinton, Mo.
RCA 76-B5 console. Good condition, immediately
available— best offer over $500.00. Recorded Publications Laboratories, 1558 Pierce Avenue,
Camden 5, New Jersey.

—(Cont'd)
MISCELLANEOUS
Norman Jack Smith, please contact W., at KBAL,
in San Saba, Texas: Urgent.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted

Production-Programming, Others

WANTED-ARTIST-PHOTOGRAPHER

tv station in large and

Cameras, 2 used Dage model 300-C cameras,
with lens, camera controls and regulated power
supply. Will consider offers on one or both.
Contact Beecher Hayford, WESH-TV, Daytona
Beach, Florida.

Leading

Weather warning receivers — for Conelrad and
disaster weather warnings. Air Alert II — $46.50;
Air Alert I— $89.50. Write Miratel, Inc., 1080
Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minn.
5 kw Western Electric transmitter, 10 years old,
model 405 B-2, good condition, spare parts. Two
complete sets of tubes, all good. Make offer.
KDAY, Hollywood 1-9981, HollyWrite or
wood, 28,phone
California.

also capable of handling

WANTED

TO

growing southeastern market
desires to employ artist who is

tography laboratory work making slides, etc. Excellent opening for interested worker.
Please reply to Box 742E,

BUY

plete educational and work
history as well as personal data
and expected salary.

Established station owner metropolitan Chicago
area is interested in acquiring an additional radio
station. Responsible principles or representative
mutual confidence.
may submit replies in D.strict
Pfaff, Station
Angus nois
Call or write
. WNMP,
Evanston,
Illi
Equipment
5 kw television transmitters, used, but in good
condition, channels 2, 4 and 5, diplexers and
associated equipment. Give full details including
prices. Guillermo Gonzalez Camarena, Apartado
1762, Mexico, D. F.
Wanted: T-V cameras and accessories. Gene
& Sons, Industrial T-V Specialists, 639
O'Fallon
Grant Street, Denver 3.

wire condition,
r,pi.
for transmitte
Remote control
sip
Booneville,
Mis
Network,
deal. Skyline
best cash sis
INSTRUCTION

on by correspondence
FCC first phone preparati
oi in resident classes. Our schools are located m
on, D. C.
Hollywood. California and Washingt
School, Desk
For free booklet, writeN. Grantham
W.. Washington, D. C.
B2 821 - 19th Street,

FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction bv master teacher. G.I. approved.
Phone FLeetwood 2-2733. Elkins Radio License
School. 3605 Regent Drive, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
license 5 to R weeks. Reservations required Enrolling now for classes starting June 25, September 3, October 29. For information, references
and reservations write William B. Ogden Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue. Burbank, California.
BUSINESS

giving com-

BROADCASTING,

Stations

Image orthicon camera chains, video switchers
s. Used, but in good condiand sync Givegenerator
Guiltion. full details, including prices. Mexilermo Gonzalez Camarena, Apartado 1762,
co, D. F.
10 KW RCA BTF-10F fm power amplifier. Must
Needed imbe in excellent working condition.
mediately. State asking price. Alan Levitt,
CalFrancisco,
217 Kearny St., San
KSFR-FM,
ifornia.

pho-

RADIO
Situations Wanted
Sales
Attention

m

NBC

m

& CBS

Flagship O&O's

or t Indies
Major Marke
Available
In New York Now

Top Notch AM-TV Salesman
A professional with long experience in m
m top fifty markets as account executivesales manager. Heavy programming background. Dependable family man. Best
NY network, agency, and rep references.
Consider any sound growth deal where
solid ability and wide range of talents
will produce $10,000 per year and up.
Relocate on long term. Call or write:
GORDON R. "DON" KERR
c/o S.
Burns NYC
1 Gracie
Terrace,
BUtterfield 8-6507

Announcers

OPPORTUNITY

Wonderful opMidwest UHF station for lease.
portunity for successful am operators to get in
sound and must have suctv Must be financially
cessful management background. $600.00 per
month includes rent on building and equipment.
low operating expense, less than am. Write
Very
Box 749E, BROADCASTING.
MISCELLANEOUS

Bingo Time U.S.A. printers of personalized
for radio and television
gamealsosheets
type We
bingo
distribute Vt hr. bingo type
programs.
s.
film series, me'd by popular film personalitie
PO Box 1871, Hollywood 28, Calif. Tel: Hollywood 2-4038.

NEED

A

D. J.?

with
B. C. A. Placement Service has them .to. .please
and without experience. All eager
Best trained anywhere,
you money!
makeboards.
and
No prima donnas. Thoroughly
run own
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1639 Broadway, Capitol Theatre Bldg.
N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1918. No charge for either party.
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RADIO
Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Atlonti' i advertising agencies or clients — Successful
Hollywood package producer with long-time n»l agency,
lu'twnrk, noil imiliiin picture studio executive background
lias time for limited non-exclusive assignment in Hollywood.fromTiinrnuuhl.v
experienced
in all well
phasesuualitleil
of produc-to
tion
storyboard
to screen,
represent ICastem Agency or Client on West Const.
References will substantiate excellent track record.
Supplementary income makes fee reasonably attractive,
Itepllei strictly
Mux lontwieniial.
r:i2K. BROADCASTING.
FOR

SALE

Stations
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION
AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS— ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS
MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
FOR

SALE

Equipment
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI-193
America's Tape Recorder Specialists
WANTED

TO

BUY

Equipment

WANTED
Used 5 kw am transmitter. Must be modern— Send details to R. Lucia, WHAM,
201 Humboldt Street, Rochester 3, New
York.

EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

SOUTHERN NEGRO DISC JOCKEY!
Advance to bigger towns . . . greater future . . .
better pay — NOW. Many job openings in major
southern cities. If you are now dissatisfied with
a small city job— send tape, photograph and
letter now to EBONY RADIO EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY, Room 514, Lamar Life Building, Jackson,
Mississippi. No employment fee — this service free!

Dollar

for

Dollar

you can't beat a classified ad in

getting top-flight personnel.
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participating;
Comr. Cross dissented. Announced
June
18.
By memorandum opinion and order. Commission granted petition by Enterprise Bcstg. Co.,
Fresno, Calif., to extent of enlarging issues in
am proceeding with respect to Jan. 8 agreements
between Radio Dinuba Co. (KRDU), Dinuba,
Calif., and Air Waves Inc. (KONG), Visalia,
Calif. Announced June 18.
By memorandum opinion and order. Commission denied petition by WOV Bcstg. Corp.
(WOV), New York, N. Y. for stay of May 7
decision granting application of WGLI Inc., for
new am station to operate on 1290 kc, 1 kw DA-1,
unl.. in Babylon, N. Y., pending action by Commission on WOV petition for rehearing or until
conclusion of any further proceedings ordered
in response to petition for rehearing. Comr.
Hyde dissented. Announced June 18.
Commission scheduled oral argument for June
30 on applications of Great Lakes Television
Inc., Greater Erie Bcstg. Co. and WKBW-TV
Inc., for new tv stations to operate on eh. 7 in
Buffalo, N. Y. Announced June 18.
Fisher Bcstg. Co. Inc.; KPOJ Inc., Portland,
Ore. — Are being advised that applications for
new tv stations to operate on ch. 2 indicates the
necessity of hearing. Announced June 18.
Tribune Publishing Co., Portland, Ore. — By
letter, denied request for waiver of minimum
adjacent channel mileage separation requirement of Sec. 3.610 (c) (1) and dismissed application for newJunetv 18.
station to operate on ch. 2.
Announced
Majority of Commission on June 11 directed
preparation of document looking toward withdrawing all proposals and terminating proceeding which contemplated third vhf channel assignment to Providence, R. I., by making various
channel changes. Announced June 12.
Veterans Bcstg. Co. Inc.; Capital Cities Tele.
Corp.; Vail Mills, N. Y. — Designated for consolidated hearing applications for new tv stations
to operate on ch. 10. Announced June 18.
Young People's Church of the Air Inc.; WJMJ
Bcstg. Corp.; Philadelphia, Pa. — Designated for
consolidated hearing applications for new Class
B fm 18.
stations to operate on 104.5 mc. Announced
June
Mountain State Bcstg. Co.; Radio Mid-Pom
Inc.; Middleport-Pomeroy, Ohio — Designated for
consolidated hearing applications for new am
stations to
on 1390 kc, 1 kw D. Announced operate
June 12.
The Monocacy Bcstg. Co.; WGET Times and
News Pub. Co., Gettysburg, Pa.; The Price
Bcstrs. Inc., Frederick, Md.; Frederick County
Bcstg. Co., Middletown, Md. — Designated for
consolidated hearing applications of Monocacy.
Price, and Frederick for new am stations to operate on 1320 kc. Price and Frederick with 1 kw
D, Monocacy with 1 kw DA-2 unl., and WGET
to change facilities from 1450 kc, 250 w unl., to
1320 kc, 500 w, 1 kw LS, DA-2, unl. Announced
June 12.
Farmington Bcstg. Co.; Four Corners Bcstg.
Co.; Farmington, N. M. — Designated for consolidated hearing applications for new tv stations to operate on ch. 12; denied request by
Four Corners for Sec. 3.636 (a) (2) issue concerning concentration of control. Announced
June 12.
Routine Roundup
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING FILED
Gainesville Bcstg. Co. Inc., Radio Station
KGAF
Gainesville, Tex. — Request addition of
ch. 233 to Gainesville, Tex.
Baltimore Bcstg. Corp. and Commercial Radio
Institute Inc., Baltimore, Md. — Joint request for
addition of ch. 294 to Baltimore, Md.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee on June 17
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to June 26 to file responsive
pleadings to petition by Nick J. Chaconas,
Gaithersburg, Md., to enlarge issues in proceeding on am application of Chaconas, et al.
Granted petition by Tri-County Bcstg. Corp.,
Plainfleld, N. J., for extension of time to June
30 to reply to motion by Broadcasters Inc., South
Plainfleld, N. J., to enlarge issues in proceeding
on their am applications, et al.
Granted joint petition by Louis G. Jacobs,
Miami-South Miami, and South Miami Bcstg.
Inc., South Miami, Fla., for extension of time
to June 20 to file oppositions to separate petitions to enlarge issues filed by South Miami and
Jacobs in proceeding on their am applications,
et al.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on June 17
Scheduled oral argument for 9:30 a.m., June
20, on petition of South Norfolk Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
South Norfolk, Va., to dismiss without prejudice
its am application.
Scheduled oral argument for 9:30 a.m., June
19, on petition of W. Frank Short & Austin E.
Harkuis, d/b as Alkima Bcstg. Co., to accept
late appearance
in proceeding on its am application, et al.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on June 17
Granted motion for continuance by Sheffield
Bcstg. Co., Sheffield, Ala., in proceeding on its
am application and that of J. B. Fait Jr., Sheffield; exchange of exhibits from June 23 to July
8 and prehearing conference from July 8 to
July 23.

By Hearing Examiner
Basil P. Cooper
on June 17
Granted motion by applicants
Houma, La.,
conference from June 17 to June in
25 and date for
ch. 11 proceeding for continuance of prehearing
exchange
to July 8. of exhibits is continued from June 25
Granted motion by Triangle Publications Inc.
(WNHC-TV ch. 8), New Haven, Conn., to correct transcript in proceeding on its application.
By Chief
Hearing Examiner
D.
Cunningham
on June James
13
Scheduled hearings on dates shown in following proceedings: Farmington
Co., and
Four Corners Bcstg. Co., for newBcstg.
tv stations to
operate on ch. 12 in Farmington, N. M.; am applications of Mountain State Bcstg. Co. Inc., and
Radio-Pom Inc., Middleport-Pomeroy, Ohio, on
Sept. 26; am applications of The Monocacy Bcstg.
June 13.
Co., Gettysburg, Pa., et al., on Sept. 30." Action
By Hearing Examiner
H. Donahue
on JuneThomas
17
Granted petition by Burton Levine, et al., d/b
as KLAD Broadcasters, for leave to amend to
substitute
applicants in lieu of Philip
D.
Jackson,them
in amas proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
on June 13
Granted petition by The Macomb Bcstg. Co.
(WKAI), Macomb, 111., for continuance of prehearing conference from June 18 to July 18 and
continued to a date to be set the hearing now
scheduled
for July 28 in proceeding on Macomb's
am application.
Granted request by KWG Bcstg. Co., Stockton,
Calif., for continuance of prehearing conference
without date, presently scheduled for June 16,
pending final determination of rule making proceeding which looks toward allocation of ch.
273 in Stockton.
By 13FCCgranted motion to Jose
Commission on June
Bechara Jr. (WKJB), Mayaguez, P. R., to treat
as responses certain petitions and other pleadings which directly or indirectly oppose his
petition for rule making for reallocation of tv
channels in Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands to
allocate either ch. 11 or 13 to Mayaguez, and for
extension of time to July 1 to file response to his
petition and to Aug. 1 to file replies to responses.
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee on June 13
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time to July 10 to file exceptions to
initial decision on am applications of Birney
Imes Jr. (WMOX), Meridian, and Mississippi
Bcstg. Co., Carthage, both Mississippi.
By Hearing Examiner
on JuneAnnie
13 Neal Huntting
Granted request by Lake Huron Bcstg. Corp.
(WKNX), Saginaw, Mich., for continuance of
prehearing conference from June 19 to June 20
in proceeding on its am application, et al.
By Hearing Examiner
J. Frederick
on JuneCharles
13
Hearing scheduled for July 10 rescheduled for
July 21 in proceeding on am applications of
Pompano Beach Bcstg. Corp., Pompano Beach,
Fla., et al.
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee on June 11
Granted petition by Wayne M. Nelson, Concord, N. C, for extension of time to June 20
to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding on his am application and that of Fred
H. Whitley, Dallas, N. C.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on June 11
Dismissed as moot petition for substitution of
hearing examiners by applicants for fm facilities
of The Riverside Church in the City of New
York, New York, and Huntington-Montauk
Bcstg. Co. Inc., Huntington, N. Y. Action June 11.
By Hearing Examiner
Annie
on June
12 Neal Huntting
Granted joint petition for continuance by
Palm Springs Community Television Corp. and
Palm Springs Translator Station Inc., and dates
designated for various procedual steps on tv
translator applications of Palm Springs Translator Station Inc., Palm Springs, Calif., are
postponed as follows: date for exchange of
written objections and requests for witnesses
to be produced for cross-examination in Washington— June 10 to July 8; hearing date — June
17. to July 15.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on June 12
Scheduled further hearing for June 30 in New
Orleans, La., tv ch. 12 proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
on June 12
Scheduled oral argument for 2 cm., June 19,
on petition by KTAG Assoc. (KTAG-TV), for
leave to amend
its 3,
application
Lafayette,
La., ch.
proceeding.in Lake CharlesBy Hearing Examiner
H. Donahue
on JuneThomas
12
Granted motions for correction of transcript
on am application of Liberty Bcstg. Co., Liberty,
Tex., filed by Broadcasters Inc., and by Liberty.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on June 12
Ordered W. Frank Short and Austin E. HarkBroadcasting

ins (Alkima Bcstg. Co.), West Chester, Pa., to
execute and file affidavit relative to allegation
in their petition for acceptance of appearance
filed
latenotification
in am proceedings
that they had
"did been
not
receive
that application
designated for hearing."
By Healing Examiner H. Gilford Irion on June 12
Continued oral argument, from June 12 at 2
p.m.. to June 20 at 9:30 a.m.. in proceeding on
of Charles R. Bramlett, Toram applications
rance, Calif., et al.
By FCC
Commission on June 13 granted request by
Electronic Industries Assn., for extension of
time from June 13 to July 11 to file comments
and from July 13 to Aug. 13 to file replies to
such comments in matter of amendment of Part
rules and regulations con3 of the Commission's
cerning television broadcast stations to authorize or "require television reference test signal.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on June 10
Radio Foundapetition byNewConnecticut
Denied
Haven, Conn., for leave
tion Inc. (WELI),
applications
am
on
proceeding
to intervene in
of James W. Miller, Milford, Conn., et al.
Annie Neal Huntting
By Hearing Examiner
on June 11
Continued hearing from July 16 to Sept. 15,
in proceeding on am applications of James W.
Miller, Milford, Conn., et al.
Scheduled prehearing conference for June 27
James S.
in proceeding on am applications of F.
Keith
Albany, and
Rivers Inc. (WJAZ),
Brown, Cuthbert, both Georgia.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion on June 10
schedOrdered that instead of hearing, as benowheld
on
uled prehearing conference will
continued
is
hearing
scheduled
that
and
28,
July
on am applicain proceeding(KTJS),
be set Ray
to datetionstoof Alfred
Hobard,
Fuchs
Okla., et al.
r Herbert Sharfman
By Hearing Examine
on June 11
Scheduled prehearing conference for Julyns3
at 10:30 a.m.. in proceeding on am applicatio
of Hemet-San Jacinto Valley Bcstg. Co., Hemet,
Calif., et al.
J. Frederick
r Charles
By Hearing Examine
10
on June

ce for
Scheduled further prehearing conferen
June 12, on am applications of Pompano
9am
Beach Bcstg. Corp., Pompano Beach, Fla., et al.
Basil P. Cooper
By Hearing Examine
on Juner 10
June 19
Scheduled prehearing conference for
Bridgeport Bcstg. Co.
on am application of
(WICC), Bridgeport, Conn.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of June 13
WHEW Riviera Beach, Fla.— Granted mod. of
cp to change ant.-trans. and studio location;
'"wGUs"
permitted. North Augusta, S. C— Remote control
Actions of June 12
WRIK-TV Ponce, P. R— Granted assignment
of cps to Ponce Television Corp.
Actions of June 11
assignment of
WTYN Tryon, N. C. — Granted
to Henry G. Bartol Jr. and Graves Taylor
license
d/b under same name.
KSIR Wichita, Kan.— Granted assignment of cp
to KSIR Inc.
t ,
. „
WPEG Arlington, Fla.— Granted cp to install
new type trans. .„ „
,
KIEM-TV Eureka, Calif.— Granted cp to use
ant. facilities authorized in STA as auxiliary
anKBPSmain silent
Portland,
Granted
authority
refrom toJune
vacation
summer
throughOre.—
7 through Sept. 21.
WKRZ Oil City, Pa.— Granted authority to re-

main on air beginning Juno i! on Tues. and
Thurs, from 7:15-8:45 p.m. and Sun. 7:30-8:30
p.m. because of recess of Grove City College
which normally operates during these periods,
effective through Sept. 20
WLMJ Jackson, Ohio — Granted authority to
sign-off at 7 p.m., EST, through Aug. 31 except
for special events.
The sions following
of completion stations
dates as were
shown:granted
KAKC extenTulsa,
Okla. to 10-31; KLOK San Jose, Calif, to 9-1;
KITE San Antonio, Tex. to 9-13.
Actions of June 10
KLPM Minot, N. D. — Granted involuntary
transfer of control from John B. Cooley to
Ethel
Cooley,
et al.,
as co-executors of estate
of
JohnH. B.
Cooley,
deceased.
WGRV-AM-FM Greenville, Tenn.— Granted acquisition of positive control by Paul O. Metcalfe
through purchase of stock from C. B. Austin.
WOAI-AM-TV San Antonio, Tex.— Granted acquisition of positive control by Hugh Halff Jr.,
through
at Denver.sale of stock by National Jewish Hospital
WHOT Campbell, Ohio — Granted mod. of cp to
make changes in the directional ant. system.
WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex.— Granted ex& Ant.). tension of completion date to 12-30 (Aux. Trans.
WHOT Campbell, Ohio — Granted extension of
completion date to 11-30.
KEAN Brownwood, Tex. — Granted authority
to continue sign-off at 7:00 p.m. for 3-month
period from June 1 through Aug. 31.
Actions of June 9
KDES Palm Springs, Calif.— Granted license
installa1 kw and
of power
change
covering
tion of new
trans.;
remoteto control
permitted.
WTTG, WABD, WNEW, WNEW-FM WHK,
WHK-FM (DuMont Bcstg. Corp.), Washington,
D.
C, New
and Cleveland,
Granted
mod.York,
of cpsN.andY., licenses
to change Ohioname
to Metropolitan Bcstg. Corp.
WSLS-FM Roanoke, Va.— Granted cp to replace
expired cp which authorized increase ERP to
21.1 kw, decrease ant. height to 1894 ft. and make
changes in ant. system.
KAGR
new
trans.Yuba City, Calif .—Granted cp to install
KBBA Benton, Ark.— Granted cp to install new
KTXL San Angelo, Tex. — Granted cp to change
ant.-trans. location, studio location and remote
control point, make changes in ant. system (deheight) and
ground system; remote controlcrease
permitted;
condition.
KPOL-FM Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.; condition.
WEEX-FM Easton, Pa. — Granted mod. of cp
to install new type ant.; condition.
WKKS Vanceburg, Ky. — Granted mod. of cp
and
ant.-trans.
change
trans.,
type and
change
to
studio
location
make
changes
in ground
KENS-TV San Antonio, Tex.— Granted mod. of
system
cp to change
ment change. type ant. and make minor equipWBFM New York, N. Y. — Granted mod. of SCA
to change frequency to 65 kc; condtions.
Following stations were granted extensions of
completion dates as shown: WACT Tuscaloosa,
Ala. to 9-30; KQDI Bismarck, N. D. to 8-15;
KBMS (FM) Los Angeles, Calif, to 9-15; KYWFM Cleveland, Ohio to 7-8; KSTF (TV) Scottsbluff, Neb. to 7-9 (Main Trans. & Ant. & Aux.
Ant
Trans.); WHP-TV
& Ant. & Harrisburg,
Aux. Ant.). Pa. to 9-29 (Main
KSDA Redding, Calif.— Granted authority to
remain silent for additional 90 days from 5-8 to
8-8
for bankruptcy proceedings.
7-8.KYW-FM
Cleveland, Ohio — Granted extension
of authority to remain silent for period ending

BETWEEN FIFTH & MADISON AVENUES
3500 to 5000 SQ. FT. FLOORS
ALSO A FEW SMALLER UNITS
ready tall 1958
leasing agent
JULIEN J. STUDLEY, INC.
342 Madison Ave., N.Y.C. OX 7-7788
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FIRST

IN

WORCESTER
MASS. *

From 6:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.
More people listen more
often
WORCESTER'S
stationto forWNEB
adult- appeal.

Represented by THE BOLLING COMPANY

another

hit

in Washington, D. C.
the top station from
noon to 10 p.m. Monday

,■

through Friday . . . without
UPCOMING

a hint of loading ratings ... is

June
July
June 22-28: Advertising Assn. of the West, annual
convention, Vancouver, B. C.

on TV for Women in Home
19: Conference
July
Business and Education, UCLA,
Economics,
Los Angeles.
BroadAssn. of Educational
National
July 21-25: casters,
seminar, Allerton
House, Monticello,
111.
A NEW
DISTINGUISHED
AIR CONDITIONED
15 STORY BUILDING

WNEB

July 27-29: South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
Holiday Lodge Hotel, Myrtle Beach.
August
Aug. 1-2: Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn., Lake
Texhoma Lodge, Lake Texhoma.
Aug 4-23: Summer Tv Workshop, College of
Communication Arts and WKAR-TV, Michigan
State University. East Lansing.
Aug. 13-16: Affiliated Advertising Agencies Network, annual international meeting, Lord Baltimore Hotel, Baltimore.
ConShowLos and
Western
Aug. 19-22:vention,
Pan Pacific Electronic
Angeles.
Auditorium,
24-Sept. 4: National Assn. of Educational
Aug
Broadcasters, tv instruction conference, Purdue
Ind.
U., Lafayette,
Aug.
26-27: Georgia
Broadcasters Assn., St.
Simons.
September
Texas AP Broadcasters Assn., RooseSept. 5-6:
velt Hotel, Waco.

wmal-tv
SHARE

WMAL-TV
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4

OF31.7%AUDIENCE
29.3%
31.3%
28.9%
noon to 10 p.m.
when
all 4
28.7%
Monday-Friday stations
compete
Sunday-Saturday
24.7%
11.1%
13.9%

ARB/Aprii 8-14, 1958
represented by H-R Television, Inc.
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MONDAY

1

MEMO

1
from

JOHN

GAUNT,

Moral

to

vice president, tv-radio, Grant

Welk

Advertising,

television

Los Angeles

success:

®
m
meet

I
i
I

Joe

Citizen

on

his

own

ground

Mr. Tv Producer
New York and/ or Hollywood
U.S.A.
Dear Mr. Producer:
When we recently announced the
renewal of Lawrence Welk on two
hour-long network shows for the fall,
a four-year-old question popped up
again in the trade, "How come this
orchestra succeeds where others fail?"
I'd like to shoot at an answer to
this question because, if it's the correct
one, principles are involved which
should be helpful in building other
shows, whether they be musical, dramatic, audience participation or whatever.
The philosophy of the Lawrence
Welk Show can best be summed up in
the phrase, "a desire to please."
We want to please people, to entertain them, to make them happy — not
just a small segment of musical buffs
(the recording business can attest that
their tastes will change from week to
week) but the people everywhere of
diverse age and economic strata who
make up the broad audience of a national television show. Every person
who tunes in on the Lawrence Welk
program is a customer. We work for
him, and undertake to please him.
Now there are performers and musical groups who disagree with this
premise. Like certain contemporary
painters — impressionists who feel they
are faithful to their creative impulses
only if they express themselves subjectively— these people are unconcerned
by the likes and dislikes of the mass
audience. They are the "teachers," the
creative experimenters who perform to
please themselves, really. They are often
highly praised by musical trade magazines and a clique of progressive enthusiasts— the commercial kiss of death
— but they are out of touch with the
average viewer.
Welk performs to please the public
and his music is for unsophisticated
grown-ups of all ages. He is essentially a
showman, rather than a musician. He
fills the gap between Walter Damrosch
and Bobby Troupe, and the size of that
gap can be measured by his rating.
Mr. Producer, all this is not intended
to lead to a quick conclusion that the
only shows capable of popular appeal
must be limited in artistry or inspira-

tion. It is not implied here that Joe
Citizen is pretty unintelligent and you
had better concentrate on give-aways
and westerns. On the contrary, I believe
the lesson to be learned in Welk's success is not to be superior to Mr. Citizen.
Entertain him in terms he can understand.
Back in 1946 and '47 at NBC-New
York we did dramatic shows and musical comedy shows that we thought
were pretty terrific. The viewers yawned.
Fight pickups and ball games were
going great. Grand opera, drama with
a message, jazz virtuosos, egghead
documentaries met with widespread indifference. But from Washington we
picked up the Congress of the United
States; from Philadelphia, the national
conventions, and the public ate it up.
Howdy Doody, Kyle McDonnell, and
our Tv Magazine — personality shows
— were playing well.
In 1949 I directed a series at NBCHollywood called Nocturne. It had
some luxurious sets and effects, plenty
of time for creative camera work, beautiful music, delightful performers, and
couldn't get a rating. In 1951 I directed the first year of the Red Skelton
shows. Among the intelligentsia the
show was considered blatant and corny,

even in questionable taste. Yet its national Nielsen rating, according to the
best information I can gather, has never
been topped, before or since.
Mr. Producer, you have a responsibility to the public not to present trash
or trivia. You also have a responsibility
to your client to deliver the largest possible audience, and the way production
costs are going these days, it had better
be a very large audience. Is it possible
to do both? I think so.
If you look at some of the most
successful series in television's short
history — Berle, Lucy, Sullivan, This Is
Your Life — all have the quality of
going along with the people, never attempting to lead them by the hand,
never playing down to them. Public
acceptability, like beauty, lies in the
eye of the beholder and you must
project yourself into his position before
you can gain an inkling of what he
will buy or not buy. To get a rating,
your show — whatever its categorymust exist in terms of its audience. Its
atmosphere and attitude, its production
and its presentation must be characterized by a desire to please.
Yours faithfully.
John Gaunt

John Gaunt, b. Sept. 6, 1912, Chicago. Brown U.,
1934. Started in New York as singer-band leader and
theatre stage manager. Moved to Hollywood as assistant
director, Universal Pictures. Joined NBC Radio as
network writer-producer in 1940. Served four years as
Naval officer during World War H, ending as executive
officer of Armed Forces Radio Service and one of
youngest full commanders on active duty. Rejoined
NBC in television in 1945. As tv producer, director
and program manager, holds many awards. Joined
Grant agency in 1953, becoming vice president, west
coast tv-radio, in 1955 and corporate tv-radio v. p. in '57.
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EDITORIAL
On

the

Triple

Spot

IF anyone still thinks that the cure of triple-spotting is exclusively
a station responsibility . let him study the dossier presented elsewhere in this issue.
Here, from an analysis of reports based on actual monitoring by
Broadcast Advertisers Reports, are shown the advertisers and
agencies found to be involved — either wittingly or not — in triplespot situations between network television shows in more than a
score of markets.
It is impossible to tell, despite the mass of evidence at hand,
which were guilty of triple-spotting and which were victims. The
raw material docs not distinguish between those who were there
first and those who, coming later, created the overcommercial
situation by buying into the same station break.
But it is inconceivable that in case after case at least one of
the three or more advertisers involved (or to be more accurate
perhaps, at least one of the agencies) did not know he was getting
into a triple-spotting predicament. Often he knew it because he
insisted on getting into it.
This of course reflects one of the evils of buying by the numbers.
Advertisers pressure their agencies to buy good ratings. To buy
good ratings they buy next to high-rating shows. So what if
another advertiser got there first? It's a good spot — we want it, too.
Thus, inevitably, overcommercialism develops.
It is true, as many advertisers and agencies have urged, that
stations could clean up the problem by simply saying "no." But as
a practical matter "no" becomes a hard word to say — and stick
to — when a good advertiser becomes insistent. It's even harder
when, as sometimes happens, the station's alternative is not only
the loss of this new business but the possibility that other billing
may be withdrawn or withheld.
Those who take refuge in this let-the-station-do-it argument
should remember that a station cannot overcommercialize by itself.
These spots would not be selling if advertisers weren't buying them
— indeed, insisting on them. So the station should not be asked
to correct the problem by itself. As with the tango, it takes two to.
On

Target

BROADCASTERS may be grateful to Bob Sarnoff for bringing
into the open last week a matter which has privately troubled
them for years — slanted newspaper reporting of news about tv.
This matter should not be allowed to go back into the privacy
of broadcaster bull-sessions. It is something for broadcasters to
discuss publicly — even on the air.
The anti-television coloring of a good deal of news in a good
many influential newspapers is intensifying as the scramble for
the advertising dollar intensifies. The antidote is not a tit-for-tat
coloring, on television, of news about newspapers but an effort,
when a slanted newspaper piece appears, to correct it by an unslanted presentation of the same story. Indeed, the antidote entails
the broadcast by television of accurate news about itself, since
television — as newspapers are well aware — is a subject of considerable news value.
Whys

of the

Craven

Memorandum

FOUR

weeks ago we broke the story on the Craven Memorandum proposing a three-phase program to break the impasse in tv allocations. The ultimate aim of this project is a
new tv allocation comprising a contiguous band of 25 channels
to supplant (in 7 to 10 years) the existing hodge-podge of vhf
and uhf which gives little prdTnise of fulfilling the legislative
mandate for a nationwide competitive system.
Many plans have been proposed since the "final" allocation of
1952, including the movement of all tv to uhf. Others undoubtedly
will be offered. Yet the Craven Memorandum has evoked more
comment and engendered more serious thought than any of
the other proposals that have been advanced. It triggered the
newly authorized overall FCC reappraisal of tv allocations.
For these reasons, we publish in this issue the full text of
the Craven Memorandum. Its author, Comr. T. A. M. Craven,
does not regard it as a plan, but rather as a device to stimulate
the thinking of the Commission and of government and industry,
in the evolution of a workable solution to a deficient allocation.
It is too late to correct the errors of the past, patently innocent
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by Sid Hix

"Someone keeps pulling the plug out."
ones, by attempting a patch-work job on the existing structure.
The FCC, sooner or later, had to meet the problem head-on
and realistically. The Craven Memorandum provides a starting
point. The staff study ordered within the last fortnight is an
essential first-step. The TASO study will provide sorely needed
technical field information.
This time there can be no turning back and no half-measures.
A fully-integrated program must be established to eliminate the
economy of scarcity that has been the obstacle in the effort
to provide a fully competitive television structure. The FCC
knows this. Broadcasters should recognize it. The alternative
will be down-grading of the existing vhf allocations through reduction of mileage separations and use of directional antennas —
the blights that deteriorated am service for all except the dominant
clear channels and those regionals that had the will to fight it
out in the courts.
The

People

Had

to

Wait

LAST Tuesday, as everyone knew, was to be a dramatic news
day. Sherman Adams, President Eisenhower's No. 1 aide,
was to testify before the House Oversight Committee on alleged
improprieties in the conduct of his high office. A whole nation
waited to see and to hear him testify. It waited in vain.
Instead, the public got second-hand reports — by radio and television and in the newspapers; reports by reporters, however competent, on what transpired as they saw and heard it, and not as
it was presented in the flesh.
This was so because House Speaker Sam Rayburn, otherwise
an enlightened and revered public servant, has arbitrarily banned
"live" reporting of proceedings before the House or its committees. In the Senate, each committee chairman decides whether
to provide access to modern tools of reporting — the microphone and
camera.
Speaker Rayburn has imposed his rigid ban on modern reporting and equal access since 1954. Only the pencil and pad reporter is permitted in the committee rooms of the lower house.
His ruling is as archaic as the Capitol itself.
The improprieties alleged against Mr. Adams are alleged improprieties against the people. Should not the public have the
opportunity, at first hand, to appraise its public servant?
Broadcast reporting has gone a long way in the past two
decades. Radio galleries are provided in Congress. The President's
news conferences are picked up for radio and television. The
microphone and camera have equal access everywhere except
for the House and the courtrooms. Considerable progress is being
made with the judiciary in the constant effort to persuade the
American Bar Assn. that the restrictive Canon 35 belongs to
another era and that electronic reporting of trials does not disturb
courtroom decorum.
What it will take to persuade the implacable Mr. Sam we
do not know. We do know, however, that nothing will happen
unless all news media relentlessly pursue their campaigns to make
the First Amendment applicable to all methods of reporting.
Broadcasting

Gimmicks

come and gimmicks go. But time and again

an irrefutable truth in radio broadcasting is confirmed
for advertisers.

in

Atlanta

Responsible, imaginative programming in the public
interest continues to be the radio service wanted by
the great majority of the listeners most of the time.
Latest Nielsen ratings show that Metropolitan Atlanta's favorite radio station is dominantly
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at
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food store products in America's Steel and Coal Center ... where retail sales hit $3,159,860,000!
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Our
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BIG

Difference

Only TALENT-real
WPEN

In

talent, that is-can

Philadelphia

Radio

sell.

has that talent.

WPEN programs REAL talent 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week. Our entertainers
have built up large loyal audiences who
BELIEVE in them.
V,

We

have

more

local and

advertisers than any
. . . BECAUSE these
the BIG difference
TALENT-real talent,
that sells !
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national
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it!

► The Station Most People Watch Most!
► The Station Most People, By Far, Depend on for
Accurate News!

► The Station With Far and Away the Most BELIEVABLE
Personalities!
This Central Surveys study reveals many interesting facts that
show without question KRNT-TV delivers the kind of results a
present-day advertiser wants and needs!
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JOLLEY.

is

probably

agricultural
the

State

of

the

best

known

commentator
Texas".

in

...

.... stated Mr. Paul W. Limerick, Western

Ad-

vertising Agency, in his letter below, for which
we are very grateful.

CHICAGO 1. ILLINOIS
33 E.Wackor Dnve

RACINE.W1SCONS1N
6IO Wisconsin Avenue
WESTERN

ADVERTISING AGENCY
INCORPORATED
CHICAGO 1. ILLINOIS
April 30, 1958

Mr. W. A. Roberts
Vice-Pres. in Charge of Radio
Radio Station KRLD
Dallas, Texas
Dear Mr. Roberts:
I imagine it is rather unusual to have a client that
expresses his appreciation for cooperation and excellent
service like I intend to do in this letter. However, I
think it would be much out of line if I did not write this.
Our
has
the
the

association with you and A. B. Jolley and your station
been most pleasant and I cannot speak highly enough of
personalized cooperation that has been shown our client,
DeKalb Agricultural Association.

We have found Mr. Jolley more than anxious to cooperate with
our sales organisation in the field and always ready to obtain
localized news which has made the program exceedingly effective.
The writer has made several trips with Mr. Jolley and has noted
with much pleasure that he is probably the best known agricultural
commentator in the State of Texas and is affectionately called
"A.B." by hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of farmers Wien
they see him on the street. He has never failed to appear before
our Dealers Meetings and on field trips and has originated many
worthwhile ideas that have consistently paid off.
The management of your station, which of course is you, can also
be highly commended for their excellent spirit of cooperation.
Our advertising job would be made much easier if the management
of all of our media would be as much concerned with making advertising pay, as you have been.

Again let me express the sincere appreciation of both your efforts
and Mr. Jolley, from our client
and from ourselves.
Sincerely,

\

PHL:GH

Paul WT limerick

MEMBER OF AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ADVERTISING AGENCIES

KRLD

Radio, the only full-time 50,000 watt station

50,000

WATTS

operating in Dallas-Fort Worth, is the radio station
of The Dallas Times Herald, owners and operators
of KRLD-TV, Channel 4. For full information concerning the JOLLEY
The Branham
Page 4
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FARM

Company,

NEWS,

check

with

KRLDEH

3E

CBS

NETWORK

FOR

DALLAS-FORT

WORTH

John W. Runyon, Chairman of the Board — Clyde W. Rembert, President

national representatives.
Broadcasting

closed

CALL YOUR CONGRESSMAN • Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.). chairman of highgear House Legislative Oversight Committee now making headline news with
Sherman

Adams case, wasn't only congressman who expressed interest in that
Pine Bluff, Ark., radio case (see page 72).
Docket at FCC also shows following legislators either showed interest or forwarded communications (quite common in
broadcast matters): Sen. J. W. Fulbright
(D-Ark.), Reps. W. F. Norrell (D-Ark.),
John Bell Williams (D-Miss.) and J. W.
Trimble (D-Ark.). Rep. Williams, also
member of Legislative Oversight Committee, got interested because prospective
grantees are Mississippians (Louis Alford,
Phillip D. Brady and Albert Mack Smith,
owners of WAPF McComb, WMDC
Hazelhurst and WDAL Meridian, all
Mississippi).
•
Look for announcement soon that
Exquisite Form Brassiere Inc. (through
Grey Adv.) will use GRP — "gross rating
points" — system of media selection and
buying in tv spot. GRP has been used
by number of other agencies (Leo Burnett,
Norman, Craig & Kummel, etc.), now
will be put to use to grab "specific audience" for Exquisite Form's new brassiere
scheduled for introduction in fall. Timebuying under GRP is determined on number of exposures needed to make consumer
buy product — via intricate sliderule figures
based on Nielsen ratings of shows surrounding spot availability . Exquisite is $2.5
million tv spot advertiser (including barter).
«

CAUGHT IN MIDDLE • After six month
pendency, FCC last Thursday considered
for first time record-breaking $20 million
transfer of WCAU-AM-FM-TV and related real estate from Philadelphia Bulletin to CBS but deferred final action
pending receipt of additional information.
Since FCC's Network Study Group Report had not covered programming phase,
staff was instructed to inquire of CBS
about program tie-ins in sale of network
time. Network study staff is now in
process of preparing that phase of report.
Antitrust Division of Dept. of Justice also
has raised program tie-in question.
©
WCAU transfer application ($15.6 million for facilities; $4.4 million for real
estate) was filed Dec. 31, 1957. Ordinarily
transfer approvals take six weeks to two
months unless there are extenuating circumstances. Fact that network ownership
and multiple ownership issues have been
raised in Barrow proceedings required more
than usual scrutiny. Dean Roscoe L. Barrow, who headed two-year special study,
was present at last Thursday's FCC meeting. Preponderant
it's
understood,
is that Commission
action must view,
be taken
consistent with existing rules and that to
do otherwise would pre-judge network
ownership and multiple ownership issues.
e
TRIPLE THREATS • It's obvious now
that CBS-TV vice president and station
relations director Edmund C. Bunker alluded in part to Leo Burnett Co. in letter
to affiliates of triple-spotting practices.

WAY IT BOUNCES • U. S. Rubber Co.
seems slated to be next corporate advertiser to drop network tv, but several of
its divisions are understood to be planning accelerated local spot activities. U. S.
Rubber — supported by its divisions — for
past two years has been sponsoring Navy
Log on ABC-TV, has been network advertiser since days of "four-station networks"
in 1946. Its agency, Fletcher D. Richards
Inc., is not looking at new network properties. But Keds Div. (children's shoewear), now in over 100 markets with tv

[Lead Story, June 23]. He had cited "recent major dramatic program" as victim
of practice, without identifying agency,
program or clients. Only dramatic show
on network sold in segments to several
advertisers is Playhouse 90 in which three
Burnett clients (Marlboro, Allstate Insurance and American Gas Assn.) are sponsors. Agency has been major critic of
multiple-spotting and is putting finishing

kids show participations, will "expand,"
it's learned. Tire Div., affected by Detroit
slump, reportedly is considering taking
network tv allocations and placing them
in local radio.

Compton Adv., New York, in attempt
to stamp out triple-spotting, has asked
station representatives when submitting
availabilities to indicate in writing that

Many advertisers are awaiting midyear
reports of sales for first six months of 1958
before determining advertising budgets for
coming season. Thus some who in past
years bought time and programs by end
of June will not be making final decisions this year until end of August. Among
those in this category are ChesebroughPonds, Turns, Helene Curtis, Derby Foods,
Swift and Bulova.

Broadcasting

touches on "policy statement" [Closed
Circuit, June 23].

spots will not be placed in triple-spotting
area. Stations and reps have been cooperating with written assurances of "no
triples," according to agency executives.
COURT TRIALS • It's just one court
precedent after another for FCC. Having
followed court's mandate in Miami's headline-making ch. 10 case by naming special trial examiner, FCC is now confronted
with problem of Indianapolis ch. 13 case

circuit

wherein court said Comr. T. A. M. Craven,
who cast deciding vote for Crosley, should
not have participated without having heard
oral argument [Government, June 23].
FCC

spent most of last Wednesday morning's meeting discussing method of proceeding on Indianapolis so it will be ready
to move when court mandate reaches it,
probably this week. FCC

has reached

tentative decision not to appeal court's
ruling to Supreme Court.

Unique aspect of lndianapolis-Crosley
case is that aside from Comr. Craven,
there are two new members who have not
heard oral argument (Ford, Cross). Comr.
Craven voted only after general counsel
had ruled that he should participate to
break tie vote. Because of this action,
itself establishing precedent, several commissioners asked that their comments in
this case be noted in official minutes.
THERE'S MORE? • When Senate Commerce Committee started investigating television in 1954 it began receiving lots of
unsolicited mail suggesting areas of investigation. One of these was ratings and
last week's one-day hearing (see page xx)
was result of that. What other areas of
television have been suggested in sufficient
number to arouse interest? Talent agencies and crime and horror programs have
been subjects of greatest amount of mail,
according to best information.
WIP Philadelphia may be sold but not
to Todd Storz, who had offered $2.5 million cash for Gimbel Bros, owned station
[Closed Circuit, June 9]. Mr. Storz has
advised Broadcasting that he formally
withdrew his offer because of fringe provisions which would have increased price
by nearly another half-million dollars.
Previously Plough Inc. had discussed possible acquisition of WIP but terminated
negotiations at figure of about $2 million.
Mr. Storz, owner of four major market
independents, reportedly is in negotiations
for other stations.
e
FREE

RIDE

SOUGHT

• Effort will be

made soon by newly-formed Home Furnishings Council of America to give major
shot in arm to sagging purchases of furniture. Plan is to put $1 million promotion kitty to work educating dealers,
women's groups, schools, etc. and soliciting free publicity in all media, including
radio-tv. Although manufacturers' council will encourage dealers to boost ad
expenditures, none of $1 million war
chest has been allocated to advertising,
according to Philip Lesly, head of ChicagoNew York public relations firm handling
campaign.
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Meredith Stations Are Affiliated With BETTER HOMES
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and SUCCESSFUL

FARMING

Magazines

Broadcasting

THE

WEEK

IN

BRIEF

What

Kind of Radio Sells Best? — Not "Top 40 tunes " stations, according to timebuyer poll conducted by NBC Spot
Sales. Report, deemed sure to agitate an already lively debate,
says buyers have much more confidence in selling ability of
"varied programming" and "standard music and news" stations. Page 35.
No Pay for Tripled Spot — Wade Adv. Agency puts clause in
station contracts advising it won't pay for such jammed-in
commercials. Page 40.
No Fissures in S. F. — Fletcher D. Richards Inc., re-establishes
San Francisco beachhead by purchasing new agency to replace
service organization that is following ex-President Eugene I.
Harrington to Honig-Cooper, Harrington & Miner.
Page 40.
Operation Sudsway — B. T. Babbitt Co., already $1.5 million deep in new tv drive, plans return to radio spot on national scale to back coupon plan whereby consumers in various U. S. cities could get "free" subway, bus or trolley rides.
Hudson Pulp & Paper Co. considers joining venture which
will aid sagging transit revenues. Page 43.
Ifs Official: Kellogg Returns to Spot — Firm to drop children's adventure strip on ABC in September and place halfhour films in 170-plus markets. Trade ponders whether others
will seek benefits of bulk program time purchase plan:
whether tv stations will revise rate cards to reflect new
formula. Page 44.
Tv's Newest: Norse Operas — United Artists Television Inc.
announces a "large-scale" tv production venture based on
the $4.5 million "The Vikings" theatrical film. Six other tv
series also planned by year's end. Page 58.
Class of 58 — Week-long RAB course on radio salesmanship
completed by 18 station executives. "Graduate school diplomas" presented by Sweeney. Page 64.

Committee can be used in FCC rehearing, and (2) whether
testimony will be taken in Miami or Washington. Second
pre-hearing conference today. Page 76.
Live Tv to South America — Sen. Bricker and six others introduce resolution calling for construction of international
communications network linking U. S. with Mexico, Central
and South America. Page 76.
Semantics Scramble — Running exchange over ABC-TV's
handling of Wallace Freedom & Survival grows into threeway battle of words and definitions anon ■ network. Fund
for the Republic and American Civil Liberties Union.
Page 78.

Scoop Russell Retires — He'll no longer be NBC Washington
vice president, a job he held for 29 years, but will continue
to represent the network in Washington on a consulting basis.
Page 80.
Donneyhrook at the Art Institute — Chicago station and
agency executives draw their lumps from housewives group
at mass protest "showdown" meeting, but retaliate with defense of broadcasting and advertising. Irate women protest
Chicago radio-tv programming fare. Page 83.
Best in the West — Advertising Assn. of West picks 33 broadcast ads with special spotlight on Zee paper towel radio commercials. Page 86.
New Pattern in AFM Contracts — Pact with Desilu provides
much greater employment for live musicians. Page 87.
Labor Pains on Videotape — Network and agency representatives and Screen Actors Guild ask National Labor Relations Board to dismiss petition by the American Federation
of Television & Radio Artists for an election to choose a
single union to represent performers in videotape. Page 88.

Pastore Lashes FCC on Uhf Inaction — Rhode Island Democrat forces FCC "vote" on deintermixture, criticizes commissioners for inability to compromise. CATV operators answer charges made by small-market broadcasters in Senate
Commerce hearings. Page 66.
First Comments on CATV — A uhf station tells its troubles
with community antenna tv systems in comments on FCC
inquiry on secondary tv transmission systems. Montana broadcaster group larrups CATV in first of comments. Page 70.
Show of Shows — GOP party head, smarting from the Sherman Adams affair, engages in verbal bout with Democratic
party chief over broadcast interests of Democrats on Capitol
Hill, suggesting investigation of pressure on FCC by Democratic congressmen. Page 72.
Senators Briefed on Ratings — Tv program pollsters explain
facts of scientific rating life to Senate Commerce Committee;
Sen. Monroney still bemused by ability to determine program
popularity from small samples. Page 74.
Guidelines for Ch. 10 Rehearing — Lawyers confer on procedures and witnesses in Miami case. Two major questions:
( 1 ) whether testimony before House Legislative Oversight

Broadcasting

MR. PARDOLL

Media Sales Medicine — Arthur S. Pardoll.
media group director of Foote, Cone &
Belding, opens up his case-history file of
sick and healthy media salesman. His
prescription for successful selling: frequent
presentations and a constructive approach,
as outlined in Monday Memo. Page 105.
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ONE

RADIO

THE

ABOVE

STATION

REST

IN

. . . WQAM

GREATER

MIAMI

First in 432 of 432 Pulse quarter-hours.
First on Hooper with 40.1 % all-day average . . . more than the
next 4 stations combined.
First in 264 of 264 Hooper quarter-hours. First morning,
afternoon, all-day on Trendex.
First on Southern Florida Area Pulse which accounts
for 31.5% of the state's population.
Next time you're in Miami
(via vacation-buy or time-buy)
dial WQAM and hear the reasons for
such overwhelming leadership.
Talk to a man from Blair ... or
WQAM General Manager
Jack Sandler.

WQAM
Serving all of Southern Florida
with 5,000 watts on 560 kc
. . . and radio #1 in
MIAMI

STATIO
TODAY'S
TODD STORZ,

8

•
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RADIO
PRESIDENT

FOR
• HOME

INI

S

TODAY'S
SELLING
OFFICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

WDGY
Minneapolis St Paul
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WHB
Kansas City
REPRESENTED BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.
WTIX
New Orleans
REPRESENTED BY ADAM YOUNG INC.
WQAM
REPRESENTEDMiami
BY JOHN

BLAIR & CO.

Broadcasting

at

FCC

ACTS,

AT

LAST,

TO

FCC Friday decided to take some action to discourage 5-year-old notorious "payoffs" and strike applications situation.
In notice of proposed rule-making, Commission moved to take away protection
against competition incurred when applicants are placed in hearing status.
Move comes after most activity on mergers and "reimbursements" have faded to
minor proportions. In first few years after
tv processing resumed by FCC in 1952,
many contested cases were resolved through
merger route or by one applicant "buying"
out others.
Among few remaining competitive tv
cases: New Orleans ch. 12, Norfolk, Va.,
ch. 13 and Rock Island-Moline-Davenport
ch. 8.
Proposed change would amend Sects.
1.311(b), 1.312(c) and 1.363(b) (c) and (d)
to put back in processing line any applica-

deadline

CURB
TV
PAY-OFFS
tion surviving after merger or payment
made to other applicants to withdraw. It
also provides that withdrawing or defaulting applicants will be dismissed with prejudice (meaning they cannot reapply for same
facility for one year from date of dismissal.
At present, once applicants are designated
for hearing, no other application may be
filed for same facility after 30 days before hearing date. Since 1952 when FCC
began reprocessing tv grants, many mergers
have been arranged among competing applicants with grants automatically going
to remaining applicant and with no method
by which new applications could be filed.
Same situation obtained when one applicant reimbursed withdrawing applicants.
Commission asked for comments by July
28. FCC Chairman Doerfer abstained from
voting. Comr. Ford is credited with recommending move.

nt. Y. Regents Buy Daytimes
On WPIX (TV) for Education
New York State Board of Regents was
reported to have voted Friday to contract
with WPIX (TV) New York to use that

scheduled within next two months. Four stations slated to join Mutual next month include two former affiliates — WAFZ Yazoo
City, Miss., and KCMR McCamey, Tex. —
plus WNCC Barnesboro, Pa., and WHCM
Bloomsburg, Pa.

station's daytime facilities for educational
tv programming. WOR-TV New York had
announced earlier it would lease its daytime
schedule to board, but it was revealed Friday that WPIX (TV) had underbid WORTV. Board has agreed to pay WPIX (TV)
$250,000 for use of station on weekdays,
10 a.m.-5 p.m. for 46 weeks, starting Sept.
15. Fred Thrower, WPIX vice president

Guild Enters Barter Deal
Guild Films Inc. has made deal with
Television Industries Inc., headed by Matty
Fox, whereby it will eliminate $6,525,000
of indebtedness through exchange of tv
time spots, John J. Cole, president of company announced. Indebtedness was incurred
for purchase of 1,100 RKO short subject
and foreign rights to Minutes of Prayer.

and general manager, acknowledged board's
action and said other details will be announced this week. Officials of WOR-TV
could not be reached late Friday for comment.
Pulse to Expand

Analyses

Expansion of audience composition analysis in monthly Pulse rating reports on network radio and tv programs announced
Friday by The Pulse Inc. Based on 75,000home sample each month, Pulse will secure
such product classification data as number
of smokers vs. non-smokers in audience of
each program in rating list. Each month
product category will change. Pulse already
determines audience composition of men,
women and children. Field survey of new
data starts in July, is expected to be published in August or September reports.
Would-Be Affiliates Court MBS
Mutual reported to have received more
than 30 unsolicited applications for affiliation from independent stations throughout
country over past three months. Applications of four outlets have been completed
and 12 others are pending, with approval
Broadcasting

Private

Relay

Approved

WOWL-TV Florence, Ala., received FCC
permission to build private, off-air intercity
relay system to pick up ch. 4 signals of
WSM-TV Nashville, Tenn.— about 100
miles away. WOWL-TV had complained
in its comments to FCC inquiry into community tv, boosters and satellites that it was
being unjustly penalized by not having permission to use private mirowave facilities
(see page 70).

STAYING

PUT

RCA and its subsidiary, NBC, were
scheduled to announce today (June
30) that they have extended to 1982
their leases on space in Rockefeller
Center, New York. Leases are valued
in excess of $70 million, run for 20
years beginning in 1962, and cover
more than 13 acres of office and
studio space. RCA and NBC have
occupied their quarters since 1933.

BUSINESS

BRIEFLY

Late-breaking items about broadcast
business; for earlier news, see Advertisers & Agencies, page 40.

NATIONAL BUSINESS • National Airlines Inc., has appointed McCann-Erickson,
N. Y., and its several affiliates, Marschalk
& Pratt Co., Miami, Fla.; McCann-Erickson
de Cuba, Havana, and Communications
Counselors Inc. (for public relations and
publicity), to handle its advertising. Marschalk & Pratt open new office in Miami
tomorrow (July 1), with Elroy Scrivener
serving as account group head for National
Airlines.
ABSORPTION • Soft goods account roster
of Calkins & Holden, N. Y., to be bolstered Aug. 1 when C & H absorbs all personnel and accounts of Seklemian & North
Inc., N. Y. Victor North, president, and
M. Seklemian, executive vice president, both
become C & H senior vice presidents, and
present radio-tv director Walter H. Lurie
moves to C & H also as vice president.
Accounts shifting include Duverncy & Sons
(bakery), Fruit of the Loom textiles and
heavy concentration of import advertising
for Japanese government.
UNION NEWS • AFL-CIO renews effective today (June 30) twice daily newscasts
Monday-through-Friday on ABC for 52
weeks and adds twice daily news programs
Saturdays and Sundays. Agency: Furman,
Feiner & Co., N. Y.
LOOKING • Sweets Co. of America, Hoboken, N. J., will sponsor Texas Rangers
tv film series next season and is now looking for likely time period on one of three
networks. Advertiser had sponsored portion
of Buccaneers series on ABC-TV but reportedly will cancel at end of this season.
HOLIDAY MOOD • Atlantic Refining Co.,
Philadelphia, set to schedule special holiday
radio saturation campaign, starting tomorrow (July 1) and ending Saturday, over more
than 270 stations in 154 markets. Atlantic
using 10-second and 30-second spots for
total of 25 announcements in each market.
Agency: N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.
LONG CONTRACT • Procter & Gamble,
Cincinnati, for Dash, placing tv spot announcement schedule in approximately 30
markets. Contract for 52 weeks placed
through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y.
NEW

DESIGNS • Dan River Mills, Danville, Va., launching tv promotion based on
theme, new designs for living, in 11 cities
using live and film participation spots effective latter part of July and running
through fall. Grey Adv., N. Y., is agency.
June 30, 1958 • Page 9
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N. LA.UZ, vice president and account supervisor, Foote, Cone & Belding,
to Lennen & Newell as senior vice president
on P. Lorillard Co. account.

deadline

JACK

Election on for Negotiators
For ASCAP Radio Licenses

Radio stations are voting by mail on
membership of 17-man All-Industry Radio
Music License Committee to handle music
copyright negotiations with ASCAP. Robert
T. Mason. WMRN Marion, Ohio, is temporary chairman of committee. ASCAP
radio contracts expire Dec. 3 1 .

Fee for station participation in committee's work, is 10 times one-time, one-minute
card rate (most hours between 6 a.m. -6
p.m.). Committee was formed May 1 during NAB Los Angeles convention but project is open to alf radio stations regardless
of NAB membership.
Seventeen names placed on ballot by
nucleus committee formed at Los Angeles
are: Mr. Mason; Ben Strouse, WWDC
Washington; Herbert E. Evans, WGAR
Cleveland; Hugh K. Boice Jr., WEMP Milwaukee; Cy Bahakel, WRIS Roanoke, Va.;
Elliott M. Sanger, WQXR New York; William S. Morgan Jr., KLIF Dallas; Sherwood
Tarlow, WHIL Boston; George W. Armstrong, WHB Kansas City; Les Peard,
WBAL Baltimore; Jack Younts, WEEB
Southern Pines, N. C; Bert Ferguson,
WDIA Memphis; Richard D. Buckley,
WNEW New York; Calvin J. Smith, KFAC
Los Angeles; J. Allen Jensen, KSL Salt
Lake City; Robert D. Enoch, WXLW Indianapolis; Herbert L. Krueger, WTAG
Worcester, Mass. (Messrs. Bahakel, Sanger,
Peard, Ferguson and Buckley are not NAB
members.) Ballots are returnable July 3.

Stereophonic 'Firsts'
CBS issued news release Thursday claiming it would be first radio network to
broadcast multiple-city network stereophonic
broadcast from Newport, R. I., jazz festival
during July 4 weekend.
NBC announced Friday it would use
double network lines between New York,
Washington and Chicago tonight (June 30)
for "first major multi-city transmission of
stereophonic sound" on Telephone Hour
and tomorrow morning (July 1) on Bert
Parks' Bandstand. Matthew J. Culligan,
vice president in charge of NBC Radio
network, said venture represents culmination of eight months of "concentrated research and testing, including numerous

WORTH

CLIPPING

Dates for 1958 and 1959 NAB fall
conferences, future NAB annual conventions and NAB board meetings announced Friday by association.
Fail conferences in 1958: Sept. 1819 Buena Vista Hotel, Biloxi, Miss.;
Sept. 22-23 Oklahoma Biltmore Hotel,
Oklahoma City; Sept. 25-26 Challenger Inn., Sun Valley, Idaho; Sept.
19-iO Mark Hopkins Hotel, San Francisco; Oct. 13-14 Schroeder Hotel,
Milwaukee; Oct. 16-17 Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis; Oct. 20-21 Somerset
Hotel, Boston; Oct. 23-24 Shoreham
Hotel, Washington.
Fall conferences for 1959: Oct. 1516 Mayflower Hotel, Washington; Oct.
19-20 unspecified hotel, Chicago; Oct.
22-23 Somerset Hotel, Boston; Oct.
29-30 Dinkler-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta;
Nov. 9-10 Fort Worth or Houston;
Nov. 12-13 Brown Palace Hotel, Denver; Nov. 16-17 Ambassador Hotel,
Los Angeles; Nov. 19-20 Olympic
Hotel, Seattle.
NAB national conventions: March
15-19, 1959, Conrad Hilton Hotel,
Chicago; April 3-7, 1960, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago; May 7-11, 1961,
Shoreham and Sheraton Park Hotels,
Washington; April 1-5, 1962, Conrad
Hilton Hotel, Chicago; March 31April 4, 1963, Conrad Hilton Hotel,
Chicago.
NAB Board of Directors meetings:

Feb. 2-6, 1959, Hollywood Beach Hotel, Hollywood, Fla.; June 15-19,
1959, Mayflower Hotel, Washington;
Jan. 24-29, 1960, El Mirador Hotel,
Palm Springs, Calif.

Deadline

Postponed

FCC acted last Thursday — one day
ahead of deadline Friday — to extend date
for comments on its inquiry into impact
on tv broadcasting of community antenna
systems, tv translators, boosters and satellites to July 7. Of three comments filed
Friday (early story, page 70), Missoula
(Mont.) Cable Co., CATV system, saw no
justification for prohibiting or limiting secondary tv service; Colorado Broadcasters
& Telecasters Assn. submitted resolution

. . . And

listing CATV as last system to be desired
and wanted FCC control, especially over

Back

Again

FCC returns to Capitol Hill at 10:30 a.m.
tomorrow (Tues.) to resume testimony before Senate Commerce Committee on tv allocations, Chairman Warren G. Magnuson
(D-Wash.) said Friday. Hearing was cut
short last Wednesday by lack of senators
present for session (see box, page 68).
Paee 10
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ger July 1.
SPRINKLE, former commercial manager of KULA-AM-TV Honolulu, has
joined KONA-TV as station manager and
general sales manager.
ART

LEN

SIROWITZ, formerly advertising designer for CBS-TV promotion department,
appointed art director of National Telefilm
Assoc., N. Y.
FRED GORDON, advertising production
manager, Necchi Sewing Machine Corp.,
N. Y., named advertising production manager at National Telefilm Assoc.
BILL JAMES promoted to promotion director of Guild Films. Before joining Guild
Artist
Corp. Mr. James was
year ago

UA

Plans

interstate systems; Western Union Telegraph Co., which carries no tv programs and
does not service CATV systems, said limitation, if any, should be made directly on
systems so rules couldn't possibly be used
to determine kind of use of WU facilities
made by its customers.

Stock

with General

Issue

United Artists Corp. Friday announced
registration with Securities & Exchange
Commission for proposed sale of 200,000
shares of $1 par value common stock, proceeds of which are to be plowed back into
UA

enterprises such as tv feature film production and acquisition in diversified fields.
Another 100,000 shares will be sold to
management which, after sale this month,
will continue to own all Class B stock (representing approximately 43% of voting
stock). F. Eberstadt & Co. will form
special underwriting group to distribute
stock. UA's equity capitalization now will
be increased to 721,255 shares common and
550,000 shares Class B.
KGYW

studio experiments." One network line will
feed am outlets; alternate line, fm.
Marched

COLLINS, assistant managing director and sales director of WAGA-TV Atlanta, joins WGST Atlanta as general mana-

Vallejo Sold

Sale announced Friday, subject to usual
FCC approval: KGYW Vallejo, Calif., sold
by Ellsworth Peck and A. J. Krisik to Mary
E. Gunberg for total consideration of $150,000. Station is 250 w daytimer on 1190
kc. Broker: Hamilton, Stubblefield, Twining
& Assoc.
New

Radio

Stations

Granted

Am

grants announced by FCC Friday:
King City, Calif. — Somoco Broadcasting
Co. (James H. Rose and Howard Slagle),
1570 kc, 250 w, daytime.
Carrollton,
Mo. — Homeland Enterprise
Inc. (R. Hamilton Staton), 1430 kc, 500 w,
daytime.
Missoula, Mont. — Missoula Broadcasters
(Wallace K. Reid, Harold C. Singleton and
associates), 910 kc, 1 kw daytime. Mr. Reid
and associates own KORD Pasco, Wash.;
Mr. Singleton has interests in KUTY Palmdale, Calif.; KWIK Hillsboro and KYNG
Coos Bay, both Ore.; KITN Olympia and
KITI Chehalis, both Wash.
Broadcasting
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Programing on Bartell Family Radio is pointed toward
audience participation and response. That's why our
continuous succession of copyright games for family
fun . . . that's why our never-ending stream of responseproducing featurettes . . . and the thorough local news
coverage with names and addresses.
baPtell

family

puts the audience into a "mental focus"
PadiO
which music and news alone cannot do.
And with mental focus comes RECEPTIVITY ... "a disposition to receive suggestions" says Webster ... a
state of mind upon which an advertising message is
most effective.
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AMERICA'S

FIRST RADIO FAMILY SERVING
Sold Nationally by ADAM YOUNG

1 5 MILLION
INC.
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A

BUILT-IN

..NEW

CONTEST!

quiz that's tied

right in with "DIAL 999" to get
you off to a big start . . . FAST!

STAR

r

BEATTY

NOW

... for

AUTHENTIC
the

from
WORLD'S
crime

FIRST

the

STORIES
of

files

MOST

TIME

the

FAMOUS

prevention

center

"Sit:

THAT'S

MAINLINER

SERVICE,

SIR

Whenever a Mainliner® traveler needs a hand, whether he's 5 or 95, there's
always someone from United right there to help. Concern for you is a principle as
basic with United Air Lines as the Theory of Aerodynamics.

This extra care is

evident, too, in the fact that there's radar on every plane. Whether you fly First Class
or Air Coach . . . get more-for-your-money travel— all the way.

OPEN MIKE
Triple-Spotting
editor:

died some years ago. If Troup is alive, the
gap between him and Damrosch would seem
to be the grave.

We think you are to be congratulated on
your article on triple-spotting in the June
23 issue of Broadcasting.

But surely this is not what Mr. Gaunt
meant to imply!

You listed five different products at Benton & Bowles which were involved in triplespotting. We would like to state for the
record that — to the best of our knowledge —
every one of the situations you listed had
been "cleaned up" quite some time ago.
Unfortunately, the BAR monitoring analysis
goes back approximately three months.
As you know, it is our policy to very
carefully watch for instances of triple-spotting. I would like to say that stations in
most instances have been extremely cooperative ineliminating this problem.
Lee M. Rich
V.P., Media Director
Benton & Bowles, New York

James Dawson
Dawson MacLeod & Stivers
Creative Communication Consultants
Washington, D. C.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Troup is very much alive,
is one of today's more active jazz musicians. Dr.
Damrosch, eminent conductor-composer who,
among other achievements, organized New York
Symphony, died in 1950.]
Found:

As soon as we received our copies of the
BAR reports we took steps to eliminate those
triple-spot situations which affected our accounts. Itcontinues to be our policy not to
purchase availabilities which are subject to
triple-spotting and to cancel those announcements which are triple-spotted without our
knowledge. Actually, most stations have
been very cooperative in helping us to maintain clean schedules.
Frank B. Kemp
V.P., Media Director
Compton Adv., New York
editor:
Think your editorial on triple-spotting in
June 23 issue was excellent. Indeed, no one
party is responsible for triple-spotting. If
advertising agencies would accept many of
the 15 and 20 ratings available on stations,
and not insist on 40's and 50's, this problem
probably would never have materialized in
the first place.
Possibly, through the concerted efforts of
the entire industry — stations, reps, agencies
and networks — this problem can be quickly
resolved. However, all must be involved,
and without any fingerpointing at the other
guy.
Martin L. Nierman
V.P., National Sales Manager
Edward Petry & Co.
New York
The Gap
editor :

Between

I wonder

if Broadcasting

or Grant

Adv.'s John Gaunt would clear up a puzzle
in this morning's (the June 23) Monday
Memo.
Mr. Gaunt

says that Lawrence

Welk

"fills the gap between Walter Damrosch and
Bobby Troup." I'm not sure I've heard of
Troup, but I do know that Dr. Damrosch
Broadcasting

7 Iron

Catalina's Sea-Going

Deejay

editor:

Launches

following national assn. of reluctant advertising titans and eager
sportsmen baltusrol june 1 2th found
reluctant wilson seven iron in vicinity
of dead snake. owner please write or
send rest of set.

IF YOU CAN'T REMEMBER THE
NAME, but the face (or fez) is familiar,
it's Commodore Carl Bailey of the
Port of Los Angeles, shoving off for

editor:
I was delighted to see your article on
triple-spotting. Perhaps this display of the
widespread incidence of this evil will shake
some of the complacency out of the NAB
code committee.

One

george h. frey
V. P., SSC&B
NEW YORK
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Frey aUudes to annual
NARATES
is perennial host.golf
Sometournament
80 titans at
of which
Madisonhe Avenue,
along with out-of-town radio and television tycoons, attended this year's soup-to-nuts event.]
Orchids

from

the Fund

EDITOR :
This is just a note to express our appreciation for the fair and careful coverage

New

Summer

another summer of broadcasting kbig's
catalina cruise from his marine studio on the S S Catalina.
WORLD'S ONLY SEA-GOING DISC
JOCKEY (and, at 6-feet-10, its tallest),
Bailey helps all Southern California
enjoy a vicarious Pacific cruise every
weekend. Eight thousand voyagers
aboard help him mix his regular deejay
fare with descriptive vignettes of harbor
and sea, passing craft and passing passengers, as the Catalina sails from the
mainland to Avalon and return.

you have given to the Fund's activities in
television.
Your reports on our study of the mass
media and your stories on our recent difficulties inconnection with the Survival and
Freedom series have been models of objective reporting.
Frank K. Kelly, V.P.
Fund for the Republic Inc.
New York

THE COMMODORE

Unnamed

PARTICIPATIONS

Has a Friend

editor:
I am in complete agreement with "Name
It is my impression also that this informaWithheld."
tion [about a competitor's spending on a
station] is strictly violating an advertiser's
privacy. Too, I cannot imagine what we pay
the agencies 15% for if we do all their
work. It is my thought that the agencies pay

Show

TITLE IS LEGIT,

bestowed by the Los Angeles Board of
Harbor Commissioners for Carl's publicizing of the activities of the great
port. The picture has been seen in Life
and in dozens of newspapers and trade
publications, testimonial to the news
value of this most spectacular step in
kbig's
continuing program to take radio
to the people.
IN CATALINA

CRUISE are available at regular timr
rates, with no extra program cost, eacl.
Saturday and Sunday ... 10 a.m. to
,12:15 p.m. outbound, 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.
inbound. Dry-land avails too may be
obtained from your KBIG or Weed
contact, any time.

no attention to what station the information comes from unless they are carrying
an extremely heavy campaign for a competitive product. This, to me, is what the agencies pay their research department to do for
them.
My suggestion to the agencies would be
that they send this competitive spending request direct to the companies involved. If
the companies refuse to divulge this information, how can they expect the station to
do so?
Elaine Johnson, President
WCA W Charleston, W. Va.

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING CO.
6S40 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28, California
Telephone: Hollywood 3-3105
Nat. Rep. WEED and Company
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There's

more

to

Florida

.

Almost

everything in Florida —from

its fauna

and flora to its economic

outlook

— is different. It's the only state with above-average indexes for all major cities
(Sales Management

High Spot Cities, May) ...and within Florida the Highest Spot

a month
City is Jacksonville. Retail sales here are running about five million dollars
of 1957, and January-April

ahead

bank clearings were more than nine million

dollars ahead of the same period last year.

Tliere'S
WMBR

mOre

-TV maintains

tO MMBR

TV!

In this economic paradise,

its audience lead by wide margins. Consider, for example,

local news programming.

WMBR-TV's

8:45 am News

has a 206%

lead over the

by 265%. WMBR-TV's
competition. The One O'Clock Report beats competing news
over competing news.
6:30 pm News commands a 38.5 rating and a 285% lead
And

its Eleven O'Clock Report smothers the competitions

neivs with a 663%

much
In news as in everything else, it's no news that there's much,

lead.

more to...

Channel 4, Jacksonville An Affiliate of the CBS Television Network
Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales

IN REVIEW
JEFFERSON

DRUM

I ho ago of mechanization has finally
reached television. This must be so. The
only possible explanation for Jefferson

S

'
FF

JE

I

L
OL

C

Drum's sterile perfection is thai it is written,
acted, directed and produced on an automatic assembly line, untouched by human
hands. No other method could produce so
stylized and innocuous a program, ingeniously cut to a pattern of just enough action
to keep the viewer awake for the commercials without disturbing him by asking for
any response of either intellect or emotion
to what he sees on his tv screen. Nothing
that occurred in the course of "The Outlaw" had half the impact of Jack Gregson's
pitches for Old Golds.
The story opens with Jefferson Drum and
his son riding in the hills outside of the
western town in which Mr. Drum publishes
his newspaper. They are halted by a masked
bandit, who is promptly revealed as a runaway girl of 17 dressed in boy's clothes. Her
true femininity is demonstrated by her bowlof-soup-in-the-face reaction to the catty
comments of the saloon hostess and her
sisterly checker game with Drum's son Joey.
News of the capture of a long-sought desperado leads to the confession that she is
his wife and, when he gets away and comes
to take her to Mexico and "a new life," she
resists Drum's arguments and would have
gone if the sheriff hadn't killed her man.
The final scene shows her boarding the
stage back home, properly attired in a dress
for which she promises to send Drum the
money as soon as she gets a job and earns it.

Lassie will help you get a big
profit bite out of your market
locally, as JEFF'S COLLIE, just
as she has done for her network
sponsors. There Lassie trounced every program series placed
against it, regardless of what
it was ... quiz .. . comedy . , . drama
. . . adventure . . . live or film,
Lassie always won out. In fact,
Lassie's share of the total audience usually equalled the share
of all the other regular network series placed in opposition — put together! Already
JEFF'S COLLIE has been signed
up for New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles, Philadelphia, Detroit,
Atlanta, Dallas, New Orleans,
Houston, Boston, Salt Lake City,
Miami and over 100 markets. For
your own market, phone or wrre
collect Michael M. Sillerman,
Television Programs of America,
Inc., 488 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22,
PLaza 5-2100.

TRA
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Typical speech: "If my folks had been as
understanding as you, I'd never have run
What all this had to do with crusading
journalism in the old West, purported theme
ofaway."
the series, was never revealed. Too bad,
for Jeff Richards is a handsome, likable
actor who appears capable of handling more
difficult assignments than this, which the
basic fighting-journalist storyline should certainly be able to provide. But that might
spoil the program's pattern of undistinguished mediocrity toward which all forces
have so diligently striven.
Production costs: Approximately $37,500.
Sponsored by P. Lorillard Co. (Old Golds)
through Lennen & Newell, N.Y., and
Chemstrand Corp. (Nylon) through Doyle
Dane Bernbach, N.Y., on NBC-TV, Fri.,
8-8:30 p.m. EDT. Started April 25.
Goodson-Todman Production, filmed at
Screen Gems, Hollywood, in association
with NBC-TV. Producer: Matthew Rapf;
director: Herman Jones; assistant director:
Eddie Saeta; production supervisor: Seymour Friedman: writer, "The Outlaw":
Antony Ellis.
COWTOWN

RODEO

It is highly unlikely that this summer replacement program will be missed when it
completes its cycle in the early fall. No
doubt, some of the younger fry will enjoy
the saddle bronc and bareback riding,
brahma bull riding, calf roping and steer
wrestling. But these events are repeated
one after the other by various cowhands and

it gets mighty tiresome for a whole hour.
Riding the bull and the steer wrestling
somehow don't look so exciting as they
do in the movies or on tv westerns. The
program originates live from WFIL-TV
Philadelphia, which picks up the rodeo from
"Cowtown, U.S.A.," 20 miles south of
Philadelphia.
Production costs: Approximately $12,000.
Sustaining on ABC-TV,
Mqn., 7:30-8:30
p.m., EDT. Started June 16.
Executive
producer:
Lewis
Klein; rodeo
producer:
Howard
director: Ed Moore.
Commentator:

"Stoney"

Harris;

Marty Glickman.
CONFESSION

". . . In a moment this man's personal
testimony . . . about this man. his family
and his future," producer-moderator Jack
Wyatt was saying before he was abruptly
cut off by a commercial, resuming, "He
appears on Confession to show an intimate
side of his life as he sees it in an effort
to deglamorize crime. There has been no
attempt to censor his story."
What followed on ABC-TV's newest
venture into the jungle of the controversial
interview was the story of Herby Fairris,
his family of notorious Southwest criminals
and his associations with other desperadoes.
Confession seeks to find out "why people
commit crimes." Herby Fairris described his
start at an early age, tampering with a motor
vehicle, and subsequent acts of forgery,
robbery and assault. Now released from
Texas State Prison after his fourth jail
term. Herby Fairris told of being arrested
200-250 times.
Mr. Fairris later married the sister of
Raymond Hamilton (subsequently electrocuted after a daring prison escape), and
worked with Clyde Barrow (convicted of
12 killings) and other criminals. He lost
one brother in a police gun battle; another,
along with one of his sons, is in Texas
State Penitentiary, while a second son was
executed last year for killing a policeman.
One of his wives also killed two men.
After extracting the criminal's story, Mr.
Wyatt interviewed a minister who felt
"wrong has done a better job of righting
people than right" and a psychiatrist who
held heredity is not a factor in crime "but
is infectious". Analyzing the Fairris criminal
pattern, Mr. Wyatt and the psychiatrist concluded, "The amazing thing about this man
is his tolerance." A recorded statement by
Herby Fairris' sobbing sister lent a This
Is Your' Life element.
As all Dallas viewers (of WFAA-TV)
know from watching Confession for several
months, producer Wyatt handles questioning
and interpolating chores with articulate ease.
He seeks to guide the story line toward
simplicity rather than sensationalism, letting
the subject tell his own story, man to man.
The result is a low-key and persuasive show.
Production costs: Approximately $10,000.
Local sponsors on ABC-TV, Thurs., 1010:30 p.m. EDT, by videotape from
WFAA-TV Dallas. Started June 19.
Produced by Confession Inc., Dallas and
Broadcasting

stations combined!! More Market:
DELIVERS . . . More Adult Listeners than all other Minneapolis-St. Paul
n, Iowa and South Dakota. More Acceptance^
1,008,000 radio families in 114 basic area counties of Minnesota, Wisconsi
to reach. Call or write for full facts.
through vitality of modern programing for the audience you want

WCCO

RADIO

WCCO

MinnWapolis-St. Paul. The 50,000-Watt
In tune with the great Northwest
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Giant

A.C.NIELSEN

COMPANY

NllkSIN tUILDINO •
WORLD'S LARGEST MARKETING RESEARCH ORGANIZATION
500 FIFTH AVF.NUF.

NEW YORK 36. NKW YORK

PENNSYLVANIA
June 11, 1958

Mr. Donald W. Coyle, Vice President
Research & Sales Development
American Broadcasting Company
Seven West 66th Street
New York 23, New York
Dear Don:
tri t.h its
i tfi *
There are several valid computation methods,a. onrh
each with
own application, that can be used to determine the average
cost of delivering 1000 commercial minutes.
One method is to accumulate the time and talent costs of all
sponsored programs on the network and divide this total by
the sum of the commercial minutes delivered by these programs.
Using this method of computation, based on Nielsen Average
Audience Ratings, estimated time costs and published talent
figures, the networks' cost per 1000 commercial minutes for
March-April 1958 are:
3ST -PER-THOUSAND COMMERCIAL MINUTE
— AVERAGE By NETWORK
MARCH-APRIL 1958
Evening Programs
*
ABC
$3.m
Network B
3.39
#»
3.19
3.23
Network C
3.U1.
$3.16
* Evening One-A-Week
*-* Evening One-A-Week and Multi-weekly
il£EN COMPANY

W.S.Hamill:ik

Service Executive

6-2843

IN REVIEW CONTINUED
New York. Executive producer: Jules
Weill; producer-moderator: Jack Wyatt;
assistant to producer: Sam Price.
MUSIC

BINGO

Ever since the U.S. Court of Appeals
overruled the FCC in March 1957 and said
that Play Marko, a syndicated series, was
not a lottery, it became a matter of time
before bingo would come to network television; Marko was the granddaddy of them
all in the early '50's. Today, on any given
network or day, the viewer can take his pick
of a wide assortment of such parlor games.
A new entry in the current crop is
NBC-TV's Music Bingo — and the network
ought to be made to apologize for inserting
it in place of The Jane Wyman Show. What
emerges is pure hokum mired in a mishmash
of complexities — a hybrid of Name That
Tune and Stop the Music.
The format calls for a song title memory

Rwnis

WIN

BjGGEg

AUDIENCE

BIG

SHAPE

RASCALS

TV,

NBC

on WRCV-

affiliate in Phila-

delphia .. . the nation's 4th
largest market, registers . . .
228%

GREATER

ADULT
THAN

AUDIENCE
ITS

NEAREST

COMPETITION!

test, complete with "Magic Melody," besides
all the apparatus of bingo. In the studio
two participants vie against each other to
identify tunes. Home viewers fill out cards,
writing m-u-s-i-c across the top and the
first five digits of a telephone number.
They attempt to identify special tunes and
send in their cards, with winners announced
the following week. There are 1,001 prizes
(including one of $500), running the familiar gamut of Remington shavers and
typewriters, Polaroid cameras, custom kitchens, portable tv sets and three-speed record
players, plus such grand awards as a 1958
Chevrolet or Ford station wagon.
As host, young Johnny Gilbert is personable and competent. But the program
itself never comes off, largely because bingo
has never been so confusing. As such, its
entertainment value is considerably diluted.
Whether lottery or not, viewers well may
decide that bingo tv programming constitutes "a crime" of default by the network and agency involved.
Production costs: Approximately $20,000.
Sponsored on alternate weeks by Associated

Products Inc. (5-Day deodorant pads)
through Grey Adv. and Hazel Bishop
through Raymond Spector Co. on NBCTV Thurs., 10:30-11 p.m. EDT. Started
May 29.
Producer: A I Singer; associate producers:
Pat Winchester, James McMenemy; director: Perry Lafferty; associate director:
Paul Freeman; technical director: O.
Tamhurri.
POLKA-GO-ROUND
In the summer

lull created by the de-

parture of Lawrence Welk's Top Tunes and
New Talent, ABC-TV is substituting an
old folk music format (It's Polka Time)
with a new face (Polka-Go-Round). Unfortunately the new series is likely to be
a sleeper that will go right on sleeping.
If Polka-Go-Round proves anything, it
is that 60 consecutive minutes of music,
no matter how colorful the dancing or
catchy the tune, is doomed to failure without imaginative production or camera work.
The first show featured appealing numbers by the Chaine Dancers, Ukrainian
Youth Folk Dancers, the Polka Rounders,
Dorothy Caruso and Carolyn DeZurik. Bob
Lewandowski, actor-singer and an old Polish
broadcasting hand on WHFC Chicago,
serves somewhat stiffly as the tv show m.c.
Easily the best talent on the first program,
aside from the authentic Chaine Dancers,
are Miss Caruso (premiere guest) and bandleader Lou Prohut, who plays an accordion
with all the zest of a stint at a Polish
wedding.
Static camera work, however, makes the
hour of European folk music seem too
long. What promised to be a powerful
boilermaker turns out to be flat beer.
Production costs: Approximately $5,000.
Sold co-op by ABC-TV, Mon., 8:30-9:30
p.m. CDT (videotaped rebroadcast of
WBKB (TV) Chicago program, Sun., 1011 p.m. CDT). Started June 23.
Producer: Dan Schuffman; director: George
Paul; technical director: Steve Gobicy.

April, Nielsen
TOTAL
Mon-Fri

TV

217,500
72,200
60,100

CBS-TV
Colorcasting schedule suspended for
summer.

326,300
101,100

NBC-TV
June 30, July 7 (7:30-8 p.m.) Haggis
Baggis, sustaining.

90,200
133 RKO Comedies
featuring Leon Errol

GUILD

LMS

460 PARK AVE. N. Y. 22, N. Y. MU 8-5365
IN CANADA: S, W. CALDWELL LTD., TORONTO
•

(all times EDT)

VIEWERS

WRCV-TV
Station B
Station C
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LORCAST

The Next 10 Days
of Network Color Shows

9-10 A.M.

WRCV-TV
BIG RASCALS
Station B
Station C
TOTAL

o

HOMES
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July 1, 8 (8-9 p.m.) The Investigator,
RCA-Whirlpool through Kenyon & Eckhardt and Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson.
July 2, 9 (9-10 p.m.) Kraft Mystery
Theatre, Kraft Foods Co. through J.
Walter Thompson Co.
July 3 (7:30-8 p.m.)

Tic Tac Dough,

Warner-Lambert through Lennen &
Newell and RCA Victor through Kenyon
& Eckhardt.
July 3 (10-10:30 p.m.) The Price Is
Right, Lever Bros, through
J. Walter
I®
Thompson.
July
4 (7:30-8 p.m.) The Big Game,
sustaining.
July 5 (8-9 p.m.) Bob Crosby Show,
participating sponsors.
taining.
July 6 (7-7:30 p.m.) Noah's Ark, susJuly 6 (8-9 p.m.) Steve Allen presents
Eydie Gorme and Steve Lawrence, Greyhound and Procter & Gamble through
Grey, American Machine & Foundry
through Cunningham & Walsh.
July 6 (9-10 p.m.) The Chevy Show.
Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Broadcasting
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BROADCASTING* Magazine was founded in 1931 by
Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title: BROADCASTING*—The News Magazine of the Fifth Estate.
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932, Broadcast
Reporter in 1933 and Telecast* in 1953.
*Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1958 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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TEL-AVIV- In the study of his home, Premier David Ben-Gurion, in an
exclusive interview, comments on Israel's position in the troubled Middie East to United Press International correspondent Eliav Simon.

TRIPOLI, Lebanon - Russell Jones, Pulitzer Prize -winning UPI correspondent, reports on rebel street-fighters. A chunk of stone chipped off
by a bullet later nicked his face.

"^Jnited

ternational
Jn
J>
ress

COCOA BEACH, Fla.— Mike Ackerman, in cap, heads UPI camera crew
on alert for the firing of a Vanguard missile at Cape Canaveral. Other
UPI men, left to right, are Bob McNeill, Emile Marone and Russ Yoder.

Scene

LONG BEACH, Calif. -As smoke billows
from a blazing oil well, UPI's Ron Burton
gets the story from pumper Ben Agee.

COLUMBIA, S.C. -UPI's Loyd Jeffers
rings bullet marks in fender of his car after
covering an Indian raid on a Klan rally.

NEW YORK -UN Secretary-General Dag
and UPI's Bruce Munn disHammarskjold
cuss world affairs over luncheon.

SOMEWHERE IN CENTRAL SUMATRA - A reporting veteran of the Korean war returns to coverage
of a fighting front: Wendell S. Merick, United Press International bureau manager in Hong Kong,
walks with revolutionary troops through the Sumatran jungle.

WASHINGTON — Returning to the White House together after a press conference are President Eisenhower, his press secretary, James Hagerty and -his camera ready for action -Frank Cancellare, veteran staff photographer of United Press International.
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'Why?' "
ways asking.
Others
who have worked with him use expressions like "competent,'" "listens to all
sides of a problem, then makes up his mind."
In other words Ed Allen is the kind of person one has in mind when the term,
"dedicated public servant," is used.
The old-shoe type, Mr. Allen lives for his work. That he is successful is exemplified
in several ways.

Not the least of the work of the FCC's chief engineer is chairing various organs
of industry-government effort. In 1945 Mr. Allen was chairman of the ad hoc committee which developed the engineering data used by the FCC in establishing fm and
tv broadcasting service.
He was a key participant in those joint groups which worked up the technical
aspects of color tv, uhf tv, radiation standards, split channels for mobile users, and
a host of other highly esoteric matters.

WITH

June 30, 1958

PONT! AC'S

American Standards
Commission; chairU.S. National Comcommittee, CCIR.

One of Mr. Allen's assets is that he is also a lawyer. He received his LL.B. from
George Washington U., Washington, in 1933. He is entitled to practice law before
the U.S. Supreme Court and the U.S. Court of Appeals.
Edward Walter Allen Ir. was born in Portsmouth, Va., Feb. 14, 1903. He earned
his engineering degree from the U. of Virginia in 1925. He was a student engineer
and a research assistant with Westinghouse for two years. He worked for the Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co. in Washington for two years. In 1930 he became
associated with the U.S. Patent Office in Washington.
In 1935 Mr. Allen was loaned to the FCC for its telephone inquiry and two years

INC.

WILS

ASSOCIATED

colleague once described Ed Allen, the chief engineer of the FCC, as "not
an engineer, who builds things or makes them work, but a scientist — he's al-

representative, President's Scientific Research Board; member,
Assn.; member, U.S. committee. International Electrotechnical
man, Central Committee on Incidental Radio Devices; member,
mittee, International Scientific Radio Union (URSI); executive

CONTACT

McCONNELL,

Jr.

Currently he is sitting on the biggest mountain of reports and comments ever
assembled by the FCC — and, in the aggregate, probably the most significant in
recent years. These are the studies of the radio spectrum — from 25 mc to 890 mc
(which includes both fm and tv broadcasting) and "above 890 mc" (which is packed'
with government and aeronautical bands and which also includes television studiotransmitter links and remote pickup bands).
A measure of the scientific man is his career in the rarefied atmosphere of national and international technical working groups. Mr. Allen's reads like a blue-ribbon entry: chairman, executive council. Central Radio Propagation Lab.; alternate

LANSING

RINTOUL

Allen

It reads: "Edward W. Allen Ir., for his technical and administrative contributions in
the field of radio spectrum utilization."
Item: Only 11 days ago Mr. Allen returned from Moscow where he attended
a meeting of the tv panel of the International Radio Consultative Conference (CCIR).
In fact, Mr. Allen is chairman of that panel.
The CCIR is an international group of engineers and scientists which works on
radio and tv standards for adoption by all countries. The Moscow meeting was in
preparation for the telecommunications conference next year in Geneva.
The main interest of the easy-going, unpretentious Mr Allen is radio wave propagation. His contributions, totaling 35 papers either published or read over the past
15 years, run the gamut from a report on vhf field strength measurements to a
study of tv service in the Lake Erie region.

5000

MORE

Walter

Item: Only two months ago the professionally top-drawer Institute of Radio Engineers honored the FCC chief engineer with the Harry Diamond Memorial Award.

March-April, '58

LIVELY

RESPECTS

later joined the FCC permanently in the Engineering Dept.'s technical information
division. He became TID chief in 1946 and five years later, FCC chief engineer. He
succeeded Curtis B. Plummer, first chief of the newly established Broadcast Bureau.
Like a true engineer Mr. Allen lists one of his most important associations as the
IRE. He is a fellow of that organization. He is also a member of Tau Beta Pi,
honorary engineering fraternity.
He lives with Mrs. Allen, the former Myrtle Creel of Washington whom he.
married in 1932, and his daughter, Nancy, 17, in the Sleepy Hollow section of Fairfax County, Va. He plays golf, delights in 35mm color photography and loves to
fish — when he can find time.
Associates recall the proud moment when he took his daughter on her first big
fishing trip. She came home loaded with her catch; Mr. Allen was empty-handed.
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Important to our national defense are the Nike Batteries that ring America's vital production centers. In
these photos you see WKMH's Robin Seymour of "Bobbin' With Robin" fame going behind the scenes in a
Detroit Nike Unit to help publicize this phase of the
Army's Air Defense activities. It is one more example
of WKMH's continuing promotional efforts on behalf
of the armed services and worthwhile civic causes.
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IN PUBLIC INTEREST
SATCHMO SWINGS • KDKA-TV Pittsburgh collected $88,950 in its seventh Varianother

hit

in Washington, D. C.
the top station from
noon to 10 p.m. Monday
through Friday . . . without

ety Club Telethon for Camp O'Connell. a
summer camp lor handicapped children.
Scheduled only lor a brief appearance,
Louis (Satchmo) Armstrong played until
6:30 a.m. along with trombonist Jack Teagarden, their jazz setting feet to stomping
and pledges to rising. Other stars headlining the 15-hour telethon were Eddie
Bracken, Bob (Captain Kangaroo) Keeshan
and Virginia Graham.

a hint of loading ratings ... is

TORNADO TELETHON • WEAU-TV
Eau Claire, Wis., raised $13,000 during a
five-hour telethon and radio simulcast for
victims of a Wisconsin tornado disaster.

wmal-tv

The telethon results were "especially gratifying," said General Manager Leo Howard,
in that the station had continually plugged
for funds the preceding ten days for several
other drives. The total cash donation from
three of those campaigns amounted to more
than $45,000.

SHARE

OF

AUDIENCE

noon to 10 p.m.
Monday-Friday
31.7%
29.3%
24.7%
13.9%

WMAL-TV
Station 2
Station 3
Station 4

when all 4
stations compete
Sunday-Saturday
28.9%
31.3%
28.7%
11.1%

ARB/April 8-14, 1958
represented by H-R Television, Inc.

WNEB
FIRST

IN

WORCESTER
MASS. *

SUCCESSFUL APPEAL • WTRY Troy,
N. Y., responded to an emergency call from
Albany (N.Y.) Hospital with a spot campaign that brought in more than 1,200 pints
of whole blood. The blood was needed in
order to perform open heart operations on
some 500 children at the hospital. After
26 consecutive hours, the WTRY drive resulted in 506 pints pledged through direct
calls, doubled pledges at nearby heart association offices and a department-by-department canvass of state employes that netted
over 300 pledges.
MONTREAL DRIVE • CJMS Montreal,
Que., raised $100,000 for the annual Montreal Polio Drive recently with an all-night
show featuring 75 stars of tv, radio, show
business and sports. Starting at midnight
in a downtown theatre, with an SRO live
audience, the broadcast ran until eight a.m.
Singer Al Martino headlined the American
contingent.

colleges, being accepted by three, and only
going to one. which resulted in unfilled
places. WNEW
throughout the summer
will announce lists of colleges that have
openings.
RADIO MARATHON • WADS Ansonia,
Conn., raised $5,000 in a recent marathon
for the lower Naugatuck Valley Mental
Health Assn. Thousands of Connecticut
youngsters turned out to watch tv's Wyatt
Earp (Hugh O'Brian) kick off the marathon,
which featured such stars at Pat Boone,
David Wayne, Johnnie Ray. Mindy Carson
and many others.
PUBLIC FORESIGHT • KAKC Tulsa,
Okla., has initiated a new service feature,
Operation Hazard Cut, which enlists its
audience in a campaign for traffic safety.
Listeners are urged by announcers throughout the day to list possible traffic hazards
in their areas, such as hidden or removed
stop signs or blind intersections, and send
the lists to the station. KAKC officials are
turning the letters over to authorities for
appropriate action.
TRACKDOWN
• WOWO
Fort Wayne,
Ind., assisted in the capture of an Ohio jail
escapee by informing police of his arrest on
a traffic violation. John Sprouse, wanted by
the Lima (Ohio) police on a larceny charge,
came to WOWO newsman Bill Tomlinson's
attention when he was involved in an auto
accident in Fort Wayne
proper car registration.

RECORD BROKEN • WDRC Hartford,
Conn., has collected a record-breaking
$1,814 for the Camp Courant Fund to help
finance a summer camp for children. The
WDRC campaign is being conducted on the
News Time program nightly by Jack
Zaiman.

New
SUMMER SANTA • WFBM Indianapolis
found out from the Red Cross that the
From 6:00 A.M. lo 6:00 P.M.
More people listen more
often to WNEB - WORCESTER'S
station for adult appeal.
* PULSE - APRIL 1958

situation was in hand in flood-ravaged
Marion, Ind. — except for toys. Some 100
children quartered in a school were in desperate need of amusement to regain their
spirits. When urgent appeals were broadcast
over WFBM, the response was immediate
and overwhelming. Lake Central Airlines
offered a plane to fly the toys the 65 miles
from Indianapolis to Marion. Santa Claus
cams winging in a DC-3 with a happyending: more than 1,000 toys, books and
games bedtime.
were in the children's hands long
before

Represented by THE BOLLING COMPANY
Page 30
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COLLEGE SURVEY • WNEW New York
has been checking colleges the past year
all over the United States, with emphasis
on the Middle Atlantic and New England
areas, to find openings for graduating high
school seniors. WNEW learned that some
students were applying to as many as five

and showed im-

Film Urges

Science

Careers

A new public service film, "Helping Hands
for Julie." is being made available to television by the American Medical Assn., the
American Hospital Assn. and E. R. Squibb
& Sons. The film was premiered before the
Women's

Auxiliary to the AMA at the association's annual meeting in San Francisco Wednesday. It is aimed at attracting
students into scientific careers by dramatizing the opportunities available.

Commuters' Wives Get Break
WSTC Stamford, Conn., adds a new
daily programming service for housewives
starting today (Monday) with reports on the
New York, New Haven & Hartford commuter train movements out of New York
City between 5 and 7 p.m. The new service,
arranged with the railroad's public relations
department, is aimed at ending unnecessary
waiting in cars by wives and families at railroad stations. WSTC will get its information
reports from the area trainmaster.
Broadcasting
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The part that programming plays in the
buying of national and regional spot time
on radio stations is examined at length in
the latest NBC Spot Sales Timebuyer
Opinion Panel survey report, released for
publication today (June 30).
Virtually sure to stir up a new furor
over local station programming, the study
reports relatively little timebuyer confidence
in the selling ability of so-called "Top 40
Tunes" stations. The "standard music and
news" and "varied programming" stations
are preferred by eight to ten times as many
timebuyers, according to the NBC report.
The study — whose controversial nature
is pointed up by the fact that some of the
most heavily bought stations in the country
are. often classified as "Top 40 Tunes" stations— also explores such additional subjects
as:
• The importance of local personalities
(considerable);
• Whether local business volume is a
clue to a station's acceptance in the market
(opinion "evenly divided");
• Type of program most apt to sell for
an adult product (news, weather and traffic
data);

• Preferred length and handling of newscasts (five minutes, rewritten and updated
frequently).
In announcing the survey results, Thomas
B. McFadden, vice president for NBC
Spot Sales, said responses were received
from 258 panelists representing 203 different agencies or agency offices. Some 37%
of the respondents are with agencies billing
more than $5 million a year in radio-tv,
according to the report, which also noted
that "virtually all the major agencies as well
as a great many smaller ones in every section
of the country" were represented in the answers, which were tabulated by Barnard
Inc., New York, an independent firm.
Mr. McFadden said the subject — local
radio programming — was proposed by the
panelists themselves in response to a request
for suggestions. "Presumably they felt, and
we at NBC Spot Sales agreed," he said,
"that the 'changing nature' of timebuying
has been, in one major area, a direct result
of the 'changing nature' of radio program-

ming."
In setting up the questionnaire, NBC Spot
Sales categorically defined three types of
Broadcasting

no

in Top

confidence

controversy

over

programming, "in order to minimize variances in the interpretation of questions by
the panelists." It also "suggested that panelists think in terms of products that are purchased primarily by adults, since most national spot radio advertising falls in this
The program definitions:
"Top 40 Tunes — stations that primarily
feature
area." current pop tunes, generally the top
40 hits of the day.
"Standard music and news — stations that
feature standard as well as current pop
tunes, and thus cater to a wider variety of
popular music tastes.
"Varied programming — stations
such programming as interviews
matic serials as well as music and
The report recognized that

that carry
and dranews."
there are

many different types of stations but said "it
was felt that the great majority of radio stations bought by national
advertisers fell into one
or another of these
categories."
three
Highlights of NBC
Spot
Sales' summary of
its findings:
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formats

mines to an important extent the degree of
conscious 'foreground' listening and the atlevel of of
thetheaudience."
Asked tention
which
three given types of
station they would expect to do a better job
for a product bought primarily by adults,
the panelists replied predominantly for
standard and varied-programming stations,
as indicated in question 4, the report said,
adding that "it is interesting to note that
among the larger agencies, varied-programming and standard music and news stations
ran a tie . . . [while] in the smaller shops
varied-programming stations received 53%
of the mentions to standard music and
The 39%."
report showed 86% of the panelists
news'
felt that listeners' "attention levels" varied
according to type of station (Question 3)
and that 69% "thought that varied-programming stations commanded the attention

258

TIMEBUYERS

THREE

BASIC

RANK

KINDS

Despite the influence
of ratings, the report
OF
TODAY'S
RADIO
STATIONS
said, 86% of the panelists replied that they
f
consider program forof their listeners to a greater extent than any
mat as well as "the numbers" in buying saturation spot radio schedules (see Question
29% voted
while stations
stations"
types ofmusic
otherstandard
for
and news
and
2 page 36). Ten percent said they bought
more
such schedules on ratings alone. And
4% for "Top 40 Tunes" stations.
The NBC Spot Sales timebuyer opinion
than nine out of ten (94% ) felt the type of
programming around a commercial "has a
definite bearing on that commercial's sales
effectiveness."
NBC Spot Sales officials concluded from
the comments that program format influences acommercial's effectiveness in three
ways:
"A. Certain types of programs create a
mood or atmosphere compatible with the
type of product or type of copy approach
used to sell the product; that it, in other
words, sets the proper psychological climate
for the commercial message.
"B. The nature of the programming itself
tends to pre-select the type of audience an
advertiser wants to reach.
"C. The nature of the program deter-

panel was formed early this year "to serve as
a medium of expression for timebuyers as a
group and individually to shed light on the
changing nature and increasing problems of
The first report, on ratings, was issued in
timebuying."
March [Lead Story, March 24]. The radio
programming study is the second.
As with the first report, NBC officials
emphasized that the findings of the panelists "are not meant to be projected to the
thousands engaged directly or indirectly in
the purchase of broadcast time. But we do
feel that the opinions and comments of this
important segment should be of great interest throughout the advertising and broadcasting industries."
June 30, 1958
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TIMEBUYERS

QUESTION 2: IN BUYING SATURATION SPOT RADIO SCHEDULES, ARE YOU
USUALLY ABLE TO TAKE TIME TO CONSIDER THE PROGRAM FORMAT AS
WELL AS THE RATING OF THE PROGRAM?
Broadcast Billings
Over
Under
Total
$5,000,000 $5,000,000
%
%
#
#
#
83
Program format
138
16
10
10
221
87
85
plus rating
25
9
Rating only
10
86
8
3
1
1
4
Program format only
4
1
2
2
Not Reporting
1
1632
(100)
258
(100)
(100)
95
Total Respondents
listeners

listen?
BEEN MUCH DISCUSSION RECENTLY ABOUT HOW
QUESTION 3: THERE'S
MUCH ATTENTION PEOPLE PAY TO COMMERCIALS ON DIFFERENT TYPES OF
RADIO STATIONS. DO YOU PERSONALLY THINK THAT THERE IS ANY DIFFERENCE IN LISTENERS' ATTENTION LEVELS AMONG THE VARIOUS
BillingsSTATIONS?
Broadcast
Under
Total
Over
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
10
%
#
%
#
#
%
Yes
10
221
141
87
86
80
84
26
No
16
10
11
4
2
7
3
3
3
Don't Know
2
1
1
2
2
Not Reporting
2584
(100)
163 (100
(100)
Total Respondents
95
(IF YES) WHICH DO YOU BELIEVE COMMANDS THE HIGHEST DEGREE OF
LISTENER ATTENTIVENESS?

Total
%
4
29

#
8

"Top
40 Tunes"
Standard
Music &Stations
News Stations
65
Varied Programming
Stations
152
69
No Difference
1
5
2
Not Reporting
Total Replying
221
(100)
"Yes" Above
Note: Percents add to more than 100 because
than one category
How

to

reach

Broadcast Billings
Under
Over
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
%
#
%
#
3
4
284
5
26
53

33

70

39
66
99
1
1
4
3
(100)
(100)
80
141
more
some respondents mentioned
1
1

adults

QUESTION 4: IN MANY MARKETS, THE ^STATIONS FEATURING TOP 40 PROGRAMMING RECEIVE HIGHER RATINGS THAN STATIONS OFFERING A MORE
VARIED FARE. ASSUMING YOU BOUGHT ALL THREE TYPES OF STATIONS FOR
A PRODUCT PURCHASED PRIMARILY BY ADULTS, WHICH ONE WOULD YOU
EXPECT TO DO THE BEST SALES JOB FOR YOUR PRODUCT?
Broadcast Billings
Under
Over
Total
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
%
#
%
#
%
#
12
5
4
4
8
5
"Top
40
Tunes"
Stations
40
40
Standard Music &
News Stations
104
53
40.'5 .
49
Varied Programming
42
Stations
127
64
42
87
39
135
No Difference
2
1
1
236
9
12
Not Reporting
11
7
163
(100)
258
(100)
(100)
95
Total Respondents
Page 36
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matter?

QUESTION I: ASIDE FROM AUDIENCE SIZE AND COMPOSITION, DO YOU FEEL
THAT THE TYPES OF PROGRAMMING SURROUNDING A RADIO COMMERCIAL
HAS ANY BEARING ON THE COMMERCIAL'S SALES EFFECTIVENESS?
Broadcast Billings
Over
Under
Total
$5,000,000 $5,000,000
#
%
#
%
#
%
Yes
242
94
91
96
151
93
No
12
5
4
4
8
5
Don't Know
4
1
—
—
4
2
Total Respondents
258
(100)
95
(100) 163 (100)

Do

RANK

QUESTION 5: AGAIN THINKING IN TERMS OF A PRODUCT PURCHASED
PRIMARILY FOR ADULTS, WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER TO BE THE IDEAL PROGRAM FORMAT FOR MAXIMUM COMMERCIAL EFFECTIVENESS?
Broadcast Billings
°/o
Over
Under
Total
$5,000,000 11$5,000 000
11
%
#
%
#
#76
40
Music-rock 'n roll or
18
23
"Top 40"
20
Music-standard
15
22
25
18
114
44
38
26
43
47
23
Dramatic program
24
23
26
22
10
pop tunesor interview
30
Chit-chat
10
65
26
46
21
19
program
52
66
24
106
168
Comedy program
10
13
9
9
17
Sports
163
95
News, weather, traffic
65
62
65
258
100
Other
9
5
5
12
Not Reporting
(100)
(100)
33
(100)
11
14
some
than
Total Respondents
because
Note Percents on both questions add to more
respondents
mentioned more than one category.

Which
is most 'modern'?
QUESTION 6: WHICH STATION CATEGORY DO YOU FEEL HAS DONE THE
BEST JOB OF BRINGING ITS PROGRAMMING IN LINE WITH MODERN LISTENING DEMANDS?
18
Broadcast Billings
20
Total
26
Over
$5,000,00053
$5,000,000
48
%
#
#
#
%
; 46
27
49
12
Standard Music &
134
18
26
66
News Stations
52
51
86
Varied Programming
22
Stations
17
258
30
No Difference
4
4
2
2
1632
1
Not Reporting
(100)9
/o7
7
more
15
100
)
95
Total Respondents
(100)
than (100 because some
mentioned more
Note: Percents add to
respondents
than one category.

Quality

and

length

of

news

QUESTION 7: ASSUMING THAT YOU ARE BUYING NEWS PROGRAMS FOR ONE
OF YOUR ACCOUNTS. WHICH DO YOU CONSIDER THE MOST DESIRABLE
LENGTH?
13
Broadcast Billings
79 Under 49
45
43
11
18
Total 47
$5,000,000
19
Over
11
%
#
%
#10
%
16
#
18
23
5 minutes
122
20
10 minutes
14
15
15 minutes
41
163
Doesn't matter,
22
30
no
difference
32
Not Reporting
258
11
(100)
4
6
6
5
(100)
(100,3
Total Respondents
52
95
QUESTION 8: THERE ARE TWO GENERAL WAYS IN WHICH NEWSCASTS ARE
31
HANDLED BY STATIONS. SOME STATIONS PRESENT THE NEWS ESSENTIALLY
THE WAY IT COMES OVER THE NEWS TICKER; OTHER STATIONS OFTEN REWRITE THE NEWS, ADD AMPLIFYING COMMENTARY AND/OR SUPPLEMENT
THE WIRE NEWS WITH THEIR OWN NEWS-GATHERING FACILITIES, MOBILE
UNITS, ETC.
FROM THE STANDPOINT OF COMMERCIAL EFFECTIVENESS, DO YOU THINK
THAT THERE IS ANY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THESE TWO METHODS, AND IF
SO, WHICH IS PREFERABLE?
Broadcast Billings
19
Total
18
Over
14$5,000,000
%
#
#$5,000,000%
%
#
23
No difference
12
14
9
Prefer
direct-offthe-wire
newscasts
9
9
9
9
130
Prefer more elaborate 198
32
newscasts
77
72
Not Reporting
163
79
2585
(100)
(100)3
2
5
Total Respondents
(100)
95
Broadcasting
68

PRINCIPAL

Are

personalities

RADIO

STATION

How

important?

QUESTION 9: IN YOUR OPINION, HOW IMPORTANT A FACTOR IS THE PERSALESMANSHIP OF A RADIO PERSONALITY IN THE SALES EFFECTIVEOF A COMMERCIAL?
NESSSONAL
Billings
Broadcast
Under
Over
Total
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
#
#
%
#
%
40
69
112
53
64
165
29
48
Of great importance
561
34
88
2
Of some importance
3
1
2
421
Of minor or no importance 4
1
163
Not Reporting
1
—
(100)
(100)
(100)
258
Total Respondents
95
YEARS THE IMQUESTION 10: DO YOU THINK THAT OVER THE LAST FEW HAS
INCREASED,
PORTANCE OF THIS FACTOR (PERSONALITY SALESMANSHIP)
DECREASED OR REMAINED ABOUT THE SAME?
Broadcast Billings
Under
Over
Total
$5,000,000
%
#$5,000,000%
#
#
%
108
Increased
76
47
29
28
27
42
32
Decreased
39
24
71
342
Remained the same
43
26
727
34
2
3
5
3
32
30
Not Reporting
95
258
(100)
163 (100)
(100)
Total Respondents

choices

#
33

Total

%13

"Top
40 Tunes"
Standard
Music &Stations
38
98
News Stations
Varied Programming
47
Stations
122
1
3
No Difference
7
19
Not Reporting
258
(100)
Total Respondents
Note: Percents add to more than 100 because
than one category.

Broadcast Billings
Under
Over
# $5,000,000%
#$5,000,000%
17
27
6
436
41
423
8
95
some

49
57
80
35
3
448
7
11
163
(100)
(100)
respondents mentioned more

are

made

QUESTION 13: MANY TIMEBUYERS ESTABLISH DEFINITE PREFERENCES FOR
CERTAIN STATIONS IN GIVEN MARKETS. PLEASE INDICATE THE RELATIVE
RANK OF IMPORTANCE OF EACH OF THE FOLLOWING FACTORS WHICH GUIDE
YOU IN ESTABLISHING SUCH PREFERENCES '.
Broadcast Billings
28
Over
Under
$5,000,000 $5,000,000%
Total
%
#
%13
#
First Choice
46
14
13
26
23
2
4
2
4
Type
9
15
19
18
33
Ratingsof programming
Personalities
23
30
59
7
16
15
11
27
Coverage
Ranking within market
68
Past relationship with
38
12
station,ment, its
manageits rep
Merchandising services
12
11
11
17
32
Station's profile, per258
sonality, or stature
33
20
(100)
Total Respondents
(100)
163 (100)
44
95

Second Choice

S
QUESTION 11: BY AND LARGE, WHICH OF THE THREE TYPES OF STATION
SALESSAY HAVE BETTER PERSONALITIES FROM A PRODUCT
WOULD YOU
MANSHIP STANDPOINT?

FORMATS

Type
Ratingsof programming
Personalities
Ranking within market
Coverage
Past relationship with
station,ment,its
manageits rep
Merchandising services
Station's profile, personality, or stature
Total Respondents
Note: Percents add to
categories.

Broadcast Billings
24
23 Over
# Under %
%
#
# Total %
$5,000,000
$5,000,000
19
13
19
19
24
24
9
1
206
1
15
9
15
18
20
15
39
21
20
10
14
33
6238
19
9
125
1
1
4
51
2
3
1
3
163
15
25
7
7
258
31
(100)
(100)
(100)
12
some respondents did not rank all
than 100 because 95
32

Total
Score Rank

How

to 'feel'

a station

STATUS
QUESTION 12- EVERY RADIO STATION HAS A CERTAIN PROFILE OR
SERS
ADVERTI
LOCAL
AND
RS
WITHIN ITS MARKET. WHILE MOST LISTENE
,
STATION
GIVEN
A
FOR
IS
PROFILE
THIS
HAVE A PRETTY GOOD IDEA OF WHAT
ABOUT
LITTLE
SHOWN
ARE
OFTEN
TS
ACCOUN
AL
TIMEBUYERS ON NATION
YOU LOOK
THAT STATION BEYOND ITS RATINGS. WHAT TYPES OF THINGS DO
IN ORDER
HAVE
TO
FOR, OR WHAT KIND OF INFORMATION WOULD YOU LIKE
?
MARKET
ITS
IN
ings
STATION
A
OF
TO GET "THE FEEL"
Broadcast
Over
Under
Total
Bil $5,000,000
$5,000,000%
29
73
Programming, type of
80
76
audience
19483
118
48
35
76
Talent, personalities
49
Community acceptance,
83
32
-5
29
public service
29
37
34
36
29
Caliber, type
30
32
of advertisers
27
44
21
76
25
65
31
20
47
Ratings, coverage, share
22
26
Promotion, advertising,
21
24
mail pull
13
42
Management,
62
20
19
13
16
15
9
reputation
9
41
14
22
Facilities or equipment
23
9
9
16
34
16
25
26
Merchandising Services
16
12
3
All Others
5
7
32
7
42
17
163
Not Reporting
95
12
(100)
258
(
(100)
100
Total Respondents
Note: Percents add to more than 100 )due to multiple mentions.

BROADCASTING

Weighted Ranking*ing
of programm
Type age
Cover
Ranking within market
Ratings

1469
1248
1396

Broadcast Billings
Under
Over
$5,000,000
$5,000,000 Score
Rank
Score Rank
1
2
4
512
957
5
536
860
756
492
714
3
530
6
789
343
646
163
371
470 7
242 95
396 8
172

1244
Station's profile, per1160
sonality, or stature
Personalities
989
Past relationship with
station,ment, its
its repmanage712 7
Merchandising services
568 £
258
Total Respondents
■ Computed by assigning
weight of '8" for First Choice, "7' for Second Choice,
etc., down to "" for Eighth Choice.

What

local

business

means

40

OF LOCAL ADVERTISING
QUESTION 14: DO YOU BELIEVE THAT THE VOLUME
THAT TYPE OF PROGRAMON INDICA
ON
T? THE ACCEPTANCE OF
MARKETES
IN THAT
MINGA STATI
Broadcast Billings
13
%
# Under %
#
%
#
Over 46
Total
65$5,000,000
109
Yes
44
No
11
18
163
14
105
9
4
13
444
Don't Know
425
Not Reporting
258
41
71
36
(100)
12
(100)
Total Respondents
(100)
95
34
31
►
BUYERS
INDIVIDUAL
OF
COMMENTS
5:
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I he tabulated answers of 258 timebuyers
to 14 questions which NBC Spot Sales
asked in surveying buyers" attitude toward
today's radio programming appear on pages
36-37. A 15th question was also asked:
QUESTION 15: ARE THERE ANY OTHER COMMENTS
YOU'D PROGRAMMING?
CARE TO MAKE ABOUT THE SUBJECT OF
RADIO
A total of 154 panelists (80% of the entire
panel) availed themselves of the opportunity to
comment beyond the scope of the specific questions submitted to them. These comments cover
a wide range of subject matter relating to radio
programming. These are some of them.
We take a dim view of the station operator
who follows the expedient route and permits
flagrant over-commercialization of prime time
periods. This is a present disservice to the advertisers involved and the radio industry in general.
In the long run such abuses cannot help but
contribute to the medium's delinquency. ARNOLD
E. JOHNSON, director of broadcast facilities, Needham. Louis & Brorby, Chicago
In my opinion the Top 40 format will, in the
long run, be detrimental to the medium. True
enough it has proven to be a financial bonanza
to many station operators primarily because of
the quantitative rating aspects. The all-important
qualitative aspects have been ignored entirely or
glossed over. What about such important quali-

MILDER
The

MUSIC

music popularity chart is the

"monster of the industry," a management
meeting of Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. radio stations was told last week
during panel dissection of the topic
"Which Way Music — Wilder or Milder?".
The meeting was told there is too
much conformity to lists and polls, or
to the other extreme, being different just
to be "different" rather than to be
"better."
As for the music trend: The consensus
is "milder, but with a beat."
The WBC radio management sessions
were held Tuesday through Friday at
French Lick, Ind., and were patterned
after the WBC television management
meeting in Savannah, Ga., last December.
WBC President Donald H. McGannon
presided.
Formula music broadcasting was criticized by the music panel consisting of
Mitch Miller, director of artists and
repertoire, Columbia Records; composer
Robert Allen, and Westinghouse disc
jockeys Joe Finan, KYW Cleveland, and
Don Lind, WIND Chicago. Music programming also highlighted a general
panel session later in the week which included WBC national program manager
William J. Kaland and Westinghouse station program managers Mark Olds,
KYW; Cal Bollwinkel, WOWO
Fort
Wayne, and David Croninger, WIND.
Mr. Miller told the WBC broadcast-

CONTINUED
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tative factors as: (a) believability (b) active or
passive listening (c) overall community service
(d) reliability (e) the practice of many stations
to double, triple spot — or, in some cases, a comafter every
d. j.'s who constantly
chatter mercial
drivel
and disc
fancy(f) themselves
as clever
comedians. The popularity of these stations is
not so much due to good, sound salesmanship
but rather to lazy, careless buying. EDWARD f.
RITZ, media director, Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap.
Milwaukee
The use of personalities has declined because
stations realize more gross profit by using staff
announcers and established formats than they
do by using expensive personalities. This trend
has no relationship to the sales effectiveness of
personalities or the interests of advertisers. Good
personalities still pull good ratings and still sell
products. Only the stations have benefitted from
the change; advertisers and listening public have
not.
MAHLON J. SAXON, timebuyer, Leo Burnett,
Chicago
There should be greater showmanship in local
radio. Too many stations pattern their programming on another station's successful pattern.
Program directors should apply more imagination
and aggressivenss to keep abreast of the times.
ALICE L. MOONEY, timebuyer, Richard A. Foley,
Philadelphia
The money-making, low cost, high rating formula of present Top 40 stations is having its
day among
inexperienced
and short-sighted

WITH

A

BEAT

ers to "revere your own knowledge. Use
it and don't underrate the listener's taste.
Never has there been more record variety
than today. Forget the polls and the lists.
There is too much uniformity in the
country today. I am not asking you to
be different for the sake of being different, but to be different to be better."
As for conformity to best seller lists,
Mr. Miller explained, "it's like having a
room full of platinum blondes. In that
kind of a room, you notice the brunette."
Mr. Kaland said best seller surveys
are important as a reflection of. public
preference, but added that other vital
elements in music programming are taste,
balance, pacing and judgment on new releases. To a comment that the interests of
the radio and record industries are essentially the same, Mr. Kaland replied,
"We are not in the same business. WBC
is in the entertainment business, not in
the business of selling records."
At another point, Mr. Kaland declared, "I'm tired of hearing rock and
roll linked with juvenile delinquency.
Music per se is not immoral."
Mr. Finan observed that "music is
headed for a milder stretch. The climate
is for milder music, but with an insistent
beat." He said "65% of the people who
listen to me in the afternoon are women.

timebuyers. Shortly this trend will be reversed
and these stations will experience a great reduction in advertising revenue when all buyers
come to the inevitable realization that you
can't sell a product to someone who is paying
full attentio
n to a hobby or repair job with
a pile of background music going in one ear and
coming out of the other for the sake of breaking
the lonely quiet of his basement, kitchen or
garage. JACK WALSH, chief timebuyer, D P
Brother, Detroit
I believe that radio is fast overloading itself
with commercials. This can only decrease
the
effectiveness of each commercial. The listener
is bound to close off his ears if the commercials
come too often. H. N. SAGER, media director
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Chicago
Most buyers agree that economy sometimes
influences stations to reprogram towards Top 40
formats. However, my first inclination is to support the stations who deliver the services which
most people want and appreciate. Unwarranted
promotion, gimmicks and pushing the Top 40
down the throats of an audience is not traditional broadcasting. Know your available audience, program to it, and manage your station
with some integrity and courage of conviction.
JAMES SCANLON, broadcast coordinator, William
Esty, New York
As a former sales manager I never hired a
salesman merely because he was able to make
a certain number of calls per day (that's exactly
what the mere rating of a station tells me). It's
important that he call on the right prospects.
(A station's programming will usually disclose
that.) A good salesman will try to present his
story at a time when the prospect is most receptive. (With the magic of music and the power
of the human voice, good radio programming
may often help to create a proper mood, and a
higher degree of receptiveness for the sponsor's
sales message. JACK GELLER, radio-tv director,
Weiss & Geller, New York
Programming for the most part is reaching an
all-time low. What is happening to the personality? I say stop pushing the station with call
letters every other minute. I will take my hat
off to any station who tells its listeners to explore
the frequency band and then come back to
them. In this way stations might stand up and
take notice that people will listen to good
programming. There is a place for all types of
programming but if we have to live with music,
why not educate the people to appreciate it.
FRANK MARTIN, timebuyer, Cunningham & Walsh,
New York
I'm no swami, and I realize most of my criticisms of radio programming are negative whenever I get on the subject with one of the reps —
nevertheless, I think some of the opportunists
who've gotten into radio on the basis of "lazy"
programming are killing the goose whose golden
egg they hope to reap. It amuses me to think
that the stations that are mechanically operated
by "Top 40 Music sheets" are undoubtedly
bought by the mechanical "slide rule buyers."
Poetic
justice run
dictates
that machines,
pretty soon,
we'll
have stations
by IBM
carrying
commercials purchased by agencies staffed with
IBM media departments. BILL MONAGHAN, media
director, John C. Dowd Inc., Boston
with
there
is Along
going to
be radio's
a generalcurrent
house "revival"
cleaning within
programming departments. There are many
stations doing just that right now and getting
a lot of publicity over the fact that they are
no longer playing "Top 40." The most important
fact to remember is that rock-and-roll is simply
a current fad and the station that hitches its
wagon to a fad without looking ahead will ultimately die with the certain death of all fads.
Chicago
LEONARD KAY, timebuyer, McCann-Erickson,

They've got to be romanced. In spite
of tensions, the wild beat has worn itself out."
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Merchandising support is a sadly neglected field.
Most radio stations talk a good game but do little
or nothing on a regular sustained basis. LARRY
STEVENS, owner, L. Stevens & Co., Honolulu.
Today's radio is getting difficult to buy. What
with all the different ratings given, programming
is being lost in the shuffle. Programming is one
of the most important phases of radio and when
stations stop going along with the trend to primarily corner the rating market and start program ing a more varied log, then we will have
balanced radio. ROBERT I. TURNER, timebuyer,
Cohen & Aleshire, New York

When the client can afford it, we like saturation in radio. Pick your station carefully, then
hit its audience 50 or more times per week.
If we are appealing to a particular segment,
we go in for programming with outstanding
personalities who can do us as much good off the
air as on. But lengthy DJ sessions are making
it more and more difficult to obtain personalityproduct identification. News and sport shows
are so short, it's like tuning to a recorded telephone answer service. Stations use so many
jingles telling about their own service that a
a sponsor's service is a little lost.
jingle
of them, showmanship means fanfares
mostabout
To
sell
means hollering.
sell music,
hard and
just asnoise
rattled
spotsdon't
news and You
with
off by the numbers. Let's give people more real
entertainment, information and human beings
who sound nice and human. Nothing sells better
than sincerity. Take it easy, boys. Analyze your
formula. Even too much penicillin can kill you.
SYD CORNELL, director tv-radio dept., Rollman
Adv., Cincinnati

against comBelieve stations should guardradio
does not
mercial overcrowding so that
lose its effectiveness. They should not be content
to coast if they sit on top of the rating heap
Secbut be watchful of programming quality.
ondly, would like to see stations concentrate
merchantheir efforts as much as possible inincreases
a
dising of one type— that which
ly I refer to inproduct's exposure. Specifical
store displays, bargain bar booths, etc. I would
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like to see some of the "puff" taken
money exmerchandising programs and themerchandi
sing
pended to police the fulfillment of
commitments. THELAAA GARDINIER, timebuyer,
Arndt, Preston, Chapin, Lamb & Keen, Philadelphia

"me-too" programToo much band-wagonallorfollow
blindly. Hurt
ming. One gets idea,
special packages
selves with "price wars"— cuts—
for YOU. A strict music -news station usually
has stereotyped news programming with no
thoughts in editing or giving well-rounded newst
events Especially true of 5 -minute newscas
stations. Stations think more of Pulse than of
ents. Programaudience or common sense judgem
ming (exception: programs like Monitor) have
beer! cheapening radio. LAURENCE J. HOGE, media
director, Doremus, San Francisco
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the week
There were 125,117,000 people in the U.S. over 12 years of age during
June 15-21. This is how they spent their time.
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There were 125,117,000 people in the U.S. over 12 years of age during
June 8-14. This is how they spent their time.
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are gone, but captivated audiences can still
be had. MORT YANOW, radio-tv director, Feigenbaum & Wormen Adv., Philadelphia
you can probably
I am quite
a "bug"
onAsprogramming.
I try see,
to study
it thoroughly
when I make a buy and it is wonderful to see
how much help the really good stations give a
buyer who wants the information. Of course,
maybe I have more time to study more about
the stations than some of the buyers on Madison
Avenue do, but sometimes I shudder when I
hear a badly misplaced commercial for a nationally advertised product placed out of New York.
I think buyers should insist on more information
from stations and the good stations should supply
others
The will
asked. and
beinganyhow,
more
have itwithout
to supply,
coverwon't
up
the fact with other well-recognized guff. I believe
in telling a salesman everything I can about an
account and its aims in a campaign. I expect the
salesman to give me all the information I need
and ask for (preferably he should give it without
my asking specifically) and programming certainly should be a very large part of that information. B. R. SEETER, media, Evans & Assoc. Adv.,
Fort Worth.
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The tabulated answers of 258 timcbuyers
to 14 questions which NBC Spot Sales
asked in surveying buyers' attitude toward
today's radio programming appear on pages
36-37. A 15th question was also asked:
QUESTION 15: ARE THERE ANY OTHER COMMENTS
YOU'D CARE TO MAKE ABOUT THE SUBJECT OF
RADIO PROGRAMMING?
A total
of 154
panelistsof(80l'c
of the entireto
panel)
availed
themselves
the opportunity
comment beyond the scope of the specific questions submitted to them. These comments cover
a wide range of subject matter relating to radio
programming. These are some of them.
We take a dim view of the station operator
who follows the expedient route and permits
flagrant over-commercialization of prime time
periods. This is a present disservice to the advertisers involved and the radio industry in general.
In the long run such abuses cannot help but
contribute to the medium's delinquency. ARNOLD
E. JOHNSON, director of broadcast facilities. Needham. Louis & Brorby. Chicago
In my opinion the Top 40 format will, in the
long run, be detrimental to the medium. True
enough it has proven to be a financial bonanza
to many station operators primarily because of
the quantitative rating aspects. The all-important
qualitative aspects have been ignored entirely or
glossed over. What about such important quali-

MILDER
The

MUSIC

music popularity chart is the

"monster of the industry," a management
meeting of Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co. radio stations was told last week
during panel dissection of the topic
"Which

Way

Music — Wilder or Mild-

er?".
The meeting was told there is too
much conformity to lists and polls, or
to the other extreme, being different just
to be "different" rather than to be
"better."
As for the music trend: The consensus
is "milder, but with a beat."
The WBC radio management sessions
were held Tuesday through Friday at
French Lick, Ind., and were patterned
after the WBC television management
meeting in Savannah, Ga., last December.
WBC President Donald H. McGannon
presided.
Formula music broadcasting was criticized by the music panel consisting of
Mitch Miller, director of artists and
repertoire, Columbia Records^" composer
Robert Allen, and Westinghouse disc
jockeys Joe Finan, KYW Cleveland, and
Don Lind, WIND Chicago. Music programming also highlighted a general
panel session later in the week which included WBC national program manager
William J. Kaland and Westinghouse station program managers Mark Olds,
KYW; Cal Bollwinkel, WOWO
Fort
Wayne, and David Croninger, WIND.
Mr. Miller told the WBC broadcast-

CONTINUED

THINK

•
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tative factors as: (a) believability (b) active or
passive listening (c) overall community service
(d) reliability (e) the practice of many stations
to double, triple spot — or, in some cases, a commercial after every disc (f) d. j.'s who constantly
chatter drivel and fancy themselves as clever
comedians. The popularity of these stations is
not so much due to good, sound salesmanship
but rather to lazy, careless buying. EDWARD F.
RITZ, media director, Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap.
Milwaukee
The use of personalities has declined because
stations realize more gross profit by using staff
announcers and established formats than they
do by using expensive personalities. This trend
has no relationship to the sales effectiveness of
personalities or the interests of advertisers. Good
personalities still pull good ratings and still sell
products. Only the stations have benefitted from
the change; advertisers and listening public have
not. MAHLON J. SAXON, timebuyer, Leo Burnett,
Chicago
There should be greater showmanship in local
radio. Too many stations pattern their programming on another station's successful pattern.
Program directors should apply more imagination
and aggressivenss to keep abreast of the times.
ALICE L. MOONEY, timebuyer, Richard A. Foley,
Philadelphia
The money-making, low cost, high rating formula of present Top 40 stations is having its
day among
inexperienced
and short-sighted

WITH

A

BEAT

ers to "revere your own knowledge. Use
it and don't underrate the listener's taste.
Never has there been more record variety
than today. Forget the polls and the lists.
There is too much uniformity in the
country today. I am not asking you to
be different for the sake of being different, but to be different to be better."
As for conformity to best seller lists,
Mr. Miller explained, "it's like having a
room full of platinum blondes. In that
kind of a room, you notice the brunette."
Mr. Kaland said best seller surveys
are important as a reflection of public
preference, but added that other vital
elements in music programming are taste,
balance, pacing and judgment on new releases. To a comment that the interests of
the radio and record industries are essentially the same, Mr. Kaland replied,
"We are not in the same business. WBC
is in the entertainment business, not in
the business of selling records."
At another point, Mr. Kaland declared, "I'm tired of hearing rock and
roll linked with juvenile delinquency.
Music per se is not immoral."
Mr. Finan observed that "music is
headed for a milder stretch. The climate
is for milder music, but with an insistent
beat." He said "65% of the people who
listen to me in the afternoon are women.

timebuyers. Shortly this trend will be reversed
and these stations will experience a great reduction in advertising revenue when all buyers
come to the inevitable realization that you
can't sell a product to someone who is paying
full attentio
n to a hobby or repair job with
a pile of background music going in one ear and
coming out of the other for the sake of breaking
the lonely quiet of his basement, kitchen or
garage.
Brother, JACK
DetroitWALSH, chief timebuyer, D. P
I believe that radio is fast overloading itself
with commercials. This can only decrease
the
effectiveness of each commercial. The listener
is bound to close off his ears if the commercials
come too often. H. N. SAGER, media director
Kenyon & Eckhardt, Chicago
Most buyers agree that economy sometimes
influences stations to reprogram towards Top 40
formats. However, my first inclination is to support the stations who deliver the services which
most people want and appreciate. Unwarranted
promotion, gimmicks and pushing the Top 40
down the throats of an audience is not traditional broadcasting. Know your available audience, program to it, and manage your station
with some integrity and courage of conviction.
JAMES SCANLON, broadcast coordinator, William
Esty, New York
As a former sales manager I never hired a
salesman merely because he was able to make
a certain number of calls per day (that's exactly
what the mere rating of a station tells me). It's
important that he call on the right prospects.
(A station's programming will usually disclose
that.) A good salesman will try to present his
story at a time when the prospect is most receptive. (With the magic of music and the power
of the human voice, good radio programming
may often help to create a proper mood, and a
higher degree of receptiveness for the sponsor's
sales message. JACK GELLER, radio-tv director,
Weiss & Geller, New York
Programming for the most part is reaching an
all-time low. What is happening to the personality? I say stop pushing the station with call
letters every other minute. I will take my hat
off to any station who tells its listeners to explore
the frequency band and then come back to
them. In this way stations might stand up and
take notice that people will listen to good
programming. There is a place for all types of
programming but if we have to live with music,
why not educate the people to appreciate it.
FRANK MARTIN, timebuyer, Cunningham & Walsh.
New York
I'm no swami, and I realize most of my criticisms of radio programming are negative whenever I get on the subject with one of the reps —
nevertheless, I think some of the opportunists
who've gotten are
intokilling
radio the
on goose
the basis
"lazy"
programming
whoseof golden
egg they hope to reap. It amuses me to think
that the stations that are mechanically operated
by "Top 40 Music sheets" are undoubtedly
bought by the mechanical "slide rule buyers."
Poetic stations
justice run
dictates
that machines,
pretty soon,
we'll
have
by IBM
carrying
commercials purchased by agencies staffed with
IBM media departments. BILL MONAGHAN, media
director, John C. Dowd Inc., Boston
with
there
is Along
going to
be radio's
a generalcurrent
house "revival"
cleaning within
programming departments. There are many
stations doing just that right now and getting
a lot of publicity over the fact that they are
no longer playing "Top 40." The most important
fact to remember is that rock-and-roll is simply
a current fad and the station that hitches its
wagon to a fad without looking ahead will ultiChicago mately die with the certain death of all fads.
LEONARD KAY, timebuyer, McCann-Erickson,

They've got to be romanced. In spite
of tensions, the wild beat has worn itself out."
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Merchandising support is a sadly neglected Held.
Most radio stations talk a good game but do little
or nothing on a regular sustained basis. LARRY
STEVENS, owner, L. Steuens & Co., Honolulu.
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people in the U.S. over 12 years of age during the week
There were 125,117,000
June 15-21. This is how they spent their time.
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JOINS

iVADE

•

Los Angeles

•

Some

agency

representatives

stamping

Last week Wade Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, notified stations and station representatives that. effective July 14, the agency
will not pay for its clients' tv spots if they
are triple-spotted.
A clause to that effect will be stamped
on all station contracts issued by Wade
and stations will be expected to initial and
live up to it. Forrest Owen Jr., executive
vice president said Thursday. Similar action
is being taken by Wade's sister agency,
Geoffrey Wade Adv., Chicago, after a long
series of discussions with tv station officials.
"We think the stations will go along with
us in all but the smallest markets," Mr.
Owen said. He reported having seen
five spots in a row
on "the top network
outlet" in one small
community, adding,
"This is the kind of
thing we want to
stop."
For one major
client. Mills Co. of
Calif., the agency
has been using spots
MR. OWEN
inside programs instead of between them. In most cases this
has kept Mills from being triple-spotted, he
said, as most stations agree that putting
more than two program spots back-to-back
is not good for them any more than for
the advertisers.
In Wade's prohibition of triple-spotting,
no mention is made of the length of the
spot. It was immediately pointed out this
would permit two one-minute spots, or perhaps spots of even greater length, but
would bar the combination of two 20-second spots and a 10-second ID (which includes a sponsor's message in addition to
identifying the station).
One station representative noted that the
Wade ruling goes beyond that of the NAB
tv code (Par. 6), which states, "More than
two back-to-back announcements plus the
conventional sponsor 10-second station ID
are not acceptable between programs or
within the framework of a single program."
If agencies for the large national advertisers were generally to adopt restrictions such as those in the Wade "stipulation,
this representative declared, their effect
might be to force regional and local advertisers out of tv's choice time periods and
perhaps out of the medium altogether.
Informed of this objection, Mr. Owen
said the matter of ID's and whether they
should be classed as a third spot would be
given due consideration. "We have no desire to hurt any legitimate operation," he
said, "but we are determined to prevent
our clients from being hurt by triple-spotting."
Another station representative expressed
•
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TRIPLE-SPOT

clause on station contracts

say sponsors

The campaign against triple-spotting by
television stations [Lead Story, June 23]
has moved into the West.
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ON

BAN

will lose choice times

the view that the time occupied by any
group of commercials should be considered
as well as the number of spots. One of the
stations on his list, he reported, has a spot
for one of the Wade accounts which is
broadcast with a second spot and an ID
between two programs with unusually high
ratings. "If the station is handed the Wade
mandate," he said, "it will have to ask one
of the three advertisers to move. Since
Wade is forcing the change, the Wade client
will probably be the one asked to move.
Then, Wade will have to decide whether it
is better to ship its client to a less desirable
place on the schedule, with perhaps half the
rating, or to keep it where it is in violation of the agency's own rule."
Network station managers pointed out
they can't triple-spot during network time as
the 30-second period between network programs allows time for only a 20-second
spot and 10-second ID. As to their own
programming, one manager raised the question whether viewers and advertisers are
both better served when an hour program
with six commercials is interrupted twice for
triple-spots than when it is broken in three
with two spots each break.
The manager of an independent tv station said his station limits all commercial
breaks in A time to a maximum of 90 seconds. "We sell a lot of ID's and when we
lump together a one-minute spot and two
ID's we don't feel we're doing anything
wrong." He noted that a competitor puts two
90-second spots together for a total of three
minutes commercial time and commented
that his 90-second group would violate the
Wade restriction whereas the other station's
three-minute twosome would not.
CBS

Signs Amoco,

Marlboro

For Broad Am-Tv Grid Hookup
The Washington Redskins last week
claimed the largest radio-tv station lineup
for a single pro football club by announcing
its fall schedule (commencing Sept. 28)
would be carried on 80 radio and 41 tv
stations (all CBS-TV affiliates) through the
South under sponsorship of American Oil
Co. and Philip Morris Inc.
The Redskins will be seen and heard in
Washington, Virginia, West Virginia, the
Carolinas, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
Mississippi, Kentucky and Tennessee.
Earlier plans to extend coverage to include
Louisiana and Arkansas markets were
dropped.
Amoco through Joseph Katz Co., New
York and Baltimore, will be spending approximately $750,000 on the games, fully
sponsoring the radio coverage and splitting
the tv tab with PM's Marlboro (Leo Burnett
Co., Chicago). How much Marlboro is
spending for Redskins coverage was not
divulged. The cigarette company and oil
firm will each pick up two full quarters.
Whatever Marlboro's allocation, it represents only a fraction of the cigarette brand's

sports program sponsorship. Marlboro
spokesmen in New York indicated Thursday
they would shortly announce "an accelerated year-round tv sports program," beginning with NBC-TV's "Game of the
Week" in fall pro football, through the Redskins schedule and running consecutively
into ice hockey and perhaps basketball, and
baseball in 1959.
S.

F. Agency

Purchase

Shifts Coast
Billings
With the departure a fortnight ago of
President Eugene I. Harrington (followed by
four west coast accounts), Fletcher D. Richards Inc., New York, last week re-established
a Northern California beachhead by announcing the purchase of a San Francisco
agency.
Effective July 1, Harris, Harlan, Wood
Inc. — helmed by a triumvirate of agencymen who up to a few months ago served
as the Pacific Coast office of Brooke, Smith,
French & Dorrance Inc., Detroit — becomes
F. D. Richards' Harris-Harlan-Wood Div.
President King Harris, vice presidentcreative director Ridge Harlan and vice
president-marketing director Parker Wood
will bring with them the following accounts:
J. A. Folger & Co. (Instant Folger's coffee
which now joins Folger's ground coffee, already aRichards west coast client); Granny
Goose foods; W. P. Fuller & Co. (building
materials); Safeway Stores (for Captain's
Choice frozen sea food and Lac-Mix) ;
Golden West Broadcasting Co. (KMPC Los
Angeles and KSFO San Francisco) and a
number of other clients. Together with the
accounts left behind by Mr. Harrington and
the associates who will join him at a new
location (Morris Plan of California, Sutro
Bros., Grand Teton Lodge, Bi-Po Co. and
others), San Francisco billings should come
to $2.2 million or double the billings of the
former Harrington, Richards & Morgan
Div. there, according to agency spokesmen.
Offices at 58 Sutter St. in San Francisco
formerly occupied by the Harrington, Richards & Morgan Div. (which now becomes
Richards & Morgan Div. in Los Angeles
only) will be retained by the Richards agency.
Expected to join Mr. Harrington at
Honig-Cooper, Harrington & Miner [Advertisers & Agencies, June 9] are Alfred E.
Smith, San Francisco office manager of
HR&M Div., Harry G. Fletcher, vice president and art director, and Henry W. Peterson, vice president and creative director.
The four accounts which are following Mr.
Harrington back home are Bank of California, Woolite Inc., Western Pacific R. R.
Co., and Squirt Co. While other former
HR&M staff employes may also move to
H-C, H&M, executives at the Fletcher D.
Richards home office were hopeful that "the
personnel situation out here would pretty
much be set now. . . ." Coming in with
Messrs. Harris, Harlan and Wood are the
following BSF&D executives:
Vice president-art director Jack Keeler,
media director Doris Williams, radio-tv director Carol Pauker and production manager Pat Trimble. Other appointments may
follow, it was indicated. Porter F. AnderBroadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued
son. HR&M executive, remains us vice
president and account supervisor on
Folger*s and Planters peanuts.
Los Angeles operations of Fletcher D.
Richards are generally expected to be left
unaffected by the shuffle upstate. For the
time being. Fletcher D. Richards will work
on a two-office Los Angeles operation — the
Richards & Morgan Div. (headed by Raymond R. Morgan and office manager Robert
C. Temple) and the Harris. Harlan. Wood
Div. (headed by James O. Thompson). It
was indicated Friday that "•eventually" the
two offices would be combined.

Babbitt,

Hudson

to

HR&M's
HCH&M

Smith, Gehring Join
San Francisco Office

When Eugene 1. Harrington moves from
the presidency of Fletcher D. Richards Inc.
in New York to the chairmanship of HonigCooper & Miner in San Francisco tomorrow
(Tuesday) [Advertisers & Agencies, June
9], he will not move alone. Alfred E. Smith,
manager of the San Francisco office of
Harrington, Richard & Morgan, west coast
branch of the Richards agency, is joining
the San Francisco office of Honig-Cooper,
Harrington

help

wrapper
by swapping
Two household product advertisers were
meeting at the management level last week
to map out a unique merchandising concept: How better to help themselves to
greater shares of the market by helping out
the various municipally-owned or franchised
transit systems now facing operating deficits.
The promotion, billed as Operation
Sudsway, gets underway tomorrow in New
York and will shortly be rolling into other
major markets including Washington, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit, Kansas City, Milwaukee, Boston, Baltimore,
Cincinnati and San Francisco, if civic authorities approve.

Not only will the municipalities be affected, but radio-tv as well. Reason: The advertisers— B. T. Babbitt Co. and Hudson
Pulp & Paper Co. — feeling they have "a real
hot thing" to tell and sell the housewife,
"will most definitely" have to step up their
respective use of radio-tv spot.
Babbitt (Bab-O, Glim, Hep, Air-Gene and
other cleansers) last month announced a
plan whereby its customers could exchange
three Babbitt product coupons (printed into
the labels) for a New York Transit Authority subway token or equivalent in bus
reimbursing the TA its full 15
later
fare,
cents. The news made headlines and subsequently, before the TA even gave the
green light to Babbitt. The company receiveed calls from other cities asking if they,
too, could work out a similar arrangement
with Babbitt. Also Hudson, whose market
area extends west to the Mississippi, wanted
in. Babbitt welcome both cities and advertisers and now is working out media schedules and merchandising schemes to drive
Sudsway from New York to California.
Currently Babbitt spends in excess of $1.5
million in broadcasting, all of it in tv spot.
Last month it cancelled its radio schedules
on NBC Radio and spot so it could introduce a new "corporate tv character" named
Norman Normal to daytime viewers with
double its original tv allocations.

&

Miner

transit

(the

agency's new

lines

for tokens
coupons
it retains its 74-station, 5 3 -market tv lineup,
Babbitt — supplemented by Hudson allocations— plans a return to radio spot in a
number of markets in which both will ride
the Sudsway. Media schedules now are
being firmed up at Brown & Butcher —
Norman, Craig & Kummel, Hudson's
agency, willingly taking a back seat for
the drive. Hudson's present ad expenditures
are slightly larger than $1 million, and
though it is nearing the end of its current
radio-tv spot cycle, is expected to share the
tab 50-50 in the participation. Babbitt expects to interest other advertisers into climbing aboard the Sudsway in areas not covered
by Hudson.
The idea to come to the aid of ailing
New York transit (see box) first came to
Brown & Butcher President Thomas C.
Butcher last February. He passed it on to
promotion-minded Marshall S. Lachner,
who only a few months earlier had quit the
presidency of Pabst Brewing Co. to take
over Babbitt, which likewise was17]."hurting"
Messrs.
[Advertisers & Agencies, Feb.
Butcher and Lachner then discussed it
further with their colleagues, sounded out

name) as a vice president. Don Gehring,
HR&M vice president in Los Angeles,
moves to the Los Angeles office of HCH&M
as account superviser.
Three west coast clients of HR&M are
also moving to HCH&M in San Francisco, the Bank of California and Western
Pacific Railroad Co. have announced the
transfer of their accounts to the new agency
in the wake of Mr. Harrington and Mr.
Smith. In Los Angeles, the Squirt Co. account which was supervised by Mr. Gehring
will continue under his superat HR&M
vision at HCH&M.

New York politicians and, after being
assured there would be no conflict of interest between private and public enterprise,
began to prepare the ways and means of
implementing the token-swap idea.
Last Tuesday, in detailing Sudsway to
a luncheon meeting of the New York Sales
Executives Club, Mr. Lachner noted that
was "taking a considerable risk" in
Babbitt
it could ill afford such a largess as
that
giving the TA 15 cents per token issued,
whereas such giants as Lever Bros, and
we're countProcter & Gamble could. "But
ing on the American spirit of fair play on
the part of the consumers, the retailers, the
transit employes to treat this offer ('Buy
Three — Ride Free!') in the same spirit of
cooperation in which it was conceived.
To bolster this spirit of cooperation, Babbitt last week began spraying New York
subway trains with apply-blossom scented
Air-Gene, much to the delight of weatheroppressed New Yorkers.
Plight of the New York Transit Authority
— one of many systems in a financial
strait jacket — was again made known last
week when the TA announced it expects
to loose some 30 million riders this year;
that for the next 12 months it would spend
$281,240,040, take in only $254,510,000,
thus lose $26,730,040.

"But all this has changed now," comments
Brown & Butcher vice president and account
Walter H. Wright. "We haven't
supervisor,
time to film special Sudsway films nor can
we properly record radio jingles." While
Broadcasting

le for one ride
THREE BAB-O LABELS, such as the one shown above, will be negotiab
word.
the
spread
help
on New York's transit system. Radio-tv will
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WIN

•

Cereal

•

Budget

TV

company
to allow

BATTLE
to shift money
$7-7.5

The agency
officially
announced
Kellogg"s
decision
last week
to shift
its monies
from
ABC-TV for a similar schedule of halfhour children*s shows in an estimated 170
markets next September. Chicago station
representatives were plainly elated over the
cereal-maker's decision and acceptance of
a discount formula for bulk program time
purchase involving a "program contribution" technique [Advertisers & Agencies,
June 23; Stations, June 16]. The prospects
of other national advertisers following suit
and of a movement for standardization
of the formula at the stations' level starting
with rate card reappraisals loomed to the
fore.
Burnett emphasized that the new spot
schedule "does not represent any basic dissatisfaction with network television," citing
Kellogg's three new evening shows (Disneyland on ABC-TV; What's My Line and the
Garry Moore Show on CBS-TV). The decision was dictated, the agency reported, "by
a desire for complete flexibility in the replacement of this segment of the Kellogg
broadcasting activity."
It was common knowledge in advertising
circles that Kellogg district managers were
not entirely satisfied with the current children's adventure strip on ABC-TV comprising Superman, Sir Lancelot, Wild Bill
Hickok, Woody Woodpecker and The Buccaneers. Burnett simply announced the strip
"will not be renewed after expiration of
the present contract on Sept 29."
In line with the formula suggested by
the Station Representatives Assn. -Chicago
Spot Development Council, Burnett plans
to buy time ranging from three to five
half-hours per week for placement of four
program properties, varying in different
markets. In some instances, two 30-minute
segments may be bought under the SRAChicago plan. Verbal commitments from
stations in the negotiating group calls for
discounts of 20% for three 30-minute film
periods, 25% and four and 30% for a
complete weekly strip.
A newcomer to the Kollogg stable is
Huckleberry Hound, described by John
Mitchell, vice president of Screen Gems,
as the first all-animated half-hour produced
specifically for television. The_ all-cartoon
series was produced for Screen Gems by
H-B Enterprises. Others slated for the fall
spot schedule are Woody Woodpecker, Superman and Wild Bill Hickok — the lastnamed perhaps running twice weekly in
some markets.
Burnett pointed out that the three programs being retained (Sir Lancelot and The
Buccaneers are being dropped) "consistently
rated high in the battle for the daytime
kid audience during 1957-58" on ABCTV. But the decision to return to spot,
which Kellogg originally abandoned last
•
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from

package rates for such bulk program time
purchases as suggested by SRA-Chicago.
Generally, stations until now have made
no provisions in television for such buys
on a par with spot announcements.

KELLOGG

ABC-TV

million for time

Leo Burnett Co. will start seeking spot
tv availabilities for Kellogg Co. in the
next fortnight, armed with a $7-7.5 million
budget for time and talent.
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FOR

and

to spot
talent

Kellogg's acceptance of the discount
formula, designed by SRA-Chicago members as a means of stimulating spot tv
activity, is expected to open the door for
requests by other national advertisers for
similar advantages. One such advertiser,
Wilson & Co., is seeking benefits of contiguous rates in a contemplated three-perday, 1 5-per-week film strip in about 30
markets, with a five-minute series tailored
for the women daytime audience [At Deadline, June 16].
It's also known that at least a few Chicago station representative firms plan to
take the initiative by pitching the concept
to other midwest-based advertisers. SRAChicago members represented in presentation of the rate formula include Blair-Tv;
Blair Television Assoc.; Weed Television;
The Katz Agency Inc.; Adam Young Inc.,
and Peters, Griffin, Woodward.

year for network, was seen as perhaps an
answer to its distribution problems.
ABC-TV was reported to have made
several concessions in its last-ditch presentations to Burnett and Kellogg, among
them a 30-day cancellation clause on any
station in any market and a 13-week cancellation clause in any new network contract. Kellogg also was reportedly offered
the opportunity to select ABC-TV stations
in line with its distribution patterns. At
one point Burnett and Kellogg were studying
the possibility of a combined network-andspot deal.
Station representatives will be asked
for availabilities in about two weeks and
given "final information" on Kellogg market preferences for the campaign, tentatively
due to get underway between Sept. 7 and
26.
While no provision is made in the SRAChicago plan for fewer than three halfhours per week in a given market, it was
reported conceivable that stations would
be asked to provide smaller discounts (less
than 20%), although it was understood the
Kellogg budget is sizeable enough to cover
straight time purchases without any rate
"cuts" as such. In some markets, it was
pointed out, competition will serve as a
"leveler."
The Kellogg move stimulated speculation
as to how many stations will actually reappraise their rate cards to incorporate

Nielsen

Expands

MNA

Tv

Report

A. C. Nielsen Co. last week announced
the expansion of its multi-network area
television report to 23 cities, an increase
of nine markets, to keep pace with the
expansion of simultaneous three-network
service in areas throughout the U. S. Nielsen
said its MNA service now covers 40%
of all U. S. tv homes. This is the second
major revision of the original nine-city
area established in the fall of 1951, Nielsen
said. MNA went to 14 cities in July 1955.

►

Latest

count

on

U.S.

A. C. Nielsen Co. and Advertising Research Foundation last week began subscriber and member distribution of their
newest county-by-county studies of television saturation in the U.S. The correlated basic figures show the country
now has 42.4 million television homes
representing 84% saturation, well above
the spring 1956 tabulation which showed
35.5 million tv homes and 72.8% saturation.
The county-by-county figures, to be
made public in the fall, represent correlation of two independent sets of data —
preliminary estimates on a county-bycounty basis supplied by Nielsen in connection with its upcoming Nielsen Coverage Service No. 3 (to be completed later
in the summer) , and ARF estimates of
stated reliability for the U.S. and large
geographic areas from the national tv
survey conducted in January by the Bureau of the Census. Field work for NCS
No. 3 was done in February, March and
April. The previous Nielsen-ARF countyby-county tabulation, made in the spring
of 1956, was published in the fall of

television

that year [Broadcasting, Oct. 1, 1956].
The spring 1958 county-by-county
study shows the highest tv ownership
growth was in the less heavily populated
sections of the country. The western region registered a 17% increase in tv set
ownership over 1956, bringing tv saturation there up to 83%.
Pacific coast tv ownership is up 14.6%
since 1956, with saturation now 85%.
In the South, tv ownership increased
13.5%, up to 75% saturation now over
61.5% in 1956. The northeast and north
central sections of the country show the
highest tv ownership, 90 and 88%,
respectively.

Biggest state jump was Wyoming, up
from 25.8% in 1956 to 54% this year.
Tv penetration has hit a high of 91% in
Connecticut, Massachusetts. New Jersey,
Ohio and Rhode Island.
The Nielsen state and regional summary, which shows growth through comparison with 1956 figures, is carried in
full on the facing page. Also on that page
are the top 100 counties as listed by
ARF.
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued

Sackheim's

mailsack

helps

explain

how
agency
gets
results
with
radio-tv
\\ ith the appointment by Revlon of the
The question many "Revlon-watchers"
are asking these days is: Will Revlon make
Sackheim agency fAdvertisers & Agencies,
June 9], Madison Avenue observers, who
use of the "cost-per-response" system?
previously tended to dismiss that agency
It's possible, but not probable, according
as a house specializing in print mail-order
to Revlon insiders. Reason: Revlon's broadcast formula, which is to test the product on
advertising, are taking a second look. They
radio and expose it nationally on network
are finding that Sackheim since 1956 has
tv on the regular Revlon shows. While
been building up an extraordinarily successful case history for its radio-tv department
Revlon isn't talking about what precipitated
the switch of Clear-O-Dan out of Mogul,
chiefly through the use of what it calls "reit's considered a sure bet that the move
sponse advertising" — a technique of countcan be directly linked to Sherman Lurie. an
ing audiences through telephone calls and
account man. Mr. Lurie recently left Grey
postal cards.
However "response advertising" may be
interpreted, it is not "per inquiry" advertising, for Sackheim says its clients pay full
rate card or whatever discounts are allowed
regular radio-tv advertisers.
The $10 million agency's broadcast operations— supervised by its vice president and
head timebuyer, Joe Gans — not only have
underscored the old mail order truism of
"you're only as good as yesterday's mail
count," it also has undercut the importance
of "station popularity" as decided by the
various rating services. More importantly,
the Sackheim buying pattern has boosted the
stock of many an fm station operator by
tossing him business that might otherwise
have gone to the more powerful am's. By
deciding in favor of stations that are in
second or third place in given markets, Sackheim feels, it is giving its clients the assurance that their messages are received by a
specific audience that is ready and willing to
buy products made for their tastes and pocketbooks. It does so by deciding first upon an
"audience composit" — a rough image of a
hypothetical listener as regards his income,
habits, leisure — then picking the station that
comes closest to catering to that listener or
viewer.
Consequently, it has shunned the "Top
40" am station. Explains Mr. Gans: "There's
a lot to be said for mass audience exposure,
but our clients can't afford to buy broadness
at the expense of penetration."
Response advertising, being a variation
on the theme of mail order copy — "no nonsense copy" — calls for "assurance of volume
at a profit," according to Mr. Gans. But in
Sackheim's case, "volume" is qualitative,
not quantitative. Echoing a recent talk by
author Martin Mayer [Advertisers & Agencies, June 2], Mr. Gans said, "We want
consumers . . . not bellybuttons."
How many phone calls or postcards spell
success? The Sackheim agency weh't tell —
"success being a relative thing. Let's just
say that each radio-tv budget is predicated
on the amount of response received and
that this response must justify the investment." Last year, Mr. Gans discloses, 91%
of time bought "proved profitable for the
clients"; 4% of the campaigns "broke even"
and 5% "took a loss." Because of the
necessity of "locking up" specific time slots
to reach a certain audience segment, "response advertising" cannot work with the
barter system: "You can never be assured
of
Gansgetting
notes. the position you want," Mr.
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for Sackheim to head that agency's drug
division and has been highly thought of by
the Revlon hierarchy ever since his days at
Block Drug Co. Revlon advertising vice
president, George Abrams, and the recentlyappointed assistant to the president, E. William Mandel, are both Block alumni.
While not committing itself on future
Clear-O-Dan media strategy, Revlon admits
being impressed by a number of Sackheim
success stories. Among them:
• Time Inc.'s Time magazine — In 1956
Time radio-tv responsibilities were reassigned
out of Young & Rubicam to Sackheim. The
"average" Time reader envisioned by Sackheim: above average income ($5,200 and
up), college graduate, home owner and a
"career person." The means
to reach this reader: "good
music" stations, mostly fm's
as well as early morning and
late night network tv. After

CBS Radio's Mitch Miller and Robert Q.
Lewis programs and also bought time on
those am independents that featured
"straight dance and jazz music." For the
classical music consumer it relied on fm,
taking 10 spots a week in some 30 markets.
Its sole network purchase was participating
sponsorship on a See It Now documentary
dealing with "The Vice Presidency. ' There
was no special tv-radio offer, just the regular CRC "inducement plan": three free
Columbia 12-inch LPs for joining the club
and agreeing to buy no fewer than four
LPs at regular club price per year. CRC's
annual budget: $400,000 in radio-tv.
• Jackson & Perkins Inc. ("World's Largest Mail Order Rose Growers"), Newark,
N. J. — An old-line account at Sackheim,
J&P sought as the image of its customers
"the serious-minded home owner intent on
beautifying his property." It found this
listener to be a family man who listens to
"the better-grade music-and-news station
with specific adult (as against teen-age)
appeal." The commercial asked interested
listeners
"Roses,
Station
rather thanto a write
P.O. box
number.
Reason: to"
give the listener "a familiar name to write
to" and to allow the station a gauge to
measure its own effectiveness. So sure was
J&P of its roses that it took to tv this spring
to "dare" its customers to buy rosebushes
(price range: $3.95-$8.55) to complete
satisfaction "without having to pay us . . .
or
the postman
one 10
cent."
Gimmick:
if by June
the
roses failed to bloom, the
bushes could be kept, scotfree. Cost of covering 20

independent am-fm stations
offering
of
27 weeksthetospecial
Time "deal"
at $1.97
plus the short-run NBC-TV
over some 35 radio stations,
Today "we dare you" camSackheim tested tv via parpaign:Avenue
$100,000. Color Lab* Fifth
ticipations in Panorama Pacific carried over the nineoratories, New York — New
station Columbia Pacific Teleat Sackheim, this client wantvision Network. Late last
ed to convert black-and-white
year, the test completed,
photo hobbyists into color
film users, offering to develop
Sackheim bought daily announcements for eight weeks
MR. GANS
one roll 'absolutely free" if
on NBC-TV's Today (Lineup
the listener (to weekend raC — 37 affiliates); early this year, it added
dio, Friday night-Sunday afternoon) shot
announcements on 69 NBC-TV affiliates
color film "this weekend." It tested WNEW
New York with $2,000 and three weeks
carrying the Jack Paar Show. Both buys
later was spending 10 times that budget on
are still active, Today at 7:35 a.m., Paar
40
radio stations. WNEW four days after
at 12:50 p.m. Whereas the radio campaigns
the initial announcements reported receiving
ask people to call a local telephone answerover 6,000 orders and rolls of color film;
ing service (which regularly passes the
stations located as far away as the West
orders to the agency), the tv announcements
Coast now accept these films and forward
call for written replies to a box number,
them to New York which processes the film
care of Time. The magazine currently spends
and returns the roll to the customer.
$400,000 a year and will up its budget this
summer when Time breaks in Canada.
The "response advertising" technique also
• Columbia LP Record Club, Columbia
works indirectly — that is, without benefit of
phone or postcard tabulation.
Records Div., CBS Inc. — Assigned this acFor example, for Puritron Corp., New
count from its conception in 1955, Sackheim divided the CRC consumer into (a)
Haven, manufacturers of a $39.95 electronic air purifier, the agency sent free Purithe serious music lover, (b) the "pops" or
trons to leading am station personalities,
"standards" fan (as distinguished from the
asked them to use them personally at home
teenage rock 'n' roll disciple). It first went
before endorsing them to their listeners. Now
after (b) via spots on CBS Radio and CBSspending $100,000 in 10 markets, Puritron
TV o&o stations ("we paid the regular
asks housewives when ordering Puritrons at
freight . . . CBS family connections got us
retail stores to mention the station and the
no special rate card privileges"), additionally
air personality. It works.
bought into network "impact" segments on
Broadcasting
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POSITIVE
APPROACH
MARLENE DIETRICH

MADELEINE CARROLL]

BOB CONSIDINE

TO

ALEX OREIER

"TOP

THE

40"

For advertising to adults with
discretionary money to spend,
you're in more rewarding company with radio personalities
like these forty, than with

DAVE GARROWAY

"the top 40 (or 30 or 20) tunes."
Radio programming based on

GEORGE GOBEL
PETER HACKES

juke-box fads may attract
a fervent audience -but the
chances are good that the fervor is strictly for the beat.
The personalities and programs
shown here represent varied,
balanced radio programming of
interest to a more mature and

Robert Mccormick
IRVING R. LEVINE

ART LINKLETTER

GROUCHO

it's
thoughtful market (and, t)
.
safe to say, a lot more solven

If you sell white buckskin shoes
and bubble-gum, by all means
use a juke-box station. But for
soap and cars and other products, you want the cream market
-the customers with money to
tbuy. This is the audience attrac
ed to stations affiliated with

TEDI THURMAN

DON RUSSELL
RAV SCHERER

THE

NBC

RADIO

NETWORK
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'ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
L&M

Adds

$2

Million

To Its '59 Tv Budget
Liggett & Myers Co.. New York, has set
its television network buys for next year,
with an increase of $2 million over last
year. L&M will be spending approximately
$18 million dollars for six network tv shows,
five of which will appear on NBC-TV and
one on CBS-TV. Last year the advertiser
spent $12 million in network tv, $4 million
in spot tv. This fall L&M will switch a good
portion of the spot tv budget into the network buys and will allocate the extra $2 million over last year to provote growth in
sales of its newest brand. Oasis.
Three of the five time periods on NBC-TV
are renewals: the Eddie Fisher Show for
Chesterfields, alternate weeks, Tuesdays 8-9
p.m.; Ed Wynn Show will be new but it replaces Dragnet in Chesterfield's time period,
Thursday, 8-8:30 p.m., and Steve Canyon
for Chesterfields will replace Club Oasis on
Saturdays 9-9:30 p.m. The new time periods
and shows for L&M will be Behind Closed
Doors Thursday, 9-9:30 p.m., for L&M cigarettes and Brains and Brawn for Oasis and
L&M Saturday, 10:30-11 p.m. Liggett &
Myers signed up for all the shows but would
be happy to have co-sponsors on Brains and
Brawn and the Ed Wynn shows.
The NBC-TV buys were made by McCann-Erickson for Liggett & Myers. McCann-Erickson is the agency on record in
all instances except where L&M brand underwrites the show through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York.
No official reason was given for pouring
spot budget into network buys by either advertiser or its agencies.
The Eddie Fisher Show* was also renewed

presented an interim advertising program
for July 1 to Nov. 1, allocating $325,000
all to print media. The summer program
is being held to a minimum because of low
inventories after last winter's
B & B was instructed to
entation in October of the
gram, which presumably will

MADISON

heavy freeze.
make a pres1958-59 proemphasize tv.

AVE.

- MICHIGAN

New York buyers took time off to get
a
look at CBS
facilities.

The tentative budget for the program will
be $3 million, with $700,000 more to be
held in reserve. Funds are contingent on size
of the crop, however.
J. R. Graves of Vero Beach was elected
chairman of the commission. He appointed
J. Dan Wright Jr. of Sanford, to head
the advertising committee.

Chicago's $6 million

The occasion was a two-day tour conducted by CBS-owned WBBM-TV to
familiarize Madison Avenue timebuyers
and media supervisors with Michigan
Blvd., its market and the headquarters
and programming of the CBS outlet. The
new quarters, completed last fall, house
all CBS Chicago operations — CBS radio
and tv network and spot sales, Columbia
Records, Columbia Transcriptions and
film sales.
Twenty-two buyers from 16 Manhattan agencies boarded United Airlines
Flight 607 last June 19 and arrived at

BLVD.

Chicago's Midway Airport at 2:15 p.m.
They were then flown in two helicopters
to the Iakefront Meigs Field airport and
convoyed in four cars to WBBM-AMTV headquarters at 630 N. McClurg
Court.
Buyers toured the CBS studios and
other facilities, observing WBBM-TV
programming and meeting station personalities. An excursion trip on the yacht
(The Sis) owned by H. Leslie Atlass, CBS
vice president in charge of Central Div.
and general manager of WBBM-AMTV, was a special Thursday evening
event. The following day the buyers ate
breakfast buffet style while appearing on
the Paul Gibson Show.

by its alternate sponsor, RCA through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
The Brains and Brawn show replaces
American Tobacco's Hit Parade, which
moved to CBS-TV through BBDO. Behind
Closed Doors succeeds People's Choice
which is being dropped by Borden's and
American Home Products. American Home
is reportedly viewing a Friday night period
with another show on the same network.
Agency for Borden's and American
is Young & Rubicam, New York.

Home

$2 Million Television Campaign
In Works for Fla. State Citrus
The Florida Citrus Commission has let
it be known that it is willing to put some
$2 million into television during the 195859 season if a suitable show or shows can
be found. This would represent "about twothirds of the prospective advertising budget
and would mark the heaviest tv outlay in
commission history.
The commission, composed of 12 citrus
men appointed by the governor, held its
annual reorganization meeting in Lakeland
last weekend and authorized its staff and
agency, Benton & Bowles, to make a commitment on tv if action has to be taken before commissioners can be contacted. Commissioners meet again July 2, then probably
will have no more meetings until September.
At the June meeting Benton & Bowles
Page 50
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ARRIVING at Meigs Field by helicopter for visit to CBS Chicago are (1 to r) George
Detelj of Ted Bates; George Arkedis, WBBM-TV sales manager (who greeted the
delegation); Charles Theiss, Ted Bates; Dan Charnas, Lennen & Newell; Joe
Houdiak, Warwick & Legier; Dick Walkin, Benton & Bowells; Fred Spruytenberg,
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles; Herb Maneloveg, BBDO, and John Ennis of
Bryan Houston.
Other New York buyers who made the trip were John Gray and Mike LaTerre,
J. Walter Thompson Co.; Bob Innes, Benton & Bowles; Greg Sullivan, Ted Bates;
Ted Kelly, McCann-Erickson; Bob Liddel, Compton; Dick Pickett, Foote, Cone &
Belding; Sally Reynolds, Lennen & Newell; Walter Kashin, Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather; Edna Cathcart, J. M. Mathes; Gary Pranzo, Cunningham & Walsh; Kay
Brown and Tom Comerford, Young & Rubicam, and Paul Kizenberger, N. W. Ayer &
Son. Three representatives of CBS-TV Spot Sales, New York — John A. Schneider,
general manager; Bruce R. Bryant, eastern sales manager, and Fred Nettere — also
went along as hosts.
Broadcasting
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES CONTINUED
Revlon Names
For New Room

The name Revlon Inc. continued to make
news last week when the cosmetics-toiletries
empire appointed its seventh advertising
agency. Picked for "Home Beautiful," a
room deodorizer that had originally been
assigned to Emil Mogul Co., was Heineman,
Kleinfeld, Shaw & Joseph (formerly Franklin Bruck Adv.).
The product, marking Revlon's debut in
household package goods lines, probably
will not be tested until early fall. It is
expected that radio and tv spot will be
used.
At the same time, Revlon gave a second
product assignment to Maxwell B. Sackheim
& Co., New York, appointed last month to
service Clear-O-Dan medicated shampoo,
another ex-Mogul assignment [Advertisers
& Agencies, June 9], Also out of Thayer
Labs, Revlon's drug subsidiary, is Delamine,
an antacid preparation.
Last week, also, Revlon named Stanley
S. Furness, marketing vice president of
U. S. Summit Corp., to head of marketing
at Thayer Labs.
Other Revlon agencies: Warwick & Legler, Emil Mogul, C. J. LaRoche, Dowd,
Redfield & Johnstone Inc., Charles W. Hoyt
and the Sackheim agency.
Babb Resigns Lever Bros. Post,
Burkhardt Succeeds as Chairman
Jervis J. Babb, chairman of the board of
Lever Bros., has resigned effective today
(Monday) because of the pressure of other
duties, but he will continue as a director
of the company. Mr. Babb is a director of
eleven other companies including Green
Giant stores and United Artists theatres.
William H. Burkhardt, president of the
company, will assume the additional responsibilities of chairman, carrying on the dual
roles of president and chairman of the
board. Mr. Burkhardt has been with Lever
Bros, since 1915. He has been manager of
the Baltimore plant, general manager of
soaps, director of manufacturing, vice president in charge of manufacturing and traffic.
In 1950 he was elected vice president-head
of production and a director, subsequently
he was named executive vice president and
then president. Before joining Lever he was
with the Golddust Co. and Hecker Products.
Mr. Babb joined Lever as president and
director in 1950 and became chairman of
the board in 1955. Mr. Babb was executive
vice president and director of S. C. Johnson
& Son, Racine, Wis., before joining Lever.
L&N, Buchanan Dickering ■
Merger talks between Lennen & Newell
and Buchanan & Co., both New York, last
week were reported renewed after lapse of
several months. L & N, a $50 million agency (of which 45% of billing is in broadcast
advertising), would inherit a number of sizeable industrial and film accounts now being
serviced by Buchanan. Among them: American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres,
Warner Bros. Pictures, Reynolds Metal Co.
and Convair Div. of General Dynamics
Corp. Buchanan, maintains offices in New
York, Los Angeles and San Francisco.
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For 46.5%
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NIELSEN
TOP

Rank
2.
I.
3.
4.
6.
5.
8.
7.
9.
10.
1.
Rank

10 NETWORK

PROGRAMS

Tv Report for May 11-24
TOTAL AUDIENCE i
No. Homes
(000)
18,275
Gunsmoke
Tales of Wells Fargo
15,652
I've Got a Secret
14,405
Have Gun, Will Travel
14,018
Danny Thomas Show
13,674
Phil Silvers on Broadway
13,416
Red Skelton Show
13.201
Perry Como Show
13,201
13,115
Twenty-One
GE Theatre
13,072

Gunsmoke
43.6
% Homes*
Tales of Wells Fargo
37.3
34.1
I've Got a Secret
33.6
Have Gun, Will Travel
32.5
Danny Thomas Show
32.2
Phil Silvers on Broadway
9. GE Theatre
31.9
31.8
8. Red Skelton Show
31.4
7. Perry Como Show
10. Twenty-One
31.4
average audience:|:
No. Homes
(000)
Rank
1. Gunsmoke
17,415
14,319
2. Tales of Wells Fargo
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
13,201
4. I've Got a Secret
13,115
5. Danny Thomas Show
12,728
12,169
6. Twenty-One
7. Red Skelton Show
12,083
8. GE Theatre
11,782
9. Alfred Hitchcock Presents
11,739
10. December Bride
10,750
Rank
41.5
1. Gunsmoke
Vo Homes*
34.1
2. Tales of Wells Fargo
31.7
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
4. I've Got a Secret
31.1
29.2
30.3
5. Danny Thomas Show
6. Twenty-One
29.1
1. Red Skelton Show
28.7
8. GE Theatre
28.3
9. Alfred Hitchcock Presents
26.1
10. Restless Gun
2.
3!
4.
6.
5.

* Percented ratings are based on tv homes
within reach of station facilities used by each
program.
Copyright 1958 A. C. Nielsen Co.
BACKGROUND: The following programs,
in alphabetical order, appear in this
week's Broadcasting tv ratings roundup.
Information is in following order: program name, network, number of stations,
sponsor, agency, day and time.
Perry Como Show (NBC-163): participating. Sat. 8-9:00 p.m.
December Bride (CBS-178) : General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9:30-10 p.m.
GE9-9:30
Theatre
p.m. (CBS-154) : GE (BBDO), Sun.
Gunsmoke
(CBS-162): Liggett & Myers
(D-F-S), alternating
with Remington
Rand (Y&R), Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun Will Travel (CBS-125). Lever
(JWT), and American Home Products
(Bates), Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
Alfred Hitchcock (CBS-145): Bristol Myers
• (Y&R), Sun. 9:30-10 p.m.
I've Got a Secret (CBS-198) : R. J. Reynolds
(Esty), Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.
Restless Gun (NBC-107): Warner Lambert
(SSC&B), Mon. 8-8:30 p.m.
Phil Silvers (CBS-175): Pontiac (MJ&A),
Tues. May 13, 10-11 p.m.
Red Skelton Show (CBS-190): Pet Milk
(Garner), S. C. Johnson & Son (F. C. &
B), Tues. 9:30-10 p.m.
Tales of Wells Fargo (NBC-147): Buick
(M-E), American Tobacco (SSCB), Mon.
8:30-9 p.m.
Danny Thomas Show (CBS-158): General
Foods (B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Twenty-One
(NBC-150): Pharmaceuticals
Inc. (Ed Kletter), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.

Reveals Tv Accounts
Spent by Top 100

Television was the only medium used by
all of the top 100 national advertisers in
1957, TvB asserted Thursday. The bureau
pointed out that this does not include the
distillers among the top 100, because hard
liquor advertising is not accepted in tv.
TvB's study, based on a compilation by

Advertising Age, said television "again" was
the "dominant medium selection," accounting for 46.5% of the total spending of the
top 100 — some 79% more than newspapers,
the No. 2 medium, and 135% more than
magazines. TvB also said that 41 of the
top 100 put over 50% of their budgets into
television and 14 invested more than 75%
in tv. Said TvB President Norman E. Cash:
"It is significant that the bellweather advertisers in America voted so heavily for
television in 1957. TvB hails the new media
report as a landmark in the growth of television, which for three consecutive years has
been the No. 1 national advertising medium
in dollars spent.
"Today American business is examining,
more and more, its media efforts and
measuring them against sales-result-peradvertising-dollar spent. It is in this climate
that television continues to show its dominant role in the movement of goods and

C&W
services."to Succeed
For Pharma-Craft

JWT

in Fall

Coldene

Stick

Pharma-Craft Co. (subsidiary of Joseph
E. Seagram & Sons), Cranbury, N. J., last
week appointed Cunningham & Walsh as
agency for Coldene stick chest rub. The
switch, effective Sept. 1, means a loss for
J. Walter Thompson Co., which has been
servicing Coldene as well as some of the
Fresh products. P-C's other agency is Cohen
& Aleshire, New York.
Neither C&W nor Pharma-Craft officials
would comment on the move nor the
amount of billings involved. According to
a recent estimate [Advertisers & Agencies,
Feb. 3], Pharma-Craft spends 75% of its
$7 million budget in radio-tv.
Cunningham & Walsh vice president
Wallace T. Drew will serve as Coldene account supervisor.
Meanwhile, Pharma-Craft President
Frank F. Bell announced the appointment
of Gene E. Hollen, former assistant product
manager, Vick Chemical Co., as PharmaCraft's first product manager. Mr. Hollen
reports to Ralph C. Robertson, former
Geyer Adv. vice president who recently
joined Pharma-Craft as advertising director.

Hilton & Gray

New

Tampa

Agency

Howard H. Hilton, formerly advertising
director of Maas Bros, (department stores),
Tampa, Fla., and G. William Gray, account
executive-media director, Louis Benito Adv.
Inc., Tampa, have formed Hilton & Gray
Adv. Inc., there. The agency, opening tomorrow (Tuesday), will handle all phases
of radio-tv advertising, merchandising, publicity and public relations. Address: 2920
Swann Ave. Telephone: Redwood 7-5795.
Broadcasting

With dramatic impact, WJW

has taken one of the

greatest forward steps in Cleveland radio in years—
and it has captured the imagination of the buyerrich northeastern Ohio market. The huge success of
this roving studio was evident from its first appearance
when 100,000 spectators applauded its introduction
to Cleveland! Daily broadcasting from high-traffic
locations throughout its coverage area has made WJW
Radio 85 an even more vital and attention-drawing
force in this market of almost 4 million people! Take
advantage of the tremendous local acceptance of
WJW Radio with its new and bold mobile studio!

Famous

RADIO

on

85

the

local

CLEVELAND

Represented Nationally by the KATZ

WJW
Cleveland

Broadcasting

WJBK
Detroit

WIBG
Philadelphia

WWVA
Wheeling

WAGA
Atlanta

scene

AGENCY

WGBS

WSPD

Miami

Toledo
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Some

homes

are

more

VALUABLE

JiOW
homes

TO CLEAN
comprise

UP: reach the GET
the most

AGE

valuable audience

audience. For advertisers, GET
in America.

Because

the GET

AGE
AGE

(the years between 16 and 49) includes families when they're young and growing
. . . when their wants and appetites are most prodigious. It includes, too, families
at the very peak of their earning power
again. GET

AGE

— who are buying more than they ever will

families spend an average of one-third more, per household, than

any other age group!*

•Source: Alfred
Politz,time"Lifecosts
Studyandof published
Consumer talent
Expenditures,"
1957. on"Average
audienceMarch-April,
based only 1958
on homes
housewifeSaturday,
as classified
by A. C.P. Nielsen.
audience,
estimated
figures based
A. C. Nielsen
(Sundaywiththrough
7:30-10:30
M., NYT)."'Average
Cost per
thousand homes per commercial minute for housewife homes(16-49 years of age) based on programming costs prorated to include all A. C. Nielsen housewife-classified homes.

than

TIDY

SUM:

others

73% of ABC

GET
Television's average audience* * is made up of

AGE

two networks are 66% and 65%. What's
homes. Corresponding figures for the other
holders on ABC is $4.22. The other
more, cost per thousand for GET AGE house
***
two: $4.67 and $5.08.
ies buy far more cleaning aids than
Household for household, GET AGE famil

ances, far more groceries, far more autoanyone else. They buy far more home appli
on television. And remember:
mobiles, far more of everything that's advertised

You

get

them

at the

abc-tv
AGE

-

ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES continued

BUSINESS

NORGE CAMPAIGN • Norgc Div., BorgWarner Corp., Chicago, plans $1.5 million
advertising campaign starting in September.
Saturation spot tv program planned in 91
markets to introduce new appliance products. Agency: Donahue & Coe, Chicago.
SPRING SHOWER • Advertisers ordering
renewals and new business on NBC Radio
tor reported total of $500,000 during first
two weeks of June include Mutual of Omaha (Bozell & Jacobs); Pabst Brewing Co.
(Norman, Craig & Kummel); Purolator
Products Inc. (J. Walter Thompson); 20th
Century Fox Film Corp. (Charles Schlaifer
& Co.); Standard Brands (Ted Bates); Sterling Drug (Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample), and
RCA (Kenyon & Eckhardt).

'FURY' FANS • General Foods Corp. and
Borden Co., alternate sponsors of NBC-TV's
Chrysler, Edsel Hint Comeback
On Network Tv 'Special' Shows
Chrysler Corp. may follow the lead of
Buick and Pontiac (General Motors) in buying network tv "specials" for the 1958-59
season, judging by indications last week.
Edsel is considering use of network spectaculars, after relinquishing alternate-week
sponsorship of NBC-TV's Wagon Train to
the parent Ford Motor Co. Edsel agency is
Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago.
Having dropped Climax and Shower of
Stars, Chrysler officials conferred again last
week with Leo Burnett Co., Chrysler agency,
about buying two special shows for the fall,
but no plans have been finalized. Buick has
signed for eight one-hour Bob Hope specials
on NBC-TV. Pontiac will pick up six specials on CBS-TV and NBC-TV.
In another product category, FC&B
started an eight-week radio spot drive on
ABC, NBC and CBS with announcements
for Armour

WHO'S

BRIEFLY

& Co.'s Dial soap division.

Concert Network Claims
Select Audience Tunes Fm
More than 200 advertising agency sales
and media personnel in New York attended
the first sales presentation session of Concert Network Inc., New York, last Wednesday to hear "The New and Challenging
Story of Fm Radio."
The presentation, given by Lawrence
Wynn, general manager of the Concert Network, traced the burgeoning interest in
serious music as evidenced by the increasing
sales of classical records and sheet music
and the rapid growth in the number of fmonly stations. Concert network comprises
WNCN-FM New York, WBCN-FM Boston,
WHCN-FM
Hartford and WXCN-FM
Providence. A questionnaire sent by stations to 10,000 regular listeners, Mr. Wynn
said, revealed the average listener tunes
in to the network 30 hours a week on a sixday basis; the network listeners are substantially above the average in education,
earning power and purchasing power, and
Page 56 • June 30, 1958

BUYING

WHAT,

WHERE

Fury (Sat. 11-11:30 a.m.), have renewed
sponsorship of program for 52 weeks effective July 12. Both orders were placed
through Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
OWLS ENLIST GIANTS • General Cigar
Co., for White Owl cigars, has purchased
one-third sponsorship in CBS Radio's New
York Giants football broadcasts next fall.
General Cigar will sponsor third of each
game of 1 2-game series beginning Sept. 28.
Young & Rubicam, N. Y. is agency.
PICKS

UP 'DOUGH'

• Procter & Gamble

Co. has signed to sponsor NBC-TV's Tic
Tac Dough when it moves to Monday 7:308 p.m. time period Oct. 6. Contract is for
1958-59 season. Tic Tac Dough is currently
on Thursday, 7:30-8, with Warner-Lambert
and RCA- Victor as sponsors. Product and
agency haven't been announced.

are overwhelmingly in the 25-55 age group.
Concert Network has been operating as
a network only a few weeks, according to
Mr. Wynn, though three of the individual
stations have been on the air several years.
He advised agency personnel the network
reaches a potential audience of more than
2.6 million people at a cost per thousand of
24 cents. A summary of the presentation
is available from Concert Network Inc. at
28 W. 44th St., New York 36.

1 2. Standard Brands, through Ted Bates &
Co., N. Y., has renewed weekly Tuesday
quarter-hour segments in Tic Tac Dough
and Queen for a Day, effective Aug. 1 2.
Ajax $1.5 Million Account
Shifted to McCann-Erickson
Colgate Palmolive Co., New York, has
appointed McCann-Erickson to handle the
$1.5 million advertising budget for Ajax
cleanser. The account had been handled
since its inception about seven years ago
by Bryan Houston. The switch reportedly
was
madeandby Colgate.
"mutual consent" of Bryan
Houston
Ajax uses radio and tv spots in addition
and is represented on all five Colgate shows:
Dotto on CBS-TV, Big Payoff on NBC-TV,
Thin Man on NBC-TV, Millionaire on
NBC-TV and Dotto (evening) on NBC-TV.
The announcement comes as no surprise,
for it was known that Colgate was shopping
among its seven agencies for a berth for
Ajax. Colgate's agencies, aside from McCann-Erickson, are Ted Bates; Norman,
Craig & Kummel; Cunningham & Walsh,
Lennen & Newell; Street & Finney, and
John G. Shaw. Bryan Houston will continue to handle Cashmere Bouquet products.

Standard Brands' renewal for another year
of its current schedule on two programs.

Phila. Agency Gets DJ.'s
To Show Off Jingles to Clients
Philadelphia disc jockeys are featured at
Arndt, Preston, Chapin, Lamb & Keen Inc.
there in a taped presentation to show potential clients the advertising agency's creativity inthe field of radio jingles and spots.
The disc jockeys, who donated their
services, are Mac Maguire and Red Benson
of WPEN; Phil Sheridan and Bill Webber,
WFIL; Jack Pyle and Joe McCauley, WIP;
Bill Wright and Doug Arthur of WIBG.
They introduce jingles and spots taken from
APCL&K's library by mentioning that
listeners will hear "something a little better than the average run [of commercials]

General Mills, through Tatham-Laird,
Minneapolis, has bought alternate Friday
quarter-hour segments in Treasure Hunt,
The Price Is Right, Tic Tac Dough, Lucky
Partners, and Haggis Baggis, starting Sept.

we get at stations." There is no set introduction or closing; this allows for dubbing
a localized message into the presentation.
The only cost incurred for making a series
of 14 customer-presentations was $3.47 for
buying and splicing the tape.

Two Sponsors on NBC-TV
Sign for $3 Million Daytime
A total of $3 million in gross daytime
business was reported last week by NBC-TV
covering General Mills' sponsorship of 52week campaigns on five programs and

GLUEK

REVIVES

Revival of a radio jingle composed in
the 1930's is selling beer again for the
Gluek Brewing Co., Minneapolis.
The original singers (descendants of
master brewer Gottlieb Gluek of Wurtemburg, Germany, who founded the
company more than a century ago) were
Arthur Gluek, E. J. Gluek and Charles
Gluek, now president, vice president-gentively.eral manager and sales manager, respecOlmsted &

Foley Inc., Minneapolis,

the brewing company's new agency,
started a 10-day teaser campaign last
April in which six Twin Cities disc jockeys announced that, "The Gluek Boys are
back." Goldswan Productions, N. Y.,
was retained to reproduce the jingle in its

VENERABLE

JINGLE

original form, written for a close harmony
trio accompanied by a vaudevillian twopiano
team.
In the
new commercial a pair of rockand-rollers make a false start but quickly
agree that the only way to sing the Gluek
song is the vintage version:
When good friends meet and hearts are
gay,
Where frosted glasses click,
You'll always hear that bottle say —
Gluek! Gluek! Gluek!
New friends are being made each day,
Of folks who wisely pick,
The bottle that knows how to say,
Gluek! Gluek! Gluek!
Broadcasting
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Radio's value as a selling medium is unquestioned today.
But how is its great potential best realized?

To answer this question, a special strategy has been devised
... a strategy called The Nation s Voice . . . which reaches
customers efficiently, economically . . . regardless of budget
size or marketing area.
Prime feature of The Nation's Voice strategy is the use of
leading stations . . . just 48 of the more than 3000 stations
now broadcasting. These 48 are located in major population
centers. Theirs are the finest facilities. Farsighted policy calls
the
for broad programming which appeals to all segments of
that
of
nce
confide
and
audience. They command the respect
audience. And they are tuned in by more people ... by a true
cross section of the consuming public.

VOICE
NATION'S
THE
they are . . . top stations in top markets . . .authoritaLeaders
tive .. . and believedl
These are facts . . . documented facts . . . confirmed many
times in single markets, in regions and nationally by Alfred
ce bePolitz Research, Inc. Yes, people do know the differen
tween stationsl These leaders not only deliver more listeners
they reinforce the advertiser's message with their own
authenticity, their own believability.
The Nation's Voice is flexible, too. It can easily be tailored
your
to match your particular marketing needs . . . whether
needs are best served by all 48 ... by the concentrated punch
of the 18 Christal-represented stations ... or by any number.
Just let a Christal man detail for you the impact and efficiency
of The Nation's Voice.

»
o.f

FIRST ON EVERY LIST ARE THESE 18 GREAT RADIO STATIONS
KFI Los Angeles
WBAL Baltimore
WAPI Birmingham
WBEN Buffalo
WGAR Cleveland
KOA Denver
WJR Detroit
WTIC Hartford
WDAF Kansas City
KTHS Little Rock

HENRY

I. CHRISTAL

INC.
CO.,
A
ATLANT
•
FRANCISCO

WHAS

Louisville

WCKR Miami
WTMJ Milwaukee
WHAM Rochester
WGY Schenectady
KWKH

Shreveport

WSYR
WTA6

Syracuse
Worcester

FILM

UA
To

Adapts
'Vikings'
Television Series

Cashing-in on the phenomenal four-city
success of United Artists' $4.5 million motion picture "The Vikings," United Artists
Television last week disclosed that it will
have available for the 1959-60 season a
series of 39 "Norse Operas" under the same
title. It becomes UA-TV's second of eight
tv series now in planning and production
stages.
While no script has been written nor
casting discussed, UA-TV said last week it
has two "major nibbles" — one from a chain
of bakeries considering "The Vikings" for
regional syndicated sponsorship; the other
a national advertiser who is willing to gamble on a network basis.
Details of the UA-TV project were outlined Tuesday by UA operations vice president, Herbert L. Golden, who also heads
the tv subsidiary, and Bruce G. Eells, executive vice president of UA-TV. To date,
UA-TV has screened the motion picture
"Vikings" for 650 advertiser and agency
executives, both in New York and Hollywood. It followed the screenings with a
massive sales pitch on behalf of the proposed tv version.
Presentation highlights:
• UA-TV has on tap the services of 60
independent production firms, now engaged
in theatrical film work, most of whom stand
ready to turn to tv under similar financingleasing arrangements they now enjoy
through the parent company. Among them
is Kirk Douglas Productions, which will
produce the tv series but without the services of Mr. Douglas, who seeks to avoid
"overexposure." Another UA member now
in tv is Aries Productions, headed by exCBS producer-director Fletcher Markle.
Aries now is shooting for completion for
the 1958-59 season a "college-life" series
for UA-TV titled The Young in Heart.
• The tv "Vikings" will be an economical
property in that its projected cost for 39
installments is pegged at $42,000 each.
Much of the capital investment in the $4.5
million theatrical film (a 30-acre Viking
village in Norway, a 33-ship fleet of Viking
craft, plus roughly $300,000 in other sets,
costuming, armor) has already been amortized by the
UA hopes to
in box-office
is ready for
• UA-TV

film's projected playdates and
realize at least $8 million gross
takes by the time the tv series
showing.
will not sell on the basis of

and England, under an agreement signed
by Jack Wrather, owner-producer of the program, and TPA. A Spanish version of the
show is now being dubbed and has been sold
to WKAQ-TV Puerto Rico., Manny Reiner,
TPA's vice president, announced. The show
is sponsored in the U. S. by Quaker Oats on
CBS-TV (Thursday 7:30-8 p.m.).

'Artiscope' Animation Process
Uses Live Action to Cut Costs
A new film process unveiled in New York
last week combines the elements of live
action photography with those of animation.
The result is "Artiscope," which claims
reduced tv commercial budgets for advertisers.
Artiscope was invented by Len Maurer,
an executive with Illustrated Films Inc.,
Los Angeles. With patents pending, Mr.
Maurer — in New York to set up Artiscope
operations in the field of television commercials— would not discuss the electrochemical process for transferring a live action frame to an animated cel. Nor would
he disclose the advertiser who has ordered
the first tv commercial in Artiscope. (One
advertiser, the Borden Co., has prepared a
test commercial through Young & Rubicam
but, explained Mr. Maurer, this was merely
for "in-shop" consumption.)
Servicing Artiscope in the East will be
Wylde Studios Inc., 41 W. 57th St., New
York 19. Wylde has been in business three
years, chiefly working on network radio-tv
promotional work such as musical weather
jingles for NBC Radio and tv spots for
NBC-TV — using normal film processes.
Artiscope commercials are shot as liveaction film, with a series of electro-chemical
treatments used to convert automatically
the photo-images to inked drawings on celluloid. These drawings represent no more
than the outlines and salient features of
figure or prop. This, 90% of hand labor
required to draw the initial figures has been
eliminated. The only handwork entailed is
that of coloring — for color tv — or shading
the outlines. Artiscope can be done as
cheaply as $80 a foot, claim its perfectors,
and "will give an advertiser animation without jumps, quivers or jerks, usually caused
by human

error."

"one pilot film." With production slated
to start in Europe the first of next year, UA
hopes to have ready 26 scripts by Nov. 1,
and will wait until it has at least Hhat many

'Sgt. Preston' Going Overseas
Television Programs of America will distribute Sergeant Preston of the Yukon tv
series in all foreign countries, except Canada
Page 58
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UPA Pictures Inc., Burbank, Calif.,
Thursday announced it would retrench its
tv commercial operations by moving film
production work out of New York and back
to the West Coast. While the official company position — as announced by UPA
President Stephen Bosustow — was that UPA
sought to "offer all of our clients a wider
range of animated commercial and entertainment talent represented by UPA in
total," it was learned that the actual reasons
for the switchback could be attributed to
economics and talent.
UPA-New York maintains "a considerable overhead" in its midtown offices and
studios which, it is understood, had become
harder to justify in terms of actual agency
assignments. Furthermore, its key creators
who in the early years of UPA activity lent
the company prestige, all have left. Among
them were Gene Deitch and Chris Ishii, art
directors instrumental in developing (with
Young & Rubicam) the famous "Bert and
Harry Piel" tv spots, and John Hubley,
Art Directors Club of New York prize
winner. Mr. Deitch, now a consulting art
director, formerly headed the CBS Terrytoons creative division; Mr. Ishii recently
joined Pelican Films, and Mr. Hubley for
the past three years has run his own com-

UPA creative work now will fall under
pany. supervision of Vice
direct
President Herb
Klynn, on the Coast.
While UPA is folding its production op-

erations inNew York, it will "augment" its
service sales office in the East with additional personnel. Recently, UPA inaugurated
a series of seminars on animation both inside its own offices and on a "road-show"
principle at agencies requesting this gratis
service. Both programs — directed by New
York sales head Paul Garrison — are designed to win back advertisers to animation.
Guild

Films Gets

Back

in Black

Guild Films Inc. announced a net profit
on operations before Federal taxes of $261,621 for the first six months of the 1958
fiscal year. John J. Cole, president of the
firm, said that during the first quarter of
the fiscal year the company had shown
a loss of $318,011 which had been wiped
out by profits earned during the second
quarter. A comparison of gross film rental
income between the first six months of 1957
and 19.58 shows an increase of $778,746.
However, the net profit before taxes in
1957 is $452,383 as against $261,621. Mr.
Cole, who reorganized Guild's sales policy
soon after taking over as president of the
firm [Film, May 26], said the new profit
position indicates that "we are on the right

programs in
the "can" before asking for an
advertiser
commitment.
UA-TV disclosed also that by midDecember it will have "at least six other
tv series ready to go." Since making its tv
bow in 1956, UA has principally been involved in the sale of post- 1948 theatrical
films to stations.

UPA Pictures Production
Transferred to West Coast

ON
THIS is a still-shot from the "Artiscope"
demonstration film, showing a live ballerina
whose figure outline, dress and facial
characteristics have been transposed to animated form via an exclusive electroing.
chemical process on which patent is pend-

CAMERA

Warner Bros. Television, Burbank, Calif.,
reports it has begun shooting on its newest
tv road."
series, Howdy Podner, described as situation comedy in western setting. Richard L.
Bare-James O'Hanlon production is being
filmed on location in Las Vegas; it will be
Broadcasting
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Starting this Fall, S. C. Johnson

will concentrate all of its

network television advertising on the network

which repeatedly

delivers the largest nationwide audiences in advertising.
As the biggest manufacturer

of wax polishes in the world,

Johnson needs the biggest audiences it can get -and
them consistently on the CBS Television Network.
For the past three years it has demonstrated

has found

the efficiency of

s,
its products to an average audience of 27 million viewer
plans
aided and abetted by Red Skelton. In its programming
for the Fall, it has not only announced
popular comedy

the renewal of this

series, but has increased its product-exposure

by ordering two additional nighttime programs. ®
Johnson underwrites

its belief in the effectiveness of network

television by committing
a medium

most of its advertising appropriation to

still growing at the rate of 600,000 viewers a month.

ls
This same confidence accounts for the current wave of renewa
by America's leading advertisers on the network which in 70
consecutive Nielsen Reports issued since July 1955, has been
credited with the largest audiences in all television.

® "Derringer" and
"Dick Powell's Zane Grey Theatre"

FILM CONTINUED

TRADE ASSNS.

available for network showing this fall.

Tv Film Group Organizing
To Protect Interests Abroad

competence of work submitted for judging.
The FAAG conference closes with a discussion of administrative matters and the

The organizing committee for a proposed
export association in the television film field
last week elected Merle S. Jones, president
of the CBS-TV Stations Division, as its
temporary chairman. The voting was held
among representatives of the major tv film
distribution companies, which have been
conducting exploratory talks over the past
few months to organize an association that
would promote and protect their interests in
overseas markets.
Mr. Jones, whose office includes CBS-TV
film sales, said he will appoint three working
committees — financial, constitution and bylaws, and personnel and organization — to
report within six weeks. The organizing

group's future plans.

Don Fedderson Productions, Hollywood,
has completed pilot film of new tv series
titled The Quiet Man starring Jack Lord and
Wanda Hendrix.
FILM DISTRIBUTION
I rans ft I in Inc., N. Y., has produced Story
of the America's Cup for Thomas J. Lipton Inc., N. Y. Documentary tells story of
107-year-old international yachting competition being run this year after two-decade
absence. Available rent free through Association Films, N. Y.
FILM SALES
Associated Artists Productions reports its
Warner Bros, cartoon library has been sold
in its 100th market. New sales of cartoons:
WDSM-TV Duluth; WRGB (TV) Schenectady; KOAM-TV Pittsburg, Kan.; WMTV
(TV) Madison and KYW-TV Cleveland.
Popeye sales reported: WSPD-TV Paducah
and KODE-TV Joplin, Mo. Also announced
were additional 350 Warner Bros, features
to earlier 230 acquisition by WDSM-TV;
Jupiter package of 52 Warner Bros, features
to KCSJ-TV Pueblo, Colo.; WKRC-TV
Cincinnati; WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis.,
and WHCT (TV) Hartford; Vanguard package to both WKRC-TV and WBAY-TV;
Gold Mine library to WWLP (TV) and
WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass.; and additional sales to stations of its Movieland
and Sherlock Holmes features. WSYR-TV
Syracuse and WABT (TV) Birmingham purchased additional 350 Warner Bros, features for full library ownership. AAP also
has sold 574 Warner Bros, features to
WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids; WFMJ-TV
Youngstown, Ohio, acquired Warner cartoons and renewed its contract for Popeye
cartoons. Packages from its Gold Mine library were sold to KLOR-TV Provo, Utah,
and WTAR-TV Norfolk.

Ziv Television Programs reports international sales in first five months of 1958 increased
by 32% over those of same period of 1957.
In past month, company has completed sales
of 15 different Ziv series in 13 countries.
Ziv product was sold in Puerto Rico,
Mexico, Venezuela, Argentina, Nicaragua,
El Salvador, Cuba, Guatemala, Germany,
Italy, England, Australia and Scotland.
MCA

committee approved "a vote of gratitude"
to the Motion Picture Export Assn. of
America, a group that is promoting theatrical
film interests abroad, for its guidance.

Allen

Heads

Meeting

Pa. UPI

Hears

Group;

Economic

Report

George Allen of WBVP Beaver Falls, Pa.,
was elected president of UPI Broadcasters of
Pennsylvania at its June 14 meet in Mechanicsburg. Joseph Shivers, WEEU Reading; James Magee, WTPA (TV) Harrisburg,
and Robert French, WVSC Somerset, were
named vice presidents of eastern, western
and central districts, respectively.
Elmer C. Walzer, UPI financial editor,
told the session that although the recession
appears to be over, nothing suggests a sudden boom. He predicted that the recession
would "try our patience during the summer," but pick up in the autumn and have
a "fairly broad recovery by year-end."

FC&B's Carter Named AAW
Head
Nelson Carter, vice president of Foote,
Cone & Belding and general manager of

AWRT Schedules Conferences
The American Women in Radio and Television last week announced the dates of

the agency's Los Angeles office, was elected
president of the Advertising Assn. of the
West. Mr. Carter was appointed at the
AAW annual convention in Vancouver,
B. C. He succeeds John Hoefer, president
of Hoefer, Dieterich & Brown, San Francisco.

eight upcoming conferences to be held by
the organization and its chapters throughout
the country. Conferences include New England, Stowe, Vt., Sept. 12-14; southern area,
Columbus, Ga., Sept. 26-28; national board
meeting, New York, Oct. 3-5; midwest, Kansas City, Oct. 10-12; Pennsylvania, Erie,
Oct. 24-26; Indiana, Indianapolis, Nov. 1517; national board meeting, New York, Jan.
16, 1959, and national annual convention,
New York, April 30-May 3, 1959. Doris
Corwith, supervisor of public service programs for NBC, last week was named chairman for the 1959 national convention.

First Ad

Agency

Group

Meets

The First Advertising Agency Group is
holding its 30th annual conference June 30
through July 3 at the Hotel Leamington,
Minneapolis. The group, comprised of 29
agencies throughout the country, will be
hosted by Foulke Agency Inc. there.
This year it will be a "workshop conference"; panelists have been selected to handle
a variety of subjects of interest to agency
managers and covering all phases of agency
operation. Individual agencies will be given
awards at the June 30 luncheon for the

La. -Miss. AP

Assn.

Picks Sides

Bill Sides of WELO

Tupelo, Miss., was
elected president of Louisiana-Mississippi
AP Broadcasters Assn. at its annual convention June 21-22 in New Orleans. Al

reports package of Paramount features sold to WOOD-TV Grand Rapids.
RANDOM

SHOTS

Columbia Pictures Corp., N. Y., reports
consolidated net loss computed for quarter
ended March 31, 1958, amounted to $227,000, as against net loss of $395,000 in
previous quarter and net profit of $175,000
for corresponding period last year. Though
figure covers Screen Gems Inc., Columbia's
tv subsidiary, it reported that SG operated
at profit during quarter ended March 31.
Desilu Productions Inc. has bought Dr.
Margaret Blanton's novel, Miracle of Bernadette, for its Westinghouse-Desilu Playhouse series which debuts Oct. 6 over CBS.
Ludi Clair will do adaptation.
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REPRESENTATIVES of New Orleans stations WWL, WDSU, WJBW, WTIX, WYLD,
WBOK, WNOE and WSMB met at the local St. Charles Hotel June 16 to form
the New Orleans Radio Broadcasters Assn. Glancing over the association's by-laws
(1 to r.): Ed Prendergast of WBOK, treasurer; Fred Berthelson, WTIX, vice president; Frank Warren, WSMB, president, and John Vath of WWL, director at large.
Broadcasting

INITIATIVE

the quality that always
better ways.

In serving

seeks

our clients we

prefer to use

our initiative ... give that extra
of performance
easier, more
We

makes

that

and

new

measure
their job

productive.
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selling. It makes
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TRADE ASSNS. continued
Crouch, news director, KENT, Shreveport,
La., was named vice president.
Mr. Crouch and Gene Goss, news director, KWKH Shreveport, were co-winners
oi the association's newscast contest.
Rev. Steiner Named by Catholics,
WJBK-AM-TV Gets Assn. Awards
Catholic broadcasters during the final
days of their 10th annual convention in
Chicago [Trade Assns., June 23] elected
a new president and made awards.
The Very Rev. Celestin J. Steiner, S.J.,
president, U. of Detroit, was named to succeed Rev. Michael Montoya as president
of the Catholic Broadcasters Assn.
WJBK-AM-TV Detroit received plaques
in recognition of their public service programming and contribution of equipment to
the Detroit Educational Tv Foundation and
educational radio stations. CBA certificates
of special honor were presented to WNHCTV New Haven, Conn.; WOOD-TV Grand
Rapids, Mich.; KTVI (TV) St. Louis;
KWNO Winona, Minn.; WFMJ Youngstown, Ohio, and WDEL Wilmington, Del.
RTES

Has

Date

Clearing

House

To help erase the "conflict" from conflicting business luncheons and meetings,
the Radio and Television Executives Society
of New York last week announced it is
setting
through
9-3480.
Barrere

up a "clearing house of dates"
its regular office phone, Murray Hill
RTES Executive Director Claude
explained that those planning promotion, sales or other events now can check
with the clearing house to avoid unfortunate
conflicts.

Greeley

Heads

4A

Chicago

Unit

Election of Joseph Greeley, vice president
marketing at Leo Burnett Co., as chairman
of the Chicago council of the American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies has been announced. Reginald G. Carey, vice president and Chicago manager of CampbellEwald, was named vice chairman and
Alex
T. Franz
was
elected secretary-

treasurer. James G. Cominos, vice president and radio-tv director of Needham,
Louis & Brorby, was elected chairman of
the central region in a series of previous
AAAA regional elections [Trade Assns.,
June 16]. Governors of the Chicago council
are Robert H. Brinkerhoff, vice president
in charge of Chicago operations, Young &
Rubicam; Robert R. Burton, vice president
and Chicago office manager, Kenyon &
Eckhardt; W. R. Gillen, vice president,
BBDO; Lee Hammett, president. Western
Adv. Agency Inc.; Ivan Hill, executive vice
president, Cunningham & Walsh, and
Nathan E. Jacobs, president and manager,
Bozell & Jacobs.
RAB

Sessions

Rescheduled

Date for the Radio Advertising Bureau's
regional management conference at Sequoyah State Park, Okla., has been changed
to Sept. 11-12 and the one at Highland
Park, 111., to Sept. 22-23, RAB announced
last week. The change was made to avoid
conflict with other industry sessions. Other
fall management conference dates are unchanged: Ponte Vedra Beach, Fla.. Sept.
4-5; Palo Alto, Calif., Sept. 8-9; White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va., Sept. 15-16; St.
Clair, Mich., Sept. 25-26, and Princeton,
N. J., Sept. 29-30.
Indianans

Start on

Library

Work on a radio recording and tv film
library at Purdue U., supported by the Indiana Broadcasters Assn., will start soon.
The library will contain recordings, film
clips and still pictures linked to contemporary events in Indiana state history. An IBA
appropriation of $500 to start on the project
has been announced by Joseph Higgins,
WTHI Terre Haute, association president
and Dr. Frederick L. Hovde, Purdue president. Compilation work will be undertaken
by the university's audio-visual center under
Lloyd D. Miller, with Jack Carrolt, WBAA

TvB Adopts

Multiple Program

In Selling Efficiency Effort
Television Bureau of
Sales Advisory Committee
ing last Wednesday and
selling.
tiple-pronged approach

Advertising's new
held its first meetapproved a multo more efficient

TvB President Norman E. Cash said the
group decided to call upon all members to
share selling ideas; to create, through TvB,
a backlog of top local tv commercials as
success stories; to urge members to call
freely upon the bureau for help in solving
individual sales problems, and to have TvB
take steps to develop a film to "train salesmen in their own backyard." TvB's "Vision
of Television 1958" film presentation will
continue to spearhead the bureau's sales
efforts with key business executives.
The group came out of the meeting with
a new sales slogan: "Selling by Visual
Example." This. Mr. Cash said, is "television's greatest single weapon" in "meeting
today's sales challenge." He added TvB will
"continue the selling of television by dealing
with facts, not fiction nor glittering generalSales advisory committee members are
H. P. Lasker, Crosley Broadcasting, New
York; Lester Rau, KOLN-TV Lincoln,
Neb.; Robert Morrison Jr., WKBT (TV)
Laities."
Crosse, Wis.; Bradley Eidman, WGNTV Chicago; William B. Faber, WFLA-TV
Tampa; H. Needham Smith, WTRF-TV
Wheeling, W. Va.; George Klayer (representing Tom Dawson), CBS-TV Network.
New York; John Dickinson, Harrington.
Righter & Parsons, New York; Neal J. Edwards, WMAL-TV Washington; Russell
Woodward, Peters, Griffin, Woodward, New
York; John Denninger, Blair-Tv, New York;
John R. Vrba, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles;
Jay Heiten, WRCA-TV New York, and
Jack Tipton, KLZ-TV Denver. All but Mr.
Tipton attended last week's meeting, held in
New York.
Next meeting of the group is set for November, coinciding with TvB's annual membership meeting. The sales Advisory Committee expects to meet three or four times a

Lafayette, as coordinator. The IBA committee is headed by Ronald Ross, WPTA (TV)
Roanoke (Fort Wayne).

year.
►
Class
of '58: RAB's
graduate
Eighteen radio station executives have finished Radio Advertising Bureau's first "graduate school" session on radio salesmanship held at the Shoreham Club, Old Greenwich, Conn. [Trade
Assns., June 2]. RAB President Kevin B. Sweeney passed out
"diplomas" June 21.
The week-long course — 40 hours of classroom instruction
by RAB executives and visiting lecturers from agencies, stations
and other fields — covered all aspects of radio selling. In addition
to the homework assigned each night, the students had to make
individual station pitches before a tough audience — the same
RAB people who annually make hundreds of presentations to
advertisers.
Whether RAB will turn this school into a yearly event is
yet to be decided, Mr. Sweeney said. Decision will depend on
what the students' employers think when their wards return to
work.
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course
in radio
sales
The curriculum included engineering, radio history, radio
dimensions, auto radio, ratings, advertising, radio economics,
commercials, etc. Instructors included Mr. Sweeney; RAB vice
president and general manager Jack Hardesty ("Dean of
Studies"): promotion director Miles David; member services
director Warren Boorom and other RAB staff members.
Students were Gene Barry, WEBR Buffalo; George H. Gallup,
CBS Radio, New York; John Guarieri, WBUD Trenton, N. J.;
Thomas Hume, WMAL Washington; Cabell Ishphording, WGH
Norfolk, Va.; Ed John, WHVR Hanover, Pa.; William McCadin, WGH; Earle McDonald, WRVA Richmond; Ed McMullen, WINS New York; Ed Meagher, WRC Washington; Bill
Rolley, WCAU Philadelphia; Bernard Sandler, WITH Baltimore; Zoel P. Silverman, KDKA Pittsburgh; Gil Thompson,
WCAU
Philadelphia; Bill Valenteen, WIBG Philadelphia;
Charles Ventura, WIBG; Bill Watson, WITH, and Chet
Zaneskie, WHDH Boston.
Broadcasting

RAB
THIS OUTDOOR SEMINAR along the sea wall drew the entire
or
profess
visiting
student body to discuss agency organization with

n & Tripp,
Alan Tripp (far right), president of Bauer, Adria
Philadelphia. The location: Old Greenwich, Conn.

it's
OLD PRO Kev Sweeney shows how
done. In this case the demonstration is on
h."
the proper technique in using a "Vu-Grap
THIS TEAM (left) had to make a pitch to
the "Black & White Agency" — one which
never uses radio. Each student of the course
took his turn before the skeptical panel.
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ing professors who lectured during the week'
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the competition (lightly)
was demonstrated by this "team" pointing
up the multiplicity of newspaper ads.
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Senator

•

CATV

OF

ACT

INACTION

stands 'em up, dresses 'em down
operators

present

The FCC was hard-pressed — in fact unable— to explain to the satisfaction of Sen.
John Pastore (D-R. I.) why it has not taken
some concrete action during the last four
years to alleviate the plight of uhf television
stations. And, during the process, the senator gave all the commissioners a tonguelashing for their inability to reach an agreement and made them stand up for an
accounting.
This all came about last Wednesday
during the FCC's second round of testimony
in the past five weeks before the Senate
Commerce Committee in its current allocations study [Government, June 2].
The Commission appearance was preceded on Tuesday by testimony from CATV
operators and counsel. They maintained (1)
community systems have been unjustly
charged by a small group of broadcasters,
(2) willingness to accept federal regulation
although legal authority does not now exist,
(3) CATV systems and tv stations complement one another in the same market, (4)
relations in most instances actually are
serene between community systems and
broadcasters and (5) their rights to rebroadcast without paying programming
rights or securing station permission.
(CATV testimony starts on facing page.)
Sen. Pastore's blast against the Commission began innocently enough. At the
start, he asked Chairman John C. Doerfer
if seven members were not too many and
that maybe three might expedite matters.
"I'm not so sure," Comr. Doerfer replied.
Sen. Pastore then called the FCC to task
in no uncertain words for its failure to provide a solution to the uhf problem.
"You tell me how much closer to a
solution we are today than four years ago,"
he challenged all seven commissioners, who
were present. He asked for tangible evidence
that something has been accomplished.
None was offered. "You have seven points
of view. Don't you ever agree on anything?"
the senator asked. He then asked the commissioners how many favored deintermixture. Comrs. Robert E. Lee, Rosel H. Hyde,
Robert T. Bartley and Frederick W. Ford
stood. Next, Sen. Pastore asked how many
were opposed to deintermixture and received yeas from Comrs. Doerfer, "f. A. M.
Craven and the newest member, John Cross.
"Why does it take so long to say definiteThis willHebe lambasted
or won't the
be?"FCC
the because
senator
then ly:asked.
"you can never seem to make up your
mind" and never reach a compromise. "My
goodness, if we ran the U. S. Senate like
this, where would we be in this country?"
he asked in continuing a lecture on the
FCC's inability to reach a compromise.
He reminded the commissioners that two
years ago then FCC Chairman George C.
McConnaughey promised the Senate a solution to the uhf-vhf problem by the spring
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TO

FCC

ON

UHF

at hearing

their side of that dispute
of 1957 "and he quit the Commission . . ."
about then. At this point, Comr. Bartley
interjected that the FCC is further away
from a solution now than in 1955 because so many vhf stations have gone on
the air in uhf areas.
Sen. Pastore replied that if the Commission is not going to deintermixture markets
"Let's tell them [uhf stations]. Let's quit
kidding them." Whereupon, Comr. Doerfer
attempted to enter a defense of the Commission. He said that even if the FCC voted
to remove v's from selected markets, it
would take at least two years to effectuate
the decisions because of certain court ap-

could
learn that
we don't
already said
know?"
BothweComr.
Doerfer
and Craven
the
latter's proposal to shift all tv into a single
band of 25 channels, starting with 174 mc
(present ch. 7) is under study in the overall
aliocations survey [Government, June 23,
Lead Story, June 2].
Comr. Craven said government

invest-

ment in present equipment "in the billions"
would have to be phased-out before the plan
could be put in operation. However, he said,
the
would become obsolete in
7-10 equipment
years anyway.
A personal investigation convinced him
that the 25 proposed channels are sufficient
for a broad, national tv service, Comr. Craven testified. He said there would be a difference in performance between the lowest
and highest channels in the band but a
compensation could be made with higher
powers for the upper-band channels.
Counsel Cox asked Comr. Doerfer the

purpose of the Commission's recently-announced "crash" study of its tv allocations.
He questioned whether the Commission's
staff could come up with any information
Comr. Doerfer also maintained that if all
peals.
or conclusions not already
tv were shifted to the 70 uhf
considered by the FCC.
channels, the public would
Comr. Doerfer replied
receive less service than it
there is much additional aldoes today and that the first
locations information, uhf
time a v is removed from an
materia
l
and
other pertinent
individual market, the representatives and senators from
matters which the Commisthe chosen state would be
sion has not had at its disposal in past allocations decithe first to "scream." He said
sions. He said the whole
it would be "foolhardy" for
matter
can
be recast from a
the FCC to act today because
different approach with many
it lacks sufficient information
possible solutions that have
and and is waiting for a rebeen considered. He exnot
port from the Television Alpressed the hope TASO,
location Study Organization.
which is due to submit a
SEN. PASTORE
final report late this year,
The senator replied: "We
have been waiting four years.
will come up with additional and helpful
When are we going to get this information?
information.
That is exactly the point I am trying to
He said the Commission attends most
make." He said if the FCC doesn't act soon,
TASO
meetings and is kept abreast of its
it will be too late because uhf will be completely dead. After that, Sen. Pastore excused himself to attend another hearing.
progress.
The committee's counsel then questioned
the Commission about each of its 13 indiFollowing a short recess while another senvidual deintermixture decisions. He was
ator was secured (see box), the FCC questioning continued on a more serene basis
particularly critical of the FCC's refusal to
delete vhf channels (instead adding additionby counsel Kenneth Cox.
al channels) in Norfolk, Va., New Orleans,
Comr. Doerfer said he did not think the
Miami, and Schenectady, N. Y. Mr. Cox
Commission is actively working to complecontended the Commission turned down a
ment its announced 1956 plan looking
chance
to give uhf a tremendous boost in
toward shifting all tv to uhf. Comr. Craven
those four markets.
said that no major emphasis has been placed
on the development of uhf equipment by
Comr. Doerfer agreed the Commission's
actions had the effect of forcing existing
manufacturers and that the FCC has not enuhf stations off the air in each of the four
couraged such a program except through
informal conferences.
cities but maintained that any action taken
uhf.
would have been of very little assistance to
Mr. Cox thought such action would take
a formal policy announcement by the FCC
such as to stipulate that there would be no
The FCC chairman said a recently-submitted ABC plan designed to add a third v to
more vhf tv after "eight years." Comr.
Craven replied such a move merely would
14 top markets is under consideration [Lead
inform the public that it would have to
Story, June 16]. "Personally, I believe the
pay twice as much for
not ready to do that."
The Commission has
out why NBC is giving
uhf WBUF (TV) Buffalo,
FCC would check into
committee

so

desired

tv sets and "I'm
no
up
N.
the

plans to find
on its owned
Y. He said the
failure if the

but asked: "What

plan has merit," he said. Mr. Cox asked if
it had enough merit to be considered as an
interim measure or if it would have to
wait for an overall FCC decision on allocations.
"I can't answer that now," Comr. Doerfer replied. Harold Cowgill, chief of the
Broadcasting

Broadcast Bureau, said the ABC plan now
is before his section but that the Commission
does not have enough engineering information to institute the required rulemaking

CATV during the past eight years, Mr.
Smith stated, with 700 systems in operation
serving 1.5 million people. Considering these
that extremely litfigures, he said, "I submit
tle has been said that reflects on the CATV
industry as a whole even if it be assumed
that there has been no bias of self-serving

ned this inproceedings. Mr. Cox maintai
formation could be secured in comments to
the rulemaking.

Comr. Craven agreed that "immediate relief" is needed and said the ABC plan
should be placed in a rulemaking proceeding.
Mr. Cox had not finished his interrogation
of the Commission at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday when the only senator present, Andrew
Schoeppel (R-Kan.), had to go to the Senate
floor. Hence the FCC was told to return
sometime this week. No date had been set
late Friday.
Operators

CATV
Tell

motivation in any of the remarks made."
He said the complaints have been made
by a small number of broadcasters from the
same general area, using CATV as a scapegoat for an unfortunate economic plight.
Generally CATV enjoys excellent relationships with tv stations, he said.

Their

Side

of

It

E. Stratford Smith, attorney for the National Community Tv Assn., told the committee the FCC currently has no legal authority toregulate CATV but that his organization has no objection to such regulation
if investigations show that it would best
serve the public interest.
He said NCTA currently is studying the
possibility of such legislation and will work
actively with others to develop an appropriate area for federal regulation if it is
deemed advisable. He made it plain such
regulation should be federal, rather than
state, and cited several decisions by state
courts and public service commissions that
CATV systems are not common carriers
and therefore not subject to state control.
The FCC, Mr. Smith said, recognizes the
reason behind appeals to place community
systems under regulation — freedom from
competition. NAB and others are in error
in maintaining the Commission has authority to regulate CATV, he stated.
Counsel Cox asked Mr. Smith about a
May 1952 FCC staff memorandum holding
the Commission does have such authority.
The witness admitted that he, then an FCC
attorney, wrote a majority of the opinion.
It's obvious that he has since changed his
mind on the subject, he said.
Over $100 million has been invested in

CATV

ADVOCATES

MR. FLINN
Broadcasting

AT

"In making this statement, I am not unaware of the fact that there does exist a
basic issue between the tv broadcaster and
the community antenna operator ... It is
to rethe question of the right of the public system
ceive tv through a master antenna
without having to pay special charges not
paid by other members of the public to

figured as an
said.

alibi for leaving the air, he

Mr. Shapp, whose firm operates nine
CATV systems and has equipped 400 others,
stated that in an "overwhelming" number of
cases, community systems have paved the
way for local tv stations. He also maintained
that increased rates of stations in cities
served by community systems contradict the
contention that CATV systems are harmful
it was unto regular tv stations. Heof said
broadcasters to
ethical for a small group
blame CATV for competitive problems and
mistakes in business judgment.
r of NorthArcher S. Taylor, 18%V owne
system serving
west Video Inc. (CAT
Kalispell, Mont.), which in turn owns 30%
on the Monof KGEZ-TV Kalispell, testified tical
ly that
tana situation. He denied empha
the community system forced KGEZ-TV to
cited
go dark and [Government, June 2]stati
on
the
keep
to
s
effort
Video
t
hwes
Nortthe air.
on

ance rights,"
perform
and CATV
ts The
copyrigh
cover
is that
position
stated.
Mr. Smith
s
program
ast
rebroadc
to
right
legal
it has the
Mr.
rights,
ance
perform
without paying
Smith told the committee, but final settlement of the question can only be made by
the courts. He noted that NAB has allocated
money to finance a test case [Government,
June 23] and welcomed such a test.
In answer to a question, Mr. Smith admitted there are a "good number of examples" where CATV systems have rebroadcast at station's program without permission.
He said he advised the operators they have
a legal right to do so and expressed the
opinion that copyright protection no longer
exists once a program has been
broadcast.
Milton J. Shapp,

He said the community antenna system
was in operation three years before KGEZTV submitted its application; consequently
"KGEZ had ample opportunity to assess the
ucsituation before going ahead with constr
tion." He charged that KGEZ-TV majority
owner Frank Reardon repeatedly rejected
Northwest Video offers designed to keep the
station on the air.
Mr. Taylor also maintained that Mr.
Reardon and A. J. Mosby, owner of KMSOTV Missoula misrepresented the facts in relating to congressmen their efforts to secure
common carrier service from CATV systems. "Without CATV, Montana will be
denied the choice and quality of tv program-

Jerrold
president of Corp.,
Electronics
said that of 83 tv
stations going off the
air since 1952, only
eight were in areas
served by CATV
systems. In only
three cases has the
CATV system even

THE
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MRS. BRADER
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MR. SHAPP

MR. TAYLOR
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ming which is enjoyed in larger markets,"
he said. " There seems to be no sound reason why Montana should be arbitrarily held
to provincial status to this way in order to
give a financial advantage to a broadcaster
who is not willing to utilize common carrier
services himself. . . ."
Clifton W. Collins, representing the Pacific
Northwest Community Tv Assn., stated that
ii "is not a fair or true statement of the
existing conditions" to charge that CATV
and local tv stations cannot co-exist. "We
recognize the fact that we are in some instances competitive, but we also realize that
competition resulting in increased and in
better tv service to the public is healthy
competition."
He said PNCTA urges its members to encourage local tv stations. However, he stated,
"to subscribe to the theory of allowing
antenna systems and licensed translators to
operate only in areas where there is no local
broadcast station service means simply that
the areas where there is no local tv station
would have greater tv service than those
areas served by a local station. . . . The community antenna system, being a legal industry providing tv service, is entitled to
operate wherever it may economically
serve."
Mr. Collins called for a cooperative approach between broadcasters and community tv operators. Governmental regulation
will not guarantee the successful operation
of non-economic broadcast stations, he said.
Construction of a CATV system is only
the first step toward building a local tv
station, Charlotte Brader, general manager
of KOJM Harve, Mont., and president of
the local community system, told the committee. She said KOJM decided to operate
such a system in 1954 because it had an
obligation, as the city's only radio station,
to provide a tv service.
She also hit broadcasters' use of the "pay
tv scare" to campaign against CATV. She
said a handful of stations cashed in on the
"hysteria" by leading the public to believe
that cable tv and pay tv were the same. On
federal regulation, she told the committee:
"We are not opposed to regulation. We have
the highest regard for the FCC.
W. L. Reiher, owner of a small CATV
system in Twin Falls, Idaho, with an FCC
application pending to build a microwave
system to serve 4,000 additional families,
assailed the testimony of Gordon Glasmann,
owner of KLIX-TV Twin Falls, before the
committee last month [Government, June
2].
"For KLIX-TV to publicly stare" that 95,000 people outside Twin Falls depend on
[KLIX-TV] for their only tv service is a
gross misstatement of the actual facts," Mr.
Reiher stated. He said 99% of the homes
in the area have access to one or more channels other than the Twin Falls station. "The
Glasmann testimony was directed not to the
fact-finding committee but to the advertising
agencies with whom they do business," he
charged. KLIX-TV programming "deteriorated to a point where I received hundreds
of requests to expand my CATV systems
Page 68
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There was a tremendous scarcity of
senators — at least members of the
Commerce Committee — on Capitol
Hill last week. Just as a month ago
[Government, June 2], counsel had
trouble finding a member of that body
to preside at Tuesday and Wednesday
allocations hearings.
Sen. Frank Lausche (D-Ohio) presided over the Tuesday morning session and at the noon break announced
the hearing would reconvene at 2:15
p.m. When the appointed time arrived,
no senator was present to take testimony from operators of CATV systems. At 3, 4 and 5 o'clock, still no
elected official had made an appearance. Finally, at 5:30, after the
witnesses had been waiting for over
three hours, Sen. A. S. (Mike) Monroney (D-Okla.) put in an appearance
and listened to the CATV defense
until 7:05.
Wednesday afternoon, Sen. John
Pastore (D-R. I.) was around just 30
minutes — long enough to give the
FCC a face-to-face lashing (see
story). When he had to leave, a 20minute recess was called until the
services of Sen. Andrew Schoeppel
(R-Kan.) could be secured. He called
an abrupt halt to the proceedings at
4:30, long before committee counsel
had finished his interrogation, and
ordered the Commission to come back
before the "committee" this week.

to other areas," Mr. Reiher said. He also
charged that KLIX-TV often aired three
to seven spots between shows and program
content was deleted to make room for commercials.
In addition to carrying the three network
services from Salt Lake City, Mr. Reiher
said he plans to provide a channel on his
proposed CATV system for KLIX-TV.
Paul B. McAdam, owner of KPRK
Livingston, Mont., and operator of a CATV
system there, charged that broadcasters'
complaints against community antenna systems are "a rather clever attempt to eliminate competition." He challenged the contention that KGEZ-TV Kalispell, Mont.,
was forced to suspend operations because of
competition from CATV [Special Report,
May 12]. "This has definitely not been
proven," he said. "The town is too small, in
the first place to support a television staHe said the Livingston system serves 1,800 of the city's 2,300 homes with five
tion." at a cost of I2<j; per day, "less than
channels
the cost of antenna upkeep for the individual." The system also has its own vidicon
cameras and originates closed-circuit local
programs.
Glenn Flinn, co-owner of the Tyler, Tex.,
CATV, denied his firm has been "callous or

unconcerned" with the problems of ch. 7
KLTV (TV) Tyler. In testimony before
the committee last month, KLTV General
Manager Marshall Pengra claimed that CBSTV had cut its network rate from $225 to
$50 because of the community antenna
competition. Also, Mr. Pengra charged, the
antenna company degraded the KLTV signal
by changing it from ch. 7 to ch. 6.
Mr. Flinn testified that his cable system
began operating in 1952 with three channels
and in 1956 spent $100,000 to add KLTV,
plus a fifth channel. This was done, he said,
because of ch. 7's desire to be placed on the
CATV system. Because of technical limitations, he said, it is necessary to change
KLTV's

signal to ch. 6 and this was explained to the station.
"In our city I think the antenna company and the local station complement each
other," Mr. Flinn said. "The antenna company had a ready-made audience for the
station when it came on the air and the station was able to operate in the black much
earlier than many tv stations have. ... If
ch. 7 has difficulty selling national network
programs, I do not believe it is caused by
our system, but rather by its location. . . .
I think the record will show that we have
made every reasonable effort to cooperate
with ch. 7 and support it."
Three Texas civic officials, Mayor O. L.
Helm of Memphis, Mayor Hiram L. Cudd
of Wellington and Alderman Jack Fox of
Childers, appealed to the committee for
relief from the FCC's "freeze" against granting private microwave systems. Applications
are pending for facilities in all three cities,
he said, and it is unfair to prevent these
cities from receiving tv service.
None of the cities are within the normal
range of any existing tv station, they testified, so there would be no problem of interference or economic competition.
Sen. Frank Lausche (D-Ohio), presiding
at the time, promised to forward their
testimony to the FCC.
Town Gives Report on TASO
To Senate Commerce Committee
Dr. George Town, executive director of
the Television Allocations Study Organization, told a Senate committee last week that
from two-thirds to three-quarters of the information which will be submitted to the
FCC by TASO is a refinement of existing
knowledge. The new material Dr. Town said
will be in methods of measurements and lay
evaluation of picture quality as correlated
with engineering measurements.
Dr. Town appeared last Thursday before
the Senate Commerce Committee which has
been reviewing the Commission's position
on tv allocations. His statement was submitted as read, and he spent 10 minutes
answering questions from Kenneth A. Cox,
special tv counsel for the committee.
In his statement, Dr. Town outlined the
purpose of TASO, its organization and the
amount of work that has been carried on.
He estimated that all panel reports will be
completed by August and that TASO's final
report will be submitted by the end of the
Broadcasting
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is Channel 3 — telecasts with 100,000 watts
It is the Official Basic CBS Television
from 1000' tower.
Outlet for Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids — serves more than

WKZO-TV

600,000 television homes in one of America's top-20 TV
*Last seen in 1910 — due again in 1986.
markets'.
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• CHANNEL 3 • 1000' TOWER
100,000 WATTS
Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids
For Greater Western Michigan
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©

Montana

CITE

tells FCC

wire

stations claim

s A Florence, Ala., uhf tv station last week
told the FCC its troubles in competing with
a community antenna television system that
brings in programs from vhfs in Birmingham (WABT [TV] and WBRC-TV) and
Nashville (WS1X-TV), both over a hundred
miles away.
WOWL-TV (ch. 15), commenting in the
FCC's inquiry into the impact of catv, tv
translators, tv satellites and tv "boosters"
on development of tv broadcasting, said it
competes with the programs from distant
stations despite its own difficulties in supplying one quality network service plus the
"red tape" it has encountered in getting approval of its application for a microwave
relay system. Comments were due in the
FCC inquiry by last Friday [see At Deadline].
Richard B. Biddle, president, said WOWLTV had asked the catv system, which serves
4,100 homes in the Muscle Shoals market
area, to carry ch. 15 programs but the antenna system replies it would have to delete
one of the vhf channels, thus eliminating
one service. He said WOWL-TV has added
only four or five national accounts (total
gross, $4,000) and has received network
revenues of less than $500 a month in the
IVi months it has been on the air. J. Walter
Thompson Co. told WOWL-TV it would not
receive a Ford Motors program because it
was already being received by the catv system, he said.
Mr. Biddle said most local retail merchants are catv subscribers and many have
not converted their sets to ch. 15, with the
result they don't use WOWL-TV despite
station success stories and proof of overall
audience.
He said WOWL-TV would "welcome"
a requirement that ch. 15 be carried on catv
and that such systems should be required
to carry programs of the local outlet. He
felt one service to rural areas is more important than multiple services in a city
(WOWL-TV claims 24,000 homes in the
area get satisfactory service from it or
WMSL-TV Decatur, Ala.); that the FCC
is empowered to control catv in the public
interest and that broadcasters' economic
injury theory is valid in the absence of a
"co-existence plan" for both broadcasters
and catv.

Comments

by a group of Montana broadcasters dripped with satire. The'y charged the
FCC, in allowing catv operators to bring
in signals from the Spokane, Wash., stations, has extended service not to the public
but to the "select few"; has limited service
to the people of Montana and has "restricted" tvbroadcasting in that state.
If tv service from the Spokane stations is
so good they asked, why doesn't the FCC
increase the power of the out-of-state stations beyond the present limitations so they
can cover even more of Montana?
The Montana group's comments were
signed by KXGN-TV Glendive, KXLJ-TV
Helena, KFBB-TV Great Falls, KMSO-TV
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Missoula, KOOK-TV Billings, K.XLF Butte,
KATL Miles City (radio) and the Hill
County Tv Club.
They estimated there are 14 catv systems
in 14 Montana cities with total population of
55,100; 71 boosters and unauthorized translators in 66 towns with 78,870 people, and
three operating authorized translators (plus
four construction permits) in four cities
within reach of 20,320 people.
The group cited the various categories of
tv transmission in this order of desirability:
(1) tv stations with complete film and studio
installations; (2) tv stations with film installations; (3)satellite stations; '4) vhf boosters;
(5) uhf translators; (6) FCC-regulated, limited "distribution systems" (catv), within or
adjacent to a tv station's coverage area,
operating with originating station's permission, the station arranging clearances and
performance rights; (7) FCC-regulated, limited, microwave-fed catv systems outside
a tv station's coverage area, with the originating station's and FCC's permission, the
station arranging clearances and handling
performance rights; (8) FCC-regulated, limited, microwave-fed catv systems outside
a tv station's coverage area, operating with
FCC permission (but not station's) and the
catv system handling clearances and performance rights.
The group urged a study of the programs
catv systems carry and said they should be
prohibited from carrying programs inside a
station's Class B contour because this is a
"waste" of facilities. It also asked that no
catv system be allowed to microwave a program from one station into another station's
coverage area without a hearing on the effect and desirability; that consent of originating station be required for all non-broadcast systems; that local tv stations are to be
preferred over booster, translator and catv
systems; and that the FCC should hold hearings to decide which of the systems should
prevail in areas presently with intermixed
systems.
Pateros-Brewster Tv Assn., a vhf reflector
booster serving more than 3,000 homes in
Pateros and Brewster, Wash., said it gives
added circulation and thus sales to the three
Spokane vhf stations whose signals it boosts
and that the booster group's relations with
the Spokane outlets have been congenial.
PBTA saw no circumstances "in our
area" for prohibition of or strong limits on
booster operation. The booster group felt
the FCC should permit the service which
serves the most people the most economically
to operate under FCC control.
Economic injury to a tv station may in a
sense be a justification for the FCC to refuse local program services permission to
compete with the station, PBTA said, and
each case should be based on the community's individual circumstances.
The U. S. Independent Telephone Assn.
said FCC denial of authority for a common
carrier microwave wire or cable to transmit tv programs to catv systems would be

invalid. Such operations are not subject to
FCC jurisdiction because they are not broadcasters and because they normally do not
cross state lines. They could avoid indirect
FCC regulation by switching from microwave to cable transmission, the telephone
group said.

Wolfson-Meyer to Withdraw
From Houma, La., Ch. 1 1 Contest
WTVJ Inc. (Mitchell Wolfson-Sidney
Meyer) Friday asked the FCC to dismiss
its application for ch. 1 1 at Houma, La.,
for which it has been in competition with
St. Anthony Television Corp. WTVJ said
it is withdrawing because St. Anthony agreed
to pay WTVJ $12,979 as "partial reimbursement" for out-of-pocket expenses in pursuing the application.
The WTVJ withdrawal, however, does
not clear the way entirely for St. Anthony.
The two issues which remain before Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper are its financial qualifications and whether its proposed
tower is an air hazard.
A petition by St. Anthony is pending
for dismissal of the financial qualification
issue. St. Anthony proposes a tower 1,000
feet above average terrain, 1,058 feet above
WTVJ made known its intention to withground.
draw at a pre-hearing conference Wednesday. The Wolfson-Meyer interests include
WTVJ (TV) Miami, 20% of WFGA-TV
Jacksonville, both Fla.; 36.8% of WLOSTV Asheville, N. C, and 50% of WMTV
(TV) Madison, Wis.

FCC Sets Last Barrow Hearings,
Network Study Heads to Testify
The FCC last week scheduled final hearings July 11 and 14 for the Barrow Report
on tv network broadcasting.
Testimony will come from three top members of the Network Study Staff which made
the report. These are Dean Roscoe L. Barrow of the U. of Cincinnati Law School;
Dr. Louis H. Mayo, assistant dean of
George Washington U. Law School, Washington, and Dr. Jesse Markham, Princeton
U. economics professor.
The hearing dates were fixed in mid-July
because Dr. Markham departs July 24 to
Europe on sabbatical leave for a year's
study there.
Ogden

Tv Grant

Favored

United Telecasting & Radio Co.'s bid for
ch. 9 Ogden, Utah, last week received a
go-ahead signal from FCC Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue in an intial decision looking toward the grant of United's
application
. y there were other applicants
Originall
for this Utah channel: Jack A. Burnett and
Granite District Radio Broadcasting Co.
These applications were dismissed without
prejudice after United agreed to partially
reimburse Burnett for expenses and made
an arrangement whereby Granite District
could buy into United (up to slightly less
than 50%).
Broadcasting

839' self-supporting tower for
WBNS-TV, Columbus, Ohio, supports RCA TF 12 AH antenna.
Two outside platforms give easy
access to microwave equipment.
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PARTY
HEADS
JOUST
ON
'IN FLUENCE'
The Sherman Adams imbroglio last week
in a community — that this is left to the
"genius of free enterprise," although the
touched off counter-claims by Republican
number of stations would be a factor in a
National Chairman Meade Alcorn that
Democratic congressmen themselves have
The FCC has set the application for hearbeen "exceedingly adroit and practiced in
ing Tuesday on whether proper negotiations
commando tactics against the FCC."
grant.
took place in an agreement by which a
What began merely as one of the day-tosecond applicant for the same frequency,
day verbal duels between Mr. Alcorn and
Kermit F. Tracy, withdrew. The FCC has
Democratic National Chairman Paul Butler
invited Mr. Parrish to be a public witness —
on Tuesday had. by Thursday, got down to
"cases."
but not a party in interest — at the hearing.
Rep. Harris said last week he sees nothing
Tv obviously was on Mr. Butler's mind
improper in his letter to the FCC. Mr.
Tuesday when he issued a statement sayParrish said last week he sent copies of his
ing the Adams show on Capitol Hill should
letter to all members of the Arkansas conbe renamed "Truth or Consequences" or
gressional delegation and the state's two
"The Price Is Right." Mr. Alcorn promptsenators and that all have written to the
ly replied that perhaps the show ought to
FCC.
be called "Soldiers of Fortune," pointing
But the OOP's Mr. Alcorn was not satisa waggling finger at seven Democratic senafied with Rep. Harris' answer. The Repubtors who have financial investments in radio
lican national chairman had the last word —
and tv stations. Why, Mr. Alcorn suggested,
at least through Thursday. In a statement
doesn't somebody hold an investigation on
for release last Friday, he reported:
how the seven "acquired and improved their
"A system which provides one set of rules
for officials of the executive branch and
(The seven: Democratic Sens. Clinton P.
another set of rules for members of Conholdings?"
Anderson, Lyndon B. Johnson, Olin D.
gress is a pernicious one indeed."
Johnston, Robert S. Kerr, Warren G.
Magnuson, Joseph C. Mahoney and John
House
Puts Sportscasts
J. Sparkman. For a list of radio-tv interests,
Outsi
de
Antitrust Law
financial and otherwise, held by congressmen and near relatives, see For the ReThe House last week voted to exempt
cord, April 14.)
radio-tv sports coverage from antitrust laws.
Sens. Anderson and Kerr issued immediThe bill leaves only strictly commercial
ate replies that while they have investments
phases of professional baseball, football,
in radio and tv stations, they never have
hockey and basketball under antitrust restraints.
tried to unduly influence the FCC.
But the simmering pot had reached boilAs approved, the bill incorporates the
ing. On Wednesday, newsmen dug out a
language of a measure introduced two weeks
six-weeks-old letter written to the FCC
ago by Rep. Francis Walter and three other
about a pending broadcast application. Its
congressmen [Government, June 23].
author: none other than Rep. Oren Harris
However, it bears the number (HR 10378)
(D-Ark.), who as chairman of the House
of a measure introduced last January by
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee has
Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.). The Celler
bill called for exemption of those phases of
been the author of the Republicans' most
recent woes.
professional sports found to be "reasonable
Thesince
letter,
a part
of to
theFCC
FCC's
public
and proper." The Walter version does not
files
it was
written
Chairman
include this stipulation which, it was argued,
would lead to endless litigation.
John C. Doerfer on May 6, expresses "interest" in an application for an am station
In approving the sports exemption, the
(1270 kc, 1 kw day) at Pine Bluff, Ark. — in
House voted down 93-11 an amendment by
Rep. Harris' home state but not in his conRep. Sidney R. Yates (D-Ill.) to place radiostituency. The congressman said his letter
tv coverage under antitrust regulation to
was prompted by B. J. Parrish, president of
"protect the interests of baseball fans."
KOTN Pine Bluff, an existing station which
Also last week, Rep. Albert W. Cretella
would be in competition with the proposed
(R-Conn.) and Rep. Edwin Dooley (R-N.Y.)
new outlet. Rep. Harris said he had been
introduced bills similar to the one approved.
furnished a copy of a letter to the FCC by
Rep. Cretella's measure (HR 13071) proMr. Parrish objecting to a grant of the apvides that "no major league game telecast
or broadcast be permitted into a minor
plication.
league area when a minor league team is
(Mr. Parrish's letter to the FCC questioned the qualifications of the applicants —
playing in that city, unless that minor league
Louis Alford, Phillip D. Brady and Albert
team specifically consents to such a broadMack Smith.)
Rep. Harris said he would like to have a
copy of the FCC reply to Mr. Parrish and
asked whether the FCC had a policy of
limiting the number of radio stations in a
given "trade area" according to population
and the likelihood of economic survival
amid competition. Chairman Doerfer replied that the FCC assigns frequencies to
communities, not trade areas, and that it
does not determine the "need" for a station

cast or telecast."
Telethon Proceeds

Tax

Exempt

When a tv station conducts a "telethon"
over its facilities and turns over all monies
collected to tax-exempt charity, the funds
raised do not constitute income to the station, according to a ruling issued by Internal
Revenue Service in its June 9 Bulletin. It
was understood WTVJ (TV) Miami was the
station involved.
Broadcasting
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GOVERNMENT CONTINUED

HILL

GETS

FILL-IN

•

Sen. Monroney

•

Satirizes homage

hears

about

ON
major

RATINGS

tv rating services

paid to ratings by the industry
fact that hard-headed businessmen spend
"All I've learned is that people are like
millions of dollars a year for this informagrains of wheat "
This was the comment made by a hetion and "they aren't interested in kidding
mused Sen. A. S. (Mike) Monroney (Dthemselv
Okla.) last week at the conclusion of a oneThe es."
lone dissenter was Mr. Sindlinger.
day hearing on tv rating services which
He mainta
ratings
cause
theyined
showthatonly
saw the giants of the nose-counting husiness
one oversim
dimensplify
ion. "heHe
parade before his one-man committee of
urged research to determine the quality of
the Senate Commerce Committee.
the audience and its compatibility with the
Sen. Monroney also observed that the
advertiser's product.
He prophesied that there was going to
day's testimony confirmed his feeling that
a sampling of small numbers of people
be "catastrophe" for westerns next year. He
also said he had found "slippage" for the
dictates the "sameness" of tv programs.
first time, people no longer engaged in susHe said that the purpose of the hearing
tained viewing for a definite period of time;
was to put the rating picture into perspecthere was more looking and unlooking in
tive and on the public record so that everyrecent months, he said.
one could understand it.
He also said the sale of Hollywood feaHe added that the next step, if the full
committee approves, would be to call netture films to tv saved tv last year; from
25% to 35% of time was spent watching
work, advertising agency and advertising
executives to explain how they use the
good movies.
Mr. Nielsen told the committee that tv
information gathered for them by the rating
ratings should not be blamed for the demise
services. He said he would like to find out
why networks follow each other "like
of unpopular programs. "You don't blame
the
bookkeeper when a Broadway show
sheep" in imitating each other's successful
programs.
fails," he ask rhetorically.
In a satiric slap at critics, Mr. Nielsen
The senator heard A. C. Nielsen, A. C.
Nielsen Co.; James W. Seiler, American
declared those who question how a sample
Research Bureau; Edward G. Hynes Jr.,
of 1,000 can determine the viewing habits
Trendex; Sydney Roslow, Pulse Inc.; Allan
of 43 million tv families betray their lack
V. Jay, Videodex, and A. C. Sindlinger,
of knowledge of the abc's of sampling
techniq
ues.
Sindlinger & Assoc.

All but one defended the integrity of
their ratings and the usefulness of the data
they provide. Generally emphasized was the

DR. ROSLOW
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"We are amazed at the alacrity with
which laymen, having no knowledge whatever of this highly technical subject, often

MR. JAY

MR. SINDLINGER

presume to pass judgment on the quality
and site of the samples used by experts who
have devoted their lives to a study of the
subject" he said.
Such opinions, he said, are as meaningless as if they were to pass judgment on the
metallurgist of U. S. Steel Corp. for the
making of high speed tool steel.
Mr. Seiler emphasized that the users of
ratings understood that there was a margin
of error in ratings — in ARB's case four
points — which means that programs separated by this many percentage points actually
could be considered equal.
Mr. Hynes in his testimony stressed that
Trendex reports cover 20 cities and should
not be considered anything more than that.
Mr. Roslow explained that qualitative research on program calibre is undertaken on
special order. He also observed that if more
variety is desired then more facilities are
required.
Mr. Jay disclosed that his reports included evaluations of programs by viewers
— but that this was included originally only
as a technique to ensure that diary entries
were made immediately after viewing.
Sen. Monroney was aided in his investigation by the committee's special tv counsel,
Kenneth A. Cox, and its communi
cations
specialist, Nicholas Zapple. A year ago the
committee sent questionnaires to the rating
services asking how they operate.
In his opening remarks, Sen Monroney
said that the committee had received a number of inquiries or complaints concerning
the national program rating services. These
have given rise, he said, to questions as to
the possible effect of ratings upon the quality
of the program service being furnished to

SENATOR

MONRONEY
Broadcasting

Suddenly
for years
can be done
THE

PRESTO

800 PROFESSIONAL

is one tape recorder with all the answers. Its single-action individualized
controls mastermind each detail — de-

that have

problems
are gone!
much

Work

more

head disappears in STOP and FAST,
completely exposing all heads for easy
sweep loading and fast, sure editing.
Five color-coded illuminated switches
provide interlocked relay control of the
five basic functions. Spring-loaded playback head can be adjusted for azimuth

For example: Separate switches provide correct playing tape tension even
when reel sizes are mixed. Three rewind

even with snap-on head cover in place.
Safe tape handling with top speed is

without fighting the brakes. Pop-up
playback head shield for right-hand

Broadcasting

that usually

takes

costly hours

one thing is clear . . . the recorder you
have to have is the PRESTO 800 Professional. Available in console, portable
and rack-mounted models, in stereo or
monaural. For facts and figures, write,
or wire collect to Tom Aye, Presto Recording Corp., Paramus, New Jersey.
A subsidiary of The Siegler Corporation.
Export: 25 Warren St., Neiv York 7, N. Y.
Cable: Simontrice.

assured because interlocked relay control prevents accidental use of record
circuit.
If you've done your share of editing,

800
PROFESSIONAL
EXCLUSIVE:

• •••• .- " ■ mZdm •

engineers

recording

efficiently — at far less cost.

liver ahigher rate of production at significantly lower operating costs.

speeds are push-button selected. Cue
switch allows hand-winding and cueing

plagued

Edit switch allows onehand runoff during editmasing and assembly of ates
ter tapes, elimin
messy tape overflow.

TURNTABLES ' TAPE RECORDERS
DISC RECORDERS
• DISCS • STY LI

800
PROFESSIONAL
EXCLUSIVE:
New linen-base, phenolic drum brake system features double
shoes, eliminates brake
maintenance headaches.

800
!fF <!

PROFESSIONAL
EXCLUSIVE:
Four-position plug-in
head assemblies offer
optimum flexibility.
Can be instantly interchanged without realignment.
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GOVERNMENT continued

the public and "the possible misuse of rating
information in station and network adver-

the ability of the surveyors to count people's likes and dislikes in the same method
used to count refrigerators or cereals.

tising."
Sen. Monroney continued:
it is not the desire of the committee to
interfere unduly in the conduct of an essentially private business. Our only concern
is with the possible impact of ratings on the
service the public receives and upon the

Mr. Cox' questions were mainly directed
at beliefs that ratings were artificially inflated by the services, that the companies
tended to favor customers and that the
ratings were unrealistic since the surveys
were made on the same week each month.
This last was categorized as insignificant by
the surveyors who claimed that since all
stations knew when the ratings were being
made any possible advantages were canceled out.

overall development of the tv industry."
Sen. Monroney's questions and observations during the day's testimony indicated his
belief that there was too much sameness in

tv programming. He used the term "parallelling" of programs and expressed the wish
that networks would "spread their goodies"
more.
At another instance he referred to people who watch programs but may not like
them as "tv zombies." Again he referred
to the "sheeplike" quality of Madison Ave.
Networks and advertisers, he said, used
ratings like the Sermon on the Mount. At
another point he suggested that some
"charitable organization" buy chain break
time to ask viewers to write and tell how
they liked the program.
Repeatedly he confessed bewilderment at
STERN

SETS

DATE

A retired chief justice of the Pennsylvania
Supreme Court opened the second round of
the notorious Miami ch. 10 case last week.
Judge Horace Stern, appointed by the
FCC as a special examiner — the first time
the Commission has gone outside its own
staff for a hearing officer — set Sept. 8 as the
date for the beginning of testimony in the
rehearing.
The prehearing conference was adjourned
after a full morning session last Monday.
It will be resumed this afternoon (Monday).
A further pretrial meeting was scheduled
Aug. 22. All are in Washington.
The Miami ch. 10 case was reopened after
being remanded by the U. S. Court of Appeals last April. The issues involve improprieties connected with the comparative
hearing, including non-record influences on
commissioners. The first day's conference
indicated strongly the hearing generally will
be a rehash of testimony before the House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee.
Parties to the rehearing are Public Service Television Inc., a subsidiary of National
Airlines (which won the coveted ch. 10
grant); WKAT Inc. (WKAT Miami); L. B.
Wilson Inc., and North Dade Video Inc. —
all applicants in the original hearings — and
Eastern Airlines, the Dept. of Justice (as
amicus curiae) and the FCC's general counsel and Broadcast Bureau.
The FCC granted ch. 10 to National Airlines (WPST-TV) in February 1957, voting
four for National Airlines, one for WKAT
Inc. and one for L. B. Wilson Inc. One
commissioner, T. A. M. Craven, abstained.
Today's conference will determine
whether there is agreement among counsel
on stipulating testimony delivered before the
Congressional committee earlier this year.
The Aug. 22 meeting will be held to determine whether the hearing will open in
Miami or Washington.
Warren E. Baker, general counsel for the
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Hemispheric

Network

Proposed

Bricker

by

The possibility of a telecommunications
network, including circuits for live radio and
tv programs, connecting the U. S. with Central and South America was raised in the
Senate last week. Sen. John W. Bricker (ROhio), for himself and six other senators,
introduced a resolution (S Res. 317) authorizing the establishment of a special subcommittee to investigate "the advisability

FOR

MIAMI

CASE

FCC, listed the following witnesses he intends to interrogate and possibly call:
Frank Katzentine, WKAT; G. T. Baker.
National Airlines; Paul R. Scott, Robert H.
Anderson, Thurman Whiteside, all Miami
attorneys; Perrine Palmer, Miami public relations executive; Jerry Carter, Florida
political figure; Ben H. Fuqua and McGregor Smith, executives of the Florida Power
& Light Co., and former Comr. Richard A.
Mack.
Since all are from Florida, it may be
more economical to hear their testimony
in Miami, the Commission feels.
The opening moments of last week's prehearing conference became tense when
Norman E. Jorgensen, counsel for National
Airlines, read a statement calling attention
to a possible conflict of interest involving his
firm and Judge Stern.
Mr. Jorgensen said his firm, Krieger &

and
work. feasibility" of constructing such a netNew circuits which would permit radio
and tv program exchanges with Mexico and
Central and South American countries
would be of tremendous value, he said.
Four members each from the Foreign
Relations, Interstate & Foreign Commerce
and Armed Services Committees would be
appointed to the special committee. The
resolution allocates $50,000 for the study
and calls for a report to the Senate by
March 1, 1959.
In addition to determining the advisability
of such an international network, the special subcommittee also would (1) study possible U. S. agreements with other countries
for its construction and operation and (2)
determine the type of U. S. agency "best
suited" to carry out the construction and
operation of the network.
Joining the Ohio Republican in sponsoring the resolution were Sens. Styles Bridges
(R-N. H.), Bourke Hickenlooper (R-Iowa),
Leverett Saltonstall (R-Mass.), Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.), Andrew Schoeppel (RKan.) and Homer Capehart (R-Ind.).
Judge Stern was sworn in Monday morning to sit as a special FCC examiner. The
oath was administered by U. S. District
Judge John J. Sirica of the District of Columbia. After the swearing in, Judge Stern
conferred with FCC Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham.
Other lawyers participating in the prehearing conference were: FCC, Edgar Holtz.
Robert J. Rawson, Harold Cowgill; Justice
Dept., Robert Bicks, W. Crabtree, R. Levy;
WKAT Inc., Paul A. Porter, Reed Miller
and James Juntilla; L. B. Wilson Inc., Paul
M. Segal and Robert O. Marmet; North
Dade Video Inc., A. Harry Becker and
Nathan David; National Airlines, Norman
Jorgensen, and Eastern Airlines, Harold L.
Russell.

Jorgensen, represented WPEN-AM-FM
Philadelphia, which are owned by Sun Ray
Drug Co. Sun Ray's Philadelphia legal
counsel is the firm of Wolf, Block, Schoor &
Solis-Cohen. Judge Stern is a consultant to
this firm.
The 79-year-old jurist expressed astonishment at the statement and termed the imputation "nonsense." He explained he was
on retainer to the Wolf firm on matters of
law and appeals, but not involving any of its
clients. After asking whether anyone objected and hearing none, he ruled this relationship was not a hindrance to his sitting.
It was decided that Commission counsel
would begin the proceedings with its witnesses. Judge Stern estimated the hearings
would run continuously after Sept. 8 and
should be completed by the end of September.
The Philadelphia judge sails for the
Middle East July 7 and is scheduled to return Aug. 19.

JUDGE Horace Stern takes the oath from
U. S. District Judge John J. Sirica before
presiding at the initial pre-hearing conference on the Miami ch. 10 case.
Broadcasting

SUCCESS

STORIES

One of a series of salutes to successful
TV stations across the nation . . . and to
the Northwest School graduates who have
contributed to their success.

WCYB-TV

&

BRISTOL,
VIRGINIA-TENNESSEE

R. H. SMITH, President & General Manager
WCYB-TV serves over two million people in the "Mountain
Empire"— with NBC and ABC as well as local programs.
WCYB has been operating since August of 1956 on Channel 5
at maximum power. Their transmitter is one of the highest east
of the- Mississippi River, 4360 feet above sea level and over
2300 feet above average terrain. WCYB broadcasts 18 hours
a day with a staff of 55 and three full camera chains plus
remote facilities.

Carlene Miller joined the staff of WCYB-TV before they
went on the air, shortly after graduating from Northwest
Schools. She has been a camera girl, floor manager, and is
now director. She directs between 15 to 20 programs a week,
ranging from live shows to commercials in film programs.
Here is what Mr. R. H. Smith, President and General Manager of the Appalachian Broadcasting Corporation says about
his experience with Northwest School graduates: "Carlene
Miller has done an excellent job since she has been in our
employ, as you can see by her steady rise since joining us.
She came to us well grounded in television basics, and has
definitely contributed to. the success of our operation."

For further information
on Northwest training and graduates available in your area, write, phone or wire

NORTHWEST

1 221 N.W.

SCHOOLS

21 st Avenue,

Portland

9, Oregon

Phone CApitol 3-7246
737 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago

•

1440 N. Highland, Hollywood

NETWORKS

NO

LET-UP

IN

•

ACLU

sides with

•

Daly, Hutchins

ABC-FUN
network

at loggerheads;

The "debate" between ABC-TV and the
Fund for the Republic concerning the
canceled June 15 Mike Wallace interview
with the Hon. Henry Cabot Lodge [Networks, June 23] last week assumed the
proportions of a three-way battle of words.
The issues: censorship, the author's "right
of revision" and "the integrity of tv journalism."
Playing a "hard game of semantics" (as
one ABC-TV executive phrased it) were the
fund president. Dr. Robert Maynard Hutchins. and two executives of the American
Civil Liberties Union who maintained that
Dr. Hutchins was "straining the bounds" of
the first amendment by charging ABC with
"censorship" when that network "declined
to allow what it regarded as an improperly
labeled program." ACLU's executive director Patrick Murphy Malin and Thomas R.
Carskadon, radio-tv director, felt that ABC
had acted justly and correctly by striking
the June 15 telecast.
Caught in the middle of the crossfire was
John Charles Daly, ABC vice president for
news and public affairs who, by his own
admission, had been brought into the case
only two weeks ago.
Mr. Daly was singled
out by Dr. Hutchins
as the chief culprit,
a charge the ABC
official dismissed as
"sheer nonsense."
Feelings between
Dr. Hutchins and
Mr. Daly ran particularly high late Wednesday after the fund
president suggested
to ABC that it precede each videotape
MR. DAtY
program (only three
remain to be seen in the current cycle) with
the explanation that "guests have been afforded an opportunity to review their remarks in order to make certain that their
ideas are presented fully and fairly" and/or
that ABC clearly label the Freedom & Survival series (Sun., 10-10:30 p.m., EDT)
with the tagline. "This program has been recorded on videotape and has been reviewed
in advance of broadcast." ABC-TV President Oliver Treyz, to whom Dr. Hutchins
addressed this suggestion, turned the letter
over to Mr. Daly, who promptly found the
suggestion "unacceptable" to ABC.
Said Mr. Daly: "ABC's acceptance of
the series (to which the fund contributes
less than a third or above-the-line program
costs) was based upon the concept of spontaneous exchange between interviewer and
interviewee. . . ." Dr. Hutchins' office immediately said Mr. Daly's reply was not
consistent with the facts," and asserted
that "under terms of the contract" confirmed April 15, ABC-TV agreed to record
the Wallace interviews on videotape in advance of broadcast and that, if deemed
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on

D-ACLU

Lodge

FRAY

cancellation

show's

future

dubious

necessary, these video transcripts could be
"amended."
Mr. Daly told Broadcasting Wednesday
night that the fund was "in deep error."
He pointed out that in all discussions with
the fund, ABC had "always insisted that
the program must be consistent with ABC's
obligation in serving the public interest
and must conform to our programming and
operating policies and to the requirements
of FCC." ABC's "obligation:" that the
Wallace series, as a spontaneous questionand-answer piece of journalism could not
be altered to suit the whims of the interviewee or interviewer and that any proposed editing would thus falsely brand the
program as being a "news program" when
in fact it wasn't. Mr. Wallace's office which
throughout the past fortnight has stayed
aloof from the argument broke silence
Thursday when it, too, challenged Mr.
Daly's concepts by noting "we've always
assumed that we had as much right to redo our 'story' as newspapermen have a
right to rewrite their interviews with notables
to mutual satisfaction."
It was learned that on April 23 an interoffice memorandum from the ABC news
& public affairs department to the legal
department confirmed that videotape would
be used for the Freedom & Survival series
but only for the express purpose of giving
the fund an opportunity to distribute recordings (and kinescope films made therefrom) to colleges at some later date; additionally, the memo — it was understood —
discussed the possibility of using the tape
soundtrack for a possible radio version of
the show. Asked to comment, Mr. Daly
confirmed the memo's existence, said that
"we had gone along with the fund's request
because at the time we felt we might therefore be spared some of the embarrassments
that cropped up during an earlier Wallace
series." (Mr. Daly referred to ABC's position last year when The Mike Wallace Interview— sponsored by Philip Morris Inc. —
ran afoul of the Los Angeles Police Dept.
after the Mickey Cohen show.)
Mr. Daly also said that Dr. Hutchins
was being "somewhat less than honest" in
pointing out that ABC's action in the Lodge
matter was inconsistent with its earlier behavior when, said Dr. Hutchins, ABC consented to "edit" two others F&S programs.
Mr. Daly explained that in the case of the
Reinhold Niebuhr interview, the recording
session was interrupted by studio noise and
that because of editing limitations on videotape, the entire discussion had to be reshot.
In the case of the Erich Fromm interview,
both Mr. Wallace and Mr. Fromm agreed
that a "better discussion" could be had
from a retake. "In neither case," Mr. Daly
asserted, "was there any element of revised
program content," as had been suggested
by Dr. Hutchins.
Further complicating the worsening re-

lations between Dr. Hutchins and Mr. Daly
was the interjection of ACLU on the side
of the network. Messrs. Malin and Carskadon ventured (in a letter to Dr. Hutchins
made public Monday) that "the question is
not censorship but proper identification."
ACLU contended that Freedom & Survival
which is billed as a give-and-take interview,
would lose its value as a spontaneous journalistic discussion were it first screened and
edited and that the fund would in essence
be refuting its original intent of airing "responsible public discussion with leaders of
thought" and the public would be, in effect,
misled as to what it was watching on television.
On Tuesday, Dr. Hutchins fired off a
reply to ACLU, citing correspondence between himself and New York Times radiotv critic Jack Gould, in which he defined a
censor as "one who attempts to change,
purge or suspend the public dissemination
of statements made by others." Wrote Dr.
Hutchins to ACLU, "In this sense Mr. John
Daly acted as censor . . . Mr. Lodge acted
perfectly within his rights in seeking to
revise his earlier remarks. A man revising
his own remarks is certainly not engaged
in censorship."
Dr. Hutchins continued: "Your main
argument is based on a misapprehension."
ACLU, he asserted, was incorrectly assuming the Fund-Wallace series consistedviews"
of "news
when, in interfact,
in
they were cational
"anseries
eduwhich American
leaders would have
an

opportunity to

say edwhat
wantto say they
in exactly
the way they wanted
to say it." ABC in
refusing to grant Mr.
Lodge's
request
had
"censored"
the UN
DR. HUTCHINS

official. The ex-U. of
Chicago educator

thereupon urged ACLU to "publicly acknowledge its major error. . . ."
ACLU, back at bat Wednesday, stood
by its guns and reiterated its earlier position— that the public would be deceived
were the fund to insist on edited Freedom
& Survival discussions. "We still believe,"
Messrs. Malin and Carskadon noted, "that
the charge of censorship was not properly
raised against the network." They promised
that "this would be "our last word on the
But Mr. Daly had more words on the
subject of "improper labeling." He scored
Dr.
Hutchins for using "false syllogisms,"
subject."
suggested the educator "might well examine
the basis on which he is making these statements. "A public," Mr. Daly declared, "confirmed in the practices of the free and unfettered tv interview, is badly served by
specious labeling. Dr. Hutchins' position
on editing or injecting disclaimers "makes
a complete mockery" of his earlier statements to the Times in which he proudly
noted Mr. Wallace's "searching skill" as a
Broadcasting

He's

making

the

sure

tomatoes

taste

good

The tin coating on food cans does not have to be
thick— but it is important that it be evenly distributed to give sure protection for the contents. But
and inspect a coating that's
how
as a shadow?
thin measure
almostcanas you
U. S. Steel does it with the unique X-ray gage you
see in the picture. A beam of X-rays is directed at
the tinplate. The rays penetrate the tin coating and
cause the iron atoms in the steel base to fluoresce and
emit X-rays of their own. As these new X-rays
emerge from the base, they are partially absorbed
by the tin coating. The X-rays finally leaving the
tin are measured by a geiger counter and this reveals
the amount of absorption and, therefore, the coating weight.
Research work like this is one of the factors that
accounts for the consistent high quality of all types
of steel made by United States Steel.
USS is a registered trademark
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no-holds-barred reporter. "] submit," Mr.
Daly said, "It is hardly worth searching
for light, if the light is subsequently to be
shaded by the subjective censorship of the
individual interviewed." Dr. Hutchins' "terminology," Mr. Daly went on, "obviates
any doubt, that we mutually understood
interviews." Were
g news
programmin
were
to continue along the
& Survival
I reedom
lines now being suggested by the Fund for
the Republic, Mr. Daly felt, "I submit
that ... we have an exercise in futility if
the end result is to be vitiated by ex-postfacto editing."
Mr. Daly late in the week privately expressed the fear that "there's more at stake
here than the future of one tv program . . .
the very existence of tv journalism in the
age of videotape is endangered by this kind
of thinking." He said that his office has
been "too wrapped up" in correspondence
to give much thought to the future of
Freedom & Survival. The current cycle is to
go off the air July 20; a decision is to be
reached "late next week" as to continuance.

Resignation
in

routine

of

will

Fund for the Republic late Thursday
pulled from its files correspondence between
Dr. Hutchins and ABC Vice President and
General Counsel Mortimer Weinbach which
it says "conclusively proves" ABC — not the
Fund — is using "false syllogisms." The letter, dated April 15, confirms contract negotiations between the Fund and ABC and
contains this statement: "We had contemplated presenting some of the programs
live," wrote Mr. Weinbach, "and others by
recording. We are agreeable to pre-recording all of the programs either by videotaping or kinescope recording, at our election. We understand, however, that the
programs will be done in a 'live' manner and
that unlike film production, extensive editing
K. Kelly, vice president of the
impossible."
is Frank
Fund, said "certainly, when a man uses
the word 'live' and speaks of extensive
editing as opposed to minor editing, there
is reason to believe that the understanding
under which we were operating with ABC
for seven programs was the correct one.

hardly

NBC's

Frank M. (Scoop) Russell will retire today (Monday) as NBC Washington vice
president but it won't make much change in
his daily routine.
All that changes tomorrow as he becomes
a consultant is the location of his office
(1737 DeSales St.. N.W., District 7-7930)
and the amount of his NBC pay check
(more) .
He'll still be NBC's Washington lobbyist
but can, in addition, take on other clients
who desire the services of the capital's most
experienced broadcast observer (29 years).
Scoop Russell is an anomaly in an industry that features salesmanship and showmanship. He has allowed his name to be used
only twice in NBC press releases — when he
joined the network April 25, 1929, and
when his retirement was announced (June 9,
1959).
He has never faced a microphone or tv
camera. When NBC dedicated its $4 million
broadcast plant in Washington last May 22,
with President Eisenhower as speaker,

cause

ripple

Scoop
Russell
to follow Capitol Hill hearings through an
observer — a rule he occasionally ignores
when the shooting gets loud.
Scoop Russell has his own ideas about
lobbying (he was the first broadcast lobbyist
to register when the lobbying act went into
force before World War II).
"I meet people and try to understand
them and get along with them," he said. "I
know what to do. I go ahead and do it. I
lobby like hell for things I think are good
for the industry and oppose things I think
What has he been doing the last 29 years?
are bad."

Surely Mr. Weinbach's statements are in
conflict with Mr. Daly's statements. . . ."
Producer Ted Yates Jr. on Thursday
quoted Mr.stitutingWallace's
"guest-column"
for critic John
Crosby) in(subthe
New York Herald-Tribune in which Mr.
Wallace urged that tv "must permit its news
sources the same freedom granted by the
press. A public figure, if he so desires, must
be accorded the privilege of having certain
of his remarks regarded in confidence,
whether those remarks are first recorded in
a reporter's
on tvEdfilm."
Mr.
Wallace
wentcopy
on book
to sayor that
Murrow,
"the dean of the television reporters," grants
his subjects that privilege and that "authorized interviews" should "be no more suspect
on television than they are in this newsMr. Kelly also alluded to Ed Murrow,
saying, "John Daly claims to speak for the
entire industry in saying tv journalism's
fate is at stake should pre-editing become
accepted practice. How can he reconcile
his views with those of Murrow's?"
paper."

"It's none of your business, or anybody
else's business. I never go in FCC Commissioners' homes. They're never invited to
mine. I get lost in the winding halls if I
make a trip to the FCC unless I go in the
same 12th St. entrance.
"I go to Capitol Hill a lot but I don't go
around knocking on the doors of busy
people. I'm called to the Hill more often
than
I calllearned
them." his Washington behavior
Scoop
patterns in the twenties as assistant to four
Secretaries of Agriculture. He discovered
the main trick is to get acquainted with
people in public life and try to establish their
confidence.
"I'm lazy," he quipped in his famed cocktail party manner. "Letters are too much
trouble. I simply pick up the phone and get

Scoop sat back in a far corner "with the
janitor and other hired hands."
"I learned long before I joined NBC that
the worst thing a guy can do in Washington
is stick his neck out," he explained. "That's
the quickest way to get in trouble."
Which explains why he has only made one
brief appearance as witness before a congressional investigating committee. That
was years ago when the late Chairman
Charles W. Tobey (R-N.H.), of the Senate
Commerce Committee, spotted him in the
audience and asked him if NBC had provided color tv sets for FCC members. Scoop
explained NBC was developing tv receivers
and the FCC was interested in the way the
new tv standards would work out.
That's all there was to it, but it taught a
lesson in the merits of anonymity and the
hazards of public appearances. He decided
Page 80
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A PORTRAIT was presented to Frank M. (Scoop) Russell, retiring NBC Washington
vice president, by the NAB board at its June 20 meeting. Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., a board member, made the presentation which included a
smaller portrait bearing the names of all NAB directors.
Broadcasting

it over with. If I want to change my office
records, all I have to do is change my recollection of my telephone conversation."
The familiar Russell off-beat observations
and insults are a Washington institution.
The presence of a party audience, and
there's always a group around him, inspires
a burst of loud and startling observations
that are liable to run non-stop for an hour
or more.
"What do I think about tv allocation?" he
I don't
"Look,
query.
responded
know
whereto an
the inane
tv band
is or
where they
put fm. I don't know what frequency modulation means. I just recently learned the difference between vhf and uhf. If you learn
something about the business you get fixed
ideas.
"I simply hope they like NBC and like
me around this city."
What about all these investigations and
bills in Congress?
"You hear a lot of conversations and
testifying but not many bills are reported
out," he said. "Congress never has passed
any punitive legislation against radio or networks. It's just a good conversation piece.
"Broadcasting is vulnerable — a favorite
whipping boy — because we're a natural
monopoly. We have comparative cases and
people try to knock each others' brains out.
Everybody likes to shoot at broadcasting but
nobody is seriously threatening to hurt us
much.
"Washington was really rough back in the
twenties. The meat packers were controlled.

Buy
At

grain exchanges were put under a law.
There was the Federal Reserve Act for
banks. Kenesaw Mountain Landis had
broken up Standard Oil. The Federal Radio
Commission was formed. The Securities and
Exchange Commission was set up in the
early thirties.
"The threats to broadcasting were much
more serious in the past. Now there's a lot
of agitation about things like must-buys and
option time. The Radio Commission once
adopted a regulation not to allow duplication of network shows within 100 miles. It

Howard Monderer Appointed
NBC's Washington Attorney
Howard Monderer, NBC senior attorney
in New York, has been named NBC Washington attorney, effective July I. He assumes
the office as Frank
M. Russell retires
from the NBC
Washington vice

was never put in force."
The NAB board staged a testimonial
luncheon June 20 for Scoop Russell, its
oldest member in point of service (28 years).
He was praised for his years of industry
service, his board record and his Washington activity, and was described as "the man
who didn't have a promotion in three

legal
Mr.duties.
Russell will
continue to serve

This sort of thing doesn't start even a ripdecades."
ple in his slightly receding shock of hair. He
snorts at compliments and generally laughs
off insults because he's a pro at the busiinsults. Just don't belittle
ness of fast-flying
his lobbying
record!
"Remember," he said, "I've had my neck
in a noose many times but always pulled out

vague announcement card for the new
time."
in His
consulting project is typically Russellese,
"Frank M. Russell announces the opening
of his office [plus address and phone num-

WAKR.. ber]."

.Sell

NBC on a consultbasis and has
1737 ing DeSales
St.,
opened an office at

MR. MONDERER

N. W., Washington. His vacated vice presidential post will not be filled.
Mr. Monderer, 30, received his law degree at Harvard in 1949. After three years
with the New York law firm of Laporte &
Myers, he joined NBC's legal staff in New
York. He married Claire Ann Weiss of
New York.
Harris Vacates ABC Position
Leslie A. Harris, national sales coordinator of ABC o&o tv stations, resigned effective last Friday, and officials said the post
would be abolished. Mr. Harris, who formerly was eastern sales manager for ABC
radio, is expected to announce his new
plans in the broadcast field shortly.
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NETWORKS CONTINUED
CBS

Radio

Affiliates Board

Lauds Network's Programming
The CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. board of
directors held a board meeting and sessions
with network executives in New York last
week, with discussions covering network
programming, sales and related subjects.
The board adopted a resolution commending CBS Radio for its "aggressiveness in
programming
Charles
Caley,
WMBD Peoria,leadership."
III., chairman
of theC. affiliate
board, said the 1958 CRAA convention will
be held at the Waldorf-Astoria in New York
Oct. 29-30.
The resolution singled out CBS Radio's
"programming superiority" in sports coverage and music presentations, such as broadcasts of the Metropolitan Opera and the
New York Philharmonic Orchestra.
Besides Mr. Caley, those attending were
John S. Hayes, WTOP Washington; Joseph
M. Higgins, WTHI Terre Haute, Ind.; J.
Maxin Ryder, WBRY Waterbury, Conn.;
C. Glover DeLaney, WHEC Rochester;
Harold P. Danforth, WDBO Orlando, Fla.;
Hoyt B. Wooten, WREC Memphis; Frank
P. Fogarty, WOW Omaha; J. C. Kellam,
KTBC Austin, Tex.; Lee B. Wailes, Storer
Broadcasting Co.; Worth Kramer, WJR
Detroit.
CBS Radio executives: Arthur Hull
Hayes, president; James M. Seward, executive vice president; William A. Schudt Jr.,
vice president in charge of affiliate rela-

tions; Louis Hausman, vice president in
charge of advertising and promotion; Eric
Salline, national manager of affiliate relations; Edward Hall, administrative manager
of affiliate relations; William Brennan.
western manager of affiliate relations.
Westerman Whillock, KBOI Boise, and
John M. Rivers, WSCS Charleston, S.C.,
were unable to attend.
Network Day-Night Audience Up
For Jan. -May, TvB-Nielsen Say
Network television audiences continued
to grow during the first five months of this
year, it is shown in a January-May report
issued last week by Television Bureau of
Advertising. Based on A. C. Nielsen Co.
data, the report shows an 8% increase in
average evening program audience and a
13% boost in average daytime audience,
compared with the same period of 1957.
Average evening programs reached 701,000 more homes this spring than last and
average weekday daytime programs reached
433,000 more homes than in 1957. The
four-year table follows.
NETWORK TV PROGRAM AUDIENCES
(January Through May)
(Nielsen Total Audience Basis)
Average Evening
Program
Rating
Homes
(Number of programs shown in parentheses)
1955 (139)
22.7%
6,233,000
1956 (136
23.7
7,401,000
1957 (128)
24.3
8,834,000
1958 (130)
23.7
9,535,000
Average Week-day
Daytime Program
1955 (48)
9.1%
2,471,000
1956 (51)
9.5
2,975,000
1957 (53)
9.3
3,294,000
1958 (60)
9.5
3,727,000
NBC Revises 'Chain Lightning'
To Conform to Decree by FTC
NBC

THE
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today (Monday) is announcing a

new and revised "Chain Lightning" merctiandising plan for food retailers and manufacturers which it says meets the approval
of the Federal Trade Commission. FlC has
ruled that in-store station promotion plans
are illegally discriminatory unless open to
all stores equally [Government, May 26].
Chain store promotions of network-owned
stations had been under litigation for nearly
two years [Government, July 30, 1956].
Under the new plan, NBC promotional
work is available to any food retailer —
chain or independent — who desires to participate "on an exact proportional basis."
Retailers are given a choice of three "Chain
Lightning" plans: (1) for individual owners
of one or more stores, (2) for group members having a common trade name or trade
name conceived for promotional purposes,
and (3) for members of the NBC food store
organization, "Stores of the Star," the network's retail promotional group.
FTC General Counsel Earl W. Kintner
wrote NBC executives that in his opinion
the revised plan complies with the provisions
of the Robinson-Patman Act. Full details
of the plan and counsel's opinion now are
being supplied to food retailers and manufacturers.

Storer's WJW
Signs Full NBC

Cleveland
Affiliation

NBC

has signed a full affiliation agreement with WJW Cleveland, it was announced Thursday by Harry Bannister, NBC
vice president for station relations, and
George B. Storer, president of Storer Broadcasting Co., WJW licensee. NBC will drop
its affiliation with WHK there, owned by
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. (formerly
DuMont Broadcasting Co.), and the transfer date has tentatively been set for July 30.
With the WJW affiliation, NBC becomes
linked with two of the seven Storer radio
outlets, WSPD Toledo having been an affiliate of the network since May 2, 1937.
"The NBC Radio Network is pleased
that this new link has been forged with the
Storer Broadcasting Co., one of the major
chains of radio stations in the U.S., with an
outstanding reputation for community service and good local programming," Matthew
J. Culligan, vice president in charge of the
NBC Radio Network, stated.
Reginald P. Merridew, managing director
of WJW, said, "We plan to continue the
same local program structure which has
enabled WJW Radio to make great forward
strides in Cleveland radio." WJW formerly
was affiliated with ABC, but that network
switched to WSRS Cleveland about six
months ago.
CBS

Gets Affidavit Retraction

From Galindez-Murphy Witness
CBS News last week re-entered an international dispute by seeking out one of its
own news sources and getting that source
to repudiate an affidavit issued to the paid
investigator of the Dominican Republic.
CBS Radio last year aired an explosive
documentary on the disappearance of
Basque scholar-author Jesus de Galindez (A
Chronicle of Terror: The Galindez-Murphy
Case, CBS Radio, May 20, 1957). CBS
News announced last week that Mrs. Virginia Wulfing, daughter of the late watchman
at Zahns airport, Amityville, N. Y., claimed
she had been duped into retracting a statement she made last year to CBS reporters.
Originally Mrs. Wulfing told of a man being
flown to Florida in March 1956.
Earlier this month, attorney Morris L.
Ernst — retained by the Dominican Republic to investigate the Galindez allegations —
made public his "Report and Opinion,"
which quoted Mrs. Wulfing as saying it
happened in April or May 1956.
Interviewed by CBS

after the Ernst re-

port, Mrs. Wulfing said: "This affidavit
[quoted in the Ernst report] was brought
to my home by three men who represented
themselves as being reporters from the New
York Daily News . . . they called this paper
a 'release' not an affidavit. They said this
so-called 'release' when signed by me would
give their newspaper permission to quote
from a statement I made for CBS. . . ."
She signed the affidavit "without reading it
carefully." Mrs. Wulfing, according to CBS,
then retracted the release.
CBS

contacted the Daily News

which

said it never had assigned "anyone" to interview "or otherwise contact" Mrs. Wulfing.
Broadcasting

STATIONS

Angry
Hear

Chicago
Radio-Tv

Women
Defense

A "showdown" meeting organized by the
Chicago Housewives Committee in behalf
of Better Radio-Tv programming turned
into a stout defense of American broadcasting and advertising last Wednesday. The
group was organized to protest WMAQ
Chicago's cancellation of the Mary Merryfield Show last March when angry women
Mart
picketed NBC Chicago's Merchandise
headquarters. Last week they met with
broadcasters and advertising people in the
Art Institute club room.
Taking their lumps — and dishing them
out — were panelists Jules Herbuveaux, NBC
vice president and general manager of
WMAQ
and WNBQ (TV); Jane Daly
(Borah), vice president and radio-tv director, Earle Ludgin & Co.; Carl Gylfe, media
buyer, Cunningham & Walsh: Arch Madsen, assistant manager, WLS Chicago; William Hohmann, sales promotion director
of WBBM-TV Chicago; Bernard Jacobs,
president-general manager of WFMT(FM) Chicago, and Donley Fedderson of
Northwestern U., representing WTTW
(TV), a non-commercial outlet. Representatives of WGN-AM-TV, WBKB (TV)
and other stations declined to participate.
Mrs. Julian Lawton, committee chairman, noted results of its survey indicating
that "many housewives are so indignant over
present broadcasting fare that they are boycotting the commercial stations or turning
to fm in protest." The panel was told of the
"steady deterioration of daytime radio —
too many poor commercials, too many soap

other exclaimed that "minorities control the
networks."
Miss Daly questioned the housewives'
own study, asking, "Who organized the
survey?" Chairman Lawton replied it was
"done on an amateur basis" and represented
evaluation of housewives'
a "legitimate"
programming preferences.
Mr. Madsen suggested that "lack of
interest" has caused the demise of many
shows. He stated that "radio and tv cannot, by the very laws of nature, rise above
"
the demands of listeners.
Mr. Fedderson took a similar tack and
suggested the group acquaint itself with the
responsibilities of mass communications. He
told his audience that broadcasting mirrors
but that "your attitudes won't
public tastes
change
the climate of broadcasting . . . you
are not typical of the American people."
A spokesman for WKFM (FM) Chicago
commented that "if all the am stations in
Chicago did what the fm stations do [with
classical music formats] we'd all be in terrible shape." Mrs. Lawton claimed that "fm
has been gaining favor the past three years."
At the discussion's end Chairman Lawton
read a resolution promising a "continuing
crusade" for better program fare based on
the committee's survey, which incorporated
17 questions in a questionnaire distributed
to some 700 housewives. Among other find-

ings, itshowed that the "typical housewife
is a woman approximately 34 years old,
having 1.7 children and represents the most

The

Sound

important segment of buying power among
consumer groups; is both concerned about
and dependent on radio for much of her
contact with the world outside her home,
and is extremely interested in programs and
subjects of a more serious nature."
White Sox Night Telecast
Rates High but Hurts Gate

Ratings were a good deal better than attendance for Chicago's first night baseball
telecast in nine years last week, according
sday by WGNto figures released WedneTheod
ore Hamm
TV. Two advertisers,
Co., reaped
Oil
oma
Oklah
and
Co.
ng
Brewi
an unexpected audience bonus.
The Chicago Tribune station claimed an
average rating of 29.2 and average share of
54% in set tunein for its telecast of the
White Sox-Yankees game Tuesday evening.
Estimated cumulative audience reached 1,980,000 viewers between 8 and 1 1 p. m.,
or one out of every two people watching
tv, on the basis of a special American Research Bureau survey. WGN-TV claimed an
audience greater than that for the three
other local commercial tv stations combined. At one point (9-9:30 p.m.) ARB
reported 64.1% of 2,350,100 sets were on,
with 756,700 homes watching the game.
The White Sox management was less
box office rethan satisfied, however, with compared
with
sults— a turnout of 27,000
an expected 40,000. Charles A. Comiskey,
vice president, said the game was selected

of

Quality

operas and too many disc jockeys." The
committee based its claims on a poll of
441 housewives in metropolitan Chicago
and nearby cities.
Mr. Herbuveaux, belted from all sides
with simultaneous questions, told the
throng, "I don't believe the public is giving
us one half the attention it should in connection with cultural and public service programs." He said Miss Merryfield's show was
cancelled because "we wanted to make a
change — her contract ran out."
Mr. Herbuveaux suggested that some programs are dropped for lack of loyalty to
the sponsor's product and observed that
NBC lost thousands of dollars on its Matinee Theatre. He also cited cost for Wide
Wide World.

In a quality market of 14 counties where
598,800 people spent $1,016,738,000
— a per capita average of
$1,885.00.
($204 above
the national average. )

"Survey of Buying
Salesmanagement's
,cl Power — 1957"

Mr. Hohmann pointed out that WMAQ,
with which he formerly had been associated, spent millions of dollars in public
service programming last year to satisfy its
public service responsibilities and that "in
terms of audience you get nothing in return."
Mr. Hohmann

and other panelists heard

shouts that radio-tv is programmed "to 12
year olds" and uncomplimentary remarks
about soap operas. One incensed housewife
complained that "nobody has ever called
me and asked whether I liked a program
or not." Another shouted, "First you took
Weekday away from us, then you took
Mary Merryfield away from us." Still anBroadcasting

For over 35 years the Quint-Cities' senior station
(Davenport and Bettendorf, Iowa — Rock Island, Moline and East Moline, Illinois)
Ernest C. Sanders, Manager
fflfflfS Mark Wodlinger, Sales Mgr.
RADIO
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.
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o
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STATIONS CONTINUED

WDAU-TV'S CATV
Mrs. Dorothy Mugford has one of
the most unusual jobs in television —
community antenna liaison for WDAUTV Scranton, Pa.
Attractive and
vivacious, she
confines herself
to the task of
keeping the ch.
2 2 signal of
WDAU-TV
o n
several score
community antenna systems.
WDAU-TV is
surrounded
b y
mrs. mugford
the biggest collection of CATV systems in the nation. Mrs. Mugford corresponds regularly with the operators of these systems,

weeks ago "because we felt it would be a
sellout with normal June weather and with
our heavy advance sale." He added, "This
proved nothing to us — except that we don't
plan to do it again. We've never felt tv
would help night baseball." Observers noted,
however, that the weather was threatening
Tuesday evening.
The White Sox telecast some night
games prior to 1949 and then adopted a
policy permitting coverage of all daytime
home games. As a result, according to Mr.
Comiskey, night game attendance increased

Broadcast Flood Relief Fete
Planned in 3 Indiana Cities

SHEPHERDESS
does trouble-shooting and makes regular
calls around the mountainous areas of
northeastern Pennsylvania. The CATV
operations range from Elmira, N. Y., on
the North to Sunbury, Pa., on the South,
adding 60.000 homes to WDAU-TV's
circulation according to Vanse L. Eckersley, executive vice president-general
manager.
Once when WDAU-TV planned to
cut down its megawatt power for transmitter servicing, Mrs. Mugford spent
two days calling every CATV operator
on the station's list to warn them what
was coming.
Mrs. Mugford joined WDAU-TV at
the first of the year. She has worked with
the station frequently while doing public
relations work for the Wyoming Valley
United Fund.

the latter principally owned by John C.
Pomeroy and family) to ch. 10 in Onondaga, Mich. Favorable initial decision given
March 1957 and oral argument held last
April, with final decision still awaited. Michigan State U. is permittee of WKAR-TV,
which began operation in January 1954.
(If the decision finalized, the combined educational and commercial operation on a
single channel would be the only one of its
kind in the country.)
Westinghouse

Taps

McGannon

in succeeding years — along with the club's
fortunes as an American League pennant
contender.

For Company 'Silver W Award
Donald H. McGannon, president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., was honored

Chicago

during his company's French Lick management meeting (see separate story) with the
"Silver W," the highest award given by the
Westinghouse Electric Co., parent firm. The
presentation by E. V. Huggins, chairman of
the Westinghouse Electric executive committee, was made in "recognition of the distinguished service" of Mr. McGannon
through "his inspirational guidance in the
continued
company. expansion and leadership" of the

Teacher

To Be Aired

Training

Series

Daily by WGN-TV

An in-service training program for teachers in Chicago public schools will be
launched by that city's WGN-TV in the form
of a Monday-through-Friday television series
in mid-September.
Described as the first such series ever
offered by a commercial station, the public
service program represents the equivalent of
a grant of over $70,000 in time charges and
production costs to the Chicago Board of
Education for 26 weeks.
Chicago public schools will utilize the
daily 8-8:30 a.m. segment to train teachers
from kindergarten to the eighth grade
throughout metropolitan Chicago in the
art of reading. Plans were announced
Wednesday by Ward L. Quaal, vice president and general manager of WGN-AM-TV,
and Dr. Benjamin C. Willis, superintendent
of Chicago public schools.
WKAR-TV

Suspends

WKAR-TV

on

Ch. 60

East Lansing, Mich., noncommercial, educational station, suspended
operations after signoff June 28, pending
final FCC disposition of the Pharma-Onondaga ch. 10 case. WKAR-TV plans to move
from ch. 60 under a proposed share-time
arrangement with the commercial operation
of Television Corp. of Michigan (Edward
E. Wilson, 60%, and WILS Lansing, 40%,
Page 84
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The citation also honored his "imagination
in the development and practice of true public service in the broadcasting field" and his
"firm administrative approach in developing
a sound organization to insure consummation of the basic objectives of Westinghouse
Broadcasting." Mr. McGannon became
president of WBC in November 1955.
Slide-Rule
The

Rates

From

Meeker

Meeker Co., radio-tv station representative, last week introduced a "new
concept in rate cards" which calculates automatically the budget, minimum total
homes reached and number of spots per
week in each time classification, according
to Robert D. C. Meeker, president. WTTV
(TV) Indianapolis is the first station to
adopt the new card which is printed on a
slide-rule. The station has adjusted its
rates, dropping from $720 to $500 for
Class A one-hour one time and $144 to
$73 for Class A one minute, one time only.

Broadcasters in three Indiana cities will
stage a giant inter-city benefit party July 1
to help victims of recent floods, with proceeds going to the Red Cross. The party
will be held in the Marion, Ind., Memorial
Coliseum under sponsorship of WBAT
M arion; WFGM-AM-TV Indianapolis and
WOWO Fort Wayne.
Volunteers are providing food, talent,
entertainment, props and transportation. The
idea originated with three radio-tv personalities— Jack Anderson, WBAT; Bob Hardwick, WFBM and Marv Hunter, WOWO—
after their station's joint appeal at the time
of the flood had brought an enthusiastic
public response.
Charles D. Estill, Red Cross deputy director of disaster service for the eastern
United States, described the radio-tv aid as
"one of the most impressive examples of
public service I have seen. It demonstrates
the power of radio and television to rally
people together in time of trouble."
WILZ Listeners Can Collect
$25 From 'Insured Programming'
Jack Faulkner, general manager of WILZ
St. Petersburg, Fla., has announced an "insured programming" policy that will pay
a settlement of $25 to the first listener who
can establish in a letter that WILZ did not
adhere to its policy of "You're No More
Than a Minute From Music." Arrangements for the insurance policy, written by a
London firm, were handled by Earl W. Day
& Co., St. Petersburg.
"Advance announcement would be made
each time station programming required intentional deviation from the WILZ music
policy," Mr. Faulkner said. Discrepancies
are verified by official logs kept for the FCC.
The listener letter with the earliest postmark determines to whom the settlement
will be paid.
Mr. Faulkner obtained the plan to
"graphically illustrate" the WILZ jingle,
based on the "no more than a minute from
music" theme. The music format excludes
rock and roll and hillbilly tunes. News is
broadcast "as it happens" in bulletin form.
Marcoux Appointed to WLBZ-TV
Rudolph O. Marcoux, former WTWO
(TV) Bangor, Me., business manager, has
been named general manager of the same
station which has
changed its call
letters
after to
itsWLBZ-TV
sale by
Murray Carpenter
and Assoc. to WLBZ
Television Inc., subsidiary of Maine
Broadcasting Co.
Mr. Marcoux was
formerly national
sales manager of
Maine Broadcasting
MR. MARCOUX
which includes
WLBZ and WCSH-AM-TV Portland and
WRDO Augusta, all members of Rines
radio and tv stations group. William H.
Rines, president.
Broadcasting

CHANGING

HANDS

The following sales of
ANNOUNCED
Nation interests were
announced last week. All are subject to
FCC approval.

WWCO WATERBURY, CONN. • Sold by
Lawrence Brandon and associates to Herbert
Bloomberg, former broadcast sales executive, DuMont Labs., for $200,000. Mr.
Brandon owns 50% of WHVH Henderson,
N. C. Broker: Chapman & Co. WWCO operates on 1240 kc with 250 w.

KCBC DES MOINES, IOWA • Sold to
Fletcher-Mitchell Corp. by Majestic Broadcasting Co. for $1 12,000, plus $38,000 not to
compete for five years. Fletcher-Mitchell
owners are Jonathan M. Fletcher and James
I. Mitchell, each 50%. Messrs Fletcher and
Mitchell each own 50% also of KLIN Lincoln, Neb., and Mr. Mitchell also owns
16%% of KPIG Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
KCBC operates on 1390 kc with 1 kw.
WHLT HUNTINGTON, IND. • Sold by
Ted Nelson and David S. Gifford to William
J. Warren for $68,000. Mr. Warren is general manager, WCAP Lowell, Mass. Mr.
Nelson continues his interests in KFEQ-AMTV St. Joseph, Mo.; WILO Frankfort, Ind.,
and in WHOP Bellefontaine, Ohio. Broker:
Blackburn & Co. WHLT operates on 1300
kc with 500 w, day.

WROD DAYTONA BEACH, FLA. • Ninety percent interest of Mort Bassett sold to
Eugene Hill and Frank Russell for $50,000
plus assumption of obligations. James McDonough retains his 10% interest in station
and will remain in executive capacity. Mr.
Hill has minority interest in WORZ Orlando, Fla. Mr. Russell is principal owner
of Mining Journal stations in Michigan.
Broker: Paul Chapman, Atlanta. WROD operates on 1340 kc with 250 w.
The following transfers of
APPROVED
station interests were approved by the FCC last week. For other
broadcast actions, see For The Record,
page 95.

KIST SANTA BARBARA, CALIF. • Sold
to Western States Radio (equally owned by
A. R. Ellman and A. C. Morici) by Harry
C. Butcher, onetime CBS vice president and
owner of KIVA (TV) Yuma, Ariz., for
$197,000. KIST operates on 1340 kc with
250 w and is affiliated with NBC.
KSO DES MOINES, IOWA • Sold to N.
L. Bentson, Joseph L. Floyd, Edmund R.
Ruben and Tony Moe by KSO Inc., Lyman

TRACK

RECORD

ON

STATION

SALES, APPROVAL

S. Ayres, president, for $20,400 for 100%
stock of both licensee and Broadway Land
Corp. (latter owns land used as transmitter
site) plus agreement to pay $134,600 in
indebtedness owed by both companies.
Messrs. Bentson, Floyd and Ruben also own
WLOL Minneapolis, KELO-AM-TV Sioux
Falls, KDLO-TV Florence, and KPLO-TV
Reliance, all South Dakota. KSO is on 1460
kc with 5 kw.
KGEZ-TV KALISPELL, MONT. • Granted
transfer of control without financial consideration from KGEZ Inc. through transfer
of 56% stock to Frank Reardon, previous
minority stockholder. Mr. Reardon controls
KBOW Butte, Mont. KGEZ-TV, now dark,
is assigned ch. 9.
Baseball

Tv Draws

Broadcasting

Broadcasting Company

Like

Hundreds

of

Broadcasters

WKLO Louisville, Ky., names Robert E.
Eastman & Co.
WTVM
(TV) Columbus,
Young Television.

. . .

President
MARTIN

F. MEMOLO

- WNEP-TV
WARM
Scranton, Pa.
and

APPOINTMENTS
Chief

Engineer
J.

ROSWELL

PARKER

Ga., appoints

WPTA (TV) Fort Wayne, Ind., appoints
Young Television, N. Y.

Selected
TOWERS

STAINLESS

KIMO Independence, Mo., names Simmons
Assoc.
WMOZ Mobile, Ala.; WWIN Baltimore,
Md.; WEDR
Birmingham, Ala., and
WCAW Charleston, W. Va., have appointed
Bob Dore Assoc.
STATIONS

SHORTS

KHSL-TV Chico, Calif., conducted twomonth contest for its account executives to
increase sales of daytime television. Winner
Jack Mitchell received new Fiat automobile
to keep for his own use.
KGFJ Los Angeles employes are receiving
roll of nickles and three-day vacation at
Riviera Hotel in Las Vegas from Thelma
Kirchner, KGFJ general manager.
KIKO Globe-Miami, Ariz., went on air
June 13 on 1340 kc, with 250 w.

Mid-America

President

F. MEMOLO,

Suit

The Lincoln (Neb.) Chiefs baseball club
has sent bills totaling $759 to the New
York Yankees and the Philadelphia Phillies,
claiming this sum was lost in attendance
because of telecasts of two games of the
major league teams in the Lincoln area.
The Phillies were billed $400 and the
Yankees $359. Spokesmen for the Yankees
and the Phils were not available for comment.
REPRESENTATIVES

MARTIN

WCBI-TV Columbus, Miss., announces
Rate Card No. 2 revised, effective Aug. 1,
which deletes Class A, making everything
Class AA or B. Time period for Class AA
revised from 6:29-9:30 p.m. to 6:00-10 p.m.
seven days week. Station reported there
were no changes in actual rates.

ROSWELL

J. PARKER,

Chief Engineer

LEARN WHY MANY BROADCASTERS CHOOSE
STAINLESS TOWERS
Call or Write
for Informative
Literature.

NORTH WALES

CSS, inc.
• PENNSYLVANIA
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, ARDS

THE JUDGES (at work on the tv section of the Advertising Assn. of the West awards):
Al Flanagan, KCOP (TV) Hollywood; Bill Larimer, Edward Petry & Co.; Bruce Robertson, Broadcasting, Hollywood; Selig Seligman, KABC-TV Hollywood; Adrian Woolery,
Playhouse Pictures; Ralph Tuchman, Harris-Tuchman Productions; John A. Libherton,
Foote, Cone & Bidding; Hal Stebbins, Hal Stebbins Inc.; Al Halderson, Playhouse Pictures; Keva Marcus. Keva Marcus Jingles; Ed Cashman, Foote, Cone & Belding, and
Earl Klein, Animation Inc.
AAW

CITES

33

A radio commercial for Crown

FOR
Zeller-

bach's Zee paper towels was awarded the
perpetual trophy as the best radio commercial in any category among approximately
130 entries in the annual competition of the
Advertising Assn. of the West. The trophy,
donated by the Vancouver Advertising &
Sales Bureau, was awarded Wednesday,
third day of the annual AAW convention,
held this year in Vancouver, B. C.
The Crown Zellerbach radio commercial
won first place for radio spots broadcast in
cities of more than 50,000 population. For
cities of under 50,000, the winning spot was
one for Shaffer & Duff Furniture Co.'s
Vibra Chair. Tillamook Creamery got the
award for the best radio program commercial and a special award was voted for
Butter-Nut Coffee's six-minute "Omaha"
commercial created by comic Stan Freberg.
In television, where a comparable number of entries were judged. Speedway Petroleum's "Researcher" animated cartoon
was adjudged the best spot, Burgermeister
Beer's "Little Man" the best ID, General
Foods' "Chinese Baby" the best black-andwhite program commercial and the U. S.
Navy's recruitment animated film, "Hats,"
the best color commercial.
Similar AAW awards were given for outstanding ads in other media. Entries were
limited to ads created in the 1 1 western
states, British Columbia, Alaska and Hawaii. The radio-tv winners:
RADIO

COMPETITION

by Advertising
Assn.ando£.-the
West,
theSponsored
Radio Industry
of the West
Vancouver
B. C, Adv. & Sales Bureau.
PERPETUAL TROPHY (Donated by Vancouver Advertising & Sales Bureau for best over-all job
in all classifications) :
Advertiser: Crown Zellerbach, S. F.; Station:
KMPC Los Angeles; Agency: Cunningham &
Walsh. S. F.; Caption: Zee Paper Towels—
"Hoop."
SPOTS Cities over 50,000 population
1ST PRIZE: Advertiser: Crown Zellerbach, S. F.;
Station: KMPC Los Angeles; Agency: Cunningham & Walsh, S. F.; Caption: Zee Paper Towels
— "Hoop."
2ND PRIZE: Advertiser: Pacific Guano Co.;
Agency: Garfield Advertising, S. F.; Caption:
"Well There They Go."
3RD PRIZE: Advertiser: Chevrolet Div. General
Motors; Station: KMPC Los Angeles; Caption:
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ADS

Chevy Job Opportunities.
HONORABLE MENTION: Advertiser: Harold Meyer
Drugs; Station: KMO Tacoma, Wash.; Caption:
Harold Meyer Drugs. Advertiser: Pacific Tel. &
Tel. Co., S. F.; Agency: BBDO, S. F.; Caption:
"Ting-a-ling." Advertiser: Contadina Foods, San
Jose, Calif.; Agency: Cunningham & Walsh.
S. F.; Caption: "Bottoms Up."
SPOTS Cities under 50,000 population
1ST PRIZE: Advertiser: Shaffer & Duff Furniture
Co., Oceanside, Calif.; Station: KSLR Oceanside (Larry Thomas); Caption: Vibra Chair.
2ND PRIZE: Advertiser: Gresham Auto Dealers;
Agency: Dawson & Turner Inc., Portland, Ore.;
Caption: Gresham Auto Dealers.
3RD PRIZE: Advertiser: Idaho Mutual Benefit
Assn.; Agency: Cline Adv. Service, Boise, Idaho;
Caption:
"Western
Dollars."
HONORABLE
MENTION:
Advertiser: North Montana State Fair; Agency: Wendt Adv., Great
Falls, (Jo Ann LaDuke); Caption: "The Ferris
Wheel Will Start 'Round."
PROGRAM COMMERCIALS
1ST PRIZE: Advertiser: Tillamook Co. Creamery; Agency; Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
Portland,
Ore.;Advertiser:
Caption: "Harry
Babbitt
Show."
2ND PRIZE:
Del Monte
Pineapple;
Agency: McCann-Erickson, S. F.; Caption: Del
Monte Pineapple.
SPECIAL CATEGORY AWARD
Advertiser: Butter-Nut Coffee; Station: KMPC
Los Angeles (John M. Asher); Caption: Omaha —
Butter-Nut Coffee.
TELEVISION
Sponsored by Television Bureau of Advertising
Inc. and Advertising Assn. of the West.
SPOTS 20-60 seconds
1ST PRIZE: Advertiser: Speedway Petroleum
Corp.; Advertising Manager: James E. Ford;
Agency: W. B. Doner; Producer: Animation Inc.,
Hollywood; Caption: Speedway Gas "Researcher,"
2ND PRIZE: Advertiser : Sick's Rainer Brewing
Co., Seattle; Advertising Manager: Arch Douglass; Agency: Miller, Mackay, Hoeck & Hartung,
Seattle; Producer: Canyon Film Production,
Hollywood;
Caption: "Nature."
3RD PRIZE: Advertiser:
Bank of America, S. F.;
Advertising Manager: Charles R. Stuart Jr.;
Agency: Johnson & Lewis, S. F.; Producer:
Quartet Films Inc.; Hollywood; Caption: "We
Hate To Mention This In Front of Children."
HONORABLE MENTION: Advertiser: Babbitt Inc.,
Oakland; Advertising Manager: R. G. Oliver;
Agency: Garfield Adv., S. F.; Producer: John
Wolfe & Co., S. F.; Caption: "Nothing . . . cleans
like So-Kleen." Advertiser: Bill Goodro. Denver;
Producer: Bob Brown, KB TV (TV) Denver;
Caption: "Dodge City 1876." Advertiser: Western
Airlines, L. A.; Advertising Manager: Bert D.
Lynn; Agency: BBDO, L. A.; Producer: Quartet
Films, L. A.; Caption: "Very Important Bird."
SPOTS IDs
1ST PRIZE: Advertiser : Burgermeister Beer, S. F.;
Advertising Manager: L. D. Mullins; Agency:
BBDO, S. F.; Producer: Playhouse Pictures,
Hollywood; Caption: Little Man and Magic Trick.

2ND PRIZE: Advertiser: California Spray Chemical Co., Richmond; Advertising Manager: Louis
Czufin; Agency: McCann-Erickson, S. F.; Producer: Technique Productions, L. A.; Caption:
"Us Bugs Just Hate Ortho."
3RD PRIZE: Advertiser: Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co.,
S. F.; Advertising Manager: Harry L. Bright;
Agency: BBDO, S. F.; Producer: GrantrayLawrence, Hollywood; Caption; "Mouse — 7 and
8 HONORABLE
O'clock Versions."
MENTION: Advertiser: Granny
Goose Co., Oakland; Advertising Manager:
Robert Frank; Agency: Brooke, Smith, French
& Dorrance, S. F.; Producer: Motion Picture
Service,
F.; Caption:
"Magician."
Advertiser:
Orange S.
Crush;
Advertising
Manager:
D. H.
Campbell; Agency: Cockfield, Brown & Co.,
Vancouver, B. C; Producer: Animation Inc.,
Hollywood; Caption: Boy and Girl Sipping
Orange Crush. Advertiser: Robert Wian Co.,
Glendale, Calif.; Advertising Manager: Robert
C. Wian; Producer: Playhouse Pictures, Hollywood; Caption: "Fast Service."
PROGRAM COMMERCIALS Black-and-White
1ST PRIZE: Advertiser: General Foods Corp.,
Jell-O; Agency: Young & Rubicam, S. F.;
Producer: Ray Patin Productions, Hollywood;
Caption:
"Chinese
Baby." Armour Auxiliaries;
2ND PRIZE:
Advertiser:
Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding; Producer;
Cascade Pictures of Calif., Hollywood; Caption:
"Uncertain Announcer."
3RD PRIZE: Advertiser: Sunkist Growers, Inc.;
Advertising Manager: Russell Z. Eller; Agency:
Foote, Cone & Belding, Hollywood; Producer:
Cascade Pictures of Calif., Hollywood; Caption:
"Queen for a Day."
HONORABLE MENTION: Advertiser: Dodge Div.,
Chrysler Corp.; Advertising Manager: E. W.
Moore; Agency: Grant Adv., Hollywood; Producer: Grant Adv., Hollywood; Caption: "World
Apart." Advertiser: General Foods Corp., S.O.S.
Div.; Advertising Manager: Charles Tucker;
Agency: McCann-Erickson, S.F.; Producer: Hal
Roach Studios, Culver City; Caption: "Tuffy".
Advertiser : Poultry Foods of Central Calif.; Advertising Manager: Ralph Ahl; Agency: Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, S.F.; Producer:
Motion Picture Service, S.F.; Caption: "There
Are — All Kinds of Eggs. . ."
PROGRAM COMMERCIALS Color
1ST PRIZE: Advertiser: U. S. Navy; Producer:
"Hats."
Playhouse
Pictures, Hollywood; Caption:
NAAN
Given

Annual
Out

Creative

at Quebec

Awards

Convention

The National Adv. Agency Network presented annual creative competition awards
during its annual convention this month at
Montebello, Quebec. Winners were:
Radio network or spot campaign — Garfield Adv., San Francisco, premier and distinction awards for its Pacific Guano Co.,
Berkeley, Calif., and Chemicals Inc. (division of B. T. Babbitt Inc.), Oakland, Calif.,
accounts, respectively; Ronalds Adv. Ltd.,
Toronto, Ont., excellence award for Bristol
Myers Co. of Canada.
Regional spot tv campaign — Henderson
Adv., Greenville, S. C, premier award for
Texize Chemicals Inc., Greenville; Reingold
Co., Boston, distinction award for Nissen
Baking. Corp., Lynn, Mass.; Ronalds Adv.,
excellence award for Reliable Toy Co., Toronto, and Garfield Adv., merit award for
Chemicals Inc.
Regional radio campaign — Ronalds Adv.
Ltd., Montreal, Que., premier award for
Niagara Finance Co., Mount Royal, Que.;
Merrill Kremer Inc., Memphis, Tenn., distinction award for Memphis Packing Co.;
Galen E. Broyles Co., Denver, excellence
award for Bay Petroleum Corp., Denver,
and Robert Luckie & Co., Birmingham,
merit award for McGough Bakeries Corp.
Agency's own promotion — Henry J.
Kaufman & Assoc., Washington, premier
award and Henderson Adv., distinction
award.
Broadcasting

PERSONNEL RELATIONS

DESILU,
TV

AFM

FILM

SIGN

CONTRACT

• Increases

employment

• Sets flat fee for reruns

Twenty musicians will be employed in
providing music for tv films for every one
presently employed in this work under a
new contract between Desilu Productions
and the American Federation of Musicians
that is expected to become a pattern for
the entire tv film industry.
That was the estimate given by Desi
Arnaz, president of Desilu, Tuesday at a
news conference at the Desilu Gower
St. studios, where the contract was jointly
announced by him and by Herman Kenin,
new president of AFM.
For Desilu, the contract means an increase in expenditure for live music from
$7,500 to between $150,000 and $200,000
for filmed programs to be broadcast during
the 1958-59 season, Mr. Arnaz stated.
As previously planned, only the five hourlong "Lucy & Desi" special programs were
to involve the use of live musicians. The
Westinghouse-Desilu Playhouse 60-minute
programs, the half-hour Texan, Ann Sothern and U. S. Marshal series were all going
to use music taken from recordings and
the 30-minute December Bride series was
going to shift from live to "canned" music,
he said. Now, however, all these Desilu
shows will use live music, with the result
that the contemplated five hours of programs with live music have increased to
105 hours, with a concomitant increase in
recording time from 30 to 630 hours for
an average of more than 20 musicians.
What the new Desilu-AFM five-year contract does, Mr. Kenin explained, is to drop
the percentage-of-gross payments to the
Music Performance Trust Funds and to
substitute a nominal flat fee for reruns
only. The producer of a tv film series,
whether for network or syndication, will
not be required to make any trust fund payment for the first run of the programs. He
will be required to pay flat fees for each
rerun, diminishing from first to fifth, with
no payments after the fifth rerun.
Previously, a tv film producer, who employed live musicians for his programs, was
required to make trust fund payments of
5% of the gross cost of the programs. The
Desilu agreement calls for rerun fees of
$125 a man for the first rerun, $62.50 each
for the second and third reruns and $31.25
for the fourth and fifth. This scale is based
muon the employment of 20 or more
sicians. For six or fewer musicians, the
rerun scale starts at $150, reduces to $75
and then to $37.50.
A 10% increase in scale for musicians
employed by Desilu at the end of three
years is also called for in the agreement,
which is effective tomorrow (Tuesday).
Mr. Kenin said that conversations are
being held with many other producers of
tv films and he expects that most of them
will enter into agreements similar to that
with Desilu. All AFM agreements contain
a favored nation clause, he noted, making
these new terms available to all other comBroadcasting

panics in the tv film business. Mr. Arnaz
estimated that at least two-thirds of all tv
film companies would adopt the new terms
and replace their present dubbed musical
soundtracks with new soundtracks made by
live musicians.
Messrs. Arnaz and Kenin both stressed
the improved quality of programs that will
result from the use of live musicians, working with the singers and other performers
of the tv shows and so permitting the music
to be integrated into the programs in a way
that is impossible when the music is taken
from recordings. In this way, the American
public, the tv audience, gets the real benefit
from the new contract in the form of improved tv entertainment.
The Desilu agreement is unlike that negotiated with Revue Productions [Personnel Relations, June 16], Mr. Kenin
pointed out, as the Revue agreement chiefly
concerned the tv use of a number of theatrical pictures made by Paramount and
acquired by Revue. The AFM requirement
an adfor tv use, payment of 5% plus
ditional 1% in lieu of a rescoring fee to
the trust fund, was reduced from 5% to
1% with the extra 1% amounting to about
$1 million, to be matched by a like amount
contributed by Revue and the whole $2
million to be used to employ live musicians. The Desilu agreement is typical,
Mr. Kenin said, the Revue agreement is
unique.
On Monday, the AFM executive board,

DAVEN

meeting in Los Angeles, authorized what it
termed "informational picketing" at movie
North
theatres showing "Vertigo" and "Ten abroad.
Frederick." Both films were scored
MGA

Aroused

by AFM

Parley

With

Film Association

Officer

AFM

President Kenin

reported on

Wednesday that the union's board met with
Charles Boren, labor relations vice president
of the Assn. of Motion Picture Producers
representing the major studios against which
AFM is now on strike. The meeting comprised "informal discussions concerning a
possible contract covering musicians for
motion picture films produced in the United
States and Canada, with the exception of
Los Angeles," Mr. Kenin said. An NLRB
election is set for Los Angeles.
Mr. Kenin's announcement brought an
the Musician's
reaction
an immediate
AFM
is opposing
whichfrom
of America,
Guild
in the NLRB July 9-10 election for the right
to act as bargaining agent for the studio
musicians. In a telegram to Mr. Boren, Cecil
F. Read, MGA chairman, pointed out that
"historically, more than 95% of musical
scoring of moving pictures has been done in
" He
by local musicians.
Los Angeles
its petition for
had dropped
that MGACounty
said
a nation-wide election and agreed to AFM's
proposal that the election be limited to Los

ATTENUJ
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MANUFACTURING

Angeles County "in order to expedite the
election and supplement the current strike."
"The Federation's announcement of discussion with you," Mr. Read continued,
"is coupled with its suggestions that film
music scoring work previously done here
will be moved outside Los Angeles County.
This implies that the motion picture producers will collaborate with the Federation
in a runaway shop maneuver to lower employment standards and keep musicians in

GE

"not
subjugation to the AFM." MGA is such
ready to believe that you contemplate
collaboration," Mr. Read continued, "but
you must recognize your dealing with Renin
leaves you vulnerable to the AFM claim
that you are going along with it to threaten
Los Angeles musicians with loss of employment and to persuade them to vote for the
Federation in the forthcoming election."
MGA "had intended to defer petition for
an election among motion picture musicians
outside Los Angeles County until after the
July 9-10 election," Mr. Read concluded.
"In view of these developments, however,
we shall file such a prompt petition."
Network-Agency
Fights

Petition

Team
on

VTR

Representatives of the three television
networks and of three major advertising
agencies last week asked the National Labor
Relations Board to dismiss a petition initiated by the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists for an NLRB election
among performers to select a single union
covering videotape.
For the networks and J. Walter Thompson, Young & Rubicam and BBDO, the
representatives spoke at a preliminary
hearing before the NLRB in New York last
Tuesday. They advanced the view there
is "a contract bar" to the referendum since
there is a contract already in force between
AFTRA and the networks granting that
union jurisdiction over videotape at the networks and another pact between tv film producers and the Screen Actors Guild, under
which SAG holds jurisdiction over videotape at film studios. Advertising agencies
signed letters of adherence to the pacts.
After listening to statements by representatives of AFTRA, SAG, the networks
and the agencies, NLRB Examiner John J.
Carmody asked both unions to outline
their positions in writing by July 15.
William Berger, counsel for SAG, to?d
the NLRB there is no substance to

Sync

Utilizes

Generator
Transistors

General Electric Co., Syracuse, announced yesterday (Sunday) a new transistorized synchronizing generator for television which will permit "more precise
synchronizing of tv programs between
studio camera and home receivers."
Commercial production of the device
follows two years of experimental work by
GE, Harold G. Towlson, manager of engineering for the Technical Products Dept.,
reported. Price of the unit is about $3,000.
He said the new sync generator is "the
industry's first to incorporate transistors,
printed wiring boards and computer circuitry" and "is 50% smaller than previous
models." It uses less than one-half the power
and less heat is generated.
The sync generator, described as the first
basic design change for such equipment in
about eight years, measures 14x19x9 inches.
It weighs about 40 pounds as compared
with 60 pounds of comparable devices now
on the market, Mr. Towlson pointed out.
He described it as "the heart of a tv station,"
and said each tv outlet must have at least
one to supply precise timing pulses for the
complete station. Pulses must be accurate
to 10-millionths of a second, according to
Mr. Towlson, and picture quality received
on home receivers depends upon these
pulses. He explained that jagged lines appearing on home tv screens are caused by
"drifting" in the sync generator, and he
claimed the new device will "minimize this
effect, thus resulting in less lost air time for
station
Eightoperators."
printed wiring boards and 80
transistors are used in the new device, Mr.
Towlson said. Fifty-six electronic tubes have
been replaced by transistors. Mr. Towlson
observed that since transistors have a longer
life expectancy than tubes and operating
characteristics do not change with age,
maintenance cost for the new device will be
"greatly reduced."
More than two years were spent in developing and testing the new sync generator
by GE broadcast engineers L. M. Leeds and
H. H. Martin. They said the original labora-
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the department's overall plan to transistorize
broacasting equipment whenever possible.
AFTE

Members

Walk

Out

at RCA

A strike by draftsmen, cost estimators,
quality control technicians and process engineers isunderway at RCA plants in Camden, Morristown and Cherry Hill, N. J,
The walkout of members of the American
Federation of Technical Engineers (AFLCIO) affects about 1,400 of the 16,000
company employes in the Camden area,
RCA said. Meanwhile, three locals of the
International Union of Electrical Workers
have voted to continue working and are
not observing the picket lines, RCA said.
Negotiations with AFTE have been in
progress since April 15. Wages, interplant
seniority and a merit review plan are in
issue.
Stereo to Star at Hi-Fi Shows
The stress will be on stereo this autumn
when the Institute of High Fidelity Mfrs.
Inc. launches its series of 1958-59 hi-fi
shows throughout the country. Stereo discs,
home stereo reproduction systems and other
new revolutionary high fidelity sound systems will be featured during the IHFM
music shows in New York (Sept. 30-Oct.
4, New York Trade Show Bldg.), Philadelphia (Oct. 10-12, Benjamin Franklin HoHotel).
tel) and Milwaukee (Oct. 23-26, Wisconsin
MANUFACTURING

SHORTS

Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, announces
new two-band, all-transistor portable radio
receiver capable of serving as self-powered
emergency navigation instrument. Called
"Navigator," model provides long-distance
reception of broadcast stations plus government weather-navigation stations and marine
beacons in U. S., Canada and overseas: Set
operates for about 350 hours on one group
of six Type C flashlight batteries, Zenith
reported.
Gates Radio Co., Quincy, 111., introduces
new Studioette four-channel speech input
system for radio-tv stations and recording
studios. Designed for main and sub-studio
service, console features mixer accommodating four microphones into two preamplifiers, three turntables, two tapes or projectors, network, and three remote lines all
key-selected. It also includes 10 w ultra
linear monitoring amplifier, self-contained
power supply and cueing facilities.
Mincom Div., Minnesota Mining & Mfg.
Co., has appointed L. A. office of Reach,
McClinton & Co. as its agency. Mincom,
which MM&M bought in 1956 from Bing

AFTRA's petition because SAG for more
than seven years has held contracts at the
film studios and its latest pact grants that
union jurisdiction over videotape. AFTRA,
he continued, has jurisdiction over tape at
the networks and stations and SAG has
not contested this bargaining right.
Saul Pryor, counsel to AFTRA, said that
jurisdictional lines have been established. He
said videotape should fall into "a single, indivisible unit."
The hearing was held as AFTRA and
the tv networks opened formal negotiations
last Friday on a contract covering videotape.
AFTRA presented its demands to the networks 10 days ago [At Deadline, June 23].

tory model has been operating for the equivalent of two years of tv use without a
transistor failure.
Paul L. Chamberlain, GE manager of
broadcast equipment, said the new device
is available immediately. He said use of
transistors in the sync generator is part of

Crosby Enterprises, manufactures tape recorders and electronic equipment.
GE ENGINEER H. H. Martin inspects the initial production of the new transistorized
synchronizing generator for tv stations.

RCA reports shipment of uhf pylon antenna
to WFPK-TV Louisville.
Broadcasting

PROGRAM SERVICES
Closed-Circuit
Tested

by

Video
N.Y. Broker

has often "gone uptown" to the
Wall St.
aid of television. But last week tv
financial
went to the citadel of capital investments as
Bache & Co., a leading broker, demonstrated a new closed-circuit tv system that is expected to simplify stock market procedures
and cut office costs.

devised and "packaged" by
The system,
Hallamore
Electronics Div. of Siegler Corp.,
Anaheim, Calif., practically makes obsolete
the direct telephone line to the floor of the
stock exchange and the binoculars that bind
the customer's man with the big board.
The Bache experiment is being conducted
at its headquarters, 36 Wall St. Noise,
formerly emanating from ticker tape machines, was strangely muffled. Instead a
broker looked across his desk into a tv
screen — ranging in size from 17 to 24 inches— on which a broad tape of market quotations was speeding along. The tv set —
ft. away from Bache's main
some — 1,500
room
was linked to a small tv camera
aimed at the board. The camera also fed
other receivers scattered throughout the
Bache foreign and market departments and
in the customer's rooms as well as partner's
offices.

fact. Cartoonist Milton Caniff, creator of
"Terry and the Pirates" and "Steve Canyon" comic strips, has appointed the Toni
Mendez merchandising licensing organization as exclusive agent in connection with
the new Sieve Canyon tv series, scheduled
for Liggett & Myers sponsorship next fall
on NBC-TV. Mr. Caniff, who up to now has
not allowed any merchandising tie-ups for
the daily comic strip serial, jointly syndicated and distributed by the Chicago SunTimes and King Features, says that he now
will assign — through Miss Mendez — "Canyon" rights to toy manufacturers, clothing
companies, game makers, etc.
Lerner-Loewe

Sue WMCD

A suit for copyright infringement against
WMCD Welch, W. Va., has been filed by
Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe,
members of ASCAP. The plaintiffs allege
that their copyrighted songs, "On the Street
Where You Live," "The Rain in Spain ..."
and "Almost Like Being in Love" were performed by the station without authorization. They are asking the U.S. District Court
for the Southern District of West Virginia
to restrain WMCD from performing the
songs over the radio station in the future,
and to award damages of $250 for each unauthorized performance, together with court

The stock exchange's board of governors
gave the go-ahead to Bache June 3. The
next step, says a Bache spokesman, would
be to bring cameras directly to the floor of
the exchange, thus further curtailing manhours of paperwork and telephone line
charges linking the exchange to hundreds of
investment houses.
Senior Partner Harold L. Bache said

costs and attorney's fees.

Thursday that Bache & Co. will pay Hallamore Electronics $189 a month in leases —
as against the $810 a month now being paid
to Dow-Jones Service Organization which
operates the Translux system feeding the
board tape with market quotations. He
estimated his firm will pay, over a threeyear period, some $7,000 as against the
$25,000 it now pays to maintain the present
system. By the fourth year of operation,
the closed-circuit tv arrangement will work

their birthdays. Rates for the minimum 13week period: major markets, $1,950;
secondary markets, $1,300; other cities,

at "minimal expense" — probably no more
than $200 per year.

Mendez Handling Caniff's 'Canyon'
It has become a commonplace thing for
a merchandising program to follow the
premiere of a successful tv series with definite audience appeal. But a merchandise licenser has moved in before the

New

Tv Bingo

Game

From

Mogle

Wm. Mogle Productions Inc., New York,
is making Birthday Bingo available to tv
stations. The game is played on a roulettetype wheel that is segmented to show month,
year, day and sex. Viewers qualify by
establishing the five categories relating to

$975.
WWIS

Formed

specialize in business and educational uses
of stereophonic sound for presentations,
sales conferences and conventions involving tape, discs, slides and motion pictures.
Sonic Arts initially has completed stereo
presentations for RCA and Admiral. Mr.
Jordan is executive vice president, James
C. Cunningham secretary and Lewis F.
Draper Jr. sales manager-treasurer.
Ex-INS
New

Staffer Group
Washington

Announces

News

Bureau

News Assoc. Inc., Washington, has been
organized by former INS Washington bureau staffers following the UP-INS merThe new group is headed by Herbert
Gordon, former Far Eastern editor-foreign
desk specialist. Top officers include J. Harformer supreme court reporterley Murray,
editor, and Donald Bowers, former feature
ger. vernight editor. A group of former
writer-o
INS newsmen-photographers are on-call for
special assignments and feature writing.
NAI operations available to "a limited
number" of broadcasters are a "special feature service" for stories and exclusive features on a per-assignment basis; bureau
picture service (from stills to 16 mm with
sound), and "full staff coverage" of big
local stories on request. The services re-

portedly will be hand-tailored to a client's
needs, regardless of its size. Address: Na4919. tional Press Bldg. Telephone: National 8-

After INS Merger

Richard W. Hubbell, director, World
Wide Information Services, New York, has
released a brochure listing the services
provided by the new company formed as
a result of the INS-UP merger. WWIS
was organized by former INS employes
and utilizes a field force of several thousand
reporters and cameramen in most parts of
the world, Mr. Hubbell said.
Services offered by the company include
special research projects, executive level interviews, technical surveys, promotion services for public relations and sales managers
and newsfilm and photos. WWIS started
operations June 9, the day INS Special
Services suspended. It is located at 730
Fifth Ave. Telephone: Judson 2-1370.
Moore

Announces

Stereo

Firm

Formation of Sonic Arts Inc., stereophonic production and recording firm,
has been announced by Elliott M. Moore,
now on leave of absence from his position
as radio-tv director at Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago.

ALL

INQUIRIES

Broadcasting

CONFIDENTIAL

The company is set up at 333 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, in association with
Robert Oakes Jordan, recording firm. It will
June 30, 1958
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ADVERTISERS & AGENCIES
JOSEPH SCHEIDELER, v.p., Bryan Houston Inc.,
N. Y„ elected to member of board.
PAUL F. DOWNING elected v. p. in charge of farm
accounts at L. W. Ramsey Co., Davenport, Iowa.
Other officers: A. C. NAECKEL, president; W. J.
HENDERSON, treasurer; G. E. BISCHOFF, secretary;
A. M. WALGREN, V. p.; PAUL N. NORTON, V. p. in
charge of art, and W. A. GIRALDI, v. p. in charge
Of industrial accounts.

MR. BEMAN

JEREMY C. BEMAN, account executive on industrial and
public utility accounts and
active in creative and contact work, appointed v.p. at
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Chicago.
ALFRED E. SMITH, formerly v.p.
of Fletcher D. Richards and
v.p. -manager of Richards &
Morgan S. F. office, joins
Honig-Cooper & Miner, S. F.,
as v.p.

HERBERT S. LAUFMAN, formerly operated advertising agency bearing his name and Laufman Film
Productions, elected v.p. in charge of radio-tv
for R. Jack Scott. Mr. Laufman developed and
produced Mr. Wizard and Baby Time, in addition to many others.
JOHN PRESTON RUDDEN, formerly v.p. and account executive, Garfield Adv. Assoc., Detroit,
joins W. B. Doner & Co., Chicago, as account
supervisor
of
breweries.for Atlantic Brewing Co.'s chain
JOHN B. MILLER, formerly merchandising director
of Mennen Co., to Cunningham & Walsh, N. Y.,
as marketing group head.
THOMAS McCLINTOCK, formerly with Young &
Rubicam, N. Y., to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
N. Y., as senior media buyer.
JACK TURLEY, formerly radiotv producer and account executive in Chicago office of
Leo Burnett Co., joins Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan,
L. A., as senior account executive.
JACK LONDON, formerly president of Tag-A-Tune Radio
& Tv Inc., national syndicator of broadcast promotions, joins KillingsworthMR. TURLEY Moreland, L. A„ as account
executive. Mr. London has been in radio, tv
and advertising fields over 20 years.
ROBERT SALTER, chief of radio-tv production for
Needham, Louis & Brorby in N. Y., has resigned
June 30. Agency spokesagency
from men
declined effective
comment on successor, but it was
understood he probably won't be replaced.
ALFRED J. MIRANDA 3d, production supervisor of
Campbell-Ewald, N. Y., appointed manager of
agency's television and radio department. He has
served in various production capacities with
CE over past eight years.
STANLEY J. LEIFER, v.p., Dunnan & Jeffrey Inc.,
Newark (N. J.) advertising agency^o advertising manager, Knomark Mfg. Co., Brooklyn,
N. Y. Knomark, manufacturer of Esquire boot
polishes, is wholly-owned subsidiary of Revlon
Inc.
HAROLD J. BEEBY, advertising
department, Miles Laboratories, Elkhart, Ind., named
advertising manager of Miles
Products Co., division of
Miles Labs.

MR. BEEBY
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DR. RAYMOND A. ABLONDI JR.,
marketing and research executive, Ford Motor Co., to
MacManus, John & Adams,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich., as
manfger of automotive marketing and research.
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REPORT

OF FATES AND

FORTUNES

British television syndicate, appointed educational and television station consultant for Permafilm Inc., N. Y.

HERBERT SCHENK, traffic and production department, BBDO. to Joseph Katz Co., N. Y., as production traffic manager.

MILTON MERLIN, story editor of Don Fedderson
Productions, has also been named associate producer of company's MU(io?)aire tv film series.
Firm has moved to new headquarters at Desilu
Gower Studios, 780 N. Gower St., Hollywood 38.

DAVID A. WEISS, public relations staff, Hicks &
Greist Inc., N. Y., to public relations manager
of advertising agency.

STATIONS

MAROLD ROSS and BARRY ZIFF, senior account executives, Berghoff Assoc., promoted to radio-tv
director of time-talent purchasing and director
of merchandising-market research, respectively.
RALPH WALLSTEN, Dormeyer Corp., assistant advertising manager, promoted to advertising manager. Before joining Dormeyer, Mr. Wallsten was
with J. Walter Thompson.
JOHN A. NELSON, formerly media director for
McCann-Erickson. S. F., and L. A. representative for Robert W. Walker Co. and Duncan A.
Scott Co., joins Compton Adv., S. F., as media
director. Previously headed his own representative firm.

ROBERT F. KLEIN, manager of
KFRE-AM-FM Fresno, Calif.,
elected v. p. in charge of radio and will participate in
company as stockholder.
HARRY EDELMAN, formerly operated radio-tv sales organization in Chicago, joins
KELP-AM-TV El Paso, Tex.,
as general manager, succeeding HERB GOLOMBECK, who has
MR. KLEIN
*s.t
resigned to
broadcasting. join McLendon

JAMES troitE.officeSMYTH,
at Geyer Adv.'s
Desince executive
1955, to merchandising
director
on Geyer's Kelvinator and Leonard appliance
(American Motors Corp.) accounts.
JOSEPH HARRIS, formerly with Cellomatic Inc.,
N. Y., to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N. Y., as
tv art director. GEORGE HARRISON, formerly with
Geyer Adv., N. Y., to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,
as art director.
ALAN ALCH, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, to creative
staff of Freberg Ltd., L.A., to work closely with
STAN FREBERG on all written material for radio,
tv and print. Before entering advertising, Mr.
Alch wrote Academy Award-winning UPA cartoon "Rooty-Toot-Toot."
JOSEPH C. DICK, formerly account executive at
Argobust Adv. Co., Chicago, to copy-contact
staff of The Buchen Co., Chicago.
HARRY WAYNE McMAHAN, v. p. in charge of tv
commercial operations, Leo Burnett Co., Chicago,
appointed U. S. delegate to Venice Advertising
Film Festival to be held on Lido in Venice, Sept.
20-25.
HARRY FEIGENBAUM, 67, founder and president,
Feigenbaum & Wermen, Philadelphia, died
June 19 at U. of Pennsylvania Hospital.
GRIDLEY ADAMS, 90, one-time head of his own
N.Y. advertising agency and director general of
American Flag Code Assn., died June 23.

MICHAEL .STEHNEY
promoted from assistant gen•
FILMeral manager
to executive v. p., and general manager of Kling Film Productions, Chicago. He
succeeds HARRY W. LANGE, resigned to join radiotv department of McCann-Erickson. [At Deadline, June 23].
DONALD G. KRAATZ, Campbell-Ewald, joins Van
Praag Productions as v. p. of Hollywood office.
OSCAR BRODNEY, veteran motion picture writer,
has been appointed v. p. of Gross-Krasne, tv
film producer-syndicator, and has left for London,forwhere
will be company's
tive
filmshe produced
abroad by representaits British
subsidiary, Gross-Krasne Ltd.
JOHN B. LEE, formerly station
manager, WXYZ-TV Detroit,
to Alexander Film Co., Colorado Springs, Colo., as manager of productions.
KEN WELDON named manager

MR. LEE

of Flamingo
Telefilm
new
office in Des
Moines.Sales'
For
past six years, Mr. Weldon
has been branch manager in
Des Moines for Republic Pictures and Hollywood Film
Service.

DAN NORTON, formerly national sales manager
of WABC-TV New York, appointed sales manager for Hollywood division of Fred A. Niles
Productions. LIONEL F. GROVER, director of educational activities, named production supervisor
in Hollywood.
VERA FALCONER, formerly U. S. representative of

m

MR. EDELMAN

H. E. MIKE GURNEY, formerly
western manager of World
Broadcasting System, to
KOFY San Mateo, Calif., as
general manager. ART ABELL,
formerly with Best Foods Co.
as district manager, joins
KOFY as merchandising man-

WILLIAM ARTHUR SELLEY, v. p. of Rounsaville radio
ager.of WLOU Louisville, Ky.,
stations, and manager
named general manager of WYLD New Orleans.
HENRY SULLIVAN, formerly assistant general manager and
sales manager, WSGN Birmingham, Ala., has been appointed general manager of
WSOC Charlotte, N. C. Mr.
Sullivan's other
former
affiliations include
program
manager, WBIG Greensboro,
N. C, and general manager,
WKIX Columbia, S. C.
REDD

GARDNER, formerly assistant executive producer
MR. SULLIVAN
at WBBM-TV Chicago, to KCRG-AM-TV Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, as general manager.
KENT HACKLEMAN, sales manager of WJLS Beckley, W. Va., named manager.
HOWARD STALNAKER, assistant
manager of KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz., promoted to station manager. Mr. Stalnaker
has been with station for past
14 years.
GENE SPRY, assistant manager
for past two years of KPHO,
named station manager. He
has been with station for
past six years.
JOHN F. BAYLISS, formerly
sales manager of KGYW
lejo, Calif., joins KAFP
aluma, Calif., as sales
ager in its new Santa
office.

ValPetmanRosa

JERRY MALONEY, announcer,
WSJV-TV South Bend-Elkhart, hartInd.,
joins
WTRC ElkMR. SPRY
as sales
manager.
HARVEY MARLOWE, one-time program manager of
WPIX (TV) New York and later for WOR-TV
New York, to Greater New York Fund as manager of radio-tv. He succeeds ROBERT I. QUEEN,
now with CBS Radio's press information.
JOSEPH T. CONWAY, sales representative, WIBG Philadelphia, named national sales
manager.
GEORGE
(BUD) ZIMMERMAN,
KGU Honolulu,
duction manager. named proJOHNNY MAHAN, production
department, WPEN Philadelmanager.phia, appointed production

MR. CONWAY
Broadcasting

ROY M. SCHWARTZ, promotion manager of WVUETV Wilmington, Del., named promotion manager
of WIBG Philadelphia.
TED HIMSTREET, formerly with INS and UP, joins
KDYL-KTVT (TV) Salt Lake City as merchandising-promotion manager. BETSY FILLMORE named
publicity director and TIM MONROE, formerly
with stations' promotion department, moves to
news department.
GEORGE J. SCANLON, formerly sales service manaccount exNew York, appointed
ager at WCBS LYMAN
CLARDY, formerly manager
ecutive, and
of program operations and director of continuity
sales service and operaacceptance,
for WCBS.
tion managerappointed

ED SHADBURNE, assistant manager of WTMP
Tampa, Fla.. to WLOU Louisville, Ky., in similar
capacity. Mr. Shadburne formerly owned and
operated WCPM Cumberland, Ky.
MARY JANE PHILLIPPI, former owner of KGPH
Flagstaff, Ariz., and manager of Flagstaff Tv &
Cable Co., named assistant manager of KONI
Phoenix.
HARVEY J. SOPER, formerly with WGSM Huntington, W. Va., joins WGBB Freeport, N. Y., as chief
engineer.
PIERRE GONNEAU, personality on WBNY Buffalo,
N. Y., named program director. Mr. Gonneau
previously had own show on MBS, originating
from WOR New York.
JOHN P. FOSTER, salesman and promotion manager, WKNE Keene, N. H., appointed program
director.
WILLIAM W. BROWN, formerly with Roberts &
Wilks Brokerage Co., San Diego, joins KSDO
San Diego as merchandising director.
WILLIAM A. EAMES, news and public affairs, CBS,
joins KSL-TV Salt Lake City as news director.
LEONARD MYERS, salesman at WORL Boston, to
WHDH-AM-TV Boston, as account executive.
JACK McCARTHY, formerly with WOND Atlantic
City, joins WCKY Cincinnati, Ohio, as account
executive.
MELVIN HALLOCK to KDIX-AM-TV Dickinson,
N. D., as radio salesman and newscaster.
WAYNE FARISS, WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla., newsman, joins WCKT (TV) Miami in same capacity.
KEN CROSBY, 19-year-old d. j. who is five-year
veteran in announcing and sales, joins KSAY
San Francisco as host of two shows daily.
WAYNE WEST, formerly personality on WMBD
Peoria, 111., joins KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb.
PAUL PIERCE, from news staff of KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles, joins news department of KMPC Los
Angeles. CHET CASSELMAN, KMPC newsman, concurrently becomes morning news editor of
KMPC.
PRICILLA WHITMORE joins WSVA- AM-FM-TV
Harrisonburg, Va., promotion staff.
NORMAN SINGER, promotion staff of Hollywood
Citizen-News, joins KRHM (FM) Los Angeles
to work on promotion and research.
GORDON McLENDON, president of Texas Triangle
radio stations, will head Texas March of Dimes
drive for second straight year.
M. S. NOVIK, president of WOV New York, and
Mrs. Novik embark tomorrow (July 1) on Christopher Columbo, Italian line ship, for six-week
visit to Rome where station maintains studios. In
addition to annual meeting of Rome staff, preliminary plans will be made for coverage of
winter Olympic games in Rome in 1960. GEORGE
CUETO is manager of WOV's Rome operations.
FRANK P. FOGARTY, v. p. -general manager, WOWAM-TV Omaha, appointed to U. of Omaha Board
of Regents for four-year term.
INGA, personality on WRC-AM-TV Washington
has been assigned five-week trip to Scandinavian
countries to report via delayed broadcast her
conversations with people and sound she hears as
she travels from smallest hamlet to metropolitan
cities such as Oslo, Copenhagen and Stockholm.
WRC stations will carry reports and they will be
used on Monitor.
A. JAMES EBEL, v. p. -general manager of KOLNTV Lincoln, Neb., named president of local
Rotary Club for 1958-59 term.
ED. M. ANDERSON, 52, 1954-55 president of NaBroadcasting

tional Editorial Assn. and affiliated with four
radio stations in western North Carolina, died
June 24 in hospital at Brevard, N. C, following
heart attack.

by organization's board of direcGuild,torshonored
with presentation of gold life membership
card given in recognition of his long service as
day.
officer of guild and on occasion of his 80th birth-

ART LIN1CK, 62. pioneer d. j. and one-time v. p.director of WJJD Chicago, died June 18. Mr.
Linick created character of "Uncle Julius" on
soap opera, Mr. Schlagenhauer and His Family.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
DONALD P. MacDONALD, FCC attorney with tv applications branch of Broadcast Bureau, resigned
last week to join Washington communications
law firm of Smith & Pepper. Mr. MacDonald
College, Proviwas graduated from Providence
dence, R. I., in 1952, and received his law degree
from Georgetown U„ Washington, in 1956. He
joined FCC in March 1957.

JOHN W. SCOTT, 65, news director of KRGV-TV
Weslaco, Tex., since January, died June 23 following operation 10 days previous. He had
worked for many years with New York newsand during World War I was correspondent forpapersReuters.
RICHARD F. ROBERTS, announcer, KFBC - AM-TV
Cheyenne, Wyo., died June 16 following heart
attack.

PROGRAM SERVICES

NETWORKS

JAMES TURNBULL, formerly district sales manager
in both midwestern and eastern districts for
Columbia Records, N. Y., appointed manager,
field sales for company. PETER MUNVES, formerly
assistant manager in popular album and classical
album sections, appointed coordinator, Columbia
special merchandise.
LEONARD J. GRANT, former producer-director,
Emil Mogul Co., N. Y., appointed production
supervisor, Laurence-Schnitzer Productions, Hollywood producer of tv commercials.

JAMES W. HARDIMAN, assistant advertising and
publicity director of "Cinemiracle" at National
Theatres Inc., joins CBS-TV as manager of exploitation, Hollywood.
ROBERT S. FINKEL, producer of NBC-TV's Perry
Corao Show, signed as producer-director of
NBC-TV's Ford Show for 1958-59 season.

mm ~
TATIVES wmmmmm
REPRESEN
DOUG
YATES, account executive with WCBS New
York, to account executive staff of CBS Radio
Spot Sales, N. Y„ succeeding TOM SWAFFORD,
who earlier was named sales manager of WCBS.
JOHN TILENIUS, formerly account executive, John
Blair & Co., N. Y., and his wife left June 27 for
European Seminar trip to nine countries.

STEPHEN E. FITZGERALD,
president of public
rela'
'
NS. r •his name,
firm bearing
elected president of
TRADEtions ASS
N. Y. chapter, Public Relations Society of America, succeeding RICHARD W. DARROW, executive
v. t>., Hill & Knowlton Inc. Other elected officers:
WILLIAM W. COOK, partner, Pendray & Cook (first
SATTLER, manager, N. Y. public rev. p.); JOHN
lations, Ford Motor Co. (second v. p.); MELVA A.
CHESROWN, president, Melva Chesrown Inc.
(third v. p.), and BERNARD W. FRAZIER, N. Y. public relations, Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. (secretary-treasurer).

MANUFACTURING
ROBERT SACKMAN, v. p. and general manager,
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif., named to
board of directors, ORRadio Industries, Opelika,
Ala.
ROBERT T. DIEHL, formerly director of marketing of instruments division, Phillips Electronics Inc., N. Y., joins Pacific Semiconductors Inc. as
general sales manager. Mr.
Diehl has been in technical
sales and sales management
in electronics and electrical
fields for past 12 years.
WARREN E. EDWALL, formerly
marketing representative of
MR. DIEHL
airborne systems department, RCA Camden. N. J., to Washington as
systems departrepresentative of the airborne
ment, defense electronic products, RCA. Mr.
Edwall will act in liaison capacity on Army and
Navy matters.

ANNE K. CARR, assistant to sales manager, Interstate Bakeries, has been elected president of
L. A. Advertising Women for 1958-59. Other new
officers are first v. p.: JANE COLLINS, Hixson &
Jorgensen; second v. p.: MARION VILMURE, Barnes
Chase Co.; recording secretary: MILDRED HEREDEEN, Art Center School; corresponding secretary: ALTHEA LINE, E. C. Dunas Co.; treasurer:
FRAN HARRIS, Harris-Tuchman Co.; assistant
treasurer: BETTY KOVEN, Buchanan & Co.
BEN WEST, general manager of WTVP (TV) Decatur, elected president of newly-organized
Decatur (111.) Press Club. Other officers include
v. p.: ROBERT B. KING, program director of WSOY
Decatur, and board of directors: BRUCE DAVIS,
newscaster, WDZ Decatur; DALE COLEMAN, newscaster, WTVP; AL ROWE, news director, WSOY;
JOHN DeBOICE, public relations, A. E. Staley Mfg.
Co.; CLARK WHITMAN, sales manager, WDZ; WILLIAM L. POWNALL, Pownall Adv.; JERRY WIEDENKELLER, sales-service, WTVP, and M. H. STUCKWISH,
general manager, WSOY.
KARL O. BATHKE, manager of field organization for
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute, Washington, named assistant to president with overall responsibility for sales, advertising, promotion and
public relations.

PERSONNEL RELATIONS mmmmmmmmmmmmm
JOHNNY GREEN, composer-conductor and former
music department head, MGM Studios, and now
producer-composer for Desilu Productions, to
to presinewly-created post of special assistant
dent, Composers & Lyricists Guild of America.
FRANKLYN
FARNUM,
president,
Screen Extras
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS
Don McNeill's 'Breakfast Club'
Honored on Silver Anniversary
ABC

Radio marked 25 years of marching

around Don McNeill's Break fast Club last
Monday amid congratulatory communications from several dignitaries, including Vice
President Richard M. Nixon and Leonard
H. Goldenson. president of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.
The apparently indestructible morning
program, aired from Chicago's Hotel Sherman Monday-through-Friday (9-10 a.m.
CDT), celebrated its silver anniversary with
fan interviews, old song favorites and reminiscences. Advertisers waived their commercial announcements for the occasion. A
specially-commissioned painting ("Moment
of Silent Prayer") by artist Ben Stahl was unveiled as a highlight of the anniversary
broadcast.
Vice President Nixon lauded Mr. McNeill and his cast "for the standards you
have maintained on the program and the
service you have rendered to the country. . . ." Mr. Goldenson commended the
program's "outstanding record of entertainment and public service." Other congratulatory wires were received from Illinois Gov.
William G. Stratton and Chicago Mayor
Richard J. Daley.
Immediately after the broadcast Mr. McNeill started a four-week vacation. His replacements insucceeding weeks will be Ted
Mack (starting last Tuesday), Warren Hull,
Fran Allison and Bob Murphy.
Admen

Receive

KPHO-AM-TV

Missile Message
Phoenix sales executives

have distributed a new "adult toy" to
Phoenix advertising managers, store owners and advertising agency executives. The
"toy" is an Alpha I ballistic missile and
launcher. The gift card warned "Caution.
You're about to react! This thing really

KIWANIS

SOLD

A joint Radio Month promotion by
WIKB Iron River, Mich., and the local
Kiwanis Club May 26 resulted in a oneday sell-out and has enhanced business
ever since.
A few days before the "K-Day" promotion, the Kiwanis members were instructed by WIKB personnel in the matter of radio time sales. After their briefing, the club members canvassed the area.
Each prospective advertiser was told he
was receiving full value in spots but that
WIKB was turning over half of the reve-

works . . . it's the dynamic new Alpha I
rocket. Stop everything and try it. Just as
you want to get this ... in the air, so do
our viewers and listeners react and buy."
CBS-TV Starting Gate Ready
Studio contestants and home viewers will
be trying to reach the Winners' Circle in a
new quiz game of that title, which started
on NBC-TV last Tuesday (7:30-8 p.m.
EDT). The quiz aspect of Winners' Circle
is set up to resemble a horse race, with five
contestants racing for the finish line by
answering the same questions. The victor
returns the following week.
The show employs three electronic devices— a Vuegraph machine by which the
answers of the five players are projected on
a screen behind them in their own handwriting, aracetrack showing relative positions of the entries, and a "tote" board
which keeps a running record of their monetary progress. At the conclusion of each
show, next week's contestants will be introduced to relate their backgrounds. Athome viewers may join the Winners' Circle
by sending in post cards predicting the order
of finish for the next program.

ON

SELLING

WIKB

nue to the club for its work with
crippled and needy children.
On K-Day
manned WIKB's
controls,
did Kiwanians
all the announcing,
took
turns on the swithchboard and received
visitors. Apart from the May 26 sell-out,
the station reports it has the "growing
good-will and respect of the local Kiwanis Club and businessmen" and WIKB's
average daily business reportedly has
increased 200% since K-Day. The Kiwanis Club collected more than $350 for
its share in the promotion.

KRUX

Matches

Kc for Currency

KRUX Phoenix promoted its power increase to 5 kw and frequency change to
1360 kcthat
withclimaxed
a "Lucky
contest
last House
month Number"
with the
awarding of a $1,360 jackpot prize.
House numbers had been announced
since January at various times of the day
and night and residents at the addresses
mentioned had three minutes to call the
station for a prize of $13.60. As many as
seven winners were registered in a 24-hour
period. The jackpot award went to a woman who called less than a minute after her
address was named.
WIBC

Roof

Studio

Aids

Drive-in

WIBC Indianapolis has tripled business
in one month for a local drive-in restaurant
with a four-hour nightly d.j. show broadcast
from a "skyline studio" on the drive-in's
roof.
Merrill Cohen, owner of Merrill's HiDecker drive-in, saw his business jump
when WIBC moved in to broadcast from
the 5x9 ft., air-conditioned studio, built for
$3,000. The studio contains two turntables,
amplifier, two mikes and seating for an
announcer, engineer and one guest. A foursided neon sign with the station call letters
decorate the exterior. D. j. Dick Summer
attracts teenagers with membership in the
"Skyline Studio Club" entitling members
to participate in nightly games and contests
and to receive gifts during the show.
KMA

D.J.'s Aid

Band

Bookings

Two KMA Shenandoah, Iowa, d.j.'s,
Mike 'Heuer and Tommy Burns, are promoting on their shows a "Name-Band Dance
Club" which they organized for midwest
communities having difficulty in booking
top bands. The non-profit club plan insures
the appearance of good "name bands" for
groups of 100-200 couples who pay $50
yearly dues. Maryville, Mo., was the first
BINGO GIRL Elaine Fraser, of WCSH-TV Portland, Me., hangs onto director John
Harms as he fishes for, and comes up with, the winner of the station's Bingo-at-Home
game for the month of May. The show debuted on the station in May and reportedly
pulled in 196,000 pieces of mail in its first month. The first winner received an
Italian Fiat automobile. WCSH-TV airs Bingo-at-Home in the mid-afternoon, but
reports it has been so successful that it will go on the early-evening roster June 30.
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community to try
the aplan.
was
oversubscribed
within
week Itsof "club"
the KMA
announcement. Mr. Heuer and Mr. Burns
hope to organize enough clubs to form a
regular circuit for bands. The "club" idea
was the result of their talks with band leaders and civic organizations.
Broadcasting

KBIG Opens Contest to Agencies
KBIG Santa Catalina, Calif., which has
drawn close to 100,000 mail entries in its
"Mystery Sound" contest, has sent a recorded variation of the sound quiz to staff
members of Southern California ad agencies.
The first agency person to mail KBIG the
correct identification of the secret sound
wins a week's vacation for two in Honolulu. Runners-up get trips to Apple Valley,
Hesperia and Arrowhead Springs, all California, as well as merchandise prizes.

the new ownership of WMTV
(TV) Madison, Wis., by Forward Television Inc., the "Forward Look" was
introduced on ID slides. Staff artist
Jim Johnston first built balsa wood
models from which a working photograph was made and then the final
drawing for the slide was done. The
ch. 33 station, under the management
of Merritt Milligan, uses four variations of the space age design for its
ID's.

WITH

Army-Navy

Lose in Pulse Survey

Radio won last year's Army-Navy grid
classic, reports Radio Advertising Bureau.
A special Pulse survey conducted for RAB
found more people listened to radio broadcasts of various football games while television covered the famed Philadelphia football game. Of families interviewed in three
markets (600 homes all told) 51.7%
listened to radio football games, and in 62%
of the homes tuned to the telecast, there
was at least one member of the family tuned
to a radio football game. RAB President
Kevin B. Sweeney also pointed out that
"our survey shows 66.8% of the radio football audience to have been between the ages
of 20 and 49," thus proving RAB's contention that radio reaches more adult buyers.
KGW

Listeners Vie for Boat

KGW Portland, Ore., picked "Miss-SkeeTow" out of approximately 3,000 entries in
the station's "Name the Boat" contest. The
$2,300 runabout was awarded to the winner
of the contest, conducted for the second
year to inaugurate the boating season. KGW
d.j.'s promoted the event with remotes from
the boat as it was pulled through the city by
a mobile unit.
WRCA Show Salutes Entertainers
WRCA New York last Monday began
a new program, Guest of Honor (MondayFriday, 12 noon-2 p.m.), which will trace
through each week the career of a single
entertainment personality. The program
will salute renowned entertainers such as
Frank Sinatra, Doris Day, Richard Rodgers,
Perry Como and the Andrews Sisters, by
including music of the guest and a personal
interview conducted by host Ed Herlihy.
OVERSEAS
DOCUMENTARY FILMING
News • Features • Top Crews
ALFRED WAGG
PICTURES
■7801 Woodmonf Ave., Wash. 14, D. C. —
Oliver 6-3161
35mm • 16mm • b & w • color •
sound • stills
Broadcasting

Meanwhile the regular listener contest continues with winners being sent to other
resorts.
'Sea Hunt' Signing Goes Deep
WKRC-TV Cincinnati for the debut of
Sea Hunt, June 5 had an underwater contract-signing. Parties were executives of
WKRC-TV, the Cincinnati branch of the
Kroger Co., sponsor of the 52-week series,
and Ziv Production Co. — all equipped with
aqualungs and fins. Other features of the
Sea Hunt promotion campaign: An "Aquatic
Day" at Cincinnati's Coney Island amusement park which included skin diving competitions, a"Sea Hunt'" for silver dollars, a
"Miss Sea Hunt" beauty contest, distribution of 500 sea monsters (gold fish) at downtown street corners, a billboard campaign,
card advertising on buses and a premiere
film showing to Cincinnati Kroger personnel.
Hackett

Named

Comedian

to Gleason

Buddy

Show

Shoals airport which serves the Alabama
Tuscumbia-Florence-Sheltri-city area of carries
area businessmen,
field. The flight
rs between the Demany of them commute
troit and Muscle Shoals automotive factory
centers.
CBS-TV

to Cover

64 Pro Games

For the third consecutive season, CBS-TV
will broadcast 64 professional football games
on a regional network basis, starting Sept.
28. The schedule was announced last week
by William C. MacPhail, sports director of
the network, who said that as many as six
games will be presented on a given date.
The CBS-TV network, according to Mr.
MacPhail, will be divided into ten regional
networks for the coverage which will be fed
to almost 200 stations coast-to-coast. He
said the project will utilize more than 168
directors, anproducers, directors, associate
nouncers, camera crew men and technicians
in one afternoon's work, including personnel
from 12 network-affiliated stations.
KTTV

(TV) Prepares

Viewers

In an effort to emphasize the pathos of
the story to be featured on Badge 714 July
4, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles sent out its program release with a paper tissue attached.
In the July 4 episode, Jack Webb and Ben
Alexander, stars of the series, help a young
baby-faced thief dry his tears.

Hackett will be as-

Gleason's
Jackie
signed asupporting
new half-hour
series role
thatinwill
debut
Oct. 3
in the Friday 8:30-9 p.m. period on CBSTV.
The new Gleason vehicle, to be alternately sponsored by Lever Bros, and Pharmaceuticals Inc., reportedly will be the most
expensive regularly-scheduled live half-hour
tv series in broadcast history [Advertisers
& Agencies, June 9]. Mr. Hackett was the
star of his own show, Stanley, on NBC-TV
during the 1956-57 season. Stanley Poss
will produce the new series and Frank
Satenstein will direct.

The

nation's

audienoeNegro
group

WOV Lists Negro Buying Facts
Facts about the 40% increase in Negro
population in the New York area during
the last seven years, buying habits and
listening trends are set forth in a new sales
brochure by WOV New York. WOV programs to this audience IIV2 hours a day.
Leading agencies and national advertisers
using WOV to reach the Negro audience
are listed along with representative sales
success letters from clients.

Plane

Passengers

Chat

WVNA Sheffield, Ala.,
happening in the air lanes
highways for its weekday
(4:30-5:30 p.m.). Station

on WVNA

finds out what's
as well as on the
Commuter Show
Manager Jimmy

Hall, serves as the "WVNA Airport Reporter" for a 15-minute segment when he
interviews passengers arriving or departing
on Eastern Airlines flight 185 at the Muscle

Stations
Represented by John E Pearson
* Subject to F.C.C. Approval
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PROGRAMS & PROMOTIONS continued
Turtle Races Weekly

on KLRJ-TV

KLRJ-TV Las Vegas viewers accustomed
to varied gambling games can stay home
and bet on the turtles Wednesday nights
during the half-hour Turtle Derby. Viewers
place their bets by phone on any one of
eight turtles (each one sponsored) and after
each race the winning bettor is awarded
the winning sponsor's product as prize.
Commercials are broadcast between the
races which are emceed by sports announcer
John Romero.
Gabfest

to Start on

CBS-TV

A weekly panel show entitled Keep Talking makes its debut on the CBS Television
network Tuesday, July 8 (8:30-9 p.m. EDT).
Debut guests are Ilka Chase, comedian Joey
Bishop and humorist Danny Dayton. Monty
CITY 'NETWORK' COVERS PRIMARY
San Jose, Calif., radio stations KLOK,
phone lines from 24 runners — local high
school students. Returns from distant
KEEN and KSJO pooled their resources
to form a local network for the June
points in Santa Clara County were sent
to the headquarters from the staffs of the
primary election returns. The All-City
Palo Alto Times, the Gilroy Dispatch
broadcast — sponsored — was so successand
the Los
Gatos Times-Observer.
ful that the stations will repeat the techMore than 300 persons visited the
nique for the November election.
Scene of the am simulcast was the
three-station headquarters during the
ballroom of the Hotel Sainte Claire
broadcast (7:30 p.m. to 1 a.m.) and
were
served free Coca-Cola. The sucwhere the stations' combined staffs tabcess of the combined effort prompted
ulated, posted and broadcast the returns
the sponsors, Bona Sera Motors and Star
(see cut). Blackboards showed the changing totals on the races. Precinct informaand Bar gas stations, to sign the "San
tion arrived on six special trunk teleJose Network" to cover fall voting.

WRCA

Night Show

Turns to Pop

After six years of all-night classical
music, WRCA New York changes from
long to short hair when a new all-night
popular music series hosted by singer-pianist
Johnny Andrews takes over today ( Monday) (Mon.-Fri. 12 midnight-6 a.m.). The
Johnny Andrews Show replaces Music
Through the Night. Popular vocal and instrumental music will keynote the new allnight program series, which will be conducted in an informal style. In addition to
music on records and
the program will keep
breaking news and
opening night theatre
KNXT

Mr. Andrews' piano,
listeners aware of late
baseball scores plus
reviews.

(TV) Out of CTPN

KNXT (TV), CBS-owned station in Los
Angeles, is discontinuing its early morning
weekday service to the CBS Television Pacific Network for the summer, al least. Beginning July 7, KNXT not only is dropping
the CTPN program service but is eliminating
all live programming locally, using only film
shows or programs taped in advance for the
morning hours before CBS-TV programming begins at 9 a.m. PDT.
WSB

Patrols Atlanta

Picnics

Traditionally, a picnic in the park is
one of the best things about summer living,
but WSB Atlanta has added a new incentive
for picnickers this year.
In the summer feature, Picnic Patrol,
Page 94
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each weekday evening a WSB

announcer

travels in the station's radio-equipped car
to picnic parties where he conducts interviews and gives prize packages containing
sponsors' product. These are mentioned
on the air each time a presentation is made
between 6:30 and 9 p.m. Also, the advertiser receives two daytime bonus mentions
during promotional announcements.

NO

TV

PROPS

When Hollywood film makers want
to portray television, they invariably
make up companies like "Amalgamated
Broadcasting System," But Columbia
Pictures Corp., firmly wedded to tv via
its Screen Gems Inc. subsidiary, is being
honest about things. In its now-in-production film, "Miss Casey Jones" starring
Doris Day, Jack Lemmon and Ernie
Kovacs, writer Norman Katkov and director Dick Quine are striving for realism.
The script calls for Miss Day to earn
public support and money by appearing on tv shows. A fortnight ago, after
approaching both CBS-TV and NBC-TV,
Columbia literally moved the sets of four
major tv shows (now on the air) into a
New York film studio. Thus, when "Miss
Casey Jones" is released, filmgoers will
see Miss Day facing a battery of youthful
interviewers on NBC-TV's Youth Wants

Hall, Canadian television and radio personality, will be master of ceremonies. Two
teams of three members each will compete
on Keep Talking, with their primary purpose being to "smokescreen" secret phrases
so that the opposition cannot detect them in
the course of conversation. The team best
able to conceal the most phrases and also to
detect the opposition's phrases is champion
for the evening. Keep Talking is by Wolf
Enterprises in association with CBS-TV.
Hogs

Eat to Win

at KWTV

(TV)

Oklahoma hogs are putting on extra
weight this summer since KWTV (TV)
Oklahoma City opened its pig-feeding contest to 4-H and FFA members. The threemonth contest is designed to promote the
state's pork production and boost feed sales
for the sponsor of the station's farm shows.
Evergreen Mills, Ada, Okla. A total of 330
entries has been received representing 47
of the state's 77 counties. Entrants are
working for $870 in cash prizes, which are
based on market desirability and weight
gain of their hogs.

FOR

THIS

MOVIE

to Know (moved lock, stock, and Steve
McCormick) from WRC-TV Washington; Miss Day being interviewed about
rock lobsters by Dave Garroway on
NBC-TV's Wide Wide World; Miss Day
appearing on Walt Framer's CBS-TV
daytimer. The Big Pay-Off, with Bess
Myerson, and Miss Day as guest (along
with Garry Moore and panelists Jayne
Meadows, Betsy Palmer, Bill Cullen and
-Henry Morgan) on Goodson-Todman's
I've Got a Secret, also on CBS-TV. For
the network promotion people, there'll be
a number of CBS-TV "eyes" and NBCTV "chimes" emblazoned on the tv
cameras.
WTIC-TV Hartford, Conn., provided
mobile units and crew for movie scenes
and took the opportunity to produce its
own feature, "Hollywood Comes to
Connecticut," to be presented as a
morning show.
Broadcasting

Station Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by BROADCASTING
June 19 through June 25

Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing
cases, rules & standards changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
night. LS — local sunset, mod. — modification,
DA — directional antenna, cp— construction pertrans. — transmitter, unl. — unlimited hours, kc —
mit ERP— effective radiated power, vhf— very
ant.
kilocycles. SCA — subsidiary communications auhigh frequency, uhf— ultra high frequency,
thorization. SSA — special service authorization.
kilo—
kw
visual,
—
vis.
aural,
antenna, aur. —
wat s, w— watt, mc — megacycles. D — day. N —
STA — special temporary authorization. * — educ.
Calif. Bcstrs. Inc. Announced June 23.
New Am Stations
New Haven, Conn.— Yale Bcstg. Co. Inc., 103.1
Yale Sta242-A,$3,886,
address Box cost
P. O.construction
mc, .305
APPLICATIONS
tion.kw.
Estimated
first
year operating cost $13,250, revenue $14,150. ApWest Memphis, Ark.— Newport Bcstg. Co., 730
June 24. plicant is non-profit organization. Announced
kc 250 w D. P. O. address Sudbury Bldg.. Blytheville Ark. Estimated construction cost $23,700,
first year operating cost $48,000, revenue $55,000.
of KNBY Newport, Ark.
licensee
Applicant
Ownership Changes
Announced isJune
25.
APPLICATIONS
Liberal, Kan— Dodge City Bcstg. Co. Inc., 600
kc, 500 w unl. P. O. address 705V2 Second Ave.,
cost
assignment of liDodge City, Kan. Estimated construction
KCVR Lodi, Calif.— SeeksRadio
to Lloyd Burlcense from Central Valley
$53 577, first vear operating cost $60,000, revenue
ingham (50% owner of WBEL South Beloit, 111.)
$80,000. Juliet Denious (51.4%) has interest in
for $135,000. Announced June 24.
KTVC Ensign, Kan. Announced June 24.
KATT Pittsburg, Calif. — Seeks assignment of
Billings, Mont.— Yellowstone Bcstg., 730 kc, 500
license and cp from KECC Die. to Contra Costa
600 California St., San Franaddressconstruction
O. Estimated
w D P.cisco.
owned
Bcstg. Corp. for $225,000. Contra Costa isDayton,
cost $27,219, first
Corp. (WONE
Skyland Bcstg.
byAnnounced
80%
operating cost $48,000, revenue $57,000.
year
Ohio).
June
25.
Thomas Davis Jr. and Carl Hansen, both in real
KULA Honolulu, Hawaii— Seeks assignment of
estate, are equal partners. Announced June 25.
license from Tv Corp. of America Ltd. to Burnett
Scotland Neck, N. C— John Laurino, 1280 kc,
Bcstg. Co. Inc. for $200,000. New owner is Jack
5 kw D. P. O. address 1805 Cooper Rd„ Richmond.
Burnett, KULA general manager, who is 25%
Va Estimated construction cost $22,400, first year
owner of seller. Announced June 24.
cost $35,000, revenue $45,000. Mr. Lauroperating
KOKA Shreveport, La.— Seeks assignment of
ino, sole owner, is with AAA. Announced June 24.
Ebony Radio of La. Die. to Southlicensewestfrom
Ashland, Va. — John Laurino, 1430 kc, 1 kw D.
Bcstrs. Inc. for $85,000. New owners are
P O address 1805 Cooper Rd., Richmond, Va.
Boucher and
Slack, Jesse
Wilburn each).
Roy Fish,
Estimated construction cost $15,600, first year
All are Springhill, La(25%
James Branch
.
businessmen
Announced
June
24.
Laur$33,000. Mr.June
cost $27,500,
operating
25.
AAA. Announced
is with revenue
ino, sole owner,
KZEA Shreveport, La. — Seeks assignment of
John McMcLemore to Announced
Edward
from
license
Die. for $100,000.
& Assoc.
Lendon
New Fm Stations
.
..
.
June 24
KJCF Festuc, Mo.— Seeks assignment of license
APPLICATIONS
from Donald Donze to Garrett Bcstg. Inc. for $51,mc,
500 Cora Lee Garrett, who will be 95% owner,
National City, Calif. — James Harmon, 103.1 Dr.,
532 kw. P. O. address 8615 La Jolla Scenic
51% of KATZ St. .Louis. AnJune 19.
owned
formerly nounced
La Jolla, Calif. Estimated construction cost $12,$14,$12,000,
KXLQ Bozeman, Mont.— Seeks assignment of
operating
403
president of
is revenue
owner,
sole cost
Harmon,
Mr. year
000 first
license from KRBM Bcstrs. to XX Bcstg. Co. for

NATION-WIDE

THE

•
NEGOTIATIONS
TELEVISION
•
RADIO

FABULOUS

SOUTHWEST

$67 000. Richard Smiley, new owner, is KXLQ
program director and engineer. Announced June
19WWOK Charlotte, N. C— Seeks assignment of
license from Carmen Macri to Radio Charlotte
by t>herInc. for $160,000. Purchaser is owned
Mr. Tarlow s ; inwood Tarlow (51%) and others.
terests: WLOB Portland, Me. (49%); WHIL Medford, Mass. (95%), and24. WARE Ware, Mass.
(40%). Announced June
WGOL Goldsboro, N. C— Seeks assignment of
Bcstg. Co. to Better Adverlicense from forWayne
$35,000. William Page, who will
tising Inc.
80% of WELS Kinston and
owns
also
80%,
own
AnnouncedV June
19
»
both North „ Carton, .
Washing
of WITN-T
24.3% olina.
wn, both North
KCJB Minot and KSJB Jamesto
Dakota-Seek assignment of licenses from N D.
Bcstg. Co. Inc. to James Pryor for $276,000. PurJune 25.chaser is soon to end military service. Announced
Hearing

Cases
FINAL DECISION
petition for
Bv decision, Commission granted granted
apof rules and Co. for new
Sect. 3.28(c)
waiver of plication
of Lawrenceville Bcstg.
m
D,
DA,
w,
500
kc,
910
on
operate
am station to
appling
competi
denied
and
Ul.,
Lawrenceville,
same
cation of Southern Indiana Bcstrs. Inc., for
deNewburgh, Ind. Initial
facility with 1 kw2, in1957,
this action.
d ioner
propose
May
ofDoerfer
cision'
Cross
Commiss
d;
dissente
Chairman
not participating. Announced June 25.
INITIAL DECISION
e issued
Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahu
g applicagrantinCo.
lookingingtoward
initialtion ofdecision
for new
Radio
and
United Telecast
to operate on ch. 9 in Ogden, Utah.
station
tv
Announced June 24.
OTHER ACTIONS
on June 26 directed preparation of
on
Commissi
document looking toward denying motion by
Fargo, N. D., inWD AY Inc. (WDAY-TV, ch. 6), hearing
issues m
tervener, for enlargement of
Dakota Bcstg.
North
on of to operate
applicati
ngforonnew
proceedi
on ch. 11
tv station
Co Die,
in Fargo, N. D. Initial decision of May 27 looked
on
applicati
toward grant of North Dakota on June 26 directed
Majority of the Commission
toward grantdocument stlooking
preparation of of
Bcstrs. Inc., for new
Northwe
ing application
am station to operate on 1540 kc, 1 kw, DA, V,
denying competing apin Bellevue, Wash., dandHaldane
James Duff (10
plication of Reveren
decision of Sept.
Initial
kw) in Seattle, Wash.
23 1957, looked toward this action.

FINANCING
NEWSPAPER
•

•

APPRAISALS1

. . .

We have a small
holds an interesting and profitable future for the broadcast investor.
g the following:
includin
area,
this
in
stations
on
televisi
but worthwhile selection of radio and
MAJOR

SEMI-MAJOR

MARKET

$165,000

A fine daytimer located in a major city of
the Southwest with a profitable operation.
Financing is available to qualified buyers.

$190,000
A 10,000-watt independent with number
two ratings in the market. The best physical
financing.
facility in a market of over 200,000. Liberal

\

ID

D. C.

Washington,
Wm. T. Stubblefield
1737 DeSales St., N.W.
EX 3-3456

Broadcasting

1

Cleveland
Jackson B. (Jack) Maurer
2414 Terminal Tower
TO 1-6727

Chicago
lton
Ray
une Hami
Tower
TribV.
DE 7-2754

Atlanta
1515
Healey Bldg.
JA 3-3431

Dallas

San Francisco
W. R. (Ike) Twining
1 1 1 Sutter St.
EX 2-5671

Dewitt (Judge) Landis
Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
Rl 8-1175
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FOR THE RECORD continued
'

Planning

a

Radio

Station?

By memorandum opinion and order, Commission
protest
and Corp.
petition
for reconsideration bygranted
Peoples
Bcstg.
(WNAX),
Yankton,
S. D., directed against April 23 grant of application of Fall River Bcstg. Corp., for new am station (KOBH) to operate on 580 kc, 1 kw, D. at
Hot Spring, S. D., to the extent of designating
same
evidentiary
KOBH's
motion for
to dismiss
WNAX hearing;
protest denied
and petition
for
reconsideration; made protestant party to proceeding. Announced June 25.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied petition by Armin H. Wittenberg Jr.,
Los Angeles, Calif., to enlarge issues in proceeding involving his application and that of Pasadena Presbyterian Church, Pasadena, Calif., for
new Class B fm stations; on suggestion by
Broadcast Bureau, enlarged issues; and, on own
motion, directed Mr. Wittenberg to submit corrected engineering amendment, exhibits and
other documents. Announced June 25.
By order, Commission denied motion by North
Dade Video Inc., to amend May 28 order which
set for further hearing the Miami, Fla., ch. 10
proceeding by striking words "to cross-examine
and" from next to last paragraph which reads:
"It
further Commission
ordered, Thatshall
all parties
to theseto
casesis before
be admitted
participate as parties if they so request, such
requests to be submitted on or before June 5,
1958, and that any person or persons concerning whom evidence may be received in the said
hearing shall be permitted to cross-examine and
to submit rebuttal testimony if he or they reJune 20.quest opportunity to do so; and." Announced
By order, Commission permitted Eastern Air
Lines Inc., to intervene in further hearing ordered May 28 in Miami, Fla., ch. 10 proceeding,
with intervention limited to matters relating to
Issue 1 ("To determine whether any of members
of Commission who participated should have dishimself from
in proceedings
fore qualified
Commission
whichvoting
resulted
in award beof
cp
for television
in Miami");
denied
petition of station
Easternonin ch.
all 10other
respects.
Announced June 20.
Routine

Plan "A"

incorporates

many programming

fea-

tures and permits operation with a minimum of
personnel. While ideal
for most small stations,
it is just one of three
basic floor plans that
can be modified to suit

Roundup

ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner
E. Lee
on June Robert
23
Granted petition by KTAG Associates (KTAGTV) titled "Request for Additional Time to File
Response To Oppositions to Supplemental Pleading Respecting Petition for Revision of Issues
and Request for Modification of Hearing Procedure," and time within which KTAG Associates
may file replies to pleadings containing opposition to supplemental pleading on its merits is
extended to date seven days following determination whether petition of KTAG Associates for
acceptance of supplemental pleading is granted
or denied in Lake Charles-Lafayette, La., tv ch.
3 proceeding.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham on dates shown
Scheduled hearings on dates shown in following proceedings: WILA Inc. (WILA), Danville,
Va., for mod. of cp. Veteran Bcstg Co. Inc., and
Capital Cities Television Corp., for tv stations
to operate on ch. 10 in Vail Mills, N. Y., on Sept.
30; The Young Peoples Church of the Air Inc.,
and WJMJ Bcstg. Corp., Philadelphia, Pa., on
Oct. 2. Action June 19.
Granted petition by Attorney General of the
United States to participate as amicus curiae in
Miami, Fla., ch. 10 proceeding. Action June 23.
By Hearing Examiner
P. Cooper
on June Basil
19
Evidentiary hearing scheduled for July 18 on
am application of Bridgeport Bcstg. Co. (WICC),

Bridgeport, Conn., is rescheduled for July 28.
By Hearing onExaminer
June 19 J. D. Bond
Granted petition by Alkima Bcstg. Co., West
Chester, Pa., for leave to amend its am application to change requested facilities from 1510 kc,
1 kw, D, to 1260 kc, 500 w, D, DA, as well as
changes in
trans, and
location
and inas applicant's
financial
showing,
application,
amended,
is removed from hearing docket; retained in
hearing
applications
of Union
Bcstg. both
Co.,
Elizabeth,status
and Lion
Bcstg. Co.,
Inc., Dover,
N. J.; hearing in this proceeding now scheduled
for July 14 is continued to date to be fixed by
subsequent order.
By Hearing Examiner
C. Smith
on June Elizabeth
20
Granted motion by James A. McKechnie, North
Syracuse,change ofN.
Y., for
extensioncaseof totime
direct
affirmative
Julyfor3, exfor
further prehearing conference to July 14, and
commencement of hearing to July 22 in proceeding on his am application and those of Entertainment Service Inc., Solvay, and Rome Community Bcstg. Co., Rome, N. Y.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
on June 24
Scheduled prehearing conference for June 24 at
2 p.m.. in proceeding on am application of Town
and Country Radio Inc., Rockford, 111.
By Hearing Examiner
on JuneAnnie
23 Neal Huntting
Granted petition by Eastern States Bcstg. Co.,
Hamden, Conn., for leave to amend its am application to correct classifications of proposed
programs.
By

Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde
on June 20
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of time to June 30 to file replies to petition by Acadian Television Corp., to enlarge
and change issues in Lake Charles-Lafayette, La.,
tv ch. 3 proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner
James
on June
20 D. Cunningham

Denied petition by South Norfolk Bcstg. Co.
Inc., South Norfolk, Va., for dismissal without
prejudice of its am application and application is
dismissed with prejudice; retained in hearing
status applications of Denbigh Bcstg. Co., Denbigh, Va., and Virginia Beach Bcstg. Corp.
(WBOF), Virginia Beach, Va.
By Hearing Examiner
J. Frederick
on JuneCharles
20
Scheduled prehearing conference for Sept. 8
in proceeding on am applications of Mountain
State Bcstg. Co. Inc., and Radio Mid-Pom Die,
Middleport-Pomeroy, Ohio.
Ordered that further hearing procedures in
re modification of cp of Capitol Bcstg. Co.
(WJTV, ch. 12), Jackson, Miss., are suspended
until such time as one or more counsel shall
move that further hearing be held.
By Commissioner
E. Lee
on June Robert
18
Granted petition by James W. Miller, Milford,
Conn., for extension of time to June 26 to file
opposition to petition by Eastern States Bcstg.
Co., Hamden, Conn., to enlarge issues in proceeding on their am applications, et al.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on June 19
Granted amended petition by The Alkima
Bcstg. Co., West Chester, Pa., for acceptance of
appearance filed late, and dismissed for failure to
prosecute application of Union Bcstg. Co. Inc.,
Elizabeth, N. J., in proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner
H. Gifford Irion
on June 19
Ordered that record in proceeding on am ap-

your needs.
Florida
Complete brochure, including floor
plans, equipment requirements and
discussion of current trends now
available. For your free copy,
write to RCA, Dept. GE-22, Building
15-1, Camden, N.J.
RADIO

CORPORATION

of AMERICA

South

$225,000.00
A

$3309000.00
Powerful station on low

top-notch facility in one of

Florida's best growth markets. Includes very valuable real estate.
Now showing good profit. Terms
can be arranged.

one of
the south's growth
major
markets.quency in An
outstanding
down
property.sonable29%
payout.

Exclusive
^Blackburn
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APPRAISALS
FINANCING
CHICAGO
ATLANTA

NEGOTIATIONS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Clifford B. Marshall
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker
Washington Building
Healey Building
JAckson
5-1576
Sterling 3-4341
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PROFESSIONAL

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Office*
1735 Da Sales St., N. W. ME. 8-5411
Office i and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
FEdaral 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg., Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. RING

RUSSELL

P.

MAY

8401 Cherry St.

Hiland 4-7010

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
J
VIR

N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
Directional Antennas

1316 S. Kearney Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

Upper Montclair, N. J. Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS

C. HUTCHESON

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W., Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone
STateAFCCE
7-2601
Member

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
610 Evans Bldg.
NA. 8-2698
1420 New York Ave., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
Tel.: JAckson 6-4386
P.O. Box 68
Member AFCCE

H. MULLANEY

Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666

COMMERCIAL RADIO
MONITORING COMPANY
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
Broadcasting

DIRECTORY

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N.W., Wash. 10, D. C.
Practical Broadcast, TV Electronics engineering home study and residence courses.
Write For Free Catalog, specify course.

& Culver

MUNSEY BUILDING
DISTRICT 7-8215
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

KEAR

&

KENNEDY

1302 18th St., N. W.
Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE

C. SMEBY

Consulting Engineer AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8520

Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

WALTER
F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
1 Riverside Road — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

JOHN

Lohnes

ROBERT M. SILLIMAN
John A. Moffet — Associate
1405 G St., N. W.

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
BOX 68, INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
SAN FRANCISCO 28, CALIFORNIA
DIAMOND 2-5208
J

A. E. TOWNE ASSOCS., INC.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE
SERVICE

CO.

PAGE, CREUTZ,
STEEL & WALDSCHMITT, INC.
Communications Bldg.
710 14th St., N. W.
Executive 3-5670
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

B. HEFFELFINGER

GODLEY

L. H. CARR & ASSOCIATES
Consulting

GUY

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
Consulting Engineers
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

PAUL

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg. STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1926 —

1052 Warner Bldg.
National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

— Established

Pennsylvania Bldg.
Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Radio & Television

Sheraton Bldg.
REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

711 14th St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.

JOHN

& ASSOCIATES

30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

CARDS

JOHNSON

Consulting am-fm -tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va.
Dickens 3-7503

IRL

T. NEWTON,
JR.
Consulting Engineer
422 Washington Bldg.,
15th and N. Y. Ave., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
Telephone: Executive 3-7165

G. ROUNTREE,

JR.

5622 Dyer Street
EMerson 3-3266
Dallas 6, Texas

RALPH J. BITZER, Consulting Engineer
Suite 298, Arcade Bldg., St. Louis 1, Mo.
Garfield 1-4954
"Far Resultt in Broadcast Engineering"
AM-FM-TV
Allocations • Applications
Petitions • Licensing Field Service

MERL

SAXON

Consulting Radio Engineer
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242
NEptune 4-9558
SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 79,497* Readers
—among them, the decision-making
station owners and managers, chief
engineers and technicians — applicants
for am, fm, tv and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
June 30, 1958
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FOR THE RECORD continued
WAUC Wauchula, Fla.— Granted authority to
sign-off at 6 p.m. local time or sunset, whichever
occurs earlier for period ending Sept. 30.
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
Following were granted extension of compleFM
tion dates as shown: WETC Wendell, N. C. to
As Reported by FCC through May 31
12-30;
WGTO Cypress Gardens, Fla. to 12-30;
AM
TV
WTMP Tampa, Fla. to 8-15; KWWL Waterloo,
17
Iowa to 1-1-59; KCBQ San Diego, Calif, to 9-1;
524
Licensed (all on air)
WDVM Pocomoke City, Md. to 9-30; WSRV Car3,208
40
bondale, 111. to 11-15; WWSW-FM Pittsburgh,
CPs on air (new stations)
108
Pa. to 10-15.
92
87
Actions of June 18
(^Ps not on air ( new stations)
TOTAI
663
628
WLPO La Salle, 111. — Granted license covering
Jl \_/ 1 \ 1 AUTHORI7Fn
\ till \ r l\ 1 / 1 1 > STATIONS
l 1 .\ i < ' '
installation of old main trans, as aux. trans, at
406
40
64
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
present trans, site.
3,340
KILT Houston, Tex. — Granted cp to install new
126
18
63
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
127
trans, as auxiliary trans, at present main trans,
site; and cp to install new main trans.
532
58
Total applications for new stations
KD WD (FM) San Diego, Calif.— Granted mod.
27
37
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
of cp to change type trans.; decrease ERP to 3.7
248
kw;
increase ant. height to 650 ft.; and change
41
0
17 41 51 ant. -trans,
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
location to location of KFMB-TV
tower (no change in description); remote control
Total applications for major changes
289
27
permitted.
Licenses deleted
0
0
2
WYNM Florence, S. C— Granted extension of
54
completion
date to 10-30.
CPs deleted
1
0
1
Actions of June 17
WMRI, signment
WMRI-FM
SUMMARY
OF STATUS OF AM, FM, TV
of licenses toMarion,
WMRI Ind.—
Inc. Granted asWDOV-FM Dover, Del.— Granted license covCompiled by BROADCASTING through June 25
ering use of new type trans, and change ERP.
total applications
CP
ON AIR
Lie.
WERE-FM Cleveland, Ohio— Granted license
Cps
Not on air
For new547stations
covering95ainstallation of new fm ant. and increase ERP.
AM
44
101
3,208
WEBQ-FM Harrisburg, 111.— Granted license
524
22
60
covering
decrease of ERP to 1.65 kw.
FM
127
WLAG-FM LaGrange, Ga.— Granted license
TV (Commercial)
4151
962
110
covering change of ant. -trans, and studio location.
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
WEUP Huntsville, Ala.— Granted license for am
station.
Compiled by BROADCASTING through June 25
KTBC Austin, Tex.— Granted mod. of license
to operate main trans, by remote control, day
VHF
UHF
total
4151
and
night, using directional ant. nighttime; conCommercial
425
86
ditions.
WBMX
West Point, Ga.— Granted mod. of cp
Non-Commercial
24
7
to change type trans, and change studio location; condition.
KQDI Bismarck, N. D. — Granted mod. of cp
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
to
move
ant. -trans, (no change in description)
962 the air at one time but are no
mitted.
2 There are, in addition, 35 tv cp-holders which were on
and change studio location; remote control perlonger in operation and one which has not started operation.
WTMT Louisville, Ky.— Granted mod. of cp to
3 There have been, in addition, 177 television cps granted, but now deleted (33 vhf and
144 uhf).
change type trans, and studio location.
KAGT Anacortes, Wash.— Granted authority to
* There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
sign-off at 7 p.m. Mon. through Sat., and sign-off
at 2 p.m. Sun., except for special events for
period ending Sept. 15.
WTMT Louisville, Ky.— Granted extension of
remain silent for period of 90 days from June 29.
3
plications of Fox Valley Bcstg. Co., Geneva, 111.,
1
1
5
WPGC-FM Oakland, Md. — Granted extension
et al., will be held open until June 27 for receipt
completion date to 10-6.
Actions of June 16
of authority to remain silent until Aug. 18.
of intervener's
will
be closed. Exhibit C, at which time record
WDSC Dillon, S. C. — Granted authority to opKPEN (FM) Atherton, Calif. — Granted assignerate on reduced time from 6 a.m. EST, to 7
Continued oral argument from June 20 to
ment of license to James J. Gabbert, et al., d/b
p.m., EST, for period ending July 31.
July 7 in proceeding on am applications of
under same name.
Charles R. Bramlett, Torrance, Calif., et al.
Actions of June 19
K70AB Hawthorne, Nev.— Granted license for
tv translator station.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
KSPC (FM) Claremont, Calif. — Granted cp to
on June 18
KMMJ Grand Island, Neb.— Granted license
change
frequency
of non-commercial
Granted motion by Liberty Bcstg. Co., Liberty,
covering
in ant. and ground system and
fm station
to 88.9 mc,
increase ERP toeducational
600 watts,
* changes
delete
control.
31remote
Tex., for leave to file reply findings in proceedchange ant. height to -245 ft., type trans, and
KRIC-FM Beaumont, Tex.— Granted license
make changes in ant. system.
"its am relates
application,
and reply findings to
whiching on motion
are accepted.
covering changes in fm station.
WFTG London, Ky. — Granted cp to install new
WHYL-FM
Carlisle, Pa. — Granted mod. of cp
BROADCAST ACTIONS
type
trans.Cleburne, Tex. — Granted cp to make
to change frequency to 102.3 mc.
KCLE
By Broadcast Bureau
KVSO-TV Ardmore, Okla.— Granted mod. of
changes in ant. system.
Actions of June 20
cp to change trans, location; change ERP to
WDSK Cleveland, Miss. — Granted mod. of cp
visual
91.4 kw, aural 45.7 kw; type of trans.; make
to make changes in DA pattern.
KOIL Omaha,
— Granted
license covering
installation
of newNeb.main
transmitter.
change in ant. system and other equipment and
KSEL Lubbock, Tex. — Granted mod. of cp to
change
in ant. height to 846 ft.
change type daytime trans.
WHOO, WHOO-FM Orlando, Fla.— Granted
WEEB Southern Pines, N. C. — Granted authorKZUM Farmington, N. M. — Granted mod. of
mod. of licenses to change name to WHOO Radio Inc. (including SCA).
ity to sign-off at 7:05 p.m., EST, during months
cp to change type trans.
of June and July, except for special events.
KNEZ Lompoc, Calif. — Granted mod. of cp to
KWFM (FM) Minneapolis, Minn. — Granted cp
mitted.
KXRA Alexandria, Minn. — Remote control perto increase ERP to 21 kw; ant. height to 150
change type trans.
ft.; and install new type ant.
WMFJ Daytona Beach, Fla. — Granted request
Following were granted extensions of comWBZ-TV Boston, Mass.— Granted cp to use the
for reconsideration of May 22 action which canpletion dates as shown: WABY Albany, N. Y.
celled request for alternate main trans.
driver- of old main trans, as aux. trans.
to 7-15; WVEC-TV Hampton, Va. to 1-4-59: KNDA
KABI Ketchikan, Alaska — Granted request for
WCLA Claxton, Ga.— Granted mod. of cp to
Elko, Nev. to 1-6-59.
cancellation of license. Call letters deleted.
change
trans. ant. -trans, and studio location and type
KDKA-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.— Granted request
for temporary authority for period of 6 months
KHAT Phoenix, Ariz. — Granted mod. of cp to
July
to conduct program relay service for purpose of
change type trans., studio location, and operate
trans, by remote control.
transmitting programs of broadcast stations on
UPCOMING
multiplay basis.
WMCD
Welch, W. Va.— Granted authority to

WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
NAtional 8-1990
ALLEN
AND

KANDER
COMPANY

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL

ADVISERS

NEW
YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
CHICAGO
35 East Wacker Drive
RAndolph 6-6760
DENVER
1 700 Broadway
AComa
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2-3623

July 7-19: Summer Educational Television Workshop, College of the Pacific, Stockton, Calif.
July 19; Conference on Tv for Women in Home
Economics, Business and Education, UCLA
Los Angeles.
-July
111.
21-25: National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, seminar, Allerton House, Monticello.
July 27-29: South Carolina Broadcasters Assn..
Holiday Lodge Hotel, Myrtle Beach.
August
Aug. 1-2: Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn., Lake
Texhoma Lodge, Lake Texhoma.
Aug. 4-23: Summer Tv Workshop, College of
Communication Arts and WKAR-TV, Michigan
State University, East Lansing.
Aug. 13-16: Affiliated Advertising Agencies Network, annual international meeting, Lord Baltimore Hotel, Baltimore.
Aug. 19-22:vention,
Western
ShowLos and
ConPan Pacific Electronic
Auditorium,
Angeles.
Aug. 24-Sept. 4: National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, tv instruction conference, Purdue U., Lafayette, Ind.
Aug.
2"-2<: Georgia Broadcasters Assn., St.
Simcns.
September
Sept. 5-6; Texas AP Broadcasters Assn., Roosevelt Hotel, Waco.
Broadcasting

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Payable in advance.
Checks and money orders only.
• DEADLINE: Undisplayed — Monday preceding publication date. Display — Tuesday preceding publication date.
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<f per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word — $2.00 minimum.
• All other classifications 30tf per word — $4.00 minimum. • DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos, etc., sent to
box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Hroadcastinu expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

Help Wanted
Adult organizers, men and women, needed now
for entertainment projects for this local area.
Day & eve. Full or part time. No experience
req. Can work by phone. Invest only your time.
Begin earning at once. Steady year-round. Start
immediately. Write today. Send one dollar for
complete brochure. Esquire International. 5880
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Management
Manager needed for fulltime college-town station. Mid-south area. This is a solid operation
with good profit. Above average pay with possible stock participation for right man. First
class license helpful. Box 853E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, manager and salesman for new 5,000
watt station now under construction in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Will be fast paced music-news
operation. Prefer men from mid-south area. All
replies held in confidence. Send background resume and photo to Ed Holladay, WOKK, Meridian, Mississippi.
Assistant manager, first class ticket; sales and
announcing experience. Comparatively new 1,000
watt daytime independent in northeastern N. Y.
Good pay plus terrific potential for increased
earnings and quick advancement to manager if
right man. Personal interview necessary. Send
picture and resume to WRSA, Saratoga Springs,
New York, or phone Manager at 4300.
Sales
Sales manager for 250 MBS in small N. Carolina
competitive market. Draw, commission, car expenses, 5% net profit bonus. Box 735E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Experienced salesman or announcer
salesman at top quality regional station in the
Piedmont section of North Carolina. Prefer a
man who is now employed in this general area.
Excellent earnings with chance for advancement.
Our personnel know about this ad. Box 740E,
BROADCASTING.
Boomingest market in Texas has openings for
sales manager and salesmen. Incentive plan plus
outstanding fast-growing market makes this an
excellent opportunity for go-getters. If you have
proven sales ability, send complete resume, all
details, including present billings and earnings,
in first letter. Box 772E, BROADCASTING.
At once. Top young salesman-announcer — small
market. Managerial opportunity. Box 792E,
BROADCASTING.
Top rated west coast network affiliate looking
for young aggressive salesman interested in improving income and future. Send complete resume including experience, sales record, personal
history
CASTING.and recent photo to Box 803E, BROADSales manager. New owners. Indiana single. Top
compensation. Box 830E, BROADCASTING.
Aggressive, hard hitting, rep salesman — wanted
for Chicago area immediately. Box 840E,
BROADCASTING.
Business
good. Expanding
salesman whois wants
to come tofor a successful
larger market,
guaranteed salary then commission. 18th size
market, succesful music and news operation in
mid-west. Employees benefits. Hard worker can
easily earn over $10,000 yearly. Send resume,
present billings earnings in first letter. Box 842E,
BROADCASTING.

Opportunity plus for salesman that knows he
can produce and is willing to prove it in major
market with either a straight 20% commission
or draw against 15%. Southeast. Box 843E,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman: Age 25 to 31, married, who enjoys
write copy that sells, do anwork, whonouncing ifcan
necessary. Must supply references
and be available for personal interview. If above
requirements cannot be met, do not apply.
WHAW, Weston, West Virginia.
Broadcasting

RADIO

RADIO

RADIO
Help

Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help

Wanted—
Announcers (Cont'd)

North Florida quality music station seeking
salesman. No bad habits, sales or otherwise.
WKTX, Atlantic Beach.

Good early morning personality dj and newscaster. Good pay top rated station. Southwestern
city
30,000. Send photo, tape resume. Box 859E,
BROADCASTING.

Experienced salesman for nation's eighth market wanted to call on agency and retail accounts. Must have success story. Size of market
working in unimportant. Salary or 15% commission, whichever is greater. Age 24-35. Send picture and resume
to WMCK, 516 Market St., McKeesport,
Pa.

Wanted! Experienced announcer for radio. Must
be sharp dj ! Opportunity for television record
show . . . send tape, picture and resume. Box
861E, BROADCASTING.

Fulltime salesman for New England market.
Want man with solid experience, sales ideas and
push. sion.
Guarantee,
car allowance
Chance for advancement
with plus
strong,commisyoung
multiple organization. Send photo, history of
billing and earnings in first letter to Fred Haggerty, WSKI, Montpelier, Vermont.
Announcers
Wanted: Young, ambitious announcer able to do
newscast and dj shows. Good starting salary for
a 5,000 watt, south Georgia station. Box 484E,
BROADCASTING.
Program
for eastern
Pennsylvania
station. Willmanager
have complete
authority
subject only
to manager. Must have three years experience
as staff announcer. Must be good board man
willing to work hard to justify further advancement. This is an excellent opportunity for an
announcer who is ready to move into management.
applicants
be and
available
for personalAll interview.
Sendmusttape
resume.
Box
536E, BROADCASTNG.
Experienced news, music announcer on 1,001
watt southwestern independent. Box 638E,
BROADCASTING.
Local network station desires announcer on or
about August 1st. Some experience necessary.
Permanent position. Paid vacation, insurance
and many other advantages. Apply to Box
703E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Experienced announcer for North Carolina regional station. Must be able to handle
heavy schedule of local and regional news plus
dj work. Send complete details to Box 741E,
BROADCASTING.
Florida. Need experienced personality pop dj.
Above average salary. Promotion minded station.
Send tape, background. Box 750E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer for small market
5,000 watt station in north Georgia. Good opportunity and permanent position for right man.
Send photo, resume, and salary requirements.
Box 752E, BROADCASTING.
I am looking for a top morning man. Eastern
market, in a fast growing market. Top pay in
the market for top personality. Send tape and
background resume. Box 782E, BROADCASTING.
Morning man — salesman. Salary, commission,
profit ket.sharing,
watt-Pa. single station marBox 795E, 1000
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced and talented, wanted at
once. Salary $80 weekly if you're good. Living
cost
kw daytimer.
No rock
roll,
good reasonable.
music and 1news
station. Send
tape, 'nphoto
and data. Box 806E, BROADCASTING.
Two
Box
DJ's

announcer-engineers, emphasis on announcing. Gulf coast market. Send background, photo.
822E, BROADCASTING.
with personality!! Opportunity for experienced man with modern radio know-how to be
#1
man atLakes
swingin'
firstopen
30 markets
in Great
area. operation
Afternoon inspot
at 1,000
watt station that pays 50,000 watt salaries. Lucrative record hop onen to man selected. Send tape,
data to Box 824E, BROADCASTING. All replies
answered. Hurry!!
Announcer-first phone. Indiana. New, modern
management.
Good pay. Box 829E, BROADCASTING.
Want good voice and sincere desire to work and
learn for $77.00 week to start. Send tape and
full particulars. Box 844E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer. Can also sell. Contact
Dr. F. P. Cerniglia, KLIC, Monroe, Louisiana.

Good pay for good salesman-announcer. KPAP,
Redding, California.
Looking for staff announcer to fill position of
man leaving for the Army. Some experience
necessary. Good working conditions, paid vacation, insurance and regular hours. Write WARK,
Hagerstown, Md.
Combo engineer-announcer. Must be first class
announcer. Willing, reliable worker. If possible,
send
Phone tape
960. to WFPR, Hammond, Louisiana — •
Announcer — first class license essential — Send
resume and tape to WMIC, P. O. Box 300, Monroe, Michigan.
Morning personality. We have first opening in
our morning schedule in four years and need
an experienced, friendly, down to earth personality. Sorry, no "top 40" dj types. 1 kw indie in
prosperous 20,000 single station market. Application pending for 5 kw. Include full details, photo,
tape in first letter. WMIX, Mt. Vernon, Illinois.
Beginner announcer at beginners salary. Southeasterners only. Tape, resume, references first
letter. WTWA, Thomson, Georgia.
Technical
Chief engineer wanted for 250 watt station in
large eastern market. Must be familiar with
10 kw fm and studio equipment. Box 785E,
BROADCASTING.
WIDE, Biddeford, Me., located four miles from
New
England's
finesthas
beaches
hunting
and fishing,
openingandforoffers
first good
class
operator.
Combination engineer-announcer or top-notch
announcer. Ten-year-old station with room for
employe advancement. $80.00 starting salary.
Send tape, resume, and photo to Program Director, WVOT, Wilson, N. C.
Production-Programming, Others
Mr. News Director, this ad will run until we find
the right man. We need a newsman who gets
behind
surface
news; iswhoourknows
going on.theNews
in depth
most what's
important
service. Good salary and facilities. Write Box
179E, BROADCASTING.
News director to build local news department
and hire other radio newsmen hungry for news
fast and first. Must be married and ready to
settle in small market for permanent well paying
position. No clock watchers please. Box 730E,
BROADCASTING.
Metropolitan, top rated independent needs sharp
traffic director. Unlimited opportunity. Immediate opening. Rush complete details. Box
802E, BROADCASTING.
I need a pro . . . under 35 who can supervise
traffic, write continuity and do air work as dj.
I'll
payI need
such this
a man
salary
plus
talent.
man annow.excellent
Call, wire
or write
immediately. H. K. Crowl, WAV! in Dayton,
Ohio, "America's 38th market." Baldwin 2-1291.
RADIO
Situations Wanted
Management
Manager for medium market. Married, children,
32, impressive appearance, sales management
background. Currently account man top rated
station one of first eight markets. Box 751E,
BROADCASTING.

RADIO

RADIO

RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
A nnouncers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Experienced up to 50 kw. Versatile negro announcer with first phone. Box 666E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-engineer, 35, married — one child. 13
years announcing, 7 years sales. One year chief
engineer. Above average announcer with production ideas. Currently employed WIVY, Jacksonville. Minimum salary $125. Contact Lee
Kennedy, 1819 King Street, Jacksonville, Florida.
Phone Evergreen 4-1256.
Combo dj-first phone, experienced. Young, ambitious. Music to please listeners. Single, two
years
college.
operator. Bob
No news
6-2428. ence. Travel Ham
immediately.
Leach,experi26309
Regent, Lomita, California. Phone Davenport

Management
Manager, top salesman, good announcer, first
phone. Want small market station. Ten years
experience, family. Want out of present situation
caused by sale of station. Any market will be
considered. Can run economical profit making
i on. Can build staff, audience and make
money. Must have sincere ownership and complete
freedom ofBox
operation.
Available for personal interview.
804E BROADCASTING.
A proven ten year record of managerial experience— prefer medium market. Can furnish references. If you have a sick radio property I can
.
it
well.
Let's get together. Write Box 811E.
BROADCASTING.
Qualified manager or commercial manager. Fifteen years experience major market radio and tv
sales plus accounting education. Past 4 years top
salesman with present employer eastern vhf.
Sober, reliable, permanent, married, middleaged, financially responsible. References, resume and photo on request. Box 814E. BROADCASTING.
General manager, over 20 years experience, seeking new location because of ownership change.
Opportunity for future investment of great interest. Can bring part of trained staff with me.
Available 30 days. $10,000 with bonus. Box 821E,
BROADCASTING.
General manager-sales manager available, due to
ownership change. 18 years of successful management and sales experience, in radio and
television. Young and aggressive, presently managing medium market radio station. Especially
interested in southeast. Box 825E, BROADCASTING.
Looking for the opportunity of becoming
mercial manager. Five years in sales.
good sales record. Prefer one or two station
ket in the midwest. Presently employed.
832E. BROADCASTING.

comHave
marBox

Selling manager. Can program and sell your station. Reasonable guarantee, good percentage.
Available
CASTING. for right situation. Box 833E, BROADWanted. Position as station manager. 4 years experience as commercial manager. If you own a
station in competitive market, guarantee to make
it Number One in three to six months. Am presently employed in top market with Number
One station. Box 836E, BROADCASTING.
Manager-salesman, experienced, successful background, sales, programming, all phases small
station operation. Married, family, available
August first. Desire relocate west coast. Reasonable income needed. Box 864E, BROADCASTING.
Manager, can manage station, sell, collect, service, make production spots and write copy. Personal sales range from eight to fourteen thousand
monthly in market where competition sells spots
from .25?:. to $1.00. In radio seven years, same
organization, same city. Three years resident
manager, two years assistant general manager.
Age 37. Father of five children. Would consider
any sincere, honest offer in southeast. Reply
1000-lOth. Avenue South, Birmingham 5. Alabama.
Sales
Go-getter, experienced, seeking good potential.
Prefer deal including air work. Can run own
board.505E,
All-around
man — what you're looking for.
Box
BROADCASTING.
Hard-hitting salesman. 10 years experience. Also
familiar programming and administration. Box
834E, BROADCASTING.
Desire combination deal. Heavy sales and promotion background — some tv and radio announcing. College grad-speech major, married,
excellent references. Box 866E, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Terrific sportscaster. Also dj, announcer, news,
sales, employed. Experience galore. Box 381E,
BROADCASTING.
Negro deejay, good board man, fast patter,
smooth
production. I'm the one vou're looking
for.
ING. Tape and resume. Box 502E, BROADCASTGirl dj announcer. Go anywhere. Ready now.
Run own hoard. Can sell too. Steady, no bad
habits. Love to build audiences and grab acCASTING.counts. Tape and resume. Box 503E, BROADPersonality-dj, strong commercials, gimmicks,
etc., run own board. Steady, eager to please. Go
anywhere. Box 504E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, colored disc jockey. Light experience, strong ambition. Tape available. Box 633E,
BROADCASTING.
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Announcer d.j., negro, capable, competent. Experienced. Good commercial delivery. Tape. Box
728E, BROADCASTING.
Young experienced announcer desires night shift
in music, news station. Currently employed, excellent references. Box 734E, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, negro. Sparkling air personality.
Light experience. Ambitious. Tape available. Box
743E, BROADCASTING.
Radio. Any broadcasting capacity: Announce,
write, strong news, record show, commercials.
College graduate, major communications. Capable, serious, hardworking. Draft deferred. Box
753E, BROADCASTING.
Music man. Know all types of broadcasting. Experienced, available immediately. Box 768E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, first phone: Will travel ... to right
music, news station or chain for permanent
future only! Good Pulse showing; assistant chief;
family. Will work hard to justify advancement.
Young,
want to learn, earn! Box 793E, BROADCASTING.
Young, all-around, announcer, experienced in
staff, sports, dj work. Box 796E, BROADCASTING.

Announcer — experienced, married, available immediately, good board operator, dj personality.
Guy Moody, 1425 Broadway, NYC— LO 3-6525.
Announcer with first phone. 5 years experience.
Prefer opening in midwest or south. Interested
in advancement to program director. Duane
Pagel, 14423 Pacific Ave., Tacoma, Washington.
Experienced, announcer. Versatile. Will gladly
send tape, resume upon request. Call collect
from anywhere in the U. S. Newtown 9-3678. Rip
Rogers,York.
54-08 Roosevelt Avenue, Woodside L. I.,
New
Our morning man and program manager has
outgrown our market and we want to help him
find his next job. During eight years with this
station he has done just about everything and
is thoroughly capable, dependable and a top dj,
news
and morning
announcer. salary
We're $100
happy andto
recommend
him. Minimum

First phone, morning man. Ten years experience.
DJ, news editor, PD. Box 797E, BROADCASTING.

worth
If you have
the right
' job forPresihim
please more.
write directly
to Hartley
Samuels,
dent Station WDLB, Marshfield, Wis.

First class license young man wants midnite to
dawn or night announcing shift. Currently workING. ing as day announcer. Box 798E, BROADCAST-

Chicago
Trained
Howard
Illinois.

One of the best personality men in the south,
will make a change soon. Write for an audition
tape. Eight years experience, good references.
A real good country man. Write Box 801E,
BROADCASTING.
Topnotch sportscaster. Former professional athlete, eight years experience. Wants solid sportsminded station anywhere in the country. References from present employer. $7200 minimum.
Guaranteed topnotch all sports play-by-play.
Box 809E, BROADCASTING.
Young married man desires position as staff announcer in New England. News, dj, commercials.
Tape available. Box 810E, BROADCASTING.
Announcing, news, copy, between here and San
Francisco. Summer layoff unforeseen by Palm
Springs station. $100. Box 812E, BROADCASTING.
Attention upper midwest. Seven
ence, with solid references. Have
department. Veteran with college.
left this area, want to return. Can
Box 817E, BROADCASTING.

years experiheaded news
Have recently
operate board.

Experienced staff man, 28, married, college, desires midwest location, preferably within 100
miles of Chicago. Now employed. Box 819E,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, negro, my inexperience your adCASTING. vantage. I'm easy to mold. Box 839E, BROADAnnouncer, modern sound, experienced. Styled
for California, Boston, Washington, Philadelphia.
Box 847E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, excellent voice seeking
permanent position. Prefer metropolitan area.
Box 856E, BROADCASTING.
Anybody! Looking for the "forgotten man" who
believes in "adult music for adult audiences"?
I'm
that 10man.
(HV2 years
experience)
at CBS
kw. Last
News,nine
production
spots.
Married,
31. Box 862E, BROADCASTING.
College grad wants radio announcing experience
versatile education — wide background, ahle to
perform variety of duties. Will send resume and
tape upon request. Box 867E, BROADCASTING.
Well experienced in all phases of radio — 23 years
in business. Morning man for past 15 years with
same station always led in the field in 5 station
markets. Desire to make change, salary open.
Joe Byars, 911 Oakview Avenue, Columbus,
Georgia. Phone FAirfax 2-3285.
University graduate: 2 (two) years commercial
experience. Strong on music and news. Can sell.
Want to relocate in Michigan. Available now.
Call or write: Charles Frey, 532 Oak St., Niles,
Michigan. MU 3-5432.
Announcer-lst phone. Available now. Recent
grad. Prefer California or Miami. Resume, tape
on request. Phone-write Byron Kell, 3476 Maplewood Ave., Los Angeles 66. EXmont 7-1915.

announcer, radio school graduate.
in broadcast fundamentals. Limited experience; willing to learn. Tape, photo available.
Sherf, 4020 W. Cullom, Chicago 41,
Technical

Engineer, first phone, experienced, transmitter,
studio and recording. No announcing. Box 699E,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer: 1st phone, 17 years experience
250-5000 watts. DA. Married, prefer midwest.
Box 733E, BROADCASTING.
1st phone, ham, family, young, comolete studiotransmitter maintenance, tremendous tape-disc
production,
large station. Box 818E, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
chief engineer-announcer-salesman.
Box 854E, BROADCASTING.
Engineer first ticket wants relocation on east
coast. Prefer growing solid organization. Single,
able to travel. Box 863E, BROADCASTING.
Presently employed engineer desires change. 5
years experience, two years on 10 kw three
tower directional. First phone active amateur,
attend Port Arthur College, diplomas from two
other radio schools, experienced tape disc recordings, remotes, and general broadcast station
experience, experienced projection operator, age
32, married, two girls, non-drinker and nonsmoker, new car, would like chance to learn announcing. Will consider working anywhere. Will
buy third or fourth interest in good station (in
Missouri only) call or write L. H. Estes, BE 82930
or BE 82330, Marble Hill, Missouri.
FCC first phone license; July- August preparation. Monty Koffer, 105 E. 16th Street, Brooklyn,
New York. Bu 2-4622.
Production-Programming, Others
Organist. Wide experience. Creative. Own programs. Classics through jazz. Background music.
Union. Own organ. Box 758E, BROADCASTING.
Gulf coast — assistant manager, program director,
news director. I have the experience, ability and
desire to do a good job for a progressive radio
or television station. I have worked in all production phases of radio and television for 12
years. Currently employed in a major market at
a good salary. I want more opportunity to use
my ability and experience in a pleasant community where my family can put down permanent
roots. Box 805E, BROADCASTING.
I led three lives. Program director, copywriter,
deejay. I've been undercover man for radio, television— for 8 years. Now — I'm free — for you. Wife
knows of this ad. Boss, too. Address correspondence to: Phil Brick, FBI (For Broadcasting Information). Box 835E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted opportunity as news man-dj -promotion
man or combination for Doug Hill, of our staff.
Feel he deserves advancement to larger operation. Leaving voluntarily. Available after July
19. Recommend highly. Call or write, KJFJ,
Webster City, Iowa, for full enthusiastic details.
Broadcasting

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

RADIO

STATIONS

FOR

SALE

BECAUSE
Help

Wanted

Management
Assistant manager wanted for Canadian television
station located in Moncton, New Brunswick — just
three hours from Boston. This an excellent opportunity for the right man, strong in sales and
desiringa nice family town to settle in. We want
an ambitious man with good knowledge of tv
operations, not afraid to shoulder plenty of responsibility and build sales. Good starting salary
and liberal incentive with plenty of opportunity
to advance. Send resume of background and experience to Fred Lvnds, President, Moncton
Broadcasting Ltd., Moncton, N. B., Canada.
Sales
Sales representatives for local sales and national sales. Medium market, mid-south, fullpower vhf. Box 338E, BROADCASTING.
No unfilled promises offered here. We are not
looking for a manager or national salesman. We
offer a good local salesman an opportunity to
make money. He will receive a good list of accounts, salary, commission and expense account.
He can make five figures the first year. He will
work with two professionals who are in high
commissions and will welcome his help. This
station is vhf in a top 50 market. It has two
strong competitors. If you are the man write
Box 791E. BROADCASTING, and send complete
resume and picture first letter. Replies confidential.
TV salesman wanted by high powered CBS-ABC
station for local, regional and agency accounts.
Excellent
opportunitv
withBROADCASTING.
group operating several stations.
Box 857E,
Now working for a national rep? You have a
proven sales record, no drinking problems, experience in tv. You want good living and excellent pay in high, cool Colorado Springs. Send
picture,rado all
details
Springs,
Colo.Robert D. Ellis, KKTV, ColoNow working for a midwest tv station? You have
a proven sales record, no drinking problems, experience in tv. You want good living and excellent pay in high, cool Colorado Springs. Send
picture, all details Robert D. Ellis, KKTV, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Salesman wanted immediately for promotional
group. Must be free to travel. Exceptionally high
percentages, fabulous earnings. About to start
western swing
markets.
Rush Alabama.
full information to P. ofO. major
Box 883,
Florence,
Now working for an eastern tv station? You have
a proven sales record, no drinking problems, experience in tv. You want good living and excellent pay in high, cool Colorado Springs. Send
picture, all details Robert D. Ellis, KKTV, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Now working for a southern tv station? You
have a proven sales record, no drinking problems, experience in tv. You want good living
and excellent pay in high, cool Colorado Springs.
Send picture, all details Robert D. Ellis, KKTV,
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Now working for a western tv station? You have
a proven sales record, no drinking problems, experience in tv. You want good living and excellent pay in high, cool Colorado Springs. Send
picture, all details Robert D. Ellis, KKTV, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Announcers
Immediate opening, southeastern full power vhf,
major market, excellent living and working conditions. Only qualified persons need apply . . .
permanent vposition
opportunity
adancement . . . sendwith
photo,
tape and for
resume
with initial reply. Box 790E, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Good pay — future for young man to teach radiotelevision-journalism.
Prefer master's.
Journalism Director, Pennsylvania
State Apply
University, University Park, Pa.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Management

in the naTwelve years advertising experience
tion's first market. Available-zestful. creative adA/E. N.Y.C. exman-copv; promotion; assistant
perience-network: top inde. station; agency;
and film packager. Seek solid spot medium size
agency prime station or ad dept. mfr. Box 837E,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager currently with major eastern tv
radio operation desires management opening.
of outstanding sales success with cur10 years
rent operation, plus the research, promotion and
to build
merchandising "know how" necessary
sales. Will gladly invest. Box 852E, BROADsolid
CASTING.
Broadcasting

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Studio, transmitter and C.A.T.V. experience.
First phone, prefer Rocky Mountain area or vicinity. $125 week or $2.40 hour. Box 816E,
BROADCASTING.
Broadcast technician with 1st phone, tv workshop graduate, desires position in television or
radio. Service background in electronics. Box
838E, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Ten years in television. Strong
technical and administrative ability. Excellent
references. Box 865E, BROADCASTING.

Integrity
is a most important
facet of our way of doing busi
ness.
BECAUSE
Ours is a personal service dedi
cated to fulfill honestly the needs
of our Clients.

Production-Programming, Others
Versatile sports director and caster in major tv
and am market with proven past record, desires
same capacity. Excellent references . . .BA . . .
and professional sports background. Box 786E,
BROADCASTING.
Supervisory experience in studio and film operaSome administrative.
Children's
program
talent. tions.
University
radio, theatre,
motion pictures,
tv training. Box 800E, BROADCASTING.
TV cameraman-mike operator, some announcing
experience with major television station N.Y.C.
Box 815E, BROADCASTING.
Producer-director, live and film. Young; recently
Army film specialist. Box 848E, BROADCASTING.
Wish to re-locate. I offer 8 years experience with
net affiliate in major three-station eastern market. Background includes floor director, assistant production supervisor, producer, and director for past five years. Excellent references
from above employer. Contact Box 868E,
BROADCASTING.
FOR

BECAUSE
Sincerity has been the keystone
of our dynamic growth.
BECAUSE
So many people like the way we
do business.
Because all these factors played so
important a part in our growth, we
are again forced to expand our
facilities.

SALE
On and after July 1st
We will be located in

Stations
Southwest radio stations. We have several good
properties in Texas and Louisiana requiring
down payment of as little as $20,000. Write us
about your interest, and you will get fast action
on these opportunities. Broker. Box 849E,
BROADCASTING.

SUITE 600-601
At the same

Anxious to sell 250-w clear channel station in
Louisiana. All offers considered. Box 828E.
BROADCASTING.
Texas key
Full timefor station
excellentmarket.
earnings available
$50,000 showing
down. Full
details
to
qualified
buyer.
Box
850E,
BROADCASTING.
Major market highly rated station $350,000.00
29% down, must prove financial reliability before property will be revealed. Box 846E,
BROADCASTING.
New York state. Full time 250 w station has
shown improved earnings position every year.
Growing market in attractive city of 20,000. Price
of $250,000 includes real estate. Will sell for 29%
down. Owner take-out near $50,000 a year. Station manager will stay on if desired. Box 869E,
BROADCASTING.
New England (2) medium markets, single station, each $100,000 total, 29% down on one.
Chapman Company, 17 East 48th, New York.
Arizona kilowatt-daytimer $62,000.00 terms. Wilt
Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8630 W. Olympic,
Los Angeles.

6381

address
Hollywood

Blvd.

Los Angeles 28, Calif.
With the same

phone numbers

HOLLYWOOD

4-7279

HOLLYWOOD

4-7270

Why not contact us today and let
us show you a new way in buying
and selling?
We have good sound offerings
throughout the whole United
States.

East. Large market. Gross $180,000. Priced $200,000 for physical assets. Terms. Jack L. Stoll and
Associates, 6381 Hollywood, Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Upper south, single station markets, $125,000 and
$145,000. Chapman Company, 1182 W. Peachtree,
Atlanta.
Northwest. Quarter-kilowatt $90,000.00. 29% down.
Wilt Gunzendorfer and Associates, 8630 W.
Olympic, Los Angeles.
Write now for our free bulletin of outstanding
radio and tv buys throughout the United States,
Jack L. Stoll & Associates, 6381 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Florida medium market, $12,500 cash, $141,750
total. Chapman Company, 1182 W. Peachtree,
Atlanta.
Norman & Norman, Inc., 510 Security Bldg.,
Davenport, Iowa. Sales, purchases, appraisals,
handled with care and discretion. Experienced.
Former
radio and television owners and operators.

JACK
&

L. STOLL

ASSOCIATES

A NATIONAL
the

sale of
6381

ORGANIZATION

for

Radio & TV Stations

HOLLYWOOD

LOS ANGELES
Hollywood

BLVD.

28, CALIF.
4-7279

FOR

SALE — (Cont'd)

WANTED

TO

Situations Wanted

Stations

Stations

Pacific northwest. Gross $90,000. Full time. Old
established. $30,000 down. Jack L. Stoll and Associates, 6381 Hollywood, Los Angeles 28, Calif.

Looking: Prefer mid-Atlantic or northeast.
Under $100,000. Box 807E, BROADCASTING.

West coast fm station, $25,000 for >3 participating
interest. Chapman Company, 33 W. Micheltorena,
Santa Barbara. California.

Announcers

AM station in Florida. Fulltime or daytimer.
Send complete details. Replies confidential. Box
813E, BROADCASTING.

Equipment

Individual interested in purchase of or investment control, medium or small market. Give
complete details. Box 831E, BROADCASTING.

Ike chain new G-E iconoscope film channel, complete model 4PE5C. Very reasonable. Box 794E.
BROADCASTING.

Florida manager willing to invest $30,000.00 in
profitable station and operate. Confidential. Box
845E, BROADCASTING.

Tapak newscaster recorder, excellent condition,
little use. $175.00. Box 826E, BROADCASTING.
Trans-Lux
sale at half
price. 40'
sign,
and allnews-sign
necessary for
equipment
in guaranteed
operating condition. Ready to install. Sell your
local merchants ads on this traveling news-sign
and make a big profit, even the first year. Box
841E. BROADCASTING.

Desire to purchase am or tv property where
knowledge can develop potential. Possibly situation where present ownership would like to
dispose of interest over next five or ten years.
Can invest via major portion of earnings and
incentive arrangement with possible cash token.
Background radio-tv executive thoroughly experienced all phases of industry. Box 860E,
BROADCASTING.

4, QRK turntables, 33!3. 78 and 4 WE 9A heads,
arms and equalizers. Best offer. Phone or write
KDAY, Hollywood. Calif. Hollywood 1-9981.

Individual wishes to purchase or lease station in
medium or small market. All replies confidential.
217-18
bama. Frank Nelson Building, Birmingham, Ala-

For sale duction
— Gates
"Auto-Station."
Complete
proand automatic
playback units.
One year
old. Perfect condition. Original cost $6,000.00. Sale
caused by programming revision following
change of ownership. WBLG, Box 1417, Lexington, Kentucky.

Established station owner metropolitan Chicago
area is interested in acquiring an additional radio
station. Responsible principles or representative
may submit replies in strict mutual confidence.
Call or write Angus D. Pfaff, Station WNMP,
Evanston, Illinois.

UHF equipment, used but in perfect condition.
GE TT25A 12KW transmitter including filterplexer, TY25D 5-bay antenna with PY19B feed
adapter, 4TX7A dummy load, sweep oscillator
and General Radio monitors, GE TV-21 visual
demodulation. Also 430 foot Stainless type G
tower with lighting, 400 feet 7V2 x 15 inch wave
guide, 600 feet 3V8 inch VHF coaxial cable and
hangers. Presently installed at Jacksonville,
Florida. Contact Beecher Hayford, WESH-TV,
Daytona Beach, Florida.

Equipment
1 kw fm transmitter and multiplex audio equipment for background music service. Also fm 7.3
antenna, either side mount or top mount. Please
list equipment by make and model number, age,
condition,
CASTING. and price. Reply Box 820E, BROAD-

Magnecord M-90, c/w remote control, console
cabinet, 7V2/15 ips, half-track. Also portable
cases. Demonstrator, save $600. Pacific Audio
Supply, 818 State St., Santa Barbara, Calif.
Weather warning receivers — for Conelrad and
disaster weather warnings. Air Alert II — $46.50;
Air Alert I— $89.50. Write Miratel, Inc., 1080
Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minn.
Cameras, 2 used Dage model 300-C cameras,
with lens, camera controls and regulated power
supply. Will consider offers on one or both.
Contact Florida.
Beecher Hayford, WESH-TV, Daytona
Beach,
Volkswagon bus, low mileage, new motor, complete with Motorola T53GAD 60-watt mobile
transmitter, 2 frequency, plus receiver, F.O.B.
Algona, Iowa. Make offer. Fred Epstein, KSTT,
Davenport, Iowa.
TV equipment: 600' guyed tv tower, can be insulated for radio; High-band vhf 6-bay antenna;
RCA TT5A transmitter with tubes, ideal for
stand-by, satellite or small market. Will sell all
or part. Terms available. Early fall delivery.
Reason for selling: going to taller tower and
higher power. If you want to buy some good
equipment at fair prices, this is it. KRBB-TV,
El Dorado, Arkansas. Contact Bill Bigley.
1 — 3 Rev Federal (fm) transmitter with Andrew
antenna with tubes (like new. in good condition)—1 G. E. frequency and modulation monitor
(fm). 1 — Gates RF amplifier and power supply
(fm). 1 — Gates remote control RDC-10 complete,
(like new). Contact: William Emert, Radio Station WPHB, Philipsburg, Pa. or phone Dickens
2- 2300.

Wanted — TV kinescope equipment. Cameras,
power supply etc. Box 858E, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: T-V cameras and accessories. Gene
O'Fallon
& Sons,
Industrial
T-V Specialists, 639
Grant Street,
Denver
3.
INSTRUCTION
F.C.C. first phone preparation by correspondence
or in residence classes. Our schools are located
in Washington, Hollywood, and Seattle. For
details, write: Grantham School, Desk 2, 821 —
19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed
instruction by master teacher. G.I. approved.
Phone FLeetwood 2-2733. Elkins Radio License
School, 3605 Regent Drive, Dallas, Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st phone
lii'ense. 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations required. Enrolling now for classes starting September 3, October 29. For information, references
and reservations write William B. Ogden Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West Olive
Avenue, Burbank, California.
MISCELLANEOUS
Bingo Time U.S.A. printers of personalized
bingo type game sheets for radio and television
programs. We also distribute V2 hr. bingo type
film
mc'dHollywood
by popular
P.O. series,
Box 1871,
28, film
Calif. personalities.
Tel: Hollywood 2-4038.
If anyone knows the address of Mr. Walter Conrad or Walter Fruehwald, please inform Howell
Tire Co., P. O. 614, Enid, Oklahoma.

"Magnificent Job as VP and Gen, Mgr.
So wrote the President of a Radio-TV operation to his General Manager who will be available
August V. Listen to these quotes from same letter.
". . . Straightforward honestly . . . Clear analysis . . . High loyalty . . . Ability to keep personnel
happy as a team is truly remarkable . . . Highest possible recommendation of your ability . . .
Deep personal appreciation and that of all our stockholders . . ."
This highly regarded executive has 20 years experience in radio and :s a te'ev:sion pioneer in
Nation's No. 1 market. Prefers smaller market which will support base of $15,000. Successful record
in doubling ratings and values within six months. He won't be avaiiab.e long!
Box 827E, BROADCASTING
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FAMOUS

DISC

JOCKEY

South's most outstanding rock and
roll-rhythm and hlues radio and
TV

personality

now

available.

Has highest ratings all surveys in
South's top market.

Please rush

replies to
Box 851E, BROADCASTING.

NEED

AD.

J.?

B. C. A. Placement Service has them . . . with
and without experience. All eager to please
and make you money! Best trained anywhere,
run own boards. No prima donnas. Thoroughly
screened. Write or wire collect immediately:
Milt Stillman, Placement Service
Broadcast Coaching Associates
1639 Broadway, Capitol Theatre Bldg.
N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1918.
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No charge for either party.

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted
Production-Programming, Others
Radio-TV
News Director
Newsman experienced in heading award
winning news staffs now available.
Excellent
on-camera
prese: tation and
delivery, shoots and edits own newsfilm.
Very best of references, including current employer. Available August 1st.
Box 823E, BROADCASTING
EMPLOYMENT

SERVICES

A Specialized Service For
Managers Commercial Managers
Chief Engineer
Program Managers
CONFIDENTIAL CONTACT
NATIONWIDE SERVICE
BROADCASTERS EXECUTIVE PLACEMENT SERVICE
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington 7, D. C.
FOR

SALE

Equipment
TAPE RECORDERS
All Professional Makes
New — Used — Trades
Supplies — Parts — Accessories
STEFFEN ELECTRO ART CO.
4401 W. North Avenue
Milwaukee 8, Wise.
Uptown 1-8150 TWX: MI- 193
Tape Recorder Specialists

1 ica's
Dollar

for

Dollar

you can't beat a classified ad in
setting top-flight personnel.
Broadcasting

INTERNATIONAL
CBC Okays Tv Power Boost
Over Objections by CATV
Nine Canadian radio stations and one
television station were recommended for
power increases at the June 13 meeting of
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. board of
governors at Ottawa. A number of stations
were authorized to make share transfers.
CKVR-TV Barrie, Ont., applied for a
power increase on ch. 3 from 26.7 kw
video power to 100 kw, with antenna 820
feet above average terrain. In making the
recommendation the CBC board pointed
out that the power boost should extend
service to the north where Canadian tv service is not now available. Arguments by
community television antenna companies
that CKVR-TV would interfere in northern
communities with reception of ch. 2 and
4 stations from Buffalo, N. Y., about 140
miles distant, were heard by the board. But
it made its recommendation on the ground
that such interference "should not have the
effect of limiting the coverage of Canadian
television stations and their service to the
public in order possibly to protect some
fringe reception not recognized in the international agreement on allocation of channels."
Radio stations recommended for 10 kw
power were CKXL Calgary, Alta., from
1 kw on 1140 kc; CFRN Edmonton, Alta.,
from 5 kw on 1260 kc; CJCA Edmonton,
Alta., from 5 kw on 930 kc; CJOB Winnipeg, Man., from 5 kw day, continuing with
2.5 kw nighttime on 680 kc; VOCM St.
John's, Nfld., from 1 kw on 590 kc; CJCH
Halifax, N. S., from 5 kw day with 5 kw
for nighttime on 920 kc, and CJNB North
Battleford, Sask., from 1 kw on 1460 kc.
Other radio power boosts: CKTR Three
Rivers, Que., from 1 kw day to 5 kw day,
with 1 kw nighttime, moving from 1350
kc to 1150 kc and CFCW Camrose, Alta.,
from 250 w to 1 kw on 1230 kc.
CJMT Chicoutimi, Que., was granted
permission to have a standby transmitter
■of 250 kw. Approved for change of control:
CKDH Amherst, N. S.; CHEF Granby,
Que.; CHAB Moose Jaw, Sask., and share
transfers were recommended for 1 1 radio
and two television stations.
20 Languages Heard in Canada
Independent Canadian radio stations
broadcast programs in 20 foreign languages,
a recent survey by the Canadian Assn. of
Broadcasters has established. In all, 54 Canadian independent stations, out of about
150, broadcast some 140 hours of foreignlanguage programs weekly with Italian, German, Ukrainian, Polish, Hungarian and
Dutch being the principal languages. Most
of the foreign-language broadcasts come
from stations in heavily populated Ontario
and Quebec provinces where a large percentage of Canada's postwar immigrants
have settled. About half the 54 stations doing foreign-language broadcasts are located
in southern Ontario. Other languages heard
each week include Finnish, Greek, Estonian,
Czech, Latvian, Japanese, Lithuanian, Macedonian and Croatian. Some Indian and Eskimo language broadcasts are also featured
on northern and western stations.
Broadcasting
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OIL
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BY
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13-minute color cartoon film,

"Energetically Yours," which was produced for the Standard Oil Co. (New
Jersey) and presented on the company's 75th anniversary program on
NBC-TV last October, now is available
for distribution throughout the world
in seven foreign languages. The film,
being distributed by Transfilm Inc.,
New York, will be released by the oil
company and its affiliates in Spanish,
Portuguese, German, French, Swedish,
Norwegian and Italian for television
and theatrical showings. A Transfilm
spokesman said that numerous requests for the film from European
and South America tv and theatrical
groups prompted Standard Oil to offer
the cartoon abroad. It continues to
be available in English for tv showings
in the U. S. and prints may be obtained bywriting the Standard Oil Co.
(New Jersey), Room 1610, 30 Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N. Y.

Private

Tv for West

Still Several

Years

Germany

in Future

In spite of results of a survey in which
West Germans were strongly in favor of
introducing privately operated television
stations, and statements by West German
Postal Minister T. Stuecklen that he is for
additional outlets, private broadcasting is
not expected to come to the country for
several years.
Mr. Stuecklen told a group of brandname advertisers that, providing an augmented tv system would maintain current
taste and entertainment values, German
viewers ought to have a choice between
two or three programs. (The country's present tv system is comparable with the BBC
in pre-ITA days in Britain.)
Indications are that the Bonn government is willing to allocate a second channel
to non-commercial operators in present tv
cities. The remaining channels, probably
uhf, would be awarded to private and commercial enterprises. (The latter stations
would be supervised by a regulating body
comparable with ITA.)
An independent West German research
institute has published results of a survey
that shows 76% of the German population as being in favor of allowing independent companies to operate stations.
Neill Elected

CAB

President

D. Malcolm Neill, president of CFNB
Fredericton, N. B., has been elected president of the Canadian Assn. of Broadcasters,
succeeding Vernon Dallin, CFQC-AM-TV
Saskatoon, Sask., who resigned recently
after being re-elected to a second term at
the May CAB convention at Montreal. Mr.
Neill served earlier as CAB president during 1951 and 1952 and has represented the
CAB for a number of years in the International American Assn. of Broadcasters.

Commends

Canadians

For 'Better' Tv Program Balance
Better balance among programs, resulting
in less emphasis on "tense shows like mysteries, westerns or melodramas" that "tend
to surround and even inundate the commercials," gives Canadian advertisers certain advantages over American advertisers,
Horace S. Schwerin, president of Schwerin
Research Corp., told the annual meeting of
the Proprietary Assn. of Canada. Listing
points
that "should
afford encouragement,"
to
his audience,
he said:
"Our research shows, over and over
again, that the kind of show is more important to the advertiser than the size of
the audience; it shows further that many
of the American programs of the types that
are most frequently broadcast these days
are among the least desirable from the
viewpoint of sponsor effectiveness; it shows
further that there is a smaller incidence of
such types among Canadian-produced programs, which more commonly tend to be
of the sort that can add substantial values
to the advertising that is placed on them."
In compatible surroundings, a commercial can "double or even triple its effectiveness over what it can achieve in a less
hospitable show," Mr. Schwerin stated.
Adding that he was not suggesting that
"tense shows are inevitably bad guys," the
researcher said that in most instances no
attention was paid to adapting commercials
to the environment. Filmed commercials
are scheduled "without regard to the nature
of the program," he noted.
Sweden Plans 4 More Tv Outlets
When the television station in Malmoe,
Sweden, goes on the air in a few days the
country will have four full-time stations
operating. The stations (two are in Norrkoeping, one in Stockholm) all plan to be
interconnected by a relay network. This
network will be linked in with Eurovision
— the continental tv hookup.
The new transmitting facilities now being
completed are expected to rapidly increase
the number of sets in use within the next
few months. Current figures estimate that
nearly 200,000 sets are operating in Sweden.
Plans for fiscal 1958-59 call for the
construction of four more tv stations. This
will give Swedish Tv Service a coverage of
4,000,000
7.4 million. viewers. Sweden's population is
CBC

Got

$43

Million Last Year

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. in the fiscal
year ending March 31 received $43 million
from the Canadian federal government
as compared with $39 million the previous
year, the annual revue of Canadian government expenditures indicated when presented
in Parliament at Ottawa on June 16. The
report on revenues showed that the 15%
excise tax on radio and television receivers,
radio tubes and phonographs brought the
government $16 million in the last fiscal
year as compared with $19 million the previous year. This is earmarked for the CBC
and is turned over to the CBC as part of its
allotment from the government.
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Indianapolis
Trading Zone
$1,412,008,000
in retail sales

Where else will you find satellite markets that outspend
their entire central metropolitan trading zone by 5-to-4
in sales dollars ? Or a universe that has such a big, rich
central market! What an opportunity for you to increase
your share of the total potential in this greater Indianapolis television area!
where

else . . .

— does a central market exert such an economic pull on
so many specific areas that are retail trading centers
in their own right ?
— do you find such a widespread marketing area covered
from one central point . . . and by WFBM-TV!
— can you buy just one station with no overlapping
penetration by basic affiliates of the same network ?

Indianapolis itself — Major retail
area for 18 richer-than-average counties. 1,000,000 population—350,600 families with 90% television ownership!
12 Satellites- Each a recognized
marketing area — and well within WFBM-TV s basic
area of influence. Includes Marion • Anderson •
Muncie • Richmond • Bloomington • Vincennes •
Terre Haute • Danville, Illinois • Lafayette • Peru
• Logansport • Kokomo.
Represented

Nationally by the KATZ

Agency

Only here -in Indianapolis on WFBM-TV -can
you buy more honest market penetration, more consumer influence, for fewer dollars expended than anywhere else. Now it will pay you to take another, longer,
better look ! We are proud of our current ARB.
The Nation's

13th Television Market
. . . with the only basic NBC coverage
of 750,000 TV set owning families.
*Sales Management, Survey of Buying Power, 1958
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Anyone in the business of selling
media rarely has an opportunity to see
the impressions he makes or how he
looks to prospects he tries to sell. Most
of the salesmen who sit across my desk
in the course of a typical week present
well organized material and state their
case concisely, but there are exceptions.
It is in this area, where there is a strong
need for improvement, that I would
like to indicate a constructive course of
action.

Case #1: Joe was in to see me recently. His previous visit was almost
six months ago. I never hear from Joe
unless a station manager or other brass
come into town. It seems that Joe has
to impress station management with
the caliber of people he has access to
for interviews. I think that Joe could
do a better selling job if he would make
more frequent calls instead of waiting
for special occasions.
Moral: If you have to sell at all,
it must be done on a continuing basis.
Infrequent sales contacts will inevitably
result in loss of awareness and visibility
of your medium.

Case #2: A short while ago Henry
made an appointment to report some
hot news. He had nothing to say about
his own station, but he spent 25 minutes on a principal competitor. Henry
dwelt at great length upon the many
wrong things his competitor was doing.
In fact, he painted an unmistakable
picture of his competitor as a completely opportunistic, greedy, and unethical operator. When Henry left, I
felt like buying neither station.
Moral: A certain amount of negative
selling is appropriate. If you overdo it,
you don't sell at all.

director Foote, Cone

& Belding, New

York

trouble

case

Case #3: Once I was somewhat taken
aback by a respectable print organization which made a comparison with
television. The national cost of a network program was charged off against
the basic network of some 50 stations. In effect, this approach discounted
the contribution made by the entire
lineup of well over 100 stations, and
thus resulted in an erroneous picture.
Moral: The job of selling against
broad classes of media is best left to
those who know them best. Industry
bureaus should better educate salesmen
to do the job. I wonder if bureaus are
discharging this obligation effectively.

Case #4: On some occasions a medium will prepare a very intelligent solution to a serious problem. An example
of this was a forceful documentation
by a leading newspaper supplement of
the need for more intensive advertising
support in major markets. The supplement showed that because of the multiplicity of competition in the larger
cities, even the more popular network
television programs don't achieve ratings
in key markets as high as they do in
smaller markets. Obviously, a print
medium which concentrates in key
metropolitan areas can serve to provide
reinforcing coverage in those areas

histories

values. They help strategists and buyers
to arrive at a balanced point of view.

Case #6: Then there is the case of
the well-informed, concise salesman for
whom it is always a pleasure to open
the door. Bob always tries to find out
what the marketing objectives are. He
also makes it a point to be fully familiar
with the organizational structure of the
agency.
Moral: The salesman who displays
interest in marketing objectives and
knows the organizational setup of his
prospects
creatively. is far better prepared to sell

These cases point to the need for
stronger, more vigorous selling today.
While it is important to point out competitive differences, this should be done
constructively. The seller's function is
to help buyers arrive at an intelligent
judgment. Selection of media is largely
based upon the information furnished
by media. Therefore, continuing educational presentations should be made
even when there isn't an immediate opportunity to secure a contract. And
there should be more intermedia selling,
which promotes the employment of two
media types for a particular advertising
campaign.

Moral: Many advertisers can use
more than one medium to sell their
products effectively.

Case #5: One morning I spent a
few hours at the annual presentation
of one of the bureaus. It was a great
show — fancy screen projection and
valuable research. It was a good presentation, but we only see this once
a year.
Moral: More frequent industry presentations serve as reminders of media

Arthur Stephen Pardoll, b. New Haven, Conn. Graduate of Yale U. After
graduation served with Young & Rubicam in various capacities including
research, timebuying, space buying. In 1948 joined Sullivan, Stauffer &
Bayles as timebuyer on major accounts and later became business manager
of radio-tv department. Moved in 1953 to Foote, Cone & Belding as
director of broadcast media and later was named group media director.
Likes tennis, reading, and classical music. Holder of Bronze Star medal.
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EDITORIAL
The

VTR

Interview

VIDEOTAPE is living up to its promise. When it first reached
the marketplace back in 1956 the prediction was common that
along with many benefits it would bring new problems to television.
The union problem it has created is widely known. Now, in a
different quarter, another arises. Perhaps the problem has raised its
head before, on film, but here it is peculiarly dramatized by the
headlined troubles that the Mike Wallace Survival and Freedom
scries, presented by ABC and the Fund for the Republic, has been
having with "editing" and "censorship."
One week ABC on its own initiative deleted passages of a prerecorded interview with Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr. The next
week ABC cancelled the show because the interviewee, UN Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge, himself wanted to make deletions. At
this point the problem begins to become discernible.
It is this: Suddenly there is a need to clarify the ground rules.
Over the years the public has become accustomed, and rightly, to
assume that news interviews on television are live or at least
unexpurgated. If the Lodges have their way and interviewees are
allowed to edit before broadcast, the integrity of the news interview
will be seriously weakened. As viewers become aware that editing
by the subject sometimes occurs, they will come to look on all interviews with suspicion.
This is not to say that broadcasters should be forbidden to edit
interviews just as newspapers edit interviews written by their reporters. Nor is it to say that there is no place for programs from which
portions have been cut for reasons of national security. Sometimes
it may be necessary to agree to editing in order to attract, for example, ahigh government official whose views would be valuable
but who dares not risk violating security in a live program.
But insofar as possible all news interviews should be treated as
live, whether they are or not, and editing by the subject should be
permitted only when what the participant has to say is clearly
worth this exceptional procedure. The terms of such agreements
should be clearly understood in advance by both broadcaster and
participant. And the audience should be told plainly at time of
broadcast that parts have been cut and for what reason.
The integrity of the news interview today is much too important
to risk having it diluted. Any but the strictest policy on editing raises
a danger.

Boom

Ahead

NO
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the

formal communique from
substantiate reports that the
their budgets waiting for bargains.
down sharply, and the networks
the fall.

Boom
Ahead
Madison Avenue is needed
big advertisers are sitting
Newspapers and magazines
have holes in prime time

to
on
are
for

To some extent, the advertiser strategy seems to have worked
because one network (CBS-TV) has liberalized its daytime rate,
discount and product protection policies. NBC-TV is expected
to "keep competitive" by following suit. And ABC-TV has innovated block-time
a
device for the clients of one agency to stimulate business.

The economists say there's no reason for the recession, because
there's more spendable income than ever. They have been predicting
for months that the business decline is "bottomi
ng out" and that
in fact we're already out of it.^The slogan-makers are back at
the business
depression
. of selling the public "on "buying" their way out of the

We do not profess to know the answers. But we do know that
advertising's well-documented history proves that
brand names
and new businesses were born in the depth of new
depressions while
old established brands that saved their promotion dollars found
themselves behind the eight-ball when boom followed bust.
Actually, television is going through its first business turbulence
(it's far from a crisis). For tv's first commercial decade, it has
been onward and upward — 'til now. We saw network radio panicked
into a depression from which it hasn't yet emerged, while spot
and local radio, after having been affected by the chain reaction,
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"That summer replacement engineer — let's have another look at his
credentials."
have gone on to new sales records, even with a "recession" in
full tilt.
There is no reason for this to happen in television which (along
with spot radio) is the least affected of the major media. Once
the enlightened and experienced advertisers learn that the bargain
basements are closed, they will resume their timebuying, probably
at greater levels than before. They know what tv and radio
advertising can do for them in moving merchandise. They know
what these media can do in introducing new products (i.e., Revlon
and Lestoil, to name but two).
Classic examples of brand names of other years that sat on their
advertising dollars are Bull Duram (or was it Durham?), Old Dutch
Cleanser and O'Sullivan's Rubber Heels.
Our population is showing fantastic growth. A wonderland of
new products awaits a favorable market. Individual savings are at
an all-time high. The opportunities are the greatest ever.
Advertising can cajole these dollars into the marketplace. The
companies that invest now in promoting their wares and services
are those that will be on top as we emerge from this recession that
seems to have created itself. The way to do it is to close the bargain
basements and sell hell-bent for new records. The broadcast media,
uninhibited and young, as media go, can and should lead the hardsell parade.
Who

Does

The

Senate

Think

It Is?

LAST

Tuesday, at the summons of the Senate Commerce Committee, anumber of community antenna operators appeared
in Washington to testify. In the morning their testimony was
heard by a single Senator. After the luncheon recess they returned,
on the "committee's" order, to find no Senator in the hearing room.
They waited 3 hours and 15 minutes before a Senator wandered

in. (Hearings can't proceed unless at least one Senator is present.)
Last Wednesday afternoon the FCC, also at the summons of the
same "committee," appeared to testify on tv allocations, a subject
of profound importance. One Senator was there to open the
hearings. He left after 15 minutes. Another came in 20 minutes
later and remained for a little more than an hour and a half.
This was outright rudeness at best. Some of the witnesses had
traveled thousands of miles. All of them had spent time and money
(the public's money, in the FCC's case) to prepare their testimony. For the effects their travel and work will have, they might
as well have sealed their presentations in a bottle and dropped it
into the Tidal Basin.

Maybe there's a brighter side to this. Is it possible that the
Congress is tiring of investigating broadcasting? If so, the feeling
among investigators and investigated will be mutual. Broadcasting
got tired of the endless and repetitious investigations long ago.
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LAWRENCE H. ROGERS, PRESIDENT
C TOM GARTEN, Commercial Manager
Represented by The Katz Agency
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take chances on having your sales story scrambled

cooks ...

Coverage

by too many
I

at higher than necessary costs! Get the full, top-quality

coverage of this rich and vital market with WNEM-TV ... A FOUR
no other one station can cover!
BILLION DOLLAR MARKET
See Your Petryman

WNEM-TV
NATIONAL SALES OFFICES
FLINT STUDIOS
FLINT AIRPORT, FLINT, MICHIGAN

CHANNEL

5

OPERATIONS OFFICES
SAGINAW -BAY CITY STUDIOS
5700 BECKER RD., SAGINAW, MICHIGAN
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